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Reputation
though a great asset, is not what you buy when you
book Associated Producers' productions. You buy actual
performance on the part of seven men who, month after
month, year after year, have made, are making and will
continue to make stronger and abler pictures than you can
obtain from any other single source in this industry.

mi■ f r ■

That exhibitors believe this, too, is shown by the fact
that we opened our releasing season throughout America
last
three-fifths of the country's biggest first
runs week
as ourwith
customers.
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR
J. PARKER READ, JR. THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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MARTIN
J. QUICLEY . PUBLISHER
Entered as second-class
matter,
1917, Dearborn
at the Post
111., under
Published
arfHiAugust
at 41?m,South
St., Office
Chicago.at Chicago,
Subscription,
ti.oo atheyear.Act of March 3, 1879.

October 2, 1920

EVERYWOMAN

A GREAT
UNIVERSAL
JEWEL
PRODUCTION DE LUXE
Directed By .ALLEN HOLUBAR
n
i

Mi

— everyin
least itonce
it at feels
knowsheart
woman girl's
EVERY
her lifetime — the ungovernable longing to break away from home surroundings and embark on some great career
that will bring her fame and fortune
and romantic love. A few fortunate
ones
be
maythose
them— but
forsakedesires
to hearts'
havetheir
who gain
counted by millions. And those millions are the ones for whom t -e genius
of Allen Holubar has produced this
woman's ambition, the
huge drama
of her ofdreams.
picture

IN this ressabsorbing
the progof Aurora picture
Meredithof from
her
small-town home to the mighty stage
of the Metropolitan, DOROTHY PHILLIPS gives a portrayal of the very soul
of Woman. And Allen Holubar has
staged his dramatic moments amid
scenes that have no equals for their
perfect taste, their finish and their
fidelity to detail. Book this picture on
Univcrsal's flat statement that it will
prove the one biggest heart-appeal
photodrama
of your year. And book it
NOW!
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Best

the

that

Everything

of

Serials

ever
and

had—
then

some

more!

3-Sheet

HERE is a different kind of a serial, as the sample 3-Sheet shows. Not
only action but MYSTERY — a good, healthy mystery that stirs the
imagination and makes you wonder how ELMO LINCOLN can so
perfectly portray the two characters of the Government's man and his
crooked twin-brother. Added to this is the pulling power of a Serial Star
whose actual feats of tremendous physical strength are the talk of the
amusement world. In still further addition is a great company of supporting
players trained for years in making serials. For these reasons, we say that
"THE FLAMING DISK" has everything that the best of serials ever had—
and then some more. Book it today for a chapter-picture whose clean, vigorous plot and whirling action will fill #the eyes and minds of your every
audience.

"Universal

always

did

make

the

best

short

stuff"
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"SHIPW

RECKED

AMONG

BALS"

CANNI

ELMO

LINCOLN

— the Fighting Colossus
as Captain
Yank Barstow
"U
ND
ER

CR

IM

SO

N

This picture has in it everything that makes for
first-class entertainment. A great storm at sea,
wonderful tropical scenes of adventure among human
derelicts, a revolution in a southern republic, splendid
photography, a stirring romance and around it and
thru it all, a virility that makes it stand out as one
of
sure.the truly big productions of the vear. Book it
UNIVERSAL
JEWEL

Directed by
Rex Ingram

SK
IE
S"
UNIVERSAL
JEWEL

Jesse X.. JCasky
ore unhappiness
nes from the cot*
lice of those afraid
do right than from
courage if
tse iloing

CECIL

■ presents

"Wt must save i
can ,pennies
dear, we
the

E>,

DeMILLES
PRODUCTION
Something

to

because — "

Wun\J\bout
by Jeanie Macphersorv

tm j dead—
ue seen my
thir — there's
>thir<o cftl"

" •Something to Think About*
opened at Shea's Criterion yesterenthusiastic audiday to the mosthistory
of Buffalo
ence in the
theatricals.
"It stands out as one of the supreme achievements in motion pictures."— Harold B. Franklin, Mgr.
Shea's Criterion, Buffalo.
With a Great Cast
Including
Gloria Swanson
Theodore Roberts

Elliott Dexter
Monte Blue

<X QaramountQiclure

I told you — the
strongest man
aluaxs wins!"
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UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MADV PICKPOD.D
• CMAGLLIE CWAPLIN
FAIRBANKS ■ D."V. GdlFFITW
DOUGLAS
1-1 1 RAM ABRAMS, PQESIDEMT

•>: <

ROMANCE
AND
YOUTU
BLOOD
IN A

ADVENTURE,
AND

BEAUTY

-TINGLING
GRIFFITH

Carol

Dempster.

SPLENDID

TUG

Hbartftdmess,

Randolph,

PRODUCTION

FLC

From the Colliers Veekii/ Story
"black beach" L/Mph
°

o-6-c-

George

Short Crauford
others

NEV

LOVE

OF

CHARM

Richard

Cinders

^QiiwrLe,<J!oi'enc£
and

MELODRAMA

SETTING

EXQUISITE

Cine cast includes

A

Stock

, THEATRE" THOUGHT
we pictures you play today,
decide what your theatre
will be tomorrow.

Jmrt

8

UNITED

EXHIBITORS

AQTISTS

CORPORATION
MAR.V PICK-POQ.D • CMAHLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
• D. V. Gdl F P IT W
HIRAM ABftAMS, PRESIDENT

/

HERALD
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UNITED

9

HERALD

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS1 FAIRBANKS - D^/ GRIFFITH
HIRAM 'AbRAMS. PRESIDENT

MARY

PICKFORD
in

"S

UD

S

In all the splendid characterizations that Miss Pickfbrd
has Qiven. the screen, there S^SSk
is none that will outlive the
memory

of her maivelous

creation in 'SUDS"
From tie Charles Frohman Production
'Op O'
Frederick
femmeandThumb'
Richard by
Pruce
Directed by Jack Dillon
Screen Adaptation k,\aldemar\5un^
Photographed by Charles Kosher

tfneatre

tfiouqfit:

PICTURES AR& THE LIPEBLOOD OF YOUR BUSINESS
THE MOST VITAL ELEMENT IN
THE GBOVTP OP YOURTULAT&YOU MUST GIVE YOUR I40USE
TUE

BEST

PICTURES

THAT

MONEY CAN BUV TO KEEP II
ALIVE AND WEALTHY
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THE

'"MIRACLE

MAN"

OE

THE

W.

SCREEN

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE fxchunge. Incorporated ._

"THE
Kpicture
A £reat
made
ENT
featuring

from Ople Read's greatest Novel
JOSEPH
J. DOWLING.
NEL'
COLO

YOU know Joseph J. Dowling — so does every patron of picture-theatres throughout the United
States.
YOU have read Opie Read's book "The Kentucky
Colonel"— or, if you haven't, nine people out of ten
that you ask HAVE.

These are two big names — the names of Dowling
and Read — each with their own vast following.
That following is waiting to crowd your theatre to
the doors when you advertise "The Kentucky
Colonel."

all

artist

j09epm

4

cast

j. dovling

francis Mcdonald
FREDERIC VftOOM
CORA
DREV
ELINOR FIELD
' LLOYD BACON
UILL WOODVARD
CRED KOHLER
GORDON
GRIFFITH
DUDLEY
HENDRICKS
MARY TALBOT
TUELMA
SALTER.

ED

BRADY*

National Production./"
)reyen(

ie
The

KENTUCKY
Greate/t
W.

Southern

Drama

COLONEL
Ever

Screened

HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

Powerful,
sons Why
Country

Money-Making'ReaEvery House in the

Should

Book

this Picture

1st: Winston Churchill. — Whose books have
piade for him millions of enthusiastic followers.
"This Means Ready- Made Audiences"

Benj. B.Hampton

! THE DWELLING
; PLACE OF LIGHT

(2nd: Benj. B. Hampton. — Whose great productions, "Desert Gold," "The Westerners," "The
Sagebrusher" and "Riders of the Dawn," have
been enjoyed and are being enjoyed daily by
hundreds of thousands.

Winston
Churchill

"This Means Ready- Made Audiences"

! CH«.'RCH||,

7he

r3rd: The Book.— "The Dwelling Place of Light"
has been read in every country on the globe
and is considered by critics to_be_Winston
Churchill's masterpiece.
"This Means Ready-Made Audiences"

DWELLI

NG

PLACE

Claire Adams
From

the Great

Novel

bq WINSTON

CHURCHILL

w'th an All Star- CastG
inc/ud/n<r
HT"
LI
f
o
Robert
McKim-Claii-e Adams and Kin£ Bag|ot
Directed
Jack Conwaij

4th: The Cast. — Among which is numbered
some of the most popular players of the day:
Robert McKim, "The Handsomest Villain on
the Screen," with hundreds of successes to his
credit; Claire Adams, more charming, more
beautiful, more attractive than ever before;
King Baggot, handsome, virile, sympathetic —
they're known and loved everywhere.
"This Means Ready- Made Audiences"
You can reap a golden harvest with
"The Dwelling Place of Light"
Ask your nearest Hodkinson representative to screen it for you at once.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Filth Avenue. New YorkGty
Distributing through PAffiE Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor..! Frank. Brockliss.Inc.7Z9r7a Ave.
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CINEMA

BULLS

WILLIAM
Presented

IF

Star

and

I

by

FARNUM
WILLIAM

WERE

5tory

universally

Capacity

EYE

FOX

KING

acclaimed

audiences

irv

by

reviewers

everywhere
SCENARIO BY
E . LLOYD
SHELDON
DIRECTED BY
^.GORDON

EDWARDS

Fox
Entertainments

14

EXHIBITORS

DO

YOU

PLAY

Here's

In

a

News

Fox.

Blanks

;^

WINNERS

"sure

the

thing"

"Reel

other

are

Fox

bookmaker

contestants

playing"

where and cashing

the

!

Race

home

and^reezes

Make

tip

?

News

all

Exhibitors
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HERALD

in

Exchange

and

bring

it

^

every-

every

man

time-

your

home

the

hacoiY?

TWICE

A

WEEK

MIGHTIEST

OF

ALL

Fox

Entertainments

KDxh
)xhibiiors

apologise

for lack

PEARL
Presented

of space

in showing

of

WHITE
by

WILLIAM

FOX

<i7HE

WHITE
MOIL
BY FRANK L. PACKARD
SCENARIO
BY
DIRECTED BY
E.LLOVD SHELDON
HARRY MILLARDE

!
We extend our apologies to the crowds who were unable
I to obtain admission to the Boston Theatre during the run

i
f

! oCTHE WHITE MOLL."
In order that the thousands of l
| Peart White admirers may see her first big production, it |
! will be shown at the Alcazar, starting today.
!

■■■
III

Four-column

ad

of H.CMoir

in

Chicago

American,

Aug.28ik
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MARINE

FLOODED WITH CHLORINE GAS

dhe

horrors

thatvconfronted

the

gallant

crew

Submarine
portrayed
^reat
BOOK

S~5

of the

are

U.St

vividly

in William

Fox's

serial
NOW
FOX

I tetober 2, 1920

II K R A L I)

ENTERTAINMENTS

thousands

of thrills,

an avalanche
Deep-Dyed
Defeated

of action
Deviltry

by Deathlejx

Devotion.
BOOK

NOW

EXHIBITORS
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^Progressive
steps
in the screen
sensation

of

the

year

IN NEW

YORK

Aug, 22-I.yricTheatre "reserved seats, two daily, dollar top1
Aug . 29 -Lyric Theatre , extended-continuous, dollar top.
Sept. 5 -Lyric Theatre, extended - no change.
Sept. 5 -AstbrTheatre also opens continuous,
dollar top.
Sept. 12 -Lyric Theatre and Astor Theatre,
both runs extended- no change,
IN

BOSTON

Sept. (9 -'boston Opera. House - reserved seats, two daily, dollar top
Sept. 12-Boston Opera House, run indefinitely extended, no change

WHILE

NEW

Audl5 -*
^
Au<522 <~
&
Aud29~

YORK

IN LOS ANGELES
Kinema Theatre - pre-release showing for one
week, crowds turned, away.
Alhambra Theatre- picked up run, for second
week,, crowds turned away.
Alhambra Theatre- rim extended for thirds
week pre-release in Los Angeles.
IN PROVIDENCE

Sepb. 5 -* Providence Opera House - engagement, one week,
reserved seats, dollar top, capacity all week..
IN DETROIT
top. Hail - reserved seats, two daily,
Sept. Z ~ dollar
Orchestra
Sept.6 - Orchestra Ha11~ extended for second week-,
continuous, dollar topFox

Entertainments

Staged

by Charles

J. Brabin.
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find

all
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he

time
had

^4 powerful
in which
pulls

his

mind

hidden

siory
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of a

on

his

the

arrest.

passions
man's

of seeming

will

defeai.

GEORGE
presented

FROM

FOX

by William

Fox

NOW

ENTERTAINMENTS

in

ON
STORY BY
FRANK L. PACKARD

Associated

Exhibitors

Inc presents

f~

C .

/ #

yeralcline
with Montagu

Love, Adele

Blood,

Wm

P Carleton,

/N no picture has there ever been a
cast superior to the one in this.
In no picture has there been a more startling theme; nor one richer in dramatic
moments.
In no picture has there been more intelligent direction.
In no picture have there been finer sets.
In no picture have there been larger opportunities for striking exhibitor exploitation.
It is the type and criterion of the moneygetting production which the Associated
Exhibitors propose to produce and distribute.

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
25 W 45 th. St., New York
Distributing through Pathe Exchange Inc

Madge

Bellamy

rarrar
and

Frank

Losee

;n7fie
tRiddfe:<rZVoman
From the play by Carl Jacoby - Directed by £dcvard

Jose

/Sbelong
a woman's
her own or does it
to her past
husband?
Why do good women give their love to
bad men?
Is there a greater menace to the home
than the handsome, well-bred man who
rills his purse and feeds his body with
the reputations of confiding women?
Is every woman

a riddle?

Booking, as will all Associated Exhibitors pictures be booked, independently
of any other product.

MADGE

WM.

P.

BELLAMY

CARLETON

St. V

E D W A R O

ADELE

BLOO

Associated Exhibitors Inc.. presents
yeraldine farrar bi7he '/{idrfCefCComan

"Beyond All Question the Greatest
Picture by Far That Miss Farrar
Ever Starred In"
Such is the emphatic praise given by Harry
Crandall of Washington, Sam Harding of
Kansas City, I. Libson of Cincinnati, H. H.
Wellcnbrink of Newark, J. H. Cooper of
Wichita, Harold Franklin of Buffalo, Dennis Harris of Pittsburgh and Paul Gusdanovic of Cleveland, members of the Board
of Directors of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
who, while in New York for a Board meeting, saw the first print.
'The Riddle: Woman" will make money and
friends for every exhibitor who shows it.
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"Seven

League

Booters

CHESTER

<Z/he

ONE

EVERY

o/olly

WEEIC

"Getting

A

Polish

OUTINGS

ofourneys

SINGLE

REELS

FIVE Chester-Outing cameramen are constantly bringing from the unsung portions of
the earth all the lands and peoples in their quaintness and appeal to your screen.
From "Seven League Boots," taken in the heart of the Swiss Alps, to the '"Naiads of
the
Seas,"
where
tropic
fashions
rule —offrom
of the camera
earth atseeks
Cape out
Horn,
whereSouth
no man
lives,
to the
crowded
millions
ChinathetheendChester
the
strange and the interesting.
Then the best of the work of these globe-combers, cut to the bone of the best and inimitably titled come to bring you patrons — again and again.

YOU'LL WANT TO SHOW ALL OF THESE:
PIGS AND KAVA"
"WANTED AN ELEVATOR" "DREAMS COME TRUE"
ADAM
AND EVE IN ANDES"
"FORBIDDEN FAXES"
''BEAR WITH I S''
PYREXXES
AND
WOODEN
LEGS"
BUDDHA'S MAZE"
DROP WAS ENOUGH'
••wnnT.Y PITS AND MONKEY "OLD
HITS"
"THE TAMER THE "OXE
WILDER"
"TRAIL TO WEDONTCAREWHERE" "TOO
MUCH
OVERHEAD"
"BALLING THE JUNK"
SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTERS"

N

"

EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
ICORPORATION OF AMERICA
729 Seventh ^Ave. ^Yew Jortc

^

w/AJIMMIE
A

FRESH

START

MARVEL

ADAMS
RE

A

rvn
LmJ
ERMAID Comedies are new — new in ideas, new in vigor, new in the youthful ability to appeal to your audiences with a power that you have never
before found in two-reelers. Mermaids are not living on the reputation of the
past — they are not trading on traditions. They are not asking you to book them
because of what some did so many moons ago. Mermaid Comedies offer you
themselves for your judgment. They ask but a showing for you and your
audiences. The result is certain. From the biggest city to the smallest hamlet
in which they have been shown the answer has been the same —
CLINKING WITH THE GOLDEN MESSAGE OF BOX OFFICE
DOLLARS.
""THERE are four of them now — three that have broken records — everywhere.
The roster of theatres showing Mermaids looks like a list of. America's premier
theatres.
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NONSENSE
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and
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Marvel

direceed
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JACK
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WHITE

VY7ITH the same cast as "A Fresh Start," it will smash the record
of that picture — hailed as the funniest two-reel comedy ever
made.
Don't listen to them laugh in your competitor's house.

JV/TERMAIDSriment.are
for comemerThey are
dies that captivate — and keep
patrons coming to your theatre. You can't show one
Mermaid and stop — YOUR
AUDIENCES
WON'T
LET
YOU.
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Millions

of picture

that L Dn Chaney
He

played

fans

will be astonished

to learn

has legs like any other normal

the p \rt of "Blizzard",

man.

the legless criminal

of "The Penalty", with his legs strapped back to the
knees, and so great is the strain that he could act only
seven minutes at a time.
It is the most remarkable
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Effective
the

with

advertising

the

Issue

of

October

16

rates of

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

will be as follows:

FULL
Single

PAGE

Insertion

Thirteen

Times

Twenty-six

Rates

for

)
> Within 1 year

Times)

fractional

page

$112.00
106.00 (per page)
100.00

space

(per page)

will

be

proportionate.

(Complete rate data, color page charges,
insert charges and mechanical specifications will be indicated on new rate card,
soon to be issued.)
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new
fun
lot of 0ood natured
are
at things which
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around
happening
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J. Selznick

Presents

Louise

in

Huff

Dan

£te

m

Par

adi

A

Satirical
ComGdv

By

Edmund

Goulding

Picturized
"by
° Lewis
Allen Browne
Directed. \>y

Distributed

by

Select

William

PS. Eai'le

let Elaine

Hammerstein

Be Your

Partner

AN

organization which has developed a number of
the most profitable box-office attractions known to
"the screen regard Elaine Hammerstein as the fastest growing star they have ever handled.

Miss Hammerstcin's pictures are preferred attractions
in leading theatres everywhere'.
Photoplay patrons have learned to love her personality.
From Coast to Coast each new Elaine Hammerstein
picture is hailed with delight.
Careful exhibitors cannot afford to omit from their
bookings the Elaine Hammerstein releases for 1920-21,
six in number, sold on the Star Series Plan.
"The Daughter Pays;" from the widely read novel bv
Mrs. Baillic Reynolds, picturized bv Edward Montagne.
directed by Robert Ellis, is the first release in the new
scries. It is readv for distribution.

EVERYBODY

AGREES

THAT

"UP

IN
IS

MARYS
THE

OFFICE
OF

=

BIGGEST

THE

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey.
Royal Pictures, Philadelphia, Pa
BREAKING ALL RECORDS. YOU
CERTAINLY HAVE A MONEY MAKER.

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Criterion Film Service, Dallas, Texas.
BOOKING MARY'S ATTIC BEYOND
ALL EXPECTATIONS. SOUTHERN
ENTERPRISES BOOKED
ENTIRE
CHAIN, TWENTY-TWO FIRST RUN
THEATRES.
Upper New York State.
Robbins Film Co., Utica, N. Y.
BOOKED BIGGER THAN ANY
TURE THIS YEAR

BOX

ATTRACTION

Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah.
Quality Pictures, Inc., Denver, Colo.
GREATEST MONEY GETTER EVER
RELEASED.

4
2•
2.

ATTIC"

PIC-

YEAR
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Wisconsin.
Midland Film Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
GREATEST ATTRACTION OF THE
YEAR.
Louisiana and Mississippi.
H. G. TilL New Orleans, La.
GREAT PICTURE.
RECORDS.

BREAKING

ALL

Georgia,
Florida, Tennessee, Alabama,
North Carolina, South Carolina.
E. & H. Film Dist. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
BROKE ALL RECORDS, CRITERION
THEATRE. I CONSIDER THIS SPECIAL
A ONE HUNDRED PER CENT BOX
OFFICE ATTRACTION. SEVEN PRINTS
BOOKED SOLID.

New York City and Northern New Jersey.
Aywon Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
TURNED THEM AWAY EVERY DAY
FOR TWO WEEKS AT THE BROADWAY THEATRE, NEW YORK
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana.
Interstate Film Exchange, Portland, Ore.
FLOOD OF VOLUME BOOKINGS ON
MARY'S ATTIC UNPRECEDENTED.
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EVERYWHERE

"UNCLE
SAM
The Motion Picture
Version of
of theFREEDOM
Most Widely Discussed Book ofRIDGE"
the Year.
New

York

Going

Wild

Over

The

Box

Office

Possibilities

Watch
the Results of the Premier
Showing Before
the
Most
Distinguished
Audience
Ever Assembled
At the Selwyn Theatre— W. 42nd St., N. Y.
STATE

RIGHTS
WIRE

HARRY

LEVEY

GOING

FAST

NOW

PRODUCTIONS,

230

West

38th

St., N. Y.

EXHIBITORS
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IN THE

FANARK

HERALD

PRODUCTION

"THE

CRIMSON

CROSS"

There is a heart-winning
character — Richard Gormley, welfare worker in prisons and meta-physician
extraordinary. Once a
hypnotist, himself, he put
a man through hell. He
learned the error of his
ways through bitter suffering, that of having a man
he hypnotized turn on him
and rob him of his most
precious possession — h i s
baby son.

Years later he finds his son
grown

to manhood,

and

working by the same method of hypnotism he had
once used — which the son
inherited. Without knowing that it is his son, he
attempts to lead the boy
into the way of truth and
light. His final success,
and what happens to bring
it about makes "The Crimson Cross" among the most
interesting photoplays of
the year.

Truly a Great

Story

A

Photoplay

with a Message

D. J. H. LEVETT
Presents

"THE
CROSS"
STORY AND SCENARIOCRIMSON
BY N. BREWSTER MORSE.
DIRECTED
BY GEORGE EVERETT.
WITH AN ALL STAR' CAST INCLUDING EDWARD LANGFORD, MARIAN SWAYNE, WILLIAM E.
HALLMAN. EULALIE JENSEN, AUGUSTUS PHILLIPS, VAN DYKE BROOKS AND ARCHIE CLARK.
Address all Inquiries to
THE

FANARK

D. J. H. Levett, Pres.

CORPORATION
40 West 32nd Street. New York Citv
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Reissues!

Two

of the

Phenomenal

Hits

of the

Screen

Ready

Now

for Release.

99

"Tarzan

of

the

Apes

and

The

Romance
You

know

attractions

what

of

Tarzan"

remarkable

these pictures were

when first issued! They'll make
more money for you now than
the first time!

New

Prints
AH

Book

new

—

advertising

Now

and

New

Paper

accessories

Clean

Up!

At All First National Exchanges
Produced by
National

Film Corporation
of America
C. A. Willat, Vice President and General Manager
Ernest Sbipman, Sales Manager
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"An

Excellent

"Speedy

Comedy!9'

Comedy

with

a

New York Telegram

Kick!"
New York Telegraph

That's what two of the New York leading dailies say of the picture that delighted audiences at the Broadway Strand

Henry

Lehrman
who

produced

the knockout

comedy,

"A Twilight Baby, and organized the
Lehrman Sunshine Comedies, now
comes across with another SCREAM !

"The

Kick
A

in

Lehrman

High

Life"

Comedy

Produced Under the Personal Supervision of
Henry Lehrman
A

A

Kick

FIRST

in

Every

NATIONAL

Foot

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

'There'll

be

a

Franchise

everywhere

A

Powerful
Mayflower

An

"In

Allan

Photoplay
Dwan

Corp'n

Drama

presents

Production

the
Heart
of
a
By William Allen White — Directed by Allan

Fool"
Dwan

This is one of the big productions of the year because — it was produced by a
big director — it was written by one of the world's most famous authors — it is a
drama that probes to the depths of American life, its realities, its problems of
the day — it has a powerful cast that enacts the various roles with strength and
realism.

A

FIRST NATIONAL
ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howella, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I

0

f

A

You know
James Kirkwood

Lif

merican

the Cast and

the Characters

!

-Tempted by the Lorelei and fell, but through suffering
rose to greater heights.

Anna Q. Nilsson - -The Lorelei, who wrecked men's hearts and homes.
Mary Thurman
-The girl with the heart of gold.
Philo McCullough- -The Fool, who lived only for women and whose folly
brought death.
Ward Crane ..
-Wrecked by the Lorelei, he became a wastrel.
John Burton
-Old Doc Linen Pants, a friend to everybody.
Maryland Morne - -The butterfly girl who broke her wings.
Margaret Campbell- -The ambitious mother.
Percy Challenger - -Hogtight Sands.
Arthur Hoyt
-Hogtight's frivolous son.
Kate Toneray
-She gave her life for her son.
Ernest King
-The news hound and philosopher.

Old Doc
Lirten.
Panbs

t 11 ]_i 11
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With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY
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Brady's
to Presidency Surprises
N. A. Reelection
M. P. L Members
Asks Party Officials to Aid in Tabulating Straw
Vote
Pacific Coast Exhibitors to Meet at Frisco October
5
Chicago Prices Increase After Musicians Strike
is Settled
California Theatre at Bakersficld is Opened...
Louise Fazenda Heads Own Unit for Special
Pictures
Frank Rembusch Says Cohen is Not Welcome
at Indiana Meeting
Leaders Confident of Organizing Strong League
in Alabama
REVIEWS

39
39
39
43
44
45
46
igan 47
48
49
50
51
51
52
52
53

"MidKimball
Channel."
Equity D, six parts, with Clara 83
Young
"Thewith
PriceBert
of Redemption,"
Metro D, six parts, 83
LyteH
"TheOwen
Poor Moore
Simp," Selznick C, five parts, with 84
"Paul's Peril," Lifeograph C, two parts
84
"The Cradle of Courage," Paramount D, five
parts, with William S. Hart
84
"The Love Flower," United Artists D, seven
parts, D. W. Griffith
85
"Clothes," Metro D, five parts, with all star cast. 85
"The Husband Hunter," Fox C-D, five parts,
with Eileen Percy
:
86
"A with
City Ethel
Sparrow."
Paramount
D,
five
parts,
Clayton
86
Man Who
Had Everything." Goldwyn
C-D, five parts, with Jack Pickford
"The Stealers." Robertson-Cole D, eight parts..
"The Madge
Truth."Kennedy
Goldwyn C-D, five parts, with
"Dynamite," Christie-Educational C, two parts,
with Lloyd Hamilton
"Nonsense."
Mermaid-Educational
with Mermaid
cast C, two parts

Subscription

Prices

86
88
88
88
88

United

& EDITOK

"The Penalty," Goldwyn D, five parts, with Lon
Chaney
"Out for the Night." Christie- Educational C, two
parts, with Eddie Barry
"Woman's Man," Arrow D, five parts, with Romaine Fielding
"TheMix
Untamed," Fox D, five parts, with Tom
"One Week," Metro C, two parts, with Buster
Keaton
DEPARTMENTS

89
89
89
90
90

Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
81
Quarterly Index of Reviews
t
91
W hat the Picture Did For Me
93 to 98
With the Procession in Los Angeles
99
Chicago Trade Events
107, 108
Guide to Current Pictures
109 to 114
ADVERTISERS
Associated Exhibitors
Insert
Associated Producers
i
Bass Camera Company
108
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
108
Celebrated Players Film Corporation 101 to 105
Hampton Del Ruth
23, 24
J. B. Dihelka Company
113
Eastman Kodak Company
113
Educational Films Corporation
19 to 21
Exhibitors Supply Company
113
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
5
The Fanark Corporation
29
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc
27
First National Exhibitors Circuit Inc
30 to 36
Fox Film Corporation
13 to 18
Gaumont Company
12
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
22
W. W- Hodkinson Corporation 11 and insert
Kessel and Baumann
25
Harry Levey Productions
28
Metro Pictures Corporation
Insert
Monsoon Cooling System
114
National Carbon Company
Ill
Pathe Exchange, Inc
116 and insert
Nicholas Power Company
92
Ritchey Lithographing Corooration
3ft
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation .... Insert
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
87
Harry A. Sherman
6
Steger & Sons Piano Manufacturing Company.. 115
Selznick Enterprises
Insert
Typhoon Fan Company
108
United Artists Distributing Corporation 7 to 9
Unity Photoplays Company
106
L'niversal Film Manufacturing Company
2, 3, 4, 86, 94, 95, 97, 98, 107
Vitagraph, Inc
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 86.
88. 89. 90, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 107. 108. 114
A. F. Williams
108
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Three Organizations Probe Activity of Alfred
S. Black
Indiana Organizations to Seek Closer Unity
September 27
Southern California and Arizona League Meets
December 7-8
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance Opens Convention
September 29
Make Fire Prevention Day Success Urges
N. A. M. P. 1
Northwest Exhibitors Will Fight Unfriendly
Legislation
Split Develops in Ranks of Chicago Theatre
League
Stronger Organization is Being Sought in Mich-
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Love

Marriage

' I 'HAT was the fate of a beautiful young
girl who was misled by the flowery words
of a designing male.
That's the startling theme of this picture
which lays bare the life in the Bohemian
quarters. Every woman and every man is
vitally interested in this subject. 5.000.000
read this thrilling story in the Pictorial Review and are anxious
to see the picture.
Louis B. Mayer presents
Anita

Stewart

" Harriet and
the Piper'
By Kathleen Norris
Screen Version by Monte M. Katterjohn
Directed by Bertram Bracken

Ihere'II

be

a

Franchise

everywhere
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Her Newest and Greatest Picture!
The Katherine Mac Donald Pictures Corporation
P. Fineman. Vice-Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.
B. P. Schulberg. President B.
Presents

October 2, 1920

A First National
Attraction
Foreign Representative
David P. Howells, Inc.
729
Ave.,
New Seventh
York City

™ "Curtain
MacDonald
Katherine
The American
Beauty's inexceptional
dramatic
in emotional
roles is
demonstrated
this, the love
story ofability
an actress,
taken
from the Saturday Evening Post story
By Rita Wei man
Directed by James Young
By arrangement with Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Schulberg, President

c7herelil

be

&

Franc*

use

everywhere
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By
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Case

J

Against

A drama of overwhelming concern to every
independent exhibitor was enacted in a meeting
room of the Hotel Astor, New York City, on
Wednesday, Sept. 15.
And just below the surface of this drama
there was a strain of tragedy — genuine, stirring
tragedy, based upon circumstances which will
appeal strongly to the exhibitor with an eye to
the future.
Consider this incident which is a part of
the record of the meeting referred to above :
A widow is endeavoring to support herself
and her child through the operation of a little
theatre in a small New England town. From all
indications the battle against the cost of living
was being waged none too successfully yet the
little theatre was affording at least an opportunity for a livelihood.
Prior to her husband's death an agent of
that able theatre magnate, Alfred S. Black,
comes to the town and makes an offer of $1,500
for a purchase of the theatre proposition. Later
Mr. Black arrives and decides to cut the offer to
$700. This offer is refused. The husband dies.
Presently the widow discovers — according to a
statement she has made under oath — that Mr.
Black has stepped in, convinced the owner of
the property that unless it was rented to him it
would become valueless as a theatre proposition
and rented the place over the head of the widow.
And thus there is forged another link in the
Black chain of theatres.
This widow's case, although perhaps the
most pathetic, is not the most forcible or the
most illuminating of those presented to the
executive committee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America at the Astor meeting.
It now becomes apparent that one of the
most critical battles for the exhibitors' independence isbeing waged in the New England
territory where Mr. Black seemingly is en-

THE

WEEK

- Q^UIGLEY

Alfred

S.

Black

deavoring totie to his chain every theatre that
is susceptible to his method of attack.
From the outset of this matter this publication has counselled its readers to the effect that
the exhibitors' independence shall be maintained.
And the interest of the United States government in the matter as indicated by the presence
at the Astor meeting of representatives of the
Federal Trades Commission and the Department
of Justice, makes this very plain to even the
casual observer.
Aside from whatever incentive for an abandonment of present practices the interest of
government officials in the matter may offer to
Mr. Black, little may be expected in the way of
immediate changes. The chief hope for the
creation of a new order in the New England
territory lies with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation which owns a substantial interest
in the Black theatres.
9& «jp flp
Entirely aside from the pledge made by Mr.
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous PlayersLasky corporation, it may be assumed that the
cheap, tawdry and picayune practices charged
against the New England situation are utterly
repugnant to Mr. Zukor and his organization
and this was made very plain by a representative of Famous Players who presented the position of the company at the conclusion of the
meeting.
Yet the known interest of Famous Players
in the Black theatres, together with the fact
that the name of the organization has been
linked with many of the negotiations that have
been carried on in New England, creates the
obvious necessity for swift and summary action
in the matter. And if the charges against Mr.
Black are substantiated the industry will look
to Famous Players to use its influence to effect
a change in New England and if this fails to
denounce the Black methods as inimicable to the
policies for which it stands.
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Hurrah for Bill Brady.
* * *
Exhibitors Herald is glad he reconsidered.
* * *
The N. A. M. P. I. needs him; the industry needs him.
* * »
Let's go !
* * *
Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists'
Sept. 21, sailed
to be for
goneEurope
about on
two Tuesday.
months.
Kenneth Hodkinson is holding down the
chief's chair during his absence.
* * *
Jacques Bizoul, a member of the Marshall Neilan organization, passed through
Chicago, Sept. 15, en route to Los Angeles.
Mr. Bizoul was accompanied by Mrs. Bizoul. He was for a number of years connected with the French government in the
photographic division.
* * *
Joe Brandt, of the C. B. C. Films Sales
corporation, has been called to New York
from the West coast to give his personal
attention to the exploitation of "The Victim." just completed by Jack Cohn.
* * »
Walter Niebuhr was married on Sept.
16 to Miss Bennett Johnstone, in New
York City, by the Rev. R. C. Xicbuhr. Mrs.
Niebuhr is well known on the stage, having appeared with Otis Skinner in "Kismet" and later with
in vaudeville.
Mr. Niebuhr
was connected
the Film Division
under
George Creel during the war. Since then
he has been the head of a motion picture
company.
* * *
R. J. Clark, manager of R. D. Lewis
Film Company, of Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Texas, is in Chicago on business for his
company.
* * *
Watterson R. Rothacker of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., left Sunday, Sept.
19. for a ten days' sojourn in New York
City.
* * *
Max M. Kravetz, a member of the firm
of Merit Film Company, Denver, Colo.,
paid the Exhibitors Herald office a visit
September 20.
* * *
_C. F. Senxixc, former manager of First
National Exchange at Richmond, Va., has
resigned and will be located at the home
office of the company in New York.

_ .. . .
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Mae Murray and her husband. Bob
Leonard, have returned from Europe,
where they visited England. France and
Spain. In Paris they were the guests of
Cecil Sorel, the French actor.
* * *
Harry Leon Wilson, the author, has
moved to Los Angeles, where several of
his novels are being made into photoplays
by Benjamin B. Hampton.
* * »
Norma, Constance and Natalie Talmadce, together with Mrs. Fred Talmadgc
and Joseph M. Schenck. have left Paris and
are now in Italy. They will visit Spain
and England, returning to the U. S. A.
about Oct. 2.
* * •
Hewi.incs Mumper, vice-president of
Federal Photoplays and a partner of Benjamin B. Hampton, returned to California
after spending a month arranging business
affairs for his company in New York.
» * »
Max Lindf.r. the French comedian, has
completed the cutting and editing of "Seven
Years' Bad Luck" and will soon take a
vacation in the Western hills.
* » •
Walhemar You.w, has been appointed to
the scenario staff of the new Long Island
studios of the Famous Players-Lasky corporation by Tom Geraghty. Eastern Production editor.
» * *
M. W. Davis has been appointed branch
manager of the Realart exchange at Charlotte, N. C. Mr Davis js well known
among exhibitors of North Carolina and
other Southern states.
* » »
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general manager of Selznick Enterprises, announces the appointment of Morris Safier.
as branch manager of the Pittsburgh office,
and Louis Green, formerly of Boston, as
the New Haven branch manager.
* * *
J. G. Wainwrioht has been made United
Kingdom representative for the Rothacker
Industrial division abroad. His office is at
0 Piccadilly Mansions, Shaftesbury avenue.
W. I. London.
* » *
One of the distinguished guests at the
Fox studios. New York, recently, was E.
O. Hoppe. famous artist-photographer from
London. It was his first visit to a large
studio and his first visit to America.
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Re -Takes t°hfe News
By J. R. M.
□
Trials of Ye Columnist —
Guess all the big news happened last
week.
hard to scare up a lead
for
thisAwfully
col.
•
Pooh,ButPooh—
I should worry. We all have
our off days. Especially in the fall
The other seasons are spring, winter
and summer.
Catch Yer Own Shoes—
A scientist has discovered
sharks' skins make excellent
leather. Now all one has to do to
them shoe profiteers is take a fish
and line and catch his own.

Fishing's Good —
We've often caught an old rubber
boot while fishing in Lake Mich, and
once or twice a bird cage, but never a
pair of shoes.
National Pastime Nowadays —
See where the college boys training
for football are using a charging machine. It'll be a great help if any of
them go into business when they get
outa school.
*
Vote Everything There —
New York City sold the Philadelphia
zoo a lot of monkeys and lions two
weeks ago. They arrived just in time
to be voted at the primaries.
*
Rare Words o' Wisdom —
Babe Ruth
besides
beinglittle
the speechworld's
greatest
swatter
is some
maker. He got $500 a night for the
following at the Edelweiss Gardens
while on his recent visit to Chicago:
"I haven't much to say. I hardly
know how to say it. But I hope you
all have a hell of *a good time."
No Easy Job—
A fellow hasta be pretty strong nowadays to run for president. See where
Coxthesays
he's carrying Mi front p'orch
to
country.
•
THE M. P. T. O. OF A. ARE GOING TO
BUILD A CLUB HOUSE IN NEW YORK.
ONE
OF THEBE FEATURES
THE BUILDIXG WILL
A PATENT OFKNOCKER
ON
THE FRONT DOOR FOR KNOCKERS WHO
HAVE CRIPPLED ARMS AND CANT
SLING ANY MUD. *
How Wonder
About It,
if Arth'—
Arthur James blue pencils
his
own
that he's
other end ofstuff
the now
publicity
job. on the

l^NOWING that the RITCHEY poster is profitable is one thing. Realizing
that it is profitable is a widely different thing. The first comes before the
RITCHEY poster is used, — the second comes afterward.

RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
406 West 31st Street.'_New York

CORPORATION
Phone: Chelsea 8388

that
shoe
beat
pole
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Indiana

At Meeting Sept. 27
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Sept. 21.—
A meeting of the state association of Indiana Exhibitors will be held on
Monday, September 27, at the Severin
hotel here. An effort will be made at
this meeting to strengthen the organization which during the last year has
been little more than an organization in
name only.
Gustave G. Schmidt, secretary of the
association of downtown Indianapolis
exhibitors and of the suburban exhibitors, announces the two organizations
will seek to become more closely affiliated with the state organization. There
are fifty-eight motion picture theatres in
Indianapolis and 438 in the state.
Honor Beaverbrook
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.— An
event of international importance
in film matters was a dinner tendered here yesterday to Lord
Beaverbrook, the distinguished
British film magnate, by Adolph
Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky corporation. A notable
assemblage of motion picture personalities attended and the dominant note of the dinner was international amity.
Gores and

Lesser
Los Angeles

Booking Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Space has
been leased in the Knickerbocker buildwhere an organization has been formed
to handle all booking, buying, shipping,
and other general details pertaining to
the large chain of theatres that are now
under the Gore-Lesser banner.
William Quinn, until recently assistant
general manager of the Universal Film
Exchange, is manager.
Southern
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To Seek Closer Unity

Form
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California

And Arizona League
Meets December 7-8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOSdent ANGELES,
21.—California
Indepenexhibitors from Sept.
Southern
and Arizona will convene here on December 7for a two day convention which
has been called by Theatre Owners
Association, Inc.
Fifteen exhibitors from this organization will attend the convention of Northern California and Nevada theatre men
at San Francisco on October 5, 6 and 7.
L. A. Exhibitors to
Battle Ad Increase
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Los Angeles theatre owners recently called a
mass meeting to protest against the
rising rates for amusement advertising
in the press here.

Three

Organizations

Activity

of

Alfred

Probe
S.

Black

Famous Play ers-Lasky Corporation and Federal Trade
Commission Investigate New England Situation—Widow's Story Stirs Industry
Activities of Alfred S. Black, president of the Black New
England Theatres and president of the now inactive Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., are to be the subject of three
sweeping investigations, as the result of startling testimony
brought out at an airing of the New England theatre situation
conducted by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
at Hotel Astor, New York, September 15.
Senator James L. Walker, who acted as attorney for the
M. P. T. O. A., indicated at the close of the hearing at the Astor
that the "surface had only been scratched" and that officers of
exhibitors'
Mr. Black. association will continue to compile charges against
Representative of Adolph Zukor
Is Shocked at Testimony Offered
Henry L. Salisbury, representing Adolph Zukor, president
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, with which Alfred S.
Black has been closely associated, expressed himself as
"shocked" at the testimony offered and voluntarily declared
that Mr. Zukor personally would investigate every phase of the
scandal and "do all he can to right the wrongs."
Far more important, however, comes the news that the
Federal Trade Commission was represented at the M. P. T. O. A.
hearing" and has already started the task of probing the conditions which exist in New England.
Alfred S. Black Issues Denial
Charging "Malicious Untruths"
Alfred S. Black, who flatly refused to attend the M. P. T. O. A. hearing
although urged to do so by both the exhibitors and Adolph Zukor, hurried
to issue a denial of the charges made against him branding them as "maliciously distorted and untrue" adding that he would answer them in detail.
The Story Told by an Exhibitor's Widow
Probably no single event in the history of the motion picture industry
has caused the feeling and comment stirred by the testimony of Pauline
H. Dodge, the widow of an exhibitor, who at her husband's death took up
the management of three small-town theatres to support herself and her
two-and-a-half-y ear-old child.
Mrs. Dodge's property consists of the Bijou theatre, a 250-seat house
in Morrisville, Yt., which boasts of 1,400 population; a 400-seat house at
Hyde Park. Vt., which is operated two days a week, and a 500-seat house
at Jeffersonville. Yt.. which is operated three days a week. Hyde Park
and
JefTersonville
are smaller than Morrisville. The "theatres" are in
the town
halls.
Her lease of the building occupied by the Bijou Theatre expires January 11. 1921. The building was purchased several months ago by Alfred
S. Black, who has indicated he will take possession January 11 for the
purpose of opening a theatre.
Fails to Keep Back Her Tears
During Friendly Examination
Even under the kindly cross examination of Senator Walker. Mrs.
Dodge was unable to keep back the tears as she told her story to a sympathetic audience.
Her husband was alive a year ago when Alfred S. Black is said to
have made the first offer to buy the Morrisville theatre. He carried on all
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of the conversations with Mr. Black and
his agents, and for this reason, Mrs.
Dodge was unable to answer many ot
the questions asked her.
But she does understand clearly
that her lease expires January 11;
that Alfred S. Black has purchased
the building her theatre occupies for
the ostensible purpose of opening a
theatre; that Morrisville is not large
enough to support two theatres; that
in all probability she cannot buy film
as cheaply as the owner of a large
chain of theatres, and that she cannot
remain long in business if compelled
to conduct her house at a los^.
And understanding this, she has refused to sell for what she considers an
unfair price, and in her small way has
determined to fight for her property by
trying to prevent a rival theatre owner
from obtaining a license to operate in
Morrisville.
Witness Tells How
Building Was Leased
Upon taking the witness stand, Mrs.
Dodge stated that her husband wai in
business about three years before his
death last winter. She stated that Mr.
Black came to Morrisville about a year
ago. lows : The testimony at this point folQuestion — Do you know what conversation so far as you can say of your
direct knowledge which was directly told
you bv your husband of the conversation
he had with Mr. Black?
Answer — I know Mr. Black went to
the owner of the building and saw him
first and got an option on the theatre
before he came to Air. Dodge. By telling Mr. Emmons he would force us to
sell to him or would build, he got Mr.
Emmons to give him an option.
Question
How do you know this
about
Mr. —Black?
Answer — Mr. Emmons told my husband this as an excuse why he gave him
an option.
Says Price Offered
Is One-Tenth Value
Continuing. Mrs. Dodge declared that
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Mr. Black has offered her $700 for the
equipment of the three theatres she conducts, and places a value herself on the
equipment as $8,000.
She declared that she would not accept a position as manager for Mr.
Black if he took over the theatre, but
was anxious to continue in business herself; would buy the building if she could
raise the money, or would be willing to
take a long lease.
Continuing, she said it would be impossible for two hou-.es to make money
in Morrisville, but that she was determined to remain in business as long
as she could. She said that she was
confident the village trustees would refuse a license to any competing theatre,
but feared that, if taken to court, a
license might be granted.
At the conclusion
Senatorof Walker's
examination,
W. D. ofBurford
Aurora.
111., a member of the investigating committee, asked several questions, bringing out the fact that she had no other
means of support than her theatres and
that she was supporting her child, two
and a half years old.

why he did not show Paramount pictures.
E. T. Peter Presides
At the Hearing

Brings New Promise
From Famous Players
It was principally the testimony of
Mrs. Dodge that brought from Henry L.
Salisbury. Adolpfa Zukor's representative,
the statement that "the things I have
heard today shock me" and that "they
absolutely
Accordingreek."
to Mr. Salisbury, the Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation has expended $100,000 since last April in an
effort
to "clean
up this
Before
concluding,
he matter."
declared that he
will start immediately the work of restoring her theatres to Mrs. Dodge, and
righting other wrongs, which were aired
during the afternoon.
"Mr. Zukor is not interested in these
^mall towns." he exclaincd. "He is only
interested where the big circuits have
shut
Thehimlastout."
statement was apparently in
explanation of the fact that Mrs. Dodge
had said Mr. Black asked her husband

Story of an Exhibitor's Widow
Which Has Shaken Entire

Industry

" .... I have had some dealing with Mr. Alfred S. Black,
not personally perhaps, but nevertheless, positively. Mr. Black first
came to Morrisville nearly a year ago, and instead of coming to us,
he went to the owners of the building.
"We had contemplated buying the building and had a verbal
option on it, which of course does not stand legally. But knowing
Mr. Emmons (the owner) personally, we evidently took too much for
granted. Mr. Emmons at first held out about selling. Mr. Black told
him if he did not sell, he would put up a building on several thousand
dollars and inside of a month Mr. Dodge would be out of business,
because he (Mr. Black) would tie up all the films.
"Mr. Emmons believed him and had visions of his building
standing empty, so he sold to him. Then, Mr. Black came to us and
offered less than a third what the equipment was worth and said he
would pay nothing for the business
Mr. Dodge plainly told
him he had intention of selling and Mr. Black told him if he didn't,
he would force him out and if he tried going into the picture
business anywhere else, he would follow him and drive him out." —
An extract from a letter to Sydney S. Cohen from Mrs. Pauline H. Dodge
of Morrisville, Vt.

E. T. Peter of Texas presided at the
hearing. With him on the investigating
committee of the M. P. T. O. A. were
H. B. Varner of North Carolina, C. N.
Bean of New Hampshire. W. D. Burford of Illinois, J. Collins of New Jersey
and F. Secgert of Wisconsin.
In opening the hearing. Senator Walker
stated
it was
his inintention
ascertainthat
whether
or not
so far as "to
we
can, what truth, what effect and to what
extent complaints against one Alfred S.
I'.lack for certain charges that amount to
cocrcian on certain motion picture theatre owners for the purpose of forcing
them
their houses."
At to
the sell
conclusion
of. his talk, it was
asked if Mr. Black was present or had
a representative
No read
one into
responded. Senator present.
Walker then
the testimony a letter sent to Mr. Black
urging him to attend.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., was present, as a spectator only. It was explained that on
account of a personal dispute with Mr
I'.lack, he had declined to participate so
that the hearing would .be free from any
suggestion of prejudice.
John Eames Adds
To Widow's Story
John Eames of Montpclicr, Vt., who
now manages five theatres in New
Hampshire and Vermont and who was
employed by Alfred S. Black for several
months, made several important additions to the evidence in the Dodge case.
Mr. Eames stated that he first met
Alfred S. Black four years ago, and a
year
.'<go entered
selling
his Park
theatre his
at employ
Barrie, after
Vt., to
the
Black company. He said that Mr. Blacksent stnte
him to
on look
a twooverweeks'
trip find
through
the
theatres,
out
whether they were for sale, and offer
the owner a price authorized by Mr.
Black. It was during this trip that he
called on Mr. Dodge at Morrisville.
He stated that he understood Mr.
Black was financed by his brother, John
Black, a broker at 100 Broadway. New
York City, and in December a year ago
became associated with the Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation.
Senator Walker asked him a number
of questions on the Famous Players subject, Eames responding that "the fact
was always understood" and that a Mr.
Boland, an architect, said Famous Players was interested in Black's theatres.
Says He Offered
Mr. Dodge $1,500
Mr. Eameshe said
at Mr. Black's
instructions
wentthat
to Morrisville
and
offered Mr. Dodge $1,500 for his theatre
holdings. He confirmed the statement
that Black secured an option on the Morrisville theatre from Mr. and Mrs.
Emmons, owners of the building.
A short time later, Eames said, Black,
Boland and himself motored to Morrisville, and, despite his assurance that he
had practically talked Dodge into selling, Black went to the owners of the
property to get an option on the building.
"He said he would secure an option
on a piece of property next to a bank
and so told Mr. Emmons," continued
Eames. "For the protection of his property, Mr. Emmons said he thought he
might like to go into the theatre business. Mr. Black explained it would be
impossible for him to get film and that
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he would build a house as the town was
spotted."
Emmons hesitated, he said, but forwarded the option by mail the same
evening.
Commenting upon his offering exhibitors aprice tor their theatres. Mr. Eames
said that he never closed deals and that
ordinarily Mr. Black acquired theatres
for less than he originally offered.
Declares Black Used
Exhibitors' Offce
Mr. Eames caused a sensation a moment later when he declared triaf M-.
Black in talking with exhibitors in efforts to buy their theatres told them he
was the head of the exhibitors' association. The following dialogue took place:
Senator Walker — Have you any recollection of any conversation at which you
have been personally present between
Mr. Black and any theatre owner?
Mr. Eames — In talking with the exhibitor, Mr. Black would tell him he was
at the head of the exhibitors' association
and that it was a good thing to sell to
him for that reason.
Question — Did he urge that on the exhibitor with whom he was doing business?
Answer — Yes.
Question: Did he argue that gave
him any right or privilege in preference for him over anyone else?
Answer — He used that as one of the
means of showing his personal strength.
He used the fact of the exhibitors' association as a backing of his financial
strength.
Says He Questioned
Black on Dodge Deal
Stating that he was an employe only,
Eames declared- that several times he
argued the merits of individual cases
with Mr. Black, telling him what he
thought were fair offers, but that Black
responded "he knew more about his own
business
than ofI."
the Dodge
case was one
theseHeandsaid
declared:
"When
we
were
going
out
of town
said I had thought the first offer
to Mr.I
Dodge a fair price. Mr. Black said he
would let Mr. Dodge alone for a little
while and that 'Hell, we will get it for
half that. Do you think I am going
to buy a lot of junk?'"
Eames declared that it was Mr. Black's
usual procedure to put the exhibitor in
charge as manager after buying his
theatre, and use h-im to acquire more
theatres.
Says Famous

Salesman

"Tipped" Off Black
Discussing how he happened to sell to
Mr. Black, Mr. Eames said:
"Mr. Black came into town where I
had been negotiating for a piece of property. Ihad offered $21,000' to buy same.
I took a Mr. Sam Merchant, a salesman
of Famous Players-Lasky, into my confidence and told him about the offer I
had made and what I was going to do.
Mr. Merchant spread the report and it
reached Mr. Black. He then took an option over the wire on this property.
When I learned of Mr. Black securing
the option and after Mr. Black had
talked to me, I thought it was best to
sell out."
After he concluded his testimony. Mr.
Salisbury asked him several questions,
bringing out the fact that Mr. Merchant
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Famous

Players-Lasky

Corporation

Pledges to "Clean Up" New England
" . . . . The things I have heard today shock me and I speak
for Mr. Zukor when I say Mr. Zukor will not countenance in any way
such methods. Mr. Zukor asked Mr. Black to come here today.
He has endeavored several times to have him communicate with your
committee, but Mr. Black absolutely refuses to do this.
"The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has a financial interest in Mr. Black's theatres since February although negotiations for
same commenced in December. The things I have heard said today
are very unpleasant and a complete surprise to me. They absolutely
reek. A powerful disinfectant will soon be used — I might say carbolic
acid. Mr. Zukor has the interests of the exhibitors at heart as much
as the producing business. The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has spent $100,000 since April 1 cleaning up this matter. It has done
more than all other companies put together to end such methods.
"If the exhibitors will bring to his attention any complaints they
may have, he will do all he can to right the wrongs.
The exhibitors
are urged to bring their complaints to him
I am going to
start in right now and do what we can to right the wrongs. I am
<joing to
will then
Statement
Alfred S.

set about getting Mrs. Dodge's theatre back to her, and
take ud Mr. Eames' case and that of other witnesses." —
of Henry L. Salisbury, representative of Adolph Zukor, at the
Black hearing of the M. P.T.O. A.

was "cleaned out with the crowd in
April" from Paramount's Boston office.
In reply to Salisbury's question as to
why he left Mr. Black, Mr. Eames rehis business
tactics plied:
or "I didn't
of his believe
concernin and
believed
they used unfair methods and so unfair
that I bought a plot in Barry and intend to go into business there. I had a
little mixup with Black and told him I
was going
to operate
in Barry,
received a wire
from him
sayingso I I was
through the end of the week."
Many Others Testify
Mrs. Dodge and Mr. Eames were only
two of a number of witnesses called to
the stand during the hearing. J. Everett
Bean of Hillsborough, N. H., and S. Carl
Carpenter of Richford, Vt., attracted the
greater attention with the exception of
these two witnesse, but there were several others with startling stories.
It was J. Everett Bean who introduced into the hearing the name of a
"Mr. Harwood," whose identity has not
yet been definitely established, and who
Alfred S. Black declares he has never
heard of. Mr. Black also denies knowing J. Everett Bean. In his testimony
Mr. Bean made no direct reference to
Mr. Black.
Harwood Claims to
Represent Famous
J. Everett Bean declared that last
April at Hillsborough he was visited by
a Mr. Harwood. who claimed to be a
■"epresentative of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and who offered to
purchase his theatre for "a very insignifi"AscantIsum."was not desirous of selling, I
refused to sell to him," continued Mr.
Bean.
"He then threatened me with

competition in the form of a new theatre which would be built and open in
this town September 1. He further informed me that I would lose all my
contracts with the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and that his new
theatres would show Paramount and
Artcraft latest releases at an admission
of ten cents until such time as I was
forced to quit business. He also informed me that this was the usual procedure of his principal and that when
I had been forced out of business they
would then raise their admission to
thirty cents and woulu clean up.
"Mr. Harwood further informed me
that they were after all the theatre business in New England, more particularly
in New Hampshire and Vermont, at the
present, and in their offices they had
stock plans marked A, B, C and D.
each for theatres in towns of different
population, and that one of these stock
theatres, estimated to cost $20,000, would
be built in Hillsborough on land on
which he had already secured an option.
"Mr. Harwood told me that I was
a 'marked man,' doomed for destruction, unless I sold to him. . . .
He was well informed as to my business, telling me what I paid for it,
when I bought it, the pictures I had
shown and the prices paid for them,
etc. At my surprise at all this information he told me that film salesmen gather a lot of information and
take it to the home office, where a
careful record is kept of each exHis affidavit continues that Harwood
obtained
a lease on the town hall at Henhibitor."
niker. which Bean had been seeking, and
is now runnng shows at Henniker, Warner and Raymond. N. H. He said that
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Harwood advertised his first show as
"under the direction of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.''
S. Carl Carpenter
Tells His Story
S. Carl
Richford.
treas-S.
urer of a Carpenter.
bank, declared
that Vt..
Alfred
Black attempted to take the lease of the
town hall there from him. but the selectmen refused. He said that Mr. Black
then obtained a lease on an old church
and will open a theatre December 1.
Mr. Carpenter explained Richford is
a town of between 1.000 and 2.000 population, and he did not belierc it is large
enough to support two thcaties.
"Just why the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation should "butt in' cn this 'small
time' I do not know, as their pictures
have been represented in my house during the last six years all the time once
a week, and for the last three years twice
a week, and until the last three months
I have run Paramount pictures both
nights a week, when I was running two
nights, and they cannot have the excuse
that their productions were not represented in the town.
"The
public is perfectly
fied withtheatre
the arrangement
as it was.satisand
Mr. Black could have had no excuse for
coming into this territory either for the
betterment of conditions or from the
standpoint of making money himself."
Pembroke Exhibitor
Fears Competition
Joseph M. Slater, son-in-iaw of Mrs.
Anastatia Samsterh. who owns a theatre
at Pembroke. X. H.. presented an affidavit signed by her. which told of Alfred
S. Black attempting to purchase their
theatre.
"I told him we would not consider selling, as it was managed by the family,
gave occupation for practically all of us.
and
our main source of a livelihood."
she was
declares.
"He then said he was Alfred S. Black;
that he represented large interests that
were establishing a 'circuit' through all
this territory; that they first offered to
buy out an established concern in a
small place, but if unwilling to sell, then
they would set up in competition and
drive the established concern out. as they
had abundant means to do.
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Indicates

Feeling Is Bitter
The following excerpts from a
letter to the M. P. T. O. A. from \
Jcseph M. Slater of Suncook.
N. H.. whose mother-in-law declares Alfred S Black, threatened ;
to drive her out of business if she
refused to sell to him, indicates
that feeling in the matter is intense:
"Mr Alfred Black, as he represented himself to be. informed my
mother-in-law that he would make
her sell, that he would drive her
out cf business, that he was representing a large circuit of big
houses, and that they were going
to control all of the smaller houses.
The reply he got frcm my motherin-law was that she had been in !
this town forty years and it would
take more than Mr. Alfred Black
to drive her out.
"Mr. Black did not ccme to see
me
personally.
don'tif know
why.
It looks
to me I as
Mr. Black
made it a point to bully women.
I only wish he had come to see me.
I would have shown him where he
got off at. if he had used the line
of talk that he used when he interviewed my mother-in-law."
"I was approached by Mr. A. Black
less than a year ago." wrote Mr'. Humphrey. "He came to the theatre and
asked me if I would sell. I told him
I had no idea of doing so. that I had
to work, and while it was not a big
proposition I would get my living. Then
he wanted to come in as a partner and
I remain as manager. Finally. I told
Mr. Black that I would not Consider his
proposition. Then he said they would
possibly build a big theatre here, but
was going to give me a chance to sell
out and they would get into all towns
possible
or more. where there were 3.000 people
"There was quite a good deal more
talk, but it just amounted to this —
that if I would not sell, they were

"He argued
it would
to our
advantage
to sell
under be
thesemuch
conditions,
and must do so or take the consequences,
as he would put pictures in here anyway.
I still refused to agree and he left, charging me to think it over, declaring I
would hear from him later."
Two Letters Tell
Similar Stories

coming here to build."
Mr. Daley said that after trying to
buy his theatre Mr. Black obtained an
option on a building directly across the
street and told him if he "knew as much
about the developments of the picture
business as I do. vou would be glad to

Two letters received from New Hampshire told similar stories — one from Minnie C. Humphrey, a woman exhibitor,
owning the Broadway theatre at Derby.
X. H.. and the other from H. V. Daley,
operating the Opera House and the
Magnet at Claremont. X. H.

Many Mention the
Famous Players
Many of the witnesses seemed to be
of the impression that Alfred S. Black
was sell.'*
closely associated with the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation in his effort
to obtain theatres.
Harold \Y. Bean, manager ot the Wonderland theatre at Penacook. X H.. dewood
land tosaid:him. and continues that Har"If I did not sell the Wonderland
theatre to Mr. Black, they would force
me out of business and would build m
opposition to me and would see that I
did not receive Paramount service, as
he was interested in the Paramount :ompany and that he would get Paramount
-ervice for fifty cents a retl. and in his
demand was very' abusive and threatening. ... He told me that he would
put the prices of admission down to a
Mr. Lean added that Harwood said he
out a Mr. Bean of Hillshad bought
borough. X. H.
nickeL" Walker in
Senator
Closing Address
At the conclusion of the testimony.
Senator Walker made a brief address to
the committee in charge, touching on
the more important testimony and insisting that the larger exhibitors of the
country must protect the weaker.
"You can see today from the calibre
of information vou have received that
there has been attempts made upon the
who
is least
declared,
"andableas totheprotect
strengthhimself."
grows he
of
those who assault, those who would
coerce, if there be any, and I hope you
would not prejudge as it would not be
worth my time to be here and I would
not trespass on your valuable time to go
into facts if they did not mean much
danger to your industry.
"If this creeps on. it will go on from
day to day. «<j that no motion picture
theatre owner regardless of his capacity or his investment, whether it be a
widow like Mrs. Dodge with an infant
to support and whose sole livelihood is
her theatres, or a man like Mr. Eames
with several theatres. It requires an investigation tothe very limit."
Willing to Right
Any Injustice
"Your freedom and your business depend now on whether you send out a
warning to all that the little motion
picture theatre owner is just as important as the big fellow, and that the whole
organization will stand by them, and if
thev will bring their complaints to you
without viciousness and malice, you will
hear them and I hope you are prepared
to aid them and that you will sit as long
as the exigencies require.
Might I also say that if anything unfair or unjust or untrue has been said. I
think your committee should learn of it
As I understand it. I would not be here
if it were not the purpose and intention
of your committee to do the right thing.
It may be there is someone here w;ho
might add something to the information
and testimony that has been presented,
and we would be glad to get it and if
by indirection
or insinuation,
tice has been done
and anyone any
hereinjuscan
set us aright, we would be glad to hear
from him."

"An

Injury

to

One

of All"
Concern
Is the
Sloean of the Motion Picture Theatres Ouners of America
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GetsHerMoney 's Worth

"Come

State

HERALD

Yourself

and

Invite

Meeting"
to Illinois
Others
Association Issues Final Call for Convention
Which will Be Held at Springfield at the

St. Nicholas, September 29-30
Every independent exhibitor in the state has been made an honorary
member of the convention committee of the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance.
This appointment incurs the duty of inviting brother exhibitors "in your
territory to attend the convention" which will be held at Springfield on
September 29 and 30.
The final call for the convention has gone forward from the headquarters of the alliance in Chicago. Already William J. Sweeney, state
organizer in charge of the Chicago office is in receipt of many letters from
theatre men notifying the convention committee of their intention to be
present.

When Helen Jerome Eddy, star of the
American Film Co. play "A Light
Woman,"
is knows
sent out
for
breakfast she
whereforto eggs
go. She
just jumps into her airplane and lands
on an ostrich farm near Los Angeles,
where she gets a baker's dozen.
Free

Screen,

Is

Candidates' Plea
Georgia Exhibitors Lay Plans
To Aid Hardwick, Who Is
Running for Governor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 21— Representatives of the motion picture industry in
Atlanta were favored by an address by
Ex-Senator Thos. W. Hardwick on September 17, the occasion having been arranged by R. J. Edenfield of Augusta.
Ga., one of the most successful exhibitors
in the state and a man whose political
influence is of considerable consequence.
The election of Mr. Hardwick, who
is candidate for governor of Georgia, on
October 6 is already conceded.
It is therefore of significance to the
motion picture industry that Mr. Hardwick has gone on record as heartily in
favor of the freedom of the screen and
as unalterably opposed t6 censorship.
This direct statement from Mr. Hardwick carries double significance, in as
much as it is the first time a candidate
for office in this state has committed
himself on the question of censorship.
A committee composed t>f W. C. Patterson, George Allison and Jos. L. Marentette has mapped out a campaign that
will at once begin to function in Mr.
Hardwick's
behalf.
It implies
the Mr.
use
of
the screens
of Georgia
to boost
Hardwick as well as the moral support
of all departments of -the industry — and
the active support of all officials and
employes.
New Theatre for Eldora
ELDORA, IA.— Frank P. Doane and
Ellis McDonald will open a motion picture show about October 1 in the building
formerly occupied by the Janssen Implement House. They are remodeling the place
preparatory to its reopening.

Interest Displayed Is Unprecedented
The interest displayed in every section of the state is unprecedented,
according to Joseph Hopp, president of the alliance. Exhibitors everywhere, he declares, show an eagerness as never before to join into the
activities of a state-wide organization for mutual protection. They realize,
he says, that organization is the vital need of the exhibiting field of the
motion picture industry.
"Independent exhibitors will learn
things at Springfield," he continued, "that
will be a guide in their future efforts and
put them on the right track. We need
every exhibitor and every exhibitor
needs us." Plan for Big Future
In order to assure the success of the
Springfield gathering, as well as a big
future for the organization, the executives and the convention committee have
been tireless in their efforts to impress
every independent in the state of the
necessity of attending the meeting.
Because of the important issues now
receiving the consideration of exhibitors
everywhere, the holding of a convention
in Illinois at this time is considered opportune. Co-operative action on these

A

Call

To

Action

The convention of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance, the
official unit for this state of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, will be held at
Springfield on September 29
and 30. It should be the best
attended gathering in the history of Illinois exhibitors.
If the convention is representative of every section of
the state, big things can be
achieved and the Illinois Alliance will continue a strong
ally.
factor, both locally and nationIt is an opportunity for the
down-state exhibitor to obtain
a proper voice in the affairs of
the state, and he should grasp
it. The two days spent at
Springfield will be a profitable
investment.

issues by the theatre men of Illinois is
confidently predicted.
Expect Additional Members
In addition to the discussion of important questions, the convention of the
Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance, which is
the official unit in this state of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, will
take the form of a recruiting campaign.
A greatly increased membership is expected, to result.
Robertson -Cole Is
Rushed For Prints
of Fie> ht Champion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.— Between
September 15 and October 15, the sales
department of Robeftson-Gele estimates
that Carpentier
150 prints feature,
of "TheareWonder
the
booked Man,"
solid,
return engagements being of wide occurrence. Carpentier has stated that he
will fight Dempsey as soon as a match
between them can be arranged after
January 1, 1921.
The French fighter will meet Battling
Levinsky at Jersey City on October
12. Since this announcement RobertsonCole has felt a steadily increasing demand for "The Wonder Man." which
has reached at present a capacity booking, it is declared.
Rumor Balshofer Will
Return to Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21.— Fred J.
Balshofer is remodeling his Gordon street
studio. It gives rise to the rumor that
the veteran is going to get back into the
producing game. The newly organized
Wharton James Productions will occupy
aOctober
large portion
of the space beginning
1.
Star Recovers from
Ptomaine Poisoning
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, September 21.— Margaret Loomis. Paramount leading woman,
has recovered from a severe attack of
ptomaine poisoning.
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Theatres, Exchanges and Laboratories Requested
To Cooperate with U. S. by Seeing That All
Equipment Is in Proper Condition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21. — The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry in accordance with its policy to co-operate wherever possible
with the government in its various activities has recpiested that every element of the industry aid in making Fire Prevention Day, October 9, a
success.
President Wilson in a proclamation issued recently set aside this date
as National Fire Prevention Day. The .fire prevention committee of the
national association immediately following issued a statement instructing
the industry as a whole on how CO operation could best be accomplished
Part of the statement follows:
Clean Up All Odds and Ends
"Not only should equipment be looked over, but odds and
ends that have been hanging fire should be cleaned up.
"That broken lid of a him scrap can should be repaired.
"All those partly damaged film cases should be junked or
repaired.
"Rewinding tables should be in first-class shape, fire buckets
and fire extinguishers properly filled and so on down the line."
"f>. Box your radiators and steam
"Don't let the good work stop with
pipes. The film that touches a hot
October 9," the statement continues, "but
appoint at least one person in every or- pipe and crinkles up might just as easily
ganization whose duty it shall be to have burst into flame.
see that fire hazards are reduced to a
"7. Enforce the "no smoking' rule.
minimum.
Give the boys a smoking room if they
need
it. and make the boss and his guests
"The exchanges should insist that
neither employes nor visitors smoke in who are looking over the place leave
any part of the building where film is their cigars, cigarettes and pipes outstored or handled, nor in the accessory
side, as they would if they stepped into
stock rooms nor any other place, where
a theatre for a glimpse of the picture.
Store Your Gasoline
there is danger of a spark or a lighted
butt starting a fire. This holds equally
"8.
Banish
'strike
anywhere'
true of laboratories and theatres.
match. Furnishtheboxes
of safety
matches
"The
theatres
can
co-operate
in
the
free,
if
necessary.
But
don't
have
movement by using slides bearing fire
thing that will light except when anyit is
prevention thoughts. These particulars intended to.
should be of local significance when pos"9. Keep only enough cement, gasosible and the exhibitors can get data
collodion
on hand
for the day's
and information from the local fire in- work.line andThey
are highly
inflammable
and
should be stored where they can do no
spection
department."
Have Ten Rule*
harm.
"10. Appoint one man or woman as
The National
vention committeeAssociation's
has suggestedfire
the preten fire monitor, and let him know it is all his
job
is worth to fail to call down the bos>.
following simple rules to reduce fire loss
the cutter, or the office boy for any careto ,a minimum :
"1. Keep plenty of water handy, (a)
In an automatic sprinkler system suit- lessness."
able to your conditions; (b) in convenient buckets; (c) in faucets with an
inch and a quarter hose and nozzle attached; (d) have fire extinguishers which
everybody is shown how to use; (e) keep
sand pails handy. Sand will stop a small
film fire quickly and will not damage
the stock.
"2. Keep film in containers when not
actually in use. The time loss in replacing itis nothing. Naked film is the
one condition that guarantees that a
little fire will get beyond control in a
few seconds.
"3. Throw
scraps
self-closing
metal
cans, film
never
intointoopen
waste
baskets.
Keep Rooms Well Swept
"4.
Keep
swept. The the
tinycutting
pieces rooms,
of film etc.,
thatwell
fly
about make the dust as dangerous as so
much gunpowder.
"5. Have a professional electrician do
all your wiring, in accordance with every
-city ordinance, no matter how "unreasonable" itseems. Have the light globes
caged — a broken globe may make only
one spark, but that can ignite $1,000
EILEEN SEDGWICK
worth of film. Handle no film by any Starring in the new Universal serial, "The
artificial light but electricity.
Queen of Diamonds."

Notes

< .ii l ht-rfd in flit* l.ol»l»> of I hr \\.-»t
Hate]
i ■■iiti'intartas
Sept. ihr
i:t-i.vI . I . P. I.. < <>nOne of the big differences between the
U. T. P. L. and other similar organizations
is that its financial report is as follows
Liabilities. $ .00 ; assets,
» * » $4,000.00.
From the time the convention opened
"Al" Stffff.s was as sure of re-election to
the presidency as if be hail been running
for a state office in Mississippi on the
Democratic ticket. * * *
John M. Rerostrum. Jr.. the capable secretary of the U. T. P. L.. tried to resign
but
he couldn't.
They wouldn't
it. He
finally accepted
re-electionlisten
on theto
promise that he would be relieved of his
duties at some later
* »date.
•
Energetic exchange men had the convention hall in use day and night showing
pictures to the exhibitors, before and after
the business sessions. There were also special showings at theatres after the regular
performances closed
at 1tt1 o'clock.
* ••
A. L. Robargf. of Wausau. owner of a
chain of fourteen theatres, gave the exhibitors alittle inside "info" as to how to
handle exchangemrn and film salesmen.
He has a system all his own.
» * *
PHIL Rfisman. Minneapolis manager for
Famous Players, put over a clever series
of advertising stunts during the meetings,
concluding by presenting all exhibitors attending with a note book upon which their
name was printed *in •gold* lettering.
H. P. Wolfherg. district manager of
Paramount, who came to the city to close
a contract with R and F. took the opportunity to invite the exhibitors to air comsettled. plaints against the *company» * and have them
Tack O'Toole. formerly of Chicago and
now
charge
of Select's
office, in
spent
considerable
time atMinneapolis
the West
between sessions to renew acquaintance-;
with his scores of* exhibitor
friends.
* «
A. L. PirKFR acted as chairman during
the election o/ officers and handled the situation nicely. He made a bow which would
have done credit to* a *Parisian
when he sur*
rendered the chair to Steffes
again.
The Minneapolis quotation on contraband
wavered around $25 per short quart. But
the soda fountains were more reasonable
and
a big business.
* * *"Minnehaha Light"
was did
a popular
password.
All of the guests agreed that the M. P.
T. O. A. made no mistake when it selected
Minneapolis for its 1921 convention. The
city has even-thing needed for a successful
pow-wow, including plenty of good hotels,
tions.
excellent entertainment, and other attrac* * *
Sam Rurmax
on
exhibitors
generallvwasin ahislittle
talk,"rough"
but everybody took it good naturedly and the applause indicated that he was striking close
to themilder
truth.terms.
"Goats" and "fish" were among
his
* * *
The speeches opened "Ladies and Gentlethere being
interested
in the men."hall
most aofdozen
the time.
Twowomen
were
•■xhibitors
and
the
others
wives
of exhibitors.
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Views on Censorship, and Other Questions —
W. A. Steffes Reelected President
(Special from Staff Representative)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. Sept. 21.— Newly elected officers of the
United Theatrical Protective League, which last Wednesday closed one of
the most important exhibitor conventions in the history of the Northwest,
have started the work of carrying out the wishes of the membership as
expressed in a score of resolutions adopted at the convention.
The most important task ahead is semi-political. Already is it apparent that a dozen legislative measures, unfriendly to theatre interests, are
to be introduced in the state legislatures this Winter. Before the general
election in November, the association plans to put on record on these
questions every candidate for the state legislatures and congress.
Will Cooperate With National Organization
Most of the other questions are national in character and will require
cooperation with the officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. The U. T. P. L. in convention confirmed its affiliation with the
M. P. T. O. A. and endorsed the action taken at the Cleveland convention.
By a close vote, however, the organ- hours at the second day of the meeting.
ization declined to adopt the name of the A few precipitated brief discussions. On
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the one or^ two the vote was close, but in
Northwest. Opponents to the proposithe majority of cases the action was
unanimous.
tion declared that such a change would
mean considerable expense, in addition
Resolutions were adopted opposing
to destroying the prestige which has percentage booking, and payment in full
been built around the name of the for any picture more than a week beUnited Theatrical Protective League.
fore it is to be shown : condemning the
Steffes Reelected President
practice of reissuing old films under
condemning che entry of proWilliam A. Steffes — -''Al* as he is af- new titles:
ducers and distributors into the theatre
fectionately called by Northwest exhibitors, was reelected president of the field and the '"vicious practice" of threatening exhibitors with competition.
organization by a unanimous vote at the
All forms of censorship were opposed.
closing day of the session. The complete
slate of officers is as follows:
Exhibitors were told to refrain from attempting to contract for service held by
President — William A. Steffes. Minneapolis.
competing
exhibitors. Uniform contracts
were demanded.
Vice President — A. E. Park, Minneapolis.
Will Fight Music Tax
Secretary — John- M. Beegstrom, Jr.,
A vigorous resolution was passed conMinneapolis.
demning themembers
so-called of"music
tax" andof
Treasurer — John* J. Campbell. Minnedenying all
the Society
apolis.
American Composers. Authors and PubExecutive Committee — M. J. Kavalishers the use of the stage and screen
HAUGH, Minneapolis; A. L. Robarge,
of themand forleague's
until the deWausau, Wis.; A L. Picker, Ironwood.
the tax theatres
is withdrawn.
Mich.; S. G. Upde<.;raff. Sioux Falls, S.
A
protest
against
the
tactics of
D.. and P. W. Meyers, Minot, N. D.
F-I-L-M clubs was adopted, with a proAppointment of the various important
vision that it be forwarded to the Atcommittees, which will direct the work
torney General of the United States.
of the organization,, will be made within
Support was pledged to the independent
the next few days.
producer and distributor. A resolution
Aid Good Roads Movement
screen belongs to the exWithout the formality of a vote, the declaringhibitor the
and public was passed as a rebuke
exhibitors pledged themselves to give to producers or exhibitors who have atevery possible aid to the good roads
tempted to "pledge the screen" to various
movement throughout the territory.
movements.
V. B. Yalleau, owner of theatres at
The league adopted as its slogan the
Albert Lea, Blue Earth and Marshall.
Minn., took the floor in the interests of slogan of the M. P. T. O. A.: "An injury to one
concern
of all."
the movement and declared that his
Hitsis attheFord
Weekly
screen was ooen to any propaganda film
Possibly
the
most
bitter
contrbvrsv
which
of the session came over the Ford
ment. would aid the good reads moveWeekly. Numerous exhibitors expressed
"I consider
it the
most important
movement
before
the exhibitor
at the themselves as regarding the advance in
price unwarranted and a resolution was
presentexhibitor
time." heknows
declared.
small
town
what "Every
good roads
adopted barring all "educational" and
"news" reels which contain advertising,
mean. I depend upon farmers for unless
twenty miles around. If yon give them rates. paid for at regular advertising
the roads, they will come to your
On the "econd day of the convention
theatre."
the resolution was recalled »or consideraMany Resolutions Adopted
tion when it was learned that many
Nothing occurred to disturb the har- small town exhibitors objected to the
mony of the convention, and the unity action and were anxious to continue
of the exhibitors present is best indicated
showing the Ford Weekly. After a long
by the fact that twenty or more resolu- debate the resolution was again adopted
tions were passed within a period of two by a close vote.

A. L. Robarge precipitated a second
argument when he demanded that exhibitors be instructed not to send in reports on pictures to trade papers. Several expressed opposing views on the
questions. A modified resolution providing that the exhibitor i on fine himself to
the merit of the picture was passed.
Refuse to Raise Dues
Another heated discussion arose over
a proposition to materially raise the dues,
which are now $12 per year. Several
suggestions of a graduated scale, based
on population of cities or seating capacity of theatres, were made.
A ways and means committee was appointed to return a recommendation on
the question. In its report it declared
itself as opposing any change in dues,
but urged
a vigorous
campaign to increase the league
membership.
During the election of officers, Henry
Green of Minneapolis was nominated to
oppose William A. Steffes for reelection
as president. Mr. Green promptly withdrew, declaring
"'Steffes isHayes
the man."
Mr. Green
and Theodore
were
nominated for the executive committee
but withdrew, leaving only five nominated for the five places.
Visitors Address Meeting
Among non-members who attended
the convention in an official capacity
were Walter F. Baumann, executive secWisconsin
League, retary
andof the
Joseph
Hopp and Exhibitors'
Samuel I.
Berman, representing the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Mr. Baumann brought with him a
promise of cooperation from the WisLeague,
dereconsin
d a voteExhibitors'
of thanks
by theandU. was
T. P.tenL.
Mr. Hopp, in addition to bringing
word from the M. P. T. O. A., extended
the
best wishes
of the
Exhibitors"
Alliance,
of which
he Illinois
is president.
Hopp Denounces Star Stealing
"I jotted down a few notes during the
course of the meeting, and there are several subjects I want to mention briefly."
sa:d Mr. Hopp in part. "As to the Ford
Weekly,
to say that
'he exhibitors
of
IllinoisI want
are declining
to sign
up for it.
"I read recently that Bill Brady had
pledged the screen to something or other.
He and the men he represents will have
to stop that. The screens belong to the
exhibitors and the public — and not to
Brady or any of his associates.
"The present star stealing system is
much to blame for the unreasonable
prices we are being charged. Every time
a producer offers a star a large amount
of money to change companies, he has
in mind that the exhibitor must pay it.
A word as to percentage booking. It is
a maddened dosj. whose bite means death.
Berman Asks State Quota
Mr. Berman was present to ask the
exhibitors to raise their state quota of
Kill it"toward the national fund of the
$2,000
Motion Picture Theatre Owners oF
America. Before doing so he took the
occasion to acquaint the exhibitors with
the work being carried on by the national association and warn them of several dangers facing them.
He stated that the national association
had collected more than $200,000 in
claims for the exhibitors in less than
three months.
Speaking of the value of organization,
he asked the exhibitors to recollect the
attitude of Adolph Zukor toward them
before and after the Cleveland convention.
Cites Hallmark and United
He declared that steps were needed to
protect the exhibitors' money, stating
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J' that the General Film Company went
I into oblivion with $^L'5,000 of exhibitors'
Split Develops
in Ranks
' money, and referring to the bankruptcy
of United Picture Theatres and Hallmark. He asked all exhibitors with
Of
Chicago
Theatre
League
claims against United or Hallmark to i
/-forward them to the New York office.
/Dramatic, Burlesque, Vaudeville and Musical Comedy
/" required
In connection
withArtists,
advanceMr.payments
by United
Berman
Managers Withdraw from A. A. A.— Claim
made a sharp personal attack on Hiram
Film Men Dominate Organization
Abrams,
declaringparthe ofwas
"promoter,"
not a necessary
the aindustry,
and
There is dissension in the ranks of the Allied Amusement Association.
"ought
eliminated."
quoted
Abrams toasbesaying
that he He
would
not Mr.
ac- The parting of the ways between the theatremen of the dramatic, musical
cept
exhibitors'
checks,
as
half
of
them
comedy, burlesque and vaudeville houses, and the motion picture prowere worthless.
prietors has come.
He then scored Alfred S. Black, statDue to the late musicians' trouble and other matter- which have come
ing that he had affidavits signed by a
up since joining the A. A. A. in which they claim they have been made
widow woman in New England, in which
she said Mr. Black attempted to force
cat's paw for pulling the picture men's chestnuts out of the fire," the
her to sell her theatre by threatening to "the
build across the street and cut prices to legitimate theatre managers have withdrawn and reformed their own
five cents.
organization under the old name, the Chicago Theatre Managers' Association.
Seeking Repeal of Tax
Joined League Two Years Ago
Mr. Berman declared th^t the M. P.
T. O. A. will go before the next conThe
managers
of
legitimate houses, amusement parks, carnival comgress to obtain the repeal of the five per
panies and accessory concerns were taken in by the A. A. A. about two
cent film lax and an amendment to the
copyright law which will put an end to years ago. It was termed "a wedding of the amusement interests" of the
city. But they have found the ties that bind irksome and openly state
the "music tax."
He advked exhibitors who were being
they
"were taken in" when they were induced to join the A. A. A. Hence
prosecuted by the Society of American
the divorce.
Composers, Authors and Publishers to
pay. but refuse to play their music.
When the musicians walked out. about
meagre part in the Allied Amusement
He said that the national association
ten
weeks ago, the managers oi the Association's deliberations.
would send out bulletins to every exThe original purpose of the union of
downtown houses were quick to effect
hibitor in the country from time to time,
the two bodies was to get concerted acadding:
a settlement with them, notwithstanding
tion in cases of fuel shortage, epidemics,
they were members of the A. A. A., giv- etc., and in dealing with organizations
"Practically
every trade
in the
country
is subsidized
by itspaper
advertisers.
the running of the theatres.
ing the orchestras a flat 50 per cent in- affecting
Practically every paper has to show its
The standard theatre managers say that
editorials to its advertisers before they crease.
the union has been without advantage to
The A. A. A., on the other hand, only them; that while the A. A. A. has
are permitted to print them."
Warns of Booking Plan
offered them 21 per cent, and the men
strongly fortified itself in combating evils
refused to play in picture houses.
that have cropped up in the film busi"But you are now facing the greatest
ness, it has not shown the proper spirit
menace of all," he continued. "The first
Thereupon the managers of the legiti- of co-operation in many matters, espeof the month the national booking sysmate or standard theatre;, interceded for
tem will be put in operation. And the
trouble. cially with regard to the recent labor
the musicians, and after repeated meetLord pity you. if they get you. They
ings induced the chain houses and many
Harry J. Riddings, president, and who
are going to tell you what to play and
represented the members of the Chicago
give the musicians a substanwhen to play it. and you arc going to otherstial to
increase and settled the trouble.
pay them a percentage.
Theatre Managers' Association, held a
The old members of the Chicago Theameeting last Wednesday with his col"If they get you, just go to the tailor
leagues and forwarded his and various
Managers'
association in
state
and order a uniform with big- brass butbut tre
a small
representation
the they
A. A.had
A.
resignations
the Allied
tons, because you're going to be the board of directors and played but a other ment
Association, toto take
effect atAmuseonce.
Mr. Berman also scored the high
porter."
rentals, citing as an example the fact
MOUNTAIN MADNESS" HAS DRAMATIC THRILLS
that
Clara
Kimball
Young's
pictures
rose from $15 to $100 when Lewis J.
Selznick placed her under contract and
"touched her with his magic wand."
At the conclusion of his talk, approximately Si. 000 was subscribed, and it was
expected that the complete quota would
be reached within a few days.
Additional Exhibitors Present
Late registrants at the convention included the following:
MINNESOTA
L. W. Carter. Liberty. Duluth; E. W. Rose,
Liberty,
P. J. Hartigan,
Jack's, Paynesville; T. Duluth;
E. Manthey,
Royal, Hopkins;
M. J.
Huss, Lyric. Monticello; Geo. Morisette, Grand,
Kilkenny; C. N. Carver. Star, Lamberton ; Mrs.
Max Kruschke, Strand. Princeton; L. E. Perrizo,
Lyceum. Deer River; A. B. Muller, Rex. Maple
Lake; V. B. Valleau. Broadway. Albert Lea:
V. B. Valleau. Idle Hour. Albert Lea; E. P.
Nelson. New Palace, Blue Earth; Dale Simon,
Barrymore. Marshall; Geo. Gurtel, Plymouth.
Minneapolis; J. B. Clinton, Strand, Duluth;
James
Alhambra.Herman
St. Paul;
YVm. Opera,
Abrahamson,Gilosky.
Zelda. Duluth.
Blomeke,
Springfield; B. W. Chamberlain, Emnress, Minneapolis; S. G. Lebedoff, L'bertv, Minneapolis;
Ralph
E. Parker.Willmar;
Sunbeam.John
Duluth;
P. W. Wigley, Majestic.
Gorezyen.
Gem.
Minneapolis;
C.
H.
Hitchock.
Princess.
Minneapolis: A. A. Thomas. Metropolitan. Owatonna;
L. R. Campion. Gem, Chatfield; Geo. W. Johnson.
Metro. Red Wing; Rubenstein, Arion, Minneapolis.
OTHER STATES
Arcade Theatre Co., Strand. Minot. N. D ;
R. E. Iverson, Iverson, Hudson. S. D. ; H. J.
Updegraff, Princess. Sioux Falls. S. D. : O H.
Steindorff. Gem. Amery. Wisconsin: Otto Bell.
Bell, Sparta. Wisconsin.
Scene from the Republic Distributing Corporation's picture presenting an all-star cast.
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Stronger

Organization

Is

James

C. Ritter

in Michigan
Sought
Being
State Convention Will Be Held at Lansing October
5 and

6— Censorship, Music Tax and Other
Issues Are to Be Considered
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )
DETROIT, MICH., Sept. 21.— Members of the Michigan Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association hope to accomplish at the convention to
be held at Lansing on October 5 and 6 a stronger organization that will
bind all of the theatre men in the state into a single unit that can deal
effectively with the vital issues that arise.
Officials of the organization report that never before has the situation
in the state been so favorable for organization. Response to the call for
the meeting has been spontaneous, they declare. The slogan "C'mon to
Lansing October 5 and 6" is bringing the replies, 'Til be there."
Plan Continued Censorship Fight
Plans will be formulated at the meeting for a continuance of the fight
against censorship and for Sunday opening. Other issues that will receive
the attention of the convention will be the deposit system, equitable contracts, reduction in taxation, fair film rentals and the music tax.
J. Groesbeck. Republican nominee for a purely business gathering. The quesgovernor, and Thomas Read, G. O. P.
tions before the meeting will be put up
candidate for lieutenant governor whose
as rapidly as possible, committees will
nomination was assured, it is said, be- manded.
be appointed and immediate action decause of the support given by the theatre
While efforts of the association to
men, will attend the convention at the
invitation of the association.
unite the exhibitors of the state have
not met with the greatest success in the
Cohen May Attend
past it is believed that the various imSyrdney S. Cohen, it is understood,
portant issues that now present themhas accepted an invitation to attend.
selves will make for the biggest gatherPresence of the president of the Motion
ing in the history of the organization.
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
should,fect onitthe
is believed,
have
a
salutary
efconvention in that he can Rembusch Purchases
bring forcibly to the exhibitors the imperative need of co-operative dealing.
The Michigan association already has
Spurr's Houses
scored manv achievements. This alone, WellDolly
Known Exhibitor Is Now
officials believe, will tend to weld the
In Control of Chain of
forces of the state together in a 100
per cent, organization.
Eleven Theatres
Purely a Business Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Unlike other conventions in the past
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Sept. 21 —
plans are to make the Lansing meeting
Frank J. Rembusch. owner of the Ohio and
three other motion picture houses in this
city, has purchased the Indiana, the Lyric
and the Royal Grand theatres at Marion,
Ind., from Dolly Spurr. This gives Mr.
Rembusch a string of eleven theatres in
the state, as he also owns the Grace and
Maxine at Martinsville, the American at
Columbus, and the Alhambra at Shelbyville. In addition to the Ohio in this city,
he owns the Manhattan, the Gem and the
Irving. He took over the Marion houses
on Labor Day, Sept. 6.
Lone

Star Appoints
J. Lettow Secretary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21.— John H.
Lettow has been named secretary of
Lone Star Pictures Corporation and will
be assigned to the home office of the
organization in Dallas, Tex.

Feature

DOLLY SPURR
Disposes of dianaherto Frank
theatreJ. interests
Rembusch in In-

Viola Dana
With Jack Mulhall
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21.— Jack Mulhall, widely known leading man, has been
assigned by Metro to play opposite
Viola
in "The
Off-Shore Pirate."
Dallas Dana
Fitzgerald
is directing.

President of the Michigan Association,
which will hold its state convention on
October 5 and 6.
%
Smith Now Occupies
New Eastern Studio
Of Famous Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 21— Arthur Victor
Smith, general manager of Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation's
Eastern
studios,
has moved
to his headquarters
in the new $2,500,000 studio at Long
Island City. The task of moving his
staff from the three studios which were
in operation at the time of moving, the
Talmadge studio, the remodelled Amsterdam Opera House and the former headquarters at the Fifty-sixth Street studio,
was accomplished on Friday.
The first picture to be filmed on the
floor was the George Fitzmaurice production. "Money Mad," from an original
story by Ouida Bergere. the work on
which has been started.
Christie Makes 400
Films in Four Years
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Christie
Film Company is celebrating its fourth
anniversary. Four hundred films have
gone to the screen as its output in that
time, although many of them are not
identified as Christie comedies.
Gladys Patterson and
Eddie Barry Are Wed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21— Eddie
Barry. Christie comedian, and Gladys
Patterson, now with Frances Ford Producing Company, were married recently.
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Brady's Reelection
to Presidency
Surprises N. A. M. P. I. Members
Percy L. Waters Prevailed Upon to Be Candidate
Belief Encumbent Would Decline to Serve

in

Again — No Formal Vote Taken
Despite assertions that he would not members present about twenty votes
declared to have been pledged to
accept the nomination for reelection to are
Mr. Waters.
the presidency of the National AssociaWhen the business of nominations
tion of the Motion Picture Industry,
came
Jules Brulatour and C. C. PettiWilliam A. Brady changed his mind at john upsimultaneously
jumped to their
the last moment at the annual meeting
feet. The former gained the floor and
moved
for
the
nomination
of Mr. Brady.
of the board of directors, held last
The motion was seconded by several
and in the call from the chair for votes
Wednesday,
in the
association's
rooms
in the Sept.
New 15,York
Theatre
Building, thus bringing about his re-election
Mr. Brady received a few "ayes' with no
to the office he has occupied since the dissenting voices. Thereupon Mr. Brady
arose
and announced he could not acinception of the organization and creatcept.
ing a distinct surprise.
As soon as he had concluded Mr
Twenty Pledged to Waters
Pettiiohn moved for the nomination of
It seems that when Mr. Brady anMr. Waters, a motion which was immenounced his determination not to run
diately seconded. Before a call from
the chair was made, Mr. Waters asked
for reelection, Percy L. Waters, the Triangle head, was approached and asked if that the nomination be not put to a
he would become a candidate. Mr.
vote until
Mr. Brady had definitely declined to accept.
Waters is said to have signified his willingness and when the meeting was
Still Mr. Brady declined the nominacalled to order with approximately thirty
tion. Then Arthur Friend, treasurer of
ainniiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiirniiiiinii.iiiiiiiiiiiinm'Mniiaiininnuiiiiiiiiw.'iiniiiiiiiiiiii'! i . tamuew. n m>
Picture

Industry

i•

Censured

in

Resolutions
Adopted
by Labor
At the annual meeting of the board of directors of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry held in New York, September 15, 1920.
a resolution was adopted unanimously providing that the attention of the
| entire trade should be directed to the accompanying resolutions expressing the
sentiment that prevails among the laboring men regarding pictures which they
| claim are detrimental to the interests of their organizations and that it should
| be the policy of the motion picture industry to stand neutral.
William A. Brady, president of the N. A. M. P. I., has requested Exhibitors
Herald to publish the following resolutions:
RESOL1 I kin OF \ HEBIOAN
distribution and, almost of exhibition, and is exercising this control
FEDERATION
OF LABOB
to prostitute
wonderful
ADOPTED AT MONTREAL
bilities of this the
combined
sciencepossiand
art to forward a propaganda of
WHEREAS. The moving picture
screen, with
such
wonderful
possifalsehood
and
vilification
against
orbilities, truthful and artistic, is
ganized labor in which scabbery,
every day being put to more and
designatedgunmen
as "volunteer
labor"
more vicious service as an instruand their
thug-is
ment of misrepresentation in the extolled,
gery
are
exhalted.
and
State
cossaks.
most
malignant
of
all,
are
American-wide campaign against
labor and labor organizations, all of lauded for "Bravery," which actually
which is evident in both news and
consists of riding down, clubbing
and even killing unarmed men.
featureings ofpictures.
open meetwomen and children, preventing the
union menLarge
or strikers
are
of rightsof the
reshown as "mobs," their parades are peacefulgarded asexercise
inviolate heritages
termedridiculed
"riots,"andandfalsified
their cause
both
to all ofis people of these United States, and
WHEREAS, Many more evils, too
which Labor
without
numerous to mention herein, have
swering; istherefore,
be it proper anbeen
and are being perpetrated
RESOLVED,
By the fortieth
convention of the American
Federation
and progressive moveof Labor in convention assembled in against mentslabor
by the moving picture indusMontreal,
Canada,
that
the
Executry
under
the
influence now dominating it. and,
1
tive Council take cognizance of the
situation and file protests with the
WHEREAS.
"The Labor Film
leading producing, distributing and
Service,
Inc.,"
has
been
organized
for the purpose of combating evils
exhibiting picture concerns, and deof or-of
mand in behalf
organized
the truth
and a offair
deal forlal-or
all. herein enumerated,
ganization limiting its
the plan
amount
That labor interest itself in the use
stock any one person can hold or
vote, and the other ways providing
of filmtionaltowork. exploit its own educafor the democratic control and man• • •
agement of this company, and
RESOLUTION
OF
THE
CENTRAL,
WHEREAS,
Thisto isgeta relief
necessaryFEDERATED IMOS PASSED
move
if we are
for
AT NEW YORK
labor,
and
progressive
thought
and
ideals from a slanderous screen.
WHEREAS, It is becoming more
Therefore, be it
g
evident with each passing struggle
RESOLVED, That the Central §
of labor that the moving picture
Federated
Union
of
Xew
York,
in
=
companies,
tion, are almost
carryingwithout
on a excepmost
meeting assembled, approve and indorse "The Labor Film Service.
viciously planned campaign against
unionism and all movements workInc.," tures,
designated
protecting
ing for advanced thought and ideals,
and the
members
our feaaffiliated
bodies are
urged of
to support
and
"The
Labor
Film
Service,
Inc.,"
WHEREAS, This is because "Bier
its campaign in behalf of labor,in
Business"of the
capitalism,
fact, has
control
industry,inproduction,
worthy ideals and honest screen."
liunminiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiM^^
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I-ainous I'laycrs-Lasky Corporation,
made a few remarks complimentary to
Mr. Brady, whose declination he suggested be disregarded in view of his
excellent work and his fitness for the
post. Mr. Brady then accepted and with
no reference to parliamentary rules the
presidential matter was closed.
While admitting that Mr. Brady had
served the Association well and expres ing apersonal admiration for the
man there are several members who assert the election was not fully in accord
with the rules governing such an affair
and that in view of this fact some interesting developments may occur.
Office May Pay $25,000
Other officers elected are: Vice presidents: Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldwyn,
E. M. Porter, Robert H. Cochrane, Will
C. Smith and Paul Cromclin. Treasurer:
Jules E. Brulatour; Assistant treasurers,
P. A. Waters and R. A. Rowland; executive secretary, Frederick H. Elliott.
The executive committee appointed
consists of: Percy L. Waters, chairman;
William A. Brady, Arthur S. Friend,
Tules F. Brulatour, Gabriel Hess, Lewis
Innerarity, W. E. Atkinson, Paul H.
Cromclin. Robert H. Cochrane, C. C.
Thomas G. Wiley and William Wright.
Pettijohn.
It is understood that in all probability
Mr Brady will be voted an annual salary of $25,000.
Mission Company to
Construct $100,000
Los Angeles Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21. — A picture
will be erected
palace to cost $100,000
where the Victory theatre now stands.
This became known when officials of
Mission Theatre Company announced
the purchase of the old Victory and
the. The
playhouse
new the
plans atre,forto bethecalled
will be
Mission,
California mission architecbuilt along
tural lines. Novel features planned in
an Aztec founon include
the constructi
tain in the center
of the lobby, a pool of
and the first
orchestra
the
between
water
row of seats, elaborate indirect lighting
and luxurious rest rooms for women
with a maid in attendance and
patrons
tea
service.

of the Yukon*
Gets New York Run
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.— "TheW.LawServ-of
based on Robert
the Yukon,"
ice's poem and presented by the MayCorporation through
Photoplay
flower
Realart, recently received its premiere
picfourteen motion
simultaneouslyonin the
Loew Circuit in
ture houses
Greater New York and Brooklyn.
Mayflower will again be represented by
Allan byDwan's
:i Broadway
First
released
Hazard," when
Splendid premiere
"A
National, enters the Broadway theatre
on October 15 for a seven days' run.
presentation "A
With its New York
willkeyhave
Hazard"
Splendid
city.had a first
in every
showing
run
"Law

Florence

Turner

Is

Hurt During Scene
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS 'ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Forence
Turner was slightly injured in a scene in
"But Yet a Woman," Metro picture, and
is at her home in the care of a physician.
The star had' just signed a contract with
Metri >.
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Aid
Votes

tered by the ballots can not be made
public, as tlie votes will not be counted
until the ballot boxes are closed after
the last performance on Saturday night,
September 23. The complete results of
the whole country probably will not be
known for at least a fortnight after the
polls are closed.
The many uncertainties entering into
the present campaign which have made
the task of estimating sentiment in the
country more puzzling than in perhaps
any preceding election turned the attention of politicians everywhere to the
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
straw vote as being a non-partisan means
of getting a line upon the trend of the
voters' sentiment a month before election. The universal appeal of the motion picture theatre and the large number of voters participating in the event
gives assurance, it is believed, that the
rinal count will furnish an unprecedented
indication of the way the country will
vote in November.
The ballot boxes in many of the theatres are supervised by local representatives of the Republican and the Democratic organizations in the various
communities. The same supervising
committees will assist at the count and
fill in the tally sheet which will be forwarded for the national tabulation to the
First National offices. Many of the state
organizations have made arrangements
for the receiving of detailed returns from
the territories in which they are directing the campaigns on national questions
with a view of getting a line on the
communities where intensified work before the national election is necessary
if sentiment is to be swung to the cause
they are advocating.
The earnestness with which the straw
vote is being participated in by the public is attested by many telegrams, letters and post cards in regard to the
ballot received by the Associated First
National
Pictures, Inc., exchanges and
home
office.

First Three Days of Presidential Test Show That
Women of the Country Are Displaying Keen
Interest in First National Stunt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21. — Public interest in the "Presidential Straw
Vote" in course of progress this week in motion picture theatres throughout
the country under the auspices of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
has assumed proportions more remarkable than were predicted for the
undertaking in the course of the weeks occupied by the allocating of ballot
forms to the various centers for final distribution, according to reports
reaching First National Headquarters.
Among its immediate effects reported is the increase in the prestige
and popularity of motion picture houses generally throughout the country
in that these theatres are furnishing a source of public information on
matters of lively and timely national interest.
Party Representation Is Invited
The presence of an official representating each of the presidential
candidates at the forthcoming tabulation of tally sheet returns at New
York headquarters was invited by First National in a telegram addressed
to Governor Cox and Senator Harding respectively as follows :
the voting forms of the sentiment of
"You are cordially invited to have
the country towards the two leading
party representative present at straw
questions of the day — the league of navote headquarters, 6 West Forty-eighth
tions and modified prohibition.
street, New York, at tabulation of reStart Balloting Sunday
sults of nation-wide motion picture theatres' straw ballot.
Balloting was started Sunday, September 19. by all the theatres partici"J. D. Williams, Manager,
exception of the few
"Associated First National Pictures, Inc." which dopating,notwith the
give Sunday performances
Referred to Headquarters
and started Monday. With the excepSenator Harding, through his secretion of some of the largest theatres, including the Strand in New York and the
Strand of Brooklyn, where daily returns are available, the sentiment regisHarding Leads
The results of the first two days
NAVY FLYERS HELP NEILAN
balloting in the "National Straw
Vote" at the Strand theatres in
New York and Brooklyn; the
Olympic, New Haven, Conn.; the
Waldorf, Akron, O., and the Colonial, Columbus, O., give Harding
a lead of 4,060. The figures follow :
Harding
7,379
Cox
3,319
For League of Nations 1.246
Against League of Nations ... .5,074
For light wines and beer 5,808
Against
1,758
For suffrage
0,857
Against
1,466
Harding is leading in Ohio by
526 votes.
tary, wired the following reply:
"Replying your telegram fifteenth,
please take subject matter up with national cemmittee, 19 West Fortieth
street. Thanks very much for your interest and courtesy."
W. S. Pealer, executive clerk to Governor Cox, replied:
"Your wire is being referred to the
chairman of the Democratic national
committee, Hon. George White, New
York City, for his attention and action."
Special interest is being displayed by
women patrons in the voting, the theatres report, a feature of the "Presidential Straw Ballot"
which gives to it unprecedented significance.
The balloting has accentuated preelection discussion of the prospects of
two of the presidential candidates and
further elicited an expression through

WITH

"DINTY"

Standing: Lieut. John Harrell, Lieut. Frank McLaughlin; sitting: Lieut. Paul
Srvine, Lieut, Junior Grade, Fred Borton. Navy officers who assisted Marshall
Neilan
the production
made atin Catalina
Islands. of "Dinty," his forthcoming First National picture,
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X. D. ; J. B. Clinton, Duluth; E. Dilley.
North Field. Minn.; V. B. Volleau, with
theatres in Albert Lea. Blue Earth and
Marshall. Minn.; J. Hines, Pipe Stone,
Minn.; G. E. Wintergreen, Bisinark,
N. D.;
H. J.Falls,
L'pdcgraff
J. H.McCarthy
Toohey
of
Sioux
S. D.;andthe
Bros., with houses in Watertown and
Aberdeen;
Archie
Miller.
Devil's Minn.;
Lake,
N. D.; Tom
Roddy,
Hibbing,
Koppleberger & Burford, LaCrosse.
Wis : H. A. Schwahm, EauClaire, and
others.

Largest Gathering of Independents
Ever Held in That Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL., Sept. 21.— A call has gone forward for a
convention of the independent exhibitors of Northern California and Nevada
Federated Executives
on October 5, 6 and 7. The sections will be held in the Civic Auditorium
Convene in New York
here, while convention headquarters will be at the St. Francis Hotel.
The Northern California division of the Motion Picture Theatre Own(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 21.— The board of
ers of America has the assurance of the Los Angeles unit of thorough cooperation. Present indications are, according to J. H. Hart, secretary of directors of the Federated Film Exchanges of America. Inc.. met recently
the convention committee, that the meeting will be the largest gathering
building.
at
the home office in the Candler
of independent exhibitors ever held on the Pacific Coast.
Hope for Representative Attendance
Those attending were J. L. Friedman,
president; S. B. Grand of Boston, J.
Every effort is being put forth to have this territory well represented
Eugene of
Pierce
of New
in order that the many questions to be brought up may receive the conCharna*
Cleveland.
A. C.Orleans.
Whyte H.
of
sideration of independents from the smaller communities as well as the New York. Benjamin Amsterdam of
Philadelphia, and W. E. Shallcnberger,
larger. With such a representative attendance it is believed by executive*
general manager.
of the organization that beneficial action can be taken on all important
issues now confronting the exhibitors.
Name Officers of
terms, the chain obtains the first group
The committee handling all arrangements for the convention i-. comprised of of Paramount pictures for 1920-1921.
Gores and Lesser
Several other deals of importance were
A. N. Jackson, chairman. J. 11. Hart,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
secretary; C. C. Griffin, one of the vice- consummated during the time of the exLOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Douglas
presidents of the M. P. T. O. A.; A. E.
hibitors' of
convention
at Minneapolis.
Oliver Whaley
Harding
& Whaley,
J a rm ti th has been made advertising manKing. Robert A. McNeil. R M. Ford. owners
of theatres in several Minnesota
M. Klein, S. Lesser, Mrs. E. X Evers.
of the Gore
Brothers Dick
and Sol
seragertheatrical
enterprises;
SpierLes-is
Mrs. G. W. Muir, Nathan Hcrzog and cities, signed contracts for all their
bouses. Other new additions to the general press representative; Maurice
Harry Sack.
Paramount lists in Minneapolis districts
Meyers is exploitation director, while
Will Be Good Investment
are: Smith & Johnson, Tomah, Wis.;
John McCormick still ranks as West
That attendance at the convention unPhil Poof. Chisholm, Minn.; S. Braun.
Coast publicity director for First Naquestionably wil prove itself a valuable
tional
investment is the opinion of members of Austin, Minn.; H. L. Brown, Wahpeton.
the committee as well as executives of
the organization. O. S. Markowitz is
the present executive head of the Northern California division, while H. Gobish Observes
Fourteenth
Anniversary
is vice-president; Mr. Hart, secretary
and manager; Bessie Morris, assistant Orpheum. Chicago s Oldest Theatre.
recording secretary; Mr. McNeil, finanWas Opened by Jones, Linick and
cial secretary; Mr. Klein, treasurer, and
A. S. Newburgh, attorney.
Schacjcr
on September 20. 1906 with
The Northern California unit has been
exceedingly active in the past. Secretary
Norman Field as Manager.
Hart reports that the organization has
well in hand the political situation as reJones. Linick & Schaefer are observgards censorship and other legislation.
ing this week the fourteenth anniversary
Has Political Committee
of the Orpheum theatre, which is located
"Our organization has a political comin State street, at Monroe, Chicago. This
mittee." he says, "and the members make
it their business to see that all candi- is Chicago's oldest motion picture house.
On Sept. 20, 1906, Jones, Linick &
dates in this immediate territory commit themselves in some manner as to Schaefer opened the doors of the
their attitude toward the industry. So
far, we have no reason to believe that Orpheum. A year previous they had begun operation of the first motion picwe need fear any possible chance for
ture house in Illinois, the site of this thethe bringing up of any bills unfavorable
atre now being occupied by a clothing
us."
toSydney
S. Cohen, president of the store.
M. P. T. O. A., has been invited to atNorman E. Field, now general mantend the convention, but thus far he
has not notified officials whether he or
ager of this company's interests, was
one of his representatives will be present manager
of the first playhouse, George
from the national organization.
K. Spoor, later president of Essanay Film
Company, and Horace B. Wild, who
Paramount Closes
was a captain in the air service during Orpheum Theatre, Chicago* which Im thin
versary.
ireck celebrating itx fourteenth annithe world war, were the operators.
Big Contract With
In front of the theatre stood a
Minneapolis Chain
"spieler," Dan Mulvey, now a wealthy pre-lease pictures playing exclusively
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Sept. 21.— real estate man. The success of this Paramount productions.
Its present manager, George H.
general manager, and Har- playhouse induced Jones, Linick &
A] Lichtman,
ris P. Wolfberg. district manager of Schaefer to build the Orpheum. Since Moore, who has directed the destinies of
for the past ten years, beFamous Players-Lasky Corporation, re- then they have acquired a chain of six this theatre
gan his services at the Orpheum as
cently closed a contract with Ruben & downtown houses, pictures and vaudehouse
officer.
The earnings of the
ville being offered in two of them.
Finklestein, which it is claimed is one of
Orpheum theatre average upward of
The Orpheum is now operating on a $150,000.
the largest financial deals ever closed
here in the film business.
Under its semi-weekly change policy of first-run
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Bakersfield Is Opened
New Playhouse Which Has All
the Modern Improvements
Seats 1,500 Persons
The California theatre at Bakersfield,
Cal., was opened on September 14. This
gives Bakersfield its first modern Class
A motion picture playhouse.
The California stands as a monument
to the late Charles Grogg whose farseeing eye as a theatrical man had visioned three years ago the transformation of the old Scribner theater into the
beautiful cinema temple which now
stands in its place.
Officials of Grogg Amusement Company, who have sponsored this $150,000
enterprise are: Mrs. Olive Grogg,
president; Miss Sylvia Grogg, secretary; and Charles B. Webster, general
manager. But to Mrs. Olive Grogg has
fallen the lion's share of the burden of
successfully managing three theaters
since the death of Charles Grogg. The
New California makes the fourth house
now controlled by this organization.
The others are: the Hippodrome, Pastime and Bakersfield.
The capacity of the new playhouse
is about 1,500, and it combines all modern improvements which go to make up
the leading cinema palaces of the country. The stage contains ample room to
house vaudeville acts and atmospheric
prologues for the feature pictures. Handsomely furnished ladies' rest rooms and
smoking rooms - for the gentlemen are
situated on the mezzanine floor. The
loge seats are roomy and comfortable.
A $12,000 pipe organ serves to give
proper musical accompaniment to the
screen productions.
Mrs. Grogg chose Charles Ray's initial
independent production, "Forty-Five
Minutes from Broadway," for her opening program.
Because the print of the Ray Production was lost in transit another had to
be dispatched by airplane in order that
the formal opening might take place as
scheduled. The trip by 'plane was made
in forty-five minutes from Los Angeles.
Editor Will Be Guest
Of A tlanta Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Sept. 21.— Leaders
of the film industry in Atlanta will give
a dinner at the Capital City Club on
October 11 in honor of James B. Nevin.
editor of the Atlanta Georgian and
Hearst's Sunday American. This compliment to Mr. Nevin is in recognition of
his friendly attitude and generous efforts
in connection with the motion picture
industry, and more particularly for the
active campaign which his editorial pen
instituted against censorship in Georgia.
When the queston of censorship raised
its head in Georgia during the recent session of the legislature it was Mr. Nevin
who first took up the defense editorially,
and it was his far-reaching influence that
was largely responsible for the defeat of the
measure. The committee in charge of
arrangements is headed by George Allison of the Fox exchange, and it includes
J. R. Simpson of the Paramount office,
John Ezell of E. & H. Distributing Company. Frank Hammond of Southern Enterprises and Willard C. Patterson of the
Criterion theatre.

Chicago

Prices

After

Increase

Strike

51

Settlement

Majority of Theatres Are Raising Admissions From
2 to 5 Cents — Other Exhibitors Have Not
Decided on Amount to Be Charged
While many theatres in Chicago have not yet announced a new scale
of admission prices since the settlement on September 12 of the strike of
musicians, indications are that increased prices will prevail as has been the
case in other cities where labor trouble has been experienced.
At those theatres where increased prices already are in effect patrons
are paying from 2 cents to 5 cents additional for the evening entertainment.
Aschers to Charge 25 Cents
Ascher Brothers, who control a chain of playhouses, will charge an
admission price of 25 cents exclusive of the 3 cents war tax in a majority
of their houses. The Chateau, a combination vaudeville and motion picture
house owned by the Aschers, is charging 50 cents, including the tax.
Aschers'
pricestheatres.
prior to the strike were 44 cents at the Chateau and 25 cents
at their other

Balaban & Katz have increased the
admission to the Riviera to 45 cents on
week days and 50 cents on Saturdays,
holidays and Sundays. These prices are
exclusive of war tax.
Others Raise Prices
T,The u
, a neighborhood
■ ,, , ,
Howard , theatre,
house, as in the case of the ethers mentioned, has increased its price from 28 to
30 cents, including tax, and the People's
from 25 to 30 cents, with the addition of
vaudeville. Lubiner & Trinz, who own
the Pantheon and other houses, will
boost their prices, although the amount
has not been decided upon.
The managers of the Bugg, De Luxe,
Woodlawn, Harper, Schoenstadt's houses,
Vista and Twentieth Century, have decided not to increase their prices for the
present.
"DON'T

HURT

The new scale of wages provided for
jn the agreement reached between the
exhibitors and the musicians follows:
Admission Price
Old and New Wage
is cents
cents
$35
to
20
36
to *4»
50.40
25 cents
37 to
51.80
30
cents
38
to
53.20
35 ,.,.„, N
39 to 54.CO
*• cents
oents
40 to
*° j»6
45
41
57.40
50 cents
42 to 58.80
Several exhibitors in discussing the
boost in admission
prices declared that
the increase was not necessitated altogether by the new wage scale. These theatre men declared that the general increase
in all operating costs was responsible in a
great measure for the raise in prices.
The wage increases granted by Ruben
& Finkelstein in Minneapolis, Minn., has
caused that concern to raise its admission prices to an average of 50 cents top.

'EM"— PLEADS

CHARLES

RAY

Arthur S. Kane's star says a word to E. W. Robinson of the 150 horse power
Curtis Plane "Oriole," which carried Sol Lesser, western First National chief,
and Dave Bershon, Los Angeles First National manager, to Bakersfield with a
print of "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway."
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Own
Pictures

Star

Will Produce Series of Two Reel Comedies
For the Western Corporation Following
Her Trip to New York City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, CAL., Sept. 21. — Rumors concerning the future plans
oi Louise Fazenda, the well-known Mack Sennett comedienne, were set at
rest this week by the announcement here that contracts have just been
signed between Miss Fazenda and Special Pictures Corporation, whereby
the former will head her own company in a series of two-reel comedies to
be published by Special.
M iss Fazenda, who is perhaps best known for her steller role in
"Down on the Farm," will leave soon for the East for a fortnight's stav
in New York, and during her absence the Special Pictures scenario department will prepare several comedy starring vehicles for her use when she
returns.
Hope to Have Ten Publications
Miss Fazenda is the fourth Sennett star to join the ranks of the
Special Pictures Corporation. Others are Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin
and Harry Gribbon.
It is the plan of the executives of the
Special Pictures to have ten publications Frank Rembusch Says
Cohen Is Not Welcome
in the short reel field by October L
The Special Pictures Corporation,
At Indiana Gathering
which is a Los Angeles organization, is
In a letter sent to Sydney S. Cohen,
specializing exclusively in one and twopresident of the M. P. T. O. A., Frank
reel subjects. This week the company
J. Rembusch of Shclbyville, Ind., execuformally took over the Jesse D. Hemptive secretary of the M. P. E. A., has
ton studios on Santa Monica boulevard.
Was Born in Indiana
notified Mr. Cohen that he "will not be
Louise Fazenda was born in Indiana, welcome" at the Indiana state exhibitors'
but graduated from Los Angeles high convention, called in the Hotel Severn.
school. After a season in stock, she Indianapolis, September 27.
"Last spring, when I was trying to
entered the films at Universal City, and
straighten out the fight between yourhas appeared with Keystone and Sennettself and Mr. Black, Mr. Linton invited
Paramount. Some of her best-known
me to the meeting of the Xew York
State Exhibitors at Utica, and as national
short comedy hits have been "The
secretary, I considered it my duty to
Kitchen Lady," "Her First Mistake,"
"Her Screen Idol," "The Village Chest- accept," says Rembusch in part.
nut," "The Village Smithy," "Hearts and
"You then sent me word that I was
Flowers." "Treating 'Em Rough" and not welcome; that I would not fit into
"Back to the Kitchen."
your New York convention. Let me
take occasion to return the compliment.
I am sure you will not fit into the Indiana convention, so please remain away.
There would be just as much effort to
prevent your speaking as your machine
put forth in trying to keep me from
speaking
at Cleveland."
Mr. Rembusch
reviews the Cleveland
convention, taking exception to the barring from the floor of Alfred S. Black
and Charles Olsen, the latter an
Indianapolis exhibitor.
Vivian

LOUISE FAZEXDA
Si<jns
two
reel contract
comedies toforproduce
Special series
Picturesof Corporation.

Martin

Will

Play Dramatic Role
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 21.— The first of
the Messmore Kendall productions starring Vivian Martin published through
Goldwyn,
Song of thestarring
Soul," Miss
will
be followed "The
by productions
Martin in which, for the first time in
her screen career, it is stated, she will
be given an opportunity to display her
ability as an emotional actress and her
charm as a comedienne.
Kendall plans to issue five of the Martin pictures each year, it is announced.
The titles were written by Robert W.
Chambers, the first titles he has ever personallyduction.
preparedChambers
for aalso
photoplay
edited prothe
picture.

Who

< II \ II I «. I I I HBRRIAH
In iiinuiiic the Btm Nlfirw ntldcfl to
*|M*rlnl I'fi'tnrt-n' orK'iiilzntlon.

Iowa

and

Nebraska

Exhibitors

Convene

Annual Fete Attracts

Many

Theatre Men to ThreeDay Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
OMAHA. NEB., Sept. 22.— With the
added attraction of Ak-Sar-Bcn week,
the annual celebration held here, many
exhibitors from throughout Iowa and
Nebraska are in attendance at the threeday convention which opened at the
Rome hotel this morning.
Business sessions will be held during
rhe mornings and afternoons, while the
evenings will be devoted to entertainment which is provided in connection
with Ak-Sar-Ben. The entertainment
will include horse and automobile racing, big street parades and a carnival.
Present officials of the organization in
this territory are A. R. Pramer, one of
the regional directors of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
president: S. A. Hayman. vice president:
J. E. Kirk, secretary-treasurer, and
Stuart Gould, business representative.
The convention is expected to greatly
strengthen the state organization as
many exhibitors not now members will
be in Omaha because of Ak-Sar-Ben
and will take advantage of the opportunity to join the league.
W. D. Harris Opens
New Season at Grand
f Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, O.. Sept. 21.— W. D.
Harris, manager and lessee of the Grand
theatre, opened his 1920 season at the
Grand theatre last week with an elaborate exploitation campaign and presentation feature in behalf of "The Fighting Chance," a Paramount production,
following with "The Love Flower," D.
W. Griffith's United Artists attraction,
handled
in like manner. Capacity business resulted.
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Organizing

League
Has

Been

in

Alabama

Called by H. C. Farley

For September 29 and 30— Meetings Will Be
Held in Exchange Hotel Montgomery
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MONTGOMERY, ALA.. Sept. 21.— The independent exhibitors of
Alabama will convene at the Exchange hotel here on September 29 for a
two-day convention. The call for the meeting has been sent out by H. C.
Farley of the New Empire theatre, who is a member of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
According to the organizers of the national league who have been
working through Alabama the time is ripe for the formation of a strong
state league that will become an official unit of the M. P. T. O. A.
Other States May Cooperate
Present indications are that adjoining states will unite their efforts
with those of Alabama and awaken a more active interest in the movement. A representative of the national association will attend the sessions
for the purpose of aiding in the launching of a state organization on a
sound basis.
Louisiana, have been decidedly active
Mr. Farley was one of the first advocates of exhibitor organization and he
national convention in organiznever has been idle in his efforts for a since the
ing. Each of these states has affiliated
state league. Since the great success of with the M. P. T. O. A.
the Cleveland convention he has reFor years the Southern exhibitors
doubled his efforts in this direction, with
have been compelled to light for their
the result that the independents of Ala- rights and while there has existed the
bama urged him to issue the call for the need for state organizations, not until
forthcoming meeting.
the Cleveland convention were their activities directed almost exclusively in
Other States Organized
this direction.
Other states in the South, including
Many important issues will be conGeorgia, North Carolina, Florida and
sidered by the theatre men immediately
jiii minimi i m iiiiiiiinim— — — ^mm^^— —j_ an organization is affected. Censorship,
booking agencies. F. I. L. M. clubs and
other matters will be brought up for
I CALENDAR
OF
I action.
| CONVENTIONS

|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

j
|

KENTUCKY — Hotel
Lafayette, Lexington, Sept. 22,
23 and 24.
NEBRASKA— Rome Hotel,
Omaha, Sept. 22, 23 and 24.
INDIANA— Hotel
Severn,
Indianapolis, Sept. 27.
KANSAS— C h a m b e r of
Commerce Auditorium, Kansas
City, Sept. 27 and 28.
ALABAMA— Exchange Hotel, Montgomery, Sept. 29 and
| 30.
| ILLINOIS— Hotel St. NichI olas, Springfield, Sept. 29 and
| 30.
| IOWA— Oct. 1. Place not
| yet decided upon.
| WISCONSIN— Hotel Beau| mont, Green Bay, Oct. 5.
1 MICHIGAN — Downey
| House, Lansing, Oct. 5 and 6.
| CALIFORNIA— Civic
Au| ditorium, San Francisco, Oct.
j 5, 6 and 7.
| MIAMI
VALLEY — Hotel
1 Gibson,
Cincinnati,
Oct.
7
| and 8.
WEST
VIRGINIA — Oct.
| 11. Place not yet decided upon.

Goldwyn

Gets Story

From E. P. Oppenheim
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 21.— Goldwyn
j Pictures Corporation has purchased
from E. Phillips Oppenheim the screen
to "Theis Lighted
Way."
J rights
Oppenheim
one of the
most prolific
and popular of English writers, and his
novels
have
a
vogue
in
England
and in
| this countrv.
|
| Ray
|
|
|
|
|
|

Has Completed
His Latest Feature
(Special to Exhibitor' Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21.— CharleRay has completed "Nineteen and Phyllis." his third independent production for
issue through First National. Three
months have gone into production. Two
months
titling. will be devoted to editing and

| Kansas Manager Promoted
|
In Junction City Change
|
JUNCTION CITY. KAN— N. H. GibI
bons, who has been resident manager of
the Columbia theatre since shortly after
opening, under the direction of M. B.
§ its
Shanberg. will be succeeded by T. W. Dorn.
| well
known here.
Gibbons is being advanced in the Midland Circuit of theatres. Dorn also will
| continue
manager of the opera house,
| which he tohasbe had
on and off for the last
twentv years.

R. Holderman, manager of the Hazlehurst, L. I., air mail field, handing Pilot
E. C. Davis pouch containing the Paramount film,
"The to
Right
Love,"
which was
shipped
San to
Francisco
via the first daily air mail from New
York.
Meet atLeague'
Green To
Bay
Wisconsin
Quarterly Convention Called
For October 5 — Baumann
Stirs Up Interest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GREEN BAY. WIS., Sept 21.— The
Wisconsin Exhibitors Association have
obtained the Hotel Beaumont in this city
for the purpose of holding its quarterly
meeting here October 5. Two hundred
exhibitors from all parts of the state
are expected to attend.
Takes Meetings to Members
Calling the session here is in compliance with the decision of the officers
to "carry
the make
meetings"
to the travel
members, and not
the members
the length of the state to attend.
Four meetings are to be held annually,
three outside of Milwaukee. The meeting
especially although
for the northern October
Wisconsin5 isexhibitors,
all of
the state officers and leading exhibitors
from other parts of the state will be in
attendance.
Baumann Works Up Interest
Walter F. Baumann. executive secretary of the organization who last week
attended the exhibitors convention at
Minneapolis, will spend the next two
weeks in the northern part of the state
working up interest in the meeting and
will open headquarters here several days
before the session is held.
Beban

Rejects Offer
To Return to Stage
George Beban has rejected an offer to
return to the stage as the star in a new
English production which will open in
London next season
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Left to right— E. O. Hoppe, famous British artist-photographer,
Estelle Taylor, leading lady in Fox Pictures, Charles J.
visit to a
Brabin, Fox director. This was Mr. Hoppe'sforfirst
the camera.
studio, and the first time he ever posed
Albert Kaufman and Sidney Franklin, both
well known directors, looking over the
script for "Parrot and Company" the first
of three productions made by Franklin
for distribution through Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

King Vidor and his wif e, Florence Vidor, looking over the new Vidor studio at Hollywood,
California.

here's ''Bill" Russell,
not acting? Well, palatial
star do when he's the
What does a film player,
home in Los
steps of his
going up
popular Fox
Angeles.
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Exploitation

NEIGHBORS"
In each case the impression was
left that the advice offered had been
Exhibitors who have been so unfortunate as to have
deeply appreciated and would be
their theatres made the subject of derogatory neighborhood
promptly acted upon. A little tact
gossip have had forcibly demonstrated to them the power
and diplomacy served to instill the
of the back door whisper and the tea table confidence.
belief that the improvements to be
Showmen who have so conducted their business that
made
sidered.had not been previously conit has been favorably discussed in the places where neighSignificant of the success with
bors convene and chat probably have not traced a portion
which Mr. Wilson implanted this
of their box office prosperity to this source, but the law of
impression is the fact that many of
cause and effect works no less certainly in both cases.
those interrogated began to visit
the theatre mornings to watch the
It is obviously the exhibitor's business to do all in his
workmen engaged in remodeling
power to create favorable neighborhood gossip regarding
operations, offering suggestions volhis theatre. There is no better form of advertising — inciuntarily and being led to believe
dentally no cheaper one.
that the suggestions would be acted
The remarkable story of William Wilson, proprietor
of the Imperial theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., who made a
upon.
personal call on every family in his neighborhood, should
It was at this point that Mr. Wilbe read by every American exhibitor. There is no exhibitor
son showed himself a capable busiin the country, no matter how satisfactory his present business man as well as a good showman. Instead of ignoring the
ness, who may not profit by following Mr. Wilson's
example.
suggestions received, as many might
have done, he acted upon them.
He did keep his theatre clean.
He did book new pictures.
Mr. Wilson took over one of the Imperial house rules Mr.
WHEN
He
e
ately
Wilson did not deny it. Instead he lated. did keep the house well ventithe theatr he immedi
discussed
new color schemes for remade arrangements for the installaAnd he did introduce novelties
decorating and pretended to decide for those who had expressed a liktion of a new ventilation system
and complete redecoration of the at that moment to have the work
ing for them. His baby contest used
done.
interior, reasoning that this gave
in connection with "A Twilight
Baby" and his fashion show for
him a good basis upon which to
"The pictures are old," another
"The favor.
Beauty Market" met with
stated as his objection, whereupon
wide
work in the personal canvass which
he contemplated. He began the Mr. Wilson talked about the new
pictures on the market and stated
latter at the earliest possible opporthat he would book as many of the
tunity, before the workmen arrived
Immediately after Mr. Wilson
better ones as he could accommoto make the alterations.
made his first round of inquiry gosdate.
Making his visits in the morning,
sip got busy. The housewives called
when he believed he Would be most
Another complained, "The thea- upon told their friends, other housewives. The occurrence was unique.
likely to find the heads of the famitre smells close and unpleasant."
lies at home, he presented himself This gave an opportunity to dwell
It made good conversation.
at the front door of each establish- upon the new ventilation system and
By the time the scheduled imment, introduced himself as the leave the impression that it had
provements had been completed
new manager of the Imperial, and not been contemplated until this everyone in the community wanted
time.
told his listener that he wanted
to go to the theatre to see if it was
their opinion as to the manner in
To the person who advanced as true, as Mrs. So-and-so had stated,
which the house should be managed,
the reason he had not been a regu- that such and such was to be done.
inquiring directly as to the shortlar patron the statement that, "The
Business was good. And the
comings they had detected in the pictures
are monotonous to me," promises made by Mr. Wilson were
past.
inquiry was made as to his opinion found fulfilled. Right there his
* * *
of special presentation, contests of word became an established value.
standing in the community was
"The theatre is dirty," said one, various
erallv. sorts and innovations gen- His
and although a daily cleaning was
assured.
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Chicago exhibitors stressed in
newspaper and other advertising
the return of music to their theatres— many combining the announcement with explanation of
a new admission scale.
Personal letters, written in longhand and mimeographed, were
sent to men and women of Bartow, Fla., purporting to tell of
the marriage of a friend who
signed Christian name only.
"Please Get Married," showing at
the Orpheum theatre, was cleverly worked into the letter and
the box office result was excellent.

Few productions contain presentation material so readily adaptable as that indicated
in
the above
still from
"Beverly's
Balance,''
Wanda
forthcoming
Realart
publication.
A tabloid
musical
comedy
can Hawley's
be used to
excellent
advantage and the enterprise may be extended to include street exploitation
and window work with little additional expense or difficulty.

A dog resembling that appearing
in "Up in Mary's Attic," the
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., production, was planted in a home in
Atlanta, Ga. Neighbors discovered that the canine did duty as
"nurse" to a three-month old
baby while its parents were away,
rocking the crib, amusing the
child and even playing the phonograph. When newspaper men
made inquiry, the father stated
that he got the idea from seeing
the picture — and the news story
which resulted had the desired
effect.
H. E. Skinner, manager of the Alhambra theatre, Ogden, Utah, announced that the past summer
has been the most successful in
the history of the house, due to
the consistent use of specially
made motion pictures showing
current events of interesting nature transpiring in Ogden and at
neighboring summer resorts.

Horsemen costumed in imitation of the riders that appear in "It's a Great Life,"
Goldwyn's picturization of Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, "Empire Builders,"
shouldcancreate
a stir whenin seen
upon anythecity's
streets.
The same
general
note
be introduced
presentation,
horsemen
doubling,
if desirable.

Frank Cook, manager of the Strand
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., made
use of the
Married" automobile"Just
street exploitation
for
"Married Life," and the police
department detailed two special
officers to regulate the traffic, the
men accompanying the expedition throughout the city.
The Strand theatre. New Brunswick, N. J., advertised, "Bring
Your Own Music," adding explanation of a musicians' strike,
and a hundred amateurs presented themselves at the door,
anxious to try out their talent.
An orchestra was made up of
the players present and applause
of the audience nominated winners in the contest.

'Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production featuring Otis Skinner in the role that
he made famous upon the stage, presents an opportunity for lavish use of the
Oriental type of exploitation and presentation. The still from the play shows
characters which may be approximately duplicated with professional or
amateur talent.
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Wall

Paper

Feature

Lobby

and

Fur

Ballantyne's

Coat

Prize

"Yukon"

Campaign

Notable as have been been the past
accomplishments of R. S. Ballantync,
managing director of the Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb., his exploitation
campaign for "The Law of the
Yukon," Chas. Miller's Realart production, surpasses former efforts in
point of comprehensiveness and adaptability. Every exhibitor who advertises owes it to himself and his
business to read the details.

AXTYXE'S first
MR.work BALL
was the making of an
arrangement with the Omaha Daily
News for a Robert W. Service poem
contest in which the first prize was to
consist of a fur coat valued at S225.
the same being donated by a local
fur dealer. An accompanying illustration shows the window display
which was made of it.
There is no need for comment regarding the business building power
of this unusual event, nor the suitability of the prize chosen. The attention aroused was so great that Mr.
Ballantyne employed a model to
display the coat on the Moon stage
daily at matinee and evening performance, thereby making certain that the
proper effect would be registered at
the box office.
His second step was the printing
and distribution among automobiles
parked about town of cards which
read, "Are you violating the law?

This window display contained the $250
fur coat which was offered as first
prize in the Robert W. Service poem
contest, a model displaying the coat
on the Moon stage twice daily.

R. S. Ballantyne's wall paper lobby display, used at the Moon theatre, Omaha,
Neb.,highly
duringadaptable.
the showing
of "Thebe Law
idea is original
and
It should
tried ofoutthebyYukon."
exhibitorsTheeverywhere.
Xo need to see a lawyer about it, but
better see 'The Law of the Yukon.' "
In each car he also placed a herald
based upon the fur coat contest.
As an added attraction for the
occasion he obtained motion pictures
of Ophelia Adair, local winner of the
national Mayflower salesgirl beauty
contest, an appropriate linking of attractions.
Then the lobby came in for consideration and an entirely original
idea was put into successful operation.
The reproduction presented herewith
shows the appearance gained, but it
does not disclose the fact that the
entire display was made up of wall
paper purchased by the roll at a retail
store and draped over the entire street
opening to get the desired black and
white striped effect. The natural wall
was completely masked, and even the
posters were displayed against this
background.
The eminent suitability of the
entire campaign is not its least impressive feature. Something new has
been created for use with this particular type of picture, and every
phase of the campaign is adaptable
and practical.
Especially notable because of its
permanent nature is the wall paper
lobby idea. There is practically no
limit to the variations which can be
utilized — at little expense and to good
effect.

Robertson-Cole Press
Books Give Real Aid
Following a period of intensive effort in
the striving for better service to the exhibitor, the Robertson-Cole staff has attained remarkable results in the composition
of a campaign bock for "Occasionally
The book in question consists of twenty
pages of genuinely serviceable material artistically presented, to which is added an
Yours."
insert
with eight pages of newspaper publicity, the majority of which should find a
favorable reception when submitted by the
exhibitor.
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The staff tcritcr of an
eastern trade journal, conducting a department on advertising and exploitation,
states in a self-administered
pat on the back, "And today
this department stands the
only one in which the text is
prepared in the office of publication and not mere! y
pasted up from press agent

|
j
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|
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§
j
|
■
|
j

The first rule of good ad- jj
jj contributions."
jj vertising, it is universally 1
I agreed, is "Knozi' the facts |
1 — and tell them."
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Draws
of

Loop

District

Called Straight," the cutout
to the picture advertised, "The Street
bearing a distinct relationship exploitation
STRONG in contrast and by
representative for the Chicago territory during the
Harry S. Lorch, Goldwyn
lobby display, arranged
work in Chicago's business section.
lobby passersby.
for from
high mark
of the
theatre engagement
Barbee's
attention
and drew a sharp
illuminatedestablishes
wereattraction,
lamp posts
the old-fashioned
night Loop
At

of the most striking street displays ever produced
in the congested "loop" district of Chicago was
constructed recently by Harry S. Lorch, Goldwyn exrepresentative,
Barbee's
theatre,
situated in ploitation
the heart of the for
business
sectionLoop
and drawing
ONE

its patronage largely from passersby. The photographic
reproduction of a flashlight showing the lobby reproduced herewith gives as good an idea of the effect as may
be conveyed without artificial illumination.
The mid-day appeal of the lobby was less effective
than the night effect, naturally, but the need for a strong
attraction is correspondingly less during the daytime hours
when the streets are crowded with shoppers.
The contrast between the old fashioned lamp posts
with their red, twinkling lights and the modern illuminants which are in constant use was one of the strong
attention points of the display. A novel touch, it caused
many to stop and investigate.
Then the cutouts, with the
were scrutinized and the appeal
The lights served the purpose
enough for the advertising copy

wording which they bore,
for attendance registered.
of holding attention long
to score.

The big cutout across the top, bearing the name of
the picture against a city skyline supplied the finishing
touch of conviction. The buying of an admission ticket
was the next natural step.
The advertising used by this institution during recent
weeks has won it a reputation for progressive showmanship throughout Chicago trade circles. This fact can be
definitely verified by casual discussion of exploitation with
exchangemen and exhibitors in their accustomed gathering places.
The place that it has won for Barbee's Loop theatre
in the estimation of the general public can be less definitely
determined, but the consistency with which the work is
being maintained since its commencement is such as to
indicate highly satisfactory results.

The cooperation accorded by Mr. Lorch and his organization isthe type of assistance that should be offered
by exchanges everywhere. The day that it becomes
general the trade in all its branches will share in the profits
of the greatly increased efficiency of motion picture advertising and presentation.
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More

Slogans
American

of
eatres

(The following slogans, additions to the
list printed in this department last week,
will be found valuable when the selection
of a slogan for permanent use is to be
made. The advertising merit of a good
slogan need not be discussed.)

"Photoplays Supreme."
¥ ¥— Jefferson,
¥Ft. Wayne, Ind. gE
"Temple of the Silent
— Rialto, Des Moines, la. 1j
¥ Art."
¥ ¥
"Best Attractions Always."
— Ansonia, Butte, Mont. S|
¥ ¥ ¥
"Houston's Pride." ¥— Queen,
Houston, Tex.
¥ ¥

3

"Cool."- — Aschers' *Merrill,
Milwaukee, Wis.
* *

3

"Where All Stars Bloom."
Regent, New Castle, Pa. 3|
¥ ¥ —¥
"Aristocratic Theatre Beautiful." — America, Colo- |
rado Springs, Colo.
¥ ¥ ¥
"Always Playing America's Greatest Stars." — 1
Broadway, Charlotte, N. C.
|
¥ ¥ ¥
"The Home of Perfect Projection." — Standard, |
Cleveland, O:
¥ ¥ ¥
3
"Where the Stars Twinkle First." — Murrette, Rich- |
mond, Ind.
|
"The Butte,
HomeMont.
of Paramount-Artcraft Pictures." — |
American,
¥ ¥ ¥
B
"Always Worth While."
America, Denver, Colo. |I
¥ ¥ —- ¥
"Where Thrills Abound."
Star, New Castle, Pa. |
¥ ¥ —¥
3
"The Home of Art's Highest Attainments."—— Lib- |
erty, South Bend, Ind.
I
¥ ¥ ¥
B
"Every Day a Good Photoplay." — Strand, Harris- §
burg, Pa.
|
¥ ¥ ¥
§
"The Motion Picture Plus." — Strand, Ft. Wayne, 1
Ind.
'
|
"Typhoon Cooled." — Strand, Hattiesburg, Miss.
"The Finest Theatre in the Southwest." — Midland, |
Hutchinson, Kans.
|
"The Theatre Beautiful." — Marlow, Helena, Mont. I
"The Triumph of the Motion Picture." — Liberty, |
i New Orleans, La.
1

Simple
Appeal

Display
for"

Makes

Yellow

Strong

Typhoon"

Using materials that are obtainable at little expense and highly effective, F. W. Teufel, manager of
the Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont., produced one of the
most effective displays reported for "The Yellow
Typhoon," Anita Stewart's First National attraction.
The photographs reproduced above and below give a
definite idea of the desirably Oriental atmosphere produced, showing also the economical means by which it
was created.
Japanese lanterns properly festooned are to be
had almost for the asking in any city in the country,
large or small. At most the cost of these should not
exceed a few complimentary tickets to the showing.
The costumes worn by the ushers should be obtainable at no expense whatever if there is a Japanese
or Chinese curio store in the vicinity of the theatre,
a cooperative advertising arrangement being sufficient
to bring about the consent of the store proprietor. If
there is no such store near at hand the ushers can
doubtless make up at comparatively little cost acceptable imitations of the genuine, or a costumer can
be induced to share a newspaper advertisement or a
presentation review.
Little more is required to produce a highly attractive setting which will include lobby, auditorium
and stage. Incense will be used of course, though it
is well to use it sparingly.
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Famous Judge Gives
Advertising Men Aid
For Paramount Week
Shakespeare's much quoted inquiry,
"What's in a name?" was not addres ed to an advertising man. Had
such been the case the answer
would have run into thousands of
words. The money value of a promiman'sknown
name into advertising
ter isnent
well
the showmanmat-of
today. It brings customer's to the
ticket
theatre. window and prestige to the

A view of the stage of Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, showing
the construction and operation of the "stage-within-a-stage" type of presentation,
used, in this instance, for "The Round Up.''

Stage-

Within- a- Stage Setting
Permits Use of Varied

When the motion picture succeeded the flesh and blood actor as
the most popular medium of
dramatic expression it was necessary
to formulate a new and original technique. All know how this has been
done. No less interesting to the exhibitor is the development of the
new technique demanded by the presentation feature. Every step in this
direction in an important theatrical
event.
The stage-within-a-stage method of
presentation is excellently illustrated
in the account of the prologue used at
Grauman's Million Dollar theatre.
Los Angeles, for "The Round-Up,"
Roscoe Arbuckle's Paramount ve-

A close-up of the Grauman stage and
two of the characters appearing in the
prologue, showing the excellent lighting effects gained.

Talent

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, famous for
his "kids' court" in Denver, Colo.,
gave the advertising men handling the
Paramount Week campaign for that
territory excellent cooperation, thereby permitting the use of his name in
connection with the event. The value
of
cally.his name is a national quantity,
i hough, of course, much greater loAfter giving permission for the
hanging of a huge Paramount Week-

hide. The presentation is said to have
met with extraordinary success.
The stage was set as illustrated
herewith, a miniature stage being constructed Upon the standard platform,
with a rough log frame and draw curtains permitting ready disclosure or
concealment. Set rocks provided
stairs to the main floor.
The opening was conducted mysteriously, the curtains parting in due
time to disclose a posed picture suggestive of the Frederick Remington
type of painting, three actors interpreting Indian characters, breaking
the picture after a time to descend to
the stage and dancing, the curtains
closing.
At the conclusion of the dance the
curtains again parted to show a cowboy posed beside his horse, the vocalist
singing "Just
Like aasGypsy."
A violinist,
dressed
a squaw,
presented in the same manner, was
followed by a youthful dancing team
attired as shown in the photographic
illustration, the picture dropping in
naturally at the close of their number.
The strong point of the stage-within-a-stage setting is, of course, the
latitude it allows the producer in arranging his prologue and selecting his
talent. It is not especially difficult of
construction and should not be found
undesirably expensive after the initial
cost of materials has been met.
The direct result upon the audience
is beneficial, as in this manner a
greater variety of talent can be presented with the natural result of increased satisfaction.

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, the famous Denver, Colo, jurist, who gave his support
in behalf of "Paramount Week."
banner outside his court room, he evidenced his sincere sympathy with the
enterprise by posing upon the court
house steps for the picture reproduced
herewith.
It is not probable that many American exhibitors, or exchange exploitation men for that matter, succeeded
in enlisting the sympathy of an equally
prominent character. That more effort will be put forth along this line
of endeavor in any and all advertising
campaigns is to the best interests of
the trade and the science.
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"Below

the Surface"
Campaign
Shows
Double
Value
of Genuine
Cooperation

An advertising campaign that served
the double purpose of greatly increasing attendance at the showing for
which it was used and illustrating the
two-fold value of genuine cooperation
in exploitation was executed by Monte
Rice, exploitation representative of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at
Los Angeles, on behalf of "Below the
Surface," when that attraction teas
screened at the California theatre,
Santa Barbara, Cal. It contains points
of interest which should not be missed.
THE

illustrations presented herewith give a general idea of the
exploitation methods employed. The
facts in the case are these :
The diving suit was supplied by the
U. S. Naval recruiting station at Los
Angeles. The same strong organization loaned the use of its regular publicity channels, also sending the man
who wore the apparatus and other
earnest workers.
The direct effect of the campaign
upon the citizens of Santa Barbara
was the simple but desirable one of
increasing attendance for the showing.
The direct effect of the recruiting
phase of the campaign was the likewise desirable one of bringing new
members into the service.
The indirect effect, so far as the
theatre was concerned, was the identification in the public mind of the
theatre with the prestige which nat-

The link that was effected in the larger cities of the West Coast between the
Naval Recruiting
and at"Below
the Surface"
successfully
during
the run of Service
the picture
the California
theatre,wasSanta
Barbara, used
Cal.
urally attaches to the U. S. Navy.
Both parties to the cooperation were
genuinely benefited by the campaign.
Both parties retained after the event
increased regard for their co-workers
and the institutions which they represented.
The recruiting branch of the Navy
gained a valuable fund of information
and an insight into the smaller city
problem which has always confronted

The United States Navy provided the man in the diving suit and assumed the
major
portionBarbara
of thepublic,
expense
involved
advertising
Surface"
to the Santa
the box
office in
reports
showing "Below
clearly the
the beneficial
effect of the cooperation.

its executives. They are now in possession of a tried and found effective
means of reaching the minor population centers in their campaign for
enlistments.
This is genuine cooperation in its
best form. This is a true sharing of
expense and benefit, of cost and profit,
to use the financial phraseology.
Incidentally, the California theatre
of Santa Barbara established a new
box office record with "Below the Surface." Were every advertising campaign as uniformly satisfactory the
estate of the exhibitor would be immensely bettered. It is by studying
such campaigns that this betterment
mav best be brought about.

Selznick Staff Gives
Publicity Move Impetus
Taking an active interest in the present
movement to induce newspapers to accord
motion picture theatres deserved space in
their news columns, the Selznick staff writers have given over a great portion of the
press books published to matter of this
type that should be found available by the
majority of newspapers.
The usefulness of the Selznick press book,
long a recognized factor of Selznick service, is materially
heightened
innovation. Exhibitors
who findbythetheplacing
of newspaper stories difficult should give a
late Selznick campaign folder, that issued
with "Out of the Snows," for example,
their attention. In addition to providing
valuable material for that attraction, it
serves as a guide to exhibitors who wish
to write their own material in acceptable
newspaper style.
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Precedent

Is Set

By Audubon Lobby
For Costume Play
A striking example of the type of
work that can be done in behalf of
such attractions is the lobby display
used at Fox's Audubon theatre, New
York, with "If I Were King," William Farnum's Fox special production,
a picture, by the way, which proves
the entertainment
power of the costume story.
The accompanying photograph of
the lobby speaks for itself. Additional
comment is unnecessary.
There is not an exhibitor in America who would not be proud to sponsor
such a lobby display. There are few
who will put forth the effort indicated
to produce one.
Therein lies the chief reason for the
The Rialto theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, photographed on the opening night, showing
the architectural advantages for advertising that were kept in mind when the
plans were drawn — and the crowd which responded.
New

Rialto
Model

Theatre,

of Advertising

Though good advertising is commonly regarded as a worker of
miracles, and justly so, advertisers
know that "something to advertise"
and "something to advertise with"
are practically indispensable working materials. It is a significant
fact that men who are building theatres today make sure that every
possible allowance is made for this
phase of the theatre business before
the excavation for the foundation
is made.
The Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O.,
which was opened to the public Sept.
1, is a model of advertising architecture. The advertising man employed
by the Jewel Photoplay Company,
owners, will profit by the care taken
in construction to provide adequate
working materials of institutional nature.
As may be seen in the accompanying illustration, the opening was
largely attended. The electric sign is
not the least of the advertising equipment included.
A lighting system that permits use
of practically any shade of illumination in any degree of intensity is
installed, specially designed seats assure patrons comfort, a high grade
ventilating system takes care of that
angle and an orchestra of twelve pieces
will be used to provide musical accompaniment superior to that usually
found in a city of 33,000 inhabitants.
Though these are only a few of the
n

Hamilton,

O.,

Architecture

outstanding features of construction,
they are sufficient for an advertising
man to use as a basis for a steady institutional campaign of exceptional
productivity, upon which, of course,
special campaigns for individual attractions may be superimposed.

alleged unpopularity of the costumeplay. Stating simply that this type of
picture is not popular, the exhibitor
does not face the fact that its unpopularity lies chiefly with himself.
As a matter of fact the unlimited
store of fiction that lies beneath layers
of dust on the shelves of producers
who control the picture rights contain the cream of the drama of the
A little concentration on advertisages.
ing is sufficient to remove whatever
opposition to the costume plays may
exist. The exhibitor who makes an
effort in this direction is a valuable
member of the industry.

The Audubon
lobby decorations
used York,
for the
engagementattractive
of "If and
I Were
at Fox's
theatre, New
is unusually
showsKing,"
graphically
the
high class effect which may be gained for the benefit of a costume play.
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Paramount

Week

Gainer by Copy in
Recruiting Poster
It is typical of Americans that
price tags are commonly interpreted
as indicative of values. That for
which a big price is paid is almost
invariably regarded as superior to a
better product which was acquired
for less. Advertising men should not
fall into the common error. Much
of the best exploitation reported was
obtained "free of charge."
A notable instance of free advertising which undoubtedly had excellent results was the cooperation
effected with the U. S. Marine recruiting service on behalf of Paramount
Week. The accompanying illustration
gives a clear visualization of the poster
as it appeared in Los Angeles.
The merit of the enterprise, as indicated in box office returns and comment created, was such that the device
was also used throughout Southern
California, the stands used by the recruiting detachments being covered
with this paper in every instance.
The expense to the Famous Players-

An unusually informative twenty-four sheet, issued in connection with "While New
York Sleeps," seen, in this instance, as used during the showing of the picture at
the Lyric theatre, New York.
Fox

Poster

Offers

Chance

for

Exploitation- Presentation

The recruiting poster link was used
throughout Southern California in the
interest of theatres participating in
"Paramount Week."
Lasky organization was nil. The profit
to that organization and the theatres
which took part in Paramount Week
was all profit.
An instance of the "something for
nothing" theory as applied to motion
picture advertising, it shows the genuine merit of the method.
No exhibitor can afford to miss an
opportunity to use free " advertising
whenever it is available. Every exhibitor should make it his business
to see that no possible means of advertising without expense is overlooked. They are plentiful. They
will become more plentiful as they
are used and found valuable.

L ink

An exploitation-presentation opportunity seldom approached in point
of thoroughness is that presented with the publication of a striking
twenty-four sheet for "While Xew York Sleeps," the Fox special production recently published. The illustration presented herewith shows the
poster as used during the run of the picture at the Lyric theatre, Xew
York.
As is well known, the picture is presented in three story threads,
the three pictorial phases in the poster representing each. By reason
of this provision the poster has three times the power of the ordinary
lithograph.
The exhibitor who uses the attraction has, by the same reason, his
choice of the three angles upon which to base his campaign, with the
alternative of using all three, probably the most advisable course.
The unusual phase of the opportunity exists in the possibility presented of linking presentation and exploitation of whatever nature directly with the poster flash.
The poster is unusually attractive. It has striking power and leaves
an impression. Those who see it will identify it at once with any advertising or exploitation that they may also see used for the picture. And
when they attend the theatre they will find the same points prominent in
the well staged presentation feature, as well as in the screened production.
Few lithograph issues approximate the present twenty-four sheet
in efficiency. It is even-thing that a poster should be, with additional
merit due to the nature of the picture represented.
There should be more material of this nature.
Due to the unusual success which will be experienced with the stand
the future will doubtless see poster artists proceeding along the lines
indicated.
Of especial interest in connection with the informative nature
of the twenty-four sheet is comparison with the still from the production recently reproduced upon the second page of this department,
in the space used regularly to give advance suggestions for the
exploitation and presentation of coming attractions. The instance
demonstrates the entire practicability of the service given exclusively
in this publication.
Exhibitors who took the advantage of the suggestions offered
and planned their exploitation or presentation accordingly will find
use of the paper provided especially valuable because of its direct
relationship to their campaign as planned.
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Cutout Display and
Rialto Architecture
Make

Harry Goldberg, of the Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb., used a truck for street work
in exploiting the timely engagement of Georges Carpenticr's Robertson-Cole
feature, "The Wonder Man."

Goldberg's "Wonder
Drives Home
No more striking exploitation
stunt has been recorded than the
"peep show" truck recently used by
Harry Goldberg, of the Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb., in advertising "The
Virgin of Stamboul." It stamped
the man a genius. And a genius
follows through.
In exploiting "The Wonder Man."
Georges Carpentier's Robertson-Cole
production, during a recent engagement, Mr. Goldberg again utilized the
truck idea in exploitation and again
scored a triumph. The accompanying
photograph of the conveyance which
carried the news of the engagement
through Omaha streets is self descriptive.
In this case there was less intrinsically sensational material in the picture
itself to work with — but lack of this
was amply compensated for by the
timeliness of the attraction. The
Miske-Dempsey bout was still an
event of the future. The French

Man"
Truck
Timely Sales

Talk

in the science of exploitation, as seen
in the instances mentioned here and
others, is such as to argue him permanently established at the top.
Monthly

"Happy Week"
Is Adaptable Feature
An event of interest, because of the
adaptability of the suggestion, was the
initial "Happy Week" recently staged at
David H. Schumann's Florence theatre.
Pasadena, Cal. It has been made a monthly
feature at the Florence.

Strong

Front

The exhibitors who achieve results
in exploitation are the men who begin thinking out their campaigns not
only before the opening day of the
engagements but before the signature is affixed to a contract. Not
every exhibitor can go further back
than that. The man who is building a theatre is one of the few who
can. He should have exploitation in
mind when he instructs his architects. Exploitation that begins with
the drawing up of building plans is
exploitation worth while.
The Rialto theatre, Yaldista, Ga.,
was planned with presentability in
mind. The display used by Manager
A. A. Paxon for "The Idol Dancer,"
D. W. Griffith's First National attraction, is materially strengthened by the
architectural advantages the building
A skillful arrangement of cutouts,
possesses.
as reference to the accompanying illustration shows, the display would
have been a worthy one against any
background. Vet it cannot be denied
that its appeal is greatly augmented by
the
itself.presence of a front attractive in
It is frequently possible to include
in remodeling plans changes of sufficient moment to warrant the required
expenditures. In such cases this course
is obviously advisable. It is a foregone conclusion that no exhibitor
building a theatre today will fail to
look carefully into the matter of the
exploitation front.

champion's announcement that he
would meet Dempsey in due time was
being widely discussed.
The truck carried a banner which
asked a pointed question that everyone would like to be able to answer.
"Can
whip Dempsey?"
WithCarpentier
the additional
information
displayed in sign and cutout on the
truck the publicity gained for the engagement was incalculable.
Mr. Goldberg's rise to his present
high standing among American Exploitation men is of comparative recent date. His demonstrated ability

Architecture and advertising genius combined to produce the above effect when
"The Idol Dancer" was shown at the Rialto theatre, Valdista, Ga.
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Feature

Comparatively few exhibitors still
adhere to the ancient superstition
that a lobby is merely the entrance
to the theatre and not an advertising adjunct of value. The intense
activity in lobby work throughout
the nation is concrete evidence of
the new and better exhibitorial attitude on this point. With the advertising thought of the country thus
centered upon the subject, the story
of Ralph Winsor's augmented lobby
display is especially important.

the time Mr. Winsor, manager
of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.,
was preparing for the showing of
"Polly of the Storm Country," Mildred Harris
Chaplin's
National
attraction,
there
seemed First
no particular
need of an exceptional lobby display.
But an opportunity which many showmen would have overlooked presented
itself and the photographs reproduced
upon this page show the result.
The Capt. Walter Wanderwell
Worldtouring Party, making a trip
around the globe in a specially designed automobile, arrived in Portland
at the psychological moment. The car
was plastered with souvenirs from all
parts of the world and, bearing the
marks of its long journey, attracted
wide attention upon the streets.
Mr. Winsor proved himself a natural
advertiser by seizing at once upon the
opportunity presented and annexing
the attraction power of the auto party
for his theatre. With little difficulty
he persuaded the party to park their
car in front of the Star theatre, where
it was given the close attention of
passers-by throughout the stay of the
party in Portland. .
His next step was to prepare the
most striking lobby display possible
for the theatre. Cutouts were used
extensively as the photographs show,
and the color scheme was such as to
give forth the suggestion of coolness
— a touch which deserves mention because of the undeniably warm suggestion of a travel-stained and weatherbeaten automobile standing deserted at
the curb.
The business which resulted thoroughly justified Mr. Winsor in abandoning all other forms of advertising
for the attraction.
The augmented lobby display is distinctly an innovation. It is based upon
excellent logic, the simple, reasoning
which points out that the lobby display
which is good under ordinary circumstances ismany times as good when
crowds are drawn by special means to
give its appeal chance to operate.
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Great attention was drawn to a party of world tourists whose
specially designed automobile, weatherbeaten and tagged with souvenirs from all parts of the globe, appeared upon Portland, Ore.,
streets. Ralph Winsor, manager of the Star theatre, persuaded them
to park the car in front of his theatre, prepared a striking lobby display to draw attention to his front, and reports attendance proving
the annexation of public attention a profitable exhibitorial endeavor.
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for

Poorhouse

Film Adaptation of Carleton's Poem Enthusiastically
Received by New Yorkers at the Initial
Showing on September 17
and sisters is the love of the blacksheep
The enthusiasm with which prominent
his mother.
citizens and others in New York re- sonTheforpicture
version will bring back to
ceived the William Fox special, "Over
many a spectator the ecstatic joy of barefoot days and the pain of soip and water
the Hill to the Poorhouse," is an indication, executives of Fox Film Corporaforcibly
parent's
unwillingapplied
necks by
andtheears.
One hand
laughsto
tion believe, "of unqualified success for and cries, it is said, with this family of
carefree, rollicking children, their daddy,
the production."
The premiere showing was held at who rules with an iron rod everything
the Astor theatre in New York on Sep- but his own conscience, and their mother,
tember 17. Scores of men and women
whose kisses of love cure childish hurts.
who are leaders in the realms of art, One finally rejoices when the miracle of
science, drama, music, society, philan- a mother's love for an erring son brings
thropy and commerce attended the back happiness.
showing.
Cast Exceptionally Fine
Adapted From Poem
Mary
Carr's fine portrayal of the
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse" is
a film adaptation by Paul H. Sloanc of mother is due to her inspired underof the fact
role'sthat
requirements,
Will Carleton's famous poem of that largely bystandingthe
four of her aided
own
title — a poem replete with human emochildren
are
in
the
cast.
An exceptiontions, appeals and sympathies. Millions
ally fine supporting company includes
of persons, it is believed, have read the William
Welsh, Noel Tearle, John
poem.
In undertaking this production Mr. Dwycr, John Walker, Wallace Ray,
Phyllis Diller, Louella Carr, Yivienne OsFox expressed it as his avowed purpose
borne, Dorothy Allen, Edna Murphy,
to present a picture that would appeal
Sheridan Tansey, Stephen Carr, Jerry
to
the spectator's
taste andto Devins, James Sheldon. Rosemary Carr
emotional
sympathyintelligence,
and to present
and May Beth Carr.
the eye scenic effects which in the poem
are presented only to the imagination.
That he has realized his aim was ap- Ad Committees Are
parent, itis said, from the reception given
Named by Lazarus
the picture at its premiere. The caliber
of the audience left no room for doubt,
it is declared. The production was di- Wiley, Adler, Lark in, Beatty
rected by Harry Millarde.
and Brooks Appointed
Humor and Pathos Balanced
Chairmen
The motive of the Carleton poem is
the ingratitude of a large family of chilPaul Lazarus, recently made sales prodren toward their self-sacrificing mother.
motion manager of United States Artists
It was realized, however, the producers
and
newly
elected president of the Assodeclare, that the pathos of such a picciated Motion Picture Advertisers at a
ture must be counterbalanced by humor.
As a result, the welling tear of one recent meeting of the organization, anmoment, it is said, is dried by the
nounced the following committees:
warmth of laughter in the next. And
Entertainment Committee: Tom
redeeming the ingratitude of his brothers
Wiley, chairman; Paul Ser.izan, George
Landy, J. Irving Greene, H. Phyfe.
Publicity Committee: Mark Larkin,
chairman; Ben Grimm, Al Feinman.
Ball Committee: Jerry Beatty, chairman; Tom Wiley, Harry Reichenbach,
George Landy, Burton Rice.
Speakers'Harry
Committee:
Adler,
chairman:
Poppe, M. Bert
Ryskind.
Finance and Auditing: E. 0. Brooks,
chairman; Hopp Hadley, P. B. Dana.
Bulletin Editor: September, Vic
Shapiro.
,

Scene from "Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," the Fox
which theatre,
opened
for its initial
run feature
at the Astor
New York, Sept. 17.
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Lois Wilson Signs
Paramount Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 21.— Lois Wilson,
who will play the leading feminine role
in William DeMille's production of Barrie's "What Every Woman Knows," has
been engaged under a five year contract
to play leading parts in Paramount pictures, according to an announcement
made by Jesse L. Lasky. It is probable
that she will continue to work under DeMille's direction indefinitely.
Miss Wilson has played opposite Robert Warwick, Wallace Reid and Bryant
Washburn, and the leading feminine
role in the DeMille production, "Midsummer Madness," just completed.

Again

With

Kane

Arthur F. Seadler Was First
Publicity Director of the
Company Left in June to
Take Long Vacation.

SILAS
F. SEADLER,
whoforwas
the
first director
of publicity
Arthur
S._ Kanejoined thePictures
Corporation,
has reorganization
after an absence
from the industry of more than two
months. The staff of the department has
been enlarged and Mr. Seadler will again
be found feeding out picture facts to the
hungry public.
Mr. Seadler resigned in June to take
a long vacation in the mountains. When
John C. Ragland, general manager of
the Kane corporation, heard of his return to New York, he sent for him and
finally convinced him of the value of the
old maxim, "once in the movies, always
in the movies."
Gore-Lesser to Handle
All Young Products
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 21.— With the
announcement by the All Star Features
Distributors, an independent film exchange controlled by Gore Bros, and Sol
Lesser in Los Angeles, that they have
purchased the Equity exchange of San
Francisco and Los Angeles, all Clara
Kimball Young products will now be
handled through the Gore-Lesser internew activities
holding will
in no
ner ests.
affectThis the
of the
All manStar
organization.
Two Clara Kimball Young productions
are
"Hush"
and
"Backnow
fromforthcoming,
Paris." These
arrangements will -not interfere with the First
National holdings of the Gores and
Lesser, as they will be handled in a
separate channel and on an independent
picture basis. The Clara Kimball Young
products will be distributed throughout
the big cities by the All Star exchange.
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Interesting

Scenes

From

Wesley
Barry,
who is to
in "Dinty,"
a Marshall
Neilan
Production,
to be
be starred
distributed
by Associated
First
National Pictures, Inc., in a characteristic pose.
FIRST

VIEWS

OF "THE

GAMESTERS,"
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New

Pictures

Alice Joyce and Robert Gordon in a domestic duo
"The Vice of Fools," Miss Joyce's latest contribution to Vitagraph's output.
A NEW

AMERICAN

PICTURE

Contrasting scenes from Margarita Fisher's forthcoming feature issued under the "Flying A" banner.
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Issue
This

Year

"A

Light Woman" Will Be the First Publication to
Be Followed by "The Blue Moon"— Author
In Chicago Titling Picture
While Mr. Anderson is known as an
Twelve special productions are to be
published by American Film Company
author
as "The Blue Moon" has
during the season of 1920-21, according grown inonly
popularity, he has been a sucto officials of the company.
cessful lecturer for many years and has
"A Light Woman," a picturization of entertained large audiences all over the
Robert
Browning's
the country from Coast to Coast, and alfirst
publication
and masterpiece,
is now on theismarready his friends, it is said, are asking
ket. This will be followed by "The Blue when and where they can see "The Blue
Moon" on the screen.
Moon," by David Anderson. The author
has spent some time in Chicago writing
the titles of the production.
Published In October
Title First Hemmer
"The House of Toys," adapted from
Henry
Russell<|iiestion
Miller's novel, treats of
the
marriage
Film Isof "Birthright"
Publication
This Picture
A very different treatment of another
Is
Scheduled
for Some
phase of life will be found in "The GameTime
in
October
sters,"
an
early
October
publication.
It
carries the thought of the evil of excess
and the return to a simple, natural liv"Birthright" has been selected as the
ing.
title for the initial production of HemWhat American declares is a big box
mer Superior Productions, Inc., accordoffice drawing card since its publication
ing to Edward Hemmer, president. The
this summer is Cosmo Hamilton's "The
picture, which is five reels in length,
will be published some time in October.
Week-End." starring Margarita Fisher.
"A Live-Wire Hick" with William RusThe story is of a young girl, who, after
sell is in the same class, it is said.
many hardships and much adventure
Story Is Syndicated
eventually falls heir to her birthright.
The various scenes have been worked
Regarding "The Blue Moon," Mr. Anout
so cleverly, it is said, that the insaid "The
book inhasthegone
numerable contrasts created make the
three ordersonfour
editions
ninethrough
or ten
months it has been out; it has been
play one of unusual appeal.
syndicated; it has been run as a serial,
Supervised by Hemmer
and everything has been done to it that
on a dilapidated farm; scenes in
can be. Now it has been filmed. I an Life
orphanage; other scenes taken on a
worked on it for fifteen years, and when
beautiful
Long Island estate arc a few
it went out I knew it was right.
of thesiblebig
situations
are respon-A
for the
contrastswhich
throughout.
"The first publisher I sent it to accepted it and published it— so it must
drama
tells
a
heart
interest
story,
lighthave been on account of the story itself
ened in spots by wholesome comedy, it
and not because I am a well known
is destined, it is declared, by virtue of
writer, for this is my first book. And
the skillful manner with which the plot
it is equally true that the American Film
is unfolded to retain interest and to
Company were looking for a good story keep one wondering how the story ends.
and not a name."
Produced under the personal direction
of Mr. Hemmer, who devoted the entire summer to the work, the play, because of its multitude of unique fetures,
is certain to win wide vogue, it is believed by its producers.
Flora Finch in Cast
Among the members of the cast are
such well-known stars as Flora Finch,
Sidney Mason, Henry Sedley, Bessie
Stinson and many others. Maud Sylvester, ingenue lead, made her debut in pictures with the Hemmer players, and has
interpreted skillfully, it is said, the role
in which she is cast. Margaret Beecher,
granddaughter of Henry Ward Beecher,
is seen in important part. Pete Raymond, veteran of the legitimate stage,
tills a character role, while Milton Berlinger, 11-year-old juvenile impersonator
of Al Jolson, is featured in several scenes.
Elmer McGovern, film editor, is attending personally to the work of cutting
and changing situations about. This task
will be completed shortly.

CLAIRE Dll BREV,
Who carries the title role in the American
Film Company production, "A Light
Woman."

Fox West Coast Sale Big
Howard Butler, exchange manager for
Fox Film Corporation in San Francisco,
closed with Pantages Theatre Circuit for
serial
"BrideThe13,"Strand
Williamtheatre
Fox's has
first signed
serial
venture.
for the entire Fox product for the season
of 1921, and every zone and key city in the
entire territory has been signed nearly 100
per cent, it is reported.

One of the
men. whit
\ I. lulit
<• ompnny

i HARLBi < LAHY,
m-rccii'i mowt popular l< -aclinic
hll flit* prllif-ipal male role it:
Woman. " lli<< American Film
feature.

Price Company

Gets U. S.

to "Hindle
C.Rights
B. Price Company,
of 1446 Wakes"
Broadway.
New York, has received the negative of
a film made from the play "Hindle Wakes,"
which has been creating a sensation in Great
Britain. Mr. Price has purchased the
American and Canadian rights to the picture, and for domestic use it has been
renamed "Your Daughter — and Mine."
"Hindle Wakes" was written as a play
by Stanley Houghton, and first produced
in Manchester, England, by the Miss Horniman Players. It was brought to this
country by William A. Brady, and, because
of its unusual story, with an angle on the
sex problem, received the endorsement of
the Drama League, and was supported by
the Little theatres throughout the country.
It ran for over a year in Chicago, and was
hailed as a masterpiece by the dramatic
critics of the Middle West.
Metro Writers Adapting
Stage Plays to Screen
Lois Zellner, of the scenario staff at
Metro'sstreet,
New New
York York,
studios, has
in West
First
startedSixtythe
work of scenarioizing "The Hole in the
Wall," the stage hit by Fred Jackson.
Jean Copeland, also a member of the
writing staff at the studios, is adapting a
celebrated stage drama, which will be
filmed by Metro under the working title
of "Whip-sawed." Col. Jasper E. Brady,
head of the manuscript reading department in the home offices, announces that
the current serial story, "More Stately
Mansions," by Ben Ames Williams, has
been acquired for filmization.
Palm, Pueblo, Now Open
PUEBLO, COL.— The Palm theatre recently opened with special program and
music. The Robert-Morton organ is a notable part
of the
equipment,
especial
effort
is house's
being stressed
on and
the
musical part of the entertainment.
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in Business

President of United Artists Is Among Sixty-Seven Other
Men Whose Careers Are Material for the Five Volumes of
"The Book of Business" Published Recently by Colliers
^iiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
munity interest, to their public spirit, that
HIRAM ABRAMS, president of United these gentlemen
consented to reveal
Artists' Corporation, is one of sixty- what ten years agohave
would have been called
seven business men who have been
'business secrets,' that they, one and all,
ed
take the larger view that there are no busidesignat
Collier'smenWeekly
as theUnited
most
successful bybusiness
in the
ness secrets. They hold that when any man
has done a thing well, the result of his
States.
effort and the way he achieved that result
The five volumes, published under the are
the property of the public and not of
the
individual.
title of "The Book of Business," deal with
the careers of such men as John D. RockeThe subjects that some of the chosen
feller, Jr.; J. Ogden Armour, president
men have written upon in these five volof Armour & Co. ; Charles M. Schwab,
umes are the following : "The Fundaof Bethlehem Steel Corporation ; Charles
mentals of Business." by Elbert H. Gary;
H. Sabin, president of Guaranty Trust "The Banking
System of the United
Company of New York; Elbert H. Gary, States," by W. P. G. Harding, governor
chief executive of United States Steel Cor- Federal Reserve Bank ; "Ships and Shipping," by Edward N. Hurley, chairman of
porationJohn
;
N. Willys ; George R. Perkins ;E. M. Statler ; John H. Patterson ; the United States Shipping Board; "Business as a ofScience,"
by John Wanamaker,
John YVanamaker and others.
president
the Wanamaker
department
* * *
store of New York; "The Biggest Thing
"The Book of Business" is edited by Sam- in Business." by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. ;
uel Crowther, an authority on business and "Personal Efficiency," by John H. Patterson, head of National Cash Register Co.;
financial affairs. He chose from the millions, sixty-seven men of business to repre- "Developing a Personality," by Thomas E.
sent this country. Their articles, seventy Wilson, president of Wilson and Co.,
in number, are presented with the purpose
"Salesmanship and Its Foundaof showing their fellow men how to avoid packers;
tion," by Charles M. Schwab, of Bethlethe pitfalls others have found in the paths
hem
Steel
; "How to Get and
of progress, and contain the success ideas Use BankingCorporation
Credit,"
by
Forgan,of
of these eminently successful men.
president of the NationalJames
CityB. Bank
In presenting the books, Mr. Crowther,
Chicago ; "Making Money at a Small
in his prefix,
"The authors
Profit," by J. Ogden Armour, president of
volumes
are a says
very: unusual
group of
of these
men.
Armour and Co., packers ; "Making the
They comprise the absolute leaders in most Motion
Picture House Pay," by Hiram
of the lines of American business endeavor
Abrams, president of United Artists Corand every one of them is an authority on
tion "The
;
Motor Car, Motor Truck,
the subject he takes up. They have been and the poraGarage,"
by John North Willys,
painstaking in their efforts to present their president of W illys-Overland
Company ;
own ideas of success in such terms that and "The Mail Order Business," by Robert
anyone can understand.
1. Thorne, president of Montgomery Ward
"It is a striking tribute to their comVITAGRAPH

& Co.
PRESENTS

CORRINE

GRIFFITH

HIRAM ABRAMS
Chosen
by successful
"Collier's Weekly"
as one
the
most
business men
in theof
United States.
Fairbanks* Publicity
Supervisor Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— Carlyle
Robinson has resigned as Douglas Fairbanks publicity director. He has not as
yet divulged future plans, but is certain
of a recognized position, it is declared,
for he has been regarded a leader among
publicists for many years.
A. W. Carrick Promoted
INDIANAPOLIS, IND— A. W. Carrick, formerly connected with the Pathe
office, has been transferred to PhiladelIN DUAL
phia.

ROLE

Two scenes from "The Broadway Bubble," in which Miss Griffith (left), in the role of twin sisters, is shown in both characters.
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Mermaid
Many

Comedies
of the

Big

Are

Playing

First

Run

in
Houses

Educational Reports That the Number of Bookings
Is Equal to Any on Two Reel Fun Films;
Pictures Are Issued Monthly
Bookings on Mermaid comedies, an
"Mermaids for Merriment" is the advertising slogan being used with this
entirely new series, less than tour
Special ads are being prepared
months old, has reached a volume equal series.
by Educational for each picture.
to any two-reel fun films on the market,
Shown in Big Theatres
according to a statement issued by EduEducational points out that the first
cational Film Exchanges, Inc.
run theatres for Mermaids resemble a
Mermaid comedies are made up of list of the leading theatres of the countwo series, which are produced in the
try. In Boston thev are being shown at
same studios under the same general
the Gordon houses; in Washington at
directions, one directed by Jack White,
or Rialto; in Philawho won favor by his first work with Moore's delphiaGarden
Stanley; in Pittsburgh at
Sennctt and Sunshine and featuring the Grand at the
and Savoy; in Cleveland at
Jimmie Adams; the other starring Lloyd the Euclid, where each one is given a
Hamilton and being directed by Gilbert run of at least two weeks; in Indianapolis
Pratt. Action is the keynote of all the at the Circle; Cincinnati at the Walnut;
pictures, which arc of the slapstick type. the Strand in Louisville; the Colonial in
Films Published Monthly
Columbus;
Locw's
Temple in Toledo;
the Valentine
Strand inand
Altoona;
At the time of publication of "A Liberty
in
Wheeling
and
the
Wells
Fresh Start," the first of the series, the
brand name was unknown, but Educa- houses in Richmond and through Virtional reports that this initial comedy
In Detroit the entire scries has been
practically booked itself and even sur- ginia.
prised those who had selected the series. booked at the Broadway Strand by Phil
Finkcl and Rubenstcin have
This
wasthefollowed
by "Duck and
Inn,"after
the Glcichman.
selected the pictures for equal play in
first of
Lloyd Hamilton,
all
of
their
theatres
in the Twin Cities,
this comes "Dynamite," another Hamiland through Michigan they are given
ton,
and
"Nonsense,"
with
Jimmie
Adams, Marvel Kae and the whole cast prominence in the newspaper advertisof the first Mermaid. The pictures are
ing by the Butterficld houses. Accordissued monthly.
ing to reports of the Michigan exchange
to
the
home office, the Mermaids are
Both "A Fresh Start" and "Duck Inn"
are reported to have broken records in being shown today in more cities than
every section of the country. According
any other series of comedies.
to Educational the greater portion of the
Play in Skouras Houses
exhibitors did not even wait to sec the
In St. Louis, Mermaids have their first
second comedy before signing contracts
for the entire series. The reason as- run at the Skouras Brothers' houses. In
signed for this is the great demand for Omaha they are played at either the
Rialto or Strand, and A. H. Blank is
two-reel comedies with constant action.
WIGS

AND

FRILLS

IN THIS

TOURNEUR
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Mi l I N PBRG1 SOM,
Who
:i|i|ir:irii
In tin- Ii-iiiIIiik
frmlnlne
nl "'I'hi' Itomiinrr
I'minnti-rn."
n \ roll*
llnlln in*. iiriMlui'f Inn nlarrliiK Knrlr W IIuniph
booking them through all of his houses.
Stanley Chambers has picked them for
especial attention at his Palace in
U ichita. On the Coast, Mermaids have
their
first homeat the
run Tivoli,
at Grauman's;
San Francisco
and throughin
the Jensen and von Herberg houses in
the Northwest. Honolulu has just had
its
firsta sight
scored
big hitof "Duck Inn," where it
Schaefer

Will

Projection Parlor
Announces
Plans to Provide
Chicago's Film Row with
Modern Establishment
That he will open next spring a double
projection room and motion pictures supply place equipped with the last word
in modern outfittings, is announcement
made this week by Sam Schaefer, now in
charge of Vitagraph's projection room,
Chicago.
Schaefer has leased an 165 foot space
in the heart of the Wabash avenue film
district. He will be prepared for both
private and public showings, installing
four machines to make possible two
screenings at one time.
He has been with Vitagraph for three
years and gained a wide acquaintance
and popularity
in the
connection.
Before that time he
traveled
as operator
for Elmendorf, the travel lecturer,
and previous to that time was with
George Kleine.
Realart Completes

A scene
"TheDeane,
Last of
the Mohicans,"
in which
Woodward,
Hall, from
Sydney
Barbara
Bedford and
GeorgeHenry
Hackathorn
takeLillian
part.
Maurice Tourneur made it for Associated Producers distribution.

Open

Screen

Play "The New York Idea"
Work on Alice Brady's latest picture
adapted
LangdonTheMitchell's
has
been from
completed.
last few play,
days
were spent at Glencove, Long Island,
where scenes were photographed on several country estates.
Grace George, who in private life is
Mrs. William A. Brady and who starred
"The New-in
of interest
presentation
stage took
in the Idea,"
York
an active
the making of the photoplay and gave
valuable pointers to Miss Brady, her
Idea"
York publi"The
step-daughter.
is
included in the
list New
of Realart
cations for October.
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Many

Celebrities

Attend

Preview

Of Nazimova's
"Madame
Peacock"
Proceeds of Showing Are Given to the Family of
The Late Gene Gaudio Who Photographed

"Canavan

' '

Several of the Star's Pictures
All the brilliance of a New York first
rector Smallwood in every phase of the
production, she selected her own cast,
night
is
said
to
have
marked
Nazimova's
designed costumes, suggested details of
personal preview of her newest Metro
the sets, wrote the titles and supervised
production,
"Madame
Peacock,"
at
the
Iris theatre in Hollywood, Cal., recently. even the cutting and assembling of the
It is said to have been the first public
George Probert again is seen as the
appearance of the Russian star since her picture.
retirement from the speaking stage to, star's leading man. John Stepplin, the
make her own screen productions for business-like stage manager, injects
Metro. This, coupled with the fact that much comedy into the part. Other members of the cast who come in for enthe entire box office receipts were to be
thusiastic praise are William Orlamond,
turned over to the family of the late
Gene Gaudio, camera man for several Rex Cherryman, Albert Cody, Gertrude
of the Nazimova productions, caused an CI aire and Mrs. W^oodthorpe.
outpouring of notables.
Rudolph Bergquist photographed the
production and Edward Schulter acted
Many Stars Present
as art director.
When the first beam of light was
thrown upon the screen, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford were seen oc- Hampton's Partner Shows'
cupying seats in the center of the house.
Zane Grey Feature with]
About them could be recognized Anita
Comedy to N. Y. Governor
Stewart, Mary Miles Minter, May Allison, Charles Meredith, John Ince,
Hewlings Mumper, partner of BenjaRudolph Valentino, David Thompson,
min B. Hampton, created interest in
Colleen Moore and Ray Smallwood, who
New York recently by the exhibition of
directed
"Madame
Peacock."
Many
a
theatre
program in the Hotel Astor
others were present.
before
Governor
E. Smith,
There was a burst of applause as the Charles F. Murphy Alfred
of Tammany Hall,
unruly bobbed hair of Nazimova was rec- and a large gathering of their political j
ognized upon the stage. She told of her associates and social friends.
association with Eugene Gaudio, whose
TOM MOORE
"The U. of
P. the
Trail,"
Hampton's
all-star
AH
made
up
for
his new Goldwyn picture
' camera
work
on
"Out
of
the
Fog"
is
photoplay
Zane
Grey
novel,
was
considered his most notable contribution
"Canavan," a Rupert Hughes story, In
the main feature of the program. With
which he has the role of an honestto Nazimova productions; of his untimely
to-goodness> no frills Irishman.
death and the feeling of personal loss to it was a comedy called "Governor's Day
in Movie Land," which was taken on the
herself and the members of her comoccasion
of
Governor
Smith's
visit
to
pany.
^incennes Theatres Have
Hampton's Studios
the Democratic
Is Rita Weiman Story
convention
in San after
Francisco.
Anniversary Celebration
The reception of the picture indicated
Featured in this are the governor,
VINCENNES, IND.— The Wilkersonthat the
star'sthan
hope realized.
that it would
liked Murphy, Hampton, Judge James A.
was
more
Thebe story,
Foley, Director Jack Conway, William
Lyons theatres recently celebrated an
originally written for the Saturday Eve- H. Clifford and others at the studio and anniversary week.
ning Post by Rita Weiman and adapted
in the governor's party.
The theatres include the Lyric at Secfor its present purposes by Nazimova,
ond and Main Streets, the Princess, at
was greeted as suiting the star as no
previous plot had done.
"Pards" Is Title Given
Ninth and Main streets, the Enterprise,
The picture represents the individual
Next Neilan Production
the Rialto, and the new Pantheon, now
efforts of Nazimova from the moment it
under construction and expected to be
left the hands of Miss Weiman until it
Upon
the
completion
of
"Dinty,"
the
on or about Thanksgiving
reached the screen. Working with Di- Marshall Neilan production for First completed
Day. This will be one of the best
National in which Wesley Barry is fea- theatres
in Indiana and will seat 1,300
tured, preparatory steps were taken immediately for the picturization, under the
Special programs were arranged at all
persons.
title of "Pards," of Ben Ames Williams'
the Wilkerson-Lyons
theatres during the
story, "Not a Drum Was Heard, which
anniversary
week.
appeared recently in Collier's Weekly.
"Pards" will be Marshall Neilan's fifth
production for First National. The story
Cleburne's Rex Theatre
is of Western locale, and will be staged
Proves Successful House
practically in its entirety at Glacier Park,
Mont. It is expected that the entire
CLEBURNE, TEX.— After being
Neilan company will spend two months
compelled to move through another
on location before returning to Hollywood to complete the interiors.
theatre company taking over its lease,
the Rex theatre in this city is completing
Show Educational Films
the second month in its new location
with business better than ever.
At Two N. Y. Theatres
W. A. McDonald is owner of the Rex.
New York became acquainted with
and Mr. Conger, who has had sixteen
Harry Gribbon as a featured player in years' experience in the theatre field, is
Christie comedies, issued through Edumanager. The new theatre is up to date
cational exchanges, at the Rialto theatre
in every particular and is featuring its
where he was seen in "Don't Blame the music as well as its photoplays.
Stork." Teddy Sampson and Helen Darling are also in the cast.
Hull Takes Qirincy House
"Tropical
one of Beautiful
the new
Robert C. Nights,"
Bruce Scenics
QUINCY. ILL.— George H. Hull is in
made during his recent visit to Jamaica charge of the Colonial theatre, which he
BETTY CARPENTER,
recently
from Robert Heiderich.
and "Seven League Booters," a Chester- He has purchased
Who will be seen in the role of "Silver
had the house redecorated and
Outing, were shown at the Strand at
Heels" in the Messmore Kendall-Robert
the same time.
placed in first class c ndition.
W. Chambers production of "Cardigan."
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Joe

Ryan

Is to Be

New

Western

Featured
Serial

by

HERALD

in a
Vitagraph

"The Purple Riders" Will Be a Made-to-Order Film
According to the Producers Who Say That
Exhibitors' Suggestions Will Be Used
A tangible step to give the exhibitors
daughter of a neighboring ranchman
who is a victim of the murderers. One
■what they want has been taken by Vitachief "heavy" roles will be taken
of
graph, according to the company offi- by the
a well known
Joseph Rixon, long
cials. It is announced that Joe Ryan
actor in pictures and peculiarly adapted
will be starred in a new Western serial.
Riders."
"TheplayPurple
the part
to
of a
the part
Shieldsin will
William
"The Purple Riders." Ryan recently
Howard
Vincente
brother.
weakling
completed "Hidden Dangers," the Jekyll- also plays a prominent role.
Hyde serial, as a co-star with Jean Paige.
The company is on location in the
In making this new episode photoplay
lower Imperial Valley of California,
Vitagraph is making an effort, it is said, more than 200 miles from the Hollywood studio, and at least two monthto let the people who buy films actually
spent there before they return
be
will
story
of
type
the
put in an order for
Here an old ranch which
studio.
the
to
was . stabhshed in 1*4.1 in the halcyon
they desire to see. Vitagraph declares
leased for
days of the old West has been Bertram
that it might be termed a custom-made
is
many of. the scenes. William
serial, made to the measure and taste directing
hunbeen
have
of the public. There
dreds of suggestions for "Joe Ryan in a
[rvin'Cobb Story to Be
Western serial," it is said, some medium
Next Arbuckle Feature
where he could combine his known abildaring horsemanship
his
with
act
ity
to
been decided by Paramount to
has
It
and other stunts.
Smith and Moffett Story
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle's first
publish
live-reel comedy in December. The picLike the previous Vitagraph serials.
by Irvin
ture is "The Life of the Party,"
"The Purple Rrders" is the creation ot S. Cobb.
Walter Woods adapted it.
president,as
Vitagraph's
E. Smith,
Mbert
and Cleveland Moffett. It is regarded
It is, while a comedy, distinguished
an exceptional vehicle for introducing
the slapstick pictures of the past
from
in serial
the
Joe Ryan as a really big figure
in that it is wholly legitimate and
of Dick
production. He takes the part
situation, dependent on
of
that
is
y
comed
plainsman,
famous
and
Ranger, sheriff
ation, etc. Joseph Henacharacter deline
expert horseman and dead shot.the evil berv
directed and Richard Johnson edwasat
The action centers about
presid
his assistant. Karl Brown
doings of a gang of marauders under the
a. Viola Daniel played the lead
command of one who calls himself the the camer the star. Winifred Greenwood.
opposiete Karns, Julia Faye, Frank Cam
"Black Shadow." This gang is comRosco
posed of vicious, hard-fighting men who
and Allen Connor were notabl.
pcau
alry,
territo
the
d
forage
for years have
members of the cast. Julia Faye haseda
stoopnally
occasio
and
g
plunderin
role The new picture will be followand
.
ing toways
murder
"The Traveling Salesman
by
Elinor Field in Cast
ter's Millions."
"Brews
Elinor Field will be the leading lady,
the
playing the role of Betty Marsh,
DarrowJIs President
Of New Corporation
W. H. Darrow has been elected president of the recently organized Coscardar
Productions, Inc., with offices at 160
West 45th street.
Mr. Darrow has spent a lifetime in the
s, and claims the distheatricaltinctionbusines
of having appeared in the first
motion picture ever made.
ot the
Jack Costello is vice-presidentKennet
h
company, with
new producingrer.
Both have been seen
Carson treasu
in a number of screen productions and
produc
in the
parts y,
ent compan
prominnew
will play
willwhich
tions of their
serials.
and
es
include features, comedi

, well knownat
— Edna Ferberstory
Left to Right
editor
novelist. Douglas Doty, Ferber
's mother.
Mrs.
and
{Tiversal City

Tom Meighan and Director
Make Feature in the East
Thomas Meighan, Paramount star, and
Director Tom Forman have arrived at
New York, where the former will work
in a new picture, the title of which is
rection.,
as yet unannounced, under Forman's diMeighan has just completed, at the
Lasky studio at Hollywood, a picturiBlair Hall's story, "Easy
zation
Street," ofwhich also was directed by
Forman.
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Clergy Oppose Effort
To Bar Sunday Shows
Say There Are Worse Things
Than Amusements on
The Sabbath
(Special to Exkibitort Herald)
SANDUSKY, O., Sept. 21.— An effort
is being made here by certain factions
to launch a campaign for the purpose of
picture and vaudeville
closing
on Sunday.
theatres motion
While aOpposition
number of Expressed
the ministers of the
city are interested in this move there are
others who have expressed opposition to
it on the ground that there are worse
things than Sunday amusements.
One minister in discussing the question
declared that "there are worse things
than Sunday amusements and in my
opinion if there is any campaigning done
He
first." for
these playing
said
he to
referred
to card
be against
it ought
money especially.
Pictures an Aid
These clergymen who are advocates of
Sunday shows say that they have found
pictures and vaudeville keep men and
women and children away from evil influences.

Madge Kennedy's Newest
Bidder"
t that
"Highes
Feature,
Goldwyn
officials
believe
Madge
Kennedy sterestedfollowing
of
fans
will
inin her new role in herbenext
starring vehicle, "The Highest Bidder,"
upon Maximilian Foster's novel,
based Trap."
"The
It is in striking contrast to her blithe
comedy role of the telephone operator in
"The Girl With the Jazz Heart." it is
said. There is plenty of comedy, but the
Raeburn gives her much
part of Sally
emotional
acting to do. The director is
Wallace Worsley. Lionel Atwill, soon to
be starred by Belasco, Vernon Steele,
Zelda Zears and Reginald Mason are
others of the cast.

MAY ALLISON
demonstration of
The Metro starwaygivesto aspin
the propeller
the correct
flies for scenes
she
of a biplane In which
In "*re All Men Alike?"
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Complete

Plans

for

"Madonnas and Men"
Jans Pictures Announces Its
Program of Exploitation
For This Feature
In a more detailed announcement from
F. E. Backer, general sales manager of
Jans Pictures, Inc., the extensive plans
for the promotion and exploitation of
the company's feature, "Madonnas and
Men," are given.
Mr. Backer states that his organization will not only tell exhibitors how to
advertise and exploit, but will go much
further by actually showing how it can
be done to the best advantage. Exploitation men, it is promised, will be
on the job for the first runs in the various cities and put over individual exploitation and publicity campaigns that
will be of value to exhibitors, and acquaint the general public with the nature
of the picture and just why it is such
an out of the ordinary feature.
Two-Sided Advertising
The campaign will be what might be
termed a two-sided affair. First the independent exchanges will be helped in
selling the picture to the exhibitor. The
theatre manager will, in turn, be assisted
in selling the picture to the public. In
each instance publicity and advertising
of absolute truthfulness will be used, it
is claimed.
Exploitation ideas explained in an
elaborate campaign book on "Madonnas
and Men,"
togetherstories,
with the
written
newspaper
will specially
be used
in key city campaigns, thus illustrating
how the material can be used by any
and all exhibitors.
Gablik Makes Posters
Posters
for "Madonnas
Men,"
and illustrations
for exhibitorandadvertising, have been done by Anthony Gablik,
who did the same sort of art work for
"Suds," "Broken Blossoms," "The
Devil's Passkey" and "The Love
Flower."
campaignby book
materialin
also
will beTheprepared
an expert
this line. Unusually attractive and elaborate lobby displays, enlargements of
players and scene photographs have been
prepared.
New Emerson-Loos

Script

Awaits Star's Homecoming
Constance
Talmadg'e
return from
Europe
on the
steamshipwillImperator
on
October 3. In preparation for her arrival, John Emerson and Anita Loos
recently finished a first draft of their new
photoplay, based on the play "Mama's
Affair," in which Miss Talmadge is to
be starred. Victor Fleming, who directed the last two Douglas Fairbanks
pictures, "The Mollycoddle" and "When
the Clouds
By," has
in New
York
from Roll
California
to arrived
direct the
new
comedy.
Schwab
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Sells Butler Films

To Southern Film Company
Joseph Klein, representing D. N.
Schwab productions as general manager, negotiated the deal in which "Girls
Don't Gamble" and "Smiling All the
Way,"
with sold
Davidto Butler
in the stellar
roles, were
the Southern
States
Film Company, of which Oscar S. Oldknow is president.
The territories comprised by the deal
include Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana. Tennessee. Texas, Arkansas, South
Carolina and Mississippi.

The

End

of

a

Fistic

"Champ"

Scene from the X. L. N. T.-Ardath
comedy,
by Arrow
Film "Champion
Corporation.by Chance," being distributed
Resigns
Join

Presidency
Famous

of School

Players

to

Corporation

Dr. James A. D. Scherer Signs Long-Term Contract
With Paramount — Company Acquires Rights
To All of His Published Works
Frank Woods, supervising director,
With the signing to a long-term conthe dispatch from Los Angeles announctract of Dr. James A. D. Scherer, who
ing the signing of the contract states,
has resigned as president of the Cali- considers that the acquisition of Dr.
fornia Institute of Technology, Pasa- Scherer marks a new era of entertainthat writer
Dr. Scherer's
dena, Cal., Famous Players-Lasky Cor- ability ment.asHe feels
fiction
and hismarked
broad
poration acquires the film rights to Dr. scholarshipa will
be of inestimable value
Scherer's published works.
in the creation of photoplays which will
Paramount officials believe that this is be accurate on questions of history and
social customs.
the first instance of a man of eminence
Will Benefit Pictures
in educational circles forsaking his profession for the film industry, although
H. M. Robinson, vice-president of the
board of trustees of the California Inthe industry heretofore has recruited perstitute and former member of the United
sons from the world of literature, art States shipping board, stated in an interview that he considered that Dr.
and architecture.
Scherer, in bringing to the films his
Is Authority On Japan
broad knowledge of humanity and his
The published stories acquired, ac- vision and capacity for expression, will
cording to Jesse L. Lasky, include
exercise a tremendous influence.
Dr. Scherer was born in Salisbury,
among others "The Light of the World,"
"The Drama of the April Dawn" and
N. C, and received his batchelor's and
"Love at Sea."
master's degrees at Roanoke College.
Dr. Scherer is best known as a col- Pennsylvania
State College made him a
lege executive and writer on economic
doctor
philosophy and the University
subjects. He is an authority on Japan, of Southof Carolina
further honored him
having written "The Japanese Crisis," with the degree of doctor of laws. Dur"Japan Today" and "Young Japan." His
ing the war he traveled more than 100,"Cotton As a World Power" is interna000 miles as chief fi ild agent of the
tionally famous as a reference book in council
of national defense.
economics.
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Twelve
Fox
Directors
Working
Productions
at West
Coast

HERALD

Para£raphers Eager to Be
Quoted on Screen in

on
Plant

Home Office Says a Gigantic Special Is Being Made
Under Supervision of J. Gordon Edwards;
Mix Works on "Prairie Flowers"
Shirley Mason, is nearing completion at
Twelve directors are engaged on productions for Fox Film Corporation at Hollywood. It is directed by Howard
J. Le Saint. Miss Mason is supported
the studios on the West Coast, accordby Raymond McKec, Mi>s Martha Mating to the home office. This is in additox, Al Fremont, Calvin Wcller and
tion to the companies at work in the Hooper Toler.
East.
Buck Jones is putting the finishing
One of the productions is heralded by touches on his latest picture, "Sunset
Spraguc," by Clyde C. Westover.
Fox officials as a gigantic special which
"The Challenge of the I.aw," E.
is being directed by J. Gordon Fdwards.
Lloyd Sheldon's
storydirected
of the great
CaThe technical directors arc constructing
nadian Northwest,
by Scott
the massive sets for this production. It Dunlap, is being made in the West with
is declared that some cover an area as William Russell as its star.
large as three city blocks.
Details Are Withheld
Miss Lovely at Work
Eileen Percy, one of the new Fox
Louise Lovely, the latest star to be stars, is at work on a new production,
details of which are withheld.
added to the Fox list, is at work on
the exteriors of her first publication,
The latest comedy star, Clyde Cook,
is engaged with a special company on
"The Little Grey Mouse," Director
a new feature, his second under the
James H. Hogan's adaptation of Barbara Le Marr Dccly's original story of Fox banner. An enormous demand is
the same name. Supporting Miss Lovereported by the contract department for
ly are Sain De Grasse, Rosemary Theby,
the publication of th: man with the
l'hiloothers.
McCullough, Thomas Jefferson
"twinkling" cars and the "india-rubber"
and
With George Marshall, a new Fox di- legs. Clyde Cook's first Fox picture,
rector, Tom Mix has started work at not yet issued, is entitled "Kiss Me
In addition to the above star features,
Hollywood on the interiors for "Prairie
four companies in Hollywod arc at work
Flowers,"
a
sequel
to
"The
Texan,"
by
James B. Hendryx, which Mix has just on the Fox Sunshine comedies.
finished. The scenario is by Frank
Quick."
Howard Clark. The supporting cast
Finish Strand, Waterloo
includes Kathleen O'Connor, Chas. K.
French, Robert Walker, Gloria Hope,
IA.— Exterior work on
Sid Jordan, Harry Dunkinson and Billy theWATERLOO,
Strand theatre. Fourth and Mulberry
Elmer.
streets, is completed and work is progressIs Nearing Completion
ing rapidly upon the structure. It is ex"Girl of My Heart," based on Frances
citing interest and praise for its attractiveness of facade.
Marion Mitchell's story, and starring
PAULINE

FREDERICK

IN TWO

SCENES

October 2, 1920

Timely Films" Topics"
To be quoted on the screen in "Topics of
the Day" is a worthwhile attainment if the
reported enthusiasm of paragraph editors
of the leading newspapers may be taken as
a criterion. The desire to see their brain
children flashed on the silver sheet is said
to have prompted these paragraphers to
send their best efforts to the producers of
this screen subject.
Foremosttributors arcamong
the "contesting"
the column
conductors of conthe
New York Globe, New York Mail, Philadelphia Public Ledger, T oledo Blade, Greenville Piedmont, Buffalo Evening News, National Republican, lountain Inn Tribune,
Brooklyn Standard-Union, Cleveland rress
and the Yonkers Statesman.
Almost every mail, it is said, brings to
the office of Timely Films. Inc., editorial
offerings from some of the best paragraphers of the American press.
Kansas City House Shows
Comedy Week to Success
The new million dollar Newman theatre,
Kansas City, has successfully conducted a
comedy week to unusual business.
In addition to the feature. Wallace Reid
in "What's Your Hurry?" it relied on Educational for the remainder of the program.
"An Overall Hero," second of the Chester's, was the two reel fun film and
further laughs were supplied with the
Chester-Outing "More Speed to Shurgo."
Open Strand, Brady, Tex.
BRADY, TEX.— The new Strand theatre, W. E. Weeks, proprietor, recently
opened with a high class picture program.
While the theatre seats have been held up,
temporary
accommodations
havemodern
been provided, and other
outfittings are
and
attractive.

FROM

"IRIS"

before," observes Pauline, glancing at the wall. A tense moment from the big Robertson"Coming events cast their shadows
Cole feature. Right — Miss Frederick and her poll parrot in the screen version of the popular play.
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Center

Motion Picture Interest to Endeavor to Take Place Now
Held by U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, Sept. 21. — Reports
from England to the department of commerce indicate that Great Britain is
making a strenuous effort to build up a
motion picture industry which will wrest
from the United States the preeminence
now held. Several large producing companies have been formed within the past
year, it is declared. While these have
done but little actual work, thus far,
there is every indication that the movement will continue to grow and that
efforts are to be made to build up a
British motion picture industry which
will not only lead in England but which
will occupy also a prominent place in
the motion picture industry in other
parts of the world.
Want To Be Film Center
Up to the present time. 80 per cent
of the films shown in England have
been produced in the United States, but
it is the ambition of the British interests
to make London the distributing film
center of the world.
Acting along this line agents recently
have been sent to various sections of
the world to pave the way for British
films. Regarding this phase of the
question, a recent issue of the Nottingham "Guardian" just received at the department, has the following to say:
"Mr. Greenhill, a manufacturer of
'raw' films, has just returned to London
after
a five months'
trip, undertaken
for
the purpose
of coordinating
American
and British film production and distribution. In Japan he established new distributing organizations which will be
directed from London, and he is now
engaged in establishing similar organizations in every country in Europe and in
Asia, Africa and Australia.
Artists Sign Contracts
"Contracts
signed
with
artists in the have
Unitedbeen
States
providing
for the release through the London center of all their productions to every
country in the world outside America
and Canada. Studios are to be erected
in England for the United Artists,
where pictures will be produced by leading American artists for all countries, including America and Canada."
^iHuwaimiuiiiiiinnnmii!intintiuiiia:iiuiiiimTaiiiiniiiuiiimiuiiiiiwtmiiititii]iuiiin]ni!ii:iiniiii]i^

Trial scene from the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation production, to be published
as a state rights feature.

Ince

Will

Make
"The Magic Life"
As His Second Picture for A.

Supplementing the recent announcement that House Peters and Florence
Vidor had been selected by Thomas H.
Ince to co-star in his latest special, "The
Magic Life," which is in its second week
of filming, comes the information that
the forthcoming production is to be the
producer's second for Associated Producers, Inc.
No definite publication date for the
new special has been announced but it
will probably be distributed during the
late fall or early winter.
Expect Big Production
According to officials of the Ince
Studios, "The Magic Life" embodies
strength of theme, novelty of plot and
force of action which, the producers
feel, will rank the play among the biggest productions of the new season. In
| Two More Babies Get
its conception and story form, the sec| Bonus From Rothacker |
ond Thomas H. Ince-A. P. picture is in
striking contrast to the premier vehicle,
I Here's one instance when the | "Homespun Folks," in that "The Magic
|| upon
"sins" the
of the
father were not visited || Life" draws upon England's "upper four
son:
hundred" for the beginning of what is
I Y'know some months ago Wat- § termed as a "luxurious drama" which
| terson R. Rothacker offered a $50 j finds its finale in the open stretches on
| reward for each baby scored by I the Canadian frontier.
I Rothacker workers. Well, this let- 1
The announcement made by Thomas
1 ter from Mr. Rothacker went to I H. Ince some time ago that his future
I W. B. Klingsmith, cameraman, j special productions were to be featured
| now in Los Angeles:
by all-star casts which would include a
number of the leading exponents of the
Dear Klingsmith: It isn't
silent drama is confirmed by the casting
the
baby's
that orhis
dad left
the fault
Rothacker
ganization several months
of Mr. Peters in the leading role of "The
before it arrived. So preMagicleading
Life,"feminine
and of Florence
sent the youngster with the
the
character. Vidor in
enclosed
check
and
also
my
best wishes.
Story of Social Life
"Mr. Peters is the personification of
I A. K. Greenland of the New I
| York industrial branch achieved a I that staunch and true manhood which
j bonus also.
I the public idolizes," said Mr. Ince. "My
present and future plans for Mr. Peters
SiininiHiiiiiniiiinTinnnii.niiiuTiiiinraiiriiifmiranimiiiiuinTiMiniiiiiminininmimminiraitniiinDrB are of such importance that the special

P.

arrangements made to obtain his services are worthy of the full knowledge of
the trade. The featured role in 'The
Magic Life,' is a direct confirmation of
my regard and appreciation of his talents as a star, for it is dynamic characterization demanding histrionic ability
and experience which only Mr. Peters
"The Magic Life," which was adapted
to theoffer."
screen by Louise Stevens from the
can
novel by May Edginton, is a drama of
the social life of English aristocracy
contrasted with adventure along the Canadian frontier. House Peters appears
in the role of Blair Cornwall, a sturdy
young Canadian ranchman, and Florence
Vidor as Nance Abbott, the scion of an
historic English family. The remainder
of the cast is composed of such well
known
as Joseph
Kilgore,
Emmett C. players
King, Lillian
Langdon,
Margaret
Livingston, Charles Smiley, and Edith
Yorke.
The picture is being directed by John
GriffithvisionWray
under the personal superof Mr. Ince.
Mabel Taliaferro Film
Has Wide Popularity
The Photo Products Export Company,
distributors on the state rights market
of
Jaxon Film
six-reel
melodrama,
"The Corporation's
Rich Slave," starring
Mabel Taliaferro, report sales on this
special, and reports of the exhibitors
who have played this attraction are said
to indicate that the public has indorsed
the judgment of the buyers.
The cast in support of the star includes
Romaine Fielding, Joseph Smiley, June
Day, Arthur Elton, Martha Forrest.
Herbert Standing, Barney Gilmore, Ben
Hendricks and R. Forsythe.
DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES
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Big Pictures

Are

Scarce,

Says

Mayer

Producer Declares This Situation Exists Because
Industrial Methods Are Applied to Making Films
IiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiuiiiiiniiiiiiiBiimHi 3y LOUIS B. MAYER
Louis B. Mayer, producer of tion there arc no dies. There is no
machinery to be set and put in motion.
step.
Mildred Harris Chaplin and Anita
The human clement enters into every
Stewart pictures, has arrived in
New York from the West Coast
The average motion picture producer
after making a short stopover in seems to forget that entertainment of
any kind is an art, and despite any difChicago. Mr. Mayer, who has been
ference of opinion there may be on the
at his studios for practically six subject, the motion picture is as much
months, has made some interesting ob- a branch of art as music or the drama.
servations which he sets forth in the And because it is art, it can no more
be produced by machine methods than
following article:
can a Raphael or a Gainsborough.
* * •
TO my mind the great trouble with
the industry just now is a scarcity
The maker of an automobile or steam
of really big productions. And the engine can predict with the utmost cerreason is not hard to find.
tainty the success of his product, but
the painter, before putting a stroke to
The management of the big producing
who would venture to precompanies gradually is falling into the the canvas,
dict the success of his product, would
hands of men schooled in other lines of be considered
a fool. So it is with the
business. The stories of fabulous profits producer of motion pictures.
And this brings me to the real reason
in motion picture producing attracted
why it is extremely difficult for large
successful busiues men from many walks
producing concerns to turn out the
of life. These men, it is true, are hardbest pictures. These concerns must make
headed business geniuses. But I feel
pictures on schedule. They must release a picture regardless of whether it
certain that as I0113 as they apply bankis likely to meet with public approval.
ing and industrial methods to picture
In other words, their productions may
making they cannot possibly succeed in in a sense be called machine-made.
any great measure.
With the independent producer this i*
* » *
not the case. His entire time, energy
and attention is directed to the making
These men honestly believe that they
of a single production. There is no
schedule to meet and no time limit placed
can apply the methods of Henry Ford
in the making of his automobiles to the upon his work. He is able to try his
product on the "dog" as is the
making of motion pictures, and, of finished
custom with legitimate productions. If
course, they are wrong.
defects
are
found, there is ample time
Once the dies are made and set in the to remedy them.
And this is as it should
Ford factory, nothing can go wrong.
and must be if pictures arc to take rank
Every hole is punched in the same place, artistically with legitimate attractions.
every piece is cut out with absolute ac» * *
curacy. But in motion picture producCertainly, no dramatic critic would
claim a greater knowledge of stagecraft
than Belasco nor a greater ability than
that magician in judging the merits of a
production. Yet. even Belasco cannot
foretell after the final dress rehearsal
whether his production will be a success
or a failure. But in order to do all
these things, namely, to give individual
attention to producton, to try the proout on thethefan"dog"
and to his
rear duction
ange itafter
has rendered
verdict, the big producing concerns must
change their present methods. To my
mind the solution lies in the individual
producing unit.
I do not believe the time will ever
come when Los Angeles will cease to
be the motion picture production center
of the country.

FRANCES EDHOXDE
Starring with George LarkJn in "The
Unfortunate Sex." the Frank Gersten
Inc., offering to independent exchanges.

October 2, 1920
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All Territory Sold for
Eight Neal Hart Films
With the sale of the Cincinnati territory, which includes southern Ohio and
Kentucky, the Independent Films Association of Chicago has completely
disposed
territory
Oasis"
and seven ofother
Neal on
Hart"Hell's
productions.
Eddy Eckels has opened the Independent Films Association for the use
of all independent producers who want
their product disposed of. Independent
will handle series only, however, and
will not sell individual pictures.

Dead

Men

Unusual

Tell No Tales

Installation

Of Typhoon System
Fans Can Be Placed on Roof,
In Attic and Also on
Stage of Theatre
Owing to the variation in the construction of theatres, officers of the
Typhoon Fan Company point out that it
is not always possible to install the cooland ventilating system on the roof
of a ingtheatre.
Sometimes it becomes necessary to
make the installation in the attic space
or in a room or specially constructed
platform in back of the stage. In other
instances installations have been made
on the outside walls of buildings, the
main purpose at all times being to place>
the apparatus where it is possible to obtain good, fresh and clean air and force
it into a theatre direct.

One of the large Typhoon I UMcd tn
circulate air at low velocity at the
Chicago. It In in full
\I'.'intheon
le« of thetheatre,
audience.
One of the most unusual of the instal ations, itis said, is the one in the
Pantheon theatre, Chicago. The cooling and ventilating apparatus consists of
two 8-foot Typhoon twins, one 6-foot
Typhoon twin and one 12-foot Typhoon
single.
In the accompanying reproduction it
may be seen that the 12-foot single is instal ed in a box at the left of the stage,
and while being an unusual installation,
is at the same time a very interesting one
in that this large Typhoon, as may be
seen, is in full view, and its cooling effect
felt by the entire audience.
Kirby Is Now with
Gores and Lesser
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— William
D. Kirby has been named production
manager of the Kinema theatre by Gore
Brothers and Sol Lesser. He had a
hand
in staging
"1919 Follies"Hisandfirstis
a widely
knownthe showman.
presentorial effort will be with Clara
Kimball Young's most recent photodr.ima, ''Mid-Channel."
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T ake Counsel Before Entering Industry
This Is the Advice Offered by W. W. Hod Vinson by Way
Of Comment on "the Amount of Money Which Has Been
Sunk *n Reckless Motion Picture Enterprises'' in U. S.
liniiiiiiiiiiiiii muium imiininiiuinniiiiiuiifaunBiiiinaiiniiDiiitiiiniDiimiiiuuJici iniiunnimiinimiiiiuiiraiiiiuniiiiiitiiitnitiinuiii miiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiii miiniiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiuuin»ni
BY W. W. HODKINSON.
with me before they start their next picture instead of waiting until their loss
{President W. W. Hodkinson Corporation)
is irretrievable.
picture
The first bit of advice and one that
THE reputation of the motion
as a means of accumulating wealth
I cannot insist upon too much is this:
suddenly and without effort ought Try to insure as far as possible the sale
to have suffered considerably within the of your picture before you spend one
last few years, for it would be difficult penny on its production. It may not
indeed to follow the amounts of money
always be possible to secure absolute
which have been sunk in reckless moimmunity from loss. Producers who
tion picture enterprises. The fact, how- have the best of equipment, the best of
ever, is that the lure of the motion pic- stars, the best of directors, and every
ture is still as potent as ever and though
modern technical facility cannot always
the field is strewn with financial wrecks, be sure in advance of the absolute suchundreds and probably thousands of
cess of their pictures.
new promoters and new capitalists are
eagerly rushing in.
It is possible, however, and of course
W. W. HODKINSON
Of course there are promoters with an most desirable to take as many precauH:is issued a statement friviner adviee to
atrophied conscience, leading victims
tions against loss as possible. One way
those tion who
field. desire to enter the producastray, picturing the certainty of suc- of doing this is to consult the men
cess and the great volume of profits. whom you expect to buy your pictures
These cases I think, however, are in in advance of production. If I am perthe minority. It is rather the invincible
Army City, Kan., Opening
mitted to pass upon the availability of
ignorance of the public, than the wiles the story, the skill of the director, the
ARMY CITY, KAN— Manager Maurice
of the promoter which are responsible
ability of the cast, I may be in a posi- Jencks opened his new theatre here recently
for losses incurred in reckless motion
tion to make a forecast which is apt to
picture production.
be accurate, though by no means infal- with patronage that packed- the house. The
Facts within my own knowledge conlible. Aspiring producers must be place succeeds the Hippodrome and Orvince me that their losses must be enor- guided by experience. Their enthusiasm
pheum theatres, . which we destroyed by
mous and their totals I think go far into and their spirit of enterprise are admir- fire a month ago.
the millions. There has not been . a
able, but they will lead nowhere unless
month, say in the last two or three
Clarinda Man in Bedford
years, where we did not have to reject properly directed.
pictures whose aggregate cost must be
BEDFORD,
IA.— John Waller, previTexas Town Gets Theatre
about $1,000,000. * * *
ously manager of the Armory and Swan
theatres
in
Clarinda,
has leased the Clark
GILMER, TEX. — A motion picture show,
I have not been able to trace the to be operated by Joe Latch and Boyd theatre here. He took charge on September 1. He also was formerly in the theatre
origin of these various enterprises, but Crosby, will be one of the occupants of the business
in Osceola and Fairfield. He has
I should say that they all pass through new Croley brick block in Tyler street, now
moved his family to Bedford.
certain stages. First comes the stage being built.
of irrational enthusiasm. This stage
usually lasts until production is actually
"WHERE'S MY WIFE?" COMPANY ON LOCATION
begun, then it somewhat subsides, only
to revive spasmodically while the production is going on. This stage is succeeded by what may be described as the
second or rather the first sober thought.
The last stage sets in when the picture
is shown to prospective buyers who look
at it with cold, critical eyes. Then follows the stage of melancholia and this
grows more acute the clearer it becomes
to the promoters and capitalists that
nobody shares their, enthusiasm an-d
that nobody is inclined to pay any real
money for the picture.
The latter stage is eagerly seized upon
by a set of other promoters who will
pretend that they can easily dispose of
the picture if they are given a certain
amount of money and time, and if certain "slight
changes"
made. andTheit
last stage
is that
of utteraredesoair
comes upon the financial backer at the
first
moment
whenthathe hebegins"
realize
for the
first time
cannotto get
his
money back and that he has been fooled
by someone else *or *by *himself.
I have never been able to understand
why men who feel the urge to go into
the producing field, do not take counsel
with responsible and experienced oeople
in the industry. Time and again I have
had to witness the despair of these losers, who made frantic appeals to me to
save their investments. I can only advise them to forget their ill-starred ventures and to either get out of the producing field altogether, or talk it over
Monte Banks (on the sand), together with his comedy company, showing Jack L.
Warner and H. C. Raymaker, director, going over script for new comedy to be
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
distributed by Federated Film Exchanges.
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Last

Invade

Fairhaven

of Citizens Votes
Films in the Town

to Grant Permit
Hall Three

Nights

a Week During the Winter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FAIRHAVEN, MASS., Sept. 21.— Statisticians might as well begin
a recount of the motion picture theatres in the United States and correct
their figures on the number of persons who daily attend such playhouses,
for Fairhaven is to have a motion picture show three nights a week
during the Winter.
At a special town meeting recently it was voted to give motion pictures a try out in the town hall. The motion, introduced by James
Thomas, was carried without a dissenting vote.
Selectmen Hesitated In Acting
"While the selectmen have had the authority to rent the town hall
to whomsoever they saw fit," declared John I. Bryant, one of the selectmen, in discussing the proposition, "they have hesitated to act either
one way or the other. We are willing to carry out the wishes of the
townspeople."
Fairhaven has withstood the invasion
ture theatre. The town has not had a
of motion picture interests for years. It motion picture show for several years.
A man from Baudctte, just across the
is perhaps one of the larger communities
in which pictures have not bee exhibited. river, purchased the theatre here with the
The names of the men seeking a permit understanding, it is said, that he would
to operate here have not been announced.
operate three nights a week. The theatre
has been dark since its purchase by him
Show Pictures
several years ago.
At Capron, 111.
(Special to Eihibitors Herald)
CAPRON, ILL., Sept. 21— Motion pictures are being exhibited twice a week Juanita Serial
Hansen's
Issued Soon
in the township high school. Until recently Capron had no motion picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
shows. The business men, realizing that
NEW
YORK,her Sept.
Hansen will make
debut 21.—
as aJuanita
Pathc serial
when fans went to Harvard to attend the
star
on
October
17.
the
publication
date
theatre they also did their shopping, decided to operate a show here.
of "The Phantom Foe," a fifteen episode
serialder theproduced
Seitz unCitizens Plan
direction byof George
Bertram B.Millhauser.
To Build House
"The Phantom Foe" introduces another
favorite in Warner Orland. and the cast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPOON ER. MINN., Sept. 21.— Fifty also includes Wallace McCutchcon, William Bailey, Nina Cassavant, Harry
residents of Spooner have contributed to
a fund for the erection of a motion pic- Samcls, Joe Cuny and Tom Goodwin.
WILL

ROGERS

HELPS

OUT

AT

HOME

PAl L III! « N BT
\ \ 1 1 . . >urn rit< < hnrlra 1'iUhr an prmldrnt
of I'nthr i:\rtannnf. Inc.
Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
Shows Many Sports
Sport fans especially will be interested
in the newest Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph,
"National Sports Around the World," it
is believed, because it shows in pictorial
form the sports popular in the great
countries of the world.
Pat and Mike find brick-hurling far
more effective than words, while their
peaceful English neighbors sip tea and
play cricket. "African golf," more commonly known as "craps," forms the chief
sport of the negro. "Fly-casting with
the 20-foot spaghetti" shows the Italian
who is champion spaghetti eater of hi*
country. Skiing in Scandinavia is
shown, and the scantily clad natives of
the South Sea Islands are practicing
dance steps for Broadway cabarets. Max
Fleischer's "Out of the Inkwell" cartooa
shows Clown outwitted by a bank of
monkeys who are expert cocoanut
throwers.
Build in North Dakota
GLEN ULLIN. N. D.— Peterson and
Coleman, the motion picture men of New
Salem, have leased land here and are erecting a modern showhouse. The town has
been without a picture theatre for the last
two vears.
Improve Royal Carrollton
CARROLLTON, MO.— Many improvements have been made, including
redecoration, upon the Royal theatre
since it was taken over by the management recently acquiring it. The lightbeen modified and iming system
proved.has
Manager Reed, the new owner,
is in charge. Miss Sarah Jane Hale is
organist.
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Sell Pinnacle Comedies
Pinnacle Comedies have •been sold to
C. C. Bridwell of Reelcraft, Davenport.
Ia., by the Independent Films Association of Chicago. Bridwell's territory includes all of Iowa and Nebraska. Mr.
Bridwell came into Chicago especially
to see Eddy Eckels. Independent chief,
and buy the comedies.
Offers Three Shows
XEW ALBANY, KY.— A new motion
picture theatre has been opened by Dave
Adkins in Glen Helen Park, Sellersburg.
Three shows weekly are offered.

DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES

in Again

by Cooperative

Organization This Season — Several Pictures
Now Are Ready for Public Showing
National Picture Theatres. lac. of said, will pay more for them than do the
which Lewis J. Selznick is president, is franchise members.
Tearle Will Star
growing with great rapidity, according
to an announcement issued from the
In
National's
production
schedule
for
the season of 1920
and 1921,
Conway
home office
Enterprises.
cording to or"
theSelznick
statement,
Xational, Acon Tearle will star in six of the sixteen Xational productions. The others, it is anSeptember 11, had well over 1,000 thenounced, will be based upon successful
atres playing Xational publications.
From the same source of information
stage plays and widely read stories or
comes the statement that over three novels by well known authors.
In commenting on the growth of Xascore theatres joined Xational on a frantional, Lloyd D. Willis, franchise manchisetembbasis
er 1 . between August 20 and Sepager
of the company, says: "The
Several Pictures Ready
unprecedented franchise growth of XaThe theatres now entering Xational
tional is attributable to several well-defined causes. One of the most important
have available for playing several pictures, four of which, "Just a Wife," is the indomitable spirit of optimism and
"Blind Youth," "The Invisible Divorce"
confidence
which the
dent, Mr. Selznick,
has company's
injected intopresithe
and "Marooned Hearts" already have
registered strongly, it is said. The fifth organization. Mr. Selznick' s handling of
Xational affairs has apparently met with
production.
scheduled for "Out
early of
issue.the Snows," is the full approval of independent theatre
The statement asserts that franchise
owners throughout the country, at least,
holders in Xational are highly pleased to the more than 1,000 of them who are
with the first four publications and with franchise members now in Xational Picthe production schedule which Mr. Selzture Theatres, Inc."
nick has adopted for the twelve months
which began on September 11.
Two Houses for Muskegon
This schedule calls for sixteen specials
MUSKEGOX, MICH.— Two theatres
to be published under the Xational banwill be erected on sites obtained by three
ner to franchise members of the coooeradeals in Western avenue busi• tive organization. These pictures will property
ness lots involving a purchase price of
also be available on open bookings to
non-members, but non-members, it is $650,000. it is reported.
Reelcraft Short Subject
Unit Busy at Fort Lee
Matty Roubert, the juvenile star of
the Reelcraft short subject program,
and his producing organization are
working at the Solax studio in Fort
Lee, X. J., on the third publication of
the "Romance of Youth" series now
being distributed by Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation.
The title of the third picture is "At
the Old Swimming Hole." and was
written especially for the young star.
It concerns the life of a youngster who
has been orphaned and adopted on three
occasions. William L. Roubert and his
associate, Al Young, are producing the
pictures and are personally supervising
the work. The fourth and fifth films
will be entitled "A Bold, Bad Pirate"
and "Summer Days."

Chester's

CHESTER COXKLIX.
Starring: in tYvo reel eoniedies for Special
Pictures
"Home Rule" is
the
first. Corporation.
Close Crystal Lake House
CRYSTAL
MICH.—
atre recently LAKE,
was closed
and Silver's
will notthebe
reopened under the Silver management. It
has disposed of all properties to a St.
Louis svndicate.

Confident "The Riddle: Woman"
Will
Meet With Immediate
Public Favor
With the publication of "The Riddle:
Woman," on October 3, Associated Exhibitors, Inc., makes its initial publication through Pathe Exchange, Inc., and
after a year of preparation the prominent exhibitors identified with the development of the picture are confident,
it is declared, that a great public reception awaits the film. These exhibitors,
it is said, are confident that it will be
evident immediately to press and public
that Geraldine Farrar is appearing in the
best picture of her career.
The previous successes of Edward
Jose with Norma Talmadge, Anita
Stewart. Pauline Frederick. Robert Edeson and Eugene O'Brien are conceded
by the director to have been stepping
stones to the predicted success of "The
Riddle:
given free
rein in theWoman."
making ofHethe was
production
and
was
not
under
the
necessityof
sparing
time or money.
Performance Is Splendid.
The surging uncertainties of a woman's heart forms the theme of the picture. Three women come under the
love spell of an attractive but unscrupulous man. One of them is the domicharacter.
Riddle: andWoman."
in the nant
person
of "The
Miss Farrar
all her
emotional ability is evidenced in her
work, it is said. She gives a splendid
performance, it is declared, and the part
is one exactly suited to her talents.
The stage version in which Bertha
Kalich was starred has been considered
one of the really great successes of re-

cent years. Xot alone in Xew York
City, but throughout the country the
piece was a hit and even today it is being played
and stock
panies. Thisbyfactroad
is expected
to addcom-to
the value of the picture for exhibitors.
In the cast supporting the star are
Montagu Love. William Carleton. Adele
Blood,
of "Every
Bellamy.starFrank
Losee Woman":
and Louis Madge
Stern.
Plan Extensive Advertising.
The picture will be backed by an extensive advertising campaign, and an
exceptionally large variety of posters
and accessories. The campaign book
is very elaborate and this is in accordthe ofAssociated
Exhibitors'
plan, itanceiswithsaid,
complete cooperation
with all who book the picture. The reproduction in five colors from the 24sheet painting of Miss Farrar is. according to Harrison Fisher, the artist, one of
the "most exquisite bits of designing
and color printing that has been contributed to the
art." campaign
A feature
of thecinema
exploitation
is a brochure in several colors and in
rotogravure on "The Riddle: Woman."
Realart Gets Journalist
Sanford Jarrell of the Chicago Herald
and Examiner has joined Realart to
handle publicity. For several years he
was a reporter on the staff of the Topeka State Journal, Topeka Capital and
the Kansas City Journal, and for a year
was associate editor of Rock Island
Magazine at Chicago. During the war
Mr.
Jarrell served ov-rseas with the 35th
Division.
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GoodlPublicity Makes
Record Run Possible
Paramount
Says
Success of
"Humoresque" Partly Due
to the Advertising

9

May McAvoy, Bruce Gordon, William R Dunn and Edward Elkas in a dramatic
bit of action from the Blackton photodrama. It is being distributed by Pathe
and presents Mr. Gordon in his initial American feature.
Pinero's

Play

with

Pauline

Frederick

To Be Issued as "A Slave of Vanity"
Rol>ertson-Cole announces that Pauline
husband, which provides that she shall
sacrifice his entire fortune should she
Frederick's initial production for that marry
again.
company. Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's play,
Prestige Is Lost
"Iris," will be published under the title
"A Slave of Vanity."
Bescigcd by admirers, she at last falls
This picture is considered by the pro- prey to the crafty deception of a wealthy
ducers of especial interest because it falls man of affairs, with the result that her
within the first few specials to be issued
social prestige is swept away and she is
by Robertson-Cole under its new policy hurled into the abyss of wasted lives,
of only maximum attractions and be- where her former friends can only visit
cause it is the first of the new series to her at the risk of their own reputations.
be made by Miss Frederick.
Scourged upon the rack of modern
Drawing Power Is Great
conventions. Iris defies the rebuffs of
modern society and fights lor right, and
The producers declare that considerfor love. Never for a moment does she
ing
the
power
of
Miss
Frederick's
name
lose
those qualities we love best in
as a drawing card, the fame of the story
woman; never for a moment does she
in which she is appearing, and the care
resort to anything which borders in the
and expense which have been lavished
on this, her first Robertson-Cole picture, least way upon vulgarity or coarseness,
through it all she retains those
the
in "A Slave
Vanity"
will but
sterling qualities which make one pity
find exhibitor
an attraction
whichof will
be surand love her.
passed by none in drawing power.
The new Frederick production contains
all the elements which go to make a great
Gaumont To Publish
success. Its background is the most exclusive plane of English social life, conNew Series of Six
trasted artfully with snatches of other
scenes, a story which analyzes the soul
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 21.— As a reof a woman who has won fortune and
sult, it is said, of enthusiastic reports
love and is now fighting to hold them,
of the Gaumont Series of Six Special
settings which are studiously chosen
from the most luxurious modes, and a Features, the company plans to issue
cast which measures up completely to another series of six after these are -disthe emotional standard set by Miss
posed of.
Frederick.
The pictures were made under favorStory of Social Life
able circumstances and with no expense
Can a woman be dragged from the spared; yet are being offered to state
bright heights of social affluence to the right buyers at an attractive figure that
depth of poverty and temptation, and will enable the buyers to realize well on
then
through
purging of come
the soul,
self-a their investments, it is stated.
sacrifice
and arenunciation
forth
stronger, more beautiful character than
Censor at Ann Harbor
ever before?
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
This is the question that Pauline FredANN ARBOR. MICH.. Sept. 21— The
erick answers in "A Slave of Vanity."
The story opens, showing the star as mayor has appointed a committee to
"Iris Bellamy," a hot house plant of the censor all films before public exhibition
upper strata of life, who is a victim of of the pictures in the motion picture
theatres here.
the strange will of her lately deceased

The box office success scored by "Humoresque" inadvance of its official publication on September 19 is held by
executives of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation to be largely due to the
efficiency of its publicity, advertising
and exploitation departments.
The advertising campaign was started
practically simultaneously with the openingter.of the
pictureon atMay
the 30.
Criterion
New York,
From theathat
moment no avenue of publicity was overlo ked, itis said, to spread broadcast the
human appeal of the picture and the
news of the record set up on Broadway.
What the critics had to say about it
was placed before exhibitors and fans in
all sections of the country, and the actual
attendance figures were sent out from,
week to week to back up the criticisms.
Then followed the showings at the Rivoli
and Rialto. and no opportunity was neglected to let the public know that its
popularity held up to the highest peak
throughout those final weeks.
While the publicity and advertising
staff was thus engaged, the exploitation
department was laying its plans far in
advance. Unusually successful engagements in Chicago. Los Angeles and
Cleveland furnished supplementary ammunition.
Goldwyn's Scenarioists
Busy With Nine Stories
By Prominent Writers
Goldwyn'
The continuit
studioss
CulveronCity
staff at y thewriters
scenario
are reported adapting nine stories for
production in the near future.
Bahr's
is putting "Hermann
J. E. Nash
comedy,
"The
which
served
tein Concert,
Leo Ditrichs
as a stellar
vehicle
for
two seasons, into motion picture form.
Edfrid A. Bingham is preparing the continuity for "Boys Will Be Boys," from
Charles O'Brien Kennedy's stage adaptation of Irvin Cobb's story. Will Rogers
will star in it. Alfred E. Statter is
adapting William Hurbut's stage comIn Heaven,"
the Roberts
screen.
Geraldedy,C."Made
Duffy
is turning to
Mary
Rinehart's first original screen story into
continuity form. Charles Kenyon is performing a like service for Gouverneur
Morris' first story written directly for
the
screen,
Lily." tyLouis
Sherwin
is "The
writingWater
the continui
for
Gertrude Atherton's first original screen
se Oblige."
story,
Elmer"Nobles
E. Rice
is making the motion
picture adaptation of "The Lighted
Way."
by E. is Phillips
Cleves Kinkead
preparing Oppenheim.
continuity
on an original story which he has written for Goldwyn. Eleanor Flori is
adapting
the eighth
Booth Tarkington's
"Emotions
and of
Adventures
of Edgar Pomeroy" for the screen.
Reopen the Palm, Pueblo
COL.— inThequarters
Palm, formerly
Pueblo's
newPUEBLO,
theatre, located
occupied by the Princess theatre, was
opened September 4 after redecoration
and alteration.
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Reading

The
Ouija
Board
•Witt J. B.i
New York City, Sept. 20, 1920.
picture, as yet unnamed, and has left with
the company for Maine location. Miss
Harry Sherman engaged Madison
Fair received considerable praise for her
Square Garden for the showing of "Babe"'
picture, "OccasionRuth's
"Headin'
and work in the Lew *Cody
* *
some ofproduction.
the wiseacres
said heHome,"
was crazy.
Fact is. the Garden was hardly big enough allv Yours."
Hugh Thompson-, who played the lead
to hold 'em and the gate was tremendous.
opposite Mabel Normand in her three most
"Who's looney now?"
* * *
recent Goldwyn pictures, injects what
Paul Lazarus took them literally and skeptics are pleased to term the comedy
element in real life. Because of his comwent
out alooking
for the
"four
one."
fortable connections in California. ThompHe used
high power
glass,
but toDetroit
son refused by wire an offer to be a
didn't
even
show,
and
so
it
goes
all
along
featured
leading man in the East But
the line.
* * *
perhaps
he
isn't as complacent as skeptics
Ruth MacTammaxY is working on the think. A persistent rumor whispers that
he is negotiating with a large producing
last reel and it's going
* * to* be some comedy. compan yon the Coast for a long term contract as leading man.
C. O'D. Blanchfteld. the coast film
* * *
broker, has been in Xew York for the past
three weeks. Mr. Blanchfteld has some
Rye. New York, is going to have a theatre. Further, it will be the most beautiful
pictures fresh from the West which he is
motion picture house of any in the towns
showing to the trade.
* * *
along the Sound. The people of Rye have
waited patiently for years for the starting
Jules Cowles returned from Alberta on of
a theatre which would properly repreSaturday. Jules has been playing the part
the village and be something of which
of Mackenzie in a Dominion Film produc- they sent
be proud, and a few years ago
tion which will probably be released very it wascould
thought that their hopes in this
soon by First National.
respect would be realized, but. to their
* * *
Bobby Kelso, who made such a hit in disappointment, the war and other causes
made it necessary' to abandon the project.
"The Jack Knife Man." has been the cause
of citizens of Rye have deof many a fond mother having screen as- Now acidedgroup
that something of this kind must
pirations for their offspring. A woman
be done in order to afford amusement to
recently wrote to King Yidor that her baby the people who have made their homes
was simply wonderful and listed the fol- there. The new company is to be called
lowing as one of his great qualifications for the Rye Theatre. Inc.. and will have a capital of $150,000. The theatre is to be
aa position.
to lunchbowlat
New York'"When
hotel Ihetake
useshima finger
erected on the corner of Library Lane and
with such neatness and dispatch as to cause the Boston Post Road, and will cost apeven the calloused' *waiters
* * to smile."
proximately S90,000.
Gastox Glass, who won such favorable
comment for his work in '"Humoresque."
"Sophia" Is Produced
and who wins additional laurels in "The
World and His Wife" and "The Branded
By Raver Under Title
Woman."thisNorma
returns
week Talmadge's
from locationnewin picture,
Winnipeg. Manitoba, where exteriors for the
"The Virgin of Paris"
Harry Raver, who was responsible
forthcoming Ralph Connor picture. "The
Foreigner,"
in which Glass plays the title for Augustus Thomas' "Arizona," "In
role, were shot.
* * *
Missouri." "The Nightingale" and "The
Other Girl." and other picturizations of
Following
the
completion
of
"Kismet."
in which Elinor Fair plays opposite Otis the works of well-known authors, has
Skinner, she began work at once as the adapted Anthony Hope's "Sophia." which
feminine lead in the new Eugene O'Brien
will be published under the title of "The

HARRY
H. POPPE
One of the best known publicity and advertising men in the East who has
joined
start in "Exhibitors
\ew York. Herald" editorial
Yirgin
of the
Paris."
picture
shown to
trade The
in two
weeks.will be
A heart-interest story of mother love
has been written by Augustus Thomas
for production by Mr. Raver. Mr.
Thomas has written but two original
stories for the screen — "The Nightingale." written for Ethel Barrymore and
produced by Mr. Raver in 1914. and the
present
"Mother
Agnes one,
Fletcher
Bain isLove."
responsible for
the scenario of "A Daughter of the
Sphinx" and this production is scheduled
among the Raver list of publications.
"Libertines." photodrama by Louis
Reeves Harrison, the first of a series of
screen duced
stories
this writer, will be probv Mr. by
Raver.
Bob McKim with Fairbanks
Robert McKim. Benjamin B. Hampton
star, has been loaned to Douglas Fairbanks
for that star's latest production. ""The Curse
of Capistrano." Marguerite de la Motte.
who
played
"Theis Sagebrusher"
and in
"TheHampton's
U. P. Trail."
Fairbanks' leading ladv.

ALBERT
E* SMITH
presents
TRUMPET
A

TOM

ISLAND

TERRISS
PRODUCTION
From ihe Siorq bq

GOUVERNEUR

MORRIS

"Trumpet Island" is one of the big exhibitor
pictures of the season. Excellently produced, at
once strikingly unique and dramatically powerful,
it merits the wide exploitation necessary at this
time.
Exhibitor's Herald of August 28
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PICTURES

CK.
POWKRS, manager of t lit* New Powers
. theatre, Xortli Branch, Minn., in a recent
communication, requested the titles (if features and
short subjects of Swedish subject matter, thereby
proving himself a modern showman and a student
of his patronage.
Exhibitors can study no subjects more profitably
than the likes and dislikes of their public. Possessed
of a comprehensive knowledge of existing requirements it is a comparatively simple matter to select
the proper screen material from the wide variety of
productions on the market.
Headers of this department are thoroughly
familiar with the existing market at all times, reviews printed herein invariably giving complete
information as to the style and subject matter of
the production concerned in addition to the critical
anaysis.
"THE MAX WHO HAD EVERYTHING"
(Goldwyn) presents Jack Pick ford in an unusual
and pleasing role, the picture classifying as comedydrama but carrying important bits of philosophy that
give it added value. There is considerable fresh incident body and the claim upon the interest is satisI'vinglv strong throughout.
"MID CHANNEL" (Equity) serves admirably
as a vehicle for Clara Kimball Young. The play,
taken from Sir Arthur Wing Pincro's novel of the
same title, ends with the death of the main character, but the picture is equipped with a trick ending which may serve its intended purpose. Good
support is given the star throughout and her individual work is excellent.
"THE PRICE OF REDEMPTION*3 (Metro)
a dramatization of J. A. R. Wylie's novel "The
Temple at the Dawn*' is one of the liest vehicles
Bert Lvtell ever had. It is splendidly directed, finely
staged and the various roles are convincingly handled
by a capable cast.
"THE HUSBAXD HUNTER" (Fox) reflects
credit upon Eileen Percy, the star, and provides -_r< ■< >< I
entertainment. A straightaway comedy of the
lighter type, it presents novel situations and complications in good order and graphically. The play is
an adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's Saturday Evening Post story, "Myra Meets His Family."
"THE LOVE FLOWER" (United Artists) is
another example of Griffith artistry, both dramatically and photographically. Carol Dempster and
Richard Barthelmess have the leading roles and give
excellent characterizations. The story is typically
Griffiithian and the treatment throughout is of that
polish which has become identified with the work
of the veteran.
"A CITY SPARROW" (Paramount) puts Ethel
Clayton into an unusual environment and role — a
metropolitan dancer in a rural locality. The work
of the star and cast is stronger than the vehicle,
but the whole is presented with a pleasantness that
will give it the average audience's approval. Comedy
touches are supplied by Walter Hiers.

OF

THE

WEEK

"THE TRUTH" (Goldwyn) is a sprightly little
domestic tangle brought about by the tendency of a
pretty voting wife (Madge Kennedy) to trim the
truth about her affairs and those of others. It has
a strain of comedy in the pursuit of an aristocratic
scion of an Eastern family by a widow past her
"CLOTH KS" (Metro) adapted from the stage
prime.
play should prove an excellent drawing card for any
theatre. It is presented in elaborate style with an
all-star cast and offers the exhibitor unusual opportunity for exploitation stunts.
-THK POOH SIMP" (Selznick) is a fun-making feature the worth (if which as pure comedy can
l„. stressed to unlimited width in exploitation. Owen
Moore as an easily frustrated young lover, discouraged in his romance, is made the victim of friendly
BCOemen who use the methods of real villains to
discourage him from contemplated suicide. A
colored valet and a Pomeranian pup share comedy
honors.
"THE CRADLE OF COURAGE" (Paramount ) offers William S. Hart in the role of
ex-soldier and policeman. Inspired by the vision of
war mimic, and encouraged by a girl, he chooses
to forsake his life of crime and go straight. His
former crook associates lead him a lively life as an
officer of the law until he converts them to his views.
A fight between Hart and Tom Santchi is a scene
worthy of particular consideration.
"THK PENALTY" (Goldwyn) presents low
grade atmosphere in a high grade vehicle. A story
of the power of a mind masterful in evil eventually
directed into the channel of good. Ix>n Chanev, who
scored marked success in "The Miracle Man," gives
amazing interpretation of the role of a crippled
fiend who rules San Francisco's underworld and plots
revenge for personal afflictions and the city's ruin.
A heavily dramatic vehicle, worth of which will be
appreciated by the most discriminating of patrons.
"THK UNTAMED" (Fox) offers a Western
thriller that is of high grade and certain to more
than please the patron who leans to this kind of
picture as well as win admiration from those indifferent to Westerns. A horse and dog and girl are
high lights in the series of conspiracies and rescues
that attend upon the avenging of an insulting outlaw
enemy by the hero, and realistic fights, a fire, shooting, riding and other sensations keep excitement at
high pitch.
"WOMAN'S MAN" (Arrow) offers Romaine
Fielding and Velvet Beban in exceptional performance of western melodrama presented in high grade
fashion. A head-on collision and a desert sand storm
are high spots in spectacular effects. Action is
spirited and settings are decidedly good.
"THE STEALERS" (Robertson-Cole) presents
a well balanced cast directed by W. Christy Cabanne
in a seriously dramatic production that provides
highly satisfactory achievement. The director aimed
high in writing and directing the story and attained
more than average heights in achievement.
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LLOYD HIGH AND
DIZZY. STANDING
THEM OUT AT EIGHT
O'CLOCK.
COMEDY.

SOME

W. C. Mclntire,
Fayetteville, N

C

"Haunted Spooks" pro
duced more genuirn
laughs from big house to
night than any corned}
ever shown in this theatn
has ever done
gratulations on
proclaimed by
have witnessed
simply great.

My con
what i
all wh<
it to bi

Stan Brown,
Metropolitan Theatre,
Grand Forks

yet. (Signed) Waldorf Theatre,
Lynn, Mass.

EXHIBITORS
We have played every one of
the two reel Harold Lloyd comedies to packed houses both nights
stop
thisnothing
town butwhich
could see
rough formerly
comedy
is Lloyd nutty I took pains to
listen comments and most every
one seemed to think he had no
equals as a screen comedian I can
play other
Lloydscreen
day and
date and
against
any
comedian
bar
none and guarantee outdraw the
other bird.
(Signed)Victory
Jacob Theatre,
Alpert,
Putnam, Conn.

Again Harold Lloyds The
Eastern Westerner done the trick
breaking all records at the Pantheon Theatre this week stop unquestionably he is the biggest box
office comedian at this time.
Horater,
(Signed)
Toledo, O.

Two reel Harold Lloyd comedies
are certainly making a big hit
with our patrons they are greeted
with applause and the home is in
a continuous
ing the run ofroareachof laughter
comedy. dur(Signed) Washington Theatre,
Boston, Mass.

Just finished playing the six
Harold Lloyd two real comedies
They are the best before the public today our audience didn't laugh
*
S3 they screamed at them we consider
them verv strong box office attractions and were all anxiously waiting on the next release.
(Signed) Strand Theatre,
James F. Dunlevy, Mgr.,
Akron, O

Have Just finished playing the
fifth Harold Lloyd two reel comedy
and am pleased to say they have
proven biggest attraction at my
house than any so-called special
features
played Lloyd
comedies my stop
house Never
until Harold
on*account of vaudeville stop Am
55
closing the show with these compictureediesorin preference
feature act toI feature
wish there
were twice the number of Lloyd
comedies.
(Signed) Louis Waldorf
O. Carroll,Theatre,
Mgr.,
Waltham, Mass.

Am pleased to state the contract
made with you for two reel Harold
Lloyd comedies has been a most
satisfactory one stop We contracted for three days each comedy
and have held all over for a full
week Harold Lloyd has been
proven best box office attraction
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REVIEWS
Clara Kimball Young in
MID CHANNEL
Six-part drama; Equity.
Directed by Harry Garson.
Published in October.
OPIXIOX: "Mid Channel," by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero. starring Clara Kimball Young, presents in realistic scenes
that peculiar phase of married life the
honeymoon year, with the steadier and
quieter years that follow. Miss Young
as Zoe Blundell and J. Frank Glendon as
Theodore Blundell interpret the roles of
the youthful couple who have reached
the uncertain stage spanning these two
periods of married life. "Mid Channel"
is a picture with a big moral lesson, interestingly told.
Miss Young, as usual, appears in a
beautiful array of gowns. As Zoe Blundell, she is as much the "heavy" as she is
the heroine. Always she is her own enemy, and it is her ungovernable temper
which eventually leads to the turn of
events resulting in her death.
The story would have been much
stronger if it had ended with the death
of Zoe Blundell. instead of cutting back
to show her sitting in her boudoir, readPinero's
Channel",
and then
goinging to
her "Mid
husband
with whom
she
had had a violent quarrel with the light
of reconciliation in her eyes, having profited by the moral lesson of the story.
The lighting is good throughout, and
to a mild degree also the interior and
exterior scenes. Especially good is the
furnishing
Young's
showing all oftheMiss
comforts
of a boudoir,
wealthy
woman in an unassuming, quiet way.
Edward M. Kimball as Peter Mottram.
Theodore
Blundell's
partner Ferris,
is good.
Betram Grassby
as Leonard
the
"parlor
room
heavy"
is
not
always
convincing.
The cast includes Clara Kimball
Youngdon asasTheodore
Zoe Blundell.
T. Frank
Blundell.
EdwardGlenM.
Kimball as Peter Mottram. Betram
Grassby
as Leonard
Helen Sullivan as Mrs.
Annerlv. Ferris.
and others.
SYNOPSIS: Zoe and Theodore Blundell have reached that period of married
life when both parties have become
monotonous to each other and find petty
fault, forgetting the love of former years.
Zoe longs for children. Earlier in their
married life, they had agreed to have no
children until their financial status had
improved. Xow that they are wealthy
they are. forever at odds and ends and
are
rarely Zoe
in each
company.
Theyvery
quarrel.
goes other's
to her room
and
commences to read Pinero's "Mid Channel." Theodore, is always busy. Zoe seeks
diversion in the company of three faithfuls, among whom are Peter Mottram,
Theodore's partner, and Leonard Ferris.
Mrs. Pierpont.
friend, makes
every
effort
to match Zoe's
her daughter
to Leonard
and at the beginning all seems to go
smoothlv. As the rupture between Theodore and Zoe reaches the breaking point.
Zoe turns to Leonard for sympathy. The
Blundells finally separate. Zoe goes
abroad. Theodore meets Mrs. Annerlv a
designing widow, who wins him. Zoe
hears of their relationship and in despair
turns to Leonard. After many months.
Zoe returns home. Leonard tells her to
go immediately to see her lawyers. She
still loves her husband and Leonard has
become something of a bore, but she
agrees. Theodore,
in the meantime.

breaks with Mrs. Annerlv. Peter Mottram at this critical point endeavors to
fix matters up between Theodore and
Zoe. Theodore confesses to Zoe his relations with Mrs. Annerlv. When Zoe
confesses hers with Leonard, a reconciliation iscut short. Zoe goes to Leonard, who by this time has become enPierpont'sjumps
daughter.
forsakengaged to Mrs.
by everyone
out of Zoe.
the
window to her death. Then the picture
cuts back, and Zoe is seen shutting the
book which contained the story she has
been enacting. She goes to her husband,
and a reconciliation takes place.
Bert Lytell in
THE PRICE OF REDEMPTION
Seven-reel drama; Metro.
Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
Released Sept. 13.
OPIXIOX: Bert Lytell is an artist.
His skill and the excellent cinematic
quality of J. A. R. Wylie's novel, "The
Temple of the Dawn." re-titled ''The
Price tureof
Redemption."
make upvalue.
a picof splendid
entertainment
As Captain Leigh Dering. the hero of
Akbar, India. Lytell is called upon to
portray many roles in one; from the
dashing, clear-eyed young hero, he becomes an unhappily married man who
forever graces the club in full dress suit,
monocle, and drink-befuddled brain;
then a tragedy brings about flight to
India and oblivion in drugs, and lastly
an engineer won back to health but
with the marks of his past life forever
stamped upon him, and thence to a happy
reunion with his wife and child. Lytell
is excellently supported by Seena Owen
as his wife, Cleo Madison as Anna
Steel, and Edward Cecil as the Rajah.
D. M. Fitzgerald, the director, pictures
the production with a firm and daring
hand. The exteriors showing the
glowering, sullen, rebellious India mob
are vivid and real to the extreme. The

t

lightings are excellent, and the flight
through the secret tunnel is brought out
more startlingly by the contrast of the
light of the torch and the inky blackness of the tunnel. Very good camera
work is shown throughout.
The title
the ponderous,
picture 'hardly
doestheit
justice.
It isof too
whereas
picture itself throbs with life and action.
A truly excellent production.
The cast, a very good one, includes
Bert Lytell, Seena Owen, Cleo Madison.
Edward Cecil, Landers Stevens, and
others.
STORY: Captain Leigh Dering. son
of the commanding officer of Akbar.
India, saves the city when it is attacked
by the natives. He and Richard Willoughby, a fellow officer who is really
the cause of the uprising of the natives
because of his blackguardly conduct
toward the Rajah's sister, safely slip
through the lines of the natives to the
neighboring town. The British cavalry
arrive
time, goes
but toDering's
killed. inDering
London, father
marriesis
and lives very unhappily. He spends
most of his time at the club in a drunken
state. Here he meets the Rajah one
evening and their friendship is resumed.
The Rajah meets Willoughby. and Willoughby trembles in terror. Dering and
the Rajah return home to find the former's father-in-law murdered and Anne
Steel standing nearby with the knife in
her hand. Dering. to save his wife from
learning the type of man her father was,
takes the blame. Willoughby aids him
to escape, but at the station news comes
of a train wreck. Dering gives Willoughby his ring, telling him to inform
his wife. Jean, of his death in the train
wreck. The Rajah and Anne unite in
the cause of revenge, and the Hindu
takes her back to India with him. Willougby plays the traitor toward Dering,
now a drug fiend in Akbar, and marries
Jean,
who hasalsoa moves
little boy,
Dering'sandson.it
Willoughby
to Akbar,

f

Clara Kimball Young and support in a tense scene from "Mid Channel" (Equity).
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is here he again comes face to face with
the ruined Dering, who shelters him from
the fury of the mob. Dering knows of
his
friend's
he permits
him
to go
free. treachery,
One day but
he meets
his little
boy and he is happy and grieved at the
same time. The Rajah decides to restore
De-ring's
health
and of
incidentally
to use
him
in his
scheme
revenge against
Willoughby. So he brings Dering to the
palace to engineer the digging of an old
tunnel to what the Rajah cunningly says
are the buried treasure vaults of his
ancestors. In truth, it is a passage which
connects with a newer tunnel to the fort
where the British are garrisoned.
Dering is a new man when this task is
finished. He has seen his wife once,
when she also saw him. His boy he
sees often. The Rajah has a state affair.
Willoughby and Jean are among the
guests. The Rajah, with Anne by his
side, view the dances. He insults Anne.
The English officers stand up in protest.
The Rajah seizes a torch and threatens
to fling it down to the line of powder
that connects with the fort. Through
Dering's quick presence of mind the
tragedy is averted, but the Rajah
gets his revenge— he kills Willoughbv.
Dering and his beloved wife are united
and their happiness is crowned by the
little child which Jean tells Dering is
really his own.
Owen Moore in
THE POOR SIMP
Five-part comedy; Selznick.
Directed by Victor Heerman.
Published in September.
OPINION: With a punch
pep
that start it off, dash along withandit and
stick to the finish, Owen Moore's latest
comedy.
Simp," is a picture
with which"The
the Poor
wise exhibito
r should experience success.
Audiences at the State-Lake theatre.
Chicago, were kept in a round of hilaritv
during the showing of the picture, and
it is a feature that will stand more than
one viewing before it begins to be boresome. Owen Moore has behind him a
number of screen successes based on his
art in making two smiles grow where
one grew before, and his name stressed
in connection with ample latitude in
praising the picture should bring audiences to be convulsed with glee at his
antics therein.
The action takes place within a period
of twenty-four hours. It speeds along
riotously with Moore in the part of
Melville Carruthers, a wealthy young
man who has made an awkward mess of
his love affairs, and Douglas S. Carter
in the part of Clarence, his colored valet,
sharing honors in the fun making. A
tiny Pomeranian pup is a third competitor for prominence with its tricks and
diminutive self.
The cast does good work, the impersonation of the fighter by Tom Kennedy
being worthy of particular note. Nell
Craig in the part of Grace and Lassie
Young as the cabaret singer offer good
performances.
It is a farce comedy that teems with
farcical situations that assume dramatic
turns at times. Characterizations are
true to life and situations and climaxes
are well conceived and executed. Interiors are artistic, photography is all
that can be asked, and direction is distinctive.
SYNOPSIS: Melville Carruthers,
much in love with Grace Adams, attempts aproposal of marriage following
a ridiculous formula in a love guide,
making a simpleton of himself in several ways during the process. Frustrated
by another admirer who interrupts the
call and seeks the young woman's affec-
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tions, he leaves, bearing away the pup
that he has forgotten to bestow upon
her, and the two wind up a mad scene in
a cafe with a fight in which Carruthers
is knocked in the head and temporarily
deranged. He is rescued bv an ex-pugilist and a cabaretare
singer
an^l the latter's
administrations
misinterpreted
by
Grace, who indignantly leaves her sweetheart. Despondent, Melville decides
upon suicide. The physician called to
attend him frames a scheme with the exfighter wherein the patient is made the
pretended victim of blackhands, and his
efforts to dodge them and get Grace married to himself afford a series of highly
humorous and strenuous events. When
the plotters believe him to have had sufficient attention, they reveal their plan to
him and he goes after and gets the girl.
W. E. Keefe presents
PAULS PERIL
Two-part comedy; Lifeograph.
Directed by Bob Gray.
Published in September.
OPINION : If the reception accorded
at the initial screening of the comedy
may be regarded as indicative of its general welcome, its success is certain. The
story cleverly burlesques what is suggested as the result of woman's progress and man's retrogression.
The plot is manipulated in such manner that both sexes find in it much
amusement and a little food for thought.
The production is capably developed.
The subtitles are humorous and original.
The story has a real plot and the element of suspense is upheld by means of
both subtitle and action. The whole is
clean throughout, exceptionally funny,
and enacted by an unusually good cast.

William S. Hart in
THE CRADLE OF COURAGE
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Lambert Hillycr.
Published in September.
OPINION: William S. Hart has
herewith achieved the supposedly impos ible— appeared with even greater
success as a crook and police officer
than in the roles of Westerner from
which he has so long been considered
inseparable.
Patrons who like Hart are going to
like him better when they see "The
Cradle of Courage." Patrons who have
perhaps tired of his Western characterizations are going to turn their favor
hack to him when they have watched
him give a skillful performance in the
new role and atmosphere.
The part Hart plays is that of n returned soldier whose rock in war's
"cradle of courage" has cleansed his
vision of the imagined virtues of vice
and crime. He refuses to go back into
the activities of the gang of crooks of
whom he was the cleverest before the
war, and braves their dangerous displeasure in walking straight. There is
the encouragement of a girl, the part
taken by Ann Little in appealing manner.
Tom Santschi. famous for his fight
m "The Spoilers," is a member of the
cast, and the two combat in lively way
that spares none of the serious business
of real pugilism. This is an item that
can be featured in advertising to good
advantage. The star's appearance in
the two uniforms, the soldier and officer
idea.the law, suggest
of
another exploitation

Hart's characteristic seriousness is
given good vehicle in this impersonation. Histhat
tenden
and "theg
cy to
sternness
demand
s abattlin
quickg steppin
around of those who come his way, have
ample opportunity for their assertion
and make the production typically a
Hart picture despite the changed locale.
The scenes early in the picture that
show the homecoming of American
doughboys from France, are certain to
reach the heart of the public countrywide. There is a direct heart appeal,
also, in scenes between the old mother,
torn between love for her son and
loyalty to the "profession" of crime with
which her life has been completely interwoven. The romance is pleasantly
threaded through the sequence
SYNOPSIS:
Sergeant "Square" Kellyreturns
from France
to find his prewar associates, a gang of thieves, eager
to put his admired superior criminal
cleverness into play for big spoil. He
is offered a chance to go straight by
the father of his "buddie," a police
official possessed of the knowledge of
Kelly's past record. A plea from Rose,
daughter of Jim Tierney, leader of the
crooks, that he take the straight way,
convinces him to do it even at the loss of
his mother's affection and his associates'
favor. The gang plot a robbery that
makes it imperative that he round them
up and arrest them, and in its working
out there is suspicion that he has shot
his own brother. Eventually he is
cleared of the crime, for which Tierney
is responsible, wins back his mother's
favor and keps the love of the girl and
the respect of his encouraging friends.
Dead

Men

Tell No Tales
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October 2, 1920
D. W. Griffith's
THE LOVE FLOWER
Seven-part drama; United Artists.
Directed by D. W. Griffith.
Published in September.
OPINION: "The Love Flower" is another example of Griffith artistry, both
dramatically and photographically. The
scenery fairly exhales strength, what with
the vast stretches between water and
land, the beauty of the silhouette of trees
and skyline, the saddening beauty of
wonderful sunsets.
The story is rather slight, but the characterization issplendid. Carol Dempster
is the girl of the island and Richard
Barthelmess is the buoyant, virile millionaire adventurer. Miss Dempster is
ideal as the child who falls in love with
the man and thereby blossoms from girlhood into shy, ecstatic womanhood with
all its many moods of fear and joy, admirably caught by the camera. The solitude and rich beauty of the island is
peculiarly appropriate as a setting for
this development of character. The closeups of Miss Dempster and Mr. Barthelmess are stamped with the Griffith seal of
beauty. George MacQuarrie as the
father is also an excellent character. He
is appealing and convincing as the man
who is hounded by the law for a crime
he did not commit. The deep-rooted love
and comradeship of father and daughter
is one of the tender parts of the story.
The lightings are excellent. The long
shots are impressive because of the bold,
strong beauty of the island rising far off
in the distance from the body of water
turbulent and fretful with the restless
swish of its waves.
The cast includes Carol Dempster as
Stella Bevan, Richard Barthelmess as
Bruce Sanders, George MacQuarrie as
Bevan, and others.
SYNOPSIS : Bevan has served an
undeserved term in prison. He marries a second time. His wife is unsympathetic toward his daughter, Stella, because
of her husband's
love for
and comradeship
with great
his daughter.
Matthew Crane of the Secret Service,
who sent Bevan to prison, comes to the
town
where
Bevan isand
now a living.
wife is
unfaithful,
loyal Bevan's
servant
hurries after Bevan, who is going on
a business trip, to acquaint him with the
treachery. He goes back to verify the
statement. A fight ensues and the man
is accidentally killed. Crane hears of the
murder and intercepts Stella on her way
to the motor boat which Bevan has purchased to make a ge.taway in, but Bevan
coming up from the rear makes a captive of Crane until he and his daughter
have embarked. They eventually land
on a South Sea island and live there
alone with one servant happily. Visiting a nearby island to trade with a native, Stella meets Bruce Sanders, a
wealthy plantation owner out for adventure. Stella wants to be friends with
him, but the haunting fear that he may
be an officer come to arrest her father
forbids this. The boy is greatly puzzled
at her cold manner. He returns to the
mainland. Crane is there, hot on Bevan's
trail. Crane persuades Sanders to take
him to the island upon which Bevan
and his daughter live, and the boy, unsuspecting, gladly does so. On their
arrival at the island Crane arrests Bevan,
and Stella, believing Sanders has brought
the officer there deliberately, refuses to
have anything to do with him. Stella
sinks Sanders' boat and maroons all four
on the island. When the ship is washed
ashore, Sanders, to prove his good faith,
sinks it again. Stella thereupon confesses that she loves him. Crane's comrades send help to him. Bevan refuses
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to go on the boat. A dramatic fight ensues, and Crane believes Bevan has been
drowned. How Bevan is saved, how
Sanders and Stella go away with Crane
and the officers to be married, only to
return Jater to get Bevan, marks an interesting conclusion to "The Love
Flower." cast in
All-star
CLOTHES
Five-part drama; Metro.
Directed by Fred Sittenham.
Published Sept. 27.
OPINION: "Clothes," from the stage
play by Avery Hopwood and Channing
Pollock, is a story with a punch. It
deals with
a woman's
clothes
and shows
that thisgreat
love, love
carriedof
to the point of obsession, is a sure example of monomania. The woman is
warped mentally because of her selfishness, her idleness and her one desire — more clothes. She is just about ready
to sell herself, legally so, when the
parlor-heavy brings her to her senses in
a brutally frank way by telling her exactly what she will be if she sells herlove. self for clothes to a man she doesn't
The picture should prove a big box
office be
attraction,
deals with'
what
may
called for
an it
economic
question
now at issue. Unfortunately the story is
weak in spots and there is a deplorable
lack of humorous business to relieve the
dramatic.
The lightings are good. Especially
good is the fashion ballroom scene and
the rather novel setting for the display
of clothes of all sorts. Mr. Sittenham,
the director, makes the most of his big
scenes, which are chiefly interior.
"Clothes" offers good opportunities
for special exploitation stunts and for
tie-ups with local fashion stores. The
story really deals with a subject that is
the cause of many a home breaking up.
Whether the picture is liked or not, its
undercurrent moral will get across and
create something of a stir. Men are
usually keenly interested in haring about
women and their weaknesses through the
medium of the screen. And women,
being thus put on the defensive, are
quite willing to assume the task of defending their sex.

The cast includes Olive Tell as Olivia
Sherwood, Crauford Kent as Richard
Burbank, Cyril Chadwick as Arnold
West, and others.
STORY: Olivia Sherwood, an orphan
whose supposedly wealthv father has
left her nothing but a block of worthless
mining stock, spends a fortune on
clothes, her great weakness. Arnold
West, who pays Olivia her income, deceives her into thinking the money is
hers, scheming thereby to eventually
make Olivia his, one day, whether he
marriescomeher
indwindlesor sonot.
fast But
that Arnold's
he is forced
to tell Olivia that her income is much
smaller than she thinks it is and that
she will have to go slow. Mrs. Cathcart advises Olivia to marry; that is the
simplest and easiest way to settle the
matter, but to marry a man with money.
That man is Richard Burbank, a wealthy
Canadian, vising relatives in New York.
Olivia meets him at an affair, and immediately he falls in love. A week later he
proposes to her in a roundabout way.
By the time he is through hemming and
hawing in walks Arnold. Richards says
he will be back in an hour and Olivia
must be sure to be alone. Arnold presses
his attentions upon Olivia, who repulses
him. He thereupon tells her exactly
what she is for marrying Richard for
his money and that he is more honorable
than she because he tells her the truth.
Arnold apologizes for his hasty words
and leaves. Richard returns, but Olivia
is now thinking of the error of her ways,
so she refuses him. Arnold, wishing to
disillusion Richard, cunningly arranges
to have him at his house when Olivia
calls to see him on a business matter.
Richard naturally thinks the worse of
her. Several days later Olivia learns
that the stock her father left her is valueless. Arnold tells her he has been keeping her, and unless she comes to him he
will tell the truth, plus a little imagination. He is drunk. She shrinks from
him in horror and slowly commences to
climb the stirs, he lurching after her.
Near the top he lunges toward her, she
fearfully dodges, and he, upset by the
momentum of his movement, falls down
the stairs to his death. Richard rushes
toward Olivia; he has heard everything.
She is forgiven.

Richard Barthelmess and Carol Dempster in one of the dramatic scenes from "The
Love Flower" the United Artists production.
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Eileen Percy in
THE HUSBAND HUNTER
Five-part comedy-drama; Fox.
Directed by Howard M. Mitchell.
Published in October.
OPINION: As the husband-hunter in
the picture of that name, Eileen Percyis charming. Again she demonstrates
that she is an actress from whom more
will be heard. Though the story, which
is an adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Saturday Evening Post story, "Myra
Meets His Family," is rather light for
screen purposes, the story begins racily
and contains bits of dashing, sparkling
comedy. The action slows up slightly
when Myra, after winning the man she
was hunting, visits his parents, or the
couple she naturally assumes are his
parents. In reality, they are actors who
have been engaged by Kent Whitney
(the hunted man) to assist him in testing
his fiancee's love.
Although the story slows down from
this point on, the comedy element is still
uppermost, and Myra's situation arouses
many a qualm and causes many a
nervous giggle of excitement. Mr. Mitchell, the director, has handled his story
well.
The lightings are good and the interior
and exterior scenes are satisfactory.
Many will gaze with envy at the oldclothea party staged by the make-belief
elderly Mr. Whitney. About fifty friendattend the gathering, clad in all manner of quaint clothes that date from the
nineteenth century on.
In the beginning, the bits of comedy
are refreshingly good. Eileen Percy as
Myra Hastings, the husband-hunter, is
excellent. But as the scared fiancee of
Kent Whitney, visiting what he ;-ays
are his eccentric parents, she ha- fewer
opportunities to portray her charms and
her ability.
Emory Johnson, as Kent Whitney, the
hunted man who is captured, handles his
part well. Jane Miller, as Lilah Elkins.
Myra's friend, is excellent. Others in
the cast are equally as adequate.
SYNOPSIS: Myra Hastings, a clever
and beautiful young girl, tells her friend.
Lilah Elkins, that she has decided to
marry Kent Whitney, son of an oil can
millionaire. At the summer hotel where
Myra is registered Kent also is a guest.
Myra lures the unsuspecting young man
to pursue her by always managing to
be in his path when he goes to play golf,
tennis, or any sport. He thinks her a
regular fellow, and they become engaged.
Bob Harkness, a friend of Kent, who
was once engaged to Myra, tells Kent
that Myra does not really love him and
that she engages herself to all the fellows just for the fun in it. Following
Bob's suggestion, Kent decides to test
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her love. Myra visits the couple she
believes are his parents. She arrives at
the country home of the Whitneys in a
terrific storm and is met at the station
by a queer elderly man in a rickety auto,
who says he is the son of the regular
chauffeur. Myra is cheered by the sight
of a very handsome home, but dismayed
when
met by
Kent's supposed
father, she
who isinsists
on serving
her with
crackers and milk for refreshment while
she waits in her dripping dress. Manyqueer things happen in the house.
Myra is scared and puzzled. Then she
overhears in the room next to hers that
Kent's and
supposed
parents onaretheBroadwayactors
she indicates
morrow
that she know's what's what. Kent is
sorry. She forgives him, and they go
to Boston to be married by her cousin.
The cousin is not a minister; Myra is
simply trying to turn the tables on Kent.
After the "ceremony" they start on their
wedding trip. Before the train starts
Myra goes to get her vanity case from
their compartment and leaves the train.
Kent follows, and, all trick- aside, they
decide to marry and find happiness
together.
Ethel Clayton in
A CITY SPARROW
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Sam Wood.
Published in September.
OPINION : The increasing popularity
of Ethel Clayton has well paved the
way for this, her latest picture, one certain to be generally favored.
It presents her in the role of an
Apache dancer on the New York stage,
but takes her soon from that environment to the country. She does work
of commendable sort in the impersonation of M illy- West, the dancer, and tinvariation from the usual metropolitan
locale
interest. of her pictures lend- an added
Walter Hiers. a fat man who is popular, is an addition to a good cast He
supplies a number of comedy scenes of
merit. Clyde Fillmore, who has been
playing Miss
Clayton's
lead Muir,
for some
months,
appears
as David
her
lover. He is a type that is refreshingly
different — wholesome and natural in his
quiet ease on the screen. William Boyd.
Rose Cade. Helen Jerome Eddy. Sylvia
Ashton. Lillian Lcighton and Robert
Brower have parts which they- interpret
capitally.
The work of the cast is rather superior
to the vehicle itself, but there is a certain heart appeal about the drama that
will assure its popularity.
SYNOPSIS: Milly West, a burlesque
dancer, after a fall from the stage, recovers from the accident to be informed
by her physician that she can never become a mother. Heartsick, she is easilypersuaded by David Muir to go to his
neighborhood in the country- for a long
rest. There she ,learns of his love and
returns it. but the spectre of her impossible motherhood haunting her life with
a man passionately fond of children and
helpless creatures of every kind, sends
her back to the city away from him
without telling him her reason for leaving. He follows and intercepts her return, and they renew their love in the
reunion with a little orphan boy who
needs the parentage and love that they
promise him.
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Jack Pickford in
THE MAN WHO
THING

HAD

EVERY-

Five-part comedy-drama: Goldwyn.
Directed by Al Green.
Published in September.
OPINION: Jack Pickford is here
presented in a somewhat different style
of picture. One accustomed to seeing
at 'em"
"up itand
a regular
Jack ofas fellow
sort
will find
a novel
experience to see him serious and as a
model son.
earlier part of the picture he folIn the
lows his accustomed style. In fact he has
a bag of brand new escapades to get
he becomes a model son
but final
in. the
mixed
scenes in a typical
timeupfor
in
style.
Pickford
He has been given a good supporting
cast including 1'riscilla Bonner, Lionel
Bclmore. Shannon Day and others. The
and
production is as a whole entertaining
the title, "The Man Who Had Everything." should arouse curiosity and can
by theatre exploitabe cleverly juggled
tion experts. The play was produced
from the story by Ben Ames Williams.
SYNOPSIS: Harry Bullway, son of
Mark Bullway. millionaire ship builder
wanted everything. He was somewhat
of a rounder and his father was in a
state of collapse to know what next to
do with voung Harry. Harry's n'R^ts
scolds dmorning
Mark
out and
indefinitely if
continue
haveBullway'
ings might
the machine in which they were riding
man
one day had not knocked a blind
down. The blind fellow was not hurt
and because old Mr. Bullway was a bit
polite to the fellow the son gave vent to
his feelings with a stinging remark or
two. In an-wer the man put a curse on
young Harry. "May he some day have
man'sof
In the old
wants." scented
a bit
ng he Bullway
everythiMark
curse,
wisdom and he straightway gave his son
his very wish. Young Harry was in love
with a girl, whom Mr. Bullway did not approve. Yet he allowed his son to have
even her. Harry woke up one morning
with an awful headache and also a new
ng one wants
have aeverythi
To world
idea. the
poor place to live in.
makes
He went to work in his father's ship
yards as a common laborer. In time he
found he was a whole lot happier working, than just playing. He also discovered
he didn't want a lot of things he had
thought he did. including the girl.
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Mr. W. R. Rothacker,
1339-1351 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dear Mr. Rothacker: —
It is with considerable pleasure
that we grasp the opportunity of not oniy recommending your work, but also of being afforded the
chance to express our extreme satisfaction on all
prints received from you in the past. With best
wishes, we are
Yours very truly,
FIRST NATL. EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT
A. H. B'ar.k Enterprises,
> Signed) C. E. Holah
Gen. Mgr.
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Mr. Watterson R. Rothacker,
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co..
1339-1551 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Rothacker:
All too few people realize that hundreds of
otherwise highly successful films have been hopelessly ruined by careless laboratory work. Even" day
the good people upon whom the producer must
depend for the real success of their products — the
photoplay fans — are more and more appreciating and
consequently demanding clear and concise printing
in the photoplays they enjoy.
The First National stars are confident, when

Mr. Watterson Rothacker,
1339 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, 111.
My dear Mr. Rothacker:
We wish to take this opportunity of
expressing to you our complete satisfaction with the
quality of the prints received from your laboratory.
We know that your prints reflect the
fullest negative value possible, and any flaws contained in same are not thePfault of your work but
some defect in the negative as received by you.
Special mention should be made of the coloring
contained in so many scenes, and which scores of
exhibitors have commented on.
Our satisfaction does not stop at the
quality of your prints but goes on to the quality of
the many services you have rendered us. The plan
of shipping films already mounted and in shipping
cans originated with you, as weli as waxing of films,
mailing continuity sheets on each release, and
countless small items that go to make a grand totai.
If there is anything we can ever do for
you in return for your co-operation, we wish you
to feel that you have only to call on us. With
kindest personal regards,
Very truly yours,
ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES OF IOWA, INC.
Sia^e; >. S. S -<.i:z

they pour their personality and their dramatic power
into a characterization, that their efforts will not be
lost in the fog of a poorly printed rilm. The First
National producers are satisfied that none of the
little touches which they have spent wean" hours in
perfecting, will be blotted out through careless
finishing.
The Rothacker signature is a powerful guarantee against all such disappointments and the
Motion Picture Industry owes a mighty debt to you,
Mr. Rothacker. and to the splendid plant which
you have raised to such a height of excellency.
Consequently, I am taking this opportunity
of sending you my heartfelt thanks and sincere best
wishes for the ever increasing brilliancy of your
"dark star" of the motion picture industry.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) A. H. Blank

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.
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THE STEALERS
Eight-part drama; Robertson-Cole.
Directed by William Christy Cabanne.
Published in September.
OPINION: William Christy Cabanne
aimed sky high when he wrote and directed the Robertson-Cole eight-reel
special, "The Stealers," presented for the
first time at a pre-publication showing
September 17, and while his ammunition
was not powerful enough to carry him
through to the uppermost strata* of
achievement, he succeeded nevertheless
in attaining more than the average
heights in dramatic accomplishment.
Using the theme that happiness can
be found only in pure white faith in the
Divinity, Mr. Cabanne began with a profound premise possessing almost limitless possibilities. To carry his message
he brought forth a band of pickpockets
masquerading as religious workers, who
ply their trade in the wake of a traveling
carnival company. At the head of this
band is an ex-minister of the gospel who
has lost his faith because of his wife's
unfaithfulness and has taken up a life
of crime. He tries to keep the true
nature of his work a secret from his
innocent daughter, but she learns the
truth after traveling with him and his
band for a week. Thus the ground for
the process of regenerating all of the
crooks is established.
However, in accomplishing this end
Mr. Cabanne chose to follow a course
that is circuitous and sometimes laborious. As a result some of his characters
fail to take on clear form and the things
they do are not always due to well-delined reason. It gives the story a touch
of theatricalism.
There is one big human moment that
stands out strikingly above everything
else the picture offers. This moment
comes when Stephen Gregor>\ the last
one of the crooks to find solace in faith,
tries, on a wager, to induce his former
pal, Mary, to leave the man she married
while he was under arrest and return to
him. The scenes, most capably directed
by Mr. Cabanne and most admirably
enacted by Walter Miller, as. Stephen,
and Ruth Dvvyer, as Mary, really touch
the heart.
It is Walter Miller, by the way, who
wins most of the sympathy in what can
only be described as a semi-heavy part.
He carries off the acting honors, though
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right on his heels is Ruth Dwyer. The
others in the cast, namely, Wm. H.
Tooker, Robert Kenyon, Myrtle Morse,
Norma Shearer, Eugene Borden, Jack
Crosby,
Matthew
L. do
Betz,acceptably.
Jack O'Brien
and Downing
Clark,
'"The Stealers," though sometimes slowin action, vague in characterization, and
not always thoroughly human, has the
virtue of possessipg a good idea conscientiously and carefully done and is,
on
the
whole,
quite satisfactory entertainment.

Tom to her under false pretense, but
effects their reconciliation.

Madge Kennedy in
THE TRUTH
Five-part comedy-drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Lawrence J. Windon.
Published in September.
OPINION: Madge Kennedy in the
present picture seems assured a favorable reception. She plays with a sprightly
vim and vigor, the while she disports
one clever costume after another. The
picture is one that will please the matinee
crowds in particular, but carries enough
fun through its length to keep any
patronage in high spirits throughout.
The little lady of the screen story, one
Becky Roland, has>a tendency inherited
from a father whom it is continually
getting into trouble, to paint the truth
for the sake of result rather than for
reason. Her weakness disgusts at length
even her patient husband and threatens
her married happiness.
The play itself is a screen adaptation
of a Clyde Fitch play that has lost some
of the worth of the stage vehicle in its
transposition to the screen. However,
there is enough to redeem it from that
shortcoming and to put it over in unquestionable favor as a high-grade production.
Some of the chief comedy touches are
supplied in the angling of a coy widow,
his landlady, for the affections of the
young wife's father. The part is played
by Zelda Scars in capital performance.
Becky Roland is made an attractive
young person both in her ways and in
her looks by Miss Kennedy, and Tom
Carrigan in the part of Tom, the husband, is an agreeable opposite. Helen
Greene and Kenneth Hill are cast as the
young couple whose affairs entangle
Becky, and Frank Doane plays the part
of Stephan Roland, Becky's father. All
do good work.
Interiors are lavishly portrayed and
photography
and lighting are commendable.

None the less entertaining is his original method of barbering, wherein he
employs as many lotions and powders
as the most enterprising barber, but all
in reality "home brew." Scones shift to
a powder mill, where there is a hen
whose proclivity for dynamite as feed
produces explosive eggs. The formula
tor an all-destroying explosive is sought
by enemies of the mill owners, and the
chase for this produces a riot of fun
that includes many new stunts certain
to keep laughter continual throughout
their performance.

SYNOPSIS:
tendency
towards
coloringBecky
up theRoland's
truth, even
about
the simplest matters, begins to get her
into trouble when she tries to effect a
reconciliation between two separated
married friends. Her husband warns
her against the character of Fred Lindon, the husband of Eve, her friend, for
whose happiness she is striving to bring
about the harmony. He paints him as a
man who has boasted that there is no
such thing as a decent woman. Determined to convince him that she can continue her meetings with him and keep
them on an inspirational friendship
basis, she invites trouble upon her head
when Lindon
fulfills Tom's
and
enforces
his affections
uponpromises
her. Eve
takes her troubles, suspicions and knowledge of the situation between her husband and Becky to Tom, and he wearies
at last of her continual distorting of the
truth and leaves her. She returns to her
father, from whom she has inherited the
tendency towards lying, and for whose
gambling
she supplying
has invited
her He
husband's
criticisms by
funds.
brings

Lloyd Hamilton in
DYNAMITE
Two-part comedy; Christie-Educational,
Published in September.
OPINION: Lloyd Hamilton in the
part of a fly catcher, swatting his bait
in the air, then luring the fish from the
water and striking them dead, is an introduction to "Dynamite"
that assuresits
the heartiest
laughs throughout
length.

Mermaid Players in
NONSENSE
Two-part
comedy;
Mermaid - Educational.
Published in September.
OPINION: Here is a comedy certain
to be talked about long after it leaves a
show place and recalled with many a
novelty.
hearty
laugh and appreciation of its
It employs several trained animals in
its cast
a tuck duck
"vamped"
hen,
an — avenging
rooster,
a goose bythata
shimmies and a horse that delivers several skillful bits of acting. They cavort
with comedians who certainly have a
fun equipment extraordinary, and the
assembly
present life
to an achievement
that atis "Boob
by no Farm"
means
usual.
The events center about the abduction
of "Little Nell," a farmer's daughter, and
her rescue by two faithful rural swain.
Tricks in fun-making that are refreshingly different crowd upon one another,
and the whole results in one of the best
comedy pictures of current issue.
Lila Lee to Have Part in
Meighan's
Feature
Lila Tom
Lee will
appear In the
cast of
Thomas Meighan's new Paramount picture,
"Easy Street,'.' now in the making at the
Lasky tion.
studio
Forman's
Miss Leeunder
will Tom
play the
role ofdirecElla
Klotz, a character role. The picture
is from a story by Blair Hall and
l'.eulah Marie Dix wrote the scenario.
Gladys George is leading woman and
Thomas Meighan has the role of Leonard Fayne, a young author who gives up
work for play when he gets on "Easy
Street," but finally learns that all play with
no work is worse than all work and no play.
Dead
Tell

Men
No

Tales
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Lon Chaney in
THE PENALTY
Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Published in September.
OPINION: The payment of penalty
for a life changed by fate to one of evil,
gives opportunity for the most brilliant
characterization in the career of Lon
Chaney. whose impersonation of "The
Frog"
in "ThebyMiracle
is regarded
as
supreme
many Man"
admirers
of the
character art.
It is a high-grade presentation of lowgrade lives and their surroundings. In
staying within the pale of the unquestionable it is to be admired for its
achievement of the difficult — the portrayal of a sordid theme with delicate
artistry that keeps it from repulsiveness.
The machinations of a mind distorted
by a contusion on the skull, the result
of a bungled operation in his youth, provide the thread of sequence. The same
operation has made Blizzard, the evilminded fanatic, a legless cripple. The
cunning and crime conceived in his mind,
distorted by these things, gives him a
power that he draws from evil and
wields over the underworld. As its
master he exercises a rule over Reds
and criminals that is a fascinating, fearful
thing as Chaney interprets it in truly
masterful fashion. It has effective contrast in the one noble impulse in his
life— his passion for music. This soothes
and moderates his moods of fiendishness
and finally endears him to a woman sent
to spy upon him. So forceful is his
presentation of the unique part that
many will find it difficult to believe him
not actually a cripple.
Doris Pawn, Kenneth Harlan. Milton
Ross and Charles Clary have parts to
which they bring skillful interpretation.
Strange mechanical devices by which
Blizzard manipulates his way about his
home of mystery present an interesting
study. His cohorts in the criminal world
give support in impersonations that are
compelling. James Mason as the drug
fiend gives a particularly notable performance. Claire Adams as Barbara
Ferriss is a decided adjunct to the cast
of superior players, and Ethel Grey Terry
gives an excellent performance as Rose.
Photography is conspicuously good.
There is evidence of uncommonly able
direction. Action is deliberate — almost
too much so at times when Blizzard is
being featured in the scenes (as he is the
greater part of the time), but does not
at any time grow wearisome. Indeed,
there is a supreme sense of artistry in
the whole production that will be relished
by the patron interested in high-grade
screen drama. At the same time there is
inclination toward the melodramatic that
is sufficient to entertain its devotees.
The offering is a strong, heavy and intensely dramatic feature with no comedy
relief, and can well stand interesting
effects in musical score and lighting such
as were made its accompaniment when
the feature was shown at the Playhouse.
Chicago. It will merit especial advertising— need it, in fact — that should bring
big returns to the box office.
SYNOPSIS: Blizzard, whose cunning
and criminal mind makes him master of
the Barbary Coast underworld, is possessed of two ambitions. One is to revenge Dr. Ferriss, the surgeon whose
blunder in operating deprived him of his
legs in childhood; the other to rally the
Reds in his following and loot the city of
San Francisco. To accomplish the one
he poses for a bust of Satan, expected to
be the masterpiece of Barbara, Ferriss'
daughter, gaining her sympathy and
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eventually threatening to enforce her
marriage with him. To effect the other,
he engages dance hall girls to work at
the making of hats in a factory room in
his house, the hats to be the insignia of
his lawbreaking hordes when they are let
loose upon the city. Rose, a detective,
obtains entrance to his home as director
of the factory. She is brought to love
the cripple through his passion for music.
When the life of the lover of Barbara is
endangered by Blizzard, possessed of the
idea that the man must give his legs to
be grafted to his own stumps, a second
operation cleans the brain of the cripple
and he sees with cleared vision, his fearful, terrible past falling away like a
dream. When happiness comes in his
marriage to Rose, the drug fiend, fearful
that Blizzard will reveal the identity of
his
of followers,
takes are
the restored
leader's
life.gang
Barbara
and her lover
to one another.

Eddie Barry in
OUT FOR THE NIGHT
Two-part comedy; Christie-Educational.
Published in September.
OPIXIOX : The troubles of a college
professor straying from the domestic and
academic fold to yield to the lure of a
prize fight form the basis of activities in
this lively fun picture.
A baseball game staged by a group of
college girls introducs the fun. A
feigned illness and his substitution of a
colored servant closely resembling him
give the professor the chance to slip
away to the fight. The finding of the
servant convinces the wife that mortification has set in upon her husband, and
the escape of the colored substitute is
the sienal for a chase through the streets
that threatens to be the undoing of Jhe
professor. The cleverness of a youth
who looks with favor upon the prospect
of being the professor's son-in-law. but
whose suit is frowned upon by the family, extricates the father from the difficulties and wins the girl for himself.
Charlotte Merriam is a pretty "Mary"
and the part of the profesor's wife is
played by Margaret Cullington.
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Romaine Fielding in
WOMAN'S MAN
Five-part drama; Arrow.
Directed by Warren Gordon.
Published in September.
OPINION: A cast of exceptional
strength in a highly skillful and artistic
presentation of Western melodrama, with
Romaine Fielding excellent in the part
of
the of
hero,
makes "Woman's
picture
unquestioned
appeal. Man" a
Sensational happenings race over one
another and keep the action lively the
while the story, following the familiar
groove of the rascal who cheats another
man of his sweetheart and financial holdings after leaving him to die, is developed. The first big thrill comes in the
train collision graphically staged. There
are many exciting situations and a sympathetic thrill is aroused by the misfortunes of the lovers. The scenes begin
in the desert country and are reproduced with uncommon beauty of photography. The care in costuming, setting
and detail that distinguishes the superior
picture from the ordinary has been exercised to agreeable effect. Interiors are
attractive, particularly the setting for the
wedding
the whole.that is the climaxing scene of
The work of Romaine Fielding in the
part of Larry Moore, the wronged lover,
and that of William Tucker as his enemy,
C. Lambert Grey, is convincing and
forceful. Velvet Beban is a feminine lead
of charming type and plavs with great
effectiveness the part of Maria De La
Ruiz, a Spanish dance hall entertainer
famed for her virtue and temper. An
outburst
temperament"
makes oneof ofherthe"artistic
capital scenes
of the
play.
■ There is comedy relief in the mannerisms of Grey's housekeeper, a part
played by Mrs. Whitney Drake, and in
the concluding scenes where the hero
and his bride in wedding finery spend
the night on the city hall steps awaiting
the coming
riage license.of the clerk to obtain a marSYNOPSIS : Larry Moore, in partnership with Dick O'Brien in the Desert
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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Left to right — Marguerite Clayton, one of the brides; Jack O'Brien, who has the leading male role,
another prominent member of the cast of the fifteen-part serial.
Mining Company, arouses the enmity of
the sheriff of Skull Valley, Arizona, by
interfering when the latter forces his attentions upon Maria, a dance hall girl. Under the influnce of liquor he mistakes his
partner's
kindness
to his Dick,
(Larry's)
sister
for an insult
and shoots
wounding
him slightly. He is run out of town to
the desert and Maria, who loves him,
goes with him. A terrific sandstorm
goes over them and they are found unconscious by Grey, an Eastern speculator. He takes Maria to New York,
assuring her that Larry perished in the
desert. There he begins operations to
secure
Larry's even
financial
his
sweetheart,
going holdings
so far asandto
slage hisWhen
weddingthiswith
her in Larry's
home.
ceremony
begins
Larry arrives on the scene, exposes
Grey's guilt and wins the girl.
Tom Mix in
THE UNTAMED
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
Published in September.
OPINION: A trio of Western heroes
— a man, a horse and a dog, with Tom
Mix as the man and two uncannily intelligent animals — are offered herewith in
a picture that well deserves the employment of superlatives in its praise.
It is a Western play so replete with
fine acting and scenes, photography, situations and climaxes better than the average that it will certainly be heartily
relished by admirers of scenes enacted
amid the sage brush and cacti, and win
converts from the patronage indifferent
to that sort of picture.
Tom Mix carries the role of the
adopted son of a rancher, and in his
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Veins runs the fighting instinct of an
animal. This he has encouraged in a
highly spirited pony and in a dog.
and the three are obsessed with instinct
to kill that which does then harm. It
takes them in pursuit of an outlaw
enemy through situations that are replete
with excitement. There is a girl to give
the romantic touch that relieves the
weight of the serious scenes in which
men alone figure with frequency, and
her part in the struggle between the two
enemies and their cohorts is an important one. The plot is strongly built and
excellently developed. There are a number of angles to it. and each is faithfully
and carefully worked out to a reasonable end, the while its separate trend is
kept unconfused in the mingling of
them all.
There is evidence of uncommon skill
with the camera, not the least interesting of the effects being the manner in
which
the in
eyeshis ofpassions
the "untamed"
are made,
of anger,manto
burn with yellow light like those of a
wild animal. Studies in expression have
been capitally caught. Good group work
is conspicuous.
Tom Mix is certain in his popularity
and in this picture of unusual worth will
not fail to create enthusiasm. The picture is, in strictest analysis, a man's picture, made chiefly by men, but the feminine part of the patronage that likes
the thrills of the screen will also find
excitement and entertainment in it. Mix
does his usual stunts and adds to them
others, presenting them after the manner that acclaims him among the peers
of players of the Western screen plays.
The work of the horse and dog is
decidedly good, and Pauline Starke
makes the feminine lead, Kate Cumberland, attractive. George Seigmann as
Jim Silent, the outlaw, gives a performance that is distinctly good. Philo McCullough as Haines, a sinister Easterner, gives good performance and
others of the supporting cast, including
Syd Jordan, Pat Chrisman, Charles K.
French, Jack Connelly and James O.
Burrows, play with appealing skill.
SYNOPSIS: "Whistling" Dan, the
adopted son of James Cumberland, a
rancher, raised to manhood with the latter aware of his instinct to fight like an
animal and kill that which harms him,
has forbidden him to frequent Morgan's
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and Greta Hartman,

Place, the gathering ground of renegades and desperadoes of the locality.
Additionally he purchases the place to
close it, but on the lasi day of its activity
Dan encounters an insulting outlaw, Jim
Silent. Left behind following an unfair
fight to perish in the building, to which
his enemy sets fire, Dan is rescued by
his horse and dog. Starting in pursuit
of Silent Jim, he is followed by Kate,
his foster sister and sweetheart. She
falls into traps set for her by the villainous followers of Silent, but finally,
through aid of the dog and one of
Silent's
gang, under
Dan
for
his freedom
from obligation
arrest, she toeffects
his rescue and restores his faith in her
that is twice shattered by misrepresenting circumstances.
Buster Keaton in
ONE WEEK
Two-part comedy; Metro.
Published in September.
OPINION : The mad whirl of a house
that pivots like a merry-go-round on its
foundation is the climax of this extraordinary blend of fun events.
This happens on Friday, the 13th, the
peer of the "Jonah Days," following the
attempt of a young couple to build and
furnish their home. The home is a wedding gift to them and proves to be material for asuitor
portable
structure.
The bride's
spurned
mixes
the numbers
on the
lumber containers with a great glee and
the result is that the house, when constructed according to number sequence,
presents a weird appearance with its
biased proportions.
Its furnishing provides another series
of laughs that won howls all the way
through the comedy's showing at the
Rose, Chicago. Merriment never once
abated throughout the two reels, and
with the hoisting of a piano through the
side of a room, with the chandelier a part
of the apparatus, the ceiling billowed
perilously, the audience "whooped it up."
There is another "scream" at the picture's end, when Buster — sober as a
■udge throughout the whole — nails the
house, which he is moving across a railroad track, to the rear of his flivver
and separates that in attempting to drive
it off. The coming of a train settles the
fate of the house and almost settles that
of the bride and bridegroom.
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-CUPLDwithTHEWillCOAYPUNCHER,"
Goldwyn,
Rogers
Sept. is
"CYNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE,"
Hodkinson.
v» ith Leah Baird
July 31
"DARK LANTERN. A." Realart. with Alice Brady
Aug. 14
"DAHLING MINE." Selznick, with Olive Thomas
Auk. 2s
-DEMOCRACY." Democracy, with J. H. Gilmore Sept. 11
"DISCARDED
WOMAN,
THE,''
Hallmark,
with Grace Darling
Jul' J4
• DWELLING
PLACE cast
OF LIGHT, THE," Hodkinson.
with a special
Sept. SS
"EARTH
BOUND," BUT
Goldwyn.
with a special
cast
Aug. 38
"EVERYTHING
THE TRUTH."
Universal.
with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
July :',
"FICKLE WOMEN," D. N. Schwab, with David Butler. . . .Sept. 11
"FIGHTING
CHANCE.
THE," Paramount.
with Anna
Q. NiLsson
July :jl
"FIGUREHEAD, THE,*' Selznick. with Eugene O'Brien .. Julv :;
"FORTY-FIVE
MINUTE*
FROM
BROADWAY,"
First National, with C harles Ray
Sept. 11
"FOURTEENTH
THE.'- Paramount.
with RobertMAN,
Warwick
July 24
"GAUNTLET. THE," Yitagraph, with Harry Morey
"GIFT with
SUPREME,
Selznick
Bernard THE,"
Durning
• GIRL with
IN THE
WEB.
THE/'
Pathe.
Blanche Sweet
"GIRLSwith
DON'T
GAMBLE,"
D.
If. Schwab.
David Butler
"GO AND
GET
IT."
First
National.
a Marshall Neilan production
"GOING SOME." Goldwyn. with a special cast
"GREAT ACCIDENT, THE," Goldwyn, with Tom Moore
"GUILTY OF LOVE," Paramount, with Dorothy Dalton.
•HAIRPINS." Paramount, with Enid Bennett
••HALF AN HOUR," Paramount, with Dorothy Dalton. . .
"HEARTwithOFZaSu
TWENTY.
THE," Robertson-Cole,
Pitts
"HELD IN TRUST." Metro, with May Allison
"HIDDEN CODE. THE." Pioneer, with Grace Davison. . .
"HIS PAJAMA GIRL." Price, with Billie Rhodes
■HOMER COMES HOME." Paramount, with Charles Rav
"HOMESPUN
FOLKS."
Associated Producers,
with Lloyd
Hughes
"HOPE.
THE."
Metro,
with
a special
cast
"HOUSEwithOFMaeTHEMcAvoy
TOLLING
BELL, Gordon
THE," Pathe,
and Bruce
"HOUSE OF TOYS. THE." American, with Seena Owen .
-HI MAN STUFF," Universal, with Harry Carey
•IF I WERE KING." Fox. with William Farnuni
'INVISIBLE
DIVORCE.
THE," Selznick.
with Leatrice
Joy
•INVISIBLE RAY. THE." Erohmnn, with Ruth Clifford
-IT'S AwithGREAT
LIFE."
Goldwyn,
a special
cast
•JACK-KNIFE
MAN,
THE."
First National,
a King V idor production
-JAILBIRD.
THE."
Paramount.
with Douglas MacLean and Doris May
•JENNY.
GOOD,"
withBEMary
MilesRealart.
Minter
-JES' CALL ME JIM." Goldwvn. with Will Rogers
•JOYOU*
THE." Fox,
with TROUBLEMAKERS,
Williani Farnuni
-LADDER
OF
LIES,
THE."
Paramount.
with Ethel Clayton
••LADY"with
ROSE'S
ElsieDAUGHTER,"
Ferguson Paramount,
,
"LAHOMA." Pathe, an Edgar Lewis production
"LAW with
OF THE
Y UKON.
THE." Realart,
a special
cast
••LET'Swith
BE Douglas
FASHIONABLE."
MacLean Paramount,
and Doris May
-LIFE'SwithTAVIST."
Robertson-Cole,
Bessie Barriscale
"LI TING
with LANG."
Sessue Robertson-Cole.
Hayakawa
"LITTLE
MISS
REBELLION,"
Paramount.
with Dorothy
Gish
"MADAME X." Goldwyn, with Pauline Frederick

Aug. 7
Julv 24
Aug. 7
Sept. IS
Aug. 7
Aug. 11
Julj
Sept. Is
Aug. 14
Sept. is
July 17
Sept. 4
July 24
34
-1
S5
Sept. IS
July
Sept. 2T>
July 17
July 17
July in
Sept. 4
Sept. 25
Aug. 21
Sept. Is
July ::
July 31
July 17
July It)
Aug. 14
Sept. is
Aug. 21
Julv ltl
Aug. 21
Aug. 21
Sept. 4
Sept. 8S

of
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"MADONNAS AND MEN." Jans, with a special cast
"MAN with
AND Herbert
HIS WOMAN."
Pathe.
Hnwlinson
"MAN'S PLAYTHING." Selznick,
with Grace Davison
••MAN WHO DARED. THE." Fox, with A\ illiam Russell
• MASTER
First National.
with MIND.
Lionel THE."
Barrymore
•MISFIT WIFE, THE." Metro, with Alice Lake
• MOON with
MADNESS,"
Robertson-Cole.
Edith Storev
■ MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE. THE." Metro.
with Mitchell Lewis
"NORTH
MALICE, THE," Goldwyn.
with WIND'S
Tom Santschi
"NOTORIOUS
MISS
THE," First National.
with KatherineLISLE.
MacDonalJ
"OCCASIONALLY YOURS." Robertson-Cole.
with Lew Cody
• ONEwithHOUR
DAWN." Pathe.
H. B.BEFORE
AVarner

JU1T ;;
Julv 17
Yu'- "1
Vug 2s
Sept SS
lug 21
\ug 14
Vug 14
Sept. 4
Sept. 11

Sept 2."
Aug. 14
"PARLOR.
BEDROOM
AND
BATH."
Metro,
with Buth Stonehouse
Julv :;i
"PERFECT
WOMAN. THE,"
First National.
with Constance
Talmadge
Vug. 7
■•PIRATE GOLD." Pathe. with George B. Seitz
July 31
• POINT OF MEW. THE," Selznick.
w ith Elaine Hammerstein
Sept. 4
"PREY", THE." Y itagraph, with Alice Joyc*Aug. 2>
••RED LANE. THE," Universal, with Frank Mato
Julv 24
-RIGHTwithTO Mae
LOVE.Murrav
THE." Paramount.
Vug. 2]
• HOSE OFUP.NOME."
with Gladys Brockwell se,„. X1
"ROUND
THE," Fox.
Paramount.
with Roscoe Arbuekle
Sept. 4
•RUTH OF THE ROCKIES," Pathe. with Ruth Roland Vug. 14
"SAND."'
AV illiam S. Hart
July in
••SCRATCHParamount,
MY BACK."withGoldwyn.
with T. Roy Barnes
Vug. 7
"SEY'EN YEARS' BAD LUCK." Linder.
with Max Linder
Sept. 2."
"SHIPWRECKED
AMONG
CANNIBALS." Universal.
with a special
cast
Vug. 7
-SILENT
THE." Hodkinson.
withBARRIER.
Sheldon Lewis
Vug. 2>
••■-ILK with
HUSBANDS
AND CALICO WIVE*." Gum,
House Peters
Vug. 7
"SINK OR SYVIM." Fox. with George Walsh
Vug. 21
-SINS with
OF ST.
ANTHONY".
THE."
Paramount.
Hryant Washburn
Julv
"SISTER TO SALOME. A." Fox. with Gladvs Brocks ell Vug. 7
"SLIM PRINCESS, THE." Goldwyn. vtith Mabel N,.rn.and Vug. 7
"SPLENDID
HAZARD. THE." First National, an Allan Dwan
production
Sept. 11
••STOP THIEF." Goldwyn. with Tom Moore
Sept. 11
"STREET
CALLED
STRAIGHT.
THE."
Goldwyn.
with a special east
Sept. IS
"•SQUARE SHOOTER. THE." Fox. with Buck Jones Aug. 28
••SUDS."
Artists, with
Marv Pickford
Julv lu
"SWEET United
LAYENDER."
Realart.
with Mary Miles Minter
Sept. Is
"THREE GOLD COINS." Fox. with Tom Mix
July 31
••TOKIO
A." Universal.
Julv in
•' TRUMPETSIREN".
ISLAND."
Y itagraph. with Tsuru Aoki
with a speeial cast
Vu~ EH
-TWINSwithOFWilliam
SUFFERING
CREEK. THE." Fi.\.
RusseU
July ^4
"UNDER CRIMSON *KIES." Universal.
with Elmo Lincoln
"UNDER
LIGHTS." Universal.
with NORTHERN
William Buckley
"UP IN MARY'S ATTIC." Fine Arts, vtith a special cast
"VALLEY" OF DOUBT. THE." Selznick.
with a special east
"VANISHING
DAGGER.
THE." Universal.
with Eddie
Polo
"VEILED MYSTERY. THE." Yitagraph.
with Antonio Moreno
" VILLAGE
THE," Paramount.
with CSLEUTH.
harles Ray
•WAY
... -iil.il. with a Griffith cast
■WEEK DOWN
END. EAST."
THE." American.
with Margarita Fisher
"WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES." Paramount.
with Bryant AV ashl.urn
"WHAT'S Y OUR HURRY f" Paramount.
with AA allaee Reid
"WHAT WOMEN LOVE." First National.
with Annette Kellerman
• Willi. E NEW A f.RK sLEEPs." I ov.
with a special east
"WHISPERING
DEVILS." Paramount.
Equity, with . onwnv IVarlc
"WHITEwithCIRCLE.
a specialTHE."
cast
"AVHITE LIES." Fox. with C.ladvs Brockwell
•■ WWHITE
HITE RIDER.
MOLL. THE."
with Pearl White
THE," Fox.
Masterpiece.
with Joe Moore
• AVITC H'S LURE. THE." Capital.
with Edward Coxen
"WOMAN IN HIS HOI SF. THE." First National.
with Mildred Harris Chaplin
"WORLD
WIFE. THE." Paramount.
with AND
AlmaHISRubens
"WORLD OF FOLLY. A." Fox. with Vivian Rieh
"YES
OR NO."
First National,
with Norma Talmadge
"YOUTH'S
DESIRE."
Vlkire- Forward.
with Joseph Bennett

Jul* "11
Vug 14
Sept! 11
Yu*-- 14
Julv in
Sept is
Sept. 4
Julv :;i
Yu*- SS
Vu«- 28
Yu- "1
Sept 4
Yu*" 14
Sent! 11
Vug. 2>
Jufv M
July 31
Sept 11
Sept '1
Sept. Is
Julv 31
July
Julv 21
July 24
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Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It ia a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what tne picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
First National
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Best picture ever run in our
town. 100 per cent good. Book it and
boost it. You cannot go wrong on this
picture. — R. If. Rector. Columbia theatre.
Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — A fine production. My patrons were well pleased. Book it. — N. O.
Foster, Elite theatre, Otsego. Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
Norma is a favorite here. Used S. R. O.
sign. — A. C. Wilkerson, Strand theatre,
Newport. Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — This is a 100 per cent picture.
Lots of comments. Book it and clean
up. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Best picture we have ever run.
Broke all records. — Star theatre, Denison,
Tex. — General patronage.
Mind the Paint Girl, with Anita
Stewart. — Pleased majority of women,
but
of thisShestar's
picturestheareright
on one
the
same allorder.
is always
while the support leading male is the fall
guy. She will please the women 100 per
cent. — C. H. Powers. Auditorium theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
The Family Honor, a King Yidor production.—The kind of a picture that appeals to all human interest. Book it for
real business. — V. J. Haydel. Jewel theatre. Helena. Ark.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Everj- theatre ought to run this one
as picture is well advertised throughout
the country and it will satisfy and bring
many favorable comments. Business was
good. — E. E. Bonham. Bonham theatre.
Prairie du Sac. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— Book this one and boost it. Can't go
wrong.
Star's getting
best. We
on
Constance
themalways
in andcount
are
never disappointed as she gets the business and pleases all. — W. E. Pore. Cozy
theatre, Gorman, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Best money getter I have run
since I've been in business. Book it for
run.
You can'tStrand
go wrong
—long
A. C.
Wilkerson.
theatre.with
New-it.
port, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— I call this a 100 per cent picture and
100 per cent business getter. Biggest
business of the year. Patrons put themselves out to express their satisfaction.
No exhibitor need hesitate on this one. —
George E. Simmons. Avonia theatre.
Avon, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Pleased big crowds. — Giacoma
Ariz. Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge.— Very good. Norma Talmadge
better with each picture. Sure packs 'em
in for me. — V. J. Haydel, Jewel theatre.
Helena. Ark.
The Greatest Question, a D. W. Griffith this
production.
timely
Best of
kind —I Yery
have ever
seen.subject.
Went
over good with my patrons. Many compliments. One of the best. Can't get
any better. — W. E. Pore, Cozy theatre.
Gorman, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— Good. — Rae Peacock. Mystic theatre,
Stafford, Kans.

see.E. Why
can't Opera
we getHouse.
more like
—
E.
Harman.
Elgin,this?
Ore.
— Small town patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — If you're
looking
WesternPleased
with lots
of
actionfor'something
and rough stuff.
the
Mix Fans, but not as good a picture as
others he has made. — W. H. Creal. Suburbanpatronage.
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood

The Tattlers, with Madlaine Traverse.
— Just an average program picture. Patrons neither kicked nor praised it. — A.
W. Jordan, Jenkins theatre, Jenkins, Ky.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — People very pleased with
this one. Kids are good actors and got
the crowd. — S. E. Smith, Grand theatre.
Pierre, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — This is a money getter and will
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — This is a dandy picture.
please young and old. — E. E. Bonham.
Different from the regular Western.
Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac. Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pleased a big house. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro- patronage.
duction.— Most remarkable picture in
A World of Folly, with Vivian Rich. —
months. Big in every way. Big busiA very good ordinary program picture.
ness.— Jonesboro Amusement Co.. Grand
Action
rather slow, but will please the
theatre, Jonesboro. Ark. — Transient patronage.
majority. — W. C. Read. Patriot theatre.
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Fox
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. —
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A big Yery good picture. Full of thrills and
Western picture and to big business as action, but only drew fair. Not what
usual with Mix. — Peter Krauth, Denison
I expected on Tom Mix picture. — Charles
theatre,
Opera House, Gardner, 111. —
ronage. Denison, la. — Neighborhood pat- Guizzetti.
Neighborhood patronage.
Molly and I. with Shirley Mason. — A
Faith, with Peggy Hyland. — An excellent picture. If we had more pictures of
very fine light comedy-drama. Shirley in
very cute in this picture. — A. C. Mercier. this kind there would be less cause for
Electric theatre, Perryville, Mo. —
censorship. — Rae Peacock, Mystic theNeighborhood patronage.
atre. Stafford, Kans.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason.—
White Lies, with Gladys Brockwell. —
Good. They liked this one fine. This is Gladys
Brockwell is good but this one
the kind of pictures the people want to did not go over. — Peter Krauth, Denison
JWMnnilMBBBMBBMMilBMMMMMillllllllllllll llllllllli'l' I I'INI l"l limiWIIIII'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIH'llillii illl'liilhlil iTnllll II il I illl illilillllllll'IIIIIIIIIIHI illllllHiurill'hl'll'IIIM IW_2
What

Every

Exhibitor

Gets

Every exhibitor gets exactly what he wants and knows how to
1 go about getting.
Every exhibitor gets every screen improvement that he wants
jj badly enough to go after.
Every exhibitor gets the attention of every power in the industry
1 every time he expresses himself publicly and in earnest.
Contributors to this department speak directly to every producer
1 and distributor in America.
Wishing never accomplished anything. Wanting and working to
§§ obtain the thing wanted produced civilization.
Every subscriber to EXHIBITORS HERALD whose reports are
| listed in this department wants better pictures and knows how to go
1 about getting them.

jj
J
m
J
|
|
m
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theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnuni. — Fine picture. Drew good. — G.
Hill & Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Would You Forgive? with Vivian Rich.
— For its kind it is a very good play. —
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Our first picture starring Jones. Pleased
a critical audience. A dandy Western
subject. — A. C. Mercier, Electric theatre,
Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — Mix always good and at any time. — C. Hales,
Rivoli theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Goldwyn
Going Some, with a special cast. —
Good comedy. Drew well and pleased.
Music is very essential to this picture if
you want it to go over. — Louis Chakeres,
Majestic theatre, Springfield, O. — Transient patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — Large attendance. Everyone
pleased. Scenery beautiful. Ran Pictorial Life, also news reel and comedy.
Good. — Miss Bella Harris, Liberty theatre, Magnolia, Miss. — General patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Not as good as the other Rogers pictures, but good at that. Goldwyn has more good pictures than any
other company and you don't have to
buy the weak ones to get them either. —
W. H. Crcal, Suburban theatre. Omaha.
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jes' Rogers
Call Meis Jim,
Will
a surewithbet Will
here Rogers.—
and this
picture is a K. O. — H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — Excellent
picture. Star and story is good. Drew
an unusually large crowd. — G. Hill &
Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, with a special cast.
— Good picture. It is seven reels. If
they would cut out one reel of the fish
industry it would not have been missed
as we get that in the Ford Weekly.
Don't hold this against the picture as it

HERALD

is only an improvement I have suggested
— Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — A beautiful production to look
at. Wonderful photography and settings.
Play follows closely to story, but it lacks
the punch. Would have been a wonderful production if Elmo Lincoln had
starred and used the pep he did in Tarzan of the Apes. You can sure get a
crowd on account of the Tarzan name. —
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland,
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom Moore.
— A very poor picture. Did not come up
to expectations. This kind of picture
will lose the popularity of the star. — A.
C. Mercier, Electric theatre, PerryvilTt.
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Farrar. — They didn't like it and didn't
fail to tell us so. — A. W. Jordan, Jenkins
ronage.
theatre, Jenkins, Ky. — Neighborhood patThe Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. — A pretty picture and pleased to
good business. — Peter Krauth, Denison
ronage.
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patThe Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.— A fine picture. Full of heart interest and appealed to old and young.
Rogers a very fine actor. — W. H. Crcal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. — Very
good picture. Drew well in spite of a
rainy night. Mabel does some riding
stunts in this Western that would do
credit to many a man. — O. B. Sterling,
Sterling theatre, Dayton, Tex.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — A first class
picture. Rogers is very witty and has a
pleasing personality. — A. C. Mercier,
Electric theatre, Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
— An excellent picture. A reputation
builder. The kind that will increase your
patronage. — G. L. Deady. Palace theatre.
Xorth Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— Very good picture. Wonderful settings and a good story. — R. M. Rector.
Columbia theatre. Anadarko, Okla. —
Neighborhood patronage.
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Nothing But the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes. — Very amusing comedy. Many
favorable comments. Patrons left smiling.— Miss Bella Harris, Liberty theatre,
Magnolia, Miss. — General patronage.
Nothing But the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes. — This is a good comedy. Business good. — Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kans.
Stronger Than Death, with Nazimova.
— A few more like this and Nazimova
can go to washing dishes and you will
hang"For
out Rent."
on your This
theatre
the "Fora killer
Sale"
or
is simply
and imposes on the exhibitor. — G. L.
Deady, Palace theatre, North Rose, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — Fine crook drama. Star does good
work. Drew fair. — G. Hill & Son, Grand
ronage. Lebanon, O. — Neighborhood pattheatre,
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytcll —
Pleased packed houses. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana. —
Too much love stuff. Foolish and drawn
out. Did not please. — C. Hales, Rivoli
ronage. Alton, la. — Neighborhood pattheatre,
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
— Average picture. Star does good work.
Drew fair. Two-day run. — G. Hill & Son,
Grand hoodtheatre.
patronage. Lebanon, O. — NeighborThe Walk Offs, with May Allison.—
Very poor picture. Nothing to it.
Nazimova, Bert Lytell and Alice Lake
are the only stars Metro has that are
worth going to see. — O. B. Sterling,
Sterling theatre, Dayton, Tex.

ISLAND
PRODUCTION

From the Story hy GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
Edited by LILLIAN and GEORGE RANDOLPH
CHESTER
It is an ill wind that gives the supreme dramatic fillip to this simple, powerful
story, it is of a girl, forced into unhappy marriage; of a man, drunk with sudden
millions. Thev should have mated, but
barriers of money stood between.
The girl went for a honeymoon trip in the clouds, the man to a lonely island
to make himself over. Disaster overtook the girl, but instead of the death she
craved, it gave her life and true happiness in the arms of a man of her choice —
on Trumpet Island. A virile narrative, natural, fascinating, impressively scened,
brilliantly enacted.
_
...V 1 T A-G-R
ALBERT E. SMITH. President
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Please Get Married, with Viola Dana. —
here. PaViola Dana a great favorite
trons were delighted with this comedy.
Exhibitors can show it with a boost. —
Miss Bella Harris, Liberty theatre, Magnolia, Miss. — General patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— A good program picture. Will not
stand a raise in price. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — General
patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Without question the best comedy we
have ever played. Support, sets and
Think that this
photography excellent.
is the best bet that the exhibitor can
take.— Custer Carland, Victoria theatre,
Frankfort, Mich.
National Picture Theatres
Youth, with a special cast. — One
the best ever made. Did very fine
of Blind
business and lots of compliments from
my patrons. — Harry Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima, O— Transient patronage.
Just a Wife, with a special cast. — A
first class picture. Be sure and boost the
stars as their names do not appear on
advertising matter. Kathleen Williams
and Roy Stewart. — Jack Cairns. BrookDetroit, Mich. — Neighborlynhoodtheatre,
patronage.
Just a Wife, with a special cast. —
Our first National picture and pleased.
Better than the average. — Verner Hicks.
theatre, Marion, 111.— General
Family
patronage.
cast. —
Just a Wife, with a special
picture. Drew average
an average
Just
business.— G. Hill & Son, Grand theatre,
Lebanon, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie Ferguson.— Very good, but English plays
don't go very good here. — Star theatre,
Denison, Tex. — General patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid. — One
of Reid's very best pictures. Our people raved over this picture. Wonderful
outdoor scenery as well as cast. Ann
Little has a good part. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. — To big business. Was well received by a large house. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal "theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— It will fully come up to all you say
about
it. One
of Reid's
very Eminence,
best. — A.
N. Miles,
Eminence
.theatre,
Ky. — Small town patronage.
Victory, with a special cast. — A good
picture, but many of the situations are
left out to the loss of onlookers. — Strombo
& Nemic. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
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pictures of the year. Business light first
night. Big second night. People will
talk about this one. Everybody will like
it. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre.
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.The Thirteenth Commandment, with
Ethel Clayton. — An excellent picture.
Direction and scenery very good. Has
the essentials of a real picture. Ethel
Clayton plays the leading role wonderful y.— Strombo & Nemic, Auditorium
theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Pathe

SHIRLEY MASON
in hera scene
Little directed
Wanderer*by
latest from
Fox "The
picture,
Howard M. Mitchell.
The Fighting Chance, with a special
cast. — Good picture. Went over big. —
Star
theatre, Denison, Tex. — General patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. — The
worst picture we ever saw this star play
in. Story miserable but good production
helped save it. No drawing power and
less satisfaction. — W. H. Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
2Zyi Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — Oh, what a dandy
story. The best yet, but nearly one full
reel spoiled by dark unreadable titles.
Will the directors never overcome this
fault? — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre.
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Black is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Satisfactory. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone. Ariz.
The Roaring Road, with Walllace Reid.
— Good automobile story. — Rae Peacock,
Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kans.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — Not as good as the average
program picture. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyrictheatre, Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.
— A good picture full of humor as only
the star could make it. Should be enjoyed by all audiences. — Strombo &
Nemic' Auditorium theatre. Stillwater,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Homer Comes Home, with Charles
Ray. — where.—
OneStarof Ray's
best.
Goes bigTex.
any-—
theatre,
Denison.
General patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Good picture but not a big special. —
H. H. Woody. Princess theatre. Lincoln.
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
23y2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — One of the best

Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — One of the best we have
shown. Good story with a punch to it.
Pleased all. — W. C. Read, Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— Keenan always good and a good drawer
here. This is a picture that gives people
something to think about. — E. S. Beynon, Cozy theatre, Lake Crystal, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The A. B. C. of Love, with Mae Murray.— Did a lot of extra advertising on it,
but it failed to draw. It was very good,
however, I think. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
A Virtuous Model, with Dolores Cassinelli. — An extra good program picture.
W ill please any class audience. — Ed. L.
Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Jet., Ia.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Respectable by Proxy, with Sylvia
Breamer. — Good. Capacity business. —
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford,
Kans.
Dawn, and
with Gordon
Sylvia aBreamer.
— Good.to
Breamer
team hard
beat. This pleased all who came and
good business for one night. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal,
Ideal patronage.
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — ■
Neighborhood
The Love Cheat, with June Caprice
and Creighton Hale. — Just an ordinary
picture. Did not draw extra business. —
George E. Simmons. Avonia theatre,
Avon, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — Desmond a big favorite here.
This was his best in this class. Give us
more of this kind of Westerns and not
so much killing. Boost it and get the
money. — W. E. Pore, Cozy theatre, Gorman, Tex. — Small town patronage.
In Walked Mary, with June Caprice. — Just a fair program picture. Nothing to
talk about. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— An old picture but a mighty good one.
Should satisfy in any house. Men are
strong for Keenan and insist that I get
his pictures more often. — A. W. Jordan.
Jenkinshood theatre,
patronage. Jenkins, Ky. — NeighborThe Moonshine Trail, with a special
cast. — A good picture, but nothing big.
— V. Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. —
General patronage.
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Realart
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawlcy. — A
sure-fire comedy-drama. Wanda is going
to be a great favorite with our people.
— A. C. Mercicr, Electric theatre, Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Mm
ter. — An excellent picture. Star is a great
actress . Drew extra good business. — G.
Hill & Son. Grand theatre. Lebanon, O.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, an Allan Dwan
production. — Good. Business only fair. —
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford.
Kans.
Judy of Rogue-s' Harbor, with Mary
Miles M inter. — Excellent, Star very
popular here. Always sure of a good
crowd. — Merle Rhoda, Palace theatre.
Royalton. Minn. — Small town patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A dandy picture. We class
this as her best. — A. C. Mercier, Electric
theatre, Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Judy of Rogue's Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter. — A fine production. — N. O.
Foster, Elite theatre. Otsego. Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Sinners, with Alice Brady. — A real
good program picture. Best Alice has
made for Realart to date. — R. Ross
Riely. Wigwam theatre. Oberlin, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Mary is a big star and
story very good. — Herman Blomeke.
Opera House, Springfield. Minn. — Home
patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, an Allan Dwan
production. — A very fine picture. Pleased
a large audience. — A. C. Mercier, Elec-
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trie theatre,
Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Republic
Man's Plaything, with Grace Davidson.
— A good picture and pleased most all
of our people. Republic pictures usually please here. — Verner Hicks, Family
theatre, Marion, III. — General patronage.
Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hilburn —
This picture is a little different. It has
some undersea photography in it. Drewfine. — G. Hill & Son, Grand theatre.
Lebanon, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hilburn. —
A money maker. Brought us :100 more
children in an evening than we usuallv
play to. The posters show under-sea
photography and it attracted. It is a
novelty picture that will get over without a big
star. Don'tpicture.
promise Boost
your the
patrons a wonderful
submarine photography. — Charles H.
Ryan. Garfield theatre, Chicago, III.
When Bear Cat Went Dry, with a special cast. — Good drawing card. Went
over good at advanced prices. This picture will get them in and please them.
— E. E. Harman, Opera House, Elgin.
Ore. — Small town patronage.
Out of the Storm, with a special cast.
— A fine picture at advanced prices, and
pleased. — V. Hicks, Family theatre.
Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Robertson-Cole
Haunting Shadows, with H. B. Warner.— Good picture. Acting very good.
Photography good. Warner good star.
— C. E. Smith. Auditorium theatre. Stillwater. Minn.
Man's Country, with Alma Rubens. —
Very good picture. My patrons disappointed. They expected more of Rubens.
Just a good program picture. Don't
the Cozy
title oftheatre,
Rubens'Gorman,
others.
—come
W. up
E. to
Pore,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — Fair picture. — L. A. Hasse.
Majestic theatre. Mauston, Wis.
In Search of Arcady, with Billie
Rhodes. — Picture very old. People all
l:ked it. Did a very good business. —
C. E. Smith, United theatre. St. Cloud.
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Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Turned White, with
H. ii. Warner. — Very good picture, but
crowd didn't come. Star new to my
theatre. — S. E. Smith, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Beckoning Roads, with Bessie Barriscale. — Just a fair picture, which does not
do justice to the story. — Strombo &
Nemic, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater-,
M inn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Select
The Flapper, with Olive ThomasVery pretty picture. Good for any theatre. Pleased a good house. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. — This is by far the
best work the star ever produced.
Played to a good business and satisfied
all. — Louis Chakeres, Majestic theatre,
Springfield, O. — Transient patronage.
Sealedproducer
Hearts,featured
with Eugene
O'Brien.
— The
the wrong
man.
Robert Edeson was really the star, for
he picks up this picture and walks away
with it. Without his wonderful portrayal
of the father this picture would not have
been worth sitting through. I am cancelling my O'Brien contract, as his pictures do not pay for themselves. — A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
— Small town patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Very, very good. This star I am always
very proud to exhibit. All her pictures
arc big drawing cards. Select have a big
winner in her. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma Talmadge. — Pictures very good. Played
three days to a very good crowd. —
Clayton E. Smith, United theatre, St.
Cloud, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage
Cecelia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davics. — Personally, I thought this a
poor picture, but a number of patrons
told me how fine it was, and how much
they enjoyed it. They should be the
judge. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Valley of Doubt, with Thurston
Hall. — Good for the snow scenes, but it
lacked a good story. No picture for our
house. Good business one night. Fell
hard the second. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal.
Ideal hood
theatre.
patronage.Omaha, Neb. — NeighborThe Flapper, with Olive Thomas. — A
very good picture. Olive Thomas plays
her part well. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — General patronage.
United Artists
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — The
first Pickford we ever played. Pulls and
pleases 100 per cent. — J. A. Burgum,
Arthur Movie theatre, Arthur, N. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — They liked it, although I
was a little afraid of it before I ran it.
Business good. — Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Romance, with Doris Keane. — While
this might be classed a good picture for
its kind, it does not meet the approval
of the public and consequently will not
draw. — Louis Chakeres, Majestic theatre, Springfield, O. — Transient patronage.
His Majesty the American, with Douglas Fairbanks. — A dandy picture. Doug
is O. K. in this picture. — A. C. Mercier,
Electric theatre,
borhood patronage.Perryville, Mo. — NeighWhen the Clouds Roll By, with Doug-
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las Fairbanks. — A very good picture.
Plaved three days to big crowds. — C. E.
Smith, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater,
Minn.
His Majesty the American, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Advanced prices and
pleased them two days. — V. Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Broken Blossoms, a D. W. Griffith production.— This picture drew a full house,
but failed to please. The average small
town audience does not appreciate it. —
J. A. Burgum. Arthur Movie theatre.
Arthur, X. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Majesty the American, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Douglas always makes
good here. He does nice work in this.
— Herman Blomeke, Opera House.
Springfield, Minn. — Home patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — This sure is a knockout.
Book it and raise admission. — L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
u niversa
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— Do not book this as a common program picture. Boost it big. Raise your
price and see all your patrons go out
well satisfied. It sure is a pippin. 100
per cent good.— Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre, Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— You will like it. Edith Roberts always pleases and goes over very nicely
in this one. — R. E. Seibert, Grand Circus
theatre, Detroit, Mich. — General patronage.
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — Did
not please. Jap pictures do not go here.
— V. Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111.
— General patronage.
The Girl in Number 29, with Frank
Mayo. — An average picture. Better than
some of the other Mayos. Photography
dim throughout the entire picture. — W.

GALE HENRY,
\\ ho i* now making: two-reel comedies for
Special Pictures Corporation.
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H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha, Xeb.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Ormer
Locklear. — The most remarkable stunt
picture ever made. Locklear acted very
well for a man who never acted before.
Too bad he got killed just when he was
starting to make pictures, for he sure
was a coming actor. — R. Ros"s Riley.
Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with a
special cast. — Very good. A picture that
with extraordinary exploitation will pack
the house day after day. Book it. — R. E.
Seibert, Grand Circus theatre, Detroit.
Mich. — General patronage.
Her Five Foot Highness, with Edith
Roberts. — A nice little picture well produced and acted. Xothing big, but will
entertain. Roberts a good star, but no
drawing power. — W. H. Creal. Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Xeb. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Care>-. —
Pleased everyone and I played it to a full
house. — S. E. Smith, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
Harry Carey, enough said. Every one of
Harry Carey's
always
please.
All you are
have good
to doand
is put
out
the sign, "Harry Carey," and get an
extra ticket seller. — E. S. Beynon, Cozy
theatre, Lake Crystal, Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. —
Harry Carey is great. My patrons are
asking for more like this one. — H. H.
Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— It's there. A real story and a
good picture. — R. E. Seibert, Grand
Circus theatre. Detroit. Mich. — General
patronage.
The Path She Chose, with Ann Cornwall.— Pleased about 50 per cent. Theme
of this picture not liked here. — Peter
Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, Ia. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — Did
not
the star.S.
— S. goE. over.
Smith,Crowd
Granddoesn't
theatre,likePierre,
D. — Xeighborhood patronage. .
Loot, with Ora Carew. — Here is a good
one. It will keep them interested
throughout the play. — H. A. Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakland, Xeb. — Small
town patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— This is truly good. Thoroughly
enjoyed ence.byPoor 100
per cent
business
due of
to the
the audiheat.
Will repeat this, as it is w-orthy of it.
— Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre.
Omaha. Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Splendid picture. The audience
highly appreciative. Best results of any
picture played this year. — M. Freeland.
Ashland borhood
theatre,
patronage.St.- Louis. Mo. — XeighLasca, with Edith Roberts and Frank
Mayo. — A clean, well-acted picture. Patrons well pleased, but did not draw extra business. — George E. Simmons,
Avonia theatre, Avon, 111. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — A
fair picture. Story pretty weak. Photography Suburban
unusually dim theatre.
for Universal.
W. H. Creal.
Omaha.—
Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — This
star one of our best bets. If you haven't
played him and your patrons like West-
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erns. you are overlooking some real
money. Patrons always looking for his
next picture. — J. H. Vaughan, Xew
Orpheuni
theatre. Maquoketa. Ia. — Critical patronage.
The Peddler of Lies, with Frank Mayo.
Some kicked on this, but I cannot see
why, as it was a good picture. Good
scenery and good action. What more
do they want? — Kelly & Rouch, Rex
theatre, Custer City, Okla. — Small town
patronage.
Vitagraph
The Garter Girl, with Corinne Griffith.
— A dandy picture. Star is good in part
of a vaudeville actress who tires of the
stage life. Drew fair. — G. Hill & Son,
Grand hoodtheatre.
patronage. Lebanon, O. — XeighborThe Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — This was a great picture. Had
more compliments on it than anything
I have run since In Old Kentucky. Book
it and boost it. Will get the money.
Alice is one of our favorites. — W. E.
Pore.
Cozy patronage.
theatre, Gorman, Tex. —
Small town
The Flaming Clue, with Harry Morey.
— Very good mystery play. Holds attention to the end. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, Ia. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
The Winchester Woman, with Alice
Joyce. — A fair program picture. — P. G.
Held,
Sterling patronage.
theatre, Fairmont, Xeb. —
Xeighborhood
The Golden Shower, with Gladys Leslie.— This is not a family picture. Did
not please. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison. Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.In Honor's Web, with Harry Morey.—
Good inside show. Fair patronage.
Parlor shows require girl stars to get
over. — S. E. Smith, Grand theatre, Pierre.
S. D. — Small town patronage.
Beauty Proof, with Harry Morey. — A
good program picture, only a little old.
— P. G. Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title ....
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title ....
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State

1 1 ]•; rai.d

Specials
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with Sheldon
Lewis. — Small crowd. Did not please
very well. The picture is very well produced but my patrons did not like the
story. — E. E. Harman, Opera House,
Elgin, Ore. — Small town patronage.
Crimson Shoals, with a special cast. —
Good picture. Good acting. Made us
money. — Maurice Zelechswar, Orpheum
theatre, Waukegan, III. — General patronage.Stripped for a Million, with Crane
Wilbur. — Good picture, but star new.
He may make good.— C. Hales, Rivoli
theatre, Alton, ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fool's Gold, with Mitchell Lewis. — A
very good program picture. — P. G. Held.
Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Husbands and Wives, with Vivian
Martin. — Good picture. Played to fair
business. It seemed to satisfy. — Louis
Chakcrcs, Majestic theatre, Springfield,
O. — Transient patronage.
The Unknown Ranger, with Rex Ray.
— Dandy, clean Western feature, Made
plenty money with it. Can recommend
it to anyone. Ran two days. — Maurice
Zelechswar, Orpheum theatre, Waukegan
III. — General patronage
Serials
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Positively the best
serial ever made. People are going wild
over it. Playing to the biggest hon-e.
we ever had on a serial. Don't miss th's
when it comes your way. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lightning Bryce (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxic and Ann Little. — This serial has
received more favorable comments than
any serial that has been run for some
time. Children will like it. — Strombo &
Nemic, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater.
M inn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — Best serial we ha\i
ever run. Instead of the people losing
interest it gets better with every episode.
Book this one if you like big box office
receipts. — O. B. Sterling, Sterling theatre,
Dayton, Tex.
Lightning Bryce (Arrow), with Ann
Little and Jack Hoxie. — A good serial
but poor photography. — N. O. Foster.
Elite theatre, Otsego. Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Third Eye ( Hallmark), with a special cast. — Have shown the second episode. Has not pulled well for me so
far. — J. W. Bauer. Willow theatre, Havre
de Grace, Md. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — Eleventh episode and the crowds
are still growing. It has a punch in
every foot of film. — S. E. Smith. Grand
theatre. Pierre. S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — The Lost City is business builder for any house. Book it. —
A. M. Eisner, Strand theatre, Kansas
City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
^L'ini[ummiiininiinn]iiinumiiin;mii:iumiiiiii:iinii:niiit:imiii[minniiwiKiiiimiwinni[:ntiiniii^
| Communications regarding con- §
| d it ion of film, service conditions, |
| rental prices, etc., should be §
| mailed separately. Reports for j
| this department must be confined j
| to the actual drawing power rec- |
| ord of productions.
|
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Short Subjects
Missing Husbands, with L<<- Moran
and Eddie Lyons. — Ran this with Broken
Blossoms and proved invaluable in putting it over. — J. A. Burgum, Arthur
Movie theatre,
Arthur, N. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Passing the Buck, with Larry Semon.
— Satisfied a big house. — G. F. Rediske.
Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
Kick, with a special cast. — A fair comedy. Will get you by on your poorest
week days. Reelcraft comedies do not
make much of a hit here. — Strombo &
Nemic, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Edendale, with a special cast. — An animated clay comedy that sure made them
laugh. Fine for a change from human
acting. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans.— Small town patronage.
You're Next, with Twcde Dan. — Excellent comedy. Produced much laughter among audience. — Maurice Zelechswar,
theatre, Waukegan, 111.
— General Orpheum
patronage.
The Head Waiter, with Larry Simon
— A real comedy and Semon is a real
drawing comedies.
card here.
Can't go &wrong
Semon
— Strombo
Nemic.on
Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn.-Neighborhood patronage.
Solid Concrete, with Larry Semon. —
This
is one
Larry's
best,it but
it failed
to of
pull.
I think
was somehow
the silly
title which meant nothing to so many
people \ N. Miles. Kniiiience theatre.
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Chickens in Turkey, with Twcde Dan.
— Can use every one of these good comedies. We are well pleased.— Maurice
Zelchswar,
III. — GeneralOrpheum
patronage.theatre, Waukegan,
Solid Concrete, with Larry Semon. —
Not as good as other Semon comedies
we have had. — N. O. Foster, Elite thearonage.
tre, Otsego. Mich.— Neighborhood pat-
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The west coast office of Exhibitors Herald became the gathering place for celebrities of the industry last week when William
Sistrom, general production manager of
Cosmopolitan Productions arrived for a
whirlwind business visit in Los Angeles.
Sistrom was formerly general manager of
Universal City and is one of the most popular executives in the industry. He went
directly from the Alexandria hotel to the
Los Angeles office of the Exhibitors Herald and from there the word went out of
his arrival
* * *
"All Wet." Harry Mann's first independently produced two-reel comedy, has just
been completed. The comedy star is backed
by J. W. Litwin. wealthy New York motion picture man. * * *
Bex Wilsox and Neva Gerber are at
Santa Catalina Island where the fourth
chapter of Ben Wilson's latest serial. "The
Crimson
being filmed.
Harvey
Gates and Lash."
J. Grubbis Alexander,
the authors,
are co-directing.
Rov Miller has just installed over $3,000
worth of new equipment in the projection
room at
theatre. Thedissolvers,
new equip-a
ment Miller's
includes ultra-modern
switchboard de luxe and new winding machines to facilitate the running of pictures
by every modern *and* approved
means.
*
First National has announced that David
M. Hartford is under contract to deliver
.to First National early the coming year a
screen production of James Oliver Curwood's story. "The* Golden
* * Snare."
Denying that a general shakeup is forthcoming at the west coast Vitagraph studios,
Albert E. Smith, president of the company,
is here to participate in the Larry Semon
suit and to outline important production
plans for his organization. The most interesting announcement made by the president isthat Antonio Moreno is to be starred
in features within a month.

By Harry Hammond

in

Los

With "Down Home." his first independently produced production on the way to the
screen, Irvin V. Willat has left for the
mountains with a newly purchased novel
which he will adapt as his second feature.
* * *
Hallax Cooley has returned from a belated honeymoon at Catalina Island. The
trip was delayed two years because of the
pressure of screen work on the ycung leading man's time. * * *
Stuart Holmes has again been engaged
by Metro. He will support Doraldina in
"But Yet a Woman." originally started as
"Passion Fruit." Florence Turner has
one of the big supporting roles. Edward
Earle is playing opposite the star.
* * *
Max Roth, former general manager of
Sol Lesser enterprises, has accepted the
post of Eastern district manager for Special
Pictures Corporation. He will have supervision over New York. Buffalo. Boston,
Philadelphia and Washington, D. C, exchanges.

'em
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|
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ern material for Hoot Gibson and his cowboys. Epstein says that a story to be acceptable must have whirlwind action, a
love theme and a bit of comedy relief.
* * *
Irving Cummings has arrived from New
York and is at L niversal City where he will
play the principal male role in "The Orchid." The widely known leading man will
do a frenzied financier, described by Charles
L. Hartzeman, Universal's west coast publicity chief, as of *"the* Ponzi
type."
*

"Read

,

and

Olga Printzlau has signed a five-year contract with Famous Players-Lasky to write
exclusively for William de Mille productions, according to an announcement by
Jesse D. Lasky.
Marguerite De La Motte has been
selected by Douglas Fairbanks to play ophim in "The
of Capistrano."
Other posite
players
cast Curse
are Robert
McKim.
Charles Mailes, Hamilton Revelle, George
Periolat.
Dowel
1. Tote Du Crow and Claire Mac-

Fine Arts Offers Lagerlof
Dramatization in Sweden
"The Woman He Chose" will soon be
ready for distribution by Fine Arts Pictures. Inc. The finishing touches are
being put on by Howard M. Roskam.
who is in charge of Fine Arts cutting
and editing bureau.
"The Woman He Chose" is adapted
from "The Girl from the Marshcroft."
by Se-lma Lagerlof, the only woman ever
awarded the Nobel prize for literature.
The director, Richard Davis, in order to
make a realistic presentation of the story,
decided to leave Sweden where it is, instead of bringing it to California. Davis
went to Sweden to select a suitable country setting for the picture. Noting the
manners and customs of the Swedish
rural people, he chose a Swedish cast.

Weep"

Says

Fatty

That Betty Blythe will play the queen
in the forthcoming Fox version of "The
Queen
Sheba"
is the rumor
in the
film
colony.ofThe
production
is to be
directed
by J. Gordon Edwards.
Instead of Tom Geraghty, as originally
announced, Elmer Harris is doing the scenario of the forthcoming Mary Miles Minter play. Mr. Geraghty was called east
before he could get under way with the
script.
Jacques Jaccard has returned from a ten
days'
wherescenes
he filmed
many stay
of at
theBalboa
most Beach
important
fcr
"The
Throwback."
the
Universal
picture
in which Frank Mayo is starring. The story
was written by Jaccard and deals with the
South American rubber
* * *countrv.
Edith Robert? is to be starred again by
Universal in "White Youth." a story by
Clara Beranger and Forrest Halsey. Norman Dawn, who directed the star in her
last picture, will handle
* * * the megaphone.
David Epsteix. in charge of serials and
western drama production at Universal
City, is looking for suitable two-reel west-

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

When Buster Keaton, the Metro comedian, took Fatty Arbuckle on for a game of
craps,
didn'tSealey,
know who
Fatty's
capacity the
for tragedy,
throwing refuses
the "bones,"
now over
he's
wiser. heSybil
witnessed
to get but
excited
the pastime.
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Oldest

Exhibitor

Capitalizes

"Dad" Snushall "Pach.s Them In" During the Week, of His
Seventy-Sixth Birthday — Henry Lehrmann s " Twilight Baby"
Is Featured Picture on Program During the Celebration
JuiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiim^

of the
J. T. SNUSHALL, manager
INLyric
theatre, Cadillac, Mich., as a
city, lays claims to having the nation's oldest moving picture exhibitor
who is still actively managing a live wire
house. Mr. Snushall, better known as
"Dad" recently celebrated his seventysixth birthday. That "Dad" is worthy
of the reputation of being keener than a
whole gang of youngsters as far as bringing the crowds into his theatre, is attested by the fact that his birthday was
used as the basis of a joint exploitation
campaign and celebration which packed
his theatre for a week.
"Dad," they say, has a keen sense of
humor, and he selected "The Twilight
Baby." Henry Lehrmann's initial production distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., as the feature to emphasize the occasion of the celebration.
He was a lumberjack for thirty-five years
before he saved up sufficient money to
buy his first theatre and he opened his
publicity campaign by sending rumors
into the big woods of Northern Michigan
that "Dad" Snushall was going to celebrate his birthday down in Cadillac. The
lumberjacks know and revere the exhibitor and the cutting of lumber suffered
during the week set aside for the birthday
observation.
• * *
The newspaper advertising reflected
the spirit of the occasion for the first
announcement
"The Twilight Babjr"
was made this ofway:
"The secret of life is solved. Henry
Lehrman shows you with motion pictures
how to start it, and "Dad" Snushall
demonstrates in person h,ow to hold
on to it. Both the same week at the
Lyric."
"Dad" also pulled a few publicity stunts
to make the week successful, most of
them being biographical sketches of
special interest to the people who knew
the northern woods. This ended his
plans but he had not counted on the
efforts, nor the number of his friends.

Old Timer

Birthday

"'™r

On the afternoon of the beginning of
the run of the Lehrmann comedy, nearly
two wagon loads of flowers were delivered at the theatre, and at night it seemed
as if the whole town had turned out to
honor the exhibitor and to see the picture. The spokesman for one of the
larger clubs in the city which attended
the attwi-a
in a body,
light baby christened
of Cadillac"Dad"
because
time in life when most people would
admit that they were in the twilight
of there existence, he is still plugging
along and gaining ambition and energy
that a cheerin the same way
every day seizes
upon the opportunities
ful baby
* * of* it."
which are still ahead

This city celebration was but the beginning, because during the remainder
of the engagement of the comedy at the
theatre, delegations from the various
camps which "Dad" characterized
lumber
representative because they included
as
journeyed into Cadileveryone in camp,
lac to help along with the affair. All
nt was such
engageme
whole
in all, the
a success from the standpoint of both
prestige and profit for the theatre that
roy company, ownthe Fitzpatrick-McElare
working means
ers of the Lyric,
whereby "Dad" can have a birthday
every week.
Mr. Snushall startered his career as an
exhibitor five years ago by purchasing
the Palace theatre in Traverse City. For
many years prior to that he hadinbeen
the
employed in various capacities
mills of the Filer lumber interests. His
such
was
success with the Palace theatre
as to make it an attractive property to the
Fitzpatrick-McElroy interests and they
made him an offer which he accepted.
With the sale of the theatre he entered
the employ of the purchasers and he was
the Coloto manage
Rapids After
Big there.
to theatre
sent nial
two years there,
the company sent him to Cadillac to
build up the Lyric theatre patronage and
his birthday "celebration" was the first
"stunts"hiswhich
of a series toof make
the
house has
new "Dad"
arranged
most popular in northern Michigan.

ALBERT

J. T. "DAD" SMSHAI/I,
tvho la 70 yeara younic, and the netlve
manoRrr
the Lyric
thentre,Aaaoelated
t'ndlllae.
Utah. Me of uses
drill-mil
Flrat National I'leturea.
Jean Paige To Have Lead
In "Black Beauty" Feature
Jean Paige will play the leading feminine role in "Black Beauty," the story
by Anna Sewcll which is being made
into a special production by Vitagraph.
This ancewill
appearas a be
starMiss
in a Paige's
special first
production.
David Smith, who is directing "Black
Beauty,"scenes
has of
practically
completed
animal
the continuity.
Just the
as
soon as Miss Paige arrives in Hollywood,
the filming of the other scenes will be
started. Several quaint interior sets
have
duction.been completed for this pro-

E_. SMITH

presents
TRUMPET
ATOM
Sfom

TERRISS

the Story by

eaiedby

LILLIAN
A
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and
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ISLAND
PRODUCTION
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GLOBE

Scenic

TROTS

and

Travel

Vastly Different
FIFTY-TWO

from

RELEASES

Series

All Others
ONE A WEEK

CURRENT RELEASE:
WHERE THE EARTH BUCKLES AND BILLOWS
Volcanoes and earthquakes give many a thrill to life in the
coast
cities wears
of Peru.
El Misti,
of theit world's
highest
volcanoes,
a cap
of snowone when
is not belching
fire. In her shadow lies the city of Arequipa. where Harvard University maintains an observatory to watch the
stars. At the port of Mollendo we see the most magnificent surf display to be found anywhere. Here the ocean
liners are unable to dock and we see passengers swimming
ashore by derricks.

ILLINOIS

AND
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OF

THEM

ALL

CAREY

The Finest

of
In a Series

Big Little Features
Ever
Released
15 Two-Reel
Western
Thrillers

Punch!

Action!

Thrills!

Romance!

One, Three and Six Sheets, 11x14 Colored Photos and Slides
Each Two-Reeler Tells a Complete Story of Real
Dramatic Value, Heart Interest and Daring Deeds
GET

IN ON

THIS
FOR

STATE

ASSOCIATED

OF

BOX-OFFICE

BOOKINGS

APPLY

TO

INDIANA

FEATURES

FILM

215-218 Warner Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS

CO.

CLEANUP

NORTHERN

UNITY
207

ILLINOIS

PHOTOPLAYS
So. Wabash
CHICAGO

Avenue

CO.

L. A. Rozeixe. assistant manager at the
Robertson-Cole office, has strengthened his
sales force by the addition of S. Plame,
who will
take care
of the Plame
company's
ness in Central
Illinois.
is a busistate
rights man from Boston and also has had
connections with Paramount in the Illinois
territory.
L. A.'sseems
statement
that business
was
never better
to be substantiated.
* * 4
E. J. Eichexlaub, sales manager at the
Chicago office of Associated First National,
had as his guests on September 11, all of
his Illinois salesmen. E. J. was host at
"some"say.enthusiastic
business
so
they
every salesman
beingmeeting,
brim full
of news regarding contract negotiations out
in the state.
* *-*
It may not be any cheaper motoring
across country, but there is the satisfaction
that you beat the railroads out of perfectly
good carfare. That is merely by way of
suggestion in the case of S. B. Watte,
Pathe's Chicago feature sales manager, who
has just returned after driving the "old
boat" some
between
here2.000
and miles
Xew over
York the
and highways
through
Massachusetts.
* * *
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
sent out an S. O. S. for W. D. Bureord last
week. The Aurora man hopped on the first
train for Xew York to attend the meeting
■called to investigate complaints against Alfred S. Black. Bur ford is more than keeping the rails hot between the Windy City
and the Eastern Coast.
* * *
''Bill" Hight, who has been putting
Reelcraft comedies over in the Loop theatres, calls it luck. Maybe so. but when a
man has his specks broken while traveling
along Michigan avenue it would seem that
he wasn't exactly keeping his eyes at home.
Anyway,
was days.
a lesson, for "cheaters"
come
highitthese
* * *
Irving Mack looked a little pale last
week. By the way, he admitted that the

human

"Babe" Ruth nearly disrupted business
along film row for three days last week.
All the boys took an afternoon off to see
the home-run king wallop one over the
fence at the Sox ball park. There is one
advantage in being a salesman — the boss
doesn't know
whether yourself.
you are out closing
contracts
or amusing
* * *
Frequenters of the hectic Loop extension (viz. South Wabash Avenue) are
greatly concerned as to the identity of the
organization sponsoring tha structure rapidly going up at Van Buren street and the
above mentioned thoroughfare. It is rumored— but what's in a rumor. The fact is
— it isn't.
* * *
Film men returning from Springfield. 111..
bring the news that W. W. Watts will
have an elegant playhouse as soon as the
work of rebuilding the Princess is com* * *
pleted.
One vacation
enoughsalesmen
for L. Y.at
Crump,
one of wasn't
the feature
Pathe. Since his acquisition of an automobile he makes every week end a vacation.
Every Monday morning he puts the bus in
high and beats it back to the Pathe office
in time to report to W. A. Aschmaxn.
manager.
* * *
Harry Rice is back in town again.
'Xough said. Harry undoubtedly has been
making
L'niversal
the "talk of the
town" down
state. *pictures
* *

Harry
Carey
savs

get
T
DON'only
girl
you
fall hdown.
the fellu
she

Reported by "Mac"
cause was to much celebration. "Sholem
* * *
Lock 'em."
Joe Hopp, president of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance, attended the Minneapolis
convention of theatre men on September
13, 14 and 15. From there Joe and Mrs.
Hopp went down into the Dakotas.
* * *
R. A. Healy has put his Monogram theatre at 3520 South Halsted in a dress suit.
With a flew front the house makes quite
an imposing place in Halsted. Healy has
installed a new screen and 150 additional
seats. Who says *business
* * isn't fine?
Carl Mueller of the Spencer Square
theatre. Rock Island. 111., drove into Chicago last week and spent some time at
the First National offices. Carl took back
a few reels of entertainment
with him.
* * *

when the
sore
tells
you where
She'd
. never tell
hates

— Watch for
"SUXDOUW SLIM-

Gcs Cook, well known purveyor of cinema pasttiming at Dundee, 111., is to forsake his pretty
month'sof
vacation.
Gus Crystal
leaves theatre
during for
the a week
Sept. 20 for the Yukon district of Alaska,
and. take it from those who know, when
he
returns,
that ofcountry
is sureand'a-goin'
to miss
a flock
Polar bears
other
game hibernating on that terrain. Best
o' luck, old timer.
* * *
E. F. Tarbell. Central division manager
of Vitagraph. accompanied by Fred Aikex.
manager Chicago branch, spent the week
end of Sept. IS in Cincinnati, Ohio, attending a "pep"
sales general
meeting manager
called by of
A. W.
Go ft.
assistant
the
home office. Among others attending were :
J. M. Duxcax. Detroit. Mich. ; J. R. Johnsox, Cleveland, Ohio; F. P. Bryax, Atlanta. Ga. ; Bert Kixg. Xew Orleans. La. :
and C. L. Kendall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Roderick Ross, of Ross & Co., printers
to the film industry, has just concluded
a snappy session at St. Louis during the
week of Sept. 12. and tells us he ran across
the popular Dan Michaelov. who will
be remembered in the days gone by as
Triangle's likable manager here. Judging
by
the smilesit must
emitting
countenance,
have from
been aRoderick's
clean-up
trip for the Highland Scot. How about
it. Dan?
* * *
Irvtxg Mandel. manager of Security
Pictures exchange, announces another feature for his clientele. They have just
closed with the Fidelity Pictures Co. for
"Love's Flame." directed by Carl Gregory,
featuring Thomas Carrigan and Yivienne
Osborne, to be released some time during
early October. With the recent acquisition
of a single reel featuring the peerless swatter of home runs. "Babe" Ruth, in "Over
the
Fence."
sure piling
in the
gold Manager
dust *for *Mandel
a *rainy isday.
Xow that the primary election is over,
we would like to know, how come Frank
Zambreno's motor car to be ditched out
along Elgin way? Thus far. we have been
informed, Gorman won — Barasa lost !
Fifty-fifty, fair enuff.
* * *
Boatswain's mate "Pat" Dillon, of the
Chicago Yacht Club, and manager of Special Pictures exchange, was one of the
judges in the triangle sail to Michigan City.
Sept. IS. full
Withsailthatto fleet
of "pup"
yachts
earning
a rather
substantial
"blow." Pat's "Evinrude gas yacht" had
quite a time of it keeping to leeward of the
scampering sailers.
* * *
That little "party" Walue Hurley, of
Special Pictures, ran into at the American
theatre the other evening might have been
worse. 'Tis rumored Wallie is to soon
sport a new set of lower molars. Then
watch the stockyards put porterhouse steak
prices to the sky.
* * *
With the cool breezes from old Lake
Mich, now routing the hay fever barrage
to a complete annihilation. Mayxte
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Schwartz, manager of Educational exchange, is now able to Kive that gang of
exhibitors crowding hi* office complete details of his company's
* * product.
*
Now that Ben Bead ELL, manager of the
Selznick Enterprises. Chicago branch, has
closed the Beadell summer castle for the
season, just watch this live wire push the
local sales records to the top of the list.
With that coat of tan and chock full of
"wim" and "vvigor," this should prove an
easy task for this *likable
* * "vet."
B. Herbert Millican. who severed his
connection with the Capital Film Company
the latter part of July. i> now handling
"For the Freedom * of* Ireland."
*
Mai rice M. Ri hexs. of Joliet, successfully appealed to many of his exhibitor
friends to assist him to nominate Richard
J. Barr. of Joliet. as the Republican candidate for attorney general. At this writing,
the result was still in doubt, and Rubens
was waiting for reports from the last fewprecincts.
* * *
Jack merlyO'Toolk
Bradford,offio
for-of Chicago, and
and Ralph
now managing
at Minneapolis, looked up all of the Chicagoans attending the Minneapolis exhiband made entertainer-.
them feel at
home. itors'
Bothconvention
are tircat
* * little
*
Harris P. Woi.fkkki,. district manager
for Famous Players, went to Minneapolis
for the convention, and, while there, closed
several important contracts with exhibitors.

With Sam Tkinz, manager of the Covent
Garden
theatre, betting
for a home-run
slap against
at the "Babe"
pill and Ruth
the
Sox
copping
Saturday's
game,
we'll
admit
that Sid Goldman, manager of the Associated exchange, has his streaks of generosity at times, Saturday, Sept. \H being
one of 'em.
Chicago's onvarious
exchanges
allIncidentally,
had crepe hanging
the door
about
an hour before game time last Saturday.
Filmdom surely lias a host of heated rooters for that team of light hued hose of
Comiskey's ball yard.
Complete Compson Support
Announcement of the completed cast
for "Prisoners of Love," starring Betty
Compson and scheduled for Fall publication by Goldwyn, includes Emory Johnson, Ralph Lewis, Claire McDowell,
Clara Horton, Walter Miller. Bettv
Schade, Betty Linley and Arnold Gregg.
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Federated Press Books
For Bessie Love Films
To Be Issued Shortly
The advertising and
Film Exchanges
department of the Federated publicity
of America, Inc., is pr eparing a special
press book on the first two Bessie Love
productions, "Bonnie May," by Louis
Charles
Jackson.
Dodge, T.and
"The Midlanders." i>y
Federated states that these press hooks
will he
ready for the exhibitor in the
near
future.
Pltms Theatre Syndicate
HILLSDALE, MICH — Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Brookins, who sold the Dawn
theatre to W. S. McLaren of Jackson,
will soon go to California to visit for a
year. Mr. Brookins plans a syndicate to
take over a chain of theatres.
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J. B. DIBELKA

MEN
NO

GUARANTEED
TALES

Nat Wolf, after completing a most successful trip through Iowa in behalf of the
Associated Producers offerings for the
week ending Sept. 18, arises to warn his
fellow buddies to be sure and bring plenty
of the ol' blankets with them during their
stop-over at Oelwein. Iowa. The coolest
thing they have been serving the tourists
in this part of the country for the past ten
days or so is Java with a 110 degrees
Fahrenheit register.

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Ermry Stat*— total, 25,300| by Stataa, H-00
1070 Film Eichanfei
$7,50
313 manufacturers and studio* 4.00
368 machine and supply daalara 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, M W. fans SL Chfoft

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cuh
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALE.
ImrrwdiaU d*llT«rr
on til modali. LWBrU.
l*»Kr»ni)*.
and m*n j other*
■tr»L*d
In ourPath*
for ourdmatoncompUt* rataioa;
atshowroom
ooc*. fro* onfUndrequest.
•
ASS
CAMERA
COMPANY
Dept. H, 1 OS N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IN.
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Story
C. B. C. FILM
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Thrills
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STATE RIGHTS ISSUE!
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Path* Etckangn.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"Eve in Exile," seven reels, with Charlotte Walker.
The Valley of Tomorrow." five reels, with William RnucIL
"The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent." fire reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Thirtieth
Bang Jim,"
withfiveWilliam
Rusaell.
The
Piecefiveof reels,
Silver,"
reels, with
Margarita Fiiber.
"The Houst of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," five reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," five reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman." five reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'When the Desert Smiled." five reels, with Neal Hart.
The Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Millar.
The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset
Princess,"
five with
parta,Gertrude
with Marjorie
■V-s«
Arizona."
five Dans,
Bondhill.Daw.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystety," five reels.
The Unseen Witness," five reels.
'The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
'The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
The
five reels,
The Black
Golden Lagoon,"
Trail." five
reels. with all-star cast.
"Bachelor Apartments." five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COSIEDIES
One tasued every other week.
MIRIF.I. OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-XORTHWOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border
River," two
two reels.
reels.
"In
the River"
Three and a Girl." two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
"The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct 3 — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Sept. 12 — "Homespun Folks." Thomas H. Ince production with Lloyd Hughes.
Sept. 26 — "The Leopard
Woman," J. Parker Read, Jr., production, with
Louise Glaum.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up in Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"Woman Above
Reproach."
six reels, with Florence Chase
"Evolution
of Man."
six reels.
"Woman of Mystery.'' five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde." live reels, with Charlie Joy.
"Thirty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
"The Victin state rights feature, six reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"A Quiet Day at Home."
"Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy On a Diet."
"Andy's Wash Day '
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
Visits
the Osteopath."
"Andy on
Skates."
^Andy's
Mother-in-Law
Pays Him a Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat"
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents
Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
«Andy F'8hts
H. C. L."
"Ice Boxand Episodes."
"Wim
Wigor."

"Equestrian."
"Andy, the
Hero."
"Andy's
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent."
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"At ShadyPardner."
Rest."
'"Howdy,
"There's a Reason."
"Ship Ahoy!"

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational film Exchanges. Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Four
Times Hero."
Foiled."
"An Overall
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out forBaldthePates."
Night." (Bobby
(EddieVernon.)
Barrv. i
"Seven
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TORCHY COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy."
(Johnny
Hines.)
">
"Torchy Comes Through."
(Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A
Adams.)
"DuckFreshInn Start."
" (Lloyd(Jimmie
Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaur*."
"Valley
of
10.000
Smokes."
"'Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL." ONE REEL
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
'The
Adventure."
'The Hope
Great ofMirror."
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS, ONE REEL
"Adam and Eve In the Andea."
"Wanted, An Elevator."
"Pigs
Kava."True."
"DreamsandCome
"Fire!"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden
Legs."
"Take in Boarder*
"
"One Drop Was Enough."
"Old
Maze."
"Some Buddha's
More Samoa."
"Woolly
Bits
and
'"The Tamer the \\ ^donkey
llder." Hits."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
S CRE ENICS , SPLIT REEL
"Troubadours of the Sky" and "Infant Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks and Skippers."
"Horseshoe
and "In a Naturalist's Garden."
"TVuck Days"andandBridal
"FoamVeil"
Fantasies."
"Great
American
Yawn"
and
"Getting
His Angora."
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea
Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
^ilk Husbands and Calico Wives," «ix reels, with Hnnw Peten
"For the Soul of Rafael." six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whisoering Devils." seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
'"Midchannel." six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush." rive reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOUNT-ARTCHAFT PICTURES
June 27 — "Sick Abed." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 27 — "Sand," five reels, with William S. Hart.
July 4 — "Sins of St, Anthony," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 4 — "Away Goes Prudence." five reels, with BilLie Burke.
July 11 — "Let's Be Fashionable," five reels, MacLean and May.
July 11 — "Ladder of Lies." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
July 13 — "Homer Comes Home," five reels, with Charles Ray.
July 25 — "The Fourteenth Man " five reels, with Robert Warwick.
July 25 — 'The World and His Wife." five reels (Cosmopolitan Production).
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap." six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. S— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — "The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15— "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 2!) — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
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Sept. —
Sept. —
Sept —
Sept. —
Sept. —
Sept. —
Sept. —
Sept. —

"The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
"The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
"What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
"Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
"Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
"Little Miss Rebellion," five reels, with Dorothy Gish
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The Married Virgin," six reels.
"Frivolous Wives, ' six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
Tk« House Without Children," seven reels, with Richard Travels.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC.
"A Day's Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
"The
(D. Constance
W. GriffithTalmadge.
production).
"Two Greatest
Weeks," Question"
six reels, with
"Even as Eve," seven reels, with Grace Darling.
"The Turning Point," five reels, with {Catherine MacDonald.
"The River's End," six reels (Marshall Neilan Production).
"The
Fighting Sex,
Shepherdess,"
with Harris
Anita Chaplin.
Stewart.
"The Inferior
with Mildred
"The Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
"The Idol Dancer," a D. W. Griffith production.
"The Woman Gives," with Norma Talmadge.
"Polly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Don't
Ever Expert,
Marry," with
six reels,
a Marshall
Neilan Production.
"The Love
Constance
Talmadge.
"Passion's Playground," six reels, with Kathcrine MacDonald.
"The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita Stewart.
"Yes or No," with Norma Talmadge.
"Go and Get It." Marshall Neilan production.
'The Jack
KnifeLove,"
Man." fivea King
production.Kellerman.
"What
Women
reels, Vidor
with Annette
"The Notorious Mrs. Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"The Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
"46 Minutes from Broadway." with Charles Kay.
"Harriet and the Piper," five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Splendid Hazard," six reels, with Henry Walthall.
"The Perfect Woman," with Constance Talmadge.
"Married Life," five reels, with Mack Sennett cast.
"Smilin' Through," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD
FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth's Desire." five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
ro \
iai>
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If 1 Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"While
New atYork
All All
Star Star
Cast.Cast.
"The Face
Your Sleeps."
Window."withwith
"My Lady's Dress," with All Star Cast.
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
WILLIAM FA It N 1 M SERIES
"Drag
Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."
PEARL \\ mi B SERIES
"The Thief."
"The Tiger's Cub."
"The Mountain Woman."
TOM MIX SKHIRS
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
"Prairie Flowers."
WILLIAM It I S SKILL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
"The
Challenge
"The Iron
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Merely Mary Ann."
"Chin Tov."
"The Girl of My Heart."
GEORtii: \A ALSB SERIES
"From Now On."
"Number 17."
"The Plunger."
20TH CENTURY BRAND
'"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The Rangers," with Buck Jones.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"Mary's
Little Wasted
Lobster."Life."
"A Waiter's
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard
"Chase Me."Follies."
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
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"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The
Toreador."
"The Brave
Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
< LI OB COOK < OMBDUM
"Kiss Me Quick."
"The Huntsman."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
"A Dream of Fair Women."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLUWTN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Dangerous
Days,"
Authors
Special.
"Trimmed with Red,"seven
five reels,
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
"The Woman and the Puppet,' seven reefs, with Geraldine Farrar.
"The Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jets' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels,
Jack Pickford.
"The Truth," Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch
My
Back,"
five
reels
(Eminent
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore. Authors).
"Cupid,
Cowpuncher,"
"Man Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
"Girl With the Jazz Heart," fi»e reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists).
"The Return of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels. Rex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The
Wind's
Rex Beach production.
"The North
Penalty."
five Malice,"
reels, withfiveLonreels.Chancy.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FIIHU EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
""Having
'Air'-istocracy."
a Circus."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
"The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
"A Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
"Hi(th Pockets." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPBI
"in Far Away New Zealsnd."
"Girl
'Taos Pottery
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
"The Spirit of the Birch."
"Suds."
"Precisely as Polly '
"Legend of the Corn."
"lupiter'i Thunderbolt."
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
"Face to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
HALLMARK PICTURES CORP.
PAMOUS DIRECTORS SERIES
"A Veiled Marriage." five reels, with Anna Lehr.
"Carmen of the North," five reels, with Anna Bos.
"Chains
Evidence " five reels, with Anna Lehr and Edmund Breese.
"Wits vs.of Wits."
HALLMARK-BURTON KINO PRODUCTIONS
"The Discarded Woman," five reels, with Grace Darling and Rod La Rscque.
"Love or Money" five reels, with Virginia Lee.
"The Common Sin." five reels, with Grace Darling and Rod La Rocqwe
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"False Gods." eight reels, with Grace Darling.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed through th* Pathe Exchtngt.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"The Capitol." six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute," six reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn," six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON" PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebrusber," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS
rPctc Daughter,"
with Louiseseven
Hlaumreels, with Louise Glaum.
'The "
Lone Wolf's
"Love Madness." seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
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DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
"The Bandbox," six reel*, with Doris Kenyon.
"The Harvest Moon," six reets, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL. FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce." seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"f80,000," fire reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Dreajn Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
"No. 90," 6ve reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATION A L-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
'Tor Blue Bonnet." six reels, with Billie Rhodes.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
HALL-ROOM BOYS PHOTOPLAYS,
une 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
une 24 — "Back on the Farm."
uly 8 — "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. 6— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."

INC

JANS PICTURES. INC
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reels, with Olive TefL
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER
"Little Shoes," five reels.
"Stripped
of areels.
Million," five reels.
"Strife," five
METRO

PRODUCTIONS

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
"The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast.
"The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
"Held in Trust," six reels, with May Allison.
"The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
"The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
"The
Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes."
with All six
Starreels,
Cast. with Bert Lytell.
"The Saphead." six reels, with Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
\A/.IMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger Than Death." six reels, with Nazimova.
"The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock " seven reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 16 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
'Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
'Coincidence." aix reels with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The
Mutiny
of
Elsinore,"
reels,AllwithStarAll Cast.
Star Cast.
"The Star Rover."
six reels,six with
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Truth," six reels.
"The
VeryButIdea!1'
"Nothing
Lies,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithTaylor
TaylorHolmes.
Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome," six reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL, FEATURES
Apr. 25 — "Rio Grande," seven reels, with Rosemary Theby.
June 6— "The Little Cafe," five reels, with Max Linder.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 29 — "Smoldering Embers," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
May 2 — "Dollar for Dollar." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 1 — "Other Men's Shoea," seven reels.
May 80— "Sherry." seven part<=. with Pat O'Malley.
Aug. 29 — "Lahoma," seven reels.
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ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary," five reels, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION ■
June 20 — "Passers-By." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18 — "Man and His Wife." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Sept. 5— "House of the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and
May McAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvoy.
ii -M I). HAJUPTOX ritom < I lo\July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy." live reels, with V\ illiani l'e»mond
Aug. 1 — " One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. 15 — ' The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 12— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 28 — "Object — Matrimony." five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
UOHAHT HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov.
2
—
'The
Old ofDog,"
six reela,
with with
John Margaret
Cumberland.
May 9 — "The Gay
Miracle
Money,"
five reels,
Sad don
PIONEER FILM CORP.
"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," five reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
"Were Is My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearla.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (DwanK seven reels.
"The Mystery
Yellow
Room"six(ChauUrd).
sis feels
"The
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, 'has Miller production
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
UAH l»N"IH « Tin \ «
"The
StolenfiveKiss,"
Constance Binney.
"Sinners."
reels,five
withreels,
Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse Mariorie," five reels, with Mary Miles M inter.
"Jenny Be Good." five reels, with Mary Miles Mlnter.
"His* Hobbs." six reels, with Wanda Hawlcy.
"A
Cumberland
Mary Miles Minter.
"». Dark
l-antern."Romance."
five reels,sixwithreels,
AlicewithBrady.
"89 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"^wect Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
HILLY WEST COMKUIKI
"Foiled." two reela.
"The Dodger," two reela.
"Maaquerader," two reela
"Brass
Buttons,"twotworeela.reels.
"Hard Luck,"
"Beauty
Shop,"twotworeels.reels.
"The Artist,
"Going
Straight,"twotworeels.
reels.
"What Next?"
"That
"Hands Dreamer,"
Up," two two
reels.reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
"Not Guilty," two reels.
"Letters
of Fire,"
two reels.
"Outwitted,"
two reela
"My
Lady
Robin
Hood,"
"The Wildcat." two reels. two reels.
"The Night Rider," two reela.
"The White Squaw," two reels.
"A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
"The Desert Vnltnre," two reels.
•The Girl of the Rancbo."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"A Wooden Legacy," two reels.
"Her Bargain Day," two reela.
"Her Lucky Day, two reels.
"Cinderella
"Rube* and Cinders."
Romance." two reels.
"Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
"Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time,' two reels.
WILLIAM FRANK Y COMEDIES"The
Paper
Hanger,"
one reel.
"The Water
"The
Glutton."Plug."
one one
reel. reeL
"The Hasher," one reel.
"Hard Cider," one reel.
"Tarred
and Feathered,"
"flav HnnWev."
one reel. one reel,
"Professor," one reel.
"Getting
His Goat."
"Fixing Lizzie,"
one one
reel reel.
"Dry Cleaned, ' one reel.
"Kidnapper,"
"The
Snitch,"oneonereel.reel.
"Moonshiner," one reel.
"Number 13," one reel.
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver." one reel.
"Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Chicken a la King," two reels.
"Don't Chase Your Wife," two reels.
"Her
"Pants First
" twoFlame,"
reels. two reels.
"Her Honortwo thereelaScrublady," two reels.
"Stung,"
ROYAL COMEDIES
Aug. 15 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
Aug. 80 — "Snakes." two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 15 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80— "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Oct. 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
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HILBURN HORANTI COMEDIEK
"His Wedding Day," two reels.
"The Kick," two reels.
"Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels.
"Installment Plan," two reels.
"Wild, Wild West," two reels.
"Simp and Satan," two reels.
"Jealousy," two reels.
"Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROIBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"The Brand of Lopez." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
"Devil's Claim," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
'The Fortune Teller." a:ven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
"The Wonder Man." seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
"Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Moon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Aug. 1— "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. 15 — "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Aug. 29 — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Sept 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
"Lonely
South
Pacific
Missions."
"Recruiting in the Solomons."
"City
of
Broken
Old
Men."
"Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENICS
"Sheep
O'Leavenwortb."
"Sons of Salooskin."
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2— "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel.
May 18 — "The Lone Ttapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
"Take Doctor's Advice."
"Oh, You Kid I"
May !0 — "Letty'a Lost Legacy," one reel.
June 6— "Becky Strikes Out," one reel.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZMCK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchangee.
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammerateln.
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faversham.
'The Flapper,'* five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers,'* five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt/' five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Poor Simp." five reels, with Owen Moore.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchangee.
'Faith oi the Strong," five, reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"Isle of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Last of Hi9 People," five reels, with Mitchell Lewi*.
"She Seeds
Loves ofandVengeance,"
Lies," six reels,
with with
NormaBernard
Talmadge.
The
five reels,
Durning.
"Just Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
SELZNICK NEWS
One reel weekly.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," ene reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary of Success," one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man " one reel.
"The
Bottler,"
one reel.
"Who Battler
Threw and
the the
Brick?"
one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
lliff /OV'fe."
"•ru
t Youth. five
fiv« reels,
reels, with
with special
special cast,
cast.
The
Invisible
Divorce," five reels, with special cast.
~?i?r00reT
H«arts."
Ave
reels,
with
Conway
Tearle.
Wut of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman Film never has an opportunity tobe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Only One Ever Published
Exhibitors will find this catalog the handiest thing ever.
Everything for the Moving Picture Theatre, from Pins to
Projectors, from Soap to Screens — 224 pages, completely
indexed; profusely illustrated, fully descriptive.
No such catalog ever before issued.
It's a guide to up-to-date-ness.
Get

Your

Copy

Now

thosewe"live"
to askWe forareit.sending
It coststhisus catalog
a lot of only
moneyto and
want itenough
used
wherever we send it.
To get yours just drop a card to our nearest office.

Exhibitors Supply Company
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
133 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
(1442) Produce Exchange Building, Minneapolis

EXHIBITORS
REPUBLIC PICTURES
Distributed by Republic Exchanges.
"Mr. Wu," five reels, with special cast.
"Baby," five reels, with special cast.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
KI.NOOItAMS
Twice a Week News Reel.
PR1ZMA PICTURES
"Death, Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
TYRAD PICTURES. INC.

< iiiiiwi: ..mi i i i ii i'i< ui> i c t io\«t
'Human Collateral," five reels.
'Deadline at Eleven," five reels.
'The Garter
Girl," five
'Bab's
Candidate,"
five reels.
reels.
T he Whisper Market," five reels.
II Mill 1 I MIIIIM
"The Sea Rider," five reels.
The Gauntlet." five reels.

I. AltlH MM ON COMEIIIKM
"The Head Waiter," two reel*.
"The Grocery Clerk," two reel*.
"The Fly Cop," two reel*.
"School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

May
May
May
May
June
June
luly
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

1 — "Hi* Majesty, the American," eight reel*, with Douglas Fairbanks
10 — "Broken Blossoms." six reels, D. W. Griffith production.
29— "When the Clouds Roll By," six reel*, with Douglas Fairbanks
18 — "Pollyanna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
26 — "Down on the Farm" (Sennett). five reel*.
23 — "Romance.' eight reels, with Doris Keane.
13 — "Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
6 — "The Love Mower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.

JIMMl
"The Decorator," two reels.

JEWEL l'ltODLCTIO>S
"The Right to Happiness," eight reels, with Dorothy Phillip*.
"Forbidden," six reels, with Mildred Harris.
"Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Strobeim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key." seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH

iAIPN5PPN

t^akes your
theatre PAY

3V3TE^

- all summer
Send for Booklet 10
Philadelphia Office:
1325 VINE; STREET

ALICE JOYCE SPEC I AL I'HOOI ( I 1(1 \ x
"The
Sporting
reels.
"Dollars and theDuchess,"
Woman."seven
six reels.
"The Prey." six reels.
E A RLE WILLIAM* Pimm CTIONS
"Captain Swift," five reels.
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.

From

the

TERRISS
Story

by

NEW

f

TRUMPET
TOM

A I II It t \ ( <> Ml 1)1 KM

CURRENT SERIALS
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "The
"Lightning
Hoxie.Lurpio.
ARROW,
LurkingBryce."
Peril," with
with Ann
Anne Little
LutherandandJackGeorge
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK, "The Screaming Shadow," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbet.
PATH K, "Daredevil Jacl;." with Jack Drmpsey.
PATHF., "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holme*.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHK. "The Third Eve." with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATH E, "Pirate Gold, with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Caurtot.
PATHE — "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
REPUBLIC Pictures, " The Whirlwind," with Cha*. Hutchinson.
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, "The Silent Avenger." with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH,
Danger?"'
with with
Joe Antonio
Ryan tadMoreno.
Je«n Paige.
VITAGRAPH. "Hidden
"The Veiled
Mystery."

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
'Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
'Girl in Room i9" five reel*, with Frank Mayo.
J— 'The Path She Chose." five reels, with Anna CromwaH.
10—
'Everything
But thefiveTruth,"
five reels,
124—'"A
Tokio Tiren,"
reel*, with
Tsuru Lyon*
Aoki. and Moras
"Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
31—'
21— "Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
The Red Lane." five reels, with Frank Mayo.
The
in the Rain," five reel*, with Ann Cornwall.
" LaGirlLucille,"
— 'La
19—
five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
1228—'
26— "Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
16— "Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harry Carey.
23— "In Folly's Trail." five reels, with Carmel Myers.

A

I'M I I 111 -

\ ITAi.it \pii »i PBR-PB til RES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." »even reel* (Jamel Oliver Curwood).
'Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terris* Production).

"And
Pay," five
sevenreels.reel*, with Garrett Hughe*.
"Your the
WifeChildren
and Mine,"
"Human Passions," five reels.
"The Red Viper/' six reels, with Garett Hughe*.
"It Happened in Paris," five reels.
"Broken
Hearts,"Comedies,
five reel*.two reels, monthly.
Johnny Dooley
Sept.
Oct.
Dec
Ian.
Apr.
May
lune
June
Sept.

October 2. 1920

HERALD

YORK.

ISLAND
PRODUCTION

GOUVERNEUR

MORRIS

Intensely dramatic and abounding in spectacular scenes. 1 he climax is reached in a honeymoon
airplane Might into the center of a violent thunder storm, where the machine is wrecked. The fall
of the shattered airplane, and its crash into a tree on Trumpet island, provide thrilling spectacles.
There is a love story of rare charm, and the brave struggle of a man against poverty and then against
the temptation which come with sudden wealth. Wild orgies in a metropolitan hotel are shown,
followed by scenes on rugged and lonely Trumpet Island, to which Richard Bedell fled from vice.
The shattered airplane brings Kve De Merincourt to the island.

i^braska

and

Kentucky

Urganize

Leagues

of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.
The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

J. QUIGLEY. PUBLISHER
MARTIN
XI »No ' 15
J Entered as second-class
matter,
August
ion, Dearborn
at the Post
at Chicago,
111., under
Act of March ), 1879.
^
Published
weekly
at 41710,South
St., OKce
Chicago.
Subscription,
$2.00 atheyear.

October 9, 1920

With your own eyes, you can see that here is touching
heart-appeal. With your ow n eyes, you can see that here
s really a tremendous scene. And with your own boxoffice records before you as vou look at these two pictures
—the records of "PAID IN ADVANCE"— "THE
HEART OF HUMANITY"— and "THE RIGHT TO
HAPPINESS" — you can estimate for yourself the business you will do on the biggest photodrama that Allen
Holubar and Dorothy Phillips ever made — a drama ol
Woman's ambitions that will reach the heart of every
woman in the country, big city or small town. Bookj
it today for the picture of her dreams.

EXHIBITORS
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"Veil

3

HERALD

make

you

Seilal

That's what they said —
ELMO LINCOLN and LOUISE
LORRAINE, when CARL LAEMMLE
told them what he wanted in "THE
FLAMING DISK"— and they certainly made
good.
A new kind of a serial is a hard
job — anybody will tell you that.
Because a serial has to have action —
action — action — and it's no easy task to
fit in mystery and suspense and change of
scene and a bit of love-stuff and a double role
so as to give you a chapter-play that can show
in the biggest, finest houses in the land and
be featured, at that !

But they've done it! For two
years past, ELMO LINCOLN has
been one of the greatest attractions that
the serial screen has ever known and now
he's here in a marvelous double role
which adds the virtues of mystery and splendid acting to a wallop in fighting and feats of
pure courage and physical strength that will
fairly lift them out of their seats.

seiial

Sensation.

DitectedbyPobH-ai
?to^-byAi±htir'

ELMO

And he has some support ! Daring,
fascinating LOUISE LORRAINE
— a great company of experienced, talented serial players, versed in every move
that speeds a chapter-play faster and
taster with each episode — a whirling, rushing
story by success
Arthur more
Henry certain,
Gooden —a and.
to make
certain
really
great
serial director, — the man who made "The
Great Radium Mystery" BOB HILL!

Supported
LINCOLN

by

LORRAINE

DECEMBER
RELEASES
Thomas Meighan in "Conrad in
Quest of His Youth," by Leonard Merrick. A William De
Mille production.

Dorothy Gish in "Flying Pat," produced by New Arts Film Co.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in "Tht
Life of the Party," by Irvin S
Cobb.

"Heliotrope," a Cosmopolitan Pro
duction, by Richard Washburn
Child.
Bryant Washburn in "An Amateur
Devil," with Ann May.
A Lois Weber Production, "To
Please One Woman."
William S. Hart in "The Testing
Block,n." a William S. Hart Productio
Douglas MacLean in "The Rookie's
Return," a Thomas H. Ince Production.

read
-

this

Will

Qhirty
in their
it make

Million People will
favorite magazines
them

think

oFyour

theatre ?
THIS
ADVERTISEMENT

IN—
APPEARS
Saturday Evening Post
Ladies' Home Journal
Collier's Weekly
Photoplay Magazine
Motion Picture Magazine
Picture Play
Photoplay Journal
Vanity Fair
Shadowland
Theatre Magazine
The Woman Citizen
TOTAL CIRCULATION
FAMOUS PIAYFJ^L\SK^ORJVRATIO> Jt.J

*

2,108,627
1,970,962
1,420,279
489,113
378,986
237,500
100,000
98,610
75,000
63,002
12,109
6,954,188

J
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HERALD

UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MACV PICKFORD • CMACILIE. CMAPLIN
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS ■ D.W. GRIFFITH
U I RAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

ROMANCE
AND

ADVENTURE,

YOUTU
BLOOD
IN A

AND

BEAUTY

-TINGLING
GRIFFITH

Carol

cast includes
Dempster,

A

MELODRAMA

SETTING

EXQUISITE

^me

■

OF

CWAGM

tftichcuxl {Jbartfvdmess,

Glaciers fta/idolph,Georqe

%cQuame,cJbtwoe
and

SPLENDID

Short Craaford
others

NEV

PRODUCTION

From the Collier's Veelcly Story
"black beach" £/RaIph Stock
° 0 ^w^?
' ^
TH EAT RE THOUGHT:

e pictures

%

you play todays
\decide what your theatre
will be tomorrow.

y&tit

EXHIBITORS

UNITED

AQTISTS

COQ.PODATION
MABV PICKFOQ.D • CUAOLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FA IQ BANKS
• D. V. GRIFFITH
HIR.AM ABftAMS, PRESIDENT

MOLLYCODDLE

GREATEST
STORY

in any
and

ACU1E

5V

SCENARIO

UAROLD
BY TOM

MAC GDATW
GERAGUTY

theatre
every

Q^eafre

fliouqhh

The

expensive

thincj you

can

bug

for your theatre

Is a

cheap

picture.

with

kind

audience.

most

HERALD

any
of

I
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UNITED

7

HERALD

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN
GRIFF ITU
DOUGLAS1 FAIRBANKS DENT
PRESI
HIRAM -ABKAMS.

MARY

PICKFORD
in

"SUDS"

hall the splendid characterizations that Miss Pickfbrd
has $ven the screen, there
is none that will outlive the
memory

of her marvelous

creation in rSUDS"
from tie Charles Frohmau Production
Op O'
me Thumb'
Frederick
Fennand
Richard by
Pn/ce
Directed by Jack Dillon
Screen Adaptation kjlaldemar YomQ
Photographed ty Charles Rosher

tf/ieatre tdouqfxt-.
PICTURES ARE THE LIFEBLOOD OPNOUR BUSINESS.
TUE MOST VITAL ELEMENT IN
THE GDOVTU OF VUJRUILAMYOU MUST GIVE VOUB HOUSE
TUE
MONEY

BEST

PICTURES

THAT

CAN BUV TO KEEP IT

ALIVE AND

WEALTHY

EDITH

Jules

HALLOR

Eckert

m

CoodmanS

just

OUTSIDE

THEDOOH
Scenario
Directed
Weber

by Harvey
bu Ceorqe

Thew
Irvinq

Productions,

Inc.

As aWorkinq Girl, Aristocracy's
Door is closed aqainst her
-but Love laughs at Locksmiths
DISTRIBUTED

BY SELECT
Powerful
Dynamic

Drama

EXHIBITORS
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Was

It

The

the

Mark

a

Great

Can

still love

in a fit of mad

seared

her

brand
By

Love?

a woman

who,

books,

rules

Joan

a man

jealousy,

shoulder

of his ranch

all the

or

—

Hate

of

Brand
of

9

HERALD

with

the

cattle?

of

the

Carver

have

cast her husband

from

her

story

should
forever

life.

But 'The Branding Iron" is bigger
than story books, bigger than conventions — bigger

than

anything but the life it
so faithfully reflects.
And

its bigness is going

to make

your

theatre

the biggest attraction in
town.

REGINALD

THE
by KATHARINE

BARKERS

PRODUCTION

BRANDING

IRON

NEWUM BURT
^DA^>TED by J. G. HAWKS
SUPERVISED AND DIRECTED BY

REGINALD
COLDWYN

BARKER
PICTURES

EXHIBITORS

1(1
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Effective
the

with

advertising

the

Issue

of

October

16

rates of

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

will be as follows:

FULL
Single

PAGE

Insertion

Thirteen

#3mes

Twenty-six

Rates

for

)
> Within 1 year

Times)

fractional

page

$112.00
106.00 (per page)
100.00

space

(per page)

will

be

proportionate.

(Complete rate data, color page charges,
insert charges and mechanical specifications will be indicated on new rate card,
soon to be issued.)

nllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllr

1

,4 Mystic

Melodramatic

Whirlwind

!

One man pitted against a score of treacherous, slinking figures of the underworld of
crime — it would be a struggle ended in a
moment, with the sinister pack "in at the
death," if the man were not one in a
million, imbued with indomitable courage,
daring and nerve — Moreno, in short.
He is backed by the devotion and love of a sturdy
little band, and he needs all
he has of brawn and wit to
cope with the demoniac
veiled w oman who leads the
hosts of his murderous,
shadow) enemies. It is a
death grapple, with awesome, mystic forces unleashed, and a tremendous,
dramatic climax, with a
startling twist rounds out
a fascinating serial with a
million gasps.
A

rah

Vitagraph
Serial

JM

I

ANTONIO
MORENO

TheVeiled

Mystery

mm*:*,-.-

EXHIBITORS

William

Captain

Bud

HERALD

Q^OJC

presents

G<isher&

Creation

AND
MUTT
JEFF

has just been
2?ooJ(fd for*
one monthsolid at the
32

releases
ayear

Gfcjr Sntertammenis

Criterion

Theatre,

*Aetf l/orfe-a jwtf
record, for a.
cartoon comic.
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•Afitoiiht

is it a

It
Its

remarkable

is much
a

high

v)ith

more

stunt

than

altitude

plenty
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HERALD

picture

J

that

drama

of romance

TlHlliamfb

E.Ormer

LOCALE

AR

The
Skywaymart
DIRECTED 3V JAMES P HCKMK
3Y JULES G. FUKJHMAN
WHAT

OTHERS

HAVE

TO

SA^

It is a dery interesting and thrilling picture and one that should be iMry Well
recetded by motion picture patrons-'
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
"Lade daredeVil star in attractively
produced stunt Picture'
V'
MOVING PICTURE WORLDIn making this picture Lieutenant Lock^ir uSa^ coded upon to exercije. all
his sTqIL He performed Jents never before seen on MOONING
the screen.'
Tei_E&*eAPK

E X H JB 1T O R S

October 9. 1920

lA

a

flew

great

Plashes

HERALD

Prom

success

Fox

PEARL
1T

i

WHITE

The

White

Moll

t

I

5bc Entertainments

by r^ran\L.4Pac7{an{j
'Directed by Harry li^Harde
Scenario

by E.Lloyd Sheldon

William

Fox

'Presents

COOK
THE
CHASER
OF WAILS AND WOES

limbs

jfffy

sockets.

7^^in£

are

He

embedded

can

and

see

ME
Directed by
BLYSTONE

watch

w

fur

(Sntertamments
■■I

himself

liimself

com-

£oin£

QUICK
QJocv
play

v

in ball bearing

ready

/

Whether

Jou

are

a married

EILEEN
(presented

or single

exhibitor

PERCT
Irp WILLIAM

FOX

IH

The

Husband

WILL

all

the

patronage

hj)
F. SCOTT FITZGERALD
^Adayted

GET

Hunter

^OU

j) our

theatre

DirtcUd ly
HOWARD tt. MITCHELL

from "MYRA MEETS HIS FAMILY"
*Jox £ntertainmerbts

vDill hold

Mil

Jqx

Winning
praises

Hair-raising

golden

from

patrons

and

managers

best

theatres

Entertainments

mystery

Intriguing

the land

Delightful

over
MADE

action

Perpetual

in the

stunts

WITH

U.S.

THE

romance

NAVY

A
WILLIAM

FOX

presents

BRIDE
THE

FIFTEEN

SERIAL

NOW

SUPREME

in
SMASHING
STAGED

BOOK

13

BY R1CHARP

EPISODES

STANTON

STORY BY E LLOYD SHELDON
BOOK
SCENARIO BY ED WARP SEDGWICK

NOW

17
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Who
QJou
attention

HERALD

serials-

play
/

nd

FOX

SERIAL

is

now

under

way

Announcements
to

Make
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plans

accordance

^Q^c

^ritertainments
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HERALD

LEJAREN

a HlLLER

Presents

'The

DEVIL'S
Featuring

HELEN

ANGEL"

GARDNER
TEMPLER

and

a Notable

<J A Vivid
and

Drama

Artists

Cast

of Artists

Life, Vibrat-

ing with Intrigue,
uence

CJ A Super
for Long
Li nes

and

Clark-

Occult

My

stery.

Production
Runs

at the

STATE

SAXE

and

Box

Built
Long

Office.

RIGHTS

Cornelius

117 West 46 Street

Corp.
New York City

Alexander Film Corp., Controlling Rights

ROBERT/ON-COLE

1

wms

Powerful

Human

Document

Stealers
Sfcere

zsJ>orn

to l/ze screen

mcMe

iftealers" — a page from
life —
ifo it) onder fully u)rozi p/zl 6z/ f/ie
/Land?

of a master,

moulding f/L&

c/zaracter
of maiz— t/zaff/zepzcto/e
IzzJes azzxi 6reat/ze<r

Hamdiri^

Powerful

Human

Caknnex

Document

Stellar

Capital

PiVCQmpam

lOlQO

daredevil''

wtfcuP SmiliW

VQ^-brlv^TipOrFQciurG^
1,
supposed i>ys j

Gordon
/GracQ
Annate
Deibo

]

t?At/ c2 Brilliant*

Cast

Capital
120

State

Film

3£J

3€)

Company.

St

Chicago

Samuel

S. Hu.ichin.son.

AMERICAN

FILM

Pres.

COMPANY.

Piresen

INC.

is

dAHESTERS
From

an

Original

Siori] bu

mmm

and

an

Ml- SIM
An

emotional

Lois Zellner

fisher

Casi

drama

-Directed

bq

George

of a superior kind.

An expose of a gigantic modem evil — truthfully
depicted in scenes of tremendous suspense.
Magnificently staged ! Powerfully enacted ! A boxoffice attraction offering exceptional exploitation
opportunities!
See American Film Company representatives today at your nearest Pathe Exchange.
Produced by
AMER1CAN FILM COMPANY. Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson. Pres.

PICTURES I
{'4 M E R I CO N 7

Distributed by
PATHE

L. Cox

22
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A Hodkinson Release
Robert

Br unton

presents

J.WARREN

and Bhis
own
tf

c?ke

company

HOUSE

in

of

WHISPERS
Directed By

'William Johnston

Ernest C. Warde

A

Kerrigan

Worthy

Any

Big First

Run

of

Theatre

"The HOUSE
of WHISPERS"
Is the Best Vehicle Kerrigan Ever Had
"The

House of Whispers" — A Sensational Mystery Storj of an Exclusive New
Vork Apartment House — written by a
man who is fast becoming one of the country's foremost mystery story writersteems with chair gripping suspense and
thrills, working up to a climax that leaves
everyone with the feeling that they have
seen a real, worth while production and
THAT IT HAS BEEN AN AFTERNOON OR EVENING WELL SPENT.
This picture offers unlimited advertising
and exploitation possibilities, especially if
you have been wise enough to book his
latest success, "The Green Flame1 ' which
is cleaning up for exhibitors all over the
country.
It is such a picture that is fast making
Kerrigan a Big First Run Attraction
E\ ervw here.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York. Gry
Distributing through PATH£ £xc ha nge. Incorporated

A

Broadway

Experience

"One Rule I Have Noticed W orks with the Same Effect Always —
A Picture Based On A Popular Novel Will Bring Bigger Crowds
on

the First Day

Than

the Best Scenario

Made

By An

Unknown."

So writes a careful observer, who has kept a record
of the successes and failures in the Broadway picture
houses in "The Film Reporter."

WHY

?

BECAUSE IT PROVIDES A
READY MADE AUDIENCE !
hat is why this great production, from

le book of one of the world's foremost
ovelists, a man known all over the globe,
hose books have been read and admired
y millions, will attract large crowds on
le strength of WINSTON
CHURIHILL'S name alone.
^B<?nj.B.rJdmpton
Production

Iho

From Nig Greah
>L
'ACE

WINSTON

Novel by
c/LIGH
T
CHURCHILL

wrth an All Shor Cash including

OBEBT
•

MCKIM- CLAIRE ADAMS
and KING BACCOT
Directed 6y jock Conway

In addition to this one powerful advertising asset, vou have in the producer,
BENJ. B. HAMPTON,
whose former

the W. W. Hodkinson Corp., have been
enjoyed all over the country, another big
box-office attraction.

successes, "Desert Gold," "The Westerners," "The Sagebrusher" and "Riders
of the Dawn," now being booked thru

BOOK "The Dwelling Place of Light"
and ADVERTISE it— the picture will do
the rest.

TOE

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkCity
Distributing through PATHE Ixdwnge, Irarpcmr^d
Foreign Distributor. J Frank Brockliss.Inc.729-fe Are.
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a

a

JACK

UOXIE
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FILM COCPORATIO
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"THUNDERBOLT

JACK"

POSITIVELY THE GREATEST MONEY MAKING SERIAL EVER OFFERED THE

Rfiiif i

0_'

y

INDEPENDENT
CHANGEMAN!

EX-

THE REASONS:

fc

STAR
JACK HOXIE
SUPPORT
MARIN SAIS
PRODUCER,
BERWILLA FILM CORP.
DIRECTOR
FRANCIS FORD
SUPERVISION OF
BEN WILSON & JOE BRANDT
DISTRIBUTED
BY
ARROW
FILM CORPORATION
W. E. Shallenberger, Pres.
220 West 42nd St.
New York

OSTHEIME

The
Fanark

Corporation
PRESENTS

Tke

Crimson

c
Story

ross

Truly a Great

Story and Scenario by
N. BREWSTER MORSE

A Photoplay with
a Messege
Directed by
GEORGE EVERETT

You Have Heard Weird Tales of Hypnotism, of Its Ghastliness — Its Mystery —
Its Power.
*
So
Has
Every
Man,
Woman
and
Child
in America.
And
tism
Just

Here is a Picture that Strips Hynoof All Illusion and Shows It Up for
What
man Will! It Is — a Perversion of the Hu-

Here Is a Picture That Proves Both the
Hypnotized and the Hypnotist Suffer!
And Here Is a Picture That Shows the
Way to Retter Things for You and All
Mankind !
You'll Like to See a Picture Like That
And So Will Every Man, Woman and Child
in America I
—NOW
READY—
Announcement of Releasing Arrangements Will Be
Made in an Early Issue of This Publication.
The

it

F anark
Corporation
D. T. H. LEVETT. President
40 W. 32d Street
NEW YORK
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Peerless

Pictures

JAn

Drama

Dhoto

Unusual
by

Co.

Albert

dUall

~ featuring*
Jack

Richardson

-Pat

O'Malley
and

PEERLESS
117

West

i rritories Already Closed.
Jw York and Nor. New Jersey
Empire State Film Corp.
j stern Pennsylvania and So. New Jersey. . . Screen Art Pictures
Jistern Pennsylvania and West Virginia Noveltee Film Co.
Jchigan
joe Horwitz Productions
J,iana
W. I. Film Service
Iva and Nebraska
Greater Productions Co.

-

Geor$?

PICTUKES
46lh

-Mi^on

Anderson

-

Horton

-

Clara
Fisher

COMPANY

Inf

St. NewTorkCity
Minnesota, North and South Dakota
Sam Ludwig Films
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri
Sam Werner
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
Parker Film Co.
Northern Illinois
Empire Film Co.
Wisconsin
Mid-West Dist. Co.
New England
Klein Dist. Co.
Western Missouri and Kansas
Al Kahn
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SEWEll
Every bookstore m
the nation ij work-

FORDS

ing for exhibitors
who are awake to

R

edheacK

opportunity in these
seven volumes and

office

the new stones
everu two weeks m

who/e

leading newspapers

tickled

ba

deeds!

i
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d red mill ion ni

SSSATORCHYS

THERE'S a big part of the thirty million people who have read :
"Torchy" stories in your neighborhood.
They've chuckled 'over the exploits of this auburn-topped youngsi ■
They want to see what he looks like on your screen.
His exploitation value is a hundred per cent. You are welcomin a
friend to thousands of your patrons when you take Torchy in.
Your bookstore will be mighty glad to cooperate with you in adver ■
ing the pictures. Just tell the owner that you are going to show e
of these comedies each month. He'll make money out of it— J
you will.

TlQlQaxod by

FILM
IEDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES
INC
u -r
7<29 Seventh ~4ve Jfaw forh. >c'
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Open your theatre
doors
to his
INES

thousands

of

.the lad who

friends

\ew more

fill your box
office with real

[Jomon

than
—

cash

•cl war freer

after

for

ready

to

month
•

month

th it —

IN

LLIONS

TWO

REELS

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

\UICK action — a grip at the heart and always a roar of laughter
i just at the right time.

u don't laugh at Torchy— you laugh WITH him.
s got his introduction made for you — he'll make himself welcome
ijrthere'll
a lot you
of people
thatSECOND
he will bring back with him to
theatresbewhen
show the
one.
e first was just "Torchy." Then 'Torchy Comes Through" and
orchy in High."
You'll get them all.

ere's a dollar
nething
to you.sign on every Tcrchy Comedy.

-

See that it m
1

1
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
fNC
.'^
7*39 Seventh ^Jve ^Yew 76rh.

1

w>
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A

NEW

2

BOBBY
VERA

REEL

RECO

VERMOI

STEADMAM

DARLINGanB
HELEN
THE FOLLIES
GIRLS

A

YOU
TWO

CHRISTIE

CANNOT
REEL

BE

A

JUDGE

COMEDIES

OF

UNTIL

YOU

"KISS ME CAROLINE/' with Bobby
"A SEASIDE SIREN," Fay Tincher
"OUT

FOR

THE

"SEVEN

BALD

"DON'T

BLAME

"STRIKING

NIGHT,"
PATES,"
THE

MODELS,"

Eddie
Bobby

STORK,"

COiD
ill

Vernor

Barry
Vernon
Harry Griboo

Fay Tincher

'ReleasQd by

CHRISTIE

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
INC
7*29 Seventh ^Ave J*faw Tbrh.

teeseffl
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COURSE

V

YOU

WILL

HERALD

FEATURE

IT

HOMESPUN

HERO

Directedb^

WM.

BEAUDINE

COMEDY

kVeT

PvOESN'T matter what else you have on your program.
There'll be more people talking about "A Homespun
Hero
than any picture that you have shown in months.
It shows what two reel comedies ought to be.
It s the sort that will make them say: '"Why don't you get
more comedies like that one?"
Then say to your exchange: "I want ALL of the NEW
reel Christies."

two

'Released by

EXCHANGES,
INC
7*29 Seventh ~4ve Jfew Tbrti

J

I 11 Ll IL , J
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RANKS

MONTV

COMEDIES

HAVE

SET

A

IN

COMEDY

A

FLIVVEB

IS

THE

t

NEW

RECORD

.^fl

PRODUCTION
WEDDING

BEST

YET

A

ARE
BEST

NAUGHTY

A ftABE
BIPD
A FLIVVER WEDDING
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WHO

ARE

BOOKING

MONTY

BANKS
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COMEDIES

OVERLOOKING
BET

THREE

NIGHT

fUk

NOT

FIRST
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THE

COMEDY

FIELD
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Another

James Oliver Curwood

Big
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Success

has again hit the bulls-eye with "Nomads

North" which is jamming
all this week.
The "Safety

HERALD

Moe

First" methods

Mark's

Strand Theatre, New

I have been

preaching

of the

York

City,

in the trade papers

for the last four years were applied. Before the crank turned the "O. K."
of First National officials was secured upon the continuity — the director
and the cast. Mr. Curwood s manuscript made more than one journey
between 6 West
was attached.

48th Street and Owosso,

Michigan, before

the final O. K.

This "O. K." meant the unanimous approval through their New York
Representatives of the Associated First National Theatres franchise
holders from Halifax to San Diego.
The

splendid record now

will be surpassed
The

being made

by "Nomads

James

Oliver

by "Back

of the North."
Curwood

to God's
I am

Country"

drawing

Productions,

from

Inc.

a reasonable salary and a liberal share of profits from

world

exploitation

upon the condition that myself and associates continue

to give our every

attention to the exploitation of "Nomads" for a period of at least five
years. Therefore First National Exchangemen throughout the U. S. and
Canada,

David

P. Howells

and affiliations abroad, and First Run

ors everywhere, kindly take notice that we
you at all times in any way

which

may

Exhibit-

are ready to cooperate with

enhance

the value of "Nomads

of the North."

6 West 48th Street
Cable Address
<8th Floor)
ERNSHIP
NEW
YORK
CITY

Phone
Bryant 4730
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ON

1 7 ATI

ORGAN

lines affording'
to
opportunity

original
and
new
an unprecedented
THE
OF

INDEPENDENT
AMERICA

tently , box
assured

TWELVE
A

to

office

on

formed

EXCHANGES
secure,

consis

attractions

-

of

quality

RELEASES

TWO

PICTURES

NOW

YEAR

READY

Qj for a franchise
J in your territory
4\>rite or y)ire
SHERMAN
LONGACRE
JrREAD

HARRY
SHERMAN'S
STATEMENT
ON FOLLOWING PAGES.'

PRODUCTIONS
BUILDING

CORPORATLON

- 1476
NEW

BROADWAY
YORIC

CITY -

Sherman
Here's

the

'O the Independent
of America:

Exchanges

In announcing to the Motion Picture Industry the
formation of
SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION,

presenting

plan of operation between
distributor

PRODUCTIONS
N
SHERMARATIO
N
has been
CORPO
organized to supply pictures of assured attraction value to its franchise holders at actual cost, prorated according to territory.

I do not hesitate

to assert that I am
and

Plan

a

producer

absolutely

unpre-

cedented and unique in the opportunities and advantages it will
afford franchise holders.

There will be absolutely no cash
investment
or advance
made to
SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION

by

a

franchise

holder prior to the actual, physical
delivery of the completed

positive

These advantages are so obvious
th at upon first examination it may

prints.
All costs of production will be paid

seem

as if I had left my own interests entirely out of consideration.
If I have done so it is with my eyes

by the company up to the point
where the picture is completed and

wide open and with the assurance

Lithographs, lobby displays and all
accessories will be supplied at cost

positive prints delivered.

that I shall be fully protected, because my interests and the interests of all concerned will be
identi cal

and an extensive advertising campaign carried on in the trade papers
continuously, the expense of which

Upon the success of SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPOR-

will be borne entirely by the producing company.

ATION and the principle which
underlies its operation, I will stake

I have

my reputation as a showman and
a marketer of big attraction motion
pictures.
fall down.
I make

There

is no chance

this statement

of a

unreservedly

and only after devoting

months

to

perfecting my plan of operation
down to the smallest detail. That
is why I have no hesitancy in putting all the facts before you.

divided

the country

into

twenty-five territorial areas and
will select in each territory the
most alive and the most responsible
independent

exchange.

Nearly forty per cent of this territory has already been sat sfactorily
allotted and in all cases franchises
will be granted for a period of five
years with a guarantee of twelve
pictures annually, production to be
increased as the franchise holders
may

requireit.

Read

SHERMAN

Every

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION'S
part^ipation in the profits shall consist of
twenty per cent of the gross
business done by the franchise
holders in their respective territories.
It will also control and

sell the

foreign rights and the revenue thus
derived shall be divided on a basis
of fifty per cent to the franchise
holders — divided pro-rata — and
fifty per cent to SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION.
I have opened offices in the Longacre Building, Ne w York City, and
out oi my percentage all the
operating expenses of this office,
including the salaries of the executive staff, will be paid.
I have two productions already
completed and a third neanng completion. For attraction and moneymaking values I will match these
two productions against any program features in the market today,
without qu alifica tion or exception.
Definite announcement

is made

on

the succeeding page concerning
the release of the first picture.
As treasurer of SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION I
shall appoint a man selected by the
franchise holders. They will deposit
in a bank also selected by them,
the sum of $100,000.00, pro-rated
according to territory. This sum
shall be held in escrow during the
period of the franchise and each
franchise holder s proportion shall
only be released upon his failure to
fulfill his obligations.

Word

of

I

N other words
I

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION
will make all pictures with its own
capital and will receive no monies
whatever until the actual delivery
of the goods.
I am frank to say that I believe
this to be the most important, most
practical, and the most satisfactory
plan ever offered to the independent exchanges of America.
I have devoted months
fecting of this plan.
pictures, which fully
high standard which I
self at the outset and

to the
I have
satisfy
set for
1 am

pertwo
the
mynow

ready to proceed to active operation.
SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION
already represents an investment to me, persona lly, of more than $100,000.00
and I have not asked for a dollar's
backing from any exchange, anywhere. Moreover I am prepared
to go as much further productionwise as may be necessary to insure
its success.
Let me
about it.

know

what

YOU

think

I will be glad to hear promptly from
my friends throughout the United
States and Canada and provide
th em w ith more detailed information about this new departure
in linking up the making and
marketing of big motion picture
attractions.
Wire me today, Longacre
New York.

Build ins.

FIRST

PRODUCTION

JnJ

yJAM
(§

MADE

AND

READY

PRDDUCTJOJ
®

(9)

announces

(?)

Qy? powerful , romantic
drama
of the South
Seas

*

cjy?n attraction production built for the box office
with

a cast

^Writte
* n
players

of distinguished

and

CHARLES

directed

by

A-LOGUE

"

RELEASED

NOVEMBER

15

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
WATCH

CORPORATION

for important
announcements

LONGACRE

in coming

issues

of this publication *

BUILDING

-NEW

YORK
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Write

S.

or Wire

BARRET

McCORMICK

Director
Dig

Kivoh

Toledo.

The
seats.
■In

you

day

OT

Ohio

theatre

with

He

will gladly

how

huge

of the

he

packed

theatre
during

3.000

his

day

the

tell

after

initial en-

gagement oi
One of the many big moments of "The County Fair.

MAURICE

Screen
Rural

The

Version

hooking

after the

GUY

of the

American

Neil

Racing

terms

Toledo

and

State

engagement,

CROSWELL

Right

balance

SMITH.

Burgess

Drama

COUNTY

Selling

For

TOURNEURS

FAIR

Basis

of remaining

territory

left

address

£°ihl

1476

Broadway.

New

York

YOU NE tO ONLY 1 jf
HUMAN TO UNDEQSH

A DRAMA THAT PULSATES
WITH THE. PR06LEM9 OF
ONE OF l\f£S PRICELESS
HERITAGES-BIRTHRIGHT
A SWAS GENUINE AS THE
BEAT OF THE HUMAN HEART,

TO BE RELEASED
°
HORTLY AFTER OCT. 1st 1920
ISTRIBUTION UNDER DIRECTION

APPRECIATE
AND
NATURAL
DRAM)0

EVERY-DAY LlfE A |j

A? TRUE AS Lift II If

PRODUCED

BY

OF

LLIED INDEPENDENT ATTRACTIONS INC.
iRRV LEONHAROT fV.t. - oB4lph PBOcros »cip^
57 BROdDWAY.NfWYORK CITYTEL. BRYANT9500

PRODUCTIONSSUPERIOR
a
THE PLAYHOUSE
137 w.4s-5tr. NEW YORK CITY til.bryant-W
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Kathenne Mac Donald Pictures Corporation

47

B. P. Schulberg. President
B. P. Fin?man. Vice Pres. and Gen 1 Mgr.

presents
KATHERINE
MAC

DONALD

The A merican Beauty

Lurtain
The love story of an
actress, with all the
glamour of life behind
the wings.
The most beautiful
woman in the world,
in a powerful emotional role, in which
she appears at her best.
From the Saturday Evening Post story
By Rita Weiman
Directed by James Young

By arrangement with
Attractions Distributing Corporation
B. P. Schulberg. president

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative. David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

There'll be a Franchise

everywhere

48
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HERALD

Big

Hit

Whitman

In

Bennett
Presents

His Personally Supervised

Lionel

Production

Barrymore

in
99

"The

Master

Mind

From Daniel G. Carter's
Powerful Stage Success

Webb

Kenneth

]

Director

A

First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative. David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

be

a

Franchise

every

when
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First

Critics
Unite

of
in

the

Run

Press

Praising

Trade

should find it a drawing card of real
value. The work of Lionel Barrymore
is the picture's best asset. Mr. Barrymore's performance is brilliant, convincing and adds fresh lustre to his
screen laurels. The name of Lionel
Barrymore is a big box-office attraction
and you should make the most of this
opportunity." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

"Lionel Barrymore as an actor in the
silent drama is a figure to reckon with.
In 'The Master Mind' his work is
smooth, sure and compelling. The story
holds your interest and the cast is an
adequate one." — Chicago Daily Tribune.
SUPERB ACTING

POWERFUL

"Lionel Barrymore's genius is so dominant that at the end of the film you
can think only as he thinks. A complete artist, this star. He gives you a
square, thrilling look at his greatness.
It is superb acting. There is nothing
in town to be seen, if he isn't to be
seen." — Chicago Herald and Examiner.

DRAMA

"Lionel Barrymore appears at the
Strand in 'The Master Mind,' a powerfully arresting
— Th-e Sun
and New
York photodrama."
Herald.
REMARKABLE

FILM

"Lionel Barrymore stars in a remarkable film. For those who like character
acting with an unusual theme to keep
them guessing, 'The Master Mind' offers
full value for the price of admission.
It is interesting enough to augur well
for the future of this new photoplay
group." — New York Tribune.

POPULARITY ASSURED
"Lionel Barrymore's reputation as
master of stage and screen skill assures the popularity of this, his latest
play, from the wide following whom his
excellence of character interpretation
pleases. Barrymore is given every adin the exercise of his art." —
Exhibitorsvantage Herald.
BIG BOX OFFICE VALUE
" 'The Master Mind' registers as a
feature with plenty of 'punch,' suspense
and unusual situations. It is ably presented, cleverly acted, the photography
an artistic delight, and the exhibitors

be

and

Houses

Picture!

ACTING IS COMPELLING

There'll

HERALD

a

FULL OF SUSPENSE
" 'The Master Mind' proves to be a
very interesting and suspenseful version
of Daniel G. Carter's play. Something
new in photo-plays and the piece does
succeed in arousing curiosity as to what
will happen next. The principal role is
realized by Lionel Barrymore, who plays
quite
in the spirit
of the piece." — New
York Morning
Telegraph.
MAKES

ROLE CONVINCING

"Barrymore makes the role of the
modern Machiavelli convincing. He is
assisted by Gipsey O'Brian, who is
charming. The film is excellently directed by Kenneth Webb." — New York
Globe.
A BIG PRODUCTION
"The star's splendid acting and generally fine production makes it big.
Lionel Barrymore gives his best efforts
to the portrayal. In the performance
of Mr. Barrymore alone you have a
good reason for booking 'The Master
Mind.' Grippingly presented." — IVid's.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

A FASCINATING STUDY

"Lionel Barrymore's 'The Master
Mind' proves a good entertainment. Mr.
Barrymore brings a fine intelligence to
an intricate star role and carries the
weight of three-fourths of the picture
upon his shoulders. 'The Master Mind'
demands serious consideration." — New
York American.

"Truly dramatic material, developed
along lines that hold close attention.
Lionel Barrymore's revelations of
thought and feeling are in themselves a
fascinating study. The dominant value
of 'The Master Mind' is that of Lionel
Barrymore
and his acting." — Moving
Picture W orld.

Franchise

everywhere
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Indiana Exhibitors \fhliate With tin- National
Association
First National Declines t<> Enter Gigantic ComIowa Exihibitors Call Convention October I at
Des Moines
Essamy
Loses First Till Over "Graustark"
Contract
._. . .
Nebraska Exhibitors Arc Organized at Con-

55
bination 5
55
M

vention 57
Louisville
Exihibitor
Heads
New Kentucky
Organization
59
Sennctt Product Will He Distributed by "Big
Seven"
59
Herman and Hurford Will Address Illinois Convention 60
Carter Dellaven to Make Series for First
National
62
Kansas Exhibitors Assemble fur Convention at
Kansas City
^. 63
Issue Call to Merge Ohio Exhibitor^ in One
League
65
Last Olive Thomas Film to Reach Screen on
Scheduled Date
. . . 66
Thousands Await Straw Vote Figures from First
National
67
Pathe Announces August Business Surpassed
Any Other Like Period
09
J. Se.irle Dawley Will Produce Special Series
for William Fox
70
REVIEWS
'"Over the Hills to the Poorhouse." Fox D. eleven
parts, with special cast
68
"The
Leopard
Woman."
Associated
Producers
D, seven parts, with Louise Glaum
101
"Love. Honor and Obey," Metro D, six parts,
with special cast
101
"A Full House," Paramount C-D, five parts, with
Bryant Washburn
102
"Help
Wanted:
Male." Pathe C-D, -ix parts, with 102
Blanche
Sweet
"Torchy
Comes
Through."
Educational C. two 102
parts, with
Johnny
Hines
"She's a Vamp," Reelcraft C. two parts
..102
"Harriet and the Piper," First National D, six
parts, with Anita Stewart
103
"Hitchin" Posts." Universal D. five parts, with
Frank Mayo
...103
"The Little Wanderer," Fox D, five parts, with
Shirley Mason
103
"Held
by
the
Enemy."
Paramount
D,
live
parts,
with special cast
104
"Marooned Hearts," National Pictures D, five
parts, with Conway Tearle
104
"Bubbles,"
Pioneer C-D, five parts, with Mary 100
Anderson
"Merely
Ann," Fox D. five parts, with 106
Shirley Mary
Mason
Volume XI
3u**cnf»i»n

Prieti
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ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICAGO
OFFICE
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 eosB/iamunr ■ til. 66010
EK.

"The Restless Sex," Cosmopolitan, Seven parts,
with Marion Davies
IOC
'■'Something to Think About," Paramount D,
eight parts, with Cecile B. DeMille cast 107
"Headin" Home," Kesscl & Baumaun C-D, six
parts, with Babe Ruth
107
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
71 to 83
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
97
What the Picture Did for Me
Ill to 115
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The

Tracks

of the savage grizzly are now headed
toward every theatre in the country

A
Wild

Score

of

Animals

play unique parts in a smashing
picture of the North Woods

Your love
patrons
liked by
''Back
'God's
Country."
They
will
this all
picture
the to
same
author,
James Oliver
Curwood, who now presents

'NOMADS
James

OF
THE
From the novel
by
Oliver

NORTH"

Curwood

.Mr. Curwood not only wrote the novel, but the
continuity, and personally produced the pictureDirected by David M.Hartford
Eastern Representative. Ernest Shipman

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City

Joseph M. Schcnck presents

^lorma
in

'The

Talmadge

Branded

Woman

Here's Why It's
A Money Maker
A star who is a powerful, emotional actress, and who
possesses a personality that everyone loves.
A drama taken from Oliver D. Bailey's stage success
"Branded," with a thrilling plot that carries a particular appeal to every woman.
Adapted by Anita Loos and Albert Parker.
Directed by Albert Parker.

Foreign Representative. David P. Howelli. Inc
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City
Photographed by
J. Roy Hump
Tech. Director.
Willard M. Remeck
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THE
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A
Child' s Brain
This industry is indebted to Mr. W. W.
Hodkinson for a great deal of clear thinking
resulting in logical, intelligent conclusions.
In a recent conversation Mr. Hodkinson
said:

in

"The limit of physical bigness in motion
pictures has been reached. It now devolves

ture appear "big" and thereby supplying the
deficiencies in drama, characterization and genuine emotional appeal.
The huge expense incidental to this physical
adornment of pictures perhaps would be justifiable in this infant day of the industry if it served

upon the producer to get something into his pictures upon which he may relay other than
physical bigness."
Mr. Hodkinson here stresses a point which
should cause every producer grave concern. In
a fortunate expression he fixes attention upon
what is today a problem of significant proportions.
If the current tendency toward

striving

after physical bigness in motion pictures continues, costs are bound to mount up to figures
utterly disproportionate to the entertainment
value achieved. There is a school of producers
that appears to rely upon the sheer expenditure
of money to make their pictures successful —
and, very obviously from screen examination,
the money is being spent not for brains but for
physical properties that are to be photographed
to make a show of bigness.
As far as the general public is concerned
the day of the merely physically big picture is
passed and it would seem to be about time that
the trade generally would appreciate and understand the public's verdict.
Sft 9p
We have in mind the current publication of
one of the most widely known producers. Here
is a picture that discloses reel by reel indisputably proof of lavish expenditure upon every item
concerned in the physical production — sets, costumes and effects. Yet, despite its "physical
bigness," as an entertainment subject it is stale,
flat and doubtless will be unprofitable for all
concerned.
Again, we find weakling stories carefully
nursed along with the hope that they will develop into robust picture dramas by the indis-

a

Mans
Body
criminate tossing in of big sets, such as cabaret
and dance scenes. In the majority of these
cases it is an amateur observer indeed that does

not see at a glance that these scenes have been
merely injected with a view of making the pic-

in a fair degree the purpose for which it is intended. But it does not now and probably never
did. It is possible that for a time the public was
mildly awed by fleeting glances of settings that
cost several thousand dollars to construct, by
brief shots of great mobs that have nothing to
do with the story and other substitutes for
genuine dramatic strength.
But the public's interest is no longer intrigued bythis sort of thing. The public is not
looking for scenics that have cabarets, ball
rooms and drawing rooms instead of mountains
and rivers. In other words, no matter how big
may be the attractions for the eye no picture
can hope to be regarded as great unless there is
the big attraction and appeal to the heart and
mind, and this cannot be accomplished by mere
massiveness and luxuriousness in the physical
production.
The record of even the past few months
discloses instances of a number of pictures in
which the central idea and its treatment are
trivial, inconsequential and just a shade removed
from meaningless.
Realizing this, yet feeling that the mechanical introduction of physically big scenes that
have nothing in particular to do with the stories
would make the pictures "big," directors and
producers have plunged into lavish expenditure
for physical properties and the result seems to
resemble that most horrible thing among mankind— a child's brain in a man's body.
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P. B. Dana, sales manager of the- Arrow
•Film Corporation, arrived in Chiiago, Monday, Sept. 25, on business for his company.
He will visit Kansas City, and other important film centres before his return East
* * *
Si Gkeivek, sales manager for Capital
films, has just returned from New York.
* * *
\Y. F. Kiehl has joined the Rothacker
industrial camera forces. He was formerly
with the Dodge Automobile Company when
he made several war pictures and for a time
was loaned to the government for aerial
camera work. He was for a number of
years employed as cameraman at the Essanay studios.
* * *
Pat
O'Mallev,
playerleave
with soon
tin
Marshall Neilan featured
forces, will
for New York with the company where he
expects to be engaged for a week on scenes
of a new play. * * •
Tom McNamaka, the cartoonist, has been
engaged by Famous Players- Lasky Corporation to edit the Paramount Magazine.
* * *
J. D. Williams, general manager of Associated First National, attended a banquet
of the sub-franchise holders of Kansas and
Missouri, at Kansas City, Sept. 28.
* * *
Caxlyle II. Robinson has resigned as
manager of advertising and publicity of the
Douglas Fairbanks Pictures Corporation.
* * *
Rohkkt K. MacAlarxey, former scenario
editor for Famous Players, sailed on Sept.
18 for Europe to take charge of the Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., as
production manager.
* * *
Joe Weil has become a free lance publicist. Joe used to grab off space in the
trade journals for National Film Corporation, C. B. C, Joe Brandt and Screen
Snapshots. Now he's on the trail of "HonPert Lubin is exploiting. eymoon Ranch" which
* * »
Jesse L. Lasky of Famous PlayersLasky spent a few minutes in Chicago
last Thursday,
en route
to New
Tom
Mcighan, the
Paramount
star,Yorkalso
paused between trains on Sept. 24. He was
going to New York as one of the pall
bearers at the Olive Thomas funeral.
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□
The Pathc Exchange entertained _Bruce
Gordon, the J. Stuart Blackton featured
player
in "The
the week
Tolling
for several
daysHouse
duringof the
of Bell"
Sept.
20, which was open house week for the
Fhicago Pathc Fxchangc.
» * *
Lewis Carri, on the publicity staff of
Robertson-Cole, New York, died Sept. 2:i,
following an attack* of» appendicitis.
*
Diaz Callaiian, according to an announcement from the Fox offices, has been
appointed manager of the Fox Exchange at
I 'ailas. Texas.
* » *
II. P. LovXLACBj assistant general manager, Associated Producers, Inc., passed
through Chicago, Sept. 21, en route to New
York, with prints of "The Leopard Woman," the Louise Glaum
» » special.
*
C. F. ShURTLEFF arrived in New York
(tom Los Angeles on Sept. 24.
* * *
Joe Lie is exploiting Maurice Tourneur's
"The County
whichtheatre,
closed Toledo,
a successful run at Fair,"
the Rivoli
O., and will put on other advertising campaigns for Guy Croswell Smith distributing the picture. » * *
Elmer Mi Govern is calling on state
rights
buyers with inhisthe"Woman
He is somewhere
west at Untamed."
present.
* * »
Lofis I. Gasnier is registered at the
\slor Motel. New York. He brought a
'"Kismet"
Skinner
Otis the
print
with of
himthefrom
coastpicture
for RobertsonCole.
* * *
EDITH ROBOTS, the Universal star, has
returned into New
California,
vacation
York. after a fortnight's
* « *
Associated First National plans an elaborate home-coming for the Talmadge girls,
October 2. A government tender will meet
them at quarantine, loaded with flowers,
carrier pigeons with cards of greetings will
meet
the "S.S.
Imperator*'
and airplaines
will drop
flowers
on its deck.
Natalie,
Constance and Mrs. Talmadge will live at
the Hotel Savoy, New York, this winter.
* * *
IIakkis P. Wolfkeri;, Famous PlayersLasky district manager, Chicago, is expecting Fatty Arbucklt through this week.

Re-Takes tnf. News
□
By J. R. M.
It is the season of the motion picture
convention and county fairs.
Lots of big pumpkins at both.
*
DidjaEverthough
— what a lot oi things one
notice
can learn if one reads the papers?
*
We it read
Get lots of fun
outa
too. 'cm all.
*
Lawson
For
Butt,
Film
Coat"

Wasn't
instance Interested
someone —asked Law»un
tin English actor in the Dial
Company's
if he saw allpic.
the "The
points Tiger's
of interest, upon his recent trip to New
York, and Lawson said (colon) "No
I took mine with * me."
AND NOW THEV CLAIM SCENARIO
WRITING IS AFFECTING THE NATIONAL
ItlKTII BATE. HOW ABOUT IT WILLIAM
LORD WRIGHT 1 S

Joe's Got a Good One —
And in Wid's we read where they
predicted
away make
back ain series
June of
the films
DeHavens would
for First National and the latter — J. D.
Williams, nor none of 'em — knew noth
ing about it. Joe Dannenberg must
have a six cylinder
• ouija board, eh?
Catch-line With a Wallop—
An Eastern trade paper that makes a
specialty of snappy, happy catch-lines,
suggests
this for
Fourteenth
Man." "Would
you "The
let a pugilist
win
your girl?" After thinking it over, if
she was that kind of a girl, and preferred him, we would.
*
Two Guesses —
C. O. D. Blanchfield is a film broker
on the west coast. Wonder what the
C. O. D. stands for.
*
White Bottles Plentiful

a "White
Thcro
a lot ofhaswhite
bottles Bottle."
around
Harryarc Levey
to have someused
that
the trade now,
thing in 'cm.
Tip the Paper Off, Pete—
And Variety says Pete Schmidt has
renewed his contract with Marshall
Neilan and will reside in Hollywood
Wonder if that's the well known Pete
dropped that other name
Smith?timeHeago.
some

I F the exhibitor does not know what kind of posters are to accompany
a film he is gambling when he rents it. Its profits are only sure and
positive when RITCHEY posters go with it!

RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
406 West 31st Street, New York

CORPORATION
Phone: Chelsea 8388
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Iowa

Exhibitors

Meet October 1
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DES MOINES, IA., Sept. 28.— The
independent motion picture exhibitors of
Iowa will hold a state convention at the
Fort Hotel, Des Moines, Friday, October 1,the opening session being scheduled for 10 a. m.
The call was issued from the New
York headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A.
and is for the purpose of organizing a
strong state league to cooperate with the
national association. Early indications
are that there will be a strong response"
to the call.
First National to
Have $1.50 Prices
At Its Premieres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— First National productions made on the West Coast,
will be given their national premiere at the
De Luxe theatre being built in the new Amsterdam hotel.
Dollar and a half top seats will be
reserved and sold two weeks in advance.
The theatre will seat 750 people and will
have an orchestra of thirty-three pieces.
Kidnaped Theatre Man
Is Traced to Chicago
The mysterious disappearance of Ambrose J. Small, the Canadian theatre
magnate, which occurred Dec. 3, 1919,
after he had disposed of eight motion
picture theatres and received a check
for $1,000,000 from an English syndicate,
has received added impetus from a rumor
that Small is being held a prisoner in
Chicago. Detectives have started a
search of the city for him in the hope of
earning the $100,000 reward. Clews have
engaged the attention of police in every
city in the world.
"Big Seven" to Have
Mission Premieres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— Associated Producers will stage their first
runs at Mission theatre, as the rebuilt
Victory will be named.
Callicott,
of Grauman's
andJack
Kinema,
will formerly
be managing
director.
Arthur
Kay, formerly
will
be musical
director, itofis Grauman's.
reported.
Omaha

Musicians

Still Holding Out
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OHAHA, NEB., Sept. 28.— The downtown theatres here are still without orchestras, the musicians who struck on
September 1 holding out for a 60 per
cent increase in pay. The suburban
houses are not affeected.
Miss Young Returns
With New Contract
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28. — Clara
Kimball Young has returned from New
York with her new contract. "Julie
Bon-Bon"
new series. will be her first feature of the
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Indiana

Exhibitors

Work
Gustave

of

Endorse

National

Officers

G. Schmidt of Indianapolis Is Elected President of New State Organization— Raise $1,100
Towards National Quota

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Sept. 28.— Fifty motion picture theatre owners
of Indiana organized the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana at a
meeting Monday afternoon.
The following officers were elected without
contest :
President — Gustave G. Schmidt, Crystal. Indianapolis.
First Vice-President — Charles Miller, Grand, New Albany.
Second Vice-President — Joe Bommerscheim, Gaiety. P.luffton.
Treasurer — Frank G. Hellar, Star, Anderson.
Secretary — Ray Andrews, Columbia, Muncie.
The officers will meet Friday to appoint one exhibitor from each of the
thirteen congressional districts as members of the executive committee.
Cleveland Convention Is Endorsed
Nearly $1,100 in cash was donated to the new organization while several
hundred more was pledged. The resolutions of the Cleveland convention of
luly 27 were adopted with the addition of resolutions against star stealing,
against the reissue of old pictures without advising with exhibitors, and
against exploitation of fake productions.
Bullock Assails Harry Levey
Will Quiz Candidates
Sam
Bullock called attention to adverRay Andrews urged members to keep
tising propaganda abuses, and referred
in mind the approaching election and to
to Harry Levey receiving $60,000 from
pledge candidates for legislation which
is fair to the motion picture industry.
Barney Baruch for "Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge." He said Levey was not
He said it was time for the state to recdonating any of that money to the exognize the picture business as an industry hibitors.
rather than an organization directed
President Schmidt is also president of
against the morals of the people.
"Get the legislatures favorable and it the city council. He has been chairman
would be much easier to talk to con- of
the Indianapolis Exhibitors' Association.
gress,"
he
declared.
Those Attending Convention
Members of the national organization
present were Sam I. Berman, W. A.
Those attending the convention from
Steffes, W. D. Burford, E. T. Peter, Sam
Indianapolis(Continucd
were: Gus
Cryson pageSchmidt,
<5j)
Bullock and Frank J. Rembusch.
Exhibitors Must Awake
IwiaawMiiiiminiiuiMii mmmmmmmmmmmmummme
Berman talked at length on the advantages of such an organization in pro"Something to
against abuses
not yetstates.
so apparent in tection
Indiana
as in other
He
said the Indiana exhibitors would awaken
to the situation when they "felt the knife
at their throats."
|
Think About"
"You wonder why the producers are |
so
nice
to
you
now,"
he
said,
"but
if
you
says
are one hundred per cent organized you |
as Cecil B. DeMille
will find them much nicer. If the exhibitors \vould stick together, they could
winTheanynational
point inquota
thirty
of days."
Indiana, he said,
SEE PAGE 61
is $3,000. Members present expressed
enthusiastic determination to raise all
the money needed.
^OBmBiHMraimisutnwnBiHnriiiiimiiiiiWHiiiMiuitnuimi;iii)iii:iii[iiaKniuuiiiitiiiiri<iiiia[iTn!^.
First

National
Enter

Declines
Gigantic

to
Combination

NEW YORK, Sept. 28. — Powerful financial interests are
understood to have approached First National with a scheme to
bring about the consolidation of a number of the bigger producers and distributors so that the control of the business would
be vested in two or three companies. First National refused to
become interested.
Though First National officially is not discussing the story,
J. D. Williams, manager of the organization, practically verified
it at the dinner to C. A. Barbian, the Akron exhibitor, held at
the Astor Hotel Thursday night, Sept. 23, when he said that
bankers were trying to put two or three companies in control of
the industry.
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Southern Film Company
Establishes New Studio in
Ft. Smith, Arkansas
FT. SMITH, ARK.— The Southern
Film Corporation, with $25,000 capital,
has completed organization and begun
active work on the establishment of a
studio and laboratory.
Earl M. Tompkins, president and general manager, has announced that he has
rented two buildings at 2600 Grand
avenue with floor space of 4,500 square
feet, one to be used as a laboratory, the
other as a studio. An outside studio, 60
by 40 feet, will also be established near.
• Equipment has been installed.
Frank Kaufman, formerly of the Bison
Company, is one of two directors whom
Tompkins is considering. According to
the latter, two well-known actors will be
brought to play lead parts, and other
parts will be taken by actors developed
here, a school to be started immediately
upon the arrival of the directors. Only
Western pictures and comedies will be
made here. A big ball formally opened
activities recently.

Over
"Graustark"
Contract
Finding of Chicago Master in Chancery, If Upheld
In Courts, May Seriously Affect Scores of
Royalty Agreements in Force
Recommendations, which if upheld by the courts may seriously affect
scores of contracts now existing between authors and producing companies, have been made by Master in Chancery William H. A. Rust of
Chicago after three months of taking testimony in the suit of Grace
Hayward Gatts and George M. Gatts against the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, of which George K. Spoor is president.
Mr. and Mrs. Gatts controlled the stage and screen rights to
"Graustark," a novel by George Barr McCutchcon, and in 1914 entered into
an arrangement with Essanay, whereby Essanay would produce the novel
as a film production and pay the Gatts 10 per cent of all money received
for the picture.
Refuses to Permit Deductions for Distribution
The picture was distributed by Y. L. S. E., which was given 30 per
cent of the gross rentals for distribution. Essanay gave the Gatts 10 per
cent of money turned over to it by V. L. S. E. The Gatts demanded
Incorporate Films
10 per cent of the gross rentals, refusing to permit the deduction for disSecurity Company
tribution. This brought the matter into court.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
In his findings. Master in Chancery Rust upholds the contention of
LOS
\ N'GELES,
28.- - Ihas
he been
Mothe Gatts and recommends that they be given a judgment for 10 per cent
tion Pictures
Security Sepl
Company
of the money deducted for distribution costs. He also recommends that
incorporated for $100,000 by Clyde L.
they be freed from their contract with Essanay.
Clark. E. J. Alpaugh and W. D Curtis.
Attorneys F. J. Hogan, William H
Johnson and A. L. Allen represent the
Gatts in the litigation Attorney WilWoman's
Club Leader and
liam A. Jennings represents Essanay. It Omaha
State
Senator
Oppose Censorship
is probable that if the circuit court's
verdict is based upon the recommendaeducating the public and working with
OMAHA, NEB., Sept. 2h— Exhibitors
tions of the master in chancery, the case
the theatre men is the saner way of getof Nebraska aware of the fact, according
will be carried to the higher courts.
ting rid of bad pictures.
to leaders, that certain organizations will
Evidence Is Important
Pictures Are High Class
go
before
the
coming
legislature,
as
The fact that George K. Spoor was
"We believe and know that a higher
years ago, to have a cenpresident of Essanay and was also an they did sorshiptwo
class of picture is being shown in the
law passed are actively engaged
officer of V. L. S. E., the distributing in developing an opposition which, it is theatres. Recently we have noticed a
will have the situation well in decided improvement in comedies, our
company, is given emphasis in the find- hoped
ing. before it becomes actually menacings of the master in chancery.
hand
present
trouble who
being aided
the serial."
Mr. Foster,
exhibitors to
Attorneys for Essanay contended that
Another important matter which in all defeat censorship at the last legislature,
there was a general custom known to the
the way to influence legisGatts by which companies like Essanay probability will be brought up at the declaredlatorsthat
was to talk with them and treat
did not market their product except coming legislature is that of Sunday
through agencies or distributors who re- opening. At the present time only the them as sorshiphuman
he said: beings. Regarding cenceived for such service 30 per cent of the larger cities in the state, including
Omaha
and
Grand
Island,
have
Sunday
sums paid the distributors. Master in
"It is absolutely ridiculous for states
to censor pictures because each state
Chancery Rust ruled that there was no shows. An effort will be made to extend
would eliminate a different part of the
this throughout the state. »
evidence to show the complainants were
aware of this custom.
film and thereby make production pracTwo Speak on Subject
tically impossible.
In the report, it is stated that the Gatts
At
the
convention
of
the
Motion
Picare also entitled to 10 per cent of moneys
there is to be censorship it should
ture Theatre Owners of Nebraska here be "Ifnational.
But my opinion is that the
received from the sale of advertising mat- on September 22 and 23, two talks of exhibitor himself
makes the best censor.
ter as well as film rental.
more than ordinary significance were
He
can
do
more
because
he must satisfy
"The said Spoor stated that he believed made by Mrs. W. S. Knight, a member
the public.
he had the right to make a sale or disthe Omaha
Harry
position of said film or picture without of
"Censorship will be introduced again
Foster,
stateWoman's
senator Club,
fromandDouglas
at the next session of the legislature and
the consent or knowledge of the com- county in which Omaha is located.
it
is time now for the exhibitors to get
plainants and without sharing with the
Knight, who has been considered
complainants any of the proceeds of said a Mrs.
friend of the morion picture interests, busy on their legislators."
Fight Fresh Legislation
sale, excepting perhaps the 10 per cent." declared that it was not the idea of the
The Nebraska exhibitors have not been
continues the findings, "and I find that Omaha Woman's Club to seek censorship
such contention was advanced by coun- as a means of bettering pictures.
without their fight against freak legislasel for the defendant in his argument
tion, and they are as much on the alert
"We of the woman's club in Omaha bebut I am unable to sustain such conto combat this as other forms of adverse
lieve that greater results can be accomOne of the most recent pieces of
tentions."
plished," sheand
said,by"by
cooperating
with ■ laws.
Was Popular Production
the exhibitor
educating
the public
such legislation was that introduced by a
"Graustark" was one of the popular to good pictures. We have found the legislator from a small country town
motion picture films for a period of a exhibitors of Omaha only too willing to which boasted of one theatre — a converted barn.
year or more following its publication in cooperate with us and because of this we
1915.
This latter measure provided for two
do not believe that censorship is necesAccording to the findings of Master in
thirty-six inch aisles in the center of the
Chancery Rust. the gross rentals
auditorium and a fifty-four inch aisle run"It
is
the
plan
of
the
woman's
club
to
"
sary
here.
amounted to $147,543.57. He recominvestigate conditions throughout the
ning completely around the auditorium
mends that the Gatts be awarded a judg- state and we hope that we will not find regardless of whether the theatre was a
ment for $4,689.31 as being still due them such as to make censorship a neces200 or a 2,000 seat house. The bill did
them.
sity for we believe that our method of not pass.
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More

Light

Upon

Important Matter
In addressing the convention
of exhibitors at Minneapolis
recently, Samuel I. Berman
made a general statement that
"the majority of trade papers
are subsidized by their advertisers."
At the Omaha convention of
Nebraska exhibitors, he clarified the statement by saying
that he knew of "one New
York trade journal whose
editor at one time had to submit his editorials to a certain
producer before publishing
them," and continued :
"There is one trade paper,
however, that I am proud of.
It fought for the exhibitor in
his fight for independence. For
this reason I am proud of
'Exhibitors Herald' and its
publisher, Martin J. Quigley."

The Omaha convention was different in
one respect from all other exhibitor meetings. Film salesmen were very noticeable
by their absence. They shied at the convention like it might have been a Red bomb
ready to explode *momentarily.
* *
It was a long ride from Grand Island
but
Fisherhisgot
inside
the
door W.justD. in"Father"
time to hear
name
called.
Whether it was habit or something else he
yelled
out "Fiftythedollars."
"Father"at atYork
one
time operated
Opera House
Those were the days when he could have
a cellar full without arousing the suspicions
of the officers.
* * *
J. C. Jenkins of the Auditorium theatre.
Neligh,
who published
just
as a pastime
in addition"Theto Squawk"
its box office
qualities, was a former contributor to
"Sports
literary'
experience
has
provedAfield."
a benefitHis
to him
in operating
his
theatre.
* * *
Otto Gaben, Comfort theatre, Omaha, is
a new cne in the exhibiting field. However,
he was in attendance at every" session to
learn the game from* the
* *bottom up.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, a live-wire exhibitor
or exhfbitress in Omaha, should be presented with a gold medal. Outside of operating the Ideal theatre and taking care of
five children she hasn't a whole lot to do.
But she did find time to attend the convention. * * *
A. R. Pramer, president of the organization, isdoing his best to fool the public- To
see his car sitting out in front of the hotel
you might think it was anything but a Ford.
Then he cranks it There is no more doubt.
About fooling the public, A. R. has had a
specially made body* built.
* *
Harry Goldberg, who has the Sun. Moon.
Muse
and Princess
his inwing,
doesn't
like parades.
They under
had one
Omaha
the
other day and Harry had to take in the
S. R. and
O. sign.
watch the
parade
picturesPeople
at the can't
same time.

Nebraska

Exhibitors

Organized
A. R. Pramer
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Convention
Following

Enthusias-

tic Two-Day Session— Condemn Practice of
Exhibitors Bidding Against Each Other
By JAY M. SHRECK
(Staff Representative, Exhibitors Herald)
OMAHA. XEB., Sept. 28. — Encouraged by the success of the Cleveland convention and by the achievements scored by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America since its organization, the exhibitors of
Xebraska launched a state association at a two-day convention here.
Immediately following adjournment the machinery of the organization
began functioning, the officers formulating plans for attacking in an effective manner all adverse legislation and settling minor grievances between
members and exchanges.
Every Section of State Represented
Although the registration was comparatively small the exhibitors
present represented even- section into the far corners of the state. Such
attendance enabled thorough discussion of divers questions which, it the
representation had not been sectional, might not have come to the attention of officials who propose to deal with these matters in such a way
that both the big and the little exhibitors will profit materially.
On the floor of the convention the questions of exhibitors bidding tor
pictures thereby eventually boosting the prices, of advance deposits and
F. I. L. M. Boards of Trade received especial consideration. Discussion
of these issues consumed the greater part of the first two sessions.
The convention was called for three Harry Goldberg. Sun. Omaha, Chairman ;
days, September 22, 23 and 24, but by E. C. Preston. Michelson, Grand Island;
concentrating their efforts on essential W. D. Fisher. Empress, Grand Island;
factors the exhibitors completed all busi- Hakry Du Buque, Alliance; A. G. King,
ness in time to adjourn Wednesday after- Elite, Pawnee City; Fred L. Smith. Rex,
noon. At the last session the following Wahoo, and H.vrry Bluchel, Auditorium,
officers were elected:
Norfolk.
President — A. R. Pramer. Alhambra.
Oppose Bidding for Films
Omaha.
The practice of exhibitors bidding
Vice President — George Munroe. Gilbert. against each other for pictures was
Beatrice.
branded by a majority of those present
as one of the unnecessary evils that
Vicerium.President
— J. C. Jenkins. AuditoNeligh.
should be eliminated completely and immediately in order that an organization
Secretary — J. E. Kirk. Grand, Omaha.
Treasurer — S. A. Hayman, Lyda, Grand
could
function
In this connection President properly.
Pramer said:
Island. Besides the officers just named
the executive committee is comprised of
"Exhibitors of the country cannot posHONORED

BY

NEBRASKA

EXHIBITORS

A. R. Pramer (left), president, and J. E. Kirk, secretary of the newly organized
M. P. T. O. N., which convened recently at Omaha.
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sioiy operate to the best advantage of
their business if their spirit of competition is 'to hog it all.' Every exhibitor
should go fifty-fifty with his competitor.
A mutual agreement should be reached
by theatre men operating in the same
neighborhood whereby one is given the
opportunity to play a certain feature
and in turn the other exhibitor gets the
next production to be released.
"This plan now is working effectively
amongbers ofOmaha
exhibitors
who are memthe suburban
association.
As a
result there has been no bidding to keep
raising the price of pictures out of reason." Berman Speaks on Point
Samuel I. Berman, representing the
M. P. T. O. A., told how he had encouraged friendship and fairness between
certain exhibitor* over the country who
now are operating their theatres at a
profit. Before he became interested in
these cases a> intermediary the houses
were losing money, he declared, only
because the practice of bidding had nefor film. cessitated the paying of fabulous prices
While no specific action was taken on
the bidding proposition the general sen
timent of the comention was that it
should be abolished and that exhibitors
from the same neighborhoods should get
together on an equitable basis. Ne
braska theatre men contend that the>
are confronted with enough abuses from
outside their ranks without arousing an
tagonism within.
Perhaps no one issue elicited such
heated discussion as did that of advance
deposits. The exhibitors from every
section of the state were bitter in their
denunciation of this plan, all citing instances where various exchanges _ had
sought to intimidate them after receiving
the advance money. The resolution
adopted is an indication of unalterable
opposition to this plan. It reads:
"RESOLVED, That tliis organization i» opposed to paying iii full for any picture as a
we con
or an advance payment. That
deposit
organization
.icmn the efforts of any distributing
payment on signing
such
enforce
to
itumpting
■ if contract, and that the members of this nrgani
to enter into
pledge themselves not
/ation hereby requiring
payment in full for any
my contract
picture
more than seven days before play dale.
"We. the exhibitors of motion picture of the
state of Nebraska in convention assembled, hereby
denounce the present deposit system as instituted
of motion pictures a< being
by the producers
unfair,
Knsincss unjust
methods.and not in keeping with American
"We hold that the distributor ••( any product
his goods'
demandandpayment
the rightof todelivery
>n advance
with thisfor method
we
has
heartily agree, but we most strenuously denounce
any
a cash bonus
from thegoods
ex
hibitorattempt
beforeto heexact
is permitted
to purchase
lor cash from the producer as un-American in
principle and vicious in its operation.
denounce
the universal
deposit system
the fur
ther"Wereason
that its
practiceforplaces
the
exhibitor in a false and untrue light before tlxbusiness
world
and
stamps
that
branch
of
business
as unworthy of faith and confidence.
"Viewing the matter as we do we therefore
'••commend that our legislative committee use its
■fforts
•crests." in procuring legislation to protect our inIn discussing this resolution J. C. Jenkins of Neligh declared emphatically that
he wanted the convention "to sit down
on
Millions
said the
are deposit
held by system."
the producer
and hein
addition to this he said he did not propose "toprevailing,
be listed
as a ascrook."
tion
he said,
a resulta ofsituathe
deposit plan.
Demand Uniform Contracts
Uniform contracts and not "burglar
licenses," as they were termed on the
floor, also were demanded by the exhibitors both orally and in a resolution. In
offering suggestions as to the best means
of arriving at a solution of the contract
problem Fred L. Smith of Wahoo said:
"I suggest that contracts be signed by
the producer and then submitted to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America for its O. K., instead of the
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J. K. Hostettler of Sioux City, who owns
theatres in Iowa and Nebraska, who declared that last year distributors had
succeeded in breaking up the meeting of
exhibitors at Des Moines.
Praises "Exhibitors Herald"
In continuing, Mr. Herman said tha.t a
part of the trade press was subsidized
by the producers and he knew of one
New Vork trade journal whose editor
at one time had to submit his editorials
them,
to
a certain producer before publishing
"There is one trade paper, however,
"It
of," rhe indeclare
proud
that
d. for
his light
exhibito
for the
fought1 am
independence. For this reason I am
proud of 'Exhibitors Herald' and its pub(Juigley."his light on star
lisher, Martin J.continued
Mr. Berman
stealing, declaring that it was a menace
that today was causing the exhibitor to
pay fabulous prices for star pictures.
"If the exhibitor would only realize,"
lu said, "that there are only two
elements in the industry, the director vital
and
the exhibitor! Where would all these
stars be today if it were not for us exhibitors? We have made every one of
them by exhibiting their pictures in our
theatres. We have spent money in creating ademand with the public for their

reverse method which now prevails. Under the present con tract the distributor
agrees only to take your money."
of theat !•".
I. 1,. M.That
.Hoards
of The
Tradeactivities
were aired
length.
the
existence of such clubs was a menace
was the opinion of the exhibitors. Several exhibitors told of their experience
with the club in Omaha and declared that
"the distributors had no divine right to
sit as a jury
trying anof exhibitor."
The
grievance
committee
the association,
it was sultedheld,
should
be
the
body
conand not the boards of trade.
Other resolutions were adopted oppos
ing the music tax. censorship, contracts
specifying any given amount of adver
tising, producer-exhibitor, pledging of
screen for advertising and percentage
booking. The convention went on record as endorsing the M. P. T. O. A. and
its officers and the independent producer
Doubles National Quota
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Nebraska approximately doubled it
quota to tin national trcasurv. This mi
in spite of the fact that a majority of
the 133 members were not present. The
legislative and grievance committee are
to be named later by President Pramcr.
Mr. Herman in his talk to the convention declared that the exhibitors of the
country were not seeking to stifle production but were after only fairness.
"The exhibitor." he said, "needs the
pictures and the producer must make a
fair profit. And this is the condition
that the exhibitor is seeking.
Takes Shot at Black
v "You exhibitors in Nebraska meet
with the same troubles and same abuses
as the exhibitors all over the country
And the only way to combat these evils
is to get behind a strong national organization.
"Five men were offered $3,000 apiece
to break up the Cleveland convention
but they failed. I tell you not even
Wall Street can put anything over with
17.000 exhibitors organized.
"Heretofore organization has been impossible because representatives of the
manufacturers were the leaders and because of the black sheep among our own
ranks. Alfred S. Black is one of those
black sheep. Exhibitors of the New
England states have just aired their
grievances against Black before a committee of the M. P. T. O. A."
While sneaking of the Cleveland convention, Mr. Berman was interrupted bv

Condemnation of the practice of "star
productions
stealing" was
resolution
:." expressed in the following
"It has come to our attention at various times that certain stars in moving
pictures have arbitrarily violated their
contracts with producers and we as a •
body hold that contracts arc sacred covenants that should be rigidly adhered to,
therefore be it resolved by the exhibitors
of the state of Nebraska that we denounce any and all such violations of contracts as unfair, unjust and unbusinesslike and is detrimental in a business way
to both producer and exhibitor alike,
and be it further resolved that we as
exhibitors refuse our screens for the
showing of any star proven to have arbitrarily violated his or her contract with
any producer except where it is necessuch stars already consary ttoracteshow
d to be shown.
Those Attending Convention
Among those present were: F. L.
Smith. Rex. Wahoo, Neb.; A. G. King,
Elite, Pawnee City, Neb.; J. F. Tiller.
Temple, McCook. Neb.; Fred Jewell,
Jewell. Plainview, Neb.; C. E. Williams,
Park. Omaha; George H. McCardle. Renalto, Benson, Neb.; Otto Gabcn, Comfort.
Omaha; H. L. Peterson. Hippodrome,
Omaha; George Wachtler, Columbia.
Omaha; H. A. Taylor. Hohlff. Omaha;
Charles Nepodal. Maryland, Omaha; William Rose, Lyric. Omaha: W H. Creal.
Suburban. Omaha; J. E. Kirk, Grand,
Omaha; Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal, Omaha;
A. F. Kehr, Princess, Ogallala, Neb.; J.
E. Hostettler, Royal. Sioux City, la.;
H. O. Peterson. Grand, Genoa, Neb.:
H. F. Kennedy. Lyric. Broken Bcw,
Neb.: E. A. Harms. Apollo, Omaha; Jack
Rousek. Dome. Schuyler. Neb.; R. S.
Ballantyne, Moon, Omaha; F. M. Honey.
Wonderland. Tecumseh. Neb.: A. Gehrke.
Pastime, Ravenna. Neb.; A. R. Pramer.
Alhambra, Omaha; J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium. Neligh, Neb.; H. Varing. Royal.
Spirit Lake, la.; William Roper, Roper.
Council Bluffs. Ia.; W. D. Fisher, Empress, Grand Island. Neb.; Willard LeDeaux, Express. Omaha: Harry Goldberg. Sun. Omaha; T. G. Freeman. Palm.
Omaha: Gilley & Ribble. Rex. Omaha:
George Munroe, Gilbert. Beatrice. Neb.:
S. A. Hayman, Lyda. Grand Island.
Neb.; E. C. Preston Michelson. Grand
Island. Neb.; Harry Du Buque. Alliance
Neb.; Harrv Bluchel. Auditorium. Norfolk. Neb.
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Heads

New
Kentucky
Organization
L. J. Dittmar Elected President of First Theatre
Owners League Ever Started in Blue Grass
State— Affiliate with M. P. T. 0. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LEXIXGTOX. KY., Sept. 28. — With representative exhibitors from
all parts of the state present, the first organization of Kentucky motion
picture theatre owners was successfully launched at the Lafayette Hotel
here September 22 and 23. Within a few weeks it is expected that practically every independent exhibitor in the state will have been enrolled
in the organization.
Louisville Man Is Chosen President
The election of officers was held the closing day of the session, the
following being named:
President — L. J. Dittmar. Rialto and Majestic, Louisville.
Vice-President — J. H. Stamper, Orpheum, Lexington.
Executive Secretarv and Treasurer — C. W. Krebe. Cherokee, Louisville.
In addition to the officers, the following will serve on the board of
directors : C. C. Brown. Brownie. Middleboro ; F. J. Dolle, Alamo. Louisville;A. X. Miles, Eminence. Eminence, and Henry Straube. Empire,
Shelby and Sun, Louisville.
The new organization has already
Against the activities of the F. L L. M.
affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A. and in clubs.
compliance with the wishes of the naResolutions were also adopted, pledgtional organization has adopted the
ing every possible aid to the independent
name of the Motion Picture Theatre
producer, and announcing to the inOwners of Kentucky.
dustry that the screen is the property of
the exhibitor, not the producer or the
Many Resolutions Adopted
distributor.
Kentucky theatre owners have taken
their place beside exhibitors of others
Will Report Hostile Moves
states in the fight to remedy many conThe organization was especially deditions which they believe are unfair.
termined in its opposition to producers
Among the resolutions adopted at the entering the exhibitor field, and all pressession are the following:
ent were requested to report any schemes
Against percentage booking.
to the independent exAgainst advance payments and de- that are hibitorhostile
or any injustice done them by
posits.
producers or others in the operation of
Against any producer becoming an ex- their theatre.
hibitor.
Against any form of legal censorship.
Against the reissuing of old films under Hank Mann Resting
new titles.
In Yosemite After
Against the so-called "music tax."
Nervous Breakdown
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, September 28.— Suffering from a nervous breakdown, said to
have resulted from recent injuries which
he received while working on location
with his company. Hank Mann, comedy
star, has closed his studios in Hollywood, Cal., and gone to Yosemite for
at least a month.
Mann's condition is serious, according
to his ancephysician,
immediate
of duties atandthean studios
was severmost
imperative.
A
short
time
ago
the
comedian suffered three broken ribs when a
large cake of ice accidentally fell on him.
He was back at the studios in less than
three weeks, having hardly recovered
from his injuries. It is now necessary
that he suspend his activities before the
camera for at least a month.
His contract with Arrow calls for five
more two-reel fun films, which will be
covery.
produced
following the comedian's reAtlas

L. J. DITTMAR
Loui«i ill,-. Kj,
President of M. P. T. O.
of Kentucky.
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President

Is

Hit by Motor Truck
Irwin W. Rehm. president of the Atlas
Educational Film Corporation, sustained
fractures of the wrist and ankle and
minor injuries September 23 when struck
by an automobile truck in Oak Park,
111., where the Atlas offices are located.

MACK <E\\ETT
Who nail* rumor that he i« to cea.»e producing: two-reel eomedies.
Sennett Product to
Go to
"Big Seven"
Associated
Producers
Will Get
Entire Output After Contracts Expire
That he has already started work un
his first five-reel production for the Associated Producers and that his tworeel comedies will be distributed through
the same company upon, the expiration
of his contract with the Famous PlayersLasky Sennett.
Corporation is the statement of
Mack
The announcement was issued in connection with a denial of a report that
Mr. Sennett would discontinue making
two-reel pictures.
Sennett Issues Statement
The general facts in the case of Mr.
Sennett and his comedies are stated by
Mack Sennett himself, and are to be
considered final.
"We are going to make fewer tworeel comedies." says Mr. Sennett, "that
much is true. We are also going to continue five-reel comedies. We have no
disposition to abandon the field :r. which,
it may be said without egotism, the name
of this organization has become identified throughout the world.
Short Comedies in Demand
"Two-reel comedies are in greater demand than ever. It is merely in the matter of merit that the exhibitors ar.d public have become more critical. This
attitude, on the part of the ultimate
buyer — the public — is the result of the
ambitions of the producer, who. if he is
wise, is constantly in the lead of his market voluntarily advancing the standards
of his own efforts, and raising the tone
of his art. On this account, if on no
other, we have planned fewer two-reel
comedies than we made per year in the
past, and we plan better pictures in
order to measure up to our best standards and keep them abreast with the demand we have created."
Harrison Ford Will
Be with Talmadges
(Special to Exhibitors Herat J)
LOS AXGELES. Sept. 28— Harrison Ford has gone to the East to play
leads wth the Talmadge sisters
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Meeting

at Springfield
Preliminary

Work — Session Will End Thursday
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Sept. 28.— Exhibitors from all parts of Illinois
are arriving here tonight for the opening of the annual convention of the
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance which is scheduled for 10:30 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
William Sweeney, Henry Meeteren, and Fred W. Hartmann arrived
at noon to take charge of preliminary arrangements, open the registration and clear up other pre-convention details so that business can be
started promptly at the hour set.
Berman and Burford Will Speak
Sam Herman and W. D. Burford, representing the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, are coming to Springtield from Indianapolis
where they are attending the convention of the Indiana exhibitors. Both
will address the convention and are expected to give those present information of a more or less confidential nature.
Officers declare that there will be around the city. The time will be set
at the exhibitors' convenience.
nothing "cut and dried" about the session, and that no stated program hat
Among the early arrivals arc reprebeen arranged.
sentatives of several film companion
They expect to arrange special ihow
Admit Only Independents.
ings of pictures.
Before being admitted, exhibitors
Many Will Attend.
will have to convince the membership
committee that they are bona fide indeAmong those who indicated their intention of attending the convention are
pendent exhibitors. Managers of thethe following: Joseph Hopp, John H.
atres owned in whole or in part by producing or disturbing companies will not
Frundt, \V. H. Bell, M. O. Wells. Wilbe admitted.
liam Sweeney, Henry Meeteren and
The convention is scheduled to last
Fred H. Hartmann, of Chicago; Charles
two days, but will continue into Friday
Lamb, Rockford; M. M. Rubens, Joliet;
if necessary. It is believed that it will
I. J. Kubens,
Aurora; Elkvillc:
J. H. O'Neill.
Henry;
R. E. Atkins,
H. M.
be possible to close Thursday afternoon, however.
Ferguson, Centralia; Joe E. Tabor.
One of the enjoyable features of the
Belvidere; L. J. Burkett, Morrison: Eusession is an invitation from the Springgene Saunders, Harvard; Vern Cofffield Chamber of Commerce to the visitman. Mowcqua; C. M. Swinncr, Meredosia;
William Guthrie, Erie; J. H
ing delegates to an automobile trip

Brooks, Ogden; E. E. Resler, Rossler; J.
W. Edwards, Aledo; M. L. Sparr, Wilmette; George H. Newsome, Mt. Vernon.
Charles J. Lowe, Pana; J. F. Pittman,
Freeport; J. W. Saunders, Mattoon;
H. C. Daley, Lawndale; Louis Landan,
Atlantic City; F. W. Steimle, Washington; Paul D. Overton, Winchester; Don
M. Bestor, Kankakee; William Cadoret,
Kankakee; Edward Deason, Hurst;
Olan H. Geise, Edwardsville; Steve
Bennis, Lincoln; H. W. Pitner, Fairfield; B. F. Uran, Mattoon; A. W. Barth,
Carbondalc; Dee Robinson, Peoria;
William McXamar, Virden; A. A. Gannon, Forrest; C. W. Hall. Centralia;
Louis Daniels, Benld; Mr. and Mrs. D.
A. Wormald, LaSalle; J. L. Parkinson,
Stockton; D. L. Ingersoll and Frank
N. Boget, Sandwich; W. R. Donohoo,
Pearl.
C. A. Barbian Tells
New York How He
Entertains Akron
How Mr. Barbian's ideas can be
utilized to profit by other exhibitors
will be told in the Exhibitors Advertising Department of Exhibitors
HsBALD next week.
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 28.— How well
-howmaiiship in motion picture exhibition pays was cited by C. A. Barbian,
an exhibitor of Akron, Ohio, in his address before a body of First National
officials and members of the trade
press, at a dinner gven in the Hotel
Astor Thursday night. Mr. Barbian
made a plea for more showmanship in
picture exhibition and called upon the
trade press, which he characterized as
the clearing house of the industry, to
end.
lend its utmost aid in achieving this
Mr. Barbian owns the Waldorf theatre, seatinc 284. in Akron. Ohio, a
city of 100,000 population. For more
than a year he has been showing big
attractions for which he paid up to
*2.000 a subject. His success has been
such that out of the profits he is now
erecting a new house in the heart of
Akron that will scat over 1.500 and cost
approximately a million dollars.
Galligan

to Manage

Rembusch's Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Sept. 28.—
Lord Galligan, who has been manager
of the Grand Opera House for several
years, has been made general manager
of the Frank J. Rembusch circuit of
eleven theaters in Indiana. Mr. Galligan
is to have a free hand in working out
original ideas such as have made him
prominent in the theatrical world.
Louise Fazenda

Will

Visit Chicago Houses
Louise Fazenda, who has been signed
to star in a series of productions for
Special
will few
arrive in Pictures
Chicago Corporation,
within the next
weeks and will make personal appearances in as many theatres as time will
Pat Dillon, Chicago manager for Spepermit.
cial Pictures, is making arrangements
for her visits to the theatres.
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Series
for
Carter De Haven has signed with First
National for a further series of big comedies starring Mrs. De Haven and himself
and to be produced by himself, following
the enthusiastic reception of his initial
offering, "Twin Beds,' by executives of
the distributing organization. Contracts
were closed this week with Mr. De Haven and his eastern affiliation, the Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation, whereby
the star is to begin immediately a smashing series of stage comedy hits for disl ircuit. tribution by First National Exhibitors

< \ ii n ii DeJB win
U will
ho. In iiHIIInllon >\llh Arthur s. Ki.nr.
furnlnh Hut ifattamal >tlih n aeriea
of rnmrdlm In follow "Twin Urdu."
"Homespun Folks" Is
Head of Program at
Capitol, New York
(Special to Exhibit or t Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 28. — A noteworthy presentation of Thomas H. Incc's
tirst Associated Producers' special.
"Homespun Folks." at the Capitol the
atre, New York, has been arranged by
Edward J. Bowes and Samuel L. Rothap
fel, executive heads of the Goldwyn theatre enterprises.
"Homespun Folks" will receive its metropolitan premiere the week of October
3 as the bill-topping attraction of one
of the most elaborate programs thus far
devised by Mr. Rothapfel.
This production, just beginning its successful career as the initial attraction of
the producing alliance of Thomas H.
lnce. Marshall Neilan, Mack Sennctt.
George I.oane Tucker. Allan Dwan.
Maurice Toumeur, and J. Parker Read.
Jr., is attracting uniformly favorable
attention of the newspaper critics in the
larger cities. At its American premiere
in the Lubliner & Trinz theatres in Chicago it scored one of the assured hits
of the year.
The production was directed by John
Griffith Wray, under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince, and features
Lloyd Hughes, who is being developed
by Mr. Ince in the same way that he
brought Charles Ray to international
popularity.
Begin

Building of
Hollywood Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— Construe •
tion will be immediately started upon
Grauman's new $500,000 Hollywood theatre to seat 2,000 persons. Its architecture will be of the Spanish type with
Oriental influence. A Wurlitzer organ
and unique lighting effects will be a part
of the equipment.

Following a pre- view two weeks ago
of Mr. De Haven's picturization of the
Selwyn
Beds."
steps
werestage
taken success,
to insure "Twin
for the distributing organization the productions made
by this comedian for an additional series
of comedies. Mr. De Haven has left for
his Los Angeles studios to begin production on the first of his new series.
De Haven In Statement
a Statementbusiness
issiu-d immediately
after
hisIn successful
deal with First
National. Mr. De Haven said:
"It is gratifying beyond words to find
the earnest work of Mrs. De Haven, myself and our producing unit rewarded by
such a thoroughly genuine and enthusiastic reception by officials of First National and the Arthur S. Kane Corporation. It has been my pleasure to have
concluded arrangements with the releasing company to begin immediate production on a smashing series of high type

Benjamin

B. Hampton

to
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Make

First
National
comedies. What we have accomplished
in the line of better production and finer
comedy in our screen version of the stage
play, 'Twin Beds,' will spur us on, indeed, higher things in the next offering
irom theto De Haven studios.
"We have gone from the beaten path;
we have introduced some big comedy
ideas in 'Twin Beds' and having set a real
mark for ourselves it is our intention to
avoid anything ordinary. The comedy of
class offers a tremendous field in the
motion picture business and with only
the best at our disposal we are in a position to turn out photoplay comedy sensations worthy of the confidence of First
National and the exhibitor body of the
Recalls Kane's Prediction
country."
Several months ago, together with an
announcement that Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven had effected a tie-up with the
Arthur S Kane Corporation, President
Kane of that company made the prediction that they were scheduled to make a
new high mark in the comedy field. The
First National organization contracted
for the initial production, "Twin Beds,"
and
Kanestarsdeclared
"the them
new
era ofMr.these
would that
establish
more
than ever as
rank luminaries."
The conclusion
of front
necotiations
this week
establishes the De Havens on the First
National schedule.
Rents Wisconsin Theatre
HILLSBORO. WIS.— H. H. Kreutzmann has rented the Midget theatre
here to Dan Hyland

Picturizes

"The Money
Changers"
For Pathe
Benjamin B. Hampton enters the ranks James Hegan. Miss Gertrude Claire as
Mrs.
of Patbe producers on October 31, when
Mullen.Mullen, and Laddie Earle as Jimmv
his version of Upton Sinclair's "The
Mr. Hampton collaborated with Mr.
Money Changers," will be published by Sinclair in working out the story details
Pathe Exchange, Inc. In his yearly an- of "The Money Changers," the theme
nouncement, recently, Paul Brunet in- of which was taken from the novel.
formed exhibitors that the coming season
William H. Clifford, head of the Hampwould be notable for many big producton scenario staff, wrote the continuity,
tions. "The Money Changers" is one
while
Jack Conway directed the producof the pictures referred to at the time.
tion. Nothing was left undone by Mr.
The production was made by the Federal
Hampton to make his first production
Photoplays, of California, of which Mr. for Pathe noteworthy in every detail.
Hampton is the head.
That he has succeeded is evidenced by
"The Money Chancers" is first of a the verdict returned by the Pathe reviewseries of motion pictures which Mr.
ing committee at the first projection of
Hampton will issue through Pathe. His the picture a week ago.
initial attraction ranks superior even to
Play Depicts Metropolis
his many great successes of the last year,
The erful
production
"a pow-in
among which are "Desert Gold," "The
drama of Newis described
York life,astaking
Westerners." "The Dwelling Place of alike the colorful, mysterious drug-laden
Light." and "The Sagebrusher." Four
atmosphere of the Oriental underworld,
months were spent in making "The
and the glittering splendor of the richest
Money Changers."
Fourteen in Cast
city's high test society, with a wealth
of pathos, humor, love and warm human
Fourteen players appear in the cast ■•qualities shown in these settings, and in
of the Hampton production, and everytheWhen
strata Upton
between."
one is of repute on the screen. Robert
Sinclair writes of New
McKim is seen as Hugh Gordon, Claire
York life, he can be counted upon for
Adams as Lucy Hegan, Roy Stewart as accuracy. That there is no man who
Allen Martin, Audrey Chapman as Mary- knows more about the great city, its
Holmes, George Webb as Monk Mullen.
people, and its ways, than Mr. Sinclair,
Betty
Brice
as Maggie
the opinion of some. In writing "The
Heck as
George
Conley, O'Brien,
Edward Stanton
Piel as is
Money
he the
ran pit,
theand
scale
Ling Choo Fang, Harvey Clark as Chow
life
fromChangers,"
the peak to
back,of
and
he
never
had
to
overstep
plausibility
Chin, Harry Tennebrook as "Chink"
Murphy, Zack Williams as Wesley Shi- or facts to obtain his dramatic drama,
loh Mainwaring. George Hernandez as Pathe officials declare.
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"Music

Tax"

Uproar
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Precipitates
at

Kansas

Meeting

Attorney for A. S. C. A. P. Given Opportunity to
Address Convention— Resentment at Talk Lines
Exhibitors Solidly Against Society
(Special from Staff Representative)
KANSAS CITY. KAN.. Sept. 28.— An active and determined fight
against the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers with
the hope of ultimately obtaining modification of the present copyright law
and thereby eliminating the music tax was precipitated today when M. J.
O'Sullivan. an attorney for the society, addressed the semi-annual convention of the Kansas State Exhibitors Association, Inc.
So antagonistic was the discussion following O'Sullivan's talk that
it was necessary for Richard G. Liggett, president of the Kansas organization, to wield the gavel continually that order might be maintained.
If any of the theatre men had looked upon the music tax as a necessary
evil that must be tolerated the deliberations at today's session so aroused
them that the convention presented a solid front in opposition to the
Society.
Attorney General Offers Ad%-ice
Richard J. Hopkins, attorney general of Kansas who was present as
a speaker at the convention, advised the exhibitors that they should appoint a committee immediately to investigate the practical workings of
the copyright law in the United States. Attorney General Hopkins also
promised that he would study the law thoroughly and would submit to
the Kansas body a memorandum to guide them in their action.
olution to be sent to authors, composers
O'Sullivan
had madeanda request
to address the convention
lay before
the and publishers not members of the soexhibitors the license plan of the society.
ciety promising to them the solid support of the Kansas association.
Should the theatre men sign contracts,
he declared that the society would drop
Missouri Pledges Aid
its cases against several exhibitors
C.
T.
Sears,
of the Motion
throughout the state. While he denied Picture Theatrepresident
Owners of Missouri,
that he was holding a cudgel over the pledged the support
of his organization
heads of the exhibitors, his attitude was
to the Kansas league in its fight to elimso construed.
inate the mus:c tax. He said that while
A motion was passed instructing the Missouri
exhibitors had signed the society
resolutions committee to draw up a res- contracts they were using only non-taxable
music in their theatres.
Should Attorney General Hopkins advise the Kansas exhibitors that a legal
fight would be useless, it was the sentiment of the convention that the contracts
be signed, but that no music published
by members of the society be used in the
theatres of the state. It also was proposed that the exhibitors use slide propthe tax. aganda in protesting against payment of
Not until recently has the music tax
situation been considered seriously in
this state. The society within the last
few weeks has had investigators working
throughout
state, andof asthea law
result several
cases the
of violation
have beenHerrington
found, according
O'Sullivan.
Urges toFight

S*«-r*tary

M. VAX PR.L1G.
of Kan.;,.
State Exhibitors"
Association.

Fredizer forJ.the
Herrington,
national Theatre
organMotion Picture
Owners of America, reviewed the music
tax situation in the East. He declared
that two years ago 95 per cent of the
exhibitors in Western Pennsylvania
were paying the tax. but that today only
5 per cent were paying it.
'"Don't lay down on this matter now."
shouted Herrington.
will States
go to and
the
supreme
court of the "We
United
get a reversal of the decision handed
down previously which was. favorable to
the society. Be Americans and stand up
for your rights. Judge Crawford, assistant attorney general for the United
States in Western Pennsylvania, says not
to pay the tax. and I defy anyone to
(Ctfntimurd on fage 9?)

Pri^ident

R. G. LIGGETT.
of Association.
Kansas
*tate Eiaibltors'

Indiana Exhibitors
Meet in Convention
(Continued from frnge'SS)
tal: E. H. Bingham and H. E. Cohen.
Colonial: O. M. Allen. Mecca: C R.
Metzger, Two Johns; L. R Markun.
Dream: J. Hollander, Sanders; R. V.
Schmidt and R G. Hesje'.cir.g. S:rat:ordAtlas; A. C. Zaring, North Star-Gar rich; S. W. Neall. Garfield: Henry"
Meyer. Belmont; Charles Olson, IsisLyric-Alhambra; F. R Beitman. Tacoma;
W. H. Griffin. Garrick; M. J. Duffey.
Oriental; M. Koltor, Ohio.
From out of the city were: W. W.
Eagelston . Majestic Seymour; O. I.
Demaree. Franklin Opera House, Franklin; G. F. Frink, Royal. Bicknell; W. C.
Yutzy. Strand Amusement Co.. Crawfordsville; Clyde Xoble. Xoble and
Grand, Princeton; Joe Bommerscheim.
Gaiety. Bluffton; Charles Miller. GrandKerrigan-Alban, Xew Albany: John M.
Gardner. Arc. Delphi; W. C. Mcloy.
Strand. Shelbyville; Percy Gladden. Palace. Worthington; F. G. Hellar. StarMeridian. "Anderson: J. A. Heffernan,
Perfect. Huntington: P. C Chattin.
Union Grand. Union City: Mrs. McLain.
Gay. Crawfordsville; L. E. Holwager.
Grand. Madison: S. M. Grimes. Brazil
Theatres Co.. Brazil: M. F. Gruenwald.
Victory. Kokomo; John Wintz. Lyric.
Batesville; B. O. Swaim. Swaim's theatre.
Zionsville; W. H. Lipp. Liberty. Alexandria; R. W. Case. Riviera. Anderson:
W. C. Baker. Limberlost. Geneva: W. F
Easeley. Princess. Rushville: W. H.
Brenner. Cozy. Winchester; Frank Rembusch. Rembusch theatres. Shelbyville;
Arthur Jackson, Martz-Grand. Tipton:
Leilla Hollin. Olympic-Colonial. Lebanon: A. A. Bennett. Strand- Liberty.
Muncie: J. F. Lisher, Liberty, Morristown; Ray Andrews. Columbia-StarLyric.ple.Muncie:
J. Lambiotte.
TemMishawaka:L.Mrs.
A. F. Mayfield.
Crescent. Jasonville; C. W. Stroh, Arc
Crawfordsville;
Marion.
Marion. Billy Connors, Lunalite-
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persistently fought by various interests.
1 do not think this complaint from me
will by any means stop these attacks, but
it would be a genuine relief to many
exhibitors who have the intelligence to
conduct their own affairs successfully if
they could find in the trade papers they
read editorial material that would heip
them to obtain greater efficiency in the
operation of their theatres instead of
broadcasting individual opinions publicity
and success in their efforts to becloud
other issues of genuine importance.
Won't you please put my name on the
list of exhibitors who want trade journals for the benefits to be had in knowing
how the other fellows arc making money
out of their theatres and not as "personal
pufflicity"gruntled
house
organs
disindividuals
with for
axesa tofewgrind.
Very truly yours,
The Bankers & Merchants Theatres Co.,
(Signed) A. F.General
Brentlin-cek,
AFB/JL
Manager.

j WEARY
OF
"ATTACK"
EPIDEMIC
Fort Wayne Exhibitor Says He Is Tired of
Reading in Trade Papers What Various Men
Think ol Each Other — Wants Business Aids
fiuuiHiii<iurMfiiiriiMuiiir:iiiiMtt,niHPUiiruMiiniiafimiiiwuiiii>rniiMn»Miiniwuun»tiMnn'ii.'iiFTnHniit:<<iTii'.=
1 am as much at fault a» anyone else
There has been more or less specuwho is a part of the organization.
lation as to just ZL'hat the "innocent
Realizing my responsibility for whatever condition is alleged to exist as the
third parties" think of the numerous
cause for these attacks, I want to know
"attacks," "denials ," "charges,"
what is wrong in the affairs of my or"counter-charges"
and "challenges,"
ganization. Iam not trying to induce
which
various exhibitor
leaders and
every exhibitor to join me in this comothers in the industry have hurled at
pany with any idea of double-dealing,
plotting or with the intention of harming
each other in the trade papers.
them
in
any way. Their rights are equal
A. F. Brentlingcr, general manager
with mine. They have as much to say
of the Bankers and Merchants The- as
I do, or as any other member in the
atres Company of Ft. Wayne, hid., conduct of our mutual affairs. I dislike
has expressed himself as being to explain the Associated First National
Franchise to some fellow-exhibitor only Clyde Elliott Will
"tired" of it all and suggests that the to
have him doubt my sincerity when
Aid Baseball Probe
trade papers drop the entire matter.
my intentions have been perfectly honest
He takes special resentment at at- and those of my critics arc open to susClyde Elliott, manager of the Greater
Stars film exchange of Chicago and well
tacks on the First National franchise
picion.
plan. His communication is interestknown throughout the motion picture
It is time to discontinue the wanton
industry, is expected to be one of the
ing. Complete, it is as follows:
use of valuable trade paper space for important witnesses before the Cook
Fort Wayne, Ind., Sept. 24, 1920.
attacks and counter-attacks when every
county, Illinois, grand jury, which is
Mr. Martin J. Quigley, Publisher,
instance of this kind has a deep ulterior
investigating charges that the world
Exhibitors Herald,
motive and when the attacks are based
championship series between the Sox
Chicago, 111.
on "what might happen" rather than on and Cincinnati last fall was "fixed."
Dear Mr. Quigley: As an independent
"whattack has
happened."
timeissue
to at-is
Mr. Elliott is a keen lover of outour franchise
or anyTheother
exhibitor wanting to be let alone in the
door sports and has followed baseball
after
it
has
worked
unfairly
in
any
inmanagement of my business, and with a -tancc and when such unfairness can be closely for years. He numbers many
of the big league players among his
state of mind that is very close to boilfriends. He volunteered his assistance
proven.
ing over from the heat of real soreness
Why should the representatives of any
to
the grand jury in an effort to rid baseother company presume to criticise my
generated in it by the attacks and counorganization unless in the activities of a
ball of any suspicion of "crookedness.'
ter-attacks that have appeared in the great cooperative body of independent
trade papers in the last few weeks be- inhibitors they see the end of many adBlanche Sweet Abroad
vantages to be gained only by treating
tween Sydney Cohen, Adolph Zukor.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
with exhibitors individually and not colAlfred Black, Stephen Lynch and others.
lectively? Ever since this industry
NEW YORK, September 28.— Blanche
I want to register a strong protest
started, efforts have been made to orSweet, the Hampton-Pathe star, sailed
against the way in which this wonderful
ganize exhibitors, cither in companies or# September 21 on the Aquitania for a
leagues, and all such efforts have been
industry seems to be drifting away from
month's vacation in Europe.
progress and toward discord, jealousy
WHY SOME MEN STAY HOME
and a suspicion of everyone and everything.
It is curious to me that the attacking
seems to be done chiefly by individuals
who are under suspicion for one reason
or other, and that instead of replying
dirertly to allegations against them with
actual facts which will disprove their
supposed efforts to throttle independent
exhibitors, they resort to counter-attacks
against other individuals and concerns
and Associated First National Pictures,
and its franchise plan in particular.
* * *
I am a franchise holder and member
of Associated First National. I am more
than twenty-one years old. I am responsible to no one but myself and my
immediate associates for the manner in
which I spend or invest the money we
make for our theatres, and I do not and
cannot sit quietly back and permit Sydney Cohen, Mr. Lynch, Mr. Zukor or
Mr. Black to attack me through an organization ofwhich I am part and parcel
as one of its many hundreds of exhibitor
members.
If there is anything wrong with Associated First National Pictures; if there
is anything in its franchise plan that is
not absolutely fair and just to everyone
concerned; if it is not strictly on the
level with every exhibitor affiliated with
it; and if the directors and executives at
the head of it are doing anything that is
Edward Langford and Marian Swayne in a scene from 'The Crimson Cross." a
not entirely to the best interests of the
Fanark picture
exhibitor members they represent, then
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D. J. Sullivan Back
From North Woods

Ohio

One

October

HERALD

8

Former Film Outing
Executive Returns
To Chicago After Long

Will

D. J. Sullivan, known throughout the
Seek to Unite Southern Ohio, Miami Valley
entire film industry, has just arrived in
Greater Cincinnati and Other Bodies
Chicago
afterlands
a year's
vacation
spent in
the
timber
of the
Northwest.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Mr. Sullivan was for many years identified with the John R Freulor enterCINCINNATI, OHIO, Sept. 28.— With the ultimate aim of bringing
prises, having been general manager of
all Ohio exhibitors into one big organization, theatre owners of Southern
Ohio will convene at the Gibson House in Cincinnati October 7 and 8 for such organizations as North American
Film Corporation. States Film Corporathe purpose of permanently organizing the Motion Picture Theatre
tion, Lone Star Corporation. Lincoln
Owners of Southern Ohio, the first foundation of which was laid Film Corporation, the serial department
of American Film Crporation, and MuSeptemebr 21.
tual Film Corporation. He was general
Four hundred exhibitors are expected to attend the convention and manager
and assistant to Mr. Frouler
affiliate with the national organization of the M. P. T. O. A. Theatre
for four years, resigning in July, 1918,
owners of Cincinnati, Hamilton, Piqua, Columbus and Dayton have to manage the distribution of the "Offientered enthusiastically into the preliminary arrangements.
cial War Pictures" for the United States
Government.
Will Propose Consolidation at Once
Served Government a Year.
Unless unexpected objection arises, the permanent officers chosen at
He
served
for a year as Manager of
the convention will be instructed to take up the matter of consolidation
Domestic Distribution, Division of
with all existing exhibitors' leagues in Ohio at once. It is probable that Films, Committee on Public Informarepresentatives of other organizations in the state will attend the contion. U. S. Government, securing some
vention.
noteworthy presentations of the official
war films through the exceptional sales
The movement started at a special
Begin to Gather
knowledge and intimate acquaintance
meeting held in the rooms of the ChamAt
Montgomery
industry.
with all angles of the motion picture
ber of tember
Commerce
at Cincinnati.
21. It was decided
to send Sepout
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
With the closing of the Division of
the call for a convention, and arrangeMONTGOMERY. ALA.. Sept. 28.—
Prominent exhibitors who tomorrow will Films office at the conclusion of the
ments were made to have a representative of the national organization present.
assist H. C. Farley to weld the exhibi- world war. Mr. Sullivan became business
Temporary organization was permanager of Kinograms Pub. Corporators of the state into a strong organization. Tl West 23rd St.. New York City
fected with I. \Y. McMahan of Cincintion affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A.
nati as chairman. Godfrey Katzen of arrived here today to complete arrangeand did much to successfully launch
Newport, Ky., secretary, and John J.
Kinogram News Reels on the market.
ments for the
Huss of Cincinnati, treasurer. Fred S. Exchange
Hotel.two days' meeting at the
Known in Banking Circles
Meyer of Hamilton, Ohio, was apThough
it is in the film world that
pointed chairman of publicity.
Michigan Expects
Mr. Sullivan has spent his most recent
Twolows : committees appointed are as fol- Big Attendance
years he is well and favorably known in
banking circles, having devoted some
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Finance — John J. Huss. chairman; I.
eleven years of his life to financial afLibson,
and
Otto
Luderking,
all
of
CinDETROIT,
MICH..
Sept.
23.—
Indicinnati.
fairs, and spent seven years in an imporcations continue that the M. M. P. E. A.
tantTobacco
executiveCompany.
position with the AmeriBusiness Relations — Andy Hettesconvention at Lansing. October 5 and 6.
can
heimer, chairman. Fred S. Meyer, Harry
will surpass in attendance all previous
It
was
a
little
more than a year ago
W. Kress. Dr. George Kolbe. T. Tymes.
gatherings of Michigan theater owners.
that he departed for the Northwest:
\V. D. Harris, I. Libson. Dan Worth.
there he combined business with the first
I. Frankel, and Dr. Alexander.
Zion Sees Pictures
real vacation he has enjoyed in many
It was generally agreed that the majority of offices would go to exhibitors
spending many months in the
ZION CITY, ILL— For the first years,
living outside of Cincinnati to avoid any
time in the history of Zion City, the timber tracts. He has only just arrived
suggestion of Cincinnati dominating the showing of motion pictures was per- in Chicago and no formal announcement
organization.
mitted here several days ago. The film has yet been made regarding his future
was one showing the various industrial
Lighter Side Is Planned
institutions of the city.
A. J. Ackerman of Cincinnati has been
plans.
appointed chairman of the entertainment
Vienna to Run Theatres
committee and instructed to see that the
Famous Signs Wilson
VIENNA.
— Municipally owned moconvention is not "all work and no
NEW YORK.— Lois Wilson has been
tion picture theatres are contemplated
play."
He
will
see
that
there
is
plenty
of diversion after the business sessions.
engaged by the Famous Players-La >ky in negotiations now proceeding between
In his publicity campaign. Fred S. Corporation to play leading parts in city authorities and a German producpictures for a period of five years.
Meyer will be assisted by John Quinlan
ing concern.
of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, who will look after the "phys- =m
ical" distribution of all literature.
E
Stars to Attend
Word
From
Australia Reflects
Frisco Meeting
|
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) g
"Herald' s" Growing
Popularity I
SAX FRANCISCO, CAL., Sept. 28.— |
EXHIBITORS
HERALD
:
I
hardly
had
time to finish J
D. S. Markowitz, president of the §
Northern California Division of the M. |
P. T. O. A., which will hold its conven- I the many copies of "Exhibitors Herald*' that I received over |
tion here October 5, 6, and 7. will spend | here, for those exhibitors that knew that your paper was j
several days in Los Angeles arranging §
with several stars to attend the banquet j in my hands would not let me rest until they had read them |
and ball which will feature the conven- I through. Wishing your paper continued success, I remain, |
tion.
g
BERT L. GLENNON,
Adoiph Zukor, president of the Fa- j
mous Players-Lasky Corporation, has | August 8, 1920.
Feature Film Attraction.
sent word that he will attend the con- |
vention if the present illness of his wife |
Sydney, Australia.
does not prevent him from making the |
trip.
g
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Thomas

Film

to Reach

Screen on Original Schedule Date
lu response to queries relative to the of the production the thousands of her
distribution of the last Selznick producadmirers after viewing "Everybody's
Sweetheart" will feel more keenly the
tion starring Olive Thomas, "Everypassing
of one of the screen's celebrities.
i)ody's Sweetheart," which was completed
just
prior
to
the
star':,
sailing
for
Europe,
it was definitely announced this week by
Selznick Enterprises that the picture will "Trumpet Island" to
he puhlished according to schedule.
Play at $1 at First
Strong Cast Supports
Showing in Chicago
"Everybody's Sweetheart" is from the
"Trumpet Island." Vitagraph special,
pen of John Lynch, who wrote the curwill be given its Chicago premiere at
rent Selznick-Olh e Thomas picture,
the Ziegfeld theatre in Michigan ave'Darling rected.Mine."
Lawrence
Trimble
dinue immediate!] following the run of
In the cast supporting the star
Griffith's "The Love Flower." The
are found the names of William (.'oilier. opening
date will he October 2 or 9.
Jr., Joseph Dowling, Aileen Manning,
The booking was arranged by Fred
Martha Mattox. Hal Wilson and Bob
\ikcn. Chicago manager for Vitagraph.
Hick.
The Ziegfeld management, after viewing
William Collier, Jr., plays the leading
male role opposite the star and is said the picture, decided, to charge an admission of $1 during the two weeks the
to render a very touching characterizap< cial w ill be shown.
tion as an inmate of the poor farm.
"Trumpet Island" is already being
Olive Thomas is also seen as an inmate
shown
in other cities in the Chicago
of the poorhouse who follows diligentl)
district. Harry Grampf reported that
the advice of an old man called "Corit broke all records at his Avon theatre,
poral." The old soldier's motto to l>oth
Decatur, 111., and opened auspiciously at
John (William Collier) and Marv (Miss
his Rock ford house.
Thomas) is to hold their heads up and
keep smiling even though everything
seems dead wrong.
Wyndham Standing
Heart Interest Theme
With Cosmopolitan
The production is declared to he full
(Special to inhibitors Herald)
of heart throbs. \\ lien a cruel man and
his wife take over the poor farm, the old
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 2« — Wyndham Standing, popular leading man. has
corporal and Mary ami John leave tinplace. The corporal becomes very ill. been signed h\ ( osinopolitan to appear
Mary, now dressed up as a hoy, and
John manage to assist him to the big opposite Marion Davics
house on the hill, occupied by General
Herbert Standing
Philip Bingham, Here they are made
welcome. And the general learns that
Now Able to Work
the decrepit old man who tries so hard
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
to salute was once a member of his regiment.
LOS tNGELES,
Sept.will28.—
The incidents that follow reveal the
Standing,
screen veteran,
soonHerbert
again
appear in films having recovered from
simplicity and charm of the deceased
star, and it is stated that with the release his recent accident.
IN THE

SHADE

OF THE

EVENING

LAMP

Many

• '.»«• .aintmnjt.'i

Pay Tribute

To Olive Thomas
~N ew York,
Sept. Thomas,
28. — Funeral
services
for Olive
Selznick star and wife of Jack Pickford, who died in Paris, September
10 of mercurial poisoning, will be
held
today street
at St. and
Thomas'
Fifty-third
Fifth Church,
avenue,
Dr. Ernest M. Srires, the rector,
will officiate.
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford and Lottie Pickford
mother
and Rupp.
sister, Jack
came Pickford's
to New
York from Los Angeles to attend
the funeral. Mary Pickford did
not accompany the other members
of the her family.
The honorary pallbearers will be
Eugene Meighan,
O'Brien, Harrison
Owen Moore,
Thomas
Fisher,
Gene Buck, Myron Selznick, Allan
Crosland and William Skelton.
There will be sixteen ushers, including Montague Love, William Collier, Jr., Irving Berlin, Vincent
Seirano, David Selznick and VicI tor Herman.

;
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Sunday Question Is
Up in Many Cities
Texas
Exhibitors Operating
On Contributions— Plan
Vote at Corvallis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
( [SCO, TEX.. Sept. 28.— One motion
picture theatre is operating here Sundays, dthoiigh no idmission is charged.
The exhibitor, after being arrested twice
tor opening on Sunday, opened a third
mm
but instead of selling tickets asked
ior contributions.
Will Vote in November
CORVALLIS,
Sept. 28.—several
Petitions have been ORE.,
in circulation
days to have placed on the ballot in
November the question of Sunday picture shows for Corvallis. The theatres
ire not open at the nresent time, the city
council declining to take action unless
the people voted on the issue.
Oak Park to Decide
OAK PARK. ILL.. Sept. 28.— At the
election November 2. the question ot
Sundav theatres will be voted upon.
Ban On at Butler, N. J.
BUTLER,
N. J..
Sept.by28 :t00
— Ascitizens,
a result of a petition
signed
the council has instructed the borough
attorneys to drait an ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows. Final action i> expected October 4. One theatre has been
operating on Sunday.
New Capitol Theatre
For Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
WILKES-BARRE. PA. — Executives
of the M. A. Comerford Amusement Co.
announce that the new Capitol theatre,
on Public Square, will open October 4.
The building is awaiting a shipment of
marble to complete the stairways.
The policy of the new house will be
first-run pictures together with artists
of established reputations in concert
work. Fred W. Hermann, now managing the Savoy theatre, will be made manager of the Capitol. J. R. Jackson has
been engaged as assistant manager. He
formerly
at
Scranton.managed the Academy theatre

Scene from "Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge," the Harry Levey production, based on
Margaret
Montague's
and Helen Prescott
Flint have
the leadingstory.
roles. George MacQuarrie, William S. Corbett

Dr. Jackson, while new to the film
business, has been associated with big
road organizations for the last eighteen
years.
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Thousands

Await

Straw

Vote

Figures
from
First National
Straw Vote, which was Planned Primarily as Publicity
Stunt for Theatres, Awakes Nation Wide
Interest in the Results
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 28. — With the national straw ballot in motion
picture houses under the auspices of Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., an accomplished fact, all doubts as to its genuine worth as a means
of theatre exploitation, as a source of public information as well as publicity getting and prestige for the industry as a whole are laid to rest by
the enormous number of votes that were recorded at the theatres co-operating, the space newspapers have given and are still giving to the returns,
and the interest which the event excited on the part of politicians.
Theatres Report Real Benefit
The theatres taking part benefited in ways that are evident not
merely now but which will be felt at this time next year. Better acquaintance with newspapers in their immediate neighborhood presaging future
tie-ups and a better understanding on the part of the exhibitor as to
what matter and photographs a newspaper will use, is one of the immediate results. Interest taken by persons in the straw vote has converted
them into picture fans, and the regular patronage of theatres has been
augmented. All in all, the theatre that staged the event has felt the
influence of it through a wider understanding on the part -of the public
and officials as to the universal appeal of the screen.
As to the publicity end, this includes
corded it daily space, and the two Hearst
the enhancing of the prestige of the thea- papers in New York and the IVorld when
tres, naturally, but the Brooklyn Strand the Cox returns became more promiTheatre, which got the jump on all the
nent gave good space to it.
theatres in the country when Manager
Outside of New York many theatres
Edward Hyman arranged to have the made exclusive tieups and benefited account made during performances and he
cordingly. At New Haven the Olympia
crashed into all the Brooklyn Monday
Theatre got front page boxes for a week
morning papers and several of the New
in advance of the beginning of the votYork ones with good publicity yarns.
ing, the same space for returns, and is
Then Joe Plunketf^ at the Xew York
still getting it on the tabulation of the
Strand, started the voting on Monday
national returns. The Cincinnati Inquirer
afternoon and for the whole week it was
and the Ohio State Journal at Columbus,
a lively race as to which of the two
featured the story in that State. Home
metropolitan Strands would lead in votes offices of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., were kept busy telegraphing
and space in the newspapers.
returns to newspapers that had not
The Brooklyn papers featured the effected
tie-ups with theatres, chief
story every day. The New York Sun among them being the Buffalo Inquirer
and
the
Xashville
Tennesscan.
and Herald and the Evening Mail acASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL
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Straw Vote Results
First National has complete returns from twenty-nine theatres in
California, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania. Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Maine, Florida, as follows:
Hardin*?
57,130
Cox
:t2,4SO
For League of Nation*
35,317
\ gainst League
44,012
For Beer
4.-..98.H
Against
Beer
29,717
For Suffrage
55^594
Against suffrage
21,893
At the Turner & Dahnken theatre, Oakland, Cal., the total vote
to date is 26,071; at Brooklyn
Strand, New York, 25,645.
As to the gathering of prestige for the
industry as a whole, it attracted attention from people who have never considered motion pictures as being of public importance. Politicians felt the universal appeal of the motion picture
houses in a way that had never occurred
to them before after the first two or
three days' balloting.
Democrats Ask Returns
The Democratic National Committee
made a formal request to be provided
with the details of the returns from
Kentucky, Missouri. Indiana and Ohio
for the purpose of determining where
special work is necessary in the closing
days of the campaign.
Daniel Gutilla. owner and manager of
the Strand and Majestic Theatres in
Bellefontaine. Ohio, called off the taking
of the ballot because of objections to
the form of the ballot on the part of
both the Democratic and Republican
local committeemen. Telegrams were
sent to Mr. Gutilla asking for details as
soon as this news reached the First National home offices, but up to the present time no answer has been received.
The more intimate acquaintance of the
politicians with the popularity of motion pictures cannot help but effect their
attitude toward censorship bills and other
things which the lawmakers dally with
to the discomfort of exhibitor, distributor and producer.
WITH

VOTES

Left — Checking and tabulating packages containing straw votes on the Presidential candidates. Right — The shipments almost
filled the receiving department ot the home office in New York.
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lather promise not to talk. Isabella, hiding behind the door, hears this conversation. She is proud of her Johnny and
more in love with him than ever. The
family, however, Isaac especially (now
played by Noel Tearle), condemn the
Black Sheep, and Dad Benton sits by
in miserable silence. Ma finds this news
too much of a blow. She faints. Dad,
too, finds his silence and his conscience
too much. He collapses and falls dead
from his chair. Ma is stunned, half insane, by this double tragedy.
Mother Goes to Poorhouse
She lives alone with her memories.
And then Johnny returns. But he finds
the small town too narrow for him. He
must go West. He speaks to Isaac and
asks him to keep Ma. But Isaac sneers
at him and wants to see some money.
Johnny promises to send money to him
every but
month
does,
IsaacfordoesMa's
not keep,
keep which
his word.he
Ma goes from one child to another. She
is not wanted anywhere. Isaac takes her
for a short time. But he, too, tells her
he can't afford to keep her. So she
gathers her pitiful little possessions together and goes over the hill to the
poorhouse, where, she tells Isaac, they
will let her work for her keep.
Johnny returns. He is horrified to
find his former home in ruins. He goes
to see Isaac, and learns where his mother
is. He is wild with fury, and flies at
Isaac, saying he is going to drag him
over the hills to the poorhouse to beg
forgiveness from Ma on bended knees.
Isabella interrupts this mad action and
persuades Johnny to go get his mother
and she. in the meantime, will fix up the
i >ld home like it used to be.
Johnny finds his old mother, weary
and stooped, scrubbing the floor. A
gloriously happy reunion takes place bej
twecn the two. Johnny picks her up in
his arms and carries her to the carriage
which speeds to the old home. Isabella
steals out and brings in the other children, who slink in, shifty-eyed, uneasy,
ashamed. But Ma embraces them all
and makes Johnny shake hands with
Isaac. The depth and the beauty of her
unshakable mother love is revealed in
her words to Johnny when she speaks
of her humbled children: "You see. they
meant no harm."
ALL READ IT

"Over the Hill to thePoorhouse
Is Another Big Box Office Feature
KiliiiliiiiiiiiiiuitHiiiHiitiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiittiiiiliiiiiiitiiiiiitiiJiiiJiiiJiifjiiiriiiiiiiJiiiiiTiJiiiuJitiJiiniuiDiti Uiitiimxiir '[Mdi.lliUIIIUIIIIiWIUUIIIIIIIil
.iiii!'iiiii!iiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiu;!Uiiiiiiiii[i:imiiiic
b w X /f< ' I 1 1 ER understands." In those of the audience, and "when Johnny drags
jVJ[ two words, spoken only as a the hypocritical Isaac Benton down the
mother can speak them, lay the road, the audience fairly shrieked in dehumor, the pathos, the happiness and the
light, and one man yelled: "Do him up
sorrows of "Over the Hill to the PoorHarry
Millarde is to be commended
house," a picture of mother love and
for his direction, and Paul H. Sloane for
suffering adapted from Will Carleton's
his splendid adaptation.
poems, "Over the Hill to the Poorhouse"
The unusually excellent cast includes:
good!"
and "Over the Hill From the Poorhouse," directed by Harry Millarde for Mary Carr as "Ma" Benton, William
Fox, which was given its premiere at the Welch as "Dad" Benton, Jerry Devinc as
Astor theatre, New York, on September
John, the Black Sheep, as a boy, and
19, 1920. As if the merits of this special John Walker when he grew up, Vivienne
were not enough, excellent opportunities
Osborne as Isabella Strong, Noel Tearle
for exploitation are offered by tie-ups as Isaac, the first born grown up, and
others.
with the publishers of Will Carleton's
Story of the Play
poems.
The picture is divided into two acts.
Ma
Benton
after her family of
The first is the prologue, which depicts six children. looks
She does practically all
life in the Benton family when the chil- the housework and also supports the
dren are young. Mary Carr, as the family by taking in sewing. Dad Benton
patient mother, who slaves and slaves is
too lazy to do much of anything exso that her dear ones- may have the little
cept make a nuisance of himself. Isaac,
comforts of life, is superb. Her acting the first
is a religious hypocritt.
is hardly acting in the true sense of the even when born,
a boy. He hates Johnny, the
word; it is an artistic interpretation of Black Sheep. Only Isabella Strong.
the simple and the natural trend
him.
little sweetheart, takes up for
of daily events. William Welch, as Johnny's
the father who refuses to work beTwenty years pass. The Bcntons are
cause he believes he wears out as
up and married. Dad Benton
much shoe leather walking over the grown
and
Ma live alone, except when there is
hills to work as he would receive in a family
once a year in their
his pay envelope, is also good. Jerry old home. reunion
Ma is frail and bent with the
Devinc. however, shares the honors with cares she has carried so long. Dad BenMrs. Carr. He is the youngster who
ton is trying to make money by stealing
plays the part of Johnny, the Black horses. Johnny (now played by John
Sheep, in his boyhood days. Into this
to see his sweetheart, Isarole he injects a delightful amount of Walker)bellagoes
(Yivienne Osborne), to tell her
expressive humor. He has the audience
he is going West As he leaves, he sees
with him from the beginning.
a man coming from the stable leading
Calls Forth Many Chuckles
two horses. Johnny runs up to him and
The glimpse given of the Benton fam- is horrified to recognize his father.
He makes his father leave, telling him
ily getting up in the morning called forth
many a chuckle. The chuckles were of a to run through the woods; the roads arc
reminiscent nature, and a few guffaws watched. Two deputies spy Johnny leading the horses back to the stable and
from the masculine sex when a rough
and tumble pillow fight was staged indi- arrest him. Johnny refuses to talk one
cated that some buried memories were way or the other, and to the law silerice
unearthed with pleasure. These scenes
means guilt. So the boy is sentenced to
three years in prison. He makes his
were neither exaggerated nor underrated,
and the comedy was therefore excellent
MANAGERS
The second act of the picture indicates
a time lapse of twenty years. The Benton children are grown up and married,
all
except Johnny— he is still the Black
Sheep.
Each scene is a slice of life, and since
the picture is somewhat long, it is impos ible to identify each interesting part.
The happy combination of simplicity,
humor and grimness is done to a nicety.
John Walker, as Johnny, the Black
Sheep grown up, is strong, convincing
and interesting.
Very sweet and attractive is Yivienne
Osborne, John's sweetheart, the one
person, besides his mother, who really
knows what calibre of man he is. Mrs.
Carr, now a frail, small, white-haired
old lady, slightly bent, who finds that
she is too much of an expense for any
of her children and who thereupon, with
pathetic courage and a tearful smile,
wearily wends her uncertain steps over
the hill to the poorhouse, unlocks the
tear vats and causes the more emotional
to sob aloud.
Superb Acting of Cast
The lightings and the settings are
good. But it is the excellency of the
story and the superb acting of the cast
Left to right — W. C. Bachmeyer, district manager, Metro, Cincinnati; E. J. Tarbell,
that makes "Oyer the Hill to the Poordistrict manager, Vitagraph, Chicago; C. L. Kendall, branch manager, Vitagraph,
house" a motion
picture too
classic.
picture cannot
be praised
highly.This
Cincinnati, reading the latest happenings in film circles from the up-to-theThe climax unbolts the pent-up anger
minute trade paper.
(Photo by Exhibitors Herald staff)
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Like
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Earlv Reports for September Declared to Indicate
That Month Will Set a New Record— Serial
Sales Drive Aids Totals
With the compilation of figures on
Pathe bookings and collections for
August and the first two weeks in September completed, a condition unprecedented in the history of the great
distributing organization was indicated.
For the six weeks beginning with the first
of August, the expansion of feature, serial
and short subject business has surpassed
any other similar period.
It is predicted that September will be
the biggest month ever experienced by
Pathe. There is slated for publication
within the next eight weeks. "The Riddle: Woman." first Associated Exhibitors
production with Geraldine Farrar as the
star; "Forbidden Valley," a J. Stuart
Blackton picture, starring Bruce Gordon and May McAvoy: "Help Wanted:
Male." starring Blanche Sweet: "Half
a Chance," made
Jesse by
D. Robert
HamptonThornby;
special
production
"The
Money release,
Changers."
Ben Hampton's
first Pathe
adapted
from the
novel by Upton Sinclair and "The Begtion. gar in Purple." an Edgar Lewis attracExpect More Records Broken
With the beginning of the fall season,
bookings on these productions are being
heavily registered in advance, which
means that September will be by far the
greatest from the standpoint of bookings in Pathe's
well as
features, long
will career.
play an Serials,
importantas
Policewoman Sues City
Because Film Is Barred
The Alice Clement Picture company
on Saturday, Sept. 25. petitioned the Circuit court of Illinois for a writ of injunction to restrain the city of Chicago
and its censorship board from enforcing
its decision prohibiting the exhibition
of a picture entitled "The Dregs of a
Large
City." complainant is Mrs. Alice
The personal
Gement Faubcl, a policewoman of Chicago, who supervised the making of thepicture, and. it is said, planned to accompany iton tour and deliver lectures.
Chief of Police Garrity, Chief of Detectives James L. Mooney and members of Chicago's
squad
appear thein
the film,
and the rifle
picture
portrays
chief and his aids saving girls from the
pitfalls of a big city. Mrs. Clement
plays a prominent part.
Ryan

to Open Palace
At Waupaca, Oct. 4
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WAUPACA, WIS.. Sept. 28.— The
Palace theatre has been completed and
will open October 4. under the management of E. H. Ryan, also manager of
the Lyric theatre. The theatre was built
at a cost of $150,000, and will seat S00
persons.
Full leather upholstered seats, a stucco
finish inside and out, with pink and green
marble for contrast, maroon and green
plush draperies, a five-color controllable
indirect lighting system, five stage settings, a motor generator and a §10,000
Barton grand organ are features of construction. "The Devil's Passkey" will
be the first attraction.

part in this result. "Pirate Gold" and
"Ruth of the Rockies." are current attracwhile inherOctober.
sen willtions,make
debut as Juanita
a Pathe Hanstar,
in "The
Phantom
Foe."
This
production was made by George B. Seitz and
is classed as a big box office card. Bookings on this serial are setting a fast pace
in the September competition.
Pathe's business gains in August and
early September can be traced in no
small measure to the impetus given
serial bookings by drives conducted by
virtually every Pathe Exchange in the
country. Chicago started the movement,
and it was quickly followed by Xew York
and with other branches immediately
entering in friendly competition.
Strive to Improve Product
Pictures published during the period,
included H. B. \Varner in "One Hour Before Dawn," "The Girl in the Web" with
Blanche Sweet: Edgar Lewis. "Lahoma:"
The House of the Tolling Bell," J. Stuart
Blackton's
work: and "Felix O'Day"
with
H. B. Warner.
Pathe has vigorously pushed its camexhibitors
every Pathe
stage
under paign
the ^among
direction
of Mr. atBrunet.
has aimed to consistently improve its
product, and there will be expanded
effort to obtain pictures that will help
exhibitors increase their patronage and
maintain it. it is announced.

Publicity Director
Paul Gulick, Who Has
Been Made Chief of
The Universal Publicity Department.

"Homespun
Hero" Regarded As Best
Two-Reel
Christie Comedy
to Date
According to the statement of the Tincher. "Out for the Xight," with
Eddie Barry in the star part. "Seven
Christie Film Company. "A Homespun
Bald Pates." with Bobby Vernon; Harry'
Hero," print of which has just been re- Gribbon in "Don't Blame the Stork." and
ceived by Educational Film Exchanges.
FayAccording
Tincher in
Models."
to "Striking
Educational
exhibitors
Inc., represents the utmost in two-reel
are
giving
a
considerable
portion
of their
comedy productions. At the recent meet- newspaper space over to advertising
these
pictures,
and
several
hundred
of
ing of Educational's eastern exchange
managers. Charles Christie is reported them are using special lobby displays
to have promised the managers that he on each comedy including the collection
would soon offer them a comedy which of Follies girls' photos that are being
sent out through Educational Exchanges
they could promise exhibitors as superior
Prophecy Big Advertising
to any feature that they might have on
"In three months." says a statement
the bill.
from Educational,
"thereplaying
will notChristie
be a
Bobby Vernon is the featured player theatre
in the nation
Comedies
that
does
not
realize
they
in "A Homespun Hero," while Vera Sted- a wonderful pulling power. We are have
not
man and Helen Darling have prominent advising them to advertise them for any
parts under the direction of William
other reason than that we want to esBeaudine. The story is laid around a
tablish to the exhibitor's satisfaction that
musical comedy which visits a small the two-reel comedy, if it is good and
town. The star is reminded that she has recognized, actually brings increased ata country cousin whom she had never
tention to the theatre."
seen and the players think that it would
Venus Amusement Company
"Rube"
thewhat
inviteJust
be goodto sport
around
see the toshow.
the
To Build Whiting Theatre
"Rube"
does supplies the greater portion
of
the fun.
WHITING. IXD— It is reported that
the Venus Amusement Company ef Gary
Exploitation Aid Offered
Unusual exploitation suggestions are will build an up-to-date theatre with
being made in its press books, according seating capacity of one thousand here.
to Educational.
A. J. Obreshk. who for a number of
"A Homespun Hero" is the eighth of
the Christies to be published through years has operated several Gary theatres,
the Star in Whiting, has purchased
Educational.
fea- also
property 50 by 120 feet He will start
turing Vernon "Kiss
was theMefirstCaroline,"
and this was
followed bv "A Seaside Siren," with Fav building as -soon as plans are completed.
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OFFERINGS

Left — Scene from "Duck Inn," a Mermaid Comedy; Centre — Lloyd Hamilton, a bad man in a powder factory. The picture is
"Dynamite."
Educational. Right — Throwing the bull, or a love scene from "Nonsense,"' another Mermaid comedy issued through
J. Searle

Dawley
Special

Will
Series

Pathe

Produce
for

William

Fox

Well Known Director Signs Contract and Has Already
Started Work on His First Picture Under >
The New Arrangement
tics for many of the recent screen
From Fox Film Corporation comes official confirmation of the report that a dramas. Mr. Dawley brings a wealth of
new director has been signed by that
technical experience to the Fox organiorganization to make a series of feature
zation, where it is prophesied he will do
productions for the coming season.
great things with the facilities offered
J. Searle Dawley is the name of the by the new studios where he will work.
new director, who will shortly start upon
The new director speaks enthusiasthis first picture for William Fox. He
ically of his association with Fox. With
is no newcomer to the directorial field, the efficient production organization
back of him that has been back of such
being well known throughout the indusdirectors as Charles J. Brabin, Harry J.
try s a maker of screen plays in which
Millarde, J. Gordon Edwards, Dell
severalhave
of the
country's most prominent
stars
appeared.
Henderson and Charles J. Giblyn, he
feels confident of scoring heavily.
Is Already at Work.
Mr. Dawley has already assumed his
place, and has been given one of the
new offices recently completed on the Kewpie Dorety Co.
To Make Comedies
huge stage floor of the West Fifty-fifth
Street Fox building for the Eastern di(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
rectors. The name of his first picture
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 28.— The lathas not yet been announced, but rumor
est film company to be started is the
has it that one of the feminine stars
Kewpie
Dorety Comedy Company,
will be its central figure.
which plans to make twelve two reel
J. Searle Dawley is a man fully comfeatures yearly.
petent to stage elaborate and exacting
Allen Watt, formerly with the Chrisdramas. From his experience on the
tie Compny, is director general: Wilstage — including vaudeville — he entered
liam Dorety is president: Edwin Baker,
the motion picture field several seasons
general
manager, and Theodore Johns,
ago, well prepared. The successful use
sales
manager.
to which he since has put the knowledge
gleaned, beginning with his course at the
Scott Saxton College of Oratory in Holubar Feature Is
Denver and continuing through his career in operatic, stock and vaudeville
Booked by Kinema
companies, has been witnessed by screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
followers all over the world.
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— Kinema
Among some of the famous stars who
has booked Allen Holubar's
have come under the directorial guid- Theatre
"Once to Every Man" at one of the
ance of J. Searle Dawlev are Marv
highest
rentals
it has ever paid. It will
Pickford. H. B. Warner. Billie Burke.
play one week at the Kinema and then
Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson, Doris
start a long run at the Superba theatre.
Kenyon and Charles Richmond.
Wrote "Everybody's Business."
Warners Get Martin
For Mr. Richmond, Mr. Dawley both
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
wrote and directed "Everybody's Business." Later he wrote several features,
NEW YORK. Sept. 28,— E. A. Martin,
who directed "The Lost City," has been
including
"The Phantom
for
the Hallmark
company. Honeymoon"
The author
signed by Warner Brothers to direct another animal serial.
of eighteen stage plays and of continui-

Opens

Office

In New
"Film Now
Row"
Chicago
Exchange
Has
CitySites in
One of the
Finest
In quarters equipped to handle their
increasing business to good effect and
large enough to permit of the satisfactory attention to activities, no matter
how large their increase, the Pathe Exchanges Inc., opened its new Wabash
avenue headquarters in Chicago last
week.
The offices, located at 418 Wabash
avenue, near Van Buren, are on the
ground floor. They are commodiously
and conveniently outfitted. There is a
projection room arranged more after
the plan of a smoking room than that
of a theatre, and trade showings will
begin there this week.
The staff has been increased, the company employing
than 1a hundred helpers. now
Sincebetter
August
they
have been located in the new building,
preparing for the opening week and the
continuing of business in the new place.
Many out of town exhibitors visited tb
exchange during the invitation week and
a number of new contracts were closed
as a result, according to W. W. Anderson, assistant manager. William A.
Aschmann is manager.
Crawfordsville House
Will Close on Sunday
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IND.. Sept.
28. — B. V". Barton, manager of the
Strand motion picture theatre of this
city, has bowed to the wishes of the
ministerial association in regard to Sunday performances. As the result of
active opposition on the part of the
ministers. Mr. Barton has written to
R. H. Williams, city attorney, saying
that until he is convinced a harmonious
public demands Sundav entertainment
he will discontinue his Sunday shows.
The ministers as a preventive measure have organized a Civic League.
Their purpose in so doing, they say, is
to correct affairs deemed not for the
best interests of the community.
DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES
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If the industry has been united in a single opinion it is to
the effect that the straw vote publicity idea is one of if not the
best in the exploitation history of the American theatre. As
conducted by Associated First National Picture, Inc., in the
houses of franchise holders it commands the respect of theatre
men universally. <
But not every exhibitor is a First National exhibitor.
Which does not mean that not every exhibitor can use the
idea with brilliant results.
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O., is not a First National exhibitor. But he is
the first American showman to conduct a straw vote and his
lead will undoubtedly be followed by hundreds of theatremen
within the next four weeks.

Mr. Meyer's enterprise is fully described in the present
story. But it is interesting to know at the beginning that
Hamilton is in Butler County, as is also the home of Governor
Cox, and that the final count taken Sunday night, September
25, after four weeks of balloting, is as follows:

Cox

7396

Harding

3,341

THE first announcement of the
Palace straw vote was made
th rough the newspapers of Hamilton
and upon the theatre screen. A similar ballot was presented to patrons at
the same time, the design of which is
reproduced herewith for the guidance
of exhibitors who take advantage of
Mr. Meyer's splendid example.
Because it was required that the
ballots be signed, Mr. Meyer reports,
there was at first a certain reluctance
on the part of the more conservative
element. When it was explained upon
the screen and in the newspapers that
this precaution had been taken to prevent minors and ineligibles from voting the balloting became general.
At the first count made. Governor
Cox, a resident of Butler County, led
by a small margin. As a result, the
Hamilton Journal, a Democratic newspaper, gave front page space to the
story.
At the next count Harding was
shown in the lead, and the H aim! ton
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Daily News, the Republican paper,
gave the story a three-line head with
a bank, in the middle of the first news
* * *
PageFrom that time forward, of course,
both newspapers were obliged to
carry the findings each time a count
was made, and the total amount of
space used ran into many columns.
It is hardly necessary to add that
business during the four weeks was
strongly influenced by the enterprise.
The Cox support, obviously, is strong
in Hamilton. And, as obviously, the
Republican opposition is determined.
There the local as well as national
feeling runs strong, and the interest
taken in the straw vote was correspondingly keen.
An interesting side-light upon the
whole is the fact that several hundred
new names were obtained for the
Palace mailing list, which receives
each week one of the best house organs published in the country. The

mailing list formerly included 2,200
names, which number now has been
greatly increased.
Tn conception and execution, Mr.
Meyer's publicity stunt merits highest
praise. That he '"beat the opposition
to it," the First National franchise
holder in Hamilton starting Sunday,
Sept. 19, is but another tribute to the
quality of his showmanship, the Palace
balloting having been in progress
three weeks at that time, whereas it
might have been delayed until such a
time as to seriously detract from his
competitor's
campaign.
WithFirst
the Naadditional issues
used in the
tional ballot there should be little if
any conflict, the Palace, of course, enjoying the merited advantage of being
"first."
Though the First National straw
vote closed Sept. 25, there are undoubtedly hundreds of American exhibitors who did not participate therein and are now in a position to utilize
the Palace precedent in staging an
individual campaign. It is for the
benefit of such exhibitors that Mr.
Meyer makes public the details of his
experience.
**Straws show which way the wind blows"
HOW WILL YOU VOTE?
PALACE
THEATRE
Non-Pa rtinan Con Com
Coouace
HARDING
YOUR NAME
Mra.
Mia.
Mr
Residence
Fill this in and hand lo any employee of this theatre.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL YOUR NAME BE
USED.
DO NOT VOTE MORE THAN ONCE. If you have
already voted in THE PALACE THEATRE CONTEST,
please DO NOT vote again.

The simple but serviceable ballot form
used by Fred S. Meyer in his straw
vote conducted at th; Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O.
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Hugo Riesenfeld, manager of the
Rivoli theater. New York, used
a special costume song number
typifying Civil War times, in
connection with the showing of
"Held By the Enemy "
R. S. Ballantyne arranged with a
table supply company to serve
cookies and coffee in the Moon
theatre lobby, Omaha, Neb., to
all patrons attending the matinee showing of 'The Strange
Boarder."
A vocalist attired in the garb of
the early sixties sang in the
lobby of the Casino theatre, Chicago, drawing attention to the
display used for the engagement
of "Hitchin' Posts."
A vacant lot adjoining the Stratford theatre, Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., was converted into auto
parking space with an attendant
in charge to watch the cars
parked there by patrons.

"Masquerade Week" is an exploitation innovation of great promise that exhibitors
have thus far ignored. Mabel Normand's Goldwyn production, "What Happened
to Rosa," presents an opportunity for its application. The widest latitude is
allowed the showman in managing the affair and the box office and publicity gain
should be great.

Rings mounted upon cards were
displayed
a jeweler's
in Brighamin City,
Utah, window
a prize
of five tickets being offered to
each of those who guessed
which ring was the kind worn
by Clara Kimball Young in
"For the Soul of Rafael," then
showing at the Imperial theatre.
The Brunswick talking machine
dealer in Indianapolis, Ind., used
a window display depicting a
mother teaching her son to play
the violin..
"Humoresque"
entered its second
week at the
Ohio theatre.
The Spaulding store in Denver,
Colo., devoted a window to a cooperative display showing a
cutout of Cullen Landis as J.
Wallingford Speed, the supposed
sprinter, in "Going Some," then
^showing
at Loew's Casino theatre.
An innovation was scored in Warren, O., when the telephone girls
of the city were invited to a
showing
of "Thetheatre,
Deep the
Purple"
at
the Duchess
idea
being that in a city of that size
the girls know practically all
subscribers and converse with
them over the phone. Result
excellent.

Woman," the American
An exploitation title of exceptional merit is "A is Light
available at Pathe exchanges.
picturization of the well known poem, which
The poem has been widely read, and straight advertising based upon this fact
should be profitable in itself. Using the suggestions offered in the press book,
and adding those that will occur to the thoughtful showman, results should be
highly gratifying. Not the least striking of these is the weighing machine idea,
which may be conducted simply as a lobby feature or expanded to embrace a
contest in which much enthusiasm should be created, extensive publicity and)
actual drawing power being developed.
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E.

Jones

West

Puts

Coast

Due to the skilfully directed efforts
of IV. E. Jones, manager of the Superba theatre, Los Angeles, that institution has taken its place among the
leaders in West Coast presentation and
exploitation in a remarkably brief period. His Tvork is more or less familiar to readers of this department
through the accounts recently published of various campaigns, among
the most interesting and valuable matter that has been written as regards
its bearing upon the general science of
theatre advertising.
TWO recent Jones creations that
give an excellent idea of the high
quality of his work are presented herewith, the lobby dressing used for
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals" and
the presentation setting used with
"Under Crimson Skies, ' both Universal productions.
The lobby dressing is obviously
strong in attraction power and additionally important because of the
adaptability of the idea upon which
it is based. The palm foliage used,
as well as the cane wall masking, is
obtainable in the case of practically
any theatre in the country. The
stuffed animals, -the strongest feature
of the display because the most unusual, should also be within the ability of any exhibitor to procure. The
life-size paintings, of course, are supplied by the exchange.
At the most, the display, or an acceptable duplicate, should be arranged
by the average exhibitor at the expense of a few complimentary tickets.
And the same general type of lobby
can be used with a great number of
attractions differing but slightly in
general character from the one for
which Mr. Jones devised the original.
The presentation feature used for
"Under Crimson Skies.'' on the other
hand, is valuable chiefly as employed.
The bare scenic idea can be reproduced with fair success, but in the
Superba instance vocalists in oil skins
gave a musical program, special lighting was used to great effect, and at
the close of the presentation the ship
seen in the distance moved away
across a billowing sea. Here the individualism of the man behind the
feature shines forth most clearly.
It is individualism of the highest
type, resulting in creation of material
that is altogether meritorious and productive of substantial returns, not the
least important of which is to be found
in the country-wide adoption of ideas
of attested worth.
W. E. Jones' personality has been
infused in Superba presentation and

HERALD

Superba

Presentation

Among
and

First

in

Exploitation

TWO of the recent Superba enterprises that command respect. Below, the lobby
display used for "Shipwrecked Among Cannibals." Above, the stage setting for
Skies," the
mechanical
construction
of which caused the ship to
move"Under
across Crimson
the background
at the
conclusion
of the prologue.
exploitation in such manner as to place
that institution alongside the heretofore acknowledged leaders in West
Coast theatricals. The place is well
earned and the man is to be congratulated upon his achievement.
The big"The
theatre Big
has a Idea"
certain advantage
over its
smaller
competitors
solely because of its size.
The prestige that attaches to size is
a bit difficult to explain, but none the
less a factor to be reckoned with.
Exhibitor advertisers do well to do
anything
in a "big" way.
The biggerandtheeverything
better.

"Say are
It active
With advertisers.
Flowers" They
Florists
need to be. Exhibitors have not capitalized the fact to date.
The majority of showmen advertise
the desirable features of their establishments on the screen, in the newspapers
and in the house organ, in straight copy
emphasizing cleanliness, ventilation, and
similar qualities.
Flowers used in moderation and propplaced give the same impression and
more erlyconvincingly.
A co-operative
cult to arrange. plan should not be diffiWhy not "Say it with flowers'"
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/?ise of Photoplay
Graphically Pointed
Out in Fox Record
In the rush of the necessary daily
effort to put over as successfully as
possible the current attraction, it is
natural for the exhibitor to forget
for the moment the all-important
matter of the Its
photoplay's
advancement.
rise fromgeneral
comparative obscurity to its present position is an amazing fact become common through familiarity. Today,
much as they should, few take cognizance of the indications on every
hand that this steady advance has
not been halted.

Wesley
in the vehicle
that exploitation
he used in "Go
and GetatIt,"
Sol Lesser
his
first Barry,
independently
executed
campaign
theaided
Kinema
theatre,in Los
Angeles.

Wesley
For

Barry

Kinema

Aids
Run

Considerable added interest attaches to the exploitation used for
Marshall Neilan's First National attraction, "Go and Get It," at the
Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, because it is the first event of its kind
to be conducted since the departure
of Jack Callicott, formerly managing
director, and the taking over of actual management by Sol Lesser.
That it was wholly successful bears
out the generally conceded declaration that Mr. Lesser is a showman
of the first rank.
The participation in the exploitation by Wesley Barry, the youngster
who has a prominent part in the picture, was not the least notable feature.
The popularity of the boy is national,
if not international, but particularly
marked in Los Angeles, where his"
freckled face is a not uncommon sight
upon the streets of the city.
Using the trick conveyance that he
drove to excellent advantage in the
picture, the juvenile favorite went
about the streets of the city, accompanied by a dusky companion of approximately his own age who bore the
sign giving the essential information.
He also made personal appearances
at the Kinema during the run, a fact
that was duly conveyed to the public
through the usual and a few unusual
advertising channels.
The personal appearance stunt is
one of established merit. No exhibitor with a true sense of exploitation
values misses an opportunity to use
it, though for the majority of American theatremen these chances come
but rarelv.

in Exploitation

of "Go

and

Get

It"

The enterprise of Mr. Lesser in this
identifying himself immediately upon
taking charge of the theatre with the
best methods in exploitation is entirely commendable. The exhibitorial
body will look to him for important
innovations that will serve as models
!<>r their own advertising campaigns,
and if the "Go and Get It" campaign
is a sample of his ability they will not
be disappointed.

The last barricade fell when the motion picture was shown for the first
time in the concert theatre, the institution formerly considered sacred to
opera and the better class of musical
entertainment. During the past year
this capitulation has been reported
from practically tvery important city
m the country, the latest account of
Mich an achievement coming from the
very center of classical culture, Boston, Mass.
In this case it is "While New York
Sleeps," the Fox production, that has
brought about the event. Opened at
■ :k I '."Moil 1 i| icr.i I louse, it immediately attracted large attendance. The
attendance grew steadily, reaching the
proportions indicated in the accompanying illustration as the fourth week
of its engagement opened.
There can 1m.- no questioning of the
validity of the waiting line seen in
the photograph.
The and
camera's
evidence is indisputable,
the long
line that stretches from the theatre
door is a line of patrons waiting to
see "While New York Sleeps" because
they want to see that motion picture.

There can be no doubt of the legitimacy of this photograph, showing the line that
awaited admission to the Boston Opera House. Boston, Mass., at the beginning
of the fourth week of "While New York Sleeps."
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DeLuxe
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Riesenield s Best for
'The Restless Sex
Hugo Riesenield surpassed
previous attainments in his presentation of Marion Davies' Cosmopolitan-Paramount production,
using silk posters for lobby display, a stage setting by Joseph
Urban, and an original musical
score. Accompanying illustrations convey an impression of the
atmosphere
of elegance that prevailed.
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American
Theatres
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(The following slogans, additions to the
list printed in this department last week,
will be found valuable when the selection
of a slogan for permanent use is to be
made. The advertising merit of a good
slogan need not be discussed.)

"A Good Clean Show for the Whole Family."
| Blake. Webb City. Mo.
* * *
"Maquoketa's Fun Center. — New Orpheum. Ma- |
| quoketa, la.
* * *
|
"Temple of Photoplays."- — Grogg's California. Bak- I
1 ersfield. Cal.
* * *
"We Show Big Stars Only." — New Crystal. Minne
| apolis. Minn.
* * *
"Always a Good Show." — Crystal. Deralur. III.
* * *
"Hopkinsville's
I v.lle. Ky.

Beauty Spot."
* * *

"Perfect
1 Manville.
Wyo. Pictures
"Three Minutes
| W.lkes-Barre. Pa.

*

Properly
* *

From
y 9

the

Princes-.. Hopkins
Presented." Dorlha.
Square." — Orpheum. f

"The Shrine of Photoplays. "--Beacon. Boston. Ma* * *
"A National Institution." — Strand. New York.
"Where Everybody Goes." — Majestic. Austin.
p
If. If. if.

I ex. |

"The Home of All That's Best in Photoplays." — j
| Majestic, Williamsport, Pa.
* ^ ¥
"Largest Theatre in the World."
I York. N. Y.

C apitol. New |

"The Best Pictures and First." — Broadway Strand. §
| Detroit, Mich.
^
j£
.a
"The Temple of the Motion Picture and Shrine of |
| Music and Allied Arts." — Strand. New Orleans. La.
"Enjoyable Diversion in Cool and Refined Surround- j
i ings." — Riviera, Chicago, 111.
S.AiHiiiitimuiHtiuiiuuuiiiaiiiuuiiiiiiiiuiai [imuintiiuiiniiiiiiriiiiiiuiiiiiiiriHiiiiHiiniiimimiiiiniiniiniiiiuitiiititiiHmiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiirJutuiiiiiiiiutiiinniniiniiii^

Police
In

Mix

In and

Rialto

Put

Calliope

Pep
Stunt

Police interference, at times disastrous, worked to the
advantage <>l James Sladdin, Famous 1 'layers- Lasky exploitation representative, and the management of the
Rialto theatre-. ( >maha. Neb., when applied to the exploii . it inn campaign used for the engagement of "The Round
I tnry
p." is
Roscoe
Arbuckle's initial feature production. The
interesting.
A calliopt oi true circu-- volume and piercing shrillness was placed upon the ledge of the Rialto and its effect
upon the populace was such as to bring officers of the law
upon the scene, with the result that the instrument was
promptly removed.
But the idea was not disbanded.
Instead, the classic parade feature was placed in, an
automobile, with a young woman manipulating the keyboard,section
and a comprehensive
tour of the business and residence
was made.
The Omaha Daily News got the story of the event
and gave it prominent position, giving the credit to Mr.
Sladdin. described as a New York newspaper man.
The calliope idea, however applied, is excellent. So
closely is the instrument associated with the circus in the
public mind that at the first note the hearer immediately
•.liinks of a parade. Most people go out of their way to
see the traditional procession of cages, clowns and the rear
guard, the calliope.
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Up

Basis

Theatre

Prologue

Though Joseph L. Phinkett, manager of the Strand
theatre, New York, has contributed frequently valuable
addition to the fund of theatre advertising data, few of
his endeavors have ranked with prologue used for "FortyFive Minutes
from inBroadway,"
First with
National attraction,
point of Charles
novelty Ray's
combined
practicability. Though essentially a "big theatre'' prologue,
it deserves the attention of ei'cry exhibitor in the field.
TWO stage settings, both photographically presented
upon this page, were used in the Strand presentation,
a natural sequence blending the two and leading without a
break into the picture proper.
The curtain rose to disclose the railroad station at
Xew Rochelle, where the major portion of the actibn
transpires, and the characters shown in the reproduction
gave "So Long Mary," a well-remembered "hit" from
the stage original by George M. Cohan. As the soloist
and chorus left the stage at the conclusion of the number
a rapid change was made, lights coming up to reveal the
rear platform of an observation car, seemingly attached to
a train backed up to the drop line.
In the reproduction the car is seen surrounded by
white space. In the stage measure a portion of a travelogue photographed from a moving train was projected
upon this white space in such manner as to. give the illusion of a train drawing away from a station.
* * *
By a graduation of light effects the picture was
brought upon the screen immediately following the apparent disappearance of the train into the distance, the
opening scene closely approximating that used as the first
part of the prologue.
The Plunkett creation is undeniably excellent. It
undoubtedly put the audience in a properly receptive frame
of mind for the exhibition of the picture. The pleasant
recollections that follow the revival of a once-popular song
are of common experience. And when, as in this case.

A drop representing the railroad station at New Rochelle,
N. Y., was used by Joseph L. Plunkett as the background
for the elaborate presentation given "Forty-Five Minutes
From Broadway." The above photograph was taken as
"So Lcng
Mary,"
hit from George M. Cohan's
stage
version,
was the
beingsong
given.

The second episode of the Strand presentation, showing the
observation platform of a car that was made to appear as
rapidly drawing away from the stage by the use of motion
pictures projected upon the white space surrounding the
central figure. At the conclusion the opening scene of the
picture was faded in with complete naturalness.
a musical comedy that attained sensational popularity upon
the stage is partially reproduced, the retrospective mood
established is correspondingly favorable to presentation
purposes.
Xot every theatre is equipped to duplicate Mr. Plunkett's prologue. But every theatre can utilize the musical
score of the original play to advantage.
* * *
If there are no facilities for its elaborate staging the
orchestra can at least use the musical numbers to advantage. And every theatre should employ one or more
vocalists to add to the effectiveness of the enterprise.
The common impression that musical comedies do
not make good pictures is said to have been corrected
where "Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway" has been
shown.
It isinworth
stage
the picture,
case every
he usesshowman's
it, in suchspecial
mannereffort
as toto bring
about the general eradication of this belief, as there will
undoubtedly be picturizations of musical comedies in great
numbers upon the schedule of the future.
This form of antagonism to a certain style of photoplay is injurious in the extreme. Showmen should bend
every effort to the elimination of such class opposition.
By beneficial presentation for pictures of the class worthy
of the endeavor this can be achieved with complete success.
* * *
Manv readers will recall the exploitation campaign
used by Mr. Plunkett for "What Women Love." the
Annette Kellerman feature recently published by Associated First National Pictures. Inc. In that instance
the methods employed were altogether different but
equally efficacious.
Window displays were obtained in stores throughout the city, some of the most attractive displays of this
nature on record being composed.
Displaying marked ability in both styles of exploitation, Mr. Plunkett proves himself a versatile and
capable workman, one of the type that the industry
needs and may justly feel proud of.
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In demonstrating by concrete example that the aye of an attraction is
not a bar to successful exploitation,
that
a picture
not essentially
"dead"in
because
it has is been
shown before
the territory, Lee Brecher, manayiny
director of the Plasa theatre, Nezv
York, has rendered a yenuine service
in behalf of exploitation as an institution. His experience is of vital importance to every American exhibitor.
D W A R K GRIFFITH'S
DAVI
First National attraction, "The
Idol Dancer," was several months' old
when it opened its engagement at the
Plaza. Despite this fact, and the fact
that its earlier showings were extensively attended and the picture
widely discussed in print and by the
exgeneral public, the Plaza reported
traordinary business throughout the
run.
The showmanship of the Plaza managing director was directly responsible.
The central facts in the account of
the exploitation used are disclosed in
the accompanying illustrations. The
photographs do not give, however,
Mr. Brechcr's views on the subject
nor the details of the exploitation.
Mr. Brecher reasoned that the hula
hula idea, though it had been used,
had not been discarded because

"played out." He reasoned that by
placing the dancer in an unusual surrounding he could get the same re-

A chorus girl attired as a hula hula d.incer drew crowds to the taxi upon which she
appeared, advertising the showing of "The Idol Dancer" at the Plaza theatre.
New York.
so many
followed the car for blocks, thinking 6he
might,
And She
manydidn't
moredance,
attended
the Plaza.
sults as were first experienced with
the device.
The taxi cab method suggested itself and was adopted, with the result
that after traffic had been seriously
interfered with at several intersections
police objection was registered.
And not the least important phase

Though "The Idol Dancer" had been shown extensively in New York, the Plaza
management did not hesitate to put effort and enthusiasm into the advertising
campaign, with the results seen in the photograph of the lobby.

of the stunt comes to light when it is
made known that the dancer didn't
dance. She wasn't even a dancer, but
a chorus girl out of work who doubled
to fill open time.
The fact that she didn't dance held
for an extended period the attention
of those who thought and hoped that
she might. And the crowd grew, and
grew and grew.
The chief point of general interest,
of course, lies in the fact that this
exploitation succeeded spectacularly
after the picture for which it was used
had been shown several times in the
territory and the keen interest that
attaches to new D. W. Griffith attracsened. tions must have been materially lesExhibitors throughout the country
should not fail to grasp the significance of this fact. The majority of
second and subsequent run theatres
have not been represented as they
should be in the columns of exploitation history. The effect of this tendency is obviously to retard the development ofthe showmanship science.
The development of that science as
rapidly as possible is one of the most
important duties of the industry today.
This necessary improvement will be
materially hastened when the mistaken
impression that an old picture requires no exploitation is corrected.
Mr. Brecher's campaign for "The Idol
Dancer" should correct this impression in many quarters.
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Lavishly exploited and presented six months after publication, "Down On the Farm,"
Mac\ Sennett's United Artists
production, merits the designated
rating as
an exhibitors'
Above
is seen
the stagepicture.
of the l!
Majestic Theatre, Jackson,
Mich. Bzlo'JO, the Riviera,
Anderson, Ind.
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STAKTINd the new season in accordance with the
best precepts of showmanship, the management of
the Time theatre, New York, recently concluded a Fall
Festival Week reported as entirely successful both from a
box office standpoint and as a formal opening. A complete Universal program was used for the week and the
advertising co-operation accorded by the Universal exploitation division counted materially in the final reckoning.
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals" was the initial attraction for the week, and the accompanying illustration
shows the maimer in which the lobby was prepared for the
occasion. There have been many photographs submitted
showing the lobby work done in behalf of this feature and
the present one is indicative of the general average.
"La La Lucille" was used on Wednesday, "The
Breath of the Cods" followed for Thursday and Friday,
and "Human Stuff" was the Saturday attraction, "The
Adorable Savage" being reserved for Sunday use.
In each instance the lobby display was changed completely and other advertising used was such as to make
the connection clear in every detail. Throughout the run,
due to the masterful way in which the enterprise was engineered, the attendance maintained a standard which
amply proves the wisdom of the policy.
Special exploitation maintained over a seven-day period is no longer considered remarkable. But this is an
instance of especial interest, the nature of the occasion
and the frequent changes of program adding unusual angles. As an instance of capable showmanship well applied
the Time theatre event is noteworthy. No doubt many
exhibitors will utilize at least certain phases of the enterprise in conducting similar affairs at their theatres. It is
valuable as an example and as a precedent, the best type
of exploitation literature.

The Time theatre, New York, used Universal attractions exclusively during its Fall Festival Week, which marked
definitely the beginning of the new season, gaining the
advant^fe r{ exchange cooperation in lobby displays and
other advertising.

Utilizing the belfry that was used in the making of the picture,
two of Keith's Brooklyn theatres made up an excellent
lobbv Fet, emphasizing the weird atmosphere of the play,
which is one of its striking novelties.

Weird

Lobby

Attention

Effect
of

Gets

Passers-By

AN< (VELTY in motion pictures is comparatively rare.
It is to the best interests of the motion picture as an
institution that the novelties that are produced should be
exploited to the full, with the phases that are particularly
novel most heavily stressed in the work.
J. Stuart Blackton's current production for Pathe
"The House of the Tolling Bell," is one of the genuine
novelties of the current market. And the exploitation
given
it atmost
two of
of the
B. F.
Keith's
Brooklyn,
N. Y., theatres
made the
novel
features
presented.
The photograph of the Monroe theatre lobby presented herewith shows the manner in which the lobby
was taken care of. One corner was purposely dimmed
and the old belfry and bell that were used in the making of
the picture was installed.
The properly weird effect was heightened by lighting
the interior of the belfry from above with a green radiance,
an owl with baleful yellow eyes gleaming through the
green giving the best possible impression of the general
nature of the production.
The crowds that passed the theatres during the weeks
when the stunt was used did not escape the significance
of the appeal. They carried away, without exception, the
definite idea that a photoplay of distinctly unique character was being shown at the theatre.
If no other effect was gained the enterprise was more
than worth while. The popular craving for novelty in
every line of kuman endeavor is well known to theatremen
and producers. It is because of this that every picture
that presents genuine novelty is talked about and consequentlv generously attended.
Exhibitors show their preference for the unusual in
motion pictures by using them whenever they are available.
They should carry through in their advertising and exploitation, forthe' public shares their preference.
Exploitation should be in all cases as thorough as it
is possible to make it. In the case of the genuine novelty
it should bear most heavily, if not exclusively, upon the
novel phases of the production advertised.
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ELWYN SIMONS, manager of the New Family theatre. Adrian, Mich., set an example which many exhibitors should find
it possible to follow out in detail when he gave away gasoline in five gallon cans in connection with a contest used to exploit
"The
MindMr.The
Paint states
Girl" that
Though
an oil dealer
gasoline even
used,when
and the
othergasoline
dealersmust
may bebe paid
foundfor.willing to
do likewise,
Simons
the enterprise
will donated
be foundtheprofitable

"Free

Gasoline
Attracts

in

Five

Motor

Gallon

Owners

Taking advantage of a local event of considerable economic importance. Ehvyn Simons, manager of the New Family theatre. Adrian. Mich.,
recently staged one of the most remarkable contests in exploitation history, a contest that undoubtedly added greatly to the steady patronage of
his playhouse as well as increasing materially the normal attendance during the run for which it was used. The whole enterprise presents aspects
of genuine interest to theatre men generally and the public at large.
A new brand of gasoline was introduced in Adrian simultaneously
with the announcement of "'The Mind The Paint Girl." Anita Stewart's
First National attraction, as showing at the Xew Family. Mr. Simons
took advantage of the coincidence.
He approached the manager of the new institution and suggested cooperation. The manager responded enthusiastically and as a result the
announcement was made that gasoline in five gallon cans would be given
away at the Xew Family theatre.
Oil cans were used to decorate the front of the theatre, as seen in the
illustration, and a newspaper campaign was put into execution to spread
the news as widely as possible.
Motorists particularly were interested. They talked about the advertisement and the offer made. They also discussed, no doubt, the possible merits of the new brand of gasoline, and talked the usual shop.
The result was the obvious one. attendance that taxed the capacity of
the theatre. And the comment that was passed from man to man. especially after the first few winners had had an opportunity to test the new
fuel, was such as to maintain that sort of patronage throughout the period
of the offer.
The advertising gained by the oil concern is no less worthy of mention than the results experienced at the theatre. By reason of the contest
the introduction of the new product was materially simplified, and the
essential try-out was obtained in remarkably short time.
True co-operation extended in this case from beginning to close of
the enterprise, and the co-operation was of genuine cash value to both.
Though the gasoline used was supplied to the theatre free of cost.
Mr. Simons stated as his belief that the stunt would be profitable were it
necessary to pay the market price for the fuel.

Cans"
to

New

Family

The front of the New Family theatre.
The huge tank on the sidewalk attracted wide attention and a protest
was made to the city fathers which
resulted in an investigation by the
fire department. The tank, of course
won front page space .o the story.
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Rivoli Run

Proves

"What Women Love"
Box Office Title
That none appreciate so keenly as
the exhibitor the value of a box office title is a common contention seldom contested. That the exhibitor
is also best qualified to compose
titles of genuine box office value is
a belief less frequently expressed but
altogether logical, especially in view
of the publication by First National
of "What Women Love," produced
by Sol Lesser, an exhibitor.
W hen 'W hat Women Love" was
announced as the title of the Annette
Kellerman vehicle it was widely acclaimed abox office title. Here and
there a dissenting voice was heard, but
the concensus of opinion was in favor
of its financial fitness.
Not the least attractive feature of the seven-fold campaign used for "The Law of
the Yukon,"
at the Rialto
theatre. Fall River,
Mass.,
was the above lobby
display,
an attractive
and atmospherically
powerful
composition.

"Law

of the
With

Yukon79

Sets

Seven-Fold

L. M. Boss, general manager of the
Fall River Consolidated Enterprises,
in reporting the establishing of a new
Summer attendance record with "The
Law of the Yukon," gives unstinted
credit to Albert W. Sobler and Jack
Pegler. members of the Mayflower exploitation staff, for their seven- fold
advertising drive. The methods used,
interesting and in many cases adaptable, follow :
1. The posting of five thousand
tack cards for motorists reading,
"Stop! The Law of the Yukon demands your presence at the Rialto."
2. The distribution of four thousand throwaways similarly worded.
3. Newsboy circulation of "Extra" editions bearing "The Law of
the Yukon" in red letters across the
front page news.
4. A "Sourdough Reunion" in
which residents who had participated in the Klondike rush were invited to a screening and quoted in
advertising.
5. A street ballyhoo which was
stopped mittedbyto continue.
the police and later per6. A psuedo gold miner parading
the streets reciting dramatically the
poem upon which the picture is
based.
7. A newspaper review written
by the local winner of the Mayflower salesgirl beauty contest.
In addition to the incidents listed,
the extraordinary lobby display seen
in the accompanying illustration was
used, a display which needs no description.

Record
Publicity

Drive

Among the results of the campaign
mentioned in the communication by
Mr. Boss, one stands out prominently,
"Crowds jammed street in front of
theatre with waiting lines up until
tenLittle
o'clock."
else could have been expected
as a result of the tactics used. They
arc comprehensive as to scope and
pointed in appeal.
Better — they are applicable to practically any subsequent engagement of
the picture.

Convincing proof that the belief in
the attraction power of the title was
not misplaced is to be found in the
experience of the Rivoli theatre, Columbia, S. C a photograph of which
is reproduced herewith.
The crowd, its attention drawn for
the moment to the camera that took
the flashlight, is such an assembly as
every exhibitor likes to have before
his theatre. When all titles are as
well suited to exhibitorial needs as
"What Women Love" there will be
more crowds of this nature.
Producers should bend every effort
to make titles conform to advertising
requirements — and the assistance that
exhibitors are qualified and willing to
give should not be disregarded.

The power of a good box office title is indicated in the above flashlight of the
opening
performance of "What Women Love," at the Rivoli theatre, Columbia,
South Carolina.
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Upholds Patronage
During Emergency
The exhibitor who said that the
theatre business is "just one emergency after another,"
quotestated
circumspectly, may not tohave
the facts exactly, but he wasn't a
long way from the truth. There
should be no dissenting voice to that
statement. Incidentally, the exhibitor who said it was a man who knew
what to do in an emergency. Another such man is Edward L. Hyman,
managing director of the Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE STRAND THEATRE is so
situated that much of its patronage is dependent upon the street cars
and other means of transportation. It
is a big theatre, operating under
heavy expense, and when the street
car lines were tied up recently because
of labor trouble a genuine emergency
was confronted, an emergency made
the more serious because a First National franchise had been obtained

and the opening attraction, "FortyFive Minutes From Broadway,"
Charles Ray'swas initial led
independent production, schedu
for the day
that the cars ceased to operate. Mr.
Hyman. long identified with high class
newspaper advertising, solved the
problem by resorting to the always
dependable newspaper. His page advertisement inthe Brooklyn Eagle, in
itself an accomplishment of no mean
magnitude, covered both events and
proved the necessary argument to
bring patrons to the theatre.
The auxiliary advertising and exploitation was of high grade, as is all
of Mr. Hyman's work in this direction, and the results experienced were
altogether satisfactory according to
report.
From the with
time the
of Mr.
Hyman's
association
William
Fox
theatres in Denver. Colo., he has been
identified throughout the trade with
high class advertising, especially of
the newspaper variety. Accompanying illustrations show the type of advertising that is maintained customarily,
the
reproductions being actual
size.
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Strand
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Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Strand theatre, g |
Brooklyn, N. Y., has demonstrated by constant use of excellent copy H I
the reliability of good newspaper advertising.
The accompanying ■ |
story tells how it served him in an emergency and two recent" ad- H I
vertisements are reproduced herewith in actual size.
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Showmanship
Suggestions

Stills from "The Stealers,''
William Christy Cabanne's
Robertson-Cole Production,
Indicate Wide Range of Exploitation Possibilities.

Much of the action in the picture takes place at a small town fair. If it is possible
to play the feature during a local event of the kind an effective tie-up can be
made. If not, highly effective street exploitation may be based upon the incident, preferably with the use of motor trucks upon which may be mounted the
traditional scenes and figures of the annual rural celebration.

In the course of the picture the band of crooks posing as religious workers find it impossible to repress impulses at variance with their assumed roles and revert to type. A stage setting made up to represent the above scenes is easily
managed and provides the background for a musical interlude using professional or amateur talent. This may be
brought to a sudden dramatic climax prior to the resumption of the screening. The stills show the types that may
be used, and the same players may be used for various forms of street exploitation.

A lobby dressing representing a merry-go-round, with the The dominant note throughout the play is a serious one and
there are many scenes of emotional intensity. For the
mixed crowd typical of the carnival "spot," should attract great attention. It may be possible in some cases
standard advertising this angle should be stressed most
to obtain and utilize a genuine carousel for this purpose,
heavily, and where the patronage is of finer grain the
or an imitation can be set up on the stage.
big scene may be made the basis of presentation.
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Gladys Walton Has
Achieved Stardom
Universal Player Accorded
The Leading Role in
Tights"'
Gladys \\"Pink
alton one
of the newcomer;
to the motion picture screen, haachieved stardom, and is the central
figure of Uaiversal's latest feature, "PinkTights," ina first
picture
circus throughout
life, to be
shown
runofhouses
the country during the week of October 4th.
Is From Giesy Story
"'Pink Tights" is from the story "Out
of
the Sky"
J. U. parachute
Giesy. Itjumper,
is the
romance
of abypretty
with a circus, whose parachute inadvertently lands her upon the roof of a parsonage in a staid New England village.
The bashful young parson's attempts to
keep her concealed from his narrowminded congregation, members of which
visit him while the circus girl, garbed in
spangles and pink tights, still is in his
home, give rise to a sequence of comic
situations.
"Pink ItTights"
Reeves
Eason.
containswasa directed
number by
of notable
scenes, a balloon ascension, a parachute
leap, and also some realistic fire scenes,
depicting the burning of the village
church.
Was In "The Secret Gift"
Miss Walton's prior work with Universal included an important role in "The
Secret Gift," the prize winning story
recently produced featuring Lee Kohlmar and Rudolph Christians, and in support of Lyons and Moran in "La La
Lucille."
Eagon Completes Script
For Pinnacle Company
Kenneth L. Eagon, of Chicago, recently associated with Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, exploitation and
sales,
"Cedarbrook
Farm."
which has
will finished
be the scenario
used for
the
first Pinnacle comedy, to be distributed
by Pinnacle Productions. Inc.. November 1.
Eddy Eckels, general manager of the
Independent Films Association, took the
script
"Cedarbrook
Farm"
to
the on
studio
at Glendale,
Cal.. with
when him
he
left Chicago with Ollie Moore, director,
on September 23. Leo and Blanch White
and Al Martin will be starred in Pinnacle
Comedies. Eagon has started work on
the
second
expects
to gocomedy.
to the "Raspberries,"
Pacific coast inanda
week or so to aid in direction of the two
comedies, working alongside Dr. Tohn
West.
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Company

Dramatic
Jack

White

Will

Will

Features

Be

to

Featured

Add
Offerings

in Six

Five-Reel

Productions to be Published in January
— Woman Star to be Announced
With six five-reel productions starring Jack W hite available about
January 1, and negotiations with a well known woman star near completion, the Capital Film Company of Chicago expects to become one of the
largest
independent film distributing organizations in the country within
a few months.
Arrangements which will add several series of short subjects to its
schedule are also being made. To date, the company has offered three
series of pictures on its 1920-1921 program.
Reorganization Has Been Completed
Reorganization of the Capital executive staff was completed several
weeks ago with W. D. Russell as general manager and in complete charge
of distribution. He announced at that time that steps would be taken to
increase the product available, and a high standard would be established.
Assisting him in the management is published beginning November 1, are
his son, B. D. Russell, who has been in being sold rapidly and it is expected
the film business since he was thirteen
that the territory will be closed within
a few weeks.
years old. Simon Greiver. well known
Chicago exchange man. has been named
Seek Prominent Woman Star
sales manager, and H. O. Larsen, forNegotiations
now under way for
merly in charge of the state rights de- the signing of are
a woman star, who has
partment of the American Film Coma nation wide following. Announcepany, is traveling sales manager.
ment that she is to go with Capital is
The service department will be an expected
at any time.
importanttivitiesbranch
of
the
company's
acThe principal producing unit for the
with Walter McCloud as manreorganized Capital company is the
ager. George DeKruif, former publicity
Doubleday Productions company of Los
director for Robertson-Cole in Chicago,
Angeles, of which Orville Doubleday
has been named publicity director.
owns the controlling interest. The firm
First Series Already Sold
of Russell. Greiver and Russell are sole
A series of twenty-four two-reel pic- agents of the Doubleday company.
tures starring Fritzi Ridgeway, has already been sold for the entire United
Back Community Theatre
States and will be published October 4.
It is the first series offered by the
THOMASBORO. ILL.— Business men
reorganized company.
and citizens have installed a motion picTusun comedies, which will be issued
ture machine in a local hall for a comonce each week beginning October 14,
munity theatre. The movement has
and a series of six five-reel outdoor
been
successful
sults are expected.to 'date and good reWesterns starring Lester Cuneo to be
LOUISE

FALLS

FOR MONTE'S

MOUSTACHE

X

1

Will Bradley Director
Of New Arrow Feature
"Bitter
production
soon
to beFruit,"
issuedtheto six-reel
the States
Rights
Board by the Arrow Film Corporation, is
claimed bv its producers to be one of
the most remarkable productions ever
made. It was produced by Dramafilms.
under the direction of Will Bradley,
whose training as an artist has stood
him in good stead in directing motion
pictures. Arrow officials state that the
entire action of the picture lies on a
tropical island off the coast of Africa,
and the luxurious foliage of the palm and
rare tropical plants provideed by nature
have been utilized by Mr. Bradley in a
manner which stamps his work as a
director of the highest rank.

Louise
Fazenda,
Sennett's
comedienne,Filmvisits
Monte Banks
at his studio,
whereWarner
he is
making
comedies
for Federated
Exchanges
of America,
Inc. Sam
is the gentleman cranking the camera.
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Clark-Cornelius
Picture
Production

Declared

Offers
to

State

Right

Market

by S. J. Rollo to Be Unusual

in

Theme

and Atmosphere— Story Woven
Around Hindoo Hypnotist
Speaking of the production, Mr. Kollo.
"The Devil's
a romance
Bohemia,
will Angel,"
be published
throughof of Clark Cornelius Corporation, said:
state right exchanges, according to an
Rollo In Statement
announcement from S. J. Kollo, secre" 'The Devil's Angel' is something entary of the Clark Cornelius Corporation
tirely new and original in motion picture
who is handling the distribution of the production
it will prove a revelation
production. It was produced under the the moment and
it reaches the screen. There
direction and supervision of Lejaren are innumerable reasons for this.
Hiller. an artist of national reputation,
first place the story is one the
whose illustrations are to be found in like"Inofthewhich
has never been written — but
its
unusul
theme and artistic atmosevery zines
month's
issue
of
the
big
magapublished in America.
phere will be copied by producers for
Hiller Noted as Artist
some time to come. Delving into the
mystic of the orient, it nevertheless
Mr. Hiller is the originator of what
maintains its American asmosphcre
is
as "photographic
illustration."
in known
which branch
of illustration
he is an throughout.
acknowledged leader. Educated in
"Its notable cast, including such artists as Templar Saxe, Lejaren Hiller.
America, he has had the additional adHelen
Gardner and many others will
vantage of years of study in Paris and
prove a powerful appeal at the box office
anywhere. The innumerable striking
scenes and the beautiful lighting effects,
which only an artist of the first magnitude could produce, will long be remembered as really the first of their kind."
("lark Cornelius
distributing the pictureCorporation
in America,is with
the Alexander Film Corporation controlling rights.

S. .1. KOLLO
<'l3irk-('orii«'liiiK i-MTullvr, who announce*
new
product!
OB for the state rl(il>«
field.
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Hiller

Harry Levey Called
Before U. S. Senate
In Campaign Quiz
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 28.— "Uncle Sam
of
Ridge"
broke out
the
frontFreedom
pages of
the dailies
here ontoday,
due to the appearance in Washington,
September 23, of Harry Levey, the producer, before the Senate committee investigating campaign fund expenditures.
The committee wanted to know if the
picture. which visualized Margaret
Prcscottpublished
Montague's
article
name,
in the
Juneof the
Issuesameof
the Atlantic Monthly was political propaganda and if the Democratic campaign
committee was interested in it. Miss
Montague's
makes
an ardent
plea
for the article
League of
Nations.
It was brought out that Bernard Baruch, an administration man, is financially concerned in the venture, and,
while Mr. Levey admitted that the
League of Nations- plea influenced Mr.
Baruch in investing in the enterprise, he
declared
was non-political and that
that the
the picture
Democratic
campaign
committee did not get one cent of the
proceeds. He said that he and Mr.
Baruch alone shared the profits on a
fifty-fifty basis.

other art centers. In "The Devil's
Angel,"
believestheheeye
has and
brought
before thehecamera
the skill
of the artist in lighting effects and
unique photographic scenes.
Hypnotism and its mysterious phenomena provides the basis of the theme
in "The Devil's Angel," resulting in a
tense dramatic production, which, aided
by the artistic hand of Mr. Hiller, should
prove a revelation in motion picture entertainment.
Story of the Picture
As Cynba Roget, a beautiful girl who,
escaping in the night from the house of Celebrated Players Buy
the Hindoo hypnotist, takes refuge in
Gaumont Serial Rights
the atelier of three struggling young
Bohemian artists, and in turn for their
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
hospitality becomes their model and of Chicago has purchased the Illinois
queen of their humble household.
and Indiana rights to "In the Clutches
With this background Mr. Hiller forms
of the Hindu," the Gaumont serial.
the foundation of a romance, through
Wessman and Stephens Distributing
which runs a thread of mystery, hypCorporation of Atlanta. Ga., has purnotic influence and Oriental intrigue.
chased the rights for the southeastern
How the girl, who had become domi- , states.
The Twentieth Century Film Comnated by the hypnotic powers of a Hindoo mystic, succeeds in throwing off
pany of Philadelphia has purchased the
the malevolent influence and freeing entire series of twelve Gaumont productions for eastern Pennsvlyania and
herself so that she might be free to join
southern New Jersey.
her artist lover, is portrayed.

"Educational Week"
Held in Cleveland
All of the Loew film theatres in
Cleveland observed "Educational
Week" in connection with the ■ 1
gathering
the Ohio
cityconvenof the |'
American in
Legion
for its
tion this week.
At both the Mall and the Alhambra theatres "Torchy in High." =
At the Stilman, "Don't Blame
Loew's Euclid, which has shown
the Stork." every Educational compractically
edy for two weeks or longer, had
"The
Big Show."
"Nonsens
e," the latest of the {
Mermaid series, made its first two I
weeks' run at the Euclid.
In connection with this unusual j
showing which is said to have been j
the first time on record that all of j
the Loew theatres showed comedies belonging to the same com- j
pany, Cleveland Educational ex- I
change inserted a special advertisement in the Cleveland papers inviting the especial attention of the
members of the American Legion
to these pictures.
■ I'-"
i.
i mmai
( «>\ Feted by Film Folk
On Visit to Hollywood
Signal recognition was accorded the
motion picture industry last week when
Governor James M. Cox. democratic
nominee for the presidency, passed up
three other speaking engagements in
southern California and disappointed
thirty thousand persons in order to keep
his appointment at a reception given
in his honor at the Hollywood Studios.
The affair was staged under the
auspices of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., with John E. McCormick,
western press representative, heading
the committee in charge. Half a hundred well known stars assembled at the
Hollywood Studios to extend a welcome
to the potential president on behalf of
the film world, and where other gatherings had received but a few scant minutes the Democratic candidate devoted
three-quarters of an hour to the event
staged by the picture interests.
Five studio press representatives collaborated in making the Cox reception
the biggest studio stunt of the year.
They were Jack Neville, Pete Smith,
Harry Hammond Beall, Harry Wilson
and Joe Parker.
Assisting the above in the carrying
out of the plans were John Jasper, of
the Hollywood Studio: B. P. Fineman,
president of the Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corporation, and Sol Lesser,
Western First National chief.
to Exhibitors
Herald)
be"
n "Ba
Y. Show
N. (Special
NEW YORK. September 2*.— Though
handicapped with its out-of-the-way location and its general unsuitability for
motion picture exhibitions. Madison
Square Garden had a good week with
"Babe" Ruth in "Headin' Home," the
Yankee Photoplay Corporation production. Ruth made three personal appeardays. ances, the engagement covering eight
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Is Closing

Rapidly on Picture
Empire Film of Chicago Gets
Rights for Northern
Part of Illinois
Jerome Lewis, now in Chicago representing Peerless Pictures Company of
New York, reports that he has been
rapidly closing the territories on the latest production of that company, "The
Heart of a Woman," which is described
as an unusual state right picture, the cast
of which includes Jack Richardson.
Clara Horton. Mignon Anderson, George
Fischer
Pat O'Malley.
While and
in Chicago
Mr. Lewis closed
with Empire Film Company. 207 South
Wabash avenue, for the Northern Illinois rights. Other territories announced
as having already been disposed of are
St. Louis, acquired by Sam Merner of
United Film Service; Western Missouri
and Kansas by Crescent Film Company;
New York state, including Greater New
York, by Empire State Film Corporation. Western Pennsylvania and Indiana
rights have been disposed of by the
company.
Based upon present indications it is
the indication of Mr. Lewis that the
balance of the territory in the country
should be disposed of within thirty days.
Olga Printzlau to Write
Exclusively for DeMille
Olga Printzlau, a scenarioist of Paramount screen successes, has just signed
a five-year contract with Famous Players-Lasky to write exclusively for William De Mille productions.
Miss Printzlau has written the scenarios for many pictures, including "One
More American," starring George Beban; "Believe Me. Xantippe," starring
Wallace
Reid; "Jack
Straw,"
Robert Warwick;
the Cecil
B. Destarring
Mille
production. "Why Change Your Wife?"
of which she was co-author; and the
three latest William De Mille productions, "The Prince Chap." "Conrad in
Quest of His Youth," and "Midsummer
Madness."
New LaSalle Garden House
In Detroit Now Operating
DETROIT. MICH.— The new La
Salle Garden theatre. Fourteenth avenue and West Grand boulevard, opened
recently.
It presents motion pictures and vaudeville, with semi-weekly change of bill.
The house is one of the largest in the
city, having a seating capacity of 2,500.
It is built on a plot of ground 97 by 124
feet faces two streets, and has exits
on all four sides. The entire house can
be emptied in less than two minutes.
The interior follows the Italian renaissance suggestion, with a color combination of old rose, blue, ivory and gold.
Hurry Preliminary Work
For $2,000,000 Theatre
JERSEY CITY. X. J — Three shifts of
workers will begin at once the wrecking
of the twenty-two buildings located at
635 to 543 Broad street, and from 4 to
28 New street, Newark, on which site a
$2,000,000 theatre will be built.
The Goldberg Wrecking Company has
the contract and it is understood that
within twenty days after commencing
operations the engineers and- contractors
are to be given the space necessary to
start excavating for the new building.

Dallas Theatre Combine
Builds $500,000 House
DALLAS, TEX.— Plans for the construction of the Dallas theatre at Pacific, Patterson and Griffin streets, at a
cost of $500,000, were announced in special notices sent to prominent Dallas
citizens recently by Charles L. Sanger
for the underwriters of the preferred
stock of the organization.
It is proposed to open the playhouse
August 1, 1921. Officers and directors
of the Dallas Theatre Corporation, as
permanently organized, are: President,
A. H. Woods of New York: vice president. Cull C. Moorman; Treasurer, Edwin Hobby; Secretary. A. E. Boger;
Managing Director. William H. Wellman. Alex . Sanger is chairman of the
board of directors and Charles L. Sanger
and three representatives of preferred
stockholders comprise the board. Management will be in the hands of Mr.
Wood.
The theatre will be operated under
the booking franchise of the Sam S.

Schubert Amusement Company of New
York. The franchise is for a term of
five
house's seating capacity
will years.
be 1.200Thepersons.
Plan New Kansas Theatre
GARDEN CITY. KANS.— M. O.
Willey and Ray Carrier will be the proprietors of another picture show for this
town, to be outfitted and put into operation as rapidly as possible. The theatre
will be established in the building now
occupied by the Willey grocery. The
interior will be remodeled and the place
made to seat several hundred people.
Hurry Bloomington House
BLOOMIXGTOX. ILL. — Work on
the remodeling of the Majestic theatre
is proceeding rapidly, with plastering and
decorating about completed and the concrete base of the floor now being laid.
Manager Gus Schade has announced his
expectation of having the house in operation within a mont'i.
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Other car* will carry three gigantic lighting plants, 400,000 rounds of ammunition
camping supplies, etc. Fifty people will
make up the troupe that will make the
I trip from Los Angeles to Montana and
some thousand others will be engaged on
the grounds.

Name Blake General
Manager for Levey
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James

Kirkwood

and

O'Malley in "Pards"
Marshall
Neilan Announces
Leading Men for Next
Story to Be Filmed
James Kirkwood has been signed by
Marshall Neilan to play one of the
"Pards" in the production of that title
to be produced at Glacier Park. Montana. Pat O'Malley, who appear-, in "Go
and Get It" and "Dinty," will portray
the other "Pard." The script, based on
Ben Amos Williams' story. "Not a Drum
Was
MarionHeard,"
Fairfax.has just been finished by
Kirkwood Veteran of Screen
Mr. Kirkwood is now finishing his
work for Allan Dwan. His characterization in Albert Kaufman's "Man, Woman
and Marriage,"
has just been finished, won many which
comments.
Arrangements are now being completed at the Neilan studio in Hollywood
for the transportation of an enormous
amount of paraphernalia to be used in
the production
"Pards."
Thistrain
will has
till
ten
freight carsofand
a special
been arranged for to carry it over the
Southern Pacific, S. P. S. and Great
Northern lines from Los Angeles to
Glacier Park.
Have Forty Stunt Horses
Two cars will carry forty stunt horses
to
in "Pards."
horsesothers
will
be appear
augmented
by threeThese
hundred
now being arranged for at Glacier Park.
Another car will carry the airship
"blimp"
whichbattle
will bescenes
used inbetween
"shooting"
spectacular
the
Indians and frontiersmen from the air.

Thrills

in

"Thunderbolt Jack"
Arrow Officials Assert New
Hoxie Serial Is a
Sensation
• Officers of the Arrow Film Corporation predict that their latest serial,
"Thunderbolt Jack," will prove one of
the most sensational serials ever produced.
Jack Hoxie Stars
This serial, which stars Jack Hoxie
who is supported by Marin Sais, is said
to contain many sensational incidents
and situations for suspense.
"Thunderbolt Jack" is a western serial
and as both Jack Hoxie and Marin Sais
are expert riders it was possible for the
director, Francis Ford, to secure some
sensational scenes. For genuine daring
and absolute nerve it is asserted that
"Thunderbolt
Jack"
willfan.
satiate the wildest hope of the
serial
"Thunderbolt
in fifteen
episodes and ArrowJack"
statesis that
the serial
fans will experience a genuine surprise
in the thrilling denouement of this the
most
sensational serial they have ever
released.
Territory on this production is rapidly being sold, ami it is stated the picture will be published in the early fall.
An intensive advertising campaign i|
being conducted, and a special line of
advertising and exploitation accessories
have been provided for this picture.
Guests See Opening of
Rialto Theatre, Newark
NEWARK, N. J.— The new Rialto
theatre was given formal opening recently with the entertainment of an invited audience, and opened the following
evening to the public.
The Rialto occupies part of what was
formerly the site of the Third Presbyterian church. From the corporation
controlling that property, Newark Rialto
Theatre Company, of which Max Spiegel
of New York is the president and William R. Rafferty of Syracuse the secretary-treasurer, leased the land for ninetynine years. He also erected the Strand
and remodeled the old Newark theatre
into an attractive picture house. Frank
L. Smith, who for a number of years
represented Spiegel's touring shows, will
be the managing director of the theatre.
Portland's Rivoli Is
Sold to Gus Metzger
PORTLAND. ORE.— The Rivoli theatre. West Park and Washington streets,
has been sold tc Gus Metzger. owner of
the local distributing branch of Equity
Pictures Corporation, well known in
Portland film circles. The consideration
was announced to be more than $125,000
John C Stille will remain as house
manager, although Metzger will establish his offices at the theatre and personally supervise its management. He
has been in the motion picture business
for fifteen years. The purchase was made
front Mischa Guterson, J. Aronson and
their associates of Seattle.

Appointment Announced Is
Reward for Three Years
In Company Service
l!< ii Blake has been appointed general
manager of Harry Levey Productions,
the company launched by Harry Levey
for the making of eight feature dramatic
photoplays a year, the first being "Unck
Sam of Freedom Ridge."
Mr. Blake's
comes
fruition
of hardappointment
and excellent
workas ina
the field of motion pictures. Entering
the world of the films twelve years ago.
first as a co-director to several well
known men, he worked his way by
marked stages to the posts of assistantdirector and technical director of the
companies with whom he served, mong
them being the old Imp, and Reliance
companies, Pathe, Famous Players and
Universal. He was co-tlirector of "Parentage" with Hobart Henley.
Mr. Blake has been an independent
director for the past five years, and in
his work he has directed many well
known stars of the screen.
Threeas years
ago he and
joined
Levey's
forces
a director,
sinceMr.that
time
has directed manytrial-educational
of the
latter'stheindusfeatures. Upon
formation of the Harry Levey Service CorMr. Levey's
for Mr.
the
making ofporation,this
type company
of picture.
Blake was given an important post on
the directorial staff, and when Mr. Levey
decided to add to this a new company
for the production of feature photoplays.
Mr. Blake was selected for the post of
general manager of the new Harry
Levey Productions.
Push Wenona Improvement
WENONA, ILL.— Work on the Scope
theatre, which is being overhauled and improved by Manager Kay Link, is going
forward rapidly. The tiousc has been enlarged and redecorated and a new front
is being built. An addition of 2.10 seats
has been made and a second machine installed. The Scope will soon reopen.

VIVIAX MARTIN
In "The Song of the Soul," the llrMt Meiuiniore Kendnll
production to ht* distributed by Goldwyn.
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West
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Company's President Spends Busy Two Weeks at
Hollywood — Installs Wilfrid North as DirectorGeneral and Makes General Survey of Conditions
studio 200 by 300 feet in floor space,
Production plans, information concerncompleted a general production
ing the future activities of stars and a and
schedule of serials. While there, he
general survey of conditions in the Vita- also made the formal announcement that
graph west coast studios, was made
Antonio Moreno would be seen in feature productions at the conclusion of
public this week with the return to^New
York of Albert Smith, president of the his current serial, "The Veiled Mystery."
books were selected as possicompany. Mr. Smith was on the west Several bilities
for his initial feature work, and
coast for two weeks and was accomthe title of his first feature production
will be announced by Mr. Smith in the
panied by Wilfrid Xorth, for some years
director general of the eastern studio, near future.
who will remain at Hollywood in like
Views Williams' Film
capacity under General Manager W. S.
Mr.
Smith
also viewed "The Romance
Smith.
Promoters" before he started back East.
While on the Coast, Mr. Smith signed This is Earle Williams' next picture to
a new contract with Chester Bennett,
follow "The Purple Cipher." It is a
by the terms of which Mr. Bennett con- comedy-drama, a radical change from
tines himself exclusively to the direction his previous story.
of Earle Williams. Previously, besides
The company, now filming "The Purdirecting Mr. Williams, he performed
ple Riders," is now on location at Camp.
the duties of production manager and California, on the last piece of frontier
in
the
United States. The bulk of the
supervised the casting. He has been
serial
will
be filmed in this natural locarelieved of these duties in order to contion.
centrate on direction and consequently,
Duncan
Serial Named
Mr. North took charge of this departJust before starting East, Mr. Smith
ment. Mr. Bennett's latest Earle Wilconferred with William Duncan, with
liams picture is "The Purple Cipher."
North to Supervise
the result that he announced "Fighting
Fate" as the title of William Duncan's
The duties of production manager
have been enlarged, and Mr. North will second million dollar serial. Mr. Smith,
have charge of the general efficiency of who is co-author of the serial with Arthur Haskins, expressed himself as
the plant, the selection and assignment
pleased with the opening chapter. Edith
of stories and directors, with supervision
Johnson appears opposite Mr. Duncan
of the casting and technical departments.
Larry Richardson, Ford West,
W. S. Smith, general manager, will with
Frank Weed and William McCall taking
continue as before' to maintain general important
supporting parts.
supervision over the plant and its busiLarry Semon was engaged on his new
ness administration, together with passing on each foot of film that goes out of comedy,
"TheEast,Hunter,"
whenAubrey
Mr.
Smith started
and Jimmy
the studio.
Albert E. Smith arranged for the fall was finishing a new one on a farm outside Los Angeles, under the tentative
and winter production, inspected the
new improvements including a massive
title of "The Early Bird."
Plan Unusual
Ann's

Naughty

Wink

ANNE CORNWALL
Co-starring with Lyons and Moran in the
Universal comedy, "La La Lucille," taken
from the Broadway musical comedy suc-
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Press Book

For Willat's "Down Home"
viewIrvin
of theV. fact
thatindependent
"Down Home,"
theInfirst
Willat
production which Hodkinson is to publish
in October, is regarded by its sponsors
in every way a most extraordinary picture, the publicity department of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is giving
to the preparation of the campaign book,
which will accompany this production, an
unusual amount of care.
"Down Home" is claimed to be, in
a super-picture,
the word,
every forsense
and
thisofreason
entirely worthy of
all the vast amount of attention that is
being given it.
Bud Geary Has Lead in
Harry Levey Production
Bud Geary, juvenile and leading man,
who has appeared recently in a number
of Constance Talmadge and Muriel Ostriche productions, and who was for
some time connected with the Fox organization on the West Coast, playinc
leads for Gladys Brockwell. Madlaine
Traverse and Peggy Hyland, has been
the
engaged and is now at work onHarry
heavy role in the forthcoming
Levey
Harry
of White
direction"The
the picture.
under ns
Bottle."Productio
Fraser.

Press

May"

Given

Strong Exploitation
Book
and Advertising
Aids Will Accompany
The Production

"Bonnie May," the first Bessie Love
production to be published by the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc..
is scheduled to receive the aid of an
exceptionally fine line of advertising and
publicity accessories. Federated announces that work on all of the accessories of "Bonnie May" is practically
completed and that they will be ready
for distribution within a short periodPress Book Prepared
A special thirty-eight page press book
has been prepared, which is said to be
one of the most comprehensive advertising helps ever furnished the exhibitor.
A full line of paper, consisting of two
style one-sheets, two style three-sheets,
one style six-sheet and one style twentyfour-sheet, is being made by the Otis
Lithograph Company of Cleveland.
This paper is said to be extremely attractive and to have been prepared not.
only with the idea of billboard advertising but also to be of service to the exhibitor who desires to use good cut-outs.
The Kraus Manufacturing Company is
preparing an attractive set of 11x14 and
22x28 photographs, and in addition to
this has made a set of special lobby paintings, which the Federated state will prove
of great assistance in exploiting this production.
Mirror as Souvenir
A special mirror has also been made,
which is designed to be given away as
a souvenir and which is extremely attractive. This is made in a size convenient to fit the pocket and on the
reverse side bears a picture of Bessie
Love, together with suitable wording
which
ties up "Bonnie May" with the
photograph.
An unusually attractive set of black
and white newspaper stills have been prepared in addition to a full set of cuts
and mats for this production. A music
cue is being written for this production,
and according to Federated statement
"Bonnie May" will be given the benefit
of the most complete set of advertising
accessories
ever prepared for any production.
Aviation Is Subject of
Christie Special Comedy
Director William Beaudine is announced as laying out an elaborate tworeel Christie comedy in the new series
to be distributed through Educational
film exchanges which has to do with
aviation.
The leading players will be Bobby
Vernon, Neal Burns and Laura La
Plante. The latter has appeared as the
pretty daughter in "Bringing Up
Father" and has played in a number of
Christie comedies and had a part in a
recent dramatic feature produced by
Christie.
WORTHINGTON,
Changes in
Worthington ILL.—
Transfers"
management of the Grand theatre took
place recently
when ofGeorge
Ehlers J.pur-A.
chased the interest
his partner,
Swanton.
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"White Ashes" and "Cinderella's Twin" Head
Of Original Stories from Pen of New

List

Member of Author's Staff
Arthur Somers Roche. Donn Byrne,
Metro Pictures Corporation announces
the purchase of four original stories for Henry C. Rowland. Hulbert Footner, F.
Scott Fitzgerald, Lucia Chamberlain and
the screen from Luther Anderson Reed.
Arthur Stringer.
Luther Anderson Reed is still in his
These stories comprise "White Ashes."
which is now under production at early thirties. He was born in Berlin,
Wis., where, serving as a caddie, he first
Metro's West Coast studios in Holly- acquired the aptitude for the ancient
wood with an all-star cast; "Cinderella's
Scottish game that has since developed
him into a linksman. He received hi l
Twin," which is to be Viola Dana's next
starring vehicle, and two others as yet elementary education in the public
schools of Berlin and finished at the
unfinished, but which Mr. Reed has submitted to outline.
Ethical Culture School and Columbia
Purchases of the tour stories renews an
University, in New York. He studied
association between Luther Anderson
drafting with the intention of becomingsuit
an architect,
but abandoned
this purReed and Metro which until quite rewhen the chance
was offered
for
cently had extended over a period of
three or four years. Just prior to the him to become the college correspondent
for the New York Herald.
final stages of the world war Mr. Reed
was connected with Metro as scenario
Becomes Dramatic Critic
and title writer. Then there came an
Mr.
ultimately deserted the
interruption while the author joined the news endReed
of the paper and was selected
army and won his commission as a sec- to review plays, and his experience as a
ond lieutenant. Mustered out of serv- judge of first night efforts later stood
ice,
he rejoined
Metroremaining
at the Company's
him
in good
as firing
hiswestern
studios,
several
amhition
to stead,
becomeas awell
writer
for the
months, when he joined the writing staff
of Thomas H. I nee.
For Metro. Mr. Reed contributed three
Is Also Golfer
original
"A Pair of Cupids." for
stage." stories,
Writer by profession, Mr. Reed is said
Bushman
and Bayne; "In for Thirty
to be also one of the most skillful amaDays," for May Allison and "A Favor
teur golfers in America. He is a familiar
to a Friend," for Emmy W'chlcn. In
figure on the links of the various country
addition he adapted "With Neatness and
clubs in southern California.
Dispatch" for Bushman and Bayne:
Acceptance of four stories from Mr. "The Amateur Adventuress." for Emmy
W'ehlcn;
"Our Mrs. McChesney," for
Reed'sthatpenMetro
placesrecently
him among
the writters
has arrayed
as Ethel Barrymore and "Almost Married,"
for
M.iv
Allison.
contributors to its special productions,
For Thomas H. Ince Mr. Reed wrote
among them Vicente Blasco Ibanez.
author of "The Four Horsemen of the the original screen stories. "Below the
Apocalypse"; Bayard Veiller, author of Surface" and "Doctor Smith" and the
"Within the Law," and "The Thirteenth
adaptations
of "Bind
Door," "Mary*Ankle." "Let's
Be the
Fashionable"
and
Chair"; Irvin S. Cobb, Sir Gilbert Parker.
"Beau Revel."
George Kibbe Turner. Eugene Presbrey.
DRAMATIC

SCENE

FROM

"MADAME

X"

Is

Playhouses

Success of "While New York
Sleeps" Is Surpassing
All Expectations
The success of the special Fox production,passed
"While
New Yorkexpectations
Sleeps," hasof surthe greatest
the
producer, according to an announcement
from New York. Scheduled for a:i indefinite run at the Lyric theatre in New
York on the continuous performance
plan, the picture also played simultaneously two weeks at the Astor theatre
on the same plan.
"While New York Sleeps" has been
packing the Boston Opera House, the
largest theatre in the city, where it is
scheduled
a four weeks'Opera
engagement.
At thelor Providence
House
"While New York Sleeps" was booked
for a special engagement of a week,
played on the continuous performance
plan. This run, just closed, has left
Rhode siastic
Island's
citysaid,
as as
enthuover the leading
film, it is
are
the other cities where it has been played;
and from the reports of the box office
Providence came through with a record
attendance for a film attraction.
This is the third of the Fox specials to
be published since the opening of the
new season. The first, "The White
Moll." in which Pearl White made her
debut as a Fox feature star, is sweeping
across the country, establishing new records, it is declared. Then came "If I
Were
withThis
William
Farnum
FrancoisKing."
\ illon.
film also
steppedas
immediately into the limelight, won
hearty
on of
every
and has
made a plaudits
multitude
new hand,
admirers
for
Farnum.
Bonnie and Hull Stars
In Harry Levey Feature
Lillian Bonnie and Leslie Hull have
been engaged for the leading roles in
'The White Bottle," the second of the
Harry Levey Productions features which
is being produced under the direction
of Harry Fraser. Miss Bonnie is one of
the Zicgfield girls, having been in both
the "Nine O'Clock Revue" and the
"Midnight Frolic" during the season
just
Dove. past, under the name of Billie
Lillian Bonnie, however, is the young
lady's
right that
name,it itis isthat
said,oneandwhich
-she
has decided
she will use. Mr. Hull appeared under
the direction of D. W. Griffith in "Way
Downis. Fast"
and "The
Loveunderstudy
Flower"
and
in addition
to this,
for Richard Barthelmess.
Open Star, Heppner, Ore.
HEPPNER, ORE. — The new Star
theatre was recently given formal public
opening under direction of Manager
B. G. Sigsbe, its owner and manager.
It is located in the Elks building and
has a seating capacity of 350. More than
$">.000
worth of modern equipment has
been installed.

Pauline Frederick in the role of Jacquelina in "Madam X," the Goldwyn production.

Coal City's New Theatre
COAL CITY. ILL— A new motion
picture matedtheatre,
of which
is estiat $12,000.cost
opened
here recently.
The house is one of the largest and
most complete in Grundy county. It
has a seating capacity for more than 400
patrons.
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Scenes

1
j
j
j
\

from

'The Great Redeemer"
Maurice Tourneur's All-Star Production
of H. H. Van Loan's story, which Metro
published September 27th. It is enacted by
such well-known players as House Peters,
Marjorie Daw, Joseph Singleton and Jack
MacDonald.

j
\
I
\
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Tax"

Precipitates
Uproar at Kansas

Meeting

( Continued from page 6-t I
arrest on a misdenieanor for playing tintaxable Committee
music."
to Investigate

FRED < ui>n\\ ELI
Who hfiMJ'liiIh-cii
of l-'n mmi* > itm'np|M»lntrd
Nnl***«nii*n'<*hrndirhiNil.
Three

New Comedy
Directors for Fox

Williams, Brown and Davis to
Direct Sunshine Pictures
For Corporation
William Fox has engaged three new
directors for Sunshine Comedies. They
are Harry Williams, Melville \\ . Brown
and James Davis. Their acquisition is
expected by the producer to strengthen
greatly the directorial corps on the Fox
Sunshine comedy lot on the W est Coast.
Harry Williams also writes scenarios.
He is a native of Faribault, Minn., and a
graduate of the University of Minnesota. During his early career he was a
song writer, actor and playwright.
Melville W. Brown hails from Portlaud, Ore., where he gained his first stage
experience with the Baker Stock Company. After four seasons in vaudeville
he entered motion pictures as a scenario
writer for Triangle. He has written for
leading screen comedians. including
Chaplin.
James Davis is a well known figure in
motion picture work, having for the past
several years been affiliated as a director
for some of the screen's foremost comedians.
Begin Centralia Theatre
CENTRALIA, ILL. — Work has been
started on the Illinois theatre here.
C. W. E. Griffin will be its manager,
representing the Grand company also
operating the theatre bearing that name.
The house will be used exclusively for
pictures.
Ogden to Have Theatre
OGDEN, ILL. — Joseph Brooks has
leased the store building of J. C. Freeman and is remodeling it preparatory to
opening a motion picture theatre there.
DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES

Attorney General Hopkins was very
active in the discussion and declared that
the exhibitors should not "be bluffed
into paying the tax until you take the
matter
up with your
attorney."
The committee
appointed
by President
Liggett to investigate the matter includes: John I. Saunders, Cheney theatre.
Cheney; Charles H. Barron, I sis, Augusta; M. W. Jencks, Orphcurrj. Camp
Funston; M. Van Praag, secretary of the
Kansas organization, and President
Liggett.
The convention is being held at the
Chamber of Commerce building, although headquarters are at the Baltimore
hotel in Kansas City. Mo. Approximately 100 exhibitors were in attendance
at today's
sessionsregistration
and the ofticials
expect a greater
tomorrow.
The present
membership
of
the
organization totals 243.
Each morning and evening the exhibitors are brought to the convention hall
and returned to the Baltimore hotel in
automobiles which make the trip in
parade formation. This morning Kansas City motorcycle police met the
parade at the state line and escorted it
to the Chamber of Commerce building.
Session Opens with Welcome
The address of welcome was made by
Attorney Skinner on behalf of Mayor
Mendenhall, who was unable to be present, and by President Bailey of the Commercial Club. Fred J. Herrington replied to the speakers.
At the beginning of the afternoon session both Attorney General Hopkins and
State Senator Charles H. Ridgway, both
being friendly to the motion picture interests, addressed the exhibitors. Both
pledged their support to the exhibitors in
seeking passage of an advance deposit
bill and a Sunday opening measure at the
forthcoming legislature.
"I think the legislature will pass legislation which will protect your interests," declared Attorney General Hopkins, "but be careful of your strength.
Don't
for people
legislation
be
fair ask
to the
of thethat
state.wouldn't
"Your plan to seek Sunday opening
by local option is a good plan, I think.
Have the members of the legislature go
on record as to their attitude on this
matter, and then I don't believe there
will be any doubt as to the outcome."
Will Quiz Candidates
Questionnaires are to be sent to every
public official by the organization, requesting their attitude on matters pertaining to exhibitors interests.
Senator Ridgway . declared that he
would
be "Johnny have
on thesomething
spot whenever
you exhibitors
you
want." He continued:
"I think the censor is all wrong. The
person in business knows best what is
good for that business and he knows best
how he should censor the pictures for
his own house."
The exchange men of 'Kansas Cit^',
Mo., have cooperated in every way possible with the exhibitors. They gave a
banquet tonight at the Baltimore hotel

which was attended by more than 300
exhibitors and other men in the motion
picture industry.
The convention will adjourn tomorrow afternoon, following which Associated First National will tender a banquet to the exhibitors at the Baltimore.
ering.
J.
D. Williams, general manager of First
National, is here to address the gathThose present were: Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Barron, Mecca, Augusta; J. R. Burford. Rex, Arkansas City; G. A. Kubach,
Lyric, Abilene; W. L. Baldridge, Strand,
Arkansas City; C. L. German, Royal,
Bonner Springs; S. H. Blair. Majestic,
Belleville; Messrs. Orr and Callarman,
Steele. Buffalo; Messrs. Crane and Antem, Beachtel, Clyde; M. T. Wilson, Peoples and Grand. Chanute; Frank Davidson, Roval, Cherrvvale; H. G. Ramsay,
Royal.
Fldorado."Eldorado; W. R. Powell, Gem,
G. A.
Kuhn, Crystal,
L. A.
Wag-]
ncr,
Princess.
Eureka; Ellis;
R. H.
Holmes,!
Royal, Emporia; H. McClure, Strand
Fmporia: Harry McKee, Lyric, Frontenac; J. H. Pcet, Orphcum, Fredonia;
W. H. Hardman, Royal, Frankfort; D.
A. Filizola, Theatrettc, Ft. Scott; E. E.
Spraguc. Lyric, Goodland; J. W. Hayter,
Lyric, Girard; P. H. Schonaerts. Roberts,
Howard; W. G. Kirkman, Strand, Hays;
John Wendell, Perkins, Holton.
A. A. Jaeckc, Dreamland, Hcrington;
L. E. Runyan, Iris, Hutchinson; C. P..
Rogers. Concordia: J. L. Hitchcock,
Gem, Baldwin; M. W. Jencks, Orpheum,
Camp Funston; C. E. Liggett, Princess,
Sterling; C. T. Sears, president Missouri
association; A. M. Eisner, secretary Missouriassociation.
association: C. H. Berskey, Missouri
Stanley Chambers, Palace. Wichita;
W. C. Simkins, Electric, Reading; G. R.
Zimmer, Liberty, Marysville; R. H. Benford, DeLuxe, St. John; L. N. Gish,
Grand, Iola; R. G. Liggett, Gauntier,
Kansas rison,
City;
Messrs.
Buckley
Baltimore,
Kansas
City;andG. HarW.
LeMonnier, Majestic, Liberal; C. M.
Patee, Patee. Lawrence; R. R. Biechele,
Maywood, Kansas City: R. G. Welborn,
Pastime, torium.
LaCygene;
H. Dearduff,
Rogers. AudiMarion; D. E.
Art
Kansas City; H. L. Gees, Mystic, Mulberry; H. E. Herbert, Newton.
G. W. Bays, Royal, Newton; W. H.
Hamilton, Cozy, Norton; R. Finkelstein, Empire, Kansas City; S. A. Davidson, Princess, Neodasha; A. F. Baker,
10th St., Kansas City; Don Woods,
Princess, Oberlin; Wm. Meyn, Phototorium, Kansas City; A. E. Dichert. Elite,
Pratt; W. H. Harpole, Coxy, Pratt; M.
Van Praag, Central Garden, Kansas
City; Dees Bros., Best, Parsons; J. P.
Everett. Empress, Paolo: T. Ricksecker,
Ricksecker, Rosedale; H. Bailey, DeLuxe, Sedgwick.
J. W. Evans, Royal, Tonganoxie; G.
E. Hooper,
Topeka; Roger
W. F.Bros.,
McDowell. Isis,Isis,
Wellington;
Columbian, Wamego; Chas. Bull, Zimra,
Winfield; W. D. Fite, Novelty, Wichita;
Emmett Nolan. Star, Yates Center; Wes
Millington, Crystal, Ottawa; E. E. Frazier, Colonial. Pittsburg; William Ellis,
Lyric, Strong City; J. T. Young, Cozy,
Fulton; Barney Hatke, Royal, Sabetha;
sas City. E. Goldman, Quindaro, KanLawrence
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"Way Down East" to
Open at Pittsburgh
Griffith Decides Film Is
To Continue as Road
Show at Present
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
New York. Sept. 28. — For the present,
the only way in which D. W. Griffith's
production of "Way Down East" will
be shown will be as a road show. The
producer-director followed this system
with "The Birth of a Nation" and
"Hearts of the World."
To Organize Fifth Company
Four companies are now showing the
picture version of the Lottie Blair Parker-Joseph Grismer success. They are
located at the Forty-Fourth street theatre. New York; the Chestnut Street
Opera House, Philadelphia; the Majestic Theatre, Boston; and the Curran
Opera House. San Francisco. Another
company will open in Pittsburgti a>
soon as a house is secured. The runs
are for indefinite lengths.
All of the
doing \ tremendouscompanies
business. Theare New
ork
company last week drew over $17,000.
which is something of a record for two
shows a day in a house of small seating
capacity. The admission prices range
up to $2 for auditorium seats, and up
to $5 for box seats.
Near Riot at Boston
In Boston, where the picture opened
September 20, the theatre was the center
of a near riot. Attending the opening
were Mr. Griffith and a number of the
members of the cast, including Lillian
Gish. Richard Barthelmess. Mary Hay
and Kate Bruce.
It is agreed everywhere that "Way
Down East" is the biggest potential
money-maker "D. W." has made since
"The Birth of a Nation."
Merle Johnson Head of
Own Producing Company
Merle Johnson, said to be the youngest motion picture director in the business, announces the formation of his own
company, casting for which is now going on. Mr. Johnson, whose most recent
work
was the
direction
'of thewillHerbert
Kauffman
Screen
Sermons,
make
five-reel feature pictures in a New York
studio. The photoplays made under his
direction will be comedy-dramas. No
yearly schedule will be followed, each
picture receiving the time and attention
considered requisite for its needs, it is
stated.
Mr. Johnson intends to follow the
policy of featuring a well-known player,
of grouping around the star a cast of
high-class players. His stories will be
in the main drawn from original sources,
and he is engaged at present creating a
scenario and casting department. Formerly a scenario writer himself, he contemplates breaking away from the adapting of stage and literary successes to
screen usage.
Strand In Fargo Is Sold
FARGO. N. D— John Goldsman and
H. Broude of Minneapolis have purchased the Strand theatre here from
Samuel P. Cornish and Sam Marck, taking immediate possession. Goldsman
and Broude will make improvements
upon their recent purchase.
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Benjamin A. Prager. president of Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, discussing
production plans with R. N. MacFarland. the company's western manager.
Hodkinson

to Distribute

First

Independent Ballin Production
An announcement of interest comes
tion. "Down Home," through the \V. \Y
Hodkinson Corporation, and it is exfrom the home office of the \Y. \Y. Hodkinson Corporation, to the effect that pictures pectedwill
that many
Mr. Willat**
come more
to the ofscreen
via the
they are to publish in December the first same channels.
independent production of Hugo Ballin.
who for a long time past has been asso- American Cinema Head
ciated with Goldwyn in the capacity of
art director and as a director of pictures.
Married September 16
The first Ballin independent producThe marriage of Walter Niebuhr, presition is called "The Honorable Gentledent of American Cinema Corporation,
man," and was picturized from the story
Bennett Johnstone was solemnized at
by Achmed Abdullah, which was orig- to
the home of Lucius J. Henderson, 33
inally published in the Pictorial Review
West Forty-fourth street. New York, on
and later in book form by Putnam. The
Thursday. September 16, at high noorstory locale ranges from the mysterious
The Reverend R. C. Niebuhr, a brother
Orient to modern America.
Advance Is Marked
of
groom, from Detroit, performed
the the
ceremony.
The acquisition by Hodkinson of this
Immediate relatives of both parties
production is alluded to as marking an- and the Messrs. Thomas Cochrane. Reed
other milestone upon the path which
Landis of Chicago, and R. B. DeLacour.
W. W. Hodkinson. head of the corporathe last three comrades-in-arms with the
tion which bears his name, is treading. groom
during two wars, were present
It was his stated intention, when he
Following
a ten days'
trip Niebuhr
through
first formed his present company, to the
Adirondacks.
Mr. motor
and Mrs.
serve as an intermediary' between the will make their home in an apartment at
independent
and tothemaintain
independent exhibitor producer
who strives
his One Hundredth street and Riverside
drive.
independence, believing that such an organization as that which is today func- Grand Forks House Change
tioning under his name was vitally necessary. And to build up solidly upon a
GRAND FORKS. N. D.— The Metropolfirm foundation he strove to attract to
itan theatre has been leased by the Mchimself the greatest independent producCarthy Brothers, owners of the Orpheum
ers and to aid and encourage promising of this city and a string of theatres in
talent in every possible way.
North and South Dakota. They will asHandles Many Products
sume charge on October L Meanwhile the
house is being remodeled and redecorated
It is through the Hodkinson organiza- Walkers
Brothers have been the manager-tion that Benjamin B. Hampton distributes his product; Mr. Hodkinson with
his distributing facilities, claims credit for Woman Takes Edina House
having
developed
Parker Read.
Jr.'s
EDINA. MO— Mrs. R. B. Rutherford
productions
into theJ. strongest
box-office
formerlv of Slater. Mo., has taken over
attractions of the day: it was through
the management of the Electric theatre
Mr. Hodkinson's efforts that the works
and will make Edina her home.
of Irving Bacheller were made available
for screen usage: Irvin V. Willat. one of
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
the youngest of the present day directors,
is issuing his first independent produc-
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Bert Lubin to Head
New
Film Company
Well Known Sales Executive
Will Offer Features on
the Open Market
Bert Lubin, well known to exhibitors,
exchange men and state right buyers
throughout this country and Canada, has
announced that lie will head a new company, which will enter the state rights
field with a series of specially selected
feature productions.
Western Feature First
"Honeymoon Ranch," says Mr. Lubin
in his announcement, "will be our first
state right offering because it is typical
of the class of pictures we will distribute.
In celebration of our entry into the field
we are going to make a quick turnover
of the picture by offering it at a very
attractive
figure."
This picture
has already been finished,
and a complete advertising and exploitation campaign is now in preparation
for it.
Offices of the company will be maintained on the eleventh floor of the Longacre building at 1476 Broadway.
Will Make Long Trip
Mr. Lubin is not a new comer in the
state rights field. He was general sales
manager
for "Virtuous
Men."
In addition he handled
many other
independent
productions. He will shortly make a tour
of the country to visit his state right
friends and acquaint them with the policy of his new company.
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Kansas City Winner
Of Universal Award

Beadell

J. H. Calvert's Office Tops
Rivals in Sales Drive
During the Summer
A nation-wide sales contest among the
I'niversal Film exchanges has just conic
to a close, with the I'niversal branch
orrice in Kansas City, Mo., well in the
lead. J. H. Calvert, the manager of that
exchange, has received a total of $i,100
in prizes to distribute among his employes.
Smaller prizes were won by the exchanges in Charlotte, N. C, E. F. Dardine, manager; Omaha, Neb., H. F. Lcfholtz,
manager1;
City, Sam
Benjamin,
manager,Oklahoma
and Cleveland,
Art
Schmidt, manager. The top salesman in
each exchange, no matter what the standing of the exchange, also received a
check lor $100 as the result of his gooa
work in the contest.
Contest Lasts Four Months
The" ished
contest
started
:t and
August 15.
It wasApril
a race
for finthe
biggest percentage of improvement over
the business done by the same exchange-,
during the first three months of 1920.
The exchanges were divided into five
groups, matched because of the similarity
in business standing. Kansas City won
the $1,000 prize for showing the best
improvement nationally.
Salesmen Given Awards
Among the top salesmen throughout
the country who won personal prizes
were \V. Benjamin of Kansas City. Sr.m
Rosenfcld of Indianapolis, Maurice
Strauss of Cincinnati, W. B. Corby of
Charlotte, B. Tillsworth of Omaha.
Mudde Benjamin of Oklahoma City. D.
Leduk of Montreal. Chas. E. Goodwin of
Ruffalo, A. R. Cherry of Pittsburgh and
Earl Sinks of Los Angeles.
In several exchanges, the salesmen
breasted the tape neck and neck. The
prize money was divided between them.
Among those shared equally in the prize
checks were A. W. Skoog and F. A.
Moedecker of Butte. O. K. Whipple and
Geo. Warren of Spokane, C. W, Koerner
and L. L. Clark of Portland, Ore.. V. M
^hnbark and J. H. Pendleton of Seattle.
E. E. Hemmings and R. Baldwin of Milwaukee and M. H. Goldbaum and Xat
Rosenthal of St. Louis.

In Selznick Exchange
Ben W. Beadell, Chicago manager of
Select exchange, is celebrating the third
anniversary of his joining the Selznick
enterprises this month.
For over ten years he has been
counted among Chicago's live wire film
men. he having opened the Thomas A.
Edison Film Company's first Chicago
office in I90B. Mr. Beadell was then appointed Western representative for the
Ne w Orange, N. J., concern, and his
territory consisted of Illinois, Wisconsin,
[owl and Missouri.

"Carnival" to Be First
Alliance Film Offering
Gustavna A. Rogers. American representative of the Alliance Film Corporation of Great Britain, announces that
Harley Knoles has been engaged as
director general, with another American
director as assistant, and production will
begin tionsimmediately
uponmarket.
three producfor the American
The first of these will be "Carnival/'
in which Matheson Lang has been assigned the leading role, work upon which
will start directly following a thorough
reorganization of the company's studios.
Arnolds in Gobleskill
GOBLESKILL, X. Y.— S. E. Arnold
Company, of Rochester, plans the erection
here of a theatre costing $100,000. A site
at the corner of Main and Grand streets
has been purchased from Dr. F. P. Beard.
Arnold and a corps of engineers were in
Gobleskill recently looking over the situation and expected to break ground within
ten days.

Third

Celebrates
Anniversary

BEN w. BEAD BILL
When the Fdison office was closed in
1914, Mr. Beadell was made Western
representative for Essanay, putting over
this
growing
company's
product ex-in
whirl-wind
fashion.
His successful
ploitation of the picture, "The Little
Girl Next Door," made him a much
sought after man from then on.
September has been a particularly
busy month with Beadell. Besides celebrating his wife's bfrthday, Sept. 13,
and his wedding anniversary, Sept. 26,
he enjoyed the four biggest weeks in
point of sales in the history of the Selznick organization. And he also had to
celebrate the anniversary first mentioned
— his joining the forces of Lewis J. Selzmonth. nick. Altogether it was some busy
Second

Conway Tearle
Vehicle in Production
National Picture Theatres, Inc., of
which Lewis J. Selznick is president, announces this week that the second Conway Tearle starring vehicle. "The Road
of Ambition." is well under way with
Director William P. S. Earle guiding the
production to the screen.
The first National Production in which
Conway Tearle was starred is "Marooned
Hearts." written by Lewis Allen Browne.
Zena Keefe, who plays the leading
feminine role in the latter picture, is said
to capably enact the role of a selfish
young lady whose aim is to usurp all of
her fiance's time.
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Christie
Has

Celebrates
Grown

Fr om

HERALD

Fourth

Small Company

Anniversary

Producing

By

Pat

. Dowling
Single Reelers to One of Largest on Coast
Tom McGuire. J. P. Lockney, Lincoln
THE Christie Film Company, started into releases for April of 1921. With
Plumer. Bert Woodruff. Ward Caulfield,
new two-reel comedies under way.
■■■ as a small independent single reel these
the total number of Christie comedies
Phoebe Bassor and George French.
producing company four years ago this produced numbers 220. one hundred and
In the comedies are Bobby Vernon,
month, is celebrating its anniversary by ninety-six of these being Christie single
Eddie Barry. Xeal Burns. Fay Tincher,
reel
comedies
which
is
the
brand
on
passing a mark of four hundred light
Dorothy -Devore. Earl Rodney. Helen
Darling. Vera Steadman. Irene Dalton.
comedy pictures, most of which have which Al Christie established his fame
as
the
leader
in
polite
comedy.
been known as Christie comedies, al-

AL CHRISTIE
President andChristie
supervising?
comediesdirector of all
though several other brands of productions have figured in the four years' work
of the Christie organization.
Starting on a very small scale four
years ago. the company now figures in a
large way among the foremost producers
of comedies and also in production of
legitimate feature pictures.
. The Christies have already produced or
have in production half of the twentyfour two-reel comedies called for in their
contracts for the present season which
started in April of this year and will run

Besides this volume of business, the
Christie Film Company is also responsible for 144 Strand and Supreme comedies, production of which was stopped in
order to make room for expansion of
activity in the Christie brands themselves,
ai-d for the occasional feature productions from the Christie Studios which will
number about four a year.
Dozens of the players who appeared in
early Christie Comedies have departed
from the studios, many of whom have
since gained fame in other productions.
When two well known comedians left
the Christie company two years ago.
many predicted the failure of Christie
comedies now that their chief fun makers
were out of the pictures. But the following success of Christie pictures convinced
the Christies that they were on the right
track, i. e., presenting a certain type of
comedy, with particular attention to
stories and direction, featuring and popularizing various new players from time
to time, but never losing sight of the
type of brand. Al Christie, who is supervising director, attributes much of the
consistency of his comedies to his directors who have been with him continuously
for three years. Foremost among these
are Scott Sidney and Wm. Beaudine. who
next to Christie himself, have produced
the
tures.greatest number of the Christie picOn anniversary- week this year. Al
Christie
is directing
"See Myproductions,
Lawyer,"
the second
of his special
from the Broadway success by the same
name. Sidney and Beaudine and Frederic
Sullivan are each directing new two-reel
special comedies, while James Clemens,
the fifth of the directors, is making a
single reel comedy* • for
* 4 early release.
Players working in pictures at the
studio on the anniversary compose a
formidable list: In the feature picture
are T. Roy Barnes. Grace Darmond. Jean
Acker, Lloyd T. Whitlock. Ogden Crane.

r

CHARLES H. CHRISTIE
Treasurer and Film
general
manager of Christie
Company
Laura La Plante, Ray Gallagher. Francis
Feeney, William Bletcher. Margaret Cullington.Harry
Wm. Rattenberry,
Sloan. Lyc'ia
Ycamari
Titus,
Al Haynes.
Bessie de Litch, Violet Grant. Florence
Long and many others, making up the
corps of regular professionals who are
engaged for good parts in single pictures.
Officers of the company have been reelected as follows: Al Christie, president: C. H. Christie, treasurer and general manager: Fred L. Porter, secretary
and vice-president.

General offices of the Christie Film Company, Los Angeles,
theirCal.,
cars.with the officials and some of the company of players and
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for criminal purposes and into the law
of metaphysics.
In this first Fanark picture, Mr.
Morse hits the high spots of his studies;
he skillfully weaves the consequences of
employing hypnotism in criminal matters
and with vivid, powerful strokes depicts
the forces that are set into motion when
the laws of the universe are disobeyed.
Now that "The Crimson Cross" has
been completed, Mr. Morse is adding the
final touches to his second Fanark special, entitled "The Strength of the
Weak," which will be produced early in
October.
24 Cars

Transport

Tourneur's Troupe
Company Spent Three Weeks
In Mountains Filming
New Picture
Eighteen motors and six trucks comprised the caravan that brought Maurice
Tourneur and his company of 150 back
to Los Angeles from the high mountains
where he had been for three weeks filming scenes for his initial Associated Producers film, "The Last of the Mohicans,"
by James Fenimore Cooper.
Six weeks location work was completed
in three because Tourneur had his protege director with him, Clarence L.
Brown, whose picture, "The Great Redeemer." made a signal success, it is
said, as a Metro special. Fvcry day
Tourneur would direct one portion of
the big company while Brown went out
with the
that thetime.
exteriors wenmade
in other,
half theso alloted
Tourneur has in his casf Barbara Bedlord, Lillian Hall, Albert Roscoe, Henry
Woodward. Harry Lorraine. Nelson McDowell, Theodore Lerch, James Gordon,
Wallace Beery. Jack McDonald, Joseph
Singleton and George Hackathorne.

FLORENCE VIDOR, the wife of King Vidor, the producer and director of many
successful
screen
plays, among
themin being
"The production
Jack-knife for
Man."
She is Pronow
being starred
by Thomas
H. Ince,
a special
Associated
ducers.

Young Author
Signs for

of "The Crimson Cross"
Three Years With Fanark
N. Brewster Morse, author of "The Mr. Morse wrote the synopsis for his
first all
big star
picture,
"Hisjust
Brother's
Crimson Cross," the first big special to the
special
releasedKeeper,"
by the
be made by the new independent Fanark
American Cinema Company. Then he
Corporation, has been signed to a three put the synopsis in continuity form and
Cinema. How an unyears' contract to write exclusively for sent it toknownAmerica
writer with real ability and the
Fanark.
necessary background can win recogniMorse is a New York boy. He graduated from Berkeley Irving High School
tion is demonstrated by Morse's success.
several years ago. Instead of going to
"His Brother's Keeper," in continuity
form,
was purchased by America Cinema,
college, Morse went into a motion pic- with Martha
aMnsfield, Gladden James,
ture studio to observe and to absorb the
and Roger Lytton in the featured roles.
technique, the parlance, and the atmosphere. His likeable, democratic manner
Unremitting Worker
won him many friends, who were happy
Mr. Morse is a student and an unreto assist him in his "freshman" motion
mitting worker. Before writing the story
picture term.
for
"The
Crimson Cross," his second big
Masters Continuity
special
Keeper,"
he
delvedfollowing
deep into"His
the Brother's
evils of hypnotism
Having mastered the art of continuity,

"Peaceful Valley* Is
Said to Be Triumph
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Sept. 28.— In a recent
pre-view screening at the First National
offices
"Peaceful Valley," starring
triumph.
Charles Ray was acclaimed a dramatic
The picturization of this stage play is
the second offering in which Arthur S.
Kane presents Charles Ray for First.
National distribution.
It is scheduled
for publication on October 11.
Colleen Moore Now
With Neilan Force
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— Colleen
Moore, recently signed by Marshall
Neilan, celebrated the event with a luncheon at the Alexandria. She entertained
friends from the film colony and Elizabeth Stone of New Orleans, her cousin
and guest.
Butler Loaned

for

"Sky Pilot" Star
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— David
Butler has been loaned by D. N. Schwab
Productions, Inc., to King Vidor for the
masculine lead in "The Sky Pilot," Ralph
Connor's
story of isthescheduled
Northwest. Thepopular
Vidor production
for First National.
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New York City. Sept. 28. 1920.
"First in war. tirst in peace, first in the
■ hearts of his countrymen." Abraham Lincoln obviously was a First National franj chise holder.
* * *
\V. R. Erwtx, general sales manager of
I the National Film Publishers Company of
I ;St. Louis, has been visiting the trade in
Xew York for the* past
* # week.
Robert Bacon of the London Films. Ltd..
arrived in New York Saturday. He is ac| oompanied by his secretary Egbert Blashford. Bacon and *eggs* are
* always welcome.

star who answers to the name of George
\\ alsh that he will play baseball with his
well known team the All-Nationals at the
prison at Ossining. N. Y.. on Thursday.
Sept. 30. Throughout his career as one of
our foremost stars Mr. Walsh has certainly done his bit in the way of entertaining in this manner and helping the cause
along, and the warden and the big brass
band will be there to welcome him. The
All-Nationals will flay against the Welfare League team. Estelle Taylor, whose
picture
"While atNewthe York
being shown
LyricSleeps"
Theatre,is now
will
* *start the game. •
throw the first ball* and

Lewis F. Levensox, press agent for
David G. Fischer, reports that Fischer is
working for the Fox-Fischer Masterplay.
Inc. of Washington. D. C. David G.
Fischer it will be remembered directed
"When Bonds Are Loose" for the Waldorf
< Photoplay Corporation, which shortly after■vard suspended. * * *

Jacques Tyrol is not doing much talking these days, but he certainly is sawing a
lot of wood. Watch his smoke.
* * *
Harry Shermax has been out of town
* *he's* "Headin" Home."
for a week but now
"Babe" Ruth filled Madison Square Gar• den. Can you imagine what will happen to
the average exhibitor when he shows the
king of swatters in action. Looks like a
clean up this season for some of the boys.
* * *
Latest rumor concerning the Capitol theis thataccount
it may ofbe the
turned
intoSeems
a liverystableatre on
stalls.
to
be as much horse sense to this rumor as
there is to the one to the effect that the
Shuberts are to use it for the staging of a
pony ballet this winter.
* * *
Chart.es Simoxe is now general manager
of a thriving picture company at 220 West
42nd street. Charlie's slogan is "Enrico
ioin the armv." * * *
Merritt Crawford is turning out advertime. tising copy which hits the bull's eye every

Joe Sameth of the Forward Film Distributors. Inc.. has returned from a southern trip in the interest of "Youth's Dell sac" Mr.
that and
the that
exilhibitors
were Sameth
never soreports
prosperous
the class of pictures being shown today is
away above that of* a» year
* ago.
Dorothea B. Herzog, associate editor of
Screen Bulletin, has enrolled in Columbia
School of Journalism. Miss Herzog begins
where others leave off. She is already one
of the best publicists in the field and two
years hence she should shine as one of
ithe high lights of *her* profession.
*
Motion pictures are beginning to get a
foothold far in the interior of China, according to A. G. Adams, an American Baptist missionary stationed at Suifu. Szchuar.
Province. Mr. Adams has just arrived in
I New York City on a furlough after seven
' years m tutional
Suifu.
Young
of the money
insti- Nearly All States Sold
church some
time men
ago raised
I for a small Powers machine which was
On "Up in Mary's Attic"
I brought there recently by David C. Graham
The sale of territory" on "L"p In Mary's
(of New York. At the West China union Attic"
is still continuing very rapidly and
| university a machine formerly used to ex- before long it is expected that every state
hibit British war films was purchased. will be sold, according to Fine Art PicEarly reports brought back by Mr. Adams
tures, Inc. The latest buyer is Macindicate that pictures
Meekin & Nelson. Inc.. of Kansas City.
* *have
* come to stav.
Mo., with rights for Missouri and Kansas. Mr. MacMeekin believes that the
ord comes from a verv versatile voune
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exploitation angles which this picture
possesses will be more than enough to
make cess"Mary's
Attic" a tremendous sucin his territory.
He had witnessed the premier in New
Orleans at the Tudor theatre and declared that in spite of the intense heat
the theatre was crowded to the doors at
every performance on that day. Then on
his way to New York he stopped for a
short visit at Chattanooga and Philadelphia and curiosity impelled him to ask
how "L'p In Mary's Attic" had fared.
Both ofa these
cities gave
"Up In Mary's
Attic"
wonderful
recommendation,
he
said.
Selznick Announces Plans
For Elaine Hammerstein.
O'Brien. Conway Tearle
Myron Selznick, supervisor of all Selznick productions, announces that Elaine
Hammerstein. under the direction of
George Archainbaud. has begun active
work on her forthcoming feature under
theMiss
working
title of "Hands."
Hammerstein's
current Selznick
productions are "Whispers" and "The
Director
Robert Ellis is now working
Point
of View."
on Eugene O'Brien's forthcoming feature. "Soul and Body," and William P. S.
Earle is shooting scenes for the forthcoming National Picture Theatres production. "The Road of Ambition." starring
tionalConway
picture. Tearle in his second NaLasky Announces First
Gloria Swanson Feature
Plans for a series of productions starring Gloria Swanson were recently announced by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice
president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in charge of production.
Miss Swanson's
Bret own
production
Paramount
star in her
right willas bea
"Everything for Sale." said to be an
unusually powerful story written by a
famous British author who had seen
Miss who
Swanson
Female,"
and
wrote in
the "Male
story ani
especially
for
her
during ItLasky's
in London
this
summer.
will bestaydirected
by Sam
Wood,
who
was
DeMille's
assistant
all of the DeMille productions in whichin
Miss Swanson appeared.

ISLAND
PRODUCTION
MORRIS
RANDOLPH
Super

CHESTER
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the country to advertise the first Fox serial, "Bride IS."
Striking 24-sheets that will soon occupy the billboardsis throughout
in keeping with the high quality of the production.
The poster's artistic appearance
William

Fox

Announces

Is Being Made
William Fox has a second serial in
preparation, to follow close upon the
heels of "Bride 13," which is now "hanging up" new serial figures throughout the
con ntry.
Coincident with this announcement
word comes from the studio that work
has actually been started on this second
serial under the direction of Edward
Sedgwick.
Publish Exhibitor's Letter
That the theatres playing serials
have found the tirst Fox serial a drawingcard of wonderful power has been evidenced time and again by letters from
exhibitors everywhere commending it,
says a Fox official. A specific incident
of this nature is given in a letter from
George A. Giles, treasurer of the wellknown Massachusetts amusement enterprises bearing his name. Mr. Giles writes
to Fox as follows:
"Dear Sir: Yon may be interested to know
that 'Bride 13' which opened at our St. James
Monday,
broke all house
the exception of holidays.
Best ofrecords
all ourwithpatrons
went
away well pleased with this opening episode.
'Bride
13'
also
opened
at
our
Waltham
Theatre
on Thursday of this week to the biggest Thursday
business the house has ever known under our
management.
"With these
two experiences
us wein look
forward
to equally
satisfactorybehind
results
our
other
houses.
"Yours truly,
"GEORGE A. GILES, TreasurerAssures More Serials
That the results achieved by "Bride
13" have created a market for future Fox
serials is evidenced by the many hundreds of letters received by the Fox company requesting information regarding
the second serial.
This definitely sets at rest the question
that has repeatedly come from the serial
field: "Will William Fox continue making serials?" He most decidedly will.
Philadelphia House Sold
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Two onestory motion picture theatres, one at
1710-12-14 Susquehanna avenue and the

New

Serial

to Follow His First
other at 1S28-30-SS Norris street, have
been sold by H. Green to J. A. Karr.
The firstat is$11,000.
assessed at $'-'0,000 and the
second
Chicago Studios Get
Animated Film Work
C. W. Carlson, business manager of
the Chicago Carlson studios, has just
closed a contract with the Society for
Visual Education for a series of school
films.
The Society proposes to teach geography, physiology, arithmetic, and spelling by means of motion pictures. Wallace A. Carlson, former newspaper cartoonist, will direct the animation of the
school films. The Carlson studios arc
also handling the Gump cartoons and
animating Rothacker industrial pictures.
Snub Pollard to Play in
Rolin Prison Life Comedy
"Doing Time" has been selected as title
tor the new Rolin comedy which Pathe will
issue September 26, which gives an insight
way.
to doings inside prison walls in a humorous
"Snub" Pollard is assisted in his comedy
antics by Marie Mosquini and "SunshineSambo." The prison scenes provide plenty
of opportunities for the little comedian to
put
said. over his lively brand of comedy, it is
Chicago Promotors Seek
Place in Grand Rapids
GRAND" RAPIDS. MICH — Conductors of amusement enterprises from Chicago recently conferred with local real
estate dealers regarding a site for a
motion picture theatre to cost not less
than $1,000,000.
Monroe avenue is being considered for
the purpose. The land alone is expected
to cost $400,000.

Colfax, Wash. Theatre to
Be Finished by December
COLFAX. WASH— The new Liberty!
theatre to be built here will cost $.10.000l
and will occupy tin present Liberty the-1
atre site, according to IX E. hddkinanJ
general manager of J. W. Allender, Inc.J
operating theatres in Spokane, PullmaoH
Moscow and Colfax. A long base has]
beenthesigned
with George Mackleit, ownefl
of
property.
house will
capacity
.'.00.
TheThecontract
was have
recently
let andof calls
for completion by December. The Allen's
der attractions will be transferred to the
Riclgeway
theatre while the building is
under
construction.
Oklahoma City to Have
.Motion Picture Studio
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA— Plans
for the erection of a large motion picture studio in Oklahoma City and for
circulating pictures throughout the
Southwest have been announced by Dee
Turner, president of Oklahoma Motion
Picture Company. Offices have been
opened at 51S and 519 Security building.
"In
Bosom
of filmed.
the Comanches" will
be thethefirst
feature
Name New Minter Feature
Realart announces as the title of the
forthcoming Mary Miles Minter production, "Eyes of the Heart." The play
by
"Blindness"
the story,
from which
adapted
isDana
Burnet
appeared
in the
Ladits Horn* Journal. It is being
Paul Powell. The scenario
directed
was made byby Clara G. Kennedy.
Rialto Formally

Opened

Ray in "Forty-Five Minutes
Charles
From
Froadway" was the opening weeks
news
Newark's
Rialto, the
in the which
attractio
proprietor
$.100,000 n theatre,
claim to be the finest motion picture
district, outhousesideinNew the
Yorkmetropoli
City. tan
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THERE seems to be a decided "back-to-the-sojl"
movement in pictures these days. D. W. Grillitli
started it with "Way Down East," which is meeting
with phenomenal success at the Forty-fourth street
theatre, New York. This was followed by the Associated Producers production "Homespun Folks,"
which Thomas H. Ince made from the story by Julien
Josephson, and First National announces "Peaceful
Valley" as the next Charles Kay feature, a play made
famous years ago by Sol Smith Russel. Also W. W.
Hodkinson has in preparation "Down Home." and
"The County Fair" had its initial presentation at
the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, recently, the latter a
Maurice Tourneur production. These pictures all
offer fine opportunities for unusual exploitation
stunts. The astute exhibitor will do well not to
overlook them.
"OVER THE HILL TO THE POORHOUSE"
(Fox) is a picture of mother-love based upon Will
Carleton's poems. Enacted by a cast of carefully
chosen players, the various roles stand out in bold
relief, each scene giving a vivid picture of life in all
its simplicity. The ex< ellciw e of the story, the lightings, direction, sets and general handling of the story
make it a motion picture classic. A picture that
cannot be too highly praised. (Page 68).
"SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT" (Paramount) is a production of Cecil I>. DeMille's peculiar superiority, charming in photography, lighting,
etc., based on a story of rural folks with romance
the predominant note. A beautifully presented feature which should please every sort of audience. Has
a religious slant that could be made valuable in exploitation. One of the notable issues of the season.
"MAROONED HEARTS" (National Picture
Theatres) launches Conway Tearle upon his career
as a National Picture Theatres star. Zena Keefe
appears as leading woman and the two give a well
balanced and natural performance. Production is
standard rather than pretentious, the result being
exceptional satisfaction as regards construction and
finish.
"A FULL HOUSE" (Paramount) merits the popularity of its stage success as a fun-making feature.
Bryant Washburn and Lois Wilson in leading roles
give clever performances. The stars appear as
newlyweds, the bridegroom being convicted of thievery in an attempt to lend aid to a friend in love
with his wife's sister, furnishing the plot. Should
please generally.
"THE LITTLE WANDERER" (Fox) takes
vivacious Shirley M]ason through a series of adventures that culminate in a love affair that threatens
disruption in the discovery of former criminality involving the fathers of the lovers. It strikes at yellow
journalism and has for theme the effort of a publisher's son to prove
are victims of
environment
rather that
than criminals
circumstance.
"THE LEOPARD WOMAN" (Associated Producers) isvaluable as a co-starring vehicle for Louise
Glaum and House Peters. It abounds in colorful
desert and jungle atmosphere and excellent camera
work. The performance of Miss Glaum is made the
important item and is notable in its artistry. Offers
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a wealth of exploitation suggestions. A feature superior for it s mechanical achievements and the work
of the star and beauty of her gowns.
"HARRIET AND THE PIPER" (First National), asociety drama. Should have its way well
paved by its popularity as a story that ran in the
i'irlorin! I.'rririr. Its theme is the effort of a wronged
woman to keep herself free from scandal while fearful of the power that the man of her indiscretions
holds over her reputation. Anita Stewart is a pretty
Harriet. Settings are very good.
"THE RESTLESS SEX" (Paramount) based
upon Robert W. Chambers' jMipular novel, presents
Marion Davies in the time honored plot of the society
^'irl marrying the one she does not love to escape
the consec|uence8 of an early indiscretion. It is well
staged, well acted, well directed and very artistic.
"HEADIN' HOME" (Kessel & Baumann) should
prove popular with the majority of picture goers
because of the star — "Babe" Ruth. The picture is
mainly "Babe" Ruth, with an interesting* story of
small town rivalry in baseball, with the hero vindicated in the last reel.
TNTCH IN' POSTS" (Universal) offers unlimited exploitation possibilities in its Mississippi River,
Southern plantation and Western atmospheric
achievements. Frank Mayo and Beatrice Burnham
carry the leads to excellent effect. Settings are highly
;i iii-tic and picturesque and the plot and cast are
convincing.
"LOVE. HONOR AND OBEY" (Metro) is a
feature that impresses more as of temporary than permanent interest, presenting a special cast in a story
of New England parental sternness that is different
from the usual. Settings are interesting and there
is effective contrast of city and rural life. The cast
does admirable work.
"MERELY MARY ANN" (Fox) is a charming
heart-reaching and wholesome screen story centering
about a hero-worshipping little slavey in an English
boarding house. Shirley Mason is a delightful star
and Casson Ferguson an agreeable lover. One of the
most appealing pictures of the season and one for
which
to favor.the stage version's success has paved the route
"HELD BY THE ENEMJY" (Paramount) presents an all star cast in a Civil War drama's screen
adaptation from a popular stage play, including
Agnes Ayres, Wanda Hawley, Jack Holt and Lewis
Stone. A picture superior in every way and offering
the exploitation that such historical settings suggest.
The heart affairs of a Southern beauty loving a
Northern soldier, when her husband, believed dead,
reappears. Suspense is well sustained and the climax
is unusually strong.
"HELP WANTED: MALE" (Pathe) is a comedy
of high grade wherein Blanche Sweet in the part of a
mysterious young widow at a seaside resort displays
much cleverness. Her energetic bulldog companion
furnishes lively episodes and her search for a millionaire husband ends with a merry race between hydroplane and motor boat.
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Louise Glaum in
THE LEOPARD WOMAN
Sevenypart drama; Associated Producers.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Published in September.
OPINION : Colorful tropical settings
for a drama of passionate romance, with
Louise Glaum and House Peters in leading roles, distinguishes this elaborate
special production of J. Parker Read,
Jr., raising it above the worth of the
ordinary current screen publications.
The story is that of a French enchantress employed by enemies of the
British government to foil its plans for
quelling native insurrections in the
African veldt. Bent towards the same
place as John Culbertson, representative
of the British embassy, she tries by skill
and cunning to intercept his mission,
ultimately defeating her own ends by
falling in love with him.
The arresting high lights of the production are in the dramatic force of
the artistry of the principals and in the
excellently portrayed tropical locale
rather than in the trend of the story,
which has a regrettable weakening as it
proceeds. Impressions that linger the
most vividly are those of the powerful
passion portrayals of love, hate and rage
by Miss Glaum, in which she reaches
great emotional heights.
The number of engaging gowns, odd
and beautiful, which she wears in various
scenes, are effective touches of richness
and well become the part of beguiler
that she plays. Lighting effects accompanying her appearances are notable enhancers of the attractiveness of the
scenes. The camera has caught some
choice caravan scenes on the desert with
picturesque palms and pyramids. The
reproductions of the cosmopolitan thoroughfares ofCairo are capital. The performance of House Peters is a highly
skillful one, and the supporting cast
gives admirable contribution.
Music is an item that can lend an important adjunct to the feature, and care

taken in its employment will greatly increase the worth of the showing.
Desert and jungle settings suggest
many hints in exploitation to the ingenious exhibitor. The item of the
beauty of Miss Glaum's gowns is a point
that should attract in advertising. The
names of both stars are box office assets
alone, and their conjunction in this feature is a point to be emphasized.
SYNOPSIS : "Madame," a mysterious
stranger in Cairo, Egypt, is a sensation
of the cosmopolitan society there. Her
attention drawn to John Culbertson upon
his arrival th«re, prompts an interest
that is spurned in his refusal to attend
her soiree, an affair of social importance.
For this indifference to her desires she is
willing, when the opportunity comes, to
undertake an opposing mission upon
which Culbertson is embarking — a trip
to Africa in representation of England to
quell native uprisings there. On the
edge of the veldt the paths of the opponents cross. Natives employed by the
woman twice attempt the killing of Culbertson, but are unsuccessful. Ultimately the Madame falls in love with
him, but her passion is spurned after the
manner of her invitation in Cairo.
Stirring episodes follow that culminate
in the suspension of hostilities between
the two and the quelling of the native
forcestion ofand
man's enemy.
reciprocalove end
for in
his the
erstwhile
All star cast in
LOVE HONOR AND OBEY
Six-part drama; Metro.
Directed by Leander de Cordova.
Published in September.
OPINION : A picture whose chief merit
is its temporary entertainment value
rather than its permanent impression, but
one certain to be absorbing to the general public is offered in this feature capitally presented by a special cast of
players.
Wilda Bennett, as Conscience Wil-

liams, and Claire Whitney, as Marion
Holbury, have the prominent feminine
roles. Both are good looking and play
with an agreeable ease and individuality
Kenneth Harlan and George Cowl have
the important masculine roles and sustain them excellently.
The Puritanical convictions of a narrow minded New England father that
interfere with the love affairs of a
dutiful daughter form the germ of the
plot. The
lover, by
sentanaway
by the
father
and girl's
kept away
interfering
neighbor in love with the girl, goes back
from the small town wherein the romance originated, to rejoin his society
and club friends, giving opportunity in
the production for contrasts of rural and
city life that are effective items.
Photography is above the ordinary,
particularly charming effects created
with backgrounds of blossoming fruit
trees in a New England Springtime.
SYNOPSIS: Conscience Williams,
daughter of a New England deacon, riding with Eben Tollman, friend of the
family, an unscrupulous man of wealth,
meets Stuart Emmett in rescuing him
after an encounter of their horses and
his motor car. Recuperating from injuries in her home, Stuart wins Conscience's heart and takes up residence
in the village to be near her. Tollman
takes containing
to the father
copy ofsexEmmett's
book
somea radical
theories
and its startling contents make the father
drive him from the house. Stuart becomes angry that her love is not deep
enough to assert itself against her father,
and they part with bitter words. Both
seek forgiveness later in letters that are
intercepted by Tollman, and take up
their lives in separate channels, the man
among his city friends, the woman at last
as the bride of Tollman. Through a
woman from the city, Marion Holbury,
who loved Stuart, but realizes his love
for Conscience, the two are at last
united and Tollman is disposed of in a
struggle by a mill pond between the two
men which ends in his drowning.

Inc.)
Louise Glaum in two of the big scenes from the J. Parker Read, Jr., production, "The Leopard Woman." (Associated Producers,
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Bryant Washburn in
A FULL HOUSE
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount
Directed by James Craze.
Published in September.
OPINION: The rollicking screen tale
of a "queen" and a "knave" in a fourhanded game not according to Hoyle
supplies a feature presented in a way
out of the ordinary with
its close following of poker terms; one made more for
run than strength of plot.
A Full House" recorded great success as a stage farce, and there is no
reason to doubt hut that its picturization
will be as popular. It is a round of
wholesome fun with a hero and heroine
widely admired. Lois Wilson acts prettily the part of the tearful and true little
wife of a bridegroom whose attempt to
aid a friend to get possess
ion of incriminating love letters brings down
his
own head a storm of trouble. upon
His exchange of traveling bags with a crook
succeeds eventually in the latter's conviction, but temporarily surrounds himself with tlx- suspicion that he is a thief
his bride being the only one standing
stanch in her faith in his innocence.
The success of other Washburn futures— It Pays to Advertise," "What
Hardened to Jones." "The Six Best Cellars —assure the
nty of this new
humorous offering certai
as a box office asset
The general patronage that likes Bryant
Washburn will certainly respond with a
hearty laugh at this. He plays the part
of the young lawyer bridegroom with his
best artistry, Miss Wilson is clever and
pretty in her part of the trusting wife.
Some of the most comical situations
surround the guarding of the Howell
home while it is under the suspicion of
the police. An arrogant officer who
tr-ves the information, "you can come in
but you can't come out," to the excited
people arriving on the scene,
supplies
the humor in these. His final counter
manding of the order makes an effective
plav at the story's end.
Hazel Howell, Vera Lewis. Beverly
Travers, Lottie Williams. Lillian Leighton. Guy Milhan. John Wild. Z. Wall
Covington and Frank Johnasson carry
supportng parts satisfactorily.
SYNOPSIS: George Howell, a voting
lawyer, sadly separates himself from
hibride. Ottalie, on the second day after
their wedding to fulfill a commission
from Ned Pembroke, a
to get
letters in the possession offriend,
a San Francisco show girl. Ned will not propose
to Daphne. Ottalie's sister, until the letters are safe in his hands. Allowing his
wife to believe that he has gone to San
Hicgo. Howell goes to San Francisco.
On the return trip he exchanges traveling bags with a crook who has stolen a
wealthy woman's jewels. The wife discovers them among the burglar tools in
the bag he brings home. Susie, a maid.
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culiarly humorous parts, that of the small
town admirer of Leona, and Frank Leigh
is good as the clerk. Mayme Kelso jjj
the widow and Thomas Jefferson as Old
Harris play artistically.
Titles are crisply clever. Photography
is admirable.
SYNOPSIS: Leona Stafford, telephone
operator
in a small
falls heir
to'a
$1,000 legacy
from town,
an uncle.
Encouraged by her chum Ethel she decides to
invest it in a trip to the seashore to
.ingle for a millionaire husband, spurning the affections of Billy Kerr, her local
admirer. In the modish garb of black
that is a part of the makeup of "the
woman isof the
mystery,"
whichlikely
the totwoattract
girls
decide
type most
the men, she arrives at an expensive
hotel. From that time the clerk suspects
her, and when the jewels of a patron disappear he immediately brands her a< the
thief, making things uncomfortable for a
time until she is rescued by Tubbs, an
idler with whom she falls in love, despite
her determination to marry for wealth.
She consents to marry him and does not
discover until she is being taken away
with him that he is the missing Capt.
C romwell, millionaire aviator and society
man. The real thieves arc found in the
hotel and the robbery mystery cleared.

.lull \M
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In "Torch) « iimr. ThritiiKh." hU lnla-t.1
Iff • ice] i :<i urnt inniii mvjm4]
sees them and calls the police. Later
she decides to earn the reward herself.
The thief arrives to claim his grip and
this gives rise to a continuation of skirmishes between the two men and police
officers which ends with the identification of the real culprit and the happiness
of the two couples.
Blanche Sweet in
HELP WANTED: MALE
Six-part comedy-drama; Pathe.
Directed by Henry King.
Published in September.
OPINION Comedy of high grade photographed in attractive settings with
clever acting presents Blanche Sweet as
a fortune hunter at a beach resort in
this screen story certain to be the generator of many a hearty laugh.
Miss Sweet as Leona Stafford, plays
in a graceful and spirited way the role
of a small town girl using a $1,000 bequest to allure a millionaire husband
from among the frequenters of a fashionable watering place. The affairs of
an elderly dandy pursued by an energetic widow, and the aspirations of a
hotel clerk ambitious to exercise detective ability form adjuncts to the main
plot that lend a sprightly interest and
suspense the feature through. A pet
dog of the heroine's has an important
part. The escape of the lovers by hydroplane inserts a few effective thrills.
Miss Sweet is decidedly capable in the
part of the heroine. She wears good
looking gowns and affects an assumed
Russian air capitally. Her companion, a
Boston bull, becomes the terror of the
place and runs true to type in his pursuit of his mistress'
annoyer
of a
pet Persian
cat who leads
him and
a lively
chase in episodes sure to evoke guffaws. Henry King, who directs the production, takes the masculine lead skillfully. Walter Hiers has one of his pe-

Johnny Hines in
T0RCHY COMES THROUGH
Two-part comedy; Educational.
Published in September.
OPINION: The cheerful-grinned
Johnny Hines in another of the series
of "Torchy" comedies which offer highclass fun. from which the slapstick is
amputated, stages a spectacular play
against interfering folks seeking to prevent the marriage of a European prince
with his American sweetheart.
Torchy and Vee have had their success
on the screen well heralded by short
stories, the means by which Sewell Ford
first introduced them to the public. They
are a couple of good-looking, clever,
youthful leads in pictures and work with
a skill that results in spirited, wholesome
entertainment.
In this feature Torchy is entrusted
with
two One.
missions
by Vee's
and the
his
"boss."
to take
her touncle
dinner,
other to secure the signature of the
Prince uoon a document. At the hotel
they spring a series of novel fun-making
stunts during the serving of the dinner.
Later they come to the rescue of the two
lovers and
by means with
of Torchy's
exchange of wearables
the Prince
manage to evade his guards until the
wedding is over.
SHFS A VAMP
Two-part comedy; Reelcraft.
Published in September.
OPINION : A juvenile comedy with
a bookblack and his alley sweetheart and
an interfering Fifth avenue "vamp" of
their own tender years forming the principals, is an addition to short features
that
filler. has good entertainment value as a
There is a boy bootblack, a fickle youth
who deserts his first love for the smiling,
wilv little daughter of wealth who flirts
with him from a motor car and shimmys
with him to hurdy-gurdy accompaniment
on the lawn of her palatial home. Later,
when his ardor moves him to call upon
her to present a flower token retrieved
from a garbage can, she literally sticks
up her nose at him and walks away with
a sissified suitor of her own caste.
The kiddies play capitally and the
whole is an agreeable offering.
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Anita Stewart in
HARRIET AND THE PIPER
Six-part drama; First National.
Published in September.
OPINION : A society drama elegant
in interiors, picturesque in portraiture
and concerned with the power of a society scoundrel over an unsophisticated
young woman, comes to the screen in
this picture, the adaptation of a story
by Kathleen Norris.
The name of the author should prove
a strong drawing item and should be
made prominent in the presentation of
the picture. The theme is one which
should attract and its screen expounding
will keep close interest from the picture's opening scenes to its end.
The feature begins with a lively "wedding" in Greenwich village, the plan of
a wealthy bounder to gain possession of
Harriet Field, a coveted young beauty
eager for
life'sherexcitement.
innocence tangles
in a web Her
of horror
with the discovery that the man, Royal
Blondin, is a disciple of free love and
that this is but one of a series of such
relationships that he has had with
women. Through years that follow her
escape from him she continues to pay the
•price of her innocent folly — the penalty
that life exacts from those who dance
to her pipings after the way the children
of
pricePiper.
for their elders'
flingHamelin
to the paid
fabledthePied
The rapidity of action is one of the
capital points of the picture. There are
several angles to the plot, and the
. smoothness of each and of the whole is
maintained with marked excellence the
story through. Suspense is well sustained and the moving of the several
conspicuous men about the leading
woman keeps the possible conclusion a
surprise until it is nearly reached.
Scenes of exotic effects in the home of
Blondin, who affects an interpretation of
Egyptian manners and later of Hindu
philosophy, supply some of the most
artistic atmospheric toucjies. Anita
Stewart plays the part of Harriet, and
gowned as an Egyptian queen she is
quite as charming of appearance and
grace of art as in the pretty modern
costuming she dons in the latter part
of the picture. A picturesque character
doing admirable interpretations is supplied byRichman
Blondin's inHindu
servant.
Ahmet.
Charles
the part
of Richard
Carter is splendidly cast, and Ward
Crane plays the unpopular part of the
rascally Blondin in a finished manner.
Myrtle Stedman in the role of Isabel
Carter, Margaret
Lyola O'Connor
Madame
Carter,
Landis asas Nina
and
Byron Munson as Ward Carter are all
good. Some of the most attractive
scenes are those showing glimpses of
the bal basque, a society event in the
Carter home. Skillful camera manipulation create the ghostly appearances of
the piper.
"The woman pays" theme is one upon
which exploitation can be built. The incident of the Egyptian costuming of the
star can be stressed by the Oriental
gowning of ushers, and the reproduction
of Greenwich village scenes and life
could be made another point of attraction in advertising.
SYNOPSIS: Eager for life and innocently yielding to the persuasions of
Royal Blondin. a wealthy social rake,
Harriet Field is rescued from a false
marriage with him and does not see him
from the night of the fake ceremony until several years later. Whle she is
secretary to Isabel Carter at Crownlands, Blondin comes upon the scene
seeking to add another to his several deceived "sweethearts" in Nina, the young
Carter daughter.
Richard Carter is
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master of the home and of a great business, but has so far disqualified as manager of his family that his wife leaves
him for another man with whom she
perishes in a motor accident in Italy.
Carter offering
places an
Harriet
at the household's
head,
unsentimental
marriage
to keep her clear of gossip. Her efforts
to protect Nina from Blondin result in
the exposure to Richard of her own affair with him. He sees it in its true light
and excuses it, and succeeds eventually
in gaining from Harriet a love as genuine
as that he gives her.
Frank Mayo in
HITCHIN' POSTS
Five-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Jack Ford.
Published in September.
OPINION : Life on the Mississippi
steamboats and Southern plantations in
the days following the Civil War, and
the rush of "homesteaders" to the new
West are vivid atmospheric effects in
this picture which is a highly artistic one.
It is strong of story and abounds with
heart interest. Screen artistry of high
degree makes it impressive as a series of
engaging views of river and plantation
life. It is historically interesting and
the excellent work of the players makes
it sparkle brightly against colorful backgrounds.
It deals with the regeneration of Jefferson Todd, a Southern gentleman with
fortune depleted by the Civil War seeking to rebuilt it with gambling on the
river boats that frequent the great river.
The suicide of Colonel Brereton, from
whom he won high stakes, brings a
realization of the commonness of his
profession, and his admiration of the
Colonel's daughter is an added incentive
to abandonment of the profession.
Sensational scenes, agreeably moderated in their presentation, include a fight
between Todd and Castiga, his enemy,
a duel between the two and a race for
homestead stakes that employs a variety
of vehicles of pioneer times — prairie
schooners, buckboards, horse teams and
race horses. The scenes move with dignified beauty and the plot is developed
easily and vividly.
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The combination of hero and heroine
is a happy one, Frank Mayo decidedly
attractive and appealing in the part of
Todd and Beatrice Burnham, gracious
and comely heroine, doing stellar work
in the part of Barbara. Joe Harris plays
the part of Castiga in estimable way, and
J.
Farrell MacDonald
as Joe
"Alabam,"
a colored
derelict, gives
an interesting
characterization.
Titles are in the Southern and colored
dialects and are very good.
SYNOPSIS: Jefferson Todd and
Louis Castiga,
brothers-in-law,
blows
on a river
steamer whencomeToddto
Castiga's the
presence
with
adiscovers
woman usurping
place ofthere
his wife,
Todd's sister. Todd wins four race
horses at poker with Colonel Brereton,
but refuses to collect the stakes. Brereton insists, and then takes his own life.
Again Todd and Castiga meet at the
plantation
hometo of
the Colonel's
ter, Barbara,
whom
both havedaughgone
to break the news of the father's death.
Castiga's
makes and
Barbara
believeof
Todd to bewiliness
an intruder
the cause
her father's ruin. The trouble between
the men has climax in a duel in
which Castiga cheats and after which he
is driven out of town. Todd and Barbara, whose faith is established in him,
join the great army of homesteaders and
sro West for the great land lottery that
followed the Civil War. They win the
race, but are again the victims of a plot
concocted by Castiga. In a struggle between the two, Todd is victorious and
his enemy meets his death, while love
beckons on Barbara and Todd.
Shirley Mason in
THE LITTLE WANDERER
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Howard M. Mitchell.
Published in September.
OPINION : Shirley Mason in boy's
clothes, playing a characteristically tomboy role in a picture that turns the tables
at the climax of the romance of two
youthful people, makes an offering of
"The Little Wanderer" certain to please
any patronage.
It is a wholesomely purveyed story of
a theft that mingles the tragic and

Scene from Louis B. Mayer'sStewart.
production,
and the Piper," starring Anita
(First"Harriet
National.)
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dramatic with a goodly proportion of
comedy. The plot seems ordinary
enough when it unfolds so far as to
present an interfering factor in the love
of Larry Burton for Jenny Carson when
she is accused by his father of being
the daughter of a thief. Then comes a
twist of the sequence that gives it a
surprise turn — the indictment of the accuser by the accused, a situation that
throws tationthe
to thatshadow
of the from
man. the girl's repuThere are laugh-provoking scenes
when Jenny travels as a boy on a freight
car and where she flees from an officer
pursuing her for her part in a crap
game to take refuge in the room of the
young man who offers her lodging with
him, believing that she is a boy. She indulges in a lively street scrap that is a
high light in the comedy.
Her vivaciousness and attractiveness
well fit her for the role both in these
parts and when she is transformed into
a little lady of fashion, wearing pretty
clothes and possessed of alluring little
ways.
Raymond McKee is well cast in the
part of Larry. Edwin Booth Tilton
plays the part of Burton, Larry's father,
in uncommonly effective characterization. Romona Sharp as Helen and Cecil
Van
Auken
Carson, the girl's father,
do creditableaswork.
The picture could be exploited by a
pretty girl who could be persuaded to
parade in boy's clothes, and the identity
of yellow journalism with the plot suggests effective newspaper advertising.
SYNOPSIS: Pleading for a change
from the journalistic spirit that keeps
continually before the public the seamy
side of life, Larry Burton is given opportunity -by his father to prove his contention that a criminal is the victim of
his environment, not of his circumstances. To further this end Larry takes
habitation in a mean district of the city.
His friendship with Jenny Carson begins when she flees to his protection
from the officer who has found her in a
game of craps in which she sought to
raise the price of a breakfast. He learns
that she has been a wanderer since
childhood when she was separated from
her father, of whose whereabouts she
is ignorant. Larry takes her to his home
and falls in love with her. Their happiness is threatened when his father accuses her father, his former partner, of
thieving from him. The father, whose
acquaintance the girl made on her trip
by freight car to the city, but whose identity she does not learn until it is revealed
to her in the home of her. benefactors,
proves that Burton was his ruin rather
than what he professes to be. He insists upon taking Jenny from Larry, employing Burton's own objection, that she
shall not marry a thief, but Larry's serious illness brings about the reconciliation of the lovers, the reunion of the
partners and the place at the head of the
paper to direct his own policy, for the
boy.
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All-Star Cast in
HELD BY THE ENEMY
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published in September.
OPINION : An array of screen stars
of notable prestige in a stage play that
made William Gillette famous as author,
one of the big melodramas of Civil War
setting, is a combination that offers herewith one of the most colorful and atmospherically artistic features of the season.
Civil War plays have not ceased to
hold their thrill for Americans, and the
success of a drama of that nature is an
assured certainty. There is impress of
directorial talent in the close fidelity to
the time of its setting, even in smallest
detail. Historically and scenically it is
a superior picture replete with admirable
impersonations and convincing characterizations, with mystery, suspense and
fascination. Much can be promised for
this feature without disappointment of
any patronage, and its historical value
should be called to the attention of parents and teachers.
Agnes Aycrs and Wanda Hawley are
two of the most appealing young women
coupled in this timely screen drama.
Their attractiveness is one about which
there is certain to be great enthusiasm
and their artistry is noteworthy. Josephine Crowcll, who has popularized
many such a part in dramas of this setting, gives meritorious interpretation of
the part of the mother. Lillian Lcighton
and Robert Browcr interpret a team of
colored servants who lend an interesting
character touch. Lewis Stone as Capt.
Gordon Hayne and Jack Holt in the part
of Col. Charles Prescott play excellently.
Walter Hiers lends a refreshing item as a
pestering war correspondent.
The theme centers about the unexpected return of Gordon Wayne, believed
killed in battle, after his young wife has
given her heart to a Northern soldier,
the while she is pursued by another
Northern officer whose friendship she
permits for aid of Southern fiphters. The
climax is one graphic and gripping.
SYNOPSIS: Rachel Hayne, whose husband, a Southern soldier, is believed to
have been killed in battle, renews a former love affair with Colonel Prescott,
a Northern fighter. She cultivates the
friendship, also, of Brigade Surgeon
Fielding, another Northerner, for the
purposing of obtaining quinine from him
to pass
to Southern
cott is on
about
to avow soldiers.
his love Preswhen
Gordon Hayne, the husband, returns.
Whpn Hayne is recaptured as a spy.
Fielding accuses Prescott of having
trumped up the charge to dispose of the
husband. Hayne escapes after imprisonment, but is recaptured. After several
stirring incidents he commits suicide,
leaving the love road free for the wife
who never loved him and the man to
whom she has given her heart.

are two or three incidents that build
considerable suspense, which is main
tained skillfully.
Opening in metropolitan surroundings
the action leads to an uncharted island,
where the big moments of the play trans
pire. It is to the credit of the producing
organization and the director that tht
obvious incidents customarily consequent
upon the establishment of this situation
have been omitted, a fact that gains respect for all concerned and materiall)
heightens the entertainment value of thr
Naturalness predominates throughout
picture.
Even the shipwreck scene is presented in
matter of fact manner and without the
usual overdrawn .sensationalism.
The fact that the leading character is
a surgeon, and that the story presents
him as torn between loyalty to his profession and love of a girl, offers a suggestion for exploitation. This in addition to the obvious tropical island angle
The first National Picture Theatres
production featuring Conway Tearlt
gives promise for the series. Advertising done in its behalf should be vigorous,
that it may be made to apply likewise
to those that are to follow.
SYNOPSIS: Dr. Carrington, a young
surgeon looked to for great things, becomes engaged to a Miss Ainsworth,
sincere but selfish daughter of wealth,
whose failure to deliver to her fiance a
message demanding his immediate return
to the hospital as they are setting out
for a with
day's his
boating,
brings Hehimdiscovers
into ill
favor
associates.
her deception, and, shouldering the disgrace to shield her, goes to a tropical
island to conduct his experiments in solitude. A year later she seeks to follow,
a shipwreck resulting in her being cast
upon the shore, where he finds her. He
divides the island, promises to protect
her, but orders her not to disturb him.
A sailor who has also been thrown upon
the island attacks her and Carrington
comes to her rescue, finally declaring his
love for her and stating that his experiments have been successful. The three
return to civilization and happiness.

Conway Tearle in
MAROONED HEARTS
Five-part
National Picture
Theatres. drama;
Directed by George Archainbaud.
Published in September.
OPINION: The familiar two-menand-a-girl-on-a-tropical-island formula,
used this time with innovations that give
it freshness, serves as the groundwork
for a feature which owes much of its
strength to the work of the star and
the feminine lead, Zena Keefe. The production is standard entertainment and
should give general satisfaction.
Chiefly character
impressive portrayal,
because of the
the star's
capable
story
holds interest steadily throughout. There

LLOYD HUGHES
And support In the artistic rural drama
"Homespun a Folks,"
written
by Jullen
Josepkaon,
Thomas Producers,
H. Inee production
mnde for Associated
Inc.
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Extravagance

Cheapness

The important thing about any purchase is
not what you pay, but what you get for the
purchase price. The "cheap"
usually the most extravagant.

purchase

is

Simply and briefly: The relation of first
cost to final economy is the important thing.
Producers, distributors and exhibitors generally concede that Rothacker Prints are the
most desirable from the standpoint of screen
brilliancy, security, service and general satisfaction. As a matter of fact, the many savings in Rothacker Prints and Rothacker Service soon cancel the slight difference in first
cost over less beautiful and less durable
prints.
There

are

many

who

still believe that

Rothacker Prints are "too expensive," but
actually this is not the case. You will probably be very much surprised to learn how
little more Rothacker Prints really cost.

Kstablished 1*>10
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Mary Anderson in
BUBBLES
Five-part comedy-drama; Pioneer.
Directed by Wayne Mack.
Published in September.
OPINION: As a tomboy heroine driving a motorcycle with speed and destruction Mary Anderson romps in lively way
through this feature.
is a the
storyloveof affair
youth'sof irrepressible
pepIt with
the spirited
young woman and a young aviator the
romantic trend. Jack Connelly in the
part of the birdman schemes to discourage the tendency towards things masculine*—knickerbockers, boxing gloves
and mechanics that interest "Bubbles,"
his sweetheart, and persuades her, after
carrying out a little plan with assisting
friends, that she is infinitely more attractive as a girl.
The structure of the plot is thin, but
it is a vehicle that offers chance for the
vigorous star to play with dash and
energy the boy parts that she has made
popular. There are good comedy effects
in her race across country on motorcycle, in her efforts to put the servants
in
her of
aunt's
home through
a strenuous
series
gymnastic
exercises,
and the
scenes wherein the aviator carries the
girl, through a series of wild driving
trick* to gain her consent to marry him
make a clever conclusion.
Adelaide Elliott plays the part of the
aunt and Bert Woodruff gives good characterization asProf. Van Saynt. Stanley
Durham as Jack Mower, Mary Land as
Mrs. Dorrance and Arthur Millet as
Dorrance give acceptable performance.
SYNOPSIS: of"Bubbles,"
hoydenishigranddaughter
Professor the
YanSaynt.
aclothes
hopeless
affects boy's
and tomboy.
travels byShemotorcycle
the
greater part of the time. While her
grandfather is East on business, she is
consigned to the care an aunt who finds
her a lively handful. She strikes up an
acquaintance with Jack Corrigan. aviator,
in lending him a hand when his motor
car balks. Corrigan takes her to his
club, warning his friends there that she
is a girl, but putting them up to humoring her eccentricities in treating her as a
hoy. When Jack Mower attempts to
force attentions upon her as she leaves
the club at midnight. Corrigan champions her and the two disappear to re-

human
Harry
Carey
savs

F 1FE is a poker game, in
1— J which a happy grin is as
good as a full-house and a
laugh as good as a royal flush.
— Watch for
"SUNDOWN SLIM"

g
m
g
(
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turn with indications of a struggle.
Later, unable to stand the limitations of
freedom that her aunt's, home offers, in
the position of nursemaid she witnesses
affectionate scenes between her employer, Mrs. Dorrance, and Mower. Ultimately this is proved rehearsal for
amateur theatricals and the tight between
Corrigan and Mower is disclosed a faked
one, the whole staged by Corrigan to discourage the girl's zeal for things masculine. 'he
1 wooing is completed in the
air
stunts.with the plane doing a scries of
Shirley Mason in
MERELY MARY ANN
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Edward Le Saint.
Published in September.
OPINION: Heaping measure of heart
interest with an appeal that is irresistible makes this screen adaptation of a
stage play that scored immediate success
aularity.
feature that should duplicate that popShirley Mason plays the part of an
uncomplaining little household drudge in
an English rooming house, bringing to
the part a wealth of pathos and heartreaching gentleness that is unquestionably her best impersonation to date.
Worshipping the handsome, temperamental composer, Mr. Lancelot, the part
played by Casson Ferguson, she supplies
a character creation distinctly skillful.
There arc no ridiculous comedy situations, too common to this sort of story,
and the whole moves with a quiet
smoothness that adds greatly to its
value. Casson Ferguson, who plays the
part
the son in
widelyof different
role"Madame
here in X."
that has
of aa
genius aspiring to write opera music, a
lover whose selfish impositions upon the
adoring Mary Ann arc done with a clever
skill. Harry Spingler plays the part of
IVter, the composer's
friend,
and Georgia
Woodthorpe
is a capital
landlady.
The closest approach to out and out
comedy comes in the imposition of the
portly Rosie Woodthorpe upon the musician as a pupil, but there is a tinge of
humor underlying even the pathos that
grips and holds the interest with its absorbingly human trend.' One exciting
episode comes in an encounter between
Lancelot and a mysterious boarder annoying the little slavey. An inherited
fortune takes the youngster out of the
sordid atmosphere into luxurious environment that makes the final scenes
pleasant to remember.
The feature is not heavily dramatic
nor does it offer anything spectacular
or sensational, but its wholesome appeal
to
humanity's
tender
is certain
to
make
it received
withside
great
praise to
whatever audience it is shown.
SYNOPSIS: Mr. Lancelot, son of a
baronet, pursuing his art of composing,
a roomer in the boarding house of Mrs.
Leadbatter, takes an interest in Mary
Ann. a cheerful little housemaid whose
life is a constant drudge. For the first
kindness that he shows her when she
gives him one adoring service after another following his arrogant dictation,
she presents him with her canary, the
only creature who has ever loved her, she
informs him. When Lancelot discovers
his real love for her, his aristocracy
stands in the way of his marrying her
after he has promised to remove her
from the house. She comes into a fortune and leaves the place. Months later
his love asserts itself over his pride
and he seeks her out. willing to take her
as sheless little
is, "Merely
Mary Ann." a namegirl.
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Marion Davies in
THE RESTLESS SEX
mount.
Seven-part
drama; Cosmopolitan-ParaDirected by Robert Z. Leonard.
Published October 31.
OPINION : They have dressed up
Robert W. Chambers' "The Restless
Sex"
that uponof leaving
theatresoonenicely
is conscious
a sense the
of
having witnessed an interesting, artistic
picture. This in spite of the fact that
the whole structure is built upon a
dramatic device as ancient as that of the
heroine marrying the one she does not
love in order to escape the consequences
of a compromising situation and by so
doing thrusting her true love into the
group of things unattainable.
It is said of the works of Robert |W.
Chambers that they are not wholly
satisfying screen fiction. Certainly those
Chambers stories picturized to date have
borne out such an opinion — more or less.
And "The Restless Sex" is scarcely an
exception. Viewed strictly for story
values from a screen standpoint, it
offered little to begin with.
Yet, on a meager groundwork, Robert
Z. Leonard, the director, and his associates have built remarkably well. Mr.
Leonard's direction is superb, the acting of his costly cast is effective, the
background- are pleasantly luxurious or
colorful according to the mood of the
episode, and the story progression is so
smooth and even that the lime-honored
plot is given a spirit of life it is difficult
to believe any man could have infused
into it.
True, the action lags a bit at times, a
fact that is most evident in the "Ball of
the Gods" sequence. The lack of sufficient hardy material can be held responsible for this. But as the slowest
moments occur when the picture's biggest and most colorful setting is on display the drooping in the action has a
measure of counterbalancing merit.
Marion Davies gets a good deal out of
the role of Stephanie Cleland. who typifies the restless sex. but the best work
in the piece is done by Ralph Kellard as
Jim
Cleland,himStephanie's
foster-brother.
Crowding
for honors
is Carlyle
Rlackwell. The work of the remainder
of the cast, namely, Charles Lane, Robert Vivian. Etna Ross, Stephen Carr,
Vivian Osborne and Corinne Barker, is
commendable.
"The Restless Sex" will be liked because it is done so well as a picture.
SYNOPSIS: The restless sex is exemplified in Stephanie Cleland, who
wants to do everything, think everything and be everything. This characteristic leads her to spur on Oswald Grismer to speed his car to the limit. A
smash-up occurs and they are obliged
to seek refuge in a lively wayside roadhouse. The place is raided and as
Stephanie and Oswald have crossed the
state line their situation seems serious
until the officer suggests the alternative
of marriage. Though she loves her stepCleland,
she with
marries
Oswald.brother.
She Jimwill
not live
Oswald
and her sense of honor will not allow
her to heed Jim's pleadings. Meanwhile
she is the
restless Stephanie
of old. Os- '
wald.
disheartened
and discouraged,
partly because of a crime committed by
his father, takes his own life, leaving
Stephanie free for Jim. Married, she
settles down to a peaceful domestic life.
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Cecil B. DeMille's
SOMETHISG TO THINK
ABOUT
Eight-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille.
Published in September.
OPIXIOX : Romance undiluted purveyed in a wholesome story" of countrypeople is brought to the screen in this
special
production
DeMille's.one of a
Its trend
is theof familiar
daughter defying her father's wishes and
refusing to marry her benefactor, the
misery of her life as an outcast and her
rescue and restoration by her final marwith the mandevotion
of her father's
choice,to
whoseriage faithful
threatens
weaken only after he has made her
happy. His stubborn stifling of his love
in the suspicion that her ultimate affection for him is but gratitude, is the last
obstacle to be removed from the path
of their mutual happiness.
Through the unfolding of events runs
the religious fervor of an elderly housekeeper insistent in her plea, for a belief
in divinity until it comes at last to the
devoted love. Through his faith he wins
a recovery from lameness which has
crippled him all his life. The same faith
breaks down a barrier of scorn by which
he has prevented love from coming into
its own.
While there are occasional lapses from
the superior grade of art and incident,
these find their reason in the melodramatic character that the play
trequently takes and are not offensive.
Settings in the home of the crippled benefactor, a man of wealth, are charmingly
effected. The two most startlingly
dramatic moments come in the break of
a subway wall and the drowning of the
young husband with whom the little village girl ran away and in her attempt
to end her own life by hanging.
Contrasting comedy touches come
with the buffoonery at a county fair,
and there is a liveliness and gaiety about
the playing of Gloria Swanson in the
part of Ruth Anderson, the daughter,
that gives much pleasure. Elliott Dexter as the crippled lover, David Markley,
and Theodore Roberts, impersonating
the father, Luke Anderson, give convincing performances. Monte Blue as the
favored lover plays with a charming
boyishness, although several times he is
made to interpolate a bit of provincial
mannerism that almost reaches the
ludicrous. Little Micky Moore as Danny
is a delightful small person. Others in
the cast are Julia Faye. James Mason,
Togo Yammamoto and Theodore Kosloff. Miss Swanson wears some beautiful gowns in the luxurious atmosphere
of the later scenes and is more than
attractive.
Particular commendation is due the art
titles, which are made with a superior
artistry seldom so excellently achieved.
Lighting is another charm of the whole.
The flame of the forge is effectively used
both in titles and scenes.
The picture is certain to have general
appeal, for its abundance of heart interest. Its high degree of screen artistrywill make it deeply admired, and the
lesson that it brings home — the soul suffering that attends upon agnosticism —

Theodore Roberts. Gloria Swanson and Elliot Dexter in a scene from DeMille's
production, '"Something to Think About" (Paramount)
should be one of its strongest exploita- place where there are baseball fans.
Which means that the offering should
tion points.
draw tremendously anywhere in
SYNOPSIS:
David
Markey's
affection for Ruth Anderson followed her America.
from childhood and deepened with her
Thestar
picture
is mainly
Ruth.
was not
given "Babe"
a suspenseful
womanhood. He is a young man of The
means, but a cripple, while the latter is dramatic story, but just a simple little
the daughter of a blacksmith. David tale which moves along as placidly as
the surface of the lake on which some
persuades
father
permit from
him of the scenes are staged. Those who see
to educate the
her.girl's
When
she toreturns
school the father realizes David's atti- it will leave the theatre with the satistude towards Ruth and plans the mar- and withfaction ofno
having
seen "Babe"
—
recollection
of theRuth
story
riage of the two. Ruth, against his
wishes, marries Jim Dirk, the young in which he figured.
For one to whom work before the
lover of her heart. A few years later
Jim is killed in a subway accident. Ruth camera is a new experience and of whom
returns to her father for forgiveness but no great things are expected as an actor.
finds him blinded from sparks of his Ruth does passably well. He is supported by a cast that also passes muster.
forge and on his way to the county poorL. C. Window has done fairly well In
house.
He
is
stubborn
in
his
unforgiveness of her. She is about to take her putting on the light inconsequential story
own life when David rescues her. offer- and
Ollie Leach's camera work is, on the
ing the protection of his name for herself whole, satisfactory.
SYXOPSIS: At the Polo Grounds, just
and for the child about to be born to
her. As his wife she eventually realizes after "Babe" Ruth has clouted the ball
a great love for him. which he refuses to over the stands for a home run. an old
admit is anything but gratitude. The crony in one of the boxes tells his neighbor that Ruth is a fellow townsman.
preachings of his housekeeper, a deeply
religious woman, have an effect at last The neighbor is interested so the crony
that brings about their reconciliation, and proceeds to tell the story of Ruth's life.
throughfather
thebecomes
littlea boy
Dannyof the
This hasareto always
do with followed
Ruth's kindly
efforts
member
the grandhappy which
by disaster.
household.
The turning point comes when he is
barred from his home team by the
• Babe" Ruth in
"heavy." who also loves Ruth's girl.
Ruth feats
plays
on the
his home
townopposing
team. side
For and
this dehe
HE AD IN' HOME
is chased out of town. Later he saves
Six-part
mann. comedy-drama: Kessel & Bau- the girl from eloping with the "heavy."
brings
wayward
brother,
Directed by L. C. Windom.
makes aback
namethe forgirl's
himself
as a baseball
Published in September.
then shown headin' home
OPIXIOX: It was a stroke of show- player
to claimand
his isreward.
manship to put "Babe" Ruth in pictures.
He is a national hero, a worshipful perHis followershave
are clamored
legion. Hun-to
dreds of sonality.
thousands
see him perform over the American
DEAD
MEN
League circuit. Yet this number is but
a part of his admirers. There are those
who. living beyond the drawing radius
TELL
NO
of tothe
American
League
cities,
haveThey
vesee their
hero for
the first
time.
could not go to the mountain, like Mohammed, so the mountain is to be
brought to them.
"Babe" Ruth in "Headin' Home" is an
TALES
unalloyed box office attraction for any
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Blimp
Players
M .. to IUse
T~
"
In Last of American
s
Blue Moon
\n producing Picture
Plans for the production of MarThe names of the players who support
Boss," James Gordon. He has
Pell Trenton and Elinor Field in the "River
shall Neilan's newest independent
supported
Pauline
Frederick
and
Louise
American screen adaptation of David
production,
"Pards," story,
based call
on the
Ben
Ames
Williams
for
Glaum and appeared in "Behind the
Anderson's
novel,
"The
Blue
Moon,"
the
use
of
some
of
the
latest
twenwhich is scheduled for fall publication, Door" with Hobart Bosworth; in "Mary's
have been associated with some of the Ankle" with Douglas MacLean and Doris
tieth century methods and introduction of several novel departures in
leading stars *pf the day in recent theatriMay; andReid.
in "Excuse My Dust" with
picture making, it is said.
cal and screen productions. They appear
Wallace
"Pards" is a western story to be
in the casts of such pictures as Allan
staged at Glacier Park, Montana.
Herbert Standing In Support
Dwan's "Luck of the Irish," and Maurice
The scenario for this picture calls
Tourneur's "Glory of Love" and "The
for a number of spectacular scenes
Margaret McWade as the "Iron Gray
Pavilion on the Links." Some of these
in which hundreds of Indians applayers have appeared on the stage with
Woman," plays a mother role in which
pear. In order to get some novel
Sothern, Henry Miller, Mrs. Fiske, Mary
she gives the coloring of her personality.
Mannering and Viola Allen.
pictures of these views, arrangeHerbert Standing, who plays "The
Pell Trenton is a name familiar to
ments are being completed for the
Wild Man," is one of the best known
theatregoers and picture patrons. A actors
of old men parts on the screen. } use
a "blimp" inairship,
being
moreof desirable
that this
it travels
juvenile lead with Julia Marlowe and
Sidney Franklin interprets the Hebrew
slower
than
a
plane,
keeps
at
the
Herbert Tree, he appeared later in suppearl buyer. He is one of the most exsame altitude and assures longer
port
of
other
stars
of
the
stage
in
N'ew
perienced
interpreters
of
Jewish,
French
views of the various scenes.
York productions. His first screen en- and Italian roles in filmdom today.
gagement was in 1919 with Clara Kimball
Another new idea in motion picSome of his recent characterizations are
ture producing being planned is the
Young, and he has since appeared in
use of a wireless telephone outfit
the Jewish drummer in "The Miracle
"Fair and Warmer" with May Allison; of
Man," the Italian in "Luck of the Irish,"
between the Hollywood studio and
'The Rebellious Bride" with Peggy Hy- and
the Glacier Park location. Mr.
of a Frenchman in "Glory of Love."
land; "The Willow Tree" with Viola
George L. Cox directed the filming of
Neilan, accompanied by his entire
Dana, andspecial
"The with
House
of Owen.
Toys," As
an
"The Blue Moon," assisted by Sidney A.
American
Seena
troupe, including Marion Fairfax,
Baldridge,
and
the
continuity
is
by
Danauthor
the "Pards"inscenario,
will
iel F. Whitcomb.
the
leading themanroleof of"The
leave of
Hollywood
about two
interprets
the Blue
pearl Moon"
hunter he
weeks
for
Glacier
Park.
Elinor Field Feminine Lead
Inter-Ocean to Handle
Her role of the sweetheart of tin- pearl
hunter is one of the first things Elinor
Additional Accessories
Field has done outside of comedy, which
"Peaceful Valley" To
Further expansion of the activities
she recently deserted — and the ability
Be Published Oct. 11
she is said to display in the dramatic field of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation in
foreign fields is brought to light in a
should compensate for her loss to com"Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's secedy, in which she is most familiar.
statement issued by Eugene H. Kauf
ond independent production for First
Harry Northrup, the villain of the mann, manager of the accessory departNational,
will be published on October
story, has to his credit experience on the
ment of the company. Announcement is
legitimate stage and a history on the made in this statement that the Inter- 11, according to announcement. Ann
silver sheet since 1912, where he has Ocean Film Corporation has acquired
May, who appeared opposite the star in
Minutes
From feminine
Broadway,"
the right to distribute in foreign terri- "Forty-five
played with Pauline Frederick in "The
will
again have
the leading
role
Fear Woman" and with Blanche Sweet
Lamps. tories the Westinghouse Incandescent
Charlotte
Pierce,
Lincoln
Stedman.
in "The Hushed Hour." Mr. Northrup
The latest acquisition to the number of Walter I'erkins, Harry Myers, Wlilian.
will play the part of the "Red Mask" in
"The Blue Moon."
accessory products controlled by the Courtwright, Mabel Lorraine, Ida Lewis,
James Gordon, a character actor, and
company for foreign distribution, is in Vincent Hamilton and Jesse Herring art
likewise a director, takes the part of the line with its recently announced policy of other members of the cast.
obtaining every possible accessory allied
with the motion picture theatre both
To Star Helene Chadwick
here and in foreign countries.
Helene Chadwick, who appeared with
Sell Australian Rights
T. Roy Barnes in "Scratch My Back," is
to have the featured role in "Godless
Men," a Reginald Barker production for
Of "The Silent Barrier"
Goldwyn based upon the story, "Black
The first foreign sale of "The Silent
Pawl," by Ben Ames Williams.
Barrier," the initial Louis Tracy Production, the series of which were recently
acquired by the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation for foreign distribution, is reported this week in an announcement
from the New York offices of the comDEAD
pany.
Under the terms of the contract, one
of the film renters operating in Australia takes over the rights to this feature for physical distribution throughMEN
mania.out Australia, New Zealand and Tas-

ELINOR FIELD
Who has the leading feminine role in
"The
Bine Moon," the American Film
Co. feature.

Western Enlarges Offices
Western Pictures Exploitation Company with Irving M. Lesser at its head,
announces it has been forced to enlarge
its office space in Los Angeles and in
addition to its extensive quarters on film
row, Mr. Lesser has added business offices adjoining those of his brother Sol
Lesser in the H. W. Hellman building.
This new organization was created by
Irving Lesser with the main idea of
assisting film producers with products of
merit, and in a general manner, directing
all matters
of distribution
and exploitation on feature
films.
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Unanimous

of William

Fox

Feature

''Over the Hill to the Poorhouse" Pronounced One
Of Finest Films of Year in Reviews Appearing
In Metropolitan Daily Newspapers
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," the
William Fox presentation of the screen
adaptation of the famous Will Carleton
poem, not only received an amazing reception by a brilliant assemblage on the
night of its premiere at the Astor theatre in New York, but, from the standpoint of press criticism, was accorded
an unusual welcome. Without exception
the newspapers of the metropolis pronounced the picture one of the best of
the year.
Frank Pope, writing in the Xew York
Journal of Commerce, prefaces his
criticism with the statement that he does
not care especially for motion pictures,
but, in speaking of the premiere of
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," he
adds:
night heard
we sawbefore,
Mary play
Carr,a
of whom"Last
we never
mother as a mother probably never has
been played, for the screen at least, before. Reviewers of pictures raved over
the work of Vera Gordon in 'Humoresque,' and reviewers of plays did the
same over Emma Dunn in 'Mother' and
'Old
Lady
but let
thein
Mary
Carr in
this 31,'
picture.
It is
safe see
to assert
that the camera never has recorded a
finer,
moreWelch
faithful
piece oftheacting."
Robert
suggests
acid test to
which the picture was subjected when
he says in his criticism in the Evening
Telegram: "An audience which included
many distinguished persons gave it the
hearty welcome which it so richly deserves, and accorded not only the tribute
of spontaneous laughter to the many delightful comedy scenes, but also paid
that rarer tribute, the gift of sympathetic
tears over the pathetic episodes in the
story."
Brings Tears and Cheers
James Spearing, writing in the Xew
York Times, declares: "Its capacity for
tear-water and gallery cheers is unlimited— it is impressive — its assault upon
theMiss
emotions
sweeping."
Agnes isSmith
of the New York
Telegraph declared: "It is so true and
so vividly yet simply told, that it impresses itself upon your memory as one
of the high spots in film production."
"It is a picture too . fine, too human

and too intender
to miss,"
H. Z.
Torres
the New
York says
Commercial.
"The wondrous depths of maternal love
are sounded in this picture, which grips
the heart and holds it for two solid
The opinion of Bide Dudley of the
Evening
hours." World is summed up in the folcrisp opening
"It
abounds lowing
with
excellentsentence:
humor and
pathos and tells a story of genuine interest that is gripping."
Brings Memories of Youth
The Xew York American declares that
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse" is "a
remarkable impersonation of motherdom. So keen a picturization that your
eyes fill — made with a fine big spirit, a
remembrance of youth, and appreciation
of the eternal mother-soul, and excellent
photography."
In the Evening Journal it is stated that
"a new Fox film scores at the Astor
theatre," that "it brought tears even
from the most unwilling eyes," and that
"it is funny — humanly, riotously funny."
Frank Vreeland in the Sun and Herald
declares that the picture "draws tears —
presses severe strain upon the handkerchief— will undoubtedly have a wide apPatterson McXutt. writing, in the Evening andSun,the
says:
"The applause
sincere
comment,
after the was
picture,
was of the kind that ought to justify
thepeal."
management in expecting a long
Close to Heart Strings
P. F. Rainers of the Xew York Post
insists
"it is sort of play in which the
battle
run." is more than half won before it is
started, because it comes pretty close to
the heart strings of anyone who has a
Beauvbix Fox of the Tribune brings
toheart."
mind the spellbound audience in the
following comment: "Wonderful it was
— brought tears and rapture — kept first
night spectators in their seats after final
curtain
applauding."
In the
Evening Mail criticism. Mr.
Rosenfield gives his opinion .of the future
of "Over the Hill to the Poorhouse" in

One of the dramatic momenta from "While
New YorkTaylor
Sleep*,"
feature with
F»telle
and the
MarcFoxMaoDermott
the following words: "'Over the Hill to
the Poorhouse' entered the Hall of
Screen Fame at the Astor theatre last
night. It is a sure-fire hit"
Lease of Park Theatre
Adds to X. Y. Center
NEW YORK— The Park theatre, once
the old Majestic, on Columbus Circle,
has been leased by Pease & Elliman for
Mrs. Nellie Flake to John Cort, at an
aggregate rental of close to $1,000,000
for a term of fifteen years.
The theatre occupies a plot 120 by 100
feet on Fifty-eighth street with an entrance on the Circle. This lease and the
projected theatre of the Shuberts at
Seventh avenue and Fifty-ninth street
promise a new theatre center in this
neighb orhc-oc.
South Side Theatre to Be
Built New in South Bend
SOUTH BEND, IND. — Plans for a
new motion picture theatre to cost in
the neighborhood of 550,000 and to b«
located south of Sample street, in Michigan street, have been made public
through an application made to the state
for incorporation, promoters including
several prominent local men. The house
will be known as the South Side theatre.

ALBERT
E* SMITH
presents
TRUMPET
A

TOM

TERRISS
From the Sioru,

GOUVERNEUR.

ISLAND

PRODUCTION
MORRIS

"Trumpet Island" is one of the big exhibitor
pictures of the season. Excellently produced, at
once strikingly unique and dramatically powerful,
it merits the wide exploitation necessary at this
time.
Exhibitor's Herald of August 28
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"WhatVERDICTS
the
Picture
Did
For
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
First National
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Katherine MacDonald. — Good picture. Star
goes good here. Good business. — Star
theatre, Denison, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — A nice little comedy-drama,
but not as good as some of her former
ones. She gets the money, of course. —
Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre. Detroit,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris
Chaplin. — You cannot go wrong on this
one. I have never got a poor picture
from First National yet. — Charles E.
Carey, Bushong theatre, Bushong, Kan.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— This picture drew out the class
of the town and they all thought it
great. Business good. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Family Honor, a King Vidor production.— People well pleased with production. Big business. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Connie sure holds them. A
fine picture that it will not hurt to raise
the admission on. — Oscar Trover,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris
Chaplin. — Drew well and was very much
liked. — J. W. Bauer, Willow theatre,
Havre de Grace, Md. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Fine picture. Some star. A
good house. Star always good here. —
R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Al picture, like all of Griffith's.senery.
Something outA ofmonument
the ordinary.to
Beautiful
Clarine Seymore. — W. E. Pore, Cozy
theatre, Gorman, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Best picture of the year.
Direction and performance of Louis
Stone perfect. Pleased to the limit.
Business big. — Jonesboro Amusement
Co., Grand theatre, Jonesboro, Ark. —
Transient patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — This play is all you could
wish. It's worth while. Played to
packed houses. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Fox
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
A dandy Western enjoyed by all. Business below normal, but not the fault of
the picture. — W. H. Creal, Suburban

theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
— I was very much disappointed. Played
two days. Lost money. — M. Davitts,
Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.
The Spirit of Good, with MadlaiiiLTraverse. — Such a nice program picture.
Satisfied at least 90%. — Oscar Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Heartstrings, with William Farnum. —
Fair enough -production, but did not
please so well as people do not care to
see Farnum in plays of this kind. If
Farnum is placed in plays like this he
will cease to be a big drawing card. —
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix.- — Sure a
good Western. Held crowd spellbound.
Did a big business on this. — C. Hales,
Rivoli theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Honor The Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Everyone liked it. A very
clever, pleasing, well acted story. — S. E.
Smith, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. —
Small town patronage.
Her Elephant Man, with Shirley
Mason. — This picture was enjoyed by
everybody. Book and boost it. Can't
go wrong. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theronage.atre. Mauston, Wis. — Small town patThe Hell Ship, with Madlaine Traverse.— Very entertaining subject if
your patrons like a little excitement.
Beautiful water scenes in this. Picture
pleased here. — H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small town
patronage.

He

Takes

Three

A Sister to Salome, with Gladys
Brockwell. — About the worst picture
this star has ever turned out. The story
would make a good dime novel. We had
a great many walk out on this and we
couldn't blame them. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
ronage.
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General patShod With Fire, with William Russell.— Probably not one of his best, but
it drew a good crowd and pleased them.
— H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Her Honor, the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Positively the poorest excuse
for a picture. I call it swindling the
public to show a story of this kind.
Absolutely nothing to it. — Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Desert
Love, with
lively
Western.
Tom Tom
Mix 'Mix.
draws— Very
well
here and this pleased. — H. A. Larson,
Majestic
theater, Oakland, Neb. — Small
town
patronage.
Goldwyn
Dollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy.— A very pleasing little picture.
The star is doing better all the time. —
Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog— A fine picture in every respect. Went
extra big with a Saturday crowd. Rogers is coming fast.. — Pfeiffer Bros. Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— This picture is interesting, but is not
a picture for the family circle. — Peter

Trade

Has Only
ButHERALD:
To EXHIBITORS

Papers

One

"Favorite"

I enclose some comments on pictures for your "What
the Picture Did for Me" section.
It might interest you to know that I TAKE THE TWO
LEADING MOTION PICTURE JOURNALS PUBLISHED
FAR MORE
IN NEW YORK, BUT I AM ALWAYS
ANXIOUS TO TEAR THE WRAPPER OFF THE "HERALD" THAN EITHER OF THE OTHER TWO.
The main reason is to see this section, which has been
worth dollars to me, as I use it as a guide in booking my pictures.
I trust these comments may be as valuable to my brother
exhibitors as theirs have been to me.
H. C. CHANCELLOR,
Dreamland Theatre,
Arcanum, Ohio.
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Bill Boudine, Christie director, and Bobby Vernon, comedian, taking a scene for a
forthcoming comedy with Laura LaPlante. Laura seems to be enjoying it.
(Educational Films Corporation of America)
Krauth, Denison theater, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— As we expected, a big one. —
G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A. theatre,
Rose Lake, Idaho.
Scratch My Back, a Rupert Hughes
production. — Not a wonderful special,
just a good high grade comedy drama
that pleases the majority. — Majestic
theatre, Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Man and His Money, with Tom
Moore. — First picture of this star ever
played in this town. Pleased most of
them. Fair crowd. — G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
The Loves of Letty, with Pauline
Frederick. — A very good drama. Our
people all sai-d, "Come again, Pauline."
— G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rose Lake, I daho.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. — A
dandy little comedy. Mabel is certainly a clever star. This picture contains some of the best photography we
ever saw. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Road Called Straight, with Louis
Bennison. — A fair Western picture. Not
as good as Oh Johnny. — L. A. Hasse,
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— Good story. Good star and a picture
that should please most every one. —
Majestic theatre, Grand Island. Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Hodkinson
Riders of the Dawn, with a special
cast. — Few productions can boast of
such a cast of players. Perhaps the
picture does not follow the book, but it
vastly improves the story in the screen
version. Give us more of this kind. I
feel proud to show this kind of producDead

Men

Tell

Tales

No

tions.— Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patage.
Desert Gold, with a special cast. —
This was the best of the specials I have
shown this year. Ran this with a Lloyd
comedy at 50c and pleased 100%. Zane
Grey stories get the crowds. — E. E.
Harmon, Opera House, Elgin, Ore. —
Small town patronage.
The Dream Cheater, with J. Warren
Kerrigan. — Not up to the Kerrigan
standard, though a good picture and
pleased all. — Majestic theatre, Grand
Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
The Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Big business to pleased patrons.
Viola Dana does the shimmy to perfection in it. Get the advertising film
trailer. It will draw the crowd. — Charles
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, Illinois.
Held In Trust, with May Allison.—
May Allison gets to be a better drawing card with each picture, although
this picture will not help her along. She
is mis-cast, and belongs in light comedy roles. Business average. — Imperial
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. — Transient
patronage.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
No good here. Not decent enough for
my patrons. — W. L. Mamilton, Mazda
theatre,
ronage. Alden. Kan. — Small town patThe Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
Very poor play. All left the house on
third reel. — M. Davitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
Played to full house. Picture no good.
Patrons went out disgusted. Not a
good report from any one. Sorry to
see Bert Lytell in this one, as he is a
drawing card here. — Lang & Smith,
Cobb Opera
borhood House,
patronage. Cobb, Wis. — NeighFair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Book this one if you want to please them.
— W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small town patronage.
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Humoresque, with a special cast. — Excellent picture. Nothing but praise from
each patron. Fair business. — S. S.
Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson,
N. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — A scream. Washburn good
in a character part. — Majestic theatre.
Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid. — Where is the patron who cannot
enjoy this picture? A-l picture and the
same batting average in drawing power.
Star's make-up and mannerisms an improvement over Sick Abed and patrons
noted this. — Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. — Transient patronage.
The Ladder of Lies, with Ethel Clayton.— As Ethel Clayton always goes
good here this picture drew good business and satisfied them all. — Pfciffer
Bros.,eralOpera
patronage. House, Kenton, O. — GenMary's Ar.kle, with Doris May and
Douglas Mac Lean.— Pleased. Big business.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— One fine picture. As good as many
super-productions. Star is wonderful.
Story fine. — Majestic theatre, Grand
Island, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart. — Different sort of Hart picture,
but not lacking in he-man action. Hart
as cop has drawing power and picture
drew in even those who "do not care for
Hart's pictures." In Paramount Week
did four days of big business. — Imperial
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. — Transient
patronage.
April Folly, with Marion Davies.—
Very good business. Picture weak in
places.
Star theatre, Denison, Tex.—
Mixed —patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray and David Powell.— My patrons
were well pleased. The .picture is an
extra good production. Only average
business.— S. S. Stevenson, Princess
Henderson, N. C. — Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.
Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie
Ferguson. — Every Elsie Ferguson pic■ntnniiuramiNnniD
human
Harry
Carey
says

a chair-car
1IF train
comes tooseat
high,on a Life'*
sidedoor Pullman and a grin will
—getWatch
you for
home just the same.
■■SUNDOWN SLIM"
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ture does a nice business and about the
same amount every time. She draws
the better - class, which makes her pictures worth playing in any progressive
house. — Imperial theatre. Jacksonville,
Fla. — Transient patronage.
Good Gracious Annabelle, with Billre
Burke. — Very enjoyable. — A. X. Miles.
Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky. —
Smalltown patronage.
His House In Order, with Elsie Ferguson.— A good picture, but the same
old story as The Better Wife and Bonds
of Love. Star is such a poser that she
tires. — Majestic theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray and Davfd Powell. — An artistically
staged box office hit. Sure-fire title and
co-stars popular. Director also known
from On With the Dance. Third biggest week in history of house with help
of Paramount Week. — Arcade theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla. — Transient patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — If
your patrons like serials they will like
this, as it is all action. Drew good
crowd. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House.
Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — This was a good one. Liked by
everyone. — J. W. Bauer. Willow theatre, Havre de Grace, Md. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Invisible Bond; with Irene Castle.
— One of the weak sisters wished on us
in order to get the good ones. If you
can dodge this all the better. Irene not
half bad. but story off color. — W. H.
Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
Rio Grande, with Rosemary Theby. —
A good Western picture — N. O. Foster,
Elite Theatre, Otsego, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — A good program picture,
but not a special. — J. B. Sparks, Liberty
theatre, Condon, Ore. — Small town patronage.

TOM

From

the

Realart
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Despite saccharine title this
picture did better than any previous
Minter picture. This star is building
up a big following here and as long as
she is provided with as delightful vehicles as this she will climb. — Imperial
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. — Transient
patronage.
The Law of The Yukon, an Allan
Dwan production. — Good picture of the
Northwest. Good business. — Star theatre, Denison, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
Judy of Rogues' Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter.— It certainly is melowith the accent
"melo,"
but it isdrama,
beautifully
done onandthesuited
my
Saturday crowd. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage .
Jenny, Be Good, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Very fine picture. Business
areat. Mary Miles Minter brings the
crowd every time. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Fear Market, with Alice Brady.
— Fine picture. Realarts all good here.
— W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden. Kan. — Small town patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Here is an honest-to-God special. Played this picture three days.
Big business and my patrons were well
pleased. — R. E. Connell, Dream theatre,
Hoquiam, Wash. — General patronage.

TERRISS
Story
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Dawn, a J. Stuart Blackton production.— A good Sunday picture. Fair
business. — N. O. Foster, Elite theatre,
Otsego, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.Twin Pawns, with Mae Murray. — Did
not draw. Picture is good, but this star
does not seem to be popular here. Warner Oland is fine. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
Dawn, a J. Stuart Blackton production.— A very good picture. Robert
Gordon -gaining in favor with every picture.— O. B. Sterling, Sterling theatre,
Dayton, Tex.
The Moonshine Trail, with a special
cast. — Good picture. All well pleased.
They went out saying that every man
should see it. Good lesson. Business
off on account of circus. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina. Kan.

TRUMPET
A

HERALD

by

Mary
Artist> Pickford's
production. forthcoming
He has played United
Juvenile roles opposite Alice Brady, Elsie
Ferguson,
the
Talmadges
and
man?
others.
The Butterfly Man, with Lew Cody.—
A very elaborate picture, but will not be
enjoyed by all. — Strombo & Nemec.
Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Very good picture, considering screen experience of star. Any
small exhibitor could put this picture
over because they are curious to see
Carpentier. — B. E. Hipplen, McCloud
theatre, McCloud, Cal.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — A good picture and good advertising.— E. S. Beynon, Cozy theatre.
Lake Crystal, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau. — This is the greatest mother
love picture I've ever shown. Played
three days fine business. — R. E. ConDream theatre, Hoquiam, Wash. —
Generalnell,patronage.

ISLAND
PRODUCTION

COUVERNEUR

MORRIS

Intensely dramatic and abounding in spectacular scenes. 1 he climax is reached in a honeymoon
airplane flight into the center of a violent* thunder storm, where the machine is wrecked. The fall
of the shattered airplane, and its crash into a tree on Trumpet island, provide thrilling spectacles.
There is a love story of rare charm, and the brave struggle of a man against poverty and then against
the temptation which come with sudden wealth. Wild orgies in a metropolitan hotel are shown,
followed by scenes on rugged and lonely Trumpet Island, to which Richard Bedell fled from vice.
The shattered airplane brings Eve De Merincourt to the island.
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The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — A distinctive feature. Interesting story, well done. Capacity
business.— Will D. Harris, Grand theatre, Columbus, O. — General patronage.
Universal
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo— A
program picture that should be called
a super-feature. We took a chance and
raised prices on it. 100% were satisfied
and asked for more. Not one kick heard
on price or picture. — Ed L. Wegener,
Lyric theatre. Valley Junction, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith
Roberts. — An excellent picture. One of
Universal's best. Edith Roberts very
liood. Photography and storm scenes
are wonderful. Business good for hot
weather. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theronage.atre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood pat-

A typical scene from Eileen Percy's
vehicle, "The Husband Hunter," issued
by Fox starring
Film Corporation.
Select
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. — A
very good production. — H. A. Larson,
Majestic theatre, Oakland, Xeb. —
Small town patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Had a lot of kicks on this, although it
drew. Well, personally I thought it was
good comedy, but one of my steadiest
patrons said it was too silly to laugh
at even. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— Good picture. Very pleasing to the
audience. — Star theatre, Denison, Tex.
— Mixed patronage.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. —
This picture drew exceptionally good,
due to the fact that the papers were
full of stories about the star's death. A
pood picture. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— About the silliest and most overdrawn thing I ever tried to sit through.
Don't book it. — Majestic theatre.
Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Yovthful Felly, with Olive Thomas.—
Pleased «!! to big business. It's a good,
^aBlwiiimiuuuinaHimiiimiiiainininnniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiriiniiiiiiiiiimntiminnntiiiiiiiiiiniiir^
| Communications regarding con- |
| dition of film, serznee conditions, I
j rental prices, etc., should be |
| mailed separately. Reports for |
| this department must be confined |
| to the actual drawing power rec- j
| ord of productions.
j
FiiuiniiinniiminiNiiiinNiiiiui luiiiiiiiiintiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinmu.f

snappy comedy drama.— Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn borhood
theatre,
patronage.Detroit, Mich. — NeighThe Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A good picture with a good
story. Pleased all. — Majestic theatre,
Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
United Arlisis
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Seven days capacity business against very strong competition.
Griffith has redeemed himself. — H. C.
Horater. Alhambra theatre, Toledo, O.
— Transient patronage.
Broken Blossoms, with a special cast.
— A big feature, but not a pleased audience. Too sad and weird. Leaves crowd
in low spirits after the show. Good attendance.— C. Hales. Lyric theatre.
Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.

,tna1
(Jurf once )
TO

EVERY

.WOMAN!

Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Just a bunch of scenery
and savages. If you're a wise exhibitor
you will see this before booking. — Jack
Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Booked this for two
days and ran it one. This type of picture does not please here, although a
good offering of the kind. Could be put
in four reels easily, as most scenes are
too long. Had good business for Fair
week, but dissatisfied patrons. — Vernon
Hicks, Family
General
patronage.theatre, Marion, 111. —
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — The real goods. Boost it and
you are bound to win at advance prices.
—Ore.—
J. .B.-Small
Sparks,townLiberty
theatre, Condon,
patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Ormer
Locklear. — Very good picture. Full of
thrills from start to finish. Patrons well
pleased. Book it. — Lantf & Smith. Cobb
OperahoodHouse,
patronage. Cobb, Wis. — NeighborLa La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Not as good as expected,
but an entertaining little comedy, nevertheles .— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Breath of the Gods, with Tsuru
Aoki. — A fine production, but our
people do not care for the Jap stars.
Pleased those who like good dramas. —
Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion.
111. — General patronage.
The Girl In the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— Very good. Everybody liked the
new star and personally I think she
was better than a great many so-called
stars. The story was good. Photography excellent. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre. Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. —
Very good production. Will surely
please any one who likes Western
dramas. — H. A. Larson, Majestic the-
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atre, Oakland, Neb.— Small town patronage.
Specials
A Child for Sale (Abramson), with a
special cast— A very good picture, but
oh, how the people flock in to see it! I
It's there
all evening.
themsoboutstuff.
held
Book it and boost
with the
De;t._jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
troit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Woman's Man (Arrow), with Romaine
Fielding. — A good picture to good business. You can't go wrong. Have run
Fool's Gold, Mysterious Mr. Browning, Love's Protege. All good ones.
\\ ilones are good. —Salina,
the aboveRoyal
Any ofThacher,
theatre,
liam
Kan.
The Desert Scorpion (Arrow), with a
special cast. — A fair Western. Not as
good as some we have run, although well
liked here.— E. S. Beynon, Cozy theatre.
Lake Crystal, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Serials
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
Dagwith Eddie Polo.— The Vanishing serial
this
ger is some serial. I started The
street
last Wednesday, Sept. 15.
as I kept
was packed for two blocks
had
and
opening
them in a row before
800 children.— Maurice Zelechower, Orpheum theatre, Waukegan, 111.
The Lost City (Warner), with Juanita
Hansen. — A very good serial. Will
show episode 14 here next week. Held
' up aood all the way through. Good
business. — R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla.— Neighborhood
paronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
A good serial. InWilliam Duncan.—Only
on second episode.
creased business.
— N. O. Foster, Elite theatre, Otsego,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with
and Jean Paige.— Dear brothJoe Ryan
ers. Lay off this serial. Absolutely a
joke and a crime to take money to see
it In six episodes business has dropped
each episode.— Ed L. Wegener, Lyric
Junction, la.— Neighbortheatre.hood Valley
patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph). Joe
Ryan and Jean Paige.— Only showed
piiiiiiiiraim
1 human

HERALD

two episodes so far and both good.
Seems to please big and small. — L. "A.
Haase, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — A very good serial.
Has good drawing power. On fifth
episode. Holding out good. — R. M.
Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko,
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — Went big. Bigger each episode.
You can't
wrongyouon are
this good
one. for
Get 18a
good
start,go then
episodes. Kids just eat this one up. —
William
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salma.
Kan.
Short Subjects
The Village Smithy (Sennett-Paramount), with a special cast. — This is
not very good. The slappiest of slapstick and very ordinary. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. —
Small town patronage.
The Country Hero (Paramount), with
Roscoe Arbuckle. — Best Arbuckle I have
had. Good laugh producer. — W. L.
Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
Selznick News. — A good news reel. —
Yerner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
111. — General patronage.
Bringing Up Father (Christie), with a
special cast. — Not the funniest comedies
made, but they draw well and please.
We do not think that they would stand
up if one ran too many. — H. A. Larson,
Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Bringing Up Father (Christie), with
a special cast.— Not what our patrons
expected. Very tame comedy. Failed
to bring the big business that the salesman promised. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Well, I'll be ? (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — Will pass. Not as good as
some that we have used of this star. —
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
Lion Jaws and Kitten Paws (Universal), with a special cast. — A dandy
comedy. Lions do some work in this.
Universal lion comedies are always
good. They don't make enough of them
Unifor the public to get acquainted.
—
versal should make more of them.
Salina,
theatre,
Royal
Thacher,
William
Kans.
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Mrs. Frank Lawrence, editor in chief of
Allen Holul>ar productions, is back on the
job after a few days'
* * illness.
*
Charles Gordon is busier than the famous one armed paper hanger. He threatens to buy an airplane to shuttle back and
forth between the Fox studio and Universal City. He is appearing at the former lot
in "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" and in an Edna Schley production
at the "Big U" plant.
* * *
Guy Price, motion picture and dramatic
editor of the Evening Herald, returned this
week tiontoat Coronado
his desk after
beach. a two weeks' vaca* * *
Ray Davidson, western press representative for Hope Hampton, is jusi recovering
from a several days'
* *illness.
•
Mexico offers the exhibitor a splendid
held, according to James C. Quinn, former
Los Angeles exhibitor, who is in town. He
is now director of the Rialto theatre in
El Paso, Texas, and is taking an active
part in preparing for the International Exposition and Military Carnival to run in
El Paso for the five
* *days
» starting Oct. 4.
FLORENCE Lawrence, dramatic critic of
the Los Angeles Examiner, is being congratulated bythe industry on the new motion picture section which she has started.
The section covers the local field thoroughly
and contains extensive features of interest
:o the players and» producers.
* *
Arthur Wenzel, formerly managing director of the Superba theatre, who was
later given complete charge of the Victory
theatre by Mack Sennett and subsequently
resigned,
has Wenzel
become is"Doc"
Breckwcdel's
press agent.
now concentrating
his publicity on the* Symphony
theatre.
* *
Gareth Hughes, recently signed by
Metro, has been loaned to the New York
Famous Players-Lasky company to play the
leading role in Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy."
Joe young
Engel,player
Metro had
chief,
made
sure that the
a return
ticket and sent him on his way to New
York.
* •* «
Erich von Stroheim is to take his Uni-

in

Los

Angeles

Beall

versal company to Monterey, Cal., for
scenes
A replica
of
Monte for
Carlo"Foolfsh
has beenWives."
constructed
for his
use there.
* * »
Waiting for Edith Roberts to return
from
her Dawn,
vacationherto director,
begin "White
Youth,"a
Norman
is making
camera study of Universal City and its
varied activities.
* • *
Gertrude Atherton has started a new
social custom at the Goldwyn studios. At
five bells on the tea-chimes she serves
home-brew with or without lemon and how
many sugars, please. Clayton Hamilton,
Louis Sherwin, Rupert Hughes, Charles
Kenyon and Gouverneur Morris are among
the
regulars who gather around the festive
tea-table.
» * »
Stewart Edw ard White, who has been
vacationing in Alaska, spent three days in
Los Angeles this week as the guest of Benjamin B. Hampton who is filming his story,
"The Killer."
» » *
Nate Watt, who directed "What Women
Love" for Sol Lesser, is in Newhall with
his Selig troupe. He is directing Franklyn
Farnum in a western.
* * *
A three unit motor generator set of .100
kilowatt capacity is being added to the electrical equipment at the Brunton studios.
Over 8,000 feet of cable will be laid to the
stages. An annex to the generator building
000.
will be built. The additions will cost $15.* * *
Harry Carey and Val Paul, his director, are filming scenes for "West is West,"
the star's forthcoming Universal story, a
third of a mile below the earth's surface
at Jerome,
toric UnitedAriz.
VerdeThey
mine.are using the his* * *
Bruce Haldeman, owner of the Louisville Courier-Journal, had two surprises
when he visited Universal City this week.
"I'm glad to meet you again," said Charles
Hertzman,
of publicity,
"I was
aL. cub
reporterdirector
on your
staff during
the
second
Bryan
campaign."
A
few
minutes
later the publisher was shaking hands with
Tod Browning, the director. "Glad to meet

you, Mr. Haldeman," said the irrepressible
Browning, "I used to see your paper on
the streets of Louisville." Hertzman is regarded as one of the Ace publicists of the
industry, while Browning has long since
won the silver mounted megaphone as a
director.
* « •
Webster Cullison has been engaged by
Col. William N. Selig to direct Franklyn
Earnum in "Danger," a story by William
E. Wing and adapted to the screen by UKauthor.
* » «
. Mis% Isabel-Byrd Pace, Philadelphia society girl, has been selected by E. P. Hermann for an important role in "Something
More," a forthcoming Hermann production.
* • *
British soldiers have wrecked the Dublin
house where Hex Ingram, the Metro director, was born. The noted young director
received a cable to that effect as he was
working on "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse" at the Metro studios. The
home, which was located just off St. Stephen's Gree, was demolished in the rioting
that followed the imprisonment of Lord
Mayor McSwiney.
New Theatre Company

Operating Salina House
SALINA, KAN*.— Formal opening of the
New theatre, dark for many months, took
place
The building
has for
beena
leased recently.
to New Theatre
Company
year and the lease may be continued with
its expiration.
New Theatre Company is composed of
E. E. Bland, manager ; W. M. Carson, of
Tonakawa,
Okla. ; and L. G. White, of
Wichita.
De Mille to Again Star
Nagel and Lois Wilson
William DeMille announces that he
has chosen Lois Wilson and Conrad
Nagel to play the leading roles in "What
Every Woman Knows," Sir James M.
Barrie's play which he is to produce for
Paramount.

ISLAND
ATOM

TERRISS

PRODUCTION

From the Story hy GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
Edited by LILLIAN and GEORGE RANDOLPH
CHESTER
It is an ill wind that gives the supreme dramatic fillip to this simple, powerful
story. It is of a girl, forced into unhappy marriage ; of a man, drunk with sudden
millions. Thev should have mated, but
barriers of money stood between.
The girl went for a honeymoon trip in the clouds, the man to a lonely island
to make himself over. Disaster overtook the girl, but instead of the death she
craved, it gave her life and true happiness in the arms of a man of her choice —
on Trumpet Island. A virile narrative, natural, fascinating, impressively 6cened.
brilliantly enacted.
-.V-JT-^G R APH
^
""
^SLBERT E. SMITH. PresidenT
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CHUMP

SAYS

ANDY

BOOK

GUMP

MY

PICTURES

AND

Watch

Your

Business

SUBJECTS

TO

Jump

DATE

"A Quiet Day at Home."
"Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy On a Diet."

"Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."

"Andy's Wash

"Equestrian."
"Andy, the Hero."
"Andy's Picnic."

Day."

"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
"Andy

Visits the Osteopath."
on Skates."

"Andy, the Chicken

"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on the Beach."
"Pleasure Bent."

"Andy's Mot her-in- Law Pays Him a Visit"
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."

"At Shady Rest."

"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."

"Howdy, Pardner."
"There's a Raisin."

"Accidents Will Happen."
"Militant Min."

RELEASED

CELEBRATED

PLAYERS

Fancier."

"Ship Ahoy!"
WEEKLY

FILM

CORP.

CHICAGO
207 So Wabash Ave
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DEPENDABLE
FILMS
SCREEN
URBAN

SNAP

SHOTS

MOVIE

CHATS

GLOBE

TROTS

ILLITERATE

GAUMONT
HALL

ROOM

HANK

DIGEST

WEEKLIES

BOYS

MANN

GAYETY

SPECIALS

COMEDIES

NORTHWOOD
BRIGGS

DRAMAS

COMEDIES

CHRISTIE
HANK

COMEDIES

COMEDIES

MANN

CHESTER

SINGLES
OUTINGS
FOR

ANY

PROGRAM

ILLINOIS

CELEBRATED

AND

PLAYERS

INDIANA

FILM

CORP.

207 So. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
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MONTE

MURIEL

BANKS

OSTRICHE

Eighteen
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In
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ILLINOIS

CELEBRATED
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Yearly

By

Yearly

Themselves

AND
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INDIANA

FILM

CORP.

CHICAGO
207 So Wabash Ave
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Universal

Announces

Completion

of

Elmo Lincoln's "The
Flaming Disk"
A new Universal serial, in eighteen epi- exciting scenes utilized to give punch to
sodes, starring Elmo Lincoln, is ready the serial is a tong war, supposedly among
for publication, it is announced by Harry
the denizens of San Francisco's ChinaM. Bernian, general manager of ex- town.
Lincoln was surrounded with a strong
changes for Universal. It is called "The
cast for his latest serial. The arch crook
Flaming
Disk,"
and
is
built
around
the
struggles of the U. S. Secret Service with
is played by Roy Waton, noted as an
interpreter of villain roles, and who
a band of arch-criminals for possession
of a dangerous invention.
the chief crook's part in "Elmo
Great pains have been taken by Uni- played
the Fearless." Others in the cast are
versal, according to Mr. Berman, to make
Fay Holderness, Geo. A. Williams, Fred
Hamer, Lee Kohlmar, Monty Montague
this serial a novelty among chaptered
photodramas. Chief of the attributes of and Jenks Harris.
the new thriller, is the dual role played
"The Flaming Disk" will be published
by Elmo Lincoln. He not only plays October 4. It is one of a new schedule
the hero of the picture, a secret service
of over-lapping serials, among which will
agent, but also one of the villains, a be a new Eddie Polo serial, "The King
young dissolute gangster who is a twin
of the Circus," and a new serial starring
brother of the government agent.
Eileen Sedgwick. This serial, "The
Plays Dual Role
Queen of Diamonds," adapted by Robert
F. Roden, from "The Diamond Master,"
Lincoln's character differentiation of by
Jack Futrelle.
the two roles, it is claimed, is by far the
best thing of his screen career, which
includes such roles as Tarzan, in the Admission Free, But
original Tarzan picture, "Tarzan of the
Donate If You Like
Apes," the blacksmith of Louvain in "The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," strong roles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
in "The Clansman," and "Intolerance,"
CRAWFORDSVTLLE, IND., Sept
and more recently as the virile star in
two other Universal serials, "Elmo, the 28. — Admissions free of charge with the
Mighty," and "Elmo the Fearless," and
opportunity of donating a silver offering
as the two-fisted sea captain in "Under
were the inducements offered by the
Crimson Skies."
Supporting Lincoln in the new serial
management of the Joy theatre for two
is Louise Lorraine, recently seen as his afternoon and two night shows and of
the Strand theatre for two night shows.
leading
lady inupon
"Elmoto perform
the Fearless,"
who is called
almost andas
Crowded houses at each show proved the
many dangerous stunts as the hero himstunt good advertising.
self.
"The Flaming Disk" is from the pen of
Change in Davenport, la.
I'hillip Hubbard and A. H. Gooden, the
two scenarists who also wrote "Elmo the
DAVENPORT,
I A— Management of
Fearless."
F. Hill
is the director
the Majestic theatre changed hands
of
this latestRobert
Universal
serial.
September 1, when B. H. Ryan sucTong War Depicted
ceeded George Covell, who has been in
Lions, alligators and other carnivorous
charge lor several years. The property
animals are infused into the plot with
is owned by East Moline Theatre Comstriking realism of action. Among other
pany.
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OUR definition of a reg-lar fellow ii
Sir Thomas Lipton. »— Syracuse Herald
MR. Gompers declares war on the
"treaty-killers." It would help some if he
would declare war on the time-killers.—
Columbia (S. C.) Record.
*
IN Italy they have decided to seize all
the profiteers'
In seize
this country
the
profiteers
have money.
decided to
all of ours.
— Barber County (Kans.) Index.
*
HERE lies in peace Sylvester Stew. He
learned to make his own home brew. —
American Legion Weekly.
*
PATRIOTISM is not open to argument.
There is only one side to it— the Red,
White and Blue side. *— Toledo Blade.
"HAS your
husband not.a good
ear forto
'I'm afraid
He seems
think everything he hears played in church
is a lullaby." — Boston* Transcript.
THERE is one automobile to every sixten
in the United States. The
c?"
musipeople
population may therefore be roughly proportioned as six riders to ten dodgers. —
Syracuse Fost Standard.
•
"THIS armless man can pick up pins
with his toes." "That's nothing. I know
a girl who can pick up a man with her
eyes. — Florida Times-Union.
*
S. S. Teacher: "Billy, what prayer does
your father say before you eat your dinner?" Billy: "Kids, go slow on the butter
now ! ciscoIt's
News. 69 cents a pound." — San Fran*
WITH both "bucks" bucking within her
tiorder,
the Buckeye(Md.)
State News.
can't pass the
buck.— Cumberland
*
"MY wife says she would be speechless
with amazement if I should spend an
evening
at home."
eh?" — Town
Topics. "Trying to bribe you,
HERE lies the body of Jim Lake.
Tread softly all who pass; he thought his
foot was on the brake, but it was on the
gas. — Jack Canuck. *
WE wonder
if every time
there'sgive
an
earthquake
in California
the cows
milk shakes. — Cleveland
News.
*
NOTICE: Dcr partnership resisting between me and Mose Skinner is hereby resolved. Dem what owe de firm will settle wid me, and dem what de firm owes
will settle wid Mose. —* Aerial Age IVeekly.
MRS. MYLES— "Read any late fiction?"
"Oh, my, yes! I've just finished reading
aStatesman.
letter from my husband. — Yonkers
*
"HOW old are you, little boy?" "Five
years, sir." "You must be mistaken. You
couldn'tHans
get (Copenhagen).
so dirty in five years."—
Klods
*
HUSBAND — "A fool and his money are
soon parted." Wife — "How much are you
Topics. to give me, William?" — Town
going

Lieut. Ormer Locklear and support in a scene from the Fox Film production.
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triumph of a Youth
ToU prettily in five reels, based on the
home town folks. Will
ambitions over the prejudices of his
and
Bits O Comedy
please and satisfy real movie fans.
Tense Drama.

TO BE RELEASED

IN ILLINOIS TERRITORY
by the

OCTOBEP, 1920

Service
Film
Interstate
(Silee Film Exchange)
4th Floor Consumers BUg., Chicago
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CAREY

The Finest
of
In a Series
Big Little Features
Ever
Released
15 Two-Reel
Western
Thrillers

Punch!

Action!

Thrills!

Romance!

One, Three and Six Sheets, 11x14 Colored Photos and Slides
Each Two-Reeler Tells a Complete Story of Real
Dramatic Value, Heart Interest and Daring Deeds
GET

IN ON

THIS

BOX-OFFICE

FOR BOOKINGS
STATE
ASSOCIATED

OF

INDIANA

FEATURES

215-218 Wimmer
INDIANAPOLIS

FILM
Bldg.

CO.

APPLY

CLEANUP

TO

I

NORTHERN

UNITY
207

ILLINOIS

PHOTOPLAYS
So. Wabash
CHICAGO

Avenue

CO.

To murmur that the new Rivoli theatre
of W. D. Burford's, which opened at
LaCrosse, Wis., Sunday, Sept. 19, got away
with flying colors is putting it much too
tamely. First of all, this popular exhibitor
of the Central West showed the very qualities that stamp him the success he is. Up
to a late hour on the Saturday preceding
the opening, this 1,500-seat cinema palace
resembled a faint idea of what a film theatre should be, but Exhibitor Burford called
his peppery brigade to "attention" and with
characteristic
Western
"go" with
they a pitched
in and completed
their tasks
finesse
that greeted the crowds of LaCrosse with
a theatre second to none in these parts, on
scheduled time to the minute Sunday eve,
with the Norma Talmadge feature, "Yes or
No."
The interior lobby reminded one of the
Minneapolis film colony. They were all
there from the popular Manager Cubberly,
of First National to the witty Celt O'Toole
of
Selznick quarters
enterprises.
Manager a Burford's
executive
presented
veritable
botannical garden with the many beautiful
floral offerings that had been tendered from
the various film companies, and that floral
horse-shoe given by the citizens of La
Crosse augurs well for a long and happy
life for the Rivoli. We understand that
many interesting festivities preceded the
debut of this architectural beauty spot, but
will have to refer you to the many happy
film lights who were in attendance. Although we might infer W. E. Steffes, president of the
U. P. T. L.,maneuvers.
had 'em all Lest
envious
with his
terpsichorean
we
forget, all the boys were well cared for
with Jules Freas, chauffeur de luxe of the
"water wagon" in attendance.
'
*
Art Straus and * Nic* De Lorenzo of the
Magnet theatre, Milwaukee, gave the new
"Badger
Flyer" thea tryout
last week, spending
the day about
local exchanges.
* * *
B. A. Lucas, manager, and his assistant,
L. A. Rozelle, are being kept busy the last
few days explaining the new post-card system being installed throughout the R. C.
sales forces. It may be all right but watch
Charley Miller wreck the Chicago postoffice
with carloads of post cards. Tough on
Uncle Sam just as things were beginning to
go nicely at the Federal building.
* * *
Archie Spencer has been seen busy along
motor row the past ten days or so striving
to purchase a "mouth muffler." Must be
something new, Archie ? C'mon, old top,
let's
in on? the mystery. Who is to be
decorated
* * *
Max Cutler hastens to us this week
with the info, that he is to join the sales
organization of the local Vitagraph exchange. All right, Max, go to it with our
best wishes.

DEAD
TELL

MEN
NO

TALES

Reported by "Mac"
Beach

Nut

the same date. Talk about "magnificent
distances,"
will Ahem!
Washington, D. C, please
arise
to note?
* * *
Les Bamberg, who has been associated
with the Interstate Film exchange for the
past several months at the home office will
make his debut as a knight of the grip,
Sept. 27, covering Illinois accounts for his
company. With the able coaching of Lee
Herz and representative Ed Bricketto this
youngster should get away to a flying start,
not to say a word with regard to the thrills
manyexperience
of Illinois'
pretty
will
gazingtheatre
at thiscashiers
affable
Adonis-like
chap.upon
* * *
The week's best "jolt" is that flock of
deluded local exhibitors gathering about the
Selznick telephone switchboard under the
impression that they are chatting with
Elaine Hammerstein. Just a moment,
men, tion
andhas listen.
youngaddressed
lady in quesall herThemail
Miss
Marion Ferriss and with those blue eyes
and dark tresses, we have every reason to
assume
ancestor'sGalway
correspondence
received her
in County
or one of was
the
other eraldbigIsle. metropolitan centers of the Em* * *

Ii. Y. CRI MP
Feature sales manager for Pathe, Chicago,
giving a oncorrect
salesman
vacation.imitation of a film
Irving Mandei., manager of the Security
Pictures exchange, is being kept busy with
that one reel scenic. "In the Holy Land of
Today," which they control in Illinois and
which is being played in conjunction with
the big Famous Players feature, "Humor* * *
B. T. Phelps, remembered as a former
Hallmark
esque." representative, is to take hold
with the Unity Photoplays. Sept. 27, covering northern Illinois and Indiana for this
enterprising independent exchange.
* * *
Max Levey is back again with his former
company. Max will cover city and country
accounts for the local Robertson-Cole exchange.
* * *
Hank Peters, who just received a
"Chub"
fromin his
lengthy communique
Florine,
now sojourning
balmypal Los
Anhas
thatand"Chub"
geles, which
completed
his informs
arranged usplans
will soon
Turbe with us, arriving some time about
at which time the "big spill" will
become
key day,news.
Will Dufoe, New theatre, East Moline.
ol'
the and
weekout with
in the city
111.,
of ink
pen.lastRan
and fountain
grip was
departed homeward with the grip full
of
. Looks like East Moline will be
well taken care of during the next month
or so with the best the film market offers.
* *
Parkway theatre, RoselandJohnson,
W.
Chicago, if distance means anything, is
sure entitled to "visitor mention." At any
extreme
Chi'swas
was notedasleaving
W. J. environs
rate
seen
old Sol
southern
the eastern sky-line, arrivover
up
creeping
ing in the film mecca along about 2 p. m.

That's a smart boy, that H. R. Phillips
of the local Robertson-Cole exchange.
Someone the other day alluded to the prospective rise in the cost of tonsorial maintenance causing Phillips to rush downstairs
and get a hair cut, which perhaps was the
direct cause of so many R. S. clients wondering what become of H. R. P. during the
* * *
past week.
H. A. Gundling, manager of the Bryn
Mawr theatre, was painfully injured when
an automobile driven by Ludwig Schindler
of the Mickey Film exchange ran over his
foot at Adams and Dearborn street. The
accident appeared unavoidable. Gundling
has his foot in a cast.
* * *
R. C. Seerv, Sam Katz and E. J. Eichenlaub of the First National Exchange, left
on Tuesday to attend the convention of
Illinois franchise holders in Springfield, 111.
The meeting was scheduled for Sept. 29-30
at the Hotel St. Nicholas and in commemoration of the presence of the First National officials in town the Princess theatre
had as an attraction "Forty-Five Minutes
—
* * *
From Broadway."
Joseph Charles Wahlen, well known
Chicago boy, has left for Los Angeles to

ta

n,

TO

EVERY,

.WOMAN'l
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become a motion picture actor. He will
work in the same company with Tom Gallery, another Chicago boy who is making
iiis mark in pictures.
* * *
Ben H. Atwell, for a number of years
the press agent for the Rialto theatre, New
N'ork,isisright
a familiar
the loop.
Ren
at homefigure
here,around
for years
ago
he
called
Chicago
"home."
At
present
he
is grabbing space for the Chicago Opera
Association, and instead of saying nice
things about Bill Hart, Frank Keenan and
Doug. Fairbanks, he writes about Galli' "urci, Mary Garden
* *and* Muratore.
Among others to recently forsake the
drama for pictures in local circles is one
Walter S. McCloud, service manager for
Capital Films. Walter managed the Blackstone for several seasons and was later
connected with the Auditorium when Andreas Dippel tried to give Chicagoans
grand opera and pictures
* * * at popular prices.
M. J. Mintz and John Mednikow, Celebrated celebrities, were seen emerging from
a Madison street theatre at 5 a. m. a few
days ago. They grinned between yawns,
indicating that the contract landed was
worth the effort and
* »the * loss of sleep.
Cliff Bestar has been added to the sales
force of the local Vitagraph office and will
tour the key cities of Illinois and Indiana
to aid exhibitors in presenting "Trumpet
* » *
Island."
Salesmen in the Chicago office are going
iftcr the monthly bonus which is to be
to the "ace" of its
awarded by Reelcraft Milwaukee,
IndianNew York, Chicago,
apolis and Minneapolis offices. The plan,
it is declared, gives every salesman an equal
regardless of the size of his terrichance
tory.
» * ♦
William D. Burford, the Aurora film
closed contracts with Farmagnate,
amount forhasthe 1920-1921 service. He will
play the first run *in *his* Rialto at Aurora.
When Henry Ford announced the slash
in the price of his flivvers, about fifty per
cent of the salesmen in the Chicago territory tried to figure out how much it dropped
the value of their cars. Dave Dubin gets
considerable satisfaction out of the fact
that if the auto thieves grab his bus now
he won't be so much
* *out.*
Milton Hirsch has been assigned to
Milwaukee as resident salesman for Paramount. Itis probable that within a short
time Paramount will open an exchange
'here.
* * *
Louis Goulden, Celebrated's Indiana
typhoon, has busied every real estate dealer
in Indianapolis listing possible sites»for a
new exchange there. All he has to do now
is to sell the idea to his boss. And Goulden
is some salesman.
* * *
Harris P. Wolfberc, district manager
ior Paramount, and M. J. Mintz and John
Mednikow of the Celebrated Players exchange, announced they would be among
Illinois Exhibitors Alliat the
present
those ance
convention
at Springfield.

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
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Rights to "Fickle Women"
D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., who has reopened the Dol-Van Film Corporation
of Illinois in the Chicago Film Exchange building, Adams and Wabash
avenue, has returned from New York
with the announcement that "Fickle
Women," a five-reel feature starring
David Butler, will be one of the first
offerings of the new exchange.
Mr. Vandawalker has obtained Illinois rights to the feature and plans to
back th c exhibitors with a complete
line of advertising accessories and exploitation aids.
Lee Herz Announces \cw
Production for October
Lee Herz, manager of the Interstate
Film exchange of Chicago, will publish
"Youth's Desire," featuring Joseph Bennett," for the state of Illinois October
1. Two other pictures for the month
will be announced later.
"Youth's Desire" is a five-reel comedydrama the plot of which shows that a
man may be down but he is never out.
Supporting
Joseph Bennett i- Doris
Baker.

Monroe, Wis., Girl
Wins N. E. A. Prize
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MONROE, WIS., Sept. 28.— Edith
May Leuenberger, seventeen year old
Monroe girl, has been declared the winner of the
National
Beauty
Contest,
which
opened Salesgirls'
May 19 and
was
conducted throughout America during
the summer by newspapers of the Newspaper Enterprise Association.
She wins a six weeks' engagement in
pictures produced by R. A. Walsh for
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and
becomes the protege of Miriam Cooper,
Mayflower star. She will also be given
a*hows
six weeks'
in the Ziegfeld
in Newengagement
York.
Australian Picture
Man on West Coast
(Special to Eihib'tort Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 28.— Snowy
Baker,"
the a "movie
is
here for
visit. king" of Australia,
DEAD

MEN

TELL

NO

\ssociated Producers
Chicago Office Moved
The Chicago offices of the Associated
Producers, of which Sid Goldman is
manager, has been removed from the
Consumers' Building to temporary quarters at 809 South Wabash avenue. Temporarily, the films will continue to be
distributed from 17 North Wabash
avenue.
The building at 808 South Wabash
avenue is being remodeled and it is expected that it will be ready for permanent occupation within six weeks.
AT LIBERTY
Capable
House
Manager. Fifteen— years
In the
business.
I am willing to go any place In the
U. S. or Canada. If you are looking
for a real manager for your picture
theater, who knows how to get the
business, write House Manager,
c|o Exhibitors
Herald,
Dearborn St., Chicago.
111. 417
Can S.furnish
you references as to my ability
from all my former employers.
The Only Way
process
conservation
ofMy new
filmsof and
effective
renovating
assures
the
exhibin perfectIncreased
condition
to hisitor afilm
patronage.
earnings to exhibitor and
producer.
A. TEITEL
112 N. U Salle St., CHICAGO

255 NO. 13- ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNI
ImmedleU delivery
on til VfcRSALS.
mo-Ui*. ItoRri*.
and man,Sendother*
•LteFranne.
tr a led in ourI'iiIm
ehoaroom.
for ourderooojeoav
plete ciuiot at once, free on requeet.
BASSH. 1 09CAMERA
Dept.
N Dearborn COMPANY
It, CKlld.il.
ARCHITECTS
BUILDERS
AND
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway
Buxa ST.
2743 West 22nd
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
E.ery Stat*— total, 2 1 ,170 by Stat**, $5.00
1219 manufacturers
Film Exchan*-**
313
and studio* $7.50
4.0$
368 machine and supply dealers Per4.00
M.
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 1SS W. Atom St., CNo*

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. I

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"Ere in Exile," seven reels, with Charlotte Walker.
The Valley of Tomorrow." 6ve reels, with William RussclL
The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," five reels, with WiHiam Russell.
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," five reels, with Margarita Fisher
'The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
•The Week End," five reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," five reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman." five reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
'The Blue Moon," five reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
The Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Millar.
The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Marjorie Daw.
'Miss Arizona." five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
'The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
The Unseen Witness," five reels.
'The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
One issued every other week.
MITRIRL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River" two reels.
'Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reels.
'The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. 8— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Sept. 12 — "Homespun Folks." Thomas H. Ince production with Lloyd Hughes.
Sept. 28 — "The Leopard
Woman," J. Parker Read, Jr., production, with
Louise Glaum.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up
in
Mary's
Attic,"
six reels,
with Eva
TrVoman Above Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
"Evolution
of
Man,"
six
reels.
"'"Woman
Wh.
of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford
"WW
Did Hyde,"
Yefears Between,"
Thirty Quackel
five five
reels,reels,
withwith
VeraCharlie
Stewart.Joy.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"A Quiet Day at Home."
'Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy On a Diet."
'Andy's Wash Day."
'Andy's Night Out."
jAndy and Min at the Theatre."
'"Andy
Andy on
Visits
the Osteopath."
Skates."
"Andy's
Mother-inPays Him s Visit "
Andy s Inter-RubenLaw Guest."
Andy Redecorates a Flat."
'Andy the Model."
'Accide
Will Happen."
Militantnts Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L."

"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the Hero."
"Andy s Picnic."
.
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, onthetheActor."
"Andy
"Pleasure
Bent."Beach."
"At Shady Rest."
"Howdy,
Pardner."
"There's a Raisin."
"Ship Ahoy!"

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational film Exchanges, Inc.
CHESTER COHEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES. TWO REELS
Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TORCHY COMEDIES, TWO REEL*
"Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A
Fresh
Start."
Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd(Jimmie
Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd
Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes."
"Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENIC* BEAUTIFUL." ONE REEL
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The
Adventure."
"The Hope
Great ofMirror."
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS. ONE RBRL
"Dreams Come True."
"Fire!"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs."
"Take in Boarders."
"One Drop Was Enough."
"Old Buddha's Maze."
"Some More Samoa."
"Woolly
Bits theandWilder."
Monkey Hits."
"The Tamer
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
SCREENICS, SPLIT REEL
"Troubadours
of
the
Sky"
and "Infant
Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks
and Skippers.
"Horseshoe
and
Bridal
Veil"
and
"In
a
Naturalist's Garden."
"Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
"Great
American
Yawn"
and
"Getting
His
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads." Angora."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
'<<ilk Husbands and Calico Wives," six reels, with Honse Pet*..
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils." seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, .vith Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush." five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOUNT-ARTPHAFT PICTURES
June 27 — "Sick Abed,'' five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 27 — "Sand," five reels, with William S. Hart.
July 4 — "Sins of St. Anthony," five reels, with Bryant Washburn
July 4 — "Away Goes Prudence," five reels, with Billie Burke.
July 11 — "Let's Be Fashionable," five reels, MacLean and May.
July 11 — "Ladder of Lies," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
July 18 — "Homer Comes Home," five reels, with Charles Ray.
July 25 — "The Fourteenth Man " five reels, with Robert Warwick.
July 25 — "The World and His Wife," five reels (Cosmopolitan Production.
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — "The White Circle," five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 29 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray
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Sept.— "The Village Sleuth," five reel*, with Charles Ray.
Sept. — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept. — "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion," five reels, with Dorothy Gish
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The Married Virgin," six reels
"Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
Tk« House Without Children," seven reels, with Richard Travert.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC.
"A Day's Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
"The Greatest Question" (T). W. Griffith production).
"Two Weeks," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Even as Eve," seven reels, with Grace Darling.
"The Turning Point," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald
"The River's End," six reels (Marshall Neilan Production).
"The Fighting Shepherdess," with Anita Stewart.
"The Interior Sex, ' with Mildred Harris Chaplin
"The Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
"The Idol Dancer," a D. W. Griffith production.
"The Woman Gives," with Norma Talmadge.
"Polly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Don't Ever Marry," six reels, a Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.
"Passion's Playground," six reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita Stewart.
"Yes or No," with Norma Talmadge.
"Go and Get It," Marshall Neilan production.
'The Jack
KnifeLove,"
Man," fivea King
production.
"What
Women
reels, Vidor
with Annette
Kellerman.
"The Notorious Mrs. Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"The Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
"46 Minutes from Broadway." with Charles Ray.
"Harriet and the Piper." five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Splendid Hazard," six reels, with Henry Walthall
"The Perfect Woman," with Constance Talmadge.
"Married Life," five reels, with Mack Sennett cast.
"Smilin' Through," five reels, with Norma. Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
"Youth's Desire." five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
ro\ 8 FBI i \ i s
"The White Moll." with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman." with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"While
New atYork
All All
Star Star
Cast Cast.
"The Face
Your Sleeps."
Window."withwith
"My Lady's Dress," with All Star Cast.
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
"Queen of Shcba," with All Star Cm)
"Skirts." six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLI \M I VHM II SERIES
"Drag
Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."
I'EAItl. WHIT 1-1 SEI4IE*
"The Thief."
"The
"The Tiger's
MountainCub."
Woman."
TO M >ll \ HEI4IE*
"The Untamed.'
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails.'
WILLIAM 141 "SELL SERIES
'The Man Who Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
'The
Rider."of the Law."
'Dvnatnite Allen."
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GEORI.I. U kXSH SERIES
"From Now17." On."
"Number
"The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."
MTH < BITT1 Rl mi \ \ i>
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The
"Bim." Rangers,"
with Buckwith
Jones.Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
'The Eveless Eden," with Eileen Percy
ros iewi
Twice a week.
si Ns||| \ i ■ i.MI DII M
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love
Madness," seven reels, frith Louis Glaum.
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave
Toreador."
"The
Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard
Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant'? Nightmare. "
'Hold
Me Tight."
'4li» .\..i.y
Still "
'Pretty I.ady."
< i \ III: ( uiilv ( OMKIHES
"Kiss Me Quick."
"The Huntsman."
All Wrong."
\ M» JEFF < VHIiin\«
"League of Nations."
"A
Tight
Knpe
Romance."
"Farm Efficiency."
"The Medicine Man."
"Home Brew.*'
Shi.rLuck
Work."
"ACumHard
Santa Clau*."
" Ml Stuck ll.i.\k-!
l'p."
"Sherlock
& Co "
"Norththewoods."
"On
Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
'A Dream of F»ir Women."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
i.ui.liMtN UAH runii \<
"Dangerous
Days,"
Authors
Special.
"Trimmed with
Red,"seven
five reels.
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
"The Woman and the Puppet,' seven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
"The Silver Horde," seven reels, Rex Beach Special.
"Out nf the Storm," five reels. Eminent Author;, Special.
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess.' five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
'The
Truth." Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid,Whothe Had
Cowpuncher,
' fivefivereels,
"Man
Everything,"
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
"Girl
With
the
Jarz
Heart,"
five
reels,
with
Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artista).
"The Return of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene foliar.
"Going Some," five reels. Rex Beach production.
"Cupid
the Cowpuncher,"
Rogers.
"The North
Wind's Malice,"fivefivereels,
reels,withRexWillBeach
production.
"The Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.

M IN USA
Gold Fibre Screens
M^kcjyour

The outstanding success in the motion picture
field today — the largest selling screen in
the world.
Distributors everywhere
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA

CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.

L

SYSTEM

Iv

m

PAY
all Jummcr
tkdtrc
1~
Send for Booklet 10
Philadelphia Office:
i
1325 VINE STREET
'O Wert 45
EW

YORK.
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SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Merely Mary Ann."
"Chin Toy."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"The Flame of Youth."

June
May

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce." seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.

May
Aug.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"»S0, 000," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
'The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No. 99," five reels, with J. WarTen Kerrigan.
"The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
'The Blue Bonnet." six reels, with Billie Rhodes.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reels, with Olive Tell.
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER
"Little Shoes," five reels.
"Stripped five
of a reels.
Million," five reels.
"Strife,"

PRODUCTIONS

METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
'The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast.
'The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
'Held in Trust," six reels, with May Allison.
'The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
'The Price of Redemption," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
^'Clothes,"
six reels,
Cast.
'The Saphead."
six with
reels,AllwithStarCrane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PHOUCCTIn\«
'Stronger Than Death." six reels, with Nazimova
'The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock " seven reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 16 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
"Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." six reels with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
'.1he
of Elsinore,"
reels,AllwithStarAll Cast.
Star Cast,
The Mut">y
Star Rover,"
six reels,six with
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
^Nothing But the Troth," six reels.
..iNothing
e._ VenLButIde»."
Lies," sixreels,
reels,withwithTaylor
TaylorHolmes.
Holmes.
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HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome," six reels.

DEIT RICH-BECK, INC.
"The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
'The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

HALL-ROOM BOYS PHOTOPLAYS,
June 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
June 24 — "Back on the Farm."
July 8— "Stung Again."
July 22 — "Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."

HERALD

INC.

PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
"The Little Cafe," five reels, with Max Linder.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
2 — "Dollar for Dollar." five reels, with Frank Keenan.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
SO29—— "Sherry,"
"Lahoma," seven
seven parts,
reels. with Pat O'Malley.

ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mar. 7 — "In Walked Mary," five reels, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
June 20 — "Passers-B*y." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18 — "Man and His Wife," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Sept. 5— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. 15 — "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 12— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 26 — "Object — Matrimony." five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 2 — "The Gay Old Dog," six reels, with John Cumberland.
May 9— 'The Miracle of Money," five reels, with Margaret Saddon.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," five reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
"Were Is My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearla.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
"The
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard).
six reels
'The Mystery
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
'The
StolenfiveKiss,"
Constance Binney.
"Sinners."
reels,five
withreels,
Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse
Marjorie,"
five reels,
with Mary
Mary Miles
"Jenny Be
Good," five
reels, with
Miles Minter.
Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary MHes Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with \\Tanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"Brass Buttons," two reels.
"Hard Luck," two reels.
"BeautyArtist,
Shop,"twotworeels.reels.
"The
"Going
Straight,"twotworeels.
reels.
"What Next?"
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
"My Lady
RobintwoHood,"
"The
Wildcat."
reels. two reels.
"The Night Rider," two reels.
"The White Squaw," two reels.
"A Slonnshine Feud." two reels.
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Cinderella
Cinders."
"Rubes and Romance," two reels.
"Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
"Good Night,
Nurse,"
two two
reels.
"Convict's
Happy
Bride,"
reels. *
"Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIEr
"The Hasher," one reel.
"Hard Cider," one reel.
"Tarred and Feathered," one reel. .
"Play
Hookey,"
"Professor,"
one one
reel. reel.
"Getting His Goat," one reel.
"Fixing Lizzie," one reel
"Dry Cleaned, ' one reel.
"Kidnapper," one reel.
"The
Snitch," one
one reel.
reel.
"Moonshiner,"
"Number 13," one reel.
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver." one reel.
"Undressed Kid," one reel.
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GROSbMAN PICTURES, INC.
'Face to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Dutribufd tkr»ugk <»« Patht Eickmugt
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The
Capitol." six reels, six
withreels,
Leahwith
Baird.Leah Baird.
■''ynthia-of-the-Minute,'
/ \ m ; GREY PICTURES, INC.
'Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn," six reels.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTO> PRODUCTIONS
The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewsrt.
The Sagebruaher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER HEAD. JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The
Lone
Wolf's
"Sex," seven reels, Daughter,"
with Louiseseven
Glaumreels, with Louise Glaum

«. \l I III. Mil < "Ml llll »
"Chicken a la King," two reele.
"Don't Chase Your Wife," two reele.
"Her
"Pants,"FirsttwoFlame,"
reels. two reels.
"Her Honor the Scrublady," two reels.
"Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Aug. 16 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
Aug. 80 — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 15 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Van
Oct. 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
II 1 1. Ill II N MORANTI COMEDIE*
"His Wedding Day," two reels.
"The Kick," two reels.
"Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels
"Installment Plan," two reels.
"Wild, Wild West," two reels.
"Simp and Satan," two reels.
"Jealousy," two reels.
"Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
FORD EDUCATION A I HKKKll
"Having
a
Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future." ■
CAfllOI. COMEUIKK
"The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Hsvens
"A Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENNI90X STAR SERIES
'High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPUt
"in Far Away New Zealand."
•*Girl
"Taos Pottery
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
"The
"Suds."Spirit of the Birch."
"Precisely as Polly '
"Legend of the Corn."
"Jupiter's Thunderbolt"

CLASS OF SERVICE SYM80L
Telegram
Blue
Day Letter
Nile
Nlghl Message
nigra Letter
i n l
If none of these three symbols
appears after the Chen (number ol
wonts) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character Is indicated by the
symbol appearing alter the check.
RECEIVED

Nlte

"Lonely South
Pacific
Missions."
"Recruiting
in the
Solomons."
"City
of
Broken
Old
Men."
"Marooned in the South Seas."

L UNION

WESTERN

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Blue
Telegra-n
Day
Nightletter
Message

TELEGRAM
NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT
GEORGE W. E- ATKINS, FIRST VIC***X3IDEMT

M L

II none ol these three lyrnbsll
sppears after the check (number of
words)wisetsi this
Is a telegram.
character
Is Indicated Otherby the
cnect.
the
after
appearing
symbol

41 3 EX TRA NL
SALTLAKECITY

N QUINN

VITA GRAPH
YOU HAVE

^
BR0ADJ«NEWYaRK

INC 1600

AND

EVERYONE

GEO MAINE

UTAH 15

1920 SEP 15 PM 9

GEN MG^^

A GOOD

OF THRILLS
WEEK

HAITI ■<<•< hi ■
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
'Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
The
Brand
of
Lopez,"
five
reels,Zasu
with Pitts.
Sessue Hayakawa
"Bright Skies," five reels, with
"Devil's
Claim,"
five
reels,
with
Sessue
Hayakawa.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie
Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
The Fsrtune Teller," seven reels, with Marjorie Kambrau
The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
"Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Moon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Aug.
"Life's Twist/'
reels,reels,
with with
BessieSessue
Barriscale.
Aug. 151—— "Arabian
Knight."six five
Hayakawa,
Aug. 20 — "Big Happiness, seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Sept. 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHN SON PICTURE*

AT

A5870W

JOHN
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BET

IN TRUMPET

GOOD PAST
LIK£D

ACTION

IT STOP

MGR SWANSON

ISLAND
WENT

IT WAS

THEATRE

NY
IT IS CHUCK
OVER

WELL

CIRCUIT.

BIG FOR

DIRECTED

PULL
US RAN A FULL
AND WELL

ACTED
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ADVESiTCRB SCEMm
"Sheep
O'Leavenworth."
"Sons of Salooskin."
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2 — "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel.
May 16 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
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Mile after mile of

SUPREME COMEDIE*
"Take Doctor's Advice."
"Oh, You Kid!"
May SO — "Letty's Lost Legacy," one reel.
June 6— "Becky Strikes Out." one reel.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZ.VICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchange!.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammerttelm.
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faversham.
"The Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt," five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero," five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea." five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance." five reels, with Eugene O'Brien
SELECT PICTUHES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Hale of Conquest." five reels, with Norma Talmadse
The Last of His People," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis
"She Loves and Lies," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning.
"Just Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman Film never has an opportunity tobe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content." ene reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary of Success," one reeL
"A Certain Rich Man " one reel.
The Battler and the Bottler," one reel
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
-NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
^Juat
Wife." five
blinda Youth,"
five reels,
reels, with
with special
special cast.
cast.
The
Invisible"
Divorce,"
five
reels,
special[nee.
cast.
"Out of the Snows." five reels, withwithRalph
The Palace of Darkened Windows " five reels, with Special Cast
Ttarooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
REPUBLIC PICTURES
Distributed by Republic Exchanges
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
^Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Daw
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast. *
KINOGRAMS
• Week News Reel
PRIZMA PICTURES
T>»»th. Where It Thy Sting?" ene reel
D. N. SCHWAB

PRODUCTIONS

"r^kle Women," five reels, state right feature
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
^nd
Children
Pay,"
sevenreels.reels, with Garrett Hughes
tour Wife and Mine," five
jHtunan Passions," five reels.
The
Red Viper,"
six reels,
It Happened
in Paris,"
five with
reels. Garett Hughes
Broken
Hearts,"
five
reels.
Johnny Booley Comedies,
two reels, monthly.

The Only One Ever Published
Exhibitors will find this catalog the handiest thing ever.
Everything for the Moving Pict6re Theatre, from Pihs to
Projectors, from Soap to Screens — 224 pages, completely
indexed; profusely illustrated, fully descriptive.
No such catalog ever before issued.
It's a guide to up-to-date-ness.
Get Your Copy Now
We
catalog
those and
"live'we
enough toareasksending
for it. this
It costs
us aonly
lot oftomoney
want it used wherever we send it.
To get yours just drop a card to our nearest office.
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
133 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316
LindellExchange
Boulevard,Building,
St. Lou,*
Produce
(1+42 Minneapolis
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THE

GLIFOGRAPH

SCREEN
(The concave screen that makes side and
front seats as good as any in the house)
IS

A

FEW

NOW
weeks

could

not

TT^ACILITIES
-1

now

able

THE

AVAILABLE
a^;o

we

guarantee

were

for production

to fill orders

EXHIBITORS

compelled

deliveries

GLIFOGRAPH

been

NEW

YORK

M?> 8 — "Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
May 10 — "Girl in Room 29," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
May 24 — "The Path She Chose." five reels, with Anna Cromwall.
May 31 — "Everything But the Truth," five reels, Lyons and Moran
June 14 — "A Tokio Tiren," five reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
June 21 — "Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
June 28 — "Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
July 12 — "The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 19 — "The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
July 26 — "La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
Aug. 16 — "Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
Aug. 23 — "Blue Streak McCoy." five reels, with Harry Carey.
Sept. 6 — "In Folly's Trail." five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"Tbe Right to Happiness," eight reels, with Dorothy Phillips
'Forbidden," six reels, with Mildred Harris.
"Blind Husbands," seven reels, with Eric Strobeim
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscilla Dean
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"The Sporting Duchess," seven reels.
"Dollars and the Woman," six reels.
"The Prey," six reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

we

we

are

enlarged,
price.

CORPORATION

BROADWAY

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL. FEATURES

that

time.

at a reduced

280

Sept. 1 — "Hil Majesty, tbe American, " eight reel*, with Doug Ia* Fairtiaoai
Oct. to — '"Broken Blossoms." six reels, D. W Griffith production
Dec 29— "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
(an. 18 — "Pollyanna," six reels, witn Mary Pickford
Apr. 25— "Down on the Farm" (Sennett). five reels.
May 23 — "Romance.' eight reels, with Doris Keane.
fune 13 — "Mollycoddle,* six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.

to announce

for some

having

promptly

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

"Captain Swift," five reels.
'■A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.

TO

CITY
( ORINNE GRIFFI1

I'lllllll < TIO\S

"Human Collateral," five reela.
"Deadline at Eleven," five reels.
"The
Girl," five
"Bab'sGarter
Candidate,"
five reels.
reels.
"'The Wliiiper Market," five reels.
II MUM T. Mlllll l I'D I I MEM
"The Sea Rider " five reels.
'"The Gauntlet." 'five reels.
VlTAC.lt AIM Ml I'KM-FEATLRES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood).
"Trumpet Island." seven reels, all-star cast 'Tom Terrisa Production).
I mum BBMON I'OMKniKS
"The Head Waiter," two reels.
"The
Grocery
two reela.
"The Fly
Cop,"Clerk,"
two reels.
'School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
'The Stage Hand." two reels.
JIMMY A 1 Bit K Y COM KD1ES
"The Decorator." two reels.
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack " with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce ." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpia.
ARROW.
"The Thirteen,"
Fatal Sign."
Anderson.
FOX, "Bride
withwith
All Claire
Star Cast.
HALLMARK.
"The
Screaming
Shadow,"'
with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
PATH E, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Demnsey.
I'ATHE. "Trailed by Three." with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies," with Ruth Roland.
PATHE,F.. "The
and Eileen
PATH
"PirateThird
Gold."Eye,"
withwith
G. Warner
R. Seit7 Oland
and Marg.
Ceurtot.Percy.
PATHE— "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
REPUBLIC Pictures. The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures — ' Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger," with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers/' with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige. VITAGRAPH, "The Veiled Mvsterv." with Antonio Moreno.
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of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.
The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
■' ' 'K ' ' '. '

!>2

\\\
1.11 utati

J. QUIGLEY, PUBLISHER
MARTIN
■I No. 16
'
"
Entered as second-class
matter,weekly
Augustat 417
20, South
joij, atDearborn
the PostSt.,Office
at Chicago,
III., under
Act of March 3, 1S79.
Published
Chicago.
Subscription,
fi.oo thea year.
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is a whole picture in those four words,

spoken toward the end of one of the most hearttouching photodramas ever screeened.

"Mother,

I've come

home!"

Instinctively, you know the story — and you know, as a
showman, that never before have your patrons been so
eager for a real home-and-mother play — for a story that
would touch every heart — for a cast that could play
such a story to perfection — for a production that would
satisfy in every last faithful detail.
It was Mother Love which made "The Heart of Humanity" the one great outstanding triumph of its year —
Mother Love and the acting of DOROTHY PHILLIPS
and MARGARET MANN— and it is Mother Love and
these same two splendid players which make "ONCE
EVERY WOMAN" the picture of the hour today.

TO

From small-town to big city goes the action of "ONCE
TO EVERY WOMAN"— from the shabby little parlor of a
village blacksmith to the mighty stage of the Metropolitan and back again. And when you have come back —
back home with Aurora Meridith, the gorgeous songbird
whose voice will never charm the world again — you will
have run the gamut of human ambitions and passions in
an unequalled drama of Mother Love whose appeal for you
personally no less than for your patrons, will live forever.

Directed by Allen Holubar

r*.':i;i

h M&rddret
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for

3-Sheet

CUT-OUT
OL
NCavv
om
frS
avN'
ELMO
get
can'tLI
YOU
big pull with the Chapter-play fan any more than the
villain can get away from the
punch that ELMO
carries in
both fists — and here is the idol
of the serial world in a cutout made from a 3-sheet that
will mean just as much to
your box-office as it does to
everyone who sees it in front
of your theatre.
"THE

FLAMING DISK," however, has more in it than merely
those marvelous feats for which
ELMO LINCOLN is now famed
round the world. "THE FLAMING DISK" owns the fascinating mvsterv of a double role.
played by ELMO LINCOLN with
an adroitness which adds a gripping
quality of suspense to every scene
— which makes the fans come back
time efter time "to see how he
Supported
bv dashing, fearless
does it."
LOUISE LORRAINE and a great
company of players who know
every jumping angle of the serial
game, the mighty ELMO will give
vour patrons the thrills of their
lives
Book init the
now!"FLAMING

Made

by

Man

Made

Great

Radium
Bob

the

who

"The

DISK."

Mystery

Hill
Story by

ARTHUR

HENRY

GOODEN

Tl

(paramount

Cpicture

^3

rui1 *

v
V

With
* Held
By
The
Enemy"
JACKL HOLT
AGNES AYRES
WANDA HAWLEY
and LEWIS STONE
Presented by^Jesse L Lasky

"More

Thrilling

than

the

Play!"

THAT'S what the Evening Telegram said about the picture
version of "Held by the Enemy". "Thrilling as the stage
presentations were," says the review, "they are eclipsed by the
picture.
The play has been made into a veritable epic."
When you realize that the stage play was universally admitted
to be the greatest thriller ever staged, you know that praise can
go no further.
y it
up ! Gillette.
It won't disappoint you !
FromPla
the play
by William
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix Directed by Donald Crisp

f'iES:
P\M< 2UKOR
>US PLAYERS-LASKY
g
»^r"XW^^»1i AOOLPH
JESSE L LASKY CECILCORPORATION
6 01 M I LLC

Lewis
J. \
Presents

!

EUGENE

O

in H.H. Van
the

^bndei'f

BRIEN

Loan's
ul
Gliance
Directed bij George Archainbaud
Piclurized. bu Manj Miirillo

1
M

Distributed

t»y

Select

GLORIOUS

BATHING
WILL

GIRLS

GALORE

BEAUTIES

MAKE

ZIEGFELD

THAT
JEALOUS

I
SPOTLIGHT

COMEDIES

DISTRIBUTOR
FOR

A

REAL

and

FILM
W.

THE

INDEPENDENT^

OPPORTUNITY-^

IMMEDIATE

Endorsed

ARROW

OFFER

RELEASE

Distributed^

CORPORATION

E. Shallenbergpr,

Pres.
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St ory and

Scenario

N> BREWSTER
Directed

by GEORGE

of mystery,

(orporation.
DJ.H.LEVETT, President

AO

West

XLni.

Street,

NewYork-

Brooks,

drams
and

manwoman
with an all

star castLangford
including':
Edward
,Marian
Van Dyke

•

EVERETT

thrills

A Picture for every
and child in America

gnarly

MORSE

human

powerful

romance

by

Eulalia

Swayne.
Jensen,

William E.Hallman, Augustus
lips and Archie Clark-

Phil-
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Pickford

WZ<JheatrQ
yO
S,
anficbford
, Cfllary
Mm that
represents to the public - the beauty,
carris
y reflected in the
artistry and wkolesomeness of her worktheatre that shows her pictures. Give your House someffiinq d '
drous popular appeal. Jler two latest pictu

Pjcterd Prgce. Directed by Jack Dtik*
Soea Adaption by \&denax "NGwd
"
Pbcftogzpted by Cka
DS
SU
POLLYANNA

Jk you value the reputation
of yourtheatm, remember
always to apply this test
when you booh a picture-.
Abt how cheap but how good.

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
•
MARY PICKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS ENRBANKS D^GRIFFITH
HIRAM

AbRAMS,

PRESIDENT
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THEATRE

THOUGHT:

The picture that is not worth a fair
rental price to the exhibitor cannot
be worth

a fair admission

price to

the public.

and

YOUR

To make

Theatre

your business (Jrov, you must

brinc5 nev

patrons to your theatre

constantly. Entertain them so veil that
that they vill come a^ainand
Y

a<Jain.

For business ^ettinS and
business holding these

5

three latest Dou^laj*
Fairbanks pictures
are ideal.

STORY

*iMN

%K

MARY

BY HAROLD

THE

MAC

GRATH

• SCENARIO

CUOtJBS

NAJBW,

THE

BY TOM

GERAGHTY

DOU,

W"

AMBMCAN1

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
• DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM
ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

D.W.GRI FF1TH
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Theatre

A Griffith Picture means a
definite thine] to the public. It
represents at all times, the height
of film art. The theatre shoving
a Griffith picture must therefore
be identified in the public mind
vith the best in pictures. Give your
theatre the prestige and profit of
these tvo Griffith productions-.

WTUE

LOVE

P"
//
from the Colliers Weekly Story 'black Beach" U Dalph Stock.

5POKEN

FLO

WE

BLOSSOMS

A Theatre Thought:
People shop for their amusements -and choose
ifieir theatre, not bg the admission charcjed,but
by the picture bein<£ shovn. And for this reason,
ttie vise exhibitor books on the basis of quality
rather than price.

UNITED
AiTBSTS
€ 0 U P © U AT
iO N
MAOY PICKFORD
• CHARLIE CHADLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS ■ D.W. GRIFFITH
WIRAtvl AO RAMS, PRESIDENT
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IMPORTANT
Herewith
September 20, 1920.
Stanley Company of America,
Palace Theatre Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gentlemen :

THIS company has been given to understand
that by reason of the policy adopted by you
you have refused to enter into negotiations
for any contracts for film service for the season
1920-1921 in the Pennsylvania territory, consisting of the State of Pennsylvania and adjoining
States, except with such companies controlled,
owned, booked or managed by you.
In recent years investigation reveals that you
have gradually built up an organization of film
distribution which consists of a combination of distributing and booking companies which are either
owned, controlled or managed by your company
or in conjunction with certain film producing and
rental companies with whom you have made booking and releasing combinations and also by means
of exacting a booking fee from theatres for all film
service furnished to such theatres, regardless of
whether or not you were instrumental in furnishing the service, and your operations have been carried on with the idea of dominating the distribution
and booking of motion pictures in the Pennsylvania
territory so as to practically boycott the product of
any other distributor or booker except those in your
organization or combination. We now discover
that up to the present you have used the product
of this company so long as you deemed it advisable
to help build up your monopolistic organization,
and now that you feel that it has served its purpose
you are prepared to discard it and refuse to deal
further with us or to distribute or exhibit our pictures in that territory, and to exert unlawful influence toexclude our product from that territory.

POLICY

OF

FOX

"July 23, 1920.
"National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
"Attention Chairman of Distributors' Division,
"1520 Broadway, New York City.
"Gentlemen
:
4(¥ ¥ EREWITH I tender the policy of Fox Film CorporaI I tion with reference to group booking with all booking
agencies in America, as requested in your letter of
July 20th.
"Booking agencies formed and operated for the purpose of
making group bookings on behalf of exhibitors are bound in a
short time to develop into a monopoly of a most destructive character. Exhibitors are invited into the plan on the pretext of lower
rentals and of booking protection for their theatres. But that is
only the ingenious, sugar-coated, sweet and innocent invitation to
join the booking agency at the beginning.
"Facts
and conditions
of the
prove in
thatthevery
after the
exhibitor
places himself
and past
his theatre
handsshortly
of a
booking agency he loses control of the management of his house,
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letters exchanged

betweerl

It has never been the policy or the desire of
this company to assist in the formation of monopolies; on the contrary, our policy has always been a
free field for all, free and open competition, and unrestricted irading. That is the only policy that can
make for a healthy upbuilding of this industry and
the freedom of the exhibitor to book, exhibit and
present to audiences the best product in the market
regardless by whom produced, exploited, distributed or booked. Under your policy the exhibitors
in the Pennsylvania territory are practically compelled to limit themselves to the exhibition of only
such product as you agree to give them, and are intimidated into subjecting themselves to your arbitrary conduct by fear of being boycotted and driven
out of business. In other words, it is the choice of
either taking such films as you will book them, or
being deprived of any booking whatever.
The statement has been made by your representatives to our representatives that you will be
unable to deal with us because you have so much
material on hand that you will not be prepared to
make any arrangements for films until after January, 1921. It is clear to us that this statement is
not made in good faith, but is merely a subterfuge
that is being used by you for the purpose of keeping our product out of that territory. There are
certain outstanding open contracts between our
company and yours for a number of engagements
for pictures to be played. These contracts will be
fully performed by us; we will, however, not consent to further any monopoly controlled or
projected by you, or anybody else.
We wish to make our position quite clear. Inasmuch as you refuse to deal with this company,
we intend to enter the market in the Pennsylvania
territory and will deal with every exhibitor in that
territory directly, in a fair, open, honest manner,
and to compete fairly with the product which you

FILM

CORPORATION

and by cut-throat, blackjack and monopolistic methods the exhibitor very soon is compelled to give up fifty per cent or more of
his theatre or be driven out of the motion picture exhibition line.
"Exhibitors will remember in 1908 and succeeding years
my tremendous effort and the long, up-hill legal battle against the
General Film Company and the Motion Picture Patents Company to keep the business open and free to competition.
"The then growing success and popularity of the motion
picture was the result of the splendid competitive opportunities
afforded to any person or set of persons in the production of
pictures that would entertain and educate. In the regular course
of events this condition permitted the exhibitor to make a handsome profit and to build up a substantial business. The exhibitor
was his own boss.
"Twelve years ago a combination of men attempted to
strangle the industry and to create an all-powerful monopoly. Fortunately for the public and the exhibitor, and I feel free to state
largely due to my effort, this attempt resulted in disaster. The group
of men who by every means endeavored to take possession of the

X
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of America

or anybody else intends to release in that territory
and we shall expect you to respect our rights to
deal in this manner and to refrain from in any
manner influencing any exhibitors in that territory
not to deal with us, either directly or indirectly, and
we shall likewise respect your legal rights and your
right to free, honest, open competition.
In this connection we wish to give you warning
that if you indulge in tactics of notifying, directly
or indirectly, any theatres or places of amusement
owned, operated, conducted or booked by you, or in
which you may in any manner be interested, that
they are not to have any business relations with us.
or if, by any conduct on your part directly or indirectly, you cause a boycott of our product in that
territory by refusing to serve exhibitors with the
films you control or release or are interested in if
such exhibitors deal with the product of this company, or if you directly or indirectly cause any
owners of theatres or exhibitors not controlled by
you to refuse to deal with this company and refuse
;o use our film service through fear of refusal on
your part to furnish them with films which you
control or book, or if you exact or attempt to exact
a booking fee from any exhibitors for film service
which we supply directly to exhibitors without the
aid of your association or combination, or if you
n any other manner restrain lawful trade and comoetition in the exploitation, distribution and exubition of motion picture film, we shall most assuredly avail ourselves of every legal right and
ivery legal remedy at our disposal to maintain a
"ree and open market and free, healthy, open competition.
Very truly yours,
FOX FILM CORPORATION

Sept. 25, 1920.
Fox Film Corporation,
West 55th Street, New York City.
Attention of Saul E. Rogers, Esq.
Gentlemen :—
YOUR letter of September 20th addressed to Stanley Company of America has been handed to us for answer. The
letter contains certain statements of facts and certain
declarations of intention on your part.
The statements of facts, we are informed, are incorrect.
The Stanley Company has not refused to negotiate for contracts
for film service except with companies controlled, owned, booked
or managed by it.
It has done what we suppose every exhibitor does, namely,
picked out from the very large supply of pictures those which were
best suited to its houses and which it could obtain on the most
advantageous terms. In the present state of the industry no one
can use all the pictures which are offered, and the Stanley
Company of America selects those which it wishes to have.
This, we understand, you agree that it has a right to do. On
the other hand, you certainly have a right to sell where you please.
We deny emphatically that exhibitors in the Pennsylvania
territory are interfered with in any way in dealing with you. The
Stanley Company is perfectly willing that exhibitors here shall
buy their pictures wherever they please, and we are told to state
that the Stanley Company has not the slightest objection to having
any exhibitor who wishes, deal with you, nor will his dealing with
you make any difference as far as his relations with the Stanley
Company of America are concerned.
Please do not misunderstand the attitude of the Stanley
Company of America. It has absolutely no feeling against you.
There is a great over-supply of pictures at this time, and it just
is not possible to take all the pictures which are for sale. The
Stanley Company selects those which suit it best, and will be very
glad indeed to have those whom your pictures suit best buy them
from you.
If there is any way in which you desire the Stanley Company to evidence this sentiment, it will be happy to do so, if it
is at all possible for it to. ^
Yours truly,

By S. E. Rogers
General Counsel

H REFERENCE

TO

(Signed) MORRIS WOLF,
For V olf. Block and Schorr.

BOOKING

lotion picture industry in every branch were brought before the
-nited States Courts and their monopoly was ordered dissolved,
nd the screen was free again. Then once more the exhibitor
ecame boss of his theatre.
"Today the exhibitor is confronted with a more daring and
astardly attempt to dominate his business. The formation of
ooking companies to deal with distributors in group bookings
)ells the stagnation of the industry should it meet with favor by
>chibitors. A group of booking offices in the principal section;
f America would soon control the motion p!cture industry in
• ery branch. The exhibitor would be the biggest loser.
The American public will not support a monopoly in the
t of the motion picture. No longer would the exhibitor be the
iss of his theatre. The booking agency trust would boss and
>mmand the picture theatres after kicking the exhibitors into
jsiness oblivion.
"Every branch of the business lends itself to absolute domauon if the nation-wide booking agency trust is an established
*ct. No longer would progress be the guiding star of the industry.

AGENCIES

In its place would come greed, the tyrannical domination by a
small group of men, and the elimination of the exhibitor of today.
"Fox Film Corporation places itself on record as absolutely
opposed to group bookings with all booking agencies. It will deal
exclusively with the exnibitor direct.
"No person or persons or company is authorized to use the
name of Fox Film Corporation or the undersigned in the promotion of booking agency schemes. It was reported from two sections of the United States that booking agency promoters had
promised Fox pictures, which is an indication of the misleading,
unauthorized and greedy tactics that are being used.
"The Fox Film Corporation and the undersigned stand on
record for free and competitive dealing in the motion picture industry. We are opposed to monopoly in any form.
vours, our position clear.
"We hope the"Verv
above trulv
has made
"FOX FILM CORPORATION.
"(Signed)
Wm. Fox,
"President."
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More
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Than

Tell

THE NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK TRIBUNE

"Whenever a celebrity of the sport world appears in
pictures, as a rule one does not expect much in the
way of frequently,
story and acting.
'Headin'
scores
not only'Babe'
as a Ruth
batterin but
as an Home'
actor.
The picture is really entertaining, and that's a lot for
any kind of a production."
NEW YORK EVENING SUN

"The author has provided him with a role which fits
him perfectly,
'Babe*is just
walks off occurrence
with the hon-to
ors. Breakingand
records
an everyday
"Babe' Ruth, and he broke another one last night at
Madison Square Garden."
NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

""Babe' Ruth and his bat were cast in celluloid last
night, and there is no further doubt that both will be
saved to posterity and no doubt run off in the future
for the benefit of the lesser lights who are due to rest
in the hall of fame."
NEW YORK EVENING WORLD
to whom
the zipwill
of
the"Any
ball one
or the
dust ofthethecrack
dash ofto the
basebat,
is music
cheer the who
artistic
workwithof his
'Babe'
Ruth, the
idol inof that
the
diamond,
thrills
superlative
acting
great six-reel photodrama, 'Headin' Home,' now playing to capacitv audiences at the Garden."
NEW YORK SUN-HERALD
"An immense
throng of baseball
and Square
movie fans
attended the first presentation
in Madison
Garden
last night by Tex Rickard of 'Babe' Ruth on the screen.
The home run hero appeared in 'Headin' Home.' "
NEW YORK GLOBE
"Directed with skill and humor. 'Babe' Ruth is a constant joy to watch. He is by far the most amusing
leading man that ever wandered off the sporting page
into the movie columns."
NEW YORK ILLUSTRATED NEWS
"Every small boy in the country will want to see
'Babe' Ruth in pictures, and since seeing 'Headin'
Home,' I don't think the great batter will lose any of
his prestige through his appearance in films."
S. E. KISER IN THE NEW YORK AMERICAN
"Hon. 'Babe' Ruth, who gets a big bonus for every
home run hit he makes, draws the largest salary ever
paid to a baseball player, is receiving a royalty for a
lecture that he has put upon a phonograph record, gets
a good income from the movies, and has set $2,500 a
week as his price for appearing in vaudeville during the
coming winter season."
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
"It is fitting and proper that Babe' Ruth, who is
fast becoming a popular idol, should grace the screen
with his personality. Outside of major league cities,
the King of Swat has not shown himself. In making
his film debut the rank and file of the picture-going
public will have a chance to see what he looks like and
how he crashes the 'ol' apple,' even though the crack
of bat meeting ball is silenced."

"'Babe' Ruth makes another home run at Madison
Square Garden."
NEW YORK WORLD
" 'Babe' Ruth made his screen debut last evening at
Madison Square Garden. It really doesn't make much
difference
about
the with
storythe the
'Babe'
counts.
The audience
yelled
gleeIt's
when
herothat
ambled
on
as the good son of a good father."
ROGER FERRI IN EXHIBITOR S TRADE REVIEW
running upof adollars
total offor54 hundreds
homers for
the" 'Babe'
YankeesRuthwonby thousands
of
his followers. "Babe' Ruth will win thousands for
exhibitors throughout the country with his splendid
work in 'Headin' Home.' Here is a real American hero
in a 100 per cent American play that will draw Americans byaverage
the thousands
the box will
office.
'Babe's'better
batting
in baseballto circles
be much
than .300 when the figures are finally compiled. But
'Babe' Ruth in 'Headin' Home' batted for 1.000. He
landed his way into the heart of every fan and he camt
home ingwith
the bacon.
of sportluminaries
on the We've
screen watched
and on scores
the stage,
but
this happy-go-lucky young gentleman seems to come
oue of the picture, grasp your hand, and when he does
you arespiremore
to tighten
the never
grip. attend
He'll in-a
thousandsthan
of glad
baseball
fans who
picture
showbacon
to come
to your
house.
home the
for the
exhibitor
just And
as hehe'llhasbring
for
the Yankees."
NEW YORK EVENING TELEGRAM
" 'Babe' Ruth at Madison Square Garden proved almost as great a drawing card to motion picture fans as
he does to the thousands at the ball parks, last night,
when the first presentation of his first picture. 'Headin'
Home.' was made in New York at Madison Square."
MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

"There was a great outpouring of baseball fans and
moving picture supporters at the Madison Square Garden, New York. Sunday evening, September 19th, when
the 'Babe' Ruth picture. 'Headin' Home,' opened an
engagement in the largest auditorium in the United
States. Standing room was at a premium. The news
that 'Babe' had turned actor and was going to show
the
the screen
starsto how
bat in
a "hit"
over the
fencerestwasof notice
enough
bringto out
full force
the
loyal followers of the best advertised young man from
the Atlantic and Pacific.

State Rights are Selling Fast
Some Territory Still Open
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The

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

has

Circulation
—

The

Printing
and

Press

The

Advertiser

A printing press will say anything anybody wants it
to say. It will print "We Dominate The Field" and
"We Alone Cover The Field" as long as type and motive
power endure.
Assertions and facts look alike to the printing press but
not to the advertiser.
The advertiser wants facts.
EXHIBITORS HERALD is presenting a series of facts
concerning circulation from week to week.
FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

CLEVELAND:
as follows
receive:

138

2
exhibitors

as to the trade

report

papers

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors Trade Review
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World

they

122
49
72
29
15

Wid's
These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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FOREWORD

Through

all generations,

from

time lost m

ages of the past, one great and wonderful
forth triumphantly
have

brought

above

the dim, dark

virtue has stood

the myriad of those things which

us joy upon

this earth — and

where

that

virtue is not found, 'tis like unto the light hidden in darkness of night, unhappiness broods over all and witn its
mournful mantle brings existence to naught — and when
the virtue is betrayed the dregs of life are drawn in
bitter cups leaving us forsaken and forlorn, and happiness
is but a memory — faint, indistinct, and then forever gone.
Powerful,

yet frail m

human

hands

virtue — FAITH — Faith m love, m
in human kind, Faith in God.

and hearts, is that

life, in death, Faith

On such a theme is this story built — humbly striving to
picture Faith in mankind lost, Faith betrayed and then
regained, using simple characters from life's melting-pot
and following them through davs of darkest sin until the
mighty

virtue grips them

Weaving
was

fast.

the play from his own

years in the moulding,

powerful

theme,

which

Mr. \\ llliam Christy Cabanne

is responsible for this human document,
due all the credit it shall deserve.

and to him

ROBERTSON-COLE

is
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Produc/iony pra/enf

|Sfuring JOSEPH J. DOVLINGH
%t? MIRACLE MAN o[ the /xreen'j

"THEA great
KENTUCKY
COLONEL"
picture made from Ople Read's
greatest Novel

SIX

REELS

From the moment that Boyd Savely,
leader of the feudists, rides through the
gates of the peaceful old plantation, his
carbine at his side, until, in the last reel,
he slinks away, a broken, beaten man,
your interest never lags for a single
second, for the picture builds to one great
climax after another.
"Capably

enacted,"

says "The

Motion

OF

ACTION!

Picture News". "Southern honor, Southern chivalry and Southern feuds fly thick
and fast", says the "Sunday Telegraph",
and "The atmosphere is genuine", says
"The Moving Picture World".
It's a marvelous picture to exploit, Mr. Exhibitor
and you have a singularly strong selling point in
Joseph J. Dowling, than whom there is no bettei
loved man on the screen today. He's the man whc
made "The Miracle Man" famous.

W.W H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing through PATHE Exehangejnajrporatcd

The

Man

Who

Makes

His

Pictures

W hat Irvin V. Willat has achieved in "Down Home"
limself but it marks the dawn of a new era in motion
\o massive

production

this, depending

upon

LIVE!

is not only a triumph for
picture making as well.

elaborate

sets and

the employing

)f hundreds of "extras" to "get over". Just a simple, sweet story, transformed
>y the genius of one man into a picture that will twine itself about the heart and
ive forever

enshrined

in the memory

of everyone.

'Behind The Door", — "Below The Surface", — both were the work of Mr. W illat's
">rain, and you, Mr. Exhibitor, and the world at large sealed them with the seal
)f your approval, for they were truly great. They were real, — they were vital,
-they were human.
\nd here, in "Down
They may make

Home",

you have a picture possessed

bigger pictures than "Down
W.

of these qualities— plus!

Home", — they can't make

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Filth Avenue . New York Gty
Distributing through PAIBE Exchange. Incorporated

better ones.

WHISPERS
Directed By
Ernest C. Wan
KERRIGAN

SCORES

Motion future News:

There

AGAIll

is no doubt about .

Warren Kerrigan's latest picture, "The House f
W hispers," putting the spectator upon his meti .
Suspense is striven for and achieved.
Moving Picture World:
A swiftly moving arnat* r
detective and mystery story. The suspense is v
sustained up to the final climax. The picture is s e
to please
Morning Telegraph: Of the motion pictures whh
this reviewer has seen featuring J. Warren Kern n
— and there have been a great many— "The Hoe
of Whispers" is by far the best. It will be avaluae
addition to the program of any exhibitor.
Exhibitor Trade
House of
Whispe
constitutes
one ofReview:
the most "The
entertaining
as well
as "
plexing mystery pictures thrown on the screen, is
a truly mystery picture minus, however, the. impsibilities and improbabilities that have marred m J
other such cinema attempts.
Wid's: A first rate mystery drama with the suspe>e
well
maintained and the interest kept increasing uil
the end.
W.W. HODKINSON COLORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
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all
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on

a

trolley

trip

!

The Skipper gets all het up when he nicks his teeth on a bum nickel.
He stops the trolley to pull an aching tooth with the trolley rop?.
He busts the 18th amendment and feels better.
The powerful Katrinka tears up a rail to kill a snake that comes out
of the Skipper's 2.75.
She halts traffic to dig up her fare from the lisle thread bank.
The passengers get an eyefull.
Little Jimmy lets loose the hornets on a picnic party.
Tom Boy gets away with the pie. and takes a bath in the altogether.
Mr. Bangs lets loose his terrible temper on an offending baby carriage.
A pair of lovers get into a terrible tangle.
The Skipper unscrambles the eggs by performing a marriage ceremony and gets a regular honest-to-goodness "smack.
Just

THE

a few

of the
in

big laughs

T00NERVILLE
THAT

MEETS

TROLLEY

ALL TRAINS

The first of a series of
2-Reel Mirth Makers
Presented by Betzwood Film Company
A Fontaine

Fox

Comedy

Storycharacters
by Fontaine
Fox, to
andlifetheby famous
cartoonist's
brought
real comedians
Not

Animated

Cartoons

Directed by Ira Lowry

A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

There'll

be

a

Franchise

everywhere

(1

'■■ 'v. ■

■-

- — nm

U.WJ-lammons
Present?

AN

N

ETTE

ELLERMAN

(Herself)

IN

SLOW
PRODUCED

BY WESTERN

MOTION
PICTURES EXPLOITATION

CO.

"JTIIS woman has regularly drawn a salary that has set a new mark in the vaudeville world.
Her name in the electric lights of a theatre is recognized as the one strongest audienceattracting magnet that can be displayed.
As " the Modern Venus" she has had more free advertising from the magazines and
newspapers of the country than any woman who ever lived.
Every woman will be curious to see on the screen the person whom they have come to
know as the exemplar of the human form divine. Her charms will appeal to every man
with a power that no "girl show" can equal.
They want to see Annette Kellerman herself. No picture shows her as this does. No
eye can record what the camera has preserved.

OF
ART

THE

NG

VI

DI

Exemplified
MODERN
MADE

BY

THE

by

Tne

VENUS
CINAL

PROCESS

CLOW motion photograpy scores a triumph in this single reel — it literally
*^ explains the secrets of the grace and skill of a woman with whom none
have been able to compete.
With this picture you can actually promise your public more than they
could ever gain from seeing Annette Kellerman in the flesh, for the ultrarapid camera has done what the eye cannot do.

ROTHAPFEL

PICKS IT FOR CAPITOL

ANNIVERSARY

October 24 the biggest motion picture theatre in the world marks the beginning
of its second year. You know Rothapfel — you know he knows pictures. "Hold
it for me," he told us. " It's so good that I want it to celebrate with."

—

-
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THRILLS
Jn ey tug al you r patron s
heartstrings'
(j/adden

.

while

them

they

witklauqkler

SNOOKY

U.S.
UUMANZEE

Mail

and

in

the children

lovable

a never- forgettable

C.L.CHESTER

picture

PRODUCTION

RECORDS everywhere have been smasl
with the first three of these comedies— "F<
Times Foiled." "An Overall Hero," and "1
They distinctly STARTLE every patron towhi
Big Show."
they
are shown — they are distinctly different ft i
anything that your screen has mirrored.

keep the current of thrills carng
THEY
the laughs along to greater enjoyment. The s
no danger of a pleased patron sending ano' r
to the wrong theatre when he sees a Che r
Comedy
remember. at yours. He'll have somethingo

'Re/eased by

HEART

APPEAL

EDUCATIONAL
Flli
EXCHANGES,
INC. %^
7*29 Seventh ^}ve. Jfew Tbrh.

J
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MYSTE
JAere/l

be none

so selfish

'fiat
to tell
\heir they'll
friends fail
to see
this all
one

TRAY

F

FULL

TROUBLE

your

^ picture
?Aake your

R-CTED

BY

hand

WM.

patrons

will

for booking

S.CAMPBELL

THAT'S
cleverest
thingofthat
I've atseen
a long theatre,
time". Mae
WithTinee,
this
quotationthefrom
hundreds
patrons
the inRandolph
he celebrated motion picture critic of the Chicago Tribune, thus starts the most
inusual notice on "Four Times Foiled," a two reel comedy ever received.
'IT
HASits HEART
A REGULAR
PLOT,"
she the
says.
She ofdescribes
ells of
APPEAL,
recounts
scores
LAUGHS.its THRILLS, she
\ /IAE TINEE gives the comedy a half of column of space because it was
iVl DIFFERENT. This is just the first of the Chesters. Every one of them
s literally a screen sensation, each one drawing larger and larger crowds to
fieatres everywhere.
TESTER COMEDIES ARE IN A CLASS ALONE
V CHESTER COMEDY IS THE REAL FEATURE
jRAM — no matter what the other pictures may be.

OF ANY

PRO-

"Released by

! EXCHANGES.
7^9 Seventh ^ive. Jfeiv INC.
Tbrk. X"

REAL

CLEAN

FUN
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Opinion

Associated
Producers
Inc.
Seven Twenty Nine
Seventh Avenue
New York City

September

30th,

1920.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald,
417 So. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, 111.
Dear

Mr.

This

acknowledges receipt of the new advertising rate card of the Exhibitors Herald
notification that rates advance effectively with issue of October 16th.

with

Quigley:-

You should have raised your rates months
ago.
The Exhibitors Herald is growing
continuously in power in this industry. It
is growing because you are making it
fundamentally a sound, clean trade publication, and undoubtedly it is aided in its
growth through your policy of not printing
all the hopeless dribble with which trade
journals are flooded by moving picture
companies .
Cordially,

(Signed) F. B. WARREN
General Manager of Distribution
F.B.W.

: ESM
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Effective

with

1920)

advertising

the

this

Issue

(October

16,

rates of

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

are as follows:

FULL
Single

PAGE

Insertion

Thirteen

Times

Twenty-six

Rates

for

)
> Within 1 year

Times)

fractional

page

$ 1 1 2.00
106.00

(per page)

1 00.00

(per page)

space

will

be

proportionate.

(Complete rate data, color page charges,
insert charges and mechanical specifications are indicated on new rate card,
now available.)
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FEDERATED

EXCHANGES

^^JwtoiiHce

THE

RELEASE

OF THE

FIRST

SUPER-PRODUCTION

BESSIE

BONNIE

RELEASED

STARRING

LOVE.

MAY

OCTOBER

17

«

BONNIE

fflk
dim

'.far

^yLOUIS

l^ublisked by CHARLES

MAY

DODGE
SCR1BNERS

PICTURE
THE
YOUTH

SONS

°/°

^SPRINGTIMES/LOVE

ROMANCE

Ji
WHAT

HAPPINESS
DO

IN

YOU

WANT

AMOTION

PICTURE?

1st. -J/
StarResults.
w/iose name is a guarantee
Box
Office
.

of

puDiic-AMoryjnatnasnao
a successful saie
as a novel published, by one of the/ead/nq
publishing houses. „
.
J
3rd-The Director must be one whose name
guaranteesYou as well as uour Patrons a
Perfect Production ,

production

in every way superior
r
s
j
Average.
Produced
by

to the

ANDREW
J. CALL AG HAN PRODUCTIONS
Inc
Directed, bt/ IDA MAY PARKS and JOSEPH DeGRASSE.
J Distributed
by
FEDERATED
FILM EXCHANGES
of AM ERICA Inc
W. E . SH ALLEN BERGER .Gen. Mrfr.
220 WEST ^r-2.nd StNEW
YORK,

'
£.

,
%|
C
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Re-echo*

Joseph

M.

Schenck

presents
The

screen's most

winsome

comedienne

Constance

Talmadge

In

"Good

References
By E. J. Rath

Picturized by Dorothy Farnum

Directed

by R. William

Neill

Photographed by Oliver Marsh
Technical Director Willard M. Reineck

A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

^There'll

be

a

Franchise

everywhm
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Gaiet
— New York y!'
Sun- Herald

Spontaneous

ith

Read
Trade
MOST

ENJOYABLE

the Newspaper
Paper

GIVEN

" 'Good References' gives Constance Talmadge a thoroughly sympathetic role, and for
that reason alone is the most enjoyable performance the little comedienne has ever given.
Miss Talmadge has never looked prettier nor
acted with more zest. Hers is the peak of
high-class comedy.'' — New
Mail.

York Evening

KEEPS 'EM ALL LAUGHING
"There was so much comedy in 'Good References' at the Strand that the large auditorium re-echoed with the cheerful sound of
spontaneous gaiety. Constance Talmadge possesses anaive manner and is capable of acting prettily as much comedy as a young
woman may ever be expected to supply. The
characters were such as to produce humorous
complications and' they did it. Most vivacious."-— The Sun and New York Herald.
NO ONE

LIKE HER

"Constance Talmadge is as ingratiating as
ever. She is a young woman who has a charm
all her own! And she need never fear for
her laurels. There is no one on the screen
like her in the least; even her youthful loveliness is quite unlike the youthful loveliness
of all other aspirants." — New York Tribune.
ASTOUNDING ADVENTURES
"The story of a girl who passes through a
series of astounding adventures. "•— New York
American.
EFFECTIVELY

JAZZED

"It is a re'lief to see a plot of this description
effectively jazzed." — New York Globe.
A FUN MAKER
" 'Good References' at the Strand is a fun
maker." — New York Evening Telegram.
ACTION IS SWIFT
"Action is swift and reveals good work." —
New York Evening Post.

hgrell

be

a

and

Comment
LAUGHS IN ABUNDANCE
" 'Good References,' the latest Constance
Talmadge picture, lands the laughs in abundance, and the spirit of the doings of the
heroine and her best young man is in the
right vein. Constance does her love scene
very prettily. Miss Talmadge in a West Coast
bathing suit is another pleasing feature of the
picture." — Moving Picture JVorld.
A UNIQUE FIGURE
" 'Good References' is a breezy little comedy
and Constance Talmadge a vivacious star. In
the realms of motion picture stars, Miss Talmadge stands alone. She is a unique little
figure among the long list of those who weep
and wail, or pout and smile as the case may
be, and there is no one who approaches her
in the particular branch of comedy in which
she excels." — New York Morning Telegraph.
STAR

IS ATTRACTIVE

" 'Good References' is a typical Constance
Talmadge comedy with the star displaying her
usual attractive personality. The quality of
production is up to standard and the supporting cast is a good one." — Wids.
PLAYS TO BIG CROWDS
"There is plenty of lively comedy in this
latest Constance Talmadge vehicle! It makes
a favorable appeal and affords pleasing entertainment. The adventures and misadventure^
of the heroine are extremely amusing and she
wins sympathy from the start by virtue of her
plucky battle against adverse circumstances.
Constance Talmadge injects an amazing
amount of 'pep' into her impersonation and
again proves her right to rank as one of the
screen's most versatile comediennes. Tell your
patrons that this picture played to a recordbreaking week at The Strand, New York,
where it received high praise from press and
public." — The Exhibitor's Trade Review.
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Wth. which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

In Folly's Trail," Universal D, five
39
39
39
39
10
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

REVIEWS
"Madame
Peacock," Met.o D, seven parts, with 83
Nazimova
"Good References," First National C-D, five
parts, with Constance Talmadge
83
"Up
in Betty's
Room," Special
Pictures C, two 83
parts,
with Charlotte
Merriam
"The
Fox D. five parts, with 84
OrmerSkywayman,"
Locklear
".lit East," Realart D. five parts, with Constance
Binney
"Nomads of the North," First National D. six
parts
"So Long Letty," Robertson-Cole C. six parts,
with T Roy Barnes
"From Now On," Fox D, five parts, with George
Walsh
"L'ncle Sam of Freedom Ridge," Harry Levey D,
seven parts
"< >nce to Every Woman," Universal D. six parts.
with Dorothy Phillips

i,»Jiti/iiM«

Prices

84
85

85
86
86
86

United

EDITORwith 88
87
with

The Mountain Girl," Arrow D. five with
Viola
parts
parts,
Blackmail," Metro D, six
with
parts,
Out of the Snows." Select D, five
88
Ralph Ince and Zena Keefe
parts.
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
57 to 71
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
89
What the Picture Did for Me
97 to 101
With the Procession in Los Angeles
102
Chicago Trade Events
107
Guide to Current Pictures
10!t to 114
ADVERTISERS
Arrow Film Corporation
6, 7
Associated Producers
1
Bass Camera Company
108
Celebrated Players Film Corporation .... 103 to 105
I. B. Dibelka Company
108
Eastman Kodak Company
113
Educational Filma Corporation 24 to 27
Exhibitors Supply Company
113
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
4
Fanark Corporation
8
Federated Film Exchanges
30, 31
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc
23, 32, 33, 35, 36
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation
Fox Film Corporation
12, 13
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
20, 22
Monsoon Cooling System
113
Pathe Exchange. Inc
116
Ritchey
Lithographing Corporation
"
Insert, and 38
19
Selznick Enterprises
5
Special Pictures Corporation
14, 15
Typhoon Fan Company
108
Distributing Corporation .... 9 to 11
nited Artist
IUniversal
Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
Vitagraph. Inc
:
7ti. 78. 80. 84. 86, 87. 88, 89, 90, 91, 92
03, 94, 96, 98, 99. 101, 102, 106, 107, 108, 111, 114
A. F. Williams
108
Yankee Photo Corporation
16, 17
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
M. P. T. O. A. Assured $100,000 Fund l>y Exhibitor Subscriptions
Alabama Exhibitors Raise Double Their State
Quota
C, Gardner Sullivan Will He Head of (ioldwyn
West Coast Studios
Twenty-Five Stars to Attend San Francisco
Exhibitor Convention
W. A. Barrett Denies Delinquency Is Caused by
Motion Pictures
Exhibitors Agree With Producers on Uniform
Contract Forms
Taboo All "Steam Roller" Tactics at Cincinnati
Meeting
Slam Offers Good Market for U. S. Films, Says
Consul Report
William Fox Issues Warning to Stanley Company of America
Illinois Exhibitors
Endorse
*' Exhibitors
Herald"
Southern Illinois Gives Strength to State Exhibitor
League
First National of Illinois Names Three Down
State Directors
Greatest Kansas Conclave Gives League Added
Power
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Young

People!

C*VERY
young man and every
young w oman is deeply interest ed
in college life, its athletics, its joys,
its tragedies, its loves and romances.

EVERY Grown-up will Love it.
For they love to go back to the
romances of youth — the golden haze
of student da vs.

AND
it is a story that millions
have read. It ran as a serial in
the Woman's Home Companion and
has been published in novel form
with a wide circulation.

IT was written by that ever delightful author. Eleanor Hallowell Abbott.

Louis B. Mayer presents
Mildred

Harris

Chaplin

"Old
Dad"
Directed by
Lloyd

lngraham

A First National
Attraction

Ihere'll

be

a

Franchise

everywhere
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Imagine!
A savage bear fighting a man to save
a woman.
A grizzly and a dog, pals, battling side
by side against the other beasts of
the wilds.

A terrific forest fire, driving man and
beast before its awful flames.
Animals and humans crouching together in a lake surrounded by fire.

And this barely touches the smashing scenes in this powerful story of the great Northwest, by the
author of "Back to God's Country," James Oliver Curwood, who now presents

Nomads

of

the

North

99

From the Novel by
James

Oliver

Curwood

His Personal Production, His Own Story and Continuity
Directed by David M. Hartford
Ernest Shipman, Sales and
Exploitation Manager

A First National
Attraction
ForeignP. Reprenentative,
DAVID
HOWELLS, Inc.
729 New
Seventh
York Avenue
City

With a savage growl, the grizzly leaped at the hand that was striving to
clutch its mistress.
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be

a
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COMMENT
By

OF

MARTIN

Britannia

J

THE

- Q^UIGLEY

Roils

Kinematograph Weekly (London) delivers itself of a singularly violent article in
its Sept. 16 issue which appears to be concerned
largely with the writer and somewhat with an
editorial recently appearing under his signature

THE

entitled, "American Pictures First."
It is rather an outburst of rage than a discussion of opinions and arguments set forth in our
article. Consequently, careful perusal leaves one
quite in the dark as to what it is all about, excepting only one thing — the British editor is very,
very angry.
The article comes to us as a rather distinct
surprise, accustomed as we are to find very generally in British publications a sane and lucid
form of expression, rational arguments arranged in a logical order and a definite inclination toward fair play.
Perhaps, however, we should not expect
too much of an English editor who is contemplating an article entitled, "American Pictures
First," Obviously, there is nothing suggested
in such a caption that should cause him to be
transported with joy but surely in consideration of his own good health and especially in
view of the utter absence of any good reason he
should refrain from downright anger.
The Kinematograph Weekly's opening
outburst declares that, "Quigley stands revealed as a panic-monger of a singularly undignified type" and "the thing Quigley is in panic
about is a possible invasion of European films."
This gratuitous assertion unsupported by
fact we shall pass on for what it is worth, allowing the reader to recollect that the editorial
referred to suggests a state of mind on the part
of the writer approaching an almost celestial
serenity rather than panic or the semblance
of it.
* * *
TP HE
Kinematograph
Weekly's
article is
headed, "Let Quality Win."
In reply the

WEEK

the

Waves

writer would like to give earnest assurance that
while not unmindful of his position of some influence and authority he has never mindfully
attempted to interfere with the natural order
in stopping quality from winning or, shall we
say — preventing the sun from rising.
No, gentlemen of the Kinematograph
Weekly, your concern is not associated with an
apprehension as to whether quality — American,
British or Manchurian — shall win, but is rather
a product of your disappointment over the deferred realization of your hopes for better made
British pictures.
You

may

vent your wrath

in diatribe

against us for our natural desire that productions of our native studios shall remain preeminent the world -over — just as it is the concern of every British subject that where a product of British manufacture is today preeminent
that it shall remain so, you may prate and howl
over boycott with occasional interjection of that
ugly word retaliation, but you need no argument from us to convince yourselves down in
your deeper realization that it is not boycott,
national prejudice or an "anti" policy of any
character that withholds your pictures from
general American circulation.
It is simply and wholly due to the fact that
British pictures as a rule have not as yet attained a standard comparable with that required by the American motion picture public,
accustomed as it has been to a steady, uncompromising progress year by year since the birth
of the art-industry. Very frankly, we realize
that among the several reasons that may be
ascribed to account for the existing lower standards of British pictures there are many which
are in no way a reflection upon the British producer and very prominently among these is the
set-back incidental
to five
years'
(Continued
on page
47)concentration
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Samuel I. Berkan, persona] representatiye Sydney S. Cohen, president of M. P. T.
0. A., passed through Chicago, Oct. 4, en
route to exhihitors' conventions at Lansing,
Mich., and Cincinnati,
* * Ohio.
*
Maxwell Karger, director general of
Metro, upon the completion of cutting and
editing of "Polly With a Past," "The MisleadingNew
Lady" and
will
forsake the
York"Fine
studioFeathers,"
in West Sixty-first street for the solitude of the Canadian forests. He will, spend two weeks in
the North woods.
* * *
J. S. Jessey, special representative of the
Arrow Film Corporation, is making a swing
around the Western circuit, visiting state
rights buyers, in the interests of Arrow
Mr. Jessey will be* gone
three months.
* *
.
Louis Bal-m has resigned as Northwestern district manager for Universal, with
headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Baum was
formerly located in Cincinnati as Universal
exchange manager.* * *
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
will return to the United States from
Furope about Nov. 1. He is greatly improved in health by his trip abroad. K. II.
Cochrane announces.
* ♦ *
Bennie Zkidman and Ban Kane have
formed a partnership in Los Angeles t"
produce films. The first picture will be
"From Rags to Riches." It is not the storj
of Bennie's life, but* an* adapted
melodrama.
*
Eve Unsell, the scenarist, who recentlj
returned from Furope. has renewed her
contract with Famous
* * Players-Lasky.
*
V. P. Whitaker, division manager of
Selznick Enterprises on the West coast ;
C. C. Ezel, southern division manager; Sam
Sax, of the Central division, have returned
home following a conference in New York
with Lewis J. Selznick, Sam E. Morris.
David Selznick and other home office executives.
* * *
Geoffrey Nye, who recently returned
from a ten months'
the Orient
and
Australasia,
used astripa toselling
argument
2,300 feet of studio film showing the size
of the Goldwyn Culver City, Cal., plant.
* * *
B. D. Russell, of Russell, Griever &
Russell, left Chicago for Los Angeles, Oct.
1, in the interests of Capital Film Company, where he will be joined during this
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week by C. M. Cloverdale, president of
Capital. Upon liis return Mr. Russell will
bring
printWilson."
of Lester Cuneo's feature,
"Lone aHand
C. H. MaOGOWZN, for eight years with
I niversal. has resigned t< » head an organization to bedistribute
known asmotion
"Macgowan's,
They will
pictures Inc."
both
here and abroad.
* * *
Maj. Charles H. Bell, manager of the
I^ondon studios of Famous Playcrs-I-asky.
sailed for Europe on the Mauretania, Sept.
:to. after a lour months' tour investigating
motion picture production in America.
* * *
W. C. Herrmann, executive manager of
I niversal's New York City exchange, is
making a tour of inspection of exchanges
in the United States and Canada. A luncheon was tendered Mr. Herrmann, at the
Astor hotel, on the eve of his departure.
He will be absent *three
* * months.
Jin. \w I'.nitv, director of publicity and
advertising. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, accompanied by A. O. Dillenbeck, of
the HantT-Metzgcr Advertising agency,
New West
York,coast
returned
the
Oct. 4.to New S'ork from
* * *
Andrew J. Cai.laghan. president of A. J.
( allaghan Productions, Inc., had a narrow
escape from death Sept. 28, when an automobile he was driving stalled on a railroad
crossing. The machine was demolished and
' Mr. Callaghan received minor injuries in
leaping from the *car.• *
J. I. Schxitzkk, president of Equity Picweeks'a
making Hea three
tour ofturestheCorporation,
Middle isWest.
is making
first-hand study of the film market.
* » *
Fred ciated
WaRSEN,
general
of AssoProducers, left Newmanager
York on
Oct 5
for
Los
Angeles.
Me
made
a
brief
stop in
Chicago.
* * *
Marshall Neilan and his company are
now in Glacier Park, Montana, where
scenes
for "Not a Drum Was Heard" are
to
be made.
* » *
Eugene H. Kalfmann, manager of the
Accessory Department of Inter-Ocean Film
the company's West
is visiting
Corporation,
coast
offices in
Hollywood.

Re-Takes
□

By J. R. M.

CORPORATION
Phone: Chelsea 8388

□

Q. Well, those who bet on the Sox" to
win last year can still kid themselves
that they picked
* the
* * best team.
Woods
Fullin ofyour
'Em—life see so many
DidjaAreever
"I told you so" guys as there are
nowadays? And they all knew baseball was crooked.
* * *
THF.Y had to put the x-ray on
ACTOR
SEE WHAT
WAS THELAC-KAY'S
M AT I KR ANKLE
WITH TO
IT. AFTER
HIS
LMOI'MIK
Willi
Mil,
SKY
M'CKAW
MICHT TURN IT ON JAWNS HEAD
FOR
THE SAME REASON.
* * •
Hard On the Dog—
Every time we get a press story
about them hiring a launch to take
a pomcranian down New York bay to
meet his mistress coming home from
Urope, we get all excited and go out
and kick the pillars out from under
* * *
Said Eric to Eddie —
Polo said they wouldn't let
"L."
theFddie
him
jump off the bridge across the
Seine when he was in Paris. "That's
the only dive they won't permit in
Paris," remarked Eric Von Stroheim.
who evidently knows.
* » ♦
Canned the Players —
The Chicago grand jury started to
sitt the baseball evidence just as cold
weather hit the town and the ash cans
were all in use.
* * *
No. Not
Indeedall— Harding followers are Cox
sure of his election.
* * «
Wonder what Gov. Cox had that
rowing
car
for? machine installed in his private
* * *
Is it possible Bryan tipped him off
he might need» it?* *
They Don't Get 'Em All—
When John Emerson and Anita
of scenario fame moved to a newLoos
apartment in New York the other day
they had to hire a special van to carry
the scenarios submitted to them by
amateurs during the last few weeks.
How many little scenario writers have
you in your family?

THOUGH a man should never be judged by his clothes, it is usually
safe practice to estimate the quality of a photo-play by the posters
that accompany it. When RITCHEY posters go with a film it is safe to
that the photo-play itself is likewise excellent. — for fine automobile
say
accessories are never found in a taxicab.
RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
406 West 31st Street, New York

News
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Many Stars Attending
Exhibitor Convention
Three Day Meeting Opens at
St. Francis Hotel In
San Francisco
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAX FRANCISCO. CAL.. Oct. 5.—
Twenty-five well-known stars were in
attendance at the opening today of the
three-day convention of the Northern
California division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. The
St. Francis hotel is headquarter* for the
theatre men from the northern part of
this state and Nevada.
D. S. Markowitz, president of the
northern organization, visited the studios
in Los Angeles last week and extended
invitations to the stars. Glenn Harper,
secretary of the Los Angeles Theatre
Owners' Association,
representing
Southern
exhibitors atis the
sessions. the
A.
N. Jackson is chairman of the convention committee of San Franciscans.
Stars attending include Dorothy Phillips. Charles Murray, Courtenay Foote.
Louise Fazenda. Clara Kimball Young.
Beatrice Michalena. Bessie Barriscale.
Wallace Reid. Bebe Daniels. Tom Mix.
Dustin Farnum. Priscilla Dean. Viola
Dana. May Allison, Shirley Mason.
Buster Keaton. Ford Sterling. Charlotte
Merriam, Fay Tincher. Alice Terry.
Dorothy Devore. Carmel Myers, Neal
Burns. Roy Stewart. Charles Gordon.
Howard Hickman, Eddie Lyons and Lee
Koran.
Sullivan

to Head

Goldwyn Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald j
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 5.— C. Gardner
Sullivan will become general production
manager of the Goldwyn west coast
studios, according to a report given general credence here.
Mr. Sullivan is one of the leading
script writers and was associated with
Thomas H. Ince up to a short time
ago. He has been assisting Messmore
Kendall in New York recently and it is
understood that it is at Mr. Kendall's
suggestion the appointment has been
made.
Arthur E. Hernandez
Dies at New Rochelle
(Special U Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 5.— Arthur E. Hernandez, inventor of a new process of
color photography and president of the
Colorgraph Laboratory, Inc., New Rochelle. died in that city Friday of heart
disease after several months of ill health.
He was born in Caracas. Venezuela, fifty
years ago and came to the United States
as a boy. He was buried today in Greenwood Cemetery.
Music Strike Ends
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.. Oct. 5.
— W ith from 40 to 50 per cent increases
in salary, motion picture theatre musicians, who have been on strike at
Chickesha. Okla., since July 15. have returned to work.
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Exhibitors

Double
H. C. Farley Named

Their
President

Raise

State
of New

Quota
Organization

at Convention — "Exhibitors Herald" is
Endorsed in Resolution Adopted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MONTGOMERY. ALA., Oct. 5. — Alabama exhibitors in convention
here September 29 and 30 completed the organization of a strong state
league.
In response
an appeal
to raise
as the
quotasubscribed
towards
the 5100,000
national tofund
of the M.
P. T.$500
O. A.,
thosestate's
present
SI. 000 — double the amount asked.
"Exhibitors Herald" Praised for Stand
In resolutions adopted, the convention expressed its "sincere appreciation" of the service rendered by Exhibitors Herald in combating the
producer-exhibitor menace, stating that it considers it "the most significant and beneficial act which any trade journal publisher ever has performed in defending the independence, the individual business interests,
the integrity and the collective morale of the independent exhibitors as a
body, for the lasting freedom of the screen."
Officers Are Elected
vance deposits, compulsory sale of
Officers elected for the coming year
posters and exchanges supplying nontheatrical screens were opposed.
are the following:
The uniform contract was urged. InPresident — H. C. Farley. Montgomery.
dependent producers were promised aidFirst Vice-President — C. L. HackImportation of high-class foreign-made
worth, Huntsville.
Second Vice-President — Miss M. pictures was asked.
Resolutions of Appreciation
Luckel, Mobile.
Third Vice-President — Harry NoxxeH.
C.
Farley, due to whose effortm ac her, Uniontown.
was made
Troy.
Secretary-Treasurer — J. G. Crouch, the
lardconvention
C. Patterson,
who possible;
aided in Wilthe
organization
of
the
league;
Sydney S.
Members of the executive committee
Cohen, national president of the M. P.
have not yet been named. The list is to T. O. A., and Fred C. Herrington, who
attended the convention as representing
include Alabama's
gressive exhibitors. most active and pro- the national organization, were the subInvestigation Is Ordered
jects of resolutions of appreciation
Officers of the organization were or- adopted.
dered to investigate all cooperative theatre franchise plans and report to the
Doanatelli, Leader
members as soon as possible.
Adolph Zukor was commended for his
Of Orchestras, Dies
good intentions and pledges made to the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
M. P. T. O. A. and the assistance of the
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 5.— Nicholas
organization in carrying out these
Doanatelli. who has at various times conpledges were promised.
ducted orchestras at the Kinema. the CalCensorship, which is now threatening
at Grauman's.
died Saturday
Alabama, was condemned, and the or- followingifornia,a andnervous
breakdown.
His last
ganization will present a solid front
engagement was at the Kinema. He was
against it.
oneWest.
of the greatest bandAlfred S. Black was criticized in reso- considered
masters of the
lutions for his attack on Sydney S.
Cohen and other national officers.
Maurice Tourneur
Many Other Resolutions
A resolution was adopted condemning
III With Pleurisy
as unfair giving films to or playing on
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
percentage of films at schools, churches
and similar institutions. Theatre owners,
LOS ANGELES, October 5. — Maurict
Tourneur is confined to his home Dtt
it was said, should first be consulted.
The film rental tax. the F. I. L. M. a combined attack of ptomaine poisoning
clubs, the music tax, percentage, ad- and pleurisy.
M.

P.

T. O.

A.

Assured

$100,000

Fund by Exhibitor Subscriptions
That the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America is nowassured its quota of S100.000 will be completely subscribed by exhibitors of the country was the announcement of Samuel I. Berman, personal representative of Sydney S. Cohen, at Chicago, October 4, while
on the %vay from Des Moines, la., to Lansing, Mich.
"The enthusiastic response of exhibitors everywhere makes it
certain that the full fund will be raised." declared Berman. "Exhibitors have complete confidence in the officers elected at Cle%reland and
are determined to give them every possible aid."
While no complete figures have been announced, it is stated that
more than half the fund is subscribed and most of the balance pledged.
The figures are to be given out for publication at an early date.
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Denies

EXHIBITORS

Juvenile

Delinquency

Caused
by Motion
Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the arraignments of the motion picture
WASHINGTON, D. C, Oct. 5.— are for one purpose: to create a legal
censorship," he points out.
Charges that motion pictures are a contributing cause for juvenfle delinquency
are based "on facts which appear as Hot Springs House
purely surface facts and are not borne
For Colored Folks
out by a probing search of what consti(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
tutes the real reactions of children to the
HOT SPRINGS. ARK., Oct. 5.— Hot
photodrama," according to W. A. BarSprings will have a theatre for the exrett of New York, secretary of the Naclusive patronage of negroes, expected
tional Board of Review.
to be one of the best houses in the coun"The motion picture has not been detry owned and controlled by colored peoveloped for the benefit of the feeble and
the abnormal,"
Mr. for
Barrett
declares. "It
has
been developed
the amusement
of
Vapor City Amusement Company is
reasonably
healthy
and
orderly
peopleback of the project with a capital of
children as well as adults.
SIOO.OOO
stock to build the theatre. The
ple.
organization is headed by leading negro
Don't Regulate Fiction
residents of the community. B. C. Tru"We do not seek to regulate popular
man is president, Josephine Claridy,
fiction in our magazines for the guarding of our irresponsibles, nor for them
vice-president; L. R. Wilson, secretary;
Clara Truman Clark and H. L. King,
have we placed a ban upon the stage;
both of which mediums of popular
stock salesmen. The house will be loamusement it has frequently been recogcated
south ofavenue
the Pythian
house injustMalvern
and will bathcost
nized are far less vital as a source of relief and freedom from daily realities of about $7.'i, 000.
life than is the motion picture.
"Why,
then,ofshould
we concoctin plausVidor Will Direct
ible figments
the imagination
order
to set verboten signs around the photoFor Cathrine Curtis
drama? If they must be placed around
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the amusements of a free people, let it
at least be done after a precise and unNEW YORK, Oct. 5— Cathrine Curtis,
prejudiced knowledge of the authentic
president of the Cathrine Curtis Corporation, announces that King Vidor has been
facts." Conference Makes Charge
engaged
to direct
"ThetheSkyRev.Pilot,"
by
The claim that motion pictures were
Ralph Connor
(Major,
Charles
W. Gordon), and that production has
partly responsible for youthful wrongdoing was made in Washington recently already been started in Los Angeles. The
by delegates to the National Conference
picture will be handled by First National.
of Catholic Charities. In his reply to the
charge, Mr. Barrett declares that films
E. C. Grainger, New York representamust not be regarded as an influence of
tive for King Vidor, says that Mr. Vidor
themselves, but studied in connection
is
engaged
by the Cathrine Curtis Corwith the environmental life and heredion to direct only of"The
Sky hePilot,"
tary tendencies of the child. The claims upon the poraticompletion
which
will
made at the conference, he asserts, were
again resume making his own independent productions.
sponsored
by hope of censorship regulation.
"It must be acknowledged that all of Pioneer Purchases
Nick Carter Series
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 5— Pioneer Film
Corporation announces that it has acquired from Broadwell productions the
Nick Carter stories for the United States
and Canada. The deal was closed by M.
H. Hoffman, general manager of Pioneer,
and John J. Glavey, acting for Robert B.
Broadwell, the president of the Broadwell organization.
The pictures are in two reels. The
first series consists of fifteen pictures, six
of which have already been completed.
Tom Carrigan plays Nick Carter and
Mae Gaston appears as Patsy.
The publication date for the first subject has not yet been set.

II. C. FARLEY
Elected presidentAlabama.
of tke M. P. T. O. Of
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Sign to Produce in
Louis Mayer Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 5.— Nell Shipman hereafter will produce at the Louis
B. Mayer studio, according to H. Heywood
Hurley, Miss
Shipman's
personal
representative.
W. H.
Clune and
Bert
Van Tuyle have signed a lease with J. R.
Crone representing Mayer.

Exhibitors
Forms

Agree on
of Contracts

Negotiations on Question
Are Progressing Rapidly
Declares Burford
First public information as to the uniform contract contemplated by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and the distributing companies
which have agreed to adopt it was given
by W. D. Burford, a director of the
national organization, in speaking at a
recent field,exhibitors'
convention at SpringI I.
Three Forms Necessary
According to Mr. Burford, it has been
decided that three forms of contracts will
be necessary: one for the booking of individual pictures, one for the star series
contracts, and one for the blanket, or
program,
contracts.
When the
question is settled, the term
"first-run" is expected to be so safeguarded that it will actually be first run
and
"pre-release"
and "pre-pre-release
runs" will be eliminated.
Guards Against Reissues
It is also intended that an exhibitor
will be able to cancel a contract at his
option if the distributor issues a reissue
or recreated picture to him under the
contract, or in case of the death of a star.
Contract-jumping is to be curbed by
a clause which will prohibit the delivery
on a program contract of pictures by a
star who has not completed his or her
contracts with other producers, if the
injured producer serves notice on the
contracting company, the M. P. T. O. A.
Silee Gets Permit to
Return Films to Loop
Lee Herz of Silee Film Exchange has
signed a new lease for his offices in the
Consumers building, 220 South State
street. Chicago, which permits the reto the building
of the
film. turn
Removal
of the film
to a company's
point outside of the loop was made necessary prior
to the granting of an injunction preventing the city from ejecting the exchanges
from the loop district.
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Have You A Lease?
Sam I. Berman surprised the IUinois convention when he declared
that he had found a great many
small town exhibitors who held no
lease on the building they occupied,
depending upon the friendship or
oral assurance of their landlord.
"In the light of recent developments, it behooves every exhibitor

|
i|
|
|
|
|
|
I
|
|
|

to protect himself with a lease," he
declared.
He apparently had in mind the
pitiful story of a New England
widow, who, after the building she
occupied had been leased by Alfred
S. Black, said:
"We had contemplated buying
the building and had a verbal option on it, which, of course, does
not stand legally. Knowing the
owner personally, we evidently

| took too much for granted."
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Harding and Cox Are Invited to Attend Convention
of Independent Exhibitors to be Held at
Cincinnati October 7 and 8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CINCINNATI, O., Oct. 5. — Leaders in the movement to organize the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio have sent out a warning that "steam
on October
7 androller
8. tactics will not be tolerated" at the convention here
In issuing this warning, which was a part of the call sent to "independent theatre owners only," the temporary officials of the organization
declared that "your voice means and counts as much as anybody's ; the
small exhibitor will be given just as much consideration as the 'big
fellow.' "
Harding and Cox Are Invited
Samuel I. Berman. personal representative of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, will attend the
convention in the interest of the national as well as the local organization.
Governor Cox of Ohio, Democratic nominee for president, and Senator
Harding of this state. Republican presidential candidate, have been invited to attend.
The purpose of the Cincinnati convention isto perfect in this state a strong
exhibitor organization for affiliation with
the national body. A temporary organization was formed at a meeting at the
Gibson hotel on September 21, when
I. W. MacMahan was named chairman
to conduct the pre-convention activities.
Work for Big Attendance
That as many of the exhibitors of the
state as possible will be present so that
the organization
formed of
willthe
be united
representative and assured
strength of all, Fred S. Meyer, chairman
of the publicity committee, has kept a
flood of notices going through the mails.
• "We have made the first move," he
says in one piece of literature sent out.
"and now it's up to all of you to help
perfect this organization. There's going
Congratulations
From Distributor
The following telegram from
W. W. Hodkinson, president of
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
was read to the exhibitors attending the semi-annual convention of
the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association, Inc.:
"I
congratulate
exhibitors of your the
stateindependent
on getting
together for the purpose of asserting and preserving the just rights
of the exhibition field.
"Our organization
dependent of produceris entirely
control. inIt
aims to serve the exhibitor by giving him pictures which must be
sold on their individual merits and
not because they happen to be on
any particular program.
"My organization does not intend to enter the exhibiting field.
I have always firmly believed in
preserving the integrity of each
branch of the industry.
"I trust your convention will be
entirely successful and that I may
be able to assist you in solving
your problems by continuing to
give you pictures of undoubted
quality."

to be an awful rain before long. Have
you an umbrella?
"Before long the fireworks will be
started and then there'll be hail Columbia to pay by the fellow who does
not belong to some organization or
Mayor John Galvin will welcome the
exhibitors
to Cincinnati. An important
other."
address will be made at the first session
by Senator Walker of New York, who
was instrumental in passing the Sunday
motion picture bill in that state. He also
aided the theatre men in getting legislasvstem.tion rectifying the advance deposit
Kansas Exhibitors
Denounce Rembusch
Declare His Attack on Cohen
Unjust — Endorse National
Association
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Oct 5.— Condemning as "unjust, unnecessary and untrue'.' the attack of Frank T. Rembusch
on Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, the executive committee of the
Kansas State Exhibitors' Association endorsed the M. P. T. O. A., its executive
head and its other officers.
The resolution as adopted follows:
"Resolved by the executive committee
of the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association representing 253 theatres in the
state of Kansas, That we herewith assert
our confidence and faith in the integrity
of the national president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, Mr.
Sydney S. Cohen, and do herewith condemn as unjust, unnecessary and untrue
the attack of Mr. Frank Rembusch of
Indianapolis.
"This organization will stand solidly
behind the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, its president, its officers
and its executive board."
Eve Balfour Signs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 5.— Eve Balfour,
the English actress, has been signed by
Fox Film Corporation. George L. Clarke
acting as her representative.

MARION FAIRFAX
WhoEverwrote
-The River's
End"signed
and "Don't
Marry"
ha* just
contract
with and
Marshall
-Neilan. a new
Marshall

Neilan

Again

Signs Marion Fairfax
Following Next Four Pictures
Writer's Stories Will Be
Featured in Films
Marshall Neilan has renewed his contract with Marion Fairfax, author, playwright and scenario editor. Under the
new agreement Miss Fairfax will prepare the scenarios for the next four
Marshall Neilan productions, which will
be published by First National.
After that, Miss Fairfax enters into a
working arrangement with Mr. Neilan in
the production of Marion Fairfax Productions. These pictures will feature the
work of the author and will be original
stories or scenarios based cn ?tories that
already have been published in national
magazines.
Her scripts
for "The
"Don't
Ever Marry,"
"Go River's
and GetEnd."
It"
and "Dinty," Mr. Neilan's first four independent pictures, have proved important factors, it is said, in the consistent
triumph of Marshall Neilan productions.
Her latest work, a scenario based on Ben
Ames Williams' magazine story, "Not A
Drum Wasterpiece.Heard,"
said being
to be astaged
masThis film isis now
by Mr. Neilan at Glacier Park. Montana.
The success of Marion Fairfax comes
through wide knowledge of dramatic
values, not only from the viewpoint of
the author but also from that . of the
artist, for Miss Fairfax has enjoyed considerable success as an actress under
Charles Frohman-.
Her motion picture career prior to her
affiliation with Mr. Neilan was confined
to one organization, the Paramount company. During her long service with that
organization, she wrote the scripts of
numberless successful photoplays including: "The Clown," "The Honor of His
House." "The Valley of the Giants,"
"The Westerner," "The Sowers," "The
Immigrant" and many others.
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N. Y. Trade

Showing

Of "Kismet" Oct. 25
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 5.— October 25
has been selected by Robertson-Cole- as
the date for its special premier showing
to the trade of "Kismet," the special production starring Otis Skinner and based
on the famous play by Edward Knoblock
in which Mr. Skinner appeared on the
American stage for three consecutive
years. The Astor grand ball room will
be the scene of the presentation.

Country— Thirteen Theatres Are Operated
There by These Concerns
(From Hxhtbttors Herald's Washington Bureau) powerful dramatic plays draw a lull
WASHINGTON. D. C. Oct. 5.— A house.
good field for American motion picture
"The import duty on films and all
films exists in Siam, according to reports classes of cinema apparatus is 3 per cent
valorem, and there is no censorship
from the consul at Bangkok to the de- ad
on these goods in this country.
partment of commerce, and it is prob"Films, motion picture machinery and
able that a large number of films will accessories are not manufactured in
Rex In Corry Progresses
be imported in the near future under ar- Siam."
CORRY, PA.— With work progressrangements which are being made by
Chicago Girl in Films
ing satisfactorily on the construction of
pne of the two companies controlling
Irene Dalton, Chicago girl, who went
the new Rex theatre, Manager D. Manthe motion picture industry of the counto the coast two months ago for a trial Icy Parker expects the house to be comtry. The department report says:
with the Christie Comedy Company, has
pleted by November 15. The theatre
"The motion picture theatre interests in been assured she has a bright future in will seat 1,200 persons and will be one
locality.
of
the most modern houses in this
Siam are at the present time controlled
She is the
"find"film
of man.
"Billie"
by two companies only, namely, the pictures.
Bastar, well-known
Chicago
Siam Cinematograph Company and the
... . ... . . . "
.'CTB
Nakorn Khascm Company (Limited), the
latter company having recently purchased the entire business of the Nakorn
Rex Beach Pays Compliment
to
Khascm Cinematograph Company. The
Samuel
Goldwyn
in Open Letter
paid-inat capital
the ($185,000),
new company
given
500,000 ofticals
and "isit
lias in operation four motion picture
My dear Samuel Goldwyn: Your resignation as president of
halls, with a seating capacity of about
tin- (joldwyn Pictures C orporation prompts me to write you, not
'.1,000, while the average daily admissions
alone on my own account, but also on behalf of American authors as
number 7,000, more or less, at a charge
a body. I am sure that neither you nor they realize the significance
ranging from 0.15 to 3 ticals.
of what you have accomplished for them and for the screen. Nor do
To Erect New House
I believe that motion picture people understand the importance to
"Thefuture
new tocompany
intendshallin atthea
near
erect another
the industry of at least one theory that you put into practice : namely,
cost of about 300,000 ticals, and at the
the revolutionary theory that moving pictures are not merely so
same time its activities will be extended
much celluloid and that good pictures are not measured entirely by
to all the principal provincial towns in
the kingdom. This company deals in and
the quality of the camera and laboratory work.
rents films on its own account, as well
So far as I know, 1 was about 1
as in all sorts of motion picture accessories, and it is understood will specialize
the first author to make his own |
in American films.
pictures, and certainly you were the |
"The Siam Cinematograph Company
first influential producer who agreed j
operates nine halls in Bangkok, with a
that it was a good experiment. §
seating capacity of about 12,000, and also
has branches in the leading cities in
The others seemed to believe that |
Siam. The company also supplies and
the mere presence of an author |
deals in films and all kinds of accesin a studio would wreck it. My §
sories.
shock at finding in you an intelligent j
No Magazines Published
human being with a keen, sensible |
"There are no motion picture magaoutlook upon the picture industry |
zines published in Siam. but the daily
and weekly newspapers devote space for
was second only to that I experi- §
this purpose, and among these are the
enced later when you suggested that §
Bangkok Daily Mail. Bangkok Times and
we undertake to seriously interest §
Siam Observer.
several of the big, vital fiction |
"Statistics for the import of films are
only available for the fiscal year ended
writers of the day in devoting their I
March 31, 1919, showing a total import
talents to the actual preparation j
of 6,037 kilos, valued at 303,967 ticals,
and supervision of their own pic- f
for that period. Of these films, 5,091
tures.
kilos, valued at 267,940 ticals, were
shipped from Singapore; 773 kilos,
Briefly, I hold you accountable f
valued at 24.891 ticals, from the United
«
\
M
I
EL
<.<>!
I>\\
\
\
for
this
: for being the first power- !
Kingdom; 18 kilos, valued at 1.850
ful producer to give real recogni- j
ticals, from the United States; 91 kilos,
valued at 3,575 ticals, from Japan; 37
; tion to the author and to accord him not only the opportunity of j
kilos, valued at 5,029 ticals, from France, 1 presenting his stories upon the screen with the same freedom he j
and 27 kilos, valued at 682 ticals, from | enjoys in putting them upon the page or the stage, but also to i
Penang.
| encourage him in so doing. It took vision and courage. It blazed a f
Films Are Re-Exported
| new trail for other producers to follow, and Heaven knows they have §
"The customs reports further show
ticals' | done so. It did much for the industry, and it meant a very great deal I
303,967 review,
totalinimports
that
worthof ofthefilms
the yearof under
| to authors. You opened the studio door to authors and I hope I am 1
268.509 ticals' worth were re-exported, | not presumptuous in venturing to thank you on behalf of the whole !
ticals' 1 writing fraternity.
372.641 month.
of twelve
re-exportfiscal
against in a.previous
worth
Sincerely yours,
"There does not seem to be any special |
choice as to the type of picture most |
(Signed)
REX BEACH.
. j
favored, but in general the comic, the
serial with beautiful scenes, and the .^oi' i!:i[i< iritiiiiJiii ij!iinrn:: r;i! iin !mi<Ti< isirT! iiixiiciiiiitniJiEiiMiiMririiccijf siiiiitriiiiiiniMrirtitiniitiirriirriiiiiniiijiiiiiijiaai: riti:iiij:ii:i !?i f ruiiiiiiiiif iiiiittEJiiiiiu. i»r(iui>tiin»t>i[iiiiitiU' utitiH 'rT[THiiTiitjitii«i<rif«*ramH^k?
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Company

Not

Let

Interfered

With

Boycott

or Any Restraint of Trade in Pennsylvania
to Bring Immediate Court Action— Stanley
Denies Any Interference

Warning- the Stanley Company of America that he will not
permit any direct or indirect boycott of his pictures in the Pennsylvania territory and that he is prepared to defend his rights
in the courts, William Fox has announced his intention of dealing
directly with every exhibitor in the Pennsylvania territory.
So that his position will be clearly understood by theatre owners, he
has made public a series of three letters— a statement to the N. A. M. P. [.
of the policy of the W illiam Fox company towards booking combinations,
the warning- served by the Fox company on the Stanley Company, and
the reply of the Stanley Company to that warning.
Stanley Denies Intention to Interfere
The reply of the Stanley Company is written by Morris Wolf, attorney
In it Mr. Wolf denies that the Stanley Company has interfered with any
exhibitors in their dealings with the Fox company and declares the Stanley
Company has no objection to any exhibitor in its territory dealing with
whom he sees fit.

President of Fox Film Company warns
Stanley Company of America against
institutinga boycott
of his pictures in
the
Pennsylvania
territory.
Fox Warning to
Stanley Company
"....We wish to give you vtarninfi that if you indulge in tactics of
notifying, directly or indirectly, )\ny
theatres or places of amusement
owned, operated, conducted or
booked by you, or in which you may
in any manner be interested, that
they are not to have any business
relations with us, or if, by any conduct on your part, directly or indirectly, you cause a boycott of our
product in that territory by refusing to serve exhibitors with the
Alms you control or release or are
Interested in if such exhibitors deal
with the produet of this company,
or If you directly or indirectly
cause any owners of theatres or exhibitors not controlled by you to refuse to deal with this company, and
refuse to use our film service
through fear of refusal on your
pnrt to furnish them with films
which you control or book, or if you
exact or attempt to exact a booking
fee from any exhibitors for film
service which we supply directly to
exhibitors without the aid of your
association or combination, or if yon
in any other manner restrain lawful
trade and competition in the exploitation, distribution and exhibition of motion picture film, we shall
most assuredly avail ourselves of
every legal right and every legal
remedy at our disposal to maintain
a free and open market and free,
healthy, open competition."

"The Stanley Company is perfectly willing that exhibitors here shall
buy their pictures
wherever they please and we are told to state that the
Stanley Company has not the slightest objection to having any exhibitor
who wishes deal with you, nor will his dealing with you make any difference as far as his relations with the Stanley Company of America are concerned," he writes.
The letter containing the warning of
tribute or exhibit our pictures in that
tory.
territory, and to exert unlawful influence
the Fox Company to the Stanley Company carries the signature of S. E. to exclude our product from that terriRogers, general counsel for the Fox Film
Favor Free Competition
Corporation.
"It
has
never been the policy or the
Fox Letter in Full
desire of this company to assist in the
formation of monopolies; on the con"This company," writes S. E. Rogers
to the Stanley Company of America,
trary, our policy has always been a free
field for all, free and open competition,
"has
been
given
to
understand
that
by
reason of the policy adopted by you, you
and unrestricted trading. That is the
have refused to enter into negotiations
only policy that can make for a healthy
for any contracts for film service for upbuilding of this industry and the freedom of the exhibitor to book, exhibit
the season 1920-1921 in the Pennsylvania
territory consisting of the State of Penn- and present to audiences the best product in the market regardless by whom
sylvania and adjoining states, except
with such companies controlled, owned,
produced, exploited, distributed or
booked or managed by you.
booked. Under your policy the exhibitors in the Pennsylvania territory are
"In recent years investigation reveals
that you have gradually built up an or- practically compelled to limit themselves
to the exhibition of only such product as
ganization offilm distribution which consists of a combination of distributing and y»u agree to give them and are intimidated into subjecting themselves to your
booking companies which are either
owned, controlled or managed by your arbitrary conduct by fear of being boycotted and driven out of business. In
company or in conjunction with certain
other words, it is the choice of either
film producing and rental companies
with whom you have made booking and taking such films as you will book them,
releasing combinations and also by or being deprived of any booking whatmeans of exacting a booking fee from ever.
theatres for all film service furnished to
"The statement has been made by
such theatres regardless of whether or your representatives to our representatives that you will be unable to deal with
not you were instrumental in furnishing
the service, and your operations have us because you have so much material on
been carried on with the idea of domi- hand that you will not be prepared to
nating the distribution and booking of make any arrangements for films until
motion pictures in the Pennsylvania ter- after January, 1921. It is clear to us
ritory so as to practically boycott the that this statement is not made in good
product of any other distributor or faith, but is merely a subterfuge that is
being used by you for the purpose of
bookertion or except
those in
combination.
We your
now organizadiscover keeping our product out of that territory
that up to the present you have used the There are certain outstanding open contracts between our company and yours
product of this company so long as you
deemed it advisable to help build up for a number of engagements for pictures to be played. These contracts will
your monopolistic organization and now
you feel that it has served its purpose
be fully performed by us; we will, howyou are prepared to discard it and to
ever, not(Contimu'd
consent to
fur'her
on page
52) any morefuse to deal further with us or to dis-
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Resolution

Martin J. Quigley, editor and publisher of EXHIBITORS
has openly and irrevocably attacked in the editorial columns

of EXHIBITORS HERALD the producer-exhibitor menace, in all its
forms, and has presented facts and evidence which prove that his
attitude and action are solely in defence of the best interests of the
independent
be it

motion

picture exhibitors of the country, now therefore

That this convention

of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance,

assembled at Springfield this twenty-ninth day of September, 1920,
hereby officially express its sincere appreciation to Mr. Quigley for what
it justly believes to be the most significant and beneficial act which any
trade journal publisher ever performed in defending the independence,
the individual business interests, the integrity and the collective morale
of the independent

exhibitors of America, and for his continued

efforts

in behalf of the exhibitors of the country.

(signed) JOSEPH

(signed) FRED

HOPP,
President.

W. HARTMANN,
Recording Secretary.
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Hopp

League

Fifty Members Added to Membership Roll at Springfield Convention — Officers Prepare Plans
for Holding Meeting at Peoria
Li3iMj
BY EDWIN S. CLIFFORD
(Staff Representative, Exhibitors Herald)
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Oct. 5.— Southern Illinois lined up solidly with
the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance at the semi-annual convention of that organization held in the St. Nicholas Hotel here, September 29 and 30. Fifty
exhibitors added their names to the I. E. A. membership roll and affiliated
with the M. P. T. O. A. during the two-day session.
At the enthusiastic closing session Thursday morning, plans were outlined
to bring the membership up to 100 per cent in this territory, and every man
present left, armed with application cards, and pledging that he would do
his part in the drive.
Will Call Session at Peoria
Joseph Hopp, president of the alliance, announced that another convention
will be staged at Peoria within the next two months to reach the theatre
owners in the central part of the state. Before the close of the winter, he
declared, the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance will have the largest membership
of any league in the history of the state, and he expressed the hope that
Illinois would send at least 200 to the national convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America at Minneapolis in June.
William A. Steffes. president of the convention early Wednesday afternoon,
United Theatrical Protective League of giving a brief talk on the success of the
Minneapolis, was present to extend a national organization and the state allipersonal invitation to the exhibitors to
ance and predicting important successes
in the future.
go' to Minneapolis.
For the purpose of expediting matters,
Berman and Burford Speak
appointed the following committees:
Featuring the convention were the ad- he Credentials
and Registration — Fred
dresses of Samuel I. Berman, personal
Chicago; W. W. Watts,
representative of Sydney S. Cohen, presi- Hartmann,
dent of the M. P. T. O. A, and W. D. Springfield; J. A. Rubens, Aurora; Henry
V. Meeteren, Chicago; Ben Uran, MatBurford of Aurora, a member of the in- toon;
Louis Landau, Granite City; W. N.
vestigating committee of nine of the naMcConnell,
Quincy; A. W. Barth, Cartional organization.
borrdale.
Burford brought with him a first-hand
Resolutions
— Charles Lamb, Rockford,
account of the national association's ne- W. D. Burford,
Dee Robinson,
gotiations with Adolph Zukor, the hear- Peoria; William Aurora;
Cadoret, Kankakee; M.
ing of the charges against Alfred S. M. Rubens, Joliet;
Charles J. Law,
Black, and many other matters taken up
by the M. P. T. O. A. during the last Peoria; H. E. Nelson, Quincy; J. F. Dittman, Freeport; Joseph Hopp, Chicago;
few weeks.
A. Siegfried, Decatur, and B. A. WorThe interest in his report was manimald, LaSalle.
fested by the fact that he was repeatedly
Call Rembusch Disloyal
called back to elaborate on various points
and to answer questions plied by a score
Following the adoption of a resolution
of the exhibitors present.
declaring allegiance to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, the
Raise $4,200 of Quota
convention adopted resolutions criticizBerman preceded his appeal for donaing Frank Rembusch of Indiana for his
tions to the national organization by an
interesting and fiery talk on the need and attack on Sydney S. Cohen in a letter,
was "played up" in two eastern
value of organization, in which he out- which
lined what the M. P. T. O. A. had al- trade publications.
W. D. Burford, in speaking of the resoready accomplished and the problems
lution, said that the trouble between
it must face within the next few months.
Rembusch and Cohen started when the
At the conclusion of his talk, Sam
M. P. T. O. A. refused to pay Rembusch
Katz of the Balaban & Katz theatres,
Chicago, placed a check for $1,000 on the $3,250, which he claimed were his expenses prior to the Cleveland conventable to start the donations, and was
quickly followed by J. A. Rubens of the tion.
Continuing,
Burford said that he had
Aurora Theatre Company, Dee Robinson
of Peoria and M. M. Rubens of the learned Rembusch went from Cleveland
to New York, where he "obtained $5,000
Princess theatre, Joliet, who donated
$500 each.
from
companies,"
Lewis five
J. producing
Selznick had
asked theandM.that
P.
W. W. Watts of Springfield with $300,
T.
O.
A.
"When
do
I
get
the $1,000 back
Charles Lamb of Rockford with $200.
Harry Koffman of Chicago with $200 and that I loaned to Rembusch?"
"Indianapolis exhibitors repudiated
Joseph Hopp, William H. Cadoret and
Henry V. Meeteren with $100 each fol- Rembusch's action," declared Burford.
"They apologized for it. Rembusch was
lowed in rapid succession. Three men
the Indianapolis convention. He
were kept busy receiving and recording at
heard
charges against him. But he
the money as it came in. At the con- did notthese
take the floor. He had nothing
clusion of half an hour, it was announced
$4,239.50 had been raised.
The Resolution in Full
to The
say." word of the resolution is as folJoseph Hopp Presides
Joseph Hopp, president, opened the lows:

Under
whoseAlliance
leadership
the Illinois
Exhibitors
has become
one of
leading
nation. state organizations of the
and,Whereas, An attack has been made on the integrity of our national president, Sydney S. Cohen,
by one Frank Rembusch in which false and libelous
charges are made against the national president,
Whereas, the Motion Picture News and Moving Picture World printed those false and malicious
statements in full, now, therefore,
Be It Resolved, That the exhibitors of the State
of Illinois in convention assembled at Springfield
do hereby
denounceand theslanderous,
action of and,
the said Rembusch as disloyal
Be
It
Further
Resoh-ed,
That
the
secretary ofto
the convention be and he hereby is instructed
send ations tocertified
copy
of
this
preamble
resoluour national president, Sydney and
S. Cohen.
The resolution was adopted by a
unanimous vote.
Act on Other Questions
Many resolutions which have been
adopted by practically all of the state
organizations were introduced at the
session and adopted unanimously. These
included:
For uniform contracts.
Against activities of the F. I. L. M.
clubs.
Against censorship.
Against advance payments (including a
pledge not to make payment in full more
than seven days before the play date).
Against star stealing (including a
way).
pledge to discountenance it in every legal
Against producers building theatres.
Against the
"music tax."
Against
percentage
booking.
Declaring screen ownership to be in
the exhibitor.
Pledging support to independent distributors and producers.
As each resolution was introduced,
W. D. Burford and Sam Berman gave
brief talks on what the national association is doing in regard to the various
topics treated.
Endorse "Exhibitors Herald"
A resolution expressing appreciation to
Martin J. Quigley, publisher and editor
of Exhibitors Herald, for his efforts
in behalf of the independent exhibitors,
was
adopted unanimously. It was as
follows:
Whereas. Martin J. Quigley, Editor and Publisher of Exhibitors Herald, has openly and ir-
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it-vocably attacked in the editorial columns of
KxiiiBiTOis Herald the producer-exhibitor menace,
in all dence
its which
forms,
factsaction
and eviproveandthathashispresented
attitude and
are
solely in defense of the best interests of the independent motion picture
try, now, therefore,
be it exhibitors of the counResolved, That this convention of the Illinois
K.xhibitors' Alliance
Springfield
twenty-ninth
day of assembled
September. at1920,
hereby this
officially express its sincere appreciation to Mr. QuigIcy for what
it
justly
believes
to
be
the
most
significant and beneficial act which any trade journal
publisher ever
performed
in
defending
the
independence, the individual business interests, the
integrity
and the
the continued
independ
cnt
exhibitor
of collective
America, morale
and forof his
efforts for the exhibitors of America.
W. L Manny, state senator from Mt.
Sterling, who gave the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance great assistance in deirat ing censorship legislation a year ago,
was invited to speak before the convention tion.
and was
given anthatenthusiastic
ovaHe declared
he considered
censorship not only unnecessary but
• langerous, and would fight it every time
it appeared.
Berman Flays Rembusch
Frank Rembusch was given special .it
tention by Sam I. Berman in his address
? « s the convention.
"I where
have just
from was
lndianap
•lis.
Frankreturned
Rembusch
buried
in bis own home town," said Berman.
"J asked him what he had done in ten
> ears besides selling the exhibitors
■.creens? He confessed that he had been
well paid for all of his trouble. I
couldn't find a friend of his in Indiana."
He repeated his attack on Hiram
Mtrams, declaring that \brams is a "pro
nioter" and not needed in the film btisi
uess.
He said that in New York, Abrams
demanded full advance payment for films,
while -in other states he accepted 25 per
cent; still others, post dated checks, and
in others asked no deposit.
Burford Raises Questions
\V. D. Burford raised a number of important questions which precipitated general discussions.
He declared he believed that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation violated
its contract with exhibitors when it "held
back" compelled
several pictures
made to
in 1919-1920,
and
exhibitors
purchase
them for higher rentals under their 1920L921 contracts. He said that Adolph
Xukor had promised to refund the difference on these rentals to any exhibitors
who made a claim on "Lady Rose's
Daughter."
lie also said that a southern exhibitor
had compelled Select to deliver its last
two Norma Talmadge pictures at the contract price for eight Talmadge pictures,
instead of special prices, by carrying the
case to the state supreme court.
He criticized Fox relative to "Sink or
Swim,"
filmhave
is a been
reissueso
and
the declaring
exhibitor the
should
notified.
Berman declared that in several territories First National was refunding
Chaplin deposits on demand and that
the ruling should be universal.
To Establish Service Station
Down state exhibitors cited many instances of inconvenience due to alleged
neglect on the part of Chicago, St. Louis
and Indianapolis exchange men.
They declared that exchanges were
slow about returning advance deposits
after a picture had been paid for. The
Celebrated Players exchange of Chicago
was complimented for its system of handling this matter.
Several exchanges, it was said, are very
slow infusionsending
and trouble.invoices, causing conThe alliance officers announced they
would establish a service station in Chi-
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At The Capital
St. Nicholas Hotel was swamped by exhibitors and exchange men and had difficulty arranging accommodations. Many
to
weresleep.
forced to seek elsewhere for a place
Two late features — "While New York
Sleeps," the Fox Special, and "The Stealers," the Robertson-Cole special — were
shown to the exhibitors in Springfield theatres at 11 o'clock Wednesday night. Both
showing! were well patronized.
Samuel I. Berman, Joseph Hopp, Wili.iam A. Stf.ffes and W. I). Burpou did
.lot exhibitors.
attend the First National banquet to
the

\\ hit return* Inli \ •/.!•:thei. Mil MB In "Whfll Is
l.iiU'f" lli«* llrsl of the llitiiheru production*.

There were almost as many exchange
men present as there were exhibitors. These
included: M. J. Mintz and JoHNm \ln
mkow, Celebrated Players; R. A. LuCAg
and L. A. Rozelle, Robertson-Cole ; R. C.
Seery, Herbert Washburn, First National]
Harris P. Wolfberg, Joe Wolf and Steve
Montgomery, Paramount; Harry W. Wii.
i \mi. Realart ; John Frachman, Unity;
\at Woi.f, Associated Producers; Jack
Cohen, Reelcraft; Aaron Saperstein, Empire; I. M\i \ \ki> Si hwartz and William
Si hu \ki/. Educational, all of Chicago, as
well as a host from St. I-ouis.

cagO tu handle these matters for the
down slate exhibitors.
Will Check on Candidates
Much of the discussion at the final day
of the convention was given over to
political matters. Numerous speakers
urged the exhibitors to take a more
active part in elections and favor men
There were three women exhibitors prcswho will be fair with the theatre men.
rut at the convention, Mrs. Lawki.v t
It is probable that every legislative
Watkins of Petersburg, Mrs. B. A. Wormalp of La Salle, and Mrs. Ella M. Duer
district will be organized and every can'
f Springfield.
didate for the state legislature and senate asked to express himself on censorship and other matters.
Sam Werner, owner of the United Film
Those in Attendance
Service, and his brother, Charles Werner,
Henry Lopcr, Lyric, Springfield; Ray Tfetcher, manager of the Metro exchange, were
Isis, Koseville;
prominent among the St. Louis film men
Charles
Lamb, Harry
Palm. KotTman,
Rockford;P-C-K,
JosephChicago;
Hopp. there.
Meal, Chicago; M. M. Rubens. Princess, Joint;
U. K. Uran, Grand. Mattoon; W. N. McConnell.
Orpheum, Quincy; George D. Hopkinson, Hamlin.
Chicago; Louis Landau.- Washington Rialto, Granite
Of course, the exchange men were not
City; Henry Imming. Star, Newton; Kdw. Deason. admitted
to the exhibitor meetings, but
Star. Hurst; H. K. Nelson, Star, Quincy; G. M.
Luttrcll, Majestic, Jacksonville; J. F. Dittman. they worked fast between sessions. SevStrand, Frecport; Peter E. Pinkelman, Casey.
big film contracts were signed on the
Gem, Savoy and Princess, Quincy; Chas. J. Law, cigar eralcounter
at the St. Nick.
Palace, Pana; Win. McNamar, Rex, Virden.
T.
S.
Scott,
Scotts,
Jacksonville:
Verne
Coffman. Lyric, Moqueaqua; A. W. Barth, Barth.
Carbondale; Will. H. Sohn, Balasco. Quincy; Reiil
Charles S. Deneen, former governor of
W. Hays, Grand, DuQuoin; Jean Dagle, Colonial. Illinois, was one of the passengers on the
Gillespie; O. H. Giese, Oh Gee, Kdwardsville; J.
L. Spalding, Gem, Taylorville; D. H. Bestor. Illinois Central train which carried the ChiCovey. Kankakee; D. Frisinia, Elk, Taylorville;
cago delegation to Springfield, Tuesday
G. B. nee;
Wills.
Olsey; Tony
Gem.W.Paw-L. night. He recognized many old friend in
Dr. H.Rural.
W. Pitner,
Rex, Serra.
Fairfield;
and put in an hour talking poliSpar, Village,
A. Sigfried.Mt.Bijou.
De- the group
tics and motion pictures.
catur; Cclia K.Wilmette;
Zah, Dreamland,
Pulaski;
W. D. Burford. Rialto, Aurora; J. A. Siepker.
Wildey. Edwardsvillc ; W. B. Kneedler, Gem.
field.
William H. Cadoret of Kankakee voted
Litchfield, Mrs. Ella M. Duer, Empress, SpringF. W. Steimle. Lyric. Washington; Frank Hock- against the "censorship resolution," but
Jr., Pershing, Taylorville; Ben Rovin. Amuze
explained that he has "struck a
U, Springfield; Steve Burns. Lincoln, Lincoln: hastily
false note."
It gave everyone a laugh, inGus Kerasotes, Royal, Springfield; L. A. Burn
cluding Cadoret.
stine,tic,Capitol,
C. Metcalf.
Paris; I. N.Springfield;
Bullington.A.Opera
House, MajesParis;
E. O. LaRochc, Vialto, Clifton; W. B. Sudduth.
K, Mrs.
Clinton.Lawrence Watkins. Strand. Petersburg:
were ofrumors
"Little rooms
Joe"
wasThere
the guest
honor that
in several
F. W. Hartmann, Aristo, Chicago; A. A. Gagnon. during
the convention, but no one was reDeLuxe Theatre. Forrest: J. R. Kramer. Grand.
ported to have been badly bent.
Geneva; H. C. Daley, Landale, Carlinville; V.
Hick,
Family.
Marion;
Fred
Schnebbn,
Gem,
Mascoutah; Louis Daniels. Gem. Benld; Henry V.
M<-tteren. Rainbow. Chicago; B. A. Wormald and
The cold snap caught everyone by surwife, cMarquette.
Sam Katz.
Chiprise, and the sleeping car porters and bellago: J. A. Rubens.LaSalle;
Fox. Aurora;
Wm. Riviera.
H. Cadoret.
boys were kept hopping in response to calls
La Petite,
De Robinson,
Apollo, Peoria: W. W.Kankakee;
Watts. Princess,
Springfield.
for "More bedding!"
Film Exporter Sails
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 5— Chester Bee
croft, film exporter, sailed on the Mauretania last Thursday for Europe. He
will soend most of his time in London
and Paris.

Sam Katz, well known Chicago exhibitor, gave a brief address to the convention
declaring that organization was necessary
to fight the legislative, labor and producer
menaces. He said he felt he needed the
small town exhibitor and that the small
exhibitor needed him. He was cheered
ettown
thusiastically.
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pf every public and private resource upon the
the dumping ground for cheaply made Eurobusiness of war.
pean films and for very obvious reasons other
♦ ♦ sfc
countries rather than England are particularly
'T'lIE record of British achievement in every
human activity that the Briton has set his in mind as the source of these cheaply made
Kuropean films.
hand to is sufficient for us — and should be for
And the Kinematograph Weekly in a manthe editor of the Kinematograph Weekly — to
ner that indicates no desire to play fair in the
be convinced that Britain will make good modiscussion entirely ignores the economic feation pictures and great motion . pictures and
when that day comes it will be found that the
American trade and the American public will
tender that same cordial reception that it has
tendered times without number to able British
actors and to splendid stage plays of British
authorship and British production.
Do not, however, send over such a picture
as "Choosing a Wife" — a subject which kept
the spectator constantly in doubt whether to
laugh at the picture or cry for the producer —
and think that it is a fair test of what will be
the attitude of America toward British pictures
that compare favorably with the product of our
studios. But rather disregard your hereditary
'lesire to quarrel with all things American and
remember the reception accorded such pictures
of British production as "The Manxman"
•'Mother."

and

Returning to the Kinematograph Weekly's
ill-tempered indictment of us we find the following:
"... Quigley himself is, he says, in favor
of 'the widening of the American market for
the accommodation, of the best product of foreign producers.' "
And then immediately appended is this:
"... What more does the European producer
hope for, in face of the established strength of
the Americans in their own market?"
Then, gentlemen, if we are to accept this
as a truthful declaration of your intentions toward the American market and if we are quite
agreed on the essential consideration, why the
effort. to make our editorial appear as an antiBritish assault, as a call to arms to halt the
barbarian at the gate?
* * *
f~\ L R contention was and is that the American industry would be doing a very unwise
thing if it permitted this country to be made

ture of the argument saying, "Martin Quigley
must know that only in circumstances of a very
poor supply of films is any importer in a position to 'flood' any market."
Neither Martin Quigley nor any other sensible person knows anything of the kind !
If such a premise were true, we might conclude with perfect logic that it is a "very poor
supply of native" labor that causes your Canadian Northwest to be so violently opposed to
cheap Japanese labor.
It is the economic feature that chiefly concerns the American trade in the matter of European pictures. Very obviously, on the basis of
abstract merit, competition is to be feared not
at all. What we are opposed to and what we
shall continue to be opposed to largely because
of the lessons we are .learning from Great
Britian's splendid foreign commercial policy —
is the wholesale introduction of cheaply made
foreign productions, cheap in comparison with
American costs, which could be rented to exhibitors at prices that would create ruinous
competition, not on the basis of merit, but on
the basis of cost. Any other course would be
supreme folly.
* * *
T X" his mighty wrath the British editor has
ruled out of consideration entirely this very
important feature of our discussion which for
obvious reasons applies in a substantially minor
degree to a British product yet very pertinently
to a product created in other European centers.
Again, in deepest rage. Kinematograph
Weekly declares: "Quigley, like the anti-American fanatics of this country, is out for popularity and, like them, he seeks it with a spurious
patriotic
appeal."
Personal
attack is, of course, the cheapest
substitute for fact and argument.
As far as the spuriousness or genuineness
of our patriotic appeal is concerned we would
only be alarmed if it receive full approval at
the hands of Albion's tender solicitude.
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Directors

Announcement

at

Springfield Dinner— J. D. Williams Answers
Critics of Sub Franchise Plan
Announcement of the appointment
Rubens, of Aurora, and William H.
the Associated First National Pictures
at a dinner given to Illinois exhibitors
September 29.
The dinner was attended by the

of W. W. Watts, of Springfield, J. A.
Cadoret, of Kankakee, as directors of
of Illinois was announced by Sam Katz
at the St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.

majority of the exhibitors, who were
Alliance conExhibitors'
the Illinois
at the time, attending
at Springfield
applause.
for enthusiastic
was the signal
vention. The announcement
J. D. Williams Addresses Exhibitors
f. D. Williams, general manager of First National, was the principal
speaker at the meeting. He outlined the sub-franchise plan of First National,
and declared the franchises to be the "gold bonds of the motion picture
business."
He stated that the sub-franchise plan had many critics, and it was for
this reason that he welcomed the opportunity to talk to the exhibitor direct.
General Manager Praises Katz
Mr. Williams said that he knew of nothing he could say more convincing
as to the soundness and rating of First National than the fact that Sam Katz
had investigated it thoroughly through his attorneys and had then purchased the Illinois franchise at a record price.
He declared that First National is purely an exhibitors' organization,
of exhibitors and for exhibitors. He said its remarkable growth within the
short period of its existence is the best proof that it is operated on a sound
basis and is delivering satisfaction.
Efforts of other companies to blame First National for increasing rental
prices by bidding for stars and producers were ridiculous, he continued, as
First National eliminated the middle man and brought the buyer and seller
together.
"Every picture must meet the box office test," he said, "if we can buy
a picture at a price we can make money, we will take it. If not. we won't."
Favors Independent Producer
The speaker also took up the question of independent producers, stating
that a star or director must be independent if he is to give the screen his
best services.
"The big studios of the other companies in New York are our training
schools," he said. "W hen actors and directors are sufficiently trained, they
graduate ; produce on their own responsibility without shackles, and First
National distributes the pictures."
He pointed out that every sub- franchise holder will have a voice in
electing directors of the organization, and if the men in charge do not buy
pictures which will make money, they can be removed.
Sir Gilbert Parker

Winifred

Westover

Signs To Write
Paramount Plays
Sir Gilbert Parker, author of more than
a score of successful novels which have
had an international circulation, has
signed a contract to write original stories
for Paramount pictures, according to an
announcement made by Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
Sir Gilbert, who arrived recently in
New York from London, left October 2
for Hollywood to begin work at once on
a special feature. With him will be Penrhyn Stanlaws, the painter, who has
spent the last several months in the Famous Players-Lasky Eastern studios
learning to be a picture director under
the tutelage of George Fitzmaurice. After
a month of further study in the Lasky
studio at Hollywood. Stanlaws will become a full-fledged director.

Coming From Europe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW
YORK,
Oct. 5.— Winifred
Westover is coming back to the United
States.
The charming American actress who
went abroad last summer to star in a
number of productions made by Central
Film Company of Sweden has finished
the last of the series, "The Smile That
Was Found Again," and is returning on
the steamship United States, due in New
York about Oct. 10. As leading woman
for Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Ray. De
Wolf Hopper, William Russell, Buck
Jones, William S. Hart and other male
stars, she attained a big following, not
only with American photoplaygoers, but
with European. During her stay in Sweden she received offers from American
producers, it is said, but has not decided definitely upon any of them as yet.

( lulrc \ndt-raon nnd Mica Welch, la ■
«M'nf from "Who Am If" a National
Picture Thcntrca production.
Temporary Body Is
Organized in Iowa
National Organizer to Tour
State Before Permanent
League is Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DES MOINES, IA., Oct. 5.— Only a
temporary organization was formed at
the meeting here on October 1 of theatre
owners of the state. Several weeks will
elapse before efforts are made to perfect a permanent league.
$1,275 Is Raised
Although only approximately thirty
exhibitors were present at the meeting,
$1,275
state'sTheatre
quota ofOwners
$2,300
to the toward
Motion thePicture
of America was subscribed.
In order that the state, where no exhibitors' league has existed for three
years, may be organized solidly a national organizer will be sent here to meet
the theatre men in the various sections of
the state.
MacClay Is Chairman
J. H. MacClay of the Grand theatre,
Dubuque, was named temporary chairman. Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., had his personal representative. Samuel I. Berman, in attendance. The latter was in receipt of many
telegrams and long-distance calls from
exhibitors who declared their sympathy
with the movement and expressed regret
at not being able to attend.
Despite the small attendance the state
as a whole was represented.
Goodstein Oversees
Premiere in Pueblo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PUEBLO, COLO., Oct. 5.— Joseph J.
Goodstein, motion picture producer and
film exchange owner, with offices in
Denver and Philadelphia, has been in
Pueblo giving personal attention to the
initial opening of the Palm theatre. He
is principal owner of a chain of theatres
in Colorado and Pennsylvania.
The remodeling of the Palm quarters
in the old Bergerman building was begun two agemonths
ago. The
manment isin the hands
of C. active
G. Earnest,
late of the Fox circuit of theatres.
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Censorship
State Senator and Chairman
Of Review Board in Kansas
Discuss Legal Relation
(From Staff Representative)
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Oct. 5.
— Two speakers before the convention of the Kansas State Exhibitors'
Association,
cussed
censorship.
OneInc.,
of disthe
speakers was the chairman of the
state board of review, Mrs. J. M.
Miller, and the other was a state
senator, Charles H. Ridgway. Their
respective views on legal regulation follow:
* * *
By MRS. J. M. MILLER
It matters not whether we believe in censorship or not. It is a
law. And as long as it is a law
can there not be cooperation between the exhibitors and the board
of review?
Your criticism that we are influenced in our work is unjust. We
are conscientious and fair minded.
Our first thought is to approve if
possible. We make cuts when
necessary as best we can. We
think we are giving you just as fair
a deal as possible.
We do not want to cripple the
motion picture industry. And we
believe that if you exhibitors cooperate with us the time will come
When censorship will be done away
with.
We welcome kindly criticism
from the exhibitors of Kansas and
we promise that we will meet you
half way. We have a high regard
for you because you give the people good and cheap entertainment.
By C. H. RIDGWAY
You people are doing a wonderful work. You are educating and
helping the future generation.
I think the principle back of the
censor board is all wrong. Some
one with a broad conception of the
business and of life should regulate the films. I think that the person in business knows best what is
good for that business. You people who know the public tastes are
the ones to censor the pictures.
May Hold Tri-State
Meeting Next Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Oct. 5.—
There was sentiment among the
exhibitors who attended the convention on September 27 and 28 of
the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association favorable to the holding
next year of a tri-state meeting of
theatre men from Oklahoma, Missouri and Kansas.
While this matter was not discussed on the floor of the convention it seemed to be the opinion
of many of those present that such
a gathering would tend to further
solidify the friendly relations between the exhibitors of the three
states.
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United Strength of 253 Exhibitors Thrown Behind
Fight for Advance Deposit and Sunday Opening
Legislation and Against Music Tax
By JAY M. SHRECK
(Staff Representative Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Oct. 5.— The Kansas State Exhibitors' Association, Inc., has entered upon the most prosperous and the most progressive
period in the history of organization.
For several years leaders in the state have been actively engaged in perfecting apowerful organization and now they have been awarded by an
assurance of approximately $10,000 in the treasury of the association, the
support of prominent Kansas officials in legislative matters and the staunch
cooperation of 253 exhibitors throughout the state.
Gain the Respect of Other Interests
Xot until the semi-annual convention on September 27 and 28 did the
exhibitor executives fully realize the united strength behind their efforts to
make the Kansas league second to none in the United States. With the
prestige that comes with strength the association has gained the respect of
other film interests, the public and state officials.
The organization expects to set a the society contracts as a business proposition as well as a virtual necessity if it
high mark in point of achievements dur- were desirous
of stopping legal action
ing the few months prior to the next
convention. Aside from the daily griev- against those theatre men whom investiances which the officials will be called
gators declare have been playing taxable
upon to cope with they also will direct music without licenses, those present
the fight for passage by the state legis- opened an attack which registered their
lature of a bill to rectify the evils of the opposition to the principles of the thing
as nothing else could.
advance deposit system and a Sunday
The fight waged on the floor of the
opening measure. Further, they will conduct a statewide campaign in opposition
convention displayed definitely the unity
to the music tax.
of the Kansas exhibitors. Denunciation
Resolutions Are Eliminated
of the society and its methods was bitter. Every exhibitor pledged to eliminate
Adoption of resolutions was eliminated
entirely from the order of business at from his program should it be necessary
to sign the contracts to avert legal action
the sessions of the convention. Instead
music placed on the market by the
of voicing opposition or approval of vari- the
ous situations by the usual course the fifteen members of the society.
Advised to Stand Pat
questions were brought to the floor and
discussed from every possible angle.
Richard T. Hopkins, attorney general
With ionsthis
diversified
collection
opin- of the state, who had remained followthe most
direct and
beneficialof action
ing hisclaredaddress
to the convention,
that the exhibitors
should not debe
was taken and the officials of the organization were instructed to proceed "bluffed into signing these contracts unimmediately in executing the plans thus
legal advice
been tosought."
He
formulated.
thentil offered
his has
services
the associaPrevious to the convention it had been
tion with the announcement that he
indicated that an investigation of the would study the copyright law and would
various franchise systems would be con- hand down a decision within a few days
ducted. It was the general sentiment of as to its application to the music tax.
those present, however, that the associa"If you have the least chance of going
tion should not go on record as endorsinto court and winning out against the
ing or opposing such companies, but that
society- do so." declared the attorney
it was a matter for the individual ex"If you haven't, the best way
hibitor to deal with on his own initiative. general.
perhaps would be to pay the license and
F. I. L. M. Clubs Discussed
then conduct an active campaign for the
F. I. L. M. boards of trade which have modification of the copyright law."
Will Buy Independent Music
been the targets for manv caustic attacks by exhibitors in nearly every state,
M. Van Praag. secretary of both the
furnished the subject for several hours
state organization and the Motion Picof debate on the last day of the conventure Theatre Owners of America, detion. Because of the spirit of cooperaclared that should signing of the contion with the exhibitor that has pretracts
"I will go to New
vailed among exchange men in this terri- York andbe necessary,
obtain a carload of non-taxtory, it was decided to test the plan of
able music and distribute it to the exairing all grievances before a virtual
clearing house of two theatre men and
Fred hibitors
T. of Kansas."
Herrington. national organtwo film men.
izer
of
the
M. P. T. O. A., declared that
Perhaps no one subject aroused the
fighting spirit in the exhibitors as did the society was "twisting a just law into
the music tax. This question had been an unjust law," and continued:
reserved for action on the final day or
'"Judge Crawford, assistant United
the convention, but due to the presence
States attorney general for Western
advised us in that terriof M. J. O'Sullivan.
an attorney Authors
for the Pennsylvania,
American
Society of Composers,
tory not to pay the music tax. Today
and Publishers, the matter was brought
not 5 per cent of the exhibitors in Western Pennsylvania are paying the tax.
up on Monday.
whereas two years ago 95 per cent were
Following
a
talk
by
O'Sullivan
in
which he requested the exhibitors to sign paying it. Why is this? Because Penn-

50
sylvania lias 1,400 theatres and every one
is pledged to fight the music tax.
Will Seek a Reversal
"Don't lay down now. We can go to
the United States supreme court and get
a reversal of the decision handed down
previously which was favorable to the
society. And besides, there is more and
just as good music being released that is
not published by members of the society.
Use it."
O'Sullivan's
statement
you
want
to defy the
United that
States"ifcourts
go
to it the
for we
are hereto totheir
fightfeet
you,"in
brought
exhibitors
protest. Retaliation in some form was
demanded. The officers of the organization were requested to convey to those
publishing non-taxable music the solid
support of the Kansas exhibitors.
Can't Assure Stable .Price
The
fact
that the
O'Sufltvan
couldwould
give not
no
assurance that
license fee
be raised at the discretion of the society
strengthened the opposition. The present tax, hea said,
from ~'/2 declared,
cents to
10 cents
seat.wasHerrington
however, that he knew of prices ranging
from 5 to 15 cents.
In legislative matters the Kansas
league will center its efforts on passage
of an advance deposit bill and a Sunday
opening measure. The deposit bill will
be drawn up along lines similar to the
New York law which establishes a trust
fund and gives the exhibitor an interest
on his money deposited.
The league hopes to obtain passage of
an amendment to the state labor law
which at present prohibits Sunday
shows. The amendment would grant
local option in the matter.
Have Confidence of Public
The Kansas exhibitors, as expressed
by Attorney General Hopkins and
Charles H. Ridgway. state senator, have
won the confidence of the public
through their effort- to keep the screenfree from immoral influences. Because
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the public is with the exhibitors, both
state officials declared that they believed
that the theatre men could obtain passage
of legislation that was for the best interests of themselves as well as the
people.
In connection with the decision not to
endorse or approve any of the franchise
systems, Secretary Van I'raag announced
that "the association will issue a bulletin
every three months with confidential
matter of interest to the exhibitor, but
which will in no way compete with the
trade journals."
Oppose F. I. L. M. Boards
The question of what attitude should
be assumed toward the F. I. I.. M. Club
precipitated a lively session, during
which the spirit of cooperation shown
by the Kansas City exchange men wa»
lauded. Opposition to the boards of
trade was based on the principles back
of their organization and not on their
individual members. In this connection
Mr. Herrington declared:
"F. I. L. M. clubs a*re nut good because they want to be. but. because you
have made them so. Now that you have
the evil spirit cut out of these fellows,
stay away from them. There can be no
love feast between the men robbing an I
the men robbed. You have forced them
to recognize you, so keep them there."
The proposition t < * have a committee
nf exhibitors and exchange men consider
grievances met with the approval of the
latter, who declared that any decision
reached by the committee would receive
the sanction of the New York ot'l'u i s.
Raise $3,360 for League
"All of us will stand behind the decisions of the committee," declared Van
I'raag to the film men, "and we expect
theAtsame
the of
lastyou."
session of the convention
$3,360 was turned over to the treasury,
this sum representing payment on a slide
contract, subscriptions from thirty-eight
members and registration fees. The
KANSAS
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subscriptions from 220 members are yet
to be received, the assessment on each
being placed at $20. Several exhibitors
already have raised their assessments
and consequently it is expected that more
than $10,000 will be collected.
The remainder of the money is to M
collected at special meetings to be held
in every senatorial district. After $1,3M
is paid into the national treasury the
remainder of the money will be used in
defraying the expenses incurred in seeking certain legislation and other business
matters.
Delegates Made Comfortable
No stone was left unturned to make
the convention a success from both a
business and an amusement standpoint
Kach morning the exhibitors were transported from the headquarters at the
Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo., to
the convention hall at the Chamber of
Commerce building here in automobiles
and each evening the cars were on hand
for the return trip. Lunch was served
daily in the Chamber of Commerce building, eliminating
between
sessions. the usual waste of time
On Monday evening dinner was served
to the exhibitors by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, following which a theatre part} was tendered by the exchange
managers
,,i id,
( t-ty.
At 11
o'clockI
an elaborate
banquet
in the
Francis
room at the Baltimore was given by the
exchanges. More than 300 persons attended both the theatre party and the
banquet.hibitorsOnwere the
Tuesday
the exguests night
of Associated
First National Pictures at a dinner
given in the Francis I room.
Open Session Is Held
An open session of the convention was
held on Tuesday afternoon, in which
the exchange men participated. This
gathering displayed to a great extent the
mutual feeling that exists, in Kansas City
between the two film factors. The senP
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ment of the exhibitors was expressed by
Secretary Van Praag, who declared:
"We want to thank the exchange men
for the fine banquet tendered us last night
and for the way they cooperated with us
in making this convention the biggest
and best ever held in this state."
The association issued souvenir programs in which the exchanges bought
space for the purpose of printing a welcome to the exhibitors of Kansas.
More Than 100 Attend
More than 100 theatre men attended
the convention. An idea of the efforts
put forth by the officials to make the
convention the biggest ever held may be
found in the fact that 16,000 pieces of
mail were sent out prior to September 27.
Election of officers was not held at this
convention, the present executives retaining their places until the next meeting. They are:
President — R. G. Liggett, Gene Gautier
theatre, Kansas City.
Vice-President — R. H. Holmes, Royal,
Emporia.
Secretary — M. Van Praag, Central
Garden, Kansas City.
Treasurer — William Meyn, Phototorium, Kansas City.
The executive committee is composed
of R. R. Beichele, Maywood, Kansas
City; R. H. Holmes, Van Praag; L. M.
Miller, Palace, Wichita; Liggett, M. B.
Shamberg, Midland, Hutchison, and H.
L. Gees, Mystic, Mulberry.
Names of those attending in addition
Ho the list carried in the issue of October
9 follow: H. C. Hudson, Liberty,
Hutchison; G. L. Hooper, Isis, Topeka;
H. Welch, Orpheum, Atchison; G. P.
Plotner, Princess, Scandia; A. Josephson, Empire, Kansas City; H. E. Ulrich,
Marshall, Manhattan; D. F. Deardurff,
Art, Kansas City; A. G. Sandberg, Elks,
Parsons; Lew Nathans.on, Gem, Topeka;
Harry Neptune, Electric, Robinson;
C. C. Sterrett, Palace, Kinsly; Fred T.
Wilson,
Liberty,
Newton;
E. Van
THEIR
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Hyning, Pastime, Ottawa; J. P. Kelley,
Empress, Osawatomie; 0. C. Canary,
Wareham, Manhattan; J. W. Wendel,
Princess, Horton, and Fred Savage, De
Luxe, Hutchison.

An

Eye and an Ear
Full at K. C.

What do you think of a convention
that didn't
adopt you
a single resolution?
Some
convention,
* * * say. It was!
Al Pramer, president of the Nebraska
association, was on the ground at the
Kansas convention to see that the exhibitors from the Sunflower state didn't
"slip anything over" on the Cornhuskers.
* * *
The convention whooped 'er up when
Fred J. Herrington shouted: "If you
can't put confidence in your secretary,
Van Praag, I don't know who you can
put
it in.
And your
Liggett,
is ready
at allpresident,
times to 'Dick'
go to
the mat for you. Stand back of him.
Then there is 'Bill' Meyn, your treasurer. You can't question the use of one
cent placed in the treasury."
« ♦ *
"Doc" Gees, who extracts teeth for a
living, runs a theatre down in Mulberry
as a hobby. "Doc" got fined $50 the last
afternoon of the convention for cavorting around with the fairer sex instead of
attending the session. They were sorry
they
made nonchalantly
the ante larger
they hadn't
saw him
takewhen
the
money from a roll that would stagger
» * *
you.No one starved while at the convention, for what meals the association
didn't furnish the exchanges and First
HELD
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National did. And they were some
meals!
* * *
The exchange men tried to outdo each
other in speech making at the open session on the last day of the convention.
Joe Levy of The Confession Company
won laurels as the wit of the exchange
men. Harry Taylor of Pathe, W. F.
Coleman, Peacock Productions; F. F.
Nine, Vitagraph, and Johnny Walters,
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
complimented the exhibitors on the success of the gathering.
* » •
A. M. Eisner of the Missouri organization, at the request of the Kansans,
fold
them how the exhibitors in his state
did it.
* * *
The only bad effects of the convention were that it left Van Praag and Liggett speechless — all talked out. They
didn't waver, however, until after they
had said
their little bit at the First National affair.
* * *
"Kid" Holah, general manager of A.
H. Blank Enterprises, was on hand with
a few good parlor stories. Corner him
some day and he will tell them to you.
* * *
That much abused flivver entered the
convention activities as an important
factor. Twenty of them transported the
delegates between headquarters at the
Baltimore hotel in Kansas City. Mo., to
the convention hall in Kansas City, Kan.,
Fred J. Herrington addressed those
attending the First National banquet
When called upon he was referred to as
the "Billy
Sunday" of the motion picture industry.
* * *
All in favor of the motion that "It
was a trary,
great
no. Theconvention"
ayes have say
it. aye. Con-
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BOTH

STAGE

AND

SCREEN

Dorothy Dalton Who Is Playing in "Aphrodite"
In Chicago Declares She Is Enthusiastic Over
The Advantages Which Are Now Offered By Both
^uiiiiiiuiiniiiniji iiimhMiiifiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiHiiinnnitiiniiiriitniuiiuuinninrHiiuitatiiiiiitiiitruiiiitiiimiiiiiik
By DORIS CLAIRE
after one has been working with quite
different material."
work
and
York
TO go back to New on
"We may go to California," she conon her first producti in the new
tinued, "to do exteriors of the picture.
studios of Famous Players-Lasky is They cannot
well be reproduced in the
the prospect to which Dorothy DaltDii
East,
although
certainly the Famous
is looking forward at the end of the week
Flayers people supply every possible
of October :{.
want to make a picture as nearly perThen she will leave Chicago, where
fect as possible in every way. It is a
she has
been playing
in "Aphrodite"
on wonderful company for which to work."
the
Auditorium
stage,
an experience
* * *
which she affirms to have enjoyed imMISS
DALTON
stated that she had
mensely. So happy has been this return
not been in California for two
to the legitimate, in fact, that she aspires
years, but expects ultimately to make
to duplicate it again in the coming' win- that
state her home, declaring that she
ter, appearing on the stage in '\l>nwas. enthusiastic over its climate and
tarte," a translation from the French,
which she expects to play first in pic- recreational opportunities.
tures.
" 'Montarte' will give occasion for the
Miss Dalton, discussing her plans for wearing of a gr-at number of beautiful
pictures with a representative of Ex- gowns," she said. "The role is that ol
hibitors Herald, cordially received in her an opera singer, so the costuming posliving room at the Blackstone, was ensibilities are iimitless."
thusiastic over her work and plans. She
That
fortune
and the
famevehicle
await that
the person whoa can
select
will
is looking forward pleasurably to playing
her next role, that of a dance hall girl in universally please audiences, was another
a feature similar to "The Flame of the point of discussion.
"I would willingly give half my salary
» » »
Yukon."
to the one who could do that," Miss
said, "but it seems impossible.
AM doing this sort of picture in re- IDalton
spend a great deal of time constantly
•*■ spouse to the many requests which
and it is almost a hearthave reached me for another 'Flame' reading scripts,
breaking experience to believe one has
characterization,"
she
said.
"It
is
great
chosen
wisely
and
meet people who confun, too, to occasionally work in such
demn the role or the picture as a whole.
a feature, for it offers a refreshing
It makes me lose faith in my own judgchange from a society drama. I have
ment. Many letters come constantly to
wanted for a long time to find another
me, some intensely enthusiastic over a
such script, but have only just found what
I believe will make an even better pic- picture that others* berate."
♦ »
ture than 'The Flame.' It is a different
story entirely, but has the same setting THE star expressed a joy in playing
and environment. It offers the relief
both on the stage and on the screen,
for pent energies that is a gratification
with no preference for the one above
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the other, but enthusiastic over the advantages of both.
To personally meet Miss Dalton is to
experience a distinct surprise, for she is
amazingly more youthful in the person
than on the screen and stage. She has
a round, girlish face with the deep
dimplestures,that
are as
charming
"picand is not
tall as in
she herappears
to be on the screen. She weighs 127
pounds, clothes and all.
She expressed a pleasure at being back in
Chicago, her birthplace and the city in
which she attended Hyde Park High
school, regretting the strcnuousness of
her work which made it impossible to
personally renew acquaintance with her
many local friends.
Wm. Fox Warns
the Stanley Company
{Continued from faije J3)
nopoly controlled or projected by you,
or anybody else.
Will Enter Pennsylvania
"We wish to make our position quite
clear. Inasmuch as you refuse to deal
with this company, we intend to enter
the market in the Pennsylvania territory and will deal with every exhibitor
in that territory directly, in a fair, open,
honest manner and to compete fairly
with the product which you or anybody
else intends to release in that territory, and we shall expect you to respect our
rights frain
to from
dealin inany
this manner
manner influencing
and to reany exhibitors in that territory not to
deal with us, cither directly or indirectly,
and we shall likewise respect your legal
rights and your right to free, honest,
open competition.
"In this connection we wish to give
you warning that if you indulge in tactics
of notifying, directly or indirectly, any
theatres or places of amusement owned,
operated, conducted or booked by you,
or in which you may in any manner be
interested, that they are not to have any
business relations with us, or if, by any
conduct on your part directly or indirectly, you cause, a boycott of our product in that territory by refusing to serve
exhibitors with the films you control or
release or are interested in if such exhibitors deal with the product of this
company, or if you directly or indirectly
cause any owners of theatres or exhibitors not controlled by you to refuse to
deal with this company, and refuse to
use our film service through fear of refusal on your part to furnish them with
films which you control or book, or if
you exact or attempt to exact a booking
fee from any exhibitors for film service
which we supply directly to exhibitors
without the aid of your association or
combination, or if you in any other manner restrain lawful trade and competition in the exploitation, distribution and
exhibition of motion picture film, we
shall most assuredly avail ourselves of
every legal right and every legal remedy
at our disposal to maintain a free and
open market and free, healthy, open
competition."
Robert Edeson

to

Direct for Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Oct. 5.— Robert EdeANGELES
LOSson, well
known ,stage star, will become
a Metro director, according to Bayard
Yeiller, production chief.
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Association

Made Chairman of Executive Committee—Charles C.Pettijohn Heads Newly
Created Legislative Committee

Percy L. Waters

Percy L. Waters, who was mentioned as the probable successor of
as president of the N. A. M. P. I. in case of Mr. Brady's
William A.to Brady
declining
serve another year, has been honored by Mr. Brady by being
appointed chairman of the executive committee of the national association.
He succeeds Walter W. Irwin.
Announcement of his selection was made in the list of committees
chosen by Mr. Brady to handle the work of the X. A. M. P. I. during the
coming year.
Pettijohn Heads New Committee
Practically all of the other chairmen have been reappointed. These
include Arthur S. Friend of the finance committee, Gabriel L. Hess of the
censorship committee, J. E. Brulatour of the fire prevention committee,
W. R. Rothacker of the membership committee, H. Minot Pitman of the
film theft committee, P. H. Stilson of the transportation committee, and
Xathan Yidaver of the law committee. Charles C. Pettijohn has been appointed chairman of a newly created legislative committee, which will take
over the work of the old Sunday Opening committee.
C. Pettijohn, George A. Skinner. E. M. Porter,
The list is now complete with the ex- C.
A. I. Siegel, Reginald Warde. W. EL Hulings,
Al
Lichtman. C. C. Ryan, Murray Silverstone.
ception of the law committee. Each comMembership
W. J.R.Beecroft,
Rothacker.
pany will appoint an attorney to serve
chairman;
CharlesCommittee
Christie. — Fred
Sam
E. Morris, Thomas G. Wiley.
on this body.
Film
Theft
Committee
—
H.
Minot
Pitman,
Will Revise By-Laws.
cHairman; Bert Adler, L. E. Franconi, G. E.
Kann, A. I. Siegel, Sam E. Eckman. Jr.
The growth and extension of the asTransportation
— F. H. Stilson,
chairman; E. M. Asher,Committee
H. H. Bruenner.
J. F. Coufal.
sociation's work has made necessary a
Major Tom Evans, John Hahn. W. E. Hulings,
complete revision of the by-laws, and
M. Johnsoji, J. S. MacLeod. M. J. Mullin, F. N.
with this in view two committees have
been appointed which will undertake the Rothenberg, A. H. Sawver, A. I. Siegel, George
A.
Skinner,
Will C.A. Smi'th
R. Ward,WillD. Francke.
Berman,
J. E.
Brulatour,
Du Mahaut.
preparation of a tentative set of by-laws
D. P. M.Howells,
John
T. Richards.
B.Ryan.
J. Knopplefor submission at a special meeting of man,
Moran,
H.
Robbins,
C.
C.
the members, to be held early in the Lubin, M. Silverstone, Charles A. Dean, Herbert
J. V.
Warde.
fall.
News Weekly
Committee —David
Emanuel
CohenT F. B.
The general committee on the revision
L. J. Darmaur.
Selznick.
of the by-laws consists of Arthur S. Hattrick,
Law
Committee
—
Xathan
Vidaver,
chairman;
Friend, Gabriel L. Hess, Xathan Yidaver,
(each company to name representative lawyer).
Laboratory
Committee
—
Major
Tom
Evans,
J. Robert Rubin and S. E. Rodger?.
chairman; H. H. Bruenner, S. E. Rodgers. Joseph
This committee to be assisted by the A.
Golden, Arthur S. Friend, R. H. Cochrane,
following representing the Fifth Di- H. M. Goetz. Gaston Chanier. Mr. Brown, Mr.
vision: T. G. Wiley, chairman: Paul H. Hardeen, George C. Dobbs. W. B. Cooke. J. R.
Brophy, M. E. A. Tucker. S. D. Matthews, AlCromelin. Fred J. Beecroft, Lesly Mason
bert Lowe, Nicholas Kessel, William Wright,
and Will C. Smith.
Wade
Hulings, Mr. Aldous, Mr. Dubule, William
B.
Lew.
Make-Up of Committees.
The committees appointed are as follows:
Joseph Mayer Doing
Lesley Mason has been appointed
chairman of a committee on InternaGarson's
Publicity
tional Affiliations by President Brady
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
and given power to appoint the other
NEW YORK, October 5. — Harry
members of his committee. It is proReichenbach has engaged Joseph H.
posed to make a survey of the organizaMayer, formerly publicity director for
tions existing abroad which are similar
to the National Association of the MoUniversal,
to do exploitation -work and
tion Picture Industry of the United
publicity for Garson Productions, starStates, with a view to affecting some
ring Clara Kimball Young. Miss Young's
reciprocal arrangements.
Executive Committee — P. L. Waters, chair- next picture is entitled "Hush."
man; Arthur S. Friend. Gabriel L. Hess. W. E.
Atkinson. William Wright, Charles C. Pettijohn.
T. G. Wiley, Lewis Innerarity. J. E. Brulatour, Engage DIMandil To
Paul H. Cromelin, R. H. Cochrane.
Finance
S. Friend,
Lead Mission Music
man; PaulCommittee
Brunet, —R. Arthur
H. Cochrane,
JohnchairM.
guinn. Lewis J. Selznick, J. E. Brulatour, Gabriel
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
. Hess. Harry Schwalbe, P. L. Waters.
LOS ANGELES. October 5.— Dr.
Censorship Committee — Gabriel L. Hess, chair- Carlos
DiMandil, former leader of the
man; J. W. Alicoate, Paul H. Cromelin, Arthur
S. Friend. Paul Gulick, Paul Lazarus, S. E. orchestras at the Turner and Dahnken
Rogers, Harry Schwalbe, P. L. Waters. James R.
in Oakland, has been engaged
Quirk. R. H. Cochrane. Howard Dietz, D. W. theatre
Griffith. Lewis Innerarity, Charles C. Pettijohn, for the new Mission theatre which will
J. Robert Rubin, M. Silverstone, William Wright, house Associated Producer publications.
Martin J. Quigley.
Legislative Committee — Charles C. Pettvjohn,
chairman; Xathan Vidaver. Harry Schwalbe, R.
Theatre Is Destroyed
H.
Cochrane,
Gabriel
L. Hess.Arthur S. Friend. John M. Quinn.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Fire Prevention Committee — J. E. Brulatour.
chairman; Albert DeRoode, W. E. Atkinson, H.
OKLAHOMA
CITY, Okla, Oct. 5.—
H. Bruenner, J. F. Coufal, Major Tom Evans, The Queen Theater
at Ranger. Tex.,
trie Schay, Lewis Innerarity, D. P. Howells,
c]fT£A weiss, C. H. MacGowan, Will C. Smith, has been completely destroyed by fire.
a. E. Rogers, A. M. Asher, W. R. Rothacker.
It was owned by H. J. Stinnett.

( HAS. C. PETTIJOHN
Who has been named chairman of the
newlv
created
committee of
the X. A.
H. P. legislative
I.
Clear

Up Mystery

of Pacini's Death
Suspect Confesses Murder of
Well Known Film Theatre
Owner
Breaking down under examination by
the police, Frank Lang, arrested on a
charge of burglary September 29, has
confessed that he shot and killed Charles
Pacini, wealthy Kenosha, III . theatre
owner, August 14.
Robbery Is Motive
Lang declared that on the night of the
slaying, he saw Pacini in the theatre
office, counting his money, and that he
followed his victim when the latter
walked to the garage. Pacini fought and
during the struggle, Lang said, he fired
two shots into the theatre man's body.
Lang said" he fled without getting any
money when Pacini returned the fire.
Ranked High as Showman
Charles Pacini was regarded as one
of the leading motion picture exhibitors
of Wisconsin. He was greatly interested in exploitation feats and several
times contributed signed articles to Exhibitors Herald. He was the owner of
several theatres at the time of his death.
Katherine MacDonald
To Be Seen Only in
Human Screen Drama

in "The Noby herandwork
Encourag
Miss Lisle"
"Curtain." B. P.
torioused
Fineman, vice-president and general manager of the newly reorganized Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Corporation, has deBeauty"
"America
ned toplace the
most
only inn the
public
before the termipicture
appealing and human stories. All of
these are to be published by First National.
The stories will be screen adaptations
of famous plays or books or will be
originals of an appealing human type.
While her next production is yet to be
announced, it is known that it will be
founded on a play whose success on the
legitimate stage warrants its presentation
through the medium of the screen.
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Top — Otis Skinner, the noted actor, in a scene from
"Kismet," and below a domestic tragedy "the canned Vivian Martin, the vivacious, who appears in "The Song of the
repast" from the comedy "So Long Letty," with
Soul," the first Messmore Kendall Production, soon to be
Walter Hiers and Grace Darmond. Both are Robert- issued through Goldwyn.
She is now working on her
son-Cole pictures.
second play "Polly," a story by Edward Childs Carpenter.

All in the same boat, or the fine art of entertaining a presidential candidate. Left to right — Wesley Barry, A. J. Callaghan,
Governor James M. Cox of Ohio, George Beban, Bessie Love, Katherine MacDonald and Virginia Fox standing on the
deck of "The Ship of State," erected in Gov. Cox's honor at the Hollywood studios as a feature of the Associated First
National Pictures' reception.
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Carpentier-Levinsky

Bout

Oct.
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Stimulates "Wonder
Man"
Bookings
Robertson-Cole Reports Every Available Print in Use
—Sport Writers Again Favorably Publicizing
the "French Ace"
Exhibitor interest in "The Wonder
Wonder Man," by telling them of the
handsomeness, virility and charm
Man," Robertson-Cole special produc- youth,
of its leading man, of the richness and
tion, starring Georges Carpentier, is besplendor
the story
picture's
and by
of
ing felt by the distributing company,
the
pretty oflove
whichsets
is told
the
Carpentier
picture.
Meanwhile,
which has every available print of "The
sport writers continue to keep the war
Wonder Man" booked solid. It is now
ace, and champion fighter before
definitely decided that Carpentier will hero,
the eyes of the men by column upon
fight Battling Levinsky on the original column of publicity.
Speaking of the picture recently. Al
date, October 12, at the Jersey City baseSpink, a sporting writer who is widely
ball park.
Due to action of the New York State syndicated in various parts of the counBoxing Commission, the bout, originally
try, wrote:
set
for
October
12,
at
Ebbett's
Field.
Al Spink's Comment
Brooklyn, could not be fought in the
state of New York. So the location had
"Visions
of the great world war came
to be changed to another state, but the back to me last night as I sat in the
old
Academy
Music on the West Side
original date stands. From all over the of Chicago andof saw
Georges Carpentier,
country Robertson-Cole has received letters, wires and verbal communications,
the great French pugilist, in "The Wonto the effect that all who have seen CarIn dera Man."
four-round bout in the pictures
Man"of the
are bout
con- with
his sparring partner Carpentier
fidentpentierthatin "The
he willWonder
come out
rushes in and out like a phantom, fightthe victor.
ing faster and faster each round, skipSport Writers Favorable
ping around on his feet with all the
grace and skill of a dancing master, and
An enormous volume of publicit}- has using
his head and hands with lightningbeen given the French ace and battler,
like speed.
since his return to the United States.
Besides the fighting part of the picture,
Even the few sport writers who grew
there is a story of American society,
impatient when Carpentier withdrew
from this country without a battle, at the heart interest, intrigue and action. There
close of his first visit, now are giving is one scene in which dancing nymphs,
the Frenchman attention again. They attired in the flimsiest of flimsy draperies,
see that he is ready to fight the one form the piece de resistance of the
man who is eligible before the first of handsome ballroom set in "The Wonder
the coming year, and give full credence Man." This one scene alone, faithfully
depicting a soiree in Washington's ultrato
Carpentier's
Jack
Dempsey assertion
as soon that
as hehe iswillfreefight
to fashionable society circle, shows why the
do so, which will be at the expiration producers of the picture call it a "One
of his Cochran contract, on Jan. 1, 1921. Million-Dollar Photoplay."
Robertson-Cole publicity plans urge
the exhibitor to interest women in "The
Popularity of Ruth
g^^HMiMHMHmnnilBmiiaiininininiini:j[;:[Uiinr[:in[;mTiMirn!inniirnrir:;:;!;;fnr^
Film Is Spreading
WARNING
Co-Star Will Make Personal
Appearance at Theatre in
Accessory Trade
Syracuse, N. Y.
The reported successful run at the
I Burke & James, Inc., 258 East |
| Ontario street, Chicago, report that j Madison Square Garden, New York, of
Corporation's produc| they have been victimized by a man | Yankeetion.Photoplay
"Headin* Home," in which Babe
| posing as Warren J. Armstrong, j Ruth, the home run king, is featured,
| claiming to be connected with the 1 served to increase bookings in New York
according to B. Y. S. Films, Inc.
j Smithsonian Institute, Washing- | state,
Herbert H. Yudkin, general manager
| ton, D. C, who purchased a 200- I of B. Y. S.. who has been out through
| foot Universal Camera with dis- | the state giving dates on the picture, has
| solve, tendering in payment a | induced Ruth Taylor, co-star in the production, to appear at Syracuse. N. Y.. in
| draft later found to be spurious. |
with the screening of the film.
| He is described by Burke & § connection
Emmett
Cornel, manager of the Eckel
| James as about 5 feet eight inches | theatre in Syracuse,
has booked the Ruth
| in height, slender build, thin fea- § production for one week, beginning on
| tures, black hair parted in the cen- | Sunday, October 17. He has an option
I ter and of gentlemanly appearance. j on the week following.
| He is a good conversationalist.
1 Information is given that he I Burglars Get Big Haul In
| passed as J. J. Kumler in New j
Missouri Theatre Office
| York City.
§
MO.— Thieves opened
I The Universal Camera number is | theST.safeJOSEPH.
of the Tootle theatre here re| 2604 and the Lens number is |
cently and relieved the house of $822.50
in cash and $700 in checks. The safe
| 3050268. Burke & Lens offer a | was
in the box office of the theatre and
| reward of $50 for the return of the | the thieves
were forced to jimmy the
| camera in good condition.
lock to gain entrance to the room. The
" : SIR"! :■ :: :ra ; : ::: ;:n:,ri? loss was covered bv insurance.

After

Contracts

Harry Link, Paramount salesman, flew to
Rantoul, III., to see A\ alter t oddingfton,
manager of the Home theatre. His
stunt won him a contract for "Hnmoresque" and twenty-nine other pictures.
Hazel Dawn

to Return

to

Star in Bimberg Pictures
Hazel Dawn, one of the original Famous Player screen stars, and known to
followers of the legitimate theatre as the
star of a succession of Broadway successes from "The Pink Lady" to "Up in
Mabel's Room," has announced her intention season.
of returning to her former medium this
She has entered into a starring contract with A. J. Bimberg, by which she
will head the organization to present
a series of elaborately mounted, big-cast
modern feature dramas, to be known
as Bimberg Productions.
It is five years since Miss Dawn has
played inductionpictures,
screen
prosince leaving her
the only
Famous
Players
having
been "The
Lone The
Wolf,"
by
Herbert
Brenon.
first directed
of the
Bimberg productions in which she will
appear
Love?" has
It is been
from aentitled
scenario "What
by Theo-Is
dorecess"A. Liebler,
authorandof of"Sucand other Jr.,
stagetheplays
numerous photoplay scripts. Among the
first scenes to be photographed will be
one employing 2,300 people, it is promised. Among those who will participate
in the production are Edward A. Morange, ofscenic
Gates artists.
and Morange, America's
leading
Sell "County
Fair" States
For Several
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 5.— The following
territory has been disposed of for "The
County
Fair": West
Joseph
Skirboll,
Pennsylvania.
Virginia;
Sol western
Lesser,
California, Arizona, Nevada; Benjamin
Friedman, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Dakotas; M. S. Rosenberg, Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho, Montana; Fred
Falkner, northern New Jersey; Southern
Syndicate, Georgia. Florida, Alabama,
Carolinas; Millard Johnson, Australian
rights.
Schlank Back in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES,
Oct. 5.— Maurice
Schlank, producer of Hank Mann and
Billy Belcher comedies, ha* returned
from New York.
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Style of
Productions

Believe Criticism as to Quality and Suitability of
Photographs Sent to Exhibitors and Others
Will Be Entirely Eliminated
Thai the time is ripe for a new de- represent a considerable expense, to say
parture in quality and subject of stills nothing of the time and services of those
who assisted in their preparation.
and that, so far as their own organizaSomething New Offered
tion is concerned, successful effort is
"In short, we have endeavored to give
being put forth to disqualify the reported
the industry something really new and
criticism directed against producers as a progressive
in the shape of stills and we
believe an examination of the finished
class on the ground of lack of supply
of the proper type and quality of stills, product will show that we have succeeded. It is our belief that the service
is set forth- in an article from the Marthus rendered to the exhibitor and others
shall Neilan studios.
concerned in the successful exploitation
"In an effort to overcome the vituperaof attractions will amply repay us and
tion that is generally accorded the proAssociated First National, who will reducer on account of his stills," says Mr.
lease 'Dinty'
MarshallwillNeilan
Neilan's
representative,
"we
have
gone
atractions,
andand
thatother
the returns
more
to considerable expense and unstinted
than
warrant
the
extra
expense
and labor
trouble in devising stills, starting with
to which we have gone.
the production 'Dinty,' now in hand,
only will art stills of this calibre
which shall, by their subject and treat- be "Not
welcomed by magazines and other
ment, set a new standard of art still,
special publications, but they will, beand which, by their studied adaptability
sides, provide unusual material for lobby
!o a great number of desirable purposes
for which stills have hitherto failed to be art display. The lighting and general
will prove exceptional foundasuitable, shall disarm the objections so postures
tions for the artist in laying out posters.
frequently raised as to the quality and
Line cuts and newspaper ads can also
suitability of still work.
be inspired by these stills, while for
11 by 14-Inch Negatives Made
rotogravure use they arc especially adapt"For this purpose, the whole studio
was turned over to the best still photographer obtainable on the Coast during
an entire day, and the technical staff Manning Starts the
placed at their disposal. The result is
able." Making of Comedies
embodied in series of 11 by 14-inch nega{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
tives which embody not merely situation*
in story, but rather, characteristic studies
LOS
ANGELES. Oct. 5.— The newly
that typify the theme of the story.
formed Norman Manning Productions
"While stills of the kind usually made
Company with Norman Manning, well
up will always be required for ordinary
known film executive, at its head, has
purposes, there is unquestionably a pressing need for special art prints such as started making comedies starring Slim
Summerville and Bobbie Dunn, at the
those we have sought to turn out, a type
which is illustrated by the 11x14 stills directing.
National studios. Joseph Bordeaux is
we have just created. These negatives

One of the special art stills used by the
Marshall Daw
Neilanis the
studios
for "Dinty."
Marjoric
subject.
Talmadge
Back

Sisters
From Europe

Chet Withey Will Direct Two
Pictures for Constance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. .V— The Talmadge
party, consisting of Norma, Constance
and Natalie Talmadge, Joseph M.
Schcnck and Dr. Bernard Livingston, arrived here Sunday from Europe on the
Imperator.
Stars Resume Work
Norma begins work today in "Satan's
Paradise" from the novel entitled "Unprincipled," byAndrew Soutar, adapted
by
Anthony
PaulwillKelly
andHarrison
Albert
Parker. The latter
direct.
Ford will be the leading man.
Constance Talmadge begins today in
the
picturization
of the Butler,
play "Mama's
Affair"
by Ellis Parker
adapted
by John Kmerson and Anita Loos with
Victor
Fleming
directing.
"Kenneth Harlan plays
opposite
Constance.
After next week. Norma Talmadge
goes to Bahamas and Cuba for exterior?
for her picture.
Chet Withey Signed
Chet Withey has been signed by
Schenck to direct the next two Constance
Talmadge pictures which are to be
known as Chet Withey Productions.
These follow "Mama's Affair." The first
Withey
production
will be
Man
from Toronto."
Harrison
Ford"The
has been
signed by Schenck for one year to play
alternately
opposite Norma and Constance.

Characteristic
study
from Wesley
the Marshall
production
"Dinty"
typifies
the
theme of the
story.
Barry isNeilan
the featured
player
of thisthat
First
National
picture.

Ginsberg in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, October 5.— Henry
Ginsberg, cational
generalExchanges,
sales ismanager
of Eduvisiting
the
Christie studios
this week.
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kGOOD
ROADS"
TO
Touching upon a matter infrequently discussed despite
its obvious importance to the great majority of exhibitors,
the good roads movement, V. B. Valleau, owner of theatres
in Albert Lea, Blue Earth and Marshall, Minn., addressed
the following statement to the members of the United Theatrical Protective League at the recent convention in Minneapolis :
"I consider it the most important movement
before the exhibitors at the present time, Every
small town exhibitor knows what good roads mean.
I depend upon farmers for twenty miles around. If
you give them the roads they will come to your
theatres."
Without the formality of a vote the exhibitors present
pledged themselves to give every possible aid to the good
roads movement throughout the territory.
The example set for the industry is one that should be
followed by other organizations and every member thereof.
And though Mr. Valleau alluded especially to the small
town exhibitor, the issue is important in a larger sense to
every theatre man in the country and the subject merits the
serious consideration of all.
ONE of the most interesting
stories carried in this department in the past few months was
the account on page 74 of the September 11 issue of the manner in
which C. L. Hiller, manager of the
3rand theatre, Crooks'ton, Minn.,
drew farmers from surrounding territory in such numbers that a spe:ial traffic officer was appointed by
:he city council to prevent accidents
iue to the parking of automobiles
lear the playhouse. Though Mr.
filler's experience was the result of
i special campaign directed to the
ural patronage, his success is indicative of what can be done by
others.
The important fact brought out
)y Mr. Hiller is that farmers can
ie influenced to make the trip to
:he city to attend a motion picture
Performance, that they are willing
to come and that they have the
lecessary means of transportation,
ft is a well-known fact that comJaratively few farmers of todav do
iot possess automobiles.
Any exhibitor can formulate and

execute plans for a campaign which
will bring farmers into the city and
to his theatre. Farmers have not
been advertised to to any great extent and will respond readily to a
well-directed appeal. But they can
not and will not be present when
the ticket window is opened if the
road to the theatre
* * is* impassable.
The building up of a good road
system is not a simple matter. Time
and effort are required, and funds
must be provided. The exhibitor can
be of great aid in providing these
requisites.
It is not to the credit of the industry that exhibitors have lagged
behind their fellow business men in
this respect. Commercial associations in every city have gone into
the good roads movement with a
fervor born of clear business insight.
They are in large measure responsible for the favorable legislation that
has been effected and the work that
has been done.
The exhibitor should join other
merchants in the endeavor. He has
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an
instrument
at his disposal that
SU
CC
ES
S His
can be used with great
effect.
screen is the most valuable advertising space that can be obtained. He
should use it intelligently in the interest of good roads.
♦ ♦ ♦
The bigfrontingcity
exhibitor
has conhim a similar
opportunity.
Though in many cases not so situated as to profit directly from the
betterment of rural transportation
facilities, he shares naturally in the
general benefit to the community.
And there is a parallel activity which
will yield him profit.
The loss that such an exhibitor
suffers when city transportation is
for any reason affected disadvantageously is one which most have
experienced. The street car tie-up,
the blocking off of thoroughfares
unnecessarily for reconstruction,
improper street lighting and similar
causes frequently cut into box office receipts materially.
There are various ways of preventing such occurrences, varying
according minent.
to Thethe
inconveniences
imexhibitor
who keeps
abreast of local happenings, who is
personally in touch with the men
who have it in their power to bring
about the desired remedy, suffers
least from this form of box office
embarrassment.
* * *
The good roads issue should not
be disregarded, as of no concern to
the exhibitor. It is the concern of.
the city, the county, the state and
the
nation. The farmer's interest is
obvious.
The exhibitor should not fail to
make it his concern also.
He should enter with enthusiasm
into all endeavors to improve existing conditions in his community.
He should let it be known to all
that he is for good roads — an opportunity in itself for the obtaining of
not inconsiderable publicity.
C. L. Hiller broke a record by appealing to rural patronage. Mr.
Hiller's achievement can be duplicated by any showman who has the
initiative to follow his example.
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In

The

Stills

Week

Straw vote finals were published by
several hundred First National
theatres throughout the country,
the event having a pronounced
effect upon attendance.
"Bill" Haycock, manager of the
Star theatre, Callaway, Neb., a
town of 765 inhabitants, drove a
prairie schooner about the community, the entouragt being complete in detail even to the presence of a jug supposed to contain
moonshine, exploiting the approaching exhibition of Republic's "When Bearcat Went Dry."

No especial ingenuity is required to develop from this informative still showing a
scene tinginand presentation
"The Price offeature
Redemption,"
Bert suitability.
Lytell's Metro vehicle, a stage setof complete

"Jonesboro sees 'em first and sees
'em forbyless,"
adopted
as a
slogan
A. H.was
Collins,
manager
of the Grand theatre, Jonesboro,
Ark., "Go and Get It," booked
immediately after its New York
showing providing the suggestion. The slogan trades upon
civic pride and is reported a business stimulant.
"Request ducted
Music
Week" L. was
conby Edward
Hyman,
managing director of the Strand,
Brooklyn, N. Y., thousands of
cards being handed to patrons
with an invitation to write thereupon their request for special
selections by orchestra, organ or
soloist. Signatures were obtained
and personal letters written to
those who made requests informing them of the performance at
which their requests would be
granted.
Theatres that will exhibit "Go and
Get It" in Cincinnati, O., were
aided by Roy H. Haines, First
National manager there, who entertained the press of the city at
a private screening.

Where the more elaborate presentation can be accommodated, excellent use may
be made of the suggestion seen in the still from "The Branded Woman," Norma
Talmadge's
National
attraction,
scene pictured
the infernal current
regions.First
Strong
dialogue,
possiblytheconsisting
in part representing
of excerpts
from
Dante's
"Inferno"
may
be
used,
with
musical
selections
from
"Faust" or
"Parsifal."

/

H. A. Giles, manager of the Link
theatre, Walkerton, Ind., made
the most of the anniversary of
his playhouse by sending out a
letter to patrons explaining the
circumstance and stating that
despite bad roads and weather
they would find a visit to the
theatre worth while because of
the special attractions booked for
the occasion — "Shore Acres,"
"Old Lady 31," "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," "On with the
Dance," and others.

Electrical effects, a musical program including a bass soloist, with dramatic dialogue having a direct bearing upon the play should introduce advantageously
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," Tom Terris' Vitagraph special production.
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Barbian

Outlines

Responsible
C. A. Barbian, whose able management has made the Waldorf theatre,
a downtown house in Akron, O ., with
a seating capacity of 280, known
throughout the industry as one of the
representative American theatre successes, delivered his views upon showmanship at the conclusion of a dinner
in his honor at the Astor Hotel, New
York City, on September 23. His
hearers pronounced the address "one
of the most lucid convincing and interesting ever delivered in the industry."
Mr. Barbian is a showman through
and through.
His record is a record of capable
showmanship. His speech is the
speech of a showman. Every exhibitor in America should read it in its
entirety and profit by Mr. Barbian's
example.
kkT^ICTURES are a business, not
x a game," stated Mr. Barbian at
the outset of his speech, '"and for the
salesman or anyone else who comes to
me and talks of 'the picture game' I
have no time to spare. It is a business which carries responsibilities for
the exhibitor, — responsibilities to the
community for morals and healthy
conditions, responsibilities to fellow
exhibitors, and, for himself, responsibility for his investment. It is no
longer a business into which one can
go with a capital of a dollar and a
quarter. I would not want to enter it
if it were. But it is a business whose
basis, like that of any other business,
rests upon fine principles and fundamental common sense.
"Like many of my fellow exhibitors
I entered the business of exhibiting
from another business: That was
some years ago and I am, I believe,
the second oldest in point of priority
among subfranchise holders. I made
it my business to study my business.
Barbian-isms
"Pictures are a business — not a
'game'."
"Good film will always do good
business."
"I believe in advertising."
"I don't believe in hokum."
"I devote,
and Idevote,
believe10every
exhibitor
should
per
cent of his gross to advertising."
"There are exhibitors around
Akron paying an 80-cent rate, instead of a $1.25 rate, and to this
day they don't know how the reduction came about — they don't
know that I personally guarantee
the bulk amount that enables them
to benefit."

HERALD

Showmanship

for

Waldorf
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Principles

Theatre

First, I started to inspect my program
— to know exactly what I was going
to give my public. Five or six years
ago I discovered the re-booking plan.
I played, for instance, "Tess of the
Storm Country' no fewer than eleven
engagements, bringing it back always
to increased prices, ten cents, fifteen,
then twenty and then at a quarter.
Next I started to look at the film.
Good film will always do business.
'"That was my re-booking period.
Then came for me a pre-release
period. I started to get advance information, tovisit the exchanges, to
pick out what I knew or thought I
wanted and pay for it as a pre-release.
"I run my pictures a week and
sometimes more. A good picture for
two days is better than two poor
pictures a day each, and the same
principle applies to longer runs. In
the end it pays me to find a good
picture and run it longer than to make
possibly more money for the time being by putting in several poorer pictures and getting away with them
through frequent change. I am out to
satisfy the public — that is the only sure
way to success for me, or anyone else,
and even where I myself don't make
money I want to give my patrons their
money's worth.
"It' is the exhibitor's business to be
able to recognize good pictures. If he
can't do that he should not stay in the
picture business. Next, he must
search 'till he finds good pictures and
then, see that he gets them. There's
a free and open market. It is the exhibitor's own fault if he is unsuccessful. He can and must work out his
own salvation. It is up to the exhibitor. When anyone comes to me
with talk of this 'menace' or that
'menace' I suspect him of using a
smoke screen for ulterior motives.
great 'menace' — bad
one are
There is only
pictures.
There
only two things
that count — good pictures and bad
pictures.
"I am a believer in reaching out for
the exhibitor market. The exhibitor
must go out and find business even at
the cross roads and one way to do it,
a vital way, is to advertise.
"In this as in anything else clean
cut methods are the only way to results— avoid adjectives, avoid hokum,
don't try to delude your public — which
brings me to the question of free publicity as well as advertising. Get the
news value out of your picture and
let the public know it through your
ads and through your press agent.
See to it that your publicity man gets
less bunk and more fact, more truth

Success

C. A. BARBIAN
Of Akron, Ohio, who addressed the First
National
Exhibitors'of Circuit
on the exploitation
pictures. recently
into his stories. I don't believe in
hokum.
"We have fought a big fight in
Akron over advertising. I believe in
advertising. I devote, and I believe
ever}- exhibitor should devote ten per
cent of his gross to advertising. If I
do SI 50,000 gross in a year I spend
S15.000 in advertising — not on billboards, but in the newspapers and
other forms of the printed word.
"We had a tough struggle to get the
Akron papers to cooperate. There
was one rate for this exhibitor and
another for that. We got together,
myself and my competitors. We
talked things over. I am a firm believer in talking things over, and as a
result our local papers are no longer
matching one exhibitor against another. They are, in our territory,
selling us advertising in bulk.
"I believe in the suburban exhibitor
advertising. I was told that if he
advertised he would keep his people in
the suburbs and I. downtown, would
suffer. The view I take is that if he
fills
overflowin
that his
willhouse
come there'll
to me.be Ianbelieve
large production — of theatre-goers,
that's why I believe in everybody advertising — even my competitor, even
the suburban exhibitor. We have
secured what at first I was told was
impossible, viz., the same advertising
rate in the suburbs as in town.
"There are
exhibitors
(Continued
on pagea~ound
64) Akron
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New

England
Cause

Theatre

and

Effect

— Photo by Exhibitors Herald staff photographer.
L. R. Conner, Wm. J. Mack and L. M. Sagel, general manager
of Poll's Circuit, with J. J. Barry of the I. A, T. S. E.
and M. L. Saunders, manager of Poli's theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
New England theatres are prosperous.
The Summer season teas unprecedented in point of
attendance and the beginning of Autumn promises a year
of big business.
Exploitation is considered both the cause and effect,
and a distinctly individual type of exploitation has been
developed in the territory. The camera records the unusual aspects of New England exploitation with fidelity.
They arc worthy of general study.
the ExiiiitiTORs Herald field representative
WHEN
crossed the line that has always been regarded as
setting Xew England apart, the change was distinctly
discernible. Theatres looked much the same as theatres
throughout the nation, but in the manner of their management and general operation a genuine individuality
became apparent.
The camera seemed the better medium of expression
for the purpose of reporting theatre conditions and the
photographs that appear upon this and the opposite page
were taken. Additional lens testimony will be presented
from time to time, as the showmanship of Xew England
theatre men is of a type with which every American exhibitor should familiarize himself to his profit.
* * *
L. M, Sagel, general director of the Poli Circuit,
with his assistants, L. R. Conner, Wm. J. Mack and M. L.
Saunders, were photographed with J. J. Barry, of the
I. A. T. S. E. These men are prominent among the showmen of the section. They are some of the men whose
efforts have produced the characteristically Xew England
type of exploitation.
M. L. Saunders is again shown upon this page standing in front of the theatre he manages at Bridgeport.
Conn. A tribute to his showmanship is seen in the great
banner advertising "Homespun Folks," a title, it will be
generally conceded, well calculated to appeal to Xew England residents.
On the opposite page is seen the "one horse shay"
exploitation stunt used by Oliver Edwards, manager of
Poli's Palace theatre, X'ew Haven, Conn., for "Madame
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Exploitation
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Success

X." differentiated
Again the Xew
touch, the localized appeal
as
from England
the general.
* * *
Xo less striking because lacking the local application
in some degree is the stunt used by Joseph Saperstein,
manager of the Strand, Bridgeport, for "Three Gold
Coins." The "tallest cowhoy in the world," R. E. Madsen
of Ranger, Tex., was employed for the occasion. It is
unnecessary to dwell upon the gentleman's fitness for
work in In-half of the exploitation of Western pictures.
The remaining illustration shows the manner in which
the < Mympic theatre at Xew Haven handled the straw
vote recently conducted by First National theatres
throughout the nation. A portion of the lobby wa<
arranged to represent a typical polling place and the procedure customary to the casting of a genuine ballot was
instituted.
This i> the type of showmanship that has been the
cause
study. and effect of box office prosperity in Xew England.
It is a type that exhibitors everywhere will do well to
* * *
I
The chiefly individual aspect, perhaps, is the care that
is taken to capitalize local characteristics, typically NewEngland likes and dislikes, preferences and prejudices.
That care should be exercised by showmen in every section of the country. All too few exhibitors have demonstrated their appreciation of the opportunity that confronts
them.
The success of the cowboy exploitation above mentioned was obviously heightened materially because cowboys are unfamiliar to Xew Englanders.
The "one horse shay-' stunt was highly efficient because of an exactly reverse process of reasoning.
Thev have in common a valuable attribute — unusualI'nusualness is of utmost importance in exploitation,
no matter in what section of the country or for what
purpose it is used. And Xew England exhibitors have
developed a keen sense of the unusual.
Showmen should not fail to grasp the significance of
this aspect of Xew England exploitation.

—Photo by Exhibitors Herald staff photographer
M. L. Saunders and the theatre that he manages, as it appeared
during the run of "Homespun Folks."
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OLIVER EDWARDS, manager of Poli's Palace theatre, New Haven, Conn., devised this "cne horse shay" for street g
of "Madame
X," Pauline
Freder. carriage
ck's Goldwyn
Thoughsight
Oliver
Wendell and
Holmes
3 foundexploitation
inspiration inforbehalf
his poem
in New England
the classic
is no production.
longer a familiar
thereabouts
the Jj
(
J unusualness of the equipage added to its effectiveness as advertising.

ID
E. MADSEN, the tallest cowboy in the world, was engaged by Joseph Saperstein, manager of the Strand theatre, M
II 1\.
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
for theinexploitation
of 'and
Threehis Gold
Coins," inTom
recent
Fox had
production.
His stature
such as to challenge
attention
any gathering
appearance
behalfMix's
of the
picture
a definite influence
uponis gH
1 attendance figures.

= T~"HE
ceremony
of a genuine
connection
First National
vote prepared
at the Olympia
J
1 theatre,
New Haven,
where election
a portionwasof observed
the lobby inwas
convertedwith
intothea polling
place andstraw
specially
boards M|
1 were used as announcements.
Photos by Exhibitors Herald staff photographer
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Grainger Arranges
For Film Edition of
"Jack-Knife
STRAND

TALMADGE
IN

THE

B R ft N 0 E D Njv SOLO I STS
JOHNNY HINES

The huge electric sign that carries for blocks the advertising message of the Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., a costly adjunct to the theatre that is worth the expenditure involved.

Electric
Big

Sign

Visible

Factor

for

Blocks

in Success

of Strand

Hyman the"does
From
side itofelectrically."
the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., the huge
electric sign that announces Strand attractions blazes the message of
the day in letters that may be read for blocks.
The effect is distinctly noticeable at the box office.
Edward L. Hyman, managing director, gives evidence of his high
regard for the power of that sign by the care he exercises in preparing
the copy for each change.
* * *
A few weeks ago Mr. Hyman, one of the last to experiment with
the featured comedy idea, gave a short subject place in his sign for the
first time.
The results were reported gratifying and subsequent events have
proved that they were, for short subjects have figured consistently in
the Strand sign streamers ever since.
The above illustration shows a case in poinf. Unfortunately, a
portion of the sign was run in colored lights on this occasion and the
full effect of its radiance is not conveyed by the photograph. Educational's "Torchy Comes Through" * is *the * short subject referred to.
Every exhibitor has had experience with electric signs. Whether
or not he uses that type of advertising, every exhibitor knows that a
sign like that operated by the Strand represents a not inconsiderable
outlay of funds both as to first cost and upkeep.
Perhaps many will welcome the evidence of its paying qualities
as an investment. And that those paying qualities are genuine has been
convincingly demonstrated at the Strand.
There may be a better place to put money than into advertising,
but if such is the case it is not generally known. Not only exhibitors
but the industrial world at large would be glad to have it pointed
out to them.
* * *
There may be a better form of advertising for the downtown house
than flash advertsing, but that, too, if it exists, has not been disclosed
up to the present time.
The downtown house in any city that does not go in heavily for
flash advertising is missing a golden opportunity.

Man"

Ed Grainger, New York manager
for King W. Vidor, announces completion of negotiations which will
result in the publication by Grosset
and Dunlap of a special motion picture edition of "The Jack-Knife
Man," Ellis Parker Butler's novel
picturized by King Vidor and distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc. The publication
of the novel, which will be illustrated with scenes from the film version, is to be a factor in a cooperative exploitation campaign which
promises marked success.
Book dealers will be provided
with window material for advertising purposes, the same being
fashioned after the matter that is
oftVrcd by First National to theatre
men who exhibit the picture.
The combined effect of the
parallel campaigns should be entirely
gratifying
as regards box office receipts.
campaign, while working independently of the picture campaign, in a
sense, will stimulate interest in the
story. Whether or not the book is
purchased by the person reached, the
impulse to attend the theatre showing
will have been implanted. There remains for the exhibitor merely to do
what good advertisers do with every
picture — boost it to the limit.

E. C. Grainger, New York manager for
King Vidor, who arranged for the publication by Grossett and Dunlap of a
special edition of "The Jack- Knife
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Prairie
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Schooner

Gate"

Given

Exploitation

THE
showing
of "ThebyToll
Gate,"
S. Hart's
Artcraftof this
production
at the Lyceum
Conn.,
prospered
materially
reason
of William
the striking
appearance
prairie schooner
upon the theatre.
streets ofNew
the Britain,
city.
NO

picture is too old to advertise.
Any picture that is worth advertising is worth
advertising well.
Good advertising is invariably productive of box office
returns.
Upon these facts the management of the Lyceum
theatre, New Britain, Conn., and Paul Morgan, Famous
Players-Lasky exploitation representative at the Xew
Haven exchange, based the exploitation campaign that
resulted in big business during the run of 'The Toll Gate,"
William
Hart's Artcraft
production,
thattoplayhouse.
Xo S.
explanation
has been
receivedat as
where a
genuine prairie schooner, relic of the days of '49 in the
old West, was obtained in the far removed section of the
country community referred to as Xew England, but the
fact that it was obtained is sufficient.
* * *
More important is the fact that it toured the streets
of the city as shown in the photograph reproduced above,
and that citizens who professed a fondness for the Hart
productions were given free rides in the stage coach and
presented with a card signifvine membership in the "Bill
'
Hart Club."

This entourage was seen about the streets of Xew
Britain for three days prior to the opening of the picture.
That it excited comment is a foregone conclusion. That
it resulted in excellent attendance during the showing is
news of greater interest.
The incident is interesting
* * for
* several reasons.
It proves that nothing impossible — since the finding
of a stage coach in Xew Britain would be commonly
classed among the most impossible things imaginable.
It proves that good advertising is profitable, whether
the attraction be fresh from the studio or several months
old.
It proves that any picture which is worth advertising
is worth advertising well — and that is a point which evenexhibitor in America should grasp in its full significance
and retain permanently in mind.
That point should be realized by every exhibitor in
every campaign that he conducts.
An old adage has it, "What's worth doing is worth
Thewell."
advertising application is so obvious that it should
doingrequire
not
emphasis.
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Feminist

Movement

Promises

in Exploitation

Infusion

of Originality

being that theatre advertising is directed largely to women.
The proposition merits consideration.
Think it over.
Insurance Stories
Theatre Publicity
If Properly Done

The lobby of the Empire theatre, Mobile, Ala., as decorated for the run of
"Don't Ever Marry."
Women are noted for curiosity.
Curiosity is a big factor in advertising.
It follows that there is genuine
promise in the entrance into exploitation of Miss M. Luckel, manageress of
the Empire theatre. Mobile, Ala.
Miss Luckel's initial campaign is
typically
woman's work. It is also
excellent exploitation.
"Don't Ever Marry," Marshall
Neilan's First National attraction, was
the picture for which the campaign
was used. On the third day before
the opening, a limousine appeared
upon the street, bearing a sign which
read. "Don't Ever Marrv. Follow
On the day before the opening, a
Me."
newspaper
announcement stated that
a couple would be married in the
limousine, in front of the Empire,
at noon, the following day. The
wedding took place as scheduled, and
the couple drove away from the assembled crowd in the same limousine,
with the same sign conspicuously and
inconsistently displayed.
The photograph of the Empire
lobby, reproduced herewith, completes
the narrative of a characteristicallv
feministic campaign.
There are aspects of the event that
claim attention. The details deserve
study.
And the point of the whole seems
to be that showmen generally are
overlooking an important source of
original ideas when they do not investigate thoroughly the proposition of
feminism as an aid to exploitation.
There are several good reasons for
believing the feminine viewpoint to be
of great value, not the least of these
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The single objection to the idea is
the cost of the insurance, which is not
a serious one. The first cost is comparatively small. The policy may be
discontinued at will.
There are countless variations of
the stunt that will suggest themselves
to the thinking exhibitor at once. It
is the stunt itself that should be
jotted down as important.
The story itself is not sufficient.
There must be a policy. And it is
belter to let the story come from the
insurance agent, if possible.
The size of the policy, of course,
must be determined by individual
judgment.

Marion Davies, star of "The Ke.-tless Sex," has had her feet insured
for $300,000. Newspapers of the
nation will undoubtedly carry the
story, perhaps with the photograph
reproduced herewith.
The idea is adaptable.
The stunt is a veteran, but one of
the "sure-fire" variety.
Any exhibitor can use it.
Any exhibitor can insure hi- Organist, violinist, better still, his cashier,
for as much money as he sees fit.
The cashier looks like the best bet.
A newspaper story to the effect that
you have
insured forhad
a bigyour
sum cashier's
because life
of the
danger consequent upon her guardianship of the daily receipts should get
a general reading and cause Wide
comment.
The natural conclusion will be that
great sums must be handled daily in
your ticket office — and nothing is quite
so attractive as prosperity, real or
imaginary.

Marion Davies has had her feet insured
for $300,000. Any exhibitor can adapt
the idea to his own publicity purposes
with good effect.
Barbian

Talks

Upon

Showman Principles
(Continued from page SO)

Miss M. Luckel, manageress of the Empire theatre, Mobile, Ala., who introduced the feminist movement into exploitation.

paying an ? rtO rate instead of a $1.2?
rate and to this day they don't know
how the reduction came about — they
don't know that I personally guarantee the bulk amount that enables them
to benefit.
"Our next battle was over publicity
in the newspapers. They were nullifying our publicity by running it
under the caption 'Says the Press
Agent.' In that way they were handing us a backhanded slap, giving us
space with one hand and nullifying it
with the other. 'We must run it that
way' they told us, 'we can't appear
responsible for the bunk that the p. a.
puts out.' We talked that oyer, we
undertook to give them material they
could run — I engaged my own press
agent — it is his business to get the
news element out of the pictures and
there's no longer for us any back
handed caption over the movie news
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Chambers*
Stanleymina
ted Lobby
Illu
Summons Wichitans
Moths are drawn by light.
People are not altogether unlike
moths, in this respect.
Though a good many centuries of
history are responsible for the fact
that human beings naturally shun darkplaces and huddle together around a
spot that is well lighted, the history
is unimportant. The fact is the thing.
Stanley Chambers, whose advertising methods, applied to the Palace and
Regent theatres, Wichita, Kans., have
put that city on the map in an exploitation sense, realizes the value of light
in attracting attention. He draws
people to his theatres by many methods, all of them, so far as noted, good,
but none better than by the simple
expedient of creating a blaze of light
that it is practically impossible for a
pedestrian to pass without feeling a
strong impulse to stop and investigate.
A night photograph of Mr. Chambers' Regent theatre lobby is reproduced herewith. It conveys, as well
as the camera can convey, an impression of that playhouse as it appears
in. the evening, with lights ablaze.
There is in a blaze of light the
promise of companionship, good cheer,
in this case, entertainment. Man does
not like to be alone. He likes less
to be in the dark.
The drawing power of the illuminated lobby is strong. It undoubtedly
brings into the Regent theatre many
who would not otherwise attend.

Night photograph showing the blaze of
light maintained by Stanley Chambers
to attract people to his Regent theatre,
Wichita, Kan.
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The showman responsible for this lobby display enshrouds his identity in mystery,
thereby side-stepping credit due for an achievement worth while. The trade
will be interested to learn his name.

Unidentified

Photograph

Genius

of Lobby

Mirrors
Display

Artist

A considerable reward awaits the gentleman responsible for the
lobby display photographically reproduced herewith. If the man is a
reader of this department, the reward can be paid at once.
But other readers would like to know his name and, in fairness to
himself, it should be printed.
The reward consists chiefly of praise, of praise and the measure
of fame that invariably goes with the accomplishing of anything
worth while.
Something decidedly worth while was accomplished when this lobby
display was made up. There will be no difference in opinions on
that point.
Whoever he may be, the showman who made up the lobby display
worked well and to a good purpose. He provided a highly effective
atmospheric setting for the production in engagement. And he made
a strong argument for attendance upon the screening of that attraction.
In composition,
conception
and execution,
product
of the careful
man's
endeavors
is of excellent
quality.
It is not the
often
that even
workmen succeed more completely in attaining their end.
It is less often that a man, having accomplished work of this quality,
forgets to attach his name and the name of his theatre to the photograph
that is to inform the world of his showmanship.
It is possible that some readers will recall another photograph
published in this department, on page 56, of the July 17 issue, to be
exact, showing the lobby of the Strand theatre, Spartanburg, S. C,
as decorated for the run of "The Mind the Paint Girl."
The resemblance is striking. Though there appear to be architectural differences, it is not impossible that these are due to a different
arrangement of the panels.
In case the above photograph is a picture of the Strand lobby,
congratulations should be bestowed upon the management of that
playhouse.
In any case, the creator of the display did not labor in vain.
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Alhambra

"Forty -Five

Duplicates
Minutes'9

Stunt

The Alhambra management accomplished a double
end in thus approximating a New York precedent. The
first accomplishment was the proper presentation of the
picture. Important as that
* is,
* the
* second is more so.
The "New York idea" has long been something of
a stumbling block to theatre men situated elsewhere. Many
have yielded to the natural suggestion that, because a tiling
is done in New York, the largest city, it cannot be done
as successfully in a smaller community. A certain more
or less natural terror has discouraged much effort that
might otherwise have raised the national standard in
theatre work.
The Alhambra incident knocks that hypothesis into
the stereotyped cocked hat.
Exhibitors should realize that it does so — and act
accordingly.
New York, because it is the location of the home
offices of the majority of film corporations, is regarded
by many exhibitors throughout the nation as the fountain
from which must flow all inspiration of value. If "it's
being
done" in New York, it is reasoned, it can be done
elsewhere.
Which is correct and* proper
* * — but insufficient.
Bearing a marked resemblance to the presentation used by
Joseph L. Plunkett at the Strand theatre, New York, the
Alhambra feature, wholly original, is a credit to that institution.
The West is vindicated.

Milwaukee, Wis., with a fraction of New York's
population, has equalled the presentation for "Forty-Five
Minutes from Broadway," Charles Ray's first independent
production for First National, used by Joseph L. Plunkett
for the Strand theatre of that city.
The West is vindicated.

PHOTOGRAPHS reproduced upon this page recall
vividly the illustrations used in this department last
week in connection with the Plunkett Strand theatre
presentation, then pronounced one of the most striking
in presentation history.
But the Alhambra presentation was not influenced by
those photographs. The similarity is marked, but it would
have been physically impossible for the Alhambra management to have utilized the suggestion, instituted the
presentation and prepared the photographs in the space
of time intervening.
The Alhambra, also be it known, is not and never
has been an imitator. The originality displayed in exploitation and presentation conducted by this organization
has been rivaled only by* the* enterprise
of its execution.
*
Rather let it be construed as an illustration of the
ancient remark anent great minds that run in the same
channel. In this case, both minds are undeniably great,
as concerns exploitation and presentation. And if there
is a common factor in the coincidence, it must be that
of a common inspiration.
At the Alhambra the soloist and chorus arrangement
was also used. Here, also, the musical score from George
M. Cohan's stage original was used.
A difference in conception and treatment is seen in
the use made of the set train idea. Details are meagre
as to the use made of the set, but the fact that it was
used is sufficient.

Exhibitors have also regarded the converse as a fast
rule — that if it "isn't being done" in New York, it cannot
be done anywhere.
It is here that the shortcoming lies. And, as a result
of that mistaken hypothesis, plans that might have
developed sensational exploitation and presentation frequently have been abandoned.
The Alhambra achievement is the result of independent thinking. No model served the Alhambra management in the preparation of the presentation. Suggestions were not taken from the actual accomplishment of
another exhibitor.
Originality of this sort is invaluable.
It is also, fortunately, a thing that can be cultivated.
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Slightly different use was made of the "So Long Mary" number, realism being obtained with less expense and effort.
The reproduction of a station interior is especially good.
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Universal

Qualifies

Exploitation begins at the studio.
When exploitation material is provided in
the making of a picture, exhibitors invariably
capitalize it to the fullest extent of their ingenuity.
Within a comparatively short space of time
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company
has advanced to a position among the leaders
in the making of exploitation successes.
Some of the definite results are pictured
upon this page.
3 SIMIIIIIIilliiH

Exhibitors

Prosper

"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals" is an exploitation title and an exploitation picture. It
drew the waiting line seen at the top of this
page to the Frolic theatre, San Francisco.
"The Devil's Passkey" stimulates curiosity
and curiosity brings attendance. The photograph at the left shows a matinee crowd at the
Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
The same title emblazoned in lights created
the night scene reproduced above at the 81st
Street theatre, New York.
Exploitation begins at the studio.
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Duluth

Lobby

In Simple
Founded

Study

Dressing
Upon

Title

A good title draws.
There is no longer a vestige of
excuse for controversy upon that

Standard advertising methods brought about attendance of the indicated magnitude
at the opening of "Humorcsque" at the Imperial theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

" Humoresque"
Exploitation Draws
Waiting Lines to Imperial Lobby
Good pictures are not hard to sell.
The point might be stretched to
read,
"Good
themselves,"
but that
wouldpictures
not be sell
altogether
true.
There may be pictures that sell themselves, if given time, but time is an
all-important element in the theatre
business, and it is undeniably true that
a picture which will sell itself in a
given time to a given number can be
sold in considerably less time to a
much greater number by good advertising.
John D. Howard, Famous PlayersLasky exploitation representative at
San Francisco, Cal., proceeded along
the latter line of reasoning in exploiting the opening of "Humoresque" at
the Imperial theatre.
The photograph reproduced herewith shows the results obtained.
There is legitimate ground for the
assertion that this particular picture
is practically "sure fire" as regards
box office receipts from this time
henceforth. The world has heard
about it— and has heard favorably.
An impulse to see it at the first opportunity has been deeply implanted
in the American mind, which must
not be construed to mean that any
American exhibitor who plans to exhibit the attraction can afford to sit
back and permit his patrons to act
merely upon that impulse.
Results might be satisfactory if they
did so.

They will be much more satisfactory and the box office will thrive to
a much greater extent if good, constructive advertising is used in its behalf.

But not all exhibitors capitalize
titles as they should be capitalized.
There
point. is infinite promise in the proposition of making the most of good
box office titles.
"Go and Get It" is such a title.
The business reported as Wing done
upon the picture by the exhibitors
throughout the country is such as to
qualify as proof of its drawing power.
The management of the New Lyric
theatre. Duluth. Minn., used the title
alone for lobby display, as may be
seen in the accompanying illustration,
l'.ig letters were used, and a single
smash was attempted — and effected.
the eggs under
in one ordinary
basket"
is Cutting
not good"alljudgment
circumstances, but in this and similar
cases it is not only permissible, but
probably proper.
It is obvious that the simple New
Lyric dressing exerted a strong appeal
to passersby. It stands out from the
viduality.
background
with sharply defined indiThe question of superiority as regards simplicity and elaboration in
lobby technique has evaporated into
thin air. The good lobby is the lobbythat draws — the reason for its drawing power being nonessential.

Concentrating upon the title of the picture, the management of the New Lyric
theatre, Duluth, Minn., makes a distinct appeal for attendance.
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Establishes
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in

Denver,

Colo.

Sidney has done it again.
The familiar phrase, applied customarily byreviewers when D. IV.
Griffith publishes a new production,
applies no less aptly to Louis K. Sidney, manager of the William Fox theatres in Denver, Colo., when a new
advertising campaign is reported from
that city.
"Bride 13,'' the initial Fox serial,
is the attraction in behalf of which
Mr. Sidney made his most recent
achievement.

SERIAL exploitation has never
been the recipient of the intensified effort commonly accorded special
feature productions by exhibitors.
One of the shortcomings of American
theatre advertising to date has been
the comparative laxity in this regard.
Mr. Sidney has established a genuine precedent in his work for
"Bride 13." It is to be hoped that
no reader of this publication will fail
to take from his example the profit it
undeniably offers.
The photographs reproduced upon
this page give a rather definite idea
of the methods used in the campaign.
They are good methods.
Every obtainable variety of vehicle
was procured and sent about the
streets of Denver with an apparently

Street view of the Strand theatre, Denve
r, Col.,
showing three
of the "Bride
13"
vehicles used by Louis K. Sidney in his
comprehensive
exploitation
campaign
for the serial.
"ju^t married" couple therein.' The
banners told the details of the occasion.
The suggestions made in this department when the serial was first

screened may or may not have had
a part in the laying out of the campaign. That is not important. The
important thing is that the stunt is
Thesine,single
"just married"
limoutaxicab, carriage
or motorcycle
has been used with marked success
good.
in connection with many productions
of recent issue.
The effect of a number of these,
obviously, is just that number of times
more powerful.
Sidney reasoned that way.
The result was the obvious one.
A precedent like this has a double
value. It shows that a thing can be
done. It inspires others to attempt it.
No doubt many exhibitors who have
not yet made an attempt of this
nature — the elaborate exploitation of
a serial — will follow the Sidney example at the first opportunity.
No doubt the results will be as
satisfactory.

A close-up of one of the vehicles, showing the detail in which the idea was carried
out and giving an idea of the attention attracted upon the streets of Denver.

The advisability of intensive exploitation for the serial form of entertainment cannot be questioned. It
should be unnecessary to discuss it at
length.
Showmen have not given the serial
its merited exploitation in the past,
for inexplicable reasons. It is to be
hoped that the example described
above will not be without its proper
effect upon the serial advertising of
the future.
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"Sundown Slim*' to
Profit by National
Book Store Drive
Co-operation means money.
There is no incident on record of

A remarkable contrast effect gained in a single window display. Used by Ascher's
Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., with "Suds."
Contrasting
Strong

Window

Appeal

Displays

for "Suds"

Contrast is not commonly spoken
of as one of the chief reasons for
the popularity of the motion picture, but it is admittedly a great
factor in the psychology of amusement of whatever variety. It is to
introduce contrast into his everyday
life that the average human being
attends the theatre — though he may
not, and usually does not, realize it.
A direct promise of such contrast is
correspondingly powerful.
"Suds" is a picture of contrast.
When Ascher's Merrill theatre, in
Milwaukee, exhibited Mary Pickford's
United Artists attraction, a definite
promise of contrast was made through
the window display photographically
reproduced herewith.
The window is excellent.
Showing the old-fashioned and the
modern methods of "doing the washing" in sharp and
contrast,
and cards
statingthat
in
well worded
readable
this contrast is further demonstrated
in the motion picture, the display
exerted an exceptionally strong appeal.
Passersby undoubtedly responded.
As a theatre advertisement the window is superb.
It is additionally valuable because
of its reactive value to the merchant
who provided the window space and
undoubtedly shared the expense.
He could not have spent money in
any endeavor that would have produced better results.
Essentially simple, the display may
be used as a pattern by other exhibitors who use the attraction. It is
well for those who plan to do so to

Make
Showing

retain this page for use in approaching
the merchant with an appeal for cooperation.
Oklahoma

City Showmen

Stageof "Universal
Something
an innovation inWeek"
the use
of the "special week" idea was staged in
Oklahoma City, Okla., recently when theatres united with the Universal exchange,
managed by Sam Benjamin, in putting over
a local "Universal Week."
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals," "Blind
Husbands," "The Virgin of Stamboul,"
"The Great Air Robbery," "Marked Men,"
"Her Five-Foot Highness," "Alias Miss
Dodd," "The Girl in 29," "The Vanishing
Dagger," "The Moon Riders" and "The
Lion Man" were among the productions
screened and special exploitation participated in by the exchange and the theatres
in
forco-operation
the week. brought exceptional business
It is reasonable to believe that the same
logic which makes the special week on a
national scale financially successful applies
as well to the localized adaptation of the
idea. Exhibitors in any city should be able
to promote an event of this nature with
whatever exchange is selected.

legitimate co-operation resulting in
other than beneficial results for the
parties engaged.
There will, doubtless, be beneficial
results consequent upon the co-operation recently arranged for between the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company and the Houghton-Mifflin Comof "Sundown
publishers
H. H. pany,
Knibbs'
novel
that has beenSlim,"
picturized as a Harry Carey vehicle.
By the terms of the agreement, W.
K. Pratt, manager of the syndicate
bureau for the publishing company,
has provided an attractive window display for the use of fiction dealers
throughout the country. This will be
built up around the book itself, and
augmented with stills from the picture, which will make the connection
clear.
Newspapers all over the nation will
also receive mats for general use.
Exhibitors playing the picture will
doubtless find it a simple matter to
induce local book dealers to make the
display.
slight effort necessary to procure the
The obvious advertising the book
will receive, as a result of the screening, should be sufficient to persuade
the merchant to make extra effort in
behalf of publicity for the book.
Though a book store co-operative
advertising stunt is in no sense a new
or novel enterprise, it is one of the
tried and found genuine advertising
methods.
Available at no cost to the exhibitor, itshould be utilized to the fullest
extent.

"Solo Stuff"
All too many exhibitors make the
common error of employing special talent that is in fact in no sense superior
to thatup.of which the regular orchestra is
made
Close attention during rehearsal frequently results in the discovery of
unique
featuring.accomplishments which are worth
The better policy is to use the talent
which is steadily employed at the theatre.
Patrons may come to hear a widely
advertised soloist once. They will come
regularly to hear talented players who
they know will be there always.

A co-operative campaign is being conducted by Universal and the publishers
of "Sundown Slim" in behalf of the
Harry Carey production.
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One

Thousand

Boys

Join

Y.M.

C.A.

in Treasure

Hunt

One man with a banner creates comment.
One thousand boys on one thousand bicycles, each
bearing
a pennant reading "Go and Get It," should be good
for a sensation.
That many boys went about Cincinnati, Ohio, recently,
bearing that many pennants, the occasion being the " 'Go
and Get It' Treasure Hunt" conducted in connection with
the
M. C. A.,attraction.
and in the interests of Marshall Neilan's
FirstY. National
Photographs reproduced herewith give the high lights
of the event.
It should be mentioned also that thirty prizes were
offered by the Y. M. C. A. as an incentive for the search,
and that everybody concerned in the promotion of the
enterprise was decidedly surprised at the enthusiasm of
the response.
The idea worked out excellently in Cincinnati.
There is no apparent reason why a parallel enterprise might not be conducted with equal success in any
:ity in the country.
There are many obvious reasons for believing that
iny exhibitor will find it greatly to his profit to emulate
he Cincinnati example.
It is more than likely that the order in question
■vill be found anxious to lend its co-operation, especially
f it can be conducted in connection with a membership
Irive.
The advantage to the box office during the run of
he picture is an obvious one.
"Carry Your Lunch"
"Carry your lunch" is the fad of the day.
Many theatres experienced success in capitalizing the recent
Overalls" craze.
Many more will experience success after a leader has demontrated that the new craze can be utilized.
your lunch and eat it at the Palace" is the obvious
ine "Carry
suggested.
Somebody may do as directed. If none volunteer the ushers
:an be disguised for photographic purposes.
The photograph, and a story, should win excellent position in
my American newspaper.

One thousand Y. M. C. A. boys put the | |
| | element of punch into the advertising campaign { |
|
|
|
|
|
|
I

|
|
|
1
I
1
|

conducted for "Go And Get It" in Cincinnati,
Ohio, taking part in a treasure hunt in which
thirty prizes were offered by the organization.
Great publicity was obtained and the boys that
participated attended the screening of the
picture — doubtless bringing members of their
families and friends.
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One-piece bathing suits are perpetually popular. They attract as strongly in Winter as at the height of the beach
season. Ushers attired as indicated above should create
a sensation and win valuable publicity.

Stunts

HERALD

October 16. 1920

A stage reproduction of the beach scene, with a jazz ukelele
player and a good looking chorus that can sing and
dance in keeping, should serve admirably as presentation and draw additional patronage.

In

The

Stills

Scenes from "So Long
Letty," Al Christie's SixPart Picturization for Robertson-Cole of Elmer Harris' Stage Success, Show
Remarkable Opportunity for
Use of Sure-Fire Exploitation and Presentation.
Swimming and diving contests are always good for front page newspaper notices.

Breakfast table differences figure prominently in the plot.
The culinary shortcomings of one of the wives involved precipitate a crisis. "Can your wife cook?" "Is
your husband
a morning
grouch?"
and similar questions can be used
effectively
in advertising.

Show the above to a dealer in bath room furnishings. Publish an offer of a reward for a min weighing more)
tfaan two hundred pounds to sleep all night in a bath
tub in his window or your lobby. When the papers |
print the story — announce the film.
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Kipling

to

Adapt

Paul Brlinet, Who

Own

Works

Negotiated With Famous

for

Pathe

English Novelist, Has

Not Announced the Names of the Stories to be Produced — Randolph
Lewis Will Advise Noted Writer In The Preparation of Scripts
Millie

RUDYARD KIPLIXG, the mostd noted
of English writers, has arrange with
Paul Brunet, president of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to have his works produced
on the screen.
Not only will Kipling's stories be picturizcd, but the author will prepare the scenarios.
The screen author, continuity writer and
technical expert commissioned to advise
with Kipling in the preparation of the scenarios is Randolph Lewis, well known as
a pioneer of picture writing in this country, and whose services as scenario editor
have gained especial value from his intimate knowledge of all the details, mechanical and otherwise, which enter into picture productions.
Credit for scoring this achievement-- in
winning over to the screen a writer who
has won fame throughout the world is
given to Mr. Brunet, who admits that this
accomplishment was one of the most important objects of his recent trip abroad.
In the course of several conferences.
Kipling's jectionscharacteristic
well-known
obto having his and
works
filmed were
overcome, details agreed upon and the arrangement consummated. In making this,
his first public announcement on the subject. Mr. Brunet says :
"It is not necessary for me to remark
that Rudyard Kipling in literature is the
voice of the century. For more than a
quarter of a century he has been read
everywhere, in all languages. He knows
no fear and makes no apology. More effectively than any other in modern letters
has done, he combines the powers of the
inspired prophet and the born story-teller.
"Governments are influenced by the
clarity of his insight and the force of his
warnings, while the people, delighted with
the entertainment he gives them, are guided
— unconsciously, perhaps — by the valuable
constructive truths which underlie all that
flows from his pen. He never is obscure;
all can understand him. And it is this combination of qualities which is so rarely
found in an individual of the writing craft,
that has given him so lofty a place in the
literature of the world.
* * *
"But there is another reason why. more
than any other living author, Rudyard Kipling is needed as a writer for the picture
screen. In his capacity, both as a poet and
a story-teller, Kipling powerfully visualizes, and he contributes that power to his
readers.
character In
in their
action.mind's eye they see his
"Thus even the humblest of his creations
is naturally and easily translated into terms
of a motion picture. This scarcely could
have been more evident had he adopted the
picture medium in the first instance. But
he chose the printed word and to that he
has adhered with even more than the customary fidelity of a master of his art, until
finally convinced that both his art and his
public would benefit from an excursion into
the world of pictures.
"Many and various attempts have been
Kipling to this state of mind.
made to bring
They were unsuccessful formerly because
the cinema had not received general recognition as a literary art medium ; and, lat-

terly, owing to lack of faith in the knowledge, judgment and good taste of the picture producers to whom he would have to
entrust his work. Kipling was not so stubborn as to cling unduly to the former objection, and what the name of Pathe stands
for, and has stood for since the beginning
cf motion pictures, has finally removed the
latter objection. * * *
"Up to the present time the works of
Rudyard Kipling are represented in motion
pictures by two examples only. These were
Pathe productions, by special arrangement
with the author, of the novel, 'The Light
That Faiied' and the poem 'Naulahka.'
Kipling took no personal part in their picturization. But the adaptations were faithfully made, and public reception of the
result more than equaled anticipation.
"In the three years that have elapsed
since the making of these productions,
many improvements, both mechanical and
in the technique of picturization have been
made. A definite technique applied to writing for the screen now is established, and
many distinguished novelists have become
masters of it.
' Although Kipling is not ignorant of the
art of original composition for picture production, he welcomes expert suggestions.
He is especially interested in the vastly
enlarged resources of the motion picture
camera
the screen's
ability toduring
availrecent
itself years,
of theandenormous
art
advantages of control of all degrees of
light and natural atmospheric effects.
"Kipling is under contract to write sevA TOUCHING

SCENE

FROM

eral picture features. His technical assistant sails this week to join him in England.
The first Kipling script is expected to arrive
in November. These productions will be
supervised by Robert Brunton, who is a
lifelong admirer of Kipling and an authority on Brunet
his writings."
Mr.
is frank in his enthusiasm
over results to be anticipated from bringing
Rudyard Kipling into the motion picture
field. He was not ready to name the popular published works which would figure in
the pictures to be written by the famous
English poet-novelist, but he felt assured
that the selection would meet the approval
of the mass of picture theatre patrons, as
well as those who considered Kipling preeminent, in the world of literature.
Anniversary
Theatre's
Capitol First
Nazimova, in her latest Metro produc"Madamefeature
Peacock,"
has atbeen
booked tion,
as the
attraction
the
Capitol theatre, New York, in connection
with the first anniversary celebration of
the world's
picture
house24. the
week
beginninglargest
Sunday,
October
In token of this unusual event it is
planned to have the Capitol theatre
especially decorated during the week of
October 24, and an elaborate lobby display will feature the Nazimova picture
as the chief attraction during the anniversary week. A special musical program will also be one of the features.
"FORBIDDEN

VALLEY"

Scene from the J. Stuart Blackton-Pathe picture, featuring Warren Cnandler, Wm.
P. Dunn, Charles Kent, May McAvoy and Bruce Gordon.
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DEPARTMENT

Top (left to right), Paul Gulick, publicity manager and director; Philip D. Cochrane, new exploitation manager; Edward S.
Moffatt, advertising manager of Universal. Second row, Henry Clay Bate, assistant publicity director; E. Kenneth Todd,
special writer publicity department; Paul E. Perez, special writer, publicity department.

Arrow

Obtains "Sport Pictorials9'
From Jake Eaton for Distribution

W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, has announced
the closing of a contract with Jack
Eaton of Town and Country Films, for
the distribution of a series of one-reel
pictures to be known as "Sport PicThese pictures
are to
lished onetorials."
every
other week
andbearepub-to
be devoted entirely to various kinds of
sports. They are to be edited by Grantland Rice, prominent sport writer.
Mr. Rice has two columns pertaining
to sporting matters appear under his
signature in fifty-three daily newspapers
in the United States, and a full page in
color in over thirty Sunday newspapers.
He is a recognized writer on all sporting
matters.
To Be Sold in Blocks
These films are to be sold in blocks of
twelve, that is, an exhibitor will not be
asked to contract for more than twelve
pictures at one time.
According to the Arrow announcement, these reels will have an unusual
appeal for the reason that sports are universal in their appeal, as every one is a
follower of some particular sport. Particular attention is called to the increas-

ing interest in sporting matters since the
termination of the World War.
These "Sport Pictorials" will not, in
any sense of the word, be News Weeklies and events that appear in them are
to be exclusive, it is contended, as they
will not be in any other motion pictures.
They will be of lasting interest and
will illustrate every form of sport,
whether national or international. Slow
motion will be used in conjunction with
regular motion.
Treats of Bathing
The first issue is entitled "The Essential Pastime," or "How Will You Have
Your Bath?"
andof treats
in a very
enter-of
taining manner
the various
forms
bathing. It shows how the child of the
city tenements steals its bath from the
public fountain as compared with its
more fortunate brother of the country
who has the delight of the old swimming
hole. It shows swimming races and
fancy diving by experts, aquaplaning in
Lake George and bathing at some of the
popular beaches of America's summer
resorts.
The second publication is "The Thrill
of the Thoroughbred" and shows the

sport of kings as it is practiced at Saratoga and other tracks. Every angle of
the training and care of race horses is
shown in this picture, together with
"Man-o'-War,"
the
horse views
of theofage.
The third
interesting
somewonder
film is "Girls Will Be Boys" and shows
the various sports which heretofore
have been the prerogative of the male
sex, but since the event of woman suffrage and the bringing into practice of
the theory that women are not only
man's
equal butby superior
up
in earnest
the fair have
sex. been taken
Set Opening

Date

For L. A. Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Year's
5.— New date
Oct. opening
EveLOShas ANGELES
been set ,as the
for
the new Ambassador theatre in the New
Ambassador hotel, according to Gore
Brothers and Sol Lesser.
Nicholas Power Company
Display at Electrical Show
Nicholas Power Company, manufacturer of projectors, and other manufacturers of motion picture accessories will
have displays
Exposition to be at
heldthein 1920
New Electrical
York.
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1 Reorganize
"U"
Exploitation
Depart
Phillip D. Cochrane Will Supervise with Edward S. Moffat ment
in

f

Charge of Advertising and Paul Gulick Directing the Publicity of
Concern — Others Affected Are Henry Clay Bate and E. K. Todd

t of UniTHE exploitation departmen
versal Film Manufacturing Company
has undergone a reorganization.
As supervisor of the department Carl
Laemmle, president, has placed Phillip
D. Cochrane, a brother of R. H. Cochrane, vice-president, who has in the past
idirectly supervised the various activities.
The new exploitation department includes the activities of the publicity deE. S. Moffat
E. S. Moffat, manager of the advertising department, hopes, under
the new plan of operation of the
exploitation department, to give
better service to the exhibitor than
ever before.
ipartment, the advertising department, the
iposter department, and the department
idevoted to exhibitor accessories such as
Bobby displays, slides, heralds, banners
iand other material.
I The term "exploitation" is not used in
pie limited sense of local "exploitation
stunts,"
it isservice
pointedcalculated
out, but is
Include all
to meant
help theto
exhibitor sell Universal pictures to the
public.
Under the former arrangement, the
various exploitation activities were supervised directly by R. H. Cochrane. In
turning over the active supervision to
his brother, P. D. Cochrane, the vicepresident will be enabled to devote himself exclusively to the general affairs of
:he film corporation.
P. D. Cochrane has been the head of
P. D. Cochrane
P. D. Cochrane has been assigned
the task of supervising the exploitation department as reorganized
by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, and R. H. Cochrane, vicepresident. The new manager of
the department is a brother of R.
H. Cochrane.
he Universal poster department for sevral years. In that capacity he has had
ntire charge of the devising and dis'ribution of all paper and most of the
heatre accessories for all Universal picures. In assuming his new position with
is national ramifications, he brings to the
xploitation department many years' experience in the advertising field, as one
t the executives of the Witt
K. Cochane Advertising Agency of Chicago.
Mr. Cochrane will continue to give his
ersonal attention to the poster
ient, but he will be assisted in thisdepartwork
y Sidney Singerman, head of the prorain and film editing department.
Universale advertising department uner Edward S. Moffat, manager, has enered an era of clear-cut policy and maximal efficiency. Coordinated under the

exploitation department with the publicity
and poster departments, it is in a position
to give better service to the exhibitor
than ever before.
Moffat has been known in the NewYork advertising field for many years.
He started in ten years ago with Aeolian
Company and subsequently was associated with such agencies as Street & Finney, Calkins & Holden, and Frank Seamon, Inc., before joining the Universal
staff three years ago. He has been advertising manager for the film company
for more than a year. He is the author
of many short stories, several screen
plays and several novels.
Mr. Moffat's
right department
hand man is
in Ben
the
Universal
advertising
Grimm. He is a recent acquisition to
the Universal advertising staff. He formerly was the advertising and publicity
director for Associated Exhibitors.
Important changes also have been effected in the publicity department in the
Henry C. Bate
Henry Clay Bate has been appointed assistant to Mr. Gulick,
and will supervise the editing and
distribution of trade paper news
and all press sheets for Universal
productions. He has had several
years' experience in the news field.
last two weeks. Paul Gulick. heretofore editor and business manager of the
"Moving Picture Weekly." and the executive head of all Universal inter-office
communication matters, has been appointed publicity director and manager.
Mr. Gulick has been with Universal
seven years and was president of the
A. M. P. A. during the last year. Before entering the picture field, he operated a press bureau of his own, and
prior to that worked on several Xew
York dail}' newspapers. He was at one
time the music critic and assistant drammatic critic for the Journal of Commerce.
Included in the reorganized publicity
department are Henry Clay Bate. E.
Kenneth Todd, Paul E. Perez. Maud
Robinson Toombs, and Adele Topper.
Bate is assistant to Mr. Gulick and supervises the editing and distribution of
Paul Gulick
Paul Gulick, who, in the past,
has edited Universal's "Moving
Picture Weekly," has been appointed director and manager of
publicity in the reorganization of
the company's exploitation department.
trade paper news and all press sheets
for Universal pictures. He has been with
Universal for the past twelve months and
is a New York newspaperman of several
years'
experience.
last newspaper
work was
as special His
correspondent
with

the late Theodore Roosevelt for the New
York morning newspapers. He resigned
to enter the army, in which he served
overseas as Captain in the Sixtieth U. S.
Infantry of the Fifth division.
Todd is a newspaperman of many
years' experience, having worked on papers in South Bend. Grand Rapids and
other Middle West cities, and as city
editor of the Richmond, Va., TimesDispatch. For the past eighteen months
he has been an organizer and publicity
director for the Salvation Army in the
E. Kenneth

Todd

E. Kenneth Todd, who formerly
was on newspapers in Grand Rapids, South Bend and other dailies
in the Middle West and South, will
handle publicity for the New York
newspapers and will conduct a
nation-wide compaign in the interest of exhibitors.
South and Southwest, during that organization's
country wide drive. He is
a newcomer to
Universal.
He will handle publicity for New York
City newspapers and also will conduct
a national publicity campaign to be tied
up with local exploitation of Universal
pictures in various cities and territories.
His wide acquaintance among newspapermen in different parts of the country
is in line with Universal's new publicity
policy of direct relationship between the
Universal special writers and the editors
who use their stuff.
Perez, who also is a New York newspaperman, will handle special publicity
and advertising. In addition, he will carry
Paul E. Perez
Paul E. Perez will direct special
publicity and advertising and will
carry out several exploitation plans
of national scope. Perez came to
Universal recently from the foreign
editor's
in New desk
York. of the United Press,
out various exploitation plans of national
scope. He recently came to Universal
from
foreign
editor's
United thePress.
Prior
to thatdeskhe of
was thea
reporter for the New York Morning Telegraph. Before the war he was a member
of the Washington Square Players. During the war he served as a lieutenant,
J. g., with the U. S. Naval Headquarters
in London.
Mrs. Toombs has been engaged by Mr.
Gulick to prepare and handle all material for the fan publications. She is a
feature writer of long experience, having been with the American press associations for a number of years, both in
this country and in Europe. She has
been a constant contributor to various
national magazines.
(Continued on page }6)
t
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Returns

To Texas

W. E. Calloway Is To Become
Manager oj First National In
That Territory.

\\T E. CALLOW AY. who has been
» " • associated with lilm interests in
the Chicago territory since prior to the
war, has been assigned as manager of
the First National exchange at Dallas.
Tex., effective on October 11.
Before the war, Calloway was in the
Paramount offices in Chicago. Immediately following his discharge from the
army he associated with Clyde Elliott
in Greater Stars Productions. Recently,
he disposed of his interests in the organization toElliott.
In going to Texas, Calloway is return
ing to the state of his birth.
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Dead

Men
Tell No Tales" Is Nearly
Completed for Issue In Seven Reels
Yitagraph virtually has completed the for perfect camera work, so the newly
Jermyn" river,
was takencamera work on "Dead Men Tell No arenamed
point up"Lady
the Hudson
oppositeto
Riverdalc. There, for nearly two weeks,
Tales," the Tom Terriss special production based on the story by E. YV. Hornthe company worked at night with powerful lights supplied from a big float
ung. Burning at sea of the "Lady
equipped with a generator. The actors
Jermyn" and its complete destruction
by gun powder are the only scenes yet had a strenuous time of it, dropping into
to be filmed.
the water in the night and trusting to
As the big sailing vessel, purchased
the searchlights to find them.
All the scenes, including the sinking
by Yitagraph especially for use in this
production, may be blown up but once. lifeboats and the struggles of the passengers and crew in the water, were
Director Terri's is proceeding slowly in
filming the final scenes. The ship is at taken at night. There are no daylight
anchor at Gravesend Bay, awaiting suit- pictures tinted for night effect. As the
able weather, before being taken out "Lady Jermyn" is supposed to burn all
beyond
stroyed. the three-mile limit and de- night and not be destroyed by gunpowder until dawn, however, the actual
blowing up of the ship will take place
Will Be Seven Reels
in daylight, insuring a clearer view of
Although the big fire-and-explosion
the big scene.
scene is yet to be made, the lilm is undergoing the process of final editing and
assembling, and undoubtedly will be
Universal Exploitation
shown in seven reels. The players enDepartment
gaged for the production, headed by
xUnu.d fro Reorganized
Catherine Calvert, Holmes E. Herbert,
G. V. Seyffertitz. Percy Marmont, Roy
Applegate and Walter James, finished
Mr. Gulick will continue to exercise
their part of the picture several days ago.
editorial supervision over the publicaExecutives who have seen "Dead Men
tion of be
theassisted
"Movingin this
Picture
Tell No hasTales"
are agreed
He will
work Weekly."
by Miss
Tcrri-s
done splendid
workthat
and Tom
has
Topper, a special writer.
produced a masterpiece. Many weeks
The national publicity campaign inwere spent in preparation for the proaugurated by Mr. Gulick is based on seduction and so well had the work been
lected service. The publicity bureau cusplanned that all of the intricate scenes
tom
of
flooding
the newspapers of the
were made within twelve weeks.
country with press copy will be avoided.
Locations in Maine
No editor will be snowed under by stories
The big company traveled all over the he does not want. By direct and perEast for the proper locations and atmossonal contact, Universal is finding out
phere. An ideal location for Rattrya
the motion picture news and needs oi
hall, which plays an important part in every newspaper in the country. Just
what each editor wants in the way of
the story', was found in the famous Pembroke house, on a large Long Island
motion picture news will be supplied to
estate. It has not been occupied for him and nothing more.
many years and had fallen into just the
The formation of the new exploitation
proper state of lack of .repair. Bar department
follows closely upon UniHarbor,
Maine,
provided
the
beach
scenes.
versal's recent campaign in all Universal
exchanges to establish the system of
The ship scenes offered the most diffi- poster and accessory distribution which
culties. For this purpose Yitagraph purnow assures every exhibitor of a prompt
chased a sailing vessel more than 200 and
adequate supply of paper and other
necessities
at all times on any Universal
feet in scribed
length.
'fire at sea,
as deby E. W.TheHornung,
the author,
picture.
F.
W. Talbert,
Universal's
took place at night, and to obtain exactly
ager of supplies,
personally
visitedmanthe
the correct lighting, these scenes were
various exchanges, inaugurating this systaken at night.
tem,
which
already
has
gained
the
praise
Take Scenes at Night
and good will of L'niversal's exhibitor paThe ocean was found a little too rough trons.

ALBERT
E. SMITH
presents
TRUMPET
A

TOM

TERRISS
Prom ihe Siorq

GOUVERNEUR

ISLAND

PRODUCTION
MORRIS

"Trumpet Island" is one of the big exhibitor
pictures of the season. Excellently produced, at
once strikingly unique and dramatically powerful,
it merits the wide exploitation necessary at this
time.
Exhibitor's Herald of August 28
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Hodkinson
Its Third

V

\V. W. HODKINSOX
Who founded distributing company bearing his name three years ago.
Studio Leasing Co.
To Be in Hollywood
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 5.— A new film
plant, comprising ten studios, will be
built in Hollywood at Sunset and Santa
Monica boulevards, bv Studio Leasing
Company.
The nineteen
plant 'willacres.
cost $600,000
and will cover
Officers
of the company are: President, A. W.
Allev. secretarv. Dana C. Day; directors.
S. A Court, Earl P. Olin, Frank H. Webster. Mrs. M. K. Bishop. T. D. Heyl.
A W. Allev. George S. Krom, and Dana
C. Dav.

President

Shown

Carpentier Film
President Woodrcw Wilson on
September 21, in the White House,
saw "The Wonder Man," the Robertson-Cole special production,
starring Georges Carpentier, the
famous French warrior and pugilist, and has thanked the Washington branch of Robertson-Cole
through its manager, M. A. Levy,
for the courtesy extended.
"The Wonder Man" was
screened in the White House by
the personal request of the president, who, for the past number of
months, especially during the
period of his recent illness, has requested and seen a number of pictures. The president watched
"The Wonder Man" with more
than ordinary interest because of
the fact that it is laid in Washington, and scenes familiar to
Washingtonians are reproduced
through the eye of the camera.

HERALD
Corporation
Anniversary

To

Observe

in November

Effort to Be Made During That Month to Acquaint
the Exhibitors With Name of Distributor
and What That Name Stands For
insurance for the exhibitors independence
YV. YV. Hodkinson Corporation will ob- and
prosperity.
serve its third anniversary during NoDuring all his connection with the invember. The position which the organdustry, which began more than thirteen
ization has attained in the industry since
it was founded three years ago justifies wears ago, Mr. Hodkinson has been
known as a "builder." His work, it is
the faith, it is declared, that Mr. Hodkinson had in the need of an independent said, always has been creative and constructive. That it has been productive
force operating independently of producer and exhibitor but seeking to serve of definite practical results is shown, it
the true and larger interests of both.
is pointed out, by the progress his organization has made in the past three
Upon the basis of system and quality,
it is declared. Mr. Hodkinson founded
Seek Increased Sales
the Paramount organization. In the organization which now bears his name his years.
The Hodkinson organization will celeideals are being realized without the posbrate the month of November as "Hodsibility of interference from any quarter,
kinson Month." During that month an
it is said. The policy of Mr. Hodkinson effort will
be made to thoroughly familhas been to encourage the independent
iarize the exhibitors throughout the
producer who holds out the promise of United States with the name of Hodkinachievement and to penalize the incomson and what that name stands for. Durpetent and inefficient producer.
ing that month an increased sales quota
Pictures Must Be Good
will be striven for by every Hodkinson
branch throughout the United States.
In other words, under the Hodkinson
Every effort will be made, it is said,
system, consequences of failure in productions are assessed against the pro- to acquaint the motion picture theatre
owners
with the high and well sustained
ducer and not the exhibitor, it is pointed
out. Under the Hodkinson system every average of quality in Hodkinson pictures.
organization looks forpicture must stand upon- its own merit. The Hodkinson
ward to November as an opportunity to
He favors and encourages the forming of
more units and fewer pictures. Therein, show to exhibitors the advantages, officials say. of using a steady supply of
in his judgment, lies the permanent salvation of the industry. Mr. Hodkinson
high-grade pictures such as the Hodkinson program offers week after week.
regards his system as the most unfailing
Elaine

Hammer

stein

Making

Second

of

"Hands"
New Series of Productions,
Selznick picture starring Olive
Myron Selznick, supervisor of all current
Selznick productions, announces that Thomas, and others, is the author of
Elaine Hammerstein. under the direction "Hands." The cast includes a number
of George Archainbaud. has begun active of well known screen players.
work on her forthcoming picture under
the"Hands"
workingis title
"Hands."
the of
second
picture of the
Changes
Theatre's
GRUNDY. LA—
Manager Name
Waugh of
new Elaine Hammerstein series, the first
the Schaefer theatre has changed its
being
Pays,"Reynolds.
adapted
name to the Empress.
from the"The
novelDaughter
by Mrs. Baillie
Stronger and more striking stories are
said to have been obtained for Miss
Hammerstein's new series.
Two Others Working
This marks the third company that Mr.
Selznick has started, following the announcement that director Robert Ellis
is working on Eugene O'Brien's forthcoming Selznick picture. "Soul and
Body." and William P. S. Earle is taking
scenes for the forthcoming National Picture Theatres production. "The Road of
Ambition." starring Conway Tearle in
his second National picture.
Other producing plans are being formulated by Mr.within
Selznick.
and time.
these will '
be announced
a short
Written by Lynch
In "Hands." Miss Hammerstein plays
the role of a young girl who lives with
her grandfather, in the small town of
South Paradise. She becomes acquainted
with the son of a wealthy New York
business man. who has been sent out
into the world to make his own way. The
man is an idler and spendthrift, but the
girl finds something in him that appeals
to her sense of companionship.
LKSTEK CI XKU
4*om;any.
John Lynch, who has been responsible
•
tarring
in
"I.
one
Hand Wilson." th** lir-i
•>f
a
serif*
<>i tilm*
for the writing of many Selznick producfor "npital Fi
tions, among them "Darling Mine." the
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Robert
Sylvia Breamer

AotreHH Mho hnn been worklnx on the
Y\ <-h| Count ii mi. r the direction of Sid
I i Mil. ture,hi,
"Athjillc,"
Mayflower
picIn In In\cw
York ton np|>cnr
opponltc
Georjre AtIImh In n fllm irminii of "The
Devil" for A. J. Cnll:.Bhnn.
Logue

Will Write
For Lillian Gish
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 5.— In all probability Charles A. Logue will write some
of the stories in which William L. Sherrill will present Lillian Gish. In the last
few days he has had several conferences
with Sherrill and Jerome Storm, formerly
director for Charles Ray, and recently
signed to direct Miss Gish. Logue has
written and produced thirty-five stories in
the last three years.
Broadway Theatres
Get Cook Comedies
Clyde Cook's first feature is ready.
Hugo Riesenfeld, manager of the New
York Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatres, and Joe Plunkett, manager of the
Strand, have booked all future Clyde
Cook special comedies for their respective theatres.
Joy Succeeds Lancaster
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 5.— John Lancaster, manager and founder of the
Actors' Association, has resigned. Ernest
Joy, a well known player, succeeds him.
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son- Cole

Is Issuing

New

Type

Of Exhibitor Aids on "The Stealers'9
Robertson-Cole is beginning with pub- his advertising expenses over a much
lication of "The Stealers," soon to be
time.
given to the trade, a new line of ex- greater
The program-herald
is so different
hibitors' aids which will, enable the from the usual program which the average exhibitor uses that it is bound to
showman who books Robertson-Cole
pictures to cut his advertising bills, it is win instant attention with audiences, it
claimed, and still have at his command
is belieyed. It may be used in or out
of the theatre for advertising, and is
a more artistic and attractive line of ex- list.
ploitation matter than he has been able equally adantable for i-.se over a mailing
heretofore to use.
The new throwaway in colors is as
By the adoption of this new line of
accessories, Robertson-Cole goes on the fine and complete a piece of advertising
assumption that every exhibitor desires as the program-herald. Not only does
to spread his advertising expense over as
give opportunity to advertise "The
long a period as possible and not spend it
Stealers," or whatever other Robertsonall his money advertising one feature.
Cole picture may be shown, but also to
advertise the other attractions of a given
Provide Program Herald
It is printed in two colors.
The new accessories plan includes a period.
The window card included is a beautiprogram-herald, a throwaway and a winful
card
in
three colors which will comdow card. These are gotten out with
extra care as to quality of art and print- close tomand theit.eyes of all who are passing
ing, and are given the most careful attention of the Robertson-Cole advertising experts. In this way they place in Bible Brothers Open
the hands of the exhibitor a medium preFrankfort Theatre
pared by specially trained writers.
The program-herald, in colors, which is
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
part of this plan, is a more attractive
FRANKFORT,
IND., Oct. 5.— Bible
piece of printing than the average exhibitor can afford to get out. This ac- Brothers, popular and progressive busicessory can be used in a dozen ways,
ness men, have taken a five-year lease
a 110-foot business room which,
but the plan of using it as a house pro- of
gram, it is said, is most likely to prove after overhauling, will be equipped for a
its greatest appeal. It is so divided that modern and attractive motion picture
the money which the exhibitor puts into theatre. They expect to open it early
this program-herald for the purpose of in October, and to be assisted during
their opening week by J. T. Flanagan
advertising
also serves
of Pathe. The two formerly conducted
to advertise "The
all the Stealers"
other pictures
which
a
cafe in Frankfort.
he has in a given period, thus spreading
Federated

Exchanges

Are

to Publish

Bessie Love's "Bonnie May"
Oct. 17
Federated Film Exchanges of America
first production. Reports from various
Federated members indicate that these
will publish the first Bessie Love production,
"Bonnie
May,"
on Oct. general
17, ac- Bessie Love productions will prove a
cording
to
W.
E.
Shallenberger,
manager.
popular
"Bonnieseries.
May," the first picture, is from
Interest Runs High.
the well-known novel of the same name
Federated officials believe this an- which was written by Louis Dodge, and
nouncement will prove of interest to the
industry in general, for Bessie Love is appeared in book form, having been published by Charles Schibncr's Sons.
considered one of the popular stars of
the cinema. Ever since the announcement
was first made that she was to star in a
Gasnier Goes West
series of productions produced by An(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
drew J. Callaghan, and that these were
NEW YORK, Oct. 5.— Louis Gasnier,
to be published by Federated, interest
has run high, it is claimed, for Miss Love after spending a week here putting the
is considered a favorite among the ex- finishing touches on "Kismet," left Sathibitors.
urday for Los Angeles, where he will
The fact that her vehicles were to be
produce
fournext
specials
selected from the works of well-known
during the
year. for Robertson-Cole
authors,lished which
previously
had
been
pubin book form and that the most
expert talent in the directorial field
would be chosen to direct these pictures,
and that no limit would be placed upon
15,550 Pound Mark
the expenditures necessary to produce
productions that would in every sense
In Bookings Reached
of the word be super-productions, has
assured the exhibitors of the country, it
"Back
Oliver "Curwood
a First'sNational
God's Country,
to James
is declared by Federated, that they might
production, which will be published
expect the same Bessie Love with all her
in England next year, already is
charm of past productions, together with
setting a new high mark in bookthe added advantages of big stories, caings, according to a cable received
pable supporting cast, perfect direction
in New York by Ernest Shipman.
and adequate production.
The cablegr
Many Inquiries Received.
read: am, signed "Wertheimer,"
Since the first advertisement announc"Bookings on 'Back to God's
Country' to date 15,550 pounds.
ing the publication of Bessie Love proFirst release date August, 1921.
ductions the Federated exchanges have
been flooded with inquiries, it is said,
Anticipate new record this attracfrom the exhibitors all over the United
States asking the publication date of the
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Rockett

Is Now

Distribution

Negotiating
of "Truant

HERALD

for
Husband"

Company Will Produce Six Features a Year— First
Is Adaptation of Terhune Story With Hamilton
And Betty Blythe Playing Leads
Ray Rockett, president of Rockett Film and his brother, Al. It is the aim of the
Corporation, is in New York negotiating concern to deal only in productions featuring all-star casts. The featured playfor the distribution of the company's
ers in "The Truant Husband" are Mahlon
Hamilton and Betty Blythe. Francelia
initial
picture,
"The inTruant
Husband."
Rockett
has been
conference
with Billington
and Richard Ryan also play
the officials of several of the leading dis- prominent parts.
tributing organizations for the handling
Seeks Close Cooperation
of his initial production. Before leaving
In discussing present-day aspects of
New York for the West, he expects to
establish a distribution connection that the film business, Mr. Rockett said he
the interests of the inwill not only take care of his first pic- believeddustrythat
could best be served by closer
ture, but also handle his output for the
cooperation between the independent
entire year.
producer and the distributor. "It is my
Adapt Terhune Story
opinion." he stated, "that the best class
The first offering is "The Truant Hus- of entertainment will be supplied by the
band,"
from
the
Albert
Payson
Terhune
independent producer. The man prostory printed in a recent issue of Cosmoducing independently realizes that his
politan Magazine. Dealing with the tribu- picture must be sold entirely on its
lations of a married man who indulges merit, and consequently he puts his very
in his first — and last — indiscretion, the
story presents many novel situations and best effort into it."
points a moral to married men who may
feel the urge to go astray. It is con- R-C Will Publish Film
spicuous for its clean and wholesome
entertainment, it is said.
As "A Slave of Vanity"
President Rockett announces that it is
"A Slave of Vanity" is the title under
the purpose of his company to produce
which Robertson-Cole will issue the
six features a year. Plans are under way
screen version of Sir Arthur Wing
"for the erection of a studio in Los Angeles where future productions will be Pinero's famous spoken play, "Iris," starfilmed.
ring Pauline Frederick.
Formed Six Months Ago
This production not only falls within
Although one of the youngest pro- the first few "super-specials" published
ducers in point of years in the business,
by Robertson-Cole under its new regime
of only maximum attractions, but it is
yet Rockett is a veteran of the industry,
the first of the new series of Pauline
having held many responsible executive
positions with various companies. Just Frederick pictures for which this star
prior to entering the production field, he has contracted with Robertson-Cole. The
Frederick production contains all
was
agent at Universal's big new
coast purchasing
studio.
the elements which go to make the great
Rockett Film Corporation was formed
successes of the hour, its producers
about six months ago by Ray Rockett claim.
PARAMOUNT

STUDIO

RAPIDLY

NEARS

COMPLETION

RAY ROCKETT
President of the newly formed Rockett
Film Corporation
Industry
By

Hit

of Facilities

Universal's Export Manager
Says Foreign Producers
Not to Be Feared
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 5.— Foreign producers, because of lack of facilities, will
make no perceivable inroads on the
American market for some years yet, according to George E. Kearn, expert manager of Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, who is now in Xew York
after a thorough inspection of the industry abroad.
Because the most modern studio equipment and accessories are not yet available in England for the production of
big pictures, the American producers
have nothing to fear, he declares. The
British, he says, are limited to small and
medium pictures.
A dearth
of theatres
serves
as a setback
there,in"heEngland
claims, also
this
causing the publication dates to be advanced until they are from eight months
to a year later than American dates.
As a remedy for the situation abroad,
Mr. Kearns suggests additional theatres
and a selective choice on the part of the
British exhibitor by which only the best
quality of pictures will be used.
There is no prospect of a boycott of
American films in England, he declares.
Hank

"lew building of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation under construction at Long
Island City, N. Y. The new laboratory is' at the extreme left.

Abroad

Lack

Mann

Not

III;

Report Called Hoax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
XEW YORK. Oct. 5.— Morris R.
Schlank, producer of the Hank Mann
comedies, entered indignant denial today of the report that Hank Mann is
suffering from nervous breakdown, and
declared that his star is not ill and that
work on his comedies has not been interrupted.
The report is believed to have originated from an overzealous press agent.
Schlank is personally conducting an investigation inan effort to trace it to its
source.
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His Record Unbroken

Broadway

"Sweet Lavender"
at Rivoli and

at Rialto, "You Never Can Tell"
"39 East" on Loew Circuit
Simultaneously
The week beginning October 3 is ously ill and runs away from school in
"Realart Week" in New York City. The a rain-storm to go to his aid. Becoming
she is found
Clem's guardian
who
Rialto theatre for the seven-day period lost,
is touched
by herby devotion
to the boy.
and takes Lavender to him.
scheduled Mary Miles Minter in "Sweet
Well Known Players in Cast
Lavender," while the Rivoli theatre
booked as its attraction for the week
Chester Franklin directed "You Never
Bebe Daniels in "You Never Can Tell." Can Tell" for Bebe Daniels. The cast includes Jack Mulhall, Edward Martindel.
At the same time, "39 East," starring
Constance Binncy, was obtained for Helen Dunbar. Harold Goodwin, Neely
twenty theatres on Loew circuit in Edwards. Leo White, Mrs. Harry DavenGreater Xcw York.
port and Graham Pettit. "You Never
Can Tell" is taken from the famous
All this metropolitan activity in their "Rowena"
stories in the Saturday Evenscreen products is very gratifying to
written by Grace Lovcll Bryan.
Realart officials, who point to an un- Toming Post,
Gcraghty and Helmar Walton
broken record of Broadway showings.
Bergman adapted the story to the screen.
Woody in Statement
In this picture Miss Daniels is represented as a hotel check girl with a family
"We have always set great store by
in
dire need of money. She makes up her
the fact that every one of our productions, from the very outset, has had mind to 'vamp" a man of wealth, and her
prompt recognition for its excellence and experiences along this line and her love
for a handsome young fellow whom she
has enjoyed an early run on Broadway,"
believes in a chauffeur, brings numersaid
John
S.
Woody,
Realart's
general
manager.
ous complications. She finally decides
"Our productions have reached the that love is greater than money and after
Great White Way in an unbroken parade
reaching this important decision is overafter their release, but never before have
joved to find that her sweetheart is not a
chauffeur, but an aviator with great
we had two going at the same time with
a third attraction doing the Loew metroplenty
money she had originally
started of
out the
to get.
politan circuit for good measure.
In "Sweet
Powell,
Miss Lavender,"
Minter is directed
assisted byin Paul
the
Universal Completes
noteworthy cast by Theodore Roberts,
Milton Sills, Sylvia Ashton, J. M. DuAmericanism Picture
mont, Starke Patteson, Harold Goodwin,
Jane Keckley and Flora Hollister.
"One Law for All" Starring
The from
storytheof play
"Sweet
taken
of theLavender"
same nameis
Hoot Gibson to Be Issued
by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero. Bcaulah
Marie Dix wrote the scenario. Lavender
On October 16
is the daughter of a boarding house
keeper in a college town and falls in love
Universal Film Manufacturing Comwith Clem Hale, a wealthy freshman.
pany has completed its Americanization
Opposition develops from an unexfilm, "One Law for All," which will be
source — Clem's
der is pected
bundled
off to guardian.
boarding Lavenschool, published on October 16. Hoot Gibson,
the cowboy star, is featured.
her expenses being paid by an absentThe story was written by Ford Bcebe,
minded professor rooming at her mother's home. She learns that Clem is seri- of the Universal scenario staff, who took
great pains, it is said, to incorporate in
his script telling incidents that drive
home
canism. with force the lessons of Ameri-

IF

H. B. WARNER
In a scene from the Hnmpton-Pathe pro"Felix O'Day," a story by F.
HopkinsonductionSmith.

Is Story of Immigrants
It is the story of a strife-weary father
and his daughter, who emigrate to America from an oppressed land. Accustomed only to injustice, the father is
suspicious of everyone. A young Western rancher, East on a vacation, takes
an interest in him and takes the pair
back to his ranch and employs them.
Because of his heavy beard and his uncouth garments, the foreigner is the butt
for the jokes of the cowboys.
A shave, a hair cut and American
clothes make the immigrant feel more
at home, and he finally is convinced that
the American Constitution is a just rule.
Ideas of Justice Upset
His new ideas of justice are upset,
however, when a worthless cowboy
forces his attentions upon the daughter.
The father becomes outraged at what he
considers
the injustice
he and
ter have received
at the
handshisofdaughtheir
new countrymen. The situation is cleared
up, however, the evil cowboy brought
to justice, and the aggrieved girl comforted in the arms of the young ranch-

ion\ B. wimin
(irnrrnl
Manager
<proline!
orporntlon,
which of onhasItcalart
hud way,
allI'lelurei
of lt«
ions shown
R road
man, formerly her employer, but suddenly revealed as her ardent admirer.
It was directed by Leo Maloney.
Among
Corey. those in the cast supporting Hoot
Gibson are Dorothy Wood and Jim
Lina

Cavalieri s
"Mad Love" Ready
Victor Kremer, Inc., announces ready

for issue its second feature, "Mad Love,"
starring Lina Cavalieri, well known
Paramount star and grand opera singer.
The picture,
to be the
artist'sto
superior
screen claimed
achievement,
is said
be replete with magnificent and elaborate settings.
"Voices,"
Kremerde
production
directed
by the
Charles
Vonde, winners
is claimed
of the season's
biggest
by one
its producers.
It is,
they aver, shattering all records from
the point of view of continuous runs.
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Nov.

J Sherman Franchise
Plan Is Operating

15

)rganizes Company on Franchise Basis — Will Deliver
Twelve Productions to Exchanges Annually
With No Advance Payment Necessary
Sherman Productions Corporation, a
"Forty per cent of this territory has
ew organization formed by Harry A. been satisfactorily allotted prior to the
herman to produce or acquire pictures public announcement.
40 Per Cent Is Sold
3r distribution by independent exchanges
olding franchises with the company, has
"I
have
productions ready for
ompleted its first two productions. release, whichtwoI will
match against any
Man
and
Woman,"
the
first
which
was
feature now in the market for
ritten and directed by Charles A. Logue, program
real, money-making box office value. And
;ill be published on November 15.
the third which is now being made, and
all
succeeding pictures that we make or
"In announcing the formation of Sheracquire, will be up to or above this
iian Productions Corporation," said Mr. standard.
herman,
"I have
no hesitation
in saying
nat
I believe
the plan
I am offering
the
guarantee of twelve big attractions
jidependent exchange is the fairest and and"A not
a cent to pay or advance until
lost advantageous ever made to a dis- the actual delivery of the goods and then
ibutor by any producer.
only the bare cost. The same holds good
Eliminates Advance Payment
for all lithographs, lobby displays and
accessories of every kind, which will be
"I
have
perfected
it
in
every
detail
and
am ready to stake my reputation on the supplied at cost.
To Get 20 Per Cent
lan's
absolute
success,
although from
it maya
?em now
almost
revolutionary
"Sherman
Productions Corporation will
roduccr viewpoint.
receive as its share on each picture 20
per
cent
of
the
gross business done by
"Sherman Productions Corporation will
lake all its attractions with its own capi- each exchange in its territory and 50 per
.1 and it will not ask one cent from its cent of the foreign rights. The other 50
anchise holders' until the actual de- per cent will be divided pro rata among
very of the positive prints. Then the the franchise holders.
:tual production cost, pro-rated accord"Out of its share, Sherman Productions
Corporation will maintain offices in New's to territory,
will
be
required.
York, pay all salaries of its executive
To Profit by Sales
staff, arrange for the sale of foreign
"Our profits are wholly dependent on rights and carry on an advertising camle
exchange's
rentals Inof the
eachlatter
picture
paign continuously in the trade papers.
id the
foreign rights.
our
aside from the costs and adanchise holders will participate equally All this
vance expenses of each production.
ith us, thus reducing or eliminating alWill Name Treasurer
gether their original o.utlay.
"As soon as all franchises have been
"I have divided the United States and
anada into twenty-five territorial areas allotted I shall appoint a man, selected
by the franchise holders, as treasurer of
which Sherman Productions Corpora)n will grant franchise for a period of the company. They will then deposit in
e years, with a guarantee of twelve a bank also selected by them, the sum
ctures annually, or more if a majority of $100,000 proportioned in account acthe franchise holders desire it.
cording to territory.
TWO

SCENES

FROM

THE

SHERMAN

PRODUCTION

81

j

Sherman Productions Corpora- I
tion is organized by Harry A.
Sherman for the purpose of fur1 nishing productions to independent
| exchanges
on the franchise plan.
Under
ally; the Sherman policy the f
I exchanges interested will
Get twelve pictures annufilms;
Benefit financially in sale of
Appoint treasurer of comObtainpany, and films without advance payment.
Two productions already have |
been completed, the first being
"Man and Woman."
Forty per cent of the United |
States plan.
has been sold on the fran- |
chise
Corporation will produce or acquire features "of real, money makwill value."
be maintained in the
ingOffices
box office
Longacre building, 1472 Broadway,
New York.

|
1
|
f

"This will be held in escrow during the
period of the franchise and prior to that
time can only be withdrawn by reason of
the franchise holder's failure to fulfill
Sherman is making his headquarhisMr.obligations."
ters in the Longacre building, 1472
Broadway, New York, where the executive offices of the new company will be
situated.
Mr. Sherman enters the ranks of the
producers after an extraordinarily successful career, both as an exhibitor, an
exchangeman and an independent marketer of big attraction productions. His
knowledge of showmanship and box office values is therefore unique and his
judgment and opinion is valued highly
by exhibitors and exchangemen in all
sections of the country, it is said.

"MAN

AND

WOMAN'

st of the Sherman pictures to be issued November 15. It was written by Charles A. Logue and tells a story of love,
mystery and adventure.

EXHIBITORS
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PICTURES

WHAT a host of good pictures there are in the
offing. One cannot look over the lists of forthcoming productions without feeling that the producers are really endeavoring to give the public the
best that there is to be had. Adaptations of popular
stage plays, best sellers and short stories that recall many a pleasant hour are to play an important
part in our cinema entertainment. Plays such as
"Jim the Penman," "The Profligate," "The Devil,"
"Aphrodite," "Cheating Cheaters," "The House of
Glass," "Hindle Wakes," "Mamma's Affair" are in
preparation and adaptations of Jack London's "The
God of His Fathers,'' Anne Warner's "The Gay and
Festive Claverhouse," Charles Felton Peilgin's
"Quincy Adams Sawver," Holman Day's "Along
Came Ruth," "The Marriage of Wm. Ashe" and
others. Let us hope the all-wise directors, or whoever it is that changes the titles of books and plays
before they reach the screen, will leave these titles
stand. They are a big asset.
"MADAME PEACOCK"
mova in a dual role but in
ent from anything upon
story is a character study,
gripping interest, and her
will long be remembered.

(Metro) presents Nazia play that is far differthe screen today. The
of absorbing, pulsating,
performance is one that

"SO LONG LETTY" (Robertson -Cole), taken
from Morosco's musical comedy success, has been
skilfully handled and presents a smooth-running and
highly amusing story. An all-star cast, including
Walter Hiers, T. Roy Barnes, Colleen Moore and
Grace Darmond, are presented in the leading roles.
"UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE" (Levey
Production), presented with a capable cast including Eugene Keith, George MacQuarrie and William
D. Corbett, is a screen adaptation of Margaret Prescott Montague's book. The story moves slowly and
is principally propaganda for the league of nations.
"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN" (Universal) is
the story of a selfish country girl who discovers that
success in her chosen field amounts to nothing if
love is absent. Dorothy Phillips has the leading role
and the play was written and directed by her talented
husband Ailen Holubar. A very creditable production.
"NOMADS OF THE NORTH" (First National),
a James Oliver Curwood story of the Northwest, is
incident rather than dramatic plot. The characterizations are clean cut, the cast well chosen and among
the notables appearing therein are Lewis Stone,
Lon Chaney and Betty Blythe. Deft touches with
animals and beautiful exteriors make it a worthwhile production.
"OUT OF THE SNOWS" (Select) is a forceful
and fascinating story of the North country wherein
snow scenes are caught with superior artistry. The
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cast, featuring Zena Keefe and Ralph Ince, plays
excellently. The burning of an ice-bound sailing
vessel is a spectacular feature. Should entirely satisfy every sort of audience.
"39 EAST" (Realart) qualifies in every way as
one of the season's best offerings. Constance Binney,
who made her debut on the stage in the same role,
Lri\e>. , banning performance. Boarding house atmosphere is admirably achieved and there is a pretty
romance running through the feature. A wholesome,
clever picture that will be universally praised.
"GOOD REFERENCES" (First National) gives
Constance Talmadge another opportunity to play the
part of the young business woman in her inimitable
way. A quartet of youthful players contribute the
great amount of pictured fun. two of them expelled
college youths, one a professional fighter, the other
the young social secretary star. A picture that the
young star's many admirers will greatly enjoy.
"THE SKYWAYMAN" (Fox) is the feature in
the making of which the noted young airman, Ormer
Locklear, lost his life. A vehicle primarily offering
opportunities for spectacular trick flying, but with
good story trend and effective setting. Should appeal to the average audience for the prominence that
attended it as Locklear's last offering. Ten per cent
returns are given by producers to the bereaved families of Locklear and his assistant.
"IN FOLLY'S TRAIL" (Universal) offers a
sprightly domestic tangle of a temperamental artist
aristocrat and his show girl wife in their efforts to
seek ultimate compatibility. Scenes are luxuriously
set in several instances, and Carmel Myers gives
noteworthy performance. An uncommonly attractive
feature and one that should please universally.
"THE MOUNTAIN GIRL" (Arrow) has a freshness and oddity about its presentation of the romance
of an unsophisticated girl and a young lover who
discovers her while on a hunting trip. Her presence
in a town home affords several good comedy touches.
Ora Carew plays attractively dual roles of the mountain girl and a city sister. Should please the general
patronage.
"FROM NOW ON" (Fox) gives George Walsh
opportunity to prove his ability in a heavy role, that
of a crook, in a picture set in life's shady walks, and
one of intrigue and crime. Played by a capable cast
that includes Regina Quinn. A meritable picture but
one that will best please those seeking a change from
the usual and enjoying a complication of plot.
"BLACKMAIL" (Metro) falls into the average
class of present day productions. It is a crook melodrama, adapted from a Saturday Evening Post story.
Viola Dana and a fine supporting cast give creditable
performances.
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pleasure at being in her company.
Nazimova in
Eventually, the play opens and after the
MADAME PEACCCK
final curtain the audience shouts for
Gloria Cromwell. Jane Goring is obliged
Seven-part drama; Metro
Directed by Ray Smallwood
to relinquish the stage to her. She returns to her dressing room and flies into
Published October 1.
a
rage,
Rudolph Cleeburg, her
OPINION: According to Metro, Na- manager, telling
that either she or Gloria must
zimova declares '"Madame Peacock" is go. Cheburg allows Jane to depart and
when she reaches home she visualizes
her
It is. greatest picture since "Revelation."
how her selfishness has lost her husband
Not only that, but the picture is dif- and daughter and now her success.
ferent than anything she has undertaken
is recalling these events, Robbefore. It is different than anything the While ertsheMcNaughton
accompanies Gloria
screen is showing.
Cromwell to Jane Goring's apartment.
It is character study — this story told There
Jane's
mother
recognizes
Gloria.
is sent
to Jane
who. realizing
in "Madame
— absorbing
char- The girl
acter study, Peacock"
so absorbing
that though
she is looking into the eyes of her own
the picture runs seven reels, one is daughter, is purified in the moment of
scarcely conscious of having viewed that sorrow and joy.
length of film.
The story is pulsating drama. It is
life. One feels it from the moment the
first character makes his entrance until
the stage star around whom the story revolves takes into her arms her daughter
— her own little baby — whose career she
has tried to bring to an abrupt end when
her own position was threatened.
Nazimova plays the roles of both the
cold, haughty stage star and her struggling daughter. The mood of one is directly opposite that of the other. The
two characterizations are so distinctly
drawn that Nazimova is scarcely recognizable as the portrayer of both. Here
is
acting.
Nazimova's performance will
be long remembered.
Nazimova is credited with writing the
continuity. She has .demonstrated rare
skill here also. Every nowvand then the
developing dramatic action is given a
sudden twist and real surprise is unfolded. It is clever building.
Everyone associated with the star in
the making of the picture is to be commended. Ray Smallwood's direction is
flawless and the photography of Rudolph
J. Bergquist is the work of an artist.
George Probert, John Steppling and Rex
NAZIMOVA
Cherryman, who appear in the more imDortant roles, are excellent, while Wil- Whose "Madame Peacock" is said to be
iam Orlamond, Albert Cody, Gertrude
her
greatest picture since "Revelation"
(Metro).
Claire and Mrs. Woodthorpe do well
.vith the parts entrusted to them.
As might be expected in a Nazimova
Constance Talmadge in
production, the settings are impressive
GOOD REFERENCES
md
bizarre,
while the star's gowns are
)ddities
in design.
Five-part comedy drama; First National
Directed by R. William Niell
Summing it up in a word, "Madame
Published in October
Peacock" is a true winner.
OPINION : Constance Talmadge,
SYNOPSIS: Jane Goring, the idol of
clever in the role of the young business
New
York's
theatre-going
public,
upon
eturning to her apartment after the run woman which she has assumed to success in several of the latest of her pro>f "Madame Peacock,'' finds not the
lewspaper man she expected to interductions, makes certain bid for popunew her, but her husband, wracked with
larity in a bright, swift-moving story of
i cough. Living a life of sham, she youthful deception meant well but resulting excitingly.
hrusts him aside, even forgetting to ask
bout her daughter. When he leaves, the
Mary Wayne assumes the name and
utilizes
the references of Nell Norcross
uisband. Robert McNaughton. warns
ier that some day she will need friends to obtain a position desperately needed.
nd love only to find she has thrown all It brings her into a household where
way for sham. Four years later at the two lively college youths are endeavoring to hide the fact that they have been
eight of her career, jane Goring preares to appear in a new piece. Cold, expelled from college, one, the young
ruel, uncompromising, thoughtless, she scion of the household of Marshall, to
eeps the company waiting for hours and whom she becomes secretary, the other
nen cooly proceeds to break the heart posing as his valet. The friendship of
f the playwright, humiliate her associate the two lads for a prize fighter creates
layers, and exasperate her manager al- another important character and events
tost beyond endurance. In the comsurround the quartet with a swiftness
any is Gloria Cromwell, the antithesis of movement and briskness of comedy
f Jane Goring. She tells the star her that create a lively offering certain to

be received with approval by the many
w.th whom the younger Talmadge sister
is a great favorite.
A prize fight staged in the drawing
room of the Marshall home that brings
a smashing
return
in the climax
midst ofupon
it, isthe
one family's
of the
fun novelties. Some of the pleasing
scenes are centered about a yachting
trip and the stranding of the secretary
and the "valet" in the home of a wealthy
brother whose congeniality heightens
with his every meeting with his good
friend, John Barleycorn. A plunge of
the two vagrants through a coal hole
is a sure hit of the laughter target, and
the conversion of the society-aspiring
aunt to
fan will bring another agood pugilistic
laugh.
Vincent Coleman plays the leading
masculine role of William Marshall, and
plays it well. Ned Sparks makes much
of
the part
of Peter
the valetfriend.
Nellie
ParkerStearns,
Spaulding
gives
good characterization in the part of
Aunt Caroline Marshall, and Mona Lisa
is an attractive real Nell Norcross.
Matthew Betz gives realistic interpretation of the part of "Kid" Whalen, the
fighter.
Lighting
andarephotography
lent. Scenes
attractively are
set, excelboth
interiors and exteriors. The prize fight
offers excellent exploitation suggestion,
as do also the bathing scenes.
SYNOPSIS: Mary Wayne, refused a
chance to find a position through a
high-grade agency because of her lack
of references, plays the part of friend
to Nell Norcross, another business
woman, when the latter is taken ill upon
leaving the agency's rooms, and is persuaded to take Nell's name and references and the position she is to have as
social secretary. It leads her into the
Marshall home, where William and his
Aunt Caroline are antagonistic in one
another's views toward society, the
former wanting none of it, the latter
ambitious for it. William has with him
as pretended valet one Peter Stearns,
a college chum. Both were expelled
from school and Peter dares not brave
the wrath of his family, so comes to
William's. The latter persuades his
social
secretary,
keep him
out of "Miss
society,Norcross,"
and eventsto
that follow afford a series of complicating
situations, highly amusing, centering
about the three young people and "Kid"
Whalen,
anotherThings
friend culminate
of William's,
prize fighter.
whena
Kid, with William's permission, stages
a boxing match in the Marshall drawing
room. Finally, with the Aunt knowing
and forgiving all. William persuades
Mary to make permanent her job of
regulating his affairs.
Charlotte Merriam in
UP IN BETTY'S
ROOM
Two-part
comedy; Special
Pictures Corp.
Published in September.
OPINION: A novelty in the short
feature field is ventured in the first of a
series of two-reel films to be issued by
the Special Pictures Corporation. It is a
combination of a comedy and scenic.
Fifteen hundred feet of comedy lead
off the feature and five hundred feet of
scenic film ends it. Both are given an
interesting distinction by a special color
process particularly effecti e in the
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Lieut. Ormer Locklear and Louise Lovely in a scene from his last picture made
for William Fox, "The Skywayman."
scenic portion of the picture. The combination of the two varieties of shorts in
one film should prove a boon to the exhibitor who can book both with one ord<*r
instead of finding it necessary to go to
several sources for matter of their sort.
"Up in Betty's Room" is a fun skirmish
with compromising situations that follow the trend of the popular stage bedroom farce. It concerns the difficulties
of an eloping couple, two good-looking
young people, and those of a divorced
couple seeking to be reconciled. Scenes
are staged in a hotel and offer good setting for the sequence of mixups in rooms,
wives and husbands that provide lively
excitement. A house detective's alertness interferes with plans of both pair,
the four registered singly* to get together. The feminine leads are pretty
girls and the men are attractive.
The scenic, "The Land of the Redskin," is presented
and
artistically
coloredwith
filmdelicately
with titles
rhymed, their sequence a charming poem.
Views of western mountain and lake
country are splendidly caught by the
camera.
Ormer Locklear in
THE SKYWAYMAN
Five-part drama; Fox
Directed by James P. Hogan
Published in October
OPINION : A feature wherein opportunities for spectacular thrills by trick
aeroplane driving are capitally utilized,
with a pleasant story trend in attractive
surroundings makes this offering by
Fox interesting in itself.
Additionally, in the tribute paid in
the introduction by the producers to the
two men, Locklear and Milton Elliott,
who gave their lives during the feature's
making, there is set forth the information that ten per cent of the returns
from the production go to the bereived
families of the two. This is a point not
to be disregarded in advertising.
Locklear and Elliott were pioneers in

the risk of life along previously unexplored paths of the air, and aeroplane
science's
muchhaveto taken
their
bravery. progress
The risk owes
that they
in their activities is well demonstrated
in the perils that they approach in this
picture. One of its big sensations is
Locklear's drop from a flying plane to
the top of a speeding overland express,
his combat with crooks escaping on the
train, and his return again from car roof
to the plane.
The story is based on the loss of
memory following valorous achievements in air battling by Captain Norman Locke, an American airman. With
his return, interested friends stage a
plan to restore the interrupted trend
of his mind, but find the interference of
crooks impeding their plans.
Louise Lovely plays the part of the
sweetheart
of Locke,'
Oliver, Edwin
BoothVirginia.
Tilton, Eleanor
Ceasare
Gravina and Mary Mooney have other
parts well played.
SYNOPSIS: Capt. Norman Locke, a
victim of asphasia from the shock of
an accident sustained in air battling in
France, returns home, failing to recognize his sweetheart, members of his
family and other former associates.
Norman Leveridge. a friend, conceives
of the plan of staging a sensational episode about the Locke estate that shall
enlist the people dear to the Captain and
restore his memory. Its working out
coincides with a robbery staged by real
crooks, and the climax comes in the
meeting of the two occurrences and the
lively skirmishes that ensue, and result
in the restoration of the memory of
Locke and the reunion with his family
and sweetheart.
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Constance Binney in
39 EAST
Five-part drama; Realart
Directed by John S. Robertson
Published in October
OPINION : Were there more pictures
of the box-office value of "39 East," the
troubles of the exhibitor would be a
thing of the past, so far as effort to
please his varied patronage is concerned.
For here is a screen drama more
nearly meeting the requirements of a
diversified taste than any picture of recent issue. Its naturalness gives it an
appeal that is certain to prove irresistible.
Its story is not new — the boarding house
romance of a pretty young girl and a
comely youth — with the former, a minister's daughter, possessed of a financially
dependent family, in the self-humiliating
role of chorus girl.
So real are the characters made to live
upon the screen by the work of the exceedingly competent cast, that sympathies for the hectored heroine are
early aroused and kept throughout the
unfolding of the story and sequence.
Constance Binney easily merits unusual
praise of her cleverness of characterization. She displays a fine grasp of emotions and tempers her acting to suit the
youthful role she interprets.
Reginald Denncy was a happy choice
for the lover. He is quite delightful in
his tender essays of sympathetic interest
and affection for Penn, and master of
a capital comedy art in his defense of
his sweetheart and himself against the
lures and intrigues of envious housemates.
Lucia Moore has a character part, that
of Mrs. Smith, which she interprets with
a worth that makes it a notable impersonation. Alison Skipworth is good as
Mrs. De Mailly, the boarding house
owner, and the several other types of
boarders, played by Blanche Frederici,
Fdith Gresham, Mildred Arden, Luis Alverni. Albert Carroll and Frank Allworth, were evidently selected and diart.
rected by a director highlv adept at the
Pathos and humor are present in effective contrast, and some of the impressive scenes include the one in which
young Gibbs, to deceive curious investigators, takes up the song and dance with
which Penn awakened the household at
midnight, persuading them that it was
his customary fashion to thus disport
himself when homesick. A breakfast
scene in the boarding house is one rich
with natural happenings that will he apwho have had
experiencespreciatedofby thethemillions
sort.
Lighting and photography are all that
can be asked. In fact, the whole is so
harmonious as to invite the most enthusiastic of approval, and exhibitors
everywhere
are assured certain success
with
its showing.
SYNOPSIS: Penelope Gibbs, to finanpoor minister's
family ciallytoaid others
which ofshethebelongs,
goes to
New York and becomes one of the boarding house
colony
at "39is kept
East."a mysThe
identity
of her
business
tery, thereby arousing the unsvmpathetic
speculation of her feminine fellow boarders. She finds a champion and lover in
Napoleon Gibbs, Jr.. a young aristocrat
of wealth, who helps her over many a
rough spot in her boarding house life
Her chance to shine histrionically comes
with a sudden refusal of the star, whom
she understudies, to go on while Penn
is in the chorus, and Penn's success assures her family's future and brings the
climax of her romance which promises a
"happy ever after" ending.
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NOMADS OF THE NORTH
Six-part drama; First National
Directed by David M. Hartford
Published October 11.
OPINIOX : Since great dramatic
punches are expected as matters of
course in Canadian Northwest stories by
lames Oliver Curwood, '"Nomads of the
Xorth" is somewhat disappointing.
When the climax finds the mounted police officer torn between love and duty,
following the death of the youthful villain, one is all prepared for a thunderous
Curwood twist. But it does not come.
The officer listens to the call of love and
announces to the murderer-husband that
he will report him dead, thus leaving his
man to live out the rest of his life in the
wilderness with his brave wife and child,
the
murderer's
still upon him Itforis
an act
committedbrand
in self-defense.
a not wholly satisfying, though it is in
a sense a logical outcome, of a none too
meaty story.
"Nomads of the North" is incident
rather than dramatic plot. It starts off
slowly and progresses slowly — too slowly
in fact. The maintenance of the interest
is due to the richness of color in the
backgrounds, the fine portrayals of the
characters by tile cast, the deft touches
with animals and the spectacular effects.
These latter are particularly well done.
The storm scenes are something not to
be found once in months while the forest
fire is perhaps the best thing in that line
" that
beforetoo themuch
camera's
eye. has
Yet been
therestaged
is a little
of it.
The continuity is smooth, the characterizations are clean cut, and the director has worked skillfully. The cast was
well chosen and each member gets the
utmost out of the individual part. That
really fine actor. Lewis Stone, is his
usually effective repressed self as the
Canadian officer, while Lon Chaney has
put some thought into the part of Raoul
Challoner, the murderer-husband. Betty
Blythe. as the wife, is both charming
and able, and Francis MacDonald lends
to the whole by a well-done interpretation of the vengeful "Buck" McDougall.
Melbourne MacDowell. Spottiswood Ait'■kin and Charles Smiley acquit themselves creditably in smaller parts.
"Nomads of the North" is interesting
and contains many unique angles for
clever exploitation stunts.
SYNOPSIS: Nannette Roland, caring
for her dying father, receives proposals
from Corp. O'Connor of the Royal
Mounted Police and "Buck" McDougall.
the son of the factor at Fort God's Post,
but refuses them, saying she will not
marry until she is certain Raoul Challoner, whom she loves and whose homecoming islong overdue, is dead. "Buck"
induces a whisky runner to tell Nannette
that he was present when Raoul died.
After her father's death Nannette agrees
to marry "Buck." The ceremony is in
progress when Raoul arrives at the post.
He learns what is happening at the mission church and interrupts the ceremony.
To wreak his vengeance "Buck" provokes afight with Raoul. A whisky runner aids "Buck." Fighting for his life.
Raoul kills the whisky runner. He is
manacled in a dungeon, but Nannette
effects his escape and after being married, the two escape in a storm and make,
tor the North. Duncan McDougall.
"Buck's" father, reports the murder, and
Corp. O'Connor is sent to apprehend
him. After three years "Buck" goes
north to find whisky trade. By accident
he
locates
waits Nanuntil
Raoul
has Raoul's
left andcamp.
then Heattacks
nette. A dog and a bear drive him off.
Smarting with vengeance he discloses
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Raoul's whereabouts to O'Connor. On
the wayjured andtolocates
Raoul'sin camp
"Buck"cabin
is ina deserted
to
await O'Connor's return. O'Connor finds
his man and is taking him to justice
when a forest fire breaks out. They fight
their way through it to a small lake.
When the fire has died out they seek
"Buck." His cabin has been destroyed
and the only evidence of his occupancy
is a pocket knife. As only "Buck," besides himself, shared the secret of Raoul's
hiding
place,
O'Connor
Raoul that
he will
report announces
him dead andto
takes his leave after promising to visit
them if they will name their boy, when
it comes, after him.

It was a rather ticklish subject to handle, but Christie with his usual adroitness
has avoided the suggestive and made a
smooth-running screen play out of the
popular stage success. In this he is
greatly assisted by a talented cast of
players, all well-known to screen lovers.
T. Roy Barnes is one of the husbands
while Walter Hiers is the other. To Colleen Moore and Grace Darmond fall the
roles of the wives.
The picture contains excellent opportunity for exploitation, in the way of
bathing girls, bungalow sets, catch-lines,
etc.. and the reviving of the catchy music
used with the original musical comedy
will help materially in putting it over.
SVXOPSIS: Harry Miller is tired of
his
own towife's
and her
tireless
efforts
keep cooking
the cottage
clean
and
neat He admires the snappy clothes
and evident class of Letty Robbins, the
wife of his next door neighbor, Tommy
Robbins. Tommy, on the other hand,
has
grown desperately
Letty's
cracker-and-sardine
meals ill
and oflongs
for
a home-cooked dinner, such as Mrs. Miller is fond of preparing. Tommy and
Harry get their heads together and the
wives are induced to change places for a
week. To teach each a lesson. Letty, the
fashionable, becomes untidy, while
Grace, the home-lover, neglects her
cooking
to "doll
are
disillusioned
and up."
very Both
glad husbands
to beg their
respective wives to revert to the original
marital arrangement.

T. Roy Barnes in

LETT)'
LONGcomedy:
SO
Six-part
Robertson-Cole
Directed by Al E. Christie
Published in October.
OPIXIOX: Al Christie has done commendable work in transferring Oliver
Morosco's musical comedy to the screen.
He has retained all of the fun of the
original story by Elmer Harris and Mr.
Morosco, the story of two young married men who find more admirable qualities in each other's wives and decide to
exchange helpmates for a week. One
longs for well-cooked meals, the other
for feminine- class, disregarding her ability in the culinary art.
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George Walsh in
FROM NOW ON
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by R. A. Walsh.
Published in October.
OPINION: George Walsh, who delivered an attractive lot of nonsense in
a clever way in "Sink or Swim." comes
to the screen in this new feature in a
distinctly different character.
He plays the part of crook, if that
term can be applied to the manner in
which he steals funds that he believes
he is justified in taking inasmuch as
they equal an amount owed him by
the parties from whom he filches them.
The role is one that enables him to
employ an art in heavy, dramatic impersonation that is evidence of his versalently. tility, and one which he carries excel-
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skill. Others of the supporting cast MacQuarrie as Roger Blair, the village
postmaster, is his usual interesting self,
contribute good work.
The feature offers exploitation possi- and William D. Corbett as Uncle Sam,
bilities in its concern with a coveted around whom the story centers, is also
hundred thousand dollars which is a good. Helen Flint as Roma Jones is
convincing. Others in the cast include
matter of mystery as to its whereabouts
throughout the picture, and ideas will Paul Kelly as Uncle Sam's son, Leslie
suggest themselves in settings and scenes
Hunt as Andy Mason and others. •
to the exhibitor interested in giving the
STORY: L'ncle Sam of Freedom
feature the exploitation boost that it Ridge is a heart and soul American. With
him
live iiis son and his adopted daughshould be given to make it appeal universally.
ter, Roma. War is declared with Germany and Uncle Sam bravely gives up
SYNOPSIS: Left $100,000 by his
bis only boy. Roma is being educated
foster father, David Henderson invests
>t in a race betting partnership, but finds by Robert Blair, the village postmaster.
his business associates to be dishonest.
Blair loves her, but hasn't the courage to
He demands his money back and finds say so. Roma is joyous for Uncle Sam's
sake. She is impatient with Andy
opportunity to take it back himself when
sent by one partner to another with that Mason, son of the village's wealthiest
much money to meet immediate needs at man. because he has, to all' appearances,
the track. Henderson's escape with the shirked serving in the army. Arthur, the
money starts a series of plots against
village half-wit, is forever being mistreated by Andy. Arthur, therefore, is
him. the crooks follow him for the money,
always glad to spy and tattle on him.
the police for the theft. He is caught
Roma
receives
several letters from Uncle
and convicted and spends five vears in
prison.
He
acquaints
one
man.
Millman,
Sam's
son.
Andy
sees her drop a letter
The picture is one of uncommon char- a prisoner who completes his sentence
and when she has left he picks it up
acter. It deals altogether with the shady before Henderson is released, with the and
opens
it.
Arthur
tattles to Blair
walks of life, criminal haunts and pris- whereabouts of the money that he hid and Blair takes the letter
from
ons. Its atmosphere is a sombre one. before his arrest. When free himself, he Andy and returns it to Roma.away
The Red
but patrons
the plot's
should appeal
and the Liberty Loan drive* are
to
who intricacies
welcome something
out goes to seek it and finds it "gone, believ- Cross
ing Millman to have failed in his trust. now in progress. Because Uncle Sam
of the ordinary and the feature which
His pursuit is taken up again by his looks so much like our Uncle Sam his
keeps their attention closely concen- enemies
services are solicited to appear in the
and by the police and he is aided
trated throughout its footage While
various rallies dressed in the well-known
by an Italian. Capriano. and his daughter
there is a doubt about its appeal to the Theresa.
The Italian sends him to the clothes of Uncle Sam. Roma appears as
general patronage, certainly it will win
Columbia. And then comes word that
commendation from those previously tavern of a crookshielder in Pittsburgh,
Uncle Sam's son has been killed. He
presumablv
aiding
him,
really
instructmentioned. It might best be described
ing the man to kill him. The girl fol- takes his loss bravely and appears that
as high class melodrama for it is a
evening,
as scheduled, at a Liberty Loan
lows and plays an important part in the
series of scheming and trappings, escapes
meeting. The war is over. Congress
and captures with crooks and their aids final skirmish which results in vindica- is
arguing over the League of Nations.
tion of Millman and the married happisupplying the cast. There is a romance
ness of Theresa and Henderson with the LTncle Sam writes to Washington and
running its length, but this is moderated.
that if the league is vetoed he will
tatter's determination to go straight says
The action is swift and the suspense conkill himself as a sacrifice to atone for
"from now on."
tinually sustained.
the ignominy of official Washington.
Regina Quinn plays the feminine lead,
This is taken as a joke. But when the
Harry Levey presents
that of an Italian girl who double-crosses
league vetoed Uncle Sam wraps himself
her gang to save the life of the hero UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM
in his flag and commits suicide. This story
because she loves him, and she contribRIDGE
of self-sacrifice sweeps through the
utes a highly commendable performance
country. The league is adopted. Years
as well as being very good to look upon.
later Roma becomes a United States
drama; Harry Levey Production.
Mario Majeroin is seen in the role of Seven-reel
abroad.
her father, Capriano, an aged Italian, Directed by George A. Beranger.
representative at the league's meetings
meeting its requirements with excellent Published in September.
Dorothy Phillips in
OPINION: A large and enthusiastic
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN
gathering, presumably Democratic, was
present at the Selwyn theatre, Sunday
Six-part drama; Jewel-Universal
Directed by Allen Holubar
evening. September 26, at the premiere
Published in October.
of Harry Levey's "Uncle Sam of FreeOPINION: Allen Holubar is credited
dom Ridge." an adaptation of Miss. Marwith both the authorship and direction
garet Prescqtt Montague's well-known
of this production. In beginning his
story by that name. After brief speeches
by the Hon. William G. McAdoo, the work he laid his groundwork slowly but
Hon. Oscar Straus, Miss Margaret P. surely, developed his story carefully and
Montague
and George Creel, the picture unhurriedly, and when he reached his
itself
was shown.
In a foreword on the program Mr. last two reels he came into his own and
Levey takes occasion to say that the pic- put over his message so effectively that
ture was made "because he believed in "Once to Every Woman" is a success.
the League of Nations and because the
"Once to Every Woman" is another
way, in this instance, of saying love. In
story
teemsthewith
Obviously,
first screen
reason possibilities."
far outstrips his manner of demonstrating that love
the second. For what screen possibil- comes only once to every woman. Mr.
ities a story centering around an old Holubar did not undertake anything
man maj- have, are weakened by the strikingly original. Yet, what his simple
League of Nations propaganda the pic- story lacks in originality is more than
ture undertakes to set forth. It can made up for by its dominant human note.
hardly be enjoyed by anyone not thor- "Once to Every Woman" is human,
Nations. oughly in sympathy with the League of through and through.
It is the story of a selfish country girl
Mr. Beranger has directed the screen
who forgets her generous, worshipful,
version of this much talked-of story with old folks at home in her moments of suchis usual skill. The scenes and lightcess when she is the rage as an opera
ings, too, are very good. But the story star, but who returns to those loving,
moves slowly and. despite the dramatic
welcome arms when her voice and
heights reached in parts, it falls short as friends have left her and she has discova screen vehicle.
The cast is a good one. Especially
GEORGE WALSH
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
AVho lias just completed a crook play. good is Eugene Keith, who portrays the
"From Now On" (Fox I
role of the village half-wit. George
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ered the shallowness of success and fame
without love. These home-coming scenes
have been put on with a sympathetic
hand and the sincerity in them plays
upon the heart strings.
A lot ot money was spent in making
the production, the opera house scenes,
with the performance in progress, being
rich and lavish. There is a great deal of
suspense in this episode when Aurora
Meredith (Dorothy Phillips) is obliged
to go through her part while her rejected
lover, Jullantimo, sits in a box, gun in
hand, ready to send the destructive bullet into her body. This suspense gives
way to a start when the shot is fired and
the audience rushes from the theatre.
' The characters concerned have been
well conceived and well drawn and are
ably enacted. Miss Phillips has a difficult part, one that carries little sympathy
with it until the story is two-thirds over.
To have picked up sympathy at this
point and to have held it securely at the
end is to her credit.
As the poetic, bashful rustic, Phineas
Scudder, who is steadfast in his love for
Aurora Meredith, Robert Anderson is a
whimsical figure, while William Ellingford and Mrs. Margaret Mann, appearing as Mr. and Mrs. Meredith, respectively, are appealing. Rudolph v a " mo
is nicely placed as the rejected Italian
youth, and Elinor Field, Emily Chichester, Marry Wise, Dan Crimmins, Rosa
Gore and Frank Elliott, rounding out
the cast, are competent.
"Once to Every Woman" is a better
. picture than either "The Heart of Hu"The
Right
because itmanity"is orso
human
and totrueHappiness,"
to life.
SYNOPSIS: Under the patronage of
Mrs. Thorndyke, who recognizes that
her protege has a voice, Aurora Meredith, selfish and pampered, leaves her
family and her rustic lover, Phineas
Scudder, in the little village of Pleasonton, to take up a singing career. After
three years of study in Italy her patroness dies and Aurora, without funds
to pay for her last year of study, accepts
aid from an Italian youth, Jullantimo.
After her first triumph he threatens to
kill himself if she refuses to marry him
and to avoid him Aurora accepts an offer to appear in New York. There she
meets the Duke of Devonshire who, in
an effort to exact a promise of marriage,
arranges that Aurora be given the stellar
role in a new opera. On the night of the
premiere of the new opera Jullantimo appears at the theatre and demands Aurora
as his wife in payment for his loan.
When she refuses and orders him to
leave her dressing room he returns to
his box. Phineas Scudder is also in the
theatre, as is the Duke of Devonshire.
Toward the close of the opera Aurora
sees Jullantimo draw a gun. Just before
the fall of the curtain he fires at Aurora,
missing her, and then turns the weapon
on himself. When Aurora recovers from
her fright she finds she has lost her
voice. Doctors say she will never sing
again. At once her friends begin to
desert her, until no one is left, not even
Devonshire and her maid. Then she
realizes the falsity of fame without love.
Scudder, who has become a successful
poet, vainly tries to see her. Brokenhearted and discouraged, Aurora returns
to the welcome arms of her family and
Scudder. Then her mother is stricken
ill and begs Aurora sing for her. In her
sorrow she suddenly recovers her voice
and her mother hears her foi the last
time. But though she again has her
voice, Aurora remains in Pleasanton.
She has learned the happiness of helping
and giving and before the children she
has undertaken to teach she plights her
troth with Phineas, obtaining what every
woman wants — love.
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Scene from "Folly's Trail" with Carmel Myers starring. (Universal )
Carmel Myers in
IN FOLLY'S TRAIL
Five-part drama; Universal
Directed by Rollin Sturgeon
Published in October
OPINION: Pathos and humor that
attend at times upon the efforts of two
socially different young people to adjust their married life to pleasant proportions formromance.
effective contrast in th.'s
pleasing little
It deals with the love affairs of a
chorus girl and an artist husband, aristocratic of birth and temperamental of
nature. The efforts of his young wife
to meet his requirements of taste give
occasion for a series of unique scenes
alternating fun and pathos. The climax
comes when she leaves him for the
wealthy man who originally wanted to
marry
One's
sympath'es
followof
the
girl her.
and her
champion,
the man
wealth, both of whom prove t:ieir superiority of character, despite their
ordinary station in life, over that of the
aristocratic and cultured husband.
Carmel Myers makes a stunning Lita
O'Farrell and does some very clever
playing. She offers a spirited and captiinterpretation
youngartistry.
wife's
part in vating
a high
degree ofofthescreen
Heart ofinterest
is 1he story
dominating
ach-'ev1ment
the screen
and her
characterization supplies the greater part of
it. Thomas Holding, in the part of the
husband, Charles Howard, plays well,
but lacks the chance to shine that is
given George B. Williams in the part
of Max Goldberg, the wealthy friend.
His is a highly creditable and convincing performance and the part is one
rather out of the usual, and noteworthy
for that reason.
There are markedly effective closeups of the leading trio that are arresting
studies in portraiture and expression.
Several lavishly presented ball and banelty. quet scenes supply an interesting novThe picture in its entirety is one that
should please universally and a great
deal can
be advertising.
promised for "In Folly'-.
Trail"
in its
SYNOPSIS : Cast for the evening in

the part
"Folly" at
the ballmagnate,
masque
that
Max ofGoldberg,
theatrical
and rell
hermeets
admirer,
giving, Lita
Charles isHoward,
artist,O'Fararistocrat of southern birth and pride. Although she expects to marry Goldberg,
as her friendship with Howard warms
she hesitates in that plan and he asks
her to be his wife. She is exceed nglv
happy in her love for him, but matrimony has its unpleasantries for him
when he finds that her tastes in friends,
dress and home surroundings do not
agree with his. Angered at last by his
continual criticism of her, Lita leaves
her husband, writing him thai she has
gone to Goldberg. He seeks her there,
threatening
but receiving
finds her
in her own Goldberg's
apartment.life,
After
some excellent advice from Goldberg, he
realizes that she is the superior, and
there is a reunion that premises complete accord thereafter.
Ora Carew in
THE MOUNTAIN GIRL
F've-part drama; Arrow.
Directed by Walter Wright.
Pub ished ;n October.
OPINION: The difficulty of transplanting the wild mountain rose to the
conventional garHe'i <->f c't" eo«*iety is the
themebeenupon
ha*built.which this attractive picture
The prettiness of its heroine, and her
dog and burro pets who share her frolics,
suggest a part l'ke that taken by Olive
Thomas
Indeed,
the
heroine in
is "Darling
much ofMine."
the type
of this
mourned favorite of the screen and she
plays with a grace and charm that are
very pleasing.
Settings in the mountain country are
pretty backgrounds for the opening and
concluding scenes, and the garden of the
city home of the Colemans supplies
others as attractive.
Ora Carew plays two parts in this picture, appearing as the innocent, untamed
little mountain girl, and also as the
sophisticated, snobbish young woman of
Dead

Men

Tell tfo Tales
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the city. In several scenes she appears
simultaneously in the two roles.
There is competent supporting cast
which includes Arnold Gregg as Larry
Armond, William Irving as Jack Keith.
George Nichols as James Bristol and
Henry Burrow as J. W. Coleman.
Touches of comedy are well given in
the scenes wherein the girl attempts to
imitate
fashions
and isways,
with
borrowedsociety's
plumage.
There
a lesson
carried
in the
mountain girl's
creed
love which
accomplishes,
among
otherof
things, the reconciliation of the Colemans, threatening incompatibility.
SYNOPSIS : Larry Armond, hunting
in the mountains, rescues Ruth, who
knows nothing of life except that taught
by her guardian, a religious recruit, and
she, addicted to the usage of Biblical
terms
speech, the
dubs death
him "Noah."
Later, in
following
of her
"Pappy,"
she
starts
out
with
donkey.
Shadrach, in search of Noah,her the
only
other person who ever has been good to
her. She goes to his summer home in
the foothills, and her presence there affords an embarrassing situation between
Jack Keith, Larry's companion, and his
nance's
the soon
Colemans.
into
their family,
home, she
finds thatTaken
they
have no willingness to be agreeable ii>
her, and she leaves the place to go back
into the mountains. Meanwhile she is
provedgo toin besearch
the Colemans'
they
of her ami.daughter,
with aidandof
Jack, bring her back to their home and
hearts.
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garten. She refuses money and asks for
work. Harding then finds her a place
as
companion
young fallVenable's
mother.
She and toHarding
in love
and they are married. Harding laughingly refuses to listen to her when she
wants to tell of her past. Larry, fretting that his partner has dropped him.
demands money of Flossie for his
silence. She 'refuses the demand and
tells her story to her husband before
Larry. At a signal, detectives enter the
place and arrest Larry and Lena, a
new-found confederate, while Harding
explains to Flossie that he knew her
past all the time.

Viola Dana in
BLACKMAIL
Six-part drama; Metro
Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald
Published October 4
OPINION: "Blackmail," adapted from
the story by Lucia Chamberlain, as published in the Saturday Evening Post, follows too closely to the established conventions of the screen to elevate it above
the general run of current pictures. It
is a crook melodrama with a blackmailing girl as its central figure. This
girl marries the lawyer of the man she
has sought to blackmail and, reforming
under the influence of love and trust,
becomes the object of blackmail herself of a former partner. Eventually, the
crisis comes and she sees she must tell
her past to her husband. A bit of surprise is here inserted when the husband,
after his wife has demonstrated her
reformation, announces that he knew the
girl's past all the time.
Considering the easily guessed outcome, the suspense was well maintained
because of the easy development of the
story. For this the continuity writer
and the director must be credited.
The cast has also worked effectively,
Viola Dana giving a clear-cut characterization of the impetuous, blackmailing
girl, and Wyndham Standing supporting
her ably as the lawyer. Edward Cecil,
as Larry, and Florence Turner, the
Vitagraph star of the old one-reel days,
as Lena, gave careful portrayals.
Their combined efforts, however, could
not overcome the handicap of a toowell-known story.
SYNOPSIS: When Harry Golden
dies, Flossie Golden, his daughter, and
Larry, another partner, working as a
pair, continue their blackmailing careers.
They enmesh the wealthy James Yenable, but their scheme fails when
Venable'snounceslawyer,
Richard
Harding,
anthat Venable
will marry
Flossie
on an income of three thousand a year.
Enraged, Flossie goes to Harding with
a story of having been robbed while
coming to the city to open a kinder-
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RALPH [NCB
Who ni-tt'd und directed "Out of the
Siiomm,"
thin MiM-nt*the\\ Selznicli
»tt tnken. picture from which
Ralph Ince and Zena Keefe in
OUT OF THE SNOWS
Five-part drama; Select.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Published in October.
OPINION: "Out of the Snows" is
one of the notable offerings of the current month. It has a forceful plot developed with energetic action and illumined with a tenderly romantic glamor
that makes the contrast values admirable
ones. The camera has caught the snow
expanses of the north land, the driving
blizzards, the pines with snow-burdened
boughs, an ice-bound sailing vessel, dog
teams, Indians and traders, with a completeness of charm that sets a high
standard for artistry in this class of picture. Mr. Ince in his capacity of director
has achieved an exceptionally finished
product, and his choice of cast has had
an equal result. In his role of hero he
gives a splendid performance and as a
member of the Northwest Mounted
Police indulges in a thrilling combat with
fur smugglers that offers a lively, mansized scrimmage lending a real thrill
to the scene.
The burning of an ice-bound ship, with

flames and smoke in sharp relief against
the white snow background, is a spectacular feature that is a real triumph of
screen art. The trading post and ship
interiors are very good and the trails
across the snow wastes are followed with
fascination.
Zena Keefe plays the role of Anitah, a
half breed young squaw, whose love for
Bob Holliday tempts her father to deliver the token that will mean his reconciliation with his former fiancee. Miss
Keefe gives a role replete with individuality and skill in the presentation of the
quiet stoicism of the Indian maid. She
is exceedingly attractive. Patrick Hartigan as Blakeman gives an admirable interpretation ofan unfavorable role.
The picture has an outstanding value
among pictures of the moment. The
utilizing of exploitation possibilities that
the feature offers should bring patronage
that is certain to leave with praise of its
worth.
SYNOPSIS: On the eve of her elopement with Bob Holliday, of the Northwest Mounted Police, Ruth Hardy is
visited in a convent on the Northern
boundary by John Blakeman, a former
partner
of herthatfather's.
He daughter
gives her ofthea
information
she is the
fur smuggler killed some years previously, and that Holliday is the man responsible for his death. Ruth returns
Bob his one gift, a little gold heart, with
no explanation. Both strike out for the
North, she with Blakeman, he on the
trail of fur smugglers. At the trading
post Bob becomes friends wjth Anitah, a
half-breed Indian, squaw of Red Deer.
She misinterprets his friendship and returns itwith love. When Ruth, realizing
the lingering of her love for Bob, puts
the token into the care of Anitah. the
latter yields to the temptation to keep it
herself. She shoots a trader and strikes
out with Red Deer farther into the
North, where Bob, in his official capacity, follows to arrest her. He finds her
in the ice-bound ship that is the rendezvous of the smugglers and learns that
she shot the man in self-defense. He
escapes the traps of the lawbreakers with
the arrested Brakeman and with Anitah.
whom he rescues from the burning ship
fired by Blakeman. On the return journey, as she breathes her last, Anitah returns the token and gives the menage
from Ruth. Blakeman meets death at the
hands of Red Deer. There is a happy
reunion of the lovers.
Six Popular Players Will
Be Seen in Jose Special
Six players of seasoned ability and wide
popularity have been selected by Edward
Jose to interpret the story written by
Charles Logue for the first Jose special
production to be issued by Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., through Pathe.
Anna Q. Nilsson is leading woman.
Earle Metcalfe plays opposite Miss Nilsson. Allan Forrest, juvenile, has an important part and others of the cast are
Riley Hatch. George Majeroni and Jane
Jennings.
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Reading

The
Ouija
Board
•With J. B.i
New York City, Oct. 5, 1920.
Jay Rescher, chief cameraman of the
Submarine Film Corporation, has been
Vivian Moses, who has been dwelling
among the swells of Edgemere Beach for working six fathoms deep in developing
the season, has placed the padlock on the and fixing tanks in the laboratory for the
door of the bungalow and returned to his past three weeks. Jay is some cut up.
* * *
villa on Riverside Drive.
* * *
Long Island City is a long way out when
but since
moved
Captain
Merritt
was you're
over it inhasa hurry,
to be done.
TheFamous
executive
ofvisited
by the
stork Crawford's
on Sunday, home
September
fices
started
transferring
last
week.
26. Mrs. Crawford and the twelve-pound
* * *
daughter
are doing
the baby's
first
playthings
for well.
which One
she of
grabbed
was
The latest thing in the way of picture
a copy of the National Guard. State of Xew
companies is known as the Stellar Pictures
York. Manual of artillery- "'Atta boy. MerCompany, which is shooting its first pic* * *
York. ture in the environs of Larchmont. Xew
ritt."
* * *
Regina Kruh. the lively little publicist
of the Candler building, is doing George
PetertheMilxe.
Daily, Pete
has
Walsh's
publicity.
Regina
will joined
studio late
staff of
of Wid's
Paramount.
soon
leavepersonal
for her annual
fall trip
through
is to prune pictures and cultivate titles at
the west
* * *
which he is an adept.
Might be a good scheme to picturize
* * *
Williamson played the part of
"Crooked
in Xew
York, and Gamblers,"
feature somenowof playing
the White
Sox theErnest
good Samaritan one day last week when
some of the boys of the trade gathered at
players. "Honest, Judge, if ye'll leave me
off this time I'll never steal another base,
his office
in search
Skipper"of
had
no news,
but of
he news.
uncorked"Thea bottlp
ner nuttin'."
* * *
developer
which
he
brought
from
the
West
Too bad Frank Hall is out of the runIndies and all the boys became inspired in
ning. Abe Attell looks like a live one.
short
order.
* * *
* * *
"Bill" Leahy returned Friday. Oct 1,
isn't much to tell this week except
from Boston, at which place he has been thatThere
Griffith's studio on Orienta Point. X.
exploiting "The Woman in His House" and Y., does need some paint on the shore
side and the natives are wondering why
"Harriet and the *Piper."
* *
Griff allows such a beautiful spot to become
Chester Beecroft of Chester Beecroft,
so hard on the eye. The postmaster of the
Inc., sailed for Europe on the Mauretania
"Home-Town-by-the-Sea" has his hands
full these days trying to keep track of the
on
Thursday,
Sept.
31.
He
will
visit
Scandinavia.
great
and the nearly great but the task is
* * *
hopeless, since the fans at large seem to
Margaret Campbell, who made such a think that all the stars are to be reached at
hit in "Please Get Married," has been Mamaroneck. He advertises unclaimed letsigned up by Tom Ince to play the part
ters for the following : Marc McDermott.
Bessie Love. Annie Irish. Mary Pickford.
of
Mrs.
Abbott
in
"Magic
Life."
which
will be the new Ince production for his Alice Joyce. Herbert Brennon. Marguerite
Clark. Tavlor Holmes, et al.
"Big Seven" combination.
BERT

LYTELL

SCORES

ANOTHER

HIT IN -THE

Xegotiations were concluded Sept. 2'J
whereby Sydney Garrett, Inc. will handle
and distribute the sole output of D. N.
Schwab productions in all foreign countries. The representation takes in "Girls
Don't Gamble" and "Smiling All the Way,"
the two most recent productions made and
completed by the Schwab interests with
David Butler as the star. Prints of each
are being taken across by Mr. Garrett, who
sails this week for Liverpool. Representing the Schwab interests in the deal was
Joseph Klein, general
* * manager.
*
"The Man From Toronto" has been
chosen as the first picture which Chet
Wit hey will direct for Constance Talmadge, shortly after her return from Europe where she has been vacationing with
her sister Xorma and Mr. Schenck. This
picture is an adaptation from "Perkins," a
play byduced inDoughlas
Xew YorkMurry,
a few which
seasonswasagoproby
Henry Miller and is now having a successful run in England. The screen adaptation
is by Grant Carpenter, who recently adapted
the Xormal Talmadge feature "She Loves
and Lies" from a short story by Wilkie
Collins. This picture was also directed by
Chet Withey. The name of the second
Chet derWithey
production
which isTalmadge
now unconsideration
for Constance
will shortlv be made known.
Carter De Haven at
Work on New Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
XEW YORK. Oct. 4.— The first
comedy in the series starring Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven, to be produced
by De Haven under the new contract
made by him and his Eastern affiliation,
the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, with First Xational, is to be the
old popular stage favorite, "The Girl in
By theis time
the picturization of "Twin
Beds"
the
Taxi." first presented to the public —
scheduled for October IS — the star will
be well along in the production of this
no less successful comedy hit.
DEAD MEN
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PRICE OF REDEMPTION."

Two dramatic scenes from the Metro production, the scenes cf which are laid in India.
J. A. R. Wylie's novel "The Temple at the Dawn."

It was adapted to the screen from
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| Thinks

Religious

Prejudice

Is Passing

:

Mayflower President Belieces That Such Pictures Will
Virtually Dominate Film Market During the Coming Year
Miiiliiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiii By BENJAMIN A. PRAGER mii'iiiirmni'iMminnminnnii
Benjamin A. Pragcr, president of
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, in
the following article, declares that the
prejudice held by producers against
productions dealing with religious subjects is disappearing. The direct
cause of this attitude, he says, is the
warm public reception of such pictures. Following out this line of argument, he predicts that pictures bearing a religious theme 7cill dominate
virtually the film market this coming
year. This trend, says Mr. Pragcr,
cannot help but serve a two-fold purpose for the betterment of the art.
Not only will it force recognition of
the motion picture from the clergy,
"which, up to the present, has accorded
it but scant — often derogatory —
notice, but it will give to screen entertainment asolid substance.
FIRM in the belief that the public
comes to the motion picture theatre
to be entertained and not to be sermonized and that a picture embodying
a religious thought can never be classed
as entertainment, producers have steadfastly refused to consider the seniircligious play as anything but a venture
predestined to disastrous failure. This,
in spite of the early success of such pictures as Vitagraph's production of "The
Christian," "The White Sister." "The
Rosary," and George Loane Tucker's "I
Believe."
For a long time, producers, with a few
exceptions, have been utterly unable to
reconcile religion with entertainment.
IS

IT

GRAPE

They have
that limited
a religious play held'to
can havethebutbelief
a very
appeal. Billy Sunday dispenses religion.
Yet, is his audience confined t<> Methodists? No, people cf all sects and creeds
jostle and
their He
way mixes
into anreligion
auditorium to elbow
hear him.
with entertainment without distorting
values. He preaches to you and makes
yon like it. Whether or not you believe
in his doctrines, you are impressed by
what he says.
* * »
The same effect is produced by the
skillfully handled religious picture. By
"religious pictures," I do not mean a
palpable effort at preachment nor the
dramatization of a sectarian creed. I refer to a picture which derives its drama
from some broad principle of religion to
which all systems subscribe, such as beity.
lief in the Divine Power, piety and moralGeorge Loane Tucker's "The Miracle
Man" is an example of the religious picture at the apex of power, combining
recreative value with uplifting thought.
It reveals the power of Faith, the basis
of all religion, and in its revelation en-,
thralled a nation and gave to it a deeper
understanding of the spiritual forces that
govern life. And. because of its depth
of artistic
thought,triumph
"The Miracle
Man" proved
an
and a financial
sensation.
The Tucker production earned the rich
rewards it reaped if for no reason other
than that it brought to producers a realization of the potentialities of religion as
the basis of motion picture plays and
swept away the unjustified discrimination
against religious themes. Stories of this
type are now at a premium. The majority of conspicuous film successes since

JUICE

OR
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WHAT?

the
release some
of "The
Miracle
Man"spiritual
have
embodied
phase
of the
life. The first to come to mind are
"Earthbound" and "The Right of Way,"
but there are scores of others.
* * *
The vogue of the religious picture will
endure. It must endure if the motion
picture is to remain a permanent institution and to progress. Vapid sentiment
and airy romance is insufficient nutrition
to facilitate growth. The industry is
vitally in need of substantial fare. Brilliant pageantry and magnificent spectacles do not supply it. We must look
to
themes
in scope of general conmanity. ception,big
but simple in kinship to huBy turning our attention to stories of
a religious mould, we will, of necessity,
improve standards of production, for
sacred themes cannot be entrusted to
the care of hacks and slipshod workmen
who would but degrade them with mawkish sentiment and stifle with convention.
We will develop a new order of motion
picture genius who will measure up to
the task of bringing to the screen inspired dramatizations of life's most
poignant theme — religion.
Cohn Predicts Comedies
Will Surpass in Quality
"Hallroom Boys" Series
"Hallroom Boys Comedies" first year's
series having been completed. Jack Cohn
announces that the next series of these
popular comedies will present an improvement inevery phase of production.
A new type of comedy story with an
original treatment of comic situations
has been decided upon, and each issue
of the new series will be more lavishly
and expensively produced, he asserts.
The success of the "Hallroom Boys
Com,edies"to ismake
said tothehave
this
decision
new prompted
series better
in every respect and to spend more
on each issue to bring it to the first
rank of two-reelers.
Morris Schlank

to Make

Comedies for Arrow Corp.
An announcement is made by W. E.
Shallenberger, president of the Arrow
Film Corporation, of the closing of a
contract between the Arrow and Morris
R. Schlank, whereby Mr. Schlank is to
make a series of eighteen one-reel comedies, starring Billy Fletcher and Violet
Joy.
formerly members of the
Christieboth
Comedies.
These comedies are to be known as
Spotlight
and will
published one Comedies
a week. Morris
R. be
Schlahlc
is the producer
the Hank
Arrow.
edies, which areof also
being Mann
releasedCom-by
Production

Resumed

on

Metro's Doraldina Film
Production of Doraldina's first Metro
starring picture again has been resumed
at the company's West Coast studios in
Hollywood after a delay of a fortnight.
Sidney Bracey. a character actor who
will enact a difficult role in the story,
signed a contract to appear with the
dancer, but was called East and could
begin work until the present. "The
not
Passion Fruit." Carey Wilson's story
been retitled, "But Yet
Hawaii, has
aof Woman"
for the picture production.
Scene from the Universal bibulous
production
Trail" starring Carmel Myers. The
one "In
is W.Folly's
H. Bainbridge.
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Three another
scene? fast-moving
from "A comedy
Trayfull being
of disTrouble'
tributed by Educational exchanges.
Educational
Under

Establishes
Direction

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., announces
that with the establishment of the Dallas, Tex., exchange,
the the
company's
representation
through
South own
has
been completed. The Dallas opening
followed closely on the heels of the establishment of the New Orleans office.
The Atlanta territory has been an active
selling field for several weeks.
The Dallas office is located at 2003;i
Main street and is under the direction
of Joseph I. Tooner, a film man of wide
experience, who was sent from New
York because Educational desired to
have a man in this territory who was
familiar with the policies of the company
and able to meet the peculiar needs of
this field.
Evans Is in Charge
The Xew Orleans office is located in
its own quarters at 330 Camp street, and
is in charge of William E. Evans, who
has worked long in the Xew Orleans
territory.
Atlanta territory is in- charge of A. C.
Bromberg, who has been engaged in the
independent exchange business in that
territory and who now is devoting his
personal
attention to Educational's affairs.
our get
invasion
of"We
the personally
South untildelayed
we could
just
the right sort of a selling campaign behind ourplainedpictures
in that territory." exMr. Hammons.
Territory Not Sold
"The
Southern
has notfieldbeenas
really sold on the territory
short subject
it should have been and during the period
that we were distributing through independent exchanges there was no great
deal of selling effort put behind them
there.
"Wewith
now theare very
goingbest
intooftheforces,
Southern
field
and
with the intention of developing 100 per
cent of the theatre possibilities. The
hundreds of inquiries that we have received from these exhibitors indicate
that there will be a short subject book-
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Dallas

Office

of Joseph I. Tooner
ing through the South that will challenge
the best records made bv anv territorv."
Stress Sincerity
With Advertising
Advises A. S. Kane
Arthur S. Kane of Arthur Kane Pictures was the first speaker called on by
President Paul Lazarus at the last meeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, which, due to the initiative of
the speakers' committee, was featured by
three interesting talks and a record attendance.
After an introduction by Bert Adler,
Kane discussed the growth of motion picture advertising from the early days of
the industry to the present time. He
showed how the old "nickel showman"
was educated to the idea of advertising,
and also how extensive advertising campaigns had been an important factor in
putting over the palace-like picture theatre of the present day.
"Advertising, to be successful and to
achieve its fullest measure." he said,
"must have sincerity as its keynote.
Honesty of purpose must be the aim of
every campaign that brings back the
maximum of value. This angle cannot
be Other
emphasized
too strongly."
speakers
who addressed the
members were Geoffrey Nye. Far Eastern representative for Goldwyn. who
told of conditions in the Orient, including China, Japan and the Malay Peninsula; also William Brandt, president of
the Theatre
Commerce of XewOwners'
York, Chamber
who was ofpresent
with four fellow members as a committee from the T. O. C. C.
Will Build at Whiting
WHITING, IXD. — A. J. Obreshka.
of Gary, has announced the Venus
Amusement Company, of that city,
will build a 1.000-seat theatre in Whiting. Mr. Obreshka has purchased a
site. 50x120 feet, next to Slovinsky Dom.
He has been for several years manager
of the Star theater :r this city and of
several theate.-s in Gary.

D. G. Fischer Forms
Company to Produce
David G. Fischer announces the formation of the- Fox-Fischer Masterplays.
Inc., a Washington. D. C. motion picture company, which will produce photoplays in Xew York City. Mr. Fischer,
who is an actor and director, will utilize
the national capital as his setting in the
first of his productions, the name of
which will be made public shortly.
The Fox-Fischer Masterplays, Inc., is
a District of Columbia corporation, and
will maintain offices in Washington. Mr.
Fischer is at present in Xew York, working on the script of his first picture
and casting.

Only One Answer
TO EXHIBITORS HERALD: I have been asked by a
number of film exchanges
"What film trade paper do you
prefer?" as they wish to get
the exhibitor's opinion on
which journal to advertise in.
There is only one answer —
"Exhibitors Herald."
Your department, "What the
Picture Did for Me" is worth
ten times more to any exhibitor
than what you charge for it. I
now buy nearly all of my pictures through the "Exhibitors
Herald" comments. And I
know you are not playing
favorites.
ED. L. WEGENER.
Oct. 4. 1920.

Valley Jet.. Ia.
Lyric Theatre.
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A

Study

in Beautiful

Lighting

Helen Gardner, appearing in "The Devil's Angel," being distributed through state
rights exchanges by Clark-Cornelius Corporation.
Believe

That "Birthright" Will Be
Worthy Addition to Problem Plays
No two were alike. Each had its unique
Officials of Hemmer Superior Productions, Inc., declare their belief that the features and twists and finally the impression could not help but prevail that
company's
production,shortly,
"Birthright,"
which will first
be published
will be the courts were indeed theatres in which
the real drama of life has been enacted
a worthy addition to the list of problem
plays produced on the stage and on the almost since time began.
screen.
Parchments Are Found
"As old as civilization itself," says an
"Old parchments were found dating
official of the company, "the birthright
back to olden days, upon which, couched
problem has been the subject of countin terms of old English, many an interless volumes of scientific discussion and
esting story was related, telling of the
medical treatise. It has served as the
good fortunte of certain individuals upon
theme for long series of books of fiction whom
fate
a birthright in
and plays in every language of the the way ofhadan bestowed
estate and very often
civilized world.
accompanied by a title.
"Thetomsextent
to whichdegrees
traditions,
cusand the various
of social
"The Hemmer production, promised
for early this month, in many respects,
standing may be transmitted through
heredity never fails to awaken keen in- has qualities that parallel hundreds of
situations found in the many legal, scienterest and discussion and the appearance
tific and other volumes inspected.
of the Hemmer production undoubtedly
will open new channels of thought and
"When
work upon the play was first
renew all the arguments of the past.
started, the many tasks confronting the
director
seemed
at times insurmountable,
"To since
satisfy
contentions ofthat
arisen
announcement
the have
title but. through the efforts of a complete
was first made, an exhaustive inquiry staff of technical experts, taken together
was prosecuted through the archives of with the experience and skill of the directhe public library, which, in its reference
tor himself, one barrier after the other
department alone, boasts of more than was leveled and finally the finished prod1,000,000 books.
uct completed.
"It was
foundforthat
birthright
has
"One of the important scenes was
formed
the theme
thousands
of books,
taken on an old dilapidated farm in New
both of the fiction and non-fiction vari- Jersey.
Search for a place having the
eties. It has also figured as the basis right atmosphere
was relentlessly conof innumerable lawsuits in virtually every
ducted for several weeks. The place that
tribunal of litigation throughout the land. was eventually used was discovered quite
In the dry, labored, and ponderous legal by accident.
phraseology, case after case was found.
"Maud Sylvester, Flora Finch, Sidney
Mason, Pete Raymond, Milton Berlinger,
Margaret Beecher, and Henry Sedlen are
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
members of the cast."

Protest

Against Prices Aid
To Theatres There
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TORONTO, CAN., October 4.-^Although the people of Canada have
stopped buying wearing apparel, prices
of which are high, even more so than in
the United States, they are still liberally
patronizing the Dominion theatres, both
legitimate and motion picture, according to Hedley Douglas Ashley, owner
of the Carlton theatre, of Toronto, and
associate theatre censor of the Canadian
metropolis, upon a recent visit to the
home office of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
It is not because they have not money
enough to buy clothes that Canadians
arc wearing their old apparel, but as a
protest against the high prices of goods,
Ashley says. Toronto, particularly, is
wcaltheir than before the war. Everybody who was not in the army made big
money through munitions, and other war
materials, and in those days were too
busy getting wealthy to attend theatres.
The reaction to cntertainmentt set in
soon after the armistice, and today is
at its peak. People who wear the humblest clothes demand the highest priced
seats in the best theatres, he asserts.
The theatrical business has flourished
so in Toronto during the past eighteen
months that the Pantages has just
opened there, the largest theatre in the
British Empire, a 3,700-seat house which
cost more than $5,000,000. It will be
devoted to vaudeville and motion pictures. The next largest theatres in
Toronto are Shea's Hippodrome and
Loew's, each of which accommodates approximately 2,000. Theatre prices have
remained stable in Toronto, while clothes
have mounted up to ridiculously high
prices, which average 30 per cent more
than in New York City.
Photoplay

Magazine

November, 1920
TRUMPET ISLAND— Vitagraph
*K I'M PET ISLAND" will be one of the
talked about pictures of ftie fall and
; « inter. It is easy to believe that Tom
> Tcrriss and his cast spent months and cn| dured all manner of hardships that this might
be a super-feature in fact as well as in the
The "airis sent
stuff,"hurtling
as the through
climax j
ofadvertising.
which an airplane
an electric storm and ends with a crash in
~\ the trcelops of a lonely island, however it
I may have been obtained, is much the most
' realistic of any similar scenes to which wcy
L\ neur
have Morris
been witness.
storyisissufficient
a Gouvct'to
rormnce,Thewhich
it tfitb
a certain
originality
■/ stamp
charm, and
the eccnario
and titles
arc by andMrX
/ .and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, which i
love with
reared,
girl, boy
quality.
a guarante
of back
gconvent
somethin
>jyoung
HerA
theof inwars.
from efalls
ais soldier
marry
shall
she
that
however,
decrees,
father
1 one of those withered roues of the drama
/ who can bring her wealth but no love. The
f soldier boy acquires sudden wealth and loses
then seeks to recover his
\ his head,
ium and going
that good
on seas.
The
oftothelivemovie
d abandonedby island
oequilibr
girl, dutifully agreeing to marry the roue on
promise of being taken in an airplane on
her wedding tour, from which she expects to
/ dash herself to death, is eventually dropped
her
Island," sly
on "Trumpe
the boy's
S/ at
sweet selft miraculou
but her
gone feet
memory
( preserved. Together the youngsters live .
and then theyy
through several happy weeks,
are found and threatened with a separa/
tion that you very well know never take\
/ place. A big picture in the true sense, anc\
/ an interesting picture, rich in adventure, not^
I too extravagantly illogical and pictorially arte de MacDona
at- /
Motleld isa anplausla,
Margueri
resting.andheroine,
tractive
hero.
likable Wallace
l/] ?Hle
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"Crimson
Cross," First of Series
of Art Films, Finished by Fanark
Fanark Corporation announces the
son Cross," brings to motion pictures a
completion of the first of a series of art rare sympathy and skill, it is claimed,
obtained through many years on the
pictures, "The Crimson Cross." Publica- operatic and dramatic stage. His wide
tion arrangements on this picture have knowledge of life and human nature is
reflected in his work, it is said.
been practically completed also.
N. Brewster Morse wrote the story for
Everett has been ably aided in makFanark's first
special
by an Marion
all-star
the first production and also the second. cast ing
including
Edward
Langford,
The Strength of the Weak," which will Swayne, William E. Hallman, Eulalie
be produced in October.
Jensen. Augustus Phillips, Van Dyke
"The Crimson Cross" was directed by Brooks, and Archie Clark.
George Everett, who will also direct the
second picture. It deals with a subject Cast Retained For
of hypnotism.
Next Mix Picture
Has Interesting Theme
Hypnotism, it is said, is not infre- Star of Western
Drama Is
quently used by the police in conjunction
Making Sequel to His
with the so-called third degree method.
It is not so well known, however, that
"The Texan"
hypnotism reacts upon the hypnotist as
Latest,
A sequel
to "The Texan" is coming
well as upon his victim.
to the screen. Tames B. Hendryx's novel
Mr. Morse, seeing a big story with a was
found so adaptable for film purposes
big moral and a big human appeal in the that William Fox decided to produce
subject of hypnotism and its connection
with crime, has developed an interesting "Prairie Flowers," by the same author,
theme along new and original lines, it is and with the same cast, including the
declared.
The story, by reason of its novelty and star, Tom Mix.
Texan"
"The and
uinisual situations, offers remarkable pos- ished
Photograp
the
on fin-»
work was
a few hydayson ago,
sibilities, itis said, for exploitation and
ly.
The
immediate
begun
was
story
new
promises to be a sure fire box office
"winner.
original title is being retained for workMeet Public Demand
of "Their^.
ing purposes,
same roles
playthetheprincipals
will and
Texan"
"In making such pictures." says D. "Prairie Flowers," but in order to pro' J. H. Levett, president of Fanark Corvide variety, scenario writer and director
meeting the growing have been changed. Jules G. Furthman
demand ofporation,
the"we are
public.
Flowers,"
"Prairie
"People are wearying of thrillers and wrote the scenario
directing.
Marshallof is
pictures with a surplus amount of love andMixGeorge
retains the role of Tex Benton.
interest.
a happy
combinawhose
tion of theThey
two want
extremes.
Fanark
does Gloria Hope plays Alice Marcum,
Alice
name through marriage is nowWalker
this, and more.
Marcum Endicott. Robert
"Fanark pictures have something to
her husband, who was her lover in
say and they sa>- it in an interesting, plays
"The Texan." Charles K. French and
logical and entertaining way. 'The Crim- S*id Jordon also remain in the cast, which
son Cross' is in this category; likewise
by the addition af Kathour second picture. 'The Strength of the is lengthened
leen O'Connor, Harry Dunkinson and
Weak,' work upon which will begin in Billy Elmer.
October."
George Everett, director of "The CrimNeilan Now Cutting

Transform Hayakawa
Picture Into Opera
PARIS— Camille Erlanger, au"Aphrodite,"
has taken
the
themethor ofused
in the motion
picture,
"The Cheat," which starred Sessue
Hayakawa and Fannie Ward, and
transformed it into an opera, according to an announcement by
directors of the Opera Comique.
According to the directors, this
is the first time that a story used
in motion picture production has
been developed into an opera.
Vannie Marcoux and Marguerite
Carre .will have the principal roles.
Christie Warns

Against

Illegal Comedy Re- Issue
With reference to a story in a trade
paper of September 1G to the effect that
a number of Christie comedies were being offered by a New York film concern
for re-issue, Charles H. Christie states
that no Christie comedies are available
for that purpose.
"The negatives of every Christie comedy ever made are the sole possession of
Christie Film Company," says Christie,
"and no subjects are being re-issued by
our company, which is the only company
which has a right to dispose of these
negatives. We are warning any individual or corporation that the Christie
Film Company will prosecute anyone
who offers Christie comedies for re-issue
or who is illegally making use of the
name of this company."
Garsson

Buys Schwerin
Interests in Fine Arts
Murray W. Garsson, president of Fine
Arts Pictures, Inc., has purchased the
interest of Charles F. Schwerin in that
company and Mr. Schwerin has relinquished his office of general manager of
sales. The latest picture of the company
is "Ud in Mary's Attic."

"
"Dinty
the final
Titling
has taken
And Neilan
Marshall
his newest producscenes of "Dinty,"
tion for First National publication, in
which little Wesley Barry makes his
debut as a star. Work on the cutting
and assembling of this film is now well
and it is scheduled for issuunder anceway
in November.
As his fifth independent production.
Mr. Neilan announces "Pards." a photoplay based on Ben Ames Williams' story
in Collier's.
appeared
which a recently
Heard." This is a
Drum Was
"Not
of this
first
the
Western subject and
type of story to be produced by Mr.
Neilan' in nearly two years.

LOIS WEBER
^Veil-known woman director, who announces the completion of two productions for Paramount, written, directed
and produced by herself.

Ballard Makes Change
with
Lyman L. Ballard is connectedArtists
the Chicago office of the United
Corporation as assistant sales manager.
Ballard has had a long experience in the
Chicago territory, both as salesman and
branch manager, and was associated with
sales manCresson E. Smith, Chicago ion,
a few
vears ager,
ago. United Artists Corporat
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Scene
from Reelcraft
"When the
Cat'swithAway,*'
two-reel
comedy
Tommya
Flynn,
>"ema
Catto,
and
Frederick
J.
Ireland in the principal role. Mr. Ireland
also directed.
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Metro

Reports

Heavy

Bookings

on

Tourneur's
"The
Great Redeemer"
Demand Is Believed to Be Result of Successful
Premiere of Production at California
Theatre in Los Angeles
Booking orders which officials of Metro
Shortly afterward, prints of the picture were shown in the nearby California
Pictures Corporation declare to be untowns. There, also, it is said, the picture
precedented involume are being received
swept to triumph and Metro since has
at the company's home offices in the been in receipt of letters and telegrams
Longacre building, for "The Great Re- from showmen in these towns, sounding
the praises of what they term one of the
deemer," the Maurice Tourneur all-star
production. Because of contracts made
most powerful pictures of the year.
before the general release of the picture,
At the conclusion of a showing of "The
it is declared, Metro anticipates that
Great
the Sterns,
Majesticproprietor
theatre,
"The
Great
Redeemer"
will
hang
up
in
SantaRedeemer"
Monica. Aat II.
new figures as a box office attraction.
and manager, sent an unsolicited letter of
Demand for "The Great Redeemer" is
and appreciation to B. F. Rosenone of the immediate results, it is be- thanks berg,
manager of the Metro exchange
lieved, of the successful premiere that in Los Angeles.
the Tourneur special enjoyed in CaliforPress Book Issued
nia.
Metro has issued a handsome press
So far as the exploitation of the production is concerned. Metro officials dis- book on the picture and the company's
exchanges have a full complement of
covered through the western pre-release
showing, it is said, that, after the first accessories to go with the production,
running of the film through the projec- affording the exhibitor every opportunity
tion machine before an audience, the pic- to make a smashing advance campaign.
ture had established itself, and the ex- A number of dignified but practical and
hibitor merely had to go through the highly effective promotion methods arc
formality of counting up top-figure re- outlined in this book, and all accessories
are listed and explained.
ceipts at every performance
H. H. Van Loan wrote the original
"The Great Redeemer" had its world
premiere at the new California theatre
story
from which
"The Great
was made.
Prominent
in theRedeemer"
cast are
in Los Angeles Its reception there was
House Peters, as Dan Malloy, the trainastonishing, it is said. Greeted by press
and public alike as a masterpiece, the robber; Marjorie Daw, as the girl;
Joseph Singleton, as the murderer; and
production played to capacity business
for the entire week and followed with Jack MacDonald, as the sheriff. Clarence Brown directed it.
another seven days at the Miller theatre.
Fox Cartoon Comedy to
Run Month at Criterion
What is designated as the distinction
of having been scheduled for one of the
longest runs ever accorded an animated
cartoon has come to "The Merry Cafe,"
the latest William Fox issue of Bud
Fisher's characters, Mutt & Jeff. This
has been booked by the Criterion Theatre, New York, for a four weeks run in
conjunction with "The Restless Sex."
The Criterion is the latest of the big
Times Square motion picture theatres to
contract for Mutt & Jeff animated cartoonns. The Rivoli and Rialto theatres,
New York, for some time past have
made Mutt & Jeff a feature of their programs, thus giving this William Fox
product exceptional representation on
Broadway.
Home Working With Ince
James Home has been assigned a directorial post at the Ince Studios. He
is at present engaged in the production
of
"The Bronze
Bell,"
reported
to be one
of athespecial
biggestfeature
ever
filmed on the Ince lot.
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Praises

'Toonerville Trolley"
(meets all trains)

< II LRUS 8 It \^
Hi 1 1\ ecu »i-<-n<-» of " Nineteen and rhyilla,"
hi» next AoKix'iiilcd I'lmt \ntional picture, tries IiIm liniid iiM nuitorman on the
"Vlxvlllc II. 'I'.," hi* own traction mjutCIU Oil till* Nttllllo lot.

Production

of His

Story by American
Film Company
fall, large enough for a man to ride
"The Blue Moon," America's forthcoming production, has been set with the through, with a large cave behind it. As
greatest regard for detail, it is declared,
such a spot could not be found in
southern California, Technical Director
and the locale of the story — the Wabash
flats of Indiana.
Sidney A.structedBaldridge
designed
and conone. This was
a difficult
and
"The Blue Moon" is the title of David
Anderson's novel which has gone interesting feat of construction, and the
through four editions since it was pub- result is the realistic cave that in the film
lished, nine months ago. The American
organization considers itself fortunate, it plays terysuch
elementan ofimportant
the plot. part in the mysis said, in being able to obtain the picture rights and to give to the readers of Will Rush Construction
this story an opportunity to live it over
again through the medium of the screen.
Of South Bend Theatre
So well have the spirit and action been
SOUTH
Construction
caught and portrayed by the all-star cast
work
will beBEND,
startedI ND.—
the first
week in
under the direction Of George L. Cox.
October on the proposed South theatre,
it is said, that the author is delighted
according to announcement made by
with the production. The cast includes
Pell Trenton. Elinor Field. Harry S. incorporators of the new company. The
Northrup. Margaret McWade. James
theater mas.is
completed
ChristIt istoto behave
a seatingby capacity
Gordon.
Franklin. Herbert Standing and Sidney
of 500 and will be situated on Michigan
A night scene of a pearl hunt on the street between Sample and Garst. The
building will be two stories of brick and
river, when the "blue moon" — a pearl terra
cotta construction.
that looks "like a full moon in a cold
sky" — was found, furnishes one of the
most effective bits of photography in the
Buy Coburn Westerns
picture, it is claimed. The flaming jack
lights are reflected in the water and on
The Alexander Film Corporation have
the faces of the rough rivermen, giving secured the series of two-reel Coburn
an effect that is at once weird and in- Western subjects from Clark & Corteresting.
nelius for New York, northern New
Some of the river scenes were filmed
Jersey and Connecticut.
on a portion of Goleta Slough-, a tidewater inlet from the Pacific ocean. The
Change in Williamsburg
other river scenes were made on a lake
near Santa Barbara. The opening scenes
WILLIAMSBURG.
ILL. management
— The Latona theatre is now under
take place on a picturesque houseboat
built especially for this picture.
of Will Meyer who purchased it reOne of the locations calls for a watercently from Ralph Halverson who will
go into other business in Vinton.
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Fairbanks
Will Announce
Shortly
Title of Film Now
in Production
Marguerite
—Claire

de La

Motte

Plays Lead

Opposite

Star

McDowell, Noah Berry. Robert McKim
and Others Are in Support
The publication title of Douglas Fair- Mailes. Tote DuCrow. Charles Stevens,
banks' forthcoming United Artists pro- and Albert McQuarrie.
It is said that those familiar with this
duction, aversion of Johnston McCulley's "The Curse of Capistrano." will story of Southern California declare
Fairbanks has never had a vehicle with
be announced shortly.
From the time Fairbanks returned
as many adventures necessitating his
from Europe he has been hard at work
going the limit athletically. The story
also calls for a greater spectacle than
speeding up this production, preliminaries
for which were arranged, sets built, cast either the flood in "When the Clouds
selected and exteriors chosen, while he
Roll By" or the avalanche in "The Mollywas abroad.
Niblo Is Directing
Prominent Players in Cast
coddle."
The direction of the picture is in the
For the production he has surrounded
hands of Fred Xiblo. assisted by Ted
himself with a company of well known
Reed. William McGann and Harry
screen players, included among them be- Thorpe,
who were responsible for the
ing Marguerite de La Motte, a new
camera
work
last two pictur»»s. are againin the"Doug's"
cinematographers.
leading
for "Doug."
Claire McDowell. Xoahlady
Berry.
Robert McKim.
Charles
The screen adaptation was prepared

by Eugene Miller. One of the most important and massive sets of this production is the exact duplication, it is claimed,
of the city of Los Angeles during the
period of 1S40. It has been built in
the San Fernando valley. Several hundred skilled workmen, under the supervision of Edward Langley and Frank
England, transformed this location into
what Los Angeles was in 1S40.
To Surpass Past Films
The story Fairbanks has chosen for
his fourth United Artists picture is
claimed to surpass all his previous productions, and will establish a new record
in The
expansive
film creation.'
main action
of the story has as its
locale early Southern California, with its
colorful, picturesque, indolent life which
existed before Americans migrated to its
borders. Indolence reigns in the picture
until the agile "Doug" enters the scenes
and hence all become inured to the greatest amount of activity.
Full of swift, bristling action, there is
a strong love interest quite different from
that attempted by Fairbanks heretofore.
Every detail of setting and acting has
been given the greaterst care in presentation, thus creating a harmony of art.
It is fundamentally a drama showing
the salutarv influence.

"Doug's"

New

Picture

Three scenes from "The Curse of Capistrano," adapted from the "All-Story Magazine" serial by Johnston McCulley.
United Artists Corp. announces the permanent title has not been chosen by Mr.
Fairbanks as vet.
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POPE

Members

to Receive

Film Tax Regulations
N. A. M. P. I. Has Supply of

International
News Scri'ice)
Pope Benedict XV surrounded by members {Photo
of the byKnights
of Columbus,
in the
Lourdes Chapel grounds, at the Vatican
Unfortunate Sex"
Impression,
"The Unfortunate Sex," the first offering of Frank Gersten, Inc., is meeting
with instant favor on the state right market, according to an announcement from
the company's offices, Frances Edmonde
and George Larkin are co-starred in the
picture.
Lynn S. Card, general manager, expresses the opinion that a record in closing territories on the picture will be set.
He bases his opinion, he declares, on the
present rate of sales.
Many Attend Showings
The New York Offices at 130 West
46th street report that many out-of-town
buyers attend the private screenings
daily.
Mr. Card reports that many of the
important territories already are sold and
that negotiations now pending for the
balance, when closed, will give the picture a 100 pfer cent tally, which evidence-;
the fact, it is said, that "The UnforSex," has struck
a popular chord
with thetunateterritorial
buyers.
"I am trying to set a record," states
Mr. each
Card, of"ofourclosing
the entire
country
on
productions
within
one
month from the day we open our books
on any one special picture. It looks very
much like I will reach that mark with
'The Unfortunate Sex.'
Inaugurate New Policy
"Immediately following this picture we
will have another big production to offer.
We already have established a policy to
confine our pictures almost entirely to
those buyers who are starting with us.
As we have contracted for at least twelve
big specials to be delivered to us within
the year the tremendous advantage ofered the independent exchangeman, who
has the foresight to get on the band
wagon with us, is immediately apparent.
He is practically assured sufficient pictures at prices he can afford to pay and
at the same time to allow of making a
large profit for himself.

Makes
Favorable
According to Gersten
"There still are some territories open
cn 'The Unfortunate Sex,' but every day
we are receiving a batch of inquiries
from different sections of the country
and all I can say now is, that if there are
any buyers in the unsold zones who hope
to cash in under the Gersten banner of
big specials, right now is the time for
them to act."
Keller man Single
Reel Soon Ready
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., announces that its single-reel picture, "AnKellermanforin issue
the Art
Diving,"as
will benetteready
as aofspecial
soon as the prints have reached the varitories.ous exchanges from Los Angeles laboraThe picture was especially posed for
the
purpose
by the "moderntheVenus"
in this
she demonstrates
diving and
art
that has made her famous. First she is
shown by ordinary photography and then
each movement is analyzed by the Cinal
process, which is said to have registered
unusual results in slow motion. The picture was given an especial advance for
a week at Grauman's million dollar thetre, Los Angeles, where it is claimed to
have attracted a great deal of attention
from press and public.
Griever Gets Contracts
Capital's
Westerns
SimeonFor
Griever,
of Russell,
Griever
& Russell, who has just returned to Chicago from an extensive trip, brought back
with him a goodly bunch of contracts
for the Fritzie-Ridgeway two-reel westerns for Capital Film Company, it is
reported.
Griever states that in a short time the
United States will be sold 100 per cent,
as the state right buyers are enthusiastic
about the Ridgeway films.

Copies Revised by U. S.
To August, 1920
The National Association of the MoJ
tion Picture Industry has obtained for
its members, through its Washington
office, a supply of copies of the regulations relating to the collection of tax
on motion picture films, revised to August. 1920, and approved by the secretary
of the treasury department.
Section 906 Quoted
The regulations quote Section 906 of
the revenue act of 1918 and excerpts
from the various sections of the law relating to the imposition of the tax, the
persons liable, the measure of the tax,
how and when the transfer of burden
of tax may be made; reference to the
act of February 24, 1919, imposing a tax
and the fact that persons liable under
the original act are no^ relieved of such
liability under the additional law.
Provisions are made for the rate and
payment of the tax. The power of the
commissioner of internal revenue also is
further extended to assist him in collecting the tax and he has the benefits
of all existing internal laws which are
made applicable to films.
Deals with Bad Checks
Special mention is made of medium
of payment of tax and for the use of
uncertified checks. Also the procedure
given with respect to dishonored or bad
Misrepresentation of tax and penalty
for
failure of the person liable for paycheck's.
ment of taxes arc given at length.
Copies of the regulations have been
forwarded to all national association
company members throughout the United
States.
Re-Open Ft. Wayne House
FT. WAYNE, IND.— After being
closed several months for extensive remodeling, the Strand theatre opened for
the season September 13 with a showing of "Humoresque." Nothing has
been spared in making the Strand as
luxurious and comfortable a theater as
can be found in the state.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 41? S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
American
The Valley of Tomorrow, with William Russell. — Fair. No comments from
patrons. — S. E. Brooks, Bell theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Slam Bang Jim, with William Russell.
— Went big for hot weather business.
It's a reissue. Good as new. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
The Valley of Tomorrow, with William Russell. — My very first American,
and it was good. Beautiful out-of-door
scenery, but story not so good. Russell
a hit. Will use this again. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — ■
Neighborhood patronage.
First National
THE FAMILY HONOR, a King
Vidor production. — Very good picture. Many good comments made
by patrons. If more pictures of
this sort were used, censors would
soon be out of a job. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. — General patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. — An extraordinary production that
carries a message for every audience. Absolutely the best heavy drama we have
seen. Patrons more than pleased.— H.
V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan
production. — A sure laugh-getter and a
money-maker. Had more compliments
on this picture than any I've ever shown.
It's the kind of comedy that appeals
to all classes. — J. W. Johnson, Victory
theatre. Hartford, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — Very good, but did not come
up to the standard of Two Weeks. Good
business. — C. E. Case}-. Auditorium Theatre, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
What Women Love, with Annette Kellerman. — A very good production that
was excellent entertainment. Under water
photography is great. Good buiness. —
H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Sure is a dandy. High class in
every way. Connie is there with the
goods. Go to it, exhibitors, she is fine
to look at and she puts it over. too. —
McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre,
lamesport, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — One of the really
big pictures, in my opinion. One which
calls for fine acting, because of the extremenes of the theme, and Norma is
one of the best actresses. — Fred W.
Wells, Star theatre, Milford. Mich.—
Small town patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. — Broke all house records. A
fine picture. College is not yet open, but

business was phenomenal. — C. Fredrick.
Olympia patronage.
theatre, New Haven, Conn. —
Tansient
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — Pleased all my patrons, and played to good business. — E.
Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard. 111. —
General patronage.
Fox
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum. —
A good Western. Full of action.
Pleased them all. — -Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patonage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
Very good picture. Interest sustained
throughout. Drew very big. — H. Plank,
Bijou theatre,
New Haven, Conn. —
Transient
patronage.
The Twins of Suffering Creek, with
William Russell. — One of the weakest
Russell pictures we have ever shown.
Action entirely too slow for this star.—
W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, De Kalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Fine Western picture. You can't go
wrong on this one. — Cozy theatre, Nebo,
111.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
■ — This star has a great future. Although
new here, more than pleased. Book all
of her pictures. — Robinson & Lewis, Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla. — Small town
patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. — A
very good picture. Good business. It
needs plenty of publicity. — Preston Bros.,
Empress theatre, Rockwell City, la.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — This is a very good picture. Different from any Farnum has
been in. — B. E. Hippler. McCloud thetronage.atre. McCloud. Cal. — Neighborhood pa-

Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
Good picture. Pleased everybody. Book
it. — Cozy theatre, Nebo, III.
Her Honor, the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — A .good picture and holds attention to the last. Gave satisfaction. —
P.eter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvet, with Shirley Mason. —
Pleased 100 per cent. One of the best
pictures I have run this season. — Cozy
theatre, Nebo, 111.
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. — Very
well adapted to Mix, and pleased all. —
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Shark, with George Walsh.— 100
per cent picture. Boost it. Will make
you money. — Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
Another good Mix picture, and pleased.
— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
Her Honor, the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — This picture did not draw for
us. We spent money to advertise it. The
star is unknown to our patrons. — Preston
Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn
SCRATCH MY BACK, a Rupert
Hughes production. — You can go
the limit with this. Great comedydrama. Fine business for two
days. — J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. —
Good picture. Drawing well. — M. Edwards, Palace theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, with Will
Rogers. — A splendid Western comedy
without the usual rough stuff. Gave
satisfaction. — Peter Krauth, Denison the-
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What

Every

Exhibitor

Wants

Every exhibitor wants pictures that will make money for him jj
§§ and please his patrons.
Every exhibitor wants his program uniformly dependable week jj
B in and week out.
K very exhibitor wants the cooperation of everyone in the in- §§
1 dustry for better pictures.
Contributors to this department clear the way for that sort of I
■ cooperation.
Publishing their requirements they put the better pictures issue 1
1 squarely up to producers.
Every subscriber to EXHIBITORS HERALD owes it to him- j
m self, his public, to producers and to the industry to avail himself 1
| of this opportunity.
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atrc, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— A-l. A very good picture, the
story of which attracted good audiences
because
author's popularity.
the best ofofthecomments
received. — H.Only
V.
Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis. — Downtown patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— The kind of a picture that your
patrons will stop and tell you they liked.
Big house. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre,
Harvard. 111. — General patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will
Rogers. — Good picture if your patrons
like Rogers. — A. G. Hange, Happy Hour
theatre, Walnut, la. — Local patronage.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. — This
one is a good program picture. — L. A.
Hassc, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore.
— Just a fair picture. Some like it, others
don't. — A. G. Hange, Happy Hour theatre, Walnut, la. — Local patronage.
Hodkinson
RIDERS OF THE DAWN,
with a special cast. — Book this
one, advertising it big. The people will like it. A great picture.
One that should be shown in every
country and the U. S. A. — William
G. Atkinson. Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — A right good little
picture. Not big, just a pleasing program picture. Satisfied majority of patrons. Don't raise your price; only just
fair. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamcsport, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sahara, with Louise Glaum. — A good
picture from every angle. Should please
everyone. — E. A. Armistcad, Alamo
theatre, Newnan, Ga. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — Picture and titles too
dark. Lost money on this. — E. M. Fetterman, Opera House, Hebron, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
Good picture. Good house. Pleased
everyone. — R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. — This
picture is out of the ordinary, but the
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name is a drawback, although it was
played to large crowd. — C. C. Price &
Son, Royal theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla.
— Small town patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
A good comedy-drama. My people all
liked it. — \V. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kans. — Small town patronage.The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
— An excellent picture. Book it. Boost
it. — R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Plea.se Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— The picture itself is very poor, although some wonderful acting. — Charles
E. Carey, Bushong theatre, Bushong,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
HUMORESQUE, with a -special
cast. — Tenth day and breaking all
house records. Wonderful picture.
Seat 900 and have played to 21,000
for first week. — L. B. Maxon, Rialto
theatre. New Haven, Conn. — Transient patronage.
Sick Abed, with W allace Reid. — Absolutely great. Everyone thought it great.
— Strombo & Nemec, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Market of Souls, with Dorothy
lialton. — A fairly good picture. Above
the average.— E. A. Armistcad, Alamo
theatre, Newnan, Ga. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
— Very pleasing, and a picture with many
thrills and a good climax. — Majestic theatre. Grand Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — A good program picture. Not up to Twenty-three and a
Half Hcurs Leave. We will have to say
above picture name is the very best of
its kind. — William G. Atkinson, Star
theatre. Rockingham, N. C.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. —
Why should exhibitors have to play such
pictures? We lost money on this. No
advertising possibilities on the picture. —
Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini. — Not
much to this one. Poor entertainment.
— E. A. Armistead, Alamo theatre, Newnan. Ga. — Small town patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
— Good, if you like the class of picture
Ray makes.
He seems to be popular
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with most all. — Majestic theatre, Orand
Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman in the Suitcase, with Enid
Bennett. — A play not enjoyed by our
patrons. We did not think it worth
charging admission. — Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City, la. .
Pathe
Respectable by Proxy, with Sylvia
Breamer. — A very interesting picture.
Rather slow in places but taken as a
whole a good picture. — W. C. Read,
Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Texas.— Small
town patronage.
One Hour Before Dawn, with li li.
Warner. — Here is a picture. Drew big
and pleased big. A picture so entirely
different and a big change for the public. H. and
B. W'arner
cleanestin
looking
the one the
realneatest,
actor today
the picture game. A picture any theatre can be proud to show. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
My Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon. — A
100% picture from every angle. One
of the best balanced featutes we have
shown for some time. This picture goes
home better than most scrmens. — W. C.
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—
Small town patronage.
Rio Grande, with Rosemary Theby. —
One of the best Southvi cstern border
pictures you could wish to see. Miss
Theby is new here but she sure made
a lot of friends by her characterization
of the strong lead required of her. —
H. J. Longaker,
Howard patronage.
theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — General
MY
HUSBAND'S OTHER
WIFE, with Sylvia Breamer and
Robt. Gordon. — Everybody should
play this picture. There is no one
who should miss seeing it. Good
in every way. When you book it
go to advertising and get the
crowd. liam G. It's
worth Star
while. theatre,
— WilAtkinson,
Rockingham. N. C.
Passersby, with Herbert Rawlinson. —
Three days.
Wonderful production.
Best com nents I ever heard on any
picture. Third day bigger than firstThomas Watson. Superba theatre. Freeport. III. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.
— Fine picture. Will please anywhere.
Keeps attention keen throughout and
makes you glad you are living, showing
there is always good in the worst of
us.— W. C. Read. Patriot theatre. -DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.

2UMPET
ATOM

TERRISS

ISLAND
PRODUCTION

From the Story Ly GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
Edited by LILLIAN and GEORGE RANDOLPH
CHESTER
It is an ill wind that gives the supreme dramatic fillip to this simple, powerful
story. It is of a girl, forced into unhappy marriage; of a man, drunk with sudden
millions.
They
have mated,trip
but in the barriers
of man
moneyto stood
between."
The girl
wentshould
for a honeymoon
clouds, the
a lonely
island
to make himself over. Disaster overtook the girl, but instead of the death she
craved, it gave her life and true happiness in the arms of a man of her choice —
on Trumpet Island. A virile narrative, natural, fascinating, impressively scened,
brilliantly enacted.
^.
V -LX-A-G R A P HALBERT E. SMITH, President
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Realart
39 East, with Constance Binney. — A
very good picture with Miss Binney in
a pleasing role. Satisfied large audiences
for two days. — H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— Bought for extra special. Is a fivereel program picture spread out over
seven reels. — Granger Chamberlin,
Strand theatre, Trinidad, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady.
— Was a little afraid of this one on
account of the adverse criticisms it had
received, but consider it a good picture
and it drew a full house with no advertising to speak of. Have yet to play
a poor picture from Realart. They are
surely delivering the goods. — J. H.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
A Romance of the Cumberlands, with
Mary Miles Minter. — The very best picture Miss Minter has ever done. Everyone pleased. — H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
Good picture. Good business. Will go
oyer if properly advertised, and will
please your patrons. — J. W. Johnson,
Victory theatre, Hartford, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A real comedy:drama with the
right amount of pep. Miss Minter a
real drawing card here. — Strombo &
Nemec, Autitorium theatre, Stillwater,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady.
— A good picture that was marred by
some bad photography. Good business
but everyone was not satisfied. — H. V.
Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Republic
Twelve-Ten, with Marie Doro. — Title
kept people out, but the picture is perfectly grand. Three-fourths of the specials put out are not one-half as good
as this program picture. It will stand
an increase in price. — S. C. Hagan, Palm
theatre, Mound City, 111.
Twelve-Ten, with Marie Doro. — This
sure is a spooky picture. Some liked it
and some not. Acting good. Business
light. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The One-Way Trail, with Edythe
Sterling.
— A very
programtopicture.
No theatre
need good
be afraid
show.
Something different in the Western line.
Good business and used after my competitor had it. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Robertson-Cole
THE BUTTERFLY MAN, with
Lew Cody.
picture Wonthat's
chock
full —of Here's
human ainterest.
derful sets and outdoor shots.
Good business two days at advanced prices. A wise "fillum"
salesman tipped me off to lay off
but I used my own judgment and
made money. — O. Rodgers, Colonial theatre, Ellensfourg, Wash. —
General patronage.
Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody. —
Three days. Very good clean picture.
Capacity business.— Thomas Watson, Su-
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Every

Exhibitor

Knows

Every exhibitor knows that his box office provides the finances
of the entire industry.
Every exhibitor knows that the checks he signs pay the costs of
production and distribution.
Every exhibitor knows that the volume of his box office income
depends directly upon the quality of his show.
Good pictures are absolutely essential to the enduring prosperity
of the box office.
Producers can improve their product only as rapidly as they are
shown past shortcomings and accomplishments.
Every subscriber to EXHIBITORS HERALD owes it to the
industry to take an active part in the advancement of the motion picture by bringing his findings to the attention of the trade at large in

1
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I
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| this department.
perba hood
theatre,
patronage.Freeport, 111. — NeighborThe Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — A very good picture but did
not draw so well. — vVilliam G. Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — This is one of the best pictures we ever had in our house, though
we lost money on it through lack of
getting proper advertising -in time. Raise
your prices some on this fine picture. — ■
McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre,
Jamesport, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.The Prince and Betty, with William
Desmond. — Gave satisfaction to Sunday
crowd.— George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre, Dunlap, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The White Dove, with H. B. Warner.
■— My people like this kind of a picture
and they say they want more like this
one. Warner is great in this picture. —
William G. Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
All-of-a-Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale. — Just a fair program picture.
— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Small town patronage.
The Luck of Geraldine Laird, with
Bessie Barriscale. — A dandy picture and
I added
more fans
to Bessie's
E.
Saunders,
Palace
theatre, pictures.
Harvard.—
111. — General patronage.
The Dragon Painter, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — Poor, as most of his pictures are. — Strombo & Nemec, Auditoriumborhood
theatre,patronage.
Stillwater, Minn. — NeighThe Butterfly Man, with Lew Cody. —
A great picture. Everybody liked it.
We would be glad to have some more
like this one. — William G. Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
Select
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
First-class comedy-drama. — H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine Island,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Fine program picture. — H. A.
Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakland, Nebr.
— Small town patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma
Talmadge. — A good picture, but will not
stand much of a raise in admission where
star is not exceptionally well liked. Did
not draw extra well. — J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —

Pleased. The best Owen Moore - have
played. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Gave excellent satisfaction.
We think this the best mis star has
made. — H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour
theatre, Pine Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Very nice play that pleased
all. — H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre,
Oakland, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma
Talmadge. — Far above the average picture. Norma at her best in this. — Frank
Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, III. — Small
town patronage.
United Artists
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Fairbanks always gets the crowd
and everyone said it was great. But I
fail to see anything so great about it.
— -Robinson & Lewis, Gaiety theatre.
Starke, Fla. — Small town patronage.
Down on the Farm, with a special
cast. — Don't pass up this one. Capacity
business for two days. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Romance, with Doris Kenyon. — Some
said it was the best picture they had
ever seen. Others did not like it. Wonderful acting. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre. Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
When the Clouds Roll By, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Good picture. Just fair
business. Fairbanks doesn't draw for
me the way he ought to. — Frank AHen.
Rose theatre, Byron, 111.— Small town
patronage.
Universal
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.— Another hit for Carey. Little
Reaves Eason Jr. does some remarkable
acting. — C. C. Price & Son, Royal theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla. — Small town
patronage.
SHIPWRECKED AMONG
CANNIBALS, with a special cast.
— Broke all house records with
this one. You cannot lose on this
unless your house burns down. If
it does, show it in a big tent. Big
pulling power. — Ed L. Wegener,
Lyric
theatre, patronage.
Valley Jet., Ia. —
Neighborhood
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
cast. — A sure-fire attack at the box office.
Stood' them out into the treet for three
days. A very good picture that did
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I have used and they made a hit.— Mrs
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — This picture was
great and crowd went away In a good
humor. — Robinson & Lewis, Gaiety -theatre, Starke, Fla. — Small town patronage.
Vitagraph

Every exhibitor gets exactly what he wants and knows how to j
1 go about getting.
Every exhibitor gets every screen improvement that he wants I
1 badly enough to go after.
Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
Every exhibitor gets the attention of every power in the industry [ a The
special cast. — Production and satisfac1 every time he expresses himself publicly and in earnest.
tion 100 per cent. Best picture of- its
kind shown in our theatre. — L. R. Gaede,
Contributors to this department speak directly to every producer
Orpheum theatre, Burlington, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.
§ and distributor in America.
The Sea Rider, with Harry T. Morey.—
Wishing never accomplished anything. Wanting and working to 1
This is a picture anybody won't mind
1 obtain the thing wanted produced civilization.
seeing twice. — C. C. Price & Son, Royal
theatre,
Tarpon Springs, Fla.— Small
Every subscriber to EXHIBITORS HERALD whose reports are
town
patronage.
1 listed in this department wants better pictures and knows how to go
Thin Ice, with Corrine Griffith.— Star
about getting them.
well liked, but the production not well
liked. — S. E. Smith, Grand theatre,
iiii[imm:iiii;;iwiiii!iiiiiiiiiiifflii«iiiffliiw
Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
mm
of Stamboul, with Prisnot fail to satisfy. Our advice to exhib- cilaTheDean.Virgin
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
— Raised admission on this and a special
cast. — One of the strongest picitors is: "Book
it andtheatre,
clean up."
— H. V. Priscilla Dean
never equaled this. A big tures I ever
Friedrich,
Majestic
Sheboygan,
ran and people will remember
it.
More
like it is what we need.
Wis. — Downtown patronage.
special
with
the
word
"special"
in
capital Utters. A picture people came to
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey. tell us was in the class of The Birth of All characters well acted by the cast —
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alex—A big human story with a big human
andria, Minn. — General patronage.
star. Big business for one day with a Nation. Wonderful cast, wonderful
photography
and
wonderful
scenery
with
A Master Stroke, with Earle William!,.
big competition on four sides. Pleased
all who came and best cast ever in a big business. A special in every sense
A fair picture. — Peter Krauth, Deniof the word. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal son theatre, Denison, Ia. — Neighborhood
Carey picture. Oh, please, Harry, keep theatre.
Omaha,
Nebr.
—
Neighborhood
patronage.
this up. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, patronage.
The Black Gate, with Earle Williams.
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — Big- —Picture only fair to what Williams has
Under Northern Lights, with a special
gest business we ever had on Carey and been in. — B. E. Hipler, McCloud theacast. — This is a real good picture of the pleased. — Verncr Hicks. Family theatre.
tre, McCloud, Cal.— Neighborhood patronage.
great
It's a theare,
thriller. —Tarpon
C. C. Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Price Northwest.
& Son, Royal
Human
Stuff,
with
Harry
Carey.
—
The Bramble Bush, with Corrine GrifSprings, Fla. — Small town patronage.
good one. If you are not playHuman Stuff, with Harry Carey. — A Another
fith.— A infine
picture.
can'tHeld,go
ing
this
star
you
are
passing
up
a
good
wrong
booking
this. —You
P. G.
good picture, but nowhere near in a class
bet. I don't care what class the review
with Marked Men, Overland Red or ers
Sterling
theatre.
Fairmont.
Nebraska.
—
place his pictures in, they please Neighborhood paronage.
Bullet Proof. — George E. Taylor, Idle our patrons and get the money. Carey
Spe
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighboris certainly human. — J. H. Vaughan
cials
hood patronage.
New Orpheum
theatre, Maquokcta, Ia.Critical
patronage.
The Peddler of Lies, with Frank Mayo.
Neglected Wives (Wistaria) with Anne
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and Luther. Showed to capacity. Picture
— A good program picture. Very pleasing story. — R. M. Rector, Columbia the- Lee Moran. — Just packed with comedy.
all. Would advise every exhibFirst
picture of five reels of these stars pleased
atre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood
itor to show this picture. — E. E. Brownpatronage.
JOHNNY
HINES
AND
HIS MAGNETIC SMILE
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with a
special cast. — Absolutely the worst that
can be put on the screen. One-third of
my patrons left on the fourth reel. I
could not face the people as they left
the show. I spent lots of money and
time on this picture advertising it. I
do not want any more Universal Jewels. If you book this do not advertise
very heavy. — J. A. Gamble, Liberty theatre, Brownfield, Tex.— Small town patronage.
The Peddler of Lies, with Frank Mayo.
— Played this picture without any advertising to big house and all liked it.—
E. Saunders Palace theatre, Harvard.
111. — General patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla Dean. — -Was a disappointment as
far as the box office returns are concerned. The picture is a good one, cost
a whole lot of money, but proved to
have no drawing power with our people.
— John D. Cuddihy, Calumet theatre,
Calumet, Mich.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— Should be classed as a superproduction. A truly great picture. — Ed.
L. Wegener. Lyric theatre, Valley Jet.,
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— A very good picture that drew
well for two days. Pleased everyone
and some complimented us on it. Very
good business. — H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
patronage.
Scene from "Torchy in High" Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., third Comedy.
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TRUMPET ISLAND— Vitagraph
TRUMPET
ISLAND"
th*:
talked about
pictureswillof betheonefallof and
winter. It is easy to believe that Tom
Terriss and his cast spent months and endured .al manner of hardships that this might
be a super-feature in fact as well as in the
The "airis sent
stuff,"hurtling
as the through
climax
ofadvertising.
which an airplane
an electric storm and ends with a crash ir.
the trcetops of a lonely island, however it
may have been obtained, is much the most
realistic of any similar scenes to which we
have been witness. The story is a Gouver*
neur Morris romance, which is sufficient to
stamp it with a certain originality and,
charm, and the scenario and titles are by Mr.(
and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, which
is something of a guarantee of quality. \
young girl, convent reared, falls in love with
a soldier boy back from the wars. Her
father decrees, however, that she shall marry
one of those withered roues of the drama
who can bring her wealth but no love. The
soldier boy acquires sudden wealth and loses
his head, and then seeks to recover his
equilibrium by going to live on that good
o d abandoned island of the movie seas. The
girl, dutifully agreeing to marry the roue on
promise of being taken in an airplane on
her wedding tour, from which she expects to
dash herself to death, is eventually dropped
at the boy's
on sweet
'Trumpet
Island," her
memory
gone feet
but her
self miraculously
preserved. Together the youngsters live
through several happy weeks, and then theyj
are found and threatened with a separaj
lion that you very well know never take
place. A big picture in the true sense, and
an interesting picture, rich in adventure, not'
too extravagantly illogical and pictorially arresting. Marguerite de la Mottc is an atheroine, Wallace
able andtractive
likable
hero. MacDonald a plaus:11, Pastime theatre, Sutherland, Xebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman He Chose (Fine Arts)
vith a special cast. — Cashed in on this
nasterpiece and repeated on a big house,
t's the season's best bet for the box
iffice. — Heller, Lowey's theatre, Chicago.
1L — Neighborhood patronage.
Husbands and Wives (Gaumont) with
."ivian
dandy Lake
picture. Crystal,
— E. S.
Jeynon,Martin.
Cozy— Atheatre,
linn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Neglected Wives (Wistaria) with Anne
either. — This picture gave remarkable
atisfaction to a capacity house, and I
m glad to recommend it to any exibitor to swell his box office receipts.
-H. N. Beebe. Imperial theatre. Imperial, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bubbles (Pioneer) with Mary Anderon.
— This Good
season's
best.— Frank
One dayAllen,
atraction.
business.
'ose
theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town
atronage.
Serials
BRIDE 13 (Fox) with a special
cast. — Opened with the first episode to S. R. O. Had to extend
booking from two days to three.
This has never been a serial community for grown up people, but
they are wild about this picture.
Played to 2,500 people for three
shows opening day. — P. D. Bloomberg, Strand theatre, Gloucester,
Mass. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph) with Joe
yan and Jean Paige. — For two years we
jive had a big serial crowd until we put
■us one on. Now on the ninth episode
pd will positively have to put on extras
o get any one to come. Nothing to it.
-Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley
:t., Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
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The Hawk's Trail (Hallmark) with
King Baggot. — One of the best serials
on the market today. If your patrons
don't like this one they won't like any
other. Good drawing card. — George McGuire. Bijou theatre, Albion. Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fatal Fortune (Hallmark; with
Helen Holmes. — Have run three episodes
so far. Poorest serial she ever made.
Not getting the money. — Palace theatre.
Mound City. 111.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.) with
Jtianita Hansen. — Sure going fine for us.
Play it. boost it, raise admission. — Preston Bros., Empress theatre. Rockwell
City, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hawk's Trail (Hallmark) with
King Baggot. — This is a fine serial.
Pleased both young and old. If exhibitors want to make money book this.
King Baggot is good drawing card and
you have a picture to back it. — C. Timmer. Royal theatre. Grand Rapids. Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Short Subjects
Vod-A-Vil (Spanuth) with selected talent.— Something different. four big
time vaudeville acts to each reel. All
one-reelers. You will find that they
please. Good enough for the best houses.
Running
today.
Some fine my
acts nfth
on this
one. It's
Yougreat.
will
find most all of the acts are the best
in the U.Thacher,
S. YouRoyal
can'tTheatre,
go wrong.
William
Salina.—
Kans.
Pay Your Dues "(Pathe) with Harold
Lloyd. — Lloyd is a bigger attraction here
than Chaplin. The one-reelers are knockouts. Book them. — J. A. Zimmerman.
Rex theatre. Aurora. Minn. — Small town
patronage.
The Tail
Dog is(L'niversal)
with a
special
cast.of— aThis
a fine comedy.
Played it with a poor picture and they
left in good humor. — C. E. Belden. Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Good
Brownie comedy
(L'niversal).
This
is a Little
good two-reel
with —a
dog as the star. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic
theatre.
tronage. Mauston, Wis. — Small town paThe Hall Room Boys (Hall Room
Photoplays, Inc.) — Good high-class comedy.— R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre,
Anadarko. Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.Bringing Up Father (Christie) with
Johnnie Ray. — Fine, but damaged by having negroesarein trying
it. Can't
see negroes
why filmin
companies
to put
films. If it keeps up, goodbye for such
films. — Palace theatre, Mound City, 111.
Great Scott (Sennett) with a special
cast. — A fair comedy. Sennett makes
them better than this. — Strombo & Nemec, Auditorium theatre. Stillwater.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
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A. L. Hart, treasurer of the A. L.
Hart Productions, is on his way East,
after having okayed the first Chester
Conklin two-reelers made for Special
Pictures by his company.
* * *
Howard Stricklixg of the Metro pubstaff is at His
Catalina
Island consists
on a-busi-in
ness licity
vacation.
business
showing Staff Photographer Brown iust
how he wants publicity stills shot of Viola
1 'ana.
* * *
Monroe Lathrope, motion picture editor
of the Los Angeles Express, is making a
hit with the theatre press agents by each
Saturday running a feature story on some
publicity purveyor. Monroe, having been
a P. A. himself and put over some big
stunts for W. H. Clune and others, is
sympathetically inclined.
» * *
The Picture Press, a new motion picture trade and fan magazine recently
started here, has suspended, much to the
regret of the many friends of Charles
Coleman, its editor. Coleman, formerly
city editor of the Los Angeles Examiner, is
regarded as one of the ablest newspaper
men on the coast.
* » *
W. E. Jones, managing director of the
Superba theatre, is proudly showing a cablegram from Carl Laemmlc, president of
Universal, congratulating him on the big
four-week
rungoing
of "The
which
is still
strong.Devil's Passkey,"
* * *
Motion picture theatre tickets are being
used by the Los Angeles Record to help
traffic conditions. Each week the Record
gives away fifty pairs of pasteboards to
those who most earnestly observe the downtown traffic laws. Gertrude Price, a Record special writer, and E. L. Anderson, a
handsome officer, watch the streets for
careful, autoists. take down numbers and
after referring to the list of licenses mail
out the passes. Each downtown playhouse
donate five pairs *of *seats
* per week.
Hiram J. Wambold, former secretary to
the chief of police and well known newspaperman, bulletins the formation of the
Union Film company. There will be two
producing units with four productions a
month. One company, with Jack Livingston, will turn out two-reel westerns, the
other starring Alice Howell will make
comedies.
* * *
Douglas Fairbanks will make two pictures in Los Angeles between now and December 1and then start on a trip around
the world with his bride. Mary Pickford
will also produce two pictures before sailFrank Urson, assistant director for
Cecil B. DeMille, has become a director in
his own right. He has signed a contract
with the Famous Players-Lasky corporation and will direct Wallace Reid in the
star's next picture.* * *
Arthur Shirley, for years a Los Angeles cinema personage, has formed a $500,000 motion picture company in Australia.
Dead
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The news arrived *from
* *Sydnev.
Fred W. B. Warren, general manager of
the Associated Producers, will leave New
\ ork for Los Angeles October 6, according
to word received »by *his *associates here.
Alfred Allen has been signed to play
the role of "The Laird" in Peter B. Kyne's
"Kindred of the Dust." Production will
start in two weeks, with Fraitk Borzage
directing the International
* * * offering.
Gertrude Olmstead, the little Illinois
girl who was elected Queen of the Elks and
got her chance for screen fame thereby, has
begun work at Universal City. After ten
weeks of training she is playing opposite
* * Marion."
"Hoot" Gibson in *"Marrvin'
Jirome Beatty of New York, director of
publicity and advertising for the Famous

Nell Shipman is writing her own story
for her forthcoming independent production.
* * *
Harold Hey wood Hurley, formerly secretary to the late Edwin T. Earl, millionaire
Los Angeles publisher, has been signed as
director of publicity for .Nell Shipman.
Hurley starts out well by referring to his
screen queen tronomically
as "Star
Asspeaking,ofit the
may North."
make some
Southern Cross. * ♦ *
Harry Brown, electrical engineer of Universal City, recently demonstrated for the
Pacific Coast Association of Fire Chiefs
one of his recent inventions, which throws
tlame for fire scenes with the least possible danger. Brown has contributed many
valuable devices to* the* industry.
*
Rex Ingram's Metro production, "The
l our Horsemen of the Apocalypse," is to
furnish another opportunity for Edward
Connelley, the veteran character actor, to
demonstrate his ability. The Metro pioneer
is to play
an been
important
in the production. He has
widelyrole
congratulated
for
his work in "Shore Acres." which Ingram
recently produced »for *Metro.
*
King Vidor has returned from a location
hunt that took him to the Santa Cruz
mountains. He is to begin work immediately on "The Sky Pilot," the story from
* * of* the north.
Ralph Connor's novel
Mitchell Lewis is back in Los Angeles
to begin work on the remaining Jack London story for Metro. In the East he made
several personal appearances in connection
with the showing of his latest picture, "The
* * *
Mutiny of the Elsinore."

.1. Parker Head, Jr. (with mrK.-iphont- ),
I.ouiNe (.lauiii, >tnr, and 1 1 on si- Peter*,
Ir.idinic man emft>Bed !•> (pedal arrangement In play in "The Leopard
Woman.*'
a rurrenl ANMoeiated Producrrs picture.
Players-Lasky Corporation, is in Los Angeles to plan for the exploitation of forthcoming Paramount pictures. With him is
A. O. Dillenbeck of the HaufT-Metzger Advertising Agency of Xew York.
* * *
Sid Grauman has organized a bureau to
handle the publicity for his theatres. The
e "'oitation squad includes Arthur Wenzel,
Gilbert Brown, Leslie Dowell and Bert
Wheeler.
* * *
Jack Conway may enter the independent
producing field. He has finished his contract with Benjamin B. Hampton and is on
his way to New York.
* * *
James Kirkwood, who has just finished
playing the lead opposite Dorothy Phillips
in Allen Holubar's "Man, Woman, Marriage," has been signed by Marshall Neilan
for
one name
of the which
"Pards"Neilan
in theis screen
story
of that
to do from
the story by Ben Ames Wilson, "Not a
Drum Was Heard." Pat O'Malley and
Wesley Barry will be in the cast.

Upon the completion of "Parrot and
Company."
Sidneyhe Franklin
is making for Firstwhich
National,
will go to
New
York and hunt for new screen material.
* * *
Michael and Abe Goke, partners of Sol
Lesser in the west coast First National
franchise, returned from a tour of the terin time toat catch
Sol Lesser's
Women ritoryLove"
theatre. "What
*the *Kinema
*
Louise Fazenda, who has just been
signed by the Special Pictures Corporation,
has returned from a personal appearance
■ >ur of the north. She accompanied Mack
Scnnett's "Married Life" at the theatres
where she appeared and was accorded a
rousing reception. * * *
Charles Ray's fourth First National
production will be "The Old Swimming
Hole." an adaptation of James Whitcomb
Riley's work, according to an announceby Richard
general manager
of the mentCharles
Rav» Willis,
productions.
* *
Thomas H. Ince has been designated by
Mayor M. P. Snyder of Los Angeles to
represent the industry in welcoming home
the victorious Southern California Olympic
athletes. Mr. Ince was instrumental in the
success of the preliminary Olympic tryouts
held last June in Pasadena.
* * *
The Rev. George LeRoi Clarke, the
smiling parson, will write his own comedie;
for Paragon Pictures Corporation. He has
been in conference with Joe Brandt, anc
which the Reverend Clarke outthe stories
lined met with Brandt's approval.
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Look

Forward

to Long

Period of Prosperity, Says Aschmann
Present prosperity has had its effect removals of the film exchange quarters,
in bringing about an attitude of marked
so that now the film row of Chicago
optimism in Chicago film circles, accordseems destined to be permanently located in Wahash avenue.
ing to William Aschmann, manager of
Service Is Continued
Pathe's
Chicago
branch,
who
visited
the
home office recently. No let-down in
"Despite the handicaps
of moving,
general business is to be found in the however,
able to continue
our
Chicago territory and the exhibitors there service towethewereexhibitor.
The
highest
are looking forward to a long period of light in that service was the number
of
continued prosperity, he declared.
sensational scoops scored by the Pathe
"The exhibitors in my territory," said Xews. The News is highly appreciated
Mr. Aschmann, "have come through the
there. An almost consummer with flying colors. In looking by the exhibitors
tinual stream of congratulations from
ahead, great significance is attached to
culminated recently in a verithe fact that this year no falling off showmen
table avalanche of wires and letters comwhatsoever was noted in box office replimenting Pathe News on its excellent
turns during July and August, an unenterprise in getting scenes of the Wall
precedented thing.
street
bomb
explosion on the screens of
Give Exhibitor Confidence
Chicago theatres Friday. September 17,
"The
receiptsunmisdur- the day after the catastrophe."
ing the sustained
summer, box
addedoffice
to other
takable indications that the picture busi- Pathe Creates Precedent
ness is still on the increase, have given
the exhibitor a confidence that will perWith International Issue
mit him to accomplish great things in the
near future.
Another acquisition to its schedule of
fall and winter publications has been
"Theall wave
of the
price
cutting
made by Pathe Exchange, Inc., in the
from
parts of
country
has reported
not ap
proached Chicago, and the easing up of taking over of Leonce Perret's internathe strained condition which is noted
tional drama, "The Empire of Diameverywhere makes it appear as though
onds." The story is a Continental novel,
our city will not experience any let- written by Valentine Mandelstamm, one
down. The theatres have increased their of the French exponents of melodramatic
prices steadily, and while there is a feel- writing. Pathe will distribute the Perret
ing that there will be no continued action
production throughout Canada and Australia, in addition to the United States.
in this regard, there is not the slightest
feeling that theatre admissions will
"The
Empire
of Mr.
Diamonds"
an intercome down.
national drama.
Perret isfilmed
the
production in the actual territory written
Play Lloyd's Latest
about by the author. The director took
"Two houses in the Loop district of a company to Europe, filming scenes in
Chicago, both with a seating capacity
London, Paris, Nice, Monte Carlo and
of less than 500 seats, played 'High and
the Riviera. He completed his work on
a transatlantic liner and in New York
Dizzy.'
Lloyd's
comedy,
for the Harold
first run
in thegreat
windy
city. City.
They played the picture day and date,
and both realized a greater profit on the
show than thty had ever made before. Pearl White Is Winner
This is an illuminating illustration of
In Popularity Contest
what can be done at picture theatres
regardless of their size, for at each
Pearl White, William Fox star, is antheatre the picture was taken at a figure
nounced as the winner in two classes in
that would be considered, a year ago, to a popularity contest recently conducted
be big even for 850-seat houses.
by an English trade and fan publication
with headquarters in London.
"The new fire ordinance which went
The contest was divided into twenty
into effect early in the year focussed the
attention of the entire city on the film divisions and Miss White yon out in two
interests. The requirements that a forty- of them, headed, "Who is your ideal
eight-inch vent clear to the roof from
screen heroine?" and "Who is the bravest
film vaults necessitated a great many
film actress?" Fox announces.
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Desert Heat Great Trial
To Harry Carey Company
In Filming New Feature
I'niversal announces the publication,
October 11, of a new Harry Carey picture,Sundow
'
n Slim,"
the western
Knibbs
novel of that name. Infrom
it the
star has a tramp rote equalled bv his
characterization of another Knibbs hero,
"Overland Red," producers claim.
1 he picture was directed by Val Paul.
Supporting Carey are Mignonne, whose
last name is not made public, Francis
Conrad. Otto Meyers. Ed Jones, J. M.
Foster, Ted Brooks, Charles LeMoyne,
Duke Lee, Joseph Harrus, Genevieve
Blynn and Ed Price.
Great trouble was experienced, it is
said, filming the desert scenes of the picture, because of the excessive heat on the
Arizona desert, near Yictorville, where
the company went on location. The
company acted with wet lettuce leaves in
their hats to prevent sunstroke.
William Russell Begins
Ninth Feature for Fox
William Russell has begun work on
his ninth picture as a William Fox star
at the West Coast studios. In this he
has another of the romantic roles of
the open West which have served him in
recent Fox productions.
Challenge
of the
soon to
be"The
issued,
is a tale
of Law,"
the Canadian
Northwest Mounted Police and their*
heroic endeavor to break up a notorious
ring of fur smugglers. E. Lloyd Sheldon is author and Scott Dunlap is the
director. Helen Ferguson is the leading woman.
To Rebuild in Missouri
MEXICO, MO.— Plans for rebuilding
the Orpheum theatre have been com-,
pleted and work on the structure will
start immediately, according to receni
announcement made by Peyton Camp
bell. He expects to have the theatre
open to the public not later than Janu
ary 1. The new Orpheum will seat l,20i
people and will have a solid marble front
Plans October Opening
CHILLICOTHE, MO.— Progress o
the new Strand theatre is expected t
make it possible to open it by the mid
rile of October, according to Manage
Cuff.
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The hustling steel metropolis. Gary, Ind..
ud all the citizenry at the depot last week
0 welcome Manager F. J. Flaherty and
Representative James Murtach of Unity
'hotoplays. This invincible duo made a regilar
cyclonicset-ins.
clean-up.
'em Venus
all up
or Unity
Yes.signing
even the
heatre is included in the grand total.
* * *
A few days ago we happened to overhear
lddib Silverman, assistant to Manager Bex
Jeadell, of the Selznick exchange, and rep-esentative Al Gallas holding a rather
empestuous argument with a couple of
ons from the Isle of Manhattan as to the
-elative merits of evening pastime betwixt
\ew Yawk and Chi. It looked for a time
is though Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic" had
ill the edge until the suave Al got agoin'
tnd produced a nifty photo of Matzene's of
1mmbed.
certain "cutey" and even blase X. Y. suc* * *
Ha! Ha! Another film romance has been
riven the glare of publicity. Many exhibit>rs of these parts have developed a curiosty with regard to the cessation of those
nany week-ends that Lee Herz of the Interstate exchange has been enjoying. \\ ell.
x>ys, it's all OFF. February 19 was the dav
'"Ann Arbor''
was hung
he crepeto paddle
elected
her out
own andcanoe.
* * »
Harry hasJames,
:am3y,
been one
givenof anYitagraph's
opportunitylocalto
■njoy the thrill of road work for his com>any and from latest reports we hear Harry
s doing splendidly in the Hoosier state.
* * *
In keeping with their policy of ramiliariz'ng their executives with the operation of
arious theatres. Jones. Linick & Schaefer
Till make a switch of assistant managers.
■Valter Moore leaves the Randolph to become assistant manager of the Orpheum.
Mike Simons leaves the Orpheum to take
vlr. Moore's place at the Randolph.

H. TIPTON" 5TECK
creen author who adapted Stewart Edward White's story. '-The Leopard
w ..man.screen lor
J. Parker
Read.
Jr., to
and the
Associated
Producers.

Reported by 11 Mac"
Yes sir, we have with us the popular
Paul Busch. Paul assumes the managerial
reins of the Chicago office of the Masterpiece Productions and this popular chap
should soon start things humming around
this exchange. Welcome back, Paul !
* * *

S. Jossey".
sales manager
theJ. Arrow
Filmgeneral
Corporation,
arrived forin
the city September 29. Between trains enroute to Milwaukee he reports closing the
northern Illinois and Indiana territory" with
Unity Photoplays, for "Thunderbolt Jack,"
featuring Jack Hoxie. and with HarryCharxas for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky. Upon his departure from Milwaukee. Mr. Jossey will go direct to Minneapolis and then through the northwest to
the Pacific coast
* * *
of the building
exhibitors'
theThe
Filmpages
Exchange
makeregister
it knownof
that the following visitors were in our
midst recently : R. E. Brian. Capital theatre. Pekin :' :S. Geo.
A. Simpson.
theatre.
Medarsville
Simons,Primo
Hippodrome.
Avonia; Joe Tabor, Majestic theatre, Belvidere; D. S. Smith, Princess theatre.
Hoopeston. and Jack Hefner of the Heffler
enterprises. And lest we forget, Mrs. Sirk
has disposed of her theatre at North Manchester, Ind.. and purchased the Grand
theatre at Bluffton.
* * *
Harry Weiss of the Superior Screen
service has acquired another film title, having recently become a member of the Advisory board of the National Exchanges.
Inc.
* * *
'Tis mumured that Yerxe Laxgdox of
the Avon theatre has been looking for a
flock of films at an economical price for
the next few weeks. With that haul of
swag the Chicago Order of Gunmen got
away with several nights ago, we believe
Vernie's argument * a *fair* one
Jimmie Salter and the diminutive Ed
Laxsixg of Vitagraph. as yet. are dubious
about organizing a bowling league with all
the present talk about graft in sports going
on. so we have been tipped off that a move
is under way to create a Sllum quartette
for winter amusement. Thus far we understand that Jimmie will be basso. Ed
Lansing barytone. George Bromley tenor,
and Harry C. Miller, second tenor. In order to give this batch of nightingales a
brief respite between solos, arrangements
are now under way to have 'Tlo Ziegfeld"
Applebaum of Sheridan Road, the silvertoned exhibitor of Bryanic oratory, give
brief talks on how to get them in on reissues at fifty cents a throw.
* * *
Any of you tenants that have cause to
complain about the deal you are getting on
the steam allotment of the Film Exchange
building, just drop in at the refreshment
parlor next door and inhale a cup or two
of the wintry liquids now being served.
Or still better. E. C. Jexsex. district manager for Goldwyn. has a very effective
method which we enjoyed muchly last
Thursday noon, during the rain fall. Whis*
per. Jensy. "has she* a» sister?"
Some valuable advice was given by the
genial W. H. Bell, popular exhibitor of
the West side, and familiarly known to the
boys as "Pop." on his secret of perpetual

youth.of "Very
simple."
"Just
heaps
good, plain
foodsays
and "Pop."
an occasional
drink and eight hours of slumber." Fine !
But with "prohibition' now reigning. "Pop.'*
dearliquid
oI' pal,
show us the way to that fount
of
delight.
* * *
Peter J. Schaefer is leading a hard life
these days. Having just purchased a RollsRoyce, he is now building a summer home
at Eagle Lake and he has just placed an
order for a Curtis Aeroplane in which to
travel the five hundred miles from Chicago
to his summer home. Another recent addition to his joys is a twenty-six-foot motor
boat.
* * *
Sidxey Weismax. son-in-law of Adolph
Linick. has joined the Jones, Linick &
Schaefer forces beginning his theatrical
career in the booking offices of the firm.
* * *
Sid Goldmax is now a full-fledged resithe new
"Film Row"
in Wabash
avenue,dent of and
is continuing
to pile
up the
contracts.
* * *
S. J. Stoughto;. production manager of
the Rothacker Industrial Division, is vacationing in the Wisconsin
* * * woods.
C. E. Hollah. general manager for the
A. H. Blank Enterprises, instructed the
Chicagoans
attended tothe
recenthis Kansas exhibitorwho
convention,
extend
best
'"Bill" Aschmann.
wishes
to his Chicago friends, especially
* * *
Chicago exchanges were pretty well deserted September 29 and 30. when the film
men flocked to the exhibitor convention at
Springfield.
The poor
selves outnumbered
two exhibs
to one found
most ofthemthe
time.
* # *
Jack Cohex of Reelcraft has decided to
his school of "Scientific Pinochle."
close
finding
a financial
failure.
A\rox was
Sap-a
persteixit of
the Empire
exchange
member of the last
class.
* graduating
* *
Nat Wolf of Associated Producers was
wildly excited when he learned that the
artist who made a sign for him to hang in
the lobby of the St Nicholas Hotel at
H. Ince's
111., speltA Thomas
Springfield,
last
name "I-n-c-h."
few minutes
convinced him it was great publicity stunt
however, as everybody at the convention
crowded around to take a look, and guy
him.
* * *
M. J. Mixtz of Celebrated Players has
taken to writing his ads on Andy Gump in
rhyme. He now has dump, bump, pump,
lump, thump, stump, chump, hump. jump,
apslump and mump on his list and wouldfrom
preciate any further contributions
or sentitheatre owners
poeticallymentalinclined
brother exchange
men.
* * *
George DeKruif. pufnicity expert, is being congratulated on a number of real
stunts he has put over during the last ten
davs.
* * *
Douglas D. Rothacker and his cold
went to bed for a week. His assistant.
Kilgore, . has been holding down the
George
desk temporarily
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Greatest Serial Year
Shallenberger Says Episode
Play Is Mainstay of
Many Theatres
The coming year will be the greatest
serial year in the history of motion pictures, in the opinion of W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation. "I make this statement only
after a very careful study of conditionSt
analyzing of the serial situation,"
andsays.
he
"Just as the continued story is the
backbone of the magazine business, so
is the serial the mainstay of a certain
class of motion picture theatres," de"and
clares President
these theatres
can Shallenberger,
no more do without
serials than the magazine can do without the continued story.
"The theatres referred to are the socalled neighborhood houses. To this
type of theatre the serial is indispensable.
It builds and holds patronage as nothing
else can, and anyone who is at all familiar
with the serial situation knows that
more and better theatres are using serials
at the present time than ever before in
the history of the industry.
"This I attribute to the fact that bigger
and better serials are being made. I believe that the future of the serial lies in
this class of production, and a continued
be the rule. As much atphotoplaytention willwill
be paid to the production of
serials as is now being paid to the production of features.
"I look for a healthy growth in the
serial business during the coming year,
and Arrow Film Corporation has planned
to devote special attention to this end
of the business. We expect to have several special serials during the coming
year, in fact we have already contracted
for one, 'Thunderbolt Jack,' which is
now being filmed by the Berwilla Film
Company, which I believe will set a
record for serials."
Riesenfeld of New

York

Books Year's Output of
The Christie Comedies
Said to be the largest contract in the
history of two reel comedies. Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto.
Rivoli and Criterion theatres. New York,
has
entire year's
product
of two
reel booked
Christiethe comedies
from
Educational
Films Corporation. Twenty-four comedies
are involved in the contract.
This is the second series of comedies
issued bv Educational for which Dr. Riesthe year's production,
for Chesters.
signed the
enfeld hasbeing
the other
He is also
showing the Bruce Scenics Beautiful and
many of the Educational single reel specials. "The Big
Show,"
third Chester,
is scheduled
for an
early the
showing.
Every one of the Christies handled by
Educational and issued to date has already
been shown at the Rialto or Rivoli. A sec-

HERALD

ond record has been made in that two
Christies, the first and second Educational
publications, were shown at the Rialto for
consecutive weeks.
Wallace Reid's Next
Automobile Feature to
"Free Air"
Be Lewis'
Wallace Reid
will soon have an opportunity of driving a car again in a motion
The story is Sinclair Lewis' book,
picture.
"Free Air," and the scenario is by Byron
Morgan, author of motor stories, many of
which appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post, and have been former vehicles for
the Paramount star. Also Mr. Morgan has
recently hail a book of these stories published called
"The Reid
Roaring
In this
instance
has Road."
to be content
for some of the time, at least, with driving
a humble car, a mongrel of doubtful ancestry. J.ater he helps a lady in distress
driving a "Gomez-Dep," supposedly a
powerful motor, and so has a chance to
show what he can do at the wheel of a big
car.
.Lick Ford Goes to Fox
After Lniversal Career
Announcement is made by William
Fox of the engagement of Jack Ford as
director for Buck Jones in his next picture, the working title of which is
"Bimbo," the story an original one by
Paul Schofield.
Mr. Ford brings to Fox experience and
reputation gained through his connection with Universal, with which company he had been affiliated as a director
since *I014. Among his productions
were "A Gun Fighting Gentleman."
"Bare Fists." "Outcasts of Poker Flat,"
"Marked
Men," ofandPortland,
"The Roimd
Up."
He is a native
Me. Prior
to his entry into motion pictures he was
associated
ductions. with several big stage proBuys Second Kansas House
H I A W A T H A. KAN —Interstate
Amusement Company has acquired the
Royal theatre, started a short time ago
by Bill Banks. J. W. Wendel, owner
of the Victoria, represented the company in the deal. Miss Orchard, who
is now managing the Victoria, will look
.liter both houses. Mr. Wendel owns
two theatres at Horton and one at
Holton.
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Cecil DeMille to Stage
One Play Within Another
Cecil B. DeMille has temporarily returned to his former field of activity, the
stage. He is at present at work on an
elaborate stage production boasting of a
notable cast, including Clyde Fillmore.
Jack Mulhall, Margaret Loomis and
others of note.
Despite the literal truth of the foreMr. DeMille's
venture going
in statements,
stage production
will be latest
seeii
only on the screen. The play in question is a play within a play in the forthcoming Cecil B. DeMille special pro
duction,
Fruit."built
An elaborate
theatre "Forbidden
set has been
on the
stage of the Lasky studio. A scene from
a stage play has been especially written
of "For-in
by Jeanie
bidden Macpherson,
Fruit," and this author
scene placed
rehearsal by a specially selected cast or
former stage players, including Forrest
Stanley. Agnes Ayres. Theodore Rob
erts, Kathlyn Williams, Shannon Day
Bertram Johns, Clarence Burton and
Theodore Kosloff.
Buy Muskegon Property
For Erection of House
MUSKEGON. MICH. — William P.
Smith, W. H. Burk and Mayor Paul R
Bcardsley have purchased the property
now occupied by the Newark Shoe Company and the Lion theatre. The buildings will be razed and a new theatre to
■seat 1,200 persons will be erected.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cadi
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALE.
Immediate
all model*
IfeKrann*. d*ll»«ry
Paths todon m*nr
OCh«n r»BH».
dlisil
■plcta
trau>dcalalot
in our atnhowroom.
Sand
for our oomone*, f if on raqoaal.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H. 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IS.
ARCHITECTS
BUILDERS
AND
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Bujo.ST.
2743Parkway
West 22nd
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State-total, 21,170 by States, iSM
1219 Film Exchanges
S'.SO
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
M.
368 machine and supply dealers Per4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 158 W. Ataim St.,CMan

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pothe Exrhangts.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell,
(he Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim." six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman." sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters."
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'When the Desert Smiled." five reels, with Neal Hart.
The Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Miller.
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Marjorie Daw.
'Miss Arizona." five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery, " five reels.
'The Unseen Witness," five reels.
'The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
'The Bromley Case,'' five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
The Golden Trail." five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments." five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
J'Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
One issued every other week.
Ml RIF.I. OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved BTUte," two reels.
guicksands," two reels,
order River," two reels.
"In the River" two reels.
Three and a Girl," two reels.
■Raiders of the North." two reels.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reels.
The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. 8— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Lloyd Hughes.
''Homespun Folks." six reels, with
''The Magic Life,"
.r. six reels, ' ith House Peters and Florence Vidor.
PARKER HKAD. JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman seven reels with Louise Glaum.
A Thousand to One, ;ix reels, with Hobart Boswortli.
■AN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
reels, with James Kirkwood.
[The ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing.' sixTOURNEUR
n Last of the Mohicans." six reels, with PRODUCTIONS
James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
\ Small Town Idol." five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
('Up >n Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
'Woman Above Reproach," six reels, with Florence Chase.
'Evolution of Man," six reels.
'Woman
of Mystery,"
five reels,
Cunard Joy.
and Franci6 Ford.
When Quackel
Did Hyde,"
five with
reels, Grace
with Charlie
Thirty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
I
'The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
A Quiet Day at Home."
"Andy Plays Golf."

'Andy
a Diet."
"Andy's OnWash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy Visits the Osteopath."
"Andy on Skates."
"Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him s Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents
Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the
Hero."
"Andy's
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent."
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"At Shady Rest."
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship Ahoy!"
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me, Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TORCHY COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of
10,000
Smokes."
"Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCKNICS BEAUTIFUL." ONE REEL
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The
Adventure."
"The Hope
Great ofMirror."
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS. ONE REEL
"Dreams Come True."
"Fire!"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs."
'Take in Boarders."
"One Drop Was Enough."
"Old Buddha's
Maze."
"Some
More Samoa."
"Woolly
Bits
and
Monkey Hits."
"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
SCREENICS. SPLIT REEL
"Troubadours
of
the
Sky"
and "Infant
Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks
and Skippers.
"Horseshoe and Bridal Veil" and "In a Naturalist's Garden."
"Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
"Great American Yawn" and "Getting His Angora."
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
"^ilk Hushandi and Calico Wives," «ix reels, with Hooee Peter*
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep
to the Devils,"
Right," seven
six reels,
Taliaferro.
■'Whispering
reelswithwithEdith
Conway
Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARA.MOUXT-ARTCHAFT PICTURP"
June 27 — "Sick Abed,'' five reels, with Wallace Reid.
June 27 — "Sand," five reels, with William S. Hart.
July 4 — "Sins of St. Anthony," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
July 4 — "Away Goes Prudence," five reels, with Billie Burke.
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July 11 — "Let's Be Fashionable," five reels, MacLean and May
July 11 — "Ladder of Lies," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
July 18 — "Homer Comes Home," five reels, with Charles Kay.
uly 25 — "The Fourteenth Man " five reels, with Robert Warwick,
uly 25 — "The World and His Wife," five reels (Cosmopolitan Production >
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8 — "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — "The White Circle," five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 29 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept. — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reia.
Sept. — "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes." five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. 3— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. Dc Mille proOct. 3 — "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct.
sevenreels,
reels,
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct. 1010 —— "The
"Deep Round-Up,"
Waters, ' five
M. with
Tourneur
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The Married Virgin," six reels.
"Frivolous Wives, ' six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
*"T fc' House Witkout t hildren," seven reels, with Kicbsrd I ravers
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC.
"A Day's Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
"The
(D. Constance
W. GriffithTalmadge.
production)
"Two (ireatest
Weeks," Question"
six reels, with
"Even as Eve," seven reels, with Grace Darling.
'The Turning Point," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald
"The River's End," six reels (Marshall Neilan Production).
"The Fighting Shepherdess," with Anita Stewart.
"The Inferior Sex. ' with Mildred Harris Chaplin
"The Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
"The Idol Dancer,'' a D. W. Griffith production.
"The Woman Gives," with Norma Talmadge.
"Polly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Don't Ever Marry," six reels, a Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Love Expert," with Constance Talmadge.
"Passion's Playground," six reels, with Katherine MacDonald
"The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita Stewart.
"Yes or No," with Norma Talmadge.
"Go and Get It." Marshall Neilan production. ,
"The Jack Knife Man." a King Vidor production.
"What Women Love," five reels, with Annette Keller man
"The Notorious Mrs. Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"The Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
"46 Minutes from Broadway." with Charles Ray.
"Harriet and the Piper." five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Splendid Hazard," six reels, with Henry Walthall.
"The Perfect Woman," with Constance Talmadge.
"Married Life." five reels, with Mack Sennett cast
"Smilin' Through," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth's Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman." with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
"While
New atYork
All All
Star Star
Cast.Cast.
"The Face
Your Sleeps."
Window."withwith
"My Lady's Dress," with All Star Cast.
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
"Queen of Sheba," with All Star Cast.
"Skirts," six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARM11 SERIES
"Drag
Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."
PEAK I. WHITE SERIBS
"The Thief."
"The
"The Tiger's
MountainCub."
Woman."
TOM NIX SERIES
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
"The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
"Dynamite Allen."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Merely Mary Ann."
"Chin Toy."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"The Flame of Youth."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now On."
"Number 17."
"The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."
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"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The
'Bim," Rangers,"
with Buck with
Jones.Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
'The Evelcss Eden," with Eileen Percy.
Twice a week.

VOX NEWS
s| nshim; i O.MKDIBS

"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love Dogs."
Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot
"The
Merry
Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's Little Lobster."
"A Waiter's Wasted Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
Hold Noisy
Me Tight."
'His
Still."
'Pretty Lady."
VIA DE ( OOK COMBDEBI
"Kiss Huntsman."
Me Quick."
"The
"All Wrong."
Ml TO \M> .11)11 CAR1 <>h\n
"League of Nations."
"A TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"Farm
"The
Medicine
"Home Brew." Man."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A
"All Hard
Stuck Luck
Up." Santa Claus."
"Sherlock
Hawkshaw
& Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
'A Dream of Fair Women "
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
UVLOWYRf «TAB PHOIIUCTIOHH
"Dangerous
Days,"
Authors
Special.
"Trimmed with Red."seven
five reels,
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
"The Woman and the Puppet,' seven reels, with Geraldine Firnr.
"The Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
"The Truth." Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 668," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher, " five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Girl With the Jan Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists).
"The Return of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
KOItl) Kill ( ATIC1NAI
MKKKI •
""Having
'Air'-istocracy."
a Circus."
"In the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COTlKlMK*
Dears,"
De Havens
"ATheSureLittle
Cure,"
two two
reels,reels,
with with
CarterCarter
De Havens.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Hiiih
Pockets,"
6ve
reels,
Louis Bennison.
Bennison.
'A Misfit Earl," five reels, with
with Louis
GOLD WYN-BRA Y PICTOGRAPHY
'tu Kar Away New Zealand."
"Girl Pottery
'Taos
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads."
"Suds."
The Spirit of the Birch."
"Precisely as Polly '
"Legend of the Corn."
"Jupiter's Thunderbolt."
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GROSSMAN

PICTURES. INC

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Oiive Tt:;
"Hatfcxat;
a i'ear,"
seven sixreels,
A >^o = ar.'s
Business."
reels,withwithOlive
OliveTeli.TelL

'Face to Face." six part* with Marguerite Mirih
W W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
DvtrHmted tkmgk the Pathe Esciume*
ARTCO PRODUCTION*
The Capitol." six reels, with Leah Balrd.
*Cyntkia-oi-the- Minute,' nx reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, I.VC.
"Desert Gold." seven reels, with E. K Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn," six reels.
isi: njami\ b. H ampton production •
The Westerners," seven reels, witb Rcy Stewart.
"The Sagebrush ft." seven reels, cj Emerson Hough
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTION P
Tfce Lone Wolfs Daughter." seven reels, with Louise Glaum
"Sex," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
DEITRICH-BECK, DC
The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Kenjon.
The Harvest Mooa, " six reels, with Dons Kenyon.

JUNGLE COMEDIES
'Caught With the Goods."
"Stepping Ballets "
"f•Perils
ircus ofBride."
the Beach "
VICTOR KREMER
"Little Shoes," five reels.
"Stripped
of areels.
Million," £ve reels.
"Strife." five

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUXTO.N PRODUCTIONS
*m,0OQ,* five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"N*. tt," fire reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION"
'^•rnr.ger Than Death." six reels, with Narimova.
The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Xarimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Xaz.— :t;.
"Madame Peacock." seven reels, with Naxirnova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 16— The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
'Love, Honor a-d Obey." six reels, with All Star Cast.

.NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTION 5
The Blue Bonnet," six reels, with Billie Rhcdei.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary V> ife." six reels, with Special Cast,
HALL-ROOM BOYS PHOTOPLAYS, INC
Jane
1*—
"Misfortune
• one 14 — "Back on theHunters"
Farm."
nhj 8— "Stung Again."
July «— -Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. a — "Some Champs."
Aug, 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Jet. 1— ' Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Vor. 15 — ""Skyfire." five reels.
fan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFihiL rWDXS ' "MEDIES
Vov. 15 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dee, 1— "Don't Never Marry," two reels.

TRUMPET

From

the

TERRISS
Story

by

PRODUCTIONS

BERT LUBIN
"Honeymoon Ranch," five reels. State Rights Feature
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
The Best of Luck," six reels, with Ail-Star Cast.
The Cheater," six reels, wi:h Mae Alii so a.
'Par'cr, Bedrock arc Bath," six reels, with nil ItTT cast.
The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake
"Held in Trust," six reels, with May Allison.
The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
'The Ho^e," six reels with All Star Cast.
"The
Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes."
with All six
Starreels,
Cast with Bert LyteTL
The Sap head," six reels, with Crace-Keatoa.
"Blackmail." fix reels. ■■■:.:'z Y::la
=.

DLAL FILM CO. PRODUCTION*
"King Spruce." seven reels. with Mitchell Lewis.

ATOM
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ROBERT HARRON" PRODUCTIONS
" C : tc:tst:;." «-.x reels w-.:t R:':;rt Earrcn.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The Mutiny of Flsirore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"The Star Rover," six reeb. with All Star Cast.
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Truth," «ix reels.
The Very Idea," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
'Nothing But Lies," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
'A Modern Salome," six reels.
B. B. HAMPTON
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct. 31 — "TheStewart.
Money Changers." six reds, with Claire Adams and Roy

ISLAND
PRODUCTION

COUVERNEUR

MORRIS

Intensely dramatic and abounding in spectacular scenes. 1 he climax is reached in a honeymoon
airplane flight into the center of a violent thunder storm, where the machine is wrecked. The fall
of the shattered airplane, and its crash into a tree on Trumpet island, provide thrilling spectacles.
There is a love story of rare charm, and the brave struggle of a man against poverty aad then against
the temptation which come with sudden wealth. Wild orgies in a metropolitan hotel are shown,
followed by scenes on rugged and lonely Trumpet Island, to which Richard Bedell fled from vice.
The shattered airplane brings Eve De VIerincourt to the island.
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PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June 6— "The Little Cafe," 6ve reels, with Max Linder.
May

FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
2 — "Dollar for Dollar," five reels, with Frank Keenan.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May 80 — "Sherry," seven parts, with Pat O'Malley.
Aug. 29 — "Laboma," seven reels.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary," five reels, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
June 20 — "Passers-By." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18 — "Man and His Wife," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Sept. 6— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May MeAvwf.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4 — "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. 15 — "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 12— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 26 — "Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sweet,
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 2 — "The Gay Old Dog," six reels, with John Cumberland.
May 9— "The Miracle of Money," five reels, with Margaret Saddoa
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," five, reels, with Sheldon Lewi*.
"Were Is My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearla.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
"The Mystery of the Yellow Room" (Chautard), six reels
"The Luck of the Irish" (Dwan), six reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels. R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"The Stolen Kiss," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sinners." five reels, with Alice Brady.
"Nurse Marjorie," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"Bras9 Buttons," two reels.
"Hard Luck," two reels.
"Beauty Shop," two reels.
"The Artist, two reels.
"Going
Straight,"twotworeels.
reels.
"What Next?"
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
"My
Lady
Robin
Hood,"
"The Wildcat." two reels. two reels.
"The Night Rider," two reels.
"The White Squaw," two reels.
"A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Cinderella Cinders."
"Rubes and Romance," two reels.
"Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
"Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
"The Hasher," one reel.
"Hard Cider," one reel.
"Tarred and Feathered," one reel.
"Play
Hookey."
"Professor,"
one one
reel. reeL
"Getting His Goat." one reel.
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"Fixing Lizzie." one reel
"Dry Cleaned, ' one reel.
"Kidnapper," one reel.
"The Snitch," one reel.
"Moonshiner," one reel.
"Number 18," one reel.
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver." one reel.
"Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HUN HI COHBDIBS
"Chicken a la King," two reels.
"Don't Chase Your Wife," two reels.
"Her
"Pants,"FirsttwoFlame,"
reels. two reels.
"Her
Honor
the
"Stung," two reels.Scrublady," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Aug. 15 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
Aug. 80 — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Van
Oct. 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
Mil. Ill 1 1 \ MORAKTI < OMKIIIES
"His
Wedding
Day,"
"The Kick." two reels. two reels.
"Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels
"Installment Plan," two reels.
"Wild. Wild West." two reels.
"Simp
and Satan,"
"Jealousy,"
two reels.two reels.
"Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
"Barber
Shop Gossip."
two reels
"Double Trouble,"
two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
>l M I I koi BBRT
"She's a Vamp." two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa
"Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
"Devil's
five reefs,
Hayakawa.
"NotoriousClaim,"
Mrs. Sands."
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
"The Fsrtune Teller." arven reels, with Marjorie Kambeau.
"The Wonder Man." seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
"Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Moon Madness." six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Aug. 1 — "Life's Twist " six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. 15 — "Arabian Knight." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa
Aug. 29 — "Big Happiness, seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Sept. 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
"Lonely South Pacific Missions."
"Recruiting in the Solomons."
"City of Broken
Men."Seas."
"Marooned
in theOldSouth
ADVENTURE SCENICS
"Sheep
O'Leavenworth."
"Sons of Salooskin."
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2 — "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel.
May 16 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
"Take Doctor's Advice."
"Oh, You Kid I"
May 80 — "Letty's Lost Legacy," one reel.
June 6— "Becky Strikes Out," one reel.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZN1CK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
"The ofShadow
of Rosalie
reels, Ince
with Elaine Hammerstei*.
"Out
the Snows,"
five Byrnes,"
reels, withfiveRalph
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faversham
"The Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt," five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The
Figurehead,"
reels,Norma
with Talmadge.
Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea,"
five reels,fivewith
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The
Point Simp
of View,"
"The Poor
" five five
reels,reels,
with with
Owen Elaine
Moore.Hammerstein.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
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SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchange*
Mitchell Lewi*.
five reels, withNorma
Faith of the Strong,"
TalmadgeIsle of Conquest, " five reels, with
reels. w.:h Mitchell Lewis
Tke Last of His People," five
Tal-adge.
Nrr-.aBernard
with with
Lies." six reels,
and
Loves
She
D.mirjg
The Seeds o: Vettgeasce." five reels,
Just Outside the Door," five reels, with Edith Hallor.
SELZMCK .NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAtTMAS MASTERPIECE
'A G*od Fellow," one reel.
Content." one reel.
Tity the Poor." one reel.
'Society Bad-Man," one reel.
Dictionary of Success," one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man " one reel.
The Battler and the Bottler," one reel
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
•Johnsne,"
reel, Hood," one reel
'little
Red one
Riding
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
Jnjt a Wife," five reels, with special cast.
'Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
The Invisible Divorce," five reels, with special cast.
■Out of the Snows." five reels, with Ralph Ince.
The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast
"Marooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
'Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
REPUBLIC PICTURES
Distributed by Republic Exchanges
Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson
'Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
'Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
KINOGRA5IS
a Week Newi Reel

HERALD

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman

Film never has an opportunity tobe anything but right.

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N*. Y.

PRIZ51A PICTURES
TJ«*ti. Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel
D. N. SCHWAB

PRODUCTIONS

Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
And the Children Pay," leven reel*, with Garrett Hughe*.
Your Wife and Mine," five reeii.
Hur^an Passion*," five reel*.
The Red Viper," »ix reels, with Garert Hughe*.
Tt Happened in Paris," five reels.
^Broken
Heart*,"Comedie*,
five reel*.two reels, monthly.
ohany Booley
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
kpt
1—
"Hi* Majesty, the American," eight reels, with Douglas Fairbank*
Kx 10— "Broken
six reels, D. W. Griffith production.
Jet »— uWhen theBlossoms,"
Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Dougla* Fairbanki
"Pollyanna,"
six
reels,
with Mary Pickford.
18—'"Uvan on the Far-" (5e--er-.i
•' v e reels.
15—
ay »S—
Tlomance.'
eight
reels,
with
Keane.
ase
— ' IfoDycoddTe,' six reels, withDoris
Douglas Fairbanks.
mt 13If—
"Suds,"
five
reels,
with
Mary
Pickford.
*ept. 5— "The Lore Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.

AIPN5PPN
tliedtrc PAY
- all Jummcr
Send for Booklet 10
Philadelphia Office;

SYSTEM
7q

1325 VINE STREET
70 We si 45 SfNEW
YORK.

The Only One Ever Published
Elxhibitors will find this catalog the handiest thing ever.
Everything for the Moving Picture Theatre, from Pins to
Projectors, from Soap to Screens— 224 pages, completely
indexed; profusely illustrated, fully descriptive.
No such catalog ever before issued.
It's a guide to up-to-date-ness.
Get Your Copy Now
^'e
are
catalog
only to those "live
enough
asksending
for it. this
Itwecosts
want it toused
wherever
sendus it.a lot of money and we
To get y ours just drop a card to our nearest office.
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 133N. Second
Illinois Street,
Street, Milwaukee
Indianapolis
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Exchange Building,
(1 44 _' Minneapolis
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
l N1VUHBAL FKATl llKS

Ma>
May
May
May

!—
2410 ——
31 —

HAItltV T. MOItl t I'lc | | UK*
"The Sea Rider," five reels.
"The Gauntlet." 'five reels.

"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl inPathRoomShe 29,"
five reels,
with Frank
Mayo. Cromwall
"The
Chose,"
hve reels,
with Anna
"Everything But the Truth," five reels, Lyons and Moran

\ 1*1 IGHAI'll til PEK-FE t I I RE I
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwoodl 1
"Dead Men Tell
Cast. No Tales," seven reels (Tom Tcrriss Production), All Star
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Tcrriss Production).

Tune 14 — "A Tokio Tiren," five reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
June 21 — "Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
June 28 — "Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey,
luly 12 — "The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
July 19 — "The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall
July 2f — "La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
Aug. 16 — "Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
Aug. 23 — "Blue Streak McCoy." five reels, with Harry Carey.
Sept. 6— "In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.

I . \ It It \ «»K*ll>\

.1 IMHI

CURRENT

",T»ollan! and the Woman " six reels.
"The Vice of Fools," five reels.
"The Prey." six reels.
BAULK WILLIAMS PRODUCTION I

(OHINXK GRIFFITH PRODUCTION!
"The
Girl," five
"Bab's Garter
Candidate."
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble." five reels.
"The Whisper Market," five reels.

SERIALS

CL»SS OF SERVICE
Da,
Nightletter
Message
Telcqra-i

WESTERN UNION
telegram
NEWCOMB CARLTON, president GEORGE W. E. ATKINS, FIRST vics-presidext

AT

A5870W

41 3 EX

M QUINU

VITAGRAPH
YOU HAVE

OP THRILLS

IMC 1600

AND

EVERYONE

GEO MAYBE

II none of these three i|
«;?ee-s
aftertfe
check (number
J^hfLe
»viseits
ras)
this
isther_
• telecrim.
character
Is Indexed Otlv
by
symbol appealing alter IX cmxfc.]

1920 SEP 15 PM 9

tJTAH 15

GEN MG ^^%>

A GOOD

Blue
NL

NL
SALTLaKECITY

WEEK

< om BDIBI

ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
AKKOW , "The
"Lightning
Hoxir Lurpia.
ARROW,
LurkingHryce."
Peril," with
with Ann
Anne Littlr
LutherandandJackGeorge
.ARROW "The Fatal Sign." with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK. "The Screaming Shadow " w u h lltn Wilion mil Nrnturm
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
I'ATHE. "Trailed by Three." with Frankie Mann anil Stuart lloin.ct
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies," with Ruth Roland.
PATHE,
and Eileen
I'ATHE, "The
"1'irairThird
Gold,"Eye,"
withwuhG. Warner
B. Seitr Oland
and Marg.
Courlot.Percy
PATHE— "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seiu.
KEI'l HLIC Pictures. "The Whirlwind." with I has Hutchinson
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Bin Wilson and Neva Gerber.
UNIVERSAL. "The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL. "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo
VITAGRAPH. "The Silent Avenger." with William Duncan
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers, with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH, "The Veiled Mystery." with Antonio Moreno.

"A Master Stroke." five rrels
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels

JOHN

A I mi I

"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day,"' two
two reels
reels.
"1 He Jonah
uc*:orator.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE iFBCIAL PRODUCTION*:

RECEIVED

I OMt.lJIK«

"The Head Waiter," two reels
"The
two reels
"The Grocery
Fly Cop,"Clerk,"
two reels.
'School Da>»." two reels.
"SolidSuitor,"
Concrete."
two reels.
"The
two reels.
"I he Mage Hand." two reels

"The Right to Happiness," eight reels, with Dorothy Phillip
'Forbidden." six reels, with Mildred Harris.
"Blin.l Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Stroheiro
"The Virgin of Stambnul." seven reels, with Priscilla Deau
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

CLASS 0 F SERVICE [SYM80L
Telegram
Blue
Day teller
Nile
Night Message
N L
Night Letter
If none o) these three symbols
appears after the checx (number of
wonts) this is a telegram. Otherwiseits character is indicated by the
symbol appearing alter the check.
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BET

BROAi^KlffiWIORK
IN TRUMPET

GOOD FAST

ACTION

LIKjSD H? STOP

MGR SWANSON

ISLAND
WENT

IT WAS

THEATRE

NX
IT IS CHUCK
OVER

WELL

CIRCUIT.

BIG FOR

DIRECTED

PULL
US RAN A FULL
AND WELL

ACTED

v

Ohio

League

Successfully

Organized

High Standards
of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.
The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ. JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK OTY

Octobe- 23. 1920

"Wonderful

— Harry Crandall

Busi
habit
the "
not in
I amne
ss
U A LTHOUGH
cf writing letters or sending wires
extolling any pictures," writes H. M.
Crandall, owner of a big string of theatres in Washington, D. C. "I do feel
that I owe it to your company to let
you know the uondcrful business we have
done at the Metropolitan Theatre on
our week's run of "The Devil's Passkey."
"Not only has this picture broken all records for this time of the year, but it has
been a wonderful success
point of pleasing our
comments have all been
everybody seems to have

from the standpatrons. The
wonderful and
thoroughly enjoyed

the performance.
"I wish you would extend my congratulations to Mr. Erich Von Stroheim on
this, his masterpiece, and be assured
that I am uaiting patiently for more pictures
93T
of this calibre."
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MARGARET
MANN
Ofc Mother Mine /z&Hearty Humanity
Supporting
ililill

mwm\i

CAE I.
LAEMMLiE
presents the
til
UNIVERSAL
tJEVEL
Pvoduciion de> Luxeditrecrec/ 6yjMleT\ Holubar

D°B°THY
PHILLIPS
In ihe Greatest Heart Picture
of the Generation
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HKRALD

Your

Poor
Inj Victor

Hat

!

I

Simj
Heerman

Get "em Lau^hin^, and you'll Get 'en in
—and Here's a^ThirluHncL of Lau^ri*'

Distributed

by

Select

I

I

National Produdiony^

preseni

h

KENTUCKY

00LONEL

Q.ead
Opie
/Sfurinrr Ly
JOSEPH
J. DOVLING'/he MiWACLb main of rne yxreen
%e MIRACLE MAN of the yxreen"

All

that

your

audiences

hope

for in a Southern

picture

You may offer this picture to your patrons with the utmost confidence. It
must please them, for aside from the fact that it is splendidly produced and
enacted, it has innumerable points of appeal. There are certain things that
they expect to find in a Southern drama; it's got them — plus!
Third — ACTION — A fierce-fought feud furnishes
First — ROMANCE — Charmingly is presented the
many a thrill and there is a rare display of horselove-tale of Phillip and Luzelle among surroundmanship on spirited mounts.
ings that delight the eye.
Fourth —ATMOSPHERE —So real, so true, that it
Second — CHIVALRY — Their hearts will warm to
will almost seem to transport them from their seats
the gallant old Colonel whose life is dedicated
to the service of another.
to the very heart of the blue-grass country.
It's "The greatest Southern Drama

Sver Screened
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The

tear is never far removed

builded about

from

HERALD
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the smile in the strong, simple drama wh h is

the lives of "folks you know".

Produced

with all the superb aastry

of Irving V. Willat — the man who gave the screen "Behind The Door" and " -1°*
The Surface" — "Down Home" will be acclaimed by your audiences as foremost aiong
the worth-while productions of this or any other season.
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BOOK,

@-A-\X/ILLAT,

'DABN€y TODD" jj/F N-W€§T@OTT,

lai in this picture like a choice bit of mosaic

PRoef.

is a revival scene which

will stir the

^iins of pity in every heart, and there is achieved the most moving of all spectacles —
te 1-caking of light in a human

soul too long shrouded
W.

in darkness.

H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . Sev fork Gty
Distributing through PAIHE Lcchange, fnrj^pcrated

ROBERT

BRUNTON PRESENTS

J.WARREN

R
WILLIAM
JOHNSTC
ISPE
fBYWH
Directed,
by
ERNEST
C.WARD

KERRIGAN
AND HIS OWN COMPANY

"Experienced det tive though I a ,

A popular star in a
powerful picture,
splendidly produced.

'The

House

accustomed to i raveling complicai i
plots, I must sy
that "The House i

of

Whispers" furnishes
Kerrigan with the
best vehicle he has
ever had.

Whispers"
baffled righthad
up oe

William P. Sheridan,
a world-famous detective, who was for

the very last few f i
of film. Itiswithnt

twenty-three years in
charge of the Bureau
of Identification of
the New York Police

picture of its kin 1

Department,

a doubt the great >t

have ever seen."
Your patrons v 11
agr
idan.with
Sheree

says :
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange. Inctrporaud
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y
tPickford

\L/ltl
mat Qflary
ftchjordyoillZ9fieatre
represents to the public - the beauty,
/M,"/
anS
artistry and wholesomeness of her work -is reflected in the
theafie that shows her pictures. Give your house somethinq of this wondrous popular appeal ifer two latest pictures carry it in full measure

"SUDS"
*Op G me Taunb* by Frederick Fenn and
Pidtard Pryce. Directed by Jack Dillon.
Screen AdapfetKon by VaJdeaar \6un$
Photographed by Charles Cosher.

POLLYANNA
Ttollgaima* Pubfebed by the ffyje too pan q,
And the four Ad" Gornedy by Catherine
Chishota CushiriCj. Screei Adaptation
by Ranees Marion. Photographed
by Charles Cosher.

Js ipu value the reputation
of your theatie, remember
always to apply this test
when you booh a picture.
Not how cheap but how good.

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

•

MARY PICKFORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN]
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • D^5/ GRIFFITH
HIRAM

AbRAMS,

PRESIDENT

EXHIBITORS
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THEATRE

THOUGHT:

The picture that is not worth a fair
rental price to the exhibitor cannot
be worth

a fair admission

price to

the public.

UGLA

and

YOUP

To make

Theatre

your business cjrov you must

brine] nev patrons to your theatre
constantly. Entertain them so veil that
that they vill come a^ainand ag^ain.
For business <5ettinS and
business holding] these
three latest Dou^laj*
Fairbanks picture/
are ideal.

THE
M©LLYC®DDUI
STORY BY HAROLD MAC GRATH • SCENARIO BY TOM GERAGHTY

THE

1H8

MARY

CLOUDS

MAJESTY,

DOU.

THE

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
PICK FORD
CKAR.LIE CHAPLIN
■ DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM
ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

D.W.GRIFFITH

EXHIBITORS
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A Griffith Picture means a
definite thincj to the public. It
represents at all times,tne height
of film art. The theatre shoving
a Griffith picture must therefore
be identified in the public mrnd
vith the best in pictures. Give your
theatre the presticje and profit of
these two Griffith productions-.

"TUE

LOVE

FLO

WE

P"

From The Colliers Veekly Story Tblack Beach" by Ralph Stock.

b&OKEN

&LOSSOMS

A Theatre Thought:
People shop for their amusements -and choose
their theatre, not by the admission char^ed^ut
by the picture beind shovn. And for this reason,
the vise exhibitor books on the basis of quality
rather than price.

o4

:1

qUARANTE

WILLIAM

FOX

Present

mum

lJgELL
the

WILL

£ARRE5T

attention

of

any

and

RUSSELL

of

the

AND
eveiy

HOLD
£aiv>

*

Lavo

^"ban^uj?"

drama
oFthe
Qreat
Northwest

Directed by SCOTT DUNLAP T
Story by E- LLOYD SHELDONcenario by DENISON CLIFT-
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HOXIE
m

1HUNDEIMI

JACK?
A

SERIAL

SENSATION
FOR

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

1
At tOU IUM CORPORATION
^^^VKfEvShallcTifccfpGr Pres.
New York
ALb EUT
OSIHEIMERf

a

new

merriment

marl<o

\

SHUFFLE
Ite
NEW

the

THE
8ih

and

CHRISTIE

QU

best

of

EENS
the

COMEDIES
WITH

EDDIE
VERA STEADMAN
EARL RODNEY

BARRY
CHARLOTTE MERRIAM
LYDIA YEAMANS TITUS

DHOTOPLAY Magazine declared that
"Kiss Me Caroline," the first of the
New Christies, was the best comedy of
the month.
We repeated this to you and asked you
to watch the rest of them — told you that
they would be better and better.
Every NEW Christie comedy is just a
little better than the one that went before— because they have behind them
the inspiration of exhibitor success, appreciation ofaudiences, praise of newspapers everywhere.
"Released by

Vcvoman

mil forget it

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGE S, INC
729 Seventh ~4ve . Jfew Torh.

J?nd no man

can
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Sherman
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its
PRODUCTION

ATTRACTION
Released

*

right

A

as

presents
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November

15

MAN&WOMAN

A

startling

story of

love , mystery, intrigue
and adventure
in the
South

Seas

A

big

drama
box
with

elemental

of

office
a

*

supreme
quality)

cast

tinguished

c)fifritten and
CHARLES

of dis
players

-

directed by
A- LOGUE

SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATI
LONGACRE

BUILDING
NEW

____

,

ON

- 1476 BROADWAY

YORK

-
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A

PERSONAL
$3

GUARANTEE

HARRY

ONCERNING
of Sherman

HERALD

A

my

• SHERMAN

announcement

Productions

urge the Independent

of the formation

Corporation,

Distributor

I cannot

too strongly to consider the

profit-making" possibilities, which the plan offers him/ have typo productions norP ready, and a third well on
the way

toward

completion,

which

1 will match

against the

best attractions on any program now in the field for hona
fide entertainment and box office value*
I

PERSONALLY-

EVERY

FRANCHISE

if any

covered

release

by the franchise

way unsatisfactory
upon

at any

his simple

as his share

I will

of the

take

y)orit
Then

during

the

relieve

today, Longacre

five

this standard

cost

are interested,

tion as to territory

HOLDER

it off his hands

production's

If you
wire me

time

is below

say- so, and

TO
IN

RDSiOiTi!
BAT
0
(e) Rfl

®

I
that

GUARANTEE

him

or in any

without

don't

Building,

Sherman

other

as far

*

delay!
Newark, for full informa-

and details of plan of operation

hesitate-investiqate

you'll say-

period

question,

of all obligations

is concerned

still open

year

,
is

•

•*

right

» *

>
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The

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

uLU'iniiim:;!'!' ;nr

Red
and

:

Circulation
1

"

!

Corpuscles

White

Circulation is subject to anaemia.
Put your advertising media to the blood test. Find out
just what part of the great exhibitor body you are
reaching.
Are you paying for Red Corpuscles
EXHIBITORS

FOR

HERALD

and getting White?

stands the test.

INSTANCE:
NO.

CINCINNATI:

54

follows as
receive:

the

to

3

exhibitors
trade

report

papers

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors Trade Review
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World

49
27
21
14

Wid's

10

*

has

as

they

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
ttade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.

"

A powerful and intensely human story of two
men and two women, in which love and passion
wage a desperate fight for the possession of
an imprisoned soul.

In acting, in direction, in photography and in
production, "Earthbound" stands out as the
most remarkable achievement since the birth
of the celluloid drama.

BASIL

KING

S

©HMD
Divecletl by
T.

HAYES

HUNTER
PRODUCED BY
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION

Newspapers,

trade

papcrs,pii

'"•■a for . S*"©!**

pi*

<tvc°

****
w*\P^ 'VfiO^ .atll

B

\

.

^^^^Bfl
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JOURNAL OF COMMERCB
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o

id

/V.y. fVi?. WOULD
AL/G-. /2 ./j?20

ISsB(S3d&ax!mfl

win

1

LtlCCK
crs,

d

exhibitors,

the

public

MQR.NING
AUG-. TELEGRAPH
. iQ20

you

The

New

York,

American

"Earthbound"

big

in

one

of

achievements

films,

Miracle

"Behind

Door"

the

with

soms" for its

with

story,

its

its

for

"The

dignified
with

its

dram-

Blos-

"Broken

heart

appeal,

"Humoresque"
atmosphere

the

year

the

spiritual,

the

of

atic tensity,

for

of

with

ranking

Man"

treatment

of

is

and

sa>

and

for
the

its

skill

players

—

Issue

of

August

12th
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^w^' ^^^^
HYP

Its menace,
stripped
A

^^^^^
^^^^^^
NOT

its mystery,

oFall

illusion

MONSTER
in this

The

FANARK

HERALD

OF

its

and
THE

startling'

^^^^
^^H^HHr*
v "V iI J.
■ It
,.

potential

shown

malignance

for just what

HUMAN
story

of today

it is -

WILL*

Corporation

presents

ross
NOW
READY
^Announcement of releasing arrangements
v)ill be made in an early
issue of this publication

H?uly

great

photoplay

story,
v)itk

a

message
*
Story and Scenario by
N* BREWSTER
MORSE
Directed

(orporation.
D.J.H.1E VETT, President
AO West ilnJ Street,
J
New York*

a

by GEORGE

EVERETT

A picture of supreme appeal
to every man, woman
and
child in America
*
Traduced

with an Jill ftar(ast

20
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CURTIS

announces

"THE

SKY
based on the popular
RALPH

PILOT'
novel by

CONNOR

(Major, the Rev. Chas. W. Gordon)
Now

nearing

completion,

KING

under

the direction

of

VIDOR

Scenario by Faith Green
Continuity
AN

by John McDermott

ALL-STAR
including

DAVID

CAST

BUTLER

(Courtesy D. N. Schwab Productions)
JOHN

BOWERS

COLLEEN

(Loaned by Goldwyn Studios)
KATHLEEN
KIRKHAM

MOORE

JAMES

(Loaned by Marshall Neilan)
DONALD
Mc DONALD

CORRIGAN

HARRY
TODD
And Others

Exploitation and Sales in charge of Ernest Shipman
Foreign Representative,
Director, Cast and

A

LOS

Staff now

FIRST

David

P. Howells

on location in the Canadian

NATIONAL

foothills of the Rockies

RELEASE

Cathrine
Curtis
Corporation
ANGELES
N. Y. Office, 6 West 48th Street

NEW

YORK

EXHIBITORS

)ctober 23, 1920

HERALD
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State

Right

Buyers

ATTENTION!!

Yankee

Photo

Corporation

hereby announces that B. Y. S. Films, Inc., through
Herbert H. Yudkin, General Manager, 130 West 46th Street,
who purchased the New York and Northern New Jersey rights
of the six reel feature

IN

"BABE"

RUTH

"HEADIN'
and have scored a phenomenal
arrangements whereby

B.
130

Y.

S.

West

46th

HOME"
success, have completed

FILMS,
Street,

New

Inc.
York

City

have taken over the
SOLE

SELLING

RIGHTS

for the entire world of above feature. Therefore all correspondence and inquiries for territorial rights, etc., will find
prompt attention by ADDRESSING
B. Y. S. FILMS, Inc.
Herbert H. Yudkin, General Manager
130 West

46th St., New

York

City

Respectfully,
YANKEE

PHOTO
1476

CORPORATION

Broadway,

New

York

City
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Theatre

For

Sale

Cheap

Read

why

opposite

on

page

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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HE

T

OWNER

of the

theatre

stood still while other owners

He

followed

for sale on

now

You
You

can give them better amusement —
can control the crowds —

You

can

them

The First National
exact purpose.

talk of how
Booking

page

progressed —

the old routine — and

make

the opposite

you

he is through —

present

Association

a picture —

is organized

for that

The moving-picture -goer of today demands
something more
than silent amusement. As a result photoplay theatres now employ symphony
orchestras. They have installed marvelous organs, but the public now demand
in addition proper and artistic presentation of pictures. Let us show you how
to do this.
We

book, produce and deliver specialties to suit the particular picture you are showing. Our service enables you to present your pictures in an artistic and bigger money-making way.

We

a large number of fine singThese people we can furnish you

have under exclusive contract
ers and violinists — artists of high calibre.
a different one every week —
OR

We can furnish headline vaudeville attractions — entire opera
companies — symphony orchestras — ballets. No picture theatre too small or
:oo large for our service.
We

now

have

ready

"HUMORESQUE"
"LET'S GO"
"RESTLESS SEX"
"TARZAN"
"SUDS"
"POLYANNA"
"SO LONG LETTY"
and other features

unique

specialties

for:

Don't forget, Mr. Exhibitor, the talent
we can furnish runs frorii high class
singers to such vaudeville headliners as
SOPHIE TUCKER VALESKA SURATT
EVA TANGUAY
EMMA CARUS
TED LEWIS
NAN HALPERIX
KITTY GORDON
ADELAIDE &
EVELYN XESBITT
HUGHES, Etc.

Write or wire today and one of our roadmen will call on you
3ersonally and explain our proposition to you thoroughly. He will show you
low to stand at the very head of motion picture exhibitors in your city. Write
ind give him an interview.

;'F. N. B

A

Suite A' 13th Floor- Masonic Temple. CHICAGO
ns
" mea
Better Presentation
Bigger Business

24
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EXHIBITORS
are

the

in the

most

HERALD

successful
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subscribers

exhibitors

world

BECAUSE

THEY

means

HAVE

A

of determining

the entertainment

DEFINITE

in advance

and

box office

values of every picture they exhibit

"WHAT
THE PICTURE
removes the danger
experimenting.
record

authentic

of actual performances,

compiled
have

An

DID FOR ME"
that lies in

by

made

contributors

who

or lost money

with

the pictures, it is the only infallible booking guide

You cannot afiord
To miss a single installment of
"WHAT

THE

PICTURE

DID

FOR

ME'
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Parts
and

Portrayed
the

Players

SALLY,

.

. Helen Jerome Eddy

JOEL

.

.

.

AUNT ABIGAIL
SOLON

David Butler

. Edith Chapman

HAMMERHEAD .
William V. Mong

OTIS TUCKER

.

. John Steppling

TIM VAIL

.

. Chas. Barton

TOMMY

HERALD

PERKINS

. Wesley Barry

BRUCE HAMMERHEAD
A. Housman
COLD MOLASSES

Produced

.

.

Herself

under the personal

supervision
MAURICE

of

TOURNEUR

FAIR

COUNTY
SELLING

/

GUY
Room

807, 1476

ON

A

STATE

RIGHT

BASIS

CROSSWELL

SMITH

Broadway
EXHIBITORS

FOR

BOOKING

NEW

YORK

IN

Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia: Columbia Film Service, 119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eastern Pennsylvania: Joseph Skirboll, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Northern New Jersey: First National of New Jersey, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
California, Arizona, Nevada: Sol. Lessor, Los Angeles, California
District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia: Fred Falkner, 117 West 46th St., New York
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota: Friedman Film Corp., Minneapolis.
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, North and South Carolina: Southern Syndicate, Atlanta. Ga.

ROBERTSON-

COLE

•r\ a
Prom

powerful
th<? play

drama

IRIS

rthur

Wing

Pjtf

October 23, 1920
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»

ft

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS!
IF YOUR TERRITORY IS
STILL OPEN, GRAB THIS
THUNDERBOLT

The Supreme Western Serial
cf 1920
JACK HOXIE
Supported JACK"
by MARIN SAIS
Produced by
BERWILLA FILM CORP.
Supervision of
BEN WILSON and JOE BRANDT
Distributed by
ARROW

FILM

CORPORATION
W. E. Shallenberger, Pres.
220 West 42nd Street, New York

0OTBBMEI1
AL5EET

28
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G. I. Wright, DunfieliVs Star Theatre, Colusa, Cat.
"The franchise is, in my estimation, the best thing for
the exhibitor, producer and star. The franchise means
success." THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
There'll be a Franchise

Take

Your

On

Patrons

everywhere

for a Joy Ride

the Toonerville

Trolley

They'll have the time of their lives —
and don't forget to ring up the fares.
They'll swell box office receipts.
Betzwood Film Company
presents a series of
2-Reel

Mrs. Snoop

Comedies

That contain genuine humor, human, everyday stuff that gets under the skin. The next is

The

Skipper

Narrow
A Fontaine

Escape
Fox Comedy

The characters of the famous cartoonist
brought to life in unique stories by real people— high class comedians.
Not

Animated

Cartoons

Story by Fontaine Fox
D;rected by Ira M. Lowry
Subtitles bv Katharine Hilliker

A First National
Officer of the Law, by Gum.

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

The Skipper

s

29
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C. D. Cooley, Strand Amusement
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Co., Tampa, Fla.

"I consider a First National Franchise a great asset
to my theatre. It assures me first class productions
at a fair price, and I know of no better insurance to
the independent
exhibitor." THAT'S ANOTHER
REASON
WHY
nherell

The

First

Wet
A

be a Franchise

National

everywhere

Weather

Bureau

Forecasts

Warmer"
and
Henry
Lehrman
Comedy
Presented by Henry Lehrman
Oh You Chicadee!
We'll Say It's Getting
Warmer !
So Will You When
See

This

Funny

You

Riotously

Comedy!

The Fourcast
AI Ray
Charlotte Dawn
Billie Ritchie
Charles Conklin
Directed by
Henry Lehrman

A First National
Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P.
Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh
Ave.,
New York
City

October 23, 1920
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EDITORIAL
EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
417 S DEARBORN STCHICAGO
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NEW YORK OFFICE
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ALB

With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

J - QU

I G LE

Representative Attendance Features Michigan
Exhibitor Meeting
Missouri and Michigan Are Facing a Censorship
Fight
Employes Present Selznick With a Token of
Affection
Sydney Cohen Defended by Exhibitors at California
Convention
Fox Will Erect Addition to Its Administration
Building
Dramatists Vote Against Joining Labor FederaAllan Dwan Takes Print of His Initial A. P.
Film East
Fred Levy and Associates Acquire Owensboro
Houses
Friend Leaving Paramount to Resume the Practice of Law
H. H. Wellenbrink Elected Associated Exhibitors'
President
REVIEWS

35
35
37
37
crimination 38
39
41
42
43
44
tion 45
46
47
48
49

"Pink
five parts, with 85
GladysTights,"
Walton Universal
and Jack D,Perrin
"An Old-Fashioned Boy," Paramount C-D, five
parts, with Charles Ray
85
"The
Big
Show,"
E-ducational
C,
two
parts,
with
Chester Players
85
"The Wonderful Chance," Selznick D, five parts,
with Eugene O'Brien
86
"The
Tiger's Cub,' Fox D, six parts, with Pearl 86
White
"A Tray Full of Trouble," Educational C, two
parts, with Chester Players
86
"Behold My Wife," Paramount D, five parts,
with all-star cast
87
"The Riddle: Woman," Associated Exhibitors D,
six parts, with Geraldine Farrar
87
"A twoHomespun
Hero."
Christie-Educational
C,
parts, with Bobby Vernon
87
"The
Goldwyn D, sever! parts.
with Branding
Barbara Iron,"
Castleton
"Once a Plumber," Universal C, five parts, with
Lyons and Moran
"You
Can Tell," Realart C, five parts,
withNever
Bebe Daniels
"The Phantom Foe," Pathe S, fifteen episodes.
with Warner Oland and Juanita Hansen
"The
Bubble," Vitagraph D. five parts,
withBroadway
Corinne Griffith

Prices

ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS
SPONDENCE CORRE~
SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICAGO
OFFICE
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 sosBnamKtr ■ tel. 66010

PUBLISHER

Y

NEWS OF THE WEEK
National League Activities Are Extended to
Southern Ohio
Lynch Organization Obtains Control of Macon,
Ga., Theatres
Amusement Taxes Show Increase of $25,000,000
in Year
Exhibitors Aid in Election of Georgia's Governor
Repeal Sunday Closing Law to Eliminate Dis-

Volume XI

HERALD

88
88
88
89
89

"Curtain,"
National D, five parts, with
Kathcrine First
MacDonald
"Torchy in High," Educational C, two parts,
with Johnny Hines
"Seven Bald Pates," Christie-Educational, two
parts, with Bobby Vernon
"In the Heart of a Fool," First National D,
seven parts, Allan Dwan production
"Honest Hutch," Goldwyn C-D, five parts, with
Will Rogers

90
90
90
91
91

DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
51 to 63
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
92
What the Picture Did for Me
93 to 97
With the Procession in Los Angeles
99
Topics of the Day
100
Chicago Trade Events
107. 108
Guide to Current Pictures
109 to 114
ADVERTISERS
Arrow Film Corporation
14, 27
Associated Producers
1
Bass Camera Company
108
Mrs. A. K. Bcndix
m
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
92. 112
C elebrated Players Film Corporation .... 102 to 105
Cathrine Curtis Corporation
20
J. B. Dibelka Company
108
Eastman Kodak Company
113
Educational Films Corporation
15
Exhibitors Supply Company
114
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Insert
Fanark Corporation
19
First National Booking Association 22, 23
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.. 28, 29, 31, 32
Fox Film Corporation
12, 13
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Insert
Greater Stars Productions, Inc
106
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
5 to 8
Minusa Cine Screen Company
113
Monsoon Cooling System
113
Pathe Exchange, Inc
116
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
26
Ritchey Lithographing Corporation
34
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation .... Insert
S. E. Schaffer
108
Selznick Enterprises
4
Sherman Productions Corporation 16, 17
Guy Crosswell Smith
25
Showmore Film Company
115
Typhoon Fan Company
108
LTnited Artists Distributing Corporation. .. .9 to 11
Universal Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
Vitagraph, Inc
Insert and 68, 70, 72.74
76. 78. 79. 80, 81, 90. 94, 95. 96, 97, 98, 99. 100. 108
A. F. Williams
108
Yankee Photo Corporation
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J. A. Dundas, Mgr., The Strand,
mux Falls, So. Dakota.
'I feel more and more satisfied and pleased with the
act than I am a First National Franchise holder, and am
onvinced that toe have the only selling plan, that is fair
o all." AND THAT'S A REASON WHY
HhereVI

be a Franchise

everywfw^

Coming !f
Louis B. Mayer
Presents
The charming and popular
screen artist

Anita

Stewart
in her next attraction

"Sowing
the Wind"
From the play by Sidney Grundy
Directed by John M. Stahl

The thrilling story of a beautiful and
educated girl, who is cast out by
society, when it is learned that her
mother is a notorious character.
On the stage she wins fame and fortune —
and love. But her fiance's father is the
man who degraded her mother and fights
desperately against the marriage. Can you
imagine how your patrons will thrill to the
outcome of such a situation ?
A First National
Attraction

32

*

M. Luckel, Bijou Amusement
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Co., Mobile, Ala.

"We take great pleasure in saying tha' we have used
First National attractions from its infancy, which have
both pleased our patrons and made us money. Believing that you will continue to release only first-class attractions isthe reason we purchased a franchise.,, AND
THAT'S A BIG REASON WHY
Hherell

be a Franchise

everywhere

-9

'/V

Read
the Newspapers
say of thethat
Play Wafts You
"A what
Fairy
Carpet
That Captivated Crowds at the New York Strand.
PHOTOPLAY IS EXCELLENT
The actors
—a storm.
New York
Times. are well suited."
"You smell the pines and feel the
great silences when you see 'Nomads
POWERFUL THROUGHOUT
of
the North,'
the feature
at the
Strand.
The photoplay
is excellent,
"Wonderful a photography,
featurforestof fire
the
and the scenes rise to real beauty.
terroring specially
striken flight
wildandbeasts
The acting is uniformly good. A
dog and a bear are extremely funny.
it
traps,Nothing
marks so'Nomads
the
North.
genuinelyof gripThere are many breathless crises,
ping has been seen on the screen
hut the most thrilling is the escape
for a long time. The play is powerthrough a burning forest. If you
want to escape from a too prosy
fulningthroughout."
— New York EveWorld.
metropolitan existence try this pic
ture as a fairy carpet to take you
THRILLINGLY REPRESENTED
the wild Northwest."
The picture contains, very thrill—forN an
ew hour
York toNews.
ingly represented, man's struggle for
ANIMALS ALMOST HUMAN
life and a forest fire.*' — New York
Herald.
" 'Nomads
of melodrama
the North' isandan the
absorbing screen
FULL OF ACTION
animals almost human. The work
" 'Nomads of the North' is full of
of the four principal characters is
action, in a background of excellent
splendid. The work of a bear cub
and picturesque photography. The
and a puppy, and the photography,
cast
especially in the forest fire scenes,
York contains
American.clever players." — New
are
commendable." — The New York
WONDERFUL FOREST FIRE
Tribune.
"A goodly
stretch
of timber
was
SCENES ARE STRIKING
sacrificed
in the
making
of a forest
fire
in
'Nomads
of
the
North'
and
"The
scenes
in
this
picture
are
the camera man must have breathed
strikingly well made and there are
smoke and scorched his hands to
stirring pictures of a forest fire and
James Oliver Curwood presents

"Nomads
James

From the Novel by
of the

Oliver

News
to-New
theYork
Wilds'
photogTaph some of the scenes. Tht
silver sheet itself fairly crackles.
New impersonations
York Mail. are faultless.'' —
The
FINE ANIMAL ACTING
"A puppy and a cub bear play an
important
part inacting
'Nomads
the
North.' Their
was ofhighly
amusing. There is a thrilling representation of a man's fight lor life
and a forest fire." — New York Telegram.SCENES ARE NOTABLE
"The most notable scenes are a
thrillingly represented forest fire
and a ful.storm.
scenerydo isexcellent
beautiA dog andThea bear
work." — New York Morning TeleREALISTIC FOREST FIRE
graph.
" 'Nomads of the North' furnishes
an attraction of unusual merit. It
is a splendid story of primitive life
in the Northwest. The picture is
generously
supplied
with theThere
nativeis
beauty of that
country.
an unusually realistic forest fire
which brings the story to a powerful climax.' — New York Sun.

North"

Curwood

His Own His
Story
Own Continuity
Own— His
Production
Directed by David M. Hartford
Ernest Shipman, Sales and Exploitation Manager
A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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Everything

CONSIDERABLE apprehension is frequently
expressed on the part of both exhibitor and
producer on the subject of booking companies :
:here seems to be an impression in many quarters that sooner or later one or more booking
:ompanies of national scope will spring into
existence and promptly become the dominant
:actor of the industry, ruling majestically over
he destinies of both exhibitor and producer.
We do not agree with this viewpoint.
On the contrary, we believe that the future
A the industry holds no place for booking com)anies.
In making this declaration we
mindful of the many capable and
efforts that have been made and of
doubtless will be made to effect

are not undetermined
others that
a national

looking company. But we believe that despite
vhatever effort may be put behind such a
)roposition it is impossible of successful mainenance for many reasons.
Chief among the many reasons that stand
igainst the creation and the successful carryng on of a national booking company is the
act that such a proposition would place in the
lands of a few a vastly greater power and inluence than should be vested in any small
'roup.
$ 4» $
A SSUMING

for a moment

that such a book-

ing company would be headed by a comnittee of the wisest, the most conscientious
.nd the most energetic men in the entire infustry, we still maintain that there would be
n excellent chance of it eventuating into a
eactionary agency of injustice and oppression.
There is nothing that would more speedily
nd effectually shut the door of this industry
|o the necessary progress, advancement and
nterprise than a strong national booking com»any to whose will the producer would be
ompelled to bow in what he makes and to

Against

It

whose will the exhibitor would be compelled
to bow in what he displays upon his screen.
Theoretically, a booking company offers
an alluring prospect. Unquestionably, the
greater part of the present costs of selling and
distributing would be substantially curtailed.
Many of the unreasonable expenses that the
business is put to at the present time in the
way of exorbitant salaries and other ills that
the industry has had thrust upon it would be
cut off. But these apparent savings would be
accomplished at a too great cost in other ways
that strike to the very root of the permanency
of the industry — as a business and as an amusement.
A booking company in tending toward
standardizing returns to producers would be
slowly but surely limiting the monetary incentive for making better and greater pictures.
The necessary production advance can only be
maintained under a free and open competition
with commensurate returns to producers of
great successes.
T^HE function of the exhibitor under a booking scheme is little more than that of a
figure head. His former mastery over his
screen would pass out of his hands and into
the hands of a group at some distant point
whose knowledge of local conditions would
necessarily be very limited and who would look
upon any particular theatre as merely a cog in
a great machine.
A volume of objections could be registered
against the proposition of a national booking
company.
More pertinent, however, are the reasons
why a national booking company cannot be
maintained successfully which may be summarized as follows :
Xo producer of vision is willing to submit
his product to the arbitrary decisions of a
booking company.
Xo exhibitor of vision is willing to forego
his independence for the dubious honor of becoming a mere cog in a great machine.
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Bkrt Adler, general representative of
Allan Dwan Productions, was a Chicago
visitor Oct. 24. He is expecting Mr. Dwan
from Los Angeles this week.
» » *
Dorothy V. Cleveland, recently added
to the publicity department of the W. W.
Hodkinson corporation, has been placed in
charge of all fan publicity.
* * *
R. C. Fox of New York city has succeeded R. G. Carter as St. Louis manager
of Selznick Enterprises. Fox recently returned from Kngland where he was in the
employ of William Fox.
* * *
Joseph Klein, general manager for the
D. N. Schwab Productions, is on an extended trip of the middle western territory.
Joseph L. Friedman, president of the
Celebrated Players Film Corporation of
Chicago, left Chicago, October 10, to attend a meeting of the executives of Fedcrated Exchanges in New York.
Nils Bouveng, the largest producer and
distributor of motion pictures in Sweden,
is in United
States studying American production methods.
Lloyd D. Willis, franchise manager of
National Picture Theatres, has resigned to
accept the position of secretary and
treasurer of the Sealed-Air Laboratories,
Inc., of New York, manufacturers of a
process to preserve automobile tires.
* * *
Frank A. Grady, well known New England exchange man, has been appointed
sales manager in the educational and industrial departments of the Artola Productions, Inc.
* * *
P. B. Dana, special representative of the
Arrow Film Company, who was originally
scheduled to visit St. Louis, Kansas City
and Chicago, has increased his itinerary to
include Dallas, Tex.
* * *
Maurice Tournier is suffering from a
severe attack of pleurisy and ptomaine
poisoning. His condition is reported as
serious but not critical.

Lewis J. Selznick paid a brief visit to
the
Chicago
Select exchange
", andIt
stopped
at Pittsburgh
on the October
return trip.
is the first of a series of trips he will make
to Selznick offices.
Harry Ginsberg, special representative of
Educational Films Corporation, has arrived in Los Angeles to confer with Irving
M. Lesser, local manager of the company
and to visit the studios where the Educational productions are made.
Randall M. W'hite has been placed in
charge of the advertising and publicity departments of Selznick Enterprises, Inc.,
which have been consolidated.
H. R. Huff, general manager of the
Robertson-Cole studios, has appointed J. R.
Crone production manager of the new million dollar Robertson-Cole studios in Los
Angeles erection of which is now nearing
completion.
* * »
J. Joseph Sameth, president of the Forward Film Distributors, Inc., has gone to
Los Angeles to complete the details of the
distribution of the new product of the Lone
Star Picture Corporation.
* • *
Frederick Shipman, brother of Ernest
Shipman, sailed for Europe on important
business Oct. 7. He took with him several
prints of First National attractions. He
controls a chain of theatres in India and
has other interests in the Far East.
* * *
Adolph Zukor was host at a beefsteak
dinner tendered the various departments of
Famous Players in honor of the success of
the third Paramount week.
* * *
S. Jay Kaufman, the dramatic critic, has
been made
editor of (he combined publicaWorld. tions Dramatic Mirror and Theatrical
* * *
J. G. Backman, treasurer of Katherine
MacDonald
in NewYork
and willPictures,
remain has
therearrived
permanently.
* # *
Elmer J. McGovern spent three days in
Chicago, Oct. 6-8, after closing the sale of
the rights
this
territory.to "The Woman Untamed" in

By J. R. M.

□

And now A. S. Black is conducting a
front porch campaign.
*
He wants all the trade papers to send
someone
to
say. to Boston to hear what he has
Most of the Eastern magazines are too
busy changing their style to bother with
Black. They're trying to make black ink
and
black type look, different on white
paper.
Chicago
had more underHad Ita seems
lot of 'em
—
handed pitchers on its Sox team than
the baseball writers knew about.
*
The
price
of
chairs
won't
down thr
for other
some
time, the chair manufacturers come
announced
day, so I suppose we'll all
have
to
stand
for
it
*
They'll
Thicker inBytheand
The Bereduction
priceBy—of Fords
has get
got across
us thinking.
It's hard enough
to
the *streets
• now.
• j
A PHOTO OF OUR NEW YORK
M A N A G E R , JUST RECEIVED,
SHOWS THAT OLD H. C. L.
BELT.
HASN'T HIT HIM BELOW THE
«
Honor Among Space Thieves —
We got a fishy story from Pete
Smith last week about five press agents
putting over the visit of Governor Cox
to the Hollywood studios and each
agreed not to steal the party for his
individual star. "It's the first time in
the history of press agentry," says
Pete, "that five publicity men got together and everyone lived up to his
promise, which proves there can be
ethics
among
press theagents."
Proves even
nothing.
It shows
other
four kept their peepers wide open for
any false move. *
Try Dubb
This
we had
hearing

One—
has been gone for a week and
almost given up hope of ever
from him again when a communication blew in stating that the intrepidwhale
exploiter
other
of had
an just
idea.putHeoverhasan-a
troupe of trained sand flees which he
states will, if liberated in any theatre,
knock 'em out of their seats.
'Way from me, 'way from me
Flee with thy bite.
Back to the sandy dunes
Just for tonight.

EVERY person, upon arriving at a motion picture theatre, is bound to
do one of two things: — either go by or go in.
When RITCHEY posters are on display they are far more likely to go
in than would otherwise be the case!
RITCHEY LITHOGRAPHING
406 West 31st Street, New York

CORPORATION
Phone: Chelsea
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Lynch Extending
Theatre Holdings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Oct. 12.— The Lynch
rganization is extending its holdings in
he South. On Friday, October 8th, Maon, Georgia, passed in the hands of the
.yn'ch
5y
the Enterprises,
purchase of theatrically
the Princess,speaking.
Palace
lid old Macon theatres, the Lynch peo.le
have tiedfour
up picture
the town.
Macon's
>layhouses,
theatres
and five
the
"irand,
are
now
under
one
management.
The purchase was made through the
apital Theater Company, of which
Troupe Howard, formerly of Macon and
iow of Atlanta, is president: and the
lapital Theater Company is controlled
Lynch organization, which has
iy
or the
some time owned the Capital and
■rand theatres.
Harvey B. Day Made
General Manager of
Allied Attractions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Harvey B.
Day today assumed the general manager•hip of the Allied Independent Attracions. recently formed with offices in the
3rokaw building, succeeding Ralph Proctor, who today joined the Stoll Film
Torporation of America.
Day was formerly Pittsburgh ex'hange manager for Kleine, Fox and
>elect, as well as eastern district manager for Fox and personal representative
or Stanley Mastbaum. He later conlucted the Day Film Corporation, his
>wn exchange.
Allied Independent Attractions is representing independent producers and will
lo some producing on. its own account.
Harry Leonhardt is president of the
:ompany and E. O. Chaney secretary.
Roebuck

Attending

Engineers' Meeting
A. C. Roebuck, president of the Enerprise Optical company, is in Dayton.
Dhio, attending the convention of the
•notion picture tngineers in that city.
He left Chicago last week.
0. F. Spahr, manager of the company,
s visiting Omaha and the Twin Cities
:his week looking after Motiograph
lealers. Encouraging sales reports are
oming in from Ira Jackson, who i^
-couting the oil fields of Texas.
De Haven Says Chaplin
Is Not to Return West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 12.— Carter
Je Haven has emphatically denied a
eport that Charles Chaplin will return
o Los Angeles, stating that he has
eased all and not a part of the Chaplin
-tudio. Sydney Chaplin states that his
irother will sail for England within ten
lavs.
To Hold Mid-Winter
Session in December
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LEXINGTON, N. C, Oct. 12 —The midVinter convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of North Carolina will be
leld at the Selwyn hotel in Charlotte on
;)ecember 14, 15 and 16, according to H. R.
"arner, secretary.

National

League

Extended
200
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Ohio

Theatres Are Represented by Exhibitors Who
Subscribe $2,500 Toward M. P. T. 0. A.
And the State Treasuries
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CINCINNATI, O., Oct. 12.— Two hundred exhibitors from Southern
Ohio, aroused to the imperative need of organization through a comprehensive publicity campaign inaugurated several weeks ago, attended the
convention here on October 7 and 8, and formed the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio.
The convention was rife with enthusiasm from the first session and
when the theatre men were called upon to "insure your business" they
subscribed $2,500, with an additional $400 pledged. This money was
exclusive of registration fees and will far exceed the quota to the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, with which the new organization is
affiliated.
Berman and Bullock Aid Movement
Samuel 1. Berman. personal representative of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A., and Sam Bullock of Cleveland, participated in
all of the activities of the convention, both men directing their efforts
toward aiding the exhibitors of this territory in the formation of an
organization that would be strong from its foundation up.
cellable contract. This pledge was
Officer.-, elected for the coming year
were :
taken in the adoption of the following
resolution :
President — James A. Maddux, Southern
theatre, Columbus.
"Be it resolved that the M. P. T. O.
. First Vice-President — I. W. MncMahan,
of Southern Ohio, in convention here
Gifts, Cincinnati.
assembled, that we heartily endorse the
" SecondDayton.
Vice-President — Paul Banker,
attitude taken by the M. P. T. O. A. as
Mirror,
Third Vice-President — C. A. Smith,
regards the deposit system, the film
Grand, Chillicothe.
rental tax, and be it further resolved
Treasurer— Fred Tymes, Columbia.
Portsmouth.
that we endorse their proposed intenTymes to act until meeting;
tions to investigate so-called franchise
of Secretary
executive— board.
propositions, and be it finally resolved
Sergeant-at-Arms — W. Garvis, Cincinnati.
that we herewith pledge ourselves not
Sergeant-at-Arms — Mck McMahan.
to enter into any non-cancellable confronton.
tract ofFavor
any nature."
After organization had been effected
Uniform Contract
the exhibitors took up for consideration
The
Southern
Ohio league went on
questions which are of vital interest to
record as favoring an equitable and unithe exhibitorial field of the industry.
form contract with all producers and
These issues were discussed thoroughly
distributors, recommending that a confrom the floor, the discussion forming
tract be drafted and submitted to the
a basis upon which the officials will latter interests.
work during the year.
Debates Are Heated
convention
opened
10 o'clock
in The
the morning
at the
Hotel atGibson.
No
Especially heated were the debates on
business was transacted until the afternoon session, when the permanent
percentage, the deposit system, the muchairman of the convention was elected
sic tax, advance payments and the producer-exhibitor. Opposition to all of and the committees named.
registered in strong resoluwasadopted.
The feature entertainment was the
these tions
banquet
on Friday night, which was atAs a means of adjusting all differences
tended by more than 190 persons. Fred
between the exchanges and the exhibitS. Meyer,mittee,chairman
of the Speeches
publicity comwas toastmaster.
were
will appoint a grievthe president
orsance
committee of five to act in all such
made
by
Maddox,
Berman
and I. W.
will
this
that
believed
MacMahan. who had acted as temporary
matters. It is
eliminate some of the difficulty which
chairman.
T. D.theatre.
Grauman.
Grauman's
when
e
heretofor
Million Dollar
Los ofAngeles,
also
has been encountered
differences arose between the theatre
was
present.
men and the exchanges.
Present Vaudeville Acts
Exhibitors Take Pledge
Twelve vaudeville acts, appearing
through the courtesy of theatres and
A pledge was taken by the exhibitors
non-can
booking
agencies,
entertained
the ex-A
any
into
enter
to
not
present
hibitors throughout
the dinner.
^pmM.iimiiiimn^linflininiimmBnBlBlMnllilMIHnilUHIlUniHIl^
beautiful lamp, to be awarded the most
popular exhibitor, was won by Meyer
J. Hebner, of Cincinnati, in a tie
I
Trie Blood Test I and
vote. Merer relinquished his claim
when it was discovered that Hebner
recently.
I What does it mean to the ad- | was married
Attendance is Large
| vertiser? There is information |
There were many exhibitors from
| of value to you in this issue. |
nearhv states, as well as those from
it.
ook
| Don't overl
Ohio present. The list of those regisSEE PAGE 18
tering is as follows:
M. J. Kain. Paramount. Bat-via; Jno. H.
fMmmm mmumim m^mmm mmmmmm^

3f>
Broomhal and Jno. A. Schwann. Jewel & Grand,
Hamilton;
('has.Liberty,
Harlow,Cincinnati;
Casino, Cincinnati;
\V.
Hill, New
Geo. Richtcr,G.
Wayne, Dayton; C. A. Smith, Sherman & Star,
Chillicothe;cin ati; E.J.R. B.Custer,
Bruner,Marlow,
Lyceum Ironton;
& Lincoln,G. Cin\V.
Oxrider, Peoples, Dayton; Gus G. Kinzeler, Wyoming,
Dayton;
Root.
J.
Hirsch.
Old
Glory,
Dayton; Jno. Lackman, Washington, Cincinnati; M.
Gaudin, Royal, Vevay, Ind; Jno. G. Gregory »
Liberty, Springfield; Ralph Ketzer, Colonial,
Springfield;
Nate Erber,
AshersCincinnati;
Auditorium,H. Dayton; A. Nidcnthal.
Evanston,
W.
Shoutt, Mall, Sidney; E. I. Breen, Virginia,
Wellston;
J. Huebner,
TwinGeo.City.L. Cheviot;
W.
Huss, J.Ohio,
Cincinnati;
Uw. East-F. "
land Exhibit, Portsmouth; Geo. Pekras, Dreammouth. land, Columbus; Fred N. Tyne, Columbia. PortsFrancis McDonald. Lyric, Portsmouth; R. L.
Wood, Eastland Exhibit, Portsmouth; C. D. Howland, Forest, Portsmouth; R. W. Wheeler, Victor, Sharonville; C. M. Taylor, Garden, Columbus; Dr. Geo. C. Kolb, Imperial, Cincinnati; I.
W. McMahon, Gifts, Cincinnati; A. J. Holt,
Pendrola, Cincinnati; Otto Ludeking, Royal, Cincin ati: A. F. Kinzeler. Elite Dayton; Sam Bullock, Boulevard, Cleveland; Godfrey Kotzin, Lyric,
Covington. Ky.; J. A. Ackcrman, Glenway, Cincinnati; Jno. J. Huss, The Avenue, Cincinnati;
H. M. Stanley, Southside. Ironton; I. Libson.
Family, Cincinnati; A. G. Hettesheimer, Orpheum.
Cincinnati; Fred S. Meyer, Palace, Hamilton;
Henry Levy, Nordland Plaza, Cincinnati; Harry
W. Kress,
May's Operat
Hill,
Grand,
Lebanon;
C. W. House.
Oberle, Piqua;
Opera G.House,
Logan; J. A. Maddox, Southern. Columbus; C.
F. Pfister, Jewel, Troy; P. L. Smith, Avenel.
Itellevue, Ky. ; G. W. Brown, Hippodrome, Wil
liamson, W. Va.
Dr. H. Q. Alexander, Edgemont, Dayton; Bert
Feale, Alhambra, Dayton; E. H. Wysong, Gayety.
College Corner; G. C. Jones, Victor. Cincinnati;
Harry J. Bley, Valley. Cincinnati; Paul Banker.
Mirror, Dayton; H. O. Pratt. Main, Columbus;
B. C. Short, Peebles, Peebles; E. Linen. Mars,
Cincinnati; Fred. W. Postle, Victor, Columbus;
C. B. Davis, Norwood, Norwood; A. F. Hermann.
Gayety. F.rlanger. Ky.; A. M. Schaefer. Grand.
Dayton: W. Gervers. Aragon. Cincinnati; E. C.
Paul. Regent, Springfield; Chas. Houser. Miami,
Franklin; Weaver Bros., Plaza, Miami-burg; L.
H. Fisher, Boulevard. Cincinnati; Nick McMahon,
Grand, Ironton; Geo. F. Horning. America*,
Cincinnati; H. L. Binder, and Lawrence Binder,
Xenia, Xenia; A. Lihson, Bijou & Star, CincinW. Baughmau.
Alberts. nati;Mystic,
Utica. Grand, ("irclcville ; Sam
One of the songs sung at the banquet
to the tune of "There's a Typical Tippcrary Over Here" follows:
You can find some pleasure everywhere
If you'll only look around.
Hither ball (/antes, races or bull fights,
Wherever man is found,
There's
golf and
tennis
and croquet
Ind bowling
on the
green;
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Randolph Lewis Will
Confer With Kipling
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Randolph
Lewis, publicity director for Pathe Exchange, Inc., and the author of "Forbidden Valley" and other screen stories,
sailed last Thursday on the Imperator
for England, where he will advise with
Rudyard Kipling in the technique of
transferring the latter's works to the
screen. Mr. Lewis will remain abroad
for about three months.
The Kipling stories will be produced
for Pathe by Robert Brunton. Work on
the first will begin the latter part of
November. It has not yet been decided
which story shall be picturized first.
Carl Senning Given
Important Position
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Carl Senning
has been appointed general European
representative for First National and in
company with Mrs. Senning sails on the
Adriatic on the 20th. He will make his
headquarters in London.
Mr. Senning has been connected with
the sales end of the film business for
years. Among other affiliations he wa
special representative and exchang
manager for Fox. For more than a yea
he was managing the First National ex
change at Richmond, Va.
Expect

Williams on
Coast in December
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 12.— J. D. Williams. First National general manager,
is expected to arrive in Los Angeles
around the holiday season for a conference with Sol Lesser, West Coast
executive of the circuit.

There's
also alleys
where they bowl
As
you liave
often seen;
B. A. Rolf e Sails
Then there's dramas, and there's musical
plays
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
In tlur theatres of our land.
NEW YORK. Oct, 12— B. A. Rolfe
And they're all very good, you see;
sailed Saturday for England, where he
Rut when you want the best, you know,
will produce B. A. Rolfe productions.
You must go to the movie show,
Floyd Buckley, .who is associated with
For ut arc for the Motion Picture.
Mr. Rolfe, is scheduled to join him later,
-ailing on December 7.
Committees Speed Work
Much of the success of the effort to
speed up the convention was due to Realart Chief Goes
the work of committees. Those serving
East to Conference
were as follows:
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CREDENTIALS :— Fred S. Meyer. Hamilton.
Chairman, H. W. Kress. Piqua, Dr. H. Q. AlexLOS ANGELES. Oct. 12.— J. B. Burander. Dayton. A. G. Hettesheimer, Cincinnati.
rows, head of the traffic department of
Dr. G. Kolb, Cincinnati.
the
Realart studios, has gone East to
GRIEVANCE:— A. G. Hettesheimer. Cincinnati.
Chairman,
confer with officials regarding transporHamilton. Nick McMahon. Ironton, F. S. Meyrr.
tation and shipping problems.
ORGANIZATION
:
—
E.
C.
Paul.
Springfield.
Chairman. A. Kinzeller. Dayton. I. W. Mac
Mahan,A. Cincinnati,
R. Weaver, Miamisburg. O.,
John
Schwalm, Hamilton.
Floyd Goes to Kinema
FINANCE: — John H. Huss, Cincinnati. Chair(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
cinnati.man, I. Libson, Cincinnati, Otto Ludeking. CinLOS
ANGELES, Oct. 12.— Elmer
LEGISLATIVE: — Harry W. Kress. Piqua. Floyd, formerly
with the Marigold
Chairman, Dr. Kolb, Cincinnati, A. Kinzeller,
Gardens, is now production manager
Dayton,
Fred
W.
Postl.
Columbus,
Paul
Banker,
Dayton.
of the Kinema theatre.
BY-LAWS
CONSTITUTION*
:— Dr. Troy,
Alexander, Dayton.& Chairman.
C. F. Pfister.
Paul Banker, Dayton, Henry Levy, Cincinnati,
Berst Not Connected
Sam Bnt'o-k. Cleveland.
RESOLUTIONS:—
Fred S. Meyer,
Hamilton.
With Reelcraft P. C.
Chairman,
A. G. Hettesheimer.
Cincinnati.
Fred
N.
R. C. Cropper, president of Reelcraft
B. C.Tynes
Short,Portsmouth,
Peebles. C. A. Smith, Chillicothe,
NOMINATION:— Dr. Kolb. Cincinnati. Chair- Pictures Corporation, has issued a denial
man. H. W. Kress. Piqua, Fred S. Meyer, of a report that Jacques Berst, formerly
Hamilton, A. Hettesheimer. Cincinnati, I. Lib- of
Pathe and United Pictures Theatres,
son, Cincinnati, H. Binder, Xenia, Dr. Alexander, is connected
with Reelcraft.
Dayton.

Ziegfeld

Cinema

Company
Formed
For Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) •
MAY YORK, Oct. 12.— Ziegfeld
Cinema Corporation has been organized
with an authorized capitalization
*::.0(m.0<m. The concern is incorporatedof
in Delaware. W. K. Ziegfeld, brother of
Florenz. the impresario, is president of
the new company; Charles L. Lanigan.
treasurer: rS. E. Bailey, secretary, and
Harold Home, assistant to the president.
Five units will be working soon, according to present plans, with the first
under the direction of Emile Chautard
already producing at the Peerless studio
at Fort Lee. "The Black Panther's
Cub," from an original story by Ethel
Unilobar, is being adapted with Florence
Reed a- the featured player. She is supported by Norman Trevor, Earle Foxe.
Henry Stephenson, William Roselle.
Virginia Hammond and Mile. Dazie.
The company is negotiating for other
Mar-, directors and stories. No publication arrangements have been made thus
tar. Offices of the concern are in Delmonicos at 44th street and Fifth avenue.
\V. W. Clarke of the Strand theatre.
Boston, is listed on the board of direc-

Douglas Bergh, Kleine
Representative, Dies
After a Long Illness
Douglas Bergh, who has been associated with George Kleine, pioneer producer, since 1913. died Thursday morning. Oct. 7. in Chicago after an illness
of several months. Mr. Bergh underwent an operation in May of this year.
;'rom which he never fully recovered.
Mr. Rergh,
who was was
Mr. Kleine's
personal representative,
well known
among film men. At the time Mr. Kleine
bad his exchanges
the country. Mr.
o over touch
Ilergh was (inDintimate
with all the
exchange managers. Private funeral
daservices
v. C)ct. were
9. held in Chicago on Satur-

AlfredS. Black Will'
Reply
M. P. Herald)
T.O.A.
(Special to
to Exhibitors
BOSTON, MASS., Oct 12— Alfred S.
Black ha- invited representatives of the
motion picture trade papers to meet with
him at his offices at 2 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon, at which time he states he
will reply to the charges recently made
to the Committee of Nine of the M. P.
T. O. A. attacking Black's methods in
New England. He says that signed affidavits will form an important part of
his statement.
Employes Will Share
In Production Saving
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 12.— R. H. Coch
rane. vice president of Univercal, haagreed to give employes at the Universal
Fort Lee factory 50 per cent of all savings in production, they effect under the
Industrial Democracy system of cointo effect. operative plant management just going

October 23, 1920
Exchange Managers
of Chicago Organize
3 loch of Paramount Xamed
President — Aschmann of
Pathe. Secretary
At an unheralded meeting during the
seek of October 3, managers of Chicago
ilm exchanges organized the Chicago
£xchange
Although Managers'
permanentAssociation.
organization has
tot yet
been
effected,
the
following others were elected:
President — P. A. Bloch, Paramount.
Vice-President — Clyde Eckhardt, Fox.
Secretary-Treasurer — W. A. Asch■nann, Pathe.
To Make Further Report
Announcement concerning the purpose of organization is being withheld
intil after a forthcoming meeting of the
lew body.
It had been reported from various
-ources that the C. E. M. A. would reilace the old F. I. L. M. club, but this
.vas denied bv President Bloch. who
aid:
Several Exchanges Join
"There
certainmanagers
conditionshaveexisting
.shich
the are
exchange
been
ronfronted with. After more definite
-teps in organization are taken it will be
jossible to give further details as to our
ilans."
It is understood that the following exhanges were represented at the recent
meeting: Goldwyn, Yitagraph, Pathe.
Famous Players-Lasky, Unity, Robertson-Cole, United Artists. Doll Van.
Metro, Reelcraft, Fox and Celebrated Players.
Scenario Writers on
West Coast Organize
Cooperative League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 12.— The Photojlaywrights'
of the
America
has
>een formed League
here with
following
fricers:
President— Wycliffe Hill.
Executive Secretary — E. F. Ryland.
Vice-President — J. Morgan Marmaluke.
Mr. Marmaduke also will act as chief
■ ounsel for the organization.
It is described as a protective cooperaive national association of scenario
vriters incorporated in the state of Caliornia.

'New

Orleans" Wins
Reisenfela" s Award
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 12.— The S500 prize
ffered by Hugo Reisenfeld. managing
Erector of the Rialto. Rivoli and Crierion theatres, for the composition of
he best American overture, was awarded
o Mortimer Wilson, of New York. Out
f eighty-five manuscripts submitted
hree were selected to be rendered beore the judges at the Rialto theatre last
'riday.
"NewwasOrleans,"
Mr. adjudged
VYilson's
omposition.
unanimously
he prize winner.
Vidor Opens N. Y. Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— King Vidor
as opened offices in the Capitol Theare building here with Edmund C.
■rainger as his New York representa've.
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Amusement

Taxes

Increase

of

Show

$25,000,000

Receipts From This Branch Now Register Sixth in
Importance Among the Individual Sources
of Revenue Under the Law
{ From Washington Bureau. Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON. D. C. October 12.— Admissions to motion picture
theatres and other places of amusement totaled $76,733,647.82 during the
fiscal year ended June 30, last, according to the annual report of the commissioner of internal revenue, which has just been made public. This
was an increase of $25,814,039.40 over the collections of the fiscal year
1919. which totaled S50.919,608.42.
Receipts from this source during the year were exceeded only by
the taxes collected on cigarettes, freight, personal transportation, automobiles and motorcycles and capital stock, making this item the sixth
most important individual source of revenue under the law.
Large Increase in Seating Capacity Tax
The report shows collections of S4.381.276.31 from motion picture
films leased and licensed. This being the first full year of the operation
of this tax. comparative figures for preceding periods are unobtainable.
The tax on seating capacity produced a revenue of $2,053,415.18. an increase of $703,692.76 over the collections of the fiscal vear 1919.
Total collections during the year 014,312; seats, berths and staterooms, S<3.amounted to §5,405,075,463, an increase of 074*592, an increase of $177,759: telegraph
long-distance telephone messages. 526 more than one and a half billions over the £nd
■ :>T.".. an increase of SS.755.642.
collections of $3.>50,1.:>0,07S reported for the
Boost Cost of Collection
preceding year. All but $201,000,000 of thiThe
cost
collecting this vast sum was
increase came from the income and excess 5a cents on ofeach
§100 collected. The cost
profits taxes.
during the fiscal year 1919 was 53 cents for
each 5100 collected, the increased cost this
Many Increases Noted
year l>eing due to the prohibition, child laAmong lowingthe
year's
collections
are
the
folbor and narcotic laws. Deducting the cost
of interest to the motion picture
enforcing those three acts, the cost of
industry : Transportation of freight. $130.- of
collection would have been 50 cents on the
7S4.484, an increase of S14.43S.508 over $100.
1919; transportation of express. S17.597.7o:;.
It is pointed out in the report that
an increase cf $3,295,S02 ; transportation of
per were
cent ofderived
the bureau's
persons. $98,805,091, an increase of $21,- whereas 99.19
lections in 1909
from coltluliquor and tobacco taxes, collections from
those sources last year amounted to onjy
••.06 per cent of the total collected.
Exhibitors Help
Elect Governor
(Special to Exhibitors Heraldj
ATLANTA. GA.. Oct. 12.—
Thomas A. Hardwick. candidate for governor of Georgia,
endorsed and supported by the
motion picture industry, was
nominated by a sweeping majority at the primary here October 6.

Hardwick's
ingof Mr.
Follow
tion
declara
a policy opposing censorship, the exhibitors
throughout the state instituted
a vigorous campaign boosting
Hardwick. Slides appeared in
practically all theatres with the
words "Vote for Hardwick."
For the first time in the history of Georgia politics the
motion picture industry has
taken a decisive stand and the
power of the screen has been
forcefully demonstrated.

Westex

Co., Begins
Work on Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ABILENE. TEX.. Oct. 12.— Work
has been started at Buffalo Gap, fourteen miles south of Abilene, on the
studio for the Westex Pictures Company.
All the natural scenery and advantages of California can be found at
Buffalo Gap, and one of the largest
artificial lakes in the Southwest will
soon be completed there. D. I. Gray,
general manager of the studio, states
that it will be in operation by January
1. The general offices of the company
will be located at Abilene.
Open Victoria Theatre in
Indiana Harbor, Indiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
IN DIANA HARBOR. IND.. Oct 12 —
The new Victoria motion picture theatre in Cedar street, north of 136th street,
was opened October 1.
The theatre was erected by Joe Aukselewicz at a cost of $38,000. It is brick
with terra cotta trimmings and has every
modern device to insure the comfort of
patrons. The seating capacity is for 500
persons.
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Repeal
To

Sunday

Eliminate

Closing

Law

Discrimination

City Council of Osage, la., Takes Action Following
The Installation of Motion Pictures by
The Congregational Church
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OSAGK, IA., Oct. 12. — City council lure has lifted the han against
Sunday motion pictures, the action following the inauguration of the policy
of the C ongregational church to show pictures every Sunday night.
Exhibitors Take Matter Before Council
This matter was brought before the council at a recent meeting by
the local exhibitors. Members of the council assumed the attitude that
to continue the ban on Sunday shows would be to discriminate against
the theatres to the extent that it might not be to the best interest of community spirit.
H. Holmau and L. C Lutz, charged with
Sunday shows are sonfewhat revolutionary in nature for staid Osage. In operating a motion picture show on
Sunday at Hurkburnett, forfeited bonds
addition to Sunday shows, the council
of $300 when they failed to appear in
also granted a permit for hall games
on the Sahhath. These changes in the the county court to answer to the
charges.
activities of the town have been received
without comment by those who hereMethodists Voice
ments. tofore have opposed Sunday amuseTheir Disapproval
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Whittier to Vote
BATTLE
CREEK. MICH., Oct. 12.— A
On Sunday Shows
resolution, asking that a campaign be
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
waged against Sunday motion pictures,
WHITTIER, CAL., Oct. 12.— Residents
was adopted
at the
annual state
conference of the
Methodist
Episcopal
of Whittier will decide at the polls
church. Use of pictures in churches
whether Sunday motion picture shows
was approved.
will be permitted. Kxhibitors obtained
double the number of signatures re- To Decide Matter
quired to place the question on the
ballot.
At City Election
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Bonds Forfeited
BARTLESVILLE. OKLA., Oct. 12.
By Two Exhibitors
— Voters of Bartlesville will decide at
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the coming general election whether or
WICHITA FALLS. TEX.. Oct* IZ H. not Sunday motion pictures will be perTOM

TERRISS

GETTING

'NIGHT

October 23, 1920

II E R A L D

STUFF"

mitted. Petitions circulated by the city
commission contained more than enough
signatures necessary to place the question on the ballot.
Church Is Trying
To Close Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TAMPA. FLA., Oct. 12.— The United
brethren church here has launched a
campaign to cl )-c the motion picture
theatres on Sunday. According to its
pastor, the Rev. R. A. Smith, "we an
going at it this time through the county
E. P. Martin, county solicitor, however, declared that he contemplated no
solicitor."
action
in the matter. He said that the
state law governing Sunday amusements
practically was a dead letter.
Stars at Opening
Of Loew Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Oct. 12.— Wednesday, October 6th, marked the opening
of Marcus Loew's State Theater in Memphis, Tennessee. The occasion was made
an auspicious one with Mr. Loew himself
playing the role of host. A special train
brought the theatrical magnate to Memphis and his party was enlivened by the
presence of several stars — Anne Luther,
Rubye de Rcmer, Marguerite Marsh,
Enid Markey, Montagu Love, Dolores
Cassinelli, Bert Lytell, Texas Guinan.
Grace Parker, Mildred Reardon, Ann Little, Helen Moyer, Lillian Walker, P. E.
Oanford and Hels Graulund.
Much as Memphis wished to beguile
the party to linger, it was impossible to
detain them — and that because Birmingham, Alabama, was waiting impatiently
to entertain the same guests, for that
city boasts one of the prettiest theatres
in the Loew circuit — and soon Birmingham is to have another Loew house. It
is to be located in the heart of the business district near the Bijou and is to
cost $1.:>0<>,000.00.

"Passion'*

Is Shown

At Paterson Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
N EWNational
YORK, picture
Oct. 12.—
' the
First
which"Passion.
is expected
to create a sensation, was given a preliminary showing last week at the Garden
Theatre, Paterson, N. J. As soon as its
negotiations for a theatre are consumFirst National
sion" mated,
to Broadway
for awill
longbring
run. "PasMade in Europe, and starring Po!a
Negri, a European favorite, the picture
is regarded as the last word in richness
of investiture and dramatic piquancy.
The basis
life offor Madame
the
the story.du Barry serves as
Vincennes

■f'P

%

I

^$

■

[*

I,

Directing a scene for "Dead Men Tell No Tales," the Vitagraph production, on
board the "Lady Jermyn," which will be blown up later for a thrilling
climax.

Company

To Share Revenues
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
VINCENNES,
12.— The
first
of a series ofIND.,
dinnersOct.planned
by |
the Wilkerson-Lyons Enterprises of
Vincennes for the benefit of all persons
connected
organization
held at the with
Grand theHotel
last week. waL. A. Wilkerson, president, explained
a co-operative plan whereby it is proup a better understandingposedandto build
closer co-operation between
employes of the enterprise an-d the public. It is proposed also to have the emterprises.ployes share in the revenues of the en-
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Again

at Helm

Convention

James

C. Ritter Is Re-elected President of the
Organ ;zat ion Which Raised ss.000 at
Two-Day Meeting in Lansing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LANSING, MICH.. Oct. 12. — For the first time in the history of the
Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors Association. Inc.. a representative
attendance was accomplished at the convention here last week. Approximately 250 exhibitors from throughout the state registered.
Enthusiasm of the theatre men for organization reached its peak
when $8,000 was raised for the national fund of the Motion Picture Theatre
'Dwners of America and for the state treasury. The state's quota to the
national fund is $4,000, leaving an equal amount to be used in carrvinsj
out the plans of the M. M. P. E. A.
Ritter Is Re-elected President
Becailuse ot his interest
in organization work during the last year,
James C. Ritter of Detroit was re-elected president. Other officers named
by the convening exhibitors were vice-president. Fred Lodder. Detroit:
treasurer, Fred Rumber. Detroit, and secretary. Harlon Hall.
would be made to eliminate the music
Samuel I. Berman. personal representative of Sydney S. Cohen, president of tax. For some time the theatre men of
this state have been fighting the music
[the 14. P. T. O. A., was present at the tax.
sessions on October 5 and 6. He preWith Mr. Ritter again at the helm it is
ceded his speech for funds with a review
of the achievements thus far of the naconfidently believed that the achievetional association, declaring to those
ments of the coming year will far excel
present that now was the time for orthose of the last, especially since the
ganization.
~tate as a whole is presenting a united
front in all its activities.
Need Strong League
The needs of a .strong state as well as
Theatre for Beaverton
national league were pointed out by Bertnan. He said that in the past the exBEA\ ERTON". ORE.— Erection of a
JAMES C. HITTER
hibitor had been imposed on by every
dancing pavilion and molother factor in the industry but that *4.000tionmodern
picture theatre has been started here
re-elected
presidentof ofMichigan.
the Exhibitors'
Association
now
he was the
realizing
by Xelson C. Freeman.
was making
most "ofhisit. strength and
Resolutions of a similar nature to those
adopted at other state conventions were
^ead to the exhibitors and after discussion op certain important points were
passed
What
ExAibitovs Jive Saying <Abou£
Denounce F. L L. M. Clubs
y P- I- L- M. clubs were denounced; the
=EXHIBITORS
HERALD
ictiyities of the producer-exhibitor were
derided; the deposit system was declared
unfair, and it was decided that effort"I am enclosing check for three years' subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD — yes, and I will send five more years if you want it. Why not? I
am getting more good and mere news than any other investment in my business.
Thanks for your interest in taking the part of the small exhibitor." — Charles
Blaine, manager Morgan and Yale theatres. Henryetta. Okla.
9 9 ~9
"Enclosed find a check for a two years' renewal to the EXHIBITORS
HERALD. I find the Herald the best source to refer to when in doubt as to
the quality of pictures through 'What the Picture Did tor Me.' " — George A.
Kyle. Civic Hall theatre. Downing, Wis.
9 9 9
"I take all the trade papers, but now that you have installed the quarterly
list of pictures. I would not trade EXHIBITORS HERALD for all the rest combined " — E. D. Saunders. Palace theatre.
111.
9 9 Harvard.
9
"Enclosed find a check for my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Lpon looking over a copy of the HERALD I decided to send for it at once, as it
was so full of interesting things for the exhibitor." — R. D Baker. Baker's Electric theatre, McClune. Kan.
9 9 9
JEAX PAIGE
■ e trminine lead in VitaEraph's special
production of -Black Beauty. " based on
-*■■» *ewell-g famous story-

"Enclosed find check for a two years' subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD. I.find that your paper is the best in the field." — John Pnller Rex and
Grand theatres. Valley City. N. Dak.
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"Aphrodite" Should Be a Sensation
Stage Version of Pierre Louys' Startling Novel of
Ancient Egypt Contains Material Well Suited to the
Purposes of Picture Production
Metro to Make f ilm
^Rim iiiiiiiMJifiiiiiiiiuui:iiiHi> iufiuuiiiijiti rirt«iirMii<iittiMititi'(HTiiiiistTiit;r ^.nMti;[MiiM.im)iiiiTj[ri*r.-^i*iv j'i ;rt>-f iiiMiii)>iiiiiiMtMiui-imi*rif:iii<Tiu ttui fini'i vilTrntnriTMtmrriTTTf uimmvrrnf tniirmiiinTr*M*KititfwinB^S
BY DORIS CLAIRE
That it is a spectacle, and should be
NEW YORKERS fought for seats.
produced as such, is practically a foreChicagoans,
given
only
four
weeks'
gone conclusion.
opportunity to see it, swelled the
The port of Alexandria, B. C, 56, is
box office receipts to $250,000, which is
in itself a setting which should rival
$">0",000 more than New Yorkers contributed for the first similar period of anything of like nature in recent production. As it is staged at the Auditorithe play's run.
um it is massively impressive and colorThe stage play is a sensation.
fully
romantic. The camera should
What will the picture version be?
* * *
present it, as it presents other stage
originals, even more convincingly and
effectively.
"THAT
was
the
natural
question
that
* arose in the minds of motion picture
The Grove of Aphrodite, the interior
people when the announcement was
of the Temple of Aphrodite and the
made that the Metro Pictures Corporation had purchased the screen rights to House of Bacchys, wherein is performed
the marvelous "Bacchanale" by the gor"Aphrodite," F. Ray Comstock and
geous Fokine ballet, all the sumptuMorris
Gest's
stage
play
based
upon
ous settings which should screen to exthe novel by Pierre Louys.
cellent
advantage.
Will it be as sensational in point of
With this material at hand Mr. Karbox office sensation as the stage production ?
ger, unless past performance is a more
Has it the story material necessary to fallible criterion than generally believed,
meet the demands of the screen audishould create a picture of epochal magence?
nificence and artistry.
A visit to the Auditorium theatre. < hi
* * »
cago, made possible by the co-operation
THE
story
is
such
as may be expected
<>f George DeKruif. Chicago pres- rep
when the setting is known.
resentative of Metro Picture- CorporaOne
Demetrios,
a sculptor, whose
tion, who obtained choice seats ;it a
Aphrodite. Goddess of Love,
time when even the scalpers confi ssed creation,
has charmed him to the exclusion of
themselves unequal to the situation, is feminine attraction, is loved by the
convincing
the camera. proof of the play's fitness for queen and made master of the city,
* * »
though he does not return her love.
When he meets Chrysis, a courtezan of
MAXWELL KARGER. director genGalilee, he yields for the first time to
feminine allure and to win her love
eral for Metro, will in all probability be entrusted with the transcrippromises to bring to her the mirror that
tion of the spectacle.
once belonged to Sappho, the ivory comb
PACIFIC

AIR FLEET

GETS

A NEILAN
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K k r a l d

PRINT

of
Queen N'itocris
and which
the necklace
Aphrodite,
to obtain
he mustof
steal, murder and commit a sacrilege.
When he has brought her the trvaures he spurns her love in a revulsion
of feeling and she, to atone, appears nude
upon the, harbor tower in a raging
tempest before the populace, dying a
few moments later in his arms.
A less capable workman than Mr
Karger should make of the material a
screen triumph. In his talented handit should be molded into a film produc
tion of power and distinction — an artistic arrd financial masterpiece.
Motion Picture People
at Atlanta, Ga. , Tender
Banquet to J. B. Nevin
(Sprcial to Exhibitors Ifctald)
ATLANTA. GA.. Oct. 12— James B I
Nevin. editor of the Atlanta Georgian
and the Sunday American, and one of the '
most powerful factors in Georgia politics, was the guest of honor at a dinner
here Monday night tendered by the representatives of the film industry of At
lanta and the Southeast.
Mr. Nevin is dear to the hearts of the
Georgia film interests because of the
powerful
battleof hethewaged
during
the recent session
Georgia
legislature
against censorship which resulted in de
feat of the bill.
Prominent among the guests also were .
Thomas A. Hardwick, nominee for governor, and Senator-elect Thomas E. Watson, both warm friends of the film industry. Club.
The dinner W.
wa's C.heldPatterson
at the Cap-of
ital City
"pack
your
grip"
fame,
presided
as toastmaster.
Shipmans Returning
To Far East Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Mr. and Mr>.
Frederick Shipman started last Thursday on the Imperator, via London ,on
their return trip to Bombay, Calcutta.
India, after spending five months here
arranging for a supply of pictures sufficient for the needs of thirty theatres
which they have welded together in a
chain for the co-operative buying oi
film. Among those who will supply the
Shipmans with American-made product
are Lewis
Selznick,
David Howell*
and
Arrow J.Film
Corporation.
Mr. Shipman, who is a brother of
Ernest Shipman and a former manager
of Nordica and other celebrities, ha*
been active with Mrs. Shipman in film
affairs in the Far East for the last two
years.
Beban

Wesley Barry and Colleen Moore present Commander Mason of the Pacific Fleet,
Air Division, with a special print of the First National picture, "Go and
Get It."

Expected

to

Theatre
New Herald)
Open
(Special
to Exhibitors
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 12.— Colonel
Fred Levy, First National franchise
holder for Kentucky and Tennessee, haLesser and George Betelegraphed Sol
ban in Los Angeles, asking them to
arrange their Eastern trip to permit
their visit to Owensboro. Kentucky, for
the new Bleich
opening
the formal
theatre,
to take
place ofOctober 18.
Mr. Levy has asked Beban to make
of the
the opening address in behalf
film industry and the latter expects to
reach Owensboro for the event'.
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Who has resigned from Selznick. Enterprises to enter the automobile linsiIllinois Alliance

Will

Meet Again Nov. 1 8
Request Exhibitors of State
to Attend This Quarterly
*
Convention at Peoria
The Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance will
hold a quarterly convention at Peoria
on November 18, according to an announcement just made by \Y. D. Burford, financial secretary of the organization.
It is hoped at this meeting to add
many names to the membership list of
the organization, thus tending to further
unite the exhibitors of the state into a
100 per cent body.
Joseph Hopp. president, will make a
iurther announcement concerning tinconvention following a meeting shortly
of the executive committee.
Since the Springfield convention, the
alliance executives have been directing
their efforts to carrying out the planoutlined there.
Motion Picture Industry
Now Leads in California
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 12.— The Security Trust and Savings Bank has issued a
booklet containing the information that
;he motion picture industry now leads
all others in this state. Oil is the nearest competitor with $87,000,000 invested,
while the motion picture industry represents an investment of $150,000,000.
In California alone last year the motion
picture interests expended $120,000,000.
Children Not Admitted
During School Hours
(Special to Exhibitors Herald,'
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Oct. 12.— Motion picture theatres of this city are cooperating with the school city attendance
■lepartment by refusing to sell tickets to
children of school age ("to lt> years inclusive) during school hours unless the
children are accompanied by their parents.
Notices to this effect have been shown on
the theatre screens.

a

Michigan
Censorship

Are
Fight

Agitators Already Are Active in Both States With
Senatorial Candidate in One Going on Record
As Favoring Legal Regulation of Films
The activity on the part of censorship advocates in both Missouri and
Michigan within the last month forecasts a fight that will be waged in
these two states by motion picture interests to maintain the freedom of
the screen.
Sentiment favoring legal regulation of films has cropped out recently
at meetings held in Battle Creek and Grand Rapids, Mich., and at St. Louis
and St. Joseph. Mo.
Open Forum Favors Film Censorship
In both states religious congregations are responsible for a share
of the agitation, while in St. Joseph the question received impetus at an
city. forum meeting attended by representatives of woman's clubs of the
open
Creation of a state board of censorliam Carleton's poem, moved yesterday
ship in Missouri was requested in resofrom the Astor to the Nora Bayes theatre. It had been drawing big business
lutions adopted recently at the Fall meeting of the St. Louis Presbytery and at at the Astor, but was forced to leave
the St. Louis annual conference of the there because of prior contracts for anMethodist church.
other attraction.
In the ads announcing the removal in
Ask State Censorship
last Friday's papers a special paragraph
Mate censorship in Michigan also was
called for in a resolution adopted at was carried,
"No will
neighborhood motion saying
picture that
theatre
show
the Michigan annual conference of the
Methodist church at Battle Creek. At
Over the Hill' during 1920, 1921 or
the same time the conference endorsed
and encouraged the use of motion pictures in churches.
October M. P. D. A.
An insight into the Michigan situation
Meeting Is Largely
was given at a meeting of the Grand
Attended in N. Y.
Rapids Women's Democratic club, which
1922."
was addressed by Harry C. W hite, canMore than 50 per cent of the entire memdidate for the state senate. The candibership of the Motion Picture Directors
date's stand on censorship was indicated association turned out for the first meetin the following
"reference:
ing in October when the organization went
Disapproves
of Risque
back on semi-monthly meeting schedule.
"I
do
not
approve
of
'smut'
in
either
the movie or the spoken drama and I Meetings were held but once a month
believe that all suggestive action or during the summer in New York City.
words should be absolutely cut out of
A number of directors with current pubboth.
lications were there, among them HarfY
"If this can only be accomplished
Millarde with "Over the Hill", S. E. V.
through stateIt censorship
thenthatI'mthere
for Taylor, and David M. Hartford, with "Nocensorship.
seems to me
mads of the North".
may be several ways to enforce censorship, some of which may be expensive
and wholly ineffective. The provisions
of the bill upon which it might be my
duty to pass in this respect would determine my attitude toward the bill.
To Draw Up Measure
"Of
one
you may
be assured,
that I am thing
unalterably
opposed
to the
salacious and the risque in any kind
of a public performance to which children and young people especially may
be The
admitted."
women attending the open forum
in St. Joseph, Mo., decided that an ordinance should be drawn up and presented to the city council. The measure
would provide for censorship by the
executive secretary of the welfare board
and at least one other person appointed
by the welfare board. An appeal board
would comprise the presidents of the
Parent-Teacher Association, the Federaof Women's
Clubs, the Alliance.
CommercialA
Club tionand
the Ministerial
fifth person would be named by these
four.
Continue New York
Run of Fox Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW
YORK.
Oct. 12.— William
Fox's "Over the Hill." based on Wil-

ROY STEWART
Soon to becin the first of a series of Roy
Stewart
productions under tobert Brnnton's auspices.
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tained therein, and
every name on the
power to describe.
embodiment of the

Selznick

for Producer

of Loyalty

HERALD

of All

Their

the meaning behind
pages is beyond my
Altogether it is the
supreme spirit of

loyalty and friendship."
Port Official Sees
Picture Influences
Greater in Future
That the motion picture is destined to
play an even greater role in the lives of
the American people, and that its marvelous growth during the past decade is
but an indication of the great heights it
will -«>ar to. was the prediction of Hon
Byron Newton, Collector of the Port of
New York, at the regular Thursday
luncheon of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held October 7th at tin
i ale Boulevard. New York.
To a large galhering of A. M. P. A.
members and an assemblage of tradi
paper editors, the speaker reviewed the
growth of the motion picture industry.
During his talk he claimed kinship with
members of the A. M. P. A. by virtue of
his early experiences as a newspaper reporter: and nothing gave him greater
pleasure, he assured those present, than
to be able to speak to them as members
of so honorable a profession.
After the address, an appeal for help
was made to the A. M. P. A. by Major
Edward Moore of the Association of
Disabled Soldiers. Tlu- Major told of
the splendid work that was being done
by the Association in behalf of injured
soldiers and made a plea to those present to assist in making the association
sell-supporting. At the solicitation of the
\. M. P. A., the Major also spoke at
some length upon a new rapid-shootinn
rifle* he had perfected.

Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general manager of Select Pictures,
in presenting to Lewis J. Selznick on behalf of all employes of Selznick
Enterprises a beautiful parchment containing the names of all these workers, declared :
"I feel highly honored in being privileged to turn over to you the
finest pledge of loyalty that I ever have seen manifested by the employes
of any organization."
Parchment Reveals Good Will of Workers
With that expression the parchment which reveals the good will,
the loyalty, the affection and the high esteem in which he is held by all
his employes was given to Mr. Selznick. Mr. Morris also spoke of the
achievements of the organization, and in his tone there was a noticeable
strain of emotion.
"Youaddhave
been tojustyour
to all,
The parchment is a volume of bluestrength
arm. and so the passing
crush calfskin, the border of which is years
"But
if
this
were
all,
this
have
been would
other Icadembossed in gold, and mounted in the remained unvoiced. There havepledge
center is a set of old English letters, L. who whoserved
MM under
tomorrow's
truthBut .in.weI wtrt'
JUstfoundto .'illin
them.
have
J. S. A calfskin case made to match
you another and rarer trait.
the book also contains a set of English
that
letters.
you"That
know trait
men itandsympathy.
are quickWeto have
forgivelearned
the occasuccess. sional error as you are to appreciate the consistent
Has Fifty Pages
"And
of loyalty,
Fifty pages comprise the bulk ol the
desireso.t.. asaridweto renew
the titleourof pledge
Leadership
which
parchment, and these contain the signa- you have won for yourself, another title which
we arc proud to be able to confer, and share —
tures of every Selznick employe from
the office boy to the highest executive.
The paper, made of vellum, reveals a
Binding of the parchment was enfine piece of artistic endeavor by the Friend." trusted to the Mark Cross Company,
art department of Selznick Enterprises.
N'ew York. William B. Pohlman, assistant manager of Mark Cross, upon viewIn compiling the parchment. George
ing the completed work, said:
Willard Bonti, head of the art department, stated that every member of his
"This parchment, this testimonial of Clune Has Denied Report
staff worked painstakingly for weeks to loyalty is the finest piece of work our
make the book a unique piece of artistry organization has ever done. Nothing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
which in permanent form would be a finer, to my mind, has ever been bound
I. OS ANGELES,
Oct. 12.— Frank
pleasure to peruse.
in calfskin. And I admire the spirit
Newman of Kansas City is reported to
contained
in
the
book.
The
simplicity
of
Cities Are Pictured
the testimonial, the work of art con- have purchased
atre. W. H. CluneClune's
denies Broadway
the report. theThat Mr. Bonti and his staff have
turned out an admirable work of art is
evidenced, it is said, in the taste shown
BOUND TESTIMONIAL FOR LEWIS J. SELZNICK
in constructing each and every page.
For example, in order to convey the atmosphere of a certain city in which a
branch office is located, a small square
colorful picture garnishes the upper
right hand corner of each page. New
I
i
York's skyline
is
represented
by
skyscrapers: Seattle is seen as a city of
blizzards, of snow and fierce winds;
Washington, D. C, is brought vividly to
attention by a picture of the Capitol
dome; Pittsburgh is seen in all its smoky
blackness and so on.
Pages Go 50,000 Miles
In order to fulfill their mission, the
pages of vellum have traveled back and
forth from the home office to the
branches throughout the country over
50,000 miles. And during the voyage
not a page was marred.
The pledge of loyalty as contained in
the parchment reads as follows:
•TO LEWIS J. SELZNICK:
"We.trusted,
who have
in whom
have
come served
to you you
withanda single
voiceyouto
renew our pledge of loyalty.
"As wewehave
havejustified
found your
our service
hope
trust. pleasant, we
"Forcess of any
upon great
no other foundation
canand themutual
sucbuilthis
confidences
betweenenterprise
the leaderhe and
forces.
"The world has never needed anything but
leaders.
Tomorrow's
truthdayis ahead.
always waiting
for
the
man who
can see one
This vision
alone makes leaders and you have proved that
this vision is yours.
visionleadership
makes leadership,
only justice
can'Tr*et
makeif that
endure.

Sam E. Morris, vice-president of Select Pictures, presenting the president with
a testimonial as a token of loyalty, affection and high esteem in which he is held
by the employes of the organization.
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Rembusch

Northern California Exhibitors Request Removal
Of Indiana Theatre Man from Executive
Committee of National League
. (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. Oct. 12.— Featured by resolutions against
xisting evils in the industry, endorsement of the Motion Picture Theatre
Dwners of America, and a scathing denunciation of Frank J. Rembusch for
lis attack upon Sydney S. Cohen, the convention of the California Exiibitcrs>
Protective
League closed last Friday in San Francisco. Nearly
00 exhibitors
attended.

umns of the Mofing Picture World and the Motion
Picture News for the venting of personal spite as
a grave wrong.
RESOLVED, That this convention again pledge
to Sydney S. Cohen and the organization of which
he is president, its unswerving loyalty and >upRESOLVED.
a vote
pressed for this That
purpose,
and of confidence be exFL RTHER RESOLVED. That a copy of this
preamble
and resolution
forwardedS. immediately
to our national
president,be Sydney
Cohen and
port.
to the Moi-ing Picture World and the Motion
Picture Sews.
The resolution is similar to tint
adopted by the Illinois exhibitors at their
recent convention, but is more forceful
in several particulars.
Convention

Notes

This marks the last session of the California Exhibitors* Protective
Telegrams were read at the opening
league for as a result of the convention the body will hereafter.be known
session from Sydney S. Cohen, Howard
is Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Northern California
Hickman
and W. W. Hodkinson. The
Division.
latter pledged meritorious productions
Would Remove Rembusch from Committee
lor independent exhibitors.
* * *
The resolution against Mr. Rembusch came following a spirited deense of President Cohen by A. X. Jackson. Mr. Jackson was present at
Xone except registered delegates and
the press were admitted to all of the
:he convention in Cleveland in June and reviewed the situation at that
sessions.
:ime. He pointed to the fact that on the convention floor there. Mr.
* * *
Rembusch repeatedly had embarrassed the delegates by his thinly veiled
H. J. Siler. president of the Los Angeles Association, a member of the Glenn
ispersions of the president. The resolution calls upon the executive comnittee to remove the Indiana exhibitor from the board.
Harper party, was asked to address the
delegates and responded with a few comTo Chairman Griffin is accredited the
tion treasurer, and Aaron Goldberg, vicements concerning exhibitors bidding
chairman.
against each other for film, which act. on
<eynote speech of the meeting. He emResolution Scores Rembusch
he deplored.
phasized enthusiastically the importance
* * *
The resolution scoring Frank Remof exhibitor organization and declared
William D. Stephens, governor of
busch for his attack on Sydney S. Cohen
that the newly born national body was
California, and Mayor James Rolph of
is as follows:
WHEREAS, the Ifmrmg Picture W orld and San Francisco, were the honored gtie>i.~
lot designed to combat any branch of
the ilotion
Picture
issues of and
Oc- at a banquet on Wednesday night.
:he industry but rather for the purpose
tober 2nd, 1920.
haveSews,
carriedin antheir
unwarranted
* * *
unjustified
attack
upon
the
character
of
our
na)f doing the greatest good to the greattional
president.
Sydney
S.
Cohen,
by
one
Frank
The chairman of the various convenRembusch.
est number.
tion committees were Morris Klein, creWHEREAS, we regard the said attack with the
Deals Upon Film Prices
dentials: A. X. Jackson, arrangements:
liveliest
indignation
and in ofa the
measure
a rejec-in
tion
upon
the
proceedings
convention
A.
E.
King, organization: Sam Gordon,
He dwelt specifically upon the sub- which the state took a large and honorable part
business relations, and H. Blair, resoluNOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED. That tions.
ject of film prices and denied that the
organization had any program m this this convention regrets the use of the news coliirection.
A BIT OF GOOD ADVICE FROM DAD
"The question of film prices has never
entered into any discussion of the body."
r>e said. "The law of supply and demand
nust apply in this connection.
"There are abuses affecting both exhibitors and producers which can best
i»e eliminated through mutual better understanding. We hope through our organization tobe able to smooth out these
differences."
Harper Attends From L. A
Glenn
Harper, who
headed exhibitors
a delegation of seventeen
enthusiastic
from Southern California, spoke briefly
upon the evil of exchanges cancelling
contracts when pictures prove better
drawing cards than they had anticipated.
In closing he extended an open invitation
to attend the Los Angeles convention in
December.
Resolutions were adopted opposing
censorship, the 5 per cent tax on film-,
forced booking and collective booking
an national or local sca'e.
Favor Film Importation
Resolutions also favored the importation of foreign films and one carried the
suggestion that exhibitors refrain from
entering into franchise contracts until
the national body had completed its investigation.
In addition to President D. S. Markowitz. the presiding officers were C. C.
Griffin, permanent chairman: X. K.
Herzog. convention secretary; J. H.
Hart, assistant secretary-; H. Gobish.
Helen Chadwick and Russell
Simpson
a scene
"Godless Men " the Reginald
Barker
featureinmade
for from
Goldwyn
sergeant-at-arms; Morris Klein, conven-
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Fox

to

Its

Erect

Addition

Administration

Manning Announces
Summerville Plans

to
Building

Executive Offices Are to be Expanded With
of Aiding Materially in Giving Exhibitor
Most Efficient Service Possible

View

An addition to the new studio and administration building of Fox
Film Corporation in New York is to be constructed at the southwest
corner of Fifty-sixth street and Tenth avenue. Work of demolishing the
old structure on this site has been completed.
The new addition will be used principally for the expansion of the
executive offices, which, officials believe, will aid materially in giving the
exhibitor the most efficient service possible.
Leases Interfered With Construction
Original plans called for construction of the addition, but owing to
leases the property could not be obtained at the time the main plant was
being erected.
While additional space has been needed
Cub," with Pearl White, aiid "The Plunger.",
starring George Walsh, a forthcoming publor offices, this has not hampered the work
lication of which much is promised.
in the studio proper, it is said.
Big Pictures Produced
Among the pictures turned out since the Press Books Ready for
Two Late Arrow Issues
studio was opened are "Hride 13," the nrst
Arrow Film Corporation announces
serial produced by Fox; "The White Moll,"
the first special feature made by Pearl that it now has ready for exhibitors the
White and the first of her series for Fox; press books on the two latest "Tex" pictures, "The Triple Clue" and "The House
"While New York Sleeps," the 1920 cinemelodrama of life in the metropolis which
of
Mystery."
picture-, feature Glenn White in
had such a sensational run as a special pro- theThese
character of Tex, the eluciduction at the Lyric and Astor theatres in datorfamous
of mysteries. They are produced
New York, and also in Boston, Providence.
by
William
Steiner and distributed by
Arrow.
Detroit. Los Angeles, and other large cities;
the special "Over the Hill," which ran four
Build New Texas Theatre
weeks at the Astor theatre, New York, and
now has been transferred to the Nora Bayes
LOCKHART, TEX.— A motion picture theatre to cost $7.>,000, with seating
theatre; and "The Face at Your Window,"
of 800. is under construction
a great production written by Max Marc in. capacity
here. Colonel A. D. Baker, one of the
Many other productions have been made
stockholders,
will be manager of the new
house.
on this wonderful stage, including "Tiger's
FOX

ENLARGES

ITS NEW

YORK
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National Studios Leased and
Initial Comedy Is Almost
Completed
Details concerning the new Slim Summerville two-reel comedies now being
produced at the .National studios wengiven out for the first time recently by
Norman Manning, general manager of
the organization.
Stage space for the Norman Manning
productions has been leased at the National studio*, and the first comedy is
almost finished under the direction of
Joseph Bordeaux.
Bobby Dunn
Dunn Supports
heads the "Slim"
supporting cast
for Summerville,
who was five years with
Sennett and two years with Fox, and has
appeared in such well-known comedies
as "Dog Catcher's Love," "Villa of the
Movies," "The Winning Punch." Summerville has appeared under such directors as Mack Sennett, Fddie ("line, Dick
Jones, J. G. Blystonc and others.
Dunn. and
Summerville's
vaudeville
played circus foil,
time toured
with a
high dive act for many years.
Zimlick Has Lead
Celesta Zimlick, formerly with Christie
and Universal, is the leading woman of
the new organization. Two cameras have
been working night and day in order to
save time without sacrificing important
detail in making the pictures.
Manning, who was formerly general
manager at the Balboa studios and later
associated in an important capacity with
Pathe. plans to make twelve two-reelers
a year starring Summerville and Dunn.
As soon as the first negative is cut.
Manning will go to New York to stage
a trade show-ing of it and arrange for future release contracts, it is announced.
Special Pictures Has
Signed Two Directors
Special Pictures Corporation recently obtained on a long term contract the signature of Fred Fishback, the well known fun
film megaphone wielder. The salary involved is said to be far in excess of that
ordinarilyinpaid
for high class dramatic
directors
the business.
Other directors signed by Special in their
recent drive are Reggie Morris, former
Sennett aid and Harry Fdwards of Fox
Sunshine comedy fame. Stars who recently
have affixed their signatures to Special Pictures contracts are Louise Fazcnda, Ford
Sterling, Chester Conklin, Neely Edwards,
Charlotte
Merriam, Gale Henry and Milburne
Moranti.
Swedish

Film Producer

On Way to Los Angeles
The largest producer and distributor oi
motion pictures in Sweden, Nils Bouveng.
has arrived in this country for the purpose of learning more of the American
making pictures. In Los Anprocesses of
geles, on the invitation of Miss Cathrim
Curtis, be will spend considerable time at
"The Sk\
Connor's under
Ralph
studiois where
the
Pilot"
completion
the
direction
ofnearing
King Vidor.

Work is started on the new studio addition at 56th and Tenth Ave, New York City,
adjoining the present modern studio.

To Redecorate in Marion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
12.— Plans have
MARION. IND., Oct.
been made for the redecoration of the
Roval-Grand motion picture theatre here,
according to W. J. Bradford, manager.
recently bought the
Rembusc
Frank J.from
theatre
Dollyh Spur.
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Dramatists
Joining

Vote

Against

Labor

Federation

Playwrights Decide Not to Affiliate with Actors'
Equity Association Following Long Debate —
Meeting Held at Hotel Astor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12. — Persistent rumors that the next few weeks
Would see a union of playwrights affiliated with the Actor's Equity Association were set at rest this week with the announcement that an understanding-relations.
had been reached between the authors and managers concerning
their future
Reports have been current for some time that union actors had been
successful in spreading their propaganda and had made such headway
that an authors' union would soon be a reality.
Authors Aided Actors During Strike

BORY OSSO
Vmerican representative of Kreneli playwrights, who has returned to America
after a two months* trip to Paris.
Christie Is in East
Seeking New Stories
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Charles Christic, here from the coast, is looking for
more comedy-drama stories for the Al K.
Christie specials. Christie has just finished "See My Lawyer," the A. H.
Woods success by Max Marcin. with
Troy Barnes, who created the picture
role on the stage; Grace Darmond, Lloyd
Whitlock, Jean Acker and others.
"See My Lawyer" is to be released
through Robertson-Cole, who are handling Christie's "So Long Letty." Christie says that his new two-reelers released
through Educational are proving a big
success and that two-reel 1 comedies apparently are more popular with exhibitors than ever before. He returns
to Los Angeles the latter part of the
week.
Kokomo, Ind., to Have
Theatre to Cost $50,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KOKOMO, IND., Oct. 12.— A motion
picture theatre to cost $50,000 will be
erected at Walnut and Buckeye streets,
according to information given by William H. Arnold, president of American
Trust Company. It is said the new theatre will be controlled by the same corporation owning the Isis and Grand.
Arnold is president of the corporation.
Arnold says the corporation will buy
the Walnut street property from the
trust company for approximately $50,000.
rhe property now is occupied by the
Star theatre, which will be completely
rebuilt. Consideration is being given to
a plan of placing the auditorium of the
new theatre on the second floor, with
wide, gradual steps leading to the foyer.

While leading members of the Authors' League were active in helping
the Equity win the strike which won recognition for the players' union,
when it was suggested
thatopposition
the writerswasbecome
with the actors'
organization
considerable
found affiliated
among members
of the
league. Then came the propaganda for the appearance of union players
only in productions written by union playwrights.
Whether all this had any influence Earl Derr Biggers, Lillian Trimble
Bradley, Gelett Burgess, Richard Carle.
upon the Producing Managers' AssociaCarroll. George W. Chadwick,
tion could not be learned yesterday, but Earl
Charles Dazey, Paul Dickey, Charles
Dickson,
Leo Ditrichstein, Thomas
a member of the Authors' League, who
Dixon, Lee Wilson Dodd, John Emerson.
could not be quoted, said that the assurSalibury Field, William Gillette, Susan
ance of acceptance of the new standard
Glaspell, Montague Glass, Anselm Goetcontract framed by the authors defeated
zel, Edward Goodman, Frank B. Hatch,
the efforts of the players to force an Jack Hazzard, Joseph W. Herbert, Ariine Van Ness Hines, William Hodge.
organization of union playwrights.
Whitford Kane, S. Jay Kaufman, LawTable Proposed Affiliation
rence Langner, William C. De Mille,
Alice Duer Miller, Jane Murfin, Lloyd
At the meeting of the Dramatists'
Guild of the Authors' League in the Osborne, George Parker, T. Wignev
Percyval, Adolf Philip, W. H. Post,
Hotel Astor the stand of the managers
Sydney Rosenfell, Maurice V. Samuels.
was made known, whereupon the meetEdward Sheldon, Louis Evan Shipman,
ing voted to lay on the table a motion
Edgar Smith, John Stapleton, Booth
proposing affiliation with the American
Maravene Thompson, JosFederation of Labor. It was voted also, Tarkington.
eph Byron Totten, May Tully, Brandon
after an address by John Emerson, presi- Tynan. Rita Weiman and Retinoid Wolf.
of the Actors'
Equity toAssociation,
not todentaccept
the invitation
become a
branch of the Equity.
Personnel of Committees
The following members made up the
Dramatists committee: Zoe Aikens.
Louis Anspacher, Guy R. Bolton, George
Broadhurst, Porter Emerson Browne,
Thompson Buchanan, Eugene Buck, Edward Childs Carpentier, Rachel Crothers,
Owen Davis, Anne Crawford Flexner,
James Forbes, Eleanor Gates, Jules
Eckert Goodman, Thomas J. Gray, Clayton Hamilton,. Cosmo Hamilton, Otto
Harbach, W. D. Hepenstall, Victor Herbert, Louis Hirch, George Vere Hobart.
John Hobble, Aaron Hoffman, Avery
Hopwood, Rupert Hughes, Anthony P.
Kelly, Charles Rami Kennedy, Jerome
Kern, Cleves Kinkead, Jack Lait. William Le Baron, Edward Locke. Frank
Mandel, J. Hartley Manners, Max Marcin, Margaret Mayo, Robert McLaughlin, Roi Cooper Megrue, George Middleton, Langdon Mitchell, Phillip Moeller,
lames
Edward Montgomery,
A. Pauhon, Harvey
Edward O'Higgins,
H. Pepie.
Channing Pollock, Eugene Presbrey.
Harrison Rhodes, Edwin Milton Royle.
Leroy Scott, Edgar Selwyn, Samuel
Shipman, Harry B. Smith, Mark Swan.
A. E. Thomas, EuAugustus Thomas,
gene Walter, Rita Weinman, Percival
Wilde and Rida Johnson Young.
DAVID ANDERSON
Author's
of the upon
member
Other who
the Who wrote "The Ulue Moon," nn Americnn
weres included
League
Film
Co.
p roil mi ion. featuring Kllnor
committee are: Charlton Andrews.
Field.
Frank Bacon, Richard Barry, Rex Beach,
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Dwan

Takes

Print

HKRALU
of

His
Initial A. P. Film
East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
plies to the company on location collided
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 12.— Allan Dwan with a farmer's outfit enroute. and this cost
company a neat little sum.
.is making up for lost time. He is speeding theIt Dwan
was necessary to work night and day
to New York from Hollywood on the Lim- in order to complete the picture on anything
ited and that means something to a producer like schedule. Mr. Dwan will headquarter
who has been up against Demon Delay as at his Eastern offices, 140 West 4:2nd street.
has Mr. Dwan in the course of the pro- New York City, during his stay. An interof "Thehis Forbidden
Thing."Pro-A
esting object of his visit is to obtain curprint of ductionthis,
first Associated
rent sidelights on what the public is demanding, from Associated Producers, Eirst
ducers' subject,
is accompanying Mr. Dwan
on his trip
to Manhattan.
National and Mayflower officials, and from
The producer is expected in the metrop- the editors of the trade press.
olis early this week. The story of the production he is taking east, is laid in the
Cape Cod fishing district, and deals with Announce Definite Titles
real Americans — the sort of Americans who
Of Two Selznick Pictures
arc descendants of the early colonists.
Two changes in titles of new productions
James Kirkwood has the leading male
role, supported by Helen Jerome Eddy, have been announced by Selznick Enterprises. The one, with Elaine Hammcrstein
Marcia Manon. King Baggott. Gertrude
Claire, Arthur Thalasso, Jack Roseleigh, in the principal role, previously known as
Newton Hall and others.
"Idle Hands" and "Hands," has been perWhen Mr. Dwan began production he
manently titledpart
"Pleasure
The
is takenSeekers."
by Webster
was assured that James Kirkwood, then leading male
with another producing unit, would be avail- Campbell. The second subject is now
able for his picture within a few days. He called "You Can't Kill Love," which formerly was known under the working title
did
get Kirkwood's
services
for three
weeksnotthereafter.
Therefore,
a number
of of "Wilderness Fear." In this picture William B. Davidson and Hcdda Hopper have
scenes were filmed under great difficulty,
inasmuch as it was necessary to cut back to been cast in prominent parts, and Maurice
certain sets for additional scenes when Mr. Costello is included in the list of all star
Kirkwood got into the picture.
players.
Cameraman Is 111
Then Tony Guadio, chief cameraman, be- Get Contracts for New
came ill and was off the lot for one week.
Niagara Falls Theatre
Two days after Mr. Kirkwood arrived for
work he was threatened with an attack of
NIAGARA FALLS. N. Y. — At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the
pneumonia. This delayed production for
an additional few days.
newly-organized Bellevue Theatre CorHelen Jerome Eddy was forced to take
poration it was decided to award the
time off to visit a dentist. This pleasant contract for the proposed picture and
vacation kept her out of the picture for vaudeville theatre, for which a site has
several days. When the company was been acquired on the east side of Main
on location somebody stepped into Tony
street, to Wright & Kremcrs. Inc.
Lesser contracts will be awarded shortly.
Guadio's
camera,
upset
same
and
it
was
smashed and put out of commission for the George C. Haeberle was elected president of the company.
time being. One of the trucks hauling sup"DOES

ABIE

LOVE

HER

OTTIE?"

Exhibitors Featuring
Educational Comedies
Play Up the Shorter Subject
Where Proved Meritorious,
Company Reports
According to a statement from Edu
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., exhibitor
in various sections of the country are
showing a willingness to play up two-reel
comedies above the feature in casewhere they regard the shorter picture a*
worthy of attention.
Educational has already pointed out
many cases where the biggest of the fir-i
run theatres have broken their rule not
to advertise the comedy. Such theatric
as the Euclid in Cleveland and the
Broadway Strand in Detroit are making
the announcements of the Chester, Mer
maid, Torchy and Christie comedieprominent in their advertising.
Exhibitor Crawford's Letter
As an example of the healthy attitude
toward its comedies, Educational quote*
a letter from Manager A. B. Crawford
of the T. & D. theatre in Hanford, Calif
a city of less than .">,000, who has just
played
Foiled,"
first of the
Chesters."Four
Mr. Times
Crawford
writes:
"This comedy was not only given the
preference in advertising over the feature, but was played up as the real feature, and the results speak for them-,
selves. * * * The best part of the
results obtained other than the box office
angle is the satisfaction of hearing on
every hand your patrons' praise for such
Praises Advertising Aids
comedies."
Mr. Crawtord starts his letter by prai*
ing the advertising aids that are sup
plied on Educational with each comed\
by
>aying:
"A efforts
word toofshow
appre
ciation
of the
your mycompany
to furnish the exhibitor with high-da*On each comedy Educational has been
advertising."
since the start issuing a complete fourpage press book, supplying exhibitors
through their exchanges a single-column
ad cut, two double-column ad cuts and a
two-column scene cut either in mat. elec
tro or stereo form. This is in addition
to the stills which are furnished the first
run houses
that prefer to prepare their
own
advertising.
Original of Raver Play
In Seventeen Languages
The six reel feature. ''The Virgin 01
Paris." which will soon be published on
the territorial plan by Harry Raver, if
an adaptation of Anthony Hope's book
which was printed in seventeen languages.
While Mr. Hope is considered one ot
the greatest authors writing in the English language and many of his works
have been translated into foreign
tongues, none of his books reached th*
high record attained by "Sophia," upon,
which "The Virgin of Paris," is based
it is reported. It is said that more thai
three sold.
million copies of this book ha<
been

Edith Chapman, as Aunt Abigail, and John Steppling, as Otis Tucser, in "The
County Fair," a Maurice Tourneur production.

Metro Completes Feature
"The Fatal Hour" is the publication
title selected by Metro for its specia
Raleigh's melo
picturization of Cecil of
Mayfair." re
drama. "The Marriages
cently completed at its New York stu
scheduled for distribution th<
dios ofandNovember.
first
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Co. Now

Has

Col. Fred

Levy

Houses

Chain

of Sixteen

Theatres — Plan to Control 100 in Kentucky
and in Tennessee in Near Future
' Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOl'ISVILLE. KY.. Oct. J2. — The policy of Strand Amusement
ompanv. the Col. Fred Levy <^:erprise. to expand rapidly its theatre
;tivities in this state and in Tennessee is apparent in the recent purchase
t all the houses in Owensboro. Ky.
The company now controls sixteen houses, although it has set as the
mit of its holdings no less than 100. The theatres now comprising the
lain are iocated in Louisville. Princeton. Owensboro. Paducah, Mayfield
id Irvins.
Will Open New House This Month
Included in the recent acquisition is the new Bleich theatre, a $100,000
>use. which will have its opening on October 18. Associated with Mr.
evy are Leo Keiler of Paducah and Lee Goldberg of Louisville.
Regarding the activity of the Strand
product it hardly required a visit to the
ompany Mr. Levy said:
coast
determine."
Askedto as
to the current rumor that he
To Play First National Films
contemplated building a new $150,000
"The purchase of all the theatres in theatre in Louisville. Colonel Levy is
'wensboro is the consummation of said to have declined to affirm or deny
such report at this time, although he
lans entered into prior to my recent
admitted that plans along those lines
sit to the Coast, and were put through
might be contemplated and went so far
y Messrs. Goldberg. Leo Keiler and as to add: '"In that event, the new
myself.
theatre would conveniently take care of
the Associated First National second
"The Owensboro deal gives us the
eautiful new Bleich theatre in that city
SIOO^OOO building, which is to be opened
• the public on the eighteenth of this Mgr.
runs." Rogers of Indiana
onth and which will house Associated
Holds
"Open Playhouse
House"
irst National attractions. This, with
At thean Crump
le other Owensboro houses just ac(Special to Exhibitors Herald }
jired. gives a total of sixteen theatres
COLUMBUS, IND.. Oct. 12— Mana.vned or controlled by us in Kentucky.
Have Unlimited Capital
C. E. Rogersa rather
of Crump's
here gerintroduced
unique theatre
social
"That we have practically unlimited
event
to
this
section
last
Sunday
when
ipital to carry our 100-theatre project
irough will readily be conceded from he held "open house."
ie fact that my associates include in
Crump's theatre recently has been exEessrs. Keiler. father and son. men of
tensively remodelled and enlarged and
e highest financial resources in west- was then opened to the public for the
n Kentucky. That we will have in
ssociated First National attractions a first time in several weeks. The people,
laranteed supply of first class picture approximately 15.000. from all the cities
and towns in central Indiana, were conducted through the theatre from gallery
to orchestra pit by men who could answer any questions asked regarding the
new iiouse. The reception preceded the
reopening of the theatre, which took
place October 4.
The theatre, which was built by the
late John S. Crump, prominent Columbus
capitalist,
the oldest
institution
its
kind
in thisis section
of the
state ando^'one
of the oldest theatres in Indiana. Between $50,000 and $75,000 have been expended in making it modern in every
particular. It has a seating capacity of
2.000 and is said to be second only to
the Circle theatre. Indianapolis, among
the motion picture palaces in Indiana.

LtTCY COTTOX
ho will play the feminine lead opposite
Georce Arliss in -The Devil." to he directed by James Young--

Federal Manager in
N. Y. for Fortnight
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 12. — Norris
Mumper, studio manager of Federal
Photoplays. Great Authors Pictures.
Inc.. and Zane Grey Pictures. Inc.. is
in New York for a fortnight. His
brother. Hewlings Mumper. B. B.
Hampton's
his
place. partner, is temporarily filling

Louisville exhibitor
purchase*
at Owensboro,
Ivy. new bouse*
Philadelphia Theatre
Erected by Stanley
To Cost $2,000,000
PHILADELPHIA. PA.. Oct. 12— The
new theatre in the course of construction
for Stanley Company of America at 19th
and Market streets will be named the
Stanley theatre.
The structure, costing $2,000,000 to
build and equip, bears the name of the
founder of the company. Stanley V.
Mastbaum. and is a memorial to him.
The present Stanley theatre in Market
street will be renamed, according to
Jules E. Mastbaum. president of the comIt is expected to open the new Stanley
pany.
house in the holiday week. The theatre
has a frontage of 143 feet in Market
street and 1T8 feet in 19th street. The
building is of sione. brick, terra-cotta
and art glass and will have a seating capacity will
of 4.000.
The Saba
lobbyand and
auditorium
be of San
Boranoff
marble. The walls will be covered with
silk damask especially designed for this
theatre.
Bachman Goes Back
To N. Y. from L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 12— J. G. Bachman. treasurer of Katherine McDonald
route'tohereNewin
is en spent
Corporation,
Picturesafter
York,
several weeks
conference with B. P. Fineman. vicepresident of the company.
Car ewe in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct 12.— Edwin
Carewe. the director, arrived here today from Los Angeles, his second trip
to New York in three weeks. He was
summoned here on legal business. If his
of being ingives
stay heredefinite.
Carewe indications
may do a picture here
before returning to California
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Paramount
Law

Will Disassociate

Practice

Himself

With

All

Companies of the Corporation
After January 1, 1921

Arthur S. Friend, treasurer and also a director of Famous Players*
Lasky Corporation, has resigned effective January 1. 1921, to resume lii>
law practice.
In leaving Famous Players, where he has been connected since it >
formation three years ago, Mr. Friend also disassociates himself with the
affairs of all affiliated companies.
Active in the Affairs of the Industry
I hiring the time he has been connected with motion picture interests,
Mr. Friend has taken an active part in the affairs of the industry as a
whole, having served on several committees of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
Mr. Friend lias appeared with various
bigger and better progress and prosperity
N. A. M. 1'. I. committees before legisla- of the company, its officers and its entin
tive bodies on Censorship and other legal personnel will always be maintained."
Zukor Makes Reply
matters. Recently be was the spokesman
for all the manufacturing interests in the
Mr.
Zukor's
reply to Mr. Friend follows
wage adjustment dispute in the film labora"Dear Mr. Friend : You have left me no
tories.
choice
but
to
accept
w ith great regret your
Aided Food Administration
resignation as treasurer of the corporation,
and as an officer of each of the several
During the war Mr. Friend was chairsubsidiaries, all effective at the end of the
man ofoperate
thewith the
industry's
committee
to
cofood administration. His current calendar year.
participation, in conferences at Washing"Ours has been a happy association inton, on general matters was encouraged by
deed, and it is difficult to fully express my
Mr. Hoover who acknowledged to Mr. own appreciation, and that of all the rest
Friend the Government's indebtedness to of us in the organization, for your dethe motion picture industry for the splendid
votion to the affairs of the company, and
work it performed.
your loyal support of the administration.
Persons who have been close to Mr.
wish you every success, and I am sure
Friend have known for a long time of his that"I you
will achieve and realize your fonddesire to resume his law practice but he
est hopes in the resumption of your prohas been unable to see his way clear to refessional career."
linquish the many business responsibilities
Lasky Voices Sentiment
that
went
with
his
position.
Mr.
Friend's
Jesse L. Lasky. first vice president of
own reasons for resigning are embodied in
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation voiced
the following letter addressed to Adolph
the sentiment of every executive in the
Zukor, president of the corporation :
company when he made the following
Writes to Mr. Zukor
statement :
"Dear Mr. Zukor : As you know 1 have
can speak for my associates when I
had it in mind for over a year now to ask say"I that
it is with a feeling of profound
to be relieved of my duties as an officer of regret that we have learned from Mr.
the company, and have postponed doing so Friend of his determination to resign from
from time to time at your request and in his executive position with the Famous
appreciation of the fact that I might be -of Players-Lasky Corporation to resume his
assistance to you in completing the plans law practice.
and policies of expansion which you then
Won Highest Regard
had in mind. These plans are now com"For more than six years Mr. Friend
plete and the affairs of the corporation are
now so splendidly shaped that, as I told and I have been very intimately associated
you yesterday, I am sure I can well be and he has not only won our highest regard
respect as an organizer and business
spared from further active participation in and
man but the irreproachable standards of
its management.
his manliness have cemented many close
"Although I have enjoyed my connection
friendships. He has won an enviable posiwith the business end of this great enterin the industry and is one of the few
prise which you have so well established, men tionwho
have worked with a true vision
the desire to resume my private practice of the motion
possibilities. I very
persists and I have determined to heed it. much doubt if picture
there is any one who can
Tenders His Resignation
number among its branches so many firm
friends. I am very sorry that the corpora"I know you understand and appreciate
tion is losing his services. We all wish him
exactly how I feel, and so I wish to herewith formally tender my resignation as an
Friendsuccess.-'
was one of the organizers
theMr.
greatest
officer of Famous Players-Lasky Corporaand was general counsel of Jesse L. Lasky
tion and such of its subsidiaries as I may
Feature Play Company.
be serving in any capacity and in accordance with your expressed desire in the
matter, ask that the resignation be made
Cook Comedies Given
effective at the close of the present calendar
Broadway Bookings
year.
"I take this occasion to express to you
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
and to all other officers and- employees of
XEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Fox anthe company my thanks and appreciation
nounces that Hugo Reisenfeld and
for the support and encouragement that I Joseph Plunkett
have booked the series
have enjoyed throughout the years of my
activity in the business, and to say that my of eight Clyde Cook comedies after seebest wishes for the success and for the
ing the first subject "Kiss Me Quick. "

\ K i ll I l( •>. FRIEND
I'rriuarrr <>fporation,
h'nmou*
Corwho Iiiim Plnyrrx-Lasky
rrvi_n.il rffrclU.
Jnnunrj I. to renunie him law prnrflrr.
Plan

to Erect

Film

Building in St. Louis
Exchange Will Be Built Next
Spring at an Estimated
Cost of $500,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS. MO, Oct. 12. — A film
exchange building to cost .•f.jon.OOO will
b< erected here providing a sufficient
number of long-term leases at a rental
shortly*
to justify the investment can be -igned
If plan- materialize construction will
begin in the spring. The new building
will afford space for approximately
twenty exchanges. .
Hedges Interested in Deal
l-aac A Hedges, manager of Washington university is interested in the
project. Mr-. Martha E. Huse, motherin-law of Hedges, owns property at tin
northwest corner of Beaumont and
< (live street-, where it is planned to erect
the film exchange. The lot has a frontfeet in street.
Olive street and 134
feet ageinof .so::
Beaumont
Preston J. Bradshaw, an architect, is
preparing tentative plans and an estimate of the cost of the building. Hedgesaid today the structure will be at leas!
three stories in height, the limit allowed
under existing city ordinances for a
-tructure of this kind. He estimated at
least $.*.iio.(i(mi will be put into the proTo Have Individual Vaultsject. •
Tentative plans call for a concreteand
-teel structure, fireproof throughout. Inlividual fireproof vaults will be installed
in each suite of roms. There also will be
a number of projection rooms, an assembly hall for meetings of the Film Board
of Trade and similar bodies, universal
shipping rooms, branch express and
postoffices.
etc. store
The ground
divided
into
rooms floor
for will
supplybe
houses,
etc.,towhile
the exchanges.
upper floors will
be
devoted
the film
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iarry M. Crandall Is Forced to Resign Because of
Pressure of Business — Brunet Is Named Chairman of Executive Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, October 12. — Members of Associated Exhibitors. Inc..
t a recent meeting here elected H. H. Wellenbrink. of Newark, president
f the organization to succeed Harry M. Crandall. of Washington, D. C.
'aul Brunet, president of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., was chosen chairman
f the executive committee.
i Mr. Crandall, in tendering his resignation, declared that it was imerative that he be relieved of the responsibilities of the position in order
> devote his entire time to his own theatre interests. Members extended
vote of thanks for his work in the interest of the association.
Map Out Plans for Future Activities
In addition to the election of officers the exhibitors present formulated
lans for the future activities of the association. They expressed enthusil^Bfc what they believe is the assured success of the organization's
litial publication, "The Riddle : Woman,*' featuring Geraldine Farrar.
Other officers elected at the meeting
While gratified with the prospects for
;!Iow:
"The Riddle: Woman." the Associated
Exhibitors chiefs also were pleased with
First Vice-President — Paul Gusdanothe progress being made by Edward
c, Cleveland.
Jose
in his special production which he
Second Vice-President — Ellis Bostick, is making
from a story by Charles
[ilwaukee.
Logue.
Third Vice-President — Charles Olsen,
Plan Step Forward
ldianapolis.
Another
big step forward will be taken,
Secretary — Sam Harding, Kansas City.
Treasurer— H. B. Franklin, Buffalo.
the exhibitors feel, when "The Devil."
On the executive committee the fol- starring the noted actor. George Arliss.
wing men, in addition to Mr. Brunet, is published. Tames Young is directing
ere chosen: Sam Harding, E. Stern, this production.
The rise of Harold Lloyd to fame was
inneapolis; H. B. Franklin. Buffalo.
another source of gratification to the
H. Cooper and President Wellenbrink.
Associated Exhibitors. Lloyd soon will
Also Name Directors
begin his first production for Associated,
The board of directors is composed
under
a contract which assures him of
H. H. Wellenbrink. J. H. Cooper,
ichita, Kan.; H. B. Franklin. H. M. §250,000, it is said, for each two-reel
randall, E. Stern, Dennis Harris. Pitts- negative he produces. He is now workirgh; Isaac Libson, Cincinnati: Sam
ing on "Wrong Number" for Pathe.
arding. H. C. Lambach, Spokane,
Plays In Additional Houses
"ash.;
F. H. Dowler, Chattanooga, and
ml Brunet.
Figures were introduced by Mr. Brunet to show that Lloyd's second series
of two-reel comedy specials were being
played by a vastly greater number of
theatres than his first collection which
began with "Bumping Into Broadway"'
and
with of
"AnAssociated
Eastern Westerner."
Everyended
member
Exhibitors
playing Lloyd reported on his tremendous drawing power at the box office.
Ochs

to Visit Many
Centers in Europe
Lee A. Ochs, who went to London to
view ''"The Road to London."
first
of the new series of productions the
starring
Bryant Washburn, will visit Paris. Berlin. Vienna and Milan and tour Switzerland before returning to America. Mrs.
Ochs is accompanying him on the trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Abrams and
daughter were aboard the '"Olympic."
on which the Ochs' went to England.

r",«'
kat
lall,

H. H. WELLENBRINK
secretary
Exhibitors,of
wk» has of
beenAssociated
made president
r,company
«i;rn. d. to succeed H. M. f'ran-

Insured for Million
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLEVELAND. O.. Oct. 12.— Testimony offered at the trial of a suit of the
Marcus Loew interests against Associated First National Pictures indicates
that Charles Chaplin is insured for
£1.000.000 and Norma Talmadge and
Charles Ray at §160.000 each by First
National.

HARRY
M. (RANDALL
Of \\ ashinston,
D. C resigm*
as president of Associated
Exhibitor*.
Producers

Have

Run

On Films Having to
Do With the Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Stories having to do with the stage and its people
seem to have caught the fancy of a
number of producers almost simultaneously. In the last week four such
stories have been shown on the screen.
These are "Curtain." First National.
Katherine MacDonald; "Madame Peacock." Metro. Nazimova: "The Broadway
Bubble." Yitagraph. Corinne Griffith :
and
"Once Phillips.
to Every Woman." Uni\-ersal.
Dorothy
By a coincidence two of them — ■
"Madame Peacock" and "The BroadBubble"—
star have
in a been
dual
role. wayDual
rolepresent
vehiclesthelately
taboo with a number of producers.
Riet Weiman, well known Saturday
Evening Post contributor, wrote the
Katherine Z\IacDonald and the Nazimova
stories: Gordon Leigh Giltner wrote
"The Broadway Bubble" and J. Allen
Holubar "Once to Every' Woman."
Owen

Moore Busy on
Latest Farce Comedy
Owen Moore. Selznick star, is engaged
in the filming of his forthcoming Selznick
starringthevehicle,
Me Your
Wife."
under
direction"Lend
of Victor
Heerman.
He is said to have a capital farce-comedy
for his first fall production. It concerns
the trials of a young man, who having
failed to marry, must now wait until his
forty-fourth birthday in order to make
good use of an inheritance. The cast includes Vivian ■ Ogden, Teddy Sampson.
Katherine Perry. Walter Walker and
Edgar Nelson. Edwin Sturgis is assisting
Heerman in the direction of the ,j reduction.
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Brady Forms
President's Council
To Aid in N. A. M. P. I. Activities
Advisory Board Composed of Chairmen of Various
Committees— Plans for the New Year Are
Reported As Progressing Rapidly
William A. Brady, re-elected president
in thirty-sill states this year. He also
of the National Association of the Morecommended the appointment of sevtion Picture Industry, has inaugurated
eral sub-committees, the personnel of
which will be announced later.
the
president's
council,
composed
of
chairmen of the various committees, to
The meeting was one of the most representative ever held by the committee
assist him in the affairs of the organization during the coming year.
and was attended by the following:
Chairmen who are members of tin- Gabriel L. Hess, Goldwyn Pictures Corcouncil are Adolph Zukor of the proporation: Paul H. Cromelin, Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation; Percy L. Waters,
ducers' division; Arthur S. Friend, viceDistributing Corporation; Paul
chairman
of the
producers'
division:and1'. Triangle
L, Waters,
executive
committee
Gulick. Universal Film Manufacturing
distributors'
J. E.Thomas
Brulatour,G. Company: Lewis Innerarity, Pathe Exsupply and division;
equipment;
change. Inc.; Paul Lazarus, Associated
Wiley, general division, and Paul CromeMotion Picture Advertisers; C. C. Pettijohn. Select Pictures Corporation; J.
lin, exporters' division.
Robert Rubin, Metro Pictures CorporaMeetings Are Held
tion, and Anita Stewart Productions; If,
The executive, censorship, finance and
Silverstone, International Film Service:
transportation committees have held
Wrilliam Wright, Vitagraph. Inc., and
meetings since their appointment by James
R. Quirk, Photoplay Magazine.
President Brady. Work of these comMany Attend Meetings
mittees is reported as progressing rapidly.
There is evidence of a sincere desire
to assist in the work of the various
At tive
the committee
monthlyit meeting
of the execuwas announced
that
committees as indicated by the large
attendance at the meetings held during
the American Public Health Association at its recent annual meeting had
the last two weeks, and it is expected
voted to cooperate with the national
that the standing committees will be
able to accomplish big results for the
association, and committees representing each body will be appointed for tin
general benefit of the entire industry
purpose of formulating a policy to be during the next year.
conducted by the joint committee.
Jack S. Connolly,
the Washington
The executive committee recommended
resentative, isspending
a few daysrep-in
the New York headquarters each week
that President Brady designate Fredcrick H. Elliott, executive secretary, and assisting in the general work of organthe general counsel of some of the imizing the committees.
portant companies to attend the annual
convention of the National Trade Organization Secretaries to be held at Sterling, Special Star,
Lenox, Mass., during the latter part of
Is Touring the Country
October.
C arrying with him an appointment from
Censorship Body Meeting
Mayer 'MeredithhimP. as
Snyder
of Los
Angeles
The first meeting of the censorship
commissioning
a roving
advertising
committee to perfect it- organization
agent for Angeleno climate, industries,
was held on October 5. Chairman
good roads and other attractions of Southern California, Ford Sterling, the new
Gabriel L. Hess outlined the commitSpecial Pictures Corporation star, has left
tee's
accomplishments
during
the
past
year and called attention to the fact the coast for a personal appearance tour of
centers of the country.
that the industr}' faces censorship lights tlieHeexchange
will meet with the theatre owners, the
exchange men. the prominent citizens, and
the newspaper editors of each community
and talk over their problems with them as
regards the comedy field. He will study the
Explaining It to "Tarn
needs of exhibitors for two reel fun films.
His first stop will l>e San Francisco, from
there he will go east via Salt Lake. Denver.
Kansas City, Minneapolis. St. Louis and
Chicago,
from there he will cover the
Fast and and
South.

Kussell Simpson and Reginald Barker
going over the script for the Goldwyn
production of ■■Hunt* Palls the
Strings."

HARGARI1 \ FTSHKB
\ nd I..\mrrlcnn
< . shiimnnKiln.In "The
4>nmcntrr«(*' an
Co. production.
A. M. P. A. Annual
Dinner October
Ben. Grimm

15

Declares It Will

Be the Most

"Colossal

Affairto Ever
(Special,
ExhibitorsHeld"
Herald)
NEW YORK, October 12.— The second
annual dinner of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers will be held at the Cafe
Boulevard on Friday evening, October 15.
According to Ben Grimm, who has been
busy stupefying,
publicizing tremendous,
the affair, itcolossal,
will be gorg'"the
most
eous and magnificent super-dinner ever
Many cmen
prominent
in thePercy
industry,
luding William
A. Brady,
WatersinArthur Friend and others, have signified
their intention of attending.
Grimm, in order to attract as large at
tendance as possible, has given the dinnei
a title with all the l>ox office qualities neces
held."
say. It is, "If Not, Why Not?"
Pictures of 1919

World

Ohio Rights Sold
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW
Oct. that
12— Elmer
McGovem YORK,
announces
Ohio J. Frlm
Classics, of Cleveland, has bought the
exhibition rights to "The Woman LTntamed" for Ohio.

Series in Selznick Newi
Selznick News 53-A shows picture
of some of the members of the Chicagi
White Sox who are accused of "fixing
games." and also one of the 1919 worl<
series games which is alleged to hav
been "fixed." It also shows Pitcher Ci
cotte being "knocked out" of the box

No Damage from Fire
« (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GARY, IND.. Oct. 12. — Rubbish
burning under the stage and filling the
auditorium with smoke caused a near
panic among the patrons of Mat McBride's theatre in Broadway. Firemen
quickly put out the blaze and no -damage resulted.

No Publication Plans M?de
Announcement of the distribution ar
rangements made for the British an*
"The Black Spider." i
feature.until
Colonialwithheld
being
after the arrival o
another special in this country. All ne
gotiations for B. & C. pictures will !>
tion.
handled by Producers Security Corpora
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GENUINE

'Pietuve

Exploitation

GENIUS
dence in every other phase of the
theatre business which demands
Genius is largely theoretical.
that exhibitor and a dealer in any
The term was invented by the laggard to designate the
commodity come to an agreement
progressive. As an excuse for mediocrity it serves very well
upon aries,
a fair
Employes'
theatre price.
rent, electric
bills, salthe
— so far as the laggard's peace of mind is concerned.
thousand and one items that must
But the theory of genius is decidedly restrictive in its
be disposed of each month are
effect upon those who believe in it. It provides what is popwatched closely and regulated with
extreme care.
ularly termed an "alibi" when another has done a given
Then a picture which costs more
thing better than the unwitting theorist.
than
all of the other items put toThe genius idea has no place in exploitation.
gether is booked, advertised halfThe work idea should be given top position.
heartedly and allowed to work out
its own destiny.
Logic rejects the genius theory when serious consideraThe system is faulty.
tion is brought to bear upon it. The same logic supports
Despite the adage to the contrary,
the work theory absolutely.
a dollar saved is not and never was
The point is important.
a dollar earned. Misers act upon
It works around to the most important statement that
such a theory — with the result that
can be made in regard to exploitation as it applies to the
they are misers.
3§S ♦ ♦
individual exhibitor — that any man can do what any other
man can do, and better!
"Too busy," is a frequent exhibitorial response to a query regarding
That fact is not generally appreciated. It is a fact
his laxity in exploitation. It is a
essential to individual exploitation success and the rapid
poor
excuse. It is in reality no exdevelopment of the science.
cuse.
Genuine genius is the will and ability to work.
"Too busy to make money," is
what such an exhibitor says in reality. And the statement is obviously an admission of ignorance,
fort to be found in that reflection.
3APID as has been the developlaziness or stupidity. It simply isn't
* ment of exploitation during the A similar miserable comfort is found
ast two or three years, there surely by the man who has failed in any made.
Work is what is needed.
an be none who regard it as satis- line of endeavor. It is necessary for
Attention to detail is important.
ictory. Satisfaction is a dangerous
the happiness of man that such a
hing. There surely can be few en- dummy psychology should be set Good management requires it. But
attention to detail to the exclusion
up. Nature provided it. Characters
aged in this essentially moneylaking work that rest content with that do not produce such a barrier
of constructive and productive enne advance that has been made.
deavor is gross extravagance.
against chagrin, jealousy and disYet it cannot be denied that many
appointment become anarchistic.
It has been said that "any man
can do what any other man can do,
But there are no sub-normals
imerican exhibitors display marked
pathy in regard to both exploita- among American exhibitors. Comis glaringly patent.
on and advertising of the more
petition long ago became so keen as andThat
better."
There
is the precedent to begin
early standard varieties.
to have eliminated any such that
with. The course is outlined in deSomething closely akin to the may have been present.
tail. Mere reproduction of the
The exhibitors of this country are
enius theory is responsible.
Reading of a Grauman presenta- intelligent. keen-thinking, active original is practically mechanical.
on feature, a Superba or Sidney business men. A new industry, its
To do the thing "better" is the
>bby display, a Plunkett prologue constituents are of pioneer charac- natural impulse. With the infusion
r an Albright innovation, the exteristics, alert, progressive, indomi- of the doer's individuality the improvement isaccomplished.
ibitor who does not operate a the- table.
Which course of reasoning retre equal in exploitation and
In the matter of buying film exduces the matter of exploitation
resentation facilities to the theatres
hibitors display no lack of initiative
mcerned finds it convenient and or determination. There is no
apathy to a matter of facilities — a
?rhaps just a bit consoling to re- apathy here. The bargaining is negligible item.* * *
ect, "Well. I'd do it too if I had the spirited
tested. and every point is hotly conThe man with no stage in his
uff to do it with."
(Continued on Page 56)
There probably is a certain comThe same attributes are in evi-
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

J?
r

Thedirect
theatre
from "Once A tocurio
Every
gives a
cue scene
for presentation.
shop Woman,"
can supplyUniversal-Jewel,
the necessary props.

Southern gentlemen in the indicated attire may tour the neighborhood, giving
first-hand information regarding
"Hitchin'
versal Posts,"
production. Frank Mayo's Uni-

window
silhouette
of College,"
Pickford's
Goldwyn
production,
that from
can be"Just
uied Out
effectively
as lobbyJack
or window
display.

wS

I

Simple presentation for "Thunderbolt IB
Jack," Jack Hoxie's Arrow serial, can
be effected with a black drop and careBubble," Corinne Griffith's VitagTaph production, contains
ful lighting, a lone character giving ThetheBroadway
above scene, taken on the stage of the George M. Cohan theatre, New
York.
Approximate
or exact duplication of it is a simple matter and
dramatic
readings of Bert Harte's
Western classics.
Spanish dancers are plentiful.
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FEW exploitation stunts of recent date have equaled in direct advertising and indirect publicity value the Swimming
put The
over above
by Solphotograph
Lesser andshows
his staff
in behalf
of event,
the "What
WcmenPark,
Love"
engagement
the Kinema
theatre.
..osCarnival
Angeles.
the scene
of the
Westlake
where
thousandsat gathered
to see
the
'arious champions who participated in the contests.

Swimming
To

Kinema

Carnival
Run

JTJOL LESSER, producer of "What
3 Women Love." Annette Kelleriian"s First National attraction, and
bart owner of the Kinema theatre,
.os Angeles, recently set a precedent
n "follow through" showmanship by
xploiting that attraction thoroughly
nd successfully at that theatre.
Murie Meyers. Mr. Lesser's exploiation representative, and Richard
;pier. publicity director of the
vinema. aided materially in making
le event a success.
The Los Angeles Examiner cooperted.

:1 Lesser. Annette Kellerman and
Meredith P. Snyder, mayor of Los
Angeles, honorary judges at the swimming carnival.

of

Draws
Annette

Capacity

Crowd

Kellerman

As a result a great many championship holders and contenders participated in the S-wimming Carnival held
at Westlake Park coincident with the
opening of the picture, an event managed by Fred A. Cady. swimming director of the Los Angeles Athletic
Club, and conducted according to regulation A. A. L". rules.
The individual events were :
For Women —
100-yard handicap (open).
2C0-yard handicap (open).
50-yard backstroke scratch (open).
50 yards, girls under 14.
For Men
—
100-yard
handicap
(open).
220-yard handicap (open).
103-yard
boys). scratch (for High School
Canoe tilting (open).
Gold and silver cups, donated by
Annette Kellerman. two-in-one Annette Kellerman bathing suits given
by the Asbury Knitting Mills, a silver
cup ottered by the newspaper and
seven sets of medals were among the
prizes offered.
Thelma Darby, for three years Central States champion. Dorothy Burns.
Pacific Coast champion, and Thelma
Finn and Phyllis Fatchen. Honolulu
title holders, were among the contestants, as were also Jack Kilburn and
Sylvester,
Guyfic Coast records.holders of divers PaciSpecial and stock paper was lavishly
used to establish definitely the connection with the Kinema showing. Photographs reproduced herewith give an
idea of the effect gained.
It is scarcelv necessarv to state that

Film

the picture prospered.
The newspaper publicity obtained
was voluminous and especially valuable because of the part the newspaper
had in the staging of the event. It
was wrnten with directness and enthusiasm that would not otherwise
have been obtainable
In even.- possible manner the carnival was identified with the picture.
The participation of the star, her appointment, with Sol Lesser and Meredith P. Snyder, mayor of Los Angeles,
as honorary judge, was duly chronicled in type and picture.

The mayor of Lcs Angeles congratulates
Thelma Darcy. Los Angeles Athletic
Club, after the winning of a hotly
contested event.
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'Sky way man"
Sets Record
at
As
Circling
Miniature
Planes

"The Skywayman" holds the box office record of William Fox's Strand theatre, Denver, Colo.
Exploitation did it.
Louis K. Sidney, managing director, directed the exploitation.
His methods can be duplicated by any exhibitor in
America with initiative and the courage of his convictions.
Box office records give encouragement and inspiration.
"The Skywayman" is distinctly an exploitation picture.
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Fox's
Draw

Strand
Crowds

Ml

X I ATI KF planes that circled all day long over the
Strand lobby and over the sidewalk halted pedestrians during the run. The planes carried their own motors
and were given motion by genuine propellers. The motors
at"rattle"
sufficient
to emit eyes
were permitted
tention of any whose
did not
chanceto todraw
lighttheupon

them.
In Mr. Sidney's own words:
"As long as I have been in the show business, I never
have seen the equal of this display. It stopped all traffic
* * *
and broke all records at the Strand theatre."

of
idea the
a definite
'give suspende
phs were
Accompan
d from
the planes
which photogra
inying
the manner
lobby ceiling and allowed to describe circles in the air.
Though the Strand lobby is unusually high, the same plan
may be used with success by the majority of theatre men.
It can also be elaborated upon, perhaps, in many instances, to the extent of attaching the planes to a wire
stretched across the street.
To further identify the plane with the picture, small
rope ladders were attached, with dummy figures apparently
connection with scenes from
climbing
plaj . up or down, a direct
the
* * *

( >ther photographs presented herewith show the Sidto other lobby displays for other atas applied
ney touchtractions
recently played.
For "The Sport of Kings." for example, the race track
idea was brought into play with entirely successful results.
W hen "God's C ountry and the Woman" was shown,
characteri
skill.
,
. , stic
le North Country effect was gained with

Ml are typical Sidney creations, products of the genuine showman who directs the William Fox theatres in
)( nver. To him. and to his able assistants, great credit
is due. The theatres are doing good business. It is not
strange that this is the case.

vigorously and continuWhere exploitation is usedprevail
s.
ously, good business invariably
Good business makes exploitation possible.
Fxploitation makes good business.
That point is vital.
When everv theatre man in America has grasped tna
b.
point and conducts his business accordingly, there will
due cause for celebration by every person in the industry
What

Three views of the airplane lobby decorations used by George
K. Sidney during the record run of "The Skywayman"
at William Fox's Strand theatre, Denver, Colo.

Do

You Read?

tell yowhat you read and I'll
who said. "Tellthe mephysiol
The savant prompt
ogist who promised * .M
ed by
are."
vou
what
for his statement.
,
service to anyone who would tell him what he ate. had good grot*.
important than what n
lears,W hat
sees aorman
does.reads is decidedly more
He believes what he reads.
the ultimate success of whatever he wider
faith ofin reading.
a result
takesHeas has
Faith is itself the best assurance of success.
men for your enterta.nmen
of success
livesentertai
subject.
ning ful
is nothemore
ThereRead
ation for your business. There
ful exploit
of success
Read profita
.
ble reading
no more
.
Onlv successful exploitation is recorded in these columns
t upon failure
commen
for
upon—
ted
commen
not
is
Failure
discouraging and serves no good end.
Read of the success of others— and write of your own succe
for others' profit.
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Tickets

Lobby Displays with Real Sales Value Produced
by Louis K. Sidney at the Strand. Denver, Colo.
■■MHBMnHHMHMK
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(Continued from page 51)

The longest automobile parade reported as exploitation for "What's Your Hurry?"
Wallace
Reid's
Paramount
production,
put over by the Strand theatre and the
Mack truck
agency
in Omaha,
Neb.

"What's
Your Hurry ?" Procession
Record at Strand
Breaks Program
"What's Your Hurry?"
That'sAmerican.
the way automobile accident stories are started in the Chicago
Evening
That is also the way police traffic semaphores in Denver, Colo., read
That is also the title of Wallace Reid's Paramount picture, which
recently established a box office record for more than special attractions
at the Strand theatre. ( )maha. Xeb.
The title is good.
S. G. Sladdin. Famous Players-Lasky exploitation representative
at the Omaha branch office, found the management of the Mack Truckagency in that city enthusiastic over the prospect of a co-operative campaign.
The result is pictured above.
Trucks of every description, with several passenger cars that are
handled by the same agency, were formed into the longest parade vet
reported as having been used in connection with the picture. Kvery car
was supplied with a banner bearing the essential information and the
parade started through the city at noon, unannounced.
It isn't necessary
to announce
advertisement,
and a highly
efficientthatone.sort of a parade. It is its own
The newspapers printed the story. And the next day, and subsequent days, the procession attracted unabated interest.
Newspaper advertising of the quality that the Strand may always
be depended upon to produce also appeared, making the identification
even more complete.
The record mentioned above was the net result.
There should be more titles of this calibre.
Title writers might do well to heed the question it asks and proceed
accordingly.
In the annals of recent production it has been demonstrated
repeatedly that exploitation beginning at the studio has brought
about excellent box office results. With the working material provided in the picture itself exhibitors have found it not difficult to
attract large attendance to their theatres.
There is no apparent reason why exploitation should not begin
even prior to the studio stage.
The author of the story can do a great deal toward box office
success by writing into his narrative incidents that give exploitation
men material to work upon.
The title writer, the man who changes the author's title to suit
screen purposes, has almost as great an opportunity. There have
been numerous instances where altered titles have materially added
to the value of good screen stories.

theatre cannot reproduce a musical
comedy.sirableI'.ut
he can get as deresults from
intelligent use
of his lobby.
The man whose lobby is unsuited !
to exploitation purposes can go out
upon the public highway and attract to his box office the same volume of patronage.
The man who for any reason cannot avail himself of street exploitation has recourse to the newspaper.
And several of the most capable
showmen reading and contributing
to this department, so situated that
even the newspaper is not available
to them, obtain almost sensational
results with heralds, tags, a mailing
list and a house organ.
* * *
There are no geniuses in American exploitation.
There are a number of exceptionW ally
orkgoodisworkers.
a matter of inclination.
Anybody can work. Practice makes
perfect.
The industry will thrive when the ■
genius idea is thrown out, when a
correct knowledge of existing facts
becomes general and more exhibitors GO TO WORK.
Camera"
Theatre "Get
news isa live
news.
American editors have awakened to the
fact and are giving it more space today
than at any previous time.
Bui it must be news.
It should be news.
And news with photographic illustration
is better than the same news unsupported
by visual evidence of its authenticity.
(iet a camera.
Take pictures of every incident that you
desire to use as newspaper publicity.
The pictures will insure its printing.
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DEVELOPING the cutout to excellent effect, the Victoria theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., advertised "Go and Get It." Marshall
First cage
National
such good
purposematethatrial.the run was extended over a second week. The photograph
showsNeilan's
a realistic
effectattraction,
made up toentirely
of cutout

Illuminated
"Go

and

Cutout
Get

It"

Lobby

Display

Engagement

1early
The
t the
ighly
The
'Ut in

represented. * ,
big cage, containing the cutout
ape-man from the picture, is
effective.
cutout idea was also carried
the electric lights, life-size fig-

at

Victoria

vertisements— and it is well to have as
many of them in circulation as possible, as early as possible.
W hen the picture is a genuine drawing attraction, business normally increases as the run progresses. People
talk, and business builds.
\\ hen business is at its height the
opening day. obviously, the number of
admissions that represents the difference between "capacity" and "average" attendance becomes pure profit.
Longer runs will, in all probability,
progress
fromcustomary.
the estate The
of the
occasional tothe
industry
is united in the effort to bring about
this change.

Fortnight engagements are uncommon.
Despite the steady improvement in
quality and marketability of motion
Pictures, the report of a tzco zi-eeks'
'un is still genuine news.
Advertising zvas responsible for the
icneral abandonment of the hard and
fast daily change policy.
Current events indicate that the
ame agent zcill again increase the
ength of the "average run."
ARSHALL NEILAN'S First
National attraction, ''Go and
pet
It,"
recently
concluded
a fortnight
engagement
at the
Victoria
theatre.
Philadelphia. Pa. The event qualifies
is genuine news.
Despite the complimentary box ofice reports that the attraction has been
;iven. it is certain that the excellent
•xploitation conducted in its behalf
ras a material factor in the extension
f the engagement.
Photographs presented herewith,
ibtained under some difficulty, reveal
he front of the Victoria during the
un. It is. unfortunately, impossible
0 reproduce the lighting effect.
The cutout feature, however, is

Extends

Life size figures of man and ape were
worked into the electric sign with
realistic effect.
ures being placed at opposite ends of
the sign and illuminated.
By night and by day. the front attracted.
The picture was shown for two
weeks.
The point of the story is clear. It
is most simply expressed, perhaps, in
the ancient but honorable truism, "it
It pays
to advertise, particularly, beto advertise."'
pays
fore the opening of each attraction.
It pays to get as big a crowd as possible into the theatre the first day of
the engagement.
Satisfied patrons are excellent ad-

Exploitation will do it.
"Christmas Saving"
The Christmas Savings Plans in common
use are too well advertised by banks conducting them to require description here.
But the idea is interesting.
Why has not some enterprising exhibitor
instituted a Christmas Savings club in connection with the sale of tickets at his box
office?
The matter can be arranged as to details
in accordance with local conditions.
Voluminous and valuable publicity can
be obtained and the direct effect upon the
box office should become more and more
marked as time goes on.
A community Christmas tree, with presents for the poor, is one of the things that
can be managed.
Individual savings accounts is another.
Now is a good time to start.
Who will test out the idea?
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Features

Show

Institutional

Grauman

Showmanship

ter, lights were dimmed and the spotlight picked up in
turn the various groups of entertainers.
* * *
As arranged and presented, the talent was offered under the most advantageous circumstances, a well-balanced
program being effected. The whole was enthusiastically
received throughout the week.
Another striking feature was entitled "In An Old
California
In thisMission."
appeared the characters who participate in
the Mission Play of San Gabriel, by special arrangement.
The rising of the curtain discloses the exterior of an
old mission, with padres moving slowly about in their
accustomed pursuits. A singer off stage gives "The

1

The Hawaiian Village occupied the left opening of the Grauman stage. For central opening, see opposite page.
Ziegf eld's Follies is an institution.
No screen parallel has been produced to date — though
it is highly probable that one will be furthcoming in due
time.
There are, however, several motion picture theatres
in the United States that arc genuine institutions.
Grauman s Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, is one
of these — as most recently reported, the leading one.

of Los Angeles attend Grauman 's MillionCITIZENS
Dollar theatre with two purposes in mind — one of
which is to see the current film attraction. The other is
to enjoy the Grauman entertainment.
The result is that the theatre occupies a singularly'
unique position. Though it follows an invariable first-run
policy, it is undoubtedly true that were the same feature
attraction exhibited at an opposition house, the motion picture enthusiast, other things being equal, would choose
Grauman's.
Further, and immensely more important, patrons who
feel no especial desire to view the current Grauman screen
frequently do attend
entertainment
offered. Grauman's for the sake of the other
*
* *
Two recent Grauman features especially qualify as
representing the best and most advanced thought in institutional showmanship.
"Recollections of the San Diego Fair," for instance,
engaged the services of thirty-five players.
The stage was set to represent the midway.
At the left was seen the Hawaiian Village, with native
musicians and dancers engaged in the typical ballyhoo.
At the extreme right the Streets of Cairo were reproduced in similar style.
The central opening presented many other features
of the exposition.
As the curtain rose, barkers shouted their appeals and
the music clamored, in imitation of the original. After a
lapse of time sufficient for the general impression to regis-

Without musical accompaniment the male voices then
Rosary."
take This
up "Come
Hither byYea Faithful."
is followed
Spanish dance by an actres.*|
made up as a senorita of the olden days, after which a
number of Indians come on and go through the paces of
their native dance.
The closing is in keeping with the beginning, the
padres again singing softly and without musical accompaniment, save for the chimes that are heard dimly as the
curtains come together.
* * *
Such is Grauman's institutional showmanship.
Few exhibitors have created anything to approach it
in point of merit or desirable effect.
It is undeniably the aim of every exhibitor to make
his theatre attractive for itself independently of the attrac
tion. Though comparatively few are in a position to duplicate Grauman's something
example, many
approximate it and al"
can accomplish
in thiscandirection.
The opportunity to realize the great benefit to be de
rived from doing so should not be missed.
It is bigger
There
should showmanship
be more of —it.and better.

The Streets of Cairo were reproduced in the right opening o
the stage, holding the spotlight for an extended period.
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1 1 typically Grauman institutional stage features, used independently of the screen attractions. This type j j
responsible for the high standing of Grauman's Million Dollar in
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is in
entertainment
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theatricals.
in American
Los Angeles,
theatre,
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Tom

TO

Moore's "Madame
X"
Suited to Washington

kS

II I- KALI)

Window
Patronage

Tom .Moore, proprietor of several Washington. I). C theatres, has
long been identified with progressive showmanship.
His theatres occupy a distinctive position in American theatrical
ranks.
I lis methods are worthy of study.
* * *
A recent Moore enterprise that gives something of an insight into
the reasons for his success is the simple window display used in connection with the showing of "Madame X," Pauline Frederick's • ioldwyn
production.
The window is reproduced herewith as well as it was possible to
reproduce it photographically.
It is striking in its simplicity. Devoid of flash and sensationalism,
it is characteristic of the advertising which has been found successful
by Mr. Moore.
The window in which it appears, it is interesting to note, is that
of the (ialt & Bro. store, owned by Mrs. Woodrow Wilson and her
brother. Pomp and pretension would not harmonize with that location.
* * *
The character of the Washington patronage also must be considered.
A large portion of it is made up of officials and their families who

FIRST

NATIONAL

SLPT. 13-18WEEKSEPT.-M
AT THE
— MAJESTIC
ItOC ML VTCM.THEATRE
PA
II Marshall Neilan
Olive Telli
Question MARRY
Love WithoutjDONT EVER
MILDRED HARRIS
I NORMA

TALM&DGE

CHAPLIN
"Polly
of the

YES OR NOi

Storm Country"
I Look for this Trademark
on Ihf S<rrrn for thr B<-M Pidurri
Copy used by the Majestic theatre,
Rochester, Pa., in support of the local
First National week.
Majestic Supports
First National Week
With

Tom Moore used the artistic window display reproduced above in behalf of
"Madame
X," playing
his and
Washington,
D. C , theatres. The store is owned
by
Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson
her brother.
are not, strictly speaking, Washingtonians. As is natural, they maintain
as a matter of course a sort of superior attitude not wholly commensurate
with the best interests of the average motion picture theatre.
They make a point of being critical, in many cases hypercritical, and
the wise exhibitor makes it his business to satisfy his patrons — not
reform them.
* * *
The window display is in keeping.
It has degree.
dignity. That quality
in marked
Washingtonians like that sort
ingtonians what they like.
The man is clever. It is highly
settlement, in a Western village,
would promptly substitute for bis
required.
Such is " showmanship.

commonly termed "class" is present
of thing. Mr. Moore gives Washprobable that, set down in a Klondike
or on Madison Street, Chicago, he
artistic creations the types of work-

And Tom Moore is a thorough showman.

Exploitation

Special weeks are becoming pop:
ular.
The exchanges of practically every
producing or distributing organization have cooperated with exhibitors
upon a local or national scale in putting over events of the sort.
The stimulative effect of such enterprises isbeneficial to exhibitor and
exchangeman alike. It calls forth
special effort, and special effort is invariably productive of good temporary and lasting results.
The capacity for work is increased
— and there is no more constructive
effort than this.
Kirst National W eek is the most recent event of the kind to be reported,
Rochester, Pa., being the place.
Exhibitors worked hand in hand with
the exchange to popularize the attractions of the week, the accompanying illustration showing the means
used by the Majestic theatre.
Special occasions of any character
are capital for the advertising man.
They give them, to put it briefly,
something to talk about. They permit
an abandonment for the time being
of the standard descriptive method of
advertising. They are inspirational
in effect, and financially beneficial as
well.
Specialcasionsweeks
the onlyLocal
octhat can are
be not
created.
and national events of imjjortance and
general
interest
provide
opportunities
that should
not be
overlooked.
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Olympic Blankets
Front With Paper
For Russell Film
A single poster is worthwhile advertising.
i Two posters are twice as valuable.
A poster broadside, such as was
jsed bv the Olvmpic theatre. Detroit.
Mich..'for "A Live Wire Hick." William Russell's
American
production,
indicates
a confidence
in this
advertising medium that is as well founded
as it is rare.
A veritable blanket of posters was
used.
Every available space on the front
3f the edifice was covered with paper
Hsplays of various sizes.
The impression is somewhat akin to
that imparted by a warehouse after
Barnum & Bailey's advance guard has
jiven it attention. That is a good impression.
It has never been said of the circus
mentioned that it failed to draw a
crowd. It has seldom been said that
it failed to satisfy the crowd attracted.
The same tactics used by the exhibitor should produce the same result
— a satisfied crowd of capacity proportions.
The psychology of the poster is
fundamentally circus psychology.
Posters make big promises. They

Every available square inch of the
Olympic theatre front, Detroit. Mich.,
was used for "A Live Wire Hick"
lithogtaphs.
bring in patrons who expect a great
deal.
The patrons leave satisfied.
They knew the show was going to
be good before they came to the theatre. So little question was left in their
minds that the thought of disappointment did not present itself.
That's good advertising psychology.
It should be applied upon
a much
broader scale by the American exhibitor advertiser.

Commercial art of the highest order produced an evenly balanced and highly
attractive
coln, Neb. display for "The Fortune Teller" at the Colonial theatre. Lin-

Duncan 's "Fortune Teller" Front
Strong Example
of Commercial

Art

The motion picture business is properly called the art industry.
The artistic side is generally slighted.
Xo person engaged in any branch of the industry should at any time lose
sight of the fact that both the artistic and industrial phases of the business
merit close attention, must be developed evenly to bring about the era of perfect pictures.
From the beginning, artistic advance has followed industrial success. This
i> in the natural order of things.
But not every exhibitor strives steadily to develop the artistic in presentation in pace with the commercial.
A reform should be effected.
E. E. Duncan, manager of the Colo- little difficulty to theatre requirements.
nial theatre. Lincoln. Xeb.. recently
They should be employed whenever
effected an ideal blending of the ar- opportunity permits. If possible, such
tistic and industrial phases in his lobby a man should be added permanently
to the theatre staff.
display
for "The production
Fortune Teller.''
The remarkable successes of some
Robertson-Cole
starringa
of the leading theatre organizations in
Marjorie Rambeau. The photograph
presented herewith shows the means
the country are due in no little degree
to the excellence of the commercial
by which this was achieved.
art utilized. The John H. Kunsky
The front is undeniably attractive.
theatres. Detroit. Mich., the William
On any street of any city it would
attract the attention and in many in- Fox houses in Denver. Colo., the Jensen & von Herberg theatres in the
stances the patronage, of passersbv.
It did these things in Lincoln.
Xorthwest. are a few outstanding exThe front is also artistic. There is amples.
As regards individual exhibitors,
excellent balance, a trace of the idealistic and a pleasing uniformity. The the work of H. A. Albright, manager
of the American theatre in Butte.
eye lingers pleasurably upon the
Mont.,
is an excellent example of what
photograph.
Commercial art is probably the best a single exhibitor can accomplish.
The artistic and commercial sides
term by which to designate the school
of
the industry must advance together
represented. Exhibitors should make
if
an
ultimate perfection is to be atproper
of it.
Thereuseare
commercial artists in
tained. Only by intelligent and unremitting effort can this be achieved.
everv city. Many of them will be
Are you doing your share:
found able to adapt themselves with
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Brooklyn Window Is
Notable Innovation
Music store window cooperation
has become standard advertising. It
is no longer looked upon as unique
or innovational.
I'ut there is always room for improvement, even in standard advertising, and news of such improvement
is The
of genuine
interest.
music store
window that wa^
recently devoted to a display of music
in connection with th< showing of
"Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway." Charles Ray's First National
attraction, at the Garden and West
End theatres, Brooklyn, N. Y., is an
improvement
of
the type. over former enterprises
C. E. Daffin, manager of the Damn theatre, Tallahassee, Fla., evolved the auto-cutout
method of street exploitation. The idea is practical and adaptable to many
attractions.

Daffin

s Auto- Cutout Ballyhoo
Adaptable Street Exploitation

New ideas are comparatively rare, even in the essentially creative
science of exploitation.
New and adaptable ideas are advanced even less frequently.
Yet it is upon these that exploitation thrives. It is of these that its
patronage producing power is made up.
No such idea should be allowed to escape the attention of every man
engaged in the advertising of motion picture attractions.
The auto-cutout idea, original so far as is known with C. E. Damn,
manager of the Damn Theatre, Tallahassee, Fla., is new and adaptable.
When First National's "Tarzan Of The Apes" was first presented to
trade and public, despite the fact that exploitation had not at that time
progressed to anything approaching its present efficiency, extraordinary
advertising was done in behalf of the picture.
The picture prospered. It has become firmly fixed in a position well
toward the top of the list of box office successes.
Advertising was not the least of the reasons for this success.
But it remained for C. E. Daffin, playing the picture in 1920, to produce
the striking means of exploitation that is pictorially presented herewith.
The idea is the important thing.
Imagine, for example, what might have been achieved had the idea
been employed in connection with "The Lost City," "The Revenge of
Tarzan," "Go And Get It," or any of the dozen pictures presenting similar
opportunities that have been placed upon the market since the publication
of "Tarzan Of The Apes."
With the publication of the photograph showing the Daffin float as
it appeared upon Tallahassee streets the idea is given to the trade.
It is safe to assume that it will be used as a model by the majority
of exhibitors who have at this time or will in the future have contracted
for the exhibition of kindred productions.
The cost of the enterprise is almost ridiculously small in comparison
with its obvious productivity. Incompatible as are economy and exploitation under normal circumstances, the combination is another argument
for the auto-cutout idea.
Mr. Daffin merits the genuine praise that will undoubtedly be forthcoming— the praise of emulation.

The display was used prior to the
opening
Cards ofin the
the showings.
windows stated that
fact.
The most prominently displayed
card
"This
great and
picture
shownread,
ai the
Garden
W estwillEnd.be
Buy this music now and be ready to*
There's a new idea in that.
With theit."adaptation of more and
appreciate
more
musical plays to the screen the
opportunity to duplicate or approximate the Brooklyn example will be
presented frequently. When the booking is arranged some time in advance .
of playing dates a great amount of
valuable advance publicity can l>e obtained with little or no expense.
A promising
proposition,
and decidedly worth trying
out.
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STUNTS

Ten- Page Special Section
Packs Rivoli for Opening
The Rivoli theatre, LaCrosse, Wis., opened to capacity attendance.
• Which is more or less customary of openings, but
was an assured result of special effort in this case.
The above photograph shows the Rivoli one hour
before opening time. It speaks eloquentlv of the ten-page
, special newspaper section published for the occasion by
M. R. Doolittle. formerly of Finkel-tein & Ruben. Minneapolis, now advertising and publicity manager of the
|Rivoli and the six other theatres owned by the LaCrosse
Theatres Co.
The newspaper section, which unfortunately cannot
i be reproduced because of its size, is unique in many
respects.
Film companies that will supply material for the
. Rivoli screen, tradesmen who participated in the conistrncrJon and furnishing of the edifice, general merchants
and others used advertising space.
Other theatres controlled by the same organization
advertised current and coming attractions, and a proportionate amount of motion picture news was printed and
displayed in excellent news style.
Fnrther strengthening the effort of the special section,
editorial mention of length was made in the newspaper
proper and upon the front page of the same appeared
a letter of appreciation from motion picture fans who
bad attended a pre-opening entertainment accorded by the
Rivoli management.
Mr. Doolittle, with Edwin Schwalbe. manager of the
Rivoli, and F. L. Koppelberger. general manager of the
LaCrosse Theatres Co., worked intelligently and diligently
in behalf of the opening.
Right methods were used.
The theatre should get off to a running start and
settle at once into steady success and prosperity.
Contagious Ideas
Ideas are contagious.
I
The fads that sweep the country periodically are the result
of this fact.
There are fads in exploitation. Fortunately, the very nature
of exploitation is such that it is practically impossible to overdo
any specific type.
It is the duty of every theatre man to inform the trade of
any enterprise that has worked out profitably for him.
I exhibitors.
Without exception, ideas thus recorded are adapted by other
The "bally-hula hula" idea is an excellent example. One man
used it. A hundred have used it effectively since, each with a
characteristic twist.
Such epidemics enrich the box offices of the nation.
An epidemic of prosperity is the result

|
|
|
|
|
|

Seven keys that were fitted to a gold chest in
the lobby of the Piedmont Theatre. Charlotte. N.
C. and fifty keys that were not. were "lost" in
various parts of the city. Every key bore an informative tag. and the fitted ones entitled finders
to a two weeks pass to the theatre. "Pirate Gold"
opened to capacity.

§
|
|
§
|
§

|
|
|
|
|

"The Woman Gives" was utilized as the introductory phrase in six striking commercial advertisements appearing in a co-operative page
used by J. H. Vaughan. manager of the New
Orpheum Theatre. Maquoketa. Iowa. The words
can be fitted into copy used for any line of mer-

\
§
§
§
|
j

| chandise.
The Selznick

exploitation

staff points

out |

| that "The Greatest Chance." the title of the new j
| Eugene O'Brien production, presents a similar §
| opportunity.
Slides bearing news brevities concerning persons locally and nationally important have been
interspersed with the straight program announceI ment slides by Bert Deardorff. manager of the
| Princess and Strand. Kendallville. Ind. The
| practice should be made general.

|

I
|
|
j
§

Ten thousand neatly printed four-page fold- |
I ers giving newspaper critics' comments upon J
| "Humoresque" were distributed in San Francisco |
| coincident to the opening in that city.
The front page of the "Kansas City Post" |
bore a coupon good for admission to the Vic- |
tory
Theatre
when Matinees
"Darede%ilat Jack"
for the
first time.
eight, was
nine screened
and ten ||
| o'clock in the morning took care of the cowds, |
| and the serial has played to capacity ever since. |

1
||

1
|
|
|
|

Two lambs, a shepherd dog. a sheep pen and
a cut-out of Anita Stewart were the simple materials used by Catherine Schliep. manageress of
the Willard Theatre. Creston. Iowa, in making
up one of the most effective lobbies thus far used
for "The Fighting Shepherdess."

j
j
|
j
|

|
|
|1
|
|
|

Stunts that excel in practicability and adaptability anything of the type heretofore presented
are included in the remarkable press book issued
in
connection
with "The serial.
Son of Tarzan."
the National
Film Corporation
Presentation
for
the serial form of entertainment, advocated by
this department, is here seriously taken up for
the first time.

|
|
§
|j
|
|

|
I
|
|
|
|

Willard C. Patterson, managing director of
the Criterion. Atlanta. Ga.. told the editor of
the "Atlanta Constitution" that Annette Kellerman. a crippled child, took up swimming upon
a doctor's orders. A page of pictures and story
was the net result. "What Women Love" benefited.

j
|
|
|
|
|
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ness from 30 to 50 per cent. Not only that,
but they report that .these serials have
brought to their doors a new class of

DRAMA

serial fan."
Find Wesley
Double

SceneMaloney,
from "One
for All"
Universal's
Americanism
picture,
by with
Leo
who Law
also plays
a role.
He is seen
facing Gibson,
the directed
gentleman
the badge.
Six

Universal
Between

Three

of These

Serials
Now

Episode

to
and

Be

Nov.

Pictures

Making— Three Stars
Company in the
Harry M. Herman, general manager of
exchanges for Universal Film Manufacturing Company, announces that six new
serials will be published so as to extend
from October 4. 1920 to November 21,
1921. The new serials, three of which are
in production, are the most pretentious
heretofore projected by that film company,
it is reported. Three stars are being used.
Eddie Polo, Eileen Sedgwick, and Elmo
Lincoln. Each is to make two serials of
eighteen episodes each.
This schedule follows the "Big House
Five" series of Universal serials, and with
several exceptions, will utilize the same
stars and many of the same players.
Lincoln In First Film
The first chaptered photoplay under the
1920-1921
plan Lincoln.
is "The ItFlaming
starring Elmo
is now Disk,"
being
published with Louise Lorraine in the supporting role. The serial was directed by
Robert F. Hill. Lincoln plays two parts in
the picture.
The second serial will be an Eddie Polo
picture, called "King of the Circus." It is
a story written around Polo's own childhood and early life with the circus. Universal is said to have spared no expense
to give this serial an exact and complete
circus atmosphere.
Scenes Are Realistic
Many of the scenes included in the serial
are pictures of actual circuses in various
parts of the country, with Polo and other
members of his company substituted in
place of certain performers. Polo and
several of his supporting cast are as much
at home on the flying trapeze as they are
in front of a camera. Polo is nominally
the director of this serial, but the actual
directing is being done by J. P. McGowan.
Corrine Porter, one of the two leading

Issued

Are

21,
Now

1921
the
in

Will Be Featured by
Chapter Plays
women supporting Polo in this new serial,
is as daring as Polo himself, judging from
the early episodes of the serial, screened
recently at a private showing. Kittoria
Heveridge isKull
Polo'sIsother
leading woman.
Directing
The third offering in Universalis coming
serial
program is "The
an adventuresome
story Diamond
of many Queen,
thrills
adapted from the famous novel by Jacques
Futrelle,
Master."
Roden andtheG. "Diamond
W. Pyper, who
put theRobert
story
into picture form, adapted the plot so the
leading role can be taken by Fileen Sedgwick, Universal's blond-haired serial star,
last
seen Kull
in "The
Great Radium
Mystery."
Edward
is handling
the megaphone.
"The Diamond Queen" offers Miss Sedgwick opportunities for versatile acting far
in advance of any she hitherto has enjoyed.
It is a striking tale of a fearless young
woman, in possession of a complex invention, a machine that makes diamonds, and
her tsruggles with the diamond trust, a
powerful group of unscrupulous financiers.
Plan Biggest Year
"Our 1920-1921 schedule of serials is
planned to be the biggest collection of box
office winners ever turned out," said Mr.
Berman.
growth
in popularusdemand
for serial "The
pictures
has surprised
in the
last twelve months, but it has not caught
us napping. Spurred to the highest efficiency by the making of the Full House
Five our serial experts were in a position
to throw themselves vigorously into the
struggle for better serials for the new year.
"Reports from the exhibitors who run
Universal serials unite in saying that our
last serial schedule, which included 'The
Lion Man,' 'Elmo the Fearless,' 'The
Moonriders,' 'The Vanishing Dagger.' and
'The Dragon's Net,' increased their busi-

Barry's
in
Detroit

"Mistake" Says Father of Boy
Advertised as the
Film Star
Alter searching the country for a
young man masquerading as Wesley
Barry, the motion picture star, First
National officers were startled when Detroit newspapers recently printed an
announcement that Wesley Barry «,
to make a personal appearance at a
motion picture theatre there.
Telegraph Wires Burn
Harry Seott. Associated First National's Detroit manager, promptly wired
New York. Wires to the coast followed.
Then
Detroit.messages began to pour back into
In substance, Wesley Barry, who was
working on the lot at Los Angeles, denied he was in Detroit and declared
anyone in Detroit claiming to be him
was an impostor.
Marshall Neilan, guardian of Carry,
followed with a telegram to the police
asking a thorough investigation.
Say Story Was Mistake
Investigation showed that the young
man advertised as Wesley Barry was
Sidney Ward Scott, a juvenile who has
appeared on both the stage and screen.
Scott's father explained that his son
appeared as "Freckles," a name he had
used for four years. He said that newspapers had jumped to the conclusion
Scott was Wesley Barry and insisted he
was in no way responsible for the reUniversal Plans Another
port.
"Safety First" Campaign
According to an announcement by executives of the industrial department of
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, that organization will inaugurate
a new "Safety First" campaign, which
will be as extensive as the one it supervised with the film "Careless America."
Full details of the campaign, the nature of the message which it will convey
to theturesAmerican
public later.
and other feawill be announced
Make Educational Feature
Scenes in Toronto, Can.
A company of Universal players,
headed by Captain Frank C. Badgley. is
in Toronto. Canada, making scenes for
the latest Universal educational production, "The Green Cabinet."
This production will show for the first
time upon a screen, it is said, how valuable papers and securities may be saved
against the hazards of fire and water.
The direction is in charge of Walter
Coyle.
Robert Haines Finishes
C. B. C. Super Feature
Robert T. Haines, prominent character actor, who is featured in "The \ ictini." the feature now offered the states
rights market by C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, also has just completed a
feature for the Dominion, to be published by First National.
In "The Victim." Mr. Haines is supported by a cast headed by Joyce Fair
and Harry Benbam.
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Pathe

Plans

People

to Reach

in Big

HERALD

45,000,000

Advertising

Campaign

Company's Productions Will Be Publicized in Some
oi the Country's Leading Periodicals— To
Spend More Than $1,000,000
A comprehensive advertising campaign,
reader patronage of 18,250,900, in a terri>n which more than $1,000,000 will be
tory which has a population of 49,938,272.
.pent, and which, it is estimated, will
The Pathe advertising will aim at increased attendance in theatres playing
-each more than 45.000,000 people
hroughout the country, will be launched
Pathe pictures. The results attained with
-hortly by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
the campaign last year were most gratifying, Pathe officials declare, and a greater
In
publicizing
the
company's
pictures,
Pathe will reach more than 27,000,000 sub- success is expected during the coming
scribers of the leading magazines and year commensurate with the increased business to be placed.
lewspapers in every territory of the
rountry.
Have Big Program
Work Four Months on Plan
From the feature department will come
Four months time was spent by the Pathe
this year such pictures as "The
idvertising department in outlining this during
Riddle: Woman:" "Half a Chance," Jesse
campaign. The country was divided into D.
Hampton
DevilJose
To special,
Pay," Robert
nine territories and the circulation of each Hrunton
: an: "The
Edward
from
imblication in these districts analyzed be- Association Exhibitors; "The Empire of
fore it was selected. These divisions are :
Pacific. -Mountain States. West Xorth aDiamonds,"
number of produced
productionsby toLeonce
be madePerret
from ;
Central, East Xorth Central, Xew Eng- stories written especially for the screen by
land. West South Central, East South
Kipling; "The Money Changers,"
Central. Middle Atlantic and South At- aRudyard
Benjamin B. Hampton production; "The
lantic.
Purple," another Edgar Lewis
A partial list of the periodicals selected Beggar in; "Her
Unwilling
with
and their circulations according to the last attraction
Blanche Sweet, and
a great Husband"
H. B. Warner
reports is as follows : Metropolitan, 370,- picture.
000; Literary Digest. 1,007,760; CosmoThere also will be George R. Seitz's propolitan, 115,780; American, 1.441.080;
duction. "Rogues and Romance" which was
produced
partly in Spain. June Caprice co'Hearst's,
481,967;
Photoplay,
489,113;
Motion Picture Classic, 237.473 ; Shadoicland.
starred with Seitz in his first feature, and
H4.700 ; Motion Picture Magazine. 379,391 ; Marguerite Courtot also has an important
Pictttreplay. 237,500: Red Book, 790,000. A
Serials to be Published
numberpicked.
of "class" publications also have part.
been
Among
the serials slated for publication
To Use Newspapers
are: "The Phantom Foe." produced by
In its newspaper campaign, Pathe will George B. Seitz, with Juanita Hansen
use both daily and Sunday publications. starred with Warner Oland ; "Velvet FingThe Sunday mediums which will receive
ers" another Seitz work, in which he stars
the Pathe patronage have a combined
himself with Marguerite Courtot in the
circulation of 7,497.239. while the daily leading feminine role : "Double Adventure"
papers reach 10,759.661. making a total starring Charles Hutchinson : another Ruth
FREDERIC

S. ISHAM'S

NOVEL

"HALF

Roland attraction, "The Avenging Arrow,"
produced from the novel, "A Honeymoon
Quest;'*
in which
Juanita
Hansen is"Roaring
starred Oaks."
with Warner
Oland
and
Marguerite Courtot; and "The Man Who
Stole the Moon" in which June Caprice
will make her debut as a star in serials, costarring with Mr. Seitz.
In the field of short subjects there will
be more than the ordinary activity. Harold
Lloyd still has to complete another Pathe
two reeler, "Wrong Number," which will
follow "Get Out and Get Under." Two
Rolin comedy companies will be kept working at top speed. The introduction of the
"Vanity Fair Girls." to alternate with the
"Snub"
Pollard one reelers, has relieved
the
Rolinstrain
studios.of hurried production in the
Tom Santschi will make his fir^t appearance under the Pathe banner shortly, in a
series
of two
reelnew"Westerns.
me Pathe
Xews will
contain
features every
week,
while the Pathe Review is periodically introducing some new and novel feature to
theatregoers.
"Topics
of the Day" are
said to be growing
in popularity.
Gardiner Pictures, Inc.,
In Buffalo Film Row
Gardiner Pictures, Inc., have obtained
larger quarters in Film Row. 257 Franklin street, Buffalo, and will open their
new exchange October 18. Tom Gardiner, president, and "Buck" Taylor,
general manager, will be in charge of
arrangements.
The Gardiner exchange has obtained
northern Xew York rights to Vod-AVil Movies, and the two reel Pinnacle
comedies starring the Damfool Twins.
Several contracts for features are being
closed and will be announced.
New Conklin Coming Soon
Chester Conklin's first of a series of
twelve comedies for Special Pictures
Corporation will be issued on October
17.a comedy
His initial
offering.
"HomeEdwards.
Rule,"
is
directed
by Harry

A CHANCE"

SCREENED

Two scenes from the Jesse D. Hampton production in which Mahlon Hamilton and Lillian Rich are featured.
the sea and Pathe styles it "a play of wits and emotions."

It is a story of
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Production

Treats

With Study of Nursing
the taking of temperatures, sterilizing
Among the "pictures with a purpose"
instruments, dressing sprained and
this month comes "The Little Home
broken arms and legs. The treatment in
Nurse," a five-chaptered novelty fif.m each case is graphically illustrated, and
sponsored by Dr. J. Maximilian Schoanyone who could not care for the ordinary patient in case of sickness after
walter and being exploited by the Showseeing Mary doing it under the care of
more Film Company.
a physician must be stupid indeed.
"The Little Home Nurse" is from a
Directed by Ireland
scenario prepared by Dr. Showalter, a
The theatre man seeking a novelty,
Chicago physician, who has for a numand at the same time an interesting and
instructive short Subject will find in
ber of years conducted a school of practical nursing. During the past twelve
"The Little Home Nurse" an invaluable
months 8,000 girls and young men have
adjunct to his program. Its possibilities
taken up the work and completed their arc manifold and as health propaganda
it has no equal.
superstudies under Dr. Showalter's
vision.
The picture is well directed and the
To Combat Epidemics
fine cast acts with consummate skill the
The great need of nurses was felt various roles assigned them. Cecelin
throughout the country during the in- Jacques has the leading feminine role;
fluenza epidemic two years ago, when
Joseph L. Marshall, Frank Francis and
thousands of persons died for want of Frncst Loos appear in her support.
Frederic J. Ireland directed it.
and "The Little Home
proper care,
Nurse"
was made primarily as a short
cut to nursing to combat just such epiArrow Has New Director
demics.
The amount of instruction contained
Arrow Film Corporation announces that
in the ten reels of film would require it is in receipt of information from Mrs.
applica- (iarnette Sabin. producer of the Muriel
many weeks of study and close the
tion to text books, as well as n ofper-a Ostriche comedies, that a new director in
instructio
sonal supervision and
the person of W. Ray Physioc has been
trained nurse or physician, to assimilate.
engaged
to direct ofMiss
next
e
Instructiv In Nature
comedy,
production
whichOstriche's
will be started
immediately.
running
story
love
pleasing
There is a
rive episodes, but each inthrough the
stal ment of two reels forms a separate Strand Books Banks Comedy
and distinct part of the instruction and
Federated Film Exchanges of America,
can be seen with as much enjoyment
Inc., announces that Joseph Plunkctt,
alone as with the other chapters.
The various episodes treat of the manager of the Strand theatre, New York,
influenza patients, ar- has booked the Monty Banks comedy, "A
proper carerangementof
of the sick room furniture. Flivver Wedding."
Lester Cuneo Feature
Is Nearing Completion
A wire from B. D. Russell and C. N.
Cloverdale of Capital Film Company, who
are on the Coast supervising the final work
on Lester Cuneo's first feature, "Lone
Hand Wilson," states that the film is nearing completion. They say the picture
promises to be a "knock-out."

GRACE GORDON
Playing leads opposite Lester Cuneo in
Capital Film Company features

Special

Pictures

lilt. .1. MAXMILLIAN SCHOWALTKH
Who wrote iintl helped produee the ti \ .
episode noveltj lllm "The Little Homr
Begin New Jersey Theatre
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.— Work of
clearing
\ur»«." the ground for the new motion
picture theatre in Livingston avenue, to
be built by Walter Reade, New York
theatrical man, has begun. It is expected
that the playhouse will be completed
within six months.

Opens

Exploitation

Bureau for Publicity Campaign
Work
edy.
Believing that the coming Fall and
Winter season will be the greatest in exploitation possibilities for each comOnce a month a general house organ
the history of the industry and that
will be issued for the exchange managexhibitors everyv<here will pick their
ers and sales forces, which will deal
comedies and short reel novelties with
with the intimate inner details of the
the same care they give to selecting the company, and will contain personal
multiple reel features, Special Pictures
messages from the executives at the
home offices in Los Angeles direct to
Corporation has inaugurated an elabthe men in the field.
orate and far-reaching exploitation and
helps of various sorts are
publicity bureau, which will be on the to Publicity
be prepared on each comedy for the
job every minute, telling exhibitors and
exhibitor and special newspaper and art
the public at large just what this comphotographers have been put to work
paratively newly formed company has
ultito secure the stills.
at the mateSpecial
in artisticstudio
and reproducable
to offer in the short subject field.
been
has
department
exploitation
The
Paper Campaign Planned.
placed under the supervision of Harry
Special publicity campaigns are to be Hammond Beall, formerly publicity director for Universal.
waged in the daily newspapers on the
recently acquired stars, Louise Fazenda,
Ford Sterling, Charlotte Merriam,
Plan November Opening
Xeely Edwards, Chester Conklin, Gale
CHILLICOTHE, MO.— It is expected
Henry, Milburne Moranti and others.
now that the Strand theatre will be
All of them are well known to comedy
November
opened to the publicg between
1 and 15, accordin to Manager Cuff.
fame, but it is the intention of President
house
The
ng has been begun.
Louis W. Thompson to keep their ac- Decorati
will have a seating capacity for 1,000
tivities continually before the public.
Two publications are to be issued by patrons.
Special. Once a month will be published
Open Eaton Rapids House
an exhibitors' bulletin, handsomely illusEATON RAPIDS, MICH. — The new
trated, which will deal with the coming
Capitol theatre is nearing completion and
publications of the organization, and
will tell the exhibitor interesting little presents a favorable impression. The
. The theis finished
facts concerning the stars, and point out
practica
interior
on October 4.
business
for lly
atre opened
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Personal

HERALD

Guarantee

To Pictures Published
by Company
)eciares He Will Refund Money to Franchise Holder
If Productions Do Not Measure Up to High
. Standard in Attraction Value
Harry A. Sherman, president of the
change's simple
without
question
argument.
This.say-so.
I cannot
emphasize
too
strongly.
;wly organized Sherman Productions Cor- or
sration. states emphatically that "my defi"Xo guarantee could be more definite or
le, personal guarantee is behind every" at- fairer than this and I am anxious to get it
on
record, now. so that there may be no
faction released by Sherman Productions
misunderstanding as to where I stand, cr
orporation,''
what the policy of Sherman Produchich does not adding
measure that
up to "any
a high feature
stand- as to tions
Corporation will be.
-d in attraction value. I will take off his
"In
my
opinion. Sherman Productions
franchise
holder's)
im whatever
sum hehands
may and
have return
investedto Corporation offers more profit-making possibilities tothe independent distributor than
iSherman
the picture."
Productions Corporation will any
made. other proposition that has ever been
jblish a minimum of twelve pictures an"In the first place, it secures the distribuually, each exchange paying its pro-rata
tor a definite supply of pictures of guarure of the actual production cost only
anteed attraction value, and secondly, it
pon the delivery of the finished positive
rints. Xo advances will be required by enables the exchange to secure them on actual cost basis, so equitable and so fair, as
le producing company, which will finance
absolutely a maximum cash reself, its profits and earnings being based to assure
turn on a minimum outlay.
pen a percentage of the gross returns on
"BeginningCorporation
on Xovember
15. Sherman
ich picture received by the franchise-hold- Productions
will release
twelve
's, an«i an equal participation with them in or more features
annually. Two of these
le sale of foreign rights.
are ready and a third is well cn the
Lithographs, lobby displays, and all acces- now
ses also will be furnished by the com- way toward completion.
any at cost, and consistent advertising
"I willand asstake
my reputation
a showa marketer
of big as
productions
laced in the trade papers on each proposi- that man
these
pictures
are
equal
to
the
best
on. the expense of which will be bcrne by
attractions on any program in the field for
le producing company.
bona fide entertainment and box office value.
"In guaranteeing the releases of Sherman
'reductions Corporation." said Mr. Sher- The first picture we have scheduled for
ian. "as box office attractions of consistent release is "Man and Woman" a thrilling
igh quality. I am holding nothing back, story of the South Seas, written and di[y guarantee has no strings to it.
rected bv Charles A. Logue."
"Any feature released by Sherman Prouctions Corporation, which does not meas- Change Next Reid Feature
re up to a high standard in attraction
It is announced that instead of. Charles
alue. or which for any other reason is
^und undesirable for distribution by any Van Loan's story, which Wallace Reid
was
to have done next for Paramount,
-anchise holder. I will take off his hands
nd return to him whatever sum he may he will do an adaptation of "The Daughave invested in the picture, relieving him
ter ofman,
a Magnate."'
Frank B.
H. Spearf all other obligations in regard to it.
scenarized by byEugene
Lewis.
"I will do this on the individual exFrank L'rson will direct.
'MISS 139." SHERMAN'S

SECOND
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PRODUCTION

New

Head-Dress

EILEEX SEDGWICK
As the "White Queen" of a savagre tribe
in the Universal serial "The Queen ot
Diamonds."
Pathe
Exchange",
in Dallas
Has New
Projection
Room
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS, TEX., Oct. 12— Pathe Exchange. 1715 Commerce street, has just
completed new projection room. Two
Powers 6-B projection machines, fully
equipped, have been installed. The
room measures 15 by 65 feet and will
be furnished in wicker with dark green
hogany.
upholstering.
The woodwork ;s of maSpecial courtesy will be shown to exhibitors during the state fair, says D. J.
Coughlin, manager.
First Comiclassic Issue
Assured General Booking
Max Roth, district manager for Special Pictures Corporation, returned to
Xew York recently from a visit to exchanges. He reports big bookings on
the first Comiclassic issue. "Up in
Betty's Bedroom."
featuring Charlotte
Merriam
and Jay Belasco.
"L*p in Betty's Bedroom" is the first
of the series Reggie Morris is producing
for Special. Two of the series will be
published monthly, the second and third
being "A Pajama Marriage" and "A
Seminarv Scandal."

cene from the second picture made by Sherman Productions Corporation, which
is now ready.

Reopen Improved Blake
Theatre in Webb City
WEBB CITY, MO.— The Blake theatre has been thoroughly renovated and
newly decorated and is now one of the
most attractive and up-to-date playhouses in this territory. It was opened
on September 18 after being closed for
several weeks. Frank Wilson, the newowner, expended $9,000 in improvements
additional to a combination pipe organ
and orchestra which cost $6,500.
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Goldwyn

Gets

Publication
Three

of These

Five

Productions

Through

Pictures

Kendall

Will

for

Its Exchanges
Be

from

Chambers-

Studhs— Vivian Martin and Betty
Compson Are to Be Featured
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, in ad- stronger and more dramatic and appealing role than she had in that cinema
dition to the distribution of its own
masterpiece, it is claimed. "Prisoners of
fourth year productions, has acquired
by Arthur
Rosson.
for publication in the near future five Love"
In the was
cast directed
are Emory
Johnson,
Roy
pictures made by other producing or- Stewart. Ralph Lewis, Claire McDowell
and Kate Toncray.
ganizations.
Within a few weeks Goldwyn will
These five pictures are "The Song «of issue the newest Hobart Bosworth picture produced by J. Parker Read. Jr.,
the Soul," starring Vivian Martin;
"Polly" (working title), with the same
"His Own Law," written by Frank
star; Betty Compson in "Prisoners of Brownlee. Mr. Parker was the proLove"; a novel
picturization
of Robertdays,
W.
ducer responsible for Mr. Bosworth's
Chambers
of revolutionary
previous
picture,that"Below
he believes
his starthehas Surface,"
an even
"Cardigan," and Hobart Bosworth in and
"His Own Law."
stronger, more dramatic and appealing
Has Own Productions
role in "His Own Law" than he had in
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has the other picture.
produced and will issue also the following pictures of its own: Pauline FredMontana Manager Goes to
erick in "Madame X," Jack Pickford in
Seattle Equipment House
"The Man Who Had Everything," Mary
Roberts Rinehart's story of boys' "prep"
FORSYTH. MONT— Percy Irving,
school days, "It's a Great Life," Will
for the last four years manager of the
Rogers in "Honest Hutch." Reginald
Lincoln theatre, has sold his business to
Barker's producton of "The Branding
Harvey and Gallagher of LivIron," Tom More in "Officer 666," Messrs. ingston,
who recently assumed charge.
Madge Kennedy in "The Girl W ith the
Mr. and Mrs. Irving will move to
Jazz Heart,' Rex Beach's Alaskan story, Seattle, where the former will be asso"The North Wind's Malice": Gouverneur
ciated with Western Theatrical EquipMorris' famous story, "The Penalty,"
ment Company. Next summer he will
"Godless Men," featuring Helene Chadbe in charge of their Portland branch to
wick, from Ben Ames Williams' story
of "Black Pawl." Mabel Xormand in be opened at that time.
"Head
Heels,"
"TheProduction,
Great Lover."
the firstOver
Frank
Lloyd
and
W ill Remodel the Palace
Jack Pickford in George Ade's "Just Out
COATESVILLE, PA.— R. A. Keams
of College."
is advertising for bids for the alteration
Vivian Martin Featured
and improvement of the Palace theatre
Of the pictures made by other motion
E. Middleton. It will be a buildfeet. C.
picture organizations, three of them are • for
ing of one story, brick, and 25 by 100
from the Robert W. Chambers-Messmore Kendall studios at Astoria. L. I.
The first picture made by this newly
DRAMATIC SCENE FROM
organized concern is "The Song of the
Soul." with Vivian Martin starred. It is
an .adaptation of William J. Locke's
story, W."AnNoble,
Old who
WorldalsoRomance,"
by
John
directed the
making of the picture.
Another picture made by the same
producing concern starring Miss Martin is nearing completion. It has been
of "Polly" and
given
is
fromthetheworking
pen of title
Edward Childs CarMan."
of "ThebyCinderella
penter, author
It is being
directed
Sidney Oloutt.
who directed Rupert Hughe-' "Scratch
My Back" for Goldwyn. It is a comedy
in complete contrast to the emotional
role which Miss Martin has in "The
Soul." In Cast
Song of the Collier
The first picturization of a Robert W.
Chambers novel which Chambers-Kendall is producing. "Cardigan." has in its
cast Madeleine Lubetty from Ziegfeld's
"Midnight Frolic." Bettv Carpenter and
William Collier. Jr. It is being directed
by John W. Noble.
The first Betty Compson production.
"Prisoners of Love." by Catherine
Henry, will receive its first screening
at the Capitol theatre. New York, in
November. It shows the young star,
who leaped into fame wtih her performance in George Loane Tucker's production of "The Miracle Man," in a much
DEAD MEN
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"The Phantom Foe"
Serial Issued Soon
To Record Bookings
Following advance showings of "The
Phantom Ice." the Seitz serial that will I
mark Juanita Hansen's premiere as a
Pathc star, bookings fur first runs on the
picture are mounting to a record figure, according to reports received at the home
office from Pathe branches.
Prominent in the list of Pathe publications for the week of October 17, "The
Phantom I'oc" will commence its run of
fifteen weeks as one of the attractions in
leading theatres throughout the country.
The producer of the film, George B.
Seitz, is the author of the play, which was
dramatized b> I- rank Leon Smith. The cast
comprises names familiar to the -enal fans: I
William X Bailey. Ilarr\ Semels, Wallace |
McCutcheon.
Tom Goodwin, N'ina Cassa
vant
and Joi Cuny.
Peerless Pictures Soon
To Publish Big Special
Issue,Lewis,
"Woman's
Jerome
director of Desire"
sales for
Peerless Pictures Company, a state right
organization with offices at 117 West 46th
street. New York, announces that the
company has just received from Cali"Woman's
de-.
scribed forniaasaprint
an of
unusual
dramaDesire,"
of human
interest.
Peerless Pictures Company has had
considerable success with its first issue,
"The Heart of a Woman." with a cast
including Jack Richardson, Pat O'Malley.
Marshallwho
Neilan's
"Go Getin
It." star
Claraof Horton,
is featured
Goldwyn's
attraction,
"It's
a
Great
Life,'
George Fisher and Mignon Anderson.
on "The
a Woman''
hasTerritory
been closed
with Heart
70 per ofcent
of independent
exchanges
throughout
the country, it is averred.
"THE

CRIMSON

CROSS"

One of the big scenes from the Fanark special feature directed by George Everett
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124

First

Now

DffA CLAIRE,
iar of cial
"Polly
with made
a Past,"
speproduction
from a Metro
the David
!Bduco play hy George Middleton and
(iuy Bolton.
irst 1921 Hampton

Film

Will Be "The Spenders"
From the home office of W. W. Hodnson Corporation comes announcement
at the first Benjamin B. Hampton prolction to be published in 1921 will be
The Spenders." a picturization of Harry
eon Wilson's book.
It is tentatively scheduled for publicaDn in January, and will be followed
r at least four more Zane Grey and
reat Authors pictures, all of which are
■snjamin B. Hampton productions. In
ovember
'"The U. P. Trail" will be
sued bv Hodkinson.
•ial Co. Ready with Two
Film Versions of Novels
Dial Film Company has' announced
at
"The Tiger's Coat" is ready for
blication.
The Tiger's Coat" is an adaptation
Elizabeth
Dejean's
novelLawson
of the same
me.
The cast
includes
Butt,
yrtle Stedman and a galaxy of other
ominent motion picture players. This
lotoplay is Dial Film Company's secd production. The production of Irv? Bacheller's famous novel. "The Light
the Clearing." will follow soon.
ice Makes "Man's Home"
For Selznick Publication
The special Ralph Ince production for
lznick Enterprises to be started immeUely will be "A Man's Home." ah
aptation of the play of the same name
Anna Steese Richardson.
Ince recently completed the Selznick
:ture. "Red Foam." and. prior to that,
ought to the screen "Out of the
ows," made for National Picture The-
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in Illinois

National

Franchises

Forty-Seven of These Are in Chicago While the
Remaining Seventy-Seven Are Scattered
Throughout the State
names of all the first run theatres in the
A report from Associated First National
Pictures of Illinois to the home office in state were published in connection with this
New York, gives a list of 124 first run advertisement under an announcement that
"Forty-Five
theatres in the Middle West state in which
would
be shownMinutes
in each From
of themBroadway"
within a
the exhibitors are operating under fran- short time, and within two days after the
chises which have been granted them. Of publication nearly every theatre on the list
reported, it is said, requests for the dates
this number forty-seven are in Chicago and on
which the feature would be shown.
the remaining seventy-seven are scattered
throughout the state.
Chester Comedy Sets New
The Chicago theatres which are exerRecord in L. A. Booking
cising their rights under the franchise include the Adelphi. Argmore. Ashland.
"An Overall Hero." second of the tworeel Chester comedies published through
Bridgeport. Bryn Mawr. Calo. Central
Educational Exchanges, has broken all
Park. Columbus, Commercial. Cosmopolrecords for the West Coast, according to
report from Los Angeles. This picture
itan". Crown, Crescent, Crystal. Dearborn.
Easterly. Frolic. Hamlin. Hedwig. Jackson
ran for seven continuous weeks at GrauPark, Jefferson. Kenwood. Kimbark. Lane
man's Rialto theatre and is said by proCourt. Langley. Lyric. Madlin, Maplewood.
ducers toreception
have been
the amost
unusual
ever given
accorded
comedy
in
that
section.
Metropolitan.
Milford.
Monogram.
N'ew
Brookline, New Oak. Oakland Square.
On the strength of this record. Sid
Park. Peerless. Plaisance. Portage Park.
Regent, Riviera, Rogers. Roseland. Rose- of
Grauman
booked series,
"The Big
Show."
third
the Chester
for an
indefinite
wood. Savoy, Standard. Terminal, Unirun
at
the
Rialto
immediately
on
the
versity and Vernon.
heels of the second picture.
Empire Is Member
Those in the state outside of Chicago inFirst Cuneo Western to
clude the Empire at Aledo ; Hippodrome,
Alton: Rialto. Aurora: Majestic. Belleflower : Wesley, Benld : Majestic, Bloom"Lone general
Hand manager
Wilson"of
ington : Washington. Belleville : Bijou.
W. Be
D. Russell,
Bridgeport : Princess. Beardstown ; Lyric.
Capital Film Company, announces that
Blue Island:
Miners.
Collinsville
"K". the first Lester Cuneo five-reel western
Clinton:
Colonial,
Colfax:
Glober. ;Chrisentitled was
"Lonewritten
Hand byWilson."
William
topher: Landale. Carlinville : Illinois. Chi- willThebe scenario
cago Heights : Lincoln Square. Decatur : Piggott. The film is being made with
Grand. Duauoin : Franklin. Dwight : Illi- L. S. McKee, Harry Moody, and Jack
Dewitt and Lolita Hensen. the dance hall
nois, East Moline ; Kozy, Eureka ; Wildey,
Edwardsville : Rialto. Elgin : Erbera. East girl, is played by Annette Defoe and
St. Louis : Forest Park, Forest Park : Madge by Grace Gordon.
Central Opera House, Fairbury : Strand.
Freeport : Wigwam. Geneseo : Princess.
Galva : Washington. Granite City : Dreamland. Galena : Orpheum, Galesburg : Ontario, Hegewisch.
Pearl. Highland Park : American. Harvey : Princess, Joliet, Gem. Keithsburg :
Royal.erty.Kempton
; Lib- :
Libertyville : :'LePetite.
Phoenix. Kankakee
Lawrenceville
Ideal. Lemont : Illinois. LaGrange : Empire.
McHenry : Capitol. Mason City, Ruby
Palace, Marseilles: Royal, Minonk: Lyric.
Moline: Isis. Marion : Elite. Metropolis:
Gem. Mt. Carmel : Alco, Olney : Crescent.
Ottawa : Eagle. Pana : Crescent, Pontiac :
Royal. Peru: Majestic. Paxton : Dreamland. Prophetstown : Palace. Peoria : Orpheum, Quincy : Spencer Square. Rock
Island: Riverdale. Midway, Rockford:
Dreamland. Rockford: Majestic. Streator:
Grand. Sterling: Gaity. Springfield: Opera
House. Sesser : Yale. Shelbyville : Princess.
Lrbana : Academy. Waukegan : Princess.
Woodstock : Exchange. Wilmington : Orpheum, Westville-: and Strand. West Frankfort.
Advertising Aids All
The value of the certainty of the bookings such as attached to the franchises was
demonstrated, it is said, through the cooperative advertising which the foregoing
theatres were able to do in an effective
manner in the Chicago newspapers. A
half page was taken in the Chicaan Tribune
to announce the "first run of "Forty-Five
EARLE WILLIAMS
Minutes From Broadway" starring Charles
Ray and distributed by Associated First In "The Romance Promoter*." his latest
National Pictures, opening at the Castle
Yitnffrnph production.
Helen Fersruson
theatre.. State and Madison streets. The
is the vouns lndj" in the case.
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W ho h :i h Imm' n in n il «* m n n n ki* r of I n ft t-IM' ride nt MiiMtcrlllniM, Inc., V l«*tor
KreiiMT's N«'« % ork fiiclllfti

"Mad Love" Second
Of Kremer Pictures
Picture Starring Cavalieri
Sold for Several States
Before Being Edited
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Prologue

Used

in Presenting

Chester Comedy
at Detroit Theatre
up and onto the stage dashed a profesNearly a score of supers, a miniature
side show
"barker,"He garbed
the
steam calliope patterned after those used costumesional of
a clown.
juggledin the
in circus parades, and a professional
adjestives
and adverbs
side
show "barker"
by Phil choicest
circus fashion
for three
minutes "inin true
exGleichman,
managerwere
of utilized
the Broadway
plaining to Broadway Strand patrons
Strand theatre, Detroit, in staging a
that "the big show" was just about to
special prologue for the two-reel Chesstart inside.
ter Comedy, "The Big Show," featuring
Children Used Back Stage
"Snooky," the "humanzee," and a cast
Then the screen curtain parted and
of
children.
It
is
an
Educational
publication.
as the title Hashed on the screen, to the
It was the first time that anything
accompaniment of the calliope music, a
near so extensive in effect has ever been
score of children's voices came from
attempted in a theatre in Detroit in be- back <-tagc and all but drowned out the
half of a comedy of two-reel length, it music. This continued for about 200
is claimed. In arranging the prologue,
feet into the comedy when the orchesManager Gleichman says he figured the
tra took up its cue and played the rest
comedy was strong enough to run for of the picture with many new effects
introduced.
several weeks and that the original outWhen it is taken into consideration
lay necessary to stage such an elaborate
that Manager Gleichman had one of the
prologue
would
more
than
pay
for
itself in word to mouth advertising in most elaborate and costly prologues he
this section.
had ever staged to precede his featured
Patrons Are Surprised
picture on the program, the exploitation
of
"The Big Show" is made all the more
Manager (ileichman and his producremarkable.
tion manager, Frances Magnan. of New
York City, saw the comedy in the Edu- Director Bracken is Now
cational screening room less than a
week before it was booked at the Broadway Strand, but they decided to get
Completing
Bertram
Bracken, "Kazan"
who directed Film
Anita
busy at once and work out their ideas.
Broadway Strand theatre patrons
Stewart
in
"Harriet
and
the
Piper,"
current Louis B. Mayer-First Nationala
were surprised at the opening of the attraction,
is supervising the cutting and
first show on Sunday, October f, when
the strains of a big calliope, playing a titling of "Kazan," the James Oliver
Curwood story which he recently finishen
good, old-fashioned circus medley,
in production as a Selig special.
reached their ears. The curtain went
Universal Speeds Up Production On
The Series of 48 Star Attractions

Carl Laemmle. president of Univer"Mad Love," starring Lina Cavalieri,
which is the second of the series of
sal, who is in Europe, has cabled the
New York office to permit nothing to
eight productions to be offered during
the year by Victor Kremer Films Fea- interfere with the arranged program to
tures, Inc., was sold for several terri- furnish the exhibitors of the country
tories in the United States before cut- forty-eight special star attractions during the current year. Upon receipt of
ting and titling of the production was
completed, it is stated by officials of the these instructions E. H. Goldstein, asKremer company. It is pointed to as
sistant to the president, went to Calian exceptional tribute to the star.
fornia, where he ha^s had several
satisfactory conferences with Isadore
Will Follow "Voices"
The production featuring the opera
Bernstein. producing manager, and
Irving Thalberg, studio manager, at
star follows "Voices," which has already
Universal City.
been sold for the greater part of the
country. Negotiations are now pending
Speed Up Production
for the remainder of the territory open
As a result of these sessions production at Universal City has been speeded
for "Voices."
Jacques Kopstein has been added to
New directors, addithe Kremer forces as manager of the up considerably.
tional stage space and more dressing
state rights department. He will leave rooms are being provided and the reNew York at an early date for a tour
sources of the film capital are being
of the important exchange centers. Ira taken advantage of to their fullest caH. Simmons, late manager of the New
York Independent Masterfilms, Inc., pacity.
Three new productions are just getting
controlled and owned by Mr. Kremer,
under
way. The first of these is "Out of
has been put in charge of a new depart- the Sunset,"
an inland
by George
ment created in connection with producRix, with scenes
laid on story
the Pacific,
on a
tion plans of the company.
palatial yacht, in an aeroplane and on
an uncharted island. Stuart Paton,
Myers New York Manager
Fred Myers, who made a record as who directed "20,000 Leagues Under' the
salesman for the Masterfilms exchange,
Sea," is producing this feature with Eva
will succeed Mr. Simmons as manager. t Novak in the stellar role.
In association with him will be Curt
Sturgeon Begins Picture
Kremer, who has decided to give more
"The
attention to the exchange end of the and at Flip
the Flapper,"
same timea society
a satireromance,
on the
business.
gradual change of ideals with each succeeding generation, has been started by
Rollin Sturgeon, who has just finished
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
two productions for Carmel Myers. John
Colton and Douglas Doty are the au-

thors of the story and the title role is
being played by Gladys Walton.
Under the direction of Norman Dawn,
Edith Roberts will begin work or
"White Youth," a story of Creole lift
in Louisiana by Clara Beranger an<
Forrest Halsey. This will be Mi^s Rob
erts' first feature since her recent sue
cess in "The Adorable Savage."
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P.

Creed
Is "Nothing
But
the
Best"
Every Picture Made by One of the Seven Members of the
Organization Stands on its Own Merits — Producers Will
Personally Direct or Supervise All the Pictures Made

JUST as it was inevitable that the would the Tourneur -who gave the screen
nickelodeon should be supplanted by the first Elsie Ferguson pictures and
Island." Neilan and Dwan
the million dollar motion picture "Treasure
have brought themselves to the very
louse of today, so it was that the big foreground of producing. Sennett has
jroducer, the man behind the film, been the king of broad comedy for
should finally come into his own.
years. The Tucker of "The Miracle
It was only just and equitable that the Man" and the Read of "Sex," "Love
Madness" and other Louise Glaum sucdirector who was to be the ultimate
cesses are bound with the others to be
producer should reap some of the glory zealous in guarding their reputations and
producing standards.
:hat came as a direct result of his work.
Ince and Sennett were pioneers in
From the inception of the photoplay the their
line. Someone has called Ince
director has been the guiding genius who ■ "the Rodin of the Shadows" and this
nas created or wrecked the story.
appellation will stick because it is apThomas H. Ince, David Wark Grifpropriate His film achievements range
fith and Mack Sennett were the first
from theclassics
gigantic
to the
:o establish the importance of -the country
that"Civilization"
established Charles
director or of the producer. These three
Ray. from the very first Indian meloTitans of the films joined forces in 1915
dramas produced anywhere, to such
ind formed Triangle of glowing memory,
light
comedy
delicacies as "23l/2 Hours'
rhey were the first to put out pictures
with their own stamp on them and let the Leave;" from western epics like "Hell's
and "Riddle Gawne" to the finworld know who was the r.eal power be- Hinges"
est type of modern drama as exemplified
lind the screen, as well as who wore the in his
first
pictures for Associated Proevening clothes in such slashing style in
ducers distribution.
reel two.
Mr. Ince discovered and developed
such actors as Charlie Raj-. William S.
Seven Producers
Hart. Sessue Hayakawa. Frank Keenan
Members of A. P.
and Douglas MacLean, such actresses
as Dorothy Dalton, Louise Glaum, Enid
Triangle foreshadowed the day when
Bennett and Bessie Barriscale; such
:he producer
would
"arrive"
on
the
billboards to collect some small share of scenario writers as C. Gardner Sullivan.
John Lynch, J. G. Hawks, Luther Reed
the credit that always had rightfully and
Julian Josephson and such directors
oeen his. This same Thomas H. Ince
as
Reginald
Irvin Willat, Victor
Df those three-cornered days stands out Schertzinger Barker,
and John G. Wray.
is a dominant figure in the newly
ormed Associated Producers' alliance.
Sennett Once
This
recent affiliation
ers is without
doubt oneof ofbigtheproducmost With Biograph
mportant in the history of pictures.
Mack Sennett is the man who discovThe Associated Producers are seven of ered
custard pie which he has long since
:he
biggest, most
impress'ive
put ondelectable
the she If in favor of an even
he photoplay
world.
And theyfigures
are outof more
confection — the famous
:o make good pictures in the manner
Sennett
bathing beauties. He started
hey choose, taking whatever time is
comedies
for Biograph
split reel
accessary, sparing no expense, un- doing
some ten years ago with Mabel Norlampered by program requirements,
mand. Fred Ma ce, Charlie Murray and
rked not at all by orders from the home
Ford Sterling in the troupe. From there
)ffice. There will be no one wiring from
^lew York "to tear out that last scene
in-d
give 'emthat
a happier
ending,"
one
;uggesting
the locale
be no
shifted
rom
India
to
New
Rochelle
for
pracProducers Agreed to
ical reasons.
Affiliation Year Ago
With Mr. Ince in the newly-estabished organization are Mack Sennett.
Maurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan. Marhall Neilan, George Loane Tucker and
One year
ago,an''Exhibitors
Herald''
carried
exclusive
. Parker Read, Jr.
story
of
the
organization
of As£ach Film Stands
sociated Producers. In the year
3n Its Own Merits
that has elapsed the seven affiliated members, all producers of
Every picture made by one of these
prominence, have perfected their
even men stands on its merits. The
organization in this country and
lame of the producer will not sell the
in Canada and have placed on the
u'cture;
its
complete
worth
—
cast,
direcion and story — will. The idea is to put
market
their first two publica>ut pictures personally directed or su>ervised by the big men behind the big
tions, Thomas luce's "Homespun
uccesses of the past — men who are too
Folks'' and J. Parker Read, Jr.'s
ensible to guarantee anything not
"The Leopard Woman." Some
vorthy of their stamp of approval.
sidelights on the personnel of
The Ince who created "Civilization"
A. P. are given in the accompanyind "Behind the Door" would think no
nore of cheapening his name by standing sketch.
ng back of an inadequate picture than

he went to Keystone, the original brand
he made famous the world over. Following this he and Ince affiliated with
Griffith in what became Triangle.
After Triangle Mack Sennett produced for Paramount and now is a big
figure on the roster of Associated Producers. As a beauty impressario, Flo
Ziegfeld is his only rival. Though he
recently has gone in for five reel comedies bearing such intriguing titles as
"Married Life" and "Love, Honor and
Behave," he will not abandon the tworeel pictures of the last few years that
comedy.
made his name a by-word for screen
Announce Initial
Tourneur Picture
Bringing with him all the artistry of
his native land, Maurice Tourneur came
to America from Paris in 1918 to produce for the then flourishing World
Film Corporation. He had been a stage
director for the Gymnase and the Antoine in the French capital and also
directed some few Eclair photoplays
there. His first pictures on this side
created a furore from an artistic point
of view and in all his productions, from
the Clara Kimball Young vehicle, "Trilby," to the fantastic "Blue Bird" and the
powerful,
thought-impelling
have been characterized
by the"Woman,"
same appreciation oftrue beauty in screen composition.
"The Last of the Mohicans," picturized by Mr. Tourneur from James Fenimore
Cooper's
immortal
novel,
will be
his first
contribution
to the
Associated
Producers' output.
Marshall Neilan was the handsome
lover back in the Kalem days, whilt
Allan Dwan wrote scenarios for the
"Flying A" at Santa Barbara. Both
were offered directorial opportunities.
From then on is film history.
Neilan Directed
Mary Pickford
Dwan carved a name for himself by
directing most of the early Douglas
Fairbanks successes, while Neilan
climbed from Kalem megaphoning to
Famous Players, then to the top by
bossing Mary Pickford and making all
of her finest pictures. Later he acquired his own company and produced
such
powerful
End" and "Go pictures
and Get as
It." "The River's
George Loane Tucker is "The Miracle
Man" of motion pictures — the director
who took a stage failure and unlimited
celluloid and evolved the tremendous
play that brought American critics to
their feet. Tucker also was the director
of In"The
Cinderella
J. Parker
Read,Man.'
Jr., is exemplified
the rapid rise of a successful young man
in motion pictures. Read has obtained a
powerful and immediate hold by his bold
imagination and his flair for box office
values on the screen.
These, then, are the men who are going to make
pictures. Their Associated
creed — the Producers'
best and nothing but. the best — is a covenant of what
is to come.
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Two

New

Hampton

Features

IIKKAI.I)

Added

to Pat he's Distribution Schedule
Two new features produced by Jesse in the most efficient ways of acquiring
I). Hampton have been added to the other people's property.
Naturally, Jimmy Doyle faces hcartPathe schedule, which it is announced
brtaking hardships and discouragements when he takes the straight path.
has acquired "Her Unwilling Husband,"
starring Blanche Sweet, and a film star- The author has evolved a plot in which
ring B. H. Warner, the title of which is surprises are plenty.
Henry King directed the picture. Lil"Dice of Destiny." Both pictures will
lian Rich will make her third appearance
be published this Fall.
with Mr. Warner as his leading woman.
Other members of the cast are Howard
These two stars have been popular
in their previous vehicles for Pathe and
Davies. Harvey Clark, J. P. Lockney.
as a high appraisal has been placed upon
Claude Payton and Frederick Huntley.
their new productions the sponsors of
the offerings look forward to a success- N. Y. Catholic Protectory
ful career for them.
To Issue in November
Endorses "Fickle Women"
The Blanche Sweet picture will be isJoseph Klein, general manager for
sued in November. An adaptation of
D, N". Schwab Productions. Inc., has re"Port o' Caprice," "Her Unwilling Husceived acommunication from officials of
band" is a love romance in which the
element of mystery is utilized. Miss
the New York Catholic Protectory exSweet appears as the young woman who
pressing appreciation
of "Fickle
takes advantage of a mistaken identity
The letter,
unsolicited,
comes W asomen."
a result of exhibiting this first Schwab pic
to work out her own happiness. In
ture at the request of the members of
transferring the story to picture development the many incidents of delightful
that institution, and embodies a declarahumor have been retained and they are
tion that it contains "ninety percent of
rendered in excellent style by Miss all the elements of what a boy craws
Sweet.
for in motion picture art or. at least,
Paul Scardon, whose name has been
of those which are desirable and healthassociated with some notable feature productions, directed the play. The role
of the confirmed bachelor is in capable
hands, for Edwin Stevens was cast for Arkansas Company Seeks
Site for Manufactory
the part.man.Albert Roscoe is Mi-s Sweet's
leading
FORT
SMITH,
ARK.— A company
Old Type of Play
has ful."
been organized here, with a capital
H. B. Warner returns to the type of stock of $100,000, for the purpose of
play in which he scored his greatest the- manufacturing motion picture films.
E. N. Thomkins of the Fox Film
success,offorJimmy
"DiceValentine
of Destiny"
gives himatrical
a sort
role.
service will be associated with the corThe story is by John Morosco and was
will not only
manufacture filmsporation,
of which
commercial
character
but
put in scenario form by Fred My ton.
It deals with a resourceful young crook
those for advertising purposes. Sites
who
to "quit
the game"
the are now being inspected for the comsake decides
of the lovely
daughter
of hisfortutor
pany's studio.
CROOKS

AND

VAMPS

IN THIS PLAY

Crandall Urges Aid
In Combating Reds
N. A. M. P. I. Reports That
Americanization Program
Is Progressing
Harry M. Crandall of Washington,
D. C, chairman of the exhibitors branch
of the Americanism committee of the
motion picture industry, has sent a statement to the theatre men of the country urging them to continue their cooperation and interest in the campaign
against bolshevism.
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry announces that
with the publication of two new pictures
soon and with the practical completion
of about twelve more the Americanism
campaign i- progressing satisfactorily.
Companies Complet ng Films
Franklin K. Lane, formerly secretary
of the interior and chairman of the
Americanism committee of the motion
picture industry, has been active during
the last few months with the various
producing companies, with the result
that nearly all of the larger companies
now are completing their pictures.
The committee's activities now are being conducted from the headquarters of
the national association at 1320 Broadway. New York. The work is under the.
general direction of Frederick H. Elliott.
The two new pictures to be published
are "Strangers, Beware," and "One Law
for All." The former picture has been
made by Metro. The story and production is by Arthur Zellncr. The scenario
was completed by Julia Burnham and
the picture was directed by Addison
Smythe. To Be Published Oct. 16
The other new picture has just been
completed by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company and will be ready for
distribution on Oct. 10. It is called "One
Law for All," and stars Hoot Gibson,
L'niversal's popular cowboy screen actor.
The story was written by Ford Beebe
of the Universal scenario staff, who has
taken great pains to incorporate in his
script the reasons why American laws,
ideaK and human relationships are better than any other in the world and why
this country is the best to live in. The
story is typically western and should
prove to be a big box office attraction.
Thirteen States Closed
By Lesser on Four Films
Irving M. Lesser, general manager for
Western Pictures Exploitation Company
in Los Angeles, claims to have broken
records in closing territorial rights to
several of his lately acquired feature
films.tion Ten
Lesser's organizaobtaineddays
worldagodistribution
rights tq
"Souls of Men." "Sins of the World,']
"The Sentimental Bloke." and "Neptune's Bride." Within that space of timej
territorial rights for thirteen important!
states have been closed. These states]
include California. Nevada. Arizona]
Oregon. Washington. Idaho. Montana:
Texas. Oklahoma.
Arkansas, Kentucky;
Tennessee,
and Kansas.

Louise written
Glaum, byin C.
a scene
from Sullivan
the J. Parker
Read, Jr., by
production,
"Love Madness,"
Gardner
and distributed
W. W. Hodkinson.
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Fanark's

Initial Picture, "Crimson
Cross"
Idward Langford, Martian Swayne, William Hallman
And Eulalie Jensen Are Among Those
Portraying Various Roles
Fanark Corporation announces that
"Marian Swayne. the heroine, wellknown on the stage in John Golden
iblication arrangements have been
productions,
as well as in motion picractically completed for "The Crimtures, plays one of the most dramatic
roles of her career as the girl who is
en Cross." its initial art production.
beloved by the hero-detective. Her reN". Brewster Morse, who wrote both
markable portrayal of this character is
le story and scenario of "The Crimson
as fine a piece of acting as has been seen
ross."
which
was
directed
by
George
on
the
screen
this season.
verett. also selected most of the
"Eulalie
Jensen,
tists whose work has made "The Crim- a well-known figurethein 'woman
pictures. heavy.'
It is sheis
en Cross" what is declared to be a whom the detective hypnotizes
and
from
jtable picture.
whom he learns of a most heinous crime
"We were especially cautious in se- on foot to kill hundreds of innocent peocting our cast for 'The Crimson
ross.'" said Mr. Morse. "The picture is
Langford. as the detective,
ecidedly
novel in
its theme
and re- is "Edward
lired unusual
talent
for successful
ple. an experienced leading man who
,-esentation. so to have an unsatisfacplayed with Dorothy Dalton in "Guilty
>ry cast meant failure.
of Love.' with Mollie King in 'Women
Men Forget.' with Elaine Hammerstein
Tale of Hypnotism
in 'Thewell-known
Shadows ofartists,
Rosalieregisters
Byrne.' some
and
other
("The
story
deals
with
hypnotism
and
s relation to crime today and the
irmful effect hypnotism has on both of his best work in 'The Crimson Cross.'
Makes Splendid Villain
le hypnotized and on the hypnotist.
"William E. Hallman. a favorite on
shows that hypnotism is actually a
ferverston of the human will and so not the stage appearing last on Broadway
ily wrong, but positively harmful to in Arthur Hopkins' production of Gor•Idim.
who practice it, as well as to the
ki's 'A Night's Lodging.' makes a splendid 'villain.' Others in the cast are de"Mr. Everett, the director, was a most
clared to be and
fine Mr.
in their
portrayals."
Mr. Morse
Everett
have comncient aid to us in selecting the allpleted casting for the second Fanark
jar cast for the picture. After numerous
mt'erences
and interviews
many
attraction.
"The Strength
the Weak."
ell-known artists
we finally with
contracted
Actual production
workof will
begin
ith Edward Langford to play the role within the next fortnight. Practically
the hero: Marian Swayne to portray
same cast will be seen in "The
e heroine; William E. Hallman to en- the
Strength of the Weak" as appears in
t the role of the 'heavy': with Eulalie "The Crimson Cross."
•nsen as his feminine counterpart: Van
yke Broks as the metaphysician
ound whom much of the action re- Adler Cautions Against
vives; Augustus Phillips and Archie
lark.
Spurious Dwan Features
Bert Adler. general representative of Allan Dwan,
hibitorssends
Herald: this statement to Ex"Knowing the attitude of your paper toward individuals who seize upon for exploitation the cut-of-date productions of directors of present day fame. I wish to call
your attention to the fact that an effort
has been made to sell me various ancient
pictures with which Mr. Dwan is alleged to
have been connected in his early days, and
that I have been told that Mr. Dwan would
better purchase them or they wculd be distributed as 'Allan . Dwan Productions.'
"You can imagine what my answer was
to such a proposal. I trust no exhibitor
will be fooled into accepting these obsolete subjects as Allan Dwan productions.
Comparison of the titles of all subjects that
might be offered, with the titles of genuinely new Dwan releases, as offered by
Associated Producers and First National
salesmen, will protect the exhibitor against
misrepresentation."
Conducts

J
■ V V M< A VOX
* J- "tnart Starkton star appearing in
■e Pukr feature -Forbidden \ alley'"

Own

Playhouse

To Raise
Morals
(S fecial to Town's
Eskibitors Herald)
FERNDALE. MICH.. October V2.—
Ferndale is now operating its own motion picture theatre with admission
gratis. The purpose of this is to raise
the public morals to a higher standard,
it is explained. Church officials and the
village commission have endorsed the
enterprise.

JAJCES W. HORXE
W ho i» directing
Hronze
Bell" a nen
Thonin* "The
H. Ince
Special
Publish Second Ray
Picture October 10
First National Attraction to
Open at Strand Theatre
In Manhattan
Charles Ray's second independent
production, presented by Arthur S. Kane
through First National. "Peaceful Valley." openedon atSunday.
the Strand
theatre
Manhattan
October
10, thein
official publication date.
On Sunday. October 24. the picturization of this Edward E. Kidder masterpiece, will be transferred to the Brooklyn
Strand, the second of the Mark theatres in Greater New York.
Shows in Other Houses.
Meanwhile the picture is being seen
also in many other houses throughout
the country. A large number of exhibitors, it is said, have contracted for its
display in their theaters at the earliest
date possible.
Joseph L. Plunkett. manager director
of the Strand. Manhattan, is presenting
an elaborate prologue which rivals in
attractive features and effectiveness, it is
claimed, the one which he devised for
"Forty-five Minutes From Broadway."
Represents Scenes in Film
The prologue is a pictorial representation of the famous Perpendicular farm,
where most of the scenes in the Kidder
play take place, and which is faithfully
reproduced in the Ray production. The
modest farmhouse of the Howe family
also is ranged
shown
and mus'i
specially the
arin California
to accompany
picture is being sung at the Strand and
elsewhere.
In preparing to produce "Peaceful Valley." Mr. Ray was confronted by no
easy task, it is said, when th? effort \va>
made to find a plot of ground conforming to the peculiar requirements of the
Perpendicular farm.
Pathe Moves Newark Unit
Pathe Exchange. Inc.. has moved its
Newark
located
Mechanic
street, toformerly
1600 Broad.
vay. at
New•'•
York City.branch,
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Al Christie has organized a special studio jazz orchestra on the Coast. Besides
himeelf with the banjo it includes T. Roy Barnes doing a buck and wing,
Grace Darmond, Lloyd T. Vv^tlock and Jean Acker, all of whom are in "Sec
My Lawyer" a new Christie Comedy.
Robertson-Cole
Signs Gasnier to
Make
Four Productions
Annually
No Plans Are to be Announcement at Present for
These Specials— Results Obtained in ' 'Kismet"
Bring About Signing of New Contract
Born in Paris, France, he received his
Louis J. Gasnier. who directed "Kisearly dramatic training under the guidmet." featuring Otis Skinner, for Robing hand of M. Antoine, of the Theatro
ert son-Cole, has signed to make four
specials annually for the company. The
Libre. At the age of 16 Gasnier made
new contract is the result, it is said, of his first public appearance in repertoire
the Theatre Renaissance. His rise
the favorable impression made by "Kis- at
on the stage was meteoric and it was
met" on Robertson-Cole officials.
No plans for the Gasnier specials arc not long before the ambitious young
to be made public at present beyond
man was appointed stage manager. Under his direction many of the famous
the such
general
assertion
that' each
of
calibre
and power
as tois to
reachbe French plays were presented.
It was while rehearsing his company
the Robertson-Cole super-special standard.
in
"The interested
Wandering inJew"
that pictures.
Gasnier
Trade Showing Oct. 25
became
motion
One
of
the
main
incidents
in
the
play
"Kismet" will be given a special trade
premiere at the Hotel Astor on Monday
revolved about a "vision" and the proper
evening, Oct. 25. After a preliminary
presentation of this caused much discussion. It was finally decided to film this
cutting of the great footage which was
incident, and present it in conjunction
taken this summer at the Robertsonthe act on the stage. To do this.
Cole property in Los Angeles, Mr. Gas- with
nier went to New York for the final Gasnier and his company were sent to
Vincennes,
a small town outside of
cutting and editing. While there he was
Paris, where was located the only mocongratulated on his work, and earnestly
tion picture studio in France.
urged to accept the responsibility of
The "vision" was filmed under Gasmaking for Robertson-Cole not to exceed four special attractions during the nier's direction and as he was about to
next vear.
leave the studio he was approached by
It is understood that the star system
a gentleman, who asked him if he would
Gasnier
care to become allied with motion picwill not prevail on the coming
tures. This was a French picture vet"Kismet"
of
director
the
Both
pictures.
that,
agree
officials
Robertson-Cole
and
eran, and Gasnier since his first engagement
in motion pictures, has been a
strength
best,
to serve present purposes
cast shall pre- fixture among leaders of the industries.
complete
of story and
dominate, rather than star.
Later Gasnier came to America, where
he at first directed, and later turned to
Mr. Gasnier obtained his early training in the picture business from the the supervision of productions. In this
French masters of two decades ago.
capacity he had general oversight of
"The Beloved Cheater." "The Butterfly
Man" and "Occasionally Yours," which
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
Lew Cody made for Robertson-Cole.
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State Right Future
Gaining Recognition
Joe Brandt
Says Field Has
Won Recruits From Among
Prominent Producers
The independent market recently has
won several recruits among prominent
producers, according to Joe Brandt
presidentration,of C. B. C. Film Sales Corpowho has returned to New York
from the coast. Mr. Brandt has been
an enthusiastic advocate of the indepcndnient movement.
"On my last trip to the coast," said
Mr. Brandt. "I succeeded
getting
several prominent producers toin view
the
independent state rights field in a different light than they have heretofore
been doing.
Is Market for Re-Issues
"These producers were a unit in an
apparant belief," he said, "that the independent or state rights field was a buying and distributing organization for reissues and productions that were not
good enough
to 'crer
over' their
in other
rections, in other
w.irds,
idea diof
an independent exchange was somewhat
identical with that of a 'junk shop.'
"I regret to say that I was forced to
acknowledge that there were a few instances where this idea had foundation
and that the state ri^ht buyers were to
blame for this opinion becoming cur-,
rent.
Hurts Independent Movement
"It is indeed a regrettable fact that
there arc exchanges handling stuff that
has appealed to them solely by its cheap
cost, rather than any consideration of
its merit or picture \alue.
"Naturally this hurts the independent
movement which jthcrwise is showing a
most gratifying condition and promise
of constant future development.
"One prominent producer stated he
would be glad to place every production
he made into the independent market,
but they would only be lost, classified a?
mediocre
even righters
actual 'junk,'
for
this reasonor state
had so and
far lost
some very valuable picture properties.
Solution Is Found
"The exchange owner or state right
buyers should be extra cautious and particular in his selection and purchase of
pictures.
Quick
seldom lead
to continual
or 'clean-ups'
constant growth
and
success. The steady plug of genuine
quality means more in the long run.
"A solution of which I already have
convinced several producers, is for them
to give the state right buyers a series
pronot less athan
of pictures,
valuation
fair three
ductions say
and distribute
or profit through rhe series. The right
kind of productions will in this manner
provide both producer and exchange
with greater returns in the end withoutan
to squeeze
compelling the exchange one
production
inflated value out of but
"Don't misunderstand my criticism o\
re-issues as meaning all re-issues will be
classed as junk. There are some, but
mighty few, pictures that can safely
and profitably be re-issued."
Gieselman Buys in Iowa
BELLEVILLE, IA.— C. W. Gieselmann
proprietor of the Dreamland Airdrome
th'
has purchased from Theodore C. Tischblocl
first
y in thewill
alley propert
bowling
conver
and
street
Second
North
in
it into a motion picture theatre. He ex
the Dreamland. The hous
to call
pects
will seat
500 itpatrons.
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Frances Marion
Signs a Long-Term
Contract
to Direct Mary
Pickford
Scenario Writer
Before

Will Complete

Taking

Up

Her

Contract
Duties

in the East

with the

Selznick Seeks Damages
From Ellis for Alleged
Violation of Contract
Selznick Pictures Corporation is suing
Robert Ellis for damages declared to
have been caused by an alleged breach
of contract. It is charged by Selznick
that Ellis deliberately delayed and suspended work in the production of a picture which he was directing for the corporation. According to the officers of
that company, Ellis pretended to be too
ill to work while, in fact, they say, he
was deliberately "lying down on the
Ellis is not working at present and
the company has given notice to the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry that Ellis is bound to it
by a contract which does not expire for
some time to come and has requested
the association to give notice of this fact
to all producers and distributors of motion pictures who are members of the
association.
job."
Publisher Consults Dial
About Bacheller Stories

United Artists' Star
Frances Marion, well-known scenario
ligence department of the American Expeditionary Forces, and it was there that
.vriter. who is directing Mary Pickford
married Frederick Thompson of the
in a story also written by herself, and she
143rd Field Artillery, of which Mary
which will be released shortly by United
Pickford was godmother.
Mr. Thompson now is studying the
Artists' Corporation, has signed a longterm contract with Miss Pickford to di- technique of the photoplay under the
-ect her in forthcoming productions.
direction of his wife and Miss Pickford.
Miss Marion will continue her activ- with the idea in mind of eventually beities as a scenario writer and will take up
coming a director himself.
her duties as a permanent member of
Miss Pickford's organization immediately after the completion of a contract
Choose "Black Beauty"
in the East, from which she was granfed
Cast With Great Care
a leave of absence to direct Miss PickWord comes now from the West
ford in her next two United Artists proCoast that Jimmy Morrison will be seen
ductions.
Picture Is Titled
opposite Jean Paige in Yitagraph's special production cf "Black Beauty."
The first of Miss Pickford's photo- adapted
from Anna Sewell's worldplays under the direction of Miss Marion
to be issued in the near future is an orig- famous novel. Morrison's role in "Black
Beauty"
is that
of Harry
inal story which Miss Marion has named
The part
of Jack
Beckett,Blomefield.
the polished
"Rag-Tag and Bob-Tail."
villain, has been entrusted to George
Since her success with Miss Pickford's
Webb. John Spaulding takes the part
J. J. Curtis,
vice-president
of Bobbs-of
Merrill
Company,
book publishers
photoplay. "The- Foundling." which was
of Squire Gordon, while Mollie McConNew York and Indianapolis, has been
adapted
from
Miss
Marion's
story,
this
will have the role of the squire's
clever young woman has risen to the top nell
in Los Angeles conferring with. Otto
wife. Black Beauty, himself, the beauof scenario writers in the motion picture
tiful horse finally found for the part, reBollman, president of Dial Film Combusiness. She has been responsible for
cently dashed into a barbed wire fence
The Dial organization will picturize
and
sustained
a
severe
cut
on
the
right
nearly
a
dozen
of
Miss
Pickford's
most
pany.
successful stories, and in addition has
the novels of Irving Bacheller. the first
foreleg. Since the accident the animal
had the opportunity of writing photohas been insured by Yitagraph for of which will be "The Light in the
plays for Clara Kimball Young. Sessue
$50,000.
Clearing." The Bobbs-Merrill Company
Hayakawa. Alice Brady, Billie Burke
are the publishers of the Bacheller
and the late Olive Thomas.
novels and Curtis was completing neGet Schwab Feature Rights
Formerly on Newspaper
gotiations for the film rights to the
She also did "The World and His
noted book
author's
Filming
the
First National has obtained "Girls first
will works.
commence
soon.of The
Don't Gamble" for the entire Greater
Wife." "The City of Dim Faces." "The
New York territory from D. N Schwab
Dial company is working at the Brunton
Temple of Dust." "Trie Land of PromStudios.
Productions, Inc.
ise," "Misleading Lady" and her splendid
recent
Miss success.
Marion "Humoresque."
started on her writing
MAKING IRVING BACHELLER'S BOOKS INTO FILMS
career as a newspaper woman in San
Francisco, both as reporter and special
writer on several of the San Francisco
dailies. Later she went to New York to
do similar work and it was in Xew \ ork
that she first did her stories for the
screen.
From the very day that she wrote the
scenario
for "The
Richbecame
Girl."
Miss Marion
and Poor
Miss Little
Pickford
chums. They have, been inseparable
companions both in business and in
pleasure.
Get Details in Italy
Other successes that Miss Pickford
has presented, scenarios of which Miss
Marion has been responsible for. are
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." "The
Little Princess." "Stella Maris." "M'liss."
"Joan Enlists," "Pollyanna" and Miss
Marion's original story. "Clothes Line
Alley."
While Miss Pickford was in Europe
recently on her honeymoon. Miss Marion
was there also for the same purpose.
The two met in London and from there
journeyed into Italy, where Miss Marion
obtained the details for a story she will
write and direct for Miss Pickford
shortly.
It was Miss Pickford who suggested
to Frances Marion that she could be a
director, but it was not until after much
urging that she was convinced that she
could do anything else but write
scenarios.
Left to right — Otto Bollman, president of Dial Film Company; Mari Bollman. conIn addition to writing several scenarios
tinuity writer; J. J. Curtiss, vice-president of Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co. "The
while in Europe, Miss Marion spent a
Light in the Clearing," will be the first Bacheller novel produced in pictures
great deal of time in France in the intelby Dial.
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Novel

Exploitation

on

R-C

Feature

Beautiful Press Book Is Published by Company on "So
Long Letty" Ideas for Advertising May Be Used by
Exhibitor with Little Expense and Trouble to Him
illiiliuiiniiill iiiiniiniiiiiHiiiil rrn tinnui lit 11ttlitiiMf Mil uiMi iitmtiim ■u=iii:iiu ti i M M uti iuti inri trTM triiin Iriii['r11!hi:m ifli j ir11;i>111>pi ji iji ifi hitil Fiti 11iti n im: jtitu iniirtniiin iinrrrTUrujif mtmi rnm hjit; >i<i nu tifnn.T^
THE handsome press book which
sardines and crackers. Why didn't he
Robertson-Cole has just published for come here and have a good meal?' For
the exhibitor in connection with its pub- a fashionable woman's store: 'Letty
of "So based
Long Letty."
Al knew how to dress. She got the tips
Christie lication
special
on the the
Oliver
from us.' For a poolroom and cigar
Morosco musical comedy which had a store: 'When he wasn't loving Letty he
long and highly successful stage run, has was spending his time with the good
a special exploitation section, it is said, fellows here.' Numerous others can be
which is crowded with novel ideas of used in similar vein, using dealers in
which the exhibitor may make use with kitchen stoves, vacuum cleaners, bakers,
etc., whose combination ads, with yours,
little expense and trouble.
should make up at least half a page in
"So Long Letty," which was written
by Mr. Morosco and Elmer Harris, the newspapers. * * »
brings to the screen an absorbing story
concerning two young married couples
"So far as you can, distribute your still
who live along a California beach in twin photographs
among the tradesmen who
bungalows. Incidental to the whimsical
advertise with you, and persuade them to
story, there is a fascinating accompanicopy on a card in their winment of pretty bathing nymphs who are run similar
dows in conjunction with the still picseen on the beach, as well as in a big
tures.
If
you
a set of oil paintings,
cabaret scene, and whose presence in the get two of theget three
in the
pictures gives the exhibitor a splendid most prominent windowsdisplayed
in your town.
opportunity for exploitation.
They are a good bet for every tradesman
* * *
as they draw attention to his windows
Besides this, there is the human angle of more than any printed matter could ever
expect to do.
married life, and its laughable problems,
follow the details of an entirely
made appropriate by the story of "So new"Then
and fetching bathing girl exploitaLongous Letty,"
which
tells
of
the
humortion
stunt
which will enable the exhibitor
doings of a group of married people
who were wrongly mated. Mentioning
showing
'So
to pack
win the
attention of theLong
wholeLetty'
city and
his
the bathing girls and the phases of martheatre
by
the
lure
of
a
few
modishly
ried life as the two big appropriate play- clad bathing girls who are introduced to
ing points, the campaign book goes on
the public in a manner daring and most
to tell how to use these angles.
effective. The one element of care
"Try to arrange a cooperative adverwhich must be taken, is to avoid giving
tising plan," recommends the book,
the impression that 'So Long Letty' is
"which can be worked out by the advertising manager of your leading social entirely a bathing girl picture. The chief
part of its action makes it a domestic
newspaper, making a play on the name,
'So Long Letty.' For instance, a real comedy-drama with the girls added as a
* * *
estate firm could advertise: 'After you
see "So Long Letty" you'll want one of side issue."
Besides this is explained in detail an
those pretty bungalows. We have 'em.'
effective prologue which is produced
For a restaurant: 'Letty fed Tommy on
from the idea in one of the most alluring
scenes of "So Long Letty," showing the
bathing girls in shadowgraph, donning
their suits in the quaint "street car bath
houses" at the California beach. The
exhibitor is given full directions as to
how to create the effect, and those who
have ever seen shadowgraph work of this
kind will recognize it as a capital device
introducing such a picture as "So Long
This attraction is the first of a series
which
Robertson-Cole is to receive from
Letty."
the Christie studios for publication, and,
beyond its merit as a picture, it has exploitation possibilities which are seldom
surpassed. Full advantage of these were
taken in mapping out the "So Long
Letty"
press book,
is one of has
the
most elaborate
that which
Robertson-Cole
issued.
1
Marion Men Purchase

OTIS SKIWER
In :i scene from
Cole "Kismet,"
production.the Robertson-

Royal at Newcastle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWCASTLE. IND.. Oct. 12. — The
Royal theatre here, has been sold by Potus
Anton and Pete Kaler to Clarence L.
Branigin and William Owen Conner of
Marion, Ind. The new owners have closed
the theatre for a week or two pending exterior and interior improvements.
Mr. Anton is planning on remaining in
Newcastle or locating in Anderson. Mr.
Kaler has been visiting recently in Greece
but will return soon.

Miinnuiim

II x ii Hi Diiii \T
editor of Fnmou» I'lareriLttflkj 1 oriiorn t Ion.

Harry Durant Made
Managing Editor of
Lasky Story Staff
Harry Durant has been promoted to the
position of managing editor of Famous
Hayers-Lasky
editorialby
forces, according Corporation's
to an announcement
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of the
organization.
The preparation of continuity for Para-,
mount productions is accomplished at the
studios in Hollywood, Long Island City,
London and Bombay. The department
covers practically every form of printed or
spoken work that has any semblance of
adaptability to motion picture production
Everything published in Italian, Spanish.
German or French is translated here and a
synopsis terial.
madeNinetyfor
consideration
film mafiction
magazines aspublished
in this country are scanned every month
and a synopsis made of every story to conduction.sider itas a possibility for Paramount proSelect Suggests Stunts
For Serial Exploitation
Nine practical and inexpensive exploitation stunts are suggested in the press
book issued in conjunction with the fifteen-episode Select serial picture. "The
Branded Four." co-starring Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber,
according
an announcement from the
Selznick tooffices.
"The Branded Four" is a mystery
serial, and in order to create the element
of mystery the exhibitors' campaign bookj
suggests comment
several stunts
unusual
about that
the should
serial. cause!
Close for Alterations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GARY, IND.. Oct. 12.— The Grand the
atre has been closed to permit interior
alterations
redecorations
ing made atand
a cost
of $2,500. that are beDEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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Segall

and Esburg
Form
To Book
Acts for

First National

Booking

Company
Film Theatres

Association

Takes

Offices in

Masonic Temple, Chicago — Well-Known Headliners Now Available for Picture Houses
To supply motion picture theatres with been affiliated for some time with one
of the largest booking agencies in the
anything from "a violinist to a three-ring
United States. It is through this later
circus." as added attractions or for pres- source that First National Booking Association will secure its vaudeville talent.
entation purposes, the First National
Booking Association, Chicago, has been
Experienced Showmen Head Company
formed with Harry Segall as president
Mr. Esburg. the vice-president of the
booking company, recently connected
and Arthur Esburg vice-president.
with theatres in Waterson. Davenport,
Offices have been opened in the MaMoline. Belleville and East St. Louis,
sonic Temple and bookings are an- comes to the new organization with a
nounced as available immediately.
wealth of experience both in motion picture houses and legitimate theatres. He
Sophie Tucker, long a headliner in
was lately connected with the Blackstone
"big
time"
vaudeville,
is
one
of
the
star
theatre. Chicago.
attractions whose services are obtainable
through the new organization. A point
Mr. Esburg's varied experience renders
is made of the obvious suitability her him particularly valuable to the purposes
act possesses for use as presentation in of the organization, it is said, fitting him
exceptionally well for 'the business of
connection with Goldwyn's Madge Kenpicture and human entertainnedy production. "The Girl With the combining
ment for presentation and prologue use.
Jazz Heart." the theme of which is said
to be wholly in keeping with the vaudecan out,
be made
short notice,"
it Bookings
is pointed
whichon arrangement
ville star's syncopation specialty which
is now drawing big crowds nightly to the makes for effective and pliable service of
Edelweiss Gardens, Chicago.
the type required by theatre managers
combining the screen and stage forms of
Violinist for "Humoresque"
entertainment and consequently are forced
Violinists especially coached for pro- frequently to make program shifts and
rearrangements with little preparation.
logue or interpretative use with "Humoresque." the Paramount special that is creating box office history in many cities,
are also mentioned as being available on
"The Throwback" Is New
short notice.
Mayo Starring Vehicle
, Other artists who can be secured by
Production has been started at Uni,the exhibitor through the new booking
concern are: Nan Halperin. Leon
versal City on Jaccard's latest story,
Bloom, Eva-Tanguay, Ted Lewis. Kitty
"The Throwback," in which Frank
Gordon, Robert Long', Evelyn Nesbit.
Mayo is to be starred. The plot was
Valeska Surrat. Emma Cams and Adeaide and Hughes, names well known to originally conceived by Jaccard with
:very theatre-goer in America.
Messrs. Segall and Esburg are well Mayo in his mind for the central figure.
"The Throwback" is a romance of
<nown in theatrical circles. Segall has
lad several years' experience with Askin, the South American rubber country.
Singer & Lederer and had been inter- There are seven principal roles in the
red in many theatrical enterprises. He
for each of these the Uniilso has had the benefit of years of ex- story, and
versal casting department has selected
perience as a stage manager and has a player of marked ability. Frank
Mayo plays the role of Billy Thorpe,
a young ne'er-do-well; Edward Coxen
plays the role of James Ellison, Nick
de Ruiz has the role of Santos Cordero.
a South American half-breed. Others
in the cast are Gordon Sackville. Helen
Lynch, Irene Blackwell and Dagmar
Godowsky.
Federated Issues Helps
For Bessie Love Feature
Federated Film Exchanges of America.
Inc., has issued two novelty advertisements
for the first Andrew J. Callaghan production starring Bessie Love.
Miss Love's first production. "Bonnie
May." made from the novel by Louis Dodge
will be issued on October IT. A special
music cue sheet has been prepared for it
and Federated announces that a series of
novelty advertisements will be issued on
these productions and that a special music
cue will be prepared for each one.

MRS. GARXETT SARIN
roducer «»f the Muriel Ostriehe comedies
being distributed by Arrow Film Corporation.
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Horton, Kansas, Transfer
HORTOX. KAN.— The Princess and
Colonial theatres are under new ownership. Fred M. Thompson is manager of
the corporation possessing them; Dr.
G. H. Mydland is vice-president, and
F. J. Henney, secretary-treasurer.

They

Finish "Doc"

Rudolph.
hero of "The
Four
HorsemenValentino,
of the Apocalypse/
th? Metro
picture, June Mnthis, scenarioist^ and
Rex Ingram,
director,
"death"
of "Doc"
Cannon gloat
in theover
role theof
"Madagiaga."
Unity Contracts for
24 Ridgeway Pictures
Innovation in Press Books on
Two Reel Films
Promised
From a large field, of state right buyers in Chicago. Philadelphia. San Francisco and Los Angeles. Capital Film
Company contracted with Unity Photoplay tractions
Company.
Masterpiece
Film Atand Peerless
Film Service
for
the twenty-four
two-reel
westerns
starring Fritzi Ridgeway.
Capital considers itself fortunate in
closing a contract with Frank Zamhreno
of Unity for the territory of northern
Illinois and Indiana.
Must Pass Committee
In the making of the Fritzi Ridgeway
westerns no money or effort has been
spared, it is said. Capital stands back of
them as money makers, as their contract
with the producer specifically states that
no picture will be accepted unless it
passes
company.the reviewing committee of the
An innovation is offered by Capital, it
is claimed, in connection with these tworeelers in the shape of a press book.
Many Aids Offered
The press book is being compiled by
experienced publicity and advertising
men in Chicago, and will contain not
only suggestions for advertising copy,
but real live exploitation ideas. Accessories will be offered such as throwaways. window cards, whistles, as well
as the usual line of cuts and paper.
Nothing is being overlooked that may
help the exhibitor to make a «uccess.
offer'ng
high-class
stuff this
with policy
proDerof exhibitor
By following
aids. W. D. Russell, general manager of
the concern, feels that Capital stand- in
the front rank of the state right field.
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New

Dancer

Monty

Cast in

Banks

Comedy

Los Angeles Girl Attracts Film
Men by Work in
Amateur Shows

When the Monty Banks comedy,
"Nearly Married" is published by Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
a new dancer will be shown to the public in the person of Geraldine Karma.
Miss Karma is a Los Angeles society
debutante, who is distinguished as an
exotic dancer, it is said. She danced
with such success in amateur theatricals,
it is declared, that she was besieged with
offers to go on the stage or enter the
motion pictures.
She was prevailed upon by J. L. Warner of Warner Brothers, producer of
the Monty Ranks comedies, to have a
test film made and so successful was the
test that she was engaged to appear in
support (if tlir comedian in "Nearly
It is said by those who have seen Mis'
Karma dance that she is one of the most
Married." dancers ever seen in the moattractive
tion picture business, and this in spite of
the fact that she is only 18 years of age.
She was trained in the College of the
Holy Name, Oakland, and the Shorb
Convent in Pasadena.
Gasoline is still very scarce in California, but motion picture stars must get the
air, so O. O. Dull, Frank Borzage's assistant director, has to take Marion Davies,
the Cosmopolitan star, out in his one wheel Rolls-Barrow.

Popular

Players

Cast

in Hodkinson's

19

Early Issue, "Honorable
Gentleman
The first. Hugo Ballin independent
book form, and is a frequent contribproduction which W. W, Hodkinson
utor to Pictorial Review, McClure's, The
Corporation has scheduled for early Century, Harper's Bazaar and the Munsey
publications. He also has had plays
publication under "the working title of produced on the French stage and now
"The Honorable Gentleman" is said to has turned his attention to the American
have an extraordinarily strong cast, instage as well, for he has recently sold
cluding many popular players.
Rockcliffe Fellowes will be seen in the two plays to David Belasco. At the
leading role. He has been seen to good
present
time for
he isMr.'engaged
in preparing a vehicle
Leo Dietrichstein.
advantage in a number of Goldwyn proA widely traveled man, his plots run
ductions inthe past. He also has played
the gamut of the five continents and
opposite Constance Talmadge.
the seven seas. But, an Oriental himMabel Ballin Cast
self, he is peculiarly at home when writing of the customs, the reactions, the
Mabel Ballin, another popular artiste,
psychology
is seen as the little blind girl, a sympathe
Orient. and the code of honor of
thetic role to which her talent and beauty
do full justice. Togo Yamamato, a successful actor both in his native Japan
"Faith Healer" Is Cast
and in America, plays the central role,
and it is promised- that his work will be
The
cast announced for "The Faith
a revelation to those who have seen him
Healer," William Vaughn Moody's play
in the past. He played the role of the
which will be a George Melford Paramount special production, lists Milton
Chinese
"The known
River's character
End."
Sills in the title role, supported by Ann
Nellie prince
Filmore,in well
woman on the silver sheet, who also is Forrest, Fanny Midgely. Frederick
appearing in a current Broadway sucVroom,
Loyola O'Connor,
May LaGiracci
Robert Brower
and Fontaine
Rue.
plays the
the blind girl's
aunt cess,
with
all part
her ofaccustomed
skill.
Little Charlie Fang, who has been seen
for the last six years in many Mack
Upland's First Theatre
UPLAND. NEBR.— Henry Peterson
Sennett productions, is cast as "The
will
build a theatre to be in operation
Hatchetman,"
and consummate
proves himselfChinese
to be
one
of the most
in
a
short
time, the first theatre for Upland.
actors on the screen today, it is claimed.
Abdullah Is Author
Captain Achmed Abdullah, novelist
Dead
Men
and short story writer, is the author of
"The
Honorable
Gentleman."
Captain
Abdullah has had five novels and two
Tell
No
Tales
collections of short stories published in

Two Theatres

to Be Built

Oppositely in Cobleskill
COBLESKILL, N. Y. — Plans have
been
perfected
for thefacing
erection
a $30,onn theatre
building
fortyof feet
on
Park street and 135 on South Grand avenue, with entrances on both streets.
For the purpose John J. Steacy recently purchased the Courter place. The
800.
theatre will have a seating capacity of
Another theatre will be built when
$100,000 are subscribed by the S. E.
Arnold Company of Rochester and residents of Cobleskill, each pledging half
the sum. It will be erected at Main
and North Grand streets, nearly opposite the Steacy site. It will seat 1.000
people.
Beban

to Direct Music

Score in Latest Feature
George Beban announces he will supervise personally the preparing of a special
musical score which will be sent out with
every print of his latest photoproduction,
"One Man in a Million."
Beban wrote the story, enacted the
leading
the
film. role in same, directed and cut
Sol Lesser, who has the picture in
charge, will leave for New York in the
near future. Beban possibly will accompany Lesser on the Eastern visit, and
both star and manager will be on hand
to set this new production sailing
through
channels bringing best distribution results.
New California Theatre
MODESTO, CALIF. — George H.
Covell has closed a deal for a 140 foot
lot on Jay street where, it is understood,
he will build a large store in the front
wrth a theatre in the rear which has already been leased to a large theatrical
concern. The total cost of the buildinc
will be in the neighborhood of $250,000
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-lanley Is Touring the
Country for Lesser's
Exploitation Company
With the departure of Edward Man?y, representative for Irving M. Lesser,
eneral manager for Western Pictures
Exploitation Company in Los Angeles,
.esser announces that national distribuion is now completed for the Hugh
Evans production of "The Stranger" and
heThe
feature
film '"Sky-Eye."
Western
organization is a new
ompany formed by Lesser, and, alhough but a few months old, has conrol of distribution for many well-known
lm features.
Manley will visit all the important exhange centers throughout the country
nd will ultimately reach New York City,
vhere he will work on foreign rights
or Lesser's features, among which are
That Something." "The Sentimental
31oke," ''Souls of Men," '.'Sins of the
Vorld,"
slow motion process
ilms,
and allan Cinal
Annette
' Kellerman feature
itled "The Art of Diving."
vlary O'Connor Writes
Script for Paramount
Jesse L. Lasky has announced the reirement
Maryat the
O'Connor
.nd
film of
editor
studio as
of scenario
Famous
3layers-Lasky Corporation, to take up
cenario writing exclusively for the com>any. Miss O'Connor's first work und'er
■he new arrangement will be the scenario
or an original story by Hector Turnmil, which George Melford will produce.
Miss O'Connor's place will be taken
>y Lee Daugherty. Previous to her association with Famous Players-Lasky,.
\Iiss
O'Connor
employed
the
jriffith studio andwaswrote
many at
of the
7ine Arts original stories for Dorothy
ind Lillian Gish. Bessie Love and other
■tars
then playing
under Mr.wasGriffith's
lupervision.
Lee Daugherty
one of
he first scenario editors in the motion
)icture business, having served in that
:apacity with Biograph in 1906.
Russell Special Popular
Feature American Claims

Capitol Run
of "Homespun
Tops
Previous
Attendance

Folks"
Records

Rothapfel

Presentation Aids Materially in the Successful Showing of Film — Specially
Prepared Music Cues Played
'"Homespun Folks," Thomas H. point of its fast-moving election night
scenes, a small brass band back stage
luce's first
Associatedto Proreplaced the orchestra long enough to
ducers,special
comprising, for
in addition
Mr.
render in typical country town style
Ince, Mack Sennett, George Loane
"There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old
Tucker, J. Parker Read, Jr., Marshall
Neilan, Allan Dwan and Maurice TourTown Tonight," "Hail, Hail, the Gang's
neur, is claimed to have broken all exAll Here" and other classics of America's wildest annual holiday.
records intheone
of the
world's
largest isting
theatres,
Capitol,
at its
New
Critics Praise Picture
York premiere on Sunday, Oct. 3. Paid
admissions topped those recorded for
Critics of New York's newspapers
praised the production. Following are
the biggest previous Sunday in the his- excerpts
from some of the reviews:
tory of the theatre.
Evening Post: "Screen plays like
Credit Given Rothapfel
Credit for a measure of the success
Thomas H. Ince's 'Homespun Folks'
always stimulate hope in the motion picture as an art and bolster a waning
of "Homespun Folks" at the Capitol is
accorded by Associated Producers to belief in spite of dozens of alleged
Samuel L. Rothapfel for his remarkable
'masterpieces.' There is a real story in
picture presentation. The Ince producJulien
Josephson's scenario. There are
tion had a typical Rothapfel presentation, which is to say that it was put
real
characters
in" 'Homespun
the cast."" Folks' has
Neivs : man
before the audience with every pretty as The
its leading
Lloyd Hughes, who
adjunct that keen showmanship could
very engagingly plays Joel Webster,
devise.
the youth who tries to milk with both
A specially prepared music cue, played
eyes
a lawit isbook.
want fastened
to see it on
because
a goodYou'll
picfor thephony
picture
the noCapitol's
orchestra, by
added
little tosymthe
ture, andvitriolic
because country
Joel and editor
'the constable
effectiveness of the picture. Old favorand the
and the
small town politicians are so funny,
of the "backdeftly
home"interwoven
type of ballad
were ites featured,
with
but most of all because it's an antidote
some of the more modern successes.
for the fed-up feeling you get when
Musical Program Given.
you've seen too many opulent movies."
As part of the musical program, and
in keeping with the homely nature of
the feature picture, the Capitol male Reopen Kalamazoo Theatre
quartet, accompanied by violin, harp
KALAMAZOO. MICH.— The Elite,
and cello, sang "When I Hear the Gate
Kalamazoo's oldest motion picture thea'Swingin' ", by Leo T. Croke, and "O,
atre, thoroughly redecorated and modTime, Take Me Back," by Carrie Jacobs
ernized, recently reopened for the seaBond. The orchestra played the Toreason. Close to $5,000 was expended
dor lution
songof Dixie"
from "Carmen."
Lake'sand"Evoit.
as an interlude
the uponDEAD
MEN TELL NO TALES
"'Hungarian Lustspiel" as an overture.
When "Homespun Folks" reached the
A HOUSEBOAT

BUILT

FOR

TWO

One of from
the most
successful
A"
>ictures
the box
office "Flying
standpoint,
ind one reported to be holding its own
■teadily as a big money getter, is "Slam
3ang Jim," a special in which William
•tussell is the star.
Many of the better grade houses, it is
•aid, are booking this Russell drama,
imong them the Hippodrome of Los
\ngeles, where it will have an extended
un this montn.
Uhletic Club Will
Show Film Features
Contracts to show Goldwyn pictures
n their clubhouse have been signed by
he Ludlow (Mass.) Athletic and Recreition Association.
During the coming season Goldwyn
>ictures will play a prominent part in
he social life of this unique association,
t is said.
Battle Creek Remodeling
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.— The
Dreamland theatre, which was recently
purchased by Lewis Losey, is being remodeled and redecorated, and suction
fans have been installed. Extensive repairs are also being made.

First view of the American Film Company's six part feature "The Plue Moon."
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Report Big Demand
For Cook Comedies

Additional Prints Made by Fox,
It is Reported, To Meet
Booking Requirements
Fox Film Corporation reports that the
booking demands on the first comedy
featuring Clyde Cook, the man with the
"India-rubber legs," are so heavy that
additional prints have been made.
Cook's first comedy is "Kiss Me
Quick," which will be published shortly.
This famous comedian's original and
unique style of screen work is expected
by Fox officials to create a sensation in
the motion picture world.
Clyde Cook last year was the attraction at the New York Hippodrome, and
the countless thousands that viewed his
performance of unusual comedy, his
wonderful feats in eccentric dancing and
his acrobatic accomplishments, have
spread his fame throughout the land, it
is believed. Previous to his engagement
at the Hippodrome, Cook had appeared
in leading theatres in his native country,
Australia, in Fnglaud and on the Continent.
Cook's peculiar adaptability for the
screen is naturally through his excruciatingly funny antics. As a contortionist he is without a peer, and as an eccentric dancer he is unsurpassed.
Scenes from "Honeymoon Ranch," the five-part western feature being exploited
by Bert Lubin.
Half

of

the

Territory

Now

Sold

on

Fair"
Tourneur's "County
Maurice
sales in addition to the options granted
Guy Croswell Smith announces that
on
other
territories.
At
the
same time
within forty-eight hours after the anthe At'^tral'ar1 rights, together with
nouncement that Maurice Tourneur's
"The
County
wouldsix be
sold on about one-third of the foreign market,
the state
rightFair"
market
* territories
also were -disposed of.
were disposed of. Options were taken
Record Established
by other independent buyers on addiThis is considered by some as a new
tional territories, making approximately
record for speed in disposing of a state
half
tion. of the country sold on the producri^ht picture proposition. If the same
The initial week of "The County
ratio is kept up Smith believes that "The
County available
Fair" willterritory
be underpassed
way and
Fair,"
Barretin McCormick
entire
over the
to
at
the which
Rivoli S.
theatre
Toledo, O., gave
was
such a decided success, it is reported,
representative distributors in the shortest time ever allotted to the disposal
that word of its hit quickly reached the
trade. More than 40,000 people saw the of a motion picture at such prices as are
picture at the Rivoli in one week. Some
being accepted, it is said, for this picture.
of the exploitation possibilities of the
"The County Fair" was taken from
distinctively American subject which Mr.
the stage story which Neil Burgess
McCormick utilized contributed to this made famous some years back, and
success.
which wa* one of the real rural comedy
hits of all times.
Lesser Buys Territory
The following well-known state right
buyers have taken over "The County
Fair"country:
for their respective sections of
the
Joseph Skirboll for western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Ben Friedman of the Friedman Film
corporation, for Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota.
M. S. Rosenberg of the De Luxe
Feature Film corporation, for Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho, Montana
and the United States possessions in
Alaska.
Sol Lesser, for California, Arizona
and Nevada.
sey.Fred Falkner, for northern New JerA syndicate of Southern distributors
for Georgia. Florida, Alabama, North
Carolina and South Carolina.
The foregoing were taken within
forty-eight hours of the opening of

Closes Minneapolis Deal
In his tour coastward for D. N. Schwab
Productions, Inc., Walter J. Pofges.
sales representative, concluded a deal
whereby
"Fickle
David Butler,
was soldWomen,"
to Midlandstarring
Films
Company of Minneapolis. F. A. Burke
representing
the Midland concern's interest in the deal.

"Crimson Cross" Said
To Be Startling Film
Depicting Hypnotism
"The Crimson Cross," the initial Fanark Corporation picture, which was written by N. Brewster Morse and directed
by George Everett, is called a startling
picture based on the subject of hypnotism.
"Startling does does not seem a strong
enough word to describe 'The Crimson
Cross,' because, right before your eyes
both the hypnotized and the hypnotist
prove by their reactionary suffering the
fallacy of the foundation," says a Fanark official. "It is plainly portrayed, for
the first time on either stage or screen,
that hypnotism is an evil for the hypnotist as well as for the victim."
In the cast are well known players, including Edward Langford. Mane
Swayne, who are seen in the leading
roles, supported by such players as Van
Dyke Brooks, Eulalie Jensen, Augustus
Phillips, William E. Hallman, Archie
Clark. Josephine Williams, Joseph
Singer, Curtis Karpe and Ben Probst.
Rosemary

Theby

to

Make Shaw Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 12— Rosemary
Theby has signed a long-term contract
with J. Lincoln Miller. She will make
a series of special productions, the first to be a story by George Bernard Shaw.
Palm, Pueblo, Now Open
PUEBLO, COLO.— J. J. Goodstein,
owner of the new Palm theatre, which
is being remodeled from the old Princess theatre, has returned from a trio
to the East, where he signed contracts to
bring the best of high-grade photoplays
to his theatre. The Palm was opened
early in September.
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Levy
While New York Sleeps" Plays Ten Weeks at the
Lyric and Astor Theatres in New York;
Other Engagements Successful
Attendance recorfls. declared by its comparison, it is claimed, with the recoducers to be unprecedented in the
ord established in New York. The picture, it is sard, drew crowded houses
inals of Broadway motion picture proiction, mark the closing of the tenfrom the city and from the suburbs.
eek run of the William Fox special.
Newspapers Praise It
York Sleeps,"
at the Lyric
idVhile
AstorNewtheatres.
New York.
The newspapers in Boston and ProviWhile running on a continuous perdence echoed the metropolitan dailies in
their verdict as to the merit of this film,
rmance plan at the Lyric, William
ox, president of Fox Film corporation,
it is declared, and praise was accorded
included arrangements with the Shuthe direction by Charles J. Brabin.
?rts for presenting "While New York
"While New- York Sleeps." on leaving
the Lyric theatre, was placed on the
leeps" at the Astor theatre in Broa-day at 45th street. Here it also opened
program of the famous Academy of
Music in New York. This house, under
1 a continuous performance plan, and
>r two weeks drew capacity business
the management of William Fox, has
ithout affecting the business done at since its use as a picture theatre been
it Lyric, just three blocks away.
run on the split-week plan, or two feature films a week. For the run of
Opens in Boston
"While New York Sleeps." however,
the usual plan was changed, and for the
For eight weeks "While New York
first time since pictures had been shown
leeps"
and at
nighttheatAstor
the Lyric,
id for ran
twodayweeks
sim- at the Academv, one feature occupied
taneously with the sixth and seventh
the screen a full week.
eeks at the Lyric. During this time
Prologue Is Given.
lis production was introduced to Provence, R. I., and Boston audiences for
At the Audubon theatre, in upper
ins respectively of one full week and
Manhattan, the production also was
>ur full weeks.
booked for a full week, for presentation
,In Providence the picture was shown
with a special stage setting picturing
: the opera house and repeated in a the skyline of New York at dusk. Ben
ay, it is said, its New York success,
manager of this house, ar•tablishing an attendance record for E. Jackson,
ranged to stage a prologue in keeping
lat house and that city.
with the atmosphere and theme of the
The Boston engagement, however, at
play.
ie Boston opera house, a theatre seatFor one week this picture also drew
ig over 3,000, offers a more striking
crowded houses at the Fox theatre in
Springfield. Mass.. until with the final
counting at the close of the engagement
Photoplay Magazine
it was found that at no time, with any
feature or special entertainment of any
November, 1920
description, had this theatre done such a
tremendous business.
Added to these records is the three
weeks in Los Angeles, and ten days in
TRUMPET ISLAND— Vitagraph
Detroit.
TRUMPET
ISLAND"
the
talked about
pictureswillof betheonefallof and
winter. It is easy to believe that Tom
Steinhauer Goes to
Terriss and his cast spent months and endured al manner of hardships that this might
be a super-feature in fact as well as in the
Staff of Promoter
The "airis sent
stuff,"hurtling
as the through
climax :
ofadvertising.
which an airplane
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
an electric storm and ends with a crash in
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Jack Steinhauer
the trcetops of a lonely island, however it
has resigned from Exhibitors Trade Review
may have been obtained, is much the most
realistic of any similar scenes to whkh wcy
and henceforth will make his headquarhave
been witness.
storyisissufficient
a Gouver'to
"Tex"
offices
neur Morris
romance,Thewhich
ters in thethepublicity
Rickard.
promoter,
at ofMadison
stamp it with, a certain originality and,
i
Square Garden. He will aid in the excharm, and the scenario and titles are by Mr.C
) and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, which'
tensive publicity campaigns that will preis something of a guarantee of quality. A
cede the boxing shows Rickard will stage
young girl, convent reared, falls in love with
there
twice
a month. Ike Dorgan is in
a soldier boy back from the wars. Her
father decree^ however, that she shall marry
charge of Rickard's publicity department.
one of those withered roues of the drama
who can bring her wealth but no love. The
soldier boy acquires sudden wealth and loses
Mc
Govern'
his head, and then seeks to recover his.
(Special
to Exhibitorss Sales
Herald)
equilibrium by going to live on that good
NEW YORK. October 11.— Elmer J.
o d abandoned island of the movie seas. The
McGovern announces the sale of the
girl, dutifully agreeing to marry the roue on
promise of being taken in an airplane on
star"The Woman
to Doraldina,
rights ring
her wedding tour, from which she expects ts
to the L'ntamed."
Specialty Film
dash herself to death, is eventually dropped
Arand
Texas
for
Dallas,
of
Company
atmemory
the boy's
on "Trumpet
Island," her
kansas, and to H. C. Simeral of Pittsgone feet
but her
sweet self miraculously
burgh
for
West
Yirginia
and
Western
preserved. Together the youngsters live,
Pennsvlvania.
through several happy weeks, and then they J
are found and threatened with a separa/
tion that you very well know never tak/
Build Casino, Sac City
place. A big picture in the true sense, and
an interesting picture, rich in adventure, not^
SAC CITY. IA.— \V. W. Watt and Jay
too extravagantly illogical and pictorially arresting. Marguerite de la Mottc is an atHarter. picture
proprietors
Sac Casino,
City's have
new
heroine, Wallace
motion
theatre,of the
able andtractive
likable
hero. MacDonald a plausawarded contracts for its construction
and work is progressing rapidly.

Wins

the "Gar'

Col. Fred 'Levy, .Associated First National
Pictures franchise holder from Kentucky, wins Dorothy
away scene
from
James Kirknood
in anPhillips
impromptu
for ".Man, Woman and Marriage."
Milwaukee Kay-Bee Co.
Gets Rights to Issues
Kay-Bee Distributing Corporation, Toy
building. Milwaukee. Wis., successors to
Walter A. Baier Film Company, announces the acquisition of the following
features for distribution through their
territory: "L'p in Mary's Attic" (Fine
Arts Pictures. Inc.), "Silk Husbands and
Calico Wives" (Equity Pictures Corp.),
"The Golden Trail" and "A Woman's
Man" (Arrow Film Co.) and "The Country God Forgot";
a large drrmas
assortment
of short
subjects, also
comedies,
and
Westerns.
Walter A. Baier. general manager, announces that they are also negotiating
for a large number of new publications
for autumn and also for the spring season. Joe Roderick, long and favorably
known in the Northwest territory, has
associated himself with the Kav-Bee.
To Film Feature of Life
In Our National Capital
David G. Fischer has begun work on
the first of his series of photoplays to
be made by Fox-Fischer Masterplays.
Inc.. "In the Shadow of the Dome."
; It will deal with the dramatic aspects
of life in the national capital, and Fischer
is at present working on exteriors in
Washington, D. C. where scenes will
be taken in the Capitol itself, in the
White House and in many other of the
government buildings. Donald Hall will
play the role of the congressman who
dominates the picture. The leading
feminine role will be in the hands of
Dixie Lee. and William Parke. Jr., will
play the juvenile lead.
Dead Men Tell No Tales

n a n i c i j w i\ ^)
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Vitagraph
Claims
"Trumpet
Island"
Ranks
With
Most
Successful
Films
Tom

Terriss Production Already Has Had Showings
In Some of the Larger Theatres in This
Country and in Canada

Vitagraph'" special production, "Trumpet Island," the first Tom Terriss feature, is fulfilling all of the big things
expected of it, according to the producers. The film version of Gouverneur
Morris'
story,
as edited
by Mr.hasandproved
Mrs.
George Randolph
Chester,
one of the most successful pictures of
the year, it is claimed, and although published but a few weeks it has been a
first run attraction in some of the larger
theatres throughout the United States
and Canada.
Some idea of its popularity and success is indicated, according to the producers, by the diversified class of theatres in which it has been shown as a
first run and the wide range of cities,
covering practically every section of the
country. In Chicago it is to play a three
weeks'
engagement
the Zicgfcld,
$1 a seat.
This is theat second
picture at
to
command this price at the Ziegfeld. the
first having been D. W. Griffith's "The
Love Flower," which precedes it.
Booked at Toledo
Among the larger theatres which
either
haverun,presented
"Trumpet to Island"
as
a first
or have arranged
do so,
with the bookings covering an engagement of from one to three weeks, are the
Pantheon theatre, Toledo, O.; Strand
theatre, Akron, O.; Tally's Broadway
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.; Victory theatre, Providence, R. I.; Strand theatre
Flint. Mich.: Imperial theatre. Montreal,
Canada; Minerva theatre, Pittsburgh.
Pa.
Empress theatre, Oklahoma City.
Okla. ; Moon theatre, Omaha, Neb.;
American theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah:
Phillips'
Egypt theatre,
theatre, Troy,
Fort N.
Worth.
Tex.;
American
Y.;
Liberty theatre, Sacramento, Cal.; Liberty theatre, Springfield, O.; Orpheum
theatre, Rockford. III.: Capital theatre.

FRITZI RIDGEWAY
Starring
in western
Capital plays,
Film the
Company's
twenty-four
first to
be "The Bandit of Hell's Gap."

Ind.
Davenport, la.; Isis theatre, Kokomo,
Plays in Charleston
Virginia theatre, Charleston, N. C. ;
Imperial theatre, St. John, New Brunswick; Rialto theatre, Tulsa, Okla.;
Regent theatre. Billings, Mont.; Princess theatre, Quincy, III.; Lyric theatre.
Springfield, III.; Exhibit theatre. Portsmouth. W. Va., and the Majestic theatre. Memphis, Tenn.
Several of the larger circuits also
have
Fox
circuit,booked
with "Trumpet
headquartersIsland."
in NewThe York,
has arranged to show the special production in all its New York City theatres and those it controls in Jamaica,
Brooklyn. Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson
and other nearby cities.
Booked by Gordon
The Gordon circuit in Massachusetts,
which includes such cities as Boston,
Cambridge, Dorchester, North Cambridge, Chelsea. Gloucester. Beverly and
Medford; the S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
controlling theatres in twenty-six of the
largest cities in the South, and many
other exhibitors with a chain of playhouses, have arranged to have their
patrons
see "Trumpet
Newspaper,
trade andIsland."
fan magazine
reviews of "Trumpet Island" have been
uniformly good, many of them extravagant in their praise. Exhibitor*, too.
have been more than pleased with this
Tom Terriss special production, it is
said, and have taken pains to send word
to that effect to the producers.
Greatest

Amount

of

Unexposed Film Now
Exported to England
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, ' Oct. 12.— Figures
showing our export trade in motion pictures during July have been obtained by
the Washington bureau of Exhibitors
Herald from the department of commerce. Shipments of unexposed film
totaled 6.961,176 feet, valued at $159,575,
and of exposed films 12,114,213 feet,
valued at $554,159.
Our most important customer for unexposed film is England, which took
5,177,743 feet, valued at $101,888, during
the month. Japan is .rapidly becoming
an important market for this class of
film, our exports to that country in July
amounting to 1,254,672 feet, valued at
$37,534. The only other large exports
were 332,401 feet, valued at $11,687, to
Canada, although shipments ranging in
value from $57 to $3,000, were made to
Spain, tralia
Cuba,
British India, Ausand NewBrazil.
Zealand.
England and Canada have been surpassed as largest users of exposed film
by Australia, whose July imports from
the United States amounted to 2.165.008
feet, valued at $109,731. Exports to Canada, however, while lower in footage
were larger in value, that country's imports being 1,519.630 feet, valued at $147,743.

Third Barrie Play Is to
Be Staged by Paramount
"What Every Woman Knows," Sir
James M. Barrie's play in which Maude
Adams achieved great success on the
stage, shortly will be produced for the
screen by William DeMille foe Paramount, according to an announcement
made
recently in Hollywood by Jesse
L.
Lasky.
The production will be filmed at the
Lasky studio and will be the third play
of Barrie's to be presented in screen
form by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Olga Printzlau, who recently
signed a five year contract with Paramount, will write the scenario and the
filming probably will be started the
latter part of the present month. No
details concerning the cast, etc., have
yet been decided upon.
Reopen Strand, Bayonne
BAYONNE, N. J.— The Strand theatre, recently temporarily closed for a
thorough renovation and overhauling, is
expected to be reopened soon.
STATEMENT

OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC . REQUIRED
GRESS BYOF THE
AUGUSTACT 24.OF1911.CONOf Exhibitor; Herald, published weekly at Chifor October
State cago.orIII., Illinois,
)ss 1, 1920.
County
I"
Before ofme,Cook,
a Notary
Public, in and for the
state and county aforesaid, personally appeared
Martin J. Quigley, who. having been duly sworn
according to law. deposes and says that hr is the
editor and publisher of the Exhibitors Herald.
and that
following
to the best
his knowledge and the
belief,
a true is,
statement
of theof ownership,
management (and. if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., inof the
the above
aforesaid
publication
date shown
caption,
required forby the
the
Act of August 24, 1912. embodied in section 443,
Postal verseLaws
and
regulations,
printed
on
the
reof this form, to-wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers
Publisher—
Street. are: Martin J. Quigley, 417 S. Dearborn
Editor — Martin J. Quigley. 417 S. Dearborn
Street.
Managing
Editor — E.
S. Clifford.
Business Managers
— James
Beccroft, J. S. Mac
Henry. George Clifford.
2. That
the owners owners,
are: (dive
and addres es of individual
or, if names
a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
owning ofor stock.)
holding 1 per cent or more
ofstockholders
the total amount
Exhibitors Herald Company, 417 S. Dearborn
Street.
Martin
Quigley.
S. Dearborn Street
3.
ThatJ. the
known417 bondholders,
mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per centgages, ororothermoresecurities
of totalare:
amount(If oftherebonds,
mortare none,
so state.) — None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders,
if any,
contain holders
not onlyas they
the list
stockholders
and security
appealof
upon
the
books
of
the
company
but
also,
in
cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given; also that the said two paragraph'
contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge andditions
belief
as to the
circumstances
conunder which
stockholders
and and
security
holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
aandcapacity
other hasthanno that
of ato bona
this affiant
reason
believefidethatowner;
any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed, throngb
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the sixtionsmonths
only.) preceding the date shown above is.
(This information is required from daily publicato and 1920.
subscribed Martin
before J.meQi this
igley.2nd
daySworn
of October,
Ruth Zorn,
Public.
(My commission expires
JanuaryNotary
8, 1922.)
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The greatest month

The

PICTURES

Famous

of pictures in motion

+
Players-Lasky-

ure in announcing
to be released

Corporation

to exhibitors

in the month

In story and entertainment

picture history I

takes

great pleas-

the Paramount

of December,

Pictures

1920.

value —

in the best efforts of the screen's great directors —
in the drawing power of stars and artistsin the lavishness and perfection of production—
in the variety and diversity of the subjects —
in the possibilities and opportunities for
profitable exploitation —
in the golden opportunities for extended
money-making

and

runs —

in every point of merit that the exhibitor considers —
the eight pictures listed herein stand unquestionably
as the best the market can supply.
You

will recognize that fact for yourself if you glance
through the list —

and your box-office and patrons will tell you more.

JESSE L LASKY
presents
THOMAS
MEIGHAN
in

DeMILLE'S
WILLIAM
prodndion

JESSE L LASKY
Roscoe

presents
[Fatty]

Arbuckle

( By arrangement with Joseph F. Schenclc)
in

"The

Life of the? art^
From the story by Irvin S. Cobb

"Conrad in Quest of His Youth"
From the novel by Leonard Merrick

Directed by Joseph Henaberrv

Scenario by Olga Printzlau

Scenario by Walter Woods

A Paramount

A Paramount

Picture

A STAR who is backed up by his record in
the screen's biggest productions and a
novel that was talked of around the world.
5 If the people who love Tom Meighan and
the people who read the novel all came to
your theatre you couldn't get one-tenth of
them in.
5 But you can bet they'll all try to get in.
*J Get ready tor them.

NEW

ART FILM CO.
presents

DOROTHY

GISH

in
"Flying

Picture

HEN the critics saw Arbuckle's first
full-length drama they all said they
hoped he'd never go back to two-reelers.
5 This second one, written by anothet
famous fat man, will confirm them in then
opinion. This one is full of more fun and
genuine comedy than "The Round-Up,"and
it's got a wider human appeal too.
5 You know that it means money.

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

presents
" Heliotrope"
By Richard Washburn Child
Directed by George D. Bakei

Pat"

A Cosmopolitan Production
A Paramount Picture

THE brilliant star flies to the heights of
comedy in this production. The story
of a young bride who wanted a career and
decided to be an aviatrix gives Miss Gish
all sorts of opportunities for comedy and
thrills and about everything else in the
entertainment line.

A PICTURE that has without doubt the
most unusual and gripping plot evei
written.

* Your patrons will want to take a trip with
"Flying Pat."

c> You can't realize how big it is until you
have seen it.

5 The story of a man's sacrifice for his
daughter's happiness, it will bring tears tc
the eyes of every man and woman whe
sees it.

THOMAS

H. INCE

presents
DOUGLAS
MacLEAN
in
"The Roo\ie's Return"
By Archer McMackin
Scenario by Agnes Christine Johnston
Direded by Jack Nelson
Photographed by Bert Cann
A Thomas

JESSE L. LASKY
BRYANT

in
"An

Amateur

Direded by Maurice Campbell
Scenario by Douglas Bronston

Picture

A Paramount

"T'S the best news in a long time that
J Douglas MacLean is going to play a
i jkie again.
Mecause it was a rookie role that made
bn famous — that turned him over night
t>m an unknown into the big box-office
a Taction that he is today.
' everybody remembers "232 Hours' Leave"
ad they'll all want to see this as soon as
tfey read the title.

A

LOIS

WEBER

Please

One

A Paramount

HE

Picture

tried to do the wrong thing but it
always turned out right. He tried to

be a devil, but he didn't have the professional touch.
*J His wild adventures with wickedness make
the funniest comedy that Bryant Washburn
has had yet — funnier even than "The Sins
of St. Anthony."

WILLIAM

S. HART
in

production
"To

Devil"

From the story "Wanted a Blemish" by
Jesse E. Henderson and Henry J. Buxton

H. Ince Production

A Paramount

presents
WASHBURN

Woman"
Pidure

r was to please a woman that Adam ate
- ithe apple, that theTrojan war was fought,
tilt Marc Antony gave up an empire.
I he most eternal and far-reaching of all
rl ■mcs — the havoc and destruction that a
scfish woman can bring about — and the
lc e and faith that bring joy out of tragedytlse are the threads which Miss Weber
hi woven into a powerful drama of mode life.

"The Testing BIoc^"
By William S. Hart
Picturized and directed by Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A.S.C.
A William S. Hart Production
A Paramount Pidure

THE dominant note of this production
is human interest. Hart has sounded
the very depths of pathos and feeling.
*} While you will find thrills as big and excitement asintense as in any of his pictures,
you will find them subordinated to the genuine emotions of human hearts, wonderfully and understandingly portrayed.

HE

RECORD

released
new

Cecil

B. DeMille's

Reid

in "Whats

"Civilian
"Behold
William
burn

"The

in "Burglar

Johnson"
Arbuckle's
5 Such

Ethel

Round'Ujpr

a record

is positive

that

Sex"

combines

and

schedule

money-making

announced
pictures

in any single month
5 Eight
every

Paramount

one

than

money-

Meighan
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in
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high
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ever
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in motion

that
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George

City

production and service equipment.
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HERALD
83

"Peaceful
with

Valley"

Charles Ray

Scenes

in another

"b'gosh" role, together with
two beautiful stars appearing
in Paramount

and

Special

Pictures.

A new portrait of Lois Wilson, who has just signed a fiveyear contract to play leads in Paramount pictures.

'larles Ray, in three scenes from "'Peaceful Valley," This is Charlotte Merriam, Special Pictures newest star, who
is now completing her first feature under her new contract.
adapted frcm the famous stage success in which
Arthur S. Kane presents him through First National. in California.
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TIIK ■"liitck to normal" movement currently engages the attention of citizens, politicians and
professional economists throughout the nation. It
is a matter of vital concern.
Something very similar to il La forcibly Wrought
to the attention of every exhibitor immediately after the playing of each of the "hig pictures" which
are periodically exhibited.
It has become a more or less general practice to
hook for dates immediately following a big attraction a production which can be obtained at low
rental, the supposition being that below normal attendance isinevitable and expenses should be curtailed in keeping.
The policy is open to question.
There is no sound basis for the premise that below
normal attendance is inevitable. Good advertising,
with an attraction worthy of it. should bring the same
volume of patronage immediately following a big
engagement as at any other time. Thus would be
avoided one of the "dead calms" that cut materially
into the year's gross.
"THE RIDDLE: WOMAN" (Associated Exhibitors-Pathe) received wide publicity as a stage play
in which Bertha Kalich starred, which will aid materially inputting it over as a picture. The production represents a vast expenditure in sets, costumes,
and salaries of artists but as a screen drama it but
moderately serves its purpose, despite Geraldine
Farrar's work in it.
"THE PHANTOM FOE" (Pathe) with Warner
Gland and Juanita Hansen in the leading role-, iextremely well done and if succeeding episodes contain as much suspense, romance and feature investitures as the first two chapters, it should prove one
of the best box office attractions in a long time.
"THE BROADWAY BUBBLE" (Vitagraph)
contains unusually fine acting on the part of Corinne
Griffith. It is a story of the stage, with Miss Griffith playing a dual role.
"YOU NEVER CAN TELL" (Realart) presents
Bebe Daniels in her initial starring vehicle for Realart Pictures. The story is humorous in spots but
many of the situations intended for comedy do not
register.
"CURTAIN" (First National) is another picture
of stage life, with the beautiful Katherine MacDonald in the leading role. The story first appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, and is true to life
and well staged. James Young directed.
"THE BRANDING IRON" (Goldwyn) taken
from Katherine Newlin Burt's novel, presents an
absorbing tale of love, jealousy and hate. The leading feminine role is taken by Barbara Castleton.
while James Kirkwood, Russell Simpson, Gertrude

OF

THE

WEEK

Astor. Richard Tucker and other well known screen
player> appear in support. Splendid pholo<;raph\
and fine direction combined with perfect setting
mark the picture as one of the best of the presenl
month.
"AN OLD FASHIONED BOY" (Paramount) is
a picture that will appeal to the average audience
and >eii<l them home in a wholesome frame ol mind.
Charle>
boyishness
and farcical
methods a have
line playRay's
in the
role of David
Warrington,
younga
man with old fashioned ideas.
'•TIIK WONDERFUL

CHANCE"

(SelznickJ

presents Eugene O'Brien in a role which will be much
more popular with men patrons than several of his
previous pictures. Instead of a heart breaker, he
- presented as a •'man'- man." Il offers splendid
opportunities for the showman to exploit, advertise
and present. The star appears in the dual role of an
e\-eonviet and an English lord.
"HONEST HUTCH" (Goldwyn) is declared to
be one of the best comedies in which Will Rogers
has thus far appeared. The picture contains equal
parts of human interest and drama with the lovable
comedian in the role of a ne'er do well who reform*.
"IN THE HEART OF A FOOL" (First National) an Allan Dwan feature made for Mayflower,
based on William Allen White's well known novel,
tells a powerful story that will appeal to those who
prefer realism to idealism in their pictures. An nniiMialh strong cast appears in the production.
"PINK TIGHTS" (Universal) is a fresh, clean,
small town story of parsonage and circus life, much
after
the Jack
plan Perrin
of "Polly
Circus." team
Gladys
Walton and
are ofantheattractive
of leads
who do excellent work. A church fire and rescue
and a balloon ascension are high spots of excitement.
A trio of children do interesting work. The picture
should have appeal to the patronage favoring the
bright, clean themes.
"BEHOLD MY WIFE" (Paramount) is an allstar cast production, featuring Milton Sills and
Mabel Juliene Scott in leading roles. It is certain
to be one of the most complimented pictures of the
season. Elliott Dexter has an important role also.
Scenes are laid in Canada and in England, and the
settings and costumes are luxurious and the photography is uncommonly artistic.
"THE TIGER'S CUB" (Fox) -presents Pearl
White in a drama of the snow country set in attractive surroundings and played with a capable cast.
Melodramatic tendency and a tinge of comedy
throughout will make it favored of the patronage
inclining to the thriller portraying primitive weaknesses and passions.
are a notable
item. Snow scenes featuring the star

mm

REVIEWS
jladys Walton and Jack Perrin in
'INK TIGHTS
i"ive-part
drama;
directed by
ReevesUniversal,
Eason.
'ublished in October.
OPINION: A medley of smiles and
firills with a soundly sensible lesson for
elf-righteous church-goers comes to the
creen in a clever way in the presentation
f this story of a circus girl and a parson.
Of somewhat the character of "Polly of
le Circus," a picture that had wide popuirity, this romance is presented as a whole3me, lively-moving vehicle conveying two
oung stars exceedingly good to look upon
trough a series of highly entertaining and
xciting episodes.
Not the least of the thrills comes with a
alloon ascension and parachute descent
lat the girl takes. Another is presented
1 the burning of the village church while
harbors the circus people as sleepers, and
le rescue of a small boy by the same fear•ss young woman. The portrayal of types
f the self-styled sanctimonious members
f the pastor's flock and their narrowlinded
judgment of the circus girl, is very
ell achieved.
The attitude of the young pastor, played
y Jack Perrin, towards the circus girl
hen chance brings her first to his home
id her burns after the fire keep her there,
a tender one of restrained affection and
ipeal. There is an unexpected twist to
le story that puts the girl into the arms
f her circus manager lover rather than
aving her in the home' of the minister,
he little lady of the pink tights is very
ell played by Gladys Walton, who is a
?ry pretty and youthful star.
One of the high lights is the acting of
reezy Eason, the little son of the director,
the part of Johnny Bump, a village lad
limited years. With his pal and with his
iby sister and his dog some of the highly
imorous and natural touches are created.
The picture is thoroughly wholesome and
lished and makes a pretty little bit of
ntimental screen life that admirers of the
nail town themes will particularly enjoy.
There is a suggestion for exploitation in
e circus trend of the picture, and an inresting and attractive feature could be
ade of a ''kid" circus parade.
SYNOPSIS: High winds drive the paraute of Mile. Gabrielle St. Simon, a high
ire artist and acrobat with a circus stopng in a little New England town, into a
See and her professional associates at first
lieve her drowned. She falls, however,
to the roof of the village rectory and is
scued by the young minister residing
ere. Remaining in his home until dark,
avoid injuring his reputation by being
en coming from there, she is discovered,
all the glory of her pink tights, by the
stor's flock who choose the inadvertent
ne to give him a surprise party. Their
orn of her is altered to affection when she
scues a little boy from the burning church
lich he and a pal have set afire by the
np with which they were seeking ghosts
the church belfry. The circus people,
10 had been given the use of the church
r sleeping quarters when their wagons
d tents were seized by the sheriff, and
: circus girl, nursed to health in the home
■ the minister following her fire experi•ce, returns the affections of the manager
the show who had long wooed her.

Charles Ray in
AN OLD FASHIONED BOY
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Jerome Storm
Published in September
OPINION: Charles Ray's wholesome
boyishness and splendid farcical methods
have a fine play in the role of David
Warrington, a young man who believes
in all kinds of old fashioned ideas regarding one's marriage, living in a real
home, having babies and the like. The
picture is one that will appeal to any
normal-minded audience and will send
your patrons away with a clean, wholesome frame of mind, feeling that the
world is a pretty good old place to live
in after all.
Ethel Shannon plays the part of
Charlie's more modern fiancee with
charm and appeal, and throws her personality into the art of portraying an
utterly irresponsible but entirely lovable
sweetheart. Alfred Allen and Hal
Cooley have the principal subordinate
masculine roles, while Gloria Joy and
little Frankie Lee play the kiddie roles
in a manner that delights. The cast in
all is an unusually strong supporting
company for so well-known a star, and
should be mentioned in the advertising.
The picture is unusual in that it opens
with last
the few
"clinch"
the
feet. usually reserved for
SYNOPSIS: The story concerns
David Warrington, an old fashioned boy
with old fashioned ideas and ideals. He
is engaged to a lovable young girl who
believes in the more modern phases of
life. The clash between his views and
her opinions starts a series of complications that are not straightened out until
the final fade-out. After many heartaches and numerous comical situations,

things shape themselves so that the girl,
Hetty, finds herself in her sweetheart's
armsing on
the way tothatthetheminister's,
havbeen convinced
old fashioned
way is the best after all.
Chester Players in
THE BIG SHOW
Two-part
Published comedy;
in OctoberEducational.
OPINION: Comedies of the grade of
"The Big Show" will redeem fun reels
in the eyes of picturegoers opposed to
slap-stick. High-grade fun meted out
in a continual run of laugh-provoking
episodes and with thrills that are real
ones, stocked with one original sally
after another make these contributions to
comedy worthy of the best theatres the
country over. It was a wise head that
conceived the idea of originating funmakers of a baby, a chimpanzee, a collie
dog and a pony, and it is a man adept in
direction who is putting them through
their screen paces.
The quartet of players scored a great
hit recently with the publication of their
"Four Times Foiled" comedy. The
thread of that story, fortune-hungry relatives seeking to make away with the
baby, the heir, is carried through this
late picture, but the episodes, for the
most part, are entirely different. The
greater part of the first reel is given to
reproduction of a children's circus, a
novelty
"bring down
house"
and
win that
the will
enthusiasm
of boththechildren
and adults. Snooky, the chimpanzee, as
the inebriated pianist, presents a decidedly clever bit of playing. A parrot
plays a part in the rescue this time and
the whole works out logically and excitingly to the climax wherein the baby
is rescued from a mine explosion in the
water.

One of the high points in a"Pink
Universal's
circusTights,"
girl and
a parson.production which deals with
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leads activities of a good cast through
this snow country screen tale.
Introduced in a snow frolic, Miss
White plays with a comradelv appeal and
a liveliness and ztst that are characteristic of her best work and which have
been in large part responsible for her
universal popularity. She is pretty, not
beautiful, but so alert and alive that it
is a pleasure to watch her natural ease
and tagcrness that makes the girl of the
screen, the
"Tiger's
before
vision. Cub," live most really
While the play assumes proportions
of the melodrama in its later scenes, it
opens with speedily-moving presentations of episodes that wind about the
girl a web of romance and intrigue. To
shield another woman she professes to
be the mother of a foundling and to save
her mother >he marries a blackguardly
bully and brute. This part, that of Bill
Slark, J. Thornton Baston>takes in able
way, and a like part, that of the
%Tiger,
a rascal of the same dye, is as capably
i i <.im: u iihii n
Mnrthu >1jiiinIIi*IiI iti n scene from
"The
lurrN). Wonderful I'hlincc*' I *cl%lllf*k I'lcEugene O'Brien in
THE WONDERFUL CHANCE
Five-part drama; Selznick.
Directed by George Archainbaud.
Published in October.
OPINION : Eugene < )T>ricn, who came
dangerously near losing all popularity with
men patrons of the theatres by being pictured too frequently in the role of a heart
breaker, is given a chance to counteract
this sentiment in his latest Selznick picture
and has availed himself of it. The love interest is not lacking in "The Wonderful
( "hance,"Hisbutconquest
the star isis limited
pictured toas one
a man's
man.
girl.
There is no bevy of jealous, disappointed
women crying out for him.
The production has many points which
should appeal to the astute showman. It is
the story of a released convict who wants
to go straight and finds a remarkable opportunity thrust upon him. Police, social
workers, and women's clubs will undoubtedly give the picture an enthusiastic endorsement if an advance showing is arranged. The posters accompanying it are
meritorious. The musical score has exceptional possibilities for the largest or smallest orchestra.
O'Brien is cast in a dual role. Several
of the scenes in which he appears as both
the ex-convict and the English lord could
be improved. The photography as a whole,
however,
is good.
beauty suffices,
as the Martha
part givenMansfield's
her does
not tax her ability.
SYNOPSIS:
"Swagger"
an exconvict,
is mistaken
for LordBarlow,
Birmingham
and is feted and dined, while the nobleman
is being held a prisoner by a scheming
band of crooks. He falls in love with
'*eggy Winton, the daughter of his host.
Through Barlow, Lord Birmingham is released. Explanations follow and Peggy
agrees to wait for Barlow to "come back."
Pearl White in
THE TIGER'S CUB
Five part drama; Fox
Directed by Charles Giblyn
Published in October.
OPINION: Pearl White toboganning
down a snowy hillside, fishing through
the ice in the Klondike, mothering a
deserted baby and fighting a bullying
lover, all for the happiness of other folks.
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An effective lobby setting with imitation snow banks, tree boughs and cabins
is one exploitation suggestion.
SYNOPSIS: "The Tiger" and his
rascally partner in the Klondike — Bill
Slark — dishonestly win the poker stake
of
the Golconda
Colonel
Summers mine's
who owner-hip
is killed infrom
the
skirmish
ensuing.
The
latter's
son,
Dave
Summers, comes to the cabin of the
partners during their absence and becomes good friends with "The Tiger's
Cub," his daughter. The two care for
an infant found deserted in the snow,
and, to shield the real mother, the girl
assumes the parentage of the baby
Slarkmine
withholds
the
until hehisis partner's
given The share
Cub of
in
marriage. Dave discovers the situation
and goes to rescue the girl who has consented to the marriage with Slark to
save
of theherlawmother's
arrive life.
on theRepresentativescene at the
same time to claim The Tiger for several crimes, among them the killing of
t olonel Summers. A bullet fired by his
deserted wife, Hilda, the mother of the
baby, kills Slark, and the Cub, who
proves to be a Mary Mackenzie and no
kin of the Tiger, is given to Dave.
Chester Players in
A TRAY FULL OF TROUBLE
Two-part comedy;
Published
in OctoberEducational

i
\

\-\\\

OPINION: A western restaurant
seem- introduces the Chester Players in
this comedy, with Snooky energetically^
making bread with nimble feet, and the
little girl a waitress.
Eluding the plotting partner of evilintentioned relatives hack East, the two
take the baby and "bum" their way
back on a freight car, the little girl riding the bumpers. Snooky riding a number of things, including a mail crane.
A rescue from an onrushing train that'
threatens the destruction of the baby'hand car equipage makes an exciting
climax.
The whole is of the former high calibre
of Chester comedies and is certain to
score a hit wherever shown.

from "The Titer's
:i MCM(Fox).
Pearl WfcltC in CuV
interpreted by Frank Evans. Thomas
Carrigan carries the part of the wholesome, gentlemanly lover, David Summers, and John Davidson plays well as
Lone Wolf. The part of the other
woman is taken by Ruby Hoffman.
Tinges of humor both in titles and
byplay brighten the dramatic nature of
the play's
the
scenes
whereingeneral
the girlcharacter,
and Dave and
attempt
to feed the baby is one certain to generate repeated laughs.
Suspense is well sustained to the
story's
end familiar
althoughonetheof trend
of the
tale
is the
the wronged
wife and scheming partner and a girl
deceived as to her parenthood.
Scenes in the snow lands, trails and
dog teams and pine trees and birch are
decidedly picturesque. Photography is
highly meritable, closeups presented in
ing.
artistic arrangement and with good lightThe picture is one of the sort that
audiences fond of the North country will
admire for its beauty of setting and one
which the patrons craving the excitement of melodrama will enjoy. It will
hardly interest the high class patronage.

Scene
from "A Tray Fall of Trouble," i
tionnl
ChesterExchangepi,
comedy distributed l>> Kdurti-
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All Star Cast in
BEHOLD MY WIFE
Seven-part drama; Paramount
Directed by George Melford
Published in October
OPINION: The transformation of an
Indian princess to the jewel of an aristocratic English household has been made
the basis of a story herewith screened
that brings to the silver sheet a topnotch
offering. The screen play is an adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Transof a Savage."
WithlationMilton
Sills and Mabel Juliene
Scott in the leading roles and the cast including also Elliott Dexter. Jane Wolf.
Whittier Hall, Maude Wayne, Templer
Powell, Helen Dunbar and Ann Forrest,
all that can be expected of the assembly
of artists is completely fulfilled.
The scenes are charmingly set in the
Canadian country and in England. A
Saskatchewan fur trading post, with river
and landing scenes in Canada, and wide
stretches of lawn and gardens in England are caught with real artistry by the
.camera. Types whose acting develops
against this background a thoroughly
realistic story, replete with heart interest,
are admirably achieved and directed.
The closeups are distinctly good. There
are several scuffles to lend excitement
and there is a ball to supply a brilliance
of costuming that forms a contrast to
the Canadian scenes.
Milton Sills gives a performance that
should advance him considerably in his
attendant popularity as a screen lead. His
emotional portrayal is very well done.
■He plays naturally and easily and is
wholesomely good-looking. Mabel
Juliene Scott is markedly excellent in the
part of the Indian wife, a vigorous, virile
and versatile heroine, immensely pretty.
Elliott Dexter, as Richard, gives a
highly creditable performance.
The outcome of the story is not easily
guessed, and it has. an absorbingly
human trend. There are several tense
ind dramatic high points in the plot; the
atmosphere is colorful and the whole is
•ompletely artistic.
The touches of Indian life and Canalian settings suggests exploitation possibilities that might be made effective
jy the judicious use of Indian tents,
blankets and other characteristic things
if the sort. The reproduction of a snow
• cene could be made attractive.
'•SYNOPSIS:
FrankoneArmour,
British aristocracy,
of the scion
Hudsonof
3ay Company in Canada, hears from
lis former sweetheart of her marriage
o a rival. In revenge, to ridicule his
amily, he marries Lali, an Indian prin:ess. and sends her to England to his
lome. then plunges into the far North
md into a life of dissolution. Through
he kindliness of the Armours and especially through the patience and perse^erence
of Richard,intoFrank's
brother, Lali
s transformed
a beautiful
and
harming societv woman. Lali's happia bitterdiscloses
blow when
ormerness receives
sweetheart
his Frank's
reason
or
having
married
her.
although
Lali's
oyalty and love for him are steadfast
hrough the several years that pass beore his redemption and return to her
nd their little boy.
Jeraldine Farrar in
rHE RIDDLE: WOMAN
>ix-part
Pathe. drama; Associated Exhibitorsdirected by Edward Jose,
hiblished October 3.
OPINION : There is no absence of box
ffice angles in "The Riddle : Woman," prouced by Associated Exhibitors and dis-
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Mabel Juliene Scott and Elliott Dexter (Paramount.)
in a dramatic scene from "Behold My Wife.
tributed by Pathe. It is a picturization of
Carl fully
Jacoby's
play vehicle
which onserved
successas a starring
the stage
for
Bertha Kalich. A lot of money was spent
in making the picturization and this expenditure shows on the screen. There is
an abundance of lavish sets, one following
upon the other: almost a fashion show in
gowns and a cast that ran the weekly salary list into startling figures. Besides Geraldine Farrar the cast includes Montagu
Love. William P. Carleton. Adele Blood.
Frank
Stern. Losee, Madge Bellamy and Louis
As a drama,
Riddle
: Woman"
prepared
for the"The
screen
serves
but mod-as
erately well. Its plot is mechanical and
at times becomes rather vague and complex. Yet it has some good moments and
many individual scenes that hold.
Edward
the individual
scenes
are Jose's
full ofstaging
richnessof and
color. In
this direction he has succeeded well.
Geraldine Farrar, as Lilla, heading the
costly cast, works hard and with a fair
degree <:f success. Montagu Love gives
a virile impersonation of Larz Olrik, who
defies old country traditions to obtain his
true love, and William P. Carleton, as Eric
Helsingor, a polished roue, who leaves
ruined lives in his path, plays with ease
and grace. Adele Blood portrays Kristin'-,
one
Helsingor's
victims,
with restraint.
Madgeof Bellamy
is true
to character
as the
frothy Marie Meyer, while Frank Losee.
as Lilla's father, and Louis Stern, as Isaac
Meyer, give careful delineations.
"The Riddle : Woman" is stronger as a
box-office card than as entertainment,
though it has a fair measure of audience
appeal, particularly for women, because of
its subject matter and its rich investiture.
SYNOPSIS: Lilla falls under the spell
of Eric Helsingor, a captain of chance, only
to be deceived in him, and attempts suicide.
She is saved by Larz Olrik, who, according
to the customs of the country, is engaged to
Kristine. Larz induces Lilla to accept the
invitation of Isaac Meyer, a friend of Lil-

la's late father, to come to America. There
she and Larz are married. Larz is trustee
of Kristine's estate and finds that much of
her money is disappearing. Kristine has
also become a victim of Helsingor's and is
being blackmailed. Helsingor turns his atMarie Meyer,
motherlesstention todaughter,
for his Isaac
usual Meyer's
sinister
purposes. Lilla insists that he must not
carry out his plans. He offers to give her
incriminating letters if she will not stand
in his way. Lilla turns upon him and is so
glorious in her rage that Helsingor tells
her that it is she he wants. She is struggling with him when Kristine kills Helsingor and then commits suicide, removing
Marie's and Lilla's menace.
Bobby Vernon in
A HOMESPUN HERO
Two-part
Published comedy;
in OctoberChristie-Educational
OPINION: The stage, before, after
and during the performance of a comedy
and melodrama, affords a play place for
the romping of the Christie players.
Bobby Vernon leading them, through
this bit of screen fun.
Bobby takes the part of a young man
of means, who. to live up to the role
in which his cousin's imagination ha>
placed
him, that
of a swain
"rube,"andassumes
the
earmarks
of a rural
comes
a-courting with a pet gander and a bag
of
duck's
response
bareapples.
knees The
of the
chorus
ladiesto isthea
rich and inoffensive bit of fun. In pursuit of the young man are a detective and
two of the erstwhile wives of the
bigamist for whom the officer mistakes
Bobby. There are a series of fun sallies
on the stage and in the wings, a romance
between Bobby and one of the young
women of the company, and the final
restoration of identities and the bringing
of the lovers together.
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Barbara Castleton in
THE BRANDING IRON
Seven-part drama; Goldwyn
Directed by Reginald Barker
Published in October
OPINION : The big moment in Katherine Newlin Bert's novel is where Pierre,
tortured
jealous
by Joan's
ties
her tointoa apost
and rage
presses
his redeyes,
hot
branding iron into her shoulder. Around
this highly dramatic incident the whole
story revolves.
The outstanding features of the screen
drama, however, are the superb direction,
wonderful photography and splendid performances contributed by Miss Castleton.
as Joan, James Kirkwood, as Pierre, Richard Tucker, as the love-making playwright
and Albert Roscoe as the minister. Carefully chosen settings also contribute powerfully to the atmosphere of the piece.
In less skillful hands than Mr. Barker's
the story would have failed to register as
heavily as it did. The dominant theme is
the love of an untutored mountain girl for
an uncouth woodsman, a love that is sttadfast even though he puts the mark of his
jealousy upon her when he discovers she
harbored the minister over night.
The camera work of Percy Hilburn is impres ive the
; character drawing good and
the tinting, especially of the snow scenes
where the golden lamp light streams out
upon the snow banks, lends a decidedly
finished appearance to the whole.
There are several excellent exploitation
angles to be considered in billing "The
Branding Iron." It is a gripping melodrama, splendidly acted and you have several good names to work on in the cast.
Mention the book's popularity and get your
book dealer to co-operate with you on a
window display.
SYNOPSIS : Joan Carver runs away
from her dissolute father, meets and marries Pierre Landi? a young rancher. The
father informs Pierre he has married "the
darter of a bad woman" and becoming
jealous over an incident between Joan and
the Reverend Holliwell, the parish minister,
Pierre flies into a rage and brands the
girl. Prosper Gael, a playwright, on a
hunting trip, walks into the cabin, shoots
Pierre and takes Joan to his mountain
cottage, which he had prepared to receive
Betty Morena, wife of a Xew York impresario. He tells Joan Pierre is dead but
later she learns Pierre is alive and attempts
to return to him. Gael finds her and brings
her back. She runs away, feeling she has
sinned irretrievably against Pierre and
secures work on an Arizona ranch, where
the Morenas are staying. Pierre seeks her
and she goes with the Morenas to NewYork,
whereTheGael's
about around
to be
produced.
dramaplayis is
written
the incident of the branding of Joan by
Pierre. Pierre, also attending the opening
night performance is much impressed, he
follows Joan to the Morena apartments and
there is a happy reconciliation.
Lyons and Moran in
ONCE A PLUMBER
Five-part comedy; Universal
Directed by Lyons and Moran
Published September 28.
OPINION : Studiously avoiding the
slapstick, Lyons and Moran leap into
their third feature-length comedy with a
gusto that promises much but at the end
leaves the promise unfulfilled. The two
comedians would do better to stick to
the two-reel subjects if their scenario
writers cannot supply them with stronger
comedy plots than that contained in
"Once a Plumber." The story lacks
much in the way of farce comedy situations. The humorous incidents are too
few and far between and not spon-
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Branding
the Goldwyn picture directed by
ReginaldIron,"
Barker.
taneous, except in one or two instances. the street, a dozen or more people being
strung out along the thoroughfare in a
The story deals with the experiences
of two plumbers. One of them aspires
long queue each carrying miscellaneous
to higher things, such as society and household goods. But the situations, infine raiment and induces the other to
tended as comedy surprises, do not register.
enter into his scheme of getting up in One anticipates them and knows what to
ixpect.
the world. The opportunity presents
itself when they are called to a job in
The scenario, by Tom Geragllty and Helthe home of a millionaire and then are mar W. Bergman, is workmanlike, as is the*
offered princely sums for lending their direction of Chester M. Franklin. Whoever
names to a stock jobbing scheme being is responsible for the titles must be credperpetrated. Joe Blyn (Lee Moran) is
ited with having written in an easy style.
made president, and William Wilson
The photography is uniformly good.
(Eddie Lyons), secretary. They forget
Miss Daniels, in the role of Rowena Patheir sweethearts, Mary and Kate, and
tricia Jones, can hardly be said to demonduring the afternoon become engaged to
strate any particular right to stardom, but
two "society" ladies. The police step in then the
part is one that gives her slim
and arrest them just as the scheming
millionaire and his pals are about to chance to prove herself. Her work i« satisfactory, as is that of Jack Mulhall. Ed- .
make their getaway. Then the townsward Martindel. Helen Dunbar. Harold
people, enraged at the jilting of Mary
Goodwin,
Neely
Edwards, Leo White. Mrs.
and Kate, enter the place, seize the two
Harry Davenport and Graham Pettit. who
plumbers and almost tear them to pieces. make
up the remainder of the cast.
They end up in a hospital with their
sweethearts by the side of their beds.
Altogether
"You Never Can Tell" is a
The two stars work hard to put over vehicle that is just moderately pleasing.
the few really humorous situations emSYNOPSIS : Rowena Patricia Jones,
bodied in the plot and a very capable poor but pretty, envies the wearers the
beautiful clothes she sees from her check
company
appears
support.
Beautiful
settings
and
fine in'
light
effects are
used room stand in a fashionable hotel and,
throughout.
spurred on by her co-worker, decides to
marry wealth in order to obtain the pretty
Bebe Daniels in
things cab
she driver
covets.forShe
giveskiller,
up heronlyhan-to
some
a lady
discover that she is in the company of a
YOU NEVER CAN TELL
married man. Then. M. Brian, a gown deFive-part comedy; Realart.
signer, struck by her pretty face and figure, |
Directed by Chester M. Franklin.
engages her as a model. Garbed in one j
Published in October.
creations
meets but
the he
"Prince."
OPINION: Bebe Daniels did not fare of
SheBrian's
pretends
to be she
wealthy
learns |
otherwise
when
she
leaves
her
pocketbook
very happily in the selection of "You
pawn tickets and other damagNever Can Tell," based on two Saturday containing
ing evidence. He tries to locate Rowena
Evening Post stories by Grace Lovell through
the pawn tickets but failing returns
Bryan, as a vehicle to usher her into to the hotel dressed in aviator's togs. They
and Rowena mistakes him for a
stardom. The idea of a poor but pretty meet
check room girl setting her cap for wealth chauffeur. He allows the mistake to stand.
in order to obtain clothes and then falling She. however, tries to keep up her pretense and is chased by a policeman for
in love with a man she believes to be a
chauffeur, but who is in reality tremend- prowling around a Fifth Avenue home she
ously rich is not as fresh as one would told the Prince was her own. The Prince
expect in a picture presenting a new star. rescues her in front of her basement home
However, it serves to permit Miss Daniels and suggests that they live again the night
to wear some stunning gowns which is an of their first meeting— he to wear his evenevident object achieved.
will borgown heaerees
she to
ingrowdress,
and send
to wear
her. aRowena
and
The story is humorously treated, bringing the offering under the head of romanAveFifth
Prince's
the her
to
brought
thus
is
promise of martic comedy. Some of the comedy business
nue home. He obtains
riage and after she squares matters with
is trully funny, as, for instance, the relady killer's wife. Rowena meets the
Jones' furniture
fromdown
the the
sidewalkmovaltoof the
a basement
in the house
Prince's parents and learns that she is engaged to a really wealthy man.
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Warner Oland and Juanita Hansen in
THE PHANTOM FOE
Fifteen-episode serial: Pathe.
Directed by Bertram Milhauser.
Published October 17.
OPIX10\ : If one were to come in on
the shewing of "The Phantom Foe" unaware of the fact that a serial was being
screened he would at once gain the impression that he was seeing a fast moving feature picture, and an extremely well done
one at that. For "The Phantom Foe" is
not merely serial material, in the sense that
we have come to know serials, but a combination of two types of production, serial
and feature.
In other words "The Phantom Foe" has
everything serial fans expect, action, romance, mystery, suspense, plus the niceties
of a feature in investiture, acting and graceful handling. Furthermore, the subject
matter, while odd. is neither wild nor silly.
It is a story: at least that part of it told
in the first two episodes which are all that
bare so far been shown, that does not overtax one's credulity. All these factors
blended into one unit give Pathe something
different in serials.
The production was made by George B.
Seitz. Inc.. from the story by George B.
Seitz under the direction of Bertram Milhanser. It consists of fifteen episodes, each
of two reels, except the first, which is in
three reels.
In writing the story Mr. Seitz has introduced a phantom enemy who is pursuing
the members of the Dale family in Daleholm, bent upon their destruction. The
warning of the approach of the phantom
comes
heavy swathed
tread of ina agiant's
feet. Athrough
muffledthefigure
long
fur, coat, completely hiding his features, attacks members of the-- Dale family, who
vanish
eyes ofas the
in thin
air. indiThe
questionbefore
of theone's
identity
muffled
vidual and his consequent apprehension is
the moving point of the story.
The first two episodes are clean cut.
smooth running, and nicely staged by Mr.
Milhauser. The settings are pleasing to the
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eye. being in good taste. The titles are well
written
ally good.and the photography is exceptionJuanita Hanson is the heroine and makes
an attractive figure. Warner Oland is mysterious as Uncle Leo Sealkirk. while William Bailey is virile and energetic as the
hero. Wallace McCutcheon. Xina Cassavant and Tom Goodwin are the other members of a very well balanced cast.
Judging by its first two episodes. *"The
Phantom Foe" should be a big winner.
SYNOPSIS:
Episode menace
1. entitledgrips
"Doom"
Fear
of an unknown
Janet :
Dale at Daleholm when she hears the measured tread ofasks
a giant's
her finance,
her whofeet.
it isBobshe Royal,
fears
and she explains that her father. Jeremiah
Dale, had been the unwitting cause of the
death of the wife and brother of her uncle.
Leo Sealkirk. years before, by bringing
about an Indian massacre for unjustly punishing three Indians. Sealkirk had sworn
vengeance upon Jeremiah Dale, but years
had passed and he had seemingly forgotten
his oath. She has scarcely finished speaking when a lighting fixture falls from the
ceiling, barely missing her. At her twentyfirst birthday party Janet is speaking to her
father when he vanishes before her eyes.
Bob Royal sees a muffled figure slinking
along in the shadow of the house and tries
to capture him. but the figure escapes. That
night Janet, unable to sleep, wanders into
the library- In the ashes of the fireplace
she finds three links from a gold chain and
the imprint of a giant's foot. Meditating
upon these things she fails to hear the approach
tackingofher.the muffled figure, bent upon atEpisode 2. "The Disappearance of Janet
Dale": The muffled figure attacks Janet,
but is driven off by Bob Royal s approach.
Later in the day Bob again sees the muffled figure. He grapples with the unknown
and a fight ensues and Bob is being worsted when Steve Roycroft. a scientific detective, and Janet appear, causing the muffled figure to flee in an automobile. Janet
finds a notebook belonging to her uncle
Leo. They return to the house and find
Leo Sealkirk. believed by Bob to be the
enemy,
company
withownership
Janet's of
cousin
Esther. inSealkirk
admits
the
notebook and Bcb believes his suspicions
are being confirmed On the following
morning
Janet's
roomsaysis discovered
empty.
A note left
by her
it will be useless
to try to locate her. She had received a
note saying
that would
if she befollowed
nated man she
led to aa desigplace
where she would find the answer to her
puzzle. She is thus brought into a disreputable place and escorted to a dingy room.
When she has closed the door she sees the
muffled figure rise from his seat in the
corner and advance toward her.
Corinne Griffith in
THE BROADWAY BUBBLE
Five-part drama: Vitagraph.
Directed by George L. Sargent.
Released in November.

"»« Oland and Juanita Hansen in a
,f,»' from the third episode ot "The
Phantom Foe." the new Pathe serial.

O PI XI OX: "The Broadway Bubble" is
a picture characterized by unusually fine
acting on the part of Corinne Griffith and
a tense climax, a startling twist and an awesome end to a story" of stage life by Leigh
Gordon Giltner.
It is a drama with a touch of tragedy.
The plot really takes in only four characters, two of them played by Miss Griffith. The four are Adrienne Landreth. her
husband. Geoffrey, her unmarried twin sister. Drina Lynn, and Fred Corliss, a theatrical manager. Adrienne, in order to return
to thehasstage
despite
her Drina.
husband's
commands,
her twin
sister.
take
her place in her home. Geoffrey leaves
town but upon his return takes Drina to
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CORIXNE GRIFFITH
Finds :i tragic bit ot nevrs in a letter. A
scene
from i "The Broridvwi> Bubhle."
i Vitaernph.
the
opening
performance
Adrienne's
new
show.
At first
he cannotsi believe
his eyes,
seeing Adrienne on the stage with a girl he
supposed was his wife, at his side. Adrienne
sees him and collapses, rolling down a flight
of stairs to the floor. She is carried to her
dressing room but the Broadway Bubble is
burst. Adrienne passes away, the electric
light letters spelling her stage name are extinguished one by one. and Geoffrey is left
with
Drina
in whom he has found tenderness.
This is not an inspired plot, to be sure,
and its progression to the big scene is
methodical and deliberate to the point cf
slowness at different stages, yet the big moment comes with such force that the mark
attained is a high one. The big moment
puts the picture over, much like a knockout punch delivered at the last moment
after a number of somewhat passive rounds
puts ever a fight.
C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar
wrote the continuity skillfully and George
L. Sargent directed creditably. Among
other things Mr. Sargent is to be commended for his Broadway backgrounds
which are not of the studio sort but the
real thing. They give the production an
authentic atmosphere.
The performance of Miss Griffith is all
that can be desired. Each of the two character she plays is clean cut and_ at no
time does the mood of one creep into the
other. They are played for what they are.
two distinct characters. It sometimes seems
as if the parts are in the hands of different plavers. Miss Griffith appears Joe King,
Opposite
who is his usual repressed self, giving his
Stanintelligent
customary
lev
Warmerton.
as theperformance.
theatrical manager,
Drina's
and Robert Gaillard as Higginson.
employer, give satisfactory' performances.
and Miss Griffith's acting
its punchBubble"
WithBroadway
"The
becomes a very interesting picture.
irkSYXOPSIS: Finding married life hussome. Adrienne Landreth seeks her
band's permission to return to the stage.
This- permission being refused she determines to take up her career notwithstanding and sends for her unmarried twin sister.
Drina. to take her place in her household. Geoffrey, the husband, . spends but
a few hours with Drina before he departs
for the West on a business trip, but in that
time notices a difference in his supposed
wife — a difference which he hopes will result in the patching up of their troubles.
During his absence Adrien..e's show is
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whipped into >hape for its New York opening. Geoffrey returns on the day of the
opening and finds Drina. or Adrienne, as
he thinks, still repulsing him hut tenderer
than before. He suggests that they dine
and take in the theatre. They go to the
theatre where Adrienne is playing under
the name of Ruth Raye. hut arrive late and
in the midst of one of her solo 'numbers.
The sight of Adrienne on the stage when he
thinks her seated at his side bewilders him.
He is still in a daze when Adrienne spies
him, collapses, and falls down a flight of
stairs to the stage. The curtain is rung
down and Geoffrey and Drina hurry to
the dressing room where Adrienne, the
"Broadway Bubble,"
With
her going the electric passes
lighted away.
letters spelling Ruth Raye go out one by one, leaving
Geoffrey with Drina.
Katherine MacDonald in
CURTAIN
Five-part drama; First National.
Directed by James Young.
Published in October.
J.XI life
OX :from
"Curtain"
is a pictured
of OPstage
the printed
work ofstory
the
same name by Rita Weiman as published in
the Saturday Evening Post. Like all of
Miss YVeiman's stories, "Curtain" is a slice
of life. The plot of the picture might be
said to have been taken from the headline;,
of a daily newspaper, so true is it to life.
Unfortunately, however, the amount of
material in it is only a little more than that
which could be crowded into a newspaper
headline. A man about town, whose chief
interest in life seems to be the winning of
conquests over stage favorites, marries
Nancy Bradshaw at the height of her career
and induces her to leave the stage. She is
happy in her home life until she learns that
her husband is untrue, that he has gone to
Mexico with a new love, another stage star,
whereupon she resumes her interrupted
career. The husband returns. There is a
SUSpenseful moment, then arrangements for
a divorce are made, leaving it clear thai
N'ancy shall author
some day
to marryhangtin
worshipful
who heis,free
as always,
ing back in the shadows.
Scarcely enough material for even five
reels. -Naturally the picture drags between
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its high lights. These high lights, however,
are strongly scored. James Young has
staged them splendidly.
There is a general air of nicety about the
production
with its rich settings and its
ing.
well-bred characters. The gowns are fetchA most capable cast is another attraction.
Katherine MacDonald is beautiful and
charming and wins quick sympathy as
N'ancy Bradshaw. Charles Richman is
poseful in his vallainy. E. B. Tilton gives
a well drawn characterization cf a theatrical manager, and Karl Whit lock plays nicely
the role of an author. Florence Deshon, as
the latest exploit of the man about town,
and Ilelcne Sullivan, as a discarded flame,
are competent.
"Curtain" has considerable audience appeal because of its human characters and
its natural atmosphere, but it lags in interest through a paucity of material and a consequent halting tendency in the action.
SYXOPS1S: After the successful opening of her newest starring vehicle, Nancy
Hradshaw. a child of the stage, meets Dick
Cunningham, man about town. Cunningham presses an ardent suit and at a dinner
given in his luxurious rooms over his private stables, announces that Nancy is to become his wife. Nancy wishes to continue
her career but Cunningham prevails upon
her to take up home life. She then induces
Jerry Coghlan, her manager, to give the part
intended
for hera member
in Ted Thome's
new play
to Lilla Grant,
of her supporting
cast. After four years, during which a
child is born to them, Nancy hears from a
Mrs. Bishop, a discarded flame of Cunningham's, that her
been himself
making
a conquest
for husband
Lilla. Tohas cover
Cunningham explains that his meeting with
Lilla has been accidental. By accident
Nancy later finds Cunningham with Lilla
and again accepts his explanations. Her
eyes arcstancesopened,
however,
circumshow her that
insteadwhen
of being
on
a business trip Cunningham is in Mexico
with Lilla. Thereupon she returns to the
stage, playing the part that was meant for
Lilla. When Cunningham returns he is
enraged
at Nancy's
leavingis him,
but an
arrangement
for a divorce
effected.
In
the shadow stands Ted Thorne, who has
always worshipped Nancy, ready to take
the girl when she is free.

Johnny Hines in
TORCHY IN HIGH
Two-part
comedy;
Published in
October.Educational.
Torchy herewith scores one over Vee
Schuyler's foreign suitor, and, by mean,
of
his car,
energetic
brain wins
and the
bodyfavor
"and oia
motor
ultimately
the frosty aunt who would discourage
his attentions to Vee.
There is a freshness and wholesomeness about the Torchy comedies that
makes them most desirable for the exhibitor who would win the favor of that
patronage not approving the average
short subject that savors of rough fun.
Johnny Hines plays with a naturally
youthful and spontaneous cleverness,
constantly introducing little mannerisms
and bits of side-play that are very good.
There is strength to the thread of
these comedies, and this one begins
with the return of Vee from Europe with
the foreign admirer in tow. Torchy
soon finds a way to get around the snubs
of the aunt, and succeeds in having the
Englishman arrested as an automobile
thief, the while gaining praise for himself as the finder of the lost motor.
Some of the best laugh-provoking
scenes are staged in an art museum
where a near-sighted elderly patron of
the arts mistakes a study of the nude
for a building. There is a bit of original
fun in Torchy's conversion of his desk
top into an ouija board.
Bobby Vernon in
SEVEN BALD PATES
Two-Part
Comedy;
Published in
October Christie-Educational
OPINION : Here is a comedy idea
evolved with such brisk cleverness and
action that it will take an unresponsive
patron indeed to resist its inspiration to
a succession of hearty laughs.
Bobby Vernon appears herewith as a
bridegroom who is being pursued by a
bald headed man with a summons. His
endeavors to evade that gentleman until,
at least, after the knot is tied afford
some of the most amusing situations
imaginable. For one thing, he loses the
license, and the pace that he leads the
bald headed finder of it. believing it to
be a summons, is a strenuous one. He
enlists the aid of two home-town friends,
instructing them to dispose in some way
of any bald headed man who should attempt to interrupt the wedding. In
consequence, believing it better to have
too many suspects than too few, the
three make a collection of gagged and
bound bald headed men that includes
the bride's father and the minister. The
wedding over and the lovers about to
depart on their trip, the real process
server arrives
upon the scene and the
summons
is served.
Aywon Offers Suggestions
For Feature Exploitation
On
"The publication
Woman Above
Reproach,"
the current
of Aywon
Film
Corporation, Nathan Hirsh. president
has had prepared a campaign book for
exhibitors that promises usable ideas and
suggestions, it is said.
Hirsh reports that the many state
rights buyers who have come to his
office recently have been enthusiastic in
their praise of "The Woman Above Reproach." The of.
entire foreign rights have
been disposed

Katherine MacDonald thrills at the expression of appreciation extended her in
"Curtain." (First National.)

Dead

Men

Tell No Tales
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Allan DwaiTs
IN THE HEART OF A FOOL
Seven-part drama; First National
Directed by Allan Dwan
Published in October
OPINION : This production is based on
William Allen White's well known novel,
and has been produced with a wonderful
cast including such stars as James Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nilsson, Mary Thurman,
Philo McCullogh, Ward Crane, John Burton, Arthur Hoyt, Kate Tonoray and
others. The feature is perhaps a little
sordid for universal enjoyment, but the
story has been powerfully told and will appeal strongly to those who prefer realism
to idealism in their photoplays. There are
seven tragedies in the story, but with all
that the production can not be truly termed
a melodrama. The picture should be exploited for its bigness of theme and the
feminine patronage can be built up by telling of the fashion show scenes.
SYNOPSIS: In a small town lives Dr.
Harvey Nesbitt, whose brain houses the
scandals of the community. His daughter
Laura loves Grant Adams, the local newspaper editor. Enter Margaret Muller, who
comes to teach school and engages lodging
at Grant's mother's house. She aspires to
dethrone Laura as a social leader, and decides to use Grant to obtain her desire.
Laura,
in order
to arouse
Grant's
flirts with
another
man, and
they jealousy,
quarrel.
Laura later returns to boarding school, and
when she comes home discovers Margaret
as the mother of Grant's illegitimate child.
.Grant's tation,
mother
to shield Margaret's
assumes parentage
of the child,repubut
Dr. Nesbitt knows different, and it places
a barrier between Grant and his daughter.
Grant's mother dies and Margaret in pursuit of Harry Fenn, a young lawyer, reto mother
child. Fenn's
Tom fusesVan
Dornhermarries
Laura.partner,
Fenn
marries Margaret. Eventually Laura's
husband
their affairsuccumbs
ending intotheMargaret's
divorce of wiles,
Fenn
and Laura from the guilty couple. Grant
quits his paper and becomes foreman in a
coal mine. A terrific explosion happens
and attempting to rescue his men he is
badly
He is tired
taken of
to Dr.
home injured.
and Laura,
VanNesbitt's
Dorn.
arrives at the same time. She nurses
Grant back to health and the fires of love
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are rekindled. They decide to work together in bettering the condition of the
miners, but the barrier of Grant's parentage remains.
A strike is declared and "Hog Tight
Sands,"breakers
the owner
a horde
strike
to runengages
Grant out
of town.of
In the melee Grant's little son is shot
through the fault of Van Dorn, who holds
him up as a threat to Grant to make him
give himself up. Margaret then hating
Van Dorn kills him and goes insane.
Over the deathbed of his son Grant confesses to Laura that the child is his own,
and not his mother's and that this secret
stands as a barrier between them. A mutual understanding follows and all ends
happily.
Will Rogers in
HONEST HUTCH
Five-part comedy-drama, Goldwyn
Published in October
Directed by Clarence Badger
OPINION ."Honest Hutch" is really one
of the best comedies Will Rogers has ever
made. He has a most lovable role, that of
the laziest man in the laziest village in the
world, and the part ideally suits the homely
Goldwyn star.
The picture is well packed with human
interest and comedy with a strong heart
appeal, and is a first-class screen version
of Garrett Smith's Saturday Evening Post
story
Lives Up To It" from
which "Old
it wasHutch
adapted.
The camera work of Marcel le Picard of
the American Society of Cinematographers
is to be commended. It is a picture that
should please any audience, and will go
particularly big in the smaller towns where
just such characters as Honest Hutch are
to be found.
The cast headed by Mary Alden, Tully
Marshall and Priscilla Ronner is all that
can be desired.
SYNOPSIS: Honest Hutch, the laziest
man in the laziest village, finds his hardest
work extracting tobacco money from his
work-ridden wife. A peculiar ailment of
the neck prevented him from engaging in
labor, but it did not interfere with his fishing for mythical trout. In digging for
worms he dug up a box containing fifty-one
thousand dollar notes, the fruit of a bank
robberv at Vicksburg. Hutch knows if he
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WILL ROGERS
•Honest
Hutch." The(Goldwyn.)
old bag arouses
his curiosity.
suddenly sprang a thousand dollar bill on
the natives, he would be clapped in jail. He
decided to become respectable, work, save
and prepare them for his wealth. He does
so and creates a storm of astonishment,
later becoming a sober, respectable, industrious and worthy farmer.
"Hole in the Wall" to be
Produced by Sawyer-Lubin
"The Hole in the Wall," the mystery
play by Fred Jackson, will be the next
S-L (Arthur Sawyer-Herbert Lubin)
production to be made at Metro's eastern studios and distributed by Metro.
Preliminary work on the production has
started and Lois Zellner has nearly
finished the continuity.
"The Hole in the Wall" was first produced, with Martha Hedman, John Holliday and Vernon Steele in the cast. The
cast for the screen version will be an
all-star group of players, it is announced.

Two scenes from the Allan Dwan-Mayflower Photoplay Corporation production, "In the Heart of a Fool." James Kirkwood
and Mary Thurman have leading parts. (First National.)
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State

Reading

The
»Wrth J.Ouija
B

New York City, Oct. 12, 1920.
Allen Rock is about ready to spring his
winter release. The picture was directed
by VVray Physioc. Aside from that we
can say nothing at this time.
* * *
Max K. Mazub is to hit the trail for
Harry Sherman in the west. Max was in
New York last week.
* * *
EDMUND GrAINGEB has been paging furniture <luring the past week for King
Yidor's new office in the Capitol Theatre
building. Ed will probably avoid purchasing chairs as he doesn't want "bench
warmers."
* * »
Fakirs in the Bronx advertised for two
hundred ex-soldiers to act in moving pictures at seven dollars per day. Four
hundred responded to the ad and it was
then found that they had to pay two dollars
and a half each for employment. They
wrecked
and the
"it" police.
was onlyIn
saved fromthea office
mob finish
by the
court he said he was acting as agent for
some one else in the picture business. In
some states these pickpockets would be
hanged first and tried afterward. Too bad
it happened in the Bronx.
* * *
IIakky O. Schwalhe, First National Secretary is on a hunting trip in Maine with
Nathan Gordon, First National franchise
holder of Boston. No casualties reported up
to the hour of going to press.
* * *
Charles Christie, of Christie comedy
fame, came to town last Thursday. He is
stopping at the Belmont.
* * *
Pete Smith,
Neilan's
publicity
director,
arrived Marshall
here October
11 from
the
Coast. Brown as a berry and as fat as his
nature will permit.
* * *
Ed O'Hara,resentative fformerly
publicity
repor Marshall coast
Ncilan,
is in New

Eddie's

Got the

Gimme's

Board

Eddie Bonns, general sales manager for
Chester Productions, bums a light from
one of the Chester players, after mooching a cigar from him.

J

York in connection with a production
proposition he is fostering with his brother,
Kenneth O'Hara. * * *
Ediue Bonns is in town from the well
known west Coast. While away Eddie was
looking into this monkey gland theory and
had his photo taken with a Chester comedian. Eddie
afford to grow old while
a member
of can't
the Alamo
* * * Boat Club.
Mrs. A. K. Be.mhx, operating the Bendix
music bureau in New York, which supplies
artists for motion picture theatres, has an
enviable list of references. Included in it
are the names of many exhibitors who have
become shining lights of progressiveness
and who are in charge of many of Amerbiggestsuch
motion
picture
theatres.
Bendixica's has
artists
as Tavie
Beige, Mr>.
the
comic opera singer ; Cesar Nesi, Grace
Hoffman, Jacob Rabiroff, Dorothy South
under her management.
» » *
Jules Cowles, the well known character
actor, was seen piloting a Rolls-Royce
down the Avenue the other day. Must
confess we thought Jules was acting as
chaperon for someone but the Auto Red
Book shows that Jules is it. How come?
* * »
Don't forget the A. M. P. A. "If-NotUhy-Not
Dinner"
Friday, Oct.
at 7
P. M. at the
Cafe on
boulevard.
The 15tickets
are $4 and the gang* says
it
will
be
worth
it.
* *
"Blood and Bone" is the title of a picture
soon to make its appearance. Sounds like
Hundersons catalogue for the kitchen
garden.
* * *
George Blaisdell, who has recently been
appointed to the post of advertising and
publicity chief for the Stoll Pictures, is
the right man in the right place. George
has the knowledge and the ability and if
given scope enough he will make the new
proposition hum. We know of no more
able man to put the Stoll pictures on the
American map than
* *George
.* Blaisdell.
Grace Christie, whose bubble dance was
a feat ure of "What's in a Name" is dancing
"The week.
Butterfly and the Beetle" at the Rialto
this
* * *
A small riot was nipped in the bud in
front of 729 Seventh avenue one day last
week. Two boys were matching nickels
in a front window and one nickel fell and
landed on the window sill. Had the coin
ever fallen to the sidewalk among the curb
roosters there would have been a battle that
would have necessitated the calling out of
reserves and perhaps a flock of ambulances.
They should put wire mesh on the windows.
C. B. G. Has Slow Expose
Of Baseball Crook Plays
"The camera
Great Baseball
a slowmotion
expose ofScandal,"
the trickery of
crooked players and the plays by which
they can throw games, is a timely single
reel announced for the states rights market
by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New
York.
This single reel was edited by an authority on baseball and was produced
Lincoln A. Borthwick who made the mo-by
tion picture "Babe Ruth; How He Makes
His Home Runs."

Rights

NOW
^uyers

R.EADT

THE

VICTIM
One

of the

most- powerful
dramatic

features
ever f i lmed
m super
ALSO.
FEATURES
blG
•Hillroom

Boys

.* Screen

Comedies'

. 2~Reel
Westerns
Snapshots'
Educationals
and other
• Short Staff

c
&
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Film Sales Corp.
Joe Brandt, Pres.
1600 5'way, N.Y
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Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It i* a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. De arborn St., Chicago.
First# National
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. — Fine picture, pleasing 100 per
cent of the men and 75 per cent of the
women. Excellent business and many
favorable comments. — H. A. McClure.
Strand theatre, Emporia. Kan. — General
patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Xorma Talmadge. — Well liked by my patrons, although not a knockout. Norma puts it
over in good shape. — R. A. Bolts, Grand
theatre, Carrington, X. D. — Small town
patronage.
IN THE HEART OF A FOOL,
an Allan Dwan production. — This is
the author's
homerefused
town,to William
Allen
White, who
endorse
the picture, and the whole town
came to find out why. Capacity
business. An unusually good picture.
— H. A. McClure. Strand theatre,
Emporia, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Mai -hall Xeilan
production. — Great picture from any
angle. We lost plenty on it .>n account
of tent show. — C. T. Met»;.lf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111.— Sin ill town
patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stewart.— Very good business, but picture too
much on serial order. — Strand theatre.
Salina, Kan. — General patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Xorma Talmadge. — One of her best so far, several
said as they passed out. — Mrs. W. M.
Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro,
Ga. — Small town patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita StewAn excellent
You many
can't
go art.—wrong
on this production.
one. We had
compliments from pleased patrons. This
star well liked. — J. H. Yaughan, New
Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa, la. —
Critical patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris Chaplin. — Story light and
star showed to very poor advantage. Not
worth playing. — Custer Carland, Victoria
:heatre, Frankfort, Mich.
The River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
production. — Great. Business very big. —
Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.- — General
satronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
N'orma
Talmadge.--Xorma
;very picture
she makes. Thisbetter
one willin
iraw them in and please them. First
National worthy of praise on all its productions.— R. A. Bolts. Grand theatre,
Carrington, N. D. — Small town patronige.
Fox
If I Were King, with William Farlum. — A wonderful play. You can't go
vrong. — M. Davitts, Dixie theatre,
vVinona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronige.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockveil. — A picture well suited to star's par-

ticular role of emotional actress. While
overdrawn in places with impossibilities
playing a prominent part, it is a good
picture and pleased the majority. — W. C.
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
Cannot say too much for Mix productions. This one of the best. — C. T. MetOpera House, Greenfield, Hi. — Small
town calf,
patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William
Russell. — A poor program picture to poor
business. This is our last Fox picture
and we are glad of it. The day of these
program pictures is gone forever. —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
— General patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. — ■
A dandv picture. Good for any theatre. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
Shirley Mason always pleasing. Comment good. — Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre. Greensboro, Ga. — Small
town patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — The best Farnum picture
we ever had. Big business. Excellent
satisfaction. — Strand theatre, Saiina, Kan.
— General patronage.
THE TERROR, with Tom Mix.—
The same story always when Mix
is shown. More money than any of
the specials. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town
patronage.
The Spirit of Good, with Madlaine
Traverse. — Did not please. Business
light. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre.
Denison, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Buck Jones is one of our best bets and
this picture drew big and pleased. —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
— General patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— Costume play and very good, but
not what our patrons expected. — Strand
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theatre, Salina, Kan. — General patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
The kind of a Farnum picture the customers like. Lots of action and rough
stuff. Women like it as well as the men.
— C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bement,
111. — Small town patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— Good enough picture, but my patrons do not like Farnum in this kind
of a play. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
tronage.
theatre. Dunlap, la. — Xeighborhood paGoldwyn
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy. — A
fair program picture. It pleased. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— This production made a big hit
with our patrons. Rex Beach's pictures
always make money for us. — Pfeiffer
Bros.,eralOpera
patronage. House, Kenton, O. — GenThe Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. — Comedy drama. Light story,
but was well received. — C. T. Metcalf,
Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Scratch My Back, a Rupert Hughes
production. — Exceptionally good. Extra
good business. — -Strand theatre, Salina.
Kan. — General patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with a special
cast. — This is only a fair picture, but it
got us big business two days. The actor
that played Tarzan was a big frost.
Acted like an amateur. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, G. — General
patronage.
Toby's Bow, with Tom Moore. — A
good average feature and a great imsome Suburban
of his other
pictures.— W. provement
H. overCreal,
theatre,
Omaha, Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Toby'salways
Bow, a with
Moore. —forTom
Moore
safe Tom
proposition
us.
All his pictures get the money and then
please our audiences. That's what we
Censorship

Just one form of censorship is or can be acceptable to the motion
1 picture exhibitor.
I
That is the censorship that rejects the attraction with no box
1 office merit.
It is the censorship of business judgment operating fairly and
§§ upon a basis of facts.
■
It requires no board of censors. It was never organized. It can
jj never be overthrown.
It is essential to the progress of the industry and the prosperity
1 of the exhibitor.
This department of EXHIBITORS HERALD is the weekly box
1 office censorship bulletin, written by the only man qualified for the
1 duty — the American exhibitor.
liiEiira
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National Picture Theatres
The Invisible Divorce, with a special
cast. — Great titles and careful production make this a more than ordinary production.— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Invisible Divorce, with a special
cast. — A big picture to good business for
two days. Photography poor, must say,
in places, but story the real goods.
Highly pleased. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Just a Wife, with a special cast —
This picture better than given credit for,
and it pleased my people fine. It has an
interesting plot and well directed. — H. J.
l.ongaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. — General patronage.
Just a Wife,
with "a
special Pleased
cast.—
Splendid
program
picture.
everybody. — Mrs. W. M. Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga. — Small
town patronage.
Blind Youth, with a special cast. — A
satisfying picture. Wonderful titles. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield.
111. — Small town patronage.

like.— C. T. Metcalf, Optra House,
Greenfield. III. — Small town patronage.
The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. — Poor picture. Poor business.
A shame to issue pictures like thesev
J. Louismore,Rome.
Broadway
theatre, ' BaltiMd.— General
patronage.
JES' CALL ME JIM. with Will
Rogers. — This is certainly a masterpiece. The star has outdone himself
in this picture, which for story and
acting is far above average. Good
picture. The photography is nothing
short of wonderful. If you want to
give your patrons twice their
money's
this picture.
—
W. H. worth,
Creal, get
Suburban
theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Call Will
Me Jim,
with picture
Will Rogers
TheJes'best
Rogers
to date.—
This picture will appeal to all classes, as
it is a real picture. Business big. —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
— General patronage.
Partners of the Night, with a special
cast. — Play this strong. You cannot go
wrong. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House.
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Hodkinson
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis. —
A very good picture and a good cast and
a first-class picture. — C. L. Shanner, Cosy
theatre, Page, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Harvest Moon, with Doris Kenyon. — Fair. Star poor drawing card,
here. — J. Louis Rome, Broadway theatre.
Baltimore. Md. — General patronage.
Desert Gold, w-ith E. K. Lincoln. — A
good Western Zane Grey story. Held
up good for four days at advanced prices.
— Abernathy & Ticek, Royal theatre,
Enid, Okla. — General patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart. —
Fine picture throughout. Photography
good, but many titles dark. Splendid entertainment.— Custer Carland, Victoria
theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.- —
Fair picture. Star not popular. — J. Louis

Kome. Broadway theatre. Baltimore, kid.
— General patronage.
Metro
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — One of the best pictures I ever
played. Enjoyed by everyone. — J. Louis
Broadway
theatre, Baltimore, Md.
—Rome,
General
patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison.— A
clever picture and star good. May best
drawing card in my theatre. Picture ably
supported by an Educational Christie
comedy, Sea Side Sirens. Very good. —
K. A. Bolts. Grand theatre, Carrington.
N. I). — Small town patronage.
The Walk Offs, with May Allison.—
Poor comedy. Nothing more than a
screen advertisement' for a well-known
washing powder. — G. B. Elain, Princess
theatre. W'innsboro. La. — General patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytcll.—
This drew a big crowd, but was a total
failure. People began to walk out on
second reel, and before show was out
half of crowd gone. Metro sure has
-ome very poor specials. — C. Hales, Lyric
theatre. Orange City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake. —
Good picture. Fair business. — J. Louis
Rome, Broadway theatre, Baltimore. Md.
— General patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — A 99
per cent picture, pleasing all my patrons.
Metro classics pulling stronger every
time. — R. A. Bolts, Grand theatre, Carrington. N. D.— Small town patronage.

Paramount
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. — About
the best thing Reid has ever appeared in.
W ent big to big business. A sure fire
comedy drama. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
On With the Dance, with Mae Murray.— Big audience. Pleased immensely.
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini. — Everybody liked it. This fellow should never
desert the picture field. — C. E. Morrow.
Lyric theatre, Bement, III. — Small town
patronage.
A City of Masks, with Robert Warwick.— Although this picture did not
draw, it is a fine production. Those who
did come were more than pleased
Warwick no drawing card here. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, O. —
General
patronage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore. — A special that although
very gruesome went over strong. Barrymore should be given very favorable
comments for the work he did in this
picture. — R. A. Bolts. Grand theatre,
Carrington, N. D. — Small town patronage.What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. —
Absolutely one of the most humorous
comedy-dramas we have run here. Paramount Artcraft sure produce real comedy-drama. — Strombo - Nemec Auditorium theatre,
Stillwater, Minn. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy
Dalton. — A very good program picture.
story
and Suburban
productiontheatre,
all excellent.
—Star,
W. H.
Creal,
Omaha,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. — This is one of the greatest pictures of the year. Play it by all means.
Business good. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House. Kenton, O. — General patronage.
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy, with Marguerite Clark. — Big business. Light stuff,
but
oleased
Marguerite
Clark's
— Giacoma
Crystal
theatre,admirers.
Tombstone, Ariz. —Bros.,
General
patronage.
Pathe
The Girl in the Web, with Blanche
Sweet. — Another feature worthy of the
trademark. Pathe. More than capacity
two days. — A. B. Farmer, Star theatre,
St. John, N. B., Canada.— Neighborhood
patronage.
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One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner. — Not what it is cracked up to
oc Some people said it was too gruesome. Don't Suburban
book this theatre,
as a special.
W. H. Creal.
Omaha,—
NJebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarnished Reputations, with Dolores
Cassinelli. — A splendid picture. This star
s very popular here and always draws
well. Support is good and deserves
much
for the
production's
success.of— the
W. credit
C. Read,
Patriot
theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Impossible Catherine, with Virginia
Pearson. — A good program picture.
Pleased small audience. — N. O. Foster,
Elite theatre, Otsego, Mich. — Neighbornood patronage.
LAHOMA, an Edgar Lewis production.— This feature pleased. Good
business for two nights at an increased price. The author of the
story, J. Breckenridge Ellis, a resident here. — C. H. Thompson & Co.,
Plattsburg theatre, Plattsburg, Mo. —
Country town patronage.
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — Packed houses two nights.
Best picture I have run for years. — A. B.
Farmer, Star theatre, St. John, N. B.,
Canada. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — Very
good production. Patrons very much
satisfied. Worth boosting to the limit. —
Opera House. Clarkson, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The A, B, C of Love, with Mae Murray.— A good picture and well played. —
Will Smith, Lone Star theatre, Blue
Ridge, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Realart
The Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady.
— A good picture of the better class, but
may not suit a small town audience. —
Peter Krauth. Opera House, Denison,
.la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deep Purple, an R. A. Walsh production.— Picture pleased fairly well.
Crook pictures do not give very good
satisfaction here. — Custer Carland, Victoria theatre. Frankfort, Mich.
The Stolen Kiss, with Constance Bininey. — Fair picture.
Business fair. — J.
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Insurance

Not even Lloyds have issued policies insuring motion picture
g theatre patronage.
But every exhibitor knows that the best possible insurance policy
| is a uniformly good program.
Such a policy is within reach of every American exhibitor who
B avails himself of this department.
Spades are called spades and trumps are designated trumps in
§§ reports printed herein.
An unbroken program of good pictures is the natural result of
J intelligent use of the reports presented.
Every subscriber to EXHIBITORS HERALD who regularly
jj reports to and reads this department has his box office insured against
1 possible loss — and pays no insurance premium.
1' llll 'lll"lli|lllll 1 1 llll IIIIIIIII'llllllllllllll llll Ill lllll II IIIIIMMIIIIM^WMMBilBIMimililllllllHIBIIIIIIIllllill IIIl"lll|lllMHi WWWIII — ■ ■■■■■■MMBWWiWiliC
Louis Rome. Broadway ineatre, Baltimore, Md. — General patronage.
The Fear Market, with Alice Brady. —
A very poor picture to very poor business. Miss Brad}- poor at box office. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
39 EAST, with Constance Binney.
— Without question the best picture
this star has appeared in. Worthy
of strong exploitation, as it will
please your patrons. This is the type
of production that helps to build up
the fine family trade. Our congratulations to Realart. — J. H.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.
Robertson-Cole
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum. —
My patrons were well pleased. Very
good production. — Harry Chakeres, Lyric
theatre, Lima, O. — Transient patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Fight scenes are great. I
thought it was an unusually good feature, but general comments were only
luke warm. Didn't get the business I expected and I worked it unusually hard.
It would be a great puller in a city. —
C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre, Bement,
111. — Small town patronage.

The Buterfly Man, with Lew Cody. —
Good
photography,
but story's
shallow
and Cody
so ridiculous
that hissofollowing
has dropped off considerably. — J. LouisRome, Broadway theatre, Baltimore,
Md. — General patronage.
The Temple of Dusk, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — Fair picture. Did not draw
good. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre.
McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Geoges Carpentier. — Very fine production. Drew
the crowd. — Harry Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima. O. — Transient patronage.
Select
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. — Very good picture.
Star well liked. Business good. — J. Louis
Broadway
theatre, Baltimore, Md.
—Rome,
General
patronage.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. —
Ran this the day following announceof this
wonderful
death. mentShe
has always
been little
one ofstar's
my
greatest favorites and almost every
patron expressed their regret at losing
her along with their admiration for the
picture. — C. E. Morrow, Lyric theatre.
Bement, 111. — Small town patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
A pleasing light comedy. It is entertaining.— Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison. Ia.— Neighborhood patro.iage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Story good. Star making many friends.
— J. Louis Rome, Broadway theatre.
Baltimore, Md. — General patronage.
The Spite Bride, with Olive Thomas. —
Many favorable comments on this one.
Splendid story with capable cast. — C. T.
Metcalf,townOpera
House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small
patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Poor picture. Ordinary business. — J.
Louis Rome, Broadway theatre, Baltimore. Md. — General patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — An ordinary program picturethat did not do well for us. Star not
known to our people. — C. T. Metcalf.
Operapatronage.
House. Greenfield, 111. — Small
town
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United Artists
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Despite circus day and this was
return, we did exceptionally good business.— Strand theatre, Salina, Kan. —
General patronage.
I am mad.
My cashier is mad.
My patrons are mad.
The whole blamed town is mad.
Oh! but why? (Do you ask?)
I played THE MOLLYCODDLE
two days.
The seats were full.
The lobby was full.
The street was full.
The whole darn town was full. —
C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City,
la.
His Majesty, the American, with
Douglas Fairbanks. — The best Fairbanks
we have run. — H. H. Billings, Pleasant
Hour theatre, Pine Island, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — The happy
ending will save this picture, but it will
not please like past productions. — Strand
theatre, Salina, Kan. — General patronage.
Universal
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. — An
extra good Western. You cannot go
wrong on this one. — R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Breath of the Gods, with Tsuru
Aoki. — One hundred per cent dissatisfied
patrons. Cannot see why Universal
would put out such features. You will
make a big mistake if you show this one.
— Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley
Junction, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Ace of the Saddle, with Harry
Carey. — Good Western picture. Carey
liked for good Western pictures. — Herman Blomeke, Opera House, Springfield.
Minn. — Home patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with a
special cast. — Good box office picture, but
not the kind of picture for small town
man to build his business on. Played
two days to good business first day. flat
the second. Stay off unless you have
transient patronage. — W. C. Read. Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
People disappointed. Not what was expected. The poorest Carey we have
played to date. Drew good house. Picture dark and hard to follow.— G. F.
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Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
The Road to Divorce, with Mary MacLaren. — This is an extra good picture
and the best thing this star did for Universal. Funny that her last picture for
Universal should be the only real one
she made. Her other pictures were not
liked by our patrons, but this one would
have made her. Had a packed house on
account of Lost City serial. — J. H.
Yaughan, New Orpheum theatre, Maquokata, la. — Critical patronage.
The Forged Bride, with Mary MacLaren. — A good play. Played this to a
packed house. No kicks. — E. S. Beynon. Cozy theatre, Lake Crystal, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie, with Mary
MacLaren. — A good picture. Some
comedy. Good setting and good acting.
— Kelly & Rouch, Rex theatre, Custer
City, Okla. — Small town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Gave picture big exploitation, but
failed to go over. Costume picture absolutely no good here and believe everywhere.—H. A. McClure. Strand theatre,
Emporia, Kan. — General patronage.

Vitagraph
Bab's Candidate, with Corinne Griffith.— A good comedy-drama. Gave satisfaction.— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.The Courage of Maree O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A very good picture, but
did
not draw
as Back
God's
Country—
N. as
O. well
Foster,
Elite totheatre,
Otsego, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.The Isle of Regeneration, with Antonio Moreno. — This is the kind of a
picture that my people like and they sure
turned it,
outbook
to see
it. Saunders,
If you haven't
played
it. — E.
Palace
theatre, Harvard, 111. — General patronage.Pegeen, with Bessie Love. — Not much
to this one. Pleased about 50 per cent.—
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
Neglected Wives
(Wistaria), with
Anne Luther. — Was a good picture and
was well liked. As large a crowd as
ever attended a show here. — F. W. Pel-
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TRUMPET ISLAND— Vitagraph
the
ISLAND"
TRUMPE
pictureswillof betheonefallof and
talked Tabout
winter. It is easy to believe that Tom
his cast spent months ar.d enTerriss and
dured al manner of hardships that this might
be a super-feature in fact as well as in the
climax j
as the through
stuff,""hurtling
The "airis sent
advertising
of which .an airplane
an electric storm and ends with a crash in
the treetops of a lonely island, however it
may have been obtained, is much the most
realistic of any similar scenes to which we.,
have been witness. The story is a GouverC
■cur Morris romance, which is sufficient to
stamp it with a certain originality and/
charm, and the scenario and titles are by Mr.V
and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, which'
is something of a guarantee of quality. A
girl, convent reared, falls in love with
N young
a soldier boy back from the wars. Her
father decrees, however, that she shall marry
one of those withered roues of the drama
who can bring her wealth but no love. The
soldier boy acquires sudden wealth and loses
his head, and then seeks to recover his
um by island
that good
on seas.
going oftothelivemovie
equilibri
.(
The ~)
o d abandoned
girt, dutifully agreeing to marry the roue on
promise of being taken in an airplane on
her wedding tour, from which she expects to
dash herself to death, is eventually dropped
her
Island." sly
on "Trumpet
the boy's
atmemory
sweet self miraculou
but her
gone feet
preserved. Together the youngsters live .
several happy weeks, and then they,
\ through
found and threatened with a separa/
I' tiare
lion that you very well know never take?
place. A big picture in the true sense, and
an interesting picture, rich in adventure, not^
too extravagantly illogical and pictorially arresting. Marguerite de la Mo'.te is an
tractiveible andheroine.
hero. MacDonald a plauslikable Wallace
Dn, Lyric theatre, Lisco, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
i For the Soul of Rafael i Equity), with
1 a r a Kimball Young. — Excellent
hotography. but very disappointing
icture. Poor business. — J. Louis Rome.
Iroadway theatre. Baltimore. Md. —
ieneral patronage.
j Byes of Youth ( Equity), with Clara
jimball Young. — Good picture, but star
oesn't
pull —here.
business
tx
months.
H. A.Poorest
McClure.
Strandin
heatre, Emporia, Kan. — General patronge.
UP IN MARYS ATTIC (Fine
Arts), with Eva Novak. — This super
comedy will pack any theatre for extended runs. It has more angles of
exploitation than any four I have
ever seen, and all kinds of postals,
mirrors, stickers and ten kinds of
paper. It pulls like MICKEY and
pleases. It is different. — Lincoln
theatre, Union Hill, N. J.— Transient
patronage.
1 Neglected Wives (Wistaria), with
nne Luther. — Good picture. Good busiess. Star pleasing. Will go well if adertised right. — W. H. Ostenberg. Jr..
•rpheum theatre. Scottsbluff. Nebr. —
ransient patronage.
Frivolous Wives (Fidelity), with Vera
isson. — Lay off of this one. Good title,
ut story' so poor that everyone roasted
• — J. Louis Rome. Broadway theatre,
altimore. Md. — General patronage.
Serials
Pirate Gold (Pathe). with George B.
eitz. — Ran the first episode September
1. A fine, fighting and exciting serial,
eorge B. Seitz with Marguerite Cour>t, his co-star, make a fine drawing
ird for me. — Will Smith, Lone Star
teatre, Blue Ridge. Tex. — Small town
itronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with a
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special cast. — I had a fair start on this
serial and the crowd got bigger each
week and on the last four episodes we
had a lockout each Monday. You cannot make any mistake on this one. — Ed
L. Wegener. Lyric theatre. Valley Junction. Ia.— Neighborhood patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — If you are running serials
book this. A moneymaker. — ML Davitts,
Dixie theatre. Winona. Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Dangers Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan and Jean Paige. — Too much of the
impossible, but takes very well. — Will
Smith. Lone Star theatre. Blue Ridge.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
PIRATE GOLD and RUTH OF
THE ROCKIES (Pathe), with
George B. Seitz and Ruth Roland. —
We are showing these two serials together on Thursday nights of each
week.
starting
"Piratefive
Gold"
we
buried aInchest
containing
dollars
in gold and season passes to the
serials here in town on a certain
street and had the kids hunt for it
for ten days prior to starting the
serial. It worked fine and gave the
serial a great send-off. They found
the box, of course, and of course
everybody in town knew about it.
On "Ruthticket
of sale
the for
Rockies"
had
advance
childrenweunder
twelve years to the opening episodes
and gave away a miniature airplane
with each ticket. So they are coming now and bringing the grownups with them. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport.
Mo.
The Lost
City— iThis
Warnerserial
Bros.'i.
with
Juanita
Hansen.
certainly
holding the interest of patrons. It has
turned "Blue Monday" into a good day.
The animal stuff is sure wonderful. — J.
H. Vaughan. New Orpheum theatre.
Maquoketa. Ia. — Critical patronage.
Short Subjects
Solid Concrete < Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon. — Some picture. Larry always pulls a good house for me. I do
not think anyone could go wrong on
anything
of Larry's.
Will Smith,
Lone
Star theatre.
Blue —Ridge,
lex. — Small
town patronage.
The Gun Riot (Arrow), with Hank
Mann. — This two-reel comedy is sure a
riot. Wish I could get more like it.— C.
Timmer. Royal theatre. Grand Rapids,
Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Fresh Start (Educational), with
Jimmy Adams. — One of the funniest
comedies made in weeks. Book it by
all means. For short-reel subjects. Educational has them. — R. A. Bolts, Grand
theatre, Carrington. N. D. — Small town
patronage.
Monkeycast.Business
special
— Had to< L'niversal
tell >ou i. towithplaya
this ont. It is a scream and a riot. Fine
for small town. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera
House, Greenfield. 111. — Small town
patronage.
The Garage (Paramount i. with Roscoe Arbuckle. — This is some comedy.
This
even better
some ofSuburban
Fatty's
other iscomedies.
— W. than
H. Creal.
theatre. Omaha. Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Vacation Time (Goldwyn). with Carter DeHaven. — Not much to any of these
comedies. — Strombo-Nemec. Auditorium
theatre. Stillwater. Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Dead
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitor*
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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TYPHOON

FAN

SYSTEM

EXPLAINED

Detailed Description of Installation and
Operation of Ventilating and Cooling by
Glantzberg s Patents Presented in Detail
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In the manufacture of cooling and
i-cntilating apparatus for theatres,
there is probably no individual that
stands out more prominently than
Ernst Clantzbcrg, president of the
Typhoon Fan Company, of New York.
Mr. Clantzbcrg has devoted the
greater part of his life to the improvement and up-building of ventilation, at first applying his efforts to
school work, and during the past ten
years, or since the organization of the
Typhoon Fan Company, has specialized almost entirely along motion picture theatre lines, until today the name
Typhoon is thoroughly well known
throughout the country.
Improvements in the construction
are made from time to time, and patents taken out to cover thoroughly not
only the original design, but improvements as well.
Gro'wth of the Typhoon Fan Company has made it necessary to establish offices in Chicago, Philadelphia,
Los Angeles, Atlanta and Raleigh in
addition to the factory and office in
New York and New Orleans.
Unlike other methods of ventilation
on the market today, the Typhoon System consists of huge fans made in sizes
from three to twelve feet in diameter,
and when two of these are operated on
one shaft, are known as a Typhoon
Twin Set. These huge fans are mounted
in large square iron frames, containing
cone-shaped cast iron rings, supported
by spiders — the shaft equipped with ball
bearings, thus making the equipment
extremely rigid and at the same time
noiseless in operation. Before final inspection ispassed, each Typhoon is thoroughly tested
an expert'
mechanic
for accuracy
in by
balance,
thus preventing
any possibility of its not running true
when finally set up.
The construction of the Typhoon
proper consists of more blades than any
other fan. and as a result produces
greater air volume at a minimum cost
for power. Motors are used to operate
the Typhoons, and are supplied in various sizes, depending on the size of the
equipment installed.
* * *
The usual method of installation in the
equipment of theatres is to install the
system on the roof just over the proscenium, where large quantities of good
fresh air from high above the dust and
dirt of the street are forced through
suitably sized openings in the roof and
ceiling directly into the auditorium.
Thus the air is forced over the entire
audience, and out of the exit doors, or
other openings at the front of the theatre at low velocity, entirely doing
away with any danger of draught.
In theatres containing balconies, another Typhoon set may be installed on
the roof directly over the first few rows
of seats in the balcony, and air passing
in as before mentioned creates a steady
and refreshing breeze, and is exhausted

in fresh air as is done in the method of
cooling.
The Typhoon Fan Company maintains
an efficient engineering staff who are in
a position to design for any theatre
owner a suitable sized cooling, ventilating or heating equipment.
James

Kirkwood to
Be Star for Dwan

(Special to Exhibitors Ht'rald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 12.— Beginning
about January 1, James Kirkwood will
be starred in his own right by Allan
Dwan, according to an announcement
coming from the Dwan offices here.
Kirkwood appears in "The Forbidden
Thing" the first Dwan production for
Associated Producers. He has two pictures to do with Marshall Neilan before
his starring contract with Dwan goes
into effect. He began his career in pictures as an actor but later became a
director, only to turn actor again in apng in "The Luck
the camera
Irish." conHe
has been peariworking
beforeof the
tinuously since then.
Work

0

*
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through windows or other openings in
the wall at the rear of the balcony. In
roof installation it is necessary to
cover the apparatus with hoods or pent
houses, consisting of angle-iron framework, covered over with sheet metal, or
some other weather-proofed material,
and in this way affords protection from
the weather, and also prevents rain or
snow from entering the roof openings.
The frame work -for this housing is
supplied with the equipment, and is so
designed that every advantage is taken
to procure sufficient air and to force it
into the theatre without loss. When it
is not possible to make the installation
on the roof, there are several other
methods that are employed.
Many times theatres contain attic
space, or have a vacant room above the
theatre. In such cases the air may be
taken through windows or perhaps special torium
openings
in the and
same forced
mannerintoas the
withaudithe
roof installation. In other instances
installations can be made in a room or
on a specially built platform .back of
the screen, the air also being taken
through windows or other openings and
forced into the theatre through grilles
above or on each side of the screen.
* * *
Installing
the
on the outside wall of theequipment
theatre building
and
blowing the air through windows or
other openings is another method of installation that has found favor, particularly among the smaller houses.
Typhoons are reversible, making it
possible to operate them during the
Fall and Winter months for the purpose
of ventilation alone. In this way, the
foul air is withdrawn instead of forcing

on Elgin Theatres
Promises Opening Soon
ELGIN, ILL. — Work has started on
the new Rialto theatre here, to cost
$125,000 and to take the place of the
(irand theatre, razed by the Palm Sunday tornado. Construction is progress-*
ing rapidly and it is expected to have
the house ready by Thanksgiving day.
Frank Bodenschatz's theatre, being
built at a $60,000 cost on the northwest
corner of Prairie street and Grove
avenue, is rapidly progressing, most of
the mason work being completed.

Lynch Circuit Books All
Eight Neal Hart Pictures
S. A. Lynch Circuit of theatres has
booked the entire series of eight Neal
Hart outdoor productions for all their
houses.
This is regarded as the greatest
achievement made by Neal Hart since
he signed with Pinnacle Productions
under the banntr of the Independent
Films Association, for the Lynch Circuit is one of the biggest in the South.
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The starting of the Roy Stewart independent series of productions has been postponed awaiting the return from New York
of Robert Brunton, who is sponsoring Stewart in his starring venture.
" . *. * * *
William Sistrom, general production
nanager of Cosmopolitan productions, has
returned to New York after extended conferences here with Frank Borzage, Alexander Sokolow, general western counsel of
the Hearst interests and others.
* » *
The appointment of C. C. Craig as business manager and Joe J. Lane as studio
manager has been announced by President
Louis W. Thompson of Special Pictures
Corporation.
* * *
Fritzie Ridgeway is to be starred in five-eel westerns as soon as she completes the
series of two-reel westerns she is now makng for the Doubleday Productions Com)any.
» * *
• Grauman's Rialto theatre will soon be
<nown as the home of Cosmopolitan productions. "Humoresque" ran seven weeks
here, now "The Right to Love," starring
\Iae Murray, is having a run and "The
Restlessas Sex,"
starring
Marion Davies, is
Jated
the next
attraction.
* * *
Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holuear
.re still nursing bruises about the head and
ace from the effects of rice showered on
hem recently at Oakland, Calif. Harry
lucquet, Holubar's chief aid in making
Man, Woman,
had justspread
been
larried
and by Marriage,"
mistaken whispers
he rumor that Miss Phillips and Mr. Holuar, married for several years, had just
•een wed. The real bride and groom went
ree while the star and director acted as

Los

Angeles

Beall juiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHUii

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiinmiiiiini'

targets for the rice good naturedly hurled
by the crowd at the
* *depot.
*
The Van Curen Production Company has
contracted with the Hermann Film Corporation to use the latter's studio for "The Waif
of
the Wreck."
Tex Dixson
being
starred.
Norris Johnson
has theisleading
feminine role.
* * *
Priscilla Dean staged a birthday party
at her Hollywood home recently. Tod
Browning, who is directing her in the Universal feature, "Outside the Law," was
among the guests who admired the big blazing diamond and the platinum wrist-watch
with which Wheeler Oakman, the star's
husband, observed *his* wife's
birthday.
*
Sir Gilbert Parker is due at the Lasky
studio to arrange for the production there
of one of his stories. Penrhyn Stanlaws,
widely known illustrator and artist, will
arrive about the same time. He will work
for the organization.* * *
From among several directors who aspired to the job, James Horne has been selected to direct Courtenay Foote in the
Ince-Vance special,* "The
* * Bronze Bell."
James Kirkwood, who supported
Phillips in the star's big First
feature, in"Man,
Woman,
Marriage,"
starred
his own
* right
* * by Allan

Dorothy
National
is to be
Dwan.

Pauline Frederick's next starring vehicle will beshe"The
of Shenstone,"
in which
will Mistress
be directed
by Henry
King. The story is by Florence L. Barclay,
who wrote "The *Rosary."
* *
Arthur Rosson has signed a contract to
direct Betty Compson in the star's forthcoming picture which is to be distributed
by Goldwyn.
* * *
Improvements that will cost $100,000 are
being made at the Berwilla studios. The
changes will add a dark stage, electric light
plantequipment.
and workmen's recreation room to
the
* * *
The Rev. George LeRoi Clarke has resumed production: here. He is at work on
his seventh comedy. Joe Brandt is handling the eastern affairs of the "smiling par* * *
Carter De Haven is under contract for
two
more National
comedies release.
to follow The
"TwinfirstBeds"
forson."
First
will

ANN MAY
lie clever little Los Angeles girl, who
appears with Charles Ray in "Peaceful
Volley,"
his next First National production.
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l>e
adaptation
"The Carter
Girl in De
the Taxi,"
in an
which
Mr. andof Mrs.
Haven
appeared in New York during its stage
presentation.
* * *
Pete Smith, publicity director for Marshall Neilan, has had to delay his trip to
New
York
print ofas"Dinty."
Pete
is enjoyingwithsuchthe viands
are allowed
tonsilitis patients. * * *
Colleen Moore has been selected for the
leading
feminine forthcoming
role in "The Sky Pilot.''
King Butler
Vidor's
David
will play the male production.
lead.
* * *
Percy Heath of the Metro scenario staff
has just completed the screen version of

MAX LINDER
In his
a scene
from
"Seven five-reel
Years Bad
Luck,"
first Independent
comedy.

"Lady Fingers," the Jackson Gregory novel
that gets into the fourth dimension of criminology. Heath wrote the continuity for
"The Chorus Girl's Romance," the Metro
success with Viola Dana starring.
* * *
Maurice Tourneur has signed Milton
Menasco as art director to succeed Floyd
Mueller, resigned. Menasco will work on
"The Last of the Mohicans."
J. Grubb Alexander and Harvey Gates,
screen writers, have formed a partnership.
They are at present at work on "The CrimLash," the
in which
Ben son
Wilson
andforthcoming
Neva Gerberserial
are featured.
Ben Wilson is going to feature Jack
Hoxie in a series of western comedydramas.
* * *
John H. Blackwood, scenario editor for
Thomas H. Ince, has returned from New
York, where he has spent the last few
months as Mr.
personal
resentative on aInce's
special
mission.business repWith Florence Turner as the nucleus,
Metro is building up a big all-star stock
company. The organization to date includes in addition to Miss Turner, Wyndham Standing. Cleo Madison, Edward Cecil,
Lawrence
Edward
Jobson and Edward Grant,
Connelly.
.
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"TOPICS Of TT1E DAY
The literary Digest
EXHIBITOH HEBALD

"MERCY, Annie, you ought to wear
another
petticoat." "Now don't be fussy.
I'm
Cat. not deformed." — Arkansas Thomas
*
WILLIE (reading Movie Magazine):
"Papa, what does 'double exposure mean?"
"Your mamma will demonstrate that when
she's dressed for the opera." — Cartoon
Magazine.
*
LADY PATIENT— "You told me to put
my doctor."
tongue out,
but — you
it,
Doctor
"No.haven't
madam,looked
I wantat
time
toburghwrite
•
Scotsman. your * prescription!" — Edin"How did Agnes come to marry a man
over
seventy
says hefurniture
harmonizes
so well
with?" the"Sheantique
her
mother left her." —* Pittsburgh
Dispatch.
» *
News Item: Walter Little, our well
known fellow townsman, was picking
blackberries last week and was badly
gassed by a skunk. *— Arkansas
Thomas Cat.
* *
Chicago judge holds that it is impossible
for a man to steal from his wife. In the
language ui Blackstone, judge, you said a
mouthful. — New York Mail.
* * *
Husband: "Didn't I telegraph you not to
bring your
you?"
Wife:
what mother
she wantswith
to see
you about"
—"That's
Saskatoon
Telegram.
* *your
* wife says you
Magistrate — "But
haven't spoken a word to her for. over a
year." Polite Prisoner — "No, your worship. Ididn't want to interrupt her."—
Pearson's Weekly.
Robertson-Cole
Marin Sais. who has been a screen favorite ever since the Bison and Kalem days,
is now appearing in support of Jack Hoxie in the Arrow Film Corporation's
serial "Thunderbolt Jack."
Williamson

Cutting

and

Titling

New

Sub- Sea Spectacle "Fathoms
Deep"
J. E. Williamson of Submarine Film
for "Fathoms Deep," declares that it
Corporation, has returned with his pro- contains a variety of location and action
besides its under-water scenes. It inducing unit from Nassau, the Bahamas,
cludes views taken at the races in Hawhere final scenes for his latest sub-sea
vana, he says, and also many thrilling
spectacle,
"Fathoms
Deep,"
were
filmed.
surface, marine and tropical scenes.
Mr. Williamson and his associates now
Demand Good Story
are engaged in cutting, editing and
titling the film which was obtained dur"It has been my aim to produce a
ing the last ten months and it is ex- complete entertainment in 'Fathoms
Deep,' " said Mr. Williamson, "not
that "Fathoms
ready forpectedtrade
showingsDeep"
some will
time be
in merely an under-water novelty. It is
true that in the past much of the success
November.
of our pictures has depended solely on
Directed by Ince
the fact that certain scenes were filmed
beneath the water's surface with our
Deep,"
the opinion
Mr."Fathoms
Williamson,
willinsurpass
anythingof original and exclusive devices.
he heretofore has attempted. He insured
"However, picture audiences of today
himself a first class dramatic production,
demand a good story as well as thrilling
it is said, by engaging Ralph Ince to di- novelties. Stunt stuff on land, under
rect the picture. Mr. Ince has regarded
water or in the air, doesn't suffice if there
the picture as one of the biggest opporisn't a story to carry the thrills. I sintunities he has had during his long career
that 'Fathoms
proin the picture business. That he also
videscerely
this believe
necessary
story. AtDeep'
the same
appears in a character-hero role in the time I can promise that the submarine
production will be regarded with, interest scenes are better and more startling than
by the trade.
anything previously shown in my comMr. Williamson, who wrote the story
pany's pictures."

to

Exploit New Issue
Robertson-Cole, which will shortly
publish "The Stealers," the production
given its premiere showing to the trade
in the grand ball room of the Hotel
Astor on September 17, has arranged for
this picture an unusually comprehensive
exploitation campaign, it is announced.
This will be set forth in full in the press
book shortly to be issued.
In the exploitation section of the book
there will be emphasized, it is stated, the
possibilities
"The
Stealers"
as awider
productionofexpected
to win
a much
audience than the average picture by reason of its great appeal to certain classes I
which seldom if ever attend a motion
picture performance. Not only will the
William Christy Cabanne issue interest |
the average picture goer, but it will bring
in thousands whom ninety-nine out of a
hundred other pictures could not move,
the producers claim.
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Famous

Players-Lasky

Its Training
?red C. Cresswell

Inaugurates
School
for Salesmen

Recalled

to Home

Office to Direct

Innovation — Company Desires Salesmen
Other Lines of Business as Students
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporaion will shortly open at its home office
i school of salesmanship for the intenive training of film salesmen. This inunration has been contemplated for some
ime and many weeks have been de•oted
to the perfecting of the plans for
he school.
The first class opened Monday.
)ctober 11, in charge of Fred C.
."rowell,
called
to the
jffice
fromwhohis was
duties
as field
saleshome
su>ervisor to organize the school. Mr.
Ireswell first spent several weeks in
ome of the largest industrial establishments in the country, such as the Xaional Cash Register Company at Dayon, O., making a careful study of the
aethods employed by those companies
q conducting their sales schools. With
•he information and data there obtained,
ie has been working out the details of
ihe proposed famous Plavers-Laskv
chool.
Kent to Cooperate
In this work he has had the active coperation of General Sales Manager S. R.
vent, who is largely responsible for the
stablishing of the school, and he also
as had the benefit of the counsel of
'resident Adolph Zukor and H. D. H.
Connick, chairman of the finance comlittee.
That men from other lines of business
hall enter the school — especially those
d whom the motion . picture business
olds an attraction — is particularly deired. In fact, it is this class of men,
referably between the ages of 25 and 35,
•ho have had sales experience and who
ossess the requisite qualifications of

in

personality, that will furnish the majority of the students. Men now in the
organization
are also to benefit by the
school.
District and branch managers have
been notified that they may designate one
man from each Exchange to attend
the first class, thus the better qualifying
the fortunate appointee for promotion.
Four Weeks' Course
The course of the school is to be of
four weeks' duration, at the end of which
period a new class will be started. Regular sessions will be held every" week
day and tests and examinations, both
oral and written, will be a feature. The
students will be instructed not only in
the workings of the sales department
but in the production, laboratory, advertising, exploitation, accounting and other
departments of the business. There will
be daily talks given by officials of the
company, including Mr. Zukor. Mr
Lasky. Cecil B. DeMille. Al Lichtman.
general manager cf distribution; General
Sales Manager Kent. George Fitzmaurice
and all the heads of departments at the
home office.
The school will be held in a spacious
room on the fourth floor of the building
at 4S5 Fifth Avenue, the entrance being
at 16 East Forty-second Street.
$700,000 Playhouse
For Evansville, Ind.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE. INTX, Oct. 12.— A
§30,000 electrical contract for the new Victory theatre has been awarded to Anderson
&: Veatch. This theatre, which is to cost
ST00.000, is the biggest single private enterprice ever undertaken in this city, according to Ed Kerth. city building inspector.
Arrow Corporation Now
Has New Art Department
Owing to the increase in business of
the Arrow Film Corporation, 220 West
42nd street it has been found necessary,
it is said, for the advertising and publicity
section to install an art department for
the art work used in their advertising and
press books.
The advertisement department is at
present preparing a press book on
"Thunderbolt Jack," a new Western
serial starring Jack Hoxie; "The Tame
Cat,"three
a special
feature: "Bitter Fruit,"
and
other productions.

tie role
half-breed,
Winnipeg
written by
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JrLES COW1E*
or ••McKenzie," a drunken
in -The
tke
Productions, Foreigner."
Ralph Connor. Ltd-, feature,

Dial Company to Issue
Series of Six Big Films
Otto Bollman. president of Dial Film
Company, producing at the Brunton studios, and publishing through W. W. Hodkinson, announces that he will produce
during the coming year a series of no
less than six big photoplays.
The "human interest" type of picture
is Bollman's forte, as is evidenced by his
present production, "The Light in the
Clearing."
"King Spruce" was produced by the
Dial organization.

DAVID POWELL
wko goes to London to become a member
of the permanent stock company of
Famous ducers,Players-Lasky
British ProLtd.
Geographical Films
Resumes Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Oct. 12— The Geographical Feature Film Corporation of
this city has resumed production on a
large scale and will soon announce its
distribution arrangement and coming
features tor 1920-1921.
F. G. Huber is general manager and
J. E. Collier secretary and treasurer. The
company produces pictures pertaining to
geography,
zoology, vegetation and kindred subjects.
New

Bud Geary Picture
Now Xearing Completion
Bud Geary has been working steadily
in the East completing a production, the
title of which has not been rnounced.
Mr. Geary has just finished work in
Burton King's latest production. "The
shortly.
Loop Hole." which is to be published
Previous to this engagement he supported Constance Talmadge, did comedy
leads with Muriel Ostriche, and was at
the West Coast for several years with
the Fox organization, where he played
opposite Madlaine Traverse. Peggy Hyland and Gladys Brockwell.
Improve Oskaloosa House
OSKALOOSA. IA— Will Xeagle.
owner and manager of the Princess theatre, recently has installed a new mercury arc rectifier in the projection room
of his playhouse.
j
I
|1
1
|
|
II
|

Cabanne Is Directing
Robertson-Cole
announces
in
course of preparation a special production, "What's
A Wife
Worth?"
written
and being
directed
by
William Christy Cabanne, to be the
second of a series inaugurated by
"The Stealers." Four months will
be
in completing
"What's
A consumed
Wife Worth?"
which will
make
it a publication for early in 1921.

1
1
Ij
!
j
I1
I
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"OH

MIN!"

IS JUST AS WELL KNOWN
TO THE MILLIONS OF
PICTURE FANS AS

"Uneeda
"His

Biscuit"

Master's

"Keen

Kutter"

"Dutch

Kleanser"

"Gold

Dust

"Heinz

's57

"Quaker
"Ford

Voice"

Twins"
Varieties"

Oats"

Cars"

"Kodak"
"It Floats,"

etc.

JUST AS PEOPLE
BUY THESE
ADVERTISED PRODUCTS SO WILL
THEY
BUY TICKETS TO SEE

THE
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OF
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THE
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BAND
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LEA
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VE

OTHER
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AUDIENCE

SHUDDER.

THRILLING

GASP

BRIGHT
SNAPPY
CRISP
SHORT
SUBJECTS

CHATS

ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

BE

TOO

LATE

Serial.

GLOBE
TROTS

ACTUAL EXPERIENCES
OF MR. CHAS. URBAN
DESCRIBED
WITH
PUNCH
AND HUMOR

CELEBRATED

DO IT TODAYTOMORROW
MAY

AND

It is Truly an Unusual

MOVIE

YET?

OFF—

SERIAL
MADE
— UNBELIEVABLE
SITUATIONS
THAT
WILL
MAKE
YOUR

SERIAL

INTERESTING
SCENIC
TRAVEL

FILM

AND

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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CHICAGO,

ILL.
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COMEDIES
STRENGTHEN

YOUR

PEOPLE
MONTE

LET

FEATURES!

WANT

THEM

COMEDIES
LAUGH

AT

BANKS
MURIEL
COMEDIES
OSTRICHE

WITH THE PRANCING
BROADWAY BEAUTIES

WILL
WITH
IN

GO
ANY

THE

IN
HER
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REEL
LAUGHING

OVER

SUCCESSES

AUDIENCE

REAL

WORLD

COMEDIES

BOOK
THEM
GIVE
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PATRONS

HALF

HOUR

OF

H. A. McGILL'S FAMOUS
NEWSPAPER CREATIONS
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TO
LIFE
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IOUS COMEDY-BOOK
the

HALL

HANK

MANN

IN

HIS

TWO

ROARING

COMEDIES
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ILLINOIS

&

INDIANA

REEL

PLAYERS

boys
ROOM
JUST AS YOU HAVE LAUGHED
AT THEM SO WILL YOUR AUDIENCE LAUGH AND CHUCKLE
AT
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TRUE-TO-LIFE

COMEDIES
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CORPORATION
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TITLE
WITH
PULLS THEM IN

CAN YOU IMAGINE A TITLE WITH
A GREATER PULLING
POWER
THAN IVAN
DRAMATIC

DOG-GONE

GOOD

NOVELTY

THE
ILLITERATE
DIGEST

ABRAHAMBSON'S
THUNDERBOLT

BY

WILL
ROGERS

A

t
SHORT
SUBJECTS
OF INTEREST
TO YOUNG
AND OLD

CHILD

FOR
PEEPS INTO THE PRIVATE AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE OF FAMOUS MOVIE STARS

SALE
With This Great Cast
GLADYS
LESLIE -CREIGHTON
HALE
BOBBY CONNELLY— JULIA SWAYNE GORDON— ANNA LEHR
WILLIAM T00KER and WILLIAM DAVIDSON

SCREEN

SNAP
A more sensational and alluring title would be
difficult to find — will surely attract.
—says WID'S

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

SHOTS

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL
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LINCOLN

, An entertaining story splendidly produced. — Screen Opinions.

IN

"THE
STRONG

INNER

Unusual

production

VOICE"

values— good for EXTENDED

BOOKING.

Wids.

PLAYS

ZIEGFELD
EXCELLENT

Entertainment

THEATRE

based on a red blooded story- — Moving

(STARTING

THREE
SHOULD

Satisfy ANY

audience

ILLINOIS

CLARA

(Ethel Barrymore's

30TH)

WEEKS
ANYWHERE. — Motion

YOU

KIMBALL

OCTOBER

Picture Work

CAN BOOK

Picture News.

NOW

YOUNG

INDIANA

I« her fourth Equity production,

Great Stage Success) "MID-CHANNEL"
"Better than Eyes of Youth"

537 So. Dearborn

GREATER

STARS PRODUCTIONS,
CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, General Manager

INC.

Telephone Harrison 81

J

CHICAGO

A. W. Goff, assistant general manager of
itagraph, arrived in the city Oct. 2 and
companied with E. F. Tarbell, district
anager, left Oct. 4 for Cincinnati, Deoit and Cleveland,* en* route
eastward.
*
Manager Frank J. Flaherty of the
nity is busy these days drilling his squad
: salesmen on maneuvers for the exoitation of their forthcoming release.
Thunderbolt
recently acquired for
is territory. Jack"
* * *
Pat Dillon, manager of the Special Picres, has been seen several times hovering
lout the Polk Street depot about the time
e California Limited arrives. Whisper,
it, who is due to arrive? We all like to
;t an ear full of studio gossip fresh from
je Pacific Coast. * * *
Tis needless to inquire how is everying going about the Celebrated Players
ese days. With that gang of exhibitors
led up daily about M. J. Mintz's office
;hting for set-ins, one can readily un:rstand why the peppery executive, Jot
uedman, has to frequently come to the
•scue to reduce the mob, in order to close
1 schedule time. * * *
Harry Wellington of the New Era inirms us that they have the biggest and
■st educational film library in existence
id with the large and growing patronage
is exchange is establishing among
\urches and educational institutions some
our live exhibitors should give their
'its the once over and beat the long haired
•rot's" and stately* reverends
to it.
* *
M. Whitmoyer, who recently became a
ember of the Associated Producers exiange sales organization, is sure putting
i enviable records for results. Looks like
d Goldman, manager, will have to intert capital to start building a new string
houses for "Whit"
* * to
* work on.
Eddie Herz, of the Interstate Exchange,
riving late at Onarga, 111., was tipped off
• the sheriff to a "military flop" on his
st trip through the territory. Never
ind, Ed, you should have tourned Europe
ith the A. E. F. "Little things" like you
fer
to helped
ny over
there. to keep the "buddies" com* * *
M. Padorr, manager of the Merit Film
change, announces two recent feature
rchases for this territory. "The Tyoon," with Sessue Hayakawa and George
■ban in "The Italian." In introducing
ese two new offerings to the city manager
idorr surely handed his representatives
"strong argument," for while Bennie
1 kAN and Sam Shender were giving Expitor Kemp of the Century theatre an
rful Morris Hellman of the Universal,
ling within earshot, was soon heard roarin'
|e
a Briton
until
e peace
treatylion.
was We
drawndidn't
up. wait
See Mor— nice feller — he knows !
* * *
A flash from the north environs of
:al filmdom tells us that Cresson Smith
the United Artists is doing nicely,
lank you !
* * *
The info that tells us that Jack
iller of the Plaisance theatre was for-

TRADE

EVENTS

Reported by "Mac"
merly a doctor is ALL wrong. The best
medical advice that we could pry from the
"Doctor's" prescription pad was hot lemonade and C. C. pills, for any sort of cough
or cold.
* * *
With the summer weekends now past
history Manager Weiss of the Superior
Screen exchange figures that business will
soon have him stepping on all sixes and he
will shortly attain his former svelte lines
tipping the beam at
* the
* * usual 110 pounds.
Since his entrance into the film game,
Irving Mack has reached that point where
he can "hold his feet" at the mention of
amounts reaching into the millions or billions of dollars. However, when an exstepped into Mack's
officepocket
the other
day andhibitorproduced
from his
five
$1,000 greenbacks Irv staggered. Hearing
and seeing are two quite different things.

A

New

Exchange

Joe M. Lyon has had his name entered
on the list of Chicago exchange managers.
He left Fox recently to associate with
American Film Company as supervisor of
the Chicago office. Joe will give you the
glad hand over at Pathe where his office
is located.
* * *
J. J. Collins, manager of the Apollo
theatre, Ottawa, 111., was a caller in the
loop film haunts last
* *week.
*
Carl Harthill, manager of Reelcraft
exchange, returned last week from Davenport, la., and other points out that way.
He made the trip in the interest of current
Reelcraft subjects. * * #
Kasper Schmidt, more familiarly known
by the sobriquet,
has been
appointed supervisor "Koppy,"
of the Chicago
district
for World Motion Picture Company, Inc.
Although
the most
windyofcity
home
during
his was
young"KoppyV
life he
now finds the east especially inviting. And
there is a reason — for instance, Martha
Mansfield, the motion picture actress.
"Koppy"
out here without friendsays
wife.it's *lonesome
* *
Leo Salkin of the Jackson Park theatre
is planning an expansion of his activities.
He is converting the place at 6851 Stoney
Island avenue into the South Shore theatre,
which will open the latter part of this
month. Leo says he will be able to seat
approximately 1,000* fans.
* *
Ralph Kettering, general representative
for Jones, Linick & Schaefer, is seriously
ill in a Chicago hospital.
* * *
J. H. Neis of the Star theatre, Ohio, 111.,
made his monthly pilgrimage to the windy
and "the
city for pictures. Fox, Select
Harry Weiss" boast of the bulk
genial
of
contracts.
* * *

in ChiHarry Rice, who has beena held
cago the last few weeks by death in the
to
returned
has
family and by sickness,
the down-state towns to publicize Universale "Devil's Pass Key" and "Shipwrecked -Among Cannibals." He left last
Friday; first stop »at *Elgin.
*
When toyou're
808
number don't
in atWabash
a peekSouth
take down
forget
and
see how Sid Goldman and his staff
work under difficulty. Sid has put up a
few 24-sheets and some inviting stills to
give the temporary
e.the ear-marks
rs
offic
* Associated
* *
headquarte
of aProducers'
real film
\KTHl K LOW ^

owner and
ARTHUR LOWVer, offormer
the Mickey Film
general manag
the
formed
o,
has
Corporation of Chicag
Illinois and Indiana Film Exchange and
in addition to handling the Mickey Film
alsolehandle
s picturofes,thewillPinnac
ation'output
Corpor
Film
entire
the
Corporation, including the Xeal Hart picDamfool comedies and "The Lone
Hand," tures,
featuring Roy Stewart.
The temporary quarters of the new exchange is Room 40-1, 63 East Adams
street, Chicago. F. O. Neilsen has been
appointed sales manager.

H. O. Larson of the Capital Film Companv filled an appointment out at Des
Moines last week with A. H. Blank.
H. O.'s particular mission to the Iowa
capital was to dispose of that territory on
the Fritzi Ridgeway comedies.
* * *
These film salesmen also have promotion
proclivities. A. W. Parker, Fox man, interested himself in a "new fangled" autoHis salesman's
didn'tto
come upmobileto heater.
expectations;
so A. work
W. had
beg a thirty-day furlough from Manager
Clyde Eckhardt. Now they say the "new
fangled thing" is selling like hot cake=.
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HAND
THEATRE
CHAIRS
AND
EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
IN THE MARKET FOR ANY QUANTITY
Wire or write
CHICAGO, ILL.
207 S. Wabash Ave.

0, exhibitors
boy! Several
Chicago
town
had the
fun ofandtheirout-oflives
the other day down at the Paramount exchange. While at the exchange Dorothy
Dalton, who is playing here in the stage
attraction,
"Aphrodite."
happened
around
to pay her regards
to Harris
P. Wolfberg,
district manager, and P. A. Bloch, manager. The stage was set immediately and
the crank was turned on the activities at
the exchange, with Dorothy as the center
of attraction and with the exhibs as her
support. Some of the theatre men present
were Max Gold, A. Powell, Mrs. Billie
West, Liberty theatre, Culver, Ind., Sam
Kabinowitz. S. Peri.mutter and Salo
AUERBACH.
* * *
1. L. Lesserman, manager for Universal,
has been indisposed the last few days. HowManager interfere
Lessermanwithdoesn't
let such
trivial ever,
matters
business.
* * *
E. C. Jensen, district manager for Goldwyn, has left Chicago on one of his regular
three-week tours of the exchanges in this
territory.
M ax Le\ y has been assigned the South
Side by Clyde Kckhardt.
* * * manager of Fox.
Sam Gold and his associates, Joseph
Fischer and Al Dezeniels, of Master Advertisers, 109 North Dearborn street, have
been preparing some attractive press books
for Chicago concerns. They are just putting the finishing touches on one for Capital Film Company.
* « *
William Stern of Celebrated Players
has a new flivver, sedan style. Lizzie hasn't
done any "cutting *up"* thus
* far.
They say there are swarms of stage door
Johnnies hanging about the Crystal theatre
in North avenue, Chicago, these days. In
addition to the film attraction. "The Devil's
Passkey," a style show, staged by I. Maynard Schwartz, has been holding the attention of the audiences. The models were
picked from among the girls who entered
the recent Hcrald-Examinrr
* * * beautv contest.
Carl Harthili., exchange manager of
Reelcraft, was successful in putting the
first of the series of Matty Roubert productions,for
"She's aa week.
Vamp," into Barbee's
Loop theatre
* * *
Out-of-town visitors are frequent guests
at the Rothacker laboratories, J. D. Wainwright of London having broken into his
trip to the Coast long enough to inspect
the Chicago plant. * * *
Douglas D. Rothacker, manager of the
industrial division at the Rothacker laboratories, attended the convention of motion
picture engineers at Dayton, O.

Lubliner

and

Trinz

Contract

for

"Child for Sale" For Entire Chair
the concern having confined its activi
t t It-hratcd Players Film Corporation
has closed a contract with Lubliner & ties to the (jump series, Muriel Ostrichi
Trinz, Chicago theatre owners, for the two-reel comedies, scenic and trave
pictures, short subjects and serials.
showing of "A Child for Sale" throughout the L. & T. circuit. With the closAcquire Twelve Features
ing of this contract, almost 90 per cent
The company announces, however
of the first-run houses of Chicago have
that it has contracted for a series o
booked the production. Celebrated offi- twelve new features for the coming sea
cials report.
son, the names and stars appearing it
Through the enterprise of M. J. Mintz.
same to be announced later.
general sales manager of Celebrated,
this picture recently received wide publicity in the Chicago daily newspapers.
"Tiger's Coat" Ready for
The matter was brought to the attenPublication by Dial Co
tion of the papers through a classified
advertisement which appeared in several
(Mto Pullman, president of Dial Fihn
of the big dailies throughout Cook
( iimpaiiy. producing at the Bruntot
county. The advertisement announced
studios, has announced his latest pro
that a poor artist, the father of a 7-yearold girl, would sell his baby to a re- duction "The Tiger's Coat." ready fo
-l>t»ti-il>]. family for a consideration "t publication.
*'?,000.
"The Tiger's Coat" is an adaptation o
Given Front Page Space
The story received front page position in one afternoon Chicago paper and
a woman's club protested to the police
department. This was followed by the
announcement that the picture "A
Child for Sale" would open an extended
engagement at the La Salle theatre, Chicago, and then the papers realized that
the advertisement was a piece of clever
film publicity.
"A Child for Sale" is the only production of feature length that Celebrated
Players is publishing at the present time.

DEAD
TELL

MEN
NO

ElizabethTheDejean's
novel Lawson
of the sanr
name.
cast includes
Butt
Myrtle Steadman and others.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving price*.
professional
diacounti
cm Special
UNIVERSALS.
odala.
n ■hown■M
n<l for oar[»Brto.
ooe>
PI«U
Wrr catalog at one*. fraa on raqoaat.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. M, 109 M. Dearborn St. . Chic aco. II.
JL
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Bldo.St.
2743Parkway
West 22nd
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

TALES
DO YOU NEED A
HOUSE
MANAGER?
One with real experience and who kjows the publicity end?
Right now 1 am doing newspaper work, hut want back in
the amusement
business ofverythemuch.
experience
cludes the management
leadingMyhouse
in one in-of
Ohio's biggest towns, and I have good references as to
industry,
character.
Box A, Exhibitor's Herald,
417
South abilicyand
Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by StatM, $5.00
1219 Film Exchange*
I7.S0
313 manufacturers and studio* 4.00
368 machine and aupply dealer* 4.00
Further Particular*:
Per M.
A. F.WI LLIAMS, in W. A dims SL CMap

I TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
%l 345 WEST 39THST.I
NEW YORK LA
CITY
TYPHOONS
C00L*VENTI
1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST..CHICA
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed J km ugh Path* Exchanges.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
he Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell,
he Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva
angerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
lam Bang Jim." six reels, with William Russell.
he Thirtieth Piece of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
he House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
eggy
Rebels,"
MilesSills.
Minter.
be Week
End,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithMary
Milton
Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
Woman." sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
heLight
Gamesters."
Fisher, Eddy,
he Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Mil's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
ie Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'hen the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
he Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Millar
be Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
he Sunset Princess," five parts, with Marjorie Daw.
iss Arizona." five parts, with Gertrude Bondhiu.
'olves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
he Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
he Chamber Mystery," five reels.
ircumstantial Evidence," five reels.
he Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
he Unseen Witness," five reels.
he Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
he Bromley Case,'' five reels.
'oman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding,
ove's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
he Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast,
he Golden Trail," five reels.
achelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins,
ex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
e issued every other week.
MURIEL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
••reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
e issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
e every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
he Strangers," two reels.
reed of the North," two reels.
Fight for a Soul," two reels,
tloved Brute," two reels,
uicksands," two reels,
order
River," two
two reels,
reels,
i the River"
hree and a Girl," two reels,
aiders of the North," two reels
Joking Up Jim," two reels.
Knight of the Pines," two reels,
ie Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
<:. t— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. IXCE PRODUCTIONS
' amespun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
' ie Magic Life,"
six reels, with
and Florence Vidor.
^. PARKER
READ,HouseJR.,Peters
PRODUCTIONS
"ie Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
' Thousand to One,"
six reels,
Hobart Bosworth.
ALLAN
DWANwith PRODUCTIONS
"*e ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing," sixTOURNEUR
reels, with James
Kirkwood.
PRODUCTIONS
"le Last of the Mohicans,"
six reels, with
James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT
PRODUCTIONS
Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"\ is Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"I oman
Reproach,"
six reels, with Florence Chase.
olotionAbove
of Man,"
six reels.
|V>man of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford,
lien Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
>irty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
ndit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
■ Traitor's Vengeance," two reels. •
flenostGirlanofOutlaw,"
the West."
two two
reels.reels.
|estern
Avenging
two reels,
Rays,"Trail."
two reels.
adows of the Past,' two reels,
"Fight to a Finish." two reels.
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LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
fune 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
June 24 — "Back on the Farm." '
luly 8— "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
FEATURES
"The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy
Takes
a
Dancing
Lesson."
"Flat Hunting."
"Andy Visits His Mama-in-Law."
A Uuiet Day at Home."
Andy On
Plays
Golf."
"Andy
a Diet."
'Andy's
Wash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
'Andy and
Minthe atOsteopath."
the Theatre."
"Andy
Visits
'"Andy
on Skates."
"Andy's
Pays Him • Vi»h "
""Andy's Mother-in-Law
Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents
Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice
"Wim Boxand Episodes."
Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the
Hero."
"Andy's
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy,
"Andy ontheBent."
theActor."
Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"'The Toreador."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The Broilers."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
"The Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational film Exchanges, Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss
Me,
Caroline."
(BobbyTincher.)
Vernon.)
*•'
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TOUCHY COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie
Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of —10,000
"Babe Ruth
How Smokes."
He Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENIC8 BEAUTIFUL." ONE REE
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway." ;
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CHESTER-OUTING SCEPTICS. ONE REEL
"Dreams
Come
True."
"Fire!"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden Legt."
"Take in Boarders."
"One
Drop
Was Maze."
Enough."
"Old Buddha's
"Some More Samoa."
"Woolly
Bits theandWilder."
Monkey Hits."
"The
Tamer
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
8CREENIC8, SPLIT KEEL
'Troubadours of the Sky" and "Infant Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks and Skippers.
"Horseshoe and Bridal Veil" and "In a Naturalist's Garden "
"Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
"Great American Yawn" and "Getting His Angora."
"Chosen Waters". and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," six reels, with Hoax fn»r%
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep to the Devils."
Right," seven
six reels,
Taliaferro.
"Whispering
reels,withwithEdith
Conway
Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 16— "The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 16 — "What Happened to Jones." five reels, with Bryant Washburn
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 29 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept. — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sapt. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept. — "Humoresaue," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes." five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept — 3—"Little
Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct.
"Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct. 3 — "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct.
sevenreels,
reels,M. with
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct 1010 —— "The
"Deep Round-Up,
Waters, "five
Tourneur
Oct 17— "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The Married Virgin," six reels.
"Frivolous Wives, ' six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
"Taa House Without Children," sevea reels, with Richard Travcra.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC.
"A Day's Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
"The
(D. Constance
W. GriffithTalmadge.
production).
"Two Greatest
Weeks," Question"
sue reds, with
"Even as Eve," seven reds, with Grace Darling.
'The Turning Point," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"The River's End," six reels (Marshall Neilan Production).
"The Fighting Shepherdess," with Anita Stewart
'The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"The Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
"The Idol Dancer," a D. W. Griffith production.
"The Woman Gives," with Norma Talmadge.
"Polly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Don't Ever Marry," six reels, a Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Love Expert," with Constance Talmadge.
"Passion's Playground," six reels, with Katherine MacDonald
"The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita Stewart
"Yes or No," with Norma Talmadge.
"Go and Get It." Marshall Neilan production.
"The
KnifeLove,"
Man." fivea King
production.
"What Jack
Women
reels, Vidor
with Annette
Kellerman.
"The Notorious Mrs. Lisle," five reels, v/ith Katherine MacDonald.
"The Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
"46 Minutes from Broadway." with Charles Ray.
"Harriet and the Piper." five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Splendid Hazard," six reels, with Henry Walthall.
"The Perfect Woman," with Constance Talmadge.
"Married Life," five reels, with Mack Sennett cast.
"Smilin' Through," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth's Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"While New York Sleeps." with All Star Cast.
"The Face at Your Window." with All Star Cast
"My Lady's Dress," with All Star Cast
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," with All Star Cast
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
"Queen of Sheba," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Skirts," six reels, with Special Cast.
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WILLIAM FAHNUM SERUM
"Drag Scuttlers.'
Harlan."
'The
I'DARL
"The Thief."
"The
MountainCub."
Woman."
The Tiger's
TOM
"The Untamed.'
"Prairie
Trails."
The Texan."
WILLIAM
The Man Who Dared."
The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
"Dynamite Allen."
-Illltl 1
"Merely
Mary
Ann."
"Chin Toy."
"The Flame
Girl of ofMyYouth."
Heart."
"The
GEORGE
"From Now17." On."
"Number

WHITE SERIES

MIX SERIES
RUSSB-LI. SERIES

» M \*(>N

Kl

WALSH SERIMS

The Plunger."
'Dynamite
Allen "

-'•III CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride." with Eileen Percy.
'Bim," Rangers,"
with Buck with
Jones.Buck Jones.
"The^
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
'The Evcless Eden." with Eileen Percy.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
SUNSHINE COMEDI1
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love Dogs."
Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave
Toreador."
"The
Politicians."
"The
High
Cost
of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap
Jacks."
"Mary's Little Lobster."
"A
"HisWaiter's
Wife's Wasted
Caller." Life.'"
"Farmyard
Follies."
"Chase Me."
An Elephant's Nightmare."
Hold Noisy
MeLady."
Tight"
'His
Still."
'Pretty
< l.% UK LOOK COMEDIES
"Kiss Me Quick."
"The
Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MUTT \M> JEFF
League
ofRopeNations."
"A
TightEfficiency."
Romance."
"Farm
The Medicine
"Home
Brew." Man."
'Gum Shoe Work."
"A
Hard
"All Stuck Luck
Up." Santa Claus."
"Sherlock
Hawkshaw
& Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY

i \RTOONS

W. GARSSON

A Dream of Fair Women."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Dangerous
Days,"
Authors
Special.
"Trimmed with Red,"seven
five reels,
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
'The Woman and the Puppet, seven reels, with Geraldine Farrar
"The Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
'Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes* Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
'The
Truth." Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore.
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BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTION!
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebrusher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ. Jit., PRODUCTIONS
'The
"Sex,"Lone
sevenWolf's
reels, Daughter,"
with Louiseseven
Glaumreels, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
'The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"M0.0OO," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The 99,"
Dreamfive Cheater,"
J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No.
reels, withfiveJ. reels,
WarrenwithKerrigan.
'The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
'The Blue Bonnet," six reels, with Billie Rhodes.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 16 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.

'Cnpid,Whothe Had
Cowpuncher,"
*Man
Everything,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
'Girl With the Jazz Heart," five reels, witk. Madge Kennedy.
'It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists).
The Return of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
'Going Some," five reels. Rex Beach production.
'Cupid the Cowpuncher,' five reels, with Will Rogers.
The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beacb production.
The Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WKKKH
Having
a Circus."
'Air'-istocracy."
In the Glory of the Past."
Between Friends."
For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Haven*.
'A Sure Core, two reels, with Carter De Haven*.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
'A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLD WYN -Bit AY PICTOGRAPHY
in Far Away New Zealand."
tjirl Pottery Makers of the Caribbeans."
Taos Indians."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
'Colossus of Roads.'
The
'Suds."Spirit of the Birch."
'Precisely as Polly "
Legend of the Corn."
'Tupiter's Thunderbolt."

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," (even reels, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business," six reels, with Olive Tell.

GROSSMAN PICTURES. INC.
'Face to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed tkrtugk the Patht Exchange
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
'The Capitol." six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute,' six reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
'Desert
Gold,"
seven
with E. K. Lincoln.
'Rid en of the Dawn."reels,
six reels.
Sole personal manager for
GRACE HOFFMAN
CESAR NESI
TAV1E BELGE
THOMAS CONKEY
JACOB
RABIROFF
CORA TRACY
LOTTIE HORNER
EDITH BURTON
IRENE WILLIAMS
MARJORIE PRINGLE
DOROTHY SOUTH

HERALD

JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

MRS.

A.

K.

Columbia Theatre Buildm«
701 Seventh Avenue
Pnone Bryant 6462

BENDIX

^entrix jHustc bureau
NEW YORK

Sept. 18, 1920
AN

OPEN

LETTER

TO

EXHIBITORS

Managing Director, Blank Theatre, Blank.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed you will find a list of the artists whom I am sending to leading Motion Picture
Theatres.
May I not send some of them to your house ?
I can refer you to any of the gentlemen named below as to the class of my artists and my
methods of doing business.
Mr. Reisenfeld and Mr. Zuro, Rialto and Rivoli, N. Y.
Mr. Rothafel, Capitol, N. Y.
Mr. Moule, Mr. Trendle and Mr. Kunsky, Madison and Adams, Detroit
Mr. Landau, Butterfly, Milwaukee
Mr. Newman and Mr. Feld, Newman and Royal, Kansas City
Mr. Lieber, Circle, Indianapolis
Mr. McCormick, Rivoli, Toledo
Mr. Calvert, New Capitol, St. Paul
Mr. Perry, Lyric, Minneapolis
Mr. Spragg, Olympia, New Haven
I do hope to hear from you soon, for my artists could easily make your theatre from theatres

I

k°0k"

Most sincerely,

EXHIBITORS
BERT LUBIN
"Honeymoon Kanch," five reels, State Rights Feature.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
"The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast.
"The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
'Held in Trust," six reels, with May AUison.
"The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
■"The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
"The
Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes."
with All six
Starreels,
Cast. with Bert Lytell.
"The Saphead," six reels, with Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOTA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger Than Death." six reels, with Nazimova.
"The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock
" seven reels,
with Nazimova.
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 16— 'The Great Redeemer,"
six
reels,
All Star Cast,
S. I PRODUCTIONS

J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
June 20 — "Passers-By." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July IB — "Man and Hi* Wife/' six reel*, with Herbert Rawlins**.
Sept. 6— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon sad
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reel*, with Bruce Gordon and May afeAvav
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4 — "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. 1 — " One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner.
Aug. 15— "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 12 — "Felix O'Day," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 26 — "Object— Matrimony." five reel*, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov.
2
—
'The
Old ofDog,"
six reel*,
with with
John Margaret
Cumberland.
May ft— "The Gay
Miracle
Honey,"
five reels,
Sadao*.

"Love, Honor andROBERT
Obey." sixHARRON
reels, with PRODUCTIONS
All Star Cast.
"Coincidence." six reels with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLKFP PRODUCTIONS
"The
Mutiny
of
reels,AllwithStarAllCast.
Star Cast.
"The Star Rover."Elsinore,"
six reels,six with
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Truth," six reels.
'The
VeryButIdea,"
sixsixreels,
withwithTaylor
Holmes.
"Nothing
Lies,"HOPE
reels,
Taylor
Holme*.
HAMPTON
PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome," six reels
B. It. HAMPTON FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct. 31 — "TheStewart.
Money Changers." six reels, with Claire Adams and Roy
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Jane 8— "The Little
Cafe." KEENAK
five reels, with
Max Linder.
FRANK
PRODUCTIONS
May

2 — "Dollar forEDGAR
Dollar." LEWIS
five reels,PRODUCTIONS
with Frank Keenaa.
May 10 — "Sherry." seven parts, with Pat O'Malley.
Aug. 29 — "Lahoma," seven reels.
M 'II It I CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five reels, with June Caprice.
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'Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Were 1» My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tears*.
"Thoughtless Women." with Alma Rubens.
"Place of Honeymoons," with Emily Stevens and Montagu Love.
"Midnight
Gambols,"
"What Women
Want,"withwithMarie
LouiseDoroHuff.and Godfrey Tearle.
"Out of the Depths," with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms." with Gail Kane & Thurston Hall.
"Finders Keepers." with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"His Brother s Keeper," with Martha Mansfield, Roger Lytton and Gladden
James. with E. K. Lincoln.
"The Inner Voice,"
"A Moment's Madness," with Marguerite Xamante.
"Idle Hands," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
LI KB HeLI
KE'S SERIES
PILM-OSOPH1
SONNY
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
'Soldiers ot Fortune" (DwanK seven reel*.
The Luck
Mysteryof of
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard),
sn reels
"The
the theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels. R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reel*, Chea. Miller production
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
The
Stolen
Kias,"
five
reels,
Constance Binney.
"Sinner*," five reel*, with Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse Marjorie," five reel*, with Mary Mile* Minter
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Mile* Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawlcy.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Mile* Minter.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"30 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"^weet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

KNOCKOUT!!

Biggest Motion

Picture Sensation

"THE

of the Year

GREA

T

A SLOW MOTION CAMERA EXPOSE
SCAN
BASE
DAL"
BALL
Specially Posed — Not A Collection of News Weeklies
The SPEED-CAMERA used in photographing this picture shows the trickery
of crooked baseball players in dishonoring America's national pastime.
EDITED BY THE WORLD'S GREATEST BASEBALL AUTHORITY
The

Biggest One

Reel Feature

Ever Offered

DON'T WAIT TO WRITE
WIRE OR PHONE FOR TERRITORY
C.
PHONE

B.

C.

FILM

SALES
CORPORATION
JOE BRANDT, President

6212 BRYANT

1600 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK
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REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
'Brass Buttons," two reels.
Hard Luck," two reels.
'Beauty
Shop,"twotworeels.reels.
The Artist,
'Going
Straight,"
reels.
'What Next?" twotworeels.
'That Dreamer," two reels.
'Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUIIVAX WESTERNS
'My Lady Robin Hood," two reels.
The Wildcat." two reels.
The Night Rider," two reels.
The White Squaw," two reels.
A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
'Cinderella Cinders."
'Rubes and Romance," two reels.
"Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
'Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
'Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
'Squirrel Time." two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
The Hasher," one reel.
Hard Cider," one reel.
Tarred and Feathered," one reel.
'Play
Hookey."
'Professor."
one one
reel. reel.
'Getting His Goat," one reel.
'Fixing Lizzie." one reel
'Dry Cleaned." one reel.
'Kidnapper," one reel.
The Snitch," one reel.
'Moonshiner," one reel.
'Number 13," one reel.
The Pest," one reel.
'Pile Driver." one reel.
'Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
'Chicken a la King," two reels.
'Don't Chase Your Wife," two reels.
'Her FirsttwoFlame,"
•Pants."
reels. two reels.
'Her Honor the Scrublady," two reels.
'Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Vug. 15 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
\ug. SO — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 15 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Van.
)ct 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
IIILBTjRN moranti comedies
His Wedding Day," two reels.
'The Kick," two reels.
Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels.
Installment Plan," two reels.
Wild, Wild West," two reels.
Simp and Satan," two reels.
Jealousy," two reels.
Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
'Double Trouble," two reels.
Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROIBERT
She's a Vamp," two reels.
Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR pictures
The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Seo=i.e Hayakawa.
Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
Devil's Claim,"
five reels,
Hayakawa.
Notorious
Mrs. Sands,"
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
une 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
The Fertune Teller." svven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Moon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
•ug. 1 — "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
ug. 15— "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
ug. 29 — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
ept. 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Lonely South Pacific Missions."
Recruiting in the Solomons."
City of Broken Old Men."
Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Sheep
O'Leavenworth."
Sons of Salooskin."
jhosts of Romance."
ay 2— "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel,
ay 18 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
Take Doctor's Advice."
3h, You Kid!"
»y *" — "Letty's Lost Legacy." one reel,
ine 6— "Becky Strikes Out," one reel.

HERALD

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tobe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Let the theatre

i
■

I ventilation

HEATING

v/eNtil/\tiN5

specialists

Sendyou
today
howfor —
tell
Booklet 10
^PPLINQ 5y5TEM,irK. NEW y(?RK
BRANCH -1525 VINE5T. PHILA- PA, JO W. *5™ST.

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
The outstanding success in the motion picture
field today — the largest selling screen in
the world.
Distributors everywhere
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA

CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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Twice a Week News Reel

The Only One Ever Published
Exhibitors will find this catalog the handiest thing ever.
Everything for the Moving Picture Theatre, from Pins to
Projectors, from Soap to Screens — 224 pages, completely
indexed: profusely illustrated, fully descriptive.
No such catalog ever before issued.
It's a guide to up-to-date-ness.
Get Your Copy Now
We
catalog
those and
"live"
enough toareasksending
for it. this
It costs
us aonly
lot oftomoney
we
want it used wherever we send it.
To get yours just drop a card to our nearest office.
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
133 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Exchange Building,
(1442) Minneapolis

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZMCK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammersteis
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faversbam.
"The Flapper " five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt." five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, ' five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea." five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The
Point Simp
of View,"
"The Poor
" five five
reels,reels,
with with
Owen Elaine
Moore.Hammerstein.
"The Wonderful Chance." five reel*, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
'Faith of tbe Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Male of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge
"The Last of His People," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"She Loves and Lies," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The
Vengeance,"
reels,with
withEdith
Bernard
"Tn«f Seeds
Outsid*of the
Dnnr." fivefivereels,
Hallor.Durning
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content." one reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary of Success," one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man " one reel.
"The Battler and the Bottler," one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie." one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife," five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The Invisible Divorce," five reels, with special cast.
"Out of the Snows." five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels, Special Cast.
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I'HIZMA PICTURE*
*D«ata. Where It Thy Stingf" one reel
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women.*' five reeU, state r ifzht feature
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC
And
the
Cbildreo
Pay,"
sevenreelsreels, with Garrert Hughes
"Your Wife
and Mine,
five
'Human
Passions,"
five 'reels
The Red Viper," six reels, with (sBtMtl Hugnrs
"It
Hsppened
in Psris."
'Broken
Hearts."
five reelsfive reels
lohnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
•ept. 1 — "His Majesty, tbe American," eight reels, with Douglas Fsirbsnbs
Oct. 80— "Broken Blossoms." «ix reels, D. W Griffith production.
Dec 20 — "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglss Fsirbsnki
fsn. 18 — "Pollyanna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. J6 — "Down on the Farm" (Sennett). five reels.
May 28 — "Romance." eight reels with Doris Keane.
lune 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Tune 87 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
■ Sept.
f.— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
1
UNIVKRSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Hsrry Carey.
"Girl in Room 89," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose." five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"Everything
But thefiveTruth,"
five reels,
"A Tokio Tiren,"
reels, with
Tsuru Lyons
Aoki. and Moran.
"Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with HarTy Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
'Blue Streak McCoy." five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The Right to Happiness," eight reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
'Forbidden," six reels, with Mildred Harris.
"Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Stroheim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscills Dean
Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Holism snd the Woman." »ix reels.
"The Vice of Fools," five reels.
"The Prey," six reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Msster Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Prsmotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher." five reels
\ M . GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Garter
Girl," five
"Bab's
Candidate."
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble." five reels.
"The Whisper Market," five reels.
HARRY T. SIOREY PICTURES
"The Sea Rider " five reels.
"The Gauntlet." five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUP EH -FEATURES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." seven reels (lames Oliver Cur wood 1
"Dead Men Tell
No
Cast. Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All Sul
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terriss Production).
LAKH Y SHIMON COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter." two reels.
"The Grocery Clerk," two reels
"The
FlyDays."
Cop," two
two reels.
reels.
"School
"Solid Concrete."
two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reels.
reels.
"The Jonah
Decorator."
CURRENT SERIALS
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign." with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK,
"The Screaming
with Ben Wilson and Neva
PATHE, "Daredevil
Jack," withShadow,"
Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies," with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold." with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
PATHE— "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbe
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger,"' with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers, with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige
VITAGRAPH, 'The Veiled Mystery." with Antonio Moreno.
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of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.
The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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"Belter than 'The Heart of Humanity1
because it is so human and true to life" .
— Exhibitors Herald
"There isn't a moment when it doesn't
—M. P. News
focus attention".
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NOTICE
REGARDING

Robert
DIRECTOR

Ellis
AND

ACTOR

YOU
are hereby notified that
'ROBERT
ELLIS is bound by
contract to render his exclusive services to us in directing and acting in
the production of motion pictures for
a period which does not expire until
September 8th, 1921, or if we exercise
the options upon his future services
contained in that contract, until September 8th, 1924.
We

shall take whatever

steps may

prove

necessary to protect and enforce our exclusive rights under that
contract by appropriate proceedings
for an injunction and damages, not
only against Mr. Ellis, but also
against any person, firm or corporation which may seek to induce him
to violate his contract obligations
or which may attempt to profit by
their violation.

SELZNICK

PICTURES

CORPORATION
MYRON

SELZNICK

729 Seventh

Ave.,

New

-

President
York

City
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T¥0

DDODUCpONS
ff either or both of these pictures
have
you

not yet played
owe

your theatre

it to yourself

then now. They

to book

will really build

business for you.

A THEATRE

THOUGHT;

your lobby is important
your music, your ushers,
your furnishings are alt
important but rememberthey serve only a&the frame
for your screen cWky spend
afortune on the frame and
stint on the picture?

"SUDS'
Jrom the Charter Jrohman Production
"Op 0'me71iumobyyredeiickfenn
and Richard !Pryce3irected by
<fack 'Dillon. Screen Adaptation
by Watdemar Qbung. Photograph
ed by Charles kosher:

POLLYANNA

Jrom Qeanor%$hrten Jamous Stove!
'S&lyanna' ^Published by the 9age
Company. Md the Jour Jet Comedy
by Catherine Chisholm Gushing*
Screen Adaptation bu Jranoes Marion
UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MAKV PTCKFOHD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D.Ttf GRIFFITH
H12AM A5£AM? Presided

'9hatograplied by Charles %xher

EXHIBITORS

HE

October 30, 1920

R A L 11

PRODUCTIONS

Everij theatre, everywhere can
use the tonic that a Fairbanks
picture brings to the box-office.
Mere are three splendid offerings
for your patrons.
THE

//
//

MOLLYCODDLE

Story by Harold Mac Grath ■ Scenario by Tom Geraghty

WHEN

HIS

THE

CLOUDS

MAJESTY,

J\ Theatre

THE

ROLL

BY

AMERICAN

Thought:

Usually when you find out WHY
a picture is offered to you at a
low price you find out WHY you
should'nt book it.

ISTS
MARY

PICK FORD
I

COPPOPATI

CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HI RAM ABRAMSi BPESIDENT

• D.W.GW^|||I||||

J

October 30, 1920

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

PRODUCTIONS

A Griffith picture is always a
bit of hurnanity,exquisitely
screened, be the theme qreat
or small, it is always deeply
human-and

there lies the secret

of the power of these pictures.

OW
FL
from theE
Collier's LO
Veekly
Story black
beach'
byER
Pal ph."
Stock
VE
TH

"BROKEN

BLOSSOMS"

A THEATRE

THOUGHT:

There is only one thing that can lose
costumers for you-the kind of picture
you shov Vou settle it yourself
vhen you do your booking.

UNITED AQTISTS
CORPORATION
MADY PICKFOR.D - '^CHARLIE CMAPUN
D.W. GRIFFITH
DOUGLASU I nFAIRBANKS
AM ABBAMS, PftESIDENT

7

■I

Exclusive

rigit

sensatiora
stories

by

Marcel
Famous

Fox

French

author

Fiend

Cr\m\

of Fiends/

'The first episode
will
FANTOMAS

and

Balfour
a cast

noted

Fir

^llain

Chronicler oFihe exploits
of Fantomas

Sva

ar

of

of
be

released

immediately

following

ihe

last

players

13!'
bride
of*
epi
e
are suppliee
bra
Fox sod
nches
with

forms

and

CONTRACT
Scenario
EDWARD

you

can

NOV

and Direction by
SEDGWICK

m

:

these
; : e
v

c 1 1 v

e

owned

nporation

mas

wcidlist

'es

par

excellence

comm.

nd

American

Brand
FOX

new

production
nearingf

SERIAL

at
New

OX
si

ENTERTAINMENTS

made!

Fox

1921

now

completion
Studios

York

City
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Better

Presentation

Business

Booking

Motion

Picture

Theatres

Exclusively

Singers
Vaudeville

Acts

Head-Line
Direct

from

the

Largest

We

Circuits

Furnish

Jazz

/
Remember
Mr. Exhibitor,
We
No

Can

Change

Theatre

Too

Men

Wire
Will

Features

in the
Bands

World
and

Orchestras

>
that

Your

Acts

Weekly

Small

No
Write,

\

or Phone

Theatre
and

One

Too

Large

of Our

Call and Explain Our
tion Thoroughly

Road

Proposi-

V.

Suite
Phone

State 5893

J

A, 13th

Floor, Masonic

Temple

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Adolph
Zukor
PRESENTS
A
George
Fitzmaurice
PRODUCTION
Idols of
Mae Murray
David Powell
By Ouida Bergere
Loi e sons
not. late
not. ye flowing
of clay.
Thing* that are born to fade and
fall auay!"
THESE
two had
illusions—andloved
found themselves stripped of hope and
happiness.
The drama of their regeneration is profound and vital in
human interest, and staged
more lavishly and beautifully"
than "The Right to Love" and
"On With the Dance."
& (paramount Gpiclure
wg-uaarnmiwl

Jesse

George

L Lasky

Presents

PRODUCTION
Melford's

Id
Was

My
This

His

Wife
Wife?

THIS WOMAN, poised, beautiful
and grave the ignorant Indian he
had married to humble his proud
family ?
And what had happened to turn
this savage into a lady, and to turn
him into a soulless thing?
Something tremendous and
heart-stirring !
It is the great applause picture
of the new season !

Pram The Translation
Savagr"Parker
bv
Sirrif .1Gilbert
Scenario by
Frank Condon

!

ELIZABETH
DE RS
JEANS
GE
TI
Jyrtle

O'BECTEO Bf
ROY
CLEMENTS
AT'
CO

Stedman,Lawson
and TinaModotti

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 fifth Avenue. New KbrkGtv
OvtribuUng through PATHE [xchange, Incorporalai

Butt

One man alone, in all the city, had seen her soul.
He knew her, — and she hated him for it!
How this exotic flower of a girl, — a languorous
creature of whim and mood and fire, — remade her
life to win the man she loved is told in a story which
for sheer dramatic intensity has seldom been equalled.
With a splendid cast of players, including Myrtle Stedman, Lawson Butt and Tina Modotti, and
with production investiture of the very highest order,
"The picture.
Tiger's Coat" may truly be t ailed a worth*
■while

-AM

IRVIN

WILLAT
PRODUCTION

V.

irt

%m

T-Ufc W€LL

VilM^y TODD'

KNOWN

BOOK)

WILLAT

PR,ODU©TIOf\)<?

Jby PNAX/£<rr@OTT.

Here

is a picture which

moves

at

a rapid pace from

one

climax

building up

to another,

suspense

and, dramatic

until there; is achieved

stirring

tension,
a climax

as big, — as gripping, — as vital as
has ever been seen upon the silversheet. Never for an instant is
the interest of the audience

per-

mitted to lag, for the picture is
so real, — so true in it's presentation that each one who sees it
will veritably live through

each

situation with the artists who enact it. Irvin V. Willat, — who made
"Behind

The

The Surface"
other

Door"

and "Below

as well as a host of

productions

of a similar

calibre, — has never

created

belter picture.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Rfth Avenue. Ttew York City

a

HN<2.
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WISE

MEN

They Dared to Pay the Highest
Price Ever Asked for a Serial, Because Their Judgment and Showmanship Told Them It Was the
Biggest Cleanup of the Year.
NEW YORK
AND NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
PioneerCITY.
Film STATE
Corporation.
126
West
Forty-Sixth
ILLINOISSimon and Toffler. St.. New York.
Selected Films. Inc.
208 Consumers Bldg.. Chicago
OHIO AND
MICHIGAN
Standard
Film Service.
Sloan Building. Cleveland.
INDIANA
H. Llober and Co
24 West Washington St.. Indianapolis.
MINNESOTA.
WISCONSIN.
NORTHCircuit
AND ofSOUTH
DAKOTA
FirstLoeb
National
the Northwest.
409
Arcade.Exhibitors
Minneapolis.
EASTERN MetroPENNSYLVANIA
Film Exchange, AND SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
1339 Vine St.. Philadelphia.
WESTERNStandard
PENNSYLVANIA
AND WEST VIRGINIA
Film Exchange.
412 Ferry St.. Pittsburg.
NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA. GEORGIA. Ff .IDA,
ALABAMA
_, „ of. „,Virginia,
,.
First East
National
Circuit
904
BroadExhibitors
St.. Richmond.
KENTUCKY
AND TENNESSEE
Associated
First National
National Theatre
Building.Pictures.
Louisville.
MISSOURIRichards
AND and
KANSAS
Flynn.
Film Exchange Building. Kansas City.
DELAWARE. WASHINGTON AND VIRGINIA
MARYLAND,
Sam Flax,
Liberty
FilmWashington.
Exchange, D. C.
916 G St.,
TEXAS, Specialty
OKLAHOMA
AND
ARKANSAS
Company.
107 South Film
St Paul
St.. Dallas.
All Sales Made by GEORGE H. HAMILTON
Publicity and Exploitation Direction of T. 0. ELTONHEAD

A

MAMMOTH

0
OF
Scenario

Directed

MASTERPIECE

SUPREME
DIRECTIOIM
WORLDS RIGHTS CONTROLLED
by ROY somerville
BY DAVID P. HO WELLS
729 SEVENTH AVE.
by HARRY
REVIER

f

I

FEDERATED

/ x

EXCHANGE?

'Present'
by

BESSIE
THE

?TAR

LOVE

OFATHOUSAND

"BONNIE

PER?ONAUTE?

MAY"

iOUl?
DODGE
CHAPLE9 9CftIE>NEfl'S' TON?
AN

ANDREW

J. CALLA0HM

PRODUCTION

FEDERATED
FILM
EXCHANGE?
or AMERICA
Inc.
W.E.9HALLEN&EGGGR., GGN.MGR.

2 20

NEW YORK4Qnd9T.
WE9T

BONNIE

IDA

MAY

A

THAT

fA&ITC

KEMAGKAbLE

WIU,

PROVE

A

MAT

^JOSTJPH

PHOTO

BOX

DE

GEASVE

;

DRAMA.

OFtflCE

9ENSBTI0K

ft

Viptdr

Kppmpr

Production

R
DS FOStreet
TAN
^^SW.
130
46th
New
York
City

ALBERT

E

SMITH

presents

CORIKKE

GRIFFITH

BROADLY

BUBBLE1

THE

Bft©AB>W8Sr

BIPiBUi

BROADWAY! Broadway, with its great, gushing tides of pleasure-bound humanity; its myriad lights, its roar — its clatter hd
lure in every sound and sight of it. Broadway, the heart of Pleasureland — that's what Adrienne coveted. She wanted it atrr
feet, her dainty brocaded and satin shod feet, so nimble in the dance. She yearned for the applause that was to feed the flame ofpi
peacock vanity. A home, a life of ease, the love of a good man — all would she sacrifice on the altar of her tawdry ambition.
Not so with Drina. New York itself, any part of it, was the Paradise she sought, even though to gain it she ha<|
masquerade as her twin sister.
Fate forced her to masquerade as the wife of her twin sister's husband.
The stage was set. Circumstances conspired with the modest little wren-like Drina to carry out her sister's wish witht
stepping over the line that she had drawn about her irreproachable morals.
The husband was fooled. Adrienne and Drina tip
selves
were
fooled!
But
Destiny
sat,
grim
and
undeceived,
and
on
the
opening
night of "The Broadway Bubble" set their
world crashing down about them.
The spectator is entirely oblivious of Corinne Griffith from the first flash to the final fade-out of this remarkable picture
sees only magnificent Adrienne and modest Drina playing their game against Fate.
Masterful Double Exposure — Impressive Settings — Elaborate Gowning
A Vitagraph Production
Directed by George L. Sarj|
From the story by Leon Gordon Giltner, in Young's Magazine

-COLE
/ON
ROBE
p RT
P. E/
E NT/

ROBERT/ON-COLE
✓ UPER--/*PEC!A

WILLIAM
CHRISTY
CABANNE5
POWERFUL
HUMAN
DOCUMENT

Si

w

sa

A tremendous conflu
forces, seen ana an
which by its universal
the spectator t
holds
led, arid inspires a)
deeper and more comj
than mere fascinalu

IN

EVERY

FOOT!

RAZEE

DMEDIES
rU REMEDY

FOB

YOUR

COMEDY

U- 2,000 FEET OF BUBBLING,
JUSTING JOY— IN DOSES
OF
OK A MONTH.
by
(songlly

Directed

H ST RELEASE

UUQ

—

OCT.

3**

BED

TIME'
FRAIEE

FILM

PRODUCTIONS
RIVERSIDE
CALIFORNIA
OFFICE
117 N.W. Y.46th
Street
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EXHIBITORS
The

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

I' :":'! 1

Facts

Circulation
'

Alone

Convince

Circulation arguments
never convincing.

are sometimes

interesting but

The expert space buyer is hardly at all interested in circulation arguments, but is very keenly interested in circulation
facts.
Circulation-wise, the facts are very gratifying to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

PITTSBURGH:

57

follows as
receive:

the

to

4

exhibitors
trade

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors Trade Review
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World
Wid's

has

report

papers

as

they

53
30
24
16
8

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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MAN
O'
WA
THE GREATEST VICTORY OF STRENGTH, R
GAMENESS
FECTION IN ALL HISTORY
TWELVE CAMERA MEN HAVE RECORDED
THE WORLD. IT WILL BE SHOWN

THE

EVENT

EXCLUSIVELY

"TH

E

WIN
AND
ANIMAL S
PERWHICH

STIRRED

IN

RAC

E

EVERY
OF

DETAIL PICTURED, THE WHOLE
SHOWN,
ARACE
GE"
T
ANDH
THE E
REASON WHY TOLD
BY

ABSOLUTELY
ON

THE

THE

SLOW
MOST

MOTION

DRAMATIC

SPECTACLE

EVER

SHOWN

SCREEN— ONE THAT WILL STIR EVERY MAN, WOMAN
AND CHILD WITH RED BLOOD IN THEIR VEINS.

WARNING!
THIS picture was made under exclusive contract with the owners of Kenilworth Park,
Windsor, Ontario, where the great race was run.
Not a camera — motion picture or still — except the ones in the hands of the twelve
men who photographed "The Race of the Age" was admitted to the track. There is no
possibility that any other motion picture can offer even the slightest bit of actual views
of the race.
Exhibitors should guard against make-shift reels, composed of scenes of the two
horses in previous races in which they have separately engaged — this has been their sole
meeting.
Thousands will demand to see this picture — but they will know the genuine.
Wonderful results have been obtained in making "The Race of the Age." It will be
the box-office triumph of the year. You should watch the papers for the detailed announcement.
Every newspaper in the world carries columns regarding this race. Every one of your
patrons knows of this event — "The Race of the Age."
IR.QlQcis'Qd by
Wire

Your

Exchanges

EDIif*XTTOT>fM

FTLM

^"""EXCHANGES,
729 Seventh ^4ve. JYew INC.
76rA

^

Watch

For

Release

E. W.

HAMMONS
THE
presents

\jears
jhe
Comedy

C/reatest
SIMP

SUPERVISED

BY JACK WHITE

IN tliis picture Lloyd Hamilton raises comedy
to a new height of art. He establishes
himself as the premier fun star of the world.
In "Duck Inn" he touched new well springs
of mirth. In "Dynamite" he made laughs
where they had never been before. In "The
Simp" he will leave a longing in every patron
— for more like it.
Mermaids mean merriment. Until they're in
your
theatre
your can
patrons
two reel
comedies
be. won't know what
HolQOS'Qd

by

edmcatiojNm:
EXCHANGES,
INC.
729 Seventh ^Jvq. Jfew Tdrk.

■

This

makes

it

unanimou

s

it WO.-

sua. .&k
£L

To Harry A. Sherman
credit for a brand new

belongs the
idea in the

marketing of moving pictures. Mr.
Sherman, a very active independent,
has a plan whereby he finances his own
pictures as well as all accessories for
marketing, including lithographs and
lobby displays, so that the exchange
makes
has

no payment until the actual delivery of the positive print. The plan
much in its favor and with the

energy and showmanship
for which
Mr. She rma
s well known it should
prove a distinct success.

Trail blazers, p

y..

-.

.

'Sherman

is

right"

^fere

boxoffi.

is a big

attmdin

elemental

extra

drama

ordinal

■

*

m

(si

®

ftflDUUTJl
(3
¥
0
©

presents

(?)

MAN

Startling
suspense

&WOMAN

in

story

-With

IVritten and directed
in? CHARLES

A'LOGUE

and

action

* Supreme

a cast of distinguished

in

players

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING - 1476 BROADWAY
NEW

YORK

-

. >

The
for

second
the

•

attraction

season

of

presented

Hi

READY

NOW

A

thrilling international drama of love

mystery

and

intrigue

Q\rith a cast of distinguished
screen personalities *

directed

by B*A*ROLFE

Written by CHARLES

lQio-ig^i

by

ft h

>
,^

^

A\LOGUE-

release

EXHIBITORS
YOU

CAN GET

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK.
Presents

OLIVE

John

THOMAS
in
Ltjnch's

uDirected
Everybody's
Sweetheart
bu Laurence
Trimble "

THIS splendid photoplay of the Polyanna type
year's work
of a new thousand
firstcountless
Thomas' and
Mus Selznick
was
s of
for Mr
admirers wherever motion pictures are shown.
Into it she put her most enthusiastic artistry — for
Miss Thomas was looking forward to the greatest
year of her brilliant career.
It is the that
entireFate
motion
picturetheindustry's
misfortune
decreed
release grave
to be
her lait.
"EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART" is now
available for booking in Select Exchanges throughout the country.
Other Selznick Pictures for which Miss
Thomas will be lovingly remembered
"Upstairs and Down"
are : —
"The
Bride''
"The Spite
Glorious
Lady"
"Out Yonder"
"Footlights and Shadows"
"Youthful Folly"
"The Flapper"
"Darling Mine"

ktober 30. 1920
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EXHIBITORS
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Review

as

a

this picture/

crczlore

of* the

type

that

and Afix famous"

Hart

made
this

cf

action

western
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is a first
bet "
J.S. ciass
DIKERSON
in the
MOTION PICTURE *IEWS
OCTOBER 25 , I920 ♦ t

9*

ALLENE
in

RAY

DON

!/ J^ast

avid

th r^itlina

-perfect

in

story

and

direction

BERT
LtlBIN
l-*7<5
B ROADWAY
TSTE"^
TELEPHONE

STATE

YORK
BRYANT
327 1

RIGHTS
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EXHIBITORS

INDIANA

AND

You

Can

BOX

ILLINOIS

Now

Get

CONWAY

The

OFFICE
Ever

TEARLE

WARD

"SHE
EDITH

EXHIBITORS

Three

Greatest

WINNERS

Offered

You

in

"WHISPERING
FANNIE

October 30, 192

HERALD

DEVILS"

in

PLAYED

TALIAFERRO

"KEEP

PAID"

in

TO

All Equity. Pictures

AND

THE

....

RIGHT"

That Means

100% Productions

Each picture is hacked by
ofi e
r.naranf
YrkiiK
1 UUr VJUd.r
cUll.e
Publicit
y, Exploitation Ideas
and Advertising accessories that guarantee success. — Our organization, including the Publicity Department, is at your command for
any assistance you may need. — Our policy is Service after the sale.

W rite us — Wire

G0LL0S

us — But

Get

these

Winners

ENTERPRISES,

110 S. State Street
Distributors of Equity Pictures

INC.

Chicago,

Illinois
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HYPNOTISM
H

menace

- A

revealed

HERALD

monster
in the

J

of the

vivid

1

story

human
of

will

today

-

H
Story and scenario by
N* BREWSTER
MORSE
•

Directed
With

by GEORGE
an

EVERETT

Star Cast*

Every man, woman
America will want

and child in
to see it »

(IkeGgnarlt

(orporahon
D.J.H LEVETT President
40 West
Street.
New York-

NOW

READY

Releasing arrangements dill be announced k
in a forthcoming issue of this publication,
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J. E. Spragg, Olympia Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
"I believe that a movement of 'his kind, guaranteeing so much
for the individuality and advancement of the independent exhibitor, should not only be grasped by all, both as an extremely profitable means of investment and as a sure means of protection, but
as the first positively practicable exhibitor plan yet conceived."
THAT'S A REASON WHY
Hherell

5,000,000

be a Franchise

everywhere

Read

It thrilled millions when
Home Companion.

This

it appeared

Story!

in serial form in The Woman's

It has since been published in novel form and is one of the day's best *
sellers.
Your

patrons have all read or know
to see it.
Your

audiences

of the story and will be anxious

are ready made

Louis B. Mayer
presents
Mildred

in
Harris

Chaplin

"Old
Dad"
From the novel by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott
Adapted to the screen by
J. Grubb Alexander and Madge Tyrone
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham
Photography by Pliny Goodfriend
Art Director, Earle Sibley
A First
National
Attraction

EXHIBITORS

October 30, 1920

HERALD

lal. Opperman, Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, III.

31

I bought a First National Franchise because I made money on
>ery run — because we have never been disappointed in any of
->ur pictures — because we receive first-class productions, directors,
ars, workmanship — because we have confidence the service and
lality we have received will be continued with the best pictures,
leaper and profits bigger."

THAT'S A REASON WHY

There'll be a Franchise

It's

a

Big

everywhere

Audience

Picture!

■rought up in a private school, she was kept in ignorance of what
er mother was.
he wanted to surprise her mother and found her home
:sort.

a famous

(orrified, she flees, but the underworld reaches out to drag her
own to the level of her mother.
:orned, an outcast, she battles the world alone — and wins fame and
ve.
ut her heritage comes up to dispoil that love — and she is forced to
attle anew.
ow your audiences will thrill to this young girl's struggles in
ouis B. Mayer's presentation of

Anita

Stewart

in

Sowing

the

Wind

From the play by Sydney Grundy
Directed by John M. Stahl.
A First

&t*rOb
to
&M
*
"^^^ cK
1■

National
Attraction

EXHIBITORS
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EDITORIAL fe>
EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
417 S DEARBORN STCHICAGO
ILLHARRISON Q24$
NEW YORK OFFICE
1476 BROADWAY
TEL BRYANT SlTt
MARTIN

HERALD

ALL EDITORIAL ^
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICACO
OFFICE

<W?th which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 90SBno#DK4r ■ tzl 66010

EXHIBITORS

PUBLISHER.

J-aUIGLEY
NEWS OF THE WEEK

Marcus Lot-w Will Dispose of Theatres Under
1,800 Seats
Syndicate Purchases L. W. Brophy Theatres in
Oklahoma
Gore and Lesser Figure in $1,000 Film Deal at
Los Angeles
Binghamton Exhibitors Willing to Pay Expense
of Sunday Ballot
Oklahoma Is Facing Long Fight on Blue LawQuestion
F"ilm
Companies
Pay $15,000,000 Annually as
Express
Charges
Two Americanization Films Completed by Metro
and Fox
Stoll of England to Issue First Film in U. S.
January 1
Black Issues Long Denial of Hotel Astor TestiPrepare
for Flight on Censorship Move in
Missouri
Thousands of Dollars Invested in Sets for Von
Stroheim Film
United Kingdom Producers Offered American
Market by Pioneer
One County With Thirty-six Towns Has No
Picture Theatre
Associated
Exhibitors Has Acquired "The Devil"
for Distribution

37
37
37
38
39
39
40
41
mony 43
43
44
45
46
48

Dinner
of Appreciation of Edjfor's 48
Fight IsonExpression
Censorship
Organization of Educational Exchange System
Is Completed
51
First National Franchises in New England Total
120
53
REVIEWS
"Sins
Rozanne," Paramount D, fivf parts, with 85
Ethelof Clayton
"Convict
13," Metro C, two parts, with Buster 85
Keaton
"A Romantic Adventuress," Paramount D, five
parts, with Dorothy Dalton
86
"Everybody's
Sweetheart,"
Selznick
D,
five
parts,
with Olive Thomas
86
"The Toreador," Gump cartoon, two parts
"The Branded Woman," First National D, five
parts, with Norma Talmadge
"The Discarded Woman."
Hallmark D. five
parts, with Grace Darling
"Peaceful Valley," First National D, seven parts,
with Charles Ray

S*o*cripti»n

Prices

86
87
87
88

United

States, Cuba, Canada,
Hawaii, t3-SO
Portoa Rico
Year

EDITOR.

"The Soul of Youth," Realart D, six parts, with
special cast
88
"Food for Scandal," Realart D, five parts, with
Wanda Hawley
89
"Up She Goes," Gump cartoon, two parts
89
"The Kentucky Colonel," Hodkinson D, six parts,
with Joseph J. Dowling
89
"Body
and
Soul,"
Metro
D,
six
parts,
with
Alice
Lake
90
"A Flivver Wedding," Federated C, two parts,
with Monty Banks
90
"Beneath
the Sceptre of the Silent Snows," Globe 90
Trots scenic
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
55 to 63
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
91
What the Picture Did for Me
93 to 98
Chicago Trade Events
107, 108
With the Procession in Los Angeles
109
Guide to Current Pictures
110 to 114
ADVERTISERS
Associated Producers
1
Bass Camera Company
108
Capital Film Company
26
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
80
<Collins
Celebrated
Players
F'ilm Corporation .... 102 to 114
105
Studios
Company
J. B. Dibelka Company
108
Eastman Kodak Company
113
Educational Films Corporation
21. 22
Exhibitors Supply Company
113
Famous Players-I.asky Corporation
Insert
Fanark Corporation
29
Federated Exchanges, Inc
16, 17
First National Booking Association
10
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.. 30, 31, 33, 34
Fox Film Corporation
8, 9
F razee "Film Productions ..;
19
Gollos Enterprises, Inc
28
Greater Stars Productions, Inc
106
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. .11, 12, 13, 95, 97, 98
David P. Howells, Inc
14, 15
Victor Kremer
18
Bert Lubin
27
Monsoon Cooling System
114
George Mooser
91
National Carbon Company
115
Pathe Exchange. Inc
116
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation .... Insert
Selznick Enterprises
4 and Insert
Sherman Productions Corporation
23 to 25
Typhoon Fan Company
108
United Artists Distributing Corporation.... 5 to 7
Universal Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
Vitagraph, Inc
92. Insert and 64, 67, 69, 70,
79. 82. 86 88, 90, 93, 95, 96, 99, 100. 101, 108, 109
A. F. Williams
108
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is Theatre, Ko\omo, Ind.
' rt are greatly pleased at hating obtained the sub-franchise for
c city, for we hate confidence in First National product. We
h e been using First National pictures since inception and all
I e proved successful." THAT'S A REASON WHY
Hherell

be a Franchise

"His

everywhere

— New York Tribune
Best
Picture!"
That's what the Critics say
of Arthur S. Kane's
presentation of

Charles
in

"Peaceful
PICTURE WITHOUT A FLAW
"We could not see a flaw in the picture.
Jerome Storm is to be credited for the delightful way in which the story is told. It
is worthy of Griffith. The photography is
of a marvelous beauty, so that the eye is
delighted at every turn. The way the picture is presented is new and fascinating.
Charles Ray formance.
hasBut ofnever
givenhe a isbetter
course
alwaysper-a
marvel of naturalness and charm. One
seldom sees such a uniformly good supporting cast. The story is nicely tempered
melodrama." — New York Tribune.
WINS LAUREL LEAF
The audience at the Strand gave the
picture the laurel leaf of applause, a coveted prize for any picture. Charles Ray is
his
old
Mail. zestful, bucolic self." — New York
ENTERTAINING, UNFORGETABLE
"In 'Peaceful Valley' you will see yourselves, and your sons and your brothers —
better than they ever were. This is why a

Ray

Valley"
picture with Charles Ray in it is entertaining and unforgetable. His plots become
becauseTimes.
he is character in action."
—genuine
New York
RAY IS INIMITABLE
"The former Sol Smith Russell play has
been given a thorough course of Charles
Rayism. and comes forth a strongly melodramatic but equally entertaining story.
Charles Ray has given his own inimitable
self to his role and 'Peaceful Valley' will
surely
ican. entertain you." — New York AmerAMUSING AND THRILLING
" 'Peaceful Valley' has many amusing as
well
as thrilling moments." — New York
Telegram.
GENUINE AND LOVABLE
"Charles Ray is inevitably identified with
the small town youth and in becoming so
has rendered an immeasurable service to
the films. His singular personal charm
would make any character seem genuine
and loveable." — New York Globe.

Sol. Smith Russell's great stage success — a comedy
drama of the country boy by Edward E. Kidder
Directed by Jerome Storm
Photographed by Chester Lyons
Adapted by Isabel Johnston

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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C. A. Smith, Queen, Sherman, Star Theatres
Chillicothe, Ohio
"I was among the first to buy a First National Franchise and
consider it the best asset to our theatre in film service. All First
National releases are lop notchcrs. Any exhibitor owning a franchise has the satisfaction of knowing that he does not have to bid
for the service next season after establishing the product in his
house." THAT'S A REASON WHY
Hherell

Takes

be a Franchise

the

everywhere

Coast

by

Critics unite in praising as a Mighty

Storm!

Picture

The Mayflower Photoplay Corporation's presentation of

The

"In

Allan

Dwan

Production

the A stirring
Heart
of
special from the epic
drama ofa
American Life by William Allen White

Fool"

Directed by Allan Dwan

FILM

OF UNUSUAL

What
FORCE

the newspapers

" In the Heart of a Fool,' Allan Dvvan's latest production, is a film of unusual force, in which is shown across section of life. A tine director, Mr. Dwan has
presented here, with consummate artistry, a transcript of
life with its love, its sadness, its good and its bad characters. An excellent cast was selected." — Los Angeles
Examiner.
STRIKINGLY

UNUSUAL

" In the Heart of a Fool,' Allan Dwan's diatribe against
unwise marriages, is (Sriffithesque in its beauty of detail
and
humanness
of characterization.
Anna
Q. Xilsson's
blonde
beauty glows
brilliantly in the
characterization
of the Lorelei. There are many tense and exciting situations, including an explosion in a mine, the killing of
the fool, a wonderful mob scene and many others. The
plot is strikingly unusual and the artistry of its screening is another leaf in the wreath surrounding Allan
Dwan's directorial brow." — Los Angeles Record.

A

FIRST

say :
CHARACTERS

ARE

REAL

"Revealing thread by thread the warp and woof of tl
fabric of modern life, Allan Dwan has frankly portravc
both its evil aspects and its golden quality. There is i
excellent cast which has succeeded in bringing reality
the characters. But throughout, the touch of the ab
director is apparent. He has handled the delicate situ
tions artistically ; he has included little touches of hum;
kindliness in happy contrast with the tense and oft<
terrific climaxes." — Los Angeles Express.
ACTING

IS PERFECT

"Allan Dwan again demonstrates his remarkable dramat
power and he has built a vibrant and enthralling pictu
from 'In the Heart of a Fool.' It is a drama of genuii
artistry, direct and gripping, devoid of artificial sens
tion. Mr. Dwan selected a superb cast of players and tl
acting is perfect." — Los Angeles Examiner.

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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COMMENT
By

OF

MARTIN

Measuring
THE

industry has been proceeding on the

*■ theory that the cost of a picture, if kept
ithin rational bounds at all, is a matter of
nail importance, provided only that the resultig picture is a good one.
The idea seems to be widespread that praccally any production cost is justifiable if a
ermine attraction is accomplished.
All of this is a rank economic fallacy.
The cost of manufacture in this industry.
I keeping with the rule that governs every
:her industry, must be held within certain
efinite bounds if an economic stability is to be
aintained.
It is true that the possible revenue of a
lotion picture is difficult to forecast, but, conary to the thought that seems to exist in varies quarters, it certainly is not limitless, in
ly case.
The cost of motion picture production must
s pulled back within certain definite bounds;
ie present madcap mounting up of production
)sts can lead only to disaster.
* * *

RESPONSIBILITY for the existing profligate expenditure of money upon producon may be properly placed upon the shoulders
: the director.
The director has sponsored and nursed the
ea that a few thousand dollars more or less
ean nothing at all when

a good picture is

•oduced. As the real captain of the good ship
xpenditure, he has sailed at a wild pace. By
•omise
:rewed
-iction,
ises to

and by threat he has continually
up his allotment of finances for proand, in a sufficiently large number of
make the matter thoroughly serious,

f has handled large sums of money in a
anner not unlike that of a drunken sailor tossg coins to a newsboy.
The industry thus far has escaped the rocks
: insolvency in the same

way that a spend-

J

THE
< QJJ

the

I G

WEEK
L E Y

Director

thrift remittance-man is kept from starvation,
by succeeding in continually getting his remittance increased. But the gross income of this
industry is not subject to continual increases on
any large scale — and certainly no increase sufficient to keep pace with the present riotously
advancing production costs.
It is time to begin checking up. The day
has arrived when the director must be measured up, not only by the quality of the picture
he produces, but also by the cost of that picture.
S|C 2|£ 2|i
TX instances without number the director has
been utterly negligent of every rightful consideration ofexpense. In these cases the impelling idea is not obscure; the director, thinking only of his professional reputation in an
industry which generally has failed to consider
the cost, as well as the picture, has gone on
hurling money right and left, aiming only to
build a great name for the day he would be
seeking a salary advance or a new connection.
Frequently the producer has stupidly fallen
in line with this procedure. The director who
is notorious for extravagance is not unpopular
with the producer; in fact, he has been very
much sought after, the idea seeming to be that,
regardless of expense, the burden could be
easily passed on to the exhibitor and, finally,
to the public.
But now the exhibitor generally is paying
an equitable rental and any substantial increase
in theatre admission charges would be extremely perilous.
The requirement which the industry now
faces is a better administration of the revenue
it is receiving.
The place to begin effecting this better
administration is with the director, whose work
must be viewed on the dual consideration of
the quality of the picture and the cost of making it.
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Rumors of a country-wide l)ooking
agency invading Chicago have been going
the rounds for some time.
* * *
This was strengthened by the report
that Jules Mastbaum of the National
Booking Company, Philadelphia, would
attend "an important conference in Chicago with men representing large interests in motion
picture
theatres."
When
approached
on the
subject
Aaron Jones,
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, said he knew
nothing about the proposed booking combine and that Jones. Linick & Schaefer
would not be a party to it. Harry Ascher,
of Ascher Brothers, denied knowledge of
Mastbaum's
visit and said it was all news
to
him.
* * *
A nice, tidy little sum was collected by
Uncle Sam from the exhibitors of the
country, according to the last report just
made public. The taxes aggregated $76,733,647. for admissions, and $4,381,000 on
the rental of films.
* * *
And speaking of war taxes, honest exhibitors, etc. a U. S. official stepped into
John
Frundt's
on North
Clark
street, Chicago, thetheatre,
other night
and handed
him $'.».">.
he quarterly
stated Johnremittance.
had overpaid on which
his last
* » *
Joseph L. Friedman, president of the
Federated Film Exchanges called a meeting of the directors in New York last
Friday, Oct. 15, at which A. L. Kahn.
Kansas City; J. E. Pearce, New Orleans;
D. J. Chatkin. Harry Charnas. Cleveland :
Arthur G. Whyte, New York ; Samuel V.
Grand, Boston ; Benjamin Amsterdam.
Philadelphia and general manager \V. E.
Shallenberger attended.
* * *
P. B. Dana, special representative of
Arrow, passed through Chicago Oct. 15.
en route to St. Louis, Kansas City and
and Dallas, Tex. * * *
B. D.
Russell,
Angeles,
subjects
his arm.

Russell, of Russell, Greiver &
returned to Chicago from Los
October 17, with four five-reel
for Capital Film Company under
* * *
The Duluth Herald (Minn,) in its
editorial columns urges patrons to applaud
every good feature shown in film theatres.
Which
a bad idea
It will canbe
the bestisn't
evidence
that atan all.
exhibitor
have of the satisfaction his pictures are
giving.
* * *
S. S. Hutchinson, president of American Film Company, arrived in Montreal,
October 11, on the S. S. Megantic, having completed a two months visit to London intures.theHe returned
intereststoofChicago
"FlyinglastA" week.
pic* * *
That Atlanta, Ga. committee in charee
of the exposition to be held in December
has the
right of
idea.
with
a number
stars They've
to appearcontracted
and are
going to make sure they will appear by
getting their signature
* * on
* the dotted line.
Charles A. Weeks, vice-president of
Benjamin B. Hampton productions, is attending ameeting of the directors of that
organization in Los Angeles. He will visit
the W. W. Hodkinson exchanges through-
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out the West before he returns to New
York it is announced.
* * *
Donovan says: "If this Frinch foighter
is fer gettin' by in this land ov th' shtars
and
shtripes,
his handle
fer wan
that he'll
you be
canchangin'
say roight
out in
* » *
Mas Marsh has just finished her first
Robertson-Cole
picture. It is called " The
public."
Little 'Fraid Lady."
» • *
Ralph Kohn special representative of
lamous Players-Lasky corporation was in
Chicago Friday, Oct. 15.
• • *
The Madison theatre, Peoria, 111. threw
open its doors for the1 first time last Saturday night. Dee Robinson, managing director of the Robinson Theatre Co. has
christened the new house "the happy
theatre" and has adopted the slogan "the
utmost in motion pictures." He opened
with "Humoresque." Herbert D. McNally
is general manager of the new 2,000 scat
house.
* * *
The proper spirit of cooperation is being shown by the Kodeco theatre interests
in Binghampton, N. Y. A referendum is
to be held on the Sunday opening question at the next general election and when
the question of expense came up
the
theatre company offered to finance the
election.
* * *
Announcement is made of the formation of a company to market English films
in this country. The project is backed by
Sir Oswald Stoll, a leading figure in the
film industry in the British Isles. If his
pictures have genuine entertainment value
they will meet with the same popular acwhich has stage.
greeted England's stars
of the claimspeaking
* * *
J. H. Jossey, special representative for
Arrow Film Corporation, who was in Chicago last week, displayed a unique picture
of himself in uniform which is calculated
to impressHetheis receiver
with toJossey's
physique.
sending them
state
rights buyers throughout
the
country.
* * *
Ethel Clayton has returned from a
vacation trip through Europe. She made
a three-thousand mile motor tour of the
battle fields of France and Belgium and
the resorts of the Riviera, Nice and Monte
Carlo.
* * *
Film interests of Georgia and the southeast including exhibitors, exchangemen
and others, were hosts to Editor Nevin of
the Atlanta Georgian at a dinner recently.
This newspaper man, broad in his conception of public good, fought and was
highly instrumental in the defeat of a motion picture censorship bill in his state.
The
gratitude
not Georgia's
is shared by theis entire
industry. alone. It
* * *
Melville E. Maxwell, special representative of Realart Pictures, was tendered a
farewell dinner by the Philadelphia exchange managers association, October 9.
"Bob" Lynch, president of the association
was toastmaster. Max Miller, of Select
Pictures, Jay Emmanuel, of Royal Pictures and others spoke at the dinner. The
Realart representative was presented with
a pair of solid gold cuff links.

□

Re-Takes
□

£

Newt

By J. R. M.

□
Abe Attell is quite a sprinter, isn't he?
*
If he had stuck to boxing and left
baseball alone he wouldn't have to be
doingin that
"wiggle and wabble" stuff
Canada.
over
By the way, what was Joe Cannon
doing in his cellar when he acquired
that broken wrist?
*
Wide Range of Topics —
They've just got out .1 lot of new
phonograph records made by motion
picture stars. Mary Mibs Minter's is
called "Stage Fright" and Clara Kimball Young's is "My Prize Love Letters." Thida I'.ara ought to make one
"Why I Quit Vamping," and Fatty
Arbuckle on "How I K<£D My Beautiful Shape."
Dannenberg's Got a Peach —
Wid's cat ought to stand on Joe's
ouija board.
He'd get some livelier
tips if he did.
*
THE FRONT PORCH < ANDIIJATE FOR
PRESIDENT MAY GET THE CARPENTERS'
VOTES. BIT THE FELLOW WITH A WELLSTOCKED CELLAR WILL GET THE REST <
•
Officially, We're Still FightingMichigan exhibitors do not believe
we are still at war. They voted to
abolish daylight saving.
*
No More Have Joined —
The Zebra Club, composed of former
professional baseball players, still has
the eight members it started out with.
Hard Luck —
on theby oPa lot
farmof won't
be The
paidmortgage
off this year
b. b.
players.
*
Cold Weather Is Here—
The "forms -her-own-company" bug
only bit three picture stars last week.
*
DeepThe
Stuff—
season for passing the buck is
evidently here. Two hunters were shot
last week up in the deer country.
*
D. W.'s Got the Right IdeaGriffith is going to beat the hi cost
of railorad transportation by sending
twenty
"WayroadDown
out
on the
in tinEast"
cans. companies
"Four
Horsemen
"For me
it ain't?" acried
bet. the wild exhib.
My people like those love takes, but
Animal films —* not* yet."
*
Help! Help!—
Do you have a little Tzigane cynibalum? Rex Ingram, the Metro director, is looking for one. Must have it
before "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse" can proceed.
BulletinExtra! instrument
Rex has found
one. play
It's ita
musical
and you
with sticks. It produces the Jazziest
of Jazz tunes when properly approached.
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Syndicate Purchases
Oklahoma Theatres
Interests Affiliated With Famous Players Buy Brophy
Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MUSKOGEE. OKLA., Oct. 19.— L.
\V. Brophy of this city has disposed of
his New Yale theatre in this city and
his theatres m McAlester to interests understo d to be closely affiliated with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
First Purchase in State
Unusual interest is attached to the
transaction, as it is believed to be the
first purchase of theatres in Oklahoma
by this syndicate, which is sard to have
recently acquired fifty or more theatres
in the state of Texas.
Mr. Brophy will retain the old Yale
theatre here and has announced that he
intends forming a $250,000 corporation
tor the purpose of purchasing and operating theatres in the smaller towns
bf Oklahoma.
To Remodel New Yale
The new owners of the New Yale, ac.ording to Mr. Brophy. will remove the
present fixtures and install much finer
;quipment. The new fixtures will include a large pipe organ, cushioned
ieats, new carpets, draperies and marines.
Ralph Kohn, special representative of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who
Dassed through Chicago on his way to
Denver, stated that the above dispatch
.vas news to him, and that he was unible to either affirm or deny the statement that Famous Players is interested
n the deal.
Gore and Lesser in
$1,000,000 Film Deal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 19.— Gore
3rothers and Sol Lesser have merged
ill their independent exchanges with
First National under the directon of
Dave Bershon.
They include the Equity Film Cormration, the Educational Film Corporaion of Southern California and Ail-Star
•eatures. The deal is said to involve a
nillion dollars' worth of feature films.
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Marcus
Of

Loew

Houses

Will

Under

Dispose
1,800

Seats

Announces

Radical Change in Policy in Exclusive Interview— New Theatres Under Construction
Range Between 2700 and 4000 Capacity
[Copyright:
1920: By Exhibitors Herald]
A radical change in the Marcus Loew theatre policy was
disclosed in an exclusive interview in Chicago on Wednesday,
Oct. 13.
Mr. Loew declared that it is his intention to dispose of all
theatres now owned or operated by Loew, Inc., which have a
seating capacity of less than 1,800.
Mr. Loew declined to state the number of theatres that

would be involved in this change of policy, but general information indicates that a great many of the Loew houses will be
affected, especially among those which have been under the Loew
management for some time.
The recent policy of Loew, Inc.,
has been directed along lines of
bigger and better houses, but in the
earlier days of Mr. Loew's theatre
activities his interests were largely
concerned with smaller houses at
low admission prices, which offered
a combination of small time vaudeville and pictures.
New Houses Are Large
Mr. Loew's statement indicates
that it is his intention in the future

MARCUS

LOEW

Loew on Coast on
Business Matters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 19.— Marcus
-oew is on the coast conferring in rerard to studio matters and the erection
•f the new theatre at Seventh street and
?roadway. He accompanied Joe Engel
o the Coast.
£ric Von Stroheim
Becomes Benedict
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
'troheim
LOS ANGELES.
Oct. 19.—
Eric Yonto
was married
Saturday

to interest himself only in houses
with seating capacities of 1.800 and
over. He pointed out that in the
twenty-seven houses which his company now has in course of construction the seating capacities range
between 2.700 and 4,000.
Mr. Loew has carefully refrained
from stating the total number of
theatres identified with his circuit.
It is understood, however, that the
total is something in the neighborhood of 150. Under the policy of
disposing of theatres with seating
capacities under 1.800, this number
would be lowered substantially.
Metro Influence Seen
In view of the fact that the
smaller Loew houses have been
understood to have been very profitable, it is believed that the change
in policy has been influenced by the
affiliation with Metro Pictures Corporation with reference to obtaining for the distributing company a
greater number of first run theatres.
Mr. Loew is now in California,
where he went following a visit to
Memphis. Tenn.. where a new house
was opened recently.
Despite reports which have been
current for some time. Mr. Lo?\v
states that he is not planning to enter the exhibiting field in Chicago.
Frank

Keenan Back
On Majestic Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES. Oct. 19— Frank
Keenan returned Sunday night to the
stage of the Majestic theatre to play an
indefinite engagement in "John Fergu-

"alerie Germonprez. who played an imortant role in "Blind Husbands.''
Van Loan and Brandt
Form Own Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 19.— H. H. Van
-oan is forming his own companj" to
roduce features, in association with Joe
'.randt.
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Head of Loew, Inc., who announced
radical change in his theatre policy
13. an interview in Chicago October
in

New Theatre In Florida
OLDSMAR. FLA.— Carroll Ballard
has opened a motion picture theatre here.
son."
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Ballot

Reports Current That if Council at Binghamton,
N. Y. Passes Ordinance Injunction Will Be
Sought to Restrain Its Enforcement
(Special to Exhibitors' Herald.)
BINGHAMTON, N. Y., Oct. 18.— Whether or not the action of the
common council at its meeting this week as regards passage of an ordinance granting a referendum on the Sunday opening question will be
favorable to the motion picture interests has aroused speculation among
proponents as well as opponents of the measure.
Action on the measure was deferred at the meeting last week. The
ordinance to be introduced would grant a referendum on the question providing the theatre men financed it.
Will Seek to Restrain Enforcement
In some quarters it is declared that should the ordinance pass the
council an injunction will be sought to restrain its enforcement. Those
who will apply for the injunction declare that the referendum interferes
with a presidential and state election
The exhibitors of Binghamton have hibitors would abide willingly by the result of the referendum.
declared their willingness to finance the
Predict Its Passage
referendum. Should the ordinance pass
Although the council deferred action
the theatre men would be called upon to
employ a man at each polling place, the on the matter last week those favoring
believe that the ordinecessary attendant, and would have to Sundaynance opening
will be passed at the meeting this
week.
furnish the ballots and ballot boxes.
The question was raised as to whether
Meeting Is Held
a special election could be held legally
Previous to taking the matter before
at thefsame time as a general election.
the council a conference was held be- The attorneys declared, however, that
tween Rolin W. Meeker, attorney for would
the vote
not "besimilar
an election,
but
be awould
referendum
to a straw
the motion picture interests; Charles G. vote.
Blakcslee, corporation council; David
Cohen and H. M. Addison.
Begin Mt. demons House
At the conference Mr. Cohen deMT. CLEMENS, MICH.— Brickwork
clared that all the theatre man ask for is on the foundation for the new $17.r>,000
theatre
building in Walnut street has
a fair test of public opinion on the Sun- been begun.
day opening question. He said the exWELL KNOWN PLAYERS IN THIS CAST

Chicago Exchange of
First National Sells
Additional Franchises
Sixty-six franchise holders in Associated First National Pictures, Inc., in'
addition to the list published in Exhibitors Herald in the issue of October
1G, follow:
In Chicago, Ambassador, Tivoli, Sullton, Star, Panorama, Chateau, Strand,
Lion, Wabash, Montrose, New Albany,
Douglas, Springfield, New Mable,
Esthena, New Irving, Harper, Emmett,
Shakespeare, President, Franklin, Wallace, Famous, Casimir, California, Hub,
Keystone, New Virginia, Avon, Waverly.
Out of town, Community, Manito;
Avoy, Moline; Princess, Monticello;
Alexis, Melba; Gem, Crystal Lake;
Royal, New Boston; Opera House,
Viola; Abingdon, Abingdon; Lyric,
Mowcaqua; Majestic, Rochelle; Idle
Hour, Roseville; Lyric, Washington;
Star, Watscka; Clifford, Cicero; Victory,
IVotonc; Palace, Bingsville ;• Gem, Manteno; Lyric, Polo; Lyric, Morrison; Star,
Ohio ; Empress, Springfield ; Dreamland,
Mt. Pulaski; Alhambra, Decatur; Star,
Villa Grove; Gilman Opera House, Oilman;
J. & J., Hume; Lyric, Lacon; Isis, Toluca; Jewell, Sidell; Star, Lyndon;
Rialto, Rock Island; Star, Bradford;
Princess, Le Roy; Photoplay; Lockport;
Grand, Steger; Palace, Onarga.
Gibson

Productions
Gets First Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— The Helen
Gibson Productions, recently organized,
will be published through Associated
Photoplays. The company will produce
at the Astra studios, Glendalc, "No
Man's Woman," to be the first feature.
A. P. Gets Location
For L. A . Exchange
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— Associated
Producers has opened a Los Angeles
exchange at 838 South Olive street. The
San Francisco exchange is located in
Leavenworth avenue, near Golden Gate
avenue.
New Strand In Texas
WICHITA FALLS, TEX.— Wichita
Falls will have another elaborate motion
picture house to be known as the Strand,
now under construction at 807 Scott
street. It will have seating capacity for
1,000 patrons and is expected to be in
operation by January 1. The theatre ;s
being erected by a syndicate of business
men and will be under the management
of W. H. Stowe and H. E. Gilbert.
Broughton Buys Site
DE KALB, ILL.— It is reported that
Charles Broughton has purchased the
lot west of the Knights of Columbus
building and will erect a theatre there.
It is understood that the consideration
was around $250 for each foot frontage.

Marcsecond
MacDermott,
Allen, Eugene
Strong inProductions
a scene from
"Miss 139" the
feature toDiana
be published
by the Sherman
Corporation.

Complete El Reno Theatre
EL RENO, OKLA.— Work is being
rushed to a completion on the new
opera house here. El Reno has been
without an opera house since the El
Reno atheatre
was destroyed by fire more
than
year ago.
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Film Companies Pay
$15,000,000 Annually
As Express Charges
That motion picture companies pay at
least $15,000,000 each year for the transportation of films was one of the interesting bits of information brought out at
a conference between the transportation
committee of the N. A. M. P. I. and R. S.
Wheeler, assistant traffic chief of the
American Railway Express. The national association is seeking improvements in credit shipping methods. Mr.
Wheeler promised the changes asked
would be made.
The transportation committee was one
of several N. A. M. P. I. committees
which met during the past week. The
censorship committee is taking steps to
raise the standard of titles. The legislative committee is planning to assist
in the Sunday opening fight in Baltimore.
The distributors',
exporters',
Americanization and supply
and equipment
committees also organized for the year.
The
expected
to
be anexporters'
especially committee
important isbranch
of the
N. A. M. P. I. activities.
Chester Beecroft on
Mission Abroad for
Arrow Corporation
On board the Mauretania, when she
sailed for Liverpool last week, was Chester Beecroft on a special mission in connection with the Arrow Film Corporation.- He is to visit London and the
principal cities of Continental Europe.
Mr. Beecroft will visit the foreign
offices of the Arrow in London and in
Paris, and after completing his business
will visit Hague, Brussels and Milan for
the purpose of consummating certain important negotiations now pending.
It is stated by W. E. Shallenberger,
president of the Arrow Film Corporation, that a statement would be made
upon the return of Mr. Beecroft and that
this announcement would prove of great
interest to the independent field.
Mi
ildred Harris Chaplin's
Contract Expires Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 19.— After making
one more picture Mildred Harris Chaplin'spires.contract
with LouisthatB.theMayer
exItis understood
contract
will not be renewed. The star has left
for the West Coast, but her stay there
will be brief as her last picture is to
ne made here.
It is reported that her Western trip is
in connection with making arrangements
o effect a financial settlement with her
husband, Charlie Chaplin. So far it has
lot been decided what vehicle she will
se given for her last Mayer production.
"Way

Down East" Is
Showing
at Herald)
Clunefs
(Special to Exhibitors
LOS ANGELES,
Oct. 19.— David
Wark Griffith's "Way
JJown East"
opened Monday night at Chine's Audionum. Top seats sold for $10.
Begin Oskaloosa Theatre
OSKALOOSA, IA.— Work on the
lew Rialto theatre on the site of the old
street car station has been started.
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Do Not

Object to Closing on Sunday "But We Do Not
Want to be Discriminated Against"
(Special to Exhibitors' Herald.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Oct. 19.— A long and bitter fight on
the Sunday opening question is expected in this state as a result of the
action of the Protestant ministers of this city in adopting a resolution to
inaugurate a state-wide compaign against Sunday motion pictures.
Immediately following the meeting of the clergy, at which the resolution was adopted, the exhibitors of Oklahoma City countered with an
invitation to the ministers' alliance to meet them for the purpose of establishing a"blue Sunday."
Statement Is Issued by Theatre Man
In the statement issued by the theatre men their attitude toward the
action taken by the clergy is expressed in the following words:
"We do
no object to closing on Sunday and shall be glad to cooperate with the
ministerial alliance, but we do not want to be discriminated against."
Reasons given by the clergy for de"The ministers object to Sunday
legislation prohibiting Sunday
shows," the statement continued, "be- motion siring
picture shows are that they
cause they are of a commercial nature.
draw the crowds from the churches;
If the ministers will show us where
they are in violation of the commandthere is any considerable element in
ment to keep holy the Sabbath, and are
favor of a blue Sunday here we will co- in line with a general tendency toward
moral disintegration now threatening the
operate with them by closing, but we
world.
do not feel that we are engaged in a
Gives Poor Man Chance
more commercial proposition than garages, shoe shining parlors, drug stores
In discussing the action of the minwhich sell anything but drugs in emergisters Dudley W. Tucker of the Dreamency cases, gasoline filling stations, soft
land theatre
of ride
the
drink stands, pool halls and numerous
ministers
have declared:
automobiles"Many
and can
along the boulevards or go down to the
other Sunday places of amusement."
Will Seek Endorsement
river banks for their Sunday recreation.
The ministerial alliance expects to But the poor man who works hard all
present the resolution to all state de- week and whose home environment is
nominational conferences held this fall none too pleasant, has no other recreawith a view of having them endorse it.
movie. tion, no other enjoyment, but a good
In the hope of inducing the state
"I believe in giving the other fellow
legislature
to pass
law" legislation
the ministers
will "blue
endeavor
to swing a chance, and it looks like selfishness to
me
when those who have the facilities
public sentiment in favor of such a
for recreation and enjoyment want to
measure.
They
will
preach
continuo'usly
against Sunday amusements before
take away what little the poor man
their congregations.
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"I amandenclosing
a check
for Sink,
two years'
to come
to
me here
two years
to go toto pay
H. O.
Badin subscription
Theatre, Badin,
N. C.
I am very fond of Exhibitors Herald because it is as independent as
'a hog on ice' and is not afraid to stand by the exhibitors — therefore the
exhibitor
should Picture
stand byTheatre
the Herald,
his best
friends."
— H. B.
Varner, Motion
Owners oneof of
North
Carolina,
Lexington,
N. C.
* * *
"Enclosed please find money order for a two years' subscription to
Exhibitors
Herald.
couldn't keep house without it." — F. Parker,
Palace
Theatre,
Romeo, IMich.
"I am enclosing a check to pay subscription for another copy of
Exhibitors Herald. I am getting one copy each week now but want
another copy for clipping purposes. I find the pages of 'What the Picture
Did For Me' a valuable index to the value of pictures and intend to clip
and file these in alphabetical order for quick reference when needed.
You are printing a mighty good trade magazine and should have the
hearty
support of all exhibitors." — D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour Theatre,
Ewen, Mich.
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Japan Is Big Market
For Unexposed Film
Government August Report
Contains Interesting Data
On Exports
(From Washington Bureau, lixhtb\to> s ■ Herald)
WASHINGTON,
D. C, Oct. 19.Exports of motion picture films during
the month of August fell orT considerably as compared with those of the preceding month, amounting only to 1,586,.".74 feet of unexposed film, valued at
$51.si7. and 6.994.117 feet of exposed
film, valued at $348,411.
Figures just compiled by the bureau of
foreign and dome-tie commerce of the
Department of Commerce show that of
our shipments of unexposed film 1,355,096 feet, valued at $40,271. went to Japan,
a country which has been steadily growing -is a market lor this commodity.
Other
of unexposed
were
112,201 exports
feet, valued
at $4,118, tofilm
Canada;

Vivian Martin and Fritz Leiber
in a story.
scene from
"The Song of the Soul" a William
J. Locke
(Goldwyn.)
Two

Americanization

Finished
by
With the announcement that two
more pictures have been completed and
that several others are Hearing completion, the program of the Americanization
commhtee of the motion picture industry
is progressing most satisfactorily. The
two new pictures are "The Price Mystery," made by Metro Pictures Corporation, and "The Face at Your Window,"
produced by Fox Film Corporation.
"The Face at Your Window" is declared by the committee to be a feature
picture that has been made at an enormous expense. According to those who
have witnessed a private showing, it
should be one of the big pictures of the
year. The publication date has not been
fixed.
Date Is Not Announced
An announcement also was received
from the office of Metro Pictures Corporation that the publication date of its
second
"Thein Price
Mystery,"
would be picture,
announced
a few days.
Following a request from the United
States bureau of education in Washington, Lewis J. Selznick has turned over a
number of prints of the first Americanism picture,
"The Land
of Opportunity"
to that
bureau
for free
distribution
among the school and college extension
courses throughout the country.
Hundreds of requests have been coming into the bureau for Americanism
pictures, it is said, especially from
schools that are teaching the immigrant.
As the government has no available
funds for this work it called upon the
motion picture industry for assistance.
It is expected that when the other
Americanism pictures have been shown
in the motion picture theatres they also
will be turned over to the department.
Are Received Favorably
Reports have been received from exhibitors from all sections of the country
that the two new pictures recently pub-

Metro

Films
and

Fox

lished, "Strangers Beware" and "One
Law for All," had been received most
favorably by the public.
Several hundred requests have been
received during the last few weeks at
the offices of the committee from Americanism committees of Chambers of
Commerce, Y. M. C. A.'s and other welfare organizations for information concerning these pictures. They have been
supplied with the list of pictures that
already have been produced.
The complete list of pictures that have
been made for the Americanism committee includes "The Land of Opportunity," issued by Seject Pictures Corporation: "The Land of Lafayette," published by Pathe Exchange, Inc., Sept. 12;
"Strangers Beware," published by Metro
Pictures Corporation October 1; "One
Law for
All," published
by Universal
Film
Manufacturing
Company,
Oct. 16;
"The Price Mystery." Metro Pictures
Corporation (no publication date set);
"The Face at Your Window." Fox Film
Corporation, just completed.
Allan

Dwan to Go
Abroad Is Report
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— Allan
Dwan is on his way to the East, reported to be headed for a European trip.
Improve Areola Theatre
ARCOLA. ILL.— Gee Brothers recently reopened the Areola theatre foldecorating.lowing repairing, remodeling and reBuy Riviera, La Crosse
LA CROSSE, WIS.— Cooper Amusement Company has purchased the new
Riviera theatre.

I
I
I
I
I

'

39,600 feet, valued at $2,779. to Brazil;
■- ion h ■ i worth $060. to Cuba; 21,984
feet, valued at $945. to England; 18,000
feet, worth $3,000. to Italy; 1.000 feet,
worth $40. to British Guiana, and 168
feet, valued at $4, to Switzerland.
Japan was also our most important
market for exposed film, taking 1,302,107 feet, worth $49,195. although the
shipments of 1.209,106 feet to Canada
w ere worth more, totaling $75.S53. Other i
important markets were France, taking
199.828 feet, valued at $30,186; Cuba,
with 459.166 feet, worth $28,001. and
Brazil, with 436.526 feet, valued at
$25,740.
Schulberg Represents
Lehrman in New York
Henry Lehrman, producing comedies !
for First National, is to be represented
exclusively in the cast by B. P. Schulberg. Schulberg. it is said, holds a
contract with Lehrman similar to the
one he is holding with the Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Productions. Other
contracts between Schulberg and west
coast producing
units
are according
to be an-to
nounced in the near
future,
Schulberg's representatives and business
associates.
Following the signing of the contract
Lehrman issued a statement in whichhe
declared that his realization of the importance of producer and exhibitor being
in close touch had lead him to contract
with the man who was at one time general manager of Famous Players-Lasky
and who was also one of the organizers
of United Artists. Inc.
Pauline

Frederick

Takes Studio Space
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 19— Pauline
Frederick has leased space in the Hollywood studios pending the completion of
the new Robertson-Cole studios.
Saxes Buy in Kenosha
KENOSHA, WIS.— Saxe Amusement
Enterprises of Milwaukee has purchased
a $35,000 site in Main street and will
build a $35,000 motion picture theatre.
The Saxe brothers now operate eight
Milwaukee theatres and have others unville der
andconstruction
Green Bay.
in Waukesha,' Janes-
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England

First
Product

RALPH O. PROCTOR
•neral manager tionofof America.
Stoll Film Corporaforma

Talmadge

on

Way to the Indies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, October 19.— Norma Talidge, accompanied by Joseph M. Schenck,
ssident of her company, Albert Parker,
r director, Montagu Love, Harrison
■rd, Leslie Stewart, Jr., Mabel Bert,
ichael Barns, Copper Cliffe and E. Ferndez, Cameraman Roy Hunt, and Edward
ophy, assistant to Albert Parker, left
:ently via Boston, for the West Indies
lere she will make "Satan's Paradise."
Chester Withey, soon to direct Constance
Imadge in a series of productions, is
o one of the party. Miss Talmadge and
r company expect to be gone about three
•eks. This will be the first picture in
lich Harrison Ford will be seen in
irma's support.
aanita Hansen to
Continue in Serials
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
\"E\V YORK, October 19.— It has been
i:ided definitely by Juanita Hansen Proving Company, which has been formed
' present Miss Hansen exclusively, to
utinue this star in serials.
The early intentions of this organization
t offer her in features has been abandoned.
'< imed
e production
plans ofin the
company
are
to be centered
serials
that will
I made on a larger scale than the present
t e of production. It is possible that a
jta studio will be erected in Los Angeles.
Igotiations are now going forward with
£ eading author to supply the first script.
llear St. Louis Site
For New Loew House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
iT. LOUIS. MO., Oct. 19.— Preparations
s being made for the removal of O. J.
I wis Mercantile Company from the southt t corner of Eighth street and Lucas
a nue to make way for the proposed new
I :w theatre, to be erected at the northv ;t corner of Washington avenue and
Fhth street, and to embrace the ground
c upied by the Eighth street and Lucas
a nue building.

Film
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to Be Distributed in America by Pathe
change, Inc. — Offices Opened in New York
— Has Own Sales Force

1
Ex-

January 1 is the approximate date on which Stoll Film Corporation of
America will publish through Pathe Exchange, Inc., the initial production
in this country from the studios of Stoll Picture Productions, Ltd., of England.
George King, president of the American corporation which has opened
offices at 130 West 46th street, New York, in making this announcement
declared that "Sir Oswald Stoll, head of the Sir Oswald Stoll Enterprises,
after having contributed in a large way to popularizing American films in
Great Britain, proposes now to bring to the exhibitors of the United States
the productions of the Stoll company, productions that have been markedly
successful in the British Isles."
Ralph Proctor Is General Manager
The executive staff of the American company includes besides Mr.
King, Arthur L. Pullman, secretary and counsel ; Ralph O. Proctor, general
manager ; Harry Palmer, S. Gordon Michie ; P. A. Chase, controller, and
George Blaisdell, director of advertising.
Film H. G. Wells Works
Officials of the Stoll organization declare that the placing of their pictures
In carrying out this program the company has brought together a group of
upon the American market is not an celebrated
men and women whose works
experiment but a permanent proposition.
will be issued to the American public
under the title of W orld Famous Authors
Thirty-six pictures already are comSeries. Among the two dozen writers
pleted for distribution in this country
and six directors are working on addi- are Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, H. G.
Hichens, Cosmo Hamiltional productions at the two large Wells,ton, Robert
Marie Corelli, Ethel M. Dell, Stanstudios in London and in Surbiton. Each
ley Weyman, E. Phillips Oppenheim, A.
E. W. Mason and Rita.
ally.
director will turn out six pictures annuThe producers are now engaged in
making the third of the World Famous
Won't Enter Theatre Field
Mr. King was asked if Sir Oswald had Authors' Series. There are twelve of
these subjects. Also in January Mr. Elany intention of entering the American
vev will begin the production of "The
theatre field. "Absolutely not," he de- Adventures of Sherlock Holmes." The
studio staff is making elaborate preparaclared. "The activities of the Stoll comtions for the adequate presentation of the
pany in the United States will be restricted to the distribution
of pictures."
The productions
to be published
in the
United States will be re-edited by AmeriStoll Leading Figure
can experts so as to comply with American style and treatment. The supervising
In Many Enterprises
technical staff at the studios comprises
men who were trained in some of the
Sir Oswald
whose producbest studios in this country.
tions are to beStoll,
distributed
in the
The directors on the Stoll staff are
United States through Pathe exHarold Shaw, Maurice Elvey, Martin
changes, is ranked as one of the
Thornton, Sinclair Hill, Rene Plaisetti
foremost amusement men in Engand J. S. Fletcher. In addition to the
land. Sir Oswald is active as the
productions made by these men the Stoll
chairman and managing director of
company will distribute the entire output
the following concerns:
of George Clark Productions, directed by
Coliseum Syndicate, Ltd.
Guy Newall.
Alhambra Company, Ltd.
Shaw Has Joined Stoll
Stoll Theatre (Kingsway), Ltd.
Manchester Hippodrome and ArdMr. Shaw, whose work as a producer
wich Empire, Ltd.
is well known to the older exhibitors of
Hackney and Shepherds Bush
this country, is one of the recent additions to the Stoll directing forces. For
Empire Palaces, Ltd.
Leicester Palace Theatre, Ltd.
six years he was connected with the Edison studio. He went to England in 1913
Chiswick Empire Theatre of Varieties, Ltd.
to become chief producer for London
Film Company. His first work with that
St. Augustine's Parade Hippodrome, Bristol, Ltd.
organization was "The House of TemAVood Green Empire Theatre of
perley,"
which
was
given
a
week's
showVarieties,
Ltd.
ing in the New York Strand.
While the Stoll company, according to
He is chairman and joint manofficials, has from the first made it a
aging director of Chatham Empire
Theatre of Varieties, Ltd.
point to engage for its casts the best
He is chairman of the board of
dramatic talent available in England,
directors of London Theatres of
nevertheless the management has chosen
to feature rather the author than the
Varieties, Ltd.; Stoll Film Company, Ltd. (London) ; Stoll Picture
player, to portray on the screen the
Productions, Ltd., etc.
adaptable work of the successful novelist and playwright in preference to that
of the writer of the original scripts.
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of the Sli>ll Film Corporation
of Amrrlro.

detective stories of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle.
Made Since Armistice
All of the Stoll productions have been
made since the signing of the armistice.
It hasthebeen
company's
order
morethefully
to carrypolicy
out thein
atmosphere sought by the author to
send its directors to the locations described in the text of the particular book
being portrayed.
Mr. Proctor has been actively engaged
in the film business for eleven years. He
has had experience as an exhibitor as
well as a distributor. He was with General Film for six years, was in charge of
Metro's
Chicago
was Pathe
sion manager
for office,
the Central
West diviand
Pacific Coast, and for a year previous to
joining the Stoll company was assistant
general manager of United Artists.
Was Independent Producer
Mr. Palmer has been secretary of the
Willat studio and laboratory at Fort
Lee, and also associated in the Kessel
& Baumann Enterprise. He was Eastern
representative for the Cyrus J. Williams
Company of Los Angeles.
More re-
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Noted Authors 'Works
Filmed in Stoll Series
Stoll Picture Productions, Ltd., of
London, has the works of several
prominent writers which are being
produced for W orld Famous Authors'
Series. will
Somebe ofdistributed
the productions which
in
the United States are adapted from
theAlice
stories and
of the following
writers.Claude
Askew,
Baroness Orczy, Marie Corelli,
Ethel M. Dell, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle,
Jeffery Farnol,
F. S.
Fletcher, Hamilton Gibbs, Walter
Hackett, Cosmo Hamilton, Robert
Hichens, Marion Hill.
A. E. W. Mason, E. Phillips Oppenheim, A. Ollivant, Rita, Sax
Rohmer, Rafael Sabatini, H. de
Vere Stacpoole, E. Temple Thurston, H. Vernon, Olive Wadsley,
Edgar Wallace, Stanley Weyman.
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cently he has been an independent producer.
Mr. Michie, who is the son of W. S.
Gordon Michie, the secretary and a
director of the home company, came to
New York with Mr. King. Mr. Chase
has had many years' experience in film
accounting.
Mr. Blaisdell was formerly editor of
the Moving Picture World.
To Give Good Service
In a recent message to a semi-annual
Stoll convention Sir Oswald said:
"The object of our organization is to
render good service to both exhibitors
and the public. Our success proves that
our object is being attained, thanks to
Jeffrey Bernerd and the band of loyal
and intelligent workers who know the
pulse of the public, who know how to
gain the confidence of exhibitors by helping to fill their theatres, and who loyally
cooperate with one another in the building up of the Stoll Film Company.
"That organization is still young, but
it is full of vitality — the stuff that long
life is made of. It has a wide connection, which is still extending. Every
part of it is prospering, because it has a
good man at the head of affairs in every
section of its territory. It has helped
American films to get before the British
public. It is now helping British films to
get before the British public. And very
soon it will contribute substantially toward placing British films before the
public Prominent
of other countries
also." Man
Amusement
Sir Oswald Stoll for more than twenty
years has been one of the most prominent amusement men in England.
Through his censorship of the lines of
the performers engaged to appear in his
houses he early attracted favorable attention and incidentally laid the foundation for his remarkably successful career
as a theatre owner, vaudeville magnate
and producer and distributor of motion
pictures.
Dufoe and Carpentiers
Name East Moline House
EAST MOLINE, ILL.— East Moline's
newest playhouse has been named the
Strand. The new theatre, located at
Tenth street and Fifteenth avenue, recently was opened formally. T. C. Dufoe
is manager and his partners, Charles and
Emil Carpentier, will have a part in
directing business affairs. The building
and equipment represent an investment
of $60,000 and will seat 1,100 patrons.
Stock Company Takes Over
Odgen House From Peerys
OGDEN, UTAH.— With a capital
stock of $25,000, Ogden Theatre Company has been incorporated to operate
and maintain the Ogden theatre for motion pictures and other attractions for
three years. The theatre has been leased
from H. W. and L. H. Peery. Incorporators are H. W., L. H., Dean and Mary
Peery and Orlaf Farr.

Plan Lockport Theatre
LOCKPORT, N. Y.— Warren N.
j Cross, representing Buffalo theatre in|
terests, including the Shea company, has
1 obtained options on the Murphy lumber
I yard site at East avenue and Elm street
the purpose of building a theatre.
1 for
The deal represented a transfer of
$30,000.

Secretary

\it nil it i,. i t i i m \ \
nnd
I for Stoll Film
Corporation of Amrrica.

Expect Addition to
Fox Building to Be
Finished by March
Construction work on the new addi-,
tion to the main plant of William Fox
at Fifty-sixth street and Tenth avenue,
New York, has begun. It is believed
that the new structure will be finished
by the end of February or the first of
March.
Plans are to have the first or street
level floor occupied by the film department and used as a storage vault for
millions of feet of film. The second
floor will join the main floor of the present building, thereby extending the
space now used by the administration
offices. The testing laboratories will be
moved to the third floor, while the fourth
floor will be turned over to the scenario
department.
It is understood that the arrangements as outlined for the new building
are subject to change. The cost of the
addition, is placed approximately at
$150,000.
L. A. Bard Completed
LOS ANGELES.— The Bard, the newest addition to Los Angeles' galaxy of
theatres, located at Fifth and Hill
final stages of comavenues, ispletion.inLew the
Bard, manager, expects
midin head
house is
open theYates
formally
to
. Newton
October
organist.

Murphysboro Hears Rumor
ILL.— It is reMURPHYSBORO,
ported that local capital will build one
equipped houses
best
of the largest and
in Southern Illinois. It is understood
that negotiations are under way for the
in Walnut
a siteand
purchase
streets.beFifteenthavenue
tweenofThirteenth
Wimsett

Buys Novelty

Dr. I. G. WimWINFIELD, KAN.—
purchased the
sett, veterinarian, has
Novelty theatre from Charles Lathrop.
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Mrs. Pauline H. Dodge Answers Statement of Alfred
S. Black to the Trade Press
The following is an excerpt from a
;tter received by Sydney S. Cohen from
Irs. Pauline H. Dodge, Bijou theatre,
Vt., in reply to Mr. Black's
[orrisville, issued
:atements
to trade paper repre•ntatives at his Boston office:
"Mr. Black did not offer me $700 for
le business. I do not think I ever said
lat, for as I said at the hearing, I have,
ever met Mr. Black and have never had
iy communication from him excepting
le letter of sympathy which I did not
•y tothewithhold
neither
did I withold
fact that and
I never
answered
it.
Did Not Consider Him Friend
"Feeling as I did at the time, I was
ot surprised to receive, a great many
itters of sympathy from my friends, but
nder the circumstances I did not class
Ir. Black as a friend and his letter at
le time seemed an intrusion which did
ot prompt courteous reply. It was just
reminder that he was there ready to
natch my business from me when I
eeded it most.
"If he had had any really kindly feelig and wanted to offer me a chance to
■ase the building, as he states, why did
e not say so?
Upset by Daughter's Death
"After Mr. Dodge died my plans for
le future were very vague. I had further
Drrow in the death of a little daughter
nd my attention to business affairs was
ot very acute for some time. When I
nally got onto my feet again and
salized that I must do something, I bean to act and I find every business man
1 town anxious to back me up in my
usiness. I understand that Mr. Black
as at this time submitted plans to the
ate board of health for the rebuilding
f the theatre which I at present operte, the lease of which has until January
I, 1921, to run. He has made me no
roposition to buy this building or lease
le same."
lyers House, Janesville
Bought By Stock Company
JANESVILLE, WIS. — Janesville's
rgest amusement house, the Myers the:re, South Bluff and East Milwaukee
reets, has been sold to Janesville
musement Company by Peter L.
lyers. Stockholders of the company
e George G. Sutherland, R. M. Bostick, A. E. Bingham. J. A. Strimple and
'r. F. B. Farnsworth.
Buys Bijou, Yoakum, Tex.
YOAKUM, TEX.— The Bijou theatre
is been sold by Charles Neuman to
[rs M. Stewart of Dallas. The name of
le house has been changed to Best.
Buys in Eagle Grove, la.
EAGLE GROVE, IA.— H. F. Spencer
f the Princess theatre, Estherville, has
scome owner and manager of the Eagle
leatre here.
Open Grand, Williston
WILLISTON, N. D.— The New Grand
ieatre, owned and managed by J. C.
nider, recently was opened to the pubc. It accommodates 900 patrons.

Black
Of
Statement
New
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Issues

Long

Hotel

Astor

Given

to Trade

Press

Denial
Testimony
at Boston

Office of

England Exhibitor — Contains Details of
Contract with Famous-Players
Alfred S. Black, who, since the Cleveland convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, has been the storm center of charges concerning his activities in the New England field, gave out in Boston last week,
a lengthy statement attacking his accusers and defending his position.
Mr. Black's statement was given out to representatives of the trade
press at a meeting requested by him and takes up in sixteen typewritten
pages, his version of testimony given at the Hotel Astor meeting in New
York. September 15, and includes a denial that his activities are under
investigation at the hands of the Federal Trade Commission.
Tells of Forming Theatre Company
According to Mr. Black, he executed a contract with Famous
Players-Lasky corporation on February 1 of this year, approximately five
months prior to the Cleveland convention. Coincident with the signing
of the contract came the formation of the Black New England Theatres.
"This organization entered into a'booking contract with the Famous
Players," the statement reads in this connection, "whereby we had the
use of their pictures under well defined terms for a period of ten years.
"The Famous Players acquired a financial interest in the corporation
and my organization purchased of them the three theatres which they
owned in New England, namely the Rialto at New Haven, Conn., the
Quincy at Ouincy, Mass., and the Strand at Dover, N. H.
Forced Into Action
Barre, Vt, the statement contends, began
of 1919. Mr. Dodge, it is de"This contract was not entered into by in October
clared, was told by Mr. Black that he had
me until I felt forced to do so to protect begun arrangements
to buy the property
my New England theatre holdings as a housing the Dodge theatre, and was made
result of the activities of the First Na- a proposition to sell out and become
tional organization which I recently fully manager of the house for Mr. Black. Ardiscussed in the trade papers and which
rangements for the sale fell through and
Mr. Black left, the next day receiving an
is easy to corroborate."
At this point Mr. Black's statement dis- option from Mr. Emmons, owner of the
cusses exhibitors in smaller towns "many
property.
He denies offering Mrs. Dodge $700 for
of whom monopolize the amusement busithe property ; declares that he never met
ness in theirthese
respective
warns
that unless
theatreplaces"
ownersandremodel
her and never communicated with her exor rebuild sanitary theatres in keeping
cept a letter(Continued
of condolence
on page upon
46) her huswith the local community, play later films
with better projection, the industry will be
seriously retarded. He directed his statement directly to theatres which, he says, Prepare in Missouri
are well known in the trade as "dumps"
To Fight Censorship
and "fire
traps."Government Probe
Denies
Executive Board Selects St.
The statement denies that the Black
Louis as Convention
New E- eland Theatres is under investigaCity in January
tion by the Federal Trade Commission. It
charges that the M. P. T. O. has made
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
capital of the presence of investigators at
JEFFERSON, CITY, MO, Oct. 19.—
the Hotel Astor meeting.
The executive board of the Motion Picture
"I have made inquiry of representatives
of the Federal Trade Commission," Mr. Theatre Owners of Missouri at a recent
Black says, "who stated that they did not meeting in the Central hotel here took deattend the Hotel Astor hearing in an offinite action to defeat censorship which is
ficial capacity but were simply there to get
information in connection with an investi- being agitated by various organizations including the woman's
clubs. of the league
gation of the producing and distributing
The legislative
committee
endMr.of Black
the business."
was
instructed
"to
counteract
any action
questioned the fairness of that might be taken up detrimental
to the
membership
on Mr.of Cohen's
of
Charles H. Bean
Franklin,committee
N. H. He
interests
of
all."
St. Louis was chosen by the board memcharged that Mr. Bean had been very "anbers annual
as theconvention
meeting
place for Charles
the semi-T.
in January.
t
a
g
o
n
i
s
t
i
c
"
t
o
him
since
negotiations
between the two over the purchase of a
Sears, president, and A. M. Eisner, secretheatre fell through.
tary, assisted by other officers and board
members will complete arrangements for
Widow's Story Challenged
The statement then takes up the testi- the convention within the next few weeks.
A resolution
endorsing oftheAmerica
Motion Picmony of the various witnesses who apture Theatre Owners
was
peared at the Hotel Astor meeting,
dwelling particularly upon that of Mrs. adopted unanimously at the executive board
Pauline K. Dodge whose story excited meeting. It was decided by the board to
the sympathy of those at the New York contract with the Motion Picture Theatre
meeting and crystallized the feeling Owners cational
Films,
for itsofindustrial
films asInc.,
a means
financing eduthe
against Mr. Black.
Negotiations for the Dodge theatre at organization.
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Thousands
Sets
Universal

of Dollars

for

Next
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Scene Alone
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Von
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HERALD
in

Stroheim

Film

Construction

of One

Cost $100,000— Production
Is Titled "Foolish Wives' '
Universal Film Manufacturing Com• uites inducingthe
Hotel rooms
d'Paris,of and
reprothe costly
a French
villa.
pany has just published some of the expenditures on sets for the forthcoming
Work Nine Weeks
Erich von Stroheim picture, "Foolish
At Point Lobus, seven miles south of
Wives," which the company declares
Monterey, Cal., and three miles south"will stand by itself in sumptuousness
the one
artists'
colony setting
at Carmel
by thewest. ofSea,
enormous
and
of production and magnitude of setting."
two smaller ones >vere constructed. Fifty
The producers state that several hunlabored for nine weeks builddred carpenters were kept busy for workmen
ing these sets, costing $80,000.
many weeks preparing for the first
The rear portion of the Casino, the
camera work of the new Universalfront of which is at Universal City, rises
Jewel photoplay.
from a 100-foot cliff overlooking the
ocean. The setting is more than 600 feet
Large Buildings Reproduced.
long. One hundred feet of the. Casino
Of the many sets which go to make
building faces the sea. while the 74th
up the completed atmosphere of the tower also is repeated there. In front of
picture, there are said to be a number
it is an upper promenade and the bandin which a series of large buildings had
-i in 1 so popular
tin- Kuropcan
resort.
to be reproduced with utmost fidelity.
Terraced
five feet.it lower
is the second
Among the large sets is a full size re- promenade of equal size, 00 feet wide
plica of the plaza at Monte Carlo. An- and 300 feet long.
other set shows the pigeon shooting
Use Carload of Lath
range at the Riviera resort, another the
From the lower terrace steps lead
grand
staircase
of
the
Prince's
palace.
down to the pigeon shooting building,
There also is a reproduction of the main
section of a French village, another of a 120 feet long. On the rocky point nearby
the ocean side of the large villa used in
feudal castle, such as are found in Southern France, and many magnificent in- the picture was built with its commandteriors, showing parts of the gambling
ing tower. A 40-foot seawall 100 feel
casino at Monte Carlo, showing regal
long completed this set. The entire

1920

setting stretches for more than a quarter of a mile. It is said to have taken
200,000 feet of lumber, a carload
of
nails.
40,000 pounds of plaster and 30 kegslathof
The villa, or French castle, used in
the picture was built at Universal City
in a setting 300
long, including besides the building,feetlawns,
shrubbery and
a long cypress hedge. The replica of
the little French village also was constructed at Universal City, taking up a
plot 300 feet square. Another novel set
used in the picture, showin
small lake
across which Von Stroheigm, a who
takes
the leading part m the production,
wades with Marguerite Armstrong playing opposite him. The lake was built
especia
wide. lly for the picture, an dis 100 feet
Set Cost $100,000
The plaza set, estimated to take 100
workmen one month and to cost $85,000,
actually cost $100,000, it is said, taking
lfio men three months to construct. The
set itself is 100 feet long and 2*0 feet
wide. Ten thousand cubic yards of
earth were removed in preparation for
construction on this set.
The Hotel d'Paris, at the head of the
plaza, is 100 feet long and 05 feet high.
At its left is the Casino, 174 feet long
and 74 feet high, and nearby is the Cafe
de Paris, with its crystal fronted ground
floor, 120 feet long, and its shining
dome, 36 feet in diameter and 50 feet
high. Forty-eight plates of glass 12x4
feet were used for this building.
The biggest item in the construction
of the Monte Carlo plaza set was lumber, of which 180,000 feet were required ,
for frame work and scaffolding. The
lumber bill was $20,000. Other items were
40,000 square yards of button lath, 12,000 pounds of plaster, 3,000 square feet
of plate glass and more than $00,000 in
labor.
Prepared for Six Months.
The picture already has cost Universal
several hundred thousands of dollars
and is yet hardly half completed, it is
claimed. Stroheim spent six months
after completing his second big picture,
"The Devil's Pass Key," preparing for
"Foolish Wives," which probably will
be published in January.
Milwaukee Company Gets
Janesville Theatre Site
JANESYTLLE, WIS.— Janesville will
have a new theatre costing $250,000 and
seating 2,200 persons. A site has been
leased for 99 years from M. J. Jeffries
by
the Saxe Amusement Enterprise of
Milwaukee.
Acquires Muncie Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MUNCIE, IXD., Oct. 19— C. Ray
Andrews has purchased from Edward I.
Boyce for $26,500 the building in East
Main street occupied by the Star theatre.
The ture
building
is aontwo-story
w-ith offices
the secondbrick
floor.strucJohnston Leaves Superior
PLAINVIEW, MINN. — Floyd R
Johnston of Superior, Wis., has arrived
in Plainview to assume management of
the Garden theatre. He was formerly
manager of the Broadway theatre in
Superior.
Niles Theatre Progresses
NILES,
The Baumann
Day.
atre, under MICH.—
construction,
is expected the-to
be ready for opening on Thanksgiving
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n East" to
Way Dow
Be Road Show Only
(riffith Plans Three Years in
Larger Theatres for
His Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct.. 19. — D. W. Grifi has made definite announcement
tit his present plan is to have "Way
.\vn East" continue as a first-class
t veling attraction for at least three
mts to come, and it will not be seen
i any other playhouses in the world
tin those given over to the booking
( traveling attractions at the regular
;ile of prices charged for these seats.
Organizing Twenty Companies
A'ithin the next six weeks, twenty
mpanies will be sent on tour to play
t first-class theatres at their prevaili scale of prices. Each organization
,1 be a separate unit comprising two
i?gage carloads of equipment and ettts and carrying a symphonic orchest to interpret the score which Mr.
(ifnth has devised as a part of his
tsentation.
Way Down East" has passed its
5 enth week in this city and it is decred that the weekly receipts are ex( ding from $4,000 to §3.000 those
en by is"The
Birth of
a Xation." Thein
ft hire
running
simultaneously
lston. Philadelphia. San Francisco and
Is Angeles. The combined receipts are
c'lared to aggregate between $S0,000
al $90,000 weekly.
Propose Showings Abroad
\s soon as the American routes are
1 1 out other organizations will be
Sit out of New York to cover Europe,
.ia, Australia and South America, so
1 1 within the shortest possible time
playing
will ofbe the
'c "ay
world.in all
centers
leadingEast"
the Down
hllas Expects to Finish
Two Houses by February
)ALLAS. TEX.— The new Majestic
a I new National theatres, both in Elm
saet, will be completed about Febr ry 1, it is expected.
'"he cost of the Majestic is given as
$0,000 and that of the National at
$ 0,000. Interstate Amusement comply will be housed in the former, and
t Hulsev interests are building the
1; er.

United

HERALD

Kingdom

Offered
Pioneer

Film

American

Corporation

Announces

Market
That

It is

Ready

at Any Time to Purchase Big Photoplays for Distribution in United States
Concrete proof of the fact that the American market is open to receive
British pictures of the type acceptable to American theatres has been given
by the Pioneer Film Corporation of New York City in an advertisement
which appeared in the London Times October 12.
In the torm of a message to the motion picture producers of the United
Kingdom. A. E. Lefcourt, president of Pioneer, states that he is ready at
any time to "purchase on a cash basis or on any terms equitable to both
sides, any photoplays big in theme, big in direction, clean and wholesome
in every way. so thatDoes
theyNot
will Want
have aMediocre
market inPictures
America."
"We are not interested in small or mediocre pictures — there are plenty
of
such
pictures
now,'' of
continues
Lefcourt.
"What wecompany
desire are
big
productions
regardless
the priceMr.
asked.
Any producing
in the
United Kingdom feeling that it has what we want, can communicate with
us immediately either by cable or letter, explaining in detail just what it
has to offer. You have the assurance of our immediate attention."
Mr. Lefcourt in his introductory state- ganization." he continues, "to deliver this
ment says he has been informed that all-important message to you:
"If sion
youthat have
formed
the toimpres"almost every producer of motion picAmerica
seeks
keep
tures in the United Kingdom had. for an
your
product
out
of
country,
you
unknown reason, come to the conclusion
have done us a great injustice and
the Pioneer organization, in sending
— unjustly so — that American producers,
you this message, will be extremely
distributors and exhibitors were prejuhappy sired
if purpose
it can
accomplishanyitssuch
dediced grossly against British-made
of dispelling
films. In other words, that America has
idea from your minds.
built a great wall around itself and that
"Naturally, we. as distributors in
the men in the American motion pic- America,
must be the sole judge of what
ture industry had determined to keep out the American public wishes in photoplay
productions, for you must agree that it
all films not
made in Is
the Unjust
L". S. A.''
is but human nature for each producer to
Conclusion
feel that he has individually the greatest
"The Pioneer Film Corporation wants
marketable product in the world. But
to be the first American distributing or- we really feel that we as purchasers must
select only such pictures as can be disposed of to the exhibitors at a reasonable profit, otherwise we could not
Market

Is Open

\lter Kansas City House
LA.NSAS CITY. MO.— The Doric
tatre, 908 Walnut street, has been
t;en over by Hardtng Brothers and
c ;ed for repairs. David Harding, who
h shared the management of the Libe.- theatre with his brother, Samuel
Irding, will be in active charge of the
n ,- Doric.
sew Theatre for Kenosha
;ENOSHA. WIS.— Work will be
s -ted soon upon the building of the
Nv Hippodrome theatre, representing
tl merger of the Rhode and Yirginian
thtre interests. The building is backed
b Kenosha capital.
Centralia Gets Theatre
ENTRALIA, ILL.— Proprietors of
tl Grand theatre are erecting another
a active playhouse, costing S40.000. just
sith of the city hall in Locust street.

Producers

M. H. HOFFMAN"
Vice president
Pioneer United
Film Kingdom
Corporation, which hasof invited
producers to enter American market.

Seeks Mutual Friendly Feeling
''On behalf of the Pioneer Film Corporationconcludes.
and its entire "I
organization."
Mr.
Lefcourt
sincerely hope
exist."
that
this message to you will function in
the spirit in which it is sent. We wish
to eradicate an unjust impression and to
establish a thoroughly mutual and friendly
feeling, because in the Snal analysis only
by sincere cooperation between all of us
connected directly and indirectly with the
motion picture industry can the results
be most satisfying."
Takes Ann Arbor Arcade
ANN ARBOR. MICH.— P. C. Spencer
recently took over the management of
the Arcade theatre, succeeding E. C.
Cochran, who has undertaken similar
duties in Detroit. Spencer comes from
Calgary. Alberta. Canada, where he was
manager of a theatre on the biggest
Canadian circuit.
Enterprise Sells Stocks
PINE BLUFF. ARK. — The new Enterprise Amusement Company, which
w'll build a theatre here for colored
patronage and proposes to operate a
chain of theatres in this section of the
state, has disposed of $12,000 worth of
stock.
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One
County
With
Towns
Has
No
Regulations Have Been Drafted
In Pennsylvania to Govern
Conduct of Theatres There:
1880 Persons Hold Licenses
As Operators
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARRISBURG, PA., Oct. 19.— In the
second largest state in the Union from
the standpoint of population there has
been found a county without a motion
picture show.
A recent report of the department
of labor and industry of Pennsylvania
shows that Fulton county, in which there
a*e thirty-six towns, has no theatre booking pictures.
State Thickly Populated
While this condition undoubtedly exists in many other states this particular
case is considered of particular interest
because of the fact that Pennsylvania is
so thickly populated.
The report of the department showed
that in this state there are at present
1,231 motion picture theatres. Philadelphia has 150, while Allegheny county,
which includes Pittsburgh, has 191.
Regulations Drafted
Regulations have been drafted by the
department to govern the conduct of picture houses. These regulations, it is
pointed out, are a part of the safety
standards of the state industrial board.
To the bureau of inspection falls the
task of enforcing the rules.
Persons holding licenses as operators
of motion picture machines now total
SCANDAL

Thirty-Six
Picture
Show

1,880. Applications for licenses are examined every sixty days by the labor
department.
George Baker Will
Adapt Stage Play
"Hole in the Wall"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 19.— George D.
Baker announces that the first picture
to be made by his own company, recently formed under the name of George
D. Baker Productions, will be a picturization of Fred Jackson's stage play,
"The Hole in the Wall," in which Martha
Hedman was starred last year. The
picture will be made under the auspices
of Sawyer and Lubin and published
through Metro.
The cast for the picture will be selected as soon as Mr. Baker leturns from
Atlantic
cation. City, where he is taking a vaThough he has been directing pictures for about eight years, Mr. Baker
has been affiliated in that time with only
three companies, namely, Vitagraph,
Metro (for whom he was Western director general) and Cosmopolitan.
Among the pictures he directed are
"Revelation" with Nazimova; "Buried
Treasure,"
"Proxies"
and "Heliotrope."
In all his years
as a director
Mr. Baker
has never produced a sex picture and
says he never will.
Arkansas Theatre Rising
LITTLE ROCK, ARK— Work is
progressing on the new $135,000 Alice
theatre building being constructed in
West Second avenue. C. H. Crutchfield
is the owner and F. S. Horton the lessee.
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Black

Statement
Denies Testimony
(.Continued from page 43)

band's
to which, he says, he neve
receiveddeath
a reply.
Questions Her Sincerety
"I am sure I showed in my letter m
willingness to assist this widow even \permitting her to continue as my tenan
without obliging her to buy the rea
estate." concludes the statement in thi
regard,
"but got
perhaps
Mr
Eames who
her tothecomepromises
to NewofYorl
and play the
role ofconscientious
'the injured scruple
widow
overcame
whatever
taking have
up the
sheIn might
had."testimony of the othc
witnesses, the statement has the followin)
to say in brief :
Everett Bean — "I never met Everet
Bean, nor so far as I remember, have
ever been in Hillsborough. I never enter '
tained
thought
a theatre
Mr. any
Harwood
— "Iof never
heardthere."
of th<
mysterious
'Mr.
Harwood'
and
have
far been unable to find anyone else whesi
ever met Denies
or knowsKnowing
anythingBean
of him."
Harold W. Bean — "This Mr. Bean, too, i:
a total stranger to me. I never met hirr
or talked to him in my life and as far a1
I know and can learn, no one representing
me ever even interviewed him."
— "Ionnever
witli
thisJoseph
party M.butSlater
did call
Mrs. talked
Sanisterri
I asked her if she would be interested ir
some combination arrangement whereb;
we would finance a theatre that wa:
modern and one that the town was en
titled to, and her answer was, to say thi
least, very discourteous. There was n(
threat made as to what we might do.
have never seen her since."
Mrs. Humphrey — "I heard that Derr
had two theatres in keen competition. Mrs'
Humphrey operated one of them. Shi
told me, however that she preferred tt
hold on than to sell out. I heard late
that the two houses had pooled their in
Carpenter's Statement Untrue
Mr. Carpenter
— "Mr.areCarpenter's
terests."
ments
in New York
maliciouslystate
un
John B. Eames, a former employe 0
Mr. Black's company, who testified a
New York, came in for excoriation. Mi
Rlack accused his former employe 0
unbusinesslike actions and states tha
Eames' efforts were not at all times fo
true." interests of his company. "A
the
soon best
as I was able to arrange for a nev
manager, I discharged Eames from nr
employ.," the report concludes.
Takes Leases in S. D.
MITCHELL, S. D.— Albert Staehle
who came here a year ago from Ceda
Rapids, la., has purchased leaseholds 0
the Metropolitan and Gale theatres am
will take possession November 1.
Change in Eaton Rapids
EATON RAPIDS, MICH — Mrs. Ger
trude Smith is making arrangements t<
open the Bijou theatre at the expiratioi
of the
month. d contract which run!
this Whitehea
out

Scenes from "The Gamesters," the new American Film Company Production.

To Open New Strand
E, 111.— The ne\
EAST MOLIN
Strand theatre here will be opened soor
It has a seating capacity for 1,000.
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Blank Employs Woman
to Acquaint
Mothers With Pictures Published
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
creating sentiment opposing legal censorship of pictures. He believes also
DMAHA,
NEB., Oct. 19.— A. H.
that
it will enable him to study more
ink, head of A. H. Blank, Enterprises,
closely the public demands and to handle
llieves he has found an effective method
pictures accordingly.
( creating a demand for motion pictures
:d creating also favorable sentiment
aong those who are inclined to be Educational Acquires
Industrial Features
optical as to the moral influence of
I tures.
The exhibitor and exchange man has Plymouth Productions Said to
Contain Also Strong
nointed Miss Matilda Koskey as genComedy Element
(1 representative in this territory. It
With the industrial life of the nation
iher duty to go out among the women
i\ preach the gospel of better pictures. as their background, better Americans
gives especial attention to mothers, as their theme, yet made with the audience appeal ever in mind, Educational
; luainting them with the merits of the
Film
Exchanges, Inc., announces it has
pductions issued by the Blank comacquired the first two of a series of twoFiyGoes Before Clubs
reel pictures produced by Plymouth Pictures Corporation, of which Rufus Steele,
*{iss Koskey goes before women's
cbs, school officials, civic societies and Saturday Evening Post staff writer on industrial and commercial topics, is the
r gious organizations and talks to them
aiut the merits of the motion picture.
guiding figure.
"The
Kick ofBack"
and "The BigIn Idea"
her statement
appointmentthat
Missin Kosthe first
the two-reelers.
each
\r■'ollowing
made the
her are
of them there is a tense, appealing story
cViion the motion picture was the great- with the comedy element strong, yet the
e individual influence for good next to industrial setting is behind both of them
t printed word.
and will be behind all of the series. "The
It is up to the public to keep the Kick Back" was made in a $3,000,000
shipbuilding plant, and one of the bignvies
do this
gest shoe factories in New England suppronizeclean,"
the she
gooddeclared.
ones and"Toshun
the
plied the setting for "The Big Idea."
bl ones." Worked for Pathe
Eliminate Advertising
The advertising element, it is said, does
Blank
has made en-a not enter into the pictures, for even the
t 'he
rough
studyrepresentative
of motion pictures,
a ng her to talk on them from every names of the plants cannot be seen.
"The Big Idea" is distinctly a comedy,
a ,le possible. Previous to her associat i with Blank Enterprises, Miss Kos- following the tribulations of a misguided
worker who is carried away with a
k was employed by Pathe and William
radical idea. When his own theories are
F :.
t is believed by Mr. Blank that Miss put into operation at his expense by his
family and friends he changes his mind
fcskey's talks to the women of Iowa and
readjusts his attitude toward society.
a Nebraska will go a long way in
"The
tellsthetheintroduction
story of a
workmanKick
whoBack"
resents
of machinery into the plant where he is
working and then follows an unusual
series of actions in which he is made
to realize the necessity of machinery and
how much his welfare is bound up in it.
Supervised by Steele
The stories are by Mr. Steele and he
has supervised production of the pictures. Carlyle Ellis is the director, and
though the company contains no stars
the casts are well balanced.
Both pictures have received the hearty
endorsement of the Americanization committee of the motion picture industry,
and cooperation to exhibitors showing
them is promised by manufacturers,
commercial, community and labor organizations all over the country.

COCRTXEY FOOTE
" has
the
male"The
lead Bronze
in the Bell."
Ince-Vance
production

Mabel Taliaferro Returns
Mabel Taliaferro, star of the screen
and stage for many years, will play the
role of "The Painted Lady," in the John
S. Robertson Production of Barrie's
"Sentimental Tommy" for Paramount.
This
will after
mark more
the actress'
return production
to the screen
than a
year's
absence,
also
her
first
appearance
under the Paramount banner and
her last
picture for some time as she has stage
plans in progress.

SIADGE KENNEDY
Star of the Goldwyn Picture, "The Girl
with the Jazz Heart."
Dee

Robinson
Madison

Opens
at Peoria

Beautiful New Playhouse in
Illinois City — Has Seating
Capacity of 2,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PEORIA, ILL., Oct. 19.— The Madison theatre, erected by Robinson Theatre Company at 502 Main street, was
opened to the public on Saturday, October 16.
Seating 2,000 persons, the new playhouse is declared to be one of the most
beautiful in Illinois. From the lobby to
the stage it is modern in every respect
McNally Is Manager
Dee Robinson is president of the theatre company. General management of
the house has been placed in the hands
of Herbert D. McNally, while Ben H.
Serkowich, well known in newspaper
circles, is director of publicity.
Several floral offerings were received
by President Robinson from Associated
Producers, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Metro, United Artists and
Robertson-Cole.
Mr. Robinson was recipient of telegrams from Harry Weiss of Superior
Screen Service, Chicago; I. Lesserman.
manager of Universal in Chicago; William Burford, Harry Thornton, Cress
Smith, Thomas Meighan and Dorothy
Dalton.
Chicago Men Attend
Out-of-town film men attending the
opening were Nat Wolf, Associated Producers; H. P. Wolfberg, famous Players;
M. M. Rubens, Joliet; L. M. Rubens.
Joliet; Harry Willard, Realart, Chicago,
and Ben Beadell, Select, Chicago.
Nearly 5,000 electric light bulbs are
used in lighting the theatre and lobbies;
a $25,000 refrigerating plant ventilates
the place; a switchboard with 120 levers
controls the lighting effects, and a
twenty-piece orchestra provides the
musical program.
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Pathe

Distribution
James Young Is Directing George Arliss Who Will
Be Supported by Sylvia Breamer, Edmund
Lowe, Mrs. Arliss and Others
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announces the acquisition of "The Devil,"
starring George Arliss, for distribution
through Pathe. Mr. Arliss has been
working at the studio in Fort Lee for
the past month, and it is expected the
film will be completed within five or
six weeks.
Harry I.eonhardt and Callaghan are
producing the picture, which is being
directed by James Young.
"The Devil," in the opinion of Associated Exhibitors, will take its place with
"The
Riddle:
Woman," now
and by
the Edward
special
feature being produced
Jose.

Was Stage Success
Mr. Arliss will make his cinema debut
in a role he played with such striking
success on the speaking stage. In all
his brilliant career this distinguished
actor has had not more spectacular role
than that of the Devil, it is claimed.
Infinite care in adapting the play to
the screen was exercised, it is said, before the supporting cast received attention. The scenario was written by
Edmund ( Moulding, a writer of long experience and the author of many conspicuous film successes.
Makes Her Debut
The director was given authority to
engage any players, who, in his judgment, were best suited to portray the
characters of the piece. The cast is
virtually an all-star one. Sylvia Breamer
will appear in a feature role. Lucy Cotton plays the part of the wife. Edmund
Lowe is the artist and Roland Bottomley has the part of his gay friend. Mrs
Arliss will be seen for the first time or
the screen as the mother.

HERBERT H. YI DIX
General manager and treasurer of B. Y.
S. Film, Ine.

"The Devil" is an admirable choice of
play for presentation on the screen, it is
believed by the producers. It enjoys the
distinction of having had presentations
in two different productions on Broadway simultaneously. Written by the
eminent Hungarian novelist, short story
writer and dramatist, Ferenoz Molnar,
it is a play that from the time of its introduction has held a high place among
the works for the stage.
Stage Play Successful
The presentation of the piece on the
speaking stage met with a success
which has familiarized its title throughout the United States. Harry Leonhardt
and Andrew Callag ian are seasoned
showmen and their acquaintance with
the theatre has enabled them to proceed
with their enterprise in a manner that,
according to Associated Exhibitors,
promises well for success.
The painstaking effort being put into
the production
"The Devil"Exhibitors,
has convinced officials ofof Associated
Inc., that it will be a feature which they
can offer their exhibitors as something
representing the greatest heights a film
drama can obtain.

St. Louis Film Men
Hold Weekly Dinne
First of Series Is Given i:
Honor of C. P. Seip and
New Select Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO, Oct. 19-The S
Louis Film Board of Trade held the fir
of a series of weekly dinners at the Ell
Club last week. C. P. Seip, Consolidate
Film Company. Memphis, Tenn., wb
was a visitor in this city, and Joe Fo
new Select manage r here, were the hoi
ored guests at the dinner.
It was announced at the affair that tl
date of the big dance to be given I
motion picture interests here will tl
made public in the near future.
Those attending the dinner wo
Messrs. Lewis, Gantz, Fox, McKee
1 1 Ml. Hanken. Fagin. Borsky, Wej
Baker. \)< - Berger. Seip. Stricklan
Stinson, Henley, LefT, Leonard ar
Collins.
Under special invitation from the S
Louis Board of Trade, members of tl
Flxhibitors League in St. Louis will ha<
representation on the grievance comtni
tee in adjusting all difficulties and con
plaints between exhibitors and exchani
men.
Northern

Minnesota

Exhibitors

Conven

Organize in Boston
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON, MASS.. Oct. ML— Theatre
men of this city have organized the
Greater Boston Exhibitors League with
the intention, it is said, of affiliating with
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America.

(Special MINN.,
to Exhibitors
DULUTH,
Oct. Herald)
19.— Appro '
mately fifty exhibitors from northe
Minnesota attended the territorial me<
ing of the United Theatrical Protecti.
League at the Holland hotel here toda
The question of censorship, which
menacing both Minnesota and Wisco
sin at this time, was discussed at lengl
Other problems which arc of vital i
terest to the exhibitor also were consi
ered.

Dinner

of Appreciation

Is Expression

Of Editor' s Fight Against Censorshi
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the highest office in the state, and when
ATLANTA. GA., Oct. 18.— The din- women's organizations throughout Georj
ner given last week in honor of James
had placed the stamp of their appro'
on the measure, there arose one cha
B. Nevin, editor of the Atlanta Georgian
pion with courage to initiate an editoi
and Hearst'ssentatives ofSunday
American,
reprethe motion
picture byindustry
light against the menace. That was Jan
of the Southwest is regarded as the most
B. Nevin, and his powerful and consi
significant gathering in the history of ent battle against the injustice of I
the industry in this territory.
proposed legislation commended him
More than 100 representative men in every fair-minded man in the mot)
picture industry.
the industry and a score of distinguished
guests were present at the banquet given
Patterson Conceived Idea
at the Capital City Club here.
It was W. C. Patterson, manager
Appreciation Is Expressed
the Criterion theatre, of Atlanta, one
The occasion was a notable one in the vice-presidents of the Motion Fj
many respects. First, it expressed the ture Theatre Owners of America, a
profound appreciation of the industry leader of the exhibitors' organization
for the editorial campaign waged by Mr.
the Southeast, who first recognized
Nevin against censorship. It is signifi- value rendered by Mr. Nevin in his e
cant also in that it sounded the strength
torial fire against censorship, and it v
of the organized motion picture industry
he who conceived the idea of this
pression
of appreciation.
as no single issue has ever tested it before. It is now a matter of history that
Telegrams
from the following pre
the recent gubernatorial campaign proved
inent men in the industry who were
the powrer of the screen in the nominaable to attend the dinner were read
tion of Governor-elect Thomas W. HardMr. Patterson: Sydney S. Coheu, CT
wick, the candidate against whom the ident of the M. P. T. O. A.; Willi;
press of Georgia was united, with the Fox, president of Fox Film Corporate
exception of the Atlanta Georgian and a Lewis J. Selznick. head of Selznick ^
few county newspapers.
terprises; Martin J. Quigley, publis
During the recent session of the Georgia
and editor of Exhibitors Herald;
legislature, when the advocates of censorship had enlisted the svmpathy of World.
Arthur James, editor of Moving Pict-'

Why

Pictures

Pull

— (Four Reasons)

inor Fair in an artistic pose from "Kismet," the RobertsonCole production starring Otis Skinner.

A new portrait of Vivian Martin, who returns to the screen in
a series of important productions starting with "The
Song of the Soul" for Goldwyn distribution.

"iel Ostriche, who is starring in two-reel comedies for
Arrow Film Corporation, at her make-up table in the
star's dressing room.

Priscilla Dean, the Universal star, receives a card of membership in the International Traffic Officers associatijn from
President Dan Sylvester.
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Under New Arrangement Dwan's First Picture Will
Be Issued on November 7 With Tourneur's
"Last of the Mohicans" Next
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
title which is declared to have greater
drawing power and box office pull than
NEW YORK, Oct. 19. — F. B. War"Sex." This production is being cut
ren, general manager of distribution for and
titled in the Read studios, and prints
Associated Producers, Inc., announces
will be shipped to Associated
from California a rearrangement of the shortly
Producers branch offices in the United
publication dates on Associated ProducStates
and
Canada. It has not yet been
ers productions, following the first two,
given
a
final
title.
"Homespun Folks" and "The Leopard
Following this will be another J.
Parker
Read,
Jr., production starring
Woman."
Under the new arrangement, Allan
Hobart Bosworth in a smashing meloDwan's first picture, "The Forbidden
drama, "A Thousand to One." Mr. BosThing,"
published byon Mr.
November
worth is said to exceed in this produc7. This will
was bepicturized
Dwan
tion
the
strength of his work in the Ince
from a story by Mary Mcars in The Metropolitan Magazine and is played by an all productions, "Behind the Door" and "Bestar cast headed by James Kirkwood, Helen
low the Surface."
Second Ince Offering
Jerome Eddy and Marcia Manon.
Warren Calls Picture Unusual
Thomas H. Incc's second Associated
Producers special is set for publication
picture,"
"I regard this as"Itanhasunusual
that
on
January 2. It is "The Magic Life,"
heart grip
said Mr. Warren.
recalls the famous Griffith-Biograph pic- by May Edington, and is declared to be
one
the bigin pictures
of Mr.
Incc'sfrom
career.
The ofaction
this drama
moves
the Ambassador Hotel
ture, 'Sands O-Dee'."
The next publication set for Novemfringes
of
English
society
to
the
Canadian
Northwest.
presentaTheatre Is Leased
ber 21 is Maurice Tourneur's
story, "The
tion of J. Fenimore Cooper's
Mack
Sennett's
first
Associated
Pronor
time
Neither
."
Mohicans
the
Last of
First National Attractions
production, "A
Town16.Idol,"
expense has been spared to make this will be ducers
on Small
January
Ben
Wins Coveted Site
unparalleled among similar Turpin ispublished
on
producti
the star.
screen stories, it is declared.
"I
am
making
this
announcement
at
for Premieres
Month on Outdoor Scenes
this
time,"
said
Mr.
Warren,
"so
that
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
first-run
exhibitors
in
all
of
the
larger
Mr. Tourneur's company spent more
cities can set their dates now by this
than a month in the Big Bear country
LOS
ANGELES,
Oct. 19.— First Naof California filming the outdoor scenes.
schedule, avoiding last minute decision . tional attractions have captured the much
So enthusiastic were the male members
sought-after film theatre which is to be
of the cast over the possibilities of the as to the playing time."
a part of the new Ambassador Hotel
here. The deal was closed last week
story that they agreed, without urging,
to shave their heads more properly to De Haven Christens
between Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser,
southern California franchise holder for
play the important Indian roles in the
a cast
Former Chaplin Plant
production. In addition to Wallace
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,and Grover A. Sholem, secretary and
headed by Barbara Bedford,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
several hunRoscoe,
Albert were
Beery dredand
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— Carter de treasurer of the Ambassador Hotel Correal Indians
engaged.
poration, representing S. W. Strauss.
Haven, the First National star, was host
ons are being made by AssoEarly announcements concerning the
Preparati
Wednesday night at a most unique
ciated Producers to give the exhibitors
which formally christened the theatre have predicted that it will be
everywhere unusual showmanship and party,
Charlie Chaplin studios just taken over "the most elaborate cinema temple in
America." The new Ambassador Hotel
exploitation aids on "The Forbidden
clever producer of "Twin Beds," located in Wilshire boulevard, is being
by the
"
Mohicans.
Last of theteaser
Thing" and "The
who
now
is
engaged
in
making
"The
Girl
cama
The opportunities for
projected by S. W. Strauss & Co., and
"What is in Charlie's
the Taxi." ghost appeared and wel- will be numbered in their chain of hospaign based on the question
overbeing
not
are
the forbidden thing?" nts are being made
comed the guests; a jazz orchestra fur- telries which includes the Ambassadoi
looked, and arrangeme
nished inspiration, and Carter tapped his hotels in New York, Atlantic City, Sant.
for several extraordinary stunts calcu- ceilar liberally. Carlisle Robinson, de Barbara and the Alexandria in this city
lated to carry "The Last of the MoHaven's
new press agent, arranged the
for some time tha'
known
been had
hicans" into great popularity.
affair.
Mr,It has
Sholen
in mind the installa
Glaum Production Dec. 5
tion of a theatre as one of the man)
novel features which will be contained ir
The publication for December 5, as
that h'
announced by Mr. Warren, is another Mayor Prohibits Sunday
the new edifice and it is saidpracticalh
starring
production
received overtures from
has
J. Parker Read, a Jr.,
Shows at Parkland
industry.distributing organization in thi
story with a surprise
Louise Glaum,
every
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Tentative plans call for the opemm
LOUISVILLE, KY., Oct. 19.— Following the signing of a petition by 671 of the new theatre on New Year's eve
residents in the neighborhood of the vations
Revised Schedule
requests for reser
is said,
and already,
have itbeen
received.
Parkland theatre, Mayor Smith ordered
the house closed on Sunday. Members
Of A. P. Pictures
of neighboring churches declared the
Bender With Universal
theatre had become a Sunday nuisance.
N0V. 7 — "The Forbidden Thing,"
Dwan.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Nov. 21 — "The Last of the MoLOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— CharleserF
Veiller En Route East
Bender, a former New York newspap
hicans," Toumeur.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Luciei
has been made assistant to depart
man,
Dec. 5— J. Parker Read, Jr., proLOS ANGELES,
Oct. 19.— Bayard
o
scenari
the
al
of
chief
ment
of
Univers
City.
d,
Hubbar
Glaum.
Louise
duction starring
Veiller, Metro production chief, is on his
way to New York.
Dec. 19 — "A Thousand to One,"
with Hobart Bosworth, Read.
Metro Has Wilson Story
Sloman Leaves Metro
Jan. 2 — "The Magic Life," Ince.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Town Idol,"
"A Small
Jan.Ben16 —Turpin,
LES. Oct. 19.— Bayar
ANGE
LOSr annou
Sennett.
with
nces the purchase of Jon
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— Ted Slo- Veille
man has resigned as a Metro director.
Wilson
. 's "Uncharted Seas as
Fleming special
Metro
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Organization
Exchange

of

Educational

System

Complete

Thirty-three Offices in the United States and
Canada Are in Full Operation, According
To President Hammons of Company

in

With the opening of the Denver office, E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational Films Corporation, announces that his company has completed the task of organizing its own exchange system through the United
States and Canada. Every office has started to do business on a full
schedule, he says.

PAT 0'MAL.LEY
Iarslinll Xeilan's popular male lead in
"Go
Get
It,"
First National "Dinty"
pictures. and "Pards," all

7ontenelle Exchange
Takes Larger Place
Because of greatly increased business,
>ie Fontenelle Feature Film Company
f Omaha, Neb., has moved to more
Dmmodious quarters at Fourteenth and
toward streets, which is in the center
f the exchange district.
Max Wintroub, who is responsible for
ontenelle's rapid growth to its present
osition in the lowa-Nebraska territory,
making a tour of the larger cities in
Dwa. He reports the biggest kind of
usiness. Mr. Wintroub says that the
<hibitors are beginning to realize the
aportance to them of the independent
schange. As a consequence Fontenelle
represented in practically every firstin house in the territory it distributes
>r. Mr. Wintroub will be in Chicago
om October 25 to 30, from where he
ill leave for New York, where he will
ake his headquarters at the Astor.
ettle Judgment Case and
Plan to Resume Building
DES MOINES, IA.— Plans for conluation of work upon the new Alhama theatre will be determined soon when
. S. Rawson, receiver for the Comonwealth Mortgage Bond Company of
>wa, reports to the court his findings
to the company's affairs.
The receivership, which was a friendly
ie, was brought about by the applicam of the Sugarman Construction Com.ny for a judgment of about $60,000
ainst the company.
spect to Open Terrace
Theatre, Danville, Soon
DANVILLE, ILL.— The new Terrace
satre here is expected to be formally
ened on October 14, according to anuncement by Manager Ronan. After
e opening there will be four shows
ily with musical features by a twenty;-piece orchestra.

This has been accomplished in practically five months' time, Mr.
Hammons states, for that period represents the interval between the withdrawal of Educational product from independent exchanges and the completion of its own selling and distributing organization.
Thirty-three Offices Are Established
Educational's completed work results in twenty-seven fully equipped
branches in the United States and six in Canada, a number of which Educational declares is equaled by but a very few companies whose systems
have been much longer established.
In making the announcement, Presitioned, our policies'
dent Hammons said that it has resulted on account
of thatpopular.
fact thatIt iswelargely
have
in the fruition of the plans made nearly today associated with us through the
six years ago, at the time Educational was various territories a group of men of
founded. He declared that it proved
which any company would be most
that the basic plans for the organization
were sound and that this result and the proud.
"These men are participating in the
present business of the company re- profits up to minor percentage and the
futed claims made at various times that result has been the formation of an
"it can't be done in the realm of short ideal organization, and one that is bound
to give the exhibitor a hundred per cent
service and cooperation when backed
subjects." Had Definite Plans
with the quality of product that we have
"We had very definite plans when
Educational was born," said Mr. always maintained.
Hammons. "We felt then that there
was a demand for the highest quality
Exhibitor
Benefited' is the
Educational
FilmsIs Corporation
in short subjects. We had to be content
parent or producing organization, and
with small beginnings. We knew that pictures
are handled through Educational
we had to develop the greater portion
Film Exchanges. Inc.. a subsidiary. On
of the field, to create such quality in one account
of the fact that local exhibitor
and two-reel subjects that the exhibitor interests have been permitted to share
would recognize them as essentials of
in exchange
ownership most
of the terhis program.
ritories are incorporated
separately,
but
"The number at first was not great, in every case control of the ownership
and during a brief period pictures were
remains in the prindistributed direct from the New York and management
cipal company.
office. But the news of the appeal of
Educational makes the first announcethese pictures to audiences spread rapment of its offices and their managers as
idly and we gradually released our
follows. Atlanta, A. C. Bromberg; Bosproduct through independent exchanges
in various territories.
ton, James J. Scully: Buffalo, D. J. Savage; Chicago. I. M. Schwartz; CincinWaited for Opportunity
nati, J. F. Skirboll; Cleveland.^ H. H.
Skirboll;
Dallas. Jos. F. Toner: Denver,
"But this was only a temporary expedient. We simply were waiting until E. J. Drucker: Des Moines. Omaha and
the volume of the demand became great Kansas City. C. L. Peavey: Detroit, M.
enough to justify our own offices. We
H. Starr: Indianapolis. Carl E. Lieber;
always have forced ourselves to build Kansas City, John Noehrn: Los Angeles,
slowly and soundly.
Irving M. Lesser; Louisville. Jos. Gold"Our idea from the first has been that
berg;waukee.Minneapolis,
J. F. Cubberly:
Milthe short subject business is separate
H. G. Fitzgerald:
New Haven,
from that of the feature picture. We
R. A. Bertschv; New Orleans, W. E.
felt that the salesman who could make a Evans: New York. John J. Iris; Philagreater gross return with, the feature
delphia. C. A. Goodman; Pittsburgh, C.
would naturally give it his greater atten- A. Lvnch; St. Louis. George Skouras;
tion and that the short subject would be San Francisco. G. C. Blumenthal; Seattle,
ignored both so far as sales effort was
and Washington. Howard Beaver.
concerned and from the point of view of M. Rosenberg,
Canadian Educational Films. Ltd., is
helping the exhibitor make money with
it. Therefore, we declined offers for dis- the subsidiary for Canada, with main
tribution from feature companies main- offices in Toronto and branches in St
taining their own exchanges and chose John. Montreal. Winnipeg. Calgary and
what, so far as we are concerned, was Vancouver.
the lesser of the two evils, the independent exchanges.
Says Educational Welcomed
Change Theatre's
Name
SPRINGFIELD.
MO.— The
Liberty
"Our
product
gradually
increased
and
then when we entered the comedy field theatre, which has been under the manwe found the demand justified our own
agement of Fred Hayter since March 1.
has been remodeled and redecorated and
offices, and we have not been mistaken.
We have found, too, that Educational
the seating capacity increased. The name
was welcomed, and its standing unqueshas been changed to The Em->re?>.
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Read
Offering
Stories for

$5,000
Louise

HERALD

for Original
Glaum
Vehicles

Additional Sums of $1,000 Are to Be Given for
Further Ideas Available for Production:
Many Contestants Now Entered
J. Parker Read, Jr., in co-operation
newspaper is pledged to advise all contestans, of whom there already are more
with newspapers and magazines throughthan 14,000, to view the Louise Glaum
out the world, is offering $5,000 in prizes
vehicles which are supposed to suggest
for original stories which are suitable
to the embryo writers new roles suitable
for the star.
for production by him with Louise Glaum
as the featured player.
Harry Owens, formerly with the Hodkinson distributing organization and an
The producer also announces his willingness to pay $1,000 for further ideas exploitation man of experience, has been
available for production. .These latter engaged by J. Parker Read, Jr., and is
now visiting exchanges and newspapers
prizes, it is said, will serve as "consolafurthering the interests of the plan and
tion"
prizes
in
cities
where
tremendous
interest has been created, but which fail disseminating its principles.
to produce suitable material.
The mayors of San Francisco and Los
Will Mean Publicity
Angeles, a United States senator, a number of prominent judges, Louis Joseph
In announcing the contest it is pointed
Vance and Edna Ferber, among the
out that the three Read productions being distributed by W. W. Hodkinson, as authorial clan, and other notables have
well as the newspapers through which the endorsed the proposition and will act
as judges. The plan follows:
contest is conducted, .will benefit through
Plan Is Announced
the plan which already is in operation.
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago
Each newspaper publishes the rules of
and many other American cities already
the contest, appoints a member of its
are represented by contestants.
staff contest editor and organizes a local
board of judges, usually consisting of
"Louise Glaum Repertoire Weeks" are
booked in every city to which the scenathe mayor, the superintendent of schools,
rio contest is extended, it is said, and
legal light and a local litthese showings are booked also in every a prominent
erary authority. A regular course of
community surrounding this central
instruction, prepared by J. Parker Read,
point which are reached by the newsJr.'s staffby isforemost
given, themotion
sixteenpicture
"lectures"
papers acting as media for the producer.
written
au14,000 Already Entered
thorities are supplied, along with a service
of
photographs,
cuts,
mats,
etc.
The contest is called the "J. Parker
At the conclusion of the contest, which
Read, Jr., San Francisco Daily News
has about eight weeks to run, the local
$5,000 Scenario Contest," or the "Los
Angeles Express J. Parker Read, Jr., judges segregate the scenario submissions and send on to the central comContest," as the case may be, ami each
HARRY

OWENS

STARTS

ON LONG

TRIP

October 30, 192C
mittee
Jr.'s stories
headquaror
ters theat J.
fiveParker
most Read
suitable
ideas.
$2,500 Is First Prize
Thus each newspaper interested will
submit to the producer five stories.
From these the prize scenarios will be
chosen and with $2,500 as the fir.st prize.
Fifteen hundred dollars will be paid for
the second-award story suitable for use
by Read and $1,000 for (he third story
subject to the same condition.
An unlimited number of thousanddollar prizes, as aforementioned, are
available.
Rivoli, La Crosse, Opens
With Elaborate Features
LA CROSSE, WIS.— The largest pic
ture house in western Wisconsin and one
of the most attractive theatres in the
Northwest made theatrical history here
when the Rivoli was opened recently is
North Fourth street.
Over 6,000 persons attended the opening performances, admired the house anc
congratulated the management. Twc
noteworthy social events marked th<
opening. Officers of the La Crosse
Theatre Company and visiting theatrica
representatives were feasted at f
luncheon
at Stephan's
Inn was
and served
the nexiat
day an elaborate
banquet
the Stoddard hotel. W. F. Hurtgen wa<
toastmaster and Mayor A. A. Bentlev
gave the address of welcome. Many ol
the visitors responded to toasts. Visiting theatrical
men were from Wisconsin ■
Illinois
and Minnesota.
Chicago Interests to
Build Belvidere House
BELVIDERE, ILL.— The Derthicl
Opera House site has been bought b)
Chicago parties who propose to erect i
combination theatre and business block
ately.
.Building operations will begin immedi
Plans provide for a-building about 10<
feet square, the same as the structun
destroyed by fire three years ago. Thi
theatre will be devoted to picture show:
and vaudeville, and will have a seating
capacity of 800. The improvement am
installation costs are estimated at $50,000
Seattle Man

Buys Again

MOUNT VERNON, WASH.— L. L
Goldsmith of Seattle, who has leasei
the Mission theatre here for a period o
from five to ten years, and purchased it
equipment, recently added the equipmen
of the Rex and Acme theatres from R. K
Dunham, who has been managing botl
houses. Goldsmith now owns three mo
two in Mount Ver
picture
tion and
non
one houses,
in La Conner,
Build Theatre In Texas
LOCKHART, TEX.— A motion pic
ture theatre is being erected near th
Baker show here, to have a seating capac
ity of 800. It is owned by a company c
have stoc
local people, some ofA. whom
D. Baker, pionee
in the Baker show.
, will continue i
Lockhart
of ent
manager
of both houses.
managem
the

J. Parker Read, Jr., bids Harry Owens bon voyage as the latter leaves on a nationwide tour to tie up three Louise Glaum productions to an international scenario
contest. Lincoln Hart, Mr. Read's general manager, is on the right.

Honor Houston Manager
HOUSTON, TEX.— Associates m th
theatre business here with Albert nil
manager of the Queen theatre, prepare
his rf
a parting surprise for him upon
of the hous
tiring from the management
n
himself,
to embark in business for
dinne
informal
an
at
honor
of
was guest
es. presented with a gift by n
associat
party and
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First
In

National
New

Franchises

England

Total

1 20

Exchange at Boston Publishes Booklet Listing
The Holders— Folder Is an Attractive
Piece of Art Work

LOUISE LOVELY
n aa Fox
scene picture
from "The
Little by
GreyJames
Mouse,"P.
directed
Hogan.
iullock Replies to
M. A. F. Brentlinger
Secretary of M. P. T. 0. A.
, Discusses Organization
Value to Exhibitors
In an open letter to the industry, Sam
iulloek, secretary of the M. P. T. O. A.,
as replied to M. A. F. Brentlinger, manger of the Bankers & Merchants Theter Company of Ft. Wayne, Ind., who
ecently expressed regret at the trade
apers printing communications of a con"oversial nature from exhibitor leaders.
Mr. Bullock takes the position that
Ir. Brentlinger belittles the value to
le exhibitor of organization and enulerates the accomplishments of the Moon Picture Theatre Owners of America
nee its organization.
In conclusion, he urges that Mr.
rentlinger admit his mistake to Svdney
. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
id that the incident be closed.
.eith's Dayton Will Have
New Main Street Location
DAYTON, O.— A large arcade buildg to house the B. F. Keith theatre and
her business enterprises will be built
ireet.
property on the east side of Main
Plans have been drawn for an elabore playhouse. The Keiths will relquish the theatre at Fifth and Ludlow
reets early in the new year. It has
:en acquired by Charles J. Gross.
Reopen in Cedar Rapids
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.— The Ideal
eatre, under management of A. T.
nadow, who recently acquired it, is
ain open for business. Improvements
id alterations have been made during
i closing in the summer months.
Two New Atlanta Houses
ATLANTA, GA.— Atla nta has two
w theatres under construction — the
oward, in Peachtree street, to seat 2,500
trons, and the Metropolitan, at Peachse, Luckie and North Forsythe streets,
have seating capacity for 1,700 people.

All

One hundred and twenty- franchises of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., are held by exhibitors in the New England territory, according to a booklet just published by the Boston exchange.
The folder is an attractive piece of advertising art. On the cover is
the caption "Abraham Lincoln wrote this. If it is good enough for us, it is
good enough for you." Under the caption are passages from the writings
of the philosopher-president. Other quotations are printed inside the
folder.
120 Franchise Holders Are Listed
To make the folder as attractive as possible so that it will be picked
from the mail and read instead of being discarded in the waste basket, it
was printed on sky-blue stock with a carmine border. Opening out the
folder to its center spread one finds the list of the 120 franchise holders.
The following theatres are included in the list :
Photoplay theatre, Adams, Mass.; All- wock theatre, Marthas vineyard, Mass.;
ston theatre, Allston, Mass.; Strand
Grand theatre, Middletown, Conn.;
theatre, Amsbury, Mass.; Pastime the- Colonial theatre, Milford, Conn.; Elm
atre, Ansonia, Conn.; Regent theatre, Ar- theatre, Milford, Mass.; Mystic theatre,
lington, Mass.; Lyric theatre, Athol, Mystic, Conn.; Alcazar theatre, NaugaMass.; Opera House, Augusta, Maine; tuck,
Conn.; Olympia theatre, New BedColonial theatre, Augusta, Maine; Bijou
ford, Mass.; Palace theatre, New Britain,
theatre, Bangor, Maine; Star theatre, Conn.; Strand theatre, Newburyport,
Bar Harbor, Maine; Library theatre, Conn.; Colonial theatre, New Canaan,
Bennington, Vt. ; Princess theatre, Ber- Conn.; Cannon theatre, New Haven,
lin, N. H.; Albert theatre, Berlin, N. H.;
Conn.; Garden theatre, New Haven,
Washington Street Olympia theatre, Conn.
Boston, Mass; Scollay Square Olympia,
Lawrence theatre, New Haven, Conn.;
Boston, Mass.; Old South theatre, BosOlympia
New Haven, Conn.;
ton, Mass.; Exeter Street theatre, White Waytheatre,
theatre, New Haven, Conn.;
Boston, Mass.
Dreamland theatre, New Haven, Conn.;
Grown theatre, New London, Conn.;
Brattleboro Represented
theatre, New Milford, Conn.; Strand
Latchis theatre, Brattleboro, Vt.; Bris- Star
theatre, Newport, R. I.; Elm theatre,
tol theatre, Bristol, Conn.; Star theatre,
North Attleboro, Mass.; Harvard theBristol, R. I. Rialto theatre, Brockton,
atre, North Cambridge, Mass.; Rex theMass.; Cumberland theatre, Brunswick,
Maine; Pastime theatre, Brunswick,
atre, Norway, Maine; Town Hall theOrange, Mass.; Music Hall
Maine; Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vt.; theatre, atre,
Pascoag, R. I.; Imperial theatre,
Gordon's Central Square theatre, CamPawtucket, R. I.; Strand theatre, Peabridge, Mass.; Orpheum theatre, Canton,
body, Mass.; Strand theatre, Portland,
Mass.; Olympia theatre, Chelsea, Mass.;
Maine; Olympia theatre, Portsmouth,
Princess theatre, Chester, Conn.; Ster- N.
H.; Colonial theatre, Portsmouth, N.
ling theatre, Concord, N. H. ; Taylor
H.;
theatre, ProvinceOpera House, Danbury, Conn.; Elm the- town, Provincetown
Mass.; Victory theatre, Putnam,
atre, Danvers, Mass.; Sterling theatre,
Conn.
Derby, Conn.; Magnet theatre, Dorchester, Mass.; Dorchester theatre,
Riverpoint Has Franchise
Dorchester, Mass.; Strand theatre,
Thornton's
theatre, Riverpoint. R. I.;
Dorchester, Mass.
Scenic theater, Rochester, N. H.; MaMajestic theatre, Easthampton, Conn.;
theatre, Rumford, Maine; Park
Thelma theatre, Essex, Conn.; Rialto theatre,jestic
Spencer, Mass.; Bijou theatre,
theatre, Fall River, Mass.; Empire the- Springfield, Mass.; Garden theatre,
atre, Fall River, Mass.; Bijou theatre, Springfield, Mass.; Phillips theatre,
Fall River, Mats.; Elizabeth theatre,
Springfield, Mass.; Paramount theatre,
Falmouth,
Mass.;
theatre.
Fitch- Stafford Springs, Conn.; Alhambra,
burg,
Mass.;
LyricShea's
theatre,
Fitchburg,
Stamford, Conn.; Park theatre, Taunton,
Mass.; Strand theatre, Gardiner, Maine;
Mass.; Auditorium theatre. Terry ville,
Coliseum theatre, Gardiner, Maine; North
Conn.; Strand theatre, Wallingford,
Shore theatre, Gloucester, Mass.; LawConn.; Town Hall theatre, Unionville.
ler theatre, Greenfield, Mass.; Memorial
Conn.; Central Square. Waltham, Mass.;
Hall theatre, Harrisville, R. I.; Strand
Durrell Hall theatre, Ware, Mass.; Warr
theatre, Hartford, Conn.; Suffolk the^ theatre, Wareham, Mass.; Princess theatre, Waterbury, Conn.; Elm theatre,
atre,
Holyoke,
Royal Hudson,
theatre,'
Holyoke,
Mass.; Mass.;
Elm theatre,
Waverly,
Mass.; Steinberg theatre, WebMass.; Idle Hour theatre, Hyannis,
ster, Mass.; Central theatre, Westerly,
Mass.; Supreme theatre, Jamaica Plain, R. I.; Town Hall theatre, Winthrop,
Mass.; Acme theatre, Kennebunk,
Park theatre, Woonsocket, R. I.; Family
Maine.
Maine; Woburn theatre, Woburn, Mass.;
Lakeville Is Included
theatre, Worcester, Mass.; Park theatre,
Worcester, Mass.; Rialto theatre,
Best theatre, Lakeville, Conn.; Premier
theatre, Lawrence, Mass.; Music Hall, Worcester, Mass.
Leominster, Mass.; Strand theatre, Lewiston, Maine; Empire theatre, Lewiston,
Improve Arkansas House
Maine; Dreamland theatre, Livermore
Falls, Maine; Rialto theatre, Lowell,
SPRINGDALE, ARK.— The Gem theMass.; Olympia theatre, Lynn, Mass.;
atre is undergoing extensive improvements. A new organ will be installed.
Marlboro theatre, Marlboro, Mass.; Capa-
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Lincoln's "Inner Voice"
Booked for Three Week
Run at Chicago Theatn
Clyde E. Elliott, general manager o
Greater Stars Productions, Inc., an
nounces that the first American- Cinem;
production, "The Inner Voice," featurini
E. K. Lincoln, has been booked for :
three weeks' engagement at the Zeigfeli
theatre, a downtown house, in Chicagc
It will open on October 30.
Clara Kimball Young's fourth Equit;
production,
will follo\I
"The
Inner "Mid-Channel,"
Voice" at the Zeigfeld.
also will have a run of three weeks.

A quintet of sobbing fellow-workers saw Pete Smith depart for New York from Los
Angeles recently. One gave him an all-day sucker, another a pink posey and
aHarry
third D.a Wilson,
set of press
agents'
Bibles,
as trade journals.
Danny chasers
Grey,
Maurice
Meyers
and known
John McCormick
are the gloom
surrounding Pete.
Bookings
Continue
Heavy
Production
Featuring
Buffalo

on R-C
Carpentier

Exhibitor Says "Wonder Man" Opened
One of the Biggest Days in the History
of the Palace Theatre There

With Georges Carpentier, Europe's
champion pugilist, who knocked out Battling Levinsky in Jersey City, now a
popular figure in the world of sport,
bookings of "The Wonder Man," the
Robertson-Cole special in which Carpentier is the central character, continue 100 per cent solid, it is declared.
The possibilities of "The Wonder
Man"
as an
seen in
a typical
wireattraction
which hasmaybeenbe received
by Robertson-Cole. Howard Smith,
manager of the Palace theatre, Buffalo,
telegraphed to the Robertson-Cole home
office, New York City, as follows:
Has Biggest Day
"'Wonder Man' opened for one of
biggest days this theatre ever has seen.
Six performances, capacity business to
each performance. Had to take off comedy to accommodate crowds. Applause
throughout picture tremendous. You
should be congratulated on such wonproduction."
The derful
sporting
world is talking of the
Frenchman, of how he knocked out Levinsky, of how l'is manager, Francois
Descamps, says he will be free to fight
Dempsey after the first of the new year,
and of what the probabilities of the outcome may be.
The logical result of all this talk, in the
opinion of Robertson-Cole, will be an
increased interest in Carpentier, and a
desire to see him. Next to seeing him
in person is to see a motion picture starhim. "The
not onlya
showsring him
as aWonder
ballroomMan"
ornament,
matinee idol in the nobbiest of street
wear, but as a battling ring champion
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going four rounds and winning out
against odds in the thrilling story.
Now Under Contract
Carpentier is under a contract which
will not allow his meeting Jack Dempsey
before the first of January, 1921, and
until that time, at least, a choice piece
of gossip in the world of sport will be
the chances of the Frenchman against
the American champion.
Exhibitors are being reminded by
Robertson-Cole of the ease with which
the masculine clement is drawn in to
see the famous French fighter, soldier
and
The the
exhibitor's
problem
is to ace.
see that
women only
arc informed
correctly
regarding
"Inter-of
est the women.
TheCarpentier.
men will come
themselves,"ploitation
is andthe
slogan
of
the
exadvertising campaign
which Robertson-Cole has issued on
"The Wonder Man."
New Theatre in Peru
IND.—theManager
Loomis'
newPERU,
playhouse,
Liberty Dale
theatre,
will
be put under construction soon. Loomis
recently purchased the Isis theatre from
B. E. Wallace and has a ten-year lease
on the building with purchasing option.
The new house will seat 1,400.
Will Start L. A. Theatre
LOS ANGELES.— Work will shortly
be begun on the theatre to be erected at
Huntington Park for C. C. and F. B.
Lewis. The house will have a seating
capacity for 900 people and its cost is
estimated at $40,000.

Louisville, Ky., to Get
New $150,000 Theatn
LOUISVILLE, KY.— A new motio
picture theatre in Fourth street will b
erected within the next six months at
cost of $150,000 by Michael Switou
owner of several uptown motion pictur
houses.
Plans call for a four-story structur
with a space for stores, and an aud:
torium to seat 2,000 people. Switow ha
previously erected the Alamo, Jeffersoi
Rex and Crystal, and has recently com
pleted theatres in JefTersonville, Ky., an
in Bedford, Ind.
Build Theatre in Oakdale
OAKDALE, CALIF.— The Oakdaf
Investment Company has begun wor
on a new concrete building, to include
theatre at Third avenue and F stree
The theatre will be built on two floor
and will seat between six and seven hui
dred
people.
ton has
leasedJames
it. W. Barlow of StoclPathe News Now
In Its Tenth Year
Ten years ago Pathe News was
conceived in Europe and was
brought to this country by Charles
Pathe. Beginning on November
15, and continuing for a number
of weeks thereafter, Pathe News
will celebrate its anniversary with
a series of special events which, it
is declared, will provide exhibitors
with a powerful box office attraction.
In every locality where Pathe
Exchange, Inc., is represented by a
branch office, there will be a special
I local edition issued twice a week in
conjunction with the national pub| lication- The editor of Pathe News
has added more than a score of
local cameramen to his staff for
I this period. This local will be
published twice weekly, with the
odd
News.and even number of the Pathe
1

1
1
1
1
I
I
|
11

In addition to this, the Pathe
News editor has planned a series
of special "stunts" for incorporation in each issue of the News. Another feature he expects to install
in the news reel during this period
will be a "historical subject." He
plans to go down through the
years of Pathe News existence,
picking out the most ofsensational
that day
feature
epoch-making
and
running one in each issue.
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THE

'Pietuve

ter name has been called "the talent exchange" is the result
of a genuine demand.
Had not exhibitors demonstrated to the satisfaction of
individuals in position to create a new business enterprise
their desire to use and willingness to pay for special talent
for presentation purposes organizations would not have been
formed with the specified object of supplying motion picture
theatres with proper talent.
The demand has been present for some time.
The supply has been provided.
The entire industry will watch with keen interest the
development of this new phase of film theatricals.
Rough angles must of necessity be worn down as in any
new enterprise. Method and precision will develop out of
original complexity.
The efficiency essential to permanency must be brought
about. And into the work of developing it, exhibitors must
put earnest effort and careful thought.
The talent exchange is one of the live issues of the day.
important considerations confront the organizations seeking to supply presetation talent and the exhibitor.
T at the seeming difficulties existi will be overcome in .due time
t:re can be no doubt, but for the
psent they must be given serious
aention.
^ot the least important problem
i the lack of stage facilities in perils the majority of motion picture
t atres. The newer houses almost
v:hout exception have been built
v|h ample provision made for presto ation. Yet there are many theat s of the best class with little or
' stage space.
n these certain types of presentatn can be used, but arbitrary
1 litations are not conducive to
Pgress. There is excellent ground
f the belief that the issue justifies
e ensive remodeling. Several ins nces of this already have been ret -ted. No doubt there will be more.
The work should be done at once.
T refrain from presentation for any

Exploitation

EXCHANGE

Presentation has come to stay.
The new factor in the industry which for want of a bet-
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considerable length of time because
of space restrictions is to retard the
development of an essential phase
of the exhibitorial business. And a
policy of delay * is *notoriously
faulty.
*
The second important consideration has to do with costs.
No figures have been made public
showing exhibitorial opinion as to
the percentage of program expense
that should be devoted to presentation. But the leaders in this line of
endeavor have demonstrated their
faith in human talent as an adjunct
to screen entertainment by utilizing
features the cost of which apparently falls not far below the cost of
screen material.
The exhibitor who changes abruptly from a no presentation policy
to the newer school experiences a
certain difficulty in making this apportionment. He stands between the
alternatives of a temporary increase
in admission price, which will defeat the purpose of presentation by
lending the engagement the aspect

of a special occasion, or a permanent increase, which apparently
calls for the immediate establishment of presentation as a permanent program item.
The best solution of the problem
seems to lie in a general increase in
admission price effected without
giving
the cause
idea for
thatit.the
tion is the
Thispresentacan be
done in a number of ways which any
theatre man can devise and in no
way detracts from the prestige that
attaches to special features of the
Concerning the advisibility of the
general increase aside from the presentation issue, local conditions must
at all times govern.
* * *
The third matter to be considered
is that of talent exchange booking
prices. And it must be apparent to
all that these will diminish as more
and more exhibitors take up presentation and reduce the length of
the "jumps" and the number of "off
weeks" to be paid for by the players
engaged hibitorand
ultimately by the exin salaries.
In cooperation lies the most promising means of overcoming this
condition. When exhibitors situated
no great distances apart arrange
film and talent bookings in such
manner that players have little or
no idle time and need pay out no
great amounts for transportation
presentation costs should diminish
naturally.
That such players as Sophie
Tucker, Eva Tanguay, Emma Carus, Kitty Gordon, Ted Lewis and
Valeska Suratt, offered by the newly
formed First National Booking Association, Chicago, should devote
their time to presentation is evidence of the strength the idea has
developed in the essentially alien
vaudeville field.
That the Bendix Music Bureau,
with headquarters in New York,
furnishing talent to the Capitol, Rialto and Rivoli of that city, to the
Kunsky theatres in Detroit, Mich.,
and the Circle, Indianapolis, Ind.,
should have
extended
its field of
(Continued
on page 5S)
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

A tabloid bedroom farce enacted in a setting fashioned after the still from
the film should properly introduce "Twin Beds."
Subtitles
from "If
I Werereading
King" which
make
up a strong
dramatic
can be effectively rendered by an actor
in costume.

1^
41

The Pearl White company on location indicates the suitability of North
Woods
The type is familiar and
effective. presentation for "Tiger's Cub."

TUBK

|I "Clothes,"
the Metro forspecial,
offers and
un- Helen Gardner appears as indicated in "The Devil's Angel," a Clarte-Cornelius
limited possibilities
exploitation
attraction. Setting and costuming can be reproduced at little expense and
I
presentation based upon feminine attire.
a presentation feature based upon the story should prove desirable.
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\ GYPSY prologue was used by Sol Lesser at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, in connection with the screening of "The
Notorious
and wholly
setting ofworthy
this type
caneffort.
be arranged at little expense, and misellaneous
talentMiss
can Lisle."
be used Anin artistic
its rendition.
The satisfying
effect is decidedly
of the

Kinema

Star

Patronage

Made

Advertising
>9

For

"Forty-Five

Minutes

From

Broadway

Nezv blood is always stimulative in
ffect.
Nezv additions to the American exibitorial body have not always crekd record precedents, but new ideas
ave been introduced with consistent
yularity.
The advent into active motion picire theatricals of Sol Lesser, associ'cd ivith the Gore Bros, in the
tvnership of the Kinema theatre, Los
'ngeles, has brought about innovaons unth machine-like regularity.
His audience-advertising stunt espeally merits attention.
OTION picture stars acquainted
with Charles Ray, whose first inependently produced attraction,
Forty-Five Minutes from Broaday," is distributed by First National,
)rmed theatre parties to view the
cture during its Kinema engagement,
rrangements had to be made with
le management, of course, for reseritions, and Mr. Lesser distributed
ie parties evenly over the week.
The next step was to acquaint his
ientele with the fact that the Marlall Neilan party would be present
l Monday night, the Katherine Mconald party on Tuesday night, Dorhy Phillips and Allen Holubar on
'ednesday
rough the night,
week. and so forth, all
Of course, every exhibitor can't do
at.
But every exhibitor can frequently
)tain the presence of notables of
cal or national importance at his
eatre. He should do so.
And he should let the fact be
lown.
Hero worship is a fixed quantity.
It can be made capital of by the

A flashlight showing the crowd drawn to the Kinema, Los Angeles, during the
run of "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," when numerous star parties were
properly advertised.
advertising man who has the initiative should be kept in mind or filed away
for reference when opportunity to
to step off the beaten track.
Another recent Kinema enterprise
it arises.variations of the origiNumerous
of interest is the gypsy prologue pic- apply
nal will present themselves from
tured herewith, used for "The Notorious Miss Lisle." Detailed infor- time to time. Frequently the delegates to local conventions can be
mation islacking, but the outstanding
invited to the theatre to attend a
fact of the
setting's
simplicity
and and
the
obvious
ease
with which
talent
performance, or to make the theatre
musical material suitable for such a their headquarters.
The fact should be advertised.
feature can be obtained needs no delineation.
A noted musician in the city for a
The audience-advertising idea is period can be invited to try out the
theatre organization.
That should be advertised.
It is adaptable and can be used as
good.
effectively
at one time as another.
Audience-advertising is a new and
Distinctly an occasional stunt, it profitable activity.
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Grizzly Management
Advertises Despite
Lack

of Opposition

Competition is the life of trade.
Advertising is trade.
Both rules are good, and proof that
they are good is to be found in the
rule.
exception
considered proof of any
There is one theatre in America,
and only one, so far as is known,
that has no competition.
The theatre is well advertised.
That's interesting.

Crowds collected about numerous windows in Milwaukee, Wis., displaying the comtheatre. pelling catchline evolved for "Humoresque," then showing at the Butterfly

Punch

Line
Used

of Universal

Appeal

In "Humoresque"

Campaign

"God Couldn't Re Everywhere, So He Made Mothers."
There's a genuine appeal in that line.
The box office of the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., showed unmistakable evidence of its power when a new record was established, during
the engagement of "Humoresque," in behalf of which the line was used.
Leo Landau, manager of the theatre, and Daniel Roche, exploitation
representative of the Chicago branch of Famous Players-Lasky, by no means
confined their advertising campaign to the line in question, but it is probably the most valuable product of their endeavors in point of adaptability.
It can be used in connection with the stipulated production, or, for that
matter, with any production that merits it, in countless ways, and invariably
to good effect.
It can be made a catch-line for newspaper advertising.
It can be used for snipes, with the necessary addition of the words,
Fannie Hurst's "Humoresque," as was done in Milwaukee.
The idea can be elaborated upon. Ministers never tire of the mother
love theme, and this expression of it is so well put as to prove tempting.
Mothers' societies should respond to the right sort of approach, giving,
not only their attendance and the attendance of those they influence, but
providing signed estimates of the picture's worth for publication.
Feature writers on many newspapers have contributed lavishly to the
critical literature of the picture. They have devoted columns of space where
paragraphs were customary.
None of these have used a better title than the line improvised at
Milwaukee.
Lines of that sort are worth writing. They qualify as advertising literature, the latter word being used in more than usually exact sense.
Whether Mr. Roche or Mr. Landau wrote it is neither known nor
important.
The line is the thing.
Advertising campaigns have been built upon less. And they have brought
big results.
It is not necessary, in the case of "Humoresque," to improvise material
upon which to base a campaign, but no exhibitor should fail to include the
punch line classic in his copy.

The theatre is the Grizzly, a nam
that is well chosen. The location i
Great Rear Lake, Cal.. and there i
not another theatre within competitio
distance.
Frank H. Johnson is the manager
and he advertises.
The opposite page carries interest
ing photographs of the Grizzly. Ther
is nothing to approach it in novelt
in American theatricals.
The dome is constructed of pre
served oak boughs, and the entir
building is of log cabin design am
structure. In keeping with surround
ings, seemingly
the mountaii1
country,
it standsa part
out inof sharp
contras
against
mental
image of
brightly, the
lighted
metropolitan
picturth'
palaces of the nation.
Why does he advertise?
I'ecause pleasure resort vi>itors ar
not especially inclined toward th
screen form of amusement, becausthe native element in the mountain i
very much like the residential elemen
of any other community, because ad
vertising makes good business bettei
and because he likes to advertise.
All the reasons are good. Any on
i- sufficient. Rut comparatively fe\|
showmen, under the same circumj
stances,
the initiativ'
that
Mr. would
Johnsondisplay
has shown.
The

Talent Exchange
{Continued from page 55)

operations as far west as Minnea
pedis, Minn., and Kansas City, Mo
is indicative of the esteem in whici
exhibitors hold the talent exchang
idea.
* * *
It is clearly evident that the talen
exchange will become an importanfactor in the business life of the ex
hibitor. He cannot long dismiss th
subject with shrug or discussion.
able.
Action is imperative and inevit
The proper course of action is t<
give the matter prompt and seriou
attention and develop the ne\
service as rapidly as possible to
high state of efficiency.
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Exploitation — The
Life
of
Trade
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That exploitation is as truly the life of trade as is competition, is the conclusion
j
| drawn from the statement that Frank H. Johnson, manager of the Grizzly Theatre, Great
|
I Bear Lake, Cal., advertises extensively and vigorously despite the fact that no other
|
I motion picture theatre exists within competition distance.
The story of the Grizzly
|
I appears upon the opposite page.
Accompanying photographs show the exterior and inte- |
| rior of one of America's most interesting theatres.
j
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Street Car Cards
Advertise Strand
During

Walk- Out

No one notices a street car.
Everyone notices its absence.
In practically every big city unusual interest has attached to
street cars at some time during the
past two or three years — chiefly
because of their absence during
labor controversies.
Which ng.has a direct bearing upon
advertisi

The Crescent theatre, Pontiac, 111., which owes its prosperity to Hal Opperman,
manager, whose "Principles of Pep" should be read by all exhibitors.

Opperman' s "Principles of Pep"
Keep Pontiac Theatre Prosperous
1. Thou shalt not wait for something to turn up, but shall pull off thy
coat and go to work, that thou mnyest prosper in thy affairs.
2. Thou shalt not be content to go about thy business looking like a
loafer, for thou shouldst know that thy personal appearance is better than
a letter of introduction, and the appearance of your lobby, your comfortable
theatre, your ushers, yea, and the smile of your ticket seller, shall aid.
3. Thou shalt not wait to be told what thou shalt do, nor in what
manner thou shalt do it, for thus may thy day be long in the job which
fortune hath given thee.
4. Thou shalt not be afraid to blow thine own horn, for he who so
faileth to blow his own horn at the proper occasion findeth nobody standing
ready to blow it for him.
5. Thou shalt give every man a square deal. This is the great commandment, and there is none other like unto it. Upon this commandment
hangs all the law and profits of the business world.
Hal Opperman, manager of the original and a quartet off stage sang.
Crescent theatre, Pontiac, 111., has the "Give My Regards to Broadway," as
the picture struck the screen.
above "principles of pep" conspicuIt is unnecessary to discuss at
ously displayed upon the wall of his length the principles set down. They
office.
are pointedly put expressions of
Further, he conducts his business
standard rules of success. Every
according to the principles laid down.
exhibitor should preserve them. They
For miles around Pontiac, sign- are excellent memory stimulants and
boards inform travelers of the numproductive of the best results, if propber of miles to the city and to the
erly acted upon.
theatre. This is the outpost of OpHal Opperman's "Principles of
perman exploitation.
Pep" should be filed.
He believes in exploitation. To use
They should be displayed conspicuously, as Mr. Opperman dishis exact words, "Exploitation is
good, no matter how you use it. My
plays them, so that the mere sight
of them will be a constant reminder
method is to use a little every day
that they are good principles and
and double the dose on special occaworth remembering.
sions."
His method is excellent.
It is, strangely enough, not always easy to remember quite everyHe doubled the dose on "Fortything that is remembered. To bring
Five Minutes from Broadway,"
a
thing
frequently into the foreCharles Ray's First National attraction, effecting numerous window disground of the mind it must be replays and a strong tie-up with a music
means. called again and again by outside
store.
He carried this campaign into the
That'sAndwhyfewdesk
are
made.
officescalendars
or business
theatre, where the pianist played the
men operate without them.
music from George M. Cohan's stage

Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
X. Y., recently faced the possibility
of a business slump due to the tie-up
of transportation service consequent
upon certain labor readjustments.
The slump didn't materialize, as
readers of this department know, because Mr. Hyman advertised so dilligcntly and well during the period that
the people came to his theatre despite
the inconvenience.
One of the unusual features of this
intensive advertising campaign that
was not hitherto recorded is pictorially
rcjxmed this week.
Street cars were decidedly noticed
during the period. The few that oper-,
ated
were vigilantly sought and patronized.
Hyman
moved.

papered every car thai

Another important reason why th<
slump did not occur.

Street cars, rare sights during the Brool
lyn labor readjustment, were lith<
graphed by Edward L. Hyman, mai
ager of the Strand.
It is not sufficient to know
thing — it is essential that it shall t
remembered at the moment it
needed. The theatre man has con
paratively little time for protracte
consideration of ways and means.
Wit is largely the thinking of tl
right thing at the right time.
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Title

Tips

The titles of the times present many exploitation possibilities that may be utilized by
active advertisers to the benefit of the box office.
THE WONDERFUL CHANCE"
(elznick) . . . Co-operative news]per with
advertising
merchants'
:ace
title asusing
catchline.
. . .
. straight advertising drive menuning a wonderful chance to enjoy
; good show. . . . Presentation
(acted by amateurs ostentatiously
("ered
wonderful
to try
<t
theira ability.
. . chance
. Newspaper
intest for contributed stories of
miderful chances that have been
i ssed.

'TIGER'S CUB" (Fox) . . .
/ imal cutout dodger. . . . Snow
1 >by fashioned after twenty-four
abet. . . . Offer of reward for
t er's cub prior to run. . . . Use
o same, if obtainable, on street. . . .
Hnted assurance that play is not
a animal picture. . . . Dramatic
p mentation based upon plot.
THE
RIDDLE: WOMAN"
( ssociated Exhibitors) . . .
f Idle contest of any nature conchted
by newspaper"
and directed
theatre
. Teaser
preparation
local luminaries, as — Professor
and-so ; what is your answer to
tl riddle of the ages? . . . Unli ited variations of same . . .
I ltroversy planted in women's
c bs. . . . Window display in
s re handling Geraldine Farrar
Cpcolates. . . . Lobby display of
h je question mark cutouts. . . .
C'ds
shape for distributn. in same
Tie tags of same design
over citv.
YOU
NEVER
CAN TELL"
(^alart) . . . Co-operative mercl nt-theatre double truck with title
a: ead line. . . . "You Never Can
T 1" surprise story contest for
n ^spaper with tickets as prizes
■ J . . Straight advertising and
nvs story based upon Bebe
Ciiels' rise from comedy parts to
st dom, emphasizing the point that
"iu Never Can Tell" what will
'rispire in motion picture history.
THE GIRL WITH THE JAZZ
H ART" (Goldwyn) . . . Jazz
K loitation in every department.
. Jazz musical presentation.
• Dancers. . . . Jazz band in
Plantation and with picture. . . .
Msic store tie-up. . . . Posters in
ckce halls.

Auditorium view of the Princess theatre, Sioux City, la., during the progress of
the "Powder Puff Review," used with the Fall Opening.
Princess,
Year

Sioux
With

City, Launches
"Powder

The special opening idea is taking
hold.
Good ideas are invariably popular with progressives, and the exhibitor is essentially progressive.
The inclination has existed for
some time. The execution is not
always a simple matter.
The following is interesting in
" this connection.
L. D. Balsly, manager of the
Princess theatre, Sioux City, la., enjoyed the benefits of an elaborate
Fall Opening, the big attendance
during the week and the publicity
and
cost. prestige that resulted without
The "Powder Puff Review" which
he used was the result of thought
and cooperation.
Sioux City merchants were contemplating afashion show. Mr.
Balsly offered his cooperation.
It was accepted, as was his stage
as the proper place to hold the
event, and it became automatically
a Princess feature.
It remained merely to announce
the Fall Opening angle, to equip the
theatre itself properly for the event,
and to get busy. These things Mr.
Balsly did with promptitude and
thoroughness.
"Forty-Five Minutes From
Broadway,"
Charles was
Ray'stheFirst
National attraction,
picture
scheduled for the dates, and the association ofideas identifying the re-

Puff

Review"

vue thought with Broadway was
easily effected. The outstanding result of the arrangement was the extension of the original four day engagement to week length.
Mr. Balsly's example is a valuable
one. Without doubt it can be followed out with similar success in a
number of cases.
The basic principle upon which it
was conducted can be utilized by
exhibitors practically anywhere.

Louis J. Bowlds, head of the Princess
art department, whose lobby stands
are business builders.
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Puzzling Angle in
" Suds" Exploitation
Catches Fan Fancy
The best rule is that there shall
be no rules.
Rules in advertising are chiefly
valuable because they indicate the
beaten paths.
And the avoiding of beaten paths
is
one of the advertiser's chief concerns.
A. B. Newhall, manager of the
Strand theatre, Lynn, Mass., observes the best rule.

Exploitation enabled the Criterion, Chattanooga, Tenn., to increase its admission
price from ten to thirty cents with Goldwyn's "Madame X," and to keep it
there.
Criterion,

Chattanooga,

Admission

Rate

Admission increases are periodically necessary.
Circumstances are not always such
that an increase can be satisfactorily
effected with a simple announcement.
The better showmen provide an
event of exceptional interest to accompany the change.
The method is commendable.
The Criterion theatre, Chattannooga, was recently taken over by
the American Theatres Corp., of
which Col. Arthur Lewis is president. The house had been operating
with a ten cent admission limit and
to no sensational success.
Hugh L. Cardoza, director of
theatres for the organization, began
at the ground to build up a practically new institution. Remodeling and
redecorating was first disposed of.
Then "Madame X," Pauline
Frederick's Goldwyn production,
was booked for the opening attraction.
The price was increased to a thirty cent top.
Remodeling and redecorating
alone is not convincing proof to
patrons that a two hundred percent
increase is warranted.
Exploitation is.
Accordingly, an automobile was
sent about the streets with a heavily
veiled feminine occupant. The sign
upon the car is plainly shown in the
accompanying illustration, and it
may be mentioned here that the line
used is exceptionally strong.
Crowds came. And as time went
on the crowds became larger. News-

Raises

WitW'Madame

X"

papers that formerly gave little
space to motion picture news wrote
up the event. A review of the picture was also printed.
The transformation had been effected. From a fourth run theatre
of dingy appearance and little
prestige the Criterion was changed
into a first run theatre of the first
class.
Exploitation did it.
The same agent will perform the
same service for whomsoever employs it intelligently.

The photograph reproduced a
the bottom of this page shows one c
the instances in which Mr. Newha
stepped off the beaten track an
scored a success.
What connection, you ask youi
self as have others, exists betwee
a buttonhole factory and Mar
I'ickford's United Artists produc
The"Suds?"
question goes unanswerec
tion,
but persists. That's why it's an ir
teresting question, and the interes
increases steadily.
Lynn citizens passing the buttor
hole factory doubtless had thef
fancy caught by a similar questioi
If unfamiliar with the story of th
picture, of course, it was not ur
plausible that there might be sue
a connection.
But the fancy dallies with the ide
nevertheless.
Fancy is a strange thing. It i.
seldom caught intentionally. Lik
advertising, it is subject to no stric
rules. But its effect upon the ind
vidua! is strong.
Catch the fancy of a patron an
his money is well on its way towar
theIt'sboxworth
officetrying.
cash drawer.

There is no obvious connection between a button hole factory and "Suds, b
the Strand theati
the display
Lynn,
Mass.caught the popular fancy and brought business to
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Praised

Anniversary

Everybody knows, or at least knows considerable
ibout, Willard Patterson, manager of Sig Samuel's
Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., and third vice-president of the M. P. T. O. A.
More important, for the purposes of this departnent, everybody in Atlanta knows Patterson and knows
ronsiderably more about him than citizens of most cities
enow about the exhibitors whose theatres they patronize:
There are several good reasons for this desirable
state of affairs. The big reason is the Patterson policy.
This is discussed to the extent of several thousand
.vords in recent issues of the Atlantic Journal and Atlantic
Constitution, which newspapers assigned special writers to
he writing of feature articles marking the fourth anliversary of Mr. Patterson's affiliation with the Criterion.
Both articles appeared under two column heads.
Dne carried a picture. Both are well written and give
of Mr. field.
Patterson's twenty years of activity
nhethedetails
amusement
Many in the trade will be interested in a few of
he high lights, in learning that he entered the field by
elling peanuts in the gallery of the Bijou theatre, Atanta, in 1900. Doorkeeper and usher were his next
issignments, and then he became advertising agent.
1 A minstrel show next engaged his attention, folowed by a plantation tent show which burned to the
ground
when was
at the
height
its glory. Miller's
101
ianch show
under
his ofmanagement
for a time,
nd then he spent a considerable period of occupational
irospecting, managing a snake charmer, doing janitor
vork in a vaudeville house, selling film for Mutual, actng as cashier for a pleasure park, managing road shows
nd vaudeville houses for Jake Wells, and finally formng his affiliation with Sig Samuels.
It is important to note that somewhere in this
ieriod of varied activity he found time to attend the
Jniversity of Georgia.
Those are the high lights.
The newspapers considered the fourth anniversary
n event of popular interest and displayed their articles
ccordingly.
The Criterion theatre will not be less well attended
3r the publicity given it.
But that publicity is not given to men who do not
lerit it, men whose policy, personal and business, is
ot right in every sense of the word.
That exhibitors can profit by publicity of this type
> patent. The best way to obtain it is to maintain a
olicy which will bring it without asking.
Mr. Patterson, manifestly, has maintained that type
f policy. In detail it may not possess startling charcteristics. It is not necessary that such a policy be
lade up of a series of epochal achievements.
Mr. Patterson s success has been a notable one,
ut it is highly probable that the little things, the everyay acts of his four years management, his initimable
tory-telling ability, are the things chiefly responsible
>r the editorial O. K. on the stories printed.
Personality is the hackneyed term that is used to
xpress it. But the term is neither exact nor compreensive.
Judgment is a better term. And into this enter fairess in dealings of every sort, hospitality of the personal
nd professional varieties, genialty in terms of relationhip, a hundred natural results of the proper mental
ttitude.

STUNTS
I

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., trade marks
are being run with straight theatre copy in the amusement pages of Chicago papers, dominating the space
and identifying every First National attraction with
the distributing organization.

|
|
|
|

I

The box office of the Q ueen theatre, Dallas, Tex., was
removed to make room for a set attic in which a
bathing girl cutout was centered. "Up in Mary's
Attic" prospered to the extent that the Southern
Enterprises duplicated the stunt in twenty-two
theatres. _

=
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I

An arrangement has been effected whereby the Geraldine Farrar Chocolate Company, with stores in the
majority of American cities, will prepare special
window displays in connection with "The Riddle
Woman," the star's Associated Exhibitors production.

|
|
1
|
|
|

Portraits of First National stars, mounted under gelatine and ever engraved plates stating that their productions appear exclusively at the Crescent theatre,
have been placed in every depot, hotel and club room
in Pontiac, 111. Hal Opperman, manager of the
Crescent, is responsible for the idea — a direct appeal
to transients which should net a considerable return.

|
|
|
|
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|
1

An art contest based upon amateur drawings of a
lion's head, with an art display in the lobby to draw
the attendance, was used by the Queen theatre,
Wilmington, Del., in connection with the exploitation
|
of "The Revenge of Tarzan."
1
i A similar contest, which drew replies from Kansas,
Wyoming, Nebraska and New Mexico, was conducted
|
by the "Rocky Mountain News" and Louis K. Sidney,
manager of the William Fox theatres in Denver,
Colo., in behalf of "The Little Wanderer."
| Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre,
|
Hamilton, O., played a revival engagement of
"Revelation," Nazimova's Metro success of two years
|
ago, at triple the original admission price and broke
I
all existing house records.

|
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Rear views of twenty-five prominent citizens of Logansport, Ind., are shown weekly upon the Colonial
theatre screen. Each is numbered and patrons are
invited to guess their identities, a graduated scale of
prizes being offered. The following week front views
are shown and prizes awarded, assuring double attendance of contestants.

|
i
|
|
1
|
I

|

H. G. Ramsey, manager of the Royal theatre, El
Dorado, Kans., has perfected a file in which he pre|
serves the pages of this department, listing them
alphabetically in accordance with the titles of pictures
exploited. Discarding the pages after he has played
|
the picture and profited by the suggestions made, he
keeps the file up to date and a reference source of
II
value.
| Ben Levy, manager of the Hippodrome theatre, Joplin,
Mo., placed a large cage of live monkeys in his
lobby during the run of Goldwyn's "The Return of

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
I|
|
|
|

I
| Tarzan."

I

I
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INTO

LUCILE

Golden

Apple Winner
In Selznick Picture
Myron Selznick, supervisor of all Selznick productions, announces that he has
engaged Katherine Perry, Follies and Midnight Frolic beauty, to play the leading
feminine role opposite Owen Moore in the
forthcoming Selznick production, "Lend Me
Your Wife," written and being directed by
Victor Ik-erman. Miss Perry has the distinction of being awarded the golden apple
for being the most beautiful girl in New
York.
Another well known stage and screen
comedienne engaged by Mr. Selznick for
"Lend Me Your Wife" is Teddy Sampson,
who is best known for her characterizations
of breezy roles in breezy comedies. Miss
Sampson has essayed many serious roles
in some of the more recent productions
made by well known producers, and in the
Owen Moore starring vehicle she will be
seen in a prominent role.

Buddy Messenger, Lucile Ricksen and Johnny Jones in a scene from "Edgar's
Sunday
Courtship" one of Booth Tarkington's Edgar stories being distributed
by
Goldwyn.
Special Pictures Is to Have Forty
Publications Available November
Although little more than six months
in the business Special Pictures Corporation will have more than forty short
subject publications available for exhibitors by November 15, according to
announcement made by H. J. Roberts,
general sales manager, from the home
offices in Los Angeles.
Twelve "Comedyart" productions have
been issued, each made up of a 1,400foot comedy, a 400-foot scenic, and a 200foot novelty. The titles are "Un-Easy
Feet," "Ima Vamp," "An Uneven
Match," "Mothers Angel," "Friends and
Enemies," "Henpecks and Pecked Hens,"
"Prince of Daffydill," "Shorty's Long
Suit," "Rocked to Sleep," "Sweet Dynamite," "Hay Fever" and "Open the
Bars." Scenics Are Available
Sunset-Burrud scenics now available
include "The Birthplace of the West,"
"Land of Sky-Blue Waters," "In a World
of Living Color," "The Path of '49,"
"The Highway of Wonderland," "Going
North," "Dawnland" and "Totem Land."
Clay-play comedies in animated mud
offered are "Edenville." "The First Zoo,"
"Observations of a Park Statue," "The
Virgin of Hamboul," "Up on the Farm,"
"Dreams" and "Bubbles."
Milburne Moranti single-reel comedies presented are "Why Worry," "Almost," "Guilty,'- "Kids."
Four Publications Ready
Four Comiclassic publications will be
available. These are "Up in Betty's
Bedroom," starring Charlotte Merriam;
"A Pajama Marriage," with Neely Ed-

Neal Hart Denies He
Is to Leave Eckels
Richard Robertson, one of the officials
of the Independent Films Association, has
issued an emphatic denial of a report that
Neal Hart has had a break with Eddy
Eckels, general manager of the association.
He displayed a telegram from Hart which
concludes "Tell the world I am for Eddy
always." Mr. Robertson explained that he
dignified
rumor
denialbooked
only the
be-'
cause of the
theatre
men,with
whoa had
Xeal Hart series, inquiring nervously as to
whether the entire eight would be delivered.
New England

15

wards; "A Seminary Scandal," starring
Charlotte Merriam, and "Watch Your
Husband," with both Edwards and Miss
Merriam.
Two Chester Conklins will be ready,
"Home Rule" and "Who Am I?" The
first was published October 7, the latter scheduled for November 14.
Just when the first Louise Fazenda
comedy, the initial Ford Sterling issue,
and the first Fred Fishback comedy will
be published has not yet been made public.
Empire Exchange Buys
Illinois State Rights
to "The Devil's Angel"
Illinois rights for "The Devil's Angel,"
which was produced by Lejaren a' Hiller
and which is being distributed through
state right exchanges by Clark Cornelius
Corporation, have been purchased by the
Empire Film Company of Chicago.
George O'Malley of the Empire exchange
considers the film the best the Empire exchange has offered to the exhibitors. He
is especially enthused over the exploitation
possibilities of the production.
A number of territories have been disposed of by Clark Cornelius. Wassman and
Stephens of Atlanta, Ga., have purchased
the rights for Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Florida and Alabama.
Alexander Film Corporation will distribute
the picture in Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.
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TELL NO TALES

Pastor

Opens Sermon Series
With M inter Picture
The Rev. Frederick H. von der Sump,
pastor of the Trinitarian Congregational
Church of New Bedford, Mass., is a motion
picture fan and believes in bringing films
into the church for the entertainment of his
congregation. Frequently during the fall
and winter he books standard attractions of
the screen and presents them at his Sunday
night services.
This autumn he opened up a series of
Sunday evening sermons with a Realart
production,
"Anne Minter.
of GreenDoctor
Gables,"
ring Mary Miles
von starder
Sump has written the following letter to
Realart about the reception accorded the
"Anne: of Green Gables" fitted into our
picture
program splendidly and Miss Minter was
in every way so fine and clean that it was
a real pleasure to have our people see it.
The house was crowded to the doors and
we turned them away at 7 p. m. before
time to open. I was pleased to have so
good a picture to open my series of
Realart Announces Cast
services."
Ward Crane, Crane Wilbur, Lucy Fox.
William Roselle, Mrs. DeWolf Hopper and
William Riley Hatch are announced by
Realart as members of the cast of "Something Different," supporting Constance Binof "CalMiller. ThePrisoner,"
adaptation
story is aannovel
ney.
deron's
by Alice
Duer
Superior Sold for $15,500
PITTSBURGH, PA.— The Superior
theatre in California avenue has been
AkseMorris
and for
sold by
brad
to Jacon
MichaelWeiner
Olsavicki
$15,500.
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For

Comedies

Questionnaires Are Received From 10,267 Theatres Throughout
the United States, the Data Collected to Be Used as a Guide
to Independent Stars and Producers in Selection of Material
a clear-cu
ion could not
a two-reel comedy in con- that
rHE two-reel slapstick comedy holds be running
made except tin distinct
the special case of bea
nection with some other feature.
a singular position on the programs
particul
ar
leading
comedystar produc908 (8.9 per cent) would be showing a
in the theatres of the country, accordtion, as to whether it was the featured
light comedy of society life in which a attracti
ig to a nation-wide survey just comon,
as
it
was
always
run in conleted by Associated First National Pic- young woman has the leading role.
nection with a five-reel feature which
ures, Inc.
877 (8.58 per cent) an emotional drama
ntted
under
some other classification
with a female star.
Reports received from 10,267 motion
In regard to the slapstick five-reel fea854 (8.35 per cent) all star dramas with
icture houses indicate that these twoture, the figures show rating as a draweel fun makers lead the field in the total a strong action feature.
ing card, exceptionally high
the
845 (8.26 per cent) a rural comedy
ercentage for the country as. to the drama.
rourteen but in manv territoriesamong
umber of theatres booking them. Becomedy drama was preferred.the Aslighta
(7.98 per cent) a drama notable
ause of their exceptional popularity for817action
whole, however, comedies are in strong
with a female star.
iere is a big demand for them.
demand with the comedv drama five791
(7.72
per
cent)
a
feature-length
In order to eliminate risk of personal slapstick comedy.
reel teature heading the five-reel slapstick as a universal favorite.
redilection or fondness for particular
644 (6.25 per cent) a society drama
Dramatic production dependent chiefly
tars and producers, and to make the with
a female star.
sports as unbiased as possible, every
nal acting and dramatic pro(6.03 per cent) would be running upon emotio
ductions depending chieflv
lass of production on the market today an 622
upon action
all-star
emotional
drama.
• embraced in the report, according to
nearly on a par as to the position
621 (6.02 per cent) adaptations of are
irst National, and care was taken to
they occupy in the tastes of the public.
btain figures from successful theatres. comedy stage successes.
I he dramas dependent chiefly upon
620 (6.01 per cent) an emotional drama
iat is, theatres that were showing a with
the acting are preferred when they have
a
male
star.
:asonable profit. The following series
a star of recognized ability, but many
f questions was asked:
reports contained commendatorv side567
(5.48length.
per cent) a "stunt*' comedy
of
feature
* * *
upon the efficacy of the drawing
559 (5.4 per cent) a drama of middle- power lights
of
the
"all-st
class
life.
emotional drama.
"Taking
the following
typicalL e.,
of
Ihese came chiefly ar"
from the longer-run
ading
attractions
for your as
program,
And the remainder, 530 (5.11 per cent)
houses,
where
the
picture
remained long
attires on which you chiefly depend to in number, would be running all-star pro- enough to profit
by word-of-mouth adrtract patronage, give the percentage
ductions depending upon the characterivertising. Ina great manv instances, the
hich each occupies towards your total
action drama of the type which borders
zations for the "punch."
ookings for the past year:
on the melodramatic was reported as being higher in favor than slapstick or
"1. Society dramas (with female star).
Although the two-reel slapstick easily polite comedies.
"2. Action dramas (female star).
led in the number of bookings, many of
"3. Strong emotional dramas (female
ar).
the reports called attention to the fact
The results on the other tvpe of pro"4. Strong emotional dramas (male
ar).
ductions on which box office values were
asKed varied greatly in the different terri"5.
Dramas
of
home
life
(rural
or
tories, so that in the light of their popuiddle class settings) (female star).
An Artist
larity m the entire countrv thev are
"6.
Light
comedies
of
society
life
setnearly
on an equal basis. The nature
igs (female star).
oi the patronage of the theatres seemed
to
have a greater influence upon the re"7. Rural comedy dramas (male star).
ception accorded these classes of pro"S. stage
Comedysuccesses
adaptations
of stars).
recogductions, while the stronglv marked
zed
(recognized
comedie
s,
emotional dramas and action
"9. Stunt comedy (male star).
dramas are shown to have a universal
average appeal.
"10.reel).Slapstick comedy (male star,
'oReports were received affecting 6,511
It Slapstick comedy (all-star feacities, towns and villages, ranging from
re length).
the largest cities in the countrv to lumber camps. The tabulations were pre"12. All-star productions of strong
amatic interest with comedy relief, acpared for the purpose of furnishine a
>n being outstanding feature (recogguide to independent stars and producers
zed director).
as to the types of production most acceptable toaudiences and. conseq
All-star productions- of strong
most profitable to the exhibitor. uently,
amatic interest and comedy relief, emoThe questionnaire issued for the pur°nal reflexes being the outstanding feapose embraced thirty leading points. Six■ e (recognized director).
teen of the questions were devised to de'14.
All-sta
termine the class of population to which
pi through
strong
amatic interestr produc
acquiretions
d chiefly
the theatres catered, the industrial con'aracterization *(recog
directo
nized
r)."
ditions in the neighborhood
* *
they
were situated, and the extentwhere
to which
a
transient
population entered into their
A hile effort was made to include each
patronage.
Si ie
of
production
in
the
foregoing
r'ourThe
remaining
fourteen questions were
n questions, the report further asked
in regard to the drawing power, as shown
lit any other style which had an appeal
" particular territories be included, deby box office receipts, of fourteen difP-dent upon acting or direction for their
tions. ferent styles of motion picture producawing power News reels and scenics
' ~c omitted intentionally, according to
st mNational,
on the
"idea isthatnot their
1■ ce
the exhibitin
g field
depdent upon the same facts that enter
Weeks Arrives in West
• o the worth of attractions that depend
ISpecial to Exhibitors Herald)
1 ?n .f1.01^" va'ue. star or director abilitv.
LOS AXGELES, Oct 19.— Charles A.
BERTRAM BRACKF.\
for anv sinele da'v
Weeks, vice-president of Federal Photoi nriking
the yeartheofaverage
the 10.267
theatres emWho
filmed
"Harriet
and
the
Piper" foras
plays. Inc.. and other allied B. B. Hampiced m the report, the following would
Louis
B.
Mayer,
has
won
recognition
ton organizations, arrived on the Coast
1 the programs:
one
of
the
most
artistic
and
capable
direcentlv.
rectors in the industry.
.018 theatres, or 9.9 per cent, would
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Enroll

at Firs t Session

Paramount' s
The opening session recently of
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation's
school of salesmanship found thirty
students ready for work in the classroom
at the company's home office. The morning hours were given over to informal
addresses by company officials. A hearty
welcome was extended to the men on
behalf of the company by Sidney R.
Kent, general sales manager, and short
talks were given by Al Lichtman, H. D.
H. Connick, W. E. Smith, district manager of Philadelphia, and Oscar A.
Morgan.
Fred C. Creswell, who is the instructor
in charge of the school, then explained
the policy to be followed and the rules
agreed upon for carrying it out and set
forth in detail the arrangements which
had been made for carrying on the work,
stress upon the adlaying particular
vantages to be gained through the close
personal association of the men outside
the hours of the school sessions.
Taken To Studios
The second session was devoted to a
study of the history of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and of the various
organizations which were united in
forming it. The men were taken to
Long Island City where through the
courtesy of A. V. Smith, studio general
manager, and Assistant Manager Edwards, they were given an intimate insight into the production of pictures and
the operations of the various studio departments.
A big ball room scene was being filmed
on the main floor and an excellent idea
of the responsibilities which confront a
director in making such a scene was
gained through the view which the balcony afforded. All departments were
visited and carefully inspected and still
photographs and motion pictures were
taken of the class.
Other sessions were devoted exclusively to the work of the production
department.
Addresses were given by

HERALD

of

Salesmanship
School
Adolph Zukor, president; Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president, and Walter Wanger, production manager.
Thirty are Enrolled
Those enrolled for the first class arc:
David W-. Morrow, H. E. Underhill,
L. B. Butler, E. G. Zorn, Louis G. Home,
W. R. Hurley, H. M. Messiter, G. J.
Schaeffer, New York; E. E. Sutton,
Philadelphia; A. J. Jeffrey, Boston; A. G.
Overdell, Buffalo; A. S. Greelin, Pittsfield. Mass.; David Kimelman, Pittsburg;
W. S. Allison, Cleveland; A. L. Hancock,
Indianapolis; C. A. Wilson, R. H.
Schreiner, Detroit; I. K. Fearn, Washington; J. D. Powers, New Haven;
Sidney Cahen, San Francisco; J. H.
Houch, Seattle; Carl Ponedel, Los Angeles; Joseph A. English, Salt Lake City;
E. I. Reed, Denver; W. P. Callahan, St.
Louis; Lee W. Turner, Des Moines;
Joseph B. Gilday, Kansas City; E. N.
McFarland, Omaha.
About half of the men were designated
to attend , by branch managers, being
chosen from within the Famous PlayersLasky organization, while the other half
never before have been identified with
the motion picture business.
To

Feature Boland
in Pathe Comedies

Hal Roach, responsible for the development of Harold Lloyd and the
sponsor of the Rolin comedies, has put
over another big success in the field of
comedy, Pathe Exchange officials declare, in the featuring of Eddie Boland
with a bevy of beautiful girls in a new
series of one-reel comedies, known as
the "Vanity Fair Girls."
An entirely original idea has been developed by Roach, it is said, in the production of the comedies. Some of the
most beautiful girls on the Pacific Coast
have been selected for the cast, it is
said, but they will not be merely ornamental. They are not to work on the
chorus idea. All six of them have distinctive parts in each of the comedies.
Boland has long been one of the important members of the company in
which "Snub" Pollard is featured. Under the new arrangement the new series
will be issued alternately with the Pollard series of Rolin comedies. Instead
of
a
reel
"Snub"
being
published featuring
each week,
the Pollard
arrangement
will be for twenty-six "Snub" Pollard
comedies each year and twenty-six
"Vanity Fair Girls."

JANE IVOVAK
Star of "The Golden
Arrow Trail."
picture. a forthcoming

"Bud" Duncan Completes
First Reelcraft Comedy
"Bud" Duncan, the diminutive comedian of the once famous Ham and Bud
comedy team, now being featured in a
series of one-reel comedies for Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation under the trade
brand of "Bud and His Buddies," has
completed his first picture.
The title is "Spooky Spooks." Some
surprises arc promised in this new series, and those who have seen the first
picture
declare
a "knock-out"
and
full
of good
cleanit comedy.
This new
series will be published one a week
through Reelcraft and allied Independent exchanges. The first publication
date will be announced later.
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Zukor Gives Dinner
to the Home Office
Success of the Third Annual
Paramount Week Results
in Get-Together .
Adolph Zukor was host recently to one
hundred members of the home office organization of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at a beefsteak dinner at Castle
Cave, 7th avenue and 26th street, in celebration of the success of the third annual
Paramount week, September 5-11, in which
the quota of one million dollars for the
week was exceeded. The guests for the
most part were from the sales, publicity
and advertising and exploitation departments.
Ludvigh Is Toastmaster
Kick J. Ludvigh, secretary of the corporation, acted as toastmaster and introduced as the speakers Mr. Zukor,
Vice-President Jesse L. Lasky, Treasurer
Arthur S. Friend, Al Lichtman, general
manager of the department of distribution;
Sidney R. Kent, general sales manager;
Frank V. Chamberlin, general service manager ;Herman Wobber, Pacific Coast district manager, of San Francisco, and Oscar
A. The
Morgan,
editor ofof "Paramount
Pep."the
main feature
the evening was
speech by Mr. Zukor, who briefly reviewed
the history of the organization and told
numerous intimate stories of his daily
duties as chief executive of the company.
Mr. Zukor paid a high tribute to the members of the distribution department, both in
the
home
officeon and
field, and
compli-'
mented them
the inbigthesuccess
achieved.
Many Enjoy Evening
Those present were: G. G. Adams, G. E.
Akers, Glcndon Allvine, H. Ballance, Boston; Jerome Beatty, A. M. Botsford, William Bournazclle, E. A. Brown, Harry Buxbaum, F. V. Chamberlin, J. D. Clark,
Philadelphia; V. H. Clarke, W. B. Cokell,
Norman Collyer, Lee Counselman, Fred
Creswell, A. O. Dillenbeck, Harry Dufant,
Walter Eberhardt, R. G. Edwards, C. C.
Emerson, G. B. J. Frawley, V. F. Freeman,
Arthur S. Friend, Charles Gartner, Ed
Gaylor, Thomas Geraghty, O. R. Geyer,
Louis Gordon, H. T. Gray, Fred V. Greene,
Harold Harvey, C. Hawthorne, J. W.
Hicks, Russell Holman, M. Johnston. Felix
Kahn, Patrick Kearney, S. R. Kent, A.
Keogh, Morris Kohn, Ralph Kohn, Jesse
L. Lasky, M. H. Lewis, Al Lichtman,
Walter Lindlar, E. J. Ludvigh, James
MacFarland, Thomas MacNamara, Louis
Marcus, Salt Lake City; H. M. Marin,
Charles MacCarthy, A. J. Michel, Russell
Mitcheltree, Ernest Moore, O. A. Morgan,
Harry Nadel, A. C. Palm, S. D. Palmer,
Georgeman,Picken,
W. G.
Harold Hugo
PitGordon Place,
P. Pineau,
A. Raibourne,
Riesenfeld, W- F. Rodgers, Morrie Ryskind, H. L. Salisbury, Claud Saunders, R.
W. Saunders, Phil Schaeffer, Sol Schiavone, M. A. Shauer, G. N. Shorey, A. Victor Smith, W. E. Smith, Philadelphia; G.
M. Spidell, P. H. Stilson, Charles Stroble.
Louis Swarts, Harry Swift, Albert Thorne,
Vincent Trotta, H. Turril, Charles Ulnch,
C. C. Wallace, L. A. Walsh, Thomas Walsh.
Walter Wanger, H. C. Wiley, William WilHerman Wobber,
liams, P. Wingert,
Francisco;
H. Wolfberg,
Chicago; San-J
Zukor
Adolph
Young,
T. C.
Woody, Zukor.
Eugene

Robinson Joins De Haven
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 19.— Carlish
Robinson, former publicity man for
DeHaven.
Douglas Fairbanks, has joined Carter
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HARRY M. HERMAN
.'ho
presided
meeting of
managers
andover
exploitation
menUniversal
in Chicago.
/. D. Wood
Bringing

Arrives
Negative

Of "Hindle Wakes"
Among the passengers arriving on the
S. New York recently was H. D. Wood,
eneral manager of the John D. Tippetts
roductions, Ltd., of 36 Oxford Street,
ondon. Mr. Wood brought with him
le negative of the six-reel feature,
Hindle
Wakes,"
an English
hich scored
in Great
Britain. made film,
Mr. Wood was met at the pier by C. B.
rice of 1446 Broadway, who has purlased the American and Canadian
ghts exploitation,
to "Hindle Wakes,"
for
>cal
has beenwhich,
renamed
i'our Daughter — and Mine."
"I firmly believe," said Mr. Wood on
is arrival, "that this wonderful picture,
lindle Wakes' is certain to repeat in
merica the big success it has won in the
nited Kingdom, and when American
idiences have a chance to see and apreciate the unusual photography and
le splendid acting, they will come to
:e that it is not for much longer that
leatre-goers will be forced to rely on
merican films."
Selznick Pictures"
Name Is Registered
It was announced this week that the
rand name of Selznick Pictures has
een registered in the United States patit office and that the name is now fully
rotected.
Myron Selznick is president of Selznick
ictures, and has charge of the actual
eduction of every picture made by the
-eanization. The company is a unit of
elznick Enterprises, of which Lewis J.
elznick is president.
Hurry Mt. Clemens House
MT. CLEMENS, MICH.— Work on
acomb Theatre Company's building in
orth Walnut street is progressing
ipidly, according to directors of the
-'00,000 project.

Conduct
on

Big

Several
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Publicity
Productions

Important Conference of Officials and Directors
of Exploitation at the Various Exchanges
Is Held at the Chicago Offices
utilized with great success by every
Universal executives and exploitation and
men, at an important meeing held at exhibitor.
To Publish in 1921
the Chicago exchange recently, formulated plans and took preliminary steps
" 'Outside the Law' will be rea-dy for
for the launching of what is declared to
exhibitors in from six to eight weeks.
be the most comprehensive exploitation
campaign ever undertaken on the pro- 'Foolish Wives' will be published shortly
ductions of Universal Film Manufacafter the first of the year.
turing Company.
Both from the Universal home office
Harry M. Berman, general manager
and from each exchange the campaign to
of exchanges, presided over the conference, attended by P. D. Cochrane, direc- prepare the public for 'Foolish Wives'
tor of the reorganized exploitation
will be waged. Newspaper co-operation
especially will be sought. Long before
department; Edward S. Moffat, advertising manager; Paul Gulick, publicity di- the final scene of this unusual production is taken, every newspaper reader
rector; sales managers from the territories between Buffalo and Denver, and in the United States will have heard of
publicity
Wives,' and will be awaiting it."
changes. men from the various ex- 'FoolishDistrict
Managers Attend
Three Pictures Involved
The Chicago meeting ended with a
The campaign mapped out will be di- dinner at the Marigold Gardens. Among
the Universal film men present were W.
rected particularly toward Erich von
C. Herrmann of the New York exchange,
Stroheim's newest production, "Foolish
Art Schmidt, district manager, Cleveland;
Wives," which is now in the making.
Other pictures which will receive the Edward Armstrong, district manager, Denver; Clair Hague, district manbenefits are Priscilla Dean's "Outside
ager, Canada; M. A. Chase, Buffalo; Edthe Law," directed by Tod Browning,
ward B. Haines and F. L. MacNamec,
and "Once to Every Woman," the DoroDes Moines; W. B. Ward, Detroit; Ralph
thy Phillips-Allen Holubar production.
W. Abbett, Indianapolis; J. H. Calvert,
Plans are
conduct
six months'
campaign
on to
these
three apictures.
More
Kansas City; George Levine, Milwaukee; H. F. Lefholtz. Omaha; Herman
details concerning the proposition were
Stern, Pittsburgh; Barney Rosenthal,
given by Mr. Berman in the following
statement:
St. Louis; T. G. Colby, Cleveland, and
I. L. Lesserman, Morris Helman, J. J.
Want Suitable Advertising
Sampson, L. Alexander and Harry Rice
"In preparing the way for our next of Chicago.
big Stroheim picture, we determined to
find out just what kind of exploitation
is best suited to the needs of the exhib- Metro Claims Popularity
itors. In the home office we realized
For Late Special Issue
that our exchange heads and salesmen
are closer to the exhibitor than any
The reported manner in which the new
other men in the Universal organization,
S-L (Arthur Sawyer and Herbert Lubin)
so we decided to go to the exchanges for all-star production, "Love, Honor and
information
as to correct exploitation
Obey"ing demand
is being
and bytheexhibitors
increasmethods.
for received,
this special
are
cited
by
officials
of
Metro
Pictures
"Universal believes that exploitation
that does not help the exhibitor to sell Corporation as certain indications that
his picture to the public is valueless to this picture will prove to be one of the
a large extent. We do not believe as big money-makers of the season.
From Coast to Coast, according to resome film companies do, that the proports received by Metro, the pull of
ducing company's primary problem is
"Love, Honor and Obey" has more than
selling film to the exhibitor. The exhibitor is not the ultimate consumer for justified the expectations of the exhibiUniversal film products. We consider
tors and its favor with the public indicates it will have a long and successful
the exhibitor our partner, our co-operator in presenting Universal pictures to popularity. In the all-star cast are Claire
Wilda Bennett, Henry Harthe public. That's why Universal strives Whitney,
mon, Kenneth Harlan, George Cowl and
to supply exhibitors with a yard of service for ever foot of film.
E. J. Ratcliffe.
Nothing Is Overlooked
"Beginning immediately, we will Chicago Opera Leader
Writes Music For Film
launch a six months' campaign on 'Foolish Wives,' and the two earlier Jewels,
Frank Waller, formerly conductor of
'Once to Every Woman' and 'Outside
Boston and Chicago Grand Opera
the Law.' No exploitation angle will be the
orchestra and of the Opera Comique.
overlooked and no opportunity to back
with real service will Paris, France, has prepared a special
the exhibitor
up passed
be
by.
musical score for Fanark Corporation's
initial special production, "The Crimson
"An exploitation drive for 'Once to Cross,"
George Morse.
Everett
Every Woman' already is under way. from the produced
storv bv N.byBrewster
Everywhere Universale exploitation
solidly behind the exmen are getting
hibitors who have booked it. The exDead
Men
hibitors themselves are giving the picture unusual advertising and publicity.
Tell
No
Tales
The teaser campaign on the title 'Once
to Every Woman,' which Universal outlined in'its press sheet is being enlarged
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Great
Metro

Redeemer"
Declared by
to Be a Great Drawing
Card
director
for
Grand
Amusement
Company
"The Great Redeemer," the Maurice
Tourneur special which Metro is dis- of Johnstown, Pa. It reads:
tributing, isbeing shown throughout the
"Allow me to congratulate Metro
country, and is winning enthusiastic
Pictures Corporation on its biggest
praise from exhibitors who have booked
'The Great Redeemer.' In
it, according to reports received at the achievement,
this picture you have evolved a screen
New York ofhces of Metro Pictures
drama that commands and holds the atCorporation from branch managers.
tention of the spectator from beginning
More than a dozen first run houses in to end, and sends him from the theatre
centers of large population have to date thinking — and, what is more important
shown the picture and found it a drawfrom the box-office angle — talking!
ing card of unparalleled power, it is
" 'The Great Redeemer' played the
said. Wherever the picture has been
Nemo theatre Monday, Tuesday and
shown, it has been played to capacity houses Wednesday to capacity business, and I
and created a furore of public discussion believe, sent out ninety-nine out of every
unlike any other feature picture of recent 100 who witnessed it boosting and detimes, according to Metro officials.
claring itone of the best they had ever
witnessed. My original fears that the
Shown In California
Crucifixion scene might prove objectionable proved groundless. Instead, it
Among the first run houses in California that have shown the special re- proved the most gripping episode of the
picture, and held the audience at each
the Angeles;
California theandAlhambra
Miller's
show breathless. With the house
theatre cently
in areLos
crowded to the doors, the silence was
in Alhambra; the Lynn in Laguna;
Jensen's
in
Pasadena;
the
Majestic
in
Santa Monica, and the Rosemary in
absolute.""Best Film Ever Used"
Ocean Park.
II. O. Thrush, proprietor of the LibIn the East the Loraine at Bayhead,
erty theatre in Keyser, W. Va., wrote:
N. J., and the Colonial at Seaside Park,
'The Great Redeemer' which I ran for
N. J., are among others to show the
two days is the best picture 1 ever used.
feature as well as the Nemo in Johnstown, Pa.
My patrons say it is the best picture
they ever saw. It did capacity business
"Themier atGreat
Redeemer"
had
its
prethe California in Los Angeles
for"The
two Great
days." Redeemer" was written by
on August 15. Following its week run
H. H. Van Loan and directed by Clarthere the picture was shown for a week
ence Brown under the personal superat
theatre
a block toaway.
At
vision of Maurice Tounn-ur. House
the Miller's
same time
whatonly
amounted
premier
Peterscast.and Marjorie Daw head the allshowings were held at the Loraine in star
Bayhead, X. J., and the Colonial at Seaside Park, X. J., the entire list of showings taking place in less than four weeks.
Buys Trio of Theatres
Exhibitor Praises It
MOUNT V EXXON. WASH.— The
An instance of the signal impression
motion picture theatres in Mount Vermade by the showing of the special is
non and LaConner changed owners recently when R. K. Dunham, owner also
given
in
a
letter
forwarded
to
Metro's
home office by J. E. Davis, manager of of the Rex and Mission in Mount Vernon and the Acme in LaConner, purthe
Pittsburgh
exchange.
The
chased them from L. L. Goldsmith.
lettercompany's
is from L.
W. Barclay,
managing
SUBMARINE

LOVE

MAKING

HAS

ITS DRAWBACKS
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Vitagraph Bookings
Record Is Smashed
"Courage of Marge O'Doone"
Surpasses All Previous
Pictures Offered
"The Courage
of Marge O'Doone" has
smashed
all records
for Vitagraph pictures
in the number of bookings in its first anc
early runs. Although no detailed figures
have been made public, Vitagraph has
stated that it has surpassed the record oi!
"Over the Top."
Bookings For At Least Week
Among the theatres where the booking on
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone" was foil
imt U s-, than a week recently are the Plaza
Sioux City. Iowa: Crystal, Cedar Rapids
Iowa; Colonial, Lincoln, Xebr. ; Palace1
Philadelphia; Alleghany, Philadelphia!
yueen, Wilmington, Delaware; Hippo-I
drome, Allentown, Pa. : Orpheum, Wilkesbarre. Pa.; Strand and Metropolitan, Cleveland; Strand, Canton, Ohio; Southern
Columbus, Ohio ; Toledo, Ohio ; Empire
San Antonio, Tex.; Oueen, I>allas, Tex.;
Hippodrome, Fort Worth, Tex.; Tabor
Brand, Denver, Colo.; Isis, Longmont.
Colo. ; Majestic, Pueblo, Colo. ; Madison,
Dctn.it; Garden and Regent, Flint, Mich.:
Post, Battle Creek, Mich.; Strand, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Imperial, San Francisco;
Kincma, Oakland, Calif. ; Kinema, Fresco,
Calif.; Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah;
Rialto. Butte, Mont. ; Majestic, Boise City,
Idaho; Rialto, Tacoma, Wash.; Casino,
Halifax; Star, St. Johns; Majestic, Mem-1
phis, Tenn. ; Regent, Toronto ; Allen. London, Ontario; Duchess, Sault Stc. Marie;
Criterion, Washington, D. C. ; Garden,
Baltimore ; Imperial, Montreal ; Empire,
Mobile, Ala. ; Palace, Xew Orleans : Poli,
Bridgeport ; Palace. Xew Haven, Conn.;
Garde, Paterson, X. J.; American, Troy.
X. Y'.; Star,
Atlanta,
Ga. Binghamton, X. Y. ; Tudor,
Many Circuit Bookings
Trianon, Birmingham, Ala.; Union
Square.ville.Pittslield,
Mass.Providence,
; Strand, R.
Nash-L;
Tenn.; Victory,
Suffolk, Holyoke, Mass. ; Bijou. Springfield
Mass.: Rialto, Rochester, N. Y. ; International, Xiagara Falls ; Crescent, Syracuse, X. Y. ; Barbee's Loop, Chicago; Orpheum, Fort Wayne. Ind. ; the Lubliner &
Trinz Circuit, Chicago ; Circle, Indianapolis; Walnut, Louisville; Empress, Oklahoma City; Rialto, Tulsa, Okla. ; Plaza
San Diego, Calif. : Orpheum, Sioux Falls.
S. D. ; Xew Garrick, Minneapolis, and the
Xew Garrick, St. Paul, Minn. These important theatres, a fraction of the total,
serve to show how generally the production
is being booked. Several of the important
and
circuits controlled.
have taken the special
for alllarger
the theatres
Exhibitor a Football Star
PORTLAXD, TEXX., Polk E. Moore
manager of Portland Theatre company,
side-stepped his duties for one afternoor
a few days ago and joined his forme:
school lads long enough to assist therr
in defeating Springfield, Tenn., in one
of the greatest football games staged
here in many years. Aside from being
an excellent athlete, Moore is one ol
the youngest managers in the game.

Scene from "Bride 13," the Foxby serial
written
by E. Lloyd Sheldon and directed
Richard
Stanton.

Plan Theatre Addition
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — William E.
Butler will build an addition to his mofield
picture theatre at 2512 East Cleartionstreet.
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wo scenes from a new feature recently finished
the Big
plantroles.
in California. Lee Kohler, Rudolph Christians and Gladys
Waltonat have
the "U"
leading
ieven-Year
Broken

Box
by

Office

Charles

Record
Ray

Is

Production

'irst National Reports That * 'Forty-Five Minutes
From Broadway" Is Playing to Crowded
Houses Wherever ft Is Booked
"Forty-Five
Minutes
fromis Broadway,"
which Arthur
S. Kane
presenting
harles Ray through First National, is
ported as establishing new attendance
cords all over the country. Crowded
>uses meet its appearance every place,
is said.
The New Grand Central in St. Louis,
hich opened in 1913, broke the best of
f seven years' records, despite the fact,
is said, that "Forty-five Minutes From
roadway"
was being
her large picture
theatresshown
of the incitytwoat
e same time. The New Grand Central,
ating 2,500. the Lyric Skydome. 3,000,
id the West End Lyric, 1.500, all were
owded at each showing. Spyros
:ouras and his associates acquired the
st-named of these theatres last spring.
Big Crowds In Utah
The Ray engagement in the American
eatre, Salt Lake City, opened on Sepmber 5. In their issues of the 6, Labor
ay. the local newspapers printed glowg accounts of the first performances,
th statements regarding the size of
e crowds that would have been unIievabJe. had they not been substanited by the box office figures.
That Sunday set a new high-water
ark in Salt Lake City picture annals,
t the pace was continued every day
ring the week, easily establishing a
w record. William H. Swanson, owner
the theatre, was a producer and disbutor for many years and is unirsally known in the industry.
Plays Cohan Melodies
The Circle of Indianapolis, celebrated
fourth anniversary and the coming of
e Ray picture simultaneously during
e first week of September. Ernest
hmidt, director of the Circle orestra, arranged a special musical proam in which the Cohen melodies had
prominent place, and the theatre was
propriately decorated. Ray and his
rture drew an overflowing house at
ery showing during the week.
From Minneapolis comes the report
at the Garrick never before in its his-

tory experienced such a business as it
enjoyed during Ray week. The Garrick is
a leading downtown theatre, one of the
principal properties of Finkelstein & Ruben, managers of Twin City Amusement
Trust Estate, which has a chain of high
class houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul
and thereabouts.
Plays In Paterson
The Regent. Paterson, N. J., of which
Jacob Fabian is the owner, and Mr.
Dooley is manager, is another important
house in which a long line of fine records
was smashed.
Because the downtown loop district of
Chicago had no large house available.
"Forty-five
Minutes
From Broadway"
was
shown for
three successive
weeks in
three theatres of the same immediate
neighborhood. W. Dineen. manager of
Moir Theatre Company, which operates
the Rose, Alcazar and Boston, met the
situationlowedbyon future
a move occasions
which maywhen
be folhe
placed
"Forty-five"
in
each
of
these
houses, one after the other. In each the
attendance was uniformly heavy.
Open Wyoming Theatre
CASPER, WYO.— The new America
theatre, recently builf in North Center
street, was opened October 15. George
R. Stuart is local manager. A. G. Talbot
of Bishop-Cass Theatres Company — associated with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation— will be managing director of the
theatres in this string. The new house
seats 1.000 people.
Complete Edgerton Lyric
EDGERTON. WIS.— The new Lyric
theatre is nearing completion and will
be ready for opening in late October, it
is announced.
DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES

Harry Carey Feature
Filmed Underground
A quarter of a mile below the surface
of the earth at Jerome, Arizona, Harry
Carey, Universal star, and eleven of his
company spent eight days filming scenes
for "West Is West," the story by
Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
This is the deepest that motion picture
cameras and lights have been used in
any mine, according to Superintendent
E. E. Vanderhoff and General Manager
Robert Tally of the United Verde. It
is the first time that any pictures have
been made in this or in the Verde extension, the Daisy, which are accounted
the largest and richest copper mines in
the world. By special permission a
mimic mine explosion was staged at the
500-foot level with the use of smoke pots.
To avoid danger of asphyxiation the
fumes were driven out of the shaft immediately by the compressed air used
to operate the mining drills.
Complete Cosmo Hamilton
Story's Screen Version
William DeMille has completed photographic work upon his latest production
for Paramount.
and
the picture is"Midsummer
now ready Madness."
to be cut.
titled and edited.
The picture is a screen version of
Cosmo Hamilton's novel, "His Friend
and
His Wife."
The new
picture
said
to have
four distinct
leads.
Theis four
leading roles are played by Jack Holt,
Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson and Lila
Lee. Betty Francisco also has a role.
Others of importance are Claire McDowell. Charlotte Jackson. Ethel Wales.
Charles Ogle, Lillian Leighton and
George Kuwa.
Pioneer Obtains Rights
To Anne Luther Vehicle
"Neglected
Wives",Productions,
one of Inc..
the has
big
features
of Wistaria
been acquired by Pioneer Film Corporation
for the territories of Maryland. Delaware.
District of Columbia. Virginia. Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas. Colorado. Wyoming.
Utah, New Mexico. Southern Idaho. Missouri. Kansas. Minnesota. North and South
Dakota. Wisconsin and Dominion of
Canada.
Featured
Anne
Luther.
Clairein "Neglected
Whitney andWives"
CharlesareGerard.
Burton King directed.
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"Drammar"

set a box office mark that was capacity
from start to finish, and something that
may stand for months to come, it is believed.
At the Olympic theatre in Pittsburgh,
which ran the picture day and date with
Liberty theatre, is another house that reported exceptional business with this
picture. Inductionthis
downtownin house,
prowas exploited
a very"theexcellent manner by the management
Exhibitors

Will

Aid

In "Hodkinson" Week
Show Men Assure Support in
Observing
of the Third
Anniversary

BETTY COMPSON, the winsome, who left the slap-stick comedy field flat and
made good right off the reel in "The Miracle Man" is soon to appear in her
own production "Prisoners of Love." It will be published by Goldwyn.
Success of "The Love Flower" Said
To Result in Many
Continued Runs
The tremendous business that exhibit- of Pittsburgh also, and in expressing his
ors are reported to be doing in every appreciation of the production to Hiram
president of United Artists, Gus
section of the country on "The Love Abrams,
Flower," the recent David W. Griffith Clark stated that the thousands of
production published by United Artists patrons that witnessed the picture were
Corporation, is resulting in its being held
in their favorable comover for additional runs, branch offices most enthusiastic
ment of the production, it being a great
report. Box office records, it is said, fan picture that gained in popularity each
succeeding day.
are being broken.
The most recent exemplification of its
this has not only been the case
drawing power is said to be in the case in And
Pittsburgh and Chicago. It is hapof the Ziegfield Theatre of Chicago,
everywhere, it is declared. The
where a first run had been booked for first daypening
that the picture played at the
two weeks. During that period the busi- Casino theatre in Spokane, Wash., the
ness was so tremendous, it is claimed,
that a third and fourth week were added.
management
wiredgreat.
that,Looks
"The like
Lovea
Flower is going
During the fourth week a new house
record week. Picture is the talk of the
record was established, not only for
Here also a new record was relength of run but for the amount of town." ported
established.
money grossed on a production.
Opens
Loew Theatre
Successful In Pittsburgh
This
production
was chosen by Marcus
record
a
home
The picture brought
Loew to open his Uptown theatre in
box office gross for the Liberty theatre
Toronto, as he considered the production, it is said, one of the greatest drawDEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
ing cards of the year. The opening week

Assurance of support on the occasion
of the third anniversary of his organization, which is to be celebrated in November as "Hodkinson Month," are coming
to W. W. Hodkinson from independent
exhibitors in every part of the country.
A typical and most encouraging letter
was received by Mr. Hodkinson from an
exhibitor in Colfax, Calif., who says he
believes that the independent movement
will eventually align itself with the Hodkinson system.
• Hodkinson in Statement
"In the three years I have had an organization" says Mr. Hodkinson, "which
is under my sole control I have succeeded in drawing toward that organization practically all the independent pro-(
ducers of merit and quality and in establishing my organization in the confidence
of the exhibitors.
"The benefit of my system to the independent exhibitor lies in the steady
supply of quality I am able to furnish.
Our current release and the pictures now
in the making must prove better in the
average than the supply that can be
obtained from any other source. I am,
of course, pleased but not at all surprised to find the independent exhibitor
responsive to my plans. Every dollar
he spends with me is a dollar spent for
the protection of his own investment.
Not to Build Theatres
"This organization does not contemplate entering the exhibiting field. Its
profits are used for encouraging independent producers
of established
merit
and to furnish
an incentive
for all worthy
independent efforts. We are under no
obligation to either accept or distribute
the inferior or 'failed' picture. The exhibitor isbeginning to discover this fact
and to look to us for a steady supply of
honest quality. The organization is
living up to these expectations — hence
its steady growth in prestige and popu"Lone
larity."

Hand"

Is Sold

For Central Territory
B. L. Hadfield, general manager of the
Wisconsin Film Corporation, Toy Buildthe terrihas purchased
ing,toriesMilwaukee,
of Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North
on "The Lone Hand.'
and South
the
five-reelDakota
Roy Stewart special production, distributed by Independent
Chicago.
Films Association, Consumers Building

Reopen Taylorville House
Elk?
TAYLORVILLE. ILL— The
theatre recently was reopened after a
$12,000 remodeling. Dominick Friscina
owners.
and Joseph Fasero are managers and
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Record

Predicted

Sherman
Two

ELINOR FAIR
A* OtisMarsinah
supporting
Skinner in in "Kismet,"
the Robertson-Cole
special production.
Paramount

Pictures

Signs Gladys

George

Enters Long - Term Contract
After Having Success in
Many Roles
Gladys George has been signed to a
long-term contract to appear in Paramount pictures, according to an announcement made by Jesse L. Lasky,
vice president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Miss George only
recently finished playing the leading
feminine role opposite Thomas Meighan
in that star's latest Paramount picture,
an adaptation of Blair ' Hall's "Easy
Street."
The new Paramount actress was well
known on the stage before going into
motion pictures. At the age of three,
she made her bow before the footlights,
joining the Poli stock company in Waterbury, Conn. After playing in stock for
some time, she appeared as the beggar
girl in the big Winthrop Ames revival
of "The Betrothal." Later she was with
Mr. and Mrs. Coburn in "The Better
'Ole"
and with
the
same play.
She DeWolf
has also Hopper
appeared inwith
James K. Hackett and other notable
stage stars.
While playing at a Los Angeles theater, she was induced to go into motion
pictures. In her brief screen career she
has been leading woman for Thomas
Meighan, Charles Ray, Lloyd Hughes
and Douglas MacLean. ,
Ray Wilson Sells Theatre
PLAINFIELD, WIS.— The motion
picture theatre owned by Ray Wilson
was recently sold to Alvin Fischer.

HERALD
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Pictures Already Completed For Publication
by Independent Exchanges With the Third
Subject Now in the Making
high entertainment and box office quality.
In announcing that he has two productions ready and a third well on the He states that he stands ready to take
back any picture from an exchange,
way toward completion, Harry A. Sherwhich is unsatisfactory for any reason,
man, head of Sherman Productions Corquestion, relieving the distribuporation, whose entrance into the inde- without
tor from all financial or other interest
pendent producing field was recorded
recently, bids fair to set a record, it is or liability in that production and thus
declared.
positively insuring the exchange against
He presents, first, a definite plan of possible loss.
The earnings of Sherman Productions
operation along lines said to be adCorporation, which will finance all prevantageous to the independent distributor, and, second, he comes to him
liminary costs in producing and exploiting such attraction, will be based on the
with two publications completed and
ready for inspection.
profit-making quality of its pictures, being a percentage of the rentals received
Has Definite Project
by each of its exchanges and an equal
Without attempting to obtain any of participation
with its franchise holders
the customary advances from the ex- in the sale of foreign rights.
changes who will distribute the attractions, or endeavoring to obtain other
aid in financing his producing activi- American Enthusiastic
ties, Mr. Sherman offerj the independent distributors who participate, not
Over "Blue Moon" Film;
merely a proposition still in the idea
Will Be Published Soon
stage, it is declared, but a definite project, complete in every detail and with
S. S.
Hutchinson,
ican Film
Company, president
Inc., who ofhasAmerjust
two attractions ready which, it is believed, will be ample guarantee of the returned from a trip to Europe in the
interests of American foreign business,
quality of those which will follow.
The
first
of
these,
"Man
and
Woman,"
is enthusiastic
over "The
Moon,"
written and directed by Charles A. the
newest American
specialBlue
production.
Logue, is heralded as a big, dramatic He says:
"'The Blue Moon' has sold fast; gone
story of three beachcombers and a society girl and their adventures on an through many editions and is now runisland in the South Seas. It presents a
ning in serial form in several newspapers
situation decidedly novel in character, because it is adapted to the popular taste
it is said, but brimming with heart in- and meets the increasing demand for
terest and suspense.
something new in fiction. Primarily a
B. A. Rolfe Directs
good drama, it has lost on the screen
none of the local color, charm of deThe second story is "Miss 139," also
scription, lovehasinterest
written by Charles A. Logue, but diments which
made and
the mystery
book one eleof
rected by B. A. Rolfe. It is a mysterydetective story of compelling quality.
theThebestAmerican
sellers oforganization
the year." has given
Both productions were made with a redoubled attention to everything that
cast of notable screen personalities in assures
the success of a photodrama.
the principal roles, it is claimed, and George L.
Cox, the director, gathered
both are considered of big box office about
him
a carefully selected cast,
value.
These productions are ready, while a headed by Harry S. Northrup, Pell Trenton and Eleanor Field; Sidney A. Baldthird, from the pen of a popular magaan expert in scenic direction was
zine writer, the title of which has not ridge,
given
full charge of the settings, and
yet been announced, will be completed
within a short time.
David Anderson, author of "The Blue
Moon," himself did the titling.
It is said that the productions completed and planned by Mr. Sherman already represent an investment of more
New York Newspaper Man
than $200,000.
Writes Paramount Titles
To Get Twelve Films
Benjamin
De Casseres, newspaperman,
Under the terms of the Sherman plan poet and humorous
writer, has joined Tom
each exchange participating will be sup- Geraghty's staff in the scenario department
plied
with
a
minimum
of
twelve
highthe Famous Players-Lasky Long Island
class attractions annually on a cost of
studio to do titling for Paramount Pictures.
basis, divided pro-rata according to terFor
thirty years De Casseres has been
ritorial percentage.
identified with leading Eastern newspapers
Lithographs, lobby displays and all
magazines and is known to readers of
other accessories will be furnished also and
the New York Sun, Herald and Times and
at cost.
Judge, Bookman, Theatre World and Life.
An advertising campaign in the trade At present he has a page each week in the
each production will magazine section of the Sunday Times and
exploiting
papers
be
carried
on continuously, the expenses has been doing book reviews for the Times,
of which will be paid entirely by Sher- the Post and Bookman and contributing to
man Productions Corporation.
Theatre World.
There will be no advances required.
Guarantee With Picture
Merge Kansas City Houses
Sherman Productions Corporation
KANSAS CITY, MO.— The Isis and
pubpictures
all
throughout
finance
will
Apollo theatres have been merged under
lished by it, without obligation to its management
of T. M. Henneberry and
dedistributing units prior to the actual
H. Roth, owners of the Apollo,
livery of the completed positive prints. Jack
Each picture will carry with it Mr. heads of Blackstone Amusement ComSherman's personal guarantee that it is of pany.
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Two scenes from the latest Mermaid Comedy which Educational Exchanges are distributing to the exhibitors of the country.
Kremer

to Produce

Own

In Addition to
Following closely on receipt of reports
concerning the business attendant the
showings of "Voices" and "Mad Love,"
starring Lina Cavalieri, the noted
operatic luminary, Victor Kremer, president of Victor Kremer Feature Films,
Inc., announces his plans for the future.
Most important was the announcement
made by Mr. Kremer that he is planning
to produce his own pictures, as well as
act as national distributor of independent productions. Arrangements have
been made whereby Mr. Kremer will
have the use of a studio on the coast.
A more detailed announcement concerning this new phase of Mr. Kremer's activity will be made later.
Opposes Profiteering
Mr. Kremer supplemented his announcement with the following statement: "I do not believe in profiteering
in any phase whatsoever. I believe that
the biggest asset the motion picture industry has is the exhibitor. His interests must at all times be protected.
"It has been the policy of Victor
Kremer Feature Films, Inc., and it always will be the policy of this concern to
never overchage the exhibitor. We want
the exhibitor to know that he has in
our firm a dependable friend and not one
that is out to virtually subject him to
overcharge. We do not sympathize with
any profiteering concern, for it will have
but a short life. We do not believe in
skyrocketing our prices. We are in business for a profit, but we want to obtain
our profit proportionately and legitimately.
Must Have Merit
"The value of our productions is
based entirely on their box office merit.
We consider the value of the story and
the merit of the production as a whole
and by that I mean the work of the
star and supporting cast. Every picture
we release is first put to an acid test
in New York by Independent Master
Films, which I control and own, which
will gauge its value on its box office
showing in the metropolis.

Gardiner Purchases
Indiana Film Right

Pictures

Distributing

Others

"Every
we are
release must picture
survive this
acid asked
test. Weto abhor profiteering, whether it is practiced
in the motion picture industry or in any
other field of endeavor. We are in business to satisfy and are satisfied with a
price that involves cost of production
plus
an acceptable
Jacques
Kofstein, percentage
manager ofoftheprofit."
state
rights department of Victor Kremer
Feature Films, Inc., has started on an
extensive trip through the country in the
interests of "Mad Love" and "Voices."
Reports received from his thus far indicate that both these productons are
doing a great business.
"Honeymoon
Ranch"
Ready to be Issued
Bert Lubin is Disposing of This
Western on State Right
Market
Prints of "Honeymoon Ranch," the
five-reel western feature being state
righted by Bert Lubin, are ready for distribution, according to a statement just
issued. All the advertising and publicity
accessories also are ready for shipment,
it is said.
"The reviews I received on 'Honeymoon Ranch' bear out all that I claimed
for my first picture," says Mr. Lubin.
"I do not intend to sell this or any other
of my pictures blindly. I want every
buyer to see it first. I know I have an
unusually good western and I intend to
sell the picture on its merits only.
"I have refrained from screening the
picture until I had it in perfect shape.
So far, only two buyers have viewed it in
the rough. Both purchased territory immediately. This speaks for itself."
According to Lubin, "Honeymoon
Ranch" is replete with surprising incidents. Harry McLaughlin, who is costarred in this picture with Allene Ray.
performs many unusual feats of horsemanship and acrobatics.

Arrow Production Will Be
Road Show in Upper
New York Cities
One of the important state right sales
of the week was consummated when the
Gardiner Syndicate, Inc., of Buffalo and
Syracuse, closed a contract with the
Arrow Film Corporation for the distribution of the all-Indian feature, "Before the White
ManRoad
Came."
Will Be
Show
T. R.' Gardiner announces that the exploitation of this picture will be under
his personal supervision and that he intends putting out several road show companies in the upper part of the state. He
states that he considers this one of the
best feature attractions he has ever seen.
"Before the White Man Came" is a
picture
depicting
the aslifelived
and before
habits theof
the American
Indian
white man put in an appearance. It
was produced with the permission and
co-operation of the United States government and the cast is composed entirely of American Indians.
Contains Love Story
While possessing an educational value
from a historical standpoint, "Before the
White Man Came" also contains a story
which concerns the love affair of a young
chieftain with the daughter of the child
of a rival nation. This story is said to
be the reproduction of an actual chapter
of the history of one of the tribes of the
Crow nation, the records of which have
been handed down from one generation
to
another
until they at length have
reached
the celluloid.
Another House For S. F.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— A theatre
to seat 3,000 people will be one of the
occupants of the new building going up
at Powell and Post streets. Its bill will
run from grand opera to motion pictures.
Pictures For Greenfield
GREENFIELD, I A. — B. H. Simpson
has
openedpicture
the Warren
a motion
theatre. Opera House as
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Arrangements

Made

For "Kismet" Review
'remier Trade Showing Will Be
Held in New York on
October 25
All arrangements are complete for the
remiere trade showing, Monday eveing, October 25, in the grand ball room
f the Hotel Astor, New York, of the
Lobertson-Cole special, "Kismet." staring Otis Skinner. This the distributing
orporation describes as the greatest picare which it has so far published.
It represents the work during the last
ix months of Otis Skinner, Louis J.
rasnier and a cast which runs into the
lousands. Started in the spring. "Kismet" required the entire summer for its
pmpletion, such wras the enormity of its
ettings and the compass of the succeston of spectacular scenes included.
Played for Three Years
"Kismet" is remembered by millions
5 the greatest success of Oscar Asche
1 England and Otis Skinner in America,
or three years continuously Mr. Skiner played the role of Hajj in the leadlg cities of the United States.
The most remarkable phase of "Kislet," as it is revealed to the screen, is
le singularly powerful acting which Mr.
kinner has imparted to his role of
iajj, the beggar, it is declared. His
:ting so dominates the picture, it is said,
lat in the cutting little of it could be
:moved.
Sui^ Any Audience
Critics who have been privileged to reiew "Kismet" predict that this Robert3n-Cole
give Mr.as Skinner
le same special
measure will
of success
did the
:age play. They agree with officials of
le distributing corporation that in "Kislet" the exhibitor is furnished with a
icture which will fit any audience, and
:rtainty of whose appeal in every style
t house is offered.
To the showing at the Astor have been
vited representatives of newspapers,
agazines and motion picture trade
ipers, together with leading executives
the industry, leaders of the theatrical
"otession and other guests. Before the
lowing, Robertson-Cole will dine reprentatives of various publications in the
ose Room of the Astor. A special
usical program will be played at the
lowing. Robertson-Cole will publish
vismet"
before the coming of the new
;ar.
rene Marcellus, Xeilan
Discovery, Assigned Role
\\ hat is considered a record in "discoverg"
a newrecently
star forin motion
picres and
was signing
established
Xew York
Marshall Xeilan, the director-producer,
ho, while attending a roof show in Manittan, spied Irene Marcellus in a group of
amies' behind the footlights.
In five minutes Xeilan was introduced
Miss Marcellus and the deal was closed,
iss Marcellus recently arrived in Los
ngeles and soon will start work on her
st motion picture under Xeilan's direc>n, an adaptation by Marion Fairfax of
bert Payson Terhune's storv "The Lotus
iters".

Kansas House Opens
KINGMAX, KAN. — A $30,000 new
eatre has been opened here.

Lowell

HERALD

Returns
Program

to One

Feature

Because

of High

Prices

Exhibitors Will Book Occasional Vaudeville Acts to
Offset the Opinion of the Public That
Admissions Are Exorbitant
Exhibitors of Lowell. Mass., at a recent meeting of the Managers' Association of that city, decided to return
to the one-feature program.
Reasons assigned for this change in
policy are the cost of pictures to the
theatre men. the steady increase in overhead expenses, and the tendency of not
increasing the admission prices in proportion to the advances.
Caused by Competition
The motion picture situation in Lowell is the result of a long and strenuous
campaign of competition. From the time
of the erection of the Strand theatre the
prices in Lowell were advanced to 25
cents, and each manager endeavoring to
outdo his competitor, gradually worked
the performance up until they were giving a three-hour entertainment, consisting of two features, a two-reel comedy,
a weekly issue and a program of musical
features.
When peace was declared and every
item of overhead and operating expense
more than doubled, the break was forced
to come, and the only thing to look to
in order to bring expenses down to a
reasonable figure was the cutting of the
double feature program.
Can't Dodge Issue
In commenting on the new policy,
and the advisability of its adoption, Joe
Mack, manager of the Rialto. said:
"What is the use of dodging the issue
that is straight in front of us. Pick out
your best brand of pictures and settle on
a definite policy of showing them, and
them alone. My first choice, naturally,
is Associated First Xational products."

With the plan for reduction of the program comes the question of how to keep
the public from feeling that the present
price of admission is exorbitant for a
shorter performance. Feeling that the
maximum in price has about been
reached, and figuring that the only way
to reduce expenses is the reduction of
the show, the iranagers feel that they
must do something to offset the possible
opinion of patrons that the price should
also be reduced. The general verdict
seems to be that this can be done by injecting an occasional vaudeville act into
the performance, with a special musical
feature sometimes substituted to give a
touch of variety.
Meets with Favor
The policy has found favor with nearly
all the managers in Lowell, and they
already have put it in operation, with
reports of good success so far. The
prices of admission still remain 35 cents
top. with special matinee prices.
The policy which is being pursued in
Lowell undoubtedly will obtain in other
towns where the situation is similar, it
is believed.
Flynn and Armour Acquire
Theatre Circuit In West
OGDEX, UTAH.— Through a partnership recently formed. A. J. Flynn,
who operates the Utah theatre, and
Robert Armour of Spokane, his brotherin-law. have acquired control of a chain
of motion picture theatres. They have
acquired a theatre in Los Angeles, have
obtained options on two more in the
same
city and have a location in San
Francisco.
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Exhibitors

Say

Selznick

Pictures

Are Receiving Unanimous
Approval
Al Lyons and Andrew Karas of the
Four unsolicited telegrams from promPeoples and Woodlawn theatres, Chiinent exhibitors all voicing the approval
of Selznick pictures as box office attraccago, also played Owen Moore in "The
Poor following
Simp" andunsolicited
have cometelegram.
forward with
tions, have been received at the home
the
offices of Selznick Enterprises. The
Conclude Successful Run
telegrams were from Harry Singer,
Mr.
Lyons
wrote:
the
run of"Just
any concluded
comedy ever
manager of the State-Lake theatre, Chi- most successful
cago; Dave Russell, manager of Columshown in my 2,300 seat theatre. 'Poor
Simp'
kept uproar.
all of myThisaudiences
one
bia Amusement Company, St. Louis, and
continual
picture inmakes
Al Lyons and Andrew Karns, of the Peoples and Woodlawn theatres of Chicago.
Owen
Moore."
Andrew
Karas says of "The Poor
The State-Lake is one of the largest Simp": "I do not remember of any
theatres in Chicago, and Mr. Singer in comedy that created such a sensation as
did
'Poor Owen
Simp.' Moore
People made
just roared
and
roared.
good with
commenting on Owen Moore's current
Selznick picture, "The Poor Simp," says:
"It is very seldom that one has the op- a vengeance."
Arrow Soon to Publish
portunity of recording such unanimous
Latest Ostriche Comedy
approval as that of Owen Moore in 'The
Poor Simp.' Aptly named, intelligently
Word has been received by Arrow Film
directed by Victor Heerman and admirCorporation from Mrs. Garnette Sabin,
ably interpreted by Owen Moore this producer of Muriel Ostriche comedies, that
comedy is always one lap ahead of its work on "Betty the Vamp Vamped" has
been completed and that the picture is beaudience." Wires from St. Louis
ing edited and titled in the laboratory.
From Columbia Amusement Company,
W'ray sonal
Physioc
under the persupervisiondirected
of Mrs. itSabin.
St. Louis, was recciveM the following
telegram concerning the Olive Thomas
starring
Mine,"
in Philadelphia Exchange
which
the vehicle,
late star "Darling
is seen in the
role of
a sweet, simple Irish lassie who comes
Gets
"Honeymoon
Ranch"the
to America, finds her Aunt Agnes gropBert Lubin,
who is state righting
ing in the darkness, and in the trend
of circumstances suffuses the premises five reel western, "Honeymoon Kanch," announces that he has disposed of the Eastwith happiness and good cheer.
ern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
"Please accept our sincere thanks for territory. Dc Luxe Film Company of
granting us the privilege of holding over
Philadelphia purchased the rights for this
for the second week at our new Strand territory.
theatre
'Darling
Mine,'
in
which
Olive
Thomas has registered a distinctive and
Open Rice Lake Theatre
unparalleled success, proving to us the
tremendous drawing power of Miss
RICE
LAKE, WIS.— The new MaThomas and that she will continue to
jestic theatre, built by E. Craite in Main
draw big business wherever her pictures
street, has been opened for business. It
has a seating capacity for 470 patrons.
are shown."
"THIS WAY

OUT

AND

DON'T
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Richard Jones Joins the
Mack Sennett Staff; Will
Direct Special Comedies
Richard Jones, well-known director,
has gone west, having been put under a
special contract by Mack Senpett to
make at least three and not more than
four special comedy productions during
the coming year. These will be five reels
or more in length, depending upon their
subject requirements.
Jones has been on the David Wark
Griffith directorial staff, Dorothy Gish's
three last productions having been made
under his direction. One of these is
"Flying Pat," soon to be published. The
other two are as yet unnamed. All three
were completed before Miss Gish
her recent trip to Europe. Jones made
will
have his own studio with Mr. Sennett.
He will only make the Sennett supercomedies. Preliminary production work
has been completed for the first supercomedywillto be called "Molly-O," and
Jones
immediately start
his arrival in Los Angeles. work upon

Constance

Talmadge

Will

Star in "Mamm
Affair"
Constance Talmadge, a's
who recently returned from a three months' vacation in
Spain, England, Switzerland and France,
at work at her 48th street studio, onis
"Mamma's Affair," and will have a splendid
opportunity, it is said, to wear manv of,
the beautiful clothes she brought back from
Lavin, Worth, Mmc. Grult, and other
fashionable coutourieres, in the picture
"M amma's Affair" has been adapted from
Rachel Barton Butler's Harvard college
prize contest play by John Emerson and
Anita Loos, and will be directed by Victor
I* lemming, who has recently been directin
Douglas Fairbanks. The cast includesg
Erne Shannon, Kenneth Harlan. Katherine
Kaelred, George LaGuerre and Gertrude
LcBrandt.
Fox Follows "Bride 13"
With French "Fantomas"
The liamsuccess
of "Bride
13" prompted
WilFox to begin
production
of a second
serial,
now
nearing
completion,
it
is
announced.
new serial
be called
"Fantomas.1
It The
is based
on thewillFrench
detective
stories
written by Pierre Souvestre and Marcel
Allain. Edwards Roseman, who plays the
part
of theof Mahdi
in "Bride
is enacting
the role
Fantomas.
John13,"Willard
has
the part of the father. Edna Murphy is the
daughter. John Walker is her sweetheart.
Eva Balfour, an English actress, plays the
part of Fantomas' assistant. Adams is
among
in the big cast. Edward
Sedgwickthe isothers
directing.
Robert Anderson Leads In
And Directs First Comedy
"My Lady's Ankle," a one-reel corned)
directed by Robert Andersen, will be published by Universal on November 1.
The
one reeler field.
is Andersen's
first directed
venture
in the directorial
He not only
the comedy, but takes the leading role. He
is supported by Beulah Booker.

Claire Du Brey and Hallam Cooley
in a scene production.
from "A Light Woman" an American
Film Company

Clauson on Metro Staff
Carl Clausen, well known magazine
writer, has joined Metro's story producing
forces at the company's west coast studio:
in Hollywood, Calif.
Clausen's latest
Saturday Evening Post story is "Th<
Perfect Crime."
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Cameramen

Risk

In Birthday

Lives

Number

for

HERALD

Scenes

of Fox

News

World Combed for Pictures for Issue, According
To Producers— News Value Was Main Factor
in Photographers' Competition
congratulating him upon the success of
The birthday number of the Fox
Fox News in its first year. In every one
News is ready for the theatre, Fox News
of the large cities of the United States
nade its bow to the motion picture in- Fox News is shown, it is pointed out. In
lustry just a year ago. The birthday was
New York City Fox News occupies a
:elebrated by a banquet at Keen's Chop unique position. Only a few weeks ago
-louse, a nation-wide competition for S. L. Rothapfel, director of the Capitol
ameramen. and a special issue of the theatre, wrote to Mr. Fox pointing out
eel that is said to set a new high stand- that one of the first contracts he volrd.
untarily sought and signed for the CapiSome of the results of the competitol was that calling for Fox News as
ion are in the birthday number. Weeks
an essential part of his program.
vere spent in its preparation, with the
One of the latest big contracts signed
ibject of having it contain the best of with
Fox News is by Tom North, manhe news, beautiful photography and
aging director of the Rialto and Crescent
nany exciting scenes. The task was
theatres
in Washington, who uses Fox
nade doubly difficult by the fact that News exclusively.
•
he paramount consideration was news
Has Large Staff
alue.
World Is Combed
Fox News includes one of the largest
The world was combed for subjects for staffs of cameramen of any news reel, it
is claimed. Fox News has photographers
he reel, it is said. It contains pictures
in every country, in remote corners, as
rom Lithuania and pictures from Chi- well
as in great cities. Staff men are
ago; scenes taken during the recent
posted at all strategic points, and these
urricane in Canada, and a pictorial re- keep
ort of the proceedings of the Hay- office. in constant touch with the home
"ever
in of
Newthe York.
biggestin
aseballclub
event
year The
is shown
series of pictures, and an alligator
irm in Florida is followed by the first May Allison's Next Will
Be Society Life Feature
•Oman's jury in session in New Jersey.
Cameramen risked their lives, it is de"Are Wives to Blame?" a screen version
lared-,
into of
thisthe
birthday
umber. to get
Two subjects
members
New
of Ben Ames Williams' latest story of city
ork camera staff brought back with life, has been selected as May Allison's
iem from Lakehurst, N. J., some of the next Metro starring vehicle to follow "The
lost amazing pictures ever filmed, the
roducers claim. These were taken on Marriage of William Ashe" according to a
le huge airship hangar that is being statement just made by Bayard Veiller,
Dnstructed there. The men had to take chief of production at Metro's West Coast
ieir cameras out on steel girders, all studios in Hollywood, Calif.
E the thrill that the cameramen got is
The story appeared in Good Housekeepanslated to the screen, it is said.
ing magazine under the title, "More Stately
Wires of Felicitation
The
screen version of the story has been
William Fox has received hundreds of Mansions."
completed
Edward
Lowe, Jr.
The story'
legrams from all parts of the country
deals withbythe
adventures,
financial
and
otherwise, of a youthful husband and a
socially ambitious young woman. The ball
room of one of the most luxurious country
homes on Long Island is being duplicated
at the Metro studios in Hollywood for use
in one of the big scenes in the picture.
Make "Lost City" Serial
Into Seven Reel Feature
The serial, "The Lost City," starring
Juanita Hansen, which proved one of
the popular chaptered film stories, has
been revamped into a seven reel feature.
In its new form' it is to be known as
"A
Jungle
story centering
around
MissPrincess,"
Hansen. the
Celebrated
Players
Film Corporation, which has secured the
Central West rights to the picture, states
several new bits of action, not seen in
the original serial, have been added to
the story in its new form. It will have
its Chicago premier at the Alcazar theatre November 7. Following its showing at the Alcazar theatre, it will be
booked throughout the Indiana and Illinois territory.

HEDDA. HOPPER
»<*»•' from the Selznick picture
"lou Can't Kill Love."

Leases Mitchell Theatres
MITCHELL. S. D.— Albert Staehler.
formerly of Cedar Rapids. Ia.. has purchased the leaseholds of the Metropolitan
and Gale
theatres and
sion on November
1. will take posses-

J. K. KELLY
Producer of the neuly orjranized Artoeraphic
Films.
entered the short Inc.
reel. nhich ban ju*t
Feminine Stars Popular
W ith the Albany Public
Newspaper Tally Shows
The Albany (N. Y.) Times Union recity. cently held a straw ballot to determine the
most popular motion picture star in that
The paper also was sponsoring a straw
ballot on the presidential candidates, -and
had reporters stationed at various busy
places in the city where pedestrians were
stopped and asked their choice of star and
candidate. The result follows :
Katherine MacDonald, 467 : Anita
Stewart, 433 ; Norma Talmadge, 423 ; Mary
Pickford, 402; Constance Talmadge, 400:
Charles Ray, 400; Marshall Xeilan, 365;
Wanda
Hawley, 326
349 ;; Eugene
O'Brien, 347
Louis Glaum.
Olive Thomas,
234 ;;
Mildred Harris Chaplin. 233: William S.
Hart. 233: Douglas Fairbanks, 233; and
Wallace Reid. 231.
Swan

Makes Improvements
On Empress in Kearney
H. E. Swan, owner and manager of the
Empress theatre at Kearney, Xeb., has let
the contract for alterations to the building
which will make it second to none in equipment to the show houses in that territory,
it is said.
Among the changes will be the installation of a balcony to seat 200, and the construction ofa mezzanine floor for the housing of the projection room. The lobby will
be enlarged, a canopy erecteJ and space
provided for a sign of large proportions.
Swan is a First National franchise holder.
Al Santell Will Direct
New Hank Mann Films
Al Santell, former director of short subjects for Universal, has signed a long-term
contract with the Hank Mann comedy
company to be director of the two-reel
comedies starring Hank Mann.
For more than a year Mann endeavored
to obtain Santell. but the director was under
contract with some other organization.
Director Santell succeeds Charlie Parrott
who directed more than ten of the Mann
fun films for Arrow.
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On Their First Picture "Cardigan"
Vivian Martin Is Featured in the Production Under
The Direction of John Noble— Goldwyn Will
Publish This Series of Subjects
Messmore Kendall and Robert W. Cham- Indian wife of Sir William Johnson, will
be remembered for her work as the maiden
ers have begun production on "Cardigan,"
he first of the Chambers stories to be made aunt in "Way Down East."
"Cardigan" is the first of a series of
v them for distribution by Goldwyn Pic- Robert
W. Chambers' novels which will be
jres Corporation. The pictures are being translated to the screen by the novelist in
roduced at the Kendall studios at Astoria, association with Mr. Kendall. "Cardigan"
selected by Mr. Kendall and the author
. I. The picture is being directed by John was
because the story lends itself almost per/. Noble and stars Vivian Martin.
fectly to screen adaptation, it is said, and
Collier, Jr., in Cast
because of the picturesqueness of the scenes
Mr. Kendall and Mr. Chambers selected and the dramatic strength of the story.
ladeleine Lubetty, one of the beauties of
iegfeld's "Midnight Frolic," to act the "Peaceful Valley" Waltz
tile of the coquettish Marie Hamilton,
Adjunct to Ray Picture
his marks her first appearance on the
"Peaceful
Valley," Charles Ray's secreen and her motion picture sponsors are
ond independently produced picture,
mfident that a great future awaits her in
presented by Arthur S. Kane for First
e silent drama.
The role of Cardigan will be played by National publication, lends itself well to
'illiam
Jr., who
the adopted
son ofin exploitation projects, it is said.
e famousCollier,
comedian,
has appeared
Exhibitors in every part of the counany of his father's farces and who also
try are arranging special prologues.
ted an important part in Mr. Collier's
st screen appearance in "The Servant
Most of the action in "Peaceful Valley"
uestion."
hasOthers
been
centers in the "perpendicular farm" of
lected for theBetty
role ofCarpenter
Silverheels.
narrative, and many exhibthe cast are Charles Graham, Dick Lee, the Kidder
itors are using scenic effects in which
'ank Montgomery, Colin Campbell, Jere
this tract of extraordinary configuraustin, William Pike, John Dillon. Flortion is pictured, it is declared. Joseph
ce Short, Hattie Delaro and Eleanor
N. Murphy of Los Angeles, author and
-iffith.
composer, wrote the words and lyric of
Is First of Series
song, "Peaceful Valley," pubEleanor Griffith, who plays the part of a waltzlished with
the approval of the Ray company
and
the permission of the author
dcina, the jailer's daughter, is playing
:w name
partat inthe"Poor
Little
Ritz Girl,"
of the play. The song has been favorrunning
Central
theatre.
ably received wherever it has been
Florence Short, cast as Molly Brant, the played, it is reported.
Robert Edeson Contracts
To Make Metro Features
Robert Edeson, for long a prominent
figure on the speaking stage as star and
leading man, has been engaged by Bayard
Veiller for the leading male role in support
of May Allison' in her next Metro special
production, and, according to announcements from the Hollywood studios, Veiller
has his eye on Edeson as directorial timber.
His first work for Metro will be as an actor
in "Are Wives to Blame?" with Miss Allison in the stellar role.
Although Edeson has achieved his greatest fame in his years on the legitimate
stage, he is well known to screen followers.
His important picture successes include
Lasky's "The Call of the North," Mutual's
"The Absentees," Vitagraph's "Mortmain"
and "The Cave Man," Pathe's "The Light
That Failed" and Selznick's "Sealed
Hearts."
Howard

VIRGINIA VALLI
V°
Jnmt
playing
>nt role in flnI»he«l
"The Better
Way."an impor-

Young Advanced
As Editor for Famous
Howard Irving Young, formerly editor
of Paramount Magazine, has been made a
member of the staff of the Production Editors' Department at the new Long Island
City studio of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
Young joined this company in September,
1919, as editor of Paramount Magazine and
later his duties included production manager of the Non-Fiction Film Production
Department. He has been writing scenarios for six years.

ALICE JOYCE
And support in a scene from "Cousin
Kate," a new Vitagrnph production.
Parrish Story Sold
To Hawks by Neilan
At a Record Price
At what is considered a record price
for the motion picture rights to a popular novel, Marshall Neilan has sold his
interests in "Bob Hampton of Placer,"
by Randall Parrish, to Howard Hawkes
Productions, which organization, it is
understood,
will near
beginfuture.
work on the presentation in the
"Bob Hampton of Placer" was one of
the first stories obtained by Neilan following the formation of his own producing organization a little over a year. ago,
and was to be staged under the title of
"The Eternal Three." Agreements in
connection
"The production
River's End,"
demanded thewith
immediate
of that
story
and
resulted
in
postponing
the
prodate.
duction of "Bob Hampton" for a later
Harold Lloyd Completes
Last Picture for Pathe
Word has been received in New York of
the completion of Harold Lloyd's "W rong
Number,"
the last comedy special he will
make
for Pathe.
He has started work on the first picture
he will make for Associated Exhibitors,
Inc. Under his new contract, Lloyd is
guaranteed
$1,500,000
the Associatednearly
Exhibitors for
the six by
comedies
he
has planned to produce during the coming
year, according to Pathe.
Acquire Kewaunee House
KEWAUNEE, WIS.— The Majestic, a
motion picture theatre located in South
Broadway, has been acquired by ConkeyCieland Company of this city and will be
operated in connection with the local Bijou
with Mrs. Harry Conkey in charge.
Reedley to Get Theatre
REEDLEY, CAL.— J. A. Lawand of this
city and Samuel Masser of San Francisco
recently purchased the business block in
Main street between G and Eleventh streets
and will erect a motion picture theatre
there.
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Charlotte Merriam and Jay Belasco, appearing in the first Comiclassics subject, a
Reggie Morris production, being distributed by Special Pictures Corporation.
Federated

Exchange

Baltimore with
W. E. Shallenberger, general manager
of Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc., announces the formation
of a new Federated unit in the incorporation of Federated Film Exchange
of Baltimore with P. Oletsky as general
manager.
This is a Delaware corporation with
a $1,000,000 capital. It will distribute
Federated attractions in Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
Had Philadelphia Exchange
Mr. Oletsky has been connected with
the motion picture industry for the last
eleven years, at which time he opened
an exchange in Baltimore known as
Philadelphia Film Exchange, which office he maintained for two years. He
then merged his exchange with Interstate Film Company. He conducted this
business up to the time of his forming
Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore.
Mr. Oletsky has opened offices at 412
East Baltimore street, Baltimore, Md.,
and is rapidly putting this into shape to
take care of the Federated business. He
states that he is particularly pleased
with Federated's initial publications,
which include "Nobody's Girl," starring
Billie Rhodes, a series of eighteen tworeel comedies, starring Monty Banks,
and a series of four productions, starring
Bessie Love, produced by Andrew J.
Callaghan for Federated.
First Is Completed
The first two of the latter series of
productions have been completed and
Bessie I.ove is at work on the third.
The
"Bonnie
May,"
from first
the publication,
celebrated novel
of the
sameis
name by Louis Dodge and appeared in
book form. It was published on October 17.
The second production, "The Midlanders," is likewise the work of a well-

Unit

Formed
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$1,000,000
Capital
known author, having been written by
Charles Tenney Jackson and appeared
in
book Company.
form, being published by BobbsMcrrill
Special Pictures Company
Moves Los Angeles Office
Believing that greater efficiency can be
obtained and more complete and effective
service rendered the exhibitor by the close
co-operation of the producing and distributing branches of the industry, the Special
Pictures Corporation! a Los Angeles organization specializing in short subjects,
has moved its entire executive offices from
the Hellman building downtown to the
company's
new studios in Santa Monica
boulevard, Hollywood.
President Louis W. Thompson, General
Sales Manager H. J. Roberts, Business
Manager C. C. Craig, Sales Director E. H.
Silcocks,
Harry
mond BeallPublicity
and otherDirector
executives
will Hammake
their daily headquarters in a special administration building now being rushed to
speedy completion.
Dispose of Territory on
"Great Baseball Scandal"
"The Great Baseball Scandal," the
speed camera expose of crooked baseball
plays issued by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New York for the independent market has been purchased by
Arthur Whyte of Empire State Film
Exchange for New York State and
Northern New Jersey and by Joseph
Friedman of Celebrated Players, Chicago.
This single reel of slow motion phowas made
Borthwick who tography
also
made bytheLincoln
slow motion
special of Babe Ruth.

"Man

From Nowhere"
Next Arrow Feature
Starring Jack Hoxie
The first of the series of Jack Hoxie
five-part features, which Ben Wilson is
producing for distribution through Arrow Film Corporation, will be "The
Man From Nowhere," instead of "A
man's Country," as previously announced, according to Wilson.
Francis Ford, Jack Hoxie's director,
has announced that work on "The Man
From Nowhere" is well under way. Ford
is being assisted in the direction by Phil
Ford, a younger brother. The principal
supporting players are Corrine Porter,
Walter Moore, Steve Clementi, Jim
Polo.
Welch and Sam Polo, brother of Eddie
Inter-Ocean Closes Big
Contract with Japanese
That the Japanese are hopeful of
making the motion picture one of the
pre-eminent sources of amusement and
recreation in their country in the future is evident considering the contract
closed by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
with one of the largest film renters operating in Japan, which conveys to the
latter the sole rights to more than
seventy-five American productions for
physical
distribution through the Japanese territory.
This contract, which is said to be one
of the largest ever made for the Japanese >
territory, was consummated after many
weeks of picture reviewing by the buyer.
Under the terms of the agreement he
takes over the distributing rights to a
series of forty World Pictures, twenty
Black Diamond comedies, nine special
productions, six Paralta pictures and
five World comedies.

Ben Wilson Will Add
Features to Activity
Ben Wilson, serial producer and star
in his own productions, gradually will
branch out into the feature field, according to an announcement from the Wilson publicity department.
Arrangements for the publication of
these productions prior to filming are
being made in New York by Joe Brandt,
Ben Wilson's Eastern representative.
Jack Hoxie is the first star Wilson has
signed tures,
upto befor followed
a series shortly
of Western
feaby three
more well-known screen players, who
will be starred in productions for issue
on the state rights basis.
"Tiger" Will Be Next
Feature for Frank Mayo
willAn beimportant
started atproduction
Universal entitled
City soon."Tiger"
Universal announces. The story is by Max
Brand and it will star Frank Mayo.
Jacques Jaccard has selected for the cast
Fritzi Brunette, Walter Long, Al Kaufman,
Herbert Bethew. Eleanor Hancock, Charles
Brinley and Willis Robards. The scenes of
the story shift from the palaces of Fifth
Avenue to the vice haunts of the lower
East Side, New York.
Arrow Gets Eastern Sales
E. R. Champion, special representative
of Arrow Film Corporation, has returned
from a sales trip covering Utica, Syracuse
and Buffalo. He reports excellent business
and
the closing
of a number of contracts
for Arrow
productions.
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Market

Below the Deadline ' ' Directed by J. P. McGowan
First Ascher Special to be Offered to
State Right Buyers
\nnouncement is made by Sidney
his re-entering the state right field,
. cher, president Ascher Productions,
"meaning
production
on any ofthat
our before
specialsactual
I must
satisfy
c, that his company in the future
from
an
exhibitor's
viewpoint
-11 devote its activities entirely to myself
that the story is one that will get over
l.rketing special productions through
big with the public."
ilependent exchanges, and that the first
"Below
the Deadline,"
first plan,
picture to be published
under the
the new
i these specials to be offered the trade
will be screened for the trade at the
■ 1 be of"Below
the Deadline," a meloiima
the underworld.
company's
privatethisexhibition
room,
130
46th street,
week. Mr.
Ascher
heretofore, Ascher Productions, Inc., West
expressed
the
belief
that
this
picture
has
1/e either published their pictures
entertainment value to assure
t ough distributing companies, or sold sufficient
its success and gives much of the credit
tm outright to state right distributors.
to Director McGowan, who supervised
" o of their most recent successes
its making.
hdled
tTiis
way
were
"The
Evil
Eye,"
t serial in which Benny Leonard,
1 itweight champion of the world, is "Race of the Age" Ready
srred, and the comedy spectacle, "Up
To Show Ontario Contest
i Mary's Attic."
Former Independent Producers
In Two Reel Production
tate
righting
"Below
the
Deadline"
E. "W. Hammons, president of Educar,rks the return of Ascher Productions,
tional Film Exchanges, Inc., has notiI:., to this field. They are by no means
rvcomers to this particular branch of
fied the various exchange managers that
t industry and many of the old-timers
vl remember when Sid Ascher sold "The Race of the Age," the exclusive
picture of the great race at Windsor,
t m territorial rights on "The Exposure
Ont, between Man o' War and Sir Barothe White Slave Traffic."
!oth Mr. Ascher and his partner,
ton, is ready for issue in two reels.
J eph A. Jacobs, have been promiFourteen camera men, including three
n.tly identified with the film business
slow-motion machines, were used in
f< a number of years having been prod ers, distributors and exhibitors.
making the picture under exclusive pers exhibitors they operated a chain of
mission of the Kenilworth Jockey club,
s cessful theatres in New York City under whose auspices the contest was
a only recently since the upheaval in held.
tl industry anent producers entering
tl exhibiting field and vice versa, they
"We are not putting 'The Race of the
d ided to sell their theatre interests
Age'
out merely as a horse race suba concentrate their efforts on the proHammons, "but
d'tion end, believing that it is not al- becauseject,"wesaid President
believe that there is real
t( ether equitable to produce and exhibit
a he same time.
education, even inspiration behind the
Sells Himself First
accomplishment of this wonderful horse.
It is a picture that proves clean living,
Before making a picture I sell myself
always trying and true courage always
n :," said Mr. Aschtr in speaking of win. We have done in this picture what
many feature directors have tried to do
— get a real horse race and the thrill
with it."
Country Club Scenes Are
Settings for Tearle Film
Nearing the final stages of completion is
the forthcoming National Picture Theatres
starproduction, "The Road of Ambition,"
ring Conway Tearle, under the direction of
William P. S. Earle.
Exterior scenes for the production were
taken at the Nassau country club. Long
for "The Road of
Island. Thearebackground
Ambition"
scenes full of color and picturesque views of the club veranda, the
grounds and adjacent beautiful estates.
Tearle plays the role of a foreman in a
huge steel mill who is ambitious to perfect
an invention for making use of the scale
on steel ingots.

WILTON LACK A YE
W scene from "The Foreigner," the
Production,fromLtd.,Ralph
feature
made
r Si**
Fk*t National
Connor's
•ok.
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Will Occupy Main Floor
LANCASTER, CAL.— A motion picture show place will occupy the lower
floor of a building to be erected by a
trio of Lancaster residents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. R. Bell and Frank B. Rutledge, in
Antelope avenue. The two-story brick
block will cost $18,000.

GEORGE EVERETT
Director
of "The
Crimson production.
Cross," the first
Fannrk
Corporation
Enlarging Studio for
Russells and Greiver
Eight Companies Will be Able
To Work at One Time at
Doubleday Plant
Russell, Greiver & Russell have arranged with Doubleday Productions to
increase the Doubleday studio to three
times its present size.
Under this new studio roof, Russell,
Greiver & Russell will be able to have
eight companies working at one time.
A new star, well known in theatrical
circles, when arrangements are completed, will begin work at the studio under a competent director on a series of
five-reel
dramas.
name
will society
be announced
later.The star's
Director Is Obtained
The one-reel comedies for which arrangements have been made, will be
made under the new studio roof. A director for the comedies has been procured, who has had years of experience
in the making of laugh producers.
Fritzi Ridgeway will do all of her
interiors there on the remaining two-reel
Westerns and on her later productions
she will make for Russell, Greiver &
Russell Films.
Makes Personal Appearance
Miss Ridgeway, whose first two-reel
Western is "The Bandit of Hell's Gap,"
is making personal appearances in the
first run houses booked by E. H. Emmick.
Mr. Emmick, the owner of Peerless
Film Service exchanges of San Francisco and Los Angeles, states that
everywhere Miss Ridgeway appears she
receives whole-hearted and spontaneous
applause.
Hurry Waterloo Building
WATERLOO. IA.— Work is being
hurried on the new Strand/ theatre here
and it is expected to be ready for opening by Janunary 1.
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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emotions
Mr. Smith's coi
viction thatstrengthened
she was destined to becon
a star.
Miss Calhoun's
before comir.
with Vitagraph waswork
with several of tl
large film companies. In one picture si
was co-starred with Charles
Since coming with Vitagraph, Richma
she po
trayed roles in pictures in support .
Corinne Griffith, and was leading worn,
for Harry T. Morey in "The Sea Rider
Subsequently
she appeared with Ear
Williams in "Captain Swift," a til
version
of the famous stage play.
Lives In New York
Originally, Alice Calhoun was a Clev
land girl, and her education was receive
in that city. Her present home is c
Riverside Drive, New York City.
I realize that success is not gained
ai recent
single day
r.r aew,week."
she 1said
intervi
i know
am durir
fort
nate in being starred, and from the woi
I've done so far I know
the difficu
part is ahead of me. I amthat
going to mal
justify the public's coi
every
hdence effort
in my toability.
I am going to c

Alice

Calhoun

Will

Be

Starred

By

Vitagraph
in "Dress of Destiny"
Public Demand Is Reason Given by President Smith
for Promotion of Young Actress — Director
of First Picture Is Seyffertitz
Miss Calhoun has been in pictures less
Alice Calhoun, who has been playing
various roles in Vitagraph pictures, is to than three years, although her activities
be elevated to stardom in "The Dress of have been intensive during that period,
it is said.
Destiny."
The star began her film work with
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, assigned as the reason of this Vitagraph in an O. Henry subject. She
promotion the demand on the part of the was selected for the leading role in "The
public to see the young actress in Dream," the last story, it is said, ever
featured parts.
penned by O. Henry.
Destined To Be Star
Story Is By Poland
Miss Calhoun's work in the short sub"The Dress of Destiny," is by Joseph
Franklin Poland, and is being directed
ject, her unusual beauty, and most of all
by G. V. Seyffertitz. The entire cast has her keen perception and ability to innot vet been selected.
terpret the most difficult and fleeting

A

my best all the time."
"Who Am I?" Comedy
is Started by Conkli
"Who Am I?" is the title of the secoi
comedy for Special Pictures Corporate
publication upon which Chester Conklin h
just started at the A. L. Hart production
unit of the Special Pictures studio in Holl
wood.
"Who Am I ?" was written by Frai
Terry, author of several of Harold Lloyc
best known successes. Conklin will be su
ported by Tom Wilson, Hazel Deane, As
ley Cooper, Kathleen Myers and othei
Harry Edwards is directing.
New Exploitation Comparr
Western Pictures Exploitation Coi
pany is a newly formed organizatii
with headquarters at 732 South Oli
street, Los Angeles. The motive of t
concern is to exploit film products frc
the West Coast exclusively, thus elin
nating journeys to New York City in t
endeavor to sell finished products.
Akron Theatre Planned
AKRON, O.— The new Arch buildi
and Miles Arch theatre, to cost appro
mately $550,000, will be begun tl
autumn, to be completed in time for t
next
season. The theatre v.
have theatrical
a 1.500 capacity.

KNOCKOUT!!

Biggest Motion

Picture Sensation

of the Year

GREA
T — Specially
BASE
BALL
SCAN
A"THE
Slow Motion Camera
Expose
Posed
— Not A Collection
of News
Weeklies
DAL
The SPEED-CAMERA used in photographing this picture shows the trickery
of crooked baseball players in dishonoring America's national pastime.
EDITED BY THE WORLD'S GREATEST BASEBALL AUTHORITY
The Biggest One Reel Feature Ever Offered
DON'T WAIT TO WRITE.
WIRE OR PHONE FOR TERRITORY
PHONE

C. B.
6212 BRYANT

C.

FILM
SALES
CORPORATION
JOE BRANDT, President
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY
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vo her
scenes
from the Robertson-Cole feature, "A Slave of Vanity," in which Miss Frederick is said to have the greatest role of
career.

Once

to Every Woman,"
Featuring
Dorothy Phillips, to Be Issued Soon
R. H, Cochrane, vice president of Uniis not an emotion in the range of
womanhood that she does not have to
■sal, announces the early publication
portray
is
said. in "Once to Every Woman," it
t "Once to Every Woman," a Univeri -Jewel production starring Dorothy
She is first seen as a carefree schoolillips, and directed by . Allen Holubar.
girl, vivacious and charming. Later she
has to portray the part of a young
. is the last of a series of productions
woman forging ahead in her chosen art,
i.de for Universal by Miss Phillips and
and rising to the call of her music
1" husband-director.
teachers. Then she takes the difficult
3egun last winter, many months were
part of a successful prima donna, surrounded with the bounty of success and
t:en in its production. Following Miss
matching her wits with countless admirers.
] illips' war success, "The Heart of HuFinally she is the broken-hearted woman,
rich in experience, but with a nature at
r nity," and "The Right to Happiness,"
t producers faced a difficult task in last attuned to the simple pleasures of
small-town existence.
t king "Once to Every Woman" decred to be the superior of the star's
imer successes.
Hodkinson Makes Changes
$100,000 Is Expended
In the Home Departments
•-very facility at Universal City was
NEW YORK, Oct. 19. — A number of
feed at the disposal of Allen Holubar.
changes have been made in the housing
I was assured that no expense would
arrangements of the home office of
b spared to make the picture the most
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. As a
r larkable one turned out by Universal,
result, 527 Fifth avenue, the Harriman
lis plan was carried out so extensively,
Xational Bank building, now shelters the
Hs stated, that more than $100,000 was sales, advertising, executive, publicity,
s nt on sets alone. The most costly of foreign, purchasing and supply departtm was the reproduction of the stage,
ments. At number 522 Fifth avenue, in
tl boxes and lower floor of the great the Guaranty Trust Company building,
itropolitan
Opera
House
of
New
\rk.
are found the accounting and contract
departments. This arrangement, it is
he story is a simple one, full of said,
increased the working facilities
n nilies and gripping interest. It is the of thehasorganization.
conicle of a village girl, petted and
P ipered because of a wonderful voice,
wose heart is frozen by ambition and Gary Company Acquires
*5 cruelly neglects her familv to chase
New Theatre in Indiana
tl bubble of fame. On the threshold
o her operatic career she loses her
v:e.
GARY, IXD. — Gary Amusement company has taken over the management of
Portrays Many Emotions
fer disillusionment, the return to her the Gary theatre.
« ie and the chastening she undergoes
John Barrett remains as local manbore waking to the meaning of true
ager, Tom Norman is Chicago repren piness, is said to afford Miss Phillips
sentative, and George Webster is in
t> supreme role of her career. There
charge of the booking.

Mayflower to Publish
Strong Feature Trio
Before the Year's End
According to an announcement from
General Manager John W. McKay, the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation has
three of its strongest productions scheduled for issue through First Xational
before the close of the year: Allan
Dwan's "The Scoffer"; Sidney A. Franklin's "Unseen Forces, and R. A. Walsh's
second independent production, as yet
unnamed.
"The Scoffer" will be available to First
Xational franchise holders in November. Following this will come the Franklin subject, which is tentatively set for
the early part of December, and the
Walsh offering which will be available
on or immediately before the first of the
The cast of "The Scoffer" includes
Mary Thurman. James Kirkwood. Philo
McCullough. Ward Crane. Bernard Durning.
year. Rhea Mitchell and Georgie Stone.
The feminine lead in "Unseen Forces" is
portrayed by Sylvia Breamer. while the
principal male role is handled by Conrad
Xagel. Others in the cast are Rosemary
Theby. Robert Cain. Robert Martindel.
Georgie Stone and Sam De Grasse. R. A.
Walsh's feature
tells the her
storygood
of an
lishwoman who sacrifices
nameEng-to
save from the gallows a man whom she
had refused to marry. In addition to
Anna Q. Xilsson. the cast includes Miriam Cooper, Conway Tearle and Henrv
Clive.
Plan Logansport Changes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOGAXSPORT. IXD., Oct 19.— The
Colonial theatre here will soon undergo
extensive alterations, according to Manager Harlow Byerly. A fourteen-foot
moving electric sign will be placed over
the entrance, while the interior will be
completely redecorated and new seats
will be installed.
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Pathe Reports "The
Being Booked By
Geraldine Farrar's Associated Exhibitors, Inc., production, "The Riddle:
Wo man," is being booked in the leading first-run houses over the country,
according to the branch offices of Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
"The Riddle: Woman" has received
flattering comment at the trade showings, it is said, though the star is believed by the producers to have one of
the most advantageous roles the screen
has given her, no department of the
picture has come in for more discussion than its marked commercial value,
it is said.
Uses Care in Casting
Realizing the bigness of his play, Edward Jose, the director, is said to have
cast the characters with infinite care
and in the choice of settings a fine appreciation for pictorial effect was shown.
With a supporting company comprising Montagu Love, W. P. Carleton,
Adele Blood, Frank Losee and Madge
Bellamy, the director was enabled to
work with a facility which those who
have witnessed the film were quick to
appreciate, it is said.
The instincts of the showman evidently have been as quick to realize
the box office appeal contained in the
production, it is pointed out. Pathe believes that the intensive exploitation
campaign with which it has backed up
the picture has had a big influence
upon the exhibitors.
Late Contracts Signed
First run bookings on the film includes showings in many of the country's best known houses. Among the
latest contracts reported on the picture are the following theaters: Clemmer, Seattle, Wash.; Strand, Cincinnati,
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Riddle: Woman"
Leading Playhouses
O.; Symphony, Los Angeles, Cal.; Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Strand & Metropolitan, Cleveland, O.; Orpheum, Newark, N. J., Orpheum, Akron, O.; Liberty, Youngstown, O.; Savoy, Wilmington, Del.; Grand, Columbus, O.
Orpheum, Flint, Mich.; Strand, Port
Arthur, Tex.; Westchester, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; Colonial, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Strand, Lexington, Ky.; Apollo, New
York; Princess, Racine, Wis.; Florence,
Pasadena, Cal., Mt. Morris, N. Y.; Mammoth, Philadelphia, Pa.; Electric, Kansas City, Kan.; Electric, St. Joseph, Mo.;
Electric, Joplin, Mo.; Electric, Springfield, Mo.; Palace, New Britain, Conn.;
Strand, Hartford, Conn.; Strand, Nashville, Tenn.; New 14th, New York; Sunshine, New York; M. & S., New York.
Cash Register Employes
To See Short Subjects
For the entertainment of its employes
during the noon hour, the welfare department of the National Cash Register Company of Dayton, Ohio, has contracted with
the short subjects department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for the
entire series of Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures, Paramount Magazines,
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures and Parainount-Burlingham Adventure Pictures.
K-B Gets Distribution
The Kay-Bee Distributing Co., Inc.,
has purchased territorial rights for the
comedy-drama,
"Up in Mary's
which
is being distributed
throughAttic,"
state
right exchanges by Fine Arts Pictures,
Inc., for Wisconsin.

ADV.— "If the lady who stuck her gun
on my seat at the movies last night wil
call she may have the gum. If the gun
won't come off she can have the pants
too." — Wynne (Ark.) Progress.
*
AN optimist is a man who, every time h.
sees a meal served in the movies, picks hi
Fun.
teeth and tips the usher a quarter.— Filn
*
WHEN a moving picture friend of our
orders hash in a restaurant he always says
"Gimme some of the weekly review."Youngstou.il (O.) Telegram.
*
"DON'T you detest people who talk be
hind your back?" "Yes, especially in ;
theatre." — Saskatoon
*(Can.) Phoenix.
»
THERE is a lot of love on the screen
Yes ; but there is a durned sight more ii
front of it.— Film Fun.
*
WE enjoy going to moving picture show
but we hate to have a guy stick his fee
through the bottom of the seat. — New Cos
tie Herald.
*
MANAGER : "Either you or the dog
madam, will have to leave this theatre!"
"All right. I'll go. I wouldn't have Fid
*
miss this film for anvthing."
— Film Fun.
IT'S getting so now that men in th
audience weep when they see one of tboi
movies of nun atliirst in the desert. — Net
Haven Times Leader.
Inter-Ocean Gets Rights
To Barbary Coast Featur
"Below the Deadline." a fiv«-reel prcj
duction made by Ascher Bros. Entei
prises, has been acquired by the Intel
Ocean Film Corporation tor exclusiv
foreign distribution.
I he production, made in Californi
under the personal supervision of Janu
P. McGowan, Wrings to the screen
story of the harbor police and the
struggles with the wharf rats along Sa
Francisco's Barbary Coast. The loca
of the story permits of the reproductio
of unusual interior sets, descriptive in d<
tail of the dilapidated hiding places an
homes of the gangsters, it is announce'
Promise

Top Notch Speed

In Eileen Percy's Fare
Speed reaches top notch, produce!
claim, in the new William Fox produi
tion,
Bride."
Eileen "Beware
Percy, toofbe theissued
soon. starrin
The company supporting Miss Fere
includes Walte'r McGrail, Harry Dm
kinson, Hallam Cooley, Jane Mille
Ethel Shannon and George W. Bann
DEAD
TELL

n V. Willat directing a scene for "Down Home" with William Robert Daly
and Leatrice Joy, with the aid of a violinist. W. W. Hodkinson will distribute
the
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great advances have been made in direction, lighting, photography and acting in
the last few years the matter of sub-titles has been
somewhat neglected. Therefore, when something
WHILE

striking, as in "Peaceful Valley," comes along everyone sits up and takes notice. Almost without exception the reviewers commented on the thoroughly
legible and brief subtitles used in this Arthur S.
Kane-First National Production. They are as
sharp as pen and ink sketches, with large black lettering on a white background and they can be read
from any part of a theatre auditorium. As one
paper said: "It is about time we had more of this
sort of thing."
"THE KENTUCKY COLONEL" (Hodkinson)
is a pleasing tale of two romances, one of Civil War
days. A splendid company, headed by Joseph J.
Dowling, interprets the different roles, and through
careful direction and well chosen locations the atmosphere of the Kentucky country is colorfully reproduced. The story is appealing and well presented.
"BODY AND SOUL" (Metro) gives that pleosing little actress, Alice Lake, further opportunities
to display her histrionic abilities. Here she is cast
in a role that calls for unusual talent and her work
will add many to her already long list of admirers.
It is a straightforward narrative, well acted, full of
suspense and should prove a good drawing card.
"EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART" (Select) is
Olive Thomas' last picture. It is a wholesome
story of a lovable messenger of the gospel of cheer in
s little girl, whom fate throws into a poorhouse. May
be promised as a feature certain to please universally.
"THE BRANDED WOMAN" (First National)
is a drama worthy of high praise for both its intrinsic
value and the excellence of presentation. Norma
Talmadge gives a distinguished performance and the
settings are lavish, photography uncommonly artistic
and lighting noteworthy. The risk of concealing
family skeletons until after marriage is the play's
theme.
"PEACEFUL VALLEY" (First National) is
the best Charles Ray offering to date and one certain
to go over big in every locality. The scenes are set

i! i;1 1n m iiiuimiimiiiniinntnnii
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WEEK

in rural communities with several unusually good
road and woodland backgrounds. Charles Ray plays
with a rare art in a characterization that he has
made famous, that of the rural youth. Ann May has
the feminine lead, and the cast plays exceptionally
well.
"THE

ROMANTIC ADVENTURESS" (Paramount) presents Dorothy Dalton in an ingenue role,
that of a daughter offered by a scheming mother to
the highest bidder. The girl gives her love to a
poor young athlete. Miss Dalton plays a part different from previous roles and not so well suited to her
style. Settings and photography are good, and the
whole is of neutral value. Will interest the audience
favoring society drama.
"FOOD FOR SCANDAL" (Realart) should appeal strongly for its combination of stars, Wanda
Hawley and Harrison Ford. A clean drama dealing '
with the divorce question, but not reaching any great
depth. However, wholesomely entertaining.
"SINS OF ROZANNA" (Paramount) presents
Ethel Clayton playing with charming grace and skill
in a story of the South African diamond country, the
victim of a Malay woman's curses that make her the
tool of smugglers. The play is uncommonly strong
in value and the cast gives capital performance. A
picture that should win great praise wherever shown.
'THE DISCARDED WOMAN" (Hallmark)
is a story that begins in the Western mining country
and ends in the East. Grace Darling is an attractive
leading woman and exhibits much skill. An exciting
climax is presented in a scene wherein she risks her
life to save the husband whom she has deceived. A
picture moderate in value, but interesting.
"THE SOUL
ture that pleads
a bad name, and
Ben Lindsey, of
enhances its box

OF YOUTH" (Realart) is a picfor a square deal for the boy with
the appearance of the famed Judge
the Denver courts, in several scenes,
office value considerably. This pic-

ture should be shown in co-operation with women's
clubs and parent-teacher associations. It is much
superior to the ordinary picture of the sort. There
are a number of prominent players in the cast and
the whole is excellently presented.

J

mm
REVIEWS
ihel Clayton in
:NS OF ROZANNE
>e-part drama; Paramount.
!rected by Tom Forman.
; blished in October.
OPINION: A dual-natured woman, at
(ce the beautiful belle of an exclusive
iriety set and the tool of smugglers and
leves by reason of a curse laid upon
Ir in infancy, is a part that gives Ethel
uyton the best role of her career to
i:e in this late publication by Parajmnt
The story has to do with Rozanne
i anne and the locale is the Kimberly
c mond mine country in South Africa,
lis an adaptation of the story "Rozanne
( anne," included in Cynthia Stockley's
bk,nnusual
"Blue Aloes,"
fascinationto
li
trend of and
plot the
is brought
t: screen with gratifying fidelity.
! zanne, to save her life, is sold for two
Mrs of her babyhood to a Malay woman
?:redited with mystic powers which she
••ith
ildsinover
latter's
the the
powergirlof until
love the
dispels
the
'■man's influence. It exerts itself to
i ke Rozanne possessed of a passion for
]:cious stones, particularly diamonds,
;d to make her bring suffering upon
use she hates the while she fails to
iderstand herself what prompts her
; ions.
The picture is one of crisp cut, swiftnving action, commendable continuity
;i completely absorbing interest. It is
ustantly a pleasure to the eye with its
; tings so harmoniously effected that
far bring out the skill of the players in
; ong relief. There is distinct educainal value in the presentation of the
i mond mine community and activities.
Jtnes that carry especial entertainment
• ue tinged with a light touch of humor
;• those depicting a fete in which Miss
Uyton makes a charming Queen of
!eba, and in which several little native
;ungsters will get good laughs.

Miss Clayton has a part demanding
quite different dramatic requirements
from the roles she played in "Crooked
Streets" and "A City Sparrow," and she
meets them with a display of versatality
and art that will certainly elevate her
popularity among the many picture
patrons who regard her with high favor.
Jack Holt, who played the part of the
battling
"Crooked
Streets,"
has
the role ofhero
her inlover
and makes
it a natural and convincing one. Fred Malatesta
gives a praiseworthy performance in the
part of Ravenal. The part of the Malay
woman is made realistic by Fontaine
LaRue. Others in the cast are Mabel
Van Buren as the mother, Grace Morse
as Kitty, the sister; Clarence Geldart as
Leonard, the mine superintendent; Tames
Smith, the native accomplice, and Guy
Oliver, his father.
There is every reason to assure the
exhibitor that the picture will meet the
favor of the general audience, but the
one is wise who words his advertising to
particularly interest the high-grade
patronage and the reading public familiar
with the writings of Cynthia Stockley.
A suggestion for exploitation is offered
in the Queen of Sheba fete costume of
the star and her passion for jewels that
could be combined in the costuming of a
prettytise theyoung
feature.woman engaged to adverSYNOPSIS : When physicians despair
of the life of little Rozanne Ozanne, infant daughter of a Kimberley widow,
Rachel Bangat, a Malay servant, offers
to save the child's life on condition that
the babe is sold to her for two years for
a farthing. The distracted mother
agrees, and at the end of the time the
child is returned with the information
that two gifts have been given her by
the Malay one a passion for bright stones
and the other the art of hating intensely.
Grown to young womanhood, Rozanne,
without understanding why she does it,
barters her integrity for diamonds and
becomes the tool of smugglers and of a
rascally diamond merchant, Ravenal, who

Ethel Clayton in two scenes from "Sins of Rozanne" a Paramount Picture.

is also madly in love with her. Made
frantic by the knowledge of her wrongdoing, she refuses to unburden her soul
to her fiance, Sir Denis Harlenden, until
after the arrest of the smugglers and
the murder of Ravenal by native enemies.
Faith in love at last neutralizes the power
of the curse and the death of Rachel
removes it from her life forever. She
becomes the happy bride of Sir Denis and
sails with him for their home in England.
Buster Keaton in
CONVICT 13
Two-part comedy; Metro.
Published in October.
OPINION: Golf "bugs" will generate
many a hearty guffaw over this comedy
exaggeration of the peculiarities of their
beloved game, and everybody following
the two reels will be kept in a gale of
laughter over Buster Keaton's antics.
The opening scenes carry him through
a golf game wherein one of the mirthprovoking tricks is his ride from tee to
tee in a cycle car. The several hazards
that he surmounts by the most unexpected methods afford another chance
for fun. One of these sends the ball
into the water and the player after the
ball and the fish which swallows it. A
squeeze of the fish brings the ball to
light again and the game goes merrily
on, until Buster is laid out with a hit on
the head. The escapades and experiences
as a convict which follow are a medley
of the most comical fun features imaginable. They are original and lively, and
include one of the cleverest bits of play
conceivable in the gallows scenes. The
picture
is a sure-fire
fun generator
and
the exhibitor
who books
ft is assured
an inimitable bit of comedy that has a
mostfindamazing
climax
in Buster's
to
the prison
life only
a dreaji.waking

Jack Holt appears in support
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ful residents of the county poor far
prima donna who abandoned her hus- have had their lots cast there by a wri
band in the child's babyhood to go her from which they were taken as bab
selfish way, is sent, after the death of and the identity of their parents lo
her father, to make her home with the The two are the closest of friends a
mother she has heretofore not known.
Mary is everybody's sweetheart ab<,
With the aid of a cohort, Louis Fitch, the
place. She concentrates her gos
the mother plans a wealthy marriage for of
cheer and kindness of heart, howev
the girl in the ambition of repairing her
John and
old Corporal
Civilsoli\\
own fortunes. To further this plan the on
veteran,
mothering
the twoJoe.'most
trio go abroad. There, at a watering
tiously.
When
John
is
placed
out
place in Europe, Alice meets Charles
work on a neighboring farm and thi
Meredith, captain of the Yale football is
a change in matrons that makes I
team of the year previous, whom she first at the county house unbearable, t
saw in a brilliant play at a Yale-Harvard
Corporal and Mary, the latter in I
game. She gives her heart to him. the clothes
taken from a scarecrow, lea
while her mother insists that she accept
accompanying them. Illness
the advances of Signor Castelli, an John
the Corporal forces them to take refi
Italian. The latter is ultimately proved
to be a married man and the clever in the home of a wealthy General, w
mother and Fitch blackmail him for sev- proves
be the
the war,to and
whoCorporal's
promises oldthechief
dyi
eral hundred thousand francs. In the veteran
that he will care for Mary, jo
end the girl defies her mother and ac- is engaged to assist the gardener. 0
cepts the love which the Yale man offers day, wearing the uniform of a West Po
her regardless of his lack of wealth.
cadet, which he has donned while ru
Olive Thomas in

\ [RGIN] \ LEE
Peatvred in "Thr«*«» Woatra l.o\fil Him."
I In* OiyuKH
prod
action. IMrture < 'orpnrntlnn*** initial
Dorothy Dalton in
A ROMANTIC ADVENTURESS
Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Harley Knoles.
Published in October.
OPINION; "A Romantic AdvenDorothy ofDalton
in an
ingenue turess"
role, presents
the daughter
a scheming
woman who seeks to sell her in marriage
to the highest bidder. It is a society
drama of American and European settings.
That it offers good shots of a YaleHarvard football game and the majority of its scenes are set in and about a
European watering place of the character of Monte Carlo, are two items
which the exhibitor should not ignore
in advertising or exploitation The
charming costuming of the star is another item worth impressing.
Aside from these things, however, and
the good work of Miss Dalton, there is
not as much to recommend it as other
recently issued Dalton vehicles. The
plot is a trite one but the work of the
cast redeems the mediocrity of the play
with a value that makes it an offering
that will interest and entertain the patronage favoring the society drama. While
the leading role lacks many opportunities for the excellent dramatic work
displayed by Miss Dalton in the becoming young matron's part in "Guilty of
Love,"
she brings
the part
Alice Vannis,
actressmuch
and to
society
girl. of
Augusta Anderson gives a creditable
performance as the mother, and Ivo
Dawson does good work as Louis Fitch.
Tom Maxwell makes a handsome hero,
although he plays a subordinated part,
and John Ardozoni gives a finished interpretation ofthe role of the Italian.
The trend of the screen tale is the
familiar one of the ambitious mother
willing to sell her daughter in marriage
for financial compensation, the rivals in
a poor American youth and a wealthy
aristocratic roue, blackmail and ultimate
defiance of maternal commands.
The unquestioned popularity of the
star should make the picture popular
and compensate in large part for the
rather neutral nature of the vehicle.
SYNOPSIS: Alice Vannis, daughter
of a dancing master and of a former

EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART
Five-part drama: Selznick.
Directed by Larry Trimble
Published in October.
OPINION : A picture as sweet and
simple as the star herself, weighed with
sad interest in the fact that it was the
last picture to be made by the late Olive
Thomas, comes to the screen with
abundant pathos iind humor happily balanced.
That patronage to which the humanitarian tendencies of people poor of purse
but rich of heart appeal will be completely pleased by this portrayal of the
happiness-spreading nature of the little
girl. Mary, who gives so much to life
and gets so little from it. The part,
characteristically an Olive Thomas role,
could offer no better one with which to
leave her memory. All the tribute to her
beauty of spirit that was paid by her
associates at the time of her death seems
manifested in the way in which she
mothers the old soldier Joe at the
county poor farm, where she makes her
home, and with which she so solicitiously
sees that her pal, John (William Colsible. lier, Jr.), gets as square a deal as posTwo Civil War veterans residing at
the farm bring high lights in characterization tothe feature, but the bulk of
excellence in dramatic skill is produced
by the old Corporal and John and Mary.
The atmosphere of the county farm is
excellently effected and scenes in the
home of the General are attractive. The
pets with which
Thomas
characteristically Olive
surrounds herself
are there,
particularly a pet hen, one "Miss
Blodgett." over whose remains an interesting funeral is held with "military
honors." Military terms permeate many
of the titles to good effect.
Children at the State-Lake theatre.
Chicago, at the time this picture was being reviewed, appeared to enjoy it immensely, and grown-ups will be certain
to like it for it carries the irresistible
essence of youth and optimism.
There are suggestions galore for exploitation to the ingenious exhibitor who
can enlist a Civil War veteran in uniform. The reminder that this is Miss
Thomas'
last picture
be stressed
in advertising,
but in ashould
dignified
way, to
keep its
of respectful
interest appeal
rather than one
sensational
curiosity.
SYNOPSIS:
Mary and John, youth-

maging in the General's attic, John
sumesdisowned
such likeness
to thehe General's
and
son that
is proved dtl
child of the latter. Both John and M;
are offered the shelter of the General
home with the expectation that they v
be married when of suitable age.
THE TOREADOR
Two-part
cartoon-comedy; Celebrat
Players Film Corp.
Published in October.
Andy and Min. the cartoon offspri
of Syd. Smith's creative brain, are d
porting on the screen in Chicago's fir
run houses this week in "The Toreado
And they're getting the laughs, too.
McYicker's theatre, where it was sai
wiched in between shows, the crowd ;
corded this lively animated cartoon
big a hand as any act on the bill.
The comical visaged Andy takes i
to a Mexican bull fight and in his (
citement falls out of the box and ii
the
bull pen
catches
with arena.
Andy, The
who enraged
circles the
seve '
times searching for a brick or an e;
When cornered, Andy sidesteps the b'
spars with him and finally when the <
portunity
itself
reaches
dothe bull's presents
throat and
turns
him ins
out. The snappy finish gives the carte
the desired punch and brings forth wi
merited applause. A pleasant bit of nt
sense, well written, and showing marl*
improvement
earlier
issues. in animation over t
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Grace Darling in
back East where she has longed to go.
Irma Talmadge in
He puts her on the train and deserts
HE BRANDED WOMAN
• THE DISCARDED WOMAN
her, leaving a letter informing her that
he is through with her. He goes to
l e-part drama; First National.
Five-part drama; Hallmark.
Cora Montaine, a woman of no rigid
I ected by Albert Parker.
Directed by Burton King.
morals. As Esther Coulter, the wife
Published in October.
Polished in October.
finds employment with Radburn, a New
York lawyer, whose mining interests
OPINION: The much mooted quesOPINION
:
A
drama
beginning
in
the
1 i of the advisability of acquainting West and ending in the East, with the were squandered by Graeder and Nicholson, rascally Eastern representatives of
o:'s
matrimonial
family machinations of a bogus mining syndis letons
is the basispartner
of this with
late Norma
a mining syndicate, of whom Wells was
cate
the
foundation
of
the
problem
1 madge picture, an excellent one.
representative. Before returnevolved, is presented in lively drama in Western
is Ruth Sawyer, in reality Ruth Whiting East, in a skirmish with Wells, Rada
picture
starring
a
decidedly
pretty
li<, she marries a man without acquaint- heroine.
burn kills him in self-defense. Ignorant
iif. ring
him to
withrisk
her his
mother's
notorious
past,
Grace Darling has the role of wife that Esther is his widow, and pitying
love and
protection.
of an unfaithful Westerner who casts her her poverty and suffering, he marries
1: inevitable coming of the knowledge
her and the child is born. He is kept
off by seeking to send her East alone. ignorant
t him in the midst of their happiness
of its fatherhood until Graeder
She
places
herself
in
a
compromising
and Nicholson corner the wife in an
a! his success in later years threatens
position
with
another
man
to
secure
t ir home and his career.
effort to make her give up papers that
funds for continuing her journey. Later, will
incriminate them, but forgives her
'he
moral
lesson
is
made
forceful
with
in
New
York,
she
marries
this
man
and
t skill and strength of the cast and
deception when she risks her life. to save
keeps
him
in
ignorance
of
her
identity
tl play. Both are worthy of great even when she learns that he killed her him and promises no lessening of love
for the little boy.
pise. At no time is it easy to guess husband.
tl outcome of events. There is a
are made to move smoothly
s )oth, arresting beginning and a well- andEvents
consistently and lead to an exciting Pioneer Gets Rights to
w.ded continuity. The good work of climax,
in which the wife rounds up the
tl cast makes the realism vivid and crooks in
an office and turns the tables
a on is brisk. The scenes are presented on
"Mystery Mind" Serial
those
who would make her further
ii avish style for the greater part.
The
rights
Mystery
Mind" have
their
ends.
The
good
work
of
the
star
in
acquired toby "The
Pioneer
Film Corporation
here are practically no comedy
is the pinnacle of her excel- been
for the United States and Canada, through
tcches, but there are relieving, light this scene
lent work which distinguishes the fea- a deal between M. H. Hoffman, representsues which counteract the heavier
ture. She has good support in Rod La
d matic scenes.
ing Pioneer and George William Beynon.
Rocque in the part of Radburn. Cora representing
Supreme Pictures, Inc.
Jiss Talmadge wears many stunning Montaine.
James Cooley, E. J. Radcliffe,
The deal brings to Pioneer a fifteen epig. -ns that will appeal to the feminine
William D. Corbett and John Nicholson
sode serial, written by Arthur B. Reeves
p 'onage. She appears in some scenes are others of the creditable cast.
and John Gray. John W. Grey, W. F.
a i flapper and is surprisingly youthful
SYNOPSIS:
Martin
Wells
deceives
Davis
and Fred Sittenham directed it.
irlainty dress and curls. She restrains
wife Esther, when she announces to Heading the cast is J. Robert Pauline.
h( portrayal of high emotional heights his
include Violet Mac.Millan, Paul
wi an admirable art, and is at all times him that they are to have a child, into Others
believing that he is accompanying her Panzer and Peggy Shaynor.
V'Y pretty.
here is something fresh and distinctity individual in the work of Percy
A -mont, as Douglas Courteney. His is
a tore rugged and manly a type than
my male leads and is assuredly a
w>lly satisfying one. George Fawcett
si plies an unusually good characterizati of the old Judge. Gaston Glass
siles his way through the part of Willi iBolton as attractively as he played
tl leading masculine role in "Humore:ie," although his part this time is a
it or one. Grace Studdiford does the
n her role well and Vincent Serrano as
C ft is well cast.
YNOPSIS: The discovery that her
d;ghter Ruth, for whom she has
s( ched for several years, is at the Wier
sool on the Hudson, takes Dot Beltr e back into the life of the child she
dorted together with her husband, and
rcwhom the latter's father. Judge Whitlo:, has been caring. The discovery
tl the Judge is her grandfather rather
tli her guardian is no less a surprise
th is the reputation of her mother a
si :k to the girl. The mother arrives
ot:he scene during the girl's graduation
ai the knowledge that she has a partii'ihip with a man by the name of Craft
in a gambling house, breaks off the
gi s engagement to Billy Bolton. She
is escued from her mother's gambling
h<se by the Judge, who forces the house
tc lose and takes the girl abroad. She
m ries his friend, Douglas Courteney,
bcving it wise to keep him ignorant
olier mother's character. 'A few years
'a r, when they are established in Paris
w i Courteney in the diplomatic service,
C Ft appears with a blackmail scheme
'r ends with the husband learning his
wis secret. His wrath and loss of
•ai in her upon whom the sins of her
jyiherdrive
are visited
despite
her Later
own pure
hi
her from
him.
he
rcizes the narrowness of his faith and
r?Lment
*nd searches for and finds
K n, their
reconciliation following.
yirVift the
gets his deserts in banishment
Norma Talmadge in a scene from "The Branded Woman," adapted by Anita Loos
country.
and Albert Parker from Oliver D. Bailey's play. (First National.)
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Charles Ray in
PEACEFUL VALLEY
Seven-part drama; First National.
Directed by Jerome Storm.
Published in October.
OPINION: "Charles Ray at his best,"
is the producer's claim, with which few
will take issue after viewing "Peaceful
Valley."
Back in the role of rural youth in
which he excells Charles Ray more
than redeems the disappointment of those
to whom "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway" was too different a vehicle to
entirely satisfy. He comes back gloriously, fortunate in the feature chosen for
him, seeming to play with greater skill
than ever. He achieves the true artist's
goal in playing with such naturalness
and ease that the result is so realistic an
impersonation that Hosiah Howe, once
known, will be remembered as a real
boy rather than a screen creation. All
the naive boyishness and irresistible loveabl eness that attends upon his characteristic performances are here in brimming measure. His agitation and selfconsciousness commingled with natural
charm of easier moments are delights in
his love making.
Excellent atmosphere has been
achieved in the picture. Its theme is not
uncommon— that of the threatened loss
of a valuable farm to city schemer and
CHARLES RAY
the seduction of the fair young daughter
In
n
«oene
"Peaceful
by the chief plotter— but it is cleverly
\rihur I,IhMfrom
Kanr\ntlonnl.
productionValley,"
publishedan
through
handled, pathetic by turns, and the byplay iswholesomely comical.
Markedly good photography is a fea- the next summer returns broken-hearted
ture. Scenes set in woods and along to find comfort in her family's love and
that of Luke, a former country swain.
roads in the farm's vicinity have a pic- The Rands come back to the locality for
turesque portraiture of locality new to the summer and Hosiah, still adoring
the camera. Lighting is impressively exembroiled in a fight with Ancellent. A novelty in art* titles is an Virginia,drews andis throws
him over the Inn railaddition to the feature. They are reproing onto a haystack on his farm. Anduced from pen and ink outline sketches
drews demands fulfillment of the option,
suggestive of etchings.
Hosiah owns a frowsy and frisky dog while Dr. Rand has meanwhile discovered Andrews' villainy and Hosiah learns
named Whiskers who has a part that is
by no means unimportant. There are that
hea was
tempter.
The law
takes
hand Martha's
and disposes
of Andrews,
good scenes showing the star with other
animals about the farm, and the one in and Hosiah and Virgie are brought to
which he is shown tying the pumpkins to one
saved. another's arms while the farm is
stakes to prevent them rolling down the
steep hillsides of Perpendicular Farm is
Special Cast in
guaranteed to get a hearty laugh.
Ann May plays the part of Virgie THE SOUL OF YOUTH
Rand, Hosiah's sweetheart, in a winning
way. Lydia Knott
brings much to the Six-part drama; Realart.
by William D. Taylor.
part of the mother, and the little sister, Directed
Martha, is sweet as Charlotte Pierce pre- Published in October.
sents her. Dr. Rand has a good charOPINION:
A plea for a square deal
acterization byWalter Perkins, and there
is a creditable interpretation of the part
of the villain, Ward Andrews, by Harry
Myers. Luke is laughable as Lincoln
Stedman makes him appear.
The conversion of a theatre lobby into
a farm yard and the dressing of ushers
in gingham gowns and overalls is an expolitation suggestion that the picture
offers. This is one of the season's most
popular pictures and the exhibitor who
stresses the fact and takes pains with
advertising and exploitation should do
"land office" business with it. The stage
play scored
great success with over five
thousand performances.
_ SYNOPSIS: In Peaceful Valley, living on Perpendicular Farm, are Hosiah
Howe, his mother and sister, Martha.
Hosiah is struggling to raise funds for
the education of the sister. Prospects
grow bright when two city men, Andrews and Dr. Rand, believing a fortune
to lie in the health-giving qualities of the
water on the farm, take an option on it
good for a year. Dr. Rand's daughter,
Virgie, becomes Hosiah's pal and sweetheart and warns him of the men's inten- Lewis Sargent and Judge Ben Lindsay in
tions. Within the year Martha is lured
a(Realart).
scene from "The Soul of Youth"
to the city by the rascally Andrews, but

for the "feller who never had a char "
is the gospel purveyed in this film,
ettcially made to feature the spirit of e
work of the famous Judge Ben Line y
of the Denver Juvenile Court.
While it is a picture primarily sugg .
ing its exhibition with the backing f
women's and mothers' clubs and par. teacher associations, it has an entert ment value above par of the usual pre ganda film. Social workers will be lighted with its high grade and excellee
of presentation of a theme dear to tl r
hearts and energies, while the gen' I
public
tained. will be interested and well en It is apparent that considerable c:
has been expended upon making the ture harmonious in every sequence 1
finished to the last detail in artistry 1
background. The fact that Judge Li sey and Mrs. Lindsey journeyed fi 1
Denver to California to appear in :
picture, is evidence of the effort mani t
to make the production one of : 1
worth. Sheer humanitarianism she 1
prompt the exhibitor to make a pi:
for this picture in his bookings, and :
will certainly be rewarded by an in ested audience.
The choice of young Lewis Sarg. ,
who made "Huck" Finn famous on :
screen, one.
for the
"the ankid,"
wa i
happy
He part
playsofwith
appeal;
and marked intelligence and makes :
part
stands out in bold rt*f
for hisonegoodthatinterpretation.
Scenes
in he
andis about
the orph; :'
home,
where
first introduced,
of the typical trials and hardships v i
which fiction usually vestures the cM
reared in that atmosphere, but they o t
many a light comedy touch that mas
their contrast with pathetic incident i
valuable one. Scenes in the office cc t
roomeducative.
of Judge Lindsey are interest?
and
The work of the entire cast is hig t
creditable and the several youngsu
employed are entitled to much comm •
dation for their good acting. The < t
includes Ernest Butterworth, Clyde I more, Lila Lee, Grace Morse, Will i
Collier,
Betty Schade, Sylvia Aton
and Jr.,
others.
The humor of the play should m :
wide heart
appealof totheadults
children,to 1:
the
publicandis certain
touched in this plea for American bhood. The picture should please :
general audience everywhere.
SYNOPSIS: Ed Simpson, victim f
prenatal
influence and
hood, is introduced
in theunloved
orphanagech -i
which his liveliness has made him :
butt of taunting orphans and driving;!
menacing officials. Love first comes i'
his life when he acquires a dog, |
when it is ousted he follows, takitgJ
the streets with a pal, Mike. Throii
cunning the two boys obtain incrimira rascally politic i
ing papers
out
of officethatandkeeps
pave the way for clear supremacy of his rival, who gi*
Ed a home and adopts him. The b<
getting of the papers adjusts a trout j
love affair between Vera Hamilton i
Dick Armstrong, two young friends f
the youth, and makes possible their nriage. The court scenes enter into :
story when Ed steals to satisfy his tifrom the home, IK"
after his escape
ing gerhimself
to canned goods on Hamiltons,
shelves ofhisthefoster
become
parents. who eventu:?
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\inda Hawley in
TOD FOR SCANDAL
I e-part drama ; Realart.
I ected by James Cruze.
I jlished in October.
^PINION.- "Food for Scandal" is a
lilt little comedy-drama dealing with
dorce and is particularly valuable to
tl box office * for its combination of
V nda Hawley and Harrison Ford in
s lar roles.
'he title of the picture, a screen
a ptation of the stage play, "Beverly's
suggests something
consideraEance,"
y less wholesome
than it proves
to be.
I concerns the efforts of a sweetheart
abitious to speed up a more lucrative
1; practice for her struggling young
l<er, and the manner in which she does
it reconciles prospective clients who
s ght to be divorced.
playssprightliness
the part of and
the
g \Tanda
with Hawley
a graceful
w.rs many charming gowns. Harrison
F d gives a splendid characterization
\\h a pleasant naturalness and ease.
Eiel Grey Terry and Lester Cuneo as
tl other couple give praiseworthy perf>nances. One of the best bits of actit is contributed by Minnie Provost in
tl part of Paola, a portly Indian squaw
«) serves Sylvia (Miss Hawley) as
n d. Margaret McWade, Juan de la
C z and Sidney Bracey are others of
tl cast.
he trend of the story tangles the
lcrs and the clients in a mixup of love
a business that threatens disaster but
e htually comes out happily for all conc led. Scenes that are staged in the
hie of the Homers are artistically
p sented and there are impressive portiture effects. Lighting is more than
o inarily good. Scenes about the
Fueroa ranch were taken at "Ramona's
Fme," near San Diego, Cal., and this
f:: should be emphasized in advertising.
T: Spanish tone of the picture suggests,
a active exploitation.
YNOPSIS: Sylvia Figueroa, orphan
d ghter of a mother of Norse ancestry
a: a Spanish-American cattle baron,
cues to the rescue of her povertysi :ken aristocratic aunt and goes on
tl stage in San Francisco as a show
g. In this capacity she is subjected to
d asteful publicity and leaves trie stage.
S meets again Watt Dinwiddie, whose
v;i efforts to establish a law practice
h:e made him refrain from writing her
othe love avowed before his departure
fc the city. To obtain a patronage for
jut she agrees to serve as co-respondent
inhe divorce case of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hner. She ultimately returns the
tnbled Mr. Horner to the arms of a
re-ntent wife, who discovers that, after
al he, and not the count attentive to
hi is the man she loves, and Sylvia wins
fc herself the renewed carresses of Watt
wle he finds the beginning of a lucrat»i practice.
V SHE GOES
O-part cartoon; Celebrated Players.
P lished in October.
PINION: The liberties that are
pehissible in cartoon comedy are taken
acintage of to good effect in the present
<j'ip creation.
ndy becomes interested in aviation,
in h to Min's disgust, and builds for
hl self a plane upon which he soars to
a mvenient cloud. A storm bursts, he
. the plane is struck by lightning,
th smash-up ending familiar in comedy
sue the early Keystones provide the
nth.
here are several chuckles, some
la' hs and at least one hearty outburst
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in the footage. Properly orchestrated,
the issue should prove one of the most
satisfactory of the series.
Joseph J. Dowling in
THE KENTUCKY COLONEL
Six-part drama; Kodkinson
Directed by William A. Seiter
Published September 26
OPINION: That sort of material
which experience has taught us a goodly
portion of the film fans enjoy makes up
Opie Read's story, "The Kentucky
Colonel," and while the adaptors did
not extract the utmost in drama from
it for the screen reproduction they drew
sufficiently upon the resources at their
command to turn out a quite satisfying
and, on the whole, pleasing picture.
"The Kentucky Colonel" is a story
of two romances, in the unfolding of
which the elemental emotions are played
upon. The first romance is of Civil War
days when the girl promises to marry
whichever of the two friendly suitors,
Col. Remington Osbury and Geo. Buck
Hineman, returns. The Colonel seems
to have been killed, but puts in an appearance after the General has claimed
his
bride.
great isandtheMrs.
Colonel's
life
for both theSoGeneral
Hineman
that
he
remains
with
them
to
help
make
them happy.
The other romance is between the
Colonel's nephew, Phillip Burwood, and
Luzelle
ter, whoHineman,
is also the
beingGeneral's
courted daughby a
blackguardly member of a feudal tribe
named Boyd Slavely. It is Slavely who
disrupts the tranquillity of life in the
Hineman household with a tampered
letter until the misunderstanding, which
makes the Colonel appear to be the
father of Luzelle, and results in the
halting of the wedding between Phillip
and Luzelle, and a duel between the
Colonel and the General, is cleared up.
The character of Colonel Remington,
meant by the author to be the outstanding figure in the story, suffers somewhat due to insufficient sympathetic development, while the exact places of

89
the feudal tribes in their relation to the
other characters are not wholly clear.
There is also considerable footage devoted in the early reels to romantic
touches, which fact is probably responsible for the somewhat hurried manner
of tieing the hanging threads together
as the story draws to its close. These
are the things that prevent "The KenColonel" entertainment
from being much
effectivetuckyscreen
than more
it is.
On the other hand the atmosphere of
Kentucky is colorfully reproduced and
there is a genuineness about the characters and a sincerity in the work of the
players and the directors that are, in
the first instance, charming, and in the
second instance, appealing.
Joseph J. Dowling, who played the
patriarch
in "The
Man," iswhich
featured in the
role ofMiracle
the Colonel,
he invests with life through intelligent
interpretation. Frederick Vroom makes
General Buck Hineman a real character,
and Mrs. Cora Drew is moving as his
wife. Francis McDonald is likeable as
Phillip Burwood; Elinor Field exerts appeal as Luzelle Hineman, while Lloyd
Slavely.
Bacon is interestingly villainous as Boyd
SYNOPSIS: The girl of their dreams
promises Col. Remington Osbury and
Gen. Buck Hineman that she will marry
whichever returns from the Civil War.
The Colonel seems to have been killed
but appears after the General has
claimed his reward. On account of his
love for the girl and Buck, the Colonel
makes his home with his friends. Years
after thewood,Colonel's
nephew, and
PhillipfallsBur-in
comes to Kentucky,
love with
General's
daughter,
Luzelle, whothe
is being
courted
by Boyd
Slavely,Slavely,
an employe
in the General's
bank.
an embezzler,
is visited by an adventuress, who brings
about Boyd's dismissal from the bank,
and a break in his engagement to Luzelle. To cover up the discrepancies in
his accounts Boyd, with the aid of a
feudalfinds
faction,
General's
and
in a robs
box the
evidence
thatbank,
will
stop the marriage of Burwood to Luzelle, whom he swears shall be his. He
tampers with the letter and after making
it appear that the Colonel is the father

Wanda Hawley and support in a scene from "Food for Scandal" (Realart).
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of Luzelle sends it to the General, who
forthwith stops the marriage of Phillip
to Luzelle and orders the Colonel and
his nephew from his home. A duel follows but both men fire in the air. A
second then exchanges letters written
by the contestants, bringing out the fact
that the Colonel was the god-father of
Luzelle and not the father as the General believed. Meanwhile the adventuress and Boyd Slavely meet their fate,
leaving Phillip and Luzellt free to
marry.
Alice Lake in
BODY AND SOUL
Six-part drama; Metro
Directed by Charles Swickard
Published October 25
OPINION: '"Body and Soul" has
many things to commend it as a picture.
It embodies an unique and a startling
idea in stories; forceful treatment, barring two instances, one of them relatively unimportant, gripping suspense
and truly splendid acting by Alice Lake
and her supporting cast.
The picture was made from a story
by William Hurlbut. It is a psychological drama around a girl who has
three distinct personalities. One time
she believes herself a man and acts as
such, and at other times she becomes a
Parisian coquette. Each unnatural personality exists for the period between
mental shocks. As a man she puffs as
contentedly on a cigar as a man enjoying an after-dinner smoke. As the coquette, which is the strong personality,
and of which most is seen, she is frolicsome, flighty, impetuous, inexplicable.
W hen a shock brings her br.ck to normal she remembers nothing of her escapades in her other personalities. Thus
it is that she meets an artist— the action
takes place in Paris where she is an art
student and where she has an American
sweetheart — and becomes embroiled in
experiences for eight weeks which are
a void to her except for the scar of a

A\TO.\IO MORENO
And Pauline Curley in a scene from "The
Veiled Mystery," a Vitaiiraph serial.
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wound inflicted by the disillusioned
artist.
It is straightforward narrative in the
manner in which the story is handled,
but it has suspense, which is another
way of spelling drama. This suspense
builds when the girl, after her eight
weeks' existence
sonality, returnsinto her
her coquettish
studio to perfind
a note from her sweetheart saying that
the Parisian police claim her dead, somewhich he
doesn't believe,
he has thing
gone
to America
to wait and
for that
her.
She returns to America, where she meets
Scott Houghton, the Parisian artist she
has disillusioned. Houghton tells the
girl what has happened ij. the eight
weeks, and she follows him to his apartment, where he has on view a picture for
which she posed. Soon after Houghton
reaches his apartment he is murdered by
his scapegoat nephew and the shock of
seeing
Houghton's
dead personality
body causesanda*
return of
the unnatural
she says she is the murderer. Soon she
returns to normal and denies her confession. The nephew tries to escape but
is caught, and the police allow the girl
and her sweetheart, who has come for
her. to depart. It all happens so quickly
in this falling action that the effect is one
of abruptness.
Notwithstanding the story holds and
holds well. Aside from a slip here and
there the continuity is smooth and the
direction excellent. The photography is
also of a high standard of excellence,
while the backgrounds are interesting
and attractive.
Alice Lake does a remarkable bit of
work in stepping from one personality
to another. She should win a large number of friends by her performance. Next
to Miss Lake, Stuart Holmes has the
most to do and does it mighty well.
Carl Gerard as the nephew and William
Lawrence as the sweetheart haven't
overly large parts, but they portray them
nicely, while the rest of the cast have
scarcely any opportunities to show what
they can do.
SYNOPSIS: Claire Martin, suffering from a nervous trouble, imagines
herself sometimes a man and sometimes
a coquette, and acts as such. Returning
to normal she cannot remember what has
happened to her during the existence of
her unnatural personality. She leaves
her sweetheart in her studio to mail a
letter and suffer;ng a shock becomes a
coquette. As such she meets Scott
Houghton, an artist, and after frolicking
with him announces she will become his
model. The next day she carries on a
flirtation with a boulavardier. For eight
weeks this unnatural personality holds
her in its grip, and her sweetheart, having sought the assistance of the Parisian
police to be informed that the girl is
dead, returns to America, disbelieving
that the girl has met an untimely end.
Normal again, Claire Martin returns to
America, her eight weeks a void. She
meets Scott Houghton at a reception,
and is identified by him through the scar
of a wound on her shoulder he had inflicted when he thought himself disillusioned in her through finding the card
of the boulavardier. Houghton returns
to his apartment where his scapegoat
nephew makes a demand for money.
Claire follows and arrives after the
nephew, Charles Houghton, has murdered the artist. The shock brings on a
return of the unnatural personality and
she cries out that she committed the
crime. The nephew telephones for the
police, but their arrival, together with
that of the sweetheart, brings her back
to normal and she retracts her original
statements. The nephew tries to escape
but is caught and Claire and Kent are
allowed to depart.

II A K It Y ( Mil)
\n a hobo In hl« In lex I I nlveraal I earn
"Hundonn Slim."
Monty Banks in
A FLIVVER WEDDING
Two-part comedy; Federated.
Published in October.
OPINION: Many of the materials th
have been demonstrated popular
comedy
production
have been
includ*
in "A Flivver
Wedding,"
the compos:
constituting thirty minutes of snapi
and spirited entertainment.
Monty Banks, the featured comedia
is cast as the lover of a young worn,
who is about to be forcibly married to
rival. He sets out for her home in t
well known vehicle mentioned in the tit
and the major portion of the foota
recounts his misadventures.
Settings are uniformly* accurate. T
players are aptly cast and the whole
capably directed.
BENEATH THE SCEPTRE
THE SILENT SNOWS

OF

One-part
Globe Trots.
Published scenic;
in October.
OPINION : The Saskatchew.
country, seldom reached by tourist a
permanently denied to a great majori
of those who make up the motion p
ture audience, is brought to the sere
in colorful and harmonious naturalne
in this subject, as elaborately produc
as it is titled.
It would have been difficult to expre
the spirit of the reel to better advanta
than has been done in the title. Pt
haps the best review that can be writt
of it is the simple statement that it fi
fills the title's promise.
Life in seldom visited quarters is
universal interest. In the present ca
unfamiliar characters as well as u
familiar scenes are presented in su>
manner and with such subtitles as
entertainment.
produce fifteen minutes of satisfy"
Dead
Tell
No

Men
Tales
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Read mg
The
Ouija
Board
i ■ ■
With J. B..
,
, , ,
New York City, Oct. 19, 1920.
was severely shaken up recently. Miss Fair
ccording to the Montreal Gazette, the went for a 'bus ride. A modern Falstaff
decided to do the same thing. As he
sonal appearance of Gaston Glass
a4he Imperial theatre of that city, was a tottered down the aisle of the wobbling bus,
hiklded event. The Gazette devoted a the driver turned abruptly to the left, precipitating the "mountain of flesh" into Miss
cqmn to a description of this event. Mr.
G >s between his work in the title role of Fair's unreceptive arms. Besides being
scared to death and having her hat knocked
•''b rirst
e Foreigner,"
be distributed
National, which
and thewillbeginning
of the awry, the youthful actress "escaped fatal
* * *
fi ing of "Cameron of the Royal
both ofstories
Ralph
Connor,
injury."
Taylor Holmes has accepted for imtcN :inted,"
advantage
the fewbydays
intervening.
mediate production a romatic opera entitled
V h his parents and younger brother from
Pis, who have been visiting him since "The Ghost Between" by Vincent Lawrence,
who has collaborated with Hugo Riesenh first week in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
G ton motored to Montreal, with a view feld of the Rivoli-Rialto-Criterion theatres
tc ihowing his family the scenic beauties in its preparation. Mr. Holmes will put
the piece into rehearsal in about two weeks
o the country. "The World and His and
expects to open December 1. Mr.
V e" in which Glass plays the leading Lawrence
in the producjienile role was booked for the Imperial
tion field. is an unknown
thtre, Montreal. The manager sought
* * *
tl flesh and blood hero and pleaded for
Irene Boyle has Richard Travers as her
n nission to advertise his personal app.-ance twice the following day. In bold leading man in "The Rider of the King
fx type, the Montreal public were in- Log" which is soon to be finished in the
uned that Gaston Glass, made famous by Augusta, Me., studios of Edgar Jones Productions, Inc. What's become of Frank
h characterizations in "Humoresque" was
tcippear in person in his first picture fol- Smith?
* * *
ic ing "Humoresque" entitled "The World
Now that Vincent Coleman is back in
a: His Wife." The exhibitor, his theatre
p;<ed to capacity from one to eleven, is the east again, he is awaiting challenges
for his title of wrestling champion of the
h pily convinced that when "you've got stage
and screen, which he successfully detl«goods" it pays *to *advertise.
*
fended last winter.* *Who's
* next?
mmy Morrison has discovered the
Ha zel Home is a talented young woman
fmtain. of youth. He went to the west
cut to play a part supposed to be that of and a new comer to the ranks, but everything would seem to indicate that she will
a 2 year-old. Then he was engaged to
make good and it may not be too farpr in "When We Were Twenty-One."
fetched to state that she may yet have her
ap : now
in "Black
is doing
the age
of whichBeauty"
varies hefrom
sixteena name blazing and blinking atop one of the
tcwenty.
"Sweetcome,
Sixteen"
has never been Broadway show palaces.
* * *
sc ened. How
Jimmy?
* * *
The
L*.
S.
Photoplay
Corporation of
li nor Fair, who plays with Otis Skin- \\ ashington, D. C. has removed its base
of
operations
to
New
York
City. Claude
in his big Robertson-Cole special
A. LaBelle, who until recently was dra"g;nsmet,"
a
pre-showing
of
which
will
be
at the Hotel Astor on October 25.
matic critic of the Washington, D. C.
Times, has been appointed publicity representative.
* * *
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There were some live exhibitors at the
A. M. P. A. banquet and we noticed in
particular
"Billy"of Brandt
of Brooklyn.
A.
W. Landeau
the Bronx,
Charles
Steiner. New York, John Manheimer.
Brooklyn, Alex Coleman of Jersey, and
T. O. Borcher of New York.
* * *
Harry Poppe the well known scribe and
New York correspondent of Exhibitors
Herald smiles and smiles and smiles, because on Saturday morning he became the
father of a bouncing baby boy. Mrs. Poppe
and the child are progressing favorably.
Yes. he's a happy *Poppe
* *!
The scribes and elders of the A. M. P. A.
met in solemn conclave at the Cafe Boulevard on Friday night. There were about
three hundred members and guests present
and it was tainment
agreed
evening's
enterwas aboutthatthethefinest
the A.
M.
P. A. has held. The committee on entertainment presented many novelty numbers
which were greatly appreciated.

LOVIS J. CASMER
* Dn-Cole
o hag signed
a contract with Robertyear. to make fonr special features

Currans Buy Orpheum
POLSON, MONT. — John and Edward
Curran. former Butte residents, have purchased the Orpheum here. The latter has
previously been an operator and the
former a house manager for several
years.

DAVID DITLER
Wholourncur's
has a prominent part in Manrice
production ol -The Countv
well
rair. smith.
being evploited by Guy Cross'-

Dana

Finds Hoxie

Is

Popular in the West
That the series of four five-reel productions, starring Jack Hoxie. which are
to be published by Arrow Film Corporation beginning in December, is meeting
with an enthusiastic reception from independent exchange men and exhibitorwas the statement of T. B. Dana, sales,
manager of Arrow, during a visit to
Chicago. October 15.
Mr. Dana left Chicago for New York.
J. S. Jossey, special representative of
Arrow, who accompanied him to Chicago, departed for Minneapol
Denver.
Seattle. Portland and Sanis.Francisco.
Iowa and Nebraska rights for the Hoxie
series have been purchased by Reelcraft
Exchange of Davenport. Negotiations
are to be closed immediately for Illinois
and
Indiana and for Minnesota and the
Dakotas.

New Studio for Rent
ASTORIA. L. I.
Within Landing
two blocks of
Ninety-second
Street Ferry
Facilities

for working two
companies
Apply

GEORGE MOOSER
469 Fifth Ave.
Vanderbilt 6200

LARRY

SEMOM

SUITO

THE
Larry was
and Romeo

sure that Lothario
had

the wrong

idea.

He didn't even think that Beatrice
Bareflax could give him any
advice.

He

decided

to "say it

with flowers.' His answer came
back and it left him more dashed
than dashing.

He had heard that

"all the world loves a lover' — but
he found her dad the exception.
He
came

had

heard

that Lothario

out of the West. He decided to enter from the North and

left suddenly
the South.

by the window

on

But, like a good faith-

ful glue pot, he stuck to it.
This comedy is another halfhour of delicious and exhilarating
foolery by Vitagraph's comedy
king, with a number of hair-raising
and melodramatic thrills spicing
the background.
It made

a tremendous

hit during

its full week's run at New York's
Capitol Theatre, the largest playhouse in the world.

LARR

Y

SEMON

in
"

THE

SUITOR"
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
American
he Valley of Tomorrow, with Willi; i Russell. — An extra good program
piure. Will satisfy any audience. — Ed.
L Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Jet.,
h-Neighborhood patronage.
ix Feet Four, with William Russell.
- ood Western picture. My patrons
li d it — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Layette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronU
ix Feet Four, with William Russell.
- est work absolutely of this star. A
n high class Western which pleased
irhty well even those who do not
li them. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
thtre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
p onage.
First National
5 Minutes From Broadway, with
dries Ray. — Best Ray picture I ever
r; From both the production and box
0 :e standpoint 45 Minutes From
B.adway is a 100% picture — G. O.
inroe,'
Gilbert
theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
-'owntown
patronage.
he Family Honor, a King Vidor prod tion. — Patrons well pleased. — W. B.
S;ezy, Dortha
theatre, Manville,
\ o. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE WOMAN
GIVES, with
Norma Talmadge. — The title of
this production lent itself to unjsual exploitation, so we tied up
with leading merchants for a full
page ad in the newspaper and as
i result did a capacity business
for two days. A picture which
pleases women particularly. This
star will draw and make good, if
properly advertised, in her late
features. — J. H. Vaughan, New
Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la.
—Critical patronage,
'assions Play Ground, with Katherine
McDonald. — Very good. Star real well
li d here. — Strombo-Nemec, Auditorium
t atre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighbored patronage.
>on't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
pduction. — Excellent comedy. — Giac la Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
^ z. — General patronage.
es or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
1st Norma Talmadge picture we ever
r . Extra good drawing card. Pleased
Pctically all.— G. O. Monroe, Gilbert
t'atre,
' age. Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown pat^he Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
- wart. — This production drew bigger
t n any other Stewart production and
g-e the best of satisfaction.— Pfeiffer
Ips., Opera House, Kenton, O— Genejl patronage.
tally of the Storm Country, with
*ldred Harris Chaplin. — 100% picture.
1 ased a remarkable audience. If
> tve missed this one you've missed it.
"- Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City,
1 -Neighborhood patronage.

Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — An excellent production both in drawing power and
ability to please. Well produced, but
won't producers kindly eliminate these
fuzzy, out of focus close-ups? Patrons
stamp the floor. They don't like that
kind of art. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness
theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — This is a fine one. Grab
it boys. — S. A. Hayman, Lydia theatre,
ronage.
Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood pat-

BETTY COMPSON
Who heads her own company now, making
pictures
for Gold
nyn distribution,
transacts .routine
business
before jumping
in scenes for "Prisoners of Love."
The Love Expert, with Constance
Talmadge. — Very good comedy. I
played to full house with this and Jiggs
in Society and The Love Expert got
more laughs than Jiggs did. — G. O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
— Downtown patronage.
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling. —
Many comments. — L. R. Ledou, Larabee
Opera House, Isabel, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with
Anita Stewart. — Good of its type.
— S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand
Island, Neb. — Downtown patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — Patrons generally expressed
satisfaction. First night good house
with fair attendance second night. —
Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo. — General patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Good box office attraction.
Draws well and pleases big per cent. —
G. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice,
Xeb. — Downtown patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
Pleased as well as Daddy Long Legs
and that is saying something. Lots of
comedy and action in pictures should
be the aim of small town exhibitors. —
E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie
du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Fine picture. Lots of comedy,
tragedy,
and everything. — Alvin S.
Dead

Men

Tell No Tales

The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris
Chaplin. — Very good picture. Fair box
office value. Satisfied big majority. —
George O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre,
Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford— Received many compliments on this picture.—-R. B. Sweezy, Dorotha theatre,
Manville, Wyo. — Neighborhood patronage.Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Have yet to find a poor First National.
One of the best I have played of Anita
Stewart. She is my best drawing card
and will live up to that reputation
anywhere. — E. E. Bowman, Bonham
theatre, Prairie
du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Pretty good comedy. I had
good business on this one. — S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
— Downtown patronage.
Fox
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Went over fine. Drew well and pleased
everyone. — Chailes L. Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell. — Was afraid of this picture, but we
enjoyed it all. — A. J. Steggall, Opera
House, Fayette, la.
The Man Who Dared, with Lillian
Russell.
and Russell —doesVery
some good
nice Western
work. Will
Fox
keep Russell in Westerns or use him
like he does Farnum? — Paul L. Shew,
Wonderland
theatre, Clinton, Ind. —
General patronage.
Her Honor, the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Fair. — S. A. Hayman, Lyda
theatre, Grand Island, Neb. — Downtown
patronage.
Sacred Silence, with William Russell.
— Very interesting and held the audience's attention to the end. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell. — Good Alaskan story. Pleased
better than the usual Brockwell film. —
J. D. Jameson, Broadway-Odeon theatre, Columbia, Mo. — General patronage.
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William Beaudine, who directs for Al Christie, reads the paper the exhibitors
swear by all over the country, while his offspring mow and curry the lawn.
A note on the back of the Dhoto says: "This picture was not taken for publication. Itwas an accident." Gcd knows how the EXHIBITORS HERALD
got to Beaudine's house."
The Lincoln Highwayman, with Wilerse.— A good program picture. — A. J.
Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.
liam Russell. — Good house to very unThe Lost Princess, with Albert Ray
satisfactory picture. Nothing to it, but
a lot of dark film. — G. F. Rediske, Star and Flinor Fair. — A good program picture.— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
theatre. Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — A sure
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
winner. Not only a real live Western
I am positive that this is a revised reis- play, but the photography in first two
sue, but is very good anyhow and will reels is as beautiful as a scenic. — George
please. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
theatre. Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patla. — Neighborhood patronage.
ronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Wal>h. —
The Iron Heart, with Madlaine TraFirst class and well liked. — S. A. Hayverse.— Fine picture. Good plot. — L. A. man, Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Goldwyn
The Shark, with George Walsh. — No
good here. Drunken sailor story. Too
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will
much rough stuff to suit our people. —
Rogers. — Picture • scored a knockout.
J. J. Wittenbefger, Auditorium theatre.
One
continual roar of laughter from
Carleton, Neb. — Neighborhood patronstart to finish. Star draws fair. Nothing
age.
big. — Bert Goldman, New Princess theThe Adventurer, with William Faratre, St. Paul, Minn. — Transient patronnum. — Another costume picture. Is
Fox ever going to lav off putting Far- age.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
num in this kind of stuff? The Adventurer isalong the same lines as If I Wonderful picture. Patrons well pleased.
Must
be seen to be appreciated. — Cullen
Were King, another costume picture. —
Paul L. Shew, Wonderland theatre,
Espy, Lindell patronage.
theatre, St. Louis, Mo. —
Neighborhood
Clinton, Ind.
The Strange Boarder, with Will RogLove's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
ers.— A live one. Boost it all you can.
A good clean picture. Book it and adRogers is a comer for sure. — C. T. Metvertise to the limit. Shirley Mason
House, Greenfield, 111. —
good drawing card here. Just as good
Small calf,
townOperapatronage.
as some so-called specials. — A. J. StegThe Woman In Room 13, with Pauline
gall. Opera House, Fayette, la.
Frederick. — This is the best thing this
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. — A star has ever appeared in. It holds the
dandy. Some rare stunts and some
audience in suspense till the last 50 feet
Western thrills. Mix brings them in. —
of film. More good comments than
usual.
Business fine. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
G. W. Dickinson, Home theatre, Maskell, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. — A
real one. Go heavy on it. Our audience ate it up. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — Good Western and well liked.
— S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand
Island, Neb. — Downtown patronage.
The Iron Heart, with Madlaine Trav-
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Opera
ronage. House, Kenton, O. — General pal
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. — Gooc
Drew capacity crowd and satisfied 99</<
More like these will be appreciated 1,
both exhibitor and public. — George (
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Net
—Downtown patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers.— This won
derful actor gives such a true impersonj
tion in this picture it is hard to believ
he is really acting— W. H. Hannai
Strand theatre, Kingsport, TennNeighborhood patronage.
Duds, with Tom Moore. — Tom Moor,
our safest bet outside of Tom Mix. .
real mystery story, although Tom i
better in light comedy. — C. T. Metcal
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. — Sma
town patronage.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand.— The
evidently tried to make another Micke
but fell down. Consider this just a
average picture. Managed to get b
with it for two days. — J. H. Vanghai
Orpheum
theatre, 'Maquoketa, I.
—New
Critical
patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldir
Farrar. — A wonderful production froi
most any angle, and our people liked it.C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfiel'
III. — Small town patronage.
Metro
Burning Daylight, with a special cm
— A good picture with thrills and laugh
Took good. Pleased 90%.— Home th
atre, Maskell, Neb. — Small town patroi
age.The Cheater, with May Allison.-,
thought it was a pretty good picture, b
it did not draw well and my Saturds
fans did not care for it. — Alvin S..Fran
Jewel
Lafayette, Colo— Neigl
borhoodtheatre,
patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Har
ilton. — Pleased. Big business. — Gi
coma
theatre, Tombston
Ariz. — Bros.,
GeneralCrystal
patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison.
Great business. The film houn.
smelled a good picture, and star is ca
right. — Bert Goldman, New Prince
ronage.
theatre, St. Paul, Minn. — Transient pa
PARLOR, BEDROOM AND
BATH, with a special cast— A
dandy comedy full of pep and
ginger. Had 'em screaming and
made a new record. What's more,
it's good enough for any house.
—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit. Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Ali
Lake. — Splendid. Alice Lake is a com—Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, L
fayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronaj
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.
Sold as a special, not even a good pr
gram. We haven't played a good Met
a r<
like to
special Tryyet.it ifWe'd
one.
you want
to, see
boys. V
quit.—
C. Hales, Rivoli
theatre, Altc
la.
— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Very Idea, with Taylor Holm
— This is poor. Not only that, but v
gar into the bargain. Absolutely no <
cuse for such stories. One more h
this and I am off of Metro for life
George O. Monroe, Gilbert theat
Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown patronage.
Nothing But the Truth, with Tayl
Holmes. — A cheaply produced pictu
to it. We had a large numl:
Nothing
of
walkouts on this which spoke t
themselves. Taylor Holmes is
comedian. Business poor. —
Opera House, Kenton, O— G<
Bros.,patronage.
eral

ctober 30, 1920
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor
jlmes.. — Absolutely nil. Cannot un.rstand how Metro would ever place
i;ir trade mark on such junk. — George
• Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice,
•b. — Downtown patronage.
Paramount
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meig(b.— Drew a big crowd both nights,
onderful picture. Patrons well pleased.
Jullen Espy. Lindell theatre, St. Louis,
>. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett. — Up to
•■ usual high standard set by Enid
nnett. Her pictures are always good,
siness good. — Pfeifter Bros., Opera
>use, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
ashburn. — Starts out well, but has
me ending. — Giacoma Bros.. Crystal
•atre. Gombstone, Ariz. — General patnage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
-rvmore. — John Barrymore's crowning
nlevement.
Pleased 100<7c— \V. H.
innan. Strand theatre. Kingsport,
' nn. — Neighborhood patronage.
\ Full House, Bryant Washburn. —
ry good. Patrons like this kind of a
I ture. — C. Espy, Lindell theatre, St.
uis, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
juilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton.
-A'ent
Much better
than
:iie ofover
her good.
late pictures.
Business
;od. — Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera House,
nton, O. — General patronage.
Dn With the Dance, with Mae Mur1,. — Very poor offering. Famous Playi- are putting out too many ordinary
pgram pictures and calling them speds. It is a fair program picture and
it is all. In other words, stay off this
>e. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
■inland, Ind. — Neighborhood parronx. '
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray. —
>t as good as some of Ray's I have
■n. but it's pretty good just the same.
Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre, Lafay' e. Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
\larm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
an pull a house on Charles Raj- any
w in the week. Great picture. —
-ombo-Nemec,
Auditorium theatre,
Jllwater, Minn. — Neighborhood patroji;e.
\ Very Good Young Man, with Bryant
ashburn. — Truly a pippin. Pleased a
crowd. Clever stunts in this that
3\vs the play was well written. WashIrn is a good star. — C. Hales, Lyric
' atre. Orange City, la. — Neighborhood
ltronage.
Victory, with a special cast. — The
ime of this picture leads you to expect
;.var picture, but it is very far from a
' r picture. Great story, wonderful
< ing and directing. Business good. —
differ Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
- General patronage.
<Vhat's Your Husband Doing? with
mglas MacLean and Doris May. —
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Great. Can put over some real catchy
advertising on this one. — Strombo-Nemec. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
— Fine. Great picture and Hart does
some very swell work and is ably supported by Anna Q. Nilsson and Jack
Richardson. — Paul L. Shew. Wonderronage.land theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patMary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — -Excellent comedydrama. Get some compliments on these
two stars. — Strombo-Nemec, Auditorium
theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Sporting Chance, with Ethel Clayton.— Just a program picture. This is
the poorest Clayton picture that I have
run. — -H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre.
Lenox, la.
A Very Good Young Man, with Bryant
Washburn. — A pleasing comedy that got
over with a serial crowd. Bryant very
good in this. Helen Jerome Eddy has a
good part and is very funny. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
April Folly, with Marion Davies. — A
good picture, but not good enough for
ashould
star be
of seen
Miss inDavies'
caliber.
She
some real
pictures,
because she has the ability. — StromboNemec, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
— This is a good picture and will satisfy. If you want good ones get onto
this one. — R. A. Shobe. Kentland theronage.atre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patThe Thirteenth Chair, with a special
cast. — All the Pathe pictures that we
have run so far haven't been anything
to brag of. — Strombo-Nemec. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. —
Neiehborhood patronage.
ONE
HOUR BEFORE
DAWN, with H. B. Warner.—
100r'c picture and a big box office
attraction if properly exploited. I
played this with Harold Lloyd in
HAUNTED
SPOOKS
and the
town is still talking about that
show. — G. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown
patronage.
The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Stuart Blackton production. — First appearance of Bruce Gordon on our screen
and Oh, boy, what a splash he made. Of
course, appearing in person with that
wonderful personality of his simply
made the star for our house. Will anxiously await Forbidden Valley. He surely
took Ideal people by storm and Mr.
Blackton can well be proud of The
House of the Tolling Bell.— Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis

SCOTTY Dl'XLAP
Now Iron
directingRussell
in "The
Rider," William
a new Fox
picture.
production. — Wonderful picture worthy
of an extended run. Everybody pleased.
Good business. — L. Bueche, Jr., Queen
Ann theatre,
hood patronage.Cincinnati. O. — NeighborTwin Pawns, with Mae Murray. — A
good picture. Pleased a good audience.
Lots of compliments. — C. A. Brooks,
Orpheum
theatre,
Baldwinville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
Realart
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — A little light, but something different. Good business two days.— C.
Espy. Lindell theatre, St. Louis, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, an R. A.
Walsh production. — Good Yukon story.
Lots of comedy. Went over good, and
seemed to please, especially the men. —
G. O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice,
Neb. — Downtown patronage.
The Deep Purple, an R. A. Walsh
production. — Our patrons wafked out on
it. Business very poor and we were
glad. — Paul L. Shew. Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Very good. Star well liked
here. — Strombo-Nemec, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
This gave satisfaction and pleased.
Some elaborate settings. — L. R. Ledou,
LarabeetownOpera
House, Isabel, Kan. —
Small
patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Minter.— Very good picture and pleased good
sized audience with Dull Care. Made a
fine program. — G. O. Monroe, Gilbert
ronage. Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown pattheatre,
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. — A
real good picture. Pleased everyone.
Wanda Hawley is going to pull some
real crowds here the way this picture
went over. — ■ Strombo-Nemec. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater. Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Book this by all means.
Realarts are all good — Grand theatre,
Samson, Ala. — Small town patronage.
DEAD MEN
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Mints of Hell, with William Desmond
—Beautiful North Woods scenery 01
deep snows. A very good hot weather
subject. Gave satisfaction. — George E
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Gray Wolf's Ghost, with H. B
Warner. — Good
picture and Warnei
gaining popularity.— T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Smal
town patronage.
Select

DOG"

\ fin

The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien
— A very pleasing picture. Surely no
body could have been disappointed.—
L. Bueche, Jr., Queen Anne theatre
i L
i
1
Cincinnati, O. — Neighborhood patron-
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Scene from "Red Foam," feminine
a Ralph Ince
role. production
A Selznickin which
picture.Zena Keefe has the leading
The Deep Purple, an R. A. Walsh
production. — This picture can be classed
as a special. Did not draw as well as
some specials we have played, but it satwho and
came.as Miss
Cooper's
work isfied
wellthosedone
a whole
very
good. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Erstwhile Susan, with Constance Binney. — Very good picture and pleased. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— This is some picture and the comedy
injected by Ferguson sure rounds out
the story in fine form. — G. O. Monroe,
Gilbert thea-tre, Beatrice, Neb. — Downtown patronage.
Erstwhile Susan, with Constance Binney. — My people liked this. Fine program picture. — W. L. Hamilton, Mazda
theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Wonderful picture to capacity
business two days. Increased admission.
— H. H. Murdock, Murdock theatre,
Pleasant Hill, Mo. — Small town patronage.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum. —
Poor Dusty, although an excellent actor,
is done in our locality. — Bert Goldman,
New Princess theatre, St. Paul, Minn. —
Transient patronage.
The Dragon Painter, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — One of the Jap's best, but
he doesn't draw the crowd here. Too
many good American actors to go to
Japan for one. — Charles L. Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
The Gray Horizon, with Sessue Hayakawa.— Fair. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness
theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
Li Ting Lang, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— Best Jap picture yet. Played two
days. Advanced price. Capacity busi-

ness.— H. H. Murdock, Murdock theatre, Pleasant Hill, Mo. — Small town
patronage.
The Gray Wolf's Ghost, with H. B.
Warner. — Warner showed up good in
this one. Patrons well pleased. Good
business two days. — J. H. McDonald,
Arcade theatre, Walla Walla, Wash. —
Local patronage.
Bright Skies, with ZaSu Pitts. — Star
new here, but this was a good feature
and pleased. Bad weather, but good attendance. Film a little dark, but O. K.
— C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Sage Brush Hamlet, with William
Desmond. — A fair picture for being a
Westerner of its class. If your patronage like Western . stuff it's as good as
any of them. — Strombo-Nemec, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Notorious Mrs. Sands, with Bessie
Barriscale. — Here is a picture that ranks
far above the average so called specials.
Excellent business two days. — J. H. McDonald, Arcade theatre, Walla Walla,
Wash. — Local patronage.
Poor Relations, with ZaSu Pitts. — Nobody tore up the seats over this. Some
comedy to it. — C. Hales, Rivoli theatre,
Alton, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
All-of-a-Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale. — A pretty good picture.
Bessie is well liked. — Adam Hornung,
Victor. Opera House, Victor, Mont. —
Country patronage.
The Luck of Geraldine Laird, with
Bessie Barriscale. — Compares favorably
with former productions. Poor title. —
T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Modern Husbands, with Henry B.
Walthall. — Unusually good considering
it was a society drama on the old bromide of the lounge lizard stealing another
man's wife. In this case there is more
action of the right kind than usual. —
E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie
du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.

Out Yonder, with Olive ThomasThis
age. is a dandy good picture. — W. B
Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville, Wyo
— Neighborhood patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — A good picture in every re
spect. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheurr
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patron
age.Greater Than Fame, with Elaim
Hammcrstein. — Her best picture to date
Select is coming big. — Jack Cairns
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Country Cousin, with Elaim
Hammcrstein. — Good story and cas
makes this a satisfying production.—
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield
111. — Small town patronage.
United Artists «
Romance, with Doris Keane.— /
most beautiful and artistic production.W. H. Hannan, Strand theatre, Kings
port, Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennet
production. — Some comedy. Good hous<
Pleased 100%.— C. E. McClain, Libert;
theatre, Tryon, Okla. — Neighborhoo
patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — Gooc
Everyone enjoyed it.— Charles L. Hyd<
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Sma
town patronage.
His Majesty the American, with Doug
las Fairbanks. — Interesting story. We
done. Good business. — A. J. Steggal
Opera House, Fayette, la.
Down on— the
production.
Do Farm,
not takea Mack
it. A Senne'
reguk
program picture, nothing more. — Charle
L. Hyde,
theatre, Pierre, S. DSmall
townGrand
patronage.
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The Adorable Savage, with Edith Rob, s. — Very fine picture. Gave good sati action. — C. A. Brooks, Orpheum the; e. Baldwinville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
jtronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
; special cast. — A disappointment and
,er 50% did not like it. Don't be
nled into believing this a super-special.
-I". C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rush■le, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Her Five-Foot Highness, with Edith
,berts. — A good
program picture.
ithing special. — H. E. Holden, Olympic
;atre, Lenox, la.
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
,t. — This was the biggest disappoint•nt I ever played. It is no good for
small town exhibitor as the story is
d hard to understand. They walked
t. Leave it alone if a word to the wise
enough. — E. E. Bonham. Bonham there, Prairie Du Sac, W is. — Neighbored patronage.

AGXES AYRES
ppearlng
in
Cecil B. inDeMille's
tions for Paramount,
leading producroles.
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Myers.
•First appearance of this star for a
ng time. Sweet as ever and real good
oking, which counts much. Picture
)t big, but cute and pleased a good
owd. — Mrs. J. A: Dostal, Ideal there, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patnage.
The Forged Bride, with Mary Macaren. — Dandy picture and well liked.
!idnot draw but her next picture will.
Charles L. Hyde, Grand theatre,
ierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Her Five-Foot Highness, with Edith
oberts. — Pleasing comedy-drama of
le light sort. Good program picture. —
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T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre, Rushville, Neb. — Small town patronage.
His Divorced Wife, with Monroe Salisbury.— An excellent production. — C. C.
Teas. Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Husbands, with Eric Von Stroheim. — Good picture. Both days had
rain. Good moral in picture. — W. L.
Hamilton, Mazda, theatre, Alden, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
The Secret Man, with Harry Carey. —
Old, but good and pleased. — Charles L.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. —
Small town patronage.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Nothing to. rave
over in this one. One of the most improbable stories that could be devised to
make a comedy. Only two or three
real humorous situations in the whole
plot. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness theatre,
Rushville, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
— This was a real picture. The best I've
seen of Frank Mayo. — Herman Blomeke.
Opera House, Springfield, Minn. — Home
patronage.
His Divorced Wife, with Monroe Salisisbury. — Here is a real story and an honest to goodness production. Audience
well pleased. Salisbury fine. — T. C.
Shipley, Essaness theatre. Rushville,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
His Divorced Wife, with Monroe Salisbury.— This is a splendid picture. Pleased
them all. — L. A. Hassc, Majestic theatre,
Mauston, Wis.
Blind Husbands, with Eric Von Stroheim. — A real special and a well produced, directed picture, which proved a
real big box office attraction. Von Stroheim can well be proud of and Universal
can be considered fortunate to be able
to distribute this. A new sensation in
the picture world and a new tonic for
the box office. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Trap, with Olive Tell. — Good picture.— Herman Blomeke. Opera House,
Springfield, Minn. — Home patronage.
Outcasts of Poker Flat, with Harry
Carey. — Poorest Carey picture out.
Don't book this kind of picture. Carey
good in role of tramp or cowboy. —
Home theatre. Maskell, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Vitagraph
The Purple Cipher, with Earle Williams.— A good picture. Acted splendidly by Earle Williams, and a new kind
of a story with a real good looking leading lady with plenty of action. Must
say patrons claim Earle better looking
than ever. He does draw big at Ideal. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre. Omaha,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — A very
good Joyce picture, but this lady fails to
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EDWARD SEDGWICK
Foxtheauthor-director
who 3Tois title
now has
directing
new Fox serial.
been
selected for it as yet.
draw any more for me. — Bert Goldman,
New Princess theatre, St. Paul, Minn. —
Transient patronage.
The Courage of. Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — I am sorry to admit,
but must, that The Courage of Marge
O'Doone fails as a special. We have
shown pictures better directed and acted
than this one. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
TRUMPET ISLAND, with a
special cast. — Ran this four days
to capacity business at advanced
admission. Bigger clean up than
THE MIRACLE MAN. — Coffee
Bros., * Cozy theatre, Marinette,
Wis.
The Midnight Bride, with Gladys
Leslie. — Only fair. Didn't appeal to the
crowd. — Charles L. Hyde, Grand theatre. Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.The Tower of Jewels, with Corinne
Griffith. — A good crook story. The kind
of a story that goes here. We want
plenty of action instead of the society
pictures flooding the market. — E. E.
Bonham. Bonham theatre, Prairie du
Sac. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
withbutEarle
Williams.—
a The
good Wolf,
picture,
the wrong
man It'sis
starred. Robert McKim is the man who
puts the picture over. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
The Forbidden
Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — Many of my
patrons classed this as her best picture.
Personally I think it a great picture.
Book it. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre,
Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
The Woman He Chose (Fine Arts),
with a special cast. — The most artistic
and high class production on the screen
today. Human interest story. Perfect
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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direction. One of these pictures that
will add prestige to any theatre. — J. D.
Jameson, Broadway-Odeon theatre, Columbia, Mo. — General patronage.
Once to Every Man (Frohman). with
Jack Sherrill. — Good picture. What I
would call a man's picture. The ladies
did notS. like
it too
well,theatre,
but it's
good. —
Alvin
Frank,
Jewel
Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hushed Hour (Garson). with
Blanche Sweet. — l'icturized sermon. A
few shallow pates walked out. I believe every theatre should run a picture
of this kind once in a while. — Fahrney
& Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Yankee Doodle In Berlin ( Lesser),
with a special cast. — Drew well and
pleased all. — J. W. Lumpkin. Cupid
theatre,
ronage. Miles, Tex. — Neighborhood patThe Mother and the Law (Griffith),
with Mae Marsh and Robert Harron. —
A Griffith special. Not liked. Weak
plot. Should have a better story before
booked as a special. — A. G. Hange.
Hange, Happy Hour theatre, Walnut, la.
— Local patronage.
Short Subjects
Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — I saw some folks laughing so
hard
theycomedy
almost and
doubled
up. It's
splendid
will please
thema
all. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.A Seaside Siren (Christie), with Fay
Fincher. — A real comedy. Hope the
rest of their comedies go over like this
one. — Strombo-Nemec. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Quack Doctor < Sennett- Paramount), with a special cast. — When it
comes to classy comedies Mack Sennett
leads them all. There are other good
comedies, but none better than Sennett.
— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,
O. — General patronage.
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — A real comedy full of
action and fun all the way through.
Larry Semon is as big a bet here as
Harold Lloyd is. — Strombo-Nemec.
Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
His Wedding Night (Paramount),
with vin Roscoe
— It's good.
— AlS. Frank, Arbuckle.
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
At the Old Stage Door (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — Full house and made
'em laff. These are certainly some comedies. Play them, th;,t is all I have to
say. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Dames and Dentists ( Sennett-Paramount), with a special cast. — Just fair. —
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre. Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
This Way Out (Christie), with Gale
Henry. — These Gale Henry comedies
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are poor. We have run two and this will
be the last. The kids even kick on
these, which is sure proof they are junk
— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,
O. — General patronage.
Dull Care and The Head Waiter (Vitagraph
i. with
Semon. — My.
I can't
see
why they
rave Larry
over Semon.
patrons
do not and I can't see where he compares with Lloyd. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre. Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Serials
Elmo the Fearless (Universal I. with
Elmo Lincoln. — Serial has done well
with us, but is too long drawn out and
tires them out. — D. J. Young, Dreamland theatre,
Brownville, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Dangers < Vitagraph). with
Joe Ryan and Gene Paige. — Not much
excitement. Patrons losing interest.—
L. A. Has»c. Majestic theatre. Mauston.
Wis.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — A dandy. Have increased business every week for the last ten episodeCharles L. Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre
S. D. — Small town patronage.
The Adventures of Ruth ( Pathe i
with Ruth Roland. — A fair serial
Nothing above the average. Ruth holdthem, that is all. — D. J. Young, Dream
land theatre, Brownsville, Tex. — Neigh
borhood patrohage.
BRIDE 13 (Fox), with a special cast. — Absolutely the best
serial out. Crowd getting better
each episode and so is picture. '
Good photography.
Book it.—
Home town
theatre,
Maskell, Neb. —
Small
patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), witl
Juanita Hansen. — Without doubt th'
best serial on the screen today. Wile
animals prove a big drawing card. — \\
H. Hannan. Strand theatre, Kingsport
Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), witV
Juanita
Hansen.in —twoWonderful
Best produced
years. Weseria'
rui
them all. A money getter and a won
der.^-D. J. Young. Dreamland theatn
Brownsville, Tex. — Neighborhood pat
ronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), wit
Juanita Hansen. — Drew larger crow
than any other serial that has been show
say it's great.
Patrons theatre,
here. Olympic
ben.
Lenox,— H.la. E. Ho'
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jac
Dempsey. — The best serial I ever ra
or saw. However, serials do not g<
Will not book another serial as it tie
exhibitors down. — E. E. Bonham, Bor
ham theatre, Wis. — Neighborhood pa
ronage.
The Veiled Mystery ( Vitagraph). wit
Antonio Moreno — Ran first episod
Broke all serial records. Book thi
up. Vitagraph's
and cleanBros.,
brothers,
serial.
— Coffey
Cozy theatrbe:
Marinette,
Wis.
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Aim Is to Produce Clean
Pictures With Big Story Interest .
Fanark Corporation, whose first at- will make in its forthcoming art series.
All will be equally novel and uplifting
:raction, "The Crimson Cross," is comin theme, ably written and handled, with
jleted, and whose second feature will a capable cast, it is said.
De "The Strength of the Weak," enIs Typical of Author
:ered the motion picture field with a
"The Crimson Cross," with its gripiefinite ideal, according to its officials.
ping story of hypnotism and crime, love,
The expressed aim of the officials was
suffering and final happiness, is said to
•o produce clean, wholesome arrd _up- be a typical sample of Mr. Morse's best
ifting pictures with a big story interest.
work and expresses in vivid fashion, it is
That this aim might be realized, they
pointed out, the art for which Fanark
declare, they engaged the services of is striving.
Nr. Brewster Morse, young writer, who
An additional feature of "The Crimnad won distinction, it is said, and enson Cross, is the special musical score
viable notice by his authorship of "His
which Frank Waller, formerly conductor of the Boston and Chicago Grand
Brother's Keeper."
Prepares Original Stories
Opera orchestra and of the Opera
Mr. Morse was directed to prepare
Comique, Paris, France, has prepared.
i series of original stories for Fanark
Corporation, which should measure up
to the exacting standards which they Photo Products Has
had set for their attractions.
For the directorial end, they obtained
Six of Series Ready
the services of George Everett, well
known in musical and artistic circles,
both as a leading man in the Boston and
To Issue "Copperhead" Films
Ll'BIX in the state
Who heads a BERT
new company
Through State Right
Chicago Opera companies and as a dirights field.
rector of many successful musical plays,
Exchanges
but new to motion pictures.
Morse Writes First
Photo Products Export Company, spe- Rialto Theatre, Tucson,
cializing inpictures that contain a maxi"The Crimson Cross," written by Mr.
Thoroughly Metropolitan
mum of entertainment value, has placed
Morse, was selected by Fanark for its
TUSCON. ARIZ.— The Rialto theatre,
on
the
state
rights market a series of
initial production, and. in conjunction
with the author, Mr. Everett at once
twelve two-reel dramas, known as the recently opened here, is modern and arbegan the selection of a cast of players
"Copperhead" series, featuring stories
tistic in everyr way. The house has
who would portray satisfactorilv. it is
with the adventures of "Cop- a capacity of 1.000 persons. It is fursaid, the strongly drawn characters in which deal perhead"
Freeman, unjustly accused of
nished and equipped with the best of
killing a member of the Spicer family in
the story; Edward Langford. Marian
Swayne. Van Dyke Brooks, Eulalie Jen- feudal warfare. The action is laid in the modern outfittings, has a -washed, ice'sen, William E. Hallman, Augustus Phil- mountainous country of the Carolinas air ventilating system and cooling plant,
lips and Archie Clark.
where feuds still smoulder under the re- and music is provided by a six piece
straint of modern law and order.
orchestra. Equipment includes a $75,000
From a production viewpoint, "The
First Six Ready
organ.
Crimson Cross" is said to be representative of the high type of pictures Fanark
Albert J. Merrill, who came to Tucson
The first six of this series, titled last
June from Evansville. Ind., is the
"Feudal Blood," "The Winning Hand."
manager. He was for three years mana"Call of the Blood," "Law of the Mounger of the Princess in Evansville. Pretain," "Blue Ridge Justice." and "The
vious to that time he operated three movUnder Dog," are ready for the state
A Big Help
ing picture houses in Miles City, Mont.
rights buyers.
This series of two-reelers has been
pronounced, it is said, by the buyers who
have purchased territory, to be the best
To Build in Lyons, Kan.
of their kind since the famous "StingLYONS;
KAN.— Plans
the
aree" series issued by the old Kalem
hands of contractors
for a are
new in
theatre
Company several years ago. The "Cop- building and business block on property
is the firstto attempt,
ac- purchased by W. J. Quinlan and R. F.
cordingperhead"
to theseriesproducer,
give to the
Baldwin from Paul Jones of Lyons
screen a series of two-reelers equalling
Implement Company. They provide for
in
entertainment
value
the
"Stingaree"
100 feet fronting on the business section
scries.
and a 50-foot theatre with business
Go to Carolinas
rooms and a garage adjoining.
To add to the reality of atmosphere
and action of the series, the producers
took their company of players to the
mountains of the Carolinas, w-hich counModesto To Have Theatre
try forms the background of the stories.
MODESTO. CAL.— The erection of a
The chief executive of Photo Products
Export Company. 220 West 42nd street, S250.000 building for a motion picture
theatre and store building is rumored
promises the state rights buyers pictures
in this series that will book 100 per cent. here following a realty deal in property
negotiated between A. C. Blumenthal &
Company
and was
L'mbsen,
Kerner by& George
Eisert.
The
property
purchased
New House for Lima, O.
H. Covell, who will erect the building.
LIMA. O. — Plans for a new theatre
here, to seat 1,800 patrons, will be completed within a month, according to annoucement made recentlv bv W. L. Russell.
Dead
Men
He has arranged a conference with a
representative of a circuit in which the
VIOLA DANA
Kieth organization is interested, and
Tell
No
Metro star, nearly started a riot recently building will probably begin next spring.
when she grabbed a wheel barrow and The site of the house will be at West
fi'ned laborer. Now that they've got and Market streets where Russell has
the
the women want the men's
Tales
broken
jobs,,vote,
it seems.
stores. ground for a block of one-story
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Elaborate Exploitation
Crowds Albany Theatre

Title Suit

Against Foundation Film Company
National Picture Theatres, Inc., has an infringement upon the title of "Blind
won its suit to restrain Foundation Film
That contention was sustained last
Corporation from using any title simiYouth."by the United States circuit court
spring
lar to "Blind Youth." Judge Learned
Hand in the United States district court
of appeals for the second district which
for the southern district of New York
granted an injunction restraining Founhanded down the decision.
dation Film Corporation from using the
The controversy arose out of an al- title, "Blindness of Youth," pending a
leged attempt by Foundation Film Cor- trial of the action which Mr. Selznick
poration to use the title, "Blindness of had instructed his attorneys to bring.
Youth." terests
In June,
Selznick
inIs Finally Decided
purchased1919,
the the
motion
picture
The trial was concluded last Monday
rights to the play "Blind Youth," in
which Lou Tellegen had been starred, and resulted in a decree in favor of
subsequently produced the picture, National Picture Theatres, Inc., permawhich is being distributed for National
nently restraining Foundation from
Picture Theatres, Inc.
using
the
title, "Blindness of Youth,"
Say Title Was Changed
and directing an accounting for damFoundation Film Corporation, it was
ages.
When the litigation against Foundaalleged, acquired a picture which had
tion Film Corporation was commenced
been produced under the title, "The
by National Picture Theatres, Inc., Mr.
Torrent," and advertised it for sale to Selznick gave specific warning, it is destate rights buyers under the title of
clared, to several exhibitors and state
"Blind
Youth." organization
After a warning
from
rights buyers against showing or dealthe Selznick
Foundation
ingtitle.
in "The Actions
Blindness
Youth" against
under
Film Corporation, according to evidence,
for of
damages
changed the title of its picture to that
such of those individuals who disre"Blindness of Youth" in spite of Mr.
garded this warning are now in conSelznick's contention that that title was
templation, itis said.

"BILL"

NOT

''DOUG"

Metro Acquires Two New
Stories for Film Scripts
Metro Pictures Corporation announces
the purchase of "Dated," by Maxwell
Smith, and "The Mother Heart," by
Izola Forrester and Mann Page, an original plot for the screen.
Selection- of the stars to appear in the
picturizations of these stories has not
yet been made.
Organ for Arc, Lafayette
LAFAYETTE, IND., Oct. }9.— Martin
M. Levitt, manager of the Arc theatre,
now under construction, has purchased a
$9,000 organ from Symphony Player
Company of Cincinnati. Levitt will employ a professional organist.
Fox

News

Y.

Was was
Informal
"Feed"
The dinner
the first
occasion upon
which H. R. Hancock, director-in-chief of
the reel from the start, had had an opportunity to gather together in an informal
social way the men of his New York staff.
Speeches and dress suits were prohibited,
and cameramen went straight from their
assignments to the dinner.
As a matter of fact, the program did not
refer to the occasion by any such formal
name as "dinner." It was headed : "First
annual feed — no highbrow stuff, no formalities, just eats and continuity." The
continuity was represented by six big-time
vaudeville acts. In order that the rule
against speech making might work no hard-

Observed

With

The first anniversary' of Fox News was
the occasion in New York recently of a
birthdaywas dinner
ChopwhoHouse,
which
attendedat byKeen's
all those
have
been directly responsible for the success of
the enterprise.
Officials declare it is difficult to realize
that only twelve months have passed since
Fox News made its bow to the theatrical
world because of the way in which it has
forged ahead.

on the second, "The Rancher." Two of
the star's
are declared
be dropping a man stunts
on horseback
into to
water
from
an aeroplane, and a flying leap over a
cliff on horseback, turning a complete
somersault on the way down.

Argenta Gets Pictures
ARGENTA, ILL.— Percy Dunham has
opened a motion picture show in the
Wilson Opera house and will run it jn
connection with the one owned by him
in Maroa.

Anniversary
in N

WILLIAM FAIRBANKS is to be
starred in a series of twelve fivereel productions by the Western Star
Productions Company, which are to be
published one a month on the open
market.
Bud Kane and Dixie Lamont are in
his supporting company. Horace Carpenter is directing. The first of his
series,
"A Western
Adventurer,"
has
been completed
and work
has started

For "In Mary's Attic"
Everything from motorcycles to aeroplanes were used to exploit "Up in
Mary's Attic," the comedy-drama .being
distributed through state right exchanges
by Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., at the initial
showing of the picture in Albany, N. Y.
Every street car in the city carried
advertising, dozens of automobiles carried signs reading "Follow Me Up in
Mary's Attic, at the Clinton Square
Theatre," a huge scenery truck with an
attic on top, calling attention to the
showing, was paraded through the
streets, every doorknob on the main
streets carried a sign and, last but not
least, aeroplanes dropped propaganda
over the heart of the city every day of
the showing. A number of attractive
window displays were used and the
song written by Miss Ethel Broaker also
helped pack the Clinton Square theatre.
A huge attic, bearing the necessary wording, was placed over the entrance to the
theatre with signs on both sides readAttic."
in Mary's
Up able
"This Way
the
talk, and
consider
created
This ing:
talk brought the desired results.
A number of motorcycles were also
used to boost the opening, all of them
bearing signs to arouse interest. To attract attention to the attic on the front
of the theare a huge searchlight was
placed across the street so that the sign
could be read for many blocks. The picture was presented with a bathing girl ,
review, with elaborate lighting effects
licity.
and an attractive setting, which proved
valuable in creating word-of-mouth pubThousands of miniature photographs,
hand-colored post cards and other accessories, which Fine Arts Pictures has prepared
the exhibitor's
use, wereofused
to create forinterest
in the showing
the
picture, which has played to record

Birthday

Dinner

ship upon those who felt the need of selfexpression, everybody sang himself hoarse.
Officials are Present
There were present William Fox. president of Fox Film Corporation; VV. R.
Sheehan, vice-president and general manager ;Jack director-in-chief
Leo, vice-president
Herbert
Hancock,
of ;Fox
News;E.
Don Hancock, news editor; H. P. Kingsmore, P. R. Shorey, W. A. White, F. M.
Delavan. A. Gold. D. De Titta, Hiram
Lutz, Al Brick, Russell Muth. Edward
Reck, J. Seebach, A. F. Porter, James Sinclair,
Loweree,M. H.Moses,
W. Seaman, S.J.Dreling,
A. Bloch.B. Vivian
Pat
Garyn, E. H. Collins, Sidney Abel and H.i
Reinhardt.
DEAD
TELL

MEN
NO
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Enters

Headquarters
Arthur

H. Toffler

Secretary

of Selected Films, Inc.— National
Serial Is First Offering
With "The Son of Tarzan," the Na- Cincinnati, resigning when he decided to
into business for himself.
ional Film Corporation fifteen episode go Arthur
H. Tomer is also a veteran in
serial as its first offering, the Selected the film business and thoroughly familiar
?ilms, Inc., has entered the independent
with the exchange end. For the past
;xchange field in Chicago and has opened four years, he has been employed on the
sales force in the Cleveland exchange
:emporary offices in suite 208 Consumers
3uilding, 220 South State street. As of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
ioon as arrangements can be made, the
:ompany will remove its headquarters to "Man O' War," $400,000
Wonder Horse, Is Filmed
:he new "film row" in Wabash avenue.
In a Single Reel Feature
Will Extend Territory
"Man
O' War," the horse marvel of the
Rights to the National serial have been
purchased for Illinois only, but it is world's turf, has been filmed for a single
planned to extend the territory reached reel feature, "The Wonder Horse," now
:o include Indiana.
being sold in the independent market by
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New
Milton Simon is president of the Se- York.
eded Films, Inc. Arthur H. Toffler is
secretary. Both men are well known in
The lavish care and attention devoted to
:he Central, West and enjoy the friend- this equine star, who was bought for $5,000
ship
and
confidence
of
scores
of
exand for whom his present owner recently
aibitors.
All productions handled are to be refused $400,000, makes a reel of interest
of the horse as well as preoacked up with elaborate paper, exploita- to all lovers
senting an insight into the domain of horse
tion hints, and other exhibitor aids. racing that
will interest even those who are
'The Son of Tarzan" is especially well
supplied with press matter, posters and not race-track habitues or followers of the
bther paper.
ponies.
"The Wonder Horse" shows a day with
Officers are Film Veterans
Man O' War and includes views of his best
turf
performances.
Milton Simon, in the old days, was one
of the crack salesmen in the Chicago
exchange of the General Film Company.
Later he became affiliated with United Eugene O'Brien Receives
Heavy Mail From Europe
Pictures, leaving Chicago to become
Mimie Rantoul, expert linguist, who is
manager of the Indianapolis office. For
the past several months, he has been well versed in seven languages, has been
manager of the Selznick exchange at added to the fan mail department of Selznick Enterprises.
This addition was made necessary, it is
said, because of the great influx of foreign
mail that has been received by Eugene
O'Brien during the past month. It is declared
received
during
temberthat700 O'Brien
letters from
France
and SepBelgium. Several hundred more came from
Italy, Holland and Switzerland, the influx
being due, it is said, to the fact that the
O'Brien productions
shown
throughout
Europe. Thearestarbeing
is at present
working on his forthcoming Selznick picture. "Soul
and Body," under the direction
of Alan
Crosland.
George Rizard Is to Be
Charles Ray Cameraman
Richard Willis, production manager of
the Charles Ray studio, announces that he
has signed a contract for the services of
one of the most expert cinematographers
in motion pictures, George Rizard.
Rizard came to America a few years ago
equipped with the French methods of
photography from his schooling with Pathe.
He has earned an enviable reputation during his career in this country with the
American Film Manufacturing Company, it
is said. At the Ray studio he will be assisted by Ellsworth Rumer, also a new
member of the Ray organization. Assisting
these men will be Ralph Kieffer, and A.
Marion wiM remain in charge of the Ray
Laboratory.
SIMON"
President of MTLTOX
the newly
formed Selected
Films. Inc., which has entered the independent exchange field.

DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES

ARTHUR II. TOFFLER
Secretary of Selected Films, Inc., of ChiOhio. cago, who was formerly with Pathe in
Friedman

Exchange

'Film Row'
To Join
Celebrated
Players Forced to
Take Larger Space, as
Business Grows
Another busy Chicago exchange is about
to desert the "loop" district. Celebrated
Players Film Corporation has been forced
to seek larger quarters to take care of its
increased business and will in a short time
be located at the corner of Wabash avenue
and Eighth street.
Quarters Much Larger
In the new quarters Celebrated will have
more than six times the space they now
occupy in the Film Exchange building at
Wabash and Adams streets. For some time
Celebrated has been handicapped for want
of sufficient room to handle its business
and J. L. Friedman, president, announces
he will augment his sales force by doubling
the number of salesmen when he moves.
The new offices will be modern in every
respect and besides an up-to-date poster
and shipping room, exhibitors waiting
room, salesrooms, etc., Celebrated will
have its own projection room.
Three Other Changes
The three exchanges which have occupied
new offices recently are Associated Producers, SOS South Wabash; Mickey Film
Corporation, 63 East Adams, and Pathe
Exchange, Inc., 413 South Wabash.
Celebrated Add Salesmen
Before Its Autumn Drive
Celebrated Players Film Corporation is
preparing for a big autumn drive on its
features. "A Child for Sale" and "The
Jungle
Princess,"
subjects.
To take
care of and
the its
newshort,
business,
J. L.
Friedman, president, has added the following salesmen to his force : Don Hammer,
who will assist Louis B. Goulden in the
Indiana territory; Joseph Fieldman, F. D.
Saiter and William Stern, who will cover
the Illinois theatres : Max Schwartz, who
will assist John Mednikow, and Hank
Peters and Dave Dubin, who will work in
Chicago.
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HE
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That his customers buy the
goods that are the best known
the successful merchant
would not be without nationally advertised goods.
People are the same the world
over.

Be a SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR. Show your patrons

They are the funniest and
best known cartoons on the
market today. BOOK THEM!
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New

PIONEER

Original

FILM CORPORATION
Presents

McLuke's

Luke

"FILM-0S0PHY"
500 Feet of Grins, Smiles and Laughs!
(RELEASED WEEKLY)
A High Class Subject that Adds

NOW

Clara

THEATRE

Kimball

In Ethel Barrymore's

GREATER

Program

BOOKING!

Presented at the ZIEGFELD

"MID

Joy to Any

for a THREE

WEEKS

Run

Young

Sensational Stage Success

- By
CHANNEL"
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero

STARS
CLYDE

PRODUCTIONS,

E. ELLIOTT,

Inc.

General Manager

537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Telephones: Harrison 8157-8158

With reams of "copy" pro and con regarding the merits (mostly) of how business is going and the ''greatest features
yet" it is official
sure anwhoinnovation
to meet
exchange
just remarks,
with ana
knowing
smile,
after them
all
and are now
busy"We're
all dayoutattending
to what
we have." Leave a few for the other feltied. lows, E. F. Tarbell, and we'll all be satis* * *
We ran across E. Davies the other day
and he slipped us his card purporting his
affiliation with the Illinois and Indiana film
exchange. What we would like to find out
is whyever,the
initial"?
sufficeartistic
to state,"middle
pal Davies
is to Howcover
the
localindependent
field for this,
one of Chicago's
newest
* exchanges.
* *
"Red"
who hasexchange,
been associated
with
the Johnson,
local Universal
is now
greeting the local exhibitors with the Titian
locks aU dolled up with Colgate's pomade
and his pockets crammed with Gollos Enterprises, Inc., cards and heralds. Should
prove
an
easy
task for
the wily "Red"
gather in his share
of contracts
on theseto
new Equity offerings which his company
Slow controls in this* territory.
* *
Harold M. Gollos and Irv Garmon of
the Gollos Enterprises departed last Saturday for an extended trip through western
Kansas and Colorado. With the H. C. L.
still prevailing on railroad fares the boys
have elected to travel by automobile and
inside information tells .us they have taken
rifles, trench mortars and machine guns
along. Gosh, those Western theayter guys
must be a hard gang to corral. Why not
slip the boys a couple of lariats ?
% "*
Ed Botham, who* . recently
bought a Detroit speedster, has just consented to put
his boulevard flea and smiling self on the
Unity Photoplay pay-roll, and will proceed
to gather set-ins in the city and suburban
points for this live* local
* * exchange.
_ G. H. Hines, South Bend. Ind., is confined to his home seriously ill. He is the
manager of the Auditorium Theatre at
South Bend.
* * *
Lester Retchex has sold his interest in
the Gumbiner Circuit. Mr. Retchen was
formerly at the Paulina
Chicago.
* * theatre,
*
Among the out-of-town exhibitors seen
iround Chicago exchanges last week are :
B. N. Brown, owner of the Mutual theatre,
Irant Park, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Jones,
nvners of the American theatre. Johnson
City: D. H. Bestor, Cort theatre, Kankakee,
ind F. W. Fisher. Rialto theatre. Kewanee.
How

About

It?

INHERE are any number of good
bowlers and good sportsmen in
'he Chicago film exchanges. An inter'xchange league has been talked of
for several years, but has never ma'erialized. Is it going to be a reality
this year or is it going to be all talk
igain?

Reported by "Mac"

GEORGIA HOPKINS
Star of "Bachelor
attractionApartments,"
in live reels an Arrow
Irving Mack, of Mack & Company, is
now handling the publicity for Celebrated
Players Flm Corp. Irv will also handle the
advertising, both local and national, for
Celebrated in connection with several other
accounts that this enterprising concern now
has under its wing.
* * *
M. J. Mintz, general sales manager for
Celebrated Players Film Corp., was seen
buying a new tooth brush at the Owl Drug
Store the other day and M. J. informed our
inquiring reporter that he contemplated a
swing around the country with something
big. Wouldn't
was. Just insomething big. Wellsayhewhat
soldit everybody
the
country the Gumps, so he knows the way
around.
* * *
Leonard G. Rehrer, owner of the Family
theatre at Dixon, 111., is breaking ground
for his new house, which he expects to
have finished early in the coming year. The
new name of the theatre will not be announced for some• *time.* *
E. T. Kennedy, owner of the West Chicago theatre, West Chicago, 111., has just
reUirned from Birchwood, Wis., where he
has spent the last three weeks fishing, and
announces some record catches.
Carl J. Mueller of the Spencer Square
theatre, Rock Island, 111., has gone to Washington, D. C, where he expects to have a
setto with Uncle Sam regarding his revenue
charges on theatre tickets. Carl claims
Uncle Sam overcharged him and the latter
told Carl to show him how he figures it.
Evidently Washington is willing to rebate
Mueller for the overcharge.
Superior Screen Service has closed a deal
with the Arrow Film Company for two
new productions, "Bachelor Apartments,"
featuring Georgia Hopkins, and "Before
the White Man Came," which is unique in

so
far as the entire cast is composed of
Indians.
* * *
Harry Weiss left for Detroit on a two
days'
business for
triptheOctober
to complete
arrangements
first of13 the
Superior
Screen Exchange branches, which will be
opened in Detroit shortly.
* * *
Dale Hanshaw, representing the production department of Johnson & Hopkins,
has disposed of his Stero Speed Comedies
to the Celebrated Players Film Corporation
of Chicago and has departed for the coast.
* * *
"Pat" Dillon, manager of the local Special Pictures exchange, after viewing
"Home Rule," featuring Roscoe Conklin,
with his sales force, got so fussed about
it that he chased Al Normal out in the
summery ozone. The popular Al shortly
returned to executive chambers with a
Harry Gramp contract duly signed, calling
for the Special offerings for his entire chain
of theatres.
* * *
The juvenile sales representative, Les
Bamburg, of the Interstate Films is now
flying about the local field like a Lafayette
Esquadrille ace. The youngster just experienced the thrill of his initial feature
sale, having closed with Jack Miller of the
Plaisance theatre for a "Blind Love" set-in.
* * get
* 'em all.
Steady Les, and you'll
Joe says all the boys have been treating
him fine. Speaking, of course, of Joe Lyon,
now a full-fledged manager in charge of
American's Chicago exchange. When you
are down in the neighborhood of Pathe's
office in South Wabash don't forget to pay
your respects to Joe. By-the-way, Joe,
many thanks for the renewal.
* * *

thatto"galloping
out
and sanddon't
the climatedominoes"
takeTheyverysaywell
on the West Coast, especially that species
reared and petted in the Windy City. No
but "Chub" Florine
of course,
inference,
city.
back in the
is
* * *
Speaking of the Florine family, Oscar,
Pathe salesman, is making a trip to Detroit
this week. And it is not a case of "just
happened so" that he is making it a day
ride both ways. Oscar recalls clearly a recent journey to Cleveland. He knows just
exactly what an upper berth is and how it
feels to tumble from one.
* * *
President Tom Mitchell and the Film
Salesmen's Union have come out of retirement. Their reappearance into the loop
were simultaneous. President Mitchell
wore a viewed
thoughtful
expression
whennothing
interand announced
that he had
to say at this time with the exception that
he is making strenuous efforts to get every
railroad depot in the city on the fair list.
Tom points to the Union depot as an
example of what the other terminals should
be.
* * *
F. P. Ishmael has changed acts. He has
transferred from Pathe to Robertson-Cole.
F.
P. probably
won't be His
compelled
cheaters
much longer.
elevationto towear
the
fourteenth floor in the Consumers building
eliminates partially the eye strain encountered while on the ground floor on Wabash.
They say Wabash is a wicked street.
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Carl Harthill, Chicago manager for
Reelcraft, is mighty proud of his film
"Babe Ruths." In other words his salesmen, who are batting near perfect scores.
In the bonus fonlcst which has been conducted in all Reelcraft exchanges Harthill's
bunch copped the first four premiums. Congratulations are in* order.
* *
Oscar Doob,
press
sentative in the Paramount's
Chicago office,
gaverepreDee
Robinson able assistance at the formal
opening of the new Madison theatre,
Peoria, III., on Saturday, October 16. Doob
and Ben Serkowich, publicity director of
Robinson Theatre Company, scored heavily
in
their house
cooperative
J. R. using
M.'s
famous
party advertising.
detained us from
the pass Ben so graciously dispatched to
the Chicago office of Exhibitors Herald.
* * *
Primed with a million and T>ne stunts
for publicizing Goldwyn pictures, Harry
Lqrch, Chicago press representative, is
making a tour of the exchanges in this
territory. Harry'll* tell
* 'em
* how.
Barney and Johnny Balaban are back
from West Baden, where, according to Leo
Salkin, they spent a goodly share of their
time on the bridal path. How those boys
can rid»% he says.
* * *
George E. F. Koehler's symphony orchestra is again
in thebeen
pit missing
at Barbee's
theatre.
It has
sinceLoop
the
musicians' strike some
time
ago.
* * *
Harry Weiss, the man responsible for
Superior Screen Service, was gallavanting
around the country last week. Indianapolis
was on his itinerary. Harry didn't make
New York this trip and consequently
none of the boys were spying his handbag
this trip.
* * *
Fore! You just ducked in time.
Our advice would be not to get into an
altercation with Tommy Greenwood, Hodkinson salesman, or L. Y. Crump, of Pathe's
feature department. The two play eighteen holes three mornings a week out at
Jackson park and boy, they are in trim.
They can swing the old clubs to the tune of
bogy,
they say. out
But atwho'en'll
to
dragso themselves
6 a. m. istogoing
find
the truth of the matter. Anyway, it's a
good yarn.
* * *
Sprague Green, who covered Indiana for
Reelcraft for two years prior to sickness
which has kept him inactive for the last
seven months, writes from Erie, Pa., to
Carl Harthill, manager for Reelcraft in
Chicago, that he has recovered fully and
will be back on the job shortly. Everybody
is glad Sprague had a good doctor.
* * *
Chicago lias been added to the territory
covered by Samuel Saxe, district manager
of Select.
* * *
Manager Rohr of the Family theatre,
Dixon, 111., has informed W. L. Hill, press
representative at the Chicago office of First
National, that he will begin construction
work shortlv on a new house. Dixonites

HERALD

sure will open their eyes before Manager
Rohr' is through. * * *
Otto Meister of the White House theatre, Milwaukee, was a. Chicago visitor last
week, according to Irving Mack, that everready informant. *Ask* Irv,
* he knows.
SELECT conference
OFFICE, Thursday,
Protracted
in the officeOct.of 14.—
Ben
Beadell, manager. Nothing given out.
* * *
Among the women folks in town during
the week of October 11 was Mrs. A. J.
Drum, American theatre, Moline. W. W.
Heasman of the Colonial theatre, Danville,
also dropped in to *chat
Joe Lyon.
* with
»
Charley Miller is holding out at Universal again.
* * *
Si Greiver, sales manager at Capital Film,
is back in the Windy City after a trip over
the exchange route.* * *
Ralph Kettering, director of publicity
for Jones, Linick & Schaefcr, is recovering rapidly from a major operation. He is
now in the American hospital in Chicago.
* * *
Poor Andy! Poor Min! And poor little
homeless Chester ! A blaze at the Carlson
studio in Chicago, where the Gump animated cartoons are made for Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, destroyed 4,800
of
and a800thousand
of Min's.
But for
theya
haveAndy's
a catlives
bested
ways,
cat has only nine lives. So despite the fire
Wallace Carlson says he will have the
5,000 Andys and Mins all reincarnated for.
the next publication.* * *
Herbert Mili.igan oi Creation Films is
back in town after * a *sojourn
in New York.
*
P. A. office,
Boch, had
manager
of session
Paramount's
Chicago
a little
with
Aaron Jones, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
the
resultFamous
isn't causing
any other
tears day.
to be And
shed the
by the
Player
manager, for Mr. Jones signed up for
"block 2" of twenty-six pictures for prerelease showings at the Randolph and
Orpin-urn theatres. * * *
"Dandy Old" Reese and his thoroughbred "Henry" are reported to be wearing
down the breaks in the pavement on the
South Side. The pair, both of them Reelcraft hustlers, are making big play for first
place in the number of contracts sold.
Henry Ellman avers they will have to
step to nose in ahead of him.
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Sam Warrick, Warrick theatre, Sheldon,
111., made the film exchanges his headquarters while in Chicago last week.
* * *
Jack Cohen, who has been covering Illinois for Reelcraft, is now out getting acquainted with the exhibitors in Northern
Indiana for the same company. Wonder
if Jack is getting any of those home Cooked
meals that the Hoosicrs know how to make.
Celebrated Players
Buys Baseball Film
Speed
Camera
"Expose"
Scandal
Is Obtained
for of
Two States
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
has just closed a contract with the C B.
C. Film Sales Corporation, New York,
for "The Great Baseball Scandal" the
speed camera expose of crooked baseball. Celebrated will control the Illinois
and Indiana rights.
This single reel feature of slow motion
photography was made by Lincoln
Borthwick, and also made the slow
motion special feature of Babe Ruth.
"The Great Baseball Scandal" is not a
collection of news weekly pictures, but
was especially posed and it shows the
trickery of crooked baseball. The special
feature was edited by one of the greatest
authorities on the national pastime and
presents one of the most novel short
subjects that could be presented at this
time.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cash
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALIS.
Immediate
on many
all mod«U
DaBrfc.
I■tralad
a Pr a no In« ourd«llvar7
I »■>•
and
otrtar■howonce,room
Sendraquaal.
for our-Vroo©eaaaplata
eataloa;
at
fraa
on
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Oapt. H, 109 N. Datrbom n., Chicago, II.
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J. B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway Blxxj.
2743 West 22nd St.
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by Statea, $5-00
1219 Film Exchangea
17.50
313 manufacturer! and atudtoa 4.M.00
368 machine and aupply dealer* Per4.0t
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 156 W. Adams St, I
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:
-I By Harry Hammond Beall 1
Ted Le Berthox, who resigned as chief ordered a month's rest. Harry Harris,
of publicity staff for the Sid Grauman en- Sturgeon's chief aide for many moons, will
terprises here, has been added to the press complete the production.
department of the King Vidor studios. It
* * *
is understood that Frank Darrow, who has
Eleaxor Fried, formerly of the editing
been head of the publicity bureau, will be department
of Universal City, has been
transferred to the scenario and production
transferred to the scenario department.
departments.
Miss Fried achieved fame when, single
* * *
handed, she acted as business manager of
Louis Calherx, who left the Morosco
Walcamp expedistock company in Los Angeles to appear the Henry'
tion to the MacRae-Marie
far east.
in
one
of
Lois
Weber's
productions,
has
announced his intention to stick to screen
* * *
Eddie Polo is back from Catalina where
work exclusively.
* * *
he was filming under-water stuff.
Sir Gilbert Parker, the well known
English author, is in Los Angeles to write
scenarios for Famous
Open Columbia City House
* * Players-Lasky.
*
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Henry B. Walthall has temporarily deserted the screen and is touring the coast
COLUMBL\ CITY, IXD., Oct 19.— The
"Ghosts." new Columbia theatre has been opened to
Ibsen'swoman.
stage version
in
Marya Charleson
is hisofleading
the public It seats TOO, contains a pipe or* * *
gan and is modern in every respect. The
Jay Brie>" Chapmax. the popular pub- company owning the house is comprised of
licity peddler of the B. B. Hampton studios, F. F. Morsches, president ; Janes D. Adams,
has returned from Chicago with a carload
secretary", and Arthur E. Hancock, treasof wedding presents and a wife.
urer.
« * *
J. L. Die mel, one of the Balaban and
Kate executives from Chicago, was a recent Equipment Company Formed
visitor at the various studios, studying the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
making of screen productions.
* * *
GARY. IXD., Oct. 19.— Calumet Production Company of Gary has been in; Too Browxixg has shot the final fadecorporated. The company is capitalized
out for "Outside the Law," the latest Priscilla Dean production, at Universal City. at $100,000 and will enter into the business of issuing and distributing motion
Officials at the "U" predict it will outshine
"The Virgin of Stamboul" as a box office picture films and of selling motion picattraction.
ture equipment The directors are J. E.
* * *
Davies, A. C. Warner and O. W. Moore,
all
of
Gary.
'• Mariox Morgax. who assisted Allen
Holubar in staging the dance spectacles for
"Man,home
Woman.
Marriage,"
is building
new
in classic
Greek stvle
in Beverlya
Hflls, Cal.
* ♦ *

Features

Tincher and Burns
Start Work
on Two Novel
Comedies — Many New
Faces in Casts
Fay Tincher and Xeal Burns are to be
featured, each in a new two-reel comedy
which has been started at the Christie
Studios. The first of the new comedies in
the making is the story of what happened
to a stranded theatrical troupe at the counof Fayof Tincher's
Thetry home
director
this new uncle.
comedy, Scott
Sidney, has lined up a cast which includes
Fay Tincher, Eddie Barry, Phoebe Bassor.
Francis Feeney, Andrew Arbuckle and
Marion Mackay. Several of these are new
faces in Christie Special casts. Francis
Feeney is a new juvenile leading man ;
Phoebe Bassor is a new leading lady and
Marion Mackay is a new character actress.
Another of the new comedies which have
been started is a two-reel story' of Hollywood motion picture life in which the chief
characters will be played by Xeal Burns
and Dorothy Devore under the direction of
Wm. Beaudine. This is the first Christie
picture in which Miss Devore appears after
returning from her work in Charlie Ray's
production. "Forty-five Minutes From
Brcadwav."
"Fixed By George" Is
Next Lyons-Moran Film
Their recently completed production,
"Once A Plumber — ," edited and titled,
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, Universal
co-stars, have begun work upon their
next feature. "Fixed By George," from
the pen of Edgar Franklin.
young itplayers
will be used
the
newOnlyfeature,
is announced,
the intype
of story being such as to demand support
of this class for the stars.

Arthur L. Todd, the well known cameraman who recently won a medal from the
National Cinematographic Society for master photography, has been added to Ruth
Roland's Pathe serial company now filming
"The Avenging Arrow."
* * *
.men,
Edward
Cecil,tooneYosemite
of Metro's
has gone
for aleading
brief
vacation.
* * *
'west
Joseph
Exgel. has
the gone
big chief
at Metro's
coastW.studios,
to New
York
to attend a conference of executives.
* * *
\ Ted Slomax has been added to the Metro
directorial staff by Bayard Veiller, production manager.
* * »
. RfflUN Stusceqx, the Universal director,
Vas taken suddenly ill during the making
\>f a recent picture, and his physician
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Allan Dwan. one of the "big seven" of Associated Producers, with his staff of
assistants. Left to right — Henry E. Dougherty, publicity manager; S. B. Hill,
auditor; Tony Gaudio, chief cameraman, Madge Wiley, secretary; Dr. L. G.
Dwan, scenario editor; Wallace Kerrigan, business manager: Mr. Dwan; James
Ewens, production manager; Bert Adler. general representative; Jack Wagner,
asst. director and studio assistants.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributtd Through Pmtk4 Eschmmgto.
PLYING "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell.
The Honey Bee,' six reels, with Margarita SyrTa.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Houae of Toys," six reela. with Seena Owen
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters."
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool'a Gold," >ix reela, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'When the Desert Smiled." five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Myaterioua Mr. Browning." five reeli, with Walter Millar.
'The Profiteer." aix parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset Princesa," five parta, with Marjorie Daw.
'Miss Arizona." five parts, with Gertrude Bondhin.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson
"The Desert Scorpion," aix reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Myatery," five reela.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reela.
"The Wall Street Mysteor," five reela.
"The Unseen Witness," five reels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case,1' five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature aeries, five reela.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMKDIKS
One issued every other week.
HDRIRI. OSTRICHE PRODUCTION"
Two-reel comedies, one each month
BLAZKD TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONG STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels. ,
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border
River,"' two
two reels.
reels.
"In
the River
Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North." two reela.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
"The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. S — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"The Magic Life," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One,"
six reels,
Hobart Bosworth.
ALLAN
DWANwith PRODUCTIONS
"The ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing," sixTOURNEUR
reels, with James
Kirkwood.
PRODUCTIONS
"The Last of the Mohicans,"
six
reels,
with
James
Kirkwood.
MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up
in
Mary's
Attic,"
six reels,
with Eva
"Woman Above Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
"Evolution of Man," six reels.
"Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
"Thirty Years Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A
"TheTraitor's
Girl of Vengeance,"
the West." two
two reels.
reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The
Avenging
Trail,"
two
reels.
"Western Rays." two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
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C. B. C. FILM SALES
■CBBBN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
BALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES

Farm.""
on theHunters
"Back tune
une 2410 —— "Miafor
iune
uly 8 — "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild. Women!"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cuba."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
II VII It I s
"The Victim," atate rights feature, aix reela.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson."
"Flat Hunting."
"Andy Visita His Mama-in-Law."
"A'Andy
QuietPlays
Day Golf."
at Home,"
"Andy
a Diet."
"Andy's OnWash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
the Osteopath."
"Andy Visita
on Skates."
"Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Viait."
"Andy'a Inter-Ruben Guest "
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Amdy
the Will
Model."
"Accidents
Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Pighta the H. C. L."
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim
and Wigor."
*
"Equeatrian."
"Andy, s the
Hero."
"Andy
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier "
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent,"
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
"The Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational film Bwthmtg**. Imc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO RBRLS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELI
"Kiss Me, Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaeide Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TOUCH V COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy." (Johnny Hinea.)
Torchy inComes
"Torchy
High."Through."
(Johnny (Johnny
Hines.) Hinea.)
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie
Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"ValleyRuth
of —10,000
"Babe
How Smokes."
He Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENTCS BEAUTIFUL." OWE EBB.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The Great
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The
Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
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CHESTER-OUTI.VG SCENIC*, ONE RHKL
Drearrn Come True."
Ftrel"With Us."
Bear
Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs."
Take in Boarder*."
One Drop Was Enough."
Old Buddha's Maze."
Some More Samoa."
Woolly Bitt and Monkey Hit*."
rhe Tamer the Wilder."
The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
Too Much Overhead."
Seven League Booters."
SCREEMCS, SPLIT REEL
Troubadours of the Sky" and "Infant Icebergs."
Forbidden
Fanes"Bridal
and Veil"
"Barksandand"InSkippers.
Horseshoe and
a Naturalist'* Gardes '
Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
Great American Yawn" and "Getting His Angora."
Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
^>lk Husbands and Calico Wives," lix reels, with Hoik Paean
For the S«ul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
P A R A M O C N T - A RT CRA FT PltTt RK»
.ug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast,
ug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
.ug. 8— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton,
ug. 15 — "The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production,
ug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn
ug. 82 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
ug. *9 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett,
ept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray,
ept — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
ept— "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson,
ept— "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
ept — "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens,
ept — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
fpt
five reels,
with with
Thos.Dorothy
Meighan.Gish
ipt —— "Civilian
"Little MissClothes."
Rebellion."
five reels,
ct 3— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proct 3— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
ctct 10—
sevenreels.
reels,M. with
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
10 — "The
"Deep Round-Up,
Waters, 1 "five
Tourneur
ct 17 — "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart
ct 17 — "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
The Married_
Virgin."
'rivokra*
Wives,
' six six
reels.reel*,
FILM MARKET, INC.
"it House Without Children," *evea reel*, with Richard T rarer*.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC
^ Day'* Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
"he Greatest
(D. Constance
W. GriffithTaimadge.
production).
Two
Weeks," Question"
nx reel*, with
Sven as Eve," seven reds, with Grace Darling.
"he
Turning
Point,"sixfive
with Katherine
MacDonald
.he
River's
reel*reels,
(Marshall
The
FightingEnd,"
Shepherdess,"
with Harris
AnitaNeilan
StewartProduction)
the Inferior
Sex.
with Mildred
Chaplin.
rhe Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
The Idol Dancer." a D. W. Griffith production.
rhe Woman GWes," with Norma Taimadge.
?olly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Jon't Ever Marry," six reel*, a Marshall Neilan Production.
the Love Expert," with Constance Taimadge.
'assion's
Katherine MacDonald
the YellowPlayground."
Typhoon," six
withreels,
Anitawith
Stewart
les or No," with Norma Taimadge.
■o and Get It," Marshall Neilan production.
lin?
Kai*e Man." a King Vidor production.
5[hat
Women Love,"
five reels,
Kellerman.MacDonald.
Tie Notorious
Mrs. Lisle,"
five with
reels, Annette
with Katherine
" Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
5 Minutes from Broadway." with Charles Ray.
jarnet and the Piper." five reels, with Anita Stewart
he Splendid Hazard." six reels, with Henrv Walthall.
Perfect Woman." with Constance Taimadge.
. Life," five reels, with Mack Sennett cast.
cnilin Through," five reels, with Norma Taimadge.
he Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Youth'* Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"he White Moll," with Pearl White.
t.SkTTayman,"
King," with
with LtWilliam
Ormer Farnum.
Locklear.
VhQe New York Sleeps."
with All Star Cast.
m
at
Your
Window."
with
All Star Cast
*T Ladys Dress," with All Star Cast,
Star Cast
with
Poorhouse,
the
to
Hill
the
^▼er
"
\Lannectic
m Yankee in King Arthur's All
with All Star Ca»t
iieen of Sheba,
seven reels, with All Court,"
Star
Cast,
'inrts. nx reels, with Special Cast.
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WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
"The

PEARL WHITE SERIFS
"The Thief."
"The Tiger's
"The
MountainCub."
Woman.'
TOM MIX SERIES
'The
Untamed.'
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
"Dynamite Allen."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Merely
Mary
Ann."
"Chin Toy."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"The Flame of Youth."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From
Now
On."
"Number 17."
'The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."
20TH CEMrRT BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
'The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
'The
Grey Mouse,"
with Jones.
Louise Lovely.
"SunsetLittle
Sprague."
with Buck
"Beware of the Bride." with Eileen Percy.
"The
"Bim," Rangers,"
with Buckwith
Jones.Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
The Eveless Eden," with Eileen Percy.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love
Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot Dogs."
'The Merry Cafe."
•The Tailor Shop."
'The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap
Jacks."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A
W'aiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
"An
•HoldElephant's
Me Tight"Nightmare."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
•"The
Kiss Huntsman."
Me Quick."
"All Wrong."
MITT AND JEFF CARTOONS
'League of Nations."
"A TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"Farm
"The
Medicine
"Home Brew." Man."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Lack Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock
Hawkshaw & Co."
"North
"On thewoods."
Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist"
MURRAY
"A Dream of Fair Women."

W. GARSSON

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Dangerous
Days,"
Author*
Special.
'Trimmed with Red,"seven
five reels.
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
"The Woman and tie Puppet, seven reels, with Geraldine Famr.
"The Silver Horde." seven reels. Rex Beach Special
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors SpeciaL
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident." five reels, with Tom Moore.
'The Slim Princess." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
•The
Truth." Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back." five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 666." five reels, with Tom Moore.
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"Cupid,
Cowpuncher,''
"Man Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefive>reels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Picltford.
"Girl
With
the
Jazz
Heart,"
fire
reels,
with^
Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists).
"The Return of Tarzan," five reels, with Gens Pollar.
"Going Some." five reels. Rex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chaney.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FORD EDUCATIONAL, WKKKLt
"Having
a
Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL, COHED1EI
"The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
**A Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
'High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWTN-BRAY PICTOGRAJ>Hf
"In Far Away New Zealand."
"Girl Pottery
"Taos
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
"The
Spirit
of
the
Birch."
"Suds."
"Precisely as Polly *
"Legend of the Corn."
"lupiter's Thunderbolt.'*
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
"Pace to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed tkrtugk tht Path* Eschemgt.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"The Capitol." six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cyntaia-of-the-Minute,' six reels, with Leah Baird.
'AM: grey pictures, mo.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn." six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTION ■
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebrusber," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ. JR.. PRODUCTION!
"The
Lone
Wolf's
"Sex," seven reels, Daughter,"
with Louiseseven
Glaumreels, with Louise Glstuav
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
"The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Ken yon
"The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Dons Kenyon.
DIAL. FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"M0.0OO," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No. 99," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
The Bine Bonnet." six reels, with Billie Rhodes.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 15 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reels, with Olive Tell.
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
"Honeymoon Ranch," five reels, State Rights Feature.

HERALD
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
"The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast.
"The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
"Held
in Trust,"
reels, withsixMayreelsAllison.
•The Chorus
Girl'ssixRomance,"
with Viola Dana.
"The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
"The
Price
of
Redemption,"
six
reels,
with
Bert Lytell.
"Clothes." six reels, with All Star Cast.
"The
Saphead,"
six
reels,
with
Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
'Stronger Than Death." six reels, with Nazimova.
"The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock." seven reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 16 — 'The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
"Love, Honor andROBERT
Obey," sixHARRON
reels, with PRODUCTIONS
All Star Cast.
"Coincidence." six reels, with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The
Mutiny
of
Elsinore,"
reels,AllwithStarAll Cast.
Star Cast.
'The Star Rover."
six reels,six with
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Troth," six reels.
'The Very Idea," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
"Nothing But Lies," six reels, with Tsylor Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome," six reels.
B. B. HAMPTON FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct. 31 — "TheStewsrt.
Money Changers," six reels, with Claire Adams and Key
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Jane
8
—
"The
Little
Cafe," five reels, with Max Linder.
May
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May 1 — "Dollar for Dollar," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
,
Aug. to — '"Sherry," seven parts, with Pat O'Malley.
29 — "Lahoma," seven reels.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary," five reels, with Jane Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
20 — "Man
"Pasaers-By,"
six
reels,sixwith
Rawlinson.
18—
and
Wife."
reels,Herbert
with Herbert
RswHnsss
July
Sept. 6— "House of His
the
Tolling
Bell,"
six
reels,
with Brae* Cards* an
May
McAvoy.
June 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May atsAvsj
Oct.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July
Aug.
4
—
"A
Broadway
Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond.
Aug. 1— "One Hour Before
Dawn." six reels, with H. B. Warner.
Msy 15 — "The Girl in the Web,"
reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 11 — "Felix CDay," five reels,six with
H. B. Warner.
St
—
"Object
—
Matrimony."
five
reels,
Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with with
Mablon Hamilton.
Oct.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Gay Old Dor." six reels, with John Cumberland.
Nov. -"The
-'The Miracle of Money," five reels, with Margaret Saddo*.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Were Is My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tsafts,
"Thoughtless Women," with Alma Rubens.
"Place of Honeymoons," with Emily Stevens and Montagu Love.
"Midnight
Gambols,"
"What
Women
Want,"withwithMarie
LouiseDoroHuff.and Godfrey Tearle.
"Out of the Depths," with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms," with Gail Kane & Thurston Hall.
"Finders Keepers," with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"His Brother s Keeper," with Martha Mansfield, Roger Lytton and Oaao
"The Inner Voice,"
with E. K. Lincoln.
"A Moment's James.
Madness," with Marguerite Namarite.
"Idle Hands," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
LIKE JkLlKE'S FILM-OSOPHY
SONNY SERIES
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
'The Mystery
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard),
six reels.
"The
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
'The
Stolen
Kiss,"
five
reels,
Constance Binney.
"Sinners," five reels, with Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse Mariorie," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Jenny
Be Good,"six five
MaryHawley.
Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs,"
reels,reels,
withwith
Wanda
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
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REELCRAFT PICTURES
111 LI. V WEST COMEDIES
Brass Buttons," two reels.
Hard Luck," two reels.
Beauty Shop," two reels.
The Artist," two reels.
Going
Straight,"twotworeels.
reels.
What Next?"
That Dreamer," two reels.
Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
My
Lady
Robin
Hood,"
The Wildcat," two reels. two rrels.
The Night Rider," two reels.
The White Squaw," two reels.
A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
The Desert Vulture," two reels.
The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Cinderella Cinders."
Rubes and Romance," two reels.
Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES'
The Hasher," one reel.
Hard Cider," one reel.
Tarred and Feathered," one reel.
Play
Hookey,"
Professor,"
one one
reel. reel.
Getting His Goat." one reel.
Fixing
Lizzie," one
one reel.
reel
Dry Cleaned,
Kidnapper," one reel.
The Snitch," one reel.
Moonshiner," one reel.
Number 13," one reel.
The Pest," one reel.
Pile Driver." one reel.
Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Chicken a la King," two reels.
Don't Chase Your Wife," two reels.
Her
FirsttwoFlame,"
Pants."
reels. two reels.
tier Honor the Scrublady," two reals,
rang," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
ug. 16 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
.Og. 80 — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
ept 15 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
ept. SO— "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Va*.
■ct 15— "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
H1LBDRN MORANTI COMEDIES
His Wedding Day," two reels.
The Kick," two reels.
Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels.
Installment Plan," two reels.
Wild, Wild West," two reels.
Simp and Satan," two reels.
Jealousy," two reels.
Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
Double Trouble," two reels.
Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROT BERT
She's a Vamp," two reels.
Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se»u.e Hayakawa.
Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
Devil's Claim,"
five reels,
Hayakawa.
Notorious
Mrs. Sands."
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
Dncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
ine 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
The Fertune Teller." svven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
tfoon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
1— "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
u«"- 15 — "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakai
u& 29 — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
=P'- 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Lonely South Pacific Missions."
Recruiting in the Solomons."
~ity of Broken Old Men."
Marooned in the South Seas."
A D VENTURE SCENIC8
Sheep
O'Leavenworth."
>ons of Salooskin."
jhosts of Romance."
*7
2~"0utlaw of WJderness," one reel.
av 18—
"The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
rake Doctor's Advice."
?h, You Kid!"
T ,*~''i«tty Lost Legacy." one reel.
IM •— Becky'» Strikes
Out,1' one reel.
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tobe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the
house and then on the other, wouldn't make any
great hit
your andaudience.
You've got to
focus
it in with
one spot,
k.eep it there.
Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying? Doesn't it stand to reason that you will
get better action if you focus on one spot?
Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Company assures you prompt,
intelligent service, every time. And the oftener you go to that one
source to supply your needs, the better will be your service, for in that
way we get to know you, your house, what
you want, and why.
Our stock is complete. We make it a point
to keep abreast of the times and have every
worth-while new thing that comes out.
Manufacturers know us — know they can
promptly reach the whole Motion Picture
field through us. So they bring us every
new thing as soon as they get it out.
The ESC0
Catalogto isyoua'revelation
of what
there is in the field, and what
it means
to have such
a
supply turers,
houseagents,toor draw
on,
without
having
to
hunt
for
manufacother unknown sources.
So we say— FOCUS 1
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
Second Boulevard,
Street, Milwaukee
331633 Lindell
St. Louis
Produce Exchange Building,
Minneapolis
(1338)
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EXHIBITORS

LEWIS J SELZN1CK ENTERPRISES
-l.l./.N*! K PICTURES
D.stribuiei by Sflrcl Exchanges
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," nAr reels, with Elaine Hammerstoa
"Out of the Snows," rive rrtls. with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faveraham
"The Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt " five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, ' five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea." five reels, with t>Jorma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein
'The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reel*, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
-Ii KCT PICTURES
Distributed by Stltct Exchanget
rang of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis
' 1 »lr of ( onqurst." five reels, with Norma Talmadge
1he Last of His People," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis
'She Loves and Lies," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
'The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durnini
■»«■♦ Ont«id> the floor." five reels, with Editb Hallnr.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Graic Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reel*, with Edith Day.
'Mountain Madness," five ree's wiih kprcial can
SEL7.MCK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A
Good
Fellow,"
"Content." one reel.one reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
one reel.
reel.
"A Certain of
RichSuccess,"
Man one
'The Battler and the Bottler," one reel
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie." one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Stltct Exchanges
"Juat a Wife," five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The
Divorce,"fivefivereels,
reels,with
withRalph
specialInce.
cast
"Out Invisible
of the Snows."
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels, Special Cast.
lllllllllllli
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii
iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll
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HERALD
Twice a Week News Reel.

K1MOORAMI

PRIZHA P1CTUREH
~[>«ath. Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Pickle Women." five reels. Mate right feature
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
I YRAD PICTURES, INC
And tile
Children
Pay," five
seven reel*, with liarraM Uurin
"Your
Wife
and
Mine,"
'Human Passions," five reels reels.
The Red Viper." sin reels, with Gaieti Hughra
'It Happened in Paris," five reels.
Broken Dooley
Hearts I."omedirs
five reelstwo reels, monthly
Fohnny
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
lept
1
—
"His
Majesty,
the American,"
with Douglas
Oct. to — "Broken
Blossoms,
" six reels, eight
D Wreel*,Griffith
production.Fairbanks
Bee 20 — "When the Gouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbcr.
Fan. 18 — "Pollyanna." «ix reels, wiih Mary Pickford.
Aor 15 — "Hown on the Farrp" (Senoett). five reels
May 2t — "Romance." eight reels with Doris Keane.
lune IS — "Mollycoddle," six reels with Douglas Fairbanks.
Tune 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl in Room 29," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose." five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"Everything But the Truth." five rrels, Lyons and Moras
"A Tokio Tiren " five reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"Alias Mias Dodd " five reels, with Edith Roberta.
"Human Stuff," five reels, wiih Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane." five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain." five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"I i La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights " five reels, with Virginia Faire.
'Blue Streak McCoy." five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL. PRODUCTIONS
"The
Right tosixHappiness,"
reels,Harris.
with Dorothy PhillhV'
"'■nrbidden."
reels, witheight
Mildred
Blind Husbands." sever reels with Eric Strohrim
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priacilla Deaa
'Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Hollars and the Woman " «ix reela.
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
"The Prey,"
reels. five reels.
EA RLE WILLIAM* l-IIOIIUCTIONS
WANTED
|
"A Master Stroke." five reels
Romance Promotors," five reels.
A Live Salesman Experienced in
= "The
"The Purple Cipher," 6ve reels
OORINNE
GRIFFITH I'lttillUCTIONS
Girl,"
five
| INDUSTRIAL
FILM BUSINESS [ "The
"Bab's Garter
Candidate."
five reels.
reels.
Broadway Bubble," five reels.
E
by an established Company with fully E "The
"The Whisper Market." five reels.
HARRY T. MORE Y PICTURES
=
equipped laboratory and special Portable =
"The Gauntlet,"
Sea Rider."fivefive
E
Lighting Plant. Good salary and comE "The
reelareels.
=
mission and opportunity for an interest E
VITAGRAPH S I' PEIt- FEATURES
=
in the business to the right man.
= "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone." seven reels ( lames Oliver CurwootO
No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), AD
1
Write E. MANDELBAUM, President E "Dead Men Tell
Cast.
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terrisa Production).
| THE COLLINS STUDIOS COMPANY 1
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES"
=
3648 Euclid Avenue, CLEVELAND
E "The Head Waiter." two reela.
"The
Grocery
Clerk,"
two reela.
nilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllliE "The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days." two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reela.
reels.
"The Jonah
Decorator."
CURRENT SERIALS
Let the theatre
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack " with Jack Hoxie.
ventilation
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie
ARROW, "The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
iJr atikIi—
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign " with Claire Anderson.
heating
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK,
"The Screaming
with Ben Wilson and Neva Get*PATHE, "Daredevil
Jack." withShadow,"
Jack Dempsey.
specialists
\/ENTIL/\TlN5
PATHE, "Trailed by Three." with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
tell
(lowfor—
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Courtot.
Sendyou
today
PATHE— "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
Booklet 10
REPUBLIC Pictures. '"The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson
REPUBLIC Pictures— "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerb
UNIVERSAL,
"The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
rAPNSPPN APPLING 5y5TEM,iNc. NEWyPRK
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
T
VITAGRAPH, "The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
BRANCH -I52J VINE 3T. PHIt-A- PA- JO W. *5 IS Z T.
VITAGRAPH,
"HiddenVeiled
Dangers,7'
with with
Joe Antonio
Ryan andMoreno.
Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH, "The
Mystery,"

niuci
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High Standards

of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.

/1

The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEIL AN

(;

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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MARTIN
J. Q U I G LEY , PUBLISHER
Entered at second cltut matter, August 30, 191?. mt the Pott Office at Chicago, III., under the Act of March 3, tin.
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Margaret

supporVin
Mann
,,-lhe MoVhev Mine of
The Heatt of Humanity

YOU know it — the whole trade knows it — it
was Mother-Love that made "The Heart of
Humanity" — the love of a mother — the love for a
mother. And here is that same Mother — Margaret Mann — sacrificing all, yet winning all
through her unending love, in a picture of
modern life that you'll never forget.
GREAT
ALLEN HOLUBAR'S

America's foremost'
emolfon-al actress

FROM small town to big city and back again
Every toWoman"
of "Once
the itaction
selfish
humble topoverty
all, from
through
and goes
Dorothy
arms,
her mother's
backyouto fascinat
andholds
power
ed as can no other
Phillips
on. Book this picture for
actress of our generati
1920's surest attraction.
MOTHER-LOVE PICTURE

Tea$er$
>ctro25teach
tfat 20 i

E die **q* .
imm* ottV? If*
\sSqev and fe*tt«rtfcn Ssmum !

lookOuH
You know it just as well as we do — you can't keep a
crowd away from a circus!
And here's an eighteen-ring
show that's bigger and better than Barnum!
Herewith,

Eddies
coming
— bl(?<?<?r
and
Jarnuml

&q Eddie

ane

on

- show's
d
biMil
b ?er
her -an
than

!

a few samples

of the newspaper

ads —

you'll get them all in your big Help-Book. But even more
wallop-full than these punchy ad-pictures are the screen-pictures of
dauntless EDDIE POLO in feats of skill and daring
daring that have never been
even attempted before. Book
Book this
this con our say-so that it's the year's biggest show.
UNIVERSAL

Heij

Eddie!

waiting
show
!
for M outand
Bi?9Cr
batfcc* than
aacnmn !

Het| fellers !

as a
hand
with
Eddie !
He's the
whole
Show !

tt»-»n Sornatn!
and better-

. "The

Talk

of

America"

"«OOMETHIXG
to Think About' is the
^ most inspiring and amazing thing I have
ever seen. In a month it will be the talk of
America," said P. B. Maxon.
New^Haven.

Rialto Theatre,

"It broke all my_house records".

As a money maker it beats all of Mr.
DeMille's productions, and you know
they did.
Everywhere

it has been shown

what
it has

broken records — Chicago, Buffalo. Denver.
Philadelphia. Seattle, Cleveland, Des Moines,
Bmghampton — and now it is turning away
crowds at the Criterion, New ^ ork.
It has already proven itself one of the
stupendous successes of all time.

- _J ----- -

------- - --

a I y-

- \l\\\A\ morion pictures do you
remember?
The good ones.
And how many good ones are
there5 Three that we rememY ber distinctly. And the three
''i in order of their merit — as we
; see it— first, 'The Miracle
ffl Man' , second,
'Over The
Hill" .and third, 'Humoresque' .
And yesterday we saw what
may be fourth.
The Soul' . At
— S. JAY
in

' The Song Of
The Capitol."
KAUFMAN
The S. Y. Globe.

MESSMORE KENDALL L ROBERT W CHAMBERS
VIVIAN

MARTIN

SONG

THE

OF

SOUL

A

Message

To

from

aP

California

Exhibitors

Associated Producers announce the following definite release dates
for forthcoming productions of assured power and box-office
importance :
Nov. 7.

ALLAN DWAN presents "The Forbidden Thing,"
by Mar)- Mears. A great love story with a heart-grip
that recalls "The Sands O' Dee."

Nov. 21. MAURICE TOURNEUR presents "The Last of the
Mohicans." James Fenimore Cooper's drama-eternal.
Dec. 5.

J. PARKER READ. JR.,. presents his next Louise
Glaum production with both a story and surprise tide
of even greater power and " ->uil " than "Sex."

Dec. 19. J. PARKER

READ.

JR.. presents Hobart Bosworth

in a smashing melodrama. "A Thousand to One."'
Jan. 2.

THOMAS
H. INCE presents "The Magic Life,"
by May Edington, which will be one of the big pictures
of his career.

Jan. 16.

MACK SENNETT presents Ben Turpin in "A Small
Town Idol " with a dozen Sennett favorites in the cast.

First run exhibitors of all the large cities can set their dates in
now by this schedule, avoiding last minute decisions as to playing
rime.
F. B. WARREN
Los Angeles, October 18, 1920.

GEORGE
IHOMAS

LOANE

TUCKER

H.INCE - MACK

- MAURICE
SENNETT

General cManager of ^Distribution.

TOURNEUR
- MARSHALL

- J. PARKER
NEILAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE-, NEV YC2K CITY

READ

- ALLAN
Inc.

JR.
DWAN

■ ■I
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resenbabion
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life

to-day
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Author
The

MAX

of

House

in

an

American

Cheaters"

"Eyes

notable
other
of Glass" and
Scenario
by EDWARD
SEDGWiCK
by

cil

MARCIN

"Cheating

Directed

of

drama

powerful

RICHARD

STANTON

of Yc
succes

1 production

Hie

tongues

tKat

of

will

the

set

world

wagging.
A. picture

^vishly

i theme

of

the

produced

of

moment,

and

overwhelming

based
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interest.

WILLIAM

f£~\

%

SPECIAL

"THE
iAn
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I ■ilTTl

D.

TAYIJO]

FEATURE

PRODUC1

FUFNAC
adaptation bu
CRAWFORD
IVERS

INC

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS

PRESENTS

GERALDINE

FARRAR

IN

THE

RIDDLE

;WOMAN

WITH

MONTAGU
WM.P.

LOVE

CARLE
and

A\ADGE

BELLAMY

TON

ADELE

FRANK

LOSEE

Directed
Edward

Pathe

by
Jose

Distributors

BLOOD

ASSOCIATED
PRE

EXHIBITORS^
SENTS

GERALDINE

FARRAfi

IN

THE

RIDDLE:

WOMAf*

■

ASSOCIATED
PRE

EXHIBITORS*
S E NTS

GERALDINE

THE

AN
'The

than

this;

shows

RIDDLE:

WOMAN

IDEAL

ACHIEVED

Riddle:

It
t
It cos
cost

HAS

large

it will earn
exploits

It has every

then

who

wins

lives

upon

star; a cast that

but

it the way

love

their

for every

public

of which

less to you

exhibitor

popularity;

is a handsome,

and

reputations;

is absolutely

means

who

it deserves.

of great

of rich

picture.

that

big money

element

the

is a money
sum;

mendous story, the theme
man

BEEN

oman

a
ver
a very

it and

FARRAR

perfect;

beautiful
it has
and

a tre-

magnetic

women,

and

a world-famous
direction

and

pro-

duction that spell success.
It was
perfect

made

for exhibitors

result of co-ordinated

The
pr<
The
profit of the
ment of
the
ment of the public.

bv

efforts

exhibitor

exhibitors
toward
and

one
the

and

is the

end :
entertain-

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York
Distributing through
Pathe

Exchange,

Inc.

(w
w

Pathe Distribute
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)RODUCpONS
If either or both of these pictures
have not yet played
you
ihem

owe

your theatre

it to yourself

now. Jhey

to book

wilt really build

fastness for you.

A THEATRE

THOUGHT:
"SUDS"
Jrom the Charles Jrohman Production

"Ijour lobby is important
your music, your ushers,
your furnishings are alt
important, but rememberthey serve only a&tfa frame
few iKx\iY wropw Hllhn cnfiu/i
JUf LfUUf 5Cf COa . IL'llLj
afortune on the frame and

"Op O'me Thumb" bi/fredmck fenn.
and Richard 9ryoe3irected by
{Jack THUon. Screen Jdaptation
"1

by Waldemar "Voting, fhotograpk
ed by Charles ftosher.

stint on the picture'?

"

X)LLYANNA

Jrom Eleanor Ji.'Jbden %Mou$.$bvel
"ShUyannd 'Published by the 9age
Company. Jnd the Jour Jet Comedy
by Catherine Chisholm Cushinq\
Screen Adaptation byJrancesAtartw
UNITED ARTISTS
COD
ATTOM
w k DOD
t w i-<j-\
l
MAEV PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
IXXJGIA? FAIRfiANkS
D.TZ ORIFFrTH
HIBAM ABRAMS, Presides!

1

Photographed by Charles (Hos/ier

1j

1

November

12

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

PRODUCTIONS

EveiLj theatre, everywhere can
use the tonic that a Fairbanks
picture brings to the box-office.
Mere are three splendid offering./0
for your patrons.
THE

MOLLYCODDLE

Story by Harold Mac Grath ■ Scenario by Tom Geraghty
//
WHEN

HIS

THE

CLOUDS

MAJESTY

J\ Theatre

THE

DOLL

6Y

AMERICAN

Thought:

Usually when you find out WHY
a picture is offered to you at a
low price you find out WHY you
should'nt book it

UNITED
MARY PICKFORD

ARTISTS

COPPOPATION

CHARLIE CHAPLIN r DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
W I HAM ABRAMSj PRESIDENT

• D.W. GRIFFITH
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

6, 192

EXHIBITORS
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HERALD

PRODUCTIONS

/
A Griffith picture is always a
bit of humanity, exquisitely
screened, be the theme great
or small, it is always deeply
human- and there lies the secret
of the power of these pictures .

"
ER
OW
FL
fromH
theE
Collier's LO
VeeldyVE
Story black
beach'
by Pal
ph Stock.
T

BROKEN

BLOSSOMS

A THEATRE

THOUGHT:

There is only one thing that can lose
costumers for you-the kind of picture
upu shov Vou settle it yourself
vhen you do your booking.
!IH'||iii'|ili,.:i; i
UNITED AQTISTS
CORPORATION
MAQY PICKFOR.D •» CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLASM I Q.FAIQBANKS
D.W. GQ.I FF ITH
AM A&BAMS.•• PttESIDENT

Directed bi^
EUzabetk

Deiecms
■j '
Featuring

Mifrtle

Stedvnan,

andjVxna

Rou, Clement

Lau)son

Butt

ModotU

All the Lure o' Woman was in her— she was sleek and sinuous
and softly sweet— and as dangerous as the tiger whose tints and
tones were in her eyes— her skin— her hair.
A fascinating story this, centered about a fascinating personality,
with a most talented cast— a cast which includes such gifted
players as Lawson Butt, Myrtle Stedman and Tina Modotti-and
a director whose genius has enabled him to draw from the story
all the interest which the author wrote into it.
W.W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New
YorkGn;
MJKE /.. j
mm

People
q-\VE\TY Million
lRead "The U. P.
A
bnj. B.Hampton
Production

GREATEST

ME

NOVEL
'S
GREY

401.2
TRAIL
A MASSIVE
PICTURE OP THE GREAT WEST
WITH A. POWERFUL
CAST INCLUDING
ROY STEWART
DSEl J.DOWLING
FREDERICK STARR MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
ATH N WILLIAMS
ROBERT MCKIM CHARLES B. MURPHY
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Wi by JACK CONWAY

Zane Grey is beyond question the
most popular author in the world.
"The U. P. Trail", therefore,Trail"!
had a
known, definite, box-office value before it was filmed.
You know what " Riders of the Dawn"
and "Desert G.old" — Zane Grey stories
both of them, produced by Benj. B.
Hampton— did for exhibitors all over
the country; "The U. P. Trail" will go
further. \E'e predict that it will beat any
attendance record made by these other two
great pictures.
There's a very definite reason why
this should be so: Twenty million humans who read "The U. P. Trail" are
■waiting to buy tickets at SOMEONE'S box
office
to life. and see their favorite novel come
Will it be your box office — or the
other fellow's?
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 R/th Avenue. Sev VorkGty
Distributing tnrough MTRE Exchange, I'nc^rparrud
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TEN

EXHIBITORS

MINUTES

HERALD

AFTER.

JOHN

•U

KUNSKY
S/W:

HE SET ASIDE EVERY
AVAILABLE
FEATURE
AND ANNOUNCED
IT AS
THE

ATTRACTION

AT HIS

MADISON

BEAUTIFUL

TUEATRE

■Detroit™
FOR.

AN

INDEFINITE

ENGAGEMENT,

■III COMMENCING,

OCT.

3Is-TM!l

6, 192
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BAROLFE

HER

AT

D

production

[¥OM5EY
VIL90N
A\TD
EDMUND
■HIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIK! PRODUCED

GOULDING
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INC.
Jans, Pres.
ALLOTTED.

PICTURES'
JANS
:9S SEVENTH
AVE.
NYCSermon
1ERRITORIAL
RIGHTS
NOV
BEING
lllllllh

MR.kUNSKV
I EXPECT
TO PLAY

said

'MADONNlAS
TO CAPACITY

-.

AND
MEN7
BUSINESS

EVERY
DAY
IT 19 SHOWN- IT HAS
EVERYTHING
NEEDED
TO ATTRACT
AND

ENTERTAIN//

HIS ENTIRE
ORGANIZATION
IS OF THE SAME

|
(l

OPINION.

%
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HERALD

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

Circulation

Zebras
and
Horses

If it were not for the zoos in the larger cities,
would there be any practical use for a Zebra?
We wonder.
We don't have to wonder
established institution.
Circulation arguments
advertising world.
Circulation

about

the horse — an

are the "Zebras"

figures based on actual

of the

test

are

practical.
FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

5

COLUMBUS
and DAYTON:
80 exhibitors report as follows as to the trade
papers

they

receive:

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Motion Picture News
Exhibitors Trade Review
Moving Picture World
Wid's

has

74
47
38
14
13

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.

ROBERT/ON

FIRST

ONLY

BIG

COLES

EIGHT

1920-1921

IT

is but

a short

time

since

Robertson-Cole

entered the held of motion
out entangling alliances,
honesty

of purpose

will not
on

swerve,

a basis

exhibitor

from

and

of merit
and

well

those

it is serving

Each

step

w hich

a desire
and

producer

How

fair

it has not

and

to succeed

only

dealing

with

succeeded

is for

alike.

Robertson-Cole
and

pictures, withfounded on an

has

being

served

by to judge.

forward has been, quietly and unheralded, the logical sequence of a carefully

planned
administration by means of which
there could be offered to the exhibitor
a
service

which

it is his right to expect.

Robertson-Cole has entered now upon its first
new season as a distributing company, and a
measure

of its progress

attained

is evidenced

and
by the

the success
fact

that

it has
it will

offer during this year only super-special attractions which have met the standard of excellence upon which
Except

as human

that

progress

judgment

may

is founded.
err,

Robertson-Cole
will not release any
subject which it feels will not help the
exhibitor toward the success to which
he is entitled.
A. S. KIRKPATRICK
Vice-Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp.
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30BBY

VERNON
AND

H

HIT

ROUGH

VERA

i
Wffl
mW

r'EADMAN
IN THE
CLEVEREST
FARCE
SINCE

ABOUT
OF

PROHIBITION

IN
one of the NEW

HUMOR.

ONE

AMDCUFF
TWICE!!

CHRISTIE

EVERY

THIS

THE

EVERY
EYE'LL
BE
WET WITH
LAUGHTER

DIRECTED By
M)LD BEAUDINE

4

THE
rye
NOTHING
DRY

TWO

COMEDY

PEELS

two reel Christie Comedies plays at the Rialto or Rivoli in New York;

at Tom Moore's Rialto or Garden in Washington; at A. H. Blank's Strand or Rialto in
Omaha; at Rowland and Clark's Liberty or Regent in Pittsburgh; at the Valentine or Temple in
Toledo; at one of the Loew theatres in Cleveland; at the Circle in Indianapolis, the Strand in
Dayton, the Walnut in Cincinnati, at similar leading theatres in every city.
There IS a reason.
Christie Comedies are BETTER

comedies.

THIRST, there are real stories behind them. They have the cleverest comedians and the prettiest
* girls, under able direction. They are not made hit and miss; every one of them scores a bullseye. They challenge comparison with any other pictures on the market for their quality, for their
entertainment value and for their audience pulling power.
If your theatre is not known as the home of Christie Comedies you are missing a "Welcome" to
hundreds.
Begin with the 'first" one of the new ones, "Kiss Me Caroline." And then through the list: "A
Seaside Siren," "Out for the Night," "Seven Bald Pates," "Don't Blame the Stork," "Striking
Models," "A Homespun Hero" and "Shuffle the Queens."

Re/eased by
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
£r3T EXCHANGES, INC
7"29 Seventh ~4ve Jfew Torti

November 6, 1920
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REELS
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VICTOR!

THE

E.W.

WORLD'S

HAMMONS

THE

TAKEN

BV

GREATEST

HORSEr

PRESENTS

RACE

OF

\A

CAMERAS
INCLUDING
"
AGE
THE

MOTIONSLOW
\TEVER before in the history of motion pictures has there been such careful and complete preparations made for filming
' a great event, and never have all the arrangements worked out so perfectly as in the making of "The Race of the Age."
Cameras were stationed at every vantage point, in carefully prepared positions, the stage fully set for the greatest
sporting drama in the world's history. Every moment of the race is pictured for you, and solely in these two reels.
THE HORSES RUN RIGHT BEFORE YOU— EVERY STEP OF THE ENTIRE RACE IN
THE MOST THRILLING PANORAMIC RECORD THAT CAMERAS HAVE EVER MADE.
"The Race of the Age" is far more than the picture of a hore race. It is the story of accomplishment, a pulsing record
of the super horse, a thrilling, gripping lesson that clean living, honesty, and the stout heart always win victory.
IT WILL BE THE SENSATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE YEAR BECAUSE IT
APPEALS TO EVERY BEST EMOTION OF EVERY PERSON WITH

RED

BLOOD

Booked for simultaneous showing, week of October 31st, at the Strand Theatre, Sew York, and the Strand,
Brookly/i. Watch for the trade paper accounts of shattered records.
Udedsed

OU

NEED

IXCEPT

FEAR
FROM

HOWSTHIS

NO
THE

by

COMPETITION
MAN

PICTURE.

WHO

EXCHANGES,
INC.
729 Seventh ~4ve. ^tew TbrtL

An

entirely

No more trouble cueing
"cue sheets."
No more

new

pictures according to the various
sheet music to purchase — but a

MUSIC

COMPLETE
TO

DELIVERED

BE

service

TO

YOU

WITH

conflicting

SCENARIO
EVERY

FEATURE

Especially arranged by f ilmdom's foremost musical directors in book
form — ready to play — especially adapted to each and every scene
or a ten
for all instruments — whether it be a piano or organ only
projection.
of
speeds
all
to
zed
synchroni
piece orchestra — perfectly
COMPLETE
FOR

MUSICAL

ALL

SCORES

FEATURES

furnished to you for a trifling rental fee. Scenarios delivered the same day you get your film.
It makes no difference how many changes you
make a week — whether it be one or fourteen.
We supply them all.
Fill out the attached coupon and mail it to us
for full particulars of this new service.

Synchronized Scenario Music Company
Lyon & Healy Bldg.

Chicago, III.

COUPON
Synchronized Scenario Music Co.
Lyon & Healy Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois.
Please send full particulars about your new service to
Theatre
Street
City
State
Now using
Piano
Organ
,
Piece Orchestra
consisting of
Booking
changes per week. Seating Capacity
Musical Director
Manaerer

\\ synchronized scores insure the exhibitor against such
lunders as the playing of march music for a love scene or
tzz as an accompaniment to footage registering grief or
N<more waste or needless overhead expense for perishable
st risic which in many cases can be used only once.
Ncmore worry over the problem of selecting the right music
arr certain feature film.
BUT

—

Tl* best music possible to chose for every foot of any feature
. Ismember, the best picture cannot succeed and give the
■stneasure of entertainment to your patrons without a propsjchronized musical accompaniment.
ter music insures larger audiences and brings the same
ack to see the same picture and hear the same music again.
VCHRONIZED SCENARIO MUSIC SERVICE brings
to your theatre and places at your personal service the talad genius of such nationally known musical celebrities and
an score writers as
CARL

EDOUARDE

! J ars famous band and orchestra leader, director of music
AD THEATRE, New York City, and still there.
JAMES

C. BRADFORD

sesn years director of music, BROADWAY THEATRE, New
i ity. Formerly writer of musical synopses for FAMOUS
MRS and now doing similar work for the FIRST NATIONAL
ib ors Circuit.
C. J. BREIL
P< er of the music score of "THE

BIRTH

OF A NATION."

Tase men are Directors on our Professional Staff and will
or lly supervise all music issued by SYNCHRONIZED SCENCMUSIC SERVICE.

Ml the details. Use the Coupon on the Opposite Page.

STATE

RIGHTS

To those interested in State Rights, we
are prepared to offer a very attractive
proposition. Write for complete details.
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still open and full details of the
unique Sherman plan cf operation

Write
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today
to

TWELVE
TWO

ATTRACTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

NOW

a

A

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING -> 1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK. *

YEAR
READY'
"Sherm

an

>

ILLY

FRAN

COMEDIES
AT
ATLANTA, GA.
E. & H. Film Dist. Co.
BALTIMORE,
MD. Co.
Seaboard Film
BOSTON, MASS.
R. D. Marson Attractions Co.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Dooley Exchanges, Inc.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Reelcraft Pictures Corp.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Standard Film Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Standard Film Company

THE

FOLLOWING
EXCHANGES
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Reelcraft Pictures Corp.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS. Corp.
Reelcraft Pictures
NEW YORK CITY
Reelcraft Pictures Corp.
NEWPearce
ORLEANS,
Films LA.
OKLAHOMA CITY FILM CO.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
PHILADELPHIA,
Electric Theatre PA.Supply

DENVER, COLO.
Supreme Photoplays Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA
Magnet Film Company
DETROIT, MICH.
Standard Film Company
DALLAS, TEXAS
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Reelcraft Pictures Corp.
KANSAS
CITY, MO.Film Co.
First National
LOS Ccnsolidated
ANGELES, Film
CAL. Co.

1729 SEVENTH

AVENUE I

PITTSBURGH,
S. & S. FilmPA.& Supply |
ST. LOUIS, MO.
United Film Service Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.
Supreme Photoplays Ccl
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Consolidated Film Co. I
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
WASHINGTON,
D. C Inc.1
Dooley Exchanges,
Seaboard Film Co.
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Htv» You Booked tn«
1920-21 ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
STAR SERIES?
Tliere will be six of these splendid productions.
Tkey tie «lreidy plotted end eecK is bound
tc be » bcx-ofpce knockout.
Distributed by Select

Bank.

On!

He res

the

One

Box

fflfiSW

Hundred

Per

Gent

Attraction

Office

A real star— beautiful, refined,
talented.
A story that rings true— drashade. matic, yet replete with light and
A production entirely adequate
—it's a SELZNICK production!

LEWIS
J.SELZNIGK
PRESENTS

LAINE

AMMERSTEIN
rivim
p
in

Her

Greatest

Mrs.Baillie

The

T,

Reynolds'

Daughter
DIRECTED

BY

ROBERT

Picturized

bij Edward

ELLIS

Monta^ie

Pays

/

STATE

*

STATE

RIGHTS

HGHTS

DNLY

ONLY
The Greatest

"BELOW

Melodrama

of All Time

THE
DEADLINE"
Directed by

t
J. P. McGOWAN

V

Adapted from

I
HENRY
Power

f

ARTHUR

GGODEN'S

ful Story of A dventure
in the Underworld

DEADLINE"
THE
Superb Cast Headed by

"BELOW

J. B. WARNER

and LILLIAN BIRON

Supported by
BERT SPROTTE and ROBERT ANDERSON

An

Extraordinary Production of Exceptional BoxOffice Value

"BELOW
THE
DEADLINE"
I When Real Productions like this
are offered the trade, territories are
sold overnight without delay or
haggling.
If you are open for
A PICTURE
OF MERIT
Swift — Thrilling — Intense
Consistent as to story
— Plot and Detail
WIRE

and

YOUR
INQUIRY
TODAY

ASCHER
PRODUCTIONS,
Sidney Ascher, President
130 W. 46th ST., NEW YORK
iter-Ocean Film Corporation,

218 W. 42nd Street, New

Inc.
Jos. A. Jacobs, Treasurer

York, Sole Foreign Distributors
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HERALD

Theo. Charles, Moon Theatre, Vincennes. Ind.
"I am more than pleased at receiving my franchise,
and consider myself lucky. I can rest in peace now without any fear of any competitor putting me out of business. —THAT'S THE REASON WHY
'There'll be a Franchise

Take

a

Peek

'everywhere

Through

Carter De Haven Productions

present
Mr. and Mrs.

Carter

De

Haven

in

"TWIN

BEDS"

From the play by Margaret
Mayo and Salisbury Field
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

the

Key

29
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R j. Allen, Superba Theatre Co., Raleigh, N. C.
The First National service is our mainstay. The prices
ch tea* to us are about one half what others would charge for the
sa.'. quality of service. The pictures are eery, eery strong drawers.
see how we esteem the franchise." — AND THAT'S A
R \SON WHY
There'll be a Franchise

Pajamas and
Lace
'gfHADES
of Pink
j»l Lingerie! What
t5N&hts your patrons
wili see when the flirty
Signer Monti staggers into
the wrong room and the
wrong bed, to be discovered by the discreet little
Blanche, who is frightened
to death lest her jealous husband finds him in her room.
TheyH keep their eves
glued to that key hole from
start to finish. You
couldn't drag
awav
rith a team them
of horses.
And how they will laugh!

everyivh^re

ndentl
indepe
first
en'sy
DeHav
is the
HIS
made picture for
First National and
the "most pretentious production they have produced. It's the peppiest,
snappiest comedy drama
up to date with gales of
laughter and wholesome
fun. It's naughty but it's
nice, and it's made with
such delicacy, that whil - it
keeps them all on edge and
makes the ears tingle, it
will not offend the most
fastidious. There H be an
S. R. O.row!sign in your bald
headed

Xm\ (.-mbcr 6, 192C
30
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New England Mayors Unit in Opposing Censor
Laws
Texas-Oklahoma
Enterprises
Buy Oklahoma
City Houses
Goldwyn Returns as President of Company Hearing his Name
Famous Milwaukee Beer Garden to Become
Picture Theatre
Film Men Twice Defeated in Fight for Rcferendums
An Interview With Irving Bacheller by Doris
Claire
Rumor of Closed Shop at Paramount Studio Denied by Lasky,
:
Opposes Film Censorship as Menace to Home
Influence

35
35
35

37
38
38
39

Jackie
Coogan Will Be Star in "Peck's Bad Boy" 40
Series
"You
Pick Winners Beforehand," Says 41
■ DwanCan't
in Interview
Candidates Favor Popular Vote on Sunday
Theatres
43
Pathe News Department Prepares Feature Numbers for Anniversary
44
Federated is Represented in Every U. S. Territory 45
South
Starts
Movement
to
'Become
Production
Center Again
49■
REVIEWS
"Passion," First National, with Pola Negri....
"Sundown Slim," Universal, with Harry Carey. .
"Forbidden
Pathe, with May McAvoy
and Bruce Valley,"
Gordon
"Deep Waters," Paramount, with special cast...
"Westward Ho," Celebrated Players, Gump car-

46
83
83
83
to n 83
"Officer 666," Goldwyn, with Tom Moore
84
"The
Promoters," Vitagraph, with 84
Earle Romance
Williams
"Felix O'Day," Pathe, with H. B. Warner
84
"Burglar Proof," Paramount, with Bryant Wash- burn 84
"Fabiola," Italian made, with Italian cast
85
"The Marriage Pit," Universal, with Frank Mayo 85
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W Harmon Reed, Alexandria Amusement Co.,
Alexandria, V a.
We have always received fair and just treatment from First
\ ional and believe that lime will prove that the man who wants
tot an independent exhibitor and does not buy a franchise will
Hi himself no longer the boss of his own theatre. We are for
last and all the time." — ■
first,WHY
First National
thTATS
ANOTHERfranchise
REASON

Hherell

It

Will

he a Franchise

Be

Fair

31

eyesywhers

Weather!
for your theatre if you observe the weather forecast
and book Henry Lehrman's
presentation of
"WET

AND

featuring Charlotte Dawn,
Al Ray, Billie Ritchie,
ARM
ER"
andWCharles
Conklin

A Henry
Lehrman
Comedy

Directed by Henry Lehrman, the man who put the
kick in "A Kick in High
Life," the sponsor for "A
Twilight Baby" and who
originated the Sunshine
Comedies.

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative
David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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Earl Snell, Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev.
"Without exception I believe a First National Franchise the
best investment offered by any branch of the motion picture industry to-day. I would consider the franchise for any town in
the United States not only a safe bet but a great buy. I know
the future ofWHY
the Majestic is insured through it." — THAT S A
REASON
Hherell

We

Are

be a Franchise

Sorry

eyejytvhere

To

Say

The Skipper is not a good citizen
He belives in his Home Brew
Sometimes he busts the constitution wide open
And gets a Snoot Full
But he sure can stand a flock
A hellava lot more than Mrs. Snoop
She trailed him with a detekative
And drank some of his hooch to get the (wet) goods on him
They took Mrs. Snoop to the Hoos Gow
The Skipper is a phliosopher.
He said
If you are a cap pistol
Don't take ammunition for a cannon
He said a prayer!
WOW,

but it's a Scream

Betzwood Film Company
presents

"The

Skipper's Narrow Escape
A Toonerville Joy Ride
in 2

A

Fontaine

Reels
Fox

Not Animated

Comedy
Cartoons

But a real story by Fontaine Fox with real
comedians taking the parts of the characters
made famous by the noted cartoonist.
Directed by Ira M. Lowry — Titles by Katharine Hilliker
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

A First National

Attraction
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The

Case

of

Mr.

By MARTIN

/OXSIDER

the case of Mr. Charles Chaplin:

' Here is a young man whom Fortune placed
- the tide of the rapidly developing motion
pture which eventually carried his name and
f ne to the nethermost parts of the world.
Landing in New York but a few years ago
a unknown and unheralded variety performer,
h is today a man of wealth and of sufficient
fne to satisfy any reasonable ambition.
, And all of this has been accomplished
rough the agency of the motion picture and
t : commercial courage of such men as George
t Spoor, John R. Freuler and J. D. Williams,
aowing, of course, for the unusual ability of
t : performer which if still confined to variety
h Is would probably be procuring for its poss sor a salary not in excess of $150 per week.
The case of Mr. Chaplin now reaches an
iieresting stage, not on any personal conside .tion, but simply as a once prominent figure
iimotion pictures who seems to be quietly but
s-ely passing over the hill to oblivion — not becise he has ceased to meet the industry's req rements, but, presumably, because the industi has failed to meet his requirements.
* * *
^"OT
in Mr.knowledge
Chaplin's ofconfidence,
we
havebeing
no exact
what constiti es his present requirements of the industry,
b circumstances lead us to suspect that more
tl n likely the basis of it all is money.
This causes us to recollect that not so long
i i the world was startled with the intelligence
tl t a motion picture concern had offered this
P1 former a contract which would enable him
t< obtain more than a million dollars for eight
o his pictures.
This announcement was sufficiently sensaf ial to result in newspaper comment practnlly throughout the world. But to our mind

Charles

Chaplin

J. QUIGLEY
the situation that has arisen out of this contract is far more sensational: The performer
apparently has concluded that despite the contract that startled the world he is entitled to
more money!

The conclusion we draw from

this is that Mr. Chaplin's idea of what his services are worth may be as absurd as his celebrated shoes and trick mustache.
Mr. Chaplin, of course, is entitled to fix any
value he sees fit upon his services and his product at any time he is a free agent. But, if we
are correctly informed, he is not a free agent
now nor has he been for some time. And regardless ofwhether or not he is protected under
the law by a contract technicality, his action in
refusing to deliver pictures he has sold under
contract cannot but earn for him the stigma of
contract-jumper in the
* *eyes* of the trade.
IGOR

quite a period exhibitors everywhere

were greatly concerned over what Mr. Chaplin was going to do about returning to the
screen. As the pre-eminent attraction in motion
pictures he had become, in the minds of the
trade, more an institution than a personality.
But the movement of the industry is rapid.
Yesterday quickly becomes last year, and in the
case of Mr. Chaplin, unless he is soon heard
from he will become, like Biograph and Lubin
films, merely a memory from a long-gone past.
This is an eventuality which we sincerely
trust will be avoided. Despite his months of
sulking, there still reaches out before Mr. Chaplin what should be a most encouraging prospect of many years of highly profitable employment at his natural task of bringing a certain
laugh to a heavily burdened world.
And if Mr. Chaplin will see the light at any
price less than a mortgage on the industry, it
will be the cause of great rejoicing.
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Big news this week. Sam Goldwyn is many deals for the distribution of Selznick
pictures abroad, is expected back at the
back with the company he formed; Fred
home office this week.
Qui m by leaves the Pathe fold and becomes
* * »
an independent produced; Allan Dwan
pays Manhattan a visit; so does D. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Schaefer, after
.Schwab; Edwin Carewe, the Metro di- spending two weeks at the Greenbrier
rector is in New York; Mr. and Mrs.
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., will
Martin Johnson, after associating with go to New York for a week's stay. They
South Sea Island cannibals for six months,
will be registered *at the
* * Hotel Biltmorc.
return to Broadway, where the cannibals
are not so numerous.
Donovan says : "Cinsorship av motion
* * »
picters
clippin' th' ears off a dog; it
Anson L. McCallum, wealthy young doesn't isdoloike
anywan any good and hurruts
Chicago broker and the producer of the
* * »
th' dog."
Sid Smith "Gump Cartoons," died sudJ. G. Hawks, managing editor of the
denly at his home, 917 East Forty-fourth
street, Chicago, Saturday, October 23. He
Goldwyn studios, has renewed his conwas stricken ill while returning from a
tract as head of the editorial forces, Goldwvn
announces. * * «
business trip to New York and death carman hour after he reached home. Mr. McEducational Films Exchanges, Inc., anCallum suffered for some time from neuritis. He was 34 years of age and was well
nounces that Guy Navarre has been apknown in motion picture circles.
pointed manager of* its
office.
* Seattle
*
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron J. Jones and Mr.
Syd Chaplin is being sued by the Curtiss Aeroplane Company for the recovery and Mrs. Adolph Link k are in New York.
of a balance asserted to be due them. A Mr. and Mrs. Jones will sail on the Aquibalance would be a bad thing to lose if one tania next week for a six weeks' trip
was given to airplaning,
through England and
* * *eh?
* * Prance.
*
Winfielo R. Sheehan, general manager
Allan Dwan, who passed through Chiof the Fox Firm Corporation, was a Chicago October 19 on his way to New York,
cago visitor during* the* week
of
October
86.
whispered this choice big of scandal to us:
*
the Sennet cat, has kittens." And
Willard Patterson, vice-president of "Pepper,
we suppose they all want to get into pictures.
the
M. P. T.
of A.,in and
Sig Samuels'
* * *
right-hand
manO. down
Atlanta,
Ga., who
recently celebrated his fourth year as manMelville E. Maxwell, special represenager of the Criterion theatre, was called to
tative of Rcalart Pictures, is touring the
New York for a conference last week.
Realart offices. He will take in Washing* * ♦
ton, D. C. Cincinnati, St. I-ouis, Omaha,
Pete Smith, Marshall Ncilan's press Minneapolis and other
* * cities.
*
agent, pulled the prize publicity stunt of
the year. Chief Two-Guns Whitecap, the
Arthur
S.
Kane,
president
of Arthur S.
Indian who posed for the Indian head of
the buffalo nickel, played a redskin role Kane Pictures Corporation, accompanied
by Mrs. Kane, is making a business trip
in "Notwhile
a Drum
Was Heard,"
to return
latest,
the company
was on Neilan's
location to the Pacific Coast.
■ * December
*He* expects
4.
in Montana, and now Pete is said to be to New York about
negotiating with the mint director in WashE. E. Shauer, who has charge of the
ington to have "appearing in Marshall
Neilan's productions" engraved under the foreign department of Famous PlayersIndian head on every
five-cent
piece.
* * *
I^asky Corporation, who has been investigating
distributing France
ararngements
for ParaAndrew J. Callaghan made a flying trip
mount in London,
and Copenhagen,
from Los Angeles to New York last week will return November 1 on the Aquitania.
to look at "The Devil," which he is filming
* * *
in association with Harry Leonhardt, for
Mrs. Mildred Harris Chaplin paused
Associated Exhibitors-Pathe distribution.
for a few hours in Chicago on her way
He expects to be in the East ten days. He
is said to be negotiating for another star, to
California after a two months' stay in
Manhattan.
too.
* * *
* * *
Theda Bara is in our midst.
Jack Pickford, accompanied by his
* * *
mother, spent a few hours in Chicago on
October 20 en route from New York to
Joseph
Sameth, president
of Forward FilmJ.Distributors,
having disposed
Los Angeles.
* * *
of 99 per cent of the territory for
A reception will be held at the home of "Youth's Desire," returned to New York
City from Los Angeles, Oct 27, full of
I. L. Lesserman, manager of the Universal
exchange, Chicago, Sunday, October 31, at pep and youthful * enthusiasm.
* *
which the announcement of the engagement
of Theodore Schlanger and Miss Ruth
Joseph L. Friedman, president of CeleLesserman will be made. Miss Lesserman
brated
Film Corporation
and executive headPlayers'
of Federated
Film Exchanges,
is secretary te Samuel Atkinson, of the
Allied Amusements Association, and Mr. has returned from New York, where he
members.
Schlanger is employed as salesman by attended a meeting* of* Federated
*
Universal.
* * *
W. C. Herman, special representative
Louis Brock, foreign export manager of for Universal, who is touring the country
Selznick Enterprises, who sailed for Europe
making a survey of the exchanges, made
Chicago
with Myron and David Selznick, having last
week. his headquarters for a few days
opened an office in Paris and consummated

Re-Takes

£

News

By J. R. M.
□
[
Famous
—
Abe Envelopes
Lincoln wrote
his Gettysbur
address on the back of an enveloi
live minutes before he delivered it ai
Marshall Neilan signed up fret
Marcellus with a contract written c
the back of one five minutes after I
met her.
*
Those Embarrassing Moments —
The theatremcn of New Jersey ca
nothing for the feelings of the po
ticians. They're asking them rig
out how they stand on the Sund;
opening question.
*
KeptThe
'Emrumor
Guessing
— along the l il
hounds
Rialto heaved a sigh of relief at t
Goldwyn announcement.
*
Allah Be Praised—
So far no one has tried to put ov
a ventriloquist act on the screen.
Outa"Prices
Tip 'Em
Are Off—
Dropping Everywhci
— Headline. Wish somebody woi
tell our grocer, butcher, baker a
landlord.
»
Shake on That L. A —
"With absolutely no attempt '
flattery, I want to tell you that t
is
a wonderful
said ne\M
Charlie
Chaplin totown,"
a Chicago
paper man. "It is every bit as gra
as Los Angeles."
Have you a little Article X, or ;
XXX, in your cellar?
*
Yes,
Yesthe "wiggle
theIt's
politicians
that and
makesthe thewabble"!'
outcc :
of the election so * uncertain.
Jever See Anything Like It —
Arthur James must have that Mi 3
red all over his shoes. He's trac i
it all over the cover of the M. '.
World.
*
TwainTalkOught
Have andKnown
abouttoshort
snappyBettti S,"A Yankee in King Arthur's Courtis
going to look scrumptous
in ele< ic
lights.
*
Cincinnati authorities ordered
management to put tights on
"Aphrodite" chorus girls when
discovered a bigger crowd outside
mission.
stage door looking in than paid

ie
ie
y
ie
d-

An Exploitation Stunt —
An exhib. who lived in Eau Claire
WasHe attacked
bair
filled the bypoora moth-eaten
beast
With self-rising yeast
*
And watched him depart in thin re.
Playing Him Up BigBlack is getting a lot of black •«
type in the trade papers these da>
Nutty Occupations —
"Chumming filmOwith
(Educational

Chipmun -

Lots of Confidence in J D. —

Der,se>
musthisexpect
to Fred
walk Quimb
away y with
next big
£j>
a &
for
up
him
't
sign
else he wouldn
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-O Enterprise Buys
Oklahoma City House
.'irchases at Muskogee and
McAlester, Okla., Are
Followed by More
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Oct. 26.
-Tucker Brothers, lessees and managers
, the Dreamland theatre, 30S West Main
• eet, tor the last seven years, have disced of their interests to the Texas<:lahoma Enterprise Company for a
<isideration of $40,000.
[t is said that the new management,
•lich is understood to be controlled by
! S. A. Lynch interests, plans extensive
rprovements to the amount of $100,000.
;d that the theatre will be closed sevAl weeks while the remodeling is in
pgress. It is understood that the
iw management will run Paramounttcr2l't pictures.
Tucker
Brothers will not leave the
• y. they declare, but are seeking a new
ation for their film exchange and also
new site for a theatre.
The above dispatch follows closely
•>rd from Muskogee, Okla.. that the
xas-Oklahoma Enterprise Company,
:;d to be affiliated with Famous Playerssky Corporation, had purchased the
W. Brophy theatres in Muskogee and
;AIester. The syndicate is said to
ntrol more than fiftv theatres in Texas.
oew Denies Report
Of Change in Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— Marcus
>ew, chairman of the board of direcrs
deniesHerald
the report
hed ofin Metro,
the Evening
here topu'othe
ect that a general shake-up was tak5 place at the West Coast studios.
The local story announced the deparre of Bayard Veiller as scenario head
d production chief, the return of Max.-11 Karger. the naming of June Mathis
enario editor, and the resignation of a
mber of well known directors. Both
Jew
and Toe
Engel.
" big chief"
at the
ollywood
studio,
declared
that Veiller
11 remain in full charge and that no
anges of any sort were contemplated.
yd Chaplin Improving
Following Severe Illness
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 26.— Syd Chapis reported much improved following
attack of appendicitis. His physical
ndition would not permit of an opera>n, but as soon as he is able to undergo
he will be removed to a hospital.
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Mayors

Opposing

Unit

Censor

Laws

City

Officials Declare That Cooperation with Producers and Exhibitors Will Accomplish More
Than Any Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Oct. 26. — Proponents of legal censorship of motion pictures were rebuked at the Conference of New England Mayors and Other
City Officials on October 21 and 22, when a resolution was adopted opposing regulation on the ground that "a spirit of cooperation with producers
and exhibitors will accomplish all and more than any plan of censorship."
Unanimous approval of the resolution was given following an address
by Miss Amy Woods, secretary of the Massachusetts State Committee on
Motion Pictures, who advocated some form of state censorship. The prevailing sentiment among those attending was that censorship was wholly
undesirable.
Meet With Board of Review Committee
The conference was called by Andrew J. Peters, mayor of Boston. Invitations were sent to the mayors of more than forty leading New England
cities to meet with members of the executive committee of the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures at the Hotel Commodore.
Martin, chairman of the National Board
Mayors or their representatives were
present from Boston, Salem. Pittsfield, of Review, addressed the conference, expressing the philosophy of the board and
Cambridge, Lowell. Lynn, Chelsea, Woburn, Quincy, Brockton, Maiden. Bev- its spirit of cooperation for the preservation of the amusements of the people.
erly. Attleboro, Everett, Leominster,
Worcester. Mass.. and Providence, R. I. Gabriel Hess, chairman of the censorship
The mayors of New York state and New committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry, spoke
Jersey also were represented.
for the motion picture executives. D. W.
Mayor Whiton Presides
Joseph L. Whiton. mayor of Quincy. Griffith represented the producing directors; Arthur S. Friend described the naMass., w-as elected presiding officer of
tional scope of the picture industrythe conference. Judge J. Albert Brackett while Alfred
formerly associated
.represented the exhibitors of New Eng- with '"Seven Kuttner,
Arts." addressed the conferland, delivering an address opposing
ence on the subject of the motion piccensorship during the discussion on that
ture and the functions of criticism.
question.
Senator
James J. Walker, minority leader
Following a reception by John F.
Hylan. mayor of New York, the confer- of the New York state senate, representence took up for consideration the probing the ciation,
National
Theatre
Assospoke of the
effectsOwners'
of censorship
lems confronting young people and mo- on the exhibitor,
urging
in
the
name
tion pictures. The subject of motion pic- • his very constituents that an organizedof
ture advertising was presented by Paul
nation-wide campaign be made against
Lazarus, chairman of the Associated Mo- censorship.
tion Picture Advertisers. Orrin G.
Other resolutions adopted related to
Cocks, mittee
secretary
the National
picture campaign for Amerfor Better ofFilms,
describedComthe the motion
and the selection of films for
work of the committee in the selection adolescenticanismaudiences.
of pictures especially suitable for young
people and offered the cooperation of the
committee to further the work of any
Nazimova Back in West
committees which might be formed at
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the request of the mayors.
Board Gives Dinner
LOS ANGELES. Oct 26.— Madame
In the evening a dinner was given by Alia Nazimova is back at her Hollywood
the executive committee of the National home after a vacation of several weeks
in New York.
Board of Review.
Dr. Everett Dean
Goldwyn

Returns

As

President

Quigley on Coast Trip
Martin J. Quigley. publisher of Exbitobs Herald. left Chicago on Satur>". October 23, for an extended visit
the West Coast studios. Following
5 California visit Mr. Quigley will make
trip covering the important exchange
n.ters in the West

Of

Company
Bearing His Name
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, October 26.— Samuel Goldwyn, who in September
resigned as president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has returned
as executive head of the company in a reorganization just effected.
New plans for financing and operating the corporation have brought
about the present change, it is understood. Frank J. Godsol becomes
chairman of the board of directors and Messmore Kendall, who has

Ince in Ship Firm
, „- ^Sf^ *<> Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 26.-Thomas
Ince has been elected vice-pre
Seacraft Corporation of Californsident
ia, a
mpany that will
the largest
wsure shipyards on build
the Pacific Coast.

been directing
activities
of the
company
since Goldwyn's resignation, is now the
chairman
of the
executive
committee.
Detailed announcement of the reorganization will be made later
although it is stated now that no new financial interests are involved
in thethen
change.
Despite
September in
it was
said
that he
was Goldwyn's
the largestresignation
individual instockholder
the
concern.
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Receipts From Tax
Doubled in One Year

Film

to

Supplant

Beer

Rumor States That Famous Garden
In Milwaukee Will Become Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
to the place, but instead of sitting around
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Oct. 26.— In a table wi(h beverages in front of them
the days when beverages containing they will be seated in comfortable upholstered chairs. They still can listen to
more
one-half inof public
one per without
cent "kick"
concert, but instead of a drink a silver
could than
be sipped
the asheet
will afford the amusement.
interference of a government "sponge
For a year motion picture interests
squad,"
Milwaukee
was
famed
far
and
have been seeking the location for a
wide for its beer.
The names of Milwaukee and beer theatre, and while the deal has not been
closed,
always were associated.
be
soon. it is believed certain that it will
But beer alone did not give the city all
Another
cafe and saloon also is to
of its popularity, for down in the heart
be supplanted by a motion picture house,
of the business district was a place where
friends would congregate in orderly according to reports. It is understood
fashion, and with steins on the tables that Saxe Amusement Company is behind the project to erect one of the finest
listen to the evening's
theatres in the Middle West on the site
* * »concert.
now occupied by the Tillman-Gargoyle
Schlitz Palm Garden was famed
Candy Shop at 304 Grand avenue. This
throughout the United States as a replica formerly was the Gargoyle cafe and
saloon.
of the great beer gardens of Germany.
It was one of the show places of Milwaukee.
Before the eighteenth amendment became effective mamma and the children,
along
"the old
would
aroundwith
a table
withman,"
a glass
or be
twoseenof
beer for the old folks and soda water for
the youngsters.
Families would meet in the Palm Garden to gossip. Business men would meet
there to negotiate big deals. And
transients would enter the place maybe
for a glass of beer and maybe just to
say,
And"I've
nowbeen
the there."
tables are to be turned
if a persistent rumor is correct. In one
respect the situation will be similar, but
in only one, for it is reported that a modern motion picture theatre is to replace
the beer garden. *^ * *
Of course, mamma and the children,
along with "the old man," still will go

Theatre Owners Body
Banning A. & C. Music
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— The Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce is planning a campaign to ban all music published by the members of the Authors'
and Composers' Society, it is said. The
T. O. C. of C. is considering an offer
made by a Western publishing concern
to furnish complete music cues for all
pictures.
These will be furnished free
of
tax.
A committee has been appointed to
call on theatremen to use only cue sheets
that contain music published by writers
who are affiliated with the Authors and
Composers.

Total

of August

Is $6,824,386.16— Film
Fees Increased
(From Exhibitors Herald's Washington Bureau)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Oct. 26 -A
total of $6,824,386.16 was collected during August from the lax on admissions,
according to figures just made public
by the commissioner of internal revenue.
This was an increase of nearly 50 per
cent over the total of $4,692,681.98 collected during the same month in 1919,
and is nearly a half million dollars
greater than the sum collected during
The1920.
tax on films leased and licensee
July,
afforded the government a total of $654,464 55 in August, as compared with $549,077.85 in July and $299,990.14 in Augus'
of last year.
Total collections during the montl
from all sources amounted to $196,218.
429, as compared with $142,850,305 dur
ing the corresponding month of 1919
Among the items collected were the fol
lowing of interest to the industry
$8,018,632 from incomes and excess prof
its. $11,396,474 from freight shipments
$1,380,014 from express packages, $8,391,
990 from personal transportations, $112,
634 from seats, berths and staterooms
and $2,279,482 from telegraph and long
distance telephone messages.
Oberholtzer Becomes
Censor Board Directo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARRISBURG, PA., Oct. 26.— D
Ellis Paxson Oberholtzer, who has bee
the target of severe criticism for his cei
sorship methods, has been appointe
director of the state board of censo
ship by Governor William C. Sprou
Henry Starr Richardson, fornv
dramatic critic, succeeds Oberholtzer ;
secretary of the board.
Theatre

A

Special

Train

for

This

Company

Collections

Fire Damage

Totals About $10,00
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PECOS, TEX., Oct. 26— Fire whi
originated in the rear of the Pec
theatre during the evening pcrforman
resulted in a loss of $10,000 to Mosel
& Ekman, proprietors. The loss w
not covered by insurance.
A panic was averted by the brave
of Miss Lucy Mitchell, who kept t
photoplayer
in operation until t
house was emptied.
Rushville

Exhibitor

Advances His Pric
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
RUSHVILLE, IND., Oct. 26.— Waif
th the Princess
managerhisof price
F.
of admiss '
has changed
tre,Easley,
from ten and fifteen cents to .ten ;[
cents. He announces that rerl
twenty
of films has doubled within the last yf .
so that some of the feature pictures w:
beyond his reach at the old admiss i

Harry
Carey
and scenes
his "West
West" States
Company
Ariz.,
to film
in theisUnited
Verdeleaving
mine. Los
Mr. Angeles
Carey isfor
on Jerome,
the car
platform in the centre.

price.
J. P. Read Seriously II
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26— J. Par'
Read was taken to the St. Catheie
down.
hospital suffering from a nervous b« -
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EARLE FOXE
>ted stage and screen star who will appear in stellar roles in the Ziegfeld Cinema Corporation productions.
ronx Exhibitors to
Hold Annual Ball on
•

Monday, January 24
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— The Cinema
chibitors' Association of Bronx County,
c, will hold its annual vaudeville and
11
Monday,
Hunt's
lintonPalace,
163rdJanuary
street 24,
and atSouthern
ulevard, Bronx.
John J. Wittman, president, and
enry Cole, executive secretary, anunce that many features are planned
r the event. Several prominent mo>n picture stars have promised to atid, the officials ^tate.
uiuiaiMnnuiitiiiiiiiu iiiiitiiit:iiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiitiiiuitiiiiiiiiii] iimnnnnmi iiimirnifiiiiiiiiiini iiii>^|
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Twice

Fight

Defeated

for

Referendum

of Appeals in Baltimore Reverses Previous Decision, Rejecting the Right of the People to
Vote on Sunday Opening Question

Failure of two municipalities to obtain permits granting referendums
on the question of Sunday motion pictures and a victory for theatre interests at a special election in another locality are the outstanding developments
in the weeks.
"blue law"' fight which has become nation-wide in scope within
the last few
The reversal of the decision of the lower court of Baltimore, Md.,
which held that the act providing for a referendum on the question was
valid, offered the greatest surprise in film circles. The ruling of the court
of appeals rejected the right of the people of Baltimore to vote on the issue
at the November election.
Binghamton Official Withdraws Ordinance
At Binghamton, N. Y., an ordinance permitting a referendum on Sunday opening was withdrawn from the city council following the withdrawal by the exhibitors of their offer to pay the expenses of the ballot.
The theatre men had made the offer when the city attorney ruled that
neither the state law nor the city charter provided for such a referendum
at the expense, of the voters.
More successful were the exhibitors of Other councilmen held the shows to be
Herkimer, N. Y., who won a victory at a source of innocent amusement and the
the polls at ~a recent special election on belief was expressed that the majority
the Sunday opening question. The re- of the people favored Sunday entertainsults were 1,143 votes for Sunday shows ment.
and 1,057 against.
Mayor George A. Elliott closed the
Was Formerly Upheld
question by stating there was uncertainty
that
the question of closing the theatres
A ruling by Judge Soper in the su- on Sunday
one for the council to
perior court in Baltimore upholding the handle. He was
that so far as he was
action of the legislature in providing for concerned the said
would not be closed.
a referendum at the November election Theatres here shows
are open only during the
was considered by exhibitors at the time afternoon.
to be one of the most important of the
year. It was a signal defeat for the Women Oppose
Lord's
Alliance,
which contended
that
the Day
act was
an improper
delegation Sunday Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
to the voters of the legislative power beHARRISBURG, PA., Oct. 26. — A
cause the question was general rather
than local.
resolution was adopted by the State FedWhat the next move of the theatre
eration of Pennsylvania Women at a recent convention opposing Sunday motion
interests will be is not known at present,
although it is predicted that some houses picture
shows. They also went on recship.
may operate on Sunday for the purpose
ord as opposed to abolition of censorof
the "blue law" which prohibits
suchtesting
entertainment.
Sunday Pictures
Offers Cooperation
Are Not in Favor
In tion
following
out theOwners
policy of
of America
the Mo(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Picture Theatre
XORRISTOWN, PA., Oct. 26.— The
to assist local exhibitors in obtaining
Pennsylvania Synod of the Repermits for Sunday exhibition Sydney S. Eastern formed
Church has urged its members to
Cohen, president of the national league, seek the election to state legislature of
has offered Charles E. Whitehurst of men who are opposed to Sunday motion
Baltimore any cooperation that can be picture exhibitions.

Destroy Vessel to
Produce Film Thrill 1
After several weeks of prepara- |
tion, during which every precau- |
tion was taken to guard against j
possible accident, the Lady Jermyn, |
a three-masted sailing vessel, was |
destroyed by fire and dynamite to j
Pulling victory, out of defeat was the
provide some of the thrills in 1 given.
case in Herkimer, N. Y. Three hours
"Dead
Men
Tell
No
Tales,"
a
new
|
Vitagraph special production based | before closing of the polls the opponents
on the novel by E. W. Hornung, | of Sunday opening led by several hundred votes. Advocates immediately
author
stories. of "Raffles" and other . §| doubled the efforts in getting people to
It was a costly undertaking, and [ the polls and so successful were they
a somewhat dangerous one, but § that a long line of voters was still waiting to cast ballots when the polls closed
the entire program went through |
without a mishap and the results | at 8 o'clock.
were eminently satisfactory.
Up until 3:30 o'clock in the afternoon
The Lady Jermyn, originally the | only 942 persons had voted. At 6:45
Hazzard, was purchased by Vita- 1 the total was- 1,949. And at 7 o'clock
the number had been raised to 2,160.
graph especially for use in "Dead I The
majority was only 86 votes.
Men Tell No Tales." She was 1
nearly 200 feet in length, and while |
built in 1872, was still staunch. | Opposition Loses
When set afire she burned for | Council Support
hours, and while the heavy charge |
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
of dynamite caused the collapse of 1
NEWCASTLE, IND., Oct. 26.— When
her masts and broke her in two, 1
to close motion picture thethe hulk floated for some time. | a proposal
atres here on Sunday was brought before
Tom Terriss directed the special. 1 city council
by Councilman Ed Myers
iiiuiinuiuuniitBiiiuiimiit waunguinuiigiiiiniiniiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiin in uiiiiiiil the recommendation found no support.

Sues City for Ruin
Of His Equipment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANDERSON, IND., Oct. 26.— As the
result of a short circuit that ruined his
motion picture projector, John Ryan,
proprietor of the Indiana theatre, has
brought suit for $2,500 damages against
the city and LTnion Traction Company.
He alleges that his picture machine
was ruined and his operator was nearly
electrocuted in September, 1918, when a
city wire conveying electricity into the
picture machine came in contact with a
trolley wire and the explosion resulted.
P. J. Mooney Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 26.— Peter J.
Mooney, father of Paul C. Mooney, sales
manager
B. Mayer Productions, diedfor
here Louis
on Saturday.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Left — Carpenters reproducing the village of Thrums on a tract of land near Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y., from descriptiot
in J.forM. theBarrie's
book,
"Sentimental
Tommy."
builtof by
Corpor
tion
John S.
Robertson
production
of the Right
Barrie— The
story.completed
Robert village
M. Hass,
the Famous
art and Players-Lasky
decoration departmer
supervised the construction.
^iiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiimiiifiiininiiiunnniini
PICTURES

HAVE

GRAVE

MISSION

Closed Shop Rumor
Is Denied by Lask;

Irving Bacheller Declares Films of Future
Must Implant Spirit of True Americanism in

Says Extras Are Not to E
Chosen Exclusively
from
Equity

Minds and Souls of the Country's Young Men
=in" n'nniin»nnmiinmminiiHHtmiwimnwininiiifwnmTmi
By DORIS CLAIRE
"C A IT II in the film of the future that of pictures, for which no dictionary is
shall implant the spirit of true Americanism in the minds and hearts of the
needed."1 •" heoffadded,
not arms
car"menin
rying ott women
in are
their
country's youth, is staunchly hejfl by "TJ 1rving
Irving Bacheller.
nowadays. If they do they usually land
Mr. Bacheller, the prominent writer of in the penitentiary. Men are not holding other men up at the point of a gun
novels with pioneer and present day- in life's ordinary trend, staggering about
trend of Americanism, who only recently and threatening. Yet that these things
consented to have his writings come to
ordinary in life's trend is the idea
the screen, and whose "Light in the are
that might be gotten from many picClearing"
is
being
produced
by
the
Dise
tures. Is it not time that Simon-pure
Film Company for distribution by W. Americanism
was instilled into their
W. Hodkinson, expressed this convic- minds and hearts by the careful selection when in Chicago this week.
tion of themes and their presentation?
After he had ended a strenuous day
"The future holds a grave responsibilof autographing his books, being photographed and chatting to thousands at a future,
ity for insofar
those mindful
the drama_
country'sis
as the of
screen
book
fair,
he
began
his
"rest"
period
concerned.
I
have
faith
that
the imwith a quiet smoke and an interview with
provement in the type of pictures that
the recording scribe. With the mere
is already beginning to assert itself, will
suggestion into
thata hethoughtful,
talk "pictures,"
he have heavier weight and rapidity in the
launched
deliberate
future than it has held in the past or
ruminative dictation of the following
statements:
* * *
to Direct
present."
kkXyTV writings have been given to the Morosco
1*1 cinema because I believe that the
time has come when real Americanism
His Own Melodrama
must be shown on the motion picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
stage.
LOS ANGELES,
26.— Oliverof
"There are so many motion pictures Morosco
has announced Oct.
his intention
that, unfortunately, give young folks the
impression that the salient facts of life the
personally
directing
"The Half
Breed,"
well known
melodrama
of which
he
occur either at the point of a pistol or is
author.
on the lips of a lady. As a matter of
fact,
theyfrom
don't.
young
shouldstage
be
getting
the The
motion
picture
Harry Carey Wedded
sane and sound Americanism that can
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
be made amusing and exciting and yet
true to life.
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— Universal
"The screen is, of course, the greatest celebreties appear to be matrimonially
education that has yet come into the inclined. First Eric von Stroheim marries Valeria Germonprez, a beautiful
world. So great is this factor that the
future of America largely depends upon young actress, and now Harry Carey is
receiving congratulations on his wedits teachings. It appeals to those who
ding to Olive Fuller Golden.
never forget, in their own language, that

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, October 26— Jesse
Lasky, tirst vice president of Fame
Players-Lasky Corporation, has declare
as baseless the report that only membe
of
Equity
Association
wou
be the
usedActors'
as extras
in the
new studio
Long Island City. In his denial
said:
Denies Closed Shop
"The assertion that we maintain
closed shop in our studios is erroneoi
We are not affiliated in any way with ;
actors' organization, and insofar as t
choice
of impossible
people for for
our us'extras'
would be
to makegoessu
an alliance. 'Extras' in the motion p
ture profession means more th
'supers,' the term means that perso
chosen
as extras
must be
Mr. Lasky
declared
thattypes."
although t
legitimate theatrical season may ,
stagnant, there had been no diminuti
in
the popularity
of motion pictur
throughout
the country.
Popularity Increases
"As an indication of the ever-incre:
ing popularity of pictures," he said,
wishoneto week
point recently
out thattotaled
our gross
for
$1,012,2sa'
"This increasing business in moti
pictures also has found evidence in t
enrollment among screen enthusiasts
many persons who hitherto had fail
to realize the artistic standard of pri
ent-day films. It also has been ma
manifest in bigger and better theati
which have been built in great numb<
during the last year."
Bushman

and Bayne

Playto Exhibitors
in "Whistler
(Special
Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct 26.— Befc
starting film production here for OH'
Morosco, Francis X. Bushman a
Beverlyplay
Bayne
will Egan
star inLittle
"Whistler,'
stage
at the
theat

.ovember 6, 1920

Not Words"ana
k— ded
WorNee
in Indi
ustave G. Schmidt States
Petty Publicity Is of Use
To No One
{Special to Exhibitors HermU)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.. Oct. 26—
fficers of the newly formed organiza>n of motion picture theatre owners of
dona met at the Severin Hotel here
cently and chose a chairman for each
ngressional district to act in conjuncm with the officers in the government
the organization. Gustave G. Schmidt,
esident of the organization, said the
jnes of the chairmen would not be
ide public until each one had formally
cepted the appointment
Announcement Is Reserved
It is the purpose to have the affairs of
e organization conducted by the execure committee (comprised of the offirs) and the thirteen chairmen, accordto Mr. Schmidt. For that reason, he
id, nothing would be announced as to
*e plans for the organization until the
>verning board had met. Such a meetg is to be held within a few days.
"'Our general plan is for more work
id less talk." said Mr. Schmidt in reterice
policy tofor confine
the year's
work.
Ve toarehisgoing
ourselves
ore to work than to newspaper pubity. The exhibitors of Indiana are disjsted with the airing of differences of
)in ion in certain eastern trade journals.
is the consensus of opinion among the
ficers of this organization that the
ide journals that continue to recite the
ortcomings of Indiana are going to be
popular among the exhibitors of the
ite." Will Prepare Statement
IMr. Schmidt has informed the na>nal headquarters of the motion picture
eatre owners association that he proves to submit to all the trade journals
.statement setting forth this opposition
'yswhat
considersof petty
publicity.
He
the heexhibitors
Indiana
are weary
j such methods of self exploitation. He
jys his advice to exhibitors will be to
jncel subscriptions to journals that perjt in carrying such matter and to supftt more completely the journals that
<int the news of the trade and look to
,e best interests of the* exhibitors.
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Censorship
Home

As

Influence

Member of Utah Municipal League Declares that
Legal Regulation Might Cause Parents
To Skirk Many Responsibilities
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Oct. 26.— That censorship of motion
pictures would tend to encourage parents to shirk many responsibilities
in the rearing of their children was the opinion expressed at the annual
convention here of the Utah Municipal League.
The question of legal regulation of films was brought before the delegates in a speech by Jacob Coleman, city attorney of Provo. His advocacy
of the establishment of a state board of censorship aroused immediate
opposition. R. X. Young, city treasurer of Salt Lake, taking issue with the
Provo attorney.
Parents Must Decide for Their Children
Fathers and mothers, declared Mr. Young, are the ones who should
determine the nature of the entertainment which they desire their children
to participate in. Efforts of the national government had not proved such
a success, he said, as to recommend it to the state.
Censorship, he argued, is a matter of will cooperate with the theatre men in
home control.
the various districts throughout the citv.
"Nothing should be done to encourage parents to shirk responsibility in the Rotary Club Will
expectation that state legislation will re- Investigate Films
lieve them of obligations to their chil(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
dren." he said.
KANSAS CITY. MO. Oct. 26— The
"Parents cannot escape the necessity
of determining the nature of the enter- Rotary Club has appointed a committee
to seek "suppression of motion pictures
tainment that their children should have." which
encourage crime and lower moral
Favor Selection,
standards."
The question is to be taken
before the mayor.
Not Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Oct. 26.— Doug and Mary Plan
"Selection, not censorship!" This is the
Second Trip Abroad
slogan ance,ofthe members
the Women's
Cooperative
of which
believe Allithat
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 26— Mary
the best way to obtain '"a better class of
pictures in the local moving picture the- Pickford and her company are at Carmel-by-the-Sea
in Northern California.
atres" is for cooperation between the
public and the exhibitors.
Mary and Doug plan to start their second European trip not later than DeThe ofwomen's
hopesfrom
to form
board
review, alliance
committees
whicha
cember 15.

What

ExAibiiovs

Jlre

Saying

Jlbouf

HERALD=
^EXHIBITORS
"Endosed find my subscription for two years. 1 ou may start EXHIBITORS
HERALD at once as I think your paper is of very much help to me, especially
your
exhibitors*
— F. D. Hall. W onderland Theatre.
Madelia,
Mum. reports department."
¥ V V
"For the exhibitor who desires to keep himself posted on the doings in the
picture world and to saturate himself with ideas, and for the "\^Tiat the Picture
Did the
forexhibitors
Me' department,
HERALD is indispensable.
stand
for
has been EXHIBITORS
particularly commendable
and worthy of Your
the support
you
are getting.
May yourPardeeville,
success beWis.
long continued." — H. P. Thompson.
Manager,
Liberty Theatre.
9 9 9

■"

VERA GORDON
from -The North Wind's Mal«■* R« B*»ch-Goldwj-n produc-

"I find Exhibitors Herald my interesting, especially the department
'What the Picture Did for Me." I think this is a great benefit to exhibitors.
One of the funny things at the Minneapolis convention was to hear a Wisconsin
exhibitor bob up and try to get through a resolution to prohibit members of the
league from sending in these reports. His argument was so silly that it was
pitiful. I will grant that in a few cases where every report is flattering on a
certain picture that it is likely to boost the price. But suppose it does. If a
producer makes a good picture, he is entitled to a good rental, and if the boys
will watch the reports they can steer clear of the flivvers and they will be shelved
where they belong. I wish you all the success in the world and will do my
share in making the box office reports a real success." — Crockett Brow-n, Manager, Lnique Theatre, Nashwauk. Minn.
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Jackie

In

Coogan

Will

"Peek's

Charlie Chaplin's "Find"
Is Selected by Lesser to
Head Company Bringing
Boy Stories to Screen
With the film world awaiting some
definite report regarding Charlie Chaplin's comedy, "The Kid," announcement
is made that Jackie Coogan, the six year
old boy who was Mr. Chaplin's inspiration for his new picture, is to be featured
in a scries of photoproductions adapted
from the books of George \V. Peck.
All film rights to such Peck volumes
as "Peck's Bad Boy and His Pa," "Peck's
Uncle Ike," "Peck's Boss Book," "Peck's
Bad Boy and the Circus." "Peck's Fun,"
and others, have been purchased by Irving M. Lesser of Los Angeles.
Nate Watt to Direct
Nate Watt, who has directed many
successful photoplays and whose latest
efforts were seen in Annette Kellerman's
"What
WomenJackie
Love,"
will have
of
directing
Coogan
in thecharge
Peck
stories. Charles Watt, who has been
his brother's assistant in all of his directing, will hold this same capacity in
the new organization. Nate Watt will
also supervise the casting for the first
film.
Bernhard McConville whose recent
work was with Charles Ray and Mary
Pickford, will have charge of preparing
all of the Peck books for filming. McConvil e is rewriting many of the episodes to better suit the talents of young
Coogan.
De Witte Hagar has been appointed
business manager and he is busily preparing the path
big "Peck's
Bad Boy"
activities.
Mr. forHagar
was production
manager throughout the George Beban
"One Man in a Million" filming.
Discovered by Chaplin
Mr. Chaplin is said to have discovered
Jackie Coogan in the lobby of a Los

Be

HERALD

Star

Bad
Boy
" theSeri
eshe
Angeles hotel
during
time when
was traveling with his parents over the
Orpheum circuit. Chaplin became interested in his screen possibilities and
urged the. elder Coogan to permit him to
give the boy a chance.
That Chaplin and Jackie Coogan became devoted friends is a well known
fact and it is also known that the famous
comedian spent a good portion of the
year it took him to make "-The Kid" in
teaching Jackie many of the camera
tricks he has mastered and used to make
the film lovers laugh. That Jackie could
have had no better teacher in this art
is assured and those who have been close
to Chaplin and his studio activities and
who have viewed portions of the disputed
film, claim Jackie Coogan will be a very
much talked about boy as soon as "The
Kid" is released to exhibitors.
In speaking
of the stated
"Peck'sthat
Bad inBoy"
'tories.
Nate Watt
rewriting the books, Bernard McConville
has taken special pains in remoulding
to an extent the character of the bad
boy. The author portrayed him as a
truly bad, mean-hearted youngster, while
the film version will show him as a real
honest-to-goodness American boy who
naturally gets into scrapes but not of
too serious a nature.
Extensive space has been leased in the
Louis B. Mayer Los Angeles studios.
This is also the film home of Anita
Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Billie Rhodes

Signs

To Make Twenty-Six
Pictures for Special
Announcement has been made by Max
Roth, Eastern district manager for
Special Pictures Corporation, to the qffect
that Billie Rhodes, well-known comedy
star, recently signed a contract to produce twenty-six comedies during the
coming year for Special.
Miss Rhodes is a San Francisco girl,
and started her career in "Babes of Toyland"
the Orpheum
has
since onbecome
popular Circuit.
on the Shescreen
through her clever work in "A TwoCylinder Courtship," "Bluffing. Father."
"Girl of My Dreams" and "In Search of
Arcady," etc.
These comedies will be published one
every other week through Special, begin ing at an early date.
Argus

Opens Branch
A t Des Moines, la.
DES MOINES, IA., Oct. 25.— Argus
Enterprises, Inc.. today will formally
open its new Des Moines branch office.
R. W. McEwan is to be the local manager. F. A. Van Husan is district manager. The office is located at 413 Eighth
street.
Argus Enterprises now has branches
in New York, Chicago, Boston, Denver,
Omaha. Des Moines, Salt Lake, Los
Angeles, Detroit and Cincinnati, in addition to its general offices in Cleveland.

XATE WATT
Who 1m to direct Jackie Coogan in "Peck's
Bad Boy" for Irving Lesser.

6, 192(

Pictures for Proctor
PROCTOR, MINN.— Kent Amusement Company has rented the first floor
of the Odd Fellows hall and has opened
a motion picture theatre. The lease is
for five years with an option on renewal.

(

JACKIE < OOG \ \
Whorimied*
played Mi. -kid''
inlieChariea
Chaplin' I
"ill
appear
"I'ea-k'a "The
Had Kill."
Hoy," the
Irving;
Leiir
lirmliii'llon.
Exhibitors Will Aid
Mrs. Dodge to Equip
House If Necessar
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 25.— In the evei
that her theatre is not returned to Mr
Pauline H. Dodge, either by way of
lease to her for a term of years or pe
mitting her to purchase the property ;
the price paid for it by Alfred S. Blac
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners c
America have decided to assist Mr
Dodge in equipping a theatre in Morri
ville, Yt., where she can conduct a bus
ness and earn a livelihood for herself ar
child. The present lease of her litt
theatre expires January 11, 1921.
Officers are confident that this actic
will not be necessary, however, as th(
look to the Famous Players-Lasky Co
poration to make good the pledge mat
by Henry L. Salisbury at the hearing
the Hotel Astor and the subseque
promise of Adolph Zukor to return i
Mrs. Dodge her theatre.
Close Evansville
North Side Hous
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Oct. 26.— Tl
North Side theatre has been closed ai
will be torn down to make room for ;
addition to the North Side bank. Charl
Sweeton, manager of the North Si<
and the Majestic theatres, is lookir
for
a location in Main street for a ne
theatre.
Thelma

Percy Says

She to Won't
Be Brio
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— Their
Percy denies that she will wed Wilha
the current
Jr.. one
A. Brady,
Percy. rumoi
Eileen
of of
is a sister
She

ovember 6, 1920
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HERALD

Winners

Director

Goes East

Beforehand/'
Says
Dwan
enial Producer-Director Pauses Briefly in Chicago
Transacts Business, Gives Dinner to Trade
Press and Speeds on to New York
Allan Dwan. the producer-director, and one of the "big seven" cornsing the Associated Producers, Inc., slipped quietly into Chicago on
uesdav, October 19, from Los Angeles and departed for New York the
llowing day.
Mr. Dwan was accompanied on his trip East by his two secretaries,
isses Madge W iley and Dorothy Cullen. The purpose of the visit to
anhattan is "'to seek a change,'' he said. "Xot loose change," he added,
ut new surroundings
and to toseeMembers
a few newof shows."
Gives Dinner
Trade Press
He expects to be in the East about two weeks.
Most of the time was occupied with business matters during his brief
ay in the Windy City, but he managed to arrange a dinner for reprentatives of the trade and daily press and entertained them royally in
e suite recently occupied by Governor Frank O. Lowden at the Blackone — the famous $15,000 suite.
Mr. Dwan is a native of Chicago and
During the dinner Mr. Dwan talked inrestingly about California and his a graduate of Notre Dame university,
•rk He has just purchased a Saturday where he played football, wrote and di. cning Post story which will be his second
rected, as well as acted in several class
mtribution to the Associated Producers
plays. He began his career as an electrical engineer, but he became interested
itput. "The
just
cnpleted.
is hisForbidden
first A. P.Thing,"
production.
in pictures after selling a story to George
K. Spoor of Essanay for §25. a fancy
Encounters Obstacles
figure for a screen story in those days.
latternumber
he encountPictured Many Stars
cd'A'hile
more filming
than thetheusual
of ob.cles. He had difficulty in getting
Mr. Dwan has directed many of the
■Id of the leading man, James Kirkscreen's most notable stars — Norma
•od, when he wanted him. Then his Talmadge.
Douglas Fairbanks. Clara
c ef cameraman, Tony Gaudio. became
Kimball Young — and has many big pici and was off for a week, while Helen
tures to his credit. In California dur. ome Eddy was not able to work for
ing the early days of Triangle he was
eral days, owing to an ulcerated
associated with D. W. Griffith and is a
•)th. Other accidents delayed the picwork. admirer of the famous director's
• e until he had to work day and night great
• finish it on schedule time.
The following were guests of Mr.
Mr. Dwan is an optimist, however, and
Dwan at the dinner given at the Blacki all these things he spoke lightly and
stone: Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rice. George
;d one had to look for delays. He
DeKruif. Mises Genevieve Harris. Chicago
Iped for better luck next time.
Evening Post: Mr. and Mrs. McCall (Rob
Public Wants Real Stories
Reel). Evening American: L. H. Mason.
Picture News; Miss Beatrice Barnto the Saturday Evening Post story Motionrett.
Exhibitors Trade Review; Mary
1 now is writing a love story to Kellv. Moving Picture World: Miss Madge
■engthen the original plot. He is of Wiley. Miss Dorothy Cullen and J. Ray
ft opinion that the public taste is Murrav. Exhibitors Herald.
unging as regards stars, and wants a
ul idea back of every production.
erefore he is paying more attention
i the plot and general excellence of the Crump's Columbus,
ct rather than centering his efforts on
Reopens for Fall
I ting over an individual actor or
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
« ress.
COLUMBUS. IND.. Oct. 26.— After
*Ir. Dwan spoke in glowing terms of being
dark all summer for remodeling.
t work of Tames Kirkwood and stated
t t he was one of the coming stars of Crump's theatre has been opened. The
first day's attendance was 3.000. The
s eendom. He praised Kirkwood's
has been entirely redecorated and
' rk in "The Luck of the Irish." "In atheatre
mezzanine floor has been added.
t Heart of a Fool" and "The Scoffer."
[ turcs made by Mr. Dwan under the
The beauty
enhanced greatly of
the the
first interior
night bywas
several
-.yflower banner for First National.
large baskets of flowers, gifts from picture companies and local concerns. Of
Can't Judge Public
the floral offerings the most elaborate
•Vhen asked what rule he followed
was a large French basket with dozens
v!h regard to making pictures and how
of American Beauty roses that came
r judged beforehand of their pulling
f.ver he said he had no theories as to from Pathe Film Company. Other picture companies who sent flowers were
• at the public wants. He stated there
one thing you could be sure of: the Realart and Select.
_ou never can tell how a picture will
' received. A production you think is
McBride Has a Boy
? 'ft.'"
masterpiece
prove"
an
awful
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
He said may
he had seen some wonc tul pictures, wonderful in his
estimaLOS ANGELES. Oct. 26.— Howard
David McBride. manager of the Garrick
' i. "flop" ignominiously and others
theatre, is receiving congratulations on
I I confined nothing but hokum
romp
■ne "big successes."
the arrival of a ten-poun-d boy.

Allan D^an. member of the Assoeiated
Producers, Inc., and his two secretaries,
Dorothy Cullen and Madge Wiley, at the
Santa Fe station, Chicago, en route to
STew \ork city from Los Angreles.
Indian

Film

Demand

Actors
More

Money

Xeilan's
Production Plans
Upset When Red Men
Refuse to Act
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GREAT FALLS. MONT.. Oct. 26.—
Another boost apparently has been given
to the cost of picture production.
Blackfoot Indians of Montana refused
to fight as "supers" for Marshall Xeilan.
who is filming "Bob Hampton of Placer."
unless the\- were given the same pay the
white men received. It has been ;he custom to pay the Indians half the amount
paid white men.
Sixty Principals in Company
Sixty principals and a trainload of
equipment were brought to Browning.
Mont., by Mr. Neilan. and crack riders
came from Great Falls, Havre, Fort
Benton and other points to dash before
the clicking cameras as cavalrymen, piotures. neers and other characters in the picWord had also been sent to the Flatheads. Chippewas. North Pigeons and
Bloodswanted.
of Canada that 1,500 Indians
were
Move to Eastern Montana
As a result of the Indians' demands,
the company
moved
to the where
Crow reservation of eastern
Montana,
it was
thought
the
Indians
could
be obtained
for lower pay.
Goldwyn Gets Hawkes
For Editorial Director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Oct. 26.— J. G.
Hawkes has signed a long term contract
as head of the editorial forces at Goldwyn studio.
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est, always trying and a stout heart wi
always send one home a victor.
"No exhibitor need fear
io
from any other picture or competit
from new
reels which claim to have recorded th
contest. There was not another camei
of any kind in the grounds except th
fourteen that were engaged in makin
'The Race of the Age' and exhibitoi
will do well to note that even those wh
are announcing that they have bits of th
race do not claim that they have an\
thing more than long distance shot
taken with cameras outside the park
"But for their own interests I do n<
want exhibitors to class 'The Race of tl
Age' merely as a news picture. (
course, it is timely, but it is far mo
than that. It is a motion it turf so di
ferent from anything else ever made th
there can be no comparison."

I. H. Ruben Sued by
Minneapolis Exhibito

«M'«-n«- «» Ilie HnlNh of "The Hnre »f thr \tti-." ktlWM Mini <>• \\:ir nml Mr llnrlon,
il . Killli-iiliiiiml
siriimi.
October :ti.I'll iii- thrill, r uhl.li Mill hiive it* |irinilir in the Htm lurk
Brooklyn

and

New

York

Strands

Have
Booked
"Race
of the Ages"
Educational's Two Reel Picture of The Windsor
Derby Which Man '0 War Won Will Show
Simultaneously in Many Houses
to the certificate of exclusive permission
"The Race of the Ages," the exclusive
two-reel picture of the race at Windsor, to take the picture from the Kenilworth
Ont., between Sir Barton and Man o' Jocket Club, which offered the $75,000
War made by Educational Films Cor- prize for the contest, this is supplied by
poration isto have its premier showing
newspaper accounts of the private showsimultaneously at the Strand theatre,
ing of the picture at Glenn Riddle Farm,
New York, and the Brooklyn Strand, the home of Samuel Riddle, owner of
during the week of October 31, accordMan o' War, at Glenn Riddle, Pa. At
ing to announcement of E. W. Hamthis dinner the greatest group of milmons, president of Educational.
lionaire horsemen ever gathered together
The contract, which is said to repre- saw the picture as a special compliment
sent the largest amount ever involved in from President E* Hammons. It is
the booking of a two-reel picture for a said that the owner declared that he had
chain of theatres, also calls for the im- learned new things about his wonder
mediate showing of the picture at the horse after reviewing this picture, espeNewark and Rialto in Newark; the
cially the remarkable slow motion shots.
Strand in Buffalo; Strand in Albany;
One of the most remarkable portions
Strand in Schenectady; Strand in Lynn, of the picture is a panoramic shot of the
Mass., and Strand in Worcester, Mass.
entire race from start to finish that
many expert camera men have hailed as
To Play Many Houses
It is expected that the picture will have a remarkable piece of photography. At
simultaneous showings at leading the- every point in the race the horses are
atres in principal cities through the directly in front of the camera, so that
the audience has the illusion of the horses
country on that date, since Educational
reports that there have been more in- running immediately before their eyes.
quiries for this picture than any it has The picture itself supplies* an incomparably better view of the race itself
ever published. All exchanges in the
United States and Canada have been than any person actually on the track
supplied with prints and accessories so could have gained.
that they can care for immediate
Have Remarkable Film
bookings.
Managing Director Joseph Plunkett of
"I feel sure," said Mr. Hammons,
the New York Strand is responsible for "after hearing the comment of those who
the statement that "The Race of the have seen the picture privately that we
have the most remarkable piece of film
Age" ever
is so made,
far theandgreatest
picture toof give
the ever
made. It is not merely the record
kind
he promises
of
a horse race, but it is a stirring
it a presentation such as no two-reel
dramatic work that I believe will live
offering has known. At the Brooklyn
Strand Managing Director Edward L. for many years. It will have an appeal
Hyman is preparing to make it the most even in communities where there is a
talked of picture that has ever been
feeling against racing, not only on acoffered to an. audience in that borough.
count
a picture,
but be-is
Shown at Riddle Home
cause ofof its
its worth
moral as
value.
And there
If "The Race or
of the
Ages" needed
any a striking lesson in it for every man,
commendation
guarantee,
in addition
woman and child — that clean-living, hon-

Joseph W. Cohen Alleges H
Was Forced to Sell His
Theatre at a Loss
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN., Oct. 26.I. H. Ruben of Finkelstein & Ruben h;
been sued for $150,000 by Joseph V
Cohen, former owner of the Lagoc
theatre at 2900 Hennepin avenue.
In seeking alleged damages of $150,00
Cohen declares that he was forced oi
of business by Finkelstein & Ruben, wl
had a theatre nearby. He charges th«
his competitors contracted for all aval
able productions, making it impossib
for him to arrange for satisfactory pr
Cohen declares that he sold the L
grams. to Ruben at a loss after failing f<
goon
several months to operate successfull
Denial that he used unfair methods
obtaining the Lagoon is made in M
Ruben's answer.
He states that I
leased the theatre for $9,000 a year
Cohen's request. This figure, he sa>
was satisfactory to the former owner
the time of the transaction.
Vincennes

Theatres

Run Despite Strik
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)
VINCENNES,
26.—result
Diffe
ences
over a new IND.,
contractOct.have
in a strike of all union motion pictu
machine operators. The strike was c
dered by the international organizatii
after some of the men had gone o
vountarily.
It is said the new contract calls f
an hourly scale, while the old contra
was based on a flat salary rate. The o
orators are said to be demanding
eight-hour day with extra work paid f
at the same hourly rate. Practically :
of the houses have been running wi
many of the managers acting as o
erators.
Paralta

Plays to Sell

Rights on Open Mark
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— Concurrii
with W. W. Hodkinson, the credito
committee of Paralta Plays, Inc., h
decided to sell the rights to the produ
of that defunct company in the op
market or by auction to satisfy the ere
itors. The company has title to a nut
ber of pictures with Bessie Barrisca
Henry B. Walthall, J. Warren Kerng
and Louise Glaum. The sales must r
$700,000.
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Sunday

Theatres

legislative Nominees In Twelve States Are Sent
Questionnaires by Exhibitor Associations on
the Local Option Question
Legislation granting locat option on the question of Sunday motion
icture shows is favored by many candidates for state legislatures, acording to a survey being made by exhibitor organizations in twelve
tates.
Questionnaires have been forwarded to the legislative nominees in
hese states to ascertain their attitude on the Sunday opening question,
"hese
candidates
haveto been
asked
if they offavor
passage
of laws the
by
be
next
legislatures
permit
exhibition
pictures
throughout
tates on Sundays and if they favor enactment of such laws to permit
ach local community to decide by referendum the question of Sunday
hows after 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Favorable Responses Are Received
1 Many favorable responses have been received thus far by the exhibitor
rganizations in Indiana, Kansas. Kentucky, Missouri, Minnesota. Michian. Nebraska, Ohio, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Maryind. In a majority of these states Sunday shows are permitted in the
irgfer cities.
Dispatches received from many cities
ion that local option would serve the
nd towns over the country indicate that same purpose without antagonizing the
unday opening is evolving itself into a more staid members of their communities.
ighly important issue. In several states,
Local referendum has been cited by
gitation against Sunday shows has
fopped up at meetings of religious or- the M. P. T. O. A. as the proper form
anizations and civic bodies.
of Sunday legislation.
M. P. T. O. A. to Assist
It has been apparent for some time Effects of Alliance
lat the exhibitors of the country would
Meeting Noticeable
induct somewhat of a concerted drive
■>r favorable legislation on this issue, Several Exhibitor Grievances
ydney S. Cohen, president of the MoHave Been Settled by
on Picture Theatre Owners of America,
•cently announced that the national orChicago Office
inization would assist the state leagues
William Sweeney, state organizer in
| their campaigns to open the theatres
charge of the Chicago office of the Illii the Sabbath..
nois Exhibitors Alliance, announces that
At recent state conventions of theatre
the
convention already has
ten the question of Sunday exhibition been Springfield
productive of good results.
is received especial attention. While
,)me exhibitors have come out flatly for
Agreements Are Reached
•gislation granting state-wide Sunday
Exhibitors
various points
Jening others have expressed the opin- throughout the from
state have notified the
office of disputes with the exchanges and
in each case, Mr. Sweeney says, a favorable agreement has been reached.
"The
many enclosed,
letters received,
and some
with checks
from exhibitors
who heretofore have not been affiliated
with the alliance are encouraging," dethe stateinterest
organizer.
conventionclaredaroused
as "The
nothing
else
Call to Go Forward
The call fer the Peoria meeting on
could."
November 18 is expected to go forward
to the exhibitors within a few days. All
theatre men in the state are urged to
attend the gathering and particularly are
the exhibitors from the central and
northwestern parts of the state requested
to be present.
Fire Threatens

A. M. GOLLOS
r"id*»«
»*
Gollos Enterprises, Inc..
nandilng
Indiana. Equity pictures in Illinois and

An

Indianapolis House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND„ Oct. 26.—
Eight persons rooming above the Senate motion picture theatre were rescued
by firemen when fire started near an oily
mop broke out in the house. The loss
was approximately S200 and is covered
by insurance. The theatre is operated
by James D. and Louis G. Hill.

Who with MARTIN"
Mrs. Johnson
has returned to
JOHXSON"
the
States from the jungles of
BorneoI'nitedivith
venture film. thousands of feet of adMartin

Johnson

Returns

From Jungles in Borneo
to Exhibitors'
NEW (Special
YORK.
OctoberHerald)
26— Martin
Johnson, who, with Mrs. Johnson, has
been in the jungles of Borneo taking
pictures, expects to make an announcement in the near future of the distributing arrangements for the pictures. Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson have been absent
from the United States two years, durmiles.ing which time they travelled 25,000
On their return to New York last
week they created excitement at the
Astor hotel when they appeared in the
lobby. Mr. Johnson carrying an orang
utang and Mrs. Johnson a tiny ape.
Salisbury's
"Barbarian"
To be Issued
bv Pioneer
NEWCorporation
YORK, 'October
'"o^-Pioneer
Film
has acquired
for dispicture was tribution
made"The Barbarian."
by Monroe The
Salisbury
Players. Inc., and stars Monroe Salisbury. It is an adaptation of "The
Young Barbarian,"
which appeared in
Popular
Magazine.
Supporting the star are Jeane Novak,
Alan Hale, Michael and Anne Cudahy,
Barnev Sherrv and Eleanor Hancock.
De Cordova Going Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— Leander de
Cordova, who put on "Love. Honor and
Obey" for Metro and other pictures for
various producers, is scheduled to sail
either November 3 or 9 for Africa to
direct for Schlessinger Film Productions. Inc. His first picture will be
made from Rider Haggard's story
"Swallow."
Sameth Returning East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— J. J.
Sameth, president
ForwardEast
Filmafter
Dis-a
tributors. Inc.. has ofreturned
week's conference with P. H. White of
the W. H. Alkire Enterprises. White
has been appointed Western agent for
the distributors.

November
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Prepares
Anniversary

Observance

of Tenth Year of Publication of Reel
In This Country Will Begin November 15:
Will Show Scenes of Local Interest

Greatly increased activity in all departments of the Pathe News organization has been going on for weeks in
preparation for the features which will
be added to all issues of the bi-weekly
topical, beginning November 15 in celebration of its tenth anniversary. The
incorporation in the regular issues of
special scenes which will give the pictures a feature place on the programs
of the largest theatres has entailed considrable added effort.
The pictures in preparation by the
editor of the Pathe News are intended
to afford exhibitors an opportunity to
offer his patrons a special attraction.
Local items will be included in the issues
for the key cities in which Pathe branch
officers are maintained.
Plan Special Advertising
Aided by a special newspaper advertising campaign and exploitation stunts,
Pathe hopes to furnish the showman the
means of celebrating in a profitable way
his success of the past with Pathe News.
In discussing the anniversary one
Pathe official said:
"Overhasa maintained
period of ten
yearsstandard
PathNews
a high
of news service, covering the outstanding
the public
world'sin affairs
ing events
them toin the
a reel and
that givhas
many times amazed people with its
speed and thoroughness in getting to
the screen pictures of important events.
Is Example of Progress
"Its achievements of the last twelve
mouths are notable examples of the
progress made in the field of topical
pictures and illustrate that the last year
is one of the greatest in the history of
Pathe News. A recent occurence in Ohio
shows the resource and efficiency which
has been developed by Path News.
"Pictures of the fifth game of the
world's tweenseries
played Nationals
in Cleveland
bethe Brooklyn
and the
Cleveland
Americans
were
on the

f

1
ROBERT T. HAINES
Featured player in "The Victim," the C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation's current
picture.

screens of- the large theatres in Cleveland three hours after the game was finished. The Loew theatres in Cleveland
showed pitctures at 7 o'clock of the
game landthat
ended at 4 o'clock with Clevethe victor.
Beat Newspaper Stills
"The Pathe News beat even the newspapers with pictures of the Wall street
explosion. In San Francisco newspapers reproduced enlargements from
the Pathe reel because the .film arrived
there in advance of the newspaper stills.
Chicago showed the results of the explosion at noon Friday or twenty-four
hours after its occurrence.
"Going back to the beginning of the
current year the high liphts in the accomplishments ofPathe News are: First
picture made in Germany after the
armistice: first pictures of German revolution which made of that country a republic; first pictures of occupation of
Flume by the D'Annunzio forces, a feat
in which Pathe News preceded all competitors by several weeks; first and exclusive pictures of the armies of General
Denikine, head of the anti-bolshevik
forces; first pictures of the allied forces
entering the Dardanelles after the
admisticc.
Show Arrival of Blimp
"First pictures of the arrival of the
British blimp, the R-34, after its flight
from England to the United States; exclusive pictures of the actual peace
treaty and the signatures of the different
nations ratifying this epochal document;
exclusive pictures of the great lynch
riot in Lexington, Ky., in which may be
seen the actual fighting in which the
mob was fired upon by the soldiers;
first pictures of the Olympic games; the
Soviet-Pole front; the Mexican revolution; the Rome-Tokio flight, and exclusive views of the supreme conference
of the allies at San Remo; the entry of
the French into Frankfort; the activities of the German reds in the Rhur district and the revolution in Germany
against the Erbert administration.
Universal* s Fort Lee
Employes Given Bonus
Under Industrial Plan
The first melon to be cut by Universal
at its Fort Lee factory under the new
industrial democracy plan by which the
workers share in the savings during
the year to their efficiency and economy,
has been distributed. It totalled $962
and represented a bonus of 5 per cent
of each worker's salary.
The Fort Lee employes call their
bonuses under the industrial democracy
plan "ash can dividends" because they
represent savings which previously have
gone into discard.
In sending the check for $962 to the
Fort Lee factory, R. H. Cochrane, vicepresident of Universal, expressed his delight with the showing made during the
first two weeks, and admitted he gladly
gave the money, 50 per cent of the actual savings, to be distributed among
the workers themselves.

X MillSabln.
s \|||Nproduce]
i> ii. .1.1.II Villi
i of \HMm.\ ELE
(.nrnett
of the Arrow-Muriel Ontrlrhc eomrdlrn
She hnx a prominent part In "Betty tk<
\ Ump."
"Twin

Beds*

Ready

For Presentation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— Sunday, Oc
tober 31, has been set definitely for tin
presentation of Mr. and Mrs. Carter D<
Haven in the film adaptation of "Twii
Beds" at the Strand theatre, Manhattan
The feature is described as "a peppery
bed-room, pajama comedy, chock full o
laugh-compelling
scenes,
which doesn'
once
descend to the
objectionably
sug
gestive. It is clean, solid, wholesom
mirth throughout." More than the CUS
tomarily large amount of interest at!
taches to the work of Carter De Have*
at this time because of his recent acqui
sition of the Charles Chaplin studios i:
Hollywood, and his plans for pictur
production on a large scale. He has an
nounced ambitious and elaborate project
for the future.
Monty

Banks

Going

Abroad October 21
(Sfccial to Exhibitor] Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— Monty Bank;
who is producing a series of eighteei
two-reel comedies, starring himself, fo
publication through Federated ex
changes, has arrived in New York wit
his latest comedy,Banks
"His sails
Dizzyon Day
"O
the Mau
October 28 Mr.
retania for a three weeks' stay in Eng
land, France and Italy, the latter bem
his native land. Mr. Banks is ahead c
schedule and his trip aboar
is
for recreation.
production
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U.

S. Territory

Admitted

to Cooperative

Exchange Organization Giving It a
100 Per Cent Membership
Federated Film Exchanges of America has reached the 100 per cent
ark in membership in the United States.
Franchises in the two territories that had remained open have been
;quired by W. G. Underwood for Texas. Arkansas and Oklahoma, and
1 J. Frisch of Greater Productions Company, who has the Iowa and Xeiaska territory.
Announcement Follows Directors' Meeting
The addition of these two new members was announced by \Y. E.
! allenberger, general manager of Federated, following a recent meeting
< the board of directors in Xew York. Mr. Shallenberger states that
:th Mr. Underwood and Mr. Frisch had been negotiating for some time
i the franchises and had made a careful investigation of the proposition.
\lr. Underwood has long been promi- publication at all Federated exchanges.
an independent
opIn commenting upon Federated extihttor asin Texis.
Oklahoma exchange
and Arkansas
changes attaining 100 per cent memberMr. Frisch is similarly well-known
ship in the United States, J. L. FriedIowa and Nebraska.
man, president, states this is the first
Is Effective Immediately
time in the history of the motion picture
heir membership becomes effective industry that a body of independent exediately and they will start distribut- changemen has been able to combine
it Federated products, which at pres- their interests successfully and attain so
consist of a five-reel feature. "Mo- large a membership.
He further states that this is due to
Girl." starring
Rhodes,
srcial T'sfeatures
starringBillie
Bessie
Love, four
the
the splendid proposition offered the inde1st of which is "Bonnie May," and a
pendent exchangemen by the Federated
?ies of eighteen two-reel comedies
and says that he believes that the
srring Monty Banks, which are pub- plan
success of this new body is an absolute
hed at the rate of one every three certainty.
\eks. ■
Federated originally was conceived by
Another announcement emanating from
t Federated offices is the contract Mr. Friedman who called prominent state
c sed with C. B. C. Film Sales Corpora- right buyers to meet in Chicago in March
tn for the distribution of a special film of this year, when a temporary organization was effected.
t itied "Man o' War,- the Wonder
l'rse," which shows incidents in the
lining of this great racer. It is said United Picture Theatres
t be one of the most interesting short
iiiects ever produced.
Seeks Sale of Pictures
First Time in History
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
General Manager Shallenberger ani inces that this film is for immediate
XEW YORK, Oct. 26.— The trustee
of United Picture Theatres of America,
bankrupt, has filed a petition for authorization to sell for So. 500 cash five of the
company's photoplays, namely, "The
Light of the Western Stars." "Man in
the Open." "A Man's Fight," "Adele"
and "Playthings of Passion" together
with all the negatives, positives, advertising matter, posters and the right to
exhibit the photoplays in the United
States and Canada, together w;ith the
right to recover all negatives, prints and
accessories
of the trustee's possession now
which areoutrecoverable.
1

V

J. L. FRIEDMAN
'j the
J ofmanFed"a«'d
Film Exchanges,
nd
" organization.nhow efforts resulted In

W. E. SH A LLK \ BERGER
General manager of Federated Film Exchanges, who has announced that the
concern has reached a 100 per cent
membership.
Film

Men

in Chicago

At James' Luncheon
Advertising Official Presides at
Affair Given at the
Sherman Hotel
Chicago film interests were well represented at the luncheon given at the Sherman hotel in Chicago at which Arthur
James, editor of Moving Picture World,
was the guest of honor.
In Mr.
James'P.party
at theadvertising
luncheon
were
Wendell
Milligan.
manager of the World, and the Chicago
staff. Paul R. Kuhn. vice-president of
Burnet-Kuhn Advertising Company, presided.
Addresses were given by Mr. Kuhn.
Joseph Hopp. president of the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance; Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of American Film Company: Watterson Rothacker. president of
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company: Clyde Eckhardt. local manager for
Fox. and Martin J. Quigley, publisher of
Exhibitors
Herald.
Director Williams
In introducing Mr. James, Mr. Kuhn
declared that "Arthur James is too well
Returns From East
known by all of you to need an elaborate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
intrdoucticn. As an always aggressive,
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— Cyrus J. always constructive factor of the indusWilliams, who is producing for Pathe a _try,
his achievements have called forth
series of two-reelers starring Tom San- the earnest appreciation of all vitally
tschi. under contract with Arthur S.
interested in the industry."
Kane, has just returned from Xew York.
Sullivan Is Home
Manager Sheehan Is
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Oct. 26.— C. Gardner
Sullivan has returned to the Ince
Inspecting Fox Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
studios after a five months' tour of EuLOS AXGELES, Oct. 26.— Winfield
rope and the continent. He will immeSheehan. general manager of Fox films,
diately put into scenario form several
is expected here this week to inspect the powerful themes inspired by his lengthy
Fox studios.
journey.
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Passion/'
Spectacular
German
Picture,
Scores
Distinct
Hit
First

National

Presents

Pola Negri, Polish Star,
in Artistic
With

Screen

Ver-

sion of "DuBarry"
Talented Cast

Special interest attaches itself to
the German-made spectacle "Passion," a First National attraction,
by reason of the fact that it represents the re-entry of old world productions into the American market.
Such a re-entry naturally gives
rise to the question: Have European producers after their years
of production inactivity taken up
the work where they left off to engage in the business of war or have
the)- successfully bridged the gap
of dormancy and breasted the times
of modernity?
For the answer to this question
one naturally compares "Passion"
with past spectacles from Europe
and also from our own domestic
producers. And by this comparison
"Passion" stands out as the best
thing we have had from the other
side since "Cabiria" and something
that holds its own with our biggest
American spectacles, everything
considered.
Though made in Germany, there
is nothing about the picture to
stamp it as of Teutonic origin, nor
is there anything in it that might in
any way be construed as propastorylifetold
"Passion"
is based ganda.
on Thethe
of in
Madam
DuBarry at the time of Louis XV and
is historical drama.
* * *
Thus the picture becomes what is
called a "costume" play. For a long
time there have been cries against
such pictures. Whatever justice
there may have been in these cries
none can be raised in the case of
"Passion." For "Passion" is a costume play of unfailing delight.
Perhaps the most impressive thing
in "Passion" is the enthralling work
of Pola Negri, the Polish star, and
the members of her supporting cast,
and the scintillating yet careful
painstaking direction. It is doubtful if a performance so superbly
shaded
Negri'sscreen.
has been
seen on astheMiss
American
As
Jeanne Marie Vaubernier, the little
Parisian milliner, afterwards the
Countess DuBarry, she touches
every mood in the feminine nature,
from the naivete of childish simplicity to the vengefulness of the
world-wise courtesan. And there is
color, depth and sincerity in every
move. Her support is as well nigh

perfection as it is possible for a cast
to be.
* * *
The intimate romance of the life
of the countess- DuBarry is presented in a manner that is at once
vivid, compelling and artistic. It
reaches sweeping proportions in its
climactic scenes when the people of
France break out in revolution and
capture Mme. DuBarry, who is
tried, convicted and then almost
saved by the love she had forsaken
when other men beckoned.
From a spectacular point of view
"Passion" is nothing short of remarkable. The big mob scenes towards the close of the picture are
handled in a remarkable manner.
They are realism itself.
"Passion" will go down in film
history as one of really few entralling, genuinely artistic, photoplays.
If it is in any way typical of the
merit of the productions to come,
European pictures will find a ready
market here. It is twelve reels in
length.
Harry H. Poppc.
Barhydt to Build
Terre Haute House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE HAUTE, IN'D., Oct. 26.—
Theodore \V. Barhydt and associates are
planning the erection of a theatre at
Seventh and Ohio streets if satisfactory
disposal can be made of leases now held
by tenants. Barhydt is negotiating with
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for
pictures. He proposes to run vaudeville
also.
A Detroit architect is working on
plans for the proposed theatre to seat
2,500 and to be similar to houses being
erected in South Bend and Evansville.
Inclines will take the place of stairs.
Plans will be definitely decided on withing five or six weeks, according to Barhvdt.
Pollock

Directing

Wm. Fox Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— Leo Pollock has succeeded Carl Downing as
publicity director at the Fox studios.
Cuneo Marries Actress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 26.— The marriage of Lester Cuneo, Capital Film Company, to Miss Francelia Billington, popular screen lead, took place at Riverside,
October 21.
Whiteheads Leave Albion
EATON RAPIDS, MICH. — Earl M.
Whitehead and Miss Cleopatra Whitehead, formerly of Albion, have recently
opened the new Capitol theatre here.

Nh >IliW\ \ ncn
\ ulring-toi
The Arro« *tnr,II \with
tit* mill IIIIIIKhl> wink
Stanley Company to
Build in Germantow
Jules E. Mastbaum Stat?
Million Is Involved
In New Project
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA. PA.. Oct. 26.
Jules K. Mastbaum. president of t
Stanley Company of America, imme
ately upon his return from the Wi[
announced that the Stanley corporati|
has acquired from Jacob Hess the prtj
crty at the northeast corner of Germ;'
town and Lehigh avenues, and that la
the finest photoplay theatre in the ent
northern section of Philadelphia will
erected on the site.
Deal Involves $1,000,000
It is said that over $1,000,000 was
volved in the transaction. The site is
present occupied by a small motion {•
ture theatre, the Fairhill sub-postofi:
and two stores. It includes 2701 to 2 •
Germantown avenue and has a fronti :
of 100 feet on that thoroughfare ami
depthLehigh
of 225avenue.
feet to Hutchinson str t
on
Mr. Mastbaum stated that when j
present leases expire the buildings willf
be demolished
in their
place2,500
willjE
erected
a new and
theatre
to seat
f
containing all modern improvements,
eluding a magnificent organ, large st e
and other new devices that will make 1
the comfort and convenience of patro
Every detail of the new house will c
form to thein Stanley
excellence
every standard
departmentof arti
Locality Is Busy One
While the Stanley Company
theatres in every section of Phila
had ontn
heretofore
it has notlocality,
phia,
this particular
which is onefj
f»
Philadelphia,
North
in
the busiest
anot*
adds
site
this
of
acquisition
the
photoplay resort to the already MB
banner.
chain of the theatres under the Stat|J
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Pola

Negri,

Star,

and

Three

Big

Scenes

I

"Passion"
from
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DAPTED
story, courtezan
"Du Barry,"
the life offrom
the the
famous
of based
Louis upon
XV,
ountess DuBarry, and the momentous years of the
ench Revolution.
Pola
vid and
imera.
sanes of

Negri, the Polish star, gives one of the most
artistic performances ever recorded by the
Thousands of extras were used in the mob
this First National production.
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Export Division of
N. A. M. P. L Formed
Paul Cromelin of Inter-Ocean
Is Chairman of This
Department
An exporters' division of the National
Association of Motion Picture Industry
has heen organized with Paul H. Cromelin, manager of Inter-Ocean Film Company, as chairman.
This division was formed at a recent
meeting called by Mr. Cromelin who outlined the difficulties confronting the exporter because of the lack of copyright
protection.
Pays Tribute to Chairman
Mr. Cromelin urged that steps be taken
to have Argentine and other South
American countries accept the PanAmerican Trade Mark and Copyright
Convention clauses. He also declared
they could cooperate with organizations
from other industries facing the same
problems.
Arthur S. Friend, chairman of the
finance committee and treasurer of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, paid
tribute to Mr. Cromelin for his work

in behalf of the industry during the
war.
Mr. Cromelin also told of the movement of the national association to have
the parcel post laws extended so that
shipments could be made to all parts
of the world. This would result in a
tremendous saving to the industry. The
Post Office Department at Washington
has signified its willingness but the matter is being
heldYork.
up by the fire underwriters at New
Talks on Film Thefts
Mr. Cromelin told of the new film
theft law that has been introduced in
congress at the request of the national
association, which if enacted into law
would do much to prevent the stealing
or duping of films and shipping them to
foreign countries.
Fifteen members present at the organization meeting signed application for
membership. Among those present were
L. H. Allen, L. H. Allen Company;
Bobby North, Apollo Trading Corporation; a representative of Arrow Film
Corporation; Millard Johnson, Australasian Films; Alvin Wortham, Bech, Van
Siclen & Co.; J. C. Barnstyn, British &
Continental Co.; Export & Import Film
Co.; G. A. Skinner, Educational Films;
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J. Glucksman, Max Glucksman Co.; J
D.' l\
M. de Aragon,
Co.;
Howells l Bros.;
David &P.Gillespie
Howells,
tional
Variety
Theatrica
Co.; Interna'
F. Lul
porini, Luproini Bros.; T. Mitchell
Mitchell & McCarthy Co.; E. S. Man
heimer, PJ-.oto Serials Corp.; Reginal
Warde, Reginald Wardc, Inc.; P. F
an'
Inter-Oc
Cromelin
S. Cor
Jack Co.;
ElliotteanandFilm
Frederick, H.
nolly of the national association.
Robertson-Cole

Publishes

Book for "The Stealers'
With its cover a pose of William H
Tooker and Myrtle Morse, two of th
all-star cast of "The Stealers." the Rob
ertson-Cole special, directed by Williar
Christy Cabannc, now published t'l
the trade, the press and exploitatio
book on this picture is artistic and us(
ful.
Tipped in on the back page is a sp<
cial newspaper publicity insert of eigr
pages, so gotten up that it contains mat
ter tor the advance, opening, reviev
special and filler requirements of the at
traction, the work being done by new;
writing experts.

VOTE

Suffrage

TOTALS

Given

tial Majorities — Voters Register Against
of Nations by Close Count

Substan-

League

•

(Following is the total vote by states registered in the nationwide straw ballot under the auspices of the Associated
First National Pictures, Inc. Only ballots that were signed, those that showed that they were genuine
records of political sentiment on the part of the residents of the United States, are
included in these totals, which, for that reason, are declared to
be less than one-quarter of the votes which were
registered by the theatres
iap
participating.)
Wines
Suffrage
President
League of Nations
Woman
Light
For
For
STATE
Harding Cox
25,488
NEW YORK
28,226 16,285
For
16,437
34,821
545 Against
18,201 Against
25,976
UTAH
15,400 18,219
14,656
19,536
12,890
27,291
17,760
113
462 Against
NORTH CAROLINA
209 649
9,030
583
124
OHIO
14,044 15,102
18,068
868
43
4,938
18,178
15,034
INDIANA
5,252 4,020
268
8,943
KENTUCKY
847 3,865
4.631
3,287
7,562
4,027
125
3,616
5,224
68
124
314
GEORGIA
78
335
280
590
5,837
1,766
1,333
376
171
432
211
241
1,834
MAINE
401 170
1,847
598
171
833
677
MICHIGAN
1 ,993 725
MINNESOTA
4,185 1,622
1,468
1,444
1,381
49
CONNECTICUT
3,556 1,044
1,378
1,528
3,754
518
3,893
1,009
NEVADA
862 618
3,751
1,024
89
514
ARIZONA
68
92
917
2,710
750
2,756
1,005
920
3,113
434
1,022
WISCONSIN
5,001 1,768
265
100
48
439
125
427
407
201
1,969
171
1,648
80
NEW JERSEY
505 176
1,205
43
52
265
440
ALABAMA
101 621
25
3,213
364
3,187
38
30
102
228
169
88
240
602
SOUTH CAROLINA
41
282
15
60
11
WYOMING
53
24
678
130
15
21
44
45
16
1,542
IDAHO
58
17
76
985
498
MISSOURI
1,084 1,111
1,195
827
ILLINOIS
9,596 3,051
798
623
719
MASSACHUSETTS
6,783 2,161
1,163
8,190
3,762
296
467
7,921
3,153
FLORIDA
663 771
2,068
319
8,094
1,593
558
234
517
SOUTH DAKOTA
655 176
602
5,810
5,784
5,468
2,336
349
737
720
371
NORTH DAKOTA
814 365
1,988
1,000
181
KANSAS
2,772 1,662
661
244
2,625
PENNSYLVANIA
4,007 2,176
1,417
2,265
495
480
580
1,617
VIRGINIA
808 658
3,790
3,206
1,922
2,882
2,622
270
634
472
WEST VIRGINIA
538 549
792
671
542
324
11,408
15,979
CALIFORNIA
23,354 13,555
3,479
15,609
17,420
251
15,971
862
1,282
TOTAL
131,964 91,869
119,857 72,068
563
91,266 108,478
143,873 45,778
9,780
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"Once

OTIS HARLEX
■U-ksown stage comedian, who is the
itar ia the latest Reelcraft Royal
iimtdv, "I'll Say He Forgot."
:311th Seeks to Be
Production Center
iisiness Interests Endeavor to
Divert Film Activities to
That Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ACKSOXVILLE, FLA., Oct. 26.—
latest step
by the
Chamber
•' eCommerce
heretaken
to divert
a part
of the
Mion picture production activities to
ts territory is the appointment of an
ocntive board of the motion picture
cnmittec which xvill map out a definite
cnpaign looking to the erection of a
I ge production center.
Three Sites Available
. hree sites are available here on xvhich
a notion picture city could be erected.
* R- Carter, chairman of the picture
cnmittee of the Chamber of Commerce,
c lares that Jacksonville has many ad'•I itages
^center.over Los Angeles as a producihe only advantage Los Angeles
hi or has." said Mr. Carter, "is a city
' of boosters. People there are wide
a ike, quick to see their opportunities
sl as quick to grasp them."
Will Raise Fund
arter pointed out that Jacksonville
i :nly one-third as far from New York
a Los Angeles. The executive board
pointed will raise a fund for pre1 ;nary advertising and to defray the
c enses of sending representatives to
I v York to confer with the various
b£e producers.
he Chamber of Commerce and citizis have promised producers every ass ance possible. It is hoped that a
1 ?e studio can be erected here.

HERALD

to Every
Woman"
Screened
For Exhibitors, Press and Others

Universal Reports That Those Attending Showing
Declare The Picture Is Greatest Piece
of Work Ever Done by Star
Exhibitors, members of the trade added much to the general effect of the
press, newspaper and magazine repreMost touching of all, it is said, was
sentatives and other theatrical people picture.
attended the private showing of Uni- a prologue song sung by Mabelle Nash,
versal's '"Once to Every Woman" in the a noted lyric soprano. It was "Ben
grand
Bolt." This song is an intimate part of
York. ballroom of the Hotel Astor, New
the heart appeal in "Once to Every
\\ oman." and although simple and unUniversal reports that those present
ostentatious, itmade an ideal prologue
acclaimed the picture the greatest piece for the photoplay.
of work ever done by the star. Dorothy
Phillips, and her husband-director, Allen
J. Holubar. Especial praise was exSings "Ben
At the climax
of theBolt"
screen drama,
pressed for the star's unusual ability in
handling the series of varying charac- when the disappointed opera star, played
terizations made necessary by the by Miss Phillips, regains her x-oice at
story.
her mother's bedside and is able to
Acts Several Roles
grant ingthe
request,
the singof themother's
favoritelastold
melody,
Miss
She at first acted the role of a high Nash followed
the
singer
on
the
screen
school girl, then that of a young music
in a rendition
"BeneyesBolt,"
which
student, later a successful prima donna, brought
tears to ofmany
throughout
and finally a matured woman chastened
the hall.
by sacrifice. Her artistry in handling
"Once to Every Woman" brings a
these widely separated phases of femi- new
to screen prominence.
nine character stamps her as one of She is"mother"
Mrs. Margaret Mann. The many
the great screen actresses, according to critics who
saxv
her
united in saying she
Universal.
is one of the most sympathetic and lox-The enthusiasm of the audience was
in photo drama.
no less outspoken in the credit given to ablePaulmothers
Gulick, director of publicity, and
Holubar for his direction of the pic- Charles Rosenzweig. general sales manture. In the staging of an entire grand
ager of the New York exchange, who
opera for a single sequence of scenes
Holubar won commendation as a doer of arranged the showing, united in saying
that the success of the presentation has
big things for the screen.
conx-inced Universal that "Once to
Written by Holubar
Even.' Woman" xvill eclipse the success
The Hotel Astor presentation was es- of Miss Phillips' previous screen hits.
pecially notable because of the musical
accompaniment. The story of "Once
Lasky Going West
to Every Woman," written by Holubar
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
himself, recites the aspirations and romance of the music world, and of the
LOS AXGELES. Oct 26.— Jesse
progress of a rising young opera singer.
Lasky is due at the West Coast studios
An orchestral accompaniment compiled
November 15.
and directed by James V. Bradford
UNIVERSALE

Scene

from "Once

LATEST

HOLUBAR

to Every Woman," in which
(Universal-Jewel) .

PICTURE

Dorothy

Phillips is starred

American

Exhibitors

Vote for President
Election Day
November 2

Every Day Is
Ele ction Day Tor
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors
Ballot Today
And Every Day
For Better Pictures
— And

Business

THE

ONLY

POSITIVE

GUIDE TO BOX
Exhibitors Herald s

OFFICE VALUES"

"WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME"
You are especially invited t orrespond regularly with our department. "What tha P.ctura Did
For Me." It is a co-operati •emce FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THF PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read m the HERALD every week what the
picture did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to bos office values.
USE THESE BLANKS :
Till.
Cj— „

F 'tr,A

Transient or
Neighborhood Patronage
Remarks .

i, i f

Tul.
Sit I
Producer Transient or
Neighborhood Patronage
Remark* .

■ 'MName ol Thealr
Name of Theatre
ExHbitu
Exhibitor
City —
.Cifjr
State
State
Kindly use especial care In writlnf name and name of theatr
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ADVERTISING

cfMotion

Box

9ieture

Offi

ce

Chicago theatres will be filled to capacity on the night
of November 2 and until the "wee hours" of the following
morning.
Every theatre in the United States should experience
similar prosperity.
The opportunity is ready-made.
Through an arrangement effected by Oscar A. Doob.
Famous Players-Lasky exploitation representative, on behalf of Chicago theatre men, the "Chicago Evening Amerwill fifteen
furnish minute
free ofintervals.
charge to every theatre election
returnsican"at
The Paramount exchange is providing to theatres of
all classes and regardless of program identifications striking two-color posters for use in advertising the event.
These are given without charge.
Further interesting details of the Chicago arrangement
follow hereinafter.
Every exhibitor in the country should thoroughly
familiarize himself with the plan in its entirety, that a
similar arrangement may be effected in every city.

"\SCAR A. DOOB. long identified
I I with innovational motion picture exploitation, and Frederick
--Quigg. motion picture editor of the
(icago Evening American, who has
I-it his section of that journal always
c "east and generally in advance of
cnpetitors. are the men responsible
r a remarkable co-operative plan
\iich includes several features of
{■cedential character.
The Paramount exchange supplies
pters of two varieties. The first is
f display in front of the theatre and
r.ds. "Come here election night. This
t-atre will announce Evening Ameri n election bulletins on election
■;ht" A credit line at the bottom
uds, "By special arrangement with
iramount Pictures/ Famous Playt -Lasky Corp." The matter is disI yed attractively in yellow and black.
The second is for stage display
tder spotlight during the performaoe. Against a blue background
yite letters above and below read
vening American Election Bulle' s and the above-mentioned credit
le respectively. About two-thirds of

the space is left blank for the marking
in of returns as they are received.
* * will
* * announce the
The newspaper
event from fifty 24-sheet stands
throughout the city and from one hundred and forty-four 2-sheet boards on
their seventy-two wagons and trucks.
Paramount will furnish slides for
screen identification of the theatre
with the outside advertising.
And the newspaper will complete
the co-operation by giving big news
space to the general event and special
publicity to the theatres co-operating.
It is significant that the free service
is to be given to theatres of all classes.
Legitimate and vaudeville houses, as
well as picture theatres that do not
use Paramount service in any form
nor advertise in the newspaper, will
be given the same co-operation.
Even the theatres in surrounding
towns are to be given the material and
supplied the bulletins, the sole obligation being that they shall pay the telephone toll charges.
* * *
The opportunity thus brought ready-

Exploitation

Retu

rns

made to the exhibitor unquestionably
will be grasped.
Election returns will be converted
into box office returns.
Crowds that customarily haunt the
newspaper offices and other downtown
places where returns are published
will remain in the neighborhoods and
in the neighborhood theatres.
A special midnight performance, a
double feature bill, added talent, special entertainment of any kind, will be
used by the progressive exhibitor to
bring unprecedented crowds to his
theatre — and hold them.
Chicago exhibitors should remember
November 2. 1920. as one of the big
nights in box office history.
And the stunt can be duplicated by
any exhibitor in any city in the United
States.
An arrangement with a newspaper
should be effected with little difficulty.
By this plan a man stationed in the
newspaper office telephones the bulletins to the theatre, where they are immediately placed before the audience.
Credit should in all cases be shared
with the newspaper. The advertising
opportunity thus accorded will be appreciated and result in publicity for
the theatre in the news columns that
could not be otherwise obtained.
If this plan is found for any reason
impracticable, it is possible to gain a
similar effect by other means. A special wire may be obtainable at reasonable cost, local conditions governing, in
which case the enterprise can be advertised asentirely individual.
Clubs, hotels, possibly local politicians, are other alternatives that may
be resorted to.
There is no good reason why every
motion picture theatre in the United
States should not make of election day
a red letter date in box office history.
* * *
Messrs. Doob and McOuigg deserve
great credit for the masterful manner
in which they have engineered the affair for Chicago and vicinity.
Exhibitors everywhere will not fail
to profit by their excellent example.
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

The side show ballyhoo scene in "Mr. Fatima," a coming Christie-Educational
publication, may be duplicated upon the stage with excellent results.

'Striking Models," a Christie comedy,
contains the above scene, sufficient information in itself for the working
basis of a style review as presentation.
That presentation should be used for
short subjects is a fact borne out by
recent advance in this science.

A stage setting of superior quality, suitable for Oriental musical presentation,
is
suggested
by the still from "Kismet," Robertson-Cole's production
starring
Otis Skinner.

| A humorous and unusual scene from
| "The Husband Hunter," Eileen Percy'is
| Fox picture, that suggests striking
Simplicity is the keynote of the stage feature suggested by the above photoI street exploitation.
graph, showing one of the scenes from American's "The Blue Moon."
v>amm 111111111111111 1111111 111111111 11111 11111 1 NiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiii mini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnminimiiiiiimiiiiiii iiiiiiiimi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniii iiimiiiiiiiHiiiuMiiiiiiiniraininiinnBriiminiiir
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MECHANICAL lion that roared, switched its tail and tossed its mane in strikingly realistic manner was mounted atop the
box office
of the Moon
Neb., strength.
during the run of "The Revenge of Tarzan." Cutouts against a yellow wall
paper
background
gave theatre,
the lobbyOmaha,
additional

Live,

Mechanical

and

Cutout

Lions

In Ballantyne's
"Tarzan"
But the lion above the box office
Genuine genius was recently defined
u'hese columns as the will and ability merits special description.
t'ii'ork.
It was not a live lion. But smoothworking mechanical equipment gave
?.ts of5".
managing
the Ballantyne,
Moon theatre,
Omaha, direcNeb., it every semblance of life, including
i\ genius of the best type. His work the switching tail, the tossing head
Lconsistently good, and consistently
s.ctacular. His every campaign marks
a'tep forward, and he already has
gned a position a* the top of Americ. showmanship.
lis latest work, as is to be expected
o such a man, is his greatest.
CCOMPANYING photographs
I. tell the major but do not tell many
eential minor details of Mr. Ballant; e's campaign for "The Revenge of
It was a campaign extraordIrzan."
ary.
The float type of advertising has
:n highly developed by Mr. Ballane, but nothing yet produced has
laled the present creation. An Afan lion of great lung power and
bjstrous tendencies, with a lion
t iner to insure against accident, was
dven about the streets as shown herey h for three days prior to the open^ of the picture. To say that it
QHv attention is to state the case
nfdly. And the float was. parked at
r ht in front of the Moon theatre.
The striking lobby display, made up
c cutouts outlined against a yellow
\aracti
11 paper background, was optically
ve in itself.

Used

Exploitation
and mane, and a roar at intervals that
could be heard for great distance.
Had newspaper advertising for the
feature been abandoned entirely the
Moon theatre would doubtless have
prospered during the run of the play.

An African lion, stoutly caged but accompanied by a trainer to prevent accident,
was driven about Omaha streets for four days prior to the opening of the picture
and parked in front of the treatre nights.
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Truck
Parades
for "What's
Your
Add
Detroit
and
New
Haven

Hurry?"
to Conquests

Every taxi in the city carried the cards or signs ol
larger dimensions prominently displayed. ' >ther motor
ists took up the idea and followed the example.
The Detroit Trucking Association caused every true!
used by that organization to carry the banners.
And for the first time permission was granted for th(
painting of a motion picture title in great white letter;
on sidewalks in the business section.
The Mack Truck Company \\a- then consulted. Thi
picture was shown to executives and the company sup
I lied three new trucks, with drivers, banners, etc., foi
street use so long as it was deemed n ■ce-.-ary to u-e them
These turned the residential sections during the forenooi
and afternoon, making a parade through the business.sec
tion at the busy noon hour.
( apacity business endured throughout the seven day
of the Adams theatre engagement.

Detroit, Mich., traffic officers co-operated in the Kunsky campaign for "What's Your Hurry?" acting upon instructions
from headquarters.

"!l'i~" is slang.
"Humdinger" "knockout." "world beater." and
"whale" arc in the same category and therefore unacceptable for use in the serious discussion of box office titles.
But ■'What's Your Hurry.'" the title of Wallace Reid's
recent Paramount production, merits a description of
superlatives and the standard dictionaries do not contain
properly exprcssk-c words.
Exceptions prove rules. This is an exception.
The title is a "wis."
ETROIT, MICH., and New Haven. Conn., are the
cities most recently reported as yielding capacity patronage to exploitation in behalf of "What's Your Hurry?"
Both stories are accounts of high class exploitation executed in high class manner and with complete success.
In Detroit the city administration, the police force
and the populace co-operated with the gentlemen behind
the campaign ; Howard O. Pierce, publicity and exploitation director for the John H. Kunsky interests, Tom
Mouie, manager of the Adams and Madison theatres, and
Leslie T. Whelan, Famous Players-Lasky exploitation
representative.
The police commissioner was first appealed to and
gave his support by instituting a "Safety First" campaign.
A "What's Your Hurry?" Day was announced. Announcement was made in the newspapers, the announcement being commented upon editorially. Every traffic policeman
directed traffic with the aid of cards twelve inches square
upon which the title of the picture was printed. Even
the crow's nests on prominent corners were decorated with
the cards.

In New Haven the work
scarcely less interesting
'
* * was*
The city was thronged with students returning t<
Yale. 1'aul S. Morgan, Famous I'lavcrs-Lasky representa
live, approached the local agency of the Mack Truck Com
pany. with the result that three trucks were supplied fo
street work, the entire expense of the enterprise beinj
borne by the motor company.
•
A condition similar to that above credited to th<
Adams existed at the Riallo theatre during the engage
ment.
Roth campaigns merit the highest praise.
Rut it is important that consideration be given thi
title without which they could have not been produced.
The story from which the picture was made appearei
originally as "The Hippopotamus Parade." A good titl<
for a story. A fair title for a picture. But not as goo<
as "What's Your Hurry?"

Crow's nest traffic posts throughout the city were festoone
with "What's Your Hurry?" placards as a part of th
Kunsky exploitation.
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Exploitation's
''Hippopotamus
Parade"
"What's Your Hurry?" Paramount s picturization of "The Hippopotamus Parade,"
has been given spectacular truck exploitation in every section of the country. AboCe
is seen the Detroit, Mich., cavalcade. The New Haven. Conn., procession is
pictured bzlou).
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Nazimova Poster Is
Concrete Evidence of
Better Paper Drive

Cigar stores, clubs and hotels provided old decks of cards with which Thomas J.
Watson, manager of the Superba theatre, Freeport, 111., constructed the above
lobby display without expense.

"Fortune
May

Teller" Lobby Display
Be Duplicated Without

Price tags do not index quality.
It is natural that the majority of
people believe otherwise. Habit is
strong. And the psychology of the
price tag is familiar to advertisers.
Merit is not determined by cost.
Advertisers should correctly estimate at once the merit of the lobby
display reproduced above.
It didn't cost a cent.
Thomas J. Watson, manager of the
Superba theatre, Freeport, III., was
not influenced by the price tag idea
when he planned his lobby display for
"The Fortune Teller," the RobertsonCole production featuring Marjorie
Rambeau.
He wanted a good lobby.
He didn't care what it cost.
More important, he didn't care if
it didn't cost anything.
It didn't.
He visited the cigar stores of Freeport, the clubs and the hotels, and obtained all the old decks of playing
cards on hand. There were enough of
them to paper the interior of the ordinary dwelling.
He used them to paper his lobby.
A careful study of the photograph
shows the effect gained.
A recent story in this department
detailed the construction of another
lobby display used for the same attraction. It will doubtless be remembered
by the majority of readers.
The playing card motif was used
in that case also, but huge, specially
prepared cards were used. The display was obviously expensive.
It is unnecessary to compare the

Cost

two exhibits. They are dissimilar save
in theme, and dissimilar objects cannot be compared.
From the exhibitorial viewpoint,
however, the conclusion must be
drawn that Mr. Watson's method of
procedure
is the business man's
method.

Posters are being improved.
There has been room for doubt.
Announcement is frequently made
by various producing and distributing companies of the addition to
their
art
of menterms.
whose Atability
is praised staff
in glowing
such '
times it is customary to speak of
the great improvement which will be
made in the advertising paper issued
by Exhibitors
the concern.read the announcement
and wait for the improvement. It
is not always discernible.
Note an exceptional instance.
Without blare of trumpets or wav
ing of banners the Metro Picture
Corporation submits the accompanyin:
photograph of a drawing to be use
on posters Peacock,"
issued in Nazimova's
connection mos
wit'
"Madame
recent Metro publication.
The improvement is distinctly dis
cernible.
And it is an improvement not onl
over former Metro paper but ove
the field at large.
There are present in the drawing
qualities picture
that should
be present
motion
advertising
paper,in esa'
pecially in that which is intended fo
lobby use, beauty and form. The real
ism of the photograph is discarded fo
the more attractive idealism. And i
cannot be denied that idealism is a
important factor in the popularity an'
appeal of the motion picture form o
entertainment.

Economy and exploitation, ill suited
bed mates, lie down together in perfect harmony in this case.
Mr. Watson's achievement is extraordinary inmany respects, not the
bility.
least of which is its obvious adaptaJt was common practice a few
years ago for cigar stores to decorate
their windows with miniature castles
and similar ornate structures, the
worn out decks of cards being dextrously folded and joined together
for the purpose. Six playing cards
are bent and placed together in such
manner as to form a perfect cube
which retains its shape without the
use of paste or other adhesive.
It is more than likely that this
simple trick can be learned of the
local tobacconist, or that a few minutes of experimenting will disclose
the method.
An even better lobby effect than
has yet been produced can be created by this means. It is to be hoped
that such an enterprise will be reported before the picture has passed
into historv.

That there is genuine effort being mad
for the improvement of billboard an
lobby paper is attested by the artisti
drawing for
posters to be used wit
"Madame
Peacock."
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~i OLLOWING redecoration and other improvements necessitating a shut-down, the Trenton theatre, Lynchburg, Va., was
opened
big business during "Carnival Month," an original creation used by E. W. Gould, manager, to mark the opening of
the
Fall toseason.

Carnival
Month"
Prolongs
Fall
To Profit
of Trenton
Theatre
"Carnival Month" is new.
Special weeks are becoming comnon. Four zveeks constitute the thetre month. And four special weeks
n succession constitute a proposition
hat few showmen would contemplate
mously if it were not demonstrated
racticable.
It has been so demonstrated.
There will be more "Carnival
Months."

in the birth of the "Carnival Month"
idea.
When the theatre was closed, adver-

tising for the event was started.
Group advertisements were used announcing "Carnival Month" and listing "Yes or No," "The Fighting Shepherdess," "Passion's Playground,"
"Married Life," "The Perfect
Woman," etc., as attractions for the
Great expectations were budt up beperiod.
fore the opening and the opening was
in keeping. Special house decorations
were used, inside and out, and a general holiday atmosphere was created.
The feature was a success.

7

W. GOULD, manager of the
Trenton theatre, Lynchburg, Va.,
the man who evolved and executed
ie "Carnival Month" idea. His iniiative is admirable. His contribution
3 exploitation is a valuable one.

The showing day had to be lengthened an hour by advancing the starting time to accommodate the crowds.
Special lobby displays were used for
each attraction.

Mr. Gould disposed of a chain oi
leatres in Georgia when the United
■tates entered the war and devoted
is time to the supervision of motion
icture entertainment in a Southern
antonment. The armistice signed, he
ngaged in various departments of the
lm industry in New York, finally beoming associated with J. B. Trent,
wner of the Trenton theatre, as manger.
His assumption of the managerial
iuties, combined with the opening of
he new season and the necessity of
ertain house improvements resulted

Opening
Management

Every attraction was advertised independently, but identified with the
"Carnival Month" celebration.
All of which shows that "it can be

E. W. Gould, manager of the Trenton
theatre,
"Carnivalenterprise.
Month" is an
original whose
and adaptable

Exhibitors will be interested to
learn that.
Other exhibitors will stage special
months
done." of one sort or another, now
that it has been demonstrated practicable, and the results should be
wholly satisfactory.
A precedent is a valuable thing —
and
Gould's precedent is of the
finestMr.
quality.
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Window

Playlet

"Humoresque"

Staged

in

Campaign

OSCAR

A. KANTNER, Paramount exploitation representative inIndianapolis, Ind.. is the man responsible
for the first exploitation-playlet.
"Humoresque," the current Paramount sensation, i*
the picture for which it was used.
The Ohio theatre was the direct beneficiary.
The window of the Brunswick Shop at 124 North
Pennsylvania St. was set to represent one of the important
scenes from the picture. And in this setting an effective
bit of action from the picture was reproduced with onh
such alterations as co-operation demanded.
A grandmother was employed to impersonate tht
"Mamma Kantor" of the picture. It chanced that her
grandson was a juvenile violinist of some ability and h(
fitted well into the scheme of things.
The play opened when the old lady entered the window and "tidied up the room" in characteristic fashion
Thisface
done,
boy old
entered,
his clothes
up" anc
his
dirty.the The
lady then
gave him"mussed
her attention.

Ushers of the Babcock theatre, Billings, Mont., as attired during
tl e run of "The Perfect Woman."
Billings

Campaign

Business

on

Weak

Builds
Nights

DEFINITE purpose gave strength to the campaign recently instituted by the Babcock theatre. Billings,
Mont., in behalf of "The Perfect Woman," "Constance
Talmadge's First National attraction. The purpose was
the building up of patronage on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday nights, the weakest nights of the week.
The first step was to learn the reason for this weakness, and investigation convinced the management that"
a natural fatigue from week-end activities, together with
the rush of house work in the early part of the week, was
responsible.
The correction could best be made, it was decided. Inputting extraordinary emphasis upon advertising for attractions showing on those days.
For "The Perfect Woman" several types of advertising were used, most remarkable, perhaps, being the contest
conducted along new lines. The newspaper presented the
theatre's
for contributions
setting forth individual
definitionsrequest
of a perfect
woman.
The unusual was achieved when it was announced that
the answers received would be displayed in bulletin form
in a prominent drug store window.
This method was followed out, the replies being
chalked up at intervals as though just received, and a
crowd was maintained in front of the window throughout
the day.
The campaign was conducted with enthusiasm and
dispatch throughout. It was carefully thought out in advance and executed with directness and force.
It built up those weak nights.
That accomplishment is more important than the mere
drawing of business for the three evenings. That accomplishment will leave behind it a series of strong first nights
that will represent great cash value.

When he was proj>erlv cared for a Brunswick instrument at one side of the window was put in motion ant
"Humoresque" was played, the boy following the recon
a> nearly as possible upon his violin.
That was the playlet. It wasn't long. But it was ef
fective.
Repeated at intervals, it drew crowd after crowd ol
pedestrians and held them.
Suitable announcement of the Ohio engagement wa;
made,
of course, and the effect upon the box office was un
mistakable.
There is no means of checking the word of mouth pub
licity gained.

Street car cards were used in connection with the Ohio theatr
interest.
campaign for "Humoresque," a campaign of unusua
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Noble

Builds

Up

Exploitation

Strong

Presentation

Machine

at

Portland

and
Theatre

^ AIL E. XOBLE. manager t)f the Liberty theatre.
Portland. Ore., deserves the success that is his. He
i a showman in every sense of the word, a thorough
nd tireless worker — and a business man.
As the showman and the worker he commands respect.
As the business man he stands out prominently as a
\ ing controvertion of a fallacy which should be dispelled
iice and forever — that the exhibitor is not a practical,
methodical, dependable figure irf American industriaf life.
Photographs reproduced herewith tell important facts
bout Mr. Xoble and his organization. Xot the least im• rtant of these is the fact that he has an organization, a
arefully built up machine which functions smoothly and

Inspecting Set Construction in Progress
the miniature after which was modeled the setting for another Firft National feature. "Harriet and The Piper."
The third shows Mr. Noble inspecting the work of his
mechanics after construction has been started, and in the
last he is seen giving the final examination to a completed
set.
The four constitute pictorial description of a well-

The Liberty's "Yes or No" Setting
reduces desirable results with accuracy and precision.
The first photograph shows the setting used for "Yes
r No," the Norma Talmadge First National attraction,
t is a specially constructed set. was used with a presentaion feature of excellent quality and proved valuable in its
ffect upon the audience.
The second illustration shows Mr. Noble working upon

to a Finished Set
Giving the Final 0.
K. managefnent.
equipped theatre under proper
scription is of utmost importance.
The deFew theatre men have developed organizations of equal
efficiency. Many will be guided by the illustrations in
shaping plans for the building up of similar machines.
Mr. Noble begins at the beginning.
He s^es the pictures that he is to play.
He decides upon the type of presentation he is to employ, and then he constructs his setting in miniature upon
a model ^tage prepared at considerable expense especially
for the purpose.
Paul E. Noble Planning a Presentation

That stage doubtless saves hundreds of dollar* annually.
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Johnson' s Stunts
Produce Patronage
A t Lyric Showing
Good stunts made money.
Occasionally a well intended stunt
has another and less desirable result,
but the frequency of this occurrence
is not such as to deter anyone from
employing practically every means of
advertising that presents itself for
consideration:
Consider the laundry slip with
which John LeRoy Johnston, advertising director for Finkelstein &
Ruben theatres, operating more than
a score of theatres in Minneapolis, St.
Paul and surrounding cities, advertised the showing of "Suds," Mary
Pickford's United Artists' production,
at the Lyric theatre, Minneapolis.
A close examination will disclose
that it is not what it seems — is not a
laundry
slip top.
with cooperative effect
set in at the
This photograph of the Marshall Square treatre, Chicago, was given front page
display good
in thereading,
"Chicago Herald and Examiner" by reason of a coincidence that
makes
Coincidence

Brings

Publicity

for

Coincidence has figured prominently in motion picture plots from
the beginning.
Coincidence in exploitation is new.
Yet coincidence brought about
front page publicity in the "Chicago
Herald and Examiner" for a theatre
and a picture that could have been
obtained in no other way.
The story is interesting, despite
the fact that it points no moral and
establishes no working model.
Chicago recently developed a
swindle story similar in many respects
to the now famous Ponzi case of Boston. Raymond J. Bischoff is the man
accused of similar operations in the
Windy City and it was through him
that the publicity was obtained.
When the story broke the morning
newspapers, and in due time the afternoon papers as well, "went to it." It
drew the big headline in every publication and all carried as many illustrations as could be procured.
To the Hearst organization fell the
privilege of running the photograph
reproduced above, showing the Marshall Square theatre, a prominent
neighborhood house, on a night when
"What's Your Hurry?" Wallace
Reid's widely exploited Paramount
production, was being shown.
The reason for the reproduction
lies in the fact that the accused man
maintained offices in the building.
A stretch of the imagination, perhaps, to connect just this photograph
with the story, but newspaper pho-

Front

Ann
ouncement
ON AND AFTER WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

Page

Theatre

and

It is a straight theatre herald.
It is a good one.

Film

tographers sent out in emergencies
are often pressed to unusual extremes
and city editors are subject to similar
exigencies.
At any rate, the picture was run
upon the first page of the paper in two
column width and in the spot position.
Incidentally, it was later reproduced
in the Hearst afternoon paper upon
an inside page.
The coincidence did not hurt the
Marshall Square theatre.
It did not hurt the picture.
Both undoubtedly profited in due
time
and great measure from the occurence.
Then Oscar A. Doob, Paramount
exploitation representative for the
territory, obtained the photograph for
the purpose of elaborating upon the
original splash.
Window displays of various types
were made up in the neighborhood of
the theatre, using the photograph
then well known to the majority of
Chicagoans as the central figure.
That's the story.
No moral is to be drawn from it,
unless it be the point registered in the
last paragraph — that good exploitation men do not rest on their oars
simply because coincidence presents
them with a scoop.
That point is important enough to
carry a bigger story than this one.

Mary

Pickf
LAUNDRESS

ord

In her latest
Play in"SUDS"
Will Be
Located
the
NEW LYRIC THEATRE BUILDING
Hennepin Hetwoen Seventh and Eighth
FAMILY WORK A SPECIALTY
Laughs (Hearty)
Laughs (Ordinary)
Chuckles

-«••*
Giggles
Snickers
Funny Complications *
Thrilling Situations
Merry Mix-ups
Tense Moments
Dramatic Scenes
Dramatic Climaxes
Novel Themes

2.50
112
-84
79
25
23
I?
25
'2
06
01

0"
Full Reels
WE POSITIVELY DO NOT DO ROUGH
DRY WORK
We guarantee all work and will complete all
work within two hours after arrival.
We take in floors to scrub.
"The Laundry That Uses Merry Soap-

Johnston
John LeRoy
ion distinct novelty
for
theproduced
exploitatthis
of
It Floats"
"Suds" at the Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
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I Join
the
Navy
and
See
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13"
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Recruiting poster co-operative advertising has been used with excellent effect in
connection with productions of many types
and in various sections of the country. The
recruiting officers of the various service
branches have displayed marked willingness
to assist in the work and have in several
instances reported thorough

satisfaction

with the results obtained. In every case the
theatre participating has benefited materially. The box office barometer indicates
the scheme successful.

Perhaps the most suitable attraction yet
published as regards this type of advertising
is the initial Fox serial, "Bride 13," in the
production of which the U. S. Navy co-operated and in which much of the action involves amaritime locale. Practically all of
the paper supplied with the picture is of such
nature as to make a tie-up of this character
particularly appropriate. The combination
of circumstances is of inestimable value to
the exhibitor when he approaches the recruiting officer with his proposition.

Louis K. Sidney, managing director of
the William Fox theatres in Denver, Colo.,
accomplished the most successful exploitation of this type thus far reported. The
photographs of the Strand lobby reproduced
herewith show the extent to which the stunt
was developed. A "Y" gun and other naval
appurtenances were used for flash purposes
and enlistments were actually taken in the
lobby of the theatre. His example should
be followed by all who play the attraction
and should continue throughout the fifteen
weeks of its showing.
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"Suds"

Model

Play

For Made to Order
Advertising Angles

M adc-to-order exploitation opportunities are presented with more and
more frequency as the science of exploitation isdeveloped and demonstrated beneficial.
This movement trill continue.
. hid as it continues the opportunities will be perfected. The objectionable features of the early attempts in
this direction haze been practicall\
eliminated.
The washing machine exploitation

Characteristic
Kentucky"
brought
to bear
Tenn.,
citizens at"Inthe Old
height
of the exploitation
racing season,
brought
big upon
retunsMemphis,
to the Strand
theatre.

Memphis
Of

Exploitation

Feature

Faulty

When the reaction against things
military has passed the great store of
war pictures now practically useless
will he revived and shown to big business.
Timeliness, not age, is the proper
index to the value of an attraction
known to be meritorious.
These facts are demonstrable. They
have been demonstrated.
Charles E. McElravy and George
E. Brown, president and director of

The box office of the Strand as arranged
for the belated but timely run of "In
Old Kentucky."

Proves
Index

Age
to Value

opportunity presented in "Suds.'
Mary I'ickfurd's L'mted Artists production, isone of the best in exploitation history in this respect.
The most recent example of this
exploitation comes from Lynn. Mass.
where A. I!. Xewhall. manager of tlx
Strand theatre, used the lobby version of it with success.
The success element is not reported
It is taken for granted. It is impos
sible to conceive of any other result.
No other outcome could possihh
follow use of a stunt that permits oi

publicity of the Memphis, Tenn., Enterprise Association, recently booked
"In < >ld Kentucky." Anita Stewart's
First National success, for an engagement atthe Strand theatre.
They exploited the picture with all
the means that were developed and
found successful in the early life of
the feature, a life marked by some of
the best exploitation in theatre history.
The lobby was decorated in characteristic style. The jazz band went
about the streets upon a bannered float
precisely as a hundred other bands
paraded in previous engagements.
But a new thought was introduced.
The Southerners* interest in horse
racing was appealed to. The racing
season was at hand. The fact was
capitalized.
And the engagement was a big box
office success.
"In Old Kentucky" is not a new
picture. The superficial might easily
classify
it as of
"outthe
of the
running."
In
the
minds
majority
it has
passed to an honored place among the
successes of yesteryear.
Yet it is highly improbable that any
picture of current publication could
have been staged at the Strand under
the same circumstances to better results.
The point made is highly important.
It is a point in favor of the better
business for the exhibitor.

Theas
washing
for "Suds
used at machine
the Strandtie-up
theatre,
Lynn
Mass.
no failure. And the washing machin
stunt is of that calibre.
In the first place, the theatre is ii
most instances put to absolutely n
expense. The concern that does no
agree to furnish washing machine an
girl is indeed reactionary. Certainl
no exhibitor has experienced difficult
in making the necessary arrangement:
The stunt is as simple as that tim
honored equation setting forth tn
in
of 2 plus 2. And there is safet
sumsimplicity.
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National
Community

Vote
Standing

Complete returns of the First Xa>nal Straw Vote recently conducted
Associated First Xational Picture*,
c, and theatres throughout the
untry arc published elsewhere in
e present issue of this journal.
The great merit of this enterprise
, a publicity stunt for theatres has
en discussed at length in this dej rtment.
is another value that has
rti'::cre
been mentioned.
Though probably not considered as
c Objective when the plan was
(inched and executed, the strain vote
vs instrumental in strengthening
tpterially exhibitor confidence in the
qnmunity standing of the motion
ft ure theatre.
(Thai is important.
K the handling of the straw ballot
■^theatres throughout the nation
ulertook work of a type which had
iyfew instances been attempted therefore.the
Photographs
uh show
lobbiesreproduced
of the T. here& D.
Uatre, Oakland, Cal.. and the Pant too, Toledo, O., both of which took
rtive part in the campaign.
The T. & D. theatre polled the larg( number of ballots reported from
;v single theatre.
Both used the lobby effectively in
t work, modeling voting facilities
c er the standard polling places.

Lobby cf the T & D theatre. Oakland. Cal.. which polled the largest number of
votes in the First National straw ballot, showing the methods used.
Hundreds of other theatres
In the first place, it was demonthroughout the country used similar
strated to the exhibitor that the momethods in carrying out their part of
tion picture theatre occupies a high
the work.
place in the estimation of the comThe effect of this work upon the
That fact cannot be driven
home
too munity".
forcibly.
exhibitors who participated cannot
have been other than good.
The more keenly this is realized,
the more confidently will the exhibitor enter into and prosecute any
and every enterprise intended for the
advancement of his theatre. Confidence of this nature is invaluable in
its effect upon the returns obtained.
Civic pride is something more than
a term. It is not easily defined, certainly not generally understood, but
its possession by a theatre man, or
any business man. for that matter, is
practically positive assurance that his
business will be conducted along
profitable lines and that his name as
well as his theatre name will rise
steadily higher in the estimation of
the community.
He will identify himself with undertakings of the utmost civic importance. He will join in popular
movements, giving the valuable aid at
his disposal.
The theatre will prosper to greater
NG
VOTI
degree
mated. than can be forecast or estiAny force which brings sharply to
the
exhibitor's attention the fact that
BOOTH
he and his theatre do occupy an important place in the civic scheme of
C. F. Maffey, manageress of the Pantheon theatre, Toledo, O., dressed the
things is a power for the good of the
entire
industry.
lobby to represent a regulation polling place.
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Second

Run

Policy
Of Big Exploitation
Proves Profitable

A North Woods prologue, typical of Gra uman presentation in quality, was used
with "Behold My Wife" at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles.

Grauman's

North

Woods

Prologue

Second and subsequent run exhibitors will do well
read carefully
the observations to
of Raymond
Frankel, manager of the Lubin theatre, Cincinnati, O., who proves his
contentions by actual experience.
The Lubin policy is a policy of big
exploitation for deserving features
regardless of previous showings.
"The exhibitor's personal faith
the picture he is showing is of i
finite value," says Mr. Frankel "
a man backs up this faith with. e
ploitation that rings true and co
vinces the public that there is abs
lute truth in the exhibitor's sellii
argument there is no reason wl
the second run should not be pr
portionately as successful as t
first run.
"There are many exhibitors
the United States who make a bu
ness of making money out of a s<
ond run house. I am unable
understand why they do not sta
behind their pictures just as thou
these pictures had never be
shown before locally." <
T h e remarks skeletonize I
Frankel's theory intelligently.
The
accompanying illustrati
shows the Lubin lobby as decorat
for the run of "The Idol Dance
D. W. Griffith's First National •
traction, which had been extensiv •
exploited and elaborately presented t
a first run theatre some time bef< .

Effective for "Behold My
Wife"
Dependability is worth money.
bers of the quartette and the orThe theatre that has demonstrated
chestra joining in.
to its patrons that it can be depended
The picture followed.
upon to provide genuine entertainThat is Grauman presentation,
ment in a satisfying majority of
visits is a prosperous institution.
managed with Grauman finish and
Grauman's Million Dollar theatre,
showing in its uniformity and efLos Angeles, probably the subject of
fectiveness the Grauman technique.
more printed discussion than any
other American motion picture theIt is dependability in entertainatre, is dependable.
ment, dependability of the sort that
Illustrative of the above points is makes Grauman's Million Dollar
presented a photograph of the theatre known throughout the naThe first run was of seven da'
duration.
tion for artistic picture presentation
Grauman stage showing the prologue which preceded the screening and a favorite pleasure center for
Los Angeles citizens.
Lu'i)
at the and
theatre,
was of run,
like length
The second
of "Behold My Wife," the ParaThe prologue is typical of the successful that Mr. Frankel ma i
mount picturization of Sir Gilbert
theatre.
it the basis of his argument.
Parker's novel, "The Translation of
a The
Savage."
story action takes place in
Canada and England, the Canadian
Woods figuring prominently. It
was upon this phase of the production that the Grauman prologue
was based. "Dawn in the Canadian Woods" was the title of the
feature.
A cabin was represented in a
small clearing, the light of new day
illuminating the scene. A baritone
attired as a woodsman opened the
number with a solo.
The light became brighter gradually, color effects being introduced,
and dawn broke over the whole.
The Metropolitan Quartette, in
Indian maiden costume, gave the next
number, "From the Land of the Sky
Blue Water."
Silence followed, then the song
of a waking bird was heard in the
woods.
The soprano picked up the last
The lobby of the Lubin theatre, Cincinnati, O., during a second run showing of ie
note of the bird's carol and went
Idol Dancer," illustrating Manager Raymond Frankel's admirable second ^
policy.
into "Tripoli," with the other mem-
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[STUNTS
j The Woodlawn Theatre, Chicago, advertised
"Humoresque" by cutting into a "Topics of the
Day" reel at effective intervals excerpts from
|
favorable newspaper reviews.
| A sixty-foot car, containing treadmill, cyclorama
and horses, has been sent from New York to
Detroit, Mich., for the use of John H. Kunsky
in presenting "Madonnas and Men," the Jans
Pictures, Inc. attraction, at the Madison Theatre. The equipment will be routed over the
country in accordance with bookings made.

Meyer's "Shipwrecked Among Cannibals" lobby.
.Hamilton
Meyer's

Newspapers
Film

News

Give
Space

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace
eatre, Hamilton, O., has solved the newspaper pubity problem with complete success and by the only
ceptable means.
. Material sent to Hamilton newspapers from the
dace theatre is not publicity in the accepted sense
• the word.
It is news.
Manufactured news, according to tradition, comes
ider the head of publicity, but the term as used
lretofore is a misnomer.
The Palace brand of manufactured news is no less
jnuine than the kind that comes to hand naturally
i the course of events. If the stories do not read as
iws and possess all the essential elements of news —
i:y are not submitted.
A recent illustration makes clear the distinction.
The first scenes of the World Series to be shown
i Hamilton were shown at the Palace. A screen
' eat." the average theatre man would have rushed to
it newspaper office with a story of several thou|id words upon the initiative of the management, the
i portance of the "scoop" and other material of like
i ality.
Such a story would not be printed.
The Palace story was printed under a two line 24
lint head. The body ran about three inches and
nrted as follows:
"Quite unannounced and as a matter of course, the
• lace theatre showed the pictures of the first World
'ries game, etc., etc., etc."
The start is important.
No pretention there. No ostentation, no super1 ives, no "bunk."
That is the type of genuine news that Mr. Meyer
•fids to the Hamilton newspapers. And the newslpers print it. They have learned to expect good
utter from the theatre, and they treat it as such.
As a result the Palace theatre gets more genuine
' ws publicity than the majority of theatres in America.

| W. E. Jones, manager of the Superba Theatre,
Los Angeles, staged a circus parade in connection with the screening of "Pink Tights,"
the Universal feature. The Superba lobby was
|
|

made over to represent a "big top" and the
idea was carried through in characteristic

Jones thoroughness.
|
|
| S. L. Rothapfel promises to surpass former efforts
in his presentation of "Madame Peacock" at
the Capitol, New York, the occasion being the
first anniversary of the world's largest motion

picture theatre.
|
| Harry Reichenbach has prepared for use in the
exploitation of "Hush," Clara Kimball Young's
j
latest production, a ten-page folder written in
| his characteristic vein, effective in itself and
containing copy suitable for stunt and stra:ght
advertising of great patronage - producing
power.
|| Proscenium panels of the Liberty Theatre,
Seattle, Wash., were decorated with paintings
of the North Country and subjected to the
spotlight as atmospheric introduction to the
screening of "The North Wind's Malice,"
Goldwyn's Rex Beach production.
|

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace

|

Theatre, Hamilton, O., quoted the "Exhibitors Herald" review of "Madame Peacock,"
Nazimova's Metro feature, in his house organ
description of the play.

|

| A "midnight matinee" was given at the Majestic
Theatre, Reno, Nev., to accommodate crowds
who were unable to gain admittance to the
regular performances of "The Penalty," Goldwyn's picturization of Gouverneur Morris'
| novel.
Jmnimmwijmimiiimmiiimiiminiiim^
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"Thanks,

Syd,

How's

the

HERALD

Cellar?

"BABE" Ruth has reached the quanti
stage in the production of home-runs
Greenville (S. C.) Piedmont.
*
THE only speaker that is making a h
nowadays is Tris.— Peoria (II!.) Transcnf
»
N'E\ I k mind, there ^ ill soon be enuui
Roosevelts to supply
candidates for all tl
political parties.— Boston Shoe and Leath
Reporter.
*
CABLE dispatch: "Przasnysz and Mla\
taken by Poles."
New York Globe. Say it with catarrh
•
IF you were a woman and had to p.
sixteen dollars for a pair of hose you wou
want them to be seen, too. — Stought.
News-Sentinel.

Sydney Chaplin turns the keys to the Charlie Chaplin studios over to Carter DeHaven and
DeHaven. TheAlfDeHavens
Reeves, Chaplin's
manager at First
Los
Angeles,
is inMrs.
the doorway.
will produceresident
their forthcoming
National pictures in the comedian's well equipped plant.
Three

Big

Features

To Celebrate
Three liig features are on the schedule
for publication in November — "Hodkinson Month."
Officials of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announce that the specials are
three of the best ever issued by the company. They are "The Rider's Coat."
"The U. P. Trail" and "The Brute MasDirected by Clements
ter."
"The Rider's Coat" is a Dial Film production featuring Tina Modotti, the
beautiful Italian artiste. Myrtle Stedman.
a player of talent, and Lawson Butt.
Roy Clements vveilded the megaphone
for this production and the picture is
held by the producers to reflect throughout his absolute mastery of his profession.
"U. P. Trail" Follows
The next November issue will be "The
U. P. Trail," the Benjamin B. Hampton
production with an all-star cast of players. Prominent in the cast are Roy
Stewart, Kathlyn Williams, Robert McKim, Marguerite De La Motte and
Joseph J. Dowling. "The U. P. Trail"
is athedramatization
Zane isGrey's
novel
of
same name, ofwhich
considered
one of the most powerful stories which
that writer has thus produced.
The third production will be "The
Brute Master" in which will be seen

for November
"Hodkinson
Month"
Robert Bosworth supported by Anna Q.
N'ilsson. "The Brute Master" is the
screen version of Charmion London's
(Mrs. Jack London) novel "Bucko McAl ister." It is a stirring story of the
Southern Seas and gives Bosworth a
role to which his physique and talents
will tit him.
G. and G. Company Plan
Varsity House, Seattle
SEATTLE. WASH— The G. and G.
Theatre Company, which operates the
neighborhood theatres in Ballard, Fremont and the University district, plans
the immediate erection of a new playhouse in the University District to be
known as the Varsity.
The new house will be built at a cost
of $150,000. The auditorium will seat
1.000. The company recently purchased
a site at Fourteenth avenue. Northeast.
Acquires Mitchell Leases
MITCHELL. S. D — Albert Staeble,
who has owned a half interest in the
Peterson Hardware Company for the
last year, has disposed of it and has purchased the leaseholds of the Metropolitan
and Gale
theatres.
sion November
1. He will take posses-

*
"WHY do you look back at the girl
Nature intended a man should see or
one woman." "Is zat so? Then why d
she give him a head that he could tu
around?" — Kansas City Journal
*
"WHAT do you think of a man w
consistently deceives his wife?" "Thi*
Talkhim?
(Frisco.
Co/.) he's a wonder."— Tot
of
I think
*
"DEAR Editor: I would like to be
orator. W hat is the best way to acqu
a flow of language ?" "Well, you mij
treadingStatesman.
on a tack in your bare fee
—tryYonkers
*
A MAX imprisoned in Los Angeles
said to have twenty wives. What we w;
to know is whether he is in jail for p
tection or punishment. — Albany Journal.
*
THE party who took the union suit fr
clothes line at 14 East Eleventh Street
known. If put back there will be no t
barrassing exposure. — Tulsa (Okla.) Wo,
*
"WHY don't married men kiss tl '
wives oftener?" "I dunno. They say t
the mouse in the trap seems to lose I
taste for the cheese." —* Kansas City Jourt
A COLORED veteran, questioned ab :
an iron cross he was wearing, explai I
thus : "Boss, it was a extra decoration '
Kaiser hisself sent me by a special ir •
jus' befo' he f :
itsenger
to me."what
— C. dropt
R. D. daid
A. News.
*
A fool and his money are soon Pom .
— Columbus (S. C.) Record.
*
"FATHER." said little Mickey, "wa t
it Patrick "Niver.
Henry who
said.by 'Let
us be
peace'?"
Nobody
the namt,'
Patrick
said anything like that."-r
T.
& T. ivcr
Magazine.
*
OF course if a man starts out loolg
*
-I
for trouble
he will
always wind
finding
his wife."
— Columbus
Citistn.np|}'
LITTLE GIRL, seeing a ladv of co[:
"Oh look, Daddy ! That lady has a b k
face." "Yes. dear. She's black all o\"Oh,
What a lot you knowIV his Daddy!
Bang.
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Quimby

to Produce

With

Dempsey

Independently
As

His

First

Star

'ormer General Manager of Associated Exhibitors
In Addition to Serials Will Make Feature
Pictures from Well Known Plays
Fred C. Quimby has entered the ranks
the independent producer.
The former director of exchanges for
athe Exchange. Inc., and more recently
?neral manager of Associated Exhibit's. Inc.. left the latter organization on
ctober 23 with all his production plans
actically perfected.
Jack Dempsey, heavyweight champion,
is signed a two year contract with Mr.
uimby to star first in a serial described
,itha the
"virile
out-of-door
serial
adventurous
life in
the dealing
iumber
imps, on the plains, in the mountains
id in Alaska."
Adopt Broadway Success
In addition to the production of serials,
r Quimby will also produce features
om well known plays or books. The
■st selected will be a well known Broaday success, which will feature "one of
at district's brightest and most popular
ars." The name of the star and the
ory will be announced soon.
All productions will be in Los Angeles
id it is the purpose of Mr. Quimby to
ve his personal supervision to every
cture. His long experience in the marking of pictures has given him a knowllge of what the public desires in its
cture entertainment, and it is his. inntion to produce well rather than
uch.
Has Box Office Attraction
"In seen
Jack at
Dempsey,"
Quimby,
hen
his office said
at 25Mr.West
45th
reet. New York, "I have secured an
>nest-to-goodness box office attraction,
his has been proven by the really pheimenal success which his serial "Dare■vil Jack' has met with all over the
rjntry, as evidenced by the glowing re>rts from exhibitors which have come
the Pathe offices.
"I
giving
a story
which will
■ableam him
to him
display
the remarkable
rength and agility which he possesses;
id one with backgrounds where he will
• absolutely at home. Dempsey proved
his Pathe serial that he has real acting

ability. He loves the work and he will
give to my production his whole thought,
enthusiasm and energy. Jack Kearns,
Dempsey's
manager,
as wellwithas meJackin
Dempsey, will
be associated
this production company, and we have
the capital to insure first class production in every respect. Production will
begin about
WithDecember
Pathe Six1." Years
Mr. Quimby, up to the time of his
going with the Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., had periespent
his entire
years'Pathe
exnce in the film
businesssix with
Exchange. Born in Minneapolis, his first
business experience was gained on various newspapers in Montana. He left
that profession to become an exhibitor,
owning his own theatre in Montana.
After
fourtheatres,
years ofhe successful
opera-to
tion of his
left Montana
start with Pathe — first as branch manager of the Denver and Salt Lake offices,
then as branch manager in Seattle, later
as district manager of the territory which
includes San Erancisco, Los Angeles,
Portland. Seattle, Spokane, Denver and
Salt Lake.
He was called to the home office of
Pathe in the fall of 1917 to become director of exchanges. In this position he
served on the board of directors and was
"right hand man" to Paul Brunet. then
vice president and general manager, and
now president.
Trowbridge, Assistant
"Big 4" Sales Manager,
Is Inspecting Exchanges
C. S. Trowbridge, who recently was
appointed one of the assistant general
sales managers of United Artists Corporation, working out of the office of
W. W. Hines, general sales manager of
the company, is on the Pacific Coast on
afartour
of inspection
Western
exchanges.of the company's
He has been through the Middle West
and will probably swing back to the
home office by way of the Southern exchanges.
Arrow Offers Big Press
Book on Latest Serial
The advertising department of Arrow
Film Corporation has ready for exhibitors a thirty-two page press book on
its
"Thunderbolt
whichlatest
stars serial.
Jack Hoxie
and Marin Jack,"
Sais.
This is said to be one of the most complete press books ever issued for a serial
and besides illustrating the paper, photographs, cuts and slides available, has
devoted considerable space to the exploitation.

JACK DEMPSEY
ho has heen signed for two years by
Fred C. Quimby to star in serials.

Photo Play Title Co.
Branch on West Coast
J. W. Aston, president of the Photo
Play Title Company, and wife are leaving for Los Angeles to open a complete
title plant in that city. They have a
branch at 729 Seventh avenue. New
York. The home office is at 5823 Broadway, Chicago.

AYho

has

FRED C. Ql IMBY
left Assoeiated Exhibitors to
produce independently.

Three Yale Graduates
Enter Picture Industry
Through Lasky Studios
Three Yale graduates, two of them expresidents of the Yale dramatic club,
have been engaged to aid in the development of Paramount pictures for Famous
Players- Laskv Corporation.
B. M. Wooley, 1911; T. Gaillard
Thomas, 1913, and Frank Wright Tuttle.
1915, all have taken offices in the new
$2,500,000 studio on Long Island.
Wooley, who is assistant to the production editor, headed the Yale dramatic
club in 1911 and for five years following
that time was coach and producer for
the berorganization.
memof the club in Thomas
1915 andwaswasa drawn
into motion picture work through winning a scenario contest with a story that
was produced by Pathe. He is assistant
production editor. Tuttle was president
of the dramatic club in 1915. His first
script for Famous Players was "The
Kentuckians," an adaptation of John
Fox's story, which Charles Maigne is
now directing for Paramount.
Wallace Reid Is at Work
On Frank Spearman Story
Wallace Reid has commenced work
at the Lasky studio on Frank H. Spearman's story. "The Daughter of a Magnate." which Eugene
has formerly
adapted
for Paramount.
FrankLewis
Urson,
assistant to Cecil B. DeMille, is making
his debut as a full-fledged director with
this production.
Dead
Tell

Men
No

Tales
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Dagmar Godowsky, as a modern Eve, tempting E. H. Goldstein, assistant to Carl Laemmle, Universal president,
with a cocoanut, while Isadore Bernstein and Frank
Mayo assist.
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Otis Skinner, noted stage player, and a scene from "Kisme
adapted from the play by Edward Knoblock. The scre<
production is said to be replete with beautiful sets. L.
Gasnier produced it for Robertson-Cole.
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1 Finds
Exhibitors'
Response
Flattering
Robertson-Cole Announces That All Its First "Big Eight"
Specials Will Be Playing in the Theatres of the Country by
January 1 , 1921 — Three of These Have

"Big Eight"
Three of Robertson-Cole's series of
Big Eight" specials have been published.
Reports to the home office declare that
he response on the part of the exhibitThe "Big Eight"
's has been
ncludes
the flattering.
following pictures:
"The Stealers." a Cabanne production.
"A Slave of Vanity," starring Pauline
rrederick.
"Kismet," featuring Otis Skinner.
"So Long Letty," a Christie comedyIrama.
"The First Born," Sessue Hayakawa
ehicle.
"The Little 'Fraid Lady," with Mae
Vlarsh.
"Big Happiness," starring Dustin
rarnum.
* Yours."
* * * with Lew Cody.
j "Occasionally
t\ OBERTSOX - COLE Distributing
p£ Corporation announce* that by
f" January 1. 1921. all of the series of
TBig Eight" specials will be playing in
|he theatres of the country.
I Three of the pictures have been issued.
Prints of a majority of the remaining
five are now in the exchanges. Reports
from the branch offices declare that
housands of exhibitors already are bookng these.
The assertion is made by the home
sffice that the "Big Eight" represents
the greatest number of productions of
naximum drawing power ever released
>y one organization in such a short
ime."
"Exhibitors have found the first two
issured box office attractions." the com>any states.
5remier Showing
On September 17
Of "The
had itsat preniere
to theStealers,"
trade at which
a showing
the
rlotel Astor in Xew York on September
.7. Robertson-Cole says:
"'The Stealers' marks the most preentious work so far not only of its auhor and director, William Christy Ca>anne, but is the most powerful picture
has far released by Robertson-Cole.
"The tremendous appeal of 'The Steal:rs' lies in its direct and continuous play
lpon the emotions before a vast and im>ressive background of spiritual struggle. Its leading characters are chosen
rom life as it is. and they are shown in
i fascinating and awe-inspiring battle
>etween their weaker and better selves
which not only holds the interest inensely. but inspires."
Slave ofof productions
Vanity." which
the first
>f"Aa series
to beis made
by
Pauline Frederick for Robertson-Cole,
was adapted from Sir Arthur Wing Piiero*s stage production. "Iris." It was
:hosen as the star's initial picture be:ause "of its high dramatic standards
md its deep emotional possibilities."
Skinner's Last In
The Role of Hajj
Otis Skinner, who plaved with such
success
on thehasstage
the' role of Haji
m "Kismet,"
stated
that he never

I

Been Published to Date

again will appear as the featured player
in this production. Concerning this
Robertson-Cole has made the following
announcement:
"This authentic statement by Mr.
Skinner should be pregnant with meaning to the exhibitor who is always on
the lookout for important developments
in the motion picture world. Mr. Skinner's assertion means that the screen
version of the play will be the last and
only opportunity the American public
will have of seeing the celebrated actor
in the most glorious success of his remarkable career."
"So Long
was produced Itby will
Al
Christie
for Letty"
fall distribution.
win screen audiences everywhere, it is
predicted, because it will hold the same
attention for both men and women as
did the stage version of the story, w-hich
was made famous by its Oliver Morosco
presentation.
Robertson-Cole reports that it has received from exhibitors all over the country a volume of advance inquiries concerning the picture, which indicates i
wide interest in it.
Say It Will Rank
Among the Best
Robertson-Cole is predicting great success for the forthcoming Sessue Hayakawa production. An idea of the impression the picture already has made
on the distributors can be ascertained
from the following:
"In 'The First Born' Robertson-Cole
has a production that should rank among
the
of the
date.bestFrom
the screen's
moment offerings
the first up
sceneto
is flashed upon the screen, the interest

BETTY FRANCISCO
Former Ziegfeld Follies girl, who has the
leading duction
role in Irvinof the
V. Willat's
Tide," toprobe
distributed by'•Partners
W. W. HodkJnson.

of the spectator is never allowed to lag
until the final fade-out.
"Mr. Hayakawa has never in his career
given a performance so remarkable. His
portrayal of Chan Wang throughout the
entire production, and particularly in the
scenes where he learns of the death of
his first born, will stamp him as an
artist without the equal in emotional
"The Little 'Fraid Lady" is the name
of the first Mae Marsh picture, which
has been adapted to the screen by Joseph
Farnham
Marjorie Benton Cookes
roles." Thefromstory
novel.
was produced under
the direction of John G. Adolfi and will
be presented early this fall.
It deals with the adventures of a little
girl who tried to run away from the
world's wickedness. With her dog as her
sole companion she takes refuge in an
old shack on a large estate, and there
tries to earn her own living with her
paints and brushes.
"Occasionally Yours." the RobertsonCole special starring Lew Cody, just
published, is a picture which lends itself
easily to exploitation. And the Robertson-Cole experts have taken tujl advantage of the possibilities offered by
the novel title and the unusual story.
Farnum Feature
Is Drawing Card
"Exhibitors combing the market for
pictures which will guarantee them a
greater margin of profit will find one
of the season's greatest drawing cards in
'Big Happiness.' the Robertson-Cole
super-special starring Dustin Farnum."
the company declares. "This production
will interest the entire film world by reason of the fact that it is the first of the
new super-productions recently promised for release by Robertson-Cole in
its fall announcement.
"It is the first of the pictures made for
Robertson-Cole under the new understanding which this distributing corporation has established with its stars and
w-hich provides that they shall make not
more than four productions a year. The
first Farnum picture made for Robertson-Cole contains all the artistic, dramatic and commercial values which are
to be essential factors in the entire future
Robertson-Cole product."
Director Stuart Paton
Returns to Universal
Stuart Paton, noted several years ago
as Universal's leading director, is back
in
the L'niversal
fold. Hisis first
under
his new contract
iust picture
being
issued.
It
is
"Wanted
at
Headquarters,"
starring Eva Novak.
In this picture an adaptation from Edgar Wallace's crook stors', "Kate Plus
Ten," Paton has introduced a master of
night photographic and scenic effects.
Paton also used weird lighting effects in
his interior scenes, and to a large extent substituted tricks of lighting for
meaningless close-ups in bringing the
various characters into emphasis.
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"Isobel" on State Right Market
San Francisco Producer Offers James Oliver Curwood
Story to Zone Buyers— Other Productions
Will Follow First
George H. Davis of San Francisco, who
recently completed production of "Isobel," adapted from the James Oliver Curwood story of the same name, has decided to distribute the feature on the
state right market.
In making this decision, he stated that
in his belief the independent field was
the most important and the most appreciative of good productions, and that in

conceded by the most hardened critics,
surpasses even this picture. It is really
one of the greatest stories of the Great
North I ever saw, and I am proud to
be the one to offer it to the independent
As is usual in his visits to New York,
market."
Mr. Davis will make his headquarters
while in the city at the offices of the
C. B. C. Sales Corporation at 1600 Broadway. He will be assisted by Joe Brandt
in the preliminary arrangements for the
marketing of his new feature.

6, 1926

"Earthbound" Has Several
Big West Coast Bookings
Goldwyn's production of "Earth
bound,"
Basil onKing,
openedOctober
a run 17ol
indefinite bylength
Sunday,
at the Delmonte theatre, St. Louis, ant
early in November will begin indefiniti
runs at the Strand theatre, Seattle, aw
the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore. hsuccessful
showing
at Miller's
theatrein
Los Angeles,
continues
with public
terest unabated.
The Pacific Coast bookings were madi
with the Von Herberg interests by thi
Goldwyn Seattle branch exchange ant
call for the opening of the runs at thei
chief Seattle and Portland house on th>
same date.
Inter-Ocean Buys Foreign
Rights for a Big Prict
Following announcement that the nev
\-cher special. "Below the Deadline,
directed by J. P. McGowan, would b
put on the market for the independen
buyers, it is reported by the compan
that following the first screening of th
picture a contract was closed with Inter
i >cean Film corporation for the sol
rights tei distribute it in all parts of th
world, excluding the United States an

Iowa Selznick Advocate
Will Have a New Theatre
Ted Bryant, manager of the Gem theatre, Oelwein, la., has under construction a new theatre which when completed
will scat 1,000. According to Bryant flic
new theatre will open on or about January 1.
In the new theatre he will continue to
The amount paid for these rights i
show every Selznick picture produced • Canada.
not stated- but it is said that the pric
rims high up in five figures and is con
and distributed through the Select exsidered me of the best prices ever ob
changes. He has signed for the entire
tained for foreign rights.
1981 series of Selznick productions.
i
National Studios Move
New Officers Tor Concern
The National studios, an cmiipmeii
Arthur S. Friend and Charles E. Hawcorporation, headed by Mr. and Mr'
thorne have been elected to succeed
Murray
Roscnbluh. has outgrown it
John B. Williams and Joseph R. Wilhome
at
1">44 Broadway and will tak
liams as president and vice-president,
over, on November 1. the whole buik
respectively, of the John D. William^
ing
at
Tl'.t
Seventh avenue, formerly oc
Productions, Inc.
cupied by Otto Sarony.
JANE Mn LK
\\ ho irltfe Mount I'cfrrw In frntiiri-il In
"IkoIm'I," Ihr JnaiCfl Oli\rr Cur»iMid
Ntor>,
Georgemarket*
II. I);i\Im I* to iiuliHmIi OBwhirh
thr open
the future all his productions would be
offered the state right buyers first.
Directed by Edwin Carewe
"Isobel" was directed and produced
by Edwin Carewe, featuring House
Peters, Jane Novak and an all-star cast.
It is of the rugged type of Northland
story that has made Curwood famous.
It is declared many offers were received
from program corporations for the picture, but Mr. Davis remained firm in his
decision.
"It is not only because of the fact that
I believe the independent market is in
need of features of this calibre," said
Mr. Davis, "that I decided to distribute
'Isobel' in this manner. It also offered
me the opportunity of immediate release,
which, in view of the fact that I will
have two or three other pictures immediately following this one, was to my
liking."
Mr. Davis brought with him from the
Coast many written and wired commendations of the feature. The general
tone of them all was to the effect that it
was of a type "far superior to the general run of features ever offered the independent field."
"The importance of this picture must
not
Mr. Davis,
"in
view beof overlooked,"
the fact thatsaid
a recent
Curwood
picture has already been booked to a
business of $750,000. 'Isobel,' it has been
Dead

Men

Tell No Tales

Spectacular

Sea

Disaster

Filmed

For Ince's Next A. P. Production
One of the sequences in Thomas H. room and conservatory of immense pr<
Ince's second production for Associated
in which a "fashionably dresst
Producers, Inc., "The Magic Life," is a portions,danced
while "King Neptune ar
spectacular "sea disaster" which has just throng
his
court
of
alluring mermaids and wat>
been filmed. Florence Yidor and Housenymphs'' held reign on a throne of go
Peters arc co-starred in the picture.
pearl over a bathing pool w;
The powerful searchlights of the S. S. and
effected
on the Ince lot and furnished
Governor, on which the scenes were
beautiful and animated background f<
taken, playing on the stampeding mob
a number of the most dramatic situ
and the lowering boats, produced, it is tions
of the story.
reported, one of the weirdest and most
realistic sea disasters ever filmed.
In addition to House Peters and Flo
Excitement Is Real
ence Yidor. the cast includes Josef
The fear and excitement caught by the Kilgore and Margaret Livingston ai
cameras was more real than assumed.
others of equal note. The story w
In the lowering of the boats, filled with adapted to the screen by Bradley King.
women in flimsy evening dress, slovenly
steerage passengers and frightened children, the crews, which included inexperi- Equity Issues Tearle and
enced extra performers, let the davit
ropes out unevenly, tilting the big lifeRosemary Theby Featui
boats at alarming angles and drawing
The second of a series of special pr
screams of actual terror from the women
ductions by Equity Pictures Corpor
and children who were in no measure
reassured by the sight of government
tion will appear under the title of '*Wbl
rescue launches which had been stationed Theby.
poring Devils." a six-reel feature sta
in the waters below.
ring Conway Tearle and Rosema
The sensational night's work preceded
In the cast are Sam Southern, Esth
a two days' cruise on the Governor, durRalston, Warren Millais, Lenore Lynat
ing which additional scenes of "The
Magic Life"
were Griffith
completed
under the Dr. Walker Bytell and Hal Wilson. Jo!
direction
of John
Wray.
Yoshell is the director. The story is
Other Scenes Finished
adaptation from the novel of Hen:
Other pretentious scenes have been
completed at the Ince studios. A ball- Arthur Jones, "Michael and His Lc
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Territory

Still Open

ix Features Will Be Completed for Distribution
By the Independent Exchanges Holding
Franchises by First of Year
duction plans just as far ahead as posHarry A. Sherman, president of Sherin Productions Corporation, which
sible before going to them with the
!1 supply a group of independent dis- proposition.
butors with a minimum of twelve
Plan Is Definite
aranteed attractions annually on a cost
sis. is touring the principal exchange
"I want them to know that Sherman
liters of the Middle West and Canada
Productions Corporation is not a gamble
or a guess, but a definite, thoroughly
conclude distribution arrangements
- his product in the territory still open. thought out plan, with enough money to
Before leaving Xew York Mr. Sher- see it through, and without asking its
in announced that by January 1. 1921. franchise holders for anything but their
expects to have at least six features good will and selling powers, at the same
mpleted or so well advanced in pro- time offering them the biggest moneyction as to assure his distributing making opportunity they have ever had
it* of the quality of Sherman Produc- on the fairest and most equitable basis.
"Two of my productions are ready
n Corporation's first half vearlv outright now. Another will be in a fortnight or three weeks and three others
Two Are Now Ready
Two of these features. "Man and within
the next
ninety
Andvalue
I'll
match them
in story
and days.
box office
oman" and "Miss 139" now are comwith
anything
you
can
get
at
twice
the
1 ted and ready for publication.
A third picture, based on a widely read price in the market.
"Moreover. I'll give you my personal
y.gazine
story by
of America's
best guarantee
that they are first class attraclown writers,
is one
nearly
finished, while
tions or take them off your hands withl ee big stories have been selected for
out cost or further liability to you. And
t- other productions and arrangements
fre been made for preparing them for you don't have to pay a cent of the cost
t- screen.
until the actual deliver}- of the completed prints.
Ml of these pictures will be produced
"That is the offer I wanted to be able
h exceptional casts.
to
make
and which I can make, now that
\t least one of these productions will
I made at the A. H. Fischer studios in my production plans have been carried
-imaroneck. X. Y.. while others will be far enough forward."
pduced at another studio in the East.
tenors probably will be taken in Tokio Company in Big
Jirida or the West Indies.
Contract With Special
Final Allotment Delayed
Contracts have been signed in Los
vlr. Sherman purposely delayed his
Ul allotment of territorial franchises Angeles between Kokusai Film Corporai Sherman Productions Corporations in
tion of Tokio. Japan, and Special Pictures
< !er to complete and perfect his ex- corporation
of Los Angeles whereby the
i sue production plans, following his
former company obtains Oriental rights
iginal announcement in the trade press.
.1 want every exchange that does busi- to the entire output of Special Pictures
es with Sherman Productions Corpora- for the period of one year at a figure
tn to know that its policy is to give said to be well in advance of the prices
i pictures of positive known quality
usually paid for publishing rights in the
boreMr.requiring
Sherman.a cent of their money."
far east.
That is why I am perfecting my proThe papers were signed by President
Louis W. Thompson of Special and
Kisaburo Kobayashi, president of the
Xippon organization. The contract covers all film rights for the Empire of
Japan, the Republic of China, and the
Philippine Islands. Special sales representatives of the American company will
be sent to the Orient to aid the Japanese
company in disposing of the film to Xipponese exhibitors according to Yankee
ideas of motion picture salesmanship.
Donald

Crisp Starts on

Edward
Knobloch's
Letters received
at the Drama
Famous
Players-Lasky offices state that Donald
Crisp is well started on his production
of
Edward
first"Appearances."
screen story, which
he isKnobloch's
filming at
the London studios of Famous PlayersLasky British Producers. Ltd.
The picture is the first of the series
of Donald Crisp all-British productions.
The leading woman is Man- Glynne. a
heroine of "The Call of Youth." In the
leading male role is Langhorne Burton,
one of the best known British actors of
both stage and screen, while other notable
members of the cast are Percy Standing
and Marjorie Hume.
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FRIT7.I RIDGEttAY
111two-reel
a scene Western
from "A distributed
Traitor's Venseanee."
li> Capital
Film I i i m : :i : i
Allan Dwan Guest at
A. M. P. A. Luncheon
Producer Says Publicity Man
Can Aid in AYoiding Pitfalls of Censorship
To Allan Dwan. recently arrived in
New York from Los Angeles, went the
honor of being the featured speaker at
the recent weekly luncheon of Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
Talks on Censorship
One of the things Mr. Dwan laid
special stress on was the problem of censorship. "This is a matter." he said,
"which often confronts the producer
after his picture is finished. In avoiding the pitfalls of censorship the publicity
man can be of inestimable value because
he
knowledge
of conditions
whichhe
the has
producer
is often
ignorant o."and
also knows from circumstances which
have arisen in connection with the
product of other producers what will and
what will not pass the censor.
"If he passes this information on to
the man engrossed in production he is
performing a service which may avoid
many complications after the picture is
Yearsley Gives Talk
complete."
Another feature of the last luncheon
was the inauguration of a practice which
promises to prove of utmost benefit to
all producers, distributors and exhibitors.
It is a custom whereby at least one
address will be given each month by a
member of the organization on some
phase of the advertising and publicity
business, the idea being to increase thevalue to exhibitors of motion pictures.
The first talk of this nature was delivered by C. L. ("Bill") Yearsley. director of publicity
and advertising
for Associated First Xational.
He took
for
his topic the matter of posters, and his
address was interesting and instructive.
Reopens Iowa Theatre
ELLSWORTH. IA— The Twilight
theatre recently was reopened here by
Jake Bouma of Jewell.
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state central Wisconsin and westen
Utah.
The most popular of all attractions ii
this group of theatres is the emotiona
drama with a female star. Grading thi
at 100 per cent, the other styles of fea
ture productions included in the repor
grade as follows: Light comedies
witl
female97
per
cent;
rural'com
dramas star.
edyi
with male star, 94 per cent; slap
stick comedy, 93.5 per cent; all-sta
dramas with action as the predominatin
feature, 91.25 per cent; action drama
with a female star, 79.5 per cent; drama
of society life, emotional dramas with
male star and adaptions of comedies tha
have been a success of the legitimat
stage evenly at 7:.'. 75 per cent; drama
based upon emotional reflexes with al
star cast, 69 per cent; dramas base
upon characterizations with all-star CMD
07.5 per cent; stunt comedies, 66 pe
cent, and dramas of rural middle cla.'
life, 64.5 per cent.
* * *
Taking the tourist se ctions and resorl
as being the most reliable guides at 1
what the leisure class likes in the fori
of motion picture entertainment, revea
the fact that slapstick comedies are b
far the bjst money-getting attraction
Reports from Florida, Southern Cal
fornia and New Jersey coastal section
.is well as smaller sections where if
theatres depend chiefly upon season
population were taken into consider,
tion in averaging up the attraction n
fourteen listed productions had for tl
resorter, vacationist and tourist. Gra
ing the slapstick features at 100 per cet
the
next on
list is light percentage
comedy wi1
a female
star,thecomparative
97 per cent; emotional dramas with
female star, 73 per cent; dramas wi
all-star casts predominating in action,
per cent; dramas of action with a fema
star, emotional dramas with a male st;
adaptions of recognized legitimate sta
comedy
comedi
emotional success
dramas andwith"stunt"
all-star
cas
each 54 per cent; rural comedy dram
50.5 per cent; dramas with all star ca:
depending upon characterizations, 46 J
cent; dramas of society life, 38 per Ct
and dramas of rural or middle class li
27 per cent.

Vocation Influences Picture Patron
First National Survey Shows That Productions Which
Depict the Life of the People in the Community in
Which They Are Screened Win the Greatest Popularity
^Illlilutitl£UJ(JiJiiiiriiit]iiiiMtiiiiiiitiii«:j|[i:ttitjiiiitiiiJtiiiiiiiiiiiii)itiitiii(ti:iuixiiit(iiiruix(tiii !iiiii:iiiiiiiLifiiiiitiiiirjuiriri»»titi
THE vocation of a majority of the patrons the humorous rural story has a
people in any certain community in- high place in the regard of the people
fluences to a great extent their pref- that pay the money into the box office
of local theatres.
erence for one type or another of photoplay.
While this is true generally of the comedy rural drama in agricultural districts,
Associated First National Pictures' box
office survey has brought this fact to the rural drama which depends chiefly
the foreground. The survey covered
upon pathos for the development of its
10,267 theatres in 6,511 cities and towns
story is unpopular* among
* » farmers.
in this country and in Canada.
Taking Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
The first of the series of stories dealing
and Minneapolis as representative of the
with the results obtained was published
in the October 30 issue of Exhibitors
and Minnesota as representative of the
Middle West agricultural district, the 100
Herald.
The scope of the survey is illustrated per cent attraction for exhibitors in such
by the fact that reports were made on a district, according to the reports, are
all-star dramas having action as their
51,555 actual showings of productions of predominating
feature. Grading such a
the fourteen different styles of attrac- production as being
100 per cent, other
tions included in the list for an average
forms of pictures have the following
of 3,685 reports on any one of the styles. value:
Action
dramas
with female star
The data was not compiled exclusively
from the theatres showing First National and light dramas with female star grade
at 96.5 per cent; rural comedies, 93 per
pictures.
* * *
cent; tense emotional dramas with female
star, 86.5 per cent; slapstick comedy,
In planning the survey twenty-two
per cent; tense emotional dramas
cities were selected as being in the center 82.5
with male star and all-star dramas deof territories showing marked characpendent chiefly upon emotional reflexes
teristics which did not exist elsewhere,
alike at 62 per cent; adaptations of
either as to the occupations followed by grade
successful stage comedy success and
the population or the nationality of the dramas of society life show a comparabulk of the population, or for some other
tive worth of 58.5 per cent, and dramas
reason that made the particular territory
chiefly upon characterizations,
distinctive. Chicago and New York were depending
omitted from the survey on the theory dramas with rural or middle class charand "stunt" comedies grade equally
that they were so polyglot in point of at 48 acters
per cent.
population, nationality and occupations
In
industrial
communities, where
that the result obtained would not be a manufactories predominate,
that is indoor
reliable guide to any specific conclusion.
work as contrasted to the outdoor work
The territories included in the survey of farming centers, preferences are more
were those geographically encompassed
pronounced. For the purpose of tabuby exchanges situated at Pittsburgh, Salt
lating a composite manufacturing terriLake City, New Orleans, San Francisco,
tory the reports from the following
Kansas City, Omaha, Buffalo, Louisville, places were grouped together: Northern
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, New Haven,
New York, Pennsylvania, southern Ohio,
Los Angeles, St. Louis, Quebec, Toronto,
southern Illinois, Coastal Washington
Atlanta, Denver, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and Detroit.
One theory that is exploded by the
reports is that motion picture patrons
Unity Is Conducting
Sales Drive In
appreciate most strongly those pictures
which deal with life with which they are
Two States On Its Short Subject
not familiar. In the Minneapolis territory, where 95 per cent of the theatres
the thrillers in the Fritzie Ridgew
Unity Photoplays exchange of Chicago
reported on cater to a large farmer class, has started a drive in the interests of its series. This will give the exhibitors
the rural comedy-drama, such as those short subjects which will extend over
opportunity to judge what they
exemplified by the Charles Ray produc- Illinois and Indiana.
getting.
tions or by "Way Down East," holds
Frank Zambreno, president, regards
second place in drawing power. Ne- the subjects offered as the strongest combraska journalists are more strongly par"Golden Trail" Sold to
bination ever presented by his organizatial to the brand of entertainment which
confident that a new booking
makes a comedy out of the situations recordtion andforis the
Lesser for West Bookiifc
two states will be estabwhich confront them in their daily lives
lished. His opinion is shared by Frank
and give this style preference above
Sol Lesser California,
has purchased
"The NeT
Go!
sales manager, and the en- Trail"
every other form of productions, except J. Flaherty,
Arizona,
tire staff of salesmen.
and the for
Hawaiian Islands.
the straightaway tense action drama.
Serial and Two Series
Kansas and Missouri farming comThis picture was produced by Am
munities prefer such a production above
The
list
which bookings for the ican Lifcograph Company for Arif
all others, and in practcially all the other two states upon
territories where farming or agricultural following: are being taken includes the Film Corporation. Lesser will distritp
it through All-Star Feature DistribuiP
pursuits are the main occupation of the
company
with offices in San Francl»
"Thunderbolt Jack," the Arrow fifteen- and
Los Angeles.
episode serial starring Jack Hoxie.
Fritzie Ridgeway series of twenty-four
two-reelers, to be published one a week.
"Adam and Eva" Will Be
Harry Myers series of six two-reel
Westerns, to te published one a week.
Bookings on all three of the offerings
Clark-Cornelius Fi i
were opened with a rush October 25.
"Adam and Eva," based on the si e
Salesmen Carry Stunt Reel
success of the same name, will be «
All of the salesmen are armed with a second of the special productions tce
by Clark Cornelius Corp
"stunt reel," which embodies many of published
tion through state right exchanges
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.nes W. Home, the Thomas H. Ince director who is at
present
engagedstory,
in directing
"The Bronze Bell," a Louis
Joseph Vance
for Paramount.

1 V- Willat, the man who directed "False Faces," "Behind
l ?°^r"
"Below the
and has just completed and
"Down Home,"
his Surface"
production to be distributed byW. W. Hodkinson own
Corporation.

Allan Dwan, now producing special features for Associated
Producers, Inc. "The Forbidden Thing" is his first
production for the "Big Seven" combination.

Tom Terriss is one of the best known directors in the field.
He is now putting the finishing touches to the big Vitagraph feature, "Dead Men Tell No Tales."
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Shenfield

and

Supply

Ennis
Film

Organize

Men

S-E Enterprises Now Have Two Productions
Will Be Issued to Independent Buyers
About the First or November

Which

J. SHEXF1ELD
Of the newly formed S.-E. Enterprises,
a state rights organization.

State

to

Right

J. Shentield and Bert Ennis have organized S-E Enterprises for the distribution of productions on tTie state right
market.
What are declared to he two hig
features have been purchased by the company and a third is in production. It is
planned to have thu first two ready for
distribution to the independent buyers
about November 1.
Further Announcement Later
Offices of the new concern are at 1470
Broadway, New York. An announcement giving the title of the initial publication isexpected to be made from the
offices shortly. It is understood that the
company's program will include "a most
extraordinary live-reel comedy of the
present
Both year."
executives of S-E Enterprises
have been identified for several years
with the motion picture industry. Mr.
Shentield formerly was an executive of
the Victor Kremer organization. Prior
to his entrance in the motion picture
field he was a well known figure in the
retail business.
In Work Twelve Years
Bert Ennis has been identified with
the motion picture
picture business for twelve
years as an exploitation and sales manager, having occupied important positions with X. Y. Motion Picture Company, Eclair Film Company. Sawyer &
Lubin, Petrova Pictures Company, and
numerous others. Mr. Ennis is responsible for the exploitation of such features
as "The Warrior," the Mine. Petrova
series, and more recently the Essanay
Chaplin subjects.
An elaborate advertising campaign in
the trade journals will be carried on in
behalf
of the company's
and it
is the intention
of the newpictures
organization

to

HERAI.I)

to work hand in hand with the state right
exchange in furnishing every possible aid
in the matter of exhibitor selling.
Assure Good Pictures
S-E Enterprises offer the assurance
that no picture will be handled by their
organization that does not possess the
necessary money making elements for
the
state right exchange and its exhibitors.
Edgar Jones to Make Two
Special Films for Arrow
One to Be Ready Dec. 15
A contract has been closed between
Edgar Jones and Arrow Film Corporation whereby Jones will produce two special pictures for distribution by the Arrow.
Jones has produced a series of two
reelcrs known as the N'orthwood Dramas
which also were distributed by Arrow.
Work already has started on the first
picture which is scheduled for issue on
December 15.
Films for Spivey, Kans.
SPIVEY, KANS. — Meade & Son have
started a motion picture theatre and will
have shows here twice a week.
Hutchinson

Says

\ — i :i r ■ .1 ttlfhBER1
J. Shenfleld
In the »e
i:\Ms N.-E.
Mtlltr rlKhtM orKilnlzntlon,
Kate
Potts Reopens the Riley
Theatre at Greenfiel
(Special to Exhibit on Herald)
GREENFIELD, IND., Oct. 26.-TI
Riley theatre, recently purchased I
Ivan Potts of Lebanon, Ind.. has be"
reopened after being closed for sever
weeks. The house has been redecorate

American

Film

Is

Now Expanding
Foreign Activitie
market. George L. Cox directed it. T
S. S. Hutchinson, president of American Film Company. Inc., who spent some
will Woman,"
follow "Thea recent
Blue Moon."
time at the concern's offices abroad, de- picture
"A Light
Americ
clares that the foreign business of Ameri- publication, is reported to be bring;
can is in a flourishing condition.
much
favorable
comment
to
the p
ducers.
With headquarters in London, 89-91
Wardour street, in the Soho district,
Among the most recent contracts
American has contracts in France, Hol- extended bookings are the followii
land, Switzerland, Spain. Portugal, Italy, The Strand of Nashville, Tenn.; Too!
Roumania and Servia, Genoa, Egypt, In- St. Joseph. Mo.; Lyceum. Canton,
dia, Ceylon and Dutch East Indies, the Palace. New Orleans, La.; Gary, Gi
Scandinavian countries and Australia,
Ind.; Albany. Schenectady, N. Y.: L ■
and now is experiencing a satisfactory erty.
Fresno,Walla
Cal. Walla. Wash., and Libel
expansion of business.
England Overstocked
"More pictures produced in this coun- Arrow Closes Contract
try have been thrown into London than
In Missouri and Kans
the British Isles can absorb at present,"
One of the important sales of
savs
Mr.
Hutchinson.
"It
is
the
supply
which has accumulated for four years,
but this is not the case with us, partly week is announced by Arrow Film C
for the reason that on account of being poration reporting the closing of a c
well established and having our own
tract with Joe Fox Attractions distril
offices,
the
war. we kept up our shipping during ing in western Missouri and Kansas
states that its sales mana
"Another
thing,
the- P. Arrow
atres. There
are they
not need
nearlymore
enough
B. Dana, sold Fox the two featuf
(ither in England or France, to supply "The Golden Trail" and "Bitter Fr
the demand, or. for that matter, anywhere in Europe. Of course, building is for this territory. "The Golden Tr
so restricted that it may be some time features Jane Novak -and Jack Liv
before the foreign appetite for amuseston, and is a tale of society life and e
ment of this kind is appeased."
"B"r"
Announces New Issue
North.attrac
the farspecial
camps
mining is
Fruit"
an of
Arrow
Turning to the work at hand, Mr. which was produced by Dramafilms. <J
was picturized and directed by
Hutchinson announces "Their Mutual
Child." the novel by P. G. Wodehouse,
of "Bitter
castJohn
The
Bradley. cludesand
ClwPinCharles,Fruit
as the next American to be put on the Gotthold
Jane Gail.
others.
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Obtained

in "The Devil"
To Support
larry Leonhardt
and Andrew J.Arliss
in two Pathe serials, "The Neglected
laghan. who are producing "'The Wife," and "The Grip of Evil." He
played opposite Irene Fenwick in "The
Elfil" with George Arliss for Associated
Ehibitors, Inc., have surrounded the Green Cloak" and was starred in "The
NetMrs.
of Arliss
Deceit."also appears with her disst with a cast of prominent players,
tinguished husband. She is an accomB rly all of whom are in the stellar
plished actress, and has taken minor
r;ks on their own account. James
parts in most of her husband's plays.
Ymg is directing this production,
wch will be published by Pathe.
he play really calls for two leading Brunet Tells Industry
wnen. There is Mimi, the naughty,
That Rumors of Hard
■ itching little grisette. And there is
.\ry Matin, the emotional young wife
Times Are Ill-Founded
wp is torn between the suggestions of
In
certain theatrical quarters it has
tl devil and the prompting of her own
been made to appear recently that this
hi er nature.
flvia Breamer was chosen for Mimi.
is going to be a bad year for amuseS was loaned to the producers by Sidments. A. L. Erlanger, in answering
m M. Franklin. The producers feel these ill-founded rumors for the legitith they were unusually fortunate in
mate interests, asserted that this would
ol lining her for "The Devil."
be "a poor year for bad shows, but a
Appeared on Stage
wonderful season for good plays." And
ucy Cotton is known widely for her the
same holds true in the motion pichtity. Her first ingenue lead was in
ture industry, according to Paul Brunet
th Mormon play. "Polygamy"; then she of Pathe, who calls attention to the tremendous business being done by Pathe
w; Meg in "Little Women"; she next
apared in Winchell Smith's "Turn to on its features as refutation of these
th Right." and in A. H. Woods' "Up in "hard time" outcrys.
lAel's
Room."
appearance
"People
throughout
entire Unitedin
th
screen
was Her
withfirst
Mary
Boland onin States
are as
eager for the
entertainment,
"le
Prodigal
Wife."
She
has
been
cast
fact
so," ofsaidtheMr.South,
Brunet.
"In
asJary Matin.
some more
sections
theatres
5mond Lowe portrays the artist, be- have been more or less hard hit by local
lo d of both Mimi and Mary. Mr. Lowe
conditions, but they are not significant
is graduate of the University of Santa of conditions even in that locality. The
CI a, and received his initial theatri- tremendous drop taken in the prices of
ca experience with Morosco Stock
sugar has resulted in hardCupany of San Francisco and Los An- cotton shipsand
for growers in Georgia and Louisges. He went to - New York and
iana principally, but the percentage of
pi ed opposite Maude Fulton in "The
the population affected is not very
Br," and then appeared- in the Hatto play, "The Walk-Offs," next with
"In some sections farmers have been
great.
Fl ence Reed in "The Roads of Des- hard
pressed for money, but conferences
tii " and lately with Leonore Ulric in now being held in Washington will find
"Tie Son-Daughter." His camera ca- means for relieving this situation. Manre i includes work with many wel!ufacturing communities which felt the
knv stars.
pinch of after-war conditions in the closPlayed in Serials
ing down of factories owing to lack of
once more returning to nor)land Bottomley plays the part of orders mal.areThe public
which has kept out of
Mjv's will
unsuspecting
husband.
Bot- the buying market for many months has
toiey
be remembered
for Mr.
his work
again unleashed the pocketbook strings
and lured by lower prices is buying considerable now."
Ruggles Will Direct
Alice Lake in Special
For Metro Publication
Wesley Ruggles, director of Louise
Glaum's "The Leopard Woman." has
been signed by Metro to make a special
production with Alice Lake in the stellar
role. This picture is to be known as a
Wesley Ruggles production.
Ruggles gained no little fame as a
director when he made Vitagraph's production of "The Winchester Woman."
starring
Joyce.
Moore's
successful Alice
comedy
dramasOwen
for Selznick
also are credited to Ruggles' direction.
Doran productions,
Cox, Ruggles'accompanied
assistant in the
Glaum
the
director to his new post. Ruggles is the
first director on the Metro lot to have
his pictures billed as personally directed
and supervised by himself.

MARGUERITE CLAYTON
«k Kan a prominent part in the forthiing Selznick prodnetion "Pleasure
■ Ken., in „hieh Elaine HammerMein

Name Greenfield Theatre
GREENFIELD, LA— The Lyric is
the name of the new theatre that occupies the Warren Opera House. B. H.
Simpson is manager.

MAURICE t'OSTELLO
Appearing;
in the by
eastJohn
in "Determination,"
being directed
L.. MeOuteheon,
for U. S. Photoplay Corporation.

Costello

Is Playing

In "Determination"
Feature Now Being Produced
At Company's Studio
At Grantwood
Maurice Costello has been cast in an
important
in "Determination,"
feature nowroleunder
production at the
the
studios of United States Photoplay Corporation at Grantwood. N. J. Costello
will play the part of the Scotland Yard
detective.
Has Also Directed
Costello has been both actor and director, and also has enjoyed a legitimate
stage career.
Many of the most prominent actresses
of today have appeared with him. and not
a few were given their first parts in
pictures that he starred in and diiected.
Among those who have appeared with
him are Clara Kimball Young. Mabel
Normand. the Ta'madge sisters, Zena
Keefe. Rosemary Theby. Mary Fuller,
Leah Baird and a number of others.
Issued First of Year
Best remembered among his pictures
are "For the Honor of the Family,"
"The Wrath of Osaka." "The Man Who
Couldn't Beat God," "A Tale of Two
Cities" and a number of well-remembered
serials.
Work on "Determination" is being
pushed by John L. McCutcheon, director, and the early part of the new year
will see the publication of the picture.
Announce Cast of Lewis'
Film "Beggar In Purple"
Many important elements combine to
make
Beggar
in Purple,"
the next
Edgar "A
Lewis
production,
scheduled
for
publication by Pathe on November 7, an
outstanding feature.
Leonard O. Shumway is seen as John
Hargrave. The feminine lead is played
by Ruth King. Betty Brice is cast as
the faithless sweetheart of the hero, and
others in the large cast are Charles
Arling, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Stanton
Heck, Dorothea Wolbert. Ernest Butterworth. Louis Fitzroy. William F. Moran,
Fred C. Jones and A. B. Millett.
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Points

Out

the

Evils

of

Censorship

National Board of Review Cites Ruling in Australia
As Proof of Its Contention That Legal Regulation of
Motion Pictures Is Dangerous Becauseof Methods Used
Tiuuiiiiiir.'iia nirimmi ii
aatn(nilir»iiliiiiiiiiti:iiiii<iiiiiiiJiilil(itiilMt|[t*uiiiii:ir'UiirMri urir riii.nif iti iti i i:nnmn iiiiii:;Tiriii:iiiiJ'!tit->i!
reasons
best
known to themselves, on
The National Board of Revieiv of
Motion Pictures in the following arti- the grounds that their action was
"in the public intercle cites the censorship regulations in deemedest." desirable
One state board deleted from a
Australia to uphold its contention that news picture scenes and subtitles which
concerned a political opponent. Another
legal regulation of pictures is abnormal
board deleted from a news picture
and dangerous and is likely to be- state
scenes and subtitles tending to show
come "autocratic, corrupt or entirely the miners' side of the argument in a
recent coal strike. The purpose behind
abusive."
At a time when so much is being said such action was all too evident, yet the
action was taken in the name of the
pro and con of the clangers of censorship of motion pictures in the United
"public
interest." Board of Review, which
The National
States, it is interesting and at the same
attempts to estimate public opinion in
time disquieting to read the following
its review of pictures and to exercise
extract from the official censorship regua supereditorship, by consent of the
lations of the Commonwealth of Ausof pictures, in behalf of
tralia:the
"No film
shallofbea censor,
registeredis manufacturers
the motion picture public, has long
which, in
opinion
likely to be offensive to the people or pointed out these evils of legal censorship as inevitable and inseparable from
any friendly nation; or depicts any matthe development of its practice. No
ter, the exhibition of which is undesirstronger
proofthan
of the
its given
posiable in the public interest."
tion is needed
the logic
extractofjust
When one reads that a censorship has
from
the
regulations
of
the
censorship
set itself out to decide what "is likely
to be offensive to the people of any
in Australia, together with the deplorable actions taken, in not a few but
friendly nation; or depicts any matter,
the exhibition of which is undesirable
many cases, by our own state censorship
boards.
in
public interests,"
of the
censorship
themselves themaypropenents
well do
some hard thinking. It is just in that
Kipling Pleased Over
trend, already declared as an adopted
Screen Story Survey;
course, of official censorship in Australia, that the whole danger lies, evincPathe's Feature List
ing the utter impossibility of placing
Rudyard Kipling is enthusiastic over
any limitations upon the functions or
his commission to write a series of stories
prerogatives of the censor.
direct for the screen, according to a
cablegram from Randolph Lewis to
Here in this country there is a common law forbidding the publication of Pathe. Lewis is now with Kipling adthat which is obscene, indecent or invising him on screen technique and furjurious to public morals. No censorship
nishing production details. The Kipling
is needed to interpret this. The courts'
stories will be reborn on the screen unopinion may generally be depended upon
der the direction of Robert Brunton.
to render a decision in such matters.
Definition by common consent may be Plans have been laid for the issuing of
applied to what is indecent or obscene or the initial Kipling special early in the
contrary to public morals. The dic- coming year.
tates of common sense tend to limit the
The Kipling pictures are but a part of
mind setting out to decide such matters
the list of big productions Pathe has
and to make it conform to the meaning
coming. Between now and the first of
and intent of the law.
the new year this list includes such atBut in regard to censorship of a pubtractions as "Half a Chance," "The
lic amusement,
"there ismeans
no established
precedent,
no common
of inter- Money Changers," another Edgar Lewis
by Andrew Soutar of "Other
pretation, by which any individual cen- production
Men's Shoes" fame; "Her Unwilling Hussor or any small group of censors can
b
a
n
d
,
"
a
new
Blanche Sweet farce comdecide or have the right to decide what
edy; "The Devil to Pay," featuring Fritzi
is likely to be offensive to the people of a Brunette
and Roy Stewart; "Dice of
friendly nation, or as to what matter
with H. B. Warner; "The
when exhibited is undesirable in the pub- Destiny,"
Empire of Diamonds"; "Rogues and
lic interest. When censors take upon
Romance," which stars June Caprice,
themselves such power of crimination
and "That Girl Montana," another
they instance very closely the whole ir- Blanche Sweet offering.
rationality of censorship and indicate
the inevitable development of such an
institution toward fields where its action
Vitagraph Has Moved
becomes
abusive. autocratic, corrupt or entirely
N. Y. Headquarters
* * *
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Examples are not wanting among the
NEW YORK, October 26.— Vitagraph
four legal censorship boards already ex- has completed the ^ moving of its
istent in the United States, namelv. in general offices from the Mecca building at 1600 Broadway to the ninth floor
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kansas and Maryof the Winfield building at Fifth avenue
land, where the censors have overand
Fortieth street. The local exchange
stepped the bounds of their authority,
remains in the Mecca building.
which is supposed to be limited to matIn the Winfield building Vitagraph
ters of morals properly embraced hv
will have approximately 12,000 feet of
our common law already mentioned
and have invaded provinces of entirely floor space, almost double that of their
problematic or prejudiced thought for previous offices.

I'M L H. \ N» I
\\ ho IwiK been nmdc manager of t
Kealart rirluro office nt Seattle.
Two New Levy Houses
Formally Opened Sann
Evening at Owensboi
An event unusual in exhibiting ann:
was staged in Owensboro, Ky., on Oc
ber 19, when two new theatres owned
the same company were formally oper
to the public at the same hour. The n
theatres, the Bleich and the Empress, ;
both owned by Strand Amusement Co
pany which recently obtained all the t
atres in Owensboro.
In spite of the double event neit
theatre was slighted in the opening
rangemcnts. Kach had the personal
pearance of the star in their premie
attractions to aid in the welcoming!
those who came to the formal openil.
They each had their quota of disjguished guests and congratulatory njsages.
Anita Stewart and Mildred Has
Chaplin who made the personal app •
ance at the theatres arrived on the s:e
train at noon and hundreds of resid* s
of Owensboro were at the station to ; e
them a rousing welcome. Col. fd
Levy of Louisville, president of Sti d
Amusement
headed the
the Sgj5cial
committeeCompany,
which greeted
and escorted them to the Masonic
where a luncheon was tendered then
the Owensboro chamber of commi
Following the luncheon Miss Stej
was escorted to the Bleich the;
where her starring vehicle "The Ye,
Typhoon" distributed by AssooH
First National Pictures. Inc., wasp*
opening attraction. Mrs. Chaplin pS
" i its
addre:"'
for an in
impress
the the
taken to to
welcome
first audience
theH
"The Mnatre prior
terior
Sex" toin the
whichshowing
she is of
starred,
a First National attraction.
Rock Island Transactor
ROCK ISLAND, ILL— I. C. tB
has purchased the Best theatre, fll
Fourteenth avenue, from B. H. \
sin< '»
and operated
who has owned several
establishment
years itago.
took immediate possession, _ remo
the house and has reopened it.
led
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'Partners of Fate" to be Second
Fox Film Starring Louise Lovely
l»m Mix to Start Producing "Happy-Go-Lucky
Soon as His Forthcoming Picture Is
Cut, Edited and Assembled
s'illiam Fox announces that "Partners
o Fate," a tale of society and the seas
tr Stephen Chalmers, has been purclsed as the second vehicle for his new
st. Louise Lovely. This will follow
"' e Little Grey Mouse," Miss Lovely's
rently completed film. The supportin cast engaged includes Rosemary
Tby, William Scott, Philo McCullo;h, George Siegmann. Richard Cumm?5 and Eileen O'Malley.
s soon as Tom Mix finishes superviig the cutting and editing of his
last
Western, "Prairie
Trails,"F.
hevillspecial
begin production
under Lynn
R'nolds
on West
"Happy-Go-Lucky"
\V iam Fox
Coast studio. in the
Appears in Jones Film
irol Holloway, the magazine cover
be ty, and long identified with Vitagr h serial productions, has been enga d by Fox for an important role in
th>new Buck Jones production to folic "Just Pals," now in the making.
Searle Dawley has been assigned
to earl White as the first star to have
hi; direction under the William Fox
yde Cook, whose initial Fox special
cosdy, "Kiss Me Quick." was reported
byFox officials as having received a
wcderful reception by New York audiens when first shown at the Strand
an-Rialto theatres, is making his third
pruction, "All Wrong."

" as

"Over the Hill," the great William Fox
success, is entering the third month of
its run on Broadway, where it is playing to capacity houses at every performance.
Robert Elliott, well-known stage and
screen artist, after a brief absence from
the screen, will again make his appearance in the silent drama in support of
Pearl White in a special William Fox
production now in the making.
George Fisher and Ruth Stonehouse
will divide supporting honors in the newest Eileen Percy starring vehicle for
Fox, "The Land of Jazz." This photoplay promises something unique.
To Film Stage Play
William Farnum shortly will return to
the West Coast studios of Fox to start
work on the filming of a famous stage
success.
Mark Twain's classic, "A Connecticut
Yankee at King Arthur's Court," is approaching completion under the direction of Emmett J. Flynn. This spectacle
probably will have its initial showing on
Broadway within three months. The
all-star cast includes Harry C. Myers in
the role of the Yankee, Rosemary Theby
as the wicked princess; Pauline Stark as
Sandy, the favored one; Charles Clary
as King Arthur, and William V. Mong
as the Court Magician. The entire production is being staged at the William
Fox West Coast studios.
Two Sunshines Announced
"Her Dog Gone Wedding" and "Pals
and
the names
of two
Fox Petticoats"
Sunshine are
comedies
which
willnewbe
issued in the near future. The famous
Sunshine widows have the support of
long-established comedians of the screen
in both these productions.
Edward Sedgwick is making rapid
progress on the first few episodes of the
second
Fox serial,
and
the William
players include
Edward"Fantomas."
Rosemon
as Fantomas; Johnnie Walker as the
protecting lover of Edna Murphy, the
girl; Eva Balfour and John Willard.
Following completion of the Frank L.
Packard story, "The Iron Rider." William Russell will start work on an original story entitled "The Cloth of Gold."

Exhibitors' Protest
Brings Cooperation
Only Educationals Are to Be
Supplied Non-Theatrical
Customers
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Oct. 26— One
of the immediate results of the Lansing
convention of the Wisconsin Exhibitors
Association, when a resolution was
adopted protesting against exchanges
si:ppl\-ing pictures, other than educational, "to organizations who show them
in direct competition with regular theatres," is the cooperation of the exchanges in this matter.
Practice Is Condemned
Another resolution passed at the quarterly convention, and from which beneficial results are expected to be obtained,
condemns "the practice now in vogue by
many salesmen of obtaining contracts
and using them for obtaining higher
prices from
a competitor."
The organization decided
that any salesman
found
practicing these methods would be retions. ported to the state and national associaSome of the new members admitted at
the Green Bay meeting and since that
time include Majestic theatre. Oshkosh;
Orpheum, Green Bay: Crystal. Kilbourn ;
Little Chute, Little Chute; Rivoli, Hurley; Unique, Rice Lake: Star, Stanley;
Opera House. Denmark; Elite. Xew
Holstein; Majestic. De Pere; Majestic,
Black River Falls; Rialto. Xekoosa; Palace, Waupaca; Majestic. Appleton;
Doty, Xeenah; Elite. Appleton; Ideal,
Grand Rapids.
Royal Is Member
Royal, Ashland; Bijou. Fond du Lac;
Appleton, Appleton; Colonial. Green
Bay; Mikadow, Manitowoc; Majestic,
Wausau; Bijou. Kaukuna; Bijou, Wausau; Oshkosh, Oshkosh: Grand, Xew
London; Xew Cozy. Marinette; Princess,
Chilton: Cozy. Rhinelander; Rhode
Opera House. Kenosha: Crescent, Shawtowoc. ano; Star, Pashtigo, and Capitol. ManiThe date and place of the next quarterly meeting have not been announced.

Alice Lake Now Full
Fledged Star; Leads
"Body
Soul"
Alice Lakein now
takes and
her place
as a
full-fledged Metro star, according to an
announcement by Richard A. Rowland,
president of Metro Pictures Corporation, because of her surpassing work in
"Body and Soul."
Hayden Talbot and Marc Robbins
adapted "Body and Soul" to the screen
from William Hurlbut's original stage
play. Charles Swickard directed the
production, which was photographed by
Arthur Reeves, with special art interiors
and effects by A. E. Freuderman. In the
cast supporting Miss Lake are William
Lawrence. Stuart Holmes, Fontaine La
Rue, William Orlamond, Hugh Saxon
and Carl Gerard.

OLIVE TELL
In a scene from
star -Clothe*,''
production.the Meiro all-
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chant, who is madly in love with her
At the moment when it seems as
she is about to sacrifice herself though
for a
life of luxury and ease, there is vouch
sa'fed her the opportunity
her refor herself the consequences toof visualize
lationship with a man like Maldanado
Though she lives through the most har
rowing experiences, her finer charactei
asserts itself, and she makes the suprerm
sacrifice for the man she loves.
At the end. Iris Bellamy proves U
herself that all her palaces, silks an
satins have not brought her the happinev
she finds with Trenwith, amid the pot
and pans of her own tiny kitchen.

GOODS

Playhouse Eliminates
Combination Prograrr

Scene

from "The

Pauline
R-C

Crimson

Cross,"
the initial
N. Brewster
Morse Fanark

Frederick
Picture

production,

Producing
for

Star's Initial Feature for
and Will be Issued
Said to Carry
Pauline Frederick has started work in
California on the second of her new
series of Robertson-Cole specials, not
more than four of which she is making
m the coming year. "A Slave of Vanity,"
the first picture, is based upon "Iris" by
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero. It will be published shortly.
After a survey of more than 200 plays
and novels. Miss Frederick has chosen
one which she and her director, Henry
King, are sure will make the basis of a
production of broad appeal. Work on
this picture already had started, and delivery will be made early in the new
year.
Robertson-Cole points out that the
difficulty in selecting a story for Miss
Frederick lies in the fact that most of
the plays, novels and original scenarios
considered do not measure up to theproper emotional heights.
Is Unusual Attraction
In "A Slave to Vanity," which is soon
to be placed upon the market, RobertsonCole believes exhibitors will find an unusual attraction, from the standpoint of
artistic and commercial values. It is
laid in England and on the Continent,
its characters being drawn from the exclusive circles of British life, and its
questions are such as may arise among
the most cultured people of the more
leisurely class.
In the production the finer instincts
and qualities of womanhood serve as the
dominant theme for the development of
the story.

1921

written by

Next

Publication

Company Now Complete
Soon — New Vehicle
Broad Appeal
Although Iris Bellamy, played by Miss
Frederick, is introduced as a luxurious
pleasure-loving woman, it soon becomes
apparent that she is really the victim of
circumstances, and when she does err it
is through an earnest desire to do that
which she believes the finest and best
thing to do. The mental struggle which
she undergoes will not fail to elicit the
sympathy of any audience, particularly
the women, for few, if any women, have
gone through life without at some time
encountering problems such as confront
Iris in this play.
Is Wife of Clubman
The petted, pampered wife of an English clubman, showered with every
luxury, she finds herself, after the death
of her husband, the victim of his
capricious will, which forbids her to remarry, unless she sacrifices every penny
of her fortune and her social prestige.
When she meets and falls in love with
Laurence Trenwith. an upright young
chap,
has nothing
of theto world's
goods who
to offer,
she hesitates
marry
him, not so much because she knows
that it will mean giving up the luxuries
to which she has been accustomed, but
because she feels that she is not fit to
be the helpmate of a poor man. And
when later she loses her own fortune
and is reduced to poverty her pride restrains her from making herself a burden
upon the man whom she would not
marry when she had her wealth.
Makes Supreme Sacrifice
Her struggle is a keen one. the more
so, because of the temptation to accept
the offer of Maldanado, wealthy mer-

Manager Declares Vaudeville
Not Strong Enough to
Follow Big Films
Abandonment of vaudeville in connec
tion with the showing of feature motio
pictures has been announced by th
Orpheum theatre. Bay City, Mich., o
the ground that no vaudeville set
strong enough to follow many attra^
tiotis produced today and get sufficiei
attention to make it worth while.
Was Former Actor
This conclusion in regard to the ef
cacy of motion pictures to give a f»
evening's entertainment and so enthr;
an audience that it cares to see nothii
else, would not be so impressive if
came
a dyed-in-the-wool
"pictur
manager.from Hut
James H. Rutherfoi
manager of the Orpheum, is a fortr
vaudeville actor and always has speci
ized in vaudeville attractions since he I
been in charge of the Orpheum. It wl
with reluctance that he put pictures!
the program with acts, until he realm
that a darkened house was a good prf
arption
for the opening act of vail'
ville.
Mr. Rutherford's decision does I
mean that the Orpheum has abandot
vaudeville.
His announcement Sta
from now on the theatre will show vau
ville
attractions,
that and
they motion
will be picture
separate
shows, '
nights when lie has feature pictu
booked there will be no vaudeville,
nights when vaudeville will be gJ
there will be no pictures, with the f
sible exception of a scenic or some ot^
-ingle-reel
the
show. for the purpose of open
Offers Complete Show
"I have long felt the drawing po
of the big productions which are bi
made
-aid Mr.
it was today."
a long time
beforeRutherford.
I realized ' ''
this class of production was a comp e
•show in itself. Recognized vaude e
artists
theatre they
begai\ o
kick atappearing
the lack at
of the
attention
getting. People would be leaving
theatre when a good act was on.
"One night I deetrmined to find
due to the walkout after the showing
A W oman Gives.' starring Norma
niadge. and distributed by Associ
First National Pictures. Inc. I ha<^n
extra good vaudeville bill on, but it d
hold the people in. I accosted severp
them that were leaving, told them '°
I was and my ambition to give the 1
entire
satisfaction
withof what
they ^
them expre-'a
Each one
good show.
alreadv seen, and several of them ld
that they were not in a good moo <«
appreciate vaudeville after the pi' rt
which had just been finished."
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Selznick9 s "The
The Marcus Loew chain of theatres
,s booked for an early showing in
)\-ember "The Sin That Was His," dei.red by company officials to be the
tratest picture ever made by Selznick.
While all the Loew theatres will not
the production simultaneously,
i-ee of the larger houses in the Loew
i lin will reveal the Faversham starring
uicle to millions of peopje in various
- tions of the country. According to
j -sent plans the Euclid theatre. Cleve1 d. the Star. Rochester, and the Co] ibia. W ashington. D. C. will shcnv
t picture beginning November 7. for
a indefinite run. Shortly after these
-iwings all the other Loew theatres
\1 project the production for indefinite
r is.
Written by Packard
The Sin That Was His" is a Hobart
I nley production made for Selznick.
a I written by Frank L. Packard. That
.\ reus Loew has chosen to show the
pture at all his theatres is held by
Sznick officials to be an indication of
tl magnitude and box office power of
tr Frank L. Packard story.
factorsinthat
it is believed
will
a 'hree
materially
bringing
the Selznick
p :ure to the attention of motion pictf patrons are the names connected
wh "The Sin That Was His." William
F ersham. the star, is recognized as
a actor who can imbue a given part
\\h consummate skill. Hobart Henley
h achieved success in three different
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Sin That Was His"
branches of the industry — as an author,
actor and independent producer. Frank
L. Packard, an author of exceptional
ability, won fame over night when his
story, astonishing
"The Miracle
Man," was received
with
success.
Lucy Cotton Has Lead
The cast supporting Mr. Faversham
includes a number of screen players who
possess a large following of screen enthusiasts. These include Lucy Cotton,
who plays the leading feminine role;
Pedro de Cordoba, Miss Sherman. Lu!e
Warrenton, Robert Conville and John
Burton. Edmund Goulding. well known
continuity writer, adapted the story for
the screen. ■
Many highlights are seen in ''The Sin
That W as His." and some of these are
a storm at night, northern atmosphere,
train interiors, and scenes of a village
street in the quaint town of St. Marleau.
Quebec. Has Role of Gambler
Mr. Faversham is seen in the role of
"Three
bad man.AceandArtie
cardRaymond."
sharp of athegambler,
north.
His sterling qualities are put to a test
when he is called upon to deliver a bag
of money to the mother of his dead pal.
From this point onward he undergoes
some trying moments, and in the windup
his mental and spiritual views are
changed anew. To save himself from a
hanging he is forced to don the clothes
of another, and the incidents that follow
bring to light an unusual phase of Mr.
Faversham's dramatic ability.

MONTY BANKS
And Sid Smith are li^hiinu it out along:
these lines. The Federated Exchanges
eomedian
Indian elnb.is an expert feneer with an
Fowler Theatre Change
FOWLER. IXD. — H. B. Ectrin recently sold the Princess theatre here to
Bush Brothers of St. Paul. Ind.-. and
they have taken possession. The house
will be remodeled and improvement made
within and without.

Realart- Taylor Film, "The Furnace/'
Is Announced
A s Ready for Booking

IDA MAY McKENZIE
i-yenr-old actress, who is attracting
mneh attention in the two-reel
ester
published through
ucationncomedies
l.

Realart announces that "The Furnace."
William Desmond Taylor's second spec;al, is ready for immediate bookings.
The company claims that this is one of
the most pretentious photoplays of the
year, and expects to provfc this assertion later in terms of box office receipts.
William Desmond Taylor, the director,
is said not to have overlooked a single
opportunity -to give the production an
atmosphere of bigness and lavishness.
The production is spectacular, but not,
it is asserted, at the expense of the plot.
Has Many Big Scenes
Picturesque Monte Carlo scenes, an
airplane honeymoon, sumptuous lawn
parties, fashionable masquerades, a landslide, a wedding patterned or. that of
Princess Patricia, gorgeous gowns — all
these, according to Mr. Taylor, serve to
heighten the story in incident and spirit.
As an example of the great expenditure involved in the productions. Realart
reports that the wedding scenes, which
opens the story, alone required the employment of over 300 extras to serve as
church dignitaries, ushers, bridesmaids,
reporters and guests.
The church in which the wedding
takes place is said to be almost an exact
reproduction of the Church of St. Mary
of Magdalene in London.
Airplane Is Leased
The "Avion," an eight-passenger plane,
was leased to carry the bridal couple
away on their honeymoon, and a number
of English limousines were used to
carry over 200 wedding guests to the
landing field. The gay Monte Carlo
scenes that followed were built on the

largest Realart stage, and, it is estimated that, together with the terraced
lawn, sodded in on the board floor, the
reproduction of the fashionable Monte
Carlo
took ais space
350x100
"The hotel,
Furnace"
the story
of the'eet.early
matrimonial life of Folly Vallance, a gay
London actress, and Anthony Bond, a
conventional millionaire. Folly Vallance
is played by Agnes Ayres. whose commanding beauty and capabilities on the
screen are said to have made her perfectly cast in that role. She is supported
by Jerome Patrick as Anthony Bond.
This young actor, who has appeared in
the leading roles of many notable plays
throughout the country, is a New Zealander by birth, and a Scotchman by
descent.
Sills Has Strong Role
Milton Sills has a strong role. He
plays the part of Keene Mordaunt. Anthony Bond's best friend, who arouses
the
suspicions
in trying
to
save millionaire's
Mrs. Bond from
her reckless
folly.
The "grand
old has
man a of
the screen."
Theodore
Roberts,
dejightfully
entertaining part as the irascible General
Brent. Others in the cast are Betty
Francisco. Robert Bolder. Fred Turner.
Helen Dunbar. Edward Martindel, Lucien Littlefield and Mayme Kelso.
New Theatre in Nebraska
NORTH PLATTE. NEB.— Manager
Baldwin has opened the new Keith
theatre.
DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES

Clyde

Cook

the man with the "Indiarub b e r" legs and the
"twinkling" ears, William
Fox's "find," who won instant success in "Kiss Me
Quick," his first
comedy film.
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Dwan Says Director
Needs Cooperation to
(Newspaper "Ads" Are Most Effective 1
Meet Public Demands
Louell Exhibitors Declare That Occasional Unique and
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Novel Features Bring Resulb But That They Usually
NEW YORK, Oct. 26.— Allan Dwan,
at a luncheon given to representatives
Are Augmented by Advertising Displays in The Press
of the trade press at Delmonico's on
Friday, urged that greater co-operation be given directors to enable them
."CONTINUOUS advertising in the that presents itself. He constantly to more intelligently provide the pubuses his screen to the best advantage,
I . newspapers is the most successful
lic with what it wanted in the way of
from an exhibitor's standpoint in believing that a statement thereon of photoplay entertainment. "He explained
something indefinite, startling or myst- opinion of members of the Theatre
director, without such coterious starts a mouth-to-mouth pub- that the operation,
Association
of Lowell.
Mass.
was obliged to rely solely on
cJ.nagers'
few exhibitors
qualified
this opinion
licity that can't be beaten.
his own convictions that any picture
t adding that frequently novel or
he was about to undertake had all the
i que features offered opportunities to
elements of popular success and that
rort to novel advertising schemes but Juanita Hansen Is Now
such a procedure could not unfailingly
an those are usually augmented by
Producing
a
New
Serial
operate toward giving the public what
nvspaper displays.
it
wanted.
Juanita Hansen is now engaged in
sot only did all the managers present
Mr. Dwan stated that while he did
a ee that newspaper advertising was
portraying the heroine role in a newJames Shelley Hamilton serial story not know exactly how the question:
t most effective, but they were unani- which
will serve as her second issue What does the photoplay public want?
nus in the belief that this advertising
list be kept continually on the reader under the Pathe banner. '"Roaring Oaks'' could be answered, he believed some
is the working title, which Pathe an- headway could be made through ret- make the proper impression.
ceiving a frank criticism from every
nounces will be changed before the play
is published.
exhibitor playing an Allan Dawn production. He said he proposed to ask
Miss Hansen is working at the George
n a short talk on the subject the
B. Seitz studio in New York under the for such a criticism from every exmager of the Rialto said^
direction of Bertram Millhauser. who
hibitor who plays his pictures.
When I came to this city a year ago
As another means of obtaining the
I ook up a theatre that was slipping. produced '"The Phantom Foe." She will
T.s fact, coupled with the knowledge
appear with Warner Oland and Mar- information he wanted, he said he had
guerite Courtot in a company which in- in mind a plan of showing each of his
tljt other exhibitors had larger and
bter theatres than mine, made the
cludes William Bailey, Stephen Carr. productions while still in the rough to
p position of building up business look John Hopkins. Charles Reveda and trade paper representatives in order to
others
familiar
for their work before the obtain a cold, calm, impassionate opinnier difficult But I was confident camera. The final
ion on them. He said that the trade
scenes of the serial
tit the policy which had been found
sxessful in other cities would also are expected to be finished within a press, with its finger on the public
wk here, and I straightway started to month or so. The picture is scheduled
pulse, was in a position to know what
e iblish a high standard of picture for a place on the program of big serial the public wanted.
p gram that would carry from week to 1921.
offerings to be issued bv Pathe during
wk, arid then I began my campaign in
William Farnum's Latest
th newspapers to induce steady, reguFeature Just Published
la patronage of a paying size.
Two
Snappy
Comedies
Are
t took on First National pictures.
"'Drag
Harlan," the latest William
II from the very outset I hammered
In Fox's October Issue
Fox production which was directed by
it very time they picked up a paper,
William Fox has issued during October J. Gordon Edwards, has just been isIt.vasn't long until I had them comsued. Opposite Farnum is Jackie
snappy Sunshine comedies. "An
ic and judging from the way they in- two
G. Raymond Nye enacts the
Elephant's Nightmare" and "Hold Me Saunders.
role of the heavy and Herschel Mayall,
qied about 'First National produces' I knew that I had struck the
Both have been staged in sumptuous
twenty-five
years'
raonsive note which is always an in- manner and are brimful of breezy orig- an actor ofperience,
remembered for
his stage
work ex-in
Tieht"
di tion to a manager that they are
inal tricks, it is said.
""Civilization." is also in the cast.
cc ing his way.
Hie picture game is not unlike any
HUSBANDS OFTEN NEED WATCHING
lir of legitimate business. The average
pi haser of motion picture entertainni t has his personal preferences. He
lit i the best and he generally knows
th best when he sees it. When a man
but a certain kind of suit or shirt, or
shjs. and they give him satisfaction, the
ne* time he goes shopping he will be
prty apt to seek out the same brand in
tnfcame place. The same is true in the
th. tres. Give a patron something that
he likes and he'll buy again at tHe
sai : place."
ie Rialto manager spends as much as
lore than any local picture theatre
dvertising. Besides this, he issues
or twice a month, a small booklet
ght or ten pages containing a list
°the coming attractions, the date of
thfl showing and a little something
abjt each picture or star. He has
coftiled a mailing list which he has
drv|ed into four parts. For ordinary
ru<; he sends out post cards or letters
to |ne-fourth of the list and changes
jt chweeks
week, so that in the course of
foi
the entire list is covered.
™ n he_ has something big coming, a
tore witn unusuai p0ints he generallv
usttthe entire list
hile laying such great stress upon
nisnewspaper campaigns, the Rialto
roaiger does not believe in neglecting
another possible form of advertising

Charlotte Merriam and Neely Edwards in a scene from the Comiclassic's picture,
"Watch Your Husband," distributed by Special Pictures Corporation.
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DWAX, the Associated Producers member, who passed through Chicago last week, told
an Exiiibitohs Hkkald representative that lie was
of the opinion that the short story made a better
photoplay as a ride than the novel length story, for
the reason that the average novel contained too many
characters and was usually too complicated to eondense into a five-reel feature.
In speaking of one of his recent productions Mr.
Dwan said a Ixis Angeles reviewer found fault with
it on this ground and said it required an obstetric
chart to follow the characters.
While this is a common fault with foreign-made
pictures it is not as prevalent with American producers. They have learned that the American
public is prone to form snap judgment on a picture
by the early footage, and if the first two hundred
feet are taken up with the introductions of the
characters the public loses interest and is not in a
receptive mood for the balance. For this reason
many producers are cutting down the footage devoted
to exploiting art directors, authors, directors, assistant directors, cameramen, assistant cameramen, etc.
ALLAN

'•PASSION" (First National) is one of the first
pictures to come from Europe since the war. It is
a very fine adaptation of the story, "Du Barry,"
enacted by Pola Negri, a Polish actress, and a wonderful supporting cast. It will go down in history
as one of the most artistic photoplays of the year, and
if BUCCeeding European productions are of as high a
caliber they will find a ready market in America.
"FABIOLA," made in Italy and presented at a
special showing in New York, did not impress its
spectators as a work of art. The picture is crudely
made, and in many instances is too gruesome for
American audiences. Re-edited it can doubtless be
made into an entertaining feature, but in its present
shape it cannot be considered.
"THE MARRIAGE PIT" (Universal) with
Frank Mayo in the role of a Wall Street broker, is the
old, old story of the family with a beautiful daughter,
on the verge of financial ruin. They give her in
marriage to the broker, whom she does not love, but
her hate turns to love, and she saves the broker from
ruin in the last reel.
"ROMANCE PROMOTERS" (Vitagraph), an
adapted Ainslee's Magazine story, with Earle Williams and Helen Ferguson in the principal roles,
offers light entertainment of a wholesome' nature.
While the plot lays no claims to originality — it is the
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story of an heiress surrounded by unscrupulous suitors who try to marry her by fair means or foul, who
is rescued by the handsome hero — it has a lot of w itty
subtitles and several extremely funny situations.
"FELIX O'DAY" (Pathc) is a screen translation
of one of F. Hopkinson Smith's popular novels. It
lias effective setting in an antique >liop. and H. B.
Warner gives compelling characterization of the leading role. A picture, wholesome, dignified and
quiet-moving, that will most please the high grade
patronage, but which supplies thrills that will not
disappoint those who like screen tragedy.
"DEEP

WATERS"

(Paramount) translates F.

Hopkinson Smith's "Caleb West, Master Diver," in
terms of the screen with highly colorful Maine coast
setting. It carries two romances to interesting end
and is played by a cast of able players, who make
ranch of the various parts. A shipwreck and rescue
offer a strong scene, and there are other notable
exciting moments.
"SUNDOWN SLIM" (Universal) brings Harry
Carey forth as the player of a character role made
the important item of the production. As a carefree American vagabond he journeys through the
Southwest cattle and sheep country, finding a girl,
but losing her in his loyalty to a pal. Carey does
excellent work, and scenes include several lively
skirmishes.
"BURGLAR PROOF" (Paramount) makes a
prime vehicle for Bryant Washburn to play clean,
wholesome comedy. Titles are freshly clever enough
to get even more laughs than the humorous situations
which abound. The best Washburn picture to date.
One sure to entertain any audience and particularly
please the star's clientele.
"THE FORBIDDEN VALLEY" (Pathe) presents aheart appealing and human story of a Cumberland mountain country feud which has its
reflection in the love affairs of the younger generation. Bruce Gordon and May McAvoy are excellent
leads, and the photography is unusually fine, the settings very beautiful.
"OFFICER 666" (Goldwyn) takes Tom Moore
through a series of situations of farcical sort in an
adaptation of this stage play which scored a tremendous hit the country over. Somewhat tangled of
plot and at times complicated of continuity, but
entertaining. Will please the Moore following and
the farce favorers.

I
4 /

HARRY CAREY IN
SUNDOWN
SLIM
(UNIVERSAL)
in a Joseph Jefferi;ry
:nianCarey
creation of the role of an
.merican knight of the road,
th romance tinging its quietlDving continuity and occasional
•rill. Typically Western setting
;d unusually good characteriza->n by the star.
I the role of a carefree American
rapond. playing with the same steady,
pi-moving gait with which the action
>rc 'esses. Harry Carey gives capital in:eretation of the leading part in this
at< feature. The play is not without
its vely. exciting scenes, but the part
sta tng in relief is that of the Carey
:ha cterization.
Cey's performance is far better than
thenajority of players associated with
kin although the part of The Girl is
ua winsome and natural by Mignonne.
Situions at time border on the com)le:and there may easily be some coninsn of the men players in their likelesof makeup, but this defect has cora?en tions. Xight and dawn scenes on
the lesert and settings in the Southurerrn mountain cattle range and sheep
ran' country make picturesque back1; story pictured is that of a goodaat ed, wandering tramp sheep herder.
»h- comes into the Western country.
r:.z'.:g
his ofwhimsical
rhymestitles)
(which
ior several
the interesting
and
mahg his way into the affections of
mei and women, especially stressing
hirr If to win those of Anita Fernando.
UTi his box-car pal is mixed up in
law
reakingas and
the girl's
if nted
the when
murderer
of herfather
annoy.Slim stands in their loyal defence.
tik; their punishment until both situatior are cleared. He does not. howeve- win the girl: but there is ?. :r.ar.
lor er of whom Slim quite approves,
andie relinquishes his hopes and goes
bo .; optimistic way.
AND BRUCE GORDON" IX
FORBIDDEN VALLEY
(PATHE)
A I man heart drama of Kentucky,
b riding melodrama, humor and
a outhful romance under the sup-vision and direction of J.
S.art Blackton. The story of a
f«d of past generations not up to
tl standard set by former Blackt< productions.
Ini background of spring beaut}- in
the .entucky Blue Rid^e mountains,
tauft by the camera with close fidelity.
™is tory, strong of plot and sustained
i u reSt" is -a ^'P'03' Bhckton feature.
Jj^1 iVi lacking in freshness of theme.
Jhe inge of humor to the tragedy that
™e jd of a previous generation brings
■to toe love affairs of Morning Glory
Lee mountain girl, is very well done.
M McAvoy and Bruce Gordon
Win i youthful treshne** and prettiness
« 1< ; play to the picture. A landslide.
Jyn< ite explosions and a pig chase lend
aci nent The presence of several pet
mm s is engaged, and Gene Lavman

a.%
"Sentimental
comedy
touches. Joe'" supplies excellent
The story has to do with the enmity
of the Lees and the Mitchells, passed
through successive generations and inspiring the killing of the father of the
girl. Morning Giory, by Cal Mitchell.
Fifteen years later there comes into the
life of the girl a lad who is suspected by
her grandfather and by Dave, a half-wit
neighbor, of being the son of Cal taken
from the locality in childhood by a minister. The young fellow. Jack Winslow.
ajealousy
surveyor,of wins
girl's her
heart,
the
Dave thedrives
to but
believe
that Jack
the her
son into
of shooting
her father's
slayer,
and is
tricks
him.
The return of the minister proves that
Dave is really the son of the Mitchells,
and the shot at her lover proves to be
not a fatal one.
SPECIAL CAST IX
DEEP WATERS
(PARAMOUNT)
Typically a Tourneur production,
strong in dramatic worth and rich
in beauty of setting. An exceptionally able cast presents the tale,
a screen adaptation of F. Hopkinson's Smith "Caleb West. Master
A story of plain Xew England folks,
Diver."
brought
to the screen with all the strong
dramatic worth and beauty of setting that
distinguish the Tourneur product is here
presented. It is safe to offer any Tourneur feature as a certainty in screen artistry, both in skillfully directed acting and
unusuallv effective setting.
This picture quite meets the standard.
Comedy, pathos and much clean and wholesome humor are assembled in palatable
proportions. The story is intensely human
and will please both youth and maturity.
The roles are in the hands of players
whose demonstrated cleverness makes them

worthy of wider prominence in the future
tnan tney have been gi\cn tn tne past, important amon-* them Tourneur's new find,
Barbara Bedford, still in her teens. Brocken
Christians gives a masterful performance
in the role of Caleb. Several new photographic effects have been employed to good
effect. Undersea scenes, shipwreck and
ful.
rescue
episodes are all colorful and forceTwo match
romances
run the ofstory's
length.in
Both
the strength
two men
holding the love of one woman, the one
woman, the innocent little village girl,
wedded to the elderly driver : the other the
polished and sophisticated society woman
tor whose love two men of her world are
striving. The "irl wife is infatuated by
her husband's
assistant
and before
starts
away
with him, young
but returns
almost
her absence
other towife's
husband
keeosis discovered.
his wife by The
appealing
her
lover's manhood. Caleb's heart, hardened
against his young wife, has its love rekindled with the tragic death of her lover,
whom he rescues from shipwreck.
WESTWARD

HO

Chester Gump, youngest member of
the celebrated family, decides to put to
rout such Indians as may be lurking
in the community. He steals from home
at dawn, is missed and pursued by
Andy and Min. meets numerous Indians and adventures, rescues his parents
from the torture stake and returns to the
ways of civilization.
Children particularly will enjoy the
incidents involved. Parents, who have
given
to the youthful ambition, will
be
in ear
sympathy.
It is worthy of mention that the animation is effected with especial success
in the present subject, mechanically superior to many in the Gump series to
date. Celebrated is distributing these
cartoons.

MA McAYOY

Scene from "Deep Waters" the Maurice Tourneur production made for Paramount
from F. Hopkinson Smith's novel. "Caleb West. Master Diver."
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TOM HOORE
In from
a urcne
from
the < iilum A:"Officer
lliirrln <!««,'•
ulaice ndnptrd
Mireeai
(Koldwyn).
TOM MOORE IN
OFFICER
666
(GOLDWYN)
A rapidly-moving screen adaptation
of a popular stage farce, somewhat complicated and confusing
of plot, but replete with amusing
situations. Comedy rather than
character is the high light.
Action both amusing and
the latter because of the rushconfusing,
of one
complicated situation upon another, permeates this latest Tom Moore offering.
"Officer 666" was an uncompromising
hit as a stage farce and much of its pep
and fun are reproduced on the screen,
but the picture, as a whole, could move
more smoothly. Tom
Moore is his
jovial, good-looking self, except for the
few minutes that he assumes the guise of
a police officer. Events take place in the
course of one evening.
The hero arrives home to follow the
report that his butler is conniving with
crooks to rob the home of valuable
paintings. A pretty girl comes upon the
scene, announcing that she is to be married to Travers Gladwin. That is the
hero's name, but he has never seen the
girl. With the host disguised as a policeman, the policeman hidden, relatives of
the heroine trying to stop her elopement
and real police trying to unravel the
mystery, the plot is snarled into a perplexing tangle. There are amusing titles
that get many a laugh, and those who
enjoy farce and like Tom Moore will
doubtless get considerable enjoyment
from the feature.
EARLE WILLIAMS IN
ROMANCE
PROMOTERS
(VITAGRAPH)
A light, little comedy with a modicum of entertainment value. Not
a very strong role for an actor of
Williams' calibre.
Chester Bennett made the most of the material in this magazine story.
Adapted from a short story published
in Ainslee's Magazine.
"The Romance
Promoters" offers Earle Williams little
opportunity to display his histrionic
talents. The first part of the picture
THE
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contains a certain amount of mystery,
where a young engineer receives several
registered letters each containing a hundred dollar bill, but when it is disclosed
he is to be employed to keep undesirable
suitors away from an attractive and
wealthy young lady, it is a foregone conclusion that he will marry her himself.
Helen Ferguson appears to advantage
as Betty Lorris, the heiress. Others who
lend good support are Mary Huntress,
Jack Mathal, Otis Harlan and Ernest
Pasquel.
Todfield King finds civil engineering
in a small town very unprofitable and
welcomes an opportunity to earn $600 a
month, patroling the estate of a wealthy
young lady, who is surrounded by a
scheming board of managers anxious to
gain control of the property as soon as
her father, who is ill, passes away.
Young
Betty'sa
father to King,
take uphowever,
athletics gets
and when
committee arrives to inquire into Lorris'
sanity, the two start on a hike and outwalk the committee. An attempt to kidnap Miss Lorris is frustrated by the
young engineer and all ends happily.
Witty subtitles sprinkled through the
picturementadd
to theis story's
but themuch
outcome
a little developobvious
after the first two reels.
H. B. WARNER

IN

FELIX
O'DAY
(PATHE)
High grade, clean cut drama of human weaknesses and strength,
carrying the lesson of the fallacy
of the doctrine of manmade vengeance. An excellent adaptation
of a popular F. Hopkinson Smith
novel set effectively in an antique
shop.
Characters which emphasize the human angle of the screen stage, played by
a cast of artists of which H. B. VVarncr
is
present
of a friend
man's
longpeer,
search
for this
the story
unfaithful
who appropriated both his wife and the
fortune of his family. He finds the man,
and the wife, but fate stays his avenging
hand and the love of a young girl rehis soul's
Warner generates
plays
with hate.
distinctive dynamic
dramatic skill. His polished appearance
and quiet, refined dignity vest the character with all those attributes attendant
upon
the
While the book's
appeal presentation
of the book of
is ofO'Day.
such
nature that its spirit could never be en-

tirely caught by the camera, yet t
transposition to the screen is a charmi
one.The
story takes the noble young Iris
man, O'Day, to America in the course
his search. It establishes him as a go
friend in the home and business of
aged dealer in antiques, who has be
the victim of theft and injury at 1
hands of the dastardly criminal ir
whom the friend has turned. Deeply
love with the dealer's young daught
O'Day finds his wife and rescues 1
from the rascally companion in wh<
death fate takes a hand and saves O'L
from committing the crime. He gives
wife the protection of his name and c;
in her numbered days, and her de;
leaves him free to go to Annette.
BRYANT WASHBURN IN
BURGLAR
PROOF
(PARAMOUNT)
Bryant Washburn's best fun role
date, a comedy drama that has
unusual wealth of humor in
titles. The star plays the role
a "tightwad," whose love for
girl achieves the near-impossi
in loosening his purse strings.
A rousing fund of fun, with an c
standing oddity in titles that are cl(
enough to get even bigger laughs t i
the fun episodes themselves, comes >
the screen in this feature. The pen tt
wrote these titles was guided by an genious brain and facile hand. They e
a real achievement. The greater nun,r
of them — terse and caustic and c ical — are put into the mouth of e
dancing teacher of whose part muc s
made by Grace Morse.
The star gives a finished performa i.
Miss Morse is bringing into a sue ision of the
season's
a dist:-g
tiveness
of type
that showings
will be interes
to watch in its development to start a.
Lois Wilson plays the part of the sw theart with grace and prettincss. Sc:s
laid in the dancing school wherein le
star essays to regain his health by is
exercise, supply the chief comedy s ations. The whole is a clever, light, in
bit certain to please the general pat nage.Washburn plays the part of . in
Harlow, who infirst
barrassment
a meets
small financial
town \iltncourting a girl who later becomes ad
of the dancing school to which he <js
his way toatnever
the doctor's
avidity
be met inorders,
the hs
ne
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sit.tion again has caused him to go to
an extreme in the matter of pennypining. He meets and loves Laura
Lc ell, but is informed by the jealous
da ing school head that she already
ha a sweetheart. The deception is disck:d when the alleged lover is intro'dud as her step-father.
F ABIOL

A

A even-part drama, Italian made,
trporting to be a record of the
ials of the Christians in the early
hxistian era. Very crude and
-uesome.
eceding the showing of "Fabiola" at
th Broadway theatre Friday morning,
Oober 22, an announcer asked the indu'ence
present
for the
cr ity of of
the those
titles, due,
he explained,
to literal translation from the Italian.
TVe were many other crude things,
io which the announcer might have
asfie did the
indulgence, though
not audience's
do so.
le fact of the whole matter is that
it as a colossal blunder on the part
of those sponsoring the picture in
At et)ricawildlytojumbled
show "Fabiola"
in its state.
presand incoherent
The was no excuse for it. The cutting
s a bad that it is utterly impossible
toatch more than a drift of the story,
oro put over a single one of the drain c situations. So many unnecessary
sc es are interjected that nothing is
le i to the imagination. In some inst ces these scenes are too gruesome to
bs a place on the screen, as for inSt ce, the mopping up of the blood of
a arlyr, the decapitation of the heroine
at the killing of a martyr with bow and
ar w. All of these scenes cannot be
tc lly eliminated, but some at le,ast
cs be pruned to take away the horrifyin effect they produce.
verlooking the absurdity of the titles
in heir present state, the fact neverthe!e remains that many of them are usele Almost always the action is predifl by a title.
he material from which the products was made seems to possess possibi ies and it is to be deeply regretted
th none has been fairly realized. The
si: ect matter is Biblically historical,
n< ng to do with the record by Cardinal
\\eman of the trials of the Christians
in he early Christian era. It is richly
ar colorfully invested in both exterior
ar interior backgrounds, although the
lair have in some cases glaring faults
of rtificialty.
_ ht picture has a big cast of princi Is. about fifteen in number, who are
induced one after another at the begi ling of the picture, making it almost
tnossible to establish clearly the relate of one to the other. The titles are
nc any help to enlightenment. Most of
tnn, besides being crude, are so short
tn they cannot be read and their imP<: digested.
. be acting is of the Italian school and
ju;ed by American standards is not
al iys convincing wh:n it should be.
Ji cious pruning might help matters.
' P'11 his preamble to the showing of the
w ure the announcer coupled "Fabiola"
a; i "Cabiria" and "Quo Vadis." As far
he spectacular element of "Fabiola"
is oncerned
there is some reason for
tl
The picture is spectacular,
B coupling.
the most is never made of the ma«il. The mob scenes are just mob
sues and there are times
when one
dtc snt
lo. know what the mobs are trying
s has been said before, it was a big
make to show "Fabiola" in its pres-

Frank Mayo, Dagmar Godowsky Pit."
and (Universal.)
Ray Ripley in a scene from "The Marriage
ent state. No doubt if the American
distributors have it intelligently edited
and titled an entertaining picture can
be made. In its present state it cannot
be considered.
By reason of the present state of the
picture only a skeleton synopsis can be
given. The story concerns the efforts
to
suppress
The that
leadingspirit
in thisChristianity.
fight demands
the
heroine Agnes accept him or death. The
heroine, a Christian, accepts death and
is martyred. But the love of the leading spirit is so great for the dead Agnes
that he himself accept Christianity and
is taken into the fold before his death.
FRANK
THE

MAYO

IN

MARRIAGE
PIT
(UNIVERSAL.)
Conventional tale of Wall Street
with the usual triangle plot. Mayo
scores in the role assigned him,
but is given poor support.
Frederick Isham's story "Black Friday," renamed for screen purposes,
"The Marriage Pit," is the world-old
story of the financially distressed parents who give their daughter in marriage to a wealthy and influential broker
to save themselves from social and
financial ruin.
The production has one or two
gripping moments and Director Frederick Thompson made the most of the
material at hand.
Mayo's work is all that could be desired. He plays the role of John Strong,
a financial genius, with rare understanding and injects his personality into
every scene. Lillian Tucker, however,
who appears opposite Mayo is not so
well cast. She did not seem to enter
into the spirit of the thing and she does
not photograph well.
Dagmar Godowsky, daughter of the
famous pianist-composer. Leopold
Godowsky, has a prominent part, that
of a dancer with many suitors, and gives
a splendid performance. Ray Ripley is
the villian; Frederick Vroom is the
other Wall street broker and Belle
Stodard Johnstone has the role of his
wife.

The story concerns the marriage of
Elinor Rossiter to John Strong, to save
the Rossiter family from ruin. The
jilted lover of Elinor attempts to wreck
Strong
in "the
Street"
and a capricious
dancer aids
Strong
in preventing
it. A
realistic fight between Strong and the
villian adds zest to the picture.
The story moves along swiftly, building up to the final climax, and is very
well photographed.
Robertson- Cole to Offer
Lupin Detective Feature
Robertson-Cole announces for late
autumn "813," the screen version of the
Arsene Lupin story of the same name.
Wedgwood
Nowell
featured in "813,"
taking
the
part
of isthe
detective, Arsene
Lupin,
who,celebrated
in this case,
tu'rns aside from his career of theft to
prove that he is not a murderer. He is
supported by a cast which includes Ralph
Lewis, Wallace Beery, William V. Mong,
J. P. Lockney and Kathryn Adams. The
settings
include scenes in and around
Paris.
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Planned on Neilan Picture "Dinty
A tie-up on Marshall Neilan's next
Young offers
Barry the
as exhibitor
a star in a"Dinty,"
this
article
particularly
First National production. "Dinty,"
fitting advertisement for his theatre, as
which, it is believed, will offer the exwell as the attraction for the booklet is
hibitor asplendid opportunity to obtain
something that will be passed around
a great amount of local publicity, has
among the family. For each distribution
been effected by the publicity department of Marshall Neilan Productions
the exhibitor can obtain copies of the
little book with blank inside covers on
with Ross Publishing Company, Woolwhich he can print advertisements for
worth and other chain-store organizations.
his theatre and coming attractions.
Simultaneous with the publication of
Arrangements for the publication of
similar booklets on Marjorie Daw, Col"Dinty,"
in
which
Wesley
Barry
is
leen Moore and other Marshall Neilan
starred, Woolworth and other stores
over the country will place on sale a stars have been completed. These books
will be ready for distribution shortly.
little book on the life of Wesley Harry.
Exhibitors playing this production are
requested to consult with managers of Barnard Goes to Kineto
local stores and arrange for window
displays on this booket using stills and
To Oversee Industrials
lithographs as part of the display.
J.
Lorriane
Barnard has joined Kineto
Booklet Is Attractive
Company of America, Inc., as director
The booklet is attractively gotten up of
the industrial department. For more
and carries a cardboard cover in colors
than
a year Mr. Barnard has been dibearing a likeness of the screen's farector of production for Baumer Film
mous "freckle-face." Among the illusCompany. Previously he had been two
trations
are
scenes
from
"Dinty"
and
several references to the picture are
jreari in dustrial
charge
of production
for the inmade in the text.
and educational
department
of
Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
Publisher by Ross Publishing Combooket. sold at 10 cents, is expected to
meet with great demand among the motion picture public. The novelty of the Fox Soon to Issue New
product will insure further a large sale,
William Russell Picture
it is believed, which will be a direct advertisement for the forthcoming Neilan
William
Fox will soon issue "The Iron
attraction.
Rider," written oy Frank L. Packard,
Will Supply Exhibitors
author of "The Miracle Man," ■"From
In addition to the sale of these bookN"..w William
On" andRussell.
"The White Moll." It
stars
lets to the public via stores, the publishers are prepared to supply exhibitors
Scott Dunlap is the director and the
direct with quantity lots at a nominal
cast is headed by Vola Vale as leading
cost." As a souvenir of the appearance of woman. Arthur Morrison is the villain.

Reelcraft Extends
Advertising Servic
All I ndep end ent Offices No1
Handling Product Are to
Get Circulars, Etc.
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has
effect a new system of cooperation l>
tween the general office and the ind
pendent exchanges of its distributii
organization.
In the past all direct advertising ms
ter, such as circulars, mailing cards ai
novelties have been distributed to t
Reelcraft exchanges in New York, CI
cago. Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Mi
neapolis. In the future the distributi'
plan will be extended to every exchan
handling Reelcraft publications that c
sires the cooperation.
Compiles Theatre List
Reelcraft has compiled a list of t
theatres in nearly every territory of t
United States, most of the names bei;
supplied by the distributing exchang'
some of whom have checked off t
names of theatres using Reelcraft p
tures.
Theatres now using the service will
supplied publicity, mats, stills, advertisi
novelties, etc., direct from the gene
office. Theatres not using the senwill be supplied with a special adver
ing campaign of Reelcraft propagan
distributed in conjunction with the
change handling the pictures in that t
Bookings Have Increased
'
ritory,
This new plan will be in addition i
the regular advertising to be carried i
the national trade papers. Reelci t
service, according to exchange repo ,
is playing nearly twice the number i
theatres during October as played <J ing May. The company declares tt
much of this increase is attributed to e
single-reel
Franey more
comedies,
estimated toBilly
be playing
than 6t'v0
theatres throughout the United Sta
"While New York Sleeps"
Going Big, Say Producer
Of Fox Special Feati e
"While New York Sleeps." one oift
big William Fox special productions ir
the season, is reported to be reapir a
box office harvest in its travels fs
Coast 'to Coast.
On its way westward from New Yk
where, after playing ten conseci 't
weeks on Broadway, it also drew reelbreaking houses at the Fox Academ mi
Music and the mammoth Audi*
theatre uptown, it ha- just comp! :<j
full-week engagement- in St. Louis id
Kansas City. At the Liberty. St. L is,
the film drew a business claimed bier
than anything the house ever had sh nKansas andCitydidita played
at the
ubertIn theatre
far bigger
bus:*H
than did the spoken drama whichlfr
cupied its stage the week prevus.
Scores of equally laudatory expres.ns
upon!ne
Fox Sleeps
recevied
have been
merits
of "While
NewbyYork
Woman Reopens Theat
MOBERLY, MO.— The PrincesSi
tre, under management of Mrs. .
Sullivan, a theatre woman who has
in the managing business for se
years, was recently reopened.

Jane Novak in a scene from "The Golden
Trail," Arrow Film Corporation's current
feature.
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New York City, Oct. 26, 1920.
le Astor Hotel has issued a new menu
ca with one side left blank. The waiter
si ; the guest to understand that all new
co sanies can be figured out on the card :
;h 'cover" charge is twenty cents, but if
to e used for film dope, it is fifty cents
an up.
'* * *

Hel-en Ferguson has introduced her
pretty young sister Catherine into silent
drama. Catherine comes from Chicago,
where she has just finished school, and it
looks like a safe bet for her. Helen Ferguson has just completed her Fox picture
with Buck Jones.
* * *

the eleventh hour Joseph M. Schenck
deled to accompany Norma Talmadge to
Jaaica. where her next First National
uction.
"Satan's Love
Paradise."
is to be
nhpr d.
Montagu
and Harrison
ro. who will be seen in the picture, accopanied the party and Leslie Stuart
iL- went along to impart his knowledge of
th. tropical country to Albert Parker, the
dirtor. Chet Withey, who will direct
Ctitance Talmadge in Doughlas Murry's
pi; "The Man From Toronto." adapted
to he screen by Grant Carpenter, was invrl to accompany Mr. Schenck on the
voge. which will give them ample time to
di.nss future plays for Constance on the
w. back and forth.
* * *

tea given in Hotel
honor last
of "rising
stars"
at Atthe a Commodore
week, Estelle
Taylor, the Fox star who has come into
her own in "While New York Sleeps," related that before she became a motion picture actress she had a tremendous leaning
for interior decorating. Miss Taylor only
got as far as the 3, 9 and 19-cent store, in
a position as a window decorator and everything went very well the first day until a
friend from her home town recognized her.
gave her a hearty welcome in the form of
a sound push, resulting in a crash of the
window display and crockery which cost
her her job. With all the success Estelle
is meeting with at the present time she
should be most grateful to her friend. At
any rate,
dustry is! we know the motion picture in-

Wilson,
the Hugo
American
compcrjoRTiMER
who won
the $5CK)
Reisenfeld
or; with his overture entitled "New Orlei*," was
guest theatre
conductor
the orchtra
at thetheRialto
whenof that
orgszation played the winning composition
at 11 the performances Sunday. Oct. 24.
\\;on won the prize in a competition in
w h 87 manuscripts were submitted. The
the final manuscripts were played on
0 >ber 8 by the orchestra. Among the
joes were Arthur Bodanzky, Victor Herbt', Carl Deis and O. G. Sonneck. The
peormance on Sunday afternoon was the
lit public presentation of the prize-winni composition.
* * *

Byj.B.

Gaston Glass, playing the title role in
"The
Foreigner,"
be distributed
First
National
and to beto featured
in thebysecond
Ralph Connor story "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted." nearly had his hand squeezed
off by a remorseless band of vociferous
admirers. "The Foreigner" was given a
pre-showing at the Dominion Theatre, Winnipeg, Canada, and Gaston was discovered
trying to make himself scarce in a shadowy
corner.
Then now.
the afunsure
began
! Glass' tohandits
is bandaged
safeguard
not being overworked !
* * *
Gordon Standing, well-known for his
character work on both the stage and
screen, will be seen in two screen offerings
next month, "The Foreigner" and "Man
and Woman." the latter Sherman Productions Corporation's« initial
* * offering.
"Big Jack" O'Brien, the hero of "Bride
13," the Fox serial, makes an ideal leading
man opposite Hope Hampton in her latest
picture,
"The Better
Way." his
His histrionic
six feet
two
of athletic
slenderness.
ability and the romantic fervor he throws
into his role registers a decided hit, it is
said, in this picture.
* * *

Lucretia Belle, who has appeared with
the Talmadges in "The Branded Woman,"
"Good References." etc., is socn to appear
William H. Tooker is featured conspicuin a vaudeville number of her own creaously in the elaborate artistic press book
tion, consisting of eccentric songs and Robertson-Cole
has compiled on Christy
dances. Miss Belle has not deserted picCabanne's special. "The Stealers." in which
tures. She will appear in vaudeville and he
plays the role of the minister. Tooker
also in films.
has just finished work in a new picture.
* * *
"Proxies." directed by George D. Baker for
Olarf Biarmer has joined the Palisade
International, from Frank Adams' CosmoLaboratories as director cf sales.
* * *
* *name.
*
politan story" of that
The National Red Cross organization has
Rockcliffe Fellowes. playing in lead in
commandeered the services of Edith
initial production, "An HonStockton to lead its fourth Red Cross roll Hugo Ballin's
orable Gentleman," which W. W. Hodkinarion Davies is making "The Bride's call, which begins November 11. Edith is son will distribute, has a burning ambition
some peach and is favorably remembered
to raise orchids. He is a bug on orchid
in California. George Terwilliger
HPI"ie director.
culture anyway and rattles off the ungodly
for her work in "Through the Storm."
POPULAR STAR IN A NEW AMERICAN FILM COMPANY PRODUCTION

Margarita Fisher in two scenes from "The Gamesters," her latest vehicle under the "Flying A" banner.
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SCENE

FROM

THE

FOX PLAY

"OVER

THE

HERALD
HILL"

The return of the mother from the poor house; the big "happy moment" from the
Fox drama adapted from Will Carleton's poems.
Latin pet names of these innocent flowers
with graceful nonchalance.
* * *
Mmo. Sara Brazier, formerly a wellknown Shakespearean actress, will make
her motion picture debut shortly in a
"mother" role in a forthcoming picture to
be made by Sherman Productions Corporation.
* * *
Loris BaUM, general sales manager for
Equity Pictures, left New York October 21
for an extensive tour of the West, visiting
exhibitors and exchanges. He will be gone
for about six weeks.
* * *
Harry Diggs, the live wire exploitation
manager of the Asher Productions, Inc., is
making things hum for the company. But
that's Harry's regular
* * speed.
*
Hector Fuller , internationally known
for his war correspondence work and as an
author, has been appointed to the post of
publicity representative for the Cathrine
Curtis Corporation. Hector has lived more
stories than most publicity men can invent.
* * *
Al Tuchman, purchasing agent of First
National, has resigned his post.
* * *
Bert Ennis is in again. And believe me,
when Bert starts on the publicity rampage
he
'em wide
He is
business
for cuts
himself.
Go open.
to it, old
top,in our
best
wishes go with you.
* * *
Regika Kruh, the w.k. publicist of 220
West 42nd street, has just returned from a
much deserved vacation at Lakewood.
* * *
Rockcliffe Fellowes has been engaged
to play opposite Ethel Clayton in her
forthcoming picture for Famous Players,
as yet unnamed, to be directed by Hugh
Ford at the new Long Island studio. This
js Mr.
picture
since his
returnhe
to
this Ford's
countryfirstfrom
England,
where
made two specials for Paramount.

Rod LaRocql'E, co-starring with Dorothy
Dickson in George Fitzmaurice's new pro"Money The
Mad,"point
finishes
picture nextduction,
week.
is, isinRodthatgoing
to "carry on" that twentieth century title?
He is still playing on Broadway in "Anna
Ascends" and he's going into another picture. Eh, wot?
* * *
Frances Eldridce. who has been signed
on a long-time contract by Superior Pictures, Inc., to star in two-reel comedies,
just dotes on horseback-riding. For various and sundry * * reasons,
Miss
* however,
Eldridge confines her* gallops
to the rustic
wilds of Long Island.
Jack Crosby has finished work in "Proxies," directed by George D. Baker from
Frank Adams' Cosmopolitan story by that
name.
his "Big Ben"
to
soundNow
the Jack
alarmis atdefying
eight bells.
* * *
George
that in
won't
come
off. Walsh
He also has
wearsa smile
a red rose
his
buttonhole. All because he feels pretty
much like a toreador of old. George recently met a number of Spanish editors
here from South America who told him
quite frankly that he was one of the most
po'pular
stars isinsmiling
their respective
countries.
Now George
* * broadly.
*
"Herb" Howe, publicity representative
par excellence from the West Coast, is now
in our midst. "Herb" is partaking of the
highly diluted and very mild life of New
York these days.
* * *
Jay Allen Glenn, owner of the Gay
Theatre, Newport, Tenn., and part owner
of four other theatres in that section, was a
New York visitor last week. He announces
that he has sold all his outside interests and
will devote himself hereafter to motion picture exhibition exclusively in line with
plans to increase his theatre holdings. His
Gay Theatre is the only house in Newport,
Tenn., having outfought opposition on
twelve different occasions.

It will soon be time for Edgar Lewis
come through with another screen knoc
out. Edgar has a lot of notches in his gi
for killings,
such as "The Barrier," "L
homa,"
"Other
Men's Shoes," "Sherrj
etc.,point
but when
the publictheis best,
educated
the
of demanding
they up'
see
to
feel
that
they
are
not
getting'
it
unle
they can see an Edgar Lewis products
about once a month.
Virginia Pearson and Sheldon Lew
popular picture stars, as leaders of a mot
caravan of actor folks, will invade W
street at noon Wednesday, Oct. 27, to t
bankers, clerks, stock brokers and steno
raphers why they should vote for Gusta
Hartman, Republican candidate for Just
of the City Court. Because of his inten
and work in behalf of the stage and screi
an actors Non-Partisan Hartman Club h
been organized with Sheldon Lewis,
- chairman. All members of the professi
are invited to call or communicate with h
at the Lambs Club. Among these suppo
ing
the E.
Judge's
Frank Bac(
Henry
Dixie candidacy
and GeorgeareStewart
Chr
tie. Four-minute speakers under the din
tion of the Actors Hartman Club will swt
the city beginning Monday in the last phi
of the Judge's whirlwind campaign.
* * *
When Metro added Robert Edesos
its directorial staff they acquired a m
from whom much can be reasonably <
pected. Mr. Edeson is an artist and
knows drama from the ground up.
* * *
Under theHale
direction
of D.to W.
Creighton
continues
forgeGriffi'
rapi
ahead. There are many who expect to
Mr. Hale's name soon occupying the f
tured spot on pictures bearing the "D. \
trademark.
* * *
Charles A. Logue is leaving for C
fornia shortly where he will have a hanc I
the production of a novelty in pictures t :
a sensation. Me to createcontinues
is expected
while
Mr. Logue
to turn t
screen stories of *the* highest
calibre.
*
Chet Withey is enjoying the free bre( 5
of Cuba, while Norma Talmadge is on e
and legal "pulk
islandtoofbegood
Like
with smokes
you, Chet.
* * *
George Landy wrote a splendid bit jE
week d
publicity for George Baker last
it went over big. Landy and Turnbull e
and have a cl ■
sure-fire
tele
secondpublicity
to none.*experts
* *
ing.Frank Madison, of Rcelcraf t, bf t
keep a weather eye on the prohibition
forcement agents for it's a well-known :t
that Frank is putting punch in his adve f* * *
some great reccf,
made
Man O' War
before F iup another
hang
he will
but
Pritchard of Educational gets thnp
with him. R. E. will make Man O *
office records before he s is
breakto alltheboxstud.
him

Paramount

Acquires Play

That Was Paris Succis
American represent: «
Oscar Osso,
for the French authors, has soldM
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation «
world motion picture rights to the I y>
"Montmartre," by Pierre Frondaie.
It is a drama in five acts which r.l«
Europe.
a great sensation in Paris and all er

Dead

Men

Tell No Tal
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Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It M a co-operatire service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
First National
ie Notorious Miss Lisle, with Kather; MacDonald. — This star is coming
al<g line. — Joseph C. Staak, Royal theat Carroll, la. — General patronage.
arried Life, a Mack Sennett products — Bad weather spoiled my business,
bu it sure is a dandy comedy. — L. M.
K" ns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Ming camp patronage.
j and Get It, a Marshall Neilan produion. — In a class by itself. Go the
lie: with this. Fine business. — J. E.
St ker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— iighborhood patronage.
le Branded Woman, with Norma
Tanadge. — Norma will draw them in
fo you. It's a good picture regardless
of.vhat some critics say. — Joseph C.
St k, Royal theatre, Carroll, la. — GenV ,patronage.
le River's End, a Marshall Neilan
prluction. — Extra good. Patrons
pi sed. Good business. — Edwin
Brndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kasson,
Ma. — Neighborhood patronage.
Search of a Sinner, with Constance
T;nadge. — Another of her pictures that
shild make anyone that likes to laugh
fe better, as there are a lot of places
in : where you will surely do so. — A.
L.Hepp, Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley,
Ni
ie Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
St .art. — Great melodrama. Extra good
biness for two days. — J. E. Stocker,
M tie theatre, Detroit Mich. — Neighbo ood patronage.
ie Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
pr uction. — A fairly good picture. Not
wit would be expected from Walthall
an Dwan. — Joseph C. Staak, Royal
th tre, Carroll, la. — General patronage.
ie Turning Point, with Katherine
M Donald. — Good. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
th tre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood
pa Dnage.
m't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
pr uction. — Very good picture. Patrons
ve well satisfied, and said so. Use the
trier.— Jos. C. Staak, Royal theatre,
Ce oil, la. — General patronage.
io Weeks, with Constance Talm:ge. — Her pictures all run to the corned but please nearly everyone, as she
is sod. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour theatn Greeley, Nebr.
ie Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith produion.— A most artistic, well produced
pr uction. Business very good. — Sudie
L aney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N.M. — Small town patronage.
ie Thunderbolt, with Katherine MacD:ald. — Very good picture. You cannot
lo on it, for Katherine sure brings
th t in for me. — Oscar Troyer, Lvric
th tre, Rugby, N. D.
M Beauty Market, with Katherine
M Donald. — Very good picture and
ga: satisfaction.— Peter Krauth, Denisoitheatre, Denison, la.— Neighborhood
PTonage.

Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Mary draws well for us, and Heart
o' the Hills is one of her best. — Edwin
Behrndt. Idle Hour theatre, Kasson,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Have seen many as good in regular
program, but it is a special in drawing
power. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford.—
Very good production. Pleased about
90 per cent. — H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Nebr. — Small town patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine McDonald.— A tine picture. First National
always good. Play to advanced prices.
— R. M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.
— Very good picture. Only program. My
people don'tStar
like theatre,
Jack here.
— Wm. G.
Atkinson,
Rockingham,
N. C.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — Fine picture. Everybody pleased.
— H. H. Woody. Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy
with Mary
Pickford.— ThisLong
drew Legs,
the crowd
wonderfully
and everyone was well pleased. Mary
never gets lovesick. — Adam Harnung.
Victor Opera House, Victor, Mont. —
Country patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — We thought it a very good
production, but it did not please as well
as it should have done. — H. A. Larson.
Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Nebr. — Small
town
patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — Wonderful picture. So are
the animals. Business Rood. — Sudie I.
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N.
M. — Small town patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— I sure pleased those that saw this picture. They told me so and kept it up
for several days afterwards. Book it
and boost it.— Oscar Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby. N. D.
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In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Very good. — George H. Richardson, K.
of P. Hall,borhoodMoultonboro,
N. H.— Neighpatronage.
Mind the Paint Girl, with Anita Stewart.— Very good and pleased. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Billford.— Apperson's
Boy, with
PickFine. Pickford
in hisJack
boyhood
depiction very good. Picture pleased
our patrons. — Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo. — General patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — -A splendid production. Good
enough for any house. One of Anita
Stewart's best. — E. A. Armistead, Alamo
theatre. Newnan, Ga. — Small town patronage.

Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford.
— House always packed when we play
Mary. This picture not her best, but well
liked.— Fred W. Wells, Star theatre. Milford, Mich. — Small town patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford.
— Just finished a return two days on
this and did more business than first
time. Patrons said next to Daddy Long
Legs, it was the best picture she had
made. Surprising how popular this star
remains. — J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la. — Critical patronage.Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — A good picture to excellent business.— Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre
Stafford, Kan.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— This broke any record I ever had in
my house. Advertised it big. You can
do the same, and it will stand all the
boosting you can give it. — W. H. Gilfillan.
Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls. Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Very good. Will pull any place. — B. E.
Hipplen, McCloud theatre, McCloud.
Cat
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — The kind of a picture that
makes us believe the game is worth
playing. I expect to plav a return on
this one. — J. B. Sparks. Liberty theatre.
Condon. Ore. — Small town patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford.— I believe the picture would satRoosevelt
isfy.— C. T. Metcalf. Opera House.
Greenfield. 111. — Small town patronage.
Was Right
|
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Ste
wart. — While Stewart is not a draw"The citizen who does not vote jg
ingtioncardof Human
for us. herDesire,
pictures,
are with
goodexcepand
is not a good citizen." — Tlieo- 1
dore Roosevelt.
pleasing. — Fred W. Wells. Star theatre,
Milford, Mich. — Small town patronage.
A report to this department is a g
Fox
vote for better box office attrac- g
tions and better business.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White. — A
very good picture of the Northwest. It
The exhibitor who does not § pleased. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronvote is not a good exhibitor |
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age.The Skywayman, with Orm'r Lock-
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WOMEN

Louise Huff in a scene from the Selznick picture, "The Dangerous Paradise'
lear. — Very good for its kind. A better tronage.
1'hilipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood paproduction than The Great Air Robbery.
Photography in this one is distinct. — H. . The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones,
A. Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakland,
— This picture holds interest. Has lots
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
of action. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronA Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell. — This one ought to be retired. Too
much dream stuff and emotionalism. — A. age.Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason
G. Welshimer. Auditorium theatre, — Just a fair picture. Star can do much
North Lewisbtirg, O. — Small town pa- better than this with suitable stories.
tronage.
Drew only fairly well. — \V. H. Creal.
Suburban theatre. Omaha, Nebr. — NeighHer Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
borhood patronage.
Percy. — This is a poor picture, especially
Faith, with Peggy Hyland. — Sent a
for her starting effort on Fox program.
— Joseph C. Staak, Royal theatre, Car- big crowd away in good humor and with
many compliments on a very pretty picroll, la.— General patronage.
ture.— W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeMolly And I, with Shirley Mason. —
Tex. — Small town patronage.
A good one. Her first picture with us, Kalb,
The Man Who Dared, with William
but everyone seemed pleased. — A. L
Russell. — Undoubtedly the best picture
biepp. Idyl Hour theatre. Greeley, Nebr.
Russell ever made for Fox. Very good
THE COMING OF THE LAW,
and pleased. We got this as a substitution or we would have done bigger busiw'th Tom Mix. — Tom is a good
"Mixer." His pictures are ah 100
ness.— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatn .
per cent good. The name, Mix,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronwill always fill the house. — C. N.
age.
Jacobs, Kozy theatre, Chatsworth,
The Last of the Duanes. Wolves of
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
the Night and Wings of the Morning,
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mawith William Farnum. — All three are
son.— Good program picture. Pleased
splendid pictures. Farnum draws well
a fair audience.
Ran first episode of for
me. — Adam Hornung. Victor Opera
Moonriders with this feature and everyHouse, Victor, Mont. — Country patronone very much satisfied. If it holds out
age.
it will be a knockout. — F. W. Horrigan,
Heart Strings, with William Farnum
McDonald theatre. Phillipsburg, Mont.
— Not as good as some others, but Far— Neighborhood patronage.
num always gets in a good crowd. — A.
Tiger's Cub,
withbutPearl
White.—
Goodin L.
Nebr.Hepp, Idvl Hour theatre, Greeley.
Northern
picture,
a little
rough
places. Too much brutality. — Joseph C.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.
Staak, Royal theatre. Carroll, la. — Gen— Positively refuse to accept this padded
eral patronage.
Molly And I, with Shirley Mason. — A long-drawn-out picture. — Ben Brinck.
West Point, la. — Neigh100 per cent picture. A picture that will Opera House,
borhood patronage.
please in any house and one that every
Flames of the Flesh, with Gladys
exhibitor should play. Don't miss this. Brockwell. — Gladys Brockwell is a fin— H. A. Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakished actress, but oh — this story! You
land, Nebr. — Small town patronage.
will hide yourself when they come out. —
The Winning Stroke, with George
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield.
Walsh. — Fair picture. — Oscar Troyer, Ly- 111.
— Small town patronage.
ric theatre, Rugby. N. D.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Farnum. — This is a fine picture. Pleased
good.
Give Buck
Mix's time,
horseI believe.
and he 100 per cent. Good drawing card. Don't
will outdraw
Mix every
be afraid of it. — Grand theatre. Samson.
— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre. Ala. — Small town patronage.

The Hell Ship, with Madlainc Trav.
— She is always good and has a lot f
friends here. — A. L. Hepp. Idyl H r
theatre, Greeley. Nebr.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix.— One [
Mix's good ones. Play any of his J
you will get a crowd if your patrons c
action. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour thea •.
Greeley, Nebr.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mi: Pep in every inch. — Ben Brinck, Op a
House, West Point, la. — Neighborh. !
patronage.
Black Shadows, with Peggy Hylam Fair picture. — Oscar Troyer, Lyric tl tre, Rugby, N. D.
Evangeline, with Miriam Coope This picture was very good for those \ •
like a sad picture. I lost money on it
\dam Hornung, Victor Opera Hoi,
Victor, Mont. — Small town patronag
Camille of the Yukon, with Mir
( 'oopi r . — Good picture. Wonderful sr /
scenes. — A. J. Steggall, Opera House, ■
yettc,
The la.
Iron Heart, with MadlaineTterse.
-Just
that's all.
No dr •
ing power aandpicture,
no satisfied
patrons.
more of this class of stuff for us. B
ncss bad. Anybody running this si
ice
deserve House,
any business.
fer doesn't
Bros., Opera
Kenton,— PfC
< \i neral patronage.
The Web of Chance, with Peggy 1
land. — Nothing to it. They crabbed
.hi this one. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera Ho'
Greenfield. 111.— Small town patron;
Rough Riding Romance, with Ti
Mix. --Another good one of this s*.
Mix serves invaluably in any theatre gardless of patronage. — R. A. Be .
Grand
theatre. Carrington, N. D. — Sri
town patronage.
Sacred Silence, with William Rus
—Good. An army post picture that s
pep
liked. -,
thoughandno expectancy.
comments. — G.Well
W. Dickin:
Home
theatre,
Maskell,
Nebr.—
Sr 1
town patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, w ith Will i
Farnum. — A dandy picture. Exhibi s
should play it. Boost it and raise mission.
— Preston
atre,
Rockwell
City,Bros.,
la. Empress •
The Last of the Duanes, with Will n
Farnum. — Very good, and pleases tl n
all. Farnum does good acting.— R. ■
Holts, Grand
—Small
town theatre.
patronage.Carrington, N. >.

The Cyclone, with Tom Mix.— Ann r
Mix that will get a crowd, and pl« e
Very well liked here.— H. r.
them.
theatre,
Majestic
e. Oakland, N
patronag
Small town
—Larson,
the Law,d aswithgooIns
Coming
is considere
Mix of
MixThe— Tom
Douglas Fairbanks here. My patr|S
starring Mix.--ask for more pictures
theatre, .Chatsworth. L
Kozy patronage
Jacobs,rhood
—N. Neighbo
Sacred Silence, with William Rus 1
— Humdinger. Fine work. Good, c Ji
story. Pleased a good house.— J I
ium theatre,
Auditor
rger,
Wittenbe
e patronagCa
rhood
— Neighbo
Nebr.
ton.
Riding Romance, with *"
Rough
Best picture I have run ot <
Mix.—
series. Mix sure brings them in. I n
Mix on Tuesdays. Usually poorest ni I
He makes it the biggest.— L. A. Ton i.
y theatre, Easton. 111.— Small t*
Libert
patronage.
Dead
Tell
No

Men
Tales
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he Coming of the Law, with Tom
y:. — Mix goes big for me. Never
h. a poor one. — A. R. Bird. Opera
h-ise. Arlington. Ia. — Rural patronage.
he Web of Chance, with Peggy Hyjal. — Consider this the poorest Hyland
p ure we have used. — Teurel & Pfetcheilsis theatre, Roseville, III. — Aeighborh'd patronage.
he Terror, with Tom Mix. — I showed
tr on Saturday to a large audience with
a unshine comedy, and they all went
ai y well pleased. Tom is O. K. — S. X.
Alress. Royal theatre, Ponca, Xebr. —
Xghborhood patronage.
he Coming of the Law, with Tom
y . — Mix draws better than a serial for
u This is a splendid vehicle for him. —
CT. Metcalf. Opera House. Greenfield.
ll-Small town patronage.
hasing Rainbows, with Gladys BrockH. — Good program picture. Gladys
pi s well and this ought to please 90
cent at least. — C. H. Thomas. Com.mity theatre. Galva, Ia. — Small town
peonage.
he She Tiger, with Madlaine Trav«;e. — Drew well and pleased. Lots of
a^r. and exciting to the end. — H. A.
Lson, Majestic theatre, Oakland. Xebr.
—mall town patronage.
hieves, with Gladys Brockwell. — Just
a ood program picture in live reels. —
Eel M. Huber. Opera House, Camp
Pht, 111. — Small town patronage.
ose of the West, with Madlaine Trav<;e. — Good program picture. — A. J.
S ?gall. Opera House. Fayette, Ia. —
Clege town patronage.
roken Commandments, with Gladys
B'Ckweli. — The story may interest some
a iences. Xot ours. — C. T. Metcalf.
C;ra House. Greenfield. III. — Sma!'.
ten patronage.
vangeline, with Miriam Cooper. — Ha'!
tl with school on. and the school kids
tlught the picture was great. — Herman
Emeke. Opera House, Springfield.
Ian. — Home patronage.
'he Coming of the Law, with Tom
i<. — Tom Mix is always good. Good
dwing card. — A. J. Steggall, Opera
Fuse, Fayette, Ia.
'he Forbidden
Room,
Gladys
E>ckwell.
— Very good.
— H.with
R. Jenkins.
C;ra House. Dahlgren, 111. — Small town
p ronage.
'hen Fate Decides, with Madlaine Trav se. — An old one, but is a good one
y Pleased all.— H. H. Billings. Pleasa Hour theatre. Pine Island. Minn. —
Nghborhood patronage.
'heating Herself, with Peggy Hyland.
-"ery
clever Fayette.
little play.Ia.——A.College
J. Steggall,
Cera House.
town
p rcnage.
for Gold,
f 'ighting
nty of action.
The with
kind Tom
that Mix.
draws.—
E' business. — George Owens. Opera
Euse, Stanford. Ky. — Xeighborhood parage.
'amille of the Yukon, with Miriam
Cnper. — Just an ordinary program pictie. Did not please. Sunshine comedy
o same program averted cold reception
f< the feature. — W. C. Read. Patriot thea DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patron-

HERALD

The Loves of Letty, with Pauline Frederick.— Very good. Will please any audience.— Xelson H. Floyd. Princess theatre, Okolona, Miss. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
with Jack Pickford. — This is a splendid
picture and sure to please. — Peter Krauth.
Denison theatre. Denison. Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — If you want
one to please everyone, get this. Rogeris just too good to pass up. — A. L. Hepp.
Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley. Xebr.
Pinto with Mabel Xormand. — Her best
since Mickey. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera
House. Greenfield. 111. — Small town patronage.
ALMOST A HUSBAND, with
Will Rogers. — Patrons remarked
that the feature was better than
'Jes'
wouldCallbe MefineJim.in Believe
WesternRogers
stuff.
He handles a rope like an oldtimer.
— P. W.
Horrigan, McDonald
theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Strictly Confidential, with Madge Kennedy.— Her first showing in our house.
Pleased.— Will F. Taddiken. Elite theatre. Morganville. Kan. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
The Girl from Outside, with a special
cast.- — Wonderful picture. I can't understand whybusiness.
Goldwyn They
pictures
get me any
are don't
fine,
but they don't seem to pull them in. —
Alvin S Frank, Jewel theater. Lafayette. Colo. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore
— Fair program picture. Xot up to the
Moore picture standard. Story poor. —
Majestic theatre. Grand Island. Xebr. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Girl from Outside, with a special
cast. — A wonderful Alaskan picture.
Everyone well pleased. Packed my
house two days. — Charles Perrizo. Lyric
theatre.
tronage. Cass Lake. Minn. — Transient paThe Girl from Outside, with a special
cast. — Book this.
It's absolutely a

Goldwyn

'he Silver Horde,
d tion. — Good puller.a Rex
Yerv Beach
good proprogm.— Will F. Taddiken. Elite theatre,
rganville, Kan.— Xeighborhood pat* aage.
'he— Slim Princess, with Mabel Xor"todAbsolutely the poorest thing I
e|r showed. Star no good. Storv
*rse.— Majestic theatre. Grand Island,
for. — Neighborhood patronage.

GEORGIA HOPKINS
The Arrow Film Corporation star appearing in the comedy "Bachelor Apartments."

knockout. Cannot be over-exploited.
Great work by stars. Good photography.
91
Big business for everyone. — Ellis Irvin.
Cozy theatre. Xewkirk, Okla. — Small
town patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Xormand. — One of Mabel's best pictures.
Full of ridiculous sayings and she can
act the part tine. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour
theatre. Greeley, Xebr.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
— This is a little old. but will make
money for any small" town exhibitor. A
very good program feature. — George H.
Richardson. K. of P. Hall. Moultonboro.
X. H. — X'eighborhood patronage.
Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy. —
This
is a poor one. — Joseph C. Staak.
tronage.
Royal theatre. Carroll, Ia. — General paSandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. — Splendid Western comedy-drama. The kind that will please
both the high and low brows. This is
Bennison's best and is the most entertaining picture I ever had. — Harold Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Road Called Straight, with Louis
Bennison. — A good comedy-drama. Some
told us that this was the weakest of
the series, but we found it better than
average. If this is a weak one, the others must be knockouts. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban borhood
theatre.
patronage. Omaha, Xebr. — XeighWhen Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Xormand. — Just a fair program picture.
—ton.L. Wis.
A. Hasse, Majestic theatre. MausThe Brand, with Kay Laurell. — Yery
good. Drew- the largest Wednesday
night crowd in many moons. One hundred per cent satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske. Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
High Pockets, with Louis Bennison. —
You can't go wrong with Bennison. All
his pictures are fine. — W. H. Hannan.
Strand theatre. Kingsport. Tenn. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Go West, Young Man, with Tom
Moore. — Some of the exhibitors criticised this unfavorably, saying Moore was
not suited to Western parts, but it
pleased my patrons, and I cannot see
anything wrong with it. — Harold Daspit.
Atherton theatre. Kentwood. La. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Pest, with Mabel Xormand. — Just
a fair picture. Good enough story, but
MabelsheX'ormand
the to
partthe inmind
the
way
did failed acting
to convey
that she was born of better blood. That's
what spoiled this picture. — H. A. Larson.
Majestic
theatre, Oakland. Xebr. — Small
town
patronage.
The Girl from Outside, with a special
cast. — Received more favorable comments on this picture than any we have
run for some time. Run to packed
houses on it. Strombo-Xemec, Auditorium theatre.
Stillwater, Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— A dandy comedy-drama. One
hundred per cent satisfaction. Good
business. — G. F. Rediske. Star theatre.
Ryegate. Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Fear Woman, with Pauline Frederick.— A beautiful picture in which the
wonderful Pauline Frederick surpasses
her former efforts. — W. H. Hannan.
Strand theatre. Kingsport. Tenn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Peace of Roaring River, with
Pauline Frederick. — A good program
picture and had very good comments. —
A L. Hepp, Idvl Hour theatre Greeley.
Xebr.
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satisfying as having a boil lanced or
watching Brooklyn lose tne pennant
when you are backing them with your
money. Photography bad, story very
weak, direction awful. If you are forced
to play this, run it with the shutter
closed. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium thetronage.atre, Neligh, Nebr. — Neighborhood pa$30,000, with J. Warren Kerrigan. —
Not as good as some others of Kerrigan, but will suit average. — A. L. Hepp,
Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Metro

hi vi i m GORDON
AppcnrinK in "The l rlsk> >lr». .lohnaoii,"
I .mi. Hilly
his rii(.v<-r»-l.a»k>
production
■the
tiirrinK
Ilurkr.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
— I consider this the best of the rive I
have played. Good house and everybody
satisfied. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Brand, with Kay Laurell.— This
is a big one and pleased 100 per cent.
Book it and clean up. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
inson
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — Good picture. All
Kerrigan's are good. — C. E. McClain,
Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis. —
This
a North
Woods' Exhibitors,
picture and book
will
pleaseis 100
per cent.
this one. — S. N. Andress, Royal theatre,
Ponca, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blue Bonnett, with Billy Rhodes.
— Old, but use it. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Green Flame, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — It is truly good to see Kerrigan wake up, and it was about time.
Pictures like The Green Flame will
bring Kerrigan into his own again.
Pleased a full house for one day, and
patrons came to tell me they wanted
more like this. Oh, for some real good
pictures! We exhibitors will do the rest
and so will the public, but one must have
pictures. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blue Bonnet, with Billy Rhodes.—
Some picture. Everybody sure liked this
one. Good crowd. All pleased. — C. E.
McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Cynthia-of-the-Minute, with Leah
Baird. — As entertainment, it is about as

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Fine. Got a lot of these socalled super-specials beat a mile. Will
easily stand an advance in admission.
I made a big mistake by not advancing.
— Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre,
Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Good for all classes. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Good comedy-drama. In fact,
one of the best I ever ran. Nothing offensive. Use the trailer. Book it. — Joseph C. Staak, Royal theatre, Carroll, la.
— General patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Very satisfactory production, although
Mitchell Lewis is disappointing in society roles. He appears better in a
Mackinaw than in full dress. Get it;
they won't
be disappointed.
— J. C. Nebr.
Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Poor picture. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a special cast. — One of the best comedies
shown here this year. This kind of picture will wake up a half dead town. If
you have this kind of a town, try this
one on them. You can't go wrong. — W.
C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—
Small town patronage.
The Best o' Luck, with a special cast. —
A very good program and pleased 90
per cent. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour theatre,
Greeley, Nebr.
The Best o' Luck, with a special cast. —
Nothing to rave about. Fair business
at regular prices. — Edwin Behrndt, Idle
Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Stronger Than Death, with Nazimova.
— This picture did not please as well as
this star's previous pictures. However,
it is a very good one, as are all Nazimova features. — W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
One of Lytell's good ones and should
please anyone. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl Hour
theatre, Greeley, Nebr.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
Nazimova always good and always draws
well, but this is far from her best picture.— L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. — A
good picture, but didn't go over here.
Fair business at regular prices. — Edwin
Behrndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kasson,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Stayed at Home, with
a special cast. — Good program picture. —
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.

Dangerous To Men, with Viola Dan
— Excellent. One hundred per cent sa
isfaction. Viola never fails here. J.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Nelig
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Best o' Luck, with a special cai
— Good picture and drew fairly well.
M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. I
— Mining camp patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lew
— One of Jack London's stories and
fine picture. Don't be afraid to book
An Alaskan snow picture. — A. L. Hep
Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley, Nebr.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake.— Fii
picture. Star especially good. — L. 1
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.Mining camp patronage.
PARLOR, BEDROOM AND
BATH, with a special cast. — In
my advertisement, among other
things,rareI and
said:.racy,
"It'sa little
said to
be
rich,
spicy,
but not indecent. It gets away
with a whirlwind start and finishes
with a whiz-bang. If silk kimonos
and pink pajamas are like to shock
your modesty, you better stay
away. The local censor committee, consisting of Sisters Samantha
Witherspoon, Abigail Doolittle
and Brother Hezekiah Hawkins,
will give the picture a pre-view,
and if they pass it as O. K. we'll
let 'er go at the Auditorium Friday and Saturday
of this
It aroused
their curiosity
and week."
drew
a record house. Old ladies who t
never pretend to attend pictures
were in the front rows with their
specs on and a defiant expression
on their faces. Play on their
curiosity, and you'll play to capacity, and the picture will please
immensely. Get it and go to it
strong.kins,It's
a winner.
— J. C.
JenAuditorium
theatre,
Neligh,
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
The Walkoffs, with May Allison.— Ji
fair. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gi
son, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
His Bonded Wife, with Emma Wehl<
— A very good program picture. — A.
Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.
College town patronage.
The Lion's Den, with Bert Lytell.
Good.— P. G. Held, Sterling thatre, Fa
mont, Nebr.

SHIRLEY MASON
In latest
a
scene
from "Girlthe of Francis
MitchellFoxstory,
My Heart,Mar ■
feature.
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)angerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
Fe. Drew a big house and pleased. —
LM. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N.
i— Mining camp patronage.
ireakers Ahead, with Viola Dana. —
Eiutiful ocean scenes. Good picture.
Vla's pictures are always sure to be
g,± — A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Faye >, la. — College town patronage.
Paramount
Jr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
E rymore. — Barrymore is a wonderful
c racter actor. Could not be improved
un. Weird, gruesome picture, but prod tion is far better than story. Run a
s jstick comedy with this and it will go
0 r. Poor picture for children. — F. \Y.
Errigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsfa g., Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
'he Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dal| — Xot up to the Dalton standard,
tlugh a very good program picture. —
ijestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebr. —
> ghborhood patronage.
■and, with William S. Hart— Hart
pis them in for us. Record breaker,
a- satisfied patrons. What more could
o: ask? — Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour
t atre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood
pronage.
"he Fighting Chance, with Anna Q.
>5Son. — Splendid picture. Well acted.
g)d story. Pleased audiences. Did
fie week's business. — Will D. Harris.
Cind theatre, Columbus, O. — General
pronage.
Extravagance, with Dorothy Dalton. —
J t a fair program picture. — L. M.
ihns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
>iing camp patronage.
'he Woman in the Suitcase, with Enid
Iinett — This would be a good picture
f anything besides a neighborhood
hse. Contains several suggestive sitc ions, and was a very poor drawing
c d. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
daha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
he Basher, with Charles Ray. — Pleased
airge audience, especially baseball fans.
- V. H. Hannan. Strand theatre, Kingst"t, Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. — Extra
tpd. Any place they have a ball team
ci't lose on this one. Fine business. —
( E. Belden. Midway theatre, MogolL N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
iawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wal1 e Reid. — A good picture, but not as
£)d as other Reids. Business fair.—
^ H. Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha,
libr. — Neighborhood patronage.
vlore Deadly Than the Male, with
I lei Clayton. — A fair picture with a
I I that has many twists and complicions. Ethel Clayton an interesting
sr, but not very well known. — W. H.
(:al, Suburban theatre, Omaha. Nebr.
- tfeighborhood patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray— One
c the best pictures we have ever had. —
1 M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson. N.
^ — Mining camp patronage.
["he Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
-iVilliam S. Hart at his best. Star al■»ys good and very popular.. — Majestic
1«atre, Grand Island, Nebr. — Neighborled patronage.
Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
[ark.— A very good Clark picture. Much
'tter than some of her earlier pictures.
: pport and acting very good. — W. H.
'eal. Suburban theatre. Omaha. Nebr.
-Neighborhood patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray — Very
IP* — L.^ M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre.
'□son, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
An Adventure in Hearts, with Robert
arwick.— Fair. A regular Prisoner of
nda story. Did not draw.— W. H.
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Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. — College town patronage.
Come Out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark. — Splendid. Good business. Clever picture and clever star. Has
no equal in popularity. — J. R. Pratt, Gem
theatre.
tronage. Fulton, Mo. — Neighborhood paThe Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — Great stuff. Get this quick. Will
have your audience on the edge of their
seats before picture is over. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. —
Good detective story. Holds the audience in a spell. Good business. Will F.
Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
— This is simply grand. If your people
like Ray. book it. — C. E. Belden. Midway
theatre. Mogollon. N. M. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray. —
Very good. — A. C. Klug. Empress theatre, Zumbrota, Minn. — General patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — A light comedy. Pleased the
ladies. Business good. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban theatre. Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. — Good comedy-drama. — Clay H.
Powers. Auditorium theatre. Dunsmuir.
Cal. — General patronage.
Bill Henry, with Charles Ray. — A
good, clean, humorous picture. Played
it on Saturday night with a Sennett comedy, Never Too Old. Everyone went
out pleased. — W. W. Woltz. Star theatre. Lake City, la. — General patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. — Star
and picture good. — S. C. Vale. Pictorium
theatre. Dennison, O. — Small town patronage.

good favorite here. Had lots of compliments on it. — W. W. Waltz, Star theatre.
Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The Home Breaker, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Played this with Arbuckle comedy, Love. Both very good. — C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Poor Boob, with Bryant Washburn. —
Average picture. Ordinary business. —
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre. Omaha.
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Invisible Bond, with Irene Castle.
— Absolutely five reels of bunk. She is
far from being much of an actress according to 100 per cent of our patronage.
— Nemic & Stromes, Auditorium theatre.
Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood patron-

Hay Foot, Straw Foot, with Charles
Ray. — Quite satisfactory. — L. P. Charles.
Grand theatre. Chetex, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
— A good picture to good business. A

age.A Society Exile, with Elsie Ferguson.
— Shoots over some, but those who can
get it like it. — Otto E. Parkren. Opera
House, Marengo, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The liamPoppy
WilS. Hart. —Girl's
Hart Husband,
better inwith
Western
pictures. This is only fair. Good business.— C. E. Belden. Midway theatre,
Mogollon, X. M. — Mining Camp patronage.Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. — A
passable subject, but Ferguson does not
get over for us. — -Leo Peterson, Iris theater. Belle Fourche. S. D.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — Great
stunt picture, but failed to draw in hot
weather. — W. H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha. Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Society Exile, with Elsie Ferguson.
— This is in my notion the best picture
she has made yet. Didn't do much busiit. but it's
fault ofLake
picture.
—
W. W.ness on Woltz,
Starnotheatre.
City,
la. — General patronage.
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith production.— A real good picture, but my paDead
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Whitewashed
Walls, with Will n
Desmond. — First picture of this stain
this town.
Drew good Sunday ni t
house and gave satisfaction.— -G.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mon Small town patronage.
Whitewashed Walls, with Will
Desmond. — All the Desmonds 1 h
used have been good. — Sudie. I. Hai
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. V
Small town patronage.
Hearts Asleep, with Bessie Barrisc
— Awfully poor. Bessie Barriscale
lost her popularity in our theatre,
had better quit acting before the can
and
go at Comique
something theatre,
else. — McClurt
Faulkner.
Jan^p ;,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Select
Whispers, with Elaine Hammersteii Very good picture and pleased. lis
clean. — Peter Krauth, Denison thca ,
Denison. Ia. — Neighborhood patronag
The Flapper, with Olive Thoma Fair picture. Lots of good scenery. 1
not please my patrons. — E. C. Breil ,
Faust theatre, patronage.
New Richland, Mm- Neighborhood

Douglas Fairbanks in a scene from his new United Artists picture, adapted from
Noah Berry, Robert McKim and Marguerite De.
Curseareof inCapistrano."
"The
support
La Motte
trons thought it rather rough in spots.
— Strombo & Nemic. Auditorium theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The liam Poppy
Husband,
S. Hart —Girl's
Patrons
did notwith
like WilHill
in this one. Wrong type of picture for
him. — Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
Pathe
The Blood Barrier, with a special cast.
— A fine, high class production. It
pleased greatly and we did a nice business with it. Is worth a place on any
good program. — H. P. Thomson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
*NotPassersby,
Herbert toRawlinson.
what it iswith
advertised
be. Just —a
fair picture, but it seemed to please the
majority. Personally. I thought it very
dry. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre.
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Gay Old Dog, with John Cumberland.— More knocks on this picture than
any we have ever shown, but it is not a
poor picture, just rather sad. — Edwin
Behrndt. Idle Hour theatre, Kasson,
Minn.- — Neighborhood patronage.
An Old Maid's Baby, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — One of the nicest program pictures we ever ran here. A good circus
picture, and parents commented that it
was the first picture that did not allow
the children to sleep. Pathe's pictures
are always good. — J. R. Lindrud, Cochrane theatre, Cochrane. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Black Circle, with Creighton Hale.
— Fairly good program picture that will
give satisfaction at popular prices. —
Harold Daspit. Atherton theatre, Kentwood. La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Simple Souls, with Blanche Sweet. — A
simple picture. Settings elaborate and
story is good, but the picture lacks pep.
Just a good program picture. — H. P.
Thompson. Liberty theatre, Pardeeville,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley.—
My patrons very much pleased with this.

100 per cent good. — George H. Richardson. K. of P. Hall, Moultonboro, X. II.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley.—
Great. If this is a sample of Realart it
is real art. Supporting cast one of the
best. I do not think, however, that the
paper Realart put out with it measured
up with the picture. — Sudie, I. Haney,
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
This is an exceptionally good picture, and
pleased. — Peter Krauth, Dcnison theatre.
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles
Minter. — M. M. M. is a better drawing
card for me than Mary Pickford. It's
hard to tell which is Miss Minter's best,
as all her features are A-l. — George H.
Richardson,
N. H.— NeighborhoodMoultonboro,
patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Minter.— Star excellent. Story excellent. Did
not do any business, but believe that it
was my fault. — H. B. McFarling. Tokio
theatre. Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Good picture. — L. G. Alby.
Strand theatre,
Waterford, Wis.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Prince and Betty, with William
Desmond. — A dandy production. Pleased
well. — A. G. Welshimer, Auditorium theatre, North Lewisburg, O.— Small town
patronage.
The Blue Bandana, with William Desmond.— Old picture but pleased. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Pitts. —
It Through,
It Seeing
is a shame
to wastewith
timeZaSu
and money
on such as this. It is certainly not uo
to Brentwood's standard. — Sudie I.
Hanev. Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N. M" — Small town patronage.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa. — A very good program where star
please. — A. L. Hepp,
Should Greeley,
is
Idvlpopular.
Hour theatre.
Neb.
DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES

She —Loves
and Lies,
withallNorma
madge.
Certainly
satisfied
the No ' iworshippers, and I am one of thei •
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronag
The Desperate Hero, with 0- 1
Moore. — Just a picture. — P. G. H .
Sterling
borhood theatre,
patronage.Fairmont, Neb. — Ne: The Woman Game, with Klaine H merstein. — A very good picture. One ft
should please any audience. It is cli .
— E. C. Brcilein, Faust theatre, > /
Richland. Minn. — Neighborhood patr age.The New Moon, with Norma
madge.— Book this one. A 100 per ( t
picture. — Frank
Allen, Rose thea ,
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
THE FIGUREHEAD, with Eu
gene O'Brien. — They put out somi
pictures and call them specials thai
are very common. Here is one or
the regular program that should
be a big special. It is extra good
Bill it and bill it strong. Give u:
more like it.— G. Hill, Grand the
atre, Lebanon, O. — Neighborhooc
patronage.
Picadilly Jim, with Owen Moor Just a good program. Seemed to ie
— A.Neb.L. H«',
satisfaction.
goodtheatre,
pretty
Idyl Hour
Greeley,
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kim 1
Young. — Was a good picture — W. iRed Lake Falls, Minn.— Neilborhood
Gilfillan, patronage.
Her Only Way, with Norma Talmai^
—Mrs.
I. Haney,
Liberty like
theatre,
Nor"
My patrons
— Very S.good.
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage
Bolshevism on Trial, with a spe
cast. — Did not take here. We rp
enough of it without seeing it. Sol
crowd. — J no. I. Saunders. Cheney tl
ronage.
tre,
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood 1
Her Great Chance, with Alice Brad;Too old. Star good, but clothes and t
altogether out of date. People comtr
on these and think vou are running ji
—Frank
Allen,patronage.
Rose theatre, Byron,
— Small town

with — Constan
The —Studio
Harold ceDa?'
picture.
A goodGirl,
madge.
theatre.e.Kentwood, La.— Ne'
borhood
Atherton patronag
The Reason Why, with Clara Kim U
stand bo> Young— Good picture. Will R.
R- H&ing if you haven't had it. —
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nothing great. Yet it gets the business.
— G. \v. \ eaton, loka theatre, Exeter,
N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — Drew
fine, ilig business two days. Patronpleased. — Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hoik
theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Universal
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— very good program pictuic.
Pleased 90 per cent. —
G. Alby, Strand
theatre, U aterloro, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Better than the lasi two pictures of this
star's,
goodto enough
for peopie
Carey
at
that.butIt not
seemed
please our
fairly well, containing some excellent
photography. — W. H. Creal, Subuiba'n
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with a
special cast. — Ran two days. Fair business first day, fell off the second day.
Lost money. Could not get ladies in
on this. Too much savage. Dissatisfied
patrons. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey.—
Pleased everybody. Played to a full
house. Carey always brings me a nice
house. — E. C. Breilein, Faust theatre,
New Richland, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
One of Carey's very best we have played.
Everyone seemed pleased. — A. L. Hepp.
Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— Lots of action and some pretty
scenery, but do not think it a big picture, although we did a big business with
it. The star drew well and the picture
pleased most of them. — H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. —
Pleased majority of patrons though not
'he Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fair- up
to standard of other Carey pictures.
biks. — Good. A real story with lots of
— W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb.
a'ion. Good business. — Edwin Behrndt.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Ie Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. —
Mghborhood patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Very good picture. Everybody
'he
Mollycoddle,
with
Douglas
Fairb.iks. — Here is one that came nearer
satisfied. Made me some money. — E. C.
p.asing 100 per cent than anything I Breilein, Faust theatre, New Richland,
h e had for some time. Advertise it Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
v.l, it is worth it. — Sudie I. Haney,
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
Lerty theatre, Des Moines, N. M. —
cast. — A very high-class lavish producSail town patronage.
tion. We did a nice business with this,
and it is worthy of it, but do not think
"he Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fair- it
would be a knockout in the average
biks. — Perhaps the best Fairbanks, but
small town. — H. P. Thompson, Liberty
theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Path She Chose, with Ann Cornwall.— A good program picture. Most
DEAD
patrons well pleased. — A. L. Hepp, Idyl
Hour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. — A
dandy. Ran it two days. Good business first day. Fell off second day.
MEN
Harry should pull better, as all of his
pictures are good, and they like him. —
William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.
Under Suspicion, with Ora Carew. —
TELL
Splendid picture. Well liked by everyone.— Ralph R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Canada. — Small
town patronage.
Riders of the Law, with Harry Carey.
— Not as good as Ace of the Saddle, but
will please. — Will F. Taddiken, Elite
\NO
theatre,
Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Trap, with Olive Tell.— A very
S
pleasing production. This picture is a
TALE
beauty to look at. Swell photography

Arion theatre, Edna, Tex.— Xeighborh>d patronage.
ireak the News to Mother, with a specl cast. — A good one and well taken.
Cad photography and solid acting all
t time. \ ou won't go wrong on this
0 .— Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre,
C ncy, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
hirley Kaye, with Clara Kimball
in\ung. — This is very good. Holds
ttst all through. — Mrs. James Webb,
C;y theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
pronage.
"he Heart of Wetona, with Norma
1 madge. — A fine picture. Norma takes
Jjj here. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theat Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhid patronage.
i Lady's Name, with Constance Talnlge. — Good picture. Everybody satisfi.. Star very popular here. — R. R.
theatre, Edna, Tex. —
Iss, Marion patronage.
>ghborhood
"he Better Half, with Alice Brady. —
Snved to increased business against
srcial opposition. A good picture, but
n equal to His Bridal Night. — George
E Simmons, Avonia theatre, Avon, 111.
-ieighborhood patronage.
'he Forbidden City, with Norma Talnige. — This is a Chinese picture. Good
it i person likes Chinese stuff. Has a
g d ending. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
ttatre, Union, Ore. — Small town patrtage.
i Lady's Name, with Constance Talndge. — This star always pleases here,
.^vays a lot of comedy. A fine picture.
-V. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red
Ite Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patr age.
auce for the Goose, with Constance
1 madge. — Constance is a real comedian
al is very popular here, and this is a
p ticularly good picture. — Fred W.
\ :11s, -Star theatre, Milford, Mich. —
Sail town patronage.
United Artists

95

Scene from "Mr. Fntiina," n new Christie
comedy, featuring Fddie Barry, and dischanges. tributed by Kdueatiunal Film Exand
ronage.settings. — H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small town patThe Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — A wonderful production which
was not appreciated. Fair business. —
Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
Murray. — A very pleasing picture. Gave
good satisfaction. — Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
— A good picture, filled with action.
Many patrons remarked about the beautiful scenery. — Edwin Behrndt, Idle
Hour hood
theatre,
patronage.Kasson, Minn. — NeighborLasca, with
Edith Roberts.
duction. To those
who had— Fair
read prothe
poem it pleased the best. Thought it a
fair presentation. — H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Loot, with Ora Carew. — Fine picture.
Packed house on second night. This type
of picture
Ralph R. Gribble, Grand popular
theatre, here.
New — Hamburg,
Ont.,
Canada. — 'Small town patronage.
Vitagraph
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — Fine. Drew a big house
and pleased nearly everyone. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre. Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
The Flaming Clue, with Harry Morey.
— A good program picture.- — P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Winchester Woman, with Alice
Joyce. — A good program picture. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A cracker-jack picture
that pleased all. Played against stiff
competition for two days and got the
crowd. Pleased better than Back to
God's Country, and that is going some.
— H. A. Larson. Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce. — Not a very good picture. Very
poor drawing card. Keep away from this
one. — P. G. Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Too Many Crooks, with Gladys Leslie.
— A poor program picture. Nothing to
it. — S. N. Andress, Royal theatre, Ponca,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
When a Man Loves, with Earle Williams.— This with The Rink brought results far above what I expected on a
usually dull Monday, with a hard rain
besides. A packed house on such a rainy
night is surely remarkable. — J. E.
Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. — Good picture. — E. M. Fetterman,
Opera hoodHouse,
patronage.Hebron, Neb. — NeighborThe Hornet's Nest, with Earle Williams.— Picture fair. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
Hell's Oasis (Capital), with Neal Hart.
— Wonderful picture. Had the best Sunday this season. Turned them away.
Book it! It'll pet the money and will
please everybody. — Ludwig Schindler,
Schindler borhood
theatre.
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighThe Unknown Ranger (Aywon), with a
special cast. — Program picture. Too
slow for a Western story. Not strong.
Fine outdoor scenery. Best I have seen
in a long time. If you run it get a good
two-reel comedy with it. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Neglected Wives (Fidelity), with Anne
Luther. — A good picture. The best
house we have had for months. First
class.
— F. Neb.
D. Campbell, U. S. A. theatre,
Antioch,
Once to Every Man (Frohman), with
Jack Sherrill. — This was a real find for a
program feature. Seemed to please.
Boxing scene is sure good and creates
excitement. — C. Hales, Rivoli theatre,
Alton, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Capital), with Neal Hart.
—Very good. Played to the biggest day
in two years. Held them out from half
past one to nine o'clock. Book it if you
want the money. — Paul Littner, Littner
ronage.
theatre, Chicago. III. — Neighborhood patConfession (Pioneer), with Henry B.
Walthall. — A very good story of the
confessional. Good for any class of patrons, and especially Catholics. — A. L.
Hepp, Idyl Hour theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Once to Every Man (Frohman), with
Jack Sherrill. — First three reels slow and
draggy. The prize fight was good. —
Edwin Behrndt. Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. — Very
pood. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hushed Hour (Garson), with
Blanche Sweet. — Good picture for highclass audience. No good for small town.
— D. B. Fallett, Star theatre, Gibsonburg,
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Unknown Ranger (Aywon), with
Rex Ray. — Good Western. Can recommend highly.— W. H. Bell. Bell theatre,
Chicago. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Pajama Girl (National), with
Billy Rhodes. — Just a fair picture. No
pulling power. Did not go in my house.
Not what my people want. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Woman's Man (Pioneer), with Romaine Feilding. — Greatest train wreck I
ever saw. Big business and everyone
satisfied. — Jos. Erber, Erber theatre, E.
St. Louis, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.

Yankee Doodle in Berlin (Lesser), vu
a special cast. — Drew fair business ding extremely hot weather, but It
money. Everybody wants comedy nc days. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness thea
Rushville, Neb. — Small town patronaj
Love Without Question (Jans), vi
Olive Tell. — Not much to it. Don't r; j
Princess
theatre,
your
admission
on it.Oklahoma,
— Nelson H. Mis
Flc "Neighborhood patronage.
For the Freedom of Ireland (Creatic
with a special cast. — A clean-up, regj less of whether you are in Irish nei borhood or not. Got me real doi
and right now is the time to play i Joseph Erber, Erber theatre, E. St. Lo ,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Some One Must Pay (Ivan), \n
Gail Kane. — Very good picture. ' j
can't go wrong in booking this. — P.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Ne Neighborhood patronage.
Serials
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), \j
Juanita Hansen. — Running first episi .
Running it two days, Friday and Sa day. Went bip. Could not hold tl 1
Saturday. Getting me more busii s
than any serial 1 ever run. Ever) »
pleased and they say they are con {
back next week. Best bet yet.— \ .
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans
Daredevil Jack (Pathe). with Jit
Dempsey. — Just a fair serial. Nei r
very good nor very bad. — L. M. Ku ;,
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mikg
camp patronage.
Elmo the Mighty (Universal), 'h
Elmo Lincoln. — Showing ninth epi; e
and
drawing
moretheatre.
every week.
Ralp1 1.
Gribble,
Grand
New —Hamb
Ont., Canada. — Small town patronagf
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with «
Ryan
and one.
Jean AmPage.
Started
off de
with this
on —sixth
episode
business has fallen off to nothing, it
of the poorest serials ever made, n
it and repent. Admission, adults 25 ce y,
children 15 cents. — Nelson H. Fl i,
Princess theatre. Okolona. Miss— Nt
borhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.),
Juanita Hansen.— Played three epis
each Tuesday for five weeks to extrajg
business. Using more than one epi
a night made a hit. More than pies
Book it by all means— Ella Wal
Orpheum theatre, Hartford City, Ii
General patronage.
Moon Riders (Universal), with a
cial cast. — A serial with a poor cast
a poor story, but has lots of action
is going better than any serial Univ
produced. The novelty is the d »ever
ing feature. — H. B. McParlinp. T»
theatre, Morehouse. Mo— Neighbor pd
patronage.
The Whirlwind (Republic), *
Charles Hutchinson. — First episod
somewhat disappointing, but secon
full of pep and punch, and has the
that will bring them back for r
Think it will be fine.— Harold Dj
theatre, Kentwood, La.— N'
Atherton patronage.
borhood

Lightning Bryce (Arrow), with
ffil
Hoxie.— A fair serial as to dra ng
power. The photography is very i
— H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, *
house, Mo. — Neighborhood patronai
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]. D.

Russell

Named

Manager
lew Executive

Production

of Doubleday

to Start Production

LEAVES

REELCRAFT

Studios

of Comedies

from

Sumner

Scenarios — Additional Stages Being
Built for Increased Output
Mr. Russell announces that Francilia
!. D. Russell has been appointed proBillington has been signed to play leads
d:tion manager at the Doubleday
in all the Cuneo five-reel westerns. The
sdios at Endendale, Cal. All pictures
vich Russell, Greiver & Russell are dis- company also has acquired the services
of a new star for five-reel society dramas,
puting through Capital Film Company
but Mr. Russell thus far has refused to
a produced at the Doubleday plant.
announce her name.
Ir. Russell, who has been at the home
oces in Chicago, will leave for Endende within a few days to assume his Young Searle Proves Self
dies. In commenting upon the scope
Fearless With Tarzan Zoo
o the company's future activities, Mr.
I;sell pointed out that the new addition
t' the Doubleday plant which now is
to portray
of "Korak,"
theChosen
half-wild
offspringthe ofpart
Tarzan
of the
big built will include five large stages, Apes
in National Film Corporation of
lis will make a total of eight stages
f. use in the production of pictures of America's serial, "The Son of Tarzan,"
Kamuela C. Searle, the young film giant
s rt and feature length.
who heads the cast of his production, has
Will Start Production
more than lived up to his reputation for
mmediately after his arrival on the fearlessness and strength.
Cist Mr. Russell will start production
According to advices received from
the National studios by David P.
0 a series of two-reel comedies from
s narios by Charles Sumner.
Howells, who controls the world rights
)escribing further the improvements
to this production, Searle has engaged
bng made at the Doubleday studios, the in deadly combat with practically every
p duction manager declared that the jungle animal in the National's "Tarzan
test lighting and laboratory equipment
Zoo." malsYoung
all the aniand their Searle
whims knows
and passions
and
al dressing room facilities had been ins lied. The additional stages are being makes it a point to feed them once daily
ected on a six-acre plot adjoining the himself, a task that allows him to berin plant.
come better acquainted with his dumb
screen companions and reduce the risk
Build Swimming Tank
of injury to himself when posing with
)ne of the features of the new studios them before the camera to a minimum.
1 i large cement swimming tank so conducted that it can be made a part of a
s. A western street has just been com- Change Production Policy
rted at a cost of several thousand dolIn Paramount Magazine
ls. The scenic effects which can be
Among the late announcements from
ci ained
here
are
extraordinary,
accordto Mr. Russell.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is
that of a new production policy adopted
for the Paramount Magazine, now being
edited by Tom McNamara, cartoonist
and
series.originator of the "Skinny Shaner"
McNamara will write and direct "The
Twentieth
each
week for theCentury
magazinePictionary"
and in addition
there will be a tabloid comedy directed
by Jack Scott and a cartoon from the
pen of Earl Hurd. Pat Sullivan, Frank
Moser, John C. Terry ,r Henry D.
Baily. The featuring of so-called educational subjects will be reduced to a
minimum, it is stated. The Paramount
Magazine in its new form will be to the
motion picture theatre program as the
humorous column is to the daily newspaper, according to McNamara.

HRCY MARMOT and N ORMA TAL, MADGE
In a latest
scene First
from "The
Branded
Woman,"
National
feature.

Parker and Stanlaws Are
At Work For Paramount
Sir Gilbert Parker, British novelist,
and Penrhyn Stanlaws, American artist,
have arrived in Hollywood to take up
motion picture work at the West Coast
studio of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Stanlaws announced on his arrival that
he has definitely given up the art of
brush and pencil for the art of the
screen and will devote his entire time
and talents to motion pictures. Sir Gilbert Parker will spend at least three
months at the studio. During that time
he will write one original story which
will be produced as a Paramount picture and will supervise the making of the
photodrama.

V

FREDERICK
J. IRELAND,
a pioneer in the theatrical
profession,
has
resigned as vice-president and supervisor of production of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Ireland is now in Los Angeles.
Whether he will produce on his own account or whether he will associate with
one of the established companies is not
known at the present time. An announcement concerning this is expected
shortly.
While with Reelcraft Mr. Ireland directed quite a number of its pictures.
One of the last pictures directed by
Mr. Ireland and in which he played a
prominent part was "The Little Home
Nurse," the health film based on Dr. J.
Maxmillian
newspaperby
articles,
whichSchowalter's
is being exploited
Showmore Film Company.
"The Concert" Completed
By Goldwyn Corporation
Goldwyn announces that its picturization of "The Concert," the Hermann
Bahr comedy in which Leo Ditrichstein
achieved his greatest stage success under the direction of David Belasco, has
been completed. Schertzinger, director
of Mabel Normand comedies, directed
"The Concert." Lewis Stone, who acted
the biggest
in the
Goldwyn's
"Milestones," was role
cast in
role of Augustus. Myrtle Stedman has the role of
the musician's wife. Mabel Julienne
Scott, Raymond Hatton, Russ Powell,
Gertrude Astor, Lydia Yeamans Titus,
Frances Hall and Louie Cheung are
others of the cast.
DEAD
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Reelcraft Completes Six
Short Subject Pictures
And Signs Two Big Star
Six more productions have been cob
pleted for the short subject program c
Reelcraft
Corporation.'
For the Pictures
single-reel
comedy series i
which Billy Franey is featured, Thoiru
LaRose. director, has completed tare
more
pictures,
titled Dummy."
"The Referee,"
and Out"
and "The
Wilhai"I
L. Rou'oert
and Al Young,
who featarin
are pr<
ducing
the romances
of youth
little Matty Roubert, have complete
thtir schedule up to and including Jam
ary 1. with "A Bold, Bad Pirate," "Sun
merReelcraft
Days" and
has "Sunshine."
closed negotiations fc
two big stars to appear in issues of tl
Royal comedy series, it is announce
Other players who have been feature
thus far in the series include Leon Erro
Billy B. Van. Rosemary Theby ar
Sammy Burns. All of the prodnetioi
are issued through independent e
changes throughout the United States.
Fox Feature Deals With

Mary Miles Minter, the Realart star, is visited by the Rev. Paul Spencer of the
Church of the Strangers, New York City, while she is making her latest feature,
"All Souls' Eve."
Selznick Division Managers
Go to
N. Y. to View Faversham
Picture
The five Selznick division managers
\vere called to New York recently to
view the Hobart Henley production.
"The liam
Sin Faversham
That Was
His." in which
is featured.
FrankWil-L.
Packard wrote the story.
Following the showing the division
chiefs
the attraction
picture toandbe one"a
smashingdeclared
box office
that should please the audiences as well."
Five Managers Attend
The division managers are V. P.
Whitaker. West Coast representative
with headquarters in Los Angeles; C. C
Ezell, Southern division manager with
offices in Dallas; Samuel Saxe. Central
division manager with offices in Indianapolis: Arthur S. Hyman of the MidWest division with headquarters in Kansas City, and George W. ; Erdman. East
Central division manager with offices in
Cleveland.
Myron Selznick. head of the Selznick
production unit, in discussing the prostated: "I consider
this picture
the most duction,
noteworthy
achievement
in the
history of the Selznick production unit."
Is Powerful Story
Hobart Henley, after the production
was viewed at the Selznick home offices,
said: "I am extremely gratified that the
direction of 'The Sin That Was His' fell
to me. It is the sort of story I have
long been waiting to direct. It is a
big. powerful story, dynamic in its trend
of unfolding.
"Every
facility was
placed Noat my
disposal by Myron
Selznick.
expense
was spared. As a result the Selznick
organization now has a picture which I
confidently predict will be the biggest
screen success of the year. I will go
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

even further and say that I think it will
be one of those successes that occur but
once in a Has
while."Strongest Role
In his enthusiasm over the possibilities
that he enjoyed in the stellar role of the
Packard story, Mr. Faversham gave vent
to a desire to make known his views.
"My role in 'The Sin That Was His' is.
I think, one of the strongest yet offered
me in pictures. It is very different than
mv part in 'The .Man Who Lost Himself.' my first Selznick picture.
"The situations in Mr. Packard's
screen play are intensely dramatic, and
coupled with the varied characterizations
I have been called upon to play, it tests
the skill to
the fullest."
Success
Is Predicted
Frank L. Packard, the author, spent
nearly all of his time at the Selznick
studios watching the production round
into shape. "The entire story," he said,
"provides unlimited opportunity for
novel twists, revealing
as it does
regeneration
through love.
I ama man's
more
than highly gratified with the directorial
skill of Mr. Henley, and the production
siven it by Myron Selznick. I feel safe
in saying it will be a winner in every
Supporting Mr. Faversham are Lucy
Cotton in the leading feminine role.
sense."
Pedro de Cordoba. Lule Warrenton.
Miss Sherman. Robert Conville and John
Burton. The story was adapted for the
screen by Edmund Gculding.
Gets X. Y. Central Palace
NEW YORK— The Great Central Palace, an East Side theatre, at 90 to 96
Clinton street, has been leased by Philip
Cohen"
for ten years from the Clinton
Street Corporation.

Capital and Labor Issu
William Fox has announced the ear
issue of a special feature, "The Face
The Window."
story is by Max Marcia. aatbt
Your
of "The House of Glass," "Cheatir
Cheaters" and "Eyes of Youth,
and was directed by Richard Stat'
ton. "The Face at Your Windo*
deals with the problem of alien agit
tion which aims at American revolutio
It points a way, its producers assert, 1
which
getdoit>'
gether. capital
and the and
harm labor
that can
may be
through misunderstandings on both side
The big theme of the story reroh"
around the romance of a manufacture!
son and the pretty daughter of a wort
ingman.
Elinor Glyn Joins Lasky
To Write Screen Stork
author
of "Three
andElinor
otherGlyn.
books,
arrived
in NewWeek
Yo
recently to enter Famous Players-Las!
Corporation's
studios
and write see
arios
directly for
the screen
Mrs. Glyn i- the third to arrive of tl
British author who were won to t
motion picture profession by Jesse I
Lasky. first vice-president of the cc
poration. on his trip to Europe last SB/ 1
mer. Sir G lbert Parker and Edwa,
Knoblock, the famous British dramati^
prepared to write in t'
hereGlyn's
areSirs.
already
studios. for
first story will
written
Gloria
Swanson.
C. B. C. Makes

Film of

Winter's "Ben Warman
A Western is the latest announceme
for the state rights market by C. B.
Film Sales Corporation in a six-re.
dramatic of Western life from the no>
"Ben Warman," by Charles E. WinW
who also wrote "Grandon of Sierra.
This six-reel feature has been produc
bv Yellowstone Productions. In
directed by Charles E. Bartlett from
screen version of the novel adapted
Hal Hoadlev. and features Pete Morns
and Carol Hollowav. supported by Ru
Meter. Spottiswo
King. Harrv Van Lvon
West Der
\itken. William
Edwar
Zelma
Hatton,
Claire
and
others.
Layton.
J
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lecond Vivian Martin
Production Complete
icture Has Working Title of
"Polly"— Goldwyn to
Publish
Vivian Martin, star of the first Messore Kendall production, "The Song of
e Soul," from a story by William J.
Dcke, has completed her second picre. It was written by Edward Childs
irpenter, author of the stage success,
"he Cinderella Man," and bears the
Drking
titlecharacter.
of "Polly," the name of
e principal
Like "The Song of the Soul," Miss
artin's second picture will be published
rough Goldwyn.
Cobb Wrote Titles
In her new picture Miss Martin has a
le the complete antithesis of that in
"he
Songbeing
of theto Soul,"
ideainof roles
Mr.
jndall
presentthe her
at will reveal her artistry in every
-ase that the screen can register.
In the Locke picture, recently seen at
e Capitol theatre, Miss Martin had a
werful emotional role. Mr. Carpenter
Is furnished her with a broad comedy
rt. Sydney Olcott, who directed the
irn version of Rupert Hughes' "Scratch
yie Back"
for Goldwyn,
titles were
written bydirected
Irvin S."Polly."
Cobb.
George Spink in Cast
Supporting Miss Martin are George
liink, Grace Van Studdeford, the former
cera star; Nadine Beresford, W. Macven, Ralph Bonsfield, Tom Meegan
;d Wallace Ray.
The story concerns an actress with a
: anded company, who becomes maid
i" the time being with a newly rich
nilv from Kansas City, seeking social
isition in Bar Harbor, and who, spurni; the forcible attentions of the son of
t family, at last becomes the bride of
ft great actor whose ability and per;iality had evoked a tender sentiment
i her heart.
bskam Supervising for
Fine Arts the Gutting
Of "Why Pick on Me?"
The cutting and assembling of Fine
picture, "Why
Pick on M.
Me?"Roskam,
under
tMs'supervision
of Edward
i nearing completion and will be ready
sm for state rights distribution.
■Vhile the picture is being cut, the
f-ss book is being prepared, posters
rde, accessories put in readiness, and
■ time wasted in getting everything
ressary in connection with picture
r dy simultaneously. As soon as these
aangements have been completed, Murr W. Garsson will make an important
aiouncement regarding "Why Pick on
hoot S. F. Scenes for
"Partners of the Tide"
rvm \. Willat and his company, who
a working on "Partners of the Tide,"
t second independent feature being
r de for W. W. Hodkinson, have moved
t San Francisco and reports have it that
t y are shooting the docks and intend
t burn a large freighter in the open
Sj.
n the cast are Harold Oliver Paul
fgler, John Waters, Frank Blount.
" id" Erickson, Jack Donovan, J. P.
Ickney, Fred Kohler. W. C. Norton,
J Miller and Bert Hadlev.
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Paramount
Abroad

Production,

Are

He

Directing

Films

Ideal for

in England
Motion

Says, Although

Picture

"Photo-

the extra work, which was only
Are forScarce"
Hugh Ford has returned to New graphic
York Days talent
from England after inaugurating the accomplished after making a tour of the
plays the night before and engaging
production work at Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd., studio in them for the next day. We received
London. During his six months stay he great cooperation from the labor emdirected two specials, the Drury Lane
ployed to assist us in designing, decorating, building and lighting of sets. I
melodrama "The Great Day," by George
believe that with a combination of British
Simms and Louis N. Parker, and "The thoroughness and American ingenuity
Call ofcastYouth,"
by picture
Henry Arthur
Jones. the pictures will exceed our expectaThe
in each
was entirely
British.
As an example of the smoothness with
Mr. Ford had many interesting things
which the London studio is working.
to say about his work in the London
Great Day," the first production,
studio. "The weather was rather un- "The
took
tions."nine weeks to make while the seccertain,"
he
said.
"Photographic
days,
ond
production took only four weeks.
as we know them in this country, are Mr. Ford
with him a complete
scarce. This makes it necessary for a equipment oftook
lights because lighting had
director to add another week to the time
developed to any great extent.
it would normally take him to make a not been Young
Remains Abroad
picture and he has to gauge his work in
Donald Crisp passed Hugh Ford at
such a manner that each day he is in
way over to take up the proa position to take either exteriors or in- sea on his
ducing where Mr. Ford left off. Major
interiors, switching from one to the other
Bell will take over the work of Milton
according to the weather.
Hoffman who will return to the States
Must Develop Talent
in a short time. Joseph Boyle, who has
been assisting Mr. Ford for over two
"Itishwill
necessary to
talent.beHeretofore
thedevelop
cinema Brithas years, accompanied him on the trip home
been looked upon as a side line by the but it was necessary because of the
leading actors of the day. Possibly this scarcity of cameramen to leave Hal
is because of the slow development of Young on the other side for a few
months to develop new cameramen.
the British
Mr. Ford has produced many stage
count of theproducing
war. Thiscompanies
will have onto acbe
successes in both London and Paris.
remedied and can be if they develop
their own oroducing units. At the samv> with
His first
picture
was "The
Eternal
City"
Pauline
Frederick,
which
was taken
time, new talent can be developed.
in
England
and
Rome
for
Famous
"The locations available are ideal. It Players-Lasky Corporation. All of his
is possible
a company
to goorontolocation to theforSouth
of France
the life has been spent in theatricals.
Alps with no more trouble than to go
from New York to Florida. The natural
Indiana Theatre Sold
beauty of Britain cannot be overlooked.
GREENFIELD,
IND. — The Riley
Difficult to Get Extras
theatre in West Main street has been
sold to Ivan L. Potts of Lebanon, Ind.
"Getting started was good, hard work.
It was particularly difficult to get the It has been renovated and reopened.
CAREFUL

WITH

YOUR

FISTS"

Lionel Barrymore and support in Whitman Bennett's production, "The Devil's
Garden," a First National picture.
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Earle

Foxe

to be Starred

Vanity

CIhe

Fair

Maids

i 1 1 1 1 1 1 Ilolund, the I'nthe romfdlnn, ran
Into ii whole bevy of them while oat
hunting the wild w hlfllnpoof . The acene
In from "Mommn'i Hoy."
Denison Clift, Scenario
Writer, Directs Abroad
Denison Clift, scenario writer and
director of several Fox features, who
went abroad in August for a vacation, is
now in London directing a picture for
Ideal Film Company. The story is De
Maupassant's
Necklace."
He writes "Diamond
that he will
be back in
America in November and is going back
to Los Angeles to his bungalow and his
chickens.
Willat Signs Up Eagler
Paul Eagler, who has been in charge
of photography at the Ince studio for
the last two years, has joined the camera
force of Irvin V. Willat Productions.
Eagler has studied aviation under Al
Wilson, and will receive his pilot license
upon Wilson's return from his eastern
engagements.

Mc Govern Makes Sale
Elmer L. McGovern has sold the Missouri and Kansas rights to "The
Woman
Untamed," Film
starring
Doraldinaof
to
the Standard
Exchange
Kansas City. He passed through Chicago October 19 on the way to New
York after several days in Kansas City
and Omaha.

—
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in Nine

Features by Ziegfeld Corporation
W. K. Ziegfeld, president of Ziegfeld
destined to be short-lived, for the manCinema Corporation, announces that
ager of the College Theatre Stock ComEarle Foxe will be starred in a series of
pany acquired his services to play in
nine feature productions under the ban- "The College Widow."
"Ziegfeld
Was With Kalem
Thener of terms
of aFilms."
contract just entered
He succeeded William Courtney as
into by Foxe and the Ziegfeld company
state that the actor will be placed in Mat Peasley
in "Cappy
Ricks" and
created the character
of Florian
Slappley
star roles immediately upon the complein Octavious Roy Cohen's recent hit,
of "The
Black is Panther's
Cub,"in "Come
Seven."
which tionEmile
Chautard
directing, and
During his picture career he has been
which Foxe is working in support of
with Kalem, Selig and D. W. Griffith
Florence Reed.
and other companies.
Has Earned Stardom
splendid production,
work done and
by Mr.
in "The
our present
the Foxe
long
Reports Southern
string of consistent successes in which Aywon Sales
on Several Films
he has been seen here and abroad, convince me that he is deserving of a niche
One of the latest sales of territorial
in
the ranks of stardom," declared Mr. rights reported by Nathan Hirsh, presiZiegfeld.
dent of Aywon Film Corporation, is the
"Ever since we announced his joining sale of the Georgia, Florida, North and
the Reed company we have been be- South Carolina and Tennessee rights for
sieged by thousands of letters from his "The Evolution of Man" and "The
admirers the country over. Few lead- Woman of Mystery" to K. & R. Film
ing men, to my mind, have had as large Corporation of Atlanta, Ga.
a following as Foxe has enjoyed. And
Further reports from Aywon are to
few indeed can boast of a record of the effect that the offices of the comachievement that is as full of genuine
pany have been visited by a great numattainment as is that of Foxe.
ber of out-of-town buyers during the last
Vehicle Not Selected
ten days, during which time the special
"The Woman Above Reproach,"
"His first vehicle has not yet been features,
"The Evolution of Man," "The Woman
selected, but we are looking over material which various playwrights have of Mystery" and the five-part comedy,
submitted to us, and two or three already been
"Whenscreened.
Dr. Quackel Did Hide," have
are under serious consideration. I can
confidently say now, however, that work
on the next Foxe picture will begin
within a month after the completion of Joseph Ward Is Directing
'The
BlackFoxe
Panther's
Cub.'"
Pioneer's Supply Offices
Earle
has been
identified with
Joseph D. Ward has been appointed
the American stage and screen for the
manager of the shipping and supply delast twelve years. Shortly after his gradpartments of Pioneer Film Corporation.
uation from Ohio State University in
comes to Pioneer after seven years
1907 he became associated with the of He
service with the Universal. His father,
Studebaker theatre of Chicago, where
John B. Ward, is a prominent figure in
he served as treasurer of the company.
the motion picture world.
His business
career, however, was
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valuable

piano

in tfte world

YOU almost forget the actual playing as you
revel in the richness of tone and sympathetic
response of the beautiful Steger Grand Piano. It is
this intimate, human appeal of the Steger that makes
it such a joy to play — and hear. These musical qualities are reflected in a charm of design that adds a
note of harmony to any interior.
Write for the Steger Piano and Player
Piano Style Brochure and convenient
terms.
Steger dealers everywhere.

STEGER

&

SONS PIANO
MFG.
Founded by John V. Suger, 1879
STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Factories at Steger, Illinois

CO.

If it's a STEQER — it's the finest reproducing phonograph in the world
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Goldwyn's
Will Be

EXHIBITORS

Second
Ready

Series of Films
Soon
for Screening

Producer Declares Forthcoming Nine Productions
Will Be Up to the Standard Set by the
Six Pictures Already Issued
Nine productions are included in the duction. Chief in the support of the
second series of 1920.-1921 pictures to be star are Fritz Leiber, Charles E. Graham
published by Goldwyn Pictures Corpora- and Ricca Allen.
tion. Prints of these soon will be in all
Directed by Lloyd
twenty-two
for screening.of the company's exchanges
"Roads of Destiny," starring Pauline
In making this announcement GoldFrederick is a picturization of Chanwyn predicts that the exhibitors will find ning Pollock's adaptation of O. Henry's
"the nine new pictures up to the high great short story of the same title. The
standard set" by the six productions in play had a successful run in New York
and on the road. It was directed by
the first series. "Earthbound," "Madam
X," "The Branding Iron.
Hie Penalty,"
Frank Lloyd who also directed "Madame
"The North Wind's Malice" and "Honest
X'." In the supporting company are John
Hutch" are included in the initial series. Bowers, Richard Tucker, Jane Novak,
Hardee Kirkland, William Louis, Maude
Nine To Be Published
George
and M. P.. ("Lefty") Flynn.
Productions scheduled for publication
"Prisoners of Love" is the first of the
Betty
Compson productions starring
in the second series are "Godless Man,"
"Just Out of College," "The Song of the Miss Compson. Goldwyn states that it
Soul," "Roads of Destiny," "Prisoners gives Miss Compson an opportunity to
of Love," "The Highest Bidder," "The run the entire gamut of emotional actGreat Lover," "Head Over Heels" and
ing. "Prisoners of Love" was written
"Bunty Pulls the Strings."
by Catherine Henry. The cast is composed of Roy Stewart, Emory Johnson,
"Godless Men" is a Reginald Barker
production, adapted from Ben Ames
Ralph Lewis, Claire McDowell, Kate
Williams'
popular instory
of "Black Evening
Pawl," Toncray and Clara Horton.
which appeared
the Saturday
Was Magazine Serial
Post. Experts who have seen the picture declare it is one of the best sea
"The
Highest
starring Madge
pictures ever made. In the cast are Kennedy, is a Bidder."
picturization of MaxiHelene Chadwick, Russell Simpson,
"The Trap." which
James Mason, Alec B. Francis, John recentlymilianranFoster'sas novel,
serial in the Saturday
Bowers. Robert Kortman, Irene Rich Hinting Post. Ita was
directed by Waland Lionel Bclmore.
lace Worsley. Miss Kennedy has an unusual
role
as
Sally,
the
penniless girl in
Stars Jack Pickford
search of a rich husband, and brings her
"Just Out of College" is a picturiza- peculiar grace and charm to bear on the
tion
George
Ade's stage
and part. Lionel Atwill plays opposite the
stars ofJack
Pickford.
Alfredtriumph
E. Green
star, with Zelda Sears, Joseph Brennan.
directed it. The producers herald it as a Brian Darley, William Black. Reginald
screen comedy of the highest type — the Mason, Vernon Steele and Ellen Cassity
also in the cast.
type of "It's a Great Life" and "Scratch
My
Back."
Supporting
the
star
are
"The Great Lover." which is the first
Molly Malone, George Hernandez,
Goldwyn's Frank Lloyd productions,
Edythe Chapman, Otto Hoffman, Irene of
is an adaptation of Leo Ditrichstein and
Rich,
M.
B.
("Lefty")
Flynn,
Maxfield
Frederic
and ofFanny
Locke
Hatton's
Stanley and Lorctta Blake.
stage
success
the same
name.
John
"The
Song
of
the
Soul"
is
the
first
of
Sainpolis
is
cast
in
the
role
interpreted
the Messore Kendall-Robert W. Chamon the stage by Ditrichstein. In the
bers productions which will be published
Claire Lionel
Adams'. Belmore,
John Davidson,
through Goldwyn. Vivian Martin has cast
Alice are
Hollister,
Richard
the stellar role. The picture is an adap- Tucker, Mme. Rose Dion, Tom Ricketts,
tation made by John W. Noble of WilFrederick Vroom and Jean Corey.
liam J. Locke's novel, "An Old World
Adapted by Woolf
Romance." It is a John W. Noble pro"Head Over Heels" was adapted by
Edgar Allan Woolf from a story by Nalbro Bartley. Mabel Xormand is starred.
It gives the athletic star an opportunity
for comedy with a thread of emotion
New Studio for Rent
running straight through it. It was
directed by Victor Schertzinger. In the
in
cast are Hugh Thompson. Russ Powell.
Raymond Hatton. Adolphe Jean MenASTORIA, L. I.
jou. Lilyan Tashman and Aggie Herring.
"Bunty Pulls the Strings," from GraWithin two blocks of
ham Moffatt's Scotch comedy of the
same title, is another Reginald Barker
Ninety-secondLanding
Street Ferry
production. Leatrice Joy has the title
part. Others in the cast are Russell
Simpson, Raymond Hatton, Cullen LanFacilities for working two
dis. Casson Ferguson, Josephine Crowell,
companies
Edythe Chapman, Rowland Rushton.
Georgia Woodthorpe, Sadie Gordon and
Otto Hoffman. Director Barker is said
Apply
to have produced a beautiful and charmGEORGE MOOSER
ing comedy inScotch
"Bunty."
the distinctive
flavorwhich
which retains
made
469 Fifth Ave.
the original comedy such a success.
Vanderbilt 6200
DEAD MEN
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TELL NO TALES

Here

Comes

6, 1920

the Bride

< n\s t wit: t \i >i aim.i;
\\ IN In- nH'n ii* a frlnaome bride in her
■COM
I i r - i National picture, "DnnKeroua
HuMlnf-MN,*'
u UUn Veill.now bcinK directed by K.
Fox Opens New Branch
Exchange in Albany
For Upstate Business
William Fox has added another link
to his chain of exchanges at 46-48 Orange
street, Albany, New York.
The Albany branch is the twenty-fifth
exchange of Fox Film Corporation in
the United States. The office at the
capital will meet the requirements of a
large field of upstate exhibitors. Jore J.
Spandau is manager. He was previously
connected with the Pittsburgh and Buffalo offices. The Albany exchange has
a staff of four salesmen, namely George
Cooke. R. M. Flacks, Arthur Whelan and
E. P. Houlo.
La Porte Company to Add
Third Theatre to Chain
LA PORTE, IND.— Princess Theatre
Company has purchased the Lincoln Way
frontage of Moore & Richter Lumber
Company and will construct a large
theatre and business block, it has been
announced
by Jacob Levine of the
Princess company.
The theatre will seat 1,900 patrons.
The Princess company will continue to
operateditionthe
and Phoenix in adto the Princess
new theatre.
Saenger Theatre Circuit
To Play
"LoveCompany
Madness"
Saenger
Amusement
of New
Orleans, which controls a large chain of
picture houses in the South, has closed
with the Hodkinson representative for
"Love Madness." to be played over their
entire circuit. They will start it at their
big Strand theatre in New Orleans on
November 27. •
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SAYS-
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—A

grape

would

By

squirt

just

any

the

other

in

your

same—

name

be just as funny,

by

name

other

any

eye
and

fruit

would

and

mean just as much
at the box office.

would
money

The Gumps are the biggest
screams you ever played in your
house, and we don't care what
comedies you have played or
how many roars of side splitting
laughter will greet it and your
patrons will go home talking
about it—
WHAT
DAY

ARE

COMING
IN TO BOOK
MAKE
IT TODAY.

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS

&

INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

YOU
IT-

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE CREAM
THERE
WHO

WAS

AN

NEEDED
SO

HE

IVAN
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EXHIBITOR
SOME

KALE

BOOKED

ABRAMSON'S

FILM MARKET'S
NOVELTIES— THEY
WILL HELP YOU GET
MONEY AND WILL
STRENGTHEN YOUR
PROGRAM.

THE
ILLITERATE

A

DIGEST
A Funny Novelty Reel
With
CHILD

WILL

ROGERS

SCREEN

FOR

SNAP
SHOTS
SHOWING THE LIFE
OF FAMOUS MOVIE
STARS
SALE
He made more money than
He had made in a month,
So he made up his mind
That to repeat was a good stunt
This picture has made money wherever it
has been shown — without exceptions — If
you see a crowd in front of a theatre trying
to get in, you can bet your life that some
wise exhibitor is showing "A CHILD FOR

TROTS
FASCINATING SCENIC
AND TRAVEL PICTURES

MOVIE
CHATS

SALE."
WHAT

GLOBE

IT HAS DONE FOR OTHERS
IT CAN DO FOR YOU

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

DESCRIBED WITH
PUNCH and HUMOR

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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These
YOU
HOW

DON'T
KNOW
MUCH
BUSINESS

YOUR

THEATRE
UNTIL

YOU

CAN

DO

BOOK—

Are

Laugh
Money

Getters
Getters

THEY'LL GET THE LAUGHS
THEY ARE FUNNY AND ANY
ONE OF THEM WILL BOOST
YOUR
SHOW.
A TRIAL
WILL
CONVINCE
YOU.

THE

MURIEL

OSTRICHE
IN HER TWO REEL
LAUGHING SUCCESS

TIGER

MONTE

BAND
Warner Brothers' Sensational
15 Episode Serial

BANKS
COMEDIES
WITH THE PRANCING BROADWAY BEAUTIES

1
HANK
Everything has been done to make this serial
a profitable one for you.
The actors are of the
lives many times to
and daring. They
thrills — speed — and
every turn.

MANN

nerviest, and risked their
make this serial realistic
packed it with action —
gambled with death at

IN 2 REELS OF
ROARING COMEDY

Your audience will appreciate the efforts and
the gait these daredevil actors travel in this great serial.

THE

Play it. Its pulling power will surprise you.

ROOM

ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

BOYS

H. A. McGILyS FAMOUS NEWSPAPER
CREATIONS BROUGHT TO LIFE

1
CELEBRATED

HALL

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Ave.
ILL.
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Outside of prohibition there is nothing
that makes a. man quite so "eggity" as having to hang over the gas range and fry
his own "ham and.'' If, during the last
week or so, you have talked with "Bill"
Hight, a good publicity director stationed
' at Reelcraft but a darn poor cook, you
will appreciate the sentiment expressed.
"Kill" is bemoaning the fact that Mrs.
Hight in addition to being a good cook is
an excellent talker. In fact, she is sc good
that she has been corraled to go over the
country and espouse the cause of the Republicans. Ifit weren't for suffrage "Bill"
would be getting three squares a day.
* * *
November 10 is the date set by Manager
R. A. Lucas for the removal of the local
Robertson-Cole exchange to its new offices
at 900-902 South Wabash avenue. Wonder
if they will have a good box of cigars to
pass around at the formal opening? Speak
up and give your preferred brand, boys.
\
* * *
Shush! Let the gang gather around close
so The Major won't get an ear full. Also,
keep the following under your hat. Joe
told us that Oscar told him that Bill told
him that down in Blue Island avenue there
is a revival of the. old days. Foam 'n'
everything. Keep it under your hat, though.
y * * *
Opif. Read, author of "The Kentucky
Colonel." and other members of the Chicago Press Club were guests on Fridaynight at a private showing of the picturization of the Read story.
* ♦ ■ 4s
\Y. I). Burford has been listed among the
missing
the lastExhibitors
few days. Alliance
"Bill" Sweeney
of
the Illinois
has been
doing a little sleuthing on the side and has
checked up on the Aurora exhibitor. W. D.
so it seems recently purchased a cottage in
Aurora. The last few -days he has been
doing
little and
act my
entitled
movingbroke
day;
at our ahouse,
back "It's
is almost
before 1 pull the stunt again, I'll lay me
down and croak." * * *
There seems to be a certain amount of
worry in connection with a man's plans "to
build a house these day-s. Now take the
case of Norman E. Field, general manager
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, who, according to rumor, will erect a bungalow on the
South Side. The element of worry already
has entered the situation. Xorman can't
find a convenient spot for his cellar — that
is, convenient and safe.
* * *
There is an exhibitor in Chicago who
is referred to by the film salesmen as a
real fellow. They say that Henry Oelker
of the Casino, Thirty-fifth and Halstead, is
always ready to find the dotted line when
business has been a little dull— for the
salesmen. Henry, who has had his house
renovated throughout, has contracted for
all American and Fox specials. And incidental y he is doing record business, so
the story goes.

Reported by "Mac"
You can't
Milton mad
Kusell,
salesman
for make
Paramount,
thesespecial
days.
Milt has been getting some choice contracts
in the loop district the last few days. He
has just signed the Pastime, the John R.
Thompson house, and the Bijou Dream
on the new series of productions.
* * *
Jimmy Costen of the Harvard theatre is
a little man and might be classed" as a flyweight. But he has heavy-weight ideas.
At the Pathe exchange the other day he
was amusing the boys by mimicing Jack
Dempsey.
nf
mention.His facial contortions are worthy
* * *
William Sheridan, formerly with Associated producers exchange at St. Louis,
is in Chicago where, it is understood, he
will associate with one of the film companies. Met Sheridan down at Paramount
chatting with Oscar Doob, press representative.
* * *
William A. Preston, former assistant
art department manager of Brinner Film
Company and staff artist with Action &
Camel Film Studios, has been appointed
manager of the art department of Irving
Mack & Company. Preston has an eye
for
you don't
and art.
watchIf him
work. believe it drop around
* * *
Harry Rice, press representative for Universal, has installed an attractive cut-out
in the lobby of the Casino theatre where
"Once to Every Woman" is playing. The
display is the work of L. Bland. We knowit's good because Harry had the cut-out

Bet

It's a Foozle

decorating the approach to his office prior
to its removal to the Madison street theatre.
* * *
I. Maynard Schwartz, manager of Educational, is so dee-lighted with business
prospects that a little matter like news
doesn't even "feize" him. His salesmen are
going after contracts on the new half-reel
Art-I-Jokes. And they are coming in, too,
it is said.
* * *
Henri (Be sure and get the French twist
to that) Ellman, Reelcraft salesman, is
spending a few days (and money) at
French Lick. 'Nough said.
George De Kruif, "P. A.," meaning popular always, is cavorting around in high so* # '*
days. you
If you
have ciety
himthese show
the don't
picturebelieve
he hadit
taken with Allan Dwan. Of course, our
esteemed J. R. M. also was in the picture,
as was Sid Goldman.
* * And
* only two girls.
Steve Bexnis of the Lincoln theatre.
Lincoln,
111., wasJoeonegets
of them
Joe Lyon's
visitors
this last week.
from far
and
near.
* * *
Ralph T. Kettering, general representative for Jones, Linick & Schaefer, is recovering slowly from a major operation
at the American hospital. Matt E. Xiesex
is handling the advertising during Kettering's absence.
* * *
Irving Mack has added the Bandbox and
Star to the list of theatres which he is
publicizing. Irv is so busy these days that
a ham (right) sandwich and a malted milk
is all that he finds time to grab off for
lunch — and he gets* them
* * on the run.
L. A. Rozell, assistant to Manager R. A.
Lucas at Robertson-Cole, was indisposed
last week but still on the job. One of those
hot weather colds that you can do very
well without was bothering him.
* * *
I. Lesserman, Chicago manager for Universal, went to Bloomington last week.
That is, he went providing the second train
couldn't sprint fast
for the first,
* *enough
*without
didn't leave the vards
him. He
Just perused the season pass sent in by
Ben Serkowich, publicity director of the
Madison theatre, Peoria. Think Ben must
have had a special pass printed for us for
the information on the rear side is too
good to be true. Can you imagine a pass
reading "this pass is good every day in the
year." Of course, you read a little farther
and there is a catch which reads "but for
your own convenience and comfort we suggest that you come other than Saturdays,
* * *
Sundays or Holidays."
Leo Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, came to town last week. You can
always tell when an out-of-town exhibitor
treats the boys right. Can't explain it.
* * *
but you always know.

TOMMY GREENWOOD
Hodkinson salesman trying to make bogey
in a match at daybreak at Jackson
Park with L. V. Cramp of Pathe.

R. A. Lucas, Chicago manager for Robertson-Cole, Joseph Desberger, St. Louis
chief, and O. R. Hanson, district manager,
are in New York where they attended the
premier
"Kismet."
the home showing
office theyof will
pick up aWhile
few tipsin
on presentation and the like.
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P. A. Bloch, manager of Paramount, is
boasting a lot about his sales staff. He announces an increase in business of 50 per
cent over the same period last year.
* * *
Samuel Saxe, district manager for Selznick, has been at the Chicago office.
* * *
George Bromley and L. Schindler, the
motorless magnates of the local film colony, are fast becoming acclimated to dashing about the city by foot navigation, with
those palatial motor-cars, recently destroyed
in the big North Side fire, just a pleasant
recollection of the days gone by.
* * *
Charlie Ryan, manager of the Garfield
theatre, had 'em all searching for him Sunday, October 17. He came up for air
some time the following day much crippled so we have been informed. "Chick"
says chair
ridin' ofthehonor
goat with
wasn't
but
that
the half
high bad
voltage
was a tough deal, as he will probably continue to "chow"
some time
to come.from the mantelpiece for
* * *
The boys about the smoking salon of
the Film Exchange building are very curious, particularly we of the Arbuckle type
of "Chub"
to the cause
lines, as slender
of physical apparent
Florine's
figure. Yes, he
flew into Chi the other day, in company
with the popular film comedian Monty
Banks. That is, they would have flew
here, but
that "tail-spin"
effected
above
Batavia,
111., was the
reasonsomewhere
of their
arrival by train, en route from Omaha to
the Windy City. Just try dropping from
the cloudland area some time for a fall of
several forthousand
is Chub's effective
recipe
reductionfeet,
results.
* * ♦
With Frank Zambreno. pres. of the
Unity Photoplays, on the job for the membership drive of the Greater Hamilton
club, 'spose this staid of Republican baliwick will soon have many local film celebrities hovering about this leading Chicago
club.
* * *
Talkin' about club life, understand Sin
Goldman, manager of the local Associated
Producers, is now a full-fledged "non-resident" member of that famous war organization, the Y. M. C. A. Yep, Sid has
been seen several times during the past
week making hasty foot steps toward their
big hostelry on South Wabash Ave. With
the stop-watch on him, the A. P. boys
-'oim Sid makes the trip in about ten flat.
Mmnteb, of course» ! * *
Another budding "chain monarch" is now
slipping over the top of the local exhibitor
horizon. Report confirms the sale of the
Paramount theatre, formerly owned by
John Freundt to Jack Freeman. Grand
total now stands at two. Atta boy, Jack,
lots of time yet before January 1.
* * *
J. O. Campbell, that genial Associated
Producer representative for the city sales
of the local office, is carrying the same old
time wit and smiles about as of yore.

HERALD

that the Mrs. and Kidto note
Mighty
die haveglad
pulled
through and are speeding
to recovery.
» » *
Abe Schiff, who for the past several
months has been getting his from La Salle
Street, is back again in the land of the
celluloid. Abe started bright and early
Monday morn, October 25. with the Unity
Photoplay exchange. Greetings, Abe; glad
to see you back. * * *
That confidential siesta that Frank J.
Flaherty of the Unity and Pat Dillon
of the Special Pictures were putting over
the other day we have been informed may
result in a veritable flow of gold to the
coffers of both these gents. Watch your
step,Federal
lads, for
Dalrymple
O'Brienwithof
the
forces
are nowandequipped
regular tortoise shell eye-glasses and not
even missing drug stores.
* * *
Those "stunt reels" that the Unity are
carrying on the Fritzie Ridgeway subjects
just purchased from the Capital Film Corp.
for this territory is surely putting it up to
the salesmen of Manager Flaherty's to go
and get it. Will save time for the exhibitor, oratory on the part of the salesmen and
the most effective sales argument after all,
is here it is— see for yourself.
* » *
Harry Weiss of the Superior Screen
Service let the of Westcott go to— well at
any rate — it's GONE. But you ought to
see that new Westcott sedan that's hauling
this • young film executive about this part
of the country. Has everything but a projection room.
* * *
Morris Hellman is nursing such a
stiff shoulder he can hardly write a con-

DEAD
TELL

MEN
NO

TALES
WANTED
THEATRE
Must have modern equipment, and prefer
town of about 12,000. Will pay cash.
EX. HERALD BOX 100
417 So. Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.
TuCT3The Only Way
process
conservation
ofMy new
filmsof and
effective
renovating
assures
exhibitor afilm in perfectthecondition
to his patronage. Increased
earnings to exhibitor and
producer.
A. TEITEL.
112 N. La Salle St., CHICAGO
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tract over at Universal. Yuh see, Morrie
went out to Peoria to sell Dee Robinson
a coupla features for his new house and
some one invited him to go duck hunting.
Well, in the excitement Morrie pulled both
triggers — they were flying awfully high and
Hellman figured it would take two shots
to reach 'em — and when he picked himself
up he was all covered with mud and
feathers. Yes, he got four, he said. Better luck next time, Morris.
Harry Rice invited the famous pianist,
Leopold Godowsky, to a screening of the
Universal feature, "The Marriage Pit," in
which Dagmar Godowsky takes a prominent part, last Tuesday, Oct. 12. "Who's
in the projection room?" asked a film
salesman. "Godowsky," said the switchboard operator. "What theatre does he
run." inquired the f. s. "I never heard of
Tom Meighan Gets Royal
Welcome in Richmond, Va.
Thomas Meighan, Paramount star, was
given a riotous welcome on the occasion
of him."
his personal appearances at the opening of the Lyric theatre, Richmond, Va.,
recently converted into a first-class motion picture house by Wells Theatre
Company.
Mr. Meighan was accompanied to
Richmond by Frank V. Chamberlin. general service manager of Famous PlayersW. E. Smith, disLaskytrictCorporation;
manager, Philadelphia, and Lester
Rosenthal and Herman Phillips, respectively, branch manager and exploitation
representative in Washington.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at caab
taving prices.
professional
discount*
on Special
UNon allI Vnwdftta
ERS
ALS.
Imroodlata
dchrvrr
DaBrte.
DtOkng*.
Path*
and
man?
Otbara
«■»
•tratad
In
our
showroom
Sand
for
our
plata catalog al one*, fraa on raquaal. co«sBASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 1 09 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.
ARCHITECTS
BUILDERS
AND
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway Bldo.
2743 West 22nd St.
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Eeery State— total, 21,170 by Statee^JSOO
1219 Film Exchange*
flS)
313 machine
manufacturer*
and *tudto*
4.00
368
and aupply
deal era 4.0S
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 1S8 W. Mns St, I
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THE

PROCESSION

IN LOS

HERALD

ANGELES

■■■■■■■■■■■■ By Harry Hammond Beall <™
J. A. Jackson is now publicity director charter members are Madame Xazimova,
at the Goldwyn studios succeeding J. May Allison, Viola Dana and Madame
Doraldina.
Stewert Woodhouse, who has become
* * *
scenario editor for Robertson-Cole western
productions.
Alice
Terry,
the
feminine star of Rex
* * *
Ingram's
"Four
Horsemen
of the ApoNina Wilcox P utnam, the magazine
from California.
a five day vacation atcalypse,"
Bighas returned
Bear Valley,
authoress, and her husband N. J. Sander* * *
son have arrived in Los Angeles. The
former will write a number of fiction
Eugene
Pallette
has joined the Hollystories with the Hollywood motion picture
wood picture colony after several months
studios as the background.
in New York City.
* * *
* * *
Edward Earle has shaken the dust of the
Harry Revier is nearing the completion
Metro lot from his feet and is in New
of "The Son of Tarzan" at the National
Film Corporation studios.
York to play in a spoken drama. He was
* * *
last
photographed
Doraldina.in "Passion Fruit" with
Maurice Tourneur has denied the re- Madame
* * *
port he is to direct Max Linder in his next
Viola Dana and her sister have acquired
picture.
* * *
a vine-covered cottage in Hollywood, which
Marian Ainslee, Metro title writer, has will be henceforth "Home, Sweet Home"
joined the bobbed hair club of which the for the two talented screen queens.

Another

New

Screen

Star

109
Ben Wilson, who has heretofore confined his efforts to serials, is to branch out
into the feature field according to Honorable "Granny" Granneman of the Berwila
Film Corporation press department.
* * *
Wheeler Oakman, in other words, "Mr.
Priscilla Dean," has been engaged as Bessie Love's leading man by A. J. Callaghan.
* * *
Virginia Rappe, the Pathe-Lehrman star,
is again at work before the motion picture
camera after a vacation in Canada.
* * *
Edwin Carew, who just completed "My
Lady's Latchkey" starring Katherine Mac
Donald, is on his way to New York.
Three Selznick Pictures
Announced for Issuance
In November by Select
Selznick Enterprises, of which Lewis
J. Selznick is president, announces for
publication in November through Select
exchanges, the first production of the
second series of Elaine Hammerstein
pictures, "The Daughter Pays," a National Picture Theatres production, "The
Palace of Darkened Windows," and a
Select
starringpicture,
Edith "Just
Hallor.Outside the Door,"
Daughternovel
Pays"of isthean same
adaptation
of "The
the famous
name
by Mrs. Baillie Reynolds. The supportingresa
cast includes
NormanTimes,
Trevor,Bryson
TheMaxwell, Evelyn
Russell and Dore Davidson.
"In "The Palace of Darkened Windows" Claire Anderson plays the leading
feminine role. The cast, in addition, includes Jay Belasco, Christine Mayo, Gerald Pring, Adele Farrington, Virginia
Caldwell, Nicholas Dunaev and Virginia
True Boardman.
Prominent members of the "Just Outside the Door" cast include J. Barney
Sherry, Betty Blythe, Eddie Southerland,
Apling.Arnold Gregg, Ida Lewis and Burt
Hampton Officials Plan
Big Publicity Campaign
Charles A. Weeks, vice-president of
Federal Photoplays, Inc., Great Authors
Pictures, Inc., and Zane Grey Pictures,
Inc.,
Benjamin
Hampton's
companies,
has B.arrived
in Losproducing
Angeles
from New York to plan an elaborate
publicity and advertising campaign upon
Hampton's
the producer,
his
partner, photoplays
Hewlings with
Mumper,
and the
manager of advertising and publicity,
JayTheChapman.
Ben Hampton product is now issued through two distributing companies, W. W. Hodkinson and Pathe.
Five big all-star photoplays of the novels
of famous authors are on the market and
four more are completed. It is rumored
that Hampton may have two producing
companies
near future.working simultaneously in the

IRENE MARCELLUS, popular Broadway beauty, who has deserted the footlights and signed a long-term contract with Marshall Neilan to appear in his
First National productions. "The Lotus Eaters," will be her first screen vehicle.

Sell Reelcraft Shorts
In New England States
R. D. Marson of R. D. Marson Attractions Company, 26 Piedmont street,
Boston, Mass., has closed negotiations
with Reelcraft Pictures Corporation for
the distribution in the New England
states of the romances of youth series
in which Matty Roubert, the juvenile
actor, is featured.
R. D. several
Marson other
Attractions also distributes
series of Reelcraft issues in that terri-

tory. \
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Current

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Tkr»ugh Path* hxchamgsi.
ELYINO "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell
The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena < )wen.
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, w ith Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman," six reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
"The Gamesters," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Pool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
'When the Desert Smiled." five reels, with Neal Hart.
The Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Millar.
The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Marjorie Daw.
*Miss Arizona." five parts, with Gertrude HondhiH.
son
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and
•on.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
John
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
'The Unseen Witness," five reels.
'The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
'The Bromley Case,"' five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The
five reels,
The Black
Golden Lagoon,"
Trail." five
reels. with all-star cast.
"Bachelor
Apartments,"
five
reels, with Georgia Hopkins
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MAW COMEDIES
One issued every other week.
M I II II I «>s i nil in: PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River" two reels.
'Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North." two reels
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. S — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"The Magic Life,"
six reels, with
and Florence Vidor.
I. PARKER
READ.HouseJR.,Peters
PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One,"
six reels,
Hobart Bosworth.
ALLAN
DWANwith PRODUCTIONS
"The ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing," sixTOURNEUR
reels, with James
Kirkwood.
PRODUCTIONS
"The Last of the Mohicans."
six
reels,
with
James
Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up in Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"Woman
Reproach,"
six reels, with Florence Chase.
"EvolutionAbove
of Man,"
six reels.
"Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
'Thirty Years Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A Traitor's
"The
Girl of Vengeance,"
the West," two
two reels.
reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The Avenging Trail," two reels.
"Western Rays." two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
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Pictures
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

C. B. C. FILM SALES
si BJEBH B N UPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
II M l BOOM BOY COMEDIES
June 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
June 24 — "Back on the Farm."
July 8— "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19— "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
I I VI I Ill s
The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy
Takes a Dancing Lesson."
"Flat Hunting."
"Andy Visits His Mama in Law."
.-. Uuiet Day ai Home."
"Andy On
Playsa Diet."
Golf."
"Andy
"Andy's Wash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
the Osteopath."
"Andy Visits
on Skates."
"Andy's
Mother
in-LawGuest."
Pays Him s Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents
Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy
Pights
"Wim
Wiithe H. C. L."
"Ice Boxand Episodes."
'Igor.
"Equestrian '
"Andy, the Hero." .
"Andy s Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent."
the Beach "
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick,
"lhe Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges, Imt.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out forBaldthePates."
Night." (Bobby
(EddieVernon.)
Barry.)
"Seven
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TOUCHY COMEDIES, TWO REELS
Torchy." (Johnny Hinea.)
'Torchy inComes
'Torchy
High."Through."
(Johnny (Johnny
Hines.) Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A
Fresh
Start."
Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd(Jimmie
Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes."
"Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
RORERT C. RRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL." ONE RK1.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
'The
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
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CHESTER-OUTING 9 CBN ICS. ONE RBEL
"Dreams
Come
True."
"Fire I"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs "
"Take in Boarders."
"One
Drop
Was Maze."
Enough."
"Old Buddha's
"Some More Samoa."
"Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits."
"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
SCREEMCS, SPLIT REEL
"Troubadours of the Sky" and "Infant Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks and Skippers.
"Horseshoe and Bridal Veil" and "In a Naturalist's Gardea "
"Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
"Great
Yawn""South
and Sea
"Getting
His Angora."
"Chosen American
Waters" and
Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbandi and Calico Wives," six reels, with Hoax P«t»r»
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOCNT-ARTCRAFT PltTTRK*
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap." six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — 'The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 29 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept. — "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept, — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct, 3— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille |
Oct. 3 — "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct. 10 — "The Round-Up," seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct. 10 — "Deep Waters, ' five reels. M. Tourneur production.
Oct. 17 — "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
'The Married Virgin," six reels.
"Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
Ths Home Without Children," seven reels, with Richard Traverm.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC
"A Day's Pleasure," with Charles Chaplin.
The
(D. Constance
W. GriffithTalmadge.
production).
Two Greatest
Weeks," Question"
six reels, with
"Even as Eve," seven reels, with Grace Darling.
The Turning Point," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
The River's End," six reels (Marshall Neilan Production).
The Fighting Shepherdess," with Anita Stewart.
'The Inferior Sex, ' with 'Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"The Family Honor," a King Vidor feature.
The Idol Dancer," a D. W. Griffith production.
The Woman Gives," with Norma Talmadge.
"Polly of the Storm Country," with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Don't
Ever Expert,
Marry," with
six reels,
a Marshall
Neilan Production.
The Love
Constance
Talmadge.
"Passion's Playground," six reels, with Katherine MacDonald
'The Yellow Typhoon," with Anita Stewart.
"Yes or No," with Norma Talmadge.
"Go and Get It," Marshall Neilan production.
The Jack Knife Man." a King Vidor production.
"What Women Love," five reels, with Annette Kellerman.
The Notorious Mrs. Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
The Scoffer," seven reels, an Allan Dwan production.
"46 Minutes from Broadway," with Charles Ray.
"Harriet and the Piper." five reels, with Anita Stewart.
The Splendid Hazard," six reels, with Henry Walthall.
The Perfect Woman," with Constance Talmadge.
"Married Life," five reels, with Mack Sennett east
"Smilin' Through," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth's Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
'The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If
W ere King," with
with Lt.
William
The I Skywayman,"
Ormer Farnum.
Locklear. •
"While New York Sleeps," with All Star Cast.
'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast.
My Lady's Dress," with All Star Cast.
Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court." with All Star Cast.
Queen^
sevenSpecial
reels, with
Skirts." ofsixSheba,"
reels, with
Cast. All Star Cast.
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WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Harlan."
The Scuttlers."

PEARL
"The Thief."
"The Tiger's
"The
MountainCub."
Woman."
TOM
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM
The
Man
Who Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
"Dynamite Allen."
SHIRLEY
"Merely
Mary
Ann."
"Chin Toy."
"The
Girl of ofMyYouth."
Heart."
"The Flame

WHITE SERIES
MIX SERIES
RUSSELL SERIES

MASON SERIES

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now17." On."
"Number
"The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."

20TH CENTURY RRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague," with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The Rangers,"
'Bim,"
with Buckwith
Jones.Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
'The Eveless Eden," with Eileen Percy.
Twice a week.

FOX NEWS

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love
Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot Dogs."
The
Merry Shop."
Cafe."
"The Tailor
'The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
'The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A
Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An
'HoldElephant's
Me Tight."Nightmare."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss
Me
Quick."
"The
Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
"League of Nations."
"A
TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"Farm
"The
Medicine
"Home Brew." Man."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock
Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY
"A Dream of Fair Women."

W. GARSSON

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Dangerous Days," seven reels, Eminent Authors Special.
'Trimmed with Red," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
'The Woman and the Puppet, seven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
"The Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess,' five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
"The Truth," Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 866," five reels, with Tom Moore.
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"Cwaid, tie Cewwaaehcr,'' fivs reels, with Will Racers.
"Man
Who Had
Kverythiag." fire rccii, with Jaak rkkiefd.
"Girl With
thee Jazz
rt," fir* reds, withMadc* Kewa »df .
"Ifs a Great life," fir* reels, (Eminent ArVists).
"The Retmrn of Tarzan," fire reels, with Gene Pollsr
"Going the
Some,"
fire reels.' fire
Sex reels,
Beaeh with
producciotv
"Cupid
Cowpuncher
Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach product!
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WKKsT.Lt
"Having a Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL, COMEDIES
"The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Havana.
"A Sure Care/' two reds, with Carter De Havens.
B KN NIXON STAR SERIES
"High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bcnnison.
"A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bcnnison
GOLDWTN-BRAT PICTOGRAPMf
•1
Far
Away
New
Zealand."
rl Pottery
ios
Indians. Makers of {he Caribbeans
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
'The Spirit of the Birch."
"Suds."
"Precisely ss Polly. ""
"Legend of the Corn."
"Tupiter's Thunderbolt."
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
"Face to Face," six parts, with Msrguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Diitriimttd ikrtugk tk* Patkt RMthmpt.
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"The Capital." six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute,' six reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANB GRET PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn." six rack.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebrusher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ, JU., PRODUCTIONS
The Lane Wolf's Daughter," leven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"Sex," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
DEITRICH-BBCK. INC.
The Bandbox." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Dons Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
*f0,000," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
**Ko.
five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The 99,"
Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"The Blue Bonnet," six reels, with Billie Rhodes
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 15 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
" v
"NLoeove
t Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
Nothing a Year/* seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reds, with Olive TeB.
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride.
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cav=>'«eri.
BERT LboxN
"Honeymoon Ranch,' five reels. Stat- Rights Feature.
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METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
The Cheater," six reels, with Mas Allison.
"Parlor. Bedroom and Bath," six reds, with all-star east.
The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake
"Hdd
in Trust,"
reds, withsixMayredsAllison.
'The Chorus
Girl'ssixRomance,"
with Viola Dana.
The Hope," six reds with All Star Cast.
The
Price
of
Redemption,"
six
reels,
with
Bert Lytell.
"Clothes," six reds, with All Star Cast.
The
Saphead,"
six
reds,
with
Crane-Keatea.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger
six reels,
The
HeartThan
of a Death
Child, " seven
reels,with
withNazimsva.
Nazimsva.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock, seven reds, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Soot. 16 — The B.Great
six reels. All Star Cast.
L. Redeemer,"
PRODUCTIONS
"Love, Hoaar andROBERT
Obey," sixHARRON
reds, with PRODUCTIONS
All Star Cast.
"Coincidence." six reds, with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
The Mutiny of Elsinore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
The Star Rover," six reels, with All Star Cast.
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
But the Troth," six reds,
36othing
e VeryButIdea,"
Nothing
Lies,"sixsixreels,
reds,withwithTsylor
TsylorHolmes.
Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome." rix reels.
B. B. HAMPTON FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct. 81 — "TheStewart.
Money Changers," six reels, with Claire Adams and Ray
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June •—"The Little Cafe," five reds, with Max Llader.
FRANK KEBNAN PRODUCTIONS
May (—"Dollar for Dollar." five reds, with Frank
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May
Aug 10—
19 "Sherry," seven parti, with Pst O'Mdley.
ALBERT CAPBLLANI
PRODUCTIONS. DA
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five neks, with June Caawie*.
J. STUART BLACKTON PBODUCTIONS
E20
— "Man
"Passers-By,"
six reels,sixwith
Rswlinson.
18—
andof His
reels,Herbert
withreds,
Herbert
6— "House
the Wife,"
Tolling Bell,"
six
with Raj
May MeAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Vdley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William De
Aug. 1— "One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Wants
Aug 15— "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with BLmrhe Sweet,
Sept.
CDny." five reels, with H. B. Warmer.
May 1996 —— "Felix
Sept.
"Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sanaa.
Oct. 2* — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov.
The
Old Doc,*' six rede, with Jobs Cnmhirtsad
The Gay
Miracle
.< Honey." five reds, with "
PIONEER FILM CORP.
"Bubblea," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"Were Is My Husband?" five reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Teaswa,
'Thoughtless Women," with Alma Rubens.
"Place of Honeymoons," with Emily Stevens and Montagu Love.
"Midnight Gambols," with Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women Want," with Louise Huff.
"Out of the Depths," with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms," with Gail Kane & Thurston Hall.
"Finders Keepers." with Violet Mersereau & Edmund Cobb.
"His Brother s Keeper," with Martha Mansfield, Roger Lytton and Gladdsa
"The Inner Voice," with E. K. Lincoln.
"A Moment's James.
Madness," with Marguerite Namarite.
"Idle Hands," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
LUKE McLUKE'S FILM-OSOPHY
SONNY SERIES
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reds.
"The Mystery
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard),
six reds.
'The
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reds.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chaa. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
'The
StolenfiveKiss,"
Constance Binney.
"Sinners."
reels,five
withreds,
Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse Mariorie," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Jenny Be Good," five reds, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter
"A Dark Lantern," five reds, with Alice Brady.
"39 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reds, with Wanda Hawley.
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REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLT WEST COMBBIO
Buttons," two reel*.
"Hard Lade." two reek.
"»«snrrv Shoo," two reels.
"The Artist, two reels.
'Tioing
Straight,"twotworeels.
reels.
"What Next?"
Dreamer," tw» reds.
Up," two reels.
TEXAS GriNA> WESTERNS
%Ladr Robin Hood," two reds.
Wadcaju''
two two
reds.reds.
The Night
HJder,"
"The White Sqoaw," two reds.
"A Moonshine Feud," two rods.
"Tfce
Desertof Vulture,"
Tke Girl
the Rancho."two reds.
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Cinderella Cinders."
"Rubes and Romance," two reels.
"Lnnaties in Politics," two reels.
"Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squired Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRAXET COMEDIES
"The Hasher," one reel.
"Hard Cider, ' one reel.
"Tarred and Feathered," one reel.
"Play Hookey," one red
"Professor," one reel.
"Getting His Goat," one red.
"Fixing Lizzie," one reel
"Dry Cleaned, one reel.
"Kidnapper," one reel.
The Snitch," one red.
"Moonshiner," one reel.
"Number 13," one reel.
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver," one red.
"Undressed Kid," one red.
GALE HENRI COMEDIES
"Qrroken a la King/' two reds.
"Dont Chase Your Wife," two reds.
, "Her
FirsttwoFlame,"
"Pants,"
reels. two reels.
"Her Honor the Scrublady," two reds.
"Stung," two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES
Aug. 16 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
Aug. 80 — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sopt 15 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80— "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Va
Oct 16 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
Ml LB URN MORANTI COMEDIES
"His Wedding Day," two reels.
"The Kick," two reels.
"Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels.
"Installment Flan," two reels.
"Wad, Wild West," two reels.
"Simp and Satan," two reels.
"Jealousy," two reels.
|3nx>galow
,
"Barber ShopBungle,"
Gossip,"twotworeels.
reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se<»ue Hayakawa.
"Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
"Peru's
five reels,
Hayakawa.
'NotoriousClaim,"
Mrs. Sands."
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
TJncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jane 80 — "Heart of Twenty," five reek, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
'The F«rtune Teller." a.-ven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
uMoon
Li TingMadness."
Lang," ficesixreels,
Hayakawa.
reels,withwithSessue
All-Star
Cast.
1— "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
*■«• 15— "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakai
** — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
S«Pt. 18 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Tjonely
South
Pacific
Missions."
Hecrmting in the Solomons."
"City
of
Broken
Old
Men."
Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENICS
^5*eep
Sons ofO'Leavenworth."
Salooskin."
Ghosts of Romance."
May 8— "Outlaw of Wjderness," one red
May 18 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
Tjke
Oh. YouDoctor's
Edl" Adviee."
JUy
»0—
"Letty's
Lost Legacy,"
one reel.
reel.
J** •— "Becky Strikes
Out.1' one

HERALD

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman Film never has an opportunity tobe anything but right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the
house and then on the other, wouldn't make any
great hit
your andaudience.
You've got to
focus
it in with
one spot,
keep it there.
Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying? Doesn't it stand to reason that you will
get better action if you focus on one spot?
Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Company assures you prompt,
intelligent service, every time. And the oftener you go to that one
source to supply your needs, the better will be your service, for in that
way we get to know you, your house, what
you want, and why.
Our stock is complete. We make it a point
to keep abreast of the times and have^every
worth-while new thing that comes out
Manufacturers know us — know they can
promptly reach the whole Motion Picture
field through us. So they bring us every
new thing as soon as they get it out.
The ESCOCatalog is a revelation of what
there is in the field, and what it means to you to have such a
supply house to draw on, without having to hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other unknown sources.
So we say— FOCUSI
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
33 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard. St. Louis
Produce Exchange Building,
Minneapolis
(1338)
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LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRli ES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hinmenttla
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Fsversham
"The Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt." five reels, with special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges.
'Faith oi the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"Isle of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Love*
Last ofandHis Lies,
People,"
five reels,
Lewis.
"She
six reels,
with with
NormaMitchell
Talmadge.
•The
Seeds
of
Vengeance,"
five
reels,
with
Bernard
'lust Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.Durning.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWfl
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," one reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
of Success,"
one reel.
reel.
"A Certain Rich
Man " one
"The Battler and the dottier," one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie." one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife." five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The
Divorce,"fivefivereels,
reels,with
withRalph
specialInce.
cast.
"Out Invisible
of the Snows,"
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reel*, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.

Let the theatre
ventilation
iJr at i Kir*
Heating
specialists

\/EI\lTILATIN5
f

1

—
liow
tell
Sendyou
today
for
Booklet 10

^PPLlNQ 5y3TEM,irK. NEW VURK
BRANCH - 1325 VINE ST. PHILA- PA. 70 W. ^STJffJT.

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
The outstanding success in the motion picture
field today — the largest selling screen in
the world.
Distributors everywhere
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA

CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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KINOGRAMS
PRIZMA PICTURES
~Daata. Where Is Thy Stint?" one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
TYRAD PICTURES. INC.
•even
reels,
'And the Children ine,"
Pay," five
sevenreels,
reels, with Garrett Hughe
five
reels.
'Human
Passions,"
fi
"Your Wife and Min- '' ~
"The Red Viper/' six reels, with Garett Hughes.
"It
Happened
in Paris,"
"Broken
Hearts,"
five reels.five reels.
Johnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
• ept. 1 — "His Majesty, the American," eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
Oct. 10 — "Broken Blossoms," six reels, D. W Griffith production.
Bee t»— "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbsxtki
Ian. lit— "Polly anna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. t5 — "Down on the Farm" (Sennett), five reels.
May II — "Romance." eight reels, with Doris Keane.
lune 18 — "Mollycoddle,' six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof." five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl
Frank Mayo.
The inPathRoom
She 29."
Chos five reels, with with
Ann Cornwall,
"Everything But the Truth fiveIs, reels,
Lyons and Moran.
"A Tokio Tiren," five reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane." five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwsll.
arey.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
BlueFolly's
StreakTrail."
McCoy."five five
HarryMy Car
"In
reels,reels,
withwith
Carmel
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
lyers.
"The
Right tosixHappiness,"
reels,Harris.
with Dorothy Phillips.
"Forbidden,"
reels, witheight
Mildred
"Blind Husbands," seven reels, with Eric Strobeim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscills Desa.
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Hollari and the Woman." six reels.
"The
Vice of sixFools,"
"The Prey."
reels. five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The
Girl," five
•
"Bab's Garter
Candidate,"
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
"The Whisper Market," five reels.
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
"The
Sea
Rider."
five
"The Gauntlet." five reels.reels.
VITAGRAWH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone" seven reels (James Oliver Curwood*
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All Star
Cast. seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terriss Production).
"Trumpet Island,"
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter," two reels.
"The Grocery Clerk," two reels.
"The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days." two reels.
"Solid Concrete." two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels. "
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reels.
reels.
"The Jonah
Decorator,"
CURRENT SERIALS
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce," with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie
ARROW, "The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK,
"The Screaming
with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbei
PATHE, "Daredevil
Jack," withShadow,"
Jack Dempsey.
PATHE,
"Trailed
by
Three,"
with
Frankie
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Mann
Roland.and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
PATHE — "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures— "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers/' with Joe Ryan aad Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH. "The Veiled Mystery," with Antonio Moreno.
Twwe a Week New* Reel.

'tnnsylvania
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Scandal

Eiqh Standards
of dramatic power, of author values, of production quality, are behind Associated Producers' pictures.

m

The majority of producer-distributors in the industry have
a deadly fear that this association of competent producers
will be a success. They know that other capable directors
will be welcomed in by us. Our success will hasten the
failure of certain parasite distributors who are not essential
in this industry.
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOAN'E TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NFTT AN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
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The

Heart-picture

of

the

IT is a
A Mother!

Geueratia

wonderful thing -a
Other folks can lve

you but only your Mother unorstands. She works for you, loks
after you, loves you, f orgi as
you anything you may do, un tr
stands you. And then the <
bad thing she ever does to yo
to die and leave you."

C&XL I4d.em.Hlle presents'

"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,"!
Exhibitors Herald, "isa success. 01
TO EVERY WOMAN"
is hu
through and through. 'ONCEl
EVERY WOMAN' is a better pi<[
than either 'The Heart of Huma
or 'The Right to Happiness,' be

DaRxflu
PMllips
supported
fiiQlleiL Holubd-Ts1
Universal- Jewel

dredi

it is so true to life."
BOOK IT TODAY FOR THE GRfi
EST MOTHER-PICTURE E\i
PRODUCED.

November 13, 1920
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POLO

EDDIE

Now
IN THE

GORGEOUS

KING™*

HERALD

Booking

18-R1NG

SERIAL

SENSATION

CIRCUS
infected bq J P. M^GOWAN

WHAT

WOULD

ANY

GIRL

DO?

Anthony:

"I suspected you accepted me not altogether because you loved me. So I
arranged with Keene Mordaunt to find out what you would do if I
should jilt you.

Folly:

"I remember.
I remember perfectly.
I said if you did I would —

Anthony:

"Sue for breach-of-promise.

Folly:

"Well,

Anthony:

"A

Folly:

what would

girl who

'What

loved —

He hinted you might do that, and

any girl do?
loved a man —

difference does it make now?

I m your wife — it is finished.

Anthony:

"It
is only
have me.
married
woman
who begun.
does notI love

Folly:

"And

Anthony:

"Her private life would not be interfered with in any
so long as she is above suspicion — like Caesars wife.

WILLIAM

—

but —

suppose that were true?

D.

TAYLOR'S
lavish production of
-^furnace;

adapted by Julia
Crawford Ivers from
the novel by "Pan,
portrays the hell-fire
through which a
a man and woman
must go who marry
for other reasons
than pure love.

a very beautiful woman

way,

so long as —

a

"The

His

Jonah

Trouble

Dau"

JIMMY

Hunter

"The

Backyard."

AUBREY

COMEDIES

Truly

a remarkable

cast !

Juanita Hansen, Warner
Oland, Wallace McCutcheon, Wm.
Bailey, Harry
Semels
You
cast.
Foe"

and

others!

never
And

saw
with

a serial
it true

with

feature

tion and a strong story.
is a serial feature.

It has

to a superlative

as good

" The
degree,

a

produc-

Phantom
surprise,

mystery, thrill, action and adventure.
Your audiences can never guess what is
coming

next.

And get this—
Profits not for one

week

but

for fifteen.

^WARNER
Directed

by

OLAND

Bertram

PRODUCED

Millhauser

DIRECTED
CHARLES

BY
J. BRABIN

RECORDS CREATED BY
THIS SCREEN SENSATION
Two months in Netf York on Broadway at regular theatrical prices.
Simultaneous runs at L^ric and Astor
Theatres necessary to accommodate
crowds.
One month to capacity audiences at
•Boston Opera House.
Three record-smashing weeks in Los
Angeles.
One vJeek at Providence Opera
House — crov?ds turned away at ever?
performance.

WHAT
NEW

YORK

SET ALL
TALKING

The fact that to accommodate
&e vast throngs unable to gain admission tothe Lpric Theatre, another
the Astor — had to be secured.
^Tingling with thrills, surprise and sensation
taken from the dail>> drama of the world's
metropolis and shown as the$ hav"e
never before been seen.

dm

Fox

CONTAINS
NOVELTIES

MORE

AND

CLIMAXES'

Than ev'er befoie contemplated.
Would you like to see an entire scene
of trie most widely advertised and most
^ravishingly beautiful stage spectacle known
—THE ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT
FROLIC ? Well, that is embodied
^among many other features in trtej
production.

Entertainments

RECORDS CREATED BY
THIS SCREEN SENSATION
Two weeks in Detroit with not
enough seats to go round.
Two w"eeks in Seattle — same result.
Contiacts entered into for fifteen
simultaneous vPeeks in fifteen big
city theatres at record-breaking figures.
Now playing to capacity audiences
at Shubert ^Theatre, Kansas City\ Mo.
Opens for run at Murat ^Theatre,
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 31st.
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year

coming

plans

service

in
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the
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record.

for

vJill maintain
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news
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during

§
GET

ABOARD

AND

SPEED

grained
cameramen
in ei>ery part of the
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TO

VICTORY

Prints of the highest quality
from the Worlds greatest
laboratory.

ADOLPH

ZUICOH

-presents A

Fitzmaurice
Geoide
W
paODUCTION

"Idols
TvlAE MURRAY

WITH
v
of
Clay'
and DAVID POWELL

THEIR idols fallen, their hopes destroyed, what
was left to them ? Only youth— that triumphs
even over despair— and love ! And through love
they worked out their souls' regeneration.
colorful drama of a great city's lights and
shadows, and of the languor of the South Seas.

THE

GREAT
OF

THE

APPLAUSE
NEW

PICTURE

SEASON!

"My

greatest

Red

a

achievement!

foam

RALPH

INCE

PRODUCTION
from

WILLIAM

S

H.HAMBY

Extraordinary

Story

in

EVENING

POST

Picturized

J. Mont

bt) Edward

a y n e

$b

®

Stotpy

A

©IF

Masterful

Players
Including

ir

[n]®i3iiQ(i

ZEN

.ewis

Production

of

A

Distinction

KEEFE

J. Selznick

j|L Presents

FOAM
■p
lUttH
INCE
J! [/DUCT
)is

I ON

tri bated

M

ROBE

-4 celebrated

RTyON

actor,

immortal j'toinj
and a fetfnOXUT pleuj
woven
master

hy
hand

- ^
into

everlasting - - magnificence

- COLE

jo

z'es-ezzfr

-
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in
FAIRBANKS

DOUGLAS

"His

Majesty

The

"Broken

Blossoms"

DOUGLAS

"When

American"

GRIFFITH'S

W.

D.

13. 1920

FAIRBANKS
in

The

Clouds

MARY

Roll

By"

PICKFORD
in

"Pollyanna"
SENNETT'S
MACK
Five Reel Special
Comedy Sensation

The

On

"Down

DORIS

Farm'*

KEANE
in

"Romance"
Theatre

bought:

DOUGLAS

tffie public is beginning
to understand something
of tk differences inrental
prices for various grades
of pictures; the day is

"The
MARY

is cheap.

Mollycoddle"
PICKFORD
in
"Suds"

at Hand, therefore, when
audiences will reject
what they know

FAIRBANKS
in

D.

W.

GRIFFITH'S
New
Picture

The

Love

Flower

13
November 13, 1920
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HERALD

Prints in the best of condition, intelligent, thoughtful
service, and efficient exploitation help are offered on these
releases at all of United Artists Corporation's
BRANCH

OFFICES

Atlanta, Georgia
106-108 Walton Street
M. C. Coyne, Sales Manager.
Boston, Mass.
43 Winchester Street
Harry M. White, Sales Manager.
Chicago, 111.
17 North Wabash Avenue
Cresson E. Smith, Sales Manager.
PICKFORD

Cleveland, Ohio
2143 Prospect Avenu©
R, K. Evans, Sales Manager.
Dallas, Texas
1900 Commerce Street
J. E. Luckett, Sales Manager.

Denver, Colo.
617 Ninteenth Street
T. Y. Henry, Sales Manager.

Detroit, Michigan 605 Joseph Mack Building
Herbert W. Traver, Sales Manager.

CHARLIE:

CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS

FAIPI5ANKS

D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM

Kansas City, Mo.

Film
e Building
17th & Exchang
Main Streets
H. D. Buckley, Sales Manager.

ABRAMS

IfcesiDENl

Los Angeles, Calif. 643 So. Olive Street
Walter S. Rand, Sales Manager.

Minneapolis, Minn.
402 Film Exchange Building
Thos. J. MacEvoy, Sales
Manager.

n

New York City
729 Sevehth Avenue
Jack Von Tilzer, Sales Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa.
1319 Vine Street
C. U. Martin, Sales Manager.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
119 Ninth Street
Carlos E. Moore, Sales Manager.

11 nil "' Pll

San Francisco, Calif.
229-231 Golden Gate Avenue
Edw. B. Baron, Sales Manage
r.
Seattle, Wash.
1913 Third
Charles W. Harden, Sales Manager. Avenue

Washington, D. C.
801 Mather Building
George F. Lenehan, Sales
Manager.
Tor0™,0;,
Street.W.
WilliaCan*d
m Cranston,a Sales13"15
ManageAdelaide
r.
WinnHPC|f
1 ™R°°m
219 Phoenix
Building&
H. M. m311^3
Master, «Sales
Manag
er.

Si

■■r

JACK

HOXI&

IN —
GREAT

THE

SERIAL-

^^DISTRIBUTED

BY^

arrow
H
^^
^F
ILM
CORPORATION
W

E. SWALLENBERGER

CRESCEMT

FILM

SPECIALTY
SPECIAL

FILM

FILM

STANDARD
LI6HTMING

FILM
FILM

PRODUCED

CHICAGO

CORP.

EXCHANGE

SERVICE

BY-

-TEX.

WASWNGTON-D.C.

CO.

SERVICE

MO.

KNOXVILLE-TENH.

CORP.

PHOTOPLAYS

CITY-

DALLAS

CO.

PICTURES

STANDARD

KANSAS

CO.

PHOTOPLAYS

HYGRADE

MOW
V
B
OO
KI
IN
hG
OK
AT
BO

CO.

FEATURES

SEABOARD
UNITY

-rots.

CO.
of ft E.

BERVILLA

-

ILL.

CHARLOTTE-

N.C.

PITTSBURGH

-PA.

CLtVECIMM
BOSTON
FILM

0.-DET.M1CH
-MASS.

CORP

uEORGE

H.DAVU

PREXENT/- ER
OLIV
JAME*

CURWOODy

ADAPTED FROM HI/ GREATL'
OB
EXT
NOVEL
^ E
FEATURING
1/
UOU5E
PETERS
AND A NOTABLE CAftlNCLUMNG
JANE

NOVAK

DIRECTED BY EDWIN CARE WE
THE GREATEST DlCTURE EVEROCFEI^
ED INTUE INDEPENDENT nELD.$TATE
FPANCWtfEf NOW READY
CHOICE
TERRITORY OPEN * RESERVATION/
MADEGEORGE
IN ORDER
RECEIVED
H . DAVI
/
ROOM 2GD,I6(DBWAY
NEW YORK CITY

PRPDUQTION

T-UE

OAJ€

BI6

OUTSW0Dl/\)6

-PGATUR4

OP T-UIS

6R£AT
PRODUCTION
I? IT? "Uu/XNA/MMtf
§V
COR, IT IS V£ RATABLY A PALPITANT
BIT OZ^
UK
ITSGUP.
STRDP06 APOD TftUt IN IT? PR£
§£f\)TATI0f\) IT WILL
/X\AK£ ITS APPPALTO
£V£R,y

©LASS
OC T44£ATR£-(30£R>
£V£Ry
TyP€
OC /X\IA!0.

A(\JDv

IRVIN

GAPABLV
TIOA) OP

V

WlLUAT

PRPDUOTION

Pf\)A@TPD (!>y A <?TCR>U/\)6 AS6R£(3AARTISTS
AND
DIR£@TCD
$y A mAfV

WWO
STAND'S
IfM TU€
VP£Y
PROPOT
RA/W
OP 44IS PROPGSSIOIM
"OOWfM
UO/XAG" V^ILL
@R£ATP
POR, ITSGLP A
U/\IIQ(J€ POSITION
UPON
TUQ ?ILV£R&U€€T--T44€
(dR£AT€ST RURAL
DR,A/X\A OP T-UP/XA ALL !

- - OU KNOW WUAT'TUG /3f\IRA@l£ MAN OID £0(1 VOU
mii.cx^ui&iTo^you mm
wwat 'bqwaid m
door;
BROKEN BU0§§O/X\§'AI\JD^U/XK)R£SQUt'/X\tAIMT TO
MDUR, BOXrOWK. UQRk l§ A PI£TUR£ OP -EXACTLY
T44t
6AU6R£ - BOOK, IT WWIl€ YOU GAM !
Distributed
W.

bi|

HODHNSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Gty
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The Following Arrow Attractions are Available at the Leading Independent Exchanges
THE
Jane

GOLDEN
TRAIL
WITH
Novak and Jack Livingston
BITTER

FRUIT
WITH
Jane Gail

BEFORE

THE
WHITE
MAN
An All Indian Cast

CAME

THE
TAME
CAT
A Special Production
THE N DECEIVER
WITH
A Special Production
Jean

Hersholt,

Carol

Holloway

and

Lee

Hill

BACHELOR

APARTMENTS
WITH
Georgia Hopkins

LOVE'S
PROTEGE
Ora WITH
Carew
WOMAN'S
MAN
WITH
Romaine Fielding
THE

MAN
WHO
TRIFLED
An All Star Cast

JACK
HOXIE
In a Series of Four Special Western Productions
MURIEL
OSTRICHE
In a Series^ of Twelve Two- Reel Comedies
HANK
MANN
In a Series of Twenty-Six Two-Reel Comedies
SPOTLIGHT
COMEDIES
A Series of Eighteen Single Reel Comedies
XLNT
COMEDIES
FEATURING
Fred Ardath and Mae Brooks
SPORT
PICTORIALS
A series of the most unusual single reel pictures ever produced
JACK

HOXIE

THUNDERBOLT
JACK
A Serial of Fifteen Thrilling Episodes
ARROW
220 West 42nd Street

FILM
CORPORATION
NEW
W. E. SHALLENBERGER, Pres.

-a
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HOLY
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NIGHT
WITH

Music

Holiday

Appropriate
Portraying

the

Birth

of

Christ

ONE

Sold
and

REEL.

outright,
all, to

owners

print

theatre

direct.

THEATRE

CIRCUIT

OWNERS

can

own

right this beautiful,
ing picture.
you

need

be rented

for the holiday
for.

Cut

own picture and
every Christmas.
Other

subjects

out

can

season — for less than
Middleman's

do

to follow

on

same
plan — producer
theatre owner direct.

to

Don't be afraid to wire
for full information

Common
Pictures

we

alt

h

Company

1420, 220 South State Street
Chicago,

111.

with

cost

it what

and

you

inspir-

Just

what

out-

what

it could

profit.

like — good

You
for

Slotting

THE

DAUEDEVIli

First

OF

THE

SCREEN

release

OEC.l^

by
4

I

i

ENDORSED

AND

DISTRIBUTED

AftftOW FILM CORPORATION
W.^ SH ALLEN&E RGE a , PRES.

22

O

WEST

42nd

ST.

EXHIBITORS
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November
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KUNSKV

13, 192C

KNEW!

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW

WOULD

PACK

DETROIT

THE

MADISON

IT

JAMMED

THE
IT

HOUSE
OPENED

HOUR"

WAS

FROM
AND

THE
EVEN

MOMENT
SUPPER

EXCEPTIONAL.
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B

• A

HAS

ROLFE

HERALD

PRODUCTION

EVERYTHING

A

THEATRE

NEEDS

UNUSUAL
ACTION
ROMANTIC
BACKGROUND
POWERFUL
CAST
REMARKABLE
APPEAL

GIANT
SETS
TREMENDOUS
SITUATIONS
THEME
OF LOVE
SURPRISING
CLIMAXES

TERRITORIAL

RIGHTS

BEING

ALLOTTED.

MADONNAS

AND

NOW

MEN
9f

CAN

TAKE

ITS

PLACE

BESIDE

THE

GREATEST
FILMS
AND
NOT
SUFFER—/
FROM
COMPARISON.
ARISTOCRATICALLY
PRODUCED,
FLAWLESS
IN DIRECTION,
DYNAMIC
IN
ITS
APPEAL , IT IS A
SUPERB
LEADER
FOR
ANY
EXCHANGE
AND
WILL
ADD
TO
OF ANY
THEATRE

THE
PRESTIGEIN
AMERICA

PRESENTATION
IN VARIOUS
CITIES
HERMAN
OF
AUSPICES
UNDER
MADE
JANS
T29-

T

PICTURES
^

AVE

NEW
CABLIK STUDIOS

NOW
BEING
JANSF.
INC.
YO

UK,

Mott'isrR.SchldnK

SPOTLIGHT

COMEDIES"
Starring'
billy Flefcheir e/Violef Joy
16

Single

Reel

Comedies

brightest

on

any

The

ABROW

Pi'ogYdm

9pof h'g'M

CILM

Q20

Qpo(

iV

Corned/

COGPOOA.TION

WE9T
NEW YORK

SX

nearest

your

J^eleased

NOW

picture

great

this

hok

PIONEER

by

""*^|

through

EXCHANGE

qjyiy a great story >J

Story and scenario by
EER
Film CorporatioiJ
A* E 'LEFCOURT,
Tresident ^f^'^l^'
N'BREWSTER MORSE

.6 West

46

*

Street,

NewYork

/he \fai\ark

1 ^OfiSSF
Every man,woman and child
in America will want to see it

Jop

Smt

the

RIGHTS

t)ITT

W>

^■^Pi'ociuG'ed.

BUYE

FHJ

IT

fay

DBAMAFILMS
Picfurizec

°

5

What

Do

YOU

Cons

This

powerful

published

story when

last spring

the Metropolitan

in

magazine

was one of the short story
sensations

of

the season.

It is a story of a quickflaming passion, of a strong
but simple man

swept off

his feet, torn from
he

the girl

loves, by a dance-hall

beauty, a swarthy half breed
siren who lived and died
in sin.

"Thou shalt not" — what?

In any large city where newspapers contain a women's
page or daily magazine page
your press representative or
advertising agent can focus
tremendous

interest upon

this picture in your theatre
by contests
of "What

or discussions
is the Forbid-

den Thing" in this town?
Award pairs of free tickets
for the best or cleverest
answers.

Who

forbids the Forbidden Thing ?

■is,t&5. fb.c .F^fbij^AstN Tbing 7

This

Woman-

Jkis

Man

?

Allan Dwan's first Associated Producers Special
Production is as it should be —a strong native
American drama. A drama of scenes and people
familiar to you. A story superior in power, in
humanness, in sex interest and love, to such previous Allan Dwan successes as "Soldiers of Fortune,"
"In the Heart of a Fool," "The Sin of Martha
Queed," "Fifty-Fitty" and "The Social Secretary."
Nationally released Nov. 7th, with an all-star cast.
ALLAN

tmm
GEORGE
THOMAS

LOANE

TUCKER

- MAURICE

H.INCE

- MACK

SENNETT

TOURNEUR
~ MARSHALL

- J. PARKER

w
AtCO PRESS, NEW TOBK

.-.yuv<i.vyyvy

READ

NEILAN- ALLAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

WAN

>

Inc.

JR.

DWAN
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HERALD

b

irJ

s

SOLD

iMAK

nnounccs

that Territorial

Franchises

covering

5ory fferfenf of the United States and
Canada have to date heen allotted'?
QJie

Sherman

tflan

offering, as it does , a definite number
of high class attractions on a strictly
cost basis, NO ADVANCES
, with
a Positive
Guarantee
of
satisfaction or "your money back "is
unquestionably, the best and fairest proposition ever presented to
the Independent Exchanges of
America *

J>3 Sherman

Wire

jranchiSe
^

tod

3V

—

means money for YOU, if your territory is still open *a Don*t let your
opposition beat you to it

tomorrow

may

be

too

late

-

to

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING - 1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK. *

Get
Dorit

T WE
L V E
ATTRACTIONS

busylet the other

fellow

say

-

Sherman,

A

YEAR

SUCH
FRED

featuring"
POPULAR
STARS'

ARDATH

6 MAE

AS

BROOK9

in
A SERIES
EISHT'TWO
ENDORSED

REEL

OF
COMEDIE9

AND DISTRIBUTED

November

EXHIBITORS

13, 1920

VERYTHING
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A PICTURE

SHOULD

SNOOKY

BE

THE

HUMANZEE
IDA MAY MCKENZIE AND A WONDERFUL CAST OF KIDDIES,
ANIMALS AND ADULTS IN
w
THE

PIGS. CANT ALWAYS
THEY MUST

ONE

A

BE PIGS'. SOMETIMES
BE CLE. AM

BEST

MONTH
C.L.CHESTER.

ONE

IN

TWO

PET

REELS

PRODUCTIONS.INC.

TENSENESS, heart appeal, thrills that bring you to the
edge of your seat, laughs that come quick and clear as a
thunderbolt from a blue sky are yours in "The One Best Pet."
It embraces more novelties than any two reel picture you have
ever shown ; it is different from every Chester Comedy that
has gone before, yet it embraces all the strong points that
have amazed exhibitors everywhere with the audience-pulling
power of these pictures.
It is more than a worthy successor to "Four Times Foiled,"
"An Overall Hero," "The Big Show" and "A Tray Full of
Trouble."
(And~by-the-way, have you shown ALL of these?)
Chester Comedies are pictures without an apology — they are
necessities for every theatre that claims to offer the best.
DIRECTED

BY

WM.

S. CAMPBELL

lideasod by
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES, INC.
7"29 Seventh *s4ve Jiew Tork.

PALS''. THEIR ADVENTURES
GET A NEW GRIP ON VOUR.
HEART

A

CROWNING

VERY

CRITIC

ACHIEVMENT-M.RNPfc

HAILS

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

RECORD

'S
CJ WAR
MAN
ORY
VICT

' AS
THIS

week
ised you
Man o' War's
promised you
in the history

THE

WORLDS

2

REEL

our advertisement of the picture that we promas the one exclusive motion picture record of
victory over Sir Barton at Windsor, Ont., and
that would he the greatest offering of its kind
of films is written for us by others.

OF

THE

GREENED
T

MAS

GREATEST

FEATURES

- WONDEPFULLV

THE most wonderful racing horse in the
world " Man O'War,"' who has received more
publicity within the last year than any animal
or human living and whose intense populariu
has made every man, woman and child with the
least bit of sporting blood in their veins tingle
with excitement, is shown in this picture
Any way you want to lake it this tuo-reelcr

MOPE

rMPILLEP

TENSE
GREATEST

EVEP

PRODUCED

MOMENTS
RACE

THAN

SCENE

1'
ANY

EVER."

ON

the opposite page you will find the opinion of two of the
leading sporting writers of New York City. They saw
the picture at a private showing given in honor of Louis Feustel, trainer of the super horse. It is voluntary testimony to
the worth of the picture.
It is publicity in addition to the thousands of columns of news
that has been printed about Man o' War — that makes this the
most eagerly sought for film in history.

0.000

SAW

THE SUPER.

HORSE

COME

HOME

UglQris'&d by
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
.. EXCHANGES',
INC.
. ,
729 Seventh ^4ve. J\ewlork.

TRIUMPH

" The Race of the Age"
(Featuring ManTwo0' Reels)
War — Educational —

Every word of the criticism of the Motion Picture News is
well worth reading by the man who closely watches his box
office.
>NE

FILM

AV1CT0R.

r- v, MidtTiully
produeid,
11 :t ir.'-n : ■
moments than any tlinlk r, has the mo>t popular
horse in the world and has the greatest racing
scenes ever witnessed, barring none
The latter scenes show the horses from the
time they leave the post until the finish of the
race. Most of them are side views and follow
the horses along the course as they struggle for
supremacy.
The picture* are clear and lifelike and one
can ca<ilv im;r-iiK the intense excitement ot an
audience as they sec these two thoroughbreds
stretch out •:; > :i the track with Sir Barton al
the rail.
Then little by little, " Man O' War" is shown
creeping up 'on- his rival until he gains a full
length which he holds for a quarter. The
plucky Sir Barton with bull dog courage,
stickslostto ground.
the bigger horse and recovers some of '
the
It is a hopeless task, however, for when
Clarence Kummer, the jockey, loosens up on
" Man O' War," we sec this super-horse with
his wonderful stride, pull away from his rival j
and finish eight lengths ahead.
These latter -cciks arc lull of intense r\cuc- 1
er.t and are c: j . ■ 1. ■-• . . -..■m-tra I
work. How thev ever did it is a :r,\-ter>.
The reels also show ~ -Man O' War ' entering
anMajor."
"The ; the
withtriphistopal
his private
other horse car
for his
Canada
entrance
to the race track and the thousands of spectators
who gathered for the big event; scenes about
the paddock, the owners, trainers, jockeys
attendants of the two horses, etc., etc.
has wonderful exploitation possiThis picture
bilities. Run as many stories as you can about
this super-horse. Tell your patrons that he is
guarded like a crown jewel, pampered as a prima
donna, has cooked food and pure water as a
diet, that the doctor and dentist are among
attendants— and that he shakes a
regular
his
wicked
hoof.— FRANK LEONARD.
i

:EQPECTION
W.HAMMONS

OP

PICTURES-

ANNOUNCES

THE

PACE

THE
FOR,

THE

MONEY

■M v
k

SAYS

THAN
N.Y.

A

MARY

EVENING

PHOTOGRAFHED

BY

OF

YORK,and

FOP

OCT

31

SHOWING

OF

OF

AT

BOTH.

STRAND.BROOKLYN

PICKFOPD

WORLD.

14 CAMERAS

SLOW

MAIL

AGE

WEEK

STRAND,NEW
'RE

PREMIER

NY

INCLUDING

MOTION

In . connection with the dinner, the
first view of the moving- pictures
of Jtfan were
O' War's
Sii
Barton
thrownmatch
on thewithscreen
a; the Police Club. They are the
moat remarkable, perhaps, ever taxer,.
showing every s.tep of Ejje thrhtlrg
cT'Etest. anQ wni be shown publicly
aT t.ne strand Theatre next week, ft
is said that more money was •paid
for the film by the Strand producers
than they expended jor a Mary
P.ckford picture!"

~t

NEVER in the history of the camera has there been a race pictured with the dramatic power of "The
Race of the Age." Every critic, every sportsman, every man, woman and child with blue blood in
their veins have used adjectives that we dared not employ in attempting to describe it.
At the Strand, New York, and the Strand. Brooklyn, it is being given an exploitation that few feature
pictures have ever won. A full week before the showing a greater portion of the lobby has been devoted to
it.
Advance
inquiries PICTURE
indicate that
will break
IS THE
WONDER
OF itTHE
YEAR.all attendance records. — THE REASON* IS THAT IT
Foreign Rights Controlled by GUY CROSVYELL SMITH, Ltd., 1476 Broadway, New York City.
"NEVER

N^A5 A PACE

ACCURACY
(,000,000

AND

PICTURED

COMPLETENESS

WANT

TO

SEE

WITH

SUCH

"—THE N.V.MAI L
THIS"

PICTUPE

By way 'of a ' surprise" the first "exhibition, of the historic Man o' WarSir Barton race was flashed upon him
in Iifrlike exposure in the big dining:
room of the Police Club, the scroll being
loaned by the Educational Film Company
to Marshall McCarthy for the occasion.
There have been many pictures of horse
races, bat never was there one which
depicted with such accuracy and eorreteness the memorable event • which
took place
tober 12. at Kenilworth Park on Ocpractically
T with
in ^a
fewSpectators
feet of the' are
contest
from the
moment
Starter Harry Morrissey gave them the
signal until the finish. It is the first
photographic example taken by a panoramic machine and depicts every move
made by horse and rider during the entire trip of a mile and a quarter race.
So realistic is the photography that
spectators will be brought to the
of. enthusiasm and root with as much
the " ■" . 0 0 0 witnesses r fQ t
on the day of the race. Moving picenerg-vture expertsindeclare
it the perfection"??
production
that linj.
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0. J. Sybert, C. & M. Amusement Co., Marietta, 0.
"This is the one proposition that is in accordance with the wishes
of the exhibitors. It has always been my chief ambition to be a
straight-out 100% First National Exhibitor and my recent visit to
your office made me more so, and I boohed for both Cambridge and
Marietta, including, up-to-datt, some 36 features." THAT'S
THE REASON WHY
'TheceTl beji Btmchlse

A

Fine

everywhere

Audience

Picture

A story of youth, love, and romance of the
golden college days. The young people will
love it, for it is their NOW, and the older
folk will love it more because they can live
and laugh over the old days.

Louis B. Mayer presents

Mildred

Harris

Chaplin

in

"Old

Dad"

By Eleanor Hallowell Abbott

One of the day's best sellers, and a serial
that thrilled millions in the Woman's Home
Companion.

Adapted to the screen by
A First National Attraction

J. Grubb Alexander and Madge Tyrone
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham
Photographed by Pliny Goodfriend
Art Director, Earl Sibley
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W. G. Shaefer, Vaudette Theatre, West Point, Ga.
"I wish to express my enthusiasm over my franchise. Every
picture delivers the goods, and I am anxious to get in as many as
possible. I am certainly proud of my franchise and I AM
SURE"
HhereU

be a franchise

everywhere

3*

4©

*>$
WW

Fills
New

fi

Theatres

From

5

Coast

to Coast!

Chicago

York

Brooklyn
Newark

Detroit

Seattle
Denver

St. Louis

Des

Moines

Scores of first-run houses in other large and smaller cities
crowded by James Oliver Curwood's presentation of

"Nomads

James
■Eft)

Oliver

North"

Curwood

Author of "Back to God's Country"
His Own

up

of
From
the novelthe
by

Story — His Own

Continuity — His Own

Production

Directed by David M. Hartford
Ernest Shipman, Sales and Exploitation Manager
A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

•*
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Pennsylvania's
Censorship Board
Scandal

Involved in 39

"Penny"
Ross of Chicago Signed to Animate His
Cartoons
Exhibitors Are Successful in Effort to Elect
Friends
New Tivoli in New York Will Seat 3,000 People. .
An Interview with Elinor Glyn by Doris Claire..
Omaha Is to Campaign for Larger Theatre Pat-

40
41
41
42
ronage 43

George W. Trendle Again Heads Detroit Managers' Association
43
Four Stars Are Assured for Atlanta's Film Exposition 43
Spanuth Will Sell Prints Direct to Theatre Cir- cuits 45
Pathe Offers $10,000 in Prizes for Sales Contest. 46
Gardiner Pictures, Inc., to Open Three More Exchanges 46
Adolph Zukor Will Change Paramount Production Policy
47
Greene Organizes for Sale and Distribution of
Films
48
Ovation Is Given Carl Laemmle on His Return
to America
49
REVIEWS
"Kismet," Robertson-Cole, with Otis Skinner.... 44
"Drag Harlan," Fox, with William Farnum
85
"HerBennett
Husband's Friend," Paramount, with Enid 85
"The Girl with the Jazz Heart," Goldwyn, with
Midge Kennedy
"Race of the Age," Educational, showing Man
o' War
"The Vice of Fools," Vitagraph, with Alice Joyce
"TheWarren
House Kerrigan
of Whispers," Hodkinson, with J.

85
85
86
86
86

"The Texan," Fox, with Tom Mix
Always
Audacious," Paramount, with Wallace 87
Reid
"Thewith
Woman
Untamed," Elmer J. McGovern, 87
Doraldina
"The New York Idea," Realart, with Alice Brady 87
'The Fatal Hour," Metro, with special cast
87
"The Devil's Garden," First National, with Lionel
Barrymore
88

Prices

"The Peters
Great Redeemer," Metro,
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Thomas Berta, Oracle Theatre, Rock Springs, Wyo.
"Your pictures all go big with us and ue are really surprised
at ihe drawing poicer of all the First National Franchise pictures."
THAT'S THE REASON WHY

HhereU

Don't

Flirt

with

a

be a Franchise

Count

it'5
Dangerous

Business

as

Constance

Talmadge

will show you in her latest
comedy-drama of that
title. Never has the screen's
most winsome comedienne
shown more pep and vivacity than in this picture.
She bubbles over with infectious joy and good
spirits.
Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck
Adapted by
•
John Emerson and Anita Loos
From Madelaine Sharp Buchanan's
Story, "The Chessboard."
Directed by R. William Neill
Photographed by Oliver Marsh
Tech. Director, Willard M. Reineck
Foreign Representative, David P.
Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

A First National Attraction

everywhere
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John T. Gelgar, Gaiety Theatre Co., Bluffton, Ind.
"We are highly pleased with our local franchise. The standard
and quality of productions has been high, and, best of all, pleasing
to our patronage." THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Hhere'll bo a Franchise

Barrymore
In

evnyzvhers

Scores

The

Devils

Triumph

Garden
— New York Telegram

Whitman

Bennett

presents his personally supervised production
LIONEL
BARRYMORE

A First

in an adaptation of W. B. Maxwell s novel

National
Attraction

Lionel Barrymore
"The

SHOWS

GREAT

Devil's
Garden"
Directed by Kenneth Webb

GENIUS

PICTURE WELL DONE
" 'The Devil's Garden' is well
done. The natural settings are
irtistic and vivid. Barrymore has
jrrown great in just such parts and
his character in this piece is beyond
cavil." — New York Mail.
TENSE DRAMATIC ACTION

"Lionel Barrymore scored another triumph at the New York
Strand in 'The Devil's Garden.' It
is a powerful adaptation of \V. B.
Maxwell's novel. Mr. Barrymofe's
genius in actually 'living* the part
he plays on the screen is more evident than ever in this picture. His
remarkable eyes play a big part in
insuring the hold he has on his
audience. The supporting cast is
excellent." — Xezv York Telegram.
CREATES

NEW

CHARACTER

"A new character — as great as
any of his stage roles — is created
by Lionel Barrymore in 'The
Devil's Garden.' In his emphasis
of the personality lies the strength
of the picture. There is also the
melodrama — a torrent of violence.
The character is like no other that
he has ever done. The story itself
is dramatic — a sort of 'La Tosca'
theme in an 'Esther Waters' setting. But its real reason for being
filmed
is Lionel Barrymore." — New
York Globe.

Give

"A forceful piece of work with
tense dramatic action. Mr. Barrymore sustains the characterization

Your

STRONG CHARACTER ACTING
"Lionel Barrymore is seen in a
role that opens the way to his
usual York
strongWorld.
. character acting." —
New

vigorously.'' — New York Post.
STRONG AND STRIKING

REMARKABLE— POWERFUL
"The play moves powerfully to a

"It is strong meat from the striking novel by W. B. Maxwell, just
the kind to enable Barrymore to
show his unusual powers in making
it
Newsuitable
York for
Sun.public digestion." —

logical end, aided by Rarrymore's
remarkable acting." — New York
Herald.

SPLENDIDLY HANDLED
"The screen version is better
than the novel and better than the
stage play, because of the splendid
way in which it has been handled.
Great credit belongs to the scenario
writer, the director and actors for
leaving the characters as they were
— of the earth earthly, with nothing

Patrons

suggestive of a celluloid finish.
Lionel Barrymore's portrayal of
the chief character is superb. The
supporting cast is excellent. It is
aTribune.
splendid picture." — New York

a

Really

CONVINCING
AND TERRIFYING
"Lionel Barrymore makes his
characterization convincing and terrifying. The supporting cast is
good." — New York Telegraph.
ROLE OF SUPERMAN
"Mr. Barrymore is, as usual, a
faithful portrayer of the role of superman. Doris Rankin does some
fine acting and Mae McAvoy does
her bit well." — New York News.

Worth-While

Picture!
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Time

for

An

By MARTIN
The time for an accounting in this industry
has arrived.
Not only general business conditions, but
conditions applicable particularly to the motion
picture industry indicate a paramount necessity
for a general checking up.
We are not in accord with those who level
a promiscuous charge of waste and extravagance against the motion picture industry; yet
it cannot be denied that in the up-building of
this industry little heed has been given to the
day when the maximum income of the industry
will have been reached.
The thought that that day is yet far off in
the dim future has given birth to a scheme of
operation which has resulted in constantly increasing production costs. Expenses have been
permitted to mount up constantly with the hope
that somehow or somewhere new revenues will
be found to offset the higher expenses and still
leave a margin of profit.
We are not venturing a guess as to whether
the maximum income of this industry has been
practically reached at this time or that it will
ever be reached in the lifetime of anyone now
living. But it is our opinion that a myriad of
conditions which now affect the industry create
an imperative necessity that the contemplated
expenditures for production be kept within the
bounds of safety on the basis of the present income of the industry.
This is something that will not be found
easy of accomplishment. The tremendous development of this industry year by year from
the very beginning has encouraged even the
most cautious operators to plan their productions on the expectancy of greater and still
greater revenues. Without question results
have justified this course. If such a policy had
not been pursued, the artistic development of
the motion picture would have suffered.

Accounting
J. QUIGLEY
But, very obviously, no industry amenable
to the laws of economics — and the motion picture business certainly is — can go on indefinitely
along a course of constantly increasing production costs.
A halt must and shall' be called, either
within or from without the industry.
Sfc Sjfr if.
Any interference from those forces which
are outside the industry but which nevertheless
are vitally concerned in the welfare of the industry— the bankers, for instance — would be highly
undesirable, if not potentially disastrous.
It is very apparent, then, that the only wise
course is for the industry, of its own accord, to
impose upon itself such reasonable restrictions
as are necessary to make certain that production
expense will be margined inside of income, allowing for the necessary profit.
It is not our intention to even attempt to
indicate what these restrictions should consist
of, other than to insist that they shall be of a
scope and character that will bring economic
safety out of a condition which, if not corrected,
will inevitably lead to danger.
9fr 3p 9fr
The results of such a procedure as we indicate are to our mind not only desirable, but imperatively necessary. And the advantages that
doubtless will accrue would not be confined to
any single branch of the industry, but would be
uniformly beneficial to every individual and
group in the industry, from the studio to the
theatre.
This entire proposition is a matter of very
great concern to the exhibitor. Every economic
as well as every artistic advance is directly
helpful to the theatre owner. And, similarly,
any adherence to an unsound financial policy in
production matters stands out as a menace to
the welfare of the theatre.
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to New York.
Sol Lesser is en* route
* *
Bayard Veiller, Metro production chief,
is in New York. So is Col. Fred Levy, of
Louisville, Ky., and* Lee
* * Goldberg.

Elinor Glyn, the English novelist, spent
Sunday and Monday, Oct. 31-Nov. 1, at
Chicago. She's on her
the Blackstonc inCoast
to write a story for
way to the West
on.
Lasky
Famous Players- * » corporati
*
It looks as though Chicago would see
"Wav Down East" about December 1. 1 he
the stage producGriffith film is to follow
tion "Buddies" at the Woods theatre.
Almost every other large city in the country
Down East" but there was
has seen "Way
no downtown house available in the W indy
it is announced.
City up to this time
* ♦ *
Lloyd, having completed "Wrong
Harold
r" for Pathe, which is his final
Numbe
comedy for that company, has started work
on his first Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
tion.lineWe've
produc
to the
up "wrong
but that
d us had
handeoften
number"
to see the
unable
been
have
moment
present
humor enof us.it. Perhaps Harold's film will
enlight
* * *
Looks as though the producers had a
comedies these days.
penchant for musical
The Christie boys have just paid $75,000 it
is announced for "Irene" and Arthur asb.
Kane bought "Going Up" for $35 000
a vehicle for Charles Ray. But they re both
e hands should
good bets and in capabl
.
prove box office winners
* * *
r of
Ralph Proctor, new general managea,
is
the Stoll Film Corporation of Americ
in Chicago. He left New York, October
exchanges through25 for a tour of Pathe
out the country. Mr. Proctor plans to get
in touch with the company's sales force, a
unit of which will be represented in everyas
Pathe exchange. He was accompanied
far as Chicago by George King, president
at present
of Stoll. Proctor's itinerary as
outlined will include Boston, Albany, Buf, Cinfalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit
olis. Butte, Spocinnati, Chicago, Minneap
Los
co,
Francis
San
d,
kane Seattle, Portlan
Omaha, Des
\ngeles Salt Lake, Denver, Rock,
Dallas,
Moines. Kansas City, Little
New Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte and Washington. , » ,
And I notice where Vitagraph is going
to re-film "The Heart of Maryland. It
repeating.
There's a story that will bear exhibitors
five
made a lot of money for
apCarter
Leslie
Mrs.
when
years ago,
Terriss is
peared in the leading role. Tom
Catherine
and
version
to direct the revised
role.
Calvert will have *the* steller
*
F B. Rodgers, special representative of
. was a Chicago visitor
Stuart Blackton
J.
Thursday,
Oct. 28.* * *

being interThomas H. Ince, besides
ested in making pictures, has formed an
and
organization for the building, repairing west
on the
laying up of pleasure boats
finest
the
of
coast. Mr. Ince owns one
said.
racing yachts in *America
* * it is
E E. Shauer, assistant treasurer in
departcharge of Famous Players foreignsecret?
nt general-y
assista
Meyer,
ment; Frank
and Milton Hoffman, until recently

manager of the London office of Paramount, returned to New York, October 29,
on board the Aquitania.
* * *
George Brookins, who runs the Dwan
theatre, Hillsdale, Mich., is vacationing at
Long Beach, Cal„ for the winter. Who
says
ease ? these exhibitors don't live a life of
* * *
Abe Stern, treasurer of Universal Film
Mfg. Company together with Mrs. Stern
and his brother Julius, president of the
L-Ko Company, returned from a four
months' trip to Europe, on the liner Mauretania, Oct. 30.
* * *
Madge Kennedy has deserted films for
a while. She has the chief role in
"Cornered" which opened at Wilmington,
Del., last week. * * *
Mrs. Tom Mix, known professionally as
Victoria Ford, passed through Chicago en
route to Los Angeles, Friday, Oct. 29. She
had several trunks filled with new dresses
purchased in Manhattan, where she was on
a "gown spree." Tom couldn't meet her in
Chicago but he wired her a big bunch of
orchids.
* * *
Charles F. Schwerin, former executive
of Fine Arts Pictures Corporation and well
known in the state rights field, has joined
the Ascher Productions, Inc., in the
capacity of special representative. He left
New York, Oct. 27, for an extended trip
through the middle West with "Below the
Deadline," Ascher *Productions
new feature.
* *
Now that you've saved up a lot of daylight what are you going to do with it?
Can't
home keep
brew. it in the cellar. That's full of
* * *
George Trabert is the new tenor at the
Rivoli, New York. He sang "The Magic
of Your Eyes" all this week, which was
quite appropriate for this season of election
speeches.
* * *
Didja know Joe Weil, who is publicizing
Bert Lubin's "Honeymoon Ranch" film, has
been engaged by the Baumer Films to do
the press work on a Kelly-Springfield industrial picture? *No?* *Well he has.
Robert Smeltzer, manager of Pathe's
Washington office, has been appointed EastInc. ern Division Manager of Pathe Exchange.
* * *
Harry Rapk, production manager of National Picture Theatres, is rejoicing over
the arrival of a bouncing baby boy at his
domicile. Harry promptly named him
Wallace Matthew Rapf and hopes he will
some day become another Griffith.
* * *
Albert H. Fancher, formerly of the
staff of the New York Globe, has just
joined
York. the Realart publicity forces in New
* * *
A. H. Blank, of the Blank Enterprises,
Omaha, left Chicago, Nov. 1, for NewYork, cialswhere
will confer
with the
offiof First heNational
Exhibitors
Circuit,
to have the winner of his beauty contest be
given a try-out at some West coast studio.
Mr. Blank was accompanied as far as Chicago by Arthur Stolte, manager of the Des
Moines theatre, Des Moines, la.
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News

By J. R. M.

□
Well, it's all over, over here.
There are murmurs that the election

*
was "fixed."
The peepul fixed it.
Sounds Ominous —
The Nickum theatres company has
been formed in the East. Somehow
we don't like the sound o' that. But
upon
we in
findit.that's
name further
of two persual
brothers
So the
we
guess it's all right.
Elinor Glyn's looking for the perfect
man in Chi. She found New York's
men "impossible." Ha. Ha. That's a
good joke on N. Y. •
Thin Plot Anwyay —
Taylor morrow's
Holmes,
whose
play to"ToPrice" failed,
is going
try
it again as the star of "The Ghost
Between." If the ghost walks every
Sat. night it ought* to be a success.
Settling law suits with a pinochle
deck is a new and cheaper way of doing
business than going into court, thinks
A. H. Fischer, the producer of New
Rochelle. He lost a game with the
head of Baumann & Co., New York furniture dealers, and promptly paid their
claim for $220. But it took two lawyers
to umpire the game.
Want to hear the returns — .
See where women's ears are coming
back into style again. It has been so
long since we saw them we almost
forgot they had any.
We Hope They Burst—
A lot of people are getting all
swelled up over the fact that they
have the courage to eat a yeast cake
every morning.
Babe Ruth
seem to have as
Ruth
"out"in—doesn't
muchSuitluck
halls of justice as he
does on the diamond.
Always the Open Season —
Arthur Brisbane has a new name for
space grabbing press agents. He calls
them "notice-hunters." He's probably
seen one of them going through a trade
journal the day it's off the press, hunting for his stuff. *
Call 'Em Off—
That price fixing committee had betpricesa don't
and teritlay off.
only The
makes
fellowstay
see fixed
red
when he goes to buy
* something.
Busy Chicagoans passing along State
street last week paused before this sign
above the Lyric theatre, and smiled:
BEHOLD MY WIFE WITH MILTON
SILLS AND ELLIOT
* DEXTER.
Fruitful Sourse of Fun —
Wouldn't Walt Hill have a lot of
like "Bitter Fruit."
with titles
fun
"Forbidden
Fruit."
'and "Passion
* conducting
Fruit," if he was still
a col.?
We were shocked beyond measure the
other day when a friend who had just
returned from New York said he had
seen Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven in
twin beds. Afterwards he added it was a
whale of a picture and we felt better.
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Censor Bill Drafted
By Welfare Workers
Colorado and Massachusetts
Facing Bitter Fights on
Legal Regulation
A censorship bill is being drafted in
Denver, Colo., for presentation at the
next legislature. Further than this little
is known in connection with the proposition. Names of the persons who are
leading the movement to seek passage
of the measure have not been announced,
but it is known that several women
prominent in state welfare work have
sought legal advice of this nature from
Victor E. Keyes, attorney general of
Colorado.
Reports from Boston, Mass., indicate
that many civic, religious, educational and
social organizations in that state already
are laying plans to renew their fight for
passage of a censorship bill. The question comes to the front at this time as a
result of the recent meeting in New York
of the New England mayors with a committee from the National Board of Review. At this gathering the city officials
voted opposition to censorship.
The law being sought in Colorado will
provide for a commission which will supervise the projection and distribution of
motion pictures. To meet the expenses
of this body it is proposed to have an
excise tax on all film screened.
It is understood also that the bill as
drafted provides for sanitation, ventilation, fire exits and fire prevention. One
of the drastic provisions of the bill calls
for the appointment of an inspector who
would supervise the operation of all film
exchanges in Colorado.
Horwitz

Makes

It

"Evento Exhibitors
Half Herald)
Dozen"
(Special
CLEVELAND, O., Nov. 2. — M. B.
Horwitz has increased his number of theatres here to six by purchasing the Shaw
Hayden theatre building. He will take
over the entire building, which is a threestory structure containing four stores
and a dance hall in addition to the thetre. He also operates the Globe, Ampheon, Fountain, Southern and Haltnorth.
Auto Skids Into Ditch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Nov. 2— William
H. Smith, president of Cooperative Film
Corporation of Buffalo, Mrs. Smith and
F. J. Halsey, treasurer of the concern,
had a narrow escape when the automobile in which they were riding skidded into
a ditch and caught fire near here. Mrs.
Smith was burned severely.
Kitty Gordon Wins Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.— Kitty Gordon,
who some time ago sued World Film
Corporation for $10,000 for injuries sustained, she said, while working in a picture at the studio at Fort Lee, has been
awarded $1,531.
To Build Roof Garden
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Sid Graumann is planning to build a roof garden
on top of the New Metropolitan theatre.
Hickman Joins Hampton
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES,
Nov. 2.— Howard
Hickman has succeeded Jack Conway as
director of B. B. Hampton productions.
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Pennsylvania's
Censorship
Board
Involved
in Scandal
Philadelphia Clergyman
Charges "Political Slush
Fund" Brought Changes in Board— Governor
Demands Proof or Apology
(Special to Exhibitors Herald.)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov. 2— Another scandal has
been added to the history of legalized censorship in Pennsylvania.
Rev. Dr. Carl E. Grammer, rector of St. Stephen's Episcopal Church
and one-time president of the Interchurch Federation, has publicly charged
that the removal of Ellis P. Oberholtzer as secretary of the State Board
of Moving Picture Censorship by Governor Sproul was brought about by
a "political slush fund."
Governor Sproul, making no attempt to conceal his anger, has replied
with a demand upon Rev. Grammer to produce proof of his assertion or
make public admission that the charge is untrue.
SAYS OBERHOLTZER NOW IS "OFFICE BOY"
Rev. Grammer declares that the position Ellis P. Oberholtzer has
accepted under the reorganization of the censorship board is that of "an1
office boy with a high sounding title and high pay."
"The governor has been very good and kind to me," Dr. Oberholtzer
stated, "I will make no comment."
Dr. Grammer charges that H. S. Richardpointment he called "a political reward to
son, the new secretary of the censorship a certain newspaper publisher."
Dr. Oberholtzer was appointed to a
board, was given the position as a "fulnew position
on thesalary.
board called "director" at a higher
fil ment of the organization's promise."
The fact that his new position deprived
He claimed that the "political slush
of a vote was confirmed by Dr.
fund" was raised among motion picture him
producers. Asked for the source of his Oberholtzer. His new duties, he said,
consisted chiefly of inspecting pictures to
information, he merely said, "I received see that changes ordered by the board
the information from a most authorita- have been made.
Dr. Oberholtzer, while appearing betive inside source."
the Chicago censorship commission
Governor Sproul challenged Rev. Gram- for
more than a year ago, indicated that a
mer's ment : charges with the following state- censorship commission necessarily is a
"I want Dr. Grammer to name the in- "political football."
side source of his information. I will
demand proof of his charges or he must
admit their untruth. My last instruction Big Midnight Frolic
Planned in Milwaukee
to Mr. Richardson, in appointing him to
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the movie board, were to 'stand by Dr.
Oberholtzer at all hazards.' The reorMILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 2. — A
ganization ofthe movie censor board was midnight
frolic on New Year s eve at the
effected to improve it and the work it is Alhambra theatre is planned by the Milwaukee Screen Club. A 100-piece orClaims Large Contributions
chestra and a jazz band will furnish the
doing."
music
for
this big event.
Dr. Grammer charges that large contributions to the Republican campaign
E. J. Weisfeldt, H. M. Pouda, Ralph
fund in Pennsylvania had been made by Wettstein, O. L. Feister, Charles Braun,
the film manufacturers to obtain the E. C. Bostick, Frank Cook, Harry Hart
and Leo Landau are in charge of ar"shelving" of Dr. Oberholtzer.
He characterized the appointment of rangements.
Mr. Richardson
as "the that
appointment
by
wolves
of the watchdog
is to guard
Omaha Musicians Back
theMr.flock
from their a depredations."
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Richardson,
writer and PhiladelOMAHA, NEB., Nov. 2.— Musicians
phia politician, was a county commissioner until the last election. When the who have been on strike in the downtwo other commissioners were slated for
town theatres for several weeks have returned at a 43 per cent increase in wages,
renomination and Mr. Richardson was
making
a $50 scale.
not, The Philadelphia Ledger declares
that it zation
was wouldsaid
at the
organisurely
not time
fail "the
to take
care
Iowa Majestic Burns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Richardson Denies Charge
DES MOINES, IA., Nov. 2.— Damage
him."Richardson issued a statement to
ofMr.
amounting to $12,000 was caused by a
newspapers that "every word of Dr. Gram- fire in the Majestic theatre at 313 West
Eighth street. The $7,000 pipe organ
mer's statement is a falsehood." Further
than that, he would make no comment on was destroyed.
his appointment
or the clergyman's criticism thereof.
Aaron Jones to Europe
Aside from Mr. Richardson, the board
consists of Harry A. Knapp and Mrs. E.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Cyrus Niver of Charleroi. Dr. Grammer
NEW YORK. Nov. 2.— Aaron Jones
in a public statement broadly hinted that of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago
the body would be controlled by Mr. for
theatre
men, sailed today vith his family
Europe.
Richardson and Mr. Knapp, whose ap-
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"Penny"
Ross Signed in Chicago
to
Animate
His Cartoons
for Screen
Originator of "Mamma's Angel Child" Will Draw
"Esther Starring Series" for Pictures —
Merit Will Distribute Reel
M. T. Ross, widely known cartoonist that he will operate both the new theatre
and the Victory but that the Lyric will
and
of "Mamma's
Angel for
Child,"
is tocreator
animate
his cartoons
the be closed later on.
screen.
In making this announcement, Will M.
Hight, prominent in theatrical and mo- Reelcraft Opens New
tion picture circles, declares that the
Branch at Cleveland
first publication will be on the market
about December 1. Merit Film ExReelcraft Pictures Corporation anchange Company, of which D. Pador is
nounces the establishment and opening of a
president, will distribute the novelty at Reelcraft exchange in Cleveland, O. The
the rate of one every week.
formal opening took place on November 1,
Cartoons Syndicated
in the new quarters at 2169 East Ninth
The cartoonist, who signs his crea- street, with George W. Wilson as manager.
The addition of the Cleveland office gives
tions "Penny" Ross, has been declared Reelcraft
six exclusive short subject exby
many artistic
to occupy
the position
"the
changes in its distributing organization,
foremost
cartoonist
in theofcounother cities where Reelcraft Fxchanges are
already established include New York,
try."
"Mamma's Angel Child" for which he Chicago,
Milwaukee. Indianapolis, and
is best known, has appeared weekly in
the Chicago Tribune for several years. Minneapolis. Wilson was transferred from
In addition it has been syndicated to the the Indianapolis branch of Reelcraft where
he has been succeeded by G L. Farrish.
larger newspapers of the country.
Mr. Ross is the second Chicago cartoonist to give his laughs to the public
through the medium of the motion pic- Good Roads Amendment
ture theatre. His drawings in the Chicago
Endorsed by Exhibitors
Tribune as well as the other papers printing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
them have brought many laughs to the "old
DULUTH, MINN., Nov. 2.— At the
folks" and the kiddies.
recent sectional meeting here of the
Distribution Plans Made
League
The Esther depicted in the Esther I'nitcd
liabcock Theatrical
good roadsProtective
amendment
was the
enStarring Series was a niece of the cordorsed
by
the
exhibitors
attending.
toonist. Her pranks when a child gave
Fifty-seven theatre men from this terthe artist his ideas for the cartoons apritory were present. Al StefTes of Minpearing in the magazine sections of the
neapolis, president, presided at the meeting. Discrimination in the selection of
country's
D. Padornewspapers.
has completed arrangements
was urged, the object being to obfor the distribution on the state right films tain
nothing but clean and wholesome
market of the animations. Many in- pictures for the theatres.
quiries have been received at the Merit
office at 207 South Wabash.
Besides Mr. Hight the announcement
Taking Film Print East
did not give other members of the com(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
pany producing the cartoon reel.
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Sol Lesser
and George Beban accompanied by
S. A. Baldridge Art
Maurie Meyers', the former's publicity man,
are on the way east with a print of "One
Director for Vidor
Man in a Million."
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— S. A. BaldHunter to Join Dial
ridge, formerly with American at Santa
Barbara, has been appointed art director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
for King Vidor productions, succeeding
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 2.— T. Hayes
William A. Vanderlin.
Hunter, director of "Earthbound," has
been signed by the Dial Film CorporaBastar and Brown Build
dent. tion, according to Otto Bollman, presiSt. Joe, Mich., Theatre
ST. JOSEPH, MICH.— W. S. Bastar,
local theatrical man, and Harry Brown
to Exhibitors
Herald) t
g Contrac
Seekin
of Benton Harbor, head the enterprise
Rock(Special
back of the new theatre to be built at
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Joe Rock,
State and Elm streets. The plans pro- the Vitagraph comedian, is on his way
vide for a seating capacity of 1,200 per- east to make a new producing contract
sons. It will be on the same circuit with
with a different company.
the new Blackstone theatre now under
construction in South Bend.
Loew Touring Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Fayetteville, Ark., Will
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Marcus
Have Its Third Theatre
Loew is making a tour of the west coast
visiting his houses in the north as well
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.— Plans for as
the Metro studios.
building a $60,000 motion picture theatre
have been announced by E. C. Robertson, manager of the Lyric and Victory
Wales Leaves Neilan
theatres.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
He recently purchased the Baum
property in Center street which will be
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Wellington
the site of the theatre. The new house
Wales has resigned as business manager for Marshall Neilan.
will seat 1,000 people. Robertson states
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Railroads

Too
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JOSEPH J. SAMHTn,
President of Pfrward Film Dlatrlbutora,
finding railroad travel llrraomr and
■loWf hopped inc.. an Army plnne at
I.ovo Field. i:i Paao, Trta>, and landed
In ho* Anst'lrH the Mimic afternoon on
on. it.
Arrow to Issue Soon
First of Hoxie Series
Arrow Film Corporation announces
the early publication of "The Man From
Nowhere," the first of a series of features to be made by Ben Wilson, starring
the daredevil of the screen, Jack Hoxie,
whose latest serial, "Thunderbolt Jack,"
is meeting with marked success.
Arrow promises that these productions
will be of the highest grade, and will be
typical of all Jack Hoxie's work in that
they will team with action, adventure and
romance.
(Special mto Exhibitors
Herald) s
fpf Ang*le
Kee/e
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— William
Keefe, former Griffith publicity director,
who has been making American Lifeograph comedies at Portland, is back in
Los Angeles.
Pick ford P. A. Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES,
Nov. 2.— Kenneth
McGaffcy
rector forhas
Maryresigned
Pickford.as publicity diKelly a Director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— A. J. Kelly
has been promoted to a directorship by
Metro.
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Exhibitors
In

Are

Effort

Successful

to

Elect

Scores of Candidates Pledged to Give Theatre Owners
Square Deal Are Given Big Majorities at
General Election November 2
On the face of early returns coming from a dozen different states,
the exhibitors of the country have scored a signal victory in their first
great effort to assist candidates pledged to give the motion picture industry a square deal.
At least one governor, a dozen congressmen, and scores of state
senators and state representatives were carried into office by substantial
majorities due in a large measure to the united support of the theatre
owners in their state or districts.
EXHIBITOR BECOMES A POWER IN POLITICS
As a result of the vote November 2, a new power in politics which
must be respected has arisen. Officers of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and various state exhibitor leagues regard their success at the polls as one of the most important victories in the history
of the organized exhibitor.
During the last two weeks of the campaign, hundreds of theatre
owners throughout the United States gave the use of their screen to
candidates who were , pledged to oppose censorship, favor local option
laws on the Sunday opening question, and repeal unfair tax legislation.
The effect of the success at the polls exhibitors did not complete their oris expected to bring results in the many
ganizations until early fall, however, and
state censorship fights, which are sched- it is only within the last few weeks that
uled for the coming winter. Officers of the movement to aid friendly candidates
the M. P. T. O. A. and the N. A. M. P. I. became general.
estimate that censorship bills will be inAvoid Partisan Fights
troduced in at least thirty states at the
Aside from those contests in which
next sessions of legislatures.
their business interests were directly
Driven Into Fight
however, practically all theTheatre owners generally feel that concerned,
atre owners kept hands off. Political
they were driven into politics by politifilms found it difficult to obcians who attempted to make a political propaganda
tain showings.
football out of the motion picture theatre.
The Sunday opening question was
Decision to participate in the campaign
on directly in several cities, and
came last spring with the completion of voted
in most instances, the theatre men won.
the organization of the national associa- Due to legal decisions, the question was
tion. National officers urged the vari- not submitted to the voters of Baltious state organizations to take immediate
more, Md., and Binghamton, N. Y., the
steps to sound all candidates on various
two large cities in which it was
questions of moment to the theatre only
expected a vote would be taken.
owners.
Several important victories were registered at the primary elections. The
Brady's "Life" Is Given
^
Premiere at Stamford
William A. Brady's picturization of the
melodrama
had itsConn.
premiere
November 1 "Life"
at Stamford,
One onof
the spectacular scenes in the production
is the escape of a convict from Sing Sing
prison. At the time the play was produced on the stage the means of escape
as used by the prisoner were scouted.
However. George Stivers and Marcus
Bassett, two convicts, recently escaped
from the penitentiary and they freed
themselves in identically the same way
as the means used in "Life."
Roy

DAVID WINTER
Who appears with Katherine MacDonald
in the First National featnre "Conscience" and vice-president
has jnst been signed
by B. P.
Pineman,
of Attractions
Distributing: Corporation.

"TEDDY"

Friends

Stewart With
Pauline Frederick
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
, LOS AXGELES, Nov. 2.— Roy Stewart has been signed to play opposite
Pauline Frederick in her first Robertson-Cole production, "The Mistress of
Shenstone."
Will Star in Serials
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Neva Gerber. well known serial star, is to be
featured in a series of dramatic features
by the Berwilla Film Corporation as
soon as she completes her work in "The
Crimson Lash."

known
Greatabout
DaneTeddy,
who the
rescued
wellA hear
DIDJ
the
baby
in
"Down
on
the
Farm"
and acted in so many other Sennett comedies? He's about to leave Mack flat.
His contract expires in January and he
joins the ranks of the Special Pictures
Corporation, at a salary that will enable
him to have filet mignon and roast turkey for every meal if he wants them.
He will be featured in two-reel comedies
by Special Pictures.
New

Tivoli

to Seat

3,000 for New York
Theatre
in Metropolis Will
Be Located in Eighth
Avenue at 839
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.— By next
spring New York will have another
large theatre playing motion pictures
exclusively.
The site at 839 Eighth avenue is being
cleared preparatory to the erection there
of the new Tivoli, a 3.000 seat house that
will be operated by Arena Theatre Corporation, of which Lawrence Polognino
is one of the directors.
Plans call for a S500.000 playhouse on
the site which has a frontage of 133. 5
feet on Eighth avenue and 137.6 feet on
Fiftieth street.
A twenty-one-year lease has been
taken on the Tivoli by the Arena company. The house will be located in the
district between Times Square and Columbus Circle.
Edwin Carewe Signs to
Direct Anita Stewart
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 2.— Edwin Carewe
has signed a contract to direct Anita
Stewart in "The Tornado," from the play
by Jane Murfin. He is leaving at once for
the Ceast, where the prcduction will be
made.
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Democracy Rules at
Studio Dining Room

Elinor Glyn Believes That Productions Are
Adolph Zukor's
Wish That
None Be Favored Is .
Too Grotesque As a Whole to Appeal to the
. i
Put Into Force
More Highly Educated People of the World
^nimuilllii ku iiui mil tuuuuituui iiii:iu)iiiiiMiiliuiiiiuiuuituiiiiiuiu:ttiuiiiiuiiuiiuii uiunni ituiuiiitiiuiuii:uiiinuiiuiiuii(Jiijiiui!iuiiuiii!inii(Utiiii luMidt 111it;iin t<iimui iiifiuiiiifi)tui»ui:iuni!nu<iii iinmhbbi^I
The announcement of the opening of
the restaurant in the new Famous Players
Mrs. Glyn undoubtedly is setting a Long Island studio was the signal for a
By DORIS CLAIRE
precedent in her policy to write for the gala event which is re-enacted every day
screen only those stories developed
GRANTING
that the
at lunchthat
time.
expressedto
frequently made
that statements
the educatedso through inspiration.
desire
starsAdolph
should Zukor's
dine shoulder
people of England do not attend the mo» » *
shoulder
with
stage
carpenters
and election picture theatre is based upon correct
needs no more confirmation than
T I Mr. Lasky or any other producer a peek tricians
observation, it is interesting to note the ' * l>hould
the dining room any day
offer me $2. 000, 000 to write between into
reason assigned for this existing condithe hours of twelve and one. It
tion by one of the literary lights of the any certain story for the screen I would
is
there
that
satins and overalls, silks
British Isles.
not accept the money, for the story and common ginghams
lend their own
originate with me," she declared.
"Truth is the one -clement lacking in must
peculiarly
contrasted
"atmosphere"
and
"When
a
story
is
outlined
to
me
I
canuot
silk dress shirts cast their glamour over
so many of the pictures produced today," write it.
says Elinor Glyn, whose "Three Weeks"
plain cotton ones.
created a sensation several years ago,
"If I write a story that I don't feel is
Players Eat in Costume
and who spent several hours in Chicago worthy of production I will not let them
In addition to being democratic, the
on Sunday, October 31, while en route use it. I don't know yet what my first
to the West Coast studios of Famous
story for the screen will be," designating new cafe is a potpourri of clothes and
with her finger that the inspiration had humanity. Everybody eats in costume
Players-Lasky Corporation.
at the studio and in make-up too. Eating
Mrs. Glyn is a motion picture enthu- not yet come to her.
be a serious business with some,
siast. Admitting, however, that she has
"When I get to the studios," she con- may
the casual observer at the mamviewed but few photoplays, she has entinued, "I hope to learn everything in but to moth
picture factory lunch
tered upon her new work of writing di- connection with motion picture produc- appears toParamount
be
a
carnival
for the movie
rectly for the screen with a determination. Don't
that I willIt actors and actresses. Leading
men in
interfere
withthink,
the however,
work of others.
tion to master its many technicalities.
their
dress
clothes
sip
soup
alongside
would be absurd to try to tell people
Though while in Chicago she as yet had who
skilled in their work how to do .collarless workers; extra girls give some
not had the opportunity to study pro- this orarethat.
of the "atmosphere" of their evening
duction she had formed clear cut opin* * *
ions as to what improvements might be
gowns — at noon time — to their less — or'
made.
*wT IMAGINE I would like to see more — fortunate sisters, whose trim blue
* * *
dresses and nimble fingers give indica-I Conan Doyle's mystery stories in
tion of their stenographic profession;
kkX/TAXY of the pictures produced to- pictures. They would be so exciting. I leading ladies in period gowns break
jyjt clared,
dayher facial
are soexpressions
grotesque,"conveying
she de- enjoy pictures like 'The Miracle Man,' bread with other leading ladies in ultra
which I consider the greatest picture I
as clearly as did her words that she was ever have seen. The characters in such modern dresses; and stars, directors,
scenario writers, continuity clerks, scene
not wavering in her opinion. "They pictures are real. They are not grotesque
painters, carpenters, electricians and ladon't
depict
life
as
it
really
is.
They
are
borers make the background for this
like
in
many
pictures."
not truthful.
Motion picture theatres in England arc- most peculiar restaurant.
"The majority of pictures I have seen not as elaborate as those in America, she
Prices Are Not Modern
remind me a great deal of the penny said.
The new cafe, which is situated in the
novelette (known in America as the dime
Mrs.
Glyn
hopes
to
supervise
the
proof the new $2,500,000 studio,
novel) where some Lord marries the
duction of some of her own novels, such basement
is modern in every respect except the
maid. They are absurd.
as "Katherine Bush" and "Three Weeks." prices charged. In this respect, the place
She said that she had seen the picturiza"I hope to alter the aim of the motion
picture — to make them tell the truth. tion of one of her novels and that it takes on a 1904 vintage. The prices are
Motion pictures can be the greatest force was "so horrible" that she did not wish within reach of all. The high-priced
star and vicarious "extra" can reach
in the world and because of this they to see another which was produced with- alike,
the only difference being that they
out her supervision.
should be real in their portrayal."
do not have to reach as high as they
would in a Broadway restaurant. The
WHEN THE NOONDAY WHISTLE BLOWS
restaurant is under the management of
Keisenweber, the well-known Broadway
caterer.
Ballin .Will Increase

Scene in the new restaurant at the Famous Players-Lasky studios, Long Island
City, N. Y.

Capitalization So As
To Expand Activities
With his first independent production,
"The Honorable Gentleman," scheduled for
publication
by Hodkinson,
plans for future
activities areHugo
beingBallin's
formulated and shortly will be put into effect.
Increased capitalization of Hugo Ballin
Productions, Inc., will bring about an expansion of activities.
This year, it is announced, there will be
eight productions, made possible by two
units. One-half of the output will be
directed by Ballin and the remainder will
be
him, with another director
in supervised
immediate by
control.
In supervising
all production
producer aims to improve
his output the
not only
to the extent of making more pictures but
to obtain a coordination of effect and a
degree of efficiency from a staff which
otherwise would relax between pictures.
He has acquired the rights to four stories
and is putting the finishing touches on the
scenario of his forthcoming production.
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GEORGE W. TttENDLE
Secretary and general manager of Kunsky
Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit.

Trendle Again Heads
Detroit Association
Honor
Kunsky's Secretary
At Annual Meeting of
Theatre Managers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DETROIT, MICH.. Nov. 2.— At a
meeting of the Detroit Theatre Managers Association, an organization embracing the major theatres of Detroit and
including all dramatic, vaudeville, burlesque and 80% of the motion picture
houses of the city, the old officers of the
association were re-elected in entirety.
Trendle Is Honored
George W. Trendle, secretary of the
Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises operating
the Madison, the Adams and nine other
theatres, was re-elected president, Richard Lawrence, manager of the Garrick
(dramatic house) vice-president and secretary, and Charles Williams, manager
of the Temple (the Keith big time
house) treasurer. It is to be noted that
the officers represent three distinct lines
of theatrical amusement.
Association Strong One
The organization, one of the strongest
of its kind in the United States, has
grown to its present size from a nucleus
of some four or five theatres. Mr.
Trendle, at the time of his first election
to his present office succeeded the well
known Detroit and New York theatrical
producer, B. C. Whitney.
Complete Details of
Van Loan Film Corp.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— H. H. Van
Loan and his press representative, Ray
Davidson, are in San Francisco completing details for the organization of the
Van Loan Film Corporation.

to

Campaign

Theatre

for

Patronage

Newspapers, Chamber of Commerce, Department
Stores, Exchanges and Exhibitors Will
Aid in Making Affair a Success
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 2. — A novel campaign, which promises to be as
effective as it is unique, will be conducted in Omaha during the week of
November 7 to 13.
"Go to Movie" week is planned to make a direct appeal to the regular
theatregoer as well as to the person who does not include the motion picture in his program of entertainment. The motion picture fan will be urged
to attend the theatre more frequently. The person who looks askance at
motion pictures will be urged to give them a trial.
Other Enterprises Are Interested
Cooperating with the motion picture interests in this big campaign
are the Chamber of Commerce, the three daily newspapers and the department stores. Each of the papers — World Herald, Bee and Nezvs — -will devote an entire section to publicizing the scheme.
On the Saturday just previous to "Moonlight Dance" night and "Snow
launching of the campaign, a large par- Dance" night are two of the other
features arranged. A twenty-four piece
ade, sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, will be held. Omaha tneatres and band is to furnish music for the dancing.
film exchanges will be represented in the Several novelties will be introduced.
parade by beautiful floats. Three bands
will be distributed through the long pro- Ascher Brothers Will
cession.
Department Stores Aid
Build Rockford House
In all the advertising carried in the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
daily papers by the department stores,
ROCKFORD, ILL., Nov. 2.— Ascher
space will be devoted to the affair. And
Brothers of Chicago are understood to
in addition to this, the mercantile houses be
planning the erection in West State
will give over two windows each to dis- street
here of a new combination vaudeplays for the week.
ville and motion picture theatre. Reports
One of the really interesting features indicate
of the occasion will be the literal elimina- is planned.that an expenditure of $225,000
tion of competition by the theatres. The
proprietors of the houses have agreed
not to advertise unduly their attractions
Directors Plan Ball
for the week in the space they carry in
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the papers.
LOS
ANGELES, Nov. 2.— With the
Run Separate Films
return of William D. Taylor from his
The sections given over to exclusive vacation plans have been launched for
motion picture news by the daily papers the annual directors' ball.
will carry advertising of the leading motion picture concerns. Local and general
film news as well as studio features will
be
published as a part of these exclusive
sections.
The four first-run theatres in the city —
the Sun, Moon, Strand and Rialto — have
announced bookings for the week that
will represent four separate companies.
The Sun and Moon are Harry Goldberg
houses, while the Strand and Rialto are
A. H. Blank holdings.
One of the men back of "Go to Movie"
week is N. N. Frudenfeld, publicity director of the Sun. One thing that makes
the campaign doubly interesting is the
fact that Omaha theatre men give more
complete exploitation to pictures than do
other exhibitors in the Middle West.
Four Stars Assured
For Atlanta Motion
Picture Exposition
(Special to Exhibitors Heratf)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 2. — Eugene
O'Brien, Helen Gardner, Muriel Ostriche,
and Ruby DeRemer are assured and
two Fox stars are expected for the
Southeastern Motion Picture Exposition
for the week of December 6. Several
other stars have been invited and have
stated they would try to arrange to be
present.
Every night of the six will be given
over to some particular star or stars.

BERT LUBIN
Who
is state righting; "Honeymoon
Ranch,"
a story of the we* t peopled with
real
cowboys.
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"Kismet"
Artistic
OTIS SKINNER REPEATS STAGE
IN
ROBERTSON-COLE
SCREEN
The Robertson-Cole production of
"Kistnet" with Otis Skinner zvas given
its premier presentation in the grand
ball room of the Hotel Astor, Xew
York, Oct. 25. No picture in months
has been awaited with as much interest
as this, by reason of the fact that it
brings to the screen for the first time
one of the greatest of contemporary
stage stars in one of the biggest successes ofhis career.
ATURALLY much was expected
of the motion picture reproduction of Edward Knoblock's delightful Arabian nights fantasy, and
much has been realized. Playing
the role of Hajj, the wily beggar,
Otis Skinner scored a personal triumph, while the production is a
kaleidoscope of colors, so brilliant
in their richness as to be bewildering
and almost awesome.
Though fully mindful of the magnificence of past spectacles, in recalling the splendors of the Palace
of One Thousand Halls, the luxury
of the Mansur's palace, the seductive charm of the favorite's palace,
the poetic atmosphere of the Bagdad
square and streets, one is moved to
say that the screen has never shown
such lavishness of investiture. In
fact, for sheer breath-taking grandeur, "Kismet" surpasses them all.
Yet for all this "Kismet" has more
than. its spectacular grandeur to
recommend it. The acting, direction, photography, detail, and general effect are beautiful in their
artistry. Pre-eminent among these
recommendations is, of course, the
acting of Otis Skinner. In bringing Mr. Skinner to the screen, "Kismet" adds to our list of film stars
a true artist. Mr. Skinner's performance is nothing short of perfection. Every move of the hand,
every lift of the eye, conveys an
expression. The deftness of Mr.
Skinner's shadings is a delight. In
the hands of this artist the sly,
unctuous, vengeful Hajj is endowed
with a personality that makes him
lovable for all his lying, thievery
and murder.
The story of the dramatic incidents and climax that fate held in
store for the wily beggar of Bagdad
is told in nine reels. Shorn of the
voices of the actors, wrhich in the
reading of the poetic lines served
to command attention in the stage
play while the situations were being
developed, the motion picture version must needs stand largely on
whatever film action could be had

Success
TRIUMPH
VERSION

from the play. It therefore follows
that if it shall take as long to run
off the picture version as it does to
speak the original play, the motion
picture must move at a pace that
is leisurely rather than rapid. The
tempo of "Kismet" is easy going.
Nevertheless, the picture never fails
to keep a hold on the interest, for
the reason that its atmosphere keeps
one in a receptive mood.
Louis J. Gasnier directed the production and to him is due credit for
keeping a steadfast eye on beauty.
Even to the smallest details is this
sense of the beautiful apparent.
And to the cameramen, Tony Gaudio,
Joseph A. Dubray and Glen McWilliams, similar credit must be
given. Their work is always of the
finest order.
Next to Otis Skinner the dominating figure in the big cast of wellknown players is Hamilton Revelle,
who gives a truly fine performance
as Mansur. After him the remainder
of the cast crowd one upon the
other for honors. Among those who
appear are Rosemary Theby, Elinor
Pair,
.\ichola>
Duncan. Herschel
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"Kismet" is more than a picture
of passing import. It is an undertaking
that, deservesbytheRobertson-Cole
sincere commendation
of everyone interested in the
screen's artistic advancement. For
"Kismet" is another step in the
artistic progression of the motion
picture. To view it is very much
like basking blissfully in a beautiful
dream.
—Harry H. Poppe.
Film

Vault Ordinance
Passed in Oklahoma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Nov.
2. — City council has adopted an amendment to a city ordinance prohibiting the
building of film vaults below the street.
The amendment also provides that the
vaults shall not be more than 750 cubic
feet in size, shall be installed in fireproof buildings and must be constructed
of brick or hollow tile from eight to
twelve inches in thickness.
De

Grasses Plan Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Joseph DeGrasse,
Charlie Ray'sknown
latest as
director
and
wife, professionally
Ida May
Park, are planning an eastern trip immediately after DeGrasse
"Old Swimmin'
Hole." finishes Ray's

A dramatic scene from "Kismet," the big Robertson-Cole special feature, starring Otis
Skinner, directed by L. J. Gasnier.
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Prints

Theatre

Circuits

Commonwealth Pictures Company President to Experiment inDealing Direct With Showmen —
Offers Single Reel as Starter

Progress In Industry
Is Seen by Mothers
Wisconsin Congress Reports
That High Grade Films
Are Now Prevailing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 2.— An interesting feature of the Wisconsin Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher associations annual convention in Milwaukee on November 4 and 5 will be the
report of the film betterment committee,
which will take as its special objective
the fine conditions prevailing in Kenosha
through the unofficial cooperation of thetre managers and a committee of Kenosha women.
The members of the state film betterment committee is now completing an investigation throughout the state which
indicates progress in the motion picture
industry during the last few years.
The present time sees the high grade
picture rapidly crowding out the suggestive, lurid, sensational feature, according
to the committee members.
Kenosha is noted throughout the state
fpr
its clean,after
attractive
the
committee,
making pictures
a specialandstudy
of the conditions which have been
brought about, not by ordinance, but by
coordinating efforts of parents and managers for only the cleanest and best in
motion pictures, has come to believe that
the desired results are sooner gained and
are more efficient, where this method is
employedsorshipthan
exists. where official state cen-

An experiment in selling, which if successful will result in the idea
being worked out on a large scale, is being conducted by H. A. Spanuth.
president of the Commonwealth Pictures Company, in disposing of "Holy
Night," a single reel novelty designed especially for the Christmas holiday
season.
Instead of going through an established distributing organization or
the state right exchanges, Mr. Spanuth is offering the reel direct to the
theatre circuits of the country.
Print to Be Sold Outright te Theatres
The prints are to be sold outright to the circuits or the larger theatre
owners. They in turn can rent the film out to other theatres, or make any
other disposition they decide upon. Posters and other paper for the
picture is to be supplied with the prints.
spects to any theatre in a city of like
In the United States, Mr. Spanuth
figures that there are at least two hun- population, will be opened in Boone, la.,
dred large theatres or circuits, which
on November 11, under the direct supervision of A. G. Stolte. manager of the
can benefit by purchasing the prints outDes Moines theatre, Des Moines. Ia. A.
right.
H. Blank will be present at the opening.
Explains His Ideas
thereafter the Unique theatre,
"I can better afford to sell direct to a Soon
pioneer Des Moines house which has
the theatre circuits than go through the been
completely remodeled and brought
ordinary
said, "I
to conform with the most advanced ideas
figure
that sales
I can channels,"
sell a printheoutright
to in
theatre
construction, will be opened
a circuit for less than the theatres on the
the Blank management as the
circuit would pay for simply renting the under
Strand.
reel for one showing.
think the
success
the plan They
is in
its"Ibenefits
to the
circuitof owners.
can use this reel year after year at the
Christmas holiday time. It they care to,
they can rent it out to the smaller
New
England Mayors Visit New Studios
theatres.
"It • eliminates the 'middle man' entirely. It exploits, sells and books the
picture in one operation.
Two More Reels to Follow
"I havewhich
two Iother
pictures,
reel onin
length,
expect
to offeronelater
the same plan it the results of this first
experiment warrant. I am not at liberty
to say just what these reels are, as I
want to protect the ideas.
"The trend of the industry" >s at present towards theatre circuits. It is getting more difficult to sell pictures every
month. If the exhibitors want circuits,
why fight them?
"I don'tbeing
agree inwith
this talk about
the
industry
its infancy.
I believe
it is on its second revolution or cycle.
In the old days, prints were sold outright. The independent producer knew
then just what he was to receive for his
picture. Under the present arrangement,
the situation of the independent producer
is a difficult one."
Has Special Musical Score
"Holy Night." the single reel which is
the subject of the experiment, was proMAYORS and officials who passed resolutions against state censorship of
duced at the Essanay studio, Chicago,
motion pictures inspecting the Famous Players-Lasky new $2. 500,000 studio
by Mr. Spanuth. It centers about the
at Long Island City.
birth of Christ. The titles are quotations
From
left to right they are: Lewis A. Merchant, mayor of Pittsfield, Mass.:
from the Bible, and appear in moving
Walter Creamer, mayor of Lynn, Mass.: Edward Finney, executive secretary of
clouds. A full orchestration has been
N. J. League of Municipalities: Michael T. Conlin, chief of police. Leominster;
prepared for the film for distribution
W. F. Whitten, mayor, Quincy; Wm. T. Gleason. mayor. Brockton: Melvin B.
with the prints.
Breath. Brockton: James McPherson, mayor. Beverly: Bernard J. Goldwyn. mayor,
Woburn: Wm. Harrison, mayor. Everett: O. G. Cocks, advising secretary. National
Board of Reviews: Peter F. Sullivan, mayor. Worcester. Mass.: J. L. Brady, mayor.
Blank to Open Two
Attleboro; Mrs. R. M. Kittland. representing Mayor J. D. Kimball, Maiden;
New Houses in Iowa
E. F. Briggs, Attleboro: Mrs. Lewis Merchant, Pittsfield: Dennis J. Sullivan,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
mayor. Salem. Mass.; Alice Evans, corresponding secretary. National Board: Lt.
DES MOIXES. IA.. Nov. 2.— The Richard Gamble, representing Mayor Gainer, Providence. R. I.: Edward Connehan,
Rialto theatre, prepared at a cost ot secretary. Mayor E. F. Quinn, Cambridge. Mass.: John M. Casey, commissioner
$135,000 and declared by A. H. Blank
of licenses, Boston; W. D. McGuire, executive secretary-. National Bos rd of Reviews;
Enterprises to be superior in many re- Arthur
V. Smith, general manager, Famous Players-Lasky Eastern studios.
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Sales

November Has Been Designated "Pearson Month"
As Tribute to Exchange Director— Four
Divisions Will Seek Rewards
November has been designated "Pearson Month" by Pathe Exchange,
Inc., and during this month the company will conduct a Fall sales collections competition. "Pearson Month" is in the form of a tribute to Elmer
R. Pearson, director of exchanges.
Ten thousand dollars in cash prizes will be awarded the winners in
the four sections of the United States into which the competition, which
opened on November 1st and closes on November 30th, has been divided —
Eastern, Central, Southern and Western.
Full Awards in Case of a Tie
The branch manager, assistant branch manager, feature sales manager, booker, cashier and all salesmen will figure in the winning awards.
The branch which finishes second in its territory and records the highest
national average of all over non-winning exchanges will be awarded a
prize equivalent to that accorded to each of the winning teams. In all
instances where ties may occur, the full award will be made to each
branch thus tying.
The divisions have been determined as
follows:
Eastern — New York, Newark, Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Albany, Washington and Buffalo.
Central — Cleveland, Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des
Moines and Indianapolis.
Southern — Charlotte, St. Louis. Cincinnati, Dallas, New Orleans, Kansas
City, Atlanta, Oklahoma City and Little
Rock.
Western — San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Denver, Seattle, Spokane. Salt Lake City
and Portland, Ore.
Improvement Sought
The contest will be based upon the
greatest improvement in sales and collections recorded in November above the
average for the three preceding months.
August. September and October, a period
when Pathe sales and collections reached
a high mark.
One Pathe official declared that "with
the product it is now distributing being
infinitely superior to the pictures released
during Brunet Month last March, when
all records were sent into the discard,
Pearson Month should bring unprecedented business toFormer
Pathe Exchange,
Announce
Winners Inc."'
During March, Oklahoma City captured the Southern division honors,
recording an increase in collections and
sales of 247 per cent. Albany, in the
Eastern territory, won with an aggregate increase of 123 per cent; Milwaukee
took the Central division prize with 109
per cent, while Denver triumphed in the
Western division with 101 per cent.
Among the current publications and
those which will be issued before the
conclusion of the drive, are found such
attractions as Geraldine Farrar in the
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., production,
"The Riddle: Woman"; "Forbidden Valley," turing
a J. Stuart
Blackton
attraction
feaBruce Gordon
and May
McAvoy;
Jesse D. Hampton's special, "Half a
Chance," featuring Mahlon Hamilton and
Lillian Rich, and "The Money Changers,"
Ben;amin B. Hampton's screen version
of
life. Upton Sinclair's novel of New York
Other Pictures Follow
"The
Beggar
in Purple,"isanother
big
Edgar Lewis production,
announced
for distribution in November, as are
"Her Unwilling Husband," a Blanche

November

HERALD

ELMER
It. PEARSON"
Who receive*
tribute
from Pathe in the
form
of
"Penrnon
during which
a salex drive will Month,"
be conducted.
Sweet farce comedy from the Jesse D.
Hampton Brunton
studios; "The
Devilspecial
to Pay,"
Robert
feature
witha
Fritzi Brunette, Roy Stewart and a cast
of prominent players; "Dice of Destiny,"
another "Jimmy Valentine" play which
should be H. B. Warner's greatest success; "The Empire of Diamonds," produced by Leonce Perret in many European cities and in the United States;
"Roguesduces and
Romance,"
which player,
introGeorge Seitz
as a feature
being co-starred with June Caprice, with
Marguerite Courtot in the next leading
female
and "That
in
whichrole,
Blanche
Sweet Girl
scoresMontana,"
another
winning performance.
In the field of serials Pathe never had
such a powerful array of attractions.
Ruth Roland is registering a triumph in
"Ruth of the Rockies"; Juanita Hansen
makes her first appearance on the Pathe
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schedule in "The Phantom Foe," a Seitz
produced serial; and George Seitz makes
another appearance with Marguerite
Courtot in "Velvet Fingers."
Lloyd Leads Field
The Pathe short subject department
has never been in a more advantage6us
position to commandeer business. With
Harold Lloyd as the leader of the band,
the Pathe short subjects include the
Rolin one reel comedies, one series featuring "Snub" Pollard and the other the
Vanity Fair Girls; the Pathe Review;
the Pathe News, now in the tenth year
of its life, celebration of which will be
inaugurated on November 15; the "Topics
of thewell
Day,"
a split short
reel subject,
such
established
features andas
the "Bringing Up Father" comedies, the
Mrs. Sidney Drew two-reelers. the Young
Buffalo series of two reel Westerns.
Gardiner
Three

to Operate

New

Exchanges

Buffalo Syndicate Plans Wide
Extension of Its
Activities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BUFFALO. N. Y., Nov. 2.— Capitalized at $500,000 under the laws of Delaware, Gardiner Pictures, Inc., is planning
to open offices in Detroit, Cleveland and
Philadelphia in addition to its exchange
in this city. Other exchanges are to be
opened at a later date in large cities.
The new corporation takes over all
of the interests of the Gardiner syndicate. The new quarters of the Gardiner
exchange in the new Film building here
gives them the most elaborate film offices
between New York and Chicago.
Officers of the company include: Tom
R. Gardiner, president; Lee Langdon,
vice-president; David Levy, treasurer;
C. A. "Buck" Taylor, general manager,
and
Kent, Cummings & Means, general
counsel.
Mishicot Will Have
Two Shows Weekly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TWO RIVERS, WIS., Nov. 2.—
Mishicot residents like motion pictures,
but for a long time the only way they
could enjoy the silent drama was by
coming to Two Rivers or going to some
other town. Times have changed, however, for Michicotites. Manager Gloe of
the Opera House here is presenting two
programs weekly — Saturday and Sunday— in the Opera House at Mishicot.
Greiver

Will Produce

"Auto Alley" Cartoons
Simon Greiver of Russell, Greiver and
Russell, announces that the company will
put on the market soon an animated
cartoon under the title "Auto Alley."
Until production plans have been comment pletely
will be arranged
made.no further announceKettering Recovers
Ralph T.vertising
Kettering,
and ad-&
manager for publicity
Jones, Linick
Schaefer, the Chicago theatre magnates,
was discharged
fromOct.the 30,American
atrical Hosital, on
followingThean
operation
which
kept
him
indoors for
four weeks.
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Production

Players at East and
Are to be Merged

Policy

West Studios of Paramount
Into One Stock Company

for the Making of Big Specials —
Several Stars Are Cast in
Feature Picture
A revolutionary production policy, which company officials believe
will result in the making of genuinely big special pictures, has been adopted
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, according to an announcement
just made by Adolph Zukor. president.
Under this new and revised policy the entire resources of Eastern and
Western studios — stars, directors, authors, playwrights, leading men and
leading women — will be merged into one large stock company.
Stars Will Become Super-Stars
This plan has as its curpose the elevation of all Paramount stars to
the
positionforof months
"super-stars'"
in productions
of such the
quality
they have
will
be booked
in theatres
where heretofore
best that
pictures
been booked only for weeks.
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of production, who already
has installed the plan in the Eastern studios, will leave at once for Los
Angeles to put into effect the new system.
The working of the new idea is best authors it means as much as it does to
for it guarantees big productions
exemplified by the way in which it first stars,
for big stories.
functioned. Immediately after the execu"In keeping with this plan. Elinor Glyn
tives had made their decision, Mr. Lasky
called Cecil B. DeMille. director general, is now on her way to the Los Angeles
who is in Los Angeles, upon the long studios to complete the story called 'A
Sheltered Daughter,' which she is writing
distance
telephone. Mr.theDeMill-e
already-of for Gloria Swanson. Mrs. Glyn, in her
had in contemplation
production
search for an ideal man to play the
Arthur
"Anatol."of He
was hero, has set her heart on Wallace Reid
told that Schnitzler's
the entire resources
Famous
and it is not unlikely that these two stars
Players-Lasky Corporation were at his will make their appearance for the first
command.
time together in this story. It will be
directed by Sam Wood.
Selects "Anatol" Cast
Miss Ferguson Returning
Within a few hours, Mr. DeMilhe notified Mr. Lasky that an ideal cast had
'"Elsie Ferguson will arrive in New
been selected for "Anatol," and that the York the latter part of November, comADOLPH ZUKOR
entire force at the Lasky studio in Hollypleting her vacation trip around the
world. She will start at once to make
Who has co-ordinated all resources of
wood was eager to co-operate.
Famous
Players-Laskjto make big
Bennett's 'Sacred and Profane
The include
result isWallace
that the Reid
cast foras "Anatol"
special pictures.
will
Anatol, Arnold
Love,' in which she appeared on the
Elliot Dexter
Anatol'sWanda
friend.Hawley,
Gloria stage with such great success. A cast of
Swanson,
Bebe asDaniels,
stars is being arranged to play with her,
Exhibitors Postpone
Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts and carrying out our new plan. The picture
Theodore
Kosloff.
Among
the
authors
will be produced by a special director.
Pageant and Ball to
who will collaborate in preparing
"In beeping with the policy. George
Middle of December
"Anatol" for the screen are Jeanie Mac- Fitzmaurice will be transferred to the
Pherson,
Avery
Hopwood,
Beulah
Marie
London
studio in order that he can ob(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Dix and Elmer Harris.
tain the necessary background for his
NEW YORK, Nov. 2— On account of
"In the near future," said Mr. Lasky, next big picture, which demands exteriors
the national election, officers of the Mo"it
motion
picture stars
fans such as can be found only on European
will isseeprobable
three orthat
more
Paramount
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Amersoil. The cast and title of the new Fitzica decided to postpone their ball and such as Elsre Ferguson, Ethel Clayton.
maurice production are to be announced
pageant, originally scheduled for the first Wallace Reid, Dorothy Dalton, Mae
Murray. Thomas Meighan and Billie
Mr. Lasky will be accompanied on his
week in November, to the middle of DeBurke playing together in big productions.
trip West by Edward Knoblock. who will
cember.
"The only plays that have been great complete in the Hollywood studio a special story based on a theme originally
It was found that necessary preparasuccesses recently have been thos-e that
have
had a big. popular theme and have discussed
later." with Mr. Lasky in London last
tions would take a great deal of time,
been
well
cast
and
directed.
Our
thought
spring.
which exhibitors should be putting in
just before election in the interests of is to make productions that will be
tremendously popular with the public,
men friendlv to the exhibitors' cause.
The delay will give the M. P. T. O. A. and therefore big successes for star, Arthur Kay Writing
time to make the ball an even more ela- author and director; pictures in which
Score for King Vidor
every person concerned in their making
borate event than was first planned.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Several davs prior to the pageant and will appear to the very best advantage.
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— Arthur
Will Concentrate Efforts
ball, the M. P. T. O. A. will hold a sesKay, former musical director for Sid
sion of the executive committee to which
"The big play will come first. The Graumann, has been engaged by King
officers of the X. A. M. P. I. will be greatest
stars we have will be given the
invited to work out a constructive solu- much-sought opportunity to appear in the Vidor to write the score for "The Jacktion of several problems which the in- excellent roles that always are a part of Knife Man," his second First National
dustry will have to face in the near a fine drama.
production.
future.
"I feel that at last my dreams have
Keaton Changes Studio
come true, that now the entire Famous
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Players-Lasky
producing
department
is
New Columbia Opens
LOS
ANGELES. Nov. 2.— Buster
in
a
position
to
concentrate
its
efforts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
upon the making of only the highest Keaton and company have temporarily
transferred
their headquarters to the
OSGOOD, IND., Nov. 2.— Richard J. type of motion pictures. The announceBeer and G. Herman have opened the
ment to the different departments hasi Brunton studios to make interiors for
new Columbia theatre here.
charged them with enthusiasm. To their fifth two reeler.
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Company Will Offer A Market for Independent
Producers — Minimum of Twelve Pictures
To Constitue First Year's Output
Walter E. Greene has completed organization of Walgreene Film
Corporation for the sale and distribution of independent productions.
Greene formerly was vice-president and managing director of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Greene states that his organization will handle for outright sale
of negatives or for distribution on percentage arrangements the special
productions of independent producers, and that it will operate in the American market through the recognized distributing channels of present distributing organizations, with all sales, however, under his personal supervision.
Will Be Represented in Europe
In the foreign field, he states, he will be adequately represented through
his present affiliations with foreign distributors, and that arrangements are
being completed for additional representation in every country in the
world. "Every individual producer who is seeking a market for his product,'"thatsaysheMr.hasGreene,
"will findfor,in consisting
our organization
precisely
distribution
been looking
of intensive
salesthe
campaigns,
elaborate exploitation and publicity on each and every production, together
with unapproachable methods for the proper conduct of their business.
he has obtained the services of Langdon
"Our organization has been founded
on such broad lines that it will be pos- McCormack, the author of "The Storm,"
sible for us to act at all times as the a stage play, for a scenario personally
written by the author and based upon
producer's
from every one
angle of therepresentative
industry.
of his well known stage successes.
Few Films Complete
Has All-St2r Cast
Three productions have been finished
"Our
first
year's
output
will
consist
of
a minimum of twelve pictures, some of and will be published through Walgrecne
which are completed and others in their
Film Corporation in the near future.
initial stages of production. Every pic- The first of these will be the H. O.
ture will be of the highest quality, Davis production of the sjage success
adapted for the screen -from the works
"The Servant in the House" by Charles
of well-known authors and dramatists —
Rann Kennedy, with an all-star cast.
Another of the trio of pictures ready
both
native
and
foreign."
Announcement also is made that Mr. for immediate distribution is the Vera
Greene contemplates making a series of McCord, Inc., production, "The Goodspecial productions.
For this purpose
Had Wife," which has been adapted from

\\ kLTEH E. GREENE
Coaipletea <iru«»i*"il«>" >>f Walgreene < <>mpaaj f<>r sale
ili'lii'iidtMit
him*. nml distribution <>f Inthe popular Muiiscy Magazine story, "The
Wild Fawn" by Mary Imlay Taylor.
This is a dramatic story of American life
with a universal appeal, plenty of heart
interest and suspense, together with a
tremendous box office value, in which
Dorothy Greene and Sidney Mason are
pictured.Two Have Leading Roles
The third production will be that of
"Hearts and Masks," produced by National Film Corporation of America.
This picture
wastheadapted
fromby the
successful novel of
same name
Harold
McGrath. Elinor Field and Wallace
McDonald play th-e leading roles.
Frederick Gage, formerly sales managertion,of isFamous
Corporageneral I'layers-Lasky
manager of the
new
company.
Selznick Addresses
Indiana Club Women
Censorship and Production
Discussed at Gathering
At Indianapolis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 2.—
David Selznick, secretary of Selznick
Enterprises, addressed the Federation of
Women's Clubs of Indiana at a recent
gathering here, at which more than 400
delegates were in attendance.
Mr. Selznick's talk seemed to have a
salutary effect on the convention, creating a kindlier feeling among the club
women toward motion pictures.
A tribute to Olive Thomas was recited by Mr. Selznick. He derided the
newspapers that grasp every opportunity
to d-efame those participating in the production of pictures. His explanation of
picture
making was heartily received by
the
delegates.
Following his talk an informal discussion
held,
the conventionwas went
on during
recordwhich
as opposing
legalized censorship.
Mr. Selznick was kept busy following
adjournment giving his autograph to
many of the women present.
Boylan
(Special Made
to ExhibitorsDirector
Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 2.— Malcolm S.
diassociate
been appointed
Boylan rectorhas
of publicity
at Universal
City by
Charles
L.
Hertzman,
exploitation
chief
;it the studio.
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Laemmle
to

America

Demonstration and Parade Participated in by
Universal Employes Are Held in Honor of
Producer Who Has Been Abroad

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Manufacturing Company, who
has been in Europe for the last four months, returned to the United States
on the Aquitania on Saturday, October 30.
The producer's return to America was marked by a great demonstration participated in by Universal employes from the home office in New
York, from the Fort Lee factory and from nearby exchanges.
Universal Employes Storm Cunard Pier
Armed with pennants, banners., confetti, horns and other noise making
devices, and headed by a large band, the Universalites stormed the Cunard
line pier as their chief walked down the gangway. They surrounded him
with a rush and literallv carried him on their shoulders to the street.
A surprise awaited the Universal chief
'/xhen he reached the street for lined up
there were many automobiles and sightseeing busses bearing banners and placards reading "Welcome,
Carl toLaemmle."
•Mr. Laemmle
was escorted
the leadng automobile, his employes dashed for
:he others, a cordon of mounted policemen wheeled into place at the head of
the column and there began a noisy
demonstration through the city.
Permission Is Given
The demonstration was spontaneous.
It was arranged by the employes at the
ast minute. Police permission to parade
:rom
pier toeven
the Universal
was
seing the
obtained
while the office
Aquitania
»vas being warped into her berth. Chief
Inspector Thore of the New York police
department assigned Sergeant Day and a
detail of mounted men from traffic squad
'B" to steer
:rowded
streets. the parade through the
Across Fourteenth street to Union
square and up Broadway to the Mecca
^uilding at Forty-eighth street the procession speeded. The 71st Regiment
aand in the leading bus regaled Broadway with "Hail! Hail! The Gang's All
Here!" and other lively tunes. Broad.vay craned its neck. "Carl Laemmle
aresents" many
something
new. spectacles, but here was
Give Round of Cheers
The home-coming official received another ovation from his employes when
le arrived at 1600 Broadway. They piled
)ut of their busses and held him up at the
ioor of the Mecca building until they
,:ould give him a final round of cheers.
The chief tried to express his feelings
it his welcome, but the situation got the
>etter of him and after hesitating over
i few words, he was forced to turn away
o hide his emotion.
gathering
proved
o The
Mr. "welcome
Laemmle. home"
he later
said, that
his
ittempts to create a personal relation-hip between employer and employe in
he Universal organization has borne
ruit. The same idea was expressed
-omewhat differently by one of the employes, a woman stenographer, when she
;aid.
are trying
thank
for
ill he "we
is doing
for us —to our
homehimoffice
unch club and other things," and by one
>i the factory employes in the following
vords. "he's behind our Universal mutual
velfare association, and he's dividing
>rofits with us under the industrial
lemocracy plan."
Accompanied by Children
Mr. Laemmle was accompanied from
Europe by his children, Rosabelle and

Julius, by his brother, Louis Laemmle
of Chicago and family, by a nephew,
Julius Bernheim of Kansas City, and by
Mrs. Maurice Fleckles, wife of the Chicago film man. Others in the party
were Harry H. Zehner. Mr. Laemmle's
secretary, Joseph Kramer and Margaretha Kramer, chauffeur and maid to
the Laemmle family.
Mr. Laemmle was met at Quarantine
by R. H. Cochrane, vice president of the
Universal, who made a special trip down
New York bay in the revenue cutter to
meet his returning chief. Other Universal officials and department heads at
the pier were Abe Stern, treasurer; H.
M. Berman, general manager of exchanges; P. D. Cochrane, exploitation
chief; George Kann, export manager;
Paul Gulick. publicity chief; E. H. Goldstein, assistant to the president; E. J.
Smith, division sales manager; Charles
Rosenzweig, sales manager of the Big
"U" exchange, and George Uffner of the
Universal industrial department. Maurice
Fleckles and James C. Bradford also
joined the group at the pier.
Signs Booking Contract
While in London Mr. Laemmle signed
a contract with Film Booking Offices.
Ltd., for the distribution in Great Britain
of the entire Universal output. Abe
Stern and his brother, Julius Stern of the
L-Ko Company, and others of their family
accompanied Mr. Laemmle to Europe,
returning last week.
From London Mr. Laemmle proceeded
to Paris, thence to German?-, where he
visited his birthplace, Laupheim, Wurttemberg. After several weeks in this
locality he went to Carlsbad, in the new
Czecho-Slovakian republic. He later
spent a month in Laupheim. and also
visited other German cities and points
in Switzerland, before returning to America by way of Paris and London.
Reelcraft

Adds

Scenic

To Publication Program
Another series of pictures is to be added
to the short subject program of Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation, according to the announcement of R. C. Crcpper, president.
This newest addition will consist of a
weekly single reel publication in the form
of a scenic and will be known as the "Reelcraft Scenic Series."
In^some territories where arrangements
have not been made for the distribution
of the series it will be offered to the independent state right buyers. Ten pictures
have been completed, selected from the best
views obtainable in a section of the Rockies.

CARL LAEMMLE
President of Iniversal Film Manufacturing
Company,
from Europe. who has just returned
Publicity Directors
In Chicago Organize
Seek to Gain Cooperation in
Illinois of the Daily
Newspapers
Chicago publicity men have formed an
informal organization for the purpose of
exchanging exploitation ideas and to
seek the cooperation of the newspapers
throughout the state.
The new organization will meet every
Friday
at Detopics
Jonge's.
At theseto
luncheonsnoonvarious
of interest
themselves and to the industry as a whole
will be discussed.
One of the first questions to be taken
under consideration by the exploitation
men is that of newspapers. It is the contention of the publicity men that less
space is devoted to motion pictures in
the newspapers in Illinois than in any
of the other leading states of the United
States.
In the hope of bettering this condition
the publicity men will take the matter
before the exhibitors of the state as well
as before the newspaper editors. They
believe that if approached in the right
manner the newspaper men will lend cooperation.
Among those at the initial meeting on
Thursdav. October 21. were Harrv Rice,
Oscar Doob. Will M. Hight. Irving Mack,
Barney
Lorch. Ziv, George De Kruif and Harry
Record

Crowd

Sees

"Madonnas and Men*
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DETROIT. MICH.. Nov. 2.— Herman
T. Jans opened "Madonnas and Men" at
Kunsky's Madison theatre in Detroit on
Sunday to record breaking business.
Hundreds stood in line at various times
during the day. As a result of its success, the engagement has been prolonged
indefinitelv.
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Exhibitor

Circulation

Merry- go- Round

Hobby

Horse
Doubtless, if he could be interviewed, the hobby
horse would
circulation.

prate

about

He's been going around

his

wonderful

in circles for years, but

he doesn't get any place.
Circulation arguments

also go around in circles —

they don't get any place either.
Distinguish between

Circulation Arguments

and

Circulation Facts, as

FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

INDIANAPOLIS:
as follows
receive:
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as to the

6
exhibitors
trade

report

papers

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors Trade Review
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World
Wid's

has

they

45
17
14
9
4

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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ADVERTISING

of'Motion

<A Department

Tlie

Best

9ietuve

Pol

"Honesty is the best policy."
The copy book truism is familiar to everyone. And like
most things familiar it has come to be held in all too many
quarters in the contempt mentioned in another copy book
phrase.
Perhaps there is good reason.
Copy books are rather incomplete compositions. A lot
of good thoughts are advanced. No arguments to support
the truth of statements made are offered. The young mind
accepts the statements as statements and seldom as more
than that.
Thus is a charitable explanation of occurrent exhibitorial misdemeanors produced. Surely the making of false
statements in advertising cannot be regarded by those who
have at heart the development of the science as less than a
misdemeanor.
It may be that the copy book quotation has never been
thoroughly explained to those who misrepresent in their
publicity the screen material they offer.
The truth of the statement is demonstrable. It is imperative that any who doubt it should be convinced. For
the good of theatre advertising as a force for the building
up of theatre patronage every exhibitor should be brought
to a realization that —
"Honesty is the best policy."

matter should not be considered as other than a strictly
dollars and cents proposition.
The theatre is a business institution.
Sentiment has no place in box office
calculation.
The mere morality of truthful advertising isbeside the point, important as it may be considered otherwise.
The plain fact is that an exhibitor
cannot afford to be regarded by any
member of his clientele as careless
in his handling of promises. The
theatre advertisement is considered
a direct promise from the management by at least the steady patron,
and all patrons are potentially
"steady."
THE

There are current examples of
advertising that cannot have worked
permanent benefit for the theatres
responsible. Perhaps the most gen-

erally noted and commented upon of
these was the case of two or three
successive productions featuring a
male star of whom it was reported
the public had tired.
Many exhibitors selected from the
cast the player believed to be most
favorably received and gave to that
player in their advertising the rank
of star. The step was deliberate
misrepresentation.
+ ♦ ♦
The matter of the male star's reported waning popularity is of interest, but not the subject of the
present discussion. The ethics of
the false advertising properly concern the exhibitor as an advertiser.
Let it be supposed for purposes
of argument that the elimination of
the star's name in the advertising
resulted in bigger box office receipts than would otherwise have

Exploitation

1CV
been obtained.
The error is none
1 «l
the less serious.
Xo one who saw the pictures was
deceived.
The exhibitor was credited with
misrepresentation by those who did
as well as those who did not enjoy
the entertainment.
The advertising of the exhibitor
lost caste in the estimation of people who had read it and believed it.
That loss is irrecoverable. It represents in dollars and cents a vastly
greater sum than could have been
lost had the pictures thus misrepresented been truthfully advertised
and exhibited to vacant chairs.
* * *
The single instance is sufficient
for the purposes of illustration. The
advertising of reissues as new attractions, perhaps the most reprehensible type of misrepresentation,
is being given proper attention by
various organizations and rapidly
eliminated. The advertising of short
subjects as of feature length, of improvised titles as genuine, the use
of misleading and deceptive catch
lines and descriptive copy, all are
less common than at an earlier
period in the development of the
theatre.
It is the business of every man in
the industry to see that each of
these practices is permanently discontinued. He can make absolutely
sure that his own advertising is
truthful. He should do more than
that.
He should make it his business
also to see that his competitor,
wise.
whether friend or enemy, does likeThe public forms class opinions.
A man decides that grocers,
bakers,
* * * or *"politicians
coal, dealers, landlords
are responsible for this or that evil
and includes all grocers, bakers, coal
dealers, landlords or politicians
in his condemnation. He does not
except individuals.
The carnival advertising man is
instinctively regarded as a prince of
liars by the average citizen. The
(Continued on page 82)
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Suggestions
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the

11

A juvenile reception of whatever general
character seems desirable may be used
by the theatre advertising Realart's
"The Soul of Youth," the spirit and
action of the play being wholly in keeping with this form of exploitation or
presentation.

13, 1920
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Stills

" J

-

I

b

Eileen Percy's Fox production, "The Husband Hunter," provides exhibitors
with an opportunity to stage a real innovation in presentation and exploitation, amasquerade in which the public will be invited to participate. Stage
or lobby may be used, as conditions dictate. The advertising promise of
the affair is unlimited and unlimited publicity should be gained by sheer
force of novelty. The affair may be identified, if desirable, with a local
club or other organization given to dancing.

■

watt

a

Spiritism and the popularity of the
Ouija board may be capitalized in connection with "What Happened to
Rosa,"
Mabel
Normand's Goldwyn
feature.

Marc MacDermott, Eugene Strong and Diana Allen appear in the above scene
in "Miss 139," a forthcoming Sherman Productions Corporation attraction.
The presentation possibilities are apparent. An artificial organ may be produced to fit the occasion and a musical entertainment of suitable character
provided, with or without dialogue. Costumes and setting are within the
power of practically any exhibitor to approximate, and the pit organ can
be used for accompaniment.
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HUGO RIESENFELD, managing director of the Rialto. Rivoli and Criterion theatres, New York, utilized in his excellently
planned contrastive presentation of "Something to Think About," Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount production, a silhouette
orchestral setting which can be effectively adapted by all exhibitors to many features current and forthcoming. The relationship of the silhouette to the screen is direct and proportionately productive of sympathetic receptivity.

Riesenfeld's
Gives

Contrastive

Trade

> Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion theatres, New York, gives
American exhibitors "Something To
Think About" in his presentation of
the picture of that title produced by
Cecil B. DeMille for Famous PlayersLasky.
Always a progressive, and an artist
in presentation, Mr. Riesenfeld can
be depended upon tp produce innovations of genuine merit at regular inten'als.
Every American exhibitor should
be able to approximate in some degree his latest success.
\/\ R- Riesenfeld's presentation for
"Something to Think About"
marks a distinct departure from presentation custom. The stereotyped
policy of leading up to the picture
by sympathetic preparation was directly reversed and the introductory
features made sharply contrastive.
The DeMille production is a modern story laid, for the most part,
against rural background.
The Riesenfeld presentation consisted of three numbers depicting the
French court at the close of the
seventeenth century.
The contrast could scarcely have
been made more marked.
Francis Couperin's "Le Carrilon de
Cythere" was the opening orchestral
number. The composition is the
work of a man who was taught by
the organist of Louis XIV and is
characteristic of the period and the
court life.

Presentation

"Something

to

This was given, as shown in the
above photograph, with the orchestra
appearing in silhouette.
As the number closed, scenes of
Versailles were shown
upon the

Think

About"

Such is the contrastive presentation
evolved by Mr. Riesenfeld, a genuine
innovation that possesses many good
Perhaps no better method is availpoints.
able for use with the picture that does
not present ready-made possibilities
for presentation. And where presentation isthe rule the difficulty of
satisfactorily handling such an attraction iswell appreciated.
The contrastive presentation should

The court of Louis XIV of France was
reproduced for the Riesenfeld contrastive prologue.
screen, including the same gardens
where Couperin held forth.
This is practically duplicated in the
stage setting which next engages the
attention, and here the costumed orchestra, pictured herewith, gives
"Manon," which is sung by a soprano,
dancers executing a courtly minuet
the while.
The picture follows immediately.

be especially effective in this connection, though it is as reasonable to
believe that it can be used with great
success in practicallv any case.
The silhouette orchestra setting is
a point that should not be missed.
There is in that arrangement a direct
relationship to the motion picture
which should not be missed. With
a little ingenuity it can be applied to
many kinds .of screen material in
such manner as to greatly enhance
the impressing power of the same.
Where stage facilities and talent
Riesenfeld'sforpresentation can be Mr.
approximated
use
supply permit
with "Something to Think About" or
any of a dozen other current attractions. It is not possible to have in
ever\' instance the genius of a Riesenfeld to insure its artistic success, but
the
qualityin of
the man's
geniuscreative
as mirrored
accompanying
illustrations is of such high order
that a practical working model is at
hand.
The presentation innovation is indeed "Something
to Think
Exhibitors
should not
fail to About."
give it
the thought it merits.
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Lobby
Has

Thomas J. Carroll, manager of the Standard theatre, Cleveland,
O., blocked traffic with a display of the ball and bat figuring in Elmer Smith's sensational home run in the World
Series.
Baseball

Souvenir

In Carroll

Used

Lobby

Flash

NEWSPAPER figures and film weeklies have disclosed to the world the fact that huge crowds attended the World Series games played at Cleveland, O.
These agents have not given news of the crowds
that attended the showing of American's "The Thirtieth
Piece of Silver," at the Standard theatre, where Thomas
G. Carroll, manager, put over one of the most progressive bits of exploitation in recent exploitation.
The accompanying photograph shows the lobby on
this occasion.
Suspended above and in front of the box office was
the bat with which Elmer Smith, of the Indians, knocked
a home run with the bases full.
And directly in front of the box office was displayed
under protection the ball that received the fateful swat.
Mr. Carroll reports that the crowd which gathered
to look at this display blocked traffic for a city block,
and when the enthusiasm that existed in Cleveland at
the time is considered, the statement is readily believed.
Indeed, it is to be wondered at that the discussion
aroused did not result in attempts to steal both bat and
ball.
The progressiveness of the man, in thus identifying
his theatre with the biggest issue of the time in such a
manner as to bring crowds to his theatre, is the outstanding feature of the event.
The means by which Mr. Carroll obtained the bat
and ball are not disclosed. It goes without saying that
it required considerable enterprise and not a little persistence to gain possession of them, when thousands of
fans were bidding for them.
The important thing is that Mr. Carroll thought of
the opportunity at hand, went into the enterprise with
enthusiasm and vigor, and came out with a triumph.
Insight and executive ability are qualities which
not every man possesses naturally. The men who lead
in their chosen lines of endeavor are men who have them
naturally or acquire them by diligence bred of ambition.
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for Display

Practical

Qualities

AMONC
that prominent
are overlooked
in this the
and "little
every big
otherthings"
industry,
place
must be given to the lobby stage, in many instances productive of the best possible results in flash advertising.
It has not been adopted as widely as its merit warrants.
The most striking recent illustration of the results
obtainable by such a method comes from the Sunset
theatre, Baltimore, Md., and shows the flash made up
for the showing of "Down On the Farm," Mack Sennett's extensively and profitably exploited United
Artists' production.
"Everything but the kitchen stove," was the remark
of an authority on advertising and exploitation after
looking over the photograph.
That describes the display pretty accurately. And
it describes as fittingly the ideal display for any attraction. It may be possible for exhibitors to go too far in
their attempts at realism in lobby work, -but such an
error has not been recorded to date.
Consider the photograph from the lobby stage
angle. Is it possible to get a better effect by any other
means? Is it possible to get as good an effect by any
means which involves less expense and effort?
Lobby architecture, of course, figures largely in
the calculations of the individual exhibitor. There are
lobbies, undoubtedly, which could not be used for such
a purpose without seriously impairing the natural attractiveness, but these are comparatively few. And in most
of these instances temporary structures of the type
cap be erected for especially promising attractions withbuilt out
up.damage to the prestige the attractive lobby has
As concerns the readiness with which such an
arrangement may be used the exhibitor will appreciate
at once the adaptability of the space made available.

The lobby stage for display purposes is excellently illustrated
in the photograoh of thf Sunset theatre, Baltimore, Md., as
prepared for the run of "Down On the Farm."
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Top"
Opening
at Kansas
City
Introduces
Fox
Special
to Territory

The matter of admission prices has
engaged the attention of all in the
industry since the beginning, coming
into particular prominence since the
signing of the armistice because of
the industrial readjustment that has
affected every business.
Statistics on admission prices are
invariably interesting and vital literature in the exact sense.
The "dollar top" showing of William Fox's "When New York Sleeps'
at the Shubert theatre. Kansas City,
Mo., is especially interesting in this
connection.

ing at the Shubert theTHE show
atre was conducted in regular
dramatic style, one matinee and one
night performance being given daily
,with reserved seats and a '"dollar
top" price scale.
It was attended in corresponding
manner, by big crowds in which were
included many of that class which
does not customarily attend motion
pictures.
It was also attended by exhibitors
from other cities in Missouri and
Kansas, invited for the purpose of
familiarizing them with the method
of presentation, a duplicate of the
features used at the picture's national
premiere at the Lyric and Astor theatres, New York.
That such a course for the introduction of the picture in the territory
was well advised is seen at once in
the report that following the Shubert
showing it opened to capacity business
at the Idle Hour theatre, the first
Kansas City house to show the picture, and that big booking records
are being made by Fox exchanges in
the section.
A state-wide advertising and publicity campaign preceded and ac• companied the Kansas City opening.
And exhibitors were especially urged
to be present if possible.
Newspapers gave the showing much
and favorable comment and the picture comes to the exhibitor with the
prestige thus built up in its favor and
the high admission price precedent to
| make easy for them their way in this
direction should they choose to ask
a higher than normal fee.
This places the admission question
squarely up to the exhibitor.
It gives him an opportunity to
raise his price with every advantage
in his favor, an opportunity which
is of inestimable value to the man

who has contemplated the step and
cast about him for the proper attraction with which to make a test.
It is probable that such a test is
the best means of determining exactly the public attitude on the admission question. Solicited information of the man to man type could
hardly be expected to give as de-

pendable statistics. And no other way
of promise has been suggested.
Many Kansas and Missouri managers will doubtless make the exhibition of "W
Xew York problem,
Sleeps"
their test
of hen
the admission
and it is more than probable that
much valuable information will be obtained in this way.

The line of ticket buyers that sought reservations for the Kansas City opening of
the Fox special attraction during its introductory run.
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Costello's Tivoli
Presentation Policy
Always

Consistent

Consistency has a cash value.
Consistency in publication program means consistency in bookings
to the exchange.
Consistency in program offerings
means consistency in cash returns to
the theatre box office.
Consistency in presentation means,
in many instances, consistency in
program obtainable in no other way.
Frank Costello, manager of the
Tivoli theatre, San Francisco, is consistent in presentation. Some of the
most remarkable presentation in theatre history has been produced under
his direction.

A quartette from the University of Wash ington was used with success by Ralph
Ruffner, manager of the Strand theatre , Seattle, in the prologue for Paramount's
"The Round Up."

Ruffner' s "Round
Up" Prologue
Proves Local Talent Practical
Local

talent has been demonstrated successfully in presentation.
The local talent idea has been advanced by this department in the
face of a deeply implanted popular
belief that it cannot be advantageously used.
It has been used.
Ralph Ruffner, manager of the
Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash., one
of the forward characters in exploitation since the beginning, has
made the demonstration.
"The Round
l*p," Roscoe Arbuckle's
Paramount
production,
was
the attraction with which
Mr. Ruffner
made his test of the local talent proposition in presentation.
He reports
unqualified success.
The University of Washington was
called upon to supply ihe talent, and
a quartette known throughout the
state agreed to appear at the Strand.
A stage setting centered about a
prop campfire was produced and the
members of the quartette dressed as
cowboys.
As the lights went down the campfire became the sole illumination in
the theatre and the men grouped
themselves about its glow, singing
popular and familiar Western songs
in cowboy style.
There was no elaboration of the
thing, just the singing of the songs by
the group, followed immediately by
the picture after their simple exit.
But it went over.
The appropriateness of the thing
cannot be assailed. The policy of the
local talent angle is above question.
And it is doubtful if more complicated and expensive presentation that

might have been obtained could have
been brought to better effect upon the
audience.
Home talent is one of the common
possessions of every theatre man.
Where there are people there is talent,
the process of comparison working
out with fairness to all. The big
city, no less than the little town, has
its local celebrities of musical and
dramatic inclination.
They should be used.

The feature used for "Married
Life," Mack Sennett's First National
attraction, and reproduced herewith, is
not one of his best creations but
serves to illustrate the point.
It required a special stage setting.
It involved the participation of a
money.
goodly number of singers. It cost
All of Mr. Costello's features bear*
the latter attribute.
They are not thrown together. They
are not mechanical or incidental.
They provide real entertainment.
As a result the Tivoli patronage has
learned that the theatre can be relied
upon for entertainment under any and
all circumstances, that a good show
will be found at the Tivoli whenever
they care to attend.
That sort of consistency, and the
reputation for .it, goes a long way
toward standardizing the theatre box
office year. And exhibitors do not
underestimate the value of that institution.

Scotch lads and lassies in a musical feature of considerable magnitude provided stage
entertainment at the Kinema, Los Angeles, during the run of Mack Sennett's
First National attraction, "Married Life."
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A COOPERATIVE advertising campaign of precedential qualities filled the Arcadia theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., to capacity
l\ seven times during the first day of the "Something to Think About" engagement, and it was estimated that two more
.capacity crowds were turned away. The adaptability of the title was taken full advantage of by the Famous PlayersL,asky exploitation staff and the Stanley Theatre Company advertising men.

Intensive

Publicity -Exploitation

Demonstrates

Strength

SEVEN capacity audiences, with twice the seating
capacity of the theatre turned away, on the opening day of "Something To Think About," Cecil B.
DeMille's Paramount production, is a report to give
pause. It comes from the Arcadia Theatre, Philadelohia, Pa.
Exploitation did it, and exploitation of the most
thoroughgoing, exhaustive type.
Eli M. Orowitz, Famous Players-Lasky exploitation representative, and James Martin, advertising
manager for the Stanley Company, were responsible.
The initial step was the distributing of posters,
heralds, billboards, etc., representing an expenditure of
$8,000.
The next step was the mailing to business men in
all lines of letters based upon this expenditure, pointing out the fact that the four words, "Something To
Think About," which it was to advertise were admirably
suited to their needs in advertising copy and giving permission for their use. Three thousand of these letters
were sent and a surprising percentage of them brought
results.
The final count showed that 103,300 cards, letters,
advertisements, posters and other business building materials had been used by building and loan associations, dentists, printers, real estate and insurance
agents, schools, automobile dealers, hatters, clothiers,
opticians, banks, coal dealers, and others.
But in the meantime an even greater amount of
publicity was gained by supplying to 1,386 polling
places cards which read — "Something To Think
About. It's Paramount that you register today if you
expect to vote for the next president."
These were prominently displayed in 1,308 of the
places supplied, and read by the thousands who registered on the last day allowed by law.
Straight advertising of quality and volume in keeping with the other phases of the campaign was used
throughout the run, the most unusual being, perhaps,
an open letter to the mayor which called his attention
to the supreme qualities of the attraction.
The total result was the opening, set forth in the
opening paragraph of this discussion as reported re-

of

Drive
DeMille

Title

One of the three thousand polling places that displayed "Something to Think About" cards on registration day.
ceived by the Famous Players-Lasky exploitation department from the Stanley organization.
That sort of result is worth striving for, and there
is no reason why exhibitors throughout the nation cannot follow the Philadelphia precedent to excellent advantage.
The title provides the material necessary. With
that as a working basis it should be difficult for none to
effect a campaign of cooperative and straight advertising that will bring to the theatre on the opening night
a crowd of such magnitude as to insure the success of
the run.
It is too late to tie up with so big an event as the
national election, or even registration day, but local
events of corresponding interest may be used with almost as satisfactory results.
At any rate, the merchants mentioned above, and
the others not mentioned for space reasons and because
the list is representative, should be as willing to cooperate
in any city as in Philadelphia.
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Influence

Pennsylvania

City

theatre, and, more important, the
.(ream is well nigh twice as big.
The change cannot be attributed
to any but the indicated agent. That
it i-- a desirable change, a change by
which the industrial life of the city
benefits and the .ill-important civic
morale is raised cannot be denied.
Such is the influence for good of
modern exploitation. Such is the result of practical, progressive showmanship vigorously executed.
Wilkes-Barre is an example. It
happens that in this case the effect is
clearly discernible for peculiar reasons. But Wilkes-I'.arre is not an
exceptional city, and it is natural to
assume that similar effects can be
traced in other cities by those in position to make the observations.
A huge picture of Rex Beach, author of "The Silver Horde," the Goldwyn production, was used by the Savoy theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Exploitation has not been mentioned heretofore as an influence for
good upon civic life.
It is time this phase of the science
U>OS discussed. It is an important
side of exploitation and one which is
not generally appreciated.
The city of IVilkes-Barrc, Pa., and
the fti'o theatre photographs recently
received, provide the basis for comment.

The illustrations do not show the
effect upon civic activity. That effect
is appreciable only to one visiting
Public Square after a long absence
and subsequent to the opening of the
Capitol.
The pedestrian stream formerly
eddied about the Savoy front. There
now are two eddies, one about each

Kxhibitors should not neglect con- •
sideration of this phase of exploitation. Rewards have a peculiar way
of coming, eventually if not at once,
to those to whom they are due. The
reward that is the exhibitor's for his
good tain
work
in this
a cerone. In
the direction
bettermentis of
the
industrial life of the community, and
in his identification with the forces
that bring it about, he is directly,
personally and financially, benefited.
The thought should be borne in
mind at all times.

THE Capitol and Savoy theatres
face each other across a public
square, which is the center of WilkesBarre's business section and the heart
of Wilkes-Barre downtown life. Both
theatres advertise actively and to
good purpose.
The former has been in operation
only a short time and concrete evidence of the effect upon civic life
of live theatre exploitation is noticeable in the evening rush of activity
on the square.
Accompanying photographs show
the Capitol front during the run of
"Yes Or No," Norma Talmadge's
First National attraction, and the
Savoy's flash for "The Silver Horde,"
the Goldwyn-Rex Beach production.
Both are night photographs and both
exceptionally well taken.

A thread of red light darts intermittently through the electric sign of the Capitol
theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., outlining the letters of the theatre name. The name
of the star and her First National attraction are permanently lighted.
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Windows
The always worthwhile
advertising medium
that exhibitors have
made of the mercantile
display window is particularly valuable to the
advertiser at this time
and will become more
so in the near future.
Shoppers who have delayed making sundry
purchases until after
election now turn their
attention to the windows of the various
business houses with
particularly keen interest.
Soon the newspapers will
begin to tabulate daily
the number of shopping
days remaining before
Christmas. Storekeepers will prepare seasonable displays of merchandise.
Generations of window
shoppers have implanted in the man and
woman of today the
window instinct. Exhibitors should not fail to
take full advantage of
it.
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I Women

and

Windows

j|

Women are particularly susceptible to the allure of the well | jj
| arranged window display. Women are likewise the dictators in | gj
| the selection of entertainment for American families.
§ |
1
1
[
|

Above and below are reproductions of photographs showing |
woman-made windows that appeal to women. Miss Jean Darnell, |
Goldwyn exploitation representative at San Antonio, Tex., pro- |
duced them during the Empire theatre engagement of "Madame |
X," the Goldwyn production.
j
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The co-operative window
display is among . the
economically safe methods of advertising. It
costs little and produces much. There is
no possibility of a "kick
back."
The present is the time
to prepare for the future. The exhibitor who
uses merchant windows
today will find it less
difficult to effect like
co-operation during the
coming weeks when
that medium attains its
highest point of productivity.
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' 'Direct -to- Home' 9 Exploitation
Patronage, like charity, begins at
home.
The neighborhood theatre in all
cases, and the downtown house in
scarcely less degree, is attended
chiefly by persons who have
definitely formed inclinations to attend before leaving their homes.
The formulation of those inclinations is important.
It can be done.
Louis J. Nadler, manager of the
Majestic theatre, Rochester, Pa.,
reaches prospective patrons while they
are at home and at their ease, delivering at this appropriate time
forceful arguments for his attractions. Accompanying photographs
show the manner in which this delivery is effected, "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway" and "Go And
Get It," First National attractions,
both being features recently exploited.
The paper sack idea did not
originate with Mr. Nadler. At least
the present is riot the first instance
of its successful application.
It is, however, the first instance of
its sustained use, and that is important.
Why should the paper sack medium
not become a standard means of advertising? Ithas been admitted by
all engaged in exploitation that the
psychology of the thing is correct, and
that its occasional application as a
stunt has been successful.

Louis J. Nadler, manager of the Majestic
theatre, Rochester, Pa., uses the paper
sack idea regularly.
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Realism Dominant
Note in Majestic
Vitagraph Display
Realism is paramount in motion
pictures. The failures of the past
have been due chiefly in a large majority of cases to its absence.
Exploitation, it is rapidly becoming evident, bears a striking similarity to the motion picture.
Realism is no less paramount here.

"Go and Get It" and "Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway,"
First
attractions, are recent
wellNational
advertised
Majestic features.
Apparently no one before Mr.
Xadler had the insight to pronounce
it a fit medium for standardization,
another of the oversights which mavancement.terially slacken the pace of adAs regards expense, the idea is not
prohibitive. It is more than likely
that greater sums than represented by
its use are expended by the majority
of exhibitors daily in advertising that
is of decidedly less productivity.
Mr. Nadler has seen the matter in
its true light and has demonstrated
that its sustained use is practical by
continuing to use it.
His example should be followed.
There should be little if any difficulty experienced in making suitable
arrangements with whatever merchants are to cooperate in the work.
The cost of the sacks is a standard
item in their operating expenses and
any offer to stand a part of this or
to offset it byr cooperative advertising should be readily accepted.
The distribution angle takes care
of itself.
It may be that a rotation of the
stunt that will embrace many merchants and thus reach a greater
sphere will be found advisable. This
can be managed in simple manner.
Thetant thing.
standardization is the impor-

When the Vitagraph production,
"The
Courage atoftheMarge
O'Doone,"
was exhibited
Majestic
theatre,
Findlay, O., a striking example of
realism in exploitation was registered.
The accompanying photograph presents the display.
It looks real. Even the perspective,
so often lacking in lobby displays and
stage settings otherwise good, is here
effectively produced. The make-up
of the display is interesting.
The snow is cotton.
The icicles are paper.
The river is a mirror.
The trees are trees.
Simplicity, economy and realism,
an ordinarily ill sorted trio, here exist
in pleasant and productive conjunction. The composition is equally unusual tractive
in itsmerit.genera! quality and atDetails of the Majestic showing are
lacking. Which fact does not in the
least detract from the value of the
photograph
as a working model for
other
exhibitors.
For the above mentioned qualities
the display is peculiarly individual.
It should not be passed over lightly.
Simple materials should be utilized whenever available, and it is
found available in a surprising number of instances by the man ingenious enough to look about him for
opportunities at hand.

An artistic but simply constructed lobby
used for Vitagraph's "The Courage of
Margeatre,O'Doone"
Findlay, O. by the Majestic the-
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Minneapolis

Outdistances

In

Your

"What's

Competitors

Hurry?"

Exploitation

you are sure all danger is past. What's your hurry?
National Safety Council."
By this time the crowd that had collected was
enormous, and all read the sign, reproduced herewith.
The following Saturday the big truck parade took

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., one of the last of the
larger cities to enter into the now nation-wide
exploitation of "What's Your Hurry?" is credited by
rthe exploitation department of Famous Players-Lasky
with the greatest campaign in the history of the picture. Furthermore, the evidence submitted supports
the claim.
Hal Oliver, Paramount exploitation representative,
is the man responsible for the work done. It is a responsibility which -anyone would be glad to shoulder.
October 9 was the opening date of the exploitation
campaign proper. The National Safety campaign and
the Minneapolis Tribune had given material aid in the
preparation.
Accordingly, Fire Chief Ringer sent in an alarm
which was answered by ten pieces of apparatus, all of
which took part in a demonstration on a prominent
corner. A series of stunts were performed, including
the raising of a ladder roof high, and the demonstration
closed with the hanging by a fireman atop this ladder
of a huge banner reading, "When you hear the fire
gongs ring and the apparatus coming, drive to the curb
and stay there, or if walking, stay on the sidewalk until

There were 85 trucks in the cavalcade, furnished
place.
by the Mack Truck Company, and the Firemen's and
Policemen's bands in two sections marched.
It required twenty minutes for the parade to pass
a given point, and every truck was bannered in such
manner as to properly advertise the theatre and the
engagement as well as the title of the picture.
The Minneapolis Tribune continued its good work.
It ran full line teasers between its front page stories,
reproduced pictures of accidents and near accidents,
pointing out how they might have been prevented, cartooned each clay's events at the speeders' court, pub-

lished editorials on speeding and distributed "What's
Your Hurry?" windshields.
Policemen at intersections gave the usual cooperation.
The week of the showing was a week of capacity
business. And the campaign thus started gives promise of continuing under its own momentum throughout
the Minneapolis life of the attraction.
Thus did Minneapolis join the ranks of "W hat's
Your Hurry?" exploitation cities. It stands at the top
in point of results obtained and enterprise displayed. The picture is a pace-maker in exploitation. The
title is a box office title of the highest order, and the
men in charge of its exploitation have knocked tradition into the habitual cocked hat in every section of the
country.
There should be more pictures of this character.
There should be more exploitation of this type.
The most important statement that can be made,
a statement based upon exploitation history, is that
there will be. Exploitation men are built fhat way.
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Conserves Exploitation
Matter for Special Attractions
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It is important that this popular
interpretation should not be destroyed. The whole psychology of
the special engagement depends
upon it.
Mr. Calhoun's method of safeguarding itis in many respects the
best that has been offered. It should
be thoroughly weighed by the exhibitor advertiser.
" Earthbound" Draws
Line- Up Attendance
To Los Angeles Run

HET'
TY HftP
: BEAU
pgr /Ttvapr
/pp*/0n!y
el
BBS~sa

The lives and adventures of history's unsung heroes make interestreading
— if youcirculation.
can find it. It
is noting in
common
There are unsung heroes in extion exists. ploitation, too, and a similar condiWhen possible this department
publishes this literature, but it is not
always possible.
A case Los
in j>oint
concerns
Miller's
theatre,
Angeles,
widely
but
vaguely known as a progressive and
prosperous institution.
Why vaguely?

W. E. Calhoun, manager of the Star theatre, ScottsblufF, Neb., constructed of simple
materials this lobby display for Katherine MacDonald's First National attraction
That's the
point
present discussion. That
and ofthetheaccompanying
Specials cease to be specials when
doubtless operates to the complete
they are run every day. The exsatisfaction of the Star management.
photograph showing the theatre durhibitor who plays specials in the
It can be adopted easily and doubtaccepted sense protects their standing the run of Goldwyn's "Earthless will he in many quarters.
ing by distributing them over suitable periods.
The photograph is the only material
Special occasions are of undeni- available.
Special exploitation is subject to
able
importance.
They
should
not
the same line of reasoning. Again
.Rut it is interesting.
be allowed to become less valuable
bound."
the similarity between motion picIt shows remarkable attendance.
through too common management.
ing. tures and motion picture advertisThe advertising campaign is in And remarkable attendance is proof
But something must be done to adthe minds of the people altogether
that remarkable advertising has been
vertise effectively the non-special
representative of the attraction ex- done. That is the news of real imattraction. There are materials at
band.
ploited. Ifthe campaign is ornate
portance.
or elaborate the impression is given
The trade at large would be glad
W. E. Calhoun, manager of the that the motion picture exhibited
to
learn more about Miller's theatre
Star theatre, Scottsblutf, Neb., has de- shares those qualities.
and its personnel.
veloped a successful method of advertising the non-special attraction as
it should be advertised and yet without destroying the materials used for
the other type of production.
The photograph reproduced herewith, showing the lobby display for
Katherine MacDonald's First' National attraction, "The Beauty Market," isan example.
Here standard materials, stills,
posters, cards, are used to produce
a flash of considerable power. Simple
materials simply displayed. The appearance ofthe lobby !-peaks for itself
— a well ordered, attractive display.
When Mr. Calhoun is confronted
with the necessity for constructing
special exploitation display for a special attraction, it is readily seen, he
will have at his disposal all the special appurtenances of the exploitation
man, none of them with their effectiveness diminished through ordinary use.
The policy is commendable. It is
Miller's theatre, Los Angeles, as photographed during the well advertised showing
based upon practical premises and
of Goldwyn's "Earthbound."
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Consider for a moment the manner of presentation
that would have introduced "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway" had it been offered to the public a scant
three years ago. Would it have been displayed following a musical comedy prologue such as has been
used by Mr. Plunkett, by the Alhambra theatre in
Milwaukee, Wis., and now by the Kinema?
It would not.
It is possible, though by no means certain, that
some of the music from the stage original would have
been used. It is possible that a singer might have sung
one of the songs.
It would hardly have exceeded that.
And it is equally interesting to speculate as to the
presentation the picture would have been given five
years from the present time, had its publication been
deferred until then.
Is it too much to hazard that a complete stage production of the original play would have been given?
Is it too much to predict that when that time has
elapsed presentation and exploitation of magnitude and
quality not at this time conceivable will be in common
vogue ?
It does not seem so.
The Kinema stage setting for "Forty-five Minute From Broadway," Charles Ray's First National feature, compares favorably with any that have been published.

THE Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, usually a leader
in exploitation and creator of precedents that have
been profitably adapted by the trade at large, has demonstrated the wisdom of its management by adopting
presentation Originated elsewhere. The incident is
interesting in many respects.
The presentation originated by Joseph Plunkett,
managing director of the Strand, New York, for "Fortyfive Minutes From Broadway," Charles Ray's initial
First National attraction, was practically duplicated at
the Kinema under the direction of W. E. Newberry.
Accompanying illustrations show the Kinema version of the presentation. The musical numbers from
the stage original, "Mary Is a Grand Old Name" and
"So Long Mary," were used in the Kinema feature,
and the Kinema management sent a cameraman into
the mountains the week before the showing to obtain
appropriate film for use against the white drop showing
the rear platform of the departing train.
The Kinema policy in thus following the example
of the Eastern premiere is above criticism. Indeed, it
I is a display of unusual business judgment and the
proper spirit of cooperation.
The feature as originally produced by Mr. Plunkett
was so admirably suited to the purpose for which it
was used, so effective as an introduction to the picture,
that to deviate from it in subsequent showings unless
for some good reason would have been a sign of poor
judgment. And good reasons for such a step are rare.
The only one that presents itself for consideration
is that of a possible better form of feature, and that has
not yet been produced, though it must be granted that
it is not beyond the pale of possibility in a science that
advances so steadily and rapidly as exploitation.
That advance is interesting.

W hile it is probably true that complete stage productions of stage successes upon which pictures are
based will probably never be used, for obvious reasons,
it is as certain that steps not now considered by the
most advanced thinkers will be taken, that innovations
of unguessed proportions will be introduced, that the
advance of the next five years will be as marked as that of
the last five, in which case it is folly to attempt
prophecy.

A Kinema cameraman went into the mountains to obtain from
the pilot of a locomotive suitable panorama for use in this
scene, the closing of the prologue.
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Methods

Strong

Lobby

That there are more ways than
one to do a given thing and do it
well is one of the points that have
been brought out forcibly in exploitation.
Occasionally a given method is
demonstrated "best," but these are
exceptional cases.
Despite the unquestionable worth
of playing card lobby displays for
Robertson-Cole's "The Fortune
Teller," recently
printed
this department, there are
otherin methods
of exploiting the picture well.
E. C. Preston, manager of the
Empress theatre, Central City,
Neb., demonstrated this fact when
he produced the lobby display
shown herewith. It fs a good display and doubtless gained much
comment productive of ticket sales.
It is similar in no way to displays
previously published in connection
with this attraction, but is valuable
as a variant.
Good doctors know more than
one way to save a patient's life. The
same thought holds good in any profession or business.
Exhibitors who are to make genuine success should, by the same
token, know more than one way to
advertise a given or another attraction.
Mr. Preston contributes a method
which many exhibitors will doubtless find of value to them when they
exhibit the attraction.

When Goldwyn's "Scratch My Back" was shown at Ascher's Merrill theatre, Mil'
waukee, Wis., an effective float tie-up was effected with the local lodge of Elks.
Merrill

Exploitation

Wisdom

of

Points

Organization

Clubs and lodges are among the
exploitation fields that have not been
extensively cultivated. They are
promising fields, rich in the potentialities that make exploitation profitable, and it merely remains for a few
leaders to demonstrate the manner
of best making the invasion. The
exhibitors of the nation will follow.
Business will prosper.
A recent example of some value
in this connection was the exploitation of Goldwyn's "Scratch My
Back"
run at Ascher's
Merrill during
theatre,itsMilwaukee,
Wis.,
by cooperation with the local lodge

to
Tie-Ups

of Elks. The photograph shows the
float w hich carried the identification
to the minds of the public.
The psychology
rangement isgood. of such an arNatural public interest attaches
to any order or club. Why this
should be true is not clear, nor imIt is a well-known fact that a
portant.
body of men attract attention. If
that body is in uniform the attention attracted is materially greater
and more keen. If it is generally
known that the body is united not
by a single occasion but permanently the interest is correspondingly greater.
The Merrill management may not
have gone through that process of
reasoning before entering the entersame. prise outlined, but the result is the
Such a float as that reproduced
herewith is certain to attract attention in any quarter. The order itself is sufficient to arouse discussion. With the added factor of the
theatre advertising the vehicle becomes an object of widespread comment, of dinner
interested
inquiry.table discussion and

Lobby of the Empress theatre, Central City, Neb., as decorated for the run of Robertson-Cole's "The Fortune Teller," starring Marjorie Rambeau.

There should be more of this type
of advertising. There is no reason
why there should not be more.
It is inexpensive. It is profitable.
And in the very arranging of the
details, as well as in the execution,
which canan association is formed beneficia
l in
not be otherwise than
its effect.
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"Uncle

Tom's Cabin" Is
Big Success as Revival

MOTION picture revivals have been the subject of
exhibitorial discussion, as well as of leading
thinkers in other branches of the industry, for many
years, yet comparatively little actual effort has been
made to determine the soundness of the theory upon
which the argument for this type of engagement is
based.
A recent genuine test is of unusual interest.
Ralph B. Kretzer, manager of the Colonial Theatre,
Springfield, Ohio, an exhibitor of ten years' experience,
recently gave the revival idea a thorough test and reports exceptional success.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was fittingly chosen for the
play's reputation is such as to thorpurpose.oughlyThe
warrant its use in this connection.
Mr. Kretzer went about the staging of the revival
with proper enterprise. A new print of the picture was
promised, and with it was supplied a wealth of advertising material. This was utilized to the full.
The photograph of the Colonial lobby which is
reproduced above shows the flash that was created by
use of cutouts. The display is excellently conceived
and executed.
The report of the engagement is interesting. Four
days
of "wonderful
business" is the way Mr. Kretzer
describes
it.
That is interesting data. Those interested in the
revival argument should give it proper consideration.
Another interesting statement included in Mr.
Kretzer's communication is to the effect that "after
being in the business for the past ten years I do find
that exploitation pays."
When a veteran expresses this conviction his statement has more than passing weight. When, possessed
of voluminous statistics with which to compare present
results, such a man is convinced by this comparison that
exploitation really does pay, the trade at large may
well give ear to his conclusions.
The word of such a person is dependable.
That an exhibitor of ten years' experience finds the
revival a profitable enterprise is convincing evidence
of the soundness of thf revival argument.
"Uncle Tom's CaDin" brought big business to the
Colonial as a revival. There are undoubtedly scores of
other attractions which will produce the same results
for theatre men when as admirably handled.
The proposition is worthy of a thorough test.

|

Twenty thousand children, members of the Peter
Rabbit Club, organized by the "Chicago Evening American," were admitted free of charge
to the seventeen Ascher Brothers neighborhood theatres on Saturday, Oct. 30, where

|
|
1
|
|

Goldwyn's Edgar comedies were offered as
Halloween entertainment.
The membership
of the club has increased from three thousand
to the present figure as the result of three such
enterprises engineered by F. W. McQuigg,
motion picture editor of the newspaper, and
Harry S. Lorch of the Goldwyn exchange.

|
|
|
|
j
|

The Shakespeare theatre, a Chicago neighbor- §
hood house, gave away Kewpie dolls in Halloween costume at the Saturday matinee.

| The Hearst newspapers in Chicago devoted many
columns to the announcement of the Paramount-"Evening American" arrangement for
the screening of election returns at motion
|
picture theatres on the evening of November 2.

|

The symphony orchestra of the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago's leading South Side house, recently gave a twenty-minute "Faust" selection, five vocal numbers by world famous
soloists being included by use of a talking
machine perfectly synchronized.

|
§
|
|
I

The "Boston Record" and the Park theatre, Boston, Mass., co-operated recently in liberating
from the roofs of downtown buildings balloons
carrying passes to the showing of Associated
Exhibitors' "The Riddle: Woman."
Traffic
was disturbed by the stunt to such an extent
that the police department interfered, but sufficient work had been done to produce a new
attendance record at the theatre.

|
|
j
|
|
|
§
§
|

| An itinerant tinker was recently permitted to 1
make a permanent stand in the lobby of the |
Frolic theatre, San Francisco, Calif., serving |
as "atmosphere" during the run of Univer|
sal's "Once a Plumber."
| Ben Levey, manager of the Hippodrome theatre,
Joplin, Mo., borrowed a cage of live monkeys
and used them for lobby purposes in advertising "The Revenge of Tarzan," the Goldwyn
on.
| The prod
|
fallucti
increase
in popular interest in opera has
been capitalized by Edward L. Hyman, manager of the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who utilized "Carmen" as the basis of his
initial operatic presentation feature.
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SKallenterger

Above W. Ray Johnston, VicePresident and General Manager of
Arrow Film Corporation. Below,
Left to Right P. B. Dana, Sales
Manager; J. Charles Davis, 2nd
Advertising and Publicity Manager;
and Guy R. Hammond, Manager
of Foreign Department. Dr.
Shallenberger is President of Arrow.
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Greatest

W.
Distributing Organization Built by Dr.
Rapid Growth During 1920
By HARRY H. POPPE

E.

Year

Shallenberger

Continues

The Trend Toward
Independence
And
hell
work hard enough to see to it that he does
That the time will come when all pictures will be
made independently and distributed independently or
through a national distributing organization, was the
"The independent's showmanship is generally recogopinion voiced by Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, head of Arrow
nized." Dr. Shallenberger said, "as can be seen by the
Film Corporation, in the course of an interview with an fact
that the biggest and finest pictures ever screened were
swim."
Exhibitors Herald reporter on the future of the independ-' marketed as independent productions. "The Birth of a
ent market- Dr. Shallenberger, who is a pioneer in the Nation,' 'Hearts of the World,' 'Mickey,' 'Joan the
independent field and has unbounded faith in its future, Woman,' are examples. The list is extremely long, but
these mentioned will serve to make my point. They were
points to current events to show that there is solid ground
for his faith.
put on the independent market because the independent
"Look at the independent market of three years ago man could get the most money
* * *for them."
and now," he said. "In three years the independent field
has made remarkable progress. Arrow Film Corporation,
Sought for an opinion as to whether he believed that
three years ago the biggest wholesale independent dis- because of the independent's showmanship the future martributor, istoday doing ten times the business it did then.
ket would see more independent productions, Dr. ShallenAnd this progress is true not only of Arrow but of other
berger replied with an unqualified "Yes."
"Look at the number of directors, authors and stars
independents."
going in business for themselves as independent producers," he said. "It is my belief that right now as much
Asked to what reasons he attributed this growth. Dr. money is being invested in independent productions as in
Shallenberger answered that there were various reasons,
the productions of the national producers. In fact, I
the chief one being that the independent field had the believe that in time all pictures will be made independently
better showmen.
and distributed independently or through a national dis"The independent field has the better showmen," he
tributing organization."
declared, "for the reason that each independent exchangeDr. Shallenberger is convinced that the exhibitor's
man owns his own business. He has put up his own
salvation lies in his independence. "If I owned a theatre,"
money into a picture and since this money is at stake he Dr. Shallenberger declares, "I would put up a sign on the
is going to deliver. It is a case of sink or swim with him.
front of it reading 'This is an independent theatre.' "
auiiii.mi :.:
Reviewing his own experiences, the field. It is an organization that acts as
an organization in the idea
REworldis that
THE
occurred to Dr. Shallenberger that broker, or middleman so to speak, befilm
occupies a position
tween the independent producer and the
in the scheme of things as unique there were other independent producers
confronted
with problems similar to independent exchangeman. serving the
as it is important; unique because it is
alone representative of its type, and im- those he had had. And if he could solve purpose of both factors for a common
portant because it fills a place that long them for himself, as he had done, he
needed filling. This organization is the could solve them for others. Out of this
Arrow Film Corporation, headed by Dr. logical conclusion, the Arrow Film Cor- good.Fitted By Ability and Experience
W. E. Shallenberger, to whom credit is
To head such an organization Dr.
poration came into being.
■due for the idea and ideals upon which
Shallenberger is a man among many,
Arrow Comes Into Being
Arrow is founded. To act as broker, or
being eminently fitted by innate execumiddle man. between the independent
tive ability and long experience. He was
Giving up his plans as a producer Dr.
producer and independent exchangeman
Shallenberger launched the Arrow Film brought up on a farm near Lancaster.
is the idea, and to give all encomCorporation, offering to independent pro- Ohio, and was educated for the profession of medicine, which he practiced for
cer, exchangeprodu
service
to
passing
"Arrow the
service
organization."
tor
man and exhibi
is the ideal to which
To quoteducersfrom
Arrowand Bulletin,
which
ten years. His introduction to the moated.
Arrow is dedic
How this idea and
tion picture business came through the
so aptly
describesof the
corporation's
niche late C.
ideal were conceived and developed
T. Hite. one time president of
in
the scheme
motion
picture distriThanhouser. This was in the early days
makes most interesting reading.
bution,
"Arrow
service
and
organization
is one that carries the buyer of an Arrow of two hundred foot subjects. Once inSeven years ago Dr. W. E. Shallen- production past the signing of the conterested in pictures Dr. Shallenberger
"The
feature
the
d
produce
quickly
foresaw
the possibilities in the
tract.
Although
in
the
main,
Arrow
is
herger
r"
from the story by Hall engaged in the business of supplying budding art-industry.
Deemste
And seeing, he
Caine. When the picture was completed,
pictures
to
independent
exchangemen
gave
up
the
practice
of
to deregular
The
it.
he sought an outlet for
vote all his time to it. medicine
From then
on
avenues of distribution, so limited at the and of securing an outlet for independent
his
name
has
been
written
among
the
producers,
it
does
not
feel
that
any
conns,
powerful ones into whose hands the
time to independently made productio
tract is complete until the exchangeman
offered none of the inducements he be- has received his prints in good order, destiny of the motion picture has fallen.
,
Therefore
lieved his picture merited.
the advertising accessories and whatever
Starting the Arrow Film Corporation
survey of prevailing con- other aid can be rendered him in the in one small room with a staff consisting
after a careful
ditions. Dr. Shallenberger decided to presentation of the picture to his clients. of one stenographer. Dr. Shallenberger.
market the picture himself. He laid out Every possible human effort is made to with supreme faith in the future of the
and went to wrork. Al- meet the requirements of both the ex- independent field, proceeded to surround
his campaign
most at once he made his first sale, then
changeman and. the producer. It is the himself with a staff of associates who. by
his second. In a comparatively short service back of each contract that re- past experience and knowledge of the
tains old customers and brings new
time every territory had been sold. And
film business, were qualified to help him
earn.- out his ideas and his ideals. The
sold profitably. There was a worthAs is thus apparent. Arrow occupies
first man to join him was W. Ray Johns-while market for independently made
ton, who had been associated with Dr.
[productions.
an unique oosition in the motion picture
ones."
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Shallenberger for several years in other
projects. For some time these two men
carried on the work and laid the foundations upon which the present successful organization was built.
Takes Up Short Subjects
Following closely upon "The Deemster" Arrow marketed "The Eyes of the
World" and "Ramona" — two pictures
which really formed the nucleus of Arrow's subsequent
operations.
Shortly
after Arrow
undertook
the distribution
of short reel re-issues — a series of two
reelers with J. Warren Kerrigan and
Ann Little and another series with Harold Lockwood. These were followed by
more features and more short reel subjects. To mark Arrow's incursion in
the serial marketing field came "The
Masked Rider." Comedies were added to
the list, giving Arrow the widest choice
in film product.
The progress of Arrow Film Corporation has been
short office
of phenomenal. From nothing
its one room
and
its staff of one stenographer, it has
grown until it now occupies the entire
frontal space of the fourth floor of the
Candler Building at 220 West 42nd street,
New York, where there is ensconced a
staff of twenty-eight people, working
under a carefully assembled group of
executives and department heads. Offices
are also maintained in Paris and London, where the foreign distribution of
the Arrow product is looked after. The
Paris office, named the Arrow Film Corporation of France, covers France, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Spain, Portugal and Italy and is under the management of J. Rosen. Twenty-eight
people are here employed. The London
office is managed by J. H. Taylor, and
looks after the distribution of Arrow
Films in the United Kingdom.
Staff Grows Steadily
With its steady, healthy growth. Dr.
Shallenberger enlarged his staff until today he is surrounded by a coterie of film
men who are specialists in their own
departments. Among them are W. Ray
Johnston, P. B. Dana, A. E. Jones, Guy
R. Hammond and J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
W. Ray Johnston is vice president of
the Arrow Film Corporation and has
played an important part in building up
the independent field. He has been conTHREE

Batraaec i<> ih«-Corporation.
mudm <>ttii-i- of \rrn» i iim
nected with Arrow practically since its
inception and has had a great deal to do
with its rapid growth. Beginning with
the Thanhouser Film Company, for
whom, after general experience in various departments of the business and as
assistant treasurer, he assumed charge
of that firm's Florida coast studio. Here
he obtained a thorough knowledge of
studio operation and laboratory wark.
which
Arrow. has stood him in good stead with
As an illustration of his thoroughness,
it is interesting to note that after having
acquired valuable knowledge of the producing and distributing ends of the business, Mr. Johnston assumed the management of a small circuit of theatres, in
orderfind
to solutions
study the forexhibitor's
problems
and
them.
Johnston Is Valued Aid
Although not yet thirty years of age
Mr. Johnston has for the last seven years
held important and responsible positions
and he enjoys the fullest confidence of
Dr. Shallenberger, who looks upon Mr.
Johnston as a most able aid in the development of Arrow and the independent
field.
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P. B. Dana, sales manager, has been
connected with Arrow Film Corporation
for the last two years. Originally engaged tor the purpose of handling advertising and publicity, Mr. Dana so
readily demonstrated his ability that he
was soon promoted to the position he
now occupies. He still retains supervision of Arrow's advertising and publicity department in addition to his duties
as manager of sales.
For many years prior to his entrance
into the motion picture field, Mr. Dana
was an advertising agency man. His introduction to films was via the Famous
Flayers route, where he held the position of advertising manager until he was
induced to join Arrow.
Department Heads Experienced
A. E. Jones, who is general office
supervisor of Arrow, is a man of wide
experience in the film business. He was
vice president and general manager of
the company which financed and distributed "The Million Dollar Mystery." He
has been associated with Dr. Shallenberger in various enterprises for a number of years, occupying positions in
industry.
practically every important branch of the
Guy R. Hammond, general export
manager, was educated as a lawyer and
has traveled extensively. He speaks
seven languages, which are an immeasto him in transacting
Arrow's
foreignurable aidbusiness.
Before assuming
charge of similar
Arrow's positions
export department
occupied
with otherhe
film organizations.
The advertising and publicity department, which prepares the campaigns for
Arrow productions, is in charge of J.
Charles Davis, 2nd, who began his film
career seven years ago. Originally a
producer, Mr. Davis gave up that field
to join Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as advertising and accessory manager of that firm's New York exchange,
later becoming exploitation representative, in charge of exploitation work in
the territory covered by the New York
exchange.
feature ofof Mr.
work is his Apreparation
specialDavis'
advertising campaigns for exchangemen
and exhibitors playing Arrow attractions.

EXECUTIVES

(Right to Left) — Dr. A. E. Jones, office manager; H. screen
G. Davis,
auditor, and Thomas Toby, director of receiving, shipping and
departments.
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Mr. Davis stands ready at all times to
prepare these campaigns.
A survey of the year 1920. now drawing to a close, demonstrates that Arrow,
under the direction of Dr. Shallenberger
with the aid of his staff, is rounding out
the biggest year in its history. Its list
of attractions is larger than ever before
and its volume of business has reached
tremendous proportions. Among the
features listed during 1920 are "The
Deceiver," "The Golden Trail." "Before
the White Man Came," "Bachelor Apartments," "Love's Protege," "Woman's
Man," "The Desert Scorpion." "Wolves
of the Street," "Chamber Mystery,"
"Vigilantes." "Pennv Philanthropist."
"The theManTex Who
Fruit"
and
seriesTrifled."
of twelve"Bitter
five reelers.
Among the short subjects are the Hank
Mann. Muriel Ostriche. Sunbeam and
Ardath-XLXT two reel comedies, and
the Spotlight comedies of single reels;
the Border Pictures. Xorthwood Dramas
and Blazed Trail Productions, the last
three brands comprising a total of thirty
two reel dramas. As for serials Arrow
has marketed "The Lurking- Peril" and
'-'Thunderbolt Jack."
Looking somewhat ahead Arrow announces that contracts have been signed
to market four five reel features with
Jack Hoxie, who, thereafter, will do
another serial for Arrow distribution.
Arrow has also just announced a serial
of Ruby DeRemer Special Productions.
Arrow feels that it is now universally
recognized that the independent distributor and exchangeman will play a most
important part in the film business in the
coming
year. This year's events presage
such a conclusion.
Independent Market Complete
Today it is possible for the independent exhibitor to secure his entire output,
i; he so desires, from the independent
exchangeman. Features, serials, comedies and single reels of varying subavailable, inand.
through
Arrowwill bejects, areavailable
greater
quantities
as the days go by than ever before.
All of which predicates even greater
growth for the already solidly established Arrow Film Corporation.

: ,

^

! Rubye De Remer Now
Producing Arrow Film
1 Arrow Film Corporation has con1 tracted with Lyric Productions
| Company for a series of special pic| tures starring Rubye De Remer.
| Production cn the first film has be1 gun at the Erbograph studios.
| Miss De Remer is well known
| on both stage and screen. She has
posed for many artists, having been
| selected on account of her striking
I beauty and has been pronounced
1 by artists to be the perfect blonde
I *ype|
The first production is from a
| story by the well-known author,
1 Herman Landon, which appeared
| in a national magazine recently.
] Title of this production, together
| with other details, will be an| nounced in the near future. W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow,
I states that it will be a special production in every sense of the word.
Walter Miller will play opposite
1 Miss De Remer, while Walter R.
| Green, Edward Elkas, Henry W.
Pemberton and Thomas A. Magrane will be other members of the
I casti

Arrow
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Productions

Meeting

With

Arrow Film Corporation
that are meeting with unusual
on reports received from the
Some of the productions noic

on

Market

Unusual

Success

}wz>.' has on the market an arrav of attractions
success. The company bases this announcement
independent exchanges distributing its product.
on the market follow.
Features

"The Golden Trail." six-reel feature starring Jane Novak and
* * *
Jack Livingston.
"Bitter Fruit," with Jane Gail.
"Before the White Man Came,"
* *
kins. "Bachelor Apartments," five-reel
* *

an all-Indian picture.
-*
comedy starring Georgia Hop*

"Love's Protege." featuring Ora Carew.
* * *
"Woman's Man." starring Romaine Fielding..
"The Desert Scorpion." six-part
£
if.
"Wolves of the Street." another
Cobb.
* *

feature with Edmund Cobb.
ip.
six-reel picture with Edmund
*

"The Chamber Mystery," five-reel comedy-drama with Claire
Whitney and Earl Metcalfe.
V * £
"The Vigilantes," seven-reel
% Western
£ £ special with an all-star cast.
"The Penny Philanthropist," with Peggy O'Neil and Ralph
Morgan.
* * *
"The
Law of Nature."
man and Frances
NeMoyer.a seven-reel special starring Vincent ColeDeceiver," five-reel drama featuring Jean Hersholt and
Carol"The
Holloway.

i
[
1

"The Tame Cat." a special£ production.
% £
Tex picture, a series of detective stories featuring Glenn White.

I

Jack Hoxie in four special five-reel productions

|

Series of specials starring Rubye De Remer.

|
|
1
1
!
1
f
1
1
f
{
|
f
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

Short Subjects
Series of twelve two-reel comedies featuring Muriel Ostriche.
Sunbeam comedies, a series of twelve two reelers.
Hank Mann in twenty-six two-part comedies.
Eighteen single reel pictures known as Spotlight comedies and
featuring Billie Fletcher and Violet Joy.
Arrow brand comedies in one reel, numbering twelve.
Westerns
Border Pictures, two-reel westerns starring Harry Meyers.
Northwood Dramas starring Edgar Jones.
Blazed
Trail pictures featuring John Lowell and Dakota Lawrence.
Serials
"The Lurking Peril." a fifteen episode picture starring Ann
Luther and George Larkin.
"Thunderbolt Jack" in fifteen chapters with Jack Hoxie in the
lead and supported by Marin Sais.
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Launches

Advertising

Drive

Walter Baier Film Company, Milwaukee, Wis. — Four Jack Hoxic Western features for Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Special Features Company, Knoxville,
Tenn., for six southeastern states —
"Hachelor Apartments," "Thunderbolt
Jack."
for toPorto
Rico,
Santo Domingo
and Haiti,
Alberto
A. Gonzales
of San
Juan, P. R.
Waukesha Opening Soon
WAUKESHA, WIS.— John Saxe, head
of the Saxe theatres, and his general
manager, E. C. Bostwick, were here recently consulting with Loren Thurwachter, resident manager, over the
opening of the new Park theatre, which
is approaching completion. It is exber 1. pected to have it opened by Decem-

On Its Special "The
Tame
Cat
Arrow Film Corporation has fired the "Hitter Fruit," and Arrow states that in
initial gun in the advertising campaign
"The Tame Cat" he has given to the
screen one of the most notable producon "The Tame Cat," a special about
tions in motion picture history.
which a great deal of secrecy has been
Campaign Is Complete
maintained.
Arrow states that one of the most comLittle has been announced about this
plete advertising campaigns <cver inaugupicture save that it is considered by
will be used in exploiting "The
Arrow officials to be one of th« biggest Tame rated
Cat" and states that a complete
pictures of the year. They state that it line of advertising accessories of unusual attractiveness will be supplied on
is an adaptation of a novel by one of this production.
The advertising and
the greatest authors of English literature publicity department is preparing a press
who has had several of his works adapted book which will be an exhaustive analyto the screen with marked success.
sis of the picture. A complete line of
paper, photographs, slides and novelty
Hesitated Producing It
advertisements
is being prepared.
They claim further that this is by far
In the list of sales for the independent
his greatest novel, and that for years
producers have been desirous of pro- market Arrow includes a great many
ducing it but have hesitated because of sales for the foreign market besides a
large number of contracts closed in the
the unusualness of the theme and situa- United
States.
tions it was thought that it would be
impossible to adapt it to the requireArgument Refuted
ments of the motion picture drama.
Arrow calls attention to the foreign
Production was made by Dramafilms, sales in view of the opinion expressed
Inc., under the direction of Will Brad- by
in the film industry that there
ley, the man who picturized and directed was some
no great demand for American productions in Europe at the present time.
Arrow states that they think the list of
sales made recently refutes this argument.
J. Vacek, for Czecho-Slovakia and
Jugo-Slovia — "Woman's Man," "Nobody's Girl," "Love's Protege," "The
Golden
Trail."
Compania Cinematografica Sud Americana, for Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador —
"Thunderbolt Jack Serial," "Bachelor
Apartments," "Nobody's Girl," "Penny
Philanthropist," "Scarlet Tide," "The
Midlanders,"
May," and
other
Bessie "Bonnie
Love pictures
not two
yet
named.
Mexico, to David P. Howells, Inc. —
"Thunderbolt Jack Serial."
Shanghai, China, E. Labansat — "Hank
Mann Comedies."
Make Italian Sale
Luporini Brothers, for Italy — "Bonnie
May," "The
Midlanders" and two other
Bessie
Love pictures.
John Olsen & Co., for Scandinavia—
"Exploits of Raider Moewe" and "Muriel
Ostriche Comedies."
Horsfall Productions of Montreal,
\V. E. WOOD
Canada — "Spotlight Comedies," "XlntHead of Arrow's partment.
Film and Accessory De- Ardath Comedies," "Muriel Ostriche Chandler Building, \>w York, the home
of the Arrow Film Corporation
Comedies," for Eastern Canada.
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Work
Art

of

Posters

Advertising

for

Woman and Marriage " A Dorothy
Phillips-Allen Holubar Film
Leone Bracker, noted American artist talent and the acquisition of his distinctive art as one of the most strikingly
and creator of "Keep 'Em Smiling,"
important forward steps to that end so
"Help Lest We Perish," "Hunger Knows
largely to be desired and so vital to the
No Armistice," "Velvet Joe," and a score interest of the exhibitor and producer
of other money-raising posters, is at work alike, namely, the greater effectiveness of
advertising.
upon a series of art posters for Asso- the"Itposter
was not our aim to secure someciated First National Pictures.
thing merely artistic in the way of
This announcement is made by J. D. 'paper.' First National — the industry at
Williams, manager of First National, who large — desires something beyond that,
declares that the acquisition of Mr. something that possesses not only the
Bracker marks a progressive step in the great appeal of artistry but, in addition,
more important factor — the highest
history of the industry and a unique that
possible selling power, posters that will
move towards the perfecting of motion
be of direct financial benefit to the exhibitor by compelling money into the
picture poster advertising.
box office.
Artist Goes to Coast
Efforts Will Bear Fruit
Mr. Bracker has gone to Los Angeles,
"To have to this end secured the cowhere he will have the co-operation of
operation of a great artist of internaAllen Holubar in facilitating his work
tional reputation, one whose poster pictures have not only arrested the attention
on the poster subjects for the Dorothy
of the world but have coined that atPhillips picture, "Man, Woman and
tention into unprecedented millions of
Marriage." This forthcoming Associated
dollars for philanthropic objects and
First National feature was selected as again
for purely commercial organizations, is highly gratifying to our organithe object of the artist's immediate work
zation, not merely because First Nai partly because the course of its productional thus sets a precedent for the intion fits opportunely
with because
Mr. Bracker's
dustry but because we believe that every
undertaking
and partly
of the
cent invested in sending Mr. Bracker to
magnitude of that offering.
For the Holubar feature, Mr. Bracher
the Coast, every penny laid out in securwill make a set of seven picture posters
ing the services of one of the highest
comprising a twenty-four-sheet, two six- paid poster artists in the world will bear
sheets, two three-sheets and two ones. fruit a hundred fold through increased
The artist's subjects are invariably taken receipts at the exhibitor's box office.
from life, and Miss Phillips and the prin"Nor have we been anxious merely to
cipals of her supporting cast will be get the services of an artist of Mr.
studied by Mr. Bracker and tentative
Bracker's calibre simply because he was
sketches composed, after which he will of that calibre. Not any merely great
return to New York, where in consultation with C. L. Yearsley, director of
First National advertising, the final compositions will be decided upon and the
work put into completion.
Expresses His Views
Reluctant to speak of himself and expressing his belief that "rather an artist's work should speak for him," Mr.
Bracker on leaving for the Coast was induced to make, in a letter to Mr. Williams, some expression of his views of
what the poster can accomplish in the
motion picture field.
"I am entering on this new project,"
writes lution
Mr.can be
Bracker,
"feeling inthatthisa revoaccomplished
field.
I feel that we can make posters so dramatic and human and withal so illustrative of the real pictures inside the motion
picture theatre that the layman will be
influenced and will go in.
"It is notbutmyto plan
do down
anythingto
highbrow,
get to
right
earth, to create something that will affect
'the
man the
in the
street,'
but withal
that
will have
dignity
of work
well done,
and done with pride, and I feel that this
will redound with credit to First National
for the step they have taken."
Is Step Forward
Commenting on the consummation of
the negotiations which have resulted in
Mr. Bracker's
the motion
picture art field inentering
the interests
of Associated First National franchise holders,
J. D. Williams said in part: "We regard,
and undoubtedly the industry in general
LEONE BRACKER
will regard, the success of our negotia- World-famed poster picture artist, who
is
making
a series of posters for Assotions with an artist of Mr. Bracker's
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.
high standing and universally recognized

artist would have satisfied us. We were
not seeking for mere passing publicity.
We required, more important than that,
an artist who combined art with practical ideas and a zeal for the motion picture, and Mr. Bracker does that. He is
zealous. He has undertaken his mission
for the motion picture industry with the
enthusiasm of the crusader. In him, 1
believe, is found that rare combination
of draughtsmanship and appreciation o(
the dramatic and of selling appeal."
Special Changes Its
Exchange Personnel
Sales Force
Augmented for
Winter Drive on New
Short Subjects
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2.— In launching a sales drive for the coming winte»
season on the Chester Conklin comedies,
the Comiclassics starring Neely Edwards
and Charlotte Merriam, the Moranti
comedies, and the Sunset-Burrud scenics,
H. J. Roberts, general sales manager of
the Special Pictures Corporation, has
augmented his exchange forces and made
numerous changes in the personnel of
the branch offices for greater efficiency
in getting the Special Pictures productions in the hands of the exhibitors.
Lists Exchange Managers
The list of exchange managers as announced this last week includes: B. C.
Gibson, Atlanta; M. Thomas, Boston;
Harry S. Gans, Buffalo; Pat Dillon, Chicago; W. E. Condell, Cincinnati; W. A.
Hoffman, Cleveland; Sol Davis, Dallas;
R. T. Ryan, Denver; Hal Smith, Detroit;
O. P. Fauchier, Indianapolis; Sam Goldflam, Kansas City; E. K. Lamson, Los
Angeles; Tom Kress, Minneapolis; Will
T. Richards, New Orleans; Harold Rodner, New York; W. E. Smith, Philadelphia; H. C. Gauding, Pittsburg; H. L.
Pitner, St. Louis, W. E. Matthews, San
Francisco; A. H. Huot, Seattle; Harry
Cohen, Washington, D. C.
Division Managers Remain
Max Roth continues as eastern division manager; Frank Marshall as
central division manager; and Joseph A.
Quinn is special sales representative for
the Pacific Coast.
The output of Special in Canada will
be handled by the Amalgamated Exhibitors Circuit; in the Orient, including
Japan, China, and the Philippines by the
Kokusai Film Corporation of Tokio.
Elks Film, "Cowboy Jazz,"
Made as Two Reel Special
S-E Enterprises has announced that it
will place on the state right market a
twoIt reel
featurethe "Cowboy
Jazz."
was special
made under
auspices of
the
Benevolent Protective Order of Elks and
presents
the world's
championship
cowboy sports,
in which
expert ropers,
riders and daredevils of the West perform a variety of hair-raising stunts.
The picture was acquired from Fred
Salinger of Chicago.
Take Lease in Owatonna
OWATONNA, MINN. — Mickelson
Brothers, who own the New Palace theatre here and the Playhouse at Rochester, together with other houses in the
state, have closed a lease for the Metropolitan theatre here for ten years with
the owner, A. A. Thomas.
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Elaine Hammerstein
Has Completed
Second
Picture in New
Star Series
Her First, "The Daughter Pays, " Will Be Published
in November — "Poor Dear Margaret Kirov'
Will Be the Third Production
Elaine Hammerstein has completed
her second picture in her new star series
for Selznick Enterprises. It is titled
"Pleasure Seekers" and was adapted from
a story written by John Lynch.
The first of the series, "The Daughter
Pays,"is will
be publishedof intheNovember.
This
a picturization
novel by
Mrs. Baillie Reynolds.
Make Favorable Comment
A great deal of favorable comment
already has been made on the first of
the Hammerstein series by those who
have had the opportunity of viewing it.
Selznick officials believe they have "one
of the sensations of the year."
In the opinion of Myron Selznick. expressed while commenting on Miss Hammerstein's popularity, the performance
of the star in "The Daughter Pays" "is
going
to givea tremendous
boost."
"I have
neverherseen
a better performance than she gives in 'The Daughter
Pays,' " he wrote his father, Lewis J.
Selznick.
Earle Will Direct
The third of the series, "Poor Dear
Margaret
Kirby,"
by Kathleen Norris.
It is was
beingwritten
put into
shape
by Lewis Allen Browne and will be
directed by William P. S. Earle, who is
now directing Conway Tearle toward the
closeup Picture
in "The Theatres
Road of production.
Ambition,"
afinal
National
Comedies Prove
Popular, Arrow Avers
Arrow Film Corporation's series of
eight two-reel comedies, starring Fred
Ardath and Mae Brooks, issued under
the brand of Ardath-XLNT comedies, are
proving popular throughout the country,
according to their publishers.

Webster Campbell, Marguerite Clayton, James A. Furey and Frank Currier
support
the star in "Pleasure
George Archainbaud
directed. Seekers."
Supporting Miss Hammerstein in "The
DaughterMaxwell,
Pays" Evelyn
are Norman
Theresa
Times, Trevor,
Bryson
Russell and Dore Davidson. The story
was picturized for the screen by Edward
Montagne.
Two Others Scheduled
Other Selznick pictures being published
in November through Select exchanges
are a National Picture Theatres production, "The Palace of Darkened Windows," and a Select picture, "Just Outside the Door," starring Edith Hallor.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows," a
tale of mystery in the Orient, directed
by Henry Kolker, marks the sixth publication by National Picture Theatres,
the other five being "Just a Wife," "Blind
Youth," "The Invisible Divorce,"
"Marooned Hearts" and "Out of the
Claire Anderson plays the leading
feminine
Snows." role. The cast includes Jay
Belasco in the leading role, Christine
Mayo, Gerald Pring, Adele Farrington,
Virginia Caldwell, Nicholas Dunaev and
Virginia True Boardman. The story,
written by Mary Hastings Bradley, was
adapted
for the screen by Katherine
Reed.
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In "Just Outside the Door" Edith
Hallor plays the role of a young welfare
worker who learns that position in life
gains more respect from men than sex,
and she struggles against great odds to
overcome this disadvantage.
Prominent members of the cast are J.
Barney Sherry, Betty Blythe, Eddie
Southerland, Arnold Gregg, Ida Lewis
and Burt Apling. George Eckert Goodman is the author of the story. Harvey
Thew adapted it to the screen and
George Irving directed.

Ardath

MARIE PREVOST
In a new Mack Sennett production, "Love,
Honor and Behave," to be distributed
by First National.

"Love"
Is J. Parker
Louise Glaum
F. B. Warren, general manager of distribution for Associated Producers, Inc.,
announces from Los Angeles, where he
is observing the progress of production
of the units of the organization, that the
title of the next J. Parker Read, Jr., production starring Louise Glaum is "Love."
"Love" will be published throughout
the United States and Canada on December 5. It is described as a story exceeding in dramatic strength any vehicle
recently allotted to Miss Glaum. The
scenario is by Louis Joseph Vance, author of many dramatic novels and screen
plays.
In "Love"
wears many
beautiful Miss
gowns.Glaum again
Are Cutting Picture
J. Parker Read's reputation for sumptuous mountings is maintained in this production, which is being cut and titled at
the Read studios in Culver City, Cal.
Prints of the production will be in all
Associated Producers' branch offices
early in December.
Read'sin publicity
on
theMr.Coast,
cooperationrepresentatives
with the home
office of Associated Producers, are working on an unusual exploitation and publicity campaign in which the best use will
be made of the striking title.
Production Progresses
Mr. Warren, in a wire to Oscar A.
Price, president of Associated Producers,
says he finds production in a commendable state of progress in the studios of
J. Parker Read, Thos. H. Ince and Mack
Sennett. Allen Dwan, whose first Associated Producers' production, "The For-

Read's Next
Production for A. P.
bidden Thing," is being shipped to all
branch offices, is in New York on a vacation. "The Last of the Mohicans,"
Maurice Tourneur's first A. P. picture,
is
being
his studio. given the finishing touches at
Letters and telegrams commending the
first two publications of Associated Producers— Thos. H. Ince's "Homespun
Folks" and J. Parker Read's "Leopard
Woman,"
starring
Glaum — continue to come
to theLouise
home office.
Exhibitors Praise Film
An enthusiastic appreciation of "Homespun Folks" is from Benjamin Apple,
secretary and manager of the Illium
Amusement Company, Inc., operating the
American and King theatres in Troy,
N. Y. Mr. run
Apple
saysAmerican
that "of weallhave
the
productions
at the
n-ever received so much praise from our
patrons
did on manager
'Homespun
Folks.'"
Marx asS. weNathan,
of the
New
York exchange, and his salesmen have
booked thirteen prints of "Homespun
Folks"
for showing
during election week
in
the New
York territory.
"Fixed By George" Latest
Lyons- Moran Five Reeler
"Fixed by George," claimed the best
Lyons and Moran five-reeler yet to be
published by Universal, will be ready for
exhibitors on November 8. "Fixed by
George"
Franklin. is another farce by Edgar
DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES
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Hodkinson
By JAMES BEECROFT

•*

•*

A Builder of
Film History

HODKINSON has often
WW.
• been called a master-builder. No
term seems to fit him better. He is
essentially an architect; he delights in
construction. To see an edifice rise step
by step, built according to his plans,
means more to Hodkinson than the mere
commercial success of an enterprise.
His activities in the industry (and these
date back to the earliest days) may be
epitomized in such a paragraph as we
have just set down.
The character of Hodkinson is singularly free from temperamental defects.
Few men pursue their course more impersonally and more persistently than
he; in his mind the goal is uppermost
all the time. A favorite saying of his
often
by his
associates
"I willI
confessheard
myself
whipped
only is when
see my principles are whipped with me."
As a matter of history — an important
part of motion picture history — neither
Hodkinson nor his principles have ever
been whipped, on the contrary, as he has
known to apply them, they have always
emerged victorious.
TAKE his experience as an exhibitor.
Mr. Hodkinson in a small town of the
Far West had observed the sudden popularity of the motion picture, and frequently visited the most prominent theatre in the town. He was quick to see
the defects in the enterprise; the lack of
consideration for the comfort and safety
of the public; lack of ventilation and the
general careless and slip-shod ways of
the management. It was the day of the
"nickelodeon"
of which
this particular
house
was a most
distressing
specimen.
Mr. Hodkinson spoke to the proprietor
of the house, suggesting in his impersonal, almost diffident way, the improvements which seemed to be needed.
The
owner
of
rejected
the suggestions thewith"nickelodeon"
scorn.
Hodkinson was determined to see his
ideas work out in practice, and in partnership with a friend, he started a theatre, embodying in his management all
the improvements he had suggested to
the "nickelodeon" man, and charging ten
cents. He also went after the best pictures in the market in spite of the handicaps which attended booking in those
days. In a short time the "nickelodeon"
had to surrender. Instead of seeking to
establish a monopoly in the town and
crowing over his defeated competitor.
Mr. Hodkinson took him by the hand
and
made him part of his scheme of construction.
At a time when the Patents Company
was all powerful, operating through its
subsidiary instrument, the General Film
Company, Mr. Hodkinson was manager
of their interests in San Francisco. The
whole structure of the General Film
Company was built upon the conception
that the exhibitor must take the bad
pictures with the good, in other words,
it was an article of faith in the General
Film Company that its various units produced equally good pictures. From this
article of faith, Hodkinson vehemently
dissented. He knew, as did everybody
else, that there was a most decided and
obvious difference in the quality of pictures produced by the various units. He,
however, was the only man who had the
courage to say so to his employers; at

W. W. HODKINSON
first gently, then firmly and finally very
firmly. Mr. Hodkinson pointed out to
headquarters in New York that their
whole system was wrong and their pictures should be sold on merit and not by
virtue of monopolistic pressure. As the
General Film wanted none but orthodox
and
obedient
lost his
job. managers, Mr. Hodkinson
* * *
HE HAD now become thoroughly convinced that the "nickelodeon" had
been definitely superseded by the theatre
of quality and modern equipment. He
had fully realized that to keep these
theatres going, a supply of first-class pictures was indispensable. He had himself established two producing units on
the coast, ambitious to be sure, but after
all experimental, and now he came East
to look for more independent quality.
Here he found the General Film entrenched in power. When his purpose
became known, it was intimated to him
that he was on a bootless errand and that
it might be very much to his advantage
to abandon his daring schemes of innovation and go back to the Coast. Resolute and determined by nature, this hard-

ened his determination to the point of
steel. He took Famous Players and
Lasky into his scheme, not without imhurdles. mense effort, leaping over all kinds of
Then began a new reign of quality in
the motion picture field. Hodkinson
baptized the new institution, calling it
"Paramount." The name was well
chosen, indeed. Here Hodkinson stood
for rigid tests of quality, based on the
verdicts of the exhibitors and public. In
his creed the exhibitor and the public
have well defined rights which the producer is bound to respect; as the producer himself, being human, might be
tempted to disregard these rights, Hodkinson functioned as the arbiter, ever
watchful to keep each element in its own
proper sphere. When Paramount, as
Mr. Hodkinson puts it, passed under producer control, he yielded his position
rather than his principle, and left the
institution
into being. which his genius had called
* * •
INheads,
THE andorganization
which under
he now
which is entirely
his
control, Hodkinson is guided by these
same principles. In the incredibly short
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space of three years, he has built up an
institution whose foundations are absolutely sound and permanent. No sooner
had a new organization been formed than
he again went in search of quality, encouraging the independent producer who
showed talent, and by his rigid tests
hastening the end of the incompetent
producer or the producer who wants to
force his bad pictures on the exhibitoi
along with good ones. His genius and
his abilities as an organizer have always
been recognized, and have in three short
years achieved results that are recognized throughout the industry.
In the producing field, ambition, talent,
vision, have sought him out even as iron
seeks the magnet, while his regard for
the rights of the exhibitor and the public have won him and are winning him
new friends every day in the ranks of
the exhibitors. His name in the eyes of
the public today stands for progress, for
elevation of the moral and artistic standards of the screen.
Only recently one American author of
note, Irving Bacheller, wrote a letter to
Mr. Hodkinson, speaking of his hopes
to have his stories presented to the public through Mr. Hodkinson. Such coming directors as Hugo Ballin and Irvln
Willat have convinced themselves of the
soundness of Hodkinson's fundamental
ideas and have placed their products in
his hands for distribution.
Genius plus patience can never miss
its reward. The third anniversary ts
only the dawn of a new era in producing
and distributing Hodkinson picture*
which will increase the prestige and
popularity of the screen and lead to new
triumphs of the new art.
Start Work on Theatre
In Wichita Falls, Tex.
WICHITA FALLS, TEX. — Work
has been started on the foundation of
the new Strand theatre in Scott street,
just south of Eighth street.
The theatre is being built by Gilbert &
Stowe, who promise that it will be one
of the most attractive houses in this locality. While the house will seat but
300, the plans call for an uncommonly
beautiful interior. It is expected to have
the theatre completed in three months.
NOVEL

LIGHTING
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Enlarged

Camera Staff Is to Be Doubled, Which, It Is Believed,
Will Give the Exhibitor a Greater Variety of Features
During the Second Year of This Feature's Publication

NEWS, just one year old, begins
FOX
its second year by announcing enlarged facilities for news gathering,
editing, laboratory work and distribution, the aim being to guarantee to
the exhibitor perfect service in every
direction.
The Fox News program for 1920-1921,
just made public by Fox Film Corporation, carries a message of optimism to
the exhibitor. William Fox, pointing
out that all the promises made when the
reel was begun have been more than
fulfilled, does not content himself with
vague generalizations about what Fox
News will do, but gives detailed information which shows how these things
are to he accomplished.
* * *
The tion,
program's
striking innovaperhaps, is most
the doubling
of the
camera staff, which it is hoped will be
accomplished by January.
These men are scattered all over the
world, and are directed from the New
York headquarters and recently established depots at London, I'aris, Rome
and Berlin. Thanks to a process of selection and recruiting conducted during the
last year by the editors, each man behind a Fox News camera in Hungary or
in Texas, in Seattle or in Calcutta, is
an expert photographer with a nose for
news and an eye for pictorial effect.
This means that Fox News is in a position to assure to exhibitors during 1921
a greater variety of features, both foreign and American, than heretofore.
The organization now has facilities, it
is said, ' to make "Fox exclusives" a
household word among progressive exhibitors throughout the United States.
* ♦ *
Another advantage that Fox News has
lies in the fact that it occupies in New
York part of one of the greatest film
EFFECTS

USED

IN "WANTED

laboratories in the world. This laboratory, equipped with apparatus that is the
last word in efficiency, capable not only
of utilizing every photographic process
known to science, but also of adaptation
to new processes that may be devised
from time to time by the research staff,
can turn out more completed film in a
given time, Fox officials say, than any
other
ence. photographic laboratory in existFox News will continue to be printed
in black and white, with the exception
of subjects which call for color, such as
fires, night effects, snow pictures and
scenes in which there is an opportunity
to bring out the natural beauty of foliage.
The research department is giving much
attention to toning and tinting as to productions. Special titling and printing
plants have been installed in the Fiftyfifth street building to provide for the
particular needs of Fox News.
Another important development in the
direction of perfect service is a large
increase in the editorial staff of Fox
News. This is in the interest not only
of better titling and makeup of the reel,
but also of news gathering. Two men
of wide experience in national journalism
have been added to the staff for the purpose of visiting all countries of the world
and explaining to cameramen just what
Fox News wants in real, live news pictures and exclusive subjects.
A special service to exhibitors by wire
has been inaugurated. By means of this
the exhibitor will he notified whenever
he may expect to receive subjects in the
news concerning his locality. He will
receive this information in time for him
to advertise the showing of the local
event, and thus he will have abundant
scope for enterprising showmanship.
Open Colonial in Osage
OSAGE,
Roy was
Raub's
new here.
Colonial theatreIA.—
recently
opened

AT HEADQUARTERS'

Stuart Paton, Universale leading director, has introduced some weird effects in his interior scenes, substituting tricks of lighting in place of close-ups. Paton is of the opinion that this method of directing attention to individual character is much
more artistic than the close-up method. Eva Novak has the leading role in this adapted crook st ory.
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Extensive

to Educational

Film

Prominent Display Given "The Race of the Age " in
the Lobbies for Week Previous to Showings
in N. Y. and Brooklyn
The Strand theatres in New York and contest and the thousands of stories that
Brooklyn gave Educational's "The Race have followed the retirement of the
of the Ages" a dominant place on their world's super horse, a great amount of
was gained by two private
programs
at the previous
picture's torecent
premiere.of publicity
For a week
the opening
showings of the picture, one at a dinner
the two-reel subject, showing the race given by Samuel D. Riddle, owner of the
between Man o' War and Sir Barton at victor, at his farm at Glen Riddle, Pa.,
Windsor, Ont., was given the most and the other at a banquet at the Police
prominent place in the displays in the Club, New York, in honor of the horse's
lobbies of the two theatres.
trainer, Louis Fuestel.
In these columns of publicity there
Did Not Rush Film
was
the highest of prais-e for the picture
Knowing that all cameras except the by the
leading sporting writers of the
fourteen in the hands of its own staff East.
were barred from the Kenilworth Jockey
Make Stage Announcement
Club track, Educational made no effort
Previous to the showings a greater
to hurry' out the prints on "The Race of portion of the lobbies of the Strands
the
preferring
to waitanduntil
couldAge,"
be properly
assembled
titled.it were given over to the announcement of
"The Raceat ofthethe
on
More than 5,000 feet of film were made the
XewAge."
York Fronting
Strand were
during the course of the race by the two street
huge
posters,
one
reproducing
standard motion picture cameras sta- greatly enlarged form the letter of thein
tioned at every point of vantage, the Kenilworth Jockey Club giving exclusive
panoramics and the slow motion machines.
rights to make the picture and another
In all of its announcements Educa- an
carrying the statement
tional is laying stress on the fact that of announcement
Managing Director Joseph Plunkett
"The
Race
of
the
Age"
is
not
merely
a
he regarded it as a privilege to sho w
race picture, but a dramatic spectacle that that
will interest the woman and child who this racing picture.
A majority of the lobby frames were
knows nothing of the turf just as much
filled with announcements of the film
as the most ardent follower of the "sport and from the ceiling, suspended by the
of the kings." According to critics who
Riddle colors, were still other announcesaw the picture at private advance showments. During the week preceding the
ings, the film has reached a dramatic
announcements were made from
height that has never been attained in a showing
feature with the race scene as the the stage of the Strand.
Campaign Is Conducted
"punch."
In addition to the vast amount of pubEducational conducted a striking exploitation campaign :n behalf of the piclicity given the Man o' War-Sir Barton
Marv

and

Her

Director

First glimpse of Mary Pickford and her scenario writer who has turned director,
on location, making a scene for a forthcoming United Artists feature.

OCTOBER
ALL

31 sft

WEEK

E. W. Hammons Presents
"THE RACE OF
The exclusive two reel motion picture
record of
AGE"
THE
Man 0' War's Victory
Over Sir Barton
The most remarkable picture of a race ever
screened, cameras
taken by including
14 motion picture
SLOW

MOTION

STRAND THEATRE
Broadway and 4~th Street
and STRAND. BROOKLYN
Fulton Street and Rockwell Place
One of the tags used by the Strand theatre, New York, to tag automobiles, ill
its "Race of the Age'' advertising camaign.
ture, linking it up with the last week of
the
year's
racing atof the
track.
Thousands
tagsEmpire
bearing City
on
one
side
the
legend
"route
instructions"
and on the other announcements of the
picture were attached to the steering
wheel of every automobile that visited
the race track. In an envelope labeled
"A Tip on the Big Race" some 50,000
herald-announcements of the picture
were distributed to the crowds. Special
advertisements were carried in the racing papers.
Advertisements
were carried under the
list of the entries in the official racing
card at the Empire City track. As the
result of the unique methods used, both
Strand theatres report that on the opening days faces
of "Thewere
Race seen
of theatAge"
strange
the more
two
theatres than ever before in the history
of the houses.
Amateur Contest Winner
To Have Lead in Special
Anetha Getwell. a winner of the fame
and fortune contest of the three motion
picture fan magazines, Shadowland, Motion Picture Classic and Motion Picture
Magazine has been selected for a principal part in the special picture to be
made by the American Legion in their
Armistice Day celebration in Washington, D. C, November 11, 12 and 13.
Miss Getwell is a Chicago girl, who,
since winning the contest with 50,000
entries, has appeared in several photoplays, the lastest being the five reel
feature, "Love's Redemption," directed
by Eugene V. Brewster.
DEAD M EN TELL NO TALES
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Talent

Exchange

Into

Field

to

Sends
Book

Headliners

New

Association With Offices in Chicago Reports
That Arrangements Have Been Made to
Supply Theatres With Artists
First National Booking Association, a to please his patrons who is responding
new talent exchange with headquarters to our announcements. Several of the
chain houses are now negotiating for
in Chicago, which is supplying special big
special talent and we found it necesattractions exclusively to motion picture
sary to add several men to our road force
theatres, has just placed ten roadmen in to close with them promptly."
Will Furnish Settings
the field to explain its proposition to
those theatremen who have swamped the
Another feature for the benefit of exoffice with inquiries.
hibitors has been added by the booking
Although only formed three weeks
association. Through an arrangement
ago, the association has completed ar- made with the Universal-Selig Artists'
rangements to supply talent to theatres Studios, Chicago, they are prepared to
in Detroit, Kansas City, St. Louis, Min- furnish complete stage settings, drops and
neapolis, Milwaukee and other Central other stage props for the artistic presenWest houses. Six inquiries were retation of any special feature.
ceived in one day from the City of Fords,
This firm is well known in the theand two large houses in St. Louis wired
atrical field, having supplied stage setfor special
talentannouncement
following the appeartings for the Marigold Gardens, Chicago;
ance of the first
the Riviera and the Stratford theatres,
Live-Wire Men Respond
Chicago's
largest
and ashandsomest
ture houses,
as well
many of picthe
In speaking of their plans to book, legitimate
and
vaudeville
theatres.
produce and deliver specialities for moOther Artists Added
tion picture theatres from the pick of
the vaudeville attractions and artists,
A special set has been arranged by
Henry Segal, president of First National
them to accompany the presentation of
Booking hibitors
Association,
"The their
ex- "Humoresque," the big Famous Playersseem anxious said:
to increase
Lasky attraction, also special drops, etc.,
patronage by offering better presenta- for "So Long Letty," the Robertson-Cole
tion. The demand of the picture theatre- production; Mary Pickford's "Pollygoer is something more than silent
amusement. Prices have been increased anna" and "Suds," and Marion Davies'
"The of
Restless
Sex." have been
and they feel they are entitled to more picture,
A number
new artists
for their money.
added to the list of popular vaudeville
"It is the live-wire exhibitor anxious stars available through this booking assoThielen Is Now Directing
New Bloomington Theatre
BLOOM INGTON, ILL.— The Majestic theatre, recently completely remodeled and redecorated, has been
opened to the public.
Frank Thielen of Aurora is the owner
and A. C. Schade is manager. Thielen,
who has just completed a new theatre in
Aurora and who is erecting one in Elgin,
is in charge during the illness of Manager Schade.

FRITZI RIDGE WAY
Who ia starring In two-reel Western
photodrnmag for the Capital Film Company.

A.

P.
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ciation. Singers, orchestras, jazz bands
and dance acts for large or small theatres
are now available through this source.

Roadmen
in
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Selznick Opens Its
Thirtieth Exchange
At Milwaukee, Wis.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 2.— Selznick Enterprises opened its thirtieth exchange in this country here yesterday.
The new office is in the Toy building, 172
West Second street, where all of the
Milwaukee film exchanges are located.
S. S. Webster, former branch manager of the Selznick exchange at Charlotte, N. C, and previous to that manager of the Selznick office in Cleveland,
has been appointed branch manager. The
new exchange will handle Select, Republic and National Theatres productions.
The Milwaukee exchange will be under
the direct supervision of Samuel Sax, the
midwest district manager.
Carson to Play Lead in
American Legion Picture
Kenneth Carson will play the leading
male role in the special motion picture
to be made at the American Legion
Armistice Day celebration at the league
ball grounds at Washington, D. C, on
November 11, 12 and 13, having been
loaned to Lieut. Charles Wallach, director, by Coscardar Productions, Inc., of
New York, motion picture producers, of
which he is secretary as well as one of
their leading male players. Mr. Carson
is a member of the American Legion.

face's

Second

Picture, "Lying Lips," in January
from vivid, chaotic spectacles to
"Lying Lips" will be the publication another,
subtle dramatic crises, is believed to
title of Thomas H. Ince's second special guarantee the popularity of the drama
for Associated Producers, Inc., costar- with every class of theatregoer.
ring House Peters and Florence Vidor,
The past week has been devoted to
according to an announcement issued
the filming of a number of the specfrom the Thomas H. Ince studios on the
tacular shipwreck scenes which will be
West coast. The forthcoming feature one of the features of "Lying Lips."
Many Extras Used
has been in production under the workSeveral hundred extra performers have
ing title of "The Magic Life." It is been utilized in the wreck, all of the
scheduled as a January issue.
shooting having taken place at night,
both at the Ince studios and on an
Prepare Press Book
hulk constructed off San Pedro
harbor.
Innumerable exploitation and pub- enormous
licity angles of a wide diversity are ofJohn Griffith Wray, who directed
fered for the presentation of the big
"Homespun Folks," the first Ince-A. P.
feature, and will be available for ex- special is directing "Lying Lips" under
hibitors in a comprehensive exploitation the supervision of Thomas H. Ince. The
book now in preparation by the Thomas
story was adapted to the screen by
H. Ince exploitation department. In ad- Bradley King from the novel by May
dition, the publicity campaign for "Lying Edington.
Lips" will be carried out through other
mediums, including fan magazines and "Mormon Trail" First
the national press.
The cast, which includes in addition
Of Star Ranch Series
to House Peters and Florence Vidor,
"The
Mormon
Trail" is the title of
such favorites as Joseph Kilgore, Margaret Livingston and a number of others, the first publication of Star Ranch
is one of the most capable which has Westerns, now being offered the states
been assembled in some time. Both
right market by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New York. Star Ranch
Peters and Miss Vidor are stars of extensive popularity, while Kilgore has Westerns are offered in a series of twenty-six
two-reelers, one every two weeks.
been featured in many leading roles.
"The Mormon Trail" is from a story
Predict Popularity
by C. A. Short. Elliott Howe directed.
The kaleidoscopic transition from con- Grace Cunard, C. Edward Hatton, Jack
ventional England to the open sweeps of
Eva Long and Asdrey Chapthe Canadian prairies and back again to Halladay,
man will be among the featured players
England, from one magnificent scene to in the Star Ranch Western series.
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Is Planning
Each

IN "FAN TOMAS"

NEW

EDWARD ROSEMAN
As "Fantomas"

JOHNNY
The WALKER
Boy
Several

of Twenty

Stunts

Episodes
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for
of Serial

Producers Declare "Fantomas" Will be A Bigger
Drawing Card Than Company's First
Film, "Bride 13"
Chapter
The second William
Fox serial, as a predecessor, additional pulling power
is
becausegreat
of the
fact
"Fantomas." is not to be a one-stunt-anthatgiven
the "Fantomas"
story is by those
French
episode serial, according to the Fox of- authors
of detective tales, Marcel Allain
fices, but instead, "Director Sedgwick is and Pierre Souvestre. The works of
crowding more stunts and thrills into these writers have been translated into
one episode than most exhibitors have thirteen languages. The "Fantomas"
serial ran into thirty-odd volumes. For
found in fifteen."
and ingenuity they rank among the
Sedgwick has put so much real stuff thrills
greatest
high-class detective stories of
into the story, it is said, that he has the age.
been instructed to make twenty episodes
instead of fifteen. He is putting his Jose Is Assembling
stunts in at every opportunity, saving
a big one for the end of the episode. He
First A. E. Picture
has a wealth of water stunts and thrills
Actual
production
work on the rrew
already completed. He is using lions and
Edward Jose feature for Associated Extigers and alligators. He has some
hibitors, Inc., has been completed and
motorboat incidents that are hair-raising.
Predict Big Success
Mr. Jose is assembling and editing it
Fox officials who have seen the epi- It will be distributed through Pathe.
sodes thus far completed declare that
The Jose special, which has not been
the "Fantomas" serial will be a bigger titled, was in production over ten weeks.
drawing
Fox serial.card than ''Bride 13," the first The play, written by Charles Logue, is
While additional contracts are still be- a modern melodrama with New York as
its locale. Anna Q. Nilsson will appear
ing signedagement
for declares
"Bridethat13,"exhibitors
the Fox manwho in the principal feminine role. The heroic
entrusted to Earle Methave ningrealized
"Bride 13"
are for
beginto ask foron contract
blanks
the part hascalfe.been
Others in the cast are Allan Forrest, Riley Hatch, George Majeroni and
"Fantomas" serial. Exhibitors who failed
to get "Bride 13" are trying to outwit Jane Jennings.
their opposition by signing up for "Fantomas" and accorded
cash the
in on
rousing re- Ralph Ince Will Next
ception
firsttheserial.
Has Logical Story
Make "A Man's Home"
Another big claim for the "Fantomas"
For Selznick Special
serial is that it will have a logical story
Ralph Ince will soon begin work on
from beginning to end. The stunts and
thrills are not being dragged in by the "A Man's Home," a Selznick special production adapted from the play of the
heels,
story. but are part of this daredevil same name by Anna Steese Richardson,
In addition to having had "Bride 13" according to an announcement by Myron
Selznick, supervisor of Selznick productions.
Dead Men Tell No Tales
His two previous productions are "R«d
Foam" and "Out of the Snows."

FOX

SERIAL

EVE BALFOUR
The Villainess
Sennett Has Denied
Contract Violation
Comedy Producer Has Been
Sued for $122,270 by
Charles Baumann
New York City newspapers printed
news items recently announcing the suit
brought in that city by Charles Baumann,
who seeks in the federal courts to recover the sum of $122,270. which he alleges is due him on a contract by which
Mack Sennett obtained his services for
S500 a week and 5 per cent of the profits
accruing
to Sennett through Eastern releases.
Baumann alleges that Mr. Sennett
broke the contract after it had run but
half of its term when he discharged Baumann last November from his position as
Eastern representative of the Sennett
interests.
Denies Any Violation
Mr. Sennett resents the imputation that
he has violated any of his contracts and
asserts that Baumann was relieved of his
New York duties for cause, as will be
proven, asserts Mr. Sennett. in the trial
of the case in Justice Joseph E. Newburger's court.
"We have no desire," says Mr. Sennett, "to try our case in the public press,
but we believe that the published statements, confined though they were to but
a brief statement of the news, may have
an unfortunate interpretation at a time
when producers are fighting for the integrity of contractural relations.
"Cause Will Be Ample"
"The causes leading to the discontinuance of Mr. Baumann's services as Eastern representative of the Sennett interests were ample and will be shown to
have been so, we have no fear. One of
the penalties of prominence in the motion
picture industry is found in the eagerness
with which discharged employes bring
unfounded actions and this one has no
merit whatever."
Open N. D. Metropolitan
GRAND FORKS. N. D.— The N«w
Metropolitan. owned by McCarthy
Brothers, was opened recently.
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Celebrated's
Addition
of Features
Enables
It to Book
Entire Program
Twenty-Four Specials Will Be Published at the
Rate of Two a Month by the Company,
President Friedman Announces
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
it is announced by Joseph L. Friedman,
president, will enter the feature film
distributing field this month. The company proposes to publish twenty-six features, or one every other week, between
November 1, 1920, and November 1, 1921,
and in addition twenty-four special features. These productions will be the
pick of the market as offered from time
to time by the independent producers.
Heretofore, Celebrated Tias handled
nothing but one and two-reel subjects,
with the exception of the serials distributed by that organization, and has built
up an immense business with them.
Demand Complete Program
The demand for longer features to go
with the short subjects and make up
complete Celebrated programs has become more and more insistent, however,
and now Mr. Friedman has arranged to
meet this demand by adding the twentyfour special features under the Federated
brand, which will be available through
his exchange.
One feature to be offered is "The
Servant in the House," a prcture said to
possess a most skillful blending of the
spiritual and the dramatic qualities. The
story is based on the stage play by
Charles Rann Kennedy, which created
a sensation ten years ago in New York
and on the road.
Directed by Conway
The theme of "The Servant in the
House" is that of another famous stage
success, "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," where the appearance of a character possessed of a clean, upright mind
sets everything right in a house where
evil influences were at work. Hugh Conway directed it and it is said his work

easily matches anything done heretofore
on the screen.
Jean Hersholt plays the role of the
servant, while Harvey Clarke appears
to advantage as the corrupt bishop. Dick
Rosson has a delightful comedy role and
Jack tionCurtis
gives man.
a strong characterizaof the drain
Has Bessie Love Film
The new Bessie Love, feature, "Bonnie
May," which was made by Andrew J.
Callaghan Productions, Inc., and directed by Ida May Parks and Joseph
DeGrasse, will be on* of the Celebrated
special features, also.
"Bonnie May" is described as a picture of youth, romance and happiness,
with one of the screen's most popular
stars playing the stellar role. The original story by Louis Dodge was published
in
book
by successful
Charles Scribner's
Sons
and had form
a very
sale.
Rotary Clubs Boosting
"That Something" Big
While the International Rotary Clubs
were in full session this year. Irving M.
Lesser, h-cad of Western Pictures Exploitation Company, sent his Eastern
representative, Maurie Meyers, to Atlantic City, the seat of the Rotary Clubs
convention, where he made special arrangements for the exhibiting of the feature film,arc
"That
There
overSomething."
6,000 Rotary Clubs in
existence. The picture received the
unanimous support and approval of all
their representatives. That was in August. Since that time the feature has
enjoyed a remarkable career. Every city
in which it is booked finds the local
Rotary Club ready and willing to get
behind it and send it flying over the top.
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Players

In "Peck's Bad Boy"
Molly Malone
and Wheeler
Oakman Included in
Coogan Support
Nate Watt, directing "Peck's Bad
Boy," hascoming
selected
the Jackie
cast forCoogan
the forthproduction.
will
be featured in the billing. An arrangement between Goldwyn and the Peck
organization brings Molly Malone in for
the big sister role. Playing opposite
Miss Malone will be Wheeler Oakman,
who is now finishing a picture with
Bessie Love.
Mong Will Be Grocer
William V. Mong will play the role of
the well known Grocer, while George
Pierce will enact the part of old man
Peck. Mrs. Griffith has been assigned
the character of Mrs. Peck and the heavy
role has been given to A. J. Menjou.
Charlie Hatton will be the fat boy and
dainty Josephine Adair, blonde, and four
years of age, will play opposite Jackie
Coogan. Miss Adair has never appeared
in motion pictures before, but is said to
The "find."
entire "Peck's Bad Boy" company
be
has a left
Los Angeles, headed for northCalifornia.Nate
TheyWatt
will will
stop make
in I'leasantonern where
his
exterior rural scenes.
Living In Pullman Cars
Arrangements were made whereby two
specially equipped Pullman cars will be
used as the company's abode during their
two weeks' stay. Hotel conditions in
this part of the country are very had,
but with the Pullmans, which were left in
charge of two porters and chefs, the
Peck company
to haveis awidely
comfortable stay.expects
Pleasanton
known to picture people for its beautiful
rural scenery.
knownvillage.
features have beenMany
made well
in that
Mr. Watt intends using many of the
residents for his atmosphere settings.
Federated Reports Banks
Comedies Prove Popular
The honve office of Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., is in receipt
of a letter from Pearce Films of New
Orleans, the Federated franchise holder
for that territory, to the effect that the
Tudor, New Orleans' leading theatre, has
contracted for the Monty Banks comedies, the first of which has been shown
and which met with marked success.
Federated states that advice from all
over the United States indicates that the
Montyular Banks
comedies are proving popwith exhibitors.
Change in Hutchinson
HUTCHINSON, KAN.— I. E. Runyan, owner of the Iris theatre, has purchased the building at 315 North Main
Street and will convert it into a motion
picture
there. theatre. He will move the Iris
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Studies Technique
Write for Paramount

Playwright Is Now at the Lasky Studio On West
Coast — Writer Now Has Four Successful
Plays Running on Broadway
Avery Hopwood, American playwright, and Warmer," the record-breaking farceis the latest recruit to the ranks of comedy which the Sehvyns produced and
prominent dramatists and authors who
which is still playing on the road. Last
have decided to turn their genius through
season he registered in collaboration with
the channel of Paramount pictures, ac- Wilson Collison two more smashing
cording to an announcement by Jesse comedy hits with "Up in Mabel's Room"
L. Lasky, first vice president in charge and
"The Girl in the Limousine," both
of production of Famous Players-Lasky
produced by A. H. Woods, and followed
Corporation.
them with "The Gold Diggers" for David
Mr. Hopwood, it is stated, has just Belasco.
arrived in Hollywood, Cal., and will start
in at once at the Lasky studio on a course
Bat" running in
last Wrote
named "The
play, now
of training in the technique of motion itsThesecond
season,
is
running
a close
picture production, after which he will
devote his attention to the writing of race for box office honors with "Ladies'
screen plays.
Night," written with Charles Andrews
and produced by A. H. Woods, and "The
Attended Michigan
Bat" and "Spanish Love," both written
A native of Cleveland, O., Mr. Hop- in
collaboration with Mary Roberts Rinewood completed his scholastic 'education
hart and produced by Wagenhals &
at the University of Michigan. After a Kemper.
brief experience as a reporter on the
This record of four successful plays
Cleveland Leader, he brought out his first running
in New York simultaneously is
play,
"Clothes,"
conjunction
with unequalled in the history of the AmeriChanning
Pollock, inwhich
was produced
stage, the honors previously having
at the Manhattan theatre, New York, in been canheld
Clyde Fitch, whose record
September, 1906. He was successful was three by
at one time.
, from the start, among his early plays
Other Authors on List
being "This Woman and This Man,"
In
turning
his attention to the writing
"Seven
Days,"
written
in collaboration
with Mary
Roberts
Rinehart
and one of and production of Paramount pictures,
the biggest comedy hits of the decade; Mr. Hopwood joins the circle which now
includes Sir Gilbert Parker, who is now
"Judy Forgot" and "Nobody's Widow." at
the Lasky studio; Edward Knoblock,
About five years ago he wrote "Fair
Dodge of Abilene, Tex.,
Buys Ballinger Theatre
BALLINGER, TEX.— H. T. Dodge of
Abilene has purchased the Maeroy theatre from H. E. Wood and has taken
charge of it.
The new proprietor owns a string of
houses in Abilene, Merlcel and Winteres. His son, Howard Hodge, will be
manager of the local theatre.

"The

LEO WHITE
Starring; in Pinnacle Comedies being distributed bChicago.
y Independent Films Association,
who will shortly contribute his second
play for production at the Long Island
studio; Sir James M. Barrre, who is expected in this country soon to supervise
the production of "Peter Pan"; Henry
Arthur Jones, whos'e first picture story
recently was produced at the London
studio; Elinor Glyn, who is now in California to write an original photoplay for
Gloria Swanson; E. Phillips Oppenheim,
Max Pemberton and others.

Girl in the Taxi" Is DeHaven9 s
Second Picture for First National
ization, the executive staff of the comSurrounded by a company of promipany comprises Ben H. Cohen, business
nent players, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De- manager; Bob McGowan, scenario ediHaven are at work on their second protor; George Crone, assistant director;
duction for First National, after having Joe VanMeter, purchasing agent, and
Robinson, director of pubestablished their organization at the Carlylelicity R.
and advertising.
Charlie Chaplin studios, leased for one
<(
year by Mr. DeHaven.
"The Girl In the Taxi," Anthony Mars'
Crimson Cross/' the
stage comedy, provides the story for the
Fanark Film, Is to be
next publication. The first of a series
Distributed by Pioneer
of prominent stage plays which are be"The Crimson Cross," N. Brewster
ing produced by the DeHavens is "Twin
Morse's story dealing with hypnotism,
Baggot Heads Cast
which George Everett picturized for the
Fanark Corporation as its initial screen
Beds."
Headed by King Baggot an exceptional and unusually large supporting
offering, will be distributed by Pioneer
company makes up the personnel of the Film Corporation.
This announcement has been made
cast. Lloyd Ingraham is in charge of
the direction.
from the offices of President A. E. LefMore than 200 candidates were con- court, 126 West Forty-sixth street, New
York, by M. H. Hoffman, general mansidered before the cast was completed
ager of Pioneer. Under the terms of the
and after careful consideration the comdeal Pioneer undertakes to give "The
pany consists of such well-k^nown play- Crimson Cross" a special exploitation
ers as Grace Cunard, Leo White, Otis and advertising campaign, with a full
line of distinctive lithographs, lobby disHarlan, Lincoln Plummer, Margaret
advertising accessories and helps
Campbell, Zella Ingraham, Freya Ster- for the plays,
exhibitor.
ling, John Gough and Tom McGuire.
Tentative
arrangements are being
Novelties Are Promised
made, it is said, to obtain the publication
A number of unusual and new novel
rights to the second Fanark picture, also
ties are promised by Mr. DeHaven for
by Mr. Morse, titled "The Strength of
"The Girl In the Taxi."
the Weak," which George Everett will
Exquisite and massive sets will be direct.
Production on this picture will
featured throughout the play.
begin
within the next week.
With the starting of the filming of
"Thewhich
Girl isInin the
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
of
the Taxi"
hands the
of photography
Ross Fisher,
long identified with the DeHaven organ-
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Books "Kismet"
Successful Trade

"Kismet,"
Robertson-Cole
specialof
starring
Otis the
Skinner,
the originator
the Hajj on the stage, has been booked
by Moe Mark, owner of the Strand
theatre, New York, following the successful trade premrere of the production
in the grand ball room at the Hotel
Astor.
"Kismet" will play the week of November 14 at the big New York house. Robertson-Cole will surround the Broadway
premiere at the Strand with a campaign
of exploitation and advertising such, according to its producers, as never has
been
given
any picture before in N-ew
York.
P. A. Force to Aid
The publicity force of RobertsonCole has been placed at the disposal of
the Strand, and both the theatre and the
distributing corporation will exert every
effort from now until the opening day
to put the picture over in record style.
The contract placing "Kismet" in the

State

Rights

Box

Office

Sales

The San Francisco office is unique. •
It is a two-story, concrete, fireproof
structure, built to order, and containing
every modern improvement and device
providing
for comfortLeavenworth
and easy transaction of business.
street
is in the expanding
center of the
rapidly
filmGolden
districtGateandcity's
the
headquarters of Associated Producers,
Inc., is easy of access to local and visiting exhibitors.
Danville Business Men
Open Terrace Theatre
DANVILLE, ILL.— The Terrace theatre, one of the most magnificent theatres in the state outside Chicago, was
recently formally opened.
The house was built by a group of
business men, who built not only to supply a present want, but who looked ahead
to make thequirementshouse
ten years meet
hence.the city's reDEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES

st
Pete
Morrison.
Qa
Universal Western Star
CaTol Hollowa,v.

6 reel feature

Viia.gra.ph Serial Si&r
Jack
Richardson
J^nthe
Serial Stir ,
,
Ruth Kin*.
deaiured. 'Ike Devils Pissiiey
Harry Van Meter.
Spottiswoode Aitken
William Roland West
ana
Others .

MAN
Storj
Cast

C-B*C- Film

A. P. Has Own Buildings
To House Exchanges In
Frisco and Los Angeles
Associated Producers managers in two
cities are conducting their share of the
company's business from offices in buildings erected solely for that purpose. The
Los Angeles office at 838 South Olive
street, and the San Francisco office, in
Leavenworth street, near Golden Gate
avenue,
literally are under their own
roofs.

£>u#ers

GOOD

BAD
A

Y.

Strand was signed within twenty-four
hours afrtr the showing of the picture
at the Hotel Astor, and the price paid
is said to have been more than was ever
given for a motion picture before for a
similar period.
Consider It a Tribute
The reported cag-erness of the Strand
to obtain "Kismet" is construed by Robertson-Cole asthe highest possible tribute
which could be paid to this first Otis
Skinner picture. The Strand's booking
of "Kismet" is taken by Robertson-Cole
as an initial and gratifying reaction of
one of the country's big exhibitors to the
biggest production which Robertson-Cole
so far has published, a reaction which
was warm and ready in its response, and
which predicts
is to be
regarded
by thehow
mass"Kismet"
of exhibitors
of
the nation.
One of the most significant provisions
of the contract by which the Strand gets
first rights to show "Kismet" provides

Don't miss this super -western

A

Following
Showing in N.

13, 1920

that during the week's showing there will
be no other pictures on the Strand's
program. Other pictures, already contracted for, were put aside by the Strand
to
time.play "Kismet" at the earliest possible
Will Play Circuit
In addition to the contracts covering
the Strand theatre, Robertson-Cole contracted through Mr. Mark for showing
of
"Kismet" over the entire Strand
circuit.
One of the leading features of the
Strand presentation will be a beautiful
and elaborate prologue. Besides this
there will be tie-ups of many sorts, and
elaborate lobby and house display, and
other exploitation features which will
help to make the Strand presentation a
model from a national standpoint.

TIDE"

Work is rapidly progressing on Irvin V. Willat's second independent production to
be distributed through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

Strand

November
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"Re-Naming
Old Film Deceives Public';
William S. Hart Launches Fight Which He Hopes Will
Wipe Out Forecer the Practice of Re-Issuing Pictures
Made Seteral Years Ago Lnder "Aeu" and False Titles"
Alone and unaided at great expense to
William S. Hart, prominent star,
myself I started a legal fight in 1918 to
ias filed suit in the superior court of put
a stop to this practice of deceit. In
Los Angeles against Peerless Film July, 1919, in a proceeding which I
Sen-ice, to prevent this company from caused tp be instituted against one.
doing business under
'distributing my old pictures under Joseph Simmonds,
name and style of W. H. Profalse titles." The star also asks dam- the trade ductions
Company, the federal trade comiges of S?jO,ooo. As a further step in
mission decreed that old films shall not
his fight to stop the re-issuing of his be re-exhibited as new under a changed
"thatnewthe titles
exhibition
of old
picold films "under new and false titles," title, and
tures under
without
indicatMr. Hart has asked that L. F. O'Doning,
appraising
or
notifying
the
motion
nell, theatre man, be restrained from picture -theatregoing public that they had
showing old pictures under false titles. been re-titled has a tendency and a capacDamages of $2^,000 are asked in this
ity to mislead the motion picture theatresuit. Other suits are expected to be going public into the belief that such
re-titled pictures were different from the
filed. In the following article the star pictures
theretofore issued under their
lppeals to the public, the newspapers original titles, and that such practice is
jnd the exhibitors to aid him in his in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of the Act of Congress, approved Sepfight.
tember 26, 1914.
By WILLIAM S. HART
When I won this fight, I thought the
public,
American
great
the
you, whatever
TOI owe
was over. But I am sorry to say
fame and financial battle
that the same gross deceptions have
success I have attained. Therefore, cropped
up again in 1920 throughout the
it is my duty to see that you get a square
entire countrv.
deal where I am concerned.
* * *
» Through the cooperation of the newsMr. and Mrs. Public, it is up to you!
papers I am exposing a shameful deHere is a list of my old two-reel picception which is being perpetrated on
tures with their original titles — also the
unsuspecting theatregoers, namely, the false titles:
False Titles
exhibition of my old pictures under new
Old Titles
Dakota Dan
titles, which misleads you into believing Tools of Providence
Double-Crossed
Cash Parrish's
you are paying your good money to see Keno
The Last Card
Bates. LiarPal
William S. Hart in a new production.
of the Trail
A
Rr.ight
The Ruse of the Tr = :l AA Knight
Do you want to help me in fighting Pinto
Square
Horns
and Deal
Hoofs
to see that you get a square deal? Do Bad BuckBen of Santa Ynez The
Bad Man
you want to aid in wiping out forever a Taking of Luke McYane The Fugitive
The Gentleman From
gross deception which not only does in- Tie Roughneck
Gulch
calculable injury to the motion picture The Man From Xowberc TheBlueSilent
Stranger
industry and the honest exhibitor, but Mr. Silent Ha skins
The
Marked
Deck
The Haters
works a grave injustice to theatregoers The Grudge
who pay admission to see me in a "new" TheGun Passing
Hicks of Twothe Fourflusher
picture only to be disappointed in dis- la the Sage Brush Taming
covering that they are witnessing a pic- Conversion of Frosty Mr. Nobody
ture of ancient vintage?
Blake
CountryThe Convert
* * *
Over the Great Divide
Grit
The
Scourge
of
the
Let's work
together,
folks!to You
theDesert
A Reformed Outlaw
atregoers rise up
and refuse
patronize
Other false titles have been conferred
the exhibitor who helps to fool you.
on these old two-reelers. but they are
Mr. and Mrs. Public, it is up to you! too
numerous to state.
Since 1914 I have been starring in
Now comes the worst deception of all.
motion pictures. In those early days
two-reel pictures were most popular, the There is a five-reel picture being circulated about the country" today which is
five-reel production being somewhat of
a gamble. Xow, my old two-reel pic- billed "William S. Hart" in "Staking His
tures having changed ownership a few
Mr. and Mrs. Public, I never made
times, they were naturally re-issned as
my popularity with the American pub- such a picture.
lic increased. To re-issue these old films
I did make a two-reel picture nearly
under their original titles is absolutely sixLife."
years ago called "The Conversion of
legitimate, fair and square. But. when Frosty Blake." With the addition of
yon are lured into a theatre to see me three reels of discarded film called "cuttings." which even in those days I did
starring in a picture under a ' new" title
and find out that you have been stung, not consider good enough to use in a
then both you and I have been done a two-reel production, there has been
gross wrong.
evolved this five-reel
* * *deception.
For my own part, I have just brought
action through my attorneys, Wetherhorn. Hoyt & Tones, against Peerless
Film Service, Los Angeles, to prevent
DEAD
MEN
this company from distributing my old
pictures under false titles. And I am
starting six more suits within a few days
against other distributing companies and
TELL
NO
exhibitors for the same offense.
I am giving exhibitors fair warning,
for if they persist in showing my old pictures under false titles, suit will be
TALES
brought against each and every one.

MARGUERITE COURTOT
Appearing opposite George B. Seit* in the
new Pathe serial, "Velvet Fingers."
Capital Circularizes
Exhibitors of U. S.
Cuneo's
"Lone Hand
"Wilson"
Is Received
at Home
Office in Chicago
'"Lone Hand Wilson." a five-reel Western drama starring Lester Cuneo, has
been received at tire home office of Capital Film Company in Chicago.
Capital officials state that the story
by William S. Piggott does not allow
an idle moment. It is a drama of the
great outdoors, full of action, heart appeal, suspense and thrills, with a climax
which is declared to be spectacular.
Circularize Exhibitors
In addition to a trade paper campaign
on the picture the entire list of exhibitors
in
the United States is being circularized
direct.
The publicity department has gotten
out a circular for direct mail advertising with a return card attached that will.
Capital feels, bring big results and make
it possible for them to feel the attitude
of the market for this first Cuneo.
Issue Press Book
The assistance that will be given the
exhibitor in putting over "Lone Hand
Wilson" is out of the ordinary for a
states right picture. The posters for the
production have been designed and laid
out by well known Chicago artists. Xo
money or effort has been spared in preparing a twenty-page press book filled
with ideas for exploitation and advertising copy that will pull crowds to any
house.
Every angle for the successful marketing of the production for everyone concerned, from the producer down to the
exhibitor, has been carefully gone over
and no stone left unturned to assure
success, it is Qeclared. By following this
policy of giving the maximum in service,
the management knows they will receive
the maximum in results.
Add to Kansas Circuit
JEXXTXGS, KAXS.— The HamiltonBrowne circuit has added another motion picture theatre by taking over the
Electric here. Harold Hamilton, mancharge.ager of the circuit theatres, has assumed
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Hobart Bosworth to be
Starred by Thos. Ince
In "Pearls and Pain"
Hobart Bosworth, star in "Behind the
Door" work
and "Below
Surface,"
has
started
on a new the
Thomas
H. InceAssociated Producers special, "Pearls
and Pain." .
Bosworth recently completed three
special productions under the supervision of J. Parker Read, Jr.
It is forecast that the coming story
will be equally as powerful, both as regards characterization and treatment, as
"Behind
the Door."
supporting
cast includes
Madge The
Bellamy,
Tully
Marshall and Niles Welch. Roland Lee
will direct.
John

G. Evins Atlanta
Manager of American
ATLANTA, GA.— John G. Evins, a
pioneer in the motion picture business
here, has returned to Atlanta as general
manager of the American Theatres Corporation, with offices at 10 West Harris
street.
Since January he has been in charge of
the Odeon and Folly theatres in Savannah. Evins and his brother, Gus Evins,
built the Vaudette theatre here when
moving pictures were still a novelty.
Later he had charge of the Strand and
Vaudette and had other interests which
made him prominent in the amusement
business.
He is succeeded as manager of the
Odeon and Folly by Captain Harry M.
Dodd, former sporting editor of the
Morning News.
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iued from page $l)
(Conti

"advance man" for the circus or
road show is similarly regarded.
The individual in either line who
seeks by telling only the truth to
overcome this prejudice undertakes
a thankless and usually hopeless
task.
The exhibitor in some instances
finds similar bad precedent a handicap, but he is not rendered powerless as is the other by a limited opportunity to correct
* * it.
*
The exhibitor can tell the truth
and live to reap its reward. He can
build up public confidence in his
utterances and remain to enjoy the
prosperity born of patronage that
this confidence produces.
There are instances where exhibitors have actually advertised performances asbeing of inferior grade,
and the public in every case has rewarded them by patronage beyond
their most optimistic expectations.
Logic of almost amazing simplicity warrants such action. The
patron who is warned before entering the theatre that the program is
inferior expects something so in-

November
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finitely worse than he finds that he
is genuinely pleased. His pleasure
is communicated to the management.
That logic can be expanded to embrace the whole of exhibitor advertising, a type of advertising different in many important respects
from any other. It is the incontrovertible proof of the statement that
vertising.
"honesty is the best policy" in ad*

* *

There are no exceptions to the
rule.
Where misrepresentation attracts
a crowd for a day and a night, truthful advertising brings a veritable
multitude, distributing their patronage evenly over a long period of
time.
One steady patron is worth any
dozen
The "drop
loss ofins."
one steady patron is
as important as a dark night.
A reputation for honesty is worth
more than a front page streamer on
a Sunday edition, a twenty-foursheet stand in the public square and
a mayorial endorsement all rolled
into one.
These are transitory.
A good reputation endures.
"Honesty is the best policy."

"The Forbidden
Thing"
Three scenes from the Allan Dwan
production, written by Mary Mears, and
produced especially for the Associated
Producers, Inc.
James Kirkwood has the leading role,
supported by Helen Jerome Eddy, Marcia
Manon, King Baggott, Gertrude Claire,
Arthur Thalasso, Jack Roseleigh, Newton
Hall and others.
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Says Eddie to Hoot: "I'm all set to 'shoot.' Says Hoot
William Farnum and support in two scenes from "Drag
Which
when you're
can fireLaemmle
"You Eddie
then to toEddie:
Harlan," his latest Fox play, directed by J. Gordon
Edwards.
serves
introduce
(left),ready."
who has
deserted the Kia Kia cannibals and is now directing Hoot
Gibson in Western plays for Universal.

Bessie Love, the Callaghan star, sets a
good example to beat old H. C. L. by
carrying her own lunch.

Marion Swayne
and Little Billiy Guinn in "The Crimson Cross," a Fanark producMorse.tion, being directed by George Everett. The story was written by N. Brewster
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A WASHINGTON",
C, lady,
and anto inveterate
motion picture fan,D. takes
exception
the manner of exploiting pictures "much as if they were fire
sales." She fears it will eventually have a tendency
to injure the picture trade. "The public is already
distrusting the six-syllable press agent," she says.
"This is shown by the vanishing queue that used to
string a line from the box office to the street corner.
It is the law of human nature that 'anticipations are
never realized.'
"By the time we have paid to see a few shows on
the strength of the adjectives that went before in exploiting them we get a notion that we have been
guiled' and the 'mad' that goes with it blinds us to
what otherwise we would have enjoved as a worthwhile film."
There is a tip in this lady's remarks for a few
exhibitors. Don't let your enthusiasm run away with
your good judgment.
While it is doubtless true that now and then a poor
production is exploited away beyond reason, we do
not believe the practice is general. It is a good plan,
however, to let the theatre-goers in a measure judge
for themselves, as you "can't keep a good thing
down." But don't over-shoot the mark.
"KISMET" (Robertson-Cole) adapted to the
screen from Edward Knoblock's Arabian Nights fantasy, isa commendable effort by Robertson-Cole to do
something artistic. In it Otis Skinner repeats his
stage triumph of a few years ago, and for sheer
breath-taking grandeur "Kismet" surpasses many
former screen plays. The acting, direction, photography, detail and general completeness of the picture
lift it far above the average and puts it in a class bv
itself.
"DRAG HARLAN" (Fox) is a Western story full
of action and scenes typical of ranch life. William
Farnum has a role particularly well suited to his
histrionic abilities. Jackie Saunders appears opposite the Fox star to advantage.
"THE VICE OF FOOLS" (Vitagraph) is an
evenly moving society drama with the beautiful
Alice Joyce in the leading role. A pleasing picture,
set
cast. in attractive surroundings with a well-balanced
"THE GREAT REDEEMER" (Metro) written
especially for the screen by H. H. Van Loan, is a
regeneration story, beautifully treated and sympathetically enacted. The picture is rich in dramatic
values, contains many scenes full of suspense, and
should meet with popular success, as it has great
audience appeal.

"THE DEVIL'S GARDEN" (First National)
with Lionel Barrymore in the stellar role, is a frank
treatment of a daring subject. Whitman Bennett
made it for First National. The storv contains a

great lesson, which is told boldly and realistically,
albeit grimly. It contains some splendidly drawn
that Dale.
of Mr. Barrvmore's wife,
wcharacters,
ho has the notably
role of Mavis
"THE FATAL HOUR" (Metro), a Drury Lane
melodrama, mechanically acted and staged. It will
have very little appeal for the majority of picture
theatre patrons.
"ALWAYS AUDACIOUS" (Paramount) presents
Wallace Reid in a screen vehicle full of excitement
and suspense. Reid plays a dual role with rare
artistry.
A picture that will please the most fastidious.
"HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND" (Paramount),
with Enid Bennett in an attractive part. Miss Bennett gives a splendid portrayal of a captivating young
widow. A domestic drama giving a new and novel
twist to the time-honored triangle situation.
"THE WOMAN UNTAMED" (Pyramid) is a
weird, romantic tale of the South Sea Islands, written by Doraldina, the dancer, and enacted by herself
and a competent cast. The picture holds a fair degree of interest worked up through Doraldina's
dancing but only a modicum of drama.
"THE NEW YORK IDEA" (Realart), a tiresome, unconvincing satire on Manhattan society life,
elaborately staged and gowned. Alice Bradv has the
leading role, that of a divorcee, who remarries her
husband. A rather negligibly moraled screen lesson.
"THE RACE OF THE AGE" (Educational) picturing the performance of the race horse, Man o' War,
at Ontario, Can. A notable achievement in cinema
art, purporting to be the only pictures made of the
winner of the world's most famous race horse, very
well photographed.
"THE TEXAN" (Fox), a Western melodrama
with Tom Mix giving a fine impersonation of a playful, double-shooting cowboy. The subtitles contain
many witty quips and the picture should find ready
response with most audiences.
"THE HOUSE OF WHISPERS" (Hodkinson) is
a mystery and adventure story, with J. Warren Kerrigan as the hero. The picture contains many beautiful settings, is well directed, and the plot interest
is well sustained throughout.
"THE GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART"
(Goldwyn) presents Madge Kennedy in a delightful
dual role. The contrasting characterizations are the
outstanding points of interest in this comedy-drama.
The story is fresh in plot construction and smoothrunning. Joe King and others give Miss Kennedy
good support.

mm

REVIEWS
WILLIAM FARNUM IN
DRAG
HARLAN
(FOX)
William
Farnum
hits the sage
brush trail with a riding and roping and shooting pack of pals who
offer all the ingredients of Western drama peculiar to this star's
vehicles. A lively story of ranch
life with trouble over a mine and
a girl. Shootings aplenty, and
everything to please the patron
who prefers Western pictures.
Handling two guns expertly, William
Farnum plays a typical Western role in
abundant "wild and woolly" atmosphere.
His faculty for gun-pulling gives him the
name
of "Drag,"
and aboutto his
play the
good Samaritan
an efforts
orphanedto
girl ranch-owner center scenes of good
riding, a great deal of shooting, roping
and the like.
Jackie Saunders as the leading lady is
satisfying, and other members of the
cast, all Western types, give capable support. The settings are excellent western
exteriors with a minimum of interiors.
The story is kept consistent and the action is rapid.
As the hero of the story, Drag Harlan
comes upon Lane Morgan, dying from
an
by members
Deveny'sMorgan
gang
whoattack
are after
his goldof mine.
dies with his daughter's protection promised by Harlan. Appearing on the Morgan ranch he is challenged by Haydon
who
poses as Morgan's
but whom,
by identification
of a bitfriend,
of watch
chain
found in the dead man's hand, is proved
the murderer. After this Harlan's plans
work to quick and effective end. He escapes a near killing and rescues the kidnaped Barbara Morgan, restores peace
in general and wins the girl.
ENID BENNETT

improved upon, there is a noteworthy
excellence in those of Aileen Manning
in the part of Dr. Henrietta Carter, and
George Pierce as Dr. Ogilvy.
The tale told is that of Princeton Hadley, who for the sake of favors shown in
college days by Billy Westover, feels a
moralden obligation,
the responsibility
latter's suddeath, to holdupon
to the
of paying the widow alimony as her husband's bondsman, although the law does
not
Shortly
beforefrom
Westover's
deathrequire
he hadit.been
divorced
his wife
and has lost his fortune. Hadley meets
the young widow and loves her, not
knowing her identity. This is revealed
when the two are brought together by
their lawyer and the man convinces the
maid that he desires to continue the obligation as her husband.
MADGE

KENNEDY

IN

the

girl with
the jazz heart
(GOLDWYN)
Madge Kennedy in a delightful dual
role.
Contrasting characterizations are the outstanding impressions of this splendid comedydrama. It is fresh of plot, smoothmoving
brisk of action. Star's
work is and
excellent.
A real surprise awaits Madge Kennedy
admirers in this her latest picture. It
presents her in a dual role in which contrasts are so very well effected that it is
difficult to accept the fact that the same
versatile person is playing them both.
The one is frivolous, vampish, gum-chew-

MAN O' WAR

HER

WILLIAM FARM'S
As the western hero
(Fox).in "Drag Harlan*'

IN

AGE
OF THE
(EDUCATIONAL)
A picture certain to be one of the
season's best bets in screen novelties and one that will be a
knockout with fans of sporting
achieveblood. One of the notable
ments in cinema art, presenting
of the winthe only pictures mademost
famous
ner of the world's
horse race. Should not be missed.
A picture that promises to be one of
the screen novelties heaviest in demand
immediately and in weeks to come.
All the world that loves a beautiful
horse and thrills to the call of the race
s, all red-blooded
that include
(and male
track
and female), will sit at
Americans,
the feet of the superb animal who won
the- world's greatest race at Windsor
track, Ontario, Canada, wresting laurels
from the famed Sir Barton.
The scientific preliminaries that go to
fit a racer for the track are picturized.
Its muscular movements and stretch of
its stride are shown in the slow motion
picture process, and the race laps are
followed by the camera after a manner
that will generate the same excitement
and ardor that follows the personal presence on the turf.
The owners of the horses, their wives
and the
mals arejockeys
shown. who
Thererode
are the
viewstwoof anithe
crowds, the track, the paddock, stables,
private cars, etc., all excellently photographed.
RACE

IN

HUSBAND'S
FRIEND
(PARAMOUNT)
Enid Bennett in one of the most attractive roles she has been given
for some time. A domestic drama
employing in a new and novel
way the triangle twist to romance.
Exteriors in woodland settings
are unusually beautiful.
There is an outstanding naturalness
about the impersonations of Enid Bennett and other members of the cast in
this feature, which make them live vividly
and really. Throughout its greater part
Miss Bennett is a captivating young
widow. There are many things to recommend it, not the least of them the
particularly charming outdoor settings,
woodland brook haunts.
The star's characteristic wistful and
pensive appeal are admirably suited to
her part of Judith Westover. She wears
clever gowns and is altogether attractive. There are overtones of humor supplied in titles and in by-play that add
. considerable to the worth of the picture.
Two breath-taking automobile accidents
supply excitement.
The titles are well written and illustrJted.
the performance of Tom
ChattertonWhile
as Princeton Hadley could be

ing Kitty Swasher, a telephone operator
of
"baby
withal large
hearted doll"
and affections,
effectively but
executive;
the
other puritanical, shy-eyed and meek little Maud Smith, a Gideon, shocked almost to the point of perishing with
shame
the fashion
exposure ofof her
a woman's
back byat the
evening
clothes worn to a cabaret.
Joe King plays the part of the leading
man in an agreeable way. Others of the
cast give good support. The excellence
of photography, includes a number of
closeups of the star that are charming.
Miss Kennedy, as Maud Smith, revolts
at the straight and narrow course of conGideon elduct outlined for her by the
ders in the small village in which she
lives, and when they attempt to coerce
felher into marriage with a detestable
low citizen, she runs away. While at
a city hotel, expecting to meet Miles
Sprogget, who has made a fortune in
oil and with whom she came into correspondence through a matrimonial paper,
her courage oozes away. She appeals to
to help her, and the dauntKitty Swasher
less Kitty manages the campaign from
the fashionable habilithen on,
mentsdonning
acquired for the meeting by Miss
Smith, and appearing unto the man as
his fiance. Miles, however, is impressed
Smith.
Miss dinner
"friend,"
shy littleappear
by the officers
at their
When
party and take the vagrant Maud back
midst, Miles follows, resto thecuesGideon
her and marries her. Kitty finds
consolation in a lounge lizard patron of
the cabaret and all ends romantically.
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whose nervousness at living amid ghostly
whispers drives them off for a rest while
they leave their nephew in their apartment to solve the mystery, if possible.
His arrival there is the signal for the
"spooks" to move with increased energies
and one of his first adventures is, the
finding of a young girl just escaping
from his room, where sire has been
searching for the voice of her former
husband, reported killed in France.
The sister, who alone shares the knowledge of her marriage with this man,
soon introduced as a crook plotting with
the owner of the hotel, Kent, and his
telephone operator accomplice, aids Nelson in his search for clues to the mystery.
The
disappearance
his aunt's
pearl
necklace
inspires hisof activity,
together
with the confidence of the sisters. The
husband, Roldo, bungles an assignment
and murders an actress in the building.
He also kidnaps Clara, his wife, and
conceals her under the care of the telephone girl. Nelson is accused of the
murder and police appear, but in the
end
it is revealed
Clara's wasmarriage
was illegal
and that that
her fiance
aware
previously of this secret. The pearls
are recovered and the trio of crooks is
convicted.
TOM MIX IN
THE

Alice Joyce, Robert Gordon and Ellen (Cassidy
in a scene from "The Vice of Fools.'
Vitagraph)
ALICE JOYCE IN
lover, hoping
to distractDiana,
the latter's
tention from Cameron.
in a fit atof
THE VICE OF FOOLS
pique and jealousy, marries the latter,
however, and they live unhappily until
(VITAGRAPH)
faithlessness and her love for
An evenly-moving, society drama of Diana's
Bloomer bring about their divorce and
average worth, its demands un- brings the tardy realization to Cameron
that it is Diana whom he always has
equal to the star's abilities. A loved.
pleasant picture with an out-ofthe-ordinary ending to a romanJ. WARREN KERRIGAN IN
tic situation frequently presented.
THE
HOUSE
Settings are attractive and the
cast plays well.
OF WHISPERS
It seems strange that the charm and
(HODKINSON)
artistry of Alice Joye should be expended
on a picture demanding no more of her A story of mystery and adventure
in an apartment hotel, with J.
proved abilities than this. "The Vice of
Fools" is not to be vigorously conWarren Kerrigan well cast as the
demned, but its tepidity and almost negahero. A picture of superior settive character certainly demand no more
than casual comment. It falls into that
tings and well sustained plot.
class of pictures which are neither
The hero in a house that is haunted
wholly bad nor entirely good.
by whispers that drive an elderly couple
The extreme prettiness of the star re- to seek quarters elsewhere and nearly
deems it from even more indifferent ap- sacrifice the reason and life of a beautipeal, although she is cast in the role of a
bride-to-be, is the role of
flapper that is not as becoming a part as whichful J.young Warren
Kerrigan makes a
she has had heretofore. Robert Gordon
great deal in his latest Hodkinson feaplays opposite her and makes considerture. Mystery is sprung at the start
able of a mediocre role. Ellen Cassidy when the hero is attacked while waiting
plays well the part of the superficial Di- in a park to keep a dinner engagement,
ana Spaulding. The various scenes are and moves with a rapidity certain to
presented against attractive backgrounds
satisfy even the most impatient.
about an estate where a house party is
Fritzi Brunette and Margery Wilson
in progress. Lighting and photography
play important feminine roles with a
are admirable.
grace and naturalness that is characterThe story is that of Marion Rogers
istic of the acting of the whole cast.
It shows direction exceptionally capable,
who
loves
Cameron
West,
her
father's
ward. Their ultimate marriage was taken and offers a novelty of plot and situation
that will make it welcomed everywhere
for granted by the girl until Diana
a feature out of the ordinary.
Spaulding comes into Cameron's life. as Kerrigan
appears as Spalding Nelson,
Marian decides to adopt the plan of flirtnephew of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Gaston,
ing with Raymond
Bloomer, Diana's

TEXAN
(FOX)

A Western comedy-drama of better
grade. Tom Mix gives a fine impersonation of a playful, doubleshooting gentleman cowboy. High
spots of humor in titles. Many
exciting feats in roping contests
and daredevil plays promoted by
sally.
Mix. Certain to please univerEven the patronage scorning the Western feature will "sit up and take notice,"
laugh and approve when this latest Tom
Mix picture play is offered them.
It is nearer an example of what the
Western film should be and can be,
wholesome, humorous, clean and intensely exciting, than the ordinary play
set in this
atmosphere of cactus and sage
brush
country.
Tom Mix is excellent tonic to jaded
spirits. He plays the role of a "cactuseating bachelor" (to quote his own classification) afearless, gleeful, michievous
double-draw Westerner. He puts punch
into every twist and turn of the picture
and does notable work with his lariat.
His is an exceptionally attractive performance.
The picture concerns chiefly one girl,
an Easterner, and two men, one from
her own civilization, the other the "elemental, primitive" hero that she thought
she wanted for a husband; but changed
her mind. For that reason Tex Benton
does not win her in the end, although
the trouble to which he goes leads two
opposing bands of cowboys through
successive exciting episodes. To add to
the fun and excitement there is a rodeo;
a faked lynching, wild chases in the
mountains and the roll down the mountain side of a cabinfull of bad men, and
the roping of an engineer in his train
cab.
Gloria Hope is attractive as the girl
and Robert WalkeT plays well as the
The titles are noteworthy fori
rival.humor.
their
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WALLACE REID IN
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT)
A star whose name alone will draw
the crowds, in a picture that will
give them excitement and compel
their absorbed interest and suspense until the very end. The
star plays a dual role with a difference of character achieved by
expression that is a stroke of rare
artistry. Plenty of pep and movement. Recommended without
qualification.
"Always
Audacious"
the carried
motto
that
this Adonis
of thewas
screen
'round Iton took
his him
ring eventually
bearing the
family
crest.
a step
too
far, and landed him, as a shanghaied millionaire, in South America. Returning
home, he found his double, the crook responsible for his abrupt departure, usurping his home and the heart of his best
girl. A fortune hung in the balance, and
it looked uncomfortably as if the imposter was going to get the money and
the girl. Convincing even those who
knew him best that he was the real
Perry Danton. the story brings an amazing climax and a totally unexpected
finale.
Margaret Loomis is leading woman
and one of the clever cast playing with
Reid. who gives his usual excellent performance, adds another histrionic achievement in his success in impersonating two
men exact in every detail except that
while one looks from the eyes of a sneak,
the other sees with those of an honest
man. A succession of thrills are injected
into the quickly-moving scenes. Willing
to accept the idea of a man's sweetheart
and aged housekeeper being completely
fooled by a usurper,, the patron will find
genuine enjoyment of this latest Reid
picture. It is evident that such photography as this dual impersonation offers
required a master cameraman, for many
results representing difficult screenings
are accomplished.
DORALDIXA IX
WOMAN
UNTAMED
(ELMER T. McGOVERX: STATE
RIGHTS)
A weird, romantic episode with a
South Sea Island setting written
by Doraldina and produced by
Pyramid Pictures Corporation.
Getting off to a fine start that gave
promise of "The Woman L'ntamed" becoming a combination of Jack London
and Robert Louis Stevenson in the reflex, this story, after about the first reel
and a half glides into an easier groove
and gradually subsides to its level and
ends up in its fifth reel like a legendary
yarn. There is action in it at the outset
and color almost throughout but only a
modicum of drama after the groundwork
is established.
Thus "The Woman L'ntamed" becomes
a picture with a fair degree of interest,
worked up largely through Doraldina'?
dancing, her fighting and her feats of
strength, and the South Sea Island atmosohere.
"The Woman Untamed" is romantic
episode rather than plot. The entire action really takes in only two characters,
the heroine. Doraldina. and the hero, J.
Morley.
Nasoni. the heroine, is shipping with
her father, the captain of a tramp, when
the crew mutinies. Her father is killed
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WALLACE REID
Margaret Loomis in a scene from
"Always Audacious" (Paramount).

and she is left in the bestial hands of the
first mate. To escape him she leaps
overboard and is later washed ashore on
one of the South Sea Islands, inhabited
by cannibals, who assume her to be an
expected goddess from the sea. By her
dancing she exerts an influence over
them.
A yachting party passes the island and
the hero, leaving fiancee, friends, captain
and crew behind, goes ashore, alone. He
becomes lost and being mistaken for an
enemy tribesman is wounded by Xasoni.
When she realizes her mistake she picks
him up and carries him on her shoulders
to shelter, where she nurses him. Meanwhile the captain of the yacht and several of his crew try in vain to find the
lost hero, return to their boat, put to
nearest port to notify the youth's father.
A love for the youth develops in Nasoni and she gives him a token which is
to bring him to his true love. The hero
hoists a distress signal which is seen by
the returning
yachting
When
soni realizes the
hero party.
is lost to
her Xashe
wounds him. The hero is brought to the
yacht but recovering consciousness, returns to the island for Xasoni only to
find her in the water, whither she has
jumped at the end of her dance of life
and death, and. gathering her up, takes
her
zation.away to the boat bound for civiliPractically all of the scenes are exteriors which, while colorful, are not
greatly varied. About a reel of action
takes place at night and in these instances the photography is not always
what it should be, though, taking the
picture as a whole, the camerawork is
passably good. In detail, however, the
director has suffered a number of lapses
which are pointedly apparent. As to the
acting, both Doraldina and J. Morley do
satisfactorily.
DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES

NEW YORK
IDEA
(REALART)
A tiresomely drawn-out satire on
New York society. A sidelight on
the metropolitan reputation for
easy divorces and easier marriages, presented with elaborate
settings and gowns.
To view this feature is to marvel that
so illso much good material could be length
used. Why there should be such
of disconnection and stupid screen procedure in places, where there are a number of really good scenes, is a problem.
The play was evidently meant to be a
the swiftness of matrimonial
travesty on
alliance and misalliance in Xew York
City. The ideas that one might easily
gain from a continual reading of the
news of the divorce courts or of the
"society" novels, are made the basis of
this rather negligibly moraled screen
lesson.
The star, who improves in looks and
skill as the picture progresses, plays a
sprightly, entertaining . character as Cynthia Ka'rslake, divorcee
The tale concerns that of the divorced
Karslakes and their divorced friends, and
the overlapping interests of one wife
with another's husband; also the interest
of a third man in both the wives. Cynthia believes that she wants to be divorced from Jack and marry Judge Phillimore until she gets the opportunity. At
the verv altar she loses her courage and
of her husband and all
flies to "the arms
ends as one is perfectly certain it is going
that the divorce
end. from
to obtained
. the minute
is
SPECIAL CAST IX

HOUR
FATAL
(METRO)
A Drury Lane melodrama with a
group of mechanical characters,of
shamblingly placed in a series
- thirty"
"ten - twenty
of
unedifying
very little
situations, leaving
appeal in a picture that shows the
of a not inconsiderable sum of money.
expenditure

THE

Fatal
for its fancy dress, of"The
Exceptis strongly
the meloHour"
dramas of a decade remindful
and a half ago. The
being English, have different
characters,
names
and different stations in life, yet
they are none the less recognizable as
kin to those who fought their respective
ways through the thrillers of days gone
old
as the
move much
by. Also,
time
thrillerthey
characters
moved;
that is
to say, th-ey move mechanically and in
the approved fashion to the thrilling
climax in which the hero rescues the
heroine and vanquishes the villain.
atof Jim Callender'
tells vengeance
The story
upon sXigel
tempts to wreak
Yilliers by preventing him to succeed to
the title and income of the Marquis of
Deerminister and discrediting him in the
eyes of his fiancee and his friends. His
plot involves an assault upon two monks,
the stealing of some records from a
monastery, the robbery of some crown
jewels from the custodian by the custodian's own son, the marriage of a
burlesque star to a bounder for purposes
of vengeance, and results in two deaths,
including his own, which occurs after a
fight with Yilliers. There is something
of a thrill in the rescue o( the heroine by
the hero and the fight between the hero
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and the villain on the edge of a precipice.
Yet it is all a sordid business never
charming or refreshing, though probably
holding some interest for the followers
of sheer melodrama.
The characters are artificial rather than
human. They do not seem to belong in
their positions except for the convenience
of thepose isdramatist,
the The
director's
purnot always and
clear.
continuity
is not as smooth as it should be.
In the cast are Thomas W. Ross. Wilfred Lytell, Francis X. Conlan, Frank
Currier, Lionel Pape, Jack Crosby,
Gladys Coburn, Thea Talbot and Florence Court. The picture is in six reels
and was directed by George W. Terwilliger.
LIONEL BARRYMORE

IN

THE

DEVIL'S GARDEN
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A frank and vivid presentation of a
grim and daring bit of realistic
screen literature, technically of a
high order of merit.
Because of the frank treatment of a
daring subject this personally supervised
Whitman Bennett production, made from
the novel by W. B. Maxwell, must be
set down as a variant from the conventional in screen literature. Doubtless
there will be some who will not sanction
the variance,
grim
reality. because of the picture's
Nevertheless, if the screen is to mirror
life, the grim reality, shocking to some
perhaps, has its place upon it. For "The
Devil's Garden" does mirror life. The
author has a story to tell from which a
lesson is to be learned. And he has
told it boldly and realistically, albeit
grimly, with clearly drawn human
characters.
"Judge not your fellowmen" is the
moral the author teach-es through his
chief figure, William Dale. An obscure
groom, Dale rises out of the depths
largely through the helping hand of Lord
Barradine and marries Mavis Dale. His
uncontrollable temper gets him into difficulty and Barradine rescues him. But
Mavis is made to pay the price. Dale
kills Barradine but is always haunted by
the spectre of the dead man. To escape
it Dale moves to a farm, where he and
Mavis adopt a gypsy waif. Through the
presence of this waif Dale soon finds himself just as weak as Barradine and
scarcely less culpable. The spectre appears and demands to know who he is
to have judged and punished others for
a weakness he himself possesses. Stricken
with remorse Dale seeks relief in deeds
of heroism, one of which results in his
death.
With respect to its dramatic values,
the story has been most skillfully developed, with the result that considerable
suspense is created. A word ought to
be said about the titles. Th-eir number
is large but, intelligently written, they
advance the action and help immeasurably in smoothly joining the time lapses
between sequences.
Lionel Barrymore makes William Dale
a striking character, while H. Cooper
Cliffe, Doris Rankin and May McAvoy
lend capable support. Kenneth Webb's
direction is most workmanlike. The
production shows evidence of careful
study.
Dead

Men

Tell

Tales

No

HERALD

HOUSE PETERS IN
THE GREAT
REDEEMER
(METRO)
A regeneration story beautifully
treated and sympathetically enacted. It stands out as a really
worthwhile production. Is rich
in dramatic values, first suspenseful, then sweeping. Has great audience appeal and should prove an
unusually
strong box office attraction.
It isn't every day that a picture with
the
appeal
of "The
Great Redeemer"
Hashed
across
the horizon.
And for theis
appeal in this picture it would seem that
the major credit belongs to H. H. Van
Loan, the author, although the director,
cast and adaptors must by no means be
overlooked when credit is being distributed.
Van Loan's contribution is a story
with all the elements of popular success.
In skeleton it has done service for the
screen before. But the introduction of
a spiritual uplift theme, daring perhaps,
but reverentially handled, has given it a
new dress and treatment, one that is always interesting, and as the story reaches
its anticlimax, sublimely sweeping.
The story was written with a keen eye
to drama. Interest is caught at once
in the hero bandit who holds up a train,
and escapes from the pursuing sheriff
through the aid of the girl. Though
vowing to go straight he weakens and
is captured after his pal has been killed.
Sentenced to serve ten years he vows to
"get" the sheriff for the killing of his
Across the corridor a cell holds a
condemned murderer, a blasphemous
individual, who refusing to accept the
pal.
copy of the Bible handed him by the
chaplain hurls the offering into Dan Malloy's cell. Malloy, whiling away his
time by sketching on the prison walls,
turns over the cover of the Bible, exposing the figure of Christ on the cross.
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He rubs out the sketch of a figure of the
pugilist and begins to draw the figure
of Christ on the cross.
Here the dramatic values of the incident are skillfully worked up. The sketch
is finished. In the stream of moonlight
flooding through the barred windows appears Christ in life moving from the
sketch on the wall. Reverently the condemned man and Malloy fall to their
knees. The guards come running. They,
too,
in awe.
And cries
then out
the of
vision
fades kn-eel
and the
murderer
his
enlightened
soul: "I of
haverareseen
God."and
It is an anticlimax
power
impressiveness. During the showing at
the Rivoli theatre the picture was stopped
at this point, the house darkened, and
the hymnal number sung off stage. The
effect was tremendous.
Whatever else happens must take secondary place to this anticlimax. Truth
and plausibility has been sacrificed for
convenience at a point or two but the
lapses are not serious and do not lessen
the interest.
The characters, excellently drawn, are
always human. The acting is of a high
order, House Peters, Marjorie Daw,
Jack MacDonald and Joseph Singleton
playing with fine effect. The director,
Clarence Brown, working under the personal supervision of Maurice Tourneur,
caught the spirit of the material at hand
and must be credited with a very finished
performance. The lightings are specially
fine in the cell scenes and the photography is always of a high order. The
picture is in six reels.
Report Record Booking
Of Keller-ian Slow Film
"The Art of Diving," the Annette
Kellerman slow motion picture issued
through Educational Exchanges, was
featured on the anniversary program of
the Capitol theatre, New York.
Educational reports a record breaking
number of inquiries for the picture, which
is expected to play first run theatres in
everyber and
cityDecember.
of importance during Novem-

Dramatic moment from the WhitLionel Barrymore in "The Devil'stheGarden."
actor, which will be distributed by
man Bennett Production, starringFirst noted
National
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Pathe is preparing to celebrate the tenth anniversary of Pathe News, beginning November 15. Local items of interest will be
incorporated in the Pathe News reels in the issues for the key cities in which Pathe exchanges are maintained.

Jans

Film

Is to Be

Widely

Exploited

Both in This Country and in Europe
B. A. Rolfe has sailed for England,
Accompanying Mr. Rolfe was a comwhere he will lay the plans for extensive
plete staff of technical experts, cameraexploitation in that country and on the
men and actors, it being his purpose
continent of "Madonna and Men," the while in England to look the field over
Jans Pictures, Inc., production.
with a view to producing pictures in
Herman Jans, president of the comEngland. Comprehensive plans for expany, announced recently that the picpansion are being made by Jans Pictures.
ture would be given unusual exploitation While it is contemplated to make picin the United States.
tures in England and other parts of
To Have London Premiere
Europe, these will be produced by Mr.
Before sailing, Mr. Rolfe made tenta- Rolfe with a 100 per cent American comtive arrangements with one of the large
pany, including an American star, whose
theatres in London for a premiere show- name will be announced later.
Booked by Kunsky
ing of the picture, and the Jans company
The
picture
had its American premiere
predicts that negotiations will be comshowing inatDetroit
John H.
pleted in record time for the showing of theatre
on Kunsky's
Saturday, Madison
October
the picture in the principal cities of the 30. A carload of scenery, eight horses,
continent.
two chariots, the huge treadmill effect
used at the New York Hippodrome, a
cyclorama scenic set and all the paraphernalia necessary for the proper staging of a real chariot race were shipped
from New York to Detroit.
Harry Reichenbach. who with Mr. Jans
arranged for the booking of the picture
at the Madison theatre, and who laid
out the exploitation campaign, states that
it is likely the Hippodrome effects also
will be used by Mr. Rolfe when the picture is shown in England.

Big Company

Is Facing

Camera in "Black Beauty"
"Black Beauty," Vitagraph's special
production of Anna Sewell's classic now
being filmed at the Western studios of
that company, introduces the unusual
circumstances of actually having more
persons back of the camera than in
front of it. And this, also, despite the
fact that "Black Beauty" boasts one of
the largest casts ever assembled for a
Vitagraph production.
David Smith is directing "Black
Beauty" and the technical staff surrounding him is claimed to be the largest ever organized by Vitagraph. Every
single detail of production has some person responsible for it and the director
has a unit of more than one hundred
persons at his call behind the camera.
Metro Purchases Stories
By Wilson and Donn Byrne
Metro Pictures Corporation has just
purchased for production on the screen
the motion picture rights to "The Uncharted Sea," a novel by John Fleming
Wilson, and "Sorrentino," an original
story
Donn ofByrne.
The byformer
the two stories which
Metro will produce in the near future apserially inis Munsey's
Magazineto,
while thepearedlatter
a story written
order eralforcontract
Metrowithby the
Byrne
under his gencompany.
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Interstate Service
George

Davis Classes "Isobel" As
One of the 100 Per Cent Pictures

"Isobel, or the Trail's End," the new
James Oliver Cur wood production
adapted from the author's novel of the
same name, is referred to by George H.
Davis, who is presenting it to the independent buyers, as the "100 per cent
picture."
"We call it the 100 per cent picture,"
says Mr. Davis, "because it crystallizes
in one film production all of the things
which have been said to be necessary in
a successful portrait of life as rt is. No
one knows the great Northland better
than Curwood.
Direction Is Satisfactory
"No director has ever given Curwood
to the photoplay-loving public in a more
satisfactory manner than has Director
Edwin Carewe in 'Isobel.' No better
photography has been seen In any other
production in years. Last of all but not
least, House Peters and Jane Novak head
a cast which was carefully selected according to type — a cast that I never saw
in all my experience in the industry
bettered or even equaled.
"I may be criticized for so highly
praising 'Isobel,' but not by those who
have seen it. What I say is borne out
by these, all of whom have unanimously
declared it to be one of the greatest
stories of the year."
Peters Heads Cast
The cast is headed by House Peters,
whom "the role of Billy McVeigh in the
picture
likeNovak,
a new in glove."
his
support fits
is Jane
a role in Inwhich
her sympathetic nature and sweet personality was never portrayed to better
advantage.
"Isobel" is a love story — a deep, vital
chronicle of a strong man's love and a
MURIEL

OSTRICHE

pure woman's faith in an erring husband.
This theme, followed in the typical Curwood style, has been completely absorbed in the film version. Director Edwin Carewe seemingly having joined
forces with the author to present an adequate picture of the emotions and dominant characteristics of the strong men
and women who walk througn the scenes.
New

Sales Manager
Joins Greater Stars

Henry
W. Peters Chosen
Fill Important Post

to

By Clyde Elliott
Henry W. Peters, late special representative for Pathe on the Pacific coast and
recently with the Associated Producers
Chicago office, has joined the Greater
Stars Productions organization in the
capacity of sales manager and will have
direct supervision of sales in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
Mr. Peters enjoys a wide acquaintance
with the exhibitors of the central west
territory and has progressed rapidly
since entering the film business three
years ago. Before becoming associated
with the distributing end of the business,
he was an exhibitor in Chicago for several years.
Frank Miller, who has been on the
sales force for the past year with Greater
Stars, has been promoted to special
representative. He will devote his time
to special exploitation and cooperation
in the presentation of specials published
by the company.
IN TWO

SCENES

FROM

HER

Buys Illinois Right
To "Youth's Desire"
The Interstate Film Service, of which
Lee Herz is president, has purchased
the
Illinois rights
to "Youth's feature
Desire,"in
the Forward
Film Distributors
which Joseph Bennett and Doris Baker
are starred.
The film is an adaptation of the story
by Philip II. White. The central figure
is a small town boy, who has an ambition
to invent an aeroplane. His home made
"Skyrocket" flops when he makes his
first practice flight and in shame he
leaves home. Report comes from the
big city that he has become an aviator
while the fact is that he is only a rjilot's
helper. His sweetheart and father go to
see him fly. In desperation, the boy
starts up in an aeroplane and then in
attempting to stop it does all sorts of
hazardous stunts, ending with a successful landing. He wins applause and the

"Peaceful
Valley" Lauded
girl.
By Edw. Kidder, Author
"He's a ray of sunshine. He illuminates
allThis
he touches."
is Edward E. Kidder's characterization of Charles Ray, as the star
appears in "Peaceful Valley." It was
expressed just after the author had witnessed the first film presentation of his
own celebrated comedy, the guest of
Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand theatre, Manhattan. This
picture, in which Ray is presented by
Arthur S. Kane, under First National
issue, is said to be proving one of the
home-run hits of the year.

THIRD

ARROW

COMEDY

There's lots of excitement in a three-handed checker game, especially when the third party is a pretty girl. Right — At the races
with Betty, in "Meet Betty's Husband"
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Reading

New York City, Nov. 2, 1920.
Charlie Seay is spending ten days well
earned vacation in Maine. Hope Charlie
bags
away. I'd like to
see it. a specimen *while
* *
Mary Miles Mixter in "Eyes of the
Heart" uses the "fiddle 'n bow" like a
regular artist. If Carl Edwards hears her
she is liable to find herself "Stranded."
Some joke, what? * * *
Edwin Carewe left for the coast on
Sunday,
Oct. Arthur
31. It Kane
is Edwin's
intention
to
dvertake
who has
three
days start on him, and Arthur desires to
catch up with Martin J. Quigley who left
to a flying start hot on the trail of Winnie
Sheehan. Pete Smith couldn't make the
pace so he will follow in more leisurely
stvle on Tuesday. * * *
There is no reason for a producer to hike
away over to Fort Lee. X. J., to secure a
studio when the A. H. Fischer studios at
New Rochelle, N. Y., have floor space
available. New Rochelle and environs
afford the most superb scenery in the Empire State. This reads like an advertisement but it's not. We like to boost for
Westchester.
* * *
Barbara Chambers is the author of the
first production to be made by Merle Johnson. Mrs. Chambers, who was formerly
with the Vitagraph, Selznick and Goldwyn
scenario departments, has written an original story for Mr. Johnson. Work on the
picture will get under way early in November.
* * *
Premiere showings at the Astor Hotel
are not as popular with the management
as with the public.* * *
Gedney farms was the scene of the first
week's work on the Vitagraph production,
"The
Dressis of
Destiny"
in which
Vincent
Coleman
playing
the lead
opposite
Alice
Calhoun, Vitagraph's
* *new* star.
By unanimous vote Mrs. Mildred Harris
Chaplin and Col. Jim Anderson were
chosen to lead the grand march at the exhibitors convention at Atlantic City.
Mildred looked as charming as ever and

DE$D
MEN

TELL

NO

TALES

the

Ouija

Board

By

j. b.

\

Col. Jim surprised his friends with his
elastic step and youthful figure. This team
made a great hit and the First National
is to be congratulated on having such
beauty and personality to represent them
on such occasions.* * *
Miss Mable Livingston whose business
habitat is the M. P. D. A. is doing some
splendid publicity work for Chet Withey.
They are both artists in their line and are
receiving just recognition for their artistry.
* * *
Captain Frank C. Badgley is co-starred
with Gladys Wilson in "One Flight
Down" isby coming
the Worcester
Filmworld,
Company.
Frank
up in the
these
davs.
* * *
Marie Shotwell, who appeared with
Thomas Meighan in "Civilian Clothes" and
with Lionel Barn-more in "The Master
Mind." vacation
is now back
in New
York estate
after ina
restful
on her
beautiful
Savannah, Georgia.* * *
Irene Boyle, who has just completed
"The Rider of the King Log" has returned
to New York from Augusta. Maine. On
the train, Irene met a Republican campaign
party and was invited to take the stump.
Irene said she never indulged.
* * *
Gladden James has finished work in Conway Tearle's
He tois
devoting
a bitfirst
of starring
his time picture.
these days
putting the brakes on his "little" Ford in
good condition. * * *
Earl W. Hammons, president of Educational Films Corporation, has again
been demonstrating his enterprise. Having
made "The Race of the Age" an exclusive
two-reel picture of the race at Windsor.
Ontario,
and Man will
O'
War.
Mr. between
HammonsSir byBarton
his enterprise
have the picture showing simultaneously
in the New York and Brooklyn Strand theatres and in the remainder of the theatres
on the Strand circuit the week following.
Those who have seen it say the picture
stands in a class of its own.
* * *
Jules Cowles has been engaged by
Famous Players to support Dorothy Dalton
in a forthcoming production which is to
be directed by Roy Neill. Jules has to
raise a scrub on his face for the picture
and while doing it he is suggestive of a
walking testimonial
barbers'
However
it's worth itto toa the
public strike.
for a
Cowle's portrayal is always as near perfect
as knowledge of make-up and acting can
make it.
* * *
Ernest (Skipper*) Williamson will
make another hit with "Six Fathoms.'"
soon
Rumor says it's a* knock-out.
* *
Miss Rose Shulsinger probably does
more work than any girl in the industry
but she does it well and at the same time
she does it with a smile. Some people are
born with great dispositions and others
acquire them. Rose is a wonder.
* * *
Richard Martin, playing the juvenile
lead in the Photo Products Export Company's production "Beyond the Great
Wall." safely survived a delicate throat
operation and is now
* *up * and doing.
Chet Withey has returned from Jamaica, whence he went with Norma Tal-

JILES COWLES
And a bottle of "prop whisky." Jnles has
just
finishedNational
a role and
in "The
for First
joinedForeigner"
Famous
Players to appear in support of Dorothy Dalton.
madge
casting
picture
doesn't

company and will shortly begin
for his first Constance Talmadge
"The Man From Toronto." "Who
like Jamaica?" asks Chet.
* * *
About three years ago Percy Marmont
made picture
his screen
debut inPlayers
Elsie Ferguson's
first
for Famous
and since
that time Marmont has appeared opposite
almost all of the brightest stars. Now
comes the news of his signing with Famous
to create the leading male role in a director's special production. In addition to
Miss Ferguson, the other Famous Players
stars with whom Marmont has been seen
include Marguerite Clark and Billie Burke :
for Vitagraph he played opposite Alice
Joyce in four productions, one with
Corinne Griffith and is one of the featured
players
in "Dead
Xo Tales
;" he
was
recently
seen Men
withTell
Xorma
Talmadge
in "The Branded Woman" and has just
finished
filming "The
Way" with
Hope Hampton.
BeforeBetter
commencing
his
work at the Famous Players studio. Marmont is taking a fortnight's vacation at
Paul Smith's famous camp in the Adirondacks.
* * *
Vera Gordon, the never-to-be-forgotten
creator
"Humoresque,"
is taking ofa the
brief mother
vacationin from
the screen
and has invaded the vaudeville field. She
is now playing roundabout Xew York city,
preparing for her debut at the Palace
Theatre, expressly
as the starforofher"Lullaby"
written
by Edgara sketch
Allen
Wolff. In this vaudeville tour she is under
the management of Harry Rapf and Lew
Golden
* * *
Virginia Valli the demure little leading lady who is winning considerable popularity, will soon be seen in "The Plunger"
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George tion.
Walsh's
forthcoming
Fox producThis is her
second picture
with
Walsh, whom she also supported in "The
Spendthrift."
of the
theseGeorge
pictures
are
in
the comedy Both
vein of
Walsh
type and are a direct contrast to the highly
emotional role just created by Miss Valli
in "The
Better Way."
In this
Hopeplays
Hamp-.
ton
Production,
Virginia
Valli
the
principal female role in support of the star
and gives, it is claimed, an unusually
sympathetic portrayal of the "clinging vine"
wife.
* # *
from aJoseph
three-week's
theReturning
Middle West,
Klein, trip
generalto
manager of the D. N. Schwab Productions,
Inc., announced the consummation of a deal
with the Detroit Film Company to handle
the three David Butler pictures in the State
of Michigan. They include "Girls Don't
Gamble," "Smiling All the Way" and
"Fickle Women." Mr. Klein states that
the Detroit Film Company is a newly
organized independent exchange by and
with E. W. Hennessey and F. C. Becker.
Both men are experienced showmen, exhibitors and exchangemcn. "The deal was
concluded with them" states Mr. Klein, "in
less time than I thought would be necessary. They immediately grasped the possibilities of capitalizing on the three pictures
and the formalities of contract signing was
over immediately after the pictures had
been screened." * * *
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, is demonstrating
perpetual motion at the Arrow office. There
is a constant flow of good publicity moving
along day and night and no one knows how
he does it. Simple enough ! J. C. 2nd sleeps
two hours out of *every
* twenty-four.
*
Dana, Arrow's
and
w. P.k. B.commuter
blew intosalestown manager
from Texas
this week. He was in his office only fifteen
minutes when he received word to pack his
traveling toothbrush and start for PhilaTough luck for Dana — we've been
in Philly delphia.
ourselves.
* * *
Rumor is rife on Broadway to the effect
that "Doc" Shallenberger is about to go on
a hunting trip. Reason : He and Roy L.
McCardell were seen together several
times this week and when these two Nimrodstakegettotogether
time for the big game
to
the tall it's
timber.
* * *
O. W. Biarmer, director of sales for the
Palisade Laboratories, has closed some big
contracts
the he
pastposseses
week. 'Tisn't
to be
wondered during
at since
the ability
plus three automobiles in which to cover
the territory. If the price of gasoline
keeps sky-rocketing, O. W. may have to
confine his scorching to one machine.
Tough luck, "Ax."
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One of the reasons why R. E. Pritchard
is conducting the advertising and publicity
departments of Educational Films Corporation so successfully is because he thoroughly
understands the requirements of motion
picture editors. Mr. Pritchard was once a
motion picture editor himself, having cona department
the livest
New film
OrleansductedItem.such His
was one ofin the
departments published in a daily newspaper
at the time.
* * *
Mary Miles Minter in "Eyes of the
Heart," a Realart picture, will be the feature of the Rialto theatre's program next
week instead of "The Great Redeemer"
whichRivoli
will theatre,
close with
its one night.
week's run at
the
Saturday
* * *
Max Roth, eastern district manager for
Special Pictures Corporation, announces
the appointment of Edward F. Callahan
to succeed Harry Cans as branch manager
at the Buffalo office. Special Pictures distributes through the Gardiner pictures,
Inc., who have recently moved into larger
quarters at 257 Franklin Street.
* « *
Special Pictures Corporation announces
through its eastern district manager Max
Roth, that the title of the second Chester
Conklin picture will be called "A Soft
Boiledoriginally
Yegg" instead
of "Who Am I?" as
was
announced.
» * »
Inez Farali.a, sister of Dario L. Faralla,
comptroller of Realart Pictures Corporation, who was formerly secretary to J. A.
Derham, Canadian Representative for the
Famous Players, has opened a public
stenographer's
office inat motion
489 Fifth
Avenue,
and will specialize
picture
and
theatrical requirements.
American

Obtains Rights

To "Their Mutual Child"
For "Flying A" Special
Film rights on "Their Mutual Child,"
by Pelham Grenville Wodehouse, have
been obtained from Boni and Liveright,
New York, for the next "Flying A"
special.
Boni and Liveright, publishers of the
modern library, have b-een pushing their
film title books with the same thoroughness as the music publishers have shown,
making special arrangements with the
film companies who have produced them
for the screen, to boom the book while
the play is being shown in any city in
which they have representation.
Margarita Fisher is supported by Nigel
Barrie, Joseph Bennett and Harvey Clark
in this comedy-drama. The picture was
directed by George L. Cox.

KEPPLER
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MODERN STUDIOS
FOR RENT
for one to three Companies.
A.H.FISCHER STUDIOS
former Thanhouser Studios
322 Main Street, near Echo Afe.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Modernized up to the minute.
Excellent Lighting plant.
A. C. and D. C. service.
Reasonable Rental.
PHONE 2277 New Rochelle

Five Part Comedy Is
First S-E Offering
To State Right Men
S-E Enterprises, the newly formed organization headed by J. Shenfield and
Bert Ennis, has announced as the title of
its first publication for the independent
market, "It Might Happen to You."
This picture, a five part feature comedy, offers four outstanding novelties:
A bevy of bathing beauties; Jimmie, the
famous Tarzan lion, together with nineteen other lions; a troupe of remarkable
dog actors, and five clever monkey performers. Itstars Billy Mason.
The picture was acquired by S-E Enterprises from Artclass Pictures corporation, producer of the latest Tarzan subject.
"A Good Bad Man" Latest
Yellowstone Western Play
"A Good Bad Man" has been selected
as the title of the six reel Western of
Yellowstone Productions, Inc., now being handled for the independent market
by C. B. C. Film Sales corporation.
Pete Morrison is featured with Carol
Holloway. The cast also includes Spottiswoode Aitken, Harry Van Meter, Ruth
King, William Lyon West, Verne Layton, Claire Hatton, Zelma Edwards and
others. "A Good Bad Man" is from the
novel "Ben Warman" by Charles E.
Winter. It was directed by Charles E.
Hoadly. from a screen version by Hal
Bartlett

HOCHMAN

LAWYERS
FOR
THE CONVENIENCE
OF THEIR THEATRICAL
AND
MOTION
PICTURE
CLIENTS, HAVE
OPENED
BRANCH
OFFICES IN THE ASTOR
THEATRE
BUILDING— BROADWAY
AND FORTY-FIFTH STREET
MAIN

OFFICES

will remain

at Suites 701-707

WOOLWORTH

BUILDING
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Palace Inaugurates Seven-Day
Runs
Hodkinson Production Is First Played Under the New
Policy at the Buffalo Theatre — Box Office Receipts
for the Initial Week Establish a Record at Playhouse

J. SMITH, manager and
ARP
HOWone
of the owners of the Palace
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., has inaugurated seven-day runs at his house,
his previous policy being two or three
changes of program each week.
The exhibitor reports that during the
first week after inauguration of the
seven-day runs he took in more money
than he had at any previous time.
W. W. Hodkinson was instrumental
in effecting the change of policy at the
Palace, according to Mr. Smith. Prior
to a conference some time ago with Mr.
Hodkinson, Mr. Smith was of the opinion that a feature should be changed
two or three times a week in a theatre
of the capacity of the Palace — 750 seats.
* * *
"Love Madness" was the Hodkinson
production which was selected as the
first picture to inaugurate the new plan.
While in New York recently Mr. Smith
declared:
"It is my intention from now on to
play every Hodkinson released picture
that I can get. To my way of thinking
they compare more than favorably with
any other product offered to the exhibitor today and I am going to let them
make money for me. I never thought it
would be possible to play a picture successfully for a week in my theatre until
Mr. Hodkinson persuaded me to try and
— well, from now on "The Hodkinson
Way' is my way.
"WhenI Idid
put more
this change
policy
into
effect
than ofjust
merely
lengthen the run of the picture; I took
increased space in the local newspapers

VERA GORDOX
Starfeatured
of "Humoresque,"
who is Beach
also
In the Goldwyn-Rex
storj- "The Xorth W ind's Malice."

and I gave the picture every possible bit
of exploitation that
* *I could.
*
"Also, I am a firm believer in the
value of a well-dressed lobDy, for the
lobby display does more than anything
else, I think, to convince passers-by that
you have a production that ne or she
must see. The newspaper, after all,
reaches what one might call a limited
number — only those who read the
papers, but your lobby makes its appeal
to every man, woman and child that
passesson a live
your showman
theatre and
for afford
this rea-to
cannot
neglect it.
"For 'Love Madness' I draped the entire front of my theatre in bunting of a
vivid crimson hue a nd had my carpenter
erect a compo cut — cut of a heart before the ticket booth. I played up very
strongly the mother love side of the
story, but in order not to slight the
Oriental atmosphere of this wonderful
production,
alsohired
strung
Chinese lanternsI and
for several
tne occasion
a bronze Buddha, which was most effective .My house attencants were
dressed in Oriental costume and the results achieved were highly satisfactory.
It took a little time and a little money,
but
thatme,'Love
Madness'
was the
a biganswer
successis for
in every
way

FRAXCTS ELDRIDGE
In "The nor'sForeigner,"
the Winnipeg
Proof Ralph Conbook.ductions, Ltd., production
Takes Managerial Office
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Henry E.
Wilkinson, new managing director of the
Olympic theatre, formerly .in the local
office of Realart Pictures, recently assumed his new duties.

justifying the outlay that I made for it."
Practically

Every

Big

Combination

N. Y. House
Books "Headin'
Home
star and heart-interest story involved
B. Y. S. Films, Inc., which recently
that I booked it for a showing at my
acquired the world rights to Yankee
. Applications Received
Photoplay's "Headin' Home," starring theatre."Many
Mr. Yudkin announces that he has re' Babe" Ruth, has closed contracts proceived many applications for territorial
viding for exhibition of the production in
rights from the leading state right buyers
of
the
country.
virtually every big combination vaudeville and motion picture theatre in New
pressonbook
for "Headin'
wasTheissued
Monday.
October Home"
IS. It
York, according to Herbert H. Yudkin,
contains thirty-two neatly laid-out pages,
general manager.
advertising copy, teaser camWhile no definite sum has been an- attractive
paign helps, press notices, sporting and
nounced, in connection with this deal, it
women's pages stories, news stories,
is declared that the figures run into six magazine
features, cuts, mats, and in
figures, and assure the feature the best fact, it is said, everything necessary to
reever
aid
the
exhibitor
in attracting his patrons
has
presentation any picture
ceived.
to the box office.
Says It Is Exception
" 'Babe' Ruth, in 'Headin' Home.' " American Cinema Renews
said Mr. Cornell of Eckel's theatre. Syracuse, "is one of the best film productions
Its Production Activities
that I have ever seen. The story is
With Mollie King as Star
human and that is saying a lot, parAmerican Cinema Corporation, through
ticularly when you take into consideration the fact that the star was recruited
Walter Xiebuhr, its president, announces
from the sporting world. It has been
the renewal of producing activities.
the custom of film concerns to enlist the
Mollie King, whose last American
services of such sporting luminaries and
nroduction,
"Women
Forget."
starring them in short plays, but Cinema
has scored
substantial
successMenthroughout
■Headin' Home' is an exception.
the country, is the star and the vehicle
"The story tells the struggles of a selected is an adaptation of an original
grossly misunderstood lad with an am- story by Elizabeth Ethel Donoher, "Her
bition. The characters are humanly in- scenario.
Majesty." George
PhillipIrving
Lonergan
wrote the
is directing
the
production
is so pre- picture at the Biograph studio.
sentedteresting
that itand the
touches
the heartstrings.
Miss King has a dual role to portray in
It is the best box office bet I've seen in
a long time, and it was principally for Susanne and Rosalie Bower, twin sisters.
A supporting
that reason together with a knowledge
also
announced. cast of particular ability is
of the splendid drawing power of the
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Second
S-L
Metro
Director

Also

Johnston,

13, 1920

Picture for Issue by
Will Be Baker
Production
Will Scenarioize

the Story by Calvin

"Temple Dusk"— Anna Q. Nilsson
Will Have a Leading Role

The next S-L picture to be published
by Metro Pictures Corporation will be
known as a George D. Baker Production.
This announcement follows a conference between Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro: Arthur Sawyer, Herbert
Lubin, of S-L Pictures, and Mr. Baker.
Besides directing the pscture, Mr.
Baker also will scenarioize the Calvin
Johnston
story,
"Temple
Dusk,"
whichQ.
will be the
story
adapted.
Anna
Nilsson will have the leading role.
Will Be Made in East
This forthcoming special will be made
at Metro's New York studios in West
Sixty-first street.
For a long time Mr. Baker has looked
forward to the day when he could offer
to the public a George D. Baker production, and Metro feels that his present
affiliation will result in a work for the
screen that will enhance the already enviable reputation that Mr. Baker enjoys.
Mr. Baker had many years of stage
experience as an actor and dramatic producer prior to coming to the screen. His
motion picture career dates from the
early Vitagraph days when he spent
three years writing and directing his
own pictures. Part of this time was
passed as director for the late John
Bunny. Then followed three years
with Metro. Mr. Baker directed a numMetro's
prominent
in Newto
Yorkber ofand
eventually
was stars
promoted
the position of managing director of the
company's
West
making
pictures with
BertCoast
Lytell,studios,
May Allison,
Viola Dana, Edith Storey and other
Metro stars.
Directed Faversham
He later was associated with International and Cosmopolitan Pictures, and
he directed William Faversham in "The
Man Who duction.
LostThis new
Himself,"
a Selznick
proadvance
in connection with S-L Pictures and Metro will
undoubtedly offer the opportunity to the
public to welcome George D. Baker as
one of the country's really big directors.

"Temple Dusk" is a romance of New
York gambling places and of a girl who
stayed
"straight"
when toill-fortune
embittered
her almost
the point hadof
choosing the primrose path.
To Star Miss Nilsson
It is announced as the intention of
S-L Pictures to star Miss Nilsson in a
series of special productions later, and
under the direction of Mr. Baker.
"Temple
Dusk"
is Production
expected to work
start on
within
the next
ten
days or two weeks.
Mayflower Is Planning
Official N. Y. Reception
For Winner of Contest
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation is
planning for an official reception by the
city of New York to Edith May, winner
of the Mayflower salesgirl beauty contest, who is appearing in the Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolic on the New Amsterdam Roof.
John W. McKay, general manager of
Mayflower, has received a letter from
Mayor Hylan in which the latter says
that after finishing important work in
connection with the new budget he
hopes to be able to find time to greet
Mi-s May on the steps of the City Hall
and
City. officially welcome her to New York
After Miss May completes her six
weeks' engagement with the Ziegfeld
show
she will appear
R. A. the
Walsh's
next production,
and induring
time
she is working in this picture she will
be the protege of Miriam Cooper.
Open Wyoming Theatre
CASPER, WYO.— The American
theatre was crowded to capacity on occasion of its recent formal opening to
the public. The house seats 1,000 patrons.
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Duponts

Make

Powder

For "Four Horsemen"
Laboratories of the country's biggest
powder works are experimenting to produce a gun powder suitable for motion
picture work and in particular for the
use of Rex Ingram in filming "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
H. B. Walmsley, former ordnance
chief for Dupont, visited the young director in the Hollywood mountains
where he is filming the production for
Metro, saw that his powxler men were
having difficulty in producing both
smoke and recoil for the benefit of tne
cameras, and wired his laboratories to
get busy
on a powder that would "pickup" realistically.
Arc, Lafayette Theatre
Opened by M. M. Levitt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LAFAYETTE, IND., Nov. 2.— The
new Arc theatre has been opened at 122
North Fifth street A five piece orchestra is providing the music until the
new pipe organ is installed. Martin M.
Levitt is manager.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

Me"

You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative ser vice FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
through. — Orphei'.m theatre, Kalispell,
Mont. — -Neighborhood patronage.
Heart o* the Hills, with Mary Pickford.— Went over big. Consider this one
of Mary Pickford's best productions.
Played to capacity. — W. H. Trecker. Mutual theatre, Cabery, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln.
Just as Abiggood
as drawing
ever. We've
played it— before.
card.

Associated Producers
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — luce offers an entertaining
picture that will please and bring good
comments. — T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant, Okl3. — General patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Not what we expected of a
new concern after so much advertising
by them. But sure the next will meet
expectations. — Strand theatre, Salina.
Kans. — General patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production — Good production. Showed
seven days to very poor business. Title
killed. People turned away from theatre
when they saw it.— H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo, O. — Transient
patronage.
The Leopard Woman, a J. Parker
Read, Jr. production. — A good picture,
but. action drags too long for story. — T.
M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant,
Okla. — General patronage.
First National
The River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
production. — Extra good. Better in my
opinion
than Back
God's Country.—
G. G. Nutter,
Royalto theatre,
Republic,
Kans. — Farmers patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
Xorma's best to date for First National.
Pleased all, but we just cannot draw
them in at higher admissions. — C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris Chaplin. — Not much to this.
Should keep Mildred out of such a production.— H. \Y. Jeffries, Majestic theatre. Huntington, Ark — Neighborhood
patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Here is a picture that ranks
with the best. Had more comments on
this than any other picture we ever ran.
Capacity business for two days. Congratulations to First National as they
sure deliver the goods all the time. — L.
A. Bachmann, Bridgeport theatre, Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Played *wo nights to good
business. Nearly everyone seeing Tarzan of the Apes asked when the above
picture would be shown. Will please.
Good picture. — Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon
theatre. Hardin. Mo. — General patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Good picture. Good production. Star
well liked here. — Orpheum theatre, Kalispell. Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
Clever, every foot of it. We consider it
better than A Virtuous Vamp. — C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, IllSmall town patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — A real
true to life story of a small town. Pleased
good houses. — Giacomo Bros., Crystal

TOM MIX
In Southwest
"The Texan,"
ins story
of the
stageda thrill
for Fox
by Lynn
R.
Reynolds.
theatre,
ronage. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patHuman Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
Good picture. Pleased 90 per cent. Good
business on most of First National. —
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
Played this picture to capacity business
for two days in spite of strong opposition and ran it almost a year old. Will
hold up in any theatre and please the
most critical audience. — L. A. Bachmann,
Bridgeportborhoodtheatre.
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighGO AND GET IT, a Marshall
Neilan Production. — This is some
picture and will please 100 per cent.
Give it the boost, as the quality is in
it. Raise your prices, as it will satisfy.
"The best picture you have run in a
year,"
is what
my patrons
said.Kent— R.
A. Shobe,
Kentland
theatre.
land, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Everyone pronounced this an A-l
picture from every angle. If you want
to please all of your patrons be sure to
book this. — O. B. Sterling. Sterling theatre, Dayton, Tex.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — This
is a good one. A picture that keeps your
audience in good humor all the way

If you it.haven't
playedprice.
it you've
missed
Raise your
People sure
will
gladly pay it. S. R. O. — C. Hales, Lyric
theatre, Orange City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes and The Romance
of Tarzan, with Elmo Lincoln. — Since
playing these two pictures everybody
pesters us with "When are you going
to
another Electric
Tarzan picture?"
Fahrneyshow
& Elson,
theatre, — Curtis,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — Good picture. Good business
on this one. — E. B. Unglaub, Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Fine. We have played all of
the Tarzan subjects and every one gets
us the money. Advise all to book them.
— Hackett & Krauss, Hacketts theatre,
Port
ronage.Gibson, Miss.- — Neighborhood patFox
The Husband Hunter, -vith Eileen
Percy. — A splendid comedy. You will
make no mistake in booking it. — James
A. York, Auditorium theatre, Monroeville, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
The' Skywayman, with Ormer Locklear. — Bought this for a feature and
raised prices.
Lost mone\'
on this
poor
excuse
for a feature
which only
consists
of ordinary plane stunts. Advertising
misleads. — W. C. Read. Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.— Pleasing
of Mason's
pictures.
— E. A.picture.
Baradel, Best
Palace
theatre.
McGehee, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — one of
his best. You cannot praise it too high.
Book it. — M. Danith. Dixie theatre. Winona. Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Get this if you want a 100 per cent picture. Great picture. — E. B. Cnglaub.
Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
The one
Orphan,
Farnum.use
—
This
is thewith
kindWilliam
Fox should
Farnum for. A real one and a few of
this kind would make Farnum as popular
as he was a year ago. — George E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre. Dunlap. Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Square Shooter, wi»h Buck Jones.
— I've read comments on this feature by
other exhibitors, and they were "square
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James Kirkwood and support in two scenes from the Allan Dwan Mayflower production to be distributed through First National
shooters" when they said "It's the poorest yet." Buck Jones' name ought to
get it by though. — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell. — Good picture, but may not suit a
small town audience. — Peter Krauth,
Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
My patrons liked this one fine. Plenty
of action for this athletic star and his
support is splendid. One of the best
Walsh pictures we have ever run. — W.
C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with William Russell. — Just an ordinary program
picture. Story overdrawn and not convincing.— C. T. Metcalf, Greenfield, 111.
— Small town patronage.
The Last Straw, with Buck Jones. —
First time I ever ran a Buck Jones, and
he went over like a house afire. A splendid Western picture. — Oscar Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
What Would You Do? with Madlaine
Traverse. — Good picture. Boost it, it
will please anyone. — M. Smith, Dixie
theatre, Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
This is a splendid picture. Farnum is a
good drawing card for me. This picture
will please 100 per cent where Westerns
take. — Harry Sparkman, Pastime theatre,
Reyno, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Web of Chance, with Peggy Hyland. — Good program picture. That's all.
— C. H. Thomas, Community theatre,
Galva, la. — Small town patronage.
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. — Any
time I say Mix I fill my theatre. Patrons
remarked what a short show. Couple of
reels a little over half full. — O. Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

Would You Forgive? with a special
cast. — This picture pleased most of the
audience. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Mauston, Wis.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
Refreshing in the absence of killing, the
gun play being all good natured. Photography poor and dark. — Fahrney &
Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— A few like this will kill Farnum
here. They like him in Westerns. — Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Industry,
111. — Small town patronage.
The Shark, with George Walsh — Plot
of picture pood. My patrons like Walsh.
— Oscar Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby,
N. D.
The Spirit of Good, with Madlaine
Traverse. — A very good ordinary program picture. Pleased majority. — W. C.
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — This is fair and will satisfy if you don't have too close a critic.
— R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Like all
Mix pictures got the crowd and the coin,
but not as good as some of Mix's pictures.— Harry Sparkman, Pastime theatre, Reyno, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
White Lies, with Gladys Brockwell. —
I consider this a fair program picture.
Pleased 75 per cent. — E. B. Unglaub,
Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
Flames of the Flesh, with Gladys
Brockwell. — A fair picture, but a little
raw in places. All right for an audience
that likes that kind of stuff, but doesn't
go
Splendid
acting
on the star's
part.here.
— C. E.
Thomas,
Community
theatre, Galva, la. — Small town patronage.

Evangeline, with Miriam Cooper. —
Good in every way. House full to the
doors. One hundred per cent satisfaction.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix.— Did not
like the story. Drew but did not please.
— Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Industry, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The Hell Ship, with Madlaine Traverse.— A good sea picture. Lots of
rough stuff, also some good acting. In
general will please about average. — C. H.
Thomas, Community theatre, Galva, la.
— Small town patronage.
The Merry-Go-Round, with Peggy Hyland. — A good one. Many favorable
comments. — J. J. Wittenberger, Auditorium
theatre,
Carleton, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — A good picture but not up
to Russell's standard. — George B. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Tin Pan Alley, with Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair. — Program picture that a
Saturday night audience ate up. — C. T.
Metcalf.
Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town
patronage.
Goldwyn
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. —
Greatest drama ever shown upon the
screen. Full house both nights. A picture that caused tears at each performance.— Lullen Espy, Lindell theatre. St
Louis, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dead
Tell
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The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronPollar. — Drew big but not as good a pic- age.
ture as two former "Tarzans." Big disPockets, with Louis Bennison. —
appointment on account of change of UpHigh
to
this
which means
cast. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric the- very good. star's
It is astandard
pity Bennison
is not
atre, Curtis, Nebr. — Neighborhood pat- making more pictures. — Harold Daspit,
ronage.
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Scratch My Back, a Rupert Hughes
production. — A very good picture. — Peter
The Brand, with a special cast. — Not
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
much good. — W. C. Cleeton, Gem the(Neighborhood patronage.
atre, Higbee, Mo.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge KenThe Peace of Roaring River, with
nedy.— Dandy comedy-drama. The kind
Pauline Frederick. — Very good picture.
that will please any kind of audience.
and held interest. — H. A. LarThe low brows will eat it up and the Pleased
son, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Nebr. —
Small town patronage.
ihigh brows enjoy the comedy. — Harold
iDaspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Hallmark
THE WORLD AND ITS WOMSuspense,
with
Mollie King. — A very
AN, with Geraldine Farrar. — Pagood picture. Pleased 90 per cent of
trons boosted this picture and it was
patrons. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre.
good, too. Good theme, especially at
Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood
this time and for this particular
patronage.
state. Good propaganda picture for
Upside Down, with Taylor Holmes. —
the good old U. S. A— F. W. HorBad weather and lost money, but no
rigan, McDonald theatre, Phillipsfault of the picture. Star well liked. —
burg, Mont. — Neighborhood patronHartin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin,
age.
Mo. — General patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — This, like
all the Normand pictures I have run, is Holmes.
The Other
with I Stuart
— Best Man's
liked Wife,
Hallmark
have
a complete disappointment. She gets
run.
—
J.
W.
Lumpkin.
Cupid
theatre,
your audience to thinking that she is
going to do something and then drops Miles, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
them flat with some silly doings. Lay
Society for Sale, with William Desoff of 'em. — Harry Sparkman, Pastime
mond.— A very good program picture. —
theatre, Reyno, Ark. — Neighborhood pat- W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre, Red Lake
ronage.
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman and the Puppet, with GerPeggy, with Billie Burke. — This is old.
"aldine Farrar. — This is a good one.
but very fine. Drew a good house two
. Story well acted. Will please. — C. T. nights. Gave good satisfaction. — Mrs.
Metcalf. Opera House, Greenfield, 111. —
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.
— Small town patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Wit Wins, with Florence Billings. —
This is a dandy good drama, but the
' Moore. — Very good.
Clean drama. —
Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Cur- Hallmarks fail to draw well for me. My
tis, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
patrons seem to like more comedy. —
One Week of Life, with Pauline Fred. erick. — One of the best pictures of this
star and one that will please almost anywhere.— Harold Daspit. Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— Opie Read wrote his stories about the
, common people. This is one of them and
a real picture for the masses. Not a
special but better than most so called. —
C. T. Metcalf. Opera House, Greenfield,
111. — Small town patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— Picture did not seem to please.
— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. — A
very fine feature and while it is not sold
as a special it is better than a good many
of the so-called specials on the market
— Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
— A good comedy drama that starts with
a smile and ends with a roar of laughter. Book it and laugh with your audience and have tha' good feeling that a
full cash box gives you. — Harry Sparkman, Pastime theatre, Reyno, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl from Outside, with a special
cast. — Second showing for us with this
one. It is a real special and many of our
patrons say it is one of the best pictures
they have ever seen. Book it and boost
jt— C.field,T.
Opera
House, Green1 1.— Metcalf,
Small town
patronage.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
—Our first Gqldwyn for a long while.
This feature is old, but it's there with the
LOUISE HUFF
pep. A circus sure. Draws a crowd if
Who
is
starred
in the Selznick comedy
it's only a film circus. Good feature for
small town.— C. Hales, Lyric theatre,
drama, "The Dangerous Paradise."
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J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Miles,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Peggy, with Billie Burke.— Put this on
as a benefit for high school and had a
full house. Everyone satisfied. — Hardin
Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. —
General patronage.
The Phantom Honeymoon, with Marguerite Marsh. — All pronounced it a good
picture, but majoritj- objected to it on
account of the spooks and snakes. — J.
W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre, Miles, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
The Pinch Hitter, with Charles Ray. —
This picture has been out so long that
it should need no introduction, but to
those who have never used it we can say
you are missing a big bet. It pleased
100 per cent. — H. A. Larson, Majestic
theatre,
ronage. Oakland, Neb. — Small town patThe Wild Goose Chase, with Hazel
Daly. — This is an Alaska picture, but
poorly produced. Not much plot or action. Not a satisfactory program. — Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.
— Small town patronage.
A Dangerous Affair, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — A good program picture.
Attendance below average. — J. W. LumpCupid theatre, Miles, Tex. — Small
town kin,
patronage.
Hodkinson
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. — A
dandy Western feature with plenty of
action. It is full of suspense, has romance and a showing of early settlers'
comradeship. — H. J. Longaker, Howard
ronage.
theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — General patSahara, with Louise Glaum. — Here is a
real, sure enough, honest to goodness
feature for audiences that can appreciate
real art in pictures. It is one of the
best and is a credit to the industry. —
Harold Daspit. Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Capitol, with Leah Baird. — Only a
fair picture. — T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant. Okla. — General patronage.
Metro
Clothes, with a special cast. — Very
good. Will please any kind of an audience. Business good. — Lullen Espy,
Lindell theatre,
St. Louis, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Good picture. — Schonlau & Abraham. S. & A. theatre, Houston, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Excellent picture, from every point of
view. Fitted Mitchell Lewis perfectly.
Don't be afraid to advertise it. — Jean
Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
— Good up to last reel, when it went into
the cheap serial class. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Good
picture and star is cast right and pleased
the people. — Jisa & Endrst. New Opera
House. Coal City, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
Too dull, slow and draggy. They went
to sleep on this. The only good thing
is the beautiful scenery, but that will
not put it over. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Metro pictures so far have all pleased.
— Schonlau & Abraham, S. & A. theatre.
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The Belle of the Season, with Emmy
Wehlen. — This is the first poor picture
with Miss Wehlen we ever had. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
Johnny on the Spot, with Hale Hamilton.— An extra good program picture. —
A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayette,
la. — College town patronage.
Paramount
Humoresque, with Alma Rubens. — One
of the greatest pictures ever made. Capacity house two days. Patrons well
pleased. Can use more like this. — Lullen
Espy, Lindell theatre, St. Louis, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Wives, with Dorothy Dalton. — A picture that will please the high
brows but will not go well to a mixed
crowd. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.

VIOLA DANA
And Miipport
in
KCU production.
from " lllni'k ni n I l,M
the ne%v ■ Metro
Houston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. — This
is the weakest picture I have run for
months. Not enough care given to plot
construction. Usually Metro is very
careful in regard to detail. If you have
to play it, build well around it. — Jean
Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Stronger Than Death, with Xazimova.
— A good picture. Well pleased and
drew large crowd here. — Jisa & Endrst,
New Opera House, Coal City, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Very good. Drew fairly well. — A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
— Small town patronage.
The Belle of the Season, with Emmy
Wehlen ture.
— Just
an ordinary
picBelow the
standard program
of this star
and only fair. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Very Idea, Taylor Holmes. — Just
an ordinary picture. Did not please my
patrons like Nothing But the Truth. —
W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The like
Brat,
Nazimova.
over
we with
expected.
She — isDidn't
good goin
light drama but folks want her in something deeper. Revelation and Eye for
Eye are still her best. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
A Favor to a Friend, with Emmy
Wehlen. — An average program picture
that will give satisfaction at popular
prices. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
False Evidence, with Viola Dana. —
This is a very good little picture. Star
plays her part well. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
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Paris Green, with Charles Ray.— The
truest to type and to human nature picture of the sort that I have ever seen,
not to mention the art with which it is
assembled and directed to bring out the
comedy naturally. — Jean Lightner, Regenthoodtheatre,
patronage.Alameda, Cal. — NeighborThe Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
— Fair picture. Not as good as Paris
Green. — Orpheum theatre, k. dispell,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Market of Souls, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Our first one of Dalton and
pleased 90 per cent, which is O. K. She
is there with the goods and can come
again any time. Don't think the title fits
exactly. — C. H. Thomas, Community
theatre, Galve, la. — Small town patronage.
Below the Surface, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Here is a real special. Contains all the elements that go to make
up a real special production. Action
plentiful throughout. Underwater scenes
rank with anything ever shown in pictures.— L. A. Bachmann, Bridgeport
theatre.
ronage. Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patSecret Service, with Robert Warwick.
— Went over very well indeed. Proved
quite a change from modern pictures.
— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.— Small town patronage.
The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton.— Her second double picture this
year, and dual roles in a picture are not
welcomed by my patrons. Personally,
I don't
see how
Dalton there
ever got
to
stardom,
muchDorothy
less remained
so
long. Maybe the trouble is that so few
people care to see mystery dramas, which
her pictures usually are. — Jean Lightner,
Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. — Splendid picture. Patrons highly
pleased and spoke well of the star's acting. It'sIa made
safe bet
for and
a town
size, but
wages
that ofis any
all.
— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Life Line, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — Just a fair picture, and a
very poor drawing card. Photography
poor for Paramount. Cast -unknown to
our people. — W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. — Absolutely the poorest picture this star ever
appeared in that I have used. Don't
boost it any if you don't want to disap oint. It has got the right title. —

13, 1920

R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — This one was a little slow to start
with, but the finish redeems it all. Ray
is always good here. — C. H. Thomas.
Community theatre, Galve, la. — Small
town patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
— Ray always pulls big and pleases. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Hay Foot Straw Foot, with Charles
Ray. — This was a very poor Ray picture.
I also ran a two-reel Arbuckle comedy,
Out West, with this picture, for which I
was very thankful. It helped make a
program. Ray has been pretty good with
me, but this sure is a weak one. — H. H.
Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
■— Gave a free matinee for children and
that is about all I did on this special.
Acting good by entire cast. — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — Our first Burke picture, and
sure made a hit. Good, clean comedydrama and one that pulls the smiles.
Billie's countenance ought to be good for
sore eyes, too. — C. H. Thomas, Community theatre, Galva, la. — Small town
patronage.
His House in Order, with Elsie Ferguson.— Dragged like a funeral procession.
Audience bored. — Giacomo Bros., Crystal
ronage.
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patThe Way of a Man with a Maid, with
Bryant Washburn. — Good stuff. A few
young people walked out, it being too
tame for them, but pleased the majority.
— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.— Small town patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
— Fine picture and one you can boost
strong. Sure to make good. Photography and direction fine. Made money

Who

JAMES S. HOMMEL
has
Just atbeenPittsburgh,
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for us. — W. H. Trecker, Mutual theatre,
Cabery, 111.
Bill Henry, with Charles Ray. — About
as good as this star's average, and will
satisfy the Ray fans. — Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger Man, with William S. Hart.
— One of the best I have ever run. If
you run it, put good comedy with it.
Business good on a rainy night. Boost
this one. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — The
best comedy we have played. So good
we have rebooked it. Also played 23%
Hours Leave, and while it is fine, personal y Iliked the other one better. —
C. H. Thomas, Community theatre,
Galva, la. — Small town patronage.
The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid Bennett.— Another good picture by this star.
Well liked here and star is getting a
good rep. — -G. W. Dickinson, Home
theatre, Haskell, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with William S. Hart. — Not rough enough to suit
the rabid Western fans, but will please
those who like Western pictures without
a lot of gun play. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wolves of the Rail, with William S.
Hart. — Big business on second run in
town. — Fred T. Wilson, Liberty theatre,
Newton, Kans. — General patronage.
, The Final Close Up, with Shirley Mason.— Splendid picture to a satisfied
crowd. Many remarks on this. — C.
Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
My Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia
Breamer. — This was a good one. Will
please them all. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
— Best Blanche Sweet story for some
time. Many favorable comments. It
will suit most of the patrons. — H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. — General patronage.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— Yes, this is good enough for any
crowd. — Bird Wilcox, Opera House,
Sykeston, N. D.
Dawn, with a special cast. — Well acted,
but when this is said there is nothing
else to shout about. — Schonlau & Abraham, S. & A. theatre, Houston, Minn. — ■
Neighborhood patronage.
Rio Grande, with Rosemary Theby.- —
This is a fine Mexican border picture,
and if your patrons like this kind it will
please. You can boost it and not hurt
your house any. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland
theatre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Miss Gingersnap, with Baby Marie Osborne.— Played it with Jiggs. The people seemed well pleased. — R. O. Baker,
Baker's Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.
■ — Small town patronage.
Fighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
— This picture is supposed to be a Western, but is far from it. — Schonlau & Abraham, S. & A. theatre, Houston, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
39 East, with Constance Binney. —
Constance Binney can be very proud of
39 East. Best work yet of this star, and
she has a charm entirely different from
other kind of stars and just the star that
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Another reason why we never cared to become a slap-stick comedian. It's a scene
from the Arrow comedy, "Up in the Air."
will help make the picture game clean.
The Lamb and the Lion, with Billie
A big box office attraction for the two
Rhodes. — No good. Let it alone. Nothdays. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
ing to it. Billie Rhodes is no good for
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
us.
Just Comique
got by on
it. — McClure
Faulkner,
theatre,
Jamesport,&
A Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady. —
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Brady's best for Realart, and satisfied
The Prince and Betty, with William
our patrons, but Alice plays better opposite some other than her husband. — C. Desmond.- — Poorest picture we have run
T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111. in months. A few more pictures like this
■— Small town patronage.
and
we see& Desmond's
finish
us. —
Schonlau
Abraham, S.
& A.withtheatre,
ERSTWHILE SUSAN with
Houston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronConstance Binney. — Ran this with
Christie two-reel comedy, KISS ME
CAROLINE, and one man came
age.Just Squaw, with Beatriz Michalena. —
clear to the back of the theatre to
Pleased our Western fans. — George E.
tell me that he and his wife had
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
never spent a more enjoyable evening
in my house. This was the general
The Wonderman, with Georges Carattitude. Everybody liked the propentier.
— Look
book.— Jack
It's
gram.— A. N. Miles, Eminence,
certainly
not abefore
wonderyoupicture.
theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town
Cairns,
Brooklyn
theatre,
Detroit,
Mich.
patronage.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.
with aturespecial
cast. — This
of amuch
pic- — Think it is a good picture. — McClure
hurts business
here.kindToo
& Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport,
crime and gruesomeness for our patrons.
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
— Custer Garland, Victoria theatre,
Frankfort, Mich.
Select
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
Out of the Snows, a Ralph Ince procast. — Here is a picture easily in a class
duction.— Excellent Alaskan story with
by itself. A picture thoroughly enjoyed
scenery. Good direction and
by everyone and a special easily adver- beautiful
cast
that
took their parts nicely. It is
tised. Good business for two-day run.
a N. W. Mounted Police feature.— H. J.
— Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Minn. — General patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
Robertson-Cole
— One of the best pictures of Owen
The Wonder Man, with Georges Car- Moore. This was a great laugh maker.
pentier. — An excellent picture. Boost it If you want a picture to please all, book
and cash in. — G. G. Nutter, Royal thea- this. — O. B. Sterling, Sterling theatre.
tre, Republic, Kans. — Farmer patronage.
Dayton, Tex.
Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas. —
Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody. —
Cody is up to his old tricks again. He This is a very good comedy-drama and
needs another story like The Beloved
is bound to please your patrons. — A. E.
Berlin, Jr., Grand theatre, Rock Falls,
Cheater to win praise. — T. M. Davidge,
111.
Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General
patronage.
Dangerous Waters, with William DesDead
Men
mond.— Keep away from this one. We
sure got a lemon that time. — Orpheum
Tell No
Tales
theatre, Kalispell, Mont. — Neighborhood
patronage.
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His Majesty, the American, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Good picture, but if about
-',000 feet of nonessentials were cut out
it would be a better length and better picture.— Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre,
Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — This picture a good one
from start to finish. Never saw people
laugh so during a show. This attraction
a real comedy special. — W. B. Flint,
Lyric hoodtheatre,
patronage. Ames, Okla. — NeighborHitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. —
Poor drawing power, in fact, none. Picture fair subject. Played out. Just ordinary.— Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. — A
hero that is not a hero, but a coward
from start to finish. A very unsatisfactory Harry Carey picture. Very slow
and tiresome. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre, Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Everything but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons ofandthisLee
much
one.Moran.
Some— Don't
laughs think
now
and
then.
They
don't
pull
for
me.
—
William
Tracher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.

Maude Wayne, Daisy Robinson, Beatrice La Plane and Hazel Howell, who will
appear in support of Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran in their next Universal comedy
feature, "Fixed By George."
DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. —
Played two days to biggest business in — Seven reels of nothing. Let it alone.
years, and the story is there. — Jack We were disappointed with this one. Too
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. long and drawn out. Did not draw for
— Neighborhood patronage.
us. — Comique theatre, McClure & FaulkFootlights and Shadows, with Olive
ner, Jamesport, Mo. — Mixed patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Thomas. — A pleasing picture, but business has dropped on this star since her Lewis. — Drew well and satisfied. — H. H.
tragic death. — George E. Taylor, Idle Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.—
The Way of a Woman, with Norma
A fair picture. The star is new here,
Talmadge. — An average picture of this but is growing in favor. — J. Saunders,
star that will satisfy her admirers. — Har- Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
old Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Woman and Wife, with Alice Brady.
DARLING
MINE,
with Olive
— One of ttie best program pictures I
have seen in a long time. Good story
Thomas. — Talk about a mob, we had
it on DARLING MINE.
In our
and good acting all the way through. —
five years of business it broke house
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentrecords for a two-day run. It had
wood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
everything to please everybody and
United Artists
patrons still talk about it. It truly
is sad that she is gone because she
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
was one of the few. — Mrs. J. A. Dosproduction. — Made big business on it. A
tal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
very fine production and pleased many.
Neighborhood patronage.
— Harry Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima,
The Undercurrent, with Guy Empey. —
O. — Transient patronage.
If more such plays were put on the marDown on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
ket it would be better all around for the
production. — Good comedy except secM. P. industry. 100 per cent American
ond reel, which was nothing but a filler.
picture. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Better Half, with Alice Brady.—
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
This gave good satisfaction. We have production.
— Rather funny. Pleased
the best of comments on all Select pic- some. Others
there was nothing
tures. You cannot go wrong on them. to it. Certainly said
much of a special.
— W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red — O. B. Sterling, not
Sterling theatre, DayLake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patton, Tex.
ronage.
When the Clouds Roll By, with DougHis Bridal Night, with Alice Brady. —
las Fairbanks. — This was great. Pleased
A clever comedy-drama. Wonderful dou- 100 per cent of the people, and I am
ble exposure photography. Large and going to make this star popular at my
highly pleased audience. — George E. theatre with the help of such pictures as
Simmons, Avonia theatre, Avon, 111. —
When the Clouds Roll By.— Mrs. J. A.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dostal. Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Her Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady. Neighborhood patronage.
— An average picture of this star that
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
will please her admirers. — Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.

The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo.—
Very weak picture. Star not convincing
in role assigned. — E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Girl in Number 29, with Frank
Mayo. — This is a real picture. Book it
and boost it, but don't raise prices. Mayo
and support A-l in this one. Sure to
please. — W. H- Tracker, Mutual theatre,
Cabery, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Pass Key, with a special cast. — A very elaborate picture in
every sense of word. Mae Bush sure a
big hit. A picture hard to understand
for some, but as a whole very good.
Think, though, Blind Husbands the betber of the two.- Broke no house records,
however. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Under Cover, with Fritzi
Brunette. — This is a fair program picture. Put it over with a two-reel comedy, Lion Paws and Lady Fingers.
Everybody satisfied. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Marriage Pit, with Frank Mayo.-—
An extra good program picture. Will
suit in any theatre. — Ed. L. Wegener,
Lyric theatre,
Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Five Foot Highness, with Edith
Roberts. — This is an extra good program
picture. Only bad feature about it was
that it doesn't end up right. — H. W.
Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington,
Ark.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Never again. These stars
are failures in five-reelers. Too silly for
the majority of the people and an insult
to the better class. Eddie and Lee, you
will fare better in one reelers and that
is where you belong. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
theatre,
Ideal hood
patronage. Omaha, Neb. — NeighborThe —Forged
Marypicture.
MacLaren.
A very Bride,
good with
program
Star is one of the best offered and puts
her best efforts into all her work. You
cannot go wrong on this picture. — A. E.
Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. — Old
Harry will please them all if they like
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Western. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with a special
cast. — This I consider an extra good feature. By all means book this one. Everybody well pleased. Lots of good comments by my patrons. — Joseph F.
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.
— General patronage.
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
— This was a real picture. Book it and
play it by all means. You cannot go
wrong on this one. — A. E. Berlin, Jr.,
Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. — A
good Western drama. — Harry Sparkman,
Pastime theatre, Reyno, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage. 4
The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips.- — A truly great picture, and drew
great business. — E. Cameron, Arcade
theatre, St. Paul, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
His Divorced Wife, with Monroe Salisbury.—My patrons all liked this picture,
and it was a good puller. Book this one.
— A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Falls, 111.
Special
m eciais
Hell's
Oasis
Neal
Hart. — Great. (Pinnacle),
Wonderful with
business.
Pleased everybody. Am anxious to get
the next one. — J. Banowitz, Harmony
theatre. Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — A very fine production.
Received many compliments for it. —
Harry Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima, O.
— Transient patronage.
The Innocent Adventuress (Gaumont),
with Vivian Martin. — Just an average
program picture that will please a not
too particular crowd.— Harold Daspit.
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — One of the finest pictures I have
ever seen. Filled my 1,400-seat house all
day. Give me more like this one. — Empire theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Unknown Love (Pioneer), with
E. K. Lincoln. — A war story. Would
have been a dandy about three years ago,
but now it is a frost. Better lay off
on this one. — Schonlau & Abraham,
S. & A. theatre, Houston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — This picture an absolute
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knockout for any Catholic neighborhood
theatre, but we think that it is an A-l
picture in any theatre. Could not seat
all my patrons for three days. — L. A.
Bachmann, Bridgeport theatre, Chicago,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Virtuous Men (S-L), with E. K. Lincoln.— Drew a big crowd and pleased
everybody.
Title for
misleading,
ture more suitable
our housebutthanpic-if
it had not been. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — This is an A-l production. Went
over very big to box office breaking
business. — Henry Bambara, New Paris
theatre, Chicago, 111. — Transient patronage.
The Long Arm of Manister (Pioneer),
with Henry B. Walthall. — Give us more
specials like this one. Walthall does
great work in this play. Pleased 100
per cent. — W. H. Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Denny from Ireland (Arrow), with
Shorty Hamilton. — Lots of good comedy
in this, and for a program feature it fills
the bill very nicely. — C. Hales, Rivoli
theatre,
ronage. Alton, la. — Neighborhood patLove Without Question (Jans), with
Olive Tell. — Greatest mystery picture we
have ever shown. Star is fine and interest never lagged. Book it. — W. H.
Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, IllNeighborhood patronage.
Serials
The Lost City (Warner Bros), with
Juanita
Hansen.
Best pulling
serial I've
ever run.
Best — interest,
and patronage
still increasing on sixth episode. Get
them in for first episode, they do the
rest. — J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre,
Miles, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lightning Bryce (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie and Ann Little. — Good serial, but
like all serials too long drawn out and
monotonous. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan and Jean Paige. — I am on the fifth
episode and my crowds are dropping off
every episode. Too much impossible
stuff. — Harry Sparkman, Pastime theatre, Reyno, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — Had this on very bad night
and did not draw very good. The serial
is first class.— Jisa & Endrst, New Opera
House, Coal City, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Lightning Bryce (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie and Ann Little. — A good drawing
picture. — J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre,
Miles, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — Run first chapter to
good house. Believe it will be good. —
G. G. Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic,
Kans. — Former patronage.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — Ran three episodes.
Good picture and drew good and people
well pleased. — Jisa & Endrst, New Opera
House, Coal City, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Third episode of this serial exhibited with
patronage increasing. First serial we
have tried for several years. Looks like
a winner. — J. J. Wittenberger, Auditorium
Carleton, Neb. — Neighborhoodtheatre,
patronage.
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in Paramount pictures. "Easy
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Elmo the Fearless (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — A splendid serial. A
sure drawing card. All my audience likes
this serial fine. We are on the eighth
episode and crowds gather bigger every
night. Anyone wishing a good serial
book this one and put it on your poorest
night and you can build it up to a good
night.— A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Falls, 111.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan. — Good business. Increase over
first night.- — Fred T. Wilson, Liberty
theatre. Newton, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — This is one of the
best serials I ever ran, and have run
most all of them. — H. W. Jeffries, Majesticborhood
theatre,patronage.
Huntington, Ark. — NeighHidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with
Joe Ryan. — This serial does not please
more than 50 per cent. Too much of the
impossible stuff. — -L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Mauston,
WTis. with Joe
Hidden
Dangers
(Vitagraph),
Ryan. — This the poorest serial that I
have played yet. Joe Ryan does not belong in that kind of a picture. — A. E.
Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — The first serial ever
used featuring Eddie Polo and truly a
big disappointment. They walk out on
this and, mind you, it is the men and
boys that do it. Serials are a failure for
our house anyway. Story too impossible
in Vanishing Dagger, and no ending to
bring them back. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal hood
theatre,
patronage.Omaha, Neb. — NeighborBride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
My patrons are sure against seeing colored people on the screen. Same thing
over and over. Submarine and cave man.
—N. Oscar
Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugbv,
D.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Big business all the
way through.
Actualepisode
increase
in business from the first
to the
last.
—Fred T. Wilson, Liberty theatre, Newton, Kans. — General patronage.
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Short Subjects
Her First Mistake (Sennett- Paramount), with a special cast. — Some real
comedy in this one. Mack Sennett's are
all
yet.
Ran good.
this withHaven't
WilliamhadHarta bad
in TheoneTiger
Man. Went big on rainy night. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — All our patrons pronounced this
the best comedy they had ever seen.
All the Lloyd two-reelers are winners. —
O. B. Sterling, Sterling theatre, Dayton,
Tex.
A Fresh Start (Educational), with a
special
— Hereall is
a real
One that cast.
excelled
of them
thatcomedy.
I have
had shown in months. Better than
LJoyd or Arbucklc comedies. — H. J.
Longakcr, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. — General patronage.
O. Henry Pictures (Vitagraph), with
special casts. — The last four all junk.
Took them off of the program. Most
of them are good. But they put the bad
ones on the end. Have run them all. —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.
Hand to Mouth (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — Good comedy. Lloyd is fast
gaining in popularity here. — Schonlau &
Abraham, S. & A. theatre, Houston,
M inn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jiggs in Society (Christie), with
Johnny Ray. — Fair comedy. Photography poor. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric
theatre,
ronage. Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood patHe Laughs Last (Vitagraph), with
Jimmy Aubrey. — First Big V comedy
that i have played on a Saturday. If
Aubrey continues like this for laughs, he
will be in a class with Scmon and Chaplin.— T. M. Davidgc, Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General patronage.
The Wisest Fool (Territorial Sales
Corp.), with Twede Dan. — Nothing to
this one. Poor comedy . — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — This one played well, but Larry
Semon is the best comedy bet for business.— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre,
Durant, Okla. — General patronage.
DeHaven Comedies (Goldwyn), with
Mr. and Mrs. De Haven. — In the last
Exhibitor's Herald I note that someone
knocked these comedies. Wish to say
that in my community they are favorite
comedians. — Jean Lightner, Regent thearonage.tre, Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patA Mexican Mix Up (Territorial Sales
Corp), with Twede Dan. — Nothing to
this one. Too much foolishness. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Patronage
City
State

One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — One of the best comedies I have
ever shown. Patrons well pleased. Can
use more like them. — Lullen Espy, Lindeil theatre.
St. Louis, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe). with Harold
Lloyd. — First series of. Harold Lloyd,
and, my. how they did laugh. One of
the best comedies shown at our house
and people still talking about it. Have
signed for second series. Second showing in Omaha and well worth it, I know.
— Mrs. J. A. D.ostal, Ideal theatre.
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dead

Men

Tell No Tales
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Jiggs in Society (Christie), with
Johnny Ray. — All the people liked this
very much. The grown-ups as well as
the kids went wild over this picture.
Played to the biggest house in the last
seven years. It is O. K— R. O. Baker,
theatre, McCune, Kans.
—Baker's
Small Electric
town patronage.
Gee Whiz (Sennett-Paramount), with
Charlie Murray. — The best two-reel Sennett comedy for months. Appeal to all
ages. There's no one just like Charlie
Murray. — Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.The Great Round Up (Universal), with
a special cast. — Two-reeler. Good Western Universal. Westerns are all good.
—Kans.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Run Them Ragged (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard. — Snub Pollard's comedies the
best one-reelers on the market. They
please all classes and 1 cannot remember
one to equal Run Them Ragged. Simply
a riot of fun. — Mrs. J. A. iJostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — Extra good — Edwin Behrndt,
Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn.-fl
Neighborhood patronage.
Comedyart. — Have used eight of them
and have not seen one thiit 1 call even
fair entertainment. — G. W. Veaton, loka
theatre, Exeter, N. II. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Stage Hand (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon. — Great. \\<nt big. Some
comedy. Advertise the monkey in this.
He is great. Go strong with kids. My
audience ate this up. — William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Vod-a-vil (Spanuth), with a special}
cast. — One of the best one-reelers to filf*
in your feature program. — Ben BrinclH
Opera House,
West Point, la. — NciglK
borhood
patronage.
The Cook (Paramount), with RoscoiJ
Arbucklc. — Beyond doubt the best confl
edy we ever had. — L. M. Kunhs, GibsctH
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Camping Out (Paramount), with Ros- i
coe Arbuckle. — Arbuckle our best bet.
—Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre. Morgan ville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.Loose Lions and Fast Lovers (UJ
versal), with a special cast. — Good tworeel comedy. Seemed to please the big
as well as the kids. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
In the Swim (Territorial Sales Corp.), I
with Twede Dan. — This is one of tlH
best. This one very good. Find all of I
them good comedies. — William Thacher, I
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Daddy Ambrose (Arrow), with Mack
Swain. — Not much to it. No laughs.—
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre. Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Almost Married (Territorial Sales h
Corp.), with Twede Dan— Not much to J
this one. — William Thacher, Royal thea-|
tre, Salina, Kans.
iiiOTiiiMmimmmiuiminiiTiiiiiiimiiimir
Communications regarding condition offilm, service conditions,
rental prices, etc., should be
mailed separately. Reports for
this department must be confined
to the actual drawing power record of productions.
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THE CREAM
These
Are

Laugh
Money

Getters
Getters

THEY'LL GET THE LAUGHS
THEY ARE FUNNY AND ANY
ONE OF THEM WILL BOOST
YOUR
SHOW, A TRIAL
WILL CONVINCE
YOU.

BOLSTER
UP

SHOW

OSTRICHE
IN HER TWO REEL
LAUGHING SUCCESS

OF THE

FILM MARKET'S
NOVELTIES— THEY
WILL HELP YOU GET
MONEY AND WILL
STRENGTHEN YOUR
PROGRAM.

YOUR

MURIEL

13, 1920

WITH
THESE
NOVELTY

THE
ILLITERATE
DIGEST
A Funny Novelty Reel
With
WILL

ROGERS

SHORT
MONTE

FEATURES
SCREEN
SNAP
SHOTS
SHOWING THE LIFE
OF FAMOUS MOVIE
STARS

BANKS
COMEDIES
WITH THE PRANCING BROADWAY BEAUTIES
LIVELY
HANK

GLOBE
TROTS

MANN
IN 2 REELS OF
ROARING COMEDY

THE
ROOM

UPMINUTE
THET0SUBJECTS

HALL
BOYS

H. A. McGILL'S FAMOUS NEWSPAPER
CREATIONS BROUGHT TO LIFE

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

FASCINATING SCENIC
AND TRAVEL PICTURES

PLAYERS
FILM
txchanges cC

MOVIE
CHATS
DESCRIBED WITH
PUNCH and HUMOR

CORPORATION
207 S.Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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IT'S JUST

LIKE

IN-

SURING GOOD BOX
You

May

Be

Taking

When

You're
Horses —

OFFICE

Chances

Betting

on

the

15

WEEKS

YOU

BOOK

BUT YOU'RE
TAKING
NO

FOR

RESULTS

WHEN

THE

CHANCES
WHEN
YOU BOOK

TIGER
A
BAND
WARNER

CHILD

BROS.,

DISTRIBUTORS

AND THERE'S NO NEED
OF US REPEATING

SALE

WHAT

HAS
YOU
IT

ANY

EXHIBITOR

LOST

THAT

PLAYED
IT — HE'LL TELL
TO BOOK
IT— AND BOOK
DOG-GONE

QUICK

—

A

BE-

MINT

CITY"

COME
YOUR

CAUSE IT'S THE
ONE
BEST
BET TODAY— IT'S GOING LIKE
A WHIRLWIND
EVERYWHERE

BOOK

DATES

:elebrated
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

AND

SET

TODAY

AND INSURE
YOURSELF FOR

15

IT TODAY
May

"THE

WAS.

IN

WEEKS

of Crowded
Tomorrow

OF "THE

LOST CITY," ARE THE
SPONSORS
OF THIS
SENSATIONAL SERIAL

FOR

ASK

THE

Houses

Be Too Late

players

film

corporation
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,
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HOXIE
m

JACK3
THE

SUPREME

WESTERN
SERIAL

FOR

INDIANA
AL6 E B.T
OSTHG3MER.

BOOKINGS
IN

and N. ILDIO

Apply to
oplaysft
Phot
y
Unit
FRANK ZAMBRENO, Pre«
207 South Wabash A •
CHICAGO

Since revamping the name on his shingle
|o Irving Mack & Company the little P. A.
las grabbed off several new contracts. The
atest is to handle the publicity, newspaper
idvertising, etc., for Gollos Enterprises.
* * *
Sam S. Katz, who has been handling
irritory in the city for Educational, has
sent on the road by his chief, I. May_iard Schwartz. Just to give an idea of
he speed with which the Educational staff
»orks Manager Schwartz announces that
fl6 theatres already have booked "The
tace of the Ages."
* * *
Joe Koppel, the congenial manager of
,scher Brothers' Adelphi theatre in Rogers
'ark, is having a great time this week,
_nd incidentally giving the public some
idded attractions, for the third anniversary
if the house is being observed. Joe was
he first manager of the house.
* * *
Among the Chicago Exhibitors who are
-tnder the weather are: C. H. Fricke, New
-lome Theatre. Armitage and Cicero Ayeities, is about to undergo an operation for
lislocation of his shoulder blade. Basil
Iharukus, owner of the Southern and Oak
Theatres, Oak Park, is in the hospital with
m infection of his right hand caused by a
iruise from cranking up his flivver. Eli
5chwartz of E. S. Film Company is very
;ick.
* * *
mecca for many out-ofthe
was
I Chicago
exhibitors
" :own
this
last exchanges
week and among
those seen around the
were :
rl. A. Arnold, Colonial theatre. Colfax:
Francis Peart, Star and Lyric theatres.
Lincoln; Hoover Opperman, Crescent
Pontiac, and D. Smith Opera House
Hoopeston.
* * *

Reported by "Mac"
Another "big story" got past us last
week. Willie Hershberg, steller member
of the local Metro sales organization,
hastening to executive chambers to arrange
for set-ins on the many contracts recently
closed
a ''niftick"
overcoatforinhisthecompany,
rear seatleaves
of his
palatial

"Detroit motor product," which one of
Chi's chilly pedestrians purloined. As Bill
raves: "If they had copped the car. I
wouldn't have cared — it's covered three
ways by insurance."* * *
M. A. Levy, who is a busy man these
days superintending the work on the new
film building now being overhauled at
Wabash avenue and Eighth street, in his
few spare moments puts on an interesting
debate with Manager Sid Goldman of As-

Manager

for Gollos

! R. H. Hadfield, Indiana salesman for
Superior Screen Service, has bought himand started on a three months'
Tip selfinaflivver
Indiana.
The strike on the building that Superior
Screen Service is to occupy has been
settled. Harry' Weiss, president, expects
to be in his new quarters this week or next.
* * *
George Isaacs has resigned his position
as west side salesman of Greater Stars
Production Company. His successor has
not been named.
* * *
Lewis Daniels and Titus Iocca of
Benld. 111., exhibitors, were Chicago visitors
last week and brought the news that in six
weeks their new theatre will be opened.
It will replace the house destroyed by a
fire last May and they state that it will
cost $45,000 when completed, and will seat
82S.
* * *
The machine in which R. T. Smith.
southside salesman for Superior Screen
Service, was driving became uncontrollable
,and ran into the lobby of the Woodlawn
theatre. The repair bill was $1S5 on the
"Lizzie."
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Aiken are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weiss on a week's
fishing
trip.hisHarry
us whereandhe hunting
was taking
friends.didn't tell

TOM MITCHELL, who is considered
one of the pioneers in the film exchange business in Chicago, has been
appointed manager of Gollos Enterprises,
a new independent concern with Indiana
and Illinois territory. Mitchell resigned
from Doll-Van to accept his present
position. In 1908 Mitchell entered the
motion picture industry as manager of
William H. Swanson & Company, later
assuming the presidency of Morton Film
Exchange. During his associations in
the industry, Mitchell also has been an
exhibitor, having operated the Oakland
theatre at Chicago avenue and La Salle
street.

sociated Producers almost thrice daily.
"Don't worry' Sid. we'll attend to that —
TOMORROW." What we would like to
know Moe — IS which month and year?
* * *
Louis Xoto of insurance fame is still
carrying
thatfilm
"business
is fine"
around the
exchanges
with smile
him,
although Louis tells us there are a few
boys still without insurance. Better let
L. X. feed you all a few morsels on his
proposition. Eventually — why not now?
* * *
While spending a few moments with
Manager Harry "Miller of the Logan
Square theatre the other evening, we
listened in on a regular oldtime review of
showmanship — both film and legit, as purveyed by our theatre.
ol' friend,Leave
Eddieit Barrett
the Pastime
to Eddie.of
Many a time he ruined a pair of brogans
filing down the railroad ties between
certain rural centers and Broadway's
rialto. Apropos. Harry" informed us to
someon "The
keep our
thing neweyes
in the
way ofAviatrix,"
entertainment.
Alright Harry, our order is in now for a
pair of tortoise shell eye-glasses.
* * *
With the cost of ink and paper still soaring skyward this causes us to modestly
"Chub"
blazon
Florine,forth
now tooflocal
the filmdem,
Doll-Vanthatexchange,
herein sets forth that never again will
gambling of any sort be tolerated by him.
Rather hasty "Chub," only a couple of
more weeks and Jan oncet will be here
* * *
again.
Johnny Mednikow of the Celebrated
exchange is sarely keeping the old Hank
chilly days
Ford engine
being
now keepin'
quarters
newthese
on thewarm
tabs
\\ aat 8th and
for his company
arrangedDarn
* * to hike it John.
sight *cheaper
bash.

The wav Harry Rice was busily consumMalls at a recent film banquet
held inginthe Pall
the Hotel Sherman only goes to
confirm that the former captain of the
retains that "snap to
forces still 'em
E. F. let's
A.
it men,
up, the way the
Buddies
had clean
of *doing
* * things.
Will some good Samaritan please come
to the rescue of the genial Cress Smith
curesaysor
Artists.
Uniteda cold
of thehumor
drops,
coughcan't
with Ycu
even
Cress.
* * *
Fred Russell Clark is back again after
a lengthy sojourn in sunny Texas, the same
petite boy as of yore. Understand he_ is
to shortly resume film affiliations catering
to various endeavors along educational
lines.
* * *
Lyman "Kid" Ballard has been hiding
from us for the last ten days or so and we
find he is now representing the local United
Artists exchange. This oversight was due
to the fact that the "Kid" no longer dons
the high silk hat nor the frock coat, bah
* * *
Between H. R. Phillips rushing 2nd
runs ! on "The Stealers" and Frank IshJove
maellocalbelching
out gobs exch
of fiery'
the
Robertson-Cole
,nge isoratory,
a busy
Ruthing"
"Babe
Spencer
Archie
with
mart effecient regularity.
with
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Hooray for the Chicago P. A. Indications are that a cold and blustering Winter
Did you know that:
is in prospect and in a last effort to assure
I. Maynard Schwartz and Harry
themselves of one square meal a week the
Lorch formerly were song writers
press representatives of the Windy City
and vaudeville headliners? With
plan
gather
at De must
Jonge'sbe every
noon.to All
discussion
above Friday
board
such pieces as "What's Become of
— B. B. talk not tolerated.
the Angleworm Wiggle" and
* * »
"Those Italian Eyes" to their credit
it's ashame the ">ong writing boys"
A little birdie told us this: B. D. Rusare not still with us in that capasell, production manager for Capital Film
city. Maynard is now manager of
Company, is leaving Thursday, November
Educational in Chicago and Harry
4 for the studios on the West Coast. But
is publicity director in this territory for Goldwyn.
that's only
the will
half beof accompanied
it. B. D., so
birdie
chirped,
by the
his
bride. The wedding, it is understood, is
to take the form of a coup, the aim being to
W. H. Cadoret, La Petite theatre, Kanbeat the boys along film row out of a
kakee, stopped off in Chicago on his return
hilarious rice and old shoe contest. No
from
Broadway. We wonder what hapchance, eh, boys?
pened after the exhibitor and Roderick
* * *
Ross met one day at the Astor. They do
Like to wager a little bet that R. C. say that you can have just as good a time
Seery and Sam Katz are priding them- in New York now as ever if you know
selves on their adeptness at swinging the the ropes. If you are planning a trip East
golf sticks. The First National Chicago the two will be glad to give you some inside information.
manager and the franchise holder from this
territory are back from New York with
* * *
medals dangling from their chests for while
Habitues of the Film Rialto are waiting
in the East they took J. D. Williams, gen- anxiously for the treat George Bromley,
eral manager of First National, and Leo North Side exhibitor, is going to give them.
Feist to a cleaning. In other words, Chi- Come on, George, you might as well get
it over with and let the boys judge for
ship. cago retains the intersectional champion- themselves
just how you appear in silk
* * *
* » *
Recalling the historical year of 1492, we spats.
find that there is another Columbus living
Bulletin-Sub Flash, Rice
in this day
age. "Bill"
Schwartz,
Harry Rice, P. A. extraordinary, has resalesman
for and
Educational,
is heralded
as a
signed from Universal, effective Saturday.
discoverer of new towns. Some of the con- November
6. Although Rice has been rein from
by "Bill"office
had
ticent in discussing his future plans, it is
names tracts
of senttowns
on out
that state
the Chicago
understood from authentic sources that he
had never heard of. If "Bill" will find a is contemplating desertion of the publicity
village
"ham shoes
and" at
the
old where
price ofyou
two can
bits buy
an order,
at field. While this report could not be verified, itis said that Rice may enter the pro$5 a pair, an all-wool suit for $25 and thirductionthe
field. publicity
Some ofgame
Harry's
former
already
are
teen eggs for the price of a dozen we'll cohorts in
place his name in the hall of fame. Op- stampeding him for the position of publiportunity knocks at vour door but once,
city
director.
One
at
a
time,
boys.
"Bill."
* * *
* * •
Now that election is over are you one
Joe Lyon of American announces the
of the fall guys that has to push a wheelearly publication of "The Gamesters,"
barrow up State street, or are you the one
featuring Margarita Fisher. We don't be- that is passing around the smokes?
* * *
lieve Joe's misinformation was intentional.
As a feature of "The Gamesters." Joe, how
Oscar A. Doob, press representative for
about theseven.
boys and the "Ethiopian chess?"
Paramount, is one who profited by the elecC'mon
tion. As a result of his election return
* * *
service
to the theatres he is receiving conFlash — Harry Rice resigns.
gratulations from many exhibitors. These
* * *
words of praise are alright providing the
Carl Harthill, Reelcraft manager for home office doesn't get them, in which case
the Chicago territory, has taken the In- we fear that Chicago would lose a live wire
dianapolis office under his wing in addition exploitation man. * * *
to the Chicago and Milwaukee exchanges.
Douglas D. Rothacker is vacationing
Supervising the work of three branches
down at Excelsior springs, while H. J. ALkeeps Carl on the jump these days.
* * *
R. A. Lucas is back at the RobertsonDEAD
MEN
Cole exchange. The Chicago R-C manager
attended the special showing in New York
of "Kismet." Be ready you exhibitors to
sign the dotted line for this new R-C
TELL
NO
special for Manager Lucas is so convincing
in his speech on "The Greatest Picture of
the
gives
the Year"
trade athat
treatwe incan't
the wait
shapeuntil
of aheprivate
showing.

November

13, 192C

dous, Rothacker treasurer, has just re
turned from Nebraska
* • with
* a string of fish
A change of scenery now and then work:
to advantage in a great many cases. Davi
Dubin, who has been transferred to thi
North Side by Celebrated, rather welcomethe change, he says. Then there is Willia*
Stern a who
that Southern Illinois isn'
such
bad finds
territory.
* * *
Bernard Pador, who has been at the In
dianapolis exchange of Merit Film, has re
turned to the Chicago exchange where .
special department will be assigned him.
* » *
John Smalley has joined Toi
Mitchell's staff of salesmen at Gollos En
terprises, the new * independent
exchange.
* *
There is only one of her kind in Chicago
I. Maynard Schwartz, manager of Educa
tional, boasts of the only woman assistan
in the Windy City. He says Ida Quad
knows the game from the shipping roor
up. "She's a record-breaker as a sales
woman," Maynard * says.
* *
George De Kruif has renewed his con
tract with Metro. Following the recer
successful exploitation campaign conduct*
by Gkori.k Jack Grauman. manager c
*
Metro, figured he'd* let* "George
do it."
E. J. Ficheni.aub, sales manager for th
Chicago office of First National, is payin
the exhibitors out through the state a visi
We expect E. J. to have some good yarr.
to tell when he arrives
* * * back at his desl
Manager Wallerstein of the Starlan
theatre, Michigan City, reports to W. 1
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Caireru at cask
saving prices.
p-of rational
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALE.
Immediate
all nodal*
baBrb.
ItaKranM.In ourdallrory
Path*
andon manr
othara
atratad
ahowroom.
Hand
for oardessjsv
easy ■
Plata ' « . at one*, fraa on rtqoall.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept H. 1 OS N. Daarborn St . , CMcalO, IS.
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J.B.DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway Bum.
2743 West 22nd St.
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every Stata— total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges
I7.M
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
Per M.
A. F.WILLI AMS, 151 W. Una St, (

\ovember 13, 1920
' ional,
I ill, press
representative
for commercial
First Nathat the
application of
I usiness methods to theatre operation has
\ roved so successful that he plans to erect
» large house in another city. Manager
j Vallerstein is a newcomer in the picture
ame. He also owns a department store
I t La Porte, Ind.
* * *
M. J. Mixtz, general sales manager for
elebrated, will be absent from the Film
exchange building for the next month.
)uring his absence he will visit all the
irge exchange centers including St. Louis,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Denver and San
Vancisco.
* * *
Word has reached "Bill'' Sweeney that
Iharlie Lamb of the Palm theatre. Rockord, hasrecovery.
been very ill- Here's for imnediate
* * *
! We have with us today Eddie Mordue,
'oal
magnate. ground
Eddie greeting
has been allback
his
ild stamping
the atboys.
Te says Detroit isn't a half bad town and
hat
dealing in coal* isn't
v
* * a bad business.
Joe Lyon
Warrenbutter
out ofon American
the road hasin put
Illinois
and
:\"orthern Indiana.

* * *
Eddie Silverman, assistant to Ben
3eadell, manager of Select, has returned
rom a successful trip to points out in the
state. These side trips must offer some very
Weresting feature for Manager Beadell
las made arrangements whereby he will
ilternate with Eddie.
* * *
I Secrets will out. H. D. Koffman of the
payety and other Chicago theatres has just
returned from New York. The exhibitor
•et slip the information that his trip was
Quieter than his recent journey from
Springfield, 111. It seems that Al Steffes
bf Minneapolis made the trip from Spring.ield with Koffman and sprinkled a box of
jrape-nuts
the sheets
in Koffman's
jerth.
Nowbetween
the Chicago
exhibitor
travels
ilone and incognito.
* * *
P. A. Bloch, manager of Paramount, reports that thirty-six prints of "Humor;sque" were working during the week of
Dctober 24, twenty-two of them for solid
weeks in Chicago. Page the boy that keeps
;he record books.
* * *
George ''Daddy" Hines of the Auditorium theatre, South Bend, Ind., has so
jfar recovered from a recent illness that he
;ias been able to make the trip to Chicago
o book more pictures.
* * *
I With the assistance of a cane A. L.
Guxdlixg of the Bryn Mawr theatre, Chi:ago, who was hurt in an automobile acciient recently, now is able to get around to
see the bookers.
* * *
; "Chub"
Florine
to sell film
'for
Doll- Van.
This has
has signed
no connection
with
;'Chub's" Doll-Van job, for his brother,
Oscar, went
who togreets
you asat announced
Pathe's front
Hoor,
Detroit
recently. However, he didn't pay his respects
o "Johnnie Walker"
* *as *expected.
Joe Dorman, Colonial theatre, La Salle,
L. E. Irvlx; Irvin, Bloomington, Manager
Dufoe, Strand, East Moline, and other exhibitors were in town last week. Out of
this bunch surely some one got a contract.
* * *
I Selznick Week, November 14 to 20. Ben
feays not to forget it.
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; By Harry Hammond Beall L
SL..'.. : :
2
For six years director of the Irving
Anita Stewart is expected at the Mayer
Place theater in New York, Broerken
studio soon, having decided to do "The Christians, a Swedish actor, is now playing
Tornado'' in Edwin
Lcs Angeles
of in with Erich Von Stroheim company.
Manhattan.
Carewe isinstead
to direct.
* * »
* * *
Roy Stewart, known for his western
Syd Chaplin is reported recovering characterizations,
has been selected by
nicelv from an operation
* * * for appendicitis.
director Henry King to play the lead opCarl Laemmle has wired Universal City
posite Pauline Frederick in her picturizato expect him on the big lot early in Jan- tion of "The Mistress of Shenstone."
* * *
uary', 1921.
Tod Browxixg * who
* * has just finished
Nate Watt, who directed Annette Kel- "Outside the Law" has recommended to
Irving
"Bigassistant
U" generalissimo
lerman in "What Women Love," has that
Leo Thalberg,
McCarey his
be elevated
been selected to make the "Peck's Bad to the rank of full director.
*
*
*
Boy" series for Irving Lesser Productions.
* * has
* been in charge
Paul Eagler, who
Sylvia Breamer is expected to be back
photography at the Ince studios has
on the coast again before long, after a of
been added to the cinematographic staff of
New York visit. * * *
the Irvin Willat productions.
* * *
Doris Schroder is to write the scenario
Joe Braxdt is on his way to the coast
for
"FalsePriscilla
Colors" Dean
an Edwina Levin story after a few weeks in New York.
in which
* * *
* * *is to be starred.
Al Saxtell has signed a long term conLittle sixteen-year-old Clara Hurtox
tract to direct Hank
* *Mann.
*
plays opposite to Charles Ra\' in "NineArt
Acord
is
to
head
his own producing
teen
and
Phyllis."
Everyone
in
the
Ray
studio made a lot of her and she divided company, and has leased
space at the
in Hollywood.
popularity
with
Whiskers, who
was Charles
not at allRay's
jealousdog.
of Special Pictures studio
* * *
the attention paid to the little actress.
E. L. Smith, business manager for Jesse
* * *
is expected
beck from a ManArthur Berthelet, the director, has D. Hampton
hattan business
trip
* this
* * week.
completed the cast for "Penny," Bessie
Love's vehicle. He will have Wheeler
Corxelius Vaxderbilt. Jr.. hailed as the
Oakman, Patricia Palmer and Ray Cannon
richest reporter in the world, has been a
in important roles.
visitor
at the coast picture plants during
* * *
the past week.
In the cast of "The Girl in the Taxi,"
Louis Gottschalk, the well known comMr. and Mrs.nowCarter
Havex'sby cinema
production,
being Dedirected
Lloyd
poser, has been engaged by Metro to preIngraham. are several members of the origpare
the musical of
score
Rex Ingram's
inal cast of the stage success.
"Four Horsemen
the for
Apocalypse."
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Threugh Patkt Exchange).
FLYING "A" SPECIAL*
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell,
"i H..ne» Hee. six reels, with Margarita Nvlva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"I he House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters,"
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Ncal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. Browning." five reels, with Walter Miller.
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Ma-one Daw.
"Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The
Mystery."
five reels.
"The Wall
UnseenStreet
Witness."
five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Roniaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HA.VK MANX COMKDIE1
Oae issued every other week.
HDRIRL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
I ONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reel*.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border
River," two
two reels.
reels.
"In the River"
"Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Rapier- of tiie North," two reel*.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
"The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges
Oct. S — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"The Magic Life," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
"The ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing," sixTOURNEUR
reels, with James
Kirkwood.
PRODUCTIONS
"The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
HACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up in Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"Woman Above Reproach," six reels, with Florence Chase.
"Evolution of Man," six reels.
"Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
"Thirty Years Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A Traitor's Vengeance," two reels.
"The Girl of the West." two reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The
Avenging
two reels. .
"Western
Rays."Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
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LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
B I KEEN -\ \PMlOTS
Bi-Montbly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL R003I HOY COMIIHI une 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
une 24 — "Back on the Farm."
uly 8— "Stung Again."
uly 22— "Wild, Wild, Women I"
Aug. 6— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cuba."
Sept 2— "All Balled Up."
II v ri I HEN
"The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
- I v n RANCH WKSTERlfl
Two Reels Every Two Weeks.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy
Takes
a
Dancing
Lesson."
"Flat Hunting."
"Andy Visits His Mamain-Law."
a '_<u ■ ■ Day at Home."
"Andy
Playta Diet."
Golf."
"Andy
"Andy'a OnWash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
the Osteopath."
"Andy Visits
on Skates."
"Andy's MotherinLaw Pays Him a Visit"
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents
Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L,"
"Ice Boxand Episodes."
"Wim
Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, s the
Hero."
"Andy
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love'sFourth
Battle,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Joe All-Star
Moore and
"The
Face,"
cast. Eileen Sedgwick.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland." five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO RKMLS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me, Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernonj
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
TORCHT COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torcky." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie
Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of —10,000
Smokes."
"Babe Ruth
How He
Knocks His Home Runs."
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL," ONE RE1.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
'The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of Laviajera."
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"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner CHESTER-Or/TIXG
to Skagway."
SCEIVICS, ONE HEEL
"Dreams Come True."
"Fire!"
"Bear With Us."
"Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs."
"Take in Boardess."
"One Drop Was Enough."
"Old Buddha's Maze."
"Some More Samoa."
"Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits."
"The Tamer the Wilder."
'The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
SCREENIC9, SPLIT REEL
"Troubadours of the Sky" and "Infant Icebergs."
"Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks and Skippers."
"Horseshoe and Bridal Veil" and "In a Naturalist's Gardea."
"Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
"Great American Yawn" and "Getting His Angora."
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbandf and Calico Wives," lix reels, with Hoase Pststs.
"For the Seal of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAHOU.M-AHTCRAFT PICTURES
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8— "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — "The White Circle," five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 29 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept — "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes." five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. 3— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct 3— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct. 10 — "The Round-Up, " seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct 10 — "Deep Waters, ' five reels, M. Tourneur production.
Oct 17 — "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — "The City Sparrow." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct. 31— "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife." seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The Married Virgin," fix reels.
"Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
T»« House Without Children," tevea reels, with Richard T ravers.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle." five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool." seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley." six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
'Twin Beds." five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer." two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
^The Devil's Garden." six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
4"Love.
and with
Behave."
MackCast.Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Honor
Forces,"
All-Star
"Dinty," with Wesley Barry.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth's Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
'TJe
, If I White
W ere Moll,"
King," with
with Pearl
WilliamWhite.
Farnum.
."The
way man,"
with Lt with
OrmerAll Locklear.
Whue SkyNew
York Sleeps,"
Star Cast.
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'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
"Over the Hill," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast
"Queen ofsixSheba,"
sevenSpecial
reels, Cast
with All Star Cast.
"Skirts,"
reels, with
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
'The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
"The Thief."
"The
'The Tiger's
MountainCub."
Woman."
TOM MIX SERIES
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
'The Man Who Dared."
'The
Challenge
"The Iron
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"MerelyToy."
Mary Ann."
"Chin
"The Girl of My Heart."
"The Flame of Youth."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now17." On."
"Number
'The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."
20TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The Rangers," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz," with Eileen Percy.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"Bride 13," in 15 episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love Dogs."
Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
'The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A
Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard
Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
•Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss
Me Quick."
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
"League of Nations."
"A
TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"Farm
"The
"Home Medicine
Brew." Man."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
"A Dream of Fair Women."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWXN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Dangerous
Days,"
Authors
Special.
'Trimmed with Red,"seven
five reels.
reels, Eminent
with Madge
Kennedy.
'The Woman and the Puppet, seven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
"The Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes'
Jim," fivefivereels,
"The Call
Great MeAccident."
reels,withwithWillTomRogers.
Moore.
"The Slim Princess." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed
five reels
Jack Pickford.
'The Truth." Deceiver,"
five reels, with
Madge with
Kennedy.
"Scratch
My
Back,"
five
reels
(Eminent
"Officer 666." five reels, with Tom Moore Authors).
"Cupid,
Cowpuncher,
" fivefivereels,
"Man Whothe Had
Everything,"
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
"Girl
With
the
Jazz
Heart,"
five
reels,
with
Madge Ken-iedy.
"It^i a Great Life," fire reels, (Eminent Artists).
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"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going the
Some,"
five reels, five
Rex reels,
Beach with
production.
"Cupid
Cowpuncher,
Will Roger*.
"The North Wind'a Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chaney.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast
"Stop Thief," five FORD
reels, with
Tom Moore. 1L WEEKL)
EDUCATION
"Having a Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
"The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
"A Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
'High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"A Misfit Earl," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAJ>Hff
"In Far Away New Zealand."
'•Girl Pottery
"Taos
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
"The
"Suds."Spirit of the Birch.''
"Precisely as Polly ■
"Legend of the Corn."
"Tupiter's Thunderbolt"'
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
"Face to Face,' six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed tkriugk tkt Patht Eickng,
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
"The Capitol." six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cynthia-of -the- Minute,' six reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE ORET PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn." six reels.
BKNJAH1K It. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart
The Sagebrusher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ, JK„ PRODUCTION!
'The Lone Wolf's Daughter," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"Sex," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
'The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"MO, 000," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
'The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No. 89," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
'The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL— BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"The Bine Bonnet." six reels, with Billie Rhodes.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 16— "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. IS — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business," six reds, with Olive Ten.
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cav»'«eri.
BERT LUb^N
"Honeymoon Ranch," five reels, Statt Rights Feature.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
"The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star east
"The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
"Held in Trust," six reels, with May Allison.
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'The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast
'The Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes,"
with All six
Starreels,
Cast with Bert Lytell.
'The
Saphead,"
six
reels,
with
Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
Oct. 25— "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15— "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger Tbao Death." six reels, with Kazimova.
The Heart sixof reels,
a Child,"
reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions,"
with seven
Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock " seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six seels,
with Nazimova.
MAURICE
TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27 — "The S.Great
Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6 — "Love, Honor
and Obey,"
six reels,
with All Star Cast.
ROBERT
HARRON
PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence.1 six reels, with Robert Harron.
C. E. 8HURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The
Mutiny
of
reels,AllwithStarAllCast
Star Cast
'The Star Rover,"Elsinore,"
six reels,six with
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Truth," six reels.
'The Very Idea." six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
"Nothing But Lies," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modern Salome." six reels.
B. B. HAMPTON FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct 81— 'TheStewart.
Money Changers," six reels, with Claire Adams ana lay
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June 6— "The Little Cafe." five reels, with Max Linder.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May 1 — "Dollar for Dollar." five reels, with Frank Keen an.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May 10 — "Sherry," seven parts, witn Pat O'Malley.
Aug. tO — "Lahoma," seven reels.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five reels, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
to — "Passers-By," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
18
—
"Man
and
Wife," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
Sept. 6— "House of His
July
the Tolling Bell." »i* reels, with Bruce Gordo* sat
May McAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvat
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Aug.
July
June
Aug. 4 — "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond.
l_"One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner.
"The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet
Sept
Sept 15—
Oct
12 — "Felix O'Day," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
S9
—
"Objecta —Chance,"
Matrimony,"
Sweet
May
seven five
reels,reels,
with with
MablonBlanche
Hamilton
Nov. 2421—— "Half
"Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice
of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Old ofDog,"
six reels,
with with
John Margaret
Cumberland.
Nov. I9— "The
'The Gay
Miracle
Money."
five reels,
SaoaW
It OUT. UK! MOV I'lltllll < TIO\N
Roy Stewart
and
Brunette
<"ov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens. ,
"The Place of Honeymoons," six reels, with Emily Stevens and Montagu
Jose Collins
reels,withwithLouise
'is My Husband?"
"Where Women
Huff. and Godfrey Tearle.
Want," five sixreels,
"What
Cobb.
with Violet Mersercau and Edmund
"Finders Keepers," five reels,
six reels, with Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
"Midnight
"Bubbles," Gambols,"
five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfisld.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, Gail
Kane and Thurston Hall.
with
five reels, with
Arms," five
"EmptyHands,"
Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
reels,
"Idle
Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S
One-Half FILM-OSOPHY
Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
six reels.
Room"six(Chautard),
Yellow
Mysteryof of
'The Luck
"The
the theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production
Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chaa. Miller production.
"The
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
'The Stolen Kiss," five reels, with Constance Binaey.
"Sinners," five reels, with Alice Brady.
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"Nurse Mariorie," five reels, with Mary Miles Mlnter.
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Mister.
"A Dark lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"Beauty
Shop,"twotworeels.reels.
"The Artist,
"Going
Straight,"
reels.
"What Next?" twotworeels,
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
"My Lady Robin Hood," two reels.
"The Wildcat," two reels.
"The Night Rider," two reels.
"The White Squaw," two reels.
"A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Rubes and Romance," two reels.
"Lunatics in Politics," two reels.
"Good Night, Nurse," two reels.
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
"The
Hasher,"
one
reel.
"Hard Cider, one reel.
"TarTed and Feathered," one reel.
"Play Hookey," one reel.
"Professor," one reel.
"Getting His Goat," one reel.
"Fixing Lizzie," one reel
"Dry Cleaned, one reel.
"Kidnapper," one reel.
"The Snitch," one reel.
"Moonshiner," one reel.
"Number 13," one reel.
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver," one reel.
"Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Chicken a la King," two reels.
"Don't Chase Your Wife," two reels.
"Her First Flame," two reels.
"Pants." two reels.
"Her Honor the Scrublady," two reels.
"Stung," two reel*.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Aug. 16 — "Buggins," two reels, with Leon Errol.
Aug. 30 — "Snakes," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 80 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. V»
Oct 16 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
HILBURN MORAXTI COMEDIES
"His Wedding Day," two reels.
"The Kick," two reels.
"Love, Where Art Thou?" two reels.
"Installment Plan," two reels.
"Wild, Wild West." two reels.
"Simp and Satan," two reels.
"Jealousy," two reels.
"Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROt BERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se«ue Hayakawa.
"Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
"Devil's Claim,"
five reels,
Hayakawa.
"Notorious
Mrs. Sands,"
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 80— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
"The Fortune Teller." svven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
"The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
"Li
Lang," ficesixreels,
Hayakawa.
MoonTingMadness."
reels,withwithSessue
All-Star
Cast.
Auf. 1— "Life's Twist/' six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. 15 — "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakai
Aug. 89 — "Big Happiness, seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Sept 18 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
"Lonely
South
Pacific
Missions."
Recruiting in the Solomons."
"City
of
Broken
Old
Men."
Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENIOB
"Sheep O'Leavenworth."
^Sons of ofSalooskin."
"Ghosts
Romance."
May
"Outlaw of WJderness," one reel.
«y 168—— "The
Lone Trapper," one reel.
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM
is exposed and developed each
month at the Research Laboratories, so that through continuous
practical tests we may be sure that
the quality squares with the Eastman standard.
Eastman

Film never has an op-

portunity tobe anything bnt right.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the
house and then on the other, wouldn't make any
great ithitin with
your andaudience.
You've got to
focus
one spot,
keep it there.
Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying? Doesn't it stand to reason that you will
get better action if you focus on one spot?
Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Company assures you prompt,
intelligent service, every time. And the oftener you go to that one
source to supply your needs, the better will be your service, for in that
way we get to know you, your house, what
you want, and why.
Our stock is complete. We make it a point
to keep abreast
the times
and have~every
worth-while
new ofthing
that comes
out.
Manufacturers know us — know they can
promptly reach the whole Motion Picture
field through us. So they bring us every
new thing as soon as they get it out.
The ESCOCalalog is a revelation of what
there is in the field, and what it means to you to have such a
supply house to draw on, without having to hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other unknown sources.
So we say— FOCUSI
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
33 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Minneapolis
Exchange Building,
(1338)
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SUPREME! COHED1BI
"Take Doctor'a Advice."
"Oh, You Kid!"
May SO8—— "Letty's
Lost Legacy,"
one reel.
reel.
June
"Becky Strikes
Out," one
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchangee.
"The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammeratela.
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faversham.
"The Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers,"
reels, with
Hammerstein.
"The
Valley five
of Doubt,"
five Elaine
reels, with
special cast.
"The Desperate Hero, five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea," five reels, with rforma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchangee
'Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"Isle of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Loves
Last ofandHis Lies,
People,"
Lewis.
'She
six five
reels,reels,
with with
NormaMitchell
Talmadge.
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning.
"Tost Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madnes6," five reels, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," one reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary of Success," one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man " one reel.
'The
Bottler,"
"Who Battler
Threw and
the the
Brick?"
one one
reel. reel
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife," five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The
Divorce,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithRalph
specialInce.
cast.
"Out Invisible
of the Snows,"
'The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Teirle.
"Who Am I ?" five reels. Special Cast.
KINOGRAMS
Twice a Week News Reel.
PRIZMA PICTURES
"Death, Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICL \ssm
Oct. 3 — "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Mcrriam.
Oct. 17 — "A I'ajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 31 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
*l \ 8S2T BURRUD SCENIC BTORH58
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLA1
( (IMKUIES
One Each Week, One Reel.

HERALD
November
'inn \ \ rs ( OMEDIES
Oct. 3— "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 31 — "Kids," one reel.
< HESTER
I oMvl l\
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule." two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
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TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And
the
Children
Pay,"
sevenreels.reels, with Garrett Hughes
"Your Wife and Mine, five
"Human Passions," five reels.
The Red Viper, ' six reels, with Garett Hughes.
"It
Happened
in Psris,"
"Broken
Hearts,"
five reels.five reels.
Johnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept.
1
—
"Hi*
Majesty,
the American,"
with Douglas
Oct. 10 — "Broken
Blessoms,"
six reels. eight
D. W.reels,Griffith
production.Fairbanks
•ec. 2B — "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
[an. 18 — "Pollyanna." six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 15 — "Down on the Farm" (Sepnett). five reels.
May 21 — "Romance." eight reels, with Doris Keane.
lune 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof." five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl in Room 29," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"Everything But the Truth," five reels, Lyons and Moran
"A Tokio Tiren," five reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"Alias Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
"BlueFolly's
StreakTrail,"
McCoy,"five five
HarrvMyers.
Carey.
"In
reels,reels,
withwith
Carmel
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
'The
Right tosixHappiness,"
reels,Harris.
with Dorothy Phillips.
"Forbidden."
reels, witheight
Mildred
"Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Strobeim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscilla Deaa.
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
'The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Dollars and the Woman." six reels.
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
'The Prey,"
reels. five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
'The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
'The
Garter
Girl,"
"Bab's Candidate," five
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble." five reels.
'The Whisper Market," five reels.
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
'The Sea Rider " five reels.
"The Gauntlet," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage ef Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell
Cast. No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All S'
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terriss Production).
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter," two reels.
"The Grocery' Clerk," two reels.
"The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
'The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reels.
reels.
'The Jonah
Decorator."
CURRENT SERIALS
Let the theatre
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce," with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, 'The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ventilation
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson. •
Llr ATI MrFOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
heating
HALLMARK, "The Screaming Shadow " with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerb*
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE,
"Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
specialists
\/ENTIL/\TlN5
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies," with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
tell
howfor—
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
Sendyou
today
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot.
Booklet 10
1
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Ge
UNIVERSAL,
"The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
^PPLINQ 5y5TEM,iNc. HEW VPRK
UNIVERSAL, 'The Vanishing Dagger," with Eddie Polo.
BRANCH -1323 VINE 5Tr PHILA PA. 7© W. *5TJ?JTT.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
"Hidden Dangers, with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
I VITAGRAPH,
VITAGRAPH, 'The Vei ed Mystery," with Antonio Moreno.
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2,000

Theatres

an

representing the biggest and best amusement institutions of the United States are playing, under contract, the "A. P." productions.
Both as to the volume of our product and the
number of theatres in which it is booked. Associated
Producers. Inc.. is the largest independent producing
and releasing organization in the motion picture
industry.
MAURICE TOURNEUR J PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEIL AN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

fiF1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
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NOTE

This is one of the NEW Quarter-page Ads available for this remarkable % T/\m
Production. Order Mat No. 5, price 40c, from your Universal Exchange |\l
I 1 P
or Universal Supply Department, 1600 Broadway, NewYork City
* ^
*
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PUNCH!
Make

Full Use of Your

Campaign

Book

If you haven't yet booked this best-of-all Polo serial you
are sure to do so when you know the full power of its wallop
as proved in the campaign book — the issue of the Moving
Picture Weekly for October 30, 1920. The thirty-two
pages of this issue are cram-jam full of publicity, advertising and exploitation aids of such forcefulness as to make
any showman realize at a glance that he can put over in a
big way this eighteen-ring serial sensation. And the best
part of it all is that the film itself will more than back up
the strongest bally-hoo you can devise. If for any reason
you do not possess copies of the October 30 issue of the
Weekly get them from your Universal Exchange without
delay. They will mean money to you — lots of money — now

Un Tver sals
serial
gorgeous
<sen<33Kon

EXHIBITORS

ADOLPH

ZUICOR.

HERALD

-pre.se.nls A

eorde
Fitzmaurice
^
PRODUCTION

WITH
C/
"Idols
of
Clay"
"MAE MURRAY
and DAVID POWELL

of two
drama
and intense
A PROFOUND
souls devastated by passion and regenerated
by love.
Trie South'7 Seas, London s Bohemia, the
underworld and the sociaL splendor of great cities
^ furnish colorful backgrounds for a production
more spectacular than
On With the Dance.
CC paramount

(picture
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November
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FORBIDDEN

By
Personally

5

HERALD

THING

Mears

Mary
directed

hy

Mr.

Dwau

This is the story of a man and three women : The mother who bore him,
the woman God made for him, and the creature who conquered his soul.

GEORGE
THOMAS

LOANE

TUCKER

- MAURICE

H.INCE

- MACK

SENNETT

TOURNEUR
* MARSHALL

~ J. PARKER

READ

NEILAN- ALLAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

JR.
DWAN
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MACK
Five Reel Special
Comedy Sensation
"Down
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KEANE
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"Romance"
jl ifieatre bought:

DOUGLAS

e public is beginning
to understand something
of the differences inrental
prices for various grades
of pictures) the day is
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at hand, therefore, when
audiences will reject
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Prints in the best of condition, intelligent, thoughtful
service, and efficient exploitation help are offered on these?
releases at all of United Artists Corporation's
BRANCH

OFFICES

Atlanta, Georgia
106-108 Walton Street
M. C. Coyne, Sales Manager.
Boston, Mass.
43 Winchester Street
Harry M. White, Sales Manager.
Chicago, 111.
17 North Wabash Avenue
Cresson E. Smith, Sales Manager.
Cleveland, Ohio
2143 Prospect Avenue
R. K. Evans, Sales Manager.
Dallas, Texas
1900 Commerce" Street
J. E. Luckett, Sales Manager.
Denver, Colo.
617 Ninteenth Street
T. Y. Henry, Sales Manager.

Detroit, Michigan 605 Joseph Mack Building
Herbert W. Traver, Sales Manager.

Kansas City, Mo.

Film
Building
17th & Exchange
Main Streets
H. D. Buckley, Sales Manager.

MARY

PJCKFO&D

CHARLIE

CMAPLIN

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

D.W.GRIFFITH
Ml RAM
ABRAMS
president

Los Angeles, Calif. 643 So. Olive Street
Walter S. Rand, Sales Manager.

Minneapolis, Minn.
402 Film Exchange Building
Thos. J. MacEvoy, Sales Manager.
New York City
729 Seventh Avenue
Jack Von Tilzer, Sales Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa.
1319 Vine Street
C. U. Martin, Sales Manager.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
119 Ninth Street
Carlos E. Moore; Sales Manager.

San Francisco, Calif.
229-231 Golden Gate Avenue
Edw. B. Baron, Sales Manager
.
Seattle, Wash.
1913 Third Avenue
Charles W. Harden, Sales Manager.

Washington, D. C.
.801 Mather Building
George F. Lenehan, Sales
Manager.
Toronto, Canada
13-15
de Street W.
William Cranston, Sales ManageAdelai
r.

Winnipeg Canada
Room 219 Phoenix Building
H. M. Master, Sales Manage
r.
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HI

TTie Greatest

Scene

Ever

Filmed!

JUST two men facing each other across a narrow table !
And yet, here is without doubt the most dramatic and
powerful scene ever reproduced upon a strip of gelatine.
For one man, almost mad, after cankerous months of
suspicion and distrust, was accusing his dearest friend of
life's basest treachery — of robbing him of his wife.
Power? Drama? Spectacle? Irresistible appeal? "THE
FURNACE" has all of these, because it is real life! It
grips the heart of an audience. It meets every test which
a picture must pass. It means crowds for every boxoffice where it is booked.
The William D. Taylor Produrtion of

FURNACE"
THE
Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the novel by "Pan."

f
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Stories

KWELL

by

FORD

Starring
OHNNY

HINES

MORE than ten million people have read the seven
"Torchy" books. Exhibitors everywhere have found
that these comedies pick up business with each showing,
that they have all of the pulling power of the serial, with
the added advantage of winning new friends with each
picture — each a separate story, a film worth while.
They are typically American, brimful of spontaneous
humor that gives your audiences NEU laughs, that makes
them leave the theatre feeling that they have had more
than their share of the fun.

Better start with the first ones: "Torchy," •'Torchy
Comes Through." "Torchy In High" and "Torchy's
They're made FOR FUN — AND
DOLLARS.
Millions."
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Out of the river it came —
— the famous Blue Moon — a pearl valued at more
than $5,000.00
How it brought death to its owner — what happened
in the strange House of the Three Gables — the discovery
and capture of "The Red Mask" —
— all these are but incidents in the stupendous
drama that has been made from David Anderson's celebrated novel, "The Blue Moon."
For bookings on what is unquestionably one of the
biggest box-office successes of the 1920-21 season see
American Film Co. representatives at your nearest Pathe
Exchange.

Produced bi/
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Samuel S. Hutchinson. Pres.
Xpathe

f

INC.
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SAMMY
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AND

ATLANTA,
Dist. Co. GA., E. & H. Film
BOSTON,
MASS.,
Attraction
Co. R. D. Marson
BUFFALO, changN.
e, Inc. Y., Dooley ExCHICAGO,tures Corp.
ILL., Reelcraft PicDALLAS, TEXAS, R. D. Lewis
Film Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, Ma?net Film Co.

OTHER

INCLUDE
LEON

ERROL

ROSEMARY
BIG

THEBY

STARS

AT THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES
DENVER.COLO., Supreme Photo- MINNEAPOLIS,
Pictures Corp MINN., Reelcraft
plays
Co.
INDIANAPOLIS,
IND., Reelcraft MILWAUKEE.
Pictures Corp.
Pictures Corp. WIS., Reelcraft
ORLEANS, LA., H. G. Till
KANSAS CITY, MO .Equiuble Film Co NEWProductions
LITTLE
Film ROCK,
Co. _ARK., R. D. Lewis NEW YORK CITY, Reelcrah Pictures Corp.
LOS ANGELES.
dated Film Co. CAL., Consoli- OMAHA, NEB., Magnet Film Co.

OKLAHOMA
Lewis FilmCITY,
Co. OKLA., R. D.
PHILADELPHIA,
Theatre & SupplyPA.,
Co. Electric
SAN FRANCISCO,
idated Film Co. CAL., ConsolSEATTLE, WASH.. Supreme PhoSYRACUSE, tcophlaanygse;CN.o.Inc Y., Dooley ExWASHINGTON, D. C Electric Tbealie Co.

REELCRAFT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, CITY
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Goldwyn
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New

Goldwyn

Productions

BETTY

COMPSON
in

Prisoners of Love
By Kathetine Henry
Directed by
Arthur Rosson
of
First personally produced picture starring the beautiful actress whose work in "The Miracle Man" created
such a furore. It is a powerful love story, with an
appeal that carries straight home to every man and
woman.

REGINALD

BARKER'S

Production

Godless
Men
From the Famous Story
"Black Pawl"
of
By Ben Ames Williams
Supervised and Directed by
Reginald Barker
Many will call this the greatest sea bypicture ever made.
Acted by an all-star cast and perfectly produced, it
contains all the elements of a box-office sensation.

FRANK

LLOYD'S

Production

The

Great

Lover

Leo Ditrichstein and Frederic and Fannie Hatton
Supervised and Directed by
Frank Lloyd
An all-star cast puts this sparkling play across on the
screen in as delightful a manner as it was done upon the
legitimate stage. A super-lover is the hero, and the
plot is one that will inspire laughter and tears.

Goldwyn

Pictures

Corporation

oon

Ready

MABEL

Head

For

NORMAND

Over

Heels

By Edgar Allen Woolf
Directed by
Victor Schertzinger
You have never shown a picture that can win over this
one for its fine comedy-love appeal. Mabel Normand
has a role that is a riot of laughter. And you know
what that means in dollars and cents!

JACK

PICKFORD

in
Just Out Of College
By George Ade
Directed by
Alfred E. tjreene
Carries all the pep and dash of the great humorst,
George Ade, at his best. A charming love story, developed through the cut
medium
of swift-moving, cleancomedy.

PAULINE

FREDERICK

Roads Of Destiny
By O. Henry
Directed by
Frank Lloyd
A picturization of one of the best stories from the pen
of the acknowledged master of human-nature tales.
It has all the novelty and dramatic power that has
made O. Henry's name immortal.

Goldwyn

Pictures

Corporation

Release

US

QUALITY-PL

MADGE

The

KENNEDY

Highest

Bidder

"The Trap"
Adapted fromlian
Foster
By Maximi
Directed by Wallace Worsley

,

A love story with a new twist, ending in a climax that
comes as a distinctly pleasurahle shock. Winsome
Madge Kennedy has a role that is peculiarly suited to
her appealing technique.

Mcv-moic Kendall and Robert \V. Chambers
VivianpresentMartin

The

Song

in
of the Soul

Adapted from "An Old World Romance"
By William J. Locke
A John W. Noble Production
Vivian Martin, as the little blind girl who blundered
into a wonderful romance, reaches new heights oi
dramatic expression in this powerful production.

REGINALD
Bunty

BARKER'S production of
Pulls the Strings

By Graham Moffet
Supervised and Directed by
Reginald Barker
The "burr" of old Scotland lives in this joyous comedy,
adapted from the play which enchanted American
a "Who's Who" of
reads like
Its cast screen
theatre-goers. celebrated
performers.

Goldwyn

Pictures

Corporation

'etty Compson, whose
youth, loveliness and lure
have enthroned her as the
Princess of the Screen, is
given a most wonderful role
in her first personally produced picture, "Prisoners
of Love."
BETTY

IN
COMPSON

PRISONERS
OF
LOVE
PERSONALLY PRODUCED BY
BETTY
COMPSON
DIRECTED BY
DISTRIBUTED BY
ARTHUR ROSSON
GOLDWYN

story of "Prisoners of
Love'* is a story of pas-

youth

lionatc

flung

head-

long against the stone

wall

of a world's cynicism.
Betty Compson
i the nirl
who followed instinct and
shut her ears to the commandments of Society,
makes
claim

good

once

more

her

to be called the most

beautiful and

accomplished

actress in motion

BETTY

pictures.

COMPSON

PRISONERS
OF LOVE
PINNU>ALU
»• Mill* I 4 1. It t i >
BETTY COMPSON
sank u rosson
cold^S >
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W. R. Vincent, Grand Theatre, Oconto Falls, Wis.
"This franchise proposition is the beginning of the emancipation
of the exhibitors. I feel that in taking out a franchise I am
dealing with men that will go more than half way to mahe things
right all along the line." THAT'S THE REASON WHY
*lherell be a Franchise

Mayflower

Photoplay

Sidney

everywhere

Corporation

A.

presents

Franklir

Production

Look

Over

This

Exceptional

Sylvia Breamer
Robert Cain

Rosemary Theby
Sam De Grasse

Harry Garrity
• Andrew Arbuckle

James 0.
Barrows
Albert
Cody

Cast
Conrad Nagel
Edward

Marti™

Aggie Herring

Directed by Sidney A. Franklin

A

First National

Attraction

Foreigrn Representative David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Your

Patrons

Have

a

Rei
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John Arnold, Washington Theatre, Sherman, Tex.
"We have run every picture First National has ever made and
made good on them. That's the reason why I wanted the
franchise." AND THAT'S A REASON WHY
HhoreTI

be jet franchise

everywhere

r

^ This is a great love story!
C| Do

you believe in love at first sight?

tj At least you believe in love, and it is something
tire of — if the theme
•I There is some
together.

your

patrons

never

is presented interestingly.

great law

^ It is the seeking of a mate.
force.

of life that draws

What

man

and

woman

this law is, is a mystery, an unseen

^ In this story a love springs between
live in different worlds of society —

a boy and girl — children

who

^ How this unseen force works to bring them together after years —
alter seemingly unsurmountable obstacles come between them,
presents a story that will thrill and fascinate your audiences.

'fat

in

Store

for

Theml
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Proponent
of Nation -Wide Censorship Loses at
Polls
Maintain Secrecy in Purchase of Regent Theatre,
Kansas City
Convention Dates in North Carolina Set Ahead
One Week
An Interview with Louis B. Mayer by Doris
Claire
Indianapolis Board of Endorsers Announces List
of Pictures
Proctor Now Perfecting Stoll Sales Organization
Lynch Continues to Extend Holdings in Georgia.
Sennett Will Write Five Musical Comedies
Yearly for A. H. Woods
W. W. Hodkinson Is Honor Guest at Luncheon
in New York
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Peoria Convention Aims
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F. J. McWilliams, Grand Theatre, Madison, Wis.
"Your productions hold the house records for gross receipts as well
as for the greatest net profits. It is a pleasure to endorse your
service in every department. I consider the franchise the greatest
single asset I could possibly obtain to insure a profitable business
for the future."— THAT'S THE REASON WHY

nherell

There's
You

be a Franchise

a Real,
can

of one

Live

everywhere

Kick

in

This

see for yourself it's not one of those one-half

percent comedies.

proof and then some!

You

No, Sir!

It's one hundred

can be sure they'll all like it.

One!

EXHIBITORS
T. C. Weber, C. &

HERALD
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M. Amusement Co., Marietta,

Ohio—
"I am fully convinced that your franchise proposition is on the
right road to the exhibitor's welfare. I want to further express
my confidence in the First National, and we are going into this to
make it a big success." THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Hhere'Il be a Franchise

everywhere

Mad with the thrill of her lips, he flung himself beside the pool, where the vision of beauty filled him with
desire. But there came the taunting mice of the dead man: "You are no better than I. You would
despoil innocence even as I, whom you slew." — Whitman Bennett's presentation of his personally supervised
production, Lionel Barrymore in "The Devil's Garden," an adaptation of W. B. Maxwell's novel, directed by
Kenneth Webb — a First National Attraction.
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Publisher & Editor

A

Trade

Paper

By MARTIN
We believe that the advance of this industry
shall be inevitably linked with and dependent
upon the trade paper of courage, intelligence
and vision.
We believe that the conditions immediately
confronting this industry create an imperative
necessity for the maintenance of a press that
shall continue irreconcilably opposed to practices of trickery, oppression and commercial
piracy, regardless of with whom such practices
may originate.
There are occasional manifestations in this
industry of the apparent opinion that the trade
paper is a hireling which may be set half-blindly
at any task that may be laid out for it by individuals whose regard for the welfare of the
motion picture and the industry behind it stops
short of anything beyond that which directly
affects their personal revenues.
There are others who would have themselves considered earnest opponents of censorship in every form and whose voices are raised
in cries of protest whenever there is an effort
to censor motion pictures, pleading the Constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression.
Yet their attitude toward the recognized
medium of expression in their own industry is
that of a czar-like intolerance.
% + +
Not by fair and open argument do they seek
to bring the trade paper to their viewpoint, but
rather by insidious maneuvering, subtle lying
and misrepresentation do they themselves seek
to set themselves up as censors of the trade
press.
We do not for a moment believe that such
rotten business shall for a moment succeed.
Such work may be carefully planned and vigorous effort may be put behind it but the result,
briefly stated is,— and we speak very definitely
as to the confident aim of this publication — they
can't get away with it.
They not only cannot get away with their

Creed

J. QUIGLEY
proud notion of dictating the thought of this
industry but they will have meted out to them
the just reward of their efforts by that singularly effective agency in such cases — publicity.
The operations of such individuals are dependent upon secrecy and covert manipulation ; light
is one thing which they take very great pains
to avoid.
An essential of every industry as well as
every state and nation is a free and untrammeled press. The press of an industry must be
the servant of all the industry and not the slave
of any group or faction, for once such a servitude is effected the majority who are entitled
to faithful chronicles of current events are kept
in ignorance of what is actually going on to the
end that they are conducting their business in
darkness.
:*c :jc
Due to the nature of this business, and in a
great measure to its youth, essential policies are
subject to constant change. The right or the
wrong of them is often merely a question of
viewpoint and in every instance the individual
and the group is entitled to an opinion and also
an opportunity to bring that opinion before the
industry.
A muzzled press has always been a menace
to all concerned; the first requirement of the
press always has been a strict independence —
independence from prejudice as well as favoritism. The responsibility of the trade paper is
very great. While its welfare is intimately
identified with the welfare of the industry with
which it is associated, if it cannot lay claim to
an abstract regard for the industry, detached
from its own interests, it is sadly handicapped
in its effort to fulfill its mission.
We believe that the motion picture industry
expects its trade press to subscribe to these principles and, in consequence, they are now and
shall continue the basis upon which the policy
of this publication is maintained.
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Heraldgrams
bodHnbaDaDDDQDaGaa3DacJDaQaaaGaaaaaaDL!Liaa~GanaDaDaaaD[X)Q
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance delegation to
the Peoria convention will leave the Rock
Island station, Chicago, in a special car
at 1 o'clock Nov. 17. There will be a
special meeting of the executive committee
at the Hotel Jefferson, Peoria, 111., that
night. The convention opens the following
morning.
* * »
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, and family have arrived in Los
Angeles to spend the winter. Mr. Smith
announces he will add four more companies to the force now working at the
Hollywood plant.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Sidnev Garrett arc rejoicing over the arrival of a baby girl,
born October 25.
* * *
Robert Hodkinson, former manager of
the traffic department of W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, has been made laboratory mipervisor, and Donald Mersereau has been
promoted to the position of traffic department manager. Mr. Mcsercau will have
charge of the distribution of prints and
Mr. Hodkinson of the making of prints.
* * *
Maurie Meyers, press representative for
Sol Lesser, Los Angeles, is in New York.
* * *
Roscoe Arbuckle, accompanied by his
attorney, Milton Cohn, left Los Angeles
Sunday, Nov. 7, for Manhattan.
* * *
Cathrink Conns, star and president of
the Cathrinc Curtis Corporation, Los Angeles, was a Chicago visitor on Monday,
Nov. 6.
* * *
Watterson R. Rothacker, of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Company, leaves this week
to inspect his new plant in Los Angeles,
now nearly completed.
* * *
Metro real
believes
giving America's
authors
service.in Arrangements
have
just been completed to show "The Saphead" to George Ade at his farm in
Brooks. Ind. Ade is a pal of Buster
Keaton's
funny in and
films.wants to see if he's really
* * *
Sic Schlager. personal representative of
J. Parker Read, Jr., is in Chicago. Sig
is making a country-wide tour of the big
exchanges.
* * *
George Beban and Sol Lesser breezed
into Chicago on Saturday. Nov. 6, to complete arrangements for the exploiting of
Beban's latest feature "One Man in a
Million." Mrs. Beban and little "Bob
White,"
son,Sunday,
stoppedwhile
off
briefly to their
greet talented
George on
en route to New York from the Coast.
*.* *
Julius Bernheim, nephew of Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal Film
Mfg. Co., who has been touring Europe,
was a Chicago caller Nov. 6. He is now
supervising sales throughout the country,
having served his apprenticeship as salesman in Omaha, Kansas City and Chicago.
* * *
H. A. Leonard has been made director
of publicity for the Strand theatre, New
York, succeeding J. Victor Wilson.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Abraham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn Pictures, in -charge of productions at
Culver City, Cal., is in New York.
* * *
Conrad Nagle, well known leading man,
is receiving congratulations on the arrival
of a daughter. She has been christened
Uuth Margaret Nagle.
» * *
Donovan says: "Rcquisitin' a great solemn riferendum an' gittin' wan is two different things ; there's nothin' loikc knowin'
just where you shtand."
* ♦ *
Charles Edward Mover, director of publicity and advertising for United Artists,
will marry Miss Marie Josephine Magcnnis
of Paterson, N. J., on Saturday, Nov. 20.
EXHIBITORS' Herald extends congratulations.
« » *
Eugene O'Brien's forthcoming Sclznick
picture itwillis not
be called
when
issued.
The "Soul
name and
has Body"
been
changed to "Broadway
and
Home."
* * «
Helen Rockwell, well known in New
York film reviewing circles, has accepted
apublicity
positiondepartment
in Allan and
Dwan's
left West
New Coast
York
Nov. 10 for Los Angeles.
» » »
Traveling across the continent has become very simple. You can pay as much
now for a lower berth as formerly for a
drawing room and avoid the solitude of
the latter.
* * *
A. L. Moore, of the Showmore Film
Company, Chicago, and William H. Engclman, an officer of the company, have
returned from a business trip to New
York, where they completed arrangements
for distributing the novelty film, "The
Littlehandle
Homeit Nurse."
will
in Greater. Reelcraft
New York,Pictures
Ohio,
Illinois. Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota and
North and South I>akota.
* * *
J. L. Plow-right has been sent to Canada
to represent W. W. Hodkinson in the
Canadian Exhibitors Exchange, Limited.
* * *
James Harrison, former Christie comedypear player,
has gone
to New Talmadge
York to ap-in
in support
of Constance
a forthcoming
picture.
"Jimmie"
appeared in several
features
with has
Norma
Talmadge.
* * *
Walter J. Porces, touring representative
for D. N. Schwab Productions, Inc., was
taken ill on the West Coast and compelled
to return to New York last week.
* * *
Here's
news.
is quitting the slapstick Mack
comedy Sennett
field temporarily
to produce romantic comedy-dramas.
"Heart Balm" is the first and it will be
distributed by Associated Producers.
* * *
George W. Erdman, former branch
manager
of Select's
Cleveland
has
been appointed
Eastern
Centraloffice,
division
manager of the Selznick Enterprises. He
will have supervision of Cleveland, DeSelect. troit, Buffalo and Pittsburgh offices of

Re-Takes

News

By J. R. M.
■ □
ings to Be Thankful For —
That the producers don't use wine
every tiontime
they launch a big exploitacampaign.
Why "Adam
Is It Thus?—
and Eva," the stage success,
becomes "Adam and Eve" in all of the
Clark Cornelius press notices. How
come?
*
Who's Who in FilmsThere must be some exhibitors who
don't spend their time reading the press
books or trade papers. Here's an ad
City paper:
"Tomorrow
—from
sec anthatIowaBeautiful
Looking
Blonde,
Lionel Barrymorc. her latest picture
'The Master Mind.'"
*
"Gurls Ain't He Grand" —
The American Speech Committee of
the
Club ofis waging
war Chicago
on the Women's
low visibility
current
"Chicagoese" as a part of "better
speech
have discovered
that the week."
average They
vocabulary
of girls in
the city today is 200 words. My, we
didn't think it was quite so extensive.
*
The Hardboiled Egg Film Company
has been formed in Manhattan. Space
G. Raber has been appointed publicity
director at $S,ooo a week. The firm is
incorporated for $10,000.
*
Ain't It Awful?—
Nowadays one never knows when a
thing is on the level. Rumor has it
that a quoit game was thrown last
week in Oak Park, 111.
*
Exit The
Cox—news weeklies will have to go
back to photographing statue unveilings. ship launchings and such, now
that the presidential race is settled
and there's only Sen.
• Harding to snap.
Help the Poor Florists —
The florists of Chicago have designated this as "Flower Week," and are
urging ers."
everyone
flowViolets andto "say
daisiesit with
are somewhat scarce just now in the fields, but
chrysanthemums can still be had at a
dollar apiece and roses are only $2.50
mohave ulterior
they Perish
Perhaps
up. tives
did you say?
the thought.
Who ever heard of a profiteering
florist?
*
Get Ready for It—
Next Columnists
week we'reWeek
goingandto wehave
Busted
wanta
all the theatres in the country to hold
benefits and kick in
* with the proceeds.
Let's Go—
The American public is at the plate
"waiting it out" for that baseball investigation.
Harding vs. Cox —
Up to the hour of going to press the
Dems. have not asked
for a re-count.
*
That Helps —
There's this much to be said for
Harding.
handsomest
president we've He's
had intheeight
years.
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Maintain

Secrecy

In the Purchase
Of K. C. Theatre
/Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY. MO.. Nov. 9.— It is
rumored that the purchase of the Regent
theatre at 107 East Twelfth street is
the forerunner of a new chain of thea ■
ters in the downtown section here.
Secrecy has surrounded the purchase
of the Regent. It is known that two
men are interested in the deal, but their
identity has not been made known. The
two acquired the property under a
ninety-four years lease.
An annual rental of S28.500 will be
paid by the new leasees. The Regent
was sold by a syndicate headed by B. M.
Achtenberg.
Texas Enterprises
Leases The Joie
(S facial to Exhibitors Herald)
FORT SMITH. ARK.. Nov. 9.— Texas
Enterprises has leased the Joie theatre,
according to an announcement just
made by Hoyt Kirkpatrick. manager of
several theatres in this city.
Convention Dates in
North Carolina Are
Set Ahead One Week
(Special to Exhibitors HeraXS)
LEXINGTON.
N. C, Nov.
9.— Theof
motion Picture Theatre
Owners
North Carolina has changed the dates
of its midwinter convention from December 13, 14 and 15 to December 5,
6 and 7.
In announcing the change H. B. Varner, secretary, also stated that on the
last day of the meeting a special train
would leave the convention city. Charlotte, for Atlanta, Ga.. where the exhibitors will attend the Southern Exposition of the Motion Picture Industry.
The train will leave Charlotte at 11
o'clock
at night.
The convention
will be held at the
Selwyn hotel. The exhibitors will meet
informally
on business
Sunday night.
day the first
sessionOnwillMon-be
held.
Sunday

Attendance
In Dallas Increases
(Sped*! to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS, TEX., Nov. 9.— Sunday attendance at the motion picture theatres
here is picking up. During the latter
part of October and the first of this
month the exhibitors say they have
played to larger houses than for some
months past.
Increased attendance, according to
the managers, is due to fall weather.
People prefer the theatre to spending
their time in the parks and motoring.
It is estimated that winter increases the
patronage 25 per cent.
Sennett Will Make
Feature Comedies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 9.— Mack Sennett has signed Ethel Grey Terry for
feature comedy dramas. "Heart balm"
is the title of his first production of this
type. It is understood that Rfchard
Tones will direct.
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Nation-

Censorship

Loses

Wide
at

Polls

Georgia, Maryland. Massachusetts and Illinois Are
Among the States in Which Men Favorable
To Film Interests Are Elected
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 9. — From the viewpoint of those who are opposed
to the muzzling of the motion picture as a form of expression, the film
industry fared well in the election last week. A survey of the returns
shows the election of a number of friends of the industry and the defeat
of one of the most energetic protagonists of federal censorship of motion
pictures.
The defeated sponsor of federal censorship is Congressman Randall
of California, who introduced the federal censorship bill four years ago.
The defeat of Mr. Randall is regarded as significant by the National Association ofthe Motion Picture Industry and others who have fought censorship as a menace to the full development of the art-industry.
Friends of Industry Are Elected
Just as significant is the election of candidates known to be opposed
to censorship. In Georgia. Thomas W. Hardwick. supported by the exhibitors of that state, was elected governor. Mr. Hardwick is absolutely
opposed to censorship.
Among the successful senatorial candidates are William B. McKinley
oi Illinois, and O. E. Weller of Maryland, both favored by the exhibitors
in their respective states because of their favorable views on the censorship question.
crat, of Illinois, as member of the
Friends of the motion picture returned
to congress are Harold Knutson, the ways and means committee, who is the
republican whip of the house, and father of the national film theft bill now
Joseph Walsh of Massachusetts, the before congress. This bill is patterned
after the national automobile bill and
father of the penal code amendment
placing motion picture films in the same
is designed to curb the theft of films.
class as newspapers and magazines,
It is believed that an effort will be
which was signed by President Wilson
made to bring up at the short session of
on June 6 of this year.
congress the bill introduced by Congressman Temple of Illinois, providing
Hainey Is Defeated
for the closing of all the Washington.
On the other hand, the election lost D.
C, theatres on Sunday.
to the industry one of its stanchest
Backed by Alliance
friends in Henry T. Hainey, demoThe Washington theatre closing
movement
has the
backing
of theto Lord's
Day Alliance,
which
proposes
make
Exhibitors Herald
Washington a model city i.i its observance of the Sabbath. If the Alliance
Best for Industry
succeeds with Washington it is believed
that it plans to expand its efforts to
other cities. It is the opinion of those
To Exhibitors Herald-.
who areliancefighting
the movein that
the Al"For more than sixteen years I
will not succeed
its purpose.
have been in the moving picture
The Lord's Day Alliance is the orbusiness, being possibly one of the
the endeavoring
Baltimore exhibitors,ganization
who havefightingbeen
to
oldest pioneers in the game, and I
obtain Sunday opening.
want to say right here that the
Decide Against Exhibitors
It will be remembered that the MaryExhibitors Herald is the greatlandto alegislature
voted to
put Upon
the quesest publication of its kind that has
tion
referendum
vote.
the
action
of
the
Alliance
the
matter
was
sprung up in the years since motion
brought into court, which sustained the
pictures came into existence.
exhibitors. The matter was then taken
"I have seen them come and go
to a higher court, and a decision rendered against the exhibitors. The deand many a dollar have I donated
cision rested on a point of law.
Dr.
Wilbur Crafts, the reformer,
to the cause, only to have the pubbacked by a number of organizations. Is
lishers 'bite the hands that feed
moving for a national censorship bill,
but it is generally felt in the industry
them.' Here's to the EXHIBITORS
that efforts to obtain such censorship
HERALD — in the right road now
legislation will fail.
and may it stay in the same road
Jackie Saunders to
for a hundredDONyears."
I. GRAY,
Be New Metro Star
/'Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Managing Director, Westex PicLOS ANGELES. Nov. 9.— Jackie
tures Co., Abilene, Texas.
Saunders, former Balboa star, has been
signed by Metro.
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[ MAYER
PLANS
ALL-STAR
FILMS
m
Producer to Make These Specials in Addition

i

To the Stewart and Chaplin Pictures — Rights
To Several Unusual Stories Have Been Bought
§
i
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By DORIS CLAIRE
productions, which will continue to go
SEVERAL big specials with picked
casts are on the production schedule
through First National, Mr. Mayer said:
♦ * *
of Louis
B.
Mayer.
These
will
supplement the Anita Stewart and Mildred
>>\/TISS
STEWART
now is preparHarris Chaplin productions. Negotia11 ing to leave New York for the
tions are pending for the distribution of coast
to
resume
work
before
the camera.
the all-star features.
story for her first picture has been
These facts, among others, were giver, The
decided upon, but the title will not be
to Exhibitors Herald by Mr. Mayer dur- announced until work on the production
ing a short stay in Chicago while en
has gotten under way. It is enough to
route from New York to Los Angeles.
say that it will be an adaptation of a
Film rights to several big and unusual
book that has met with great public
favor.
stories have been acquired by the pro"The work of filming Mrs. Chaplin's
next
Desire,'
begin picture,
in New 'Playthings
York withinof the
next will
few
Mr. Mayer declares that this last year
has
been a banner year for him. As an
weeks."
instance
of the box office value of the
pictures he has placed on the market
during the last year he sites "In Old
Kentucky," "The Yellow Typhoon,"
"Harriet and the Piper" and "Sowing the
Wind," all featuring Miss Stewart, and
"The Woman in His House," "Old Dad"
and "Habit" with Mrs. Chaplin.
"The Woman in His House," which
is having a two-dollar-a-scat premiere in
the East, is breaking attendance records,
Mr. Mayer says. In several cases, he
declares, midnight performances were
necessary to handle the crowds.

L.OUIS It. MAYER
Who will produce Heveral nll-Ntnr fenturON
in addition to his Chaplin and Stewart
productions.
ducer for picturization by the picked
casts. Directors of note will supervise
these productions.
* * *
vw"P0LL0WING
my policy
of inr suring a good outpicture
by putting
into it the elements of success, I have
acquired the film rights to a number
of big, unusual stories. Arrangements
soon will be completed for them to go
into production with all-star casts, the
best that money can secure, to be directed by men of international reputation and undisputed ability.
"I now hold the film rights to Harold
MacGrath's
'Drums of
whichas
made
a sensational
hit Jeopardy,'
when it ran
a serial in the Saturday Evening Post,
and to a number of James Oliver Curwood's best stories. One of the latter.
Tsobel,'
we Rork-Roth
already haveconcerns.
producedEdwin
and
sold to the
Carewe directed it.
"There will be at least one all-star
company busy on the lot throughout the
winter. If we can make room on the
stages and conditions permit. I will endeavor to keep two working."
45peaking of the forthcoming Anita
Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin

Madame DeLac Visits^
American Film Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— Madame Germaniic DeLac, a French director and
producer, said to hold the distinction of
being the only woman, director in Europe, is here studying motion picture
conditions in general. After a survey
of Famous Players-Lasky, Griffith and
other Eastern studios, she said that she
was impressed with American methods,
and had resolved to employ only American assistants in her future productions.
She stated that she had signed a contract to publish fifteen pictures through
Faulkner-Tyrol Productions. The first
one is to be on the market in three
months.
Sunday Closing Law
Is Sought in Tacoma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TACOMA, WrASH., Nov. 9.— The
Tacoma Ministers' Association has gone
on record in opposition to Sunday opening of motion picture theatres. The
members have requested that a law be
passed at the next legislature which
would prohibit Sunday shows.
Jesse Crawford

November

HERALD

to

Play Chicago Organ
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS
ANGELES,
Nov. 9— Jesse
Crawford, former Grauman
star organist, has accepted an offer from a
large Chicago theatre.

20, 1920

Indianapolis Board
Announces Selection
Photoplay Endorsers Urge
Public Support of Many
Pictures Reviewed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 9.— The
Indianapolis Board of Photoplay Endorsers has made public a list of pictures endorsed. These films have been
shown in downtown theatres during the
summer and now will be shown in neighborhood theatres. They are:
Family Chap,"
riclurp*"Humoresque,"
— "Whal's Your"TheHurry,"
"Prince
Copperhead," "The Little Princess" "Dancing
Fool," "Sick A-Bed," "Paris Green," "Reof SunnybrookMinutes
Farm," From
"Jack-Knife
Man," becca"Forty-Five
Broadway." "A Village Sleuth," "Jes' Call Me
Jim," "Dollars and Sense," "The Silver
Horde," "Sweet Lavender," "Nurse Mar*
jorie," "Shore Acres," "Silken Husbands
and
"Don't Ever
"Rio Calico
Grande,"Wives,"
"Passers-By,"
DaddyMarry,"
Long
Legs," "The Mollycoddle," "Jennie Be
Good," and "Let's Be Fashionable."
AdultLovePlctvrea
— "The
"The
Kxpert,"
"Dr.Perfect
Jekyll Woman."
and Mr.
Hyde," "Sins of St. Anthony," "The Invisible Divorce," "The City of Masks,"
"The
"The Fortune
"The Third
White Woman,"
Dove." "The
Man WhoTeller,"
Lost
Himself," "The Desperate Hero," "A Fool
and His Money," "The Best of Luck," "The
Poppy ofTrail."
"Thou
Art the Salome"
Man," "The
Sport
Kinprs."
"A Modern
and
"The Woman
Gives."
Corned
leu
—
"Edgar,
the
Teacher's
Pet,"
"Edgar's Hamlet," "An Eastern Westerner," "Babies for Three," "A Lion's Alliance," "An Overall Hero" and "Dynamite."
F.ducationnI — "The Bluebird." "Memories," "Moosinpr Through Kipawa" and
"The Bottom of the World."
Independent Films
Will Open New York
Offices in 30 Days
That the Independent Films Association will open a New York office within
thirty days was announced at a recent
meeting of executives of the company
called in Chicago to discuss general conditions in the independent field.
"State right men are paying more for
the right kind of productions than ever
before," said Eddy Eclcels, general man"They to
havethebuilt
their exhibitorager.
clientele
pointup where
it can
now be relied upon. What the independent exchange man needs now is just what
we are giving him — a definite number of
yearly releases that measure up to a
definite standard of quality, together with
national exploitation that is maintained
after
we have the
closed
the territory."
Following
business
session there
was a dinner at the Blackstone Hotel.
Those present were Eddy Eckels, president and general manager; N. A. Woody,
secretary and treasurer; H. E. Belford,
sales manager; Richard Robertson, advertising manager; H. C. Robertson, foreign representative; M. B. Raub, service
manager.
Harrison

Manages

Lynch Waco Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., Nov. 9.— J. P. Harrison
has been named city manager of all the
motion picture houses in Waco eontrolled by the Southern Enterprises. The
houses include the Hippodrome, the
Orpheum, the Rex and the Victory.
Mr. Harrison has been manager of the
Orpheum theatre for four years. Before
that time he was associated with the
Jefferson
seasons. Theatre Company for several

November 20, 1920
Lynch
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Extending

Hold on Georgia
Takes Control of Newnan, Ga. ;
Reported to Be Seeking
Six Other Towns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 9.— Despite the
recent report that the Lynch organization in the southeast would confine its
acquisition of theatres to towns of ten
thousand and over, there comes a very
definite rumor of decided activities in
smaller towns.
One of the latest to go under the
Lynch control was Newnan, Ga., and it is
understood that both LaGrange, Ga., and
Opelika, Ala., will go under the same
banner within the next few days.
Deal Closed by Telephone
It appears that the deal involving these
latter nouses was virtually closed over
long-distance telephone and that only the
formalities required in writing are wanting to consummate the deal.
At the same time this information
comes to hand there is another rumor to
the effect that Fitzgerald, Ga., is wavering in the balance and will likely follow
suit. C. E. Ricker, for many years identified with the motion picture theatres
of Fitzgerald and at this time active
manager of the picture houses there, was
in Atlanta Tuesday, November 2, and in
conference with the Lynch powers.
1
Seek Three Other Towns
Very persistent efforts, it is reported,
have been made by the Lynch organization to gain control of Americus, Cordele
and Douglas — all Georgia towns — and
that negotiations have again been opened
up for these points.
Burglars Carry Safe
To Theatre Basement
(Speeiai to Exhibito'- Herald)
ELKHART, IND., Nov. 9.— Robbers
operating in the Orpheum theatre following anight performance, carried the
safe from the main floor to the basement
and knocked the bottom out with an ax
after
they took
days'Theatres,
receipts
from which
the Orpheum
and two
Family
both managed by Ezra Rhodes of South
Bend. The amount taken was not disclosed but it was said to be covered by
insurance. The weight of the safe was
such as to necessitate the effort of several
men to carry it to the basement.

"Better Film" Day
Observed in Denver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DENVER, COLO., Nov. 9.— "Better
Film"movement
day was being
observed
here recently,
the
sponsored
by the
Mothers' Congress and Parent-Teacher
Association. At a majority of the theatres special programs for children were
presented. Two mothers chaperoned
each house.
Ten per cent of the proceeds of the
tickets sold by the members of the
Mothers' Congress will go to the "better film" fund of the organization.
Cassard Is Elected
To Vice Presidency
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— A nnouncement has been made by Nicholas Power
of the election of S. S. Cassard to the
vice-presidency of the company. Mr.
Cassard's former title was that of sales
manager.

Proctor
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Now

Stoll

Perfecting

Sales

Organization

Branch

Managers Will Open Offices for Business
On December 6 — First Publication Is
Scheduled for January 2
The sales organization of Stoll Film Corporation of America is rapidly
nearing perfection, according to Ralph O. Proctor, general manager of the
company, who recently spent a week in Chicago.
On December 6th, the general manager told an Exhibitors Herald
representative, the branch offices of the company will be open for business.
Branch headquarters of the company will be maintained at the Pathe
exchanges, the latter company handling the distribution of Stoll pictures.
First Publication Will Be January 2
Mr. Proctor said that it is now planned to publish the first production
on January 2. The picture, he said, is an adaptation of a Cosmo Hamilton
story tions
in have
fivearrived
parts. atNegatives
first four of the company's publicathe New for
Yorktheoffices.
When asked regarding the contract
that will be adopted by his company Mr.

BEN W. BEADE.LL
Has resigned as Select manager to direct
the activities in the Chicago territory
of Stoll Film Corporation.
Proctor declared that a radical departure from the form of contract now
Sennett

Will

Write

used by the majority of film companies
is under consideration. No idea of the
nature of the contract, however, could
be ascertained from the general manBeadell Is Manager
ager.
While in Chicago Mr. Proctor appointed Ben W. Beadell manager of the
\Vindy City office. Mr. Beadell has resigned as manager of the Chicago Selznick exchange.
The first production to be offered the
American public by Stoll will be retitled
and recut before its publication, according to Mr. Proctor. He said that he had
found the exhibitors of the country in
a receptive mood as regards foreign picsesstures,
quality.providing these productions posThe Chicago manager for the organization has been prominent in film circles for the last twelve years. In 1909 he
was western representative for Thomas
A. Edison Film company, his territory
covering Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Missouri and Iowa.
After the closing of the Edison office
in 1914, Mr. Beadell became Western
representative for Essanay. Later he
joined with Fred Aiken, who has just
resigned as Chicago manager of Vitagraph, in the organization of Allen Film
company. He joined Selznick in 1917.
Alters Riverbank Theatre
RIVERBANK,
CAL.— K. Robinson
of Modesto has leased the theatre formerly owned by J. W. Wright and is
remodeling it and adding new seats.
Five

Musical

Comedies
Yearly for A. H. Woods
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)NEW YORK, November 9. — Negotiations have been closed between A. H. Woods, theatrical producer, and Mack Sennett, whereby
the comedy king will write five musical comedies annually for production on Broadway by Mr. Woods. This announcement is made by
E. M. Asher, Sennett's personal representative. Following the Broadway presentations of the comedies they will be adapted to the screen
by Sennett.
The negotiations just concluded provide for elaborate staging of
the attractions. Although the Sennett bathing girls will not form
a part of the stage attractions, it is understood that Sennett will
bring a bevy of California beauties here to appear -in the musical
pieces. Mr. Woods will go to Los Angeles shortly for a conference
with Mr. Sennett. The first production will go into rehearsal soon
thereafter.
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Stars" Is

Renamed
"Pioneer"
Chicago
Exchange
Changes
Title— Personnel Will Remain the Same
The Greater Stars Productions. Inc.,
one of Chicago's leading independent exchanges, has changed its corporate name
to "The Pioneer Film Corporation of
Illinois." Th-e officers and stockholders
are the same as before and there is no
tion.
change
in the personnel of the organiza"Pioneer Film Corporation has twentytwo exchanges throughout the United
States,"
E. Elliott,
generalin
manager stated
of theClyde
Chicago
exchange,
discussing
changethein name
name. of"ItGreater
is our
desire to the
change
Stars in order to conform with the name
of the national organization, which I regard as th-e recognized leader of any
independent distributing organization in
the industry today."
"The Inner Voice," with E. K. Lincoln, and "Mid-Channel," -with Clara
Kimball
Young, two
the booked
exchange'sby
current offerings,
haveofbeen
the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, for consecutive showings at $1 admission.
Film

Left to right we have Roscoe Arbuckle, Ty Cobb, w. k. b. b. player and Buster
Keaton,
the toMetro
comedian.
"Fatty"
and has
Buster
treat
to Ty
get some
field corn,
but Ty
been thought
a baseballit would
player betooquite
manya
years to eat anything as common as corn on the cob— uncooked.
Hodkinson
At

Is

Honor

Luncheon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
YORK, Nov. 9.— W. W. Hodkinson was the guest of honor at a surprise luncheon given at Delmonico's last
Thursday in commemoration of the third
anniversary of the founding of W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation. The function
was attended by members of the Hodkinson staff, producers, authors, directors and representatives of the trade
press.
P. N. Brinch, a member of the Hodkinson forces, acted as toastmaster. He.
recalled the corporation's beginning in a
one-room office with a staff of three,
and its growth to its present size involving 115 employes in offices in different points throughout the country,
and spoke in eulogistic terms of Mr.
Hodkinson as a chief and of his high
ideals.
Would Accomplish Things
In his response Mr. Hodkinson, after
telling an amusing duck story, dwelt
briefly on his purposes. He said that
he was not so much interested in making a lot of money for himself as he
was in accomplishing worth while
things. He deplored the general tendency to take out of the business more
than they put into it, and said that it
was his purpose to sow well so that he
was worthy of what he reaped. In this
manner he was also serving the exhibitor.
He was followed by Irving Bacheller,
the author, who made a plea for better
stories in pictures, and referred to Mr.
NEW

in

Guest
New

York

Hodkinson as a man with ideas that coincided with his own. He said that with
its power for good the screen should
be used to present the better side of life.
Hugo Ballin Talks
Hugo Ballin said that in the pictures
of today there was too much attention
paid to physical action and too little to
thought. The views he held were also
those of Mr. Hodkinson, he said.
On behalf of the trade press, Arthur
James tendered congratulations to Mr.
Hodkinson.
Exhibitors

to Offer

Series of Musicals
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, IND., Nov. 9.— Manager
C. E. Rogers of Crump's theatre has arranged to give a series of special lyceum
musical programs during the winter in
connection with his regular picture
shows. The local lodge of Elks will
sell season tickets and share in the proceeds.
George West Selling
New Howell Comedies
George B. West, representing the Sunkist Comedy Company, which is producing single reelers featuring Alice Howell,
passed through Chicago recently on a
nation-wide tour in the interests of the
productions. Negotiations for several
territories are pending.

Exports

During

Month of September
Total Over $500,000
(.From Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Nov. 9— Exports of motion picture films during
September totaled slightly more than a
half million dollars in value, according
to figures compiled by the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Figures
gathered by the bureau show that during the month 3,560,064 lineal feet of
unexposed film, valued at $98,616, and
8,770,336 feet of exposed film, valued at
$404,038, were shipped abroad.
Exports of unexposed film during September were confined to eight countries,
Japan being our heaviest customer with
2,181,865 feet, valued at $65,093, followed
by England, with 762,735 feet, valued at
$15,676, and Canada with 451,953 feet,
valued at $12,423. Twenty-five thousand
feet, valued at $740, were exported to
Brazil; 83,111 feet, valued at $2,774, to
Argentina; 50,000 feet, valued at $1,691,
to New Zealand; 4,800 feet, valued at
$169, to China, and 600 feet, valued at
$30, to Denmark.
Our most important market for exposed film was Australia, which took
2,259,911 feet, valued at $99,593, followed
by Canada, with 1,426,430 feet, valued at
$95,023, and England, with 930,697 feet,
valued at $26,938. These were the only
countries importing more than $25,000
worth of American film during the
month, although smaller shipments were
made to thirty others.
Famous Incorporates
In State of Indiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 9.— The
Maurice Less Attractions, Inc., of Terre
Haute, have filed articles of incorporation. The authorized capital stock is
$200,000. The concern has for its directors Maurice Less, Luther A. Long and
J. R. Finkelstein.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of New York, has qualified to do
business in Indiana with $33,100 of its
capital stock represented in the state.
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Peoria

Further
Executives

Convention

Exhibitor

Declare

That

Aims

Illinois Theatre

Men

S. CASSARD
Former sales manager of the Nicholas
Power Company, who has been made
vice-president of that company.
Federated Will Hold
St. Louis Convention
Exchange Members Will Meet
There on November 14,
15, 16 and 17
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 9.— Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc., will
hold a four-day convention here beginning on November 14. This announcement has just been made by Sam Werner, manager of United Film Service,
one of the exchange members of the organization.
A full attendance of all Federated
members is expected. The Statler hotel
will be convention headquarters.
Important developments are forecast.
It is understood from authentic sources
that several popular stars have approached Federated executives with a
view to having their productions distributed through the independent exchanges.
>No details of the business to be transacted have been made public. Both
Joseph L. Friedman of Chicago, president, and \V. E. Shallenberger. general
manager, are expected here a day previous to the opening of the meeting.
Tom

Are Facing Censorship and SundayClosing Fights This Year
Censorship and Sunday opening are two big issues that will be dealt
with at the quarterly convention of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance at
Peoria on November 18.
Executives of the organization consider the time opportune for marshalling their forces for the emergency which is anticipated. State senators and representatives have been elected. Many have been approached
by censorship advocates and Sunday opening opponents who are hoping
to force through legislation which is adverse to the motion picture interests.
Urge Big Attendance at Convention
That the exhibitors of Illinois may get an early start in counteracting
this movement of the reformers the Alliance officials urge every theatre
man in the state to attend the meeting at Peoria.
"Rumors are current." according to interest displayed by new members.
Manager Yemm writes:
William Sweeney, .state organizer of the
Yemm Writes Letter
association, "that a Sunday closing meas"Now
the
is set for the meeting
ure is being drafted for presentation at at Peoria. I date
believe it would be well for
the forthcoming legislature. We must
every one of us to try and interest the
fight this menace. To fight it we need
other fellow, as the more we get in the
more weight we will have.
the
support
of
every
exhibitor
in
the
state.
"Now. I wish you would mail me a few
application
Is Exhibitor's Stronghold
sonal effort blanks
in this and
end Iof will
the make
state ato perget
"The Alliance is the exhibitor's stronghold. But in order that the organization
some
of the expressions
exhibitors in."have been reSimilar
can score its greatest achievements we
ceived in great number at the Chicago
must be able to go before the legislature
office of the Alliance. In addition, several complaints have been settled.
as Alliance
a 100 per officials
cent body."
are greatly encourConsider Advance Deposits
aged at the continued response of the
Besides censorship and Sunday openexhibitors to the appeal made at Springfield. Theatre men who became members
ing questions of the moment that will be
of the organization at that convention
taken up for action include advance dehave proffered their services to enroll
posits,deposit
dues and
The adnew members. A letter received from
vance
bill initiation
which it isfees.
proposed
to
T. E. Yemm. one of the general manpresent
to the
next
legislature
will
follow
closelv
the
law
now
in
force
in
New
agers of Reid. Yemm & Hayes Theatres.
Du Quoin, is a pertinent example of the York.

What

Exhibitors

Jlva

Saying \Abouf

HERALD=
=-EXHIBITORS
"Each week I find many things of interest in EXHIBITORS HERALD.
It is free from slapstick and has the flavor of the wants and actual needs of
the many publicity men representing the different picture theatres throughout the
country. It contains everything useful, bright and clean and many original ideas
we would never think of unless we read its contents each week. — \^ . D
Ascough. Miles-Regent theatre. Detroit, Mich.
H- ¥ *
"Enclosed find a check for my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
We have a small house but no house is too small for the HERALD. Come on
with your next issue, as we are always anxiously awaiting the next copy. —
J. W. Hughes, manager. Crystal theatre, Cayuga, Ind.
* * *

North Joins Mayer
(Special to Exhibitors Heraid)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— Tom North,
one of the best known exploitation men
in filmland, remembered for his bulletin
"Pals."ment ofpublished
duringE. his
manage-in
the Y. L.
exchange
Seattle, and his work at the Moore theatres in Washington, has joined Louis B.
Mayer Productions. He will exploit the
forthcoming Mayer pictures.

"EXHIBITORS Herald is the best trade paper I have ever read." — \ . E.
Snyder, manager, Bide-A-Wee theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
9 9 9

Sells Eagle Grove House
EAGLE GROVE. IA— W. C tewar
has sold his Eagle theatre t H. P
Spencer of Estherville.

"EXHIBITORS HERALD stands high in our estimation of what a trade
journal should be. We pledge our cooperation to the HERALD. — R. \^
Case, manager. Riviera theatre. Anderson. Ind.
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Arkansas
Is

League

Scheduled

Meeting
for

Nov.

Newly Organized State Association Endorses
M. P. T. 0. A.-C. A. Lick of Fort Smith
Is Elected President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

22
the

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., Nov. 9.— The exhibitors of Arkansas, realizing the benefits to be derived from co-operation, have organized the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas.
At another meeting to be held on November 22, the exhibitors will
formulate the plans and policies that will determine the future activities
of the league.
Affiliate With the National Association
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was endorsed at the
organization meeting held here recently. In the resolution of endorsement
was
written
the decision of 'the Arkansas theatre men to affiliate with the
national
association.
Men chosen to fill the executive offices
for the ensuing year follow:
President — C. A. Lick, Fort Smith.
Vice-President — E. C. Robertson, Fayetteville.
Secretary-Treasurer — O. C. Hauber,
Pine Bluff.
Comprising the executive committee
are D. E. Fitton, Harrison; W. L. Mack,
Jonesboro; W. L. Sanders, Batcsville;
E. C. Robertson, Fayetteyille; E. H.
Butler, Russellville; Sydney M. Nutt,

Hot Springs; V. J. Haydcl, Helena, and
Hoyt Kirkpatrick, Fort Smith.
E. T. Peter of Texas, treasurer of the
M. P. T. O. A., presented to the assembled exhibitors an outline of the
purposes of the national association. He
related to them the achievements already
scored by the organization. Plans of the
M. P. T. O. A. for its future activities
were discussed by him.
It is expected that the meeting on
November 22 will be attended by theatre
men from every section of the state.

Tax

20, 1920
Totals

$7,000,000 Monthly
$7,369,476.75 Is Collected by
the Government in
September
(From Washington
Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Nov. 9.~
Taxes amounting to $7,369,476.75 were
collected from admissions to theatres
and other places of amusement during
September, according to figures just
made public by the commissioner of internal revenue. This is an increase of
nearly $2,000,000 over the $4,563,592.25
collected during the corresponding
month of 1919.
Monthly Average High
Admission taxes now are averaging
very nearly $7,000,000 a month, according to the figures, the collections for
the three months ended with September
totaling $20,657,222.70.
For the same period of last year, tax
collections from this source averaged
something less than $5,000,000 a month,
the total for the three months of 1919
being $14,855,513.
Collect License Fee
During September also, the bureau of
internal revenue collected $465,44G03
from motion picture films leased and
licensed, making a total of $1,478,988 for
the three-month period. Collections from
the seating tax on theatres, museums
and similar places during the month
amounted to $103,758.92.
The commissioner's report shows that
collections from all sources during September amounted to $811,952,664, as
compared with $1,077,004,929 for the
corresponding month of 1919.
Sunday Show Fails
To Win Attendance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HOPE. IND., Nov. 9.— This town had
its first and perhaps its last Sunday motion picture show when J. C. Robertson,
manager of the A-Muse-U opened his
place last Sunday. He advertised both
afternoon and evening shows but only
the evening shows were given as crowds
were not sufficient in the afternoon to
warrant a show then.
Robertson's plan to have Sunday pictures has met with so much opposition
from the ministers and other church
workers that he has decided to discontinue the plan. A few weeks ago he applied to the town board for permission
to operate Sundays but his application
was rejected. As there is no town ordinance against Sunday shows Robertson
decided to open in spite of the board
action but public support has not been
.what he expected it to be.
Assemble Orchestra
For Mission, L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Dr. Carlos
de Mandil. formerly leader of the Turner
and Dahnken theatre orchestra in Oakland, is in Los Angeles to start organizing the big symphony orchestra to
appear
the opening of the* New
Mission with
theatre.
Seeks Johnstown

Norma Talmadge, star of the First National attraction, "The Branded Woman," in
a new and distinct pose. She and her talented sister, Constance, recently returned
from Europe
and she is now hard at work on "Satan's Paradise" for First National distribution.

Site

JOHNSTOWN, COLO. — Edward
Musey has practically closed a deal for
for a motion picture theatre site in the
center of the downtown district.
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Morosco Will Build
First Run Theatre
House in Los Angeles Is to Seat
1,600 Persons— First Film
To Be "Halfbreed"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Oliver
Morosco, who recently organized Oliver
Morosco Productions, Inc., to picturize
his stage successes, announces plans to
erect a large motion picture theatre
here.
For First Runs
Morosco first runs will be given in the
playhouse. It will be located in West
Seventh street and will have a seating
capacity of 1,600.
The theatre building will be twelve
stories high. In addition to the theatre,
the structure will house offices. The
design
of be
the-followed
Capitol somewhat
theatre ininNew
York will
the
Morosco theatre.
Desmond to Play
Morosco's first production will be
"The Haifbreed." William Desmond.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
will constitute a part of the cast.
Production on the first picture is expected to begin very shortly. A studio
will be leased for the work. It is not the
intention of the producer to construct a
plant at the present time.
Police Call Stop on
Boys' Free Entrance
Via the Fire Escape
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
9.— The
FT. WAYNE, IND., Nov.
habit of a gang of ten or twelve boys
of climbing the fire escape of the Strand
theatre and witnessing the pictures free
of charge was broken when, on complaint
six of
of the manager, police captured
the offenders. Two of the boys were
while
court
city
fined $1 and costs in the
the others were placed under the charge
j of the probation officer.
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States

On

Facing

Censorship

Legislation

Professional Reformers Enlist Women's Clubs to
Support Bills Before Legislatures— Exhibitors
Organized to Defend Rights
With confidence renewed by the fact that women have been granted
universal suffrage, professional reformers have already launched fights for
legalized censorship of motion pictures in nine states, and are preparing
to introduce rigid measures at the coming sessions of the state legislatures.
At the same time, motion picture exhibitors, better organized than at
any time in the history of the industry, are opening campaigns of education
in the states where censorship is threatened and are confident of again
successfully defending the freedom of the screen.
New York and Illinois Are Included
New York and Illinois are among the states where censorship battles
are to be staged. In addition, the struggles are already under way in
Missouri, Nebraska, Texas, Michigan, South Dakota, Georgia and South
Carolina.
In practically all of the states, the provisions such as the total elimination
"vampires" are being agitated.
state rallied
organization
women's
clubs has of Exhibitor
organizations are giving
been
to theofcause
of censorship
by the reformers and are preparing to special attention to the women who
bring their pressure on the legislatures.
regularly patronize theatres and are preparing petitions aimed to demonstrate
Provisions Are Rigid
the women's
in chamIn practically all of the proposed bills, the fact that
pioning censorship,
do notclubs,
represent
the
there are exceptionally rigid provisions,
majority of women.
put in apparently to win the support of
Theatre men believe that the majority
some group which has no particular in- of women, as well as the majority of
terest in censorship as a general propomen. are opposed to legal censorship and
sition.
would defeat the proposition overwhelmIn Nebraska, it is declared, the sup- vote. ingly if it was submitted to a popular
port of the American Humane Association has been won by the promise that
Pennsylvania Bringing Reaction
the bill will contain a provision to elimThe
present
Pennsyl-is
inate from pictures any views of a horse
vania
over the "scandal"
censorshipin board
leaping over precipices, presumably to bringing a reaction in many states as
death, or other scenes which suggest
it bears out the contention of the organized exhibitors that censorship
possible cruelty to animals.
In some of the other states, freakish
boards
tions. are necessarily political organizaIn manj' of the states, reformers
heading the censorship campaign are*
avowedly candidates for positions on the
At Home
censorship board if created.
Argentina Capitalists
Obtain Control of Film
And Fourteen Theatres
{From Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON,
C, Nov. and
9.—
Fourteen
theatres inD.Montevideo
Buenos Aires, together with the complete stock of Goldwyn films controlled
by the owners, have passed into the
hands of a group of capitalists, according to reports from Argentina to the
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, as the result of one of the most
important motion picture transactions
ever consummated in the history of the
country. The deal involves the transfer
of something like 1,500,000 pesos.
The new owners of the theatres and
films, whose names are not divulged by
the bureau,, control other motion picture
interests and as a result of the combination just completed become one of the
greatest powers in the Argentine film
industry.

Lon Chaney to Star
On the Legitimate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Tod
Browning plans to go to New York to
make arrangements to star Lon Chaney
Gest and
in the spoken drama. Morris intereste
d
the Schuberts are said to be
in the star of "The Miracle Man" and
"The Penalty."
"£uc*" Massey Will
Manage Symphony
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"Buck"
Nov. 9.—man
LOS ANGELES,
Massey,
former exploitation
for
the Realart exchange here, has been engaged as manager of the Symphony
theatre by Dr. H. B Breckwedel, the
managing director of the Broadway
playhouse.
Comedies
Organized in L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Art Page
Comedies has been incorporated for
$50,000. Samuel Kramer, William K.
Saxton and Phillip Cohn are the incorporators.

Fights

Art Page

MR. AND MRS. CHET WITHEY
At Mamaroneck, N. Y. Mrs. Withey wrote
"Flying
Dorothy Mr.
Gish'sWithey
new picture forPat,"
Paramount.
has
directed many Paramount successes.

Order Aisles Cleared
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 9.— By
a recent order of the state fire marshal
all managers of amusement houses have
been notified that patrons are not to be
permitted to stand in the aisles.
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Activities

Short

Subjects
Producer
pected to be closed before the first
Celebrated Comedies Are
comedy is placed on the market.
Although detailed announcement of
Scheduled for Showing
the- comedies is being reserved until publication date, it is known that they come
Early in December — To
under
the
general class of "parlor"
comedies.
Animate Orr Cartoons
Celebrated to Make
Carey Orr Cartoons
Carey Orr's famous cartoon cre"Kernel Cootie,"
be the
centralation,
figure
in a newis to
animated
cartoon which will be available to
theatres throughout United States
within a short time.
The Celebrated Players Film
Corporation of Chicago will
sponsor the cartoons. Under the
terms of the agreement, Orr will
write his own scenarios. They are
to be made at one of the largest
studios in America. One will be
published each week. Celebrated
Players will control the world
rights.
WITH the greater part of the state
rights in United States already disposed of, Joseph L. Friedman, president
of the Celebrated Players Flm Corporation of Chicago, has announced that beginning December 1, he will publish a
new series of polite comedies under the
brand name of "Celebrated Comedies."
Produced on West Coast
Production of the comedies has been
under way on the west coast for several
weeks with J. Hunt in charge of the
direction.
Feeling that he had a distinct novelty
to offer, Mr. Friedman carefully guarded
against any premature announcement.
Production is now advanced to a stage
where publication of one comedy each
week is assured, and the distribution can
begin December 1,
Rights Sell Rapidly
Independent exchange men in various
parts of the country, who were taken into
Mr. Friedman's
expressed
enthusiasm
over theconfidence,
idea and insisted
on
purchasing territory in advance of the
announcement.
The following obtained rights:
S. V. Grand, Federated Exchange of
New
states. England, Boston — New England
I. Chadvvick, Merit Film Corporation.
New York City — New York state and
northern New Jersey.
Harry Charnas, Standard Film Service.
Cleveland — Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
Ralph Wettst-ein, Mid-West Distributing Corporation, Milwaukee — Wisconsin.
L. T. Pellerin, R. D. Lewis Film ComArkansas.pany, Dallas — Texas, Oklahoma and
H. A. Kyler, Supreme Film Company,
Denver — Colorado and eleven states
west.
Al Kahn, Crescent Film Company.
Kansas City — Kansas and western Missouri.
Other Negotiations Pending
Negotiations for several other territories are already pending, and are ex-

Two Hundred Indiana
Schools Show Films
Says Bureau Report
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BLOOMINGTON, IND.. Nov. 9.—
More than a quarter of a million feet of
motion picture film covering a wide
range of subjects are being circulated in
Indiana public schools and churches by
the Burvau of Visual Instruction of the
Indiana university extension department.
Hugh Norman, director of the bureau,
reports that during a five-months period
last spring 88,152 school children viewed
the films sent out by the university.
The bureau has 277 different reels in
circulation and the total footage of the
prints dred
aggregates
277,000
hunschools in the
statefeet.
haveTwomotion
picture equipment and more than a score
of churches can show films. Subjects
covered
the bureau's
film areHealth
Domestic
Science, byTravel,
Agriculture,
and
Sanitation. History, Industry, War Reviews and Welfare endeavors. The war
reviews are films taken by the United
States Signal Corps during the World
War and thousands of feet of battlefront
action are in the review. The prints also
show the preparations made by the
United States to enter the war.
United

States and

Entente

Producing

Companies Merged
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WILKES-BARRE, PA„ Nov. 9.— At a
meeting of the board -of directors of the
United States Motion Picture Corporation held in this city it was voted to
merge interests with the Entente Film
Corporation of Philadelphia.
This will mean the bringing into the
company th-e property of the Entente
Films which includes a studio in Jacksonville, Fla., and such well-known picture men as S. Hopkins Hadley and Oscar Apfel, the director, who will be connected with the new company. The U. S.
Motion Picture Corporation has a fully
equipped studio at Forty Fort, Pa.
The corporation has plans under way
to produce s-everal features at both
studios,- for with studios in the North and
South they can work the entire twelve
months of the year. Daniel L. Hart,
mayor of Wilkes-Barre, is president of
the corporation.
West

Coast

Theatre

Corporation Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Including
theatres from Seattle to San Diego. West
Coast Theatres, Inc., was formed this
week with capital stock of $2,000,000.
Directors are Sol Lesser, Abe Gore,
Michael Gore, Adolph Ransih. A. A.
Morrisev,
J. Knight, Major Frank S.
Hut
ton.

FRIED < . UKB1
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Fred

Aiken
Superior

to Join
Exchange

Resigns Chicago Position
With Vitagraph to Enter
Business for Self
Fred Aiken has resigned as manager of
the Chicago branch of Vitagraph to take
active part in the management of Superior Screen Service, Inc. Since the
organization of the latter company, of
which Harry Weiss is president, Mr.
Aiken has been a silent partner, acting in
th-e capacity of vice-president and treasurer. Mr. Aiken's resignation will become effective about November 20, when
Superior will occupy its new quarters at
21 East Seventh street.
In Business Fourteen Years
Fourteen years ago Mr. Aiken became
a prominent figure in the motion picture
industry in Chicago and in the territory
extending to the Coast. At that time
he organized, along with A. C. Roebuck,
the Theatre Film Service. Samuel S.
Hutchinson, president of American Film
Manufacturing
member
of the Company,
company. later became a
In 1910 he disposed of his exchange to
General Film Company. He was appointed special representative of this
concern. Supervision of nineteen exchanges in Chicago, the Southwest and
him.
all the way to the Coast was assigned
Two Years With Selznick
After seven years of successfully handling the work of General, Mr. Aiken
joined Selznick as Chicago manager in
1917. He remained with this company
two years
before
assuming the manager's chair at
Vitagraph.
Highly commendatory words have
been expressed by exhibitors and other
exchange
as to methods.
Mr. Aiken'sThroughlair and
clean-cut men
business
out his connections in the industry he
has held the respect of the exhibitor.
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Loew

National

"Biggest
Deal
in History"
J. D. Williams, General Manager, Promises Important Announcements Will Follow Quarterly
Meeting Held in Chicago
"There can be no announcements made until the end of our
convention. I will say, however, that we completed the biggest
deal in the history of First National at yesterday's session,"
Caught for a moment between sessions at the Hotel Congress, Chicago, Tuesday morning, November 9, J. D. Williams,
general manager of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
made the above statement to a representative of Exhibitors
Herald.
Declines to Go Into Details
Pressed for further information, Mr. Williams politely but firmly declined to elaborate on his statement.
"I can say nothing- further," he said, concluding the interview. "Complete announcement will be made in due time."
Directors of the First National circuit Cleveland theatres of pictures for which
the Stillman interests held contracts
assembled quietly in Chicago early Monwith Associated First National Pictures
day. November 8. No general announceof Ohio for first runs.
ment of the meeting had been made
previously but apparently, there was no
attempt at secrecy.
Hiram Abrams Returns
l
Chaplin Rumor Persists
From Trip to Europe
From New York came a report that
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the meeting was for the purpose of submit ing aproposition to the directors for
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— Hiram
the settlement of the controversy be- Abrams, president of United Artists
tween First National and Charles ChapCorporation, returned from Europe Saturday on the Aquitania. Mr. Abrams was
lin over his feature production, "The
optimistic over the foreign situation.
Kid."
As usual, the rumors from various
American pictures of high quality consources did not agree. One report stated
tinue to be popular in England, he dethat Chaplin had offered to waive his clared.
rights to the picture for $1,000,000. Another was that he was willing to accept
between $400,000 and $500,000. None of
the reports came from authentic sources
and all were accepted as pure "trade
gossip." Many Film Men Nearby
"Shooting Off,
An article entitled "A DePractically every director of First National was in attendance at the business
fense of European Picture Imsessions. That there was much to be
portation," signed by Harry
done was indicated by the fact that three
Raver, who was prominent
sessions were held daily, one beginning
some time ago as an importer
at 10 a. m.. the second in the^ afternoon,
and the third in the evening.
of films, appeared in a recent
Possibly by coincidence; a number of
issue of a New York trade paprominent film men not connected with
First National registered at the Congress
Hotel November 8 with the announced
The article purports to be a
intention of remaining several days.
criticism and a refutation of an
Included in this number was Herman
per.
editorial
recently published in
F. Jans and F. E. Backer of Jans Pictures Corporation, Harry Reichenbach
EXHIBITORS HERALD.
and Harry Garson.
Catherine Curtis, star and president of
Mr. Raver's article is predCatherine Curtis Productions, was also
icated upon his interpretation
registered at the Congress Hotel November 8 and 9.
of our position, which he enBalaban and Katz. holders of the Illideavors to explain in the folnois franchise of First National, enterlowing manner:
tained the directors at a dinner Tuesdav
"We are expected to beevening.
lieve," says Mr. Raver, "that
the introduction of an occaLoew Wins Suit to
sional foreign production to the
American market would enRetain First Runs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
danger the artistic and commercial possibilities of our
CLEVELAND, O., Nov. 9.— I n a suit
just decided in favor of Stillman Investhome industry."
ment Company, the Marcus-Loew-Stillman interests are entitled, according to
the decision of Judge Thomas, to an
injunction to prevent exhibition in other

Theatre

Chain

To Have 104 Houses
Interesting Figures Made
Public at Fifteenth
Anniversary
Marcus Loew's chain of theatres now
rmmbers 104, including those which are
under actual construction.
Twenty-eight theatres are either actually started or are to be in the course
of construction within a few weeks.
Facts Told in Booklet
These and many other interesting facts
concerning the Loew circuit are contained in a booklet distributed to patrons
of the Loew theatres during the celebration of the fifteenth anniversary of the
founding
enterprises.of Marcus Loew's theatrical
Seventeen of the new theatres are to
be
named the
"State Theatre."
will
be located
in EufTalo.
Cleveland,They
Boston,
Denver, Indianapolis. Los Angeles,
Montreal, Newark, New York, Oakland,
Sacramento, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Toronto. Eureka. Cat, Long Beach, Cat,
and Stockton, Cal.
Will Seat 200,000
When the houses now in the course
of construction are completed, they will
seat 200,000. The theatres in operation
at the present time seat 150,000. In
Greater New York the total seating capacity ofisthe52,914.
Loew theatres at the present time
Marcus Loew estimates that SO. 000. 000
will have paid admission to his theatres
during 1920. and that 140.000.000 paid
admissions will be received in 1921.
Miss Burke Going West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— B i 1 1 i e
Burke is reported to be coming west to
make a Paramount picture.

Half- Cocked"
For the benefit of Mr. Raver,
who apparently has had difficulty in grasping the meaning
of a statement phrased in plain
English, we desire to inform
that our position is exactly opposite, as set forth in the editorial to which he refers, which
reads as follows:
"... .exhibitors in the United
States are friendly disposed toward the widening of the
American market for the accom odation ofthe best product of foreign producers. ..."
If it was Mr. Raver's intention in the publication of the
article merely to obtain publicity, which is very probable,
he has accomplished his end.
If, on the other hand, he attempted aserious consideration
of the subject, he arrived nowhere, as he argued against an
opinion which we doM.not
hold
J. Q.
and which was not expressed.
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Show

His
"One
Man
in a Million
in connection with the showing of the
of Production Is to picture.
Instead of the usual prologue
an epilogue has been arranged. Mr. BeMake a Personal Apban was not willing to divulge the exact
of this.
pearance with One of nature
Mr. Beban commended the exhibitors
the Companies
of the country for their progressive
GEORGE BEBAN and Sol Lesser are showmanship when he was aslced if an
orchestra woud tour with the road show.
to exploit the star's latest producno," he declared. "Of course we
tion, "One Man in a Million," as a road will"My,
attraction.
carry our director, but it would be
The first company will begin its en- hard to assemble an orchestra as good
gagements inabout four weeks. Later a or any better than those playing in the
second company will be s-ent out Mr. houses we have booloed."
Beban himself will travel with company
No. 1.
When the decision was reached by Mr. Johnny Hines Makes
Beban and Mr. Lesser to road show the
Personal Appearance
attraction it was the intention to remain
out only twelve weeks. The response has
At Brooklyn Strand
been so great, however, that the time
Johnny Hines, portrayer of Scwell
will be extended.
red-headed office boy in the
These facts and more were given by Ford's comedies,
scored a success with
Mr. B'eban to an Exhibitors Herald rep- Torchy
his
personal
appearance at the Strand,
resentative during his presence in Chicago
theatre, Brooklyn, in connection with
the week of November 7.
» * *
the
of made
"Torchy
in High,"
his
third showing
two-reeler
by Master
Films,
Mr. Beban stated that since the deparInc.,
for
Educational
Exchanges.
ture of Mr. Lesser and himself from the
The manner in which the appearance
Coast th'ey have signed engagements
was staged scored an unusual hit.
covering eight weeks. This is on com"Torchy in High" centers around an
pany No. 1, which will play at San Fran- automobile
and Torchy's
to see
cisco, Portland, Seattle, Minneapolis, St. Vee, the heroine
of the efforts
Ford stories.
Paul and Chicago among other cities.
Eventually Torchy recovers the car
In all cases First National franchise
was rcsponsibl-e for the disapholders are giving the preference in which he pearance
of and the final scene shows
bookings. Because of the financial re- Auntie telling Torchy that he is welquirements only the larger cities will be
come any night at her home, but that
touched by company No. 1.
The star declared that his purpose in the lights go out at ten. And Torchy
personally appearing on the road with stretches out his hands and replies: "I'll
thereat attheten."
his six-part feature was to deliver a be Just
conclusion of the picture,
message to the people of the nation.
Edward L. Hyman, managing editor of
"America does not want censorship of the Strand, focussed the spotlight on
motion
he declared.
"I to
havethea Hines, standing in the orchestra, cosmessage pictures,"
in this respect
to give
tumed as he was at the end of the
people of the country."
* * *
picture,
andhisstanding
in the same After
position with
hands outstretched.
Accompanying Mr. Beban on his per- the applause that greeted him, the star
sonal tour will be Mrs. Beban and tlveir told a number of stories, confining his
talk to topics of the day. He was seen
clever little son, George, Jr., or "Bob
White,"
as he prefers
to callwillhimself.
An elaborate
presentation
be given every evening during the week.
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Armful

Star

Oak Park Refuses to
Allow Sunday Opening
Oak Park, suburb of Chicago with a
population of 38,000, defeated a proposition to allow Sunday motion picture
shows at the general election November
2. The vote stood 9,671 to 8,236. The
fashionable north end of the city voted
overwhelmingly against the measure,
while the south side gave it large pluralities in all precincts.
Well Known Authoress
In Automobile Mishap
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PITTSBURGH. PA.. Nov. 9.— Dr. S.
M. Rinehart and his wife, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, the well known authoress,
narrowly escaped serious injury when
their automobile straddled a wooden
guard beam on the high bridge connecting Pittsburgh with Bellevue. The
front wheels and axle of the machine
were torn off.
Fred Dahnken, of Turner & Dnhnken,
greeting George Beban and Sol Lesser,
in San Francisco. Lesser and Beban are
on their way to New York with "One
Man in a Million," Beban's latest production.

Sheehan Now in L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS
ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Winfield
Sheehan arrived here this week.

THKI.MA PERI V
Who In a sinter of I iln n Percy, and two
of her supporting player* In a scene
from n Mermaid comedy, to be distributed by Kducatlonnl Hiohanfta,
Dineen

Resigns As
Manager for Moir
William Dineen, well known Chicago
exhibitor, has resigned as manager of
the Harry Moir down town theatres,
which include the Boston, Rose and Alcazar. George Brown, assistant manager, is acting manager. Mr. Dineen
has made no announcement as to his
future plans.

Photographers Have
New Trade Magazine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— American
Cinematographer, is the name of a semimonthly periodical now issued by the
American Society of Cinematographers.
Jack Poland is editor and Mary B. Howe,
associate editor.
Holubar Special at
Ambassador Opening
(SpeciaJ to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Allen Holubar's "Man, Woman and Marriage" will
be the opening attraction at the New
Ambassador hotel-theatre to open on
New Lesser
Year's and
under
management of
Sol
GoretheBrothers.
Scientific Company
New Incorporation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES,
9.— Scientific
Feature
Films has beenNov.
incorporated
for
$25,000
G. Clark, Enid L. Wattron andby S.John
J. Bowman.
Laemmle Going West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.—Carl Laemmle is expected here within the next:
fortnight.
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Henri Ellman Opens
Exchange in Indiana
William Fairbanks Series Included in Offerings to
Exhibitors
Organization of the Famous Features
Film Company of Indianapolis, an independent exchange which will purchase
state rights to features for Indiana, has
been compl-eted and offices have been
opened at 66 West New York street, Indianapolis.
Ellman Is President
Officers of the company are as follows:
President — Hexri Ellman.
Secretary — George Levy.
Treasurer — Marvin Wei s.man.
Contracts have been clos-ed for the
Indiana rights to a series of twelve fivereel Western productions starring William Fairbanks. Bookings are now being accepted for the first of the series,
"A Western Adventure."
Other pictures which the new company
is offering for immediate- booking in Indiana include "Are You Legally Married?" "House Without Children" and
"Human Clay."
Leaves Century Exchange
Henri Ellman is to devote his entire
time to the new organization and has
dissolved partnership with Maurice Salkin in the -Century Film Exchange of
iChicago. He was formerly with the Bee
Hive exchange and with the Chicago
office of Reelcraft. George Levy has
been Indiana representative of Unity
Photoplays exchange of Chicago for the
past two years. Marvin Weisman is a
resident of Indianapolis.
Levy Plans Waco Theatre
WACO, TEX. — Abe Levy, manager
of the Victory and Rex theatres, will
open a new house here soon and sever
his connection with Southern Enterprises. He formerly owned the Washington theatre. Since selling it to the
Southern Enterprises company he has
been managing two of their theatres.
He is looking for a site for the new
house.

WHEELER OAKMAX
Who has been cast to portray the leading
male role In the Irving; Leaser production of "Peck's Bad Boy."
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Paramount

Laud

Production

Plan

Congratulatory Messages Also Received at New
York Headquarters from Authors, Editors
And Other Theatrical Men
Stars, directors, authors, editors and producers of stage attractions
have lauded officials of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on the inauguration of the new production policy which merges all stars and other
players into one big stock company from which the characters will be
chosen for big special productions.
Under the new scheme as announced in the November 13 issue of
Exhibitors Herald the authors, directors, scenario writer and cast will
share equally, so far as possible, in the responsibility and the credit.
Wallace Reid Delighted With New Plan
Wallace Reid, who is to have the leading role in Cecil B. DeMille's
all-star production of "The Affairs of Anatol," which is to be the first
production made under the new plan, wired from Los Angeles that he
was delighted that he was to be one of the first chosen to take part in the
new production plans.
enough your new production policy was
From Dorothy Dalton was received
announced at a time when we had just
the
following
note:
"I
want
to
be
among
the first to congratulate you upon the finished a review of the work of the
plan outlined to me in your office yesyear's progress in pictures. Your new
terday. Ishall welcome the opportunity
policy is Riesenfeld
a definite step
in advance."
Praises
It
to appear in better pictures. As an
artist, my chief concern is to please my
The utmost enthusiasm and confidence
public, and if I can appear in a good
for the future from the exhibitor's standpart in company with any of my fellow
point is expressed by Dr. Hugo Riesenstars — Elsie Ferguson. Ethel Clayton
feld, managing director of the Rivoli,
Billie Burke. Mae Murray, Wallace Reid
Rialto and Criterion theatres, Xew York,
or Thomas Meighan — I shall welcome
who said: "The announcement shows
great foresight and keen business inthe opportunity."
Cecil DeMille Wires
stinct. A great amount of courage,
Cecil B. DeMille, director-general of more than is given to ordinary men. is
required to discard a system which has
the corporation, wired. "Announcement
of new production plans marks begin- proved a success. How great the sucning of new and greater era of motion
cess of the one-star system has been is
picture productions. This plan will in- best shown by a glance at the Famous
evitably result in pictures incomparably
Players-Lasky Corporation, which it
has brought to its present high position.
superior
to past
production.
Xew system assures
director
of finest actors
and
To throw that system into the scrap
actresses, while similarly insuring stars
heap and start a new venture along unof highest quality of directorial ability.
trodden paths one must have great
I believe that cast of my forthcoming
faith
in his own ideal — and faith is half
the victory.
production which includes Wallace Reid.
Elliott Dexter, Gloria Swanson. Bebe
"Famous Players have taken a step
Daniels, Wanda Hawley, Agnes Ayres.
toward an ideal. If it proves successful
Dorothy Cumming, Theodore Roberts
financially as well as artistically — and
and Theodore Kosloff, is undoubtedly
we exhibitors pray that it may so prove
greatest
assembled." the attitude of — it will be another triumph for the moAs welleverrepresenting
tion picture in its race with the speaking stage for the proper union of art
authors toward the new plan, the following from Sir Gilbert Parker is quoted:
"'Permit me to say that I think your
and business."
new production plans embody the quintessence of modernism in motion picture Independent Exhibitor
making and that never in the history of
Adds to His Holdings
the screen has anything so revolutionary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
•or so calculated to advance the art been
undertaken. I cannot overestimate the
ABILEXE. TEX.. Nov. 9. — H. T.
Hodge, the only independent exhibitor
importance of this to authors who may
the Queen and Mission thenow be positively assured of produc- in thisatrescity,
being the property of Paramount,
tions of their stories which will be not
has
purchased
Queen at Winters and
only technically perfect, but that will be the Maeroy at the
Ballinger.
enacted by the foremost stars of the
Hodge is considered one of the most
energetic and progressive independent
film world."
Expresses Appreciation
exhibitors in this territory. He has deFrom Jeanie MacPherson. who. it ;s
eloped asuccessful business in the face
announced, will collaborate on the of what vappeared
to be almost impossible
barriers.
scenario of '"Anatol," came the following telegram: "May I express my appreciation for the opportuntiy accorded
Bechoolt to Write
me in connection with Mr. DeMille's
initial production under new planUniversal Stories
Stellar direction and players will com(Special to Exhibitors Heraltj
bine to give perfect interpretation of
theme and characters as conceived by
LOS AXGELES. Nov. 9.— It is
rumored that Universal has signed Fred
Bechoolt.
well-known author, to write
original writer."
James R. Quirk, publisher of Photo- exclusively for their stars.
flay, writes as follows: "Strangely
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Educational

Music Score
For Every Feature
Chicago Co m pan y Prepares
to Provide Theatres
Throughout Country
With the announced purpose of providing musical scores for every motion
picture feature of merit offered the exhibitors, the Synchronized Scenario
Music Company of Chicago is preparing
a service which it believes will be welcountry.comed by theatre owners throughout the

Conference

Additional

Publications

of Department

Heads

20, 1920

Offer

NOW?

Scene from "Torchy and
Turns
Cupid," bya new
Torchy Exchanges.
comedy starring Johnny Hines
distributed
Educational
Hammons

November

HERALD

Shortly

Considers

the

Report of Henry Ginsberg- Who Has Just
Completed Tour of Exchanges
so delighted with the comedies, the
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., recently
specials and the single reels that they
are practically demanding that their
held a conference of department heads
to consider the report made by Henry
short subjects be Educational pictures.
Ginsberg, domestic sales manager, who
Several of the exchange managers rehas just returned from a tour of all
ported to Mr. Ginsberg that they had
never handled any films in which they
Educational exchanges and the Los Anfound
the
exhibitors imbued with such
geles producing planfs.
Mr. Hammons told his staff that he confidence in advance.
was pleased by the conditions as they
Report Is Pleasing
were found on this trip and announced
''This
portion
of the report." said Mr.
some secondary changes designed to Hammons, "is particularly
pleasing to
cure minor defects and afford greater
me
and
one
that
I want every member
service to the exhibitor.
of the organization to bear in mind.
Will Add Subjects
Since the beginning of Educational more
The executive stated that he shortly
than five years ago we have always resisted the temptation to adulterate qualwould announce some important addiity with quantity. We have preferred
tions to the product published through
Educational and that he expected that to build slowly and now that we have
this would enable his organization to come into the commanding position in
fill every need in the short subject field. the short subject field this policy is to
One of the most important things re- be just as carefully guarded.
ported by Mr. Ginsberg to his superior
"When we announced our policy of
was the enthusiasm that he found in expansion and the plan to establish our
every exchange. From the exhibitor in- own exchanges we were deluged with
terests who are concerned in the various
offers of product. We picked only the
individual offices down to the shipping
very cream of it. Since our success
clerks he declared that he found that with comedies we have been offered
many other series. We are always glad
they were "100 per cent sold on Educational and that they were giving their to look at new product and offer an
very best efforts with an enthusiasm that opening for all that meets our standard,
but you may be sure that standard is
was bringing results."
Three Offices Opened
going to be maintained."
During the trip the three territories
that had not been open — New Orleans,
Bernstein Manager
Dallas and Denver — were supplied with
For E. VonStroheim
exchanges, and Educational now is
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
functioning through every section of the
United States and Canada. From the
LOS ANCELES, Nov. 9.— Isadore
three new offices the results already
Bernstein, former production chief at
achieved are said to .be flattering.
Universal City, has been assigned to
Another important point emphasized
personally manage Eric Von Stroheim
Productions.
was that exhibitors generally have been

Serve Large and Small
The music scenarios are so arranged
that they may be used by piano or organ
alone or by a ten-piece orchestra. It is
declared that all can be used in perfect
accordance with any speed of projection.
Preparing these scenarios are Carl
Edouarde, who for nine years has directed the band and orchestra at the
Strand theatre, New York; James C.
Bradford, seven years director of music
at the Broadway theatre, New York, who
was formerly writer of musical synopses
for Famous Players and now doing
similar work for the First National Exhibitors Circuit; C. J. Brcil, composer of
the music score of "The Birth of a Nation" and many others.
Plan Universal Distribution
The Synchronized Scenario Music
Company tributing
is theworking
on itsinplan
of city
dismusic scores
every
of the United
States
film from
ex- 1
changes
are located
and where
operating
these territorial division points. The
foreign market is to be opened at a later
date.
Edgar

Jones Signs
As Arrow Producer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9 — A contract has
been closed between Edgar Jones and
Arrow Film Corporation whereby he will
produce
tribution. two special pictures for its disJones has long been identified with the
motion picture industry, having produced a series of two reelers known as
the Northwood dramas which also were
distributed by Arrow. Work has started
on the first picture, scheduled for publication on December 15. ■
Fenner Webb Joins
Talmadge Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Fenner
Webb, former managing editor of the
Los Angeles Herald Examiner and Tribune, has gone East to be associate director
with Chet. Withey of the Norma Talmadge
productions.
Leeds Baxter Goes
To Marshall Nielen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Leeds
Baxter, former studio manager with
Douglas Fairbanks, has replaced Welleral ington
manager.
Wales as Marshall Nielen's genSeiter Is Signed

as

MacLean's Director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— William A.
Seiter has been engaged by Ince to direct
Douglas MacLean.
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Gasoline Explosion
Kills Location Man
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FORT LEE, N. J, Nov. 9.— An explosion of gasoline in a garage on the
property of Former Mayor McAvoy of
Fort Lee caused the death of his son,
Henry McAvoy, 36, for many years location manager for a film corporation.
The building had been closed for several
days. It is believed when McAvoy
entered, he struck a match.

Cleveland Meeting That His Interest in Metro
Does Not Make Him a Producer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9. — Marcus Loew, who at the Cleveland convention of exhibitors was challenged by the credentials committee as to
his right to be seated because of his heavy holdings in Metro and who Blackwood Is Now
later was given full voice by a unanimous vote of the convention, has
On Universal Staff
reiterated his assertion made at the national meeting that he is an exhibitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
and not a producer.
LOS AXGELES. Nov. 9.— John H.
Blackwood has resigned as Ince scenario
Mr. Loew, who arrived oh the Coast more than two weeks ago, has
to assume a similar position with
been inspecting the Metro studios at Hollywood and has been making a writer,
Universal, replacing Lucien Hubbard.
tour of his theatres in this part of the country.
Does Not Compete With Small Exhibitors
Fairbanks May Play
It was while inspecting the Metro plant that the theatre magnate
In "The
Virginian"
made the statement that he was an exhibitor "first, last and always." He
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald)
declared that in visiting the studios he did so solely from the viewpoint
LOS
ANGELES.
Nov.
9.— Douglas
of an exhibitor. As proof of his statement he points to the fact that he
Fairbanks is considering producing "The
operates his theatres in populous centers only and not in competition with Virginian"
before he and Mary Pickford
leave for Europe.
the small exhibitor.
At the Cleveland convention, Mr. Loew
declared that his entrance into the producing end of the industry was necessary as a protective measure. He said
: it was the one way of assuring himself
of sufficient film to supply his many
houses.
"I Am an Exhibitor"
an exhibitor
myselfthrough
and look
at "Itheamamusement
business
the
eyes of the exhibitor," he said. "Wherever Ihave opened houses it has been to
offer a new class of entertainmnt, or
because the ownership of houses by producing organizations has handicapped
the distribution of Metro features.
"My turessole
desire, so isfarto asturn
Metro
are concerned,
out picthe
highest quality of pictures that can be
i made. I must have quality pictures for
my own houses and other exhibitors
want the same kind of attractions. I am
cooperating with other theatre owners
in every move that promises to improve
the quality of productions placed on the
market.
Develops Musical Scores
"Right
now I am interested
develop-to
ing the production
of musical in scores
accompany all of our pictures. There
' is
de.-ying has
that not
thisbeen
feature
of pictureno making
studied
as
carefully as it should have been, in the
interest of the exhibitor.
_ "I already
a musical
library
for thehave
use established
of the exhibitor
and
plans are under way through which we
hope to acquire the services of some of
the
greatest composers of music in
America.
Should Have Best Talent
"There
no reason
whvthewe world
shouldn't
have the isbest
talent in
for
our picture-musical-scores. If exhibitors
will cooperate in the use of this service,
the cost will be little or nothing as compared with the tremendous value to be
derived in return.
"At present I am so enthusiastic about
the biggest picture I have ever seen,
that I can talk of nothing else. Of
course I mean 'The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse.' I am without knowledge of picture making, but I am
astounded to learn how big a thing is
being done here."

T. Roy Barnes, star of the Robertson-Cole comedy, "So Long Letty,'' with Mr. and
Mrs. Winchell of Los Angeles, prize winning couple at Al Christie's "Golden
Wedding Day." They have been married 64 years.
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Lehr

Vice-President Declares That the Company Is Prepared to Keep Up the Pace Set — He Goes
East for Conferences
Abraham Lehr, vice president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, in
charge of the Culver City studios, has been in New York conferring with
Samuel Goldwyn and other executives of the company.
"The tremendous success being scored by Earthbound, -Madame X.
The Penalty, The Branding Iron, The North W ind's Malice and other
productions included in the first group of new year releases, is positive
proof," said Mr. Lehr, "that Goldwyn is on the right track, and that we
are giving exhibitors the kind of pictures they want, which is the same
as saying we are giving the public what its wants.
Predicts Breaking of Box Office Records
"And what is more, we are prepared to keep up the pace we have set.
In motion picture exploitation extravagant language has been used until
words have lost their meaning, so I shall only say that we have just
completed six corking pictures. I believe these productions will break
box office records."
The pictures on which Mr. Lehr bases
ture. Our cast was either directly Scotch
of Scotch descent. Reginald Barker
high hopes are "Guile of Women," star- or
directed it. To retain fidelity to Scotch
ring Will Rogers; "Bunty Pulls the atmosphere we leased a ranch which
abounded in highlands and lowlands,
Strings," a Reginald Barker production;
with a stream so situated as to enable
"The Concert," with an all-star cast; our
workmen to build streets on each
"Hold Your Horses," starring Tom
it."
Moore; "The Highest Bidder," starring sideTheof Goldwyn
policy of dove-tailing
Madge Kennedy, and "Get Rich Quick as far as possible all elements concerned
in
the
production
of
pictures was brought
Edgar," the ninth of the Booth Tarkingout again by Mr. Lehr in his reference
ton boyhood comedies.
to "The Concert."
Takes Foreign Role
Conducts Own Orchestra
"Taking each of the six pictures in"Victor
Schertzinger. who directed
dividual y," said Lehr, " 'Guile of Women'
this picture, was at one time a member
is the first foreign characterization which
of Damrosch's orchestra, has directed his
has been given to Will Rogers. Direc- own orchestras, and is an all-around musician and composer. To get in tune
tor Clarence I'.adger has made an excel- again with
the world of music after, his
lent picture from Peter Clarke Mac Farabsence
in the picture profession, Mr.
lane's story.
Schertzinger
conducted his own over"Our big task in 'Bunty Pulls the
'The Sympathizer,' his new opera,
Strings' was to retain consistent Scotch at theture toCalifornia
theatre in Los Angeles
atmosphere throughout the entire picwhile
working
on
He
will also write the 'The
music Concert.'
cues for the
picture before it is released. Lewis S.
Stone, who impersonated the maestro,
played the part many times on the speaking stage.
"'Hold Your Horses' shows Tom
Moore at home in an Irish part in a story
directed by E. Mason Hopper with the
collaboration of Rupert Hughes, the
author.
Get Circus Atmosphere
"Circuses, I suppose, will cause boys —
big boys and little boys — to play hooky
as long as they exist," smiled Mr. Lehr,
referring to the filming of "Get Rich
Quick with
Edgar."
"We had
regular
oufit
elephants,
the awild
man circus
from
Borneo, clown stuff. Indians, steam calliope, etc., on the lot for this picture, and
for several days the offices in the main
buildings were deserted by youths and
grown-ups alike. Director Mason N.
Litson has caught the Booth Tarkington
spirit and put it on the screen.
"Then going to still another angle, we
have cial'The
its and
sointrigue,Highest
palatial Bidder,'
country with
estates
New York City environment. This picture was filmed in the East in order to
retain the Xew York atmosphere. It is
from Maximilian Foster's story and stars
Madge Kennedy in a delightful role.
ABRAHAM LEHR
Wallace Worsley. who made such a sucVice president in charge of productions at
cess with" 'The Penalty,' is responsible
Goldwyn Studio*, Culver City, Cal.
for the direction."
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Qualify

As

Operators When
Walkout Threatens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ROCHESTER, N. Y. Nov. 9.— Every
exhibitor in Rochester successfully
passed the written examination and secured licenses as operators, when in
view of the refusal of the Operators
Union's
representative
to accept a what
the
theatre
owners considered
fair
wage offer, a strike was threatened.
The test was conducted by the city
board, which includes I. M. Salyerds;
president of the Rochester local of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
New York State; Fire Marshall Fennell and three operators.
The committee of exhibitors of which
W. A. Calihan of the Regent. Picadilly
and Gordon theatre, is chairman, has
offered the operators an increase of $10
for Class A, a flat proposition of $37.50
for Class B and a $2 a week increase
for Class C theatres.
Bayard Veiller Will
Continue with Metro
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9— Bayard Yieller has signed a contract with the Metro
Pictures Corporation under which he will
remain at the company's west coast
studios in Hollywood as chief of production for a period of years.
Thi> announcement was Marcus
Loew's answer to a sensational rumor
of
a "shakeup
the small
Metro credence.
studios"
which
was givenatsome
Allan

Dwan Obtains
Well Known Artist
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— When Allan
Dwan leaves here Wednesday for the
coast, he will be accompanied by Alfred
Cheney Johnson, famous for his remarkable photographic effects, who will make
still pictures for Dwan productions. The
engagement is important as representing better exhibitor sales material from
producers.

Charles Clary and Helen Jerome Kddy I"
the American Film Company picture.
"A Light Woman."
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Circulation

Snowballs
and
Sunshine
A small snowball propelled from the top of a hill
will gather enough

additional snow to be of quite

an impressive size at the bottom
A few hours of sunshine
ness.

of the incline.

destroys the impressive-

So with circulation arguments.
Enthusiastically
to "dominate

propelled they can be inflated

the field" proportions.

But exposed to the sunlight of fact, they share
the same fate as the snowball.
FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

MILWAUKEE:
as follows
receive:

68

as to the

7
exhibitors
trade

report

papers

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Motion Picture News
Exhibitors Trade Review
Moving Picture World .
Wid's

has

they

25
64

20
175

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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During

Arthur
Kane's Absence
From
N. Y.
Former Select Man Is Considering Several Offers
of Producing Companies — Will Announce
Future Associations Later
During the absence from New York
of Arthur S. Kane, president of Arthur S.
Kane Pictures Corporation, who is now
on a trip to California, John C. Ragland,
general manager, has induced George
M. Sharrard to assist in the Kane offices.
Meanwhile, Mr. Sharrard, who is an
experienced picture man, is considering
a number of attractive offers and expects to be ready to make an announcement of his future activities by the time
Mr. Kane returns to the city.
Formerly With Select
Mr. Sharrard was for nearly two years
with Select Pictures Corporation, becoming its efficiency manager. At the same
time he had general supervision of the
contract department.
Mr. Sharrard entered the picture world
by way of the educational field. After
acquiring the •degrees of M. A. and B. A.
from the University of Kansas, having
completed the regular course there and
passed a year in graduate work, he spent
two years in further post-graduate study
at Cornell university, adding a Ph. D. to
his list. Then, for four years, he was a
member of the faculty of the University
of Iowa.
When Mr. Sharrard, who found the
life of a professor too confining for his
tastes, decided upon a business career
his first step was in the automobile industry. After three years passed in that
business in Fort Dodge, la., he heard the
call of the motion picture and he has
since had his offices in New York.
Reports Commendatory
Mr. Ragland reports that many commendatory reports have been received in
connection with Charles Rav's second

First National picture, "Peaceful Val"Business, considering pre-election
time, has been exceptionally good. We
are
This is V.an Calvert,
extract
frompleased,
a letterindeed."
from Lowell
managing
director of the Capitol theater,
ley."
St. Paul, Minn.
Of Mr. Kane's presentation of Charles
Ray in "Peaceful Valley," Mr. Calvert
wrote: "The picture has pleased immensely and, I believe, is considered
the best of the Ray releases."
Special Music Given
During "Peaceful Valley" week a special musical program was given, including the overture, "Morning Voices,"
from the "Peer Gynt" suite by Grieg,
Oscar F. Baum conducting the Capitol
theatre orchestra of twenty-five pieces;
a selection from Liszt-Cooper by Miss
Helen Scholder. 'cellist, and an organ recital by E. J. Dunstedter, including the
march from "Tannhauser." selections
from "Chu Chin Chow" and a group of
popular selections.
Mr. Ray and "Peaceful Valley" packed
the large house with an enthusiastic audience at every showing, and the newspapers praised the picture warmly.
Iris, St. Johns, Sold to
Fitzpatrick-McElroy Co.
ST. JOHNS, MICH.— FitzpatrickMcElroy Company of Chicago, owner of
theatres in Michigan, Wistwenty-five
consin and Illinois cities, has purchased
the Iris theatre of Smith & Riesau. Vicmantor Kennedy of TraversewillCitybe will
made on
it. Improvements
interior.
the age

Make Change in Texas
and Mrs.
EAGLE LAKE, TEX.— Mr.
R. R. McLellan and C. W. Hess of
and
Lake
Eagle
in
Palacios have arrived
are in charge of the Rex theatre, which
they purchased from D. C. Baker. The-yin
recently
Palacios. disposed of their theatre
Frisco Theatre Planned
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Plans for
Orpheum theJunior
the Golden
atre, to be Gate
erected
at the corner of
Golden Gate avenue and Taylor streets,
nearing completion and erection of
are
the theatre will begin soon.
To Build Second Theatre
HENRIETTA, OKLA.— Barclay Morgan has purchased lots between Main
and Broadway in Fourth street from Sam
Webster and will build the Barclay theatre there. He is owner and manager of
the Morgan.

WHITMAN BENNETT,
Who is producing special features starring
Lionel Barrymote, which First National
is distributing:.

Open Grand Forks House
GRAND FORKS, N. D.— The new
Metropolitan theatre, under the direction of McCarthy Brothers, owners of a
string of playhouses in the Northwest,
has been opened.

Si

\ \ nil I : W .1. CALL \(. II \ N
\\ ho announces that llcwslc Love will jro
■broadens' story.
ih<- llrsi of IHUI to produce DickLesser Sends

Out

Booklet

For Rotary Club Special
Among the exploitation novelties that
go with "That Something," made unJhc supervision
E.' P.
Herman
Film derCompany,
and of
whose
rights
have
been taken over by Irving Lesser of
Western Pictures Exploitation Company,
is a small booklet giving the story, cast
and general data on the picture.
The book is two inches by three
inches in size and contains twenty-five
pages. An attractive cover has been created with Oriental design. On the inside cover is the inscription, "Dedicated
to the Rotary
Clubs
the World."
Thousands
of the
littleof volumes
have
been printed and big results are being
received through their distribution, it is
reported.
Irving
thousands of the
littleLesser
books hasto sent
exhibitors
who have booked the feature.
Beulah Livingston Moves
Beulah Livingstone, exploitation manager of Norma Talmadge and Constance
Talmadge Film Companies, has moved
her offices from 318 to 308 East 48th
street, the building which was formerly
Oliver Film Company, but which has
been taken over by Joseph M. Schenck
for the purpose of enlarging the Talmadge
studios.
Adds Farley to Holdings
FARLEY, IA.— A. H. Bennett, manager of the Nemo theatre in Manchester,
has leased the Pearl theatre here and
opened
theatres. it. He now operates three
Will Seat 750 Patrons
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— A one-story
motion picture theatre with seating capacity of 750 will be erected by William
Butler.
Reopen Early Theatre
EARLY, IA.— The Early opera house,
destroyed by fire on July 4. was recently
reopened.
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Plan Motion
Week

Picture

for Windy

City

Enterprise Is Discussed at
Meeting in Chicago of
Publicity Men
Members of the Motion Picture Press
Club, the new organization of Chicago
publicity directors, at their weekly meeting on November 5, discussed the proposition of conducting a motion picture
week in Chicago.
The exposition, if one is held, would
be featured by a big dance and exhibition at the Coliseum.
At the last meeting Richard Robertson of Independent Film Association was
appointed chairman and George E. De
iKruif of Capital Film Company and
'Metro, vice-chairman.
Mr. Robertson issues the following
[Statement regarding the club:
"The Motion Picture Press Club is
something more than a name.
' "Among its members are represented,
without exception, every trade publication of importance in the national field,
and every film-producing or distributing
organization that has an office in Chicago.
"It is felt that no undertaking which
relies for its success on widespread, continuous and expert exploitation is too
large for the Motion Picture Press Club.
The effort during the coming busy season will be to broaden the scope of the
tlub's activities and augment its usefulness within the film industrv."
Noted Artist Draws
Holubar Film Posters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9. — M. Leon
Bracker. celebrated New York poster
artist, is here to make sketches for Allen
Holubar's "Man. Woman and Marriage"
starring Dorothy Phillips. First National expects his sketches to revolutionize
poster and lobby displays.
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Brothers

Anniversary
Enterprising
Windy

Showmen

as Chicago
Have

Twenty

Eleventh
Exhibitors
Theatres

in the

City— Also Have Houses in Dayton,
Milwaukee and Rockford

During the week of November 7,
Ascher Brothers observed their eleventh
anniversary as exhibitors of motion
pictures.
In 1909 the three brothers, Nate. Max
and Harry, operated two houses in Chicago— the Panorama and the President.
Today atresthey
in the have
Windya chain
City. of twenty theOperate in Dayton
As a part of their policy of expansion
Ascher Brothers also are operating playhouses outside of Chicago. At present
they have theatres in Milwaukee, Wis.,
Rockford. 111., and Dayton. O. New
houses are being erected at Peoria, 111.,
and at Cincinnati, O.
The Ascher circuit in Chicago will be
further augmented within three months
by the Roosevelt, West Englewood and
Portage Park theatres, which are now
under construction.
Seek Better Entertainment
Since 1909. when their first two houses
were opened, Ascher brothers always
have sought to attain as high a standard
as
ment.possible of motion picture entertainAmong the theatres now being operated bv the Aschers are:
Adelphi
Calo
Commerical
Columbus
Frolic
Cosmopolitan
Kenwood
Lane Court
Milford
Metropolitan
Oakland Square Peerless
Rosewood Terminal
Crown
Forrest Park
Midway
Palace
Chateau
West Englewood
Several of the Ascher houses piaj

Smith Returns to L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Pete Smith,
director of publicity for Marshall Neilan
Productions, who has been in New York
getting his family and household effects
ready to move to California, returned to
the West Coast on November 6 with
Mrs. Smith and Douglas, the baby.

combination programs. Lewis P. Newhafer is general manager of the concern.
New

Members

Added

To A. M. P. A. Roster
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— Firorello H.
La Guardia, president of the board of
aldermen of New York City, addressed
the last weekly luncheon of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers. In
his talk he declared that the motion picture could be used as the greatest medium
tor purging politics.
Three new names were added to the
membership list of the association. They
are: Tamar Lane, Selznick; Howard
Dietz, Goldwyn, and Harmon Yaffa,
Artcraft Service.
Missoula, Mont. Acquires
New and Expensive House
MISSOULA, MONT.— The new theatre building being erected by SmeadSimons Building Corporation is nearing
completion.
It is expected to open about January
15. The cost will be a third of a million
dollars, according to its builders, and it
is claimed to be the best theatre between
St. Paul and the Coast. The theatre
will have a seating capacity of 1,400, and
equipment will include a $25,000 organ.
Sunderhauf Buys Interest
In Two N. Dak. Theatres
WILLISTON, N. D. — George D.
Sunderhauf. former owner of the Bijou
theatre, has purchased a part interest
from Husebye & Hanson in the Orpheum
and Lyric theatres. He has been located
recently at Plentywood. Mont. He will
become manager of the two local houses.
Hanson, the present manager, has purchased a picture theatre at Blue Earth,
Minn., and will take charge of it.
Masons

Wicks in Shenandoah, la.
SHENANDOAH, IA.— Adams Theatre company has appointed a new manager, J.B. Wicks, for its Empress thea<re here. Wicks has been in charge of
the Adams theatre in Marion. Carl
Brown recently resigned the management of the Empress.

Lease Theatre

GLLROY. CAL.— The new theatre
under construction by Keith Dodge,
Masonic Order, costing about §100,000,
has been leased by a syndicate composed
of M. L. Markowitz. M. M. Lesser and
A. C. Blumenthal for a period of twenty
years. It is expected to be completed
within six months.

Cone Buys Iowa Theatre
CARROLL, IA.— H. H. Cone of
Omaha has purchased the Irving theatre.
A. C. Blohm, who became its owner several months ago, is retiring from the
theatre business.
Warns of Re- Issue
The Klein Distributing Corporation of
Boston has sent out warnings to the
state right buyers that a picture it purchased under the title of "The Faithless
Sex" is a reissue of "The Decoy."

Observe

Richland

to Have

Theatre

RICHLAND. I A.— After being without a motion picture theatre for nearly
two years. Richland again will have one.
A Fremont purchaser has leased the
building of E. E. Steele's.

LIONEL ADAMS
The father in "Fantomas,"
the nei
Serial.

Bennis Adds Improvement
LINCOLN, ILL.— Steve Bennis, proprietor of the Lincoln theatre, recently
installed two new Simplex projection
machines.
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Departments
West

Are

Enlarged

In New York Robert F. Roden and Dana Rush Have
Been Added to Staff, While C. F. Bender
Is a Coast Acquisition
termined that Universal stars shall get
Important changes and enlargements
unusual stories and that these stories
in the Universal scenario department
shall
be
unusually
presented.
have been announced by John C.
Brownell, scenario chief. Several new
"Universal is making an appeal, both
scenario experts have been added both at personally and by widespread publicity,
the Coast and in New York.
for original screen material. I have enIn the New York office Robert F.
larged my department Irecause I feel conRodcn and Dana Rush have been added
fident that we will get results from that
to the staff. Roden is a photoplay writer
of wide experience, and recently completed the story for a new Universal
appeal." Sympathizers
serial,
"The Diamond
with Irish
Eileen Sedgwick
in the titleQue-en,"
role.
Riot at Capitol to
Authority on Books
Tear British Flag
Rodcn is considered one of the leading
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
American authorities on rare books and
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— A near riot
bibliography, being the author of sev- occurred
at the Capitol theatre shortly
eral books on the subject.
Miss Rush formerly was with the lit- after noon Sunday when one of a number of women, Irish sympathizers, wearerary agency of Alice Kauser, where she
was associated with L. D. Giffen, head of
ing mourning for Terrence MacSwiney.
the motion picture department. Sh« is a attempted to pull down a British flag
playwright as well as a writer for the which was a part of the "Allied Group"
screen. She also has turned out several
decorating the marquee for the "Armistice Week" program.
colorful
prologue
and
tabloid
productions.
Major Philip T. Case, war veteran and
The most important change in the house manager, after explaining the decorations, was set upon by a man who
scenario department at the West Coast,
headed by Lucien Hubbard, is the acquisi- discovered that Case could fight. The
tion of Charles F. Bender, a New York
police dispersed the crowd. No arrests
wi re made. Case declining to enter comnewspaper man.
plaint. The half torn flag was replaced
Assistant to Hubbard
by
another.
There was no further disBender now is Hubbard's assistant at turbance.
Universal City. Others in the department Hubbard has built up at th-e Coast
are Douglas Z. Doty, formerly editor of
Westex Pictures at
Cosmopolitan ; John Colton, a wellWork on First Film
known novelist; Burl and LeRoy Arm(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
strong, Doris Schroeder, C. B. Hoadley.
George C. Hull, Wallace Clifton, Eleanor
TEX.. Nov. «>.— Work on
Fried, Alice Catlin, E. W. Guyol, M. theABILENE,
first pictures to be made by the
Loewstein and Rose Weiler.
Westex Pictures Company at their
■•tudio in Buffalo Gap has begun.
The expansion
of Universal's
scenario
department
resulted,
it is understood,
title is "Maid of Athens" and will
from a conference between Brownell and be The
five reels in length. Mr. E. Y. TanHubbard, looking to the best means of
ner, casting director and scenarist, is
obtaining more and better material for now working on the second script.
Universal pctures.
"Creole Sue. "which will star the Indian
actress. Princess Tishimiugo. Final ar"We want to be sure," said Brownell.
rangements for the distribution have
"of giving careful and expert consideration to every bit of material that passes
not been completed.
through our hands. Carl Laemmle is deDon I. Gray, the managing directoof this company, has been in the theatrical business for more than thirty years
and began his career in the film business when the old Optigraphs were the
only means of projection.
Harris Film Company
To Use Essanay Plant
The Charles K. Harris Feature Film
Company, formed recently by Charles K.
Harris, the music publisher, with his
brother Harry Harris, of Milwaukee, and
J. M. Harris of Chicago, has been incorporated in Milwaukee, Wis., with a
capitalization of $2o0.000.
The new concern, it is said, will produce in Chicago, using the Es;anay
studios on Argvle street. "The Woman
Without
a Heart" is announced as the
first
feature.

J. G. HAWKS
Managing editor of the Goldwyn gtndioK
at Culver
City,
Cal.,«ith
"ho that
has company.
just renewed his eontract

November

Made Stoll Manager
DETROIT, MICH.— W. D. Ward, for
three years
manager
of Universal's
exchange here,
has resigned
to become
manager of the Detroit office of Stoll
Film Corporation of America.

A Screen

"Mother"

m \k». uun m \ \ v
w in. hud the role of mother in I nlteraal**
wnr for
plrlurr,
"Heart
llumnnlt},**
c*n*it
11 winillnr
pnrt of
In "On
re to KrrryU
Lifeograph Produces
Feature for Arrow
Picturization
of Northwoods

Story Directed by Moomaw and Hersholt
Arrow Film Corporation announce
that American, Lifeograph Company of
Portland, Ore., has in process of production a five-reel feature for distribution by Arrow.
Jean Hersholt and Louis H. Moomaw
are directing
and Clyde Cook handling the photography.
ca-t Fdget
compri>es
rcll,I lieMary
Baker,Broderick
Lee Hill, O'FarAlbert
Garchia. William Dills, Georgia North- |
rope. Bert Sprotte, Carol Holloway and
Jean Her>holt.
This picture, the name of which has
not been announced, deals with the life in
a great lumber camp and is a virile story
of the north woods with the loves and
hates, passions and tenderness of strong
men. who, of necessity in their chosen
work, are called upon to face untold
hardships and by main strength and
courage
of nature. wrest a living from the heart
This picture i<- being taken in the
actual locality called for by the scenerio.
which
Mahonev.is the work of Miss Elizabeth
N. A. M. P. I. Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 9.— A special
meeting of the General Division of the
N. A. M. P. I. will be held November
12. The meeting is called to elect a
director in the place of George Blaisness.
dell, resigned, and transact other busi-
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Episode of "Bride
Usher In the First

HERALD

13" Will
of "Fantomas

Fox Executives Predict That New Chapter Play Will
Create More Interest Than Any Other
Serial Ever Marketed
Fox Film Corporation announces that
the first episode of its new serial.
"Fantomas,"' will be published simultaneously with the publication of the fifteenth
chapter of "Bride 13."
'"Fantomas," as stated previously, will
be presented in twenty episodes. This
is said to result primarily from the fact
that Edward Sedgwick, director, had so
many stunts to put in the serial that
fifteen episodes would not have proved
sufficient.
Exhibitors Request Plan
Publication of the first of "Fantomas"
simultaneously with the last of "Bride
13" was decided upon, according to Fox
officials, following the requests for such
an arrangement by exhibitors.
The expressed belief in the Fox office
is that "Fantomas" will create more interest than any other serial ever put on
the market. Great as has been the drawing power ofthe"Bride
as expressed
by
exhibitors,
Fox 13"
officials
who have
of "Fantomas"
early
seen thethat
declare
thisepisodes
second serial
will have
>a bigger holding power than even "Bride
13."
Many Volumes Used
Director Sedgwick, when he began to
write up the scenario, had some thirtyodd volumes from which to gather
material. These thirty-odd volumes
comprise the works on "Fantomas."
written by the celebrated French authors Marcel Allain and Pierre Seatestre.
Sedgwick, however, had to turn these
French detective tales into an American
story, because this serial records the
work of the arch criminal Fantomas in
America.
The cast selected for "Fantomas" is a
high-class one. Lionel Adams played
the leading male character in "The
Christian." "Man of the Hour." "Paid in

Full,"was
"Thein Spendthrift"
and "Ben success
Hur.,"
and
the big Broadway
"Lightin' " for fifteen weeks. John Willard. who enacts the important role of
Detective Dixon, also is a Broadway
leading man.
Roseman In Cast
Edward Roseman, who portrays Fantomas. is well known on the stage. He
had one of the leading roles in
"Bride 13."
Johnnie Walker, playing the juvenile
lead, has been seen in "The Doll Girl"
and other Broadway plays. Much is exof Edna
Murphy's
and
acting. pected
Eve
Balfour,
who is beauty
the woman
in black and an aid to Fantcmas. makes
her first appearance in an American
picture. Miss Balfour was a star in
British pictures and also was well known
on the speaking stage in England and
the provinces.
Walter Wanger Made
Manager Production
Department by Lasky
In a reorganization of the production
forces of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation which aims to bring the
varied production activities of the company under a more centralized control.
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president in
charge of production, has appointed Walter F. Wanger general manager of
production, with control over all the
company's production units in the East.
Los Angeles. London and India.
By Mr. centers
Wanger's
appointment
the
producing
of the
company will
look to the New York office more than
ever before for general guidance and
supervision. From the New York office
will be handled the general production
policies of the company, as they apply
to London. Hollywood and Bombay as
well as the Eastern studios.
Mr. Wanger will leave i ext month for
a brief trip to Hollywood to inspect the
Lasky Studio. In the spring he will go
to London and some time next year will
visit the new Famous Plavers studio in
India

Fan Sends Letter to
"Miss Lrimson Cross
N. Brewster Morse, author of
"The Crimson Cross" produced by
the Fanark Corporation, which is
to be published by Pioneer, recently received a letter from an
ardent motion picture enthusiast
in Tampa, Florida, which in its
way is quite unique.
The letter was addressed to "Miss
Crimson Cross" and requests one
of "your best pictures" and felicitates "her"byon a herparty
"prettiness,"
is signed
giving an;t
address in Tampa. Florida.
In view of the fact that there
was no person connected with the
Fanark Corporation by the name
of "Miss
Crimson
letter was turned
over Cross"
to Mr. the
Morse,
who can claim to have a paternal interest at least in the "young
Attractive Press Book
lady."
Offers Suggestions on
Pauline Frederick Film
Robertson-Cole's publicity department
has taken especial care with the press
and campaign book for "A Slave of
Vanity," starring Pauline Frederick, by
reason of the fact that this attraction is
the first of Miss Frederick's pictures for
this distributing company, and one of its
big attractions of the year.
carefulmade
studyfrom
of "Aall Slave
Vanity"
hasA been
angles,of and
this
book presents to the exhibitor many
avenues of attack in mapping out a widespread advertising campaign.
The front cover of the book has a color
scheme of black, green and faint tan with
a design showing peacock as a light background. A picture of Miss Frederick in
evening dress occupies a panel the length
of the page. Inside is an insert of the
star in black, orange and pu-ple. which
can be detached and used for lobby display. Miss Frederick and the cast are
pictured on the following page. The
support includes Nigel Barrie. YVillard
Louis. Daisy Robinson. Ruth Handforth.
Howard Gave. Maude Louis and Arthur
Hoyt. A musical setting by James C.
Bradford is one feature.
Report

Marion

Heads Open
Newcastle Theatre
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWCASTLE. IND., Nov. 9.— The
Royal theatre, recently purchased by C.
L. Branigan and William Connor of
Marion. Ind.. has been opened after
being closed three weeks for repairs and
alterations. New projectors and a new
ventilating system have been installed.
The new shows will operate under an
11 and 22 cents admission price.

EVA NOVAK
New Universal star In a striking; pose in
••\\ anted
at Headquarter*."
This is another Stuart
Paton light effect.

Open New Idaho House
CALDWELL. IDA.— The American
theatre.
new $75,000
ville andCaldwell's
motion picture
house,vaudewas
formally opened recently. The building
is two-story brick structure located on
Arthur street and will seat 1.000
trons. The Bungalow theatre will be
closed, it has been announced.

Spray Sale,
Montpelier, Ind.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FRANKFORT. IND.. Nov. 2.—
Charles Spray, formerly manager of the
Blinn and Royal theatres, has sold his
interests in the Xeal theatre at Montpelier. Ind.. according to advices received
by friends here. The Neal theatre was
erected this year and is one of the best
in the state. Spray also is owner of the
Grand theatre at Bluffton where he is
now located.
The

Grand

in Gary

Completes Changes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald/
GARY. IND.. Nov. 9.— After being
newly decorated the Grand theatre reopened on its first anniversary after being closed one week. A new De Luxe
organ tionshas
are in been
shadesinstalled.
of mauve The
and decoragreen.
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CROSS"

Scene from the first Fanark
adapted
from N.
tional story, production,
which will be
distributed
by Brewster
Pioneer. Morse's sensaPat he Salesmen
Marks

Surpass
First

Pathe's "Pearson Month" has started
off with a breaking of records. From
one end of the country to the other,
every member of the Pathe sales force is
working to "make a record for Pearson,"
who is director of exchanges.
Checking up reports on the first week
of the $10,000 prize contest, which opened
on November 1 and will close on November 30, it was indicated that every Pathe
record for collections and nev; business
had been surpassed.
Had No Advance Information
This achievement is considered by
officials as remarkable in view of the fact
that the branch managers were not aware
that a contest was to be staged, until the
day set for its opening. Wires informing
them of "Pearson Month" and the conditions of the cash competition, were
sent out of the home office on Saturday.
October 30, so that it was not until the
opening of business on Monday that the
various managers learned of the contest.
Pathe managers find themselves during "Pearson
Month"
an unexcelled
position
to make
new inmarks
in every
division of their business, for they are
fortified with a list of subjects that are
said to surpass in merit any found in the
history of the distributing organization.
Must Set Fast Pace
The winners in this contest will have
to set a faster pace than they «ver
traveled before. Competition is much
keener today than it was last March
when "Brunet Month" brought about
many new records for the Pathe organization, yet even then the race in all
four divisions was keen and close. Only

All

High

Week of Competition
a few points separated a majority of
the teams in each territory.
Oklahoma City, Albany, Milwaukee
and Denver arc the branches called upon
to d'efend the honors they won in March,
and provided they do so this month, each
member of the teams will receive a handsome monetary remuneration.
Big Pictures Scheduled
The selling powers of a number of individual pictures received a decided impetus during the past week. "The
Riddle: Woman" is proving itself one of
the greatest sellers in Pathe's annals.
"Half a Chance," a Jesse D. Hampton
special, is another which has felt the
driving power of the feature sales department during the last week. "The
Money Changers," a Benjamin B. Hampton feature; Edgar Lewis' "A Beggar in
Purple"; Blanche Sweet's "Her Unwilling
Husband": Robert Brunton's "The Devil
to Pay," and H. B. Warner's "Dice of
Destiny," ductions
arethat will
current
coming pro-in
figureandprominently
the records of the winning teams besellers. cause they are proving tremendous
Mumper Back at Desk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 2. — N orris
Mumper, studio manager for B. B.
Hampton, is back at his desk after a
New
York trip to confer with W. W.
Hodkinson.

"U"

Signs Comedienne
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Dorothea
Wilbert, comedienne, has been signed to
a long term contract by Universal.
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Famous Players-Lasky
In Exploitation Shift
Claude Saunders Announces
Changes in Personnel of
Representatives
As the result of readjustments that
have been in progress during the last
two months, Claude Saunders, director
of exploitation of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, has announced changes in
the personnel of the corporation's field
representatives that have been effected.
John McConville, formerly attached to
the Boston Exchange, has been transferred to Buffalo where he and Albert S.
Nathan will work together. Eli M. Orowitz, formerly of Detroit, takes over the
district included in the Philadelphia Exchange, while Leslie F. Whelan, formerly
in southern territory, has been shifted in
the Detroit post.
Doob in Chicago
Oscar A. Doob, until recently at the
Cincinnati Exchange, is now at Chicago,
cooperating with Dan Roche as exploitation representative for that territory.
Norman Peel, formerly attached to the
Albany Exchange, has been promoted to
the Portland, Ore., territory. S. G.
Sladdin has been transferred from
Omaha to Boston and Charles L. Winston, formerly at the latter exchange, has •
gone to Salt Lake City.
Several new exploitation representatives have been added to the staff: R. C.
Gary, formerly Goldwyn representative
at Kansas City, is covering the Omana
district for Paramount; Fred V. Greene,
Jr., has been appointed to the Denver
Exchange; Abner Robinson is exploitation representative at the New York City
Exchange; and Harry H. Swift has taken
up the duties at Albany.
Veterans Retain Posts
The positions at the other exchanges
are being retained by veterans on the
staff as follows: Frank A. Cassidy, Cincinnati; Norman H. Dixon, Des Moines;
Charles E. Raymond, St. Louis; John
Goring, Kansas City: John Howard. San
Francisco; Paul Morgan, New Haven;
Albert Nathan, Buffalo; Herman Phillips,
Washington;
Roche,
Chicago;
Elmer Rutter, Daniel'
Pittsburgh;
Monte
Rice,
Los Angeles; Weyland H. Taylor,
Seattle, and Fred Walters, Cleveland.
Walter Lindlar, formerly exploitation
representative at Minneapolis, is at the
home office of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation as assistant director of ex-'
ploitatoin.
Harry Moir Will Show
"The Jungle Princess"
"The Jungle
the five-reel
feature
adaptedPrincess,"
from the
Warner
Brothers
serial,
"The
Lost
will
be distributed in the ChicagoCity."
territory
by the Celebrated Players Film Corporation, beginning November 21.
It tionwill
given a theatre,
downtown
in thebe Alcazar
one presentaof Harry
Moir's Madison street houses, commencSunday, November
21. where
been ingbooked
for an indefinite
run. it has
Publish Gaumont Series
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
Chicago, beginning December 1. will
start publishing the twelve Gaumont
features
recently
for.first,
"Theto
Fall of the
Saint"contracted
will be the
be followed by one a month thereafter.
J
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Madlaine
For

MADLAINE TRAVERSE
Who has formed her own company. The
Trinity Film Corporation, to produce
four specials a year.
Vitagraph Improves
Eastern Laboratory
Albert E. Smith's Ideas
, Make Plant One of the
Best in World
Through numerous additions to its
laboratories and improvements in its already existing facilities at its Eastern
studios at Brooklyn, the Vitagraph Company of America now has one of the most
modern and complete plants in the world.
During the past year and a half improvements and new equipment have been
steadily installed. The capacity for
finished prints is now fully ten times as
great as it was two years ago.
New System of Developing
One of the most important changes
made in the Brooklyn laboratories during the past two years was the installa:ion of an entirely new system of developng, fixing, tinting and drying of film,
perfected by Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph. The new system entirely
does away with the racks for developng, and the cumbersome drums for dryng. As produced at the Vitagraph
studios the film is handled mechanicilly— human hands do not touch the print
mtil it is ready to be shipped.
Throughout the entire process, from
he undeveloped film in the dark room
o the finished product, the film is kept
it an absolute, uniform temperature, conrolled to one-tenth of one degree. The
•arious solutions are at all times under
nechanical control. The drying is done
inder uniformity of temperature and
lumidity, controlled automatically, and
n dustproof cabinets. The air through
vhich the film passes is at all times
iltered and washed by an elaborate sysem. A finished print may be turned
>ut in less than one-tenth of the time
occupied by the old system.
Other New Machinery
New and additional perforating, Dudex printing, joining and splicing mahines have been put in operation and
n additional battery of Simplex proecting machines installed. Through the
ise of the latter every inch of film is
'rojected and approved before it is pernitted to leave the plant. Additional
ameras have been added to the title
epartment

HERALD

Traverse
Film

Acquires

Studio

in West

Site
Virginia

Trinity Film Corporation Star Purchases Tract of
640 Acres in Southern Part of State — Plant
Will Cost Approximately $75,000
poration, announce through their New
Madlaine Traverse, w h o recently
York representative, John J. Glavey, 1457
formed her own producing organization,
Trinity Film Corporation, to make a Broadway, New York City, the recapitalization of the Corporation from
minimum of four specials a year, has just
$300,000 represented by 60.000 shares of
returned from Charleston, W. Va., where
common stock to S3. 800.000 represented
she has purchased a tract of 640 acres
upon which the company will erect a by 300,000 shares of common stock, par
value $10.00 each, and 800,000 shares of
studio.
preferred stock, par value $10.00 each:
H. L. Smith, president of Trinity, who
with Miss Traverse is financing the compayable at 8% per annum on the common stock and 109e on the preferred
pany, accompanied Miss Traverse to
stock.
Southern W est Virginia and arranged
The recapitalization was approved by
for the purchase.
Located on Mountains
the Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a few days
The property is located in the Blue
Ridge mountain chain famed for its pic- ago.Following this extension of capital, the
turesque beauty and variety of scenery.
According to Mr. Smith the location ha:> company announced for future production plans the organization of two proadvantages equal to if not surpassing
duction units, each of which will make
California's. The studio site commands
six
special
super-features per year and
a clear view of the neighboring country
one company to make two-reel features,
for
some
twenty
miles
in
every
direction.
also one company to produce a feature
serial. This will give the Broadwell
In the immediate vicinity of the studio Productions,
Inc.. four producing units.
it is possible to obtain practically every7
conceivable kind of exterior even to city
streets. It is for this last reason that
the ground was selected near Charleston.
Hope Hampton Film
It is estimated that the studio will cost
Purchased by Famous
in the neighborhood of §75,000. Miss
Traverse selected the site, herself, some
Hope Hampton's latest starring vehitime ago while on tour.
cle "The Bat," which was adopted from
Will Be Modern
Sidney Toler's stage play "Tiger Lady"
No expense will be spared in equipping and was personally directed by Maurice
the studio so that it will be up to date Tourneur, has been purchased by the
in every respect. It will not be confined to Trinity Film Corporation alone, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
is slated for early Paramount pubbut will be built on a scale sufficient to and
lication.
accommodate several companies at the
same time.
Plans for the new buildings will be Arthur Kane Is Due
completed in the near future and the conIn West Coast City
struction work will then be put under
way. It is expected that it will be ready
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
for occupancy early next year.
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 9.— Arthur S.
At least four specials will be made by Kane
is due to arrive here this week.
Trinity with Miss Traverse as the star.
Production Starts Soon
Work on the script on the first picture entitled
Marriage Bond"
now under
way"The
and production
will startis
in the near future at a New York studio.
Most of the exteriors, however, will be
taken near Charleston. The story, which
is by a well known writer, is especially
suited to Miss Traverse and will afford
her the widest opportunity for the display of her dramatic talents.
Miss Traverse started her stage career
at the age of 1?. She spent the first few
years on the legitimate stages of New
York and Boston. During the past six
years Miss Traverse has been starred in
many screen successes.
Among the best known pictures in
which Miss Traverse appeared are "The
Poor Littre Rich Girl." "The Caillaux
Case." "The Splendid Sin" and "The
Snares of Paris." Her most recent picwas "The
Good"and which
now ture
being
shownSpirit
bothof here
abroad.is
Broadwell

Will Add

To Producing Units
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW
YORK,
Nov. 9.— Broadwell
Productions, Inc., producers of the "Nick
Carter" series which are being published through the Pioneer Film Cor-

PAUL EAGER
Former
photographer
for Thomas
H. lr.c
now "shooting"
for Irvin
Willat
productions, which are
being Vdistributed
by
W. W. Hodkinson.
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Mantle,

Dramatic

Critic,

S

20. 1920

to

Write Titles for Talmadge
Pictures
By an arrangement entered into by scenes and the fitting of the titles to the
new angles developed in the process of
Joseph M. Schenck and Burns Mantle,
dramatic editor of the New York Evening the picture's making.
"I also am a firm believer in spoken
Mail, motion picture editor of Photoplay
not only in the deMagazine, and a contributor on stage titles. Theyvelopment' help
of character, which is becoming
more
and
more essential, but
topics to other newspapers and magazines, Mr. Mantle has agreed to write they stamp the several characters intromore tellingly upon the spectators'
the titles and assist in the editing of minds duced
than any number of flowery descriptive titles can do.
twelve Talmadge pictures.
One of a Few
He already has titled "Yes or No,"
"The Branded Woman" and "Good Ref. "You never really know a person until he talks to you. And the character
erences." His next picture will be
"Satan's Paradise," on which Norma
in a play or a picture who talks unTalmadge is now at work in the West
natural y, or who is permitted to get out
Indies, and which will be a First Na- of character in the titles, helps to destroy
the
illusion
as surely as one who acts
tional publication. Mr. Mantle's contract
does not include the John EmersonAnita Loos productions.
Mr. Mantle is one of the few dramatic
unnaturally."
editors who have condescended to take
Argues for Simple Titles
Burns Mantle is a great believer in motion pictures seriously or to express
the simple, direct and what he describes an abiding faith in their future.
as
the "sane"
titling ofshould
pictures.
primarily
the picture
tell itsWhile
own
Activity at Fox Studio
story, he believes that when the diversiReaches New High Point
fied imaginations of a theatre full of peoNever since the completion of the Fox
ple
are
permitted
to
run
wild~the
result
is to cloud rather than to clarify the studios at Hollywood, Cal., has there
purpose of both author and director and.
been such activity throughout the ennaturally, to weaken the story.
tire organization as at presvnt, accord"Under ideal conditions the only persons directly concerned with the producing to detailed advices to the home offices
tion of a picture would be the author of of Fox Film Corporation. There are
the story, who should be able to write more
companies working simultaneously
his own continuity, the director who than ever
before.
transfers the story to the screen and
Tom Mix, under the direction of Lynn
the
producer who puts up the money," F. Reynolds, is making a new Western
he argues.
story, with Scott Dunlap directing.
Fresh Ideas Needed
William Russell is working in "The
"Every time a manuscript changes hands
Gold." Shirley Mason is creit loses something of its original value. Cloth atingofthe stellar
in "Famedirecting
of Youth,"
her.
But under present working conditions, with Howard M.roleMitchell
while picture making is still in an ex- Jules G. Furthman is engaged in his
perimental stage, with every person initial directorial effort with Eileen
around a studio making suggestions dur- Percy in "The Land of Jazz." "Partners
ing its screening, it becomes almost of Fate" is the title of the picture in
necessary for a fresh mind to assist in which
Louise Lovely is at work under
the final editing and assembling of the the direction of Bernard Durning. A
story by Robert Welles Ritchie, which
appeared in The Country Gentleman under the title
of "Trails
Two Jones
Moons,"as
is being
picturized
withto Buck
star, and with Edward J. LeSaint directing. Four Sunshine Comedy units, all
working at full speed, keep the Sunshine
Widows on the jump, and Clyde Cook,
who is making for Fox a series of "Clyde
Cook special com-edies," is as busy as the
proverbial bee.
Plan $600,000 Studio
For San Jose, Calif.
SAN FRANCISCO. Cal.— According
to plans discussed at a meeting held here
of the U. S. Pictures Corporation, work
is to commence about December 1 on a
new studio at San Jose, to cost $600,000.
The new studio will be located near the
Pacific Studios lot.
Charles I. Bolles is president of the
new corporation; Dr. J. S. Gordon, vice
president;
and Charles
Soren Christensen,
eral counsel.
H. Shaw of genSan
Francisco is secretary and treasurer,
while Wm. J. Ottis. E. Howard and John
S. Williams are directors.

Jack Dlulhall takes his phonograph lesson
whileoutwaiting1
for But
Bene Bebe
Daniels
to take
him
to lunch.
doesn't
like
Jack's "canned music" and has ordered
her leading man to "can it."

November
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May Inspect Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Romayne
studios at Culver City have declared
visiting hours between twelve and two
daily at their plant so that easterners
may see pictures in the making.

W. I*. RCSSBLL
General manager
<>r theChicago.
Capital Film Corporntlon,
Dial Company

at Work

on

DeJeans'
"Tiger's Coat"
To Be Forthcoming
Soon
A recent literary convert to the silent
drama is Elizabeth DeJeans, author of
"House of Thane," "The Life Builders,"
"Nobody's Child" and "The Tiger's
The screen transcription of "The
Tiger's Coat" has been successfully executed by the Dial Film Company, who
will issue its product through the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation. A cast headed
byCoat."
Lawson Butt and Myrtle Steadman
bringsdrentoand other
life Miss
DeJeans'
brain
chilplayers
of note
incdude
the Italian actress, Tina Modotti.
Celebrated

Players Buy

"Lurking Peril" Rights
Celebrated Players" Film Corporation,
Chicago, has just closed a deal whereby
it g-ets the Illinois and Indiana rights to
another serial, "The Lurking Peril,"
starring Anne Luther and George Larkin.
This fifteen-part serial was directed by
Burton King, who also directed the Houdinia picture,
Master
Mind," as well
as
number "The
of Patbe
serials.
Celebrated Players will publish this
serial in Illinois and Indiana December
1. A greatly augmented sales force will
handle it and an extensive advertising
and exploitation campaign is being
dent.
mapped out by J. L. Friedman, presiDavidson

Has Male Lead in

Elaine Hammerstein's Next
William Davidson has been engaged to
play the leading male role in support of
Elaine Hammerstein in the forthcoming
Selznick picture, "Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby," in the course of production at
the Selznick Fort Lee studios under the
direction of William P. S. Eark. Kathleen Norris was author of the story.
Other players engaged for principal
roles include Eileen Cassidy, Helen Lindroth, Warburton Gamble and Tom
Brook.
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Hany Exhibitors
from Over
U. S.
Commend
Pathe on News
Success

Indiana

University
Distributes Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BLOOMIXGTON, IND., Nov. 9.—
More than 250.000 feet of educational
films and 6,000 lantern slides are being
sent over the state by the extension division of Indiana university. They will
be used in more than 200 schools of the
state that own or use motion picture
machines for instruction.
The titles of some of the films are:
"The Hawaiian Islands," "Old New England," "America at Play," "Under Four
Flags." "The Blue and the Grey," '"ApOrchards
That Field."
Pay" "Theandfilms
"From
Coal ple
Mine
to Corn
are
furnished by business concerns, by the
United States department of education
and others.

lothapfel Declares That Its Reliability and Its
Authenticity Make It a Very Desirable
Publication for Theatres
That the consistent effort of the Pathe
Newark for five years and have run the
weekly since the News beiews, to give its subscribers the "real two issues
came a bi-weekly publication, and can
ews first" through the ten years of its truthfully say, I think, in fact know, it
xistence has been appreciated by ex- to be the best news weekly in the market. This is one feature of my program
ibitors, is evidenced, the producers hold
that I never miss and my many patrons
y the many congratulations following
look forward to Monday and Sat;ie announcement of the tenth anni- always urday,
the days I show the Pathe News.
ersary of the pioneer news reel,
I
wish
to
congratulate you on your ani From all parts of the country and from
niversary and wish you good luck in the
khibitors in all stages of success, have
vears to follow."
ome these acknowledgements of a great
Chicago Exhibitor
t.'ent.
Price Company Has Trade
Rothapfel Praises It
Has Pointed Motto
Typical of these statements, is that
Showing of English Film
om S. L. Rothapfel of the Capitol, New
"Business like friendship is sensiOn invitation of C. B. Price, the states
ork, who writes:
tive. It goes where it is best treated
rights
representatives
of
over
twenty-six
"For
many
years
I
have
used
the
and
remains
wheremotto
it isofbestCharles
served."
athe Weekly, and the Pathe News, and states enjoyed a special showing on
This has been
H.
s reliability, authenticity, and general November 3 of the six-reel special pic- Ryan, well known Chicago theatre man,
ood taste make it a most desirable and
for ten years. It aided him in building
ture, "Yourbe Daughter
and United
Mine." States
which
issued in— the
iteresting publication. I could not will soon
up the patronage of Garfield theatre,
link of running any presentation with- and Canada.
2844 Madison street, when he acted as
ut subscribing to this most worthy
This is the English-made film orig- house manager for Charles J. Schaefer
enterprises. He says it is to
:reen periodical."
inally called "Hindle Wakes," after the theatrical
continue as his motto in his own theatre.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of Stan- play by
the late Stanley Houghton,
y Company, Philadelphia, is another which was brought to" this country by
The Ben Hur theatre, 306-8 South
fhibitor who sings the praise of Pathe William
A. Brady and placed under the Cicero avenue, opened its doors to the
ews. He said: "I note that the tenth auspices and with the endorsement of public Saturday, November 7, under the
miversary of Pathe News is about to the drama leagues in the principal cities management
of Ryan and Ullrich.
e celebrated, and I felt that I could not of the country. Renamed and retinted,
t such an occasion pass without ex- this film is one of the best examples of
Negro Fires at Screen
nding to Pathe my sincere congratulaBritish picture making that has ever
ons for the success attained by this reached this country, its distributors
KANSAS
CITY,
A negro
crouched on one
knee inMO.—
a corner
of a
ranch of your distributing organiza- claim.
on.
motion picture theatre, firing at a scene
Have News Instinct
on the screen depicting a villain
Graves Buy Auburn Rex
strangling a woman, badly scared spec"I have watched the growth of 'Pathe
AUBURN, IA.— Graves & Son of
tatorsrested
at athe show
here.andThethree
policeother
arews' with real interest and I have noted
intruder
ith delight that the instinct for news is Griswold, la., are the new owners of the
Rex theatre and will take possession in negroes who were also shooting at the
resent in every foot of film you present
screen.
this up to the minute assembly of the November.
ost
important
happenings."
Since the first issue of the Pathe News
A LURID TALE, WITH GESTURES
has appeared on the screen of the
ieatres owned by Carr and Schad in
eading, Pa. In commenting upon this
ct, A. J. Schad, president, wrote:
ago whenwe the
first that
Patheit
■"Ten
eekly years
was produced,
realized
ould be a big feature. We booked it
id have shown it on our screen ever
nee then. It proved to be a big feature
id it has continued to be such with
ich succeeding number.
Is Veteran Subscriber
"We congratulate
you on this
tenth
iniversary
and congratulate
ourselves
r having had the opportunity to show
is excellent news film all these years,
ay success continue to follow you in
esenting to the world the latest news
picture form."
Another veteran user of Pathe News
Montgomery Moses, manager of the
aylor Opera House and Trent theatre,
renton,
>out
it: N. J., ard here is what he says
"It the
affords
greatwithout
pleasure
to stateis,
at
Pathe meNews
a doubt,
my opinion, the best news service on
e screen today. I would not substitute
for any ether and I have been using
e same for Thinks
the past ItsixBest
or seven years."
George M. Fenberg, manager of the
uditorium and Alhambra theatres
in
ewark, O., pays this tribute:
'Hearing that
News
soon
lebrate its tenth Pathe
anniversary Iwill
want to
v just a few words. I have been in Chester Conklin in a scene from "Who Am I?" — a two-reel Special Pictures comedy.
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Pioneer Will Issue Goodman's
First
Independent
Production
as Special

Alma

Rubens Has Leading Role in Picture Written,
Directed and Produced by Author of
Several Popular Novels
Daniel Carson Goodman's first inde- middle western life. It will be recalled
pendent production will be published
that he was a practicing physician in St.
soon by Pioneer Film Corporation as a Louis when he entered the literary field
special.
the author of the novel "Unclothed."
Goodman, who is author of several as
So cordial was the reception of his work
popular novels, wrote, directed and pro- that he was urged to go to New York.
He gave up his career as a physician
duced "Thoughtless
in which
Alma Rubens
has theWomen,"
leading role.
and devoted his entire time to writing.
In
succession have come such novels as
Associated With Griffith
"Travail," "Hagar Revelly," his best
Mr. Goodman has enjoyed a long and known
work, which was later dramatized,
notable career in the film industry, having been associated with D. W. Griffith and "The Taker."
when the latter left the Biograph studio
and started to make pictures on his own
Nate Watt Promises
account. Mr. Goodman was the author
of "The Battle of the Sexes," in which
Appealing Stills for
Blanche Sweet appeared, and he colNew Lesser Feature
laborated with Mr. Griffith upon "The
Escape," Donald
in which
Blanche
Sweet,others
Mae
Only stills that will appeal to newsMarsh,
Crisp
and many
paper editors will receive the O. K. of
famous today in the screen world were
seen.
Xate Watt, who is directing Jackie CooHe was identified with the V. L. S. E.
in "Peck's Bad Boy."
Company as a scenario writer for a ganWatt
in his early business life served
period of more than two years, during as a reporter on an Eastern newspaper
and later was promoted to the dramatic
which he wrote "Souls of Bondage,"
"Gods of Faith" and other screen plays. editor's desk of the publication. His exWrote Carpentier Story
perience in newspaper circles has enabled
him to know just what type of photoOne of Mr. Goodman's most recent
pictures was "The Wonder Man," in
graphs are necessary to "get over."
which Robertson-Cole presented Georges
Work on "Peck's Bad Boy" is being
Carpentier, the French boxing champion.
speeded along with Irving Lesser in general command. According to the latest
In his first independent production
Mr. Goodman has sought to portray life report, the first Peck story should be
finished
and ready for general assembling
simply and naturally on what he terms
within five weeks. Lesser will later
"a cameo surface." He is striving to announce
the channels of distribution.
break away from the conventional in the
Staging of his film. It is his desire to Lesser is general manager of Western
Pictures Exploitation Company in Los
represent life with truth and reality.
Angeles.
The
story
of
"Thoughtless
Women"
is
based on the promise that all thoughtless
women are alike and that it is only their Clinton Co. Buys Plot
method of causing misery that differs.
Mr. Goodman is at work upon other
For New Duluth Theatre
screen dramas, in addition to a novel of
DULUTH, MINN. — Clinton Investment Company has acquired by a long
term lease a fifty-foot site on the lower
side of Superior street, between Fifth
and Sixth avenues, west, and will erect
a motion picture theatre there at the
expiration of existing leases. This is the
eleventh theatre to be acquired by Clinton ment
& Meyers,
company. who make up the investDetroit House Progresses
DETROIT, MICH.— Construction of
the Davison avenue theatre, store and
office building is in progress on the
southwest corner of Davison avenue and
Maine street for Davison avenue Theatre
Company. The theatre will seat 700
patrons. It is expected to be ready for
opening about February 1, 1921.
Rename Theatre "Dixie"
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— The former
Ideal theatre, at Dryades and Cadiz
street, has been taken over by Miss M.
Kelley of this city. The entire house is
being improved
"Dixie"
theatre. and rechristened the
LEE ROYAL,
Scenario editor of Reneo Film Company,
Los Angeles, which has Just finished
"Lavender and Old Lace."

Metro Signs Cnrew
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Ora Carew
has been signed by Metro.

\ i \ i \ \ >i \ n i l \
One of (he screen's most popular Stan*
whose next picture "The Sodk of the
Soul," will he distributed by l.oldwrs.
Earle Signed by Selznick
To Long Term Contract
Myron Selznick, president of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, has signed William
P. S. Earre, director, to a four and a
half year contract.
Earle has been directing Selznick productions for the last year. This is one
of the longest contracts with a director
ever made by the Selznick organization.
His first work for Selznick was the
directing of "The Broken Melody," starO'Brien.
that
pictureringheEugene
directed
ElaineFollowing
Hammerstein
in "The Woman Game" and "Whispers."
He then guided Louise Huff in "The
Dangerous
recently
completed theParadise,"
National and
Picture
Theatres
production,
"TheTearle.
Road of Ambition,"
starring Conway
Alexander

Signs for Big

Output of New Features
Alexander Film Corporation has closed
contracts with Ascher Features, Inc., for
the physical distribution of the entire
output of Hamilton Film Corporation,
Triangletures, Inc.,
Film
Ascher Feaand Corporation,
Ascher Productions.
All the productions from Triangle with
Hart, Talmadge, Ray, Gish, Keenan,
Olive Thomas, etc., will be reissued with
new paper, new prints and re-edited. The
Alexander distribution will cover the entire state of New York and northern New
Jersey.
Cleveland Gets Another
CLEVELAND, O.— A theatre will be
a part of the new sixteen-story office
and store building to be erected at the
northeast corner of Euclid avenue and
East Seventeenth street, owned by Kenyon Painter. The proposed theatre will
make the seventh playhouse in the upper
Euclid theatre belt, and four of these are
nearing completion.
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ADVERTISING

EXHIBITORS

*A Department

cfMotion

And

A

9ietuve

Exploitation

Comedy

"
And A Comedy," attached to the end of newspaper
advertisements in comparative Agate, is a peculiarly persistent
relic of the dark ages of the theatre. The trade should eliminate it.
Of half a hundred current advertisements at hand it appears
thirty-nine. The percentage is unreasonably high.
The practice is fundamentally and economically wrong. It
came into being naturally enough when comedies and other
short subjects were obtained at insignificant prices and for an
insignificant purpose, during the "filler" phase of the short subject's development.
But that stage is past.
The time is at hand for a change of policy.
Short subjects are not insignificant as regards rental prices
today.
Neither are they that in point of production and distribution costs, nor as concerns the talent employed in their making.
Much less than either are they insignificant in their importance to the screen program.
It is obvious that they should be given proper significance
in advertising.
These are known facts. They need not be demonstrated.
No exhibitor in the country today selects his short subjects as
'fillers."
The amazing thing is that 78 per cent of the exhibitor body,
by a not infallible test, does not register this knowledge in advertising.
The characteristically pioneer exhibitor-advertisers have
accorded the short subject proper position in advertising. At
least two instances of this are recorded in succeeding pages of
this department.
It is high time that proper reform was effected.
T N this, as in all exhibitor calculatheir patronage know the part that the
I tions, the public should be given short subject plays in the choice of
first consideration. It is upon the motion picture entertainment. Those
who listen to the comment of the
"'ublic
that its
the success
theatre ordepends
utely for
failure absoand ticket-purchasing element know that
Dnly by giving that public what it Mack Sennett is more widely known
vants can any exhibitor build up a than the majority of dramatic direcprofitable business.
tors, that Charles Chaplin, Harold
This fact should never be allowed
Lloyd, Larry Semon. to mention a
:o slip into the background. All too scant representation, are more widely
frequently iris slighted for other conrecognized by name and face than the
siderations, the rental price of a majority of stars.
They know that Sunshine, Christie.
jiven attraction, the promises made
Educational, Reelcraft and a half
)y a certain producing organization,
heories advanced by parties who are dozen other names have a definite
nembers of the industry but not meaning to the general public, a more
ictually engaged in direct dealing with definite meaning than the brand names
of the rank and file of feature length
he theatre public.
Those who make a proper study of productions.

There is a simple explanation of this
circumstance. It is denied by none
that good comedies are less plentiful
than good feature length productions.
It is natural then that the names of
good comedians and good comedies
should be more readily remembered
than the names of other good actors
and their vehicles, exactly as a good
general's name is remembered while
an
equally good motorman's name is
forgotten.
But the reason for the condition is
less important than the condition. The
big point for the -exhibitor-advertiser
to grasp is that the advertisement of
a better short subject than his competitor advertises will in many instances bring to his theatre more patrons than the advertisement of a
better feature length production.
That is of utmost importance.
Consider the proposition carefully.
Test it by local conditions and past
experiences. Go further than that.
Make a specific test of it by preparing
your advertisingun accordance with it
at the next opportunity.
The result will prove the truth of it
conclusivelv.
Short subjects are divided naturally
into two classes, the comedy and the
educational. The latter, of course,
embraces the travelogue, the scenic,
the news reel, the industrial and such
oddities and novelties as are frequently obtainable.
Of these, at this time, the public
knows the comedy market best. Here
identification, and hence recollection,
is by the individual usually an actor
or director. There are, it is true, one
or two educational publications easily
remembered, and these have become
popular,
but comedy is pre-eminent in
this connection.
It is with the comedy, therefore, that
the exhibitor should make his test.
W hen he has made it and become
convinced that the short subject merits
advertising in keeping with its program importance he will naturally accord subjects under the educational
classification like treatment.
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

A simple
of stage accompaniment
mayabove
be arranged
"Bitter
an
Arrow bitproduction
which contains the
scene, theforstill
givingFruit,"
the plan
for the setting. A selection in keeping with the story may be given
without interrupting the picture, or the arrangement may be such that
a prologue can be used to advantage.

A simple home setting and a violinist
with stage presence can be utilized in
presenting
"Red Foam," Ralph Ince's
Selznick production.

The modeled
many whoafterusedthe presentation
"Forty-Five
Minutes
New York for
Strand
original can
utilizeFrom
that Broadway"
setting in
connection with "The Huntsman," Clyde Cook's Fox comedy.

still from Goldwyn's "Edgar Camps Out," one of the Edgar series, gives
Street exploitation is ready-made for the This the
keynote for lobby or stage display. The same idea may be expanded
exhibitor who uses Educational's
by the industrious to embrace exploitation using local children. There
are
several methods of working out the plan.
"Torchy Turns Cupid."
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Lobby

in Atlanta

Displays
Showmanship

Look at the pictures.
Look, particularly, at the picture of
the Alamo No. 2 theatre lobby, showing the exploitation Jimmy Valentine
kneeling in front of the advertising
vault.
Unfortunately the sinister green
gleam that stirred up a small sensation does not show in the photograph
of the Tudor lobby, though its story
is of exceptional interest.
The pictures, together, speak eloquently of the high tide reached in
Atlanta, Ga., showmanship.
THE convict that kneeled before
the prop safe in the Alamo lobby
is an example of what can be done
by the exhibitor with imagination
and initiative. The dummy looked
as life-like in the original as it does
in the photograph.
"Something to catch
ng
throng is what I wanted,"thesaidpassi
Manager Schmidt when asked how he
came to conceive the idea which
filled his house for the showing of
"AHas Jimmy Valentine," Bert Lytell's Metro production, the occasion
being fair week and passers-by being
consequently numerous. And with
such simple materials as a clothing
store dummy, a pair of down-at-theheel shoes, a convict suit borrowed
for the occasion and a beaver board
safe he produced it.
This is an example of the "Genuine genius" recently described in
these pages.
Another is the Tudor lobby display, the first special display ever
successfully used at this theatre.
James F. Jackson, manager of the
Tudor, overcame an obstacle of long
standing by this display, the opposition of a gentleman milliner whose
establishment is situated nearby and
who had always complained of this
type of advertising. The milliner
registered his customary complaint
in this case as well, basing it upon
the intermittent ringing of the deep
toned chime which was used and the
flashing of a weird green light used
as atmospheric background, excellent touches both.
As expected, Mr. Jackson was arrested and his display called a public
nuisance. As was not expected, at
least by the milliner, Mr. Jackson
promptly engaged a lawyer and
brought suit against the milliner
for the loss of business which he
claimed would attend upon the abolition of the display, as well as for
the cost of the same.
The case was dropped.
A victory had been won for ex-

The burglar is not a man— despite the cleverness of Manager Schmidt, of the Alamo
theatre,of Atlanta,
Ga., whose
isNo.the2 basis
an interesting
story. dummy display for "Alias Jimmy Valentine"
ploitation.
Both stories are interesting in
more ways than one. Each has its
straight news interest, and each has
in addition the interest of the
practical and adaptable advertising
stunt.
Other exhibitors can duplicate
both displays. In neither were materials used which are not available
in any community.
The chime

which was used in the Tudor display
was taken from the Tudor organ.
The other materials will occasion no
concern to the man who sets out to
follow the excellent examples described.
Atlanta is the richer for having in
its civic life showmen of the initiative and enterprise herein displayed.
Men like these are forces for good
in any community.

Opposition of business neighbors was overcome by the Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,
when this display for "The House of the Tolling Bell" brought court action.
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Proclamation

of Madison

Theatre

The mayor of Peoria, 111., issued a proclamation urging citizens to
support the Madison Theatre.
That's
Here s an
howaccomplishment.
it came about.
Dee Robinson built the finest theatre that he could conceive of when
he built the Madison. The house seats two thousand. It is up to the latest
in every respect, and uses a twenty-piece orchestra. Few cities the size
of Peoria have anything to approach it in point of excellence or magnitude.
"Humorcsque," the Paramount special production, was the opening
attraction, and Oscar A. Doob. [•'anion* l'laycr--Lasky exploitation representative co-operated with Ben Serkowich, publicity director of the new
house, to put over the biggest possible campaign.
The net result of their efforts was a line of waiting patrons two hours
before the hour scheduled for the opening of the doors on the initial performance.
The two local newspapers were given sixteen-page special sections.
The opening of the theatre was also displayed on the bulletin boards of
the two papers along with the telegraph news.
The "Humoresque" paper was utilized for cutout purposes and several
ii

Photograph taken two hours before the grand opening of the Madison theatre,
Peoria, 111., which was accompanied by a mayoral proclamation asking the citizens of the city to support the new business institution.
ornate window displays resulted.
Two-column boxes in each paper contained the mayoral proclamation,
based upon the civic pride angle and giving in considerable detail the
reasons why citizens who had at heart the wellfare of the community
should give their support to the new business enterprise.
The lobby of the theatre was decorated with floral contributions from
film exchanges and local business houses. Telegrams from Thomas
Meighan, Billie Burke, Ethel Clayton and other Paramount stars were
received.
The impression made by the opening was of the best kind.
People were made to realize the significance of the addition of a new
and progressive business house to the city.
They were impressed with the idea that this was the most modern
institution of its kind that could be built, on a par with the best theatres
of the bigger cities throughout the nation.
There can be no doubt that this impression will work for the good
of the theatre.
It is also interesting to note an equally important truth — that the city
will benefit as well because its citizens are already convinced that it will.
Such is civic pride.
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Did You Ever
Stop
— it f
That
whileto allConsider
records show
| was the tortoise that won the race, I
it was the hare that got all the 1
j attention?
That the boy who is always in
trouble because of his pranks is
| known far more widely than his
quiet
That brother?
tobasco sauce causes the
eating of more beef than boarding
house hash will ever consume?
That cocktails used to have a big
sale at $0.50 a throw when milk,
the more worthy liquid, had to fight
for a price of $0.15 a quart?
— From the course of training
for new advertising staff
members used by N. A. Benson,
manager
of tlie Pa.
Stadium
theatre,
Pittsburgh,
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Calistoga Showman
Quotes Film Reports
To Bring Business
An exhibitor's word has weight.
Ten exhibitors' word has ten
times as much weight. And when
exhibitors in all sections of the country are quoted in regard to the merit
of a given attraction the result is
a convincing argument to the public
that the picture is good.
That line of reasoning was followed recently by Joseph Ferner,
manager of the Playhouse, Calistoga, Cal., in the preparation of a
dodger for general distribution in
connection with "Jes' Call Me Jim,"
Will Rogers' Goldwyn production.
The "What the Picture Did for
Me" department of this publication
provided the material. It follows:
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
This is certainly a masterpiece. The star
has certainly outdone himself in this picture, which for story and acting is far
above average. Good picture. The
photography
is nothing
shortyour
of wonderful. If you want
to give
patrons
twice their money's worth, get this picture.
Jes' this
Call one
Me and
Jim, play
with itWill
Book
as Rogers.—
a special.
Tickled everyone at advanced prices for
two days. If you want your patrons to
call you blessed, give them this one.
Can't say too much about it.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
Picture very good. Liked by practically
everyone. Rogers is bound to forge
forward with productions like this one.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
The best Will Rogers picture to date.
will appeal to all classes, as
itThis
is apicture
real picture.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
I really believe Ropers never made a
bettering it was
picture.
great.Everybody went out sayJes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
One of a the
means
lot. best for Rogers, and that
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
He's astar
relief.
This
always good and he pleases.
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Proves
Penalty"
"The
Drama
with
Compatible

That strenuous exploitation is i)icompatiblc with the more serious type
of dramatic production has frequently
been argued by showmen and others
who have been at a loss as to how to
proceed under such circumstances.
The disproz'ing of that statement is
a worthy enterprise.
F. Stcffey, manager of the Coliseum
theatre. Seattle, Wash., a Jensen &
Von Hcrbcrg house, provides the story
which disproves it.

S "The Penalty" is
WYN'
GOLD
the
production, a seriously
dramatic one, with which Mr.
Steffey used sensational exploitation to excellent purpose. The result is shown in photographs reproduced herewith.
The lobby stage idea was utilized
in preparing a street appeal and a
most remarkable one was made up
of specially painted figures depicting
in as nearly exact detail as could
be obtained an important scene
from the picture.
The scene, reproduced here, is not
only strong in itself, but powerful
in its informative phase. The information regarding the picture
that the setting imparts is of patronage-creating nature. There is not a
doubt that passersby were drawn by
it, that an inclination to purchase
a ticket and go in to see the picture

Utilizing the lobby stage idea, with figures painted especially for the occasion, the
Coliseum, Seattle, Wash., arranged an excellent lobby setting for "The Penalty."
was implanted.
Chasing
Rainbows"
in much
the
manner
as the classic
character
Within, such patrons found that same
presentation was not neglected.
in "The District Leader" of draA trio was employed, a stage setmatic yesteryear sang "What's the
ting was prepared, this also being
Dreaming"
based upon the picture directly, and UseThisof was
followed by a dramatic
the dope fiend sang "I'm Always reading of "The Quitter," a poem
wholly in keeping with the occasion,
which led up to the screening.
The story explodes the theory
outlined above, that the serious
tionally.
drama cannot be exploited sensaThat theory has been responsible
in many instances for the abandonment of ideas and plans that should
have been followed through. Because an exhibitor felt that the exploitation planned would be "out
of key" with the picture itself it has
frequently been decided to simply
screen the attraction with the usual
newspaper advertising and trust its
merit to bring the desired patron-

The setting and the male trio used for stage presentation of "The Penalty."
characteristic song number and a dramatic reading were given.

Where the picture is played for a
age.
long run it is possible that this
course need not necessarily result
in great loss. It is obvious, however, that the same engagement
would have been productive of
greater gross returns had the exploitation been given it to bring the
capacity crowd to the theatre on the
opening night instead of allowing
the picture to build it 5 own popularitv.
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Dial Co. Executive
Discusses Plans for
New Still Service
By E. P. HUNZIKER
Production Manager, Dial Film Co.
William Wrigley attributes his
phenomenal success to advertising.
The often,
gum magnate
saysof: space,
"Tell
them
use plenty
and a varied method of presenting

Paul E. Noble, manager of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., carries his artistic
endeavors, outlined in this department recently, to the front of his theatre, as
the "Go and Get It" lobby indicates.
Paul

Noble's Presentation Staff
Turns Efforts to Lobby Decoration

One of the most interest-stirring
stories recently published in this department concerned Paul E. Noble,
manager of the Liberty theatre,
Portland, Ore., and detailed the presentation organization which he has
built up. It drew the type of comment that indicates genuine interest
in a worthy subject.
Those whose attention was drawn
to it will be doubly interested to learn
that Mr. Noble does not confine the
endeavors of his staff to presentation.
Photographs reproduced herewith show views of the Liberty
lobby as it appeared during the
showing of "Go and Get It,"
Marshall Neilan's First National
production, and the handiwork of
the staff is clearly evident.
There is nothing remarkable in
the display, as regards structure.
Everyday materials were utilized,
but they were utilized well.
There is about the whole a beauty
which is wholly in keeping with the
stage work done at the institution,
and the uniformity of theatre management which it indicates is worthy
of special comment.
One-sidedness is a common failing. Because a man prefers to work
at presentation, it is natural to
slight exploitation. Because newspaper advertising chances to be an
individual's favorite work it frequently happens that he centers
upon this to the loss of important
business which might be obtained

through activities in other directions.
Where a system of presentation
has been built up as in the Liberty
case it would not be strange if the
stage were made the point of concentration tothe slighting of every
other department.
It is to the credit of Mr. Noble
that he has not permitted this condition to exist in his organiation.
He gives to his lobby the same
minute attention that he devotes to
his stage.

A corner of the Liberty lobby during the
run of the Marshall Neilan First National attraction.

your
to the
public."it seems
Thisproduct
advertising
formula
is more than applicable to motion
picture advertising. Exhibitors, distributors and producers are cognizant of the fact that the advertising accessories accompanying a
photoplay go a great way in exploiting the production.
The picture when presented to the
exhibitor for sale is presented in
the form of stills. In nine cases out
of ten the exhibitor is unable to witness a preview of the production
that is being presented to him. This
is particularly true of the showman
who runs
three
days. a picture one, two or
Two outstanding modes of advertising a picture for local showing
are — ond,
first,
the newspaper,
and, secthe lobby
display.
The newspaper serves to draw an
audience to the theatre and here we
may resort to the bromidic proverb,
"You can lead a horse to water but
youYoucan't
drink." to your
can make
draw him
an audience
theatre, but this does not necessarily imply that they will register
their money at the box office, because nine-tenths of the picture fans
make an exhaustive study together
with personal comment of the lobby
display before entering the theatre.
A good set of stills properly presented in lobby cards goes a long
way toward the success of the picture, particularly in the smaller
towns where water colors and charcoal are not attainable for lobby
cards. Again, stills should be made
suitable for use in the newspaper
columns.
The Dial are producing only allstar productions, there being no one
particular player outstanding, and
the newspapers in advertising our
productions for local showing must
necessarily
for their use.rely on the scene stills
By reason of these facts, we have
engaged in addition to our still
cameraman, an expert Graflex operator who has a deep knowledge of
good stills and will do his work on
the set while the players are in
action. The result of his efforts together with those obtained from the
still cameraman will be combined in
tion.
making the stills for each produc-
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1 A. G. Stolte, managing direc- |
| tor of the Des Moines theatre, |
I Des Moines, la., makes a spe- j
| cialty of lobby posters, em- §
| ploying an artist for this work |
| exclusively.
Stock
material j
| treated with the air brush and |
1 set against original background |
I produces such excellent effects j
| as are reproduced upon this |
| Page.
|
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Invitation Showing
For Omaha Policemen

20, 1920

for the

Precedent

Dignified,'*
Of Olympia Basis
Method

Hamlet's imperishable "To be or
not to be"ploitation
hasparallel.an interesting ex-

Sociologists discuss grandiloquently the "social
Exhibitors,
in theirstrata."
study of the
public to which they appeal, are
practical sociologists.
According to their findings their
advertising campaigns are conceived
and executed, whether consciously
or otherwise. And it is a known fact
that exhibitors who best calculate
their appeals to conform with the
individuality of their collective patronage succeed most notably.

Adaptable

"Adaptable
or notthat
adaptable?"
That
is the question
must be
asked of every exploitation story
published.
Fortunately, due to the standardization of theatre management and
practice, the majority of exploitation stories received today are concerned with adaptable Hunts.
And in high place among the
adaptable suggestions recently received is the invitation showing.
The most recent example of this
inexpensive and highly profitable form
of exploitation comes from Omaha.
Neb., where James Sladdin, Famous
Players-Lasky exploitation representative, engineered an invitation showing
of Paramount's "The Cradle of Cour-

One of the drawings submitted in the
"Revenge of Tarzan" contest at the
Queen theatre, Wilmington, Del.
Wilmington Theatre
And Newspaper Join
To Build Business
The newspaper and the theatre
have much in common.
Both appeal directly to the public,
and both depend upon the public
for support. Both are successful or
otherwise as they satisfy or fail to
satisfy the public demand.
It is natural, therefore, that they
should work together harmoniously
and profitably when united in a given
enterprise. It is not recorded that
such an enterprise ever has been set
down a complete failure.

Omaha, Neb., policemen entering the
Rialto for the complimentary showing
of "The Cradle of Courage."
age"
during the
run offortheOmaha
picture policemen
at the Rialto.
The photograph reproduced herewith shows the officers of the law entering the theatre. They formed in
platoons outside their respective stations and marched to the theatre in
formation, attracting the usual attention en route.
No scare head notices were run.
No billboard broadsides detailed the
event to passersby. But the stunt was
a profitable investment.
William S. Hart has a police character in the picture. Hence the tie-up.
And policemen talk. In this case
they talked about the picture, and
favorably.

The Scollay Square Olympia theatre. Boston, derives its support from
what is commonly termed "high class
patronage.*' The phrase has at best
a comparative significance, but serves
the present purpose as well as any that
has been contrived.
A recent attraction, "His Own
Law." the Goldwyn production starring Hobart Bosworth, illustrates the
As the photograph shows, the street
flash consists simply of a huge cutout
point. the entrance. This shows the
over
three chief characters of the picture in
sharp relief and stood out sharply
against the background both day and
night.
In addition to this a frame of stills
from the picture with very little descriptive matter had a prominent place
in the lobby.

The Queen theatre, Wilmington,
The policy of the management is to
Del., and the Wilmington Evening present the facts in the case, the name
Journal recently worked together har- of the picture, the star, if any, and
information of genuine inmoniously and profitably in an ex- the other
terest, as simply as possible. It is
ploitation stunt of considerable promreasoned that the class of patronage
which attends the theatre is the class
ise, used in behalf of Goldwyn's "The
that
would resent a direct selling arguRevenge
of Tarzan."
A drawing
contest was announced
ment, would be repelled by a straightin the newspaper, suitable rewards beforward bid for patronage.
ing offered for specimens submitted,
and the head of a lion, in all probability the Goldwyn lion, was the subject which amateur artists were invited to sketch.
The stunt created great interest in
the attraction, of course, and gave the
theatre as well as the picture prominent mention in the newspaper on successive days. Cuts were made and
used to illustrate the daily stories of
the contest.
The best point about the affair, perhaps, is the adaptability of the stunt.
There seems to be no reason why it
cannot be used by at least one exhibitor in every city in America.
If a lion's head may be used in
connection with "The Revenge of Tarzan." why not a landscape for "Peaceful Valley," a policeman's figure for
"Officer 6(56" or any star's portrait for
any production in which a star is Lobby of the Scollay Square Olympic
featured ?
theatre, Boston, Mass., as decorated
for the showing of "His Own Law."
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Specially prepared lobby cards, attractively framed, were used at the Strand theatre, New York. A letter of endorsement from
the Kenilworth Jockey Club, enlarged and framed, is seen on the right. Lobby space and advertising was divided equally
between the Educational short subject and the feature length production on the program, the type of treatment that exhibitors everywhere should accord the worth-while attraction of this type.

New
On

York

and

Brooklyn

Exploitation

for

Strands
"The

Concentrate

Race

of

the

Age"

Thomas A. Edison is the outstanding example of the
free reasoning, logical, methodical man of achievement. He
leads, not in one line of thought but in whatever line he
enters.
This enviable attribute, leadership, is no less consistently because less spectacularly displayed by progressives
in the American exhibitorial body.
Certain theatre men are always found identified with
the latest advance in showmanship. They are leaders, in
their chosen line, as Edison is a leader in his many lines.
Joseph Phmkett and Edward L. Hyman, managing
directors of the New York and Brooklyn, N. Y ., Strand
theatres respectively, are men of this type.
PERHAPS no short subject in film history has received such concentrated exploitation by such admitted masters in their line as Educational's "The Race
of the Age," the two-part feature showing the race at
Windsor, Ont., between Man O' War and Sir Barton,
recently received during a simultaneous engagement
at the two theatres.
The most talked-about turf event in recent history,
the newspapers of the nation acquainted the American
public with the details to a degree the significance of
which no exhibitor can fail to appreciate.
The Strand engagements were advertised in keeping.
The week of the showings, it chanced, was also the
closing week of the metropolitan racing season. As a
consequence interest in affairs of the track was unusually keen.
Ten
thousandat tags,
labeledthe"Route
were distributed
the track,
reverseInstructions."
side of the
tags giving the data of the two theatre showings.
Forty thousand envelopes, with "A Tip on the Big
Race" printed across the face of them, were passed out
to the crowds, the envelopes containing heralds setting
forth the description of the film attraction.
Mr. Hyman issued a four-page herald which contained among other matter his signed statement, "I
consider this the most compact, swiftly moving thriller
ever exhibited at this theatre.
Mr. Plunkett's lobby was decorated as shown in
accompanying illustrations. One frame contained his

Lobby of the Strand during the showing of "The Race of the
Age,"
Educational's
exclusive
O' War-Sir
Barton turf
classic. feature showing the Man
signed endorsement of the attraction, reading, "It is a
great pleasure to show to our patrons this historical
race. To see it is never to forget it."
Another frame presented a letter from the Kenilworth Jockey Club giving Educational the exclusive
right to pictures of the race, and attractive straight
matter was used in other frames, the colors worn by
Man eral
O' decorations.
War, orange and black, being used in the genMr. Hyman, always especially careful of his
musical settings, arranged a special score for the occasion. "Home Sweet Home" was fittingly rendered at
the opening, being followed as the picture progressed
with "The Triumph of Liberty" and "The Chase."
"Dixie" was used for the actual running of the race
and "The Panama Exposition March" marked the close,
the effect being reported such as to bring the audience
to
its feet and cheering at the moment of highest interest.
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PALACE

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., has produced some of the most remarkable newspaper
advertisements recently published, both in conception and execution. The above is a reproduction of a three-column
lateral used in connection with the screening of the Robertson-Cole production starring Marjorie Rambeau. It is typical
of the Palace style.
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Entire Week 8TABTINO
TODAY
Big Double Bill— Gloom Chasing Week
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Newspaper achievements from here and
there that reflect the
advertising thought of
the day.

AT
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YOUR

r IMPORTANT PICTURE EVES
^g^LADE STARTS TODAY AT

Str£nDT9

Front page of the "Springfield Union,"
Springfield,
as "sniped"
in behalf of the Mass.,
Fox theatre
showing
of
William Fox's "The Face at Your
-0##if tr*i Marrf

Window."
The Exclusive, One Genuine Motion Picture
Story of

r*/*T-%f_ ,Vn ■!■»!

-Oft»1 f Marry- nORAL BCV AT WCHTOrS
tKJMT PJVHI MARHV Afl mn turn ■ mo a.
m UUM utmlu ua
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Don'l Ever Mbrrr
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0' WAR'S
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MA
VICTORY
Told in Every Detail in

THE

DON'T
E* EH MARRY"
uofrars Bmbbbi
sroif Thf ^MllAll
■IO RCDUCTIOM* IN PlttCCI

RACE

ROYAL THEATER
SUKDAY HOffDAY. •CT. KM!

OF
THE
AGE
Taken by Twelve Cameramen Under Exclusive
Permission. There Is But One Actual Moving Picture of the World's Greatest Race.
YOU'LL SEE IT HERE
Four Days Starting Sunday, October 31st.
DOJGLAS MAC LEAN in "THE JATLBIBD
Three Days Starring Thursday. NovemWr 4th
OWEN MOORE in "THE POOE SIMP"

feat, ^p.'cfv
ELSIE IUK08 aid ARTHUR MEYERS — VOCAL DUETS
2^ SUNDAY t""""TI"
JUNE CAPRICE in "A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS"

The Strand, Dayton, O., divided this
two-column upright evenly between
the First National feature and the
Educational short subject.

A well-composed selling argument presented by A. B. Newhall of the Strand
theatre,
in two-column
width. ALynn,
clever Mass.,
combination
of stock
and special matter.

"©OR T (,■£» MAR*r

wivi m in m kkh\-

DOPTT E\ £» «IAR9r'
O A. ■< : - - . r - • ■ C+

P N o* oa R A »■ H
oapcms studio

A powerful cooperative page used by the
Royal theatre, Laredo, Tex., in behalf
of "Don't Ever Marry," the First National attraction.
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Executed

"Nomads

of

the

North"

Lincoln J. Carter made a lot of
money out of red fire.
There's a thrill in it.
The same impulse that makes people follow a fire engine and stand, half
frozen, zcatching even the most desultory fire in a building in which they
have not the slightest interest guarantees the "punch" in the entertainment
tluit uses the red glare and the backstage commotion at the psychological
moment.

the most promising curPERHAPSattracti
on with which to make
rent
a test of the red fire idea in presentation is "Nomads of the North," First
National's feature based upon a James
Oliver Curwood story. The picture
contains all the essentials necessary to
make the tryout a complete success.
Red fire stuff, of course, depends in
great measure upon the contagion of
the mob for its success. An admittedly
made-to-order blaze does not thrill the
single observer.
The combination of James Oliver
Curwood's name as author, and the information that the picture is a North
Woods story, should be sufficient,
however, to bring to the theatre the
necessary crowd.
It is then a simple matter to build
up the musical accompaniment to the
proper pitch as the forest fire in the
picture gains in intensity, introducing
the red glare, the roar of the wind
machine and the crackle of the flames
at the proper moment.
The simplest of settings can be devised, though even- theatre that has
scenery will find in the store room a
nd" set that
or "woodla
pass"
"rocky
ly.
will
serve
excellent
The staging of the feature is so
simple as to require no further discussion. That it should be staged goes
almost without saying.
Joseph Plunkett, manager of the
Strand. New York, used a somewhat
more elaborate feature, which is illustrated herewith. Details of this are
lacking, but the photograph carries the
idea.
The one danger of the thing is the
possibility of panic. It is not a serious
one. Program or newspaper mention
of the feature, guarded of course,
should be sufficient to insure a majority of cool heads in the auditorium,
and a majority is sufficient.
But there is another angle that
should not be slighted. It should be
remembered that the idea is borrowed
from the stage.
It is none the less a good idea for

that reason, and none the less sure of
producing the desired result.
And the stage, particularly the stage
of yesteryear, is rich in ideas that may
be as profitably adapted to presentation purposes.
The present case is a single instance.
There are other attractions, current
and coming, that present similarly
promising angles for the man with insight to capitalize.
The old drawbridge thrill, with its
"human chain," the classic saw mill
scene, the rescue from "On the Bridge
at Midnight," all will be utilized in
due time. Don't miss an opportunity.
The fight in the dark, from the last
act ofable"The
will be found
for use Wolf,"
with various
serials.suit-It
is easily managed, and highly effective.
Grizzly Management
Explains Prosperity
Frank H. Johnson, manager of the
Grizzly theatre. Big Bear Lake, Cal..
whose remarkable theatre was photographically presented in this department
recently as an example of the use of exfor exploitation's
explploitation
anation of the
remarkable sake,
successin that

has been his, gives credit to the First
National productions he has vsed. Stating
that '*A Temperamental Wife." Constance
Talmadge's First National attraction,
was one of the biggest successes he has
had. Mr. Johnson continues:
"The business I did on that picture
was a revelation to me. I decided that
probably a little more care in selecting
pictures, and possibly spending big
money tor programs, might result in
keeping business up to the top notch that
was hit
Now.
you bycan 'AtellTemperamental
the world that Wife.'
First
National is the thing up here.
"I took on First National pictures exclusively two months ago and my business jumped. You should have seen it
jump. You see. when I first started out
I thought I had folks cornered up here
and could give them almost anything.
They were miles away from another
house, rough mountain miles down to
the
Mine was ofth-e
only show
houseplains.
in the mountains
California
and
I figured that when they were up here
they would have to come.
"But my business almost doubled the
first weekelseI for
had rrre
First
nothing
fromNational.
now on.It'sI
learned that in the wilderness of California, and because of the simplicity of
the competition here the truth is more
apparent than it ever could be in a city,
where so many other explanations might
be put forth without a thance of convincing evidence to the contrary."
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interior of the theatre seldom receives the attention its power to impress favorably the patron
warrants. An exception to the rule is interesting.
The Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash., is such an

exception. The recent engagement of "The North
Wind's Malice," the Goldwyn-Rex Beach production,
brought about interior decoration of this type which
presents an interesting example.
The panels in the theatre wall were fitted with
specially painted oils in keeping with the nature of the
production. Scenes of the North Country, a locale
which is currently popular, were painted in such manner
as to harmonize with the general scheme of the theatre
interior.
* * *
Just prior to the screening of the feature thi>
decoration was brought sharply to the attention of the
patrons by the simple device of a spotlight which was
thrown upon each of them in turn, bringing out their
coloration and detail in sharp distinctness.
The idea is passed along for what it is worth.
It is not possible or practical to adopt the method
in all cases. There are attractions with which it would
not be suitable, and there are theatres that would find
its use impossible because of expense and other considerations.
But the fact remains that the theatre interior is
properly the concern of more exhibitors than currently
give it attention.
* * *
H. A. Albright, the progressive manager of the
American Theatre, Butte, Mont., has been working
for some time upon new ideas for interior decoration
of this type. The trade will be interested in his findings when they are ready for disclosure.
Meanwhile, it behooves every theatre man to put
some thought upon this subject and follow up that
thought with genuine endeavor. The trade will be interested to hear of whatever work is done in this connection.

The paintings which were spotlighted prior to the screening of
Goldwyn's
"The
North Wind's Malice" at the Liberty theatre, Seattle,
Wash.

Frank J. Rembusch. owner and general manager of the F. J.
Rembusch Enterprises, in conference with the executive
staff of his organization.

Staff

Conference
For

Theatre

Force
Betterment

THE conference habit is a good one. Though the
conference has come into more or less general vogue
in American business during the last few years, it is
still far from overdone and in most cases not used as
extensively as it should be.
Frank J. Rembusch, owner and general manager of
the F. J. Rembusch Enterprises, operating a chain of
theatres in Indiana, uses the conference method of promoting co-operation consistently.
The photograph reproduced herewith shows a Rembusch conference, the occasion being the signing up of
a First National franchise for several of the theatres
controlled by the organization. Various members of
his executive staff attended.
This is the right idea.
A full and complete understanding of aims, purposes, methods of procedure, possibilities of development, is of inestimable value to any organization. The
theatre is no exception, be it a single house or a chain
institution.
There is always a head. Some man always controls
actual expenditure and other essentials of advancement
and development. It is folly to assume that he is infallible inhis individual judgment or that all good ideas
should occur to him individually.
There are few employers or executives who resen'
a good suggestion. There are few whose inter-organization attitude still smacks of the "boss" viewpoint.
In the theatre business the conference is particularly
profitable. By the nature of the theatre the employe is
in much better position to pick up patron suggestions
and other important data than the managerial head.
These are of great importance in the successful
development of the theatre, and the theatre that does
not develop new phases consistently is not a progressive or prosperous institution.
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Juvenile

Detroit

Advertising
Motion picture enthusiasts, within
and without the trade, have commented favorably upon the "human
interest" element characteristic of
King Vidor's contributions to the
screen. They are in many respects
individual.
Exploitation, it is universally agreed,
should convey as much the spirit of
the photoplay which it is intended to
sell as possible.
That type of exploitation, the best
type, teas used by John E. Kiebes,
manager of the Dozen Theatre, Detroit, Mich., in behalf of King Vidor's
First National attraction, "The lackKnife Man."
The campaign makes a "human interest" exploitation story.
R. XIEBES concentrated his efforts upon the juvenile side of
the story, the strong appeal to youth
registered by the old man who
whittled toys for the orphan thrown
by chance into his care.
Though the appeal is strong as
presented in the picture it was materially strengthened by the Niebes
enterprise.
A hardware store window was
decorated with a cutout from the
stock paper supplied with the picture, and neat cards announced that
five jack-knives were offered as the
first five prizes for the best specimens of whittling submitted by Detroit boys, admission tickets serving
as supplementary prizes.
The
idea "caught
on." extricated
Youthful
knives were

HERALD

Participates
Vidors

in

"The

Contest

Jack-Knife

Man"

from the mazes of knickerbocker
pockets and youthful eyes scrutinized the "samples" displayed for
their guidance. Almost immediately
contributions to the contest began
flowing in.
These were taken, duly labeled
with name and address of maker,
and arranged in a theatre display
window as seen jn an accompanying illustration.
Mr. Niebes, together with the
many who immediately took interest in the contest, was amazed at the
number of boys who made inquiry
and submitted examples of their
handiwork.
In a little time it became apparent
-Ay i
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A patron's tribute to John E. Niebes,
manager of the Dawn theatre, Detroit, on the occasion of his "JackKnife Man" showing.
that if the original plan was to be
followed, the admission of the
youngsters to an evening performance, there would be no seats left
for adults. Accordingly, a matinee
was arranged for "after-school" and
the capacity of the theatre was taxed
to accommodate those whose skill
with the blade had won them the
right
see and
"Theblood.
Jack-Knife Man"
in filmtoflesh

Effective lobby decoration used by the
Dawn theatre, Detroit, Mich., in connection with "The Jack-Knife Man."
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But the genuine touch of "human
interest" was not applied until after
the picture had gone. It was then
that an artistically embossed poem
was received from a patron, Ella
Thibault Brown, who had been impressed with the event. It was en-

An effective window display which aided
in the bringing of patronage to the
"Jack-Knife Man" engagement.
titled. "John Niebes, the Jack-Knife
Man." and follows:
There were big boys and small boys,
Who many days did plan.
How just to carve an animal
To please the Jack-Knife man.
Some carved pigs, cats, elephants,
Camels, dogs, rabbits by the score.
Some of these no prizes won,
And boyish hearts were sore.
Cheer up, like Buddie, be a sport,
You've done the best you can,
Smile, and give three rousing cheers
To John Niebes, The Jack-Knife
Man.
This is human interest in exploitation.
As an event it is interesting.
As a business enterprise it commands respect.
But lation
it opens
avenues vouchsafed
for specuwhich it up
is seldom
exploitation men to enter into.
Here a primarily simple exploitation stunt has brought John E. Niebes. of Detroit, the favor of at least
a Dawn theatre-ful of boys, not to
mention an unsolicited appreciation
from a citizen.
These things are not for sale.
Mr. Niebes could not have bought
the good will of those boys, with
which goes the good will of their
parents, for money in any quantity.
He might have employed a townsman to write an appreciation, but
that would have been of no purpose.
These are earned rewards and
just. And their value to the Dawn
Theatre box-office,
obviously
is. doubtless great'
ranks aaspoorit
second in Mr. Niebes' estimation to
their value to him as ar expression
of popular sentiment.
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of

Street Exploitation
Metzger's

Favorite

Exhibitors who have tried poetry,
or doggerel, in advertising have reported surprising failure. Not that
failure was not to be expected, but
that
such
encountered.general protest should be
They have not repeated the mistake.
But they have made another.
They have abandoned the humorous side of exploitation entirely.
And that side is often worthy of attention.

"The Restless Sex" equalled "Humoresque" in box office receipts at Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles.
"Restless

Sex*'

Ties " Humoresque"
Grauman Record
Men have striven since the beginning of the industry to fix some
standard by which the merit of various attractions might be definitely
determined in dollars and cents
figures.
No one has suggested advertising
as such a standard.
Why not?
Several suggestions a great deal
less promising have been made and
given a thorough trial. Though no
definite plan for such a calculation of
picture values has been worked out,
the proposition is undeniably interesting.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre, Los
Angeles, presents an excellent subject for consideration in recent engagements. Paramount productions, "Humoresque" and "The
Restless Sex," are the attractions
involved.
When the first was opened at the
Rialto a certain attendance was
registered. The occasion was considered extraordinary and careful
watch was kept upon the box office
showing.
When the second attraction was
opened that mark was tied*
That's the interesting point of the
story, and the reason for it.
It is granted, of course, that the
same type and quality of advertising
was used for both features. The
Grauman organization is notably
consistent in advertising and it is
natural that the treatment accorded
the attractions should be on a par.
The question is, whether or not
it directly concerns exploitation
men, to what extent does exploitation determine the genuine value of
attractions ?

E. Metzger, manager of the Strand
theatre, Creston, la., does not disregard the humorous phases of exploitation. He profits by utilizing it
whenever possible.
First National's "A Twilight Baby"
gave him an idea for humorous exploitation that brought big results.
The photograph below shows the
dusky juvenile sandwich man used in
connection with the picture and is in
itself as humorous an illustration as
frequently comes to hand in connection with the present subject.
Mr. Metzger had little difficulty in
persuading the little fellow to work
for him, the very nature of the work
appealing to him strongly. And when
he was told that he had simply to go
up and down the main street of Creston at leisurely pace and infrequent
intervals during the day he was enthusiastic as he was willing. All of
which contributed to the success of the
stunt.
The important thing is that the
value of humorous exploitation properly handled should be brought home
to all.

W. D. Ascough, manager of the MilesRegent theatre, Detroit, Mich., an original thinker in exploitation.
Detroit Manager
Bases Contest

on

Lights in Signs
With title writers announcing new
and startling titles of forthcoming
productions weekly it is not strange
that exhibitors have come to base
practically all of their exploitation
upon attractions instead of upon the
theatre itself.
It should not be forgotten that the
theatre alone is exclusively the
property of the exhibitor, and that
exploitation based upon it is therefore of especial value.
A recent remarkably successful
stunt of this variety illustrates the
point excellently.
W. D. Ascough, manager of the
Miles-Regent theatre, Detroit,
Mich., is responsible for the statement that over eighty thousand peoquesstunt
in the for
pletion,participated
the time allowed
the incontest
being one month.
The theatre is well equipped with
electric signs, having three separate
over the front.
types
The displayed
contest consisted simply in

E. Metzger, manager of the Strand,
Creston, la., employed this modernized sandwich man to advertise "A
Twilight Baby."

having patrons indicate upon coupons issued with admission tickets
their guesses as to the number of
electric lights in the three signs.
The prizes offered ranged from
twenty-five dollars in cash to tickets
good for single admissions.
A Friday night was chosen for the
announcement of the winners, that
Milesbeing the slack night of thewas
the
Regent week, and so great
drawing power of the event that
police regulation was necessary to
keep the street open.
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The Hamilton theatre lobby, Lancaster, Pa., during the
run of "Yes or No," Norma Talmadge's First Nttional attraction.

m The front of the New Valentine theatre, Defiance, O.,
while D. W. Griffith's production for First National,
"The Greatest Question," was being shown.

Sick Abed
Wallace •
Reid

'

An effective and simply designed lobby display for Paramount's "Sick Abed," contrived by James A. Estbridge,
manager of the Gastonian theatre, Gastonia, N. C.

Night flash presented by the Strand, Scranton, Pa., during
the run of Goldwyn's "The Silver Horde."

A cutout and relief-poster effect used for "The Idol g
Dancer" when that First National attraction was m
shown at a theatre* which fails to identify itself with g
the photograph.

Lobby decoration used by the Princess, Portland, Ind.,
for First National's big success, "In Old Kentucky."
araim
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Air Delivery Is
Exploitation for
"Go and Get It"

Monte Rice, Los Angeles exploitation representative of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, set a record in window display advertising by obtaining space in sixteen windows in every block of the business district for the engagement of "The
Right to Love" at Grauman's Rialto.

Rice's

"Right to Love" Campaign
Sets Window
Exploitation Record

Monte Rice, Los Angeles exploitation representative for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, recently
established what promises to stand
for some time as a record in window
display exploitation. The showing
of "The Right to Love" at Grauman's Rialto Theatre was the occasion.
Accompanying illustrations show
two of the displays used. They
may not be exceptional in them-

Cutouts were used effectively in the majority of the Los Angeles "Right to
Love" campaign.

selves as examples of window art,
but the fact that sixteen such displays were obtained in every block
of the business section reveals the
remarkable angle.
Consider what that representation
means.
When even a single display is
used, exhibitors declare, the effect is
distinctly noticeable at the boxoffice and patrons almost invariably
comment upon the same when entering or leaving the theatre.
There can be no questioning of
the fact that a good window display
really builds business.
What, then, must be the effect of
so general a covering of the business
section ?
The answer involves something
more than mere multiplication. Geometrical progression enters into the
calculations, and the most general
conclusion drawn from this is
strongly in favor of the best interests of the theatre.
Mr. Rice's performance undoubtedly established a record.
The nearest approach to it was
made by Maurie Meyers, exploitation representative of Sol Lesser,
when, working with Joseph Plunkett, manager of the Strand, New
York, he literally "plastered" a large
section of the city with window displays for the First National attraction, "What Women Love."

Emergencies produce what passes
as inspiration. It is doubteful if
there is a better explanation for that
hackneyed superstition.
Emergencies were responsible for
the first deliveries of film by airplane. If not exactly an inspiration
in the accepted sense, the idea has at
least served the purpose of one in
exploitation.
The G e m theatre, Pipestone,
Minn., ably managed by Jerry Hines,
is the place where the stunt was
used. Marshall Neilan's First Naproduction,
"Go and Get It,"
was thetional
feature
involved.
The town was well billed for the
attraction several days before the
opening date.
Then, on the day before the. showing, the date lines were covered with
white strips and small stickers added
to give forth the information that it
seemed impossible to get a print of
the picture in time for the opening
and the showing would probably
have to be postponed.
On the morning of the opening
day, however, a huge banner was
hung in front of the theatre announcing that a print of the film had
been received in Minneapolis and
would be sent immediately to Pipestone by airplane, the plane to land
in the local ball park at 2:30 p. m.
The capacity of the theatre was
the
only limit to the box office receipts.

View of the Gem theatre, Pipestone,
Minn., where airplane delivery advertised "Go and Get It."
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"While New
York Sleeps
A Sensation in Salt Lake

FOLLOWING the remarkable "dollar top" opening
which introduced William Fox's "While New York
City,
Sleeps" to the territory centering about Kansas
Mo., that attraction opened scarcely less auspiciously
in Salt Lake City, Utah. Accompanying photographic
reproductions give interesting details of the opening.
That the premiere was well attended the above
view of the theatre, showing the waiting line, gives
ample proof.
The illustration below gives at least one ot the
reasons.
ot national inThe New York skyline is an object pictures
it was
terest. Before the advent of motion
.the
and
art,
postcard
of
frequently made the subject
in
ty"
"populari
its
to
y
immensel
added ns.
screen has productio
uncounted
As the photograph discloses, this skyline was made
The space
the subject of the lobby artist's endeavora s.cutout
reproout with
above the marquee was fitted
duction ofunusual realism, backlighting being supplied
to heighten the general effect.
A thorough campaign, such as has been used for
the picture's introduction in other cities, supported this
appeal, and the attendance produced was as indicated.
The Fox policy of thus introducing the special at1 traction under exceptional circumstances in leading
ly discussed in a repopulation centers was thorough
cent number. It is a policy of promise and one which
will doubtless engage the attention of the entire trade.
as an inThe Salt Lake City event is chronicled ntly
acted
stance of a well thought out policy consiste
upon. That is the right type of exploitation.

A. D. Weiss, manager of the Liberty theatre, a
Chicago neighborhood house, not only took advantage of the Paramount-"Evening American"
free election bulletin service, but exploited the
event in true showmanship style. A telegraph
instrument was conspicuously installed in the
lobby and an operator made sufficient ado about
the receiving of the reports to create a profound impression and draw a veritable multitude of the interested. This despite the fact
that the instrument was a "dummy."
The Central Inland Waterways Association of
Cincinnati, O., presently engaged in a strong
fight for the route of the government barge
canal, has caused the title of Marshall Neilan's
First National attraction "Go and Get It," to be
printed in the largest type on the envelopes
used in its extensive correspondence.
Joseph Plunkett. managing director of the Strand
theatre, New York, is preparing what is expected to be his greatest exploitation and presentation effort to date for the opening on November 14 of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole
production of Otis Skinner's stage triumph in
which that star is featured. An Oriental lobby
display, fashioned after scenes from the picture,
extensive street exploitation of similar nature
and the most pretentious prologue ever used
at the Strand are among the features promised.
While the question of a $2,500,000 bond issue for
dock improvements engaged the attention of
Houston, Tex., citizens, the newspapers printed
a cartoon entitled "Something to Think About"
and showing a mythical figure which strongly
resembled Gloria Swanson contemplating the
harbor and the expenditure. J. Frank Shea
conceived the idea because the Paramount picture of that title was the current attraction at
the Queen theatre, which he manages, and the
artist of the Southern Enterprises, Inc., produced the drawing.
Rockford. 111., was showered with 10.000 tickets,
200 of which were good for admission to
Aschers' Midway theatre, from an airplane engaged to perform in the interests of Goldwyn's
"Earthbound."
A "Lunch Hour Club" for stenographers and
other office workers, which is simply the regular 11 a. m. to 2 p. m. performance, has been
utilized to good advantage by the Alhambra
theatre, Utica, N. Y. Because Constance Talmadge has the role of a stenographer in "A
Virtuous Vamp," her First National attraction,
this production was used for the introduction
of the innovation.
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Fox

to Obtain "Action
Stills" for
Use of Exploitation
Department

Still Photographs

Are

Declared

to Be Growing

Importance and Value— Production
Will Concentrate on Them
With the so-called still photograph increasing inimportance in connection with
the production of motion picture entertainment until now it is recognized as
second in value only io the film itself, William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation, after much planning, has succeeded
in co-ordinating his production forces to
obtain "action stills" for every purpose in
the exploitation department of his organIn theization. v past the still photograph was
merely a record for the producer, or
director, to assure accuracy of detail in
settings and costuming of a picture. The
director took his still picture today for
reference on the morrow to check the
detail of his set or the clothes of his
players.
Possibilities Recognized
Later, with the influx of more progressive showmen into the picture field, still
pictures became more frequent, and their
use in illustrating the advertising folders
published in behalf of the films awakened producers generally to the possibilities of the still camera on the motion
picture stage.
For several years now the larger producing firms have been publishing photographs from the photoplay. These have
been used for press books, for publication in trade papers, for fan journals and
for the newspapers that have opened up

November
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their columns to the screen. From the
stills, also, the posters have been made
and lobby display cards of various styles.
Use Is Growing
This latter use of the still photo is
growing in importance and value daily,
and it is toward this end that Mr. Fox
has issued instructions to both his Eastern and Western production forces to concentrate every effort in securing photographs with a story in them; pictures that
contain at once the quality which attracts the eye of the passer-by, strength,
action and contrast in tones.
The first step was to equip every company at work with one 8 by 10 camera with
special lenses, and one graphlex camera
for the fast-motion work which offers
the most striking stills for lobby display
purposes. Every company now working
in the Eastern and Western studios is
thus equipped, and the result of the first
week's work show a greater number of
attractive pictures than during any other
one week with a like number of units
engaged.
Lobby Display Important
"The lobby display," declared a Fox
representative, "is a vital factor in the
patronage of the picture theatre today.
As anyone who studres the exhibition
game may see for himself, there are thousands of people in every city who are
drawn into the lobby cf the house by the
photos displayed there. — and upon the

20, 1920

drawing power of these pictures a good
percentage of the business depends.
"Why is it that you can stand and see
people study the photos and turn away
disinterested toward another theatre?
Because the photos convince them that
there is nothing in the film to interest
them. The producer has either lost the
atmosphere of the story or has failed to
give the prospective patrons in the photos
that thing which at once attracts and
creates a growing interest to see the play
from which they were taken."
Contracts

Closing

Rapidly for Space
At Southern Fete
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 9.— The various
local exchanges have taken booths in
the Auditorium-Armory for the Motion
I'icture Exposition to be held here the
week of December 6. Promoters announce that there is some space left, but
that contracts are closing rapidly for the
remaining sections.
The exposition is sponsored by the
Film
Exchange
Managers'
Associationhaveof
Atlanta.
The fact
that promises
been obtained from several producers for
the personal appearance of popular stars
has given encouragement to the movement. Select Pictures Corporation has
promised that Zena Kcefe, Eugene
O'Brien and Rubye de Remer will be
present; D. W. Griffith will send Dorothy
Gish; Metro will be represented by Bert
Lytell, provided he has finished the production on which he is now working.
Universal has given permission for
Eddie Polo to be present, and it is possible that Priscilla Dean will be present
A number of others have promised to be
present for the evening, including Lillian
Walker,
Peggy O'Neil,
Frances DuPre,
Eldridge,a
Helen Gardner
and Louise
daughter
of
the
South
and
a
native
of
Atlanta.
u. s. Government Wants
M. P. Laboratory Aids
Competitive examinations for motion
picture laboratory aids will be held in
the various states and territories of the
United States on December 15, 1920. All
citizens of the United States who meet
the requirements, both men and women,
may enter this examination.
The duties of appointees will consist
of assembling, splicing and repairing
motion picture films and may include
"the staining of positives, the printing of
positive films and the operation of proApplicants
wish
to take jection
the machines."
examination
shouldwhoaddress
the Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
Chicago's" Daylight Plan
Daylight saving won by a small margin
at the November 2 election in Chicago.
According to plans now being considered by the city council the period will
be shortened two months next year, beginning the last Sunday of April and
ending the last Sunday in September.
Exhibitors opposed the measure because
too
long.
it continued
the daylight saving period

Pearl White in a scene from "Tiger's
her latest Fox feature, directed by
CharlesCub,"
Giblyn.

New M. P. Theatre
CAMBRIDGE, MD.— The Cambridge
Amusement Company will erect a new
cost $100,-of
here to capacity
theatre
motionIt picture
000.
will have
a seating
H. W. Webb has been selected
1,200.
as
manager.
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Settings

No Expense in Money
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in

New

Realart

at Company's

NO

expense in time, money or labor has
been
to make
the bigspared
production
the "The
story Furnace"
calls for,
according to Realart Pictures Corporation.
This statement was made in connection with
the announcement that bookings for this
latest William D. Taylor special are being
made.
As an instance of the tremendous amount
of labor and expense needed to fulfill the
requirements of the production the cathedral scene is cited. For this setting was required an interior which was declared to be
an almost exact reproduction of the Church
of St. Mary Magdalene in London. It took
four days to construct this scene, with
scores of carpenters, decorators, painters
and other skilled workers laboring constantly. When this wedding scene, which
opens the story, was taken, there were more
than 300 extras engaged in it as church dignitaries, bridesmaids, ushers, reporters and
guests.
* * *
THE wedding, said to be patterned after
that of Princess Patricia, called for both
exterior and interior scenes of the cathedral
so a replica of the church had to be constructed. This required another force of
workers and great quantities of materials,
because the size of the interior scene — 125
feet wide. 250 feet long, and 30 feet high —
necessitated a correspondingly large exterior.
This, it is remarked, constituted only a
small part of the labor. Each of the extras
had to be clad in gowns especially designed
to suit the occasion while the decorations of
the cathedral had to be in keeping with the
best dictates of English society in order to
reproduce exactly the brilliance of the affair.
Another big scene was the wedding breakfast, which was especially prepared by a
Los Angeles restaurateur and in which, it
is said, vast quantities, of delicious food
were used. Following the taking of the
THE

CATHEDRAL

Exchanges

Throughout

scenes the food was given to a Los Angeles
charitable institute.
* * *
THE task of staging the landslide was
an expensive and laborious one. The
action of the story demands that a real
landslide occur just as the heroine is seen
in a blinding rainstorm driving along a
badly washed-out road under a cliff. After
days of preparation hundreds of tons of
rocks and earth were dislodged and sent
down in a terrific landslide just as the herocar approached
bend isofwell
the worth
road.
It is ine's
declared
thai thetheeffect
all of the work and expense involved.
It is the belief of Realart that the elaborate and costly scenes are more than justified by the final effect. They predict that
the time, effort and expense involved in the
production will be reflected when the picture is judged
at the final court of the exhibitors box office.
In the all-star cast is Agnes Ayres. as
Folly Vallance, the London actress. She
has a role in which she uses to fullest advantage her beauty and great acting ability.
Playing the part of Anthony Bond, millionaire Canadian, is Jerome Patrick, who
first won attention as an actor on the speaking stage.
* * *

Furnace"
has in
whole
of his
roles"The
strongest
one Xof theSILLS
MILTO
screen career. As Keene Mordaunt, Anthony Bond's best friend, he has the trying
Foil}-, ofthehergiddy
keeping
task
actions.of
own wife
the results
Bond, offrom
He plays this difficult part with skill.
Theodore Roberts has a part in "The
Furnace" that he plays with unusual skill.
He appears as the irascible old General
Brent and his characterization work is derole. clared to be particularly effective in this
As Patricia, the daughter of General
Brent, Betty Fracisco has a role especially

SCENE

Film!

or Labor Spared in Producing the Latest

William D. Taylor Picture, "The Furnace" — Bookings Now
Being Made
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the Country

fitted to her. She is young in years, but
not in experience, having played two seasons in "Maytime" and with the Ziegfeld
Follies in addition to her work with a large
producing organization.
Lucien Littlefield is best known as a character expert and a master of make-up. In
his interpretation of the parasitic brother of
the heroine he is at his very best
Experienced in feminine character roles.
Helen Dunbar brings to the part of Mrs.
General Brent a wealth of experience acquired by many years on the stage and
screen.
OTHERS in the cast are Robert Bolder.
Fred
Turner, Mayme Kelso and Edward Martindel.
The theme of "The Furnace" is marriage
and divorce — trfat marriage without love is
comparable to a furnace of discord and
unhappiness. Folly Vallance, the London
actress, is very much in love with her husband.whenAnthony
Bond, a him
millionaire
dian,
she marries
and theyCanalook
forward to a wonderful future. Through
a little misunderstanding — his failure to
trust her and his unwillingness to accept an
explanation — they drift apart. He leads
his own life and she strives, by means of
lavish entertainments and frequent flirtations, to live her own — and be happy. Daily
he becomes more suspicious and watchful —
although always icily courteous — until, at
length, their lives are discordant and
wretched. The complications growing out
of this powerful theme and the force of the
climax made the production what is declared to be one of the most gripping as
well as the most elaborate productions of
the year.
Open Ness City Theatre
NESS CITY, KAN.— The new Doris
theatre has been opened.

PICTURE

"THE

FURNACE"

Left — Carpenters finishing the production.
set the afternoon
filminga few
the hours
weddingafterscene
"The Furnace," Williart
Right — before
Same scene
it wasfor finished.

D. Taylor's
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"Their Mutual Child"
New American Special
Margarita Fisher Stars in CP.
Wodehouse Story— Has
Good Support
American has announced its cast for
the next special, "Their Mutual Child,"
by P. G. Wodehouse. Margarita Fisher,
holding an enviable position as one of
the foremost screen stars, has been selected to carry the leading role.
Included in the cast chosen to support
Miss Fisher is Nigel Barrie, a favorite
as a leading man in many big productions. Mr. Barrie has shared the honors
with Marguerite Clark, Clara Kimball
Young and Bessie Barriscale in some of
their biggest pictures. He also won
much applause with Marguerita Sylva in
the American production, "The Honey
Bee."
Harvey Clark Cast
Harvey Clark, character actor, who
has done work for both the screen and
stage, has an excellent opportunity to
display his talents. Mr. Clark was treasurer of the Holly Street theatre in Boston when the urge of the footlights got
him, and he asked the late Henry B.
Harris to give him a start. He was cast
for an important role in "Bobby Burnitt." He recently appeared in "The
Week End," "The Dangerous Talent"
and other "Flying A" specials.
Master Pat Moore, the talented youngster, who, although not over five years
old, has made a reputation on the screen,
has a prominent part in this drama,
which, by the way, is called a "Comedy
in Eugenics."
is considered
one
of the bestHe dramatic
actorsby ofmany
his
age
in
filmland.
Pat's
first
venture
motion pictures was with Elliott Dexterin
in DeMille's "The Squaw Man," where
his work at once placed him on a stellar
plane. It is evident that Pat has inherited
some of his dramatic ability from his
mother, Norah Moore, who was a leading lady at the Gaiety theatre in London,
and who was the original "Xan" in "The
Country Girl."
Good Support Named
Margaret Campbell, Joseph Bennett,
Beverly Travers. Andrew Robson, StanWheatcroft,
Thomasthe O'Brien
and
WilliamhopeLloyd
complete
cast.
George L. Cox, who directed Miss
Fisher in "The Gamesters," her latest
picture for American, and who is in a
great measure responsible for the recent "Flying A" successes, namely, "A
Light
Woman"
and "The Blue Moon,"
will direct
this production.

Ziegfeld Signs Miss Shay
Paula Shay. Broadway favorite of
many seasons and recently a member
of the cast of "The Mirage," has been
signed by W. K. Ziegfeld for a part in
"The Black Panther's Cub," the initial
Ziegfeld film which Emile Chautard is
directing with Florence Reed in the
stellar role.
^JI111ll1lt:i!lllTITITIllll1IIT1TrTlTlliril1lllflllT11ltlTTniTlllTlllTliriITllT]1ll11llTTI1Illlll1Ifl1l(1Tll1>iri Itri llllllll^g
Not Affiliated
1
of the term
National" §|
| by Useseveral
other "First
organizations
I has resulted in officers of the As- |
| sociated First National Pictures. |
1 Inc., drawing attention to the fact |
j that no other organization using j
1 the term is connected with Asso- |
| ciated First National Pictures in §
| any way.
|
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Lobby

Still

B9IM I'eter* n ml Florence- \ Itlor In n
MMM
from "l.ylnac
Llpn,"I'rodueera
ThomtiN fea-II.
Iiht'n neeond
tMMoelnted
ture. John Kill*, portrait MoeelnllKt deNicned it.
Film Final Episodes
Tarzan' 1
Of "Son
Near ofSan Francisco
Harry Revier, director; Roy Somerville, photodramatist, and a company of
over twenty players have been in San
Francisco filming the initial scenes of the
fifteenth and final episode of "The Son
of
tion.Tarzan" for National Film CorporaThrough the courtesy of Captain
Cousins
the "President,"
was
enabled toof obtain
a number ofRevier
shipboard
scenes for the grand finale of the serial
while en route to the Golden Gate city.
Included in the party on location were
Karla Schramm, Manilla Martan, P.
Dempsey Tabler, George Morrell and
Eugene Burr of the cast; Ad Linkoff, assistant director, and Lee Humiston
and Charles Clark, cameraman. "The
Son of Tarzan" was adapted by Somerville from the book by Edgar Rice Burroughs. The world's
to the serial
are controlled
by Davidrights
P. Howells.
Gollos Buys Feature
Aaron Gollos, president of the newly
formed Gollos Enterprises, Chicago, announces that his exchange has acquired
the Illinois and Indiana rights to the
Commonwealth Film Corporation's feature, "The Hidden Light."
Sell N. Y. Theatre Site
NEW YORK. — As a site for a theatre
and office building in the uptown colored
zone, Arabella Realty Company has sold
the eleven three and four-story buildings
at the southwest corner of Seventh
avenue and 135th street.
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New Hallroom Series
Launched This Week

"Hired and Fired" Negative
Being Cut and Titled by
Jack Cohn
of "Hired
theThe
firstnegative
of the new
series ofandtheFired,"
Hallroom Boys comedies, has just been received from Harry Cohn, in charge of
productions on the coast, by Jack Cohn
of the C. B. C. Film Saies Corporation
of New York, who is busy cutting and
titlingber 15. the picture for publication Novem"These comedies, two of which will be
released a month, are the cleverest, cleanest comedies we have ever produced,"
states Jack Cohn. "They are snappy,
funny and full of pep and punch.
Built Around Demand
"The comedies were selected after an
exhaustive study of the wants of the
independent exchange men and exhibitors
in the comedy line. Bright, snappy
titles, fresh prints, good advertising material, make the produce sure-fire comedies, each release a box office winner.
"They have been adapted from the
famous H. A. McGill cartoons that millions of people have enjoyed reading during the past fifteen years. They still
appear in newspapers throughout the
country and represent the highest type
of American comedy.
Good Reports Made
"State rights buyers report that the
most representative houses in their territories are booking the convedies to their
limit. I think the best proof of whether
a picture is going across big is when contracts for the picture come piling in.
"Praise is fine in its way, but the sort
of commendation that pleases most is a
contract, and this is just what these cornedits are doing for various state rights
Ascher Reorganizes His
buyers."
New Offices in Buffalo
Obtained From Hamilton
Sidney Ascher, president of Ascher
Features, Inc., has been in Buffalo in
the interest of his company and with
the view of reorganizing his newly acquired Buffalo office, which he took over
from Hamilton Pictures Corporation at
the time he obtained the franchise to distribute the Triangle, Keystone and
Hamilton New
specials
northern
Jersey.in New York and
Ascher states that additional salesmen
ivill be put on.
Sign Up Two

More

States

Devil's
Angel"of
TwoFor
more"The
states have
been disposed
on "The Devil's Angel," the Lejaren a'
Hiller pictorial version of artist life in
the Latin quarter, which is being distributed through state right exchanges by
the Clark Cornelius Corporation.
Pierce Film Company of New Orleans,
La., bought the rights for Louisiana and
Mississippi. Among the other states disposed of are Illinois, Greater New York,
northern New Jersey, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Florida and Georgia.
Lannan in Cedar Rapids
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.— J. P. Lannan
of Norfolk, Neb., has assumed active
management of the Isis theatre, succeeding Manager Wescott, who resigned to
take up other business duties.
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Westart Corporation
Finishes Three Films
All Two-Reel Westerns; Said
By Officials to Equal Any
On Market
The Westart Pictures Corporation,
which started work six weeks ago in
Tulsa, Okla., making two-reel Western
dramas, announce that they have finished
the first three pictures. These have been
given a private screening for the officials
of the company, who were unanimous in
their praise.
Concerning this venture, Roger S.
Mitchell, general manager of the company, said:
"It is our endeavor to turn out tworeelers heretofore unequaled, with the
idea of sparing no expense. We are
convinced that the picture world will welcome our subjects. We know there is a
big demand for good two-reel Western
pictures and believe they should contain
plenty of action, well placed and wholesome comedy, unlimited thrills and a
story that is feasible, well founded and
interesting.
Honest Effort Made
"Bearing
this in
have and
put
our honest all
efforts
intomind,
our we
product
after seeing the first three pictures I am
confident they will measure up to any
and surpass most of those now on the
market."
J. Gordon Cooper, who directed the
Chief Flynn stories, is directing the
Westart pictures. The leading man is
Jack Mower, who will be remembered as
the hero in "The Third Eye," a Pathe
production. He was also identified as
the kissless suitor in the "Beloved
Cheater," with Lew Cody, and played lead
in Helen Holmes' new serial, "The Tiger
Band."
Al Hart, late with Selznick, and Robert
Conville, last with Goldwyn, play, respectively, character and heavy leads
with the company. The cameraman,
A. H. Vallet, made "The Law of the
V'ukon"
for Realart,
and wasalso
lately
Zosmopolitan.
Included
in with
the
:ompany are thirty cowboys, each one
;aid
to be a real "hand" and a master in
lis line.
Large Studio Erected
The Westart company is purchasing
tories suitable for five-reel pictures and
:ondensing them into two-reel lengths.
Sach story is made in 4,000 feet and reluced later to a 2,000-foot negative. A
arge studio has been erected in Tulsa
md work on the first picture in the new
tudio will begin within ten days.
"Black Gold,"
first picture,
will be
mblished
through theindependent
exchanges
ibout December 1. It is a Western
tory, the scenes of which are laid in
he Oklahoma oil fields. "Out of the
.louds,"
picture,
a new
leparture thein second
Westerns,
it isisclaimed.
The Fatal Scar" is the third picture, in
vhich a genuine Texas black diamond
attlesnake
of enormous proportions is
sed.
Westart Pictures plan to publish their
ubjects through independent exchanges
n December 1. They will be sold in a
eries of twelve.
Buys Charlevoix Theatre
CHARLEVOIX, MICH.— The Majesic theatre, formerly owned by A. F.
"oung
of Detroit,
Lou
i.
Moon,
manager hasof been
the sold
new toPalace
heatre. The Majestic, which has been
losed
for some time, will be remodeled
nd reoDened.
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i Geraldine Farrar
Master Publicist
Geraldine Farrar, motion picture
I star and grand opera artist, may
I not realize it but she has given
1 publicity men a mark to shoot at.
Some months ago, the editor of
I the Newspaper Feature Service, ap1 plied to her for material for a
I "Sunday story." With the assistI ance of her'secretary, she prepared
1 a story about herself and "The
\I recently
Riddle: Woman,"
she
starred in the
for picture
Associated
| Producers. Then, she went on a
1 concert tour and forgot it.
Up to date, the story has been
I carried as a full page feature in the
I Sunday editions of ninety-eight
j newspapers.

j
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Lesser Gets Bergman
Irving M. Lesser, producing "Peck's
Bad Boy,"ofannounces
he has secured
the
services
Henry Bergman
who has
been
closeforin the
Charles
picture
activities
past Chaplin's
four years.
Mr.
Bergman will not portray any role in
"Peck's Bad Boy." He has been engaged
to assist Natj Watt, the director of the
picture. Bergman will concentrate his
efforts with Jackie Coogan, who is
featured in the film. During the year
spent by Chaplin in producing "The
Kid," Bergman studied Jackie (who portrayed the title role) and there is probably no person who understands the
little fellow more than Mr. Bergman.
Buys Waterloo Majestic
WATERLOO, IA.— The Majestic
theatre building has been purchased by
Frank L. Suffern of Decatur, III, for
$170,000.
Transfer in Troy, Mo.
TROY, MO.— Joseph B. Wells has
sold B.-J. theatre to Holmes & Barley.
Wells has been proprietor for the last
two years.
LOOKS

LIKE
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Speeding Work
On Large Addition
Old Building Is Wrecked to
Make Room for New
Structure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.— The old building which stood on the corner of 56th
Street and Tenth Avenue — non-completion of negotiations for the purchase of
which interfered with the plans of William Fox to cover Tenth Avenue from
55th to 56th Streets when his new plant
was erected last year — has disappeared
and stoneworkers have started laying
a new foundation for Fox there.
Owing to the rapid progress of the
construction crew on the job, it is expected that the new corner of the Fox
building will join the original structure
to its roof level within the next
three weeks.
Fox

Work on this addition is under the
personal supervision of Wiljiam Fried,
the young architect who superintended
the erection of the big administration
and studio building completed last February. According to the blue prints, it
will give an increase in floor space of
approximately 6300 square feet.
Several of the larger departments
which require more room, will then be
spread out, and the stage floor will
benefit by
about 2100 square feet additional space.
Begin Construction of
Kansas City Theatre
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Construction
work on the Main theatre, Fourteenth
and Main streets, to be the Kansas City
link of the Junior Orpheum chain of
vaudeville
immediately.and picture houses, will start
Martin Beck, president of the Orpheum!
circuit, has been in San Francisco in the
interest of the new Junior1 Orpheum
house there. Lawrence Lehman is resident manager of the local hous*e.

A PROHIBITIONIST'S

DREAM

Buck Jones, the Foxtaking
star, care
commandeers
water
that none the
of the
gang wagon
falls off.in "Just Pals" and is
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BETTY COMPSON
and Kmory Jolinton In n seeac from •■Prl*onera of Lov©," i«» *>■ dtMtrliiuied by
Goldvryn.
Mr. J oiin^on hu liri>n enu
lo BppCfllT In MInm COHpiOK1! MU|lpoii In kn N<-conil iirodiiflioii.
Chester Conklin

Warnes

Against Film Re-Issues
A warning to exhibitors has been issued by Chester Conklin, the former
Sennett and Fox star, who now is heading his own company making two reel
comedies for Special Pictures Corporation. He says:
"There are numerous comedies in
which I was featured several years ago
now being placed on the market, and it
has come to me that in some isntances
film salesmen are representing them as
my latest product. For the protection
of the exhibitor I wish to announce that
my services are contracted for exclusively by the A. L. Hart productions and
that my two reelers will be issued
through Special Pictures Corporation
only. Let me caution exhibitors against
being deceived. I have issued only two
two reel comedies through Special so
far. Their titles are 'Home Rule' and
'A Soft Boiled Yegg.' They can be
identified by the name of A. L. Hart productions and that of Special Pictures
Corporation on the main title.
Build to Replace House
Condemned in Minnesota
DEER RIVER, MINN. — E. Perrizo
and son Lawrence, whose picture theatre
was recently closed by the state fire
marshal, have purchased the lot next
to the News office and will erect a modern brick theatre, 25 by 125 feet. Contractors have agreed to have the house
ready within sixty days. The shovvhouse
has been moved to the Coliseum, where
it will remain until the new house is
ready.
Michigan House Promised
For Opening Next August
MT. CLEMENT, MICH.— The new
$250,000 theatre now being built in Walnut street, will be completed, it is stated
by contractors, not later than August of
next year.
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Script

For First Dial-Hunter Production
now at work on the screen adaptation of
W. R. Lighton, author and playwright,
has been signed by Dial Film Company
Irving Bacheller's most recent lite'rary
to do the continuity on the series of pro- achievement, "The Light in the Clearing," which is scheduled to be the first
Dial-Hunter production for publication
Hunter. ductions to be directed by T. Hayes
W. Hodkinson CorporaThis announcement follows closely the throughtion.theActualW.filming
will commence in
statement made by Otto Bollman, presi- about ten days, according to President
Bollman.
dent of the company, that Mr. Hunter
had been signed. The director's previous
successes are Goldwyn's "Earthbound,"
Sennett Five Reeler
"The Cup of Fury," "The Border
Stars Charlie Murray
Legion" and Hampton's "Desert Gold."
Was Belasco Associate
In Role of a Judge
T. Hayes Hunter was associated with
"Love, Honor and Behave" is the first
David Belasco for three years and assisted in the production and presentation
Mack Sennett five-reel production to exof
"Thenotable
Girl of
the Golden
West" and
ploit tire genial comedy talent of Charlie
other
Belasco
successes.
Murray
in a stellar role.
He likewise was affiliated with the
The picture has been completed, has
Erlanger and Frohman theatrical interests and was one of the first stage pro- passed the cutting room stage and is on
ducers to enter the silent drama, hav- its way to First National headquarters
ing succeeded D. W. Griffith at the old in New York, from whence it will bt
Biograph studios in the early days of the distributed.
cinema.
Wrote Post Stories
Murray has an opportunity in "Love,
Honor and Behave" to app-ear in many
Mr. Lighton will be remembered as episodes
of legitimate, high comedy appeal, it is announced. He plays the role
the
author
of
the
famous
'*Billy
Fortune"
stories that ran for many consecutive of a judge of the superior court and as
weeks in the Saturday Evening Post. such is appealed to by a quarreling bride
Lighton is now engaged in completing a ind groom to compose their difficulty or
new scries of short stories for the Post. set them free of their recently acThis literary light numbers among
quired marriage vow.
his screen achievements Will Rogers'
success, "Jes' Call Me Jim." and has
Buys Clarion, la., Theatre
completed a s-eries of six original stories
which will be produced by Goldwyn as
CLARION, IA.— Dr. W. J. Strain of
stellar vehicles for Will Rogers.
Eagle Grove has purchased the Orpheum
theatre from H. C. Frohm, who reopened
AdoptHunter
Bacheller's
T. Hayes
and Mr. Story
Lighton are the house several months ago.
Louise

Fazenda

Begins

Production

Of Special Comedies November
27
Louise Fazenda will start making the and no expense will be spared to make
the Fazenda productions comedy specials
first of her series of two-reelers for Spe- in
two reels.
cial Pictures Corporation on November
27 at Special Pictures studio in Hollywood, according to announcement made
by Louis W. Thompson, president of Pansy Porter Engaged to
Special on the West Coast.
Play Opposite Jack Hoxie
The well-known comedienne who was
Word has been received by Arrow
placed under contract several weeks ago
Film Corporation from Ben Wilson that
has just finished her work with Mack
Sennett and is now a free agent to join Pansy Porter will play the leading
role opposite Jack Hoxie in his
the list of Special stars, which now in- feminine
first special five reel feature now in the
cludes Ford Sterling, Neely Edwards,
course
of
production.
Charlotte Merriam and Chester Conklin.
Miss Porter has had considerable
Pictures Will Alternate
screen experience, as well as two years
Miss Fazenda will work under the ban- of stage training, having been a memner of the A. L. Hart productions, which
ber of a musical stock company in Los
are sponsoring the Conklin two-reel
Angeles.
On the screen she has apcomedies. Her two-reelers will alternate
peared in several serials. "The Man
on publication dates with those produced
From Nowhere" marks the entrance of
by Conklin.
Jack Hoxie into the realm of feature
Her contract calls for twelve two- productions
as a star.
reelers a year, to be produced under a
well-known director, whose contract
Averts Cleveland Blaze
must be approved by Miss Fazenda. She
also has the right to approve or reject
CLEVELAND,
Little damage
all stories, and the finished film, including resulted from a recentO.—blaze
in the Tersub-titles, must have her okay before
minal theatre, 232 Superior avenue,
the prints are sent out to the exchanges.
N. W., when a film caught fire while
Has All-Star Casts
being exhibited. The operator exThe star is probably best known for
tinguished the blaze.
her work in "Down On the Farm," a
Sennett-United Artists' five-reeler, alWinter Theatre Change
though her comedy efforts have been
recognized
for
several
years
in
the
twoCHIPPEWA FALLS. WIS.— The
reelers from the Sennett studios.
Palace theatre has been closed for the
According to President Thompson she winter
and the Empire reopened. The
will be given all-star supporting casts,
of the laton account
is made
the best of directors, the pick of stories, ter's
changebetter
heating
facilities.
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Al. St. John Joins
Sunshine Comedies
William Fox Announces Well
Known Funmaker Is Now
At Work
Al St. John, comedian, acrobat, tumbler and slapstick expert per excellence,
is now hard at work with the Fox
Sunshine Comedy forces at the Hollywood studios in California. Peculiar interest and importance attaches to the
engagement of St. John for the reason
that he brings to the organization not
only his ability as a mirth-making ac,tor, but his ability as a director as
well..
Al St. John evoluted to the amusement world from his father's home in
Santa Anna, Cal., not so very long ago.
He is now in his twenties, and has won
fame ticsinand clever
picturescomedy
"by reason
anwork of
withhisFatty
Arbuckle in many successful films. He
has attracted the attention of many producers, and among them William Fox,
president of the Fox Film Corporation
because
of his ability in the field ofhis
selection.
Almost
all of
St. native
John'sstate,
pictorial
work
has been
in his
and
by his association with Fox he will remain there working at the Hollywood
studios. It is not yet known what will
be the title of the first Sunshine Comedy in which he is to be seen. The
regular Fox Sunshine comedians will
lend their support to the new funmaker.
Witwer

in the West

Writing for Screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— H. C. Wit•ver, well-known Saturday Evening Post
writer, is in Los Angeles to write a series
3f motion picture stories.

All ST. JOHX
screen comedian In a scene from
first Fox Sunshine Comedy.
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Says Other
To Put Tone

"The motion picture art must call to its
aid all the related arts. There is much
that is incomplete in motion pictures.
They are silent and they are without
color tone. Music has long been employed to cover up the silence. Art will
be further employed to render the beholder oblivious to the fact that the pictures are without the emphasis of

Arts Necessary
and Color in Pictures
to the artist the fact that he has an
audience. The world loves, recognizes
and endorses beauty. The artist is
brought into a new distinction through
the films which open up to him amazing
opportunities to express himself in the
terms of his art to an audience that
covers the civilized globe. I welcome the
opportunity given me by Associated
First National." Quartet of Box Office
Points Offered by S-E
In "It Might Happen to You," the first
offering of S-E Enterprises, the new state
right organization, announces that it has
an unusual combination of box office elements.
In addition to a bevy of bathing girls
displaying up-to-date beach creations,
there is presented a group of trained
monkeys, supplemented by a troupe of
performing canines. On top of these
novel elements the suspense, thrill and
comedy is furnished by the antics of
"Jimmie," the famous Tarzan lion, together with nineteen other man-eaters
who appear throughout the entire length
of the production. All of these contribute to the support of the star, Smiling
Billy Mason.

M. Leone Bracker, internationally
sound." American poster artist, recently
famed
commissioned by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., to make a series of
poster pictures, thus expressed himself
in an interview in a Los Angeles paper
shortly after his arrival on the Coast.
Exodus Toward Films
Commenting on the influx of literary
lights into the cinema world and expressing the belief that similarly the industry would attract to itself the best
talent in the art world, Mr. Bracker is
quoted in part: "You will note that
there is now in progress a veritable
exodus from literature towards the films
that is full of promise for the betterment
of story materials available for motion
pictures and a solution of, or at least a
valuable step towards the solution of, the
difficulty producers are said to experience
in maintaining the supply of the better SI, 000,000 Theatre for
sort of scenarios in keeping with the
Chicago's West Side
greater demand, and particularly the
A new theatre and office building to
better
today. standard demand, which prevails cost
$1,000,000 will be erected at the corand California avenues by
"Rudyard Kipling, the gentle James Sorenner ofT.North
Corydon and John C. ChristenMatthew Barrie (I decline to identify
sen.
The
new
structure will face Humhim as 'Sir Tames'), Edward Knoblock.
boldt Park and will be 183 feet long by
Sir Gilbert Parker, and George Bernard
Shaw are some that are traversing the 139 wide. It will have a seating capacity
arid waste of the desert of words to of 2,500. The work of building the new
reach the vivid oasis of picture revela- house will commence about May, 1922,
tion.
upon the expiration of the present leases.
Will Attract Artists
"It must be the same with art. I
believe that the motion picture will attract to itself the best that the world of
art has to offer. It is. after all, merely
a matter of progress and of recompense.
Wagner would have written a certain
opera had che equivalent of the $40,000
he demanded been forthcoming. Artists
are really better business men than the
world gives them credit for being. They
only pretend to artistic ignorance in
business affairs.
"The motion picture art must inevitably call to its aid all the related
arts, for there is much that is incomplete
in motion pictures. Thev are silent and
they lack color tone. The first imoressions we receive of the natural world in
which we I've are related to sound and
to color. Pictures for the most part are
black and white and are without the distinction of sound. Music is engaged to
cover up the silences: art will be employed to render the beholder oblivious
to the fact that the pictures are without
the emphasis of sound.
Welcomes Opportunity
"The artist
who motion
apologizes
for his
lations to the
picture
is rean
anachronism, he is out of date. I believe
that if so solid and substantial a creator
in thought as Matthew Arnold were alive
today he would be happy to relate himself to the pictures — and as for such
illuminative, creative geniuses as Edgar
MARY GLYXNG
Allen Poe and Guy De Maupassant —
Who plays the role of Betty Overton in
what could not they do with a camera,
"The Call of Youth." the Paramount
a director and an hour or two of leisure?
London-made production. In private life
she is Mrs. Xeihion-Terry.
Incidentally, the pictures are revealing
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Pictures

Otis Skinner in the Robertson-Cole screen adaptation of "Kismet," the Edward Knoblock stage success, which has been acclaimed one of the most gorgeous productions of the year. Elinor Fair, Rosemary Theby, Herschell Mayall, Emmet C
King and others appear in Mr. Skinner's support.
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Fairbanks
Will Be
Critics
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of Zorro"
Mark
"The
Published
on December

Attending Private Showing
This Is the Best Production

Declare
Ever

5

That

Filmed

by the Star
"The Mark of Zorro" has been selected constructed. It is estimated that over
is the title for the fourth Douglas Fair- 100 genuine types were obtained for the
of realism. In the production
banks production for publication by purpose
they appear in their native costumes,
Jnited Artists Corporation.
pursuing their usual vocations.
Fairbanks is called upon to portray a
! Hiram Abrams. president, announces
dual role. As Don Diego Vega, the
{December 5 as the date of publication,
j At a recent preview of the production
young man, he leads a secluded life. But
m Los Angeles, critics and newspaper
disguised as Senor Zorro he executes
various exploits practically unaided in
men joined in declaring "The Mark of the
attempt to free his people from the
Korro" the best picture produced to date
by the star.
despot's
yoke. He becomes transformed
energy.
into a veritable d3'namo of boundless
Story by McCulley
Much of the success of the picture is
Xoah Beery, Robert McKim, Charles
Issigned to the ingenious story written by Hill Mailes and Marguerite DeLaMotte.
[ohnston McCulley. The title of the story his leading lady, are in the cast. Fred
Xiblo directed the production.
Is it appeared in All-Story Weekly was
The
Curse
of
Capistrano."
The story is filled with swift, bristling
Lotion, a wholesome gingery mixture of Arrow Offers Press Aid
nelodrama and vigorous comedy. The
•icture itself is rich with surprises and
On 'Thunderbolt Jack"
The advertising department of Arrow
las a human and interesting lure of adrenture, together with many spectacular
Film Corporation now has ready for exmisodes giving the star numerous opporhibitors athirty-two page press book on
|unities
for
th-e
display
of
his
athletic
ropensities.
its latest serial, "Thunderbolt Jack."
which stars Jack Hoxie and Marin Sais.
Tells California History
This is said to be one of the most complete press books ever issued for a serial
The background of the story is centred' around early Southern California and besides illustrating the paper, photographs, cuts and slides available, has
»f nearly a century' ago- when its destinies were zealously guarded by the devoted considerable space to the exppanish settlers.
ploitation of this serial.
|resembled
In order lifeto asdepict
scenes
that
truh'
it actually existed durForeign Rights Are Sold
ing the period of the story, a great
.mount of time was consumed in the
United States Photoplay Corporation
esearch work by the Fairbanks organiation.
has sold the rights of the feature, '"Determination." for India. Burmah and CeyReproduce Los Angeles
lon to J. Pearson & Co. of Bombay. India. Pearson personally concluded the
A replica of the city of Los Angeles
deal with Capt. Stoll.
s it- existed . in those early days was
TWO

SCENES

FROM

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS"

"Soul of Yoiitfi" Not a
Juvenile, Manager of
Realart Would Impress
"Some exhibitors who have not viewed
the William Desmond Taylor special,
"The Soul of Youth," apparently have
a notion that the picture is primarily
for the entertainment of children," says
General
Realart. Manager John S. Woody of
"This is not a true conception of the
production. While the picture is wholesome and delightful entertainment for
children, it does not confine its appeal
The -story of "The Soul of Youth" is
founded
on a modern sociological theto them."
ory and goes into the causes of juvenile
delinquency and the most modern way
of treating the youthful offenses. It
takes us to the world-known Juvenile
Court of Denver, where its foun-der,
Judge Ben Lindsey. presides over a
thought-inspiring session.
Western Pictures Company
Issues Acord Features
With Art Acord as" the star. Special
Pictures Corporation enters the two-reel
Western field of production. Eighteen
two-reelers will be published yearly by
the company
that and
has scenics.
previously specialized in comedies
Walter De Courcy, formerly of the Fox
directorial forces, will handle the megaphone. J. Anthony Roach is the staff
scenario
Justice"
the title ofwriter.
the first"Bullets
story in ofwhich
Acordis
will be starred. A new producing company has been formed to sponsor the
Acord two-reelers, to be known as Western Pictures Company. Inc. S. M.
Piercy is president and general manager.
Pipe Organ Is Installed
ST. CHARLES. ILL.— A new pipe
organ has been installed in the Idle Hour
theatre, which will be opened soon.
NEW

PRODUCTION

The Mark of Zarro" adapted from the All-Story Weekly novelette by Johnston McCulley, is the fourth Fairbanks picture for
United Artists Corporation. It will be published December 5. Marguerite de la Motte has the leading feminine role.
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National Film Corp., which is being distributed by the newly formed Walgreene Film Corporation. Elinor Field has the leading role.
Stoll

Expands

Production

Facilities

By Studio and Laboratory
Addition
Stoll Film Company, Ltd., of London,
tensive lighting equipment, which is in
the productions of which will he dis- charge of W. T. Skidmore, an expert
tributed in the United States by Stoll formerly connected with the Famous
Film Corporation of America, is making
I'laycrs-Lasky forces in this country. The
extensive additions to its manufacturing
apparatus was selected following an inspection of the best studios in the United
facilities in England.
The company has converted a largv States, France and Italy by George King,
aeroplane factory at Cricklewood into a formerly general manager of the Stoll
studio, laboratory and general offices
Film Company and now president of
which it is stated is the largest plant de- Stoll Film Corporation of America.
voted to motion picture making in the
Consequently the technical equipment
British Isles. The Cricklewood estab- of the Cricklewood plant represents the
lishment will supplement the large studio last word in efficiency. . There are, for
at Surbiton.
instance, forty banks of Cooper-Hewitt
mercury vapor lamps, four Sunlight arcs,
Install Lighting Equipment
twenty-four Wohl broadsides, twenty
The outstanding feature of the latest Wohl duplex toplights and twenty Wohl
example of Stoll enterprise is the ex- tilts. Also there are ten Kliegl spotlights
of 70 amperes each and three of 100
amperes each, as well as eight semiindirect Wohl toplights. All of the
plugging and wall boxes are Kliegl also.
Floor Is of Glass
DEAD
One of the novelties of the studio is
a stage, parts of the floor of which are
of glass. Here unusual effects have been
secured by shooting streams of light
through from below.
MEN
Mr. King, in commenting on the technical equipment of the Cricklewood
studio, expressed the opinion that in view
of its ness
elaborateness
and noalsodoubt
up-to-datethere should be
in the
mind of the American exhibitor that Stoll
TELL
interiors will continue to be sufficiently
and efficiently illuminated.
NO

TALES

Excelsior Leases Store
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Mastbaum
Bros. & Fleisher have leased for a period
of thirty years to Excelsior Amusement
Company, subsidiary of Stanley Company of America, the motion picture
store at 2701 to 2709 Germantown avenue.
They will take possession November 1.

November

20, 1920

Educational Refuses All
Non-Theatrical Bookings
• On Rufus Steele Series
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., announces that it will refuse for the present
all of the requests that it has received
from manufacturers, chambers of commerce and industrial organizations for
the rental of the two-reel pictures written and produced by Rufus Steele, Saturday Evening Post writer, with the industrial life of the nation as the background.
These pictures have been endorsed by
the Americanization Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry and they have
attracted so much attention at private
showings that leading organizations believe that they will do a great deal toward curing industrial unrest.
Educational takes the position that it
would not be fair to the exhibitor to allow the pictures to be shown in factories
and before commercial industrial organizations, and that the films will be pub*
lislved so that the theatre owners can
take advantage of these ready made
audiences. Two of the pictures, "The
Kick Back" and "The Big Idea," are
ready for publication, dates for which
will be announced later.
J. Stuart Blackton Will
Issue Film History Book
A_ book
of historical
interestwillon soon
the
motion
picture
art and industry
be published. "The Pioneer of the
Photoplay" is the title, and while reviewing the history of the motion picture and
the development of the film art and appeal, it tells of the career of J. Stuart
Blackton, author and producer of "The
Battle Cry of known
Peace" screen
and many
internationally
plays. other
The new volume details the record of
motion picture progress from the time
that Edison and Lumiere were attracting
attention with their "animated photography," which was to be followed soon
by the production of one of the first
photoplays in 1897 by Blackton and Albert lished
E. Smith.
young men estabVitagraphThese
Company.
The book deals with reminiscent material of the early screen days, and brings
the record up to the present. The aueditorsthor is Felix
of the Orman,
Outlook. formerly one of the
"Dice of Destiny" Crook
Drama for H. B. Warner
H. B. Warner in "Dice of Destiny"
will be the first feature issue on Pathe's
program for December.
The Warner starring vehicle was produced by Jesse D. Hampton from a popular novel by John Moroso, published
under the title, "The People Against
N'ancy
It gives
Warner
role
and Preston."
vehicle similar
to the
one ina
Jimmy Valentine. William Rich, who
played
the leading
feminine
role in "Felix O'Day,"
is leading
woman.
Henry King directed the picture. In
the cast are also Rosemary Theby, Howard Davies, Harvey Clark, J. P. LockHuntley.
ney,
Claude Payton and Frederick
Plan Marianna Theatre
MARIA XN A. FLA.— Plans have been
drawn for a 3,000-seat theatre soon to be
built here street.
by J. W. Russ on a site in
Caledonia
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Three

New

Selznick

National

Theatres

Pictures

Are

HERALD
and

Completed

Eugene O'Brien, Elaine Hammerstein, Conway
Tearle Are Featured in Productions
Finished at the Fort Lee Studios
Two Selznick and one National Picture
Theatres productions have just been completed at the Selznick Fort Lee studios.
"Broadway and Home," starring Eugene O'Brien, was completed under the
direction of Alan Crosland. "Pleasure
Seekers,"
starring
was guided
to theElaine
screenHammerstein,
by George
Archainbaud, and "The Road of AmDition," a National picture starring Conway Tearle, was filmed under the direction of William P. S. Earle.
Three Again Working
The three Selznick stars have begun
work on three forthcoming productions. Mr. O'Brien is working on a
Dicture
temporarily
calledCrosland;
"Regret" Tearle
under
the direction
of Alan
Is filming a Hobart Henley production
•is yet unnamed, and Miss Hammerstein
s engaged in "Poor Dear Margaret
fCirby,"
Norris
story, being
lirected aby Kathleen
William P.
S. Earle.
Eugene O'Brien in "Broadway and
rlom-e"
the role
a young
man
eared inplays
a small
townof on
the Maine
~oast
who live.
cravesHeto isgo invited
out into
.vorld and
by the
his
grandfather to visit the big city. The
fouth goes, leaving the girl with whom
le has been in love. From this situation
here is built a structure of dramatic in:idents that furnish Mr. O'Brien with an
inlimited opportunity to appear in a
ole said to be different from anything
hat he has essayed before.
Miss Fair Supports Star
In the cast supporting the star are
ileanor Fair, wTho plays the leading

feminine role, Warren Cook, Frank Losee
and Eileen Cassidy. The story was written by John Lynch.
In "Pleasure Seekers" Miss Hammerstein is seen as a small town girl who,
upon the death of her father, marries
the spendthrift son of a New York
banker. She comes to the city to receive the blessings of her husband's
family.brands
Instead
father
her the
as awealthy
fortune youth's
hunter
and attempts to buy her off. She spurns
his offer, and how she rehabilitates her
husband and gains the good will of her
father-in-law furnishes the groundwork
of a tionpowerfully
appealing characterizafor Miss Hammerstein.
Support Miss Hammerstein
Included in the supporting cast are
Marguerite Clayton, Webster Campbell,
James A. Furey and Frank Currier. John
Lynch wrote the story and Edward
Montagne adapted it for the screen.
"The Road of Ambition" marks the
second starring vehicle in which Conway
Tearle has appeared for National Picture
Theatres, the first production being
"Marooned Hearts." In the latest National picture, Mr. Tearle enacts the role
of a man who is not spoiled by wealth.
He is seen at first as a foreman in a
steel concern, and later, through an invention, he becomes a man of means.
He climbs the social ladder, and falls in
love with a society girl. But in winning
her, he «ncounters ma»y obstacles, and
he never forgets to aid the common
crowd with whom he rubbed shoulders
during the early days of his struggle for
wealth and power.
Prominent members of the cast include
Florence Dixon in the leading feminine
role, Gladdin James, Tom Brooks, Tom
McGuire and Adolf Milar. The story,
written by Elaine Sterne, was picturized
for the screen by Lewis Allen Browne.
Mae Murray's New Film
Gives Her Dancer's Role
"The Painted Lily," an original story
by Clara Beranger, will be the first
vehicle for Mae Murray under her new
contract with Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. Work on the production
has started at the Long Island City
studio, with Robert Z. Leonard, husband
of the star, directing. He has signed to
direct all of her productions.
"The Painted Lily" presents her in the
role in which she first became famous —
a dancer. The two leading male roles
will be played by Lowell Sherman and
Jason Robards. Others in the cast include Thurlow Bergen, Leonora Ottinger
and Mrs. Pauline Dempsey.
Corles Buys Rights to

EDDIE BARRY
olng a Julian Eltinpe in "Mr. Fatima,"
a two-reel Christie comedy, which -will
go through Educational Exchanges.

"Fighting
Kentuckians"
Corles
Film Corporation
has obtained
the world's rights to "The Fighting Kentuckians," ■edited and arranged by
Charles T. Dazey, author of "Old KenThis production will be distributed
though
tucky." Fidelity Pictures Company, 117
West Forty-sixth street, and will be distributed throughout the world on a state
right market.

EARLE WILLIAMS
And his supporting
player, Little Richard
Headrick, who appears In the Vitagrapb
picture, "Diamonds Adrift."
Katherine

MacDonald

is

Completing New Feature
Under the new management of B. P.
Fineman, Katherine MacDonald is nearing the completion of her eighth First
National production, a screen adaptation
of Harry S. Sheldon's new legitimate
Among
those who will support Miss
play,
"Conscience."
MacDonald are David Winter, Charles
Richman, Mary Alden and Miriam MacDonald. Director Barry, formerly associated with Griffith productions, is directing "Conscience." Arthur Rouda is
in charge of the art and technical work
and Joseph Brotherton is photographing
the production.
Start Production of Next
Monroe Salisbury Feature
Production of "Practice What You
Preach," Monroe Salisbury's second independent starring vehicle has been
started.
The star has returned to the coast
from New York where "The Barbarian," his first picture, was purchased by
Pioneer Films Corporation for a record
breaking figure. "Practice What You
Preach" was written by Sarah Waters
and will be filmed from continuity by
Reed Heustis and James Colwell, well
known west coast newspapermen and
screen writers.
Dead

Men

Tell No Tales
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Two scenes from "The Forbidden Thing," a story
laid in the
Cod fishing
district, dealing with real
Kirkwood
has Cape
the leading
role.
/ Americans. Jame

Progressive

Showmanship

Results

in

and Men'
of "Madonnas
Record Run
scenery, props, eight horses, two chariots,
That intelligent exploitation and showthe huge treadmill effects used it the
manship in the presentation of motion
New York Hippodrome two vears ago,
pictures pays big dividends is the conwas chartered and sent to Detroit, and a
tention of officials of Jans Pictures.
This was demonstrated recently, ac- pretentious prologue was the result.
cording to Jans executives, at the Ma"Madonnas and Men" was produced
jestic theatre in Detroit, Mich., where
by B. A. Rolfe for the Jans Pictures Corporation, and is of the drama-spectacle
"Madonnas
andTheMen"picture
playedwasit>reported
Ameritype. There are a number of massive
can premiere.
as breaking all house records on the and beautiful sets, numerous situations
opening day. This notwithstanding the in which hundreds of players appear, a
fact that a heavy rainstorm lasted all plot of unusual interest and of originalevening.
ity. The climax is one of surprising unexpectedness.
Picture Has Merit
"Madonnas and Men" is declared to be
the kind of picture which is sure to Goldwyn to Offer Six Big
prove a potent box office magnet on its
Authors' Stories Shortly
own merit. To this was added an exGoldwyn has added another story,
ploitation campaign planned several
weeks in advance of the opening, and "The Alibi," by a famous American
author, written directly for the screen,
which included an extensive use of newspaper and billboard advertising.
to the three previously ajinounced as
Some striking and beautiful posters ready to go into production at its West
have been made for this picture, and Coast studios, and two others for later
these were generously posted in the city picturization.
It was written by Charles Kenyon,
and suburbs. Three weeks before the
picture opened at the Majestic the pub- whose greatest play, "Kindling," won enlic had been informed that an unusual
during popularity on the speaking stage.
He recently became a member of Goldscreen treat was in store for them.
wyn's scenario staff .and has been enHolds Picture Over
gaged in the writing of continuities for
stories by other writers. The other three
John H. Kunsky. proprietor of the Majestic, originally had intended playing are Gouverneur Morris' tale of the Boxer
"Madonnas and Men" one week. After rebellion. "The Water Lily"; Gertrude
the opening Sunday, however, he made
Atherton's story, "Noblesse Oblige," and
arrangements to hold the picture over an original comedy by Rupert Hughes.
another week.
Goldwyn also has the scripts of original
Mr. Kunsky expressed satisfaction for screen stories by Mary Roberts Rinehart
the way in which the picture was ex- and Maurice Maeterlinck for later production and Booth Tarkington is preploited and presented by Herman Jans
paring his first original feature story for
of Jans Pictures, who personally super- the screen.
vised the Detroit opening. So large was
the crowd at the opening night that it
was
necessary
to put on an extra per- Two Reel Westerns Ready
formance.
Prologue Is Presented
For Marketing by C. B. C.
An unusual prologue was arranged for
Two-reel Westerns under the brand
the presentation. A sixty-foot carload of
name of "Star Ranch Photoplays" are
announced for the state rights market by
C. B. C. Film Sales corporation of New
Dead
Men
York, Joe Brandt, president. Star Ranch
Tell No
Westerns will be sold in a series of
Tales
twenty-six. issued bi-weekly.

November

Marks

Sixth

Year Inter- Ocean Has
Been in Export Fielc
Rounding, out five years of activity a
a motion picture organization, durini
which time it has grown from a smal(
idea to a gigantic enterprise, Inter-Oceai
Film Corporation, with its productioi
and distribution plans for 1920-1921 sea
son completed, embarks this montl
upon
tion. its sixth year as an export institu
On the occasion of its sixth anniver
sary, Paul H. Cromelin, president o
the company, has prepared a specis
statement, representing a resume o.
Inter-Ocean's
five
years of itsactivities
history. during the pas
"The Inter-Ocean Film Corporation,
he says, "has blazed the trail for the di?
tribution of American-made motion pit
ture accessory products in foreig
countries. With a varied assortment c
accessory products including such ai
tides as motion picture machines, srudi
equipment,
incandescentcarbons,
lamps, motor
carbon generator'
adapter
rewinds, film cabinets, stripping flange:
film reels, fireproof film boxes, coppe
terminals, metal film carrying case:
condensers, lenses, spotlights, screenj
and a score of additional products,
has come to the fore as a potent facto
in internationalizing the motion pictur
industry."
Celebrated Players To
Handle Race Horse Filn
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Chicago, has purchased the C. B. C. Fin
Sales Corporation's single-reel specia1
"Man o' War, the Wonder Horse," fc.
the Central West territory.
This feature, one reel in length, is I
specially posed picture of the daily W
of the equine star who was bought fc
$5,000 and for whom his present owm
recently refused $400,000. It is ^-pictui
that should prove a delight to wome
children and all lovers of horses and t0|
lowers of the ponies. It shows a da
with "Man o' War" and includes son
of his closeups.
best turn performances as well i
many
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for

February

Wild

Tattooed

Lady

Productions Will Be Published at the
of Two Every Week During the
Period of Three Months

The complete scheduk of Paramount
feature publications for December, January and February has been announced
by Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The list includes twenty-six productions, two for each of the thirteen weeks
of the period.
' December 5. Thomas Meighan in "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," William
DeMille's production of Leonard Merrick's story, scenarized by Olga Printzlau. Dorothy
Gish inCarr''Flying
an
adaptation
by Harry
and F. Pat,"
Richard
Jones of a story by Virginia Withey.
F. Richard Jones directed.
Issue Arbuckle Comedy
December 12, Roscoe Arbuckle in a
feature comedy, '"The Life of the Party,"
directed by Jos-eph Henabery, a screen
version by Walter Woods of Irvin Cobb's
Saturday Evening Post story"- The Cosmopolitan production,
which was scenarized
and "Heliotrope,"
directed by
George D. Baker from the story by Richard Washburn Child.
December 19, the first Lois Weber
special for Paramount, ''To Please One
k\ oman." written and directed by Miss
Weber. Bryant Washburn in "An Amaeur Devil." adapted from the story,
Wanted,and a Henry
Blemish,"
by Jessedirected
E. Henlerson
J. Buxton,
by
vlaurice Campbell from a scenario by
Douglas Bronson.
New Bennett Film
December 26, William S. Hart in "The
'estingpicturized
Block," Mr.
own by
Western
tory,
andHart's
directed
Lamert flillyer. Enid Bennett in the
'nomas H.- Ince production, "Silk
losiery,"
an adaptation
Agnes
Chrisne Johnston
of a storyby by
Frank
M.
'azey, directed by Fred Niblo.
January 2. Maurice Tourneur's "The
ait," featuring Hope Hampton, adapted
y Jack Gilbert from Sidney Toler's play,
rhe Tiger Lady." Dorothy Dalton in
In Men's Eyes." an adaptation of E.

en* from "Bitter Fruit." the Arrow
upecial

Phillips Oppenheim's novel. "Jeanne of
the Marshes,"
by FrankStuart.
Reischer
from
a scenariodirected
by Kathryne
January 9, George Melford's produc"The Jucklins,"
withnovel
scenairo
by
Frank tion,Condon
from the
by Opie
Read. Wallace Reid in "The Charm
School." a picture version of Alice Duer
Miller's story, directed by James Cruze
from Tom J. Gerahty's scenairo.
Adapt Churchill Novel
January 16, Billie Burke in "The Education of Elizabeth," adapted by Elmer
Harris from the story" by Roy Horniman
and directed by Edward Dillon. The
Cosmopolitan production. "The Inside of
the
Churchill's
novelCup,"
and founded
directed onby Winston
Albert Capellani.
January 23, Douglas MacLean in the
Thomas H. Ince production, "The
Rookie's Return," adapted by Agnes
Christine Johnston from a story by
Archer McMackin and directed by Lloyd
Ingraham. William DeMille's production, "Midsummer Madness." adapted
from Cosmo Hamilton's story, "His
Friend and His Wife." and featuring Lois
Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack Holt and Conrad
Xagel.
January 30, the George Fitzmaurice
production,
"Money
Mad," inby the
OuidaCharles
Bergere. Thomas
Meighan
Maigne production. "The Frontier of the
Stars," adapted by Mr. Maigne from the
story" by Albert Payson Terhune.
Offer Popular Story
February 6. Roscoe Arbuckle in
"Brewster's Millions," adapted by Walter
Woods from Winchell Smith's stage version of George Barr McCutcheon's novel.
Dorothy Gish in "The Ghost in the Garret," by Jones.
Wells Hastings, directed by F.
Richard
February 13. Cecil B. DeMille's production, "Forbidden Fruit," by Jeanie
Macpherson. Douglas MacLean in the
Thomas
H. Ince production,
an adaptation
by Agnes"Chickens."
Christine
Johnston of Herschel S. Hall's Saturday
Evening
Post bystory.
Yillies,"
and directed
Jack "Yanconna
Nelson.
February 20, the Cosmopolitan production. "The Passionate Pilgrim." directed
by Robert G. Yignola from George Dubois Proctor's adaptation of Samuel Merwin's novel. Charles Maigne's production
of "Theby Kentuckians."
the novel
John Fox. Jr. adapted from
February 27. Ethel Clayton in Hugh
Ford's production. "The Price of Possession." The second Lois Weber production. "What Do Men Want?"
Neva Gerber Will Star
In Series of Features
Neva Gerber, well-known serial star,
will appear
dramatic features as soonin asa s-eries
she hasof concluded
her
work with Ben Wilson in "The Crimson
Lash," the latest Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber serial, now almost finished. This
announcement comes from Berwilla Film
Corporation, of which Ben Wilson is
president. The title of Miss Gerber's
initial production has not yet been announced, but several published books are
nnder consideration.

LUCILLE RICKSEX
In Tarkington-Goldiyrn
"Edgar Camps Out,"comedy
another
Boothby
directed
E. Mason Hopper.
Piece

Is Transcribed

For Columbia

Record

"I Love You Sunday" Played
By Ted Lewis — Straight
Is the Composer
"I Love You Sunday," the jazz selection composed by Charley Straight and
published by Forster. 235 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, has been transcribed
for Columbia records by Ted Lewis.
It is rumored from various sources that
a picture bearing this title may be produced in the near future.
The piece has been recorded by all of
the phonograph and music roll companies. Because of its popularity the
publishers
have been forced to issue several editions.
Charley Straight, the composer, is
prominently known for his successful
"hits." His harmonious selections are
played by all dance orchestras.
Just how soon the Ted Lewis record
will reach the public has not been announced, but when it is a tuneful treat
is prom^ed.
Buys Majestic, Waterloo
WATERLOO. IA.— The Majestic theatre building has been purchased by
Frank L. Suffern of Decatur, 111., for
5170,000.
the former Julius
owner. Friend of Chicago was
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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Franchise

Decide

Date

Franchise holders in Sherman Productions Corporation will decide the date
when the first attraction is to be published. They also will determine the
number of pictures to be made annually
over and above the regular number required by their contract. These facts
have been announced by Harry A. Sherman, president of the company.
In addition the independent exchange
men will have an important voice in all
production matters. Their recommendations as to production costs and the
character of the stories desired by the
exhibitors in their territory will be the
deciding factor in the production policy
of Sherman Productions Corporation.
Sherman Is Enthusiastic
Mr. Sherman, who is perfecting elaborate production plans, which call for a

Holders
of Initial

to

Publication

minimum of twelve pictures annually,
is enthusiastic over the success which has
marked the progress of the Sherman
corporation.
With more than 60 per cent of the
entire territory in the United States and
Canada allotted and with six productions
completed or in work, all of which will
be ready for publication between now
and January, 1921, he feels that he has
good reason to be optimistic.
Began Three Months Ago
Three months ago the so-called Sherman plan was little more than an idea.
Today it is an accomplished fact in all
essential respects, for everything which
President Sherman has promised for
Sherman Productions Corporation has to
date been carried out.
Under the terms of agreement with

THE
A

Are

20, 1920

each franchise holder all costs of production are to be borne by the producing
company until the actual delivery of the
completed positive prints. The exchange
then pays its proportion of the actual
cost, according to the size of its territory.
Lithographs, lobby display and all accessories are to be prepared and their
cost financed by the producing company
and delivered under a sirnilar arrangement.
To Advertise Widely
In addition Sherman Productions Corporation will carry on an extensive advertising campaign in the trade press on
each picture without charge or expense
of any kind to the distributing units.
Its profits will consist of a definite
per cent of the rentals received by each
exchange on each production, and in the
profits on the sales of foreign rights in
which it will participate equally with its
franchise holders.
In effect Sherman Productions Corporation makes each of its franchise
holders an actual partner in the profits
on its productions, but without any of
the liabilities or financial investment
ordinarily required in such a partnership.

MARC

Marc MacDermott
in aCharles
scene A.
fromLogue
the Sherman
Productions
written by
and directed
by B. A.picture
Rolfe. "Miss 139"
Sherman

November

HERALD

"The Gamesters" Booked
Widely, Producers Claim
"The Gamesters," the "Flying A" picture starring Margarita Fisher, which
has just been put on the market, is being received enthusiastically by the better class houses all over the country, and
exhibitors who have secured first runs
in their localities are confident of large,
returns in box office receipts, according
to its producers.
"The Gamesters" has been booked by
the Loew theatres, William Fox enterprises and Meyer & Snyder circuit, all
of New York City. At the Liberty it
will have its first run in Detroit. Other
theatres where it will be presented in
the near future are the Victory, ProviO. ; Loew's
Garrick dence;
of Liberty,
St. Springfield,
Louis; Tootle
of St
Joseph, Mo., and the Fgypt of Fort
Worth, Tex.
InthQfhadou
of
1 the
7 m

Dome/

VICTIM
Tte

Super -Feature

of Mystery, Love
and Faith.

Most

Bwerful Dramatic
Feature N&D
Offered;

Featuring*
Robert

States

the
Rights

Market.

T. Haines
C.B.C. Film Sales Corp.

1600 Bway,

New

yo:K^>
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HERALD

Love
to Produce

President of Company Is in New York Conferring
With John C. Ragland and Executives of
Federated Film Exchanges
Andrew J. Callaghan, president of
Andrew J. Callaghan Productions, Inc.,
upon his arrival in New York from
Hollywood, Cal., announced that his
star, Bessie Love, would go to England
early in 1921 to make scenes for "The
OldWhile
Curiosity
Shop."
in New
York Mr. Callaghan
will confer with executives of Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc., the
distribution medium for Love pictures,
and with John C. Ragland, general manager of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, the star's Eastern representa'tive.
Trip Was Postponed
Miss Love had been scheduled to make
the European trip last summer. Postponement was made, however, when it
was decided to produce several subjects
before launching upon Dickins' "The
OldIt Curiosity
Shop."that in most of her
is announced
future pictures the little star will be
different from the Bessie Love to whom
i:he public has been accustomed. Not
igain, says Mr. Callaghan, is she to
ippear in character ingenue parts. Bessie
s no longer a school girl, he says, but
;he has "grown up."
Miss Love is busy now in the produclon of "Penny of Tophill Trail," the
.daptation
Bellewill
K. be
Maniates'
West-of
ern novel.ofThis
the third
he Love pictures issued under the conract with Federated, following "Bonnie
Vlay" and "The Midlanders." Persons
TWO

IMPRESSIVE

who have been permitted glimpses during the shooting of scenes in California
and Arizona predict an artistic and a
financial success for it.
People Demand Best
"The public nowadays will be satiswith nothing inlessdiscussing
than the best,"
said
Mr. fiedCallaghan,
conditions
in the industry. "It will tolerate nothing
cheap or shoddy, no subject poorly selected, no player badly cast, no production incapably directed, any more than
it will tolerate anything offensive to the
moral sense. I consider this most gratifying. It shows that the efforts of those
artists and producers who have always
sought to establish and maintain a high
standard are being rewarded.
"At the same time it imposes on those
who cater to the public demand a heavy
responsibility, as well as a greatly increased expense. As never before the
people are looking to motion pictures
not only for diverting entertainment,
but for entertainment which inspires to
better and nobler things, and which develops the artistic sense while appealing
to the intellectual. Those who cannot
meet the test will fail, but the fittest
will survive and prosper. Conditions are
improving steadily and the days of greatest achievement in the industry are yet
ahead."
DEAD MEN
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Last Scenes of Latest
Priscilla Dean Picture
Filmed by Browning
Tod Browning has shot the last scene
of the big new Priscilla Dean photoplay,
"Outside the Law," at Universal City.
The production has been under way for
many months, and is the first screen
work Miss Dean has done since "The
Virgin of Stamboul."
One of her principal supports in "Outside the Law" was Lon Chaney, who does
several different characterizations in
"Outside the Law," the two principal
ones being those of a gunman and of a
"Chink." Miss Dean returns to her
"crook" characterizations, playing the
role of a young denizen of the underworld fighting to rise above her surroundings. Much of the photo drama
was filmed in Chinatown, San Francisco.
Among the other players are E. A. Warren, Ralph Lewis and little Stanley
Goethals. "Outside the Law" will be
Universal's most important late autumn
issue.
Manning Goes East to
Place First Two Reeler
Norman Manning, head of Norman
Manning Productions, will leave the
Coast for New York soon with the first
two-reel comedy feature to be completed
by his organization.
The story features Slim Summerville
and Bobby Dunn and is said to be one
of the funniest screen skits of the year.
Summerville and Dunn will continue
with Norman Manning Productions and
begin work soon on other comedy
features.

LATEST

DRAMA

"ISOBEL'

lother story of the Northland by James Oliver
by George
Novak.Curwood,
Edwin presented
Carewe directed
it. H. Davis, starring House Peters and Jane
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represents the ultimate consumer. An
exhibitor is interested in a picture only
in so far as it interests his audiences.
Make pictures for the benefit of the public, make them to interest the Jones family and the Brown group, and then the
* exhibitor has something real to sell.
Ascher

Features

Re-Issue

Scene from the first S. E. Enterprises production, "It Might Happen to You," a
five-part comedy-drama starring "Smiling Billy" Mason.
^nntniiiiiififmiiiituiiiiimiinimmMmiiinitiiiririiiniufNiiiuiiMiiiiimmitMiiiiiirtiiiirititiiiiiTnnin'iiii iirmitHn-iii:!!iinnmiT!iiu?iiiiTn)naicntniiiHBinmonituiJir!iiiiuTiiiiTi]ii<<:T!:i!ii.'iii]iiiiiiiiTiiit<T 1111 nnniiiiiiinii*
"Produce
to Satisfy the Audience"
Pioneer Director Declares That (he Public Is the Jury
Although Many Producers Today Aim Merely to Impress
The Exhibitor — All Pictures Should Have Human Touches
Iiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimini' itimiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimitiiiinuHniininmiMimir; i,.im:ummuiiiiiuiui:iiiiuHiiiiii
shifting the load to the theatre owner in
By HARRY J. REVIER
the form of increased rental.
(.Pioneer director, at present producing "The
Many of the pictures thus laden with
Son ofCorporation.)
Tarcan," a special serial for Xational spectacular
Film
scenes and lavish sets would
be far greater moneymakers for the exPRODUCING a picture is very much
hibitors
if
they contained good heart
like writing a book. The goal should
interest or little human touches instead
be the public, the ultimate consumer. No of
those startling but cold features. A
successful novel is written for the benefit
consistent story, well acted and
of the publisher or the newstand dealer. -strong,
properly directed makes a good picture.
It is aimed at the great majority, the To
break up the interest and continuity
class whose opinion marks its success
just
or failure.
cide. to inject flashy scenes is artistic sui* * *
Pictures have the same jury, are good
or bad according to the verdict of the
I
do
not
mean
by this that the selling
same majority. But how many producers
qualities of a picture should be slurred
and directors recognize this fact? Many
in production. But I do maintain that
of the screen's five-reel weak sisters the
sales merits of a picture are in the
today are financial and artistic invalids
things that fit into it naturally and not
simply because they were not made for in
sets,
scenes or effects that are tossed
the screen.
* * *
in promiscuously just to give it what
producers call a "sales angle" for
In a general way, of course, the pro- some
exhibitors' bookings.
ducers of these failures admitted that the securing
It is a matter of record that pictures
films would eventually reach the public costing only $15,000 to produce have
and made certain concessions accorearned more than productions whose cost
dingly. But in the main they aimed
sheet reached the $150,000 mark. The
their pictures at the exhibitor. Thinkreason for this lies principally in the fact
ing entirely of impressing him and with- that the $15,000 picture was made for
out regard for the effect on the story, the benefit of the picturegoer and the
they put in this scene or that and burden
was made to sell.
the picture with an expensive look, later $150,000 white elephant
* * *
The exhibitor is best served by a picture which makes a hit with his audience.
A production is on the high road to success when it appeals so strongly to Mrs.
Jones, who takes her two children to the
matinees, or Mrs. Brown, who makes her
husband treat the family to an evening
at the "movies" that they talk about it
to their neighbors and advise the lady
across the street to see it too.
This element, all regular, human folks,
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Star Films

Hamilton
Film Corporation's
Output Will Be Issued
By Company
Ascher Features, Inc., has acquired for
distribution in New York City and state
and in northern New Jersey, including
Trenton, specials and re-issues starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge,
Olive Thomas, Charles Ray, Frank Keenan, Gloria
Louise Glaum, William S. Hart,Swanson,
etc.
In addition to the foregoing, Ascher
Features, Inc., has taken over the franchise for the same territory- to distribute
the entire output of Hamilton Film Corporation, inwhich are included the famous director's series and twelve new
Ascher productions now under way.1
There will be a complete line of new
posters and accessories.
In connection with the Triangle features, the Mack Sennett Keystone comedies will be handled exclusively by the
Ascher company in the territory named.
Ascher Features, Inc., of which Sidney
Ascher is president and Joseph A. Jacobs is treasurer, is a new company
formed
to take over
the fran-'
chises ofespecially
both the Triangle
and Hamilton
and to acquire such other pictures that
will be in the independent market from
time to time.
Although Sidney Ascher is president
of both Ascher Productions, Inc. and
Ascher Features, Inc., he wishes it announced that the two concerns are separate and distinct corporations and in no
way connected one with the other. One
is a producing company that will make
a series of specials to be offered the state
rights buyers and the other company
will confine its activities to distribution.
The physical distribution of all Ascheri
Features. Inc., pictures will be made
through Alexander Film Company, withi
offices at 130 West Forty-sixth street.
The re-issued Triangles will be issued
one each week. The Mack Sennett-Keystone comedies also will be published
one each week alternating a two-reeler
and one-reeler every other week. Th<
famous director series and other specials
will be distributed at the rate of about
twenty-six a year, or one every twe
weeks.
"Diamonds Adrift" Will be
Next Earle Williams Issue
Earle Williams* next Vitagraph feature
"Diamonds Adrift," is an adaptation
from a story in a popular magazine b>
Frederick J. Jackson. Scenes are laic
along theto Pacific
CoastMexico.
from Los Angele.'
harbor
Mazatlan,
This production follows "The Purpl*
Cipher" and "The Romance Promoters,
and combines the appeal of these twe
pictures, one a melodrama of action, thf
other a light, frivolous love story.
the new story there is a lighter vein o;
romance amid exciting action. The casting for "Diamonds Adrift" is now being
completed. The leading feminine roll
will be portrayed by Beatrice Burnham
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Walter Hiers, playing the comedy lead opposite Bebe
the Realart
star, scenes
in "Oh,in Lady,
Lady," takes
aDaniels,
few lessons
between
terpsichorean
art.
Dorothy Phillips, who has just completed her initial First
National production.
picture, "Man, Woman, Marriage," an Allen
Holubar

I dub thee kink, and my successor in the comedy field," said
Fatty Arbuckle, recently, to Buster Keaton, the Metro
star, on the lot at Hollywood, just as the camera clicked.

Roy Somerville, author-adaptor of David P. Howell's serial,
"The Son of Tarzan," and Manilla Marton, who plays
Meriem in it, riding to location on the company's prize
"prop."
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PICTURES
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AHTUVR B K I! THE LET, who is directing Bessie
Love in her A. J. Callaghan productions, is of
the opinion that many a good picture on the screen
is spoiled by the speed with which it is run. The
man in the projection booth holds in his hands the
destiny of many a film, according to Mr. Berthelet.
"It is only trite to say that 'Macbeth' played on
the stage at a galloping speed would not be a tragedy,
but a farce," this director avers. "It is equally true
that the tempo with which a serious feature picture is
run determines whether its situations and people are
seriously taken or made ridiculous.
"The tendency of the times is to cram theatre programs with music, tableaux and varied films that the
feature must be raced to keep to the schedule. The
result is disastrous for the actors and the director.
In real life a person doesn't command attention and
respect without some repose and self-command, and
so it is with the figures in a stage or shadow drama."
While Mr. Berthelet's complaint might apply to
some houses we do not believe the better theatres permit their operators to speed pictures beyond the
natural running time. Shows may be run according
to schedule but the exhibitor who has the best interests of his audience at heart will cut some other
part of his program rather than ruin the effect produced by his high-priced feature by too rapid projection. The speed maniac is gradually being
eliminated from projection booths, thank heaven.
"DIXTY" (First National) is Wesley Barry's first
starring vehicle, and he fully justifies Marshall
Neilan's decision to elevate the little freckle-faced
actor to stardom. It is a story replete with heart
interest, melodrama and inimitable Xeilan touches.
The story is smooth-running and has about everything the average picture-goer could wish for.
"HER BELOVED VILLAIN" (Realart) is a
jolly farce comedy with Wanda Hawley and Tully
Marshall a capital team of fun-makers. A domestic
drama with a good cast and attractive settings.
Should please universally.

"HALF A CHANCE" (Pathe) is an exciting story
of the victim of a frame-up whose past pursues him,
the role played admirably by Mahlon Hamilton. The
story is illogical, but not unpleasantly so, and is
good entertainment and closely holds the interest.
Men will like it.
"HIS OWN LAW" (Goldwyn) presents Hobart
Bosworth in an evenly-gaited heart drama of western setting. A variation of the Enoch Arden theme,

OF

THE

WEEK

witli Bosworth in an appealing characterization of
protector of a friend's wife with whom he falls in
love, but eventually sacrifices. An average picture
that will please the general patronage.
"ABE ALL MEN ALIKE?" (Metro) is a lively
comedy drama written around the independent ambitions of a sprightly and spoiled young lady, with
May Allison in the titular role. The story of a maiden
who seeks excitement in Greenwich Village life, and
gets it in three lawsuits. Will entertain the average
audience and please the Allison admirers.
"THE CHALLENGE OF THE
proffers vigorous and vividly human
with impressive scenic settings and
climax of great strength. A picture
that has to do with the Northwest

LAW" (Fox)
western drama
a desert chase
unusually good
Police and fur

smuggling, a French girl in love with the representative ofthe law, and the daughter of the criminal
he pursues.
"THE FURNACE" (Realart) is one of the beat
presented society dramas the screen has seen for a
long while. It is superbly set and costumed, and
offers Agnes Ayres, Milton Sills and Jerome Patrick
in uncommonly good performances. A fascinating
story and one whose outcome cannot easily be
guessed. An unusually good feature.
"THE SAPHEAD" (Metro) is unquestionably
one of the greatest fun hits of the moment. Buster
Keaton starred in his first five-reel feature, playing
the boob and the stock exchange. A rapidly-moving
succession of fun episodes, guaranteed to keep any
audience convulsed with laughter.
"TWIN BEDS" (First National) gives Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven the opportunity of their
career as comedians. The former outdoes himself
in the leading role, and the whole, an adaptation of
a popular stage play, is exceptionally good. A picture
that should go big and not so much as turn a hair
of
farce.the "conscientious objectors" to the bedroom
"SHE PLAYED AND PAID" (Joan Film Sales)
features Fanny Ward in a story of Parisian romance
colored with melodramatic moments, but less sensational than its title suggests. An ordinary plot and
cast aside from the star who is skilled and attractive.
The story of a woman who sacrifices herself to save
the man she loves but is too late in her payment.
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WESLEY BARRY IN
DINTY
(FIRST NATIONAL)
\.n intensive, gripping story of a
little San Francisco newsboy. Full
of pathos, thrills, romance and
finely drawn contrasts, with excellent settings and a superb cast.
Marion Fairfax wrote it. Marshall
Neilan produced it.
Wesley Barry- in "Dinty" justifies
larshall Neilan's decision to elevate
im to stardom. In the role of a poor,
ttle, downtrodden newsboy, he excels
ny previous performance. His Dinty
)'Sullivan is a very human and very
keable character and the story abounds
1 scenes close to the heart of everyone.
"Dinty" has about everything the blase
icture devotee wants. There is pathos,
i rilling melodrama and heart interest
^uches. Neilan has put into it his best
Sorts and, as in "Go and Get It" and
Don't Ever Marry," he introduces many
ovelties that put "Dinty" in a class byself. It is a worthy successor to Mr.
eilan's "Daddy Long Legs" and is every
,t as big a picture as "Mickey," with a
uch more coherent story.
The story concerns the life of a San
rancisco newsboy, portrayed by the
eckle-faced Wesley Barry, his beddden mother, and a few kind friends
ho cross his path. The earlier epi)des show some beautiful "shots" repsenting scenes in Ireland. These and
ie scenes taken on the docks of San
rancisco's
front Charles
are gems
lotographic water
technique.
Rosherof
id David Kesson handled the cameras.
:veral Gate
excellent
longalso"shots"
the
olden
city are
shown.of The
ory contains a thrilling sub-plot, the
enes of which are laid in Chinatown
id
nted.are faithfully and elaborately preThe chief delight in "Dinty," however,
?s in Wesley Barry's character delinea>n. As the ragged, energetic newsboy,
er endeavoring to make his helpless
other comfortable in her basement
om, he presents a pathetic little
rure.
There_ is a well-typed cast in his sup■rt. Noah Beery gives a strong charter interpretation as the scheming
n'naman:
Pat ofO'Malley
convincing
d does some
his best isscreen
work,
st as the father, and later as a young
■vyer; Marjorie Daw plays well the
le of the judge's daughter; J. Barney
erry is the judge; Kate Price, a severe
ldlady, while Walter Chung, a Chinese
ungster, Aaron Mitchell, a little darkie,
d Newton Hall, contribute excellent
y parts. The work of Colleen Moore,
wever, is deserving of the highest
:iise. Hers was a difficult role — played
the most part lying in bed — and her
' nsition from a healthy young girl to
;Aran, sickly woman was nothing short
' remarkable. Here she displayed rare
; i^try in make-up.
'Dinty" is good entertainment and
tures. rank high among the year's big
1• iuld

WILLIAM
RUSSELL IN
CHALLENGE
OF THE LAW
(FOX)
Western drama with its best elements well assembled. Convincing continuity, vigorous dramatic
values, suspended interest and
good acting. Scenically excellent.
Realistic and exciting human
drama above the average western picture.
Such a vivid impression of the pursuit
of the law after lawlessness across the
western desert's merciless wastes remains
after viewing this picture that the
strength of scenes presenting this part of
it are attested by the persistence with
which they linger in memory. If there
were no other elements to recommend
this feature as an uncommonly good one,
these scenes alone would redeem the
shortcomings. However, care has been
expended in making the picture keep to
the standard of these really noteworthy
effects in screen drama, and the whole
is worthy of praise.
Pines and sparkling waters of the
Canadian country supply backgrounds
effectively, contrasting with sand
stretches when the story shifts to the
Mexican border country. Lighting and
photography throughout are very good.
A light comedy tinge colors the whole
agreeably and supplies relief from the
heaviness of the tragedy presented in the
defense of the fur smuggling law by the
father of a girl with whom the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police officer, detailed to bring the offender to justice, is
in love.
In her attempt to shield her father tire
girl (Helen Ferguson) insists that she
THE

murdered the companion of the officer,
Bruce Cavanaugh, to enable her father to
escape together with herself and two
confederates. One of these likewise is in
love with her. He double-crosses the
father in an effort to force his attentions on the girl. Before the end of
an attempted escape across the desert,
Madeline falls behind the men in an
effort to get Cavanaugh to turn back.
Disregarding her assumption of guilt, he
goes on, the girl handcuffed to him.
When he at last is forced to abandon
the case she refuses the opportunity he
gives her to go on without him and the
two are rescued and return to government headquarters to unravel the crime.
The fleeing lawbreakers die of thirst in
the desert and Cavanaugh wins the girl.
William Russell gives one of his best
performances in this picture and good
advertising should draw a patronage that
will be completely satisfied with their
choice of feature.
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE FURNACE
(REALART)
Society drama, resplendent with
beautiful gowns and luxurious
settings and head and shoulders
above the average picture of that
trend. Agnes Ayres, Milton Sills
and Jerome Patrick give excellent interpretation of the love
tangle of a woman and two men.
Strong of plot and uncommonly
well developed.
Here is a feature that makes the student of the screen drama eager to hasten
the day when color photography shall
be perfected to a point that will further
enhance the splendor and brilliance of

Wesley Barry as "Dinty O 'Sullivan"
the Marshall Neilan production "Dinty.'
(FirstinNational)
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beauty in costuming and setting of a
magnificently produced society drama
It also heartens the critic to the possibilities of screen stories so strong of
plot that they offer surprises with every
twist and turn and set them apart from
the ordinary trite picture drama. In
brief, these are the outstanding points
that recommend this to tlve exhibitor as
a feature not to be passed by.
Agnes Ayres, who played the lead in
"Held
the Enemy,"
entirely
oppositeby from
that of atheroletyrannical,
restless -ex-stage woman and society
queen that she plays herewith, is coming more and more to the front as a star
and is deserving of her success. She
is altogether charming as Folly, the wife
of a Canadian millionaire who married
h'er suspecting that she did not altogether
love him. He arranges with Keene Mordaunt, his best friend, to find out what
she would do should he jilt her, and, with
her confession that she would sue for
breach of promise, refuses to grant her
anything but formality in his associations with her. Sh-e begs Mordaunt to
run off with her. The compromising situation resulting threatens disaster to the
trust of the husband in Keene, and that
of Keene's sweetheart in him. It ends
happily, however, with the love of Folly
for her husband proved to his satisfaction.
Thrills are offered in a storm and a
landslide that just misses a motor in
which Folly and Keene are driving to
safetyscene.
and there is an especially effective
ball
MOVIE
FANS
(PARAMOUNT)
This two reel Sennett comedy carries
a moderate degree of fun. Two sportive
husbands and that many energetic and
independent hen-pecking wives form the
chief cast in this Paramount comedy that
burlesques the inside workings of the
cinema world. The wives acquire a Ford.
The husbands spy it and make off with
it during the absence of their spouses.
They invade a picture studio and cause
as much trouble as two mice at a tea
party. They meet further adventures in
a restaurant and end up with an energetic return to the arms of their longsuffering mates

HERALD

MAHLON HAMILTON IN
HALF A CHANCE
(PATHE)
A swiftly-moving/drama concerned
with the pursuit by his past of a
man innocent of a crime for which
he is convicted. Excellent work
on the part of Mahlon Hamilton
is its strongest factor. It offers
excitement a-plenty and is attractively presented by a good cast.
Robert Thornby directed the production.
Although the imagination must be
drawn upon to parallel life's natural procedure with events in this screen story, it
will afford excellent entertainment, interest and excitement to the patron fond
of the drama that takes one unexpected
turn after another as it proceeds.
It holds the attention closely from the
time the hero. Sailor Burke, is convicted
of a murder of which he claims innocence,
through his escape from the officer taking him to prison, his recapture on an
Australian steamer, his return to civil
life and his recognition and renewed pursuit by those who first framed up the
wrong on him.
Escaping from the wrecked steamer.
Burke rescues the little daughter of the
judge who convicted him. but is himself
beaten back into the ocean by Jack
Ronsdale.
judge'sonparty.
The
law
books one
that ofarethewashed
the desert
island with him afford him an education
which he puts into effective practice with
a return to civilization when the little
girl is a grown woman, and his powers
of argument convict the officer from
whom he first escaped. It is proved
that the real murderer was Ronsdale.
but not until Rurke, as Steel, the lawyer,
has suffered much humiliation and discouragement inhis effort to prove his
innocence and merit the love of the
judge's
Little daughter.
Mary McAllister plays the girl.
Jocelyn, while the part in adult years is
taken by Lillian Rich. Mahlon Hamilton gives highly meritable performance.
The wreck of the steamer and a mansized fight give high spots of action.
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DEHAVEN

TWIN BEDS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
An amusing bedroom farce, without
a single offensive moment, presenting the stars to good advantage in their first feature-length
comedy for First National
The growing desire of picture patron*
that look for the elevation of the screen
by
increase of high-grade, clever
dramathe that
will excite all the laughs that
the slapstick draws and lack its less dignified trend, will find great satisfaction in
"Twin Beds."
In translating this most popular farce
from the stage to the screen, the producers have achieved a success that entitles them to congratulations. "Twin
Beds" can truthfully be talked
with superlatives, and there is no about
question but that the picture patronage the
country
over
will
relish this
fun.
tremendously successful bit wholesome,
of screen
Carter DeHaven is delightfully cast
as the henpecked Signor Monti, an
Italian tenor who loves the ladies and is
himself loved and guarded by his wife
Mrs. DeHaven appears as Blanche
Hawkins, a young matron residing in the
same apartment as the Monti couple. It
is in her apartment that the genial little
tenor lands after imbibing too freely, and
the efforts to extricate him and keep the
wife of the man and the husband of the
maid in ignorance of his presence offers
a series of situations that are a continual bombardment of fun.
"Twin Beds" should prove popular,
with the patronage drawn by titles of its
sort and those who have looked at and
laughed at the stage version; but the
cleanness and wholesomeness of the feature, its pretty settings and bi w itchingly
gowned feminine star, should be stressed
to draw tlve element inclined to look
upon a bedroom farce with suspicion.
The entire cast has entered into the
spirit of the play and each and every
member gives an excellent performance.]
Helen Raymond is true to type as Signora Monti and William Desmond is just
sufficiently boorish as Harry Hawkins
Nora is well played by Lottie Williams
BUSTER KEATON IX
THE SAPHEAD
(METRO)
One of the superfine features of th(
moment and one that should be
grabbed up by the wise showman
Buster Keaton's first five-reel ie?.
ture is a smashing fun hit. It i;
distinctly clever of plot develop
ment and abounds in side light;
of comedy and unexpected pranks
Buster Keaton is presented in the pan
of a youth who tries to be bad, believing:
that modern maidenhood prefers th<j
"sport" to the saint in trous-ers; who failf:
in this effort but achieves the desired enc
in manner quite different in "The Sap
Bertie, a fop, vapid of expression anc
foolish of conduct, brings down a serie:
of troubling situations upon himself, in1
eluding his presence at a gambling hous<
head."but his reputation for stupidity
raid;
continually exonerates him and he seek:
notoriety in vain. The web tighten:
about him, however, at the marriag<
a rascallyof brother-in-lav
altar, for
throws
the accusation
his own ww
the lattei
and
Saphead,
past upon the
allows it to rest there until after consid-
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erable rough treatment makes a shuttlecock out of him. Ultimately he catches
a cue at the crisis of the threatened wiping out on the stock exchange of the fortune of the man standing between himself and his desire for a certain girl, and
he re-wins the bride and eventually adds
twins to his accumulations.
The slapstick stuff that Keaton makes
irresistibly funny with his innocent and
serious mein supplies much of the comedy, and it is so capitally done that it
■ adds considerable to the whole. There
is a wedding scene that will "bring down
the house."
Another
scene in
a gambling house will
particularly
please
the
masculine patronage.
Scenes in the Wall street stock exchange are excellent, and the wild foolishness of the star in this smashing
climax will undoubtedly command riotous laughter.
MAY ALLISON IN
ARE ALL MEN ALIKE?
(METRO)
Light, farcical comedy-drama pleasantly presented but slow-moving.
May Allison plays with a BillieBurkeish sprightliness the role of
a young society woman who seeks
the thrills of life in Greenwich
Village, New York. Entertaining
and of average worth.
That this play is the screening of a
story by Arthur Stringer, "The Waffle
McClure's
Magazine
aIron."
while which
ago, isranonein fact
to be advertised
\o box office benefit in presenting this
latest May Allison picture. The story
is based on the premise that life is like
a great waffle iron and presses the individual into a common mould.
From the determination of Theodora
Hayden to have her own way from the
immature age of five to young womanhood, arises a series of revolts at life's

normalities. Said determination leads
her to seek the life Bohemian a la Greenwich Village, where she paints impossible pictures and meets impossible men.
One of them, an artist named Uhlan, insults her and is driven from her studio
by a pugilist. Then the fighter betrays
her trust by making away with her motor
car. Simultaneously come three lawsuits
against her; one brought by the artist
for injuries to his person and pride: a
second by the sweetheart of the pugilist
for alleged
of the
latter's affections, andalienation
the third
a damage
suit
brought by the owner of a Ford with
whom the 'fighter came into contact
whileful lover
driving
racer.
The infaithof herTeddy's
childhood,
usually
the
background in this sort of a yarn, is a
lawyer and he assumes the task of settling the suits with the agreement that
the girl pay whatever he claim for fee.
His scheme for ridding the girl of the
troublesome creditors is a really clever
one.
The outcome of the picture is well
suspended until the plans are put into
action. Titles are good and lighting and
photography are satisfactory.
Wallace MacDonald is th-e attentive
lawyer, and Ruth Stonehouse. William
Green and Lester Cuneo furnish fine
support.
HOBART BOSWORTH IN
HIS

OWN
LAW
(GOLDWYN)
A quiet-moving story with an Enoch
Arden theme modernized. Hobart Bosworth is excellent as an

MAY ALLISOX
Metro Mar in "Are All Mm Alike?"
adapted from an Arthur Stringer story.

elderly protector of a ''war
widow" whose love he sacrifices.
A sweet and wholesome story in
western setting with good scenic
shots. Human drama very well
presented.
Hobart Bosworth plays herewith the
part of a kindly, lovable, elderly hero,
protecting a woman he loves and eventually sacrificing her to the husband whom
he loves as a son. who comes back from
France after being reported dead— a

variation of the much-used Enoch Arden
theme. The picture offers little that is
exciting, but much in heart interest
There
is a distinct
in the
star's
impersonation
of Hughappeal
McNair,
a sincerity
and
quiet
force
that
are
very
agreeable.
McNair is a man of affairs, a philanthropist who has the occasional whim to
dress in tatters and live for a while the
life of a tramp. Mingling with the
underworld folks, he meets Jean Raval.
a young French engineer, a penniless
chap whom he fathers and aids. There
comes the woman. Sylvia, whom they
both love and whom Jean marries before leaving for France.
Protecting the young wife and her
little son, but always regarding her as
his friend's widow, McNair is loyal to his
friendship for Jean, and finally sacrifices
his own happiness for that of the young
Rowland Lee does good work as Jean,
people.
and Jean Calhoun is delicately pretty as
the young wife.
FANNY
SHE

WARD

IN

PLAYED
AND
PAID
(JOAN FILM SALES)

Typical French drama of romantic
turn, interesting more for the novelty of its foreign production than
for the story or skill of its presentation. Mediocre except for the
star's good work and good looks.
A neutral toned offering comes from
Paris to present Fanny Ward in this
latest of her features — one that has no
particular
charm except
skill
and
attractiveness.
Theretheis star's
a novelty,
however, about its foreign construction
that will make it interesting because of
its "different" character from the usual,
and it will
satisfaction
admirers of thegiveFrench
drama to
thatthetakes
often the tinge of the melodrama.
The star appears as Helene. the ward
of Le Bourge. a wealthy Parisian who
would force her to marry him. She
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loves and is loved by Robert de
Chaceroy, and is likewise desired by
Jean Dupree, a writer who draws his material from his experiences with women.
De Chaceroy stakes his winnings on the
races under her dictation and sweeps
away his private fortune and money he
has embezzled from entrusted army
funds. Helene tries to extract the money
from Le Bourge, who eventually discovers her desired use for it and refuses
it, the while ordering de Chaceroy to
keep away from her. When she has
succeeded in raising the money by promising to marry Dupree, and hurries to
de
Chaceroy's
home moment,
to cancel she
the finds
debt
at the last possible
him a suicide.
CLYDE COOK IN
KISS

ME QUICK
(FOX)
Hysterical laughter followed the trend
of this comedy when the Rose theatre,
Chicago, offered it on its program. It
was greeted after the manner that it
will probably be met everywhere. "Kiss
Me Quick" is a certain fun knockout of
rare achievement in the comedy line. It
taxes the amazing contortionist's abilities
to an unbelievable limit, and presents him
in a superlatively excellent accomplishment. It employs a number of animals,
a dog, cat, mice and a comical donkey
among them.
Between the kicks of the donkey and
the batterings of a portly pugilistic
sailor, Cook, in the part of a janitor, has
one wild time. A wrestling match and
an airplane escape from foes and a roller
skating rink episode are high spots
in one of the best comedies the screen
has yet seen. W illiam H. Crane is costarred.
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WANDA HAWLEY IN
BELOVED
VILLAIN
(REALART)

Wanda Hawley and Tully Marshall
form a delightful comedy team in
this highly amusing farce-comedy,
unusually well titled and attractively scened. The effort of a
young wife to make her beloved
husband pay for misrepresenting
her to a rival as an addict of drink.
Directed by Sam Wood.
The clever comedienne ability of
Wanda Hawley, coupled with the inimitable, ridiculous energies of the everpopular Tully Marshall, are sufficient
cause for general approval to meet this
feature. While it moves somewhat
slowly at first, it gathers in rapidity of
action and fun as it progresses and ends
with a rollicking whirl of domestic
tangles and unravelings that make it an
entertaining comedy.
It has to do with the affairs of one
Suzanne Bergomant, whose husband, Dr.
Paul Blythe, to ward off the attentions
of a rival, Louis Martnot, informs him
that Suzanne's parents have a questionable past and that the girl herself is addicted to drink. On their first anniversary, the rival unexpectedly turns up.
The husband sends the wife to Beaulieu
with his partner, Joseph Poulard, but
she alters their plans and they attend
a masked ball at Nice, where she meets
Martnot andTo discovers
deception.
make himherpayhusband's
for his
misrepresentation of her character, the
wife pretends intoxication and succeeds
in humiliating him to the point of shame

■

w \ MI A HAWX.ET!
sinr of "Her Beloved Vlllnln" (Realart).
and confession. The erring Joseph reaps
the harvest of a gay night with wine in
the reckoning with a henpecking wife, a
part capitally taken by Lillian Leighton.
Pretty ball room scenes and those in
which the fair Wanda pretends inebriation are outstanding points in the feature.
Reproduce Portions of
Westminster Abbey for
Lionel Barrymore Film
Four reproductions of historic places
will provide settings for scenes in "The
Great Adventure," the third Whitman
Bennett production starring Lionel
Barrymore, for distribution by Associated First National Pictures. Inc.
These four are faithful reproductions
of portions of Westminster Abbey, one
being the east end of the south ambulatory, the second the chancel looking
toward the high altar, the third the gallery looking down on the chancel and the
fourth the organ loft.
Architectural drawings of the four portions of the abbey were procured from
London and formed the basis of the
work by the studio carpenters and artists.
The unusualness of the production is
demonstrated by the fact that many of
the humorous incidents in it take place
within the walls of the Abbey, which is
usually associated in the public mind
with coronations, funerals, impressive
and other solemn occasions. Kenneth
Webb, who is directing the production,
recently took the principals of the comInstitute for the
Blind panytoto the
filmNew
otherYork
scenes.
"Broadway

One of the funny incidents in the new Clyde Cook comedy, "Kiss Me Quick" (Fox).

And

Home"

Stars Eugene O'Brien
Eugene O'Brien's forthcoming Selznick
picture, formerly announced as "Soul and
Body," has been definitely titled "Broadway and Home,"
according
nouncement byMyron
Selznick.to an an"Broadw-ay and Home," written by
John Lynch, is being directed by Alan
Crosland. Its locale sweeps down from
the Maine coast to Greenwich village.
Prominent members of the cast supporting O'Brien include Elinor Fair, Warren
Cook, Frank Losee and Ellen Cassidy.
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Lasky Engages Treidler,
Famous Poster Creator,
For Making Advertising
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has made a contract with Adolph Treidler, one of the foremost poster artists
and illustrators in the country, to prepare a full set of posters for the forthcoming William DeMille production for
Paramount, "Midsummer Madness!"
The box office possibilities of the picture have made Paramount decide to
issue a special set of advertising paper
executed in complete artistic harmony
with the theme.
Treidler has been in New York for the
last twelve years, specializing in posters
and cover
designs.
' He during
has wonthe many
prizes.
It was
his work
war,
however, that brought him his greatest
prominence. It was he who made the
first official government poster, the
Statue of Liberty with a large question
mark and the words, "Have you bought
your bonds?" for the first liberty loan.
Western Gets "Toreador"
Arrangements have been made
whereby Irving Lesser, manager of
Western Pictures Exploitation Company
in Los Angeles, obtained the national
rights to Romyane Super Film Comthrilling
picture pany's
made "The
in Toreador,"
Spain duringa the
gala days
and which shows the famous bull fights in
the Madrid arena. The film is in four
treels and shows actual combats in which
six large bulls are killed by Toreador
Gallo Galliano and others.
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ARTIST

Penrhyn Stanlaws, noted artist, chatting with Lois Wilson, leading woman in
"What Every
Woman
Knows," the Sir James Barrie play being picturized by
William
De Mille
for Paramount.
Edith

Johnson

Is to

Co-Star

With

William Duncan
in Vitagraph Serials
Edith Johnson will be co-starred with can be just as absorbing as it is in print,
William Duncan in his Vitagraph chap- and can attain the same heights of motion picture literature as any typ'e of proter plays, beginning with the next production. Therefore, it is the aim in
duction, according to an agreement just "Fighting Fate" to make the two-reel epireached between Mr. Duncan and Alsodes complete features alone, each with
bert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph.
the story and action of the five-reel plots.
^■HMHBniimitiiiii]iiHtMiiiHiMKUii(iiiriiiiiiiiaiiirii(ijiiiii(iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiifiiiiHiit^g
The first publication will be "Fighting
Fate.". Six episodes are complete. Ex- "Money Mad," Fitzmaurice
I
Al
Santell
Will
Direct
hibitors will get the picture after the
EE
= first of the
Feature Now Nearly Ready
year.
Presents New Type
The fourth George Fitzmaurice producArrow-Mann Pictures |
tion for Paramount is undergoing the
The promotion comes to Miss John| W. E. Shallenberger, president of 1
son as a reward for her excellent work final touches before it is declared ready
| Arrow Film Corporation, has been 1 in other Dnucan serials. She appeared
| advised by Morris R. Schlank, pro- | with him in "The Man of Might," for the public eye. This is "Money
| ducer of the Arrow-Hank Mann § "Smashing Barriers' 'and "The Silent Mad," an original story of New York life
| comedies, that Al Santell has been |
by Ouida Bergere (Mrs. George Fitz| engaged to direct Hank Mann com- | Avenger."
maurice), whose "Idols of Clay" was
"Fighting
Fate"
is
being
directed
by
previous story produced by Fitz| edies and is at work on his first 1 William Duncan. It will show the star the
maurice.
1 comedy.
i and Miss Johnson in the new type of
An all-star cast will be seen in "Money
|
Mr. Santell is well known to the | chapter play described by Duncan beMad." Dorothy Dickson, dance favorite
j exhibitors and to the motion pic- 1
fore the Western exhibitors in convenof
New York, makes her screen debut in
| ture public as a director of short 1
tion at Denver as the new plan of Albert this.
Others in the cast include Robert
I subjects for various companies, | E. Smith and himself.
Schable, Alma Tell, George Fawcett,
| having served as a director of 1
The coming chapter production, he ex- Reginald Denny, Rod LaRocque and
plained, would not be a series of thrills,
| special short subjects for the |
Emmett. Paul Iribe, the
| Universal for some time.
the one objection registered by exhibitors Katherine
French artist and designer, makes his
|
The Hank Mann company has 1 to pictures of this kind.
entrance into the motion picture world
Thrills Not Abandoned
I been endeavoring to obtain San- |
via
"Money
Mad," working'
in conjuncj tell for some time, but due to exist- |
tion with Director
Fitzmaurice
and
The thrills have by no means been
|| ing contracts this was impossible. | abandoned entirely, but they are in no Robert M. Haas, art director. The pro| When it was learned that he was to I way forced in the new plan, and appear
duction also had the artistic influence of
| leave Universal, the matter was 1 in a logical manner where the develop- Penrhyn Stanlaws.
1 taken up with him, but he stated 1
ment of the story requires. Balanced
| that he had planned to take a | against this is an improved development
Repair Majestic, Madison
| three months' vacation before do- | of the dramatic values in the story.
| ing any work.
However, Mr. j Scenes without death-defying thrills have
MADISON, WIS.— The Majestic
I Schlank was successful in prevail- 1 been
made just as exciting and interest- theatre, operated by Dr. C. H. Hess, is
I ing upon him to reconsider his de- §
ing as in the special productions of undergoing repairs and renovations that
I cision, with the result that Mr. | famous pieces of fiction.
include a new lobby and ventilation im| Santell signed a long-term contract 1
It is the contention of Albert E. Smith,
s t° direct Hank Mann.
Director 1 who, with Arthur P. Hankins, is respon- provements.
| Santell succeeds Charlie Parrott. 1
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
sible for the creation of "Fighting Fate,"
'mmm 11,1111 mini iiiiiiniiiiiii imiiiiiiiiii i i minimi ml that the continued story on the screen
Levys Build in Brooklyn
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Levy Brothers,
who built the Bedford, Ridgewood and
Fifth Avenue theatres, are building a
motion picture and vaudeville house in
the Boro Park section. The house will
have a capacity of 2,500.
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Nowell Is Lupin in "813"
wood
I Wedg
Star, Who Is a Latin Type, Has Been in Pictures for
The Last Five Years — New R-C Production Based on the
Fiction of Maurice Leblanc Is Said to Be Fascinating
ail I I ffl|mumiii«Mini|mpM—i«Mimii iu:n:«tii:ni:Ttiuii:ii:i;i[iiJUi:ii;iiiim:iii:ini[UUiiLJiiimiiiitti:u;im.nii .uuiiiiuini.ii.iiiiiiiij iiiiiiiuiu.iuiiiiiiuuuuiiJiiuiiuiBaMME
"813,"
special
INNsoon
the
to
be
published,
soon
to the
be Robertson-Cole
published, is
is featured
Wedgwood Nowell. Mr. Nowell plays
the part of Arsene Lupin, the famous
French detective, whose exploits traced
in the celebrated fiction of Maurice Leblanc, are known to hundreds of thousands of readers.
Mr. Nowell has every appearance of
being a son of some Latin nation. But
behind him is a line of English ancestry
reaching back to the family famous in
England for Wedgwood pottery. Educated in his home town, Worcester,
Mass., he was a musician as a boy, an
amateur actor at the University of
Pennsylvania, and later on the legitimate
stage, for fifteen years playing everything from "The Two Orphans" to "Ben
* * *
Hur."
Five years ago he entered motion pictures, and since has done many parts,
including supporting roles, chiefly
heavies to the leads of famous stars.
He
appeared-Bessie
in "Kitty
Kelly, a M.recent
D."
supporting
Barriscale,
Robertson-Cole
picture.
In "813"
Mr.
Nowell
depicts the
struggle
of Arsene
Lupin, the famous French detective, to
prove that he is not a murderer.
In the opening scenes of the picture
there is laid before the spectator a fascinating story. Robert Castleback, "the
diamond
returned
Africa withking,"
all thehas
wealth
he can from
ever
wish for. Having accomplished this
much, he longs for new fields to conquer and has laid plans for world-wide
power. If a certain prince can be placed
upon a throne, Castleback is quite con"WHERE

WILL

fident
his upset
feet
within hea will
shorthave
time.theItworld
meansat the
of all Europe, but Castleback is -drunk
with success and the tremendous undertaking appeals to« him.
* *
There are others, unknown to him,
who are cognizant of his aspirations.
Arsene Lupin, master thief of Europe,
but a loyal son of France, knows. He is
bending every effort to obtain important
papers from Castleback and thus protect his country. Two other individuals,
pawns
kaiser's
espionage
are on inthethesame
mission
bent. system,
Castleback is murdered.
Developments show that the police
authorities of Paris are divided in their
opinion as to the guilty party. The
coroner is positive that Lupin is guilty.
The chief of police differs in his opinion.
Police complications as well as the intricacies arising from the investigation
of the triple murder, make this picture
one of interest.
With Mr. Nowell in the picture are
Kathryn Adams, Wallace Beery, Ralph
Lewis, J. P. Lockney, William V. Mong,
Colin Kenny, H. Milton Ross, Thornton
Edwards, Frederick Vroom, Mark Fenton, Laura La Plant and Vera Steadman.
Incorporate Film Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.— Truart
Photoplays, Inc., has been formed here.
The incorporators are Joseph Weinblatt. Lew Iseman and Harry Mann.
They will feature Harry Mann in two
reel comedies.
YOU
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"MANY speeders arrested in your town,
Uncle Si?" "No. Used ter be. Hain't
been hardly an arrest in six months." "How
did you manage it?" "Well, we jest fixed
the speed limit at 75 miles an hour, an'
darned few kin make it." — North Shore
Breeze.
«
MANY a young couple agree to marry,
and
that'sStatesman.
the last thing they agree upon.—
Yonkcrs
•
NO matter how trifling a man gets he is
always willing to help his friend get rid of
a bad bottle of liquor.• — Nezv Orleans Item.
IF Russia has a "pure" democracy, thank
heaven ours is adulterated. — Baltimore Evening Sun.
•
CANADA is to have a new coat of arras.
The profiteers are believed to have got
away Press
with the
Free
(Can.)vest and pants. — Winnipeg
ONEhellshevik
can't blame
for Bolshevik.
taking a
little
rather Poland
than turn
— Oklahoma News.
*
THE British Isles are a body of land
entirely
by hot water. — Nashville surrounded
Tennessean.
*
BOSTON ought to erect a monument to
Charles Ponzi on Bunko Hill. — Norfolk
Ledger-Dispatch.
*
SOME people would rather have a
thicker slice of ham in a sandwich than a
League of Nations. — New Castle (Pa.)
News.
*
FOND Mother: "Never shoot craps,
son, because life is just as dear to the poor
little
Times craps
Union. as to anyone else." — Florida
♦
MOTHER— "Our Willie has been swapping things
suppose
he traded
someagain."
marblesFather
for —the"Inext-door
kid's knife?" "No. He swapped your apJudge. pendix for Mrs. Bump's gallstones." —
*
A MAN has been convicted of stealing
aPress.
house. We don't blame him !— Pittsburgh
"REPEAT the words the defendant
used," said the lawyer. "I'd rather not.
They were not fit words to tell a gentleman." "Then," said the attorney, "whisper
them to the judge."—* Progressive Farmer.
— Judge.
MOTHER— "Johnny, if you eat any
more,
you'll
burst."
pass
the cake,
mother,
and Johnny—
get out of"Well,
the way.
*
"I PUT an ad in the paper asking for a
wife." "Any answers?" "Any? The first
day I got forty from men asking me to
take theirs."— Border *Cities Star (Canada).

NERVOUS old lady: "Will this train
said theit
at the terminal?" "I hope so." smash
stop
conductor, "There'll be an awful (Canada.)
Tribune
g
Winnipe
—
she doesn't."
story.
Wedgwood Nowell in a scene from the Robertson-Cole
production "813," a detective

Dead

Men

Tell No Tales
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New York City, Nov. 9, 1920.
Robert Schable, well-known stage director for Ethel Barrymore, John Drew,
Frohman and others, and an actor of ability, has been engaged to play the "heavy"
in George D. Baker's first independent production entitled "Temple Dust." Schable's
most recent Broadway appearance was in
George Fitzmaurice's production "On with
the Dance,"of his
the
approval
the individual
critics whowork
had winning
heretofore
known him chiefly as a director. He also
appeared in "The Firing Line," with Irene
Castle, and in "The Stolen Kiss," with Constance Binney. His latest picture is "The
Romantic
Adventuress," with Dorothy Dalton.
* * *
Harry
"lockWhen
wonder,"
admits he isHoudini,
keeping the
quiet.
Houdini
reluctantly confesses to such a thing, it is
time to cock your eye Houdiniward!
* * *
Hugh Ford, now directing Ethel Clayton
at the Famous Players Long Island studio,
in "The Price of Possession," is chock full
of London sayings. Hugh cracks a merrie
joke, s'help us. * * *
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Withey have left
Mamaroneck, X. Y., and have taken up
their abode in the metropolis. Chet is getting ready to put Constance Talmadge
across in a winner,
r
* * *
James Hood MacFarland, studio publicity manager for the Famous Players
Long Island studio, vows he has worn out
five pairs of shoes taking care of eminent
visitors who solicit his guiding to see the
new $2,000,000 studio that has made Long
Island famous.
* '* has just returned
Dorothy Dalton,* who
io Xew York from Cleveland, where she
was appearing in "Aphrodite," the stage
success, finds that her next picture is "The
Teaser,"
an Alaskan
plentyfromof
warm wraps
handy. affair,
Quite with
a relief
"Aphrodite,"
which boasts few garments
at
all.
* * *
Eddie Dillon is cutting Bille Burke's
latest picture "The Education of Elizabeth,"
and Eddie is some cut-up when he once
starts to flourish the shears.
* * *
Estellenamed, willTaylor's
as yet un-of
be made next
underpicture,
the direction
Charley Brabin, who put Estelle across so
big in "While New York Sleeps" and also
in "My Lady's Dress,"
* * a* new Fox picture.
Joseph M. Schenck has just purchased
i new story for Constance Talmadge en:itled "A Butterfly in Harness," a comedylrama written especially for Miss Talmadge
>y Frederick and Fanny Hatton. Chet
Withey, who recently returned with Mr.
Schenck from the West Indies, where
\Torma Talrnadge's new picture is being
ilmed, will direct Constance Talmadge. He
las also been chosen to direct the young
comedienne in "The Man from Toronto,"
i play by Douglas Murry, adapted for the
creen by Grant Carpenter.
* * *
The film magnates are being catered to
>y the legal fraternity in the same way as
he Wall street magnates. Keppler & Hochlan, prominent
one of thein the
city'stheatrical
leading and
law motion
firms,
Mig
icture field and attorneys for a number of
rade journals, appreciating the important
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legal interests involved in the theatrical profession and motion picture industry, have
opened branch offices on the fourth floor
of the Astor Theatre building. Miss Fanny
E. Holtzman, who has handled a number
of important cases for the firm, is in charge.
Unlike a number of the legal firms which
have moved up town, Keppler & Hockman
will still maintain their downtown offices
in the Woolworth building, but have moved
the part of their organization specially
tained in picture and theatrical work to
the Astor Theatre building. The members
of the firm will divide their time between
the two offices. * * *
Gordon H. Standing, who plays a prominent part in Ralph Connor's "The ForFirsttheNational
and who eigner,is" aNovember
also one of
all-star picture,
cast of
"Man and Woman," the initial release of
Sherman Productions Corporation, is a
member of the celebrated Standing family
of actors. The Standings are to the stage
of England what the Barrymores are to the
American stage. This famous old family
consists of six brothers and Herbert Standing, Sr., the father. The brothers are Sir
Guy Standing, Daryl Standing, Aubrey
Standing, Wyndham Standing and the
twins, Harold and Herbert, Jr. Gordon H.
is a nephew of Herbert, Sr., and a son of
Frank Standing, known on the stage as
Frank Celli. The Standings came of an
old English Quaker family of London and
when Herbert and his brothers, Frank and
William, went on the stage, contrary to the
wishes of their elders, out of respect to
their feelings they assumed other names.
Herbert took the name of Herbert Crellin,
Frank became Frank Celli, while William
christened himself William T. Carlton.
One of the brightest feminine spots in the
"Greenwich Village
Follies"
is Helen
Worthing.
Now comes
the news
that Lee
this
young lady will shortly make her debut on
the screen. Miss Worthing won a beauty
contest conducted early this year by a motion picture magazine in Boston, but when
she arrived in New York City, she happened
to meet John Murray Anderson, who was

EDNA MURPHY
Who portrays the role of "the Girl" in
"Fantomas," a new detective aerial
being made by William Fox.

-|

then
putting
"What's
in a Xame?"debut
As
a result,
she onmade
her professional
in this show and is now appearing in Anderson's current review.
in Louisville,
Ky., she studied at the Born
Nazareth
Academy. She happened tonearby
be in Boston at
the time of the contest and entered it in an
attempt to enter the film field. Having now
had experience in two stage productions,
Miss Worthing feels that she is sufficientlv
equipped to enter upon a screen career.
Within a fortnight she will announce the
details of her motion
debut.
* * picture
*

After recently finishing her work in "The
Better Way," with Hope Hampton, VirC<'rXIA
-Uae ,YALLI
.Murrayhasin Joined
the castingsupporti
ng
her forthcom
Famous
Flayers production under the directorship
of Kobert Z. Leonard. Incidentally, Miss
Valhs latest picture
George Walsh
will be published very with
soon.
* * *
Again Edith Stockton leads the field
among her co-workers of the screen. She
is studying diction under the tutelage of
Iheodore Irving, who has taught enunciation to a host of stage notables, including
Alice Brady and John Drew. Althou
she
is devoting herself exclusively to theghfilms,
-VUss Stockton is the star of Plympton Epic
productions, and is now playing with Alice
Brady in "Voice of the Blood," she feels
that improved diction
will give her greater
ease and assurance* in* her* picture
work.

There has been a lot of talk about George
VValsh, the popular screen athlete and idol
of every boy picture fan, but not enough
has been said of George Walsh, the actor
whose ability to create a part is lost sight
of in the fact that he acts his parts so naturally that his admirers forget
actually creating them. That isthatthe herealis
test of an actor's
and it is more than
ever the test of the art
acting art of the people
in the pictures. For whereas good looks
and a fine voice will do much to cover up
histrionic shortcomings in an actor on the
speaking stage, in the silent drama he must
appeal through the eye alone and it is because George Walsh convinces so completely that he is such a success.
Mr. Walsh takes his work seriously.
Those who see his careless, winning smile
might hesitate about this, for he makes
it
all look so much like fun— like merely having a good time. But no one in the world
of the pictures works harder than George
Walsh, no one is more painstaking with the
task of getting everything just right and
no one is more attentive to small detail.
Raoul Walsh, brother of George, is something of a genius in the way of a director
and George is mighty proud of him. Raoul
Walsh made the superb picture version of
Longfellow's "Evangeline" and George
means to hold up the family reputation by
not letting his brother get ahead of him.
George Walsh knows his own possibilities
and his own limitations. He knows just
what kind of parts he can play, and he
plays them with all that there is in him.
* * *
It is intimated that the concrete ship
which was struck and sunk -while navigating the waters of Narragansett Bay ran
over
one which
of PatPatDowling's
mermaids
left behindrazor-back
last summer.
The
captain
of
the
"Monitor"
of
Mamaroneck salvaged the dame and will
top.
return her to Pat upon receipt of certain
fixed charges. Glad to hear from you old
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Tell Has

Joined

Selznick

and

Is Playing Opposite Eugene O'Brien
the exhibitor convert his picOlive "Tell has been engaged for the helping
ture into real money.
leading feminine role, opposite Eugene
is Alan Crosland,
the front "Regret"
rank of Selznick
directors.
O'Brien, in a Selznick production now in in Directing
production at the Fort Lee studios. The The story is by John Lynch.
The O'Brien production, "Broadway
working title of the picture is "Regret."
and Home," which was completed just
Miss Tell is a prominent figure in mostar cutting
began work
"Regret,"
tion pictures. She has starred in produc- before
is now the
in the
room, in but
is not
tions for several of the larger companies.
schedul-ed to reach the screen until the
first week in December.
Her coming to the Selznick organization
indicates that Myron Selznick, president
of Selznick Pictures, is living up to his Man O' War Feature Is
belief in obtaining the best talent availBreaking Records, Says
able in the interest of good pictures for
Distributor of Picture
the public and greater profit for the exFollowing the record breaking attendhiibtors' box office.
Born in New York
ance at the premier showing of "The
Olive Tell was born in New York City Race of the Age," the exclusive two reel
and was educated in France and America.
picture
the victory
of ManOnt.,o' EduWar
over Sir ofBarton
at Windsor,
Before taking up a stage career she
cational Film Exchange, Inc., reports
that advices from its branch office indidelved into the technique of the spoken
cate that all precedents for two reel
drama through the Sargent School of
pictures will be broken with the showing
Acting in New York. Thus equipped
of this film.
with natural ability and acquired knowlLeading theatres in various cities have
edge, Miss Tell made her debut in stock,
succeeding in such popular productions
been
"The inRace
of theand
Age"in
for atadvertising
least a week
advance
as "Under Pressure," "The Intruder" and practically every case it has been made
"Cousin Lucy."
Following this she graduated to the the dominant feature of the bills. In
many instances special settings have
screen, and was in turn presented in pic- been
created for the pictures and musical
tures by Empire, All-Star Mutual, Metro,
Universal and Jans productions. For all scores prepared for its presentation. Unusual publicity on the part of the newsof these organizations she was starred,
has aroused exhibitors to the
and grew in popular favor with each suc- audience papers
power, and Educational
ceeding pictures. She has brown hair says that pulling
the total amount of paid space
and blue eyes.
already used by theatres on this picture
Cast Prominent Players
far exceeds the record.
Better than a hundred prints have been
With Eugene O'Brien and Olive Tell
in "Regret"
will appear inseveral
other started to work through the United
players
of prominence
the screen
States and Canada. Equal interest has
world. Among them are Florence Bill- been shown in the picture abroad. The
ings, Arthur Houseman, Warren Cook,
English rights have been sold for a large
Bigelow Cooper and Louise Prussing.
amount and energetic bidding for the
These names, added to the star names,
rights for France, Italy, Australia and
have unusual value at the box office, several other countries is reported.
ZENA

SIZES UP THE

CITY
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First Production Will Be Completed Toward End of
Present Month
David G. Fischer's special production,
"In the Shadow of the Dome," will not
be completed until the end of November
because of the necessary s-ets. Mr.
Fischer and his company, headed by
Dixie Lee, spent the last week at the J.
Stuart Blackton studios in Brooklyn,
working on the smaller sets. A studio
in Fort Lee will be used for the larger
scenes, among which will be a reproduction of the House of Representatives in
Washington during session.
Filmed Boiling Field
Mr. Fischer spent six weeks in the
South making exteriors. Five states were
visited. Scenes were taken at the Capitol
building in Washington, in the White
House, at Boiling Field, the aviation station near Washington, and in the Corcoran Art Gallery. Boiling Field was
visited three days before the devastating
fire which burned down that station,
causing a loss of $1,000,000. Mr. Fischer
has the last photographs of that famous
field made before the fire.
Authentic Southern atmosphere was
obtained at Berryville, Va., a tiny hamlet in the Blue Ridge Mountains, where
the local inhabitants were enlisted as
"extras."
Is First of Series
In telling of the trip, Mr. Fischer
stated that "In the Shadow of the Dome"
is the first of a series of productions he
will make in the coming y«ar. The present picture will run to eight reels and
will be the first photoplay in which life
in the city of Washington and in government circles will be faithfuly portrayed.
Elaborate sets, careful attention to detail and cam-era work of the first order
will mark this picture.
First Comedies in One
Reel Series Ready For
Educational Exchanges
The first three of the new one-reel
comedies which are being produced by
Christie Film Company for distribution
Through Educational Film Exchanges,
have been completed and are credited to
the direction of William Beaudine, Frederic Sullivan and Allen Watt. A fourth
of the comedies is being made under the
direction of James Clemens.
The new comedies will be known as
Vanity comedies and Gayety comedies.
The title of the first Vanity is "Tea for
Two." The second in the Vanity series
is "Without a Wife" which features Irene
Dalton, a new leading lady from Chicago
who recently joined the Christie forces,
and Billy Bletcher.
The first of the Gayety comedies is
called "Ain't Love Grand?" In this
comedy Billy Bletcher and Gene Corey
appear.
will be Mary
called Wynn,
'Sand
Witches" The
and second
will present
another new Christie leading lady, and
Henry Murdock and Francis Feeney, a
new juvenile who is rising to prominence
in the new one-reel subjects.
Open Wisconsin Theatre
EDGERTON,
WIS.here
— The
theatre has closed.
been opened
and new
the Lyric
theatre

A scene from the Ralph Ince production "Red Foam," a Selznick picture, starring
Zena Keefe, adapted from the "Saturday Evening Post" story.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in tbe HERALD every week wbat tbe picture
did for tbe otber fellow, thereby getting tbe only possible guide to box office values. Address "Wbat Tbe
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
First National
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — Great. Star and story both
good. You will never make a mistake
on Norma, as she is a good actress and
her popularity will put her over. — H. G.
Ramsey, Royal Theatre, Eldorado, Kan.
— General patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette
Kellerman- — Excellent feature. Underwater and diving scenes especially fine. —
L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, with King Vidor.
— Good for those that like a slow, sentimental picture. Fine river scenes. — Jessup & Nagle, Dixie theatre. Clay Center,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
GO AND GET IT, a Marshall
Neilan Production. — Great picture
for teaser campaign. Used suci cessfully here. Whole town talking about title a week before opening picture. Tacked 500 cards
bearing words, GO AND GET IT.
Picture cleaned up at 40c admisDon't charge
less.Emporia,
— H. A.
McClure,sion.Strand
theatre,
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— Five reels of slapstick is too much
at one dose. — Giocoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Exceptionally good. This
picture with a Lloyd comedy sure was
some show. Everybody smiling. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Go And Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Very fine picture. Pleased
everyone who saw it, but bad weather
kept it from drawing. Advertising matter very poor. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Katharine MacDonald. — Just fair. Not much
to the story. Better give us better ones
than this. The star does good work
jnder the handicap of a poor story. —
H. G. Ramsey, Royal theatre, Eldorado,
Kan. — General patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A fine comedy drama that
•vas enjoyed by a verv fair size crowd
it my theatre.— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theitre,
onage.Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patA Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — The Talmadge pictures are
ilways good and surelv get the busiiess.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilon. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
•roduction. — Pay for it and shelve it. I
vish I had. — H. G. Ramsey, Royal thetre, Eldorado, Kan. — General patronge.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A real feature. Not as good
a drawing card as Back to God's Country.-— W. H. Mart. Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Not as good as The Hoodlum
for us, but is a very good production. —
.Tessup & Nagle, Divie theatre. Clay Center, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A picture that drew a tremendous business. Well received by
most of my patrons, but not a picture
they will remember long. You may play
it successfully. — H. G. Ramsey. Royal
theatre, Eldorado, Kan. — General patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Played to big business for two days.
Pleased everybody. A sure moneymaker.— R. Pfeiffer. Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart
— A very fine picture. — Jessup & Nagle,
Dixie theatre. Clay Center. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
Fire Brand Trevison, with Buck
Tones. — Played to a good business on
Saturday. Everybody satisfied. — J. L.
Spalding. Gem theatre. Taylorville, 111.
— Small town patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — Picture good. Star good.
Business good. Pleased patrons. Shirley is O. K. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Skywayman, with Ormer Locklear. — This is a good picture, but not
enough to it. Will not stand advanced
admission unless run with a good comedy.— Hoffman Bros.. Happy Hour Theronage.atre, Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood pat-

Suggestion
"I think it would be a big help
to the 'little' exhibitor to tell the
admission charged, especially on
specials, in 'JVhat the Picture
Did for Me.' A big question
with the little fellow is how much
to charge. Lots of times he will
run a picture at regular admission zvhen he could have charged
fifty cents without any kicks
from his patrons.
"NELSON H. FLOYD,
"Princess theatre,
"Okolona, Miss."

Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — Fine. A picture that will
get the money and will please 90 per
cent, which is going some. — F. L. Clarke,
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Hazen, Ark. — NeighborSunset Sprague, with Buck Jones.—
Buck gets more action in this one than all
the rest of his pictures. — J. C. Staak,
ronage.
Royal theatre, Carroll, la.— General patFrom Now On, with George Walsh.—
A very poor picture. Photography terrible. Walsh's make-up in first part of
the picture makes him look
like a dead
Stay away from this. — W. H.
man.
Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — Farnum in a
drama. A good story, though comedyan impossible one. We have tried in vain
put Farnum over at our theatre, but evento
this rather pleasing offering fell flat. —
Fred S. Mever. Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.— Neighborhood patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys
Brockwell.— Rather interesting and the
patrons followed it with evident satisfaction.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone. Ariz. — General patronag
e.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.— A good picture of its kind, but
not draw the business. — H.
G. Ramsey. Royal theatre. Eldorado,
Kans. — General patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix.— This
is one of his best Westerns, and will
stand the test. Put it over ,trong and
it will get you monev. — Charlie Price,
Baby Grand theatre. Winter Park. Fla.—
Small town patronage.
The Girl of My Heart, with Shirlev
Mason. — Shirley Mason better in 1921
stuff than ever before. Storv suits her
exactlv. Picture pleasing. — E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee. Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix.— This
is a real Western. Full of action. — J. C.
Staak. Royal theatre. Carroll. Ia. — General patronage.
Should a Husband Forgive?, with Miriam Cooper. — Better than Checkers.
Title not suited to this picture. A real
special. — Hoffman Bros.. Happv Hour
theatre. Burke. S. D.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with William Russell. — In spite of poor reports
on this feature, I'd say it was good and
pleased. My patrons ate it up. Good
business. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Yillisca, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.A Sister to Salome, with Gladys
Brockwell. — Very poor picture indeed.
One of the very poorest I ever had from
this producer. Pleased nobody. Lay off
this if possible. — F. L. Clarke. Cozy
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ALL IN A ROW
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Filming scenes for the big Fox serial "Fantomas" along the Hudson river, where
That's
policemen.
of
full
launch
a
of
up
blowing
the
with
ends
chase
boat
motor
one thing about an explosion. You have got to get them the first time.
Traverse. — Madlaine in the wrong kind
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
of a picture. Just a fair picture. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
Evangeline, with a special cast. — A la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
very good picture. Book it and advertise
it for school children especially. Broke
Eastward Ho, with William Russell.
all records. — J. Deitcher, Eden theatre,
Good. Full of pep.— A. J. Steggall, Fayette, la.— College town patronage.
Waterbury, Conn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Help, Help, Police, with George
The Lincoln Highwayman, with WilWalsh. — You just can't keep 'em away
liam Russell. — Good picture and pleased.
when George is here. This one was
Not as Western as people expected. —
sure good. They ate it up. — Dr. F. M.
Charles L. Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
theatre, Villisca, laCozy patronage.
Childs,
S. D. — Small town patronage.
Neighborhood
Twins of Suffering Creek, with WilDesert Love, with Tom Mix. — A fine
liam Russell. — A good Western picture.
picture with a star that pulls them in.
— Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, DeniIs considerably better than any of his
son, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
others I have run.— F. L. Clarke, Cozy
The Shark, with George Walsh.— A
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
sea story with a sure good fight. Little
patronage.
rough in spots, but pulled a good busiHeartstrings, with William Farnum. —
ness.—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Very poor for Farnum. — J. C. Staak,
Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Royal theatre, Carroll, la.— General
Heartstrings, with William Farnum.—
patronage.
Personally I liked this picture, but it did
Goldwyn
not go over strong with my patrons. I
think, however, this picture should
please in a majority of theatres. — F. L.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Clarke, Cozy patronage.
— Fine in every way. Rogers is a real
Neighborhood
artist. The direction splendid. Our first
The Spirit of Good, with Madlaine
with Rogers. If his others are as good
as this I want them all. You cannot go
wrong on the above— Mrs. James Webb,
Photoplay Magazine
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.— Small town
December, 1920
patronage.
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, with Will
THE BROADWAY
Vitagraph BUBBLE—
or other we can't
Rogers. — Somehow He's
greatforactor,
over. but a ataste
put Rogers
him
this time
again—
Griffith
ning,
Corinne
entertai
very
HEREin aS dual
role. Both of her are very
story, good
Good
ed.
cultivat
be
must
beautiful,Her naive, and histrionically compebut
best,
cast, good direction. Not his
tent.tunities story?
A good one,in with
opporto show Broadway
its various
Palace theaMeyer,
S.
Fred
please.—
will
moods, a bit of theatrical life, and a slice of
tre, Hamilton, O.— Neighborhood patrondomestic drama that is absorbing and real.
Corinne and her sunken bath provide the
age.
month's more
best optical
moment.
is no
The Silver Horde, with a special cast.
, more There
actress
charming
convincing
two days.
— A big picture to big business
and more modest than Miss Griffith — a sort
Production not as big as expected, but
of young Elsie Ferguson, only more so.
Play
posure
prices.
There's some double-ex
to make the
^atisiied everybody at usual
how-do-they-do-it fans sit up and take noum
Auditori
Shuler
Yaeger,
it._joe
tice; good acting by Joe King, and a gown
displav that looks like Fifth Avenue and untheatre, Raton, N. M.— Small town
patronage.
doubtedlv
Sargent's Hedirection
sensible andis.at George
times spirited.
uses theis
Dangerous Hours, with a special cast.
"locachief
his
for
itself
Way
Great White
tion." Most women will want to see it;
—Does not please. Fans do not want
and they may safely bring their husbands
with them.
or
at" ento ben "preache
moneyAmerica
to pay d."
Legion d had
"educate
dorsement on this which helped some.—
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H. A. McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom
Moore. — This is too English to please.
Action slow. The race is the only action and it was too slow. Did not please.
— Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre,
Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.—
Good picture and good house. Pleased
them all. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL,
with Madge
Kennedy. that
— A pleased,
crackin'
good
comedy-drama
and they stopped and said so.
Book it.— Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. — Normand is a pretty good card,
but the business anticipated for this attraction fell far below expectancy, even
though engagement was for two days
only. Story lacks the punch. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
— A dandy good Western that winds up
in the East. Bennison is a good drawing card here. — Jno. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The theBrand,
with and
a special
cast. — itFine
until
last reel
that spoils
all.
Perfectly
horrible.
Not
one
good
comment on this from anyone. Played it to
a full house, too. — Hoffman Bros.,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.— (
Neighborhood patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— A good picture but the star not
liked here. — John Saunders. Cheney theronage.
tre. Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patMetro

Madame Peacock, with Nazimova —
latest ofNazimova is our best bet.hasHerever
made,
fering is the poorest she
as
Nazimova
much
Too
and it fell flat.
mother. Not enough as daughter. A wonderful picture for the highbrows, but
they're much in minority. — Fred S.
theatre, Hamilton, 0.—
Meyer, Palace
ood patronage.
Neighborh
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Very good picture. Good business to
special— Joe Yaeger,
Almost a theatre,
one "day.Auditor
N. M.
—Shuler
Small town ium
patronage. Raton,
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with
Mitchell Lewis.— This is a wonderfu
picture. One that's different, but will
of compliLots Price
please mentsany
Baby
one.—ce.Charlie
on thisaudien
Fla.Park,
r
Winte
e,
theatr
patronage.
Small
Grand town
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake..
good pictures
of Metro'sa hit
Just anothersure
in this picmade
Alice Lake
1".
everyone.—
ture. Picture pleased
theatre, Laguna
Amdenkamp, Lynn
Beach Cal— Neighborhood patronage.
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Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
All Nazimova. As a whole the picture is
one of the slight fascinating plot, artistically presented, but promising much
more than it fulfills in the way of entertainment. Fell on second day. — Joe
Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theatre,
Raton, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — Good picture, but less than
average business. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la.
SHORE ACRES, with Alice
Lake. — Alice Lake is fast reaching the top. A great picture for
all masses and classes. Wonderful cast. Exploitation unlimited.
Great storm scenes. A little effort
can put SHORE ACRES over in
road show style. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, 0. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell
Lewis. — A good picture. You cannot go
wrong on this picture. — J. L. Spalding.
Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — About
as good a picture as I ever played in
eleven years. Direction perfect. Great
photography. Big water scenes. Great
picture for inland town. — Raymond
Piper.
Piper's Opera House, Virginia
City, Nev.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — Another good picture on Metro
Dr'ogram. Pleased all. — Raymond Piper,
Piper's
Opera House, Virginia City,
^ev.
' Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. — Absolutely nothing to it. One wouldn't
-ecognize the star in this. Will not stand
idvanced admission. — Hoffman Bros.,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D. —
—Neighborhood patronage.
The Hope, with a special cast. —
Showed
two lemon
days and
one. It'iis
i big, juicy
so farflopped
as a special
oncerned. Good for regular program.
\To pulling power and story drags,
earthquake in last reel lacks punch. —
foe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theare, Raton, N. M. — Small town patronge.
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor Holmes
-The forced humor of this offering is
■ainful. Absurd in its plot, entirely too
ang. Not one redeeming feature. Fair
'Ox office attraction, but will hardly
:ive satisfaction.- — Fred S. Meyer, Palce theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborood patronage.
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Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — This truly is splendid entertainment. Am pleased to recommend it. —
Raymond City,
Piper,Nev.Piper's Opera House,
Virginia
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — One of the best pictures we
ever had. Cannot be beat. Filled the
house and everyone enthusiastic. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. — Fine.
Gypsy story. Magnificent scenery and
fine acting. — Hoffman Bros., Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
special cast. — -Nothing wrong with this
picture except that it is not a special
but a good comedy. Fell on two-day
run. — Joe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium
theatre, Raton, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — By all means book it. Good story.
Not suggestive in the least in spite of
its misnomer. Wonderful effect and exploitation possibilities. It's one of the
year's best box office bets. Go and get it
now. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
Nobody could do it like Viola does it in
this comedy of six reels. They said it
was better than Mickey. Unusual number of good comments. — Raymond Piper,
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
Paramount
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — About average for Washburn. Drew fair. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Very good comedy-drama. Something
different. Good cast. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE SIX BEST CELLARS,
with Bryant Washburn. — A good
picture, but not appreciated in
"Prohibition Kansas." They
couldn't
see the theatre,
joke. — H.Emporia,
A. McClure, Strand
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy Gish. — Pretty light stuff. Dorothy O. K. It amused. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
— A good picture but disappointed in the
ending. Drew big business. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Why Change Your Wife?— a Cecil B.
DeMille production. — A real special.
Held up for two days. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick. —
Fair Western picture. — R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — More favorable comments than any picture this year. Call
it a 100 per cent comedy-drama. — H. A
McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Rescuing Angel, with Shirley Mason.— This is one of the most remarkable failures I have ever seen. Stay
clear away. — Don C. Reed, Leadore theatre, Leadore, Idaho. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
— -Hart is very good in this. A tale of the
sea and the North woods makes this

Scene from the Fox feature, "The Face
at
Window,"
Max Marein,Your
author
of manywritten
stage by
successes.
somewhat different than his regular
Westerns. Very good indeed. — Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
— Small town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. — Poorest Reid yet. Couldn't see it at all.
Nothing to it.— W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick. —
Satisfactory. Warwick well liked here. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray. —
Way below average. Star does not show
to his usual effectiveness in this, due to
a weak story. — W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
— Not much of a picture. But Hart always draws a good house. — L. M. Kuhns,
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett. —
A 100 per cent picture in every respect.
Played to big business. Many proclaimed
it as one of the best pictures they had
ever seen. The kind of picture the public wants. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Another dandy good puller. EveryIowa. body pleased. — Grand theatre, Anamosa,
The Source, with Wallace Reid. — A
beautiful picture. Everyone more than
pleased and my patrons are asking for
more Reid productions. — Don C. Reed,
Leadore theatre, Leadore, Idaho. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Teeth of the Tiger, with a special
cast. — This is a fair picture, but a very
poor
People
don'tandseem
to caredrawing
for this card.
kind of
pictures
the
title helped kill it.— W. H. Creal, Subur-
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KATHERINK PERRY
Who plays the leading: role opposite Owen
Moore in his forthi-oniinc Selznlek picture "The ( hl<k<n In the Case."
ban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
Clark. — Very pleasing picture. Plenty of
laughs. Satisfied large audience. — R.
Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
— Neighborhood patronage.
On With the Dance, with Mae Murray.
— A real picture. Good drawing power
and pleases. — Grand theatre, Anamosa,
Iowa.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace Reid. — Picture drew just fair. Was
very well liked by those who expressed
themselves to me. — J. W. Bauer, Willow
theatre, Havre de Grace, Md. — Neighborhood patronage.
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. — A silly little improbable story.
However, it is entertaining and seemed
to please. — Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray. — Just
tine. Full of life. Good business. Ray
grows in popularity with each picture. —
W. W. Woltz, Star theatre. Lake City,
la. — General patronage.
ZZy2 Hours' Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — Much better than
On With the Dance. Seemed to please
everybody.
Not a kick. — R. A. Shobe.

New

Series

Bigger

and

Better.
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Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. — Very good picture. Would
draw a better crowd if title was changed
to "With and Without Money" or
"Money Vs. Love." — Adam Hornung.
Victor Opera House, Victor, Mont. —
Country patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. — Real
good. Everyone seemed to be pleased.
Good business. — Peters & Johnson, Liberty theatre, Milligan, Nebr. — Small town
patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid. — Fine
picture. Star goes big here. — A. R. Bud,
Opera House, Arlington, la. — General
patronage.
Pettigrew's
Ethelpicture
Clayton.they
—
Many
said it Girl,
was with
the best
had ever seen, regardless of price. Not
a lovesick picture. — Adam Hornung. VicOpera House, Victor, Mont. — Small
town torpatronage.
The liam Poppy
with well,
WilS. Hart. —Girl's
Hart Husband,
always draws
but this is not a very good picture. — L.
M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with William S. Hart. — This one pleased our patrons, but Hart is out of place in this
kind cf plays. — Peters & Johnson, Liberty theatre, Milligan, Nebr. — Small tow n
patronage.
The Life Line, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — Good melodrama, but did
not draw. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell. Ia. — College town patronage.
The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— Good.
— L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Invisible Bond, with Irene Castle.
— Very good program picture. Star very
attractive and convincing. Good story.
— Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Love, with Lucy Cotton. — Extra
good picture. Drew very well. — W. H.
Bel!, Bellborhoodtheatre.
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighThe Home Breaker, with Dorothy Dalton. — An excellent comedy-drama. — C. C.
Teas, Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.—
One of Ray's best. Drew capacity
houses and pleased all. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The liamPoppy
Husband,
S. Hart. —Girl's
A very
poor with
Hart Wilpicture. Nothing to it. Some pictures are
so bad they are good.
This one is
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past that stage. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyri
theatre, Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhooi
patronage.
The Busher, with Charles Ray.— Ver
good picture. The best he has madt
—Nebr.
R. J. Kemkes, Lyric theatre, Crett
The Misleading Widow, with Billi
Burke. — This is one of Billie's best. Wil
satisfy any audience. — Ed. L. Wegenei
Lyric patronage.
theatre, Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighbor
hood
Told in the Hills, with Robert War
wick. — A very good picture and plcase<
our patrons, but did not draw as w
expected. — W. H. Creal, Suburban thea
tronage.
tre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood pa
Pathe
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — On
of the very best shows, having plent;
of good action. — C. E. McClain, Libert;
theatre, Tryon, Okla. — Neighborhooi
patronage.
Dollar for a Dollar, with Frank Kee
nan. — Fair. Nothing to brag aboutJessup & Nagle, Dixie theatre, Clay Cen
ter, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl From Bohemia, with Iren
Castle. — Good picture but mighty old
Would think that Pathe would get rid o
their war pictures. — Schonlau & Abra
ham, S. & A. theatre, Houston, Minn.Neighborhood patronage.
The Blood Barrier, with Sylvia Brea
mer and Robert Gordon. — Too long .
picture. Incoherent story. Stars' actini
good,it. —though.
like
Alvin Audience
S. Frank, didn't
Jewel seem
theatret>
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patron1
age.
The Blood Barrier, with Sylvia Brea
mer and Robert Gordon. — A dandy
Book it and clean up. Will stand t<
raise price. — C. E. McClain, Libert;
theatre, Tryon, Okla. — Neighborhoo
patronage.
Twin Pawns, with Mae Murray. — W
thought this was a very good progran
picture. — Jessup & Nagle, Dixie theatrt
ronage.
Clay Center, Neb. — Neighborhood pat
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Robertson-Cole
Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody. —
A very lavishly produced picture with
a poor story and a poor ending. The
star is well adapted to the sissy sort of
roles, but we don't want any more of
them here. — H. G. Ramsey, Royal theatre, Eldorado, Kan. — General patronage.
The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau. — Good for its kind, but our
audience does not admire sob stories.
Rambeau does some great work; picture
is anything but a box office attraction
in spite of heavy exploitation. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Her Purchase Price, with Bessie Barriscale. — I was afraid of this because of
harem scenes, but it proved absolutely all
right. Very little of harem in it. Miss
Barriscale's gowns gorgeous. Photography splendid. — Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Good picture, but failed to
draw for me at advanced admission.
Lost me money. — E. DeWhirst, Beverly
picture theatre, Beverly, Kan. — Small
own patronage.
The Heart of Twenty, with ZaSu Pitts.
—Just a fair picture. — J. C. Staak, Royal
heatre, Carroll, la. — General patronage.
In Search of Arcady, with Billie
Rhodes. — An exhibitor will make no misake in booking
It's a Many
good
eature.
Pleasedthismyfeature.
audience.
rood comments. — J. F. Spangler, Globe
heatre, Beaver, Okla. — General patronage.
The Butterfly Man, with Lew Cody. —
vVith great advertising it will get by
or one day, or two, if the town is large
■nough. While it is supposed to tell a
;tory, Cody is so sickening to our
)atrons that nothing but unfavorable
:omments were heard. — Fred S. Meyer,
3alace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighboriood patronage.
. Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond.
— Robertson-Cole's
poorestat
Desmond picture,
but a fair picture
hat. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
|heatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood
latronage.
A Sagebrush Hamlet, with William
Elesmond.— Although I did not see this,
atrons said it was very good. Books
|how a good house for two nights. — Mrs.
lames Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
KSmall town patronage.
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The Luck of Geraldine Laird, with
Bessie Barriscale. — Very good picture.
Gave satisfaction. — Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Villisca, la. — NeighborSelect
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— A fine picture to big business. Everyone well pleased as picture is timely. —
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. — A very fine picture, but no drawing card. Good cast,
splendid story, but star not known.
Result: A complete box office failure.
Should go over big where Faversham is
known. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine
Hammerstein. — Star excellent. Gets better all the time. Story fair. — E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine
Hammerstein. — A dandy good picture
and well liked. This star is new here,
but well spoken of. — John I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre,
borhood patronage.Cheney, Kan. — NeighA Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Light comedy-drama. Will do for serial night only. — Joe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theatre, Raton, N. M. — Small
town patronage.
Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas. —
A fair comedy that drew very well owing to the publicity given the star. It
seemed to please, especially the women.
— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — A fair picture only. Too much
footage consumed in unfolding story.
Our patrons dislike double part stories
and box office returns, or rather lack of
same, verifies this. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Out Yonder, with Olive Thomas. —
Olive Thomas draws for me and patrons
commented favorably on this picture. —
E. Dewhirst, Beverly Picture theatre,
Beverly, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Faith of the Strong, with Mitchell
Lewis. — If your patrons like Northern
pictures here is a sure good one. Book
it— Dr. F. M. Child, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive
Thomas. — A good program picture and
has a good moral to it. It was well liked
by a fair crowd. — John I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady.
— -This is fairly good with clear photography. Pleased 80 per cent. — Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small
town patronage.
Sealed Hearts, with Eugene O'Brien.
A good program picture and was well
liked. Small crowd. — John I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady. — Just an average picture.
— H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox,
la.
Her Only Way, with Norma Talmadge.
— One of the best things this star has
ever done, which means extra good, of
course.— Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Way of a Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — The play is draggy. One of

ALICE LAKE,
vrho plays two distinct roles in her latest
Metro picture, "Body and SouL"
Norma's poorest plays. My patrons were
very much dissatisfied. — P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady. —
Very good. Everybody satisfied with it.
— R. R. Hess, Marion theatre, Edna, Tex.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Studio Girl, with Constance Talmadge.— A good little picture that will
please. — H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour
theatre,
hood Pine
patronage.Island, Minn. — NeighborThe Better Wife, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Very good. — George E. Simmons,borhood
Avoniapatronage.
theatre, Avon, 111. — NeighWoman and Wife, with Alice Brady.
—please
A verythose
goodwho
picture
one that good
will
can -»nd
appreciate
acting.
Better
than some
Brady's
new
pictures.
— Harold
Daspit,of Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Her Great Chance, with Alice Brady. —
No good. The poorest this star has
given us. — H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour
theatre, Pine Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Better Wife, with Clara Kimball
Young. — A poor drawing card. The play
is just fair. — P. G. Held, Sterling thearonage.
tre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patChildren of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Ordinary picture. Star not especially liked here. — George E. Simmons,
Avoniahood theatre,
patronage. Avon, 111. — NeighborHer Great Chance, with Alice Brady. —
Nothing to brag on. Just fair. — W. H.
Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Honeymoon, with Constance Talmadge.— A good comedy-drama, but not
as good
as the Daspit,
average Atherton
of this star's
pictures.— Harold
theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies. — Went over fine. Star is good
in it. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre.
Dead
Tell
No

Men
Tales
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ord on big feature pictures. — Joe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theatre, Raton,
N. M. — Small town patronage.
Universal
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Excellent comedy. Complicated situations bring good laughs. —
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre. McGehee,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— Not 'up to standard and did not
draw a crowd. — Charles L. Hyde, Grand
theatre. Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.

ali.i .m: k \ \
lleinvr Nltlrred In llert l.ulitu'n feature.
"Honeymoon
Knv rcecatl]
won n motion Ranch."
picture Mlaa
contest,
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Another one of those good
Select pictures. They are all 100 per
cent. — H. B. Axline, Scope theatre,
VVcnona, 111. — Small town patronage.
United Artists
Down on the Farm, a Mack Senett
production. — Broke all existing house
records and established a new mark that
promises to remain for a long while
Exploit it big. Put on rube band. Box
office returns limited only by efforts put
forth in putting it over. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Great production. Two days to
big business. Punch in last reel better
than any serial. — Joe Yaeger, Shuler
Auditorium theatre, Raton, N. M. —
Small town patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Not so much action. All comes
in last reel. Very ordinary up to this
point. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre.
Grinnell, la.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — One more
Suds and good-bye Mary. Why will producers insist on forcing something down
the throat of an unsuspecting public,
knowing
thatgotit "can't
be did."
Looks as fully
thoughwellthey
tired after
the
fifth
reel and
'decided
to call
a story.
Nazimova
might
get by
in a itstory
like
this, but Pickford — never. A happy ending would have saved it. Lay off. — Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.- —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — It
will do your house good to run this
picture. Besides, it holds the house rec-

'Inthefftadow
/fid
y
L the Domes
of

The Girl in 29, with Frank Mayo. —
This is a splendid picture. — Raymond
Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia
City, Nev.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— A nice little picture that pleased
my crowd very much. Photography
beautiful as a scenic, and storm scene
the best I ever saw. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sharp Shooter, with Harry Carey.
— Good attendance. Patrons expecting a
good picture, but were greatly disappointed. It's a shame to put a good star
in such a play. Considered good protography but poor title. Nothing to it. —
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre.
Beaver, Okla. — General patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Wonderful production. Played
to good business at 15c and 35c for two
days.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre.
Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips. — Impossible
to say enough good words for this
feature. Had a number of our
patrons stop and shake hands and
thank us for putting on a picture
like this. We had a high school
girl sing
Bolt"
while
ture was "Ben
on and
there
wasthenotpic-a
dry eye in the house at the end
of the feature. Brothers, put this
picture on your list. Get the
singer and you will be just as
enthused as I am. Rained all day
but had big business. — Ed. L.
Wegener. Lyric theatre, Valley
Junction, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Because of its great contrast to what you feed your people 365
days in the year, this offering, if nothing
more, but
shouldwith
be aproper
relief. musical
It's a trifle
too
long,
setting
and exploitation will get by. — Fred S.
Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton, O —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Pass Key, with a special
cast. — Lavish production. A special. One
worth advanced prices. Appealing to better class, but disappointing to those
sensalooking for action and extreme
tion.— Joe Yaeger. Shuler Auditorium
pattown
Small
—
M.
ronage.
theatre, Raton, N.
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Simply great as a comedy.
One of the best little comedy-dramas
ever run in my theatre. Hope their next
is as good. Book it sure. — F. L. Clarke,
Cozyhoodtheatre,
patronage. Hazen, Ark.— NeighborUnder Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — Fair picture. — Charles L. Hyde,
Grand patronage.
theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small
town
Marked Men, with Harry Carey.—
Everybody liked it and told me so. —
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Akin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Ormcr
Locklear. — Poorest piece of junk I ever
ran. Lost la.
money on it. — A. R. Bird.
Arlington,
Blind Husbands, with a special cast.—
Best record breaker ever played. — J.
Deitcher, Eden theatre, Waterbury,
Conn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Day She Paid, with Francelia
Billington. — Good program picture. —
Raymond City,
Piper,
Virginia
Nev.Piper's Opera House,
Riders of the Law, with Harry Carey
A good lively Western play. Carey is
always a drawing card here. — Don C.
Reed, Leadore theatre, Leadore, Idaho.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry CareyFine. Splendid, clear photography.
Harry Carey is a safe bet with us any
time. All his productions good. Carey a
splendid Western character always.—
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union,
Ore. — Small town patronage.
Loot, with Ora Carew. — Good picture.
Has plenty of action and is a big picture.— G. E. Wendel, Opera House,
Smithland, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Delicious Little Devil, with Mae
Murray. — This is disappointing. Title
brought them in. Not much to the picture. Supposed to be a comedy-drama.:
— Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre.
Union. Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Woman Under Cover, with Fritzie
I'.runctte.— A fair program picture. — C. C.
Teas. Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman
with Should
Fritzie'
Brunette.
— Fair Under
programCover,
picture.
please fairly well. — H. A. Larsen. Majestic theatre, Oakland, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo
— If your patrons like a lumber country
scenic and good camp fights, book it, a?
it is full of both.— A. L. Hcpp. Idyl Hour
theatre, Greeley, Neb.
Vitagraph
Trumpet Island, with a special cast —
Vitagraph has made a fast moving picture that will please — T. M. Davidge.
Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Whisper Market, with Corinne
Griffith. — A good star. A good story. On?
to please anyone. — Charlie Price, Baby
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Grand theatre, Winter Park, Fla. — Small
town patronage.
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — Worth playing. Good business
one day. Big scenes and good photography. Audience applauded. — Joe Yaeger.
Shuler Auditorium theatre, Raton, N. M.
— Small town patronage.
The Flaming Clue, with Harry Morey.
— Harry Morey plays part well as a detective running down counterfeiters.
Pleased large audience. — R. Pfeiffer.
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Garter Girl, with Corinne Griffith.— Fine picture. Pleased. — Grand theatre, Anamosa, la.
The Gamblers, with Harry T. Morey.
—A very good program picture. Book
:t. Vitagraph pictures are always clean. —
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont.
N'eb.
The— Neighborhood
Black Gate, withpatronage.
Earle Williams.
— Good. People enjoyed it. Big V. comedies please also. — Charles L. Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre. S. D. — Small
town patronage.
The Fighting Colleen, with Bessie
Love. — Dandy little picture. Bessie Love
certainly has a way of winning her audience.— Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre.
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Whisper Market, with Corinne
Griffith. — I cannot say much for this,
only keep away from it, if you wish to
please 100 or 1 per cent of your people.
Failed utterly with this and as soon as
my contract expires with Corinne Griffith it will be "never again." "She cannot act and wears freakish clothes," is
'the people's verdict. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre. Omaha, Xeb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Midnight Bride, with Gladys
Leslie. — A fair program picture. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Deadline at Eleven, with Corinne Griffith.—A dandy little program picture.
Corinne Griffith will always pleas* at
ray house. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A James Oliver Cur-wood
story. A special North woods play that
is great. Played two nights to capacity
crowds. More than pleased. — W. H.
Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, M. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sea Rider, with Harry T. Morey.
,— One of his best — T. M. Davidge.
'Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce. — This is as good a program picture as I have ever played. — S. N. Anfdress, Royal theatre. Ponca, Neb. —
[Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Wiliams. — This is a real special and should
i>e played in every theatre. Good drawng card. Patrons enjoyed it very much.
h-R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre. Chilton.
NVis. — Neighborhood patronage.
I Captain Swift, with Earle Williams.—
Ordinary picture. Was disappointed with
this. — Grand theatre, Anamosa, la.
Deadline at Eleven, with Corinne Grifith. — Good program picture to big
>usiness. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre.
-hilton. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl Woman, with Gladvs Leslie.
-Not much to it.— P. G. Held. Sterling
heatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood
atronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
oyce. — Joyce is quite popular here.
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IN A SEMINARY

Scene from the Comiclassic's picture made for Special Pictures Corporation entitled,
"A Seminary Scandal."
Many told us how well they enjoyed
tre, Cabery, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
this picture. Played it at regular admission price. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theHell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Xeal
Hart. — A Western picture that is sure to
atre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronplease
crowds that like this kind of a
age.
The Island of Regeneration, with An- show. Drew a very good house for me. —
tonio Moreno. — Keep away from this. F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
It is awful. A reissue. Failed utterly to — Neighborhood patronage.
draw. Please keep away from this. — Mrs.
J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre, Omaha. Neb
Serials
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — Fine. Sixteenth episode and
Specials
every night is better than the week previous.— Charles L. Hyde, Grand theatre,
Fickle Women, (Schwab), with David
Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Butler. — This is a good picture, a good
Hidden Dangers (,Vitagraph). with Joe
story and a good cast. It will please any
audience. — Charlie Price. Baby Grand
Ryan. — This one so poor that we had
to put on another serial to be able to
theatre. Winter Park, Fla. — Small town
keep the house open. We have run 13
patronage.
Husbands and Wives (Gaumont). with episodes and are longing for the end to
come. Brothers keep off of this one.
Vivian Martin. — A very' pleasing Southkids even bawl you out about it —
ern picture. Good enough for any thea- The
tre.— R. Pfeiffer. Princess theatre, Chil- Ed L. Wegener, Lyric theatre. Valley
Junction,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
ton, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Elmo
the
Mighty (U niversal), with
FICKLE WOMEN (D. N.
Elmo Lincoln. — This is a good serial.
Schwab), with David Butler. — Say
Patrons sure like it. All were well
man, this is a special in five reels.
pleased. Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking this serial. — Joseph J.
A true
pictureby that
help
but tobe life
enjoyed
all. can't
Get
Spangler.
Globe patronage.
theatre. Beaver, Okla. —
this sure if you want a pleased
Neighborhood
crowd. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theThe Veiled Mystery ( Vitagraph), with
atre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
Antonio Moreno. — S. R_ O. each night
patronage.
that we ran this serial. Best liked serial
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal run to -date. Book this and cash in.
Greatest serial on the market. — N. F.
Hart. — Very good picture, but patrons
Lvric theatre. Park River,
complained of slow, draggy action. If Walstrom,
N. D.
producer speeds his stuff up he will go
over good. — H. A. McClure. Electric
theatre, Emporia, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sport of Kings (Buffalo), with a
DEAD
MEN
special
— Merely
a program.
book forcast.
a special
picture.
Too slowDon't
and
dark. Not much to it. Lost money on it.
— G. W. Dickinson. Home theatre. MasTELL
NO
kell, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Boomerang (Pioneer), with
Henry" B. Walthall. — Exhibitors book
this one. It will make you glad you are
in the show game. Patrons went away
TALES
pleased. — W. H. Trecker. Mutual thea-
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Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St, Chicago.
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Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks
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Transient or Neighborhood Patronage
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State
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The Lost City (Warner Bros), with
Juunita Hansen, — Positively the biggest
money getter we have ever shown. Now
on twelfth episode. We play them all,
serials, program features and big specials, but this serial tops everything. —
Jos. Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theatre,
Katon,
M. — Small town patronage.
Pirate Gold (Pathe), with George B.
Seitz. — This serial starts off in good
shape and is somewhat different from
many. It seems to be pleasing my serial
crowd, and personally 1 think it good. —
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — 1 played this whole
serial in one week, two episodes eacn
night, and it is a good one. It held my
crowd in spite of political lectures every
night. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with Marie Walcamp. — 1 consider this serial one
of the exhibitor's best. There is plenty
of action in it to please any audience.
Patrons arc well pleased. I just showed
the eighth chapter. — Joseph F. Spangler,
Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla. — General
patronage.
Trailed by Three (Pathe), with
Frankie Mann and Eileen Percy. —
Nothing to it. Does not draw. Poorest
serial 1 ever ran. — C. W. Wendel, Opera
House, Smithland, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Short Subjects
Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with
a special cast. — Educational has the only
consistently good comedies on the market, excepting Lloyd, who stands in a
class by himself. Kiss Me Caroline is no
exception to other Educationals, which
are all good. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bumping Into Broadway (Pathe),
with Harold Lloyd. — A novelty comedy
which
mosa, la.pleased. — Grand theatre, AnaBumping Into Broadway (Pathe),
with Harold Lloyd. — Not what we expected from the advertising this has had.
— Jessup & Nable, Dixie theatre, Clay
Center, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Millionaire Paupers (C. B. C),
with Flannigan and Edwards. — Good,
clean comedy. Hallroom Boys are ali
good so far. Have run eight of their
comedies. — William Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd.
— Every
one of Lloyd's
have been
a knockout.
Just comedies
pulled a
weak program picture over the top with
Lloyd. We should worry about Chaplin.
— H. A. McClure, Strand theatre, Emporia, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jiggs in Society (Christie), with
Johnny Ray. — It got the money along
with a Carey picture. It's good, too, but
not very funny. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — Good comedy. Draws well. — G.
E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Meets All Trains (First National- Fontaine Fox), a Toonerville comedy. — My
people liked this one. A welcome relief

DEAD MEN

TELL NO TALES

November
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from bathing girls, etc. Many
comments.— H. A. McClure,favorable
Strand
theatre, Emporia, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
HIGH AND DIZZY (Pathe),
with
His best
date. Harold
Lloyd Lloyd.—
is without
doubtto'
America's greatest comedian and
so far superior to all others that
comparison would be the height of
absurdity. This theatre cannot do
without Lloyd. I don't see how
anyone can. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
borhoodHamilto
patronage. n, O. — NeighThe Simple Life (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Fair. "Not as good as we
have used of this star. Fair business.—
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
Seven Bald Pates, Four Times Foiled,
Dynamite and Torchy (Educational),
with special casts. — Four of the best
comedies ever played. If Educational
keeps up this pace they should corner
the Amarket.
Buy Strand
'em; they'll
pleaseEm-—
H.
McClure.
theatre,
poria, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — Without doubt one of the best
comedies of the year. Many told us it
was the funniest they ever saw. If Keaton keeps up this work Metro will have
a sure comedy bet. By all means book
it.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Neighborhood patronage.
Between the Acts (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Another whopper for
fun with O'Henry's Philistines of Bohemia and Big V. Usual big business. — i
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — A scream. Book it double run.
Worth repeat. It's an original comedy
feature. — Joe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium
ronage.
theatre, Raton, N. M. — Small town patDuck Inn (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. — Not a knockout, but a goct
comedy that goes well with most any
program. Neither Ham nor the Mermaid
brand may mean anything to your patrons, but tensively
you and feel
can boost
Duckhave
Inn told
exthat you
the truth. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace thearonage.
tre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patThe Star Boarder (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — A sure riot of fun.
Shown with O'Henry's A Friendly Call
and Big V. comedy. Great. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy patronage.
theatre, Villisca, la.—
Neighborhood
Convict 13 (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — His second original comedy
feature. Book the series and start advertising. His work with William H. Crane
in Metro's coming big feature will undoubtedly help to put him in a distinctive class by himself. Original high-class
slap-stick comedies with a plot and
punch fit for any audience. — Joe Yaeger,
theatre, Raton, N. M.
—Shuler
Small Auditorium
town patronage.

Communications regarding condition offilm, service conditions,
rental prices, etc., should be
| mailed separately. Reports for
1 this department must be confined
I to the actual drawing power recI ord of productions.
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ANGELES

■MK2EBE^i
By Harry Hammond Beall '
Eric von Stroheim and company have been paid for it. The purchaser is the
gone to Monterey, Cal, to make final son of a big real estate dealer in Cali» * *
"Foolish
Wives."at fornia.
Ascenes
huge for
set Universal'^
fashioned after
the casino
To
the
little
kiddie
admirers of Bessie
Monte Carlo has been constructed at Monterey. It is one of the largest and most Love who live near her, the little star is
expensive sets- ever built for a motion devoting Friday night of each week at her
picture.
beautiful Laurel Canyon home near Holly* * *
wood. She makes chocolate candy and
The Marshall Xeilan studios are hum- reads to them chapters from her own original good night stories which are soon to
ming along at a rapid pace putting the
form.
finishing touches to "Not a Drum Was be published in *book
* *
* * *
Heard."
Henry King, the director, has handled
Concluding scenes for Mack Sennett's hundreds of actors with notable success,
special production for the Associated Pro- but he had his hardest experience in manInc., "A ItSmall
Town
were
aging a giant sword fish «flr the Calishot lastducers,week.
is said
to beIdol."
the most
coast recently. It weighed 118
elaborate production ever sent out from pounds, fornia
took one hour and a half to land,
the Sennett studios and the noted comedy
the flesh of two of King's finmanufacturer is looking for it to be a and wore
gers nearly to the bone.
world-beater.
* * *
* * *
Herbert Standing, the veteran actor,
Contrary to reports, William X. Selig
has not been in semi-retirement as a pro- who was injured in an automobile accident
ducer during the past year. As a matter in Los Angeles and was forced to retire
of fact, the big Selig studio has been the for several months, is again out of active
scene of great activity. Two serials have service owing to a nervous breakdown.
been completed, four special productions
and several
and productions
two-reel "Westerns. One offive-reel
the special
now
in the cutting room is based on a Curwood story and is declared to be an
txceptionally meritorious production.
* * *
A new affiliation of C. Gardner Sullivan is to be announced in the near future.
* * *
F. B. Warren,
manager
of distribution for thegeneral
Associated
Producers,
[no, is especially enthusiastic about the
schedule of Associated productions for
Jie near future, declaring that several
.ignal surprises are* in* store
for the trade.
*
Jack Pickford, who has returned to Los
\ngeles, is planning to invade the provnce of the director and is considering an
>ffer to associate himself with Marshall
s'eilan.
* * *
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Two of the noted motion picture directors, Joseph De Grasse and Ida May
Park, are enjoying their first real vacation
in years, in the metropolis. De Grasse is
Charles
Ray'sthisdirector.
is not
known that
talented Itpair
are generally
husband
and wife.
Sessue Hayakawa and his actress wife,
Tsuru Aoki, are active members of a newclub formed to promote better understanding between Americans and resident Japanese in California.
Governor Thomas Riggs, Jr., of Alaska,
has written to Edward Sloman, director of
the Jack London story, "Burning Daylight,"
calling attention to a little slip in the production. After praising it highly as a
whole,
the
says,cold
"But istheimpossible.
wearing
of shoes inGovernor
the Alaskan
Being an old dog-musher myself I think
I can speak
authoritatively."
Mr. Sloman
thanked
the executive
for the tip.
Walter Morosco, son of Oliver Morosco,
the producer, has left the parental fold to
cast his lot with the films. He will be in
W. Christ}- Cabane's
* * next
* picture.
It is reported that Irene Castle, former
Paramount star, will head her own producing organization, backed by her husband,
Robert Treman.

Parker
Read. Jr., is ill at a sanitarumJ. in
Pasadena.
* * *
Jesse D. Hampton has brought suit for
150,000 against a New York vaudeville
>aper, alleging libel in connection with a
tory which was published ' referring to
Jr.
er. Hampton's contract with H. B. WarH. O. Davis has assumed the general
lanagership at the Mack Sennett studios.
* * *
Being right in practice as leading lady
Dr Harold Lloyd, Mildred Davis acted
s leading lady the other evening at a
•edding of one of her friends. After
ie completion of one of the Lloyd corndies, Miss Del Lorice and Percy Pemroke, members of the Lloyd company.
;ere married at a Los Angeles church
■id
her that
side
f theMildred
house did
withtl.ethehonor>
same oncharm
ie does them in *the# pictures.
*
Charles Ray turned a business deal the
lier day which was neat if not very
iportant in his large operations. His
udio manager purchased a stripped Ford
ir and after it had been used in his new
cture, "Nineteen and Phyllis." it was
>ld to a Ray fan for more than had

Lillian Hackett, one of the many new additions to the staff of players in Hallroom
Boys Comedies being distributed by C B. C. Sales Corporation.
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IT!

wh,sper.nG

WE

ARE

NOT

WE

ARE

SHOUTING

IT!

BOOK

Millions
with

of people howl

glee every week

at

the antics of funny Andy.

The

Gumps

are famous

wher-

ever pictures are shown —
whenever you see them advertised you will always see the
crowds who already know that
the Gumps mean healthy laughter, snorts, chuckles and glee.

GIVE YOUR PATRONS A
CHANCE TO SEE THESE
FUNNY
COMEDIES
AT
YOUR
HOUSE

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Have you heard the latest news?
Have you heard the latest news?
Celebrated has a new serial that
every exhibitor can use.
Celebrated has a new serial that
every exhibitor can use.

The name of this thriller is "The Lurking Peril."
The name of this thriller is "The Lurking Peril."
It has a plot that will set your head awhirl.
A NEW WHIRL
WIND SERIAL

It has a plot that will set your head awhirl.
Anne Luther and George Larkin are its big stars.
Anne Luther and George Larkin are its big stars.

THE

They jump from aeroplanes to whizzing touring cars.
They jump from aeroplanes to whizzing touring cars.

LURKING
PERIL
WITH THE
DAREDEVIL STARS
GEORGE
LARKIN

They
They
And
And

pull daring stunts and
pull daring stunts and
furnish a serial that is
furnish a serial that is

are without fear.
are without fear.
no doubt without a peer.
no doubt without a peer.

Book it sure.

It contains thrills galore.

Book it sure.

It contains thrills galore.

They will come for fifteen weeks and holler for more.

&

They will come for fifteen weeks and holler for more.

ANNE
This is the end of this little rhyme.
LUTHER
COME IN AND ARRANGE
YOUR BOOKINGS

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS

&

INDIANA

Book it today and don't waste time.
This is the end of this little rhyme.
Book it today and don't waste time.

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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LAUGH
ARE
A

CHILD

FOR

GETTERS

MONEY

GETTERS

MURIEL
OSTRICHE
IN HER TWO REEL LAUGHING SUCCESS

SALE
MONTE

Has
as

been

elected

the

year

them

BANKS

COMEDIES
WITH THE PRANCING BROADWAY

BEAUTIES

Greatest

Drawing
this

THAT

Card
—

out

Holds
whenTHE HALL
ROOM
BOYS
H. A. McGILL'S FAMOUS NEWSPAPER
CREATIONS BROUGHT TO LIFE

ever it plays.

THE

CREAM

FILM

MARKET'S

HANK
MANN
IN 2 REELS OF ROARING COMEDY

OF

THE

BOOKED

NOVELTIES

FOR AN INDEFINITE
RUN AT THE

ALCAZAR

THEATRE

CHICAGO,

The ILLITERATE
DIGEST
A Funny Novelty Reel with
WILL
ROGERS

THE

JUNGLE
SCREEN

SNAP

SHOTS

SHOWING THE LIFE OF FAMOUS MOVIE STARS
PRINCESS
GLOBE

TROTS

FASCINATING SCENIC AND TRAVEL PICTURES

MOVIE
DESCRIBED

WITH

A

5 Reel

PUNCH

AND

Bros. Great
Feature

that should

prove a sensational box office
attraction

CHATS

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

Warner

HUMOR

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S.Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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What's a rumor ?
Noah says it's "common talk."
Believe it or not, there's been lots of it
jng the Rialto this last week.
Something that proved to be more than a
mor ofis the
Ben local
Beadell's
resignation
as manjer
Selznick
exchange.
Ben
111 represent, hereafter, Stoll Film Corpo:ion of America. Our congratulations,
We are looking forward to being served
it drumstick of a fat turkey along about
'anksgiving. Ever since Clyde Eckhardt
that theexchange
formal opening
itdv usChicago
would of
be Fox's
held
;mnd turkey
day with
"big doings,"
our
netite
has become
ravenous.
The new
1 lding is practically ready for occupancy.
d it's
a mighty
neat addition to the
i jth
Wabash
film colony.
jEQRGe, the boys still are looking forward
t that gala day when you will sport your
s spats along the row. Might as well
h|e it over with.
* * *
arl Harthill is absent from the man's chair at Reelcraft. However, he is
iod hands, being under the care of "the
home nurse." Carl had his tonsils
oved. It is promised that on his return
is office he will make up for the days
ouldn't talk above
* * a * whisper.
ck Grauman of Metro has made a few
s within his sales staff. Instead of
ig the Metro colors in Indiana, Edwin
th is now catching trains from one key
to another in Illinois. C. R. Osborne
is covering the Illinois territory. ManGrauman is optimistic over Metro

TRADE

EVENTS

Dunn.
in
politics. The bride? Oh, yes, Lauretta
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Joe Lyon once was a promising
boy soprano on the road with the
Primrose, West & Dockstader
Minstrels and later did a song and
dance turn with Al Greenleaf? Of
course, that was a few years back
before Joe operated a so-called
motion picture theatre just across
the river. Now Joe is manager for
American in Chicago.
That there are certain obstacles to matrimony even after the question has been
popped and the fair one has acquiesced is
attested by B. D. Russell, production manager formained
Capital.
one purchase
little detailofre-a
and that Only
was the
license. B. D. strolled up to the license
bureau. He staggered. Waiting in line
were other prospective benedicts, legion in
number. If B. D. had waited his turn he
would have, been a disappointed groom.
Suffice to say B. D. and his bride are on the
Coast. Sometimes it pays to have a friend

A Familiar

Face

ime
golf"course.
was displayed
rey on"wonderful
the Idlewild
The cards
ed in were exceptional to say the least,
card showed that the course was made
586,983,245, etc., this card being the
erty of Harry Beaumont of Ascher
i iters. Then I. Maynard Schwartz of
( :ational, after making several perfect
; for the creek, turned in a card that
nbled this, 10,945,679,802,593,. etc. As
e success of Harry Ascher and Louis
hafer, everybody is mute. All in all it
i marvelous game.
f p it John Mednikow that was grumJbhi around Celebrated not so long ago
' becise some one felt that they could make
bet- use of Johnny's flivver than he
C0ll ? , Johnny should worry, he has a
ne\ "tin jumping jack" and a sedan at
| tna
' Johiy?Who of the boys helped pay for it
'
* * *
' Aon Gollos, president of Gollos Ententes, spent a while in New York last
we<
age attending a meeting of Equity man* * *
fyent seen any freak stunts exhibited
»P d down State street as a result of
elec,n bets. But we did see some perfect good money pass from one
?e« it to another. Harry Rice hadbank
an
> wea hat J. Ham's whiskers would carryJ
the .ate.
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YOU do not need a second guess to
get the correct identity of the man
whose photograph accompanies this
squib. When you hear conversation
relative to publicity and some one speaks
up
you know
refer"Let
to George
George do
De it,"
Kruif.
Georgetheyis
directing the publicity in Chicago for
Capital Film Company and Metro Pictures Corporation. Always busy and
always smiling. Yes, and always "putting across" his stuff. As said before,
"let George do it."

Joe Hopp,
president
of thebigIllinois
hibitors Alliance,
is making
plans Exfor
the opening of his new and beautiful Fort
Armstrong theatre at Rock Island. The
house was named in honor of the government arsenal of that city. We saw Joe
talking business down at the Paramount
exchange. Wonder if it had anything to
do with the opening program ?
They're
at and
it again
over atcontest
Pathe. isAn-in
other sales
collection
swing
and Manager
"Bill" onAschmann
has
his entire
force stepping
high. Oscar
Florine, by-the-way, is leading the field in
the sale of short subjects. If he wins and
should follow up the victory with a trip to
Detroit, is there any reason why we
shouldn't have our* thirst
* * quenched?
Can you imagine a man leaving the film
game to sell accessories for a flivver? Just
exactly what Arthur Fox of Fox did.
"Art," they
say, states.
is selling heaters over a
territory
of nine
* * *
W. F. Seymour, supervisor of the Central district for Hodkinson, spent a few
days last week at the Chicago office.
* * *
Morris Schwartz, father of I. Maynard
Schwartz, manager of the Educational
office in Chicago, is selling Educational
short subjects in the city.
* * *
"Bob" Lucas already has moved parts of
the local Robertson-Cole office to the new
headquarters at 908 South Wabash. The
chief and his staff will not join the new film
colony for another week or so.
* * *
Barney Ziv has resigned as publicity
director of the Stratford theatre in Chicago
to
conductof anhisadvertising
and cheers
a p-iblicity
Barney.
business
own. Three
for
* * *
Louis Laemmle who has returned to Chicago after spending several months abroad
with his brother, Carl, president of Universal, didn't forget the boys back home.
He presented all the men at the local exchange with cigarette holders.
* * *
Charles Lundgrenn, formerly with DollVan, has joined the sales staff of Gollos
Enterprises. He has been assigned the
Southern part of the
* *state.
*
H. Smith has made a change in his exchange connections. Formerly with Educational, he now is covering Illinois territory
for Joe Friedman's* Celebrated
Players.
* *
Louis Frank of the Halstead theatre, has
gone to New York. A big, big deal is pending so the rumor goes. Announcement of
developments later.* * #
L. Y. Crump over at Pathe still has the
shivers. He should have. Any man that
goes
swimming this* time
our sympathy.
* * of year can't have
Sammy Greenbaum, representing A. H.
Blank at Davenport, la., was a visitor this
last week at the Fox offices.
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If you see Irving Mack riding around in
a car in a few days don't let the sight of it
blind
it won'tas beyouanymight
new make
car onyoutheformarket
surmise.of
Irv got his hands on the engine and a few
other parts of a flivver and is having a
novelty body built. * * *
Samuel Sax, district representative for
Selznick, dropped back in town last week
after doing his bit up in Milwaukee. Sam
pocketed a good sized contract with Saxe
Enterprises while up
* in
* the
* beer city.
J. S. Posner is holding down the South
Side for Celebrated. You remember J. S.
when he was with Select.
* * *
There is always more than one way to
get an exhibitor's money. The time is
recently. The setting, a secluded spot in
Rockford. The actors, Maurice Hexj mw.
Universal salesman, Harry Grampp of the
Orpheum theatre, Rockford, and a street
A pathetic little scene, it is —
car
for magnate.
all but Maurice.
* * *
Mrs. Emma Rogers, aunt of William H.
Stowell, Universal actor who was killed
while on an expedition in Africa, is in New
York conferring with Carl Laemmle to
make arrangements for the return of the
body cagoto man.this country. Stowell was a Chi"Three Sevens" Will be
Next Moreno Picture
"Three Sevens" by Pcrley Poore Sheehan, a story which appeared in both
magazine and novel form, will be the
title of Antonio Moreno's first feature
production for Vitagraph, according to
an announcement of Albert E. Smith,
president of that company.
"Three Sevens" is described as a combination of mystery, adventure and athletic prowess. The title is drawn from
the convict serial number by which the
chief character is known prior to the
principal action of the story.
Eastern Feature Co. Will
Build Exchange Addition
Eastern Feature Film Company, Inc.,
has signed a lease whereby a new building will be erected next to its exchange
at 57-59 Church street, Boston, to enthe company's
It islargepromised
that present
it will bequarters.
one of the
best equipped exchanges in the city of
Boston, and it is expected that it will
take about five months to build it. The
new quarters will be partitioned off into
a shipping room, vault and exhibition
room, and the building now occupied will
be made into one big office.

SHOTS

AND

Ed Lansing, of the Vitagraph office,
blossomed forth last week with a 1921
Buick touring car. (Whisper). Ed, what
became of the "music-box" you've been annoying the traffic cops with for the past
decade or so?
Tom Ronan is all keyed up to a pitch
of the highest enthusiasm these days, with
the splendid support his new theatre, the
Terrace, is given by the natives of Danville,
111. With that splendid cinema temple that
Tom greeted 'em with October 4, he has
been going right along piling it up. Might
give some of our local bankers a chance
to shelter your pile.
With George Cooper, traveling auditor
for Vitagraph, paying the Chicago branch a
brief visit during the week of Nov. 1, E. F.
Tarbell, district manager, was given ample
opportunity to show him what real sales
records mean out in this part of the United
States of America.

TELL
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MISSES

By Mac
Lee Herz, president of the Interst;
With the autumnal breezes now raging
about the oT Loop, local film circles are Film Service, is contemplating a' trip ea
ward some day next week. Will the inc
being stirred by the usual managerial blow.
pendent state right sellers of Manhatt
Thus far, .we note that Ben Beadell leaves
Selznick for the new Stoll films, and Fred
Isle park their cars somewhere convenit
to the Grand Central depot upon the arm
Aiken departs from the Vitagraph ex- of
the Century? This will consideral
change to the sixth floor of the Film Exadd to the comfort of the lean and angul
change Bldg., to associate with Harry
Herz.
Weiss in the Superior Screen Service.
Who's next, we wonder?
With Pat Dillon, manager of the S[
After hanging up several Hoosier sales cial Picture exchange, giving us an ear
records during the past couple of months, of pleasurable news with regard to his s
Louis Goulden, of the Celebrated, feels ting the new Chester Conklin come<
as though he is entitled to come back to "Home Rule." in for a Loop run at t
the home office and get acquainted with the Alcazar theatre, our conference was rud
interrupted by the frantic appeals of d
boys. Welcome to our city, Louie.
tress over the 'phone of Mrs. Dillon
forming Pat that the light-fingered gen
Jimmie Salter, of the Vitagraph ex- of
had paid the Dillon domicile a v
change, is confined to his home with a and Chicompleted
a thorough job of it.
slight attack
the work
"flu."of The
husky other lead for Louis "Insurance" Noto.
should
make of
short
this big
annoying
malady, anddinavianhere's
hoping
genial Scansmiles will
soonhispermeate
the
Manager Applebai'm. of the Ardmi
is happy once more. Just ent;ai
smoking salon at 207 S. Wabash Ave. in atheatre,
musical artist to operate his player pia
the near future.
Now that this budding Chopin has ;
With the sudden resignation of Bill wised up to the manipulation of the varii
Dineen from the managerial offices of the "tcmprechures." Applcbaum feels assu
Harry Moir theatre enterprises this week, his patrons will not be annoyed with tra
his assistant, George Brown, is for the notes during love scenes nor funeral dir
the cute bathing girlies are do
present directing the destinies of the Rose, while
their stunts.
Alcazar and New Boston theatres.
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CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at call
saving
prices.
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drlfrarr
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iJ^KrtiiM.
• and°0manrSana
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■Plata
tnudcataloc
In ourt aUatahowrooB.
for oarer*
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ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
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Bartholomae Signs to
Write Scenario That
Will Star Miss Reed
W. K. Ziegfeld, president of Ziegfeld
Cinema Corporation, has signed Philip
Bartholomae, noted playwright, to write
the scenario for a film production in
which Florence Reed will be starred under Emile Chautard's direction.
Bartholomae, who has written a score
or more of Broadway successes, also is
credited with high-grade motion picture
creations, although, for some time, he
has been devoting himself exclusively to
the spoken stage. His "Over Night,"
"Little Miss Brown," "When Dreams
Come True," "Very Good Eddie," "Over
the
Top" shows
and numerous
farces andof
musical
are knownother
to millions
stage lovers. It was he who wrote the
first edition of "The Greenwich Village,
Four contracts have been signed for
Follies." films with well-known stage
Ziegfeld
stars and directors within the past fortnight.

be a colored scenic of the Sequoia National Park. Martin J. Doner, an internationally known sculptor, is at work on
the plastic clay subjects, while William
Hyer and Frank Blackwell, cameramen,
will film the slow-motion features with
an especially constructed camera.
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'ovember 20, 1920
Communications
Wynot, Neb.
> Exhibitors Herald:
low is one able to select his pictures and
vat rules must one set down in governing
1 purchase of goods? The small town ex1 itor in order to do business must sign a
citract which enables the distributors to
s d any kind of pictures.
Tow long must -a reel be when the dist 'utors say "five reels" or "a five reel
pgram"?
I think
small town
exhitors would
refuseif the
to accept
anything
to pieces
themas come
to
tt'te, iswecutcould
get asandgoodmakea deal
the big
c es.
'he films that we buy cost us less than
w;n they are run in the larger cities. We
e:ect to get the last chance to show them.
B we do not expect to pay for poor film
wch is unfit to run. When are the exh tors going to wake up and do sometrg
al e. to remedy this? One man can't do it
J. A. Weinandt.
I. Y. Gets Tivoli Theatre
EW YORK— The Arena Theatre
Gporation has taken a twenty-oneye' lease of an 8th avenue and 50th
st it plot, where nine three and fourst'y buildings are being razed, for the
eption of a motion picture house to be
knvn as the Tivoli. to accommodate
abit 3,000 persons.
EAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Hemmer Gathers Staff to
Make His Newest Picture
Edward Hemmer has engaged Charles
Osborn Sessel to design the scenic and
art effects for the next Hemmer production.
Sessels' interesting work for "Way
Down East" and the several excellent
productions he has designed for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Thomas
Ince and others, stamp him as a man of
ability. Others to assist are William F.
Haddock, William H. Tuers, John Ward
and Charles Druiett. The production will
be made in the Estee studios at 124th
street, New York.
mm.

Artographic Short Reel
Specialties Gain Headway
Artographic Films, Inc., has completed
its first scenic reel and is at work on
several plastic clay subjects and slow
motion features in which snort-reel specialties itis a new factor in the industry.
The newly formed organization is
headed by Will C. Prather, a Los Angeles capitalist. J. E. Kelly, former production manager for Thomas H. Ince, is
director-general, while Charles Boyden,
a Detroit financier, is business manager.
The company's first screen offering will

m
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Tkrengk Path* Exchanges.
FLYTNO "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell.
The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
'The
Gamesters."
Fisher. Eddy.
'The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. Browning," five reels, with Walter Miller
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Majorie Daw.
"Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cohb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence." five reels.
"The
Mystery,"
five reels.
"The Wall
UnseenStreet
Witness,"
five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carcw.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMKDIKS
One Issued every other week.
MURIEL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one escb month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Oae issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-XORTHWOOD DRAMAS
'The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A
Fight Brute,"
for a Soul,"
two reels.
"Beloved
two reels.
"Quicksands,"
two
reels.
"Border
River," two
two reels.
reels.
"In the River"
'Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pothe Exchanges
Oct. I — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldioe Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS EL IXCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"The Magic Life," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One,"
six reels,
with PRODUCTIONS
Hobart Bosworth.
ALLAN
DWAN
"The ForbiddenMAURICE
Thing," sixTOURNEUR
reels, with James
Kirkwood.
PRODUCTIONS
'The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
HACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up in Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"Woman Above Reproach," six reels, with Florence Chase.
"Evolution of Man," six reels.
"Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
"Thirty Years Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A Traitor's Vengeance," two reels.
"The Girl of the West." two reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The
Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays."Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish, ' two reels.
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LBSTBB CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOV OOMBDDH
'Misfortune Hunters"
24 "Back
on the Farm."
Aug.
'Stung Again."
July
June
'Wild.
Wild,
Women!"
Aug.
Champs."
June
Sept 10—"; 'Some
'Clever Cubs."
"All Balled Up."
II VII HES
"The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
STAR It \ XC II tVKSTBRNfl
Two Reels Every Two Weeks.
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
22—'
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
19—"
"Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson."
"Flat Hunting"2—"
"Andy Visits His Mama in-Law."
A i/uirtPlays
Day
si Home."
'Andy
Golf."
"Andy
a Diet."
'Andy's OnWash
Day."
•Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
V isits
the Osteopath."
"Andy on
Skates."
"Andy'i Mother in Law Pays Him s Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy
the Will
Model."
"Accidents
Happen."
"MiliUnt Min."
'
"Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice
Box
Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the Hero."
"Andy s Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier "
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy,
"There s aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The
Toreador."
"The Broilers."
CLIMAX

FILM CORPORATION

"Love's
Battle,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Joe All-Star
Moore and
"The Fourth
Face,"
cast. Eileen Sedgwick.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
'For the Freedom of Ireland." five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMER A
Distributed through Educational film Exchanges. Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REALS
."Four
Times Hero."
Foiled."
"An Overall
"The Big Show."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tincher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby VernonO
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Grtbbon.)
TORCH Y COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
'Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie
Adams.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of —10,000
"Babe Ruth
How Smokes."
He Knocks His Home Runs."
RORERT C. RRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL." OMR ■**
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
'The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of Laviajera."
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'The Song of the Paddle."
'Wanderlust."
•Solitude."
Castaway."
The
By Schooner CHESTER-OUTING
to Skagway."
SCEMC!, ONE REEL
'Dreams Come True."
'Pirel"
'Bear With TJs."
'Pyrennes
and Wooden Legs."
Take in Boarders."
One Drop Was Enough."
Old Buddha's Maze."
Some More Samoa."
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits."
The Tamer the Wilder."
The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
Too Much Overhead."
Seven League Booters."
S CHEEMC8, SPLIT REEL
Troubadour* of the Sky" and "Infant Iceberg*."
Forbidden Fanes" and "Barks and Skippers.
Horseshoe and Bridal Veil" and "In a Naturalist's Gardss."
Duck Days" and "Foam Fantasies."
jreat American Yawn" and "Getting His Angora."
Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
EQUITY PICTURES
5ilk Husbandi and Calico Wives," six reels, with House Pttara.
For the Seal of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
\eep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
.Vhispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
Vfidcbannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young,
-lush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCKAFT PICTURES
1
—
"The
Fighting
six reels, with special cast.
->«■■
n* 8— "Prince Chap," Chance,"
six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
8
—
"Crooked
Streets,"
five
reels,
Ethel Clayton.
Jg- 16— "The White Circle," five reels,with
Tourneur
!g- 15 — "What Happened to Jones," fiveMauriee
reels,
with
Bryantproduction.
Washburn.
Jg- 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy
Jg- t9 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett. Dalton.
'The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
PtPt,——'The
Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
T>t
—"Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
PPt,t—— "What's
"Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Pt,,.— "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
?t — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
pt,
Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
t. — "Little
"Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille prot. S— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
t. 10— -"The Round-Up, " seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
t 10 — "Deep Waters, five reels, M. Tourneur production,
t 17 — 'The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart,
t. 17 — 'The City Sparrow." five reels, with Ethel Clayton,
t 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast,
t- 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn,
t 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
t- SI — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
>v. 7— "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
'V. 7— "Sins of Rozanne." five reels, with Ethel Clayton,
•v. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
v. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett,
v. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
'V. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
denvoloua
MarriedWives,
Virgin,"
six six
reels.reel*,
FILM MARKET, INC.
">• Howe Without Children," tevea reels, with Sithard T raven.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. INC
jJ and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
|| teMorious
PerfectMissW'oman,"
Constance MacDonald.
Talmadge.
Lisle," five
five reels,
reels, with
with Katherine
ck-Knife Maa," five reels, King Vidor special.
_ irty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
| >od References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
| the Heart of a Fool." seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
i| irnet
rtain,"andfivethereels,
withsixKatherine
Piper."
reels, withMacDonald.
Anita Stewart.
, ,e Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
•• if L".oman
Master Mind,"
six
reels,
with
Lionel
Love," six reels, with AnnetteBarrymore.
Kellerman.
(<_ onerville
e Kick inTrolley,"
High Life,"
H. Lehrman
two two
reels,reels,
withanDan
Mason. production.
_ aceful Valley." six reels, with Charles Ray.
,. '™*4* of North," six reels, Curwood production.
,. ■",n Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
••
j \ -si* reels' with 1Iildred Harris Chaplin.
< ;t and \\ armer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
_ e Devil s Garden." six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
~ ngerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
~, ve.
and with
Behave."
MackCast.Sennett comedy.
seenHonor
Forces,"
All-Star
<Jty, with Wesley Barry.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
'sutfc'a Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
Z ". WWte Moll," with Pearl White.
,. 1 J**" King," with William Farnum.
.. :deSkywayman,"
with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
New York Sleeps,"
with All Star Cast.
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'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast.
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
' Over the Hill," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
"Queen ofsixSheba,"
sevenSpecial
reels, Cast.
with All Star Cast.
"Skirts,"
reels, with
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag
Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."
PEARL WHITE SERIES
"The Thief."
"The
"The Tiger's
MountainCub."
Woman.'
TOM MIX SERIES
'The Untamed."
'The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLUM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"MerelyToy."
Mary Ann."
"Chin
"The Girl of My Heart."
"The Flame of Youth."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now17." On."
"Number
'The Plunger."
'Dynamite Allen."
20TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
'The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"The Rangers," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz," with Eileen Percy.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"Bride 13," in 1*5 episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The
Cow
Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The
Song
Birds."seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Love
Madness,"
"Hot Dogs."
'The
Merry Shop."
Cafe."
"The Tailor
'The Brave
Toreador."
"The
Politicians."
"The
High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap
"Mary'sJacks."
Little Lobster."
"A Waiter's Wasted Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard
"Chase Me."Follies."
'An Elephant's
'Hold
Me Tight."Nightmare."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss Me Quick."
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
'League of Nations."
"A
TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"Farm
"The
"Home Medicine
Brew." Man."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock
Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
"A Dream of Fair Women."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODrCTIONS
"Dangerous Days," seven reels. Eminent Authors Special.
'Trimmed
reels, seven
with Madge
'The WomanwithandRed,"
the five
Puppet,'
reels, Kennedy.
with Geraldine Firm
"The Silver Horde," seven reels, Rex Beach Special.
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five, reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pickford.
'The Truth." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid,
Cowpuncher,''
"Man Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
"Girl With the Jaax Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"IrTs a Great Life," fire reels, (Eminent Artists).
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"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going the
Some,"
five reels. five
Sex reels,
Beach with
production.
"Cupid
Cowpuncher,
Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast
"Stop Thief," five ITUHD
reels, with
Tom Moore.
EDUCATIUMAL
WBEEL1
"Having
a Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In
the
Glory
of the Past."
"Between Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COHBDIB8
•The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
"A Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
'HiRh Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"A Misfit Earl," hvs reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWTN-BHAT PICTOGKAPBI
"in Far Away New Zealand."
"Girl Pottery
"Taos
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVERS EDUCATIONAL
"Colossus of Roads.'
"The Spirit of the Birch."
"Suds."
"Precisely a* Polly ''
"Legend of the Corn."
"Jupiter's Thunderbolt.'*
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
"Face to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Dirtribultd tkrtugk tht Path* ticking,
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol." sjx reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cyntbia-of-the-Minute.' six reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Dawn." six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebrusher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ, JIL, PRODUCTIONS
'The
"Sex,"Lone
sevenWolf's
reels, Daughter,"
with Louiseseven
Glaumreels, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Bandbox," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"The- Harvest Moon." six reeks, with Dons Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"WO, 000," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Dream Cheater," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No. 90," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame,'" five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATION AL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"Till Blue Bonnet," six reels, with Billie Rhodea
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 15— "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 1 5— "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reels, with Olive TetL
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets."
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cav»Heri.
BERT L U t>iN
"Honevmoon Ranch," five reels, State Rights Feature.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast.
The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
"Held in Trust," six reel*, with May Allison.
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'The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
The Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes,"
with All six
Starreels,
Cast. with Bert LytelL
'The
Saphead,"
six
reels,
with
Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
Oct. 25 — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15 — "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger Than Death," six reels, with Nazimova.
The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27 — "The S.Great
Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Love, Honor
and Obey,"
six reels,
with All Star Cast.
ROBERT
HARRON
PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." six reels, with Robert Harron.
C. E. 8HURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The Mutiny of Elsinore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
'The Star Rover," six reels, with All Star Cast.
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
"Nothing But the Truth," six reels.
The
VeryButIdea,"
"Nothing
Lies,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithTaylor
TaylorHolmes.
Holmes.
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"A Modem Salome," six reels.
B. B. HAMPTON FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS
Oct. 81 — The Stewart.
Money Changers," six reels, with Claire Adams sad lay
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Jane 8— "The Little Cafe," five reels, with Max Linder.
PRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May I — "Dollar for Dollar," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May 80 — "Sherry," seven parts, witn Pat O'Malley.
Aug. 89— "Lahoma," seven reels.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
ALBERT
CAPELLANI
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
,
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary," five reels, with June Capriea.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
June 20 — "Passers-By," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18 — "Man and His Wife." six reels, with Herbert RawhVnawa.
Sept. 6— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gwaoa asi
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May Msniss
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warmer.
Aug. 15— "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 18— "Felix O'Day," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 88 — "Object — Matrimony." five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 84 — "Hslf s Chance," seven reels, with Mablon Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov.
8
—
The
Old ofDog,"
six reels,
with with
John Margaret
Cumberland.
May 9 — The Gay
Miracle
Money."
five reels,
Sadow
ROUT. BRUNTON PRODUCTION-.
Jov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewan
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
"TheLo
Place of Honeymoons,"
six reels,with Emily Stevens and ™.Montaf
ve
"Where Is My Husband?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mcrsereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight
Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
"Bubbles." Gambols,"
five reels, six
withreels,
MarywithAnderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms." five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S
One-Half FILM-OSOPHY
Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
The Mystery
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard),
six reels.
The
Luck of of
the theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chaa. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," STAR
six reels,
a Taylor production.
PRODUCTIONS
"The
StolenfiveKiss,"
Constance Binney.
"Sinners,"
reels,five
withreels,
Alicewith
Brady.
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"Norse Marjorie," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Tens; Be Good," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawlcy.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"89 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"What Next?" two reels.
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GUIN AN WESTERNS
"A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time, two reels.
WILLIAM ERA NET COMEDIES'
"Number IS," one reeL
"The Pest," one reel.
"Pile Driver," one reel.
"Undressed Kid," one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Pants." two reels.
'Her Honor the Scrublady," two reals.
'Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Sept 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. 10 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. V»
5ct IS — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
'Simp and Satan," two reels.
'Jealousy," two reels.
'Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
'Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
'Double Trouble," two reels.
'Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY HOT BERT
'She's a Vamp," two reels.
Circus Days," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se^de Hayakawa.
Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
Devil's
five reels,
Hayakawa.
NotoriousClaim,"
Mrs. Sands,"
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
one 20— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
The Fsrtune Teller." svven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
rhe Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
LI Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Uoon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
«g- 1 — "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
ug- 18— "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
ug. *• — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
spt. 12 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
,onely
South Pacific Missions."
iecpjiti
iecpaiting in the Solomons."
-ity of Broken Old Men."
Jarooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENICS
iheep
O'Leavenworth."
ions of Salooskin."
ihosts of Romance."
»T 2— "Outlaw of Wdderness," one reel.
*T 16— "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
ake
Doctor's
Advice."
lh, You Kid I"
»7 *0 — "Letty's Lost Legacy," one reel,
oe 6— "Becky Strikes Out," one reel.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchange!.
he Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstetm
ut of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
be Han Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faveraham.
be Flapper," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
fre1r five reels' w,th Elaine Hammerstein.
Je Valley
of Doubt,"
five reels,
reels, with
with Owen
special Moore.
cast.
,, be
Desperate
Hero," five
Je Servant
Question,"
five reels, with William Collier.
Eugene O'Brien.
with Talmadge.
reels,Norma
Figurehead,"
,, le'othea,
five reels,fivewith
vrling Mine,"
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
, ,e Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
, ,e ™*T Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
l ie Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
, eryoody s Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
, mgerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
1 ie:d Daughter
Foam," five
reels,fiveRalph
production,
Pays,"
reels, Ince
with Elaine Hammerstein.
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When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the
house and then on the other, wouldn't make any
great ithitin with
your andaudience.
You've got to
focus
one spot,
keep it Utere.
Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying? Doesn't it stand to reason that you will
get better action if you focus on one spot?
Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Company assures you prompt,
intelligent service, every time. And the oftener you go to that one
source to supply your needs, the better will be your service, for in that
way we get to know you, your house, what
you want, and why.
Our stock is complete. We make it a point
to keep abreast
the times
and have'every
worth-while
new ofthing
that comes
out.
Manufacturers know us — know they can
promptly reach the whole Motion Picture
field through us. So they bring us every
new thing as soon as they get it out.
The ESCOCalalog is a revelation of what
there is in the field, and what it means to you to have such a
supply house to draw on, without having to hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other unknown sources.
So we say— FOCUS!
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
33 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Minneapolis
Exchange Building,
(1338)
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SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
'Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell LewM.
Mile of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Tslmadge.
The Loves
Last ofandHisLies,
People,"
Lewis.
'She
six five
reels,reels,
with with
NormaMitchell
Talmadge.
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning
'Tust Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
9ELZMCK NEW*
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," one reel.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
one reel.
reel.
"A Certain of
RichSuccess,"
Man " one
"The Battler and the Hottler," one reel
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL, PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife." five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth " five reels, with special cast.
"The Invisible Divorce," five reels, with special cast.
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
'The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I ?" five reels. Special Cast.
KINOGRAMS
Twice a Week News Reel.
PRIZHA PICTURES
*D««th, Where Is Thy Sting? ' one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women." five reels, state right feature
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
< <»>l K LAS8K
Oct. 3 — "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 31 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband," two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
si NSET HI RRUD SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
n.AVPl.AY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
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MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors everywhere
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA

CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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MORA N i s < OMEDIE8
Oct. 3 — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty." one reel.
Oct. 31 — "Kids," one reel.
( III. S I I II I UNKI.IN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule." two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am 1?" two reels.
TYRAD PICTURES. INC.
'And
the
Children
Pay,"
sevenreel*.reels, with Garrett Hughe*
"Your
and Mine,''
five
'HumanWife
Passions,"
five reels.
The Red Viper," six reels, with Gsrett Hughes
"It
Happened
in Paris,"
"Broken
Hearts,"
five reels.five reels.
Johnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
lept. 1 — "His Majesty, the American," eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
Oct. 10 — "Broken Blsssoms." six reels, D. W Griffith production.
»ec t»— "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
Ian. 18 — "Pollysnna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 16 — "Down on the Farm" (Sennett). five reels.
May IS — "Romance." eight reels, with Doris Keane.
[une IS — "Mollycoddle,' six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower." seven reels, D. W. Griffith production.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
I minimi. FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl
five reels,
with with
FrankAnnMayo.
"The inPathRoomShe J9,"
Chose,"
five reels,
Cornwall.
"Everything
But
the
Truth,"
five
reels,
"A Tokio Tiren," five reel*, with Tsuru Lyons
Aoki. and Mors*
"Alias
Dodd."fivefive
reels,
EdithCarey.
Roberts.
"HumanMissStuff,"
reels,
withwithHarry
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reel*, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyon* and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights." five reels, with Virginia Faire.
'Blue Streak McCoy." five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The
Right tosisHappiness,"
reels,Harris.
with Dorothy Phillips
"Forbidden,"
reels, witheight
Mildred
"Blind Husbands," seven reel*, with Eric Stroheim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." (even reels, with Priscills Desa.
'Under Crimson Skie»," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Dollars and the Woman." six reels.
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
'The Prey."
reels. five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reel*.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Garter
Girl," five
"Bab's
C andidate."
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble." five reels.
"The Whisper Market," five reels.
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
"The Sea Rider " five reels.
"The Gauntlet." five reels.
VITAGRAPH SI PEH-FEATURES
"The Courage ef Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reel* (Tom Terriss Production), AO
Cast.
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terris* Production).
LARRY si muv COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter," two reel*.
"The Grocery Clerk," two reel*.
"The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days." two reels.
"Solid Concrete." two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reel*.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reel*.
reels.
'The Jonah
Decorator."
CURRENT SERIALS
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack " with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, 'The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpui.
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK,
"The Screaming
with Ben Wilson and Nevs
PATHE, "Daredevil
Jack," withShadow,"
Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies," with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Cottrtot
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva
UNIVERSAL, 'The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, 'The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger." with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers*' with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Veiled Mystery." with Antonio Moreno.
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Theatres

representing the biggest and best amusement institutions of the United States are playing, under contract, the "A. P." productions.
Both as to the volume of our product and the
number of theatres in which it is booked. Associated
Producers, Inc., is the largest independent producing
and releasing organization in the motion picture
industry.
MAURICE TOURNEUR J PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENL'E, NEW YORK CITY
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"The ceremony of marriage is only a moment
of truce in the eternal battle of the sexes. "
LOVE!
MARRIAGE!
SEX!
There you have the appeals to which
human being responds.

every

The picture that meets those appeals is the
one that will stir and thrill the multitudes.
THE

WILLIAM

THE
dramatically
It would
The

D. TAYLOR

PRODUCTION

FURNACE
depicts a stirring sex-battle.

pack the Yale Bowl!

story is based on the sensational novel

by "Pan." The
Crawford Ivers.

R E A
PICTURES
469 Fifth
Avenue

scenario

is by

L A R T
CORPORATION
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APPEARS

BUT

PICTURE

ERA

Twenty-four cameras were required by Muybridge to picture a
running horse.
Fourteen cameras, including slow motion, were used to make
this the greatest film record in history.

THERE

HAS

NEVER

AXOMPLISHMENT

£. W.fJammons

ME

MAN

BEEN

TO

A FILM

EQUAL

IT

Presents

RACE

OF

ACE*
O'WAR'S
VICTORY
THE

IT has broken records every where at its premier at the Strand in New York
and Brooklyn, Grauman's in Los Angeles, Adams in Detroit, Walnut in
Cincinnati, Strand in Dayton, America in Denver — the country over.
For it is the greatest motion picture ever made — far more than the record
of the most notable horse race in history — a thrilling, pulsing, dramatic
spectacle that will bring cheers from every man, woman and child.

TZdeased by
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,lew INC.
T
7drk
T"29 Seventh ^Jve.

Slye ?s*tor ]5oxk Stme^.

THE

OST conservative of New York newspapers, the Times,
M links this production with the first motion picture.
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When Edward Moybridge. more than
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twer.ty-four cameras so that their plates
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front of them, and thereby obtained the
first photographic record of ths various
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The reft of the picture
not so and
exof It hasLs thrills,
most ofciting,Itthoughissome
Interesting.
Details of
the preparation of the horses for the
race
are good close-up
viewsateof shown,
the twotherethoroughbreds,
and
practically all of those associated with
the race ps owners. Jockeys, trainer",
Judges
are pictured.
Some ofand"
the track
scenesworkers
are merely
footage,
to padlong
the tofilmbe sorunthatas
Itused,
will note doubt,
sufficiently
a " feature." but no one minds this
much in a picture of such horses in such
a Additional
race.
Interest Is given to the film
bv pictures
madereduces
with the
camera,
which
speedslow-motion
to about
one-eighth of normal, and so brlng3 out
the smoothness and grace of the racers
and
countless
of their
mls.«ed
by thedetails
unaided
eye. movements
The only
regret is that there are not more of
these
slow-motion
pictures
In
" brief
The
Race of the Age."hitsThere
are only
and
they
do notinadequate
show the strideofandthem,
stepsandof Mjn
o' War r.s on9 would tike to see tljem.
Those
used other
the slow-motion
camera who
Cor have
this and
subjects do
not s*>em
to
have
realized
Its possibili-of
ties. They have not taken advantage
lighting and
backgroundandto relief
give their
pictures
the clearness
they
should have, and they have photographed
only
a
few
of
the
altr.oet
limitless number of available subjects.
All sidethis,
however.
Is more the
or less
bethe point,
now because
circumstance* of the race between Sir Barton
and Man
o' War
probably camera,
restricted and.
the
use
of the
slow-motion
though one may regret that the picture
does nottures, Include
piceven if theymore
couldslow-motion
not have been
made under the most advantageous conditions,
there
yet
remains
the
race
self—and this is enough for any one. itThe pictures were made under the
direction
of MajorFilms
J. W. Corporation.
O'Moboney for
the
Educational

I have shipped to our branches today a picture
that has the sweep of action of "The Birth of
a Nation"; a picture such as I have longed
for all summer and fall to bear the imprint of
Associated Producers; a picture so fine, so big,
so powerfully dramatic that it made a group of
hardened picture people who watched it gasp
for breath.

jHaunce
7ourneur

This picture is Maurice Tourneur's "The Last
of the Mohicans," a mighty production. So
sure am I of its power and appeal that I make
the assertion that if any exhibitor holding a
contract now for this production gave up his
contract we could sell him over again for fifty
percent higher rental than he is now paying for it.
F. B. WARREN
General Manager of EHstribution
Los Angeles, November 6.

GEORGE
THOMAS

LOANE

TUCKER

- MAURICE

H.INCE

- MACK

SENNETT

TOURNEUR
~ MARSHALL

* J. PARKER
NEILAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

READ

- ALLAN

Inc.

JR.

DWAN

MAURICE
TOURNEUR

presents

fast
Jn

of

American

the

Drama

Eternal

Directed by MAURICE

r

Mohicans

TOURNEUR

By James

Fenimore

and CLARENCE

Gboper

L BROWN

A faithful picture reproduction
of a classic known to and loved
by millions — James
Cooper's immortal
the American

Fenimore
romance

of

Indian, "The Last

of the Mohicans."
A production of tremendous
audience attraction power that
will be recognized as the master work of a master — Maurice
Tourneur.
"The Last of the Mohicans" has
every element of the big picture
— rapid movement,suspense, love
interest, gigantic and beautiful
sets and a punch in every foot.
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DWAN

ALLAN
I WAN
wesents

%2

FORBIDDEN
By
Personalia

Mary

Producers is an intriguing love story— the story
of a girl whose faith in the man she loved was
50 strong that it survived his marriage to another
woman and her union with another man.

GEORGE
THOMAS

Mears

directed

Allan Dwarfs first production for Associated

LOANE

TUCKER

- MAURICE

H.INCE

- MACK

SENNETT

THING

hy Mr. Dwan
In "The Forbidden Thing" Mr. Dwan clinches the
hold upon exhibitor confidence that he gained in
previous successes. It is the most remarkable accomplishment todate of a producer who is able to coin
box office dollars by the depth of his human vision.
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6> DISTRIBUTED

CORPORATIO:
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TwoThousdnd^

ARROW

V

BEftGER.PftES'

4Q»d5T.
WEST
NIIJW YORK

EXHIBITORS
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ookecl
Over

DIAfc
FILM COMPANY
PRESENTS
THE

HERALD

FEATURING
MYRTLE

the

LAWSON

lDOEW

%

COAT
59 ELIZABETH DEJEANS

Distributed ?
W.H0DKINS0N
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York Gty
thru PftTHE Exchange, Inc.
HODKLNSON

Anniversary

Month

BUTT

ana.
TINA JMLODOTTI
DIRECTED BY
ROY GLEMENT§

s>
©IRSUIT
A WOisTDERFU h
PICTURE
FOR
YOUR

TIGERS

STEDMAR

Release

A

B. Hampton

Benj.

ZANE

Production

GREYS

U-

r>

A Massive

Rctui-e of the Greatest,

TP
ROY

A
TT
with a Rwerful Cast Including

STEWART

KATHLYN WILLIAMS' JOSEPH J. DOLING
ROBERT M^KIM
AND MARGUERITE
DE LA MOTTE.
DIRECTED

EY JACK
W.

CONWAY

H0DONS0N

ZANE

GREY

PICTURES

CORPORATION

527 Fifth Avenue, New "fork Qty
Distributing: through PAIHE Exchange, Incorporated

INC.

Here's What "WidV
Issue of November 7, 1920

Said:

"Grey-Hampton-Hodkinson Combine
Presents Another Success"
"THE U. P. TRAIL"
Benj. B. Hampton — Hodkinson
DIRECTOR
Jack Conway
AUTHOR
Zane Grey
SCENARIO BY
William H. Clifford
CAMERAMAN
Harry Vallejo
AS A WHOLE . Actionful and fine acting make this
hold all the time ; first class production all told
STORY
Typical Zane Grey story of the early
West; fine western atmosphere maintained
DIRECTION Very good, especially handling
sets
PHOTOGRAPHY players and Fine
LIGHTINGS
Some splendid night scenes
CAMERA WORK
Good,
PLAYERS A first rate cast with splendid performances from each
EXTERIORS
Extremely realistic
INTERIORS
Usual sets
DETAIL
Well taken care of
CHARACTER OF STORY . The West in the early
70's with romance
and tragedy fighting
for supremacy
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION.
. . About
6,500 feet
Benjamin B. Hampton has produced and the Hodkinson Corp. will release another Zane Grey production in the near future, and if you are at all familiar"
uitji this combination's past performances and the
success of such productions as "The Westerners,"
"The Sagebrusher" and "Desert Gold," you can go
right to "The U. P. Trail" assured of the same splendid results as their previous pictures must surely
liave brought.
W. HODKINSON CORPORrVTION
527 Fifth Avenue. New teW Gtr
rtni rwrflt In/un** /rt ■

J. Rarker Read
Presents

xJr

HOBART

BOSWORTH

The

Brute

Master

Distributed bi/
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York Gty
thru PATHE Exchange, Inc.

SB

XL

Bosworth Again
—and better than before!
The forceful personality of
Hobart Bosworth dominates throughout a powerful,
colorful story.
The swing and surge of the
surf is in it and the blazing,
star-lit glory of tropic nights.
Strong men struggle for a
woman's favors and a woman's love — and the best
man wins.
He was splendid in"Behind
the Door" and " Below the
Surface,"— and he's better
by far in this.
AndAnnaQ.Nilsson, starred
and co-starred in athousand
past successes, was never
more appealingly beautiful.
:1
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DRAMA
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AM)
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STATE
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Film
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Graphic
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Romance
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n
The

Palace

Darkened
THE
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Windows
NEWEST

NATIONAL
PICTURE
4
\

( NATIONAL
LEWIS

Nj^PICTURS

J. SELZNICK

Presid ,t

Hi

A.

Mai

1^

Hastings

Bradley's

Enthralling

Oriental

Story

Cunning

of

ajOccidental

Love

Picturized by Katherine Reed
Directed bi| Henri) Koike r
disthibu1e

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

AGenuine

Special

Because

The Story is out of the ordinary, possessed of
an intriguing interest which made millions read it in
its printed form.

The Cast is of unusual excellence, made up of
seasoned screen artists chosen because of individual
fitness for the roles they play.

The

Production
is truly magnificent, providing with unswerving fidelity to fact, that hypnotizing

atmosphere of the Orient — land of mystery and color.

"THE PALACE OF DARKENED WINDOWS'
is the kind of photoplay that makes
for the lasting success of your theatre.

m

ROBERT
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P
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fire
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--

urelbach

MEN

BAD

NO

TELI

TALES

I
E.
W.
Hornung's
Masterpiece
'"\EAD MEN TELL NO TALES"— the murderous motto of the cold-blooded Senor Santos. The big gold strike
J in Australia was on. He lusted for a share of the yellow treasure being shipped from the mines. With that lust
\v born his devilish creed.
He tempted and won the captain of the treasure ship. Gunpowder was secretly put
abard with the gold. And when the little ship and its cargo of gold and human beings sailed away, the dastardly design
to low it up at sea was full blown.
Lifeboats were scuttled. None but the black-hearted rascals would escape.
Squire Rattray, well meaning but weak, is drawn into the murderous scheme by his love for Eva, the fair daughter
of ie villain Santos. With his private yacht he is to pick up the villains and their loot. Among the unsuspecting
paiengers is Cole, a young barrister. He and the lovely Eva are strangely attracted to each other. Then
coes the fatal night — the removal of the gold by Santos and his gang. They steal away from the doomed ship and
thi comes the blast of the touched off gunpowder. The staunch little schooner is rent into a thousand pieces and with
itsiuman cargo of men, women and children scattered over the lonely waste. Cole alone escapes and later is picked
upy a passing vessel. On reaching home the scoundrels seek to kill him. But they do not reckon with Eva, or
th really good Rattray who passionately loves the girl.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" will live forever in the minds of those who see it. As a vivid dramatic and flaming
noel, it has moved millions in the past to shuddering gasps, tears and laughter. The power of its pages has been
doaled— yes, trebled by the superb and glamorous production Vitagraph has given it for the screen.
A

A

VITAGRAPH

TOM

PROM
—

SUPER-FEATURE

PRODUCTION
TERRISS
STORY BY EWHORNUNO AUTHOR Of*RAFFLES"i*c.
FAMOUS
THE

*— *

*— *

ALBERT

eT5Iw<1ITF<

rmmsioe»rr *~~m

"— "

GEORGE

V. SEYFFERTITZ

PERCY

MARMONT
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PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING « 1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK -
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Paper, Photos,
and Music
Cue
FREE

WITH

Slides
Sheet
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PRINT.

This

appropriate

subject

now

shipped

direct

owners.

Place

early.

There

is a scarcity

Here

is your

ideal

subject,

will.

Rent

opportunity
with

it out

Also

suitable

and

schools.

of suitable

music
yourself.

for churches
Good

every

year. It's yours. Order early
to assure getting it in time.

Wire for full information

Commonwealth
Pictures
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EXHIBITORS
The

Other

"Key"

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

Circulation

than

Cities
The

big city exhibitor is important.

The exhibitor in the smaller
important.
He has often been

center

is just as

described as the "backbone

of the industry."
He, too, has made
trade papers, as

FOR

known

his choice of the

INSTANCE:
NO.

Exhibitors
adjacent

in six of
to

follows as
receive:

New Rochelle
Mamaroneck
Port Chester
Bridgeport
New Haven
Stamford
Totals

New
to

the

Number ol
Exhibitors
3
1
2
19
19
5
49

8
the

York

smaller
City

trade

cities

report

papers

as

they

Trade
EXHIBITORS Wid s
HERALD
lure World lure Ne»s Review
MoiiiE Pic- Molion
Pic2
1
0
2
3
1
0
0
0
1
13
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
16
10
1
18
1
7
10
2
2
2
3
3
43

U

24

has

21
31

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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"We

HERALD

will bet the rights of 'Way

Down

East' against the

rights of an old Imp two reeler that life' makes money/'
— Agnes Smith in The Morning Telegraph

A.

WILLIAM
Special

BRADY'S

Production

Life
(IN SEVEN

"Is a picture

The

for every

directipn

photography

REELS)

exhibitor

and

is of the highest
and

lighting

of the sets are lavish;

any

order

merits

program

and

praise.

the

Some

all are in keeping

with

the story. Suspense is maintained — and for
the showman
there are enough exploitation angles to make
After

a lot of 'special' features

sitting through

thrills, pathos
belief that

the
Among
For particulars
Apply
WILLIAM A. BRADY
The Playhouse
New York City

and

one

and

laughter,
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a half

look

sick.

hours

confess
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to the

'Life' will be numbered

1920

Season's

"
Seller
'Best
— Exhibitors
Trade s'
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A. F . Brentlinger , Bankes and Merchants Theatre Co.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
"We art certainly pleased to have a First National franchise
and belieoe that every exhibitor who is fortunate enough to he
identified with the organization should feel highly complimented,"
THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Iherell

Mayflower

Photoplay

Corporation

"THE
An

be a Franchise

everywht+e

presents

SCOFFER"
Allan

Dwan

By Val Cleveland

Production

Directed by Allan Dwan

A

November

27, 1920

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

:ii i Webster, Strand Theatre Circuit, Woodland, Cal.
1 1 nking exhibitor has for some time realized that in order
aauate protection he must cooperate With his fellow ex•' THAT'S A REASON WHY
Hherell

icture

of

be a Franchise

everywhere

Tremendous

Thrills!

Here's a photoplay with a smashing wallop, a picture with wonderful audience
appeal.
a powerful
strong, rugged
exceptional castThere's
in the roles.
There theme,
is love, romance,
intrigue,characters,
adventure, with
with angripping
scenes and tense, dramatic action.
A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative: David P. Howells. Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

: of his -wife's unfaithfulness!

ear before the maddened brute

"What have you done to my wife?"

In aiding others his own seared soul was healed

The end of their sordid romance

The scoffer was filled with reverence over
this great love

25
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EDITORIAL
EXECUTIVE
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NEW YORK OFFICE
1476 BROADWAY
TEL BKTAffT Jltl
MAKTIN

HERALD
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EH

ALB

<Wlth -which is incorporated MOTO

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Universal Is to Produce in Germany with Native
Casts
M. P. T. O. A. Launches Drive to Relieve Exhibitors of Tax Burden
"Money
BackHolders
if You Ask," Kunsky Tells Subfranchise
Exhibitor Nearly Loses Life in Battle with
Wounded Bear
Film Interests in Missouri Unite to Fight CenSix Children Killed in New York Fire Panic
AJ Lichtman Leaving Famous to Direct Booking
Circuit
An Interview with Cathrine Curtis by Doris
Claire
"GoHouses
to Movie Week" Wins Patrons for Omaha
C. Gardner Sullivan Unit Added to Associated
Producers
Associated First National Pictures Makes Important Announcement
An Interview with Allan Dwan by Harry Poppe
Steffes Calls Meeting to Strengthen U. T. P.
League
M. P. T. O. A. Grand Ball Is Definitely Set for
January 5
.'
•
Adolph Zukor at Opening of new St. Louis
Playhouse
Fabian's New Million Dollar House to Open
This Month
REVIEWS
"The Devil to Pay," Pathe, with special cast
"Conrad
in Quest of Youth," Paramount, with
Tom Meighan
"It Might Happen to You," S. & E. Enterprises
"Mules and Gobtalk," Educational scenic
"Tropical Nights," Educational scenic
"The
Life of the Party," Paramount, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
"The
Quaint Isle of Marken," Educational
scenic
"The Sandman," Pathe, with Eddie Boland
"Pipe the Penguin," Educational scenic
"Wanted
at Headquarters," Universal, with Eva
Novak
'Thunderbolt
Jack," Arrow serial, with Jack
Hoxie

31
31
31
3J
sorship 23
33
35
36
37
3S
39
10
41
42
43
44
77
77
77
78
78
78
73
78
78
79

79
"Girl of My Heart," Fox, with Shirley Mason.. 79
"The Forbidden Thing," Associated Producers
(Allan Dwan)
80

Subscription Price*

27, 1920

ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
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THE OFFICE
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LOS ANGELES OFFICE
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"Blackbirds," Realart, with Justine Johnstone... 80
"The Gilded Dream," Universal, with Carmel
Myers
80
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Selznick,
with Claire Anderson
81
"The Fatal Hour," Metro, with Thomas W. Ross SI
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W. M. SauOage, W. M. Saucage Amusement Enterprises, Alton, III.,
"We have played all First National pictures since the original organization. That's
why we hate a franchise." AND THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Hherell

be a Franchise

everywhere

You
Bet It's Spicy!
Joseph M. Schenck presents
Constance

Talmadge

in her peppiest picture
"Dangerous
Adapted by

Business"

John Emerson and Anita Loos
You know how your patrons like Connie
They'll love her in this one. Never has
she appeared more beautiful and vivacious.
And the picture!
see it!

Oh Boy!

Wait 'til you

A

First National

From

Madelaine

Attraction

Sharp Buchanan's

story "The Chessboard"
Directed by R. William Neill
Photographed by Oliver Marsh
Tech. Director, Willard M. Reineck

Well she WOULD
say she was married
when she wasn't !

Foreign Representative
David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City

E XHIBITORS
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S. G. Warwick, Beaux Arts, Palm Beach, Fla.,
"I believe the First National Franchise is the best thing that has
come
me sinceWHY
I entered the field of pictures." THAT'S
THE to
REASON
Hherel!

Mr.

Bangs

be a Franchise

Was

a Gay
The

everywhere

Dog-Then

His

Toonerville

Wife
Men

Are regular .'ports when their wives aren't around. But the
Skipper's
trolleyfly.brings them to town unexpectedly and then
how the sparks
Betzwood Film Company
presents the third of the
Toonerville Trolley Series

The

Skipper's Treasure Garden
A Fontaine Fox Comedy
Story by Fontaine Fox
Supervised by Ira M. Lowry
Directed by Robert Eddy and Kenneth Spear
A First National

Attraction

Dropped

In!

Survey

of

Production
By MARTIN

Los Angeles, November 16. 1920.
LOSE-UP observation of current activities
at the production center of the world reveals a number of very interesting developnents :
Substantial progress has been made toward
stabilizing the entire business of motion picture
production and placing it upon a more firm and
reasonable basis.
The inexpert adventurer along the perilous
paths of production and the fly-by-night producer
■ are conspicuously absent; the field has been practically limited to the producer of demonstrated
ability and experience, equipped with adequate
financial resources.
The important subject of over-production is
being given grave consideration by those in a position to prevent danger from that source.
Productions generally, although conceived
along lines of utmost elaborateness, are being executed with very careful regard for the elimination of those factors of waste which were characteristic of the earlier days of picture-making.
A very definite tendency to rely less upon
physical effects and more upon the essential drama
of action and situation is apparent.
A greater number of big productions, big in
theme and in treatment, offering assurances of
great drawing power, are in the course of production. Of these, four alone represent at this time an
actual production cost in excess of one and onehalf million dollars.
The story, long struggling for its logical position as the factor of overwhelming importance
in a successful picture, is now accorded generally
its rightful recognition.
While these are among the more notable
urface developments, there are still a number
f underlying movements of particular interest
1 the exhibitors of America.

Situation

J. QUIGLEY
Among these is a steady decrease in production which has been going on during the
past several months. Analysis of the West
Coast situation indicates that at this time —
which is customarily the high peak of production— only about forty per cent of the volume
of production of a year ago is now in work.
Almost

generally among

the West

Coast

studios production has been substantially curtailed. Only a few of the larger studios artmaintaining a production schedule equal to that
of last year. Aside from short subjects, production is almost universally confined to the making of big features, intended for special productions.
This condition is one which is partially due
t<> the design of producers and also in part due
t<> the exigencies of existing conditions, inside
and outside the trade.
*

*

*

During the twelve months previous to Sept.
1. 1920. a greater volume of motion picture film
was produced than the domestic and foreign demand warranted. During the past year manv
meritorious productions have been crowded out
of a consistent amount of revenue due to a keen
competition occasioned by the publication of a
larger number of productions than could be
properly accommodated by the domestic and the
foreign theatres.
Another factor of importance in creating
the existing situation is the matter of finance.
Due to general business conditions, it is difficult
to obtain money for an expansion or development. Producers who are compelled to rely upon
outside financing, which is almost the invariable
case, have found it necessary to proceed slowly.
These facts, indicating a situation of verygreat interest to every exhibitor, will be discussed indetail in subsequent issues.
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John M. Quinn, general manager of Vitagraph was a Chicago caller November 11,
attending a salesman meeting.
* * *
No slump in business at Chicago theatres.
* * *
Dr. W. E. Shallenbercer, president of
Arrow Film Corp., dropped in on the Chicago Arrow exchange manager, last week.
* * »
Adolph Zukor. president of Famous
Players-Lasky, after attending the opening of the Missouri theatre, St. Louis,
hopped a train for Los Angeles and arrived
there Nov. 13.
* * »
Ina Claire and Bert Lytell, the Metro
stars, helped Marcus Loew lay the corner
stone of his new Broadway theatre, at
45th street, Saturday, Nov. 6. The new
$5,000,000 playhouse is to be known as the
State.
* * *
Fatty Arbuckle, the Paramount comedian, accompanied by his attorney Milton
Cohen of Los Angeles, slipped into Chicago, Nov. 10, en route to New York. He
is on a business mission. Fatty doesn't
like Chicago's cold* weather.
* *
Ralph Kettering, general representative of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, the theatrical magnates, is recouperating from an
operation recently performed at the American Hospital Chicago, at St. Augustine,
Fla. He expects to be back home in a couple of weeks.
* * *
Leatrice Joy (get that name right,
printer, its an "L" not a "B") the little
Los Angeles beauty, after spending a couple of weeks sightseeing in New York
went through Chicago Saturday, on her
way back to the coast.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
looking hale anil hearty from his European
trip paused briefly at the Chicago exchange.
Mr. Laemmle left Wednesday night, Nov.
10, for Los Angeles. He was accompanied
as far as Chicago by Harry M. Berman, and
Abe Stern. Art Schmidt, division manager for Universal, was a Chicago visitor
last week.
* * *
A. Warner of Warner Brothers, spent
Sunday Nov. 14 in Chicago.
* * *
C. C. Burr, president of Master Films,
Inc. producing the "Torchy" comedies featuring Johnny Hines, stepped off the Twentieth Century, Thursday, Nov. 11, and will
remain in Chicago for a week. He is stopping at the Chicago Athletic Club.
* * *
D. W. Griffith's personal representative
E.
Loop,W.lastMoore
week. was seen about Chicago's
* * *
Bennie Zeidman is in again. This time
he announces he has assumed the position
of manager of productions for Mary Pickford. For a number of years Mr. Zeidman
was publicity director and personal representative for Douglas Fairbanks and he
even
acted
of Doug's
pictures,
to help out. inHe onerecently
embarked
upon just
the

producing field, if a person can embark on
a field, and was going to make some of Al
Woods stage plays* -into
* *pictures.
Anita Stewart and her husband, Rudy
Cameron, visited the Rothacker Film Manunfacturing plant last week, on their way
to the West Coast. Other notables who
inspected the laboratory were Charles
Christie and Reginald Warde. Mr.
Warde sailed for Europe on Nov. 14.
* * *
The Boston orchestra will furnish music
for "Way Down East" at its Chicago
premiere at the Woods
* * *'theatre.
Arthur Hurley, well known director,
has joined the Andrew J. Callaghan productions, Inc. He will join the Ix>s Angeles
company this week.
* * *
Katherine MacDonald made a flying trip
from Los Angeles to New York where
she will film the final scene for her eighth
First
picturetwo"Conscience."
She
will beNational
in New York
days.
* * *
Watterson R. Rothacker is on the Coast
inspecting the Rothacker laboratory at Melrose and Gowan street, Hollywood.
* * ♦
Frank H. Marshall, central division
manager for Special Pictures C orporation,
announces the appointment of C. W. Tyler
as manager of the Cincinnati office of .that
company, succeeding W. E. Condcll.
» * *
J. S. Jossey, special representative for
Arrow Film Corporation, is on a special
mission to Los Angeles for W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow.
* * *
The Southern California Editorial Association says "the press agent is a pest and
ought
be eradicated."
as
easy astopicking
quicksilverThat's
off ofabout
a plate
with
a pair of boxing gloves. It just can't
be done.
* * *
Peter J. Schaefer, of the Jones, Linick
& Schaefer theatrical enterprises, Chicago,
visited the Famous Players-Lasky studios
on Long Island recently and got a lot of
first-hand
information about picture production.
* * *
Col. Fred Levy, the First National franchise holder for Kentucky and Tennessee,
reports the picture business is in a healthy
condition in his territory and looks forward to a prosperous year. He recently
visited the Arrow offices in New York and
invited Dr. W. E. Shallenberger to spend
Thanksgiving in Louisville, Ky. which invitation Dr. Shallenberger
* * * promptly accepted.
Bessie Barriscale* *is in* New York city.
Allan Dwan left New York Wednesday, Nov. 10, en route to Los Angeles.
He was accompanied by fifteen members
of his producing organization.
* * *
Donovan says : "With Judge Landis in
charge iv baseball in the nashun, there's
goin' to be a bit iv hesitatin' in base
shtealin'."
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Re-Takes t°h'. News
By J. R. M.

"'Raw for Thanksgiving!"

□

'Member when you could get a plateful of turkey, stuffing and cranberry
sauce and a glass of beer on Thanksgiving Day, all for 10 cents?
Them was the good ol' days.
*
There was somethi
ng to be thank
ful for then.
*
And when a fellow went calling he
always carried a corkscrew and a bottle opener, so there would be no delay
Delays are dangerous.
*
Now he carries a pulmotor.

Can't trust this home brew.
*
Probably Be "Darkened Windows"—
Can you imagine what the sign boys
will do to "The Palace of Darkened
Windows." I can hear them now
down in the basement of the theatres
rehearsing their hymn of hate.
How About
Marsh.
Marry" a
"Dinty" a

It, "Mickey" —
Neilan called "Don't Ever
"mirthquake." Will he call
"frecklefest?"
*
Some Gusher —
Guy Empey'.s picture, "Oil," has become "Liquid Gold."
Well, It Had Better Be—
And Realart has "Something Differ*
After looking over the photographs
of the
sets for foolish
"Foolishwives
Wives"
we're
of
the opinion
are much
more expensive than the other kind.
Pessimist vs. Optimist —
Sessue
ent." Hayakawa says a pessimist is
a man who thinks he is getting the
worst of a fifty-fifty deal unless he gets
the hyphen, and the optimist is the
chap who
starts
on a tour with a cork-screw
in his
pocket.
•
still in injail.the He
didn'telection
come
outDebs
for is
anybody
recent
*
Save Hops, Too —
Taking the hops and malt away frorr
the home
brewers will save a lotta
kitchen
windows.
*
Senator Calder was in Chicago thi;
week investigating the housing situa
tion. We're still living in the park.
If yoursomefaceyeast.
is broken out,
Take
If you're
Take
some suffering
yeast. from the gout
If
you're
pop-eyed,
If you have a vacantlosing
stare. hair,
Why, some
Oswald,
Take
yeast.banish care.
Have You One in Your Home?—
Well, some things are coming down
Animals, for instance. Noticed a sigi
on Van Bureau street: "Camels foi
18 cents or two for 35 cents."
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If You

Ask"— Kunsky Pledge
Sub-Franchise Holders to Have
Right to Withdraw If
Dissatisfied
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DETROIT, MICH., Nov. 16— "Let me
;ay to everyone of you who have pur:hased Associated First National sub"ranchises that I stand back of them to
he very limit.. If any one of you ever
jecome dissatisfied with your bargain,
•emember that I am willing at any time
o This
hand was
you your
money back."
the statement
of John H.
-Cunsky, holder of the Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., franchise for
Michigan, to sub-franchise holders at a
linner in his summer home at Lake St.
Tlair, Canada, which followed a meeting
lere to organize and elect officers.
Confident of Its Success
"There is no possible chance of such
ontingency arising, however, because
rirst National is going to go over with
smash and I know that you men in
■our hearts feel as confident of its sucess as I do," he continued.
Kunsky'sinentertainment
of his felowMr.members
the First National
or;anization was probably the most notale social function in the history of the
lm industry in this section.
Elect Seven Directors
Exhibitors from as far north as Maruette, Escanaba and Newberry attended,
it the business session, the following
irectors were elected: John H. Kunsky,
ieorge W. Trendle, Harry Scott. Deroit; H. S. Gallup, Marquette; W. S.
lutterfield, Battle Creek; Blair McElroy.
hicago, and Herbert L. Well, Port
luron. They in turn will elect the
fficers. The annual meeting will be
eld in February.
Waco

Censorship

Measure

Meeting

With Opposition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., Nov. 16.— There is unrtainty in film circles here as to the
itcome of the censorship ordinance, which
ill have its final reading in the city comission on Thursday. It is known that
veral commissioners oppose the measure.
Commissioner Lemke, who has sponsored
e ordinance, has indicated that he will
sist upon passage. Because of his insistice and the strength of the opposition, a
ely meeting is expected Thursday.
The bill provides for a board of censors,
board of appeals and places all commerilized amusements under the jurisdiction
the boards. It is similar to the Dallas
dinance.
Dance in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS. MO, Nov. 16.— Plans have
en completed for the annual ball of the
Louis film exchange employes on Nomber 19. The dance will be held at
s Arcadia.
Daniel Brandt Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MEW
YORK,
Nov.
16. — Daniel
andt, 74 years old, father of Joe
andt, president of the C. B. C. Films
les, Inc., died last Wednesday.

Universal

Is

Germany
Pictures

Produce

With

However

Laemmle
For

to

Will Be

Native
Directed

in
Casts

by Americans:

Now on Coast Selecting Units
Work in Teuton Country

Universal Film Manufacturing Company is to launch production
activities in Germany.
After spending four months in a survey of the foreign field, Carl
Laemmle, president of the company, reached the decision that the only
profitable way for his concern to do business in Germany, because of the
restrictions on imported film, was to produce there.
Americans Will Supervise Production
German casts will be used in all productions. These pictures will be
made, however, under American supervision and direction. President
Laemmie now is on the West Coast where in all probability he will
select one or more units for activity in the Teuton country.
For the last two years an embargo on
L'niversal and Jewel proall foreign films has been in effect in will handleductions all
in the British Isles. Sir Edward Hulton heads this concern.
Germany. This restriction on importa
tion will be moderated the first of 1921.
Protest Action of
After January 1 the German government will permit foreign films amountNew England Mayors
ing to 2 per cent of the footage pub(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
lished there to circulate in the country.
BOSTON, MASS., Nov. 16— The genHas Had Berlin Office
eral committee of the state committee on
It was the fact that only so small motion pictures has adopted resolutions
amount as 2 per cent could be imported
protesting against the action of the New
into Germany that was responsible for
England mayors in opposing state censorLaemmle's decision to produce abroad.
ship at their meeting with the National
Universal has maintained an office in
Board of Review in New York on October 21 and 22.
The resolution "condemns the methods
Laemmle in Chicago
of the National Board of Review in the
Carl Laemmle, president of Uniconduct of the meeting," declaring that the
versal, was in Chicago on Thursreport "used to secure an endorsement of
day, November 11. While waiting at the Chicago exchange for
the National Board of Review and conthe train which was to carry him
ation of state Mrs.
censorship"
biased.
to the Coast, the producer was inB. Preston demnClark,
Ralph M.wasKirtland,
terviewed by a representative of
Hilda
Hedstrom
Quirk
and
Amy
Woods
EXHIBITORS HERALD.
signed the resolutions.
Berlin for two years. Films made there
will be published not only in Germany,
Laemmle's intention being to circulate
them in other countries including the
United States.
Universal has no intention now of
producing in other countries than Germany. Mr. Laemmle said that satisfactory distribution arrangements for the'
company's
madeof in
England. Filmproduct
Booking were
Offices
London
M.

P.

T. O. A.

Relieve

Sessue Hayakawa to
Visit Universities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 16.— Sessue
Hayakawa will leave here within a few
days for Chicago, where he has arranged
a conference with several eastern educators in regard to the establishment of
motion picture educational courses in
universities.

Launches

Exhibitors

Drive

of Tax

to
Burdens

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16 — A branch office of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America has been opened at 708 Times building.
From here a campaign will be launched by Samuel I. Berman, secretary of the committee on organization and taxation, to relieve members of the M. P. T. O. A. from tax burdens.
The 5 per cent and music taxes, as well as others, have been
opposed by the various state organizations. The national league now
hopes to throw behind its campaign the united efforts of all the locals.
Berman is requesting every exhibitor in the country to place the
matter before his congressman. Announcement of the personnel of
the committee will be made shortly.
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Exhibitor
In
Gus

Nearly

Battle

Cook

With

of Dundee,

111.,

Shoots 800-Pound Bear
Five Times Before He
Kills Grizzly
T3 \CK from a two months' hunting
*-* !ri|> in northern British Columb:a,
(nis Cook, owner of the Crystal theatre
at Dundee, 111., and other house> in
northern Illinois, is receiving congratulations on his narrow escape from heing
killed by a wounded grizzly.
With the infuriated animal charging
at him. Cook tired three shot> without
effect. His fourth shot struck the hear
in the mouth causing it to rear. His
fifth — the last in his clip — severed the
grizzly's
wind certain
pipe. Adeath,
miss as
would
meant almost
the have
bear
was then within ten feet of the hunter.
4C0 Miles From Railroad
Cook was accompanied on his trip by
Edwin Binnie, a resident of Dundee.
Ashcroft. R. C, was as far as they
could get toward their destination on the
railroads and they covered the first 300
miles of their journey inward by auto
-tage.
At Barkersville, a little mining town
with 100 inhabitants, they met their
guides. Frank Kibbee and Floyd Reed
and continued inward by wagon and
boats to the Bear Lake district.
Cook obtained a moose with a 50-iuch
-pread with 24 points, and followed that
up The
by shooting
a caribou
with bear,
2"> points.
theatre man
was after
however, and the information that two men
had been killed and two others terribly
mangled in the past three years by
wounded
thusiasm. bears did not dampen his enGuide Fires First Shot
It
was
a day's
hunting thattoward
Cook evening
and his of
guide
cited
a grizzly. It disappeared in the underSOME

OF THE

Loses

UK

R A LI)

Life

Wounded
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Still Alive
Bear

growth before Cook could fire. The
guide shouted that he could see the bear
and asked Cook's permission to lire,
Cook
yelled,
"Go toahead."
The heguide
tired, and
running
Cook said
was
certain he had hit.
The two men slipped full clips into
their guns and advanced cautiously.
Cook's own story of what happened follows:
"I had gone about 200 feet and was
working my way carefully, when I spied
the bear 30 feet away from me. He was
I iding under some evergreens, swinging
his head fnm side to side. I had just
ulaced my rifle to my shoulder when
he saw me and charged. I fired three
shots at his body, but they had no
effect.
"By that time he was within ten feet
of me and I could glainly see his head
with the mouth wide open. I guess he
figured on swallowing me with one bite.
The fourth shot turned the tide in my
favor. The bullet struck the big front
tooth, breaking it off and cutting the
siile of his face.
"He gave a savage roar and half
reared up when I fired my last shot,
severing the windpipe and bringing the
battle to an end."
Brings Back the Hide
The bear measured eight feet long
and weighed between 700 and S00
pounds. The claws were three inches
long and the front teeth one and a half
inches
The hide will be on exhibirug. tion atlong.
Cook's home when made into a
The near-tragedy took much of the
flavor from the hunting expedition and it
was
decided to return to civilization immediately.
Failure of a team to arrive as expected compelled the party to walk the
last twenty miles through heavy snow
to the little mining town. A sleigh was
used for fourteen miles more, to a point
where the auto stage could reach. It required six days to reach the hunting
grounds and two weeks to return.

TROPHIES

OBTAINED

Dondre, III., exhibitor,
nnd the rarrm of
Gl g took
the IiIk urlj/lj nlth nhlrk hr had hU
»lKht for life.
Paramount Sues Koplar
For Possession of Six
Theatres in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 16— Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has filed suit
in the circuit court here to obtain possession
from Harry and Sol F. Koplar of six motion picture theatres here — the Arco, Cherokee, dravois, Lafayette. Novelty and
Royal.
Paramount asks that the Koplars transfer
possession of the houses to Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Famous PlayersMissouri Corporation and Frederick L
Cornwell, local representative of the corThe petition filed declares that a verba
poration.
agreement was made in August which pro
vided that the theatres should be turnet
over to the complainants on the pavmenof $280,000.
Claremont

Studio Is

Leased by C. C. Bun
(Special lo Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16— Negotiationwere completed this week for the takeover of the Claremont Studio by C. C
Burr, president of the Master Films, Inc.
producing "Torchy" comedies featurini
Johnny Hines.
During the summer months the Bur
organization has been working at th<
Hal Benedict studio at College Point
which furnished unusual facilities for th
taking of the country life exteriors, am
splendid facilities for comedy interiors
but the next three stories all call fo
metropolitan locations and, therefore, i
to get a studio within strik
is necessary
the
city.
ing distance of all picturesque points ii
Gus Cook (right) and some of theBritish
big game
he and his party obtained in northern
Columbia.

ion, it is declarec
The next product
a more lavish scale tna
will be onineven
High."
"Torchy
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Missouri

Fight

Censorship

Exhibitors and Exchange Men Meet in St. Louis to
Plan Counteractive Measures— Situation
Throughout State Is Menacing
ST. LOUIS. MO.. Nov. 16. — Means for frustrating the plans of censorship protagonists in Missouri were designed at the recent meeting here of
exhibitors and exchange men.
Censorship in the opinion of its oppositionists has evolved itself in
this state into one of the most menacing situations in the country. Film
interests declare that they are confronted not only by the prospects of a
fight before the state legislature, but also in many cities and towns throughout the state.
Attorney Goldman Presides at Conference
Realization of the threatening situation was instrumental in the calling
together of exhibitor and exchange representatives to thoroughly discuss
the proposition. Lawrence E. Goldman, attorney for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Missouri and chairman of its legislative committee,
presided at the conference.

HOBART BOSWORTH
Without traithis
a new Read.
porof themake-up.
star of theThisJ. isParker
Jdistributed
r„ production
-Hi*
Own
Law.**
beins:
by Goldwyn.
>ix Children
New York

Killed in
Fire Panic

Twelve Others Seriously Injured
In Mad Rush for the Exits
(Special to Exhibitors Hetild)
NEW YORK. Nov. 16.— Six children
•etween the ages of 2 and 10 years were
rampled to death yesterday when a fire
care resulted in a panic in the Catherine
heatre. Twelve children were seriously
njured.
Bernard Weinberg and Max Schwartz,
•roprietors. were arrested on a charge
>t
"misdemeanor
iaughter
by admittingresulting
children in
to a manthetre unaccompanied by parents or
uardians." House Is Filled
The house was filled, a majority of the
00 seats being occupied by children.
he picture on the screen was a kiddies'
icture, the hero being an Italian lad
.ho had risen to riches and fame. Every
hild
icture.in the place was absorbed in the
Smoke began to curl up through the
oor. It was only caused by a clogged
ue, but the audience did not know this
nd a cry of "fire" went up. A rush
3r the doors was made. Children cried
s they fought for passage.
Peddler Rescues Several
Camilio Bruillo, a Bowery banana
eddler. forced his way into the theatre
carried several children to the street.
"««
he collapsed, overcome by smoke.
Charges
were made that one of the
ont exits was locked.

Call Censorship Meeting
The censorship committees of the N. A.
: P, I. and the A. M. P. A. will hold a
>mt meeting November 17 in Keen's
hop
New York, to confer over
veral House.
matters.

Representing the exhibitors' organization in addition to Attorney Gqldman
were Charley Sears, president of the
state association: Joseph Moghler. president of the St Louis league: William
Mueller, Jefferson City, and George
Eigel. St. Louis. Present from the Kansas
City F. I. L. M. Club were William
Flynn of Richards & Flynn: Harry
Taylor. Pathe. and Joe Gilday. Paramount.
Sid Baker of First National and Barney
Fagen of Pathe were spokesmen for the
St. Louis exchanges.
Committee Is Chosen
From this group a committee of five
was chosen. This body of men is clothed
with full power to take whatever steps
are considered necessary to offset any
advances made by the friends of censorship. Attorney Goldman is chairman of
the committee. His aids are Flynn.
Baker. Taylor and Sears.
It was pointed out at the meeting that
in at least five of the important cities of
the state various organizations are demanding some form of legal regulation.
These include Springfield. Kansas City.
St. Louis. Sedalia and St Joseph.
Censorship Is Asked
St. Joseph presents the most threatening situation now. City council there
has been asked by a delegation of citizens
to
pass " an
ordinance
providing
for
censorship
by Miss
Eva Marquis,
executive secretary" of the welfare board. No
action has as yet been taken by the
council.
Attorney Goldman in discussing the
situation in Missouri declared: "Partial
blame for the censorship situation in this
state is due to the fact that the exchanges
have not eliminated the Kansas censorship tag from the films before their
circulation in Missouri.
President Sears Applauded
'"When the people of this state who
are inclined to favor censorship see the
Kansas tag the question immediately
arises in their mind: 'Why hasn't Missouri censorship?' If the exchanges had
eliminated this tag from their films before sending them out through Missouri
the agitation might not have grown to
such
proportions
has assumed."
President
Sears as
wasit applauded
loudly
for his few pointed remarks. He said:
"There is no greater menace that confronts the motion picture industry' today than that of censorship, that system

whereby a couple of short minded individuals set themselves up as the great
moral pulse of a hundred million of intelligent American citizens. A minute
minority — so small that if they were missing from
our Poobah
census they
'would notfame
be
would
say.as
missed."
of Mikado
Would Hamper Industry
"And this tiny group desires to hamper
a growing industry of international
breadth by their own mental eccentricities. Do you think that such a condition
is consistent with the wonderful freedom
of this land? Do you believe that this is
honest and fair from a strictly moral
sense? Do you believe that the morals
of millions should be standardized in
such manner?
"If these fanatical reformers want to
impose censorship from a moral standpoint, let them show us the moral justice
of such arbitrary dictation of what your
family and friends shall see, shall read,
shall hear and shall think."
Plan of Regulation
Just what action will be taken by the
film alliance was not made public.
The delegation that appeared before
the council in St. Joseph declared that
Miss Marquis believed that she could
spare an hour and a half each day to
censor films. It then was pointed out
in an argument against censorship that
there are eighteen theatres in St. Joseph.
They would average 324 reels of film
weekly on their programs, or 324.000
feet of film to be censored every week.
Oklahoma

Ministers

Appoint Committee
To Seek Censorship
( Special to Exhibitors Herald'
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.. Nov. 16.
— A legislative committee has been appointed by the Ministerial Alliance to go
before the next state legislature and seek
passage of a blue law measure to close
motion picture and vaudeville theatres on
Sunday. The Rev. I. Frank Roach, pastor
of the First Methodist church, is chairman
of the committee.
At the meeting, the ministers declared
that they would not ask for the closing of
other public places. On the committee
with Rev. Roach are Rev. Phil C. Baird.
Rev. Frank Barrett. Rev. F, T. Lane, and
Rev. R. T. Mansfield.
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New

Atlanta

Opens
Lynch

Buys

House

December

13

Half Interets

In Howard's Million
Dollar Theatre
(By Staff Correspondent)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 16— Atlanta is
soon to boast the most magnificent theater in the South — and one of the most
beautiful and spacious in the whole country. It is the new Howard theatre now
nearing completion and scheduled to
open December 13.
Nearly two years ago the deal was
closed by which Troup Howard, prominent Atlanta man with theatre holdings
in Macon, Georgia, acquired the lease on
the enviable site occupied by the theatre
which bears his name. Within a few
weeks thereafter the preliminary work
began, and for eighteen months construction has been under way.
Last Word in Construction
To attempt to describe the interior
would beggar the ordinary vocabulary;
it is the last word in theatre construction. Not a detail but has been carefully
studied, not an effect but has been wonderfully wrought. For many months
workmen have been busy day and night
pushing the construction toward the finish. Now three shifts arc employed and
every energy is bending toward the
grand opening on December 13.
The Howard theatre represents an investment of$1, 250,000; the building itself
is costing something in excess of $800000; it will seat 2.700. The appointment
throughout will rival the most beautiful
and luxurious theatres in the United
States and it promises a number of innovations that will startle veterans in the
business.
Lynch Buys Half Interest
Several months ago the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises secured a fifty per cent interest in the Howard theatre, thus adding a pretentious house to the already
large Lynch string.
The occasion of the opening will be a
brilliant one. It is understood that
MANAGERS

AND

Exhibitors

Visitor

To Exhibitors Herald:
Exhibitors Herald is a welcome visitor to our office. It i<
always read from cover to cover
and we have secured some valuable
information therefrom.
With best wishes for the continued success of Exhibitors
HERALD, which is certainly entitled
to a place in every theatre in the
territory, I am,
C. W. TAYLOR.
Branch Manager, Select Pictures
Corporation, Omaha, Nebr.
Adolph Zukor and a group of big men
from the Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation will come down for the event,
and it is expected that one of the most
popular of the l'aramount-Artcraft stars
will make a personal appearance in honor
of the occasion.
Victory Medal Presented
To Gordon H. Standing
Gordon H. Standing, who plays a prominent part in "Man and Woman," the first
picture to be issued by Sherman Productions Company, was selected from the S.
Rankin Drew Post of the American Legion
to receive the Victory Medal at the ceremonies held at the Seventh Regiment
Armory on Armistice Day.
The Drew Post is made up of a membership of actors and other workers of the
theatrical industry who served in the army,
navy or marine corps during the war.
Standing was a member of the Second
Division, and served in France for twentyone months. His Victory Medal has six
bars, which designate the number of major
engagements in which he participated.
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State Leagues Book
Baumer Industrials
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FIRST

Company Establishes Branch
Offices in Twenty-six
Cities in U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) ■
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— N. J. Baumer
has announced that he has made arrangements with state organizations of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America whereby 3,500 individual members belonging to various state leagues
will exhibit the industrial reels made by
liaumcr Films and receive in return certain fee-, which will go into the treasuries
of the organizations in those states where
the pictures are shown. The money paid
into the league treasuries comes from
the national advertiser whose picture is
shown,
Mr. Baumer's
profits coming
from production
and printing.
Establish 26 Exchanges
Twenty-six echanges arc to be established, according to Mr. Baumer, and
100 prints made of each subject. The
first picture, a single reeler, advertising
Kelley-Springfield Tires, is to be published December 1. At the beginning a
new picture will be offered on the first
of each month, but later on Mr. Baumer
expects to have a publication every week
Mr. Baumer states that a committee
representing the national organization
and a committee representing each state
organization concerned in the proposition will look at each subject with the
right of rejection. While each picture is
frankly an advertising affair, Mr. Baumeri
says, they are being so produced as to
have a maximum of romantic interest.
Contract Runs Two Years
The contract with each exhibitor has
two years to run and calls for not more
than one picture a week. It also provides that the exhibitor playing the
Baufner dustrial
pictures
subjects. shall play no other inHines Buys in Pipestone
PIPESTONE,
MINN.—
JerryhasHine=
manager
of the 'Gem
theatre,
purchased the Orpheum, the new $100,00(
playhouse
Feldman. recently built here by L. V
NATIONAL

PICTURES

Left to right — C. H. Fledman, general manager of the Portland, Ore., office of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.; L. L
Breede, salesman of Portland office; N. L. Dobbs, assistant manager of Portland exchange; L. O. Lukan, Seattle, Wash
manager for Associated First National Pictures, the franchise for which in that territory is owned by Jensen and Von Her
berg interests.
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Leaving

Direct

HERALD

Famous

Booking

Circuit

Paramount "s General Manager of Distribution
Join the Jensen and Von Herb erg Interests
About the First of the Year

to

Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, is severing his connections with that organization
about the first of the year to take charge of the Independent Exhibitors
Corporation, the Jensen and Von Herberg booking circuit in the Northwest.
This information was given to Exhibitors Herald by J. G. Von Herberg,
who attended the recent meeting in Chicago of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc. Lichtman also was in Chicago at this time, but he returned
hastily to New York without divulging the purpose of his visit to the
Windy City.
Rumors of Resignation Have Been Current
Rumorstime.
of Lichtman's
resignation
Paramount have
beenintentions
current
tor some
This, however,
is the from
first confirmation
of his
and of his future plans. In assuming charge of the Independent Exhibitors
Corporation that organization becomes one of the most powerful of the
booking circuits in the country.
Besides the Jensen and Von Herberg the Columbia river, all of Southeastern
Washington as far as Snake river and
nterests, the booking organization repre- all
of Oregon.
sents Joe Danz, with theatres in Seattle:
To
Build Additional
jeorge A. Hunt & Company, with theitres at Medford, Ore., Grants Pass.
House in Northwest
( aner, Jack and Sid. deep in the daj'»
doings. Jack is the only male in or oul
3re, and Ashland. Ore.; Geddes &
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
of captivity that can read Hfhren. This
jeddes of Fremont; Mercy Amusement
SEATTLE, WASH., Nov. 16.— Jensen
is vonched for by DeHaven the comeZompany of Yakima: Swanson & Mc- & Von Herberg headquarters here andian, and Granman, the theatre man.
nounce
that
plans
have
been
completed
<ee of Everett; Simons & Turner of for the erection of a theatre at Great
whose veracity, up to the hour of goinc
vlissoula. Mont., and Wallace, Mullan
to press, has never been questioned.
Falls, Mont, to cost §500,000, and one at
t Kellogg, Idaho: William G. Ripley Boise, Idaho, to cost $250,000. On
if Aberdeen and Centralia.
completion of these houses Jensen &
Allender Is Member
Von Herberg will have holdings in prac- Pro-League Propaganda
J. W. Allender of Spokane, Pullman, west tically even," important city in the NorthFilm Financed by Baruch
Moscow and Colfax, Wash.; Edward
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Dolan of Aberdeen; O. Whittington of Jensen & Von Herberg
iend. Ore.; W. A. Long. Oregon City. Strike Is Settled
ALBANY, N. Y.. Nov. 16.— The secre(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
tary' of state has been notified by Bernard
)re.; A. Bettingen, Dallas, Ore.; Greuich & Matlock. Pendleton: Whiteside
SEATTLE, WASH., Nov. 16.— A set- M. Baruch, of New York, former chairman
tlement has been reached in the strike of of the war industrial board, that he spent
brothers, Corvallis, Ore.; Dennis M.
musicians and operators in the Jensen $40,000 for the production of a motion
lull. North Bend, Ore.; Hill & Hud- & VonHerberg theatres in the Northon, Albany. Oakland and Roseburg,
west A six-day week was agreed to. picture in support of the Democratic party
but the men return at the old wage scale. and the league of nations prior to the
)re.; J. C. Pascius, Prosser, Mont.
election.
E. J. Reynolds, Pasco, Mont.; H. M. The walkout occurred some time ago.
ohnson, Toppenish, Mont.; A. Matte.heck, Kennewick, Mont.; W. S. Quimby.
lellingham, Mont.; Meyers & Ford.
a Grande, Ore.: A. S. Koldstan, Hood
What
Exhibitors Jive Saying \About
Liver, Ore.; T. E. O'Neil. McMinnville,
)re.; K. L. Burke. Baker, Ore.: Si Danz,
istoria. Ore.; George B. Guthrie, Salem.
=-EXHIBITORS
HERALD
)rt; George Bligh, Salem, Ore.
Marsden & Noble. Marshfield, Ore.;
"I am enclosing a check for my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
■ouis Kastner, Wenatchee. Wash.; J. D.
I absolutely could not run the Ideal without it. You give me the best all around
lice, Onalasna and Chenalis. Mont.; E.
news
the business
all theOmaha,
news toNeb.
be had when wanted." — Mrs. J. A.
. O'Keefe, Billings. Mont; A. Nadeau,
Dostal,in manager,
Idealwiththeatre,
naconda, Mont.; Louis Babcock, Bilngs,
font Mont.; E. P. White, Livingston,
"Exhibitors Herald is so good that I am enclosing my check for a
Ne subscription." — Rex Pedigo, manager. New Castle Amusement Com:irst National Has
two years'
stle, Ky.
Dffice in Portland
pany,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE., Nov. 16— A
"I consider EXHIBITORS HERALD one of the very' best magazines I ever
ranch office of Associated First National
read.
It is a great help to any exhibitor who is looking for good pictures." —
ictures. Inc., has been opened here by
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre. Beaver, Okla.
:nsen & Von Herberg, franchise holdf« for this territory. L. O. Lukan.
orthwest director for First National, is
"I am renewing my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD. 'What the
' general charge of the branch. The
*ce is at Ninth and Burnside streets.
Picture
Did for Me' is something money cannot buy. I think all exhibitors
The Portland exchange will handle
realize this. If they do not, they should. It would be difficult to operate a
ie distribution of films and accessories
5 far north as Chehalis, both sides of
theatre without this department." — Harry Pace, Traer, la.
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CATHRINE

CURTIS:

PRODUCER

An Intimate Sketch of the Woman

Who

November

II E RAID

Heads

The Producing Company Bearing Her Name and
A Few of the Ideas She Brings to the Films

27. 1920

She has made personal note of the effect
of these things upon picture audiences,
she says, and is convinced that in their
notice of them lies one of the greatest
opportunities for unfavorable criticism
of the screen.
* * *
SHE
is
profoundly
impressed
the
advance of the picture
industrywith
within

the last two years. She avers the'screen
Sliiilliilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'miiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiniMimiiwi iirir:tiLiiir4iiirrHt:iiii<iiti'iiu>ii<iLii<i:;ir<itiit.ii<i'M'i iiit<iiiiiiiPi:t,:s.[|ti;n>:nui'tTi"n>i|rfi:i*?trrriiri'.ifi 'i:K;riiittti'»nim«<tii< :<HininTfmi*fii itmamtM<Raii«imf>iiri^^S theShe"biggest
thingininher
America
today."that
is strong
conviction
which she now subscribes. The ways of "The Sky Pilot" is one of the greatest
By DORIS CLAIRE
women so completely congenial and outdoor pictures ever made. It has cost
frankly friendly as Miss Curtis are thousands of dollars, she reports, and
the was
rest the
of my
nALL That
quicklife!"
answer given seldom
long self-ordained.
story.
many of its scenes have been screened
the query put to Cathrine Curtis regardCathrinemirations
Curtis
impresses
one's
ad- in Canada on the locale of the original
ing the possible length of her affiliation
deeply.
She
is
the
ideal
modern
with the motion picture business.
business woman — fresh and breezy of
It indicates the popularity of her pro- personality, thoroughly engaging and infession with this pioneer of women proteresting, practical and sincere. She is Arrow Contracts for
ducers. Miss Curtis, president and ex- wholesome and genuine and a direct
ecutive manager of the Cathrine Curtis challenge
to the one who would bar
$75,000 in Paper to
Corporation of Los Angeles, is one of women from business. Capability is
written
all
over her attractive, smartly
the few women in the industry's history
Exploit Its Product
who has actively directed a motion pic- gowned self, and the comfortable feeling
(Special to lixhibitors Herald)
ture producing company. Stars and other with which one is made to approach
women own their companies, but their
NEW YORK, Nov. 16. — A contract
talks with her.
connection with executive affairs is her, remains as one
* * ♦
heretofore unequalcd in the independent
seldom a- intimate* as* that
of
Miss
Curtis,
*
IT was natural that her enthusiasm was •motion picture industry was concluded
greatest when she discussed the forth- this week between J. V. Ritchey, presiyear she has been governFOR ingthethis last
company which grew out of
dent of the Ritchey Lithograph Comcoming production of her company. "The
the whim of a New York girl who be- Sky Pilot," to be issued in December. It
pany, and W. Ray Johnston, vice-presicame interested, while in Arizona, in the will be the first of three Ralph Connor
dent, and J. C. Davis, and, of the
picture business. So fond of it has she pictures to come from the company in
advertising department of the Arrow Film
become, and so convinced of its il- qu'ck succession.
limitable field for professional women,
Miss Curtis' pet
are the
andaversions
absurdities
that little
the Corporation, whereby the Ritchey Lithothat she expresses a doubt that she will inconsistencies
graph Company are to make the lithoever desert it.
careless producer allows to creep into
graphs on a long series of Arrow
features, and it is her determination, she productions.
That is her determination, however.
There is an idea in the mind of the scribe, says, to eliminate every possible bit of
The contract is said to be slightly in
incongruity in every production. It is excess of seventy-five thousand dollars i
who
thoroughly
enjoyed
a half suite
hour'sof altogether
chat with
her in her
comfortable
and is a record breaker in its line.
too common a carelessness
among screen people, she explained, to
rooms at the Congress during her recent
The pictures covered by this poster
Chicago visit, that if the rest of her life express the belief that the public does contract arc: "Thunderbolt Jack," a fifis spent in the profession, it will not be not notice the little absurdities of costeen-episode serial starring Jack Hoxic;
in the state of single blessedness to
tume details and other discrepancies
the Arrow-Muriel Ostrichc comedies, a
series of twelve two-reel pictures:
eighteen Spotlight comedies, a series of
HOW DO YOU LIKE IT" ASKS COLLEEN
four Jack Hoxie five-reel Western features, a series of two Rubye De Remer
special features and the following independent features: "Bitter Fruit." "The
Deceiver," "The Tame Cat," "The Man
Who Trifled" and "The Daughter of the
Hiram

Abrams

Denies

Recent Trade Rumor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Don." York, Nov. 16. — Hiram Abrams
New
issued a vigorous denial here today of a
rumor that Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford are to leave United Artists.
The president of the company declared
there was absolutely no basis for the
report. He characterized it as "groundMr.lessAbrams
gossip." was joined in his denial
by Fairbanks who wired from the coast
scouting the story "Rumor utterly false,
have not even considered affiliating myself with anyone else, read the telegram."

King Vidor, who is directing "The Sky Pilot" for Cathrine Curtis Productions, steals
a ride Connor
on Colleen
Ralph
story.Moore's mountain taxi. Miss Moore plays "Gwen" in the

Fire Destroys Fay's
Temple Theatre, Elgin
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
16.— Fay's
ILL..wasNov.gutted
ELGIN,.here
Theatre
by fireTemple
earl)
this morning. The walls collapsed later
making the structure almost a total loss
The loss which includes also the prop
erty of several masonic lodges, housec
in the building, was estimated at $75,000
This is the second Elgin theatre to bt
year, tn<
completely destroyed within ademolishec
Theatre
Grand
in
a cyclone
last having
spring. been
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to Movie
Week"
Patrons
for Omaha

attendance

Figures

Showing

Results

HERALD

Wins
Houses

He

Put

It Over

of Big Event

Have

Not Been Compiled — Four Downtown
Theatres Participate in Affair
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 16. — Motion picture theatres in Omaha have
von many new patrons. "Go to Movie Week," conducted all of last week,
vas a great success, not only from this standpoint, in the opinion of theatre
nanagers, but also from the fact that it impressed upon the minds of
Dmaha people the important place the motion picture industry holds in
his city.
"Go to Movie Week" was ushered in on Sunday, November 7, by a
jig newspaper campaign.
Prior to Sunday, the event was heralded by
i two weeks advertising campaign.
Eight hundred sheets of paper were
'osted over the city. A special film trailer was screened in the downtown
heatres.
Coming Event Announced by Stores
Big department stores in the city announced the coming of "Go to
Movie Week" with window displays. The traction company permitted
he placing of cards in the street car windows and the use of banners
in the fronts of the cars. The Chamber of Commerce endorsed the enter>rise and boosted it with space in its publication.
Hour downtown theatres participated in
loons carried $5 purchase orders, good for
ie event — the Sun, Moon. Strand and merchandise in the leading stores here.
A
large
truck and trailer, both carrying
'ialto. The Sun and Moon are the proprty of World Realty Company, while the large advertising pieces, were used in distrand and Rialto are A. H. Blank houses.
tributing the balloons. Large crowds
gathered as the truck traveled over the
Is Frudenfeld's Idea
Older persons, as well as children,
'"Go to Movie Week" was the idea of city.
were alert in an effort to locate the balloons as they came to the ground.
.'.
Frudenfeld,
directorhisoftireless
publicity
for
ie N.Sun.
It was through
efforts
nd his application of real showmanship
Special Presentations Given
i the affair that it proved such a success.
Special
presentations were arranged at
One of the disappointments of the week
four playhouses. Exceptionally strong
as the failure to hold the big parade the
bills were booked for the week. At the
hich had been planned. Because of unavorable weather, it was eliminated from shown,
Sun theatre,
wherepresented
"The Penalty"
was
Frudenfeld
some unique
ie program of the week.
stage
effects.
The
stage
was
draped
in
Balloons Are Released
lavender. Behind the screen were used
One of the features was the release of lights in blue, green, red and pink colors.
.000 gas filled balloons, attached to which The color schemes were used in demonstrating the different moods of Lon
ere tickets to the four theatrical participatig in the event. A number of the bal- Chaney, who is featured in the proA THEATRE

TICKET

WITH

EVERY

BALLOON

X. N. FRIDEXFELD
Who conceived the idea of "(io to movie
week" in Omaha and whose live-wire
showmanship
carried the enterprise to
success.
duction. The red lights were to demonstrate hatred and anger ; the blue, calm,
peace and contentment : the green, terror
and frightfulness, and the pink, love.
Competition was forgotten during the
week. Every theatre manager and his aids
worked hand in hand with those of the
other houses to make the affair a success.
If
everythere
city would
conducted
"Go to toMovie
Week,"
be a atendency
stop
agitation for censorship, in the opinion of
Omaha theatre men.
Papers Aid Campaign
The Omaha newspapers — the World
Herald, the News and the Bee — gave pages
of space to heralding the affair. In special
sections on Sunday. November 7, the news
of the industry, from the angle of the
theatre-goer, was presented. Each page in
the sections announced the event with a
pase-wide streamer "This is 'Go to Movie
In discussing the purposes of "Go to
Movie Week," Frudenfeld declared :
"I believe
that 'Go
to Movie
Week'in
should
be adopted
in every
large city
the United States, inasmuch as to impress
"
upon
the
wonderful
Week.'
growth,
the people's
amount ofmind
moneythespent
in productions and in salaries, and, mostly, to
impress upon the minds of those narrowminded people the great work the pictures
do, and the good work. It would have a
tendencv to stop agitation for censorship

; thousand gas-filled balloons were released from these two trucks and attached
to the balloons were tickets to the Sun, Moon, Strand and Rialto theatres in
Omaha, Neb. This was one of the stunts for "Go to movie week."

Figures Not Available
During the week the Rialto played Charles Ray in "Peaceful Valley;" at the
Strand was "Nomads of the North" with
Betty Blythe and Lon Choney, and at
bills."
the
MoonPeters
was and
"The Maiorie
Great Redeemer"
with
House
Daw.
No figures
indicate
attendance which
records forwould
the week
havethebeen
compiled. All of the downtown theatres,
however, report
that onprevious
(Continued
Page 49) high marks
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Gardner

Sullivan

Associated
Eighth

Member

Joins

Producers,

of Independent

II K RAL

Inc.

Organization

Will

Make

Four Pictures Yearly — Publication
of First in Spring of 1921
•
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16. — C. Gardner Sullivan, one of the ablest as
well as the most successful author in a commercial sense that the screen
has produced, has joined Associated Producers, Inc., as the eighth member of the organization of independent producers.
Four productions a year will be made by Sullivan for the Associated
Producers program. His first publication is scheduled for the Spring of
1921. Associated with the author will be Lambert Hillyer. The latter
has written most of and directed all of the William S. Hart productions
since the star left Thomas H. Ince a year ago.
F. B. Warren Announces Sullivan Affiliation
The announcement of the Sullivan affiliation with Associated Producers comes to the home office here from F. B. Warren, general manager,
who is spending several months in Los Angeles. The company is considering the entry of other famous factors into its organization.
Other members of the organization are Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett,
George Loane Tucker, Allan Dwan, Maurice Tourneur, Marshall NVilan
and J. Parker Read, Jr.
Sullivan will write all his stories and be confined to any particular strata of
continuities. He will cooperate with life. Their sole aim will be to afford
Hillyer in the direction of them. Con- clean entertainment. I am a great believer in heart interest and it will be
cerning his new affiliation, Mr. Sullivan
said:
the keystone of my productions.
Confident of Judgment
I feelinthat
I have one
of "In
the Mr.
bestHillyer
directors
America.
He
"I enceamin picture
confident
through
long
experihas
the
human
note.
Of
one
tiling
I am
making that I know what
will appeal, basing this belief on the convinced — that the story told by motion
pictures must be believed from the beappeal of such of my storeis.as 'Sex,'
ginning to end, otherwise it will fail.
'Peggy,' 'Stepping Out,' 'Hell's Hinges,' Although I am a strong supporter of
'The Pinch Hitter,' 'The Coward,' 'Wagon
lavish sets where justified, I know that
Tracks'
'The Stepping Stone.' all of such sets and the most extravagant outwhich I and
created.
lay of money will not save a production
"My turesplans
for making
pic- built upon an impossible or unconvincare simple.
I know the
how best
to make
ing story.
modern stories of modern people work"Therefore,
my stories
will with
be the
ing out the everyday problems of every dominant
requirement,
coupled
the
man and every woman. They will not best direction,
acting and photography I

The

"Herald"
Scores Again
First intimation that First National had closed a deal of tremendous size was given the motion picture industry a week ago when
Exhibitors Herald carried an
exclusive story quoting J. D. Williams, general manager of First
National, as follows:

"We completed the biggest deal
in the history of First National at
yesterday's session."
The story startled the industry
more than any other news in the
past two years, with the possible
exception of the announcement of
the forming of the Associated Producers, which was also exclusively
announced in EXHIBITORS HERALD.

can obtain."Born in Minnesota
Mr. Sullivan was born in Stillwater,
Minn., in 1876. After leaving the University of Minnesota, he followed a
newspaper career for many years.
Members of Associated Producers in
Los Angeles are delivering five completed pictures to the New York office
this week. They are Maurice Tourneur's
"The Last of the Mohicans," J. Parker
Read's Louise Glaum vehicle, "Love."
and Hobart Bosworth in "A Thousand
to One," Thomas H. Ince's "Lying
Lips," and Mack Sennett's "A Small
Town Idol" with Ben Turpin.
Ellman

Remains

With

Reelcraft Corporation
Henri Ellman, president of the new
Famous Features Film Company of Indianapolis, has not severed his connection with the Chicago office of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
Subscribe $75,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— Three hundred men of the motion picture and theatrical professions, at a luncheon given
at the Hotel Astor by Police Commissioner Richard E. Enright, subscribed
$75,000 toward the $5,000,000 fund being
raised for a police hospital here.
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Oust Rembusch from
Executive Committee
Action Follows Request of
the Indiana Unit of
M. P. T. 0. A.
(Special to Exhibitor s Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— Frank J.
Rembusch has been removed as a member of the executive committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America.
E. H. Bingham of Indianapolis has
been appointed to fill the vacancy.
Request Such Action
This action was taken by the executive
committee following charges made by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Indiana and the request of the latter organization that the removal of Rembusch
as
the state's
in best
the
executive
committeerepresentative
would be to the
interests
Indiana. of the organized exhibitors of
The request was transmitted to the
New York offices of the M. P. T. O. A.
by G. G. Schmidt, president of the Indiana organization. The Indiana exhibitors, in their request, state that at
the recent convention in Indianapolis
serious charges, including "willful disloyalty to the national body," were read.
Rembusch,
the
charges. they state, refused to refute
Thirty Favored It
Thirty members of the executive committee voted for the removal of Rembusch; one voted against his removal;
one vote was not recorded, and one mem-,
ber did not cast his ballot. John S.
Evans of Philadelphia, Joseph R. Stern
of Newark, N. J., and W. H. Linton of
Utica, N. Y., signed the record of the
votes.
Stoll Producing Unit
In Northern Africa
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— George King
president of the Stoll Film Corporation
of America, has received word that one
of the Stoll producing units is going tc
N'orthern Africa for a number of scenes
He announced the information in commenting on a statement issued by D. W
Griffith that "picture consumers are eagei
for"The
new pictures
settings."that will portray the ad
ventures of Sherlock Holmes will b(
photographed wherever in England th<
story
may indicate,"
said Mr.
"ant
that means
the company
underKing,
Maurici
Elvey will visit practically every part o
the country."
Robertson- Cole Will
Withhold No Picturet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16— Replying tc
an editorial appearing in the New Yori
Times November 7 commenting on filrr
companies announcing certain special:
would not reach neighborhood theatres fo:
a period of years, A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice
president and general manager of Robert
son-cole Districting Corporation, ha:
issued a statement that no Robertson-Col<
culation.
picture will be withheld from general cir,
added
Mr. Kirkpatrick
featuring
Otis Skinner,
wouldthatgo "Kismet,
to all o
the theatres in the country after a week\
premiere at the Strand. He said that hi
company had refused to entertain offer
show"
the picture.
runs on Broadway or to "roai
of unlimited
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Transact

First

National

$20,000,000

Deal

Contract With Franchise Organization Is Renewed
For Three Years, Which Assures Talmadge
Features for Long Period of Time
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16— What is claimed to be the largest
individual transaction in film history is contained in the announcement byAssociated First National Pictures, Inc., that
Joseph M. Schenck, producer of the Norma and Constance Talmadge pictures, has renewed his contract with First National
for a period of three years. The deal is declared to involve
$20,000,000.
The company's statement describing the transaction declares it is
made in support of "the belief that exhibitors can work together in)
harmony and successful cooperation."
PRESENT CONTRACTS HAVE YEAR TO RUN
ROBERT LIEBER
resident of Associated First National,
which has renewed its contracts with
Norma and Constance Talmadge.
Sunday Opening

Wins

In Springfield, Ore.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) .
'SPRINGFIELD, ORE., Nov. 16.—
oters at the recent election by a count
t 408- to 196 decided in favor of Sunday
lotion pictures for Springfield.
Kelly Signed by Mayer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— Anthony Paul
elly, author of "Three Faces East," and
laptor of "Way Down East," has been
igaged by Louis B. Mayer to adapt
"he Tornado," an original story by Jane
urfin, will
author
irewe
direct."Lilac Time." Edwin

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
news her contract with First National
tor a period of three years.

The present contracts for the Talmadge sisters' pictures run approximately one year each, so that the new agreement assures First National
of features starring Norma and Constance Talmadge for the next four
years.Exhibitor officials of First National regard the contract renewal as
Schenck's endorsement of the cooperative principles of the franchise plan.
tion, Schenck agreed to accompany
"When the present contract for TalHarry O. Schwalbe and J. D. Williams
madge productions expires in 1921," the to
Chicago to consult in regard to the
company's statement reads, "First Na- renewal of contracts with the executive
tional will have released twenty produc- committee and the board of directors at
joint session called for consideration of
tions of these stars. Mr. Schenek's pro- athis
and several other important matters
duction activities found a market through
this organization for two years and in which will soon be made public.
that time he has had many chances to
study closely every detail of the cooperative plan present and future and Lady Diana to Star in
we are confident that this will be sensaFour Blackton Pictures
tional news of an agreeable nature to
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
everyone of our thirty-five hundred independent exhibitors to learn Mr. Schenck
LONDON, Nov. 16.— Lady Diana
has pledged special feature productions
Manners Duff Cooper has been signed
to amount to $20,000,000 to prove his by J. Stuart Blackton to star in four
belief that exhibitors can work together
productions to be made in England.
in harmony and successful cooperation.
Lady Diana, daughter of the Duke and
Sees New Epoch
Duchess of Rutland, is considered one
of the famous world beauties.
marks anasepoch
of producers'
in "It
exhibitors
an organized
body faith
for
developing and advancing motion picends, "besides
a deal tures,"
saidthe statement
to be without
equal forbeing
the
money involved in a single transaction,
it is important in prophecy as the forerunner of a series of important changes
in the relationship between producers,
stars
the independent
exhibitors."
Thisandis the
first big contract
held by
First National at the start of its cooperative plan which is renewed after
the subfranchise method had been established and put into operation nationally.
Others Sought Pictures
It is reported that other responsibile
distributing units made flattering offers
to Schenck for the Talmadge pictures at
the expiration of the present contracts.
He decided to continue with First National for unprecedented length of time.
A poll of First National member
opinions, taken early in the summer, approved the renewal of the Schenck agreement as the unanimous wish of all subfranchise holders.
At that time, the announcement states,
Tthe subfranchise plan was comparatively
new and no definite action was taken.
)
Confer in Chicago
NORMA TALMADGE
Not until the producer returned from
Who will continue under new contract to
Europe were negotiations resumed. Havmnke pictures for Associated First Naing ample evidence of the growth of the
tional.
franchise plan from eight months opera-
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I EXPLODING

A

POPULAR

BUGABOO

Harry Poppe Finds That Allan Dwan Is a Good
Example of an Artist Who Is Also a Business
Man With Firm Grasp on Affairs of Industry
^fMtratuumtMtuitiiiFiHt^inniltirniiiiiiiii iiiiaiiit iiiuiiiJiiiiM utjni iijijiuiiinnui imi!ii'Khiit:ui iimturnniti miiiifn iiiit:iiiiutiiittiiii inurrr:tu iintrritu ,nn finimniiniitnirmMcumiinnamumaBUHiMmnMMMHMMi^l
By HARRY POPPE
force to carry through the opportunities
he envisions.
IStaff Representative, Exhibitors Herald)
Mr. Dwan feels that the success his
A LLAN DWAN is a good example to product
enjoys depends to an extent
use if one wishes to explode the popupon the amount of sales help he gives
ular bugaboo that artists cannot be busi- exhibitors. In line with this view he
said that when he left for California he
ness men. No one will dispute Allan
would take with him Alfred Cheney
Dwan's right to being called an artist. Johnston,
one of the best known still
Rut should there be any disputants it photographers
in America and an artist
will only be necessary to say to them
famous nounced
forlast week.
his striking effects, as anthat for twelve years he has been making
pictures of consistent artistic merit.
That ought to be proof enough that
""X/T R. JOHNSTON will make all my
Allan Dwan is an artist.
* * still pictures," Mr. Dawn said.
"He will have carte blanche to work out
As to his being a business man, one
those
effects for which he has become
has only to talk to him for a few mofamous. When I have finished with a set
ments to discover that he has as firm a I will turn it over to him to make such
grasp upon the commercial phases of still pictures as only Alfred Cheney
can.
the
art-industry
has upon
its Johnston
artistic
side. He ashas he"studied
the busi"Imagine the worth of Alfred Cheney
ness aspect of the motion picture for the Johnston stills as selling arguments
reason, so aptly put when interviewed in when placed before a theatre. And the
reproductions they will make! Many of
New York: "What's the use of making
them I expect to see published in all
pictures if you can't sell them?"
* * *
sorts of periodicals, even the art magazines, which heretofore have carried few
kk\/T ^ New York trips are for the pur- motion picture stills. With Mr. Johnston in charge I expect to have the best
* pose of keeping in close touch
with what is going on in the commercial
stills
made."
Mr.
Dwan said he believed in helping
end
the inmotion
said. two
He
had of
been
New picture,"
York forheabout
an exhibitor sell his pictures through exweeks, and was preparing to go back to
ploitation. His New York representahis Coast studios ready to do even better
tive. Bert Adler, makes frequent trips
than he had done before.
to different points to help exploit a
Allan Dwan might be called an alert
Dwan production. At the time Mr. Dwan
progressive. He is always looking ahead,
was speaking Mr. Adler was in Washsearching for an opportunity to develop
ington cooperating with the Garden
theatre in exploiting the latest Dwan
his product, both artistically and commercially. And he has the happy faculty
Thing."
On the side"The
of theForbidden
artistic advancement
of being able to see clearly, and the production,
"WONDER

IF CENTRAL

CUT

US OFF?

November

27, 1920

of the motion picture Mr. Dwan said
that he thought that what was needed
most was an editor.
« * *
*'R Vedits editor
I do not
whr.
a picture
aftermeanit isonemadi
though Heaven knows we need such
men badly enough, but one who can
select stories that make successful pictures. Say, for instance, a man with thi
equipment of George Horace Lorimcr.
who knows exactly what stories to pick
"If such a man as I have in mind had
nicked both VHumoresque* and 'The
Miracle
he wouldreal
be successes,
a 'made' man
He
wouldMan'
be picking
and
we would have a lesser number of pass
ing vehicles. Of course, it is a problem
to locate this man, but some day we mav
Like most truly successful artistv
Allanhim."
Dwan relies largely on artistic infind
stinct to direct him. He docs not follow
conventional rote and rule in making
a picture. To do so would make hiefforts mechanical, he says. Alter hi
selects a story he allows his inclination
to guide him and once he has his ston
well in mind he rehearses it until he se
cures the effects he wants. Not until then
is the camera crank handle turned for a
Single
Upon revolution.
arriving at the Coast Mr. Dwar
will at once begin work on a new pro
duction. It will be made from thi
Saturday Evening Post story, "The Per
feet Crime."
Astra
Film Corporation
To Produce the Mermaid
Comedies in the Futun
L. J. Gasnier, producing-director fo
Robertson-Cole and associated witl
Lloyd Hamilton and Jack White in th<
production of Mermaid comedies, an
nounces a complete change in the man
agement and working forces of the Astr.
studios.
In the future Mermaid comedies wil
be produced under the auspices of Astr
Film Corporation, of which L. J. Gasnie
is the head. Henry J. Arenz has bee
retained
general
for Hami'
ton
and as
White,
and manager
Al Dobson,
forme
racing official and newspaper man, wi
look after the Astra interests, assistc
by F. J. Clark, secretary.
Improvements have been made on tti
Western Village, considered to be th
most picturesque in the state, for tr
Helen Gibson Productions, who ha\
rented permanent space at Astra to pre
duce five-reel Westerns, starring HeLGibson and directed by Leo Maloney.
"Snow Blindness" Is New
Burt Story for Goldwyi
Goldwyn announces that the next Reg
nald
Barker from
production
be "Sno
Blindness,"
the newwillstory
of tt
same title by Katherine Newlin Bur
author of "The Branding Iron."
Mahlon Hamilton, who played the ro
of the husband in "Earthbound," h;
been selected to act the principal rol
Only two other members of the ca
have
announced — Cull'
Landis asandyet
Marybeen
Alden.

George B. Seitz, Harry Sewels and Marguerite Courtot, in a dramatic bit of action
from "Velvet Fingers," a new Pathe serial.

Form Theatre Company
OCONOMOWOC, WIS.— A compai
com posed of Philip Binzel, Andre
Fisher, J. H. Saxe and H. E. Welch h
been
incorporatedof for
the construction
a new$50,000
theatreto toba.
started soon. It is understood tn
Welch will be manager of the house.
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Steffes

Calls

Meetings

Strengthen
Enthusiastic Gathering

U.

T.

at Fargo,

P.

to
League

N. D., November

Charles

Pathe

To Legion of Honor
Founder of Pathe Exchange
Is Signally Honored by
Republic of France
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.— Charles
Pathe, pioneer motion picture producer,
founder of the great international organization bearing his name, and one of the
foremost citizens of France, has been
signally honored by the Republic of
France, being elected an officer of the
Legion of Honor, from the rank of
chevalier. This information has just been
received by Paul Brunet.
The rank of officer of the Legion of
Honor is conferred only in cases where
the individual has performed some extremely valuable service to his country.
During the war Mr. Pathe was one of the
most zealous of French patriots.
The entire Pathe organization in
America, while extending its congratulations on the awarding of the great honor
to the man whose genius is largely responsible for the present development of
the motion picture, has heartily joined in
a movement to honor Mr. Pathe on the
organization's
the employes of Patheaccount.
in France With
and England,
the Pathe Exchange, Inc., force will present Mr. Pathe with a lasting expression
of its appreciation of the pioneer of the
motion picture industry.

5 to be Followed by Gathering at Minot—
Prepare Vigorous Fight on Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 16. — Following a successful sectional
neeting at Fargo, N. D., November 5, A. W. Staffes, president of the
nited Theatrical Protective League, has announced that a meeting will
>e held in Minot. N. D., the latter part of November, to be follow ed shortly
iv a meeting in South Dakota.
The meetings are part of a series being held to build the membership
if the U. T. P. L. up to as near the 100 per cent mark as possible before
he annual meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre ( hvners of America
3 held here next June.
Organization Is Enthusiastically Approved
Throughout the six states included in the U. T. P. L., exhibitors
re enthusiastically in favor of organization, and scores who have never
efore participated in exhibitor movements are being enrolled.
The strengthening of the association
Lyceum, Moorhead; M. J. Lackle, Bijou,
Barnesville; B. M. Getter, Cozy, Wadena:
especially timelv as practically every
& Howe, Star, Erskine; N. B. Hanate in the group is facing a tight on Ness son,
Grand, Mcintosh; C. E. Waughop.
nisorship and tax bills aimed at motion
Scenic, Detroit; S. G. Latta, Lyric.
Fergus Falls; Lundbloom & Smith, Cozy.
cture theatres, and in several communiTwin Valley; C. T. Estenson, Halstad
es, Sunday closing is threatened.
Movies. Halstad.
Steffes Principal Speaker
Steffes was the principal speaking at
argo meeting. He discussed at length
K movement of the Federation of
'omen's Clubs of Minnesota to bring
>out .a "selection" of pictures, which
• declared amounted practically to
nsorship.
He said this was only example of
e need of a strong organization. Conluing, he discussed various tax meases which were being proposed, one a
II in Minnesota creating a special tax
$500 to $2,500 annually on theatres.
Following the convention, the First
ational Exhibitors Circuit entertained
e exhibitors at dinner at the Waldorf
otel. F. C. C"')berly ot the First Na>nal exchange of Minneapolis acted as
astmaster.
Many exchangemen were in the city
ring the convention. Yitagraph held
showing of "Dead Men Tell No Tales."
ck O'Toole. Minneapolis manager for
lect, showed "Out of the Snows" and
'.ed Foam."
Those in Attendance
Xorth Dakota exhibitors registering
eluded: Victor Nelson, Strand, Coop•itown; C. W. Irwin, Gem, Wyndmere;
.-ron Wright,
Portland, Casselton;
Jyd Junkin, Iris, Fargo; Joseph R.
man, Opera House, Pesek; John Pillar,
x and Grand, Valley City; Sund &
'erbee,
Blabon, Blabon;
G.'L. Phillips,
"and, Warwick;
A. J. Withnell,
Gem,
inkinson; Albert Peterson. Rex. Gwinfr; E. A. Moe, Grand, Oakes; John
.nnson, Strand, Fargo; Siebrand &
^ighstead, New Grand, Northwood;
ms Overmoe, Gem, Hillsboro; H. J.
wenlock, Gardner, Gardner; A. J.
1 vanaugh. Grand. Grand Forks; W. C.
Jwier, Liberty, Fargo; R. C. McKav,
ique, Devils Lake; New Tweeden,
i ncess, Fargo.
Registering from Minnesota were: Vic A brand new portrait of fascinating Estelle Taylor featured in "When New York
• tchen, Bijou. Barnesville; S. A. GrafsSleeps." Miss Taylor will soon be seen in another Fox special written by
1 d, Star, Lake Park; J. M. Freeman,
Edward Knoblock, author of "Kismet."
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5

by Officials

Of M. P. T. O. A.— Many Exceptional
Attractions Are Promised
T HE grand ball and entertainment
sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, will be held at the
Hotel Astor, New York, on January 5.
No social function in the past in film
circles will equal in elaborateness and
smartness the January affair. The committees have been appointed. Each
member is exceedingly active in carrying out his share of the responsibility
placed on each committee.
Invitations to the ball and entertainment will go out this month from the
new York office of the M. P. T. O. A.
Harry Reichenbach is directing the advertising and exploitation. Associated
with him are brother members of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
* * *
The committees and their memberships follow:
General Committee: Charles Goldreyer,
chairman; Al. Harnst, vice chairman;
Charles Steiner, secretary : and Max Rarr.
treasurer.
Vaudeville Committee: B. S. Moss,
chairman ; Marcus Loew and Frank
Keeney.
Reception COMMITTEE : Louis Rlumenthal, chairman ; Max Spiegel, H. Bishop.
S. Bock> and A. Hamilton.
Novelty Committee: Samuel Sonin,
chairman ; W. Brandon, A. Fabian, E.
Bcbrend and L. Fink.
Printing Committee: Fred Wilson,
chairman; W. Peyser, S. Coleman, A. Wolf
and H. Herring.
Music Committee: J. Stern, chairman;
F. Faulkner, L. Bolognine, M. Glvnne and
H. Reilly.
Swpper Committee: B. Grob, chairman;
A. Eissenstadt, M. Kreidel, A. Rapf and
S. Sheer.
Visiting Exhibitors Committee: H.

Ebenstein, chairman ; Charles Hering, H.
X. Hecht,. Fred Wilson and L. Risenthal.
Ticket Committee: H. Gainsboror,
chairman ; D. J. Hennesey, L. Cohen, S. A.
Moross and Samuel Schwartz.
Dance Committee: H. Brandt, chairman ;J. Seider, M. Silverman, H. Shapiro
and H. Ronheimer.
Invitation Committee: J. Manheimer,
chairman ; R. Saunders, H. Walenbrink, L.
Schneider and Leo Brocker.
William Brandt is ex-officio member
of all committees. Assisting Harry
Reichenbach will be Paul Lazarus, Paul
Gulick, Joseph H. Mayer, C. L. Yearsley,
P. A. Parsons, George Landy, Jerome
Beatty and the following trade journal
representatives: Arthur James, Leslie
Mason, Martin J. Quigley, Joseph Lowe
and Robert Welsh.
The ball will be followed by an elaborate entertainment. Then will come the
rapper. The management of the Hotel
Astor will reserve every seat in its
three big restaurants for those attending
the ball.
In addition to the entertainment features already enumerated, there will be
a regular .old-fashioned Midway Plaisance, fashioned after that which was so
famous cago.
during
the World's
The Midway
will be Fair
built atin Chithe
room in the rear of the ballroom, and
will contain all the elements of a high
class midway at the big resorts.
Prominent city, state and national fig
ures will be guests of honor, and all the
noted film players will be asked to participate.
B. S. Moss, chairman of the vaudeville
entertainment committee, has given the
organization assurance that he would
give the finest show ever seen, while
each and every member of the various
committees offers to put forth their ultimate effort to make their particular bit
stand out as the high light of the event
Ruth

Loses in Fight

Against Educational
And Other Concerns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 16.— "Babe" Ruth
again has been refused an injunction to restrain Educational Films Corporation of
America and other producers from showing pictures in which he is shown swatting
the sphere. The decision was rendered in
the Appellate court and sustained the decision of Justice Guy in the Supreme court.
lu addition to the injunction, Ruth had
asked for damages of $1,000,000. The
court ruled that it was not necessary for
Ruth to give his official sanction to have
motion pictures made of him during a
game as the courts already have ruled
that news pictures may be made freely
and without permission of public events
or persons who participate in them.
T. HAYES HUNTER,
Who
i> directing for the Dial Film
Company,
an adaptation
of Irving
Ha. heller'* book, "The Light in the
Clearing," for Hodkinson distribution.

Improve Holland Theatre
HOLLAND, MICH.— Manager Himebaugh of the Strand theatre has made
a number of important improvements
and additions to his playhouse recently.

\\ II. 1. 1 \ M II. COOK
Who haw left the Fox Film < 'orporntlor
publicity
department
after n year
halt of trade
paper publicity
v and
Inn.
William

H. Cook

to

Become "Free Lance
Well Known Publicity Ma,
Leaves Fox to Build
Own Business
William H. Cook, well-known publici
man, is leaving the publicity departme
of the Fox Film Corporation to be
"free lance" in the publicity field ai
write original stories for the screen.
He entered the theatrical field sevet
years ago with the old firm of Liebler i
Co., doing publicity work for a series
stage successes. From there he went
Vitagraph, where he remained two yea
adapting short stories. He was esp
dally successful in preparing Vitagrapl
prize animal comedy, "When the Circ
Comes
to before
Town." the war he became
Shortly
free lance and had built a successf
business for him, when hostilities wi
Germany opened and he enlisted in t
infantry. He was advanced from priva
to lieutenant while in service.
Returning to civil life, he joined t
Metro advertising and publicity depai
ment, and eighteen months ago we
from Metro to Fox when Arthur Jam
changed.
Dempsey Contract Gives
"Wonder Man" Impeti
Further impetus is given "The Wond
Man," Robertson-Cole's special productic
starring Georges Carpentier, heavyweig
champion pugilist of Europe, by reason
the contract which the latter has sign
with Jack Dempsey, calling for a meetii
between the
pionship
neartwoNewto settle
York the
City,world's
on or chai
abo
Ever4. since the announcement was ma>
July
of the fight between Carpentier and Bi
tling Levinsky, late in the summer, a>
since Carpentier knocked out this fight
in four rounds at Jersey City on Colurnb
Day, there has been a great wave of int£
est
in "The Wonder Man," its distributo
report.
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Zukor
New

'Pearson Month" Is
Setting New Record
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 16.— Passing the half
ay mark in the $10,000 "Pearson Month"
rize contest, every link in the Pathe Exlange, Inc., system throughout the United
tates, reports unprecedented returns both
collections and new business. With
ply partial compilation of figures in the
ature department, a national gain of more
an thirty per cent has been recorded
er the average for the preceding three
onths.
The serial department has done equally
ell, while the short subject division has
corded a slightly better progress, due marially to the gains made by the Pathe
ews on the eve of its tenth anniversary
lebration, the growing popularity of Hari Lloyd's comedy specials, the
•le success of the Rolin single reelremarkcome«s, and the continued favor with which
I other Pathe short subjects are being
ceived by exhibitors in every territory.
ierit Film Company
Buys Out Competitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DENVER. COLO., Nov. 16— The
ent Film Company, of which Max M.
ravetz is general manager, has bought
t the entire interests of the Mid-West
eater Features Company of this city
d has moved from the Guardian
Trust
"lding to 1820 California street, the
rmer office of the Mid-West company.

Opening

Louis

Theatre

Costing $1,200,000 and Seating 4,000 People

Regarded

DORALDIXA,
i'ho
specialize*
in Hawaiian
doing:is
a highland Hin^.
Her new steps,
picture
"Passion Frnit," for Metro.

St.

at

as One of the Finest Playhouses inthe World
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov; 16. — The Missouri theatre, one of the finest
motion picture palaces in the world, was formally opened here Mondayevening, November 8, when Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, presented the edifice to the people of St. Louis.
Mayor Henry W. Kiel, in behalf of the city, accepted the theatre and in
turn gave Mr. Zukor a key to the city and encouraged him to "go as far
as heItliked."
is believed here that the Missouri is the second largest motion picture house in the world and is second only to the Capitol of New York.
The theatre has a few more than 4,000 seats, 300 of which are loges. One
price of admission is charged for the matinee and one for the evening.
Prior to 5 p. m. every seat is sold at 30 cents ; while 50 cents is the general
price after 5 p. m. Ninety-nine cents is the cost of loges.
Nursery Included in Features
The Missouri embodies the rotunda and mezzanine promenade plan,
which has become so popular in the East. Manyr innovations are to be
found on the promenade, including a ladies' waiting room, smoking room,
five telephone booths, and a nursery where children may be left in the
care of a nurse. The mezzanine is richly furnished and makes an ideal
place for appointments.
The lobby and stage, perhaps, are the orchestra under the direction of Antonio
Sarli, while the pipe organ is a Wurlitzer
greatest features of the Missouri. The
Hope-Jones.
lobby, 100 feet long and fifty- feet wide,
is entirely finished in marble and mirOrganize Company for
rors, with a huge dome in the roof. The
Mechanicsville Theatre
staircases and landing leading to the balcony also are done in marble and give
MECHANICSVILLE, N. Y — With a
the impression of extreme elegance as
capital of $100,000 a company has been
you enter the theatre.
incorporated
to build a theatre here in
Plan Novel Presentation
Park avenue.
The Missouri stage is exceptionally
A. Leary, William E. Benton
large and is thoroughly equipped for the andJames
William A. Fullerton of Saratoga
presentation of any effect that is desired.
Presentation in an elaborate form is Springs are the directors. The plan of
the organization is to build a $150,000
new for St. Louis and the Missouri will
theatre and the purchase of two different
specialize in this work. Sidney Smith,
pieces- of property is now under considerfor years with D. W. Griffith, and Charles
ation. Benton is manager of the ConDahl, considered one of the best men in
gress theatre, Saratoga Springs.
the country on lights, are in charge of
this work. Dahl just finished lighting
"The Lady of the Lamp," a new musical
show.
Second
Clyde Cook'
Comedy
Big Success
on Broadway
Smith's inaugural show made a great
"The Huntsman," second of the Clyde
hit, the stage offerings, including "Less
Than Dust," a solo with waterful effect
Cook special comedies produced and disbehind the singer; "Recollections of Mistributed by Fox Film Corporation, duplisouri," a singing ofensemble
cated the New York record of the first
and reminiscent
the days inofcostume
Daniel
issue of this star, when it ran simultaneBoone,wasandvery
"A effectively
Pierrot Dance,"
ously at the Strand and Rivoli theatres in
that
lighted.a fantasy
Many Floral Offerings
"Behold
My inaugural
Wife," a Paramount
Pic- Broadway.'
Duluth Promised Theatre
ture, was the
screen offering,
in addition to a news, a study in flowers,
DULUTH, MINN. — Clinton-Meyers
especially arranged by Emanuel Baer in Investment Company has purchased the
New York, troduand
cinematographic
in- property at 2017 West Superior street
ction to thea staff
of the theatre,
and will remodel the building for a mosupposedly written by Mother Goose.
Prominent film men and every big
tion picture theatre, according to C. P.
business man of the city attended the
Meyers of the firm. It is expected to
begin remodeling next spring.
opening night. The entire lobby was
banked with floral offerings, and the
theatre was thoroughly inspected by alTheatre Fire in Lima
most every person who attended. The
Missouri was built at a cost of $1,200,LIMA, O. — Fire caused by film friction
000 and is under the management of the
recently resulted in $500 damages at the
Famous Players-Missouri Corporation,
Royal theatre. Manager George Mailers
of which William Goldman is general
reports that the house will not be remanager.
made. opened until extensive repairs have been
Music is furnished by a 40-piece
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Louise Huff and support inpicture
a scenesoonfrom
"Thereleased.
Dangerous Paradise," a Selznick
to be
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Dollar

House
to Open
This
Month
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
report of progress. Their theatre has
NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 16.— Jacob been recently renovated and redecorated.
Fabian's new million dollar theatre, the
New Branford, will be formally opened
David Butler Features
on or around Thanksgiving Day.
In making this announcement, Mr.
Sold in Western Field
Fabian declares that he will have in the
Contracts have been signed by Joseph
new playhouse one of the most beautiful
Klein, general manager of D. N. Schwab
and up-to-date motion picture theatres
in the East.
Productions, Inc., and Greater Features,
Owner of Circuit
Inc., of Seattle, whereby the latter acMr. Fabian, holder of the First Naquires the sole distribution rights of
tional franchise in New Jersey, now controls a circuit with theatres in Paterson "Girls Don't Gamble" and "Smiling All
and Passaic. At Paterson he has the the Way," in part of the Coast and Western territory.
Regent and Garden and at Passaic, the
Montauk and Playhouse.
These are two of the David Butler
Paul Gray, former newspaper man and starring vehicles. The territory covered
more recently Selznick exploitation rep- by this deal includes Washington, Oreresentative, has been appointed director
gon, Montana and part of Idaho. Walter
of publicity and advertising for the new
J. Porges, strsales
representative,
intheatre.
umental inbringing
the deal to was
a finale,
The New Branford is located near while Joseph
Sheffield
represented
the
Broad and Market streets. It will seat interests of the second party as general
4,000 persons, and will be operated along manager.
the same lines as the Broadway cinema
palaces.
Advertising Is Dignified
Unity Buys Rights to
Mr. Fabian announces that only digni"The Unfortunate Sex"
fied advertising methods will be emPhotoplays Company, of Chicago,
ployed, and in this respect he is promis- of Unity
Frank Flaherty is sales manager,
ing several distinct and novel surprises. haswhich
purchased the Illinois and Indiana
"The class of people who will patron- riehts to "The Unfortunate Sex," a feaize the new theatre," says Mr. Fabian, Larkin.ture starring Francis Edmonde and George
"will not
questionable
licity. Werespond
expect totoappeal
to all ofpubthe
The picture is to be backed in the two
people of course, but we want to build
up a reputation of being able to back up states by an elaborate exploitation camour promises so that we may instill con- paign.
fidence in the minds of our patrons."
Will Show Race Film
I. Maynard Schwartz, manager of the
Report Good Business
Educational Film Exchange of Illinois,
has arranged for a trade showing of
KAUKAUNA, WIS.— Conkey-Cleland
Company, proprietor of the Bijou the- "Race of the Ages" at the Vitagraph proatre, which recently acquired the Majestic
Chicago,exhibitors.
at 3 p. m., November 19,jection
for room,Illinois
showhouse in DePere, gives encouraging
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Celebrated Players
Buys Canyon Serial
Chicago Exchange Obtains
Illinois and Indiana
Distributing Right
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
has acquired the rights to the Canyon
Pictures Corporation's serial, "Vanishing
Trails," starring Franklyn Farnum and
Mary Anderson, for Illinois and Indiana.
The serial was written by William E.
Wing, author of many motion picture
successes, and was produced by Cot
William N. Selig. It is regarded as his
masterpiece in serial productions.
Franklyn Farnum Stars
Franklyn Farnum is said to be given
unusual opportunities to display his ability as an athlete in this fifteen-part
screen
is calledstory.
upon Into"Vanishing
perform a Trails"
series he
of
stunts which are accomplished in a manner calculated to thrill the fan.
Farnum is noted for his horsemanship
and is given excellent opportunity in
this serial to exhibit his prowess along
these lines. Mary Anderson, who apFarnum's
support,
appeared
featurespears infor
a number
of years
at thein
head of a Vitagraph company.
Story Contains Mystery
The story revolves around a character
known as "Shadow," who lives in a cave
filled with chemical contrivances.
"Shadow" is a menace to a certain gang
of crooks who rule the land of the vanishing trails. They are anxious to get rid
of him, but are unable to do so. Franklyn Farnum
the gang,
role ofand"Silent
is also
afterinthe
when Joe"'
he
comes upon them he is attacked by the
members of the gang, but is saved by the
Shadow's ingenious devices.
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Cupid Steals Star
From Educational
At the offices of Educational the
department supplying the trade
papers with news and gossip about
pictures and players is threatening
to ignore the production department and announce a serious drama
entitled "Perils of the Publicity
Purveyor." The reason for it was
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Recently
announced
Miss
Thelmait wasPercy,
sister that
of
Eileen,
had
been
engaged
as
lead:
thiswoman
ing
to appear opposite Jimmie Adams in "Luck," a forthcoming release. Barely had been the
news received than a wire was sent
to the coast for pictures of Miss
Percy, and along came some most
attractive ones of her in bathing
suits. The newspapers snapped
them up, and a red hot wire went to
the west coast only to be answered

|j
|
j
j
§
§
|
|
§
|
|
§

1

j
"Miss Percy will not appear in §
any : Mermaid
comedies
after j
|j with
|
Follow much mystery and then j
| after a few days:
|
"Miss " Thelma Percy was mar- |
'
|| ried
27 to W. A. Brady, |
'Luck.October
1 Jr., son of the noted New York \
| producer of the legitimate stage |
|1 andNeedless
motion topictures."
say, Cupid is cast as |
| the villain in the publicity depart- §
| ment's picture.
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Lessers

Center

Activities

in

Different

Fields
of Industry
the Gore Brothers, Sol Lesser purchased
Sol Will Confine Efforts
the Associated First National franchise
for the Kinema theatre in Los Angeles.
To Exhibition of Films
This trio and their associates now own
While Irving Will Enter
and control a chain of over thirty-five
theatres in .and about the heart of Los
The Production Angle
Angeles. Fach theatre presents high grade
SOL and Irving Lesser have come to the photoplays.
* * *
parting of the ways.
When Sol Lesser returns to Los Angeles
At the same time, Irving Lesser also
after he settles distribution matters for came to Los Angeles where he formed
Western Pictures Exploitation Company,
George
Beban's his
"Oneefforts
Man inin the
a Million,"
he
will confine
exhibit- with film products under that banner being field and Irving Lesser will make his
ing published by the biggest circuits and
state rights associations. Among those films
debut into the production end, the "Peck's which
Irving Lesser has disposed of through
BadWith
Boy"this
unitannouncement
being his first from
foundation.
the lips his organization are features such as
of none other than Sol Lesser himself, "Souls of Men," "Sins of the World"
we look back into the beginning of the pic- "Neptune's Bride," "The Stranger," "Skyture indistry — not so long ago, but during Eye," "The Sentimental Bloke." "That
the time when the words "distributor" and Something," with many scenic series and
the world rights to all Cinal slow motion
"exhibitor" were unheard of.
From the beginning Sol and Irving Lesser picture products.
The Lesser Brothers trade mark thereleaned toward the amusement end of life's
fore is no more. From now on it is Sol
endeavors. As soon as they completed their
public school course, they were content Lesser, the exhibitor, and Irving Lesser,
with education and craved for the opportu- the producer and distributor. The exhibnity to make money. They gathered toitor will be glad to use his brother progether what little money they possessed and
ducer's products — if they meet his approval
what friends could advance and bought in on —and the
producer will be pleased to repenny arcades and dime museums and slowly,
lease his pictures to his brother exhibitor
as the great industry of the silent drama — if he pays enough.
formed, these brothers availed themselves
Both Sol and Irving lesser are very
of the opportunity * of* pursuing
its course.
young, hitting between the thirty and thirty
*
three mark. They are building up their
With the ashes of the San Francisco
share of the picture industry in a steady,
earthquake still hot, they founded Golden ever growing and sincere manner and with
Gate Film Company in that city. In 1908 ever* successful results.
they expanded their activities and next
created All Star Features Distributors.
This company still prevails and is one of "Man Who Trifled" Coming
Announcement is made by Arrow Film
the largest territorial state rights organizations in the country.
Corporation
that "The Man Who
Not much more than a year ago Sol
production, is pracLesser moved his film activities from San Trifled,"ticallya readyfeature
for
publication. ComparaFrancisco to Los Angeles. He was not
tively little remains to be done on this
well known in southern California, but it production and Arrow expects that it will
will be hard to find anyone connected with be completed shortly. An announcement
the film industry in Los Angeles who does of the issue date may be expected in the
not know him today. In conjunction with near future.
"ROTHACKER

FAMILY"
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Rothacker Industrial
Affair
Division 'Holds
Dinner
Twenty-Four

Members of Organization Attend Informal

The Chicago industrial division of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company recently held a get-together dinner in the
Walnut room of the Sherman house. It
was a very informal affair— attended by
twenty-four members of the organization.
H. J. Aldous, Rothacker, treasurer, gave
aDouglas
brief review
of the manager
company'sof history,
I). Rothacker,
the industrial division, said. "Our President was
the first in the practical pictures field. Today the Rothacker company is still the
leader
in that
field." superintendent of the
George
Gibson,
Chicago laboratory, told tfTat, owing to the
increase in industrial work, it had become
expedient to give the industrial division
its own force of negative cutters and assemblers.
Those present were : O. F. Lohsand, J
W. Carnrick, C. P. Tobin, Wildred Aldous,
George Gibson, W. F. Kraemer. John P.
Hahn. H. K. Aldous, Douglas D. Rothacker,
S. J. Stoughton, Ray Aitkcn, J. A. Freest,
Hugh Rotchford, William F. Ahbe, W. H.
Strafford, George Kilgore, Lou Boone, Edward O. Blackburn, Paul Cavagnaro, A. L.
Parker, Frank Sheridan, E. H. Seifert,
Verne W. Blakeley, Wm. F. Kuehl.
Friend Also Retiring
From All Subsidiary
Companies of Famous
In retiring as treasurer of the Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation, Arthur S.
Friend releases himself from service with
all subsidiary corporations. He also retires from official positions in the National
Association of the Motion Picture industry.
As treasurer he rcpsesented Seneca Holding
operates
and York
controls Corporation,
the New Yorkwhich
theatre,
the New
Roof and the Criterion theatre, N. Y.;
Star Amusement Corporation which controls property in Indianapolis; Exceptional
Realty erionCorporation
which Famous
owns Shea's
Crittheatre in Buffalo;
PlayersMissouri Corporation which controls the
St. Louis chain of theatres; 1493 Broadway
Corporation which controls the property on
which is erected the Putnam building and
Westover Court. Mr. Friend also represents as treasurer Clark Film Corporation.
Connecticut Theatres Corporation, Dover
Amusement Company, Fountain Spuare
Corporation, Lexington Theatres Corporation, Hamilton Theatres Corporation. Companie Peliculas d'Luxo da America do Sul,
Ltd. As assistant treasurer he represents
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of the
United Plays, Inc., Famous Playwrights,
Ins., Pickford Film Corporation and Realart Pictures Corporation of Texas, New
Jersey and Delaware.
Yankee

The Chicago Industrial Division of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company enjoying a dinner at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, November 6. Left to right, sitting — O. F.
Lohsand, J. W. Carnrick, C. P. Tobin, Wildred Aldous, George Gibson, F. W. Kraemer, John P. Hahn, H, K. Aldous, Douglas D. Rothacker S. J. Stoughton, Ray
Aitken, J. A. Freese, Hugh Rotchford, XV. Kuehl, William F. Ahbe. Standing —
W. H. Strafford, William F. Kuehl, George Kilgore, Lou Roone, Edward O. Rlackburn,
Seifert. Verne W, Rlakeley, Paul Cavagnaro, A. L. Parker, Frank Sheridan, E. H.
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Company

Sued

By Ruth for $35,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"Babe" Ruth
Nov.
ary 16—
hasNEW
filed YORK,
an involunt
petition in bankruptcv in the United States district court
against Yankee Photoplay Corporation.^ He
claims
that the company owes him $35,000
1920. services
for
under a contract made in July

$1,062 from
Companyon isforseeking
theBiograph
same organizati
studio rent.
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Kathryn
Williams, Harry Morey
and
Matt Moore
Cast in Selznick Film
These

STASLEY M. RAGLiXD,
Ho has joined the staff of Arthur S.
Kane Pictures CorporationHe was
eonne-cf ed with the Xational Bank of
, aPetersburg
Ta.,
for
eight
years
and is
brother of John C. Rasrland, general
manager for Kane.
)orothea Wolfbsrg New
Universal Comedienne
Universal has introduced a new figure
i the screen comedy field in the person
f Dorothea Wolfberg, a recruit from the
age.
Her first legitimate role was an ingenue
irt in "Charlie's Aunt'' She was with
harles Frohman for six years, playing
such successes as "The Masqueraders,"
The Little Minister," and "The Butteres." She also appeared with the noted
aglish actor. A. S. Willard, in his reper■ire of dramas. Star comedies in which
le has been featured are : "A Screen in
xiety." "Hearts and Clubs," "Maids
-Courting." "Romeo and Juliet," "Shapes
id Scrapes," "The Movie Bug," and "Fordden Brew."
Just Outside the Door"
Published on November 30
"Just Outside the Door," in which Edith
allor makes her debut as a Select star,
scheduled for publication by Selznick Enrprises
through Select exchanges
on Nomber 30.
x
Among the players included in the cast
s J. Barney Sherry, Betty Blythe, Eddie
outheriand.
Gregg! Ida" Lewis and
-art Ap'.ing.Arnold
George Irving directed the
cture. and Harvey Thew
prepared the
My for the screen.
o Leave Menasha Theatre
MEXASHA. WIS. — On December 1,
R- Scheibe will relinquish the manement of the Orpheum theatre here,
s lease then expiring. His successor
is not been named.

Players

Will Appear

in a Forthcoming

Ralph

Ince Production, "A Man's Home"— Other
Stars Will Be Signed Soon
Myron Selznick. president of Selznick has been an uncertainty on the part of
Pictures Corporation, has engaged Harry some exhibitors in booking the first one or
two of these pictures, such showings have
Morey. former Vitagraph star; Kathryn been
followed by contracts for the entire
Williams, who has played in all-star casts series. S.. Baret McCormick. managing
for several seasons, and Matt Moore, to director of the Rivoli, Toledo, has featured
play in a forthcoming Ralph Ince pic- the Torchys from the week his new theatre
ture, "A Man's Home." Negotiations are opened.
pending for the acquisition of several
other stars to appear in the Ince pro- Vera Gordon's Screen Hit
duction.
Heightens Stage Success
The
return to the speaking stage of Vera
Mr. Ince has begun active work on "A
Man's Home" at the Selznick Fort Lee Gordon, the mother in "Humoresque," has
come with the announcement of her tour
studios. It is Mr. Ince's opinion that
this special is one of the biggest photo- on the B. F. Keith circuit as the star of a
dramas he has ever directed.
sketch called "Lullaby."
Adapted by Montague
Before coming to the screen. Miss Gordon appeared in a number of stage sucThe story, written by Anna Steese
cesses, both in New York and London,
Richardson and Edmund Breese, and but it has
been three years since she has
adapted for the screen by Edward Mon- been seen on the New York stage. The
tague, is replete with dramatic interest opening of her sketch at the Riverside theatre created a considerable stir, therefore,
telling, as it does, of the sudden awak- paying a concrete tribute to the reputation
ening of a man whc, after acquiring which she has won for herself in her mowealth and power, realizes that he has
tion picture debut.
wrecked his home in the process.
The iccale of the story centers around
Rorer Buys in Dixon
New York. Palm Beach and Cleveland,
DIXON. ILL.— Leonard G. Rorer,
where much of the action of the picture
manager of the Family theatre, recently
takes place.
Has Character Lead
acquired the old opera house property in
Galena avenue between First and Second
The engagement of Harry Morey.
Kathryn Williams and Matt Moore, .ac- streets. He expects to erect the best
cording to Myron Selznick. indicates that showhouse between Chicago and Des
the cast for the Ralph Ince special will Moines and from Rockford to La Salle.
Work will be begun in the early spring,
be one of the strongest ever assembled
Rorer states.
for a picture Mr. Morey has been engaged for the character lead.
Kathryn Williams, who ha; appeared
in all-star cast productions for several
seasons, also has been seen in the leading feminine roles opposite some of the
foremost screen stars. Miss Willkms has
appeared to advantage in the Select picture. "The Better Wife," and was in the
all-star cast of "We Can't Have Everything," A Girl Named Man " "Tree of
Knowledge" and in "The Whispering
Moore Has Juvenile
Chorus."
Matt Moore, brother of Owen Moo^e.
the Selznick
star,andhas Select
plaj-edproductions.
in a number of Selznick
Mr. Moore played the leading male role
opposite Elsie Janis in the Selznick
special. "A Regular Girl." and also supported the late Olive Thomas in "The
Glorious Lady." He has also appeared
prominently in "Getting Mary Married."
a Select picture: "The Dark Star." and
other equally well-known box office successes. He has been engaged to play the
juvenile lead.
Torchy Comedies Booked
By Strand in Brooklyn
Following the personal appearance of
Johnny Hines. star in Torchy comedies, at
the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, it was announced that the managing director, Edward L. Hyman, had signed a contract for
the
wholemade
of the
series
two
reelers
fromfirsttheyear's
stories
by ofSewell
Ford and issued through Educational Exchanges.
According to Educational, while there

Jean Paige and Jimmy Morrison appearing an Tonnpsters in the early scenes of
the Vitagraph special feature.
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LeRoy Scott Aiding
At Goldwyn Studio
Author at Los Angeles to
Assist in the Filming
Of His Story
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CULVER CITY, CALIF., Nov. 1&—
LeRoy Scott, the New York novelist
and playwright, lias arrived at the Goldwyn studios, to aid Gerald C. Duffy in
making the screen adaptation of his
story, "No. 13 Washington Square." The
story was dramatized and produced several seasons ago with May Irwin in the
principal role. The story is a tale of
complications in New York life.
Novelist Assists Perparations
Mrs. Gertrude Atherton, the novelist,
who has been at the studios most of the
time for two or three months, writing
and helping prepare the continuity for
her first original screen story, is now
spending all her time with Wallace
Worsley, designing the principal sets for
the picture. It has gone into production
under the working title of "Noblesse
Oblige."
Lewis S. Stone and Mabel Julienne
Scott, who have just completed acting
the principal roles in the picturization
of Leo Ditrichstein's famous stellar success, "The Concert," are cast in the
leading
roles in gave
Mrs. an
Atherton's
The company
informalpicture.
party
this week in honor of Miss Scott's
twenty-fourth birthday.
Hopper Company Returns
The continuity for Tom Moore's next
stellar vehicle, "Mr. Barnes of New
York," Archibald
successful novel and Clavering
play of Gunter's
the eighties,
has been completed and it will go into
production within a short time under
the direction of Victor Schertzinger, who
directed "The Concert."
Director E. Mason Hopper and the
company filming Rupert Hughes' first
original screen story temporarily en"Mr. andCatalina.
Miserable Jones" have
returnedtitledfrom
Chamber lin Circuit
Planning New House
In Mount Carmel, P .
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SHAMOKIN, PA., Nov. 16.— The
Chamberlin Amusement Company of this
city has purchased an entire block in the
business district of Mount Carmel, on
which will be erected a $200,000 theatre
given over exclusively to motion pictures,
and will seat 2,000 people.
The Chamberlin company, of which
L. J. Chamberlin is the head, now owns
the Victoria and G. A. R. Opera House
here; the Theatorium and Valentine theatre in Mount Carmel, and the Victoria
theatres at Sunbury, Bloomsburg and
Tamaqua.
Jersey City's Tivoli
Opens With Ray Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 16— The Tivoli,
Jerseytre,City's
newest November
motion picture
was opened
11, theawith
Charles Ray in "45 Minutes from BroadThe house,
furnishedway." and
has awhich
seatingis luxuriously
capacity of
1,300, is owned by J. Erickson, formerly
owner of the Casino and manager of
the Minerva theatres, both in Jersey City.
Pictures are to be changed two and three
times weekly. A ten-piece orchestra is
being used to augment the film features.

New portrait of Catherine Calvert, who will appear in the title role of Vitagraph'
special production
of "The Heart of Maryland," now being filmed under th
direction
of Tom Terriss.
Keystone Association
Demanding Exchanges
Give Advance Showings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ALTOONA, PA., Nov. 16.— Following the notification reaching the executives of the Keystone Exhibitors Association that the Pittsburgh F. I. L. M.
Club has refused to send features out
for screening, the members of the organization have decided not to book pictures
with exchanges "that will not give us a
chance to look at their product."
JacobstoneSilverman,
president ofthattheatKeyassociation, announces
the
recent meeting a resolution was passed
to notify the producers when making
their contracts to provide a copy for the
exhibitor.
William Roselle Signed
For Ziegfeld Production
William Roselle, seen in "Gloria's
Romance," with Billie Burke, has been
signed for an important part in "The
Black Panther's Cub," the W. K. Ziegfeld production which Emile Chautard is
now directing with Florence Reed in the
stellar role.

Margarita Fisher Stars
In "Their Mutual Child"
With Well Selected Cas
"Their Mutual Child" is a novelty fo
the screen written by P. G. Wodehous
and scenarioized by Daniel F. Whit
comb.
Margarita Fisher plays the leading roU
and others of the cast are Nigel Barrie
Harvey Clark, little Pat Moore, Josepl
Bennett, Thomas O'Brien, Andrew Rob
son,
Lloyd,
Stanhope Wheat
croft William
and William
Marion.
Announce

Opening Date

Of New Seattle Theatn
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle's newes
amusement palace, the Winter Garde:
Novemb
theatre,erwill20.be opened to the public oi

The house is situated in Third avenu
streetg and
of Pikeincludin
north ent,
just
land, o
the represent
an investm
Progressiv
by
$400,000. " It is owned
Company, composed of Seattle residents
with James Q. Clemmer and Edwin r
James the principal stockholders.
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Go to Movie Week"
Wins for Omaha
(Continued from page 37)
rere broken. It is expected that a survey
>f all the picture houses in the city will
how that every one benefited by the event.
Makes Booking Record
One of the sidelights of the week was
he booking record made by First National,
k-hich reports that more than thirty of its
ttractions were playing during the week.
Whether
"Go affair
to Movie
Week"
rill
become oran not
annual
here has
not
een announced. It is understood though
hat such a proposition is being discussed,
f it is held again next year the theatre
onagers will make an effort to have sevral motion pictures stars in Omaha to
lake personal appearances at the theatres.
Seventh in List
One of the news items which was given
rominence in the newspapers during the
'eek was that Omaha ranks seventh among
le film centers. The industry' here has
weekly payroll of more than $25,000.
lore than 800 towns and cities are served
irough the exchanges here.
The theatres playing First National atactions were: Rialto, "Peaceful Valley;"
trand, "Nomads of the North ;" Alhamra, "In Wrong" Sunday ; Alhambra, "The
amily Honor," Monday and Tuesday ; Alimbra, "Forty-five Minutes from Broaday," Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
lhambra, "A Splendid Hazard." Saturly; Grand, "Polly of the Storm' Country,"
unday; "Go and Get it," Monday and
uesday; "The Fighting Shepherdess,"
riday and Saturday : Suburban. "Heart o'
he Hills" Sunday ; "The Family Honor"
ionday , "Polly of the Storm Country."
/ednesday; Rollif, "A Splendid Hazard,"
anday; "The Idol Dancer." Tuesday and
/ednesday; "The Yellow Typhoon," Frily and Saturday; Boulevard, "The Idol
ancer," Sunday and Monday ; "The Jacknife Man," Tuesday and Wednesday :
The Master Mind," Thursday and Friday;
bmfort, "The Turning Point," Tuesday ;
aryland, "Mind the Paint Girl," Sunday
id Monday; "The Idol Danacer." Tuesiy and Wednesday; "Even as Eve."
nursday; "What Women Love." Friday
:d Saturday; Hamilton, "The Thunder>lt," Sunday : "Kingdom of Dreams."
onday; "Polly of the Storm Country-"
jesday; Benalto, "The Family Honor,"
inday: "In Search of a Sinner." Mony and Tuesday: "Mind the Paint Girl"
"A Splendid Hazard." Friyednesday:
and Saturday.
ducational Claims Big
Demand for Short Reels
Educational Films Corporation reports
it the last two months have seen the
eatest increase in the demand for single
el subjects in the five years' history of
; organization. This applies especially
the Bruce Scenics Beautiful, the Ches'-Ontings and the Screenics.
"A great share of the exhibitors," says
lucational, "long ago passed the time
len they regarded the quality single reel
ture merely as a filler, but it remains a
:t that there were a large number who
Ided merely to the public demand and
10 could not be convinced that such pic' es actually brought people to the theatre
o would stay away otherwise. It has
i rained for the single reel specials that
' have issued to demonstrate to these exi itors that these pictures are real audi1 :e pullers."
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Educational

Comedy

Series

Are

Negotiated for by Saenger Company
A contract involving the Mermaid, the
well known painter of titian-haired
beauties.
Torchy, Christie and Chester comedies
Her stage career includes association
has just been negotiated by Educational with Mable Barrison, Edward Arnold,
Film Exchanges. Inc., and Saenger and Montgomery and Stone.
Amusement Company, which controls
In pictures, she played for the Famous
theatres in Louisiana and Mississippi.
Players in Cecil B. DeMille's stock comThe contract includes all of the Merpany ;lead with Franklyn Farnum in "The
Candy Shop," and with Edmond Breese
maid, Torchy, Chester and Christie two- in
"The Master Mind" and "Brewster's
reel comedies from the very' start of their Millions." She was also with Casson
publication through Educational and Ferguson at Selig in stock.
W. D. Russell Enthusiastic
calls for these pictures playing the leadW. D. Russell, general manager, states
ing theatres in every city where Saenger
"We feel that we have made a big find
is represented. It is expected that the in
Miss Zuber. She has that personality
Educational pictures will supply the com- and appeal that will make her instantly
edy element almost exclusively at the try.
Strand and Liberty theatres, the two big popular with the movie fans of the counSaenger houses in New Orleans.
"Herthatexperience
Will Be Featured
field
we know covers
that as such
soon aas vast
she
Bookings range from a solid week appears in the big popular stage successes we have purchased, she will be a
down to one day, but it is stated that the
contract in many instances calls (or a tremendous box office attraction."
longer run of comedies than has ever
been attempted before in this territorv.
According to advices from Educational' s
New Orleans branches these comedies
er"se
in "Ledg
Pages
TwoGiven
nghou
to Westi
are to be featured in the advertising and
publicity in a manner that is new to
Two pages of pictures showing the activities at the hugh
plant of the Company
Westingshort subjects in that territory'.
house
Electric
& Manufacturing
The bookings include the leading theatres in New Orleans, Shreveport, Mon- were published recently in the pictorial
roe. Alexandria. Baton Rouge, Franklin. section of the Philadelphia Ledger. The
Jennings. Lafayette, Lake Charles. New Westinghouse Company manufactures
Iberia, Plaquemine, Ruston, Thibodeaux, among other things, motion picture accesCrowley. Homer, Minden, Houma, sories.
Eunice. Winnfield and Opelousas in
Louisiana: Greenville. Greenwood, GulfVirginia Lee Has Role
port, Hattiesburg, Jackson, McComb
City. Meridian. Natchez, Vicksburg.
In "Scrambled Wives"
Biloxi,
Yazoo City. Richton and Tupelo
Virginia Lee will play the role of Beatin
Mississippi.
rice in the screen presentation of "ScramMany Circuits Booked
bled Wives," the second production of CayEducational points out that this conuga Pictures,
Inc. The
lead will be entrusted to Marguerite
Clark.
tract includes every city of importance
in the two states. The only reason that includes
Virginiaimportant
Lee's recent
rolesscreen
with experience
Marjorie
the Saenger houses in other states are
Norma Talmadge. William Colnot covered by the contract is that their Rambeau.
lier
and
Louis
Bennison.
bookings fall in the territories of other
exchanges.
This is said to be the most sweeping
single contract for comedies that has
been signed with any chain of theatres,
although Educational points out that
practically
the country,every'
such large
as thecircuit
Tom through
Moore
houses, the Rowland and Clark theatres,
the Jensen and von Herberg interests,
Finklestein and Ruben, the Butterfield
circuit, the A. H. Blank houses and many
others are giving the preference to Educational comedies and that these contracts alone run into the thousands of
theatres
each
week.that are showing these pictures
Byrdine Zuber Will
Be Star for Capital
W. D. Russell Confident He
Has Valuable Find in
Chicago Actress
The capital Film Company, through
Russell, Greiver and Russell, is about to
sign a contract to star Byrdine Annette
Zuber. who is starring in Al Wood's
comedy drama, "Breakfast in Bed."
Played in DeMille Company
Miss Zuber is a Chicago girl, and has
spent her entire life on the stage and in
films. At one time, she gained considerable prominence as the "Burns Jones
Girl," when she served as a model for

BYRDIXE A. ZUBER
Titian-haired Chicaco beauty, who has
left the stage to beeome a screen star
for Capital Film Company.
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List of the Outstanding Events Presented by Pathe News During
the Last Ten Years Constitutes a Table of Happenings on Which
"'HIilillMIUUIH
a Comprehensive History of the Decade Might Be Outlined
WITH the arrival of November 15,
1920, there comes a date to be entered in red letters on the calendar
of the motion picture, for it is an occasion marking the tentli anniversary of the
topical reel in this country. Therefore,
while it is a time in particular for Pathe
News to celebrate the conclusion of a
decade of brilliant achievement, November 15 is none the less significant in the
larger aspect of the industry in general.
It is ten years since the screen first
essayed the role in which it acquired
mighty power and almost instantly became perhaps the most forcible of all
institutions serving as a news medium.
Just how efficiently the motion picture
has performed its function as a source of
information during the ten years of its
existence is readily proved in turning
back the pages of history for that period.
The monumental events of the decade
may not be easily recalled even by the
best informed individual without some
such guide as might be compiled from
the files of a news gathering institution.
Consequently, it is high tribute to the
proficiency of the screen in one of its
most important phases that a list of the
outstanding events presented by Pathe
News during the past ten years constitutes a table of happenings upon which
any accurate and comprehensive history
of the decade might be outlined.
* * *
THE process of turning back is often
an interesting one and to do so with
the aid of a review of the big things presented by Pathe News in the past ten
FAMOUS

years provides such an occasion, fraught
with remembrances of stirring times and
emphasizes
kind in that the
time.progress made by manFor -example, the aeroplane. In viewing some of the recent aviation stunts
shown in the news reel of today it seldom occurs that it was but a comparatively brief space back when the airplane
was an experiment quite crude and very
dangerous. Recently the Pathe News
showed scenes of the return to Mineola
of the fleet of planes which flew to
Alaska and back. It was in 1911 that
I'athc News showed scenes of Glen
Curtiss' aero flight from Albany to New
York, a feat bringing a prize of $10,000
and the applause of a people filled with
amazement and wonder at a marvelous
accomplishment.
A year fruitful of big news events over
the entire world was 1911. In addition to
the Curtiss flight Pathe News presented
pictures of scenes in London at the death
of King Edward VII of Great Britain.
Captain Scott, whose dramatic death in
the Anarctic regions stirred the world
for weeks, was shown in Pathe News setting out from London with his South
Polar Expedition. Also there were picPortugal's
dethronement
of King
Manueltures ofand
the declaration
of a Republic.
Among the other epochal events presented in Pathe News in 1911 were scenes
of the Coronation of King George V, and
Queen Mary.
The Mexican revolution against Madero was an event of 1912 which Pathe
News showed in a group of such epochmaking incidents as: The Titanic disaster; Amundsen announcing the discovery of the South Pole; the attempts
against the life of Theodore Roosevelt
while he was making a campaign speech
in Milwaukee; Woodrow Wilson elected
STAGE

PLAY

ADAPTED

TO THE

m
president; the assassination of President
Madcro of Mexico, and the opening of
the Panama Canal.
* * *
INMarines
1913 Pathe
News
showedCruz,
the and
U. S.
landing at Vera
in
1914 scenes from all parts of Europe at
the declaration of war. 1915. brought
forth disaster and was marked for such
terrible occurrences as the great Italian
earthquake in which 20,000 lives were
lost; the Eastland disaster at Chicago in
which 700 perished and the sinking of
the Lusitania, all of which were shown in
all possible phases in the Pathe News.
Among the events of 1916 were the
Black Tom explosion, the I'er-hing expedition into Mexico. Villa's bandit raid
on Columbus, N. M., and the arrival
of the German merchant submarine,
Deutschland. The high lights in Pathe
News for 1917 were: The Russian revolution, the entry of the United States into
France.
the
World War, and Pershing's arrival in
The Halifax explosion, President Wilson's departure for France, the signing of
the Armistice
first the
trip big
of anthings
aero'
postal
service and
arc the
among
in the news reel for 1918. In 1919 there
were pictures of the flight of the N. C. 4,
the flight of the R 34, the signing of the
Treaty
of Versailles,
and D'Annunzio's
coup Pershing's
of Fiume. return
The list of Pathe News pictures for
1920 includes: First pictures of the Wall
Street explosion; the Olympic games;
Villa's surrender; the Soviet-Pole front:,
the Rome-Tokio flight; the Mexican
Revolution; and exclusive pictures of
the Supreme Conference of the Allies at
San Remo; the entry of the French into
Frankfort; the activities of the German
Reds manin revolution.
the Ruhr district and the GerSCREEN

Two scenes from "The Concert," which Goldwyn Pictures will present with an all-star cast. Victor Schertzinger directed it.
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Moutll,,
ger in this and careful investigation
as to present satisfaction should be
If there is a single point upon which all advertising men
made before such a change is ordered.
But the most productive effort that
are agreed it is that "word of mouth" publicity is by far the
most productive variety.
can be made, aside from presentation,
doubtless lies in what has been termed
It follows that this force for the building up of patron"trick
stuff." Of this there are manyage should be thoroughly understood, that something defkinds, the interior stunts that may be
inite should be known as to the possible methods of producused, eccentric exploitation, a dozen
ing itwhere it does not exist naturally.
sorts
sified. that cannot be arbitrarily clasBecause scant effort has been put forth in this direction
A mere change in usher policy is
in the past it is obvious that much business that might have
certain to please some patrons, and
been brought to the box office has been sacrificed.
to displease others. Therein exists a
Precaution should be taken that this condition be pertopic for discussion. The change maymitted to exist no longer than physically necessary.
be only a matter of uniform. It may
be a change in sex, in age, in manner
It cannot be denied that some of the energy expended in
of service.
miscellaneous exploitation might be put to better purpose in
Adoption of a distinct lobby discrating popular discussion — though it does not follow that
play policy will create talk where a
exploitation activity or expenditure should be curtailed.
no-display policy has been in force.
The reverse is likewise true.
The present budget for this work should not be tamThe installation of a ticket chopper
pered with. But an additional budget should be created for
where
none is now in use, or the
the purpose of fostering verbal fan publicity.
elimination of the device in opposite
The results obtainable warrant such a step.
cases, the latter particularly, will not
variety.
be without effect of the desired
cus es it.
NO INVOLVED deductions are
Of the bigger things that may be
required to show that the first
In this line of logic is revealed one
done, lavish use of billboards, a
step in the indicated direction
of the most important reasons for marked
extension of newspaper space
xmsists of providing patrons with presentation. There is no doubt that
and
a
considerable
increase in housesomething that will make them talk. progress in this department of theatre
to-house literature are especially comThe more serious matter concerns the management would have advanced
mendable.
even more rapidly than has been the
:hoice of material for this purpose,
The expenditure in these activities
case had the point been more generally
ft is essential that money expended
is
obvious to the patron. He attaches
ally
n this work, especi
while a test appreciated.
thereto a certain highly desirable sigIn the many instances where house
s in progress, should produce results.
nificance. He sees behind it a deThe first suggestion that arises, of limitations are such as to prohibit
termination to develop the theatre.
:ourse, is that pictures, features and striking presentation, the musical
In this he senses promise of better
short subjects, be so carefully selected
phase of the performance may be con- entertainment.
sidered. There is, without a doubt,
is to create comment by sheer force
That excites comment and builds
)f quality. That suggestion is of little great
opportunity
for development
business directly.
here.
.vorth as its adoption brings the theaChange is the all important thing.
Theatre orchestras of today, genreman right back to his starting
Joint.
Progress is popular.
erally speaking, are doing practically
All
movement ostentatiously made
the
same
things
in
practically
the
same
Presentation is the second suggestion.
was as a year ago. A scant dozer, is at first sight construed as progress.
Movement is good for any instiThere is more promise here. The overtures regarded as '"standard" are tution.
xhibitor's
played again and again. A stockindividuality
through
Make change a rule instead of an
lis presentation,
and it shows
is of the
man
repertoire of "cue stuff'' has been used
exception.
md his institution rather than of pro- until it has become pointless and
Standardization has many and valmotions which he has rented, and deadlv in its monotonv.
uable uses, but it does not excite the
vhich patrons know he has rented,
Try that.
comment of the masses.
hat the patron is thinking when he
Rearrangement of program schedGive them something to talk about.
ule may in some cases be found a
•onsiders the entertainment. It is of
he exhibitor and his theatre, also, simple means of producing favorable
They'll talk.
Thev like to.
hat the patron speaks when he dis- comment. But there is a certain dan-
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Showmanship

A scene from Universal's "The Jungle
Queen," a forthcoming feature, showing the suitability of animal exploitation based upon the jungle phase of
the story.

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

Florenz Ziegfeld, real life husband of Billie Burke, transported this scene
and players from his Midnight Frolic to the Famous Players-Lasky studio
where the star is working in "The Education of Elizabeth." The photograph gives advance information that may be made the basis of
exhibitorial plans for presentation when the picture is published. The
copy.
fact of the cooperation should also be tabulated for use in advertising

J*

I
I

1

i
A bit of humor from "The Simp," Lloyd Hamilton's comedy, distributed by
Educational, that provides foundation for a burlesque stage feature in
George B. Seitz, as he appears in the
which local talent may be utilized effectively. The characters required
Pathe serial, '"Velvet Fingers," a makeshould be easily obtained; and it is practically impossible for them to
up and pose that may be followed out
defeat the purpose of the stunt.
to the letter in street exploitation.
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ECENT remarkable exploitation for "Madame X," the Goldwyn feature starring Pauline Frederick, includes a thorough
r£ capitalization by the Granby theatre, Norfolk, Va., of contemporary engagements of the Ringling Brothers — Barnum &
Bailey circus and the Rev. W. A. Sunday. The boys who made this possible are seen in the center illustration. Right
nd left are shown window displays made up by Jean Darnell, exploitation representative for Goldwyn in El Paso, Tex.

Steal
In

Ringling-Barnum

Exploitation

The exhibitor who first sent a sandwich man out upon the public highly with an advertising message be•eved that he was making history.
He zvas.
Better still, he was establishing a
precedent from which has sprung developments beyond the dreams of the
nost imaginative and optimistic.

Parade

Campaign

for

sters again came into action, gaining
entrance by concealing their "ammunition" under their clothing and forming into proper order to march around
the interior of the big top as at the
head of the parade. And to the flash
thus made thev added the direct

A practical "lifting" of the Ringling
Irothers-Barnum & Bailey advertisng campaign in Norfolk, Va., is the
nost recent and among the most specacular of these developments.
Who has courage to suggest a limit
<eyond which exploitation may not
progress?

Xorfolk exploitation campaign for Goldwyn's "Madame
S." provides material for more than
n exploitation story. An Irvin Cobb
>r an Ellis Parker Butler, drawing
tut slightly upon imagination, would
nake a best seller of it.
But the plain facts are. of greatest
Merest here.
The picture was scheduled to open
t the Granby theatre against oppoition made up of the Ringling
irothers-Barnum & Bailey circus, a
me-day engagament of the Rev. W.
(Billy) Sunday and exceptionally
trong theatre opposition.
Attention was centered upon the
ircus as the strongest counter-attraclon and an accompanying illustration
bows the eight boys who were employed to lead the parade, a safe but
inmistakably significant interval being
naintained.
As the crowds that
hronged the streets parted to make
vay for the gilded cages and the
laring bands, the title of the picure, thus novelly displayed, was the
irst sight to meet their gaze.
At the "\oc" itself the same youngrHE

The huge "X" seen in the lobby of the
Granby theatre revolved steadily, being timed to stop at a certain hour.
A guessing contest was based upon
the time of its stopping.
identification with the theatre by distributing literature giving the details
of the engagement and describing the
attraction.
The lobby display used was constructed by YV. R. Ferguson of the
Goldwyn organization. It consisted of
a huge "X", bright red in color, in
the center of which appeared a picture of the star. This was so mounted
as to revolve slowly, and timed to
stop at a certain hour, a contest being
conducted based upon guesses as to

and

Big

Top

"Madame

X"

the stopping time, free admissions being offered as prizes.
So well did this succeed that the
"X" was given to a local church at
the pastor's
ment ended. request when the engageThe campaign, which also embraced
the automobile "Summons" and other
standard methods of exploitation, created such wide comment that the
Xorfolk Tribune gave the story a
three-column head and prominent position.
The net result, it is reported, was
a seven-day engagement to big business in a theatre which had formerly
been limited to three-day runs.
There's a point in the Xorfolk
story. There are. in fact, so many
points that it is unnecessary to dwell
upon
themthat.here. Exhibitors will take
care of
Better to give mention to the El
Paso. Tex., campaign conducted by
Jean Darnell, exploitation representative of the Goldwyn exchange, whose
remarkable window displays are reproduced herewith. (Two other displays, also used for the Ellanay theatre engagement,
a recent
issue.) were reproduced in
A contest, in which the question,
"What Would You Have Done Had
.You Been Madame X?" was used as
a foundation, also figured in the El
Paso campaign, but a signed interview
under a three-column head in the El
Paso Herald, in which Miss Darnell
discussed the coming elimination of
Mexican villains from motion pictures
was a more important factor.
Ellanav theatre records were broken
by And
"Madame
X." are those who bestill there
lieve only half-heartedly in exploitation. There are those who say there
is a limit to what it can do.
Happily, they grow fewer each
week.
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Blank

The

Cartridges

Business

That

"Bull

s

Hit

Eye

A. H. Daniel, manager
of
A. H.Omaha,
Blank's Rialto
theatre,
Neb.,
leads an advertising and
exploitation organization
that seldom registers a
"miss." Permanent stands
similar to that seen above
are characteristic of the
institution. The architecture of the theatre, as another illustration shows,
was planned with advertising in mind. And effective use of stock and
special material is made
in lobby work. Intensive
campaigns are mapped out
for successive attractions
and executed vigorously,
with the natural result —
steady patronage. The
Blank methods have been
demonstrated successful.

A New
An

Angle

Old

On

Stunt

Genuine weddings have been
used in connection with stage
and screen attractions for several decades. Their use today
can be made novel only by the
introduction of an original
method of treatment.
A wedding was used at the
Rialto as a prologue for "In
the
HeartFirst
of National
a Fool," attracAllan
Dwan's
tion, and the above specially
prepared
poster presented the
facts artistically.
The marriage license was
mounted in the upper left hand
corner, photographs of the bride
and groom appeared in the body,
and excellent lettering detailed
the event.
A novel note was introduced
with the announcement that the
first ten rows were to be reserved for maids and widows,
and
the
line, "Bring the rice
fittingly.
and old shoes," closed the copy
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Teller"
Develops
Technique
Exhibitors
in Lobby
Display
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Genuine progress in any direction is the direct result
of work done, energy expended. It is a general rule that
the more zvork done and the more energy expended the
ireater is the progress.
The American exhibitor's lobby technique has been
developed to a marked degree during the past year. It is
to the exhibitor, of course, that the chief credit for this
's due. He had the tvill to progress and he progressed.
But several attractions exceptionally well suited to
'he purpose gave him the material to work with.
Robertson-Cole's "The Fortune Teller" is one of these,
kartictdarly interesting for several reasons.
A T THE time "The Fortune Teller" was introduced
nL to the trade there was no especial reason to believe
hat anything exceptional would be done in its exploitation
)r presentation. No great promises were made for it in
his connection by its sponsors.
The exhibitors of the nation displayed in its treatment
narked ingenuity and originality.
Recent stories in this department, accompanied in
?ach case by illustrations, showed various methods of
xploiting the attraction. In every case the lobby was
nade the leading feature.
In one, playing cards were obtained from cigar stores,
lotels and clubs and used for decoration. The effect
;ained was striking, and inexpensive.
In another, specially painted playing cards of con-

siderably larger than actual dimensions were used, the
expense mounting with little if any gain.
Another exhibitor used straight cutouts to good effect,
gaining in size much that was lost in detail.
And now comes the best display to date, pictured
above, a specially designed and executed display used by
the Alcazar theatre, Great Falls, Mont. The reproduction
is worthy of careful study.
The great aces at the sides of the display were visible
and discernible for great distance. And the effect was
the stirring up of keen interest.
To augment this, and to give pleasant and artistic
uniformity to the whole, a lobby drop was prepared, special
painting again being done to produce the proper effect.
Perhaps the most strongly individual touch in the
whole is seen in the witch figure and tripod placed in the
foreground. This is distinctly original, a cleverly contrived and highly significant finishing touch to the whole.
So much for the individual lobbies. The story of the
four arranges itself properly and naturally in chapter
sequence. The progression throughout was from the good
to the better. A steady improvement in technique and
execution is the outstanding characteristic.
This is the trend of all exploitation. It is to be seen
in all branches of the science, perhaps less clearly than
in this instance, but none the less surely.
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of Hamelin"
for Stewart Film

The Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, has produced the model prologue
for "Harriet And The Piper," Anita Stewart's First National production.
It should lie used as such by exhibitors everywhere who use the attraction.
The Kinema prologues have maintained a high level of excellence
over an extended period. They are looked upon by the trade at large as
among the finest being produced.
But it was in connection with the above named photoplay that tin
first genuinely serviceable contribution to practical showmanship for a
given attraction was made.
The photograph provides its own description.
As is generally known, the fable of the piper whose revenge uj>on
the city fathers for nonpayment when he had rid the city of pests consisted in luring from the city also the children. It is recounted in the
tale that the children never returned.
The picture, of course, deals with the story only in a figurative sense,
but a brief prologue has been provided showing the characters involved
in the fable.
The purpose of the narrative is to show that the piper must alwayv
be paid for his music, and this is worked out in modern settings, not the
Anattention
exploitation
sharp
on the"devil"
streetsattracted
of Hamilton,
O., in behalf of the Rialto engagement
of "In Search Of A Sinner."

Rialto's
"Devil"
Tours Hamilton,

O.,

Seeking "Sinner"
Whatever else may be said of evil,
it attracts.
The semblance of evil, or rather,
perhaps, the suggestion of it, attracted patronage to the Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O., on the occasion
of the exhibition at that playhouse of
Constance Talmadge's First National
attraction,
Search of a Sinner."
The stunt "In
is practical.

the exploit
ALTH
ive, itation
is nonein
case is figurat
thisOUGH
the less legitimate and decidedly more
effective than would have been a more
direct variety.

One of the most fitting and effective presentation features in the notable history of
the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, was that used for "Harriet and the Piper,"
Anita Stewart's First National attraction.
least attractive of which is a studio in the widely known and discussed
Greenwich Village of New York.
The Kinema prologue combined these elements expertly.
The setting, as the photograph indicates, was fashioned after the
modern phase. But the piper of the fable, attired as pictured in the
children's books which carry the story, was worked into the scheme of
things.
Details are lacking as to the musical program used. But details of
that nature are of comparatively little importance to the exhibitor who
wishes to make use of the event as a model.
The adaptability of the thing is obvious. Though fifteen players
took part in the Kinema original, it can be staged effectively with less
than that number, and of course with more.
There is value in the precedent even for the exhibitor who can use
only a single person. This, of course, would be the piper, and he might
be used either in presentation or exploitation, the make-up being particularly suitable for street work.

The photograph reproduced herewith shows the figure that went about
Hamilton streets "In Search of a
Sinner.'' It requires no great imagination to sense the speculation that
sight of the figure set up in observers.
A sharp curiosity was undoubtedly
the first impression, which was doubtless productive of sufficient investigation to acquaint the inquirer with
details of the showing.
In this, as in all attempts to interest the public, this is the first important accomplishment. It is seldom
that street exploitation is expected
to do more than that.
To create and then satisfy a live
curiosity is the first business of the
advertiser. When he has accomplished
that
than his
half work
done. is considerably more
He caru frequently follow up this
accomplishment with a direct planting
of the will to attend the theatre. But
that is another matter.
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"Cycle- Plane"
Draws

for

Elaboration

"Go

and

Get

of
It"

Float
at

Plan

Canton,

O.

"Go and Get It," Marshall Neilan's First National attraction, has made exploitation history. Exhibitors, it
might be argued with conviction, have Interpreted the "It"
tn the title to mean theatre patronage and proceeded accordingly.
At any rate, exhibitors have gone to unusual lengths
to exploit the picture, and reports to the "What The
Pictures Did For Me" department of this journal indicate that they have been well pleased with results.
Practically all of the known methods of exploitation
have been used in its behalf, and several new ones have
been developed.
The latest is far from least interesting

JD. KESSLER, manager of the Strand theatre, Can• ton, O., followed no precedent when he entered upon
his campaign for the attraction. The stunt that he produced stands out as distinctive and original. It is a good
idea, and one that can be used for a number of current
and forthcoming attractions.
Utilizing a motorcycle as his working basis, he constructed an airplane body that fit snugly upon the vehicle
ind gave the desirably deceptive appearance.
The illustrations describe the stunt rather well.
everytheday
of the and
run business
the "cycle-plane"
svas Throughout
driven through
residence
sections,
-erurning
at
suitable
periods
to
the
front
of
the
theatre
:o make the identification unmistakable.
The enterprise combines many desirable attributes. It
ias the mobility of the float in its favor, plus the added
ittractive power of the novelty. Thus are brought to
3ear upon a single attraction two of the most productive
igencies in exploitation.
In the report of the enterprise received it is pointed

"* attention-compelling vehicle was drawn up in front of
the theatre at frequent intervals to thoroughly impress
upon the curious the purpose of the stunt

J. D. Kessler, manager of the Strand theatre, Canton, O.,
produced the "cycle-plane," an adaptable exploitation innovation, for the "Go And Get It" campaign.
out that the genuine airplane has lost considerable of its
novelty in Canton. This is likewise true of practically
all American cities and should be realized by advertisers.
It is reasonable to believe, therefore, that the combination manufactured in this instance attracted considerably more attention than would have been drawn by a.
regulation plane, whether the latter was flown or towed
through the streets.
The novelty of the thing is of particular interest. And
exhibitors should not underestimate the importance of instilling novelty into every campaign and in every detail of
that campaign. Considerable prestige is gained from every
effort that has this result. The world admires ingenuity,
originality. It is with the world that the advertiser deals.
To do a thing differently than a predecessor often
serves the same purpose as doing it better.
differently.
Mr. Kessler conducted his "Go And Get It" campaign
He profited greatly by doing so.
The enterprise is directly in keeping with the dicussion
which appears upon the first page of this department. The
word of mouth publicity created by the float, for it was
essentially that, was obviously voluminous.
And it was merely by doing an ordinary thing extraordinarily that this result was gained.
Floats have been used extensively during the past year.
They will be used more extensively during the year to
come.
Exhibitors have found out that big exploitation is compatible with any and all types of productions. With this
knowledge has come a general relaxation of mistaken
vigilance and a healthy interest in the more sensational
methods of advertising.
There is cause for general rejoicing that this has come
to pass. It will lead to more and more novel developments.
It will result in greater and greater box office returns.
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Feature
Prologue

Production

Ed. J. Weisfeldt, manager of the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., staged an excellent Hallowe'en celebration which served
a double purpose in that it constituted an
entirely suitable prologue for "Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's First National production. Accompanying illustrations show the
stage feature in progress, house decorations
and a street stunt used the week before the
engagement. The event stands out as the
most pretentious yet conducted by the Alhambra, one of the most progressive theatres in the Middle West.
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Flexibility
Strong

of

Cutout

Argument

The familiar statement concerning
the chain and its weakest link applies
as well to advertising as to any other
institution.
Exhibitor advertising is and can be
only as strong as the weakest department thereof.
Now, as frequently in the past, billboard and poster activity seems the
most backward phase of the science.
Exhibitors place the blame upon the
quality of the paper issued zvith productions exhibited.
Producers state that the exhibitor
does not take advantage of the opportunities offered, does not use the paper
supplied in such manner as to warrant
necessarily expensive improvement.
The debate is of general interest.
AS REPRESENTATIVE of the
better use to which posters ma\
ie put, two recent cutout arrangements of exceptional quality are presented herewith.
Of especial interest is the spider
iveb effect created by Louis K. Sidley, managing director of William
Fox's Strand theatre, Denver. Colo.,
n behalf of "The Prey," Alice Joyce's
Vitagraph production.
The photograph describes it sufficiently well,
jrhe material of which the web is composed isof little consequence. It can
>e duplicated by any exhibitor. The
mportant point is that stock paper
vas so cleverly utilized, and that Mr.
pidney considered the enterprise of
ufficient importance to warrant the
onstruction of the net.
The Kinema theatre. Salt Lake
ity, produced the other effect picured upon this page, an almost giantic figure of Larry Semon in the
haracter he assumes in Vitagraph
|omedies, in this case ''Solid Conjrete''
A peculiar interest- attaches to
lis photograph.
The feature of the program was not
ighted on account of the comedy. As
ill be seen, elaborate decoration was
repared to point up the appeal of
lis attraction, special work being
one for the purpose.
The comedy angle of the program,
^presented in simple cutout, was
iven the place of prominence in the
isplay. Advertisers will attach what■"er significance they choose to that.
The point of the present discussion
that in all probability the arguments
F both producers and exhibitors are
some measure sound. It is undeably true that comparatively few
chibitors make such excellent use of
e material provided as those whose
ork is pictured upon this page,
ft is equally true that not in con-

for

Advertising
Improvement

Method
in

Paper

An artistic web-cutout effect produced by Louis K. Sidney, manager of the Strand,
Denver, in connection with Alice Joyce's Vitagraph feature, "The Prey."
nection with all attractions do producers and distributors provide material as practically adaptable as that
used in these instances.
Doubtless there is certain fault on
both sides.
The effort to eliminate it should be
evenly divided between the parties to

the controversy.
This will undoubtedly be done. It
is written into the history of exploitation and advertising that such reforms are invariably effected. Sometimes the work is done slowly, sometimes with almost amazing promptness, but always the work is done.
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Showman
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Farm"

\

Success

|

Probably no" production in film history has received j
such widespread exploitation at the hands of the American
exhibitor as Mack Sennett's United Artists attraction.
Photographs presented herewith are representative of the
many received and published since the publication of the
picture. Practically every form of exploitation and presentation has been used in its behalf, every section of the country being represented. The present photographic review
should serve the double purpose of showing exhibitors what
can be done with this and similar attractions and focusing
the attention of producers upon productional attributes
desirable to exhibitors.

H Lobby of the Wilson theatre, Chicago, showing
jj the ushers "in character" and one of the "lock1 out" crowds that attended the engagement.

| Foyer of the Wilson theatre, with the players
jj who participated in the exploitation and prem sentation of the picture.
IiiiliiiPiiiiiiiiiiiiin

A barn set and a rube band was used as presen- I
tation at the Rialto, Lawrence, Mass. The usual |
"hoe-down" provided the humor and action.

The rural touches were deftly applied by the stage |
manager of the State Street theatre, Trenton, |
N.J., all members of the staff donning the flap- |
ping straw head gear.

Loew's Valentine, Toledo, O., utilized a stock j
drop and tormentors in constructing a suitable |
setting, a country girl chorus being employed m
for the presentation feature.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiM^
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The New Grand Central theatre, St. Louis, Mo., so planned the 1
routes traveled by the exploitation bovine that those who follow- §j
ed were brought directly to the theatre entrance.

Clifford Abbee made street work
for "Down on the Farm" a specialty and carried the message of the
engagement to all parts of Pittsburgh, Pa., with the customary
result.

It is not recorded that cows are scarce in the vicinity of Sandusky,
O., so it must be concluded that the Schade theatre management used a burro to heighten the humor of the blanket catchline.

| The Rialto theatre, Champaign,
|/ZZ>, emphasized street work in its At the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, Wash., a jazz band gave modern
icampaign, using the classic rube interpretation to the traditional rube airs used everywhere in
\md a cow suitably bannered. connection with the picture.
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Opperman
s Ushers
Conduct Campaign
To Increase Business

Contestants made up to resemble Paramount stars were chosen at the Post-Paramount Film Ball, held at the Auditorium, Denver, Colo., and later enacted parts
in a five hundred-foot picture which was shown at the Princess for a week.

Three

Thousand
At

Film

Fans

Present

Paramount9 s Exploitation

Ball

Three thousand citizens of Denver, Colorado, interested in motion
pictures, attended the Paramount exploitation ball held at the Denver
Auditorium, ostensibly under the auspices of the Denver Post.
A similarly representative gathering can be brought out by any
exhibitor or other film organization cooperating with another newspaper
in practically any city.
The stunt has many good points.
Monte Rice, exploitation representative of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, is responsible for the valuable precedent. It was
handled in this manner.
The newspaper took complete credit for the enterprise. More than
a month before the date set, the newspaper carried front page announcement of the same. It was set forth at that time and reiterated daily in
constantly increasing space that prizes would be awarded for the best
make-ups worn, Paramount stars to be impersonated by contestants.
It was also made known that a motion picture would be made at
the ball, with the prize winning contestants appearing as the stars impersonated.
Three thousand persons attended. A five hundred foot picture was
staged. And the picture was exhibited for a week's run at the Princess
theatre following the ball.
It is hardly necessary to dwell upon the merit of the stunt.
Pictures of the stars, Roscoe Arbuckle, Gloria Swanson, William
S. Hart, Bebe Daniels, Thomas Meighan, etc., were published daily in
the newspaper to give the contestants suggestions in perfecting their
costumes. The volume of publicity thus attained was alone sufficient to
warrant the work involved.
Practically any exhibitor can use something of the sort, upon larger
or smaller scale as circumstances dictate. Practically any newspaper
should be willing to lend proper cooperation.
In this case, of course, the stars that appear at the theatre will be
used, and the exchanges involved should be more than willing to supply
photos, etc., as well as direct assistance.
The local application of the idea is simple.
The gentleman responsible for it, Monte Rice, whose name has been
printed in connection with many notable achievements in the exploitation
field, deserves great credit for his originality and the manner in which
the Denver affair was managed.

A certain clothing firm, the senior
and junior members of which were
both named Edward, used as its
slogan, "Two 'Eds Are Better Than
One." People were impressed by it
They believed it. And the firm prosThe sloganized adage is generally
true.
pered. And if two are better than one
three or more are better than two.
Theatre managers should give the
matter thought.
Hal Opperman, manager of the
Strand Theatre, Pontiac, 111., whose
"Principles of Pep" recently were
set forth in this department, works
upon that basis. He gets results.
"Passions Playground," Katherine
MacDonald's First National at-'
traction was a recent Strand exhibit, and the boys exploited it.
They
began
by making mounted
cutouts of the
poster showing a|
Monte Carlo roulette game and selling two of these to merchants for
window display purposes.
They followed this up by blanket-1
ing the family dog, a canine of roving proclivities well known throughout Pontiac, with a banner readings
"You ought to see Esther tonight
at the Strand." Esther was the
name of the dog which figured
prominently in the picture.
Three heads, in this case, produced exploitation which it is not
probable that . one would have
brought into being. At least the
dog idea is typically a juvenile inspiration, but nonetheless worth
while.

That ushers, even if they are member
of the family, can be used in exploits
tion has been demonstrated by Ha
Pontiac.
111. manager of the Stranc
Opperman,
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of "While
History
Early
Promises
Exceptional

Sleeps"
York
New
Exploitation
Career
plied with the picture several striking
cutouts for lobby use. One of these,
with which electric lights were used tc
excellent advantage, is seen in the
illustration.
Thus is "While New York Sleeps"
exploited in the early stages of
its circulation. The beginning is so
auspicious as to be easily accepted as
promise for an extraordinary career.
Certain it is that exhibitors everywhere will take up the work started
during the early engagements, developing and amplifying the stunts employed. To these will be added many
of a variety at this time unforseen,
for it is true that by no means all of
the
been picture's
utilized atadvertising
this time. points have

Kn inexpensive but highly attractive street stunt constructed and used by H. J.
i
Updegraf, manager of the Princess theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Each year brings to the exhibitor little lumber, inexpensive bunting and
muslin were affixed to an automobile
'tundreds of motion pictures.
Of these hundreds, the majority with a coupe body and the title of the
''ass gently into that vast indefinite picture, with no other information
'lassificatiott dubbed, for want of a than the place and dates of its showing, painted upon both sides. The
letter term, '.'average f
Some few are downright failures. whole constituted a striking street
feature.
-J still smaller fen: are big successes.
A still smaller few pass into history
Leimotto Smith, of the Smith
is exploitation successes. These arc Amusement Company, operating the
he money makers.
New Columbia theatre, Alliance, O.,
If early history can be taken as made up from the stock paper supeliable basis in calculation, William
"ox's current special, "While Xez>:
\ork Sleeps," gives promise of being
lassed among the latter in the 19201 analysis.
JJEYERAL stories have appeared
J in this department during recent
eeks to support the belief that
While New York Sleeps" will carve
ut for itself an enviable niche in exloitation history. The New York
remiere, the Kansas City and Salt
lake City openings, were all attended
hr extraordinary activity in advertisig, and reports regarding the rclltant attendance were in all cases in
-eP'ng.
Photographs reproduced as illusative of the present discussion show
tat the same activity is being mainlined inconnection with the picture's
kowing at other points.
One of the most remarkable stunts
•t recorded was that used by M. J.
pdegraf, manager of the Princess
eatre, Sioux Falls, S. D., who proiced the striking but essentially sime float pictured herewith. A very

It is in this manner that exploitation successes are made. Seldom does
one man build up the whole of the
advertising campaign that marks a
given production as distinctive in its
class. More often, many men viewing
the production from many viewpoints
contribute their respective bits toward
the whole.
It is in recording each contribution,
passing it along to the man who is
next to work upon the proposition,
that a department of this nature gives
greatest service. In no other way can
the work of the individual exhibitor
be made to count for so much.
The final result of such service is a
practical joining of individual theatre
men into an organization greater than
any other body that may be formed.

Elaborate cutouts were made from posters provided with the Fox production,
"When New
Alliance.
O. York Sleeps," and used in the lobby of the New Columbia theatre,
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Vaudette Publishes
Free Admission Pass
For Serial Opening
Few theatre events deserve the attention of the advertising manager
and all other members of the organization more seriously than the opening of a new serial.
A picture which is to have fifteen
or eighteen screenings instead of the
conventional one is decidedly worthy
of everything that can be done to
insure its prosperity.
A recent innovation in serial introduction comes from Atlanta, Ga. It
should be duly noted by all who enment. gage in this type of theatre entertain-

Roediger Reliable
Producer of Strong
Front Page Matter
More than one consideration enters
into the choice of newspaper position, when choice is available.
There is more to be considered
than the mere placing of an advertisement where it will be most likely
to catch the eye and consequently
the attention of the reader.
Presentability is the most important of these considerations.
A man does not like to be called
to the parlor to meet company when
he is in the basement in his overalls
trying to reform a rebellious boiler.
The point is worth thinking about.
Charles R. Roediger, who produced
the above advertisement and has produced multitudes of similar nature for
the Colonial theatre. Tacoma. W ash.,
invariably uses the front page of the
special amusement section of the Sunday editions.
The work of Mr. Roediger, especially his front page matter, is always
presentable. He uses color in most
cases, and in some unexplained manner makes sure that the color work
is well done.
Perhaps something of this is due to
the simplicity which marks practically
all of his layouts. They are always
page deep or nearly so, and the reproduction shows how comparatively
little matter is utilized in that space.
There is consequently less chance of
ruining the advertisement in the
making.
The present creation was decidedly
impressive. The immense head of
Eugene
caught the
of
anyoneO'Brien
who unfolded
his attention
Sunday
edition. It is perfectly safe to conjecture that many of those who do
not regularly give attention to the
amusement section made this occasion
an exception to the rule.

The accompanying reproduction
shows in one-half actual size the
newspaper advertisement with which
the Vaudette theatre practically invited Atlanta to attend the showing
of
the first
initial
Fox episodes
serial. of "Bride 13," the
There is nothing striking about the
advertisement, unless it be its simplicity, but the theory of the thing is
extremely interesting.
Numerous stunts have been employed to build up great attendance
for the opening of various serial*- In

COMING
I Next Wednesday and Thursday j
The First Episode of
"BRIDE
13"
The Biggest and Best Serial Ever
Set to Pictures
FREE--FREE--FREE
THIS COUPON
And 2 Cent* W«r Tax will admit you to the
Vaudette on Wednesday to »ee the firrt of
"BRIDE
13"
The Big Smutting 15- Reel Serial
VAUDETTE
all of these the exhibitor has reasoned
that he could well afford to make
little or nothing on this occasion, possibly even lose a little money, if by
doing so he could build up a lasting
patronage. It was reasoned, logically
enough, that the remaining weeks of
the serial's engagement would more
than compensate him for this loss.
The Vaudette management went
thisHere
argument
better."
it was "one
reasoned
that if a little
sacrifice was good investment, a little
more would be considerably better.

Kinema

Announces

Exceptional
In Unit Event
Display
Short, brittle sentences characterize the interesting writer.
An advertising man is a writer.
Short, if possible shorter, sentences
mark the effective advertiser.
The power to put a world of meaning into a single phrase is often bound
up with the ability to use a picture
properly.
The advertising manager of the
Kinema
theatre, Los Angeles, has
that
ability.
( )ne of the most interesting events
in the always interesting history of
the Kinema theatre is described in
greater detail elsewhere in this department. It concerns an elaborate presentation given "Harriet And The
Tiper,"tionalAnita
attraction. Stewart's First NaThere was sufficient to be said
about the event to justify the advertising writer in going into lengthy and
correspondingly inefficient description
of the presentation, the picture, and
the musical program.
That he did not do so is to hi:
credit.
Instead, he employed a minimum oi
words and a maximum of eloquen
drawing, the latter telling in an in
stant what many words would have
told in many times as many seconds.
Furthermore, the drawing impart:
the information with or without th<
consent of the reader whose eye be
holds the display. You cannot make
a person read anything. But you cai
make a person see a drawing — an'
when the drawing is good, as in thi
case, its message is imparted to th>
taneously.
beholder automatically and instan
The original of the reproduction oc
cupied the better part of a quarte
page. The purpose justified a pag
display, but page displays are not al
no matter how muc
obtainable
waysevent
the
may warrant them.
As it appeared, in competition wit
several other cleverly composed ad
vertisements, it gained by its exceller
composition and execution.
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STUNTS

The Oak Park, 111., High School defeated Deerfield High School on the gridiron for the Cook
County Suburban Championship, and two
hundred rooters did a snake dance through
Oak Park streets, finally entering the Oak Park
theatre at the invitation of the management.
The program was interrupted for half an hour
while the cheer leader took the stage and led
the audience in the classic "Boola Boola" to
organ accompaniment.

i'n RTTAWEIMAN'S

"MADA

ME

ike A
woman wko 1'elinquiskod
PE
C
Othino's
C in"
with
a shi'uc
those
life
most women hold most K
dear .fbi'
what9 She was latei' to leai'n
IN THIS, HER LATEST 5 GREATEST PICTURE. NAZIMOVA IS
AT HER MAGNIFICENT BEST.

\

SPECIAL SUN SYMPHONY
OEOHESTEA
DIRECT ION HUGO FEATUEE
NOR DIN.
Selections fiomTWE. ROYAL VAGABOND^

W

m

GO TO
MOVIE '
WEEK
NOV. 7 to 14.

Metro's
Suits

Special

i

Drawing

Newspaper

Purposes

N A recent issue of this journal the Metro Pictures
Corporation was accorded praise because of the apirent efforts being made to improve the quality of billiard material being provided with attractions, the special
for use with "Madame Peacock"
Nazimovaunder
awing
ing the ofindication
discussion. A reproduction of
e original drawing was presented at that time.
Additional mention is merited because of the splendid
e to which this same drawing has been put by N. N.
udenfeld, director of publicity for the Sun theatre,
"naha, Neb., in a striking newspaper display, reproduced
:ove greatly reduced.
As will be seen, the work of preparing the copy was
jeatly simplified by reason of the excellent material at
lnd. A mere writing and arrangement of copy, with the
; nple plotting of background, disposed of the task very
• sily. Yet the composition is of excellent quality in its
uirety and made a highly satisfactory appearance.
More material of this nature is what the newspaper
c vertiser needs. With such matter to work with his task
i simplified to the extent that considerably more time
i y be given the preparation of text, with the consequent
i provement in this department.
It must not be understood that producers and dist tutors have been altogether reactive in this respect.
I cidedly they have not. The material published today
i mmensely better than that issued a year ago.
But the pace is swift.
Theatre men have developed this science at a rate
c :ulated to tax to the utmost the resources of those who
a forced to keep abreast of the advance.

Working upon the familiar theory that forbidden
fruit is always the sweetest, E. C. Loveridge,
manager of the Rialto theatre, Omaha, requests
people to attend the afternoon performances
instead of the evening shows, the result being
that the latter are patronized to capacity. He
inaugurated the stunt with "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway," Charles Ray's First
National attraction, and has used it steadily
since.
Contests based upon essays comparing the merits
of Norma and Constance Talmadge are being
held in various parts of the country with success. Contestants must attend showings of
each star's pictures, of course, which is one of
the good points of this stunt.
The Newman theatre, Kansas City, Mo., makes
the first report to date of a fashion show given
in connection with Realart's "You Never Can
Tell," by odds the most satisfactory production
for this purpose in months. Exhibitors unfamiliar with the attraction should view it at
the first opportunity and lay plans accordingly.
A cowboy dressed as nearly as possible like Tom
Mix, with a police dog taking the place of that
used in "The Untamed," aided in the exploitation for the Fox attraction at the Cretena theatre, New York. Simple and inexpensive.
A reader of the "Cincinnati Post" addressed to
that newspaper a letter in which he set forth
as his opinion that the scene in Marshall
Neilan's First National attraction, "Go And
Get It," in which Pat O'Malley passes from a
moving train to a ladder suspended from an
airplane was "faked." A discussion of the
question was opened in the columns of the
paper and a signed affidavit from Marshall
Neilan put an end to the controversy. Of
course everyone who read of the affair wanted
to go and "see for himself."
Three quarters of a column, under a two-column
head, was devoted by the "Great Falls (Mont.)
Tribune" to a discussion of the method by
which musical accompaniment and motion
pictures are synchronized, Goldwyn's "Scratch
My Back," then being shown at the Alcazar
theatre, being made the immediate subject.
The newspaper made the story a distinct feature, and other publications in the nation
should be easily persuaded to do likewise.
MflgmnuimiDMiniTUMuifHiiBiM
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Passion"
Praised as Amazing
Film
By Clergymen, Scholars and Others
Eugene Davidson, writer of short stories,
"Passion," the German photodrama,
and Miss Daisy Reed, monologist.
starring Pola Negri, which Associated
Is Artistic Production
First National Pictures, inc., is distributing in the United States, has been praised
Dr. Crane said: "It is a most artistic
and remarkable production and later 1
highly by clergymen, scholars, educationalists and other prominent men and will take care to speak of it editorially.
women.
It fairly took my breath away."
Mrs. Fromhold said: "Aside from the
Those who have placed their stamp
great dramatic appeal and artistic
of approval on the picture are Dr. Frank
beauty, the film points a striking moral
Crane, associate editor of the New York on the inevitable result of extravagances
Globe, and widely syndicated editorial and excesses. The milliner's assistant
who plunged into the dissipations of the
writer; Mrs. Alexander Fromhold, lec- court, wasting money wrung from the
turer on French history; Miss Fay Corvery people from whom she herself had
nell of the faculty of Dwight Preparacome, brings about rier own ruin. As
tory College; Winifred Herrick, the an historical document, it is of great
•short story writer; Rev. Maxwell Gauter,
interest and value, being so vivid and
rector emeritus St. Ignatus church,
true to its time. As a student of French
history, I specially enjoyed the subtle
Miss Bertha Pearl, author of "Sarah and
and typical situations which might have
Her Daughter"; Mrs. Jesse MerrickSmith, secretary of Poetry Society; Miss
sprung from the letters of Mme. dc
Martha Foote Crowe, Miss Louise V.
Sevigne Miss
herself."
Hackney, short story writer; Jesse MerFay Gives Opinion
rick-Smith, consul to, Parts during Commune: Kate Jordan, short story writer;
Miss
Fay
said:
seeing
thisforfilma
I wish that every "After
girl who
longs
Dr. H. R. Stark, president of Intercareer on the great white way might
church Film Company; Dr. Glenn Frank,
editor; Miss E. I. Cheborg, concert
know the story of Jeanne du Barry."
singer; Miss J. C. Douglas, president
"A vivid and convincing portrayal of
Select Printing Company; Miss Nancy
a period of never-failing interest," is the
McGarry, teacher at Hunter School;
opinion
of Rev.
Gauter.
a picture
mil bring
history
home "Such
to those
who
Miss J. C. Chellborg, teacher at Hunter
never will read Taine or Carlyle. Teaches
College for Women;- Miss Gertrude
the harrowing result of immorality and
Lynch, editor Fiction Publishing Company; Miss Isabel Fisk-Conant, portrait
anarchy. It would be beneficial for people to see what bloody revolution is like.
painter; Mrs. H. W. Gilbert, prominent club woman; Miss Frances W. The picture is the answer to red propaHainill, Pen and Brush Club; Mrs.
Legend's First Feature
To Be a Collins Story
Legend Film Productions, Inc., will
make its bow as a producer of special
two-reel comedies with a story called
"A Million — More or Less," featuring
Edna Shipman and John Junior.
Treve Collins, Jr., newspaper and magazine writer, is responsible for both story
and continuity, while Tefft Johnson, formerly of Vitagraph and World, did the
directing.

WEDGEWOOD NOWELL
And his pet Russian wolf hound, who appears in the Arsene Lupin story, "813,"
being- filmed for Robertson Cole.
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s "Sin
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BtilNOB FIELD
\nd Pell Trenton, In n st-enr from the
Viiu-rlriin Mini Co. production, "Tke
Blue Moon." Minor used l<> do romtiy
role*. Now sli4-'«. Krrious.
Plans Michigan Theatre
UNION CITY, MICH.— John Ennor.
local theatre manager, has purchased the
Hamilton block property in Broadway.'
which was gutted by fire early in the
year, and will build a theatre on the
site.

That

Was

His"

Is

Given Premiere
at Loew's
Columbia
Henley ha,s guided to the screen tin
The world premiere of the Selznick
beauty of a story which demands anc
picture,
Sin production
That Was His,"
Hobart "The
Henley
starringa focuses the attention of observers on th<
stirring incidents bristling throughou
William Faversham, the celebrated stag-the production. In lavishness of ex
actor, and written by Frank L. Packard,
nenditure, in artistic worth, in fidelit;
was given on November 7 at the Columto life, in its sheer beauty of mounting
bia
theatre,
Washington.
D.
C,
a
Marcus Loew house.
its acting material and elaborate score
it blazes a trail of distinction.
This production,' which is referred to
Story Carries Appeal
by
Washington
as "one
the
superthescreen
stories Post
to justify
the ofsilent
Motion picture patrons who have see
drama,"
lumbia. will run indefinitely at the CoFaversham in his first Selznick pictun
"The Man Who Lost Himself," will b
Declare It Big Success
interested in the potent appeal of th
The critics of the Washington newsstory brought to light by the star. Mi
papers declared the production one of Faversham is seen in the earlier scene
the biggest screen successes they ever
a sure-shooting gambler, remorseles1
had seen. In their reviews the critics as
playgrounds are the frozen wild
allotted more than the usual amount of whose
of Alaska. He is a man wifhout a cour
space accorded the premiere of any
try, religion or compassion. Toward th
other picture play shown in that city.
close of the story he is an entirely dil
Following this run Marcus Loew will ferent man, a man who has undergon
also show the picture indefinitely at the both a mental and spiritual transform;
tion.
Star theatre, Rochester, and the Stillman
theatre, Cleveland. With these showThe cast includes Lucy Cotton in th
ings, which will be followed by scores
leading feminine role, Pedro De Coi
of others at Loew houses throughout
doba, Lule Warrenton, Robert Convil
the country, millions of motion picture
and John Burton. Edmund Gouldin
patrons will view what Lewis J. Selz- adapted
the story for the screen.
nick declares to be "the greatest picture
he has ever
made." in Big Way
Visualized
"The Blue Moon" Pleases
"The Sin That Was His" is a big
story visualized in a big way, and like
Critics, Says America
every other notable success that has
reached either stage or screen, it is a
private showing of "The Bit
a
At
narrative of primitive emotions.
Moon" given for critics and advertisii
Exhibitors will find the production to men, the picture was praised highly »'
be embodied with the essentials of a its settings, photography, the work
the cast and its skillful adaptation, a
powerful box office attraction. Director cording
to American Film Company.
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I. K. Fearn, Washington; J. D. Powers,
New Haven; S. Cahen, San Francisco;
J. W. Hauck, Seattle- C. Ponedel, Los
Angeles; J. A. English, St. Louis; E. I.
Reed, Denver; W. P. Callahan, St. Louis;
L. W. Tenner, Des Moines; J. B. Gilday,
Kansas City; E. M. McFarland. Omaha;
G. J. Schaefer, New York.
S. R. Kent and Creswell will immediately start working out the plans for
the second class, which will open shortly
.liter the first of the year.

Morris Story, 'The Water Lily"
Crane. Wilbur will play opposite Miss
Four of the early fourth year Goldwyn
>ictures are the work of Frank Lloyd, Calvert. Others in the cast are Felix
lirector. Two of the productions will Krembs, William Collier, Jr., Ben Lyon, Levy Books Lesser Films
Bernard Siegel, Henry Hallam, Warner
For His Houses in South
>e published as Frank Lloyd ProducRichmond, Arthur Earl, Victoria White,
ions. These are "The Great Lover"
While
Colonel Fred Levy, First NaMarguerite
Sanchez
and
Jane
Jennings.
ndThe"The
Lily." made by Lloyd
tional franchise holder for Kentucky and
two Water
first pictures
Tennessee, was visiting in Los Angeles,
or Goldwyn are "Madame X" and 27 Men Graduated From
he viewed many new film products, and
Roads of Destiny."
according to Irving M. Lesser of WestParamount Sales School
First Is Success
ern Pictures Exploitation Company, the
Madame X," the screen version of
colonel
previewed and bought the KenAre Assigned Territory
Alexandre
Bisson's
famous
drama,
altucky
and Tennessee rights to "That
eady has proved itself an artistic and a
The first class of Famous PlayersSomething," "Sky-Eye," "The Stranger,"
nancial success. The compelling drama
Lasky ship,
Corporation's
school
of
salesman"The
Sendimental
Bloke," "Souls of
which was in session four weeks
f this emotional story of mother love
Men." "Sins of the World," "Neptune's
us so finely and imaginatively directed under the direction of Fred Creswell,
Bride," and several other feature films.
Mr. Lloyd that Goldwyn decided to field sales supervisor, closed recently.
They willhouses
be shown
ColonelNational
Levy's
Out
of
twenty-eight
men
enrolled
for
Southern
underin First
;ature all his future productions, beginclass, twenty-seven were successful
banners. The colonel and associates
ing with "The Great Lover." Pauline the
in passing the examination, winning the control a string of fifteen theatres.
Frederick was star of "Madame X."
opportunity to fill positions as salesmen
"Roads of Destiny," picturized from at
Famous Players-Lasky branch offices.
hanning Pollock's play founded upon
Following is a list of the graduates
Banquet Universal Heroes
).
Henry's
story
of
the
same
title,
reand
the branch exchanges to which they
ently completed by Mr/ Lloyd, also
In Armistice Day Feast
were
appointed:
D.
W.
Morrow,
Boston;
:ars Miss Frederick. In this unusual
The
several
hundred ex-soldiers, sailors
H.
E.
Underhill,
Boston;
L.
B.
Butler,
icture, the star portrays four characters
marines employed at Universal City
l four different situations, yet all basic- Albany; E. G. Zorn, Pittsburgh: L. C. and
lly the same character and ending in Home, Cincinnati; H. M. Messiter, were the center of interest at the film
on Armistice Day. They were the
le same climax. The various "roads of Buffalo; W. R. Hurley, Buffalo; E. E. plant
Sutton, Philadelphia; A. J. Jeffrey, Bos- guests of honor at a banquet served on
estiny"
all
lead
to
the
same
ending.
In
one of the 400 foot stages at that studio.
ton; A. S. Creelin, Boston; D. Kimelman,
le cast are John Bowers, Richard
Pittsburgh; W. S. Allison, Cleveland;
The party
was staged
non-comucker. Jane Novak, Hardee Kirkland,
batant personnel
of the bybig the
studio
plant,
Indianapolis; C. A. Wilv'illard Louis, Maude George and M. B. A. L.son,Hancock,
Detroit:
R.
H.
Schriener,
Cincinnati;
who
"put
up"
for
the
chow.
'Lefty") Flynn.
Adapts Hatton Play
The first Frank Lloyd Production.
ST. LOUIS' FILM EXCHANGE ASSOCIATION
The Great Lover," soon will be in all
:oldwyn exchanges. It was filmed from
eo Ditrichstein's successful stellar vecle on the stage, written by himself
id Frederick and Fanny Locke Hatton.
nder Mr. Lloyd's skillful direction, the
reen version retains the high comedy
due of the stage play and the dramatic
Nations are heightened by the latitude
scene allowed by the motion picture
mera.
As Jean Paurel, the great tenor about
lom the action of "The Great Lover"
volves, John Sainpolis gives a portrayal
iich. in the opinion of the producer
d director, rank in sincerity- and artistic
lehty to life right along with the stage
aractenzation of the part bv Mr. Dit•hstein.
Claire Others
Adams inhasthethe leading
ninine role.
cast are
onel Belmore, John David son, Alice
olhster,
lcker. John Davidson and Richard
Mr Lloyd has just started production
' Gouverneur Morris' first original
:-een story,
Water Lily," a tale
' the Boxer "The
rebellion, which
will be
lblished as a Frank Lloyd
Production
•'ction.
well as an Eminent Authors' Pro- MANAGER members of St. Louis Film Board of Trade. They are left to right
— (1st row) — J. A. Steinson, Viragraph; Miss F. Patke, Peacock Productions;
Floyd Lewis, Realart Pictures, (Vice president) ; F. J. (Barney) Fegan,
itagraph to Feature
Standard. Film Corp. (President of Board); L. B. Schofield, Secretary of Board of
Trade; Thos. Leonard, Pioneer Film Corp. (Secretary-Treasurer.) Second row —
Catherine Calvert in
(standing) Frank Harris, Pathe Exchange ; . Harry L. Pitner, Special Pictures
Corp.; David Barrett, Reel Journal; Barney Rosenthal, Universal; J. R. Weinbrenner,
"Heart of Maryland"
general counsel; George McKean, Fox Films Corp.; P. E. K. Collins, Enterprise
■itagraph has started production of Distributing Corp.; Sam Werner, United Film Service; Jack Weil, Goldwyn; G. E.
manager, Famous Players; Third row — Samuel Henley, Independent Film
1 vid
-a Belasc
£art ofo, Maryl
the play by Akers,
and," Mrs.
Exchange; D. E. Boswell, Independent Producers; Chas. Werner, Metro; Harry
in which
Leslie
ter scored a hit several years ago.
Strickland, Realart; Joseph Desberger, Robertson-Cole; R. C. Fox, Select; W.
J-.nerine Calvert is featured. Tom
DuFresne, Famous Players; Roberts Thompson, Famous Players. Top row — C. D.
' nss is directing and the picture will Hill, Associated Producers; Sidney Baker, Associated First National Pictures of
Missouri; S. J. Hankin, Fine Arts Pictures Corp.; I. Barsky, Peacock Productions,
^presented as a Tom Terriss producInc.
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Obtains

Rockett

Comedies

Producing

Company

Goes

to Dallas

to

Supply Feature Every
Three Months
Ray Rockett, president of the Rockett
Film Corporation, made up of those
"gold dust twins of the films," Ray and
Al, left New York for Los Angeles last
week with a two-year production contract with Hodkinson. Mr. Rockett came
to New York a short time ago with the
company's first production, "A Truant
Husband," seeking a distributing organization for this and other pictures his organization planned to make.
After looking the field over thoroughly, Mr. Rockett made an affiliation
with the Hodkinson organization.
Rockett in Statement
"It is the aim of Mr. Hodkinson's concern to handle only films of the highest
character," said Mr. Rockett, "and
Harry Itevler and H») Woif I llUf. who moral
are work in k together In (hp direction • it is the purpose of the Rockett Film Corporation to make only pictures of that
of the Havld I*. II on el Im Mpeeial, US#B
of Tnrziin."
calibre. In picturizing 'The Truant Husband,' from the Albert Payson Terhune
story of that name, we adhere strictly
Reelcraft Producing
to the policy of clean pictures."
The Hodkinson - Rockett agreement
Units at Top Speed
calls
seven at
"clean
specials,"
Twelve More Pictures Are to be for
delivered
the comedy
rate of one
every
three months. "The Truant Husband"
represents the first delivery under this
Completed — Two More
arrangement. No date has yet been fixed
Units Planned
for this picture, but Mr. Rockett stated
Production units of the Reelcraft Pic- it would be issued within the next ninety
tures Corporation have established a days.
new record for themselves by announcHold Option on Stories
ing twelve more pictures completed for
An option has been secured by the
the exclusive short subject program now
being distributed by Reelcraft and allied Rockett Brothers on eight stories by one
independent exchanges throughout the of America's foremost authors and as
soon as this deal is consummated producUnited States.
tion will be started immediately on the
The Bill Franey single reel comedy
unit, working under the direction of organization's second offering.
Thomas LaRose has completed six more
► 1 ,->u,^
single reel comedies entitled "The Land- g'liiii'imnmiimiiiiiraimmiuiniimmiiuiiiiin.iii 1
lady," "The Moocher," "The Bull
Fighter," "The Bath Dub," "The CamHoward Hall Again
Franey
is starred eraman"
in andthe"The
seriesThief."
and isBill
assisted
by
Physician in Film
Charles Hafeli and Charley Post, as
principal supporting comedians.
j
While resting on the set, HowTwo New Royal Comedies
I ard Hall, who gained distinction |
as Lincoln in "A Man of the PeoFor the Royal Comedy series two pictures have been delivered to the general
told how he came to be
office in which Otis Harlan of musical j pie,"
chosen to play the doctor in "Suncomedy fame is featured. The titles are | shine Harbor," the production
Edward Hemmer has under way j
"Welcome Home" and "I'M Say He For- Ii at
the Estee Studios.
got."
These
two
follow
pictures
in
which
such well known stars as Billy B. Van, I
"You know I originated the docLeon Errol, Rosemary Theby, Sammy
|1 with
tor inViola
the 'Poor
Burns are likewise featured.
Allen. Little
ThenRich
cameGirl,'a j
In the Romances of Youth series the
to play
the doctor
in 'The
fourth picture has been completed, the II chance
Mysterious
Conduct
of Judge
La |
I
Guarell,'
with
Wilton
Lackaye.
My
title
is
"Sunshine"
and
place
this
unit
release ready for up to and including I next engagement was to play in §j
'The Natural Law,' in which I was |
January
MattyWilmerdihg
Roubert, "Fatty"
Davis and1.Thelma
are the iI co-author,
and numerous times as |
juveniles featured in this series.
1 doctor on the silver screen has |
New Reelcraft Scenics
1 placed me on record as a desirable j
type for this role. So when sought §
The first two of the new "Reelcract II by
Mr. Hemmer I was not sur- |
Scenic" series have been received -and
while they have not been titled as yet, I prised when he asked me 'How j
they are ready for the market. Ten other I would you like to be the doctor?' |
scenics, uncut nd unedited, have been 1 You see I enjoy playing this role. |
Not only am I a celebrated doctor |
received and will be prepared immedi- II in
this production, but I am the |
ately.
Two additional producing units are I father of the star, little Miss Mar- |
now being organized for Reelcraft and I garet Beecher, who makes a most |
their output to the trade will be an- I charming daughter."
nounced shortly.
liiiiiiiiniiiiiimHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiniiRiniiiiiiii'iiN'r'i s»

% IT WOLF

film man, has
been
man- '
Chicago
nownted
well-kappoin
, ional
WOLF
y
Educat
Films
Compan
NATager of the
of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas .
and
has already assumed his new v
duties with
headquarters at Dallas, Tex.
Wolf came to Chicago from Texas ir
1912 to manage the Plaza theatre, whicl
was owned by the Interstate Amusement
Company
which had
extensive
holding-h<
in
the South.
Soon
afterwards,
joined the Alfred Hamburger Enter
prises, managing
theatres
in Chicago.the Drcxel and Elli:
The exchange end of the business ap
pealed to him more strongly than ex
hibiting, however, and in 1913 he be
came a salesman for Celebrated Players
of twentyAside from an interruption
which he servei
two months,
with
the A. E.during
F., he was continuous!;
employed in Chicago exchanges unti
leaving for Dallas. He was employe'
by Goldwyn, Greater Stars, First Na
sively.
tional and Associated Producers succes
All Star Metro Cast Will
''Uncharted
Produce
ths
announcementSea'
g the
Followin
Metro
Pictures Corporation had pW
chased the screen rights to "The Ur
Wilsot
Johnof 'Fleming
Sea," bychief
charted
production at tn
Bayard Veiller,
s
company' West Coast studios in .«°">
wood, states that it will be pictunzed a
an all-stana
producti
a special
production
foron thewith
A director
cast.
not
been
chosen.

Begin Arkansas Theatre
ARK.— Plans fc
FAYETTEVILLE,
a new motion picture theatre to t
by E. C. Rot
$50,000
of
erected at a cost
ertson, manager of the Victory, na\
has begu
been completed. Excavationstreet,
it
in Center
locatio
on thewill
house
seatn 1,000
persons.
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Dates

Immediately
All Territory Is Sold
chise holders for decision as to its cost
Sixteen of the total of twenty-five territorial franchises have been allotted by and box office possibilities, for under the
Sherman policy no picture costing more
Harry A. Sherman, president of Sherthan $100,000 will be made by Sherman
man Productions Corporation.
As soon as the remaining territory has Productions Corporation without first
receiving
the sanction and approval of
been disposed of a definite publication
schedule will be adopted by the fran- the exchanges which will issue it:hise holders. At that time also will
A well-known exchange man, who was
)e announced the independent state right among the first to obtain franchises in
Sherman Productions Corporation, says
juyers handling the Sherman product.
of the plan:
Deliver Positive Prints
"The Sherman plan, once it is put into
The Sherman plan is to deliver posi- full operation, will do more to standardize picture booking costs on the basis
;hre
prints,
based
on actual
pro-rataof protnction
cost,
without
advances
any of a fair and equitable proportion of the
actual production cost, than any other
;ind by the exchange.
I President Sherman is carrying out his system so far evolved.
roduction plays, which contemplate the
"With the privilege of rejecting any
ompletion of from four to six high- inferior picture, which Harry Sherman's
lass attractions before the date of the personal
guarantee affords each franlitial publication.
chise holder, the Sherman plan of dealAnnouncement has been made of the
ing with distributors while entirely
practical, is the fairest and most adompletion of two productions. "Mar.
vantageous ever offered to the independnd Woman" and ' Miss 139," both of
hich are considered all-star box office
ent
exchanges
of their country-"
icrures of quality.
Third in Production
Complete Two Important
The third, now in production, is "What
Universal Romance Films
Will People Say?" It is a special which
is
predicted
will
prove
a
screen
sensaThe final scenes of two important
on.
Based on an original story by a well- features have been filmed at Universal
City. One is "White Youth," starring
nownin writer.
"What WillforPeople
as
it potentialities
box Say?"
office Edith Roberts, and directed by Norman
iccess which Mr. Sherman does not
Dawn, and the other is "The Torrent,"
esitate to predict will make it one of starring Eva Novak and produced by
Stuart
Paton.
le really notable pictures of the coming
Edith Roberts, who has not been seen
ear.
Two other stories are also being put on the screen in five months, returns in
the role of a young girl who has been
ito production, and another is under
)nsideration. which will call for pic- reared in a convent and who is delighted
irization upon a most elaborate scale. when she hears that her grandfather has
chosen a husband for her, because marDelay Production
riage means a trousseau and a long train.
Production on the last mentioned pic- In her support will be seen Arnold
ire probably will be delayed until it Gregg. Thomas Jefferson. Alfred Hollin be submitted to the Sherman fran- •ngsworth. Hattie Peters and many
"DANGEROUS

BUSINESS"— WE'LL

others. In "The Torrent" Miss Novak appears as a young girl who has jilted the
man she really loved to marry a man of
wealth. Jack Perrin plays the principal
male role, others in the cast being Lawrence Shumway. Oleta Ottis, Jack Curtis and Harry Carter.
Rumor Says Walsh Will
Take His Company West
That R. A. Walsh undoubtedly will
desert his Eastern studio and go to Los
Angeles to make his independent productions, which are issued through First
National, is the announcement made
from the New York Biograph studio. If
the plan is carried out the Walsh unit
will be attached to the Mayflower prostudio. duction organization at the Brunton
This change is attributed to the fact
that Walsh's next production will require
gigantic stage settings, and Eastern
studios, it is said, cannot accommodate
the necessities of the new Walsh story.
Inconveniences were experienced on this
account by the director during the filming of "Idols." which will soon be published by First National.
In "Idols" the cast includes Miriam
Cooper. Conway Tearle. Anna Q. Nilsson,
Henrv Give and Neil Moran.
Purchase Royal In
Newcastle, Indiana
MARION. IND.. Nov.16.-C. L. Branigan and Billy Connors of Marion Theatre Company, have purchased the Royal
theatre at Newcastle. The theatre has a
seating capacity of 400. Marion Theatre
company is planning to operate a string
of houses in the state.
Orpheum, Ottumwa, Opens
OTTUMWA. IA.— The New Orpheum
theatre was formally opened on Armistice
Day. November 11. Arthur Redman is
manager.

SAY IT IS

Two scenes from the forthcoming First National attraction, featuring Constance Talmadge.
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Exhibitors Announce That They Still are Realizing the
Benefits Derived From the Straw Vote Enterprise Which
First National Conducted Prior to Presidential Election

V

4

H
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EDWIN SILVERMAN has been appointed manager of the Chicago
Select exchange to succeed Ben Beaded.
The latter resigned recently to become
manager in the Windy City for Stoll
Film Corporation of America. At the
time of
Beadell'sSilverman
appointment
as manager at Select.
was assigned
the position of assistant. He has been
witli Sclznick in that capacity for practically a year. Practically the entire
trade knows Silverman as "Eddie." He
is the youngest exchange manager in
Chicago and undoubtedly in the United
States.
Elliott Dexter Has Lead
In "The Witching Hour"
Paramount has recently completed the
William D. Taylor production of Augustus Thomas' famous play, "The
Witching Hour," the scenario for which
is the work of Julia Crawford Ivers, who
was responsible for the continuities of
"Huckleberry
the other
Twain storiesFinn"
whichand were
issuedMark
by
Paramount with great success.
Elliott Dexter plays the feature role.
The cast also includes Winter Hall, Ruth
Renick, Robert Cain, Edward Sutherland, Mary Alden, Fred Turner, Genevieve Blinn, Charles West, L. M. Wells,
Clarence Geldart, J. Blackwell and others.
W. S. Adams, Blackton's
Camera Chief, Resigns
William S. Adams, personal cinematographer to J. Stuart Blackton for many
years, has resigned, owing to the absence
of Commodore Blackton abroad.
Adams is one of the veteran cameramen in the motion picture field. For a
considerable time he photographed all
the scenes in the pictures of Anita Stewart, Clara Kimball Young, Earle Williams and many other Vitagraph stars,
and since the establishment of the Blackton studios he has photographed all the
B ackton features.

iiUIIHIUIIIUIUIIIIOUIUU'llllllillllllM!
EXHIBITORS who participated in
First National's presidential straw
vote report that they still are realizing
the benefits derived from the stunt
The straw ballot, as indicated by these
reports, created a more intimate relationship between theatregoer and exhibitor.
Exhibitors in every part of the country
report that patrons who have never
spoken to them before have stopped to
comment upon the closeness with which
the straw vote reflected the true vote,
with the result that the steady patronage has been greatly enhanced.
On October 20, just twelve days before
election, every theatre in the country
which participated, received complete
state lists, a forecast of the electoral
vote, and the detailed vote by cities
throughout the state in which they were
located, from the First National home
office.
♦ ♦ *
They arrived at the theatres just at
the time when the campaign had
simmered down to claims by both political parties as to the way the election
would go. The newspapers throughout
the country accepted the tabulated lists
of the First National vote as being the
only unbiased forecast in the election,
and accordingly they were given the
widest sort of publicity with the theatres
which provided them coming in for its
share of the publicity.
This was particularly true in Ohio.
The votes in the larger cities practically
were all for Harding, but due to the exceedingly large vote cast in Hamilton.
Butler County, the state total favored
Cox by a slight majority. Although attention was called to this fact in the
resume of the vote sent out by First
National, the Democratic newspapers in
Ohio published the complete returns in
a more or less sensational manner. The
Cleveland Press used the state total in
the lead column on the front page with
an eight column spread head announcing
the f.ict
that Cox.
the state total in the strawvote
favored
♦ * ♦
Nine other states which were Democratic in 1916 \vere accredited to Harding by the straw vote and the theatres
in these localities found it an exceedingly
easy thing to get the state totals published and receive credit for it. These
states included California. Colorado.
Idaho, Kansas. Nevada. New Hampshire. North Dakota. Washington and
Wyoming. In addition to these nine,
four other states, which were accredited
to Cox in compiling the forecast of the
electoral vote, were classed as doubtful
in regard to a Democratic victory and
this fact made it available for publicity
in both the Republican and Democratic
newspapers within those states.
The motion picture theatre straw vote
indicated that Harding would carry sufficient states to give him 300 electoral
votes with a probability of fifty more, or
a total of 356, which is closer than the
manager of either of the political parties
estimated in forecasting the actual result.
This fact has established the motion picture theatre with a prestige for reflecting
the true sentiments of the public with
political leaders and the fact that the
theatre gathered the political trend of

the country better than their expert corpj
of examiners has forced the manager;
of both parties to realize how closely th(
motion picture theatre is connected with
the public.
There is not an exhibitor, or group o
exhibitors, but whom will realize th(
effect that this should have on legislatioi
affecting the business of exhibiting. I
has been shown that when an exhibito
can honestly say "my patrons want thi
thing" or "my patrons are against th
bill"
it isthe
equivalent
tellingof thehiselecte<
official
exact to
stand
con
stituents in regard to pending legislation
Beulah Livingstone Sells
Publicity Bureau Interes
Wentworth-Livingstone Bureau, Inc
with offices in the Putnam building, a
1493 Broadway, New York, will be know
after November 10 as H. H. Wentwortl
Inc.
Beulah Livingstone, publicity directc
of the Norma and the Constance Ta
madge Film companies, has sold h<
stock to Larry Giffin, the play broker an
personal
representative
of Kauser
well-know,
stars associated
with Alice
Bi
reau. As Miss Livingstone is assumiri
increased responsibilities at the Ta
madge studios, where the exploitation d
partment has been considerably enlarge
since being housed in the Oliver studio
which have been added to the Talmads
building, she finds it impossible to gr
her personal time and attention to tl
agency.
New

Coffeyville Theatre

Opens
Hometo
The new With
Tackett "Down
theatre, shortly
opened in Coffeyville, Kan., will prese
as its initial attraction "Down Homt
the Irvin V. Willat production issued 1
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

■WILLIAM P. S. EARLE
Who has signed a four years' contract
Corporation.
direct pictures for Selinlck Pictn '
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Rights Corporation
Herald Pictures to Offer

Perry Comedies to the
Company Declares That Production is ' 'Going Over
Independent Buyers
Drama of the Year"— Opens
As the Comedy(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
November 27 on West Coast
NEW YORK, Nov. 16— This week
of
the
mess.
After
the
divorce,
each
Simultaneously with the Broadway
marks the appearance of a new states
intends to marry the wife of the other. rights organization known as Herald Pichowing of "So Long Letty"bytheAlRobertThe
scheme
is
explained
to
the
wives,
Chris- who hold a conference of their own, and
on-Cole special, produced
tures, Incorporated, of which Waiter J.
e, and based on the Oliver Morosco
lusical comedy of the same name, come
decide to swap husbands for a week be- Porges is president. During his recent
fore entering the courts. Just what hap- intensive trip through the country
lany reports from the Middle West and
oni the Pacific Coast indicating that
pens" in thepicture.
week following makes an Porges sensed the growing importance
interesting
of the independent market and the de'as the
over"
picture isof "going
leDmedy-drama
mand for comedies; accordingly the first
the year, according to
product of Herald Pictures will be twelve
obertson-Cole officials.
two-reelers starring Mack Swain, called
After generous advance notices in the
Perry Comedies.
Complete "Faith Healer"
ew York papers, which included many
With Sills in Title Role
To Distribute Feature
ctures of the stars, Grace Darmond,
Feature
productions will also be
olleen Moore, T. Roy Barnes and WalThe final scenes of "The Faith Healer,"
r Hiers, the Broadway theatre, which
George Melford's production of the play handled by Herald Pictures, Inc.; in
as chosen as the metropolitan center by
William Vaughn Moody, have been fact, this organization has already arwhich to launch the six-reel comedytaken and the company has returned to
ranged to distribute a six-reel picture
•ama, was packed during the week. The the Lasky studio on the coast from sheep recently completed on the West Coast.
ranches
near
Fresno,
Cal.
;,wspapers reviewed the picture enDetails ofnounced inthis
production
usiastically.
the near
future. will be anMilton Sills plays the role of the
Walter
J.
Porges,
although
young, is
healer. In the cast also are Ann Forrest,
Grampp Recommends It
no newcomer in the motion picture inMeanwhile came splendid reports from Fontaine La Rue, Frederick Vroom,
He will be recalled by exhibitors
her parts of the country. Typical of Loyola O'Connor, May Giraci, John through dustry.his
close association with
Curry,
Adolphe
Menjou
and
others.
em is one from H. E. Grampp of RockCharles R. Rogers in the sales departrd, 111., who wired to the Robertsonment Selznick Pictures Corporation.
>le
Served Realart and Schwab
ws: Distributing Corporation, as fol- Hollywood Screen People
Subsequently,
Porges was affiliated
"Two
our houses,
Orpheum,
Attend Glendale Opening
with Realart and most recently with
d. andof West
Galesburg
houseRockjust
GLENDALE, CAL.— The new Glen- D. N. Schwab Productions, of which he
>>sed engagements with 'So Long
dale theatre, erected at a cost of about was sales director. In all of his posi'tty.'
The
best
evidence
that
we
have
$175,000,
in Brand boulevard, was opened
tions Porges was called upon to travel
1 at our patrons liked the picture was
t; increased receipts daily. I will not formally recently.
very extensively and while in New York
he also kept in close touch with leading
hitate to recommend it to any exhibitor
The initial showing of motion pictures
exhibitors everywhere.
tit seeks the best in picturedom. Might was attended by about 200 Hollywood
The company has taken offices at the
;i that this message is sent unsolicited." screen people and the dedication speech Selwyn
Theatre building in New York
Morosco to Be Present
was given by Mayor Snyder of Los
and has engaged Landy & Turnbull to
Angeles.
The
house
has
a
seating
caDn the Coast "So Long Letty" is to
handle its publicity and advertising.
pacity of 1,250.
I started off with a special showing at
t Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, at
PAULINE FREDERICK AND WILLARD LOUIS
v ich the forces of Oliver Morosco will
b itguests.
Says
the
Los
Angeles
Exner:
'So Long Letty,' Oliver Morosco's
faous stage success, will be given its
P miere at the Kinema theatre, Novemb 27. This interesting announcement
cae yesterday from the general offices
o Gore Bros. & Sol Lesser, who have
s:ured the Christie-Robertson-Cole
^'er-special for their entire circuit. Mr.
^rosco will be present at the premiere
ai will personally cooperate with the
'htre's presentation.
Invite Original Cast
fhe entire Morosco organization will
btguests of honor of the management.
Aiady wires have been sent to Charlotte
Gfcnwood and Walter Catlett, of the
or inal company, informing them of the
d; The cast, which was selected by Al
CI stie for the principal roles, includes
T. R.oy Barnes, Colleen Moore, Grace
■nond and Walter Hiers."
ie story deals with two newly marcouples who present a combination
Vastly different personalities. One
ht and, a "gay bird," has married a
who does not care a fig for purple
fine linen and devotes most of her
to the preparation of excellently
ed meals and the care of her home,
other hubby, an honest-to-goodness
! loving chap, has placed the gold,
on the hand of a girl who is strong
Cabarets and the gay and festive life,
an
who
ing. cannot boil water without burne husbands decide, after a conferen' that divorce is the only way out

Dramatic moment from the Robertson-Cole production "A Slave of Vanity.'
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Norman

M1LDHKD ii Mini- CHAPLIN
m from
Dud." n Flrat
tlctnal"Oldfrnturr.
Miss Binney Completes
"Something Different"
Constance Binney's latest Realart production, "Something Different," which was
delayed because of the illness of Ward
Crane, her leading man, has been completed. The company was directed by R.
William NeflL
The story, an adaptation of "Calderon's
Prisoner," relates the advantures of an
American girl in a turbulent South American republic, and is replete with romantic
possibilities. The company spent several
weeks in and near Havana, Cuba, this summer, obtaining Latin-American atmosphere
for the picture.
Virginia Fox Hunt Scenes
In New Selznick Feature
Fifty well known horsemen and horsewomen of Virginia appeared as extras in
the forthcoming Selznick picture under the
working title of "Regret," starring Eugene
O'Brien
directed
by Alan
engaged and
in one
of the
most Crosland,
realistic and
fox
hunting scenes ever seen in the South.
Twoare stars,
and ofOlive
Tell,
offeredEugene
with theO'Brien
completion
the
picture. Other prominent ployers in the
cast include Florence Billings, Arthur
Houseman, Warren Cook, Louise Prussing
and Bigelow Cooper. The story is from
the pen of John Lynch, and it was adapted
for the screen by R. Cecil Smith.
Adds to Ohio Syndicate
WAPAKONETA, O.— Albert Winemiller, former owner and manager of the
Gem theatre, recently sold it to Lendall
Johnson, proprietor and manager of the
Brown and Vaudette theatres here. With
its purchase Johnson now controls all
the picture and amusement houses in the
town.
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Trevor

Signed

by

27, 192'

Ziegfeld

For a Series of Eight Production
Norman Trevor has been signed for which, incidentally, he reproduced afte
a series of eight productions under the several managers had turned the pla
banner of Ziegfeld Films, according to down; created a sensation in "Caesar
Wife," and played the stellar, role i
an announcement just made by W. K. "Up
From Nowhere," which was writte
Ziegfeld.
for him by Booth Tarkington. He
This makes the ninth celebrity of the now co-starring with Gilda Varesi :
stage signed up by Ziegfeld within the "Enter Madame."
last fortnight.
Plays Are Success
Others Join Company
"His is a record," declared VV. }
The other stars signed are
Ziegfeld, "that few actors on the Araer
can or English stage can excel. Sim
Florence Reed, now starring in "The
Mirage;" Emile Chautard, who has di- his initial appearance at the Savoy, Lot
don, Mr. Trevor has been associate
rected some oftoAmerica's
greatest
awl previous
his coming
here stars
was
with one success after another, buildin
director-general of the Theatre Rejane
a reputation that is now a by-word f
in Paris; Earle Foxe of "Come Seven"
fame; Henry Stephenson who is appeartwoTrevor
continents."
already has started work wi'
ing in "Spanish Love;" Mile. Dazie, for- Florence
Reed in "The Black Panther
N.
J.
merly of the "Follies;" Philip BartholoCub," the initial Ziegfeld productit
which Emile Chautard is now directii
inae. author of such successes as "Over
Night," "When Dreams Come True," at the Peerless studios in Fort Li
"Very Good Eddie" and other legitimate
plays; William Roselle of "Marry The
Poor Girl;" Paula Shay, for a long time
N. Brewster Morse Now
one Ethel
of Henry
and
Donoher.W. Savage's players,
Writing Fanark Serif
Indicates High Standard
N. Brewster Morse, author of "T
Trevor's acquisition
the Ziegfeld
corporation
is another by
indication
of the Crimson Cross," the first Fanark pictu
high standard which this company has scheduled for issue through Pioneer Fi
set for its screen productions. This ac- Corporation, is at work on the first of fo
tor has been identified with some of the continuities which he will prepare for Fa
finest things ever done on the American
ark during the coming year.
stage.
The script for the second picture «
He co-starred with Emily Stevens in soon be ready for production and wc,
"Foot-Loose," starred in "Toby's Bow,"
will begin at once at a New York stud
Gaiety

and
Vanity Comedies
Will
Alternate After December
Issm

Vanity and Gaiety comedies, announced by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., as reaching the same quality standard as its two-reel fun films, are to be
published each week, starting with the
first week in nouncement
December,
according
anfrom the home
office.to The
Vanities are from the studios of Christie
Film Company. The Gaietys will introduce the girl element a little more
strongly, but at the same time maintain
a high standard of production.
Production Well Ahead
Arrangements for these pictures were
completed some time ago and therefore
production is well ahead. In order that
exhibitors may appreciate that these pictures are above the usual single-reel fun
film, prints of the first of each series
have been sent to all branch offices with
instructions that exhibitors be invited to
see these pictures before contracts are
offered.
While in the first few of the Vanities
some of the players who have been
familiar in two-reel Christies will appear,
new laces will be seen in the later ones
and the appearance of these players will
be confined to these shorter films. In
this way they will be made entirely distinctive. The same plan will be followed

with the new Gaiety series and it
promised that these pictures will int
duce several male and female comedi;
who will leap into sudden popularity.
In both series there will be emphs
placed on the story element, plenty
action,
a definite purpose in their cr
tion.
Demand Single Reelers
"We expect," says Mr. Hammons, 1
prove to exhibitors that these sin :
reelers contain more real meat and al '
castsredthan
a greater
portion ofIt the
comedies
on the market.
has tibI
unfortunate that the single-reel com
has
the past
represented inferior
a poorer a |-s
ture inthan
the two-reeler,
and far less care in production. We h s
had a demand for these single-reelers f
some time, but we did not care to ei r
the field until we were sure that e
would be able to offer the same def«
of qualitv that has made our Merma >,
Chesters, Torchys and Christies sJil
"Tea for Two," the first Vanity,
successes."
be
published the week of Decembe
and the first Gaiety, "Ain't Love Gran
December 12. "Without a Wife" wil i e
the
second Gaiety.
Vanity and
Witclalr
the second
They "Sand
will then
nate
regularly.
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Growth

of Edward

Small

Mack

JOHNNY

HINES

Acquires Original

Cast for "Mama's Affair"
Announcement is made that Joseph M.
Schenck has obtained almost the entire
original
stage cast which
of "Mama's
for
the picturization
will starAffair"
Constance Talmadge.
When Schenck first obtained the screen
rights to Rachel Barton Butler's Harvard
college prize play, he attempted to obtain the services of Effie Shannon, Katherine Kaelred, George La Guerre and
Gertrude LeBrandt to support Connie
in the picture. Owing to the fact that
these players were under contract to
Oliver Morosco for the stage presentation, Mr. Schenck tucked away the play
in his desk and obtained "Good References" instead. Then, simultaneously
with the announcement that the '"Mama's
Affair"
ended had
its tour,
the
one company
that Mr. had
Schenck
signedcameall
the above named players to appear in the
screen version. Victor Fleming will
direct.
Change Title of Feature
"Broken Promises" is the new title of
the feature previously called "A Good
Bad Man" and offered state rights buyers by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
of New York. Its cast includes Pete
Morrison. Carol Hollaway, Spottiswoode
Aitken, Harry Van Meter, Ruth King.
William Lyon West. Verne Layton,
Claire Hatton, Zelma Edwards and
others.

IS A HANDY

MAN

TO HAVE

Sidney

Ascher

"Below the Deadline" Will
Be First Film Offered

and playwrights who are seeking a higher
appreciation for their work should get in
touch with "Eddie" Small.
Schenck

D. Weinberger

Joins

Enterprises

Many Motion Picture Stars and Directors Developed
By Organization IVhich Today Occupies Almost Half
of the Fifth Floor of the Putnam Building in N. Y.

ago Edward Small Enter\FE\V years
prises just filled one roll top desk.
es almost
~oday
concerofn the
the floor
occupi
g,
>{ the fifth
Putnam
Buildinhalf
iew York.
The business policies of Edward Small
ave been progressive. Anticipating the
reat development that was to come in the
!orkm picture world, Mr. Small foresaw
ie present-day demand for the really tallted artist and progressive director.
« * *
He went scouting for the best motion
ctnre stars and directors and found them,
the them
managers
wanted real
:"hen
found
with Edward
Small,artists,
who
said to have developed more screen stars
ho are real box office favorites than any
her man in the business. He is said to
responsible for the highest salary ever
id a motion picture star.
In addition to the Edward Small, Inc.,
lich handles motion picture stars and
rectors, there is the Edward Small-Jen ie
cobs, Inc. which department is devoted
the dramatic and musical comedy field.
Jenie Jacobs, who, for years, has directed
der her exclusive management, the busies interests of such stage stars as Blanche
ng, Fritzi Scheff, Mme. Dazie, Valeska
rratt, Louise Dresser, Elizabeth Brice
.d other noted artists, has charge of the
imatic department
* * *
Idward Small Play Company, another
<a of the Small enterprises, as exclusive
J:nt for the best dramatic and motion
{hire plays, is offering some of the bigi»t Broadway successes for motion picture
I duction.
:.dward Small Enterprises is practically
cy in its infancy. Mr. Small is always
cp ure
the lookout
for "newcomers."
Motion
and dramatic
stars and directors
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To Open Market
Concurrent with the publication of
"Below the Deadline" is the added announcement from the offices of Sidney
Ascher Productions, Inc., of the appointment of Mack D. Weinberger as
sales manager over this and future productions.
Weinberger Well Known
Weinberger again enters the state right
field after a short absence from the New
York D. W. Griffith office, from which
he resigned recently. He has been in the
industry for the last ten years, his past
affiliations bringing him in the limelight
as an executive of capability.
"Below the Deadline" wiil be the first
production that will follow the routine
of state rights. He has already installed
a system by which he hopes to benefit
the state right buyers and their subsidiary interests. In their application to
the Ascher product anything that is
promised will not be left undone to help
their clients put over the feature to the
profitable satisfaction of all.
Enthused by Picture
"This production directed by J. P.
McGowan from Henry' Arthur Gooden's
powerful story of adventure in the underworld," Mr. Weinberger states, "will
find unqualified appeal over the countryIts subject is normal, appeal-winning and
possesses the requisite characteristic oi
modern production standards.
"For the exhibitors it is a sure-fire-hit,"
he adds, "one calculated to eliminate all
gambling chances in its acquirement. It
is a sure thing."
Mishicott Gets Pictures
MISHICOTT, WIS.— Manager Gloe
of Two Rivers will show motion pictures
here in the local opera house on Friday
and Saturday evenings.

AROUND

ISN'T HE?

f

scenes from "Torchy Turns Cupid," the latest Educational
two reel comedy
adapted from Sewell Ford's stories, to be distributed by
Exchanges.
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"Stick

It 0ver':

By Harry Hammond Beall l ] l]MmmMMmmmmmw\\&
A tennis pre-view is a novelty Lois
gram's guest
during the filming
Weber staged for the Los Angeles film of some of the recently
battle scenes for "The Four
colony recently. She arranged with such Horsemen of the *Apocalypse.
"
*
*
well known players as Tom Bundy, May
George Elwood Jenks, who has been
Sutton, Maurice MacLaughlin, Florence
Sutton, Mrs. Hope Doeg and others for free lancing in the scenario field of late,
a series of exhibition matches on the courts has become one of Bayard
Veiller's aides
at her studio, and, after the tennis game, at the Metro studios.
* * ♦
gave a pre-view of* her
latest
film.
* *
Henry Dougherty, former dramatic editor of the Los Angeles Express, who
Seymour
Tally,
of
Tally's
Broadway
theatre, has become a song writer. He col- launched into the publicity game recently
laborated with Miss Adelia Graham on the as exploitation chief for Allan Dwan anil
song, "I'd Rather Waltz, Dear," which is others, has returned to his first love, but
being featured at the Tally theatre this in the capacity of star feature writer. Monweek.
roe Latiirop still handles drama and films.
* * ♦
* » *
The engagement of Jules Wolf, general
Carl Rosenbai m has resigned as direcmanager for the Educational Film Extor of publicity for the Chester short reclchange, and Friema Rubenstein, executive ers, and
is
concentrating his time on
secretary of the Sol Lesser offices, has been golhng duelsnow
with Kenneth McGaffe until
announced. The wedding will take place ford.
recently publicity peddler for Maryy Pickin the near future, and Miss Rubenstein
plans to resign her position.
* * *
Universal Announces Trio
An all-star stage production of "The
Of Alterations in Titles
Virginian" is being planned by the Hollywood film colony. William S. Hart, Will
Univers
al announces title changes on
Rogers and William Farnim form the
several of its forthcoming publications.
nucleus of the cast so far chosen.
* * *
"Risky Business" is the name
the
Elsie Fercuson is expected to join the new Gladys Walton picture now ofbeing
cinema sojourners in Hollywood at an early directed for Harry Harris. It originally
date. She has previously confined her producing to the east coast studios of Famous
was called "The Flip Flapper" and was
Plavcrs-Lasky.
written by Douglas Doty and John Col* * *
ton of the Universal scenario departElinor Glyn is in California to write a
THELMA HILLERM \\
ment. "Beautifully Trimmed" is the new
Paramount photoplay for Gloria Swanson.
the next Carmel Myers pic- Captain
of thr Special
"The Sheltered Daughter"
tlon bnHfliall
team, I*l<-tiiren
which hurorpoieh
* * * is to be its title. name for
ture. It is from the pen of Marguerite
lenicrd
Mack
Sennett'x
II. B.'» (batkl
H. Hey wood Hurley, that rising young
C. Storrs and formerly bore the title
henutlea),
Al ChrUtir'a
8.
(HH
-ir.
1
1
>
.
and
Fox'a
8.
M.'aS.'a(Sauk
publicist, is twenty-four sheeting a birthday
■■lien ).
Orchid." It is being directed by
party given his star, Nell Shipman, in "The
Marcel De Sano. The name of the newthe north woods, where the company is on picture
being directed by Stuart Paton
location. W. H. Clume. her financial sponwith Eva Novak in the featured role is Film "The Purple Riders"
sor, Cliff Elfelt, I. K. Evans and Theo
On Mexican Border Rant
"The Torrent." It formerly was known
Newman motored *north
* *for the occasion.
as
"Out
of
the
Sunset
followi
"
ng
the
Daring
feats of horsemanship make
title of the original story, by George Rix.
William Curley, Jr.. the popular young
The
three
foregoi
picture
are
scheds
ng
journalist, whose dad is the big chief of
big part of "The Purple Riders," V
uled for issue in the next six weeks, and agraph's
the editorial forces of the Chicago Amerforthcoming serial in which
Citv.
are
rapidly
being
comple
at
Univers
ted
al
ican, has transferred his allegiance and busy
Ryan is starred.
typewriter from the Robertson-Cole offices
"The Purple Riders" is being file I
to the Haworth studios, and will henceforth
on California's Mexican border be!
the
newly opened Imperial valley,
Closes During Rush Hour
sing the glories of *Sessue
* * Hayakawa.
a mountain range has been located!
For Invitation Exhibition
Marcel de Sano, Universal director, had
large ranch, the famous Benton bu a narrow escape from death recently in
Closing the doors of a theatre doing ings. This was the center of the cas
an auto collision on the famous Cahuenga
raising
industry of this part of the Wt
business at 7 o'clock in the evepass, regarded as one of the most danger- capacity
since
1849.
William Bertram is dir ning in order that the theatre might be ing. Elinor Field
ous grades in California.
plays opposite the s •
* * *
cleared in time for an 8:30 invitation
Armistice Day was observed at Universal
showing of another picture, is something
C. B. C. Corporation Will
City, with a mammoth banquet on the big unique in motion picture exhibition.
stages tendered to several hundred ex-servThat is what Manager Ben B. Lewis of
Present French Featui*
ice men, now employed at the "Big U" the Ellanay and the Grecian theatres
studios.
* * *
Four big
Frenchoffering
features
are s «did recently in El Paso for Goldwyn's
nounced
for early
to the
of Basil
King'stook"Earthbound."
market
by
C.
B.
C.
Film
Ss
Fra ncis MacDonald has signed a con- production
The invitation
screening
place at the rights
Corporation of New York.
Grecian theatre. Invitations had been
with Metro.
be Viola Dana's
leadingtract man
in her Henextwillfeature.
"The Nightingale of Paris" is the *
sent to clergymen, educators, newspapei
* * *
men and others prominent in the life of of the first of these features,' all of win
are
said to staged
be unusually
well acted »
Ty Cobb, of baseball fame, was Rex In- El Paso and vicinity.
elaborately
productions.
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Sets

Built

Views of Eric Von Stroheim's latest
Universal- Jewel production, "Foolish
Wives," a single set (that of Monte
Carlo) for which is said to have cost
in excess of $80,000, The whole production will cost approximately half
a million dollars, it is estimated, and
undoubtedly will be one of the most
expensive features ever made.
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THE

EEK
WEEK

is THERE room upon our screens for the one-reel
1 drama ? If there i- a place lor one-act plays upon
the speaking stage Barely there ought to he a place
lor the short films, besides the xenic, the cartoon and
the comedy.

feature superior in every way and a change from the

"The Twelve Pound Look," Sir James M. Barrie's
gripping little play, which was used as a curtain
raiser several years ago, has been made into a picture

"THK GILDED DREAM" (Universal) presents
Carmel Myers in an insipid play built on lines too
familiar and developed too tritely, but not altogether disinteresting. The star wears pretty gowns
and settings are attractive. Society drama of mediocre value.

in England, hut is a "full-length feature." While
the story of the wife who leaves her repulsive ami
\ulgar hushand as soon as she can scrape together
£12 witli which to buy a typewriter to earn her own
living, contained a highly dramatic theme, the story
spread over five 0T six reels will undouhtedly lose
much of its punch.
There are many other themes of like nature that
would make acceptable short features, and we have
the directors in this country who could develop them
into highly entertaining short suhjects. Is the long
photoplay an ahsolute necessity? Is there not a
public that would appreciate the short, forceful
drama with a real story behind it.
••THK FORBIDDEN THIXtr (Associated Producers) isa skillfully directed, intelligently acted and
well produced dramatic storv with a touch of tragedy.
While the plot i> a familiar one, the heart interest
is so well hrought out by the direction and acting
that it will appeal, and the picture technically is of
a high order of merit.
"IT MIGHT

HAPPEN

TO YOU" (S. & E.) is a

five-part knockabout comedy starring "Smiling"
Billy Mason. There are lions, monkey jazz hands
and bathing girls to add to the hilariousncss of the
comedy situations. It will amuse.
"BLACKBIRDS" (Realart) presents Justine
Johnstone, the musical comedy star, in her first
screen drama. The story is one of unusual worth,
hut the star's debut is rather disappointing. She has
not acquired a screen presence which will permit
her to meet the requirements of the story in which
she is presented.
•THE FATAL HOUR" (Metro) is a Drury Lane
drama of exciting trend and attractive settings. Offers several thrills in a jewel robbery and pursuit of
the thieves. Will please the patronage addicted to
the melodrama, although this is cheap claptrap, with
a poor cast.
"CONRAD IX QUEST OF HIS YOUTH"
(Paramount) offers Tom Meighan at his best in a

-lerent \ ped screen play. It is the story of a man's
vain quest for lost youth until he finds it in love.
W ill please the general patronage.

"WANTED AT II KADQUARTERS" (Universal) .-tars Eva Novak, sister of Jane, in an exciting
crook play that offers more excitement than consistency. Ithas an excellence of night scenes whose
photography redeems other shortcomings of the picture and make it interesting.
"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY" (Paramount)
offers Fatty Arbuckle in a rollicking farce comedy.
The star appears in children's rompers, stranded in
a snowstorm in an unfamiliar section of a city,
minus an overcoat. It is better than "The Roundup." the comedian's first five-reel feature.
••TIN'. DEVIL TO PAY" (Pathe) mixes melodrama ami mystery in an exciting story of a bank
cashier's murder and the implication of the bank's
president, rival of the state's attorney in charge
of his case, for the love of a girl. Swiftly-moving
action ami unexpected plot twists.
"GIRL OF MY II FART" (Fox) presents Shirley
Mason in a Pollyanna role in Western setting. A distinct change from her past pictures in locale and
theme, but logical and well developed. A highly
realistic sandstorm is the climax of excitement that
centers about her capture by enemies. A pretty love
thread runs throughout.
■•'I'll E PALACE OF DARKENED WINDOWS*
(Selzniek) is an Oriental drama which meets the
requirements of the popular picture. The settings
are lavishly attractive. Mystery, excitement and an
overtone of humor make it effective. Claire Adams
makes a pretty star.
"THUNDERBOLT JACK" (Arrow) is a fifteenepjsode Western serial starring Jack Hoxie. Trick
riding and roping feature the episodes. It is swiftmoving, brisk and clean cut, thoroughly fascinating
and interesting and should go big the country over.

REVIEWS
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE DEVIL TO
PAY
(PATHE)
Melodrama and mystery well proportioned make this an exciting
and absorbing feature. Unexpected turns and twists keep the
suspense keen until the unexpected revelation of the method
of the murder that is the feature's
nucleus. Swift-moving, aptly
titled and well photographed. A
Brunton production.
That part of the patronage keen for
rook melodrama of lively sort, tinclred with romance that bears importitly upon the story, will enjoy this fea>re.
It presents a hanging in the opening
renes in which George Roan, sentenced
>r the murder of a bank cashier, Joe
arkness. is the apparent victim. The
ime day accusation rests upon Brent
.'arren.
of the inbank,
and he
arrestedpresident
for complicity
the murder,
len is released on bail. Warren's
incee, Dare Keeling, has jilted Cullen
ryant. state's
because ofoffunds
dis;reements
overattorney,
the investment
i holds in trust for her. Stubborn in
*r refusal to believe Warren guilty, she
eads with Stewart Bryant to give her
oney to aid her fiance. He holds out
rainst her insistence and piles up evi'nce against Warren that eventually
suits in his conviction. It is aided by
e sudden appearance of Roan, and by
s confession, made because of Warto promises
made
.n'sthefailure
time toof live
the upcrime,
and it is
realed that the hanged man was revived
ter being taken from the scaffold.
There are some inconsistencies and imobabilities in the plot and its presention. but its general forcefulness and
e work of the cast makes it a picture
at will entertain.
Roy Stewart plays the part of Grant.
Uzie Brunette is the girl and Robert
cKim the bank president. George
sher plays an important part as the
other of the girl and Evelyn Selbie
Mark Fenton are other members of
ed cast.
TOM MEIGHAN

\\ hile the theme is romance, there is
no meeting of the sweethearts most concerned until the picture is more than
half over. This is one of the strong
points in the suspension of interest that
follows every foot of the film, for
throughout the greater part of the picture there is no hint of its outcome.
Lighting and photography are above the
average. The settings are elegant.
The work of the star is even better
than that displayed in his previous pictures. He has caught the spirit of the
quest for youth with which the author.
Leonard Merrick, burdens his hero, and
Meighan is at all times natural and convincing in his interpretation.
The story of the play is the search for
youth of a man not long past it, but
seeking relief from the monotony of a
London existence after fighting in India.
In this effort he gathers together a trio
of boyhood playmates, two matrons and
a French novel-reading fop — back to the
country home in which they spent their
happy hours in childhood.
Their efforts to fall in with his spirit
is at once humorous and pathetic, and
hard beds, leaking roofs drive them almost immediately back to London. The
hero ends his visit to old haunts with a
disturbing call on his first love, now a
portly mother of four children. He then
remembers an older woman whom he
loved vainly as a boy of seventeen in
Italy. Back on the same old ground he
finds her and seeks to renew his passion

for her. but upsets a sentimental scene
by falling asleep. Returning to bury
himself in London, he meets with a
young woman connected with a stranded
theatrical company, and not knowing
until later that she is a Countess, wins
her love, finding then that a man is
young only while he is deeply in love.
Kathlyn Williams. Margaret Loomis,
Mayme Kelso, Mabel Van Buren, Charles
Ogle. Betram James and Ruth Renick
ing.
give creditable support. The work o£
Miss Williams proves particularly pleasIT MIGHT

HAPPEN
TO YOU
(S. & E. ENTERPRISES)
A five-reel knockabout comedy introducing, besides the cast headed
by "Smiling" Billy Mason, such
features as a group of lions including "Jimmie,"
the Tarzan
lion, a monkey
jazz orchestra,
an
assortment of dogs, a bevy of
bathing girls, and Ethelda M.
Bleibtry,
the
Olympic games
swimming champion.
"It Might Happen to You" is harmless hilarity. The whole thing was deby Al. Santell,
who served
as authorsigned
as well
as director,
for hilarious

IN

ONRAD
IN QUEST
OF HIS YOUTH
(PARAMOUNT)
feature distinctively excellent in
every way and one that will win
the approbation of picture patrons. The story is of a man's vain
search for youth until he finds it
in love. Highly praiseworthy in
every detail. It is a William De
Mille production.
The combination of a widely popular
>r. a widely read author and a widelv
snired director has brought to this pic*e a worth that will make it notable
?ong the big features of the vear. It
■ Jehghtful in every detail. It has an
tnnt.ommon plot with a noveltv of treat-

s2u
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Roy Stewart and Fritzie Brunette in a scene from "The Devil to Pay." (Pathe)
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ROSCOE ARBUCKLE IN
LIFE OF
THE PART
(PARAMOUNT)
The second of Fatty Arbuckle
five-reel features is a highly amu
ing, lively-moving farce comed
light of plot but rich in humc
It was directed by Joseph Hen
bery and written by Irvin !
Cobb.
Fatty Arbuckle wandering about ci
streets in a snowstorm clad in gingha
rompers and half hose is just as comic
a sight in this feature as the imagir
tion can picture it, and then some! F
is meted out in big slices and the fe;
of humor is one certain to be higl
relished everywhere.
Arbuckle is better cast than in "T
Roundup," for he is more absurd
a blundering lawyer and society nri
than as a sheriff. A sprinkling of si;
Mick is offered in a sprightly way acr<
the spread of fun. The picture has
high point in the breath-taking suddi
IH--S with which the portly attorr
somersaults backward in his desk ch
and out the window, clinging to a let
some stories above the street, ui
rescued. The height of hilarity corr
however, when Fatty, homeward boi
from a "Mary Jane" party, in wh
guests wore juvenile costumes, is robU
of his overcoat and left to wander ab'
in a strange neighborhood.
The story centers about a politi
tight. For love of Nelly Hollister, <
of a band of feminine crusaders out i
beat the milk trust and save the bab .
Arbuckle
up a much-needed
bf
from
the passes
milk officials
to aid the fif
He runs for mayor with a rival in Jii' :
Voris, fiance of the girl. The fight i.i
hot one and the moral standards of !
candidates become involved when enen !
of the lawyer and cohorts of the Ju '■
frame up a scheme whereby he might:
caught in company with a notori ;
woman. Their plans are defeated I
the
Judge and
is forced
candidacy
the fat tomanretire
wins from
the i :■ THE

effects, and viewing the picture from
the standpoint of a purpose achieved it
is consistently amusing.
J. Worthington Butts, junior, distresses his parents with his overfondness for liquor and the elder Butts conspires with a friend to break his son of
the habit of giving him the key to the
cellar and placing him in charge of the
house. Young Butts immediately summons his friends for a wild party. While
the party is in progress, the friend frees
a group of lions. At once the party is
disrupted and the participants spend
the rest of the time in the picture trying
to escape.
Most of the comedy results from the
business with the lions. A scene which
is particularly funny is that of a husband tackling a lion in bed, believing the
bed to be the sheltering place of the man
he discovered trying to fan his wife out
of a faint. After a scuffle with the lion in
the bedroom he stumbles out into the
hall, where his wife has fallen in a faint,
and whispers before falling beside her:
"He learns
licked me,
dear." in
Of the
course,
Jr.
his lesson
end Butts
and
swears "Never again."
For those who like pictures of the
riotous, knockabout sort, "It Might
Happenbeginning
to You" tohasend.
the quality to amuse
from
MULES and GOBTALK
(EDUCATIONAL)
Thousands of Americans visit Yellowstone Park every season, and their interest should easily be obtained when
this Chester scenic is shown.
It por-

trays the animals to be found in the
great American summer playground, including a tribe of antelope, mountain
sheep, a herd of 2,000 elk, marmot, buffalo and mule deer. The film was made
in cooperation with Field and Stream,
and is equipped with very beautiful photography and interesting titles.
EDDIE' BOLAN'D IN
THE SANDMAN
(PATHE)
A novelty is introduced in this comedy
in its portrayal of a story of a rat, told
to a little girl by her daddy. The story
concerns the elopement *of the father
and mother in the latter's boarding school
days, with a rat the alternate means of
the interruption of their plans and an
aid to their escape. It presents a lively
skirmish of pretty girls when the mouse
appears in the midst of a midnight gabfest. The_ action is lively and the picture is moderately humorous.

OF MARKEf
(EDUCATIONAL)
The fisher folk and wooden shoed !die folk of this Dutch Isle of Marl ,
off the coast of Holland, is a scenic It
will particularly please children. It 1
be as entertaining to grown-ups. 'e
style of architecture in Marken has t
been changed for a century and co •
sponding tardiness in the advance of t
people make the subject matter q'
title.
fitting with the "quaint" phrase in e

TROPICAL
NIGHTS
f EDUCATIONAL)
The beauty of a night in the tropics
makes distinctly attractive material for
this Robert C. Bruce West Indian scenic.
It depicts trees swaying in the rustle of
trade winds, the setting of the sun and
the coming of evening, the rise of the
moon over the waves, and again light
with the rise of the sun. The scenic is an
exceptionally lovely one.

THE PENGUH'
PIPE (EDUCATIONAL)
That expert camera work has 1"
exercised to give these glimpses of *
strange feathered folk, the penguins"
their natural haunts, is evident. Th *
a Chester-Outing scenic, photografl
in South America. The habits and I1 Jtat of the birds are depicted in df •>
and
the result one.
is a highly inform; e
and interesting

THE
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EVA NOVAK
WANTED
AT

HERALD

IN

HEADQUARTERS
(UNIVERSAL)
Camera work better than the ordininary redeems this disjointed
"crook" picture that offers moderate excitement. The cast plays
well, but the action moves awkwardly. Night scenes employing
a train and made with clever
lighting effects make the picture
worth while. Directed by Stuart
Paton.
It is regrettable that the standard of the
several capital parts of this picture could
not be kept consistent throughout its
ength to make it the forceful feature
hat it might be made. Excitement well
suspended, however, together with night
;cenes that use a train, its crew and
landits in impressively excellent photog-aphy lift it above the colorless class of
)ictures and will make it agreeable to
he average patronage.
. Eva Xovak. the star, is at times con•incing. but Japses into rather unsteady
.rt too often She is attractive but lacks
ihe stability and consistency of performnce to bring to the important role all
hat it demands. She is the focus point
if the picture.
As the girl leader of a notorious band
•f gangsters, their plot to rob a train
arrying gold centers about her proessed desire to go straight for the sake
i an amateur detective whom she loves,
"he
not kept
positive
enough,
for
he idea
goes is right
along
helping
to put
hrongh the holdup, the viewer gaining
ie impression out of a muddled sequence
f happenings, that she reformed, after
11, because she was double-crossed by
er gang.
Honors for good work easily go to
..
detective".■artC. Shumway.
Others inwho theplayscastthe are
Agnes
merson. William Marion. Lloyd Sedg•ick.
oro. Howard Davis and George ChesThe climax is reached with a gradually
(creasing excitement, the duration of
hich suspense is well held. The night
lilroad scenes, with their excellent lightg and uncommon character of reprojction. are real photographic triumphs.
JACK HOXIE IX

'HUNDERBOLT
JACK
(ARROW)
fifteen-episode serial in Western
setting with roping and trick riding that starts with pep and gains
in momentum of excitement as it
proceeds. Stripped to the essentials ofthe good serial and consequently a certain investment
for the exhibitor catering to the
serial-favoring patronage. Murdock MacQuarrie directed it.
•The concentrated action and crisp,
.ncise titles that swing the swift-mov?, exciting and thrilling serial along at
ick pace are employed to excellent
vantage in this latest Tack Hoxie serial.
In Western locale, with bronchos and
press trains, hanging rocks and mounn passes, the thrills are many and the
•parent dangers of filming are at times
feath-catching.
Hoxie appears in the part of a young
'il engineer and is a handsome, cheeri -countenanced chap. He plays with
« rlessness and agilitv that are highlya

Eva Novak and support in a scene from
pleasing. Marin Sais makes a pretty
heroine and one whose fearlessness and
dash rival those of the hero. Chris
Frank. Ste%-e Clemento. Alton Hoxie and
Edith Stayart are other members of the
cast which gives excellent support.
One of the high spots of the picture is
the leap of the hero from an express
train's
roof tointhat
a passingdirection.
freight
train going
the ofopposite
Another time he rides his horse alongside the freight train and leaps from its
back into a car. It is impressive that
Hoxie'sandhorse
is a highly
animal
well trained,
for the intelligent
demands
on it are by no means small.
The story concerns the tricking of
Jack's
into a sale
of their
through parents
the connivings
of Bull
Flint, land
the
big man of the small town near the horse
of the Hollidays. Oil has been discovered upon the land and Flint plots fo
obtain it. Flint dishonestly acquires the
deedon tothethe land.
property
strikes gives
valuab'^
oil
BessandMorgan
the
Hollidays a home on her ranch, and Tack
arrives from colleee to rescue her from
assault by Tom Flint, a brother of th^
leader and another of the gang of
rustlers. From this point the action
centers about Jack's determined efforts
to win back the funds falsely acquired bv
Flint and
to "get"
him.
In the
the effort
end of
thethetwoganeFlints
are
captured and imprisoned, the Holliday
holdings restored and the girl and man
are rewarded with one another's love.
SHIRLEY MASOX
GIRL

OF

IX

MY
HEART
(FOX)
Shirley Mason in a Pollyanna part
that has a novelty in its Western
atmosphere. Less attractive a
vehicle than "Merely Marv Ann"
or "The Little Wanderer." but a
good feature that should meet
universal satisfaction. Edward
LeSaint, director.
The novelty of oicturizing winsome
Shirley Mason in Western setting lends
a change from her usual sort of pictures
in this feature and presents her in an
attractive role. The success of "Merely

"Wanted At Headquarters'" (Universal).
Mary
Ann" couldfor hardly
he reached
this, however,
the vehicle
is notwithso
tenderly appealing, although it is refreshing to find her in happier role this
time often
than takes.
that of the "under dog" which
she
It is a story of faith — faith and love
that will meet every human need, the
little sunshine-spreader believes and
preaches. Through it a young Southerner, compelled to sacrifice his art with
the violin and hide himself in the West
for the benefit of weak lungs, is cured
of menacing phthisis.
Shirley Mason appears as Joan, a little
girl whom Fate leads across the Southerner's welcoming doorstep on Christmas
Eve. and whom he adopts. The jealousies
of his maiden Aunt Prudence and the
savage lust of an Indian lad mitigate
against her. They have climax in the
girl's discovery of bootlegging whites
and Indians and her capture and imprisonment in a mountain shack. A
spectacular collapse of the shack following a vivdly realistic sandstorm lends
a bic thrlL A phvsician. in hermitage
in the mountains because of past discouraeements. i* also made to see the
advantages of faith and love, and the
whole ends happily with the girl s rescue
and the recovery of her lover. Rodney
Lane, the Southerner.
Ravmond McKee is convicing as Lane.
Martha
Maddox
playsWeller
well isin attractive
the pa't
of
the aunt.
Calvin
as Mona. the Indian playmate of the
girl. Others of the cast do splendid
«-ork. Photography and lighting are
very good.
The important
theme of inTosti's
made
opening"Goodbye"
and closingis
scenes of the feature, and its accompaniment would supply a valuable effect
in presentation.
Harry Carey Adapting Own
Play for Next Production
Harry Carey. Universal star, promises
something new for his next feature.
"Burnt Embers." "Burnt Embers" is
from Carey's own pen and in it he will be
seen in a role totally unlike the rugged
Western types or the happy-go-lucky
tramp roles in which he is familiar.
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ALLAN' DWAN'S
THE FORBIDDEN
THING
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
A skillfully directed, intelligently
acted and well produced dramatic
narrative with a touch of tragedy
by Mary Mears. While neither
new in plot nor over-robust in
dramatic situations, contains lifehewn characters through whom
considerable heart-interest is developed when the human notes
are sounded.
For whatever success "The Forbidden
Thing" achieves, the credit is largely due
to Allan Dwan. He has done so well
with a story that has been told before
that the repetition will doubtless be
found generally enjoyable.
whatclear;
"The nor
Forbidden
is is
notJustquite
is it toThing"
be easily
determined what point the author wishes
to drive home with Abel Blake, the big
brawny Puritan who brushes aside liiold mother's tearfully given advice, forgets his obligations to his wife-to-be and
impulsively throws himself into the net
of the loose-moraled siren of the Cape
CodHut"blind
Abel pig."
Blake is a life-hewn character, fighting blindly, stubbornly, impulsively, and realizing his mistake only
after
he
the "blind
siren and has
has married
lost through
his act pig"
his
mother and Joan, the girl he was to
marry, to another man.
Glory, the siren, is not the woman
bent on lifting herself out of her squalid
surroundings, as he believed. She leaves
him for a circus man. And then Joan
loses her husband, with whom she has
moved to Provincetown, and is no longer
able to care for both of her children.
So Abel adopts her boy. Despair, blind,
imspulsive despair seizes him, and he is
about to seek death in a watery grave
when
the voice of
brings him
to
a realization
of Joan's
what heboyis doing.
He
returns to fight his battle and learns of
SCENES

AND
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the death of Glory. And then Joan
comes back to bring him happiness.
Familiar in outline, it is true, but the
characters are so human in their woes
that the story has a goodly share of
heart interest. It is this heart-interest,
.so well brought out by direction and acting, that gives the picture its chief
appeal.
Technically, the picture is of a high
order of merit. James Kirkwood, Helen
Jerome Eddy and Marcia Mannon are
the most important members of the cast
and
each gives an exceptionally good performance.

CARMEL MYERS IN
GILDED
DREAM
(UNIVERSAL)
A society drama of only ordinary
worth. The pretty gowns of the
women in the cast are its chief attraction. There is at times a
moderate degree of entertainment,
but the whole appears carelessly
put together. Photography is
good. Directed by Rollin Stur-

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE IN
BLACKBIRDS
(REALART)
In which Realart provides a strong
story and well chosen cast to support a new star, who is beautiful
but far from being a finished
screen actress.

This is a picture whose merits are
rather difficult to measure in terms of its
geon. to every kind of patronage, for
appeal
there will be in every audience those
whom its redeeming qualities will please.
Many patrons, however, will be quick to
observe its commonplace story and plot
development. It has a redeeming feature in the attractiveness of the star and
the very pretty gowns worn by the
women of the cast and in settings that
are well effected. For the rest it falls
farThe
short
of Carmel
usual picture.
gilded
dream ofMyers'
the heroine,
Leona

Justine Johnstone, Realart's new star,
was given every opportunity to have an
auspicious
premiere
in "Blackbirds."
The
story is far
stronger
than the average
material provided for feature pictures.
The supporting cast is acceptable. The
settings are elaborate The subtitling
shows a special effort was made.
But aside from her radiant beauty.
Miss Johnstone adds little and detracts
much from the picture. She has not yet
acquired a screen presence which will
permit her to meet the demands of the
vehicle given her. To put it briefly, her
work is amateurish.
"Blackbirds."
however, isinterest
good entertainment. It commands
from
the start and sustains it throughout,
working toward an unusually stirring
climax. The "Blackbirds" are a band
of daring, clever smugglers of which
the star is a member. The story
centers about the attempted theft of a
valuable painting. Miss Johnstone as
"The Countess" falls in love with a
detective who is running down her confederates, and in the climax, he arrests
the "Blackbirds" but saves her from jail
by announcing her as his intended wife.
PLAYERS

IN "THE

THE

(referred to in the feature as "her golden
dream," a much better title than the one
employed) is that of the poor girl in the
small town sighing for the enchantment'
of the great city. She comes into the
legacy that awaits the usual heroine
similarly placed, and enters city society
through a friend of her dead mother
Her cap set for a millionaire, and th(
friend's
landsJasper
one(
the whileaidsheenlisted,
is lovedsheandsoonloves
a society idler, a man whom her hostess
though The
married,
looks upon
grea'
favor.
complication
comes with
to clima>
when the girl decides, after all, to spur:
the man of money and leave the man o
her heart because she believes him ;
rotter. But the jealousy of the othe
woman reveals his actual cleanness, anc
the story ends with the reunion of th'
lovers.
Tom Chatterton. Elsa Lorimer, Bov<
Urwin and Eddie Dennis give acceptabl
support.

FORBIDDEN

THING'

Left — Helen Jerome Eddy, who has a prominent part in the Allan Dwan production. Center — James Kirkwood and support
aduction.
scene from the play. Right — Another dramatic moment with Mr. Kirkwood in the new Associated Producers, Inc., pr
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CLAIRE ANDERSON IN
THE PALACE
OF DARKENED
WINDOWS
(SELZNICK)
V story fulfilling practically all the
requirements of the popular picture. Beautiful backgrounds, excellent camera work, mystery well
suspended, thrills and excellent
artistry on the part of the cast.
Henry Kolker, director.
The fascination for the Oriental couny that holds the interest of practicable entire screen patronage is catered to
i a highly palatable way in this picture,
[ysticism and mystery, extraordinarily
(tractive settings, a very pretty star,
irills a,nd exciting climaxes, with over>nes of humor capitally contrasting, set
apart as a superior production.
While there has been deviation from
le original story by Mary Hastings
radley, the course has been taken to
le screen's advantage and none of the
impelling interest that the book supies has been lost in the picturization.
The story is that of the curiosity of
l American girl about the inaccessible
irems of the East. Her attraction for
. East Indian rajah inspires his plot
> lure her to his palace and keep her
,iere. A maiden aunt, who gains enance with an invitation meant for the
rl but understood to be for herself, is
so locked in under pretense that plague
rampant and the palace quarantined,
j'henhotel
Arlee.
the Hill,
girl, anfailsAmerican,
to appear andat
;r
Billy
aptain Falconer, an Englishman, beanie .suspicious and seek her. Their
Iventures and difficulties in getting to
?r and aiding her escape, the while
fecting their own under great danger.
iads them through a series of exciting
ents that have their climax in the girl's
ruggle with the rajah and the firing of
s camp by overturned candles, her
cape, and his assumed perishing.
Arthur Edmund Carewe does highly
editable work as the rajah. Jay
elasco makes an attractive and energetic
illy Hill. Gerald Pring as Captain
alconer is as good, and the work of
dele Farrintgon as the aunt supplies
ch touches of humor that admirably
mtrast with the general dramatic trend
the story. Claire Anderson is a charmg heroine and plays delightfully.
The Oriental atmosphere of the picture
iggests a variety of exploitation ideas
nploying costumes and curios suggestg that locale.
THOMAS W. ROSS IN
THE FATAL
HOUR
(METRO)
typical English melodrama. A
story of society life, of the theft
of crown jewels, with a deeply
villainous villain and an admirable
hero. Time worn plot. Players
miscast. Picturesque settings.
Good photography and lighting.
Directed by George Terwilliger.
The atmosphere of English society life
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Claire Andersen and Jay BelascoWindows
in a dramatic
scene from "The Palace of Darkened
(Selznick)
that comes into the typical Drury Lane
drama, always melodramatically tinged,
is well presented in this feature produced from the music hall play of the
same name. Its title suggests rather
more dramatic a trend and abundance
of thrills than it really contains.
There is a jewel theft from a guarded
tower and a chase along battlements that
ends in the drowning of the thief, and
there is a mad pursuit by the rescuing
hero of a girl struggling in a racing
motor with a dastard. A skirmish at
the edge of a deep cliff and the death of
\h° rascal by a fall over its edge are
other high spots of action.
The beauty of woodland scenes and
the charm of monastery interiors and
types
duction.are outstanding points of the proThe story of Nigel Villiers. the hero,
is taken up at the point where he inherits the title of Marquis and the great
estate accompanying it. His possession
of the place is interrupted by the claim
of a disso'ute uncle to the title on the
point
that took
Nigel'splace
mother's
his father
beforemarriage
the deathwithof
his
wife.
establish
woman's
deathfirstand
his Toright
to a the
name.
Nigel
goes to a Swiss monastary. There he
finds the girl he loves in the power of
the mountebank who planned the jewel
robbery in which her brother lost his
lift, and obtains from him the stolen
evidence of his legal parenthood, the
while the enemy falls to his death from
a high cl ff.
To Open Niles Theatre
NILES, MICH.— The new Baumann
theatre is practically completed and may
be ready for opening before Thanksgiving Day. it has been announced.

Walsh

Uses Original Idea
In Seeking for Stories
Through the publicity department of
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, a
query is being sent to the literary critic
of every newspaper in the country asking for specific information concerning
current novels, advance copies of which
are always forwarded to these critics
direct from the publishers.
Tlie queries, sent by R. A. Walsh, are
in the form of questionnaires and can
be filled out with a minimum of time
and effort by the literary editors. Space
is left at the bottom of each questionnaire where the editor can paste his published criticism of the book in question.
In this way Walsh hopes to obtain advance information on every book published and an idea of its possible value
for screen adaptation.
Guy For
Empey's
Sold
PioneerFilm
Distribution
An announcement made by Pioneer
Film Corporation from the office of
President A. E. Lefcourt. tells of the
acquisition of a feature production,
' Liquid Gold." which has been taken
over for the entire United States and
Canada by the Pioneer from Guy Empey
Productions. George H. Callaghan closed
the deal with Pioneer.
Arthur Guy Empey appears in the
leading
"Liquid Evelyn
Gold." Martin.
He is
supportedroleby inFlorence
The romance, played on the oil fields of
America today, forms the basis of the
story and some of the shots represent
the unusual, one that of a gusher turning out 20.000 barrels of oil a day.
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Players

Scheduled
For One and Two Reel Comedy
Casts
Al Christie has so listed his featured
matic actors as Eugenie Forde, Ogden
players that entirely different casts from
Crane, Lydia Yeamans Titus and others.
the ones playing in the two-reel comedies
"In the one-reel comedies we have
will be seen in the one reel fun makers.
Irene Dalton. Laura La Plante. Mary
This announcement is made in connecWynn, Francis Feeney, Henry Murdock,
tion with continuance of the comedy imRay Gallagher, Fay Lamporte and
others who can be used exclusively in
policy of comedies
producing foronedistrireel
Vanity andpresario's
Gayety
the one-reel series. Such players as
bution through Educational exchanges.
Billy Bletcher and Charlotte Merriam
have already appeared in some of these
New Policy Inaugurated
which arc to be released. In addition
A new policy is being inaugurated for several
of the well known Christie film
comedy in that Al Christie with his other
follies beauties are being given an opfour directors, William Heaudine, Fredportunity to play parts which really
eric Sullivan, Scott Sidney and James
amount to leading roles. Two of these
Clemens, with their two scenario editors,
have just been carried by Bessie de Litch
W. Scott Darling and Frank K. Conklin.
are building comedy stories and fitting and Molly McGowan.
Count on Christie Cast
the various players into the stories as
they are adaptable, rather than employ"We
are
shaping our organization in
ing the policy of building comedies
such a way that you can always count on
around featured players.
a Christie cast, whether in a single reel
"Our organization can do this." says or a special two-reel offering. Stories are
Christie, "for we have to draw from for built for tljeir situation value alone and
two-reel comedies such girls as Dorothy
the large list of players enables us to use
Devore, Fay Tincher, Helen Darling. the ones most suitable for given stories.
Vera Steadman and such leading men as Patricia Palmer is another leading lady
OUTI TP. I. L
A piM'iirinK In NU|»|»ort of Kujcene m linn,
who will soon be seen in Christies, and
Eddie Barry, Bobby Vernon. Earl Rodin
the
Krlxnii-k
picture rntitlrd "Rrney, Neal Burns and others. Such supwill begin her work as soon as she finishes another dramatic feature in which
porting characters as Margaret Cullington, Ward Caullicld. George French.
tion of New York, is now leading man for
Marion Mackay, William Sloan. Al she is now appearing."
Haynes, Lilie Leslie, George Burton,
Margaret Anglin in "The Woman of
Gus Leonard and many others are avail- Hallady of Westerns Cast
Bronze," playing the Frazee theatre, New
York.
able for parts which are many times as
Krcl." Cunard, C. Edward Hatton, Eva
Grace
Appearing on Legitimate
important as those of the two or more
leads.
lack Hallady, a featured player in the Lang and Audrey Chapman are also in
Star Ranch Westerns offered state rights the casts of these twenty-six two-ree^
Players for One Reelers
thrillers offered two a month by C. B. C
"Then in addition, we are drawing on buyers by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporafor single pictures such well known draSix Offices Divide Honors in Sales
Made

Two scenes from the Pox feature, "The
Little Grey Mouse," starring Louise
Lovely.

During

1920 Paramount
Week
is stated, is by far the biggest singli
Six exchanges of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation divided honors in the week's business in the history of th<
sales contest conducted during Para- company. Already the branch manager:,
mount Week. Al Lichtman, general manare laying
plans announced
for next year's
ager of distribution, declares that this and
they have
their contes'
deter
mination to make the total for Para
year's
competition
was
the
closest
ever
conducted.
mount Week, 1921, nearer two million!
The Washington and Seattle offices than one.
were awarded first place, dividing equally
the $3,000 prize. Second place was given
to the Philadelphia and St. Louis offices,
each receiving $1,000. and Buffalo and "Truth About Husbands"
Has Practically Seven
Los Angeles won third place, each receiving $500.
Star Parts, Is Repor
Figures Were Close
Truth About Husbands," directe*
No contest ever conducted by the com- by"The
Webb, personally supervise
pany was decided with such infinite care, by Kenneth
Whitman
Bennett, and to be dis
according to Mr. Lichtman. The officials tributed by Associated
National Pic
who selected the prize winners labored tures, Inc., was given aFirst
private screenin;
for days and figured from every con- recently to exhibitor officials
ceivable angle in order to give the first National and the heads of staffof ofFirs
th
three places to only three exchanges, if Whitman
studio.
"The Truth About Husbands" is a
possible.
But it was so close, says Mr. Lichtman,
of "The Profligate," by Si
that it would have been impossible in adaptation
Arthur Pinero, which scored a success i
each case to give one exchange the ad- London a few years ago. There are prac
vantage over the other without doing an tically seven star parts demanding ur
injustice to one. The declaring of a tie usual
histrionic ability for the prope
for first, second and third place was the
only thing left to do.
portrayal
the story.
duction is of
declared
to be Bennett's
notable forpreii
Have Biggest Week
unusual setting skillfully chosen ca:
story.
In addition to the prizes given by the selected and its convincing and grippin
company, the Washington, Seattle and
Philadelphia and Los Angeles offices received additional money through the
Unveils Monument
bonuses offered shortly after the campaign opened by District Managers W. E.
Mrs.
Jack Freeman, wife of the we
Smith of Philadelphia and Herman Wobknown owner of the Claremont and Cal
ber of San Francisco.
fornia theatres. Chicago, assisted in tr
The total gross receipts from film unveiling
of the monument to soldiei
rentals during Paramount Week, Sep- and
sailors of Morgan county, Illinoi
temper 5-11, was $1,012,252.64. This, it Monday, November 8.
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Robert Elliott, playing opposite Pearl
New York City, Nov. 15, 1920.
plated trip to the coast. "Glad" has just White
in her new picture, as yet unnamed,
Hector M. E. PasmezoulU, owner of the completed
"villaining" in "The Road of
contentment in the anCongress theatre in St. Louis, is among
Ambition,"
in which Conway Tearle was evidenced placid
starred.
nouncement that the company will hie itself
(this week's visitors to New York's film dis* * *
to
Bermuda
for
about
three weeks to shoot
trict. "The Congress is doing its usual
exteriors. Why this hilarious glee, Bob,
oig business," says* Hector.
"Cameron
of
the
Royal
Mounted,"
in
* #
which Gaston Glass has the featured title we asks, lugubriously-like?
* * *
I Bert Ennis, of the S. E. Enterprises, role, is sufficiently under way that final
Robert
Schable,
playing the star heavy
scenes in Canadian woods are complete,
was host at the trade showing of his firm's and
the
company,
under
the
direction
of
in
George
D.
Baker's
first independent proirst picture, "It May Happen to You." Henry McRae, is leaving for California to
duction.
"Temple
Dusk,"
almosthe "heavied"
■\ showing arranged under Ennis' direction complete the production.
too
much
the
other
day,
when
permitted
ilways contains a surprise for those preshimself to be crashed to the floor by the
* * *
ent, and this one *was* no* exception.
hero's mighty fist. "Bob" picked himself
Word comes from the Coast that Helen
up, nursing a sprained
Dorothy Gish will be seen in the Para- Ferguson will not be married in December
* * thumb.
#
to William Russell. Miss Ferguson is
nount
picture,
"Flying
Pat,"
early
in
DeRod La Roque weakly writes the little
rember. The story, which is by Mrs. Chet still very young, and has decided to wait
kVithey, wife of the director, deals with — feminine privilege. However, she and Ouija sprite that he turned down a $1,250
a weekin job
Marguerite
Clark'scompany.
leading
iiand
young
effortsfrom
to please
hus- "Bill" are still very much engaged and man
heras newly
organized
uponwife's
his return
France.herJames
happy, and as soon as the wedding bells
^emmie, who plays opposite Miss Gish, will are ready for tune they will send their an- Rod's
sez he. a-goin' to stay with "Bill" Brady,
nouncement to Exhibitors Herald.
* * *
ake there
the "young
up in the
an airplane,
ind
will bewife"
no faking
incident,
* * *
Antonio
Moreno
has wearied of cliff
'is Mr. Remmie was in the Royal Flying
Lee De Cordova, who directed several jumping and sea fighting in the serials,
Zorps for two years during the war, and successes
for
Metro
and
other
companies,
las all the flying qualifications attributed is leaving shortly for South Africa, to and has decided to become an aristocratic
o the character he is playing. Miss Gish
five-reel star once more. Here's how,
be gone for a period of one year. M*. Tonv.
;aid, in speaking of this pla)', "It's a chance De Cordova will make four special pro* * *
've been hoping for ever since I've been
ductions in Africa. His friends wish him
Elinor
Fair,
of
"Kismet" renown, has
n pictures, and I wouldn't miss it for a safe and successful voyage.
arrived in Los Angeles and will shortly
* * *
* * *
invthing."
begin
work
on
a
new
picture. Fair enough,
Elinor.
Maurie Meyers, personal representative
* * *
"Redemption
Cove,"
by
Donn
Byrne,
is
0 be made by International Films, as a for Sol Lesser and George Beban, arrived
James Crane, star of the Broadway succosmopolitan Production. Robert G. Vig- in New York a few days ago, after making a tour from the* West
-■ola will direct. * * *
and Brady,
incidentally
the
* * Coast with them. husbandcess,of"Opportunity,"
a star, Alice
is going
to
be
starred
in
pictures
next
spring.
But
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Lewis
came
to
town
"Conrad
in Questproduction
of His Youth,"
the
great mystery encircles this interesting
•Villi
a m DeMille
of Leonard
with "The Sage Hen." It was "set" in adeclaration,
creaks* the
board.
* Ouija
*
Pathe's office and declared a sure winner.
Merrick's
popular
novel,
with
Thomas
^leighan in the title role, will be shown After accomplishing a month's work in ten
his week at the Rivol.i theatre, after a
John MacMeekin,
special
reptime,Los
the Angeles.
two boarded
express
resentative at Kansas Realart's
City, Mo.,
recently
lighly successful week at the Rialto. Mov- days'
train for
Mr. an
Lewis
will
begin work at once on his next special. underwent a serious operation at a local
ng the Paramount-DeMille-Merrickvleighan picture to the Rivoli is in re- Come to see us again, beseeches the Ouija hospital. The operation was entirely sucponse to popular * demand.
cessful.
* *
sprite.
Elmer J. McGovern announces the sale
if three territories on "The Woman Unamed,"
which heEarl
is offering
state
ights market.
Larsen, onof the
Peacock
'roductions, bought the rights to Iowa and
\ebraska; Harry Weiss, of Superior
■creep. Service, Chicago, has the state of
llinois; Eugene Pearce, of Pearce Films,
sew Orleans, purchased the rights for Misissippi and Louisiana.
* * *
The success of Estelle .Taylor, who
lays the leading feminine role in "While
•few York Sleeps," has been so phenomenal
hat, at the request of the patrons, the mangement of the Strand theatre arranged,
nrough the William Fox offices, to have
er make a personal appearance. There
■•as a reception in the lobby after the perormance, with the usual autographing of
hotographs. Estelle came back to little
Id New York a very tired but happy
reature. She was accompanied by her peronal representative,
* *Miss* Regina B. Kruh.
1 Herbert Rawlinson has arrived in Calornia to become one of the all-star cast
i "The Tornado," the Louis B. Mayer prouction
tewart. headed by Mr. Rawlinson and Anita
* * *
It is rumored that June Caprice, that
'•onde and petite acquisition to Pathe, may
e the fortunate one to be chosen as the
■rial star under *Pathe's
* * banner for 1921.
Gladden James is still at work fixing his
Jtomobile, i. e., Ford, for that contem-
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Realart

Special

Productions
Justine

Johnstone's

and

Four

Published
First

Picture

This

27, 1920

Star
TOPIC IS Of THE DAY
fThe
Ml I Literary
aw Us» ha Digest
■» (%a
tlHIBITOBS HE»«LD

Month

for Concern

Is

On

November Schedule— Taylor's "The
Furnace" Also on Program
Five productions are announced by
bert. Julia Hurley, Marie Burke, Emily
Fitzroy, Robert Vivian, Edgar Norton
Realart lor November publication. They
and George Stevens.
arc "The Furnace," a William Desmond
Included also in the November group
Taylor production; "Her Beloved Villain," with Wanda Hawlcy ; "Eyes of the is "Eyes of the Heart." with Mary MileMinter,
which
has theatre
just finished
a week's
Heart," featuring Mary Miles Minter;
at the
Rialto
on Broadway.
"The New York Idea," Alice Brady in run
New York. Included in the cast are Edthe leading role, and "Blackbirds," Jus
ward Burns. Lucien Littlefield, Florence
tine Johnstone's first picture for Realart.
Midgely, Burton Law, John Cook, Fred
Turner. William E. Parsons and Loyo;a
The four productions last named are O'Connor.
part of the announced quota for the current year under Rcalart's star franchise.
The fifth, "The Furnace," is the .second
Taylor special for Realart.
Story Is by "Pan"
"The Furnace" is an adaptation of the
book
"Pan," e theandanonym
ous form
English
writer.by Marriag
divorce
the
theme and the treatment is declared to
be unusually compelling. The scenes ar-.laid in England and Monte Carlo and
call
tings.for many elaborate and colorful setAn all-star cast was chosen for "The
Furnace," among the players being
Agnes Ay res;
Jerome Patrick, playing
opposite Miss Ayres; Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts, Lucicn Little field. Betty
Francisco, Mayme Kelso. Robert Bolder,
Helen Dunbar and Edward Martmdel
Wanda Hawlcy appears in "Hir Beloved Villain," which is adapted from the
famous French play, "La Veglione," the
stage production in this country being
called "The Masked Ball." All of the
brilliance and wit of the original have
been incorporated in the photoplay, it is
said. The cast includes such plavers as
Ramsey Wallace, F. Templar Powell,
Tully Marshall, Lillian Leighton, Gertrude Claire, Robert Bolder, Margaret
McWade, Irma Coonly and Jay Peters.
Noted for Her Beauty
"Blackbirds" is Justine Johnstone's
first Realart picture. Not since the days
of Lillian Russell, it is declared, has any
actress been so universally acclaimed for
her beauty. She was discovered by Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., in 1915. In "Blackbirds," where she appears as a member
of a band of internationally known
crooks who specialize in paintings and
rare gems, her beauty is set off to great
advantage.
She is supported by William Bovd,
Walter Walker, Marie Shotwell, Charles
Gerard, Alex Saskins, Grace Parker,
Jessie Arnold and Ada Boshell.
Miss Brady in Comedy
A witty comedy of marriage and divorce is Alice Brady's latest Realart picture, "The New York Idea." It is based
on the play by Langdon Mitchell, which
was regarded by critics as one of the
wittiest and keenest satires on society
divorces ever written. In the cast are
Lowell Sherman, Hedda Hopper, George
Howell, Lionel Pape, Margaret Linden,
Edwards Davis, Harry Hocky. Nina Her-
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"I'M SORRY to have to do this" said
little Johnny, as he spread the jam on the
baby's face, "but I can't have suspicion
pointing its linyer at * me." — Ev.'rybod'/t,
THE Dead Letter Office is in receipt of
this letter: "My dear O'Toole: Oi received
ycr letter today but Oi can't answer it beit because ye t'erget to enclose yer address.
Dennis." — Xew York Morning Telegraph.
•
A SAILOR, coming home unexpectedly,
threw his arm around his missus and kissed
her. Without turning from her ironing she
murmured
"A Nai'y
quart Magazine.
o' milk and a pint
o'
cream."—: Our
•
"WELL Dinah, is your husband a good
provider?" "Yessum ; but I'se powerful
skeered City
he's Journal.
gwine ter git ketched at it."—
Kansas
*
"WHY did you laugh at Cassidy's
wake*'" "Because the day before he was
kilt
toldandme there
he didn't
believe
in Heavenup
nor he
Hell,
he was,
all dressed
an' no place to go." — Pathfinder.
OCR idea of a scientific nut is the fellow who tried to graft a strawberry plant to
a milkweed to get strawberries and cream.
—Pathfinder.
*
EL'ROI'E'S peace must have had a raisin
in it. — Chicago Daily News.
Producers

AG.NES A YICHS
In li*T "hutti-rlly KOnn" In a Nrrnf from
"The Kiirnnee," WlllUm
l>. TiijIorN
■pedal production for Hralart.
Expand Theatre Capacity
BLACK RIVER. WIS.— The recent
addition to the Sprester building, occupied by the Fox theatre, is now being
utilized by the theatre, making an addition to its seating capacity. Other alterations and improvements are planned
by Manager Earl Scott.
Crane's Show Theatre Plans
EVANSVILLE, IND.— P. R. Pireria,
representative of the C. Howard Crane
Company of Detroit, is in Evansville
with the plans and specifications for the
new Cadick theatre that the Vendome
Company
will erect at Third and Sycamore streets.

Figure Record

Run for "Over the Hill"
Behind the announcement made recently by William Fox that the Fox
specialnotproduction,
the Hill,"
would
be shown in"Over
any neighborhood
picture theatre during 1920, 1921 or 1922,
is the significant fact that he entertains
the belief that it is destined to establish
aruns.new record in popularity and long
Since its premiere on September 17 in
New York, "Over the Hill" has played
continuously to "S. R. O." at the Astor,
the Nora Bayes and the Central theatres. While no definite plan concernthe future ofit "Over
the Hill"
has
been ingannounced,
is generally
believed
that the announcement concerning the
neighborhood theatres carries with it the
implied plan of keeping the picture on
Rroadway for an indefinite run, and that
the film's nation-wide exhibition will be
on a plan similar to that which governed
the showing of "The Birth of a Nation."
Sells Lake View Theatre
LAKE VIEW, IA.— Hugo Marten has
sold his motion picture theatre to Ray
Erickson,
and with his family will soon
move
to California.
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Fairbanks

Picks

Special

Of Presenting His
In his endeavor to present the most
unusual picture filled with love, romance, snap and ginger that yet has
come from his studio. Douglas Fairbanks is said to have gone to the very
extremes in obtaining an all-star cast to
support him in "The Mark of Zorro.""..
It will be published on December
The picture is the fourth Fairbanks production for I'nited Artists Corporation.
"The Mark of Zorro" is an adaptation
"The
of Johnston McCulley's novel.
Curse reof
cted it. Capistrano." Fred Xiblo diStory Is Different
As this highly exciting story is a devia:io.i no .i anytning previously attempted
dv Mr. Fairbanks, in so far as the locale,
plot, time and customs are concerned,
he has successfully collected together
i cast, the members of which are con-idered particularly adapted to the
presentation of their respective parts.
For the feminine lead. Marguerite De
LaMotte was chosen. This is her first
appearance
"Doug's"in the
leading
lady,
however, sheasappeared
Fairbanks
iroduction of "Arizona."
Noah Beery in Cast
N'oah
Beery,
who and
portrays
big.
iretentions Gonzales,
who the
supplies

Cast
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in Hope

Most
Unusual
Film
some of the humor by his boasting and
ludicrous actions, is known to the vast
host of screen admirers for his esteemed
efforts in numerous other productions.
The character assigned to him in this
picture affords him the opportunity of
displaying that part in which he excels.
Robert McKim, who is occasionallv
termed "the handsomest villain upon the
screen." makes his first appearance in
a Douglas Fairbanks production. For
the portrayal of the very important role
as the villainous Captain Ramon, he was
particularly engaged.
Formerly on Stage
As Don Carlos Pulido. Charles Hill
Mailes gives a highly creditable account
of himself. Having been an actor upon
the legitimate stage for many years, he
has carried with him an experience that
has been largely beneficial toward
broadening the range of his abilities.
Claire McDowell, whose characterization as Miss De La Motte's mother,
renders a performance that without
doubt reflects great credit upon herself
and is bound to attract attention.
Among those who complete the cast
are Albert McQuarrie and Charles
Stevens, long members of the Fairbanks
company; George Periolat, Walt Whit-

man. Tote DuCrow, John Winn and
Charles Belcher. This picture marks the
film debut of Xoah Beery, Jr.. age T.
Iribe, French Designer,
Working With Paramount
Paul Iribe, French architect and designer, has gone to the coast to assist in
the production of "Anatol," Arthur
Schnitzler's play, which Cecil B. DeMille
will
make with
into anParamount's
feature"
all-star cast.first "superIribe, the first to use platinum in
jewelry while designing for Linzeler in
Paris and who designed the short vamp
shoe, has been working in the East with
George hasFitzmaurice
in "Money
which
been completed
at the Mad."
Long
Island studio. The taients of the Frenchman will be added to those of DeMille.
the all-star cast consisting of Gloria
Swanson, B-ebe Daniels, Wanda Hawley,
Agnes Ayres. Wallace Reid, Elliot Dexter, Theodore Roberts and Theodore
Kosloff. and the collaborating authors,
Jeanie Macpherson, Avery Hopwood.
Beulah Marie Dix and Elmer Harris in
the production of "Anatol."
Takes Realart Contract
The American Theatre. Oakland, Cal.,
has been added to the list of west coast
houses which have signed up for the full
Realart star franchise.

uglas Fairbanks and company in four scenes from his new United Artists picture "The Mark of Zorro" to be published December 5. The story is centered around the early days of Southern California when it was guarded by Spanish settlers.
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The

Supreme

Western

Seia

Thrills

Romance

Adventuic
It Will Pack Your

IN OFFERING
Illinois

and

House

for 1 5 W I

to the Exhibitor o
Indiana

the U it]

Co. feels confident ia
they are placing in their hands hi
greatest western serial ever ma 2.
Photoplays

Write for Complete
Campaign

For

Advertising
Book

Bookings
— in —

Indiana

and

Northern

IBiiw

Apply to

Unity Photoplays
FRANK ZAMBRENO, Pres.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
Me"
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR
•
Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this d epartment.
hi,, co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in tbe HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only nossible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
First National
Search of a Sinner, with Constance
adge. — Went over fairly well. —
coma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombne, Ariz. — General patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette
fllerman. — I consider this a Class B
I ture, but one you can make money
c — C. P. Buswell, Empress theatre,
. ron, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
\. Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
'.lmadge. — Best Constance Talmadge
f ture in a long while. Anybody can
this picture over and make money.
I pleases all. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud
t atre, McCloud, Cal. — General patron?he Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
rSvart. — Very good thriller and pleased
n patrons immensely. — Sudie I. Haney,
berty. theatre, Des Moines, N. M. —
£)all town patronage.
v Daughter of Two Worlds, with
> rma Talmadge. — Class A. Good for
a- theatre. — C. P. Buswell, Empress
t atre, Akron, la. — Neighborhood patr age.
'he River's End, a Marshall Neilan
p duction. — Everybody seemed to like
it Good attendance. — Edward Lindsey,
L dsey theatre, Industry, 111. — Neighb.hood patronage.
ack to God's Country, with Nell Shipni. — An excellent picture and the kind
o patrons like. Drew well at box
obe. — E. Dewhirst, Beverly Picture thesaawniiiinira

The

atre, Beverly, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Best picture of the year
from every point of view. — O. P. Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. —
Pleased 90 per cent. We are having
great success w-ith First National attractions.— Charles E. Carey, Bushong
theatre, Bushong, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. — This is a fine picture and
pleased my audience. She plays a dual
role. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — General patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— A very good picture Pleased everyone and gained much comment. Book
and boost it. — L. M. Rothweiler, Palace
theatre, Bison, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — Very good. The kind of a production everyone likes. Interesting from
start to finish. — -J. M. Sampson, Plaza
theatre, Ackley, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
- — Good picture. Just the kind they like.
— Edward Lindsey. Lindsey theatre, Industry, 1 1.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. — Good. Book it.— C. P. Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix.—
Mix good. — Joseph Heins, Empress the-

Ticker

of

the

ronage.atre, Verdigre, Neb. — Neighborhood patThe Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — Played this picture to a big
house. Everybody praised it highly.
Good from every point. A good moral
and one that will make them think. Advise every exhibitor to book and boost it.
— Auditorium theatre, Georgetown, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Lovely. — An interesting picture by an
unknown star. Poor box office attraction
for me. — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE UNTAMED, with Tom
Mix. — This is fine. Mix will pull
them in out of the corn fields. Everyone liked it.— W. W. Holtz, Star
ronage. Lake City, la. — General pattheatre,
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — This is a dandy picture.
It is something different for Farnum,
but he is good just the same. — W. H.
Creal. Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Eastward Ho, with William Russell. —
One of the best we have ever shown.
You can't go wrong on this. — Tyler
Amus. Co., Star theatre, Frost, Tex. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
Pearl White has not been shown here
enough for people to like her. Booked
it for a special, but fell away down on it.
There's good acting in it, but I did not
get by with it— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. —
Very good Mix picture Ought to go big
anywhere. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud

Trade

When the bottom drops out of the stock market the tickers in the brokers' offices
I of the nation beat out a frenzied tatoo of the news. Dealers in stocks give prompt
| attention and act accordingly.
The exhibitor is not a stock broker.
He is a business man.
|

|

But the failure or sudden phenomenal success of a "quoted" product is to him
a matter of deepest concern.
This department of EXHIBITORS HERALD is the ticker of the trade.
Every exhibitor reads the tape.
Here is recorded the rise and decline of the "stock" in which he deals.
And he owes it to himself and fellow exhibitor-business men to avail himself of the
added privilege of WRITING IT.
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theatre, McCloud, Cal. — General patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with W illiam Russell. — A dandy Western. Compares with Russell's best. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
If I Were King, with William Farnum. — A costume play and not liked by
my patrons. Another Fox special 1
didn't make any money on. — W W.
Woltz. Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
General patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnunx —
One of Farnum's best Westerns. Fariium is a real star, in my opinion. —
Joseph Heins, Empress theatre, Verdigre, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Farnum. — Good picture. Star well liked
here. — Jean Dagle, Liberty theatre,
M urphysboro, III.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — A pleasing little comedy. Nothing
wonderful, but entertained our serial
crowd. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — This is a good picture. Some
tense moments and good acting. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
General patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — A good
picture, as is usual with all Mix pictures.
Did not make anything on it, though. —
G. W. Dickinson, Home theatre, Maskell,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Honor System, with a special cast.
— A big picture handled in a big way.
Reissue, but will certainly get results.
Business very good. — Joseph G. Portell,
Dclray theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Elephant Man, with Shirley Mason.— Good program picture with some
circus stuff. Will stand a little boosting
if you think it will do you any good. I
advertised it well, but my box office did
not show any gain. — Joseph Heins, Empress theatre, Verdigre, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Eastward Ho, with William Russell. —
While some said this did not follow the
book, it sure pleased a Saturday night
Photoplay Magazine
December, 1910
THE BROADWAY
Vitagraph BUBBLE—
HEREin aS dual
Corinnc
time
role.Griffith
Both again
of her— this
are very
beautiful, naive, and histrionically competent. Her story? A good one, with opportunities to show Broadway in its various
moods, a bit of theatrical life, and a slice o!
domestic drama that is absorbing and real.
Corinne and her sunken bath provide the
month*s
best optical
moment.
is no
actress more
charming,
more There
convincing
and more modest than Miss Griffith — a sort
of young Elsie Ferguson, only more so.
There's
some double-exposure
to make
the
how-do-they-do-it
fans sit up and
take notice; good acting by Joe King, and a gown
display that looks like Fifth Avenue and undoubtedlv
Sargent's Hedirection
sensible andis.at George
times spirited.
uses theis
Great White Way itself for his chief "location." Most women will want to see it;
and they
with
them. may safely bring their husbands
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crowd. They like Russell. — Dr. F. M.
Child*. Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix. —
A dandy Western picture full of pep and
go. — C. N. Bartow, Opera House, Medora. III. — Small town patronage.
The Man Hunter, with William Farnum.— Extra good picture. Farnum always gets us money. Story in six reels. —
A. J. Steggall, Fayette, la. — College town
patronage.
The Wilderness Trail, with Tom Mix.
— Wonderful snow scenes in this picture, which more than pleased a Saturday audience. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield) 111. — Small town
patronage.
Rough Riding Romance, with. Tom
Mix. — Plenty of stunts in this one. Mix
one of my best drawing cards. — J. M.
Sampson, Plaza theatre, Ackley, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Gold wyn
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
Capacity business five days. Pleased immensely. Star's best work. — Hostettler
Bros., Isis theatre, Cedar Rapids, la. —
General patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy. —
( )ne of the best Madge Kennedy has produced for some time. Star is a very
good drawing card here. — Columbian
Am. Co., Princess theatre, Frankfort,
I nd. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, with a special cast. —
Well pleased. H ij^ puller. More like
this. — R. S. Tingley, Grand theatre, Big
Sandy, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore. —
This is a very good program picture.
Patron < pleased, but I had a very small
crowd to see it. — Joseph Heins. Empress
theatre. Verdigre, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore. — Very
good. Played night following election to
big business and gave 100 per cent satisfaction.— Strand theatre, Salina. Kan. —
(ieneral patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast. —
Great. Big business five days. Well received. One hundred per cent entertainment.— Hostettler Enterprises, Isis theatre. Cedar Rapids, la. — General patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast. —
One of the most .unusual pictures we
ever played. Cast and production perfect. Drew good houses for two days. —
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre. Omaha,
X eh.— Neighborhood patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
One of the best Will Rogers has produced. Rogers well liked here. — Columbian Am. Co., Princess theatre, Frankfort, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. — Very good but business poor.
Can't understand why. — Strand theatre,
Salina, Kan. — General patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy.— Picture good.— Joseph Heins,
Empress borhood
theatre,
patronage.Verdigre, Neb. — NeighThe Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
with Jack Pickford. — Boys, don't let this
go by. It's well worth while and holds

WtrnfiaM

\ 1 11 1 LAKE,
The Metro hi nr. n-ndlnic lienor i !•.■»••/ .
fnmnna «ior>. "The Four llorxi-mrn ol
the
%llee reratoa.
pln>» h proDilm-iif ApornlypHr."
pnrt in the vereen
them to the last minute. — C. Hales, Lyric
theatre, Orange City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
THE GIRL WITH THE JAZZ
HEART, with Madge Kennedy.—
Played with Brown's Saxaphone Six
to packed houses. Patrons said it •
was the best picture they had seen
for some time. Even those who
don't like Madge Kennedy were enthused.— Strand
theatre, Salina, Kan.
— General
patronage.
Go West, Young Man, with Tom
Moore. — Splendid. Hook it and clean up.
—ton,L. Wis.
A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, MausHidden
Fires, Miss
with Marsh
Mae Marsh.
nice
play with
playing— Very'
dual
part. Pleased like all Goldwyns do.—
H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland. Neb. — Small town patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— Rogers' first showing here. Good
puller.
picture.Morganville,
— Will F.
Taddiken.Very
Elitegood
theatre,
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. — A fair picture with many good
laughs. Drew well and seemed to satisfy
the most of them. — H. A. Larson, Majestic theatre, Oakland. Neb— Small
town patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.— A very nice program picture.— E.
Cameron,
Arcade patronage.
theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
— Neighborhood
The Girl From Outside, with a special
cast. — Rex Beach pictures good puller?.
Patrons seemed to enjoy it better than
The Silver Horde. Both good.— Will F.
Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville.
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy.— Just a picture, but. like them all.
there was some good in it. — H. A. Lar-
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son, Majestic theatre, Oakland, Nebr. — ■
Small town patronage.
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — Fairly
good program picture, but star short on
good looks. — W. C. Cleeton, Gem thea:re, Higbee, Mo.
The Brand, with Kay Laurell. — A
plendid picture, and was well received.
One of the most beautiful storm scenes.
vVould send your temperature down. —
no. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheley, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Spotlight Sadie, with Mae Marsh. — A
jood program and pleased the most of
hem. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theare, Cheney, Kan. — Neighborhood paronage.
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — Good
>rogram picture. No business. Star
inknown here. — G. F. Rediske, Star thetre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town paronage.
High Pockets, with Louis Bennison. —
V picture that all liked. — E. Saunders,
alace theatre, Harvard, 111. — Neighboriood patronage.
High Pockets, with Louis Bennison. —
iood W estern. Expect more business
vhen star is better known. — W. H. Creal,
iuburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighiorhood patronage.
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — Was
veil liked, but Mae Marsh does not
Iraw for us. — R. C. Wilson, Grand thetre, Staples, Minn.
Jinx, w-ith Mabel Normand. — A great
iicture to be enjoyed by the children.
Vdults are pleased about 50-50. — C. T.
tletcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.—
Small town patronage.

'
Hodkinson
Cynthia of the Minute, with Leah
!aird.- — Was afraid of title, but picture
). K. and packed them in on rainy Sunlay. Use the stills for advertising. — R. C.
itueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O. —
"ransient patronage.
The Joyous Liar, with J. Warren Kerigan. — First of Kerrigan for a long time.
Picture enjoyed by all. — Dr. F. M. Childs.
ozy theatre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood
atronage.
A Man's Man, with J. Warren Kerrian. — A great picture. You can't go
.'rong to book this one. — C. E. McClain,
.iberty theatre, Tryon, Okla. — -Neighborood patronage.
Live Sparks, with J. Warren Kerrian. — They won't go crazy over this one,
ut they won't complain. It's all right
s a program bet. Seventy-five per cent
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will say it's good, and the other 25 per
cent won't say anything. Kerrigan is
mighty good if the director will give him
a half a show. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart. —
The Sagebrusher pleased for two days.
A cast that can't be beat. The actor who
portrayed The Sagebrusher was sure an
artist. Book this one and boost it. It's
great. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sex, with Louise Glaum. — Was very
good. Did big business. — Harry Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima, O. — Transient
patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.— Played this two days to S. R. O.
and believe me this is some picture. —
Paul L. Shew, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Metro
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast. — Absolutely wonderful. This was
one I thought would be overdrawn, but
in my cansopinion
was Said
perfect.
raved overit it.
there The
was Mexinot a
kiss in the whole five reels. Supporting
cast splendid. Pictures like this ought
to put sex dramas on the shelf. Snow
and rain ruined my business. Shall play
a return. — Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M. — Small town
patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison.—
Rather interesting. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — This is a splendid picture. Pleased
all of our patrons. You can't go wrong
in booking this picture. — Royal theatre,
Lehi, Utah.
FAIR AND WARMER, with May
Allison. — Gosh! Even the Sunday
school superintendent said this was a
scream. This is right, too. Business
very good. — Sudie I. Haney, Liberty
theatre, Des Moines, N. M. — Small
town patronage.
Old LadyTherein
31, withliesEmma
Dunn.
— It's
different.
a great
measure
of its value as entertainment. It will not
please all, but it will please your best
patronage. It's a worth while production, but play it at regular prices. — J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Nothing but favorable comments on this
star. Work great. — Frank Allen, Rose
theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? and Shore
Acres, with Alice Lake. — Both of these
are splendid pictures. The star is liked
better each time. Good business. — Royal
theatre, Lehi, Utah. — Small town patronage.
Nothing But the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes.— Fairly good. Nothing extra.
Did not come up to what we had advertised.— Tyler Amus. Co., Star theatre,
Frost, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a special cast. — Did not draw. — A. M. Leitch,
Royal theatre, Mulford, la. — Mixed
patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana. — ■
Very good. Comedy-drama full of pep.
Book it. — Lang & Smith, Opera House,
Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
Very good program picture. — Charles E.
Carey, Bushong theatre, Bushong, Kan. — •
Neighborhood patronage.
Nothing But Lies, Nothing But the

GLADYS WALTON
Isn't Haying "good night" to the 111m business. She's soon to appear as the star
In the Universal
feature, "R ink;
Business."
Truth and The Very Idea, with Taylor
Holmes. — We ran all three of these productions and they proved to be lemons.
Probably the star missed his calling. We
had to book an Arbuckle comedy in order to put the last one over. Sugarcoated it, so to speak. — Royal theatre,
Lehi, Utah.- — Small town patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
I'll say she is very good. Comedy drama
with Viola Dana ought to be enough. A
tiny bit spicy, but not enough to hurt
anyone. — Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M. — Small town
patronage.
The Brat, with Nazjmova. — Very good
— Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, III.
— Small town patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— Not as good as some of her other productions.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast. —
Very good patronage. As good as lots
of specials. Had action from start to
finish.
not the
same theatre,
old story.Des— ■
Sudie I.It's
Haney,
Liberty
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Plentv of good comedy. Good puller.
Pleased.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville,. Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Gold Cure, with Viola Dana. —
Good comedy, but do not see where they
get the name. — J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
theatre, Swanton, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Easy to Make Money, with Bert Lytell.
— One of the best I have ever seen. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
After His Own Heart, with Hale Hamilton.— This is a good corned)-. My patrons were well pleased with this picture.
— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Gold Cure, with Viola Dana.— A
riot from start to finish. Drew a good
crowd in hot weather. — J. A. Zimmerman. Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
Easy to Make Money, with Bert Ly:
tell. — -Very amusing comedy-drama and
the kind that fits Lytell like a glove.
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Eddie Barry in a scene fromby"Mr.
Fatima," Exchanges.
a two-reel Christie comedy, distributed
Educational
Drew average at advanced admission.
Rather silly in parts, but well done, and
Ladies did not care for it. Direct appeal
will please. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
to men and children. — W. H. Mart,
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
patronage.
Riders of the Night, with Viola Dana.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray. —
— A good play, but did not see enough of Charles Ray a winner with us. Picture
the night riders. — A. J. Steggall, Opera
good. — L. M. Rcrthweiler, Palace theHouse, Fayette, la. — College town paatre, Bison, Kan. — Small town patronage.
tronage.
What's
Your Husband Doing? with
Paramount
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — One
of
the
finest
comedy-dramas we have
The Prince Chap, with Thomas
ever.
played
Pleased
everyone, but busiMeighan. — Can't go wrong on this one.
ness light due to weather. — W. H. Creal,
Buy it and boost it. — A. M. Leitch, Royal Suburban
theatre,
Omaha,
Neb. — Neightheatre, Mulford, la. — Neighborhood
borhood patronage.
patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. — Good
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
picture, but by no means a
production. — Wonderful, lavish produc- program
special.
Not nearly so good as The Toll
tion. Story impossible from an English
M. Leitch, Royal theatre, Mulstandpoint. Ninety-nine per cent of pa- Gate. —ford, A.
la.— General patronage.
trons enjoyed every foot of it. Poor
business. — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick. — A
pleasing light comedy with a good cast
theatre, Philipsburg, Mont. — Neighborand production Star is no drawing card
hood patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with here, but picture O K. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban borhood
theatre,
Dorothy Gish. — This was a well-produced
patronage. Omaha, Neb. — Neighcomedy-drama and is one of the best
this star has been in. It is well titled and
The Prince Chap, with Thomas
— Good picture but not a special.
will interest any patronage. — H. J. Long- Meighan.
Pleased the ladies. Drew little better
aker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
than average at advanced prices. — W. H.
— General patronage.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
The Round Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
A Virtuous Thief, with Enid Bennett.
— A fair Western.
Arbuckle miscast.
— A fairly good picture Bennett takes
good here in most anything. — G. W.
Dickinson, Home theatre, Maskell, Neb.
Inthefhadow
— Neighborhood patronage.
Fuss and Feathers, with Enid Bennett.
—
Star
and picture good. — L. M. RothL the Domev
of
7 1
S
weiler, Palace theatre, Bison, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
The Lady of Red Butte, with Dorothy
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Dalton. — Lay off of this picture if yoc
do not want your patrons to walk out
I cannot see why Thos. Ince wasted his
valuable time on this picture — H E. Hoiben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.
What's Your Husband Doing? wit!
Doris May and Douglas MacLean. — Tfu
audience which packed the house enjoyed
this comedy hugely. — Giacoma Bros.
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart
— A good Hart picture, but did not draw
as expected. Hart has lost a lot of his
former popularity. — W. H Creal, Suburban
hoodtheatre,
patronage.Omaha, Neb. — NeighborThe Secret Garden, with Lila Lee.—
Never had a bad Paramount picture yet.—
W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Third Kiss, with Vivian MartinJust fair. — J. W. Bauer, Willow theatre
Havre de Grace, Md. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Society Exile, with Elsie Ferguson —
Very good, but not for small towns.
Don't appreciate it. — C. P. Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
John Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
— Not new, but good. Drew real crowds
on this. Hart well liked here. — Strombo
& Nemec, Auditorium theatre, Stillwater.
M inn. — Neighborhood patronage.
23^ Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — If there arc any
more satisfactory pictures I would like
to know what they are. Never had a betmosa,ter satisfied
la. house. — Grand theatre, AnaJane Goes Wooing, with Vivian Martin.— Star and picture good. Good business.— L. M. Rothweiler. Palace theatre,
Bison, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Stepping
Enid Bennett.—
very
sweet Out,
and with
appealing
little storyA
well done Pleased all Star very attractive.— Majestic theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. — Good picture, but must have
proper music to put it over. — A. M.
Leitch, patronage.
Royal theatre, Mulford, la.—
General
Wolves of the Rail, with William Hart.
— Good to big business, second run. Also
Mack Sennett comedy, Who's Little Wife
Are You? went big. — William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Scarlet
a D. W. ordinary
Griffith production.— JustDays,
a common
picture.
No one complimented me on it. Griffith's pictures never do anything for me.—
W.
Woltz,patronage.
Star theatre, Lake City,
la. — W.
General
The Tree of Knowledge, with Robert
Warwick— Nothing to get excited over.
— Giacoma
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. —Bros.,
General
patronage.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks.— A
good picture with lots of pep. Story
good. Had a good house and patrons
well pleased. — Joseph Heins, Empress
theatre, Verdigre, Neb.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. — Our patrons all
liked this. Most all read the book.—
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W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre. Alden,
Kan— Small town patronage.
Sand, with William Hart.— Best
ungle picture we have ever run. PatronHart pictures. —
for more
calling
lge D.
Auditorium theatre,
Powers,
V
Tameron, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray. —
}ood picture with lots of laughs. Parons pleased. — Joseph Heins, Empress
heatre, Verdigre, Neb. — Neighborhood
atronage.
Pathe
Rio Grande, with a special cast — Book
lis one if you like real Western. Good
usiness for one day. — F. J. Kuzuch, Dux
leatre, Wallis, Tex. — Neighborhood
atronage.
Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—
ood. Warner always well liked and his
ories always worth while. Good busiess for the two-day run. — Mrs. J. A.
ostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
eighborhood patronage.
RIO GRANDE, with a special
cast. — Once in a while a film salesman hands me a peach. Here was
one and I knocked them cold for two
days at increased prices. — Harry
Daly, Majestic theatre, Chico, Cal. —
Downtown patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Esmond. — An honest-to-God Western
iture. Plenty of action and my busies for two days was great. Brother
hibitors, step on this one and clean up.
■Harry Daly, Majestic theatre, Chico,
1.— Downtown patronage.
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
-Very good. We showed this one to an
t ction night crowd and all were well
j ased. — A. G. Welshirner, Auditorium
t^atre, North Lewisburg, O. — Neighbor1 Dd patronage.
Dawn, a J. Stuart Blackton products— A very good picture. Robert Gorci brings the crowd every time. — F. J.
1 zuch, Dux theatre, Wallis, Tex. —
Eighborhood patronage.
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ton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
Erstwhile Susan, with Constance Binney.— Our first with Miss Binney and
must say she was certainly well received
by everyone. Star new, but business
good. Shall look forward to next Binney.— Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,
Des Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Beautiful picture and
story. Fine acting. By all means play
it.— Hoffman Bros., Happy Hour theatre,
Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — A wonderful picture. One hundred per cent and doing 100 per cent
business, so why say more. — H. J.
Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan. —
General patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
Fine picture Patrons well pleased. — W.
L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Minter great favoritehere. Picture goers loud in their praise.
Big business. — Hostettler Enterprises,
Isis theatre, Cedar Rapids, la. — General
patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast. —
A remarkable picture. Play it big. We
did not do much on account of a bad
storm, but those who came were pleased.
— R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special cast. — A deep story, but
pleased. — W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Republic
Twelve Ten, with Marie Doro. — Good
picture. Audience seemed pleased.
Rather spooky. — Tyler Amus. Co., Star
theatre, Frost, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of the Sea. with Betty Hilburn.—
STUDYING

A SCENE

FOR
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Best yet of the Williamson Submarine
pictures. Swimming of the girl is one
of the best things in the picture. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Blue Pearl, with a special cast. — A
very interesting picture and holds attention to the end. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Girl Alaska, with a special cast. —
Title and lobby drew fine business, but
ye gods, what a picture! About the biggest joke on the screen to date. — J. B.
Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
The Gift Supreme, with Lon Chaney. —
A very good picture that people are still
talking about. The picture appeals to the
heart and the star is a clean, fine actor.
Run this picture by all means and give
your patrons a treat — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal hood
theatre,
patronage. Omaha, Neb. — NeighborMe and Captain Kidd, with Evelyn
Greely. — Excellent. One of the best program comedy-dramas I ever ran. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Beggar Prince, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Good. Pleased 80 per cent.
Robertson-Cole pictures most all please.
— C. C. Craig, Pastime theatre, Marmaduke, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Rather light plot, but Georges
knocked 'em dead, the ladies, of course.
Poor house due to fact that women figfight town
picture.
go wrong
on ituredifon ayour
will Can't
warrant
a two
or three-day run. — F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Phillipsburg, Mont —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sage Brush Hamlet, with William
Desmond. — Good. My patrons like Desmond and this was a dandy Western. —
"SENTIMENTAL

TOMMY"

Realart
rou Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Iiiels. — A very good picture. Business
g'd. — Columbian Am. Co., Princess thea Frankfort, Ind. — Neighborhood
pronage.
) East, with Constance Binney. — Star
g' d drawing card. Production splenic Support excellent. Went over big.
-iostettler Bros., Isis theatre, Cedar
R ids, la. — General patronage.
urse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Minte— Only one report on Realarts, they
ar all good. Book 'em.— W. L. Hamil-

Gareth Hughes as Tommy, May McAvoy as Grizel, and Liela Frost as Elspeth
Sandys, going over the script of the forthcoming Paramount feature being
directed by John S. Robertson.
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ders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan. —
Neighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge.— Different from other pictures
Norma appears in. This one mostly
comedy Stood up good two days. Star
popular here. — J. M. Sampson, Plaza
theatre,
ronage. Ackley, la. — Neighborhood pat-

i.im uki.i.v
The Frenofc nctreM, uh<» imik«*N her ilehui
in|i roilni't
"The Ion.Klii'r nt \011r Window,'* 11 ¥WX
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre. Villisca,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Courageous Coward, with Sessile
Hayakawa. — Very poor picture. Did not
draw at all. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud
theatre. McCloud, Cal. — General patronage.
The Third Generation, with Betty
Blythe. — Very good program feature. —
Sudie I. Hancy, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines. N. M. — Small town patronage.
Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.
— If your patrons like outdoor .stuff book
this one, because it has plenty. — B. E.
Hippler, McCloud theatre, McCloud, Cal.
— General patronage.
The Man Who Turned White, with
11. B. Warner. — Fine picture. Better
than the so-called special. Warner a
favorite here.— A. R. Bird, Opera House,
Arlington, la. — Rural patronage.
Select
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Best yet of Elaine Hammerstein. A great picture for high-class
audiences. Select always winner at our
house. Elaine coming out a big attraction for us. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre. Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, witli Norma Talniadge. — Excellent, as is usual with Select and -"Norma Talmadge combination.
— Sudie . I. Haney,. Liberty theatre, Des
Moin.es. N. M. — Small .town patronage.
Youthful Folly, withvOlive Thomas. —
Good.i'gobd puller. All who saw it satisfied.— C. C. Craig, Pastime theatre,
Maraiadnke, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —
Fair. — C. P. Buswell, Empress theatre,
Akron, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Here is a good one. Should
please most any audience. Olive is one
of my best drawing stars. — Jno. I. Saun-
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Suds, with Mary Pickford. — Nothing
to it. Lovers of Mary Pickford stopped
at the window and said, "If that', tht
best
had itbetter
Had Mary
heard can
afterdo I she
booked
it wasquit'nc
good, but thought I could put it over
Never again, says I.— W. W. Woltz, Stai
theatre, Lake City, la. — General patron

Pollyanna, with Mary PicktordThe Better Wife, with Clara Kimball age.
Pollyanna drew well and is good pic
Young. — Good picture. This star is ture. Mary losing out here. — L. M. Roth
coming to front fast. — W. H. Gilfillan, weiler, Palace theatre, Bison, Kan.Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. —
Small town patronage.
Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
The Reason Why, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Fair program picture, but not
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.up to the standard of this star's average This is undoubtedly the best pictur
picture. — Harold Daspit, Atherton the- Mayo ever appeared in. Star shows t
atre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
old-time advantage with a splendid cas
patronage.
and production. The opening scene'
Ruling Passions, with a special cast. —
the river boat are very fine.This is a splendid picture. One worth showing
W. H. Creal. Suburban theatre, Omah;
while. — Ethel M. Huber, Opera Heuse, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Camp Point, III. — Small town patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Rot
Marionettes, with Clara Kimball Young. erts.-i-A
good program picture. Beai
— Something out of the ordinary. My tif ill scenery.
— A. M. Leitch, Royal th(
patrons liked it fine. — Jno. I. Saunders, atre, Mulford, la. — General patronage.
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan. — NeighLocked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki.—
borhood patronage.
very poor picture. Fifty per cent of m
Ruling Passions, with a special cast. — patrons
went out in second reel. — F.
This is a 100 per cent picture. Pleased
Dux theatre, Wallis, Tex90 per cent of our audience. Book and Kozuch,
Xeighborhood patronage.
boost this one. Select always pleases. —
A Gun Fighting Gentleman, w ith Harr
J. H. Wall. Auditorium theatre, High- Carey.
— Good, as are all Carey picture
land. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The kiddies all like Carey. — Raymon
Miss Leffingwell's Boots, with ConPiper. Piper'.- Opera House, Virgini
stance Talmadge. — An extra good comedy-drama. Oh, boy, this Select service City, Nev.
is fine. — H. B. Axline, Scope theatre,
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — Th
is a good program picture, but it ma
Wenona, 111. — Small town patronage.
suit where Japanese stars are in di(
The House of Glass, with Clara Kim- not
ball Young. — No good at all. The poor- favor. Miss Aoki is a good actress ar
it in this picture. — R. R. Gribbl
est Select we ever had. No story to this shows theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Ca
one. — E. D. Luna. Hulbert theatre, Hul- —Grand
Small
town patronage.
bert. Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Myers.
United Artists
A very weak feature. Story slight. X
much entertainment in this. — W. 1 ,
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fair- (."real. Suburban theatre. Omaha. Neb.
banks.— Pleased 100 per cent. Good
Neighborhood patronage.
business two days. — L. M. Rotliweiler,
Her Five-Foot Highness, with Edi.
Palace theatre. Bison, Kan.— Small town
Roberts. — Good picture. Well put c
patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett but Miss Roberts is a poor drawing ca
for me. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Cli
production. — Wonderful drawing card. ton,
Ind.
Pleased big audience two days. — Joe
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium theatre,
Poor, poor, enough said. I guess Car
Raton, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Romance, with Doris Kenyon. — A nice is a goner for us. Not even a picti
picture, but the biggest flop in the history of this theatre. Star unknown;
story not what a residence audience will
stand for. Better think twice before you
book Romance. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith production.— Excellent 100 per cent picture.
Gave entire. satisfaction. Business not so
good account of disappointments on previous Griffith pictures. — Strand theatre,
Salina, Kan. — General patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — Absolutclv
nothing to it. Not even a good program
picture. Ran it four months ago and
people still knocking it. — A. M. Leitch.
Royal theatre, Mulford, la. — General
patronage.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Wonderful picture. It is as
fine a picture as we ever run. Every
foot shows the master hand of Griffith.
A Griffith picture is always different. — R.
Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas FairMARCELLA PERSHING
banks.— Did not go over here. Not as
PershiiiK. "ho will "
good as some of his others. — Frank Al- \iece of fieneral Chester
Conklin, Picti>• >
pear opposite
len, Rose theatre, Byron, 111. — Small
Speeial
other
and
Edwards
company.
town patronage.
■ tarn, and eventually will have Btr 1
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he men cared for. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
deal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighboriood patronage.
* Blind Husbands, with Eric Von Stroleim. — Fair picture. Beautiful scenery,
'oor crowd on account of rain. — -Lang &
imith. Opera House, Cobb, Wis. — Neighorhood patronage.
Her Five-Foot Highness, with Edith
toberts. — A nice little picture, and
leased. —Virginia
RaymondCity,Piper.
louse.
Nev. Piper's Opera
Rouge and Riches, with Mary Macaren.
Man'sBonnie
good Lassie.
ones,
his is— asAnother
good as of
Bonnie,
-R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
famburg. Ont., Can. — Small town paonage.
The Path She Chose, with Ann Cornall. — Very good. Ran two days. Star
Dthacher.
known.Royal
Didn't
pull forSalina,
me. — William
theatre,
Kan.
The Virgin of StambouL with Priscilla
ean. — Fine production. Take my adce and book it, as it is a record-breakg picture. — Harry Chakeres. Lyric there. Lima. O. — Transient patronage.
The Road to Divorce, with Mary Maciren. — Thank heavens this is the last
e of these sob sister MacLarens on my
ntract. Never again! The girl can
t. but all her stories are alike. No draw* power here. — J. B. Stine, Gem there. Clinton. Ind.
Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie, with Mary
-icLaren. — Good comedy-drama. Mary
icLaren always draws here. If your
:diences like comedy-drama, book this.
-R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre. New
limburg. Ont., Can. — Small town pati «age.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
is picture was not as good a picture
: some of Carey's pictures I have run
I e before. — C. F. Hesner, Lyric theatre,
tgewood, la. — Xeighborhood patronThe Forged Bride, with Mary MacIren. — Very good program picture. —
Kmond Piper. Piper's Opera House,
\ ginia City, Xav.
.'he Serial
Midnight
J. Corbi.—
good,Man,but with
a bitJames
too lengthy.
rv:ng good action it held a fair audie e throughout. Goes good to make
u a mixed program. — L. M. Rothweiler.
Face theatre. Bison. Kan. — Small town
p "onage.
larked Men, with Harry Carey — A
g'd picture. My patrons like Carey. —
P_G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont,
N». — Neighborhood patronage.
veriand Red, with Harry Carey.—
0: of Harry's best. Everyone seemed
pl sed.— F. J. Zozuch. Dux theatre. Walli^Tex.
diet Proof, with Harry Carey. —
Opy has done better, but this proved
b« business getter he has ever turned
oi Played to absolute capacity all day
Si lay.—
?o
Ind. J. B. Stine. Gem theatre, Clin>e Right to Happiness with Dorothy
PI ips. — Good picture. Pleased all.
!>• )thy Phillips great. We packed them
Lang & Smith Opera House. Cobb.
— Neighborhood patronage,
rerland Red, with Harry- Carey — A
good picture and a good drawing
— P. G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fair:, Nebr. — Xeighborhood patronage,
e Trap, with Olive Tell.— A very
picture. A good story with good
>clg and wonderful snow scenes. All
whsaw it liked it.— R. R. Gribble. Grand
«•< re, Xew Hamburg, Ont.. Can. —
~n 1 town patronage.
( erland Red, with Ha rrv Carev. —
On of Carey's best stories and it went
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Wedgrwood Nowell in the role of the famous French detective, Arsene Lupin, in a
scene from "813," a Robertson-Cole special feature.
big. — J. B. Stine. Gem theatre. Clinton. still are talking about it. Bought it one
Ind.
hour before show opened and also shown
the rainiest Sunday of the season.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. — A during
Good to poor business. Story, acting and
dandy Western that got the money.
Carey is without doubt the best actor direction absolutely could not be improved upon and the dance scene never
making Western pictures today. He
really acts and does not depend on a before shown on the screen. A big feather in the Vitagraph hat. — Mrs. J. A.
frozen expression or comedy capers to
Dostal. Ideal theatre. Omaha. Xeb. —
get by.— R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Xeighborhood
patronage.
Oberlin, Kan. — Small town patronage.
TRUMPET ISLAND, with a speThe Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscial cast. — Absolutely wonderful. This
cilla Dean. — Gave good satisfaction. —
is a real special. Should be played at
Raymond City.
Piper.
advanced
prices.
The airplane
Virginia
Xev.Piper's Opera House,
stunts in this picture are better than
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — Poorest Sunday in six months. This star
any
fail to
bock airplane
this andpicture.
boost Don't
it. — Hoffman
total loss as a drawing card for me. Xix
Bros.. Happy Hour theatre. Burke,
on the Japs. American players are good
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
enough tor me. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre.
Clinton. Ind.
Courage
with
a The
special
cast. — ofA Marge
100 perO'Doone,
cent picture.
The Road to Divorce, with a special Business very good. This type of piccast. — Passed out saying it was fine. If
ture very good with my patrons. — Sudie
you play it go strong on the ladies. They I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
X.
M.
— Small town patronage.
will
fall for
it andit.— it's
a mighty
good
picture.
Boost
William
Thacher,
The Midnight Bride, with Gladys LesRoyal theatre. Salina. Kan.
lie.— A nice, clean, pleasing little picture.
Vitagraph
My patrons like Leslie. — Dr. F. M.
Childs. Cozy theatre. Villisca. Ia. —
The Golden Shower, with Gladys Les- Neighborhood patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
I didn't see
anything
horrible
thislie.— feature.
It sure
tells the
girls aboat
what Joyce. — Very good. Fine photography.
to expect if they go out in the world to Beautiful scenery. Heavy drama — R. R.
make a living. I want my daughter to Gribble. Grand theatre. New Hamburg,
see it. It may save her grief. — Dr. F. M. Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
Childs. Cozy theatre. Yillisca. Ia. —
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Xeighborhood patronage.
Joyce.
Fine picture.
Pleased all. —
Grand — theatre.
Anamosa. Ia.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Biggest success we have had for months.
The Spark Divine, with Alice Joyce.—
Give ustroubles.
more like
we'll forget
our A fair program picture. My patrons do
other
— H.it and
J. Thacher.
Strand
not like this star. — P. G. Held. Sterling
theatre. Salina. Kan. — General patronage.
theatre. Fairmont. Neb. — Neighborhood
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. — patronage.
An excellent picture for any house.— CoThe Fortune Hunter, with Earl Willumbian Am. Co.. Princess theatre.
liams.— This is a very good picture and
Frankfort, Ind. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Flaming Clue, with Harry Morey.
'Inthefhadow
— A very interesting counterfeiter story
that was enjoyed by all. The kids liked
it. You can't fool the kids. — Dr. F. M.
Childs. Cozy theatre. Villisca. Ia. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Oh. this was great, so great that people
theDomes
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should please most any audience. — PeterKrauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la
Neighborhood patronage.
Sp<>ecials
(Fidelity), with Anne
Wives
Neglected
Luther— An ordinary program picture
exploited on percentage at advanced
prices. I should have had better sense,
but didn't. The fool killer missed me
on his last round. It's all right as a prothat's all.
gram picture at regular prices,
theatre, Ne— J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium patronage.
ligh, Neb.— Neighborhood
The Sport of Kings (Buffalo), with a
special cast.— This is a splendid program
feature.— C. Hales, Lyric theatre. Orange
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
When Arizona Won (Arrow), with
Shorty Hamilton.— Hamilton is not as
good a Western card as he used to be

with us.— R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Staking His Life (W.-H. Productions),
with William S. Hart.— A good picture
said
and the people all enjoyed it. Some that
that it was the best Hart picture
they had seen for a long time. Picture
had a good moral story. — R. O. Baker,
Electric theatre, McCune, Kan— Small
town patronage.
Serials
(Fox), with a special cast. —
13 episodes.
Bride ten
Played
Standing up good
Good drawing power. First house to
start this serial out of Minneapolis exchange.— J. M. Sampson, Plaza theatre,
Ackley, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pirate Gold (Pathe), with George B.
Seitz.— Far from being the drawing

FROM

THE

SUNDAY AMERICAN
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ALL STAR CAST
IN "DEAD MEN
TEUi NO TALES
(Vltagraph.)
Don Jose Santos G V. Seyferstltz
Eva Denison, his stepdaughter,
Catherine Calvert
Cole Harrison Percy Marmont
Here, at last, seems to be a picture
thatallmost
nearly approaches
go-il
of
producers,
the perfect that
pictureThe story opens in a moment of
breathless
interest,
isn't
another quiet
moment.andIt there
is Intensely
absorbing, ajid if your eyes leave the
screen for a moment, so perfectly is
the continuity maintained, that yo\)
lose a valuable scene. Never have
we
seven reels
packed
quiteandso
full 'seen
of consistent,
logical
Interest
j legitimately
sustained
suspense.
The ch.irncters behave like human
beings.ciousThey
do not
let drop
words, and
actions
that suspiwould
instantly betray them as crooks, in
reil life. They keep you guessing
every minute.
A very great deat of the credit .for
the whole thing should go, naturally,
to Tom Terrlss, the director, and to
the-continuity Writers, Mr. and Mrs.
George Randolph Chester. But one
mustn't
that gave
E. W..th<?se
Horntmg,
who wroteforget
the book,
tliffe
people the material with which the
of thing was wrought. The cast is flaw
less. Catherine Calvert has ine^er
looked,as soin "Dead
beautiful,
done
such'
work
Men nor
Tellthe
No modern
Tales
Her costumes — those
of
Spanish girl, lovely lace mantillas and
soft white draperies — are exquisite,
and add no little to her beauty. Perlast, has
fo(!ework
whichIs
fits cyhimMarmont,
like aat glove,
and a his
von
consistent throughout. Gustav
the incredibly
who plays
Seyferstltlz,Santos,
however, should be
viHainous
the star of the piece. He 13 superb,
and Holmes Herbert likewise 'acquits
himself well.
The picture is perfectly balanced,
and
age. the story is far above the aver
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power that Bound and Gagged was.
Fails to draw the crowds. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.— i
Neighborhood patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Yitagraph;, with Joe
Ryan. — On the tenth episode. Business
picking up on each episode. Some impossible things that can't be done, but
it and it's going big.
my people like
More crowds and bigger runs each episode and everyone satisfied— William
Thachcr, Royal theatre. Salina, Kan.
Elmo the Fearless (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln— Started strong and held
the
up fine throughout. Lincoln one ofGem
best serial stars for me.— J. B. Stine,
theatre, Clinton, Ind.
Elmo the Fearless (Universal;, with
Elmo Lincoln.— Can't beat this for
would be enough.
stunts, but ten reels
Patrons tired. Can anyone devise a
serial with more story and less stunts?—
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.— Small town patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen.-Absolutely the best
serial to hold the crowd we ever ran.
Thrills and wild animals make them come
back again.-R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
trona
re, Oberlin, Kan.— Small town patheatge.

Hidden Dangers (Yitagraph;, with Joe
serials
Ryan —This is one of the poorest on
the,
we ever ran. Too unreal. Are
is a 1
seventh episode. My other serial
on that nigh
that keeps business going theat
re, Frost
Star
Co.,
.
Amus
er
-Tyl
nage.
patro
Tex.— Neighborhood
a special castBride 13 (Fox), with Seri
sure .s Asode.every alepis
'epi
eighth
On dv
ode.
Gets better
dan
wouldn
they
me
they go out they tell
n, Hom<
miss it now. — G. W. Dickinsobor
booo
theatre, Maskell, Neb-Neigh
patronage.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with * i
snccial cast -We kept the crowd cominfas
uPp\o the^hth episode, but they are
he 'twelfth episode. We bel.eve tha
an.
is too
epis
Utah.lor
eigh
Lehi,Jong
theatre,
l odes
l.— Roya
seriateen
ph), with Georg
Pirate Gold (Vitagra
l 1 ever run. Wa
B Sietz — Best P.seria
Buswell, Empress the
rVlean-uo -C.
patron
atre! Akron, ia-Neighborhood

shing Dagger (Universal
Vani
The Eddi
e Polo.-Polo not as b, .
with
as in previous serials, t■«
ng card
drawiess
only. Serial of ordinary on,cahbe
busin
mi
—J B Stine, Gem theatre, Clint

tronage.

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), wj
fifth episode. Gei
Juanita Hansen.-Oneach
episode. Stone
s
crowd
bigger
ting
wrong ; o
You can'ter,go Royal
ng room only.
the
am Thach
Willi
one.this
Kan.
,
Salina
atre,
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), J*
best sea
William Duncan-Was thefrom
start t
we ever run. Full ofourpeppatron
s with a
finish. Bill satisfies
Utah.always goods. , They
Lehi, are
ids
theatre
Royalserial
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The Branded Four (Republic), with
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber. — Good
;erial, but don't pull. People don't like
t._C. C. Craig, Pastime theatre, Marmaluke, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
lood serial with lots of action, but my
atronage fell off nearly one-half since I
tarted it. Have run eight episodes. This
; not a serial town. Am running a reguir program feature with it. Am losing
loney on this program. — Joseph Heins,
mpress theatre, Verdigre, Neb. — Neighorhood patronage.
The Whirlwind (Republic), with
harles Hutchinson. — On the twelfth
lisode and holding up very good. Has
-oven to be a very good serial. — Sudie
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
. M. — Small town patronage.
Short Subjects
Kiss Me, Caroline (Educational), with
special cast. — If you want one of the
everest mirth-producers made, book
is one. Most of my patrons want me
re-book it. They stayed for the next
ow to see it again. — H. J. Longaker,
j ward theatre, Alexandria, Minn. —
■neral patronage.
Bear-Skinned Beauties (Universal),
th a special cast. — A dandy comedy.
1 nsor board must have cut it all up, but
1 good at that. — William Thacher,
1 yal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Dne Week (Metro), with Buster Keati.
— Best
yet. Allen,
Can't go
on
I ster.
— Frank
Rosewrong
theatre,
I ron, 111. — Small town patronage.
Vet and Warmer (First National),
\Ji a special cast. — This Associated
I st National comedy beats anything I
I e run. Audience roared with laught Do not miss it.— H. J. Longaker,
I ward theatre, Alexandria, Minn. —
Cieral patronage.
'ather's Close Shave (Christie), with
J nny Ray. — It pleased the kids, but
oer folks walked out On it.— W. W.
\>ltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Gieral patronage.
unshine Comedies (Fox), with a
Sj;ial cast. — The best comedies on the
rr-ket.
sure theatre,
laugh getters.
— G.Neb.
W.
Ekinson,AreHome
Maskell,
— eighborhood patronage.
ack Stage (Paramount), with Roscoe
A uckle. — Good. Better than most of
hi previous comedies. — Frank Allen,
R e theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town
p: onage.
aming the West (C. B. C.).— Good

A Gemime
SpediaL

mm
w

In the
Jhadow
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clean comedy. Find Hallroom Boys all
good so far. Have played a lot of them.
—Kan.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
The Simple Life (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Another humdinger for
fun, and O. Henry's While the Auto
Waits and Big V comedy. Some program, I'd say. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Bashful Blacksmith (Arrow), with
Hank Mann. — Went big. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mack Sennett Comedies, with special
casts. — They always please here. — W. L.
Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
Cut the Cards (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard. — This is extra good. The Rolin
one-reel comedies have almost without
exception been first class. — Sudie I.
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N. M. — Small town patronage.
Home, Sweet Home (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Another good Semon
that got the gurgles and whoops with
O'Henry's Thimble, Thimble. The whole
series was sure a good bet. Grab them. —
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — The best comedy we ever
played. Patrons were all well pleased.
You positively can't go wrong on this
one. He is the real king of comedians. —
Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Out West (Paramount), with Roscoe
Arbuckle. — Just say Arbuckle and they
fall in. This one is good. — W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
Over the Fence (C. B. C), with Babe
Ruth. — Very poor. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
The Cougar's Trail (Universal), with
Wallace Colburn. — Best two-reel Western I have run in some time. Enough
action for a five-reeler. — George
McGuire, Bijou theatre, Albion, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Young Buffalo Series (Pathe), with a
special cast. — No. good. No action. Does
not draw. Supposed to be Western, but is
Eastern and star does absolutely
nothing. — G. E. Wendel, Opera House,
Smithland, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sunnyside (First National), with
Charlie Chaplin. — Not much of a comr
edy. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Sunshine Kid (Universal), with
Hoot Gibson. — Went big. -Hoot always
goes big. Good comedy Westerns. — WilKan. liam Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Well IH Be (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — Not quite so good as balance
of comedies,
by with
story,
The but
CallgotLoan
andO'Henry's
Big V.
O'Henry's stories are in a class by themselves.— Dr. T. M. Childs, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
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Box
Story.Office Reports Tell the Whole
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearbom St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Pat-

Communications regarding condition offilm, service conditions,
rental prices, etc., should be
mailed separately. Reports for
this department must be confined
to the actual drawing power record of productions.

ronage
City
State
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CHICAGO

Honk! Honk!
week has been "auto week"
This
ong thelastRialto.
All the boys are putting in their Winter
ipply of flivvers and other makes.
,* * *
Take the case of Jimmy Gillick over at
athe. Jimmy's
■nsive
lines. Hetastes
turnsrunhisalong
nose rather
up at exall
e little flivvers that he passes on the
mlevard. Jimmy takes the family motorg in a new Templar.
The men at Pathe must have full confi:nce in their ability to "cop" all of the
izes in one
the on
"Pearson
Month"
competition,
nother
the force
has invested
in a
oad louse." In passing on this informa>n it might be well to warn everybody not
ride with Oscar Florine until he has
complished the feat of missing curbs,
ephone posts and other obstacles by a
w inches. George Bromley, North Side
hibitor, mistook Oscar for an old timer
the wheel and ever since that eventful
le he has been looking for Louis Noto,
i: insurance man.
* * *
Don't say "Hockenheimer" to M. M.
'.rBENS of the Princess theatre, Joliet.
' ere was a wedding at the Congress hotel
4 night last week. M. M. was one of the
jests. All evening long he drank to the
faith of the bride and groom. At the
< ces oi the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance on
1 ■ following morning he was taking the
dh : "No more 'Hockenheimer' until the
i ;t wedding." * * *
The old time green room again is a
t.lity
Jones,
Linick
& Schaefer's
Mc,:kersatand
Rialto
theatres
in Chicago,
^lich means, of course, that the variety
aors between their turns can rest peacef ly in finely upholstered chairs and daveiorts. Or, they can walk about on orient rugs thinking up new ideas. Then there
a grand pianos. In fact, all the comforts
ohome are provided in the green rooms.
* * *
Iaurice Hellman is vacationing. He
niored down to Yeddo, Ind., the first of
tl week to visit Harry Rice. Harry, since
h resignation from Universal, is having
h rs.first vacation in years and years and
* * *
at Wolf, formerly of the Chicago office
(Associated Producers, has gone to Dallas,
Ti:., as manager of Educational's office
th e. Now all together, "Good luck and
bn.ure and don't *take* any
* lead nickles."
fiLTON Simon, president of Selected
F is, Inc., announces that both the Ascher
B thers' circuit and the Lubliner & Trinz
chi have booked the David P. Howells'
seil, "The Son of Tarzan." Simon belies he has set a precedent in booking a
se d into both of these circuits.
* * *
or he's a jolly good fellow, for he's a
jo good fellow" has been adopted by the
P/ie force as their office anthem. The
"iiy
good fellow"
big boys
chief, out
"Billto
■Awmann.
He hadis the
all the
• nishome one night recently. Good eats,
sn<es and everything were served. The
J°l of discussion during the evening was
F rson Month." The Chicago office is
°u o win all first money. Manager Aschm:n has been exceptionally fortunate in
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DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Clyde Eckhardt once was advance man for one night stands and
repertoire troupes making the tank
towns in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Iowa and other Mid-Western
states? In those days Clyde could
slap up a 24-sheet with the utmost
skill. But now the sign on the
door says: "Clyde Eckhardt, Manager Chicago Exchange, Fox Film
Corporation."
previous contests. He won the big Quimby
diamond at Milwaukee ; he started the same
office ittolooks
victory
"Brunet
and
now during
as though
the Month,"
men in
Chicago will keep his record clean.
* * *
Chicago film exchanges observed Armistice Day with a minute of silence.
* * *
Somebody has been cheating the old
clothes man. At least one could have surmised as much if he could have seen the
Robertson-Cole staff moving to their new
headquarters on Sunday. The suit worn by

"Hank"

HENRY W. PETERS, who recently
resigned as special representative of
Pathe on the Pacific Coast to become
associated with Associated Producers,
Inc., in Chicago, has left the A. P. and
joined the Greater Stars Productions organization. Mr. Peters will, in the capacity of sales manager, have direct
supervision of sales in Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin. "Hank" Peters enjoys
a wide acquaintance among exhibitors in
the Centra! West and has made rapid
progress since entering the film industry,
about three years ago.

A. G. Spencer had several futuristic creases
not put in by an iron. H. R. Phillips was
kept busy when not heaving desks in covering up a few too prominent holes. Frank
Ishmael looked like the beau brummel of
the hobo college. On the job too were
Manager Bob Lucas and Assistant Manager Rozelle, but comment will be withheld. The new offices are at 908 South
Wabash.
* * *
Carl Harthill's bunch at the Chicago
Reelcraft office have record breaking sales
talks. The Chicago branch has just won
the monthly bonus. Also, three of the four
weekly prizes go to Chicago salesmen.
Then,
addition down
to all athismonthly
"Dandy bonus.
Old"
Reese inknocked
Next thing you know the boys will be riding around in Packards and "a living at the
* * *
swell hotels."
"Chick" Keppler's Marmon has returned
to the fold. The darned car hasn't confided
in "Chick" of its whereabouts during its
recent disappearance.
* * *
I. Maynard Schwartz has had a pamphlet printed which gives a partial list of the
theatres in Chicago and Illinois which are
playing Educational comedies. If you have
two or three hours spare time look over the
list. Maynard
announces that he is driving
*
* * comedies,
*
on Gayetycationaland
Vanity
new Edushort subjects.
Everybody at the local Universal office
was on his good behavior last Thursday.
The big, big chief, Carl Laemmle, spent a
few minutes at the office while in Chicago
en route to Los Angeles.
* * *
The curtain has just dropped on another
moving act. Superior Screen Service has
vacated its spacious quarters in the Film
Exchange building and is now housed at
21 East Seventh street. Harry Weiss and
Fred Aiken now qualify as members of the
movers' union.
* * *
Manager Lucas of Robertson-Cole will
put "Kismet" into the Ziegfeld theatre the
first of the new year. A treat is promised.
Manager Lucas has some unusual presentation ideas which will be put in use.
* * *
"According to Me" (the Me being none
other than "Bill" Hight), the Penny Ross
animated cartoons are now in production.
"Bill" says the first announcement of the
cartoon subject created widespread interest.
Some day "Bill" is going to take us through
his studio and show us how the things are
made.
* * *
Ralph Kettering, general representative
of Jones. Linick & Schaefer, w:ho recently
underwent an operation at the American
hospital in Chicago, has gone to St. Augustine, Fla., where he hopes to recuperate his
health.
* * *
V. H. Hodupp has been promoted by
Manager I. Lesserman of the Chicago
Universal branch. He has the short subject
business under his* wing
* * in this territory.
Eddie Sipe has resigned as salesman for
Doll-Van in Indianapolis and has joined
Reelcraft, according to word received by
Carl Harthill who supervises the activities
of the Indiana office.
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ADOi.ru Li nick of Jones, Linick & Schaefcr, is back among us for the Winter. He
lias just
the transfer
his hotel.
Summer homemade
at Flossmoor
to thefromSisson
P. J. Schaefer is spending a great deal of
his time at Fagle River where he is building a beautiful home.
* * *
Mrs. Emma Cohen, owner of the Casino
theatre, Chicago, and her mother are in New
York taking in the sights — first nighting,
etc. You would think New York was a
suburb the way Chicagoaiis commute between the two places.
* * *
President J. L. Friedman of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation held a general
sales meeting last week in the College Inn
at the Sherman House. Those present were
M. J. Mintz. who came in from the road
especially for the gathering. H. Larson,
new salesman. Lons Con den. J. S. Mednikow, Dave Dubin, Joe Posner, V. F. De
Lorenzo and GEORGE
* * Hieth.
*

Hail ! Hail ! The conqueror has come and manager of the Special Pictures for th<
Mid- West, is to make his headquarters a
went. Yep. no other than our former and
the Chicago branch. Better knock a parti
only
Jim
Cathro.
The
"dook,"
who,
some
time ago, resigned from the local Pathe tion down, "Red," for if Manager Diixo
office to assume the managerial office of ever holds a meeting of his salesmen, it'
the Pioneer Film Co., at Kansas City, was going to be some problem to find a seat.
discovered buzzing it with a crowd of his
former Pathe associates and tells us he
C. R. "Pol'" Ploi gh. well known to thes
has just completed arrangements with parts, was spied stepping alxnit old Broai
RALPH Proctor, general manager of the way last week. We wonder? Sever worr
Oswald Stoll Film Corp., to become the about's Pop's chain of theatres, they'll kee
manager change,ofeffective
thissome
company's
ex- piling it up during his visit, never fear.
time aboutSeattle
the latter
part of this month.
Cforge Bromley, local film magnate, a
Nat Wolf, former Associated Producer ex-Copher star of University of Minnesol
representative out of the Chicago branch, grand' old teams of by-gone days, is moi
Manager G. L. Pakrish of the Indian- after completing a hasty trip to New York than willing to back his Alma Mater i
the
that
apolis has notified Carl Harthill
last week, spent a few days about the of any odds for the balance of the seaso
That-a boy, Ceorgie, it looks like tryir
Matty Roubert pictures are going over big
Loopfuture,
rendering
song."
Nat.Edufor to get a Dimmycrat to bet against Hardir
at Smith's theatre in the Indiana capital. the
will behisthe"swan
manager
of the
Salesman Anger of the Parrish staff has
cational Film Corp., Dallas. Tex., exchange. to us. Here's hoping you land a sleeper.
met with success in booking these subjects With this
popular chap returning to his
in first class houses over the state.
native state, we predict that those broncho
Louis Frank is booked to slip Cotha
* * *
down that-a-way will be just wise by the Century Nov. 16. Pardonab
Sigmi nd Decker has been given charge busters
to corral the live ones this com- modesty causes Louis to refrain from fu
terri- a-r'arin'
of the feature department, country
pany is now offering the exhibitors.
Universal.
of
office
tory, at the Chicago
thcr
his we
return
* * »
with details
much until
anxiety
awaithomeward.
vour retur'T
With the merrie, merrie Yulctide creep- L. F.
Lons B. Gon.DKN, special representative
on us. the Bi.anp Brothers, well
of the Celebrated Players Film Corporation, knowning up to
local film circles, are dropping
Chicago
the
at
time
some
We don't know whether to laugh
has been spending
a word here and there that they will soon
office. His presence in the city aroused the present ample opportunity to the Central weep. How about it. Jake? It seems sc
rumor that President Friedman of Cele- West exhibitors to jam their stockings with eral days ago, Jake Cooper of the 20th Cc
brated will open an Indianapolis office.
heaps of film goodies.
tury
on Roosevelt
profitable
siesta withBlvd.the waslocalenjoying'
pinocl
squad
when
a terrific bomb explosion w
That
linen
duster
that
Tom
Mitchf.li.,
CAMERA BARGAINS
nearby. In the mad rush, Jake ft
manager of the fiollos Fnterprises. is teas- heard
Motion Picture Cameras at caab
got to cash his chips, and, upon looking
»aving
price*.
Special
professional
the snappy
blows fromwith
I^akeanMich"
with the boulevard, found his theatre was s1
discounton UNIVERSALS.
will ingsoon
be supplanted
exclusive
Immediate
all mtxWIa.
DaBrU.
ItaPrmna*.In ouroVIWary
Hath*
andon many
oXhcra
d#fnoo
greatcoat model, fur lined, directly after intact. Looks like a loss both ways, w
atrmtrd
■howroom
Sand
for
our
coaapl«U caUlo* at ooca. fraa on requaat
the market has a drop. All right. Tom. me insurance
running
neck-arco
neck contestpremiums
with other
high apriced
BNSS CAMERA COMPANY
moditics.
lad.
send
us
the
photo
and
we'll
frame
it.
Dept. M. 10» N. D««rt>orn St.. Chlcaio. III.
Morris I Iei.i.man. of local Universal
fame, has every reason to be proud of his
Tom Phillips, "the longest in the bu
ARCHITECTS
ancestry for a visiting theatre magnate
AND
ness," we mean the peerless slide maker
BUILDERS
the industry, is now a member of the no
from the Cay White Way of Fvanston
tells us that, during a recent visit to Mor- side community of beehives. Yeah, T
J. B. DIBELKA COMPANY
gone and forsaken the south side
rie's office, he recognized evidence of egg has
straying about the lapel of his coat. Oh. more commodious quarters, and can
Parkway Bldo
2743 West 22nd St.
for the return of those wondrous days of found from 0:00 a. m. until a few secoi
CHICAGO
after 0:00 p. M. daily at 232 West Onta
a happy
Managerpast.
Sparr, manager of the Yillagc Street. If you have plenty of time to sp;
theatre. Wilmette. just gasolined into the grab the 'phone and inform the "yoi
pretty north side suburb after quite a stren- thing" at the other end of the wire to
uous workout on the road from sunny Superior 0026.
GUARANTEED
Florida to the chill ozone now flourishing
about here. Tells us his acres of orange
Local filmites and well knowns of :
groves down there are doing splendidly.
rialto were given a thrill this week as t:
of good
chaps, train
Cy Deto Vry,
Leave it to exhibitor C. A. Day, erst- prince
from the
California
give alighl
us
Mailing Lists
while guest of the Edgewater Beach Hotel, O. O. Cy is taking a wee vacation in
and, incidentally, owner of the Majestic old home city and tells us the Selig Zoo
» .T U
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
and Plumb theatres. Streator. DJL, to pick
E»erjr Stat*— total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
himself a nice, cozy billet for the winter. now given premier honors as Amen !
1219 Film Exchanges
ft.SO
garc •
Was last seen waving fond adios from the largest and best equipped zoological
313 manufacturtn and studios 4,00
In fact, Haggenback is doing most of I
observation platform of the Dixie Flyer, buving
36S machine and supply dealers 4.00
from this source. What? Ni
Further Particulars:
Lincoln Park would need a Bank of
Palm Beach bound, so we've been informed.
A. F.WILLIAMS, W W. Aim St, CUofi
E. R. Redlich, newly appointed district land surplus to even tempt Cy tooutcasttn s•
optics toward the savagery caged
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Ovznfmtta r*»»«fl* Plhi Exi-hangti
FLVING §PEfMt«
Russell,
six reels, with William
he Valley of Tomorrow,"
with Margarita Syiva.
Bee.' tut reels,
ne Hone« Talent."
six reels, with Margarita Fisher,
macrons
with W illiam Russell,
am Bang Jim." six reels,
of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher,
he Thirtiethof Piece
he Bouse Toys," six reels, with Seena MOwen,
reels, with Mary Miles inter,
Rebels,"
eggy
be Week
End,"sixsix reels, with Milton Sills.
■ Lire-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
Woman." sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
;eLight
Gamesters."
Fisher, Eddy.
le Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
UTa Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis,
"he Law of Nature." with Vincent Coleman.
"hen the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Seal Hart.
'' lele Mysterious
Mr. parts,
Browning."
five Hanlon.
reels, with Walter Miller.
Profiteer," six
with Alma
• le Sunset Princess," five parts, with Majorie Daw.
' iss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
' olves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
1 w Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
;e Chamber MysteTy," five reels.
' rcumstantial Evidence." five reels.
' le Wall Street Mystery." five reels.
' le Unseen Witness." five 1 eels.
' le Trail of the Cigarette." five reels,
"le Bromley Case," five reels.
"oman's Man," five reels, featuring Romame Fielding.
" ve's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"ie Black Lagoon." five reels, with all-star cast.
"ie Golden Trail." five reels.
"chelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
" x," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
a woed every other week.
■Dtiim. OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
T»-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
C tamed every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
every other week.
ARROW- NORTH WOOD DRAM*'
"e Strangers," two reels,
ted sf the North," two reels.
* Fight for a Soul," two reels.
* loved Brute," two reels.
' icksands,"
^rder
River."twotworeels,
reels.
* the River two reels.
ree and a Girl." two reels.
' iden of the North." two reels
"1 >king Up Jim." two reels.
\ Knight of the Pines." two reeli.
" : Has of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Path* Exchangei
0 a— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC.
THOMAS H. 1XCE PRODUCTIONS
'1 season Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
T.ng Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence \ idor.
J. PARKER READ. JR- PRODUCTIONS
Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum,
•rbousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"I e," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
1 Forbidden Thing." six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
1 Last of the Mohicans." six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
''Snail Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
^lin
Mary's
Attic,"
six reels,
with Eva
V man Above Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
't lution of Man." six reels.
^man
of
Mystery,"
five
reels,
with
Grace
and Francis Ford
>en Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Cunard
Charlie Joy.
" ty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
r
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
lit of Hell's Gap," two reels,
raiGirl
tor'sof Vengeance,"
the West." two
two reels.
reels.
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"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
The Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays."Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past." two reels.
*A Fight to a Finish." two reels
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson." five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
lune 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
fane 24 — "Back on the Farm."
luly S — "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild. Women.1"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
FEATURE*
'The Victim." state rights feature,
six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Two Reels Every Two Weeks.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMP* CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson."
"Flat Hunting."
"Andy
Ma.~a-ir.-Law."
-i ^uietVisits
Ltny His
«i ttuu.c
'Andy
a Diet"
.Andy On
Plays
Golf."
"Andy's
Wash
Day.'
'Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy Visits the Osteopath."
'Andy on Skates."
•Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Hire t Vmt '
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Will
Model"
"Accidents
Happen "
"Militant Min."
'Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice
"Wim Boxand Episodes."
Wigor."
'Equestrian."
"Andy,
the
Hero."
"Andy's Picnic"
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier "
"Andy,
thetheActor."
"Andy
Beach "
"Pleasureon Bent"
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdv,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker. Flicker. Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"'Up She Goes '*
"Westward
Ho."'
"A Hunting
"For We Will Go."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's
Battle,"
five five
reels,reels,
with with
Joe All-Star
Moore and
"The Fourth
Face."
cast. Eileen Sedgwick.
CREATION

FILMS. INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dirtribu'.ed through Eiucmtionai film Eichomgtt,
CHESTER COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"A.n Overall Hero."
"Th» Bie Show."
A Travfnl
of Trouble."
"The
One Best
Pet."
«
CHRISTLE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
Me Caroline."
(BobbvTineher.)
Vernon.)
"AKissSeaside
Siren." (Fay
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Blame
Bald Pates."
(Bobby (Harry
Vernon.)Gribbon.)
"Dnn'r
the Stork."
"Striking
Models."
"A Homespun
Hero."
"Shuffle
the
Queens."
"Going Through
the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
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TOUCHY COHBDIBI, TWO HBELI
"Torckjr." (Johnny Hmea.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hints).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
HERHAID COHBDIBI, TWO BBELI
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
"The Simp.1
■FECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of —10,000
"Babe Ruth
How Smokes."
He Knocka His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kcllerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL." ON K BIB.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
1
"The Log of Laviajerm."
t
"The
Song
of
the
Paddle."
"Wanderluat."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
"Tropical Nights."
"The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENIC'S. ONE BBBL
"The Tamer the Wilder."
'The Trail to Wedontcarewbere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
"Balling
"Collectorsthe ofJunk."
Craniums."
"Pipe
Pengum."
"Mad the
Hatters."
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
CHESTER SCREENICS, ONE BJEBUL
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
"ThroughandWinding
"Mules
Gobtalk."Wells" and "Climbing Cataracts."
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine Feathers" and "They Forgot the Town."
"Out of the Past."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," six reels, with How Hatar*
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep to the Devils,"
Right," seven
six reels,
Taliaferro.
"Whispering
reels,withwithEdith
Conway
Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLA YERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOUNT- ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reela, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8 — "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 16— "The White Circle," five reels, Mauriee Tourneur production.
Aug. 16 — "What Happened to Jones." fire reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 20 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept.— "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reela, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What'a Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept.— "Humoresoue," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reds, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thoa. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Misa Rebellion," five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. S— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct. S— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct.
sevenreels,
reels,M. with
Koscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct. 1010 —— 'The
"Deep Round-Up,"
Waters, five
Tourneur
Oct 17— "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17— "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct. 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burelar Proof." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"Idols of Clay." George Fitzmaurice production.
"A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
FEDERATED EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders,"
"Man
o' War," one five
reel. reels with Bessie Love.

HERALD
MONTY ll\Mv*
"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird." two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The
Revenge,"
"A BedKidnappers'
Room Scandal,"
two two
reels.reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
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FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
The
Married
Virgin,"
"Frivolous Wives,
' six six
reels.reels.
FILM MARKET. INC.
fha House Without Children," seven reels, with Richard Treves*.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. IMC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels. King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kcllerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
'Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley." six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"The Devil's Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor
and with
Behave,"
MackCast.Sennett comedy.
"Unseen
All-Star
"Dinty," Forces,"
with Wesley
Barry.
INC.
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS.
'Youth's Desire," five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
"While New York Sleeps." with All Star Caat.
'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast.
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court," with All Star Caat.
"Skirts,"
six reels,
with inSpecial
Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
'The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
'The Tiger's Cub."
"The
Mountain Woman."
The Thief."
TOM MIX SERIES
'The Untamed."
•The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Chin Toy."
"The Flame of Youth."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ann."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now On."
"The
Plunger."
"Number
17."
'Dynamite Allen."
MTH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
'The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"Trails to Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz," with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"Bride 13," in 15 episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The
Cow
Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song
Birds."seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Love
Madness,"
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"H*t Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
'The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of LiTiaf."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's Little Lobster."
"A Waiter's Wasted Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
•Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
'Kiss
Me
Quick."
"The Huntsman."
'All Wrong."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOOJfS
League of Nations."
A Tight Rope Romance."
Farm Efficiency."
The Medicine Man."
Home Brew."
Gum Shoe Work."
A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
All
Stuck Hawkshaw
Up."
Sherlock
& Co."
Northwoods."
On the Hip."
The Papoose."
The Hypnotist."

V\7~HEN
thousands of
dollars have been
expended
production
how essential
lose none of

in the careful
of a masterpiece,
it is that the prints
the elements the

producer has labored for. That
Rothacker Prints are specified
is but a natural tribute to their
uniformly

good quality.

MURRAY W. GARSSON
A Dream of Fair Women."
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
America Wonderlands," every week.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYJi STAR PRODUCTIONS
Dangerous Days," seven reels, Eminent Authors Special.
Primmed
reels, seven
with Madge
Kennedy,
rhe WomanwithandRed,"
the five
Puppet,
reels, with
Geraldine Fi
rbe Silver Horde," seven reels. Rex Beach Special.
Jut of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
re*' Call Me Jim." five reels, with Will Roger*,
rhe Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore,
rhe Slim Princess,' five reels, with Mabel Normand.
loads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pickford.
rhe Truth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Author*).
Jfficer 966," five reels, with Tom Moore,
'upid,
Cowpuncher,"
tan Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogera.
Pickford.
iirl
With
the
Jazz
Heart,"
five
reels,
with
Madge Kennedy
ft a Great Life." fire reels, (Eminent Artists).
The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
•out Some," five reels. Rex Beach production,
npid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
Tie North Wind's Malice," five reels. Rex Beach prodacnoa.
he Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chaney.
arthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast,
top Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
aving a Circus."
Air'-utocraey."
> the Glory of the Past."
etween Friends."
n the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
he Little Dear*," two reds, with Carter De Haven*.
Sore Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havesa.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
>*h Pockets," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
Misfit EarL" fir* reel*, with Louis Bennisoa
GOLDWYN -BR AY PICTOGEAPHI
Far Away New Zealand."
^rios Pottery
Indians."Makers of the Caribbeans."
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
" Iomu* of Road*.'
JJtd*. Spirit of the Birch."
"ecisely
read ofa*thePolly'Cora."
iter's Thunderbolt."
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
" ee to Face," six part*, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
DittrHmttd tkrtugk tkt Path* Eschmgt
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
^^ ltauvof-the-Minute,'
■ Capitol " six reels, six
withreels,
Leahwith
Baird.Leah Baird.
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Deeen Gold." seven reels, with fc. K. Lincoln
'Rider* of the Dawn." six reels.
IlK-NJ \ Vll\ It HAMPTON
PRODI'! llt»*«
"Tbt Westerners," seven reels, wilt Roy Stewart
Tbe Sagebriuber," seven reels, oy bmrrson Hougb
J. PARKER RfCAIl. JR.. PRODUCTION ■
The Lone Wolf's Daughter," seven reels, with Louise Glsum.
"Sex," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
DBITIIII H-BECK. INC.
"The Bandbox," six reels, witb Doris Kenyon.
Tbe Harvest Moon, " six reels, with Dons Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTION*
"King Spruce." sevrn reel*, with Mitchell Lewis.
mil" TRACY PRODUCTION*
'"The Silent Barrier." six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BH ONTO 31 run in CTIOftS
"♦•0,000," 6ve reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
'The Dream Cheater," five reels, witb J. Warren Kerrigan
"No. 99," 6ve reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
'The Green Flame," five reels, with J. VNarren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTION!
'Th* Blue Bonnet." six reels, witb Hilhe Kbodes
JOSEPH LBV BRING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
Oct
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
1— "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
15— "Skyfire," five reels.
1 — 'The Lumberjack," five reels.
Ii nil mil TWINS COMEDIES
16— "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
1— "Don't Never Marry," two reels.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Queation," seven reels, with Olive Tell
'Nothing a Year," seven reels, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reels, with Olive Tell
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With tbe Goods."
"Stopping
Bullets "
"Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina Cav»'ieri
BERT Lbn.N
"Honeymoon Ranch," five reels. Stat* Rights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
The Cheater," six feels, with Mae Allison.
'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all itar cast
The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
'Held in Trust," six reels, witb May Allison.
'The Chorus Girl's Romance," six reels witb Viola Dana.
"The Hope," six reels witb All Star Cast.
'The
Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
"Clothes,"
with All six
Starreels,
Cast. witb Bert Lytell.
"The
Saphead,"
six
reels,
with
Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," six reels, with Viola Dana.
Oct. 25 — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8 — "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15 — "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29— "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. 13 — "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
'Stronger Than Death." six reels, witb Nazimova.
"The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Pracock " seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels. All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." six reels, with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHCRTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The Mutiny of Elsinore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"The Star Rover." six reels, with All Star Cast.
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BCB1 HSH KEA l o \ < OMBDIBI
Sept. 271 —— "Convict
"One Week13,"" two
two reel*.
reels.
Oct.
Dec. 'i'Z — "The Scarecrow,'' two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC
PATHH SPECIAL PRAT DRIBS
lune 0 — "Tbe Little Cafe." five reels, with Max Linder.
I RANK KEEN A 1* PRODUCTION*
May 1 — "Dollar for Dollar." five reels, with Frank Keensn
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May
10
—
"Sherry."
Aug 29 — "Laboma." seven
seven parts,
reels. witn Pat O'Malley
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
ALBERT
CAPEI.I.ANI PRODUCTION*), IM
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five reels, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION*
June 20 — "Passer*-B*y." six reels, with Herbert Rawlin*on.
uly 18 — "Man and His Wife." six reels, with Herbert Rawlinsoa.
ept. 6— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordoa i.
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, witb Bruce Gordon snrl McA.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODI CTIO>«
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William I'oinonil
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn." six reels, with H B Wsrnrr
Aug. 15 — "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Swm
Sept. 12— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner
Sept. 212*—— "Half
"Objecta —Chance,"
Matrimony."
Sweet
Oct.
seven five
reels,reels,
with with
MahlonBlanche
Hamilton
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
HOBAHT HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov t— 'The Gay Old Dog," six reels, with John Cumberland.
May 9 — "Tbe Miracle of Honey," five reels, with Margaret Sada*.
ROBT. RHI'.NTO.N PRODI CI KINS
«ov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunelte and Roy Stewsi
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Thoughtless
Women,"
six reels,sixwithreels,
AlmawithRubens.
"TheLove.
Place of Honeymoons,"
Emily Stevens and Montai 1
"Where Is My Hu'-band?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight Gambols," six reels, witb Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
'Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reejs, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty
Arms." five
fivereels,
reels,with
with Gail
Gail Kane
Kane' and
and J.Thurston
"Idle Hands,"
Herbert Hall.
Frank.
"A
Good
Woman."
five
reels,
with
Gail
Kane
and
J. Herbert Frank.
'Nick Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S FILM-OSOPHY
One Half Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reel*.
Tbe
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard).
six reels
"The Mystery
Luck of oftbe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reels.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chaa Miller production
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAH PRODUCTIONS
'The
Stolen
Kiss,"
five
reels,
Constance Binnev.
"Sinners." five reels, with Alicewith
Brady.
"Nurse Marjorie," five reel*, with Mary Mile* Minter.
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, witb Mary Miles Mister
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal." five reels, with Wanda Hawley
REELCRAFT PICTURES
RILLY WEST COM EDIEW
"What Next?" two reels.
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS QfJINAN WESTERN*
"A Moonshine Feud." two reels.
'The Desert Vulture." twe reels.
The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIR*
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reel*.
"Squirrel Time,' two reels.
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WILLIAM FRAN KY COMBDIK*
dumber 18," one reel.
Th« Pest," one reel.
>ile Driver," one reel.
Tndressed Kid." one reel
,ive Wire," one reel,
ieferee," one reel. '
"he Dummy," one reel,
n and Out." one reel,
lye & Wry," one reel.
he Landlady," one reel.
he Moocher," one reel.
he Bull Fighter." one reel.
he Bath Dub," one reel.
he Cameraman," one reel.
he Thief," one reel.
he Messenger," one reel.
he Taxi
Lawyer,"
one one
reel.reel.
he
Driver,
gale: uenhv comkuie*

jots." two reels.
er Honor the Scrublady," two reels,
ung," two reel*.
ROYAL COMEDIES
•,t 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
)t go_"Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Vu»
( 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
( 30 "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosemary Theby.
!v. 8 — "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns,
ly. 88 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins,
j. 1— "I'll Say He Forgot," with Otis Harlan.
IT 12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
HILUl UN MORANTI COMEDIE»
mp
and
Satan,"
' alousy," two reels.two reels.
ingalow Bungle," two reels,
"irber Shop Gossip," two reels.
">uble Trouble," two reels,
"ry Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
" e's a Vamp," two reels.
" reus Days," two reels.
" Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
" mmer Days." two reels.
" nshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON -COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
' e Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se«.ue Hayakawa.
" ght Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
" vil'i Claim," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
" torious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"' charted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
h- 80— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
1! F rtune Teller." »:ven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
'1 Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
'ITing
Lang," ficesixreels,
Hayakawa.
S)o Madness."
reels,withwithSessue
All-Star
Cast.
A 1— "Life's Twist " six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
A 1^— "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa
Ai 29 — "Big Happiness, seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
S« 18 — "Occasionally Yours." six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
'I ely South Pacific Missions."
t ruiting in the Solomons."
V of Broken Old Men."
'I'ooned in the South Seas."
4DVKMI HU *< KMC*
Sep
O'Leavenworth."
'Sj of Salooskin."
'0 sts of Romance."
Sii 3— "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel.
Mi 16 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
T : Doctor's Advice."
•U Yon Kid!"
— "Letty's Lost Legacy," one reel,
lot 6— "Becky Strikes Out," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
]'t light Happen to You," five reels, with Bil Mason.
<- boy Jazz," two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPR I » H i>
SELZNICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exckangei
-r>' SiSila?ow„Snows,"
of Ro*»»'e
reels, Ince.
with Elaine Ham mem•>¥i
five Byrnes,"
reels, five
withfive
Ralph
n Man Who Lost Himself."
reels,
with William Paver-sham
' F»PPer," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
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When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

■Ill J

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the
house and then on the other, wouldn't make any
great ithitin with
your andaudience.
You've got to
focus
one spot,
keep il there.
Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying? Doesn't it stand to reason that you will
get better action if you focus on one spot?
Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Company assures you prompt,
intelligent service, every time. And the oftener you go to that one
source to supply your needs, the better will be your service, for in that
way we get to know you, your house, what
you want, and why.
Our stock is complete. We make it a point
to keep abreast of the times and have .every
worth-while new thing that comes out.
Manufacturers know us — know they can
promptly reach the whole Motion Picture
field through us. So they bring us every
new thing as soon as they get it out.
The ESCOCalclog is a revelation of what
there is in the field, and what it means to you to have such a
supply house to draw on, without having to hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other unknown sources.
So we say— FOCUS!
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
Second Boulevard,
Street, Milwaukee
~31633 Lindcll
St. Louis
Produce Minneapolis
Exchange Building,
(1338)
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"Whispers," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Valley of Doubt." fire reels, with special east.
"The Desperate Hero, 6ve reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The
Figurehead,"
reelsNorma
with Talmadge.
Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea,"
five reels,fivewith
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance." five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart." five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels, Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"Isle of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge
"The
People,"
Lewis.
"She Last
Loves ofandHisLies,
six five
reels,reels,
with with
NormaMitchell
Talmadge.
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning
"Just Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
8ELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," one reel.
"Pity the Poor," one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
of Success,"
one reel.
reel.
"A
Certain Rich
Man one
"The Battler and the Bottler," one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife." five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The
Divorce,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithRalph
specialInce.
cast.
"Out Invisible
of the Snows."
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am If" five reels. Special Cast.
Twice a Week News Reel.

KINOGRAMS

PRIZMA PICTURES
"Death. Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women." five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. 8— "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
SUNSET Bl'RRl'D SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. S — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 31 — "Kids," one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
"And ths Children Pay," seven reels, with Garrett Hughe*
"Your Wife and Mine," five reels.
"Human Passions," five reels.
"The Red Viper," six reels, with Garett Hughes.
"It Happened in Paris," five reels.
"Broken
Hearts,"Comedies,
five reels.two reels, monthly.
Johnny Dooley
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UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
lent.
1
—
"His
Majesty,
the Americsn,"
with Douglas
Oct. 10 — "Broken
Blssscms."
six reels, eight
D. Wreels,Grin^th
production,Fairbanks
•ec I»— "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
fan. 18 — "Pollyanna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr.
"Down on the
reels.
May IIIS —— "Romance.'
eightFarm"
reels, (Sennett).
with DorisfiveKeane.
fune 18 — "Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 17 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower," seven reels, D. W. Griffith production
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl in Room IB," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"Everything But the Truth," five reels, Lyons and Moras
"A
"AliasTokioMissTiren,"
Dodd." five
fivereels,
reels,with
with Tsum
Edith Aokl.
Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
'BlueFolly's
StreakTrail,"
McCoy,"five five
HarryMyers.
Carey.
"In
reels,reels,
withwith
Cannel
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The
Right
to
Happiness,"
reels,Hsrris.
with Dorothy Phillips
'Forbidden," six reels, witheight
Mildred
'Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Stroheim.
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Dollars and the Woman," six reels.
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
"The Prey,"
reels. five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Pramotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Garter
Girl," five
"Bab's
Candidate."
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
"The Whisper Market,'' five reels.
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
'The Sea Rider." five reela.
"The Gauntlet," five reela.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All
Cast. seven reels, all-star east (Tom Terriss Production).
"Trumpet Island,"
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter." two reels.
"The Grocery Clerk," two reels.
"The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"His
Day," two
two reela.
reels.
"The Jonah
Decorator/'
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, 'Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce," with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, 'The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpm.
ARROW, "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK, "The Screaming Shadow," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gert
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite CourtoL
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind," with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures— "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gelt
UNIVERSAL 'The Moon Riders," with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, 'The Vanishing Dagger," with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers," with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH, 'The Veiled Mystery." with Antonio Moreno.
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2,000

Theatres
s\ ■ »

representing the biggest and best amusement institutions of the United States are playing, under contract, the "A. P." productions.
Both as to the volume of our product and the
number of theatres in which it is booked, Associated
Producers, Inc., is the largest independent producing
and releasing organization in the motion picture
industry.

V 's

MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Biofsfest

Serial

HERALD

Stars

in

the

Skies

EDDIE

POLO
The Vanishing Dagger*
"Kino; of- the Circus"

ELMO
LINCOLN
EILEEN
"Glmo the Fearless"
"The Flaming Disk"

SEDGWICK
Coming

soon

"The Diamond

in

Queen"

i S a straight business proposition, a Universal
/\ Serial is about as satisfactory as anything a man
can show. This is simply because Universal
m:es serials exactly as any standard, nationally-used
gcds are made — by learning what people want — by
^e)ing just a little ahead of competitors — by con>t<tly raising the quality. If serial-making is an
wit is also a business — and if it is a business, Unive il has certainly made it an art^ And a big busipart of the art consists in giving you a Star who
idraw.

J

Nl

this in mind — look over the list of Universal Serial Stars now playing to capacity
houses in every state in the Union every day
of the year. Here are four national serial favorites.
Would you not rather have these four registered successes than four unknowns? And would you not rather
have a story and a director vouched for by an established, experienced concern than by one entirely without responsibility? We think so, and on this basis of
mutual interest ask you to put your serial business for
the year 1921 in the thoroughly competent hands of
WITH

MAURICE
4
4

(>

TOURNEUR

—

I
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11*
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MOHIC

An

American

Drama

Eternal

by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed By Maurice tourneur
and Clarence L.Brown
Maurice Tourneur, famous for his
comprehension of artistic detail, has
conceived nothing in all his career to
approach the picturesque magnificence

^^^^^^

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
MARSHALL

- J.PARKER

READ

NEILAN -ALLAN

of the majestically big scenes in "The
Last of the Mohicans."
Here is a motion picture that needs
no far-fetched exploitation to make it
profitable to the exhibitor. The title,
the author and the magic of the name
Tourneur spell dollars at the box office.

JR. -THOMAS

DWAN- GEORGE

H.INCE

- MACK

LOANE

TUCKER

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
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drama that reflects

every aspect of American
all its wonder and reality.
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/i genuine Fairbanks novelty!
yi

That

what you can
promise your audiences
when you announce your run

of "The

is

Mark

of Zorro."

Released

December

5tJl

DOUGLAS

Action, romance, mystery,
thrills and comedy in fullest
measure — all the elements of
the Fairbanks successes of the
past, yet in a more picturesque
and colorful setting than any
release you have yet had from
this idol of the masses.

jfewest

Production
S'
BANK

FAIR
"THE

"The Mark of Zorro" justifies
the most enthusiastic and widespread exploitation; you can feel
certain that it will delight the
most exacting audiences and
make even Jvour box-office smile
the famous Fairbanks smile.

MARK

Jrom the Jill Story Weekly
ZORRO
OF
"
J/ovelVhe Curse qfCapktrano
by Johnston J(c Culley
(Directed by
FRED

t!

NIBLO

r

UNITED
MARY

PICKFORD

AQTISTS

CORPORATION

■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

• D.VGRIFFITH
■

THE

BQOKEN

GATE

starring HOUGH
EMEDSON

Dl/ITU A DOVtQrUL CAST INClljDING
JOSEPH KILCOUR, MABGUEDITE
DC LA MOTTE, SAM DE CRASSE
ARNOLD GCPGG, LLOYD BACON.

BESSIE

PAUL
Four

Big

BAMSCALE
Directed btj

SGADDON
Points

In Its Favor

I

Some pictures have a great star, some a great story; Others the pulling power
of a well-known director's name; while others depend for their appeal upon
the strength of an All-Star cast.
Sometimes you find two of those points combined; it is the exceptional
picture that can boast of three of them; the extraordinary picture offers
all four.
"The Broken Gate" is an extraordinary picture.
Bessie Barriscale is a star of international repute; Emerson Hough is among
the greatest of present-day novelists; Paul Scardon, the director, has been
responsible for many successful productions including "Milestones" and
"Partners Of The Night". And in the cast of the picture is included Joseph
Kilgour, Sam De Grasse, Marguerite Dc La Motte, Lloyd Bacon and
many others
'Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YbrkGty
pint PATH Ixhanet.tnc.

aOBEfnxON-COLE

in Mae

Ufa

LitHc

f

mar-th

Fraid

Lady

BOBERT/ON

Directed

Never has there been a more
incessant demand, by public and
exhibitor alike, for a star's return,
than that which has greeted
Mae Marsh during her absence
from the screen.
She comes

back now

in "The

Little Fraid Lady," with her
quaint, adorable way, to hold
the hearts she has won by the
charm of her ever human work.
And— to the host of her admirers,
she will add untold numbers,
captivating by the wistful smile
that shines through

a tear-

dimmed eye, like a ray of sunshine in a clouded summer sky.

IIN

THE

LITTLE

FRAID
from

the

LADY

novel

The GirlVho Lived In The Woods"
BENTON COOKE
by MAQJORIE

JOHN

COLE

Q. ADOLF

The

Bert

inRcturedo

ROBERT/ON-COLE
prerentr Al ChrLrtie^ 6_ Reel Comedy -Drama
The Oliver Moro/co
Stage Success

WMOND
THE

I

QUARTET

Q/^

FUNMAKERS

12
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LITTLEFIELO

DUNBAR

MAYME

ART

PICTURES

PATRICK

FRANCISCO
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REAL

PICTURE
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i Other
Is Marriage a Success ? Man's Marriage to sister oA™^^ r Wrt,».
a-fc.-srr^,
~ 1 His Ex-Fiancee Presents y»t™.y
pSWlpANGEROl^^
MY HJiiHiiH/lfJ
JOB-j^r,) FORGIVE A GIRL HER PAST;
— ^
LEADS TO FALSE SEX IDEA'
a Problem to Margery Rex -* ^ d~
ffrS/2lui flAMY FRENCHNURSE,
OFHCER "VAMPEDWHO
ISHE
AND HE
WIFE!

„ s«

Sfr-jfKich Is the ReTtI
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RettioancM Leads to More
3cnou* Consequence*.

nen
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"WOMAN LS THE BOSS, £!£Ir_
SAYS LUaLLF^PUGH*-^^
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"Who

hath a bad wife

his hell begins on earth."

■L
■

■

It happens every day —
The butterfly wife, hungry for admire
tion and attention;

The business-man husband, engrossed
in his own affairs;
k
The gradual drifting apart, day by day,,
almost unnoticed;
And then the inevitable result— estrange-*
.ment, separation.

Yes, it happens every day —

That is why THE FURNACE
powerful, so real, so gripping.

is so

It is life— depicted in great smas
scenes— in dramatic climaxes. hing
Here is a picture that will clutch
at the hearts of men and women,

Boo
Furnace
turn kthiThe
s page.

before you

Directed by WILLIAM D. TAYLOR
FROM THE NOVEL BY • P A N "
SCENARIO BY JULIA CRAWFORD IVERS
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVE . NEW YORK

!NTS

OR

THE

T
PROM

AND

A NOTABLE

«
END"
S3
HIS GREAT
FEATUI

CAST, INCLUDING

j#

DIPECTED
By EDWIN
CAREWE"
THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE ATTPACTION
EVEQ OFFERED THE STATE RIGHTS BUYER..
TOMORROW
MAY BE TOO LATE
RESERVATION
^
^
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TERRITORY
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0
CEO ROE DAVIS or JOE BRANDT
ROOM 200
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^
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Exchanges
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PEOPLE

be

in
one

SAY

?

to

NINE
of these*

today
to

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON
LONG ACRE BUILDING « 1476 BROADWAY

hat motion pictures do you
remember? The good ones.
And how many good ones are
there? Three that we remember distinctly. And the three
in order of their merit — as we
see it— first, 'The Miracle
Man' , second, 'Over The
Hill' , and third, 'Humoresque' .
And yesterday wt saw what
may be fourth.
The Soul' . At
— S. JAY
m

'The Song Of
The Capitol."
KAUFMAN
The N Y. Globe

MESSMORE KENDALL L ROBERT W CHAMBERS
VIVIAN

MARTIN

SONG OF THE SOUL
-' — .v...- - 14m CU V~>"«"*V Willi »M J LOCKE

—

s J. Selznick,

Resident

MASY HASTINGS BRADLEY
I n ternationally

Wrote

Known

the

Story

KATHERINE

REED

Adapted

It For the Screen

HENRY

KOLKER.

Is Responsible

For

the

Masterful
Direction

TI0NAL|CT3[f

s J. Selznic

She — a
"flapper"
f
f

of

type — beautiful,

adventure.

product

of the
pearance. He
*J

fly.

The

little American

• wove

Orient — hypnotic
was

story.

the

web

was

varicolored
*l All its charm,

have

been

the

interest

magnified

special

in

and

fond

in manner
the

caliph's

f Mary
strands

the

unscrupulous

spider — she

WINDOWS."

the

wealthy

<I He — scheming,

entangling

DARKENED

girl of

and
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"PALACE
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into
and
this
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OF

Bradley

j

amazing

excitement
super-

photoplay.
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No

Busi mess

Can

Grow

Without

Giving

!

The

Growth
of the Edward
Small
Enterprises
has not been accidental. Thev have GIVEN invaluable SERVICE and JUDGMENT in meeting the
PRODUCING MANAGERS' wants. Steadily for the past several years EDWARD SMALL has been
building on a solid foundation of service rendered, keeping pace with the requirements of his clientele. Consequently his growth has been sound and normal and his position in the motion picture and
theatrical world

Has

Been

Established

on

the

Basis

of Achievement

COURTESY, CO-OPERATION AND VISION controlled and directed by knowledge born of long
experience, have enabled the EDWARD SMALL ENTERPRISES to become increasinglv valuable to
the MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER, the MOTION PICTURE STAR and DIRECTOR and the
DRAMATIC STAGE in general upon whose patronage, its growth depends.
My organization has served VITAGRAPH. INC.. for several years. The pleasant relations established, based on SERVICE, we rate among our valued assets.

EDWARD

SMALL

ENTERPRISES
OS ANGELES

NEW

EDWARD SMALL
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE
OF MOTION
PICTURE STARS
AND DIRECTORS

LONDON

YORK

Edward Small Play Co., Inc.
PLAYS BOUGHT, SOLD AND
LEASED FOR LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION AND MOTION PICTURE REPRODUCTION

Edward Small — Jenie Jacobs, Inc.
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
OF DRAMATIC. CONCERT AND
MUSICAL COMEDY STARS
1493

Broadway,

New

York

Phone: Bryant 2389-2390-2391

City

illinium
SIR,
OSVALD

STOLL

of rhe
STOLL
ENTERPRISES

OSWALD

"London,

Announces

the

England

Organisation

of the
STOLL

U
FILM

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

under

the

management

RGEOKGE
President.

of

KING
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vho

retire?

from

the

position

of

Genera

Manager
of the 9tol! Rim Co. Ltd, London, to
direct in the United States the distribution
of the

product

of the

Producing 9toII Pictures

§toII

English

Studios

is an efficient oi^anization

including in its personnel a thoroughly trained American
technical
been

staff

supplied

The

equipment

bg the best American

of the studio?

has

manufacturers.

The

Sfoll Rim

Corporation

about

beg/nnind
JANUARY
VIII release

States

PATOE

through

the supervision

Mr. RALPH
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of
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including screen adaptations
Al ice ^Claude Askew Walter

k
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its own

production
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FIRST

to the Exhibitor?

United

and

of America

SERIES

from the works

Nackett

Sax

of

Rohmer

Baroness Orczy
Marie Gore 11 i
Ethel M. Dell
Sir. Arthur (bnan Doyle

Cosmo Nam ilton
Robert Uichens
Marion Nil!
A.EW. Mason

Jeffery Farnol

E Phillips Oppenheim Olive

FS. Fletcher

AOIIivant

Edgar Wallace

OibbsH.G.Wei
'RitaI s

Stanley Weuman

Uamilton

The Stall Rim

Corporation

Executive
130

West

A-Q^Sl

Phone

Rafael Sabatini
u.deVene Stacpoole
E Tern pie Thurston
H. ver n o n
Wadsley

of America

Offices

New YorK
"7-4-9 6.
-Bryant

City.
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Who

Your

Largest

HERALD

Exhibitor

has

Circulation

Books

Pictures?

Of course, the logical answer

is "the exhibitor."

Whether situated in metropolis orjvillage he musi
have pictures.
Does your message

reach him?

He gets Exhibitors Herald.

FOR

INSTANCE:
NO.

Exhibitors
bordering
as

to the

in five
New

trade

New London, Conn.
Madison, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
Woonsocket, R. 1.
Providence, R. 1.
Totals

cities and

York
paper

EiHWnolNumeei
4
1
5
4
10
24

9

report
they

EXHIBITORS
HERALD
4
1
5
2
9
21

wirt
0
0
0
4
4

villages

as follows
receive:

Motion Pic
luce News
ture
World
Moiii1 Pic- 2
0
0
2
•
1
1
9
5

Trite
Review
2
0
2
0
9
13

8
14

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received In this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.

0'
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HERALD

To the Theatre

Going

Populace

of the World

"The only productions made from my best and latest stories, and
which have earned, or are now earning, over half a million dollars
....

and to which

I have

back with my personal

given my personal attention, and which

guarantee,

are

"Back Fromtomy God's
Country"
novel of the same
name.
Directed by David M. Hartford.
44

End"
s name.
ve
From myRi
novel
ofr'
the same
The
A Marshall Neilan Production.
Directed by Marshall Neilan.

"Nomads
ofof the
the
From my novel
same North"
name.
Directed by David M. Hartford.

'The

Golden
Snare"
(Now in the making) From my novel of the same name.
Direction of David M. Hartford.

These

Four

(4) are

First

National

Attractions

and you will find them playing the most important first run theatres throughout
the world.
I stand sponsor for them as representing the acme of wholesome, human and
sensational entertainment, built not alone on the reputation of the novels but with
the honest desire of giving you 1 00% picture values."
Sincerely yours,
JAMES
Ernest Shipman, Mgr.

OLIVER

CURWOOD
OWOSSO, Michigan

I
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J. SHENFIELD

& BERT

4. 19;

ENNIS

tJHE<,tJHRILL°DRAM.^ie,,e°MEDy

MIGHT

December

HERALD

SENSPSm

HAPPEN

TO

YOU
STARRING

THE STATE RIGHT
BUYER WILL RAVE OVER ITS
EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES

"SMILlflG" BILUy MASOrt
SUPPORTED By

"J1/AM1EMTHE

TARZAN LlQfl

THE EXHIBITOR WL GLOAT
OVER ITS TREMENDOUS
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS
THE PUBLIC WILL TALK
ABOUT ITS NOVELTY AND
THRILLS FOR WEEKS
BATHING BEAUTIES, DOGS
LIONS. MONKEYS, IN A
WHIZZING. HAIR-RAISING
COMEDY MIX-UP OF
THRILLS, LAUGHS SUSPENSE

WRITTEN ^DIRECTED
AL SANTELL
PR3DUCEP BY
ARTC1ASS

WRITE
PHONE

SUITE 907
BRYANT 5730

BY

PICTURES

?9?f

CALL
STATE

RIGHTS

NTERPRISES

WIRE

1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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J. SH EN FIELDS

BERT

ENN IS

—

present

PWboyJass
THE DARE DEVILS OF THE WEST
IN "STUNTS

TH
TWO

AND

THRILLS"

IAL"
ERN "SPEC
H
WESTREEL
A E EL
FIVE
PUNC
R

STATE

RIGHT

COWBOrMSS

BUYERS

WAS

MADE

A
UNDER

THE AUSPICES

OF THE BENEVOLENT

PROTECTIVE

ORDER

OF

THINK OF THE

PUBLICITY

COWBOK/ASS

PRESENTS

FIRST TIME

ON ANY

CHAMPIONS
WESTERN

COWBOVJASS
A SPECIAL

TIE-UP
FOR THE

SCREEN

OF THE

SPORTS

ELKS

AND

WORLD

IN

PASTIMES

CAN BE BOOKED

ADDED

THE

ATTRACTION

AS
IN

EVERY FIRST RUN HOUSE IN AMERICA
COWBOY

J ASS

ISA WONDERFUL

NOVELTY- PACKED WITH ACTION,
VIBRANT WITH THRILL REMARKABLE
IN EXPLOITATION

POSSIBILITIES

COWBOY JASS WILL
DERFUL BOOKER

COMMUNICATE
SUITE 907 ■
BRYANT 5730 Bal

NOW

BE A WON-

WITH

1476 B'WAY.
NEW
YORK
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RIGHTS

INVITED
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BUYERS

COMMUNICATE

FILM

December

WITH-

CORPORATION
THIS

GREAT

FEATURING

■EXHIBITORS FILM
EXCHANGE
ABE DRESNER, Mgr.

ILLINOIS

Mather, Bldg.

63 East Adams St

Washington, D. C.

& INDIANA FILM
ARTHUR LOWY, Mgr.

EXCHANGE
Chicago, DL

mm

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
ABE DRESNER, Mgr.
Mathers Bldg.

Washington, D. C.

ILLINOIS & INDIANA FILM EXCHANGE
ARTHUR LOWY, Mgr.
63 East Adams St.

Chicago, III.
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PRODUCTION

* ERNIE'
5HIPMAN
GIVES

EXPLOITATION

THANKS

T
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CO-OPERATION

^AM£S

°

OLIVER

D

U

CURWOOD
T
G

AND

MOSTLY
PHONE
6RYANT 1496
CABLE "ERNSHIP "

AN O
ASSOCIATES
7S9 SEVENTH AVE
NEW YORK CITV
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CDMEDIES

THAT

A
OF

C\PTIVATE

RUNAWAY

ROMANCE

ROARS

WEDDING
n

BLUES
wth
VERA

STEADMAN

HELEN

DARLING

NEAL

BURNS

EARL

RODNEY

Some Cast!
Directed by
Frederic

CHRISTIE
TWO

Sullivan

COMEDIES
TWO

REELS

A

MONTH

CHRISTIE
IF you are content with "Also a Comedy" buy the cheapest one that
you can get. It will be a "filler."
If you want comedies that will make everyone who sees them tell
others of their delight — drop into your Educational exchange and find
out what two reel fun films really should be.
There's a punch in every NEW two reel Christie Comedy.
Pick 'em at random — you cannot go wrong. But you should start at
the first — "Kiss Me Caroline," "A Seaside Siren," "Out for the Night,"
"Seven Bald Pates," "Striking Models," "A Homespun Hero,"
"Shuffle the Queens," and "Mr. Fatima."

"Released by

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

729 Seventh ~4ve Jfew INC.
TorA .'I 2—
EXCHANGES,
J

ARE

UTTER

FOR

YOUR

COMEDIES
CONTENT
PATRONS
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Frank J .{Rcmbusch, Alhambra Theatre, Shelbyvillc, Ind.
"First National has accomplished everything that it started out
to do and has brought to the screen a new and improved product
and given WHY
the industry uonderful pictures." THAT'S THE
REASON

Hherell

Whitman

be a Franchise

Bennett

Where

is my

pveryuihere

presents

husband?

This

is a question a million wives are

asking every night. But there is no answer to the aching heart'of
the woman waiting at home alone. This picture tears away the
veil of secrecy and tells wives the truth about their mates before
and after marriage.
A

It's a picture that gets under
First National

Attraction

the skin.

4, 1920
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irl Dearddoff, Slrand Theatre, Kendallville, Ind.
'All that I hate to do to get the crowds icith a picture is to let
I public know that it is a First National Attraction." THAT'S
y£ REASON WHY
Hherell

be a Franchise

everywhere

lis personally supervised production

One of the sensations of the year ! A tense and powerful drama
that lays a stinging lash on the bared backs of man, ruthlessly,
relentlessly, sparing none. A picture that grips by its tremendous
force of truth — one that no man or woman will miss. Adapted
from "The

Profligate" by Sir Arthur
Directed

Wing

by Kenneth

Pinero.
Webb
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EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
417 S DEARBORN STCHICAGO ILL&JAJUSON Q24$
NEW YORK OFFICE
1476 BROADWAY
TEL BKTANT 5m
MAHTIN

HERALD
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HERALD
With uhich is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

OF THE WEEK

Exhibitors'
Admits Goldwyn Branch
Manager League
as Member
National Association Fights Tax Advance
New $1,000,000 Company Will Star Mildred
Harris
"Jackie"
Coogan to Recover; Fractured Skull in
Accident
Charlie Chaplin on Way to Coast to Resume
Producing
Dismiss Homicide Charge Against New York
Exhibitors
N. A. M. P. L Seeking World-Wide Extension
of Parcel Post
Proctor Selects Twenty-five Managers for Stoll
Exchanges
Paramount Studio in India Is Equipped for
Production
Southern California League Drives for Record
Meeting
Saenger Entertains Harding During His Trip
to Panama
Demand for Better Films Is Growing, Says
Hiram Abrams
An Interview with Maurice Tourneur by Doris
Claire
Two Girls from South Win Fame and Beauty
Contest
REVIEWS

37
37
39
39
40
41
41
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

"Last of the Mohicans," Associated Producers,
Maurice Tourneur production
"Honor Bound," Universal, with Frank Mayo..
"Heliotrope," Paramount, with special cast
"Dead
Men cast
Tell No Tales," Vitagraph, with
special
"Miss
139," Sherman production, with special
cast

42
85
85
85
86

"Shuffle
the Queens," Educational, with Eddie
Barry
"The Plunger." Fox. with George Walsh
"The Big Idea," Educational
"Old Dad," First National, with Mildred Harris
Chaplin
"Godless Men," Goldwyn, with special cast
"Velvet Fingers." Pathe, with George B. Seitz...
"Flying Pat." Paramount, with Dorothy Gish...
"TheKellerman
Art of Diving," Educational, with Annette
"The Suitor." Vitagraph, with Larry Semon....
"The Hammerstein
Daughter Pays," Selznick, with Elaine
"Men and Women," Sherman, with special cast..
"The Simp." Educational, with Lloyd Hamilton
"Idolsandof David
Clay," Powell
Paramount, with Mae Murray
"Tea for Two," Educational, with Eddie Barry..

86
86
86
86
87
87
87
87
88
88
88
88
89
89

Volume XI
Subscription Prices

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 90SBRa*DKir ■ til 66010
EDITOR.

"Life,"
William Brady production, with special 89
cast
"Ain't Love Grand," Educational, with Gayety
Players
89
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
51 to 67
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
81, 82
With the Procession in Los Angeles
91
Topics
of
the
Day
"
What the Picture Did for Me
93 to 10192
Chicago Trade Events
107
Shots and Misses
108
Guide to Current Pictures
109 to 114
ADVERTISERS
Arrow Film Corporation
26
Associated Producers
I, 4, 5
Bass Camera Company
108
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
99
Celebrated Players Film Corporation 104, 105
George Davis
16, 17
J. B. Dibelka Company
108
Eastman Kodak Company
113
Educational Films Corporation
29
Exhibitors Supply Company
113
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
8
First National Exhibitors Circuit
30, 31, 33, 34, 80, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98
David G. Fischer
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101
Fox Film Corporation
6, 7
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Insert
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
10
Independent Films Association
Insert
Minusa Cine Screen Company
Ill
Monsoon Cooling System
Ill
Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc
82
Pathe Exchange, Inc
116
Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois
106
Realart Pictures Corporation
12 to 15
Reilly & Lee Company
114
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation
11 and Insert
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
Ill
S. & E. Enterprises
24, 25
Selznick Enterprises
Insert
Sherman Productions Corporation
18
Ernest Shipman
23, 27
Edward Small Enterprises
19
Steger & Sons Piano Manufacturing Company.. 115
Stoll Film Corporation of America
20, 21
A. Teitel
108
Typhoon Fan Company
108
United Artists Distributing Corporation
9
LTnity
Photoplays
Company
103
Universal Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
Vitagraph, Inc
100
A. F. Williams
108
J. E. Williamson
28
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knry M. Titus, New Datona Theatre, Datona Beach, Fla.
"I have used eoery First National picture available up to the
have made money on eoery one." — THAT'S
time and WHY
esent
HE REASON
Hherell

four

Bald

be a Franchise

Headed

Row

everywhere

Will

Be

All

the

Go!

When you play

Mack

Love,

Presentation
of
ett's
Senn

Honor

and

Wild Men!
Wild Women!

Behave"

Scmebody to Love!
Somebody to Hate!
Something to Laugh About!
Something to Think About!
Nothing to Weep About!
Nothing to Worry About!
It'll Pack 'Em All In!

Marriage Licenses!
Divorce Courts!
A Bit of Heaven for Wives!
A Bit of Hell for Husbands !
And They'll All Like It!

Featuring
Charles

Murray
Phyllis Haver
Marie Provost

More

5

Than

a Slapstick
k Sennett Production
A Mac
and a Big Special Feature
REELS
ROLLICKING

A First National Attraction
Cinematographers, J. R. Lockwood and Perry Evans
Special Photography. Fred Jackson, A. S, C.
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New YorkC'ty
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Joe Mack., Rialto Theatre, Lowell, Mass.
"I use First National in all my advertising as it gives prestige
to my theatre and brings crouds to every showing, because the
public
knowsWHY
it will be a picture uor'.h seeing." THAT'S THE
REASON
HhereV

It's

a

bo a franchise

Splendid

e^etywherg

Audience

Attraction

Louis B. Mayor presents

"HABIT"
with
Mildred

Harris

It carries a big punch — with thrills, dramatic action, romance*
intrigue and love interest. It's a big fashion show — with scores of
beautiful women gowned in the latest fashions of the Parisian milliners and modistes — produced with the lavishness of the Mayermade pictures. It will fascinate women and grip men. Great for
matinees as well as evenings.
Directed by Edwin Carewe
From the drama of Tom Barry
Adapted by Madge Tyrone
A First National

Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle
Technical Director, Rex Weston
Edited by Edward McDermott
Attraction

4: 1
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Stabilizing
By MARTIN

the

Studio

J. QUIGLEY

force. There are, however, a few stars and
Los Angeles, November 23, 1920.
near-stars who have been affected. In pracg situatically every instance this may be ascribed to
DEVELOPMENTS in the producin
are
,
issue
's
the
lapsing
of old contracts with no new offers
week
last
in
tion, referred to
t
available
at
anything like previous figures.
rtan
impo
of
er
numb
a
g
;peedily accomplishin
one
is
e
thes
ng
t
amo
inen
These
assertions
might be construed as inprom
And
•esults.
dicating
a
depression,
a situation affecting ad:oncerned with actors' salaries.
versely
the
interests
of
a great number of essenactors
minor
to
paid
For some time salaries
tial people in the industry. As a matter of fact
they do not indicate this at all, although the
lave been very generally as sensational protransition may be somewhat difficult for those
iortionately as the amounts paid to the stars,
.ike every other production cost this class of who have permitted themselves to consider as
normal a necessarily temporary condition in
alaries has been steadily mounting up. With
expenses were allowed to run wide and
he volume of production that was in work for which
wild.
keen
very
a
Spring
last
to
prior
months
everal
* * *
ompetition developed among producers for the
ervices of minor players of demonstrated abilsitua:y. The natural result of this was that one
the producing
in positively
PMENTS
J^EYELOtion
indicate very
a definite
roducer was played against another to the end
lat salary levels were created that cannot be trend to a sounder and saner basis. The lessening of production means that that very essential
laintained under existing conditions.
The readjustment, which will not work a thing of keeping the volume of production
lardship upon the actor once it is effected in within the bounds of the demand is being
Hat it will mean eventually steadier employachieved. The accomplishment of this necessarily means that the part of the personnel of
tent, is directly due to the lessening of producof
number
jon activities, leaving a very large
the industry which is affected must accommolayers free of engagements. This number has
date itself temporarily to the transition. But
the burden of this is far less than the certain
feen largely augmented during recent months
r the arrival in Los Angeles of many British
disaster that would ensue if this readjustment
Itors who while seeking engagements at sal- were not effected before the limit of the old
order was reached.
lies only slightly advanced over the salaries
An incidental but very important result of
jey had been accustomed to receiving abroad
ve plaved a material part in reducing salary the new condition has been a quieting of the
Its.
demand for literary material which is steadily
«|? ♦ ♦
accomplishing the necessary end of bringing
'XISTING conditions also are tending to story prices down from their unreasonable perch
of the past year. There is no tendency to buy
* effect a reduction in salaries to other indicheap material but a very obvious tendency to
vduals prominent in or incidental to motion
buy the best at prices within reason. And proftture production in Los Angeles. This applies
ducers who either have a quantity of product
gnerally, excepting only the artisans and
completed or who are proceeding slowly with
caftsmen whose wages shall continue to be future production are in a position to bargain
nre dependent upon universal business and
cautiously and cease rendering themselves victims to exorbitant play and book prices.
epnomic conditions than upon conditions cenThe future advantages of this readjustment
t 'ing wholly within the film industry.
The new condition has had little effect thus
can hardly be over-estimated as it is insuring
this industry against the ills that already have
I" upon the remuneration being paid to the overtaken several other industries and is placing
s.rs and the more prominent players. This is
de to the existence of contracts that remain in it upon a bed-rock of stability.
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Re-Takes
Heraldgrams

Elmer R. Pearson, director of Pathe exchanges, who is making a survey of conditions in the Middle W est, called at the Chicago branch Friday and Saturday, Nov. 1920. He will visit Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, Detroit and St. Louis before his
return to New York.
* * *
Maurice Tourneur, member of the Associated Producers, paid the home office of
Exhibitors Herald a brief visit on Xov. 17.
Mr. Tourneur was en route to New York
City, having only recently recovered from
seven weeks' illness
* »on * the coast.
Milton L. Cohen, an executive of the
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, has started
on
a tour the
of United
the company's
throughout
States. exchanges
* « *
Mabel Normand is recovering from a
nervous breakdown at the Glen Springs
sanatorium, near Elmira, N. Y.
* * •
Roscoe Arbuckle sailed for Europe on
Nov. 23 on the Acquatania. He expects to
remain abroad about three months. Fred
Ward, Arbuckle's
personal
representative,
accompanied
the rotund
comedian.
* * *
An auction sale of the late Olive Thomas'
personal property was held Monday and
Tuesday of this week in New York, under
the direction of Nathan Burkan, administrator of the Thomas-Pickford
estate.
» * •
Robert Warwick opened with "The
Dauntless Three" in Washington, D. C, at
Poli's theatre. The play was well received
and marks Warwick's return to the stage
after many years *in pictures.
* *
Wells Hawks, who acted as personal
publicity representative for Governor Cox
during his recent presidential campaign, has
rejoined the Fox Film forces. The veteran
press agent covered 18,000 miles of railroad
with the defeated candidate and slept 67
nights in Pullman cars. He placed matter
in every newspaper of importance in thirtysix states during his trip, which is some
* * *
feat, we'll say.
H. T. Moore, general manager of Jensen
& Von Herberg's Moore theatre, Tacoma,
Wash., is visiting his old home, Kansas
City, Mo. Before returning to Tacoma he
will inspect a number of large theatres in
the mid-west and *California.
* *
W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, accompanied by A.
E. Jones, office manager, and J. K. Adams,
of Rotograph Company, were duck hunting
last week on Long Island. The Doctor reports the birds plentiful and the three
brought back a back-load. The Nimrods
state they did not use Arrows to bring them
down.
hunters. Regular bird shot. They're regular
* * *
C. E. Holah, for the past four years general manager of A. H. Blank Enterprises,
has accepted a position in the home office
of First
National. He begins his new duties at once.
* * *
Jules R. Wolf last week assumed the
management of the Los Angeles office of
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., which
has been temporarily under the supervision
of Irving M. Lesser, one of the stockholders in that exchange. Mr. Lesser has been

4, 1920

devoting his personal attention to the Los
Angeles exchange until the time that a
manager who filled the exacting needs of
the territory could be engaged. Mr. Wolf
is launching some new campaign ideas following his acceptance
* * of* the post.
Joe Brandt, president of the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation, wishes to express
through the columns of Exhibitors Herald
his heartfelt appreciation and thanks to his
numerous friends and business associates
for their kind condolences upon the death
of his father.
* * *
Louis W. Thompson, president of Special Pictures Corporation, has deferred his
trip East until after
» *Christmas.
*
George King, president of Stoll Film Corporation of America, was notified by his
London office on Nov. 10 that a new representative of the Stoll Film Corporation had
arrived at his home. Mrs. King confirmed
the information by cable the same day, stating she and young Mr. King were both
"quite all right." * * *
Jack Pegler, former field exploitation
man with Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, has been engaged by R. A. Walsh as
special
representative.
Pagler's
office New
will
he
in the
Capitol theatre
building,
York.
* * *
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon
Film Corporation, is on a business trip visiting the Western and middle-west independent exchanges in the interests of his company.
» * *
M. R. Fink, special representative of
Peacock Productions, Inc., of Tulsa, Okla.,
is at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles,
contracting for features to be distributed by
his company in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and
southern Illinois.
* * *
Marshall Neilan announces the engagement of Leeds L. Baxter as business manager of the Neilan home office and studios
in Hollywood.
* * *
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is on a trip through the central west.
He will visit exchanges at Pittsburgh, Inand DeCincinnati
Cleveland,expects
troit. Mr. dianapolis,
Saunders
to be absent
from New York about a week.
* » *
Mildred Harris Chaplin, accompanied
by her mother, arrived in Chicago, Saturday, Nov. 20. She left the same evening
for New York. * * *

represenW. Griffith'sdetails
Hectertative, isinFuller,
ChicagoD. completing
for
at
East"
Down
"Way
of
showing
the
Woods theatre. It opens about Dec. 1. the
* * *
William Freid, head of Fox Film Corporation's construction work, was a Chicago
visitor recently. He was looking over the
Wabash Ave.
exchange
Fox
new
* on* South
*
Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces the appointment of Herbert
the Pittsburgh ExGivens as manager of
change. Mr. Givens succeeds E. M. Steuve,
who resigned on account of ill health.

Newt

By J. R. M.
□
□
Big News of the Week —
Harold Lloyd, the Pathe comedian,
hates to get up in the morning.
*
Well, he hasn't anything on as.
They're
And
knock
it be
store

selling
'em reformers
now —
now the
want to
out the use of tobacco. Won't
funny going into a dry cigar
and asking for a near cigar?
*
And if they wipe out cigarettes how
is one to know the villian on th<
screen?
*

Not our J. B.—
"The Homekeeping of Jim" is a nev
picture just announced.
Our Ouij;
board editor is not the star however.
*
Actors who cannot bear to se<
American thirst are going to Cuba.
*
There's a Reason —
One can go from Key West ti
Havanna by airplane in ninety minute
but it isn't for the sensation of flyini
a lot o' people are trying it.
*
Wilson Plans to Writ
Yes, "President
Yes—
When Term Expires." — Headlini
Well, he's had a lot of practice.
Didja know that Princess Dian
Zulika Palaeelogus, who does a funn
little dance
in "The
Teaser," a ofPanth
mount
picture,
is a descendant
King of Byzantine Empire. Well sh
is. Where's the empire of Benzin
Ask John D.
*
Boosting Los Angeles Restaurants —
Guy Price, m. p. editor of Los Angel
Herald, eats $35 ham sandwiches,
was listed on the menu at 25 cents b
Guy broke a front tooth on one tl
other day and it cost him $35 to r
place it. There's •a hard luck Guy.
At a fashionable resort not far fro
Los Angeles they have a sign hangu
in the cafe which reads: "Have you 1<
anything?" and Sessue Hayakawa su
gests that they change
it to "Have y
*
anything left?"
Another Dull WeekOnlylefthalf
dozen
girls
Flo a flat
last Ziegfeld
week to "Follif
go ir
pictures, and but four stars formed th'
own companies. Things will probal
pick up after Xmas.*
Twould Help Some —
Borrowing a suggestion from the fo(
ball experts let's number the heroes w
play dual roles in pictures. This w
one could keep track of the characK
they impersonate.
Senator Harding's idea of having
good
on shipboard
What'stimeyours?
* is editing a paf

again.ol' blue pencil. WifA. the
is a P. up
hillSharpen
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National Association
Exhibitors
League
Admits
Fights Tax Advance
Appoints Committee After
Threat of Increase in Film
Goldwyn's
Branch
Manager
Rental Tax
Illinois Alliance Holds Heated Debate on Eligibility
A complete program of the legislative
Question — Votes to Seat Exhibitors Who Are
.vork for the year was outlined at a meetng of the Legislative Committee of the
Actively Interested in Exchanges
National Association of the Motion Picture
Application
of two well known Chicago exchangemen for admission
industry that was held at the Association
ooms on Tuesday, November 16. The first /to the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance on the basis of their owning interests
natter to be discussed was the recent in theatres precipitated an uproar at the convention of the Alliance
iction of the National Industrial Confer- held in Peoria, November 17 and 18, and occasioned a heated discussion
nce Board, which recommended to Confess that the five per cent rental tax be which brought a dozen members to their feet to speak and consumed
ncreased to ten per cent. Chairman Charles nearly two hours.
I. Pettijohn appointed a committee consistThe applicants were Cecil E. Maberry, Chicago manager for Goldwyn
ng of Paul Gulick, Chairman, Gabriel L. Pictures Corporation, who is also vice president of the Benton Amuseless and William Wright to take action
ment Company controlling three theatres in Illinois, and Morris Hellman,
n the matter.
salesman for the Chicago office of the Universal Film Manufacturing
To Open Sunday Campaign
The question of Sunday opening was con- Company and owner of two Chicago theatres. Both were seated by a
idered and it was agreed that a nation- majority of those present.
■ ide campaign should be inaugurated and
Raises Entire Question of Eligibility
complete survey of the Sunday situation
i the United States is now under preThe debate raised the entire question of the definition of a "bona
aration. It was also decided to cooperate
exhibitor." Several speakers declared themselves in favor of barring
•ith the exhibitors in the various cam- fide
everyone from the organization who had even a remote interest in a
aigns for Sunday opening.
Arthur James was nominated as a direc- distributing organization. Others took the position that decision should
>r of the general division of the National be made on the theory "is the applicant's greatest interest in the exhibiting
ssociation of the Motion Picture Indusy at a special meeting of this division or the producing field." Still another group insisted that every exhibitor,
hich was held on November 12. Mr. regardless of outside affiliations, should be welcomed into the body.
After the seating of Mr. Maberry and
imes' nomination will be confirmed by the
support
Meeteren's
;ecutive committee at its regular monthly Mr. Hellman, a compromise resolution floor
On toroll
call Mr.
Hellman contention.
was seated
eeting on December 1. Mr. James was was carried instructing the committee on by a vote of 16 to 8.
ected to the vacancy caused by the resig- by-laws to draw up an amendment barMaberry Application Follows
ition of George Blaisdell.
ring exhibitors actively engaged in the
The application for membership of
Attend Washington Hearing
exchange field from vote and voice in Cecil Maberry reached the chair a short
Thomas H. Butler, Manager of the Film meetings.
time later, and created a mild sensation
when it was read.
No Bitterness Shown
xchange Building Committee, and Jack S;
Dnnolly, the Washington representative of
Joseph Hopp, who read his application,
Despite the earnestness of the discus- stated
e National Association of the Motion
that it appeared to him a quession, there was no bitterness shown and
tion of whether or not the Benton Amusecture Industry, will represent the National no personalities injected. Each speaker
ment
Company, which operated three
ssociation at a hearing before the Dis- particularly emphasized the fact that his
ict of Columbia Committee in Washing- remarks should not be considered to re- theatres, was to be permitted to name its
n on Monday morning to amend the
representative to attend the meeting of
flect upon the applicants — that he was
the Alliance. He asked the members to
ilding regulations of the city.
discussing a principle.
The proposed regulations, which, if
Morris Hellman was the first to apply consider it from that standpoint.
Maurice Rubens said that he believed
opted, will go into effect on July 1, 1920, for membership in the organization. W.
e along the lines recommended by the D. Burford introduced his application a precedent had been established at
itional Board of Fire Underwriters. The and expressed the opinion that he should
Cleveland when Marcus Loew, who owns
w regulations cover twelve pages of be seated. He was seconded by Fred a large interest in Metro, was seated.
igle mimeograph copy and deals largely Hartmann.
"We need all exhibitors," he declared.
th the enlargement of vents and an ex"We admitted Sam Katz at Springfield.
Henry V. Meeteren objected strenu.sion of the sprinkler system. It also
He
is interested in First National, but
ously,been
declaringthe
thatcause
admitting
lits the number of reels that an exhibi- men had
of the exchangebreaking no one questions the fact that he is pri• may have in his theatre at one time.
marily an exhibitor. We have admitted
of many exhibitor organizations in the
past. Joseph Hopp, president, took the Fitzpatrick and McElroy. They are distributors, but they operate thirty theiehr Back at West
atres. No one questions that they are
Studio of Goldwyn
bona fide
exhibitors."
Attends Convention
Discusses
First National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
In His Wheel Chair
.OS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Abraham
"At most, there can be only thirty or
forty men in the Chicago exchanges who
Iir, Goldwyn vice-president and genDespite the fact that he is coneest
1 manager
of
the
company's
west
are exhibitors," said W. D. Burford.
fined
to
a
wheel
chair,
Bert
Norton,
"Let them all in and they could not
manager of the Kozy theatre of
Vrk. studios, has returned from New
dominate
this organization. If they
Eureka, 111., is enthusiastically in
could, it would be time to disband, as
favor of exhibitor organization and
the organization would not be worth saveagerly grasped the opportunity to
hx Engages Hill to
ing. And if we attempted to bar everyattend the convention of the Illinois
one in any way connected with distributExhibitors Alliance at Peoria.
Direct Louise Lovely
ing concerns, we would have to bar First
Friends assisted him onto the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
National sub-franchise holders. This
train at Eureka and he arrived at
■OS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— George
would eliminate half of our membership,
the Jefferson Hotel in time to par*|Hin, former assistant to George Loane
including myself."
ticipate actively in the business sesI'.ker, has been engaged by Fox to
sions. He also attended the dinner
"We must present a solid front," ded 'Ct Louise Lovely.
at which exhibitors and exchange
clared Kenneth Ruben
Fitzpatrick.
"If you
barred Kunsky,
and Finkelstein,
men got acquainted in the evening.
Sam Katz and the other large exhibitors,
Will S. Davis Dies
"If every exhibitor showed the
you will fail in your purpose. They are
spirit of Mr. Norton our troubles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
essentially exhibitors and don't think
would soon be over," said Joseph
EW YORK, Nov. 23.— Will S. Davis,
they will vote against their theatre inHopp,
president
of
the
I.
E.
A.
terests. Isay let in Adolph Zukor if he
« director, died suddenly last Tuesday
"He is the real 100 per cent exwants to come in. We need the big
n Jt of heart trouble. The body was
hibitor of our organization."
ts n to him.
Philadelphia for burial. A widow
stives
fellow's
"We'remoney."
small exhibitors, but we don't
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L. A. Kozelle. It was a fitting setting for
a wonderful production.
Milton Simon of Selected Films Chicago, helped the boys kill time waiting for
the 12:05 and 12:40 trains Thursda
y night
by showing a few
s of his •'Son of
Tarzan" serial. Theepisode
applause indicated h<
has a winner.
Mrs. W. W. Watts of Springfield, wife
of the chairman of the legislative commit
tee of the I. E. A., attended all of the sc<
sions with her husband and appeared fa
enjoy seeing the exhibitors in action.
J. G. Frachman of Unity Photoplay
gave each of the exhibitors present a heart
to-heart talk on the merits of "Thunderboh
Jack" and after his pad ran out, was tak
ing orders
envelopes
. on his cuffs and the back ol
^

^

^

^

^

need the distributors' money," declared
B. F. Uran of Mattoon. "This organization, ifit is to continue, must be an exhibitor's organization."
Charles J. Law Speaks
"When you speak of First National
sub-franchises, it is nothing more than a
contract to buy films," declared Charles
J. Law of Pana. "Ask a sub-franchise
holder if he can show you any stock. I
have never seen any of the slock.
"We need money, I'll admit, but we
don't
to gethave
it. toIf sell
an ourselves
exchange body
man and
putssoulin
his money, he will expect to run it."
"I have stock in the Benton Amusement Company and I never heard of
Maberry," interposed T. E. Yemm of
Duquoin.
"On that point," said President Hopp,
"I
Maberryof
wellwantandto ifsayhethat
saysI know
he is Cecil
an officer
the Benton Amusement Company, I believe him."
"We need them all," said \V. W. Watts
of Springfield, closing the discussion. "If
every exhibitor worked it might be different. But the majority says 'Let
do it.'
George
The vote
was" taken, and Mr. Maberry
was seated 24 to 5.
Raise $1,065 at Meeting
New members of the organization, who
did not have the opportunity of donating
at the Springfield convention, were asked
to give towards the Illinois quota to the
$100,000 fund being raised by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Rex Lawhead of Decatur was the first
man to reach his feet. He donated $100.
Morris Hellman followed with another
$100. Cecil Maberry added a third $100.
There was pause. Then Kenneth Fitzpatrick of the firm of Pitzpatrick & McElroy, who operates only one theatre in
Illinois and had already donated $100
towards
Illinois'
quota toin the
addition
to a
substantial
donation
Michigan
quota, announced that he would add $150
to his Illinois donation, bringing it up to
$250. There was an enthusiastic burst
of applause.
W. W. Fischer of LaSalle and Kewanee, and Verne R. Langdon of Chicago added $100 each. Other exhibitors
followed with smaller amounts, large in
proportion to the size of their houses,
bringing the sum up to $1,065.
Four Resolutions Adopted
Four resolutions were adopted at the
morning session of the convention, the
first against producers acquiring theatres; the second against distributors
barring reviewers from the showing of
films in advance of publication; the third
protesting against a proposed ordinance
in Chicago which would not permit seats
within 25 feet of screens, and the fourth
pledging
support to the independent producer.
During the session it was announced
that the next meeting will be held in
Chicago in the early spring for the purpose of electing delegates to the M. P.
T. O. A. convention in Minneapolis in
June.
Those in Attendance
Exhibitors attending were: Joe E.
Tabor, Majestic, Belvidere; A. A. Gagnon, De Lux, Forrest; W. W. Watts,
Princess, Springfield; Verne R. Langdon,
Hub, Chicago; Henrv V. Meetcren, Rainbow, Chicago; H. W. Van Atta, Princess, Le Roy; Kenneth Fitzpatrick,
Lyric, Blue Island; Oscar Wesley, Wesley, Benld; J. C. Miller, Princess, Woodstock; M. Rubens, Princess, Joliet; T. E.
Yemm, Grand, DuQuoin; Joseph Hopp,
Ideal, Chicago; George D. Hopkinson,
Hamlin, Chicago; F. W. Hartmann,
Aristo, Chicago; R. W. Steimle, Lyric,
Washington; G. M. Bond, Bond, Pon-

EXHIBITORS

L. A. Qlill, Chicago sales manage
for Vitagraph, plastered car windows wit!
the mystic words "Dead Men Tell NT(
Talcs"; hung one-sheets in the lobby
Hooded the convention hall with elaborati
press books, and pulled a number of othe
effective stunts. The result was that "Dea.
Men" met the eyes everywhere.
The $100 Morris Hellman donated fa
the Illinois Kxhibitors Alliance wasn't th
only money he distributed during the trip
It is much easier to throw a seven than i
is to fill up an interior straight. In othc
words,
of "Little Joe" wa
the
kingHoyle
on theinstead
way down.

( BCUL B. >i LBBRB.1
MnmiKi-r
(ioldMyn
rirhanxr,
Chicnico,
who himof brrn
ndmlttrd
to membership
In Illlnola Kxhlhltor*' Mlinnre.
tiac; J. W. Hall, Grand, Centralia; W. W.
Fischer, LaSalle, LaSalle; Don J. Best,
Princess, Galva; Peart & Falleti, Lyric
and Star, Lincoln; W. D. Burford, Rialto,
Aurora; Chas. J. Law, New Palace,
Pana; W. H. Cadoret, LaPctite, Kankakee; Dee Robinson, Madison and
Apollo, Peoria; H. J. Weisbruch, Hippodrome, Peoria; Bert Horton, Kozy,
Eureka; Rex O. Lawhead, Lincoln
Square, Decatur; Morris Hellman, Erie,
Chicago; B. F. U-ran, Grand, Mattoon;
E. E. Cox, Lyceum, Wyoming; W. B.
Sudduth, "K," Clinton; R. B. Francis,
Duchess, Peoria; J. G. Gesell, Nicheldome, Bloomington; W. O. Mickle, Community, Emden; H. A. Arnold, Colonial.
Colfax; W. J. Fleugel, Empire, Pekin ;
J. B. Ross, Garden, Canton; W. E. Barricklon, Isis, Toluca; H. C. Loper, Lyric,
Springfield; H. T. Loper, Kimbark,
Chicago: C. E. Maberry, Benton Amusement Company, Benton; M. O. Wells,
Twentieth Century, Chicago; L. A.
Castle, Liberty, Princeville.
CONVENTION

NOTES

Chicago's
to Peoria
a special
coachdelegation
on the Rock
Island occupied
railroad,
leaving at noon Wednesday and arriving
early in the evening.
There were almost as many salesmen in
Peoria as exhibitors. The two groups
united at a get-together dinner Thursday
night in the Jefferson Hotel, at which a
Jackie band furnished music and there was
oratory to spare.
Dee Robinson's new Madison theatre was
selected for the showing of "Kismet," the
Robertson-Cole special, by Bob Lucas and

The Peoria Star issued a convention issu
Wednesday and among other things ani
nounced
is prepared
H. L
Hoffman "atotruck
his hotel,
instead to
of take
the smalk
taxicab."
Hoffmanon is
out
who framed
him.still trying to fiti'

"Bill" Sweeney as usual had everythin
possible done to make the work of th
trade press representatives a pleasure an
as usual he succeeded. It wouldn't be muc
of a convention if "Bill" missed the trait
The stenographer who took the minute
of the meetings was so pretty that man
of the members and some of the officer
had a hard time keeping their mind on th
business before the session. No steno ut
der GO years need apply for the job at tl
next convention.
Joe Hopp is still batting 1.000 in the popi
larity league. The exhibitors in the centr
part of the states are solid for him.
Among the exchange men at Peoria du
ing
convention
were' Famous
Harris P.Player
Wolj
berg,thedistrict
manager,
Lasky Corporation ; William Aschraan
Chicago manager, Pathe ; Cecil Maberr
Chicago manager, Goldwyn ; Harry Willar
Chicago manager, Realart; L. A. Quill, Ch
cago sales manager, Vitagraph ; R. A L
cas, Chicago manager, and L. A. Rorell
assistant manager, Robertson-Cole; J. '
Frachman. Unity ; T. C. Braun, Paramoun
Milton Simon and George Landes. S
lected Films; H. D. Charness, Goldwyi
Joe Wolf, Paramount; Charles Lundgre
Doll Van; C. W. Vidor, Fox; Lee Woo1
att, Select; H. A. Washburn. First N
tional; W. M. Schwartz, Education*
George Weinberg, Masterpiece; S.
Wait and H. W. Rickert, Pathe; J. Zel
chower, Sigmund Decker. V. H. Hodu
and Morris Hellman, Universal; EdwaJ
Herz and Ed Brichetto, Interstate; M. 1
E. J. Eichenlaub. Fit
Krueger, ; Select;
National
Henry W. Peters, sales manag;
Pioneer of Illinois; Al Hoffman. Super
Screen Service; Oscar Doob, Paramour
Jack Cohen, Reelcraft ; Harry Lorch, Go!
wyn.
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"Jackie" Coogan to
Recover; Fractured
Skull In Accident
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.— "Jackie" Cogian. who suffered a fractured skull and
minor bruises, in an automobile accident
it Los Angeles several days ago, when a
ar driven by his father collided with another machine while on the way to locaion, will recover according to word revived here by Sol Lesser from Irving M.
.esser. who is featuring the youth in a
3eck's Bad Boy series.
Coggan is the lad who appears promiKid" and was,
Chaplain's
lently
ccordingin to
report, the"The
inspiration for the
licture. He will be confined to bed for
ive or six weeks, but his absence will not
lalt production. Director Nate Watt is
ontinuing with scenes which do not reuire the boy's presence.
'jew Cody Entering
Indepedent Ranks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Lew Cody
the latest entry into the independent
roducing field. His first independent
roduction, "A Dangerous Pastime," is
i be exploited by Irving M. Lesser,
eneral manager of the Western Picires Exploitation company.
Cody has been termed by many critics
. the "the greatest love maker on the
reen." He is supported in "A Danirous Pastime" by Elinor Fair and
leo Ridgely.
Vill Project Motion
Pictures by Telegraph
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
iNEW YORK, Nov. 23.-^Edourad Belin,
le of the leading electrical experts of
ranee, who recently demonstrated that
by telegraph, debe sent
lOtographs
ires that acould
machine
can be worked out
pictures can be transmitted
motion
lereby
a similar
manner.
,His decision was announced after he had
ent the morning at the studios at the
irry Levey Service Corporation.
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$1,000,000
Will

Star

Company

Mildred

Harris

Contract With Louis B. Mayer Expires January 1:
Actress Will Commence First of Four
Special Productions at Once
Mildred Harris Chaplin, the Louis B. Mayer star, passed through
Chicago on Saturday, Nov. 20. She is making a hurried trip to New York
to take two added scenes for "The Woman in His House" and to close a
business deal. She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs. A. F. Harris.
During her two hours' stop-over in the Windy City she announced
to an EXHIBITORS HERALD representative that she is about to produce pictures independently.
Will Make Four Productions Annually
A $1,000,000 corporation, with New York and Los Angeles capital
back of it, has been formed, to be known as Mildred Harris Corporation.
It is proposed to make only big special features at the rate of four a year.
Over $400,000 in cash is available at the present time to start the first
production, she announced.
Contract Ends January 1
company, appearing in "The Pride of the
South." "Divorce," "Grand Dad" and
Since making "Old Dad" and "The
Woman in His House," Miss Harris has "Wheels of Destiny."
completed two other features for First
Was a Triangle Star
National distribution — "Habit" ano
She joined the New York Motion Pic"Playthings of Desire." The latter was
ture Company about five years ago and
directed by John M. Stahl and will be
her last Mayer production.
became quite a favorite in Kay-Bee and
Broncho pictures. She also appeared in
Her contract with Louis B. Mayer expires Jan. 1, and she expects to start im- "The Scarecrow," an Oz Film Company
mediately upon her first independent
production
madeD. from
Frank engaged
Baum's
fairy tale. Then
W. Griffith
picture. Negotiations are now under way
toward securing a suitable studio on the her to appear in Fine Arts Films, released through Triangle.
west coast, and Miss Harris proudly announced that she is building herself a
In all of her business negotiations Milpretty bungalow on a lot she recently
dred Harris Chaplin's mother is her conpurchased.
adviser. Harris
Unlikeis many
Miss Harris has always been referred
mothers"stantMrs.
a very "stage
quiet,
unassuming, thoughtful little woman,
to as the "child actress" in the trade,
and she is little more than that today,
ever
watchful
of her
interests,
being but 19. She was born in Cheyenne,
but with
a keen
sensedaughter's
of humor.
They
Wyo., Nov. 29. 1901. She made her pic- expect to remain in New York about two
weeks.
ture debut with the Western Vitagraph

"What

Exhibitors

Jive

Saying \Aboufi

HERALD=
^EXHIBITORS
"My two other trade papers have 'run out' and I will now confine myself
to EXHIBITORS HERALD, as this paper contains all that the others do and a
damn sight more. I am almost entirely guided by the 'What the Picture Did
for Me' department." — Clarence W. Langacher, manager, New Glarus Opera
House, New Glarus, Wis.
¥ ¥ ¥
"Enclosed please find check for two years' subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD. I wish to state that the exhibitors of Connecticut appreciate the good
work your paper is doing in the interest of the exhibitors and we hope you
will continue along the same line. Best wishes for your success." — Martin A.
Heanue, manager, Oak theatre, Bridgeport, Conn. (President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut).
"Enclosed please find a check covering my subscription to your very valuable publication. I am with you in the good independent work and you may
count on me to the last." — Juan Carbonell, manager, Monroe theatre. Key
West, Ha.
¥ ¥ ¥

EDOURAD BELIN
French inventor, discussing the proction of motion pictures by telegraph
ith Harry Levey.

"Herewith please find money order for my subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD. I will look forward to its arrival by post regularly to this part of
the world." — George Calder, proprietor, Miners' Hall, Huntly, New Zealand.
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"Kismet"
Going
Robertson-Cole Feature With Otis Big
Skinner Breaks Records at Strand
By HARRY POPPE
in
praising "Kismet."
Even sometimes
the more
(Staff Correspondent, Exhibitors Herald)
conservative
papers, which
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.— Not since the take a tolerant attitude toward the product of the film studio, let down the bars
beginning of the art industry has there
been such an outpouring of people to of reserve completely. From the collection of adjectives used to describe the
see a motion picture as at the Strand
theatre, New York, during the run last picture's beguiling richness and splendor
it seemed as if there had been a colweek of the Robertson-Cole production
lective dusting off of the Thesaurus to
of
"Kismet,"
in
which
Otis
Skinner,
the
brilliant star of the stage, makes his find descriptive terms seldom used lo
fit the praiseworthy art of Edward
screen
has broken
record debut.
at the "Kismet"
Strand, broken
them every
into Knoblock, the dramatist; Otis Skinner,
so many pieces that they are no longer the star; Gasnier, the director, and the
associates of these creators.
recognizable for what they once were.
* * *
The audiences to which "Kismet" was
shown were limited in size only by the
The advertising and exploitation camcapacity of the Strand itself. From the
paign carried out by the Strand was l B
time the first frame was flashed on the
with the dignity and the bigscreen at noon until the last fade out at keeping
ness of the picture. Prior to the opening
night every seat was occupied. As soon
the Strand began firing its guns through
as a seat was vacated it became occupied
daily papers. The space used was
again Meanwhile the crowd outside the
larger than that usually taken. Each
was frequently equal in its numbers to ad
was exclusive, no single piece of copy
that within the * theatre's
walls.
being used twice. Fourteen daily papers
* *
shared in the appropriation.
This condition held from the moment
Other pre-opening stunts were the disthe picture opened on Sunday, Nov. 14,
of "Kismet"
until it closed on Saturday, Nov. 20. On blotters in tribution
theof thousands
business section,
and of
Sunday the crowds became so large that thousands of "Kismet" booklets in the
the services of the police were required lobby of the theatre. The distributers
to keep the long queue of prospective
in both cases were attired in Arabian
ticket buyers in line and the lanes of costumes.
traffic open. Throughout the week these
The Strand was decorated by Mansame long lines strung away for a block
ager Plunkett with Oriental rugs and
or more from the box office windows.
other reminders of the locale of the picRain fell fitfully on Tuesday, but the
ture. The presentation of the picture
throngs were undeterred. They were in was preceded by a prologue played in a
evidence, in spite of the rain as on the colorful Bagdad setting. A stunt used
bright pleasant days.
during
the through
picture'stherunstreets.
was the parade
Without exception the reviewers on of
camels
the New York dailies outdid themselves
During the week of Nov. 21, "Kismet"
MARGARITA BLOCKS THE PROGRESS OF ART
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plays the Strand theatre in Brooklyn,
where Manager Hyman has been advertising his feature for the last four weeks.
Besides his advertising in the Brooklyn
dailies, Manager Hyman is using the billboards and the accessory literature provided by Robertson-Cole. During the
week of Nov. 14 an announcer appeared orl
the stage after every performance to remind the audiences of the coming of "Kis
met." Indications are that the Brooklyr
Strand will have a new record after the
current week.
Charlie Chaplin to
Resume Production
Comedy
Star Makes Forma
Announcement in Reply
To Recent Rumors
Charlie Chaplin, comedian, who ceasec
producing several months ago and has beet
in New York several weeks negotiating
with First National Exhibitors Circuit
Inc., in regard to a distributing arrange
mcnt issued
for his
six reeldenial
feature
"The Kid,'
has
a formal
of reports
tha
he is to cease producing.
"The recent rumors that have been spreai
broadcast in this city and abroad, regard
ing my retirement from my business an<
never hereafter to produce pictures, ar
grossly unfounded." say his statement
"Any such statements, written or spoker
are without authenticity and without au|
thority from me.
"The fact of the matter is that I ar
leaving New York on Monday. Novembe
22, for California, and immediately upoi
my arrival there will begin work on a new
Frank Rembusch to
Close House Sunday:
picture."
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 23,-Th
Irving theatre, a suburban motion pictur
house at Irvington, will be closed Sunday
under an agreement reached between Fran
Rembusch, owner, and 300 residents c
Irvington. The agreement was reached ;
a meeting called in protest against the Sur
day shows. Resolutions were adopte
unanimously protesting against violation c
the law, of the Sabbath and of the trad
tions of the community.
Mr. Rembusch said he intended to d
as Irvington citizens wished. He assure
them this theatre would not be opened o
Sundays. He was influenced, it is sai'
the fact that a legalizing b;
largely
is to be byintroduced in the legislature th
winter and by the fact that he only rc
cently purchased the Irving.
Neilan's

Scene from "Their Mutual Child,"Margarita
an American
Fisher.Film Company production starring

December

"Blimp" Is
Wreckei
ly Herald)
Complete
(Special
to Exhibitors
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Delayed rc
word that tl
bring Neilan
ports from
"blimp"
usedMontana
by Marshall
to a
W:
hing of "Not a Drum whic
in the photograp
Heard" was destroyed in an accident
nearly cost the lives of two camera m<
and the ship's pilot.
W!
A gale struck the "blimp" when it Li>
thirty feet from the ground. William
seized
,
mechanic
ahan, Neilan's master
rope in an effort to pull the craft to ear
but was carried up. Letting go. he ft
sustaining a broken arm and other i
The pilot and two camera m<
juries.
slashed the gas bag and then leaped out
. safely, H
They landed
a parachu
"blimp"
waste.smashed
in falling.
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Homicide

Against

N.

Y.

Charge
Exhibitors

Executive Secretary of Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce Reports on the Investigation
> of Catherine Theatre Disaster
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 23. — Magistrate William Sweetser on Friday dismissed the charges of homicide against Barnett Weinberg and Max
Schwartz, owners, and Joseph Polani, janitor and ticket seller, of the
Catherine Street theatre, where six children were killed in a panic on Sunday, November 14.
On testimony submitted the men were held in $500 bail each on charge
of admitting to the theatre children unaccompanied by parent or guardian.
They will 'be examined Friday.
Theatre Organization Investigates Panic
The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce conducted a thorough
investigation of the disaster. As a result of the investigation, the following statement has been made by Herbert R. Ebenstein, executive secretary of the organization and president of Herbert R. Ebenstein Company,
insurance brokers :

fartin J. Qulgley, Editor and Publisher
of EXHIBITORS HERALD, as the guest
of Carter DeHaven, at the Charley
Chaplin studios, where he "just dropped
In" to say "hello."
V. A. M. P. I. Seeks
World Extension of
Parcel Post System
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 23— A campaign for
le extension of the parcel post system so
s to permit shipments of films to all parts
f the world has been started by the Translation Committee of the National Assoation of the Motion Picture Industry,
wo conferences were held by the committee on the subject during the past week
nd a hearing has been asked for before
;e Board of Fire Underwriters of New
ork City.
For the past three months the Washing■<n Bureau of the National Association has
■en working on this matter with the Postal
ithorities. During the same time Millard
>hnson and W. A. Robbins of the Ausalasian Film Company have also been
■orking on the subject.
Under the present regulations it is im>ssible. to ship film by parcel post except
a few countries. A change in the regutions would mean a saving of more than
million dollars a year to the export com^nderson Exhibitors
Aid Public Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANDERSON, IND., Nov. 23.— Anderson
)tion picture theatres assisted in the
>rk of better speech week by displaying
their screens examples of the bad use
English. The theatre managers coopered with Miss Ruby Minor, supervisor of
! city schools.

"Noting the considerable amount of discussion, investigation and inspection to
which the exhibitor is now obliged to submit, as a result of the lamentable results
of the recent Catherine Street disaster, I
thought it would be enlightening and interesting to you if I would place before you
the results of our experience in connection
with these matters.
Number of Injuries Small
"We
as insurance
some fewrepresent,
hundred motion
picture brokers,
theatres
in and around Greater New York, with a
combined capacity running into several hundred thousand seats, the great proportion
of which are filled daily.
"Our records show a smaller number of
actual personal injuries occurring in or
around the premises .of theatres than those
resulting from the operation of a similar
number of automobiles.
"Of the total number of accidents occur ing inmotion picture theatres, the ratio
of minors to adults is one to ten. We also
represent the majority of theatres in the
conjested sections and it may seem improbable, but our experience would indicate that
accidents are not more frequent in such
houses than in the better grade theatres
where every physical precaution is taken.
Lower Insurance Rate
"Furthermore, last April we submitted
to the insurance companies a record of experiences of a number of theatres and requested that they tabulate their experience
for motion picture theatres for the purpose
of reducing the rate of insurance and, as a
result, we were successful in securing a
reduction in the rate of premium for liability insurance from 22 cents a seat (this
being the basis of computation) to 12 cents
a seat. This constituted a reduction of almost 50 per cent and became effective and
operative all over the country.
"It is natural to assume, therefore, that
the companies found their national experience quite favorable and where is there a
better authority or clearing-house for available information concerning the safety of
theatres than the insurance companies?
M. P. Theatre Is Safe
"The rate for liability insurance for motion picture theatres today is almost identical with that for legitimate theatres, the
difference being only negligible.
"I venture my observation that the motion
picture theatre today is as safe an institution as any public or community shelter,
and the per capita loss or injury is far .less
than that from many other forms of public

gathering which are not subjected to the
severe and penalizing restrictions that the
motion picture theatre is governed under.
Lichtman

Denies

He

Is to Join Circuit
Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, emphatically denies
that he is to take charge of the Independent Exhibitors Corporation, the Jensen and Von Herberg booking circuit in
the Northwest.
"There is no foundation of truth to
this," he states in a wire to Exhibitors
Herald, "I never discussed any such
matter with Von Herberg in Chicago at
any time. The only talk I had with Von
Herberg was in connection with Paramount pictures."
Border Film Co. Is
Formed in Arizona
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Border Feature Film Company recently has been incorporated under the laws of Arizona by
R. S. Thorpe and Grant Merriwell, two
prominent cattlemen. Their studio and
laboratories will be built at Bisbee with the
entire state used for location. The company will make five and two-reel Westerns.
Keefe

Made Manager
Of New Corporation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23. — William
Keefe, formerly with D. W. Griffith, has
been made production manager for the
newly formed Producers Picture Corporation, which is to revive Florence Lawrence
as a star.

Charles Moyer Weds
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.— C h a r 1 e s
Moyer, director of publicity for United
Artists, was married last Saturday night
to Miss Marie J. Magennis, of Paterson,
N. J. The ceremony was performed at
the bride's home and immediately following it the newlyweds left on a honeymooncember 1trip.
. They will return about De-
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"Last
of
Mohicans"
Fine
Achieve
of the English to thement
French under
Last of the Mohicans,"
Montcalm,
and
to
save
her
sister from
his "The
IN (Assoc
iated Producers) Maurice
Maurice
Tourneur's
Magua,
Cora
puts
herself
into his
Tourneur has achieved so amazAdaptation
of J. hands. Later, to save herself from his
ingly excellent an end that criticism
savagery, she leaps to her death from
must fail to find one fault of sufficient
a
high
cliff. with Magua, seeking re
Fennimore Cooper's
In conflict
importance to be mentioned.
Leather
Stocking
venge for the death of Cora, Uncas
In such masterful manner has he
joins
in death the woman so loved in
Tale
Is
Valuable
conjoined science with history and art,
life.
that the result is one of the most valuBarbara Bedford is beautiful in the
Addition to Screen
able features ever brought to the
part of Cora and plays with unqualified excellence. Lillian Hall is
screen. It has a vast intrinsic worth
His First Picture for
in its loveliness of lighting and excelcharming
in theasyounger
sifter's
role
Albert Roscoe
Uncas and
Wallace
lence of photography, the capability of
Associated ProducBeery as Magua are others of the cast
its cast and the minute care taken
who give superior performances. Ii
ers
is in six parts.
with every detail to make the technical
finish the fine one that it is.
The wise exhibitor will make hi<
screen. It tells the tale of the love of exploitation of this feature elaborate
But it has also a value which must
and will direct it chiefly at the high
L'ncas, a of
young
be far-reaching in the proof it offers survivor
the Indian
Mohicanbrave,
tribe,theforlasta grade patronage and in cooperatior
that the events of the past in American
white maiden, Cora Gordon. She is with schools.
— Irma Fram es Duprc
life can be made to live so really on the the daughter of Colonel Gordon, commander of the English troops along
screen that young America's edu- the Hudson in the year 1757. Magua.
cational advantages have here an unan Indian runner in the employ of the Directors Will Build
limited medium tor their advancement.
English, sent to warn the post of a
Club House in Wesi
Events having to do with the building
Huron uprising, betrays their trust
of the land of the free do not live with and leads the two daughters of the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
any great amount of vitality on the Colonel, Cora and Alice, and their proLOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Motion Pic
printed page as the average youth
Directors' Association are to build ;(
tecting party, off the trail and into the turc
handsome new club house in Los Angelestudies it. But give him such people power of the Hurons. A horrible masaccording to Frank Lloyd, one of the or
sacre follows the necessary surrender
as Tourneur's Montcalm ; his Hurons,
ganization's officers.
British and French soldiers'" moving
and doing before him on the screen
and he must lealize the actuality of
Sid Signs Up
one-time existence and feel the thrill
of patriotism as ink and paper never
could excite it.
* * *
It is natural that superb scenery
should be the background for any
Tourneur feature and that costuming
should be charming and photographic
grouping a series of artistic pictures.
Thrills aplenty come in rapid succession as the story is worked to its
climax. War dances, pioneer outposts,
blockhouses and fortresses, woodland
trails and hiding places. Colonial
costuming and other elements all lend
to the excellence of atmosphere. A
moonlight scene with Indian canoes
affoat on a mountain lake is a rare
screen vision.
The cast shows direction that has
had the wisdom and skill to excellently
moderate the intensely tragic moments
by eliminating the too-gruesome without completely sacrificing their dramatic weight. Savagery is appalling
but never repulsive. There is an occasional light tinge of humor in impersonation of the preacher, David
Gamut, and the winsomeness of the
women members of the cast is effective
contrast to the prevalence of masculine
activities.
The story is J. Fenimore Cooper's
Leather Stocking tale brought to the

Sid Grauman, well known Los Angeles exhibitor, handing Field Carmichel, Path
manager, a signed contract for Pathe News.
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Proctor

HERALD
Selects

Managers
Preparations

Practically

25
for

Stoll
Exchanges

Completed

for Opening

of

Business on December 6 — English Pictures
Will Be Distributed Through Pathe
Ralph Proctor, general manager of Stoll Film Corporation, announced
immediately following his arrival in New York from a trip which carried
him to the West Coast, that he had selected managers for twenty-five of
the
thirty-three exchanges through which the English productions will be
distributed.
Active operation of the distribution system will begin on December 6.
The company's product will be handled through Pathe exchanges. The
first publication date has been set for January 2, when "Squandered Lives,"
from Cosmo Hamilton's
"Duke's
Son," willfor
go Distribution
into the theatres.
Lists Several
Productions
The productions to follow probably will be "The Hundredth Chance,"
by Ethel M. Dell, featuring Mary Glynne ; "God's Good Man," by Marie
Corelli ; "The Lure of Crooning Water," by Marion Hill, featuring Ivy
Duke and Guy Newall, "The Swindlers," bv Ethel M. Dell, featuring Cecil
Lang.
Humphreys,
and "Mr. Wu," by Harry M. Vernon, featuring Matheson
DAVID G. FISCHER
Producer-director now making "In the
Shadow
of the Dome,** with an ail-star
cast.
Waco

Council

Passes

Censorship Ordinance
Active Opposition to Bill
( Develops at Meeting of
City Commission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., Nov. 23. — The Dallas
rdinance, providing for the censorship of
musements here, was passed by the city
ommission at its meeting on Thursday.
A large delegation of censorship advoates were present at the meeting. No
ctive opposition to the measure developed.
)ne commissioner, W. H. Cockcroft, howrer, declared that he believed it would be
seless for the body to adopt the bill benise a similar ordinance has been declared
jid by the city recorder.
The ordinance gets its name because of
s similarity to the censorship law in Dals, Tex. Under the provisions of the ordimce a board of censors will operate. Ap'als
be madeforbj under
theatremen
>ard can
provided
the law.to another
Commissioner J. A. Lemke was author of
e measure.
Regarding Commissioner
xkcroft's
opposition,
said : "It
ive in Dallas and hashe been,
for isa operlong
ne. No one has attacked it' or tried to
lock it out, though there are twenty-six
:ture shows alone in that city."
tinneapolis State
To Open in January
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 23.— The
ening date for the new State theatre at
?hth street and Hennepin avenue has
:n tentatively set for January 15. accord! to announcement from I. H. Ruben of
iben and Finkelstein. Lavish provision
the musical portion of the program is
the plans of the builders. The orchestra
i will accommodate forty players and the
' jan
rk. is claimed the best west cf New
The Loring theatre at 14th street and
• collet avenue is expected to be readv
;Sut December 1. This is averred the
' st elaborate neighborhood motion picture
I yhouse in the West, and is also oper! d by Ruben and Finkelstein.

'"Squandered Lives"' will introduce to the
exhibitors of the United States Ivy Duke
and Guy Newall, two English actors who,
it is believed, will be given a hearty welcome in this country. Miss Duke is not a
stranger to the screen in this country. She
will be remembered for her charm of manner and wholesomeness, her naturalness,
her ability to portray a given situation.
Newall Also Directs
Newall makes a splendid foil for Miss
Duke. • While usually his work is behind
the megaphone, in this picture he is costarred and to the advantage of the production. His work in front of the camera
matches his skill when beside it.
President George King announces the
appointment of Jack Yon Tilzer as assistant general manager. Mr. Von Tilzer will
have charge of the Eastern branches. He
was for a year and a half in charge of the
New York office of First National, resigning that position to open the New York
office of United Artists, which he resigns
to take up his new wort.
Business Conditions Good
On his return to New York Mr. Proctor
Stoll Managers
Ralph Proctor, general manager
of Stoll Film Corporation, has selected twenty-five branch managers. Their names and territories
follow:
New York, Jack Von Tilzer;
Boston, George De Carlton; Buffalo, George Webster; Cleveland,
E. C. Leeves; Cincinnati, George
Landis; Detroit, W. D. Ward; Indianapolis, Earnest Dawson; Chicago, Ben W. Beadell; Milwaukee,
Frank M. De Lorenzo; Minneapolos, C. A. Gordon; Spokane, R. C.
Montgomery; Seattle, J. L. Cathro;
Portland, S. S. Schubach; Kansas
City, J. E. Foland; St. Louis, W.
A. Dietz; Salt Lake City, J. C.
Cassidy; Denver, Earl P. Briggs;
Omaha, Charles Taylor; New Orleans, C. Tcrkelson; Charlotte,
Edward L. McShane; Washington,
Herbert C. Wales; Atlanta, Arthur
Dickinson; Pittsburgh, H. R. Wimsatt; Albany, Charles Charles, and
Dallas, L. D. Brown.

was asked if he heard any complaints from
exhibitors as to business conditions. He
said he had not, and added that so far as
he had observed, the attendance at theatres
was excellent.
Export Manager of
Arrow Says Foreign
Market Is Healthy
Guy R. Hammond, manager of the
foreign department of the Arrow Film
Corporation, in a statement issued this
week, says that so far as their experience goes the foreign market is in an
extremely healthy condition and this in
spite of the fact that an undoubted handicap exists, due to the extremely poor
rate of exchange now existing in the various foreign countries.
He states that general conditions
abroad are improving and says that they
are indon andreceipt
advice
from fact.
their These
LonParis of
offices
to this
statements are born out by the activity
of these two offices, who are extremely
busy and have negotiated a number of
important contracts within the last few
weeks. Arrow officials feel confident
that business abroad will improve rather
than deteriorate and say that they look
forward to 1921 being a banner year.
Reference to the sales made by the
foreign department in the last few
months show a healthy condition and
corroborate the Arrow statements.
"Way Its
Down
East** Week
on
Thirteenth
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK.
Nov.famous
23.— D. stage
W. Griffith's
elaboration
of the
success
"Way Down East," with Lilliam Gish,
Richard Barthelmess, Lowell Sherman,
Burr Mcintosh and others of prominence,
entered upon its thirteenth week Sunday
at the Forty-fourth Street Theatre, with
indications pointing towards a record run.
To
LOS
branch

Open New Branch
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANGELES.
The newoffice
of ForwardNov.
Film23.—
Distributors,
Inc.. of which J. Joseph Sameth is president, is now in readiness. Philip H. White
has been placed in charge.
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Paramount
Is
Baker

Stuc lio

Equipped

Expecting

HIBITORS

Unit

to

Arrive in Bombay From
America by the First of
December
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOMBAY, INDIA, Oct. 14.— (By
Mail) — The Indian subsidiary producing
company of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation isnow established in its new
studio in Bombay. Within the city
limits, convenient to every section of
Bombay, Lowji Castle and its huge
compound has been taken over by the
Indian producing unit and in this spacious building Famous Players Oriental
auxiliary is housed.
In less than four months' time, Tarkington Baker, the Oriental representative
of Famous, has made everything ready,
from remodelling the building already
erected in the compound, to building new
>tructures required for the purpose. This
speedy work sets a new record, for Mr.
Baker accomplished his difficult task almost exclusively through the employment of native labor which was untutored in the intricacies of studio work.
*
* *
In addition, Mr. Baker has laid the
foundations for an extensive distributing
system, the territory including India,
Burma, Mesopotamia, Ceylon, the Strait.Settlements, Java, and adjacent countries. Already large shipments of films,
products of the Famous Players American and London studios, are en route
to India and these will be distributed
through branch exchanges operated entirely on the American plan and under
the American system.
TheareIndian
company's
plans
extensive.
Two or production
three units
will be kept constantly busy. Player.^
will be forwarded to India from boto

In

for

December

HERALD

India

Production

America and England. Others will be
engaged in France and Italy. The Indian studio, in short, will be probably
the most cosmopolitan in the world.
* * •
"India affords wonderful possibilities
for picture' making," says Mr. Baker.
"Why English producers have so carelessly overlooked or ignored the field
is beyond my comprehension.
"Everything that a producer wants
here at his door — the highest mountainsis
in the world, beautiful foothills, broad
rivers, little streams, the sea, tropical
jungles teeming with wild animals, deserts, plains, perpetual snows and perpetual summer, a riot of color, picturesqueness beyond the power of words, glorious buildings, among them the most
beautiful structure in the world, the Taj
Mahal, temples, pagodas, mosques, palaces, ruins that were crumbling stone
when Christ was born and over all that
strange, impenetrable, fascinating mantle
of mystery. What cannot a producer
with any imagination in his makeup do
in such a country!"
* » »
The Famous Players Indian studio is
equipped with all modern apparatus. In
this respect, it is the equal of the Famous Players London studio.
Mr. Baker, who is the managing director of Indian Famous Films, Ltd,
as the Indian subsidiary is called, was
formerly general manager of Universal
Film Company, from which post he was
called by Mr. Zukor to take charge of
the Oriental affairs of Famous. Though
he has been in India only a short time,
he has carried out his instructions to
the letter and made the Indian studio
ready for production by Christmas.
"We'll begin 'shooting'," he said to a
Bombay newspaper interviewer the other
day, "as soon as Mr. Zukor and Mr.
Lasky send forward the players and the
staff. I expect them all here in Bombay
by December first. On their arrival,
work will be begun immediately."

Curwood

4, 1920

Warns

Trade
Regarding Old Films
Gives Personal Endorsement to
Four Pictures Distributed

By First National
There has been so much controversy of
late regarding reissues of old pictures and
hlming of the earlier stories of now prominent authors that James Oliver Curwood
has given warning to the trade, exhibitors
and the public, advising that only four of
his pictures are guaranteed by him, and
have his hearty endorsement as to their
merit and standing.
These four pictures are "Back To God's
Country," "The River's End," "Nomads of
the North," and (now in the making) "The
(iolden Snare." All of these stories are
fromsame.Mr.name,
Curwood's
novels of
the
and haveoriginal
had considerable
publicity in literary as well as film circles.
Only Four Pictures
They have each one cost much more
than $100,000. to make and are being exby First
Exhibitors'
cuit, ploited
and are
the National
only Curwood
storiesCir-to
be found on First National's program.
Marshall Neilan directed 'The River's
End." and David Hartford the other three.
Marshall Neilan can be reached through
James R. Grainger, his personal representative at the Capitol Theatre Building, and
any information concerning the other three
pictures will be furnished by Mr. Curwood's New York representative, Ernest
Shipman, at 729 Seventh Avenue, or the(
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
New

Hulsey

Company

Organized in Dallas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS. TEX., Nov. 23.— D. F. & R
Enterprises has been incorporated with ;
capital stock of $300,000. The incorpor
ators are E. H. Hulsey, L. L. Dent and E
Lee Dye. The company will operate thea
tres
view. at Wichita Falls, Amarillo and Plain

Federated Corporation
To Distribute Features
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS, TEX., Nov. 23.— Federated
Film Corporation has been organized here
to distribute fcltures in Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas. The capital stock is $300,000. W. G. Underwood is president of
the company : L. G. Bissenger is vice president ;W. G. Kelley, treasurer, and Elmo
Tenison, secretary.
The company will distribute among other
nictures "The Birth of a Race," three Bessie
Love productions. "Whispering Devils"
with Conway Tearle. "Turn to the Right."
Fannie Ward in "She Played and Paid."
and "Child for Sale."

DOROTHY GISH
In her latest Paramount production, "Flying Pat."

Oregon, III., Citizens
To Demand Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OREGON, ILL., Nov. 16.— Indications are that the citizens of Oregon
may ask for some form of censorship.
The sentiment tends toward some action
which will curtail the latitude of choice
exercised by the management of the motion picture theatre here.

'LADY DIANA MANNERS
Intenationi
(Photohasby signed
World famous beauty who
wi'
J. Stuart Blaekton to appear in red
picturt
Photot shows
her nt.
as she appea
in
recen
court pagea
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California
for

Record

League
Meeting

Arizona Exhibitors Also Are Urged to Attend
Convention to be Held in Los Angeles
on December 7 and 8

C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
Who hns become the eighth member of
the Associated Producers, Inc.
Restrictive Ordinance
Favored in Milwaukee
Sill Would Force Exhibitors to
Submit Programs to
Mayor of City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 23.— Milwaukee faces a forerunner to legal
ensorship.
The judiciary committee of the comlon council has passed upon an ordiance give
which
providesanythat
"no picture
person
hall
or exhibit
motion
1 any playhouse, theatre, hall or other
lace within the city of Milwaukee withut first submitting to the mayor the
tie, producer, agency and proposed
ite of exhibition, play or performance."
Provides for Penalty
Provision is made in the ordinance
hat if another film is substituted within
id three days the mayor be informed of
e proposed change and of the reason
kerefor before such film is exhibited,
Oder a penalty of not less .than $5 nor
pre
$50 for exhibitors
each offense."
WhilethanMilwaukee
do not helve that passage of such an ordinance
[11 work a hardship upon them, they
e of the opinion that it leaves a loople through which censorship protagons may step in, realizing their hopes of
;al regulation.
Commission Was Active
A motion picture commission, with
lich the theatre men have cooperated,
Is been active here for practically seven
I irs. It has been customary for the
jlibitors to send in weekly or monthly
]:s of bookings to the commission,
•ould the lists include pictures consid<td objectionable the commission would
sfegest scenes to delete.
Author to Visit Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
■OS ANGELES, Nov. 23. — Rupert
ghes is expected soon at the Goldwyn
s' dios.

the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23. — Appealing to the exhibitor not to "let
the other fellow fight your battles for you," the Theatre Owners Association, Inc., has launched an intensive drive to accomplish 100 per cent
attendance at the convention here on December 7 and 8.
The convention will be held in the Walker Auditorium. Every exhibitor in Southern California and Arizona is urged to attend.
Will Seek Betterment of the Industry
Such problems as the 5 per cent tax, the deposit system, uniform
contracts and others that have for their ultimate purpose the betterment
of the industry will be discussed. In addition to the busine'ss sessions, a
program of entertainment that will exceed anything heretofore offered
exhibitors in Los Angeles has been arranged.
The appeal to the exhibitors in this said to have signed the agreement. Repreterritory to attend the convention reads
sentatives of the union say the agreement
in part:
will apply to the Sipe theatre as soon as
that theatre is ready to open.
"You, as an individual, can accomplish
nothing toward remedying the defects of
this gigantic industry of ours, or toward
raising it to a higher level. As a memLoew's Stockton, CaL,
ber of a local organization, your power
is also limited, although increased. As
Playhouse Is Opened
a member of a state organization that is
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
affiliated with a national organization,
your scope is infinite.
STOCKTON,
Nov. opened
23.— Loew's
State
theatre
wasCAL.,
formally
last
See Closer Relationship
week with David Wark Griffith's "The
"Closer relationship between producer,
Love Flower" Mark
and aLeichter
program isofmanager
vaudevilleof
distributor and exhibitor is the fundaattractions.
mental principle of exhibitor organizathe theatre.
tion. Your individual grievances with a
Night prices are 40 cents for all seats
producer or distributor has the weight
excepting the lodge seats, which will be
of every exhibitor in the United States
55 cents. Matinee prices will range from
behind it— when you are a member of 25 to 40 cents. Complete changes of proa national organization.
Sunday.gram will be made every Wednesday and
"The work of the executives in New
York City must convince even the most
skeptical of the value of exhibitor organization. Our convention must be a
success for the encouragement of these L. A. New Mission
men at the head of our national organTo Reserve Seats
ization.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Scores Achievements
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Robert
"The Theatre Owners' Association of
Southern California is almost four years Wells, managing director of the New
Mission
theatre,
tne polic3'
old. Its record of achievements and ac- of
reserved
seats will
for institute
all big attractions.
complishments speaks for itself. At the This will be the first regular photoplay
convention under its auspices you will theatre in Los Angeles to follow the plan.
have the opportunity to become a unit
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America. Without the individual Lucille Carlisle and
backing of every exhibitor it stands for
naught. You are just as necessary to it
Sister Go to N. Y.
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
as Officers
it is to ofyou."
the organization are: H. J.
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Lucille CarSiler, president; J. S. Lustig and D. B.
lisle, Larry
woman,by left
Yanderlip, vice-presidents; Glenn Harper,
this week
for Semon's
the East, leading
accompanied
her
secretary, and J. M. Young, treasurer.
sister, Helen Carlisle, of the Fairbanks
scenario department.
Operators' Strike at
Kokomo Is Adjusted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KOKOMO, IND., Nov. 23.— After a delay of several weeks following a walkout
of machine operators employed in the motion picture theatres of this city, members
of the International Alliance of Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators have entered into a wage agreement
with the theatre managers. The hours of
employment and the wages stipulated in
the agreement are not made public.
By the terms of the agreement every
local theatre will employ only union operators. Every theatre showing pictures is

Senator Smoot Sees
West Studio Works
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23— Senator Reed
Smoot of Utah has been making the rounds
of film studios this week.
Buys Pipestone Theatre
PIPESTONE. MINN. — Jerry Hines.
owner of the Gem theatre, recently purchased the Orpheum and will conduct
both houses. L. V. Feldman is the former owner of the Orpheum.
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Saenger

Entertains

During

His

First National Features
Are Exhibited for the
President-Elect Aboard
the Parismina
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Nov. 23.—
Saenger Amusement Company took adof President-Elect
Harding's
voyage to vantage
Panama
and in this connection
displayed keen showmanship in publicizing the productions which will be
screened in its theatres later.
The president-elect was entertained
while aboard the United Fruit boat Parismina with screenings of First National
productions which had not been published in this territory.
*
« *
A. Harrison of Harcol Film Company,
New Orlearfs, arranged with United
Fruit Company to have a projector and
an experienced operator on the Harding boat. E. V. Richards, general manager of The Saenger company, provided
a selection of the newest publications
from Jimmy Briant's First National exchange. Jimmy was willing. In fact
Jimmy is said to be laying in an extra
force to care for the demand to be made
on the pictures previewed by PresidentElect Harding.
The Saenger organization claims to
be the first motion picture exhibiting
concern to entertain a president-elect of
the United States with free motion picture previews. First National is honored
by being the distributing company furnishing the pictures. Charles Ray, the
Talmadges, Lionel Barrymore and Mildred Harris were the stars whose pictures
were shown.
»
* *
It is probable, also, that these are the
first pictures Senator Harding has had
MARSHALL

NEILAN

AND

HERALD

Harding

to Panama
Trip
the opportunity of seeing since his election and for many weeks preceding it.
It is indeed a rare opportunity for the
silver sheet to be favorably impressed
upon the mind of the next president — a
president who probably will have much
to say for or against federal censorship.
The features selected by Mr. Richards
for the trip included Charles Ray in
"45 Minutes from Broadway" and in
"Peaceful Valley," Norma Talmadge in
"The Branded Women," Constance Talmadge in "Dangerous Business," Mildred Harris in "Old Dad," Lionel Barrymore in "The Master Mind," and the
James Oliver Curwood special "Nomad*
of Included
the North."
in the list of short subject*
were several reels of industrial films
showing the port facilities of New Orleans. The projector used was a De
Vry and Mr. McAuley of the Harcol
Company, was the operator.
Elizabeth, N. J., to
Have Modern House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.— The C. & C.
Amusement Corporation of Elizabeth, and
the Suburban Amusement Corporation, of
Brooklyn, have jointly purchased the old
Singer's
J., and
will
remodel Hall
it intoin aElizabeth,
modern N.
motion
picture
theatre at a cost of $100,000. The two concerns operate seven theatres in Brooklyn,
two in Plaintield, N. J., and one in Elizabeth.
Theatre for M'Farland
M'FARLAND, CAL.— Martin Olsen.
owner of the Hotel Olsen, has let the
contract for a new theatre building to
be constructed on the lot adjoining the
present hotel. The cost is estimated at
$10,000.
COMPANY

IN MONTANA
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Report Theatre Men
Giving Longer Runs
Associated Exhibitors Are Well
Satisfied with Result
Of Survey

That longer runs for motion pictures,
runs that will terminate only by virtue of
the decision of the public, have come to
stay and that this exhibitor policy will be
a fundamental principle of the industry in
the future is indicated by a survey of retry. cent activities on the part of prominent
theatre men in various parts of the counWant Big Pictures Only
Exhibitors who have been prominent in
the affairs of The Associated Exhibitors
are moulding their plans for the future on
that basis and in accord with the announced
determination of the Associated to publish
only such pictures as will merit, by their
quality, long runs in tb«? key cities of the
country and in all communities where the
theatre going population will permit of runs
longer than prevail at present.
These facts were the most vividly outstanding of the impressions gleaned by
Phil Ryan of the Associated, on his recent
trip through the Eastern territory. The
elimination of the week or the two week
stand in favor of the longer run is made
almost a certainty by the manner in which
the really good pictures, given the opportunity of longer runs, have made good
with the exhibitors and with the public.
Prominent Men Interviewed
Among the prominent exhibitors whe
gave
Mr. Ryan
immediately
adoptassurance
the policythatof they
longerwould*
run;
were John P. Harris, who is beginning tc
construct a new playhouse in Pittsburg!
for the purpose; Ike Libson of Cincinnati
who will devote one of his four theatre:
to this policy ; J. H. Cooper, of Oklahom;
City, who will give his new $1,000,000 play
house to longer runs, and Sam Hardinf
of Kansas City, who recently purchase!
the
runs.Doric theatre with the idea of indefinitSelznick Assembles Cast
For Next Special Featun
The all-star cast being assembled b;
Myron Selznick, production manager o
Selznick Pictures Corporation, for th
forthcoming Ralph Ince special produc
tion, "A Man's Home," has been furthe
augmented by Faire Binney, who wi
play the ingenue lead.
The list of players for the Ince specis
now includes also Harry Morey, Kathly
Williams and Matt Moore. Negotiation
are now under way for the engagemen
of Grace Valentine for the heavy role.
L. A. Houses, Show Four
Scenics Simultaneous!;

Members of the cast and technical staff at Glacier Park, where scenes were taken
for "Not a Drum Was Heard," a forthcoming First National attraction. Chief
Twoguns Whitecalf stands between Marshall Neilan and James Kirkwood.
Pat Tom
O'Malley,
Daw,foreground
Priscilla ofBonner,
Tom Held, Wesley Barry
and
GalleryMarjorie
are in the
the group.

Appreciation of the value of seen'
pictures is high in Los Angeles, Educ;
tional points out, as is shown by the fa<
that the four leading theatres of th;
city in a recent week devoted a portic
of their program to these pictures and >
each case used a special music score.
At Grauman's "They Forgot tl
Town," a Chester Screenic, was us<
with . "Under Western Skies." "Tl
Quaint Isle of Markem" was shown i
Miller's; "Falling Waters," a Bnn
Scenic Beautiful, at the Kinema, ar
"Pipe the Penguin," a Chester Outin
at Grauman's Rialto.
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Films

Five- Year

Old Star

Is Growing,
Says
Abrams
President of United Artists Declares That Public
In Next Six Months Will Use Discrimination
In the Choice of Its Entertainment
Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists Corporation, has issued a
timely article on the immediate future of the motion picture industry. Predictions that he makes are based fundamentally on the conditions prevailing in
other industries. Because the country is in the midst of a period of readjustment
md because of the depression in financial conditions that already has made
itself felt, President Abrams sees a growing demand for better pictures.
By HIRAM ABRAMS
Exhibitor demand for good pictures is going to be a great deal stronger
n the next six months than it has been in the past six months.
For a long time the whole motion picture industry has been riding
)n a wave of constantly increasing prosperity. In the last two years
jarticularly, there has been a great increase in attendance at motion picure houses and this growth has come about in the face of rapidly increasng admission prices.
Inflation of our currency and the wide- and slackening demand for labor, both
and laborer will have less
pread demand at high prices for all pro- merchant
money to spend and so will all other
uctions of the farm and factory have classes
of people. And whatever amount
;d to money spending by the great mass
is spent for amusement will be spent
f people on a scale never before seen, with a great deal more forethought and
fuch of this spending has been done discrimination as to probable entertainment value to be received for the exith little discrimination. "Easy come,
penditure.
Here we have, then, a seating capacity
asy go." Many Theatres Built
,
developed on the basis of taking care of
Many new theatres have been built the
crowds, when the croyds are at their
id many more are in various stages of biggest:
And, against that, a diminishing
Dmpletion. The tendency has been to of the crowds.
crease seating dapacity to a basis that
ould be adequate to take care of the
Cheap Films Won't Do
owds at their biggest.
Undoubtedly there will be some exhibitors who will try to meet the diminSo-called feature productions have beishing receipts by substituting a cheaper
>me much more numerous. Many exbitors have felt that the public was
grade of pictures. If he has intelligent
lending its money so freely and with so opposition he speedily gets put out of
business. If he has no opposition he
tie discrimination that it mattered comfinds that his receipts diminish so much
iratively little what they booked.
faster than he can possibly cut down
Get "Overflow" Business
The man with the inferior show could expenses that he gives up hope of making
profit by operating on that line, and
vvays count on a fair amount of busi- aunless
he is a really hopeless case he
changes
and goes out to buy good
ss
from
those
people
who
didn't
care
ry much where they went so long as pictures. tactics
By and large there is not much
ere was a show going on and a crowd
about this class of exkeep them company. Then, too, the use of thinking
hibitor right now — he has to learn by
in with the inferior show would get a experience.
rtain
business
)m theamount
house ofof "overflow"
the man who
was
Can't Judge Future
No one can judge the future except by
;nng a better show.
Now we are in the early stages of the a careful study of the past. Periods of
depression have been plentiful in the
cessary, but to most people disagreebusiness history of our country. But the
;;le, experience of deflation of currency
d of credit. Commodity prices are picture business is so young and has
Hing and with their fall lack of em- expanded so fast that we have to look
pyment of labor has already mani- outside our business for analogies that
f ted itself in certain localities.
will help us in deductions.
I believe that the deductions I have
Doesn't Predict Panic
drawn will convince most people of their
istimates of the extent and duration
C the coming readjustment vary widely. truth by their straightforward appeal to
( the one hand is the chronic optimist common sense judgment of probabilities.
\ 0 persistently maintains that the effect But to give additional confidence in
their reliability and essential truth, it is
o general business will be very slight. well
some of the clearly established
( the other hand is the chronic pessi- facts tooflistbusiness
experience in former
' 5t who insists that the country is
d;ctly headed for an absolute business periods of depression. Here are two:
P ic. Probably, as is generally the case,
Quality Maintains Market
t truth lies somewhere about midway
1. In general business it is found
bween the hopes of the most optimistic
that the quality product — when not a
a the fears of the most pessimistic, and
mere foible of luxury — best maintie will prove that the readjustment
tains its market. This covers all
w neither be a slight one nor will it yet
lines of goods — shoes, automobiles,
e i approach a panic.
groceries, dry goods, etc.
Will Use Discrimination
2. In the legitimate theatre it has
been found that the established and
ut whatever the degree of the deP ;sion, some depression is certainly
acknowledged star can still fill theatres when the mushroom stars are
cuing. With falling commodity prices

PAT MOORE
Who has the stellar role In the American
Film
Co. feature,
"Their Mutual
Child."
all
put out of business by decreasing box office receipts.
The really good picture will continue
to do a really good business. The really
great picture will continue to do a really
great business. The mediocre picture
is Igoing
to "get
in the
neck." we are
believe
that itthe
conditions
approaching will work out to the great
benefit of the industry as a whole and to
the great financial profit of the real exhibitor and the real producers.
As "Pollyanna" would undoubtedly,
say,
"Let's
be and
glad betheestablished,
business isongoing
to find
itself
the
firmer foundation which the survival of
merit in exhibiting and in producing will
A
I Christie Directing
insure."
Dorothy Devore Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Al Christie is undertaking a two-reel comedy to
be personally directed this time by himself which will feature Dorothy Devore.
Miss Devore plays a boy in the comedy,
which is said to contain all the elements
which are generally looked for in tworeel comedies. It will have an atmosphere of ocean, cabaret and the theatre
behind a farcical story.
Christie has drawn heavily on the
stock company for the big cast which
he is using, which includes Dorothy Devore, Earl Rodney, Lilie Leslie. Marion
Mackay, George French, Molly McGowan and others.
Frothingham Again
On the West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23. — William
Frothingham has returned from New York
and will continue his productions at the
Brunton studio.
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BEAUTIES

Left to Right — Laura LaPlante, Irene Dalton and Charlotte Merriam, appearing in Vanity and Gaiety comedies to be dis
tributed through Educational Exchanges.
;. r:1 n ■;; screen production under the banner c
gurwiiwiiiii— iiiwiimn iw.y ,
Zicgfeld Films.
This makes the tenth player of recog
TOO
MUCH
GRAVY
IN PROGRAM
nized stage repute who has been acquire
by "W. K." recently. Tyrone Powe
Maurice Tourneur Declares Orchestras and
portrayed
"Chu which
Chin Chow"
in theof platht
of that name,
was one
theatrical sensations of the past season.
Other "Extras" Are More to Blame for High
Cost of Theatre Operation Than Film Rental
Elmer Harris, Playwright,
EIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIMIilUIIIIIIUIUHIiatlflllll iiiu>iiniiiiiin;iii!iiiiiniimiiin!iiii:iiiiiuui:!!; mimi! iniiiui amna
mm m mmmm nwmmm
Supervising For Realar
It is announced that Elmer Harri
author, editor and scenarist, will shortl
By DORIS CLAIRE
ren to go on the streets for they see assume the position of supervising d
nT HEY put too much gravy around
things there everyday that are as bad rector of Realart's West Coast studio
J. their programs."
He will succeed Will M. Kitchey wh
Why bring victuals into a discussion
or worse than the screen portrays."
is retiring because of ill health.
of the screen? you ask. True, it may
The
adage,
"the
survival
of
the
fittest,''
Harris studied drama and acted i
seem rather far-fetched as to its rela- can well be applied to the activities of
the industry, declared Mr. Tourneur. In England, France, Italy and German;
tionship to motion pictures.
in 1907 to become the dram;
fact, he continued, the peak of the strug- returning
But it isn't!
gle has practically been reached and the tic editor of the New York Globe. I
* The statement is very expressive 'f
collaboration
with Oliver Morosco h
you let Maurice Tourneur tell you all little fellow must go.
*
» «
about it. The producer, like most enwrote "Pretty Mrs. Smith, "So Lon
terprising persons — especially live-wire
SATISFYING the public is one of ths Letty," and "Canary Cottage." He wrot
showmen — reserves the right to form his
biggest problems confronting the the scenario for "Miss Hobbs" and "A
own opinions. And further, he has a producer in the belief of this member
Souls' Eve" and is the author of "Duck
style of his own which puts color in of Associated Producers.
and Drakes," now being produced fc
his conversation.
"If we could only know what the pub- Realart, featuring Bebe Daniels. H
We were discussing the industry in
also wrote screen Versions of "The Lo
wants we would all be millionaires,"
general and the exhibition phase in par- waslic his
tery Man," "Why Smith Left Home
way of expressing it. "The
"It Pays to Advertise" and "The Si
ticular when
"gravy versus program"
trouble is the public itself doesn't know
statement
wasthe prompted.
Best inCellars."
He is considered an e?
farce comedy.
Mr. Tourneur was reminded of the what it wants. It wants something dif- pert
exhibitor agitation to halt the increasing
ferent, that is all."Mr. Tourneur had was
One complaint
cost of theatre operation. In this conthat theatre patrons see only the story American Has Completed
nection he was asked if the producer
considered seriously a decrease in the in a picture, forgetting the beauty of it.
Margarita Fisher Filr
"It Mr.
seemsTourneur.
great to getHe back
a city,"
cost of production.
"Their Mutual Child," the latest Amer
said
saidtothat
the
West Coast was fine, but that it did not can special, featuring Margarita Fishe
"No!" was his immediate reply.
*
* * *
is completed and first prints are bein
offer excitement. One of his reasons
shippedandto the
HOWEVER, he did not let his short for preferring Chicago and New York views
firstvarious
runs. exchanges for pr
answer suffice as an indication of to the Coast is the many changes in
his attitude. Instead, he sought to par- climatic conditions. The sun is fine,
Nigel Barrie is playing the leadir
male role. Others are Pat Moore. Ma
tially relieve the producer from blame
"but
who wants the sun all the time?"
he
asked.
garet
Campbell, Harvey Clark, Josef
for the present cost of operating a playhouse.
Bennett, Andrew Robson, Bever
Mr. Tourneur was in Chicago en route
"They put too much gravy around
to New York for a brief stay. He would
Travers, Thomas O'Brien, Wilha
Lloyd, William Marion ?nd Stanhoi
their programs," he declared, referring not divulge the nature of the picture he Wheatcroft
will
make
on
his
return
to
the
Coast.
to
"the
high
priced
orchestras,
singers"
and other acts presented by exhibitors in
connection with their picture programs.
Incorporate in Montana
The producer is of the opinion that
K. Ziegfeld Acquires
ON, MONT.— Ravalli TheHAMILT
the "standards of morals today are too w. Tyrone Power for Films
tre Companv, recently formed by A.
high for the screen."
Tyrone Power, the eminent tragedian,
Davenport, E. C. Kurtz, H. C. Packe
"If people are going to object to some
has been signed by W. K. Ziegfeld, the F. H. Drinkenberg, Louis Peterson ar
of things presented on the screen," he producer,
to appear in a forthcoming
a capital
Lucas,
F. J. has
ted. stock of $5C
incorpora
beenwith
000,
said, "they shouldn't permit their child-
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Two

Girls
Fame

from
and

South

Beauty

HERALD
Win

Contest

Corliss Palmer of Macon, Ga., and Allene Ray
San Antonio, Tex., Are to Be Placed With
One of the Large Producing Concerns

of

Two girls have been chosen as prospective motion picture stars as a
esult of the 1920 Fame and Fortune contest conducted by several fan
nagazines.
Of the hundreds of girls who sought honors in the contest, the two
leclared winners by the judges are Corliss Palmer of Macon, Ga., and
Kllene Ray of San Antonio, Tex. Both have youth, beauty, poise and
ibility to act.
Several Contestants Win Gold Medals
In addition to the two winners several girls were considered by the
udges to possess the necessary attributes of a motion picture star. These
ontestants were awarded first honors, each receiving a gold medal. Two
if this latter group have been signed by large producing companies.
Lucille Langhanke, whose screen name
Dizzy," featuring Harold Lloyd, and
v ill be Mary Astor, is one of the honor "Man
and His Woman," featuring Harry
ontestants. She has signed a five-year Rawlinson and May MacAvoy, comprised the opening program. Music is
ontract with Famous Players-Lasky Cororation. Helen DeWitt, also a medal winer, goes with Metro to play in a Bert
.ytell picture.
Will Please Winners
Besides the two just mentioned, those
'ho have been awarded medals are Beth
ogan, Bronxville, N. Y., and Erminie Gagon of New York City. Miss Langhanke is
Iso from New York, while Miss DeWitt
}mes from Queens, N. Y.
Efforts will be made by the magazines
jnducting the contest to place the girls
warded first honors with some producing
>mpany. No announcement has been made
jncerning the company which will star the
vo winners, Miss Palmer and Miss Ray.
Announce Honor Roll
The judges placed the following on the
ial honor roll : Claudine Fitzpatrick, Verla, N. J.; Winnie Rowley, Brooklyn, N.
. ; Howard Green, Passaic, N. J. ; Beryl
'illiams, Atlantic City, N. J.; Sonja Swanlder, Bronx, N. Y. ; Marion Thomas,
ronx, N. Y.; Elma McKinney, New York
ity; Marjanah Hale, West Somerville,
ass.; Marguerite Maxwell, New York
ty.
Elenore Dell, Bayside, L. I. ; Elsie Shafer,
ew York City; Alva Ansley, Washington,
C; Thelma Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
arion Herley, New Rochelle, N. Y. ; Bob: Darling, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Rita Crane,
ooklyn, N. Y. ; Peggy Pershing, Kansas
ty, Mo. ; Virginia Lee Nicholson, Detroit,
ich. ; Roy Fernandez, Fairfield, Conn. ;
lele Gordon, New York City; Agnes Zetstrand, Waterbury, Conn.
Will Get Publicity
Marie Marshall Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Mari erite Dodd, New York City ; Jeanne Pere,
w York City; Carmen Asensio, New
irk City; Hazel Donnelly, New York
'y; Evelyn Donnelly, New York City;
tty Sinclair, New York City, and Andy
■ mo, New York City.
will be which
given two
years'
] The
jlicitytwoin winners
the magazines
conducted
9 contest. After many screen tests the
jlges declared Miss Palmer and Miss Ray
I iltless.
llble Brothers Open
Classic at Frankfort
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
RANKFORT, IND, Nov. 23.— The
( ssic theatre, erected in North Main
s?et by the Bible brothers, has been
0 ned. The Pathe pictures, "High and

furnished by a piano and violin in the
afternoons and by a five-piece orchestra
in the evening. Miss Josephine Rubino
of this city won a diamond ring that was
offered to the person submitting the
most acceptable name for the new theatre.
Broadwell Productions
To Offer Nick Carters
The tenth of the series of fifteen tworeel feature dramas based on the exploits
of the American detective, Nick Carter,
was completed November 16 by Al Hall,
who is handling the megaphone for the
series, under the personal supervision of
Robert B. Broadwell, president and
director general of Broadwell Productions, Inc.
The titles of the ten pictures are "The
$100,000 Kiss," "Among the Counterfeiters," "The Mysterious Bond Case,"
"Nick Carter Down East," "A Cry at
Midnight," "Sealed Orders," "Birds tf
Prey," "The Spendthrift," "Dodging the
Law" and "The Man Who Stole a MilThe series will be published soon and
will be distributed by Pioneer Film Corporation.
lion."

Corliss Palmer, of Macon, Ga., who was chosen from among thousands of contestants, as one of the winners of a recent beauty contest. She is to be starred.
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Set

Jackie Coogan, going over the scene plot for "Peck's Bad
Boy," the Irving Lesser production. The book's upside
down, but a little thing like that doesn't bother Jackie.

Priscilla Dean, the Universal-Jewel star, in training for a dog
scrubbing
She practices
on "Mugs," the star
boarder of contest.
the Dean-Oakman
bungalow.

Boys will be boys. Take Lewis Sargent, for instance, star of
"The Soul of Youth," the Realart picture. He'd rather
play marbles than eat — or act.

Harold Lloyd, the Pathe comedian, has a new leading fc''
Mildred
is
there? Davis. There's nothing wrong with Harolds ta :»
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"I,
the
Exhibitor"
ADVERTISING, like charity, begins at home. The exhibitor's first sure step toward success in advertising consists in so advertising his theatre to himself that he earnestly believes it the best. That amounts to knowing it.
This accomplished — the business of convincing the public of the same thing is greatly simplified.
* * *

THE same logic applies to cooperation. When the exhibitor has developed civic responsibility to such a degree
that he readily and wholeheartedly lends support to any and all fellow citizens and citizen bodies engaged in worthy
endeavors, he has in great measure overcome the difficulty of persuading fellow citizens, individually and collectively,
to cooperate with him.
* * *
THEATRE morale, an all important matter, can be given no better test than that of the exhibitor's own satisfaction. The absentee exhibitor, the man who entrusts his house entirely to subordinates and contents himself with
an occasional cursory inspection, is by no means the best manager. If the theatre has insufficient charm to make
him want to spend his time in it he can scarcely expect others to pay for the privilege of doing so.
T N the selection of pictures, also, the most profitable program is usually the one that pleases the exhibitor best.
A He sees every attraction through eyes trained in the examination of pictures for his individual audience. When
he builds a program that will thoroughly satisfy himself and his family he has in the great majority of cases a program that will please all.
REAMS

have been written regarding the 'advantages of "being a good fellow." But the professional "good fellow" never convinces anyone for long. The exhibitor who really is a good fellow can't count his friends — or his
)atrons.
Every man is a good fellow beneath the crusty exterior he has raised "for business reasons." The reasons
ire insufficient.
♦ «|s
and trade in harmony. Man frequently opposes this arrangement,
heavy penalty. Nobody ever quite "gets away" with anything,
utters misrepresentative advertising — the cheat — gets away with
respect. A bad transaction.
♦ ♦ ♦
\7 ITHIN exhibitorial ranks the same principle of action brings certain satisfaction. A man may take without
'V giving and suffer no apparent loss. But the man who gives as he takes carries into the exchange an enthusiasm
hich automatically heightens the value of the transaction to both parties. That exhibitor utilizes to best advantage
lowmanship suggestions found in this department and elsewhere who also gives freely of his own experience to
lose who contribute them.
$
$

ATI RE intended men to agree and to barter
JN invariably for selfish reasons. Nature exacts
hey only think they do. The man who prints or
night's business. And loses confidence and self

L NEWSPAPER is comparable to an individual. Private screenings of "Go And Get It," a newspaper story,
A for the press, from editor to "devil," were productive of more than temporary results for many exhibitors. A
i of goodfellowship was created. The exhibitor does not admit to his theatre free of charge the representative of a
nvspaper he does not admire. Good rules work two ways.
P HERE are certain qualities that everybody admires. Industry, enterprise, honesty, benevolence, good nature,
. charity, the willingness to help and human kindness are among them. The man who has them is popular. The
an who pretends them is quickly set down a sham and a bore. They are natural qualities — frequently repressed
cause artificial dignity is falsely regarded as "the thing." The mirror is a great invention.
POLL VAN N A," sugar coated and served in cream, was immensely popular. The philosophv of the thing was
correct. A hardier expression of that philosophy serves excellently as an exhibitorial business policy. Business,
spite the seriousness with which it takes itself and is taken, is merely one phase of life. It's subject to the rules that
vern the whole. And the philosophy of "Pollyanna" put in operation is good advertising for the exhibitor.
UCCESS, like charity and advertising, begins at home. The exhibitor who has succeeded in making himself master
I* of the business, first making himself master of himself, and then moulded that business to meet his standards,
flections of the world's standards, need not greatly concern himself over a raise in rental prices, a tangle in cont cts or the shifting about of screen talent. He's a success. That takes care of everything.
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Showmanship

The "veiled lady" stunts of various
kinds that have been used successfully
in the past can be revived and modernized for use in connection with
"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, as the stUl, typical of the play,
shows. Street work and presentation
may be simply and effectively blended
in this instance.

Northwest Mounted Police have been
used as street exploitation for various
productions. The opportunity to make
capital of this stunt is again presented
in connection with "The Challenge
Of The Law," the William Fox attraction starring William Russell.
Suitable elaborations upon the original
stunt will be found productive of
added drawing power. Word of
mouth publicity is easily obtained in
this manner.
iiimiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiraii;!i!i!i[iiii:r mi! iiiiiiiiiiiimii

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

William
Desmond
Taylor's
Realart production,
"The Furnace,"
abounds in
luxurious
settings
and contains
the above direct
cue for presentation.
If the fashion show has been used recently or for any other reason
is unadvisable, a notable innovation may be effected by engaging a road ,
attraction for the occasion. The engagement must be of considerable
duration to warrant this action, but proper management of the billing
and staging should produce an entertainment worthy of the enterprise.

'The Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks' forthcoming United Artists produc
tion, contains a duel scene which may be utilized as presentation basis
The classic "Faust" duel, in which the stage is left in darkness while the
duelists cross swords electrically equipped to give forth sparks and flashes
the contestants are intermittentlj
faces
the tense to
which adaptable
by the light isof easily
illuminated,
the ofpurpose.

|
f
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Window
With

Playlet

Demonstrated

"Forty -Five

The window playlet has promise.
It will be developed.
As forecast in this department when
he first instance of human actors beng employed in window exploitation,
he idea has been taken up and elaborated upon.
With this, the second story of the
ype, impetus zcill be given activity in
his direction. The stunt, woxc in the
rude innovation stage, will be rewdeled and improved upon until a
igh point of excellence and effectiveess is attained.
That is the course of exploitation.
rHE Bristol theatre. Bristol. Conn.,
is the second to report the winow playlet as used in exploitation. In
lis case '"Forty-Five Minutes From
roadway.'7 Charles Ray's First Xaonal production, was the attraction
br which it was employed.
Added force was given the stunt by
cooperative arrangement effected
hereby the American Legion shared
• the benefits of the enterprise and
ovided the players used in the play.
The. window used was that of a
ore located next door to the theatre.
Two settings were made, one for
e with the actors during the hours
hen traffic was heaviest, the other an
fair of cutouts used during the inrvening hours of the day and night.
It is scarcely necessary to mention
it crowds were drawn to the disiv. nor to add that those who saw
' ked and that others came to see.
.None have ever doubted the effi<|ncy of the stunt, which has fre'Jently been suggested in the abstract.
le practicality of it only has been
(Jestioned.
NVhether or not there was just
fpund for such doubts, it is a fact
tit the window playlet is now a
t ce demonstrated possibility. More.
• is a demonstrated success.
["here isshould
excellenuse
t reason
why every
eiibitor
it at least
once.
I merit is such as to warrant its use
e|n at the expense which it involves
wjere a cooperative arrangement is
n! effected.
The direct advertising value is
he word of mouth advertising:
w.ch it produces is considerablv
gater.
md it is obviously true that the
«?rprise is ample iustification for a
ff'uine news story. The newspaper
th does not regard it as such and
tr ion.
t it accordingly is in need of atmerican exhibitors, following custo. will seize upon the idea with
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Minutes

Successful

from

Broadway"

The cutout window set used during the hours of low ebb in traffic.
characteristic readiness and apply it to a possible overdoing of the thing. The
local conditions. There will be other great trouble in exploitation is not
examples of its use, occurring with in- overdoing but the reverse.
creasing frequency.
To the Bristol management, as to
The technique, as in any new en- the management of the theatre that
deavor, will be worked out to a great first used the idea, great credit is due
degree of nicetv. Innovations will be for enterprise -nd courage. It takes
applied. And as story after story of courage to step out ahead of the mob
this kind is reported a new and im- and do something new.
The window playlet is decidedlv
mensely profitable method of exploitanew and its successful employment is
tion will come into general use.
There need be little concern over a distinct exploitation achievement.

The window playlet enacted by players provided by the American Lejion.
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Courage
For

of

Marge

Window

O'Doone"

Display

FOR sheer artistry and attention — compelling power
the window display prepared by the Hippodrome theatre, Joplin, Mo., for "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone," the Yitagraph production, easily surpasses anything in recent exploitation. The above reproduction of
a photograph taken of the window is ample evidence of
its superior quality.
The composition is well qualified to serve as a model
in window preparation. It has practically all of the essentials of the salesmanship window, plus an artistic finish
that lends it a distinctly worth while added value.
Yet the materials of which it is composed are comparatively simple and within the reach of all exhibitors.
The question that arises is not "How did Joplin come to
produce such a window?" but "Why are not more such
windows
?" obtainable in most cities at little
The produced
animals are
trouble and no expense. The Elks lodge can usually be
relied upon to furnish them, or the Moose or some similar
organization. Other possibilities are the public library or
museum, or a local hunting enthusiast, the latter being
practically certain to show extreme readiness to have his
prizes publicly exhibited.
The snow setting is easily within the ability of the
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Occasion

"Model"

Quality

ordinary window trimmer, or the theatre artist or stag
director. In case of necessity the average exhibitor wil
not find it impossible to construct such a setting himself.
The effort is decidedly worth making.
The distinct business getting power of such a windov
is not its only recommendation.
There goes with such
window also a certain prestige that should not be under
estimated.
People will stop to look at such a display sheerl
because of its artistic merit. That people really do sue
things can be proved to the satisfaction of anyone wh
will take the time to stand for a period near any well mad
merchant window. The test will not be without a definil

The Hippodrome window should not be passed ove
lightly.
profit.
The photographic reproduction upon this page
worth clipping and filing for reference. The exhibitor wn
does not make a practice of thus filing the material of th
sort that is presented from week to week is making a
error of no mean consequence.
In cases where such a custom has not been maintain
it should be inaugurated at once. There have been fe
better exhibits to begin with than the above.
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Prologue
Beds"

Provides

Presentation

Edward J. Wcisfeldt. manager of
'he Alhambra theatre, Mikcaukee,
Vis., is rapidly becoming known
hroughout the trade as a leader in
howjnanship.
His Halloice'en party, recently decribed in these pages, was characterpic of his work.
His presentation prologue used for
Twin Beds," the First Xational atraction featuring Mr. and Mrs. Carter
leHaven, surpasses even that ez'ent in
oint of originality and adaptability.
It sets the pa; : for American theatre
ten in the handling of that producon.

rHE prologue, pictorially described
in accompanying illustrations, was
ntitled "2 G. M." and partook of the
eneral nature of a syncopated "mornherehilarity
git after."
The infecti
atmospous
through
was of that
notaknown prior to the passing of the
ighteenth Amendment to the Conitution of the United States.
The curtain ascended, disclosing
e interior of a luxurious apartment,
ith characters representing the stars
the play in repose.
"Glorious;" the "souse song" success
a few seasons ago. was played softly
the orchestra.
The lady and gentleman in bed
emed to rise to a sitting posture, and
e beds began to sway slightly, gatherg morion as the music increased in
►lume. As the lights became brighter
•d the music more animated the beds
vanced to the front of the stage and
dance followed. The same trend of

Stage of the Alhambra at opening of prologue.
action was then reversed, leaving the
stage in its original condition as the
picture was thrown upon the screen.

The construction in detail.
The cross-section illustration shows
the mechanical construction of the

The Alhambra's syncopated bedroom farce in progress.

beds and the manner in which the
dance was executed. Papier mache
was used for the beds, which gave the
necessary lightness.
Effective as was the prologue, its
simplicity must not go unappreciated.
It is in this quality that it scores heaviest from a point of usefulness.
Duplication of the Alhambra prologue is not difficult. Practically any
theatre that has a stage can use the
idea almost intact. Slight alterations
and modifications will bring it within
the power of almost every exhibitor to
reproduce.
The Alhambra theatre, and Mr.
Weisfeldt. give valuable service to the
trade in thus blazing the way for successful presentation of this and other
features. There is no greater direct
service that the individual exhibitor
can render his fellow business men.
The present example should be
widely adopted. If past history is a
fair euide it will be.
This is a worthv work.
Look It Over
The press book issired by RobertsonCole tionforof interest
"So Long
is a trade.
composi-It
to Letty"
the entire
combines the essential element of practicalitycouwith
an artistic
ntered inwork
of the merit
sort. seldom enWhen its many hints and instructions
have been utilized, it is highly probable,
the book will be put into a convenient
drawer for preservation. This should be
the general practice.
If all press books were as excellently
preparedhibitoraswouldthis
one time
the have
American
exin due
a librarv
of exploitation and program history of
great interest and practical value.
Look it over.
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Talking Machine Is
Effective Ballyhoo
In Salt Lake City
Exploitation is a good deal like
the snowball of the popular comIt began in a small way under adparison.
verse circumstances and its advocates
were enthusiastically criticized.
It has grown with increasing
rapidity, gaining momentum and significance.
Every week the number of innovations, genuinely new ideas, is

Stock paper is admirably utilized by the Strand theatre, Laredo, Tex.

Laredo,
Cutouts

Tex. , Showman
Against

Handicaps stimulate.
Most of the great men of history
labored under disadvantages.
Much of their greatness, it might
be convincingly argued, may be contributed to that fact.
Men like to do things that circumstances make difficult.
The best advertising men are not,
as a rule, graduates of advertising
schools.
The city of Laredo, Tex., is located
on the Mexican border. It is not so
large as to embrace all of the standard
facilities for good theatre advertising.
And a large percentage of foreign
population does not make the task of

A street stand of exceptional realism
used for "Forty-Five Minutes From
Broadway."

Great

Uses
Odds

advertising intelligently and effectively particularly simple.
Yet the Rialto theatre of Laredo
turns out good work.
Accompanying reproductions of
photographs taken of the Rialto show
to some extent the effects that are
gained under the disadvantages mentioned. Despite photographic shortcomings, the quality of the work is
evident.
W hen "The Love Expert," Constance Talmadge's First National production, was shown, an exceptionally
attractive lobby display was prepared,
original and unique use of cutouts
being responsible- for the effects
gained.
The cutouts made for "Forty-Five
Minutes From Broadway," also a
First National attraction, are no less
distinctive. Of natural size and posses ing arealism decidedly impressive,
they were placed upon the sidewalks
of the city at points of vantage.
The general effect of both compositions isgood.
More interesting, perhaps, is the
fact that shows in the background,
that the management of the theatre
produces remarkable advertising
under
stances. unusually- restrictive circumThis is the type of showmanship
upon which the American theatre depends for its future. This will to
succeed, this determination to do. is
of inestimable value to the individual
and to the industry.
Where such a spirit prevails, and it
prevails throughout the ranks of the
exhibitorial
body, failure cannot enter
in.

greater.
One of the especially interesting
events of the current week is the introduction of the talking machine as
a ballyhoo instrument. Charles Wint on , exploitation representative for
Famous Players-Lasky in Salt Lake
City, Utah, used the idea in advertising the Paramount
opening of "The
Restless
Sex"
at the
Empress
theatre.
Mr. Winton, experienced in vaudeville, made the record used, an enthusiastic description of the picture,
and the machine was mounted in an
automobile and carried about the city,
stopping
at advisable points to deliver
its message.
The sideshow barker, except in rare ,
instances, is no longer an effective
exploitation agent. The introduction
of this novelty in gaining the same

The phonographic ballyhoo squad that
described
Lake City, "The
Utah. Restless Sex" to Salt
effect, plus the added facilities for1
rapid transportation
and effective
livery, isdecidedly worth
while. deAs the photograph shows, a simple,
machine was used, the horn probably
for flash purposes.
It is at once obvious that the idea;
expanded to emmay bebrace profitably
an elaborate structure, which
may be termed "the biggest talking
machine in the world" or something
that, thus giving added power tc
like stunt.
the
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and

Flesh

Exploitation

Participate

for

"Pink

Tights"

The jazz idea in exploitation is good.
Jazz is essentially sensational, intensely modern and
accordingly attractive.
Where it has been used it has succeeded without exception.
A jazz float, with a genuine dancer and two cutout
imitations, scored satisfactorily for the Frolic theatre, San
Francisco, Cal., in the exploitation campaign for Universal's
current production, "Pink Tights."
THE Frolic float was thoroughly equipped for the work
in hand. Cutouts were effectively used to provide the
general setting, and well toward the front of the float a
piano was placed.
Ample space was provided for the appearance of the
■.oung woman whose performance was the point of the
enterprise. She sang songs selected with a purpose, adding
>uch features as were commensurate with the numbers
*iven.
The float went about the streets of San Francisco with
,he pianist playing the numbers chosen by the music store
.vhich cooperated. And stops were made at suitable inter/als for the more complete presentation of the miniature
)rogram.
Box office reports are scarcely necessary where an
enterprise of this type has been utilized. It is a foregone
onclusion that business was stimulated by the direct appeal
i>f the stunt, and the mere reporting of the fact is almost
uperfluous.

window display arranged with the Gillette store in San
Francisco, another link in the Frolic exploitation chain.

The jazz float used by the Frolic theatre, San Francisco,
Cal., in the interests of "Pink Tights."
occasions should not be passed without comment. Showmen generally are prone to weigh a proposition of this
nature without consideration of that important phase of
the matter.
As a matter of fact, there are few if any normal citizens who could witness a performance such as that given
on the Frolic float and fail to speak of it to a goodly number of those with whom he came to converse in the immediate future. The description of such an affair, it may
also be noted, is quite likely to gain color and detail with
repetition.
This is the right type of word of mouth advertising.
People discuss the float primarily, the theatre as its sponsor
and the attraction as the reason for the whole. The constant repetition of the story assures its growth, and though
the simple truth reiterated is sufficient unto the cause the
natural growth of the event does not work to its advantage.
But the Frolic did not pin all its hopes to the float.
W indow displays of various types were also employed,
one of the best of these, that used in the Gillette store
window, being reproduced herewith.
In addition to this, and as augmentation thereof, the
newspapers were supplied with carefully prepared copy and
various other standard methods were utilized.
The American showman will make capital of the Frolic
precedent. This account of it will serve to freshen the
memory of the remarkable stunts that were done in the
various Liberty Bond sales drives, and the advisability of
adapting these methods to theatre purposes.
Their efficacy was convincingly demonstrated.
Their adaptation is the natural course.
The Frolic management acted wisely.
The lead should be followed.
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Silhouette
for

Race

Film

Sid Grauman, whose Million Dollar theatre. Los Angeles, consistently maintains its high place in American theatricals, has experimented with the silhouette.
As usual, he made a success of it.
Report from the West Coast city is to the effect that no Grauman
entertainment in recent months has surpassed in popular satisfaction
that pictured
herewith,
entitled
of Days
Gone famous
By."
The feature
opened
with"Memories
a recreation
of the
Florodora
Sextette in the songs that made that aggregation popular and won it
the place it holds in stage history.
Following this interpretative dances were given, also in silhouette,
as well as singing and instrumental nnml>ers.
"The Race of the Age," Fducational's feature showing the turf classic
in which Man < >' War defeated Sir Barton for a record stake, was put
upon the screen immediately following the introduction. This was accompanied bythe most realistic music and effects that could he created
and at its termination a horse, apparently the victor, appeared upon the
stage.
As this horse was led off another appeared, this a trained animal
that went through a series of tricks.
That's
entertainment in part.
Think ait Grauman
over.
Then review mentally the arguments ot" the ever-present gentlemen
who maintain that presentation is a useless and costly adjunct to a picture program.
Recall the arguments presented by those who hold that all pictures
should be screened coldly, or with only the interpretation of a standard
orchestra.
The decision rests of course with the individual.
he that
thereto isbelieve
good that
ground
the "anti"
argument.
But
it doesIt may
not seem
logical
the for
theatres
that use
presentation,
in nearly every instance leading theatres, are carrying a weighty burden
unnecessarilv.

A timely poster furnished to merchant
in Des M6ines, la., by the Paramoun
exchange.
Christmas

Shopping

Warning Advertises
Paramount Pictures
The trend of human activity, be
it in invention, business or what not,
is from the complex to the simple, as
way.
well as from the moderately successful to the practical.
Advertising ideas develop in that
Man learns as he works.
The last work of a man is usually
his best.
It is also usually his simplest.
( )ne of the most practical advertiing stunts, and one of the simples
in recent exploitation is that used b
Norman L. Dixon, exploitation rep
resentative of the Des Moines, la
Paramount exchange, in behalf c
"Something
To Think
About" an
Paramount pictures
generally.
The poster prepared for that pn
duction was the basis of the idea.
Mr. Dixon simply "got the jump
on the newspapers and departmei
store managers and printed in tf
upper left corner of the posters c
hand at the exchange the simple stat<
ment seen in the illustration a<
companying this story.
He then approached the departmei
store managers, and the idea w<
picked up so quickly that he extend*
it to cover practically all mercanti
houses. And at last report the e:
hausted. stock of this paper was e:
change's

The silhouette
presentation
as used
by Grauman's
Million
Dollar theatre,
Lossongs
Angeles, in which
the famous
Florodora
Sextette was
impersonated
and the
they made popular revived.

Paramount exploitation m<
throughout the country, it is said, w
carry out the same stunt. Exhibito
playing the picture specifically me
tioned will profit most, though t
t pictur
Paramounable.
publicity
as
a brand given
is not inconsider
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"Madonnas
As

Jans

and
and

Cooperation, in its sliowmanslup
ense, is in its infancy.
Engagements where it is properly
pplied generally result in broken attendance records, a circumstance
hick argues that it should be culti■ated.
Cooperation, in this instance bezceen exhibitor and producer, was
esponsible for the establishment of
new box office mark for J. H . Kunk\'s Madison theatre, Detroit, Mich.
MEN,"
AND was
ADONNAS
k\yf
XvJLthe
Jans production,
the
ttraction which set a new record for
le Madison. An intensive exploitaon and presentation campaign was
le direct cause.
A chariot race which formed the
imax to a genuinely dramatic prestation feature with plot and diaigue, the treadmills, horses, panorima and other equipment being
lipped from New York for the octsion. is the outstanding feature of
ie event.
An elaborate newspaper and publicy campaign, with billboard and street
.r advertising as well as other exrior representation, preceded the
>ening.
Herman F. Jans, president of the
oducing company, with F. E.
icker, sales manager, were on the
ound to give personal cooperation
Thomas D. Moule, manager of the
adison, and Howard O. Pierce,
inaging director of exploitation and
iblicity for the Kunsky organization.
The lobby was fitted out, as illustra>n shows, with huge paintings show% the interior of a coliseum. The
rses. said to be blooded steeds, were
'ed daily for street work. Circus
nthods of the better class were used
foughout.
Following the establishment of suslnse by a dramatic stage incident
[ralleling the plot of the picture, the
-ond phase of the presentation
-wed two chariots in mad chase,
veels spinning, streamers flying, as
t- panorama flashed by completing
t| illusion.
\s the second chariot drew alongs|e the first a girl was dramatically
rcued from the same, thus keying
t. audience up to the proper pitch
c enthusiasm for the reception of the
pure.
dadison theatre records went down
o ore the crowds that were drawn
d ing the engagement.
ooperation supplied the exceptnal materials used in both exploitam and presentation. Cooperation
sl uld be cultivated.

Men"

Sets

Kunsky

Detroit

Direct

Record

Exploitation
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Sprag's
Cutout
Is
Excellent
Example
Of Lobby Artistry

'The Legend Of Alohe" was the title given the prologue used for "What Women
Love" by the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco. Cal.

Hawaiian

Number

Kellerman

Precedes

Film

at

Tivoli

Frank J. Costello, managing director of the Tivoli Opera House, San
Francisco. Cal., is known to those who read of his activities in exploitation
and presentation as a business man exhibitor. His methods are of the
standard rather than the sensational type. The results gained are in keeping, steady rather than fluctuating.
A recent presentation feature is representative of the Costello method.
When Annette Kellerman's First National production, "What Women
Love," was shown at the Tivoli. Mr. Costello settled upon the Hawaiian
presentation as the most suitable and practical.
The above illustration shows the simple but effective setting constructed, and the presentation feature in progress.
The policy of the thing is the big point of interest.
Many exhibitors, knowing that the star of the picture was famous
for her athletic and swimming ability, as well as her shapeliness, might
have gone to the considerable expense of using a stage tank, one or more
professional swimmers, possibly a whole vaudeville act of this character,
without material gain. It is doubtful, at least, if the work and expense
involved would have produced a more fitting or satisfying presentation
for the feature than did the prologue used in this instance.
To make the connection with the picture direct, Mr. Costello composed dialogue paralleling sharply the story of the play. This, with the
added impressive power of the Hawaiian musical program given served
the purpose excellently.
Though economy in presentation or exploitation is not a thing to be
unreservedly recommended, it is merely good business policy to avoid
purposeless expenditure. The theatre is, in this respect, no different than
any other business institution.
It is this phase of the Costello management that impresses most
strongly one who has followed it closely.
There is always demand for good business methods, in the theatre
elsewhere, and Mr. Costello qualifies as a business man in every sense of
the word.

To refer to the present day exhibitor's theatre as a "shooting gallery"
is to precipitate a warm verbal enfisticuffs. gagement, if not actual resort of
It is also rank injustice.
The present day theatre is in no
sense similar to the institution refer ed to.
Nor is the present day audience
composed of the people who attend
that institution.
The distinction has not always
been so marked.
Improvement in the general apearance of the theatre, though not
the most important, is one of the
reasons for the change.
And there is still room for improvement inthis direction.
Too much effort cannot be put forth
to bring about a better street appearance for the theatre. Too little effort
is put forth in this cause by too many
exhibitors.
The street view of the theatre is the
first that the prospective gets. Upon
his liking or disliking it in great measure depends his subsequent action.
W. E. Sprag, manager of the Olympia theatre, New Haven. Conn., gives
his lobby the attention it deserves.
His lobby shows the results of his
work.
A single set piece, that constructed
for "The Branded Woman." Norma;
Talmadge's First National production
is ample illustration of the general1
character
Mr. Sprag's work. It i;|
reproducedof herewith.
There is an artistic finish to this thaij
is lacking in the great majority oi
similar photographs received. Tha
finish is not without a definite effed
upon passers by.

An artistic lobby piece designed by V
E. Sprag,Newmanager
the Olymp
theatre,
Haven, ofConn.
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Moving
Day
for "Over
the Hill"
Provides
Opportunity
for Exploitation
Procession
Size commands respect.
One of the most interesting experiences in everyday
life lies in watching a big man and a little man in upstanding converse. Brazen, at first blush, discounts brain.
Weber and Fields, stage veterans, probably never
realized that a great part of their enviable success ivas due
to the natural phenomenae having to do zc-ith their respective sizes.
The advertising application is direct.

the Hill,"
Fox production,
the William from
WHEN
New
theatre.
the Central"Over
was transferred
York, to the Lyric, because of the greater capacity of the
latter house it is said, the mere moving operation did not
involve a great amount of -labor. It might have been
clone very quietly and in a very short time.
But ten trucks were used for the purpose.
Furthermore, the trucks were fitted out with brilliant
banners and moved along in close formation.
Accompanying illustrations show the cavalcade in motion and a close-up of one of the trucks.
For three days the caravan was driven through various sections of the city, through the congested business
section, through the residential neighborhoods, everywhere
that people could be brought to a momentary halt to observe the majestic progress of the procession.
,
The box office of the Lyric, when the picture opened

attention simply by reason of its magnitude.
Magnitude always gets attention. People look at big
men and at big things instinctively with respect. They
remember them.
To go into the reasons why people do so is to open
a discussion that could not be disposed of in the confines
of this department.
The fact is sufficient.
Utilize it.
The "big idea" never has been given proper application
to advertising by theatre men. There is practically no limit
to the results that can be obtained by its intelligent use.
Some men possess naturally the knack of making the
things they do seem big things. Perhaps more of the

One of theCentral
ten trucks
thatNew
moved
the Lyric.
Hill'' from the
theatre,
York,"Over
to the
greatness accredited to certain figures in public and private
thing.
life is due directly to this ability than to any other single

The Fox exploitation procession in close formation moving
through a residential section.
here, showed the effect of the enterprise.
The logic of the stunt is so simple as to require no
horough
explanation. It simply couldn't fail of the deired result.
But the simplicity of it is another matter.
Think that over.
Here the expense was merely the cost of operating
fit trucks and paying the drivers, to which was added the
Tost of the banners.
That expense was undoubtedly much less than has
requently been expended upon a single production by
jractically every exhibitor. That amount of money would
ot buy a very impressive newspaper campaign, nor would
finance a very lavish presentation.
The success of the venture is due to '"the big idea."
The stunt fairly breathes bigness.
The procession looked like a circus parade. It got

The familiar curtain speech, common to stage first
nights and occasionally witnessed in connection with the
initial screenings of big film productions, is an instance of
the successful application of "the big idea " A "plant" is
usually
located in the audience
criescry"Author
! Author
at the phychological
moment.andThe
is taken
up and!"
after a suitable delay the gentleman in demand stumbles
to the footlights with carefully rehearsed awkwardness and
delivers his purposely halting speech to the supposedly
enthusiastic listeners.
The peculiar part of the whole thing is that the stunt
always goes big. Despite the fact that the majority of the
audience knows the thing has been rehearsed and is a
palpable "frame up," the crowd responds.
The pretense of the thing, the "bluff." is its guarantee.
The exhibitor should not adopt such crude methods
as these, of course. But he should make it a point to do
the things that he does in as ostentatious manner as possible. If the advertising that he does is powerful of its
own merit, it is more so if properly circused.
No circus parade ever had too many bands. Most of
them have too few.
No ballyhoo artist ever had too loud a voice.
The Fox removal parade was a big stunt. And when
all is said and done the occasion for it was an everyday
occurrence.
The circus method of handling it made it a big success.
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JESS DAY, manager of the Palace theatre, Des Moines, la., aided by the exploitation department of the Paramount ex
change in that city, executed a co-operative exploitation drive, shared by the recruiting branch of the U. S. Army, tha
resulted in a week of big business for the theatre and fifty enlistments for the service. The Palace is a split-week house
making a single exception in policy for Hart productions.

Army

and

Navy

Develops

Exploitation

New

Compensation and responsibility inter ease together.
The man that receives a substantial
fee for his endeavors generally is the
man upon whose shoulders rest obligations inproportion.
The exploitation man of an early
period had but a single responsibility
— the building up of patronage for a
given attraction.
That condition has changed, as has
the exploitation man's compensation.
Today he is under obligation to the
whole community in which he dwells,
as U'cll as to his direct employer.
The change is for the better.

Cooperation

Responsibility

engagement thrived by reason of the
activity which accompanied it.
The expense of an enlistment in
peace time is calculated at $1,100.
The direct gain to the army is apparent and was obtained at the cost
of a few men's time and some five or
Ik

Showman

six hundred sheets of paper usee
throughout the city.
The same worthy work was carrie<.
on in Seattle, Wash., on slight!
smaller scale by Wayland H. Tayloi
another Paramount exploitation mar
when "Something to Think About,
a Paramount-Cecil B. DeMille produq
tion, wasInexhibited
at the Strand
the'
atre.
this instance
the Nav
cooperated, and one hundred frame
such as
that seen in the illus
tposters,
ration, were
used.

THE cooperative advertising campaigns pictured upon this page reveal something of the new estate of
the exploitation man. They are
doubly interesting for this reason.
That seen above, the street representation used by the Palace theatre,
Des Moines. Ia.. in behalf of "The
Cradle
of Courage.''
William
S. Hart's
Paramount
production,
is especially
interesting in this regard. The recruiting branch of the army gave real
cooperation, lending officers and men
in the work and delivering a short
talk upon the advantages of army
training from the stage.
As a result of this enterprise, fifty
enlistments were obtained, while the

of

The U. S. Navy co-operated with the
Paramount exploitation department in
advertising the showing of "Something
to Think About" at the Strand, Seattle, Wash.

Though both instances are of die
tinct merit because of their direc
exploitation value, they are especiall
notable as revealing the new estate (
the exploitation worker.
Here a genuinely worthy work hi
been done. -The procuring of enlis
ments for either the army or the n;
tion cannot be classified otherwise.
A man who is instrumental in thi
materially aiding his government cor
mands respect. He has accomplish*
something more than a mere financi
transaction. He has given service
a worthy cause, a cause that is r
own and the nation's.
And this is but one instance of t
added obligations which the exploit
tion man has assumed. Every d
brings accounts of new and more e
tensive exploitation operations whi
emphasize the point made.
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"Faust"
In

Joins

"Pied

Introducing

HERALD

Piper

of Hamelin"

"Harriet

EDWARD L. HYMAX, managing editor of the Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.. advertising man. exploitation genius and presentation master extraordinary,
las displayed at no time in his eventful history keener inight nor more originality than in his presentation of
Harriet and the Piper. v Anita Stewart's First National
.ttraction.
The above illustration shows the feature in progress.
The ascending curtain revealed "The Girl" and " The
ool" in costumes similar to those worn by the star and
nother principal in the bal masque scene of the picture
.ancing to the strains of "Orpheus." ostensibly played by
he "Pied Piper." A black velour drop festooned in carnal manner provided the background.
Suddenly there was a flash of flame in the exact center
f the stage and "Mephistopheles" appeared. The dancers
aused a moment, and then the newcomer took up his
ursuit of the girl. The music interpreted the spirit of the
ling until the girl was carried through the opening drop,
er partner following, when the spotlight picked up the
iper and his plaintive melody continued until the picture
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and

the

Piper"

was in progress and he had been gradually enshrouded in
darkness.
Thus were two classics, one of literature, the other of
music, combined with a modern feature, the dance, in the
Hyman presentation. The combination is impressive.
Any one of the three would have served very well for
the average showman and the average theatre. But the
Strand under Hyman's management has progressed beyond
the stage
the "average."
Strandof audiences
have been taught to expect something new. innovational. striking.
Hyman provides it with amazing regularity.
Consider the masterful way in which the prologue was
handled. But four people were employed. But one drop
was necessary, and that in all probability was a house
fixture.
Vet the presentation rivals in effectiveness that given
by the Kinema. Los Angeles, and recently recorded in this
department, wherein fifteen people took part.
W ithout actually witnessing both performances it is
impossible to state definitely which deserves highest praise.
But it is altogether obvious that both are excellent and
both fit models for other exhibitors to follow in their
handling of the attraction.

EXHIBITORS
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BUSINESS
BUILDERS
With the development and generalization of exploitation has come about a
standardization of methods indicative of
the practical worth of the more sensational type of advertising and the growth
of exhibitorial confidence in the new
showmanship. Though not every campaign can embrace a distinct innovation,
every item of exhibitor exploitation news
is of vital interest to the industry.
H
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A "teaser" float and a well papered lobby
were employed by the Isis theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich., in behalf of First National's
"Go and Get It."

The striking lobby display constructed by
the Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore., for
"The Notorious Miss Lisle," a First National
production.

In the foreground, a colorful and ornate
cutout furnished by Universal in connection
with "Once to Every Woman" and being
used generally.

Leo Valdez, manager of the Royal theatre,
Laredo, Tex., makes his Ford do double duty,
in this
case advertising
First
National
attraction. Marshall Neilan's

Stickers attached to marriage licenses issued
in Denver, Colo., aided in drawing this crowd
to the Rialto theatre to see the Paramount
special production.
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BiWWillM
Oh!

Mr. and
Mrs. Elgin!
Hock The Family Silverware ami Conic to The

Star
Theatre
November
THE RAZZBERRY ENTERTAINERS

15th.

Will sujte a IMliekiiig. Frolic king night of Comedy. Music, Verrimeal
and Dandy Song* by R<-al Artists— Who Hare The Razzbcrry "Pep".
LOOK! — A 5 Piece Razzberry Orchestra — Razzberry
Entertainers — Razzberry Ushers and Buck
Jones in a 7 Reel Razzberry Feature— A $1.50
Show At Movie Prices.
"Thanks to K.tii : Crocker's ticnorous KaszbeiT) Spirit."
THE PROCEEDS GO TO OUR TREASURY TO HELP BOOST "OUR ELGIN"
Newsboys of Utica, N. Y., gave valuable cooperation tothe De Luxe theatre in exploiting
the engagement of "Go and Get It," Marshall
Neilan's First National production.

Ralph Crocker, manager of the Star, Elgin,
III., donated his theatre and his show for one
night in the interest of a strong local booster
movement, gaining many friends.

CLOSED
SO WE COULD ALL GO TO SEE
ASINS
PARAMOUNT
OF PICTURE
ROSANNE"

"THE
AT

THE

PRINCESS

THEATER

Reduced facsimile of a card in red and
white, tacked to closed theatres in Denver,
Colo., by Fred Greene, Jr., Paramount exploitation representative.

A lobby drop with a cut-in announcement
aided in the campaign used by the Everett
theatre, Everett, Wash., for Marshall Neilan's
First National success.
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SHOWMAN

I!

SUCCESS

If

Success

Stock paper display and a mystery automobile stunt figured in the campaign for First
National's "The Love Expert," at The Strand,
Creston, Iowa.
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in showmanship

is dependent

upon a thorough understanding of a number
of business principles, and trie consistent
application of these to theatre operation.
Greatest of these is the principle of good
advertising, the agency directly responsible
for the bringing of patrons to the box office.
To keep abreast of exploitation advance,
and to apply new and successful methods
vigorously, is the exhibitor s most important work.
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Chambers' Make- Up
Worth While Study
In Ad Composition

THE TOW M ,',-[!/> T
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//. O. Pierce Pufs
Spirit of Picture
In Adams Displays
The relationship of type to picture
is direct.
It is well known that letters are
nothing more than standardized pictures.
The advertising man who combines type and picture to best effect
is the man who divides between the
two responsibility for the effectiveness of his display.
Howard O. Pierce, director of advertising and publicity for the J. H.
Kunsky theatres, Detroit, Mich., is
such a man.
A recent advertisement that illustrates the point is reproduced herewith. The Adams theatre engagement
of "Go And Get It" was the occasion
for the display.
It warrants close scrutiny.
Those who have seen the picture
have not forgotten and will not soon
forget the airplane stunts that figured
prominently in the action. They are
among the remarkable camera achievements of the year.
If the Adams advertisement is regarded without consideration of the
type copy the illustration will be seen
to convey in marked clearness the impression of daring, romance, thrill,
that characterized that portion of the
footage.
The picture is well drawn and fits
well into the composition of the whole.
Slightly idealized rather than accurate,
it is therefore more effective.
Melodrama is its keynote.
Then consider the copy.
Aside from the box at the upper
right containing the personal endorsement of Mr. Kunsky. the melodramatic
tone pervades the whole.
This is harmony of copy and illustration.
The original display was of such
size as to carry that same general note
of the melodramatic into even the first
casual glance at the advertisement
The first impression was followed
through.

Among the American exhibitors
who have made high marks in newspaper advertising the name of Stanley
Chambers, manager of the Palace
theatre. Wichita, Kans., holds high
place.
point of "all around" ability
he
has noIn superiors.
The recent Palace display that is
reproduced herewith is a fair sample
of Mr. Chambers' ability, and incidentally one of the best amusement
advertisements recently printed.
The composition of the thing, the
deft placing of component parts and
the resultant mass effect require little
discussion when the advertisement
itself is available. Perhaps the best
way to bring out its strong points is to
suggest that the reader try to find a
flaw in the composition.
Exhibitors will go far in search of a
model to follow and find none better
than the Palace theatre advertising.

Stolte's Displays
Give Character to
Amusement Section
The newspaper that gives a theatre publicity generally expects a return of at least complimentary
tickets to some performance.
Thetion infeeling
is general
menthe news
columnsthat
is some
sort of prize that should be dearly
paid
Notfor.many newspaper men credit
the good advertiser with the distinct
benefit
which is theirs in the running
of his copy.
Good advertisements are valuable
sense.
to a newspaper in more than one
The advertisements used for the
Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, la.,
by A. G. Stolte. managing director,
are a genuine asset to the publication
in which they appear. A casual examination ofa single issue of the Des
Moines Capital will prove the statement.
The Stolte advertisements are invariably attractive. They are always
partially and usually wholly original
drawings,
with all the copy hand
lettered.
ma-u mpn ck'tr.
AuiM bibbr. mo lb* fer

amuseto the
give acharact
Theyment section,
sectioner that
always
has
been in need of such material.

s adverStolte'
of Mr.herew
men duced
A speci
It is
ith.
tising is repro
neither the best nor the worst of his
products, but a representative selection.
Any newspaper should be glad ot
the opportunity to carry copy of this
quality.
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Use

Chapter

Preceding

Ad

Campaign

World

Premiere
STUNTS

VJELSON B. BELL,
.\| in charge of ad versing and publicity for
h e Crandall theatres,
Vashington, D. C, surassed previous excel- 1
■nt showings in his
ork for the Metro-'
olitan theatre engagelent of "The Woman
i His Ho-use," the
orld premiere of Louis
. Mayer's First Naonal production. The
rongest link in the camlign was the chapter
aser series reproduced
■rewith in its entirety.
On the Monday preding the Sunday of
e opening the first
ind display, the top
ame in the strip, was
ed. It will pay one to
rulir.
ad the matter caretrvuaj on whMk The Ma
lly, for it is in prose
atrode
aad ob^THsAnd CMMHM
rse and so well written
Bmiu
(liralo raseHin i
the cnJIflSheW>*rodea*, -onlo*
; to command attention
and.' their cua til jor «... nn
id respect.
1 'n Tuesday the secid frame was added,
id this procedure cont ued until Saturday,
bflSn!
htm lie• -i pbtk
JtU1e rI
A baby Sdto ro*y.
Men the complete upi lit appeared in two
c limn width.
tittle
hungryWife.ft" Hi1' fl<xroh'-aras ■of Torr.ai ■
It is interesting to
ai Morrtkl H< . l^tt atatknr In
1>dw that a personal apf'irance of Mildred
Lrris Chaplin was
a.anged and effectively
a -ertised, but aside the
pnt. The chapter campgn is the important
thg.
tiuaband depart*, lo tl
md accentuating that
(beMniC poorBeVw.
wife UaMM
inortance is the report
tl: the Metropolitan
li' se record, scored by
" ;e Brat" during
• »!
I' shing Week, w h e n
rtfprr la told v' ■
d city was thronged
w i visitors, was broken
Sen: of a Br*, of a Jar
in his engagement.
'hrart that akVaaSJ MM lo
he psychology of the
Ibr xrrnc^ nf Thr %W>m
Bl it is sound.
ai t Thlah In. Qm
he execution, in this
ca . is well nigh perfect.
xhibitors will do
BEGISSLVG
If .VAi'EROF Win
PR88BN TOMORROW,
T WE REAL LOVIS
MASTERPIECE
w\ to preserve this exSILENT I'RAMA
a"le of blind advertis"i;for future reference
THE WOMAN
I It Jin be used with other
auctions as well as thi«
IN HIS HOUSE
on though in behalf of
EOR OWE n'fi'A i
t hj production named
tn<l;opy is alreadv preH METROPOLITAN
-/ ST AT 1CNT

Ben Serkowich, publicity manager for Dee Robinson's six theatres in Peoria, 111., advertised
the Madison engagement of "The Jailbird" by
dressing his house staff in convict uniforms
and having them lock step through the streets
of the city, the hotels, department stores, etc.,
and the other five theatres.
D. G. Burns, manager of Proctor's Broad theatre,
Elizabeth, N. J., distributed 24-inch sections
of roll wall paper on which was printed in big
type across the figure, "This wall paper torn
from the walls of the Broad to make room
for the immense crowds that will see 'The
White Circle' Thursday, Friday and Saturday."
A still from "Something to Think About" was
reproduced in the "Omaha World Herald" as
the basis of a title-guessing contest held in cooperation with the Strand theatre.
Stanley Chambers, manager of the Palace theatre,
Wichita, Kan., makes the second report to date
of a style show held in connection with Realart's "You Never Can Tell," probably the best
picture for the purpose in history.
A. M. Miller, manager of the T. & D. theatre,
San Jose, Cal., used the title of Annette Kellerman's First National attraction, "What
Women Love," as the basis of a striking merchant co-operative page display.
"All Comedy Week" was recently given at the
Rivoli, New York.
P. G. Estee, manager of the Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D., located in his city a man who had
invented a mechanism for electrically recording
baseball and football games. Mr. Estee was
a telegraph operator in his youth and a loop
was run to the theatre from which reports were
taken during the pennant race of the baseball
season. The conference football games have
been given the same treatment and the popularity of the feature is such that it will doubtless be made permanent.
Mere than 300 exhibitors in Chicago are participating in the motion picture star contest being
conducted by the "Chicago Herald-Examiner."
The contest, which gives publicity to stars
from practically every producing company, was
conceived by T. P. Coates of the newspaper.
His plans were furthered by the Motion Picture
Press Club. Prizes totalling $1,000, with equal
awards for all tying contestants, will be given.
The contest comprises the publication of veiled
photographs of screen stars. The person identifying the greatest number of photographs will
win first prize, and so on down the list.
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"The
Devil"
For Issue

K XHI

JJITOKS

II K R A LD

With
Arliss Completed
by Associated
Exhibitors

December

4, 1920

Fox Institutes Suit
To Protect Right to

His "Over the Hill"
Two suits instituted last week by WilIndependent Production Made by Harry Leonhardt
liam Fox — one in the United States DisIn Association With Andrew J. Callaghan:
trict Court, Southern District against JosOther Pictures Are to Follow
eph Klein and Harry Myer, lessees of the
nth St. Theatre, New York, and the other
The first independent production to be unnecessary overhead in production.
in the United States District Court Eastern
They believe they have been carrying
made by Harry Loenhardt in association
District against Corse Payton, lessee of
the burden of too much financing, of too
with Andrew J. Callaghan has been commuch promotion, and too little actua!
the Amphion Theatre, Brooklyn. X. Y —
pleted. It is "The Devil," with George
production.
carry a warning to theatre managers and
Arl iss as the featured player. Associated
Lack Co-Operation
producers of stock plays against presenting
Exhibitors, Inc., will publish the proany production that infringes in any wa>
"They also believe they have been
duction through Pathe exchanges.
paying for a lack of co-operation be- <m .the two famous poems of Will Carletor
tween the box office and the studio, and
This is the first picture completed by
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse" an<
they are ready to welcome into the field
Mr. Leonhardt as an independent proof production those men who have had
"Over the Hill From the Poorhouse."
ducer. For thirty years he has been conlong and successful experience in the
Wrilliam Fox owns the exclusive drama
nected with the show business, several
theatre, in the actual selling of pictures
tic and motion picture rights to these tw<
to the public.
years of which has been spent in expoems, and he evidently intends to prose
hibiting pictures. He built the California
cute to the fullest extent anybody who en
"The day of the covered carpet tack
eroaches
on these rights.
promoter is over. The day when the
theatre in Los Angeles.
home office will send thousands of dolApparently figuring on the immense pop
Predict Big Success
lars 3,000 miles trusting to luck for reularity of the Fox special film productiw
sults is over. The man who ultimately
"Over the Hill" — now playing an extende<:
The producers believe that "The
pays, sure,
theand exhibitor,
can't stand
engagement
the Lyric Theatre,
Nev'
the home offices
know theit. presThat
York — and itsatcorrespondingly
great draw
Devil" will rank with the really big successes of the screen. The picture, it is is why I have become an independent
ing power, Messrs. Klein and Myer in thei
producer after many years at the theatre
Hth St. Theatre, and Corse Payton in hi
door.
stated, is but the beginning of a comAmphion
Theatre, produced a play entitle'
prehensive production program outlined
Had to Convince Arliss
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," whic!
for the coming year. Mr. Leonhardt is
play, with a few minor changes, it i
"I decided to produce only after cona firm believer in the importance of the stiltation
charged, was taken directly from Wil
with many brother exhibitors.
independent producer and believes that
I have several friends among the exCarlton's two poems. It was stated on thei
hibitors who form the membership of programs that the play was "adapted fror
the great majority of exhibitors throughAssociated
Exhibitors
and
it
was
but
Will ("arleton's celebrated poem." , ,
out the country know that the strongest
that my first effort should be
assurance of support comes from the natural
for that organization. I always knew
strength of independent produceisi.
Completes First Year
that "The Devil" would make a great
picture, but I wanted Arliss in it. it
"I have talked to exhibitors from CaliMUXCIE,
IN*D., Nov.its23.—
Prince.'
theatre has celebrated
firstThe
anniversar
took a long and convincing argument to
fornia to New York City," Mr. Leonmake Mr. Arliss believe that the artistry
W. H. Esch has been in charge of tl
hardt said, "and they are all of one
of his greatest work should be preserved
theatre since it was opened a year ag>
mind. They believe they have been caron the screen. I am told it meets ever;*
Recently
show
fromhetwohasto changed
three acts.his vaudevil
rying the burden of a tremendous and
requirement."
TWO SCENES FROM NEW ARROW PRODUCTIONS

o

Left — Rubye de Remer entertains her leading man, Walter Miller, between scenes of "The Way Women Love."
from "The Daughter of the Don."

Right — Sc<
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New

EDITH STOCKTON
Appearing opposite Alice Brady in "The
Voice
of
the
art production.Blood," a forthcoming RealEnglish Editor Is
Speaker at Dinner
A. M. P. A. Hears Interesting
Talk on Conditions in
British Isles
Ernest W. Fredman. managing director of "The Film Renter and Moving
Picture
of M..
London,
the
nembers News"
of the A.
P. A. angave
insight
nto the motion picture theatre situation
n England at the last weekly luncheon.
Due of the important things brought out
>y Mr. Fredman was that the scarcity
>f theatres rather than the block booking
ystem is responsible for the delay in
etting American films onto the English
narket.
Have Only 3,000 Theatres
"In
England."
said the
"we
ave but 3.000 theatres
as speaker,
against your
8,000 in this country, and as a consenence it is impossible to play the
imerican pictures as rapidly as they are
sported, especially when one takes into
onsideration the fact that the British
ouses also play films manufactured in
leir own country as well as those sent
om Sweden. France. Italy and other
iuntries."
All of which leads to the conclusion
tat a glutted market rather than the
lock booking system is responsible for
condition which prevents the showing
i an American film until after it is two
ars old.
No Prejudice Exists
No prejudice against American picires exists in Great Britain, says Mr.
redman. However, there is a natural
'eference
for these
domestic
but
e output of
is so productions,
small compared
ith the demand, according to the
eaker.
there need
no immediate
t'eadomination
of thebe market
by British
oduct
In accordance with the usual custom,
veral new members were voted in at
e last meeting. They are: S. Charles
nfeld. First National; Ernest Shipman,
Ernest Shipman Productions released
'oughFilmFirst
National; George Blaisdell.
oil
Company.
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Paramount

Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Nov. 23.— A
new motion picture theatre to seat 2,500
persons and to be known probably as
the Indiana, will be erected next year at
Seventh and Ohio streets, according to
announcement by Theodore W. Barhydt.
The new house will be under the same
management as the American and Orpheum theatres and will show Paramount pictures. It is planned to start
construction work on March 1, 1921,
and to open the theatre by October, 1921.
To put through the new enterprise
Mr. Barhydt and his associates have incorporated Indiana Theatre Company
with a capital stock of S350.000 preferred
and $200,000 common and will authorize
a bond issue of not to exceed S250.000.
The same men will form Theatre Operating Company, with a nominal capital
stock, to operate the three houses.
Barhydt Is President
Mr. Barhydt will be president and
Harry J. Baker, the treasurer of both
companies. Harry L. Salsbury will be
vice-president and Ralph A. Kohn, secretary. Additional directors of the operating company will be Shannon P.
Katzenbach of the American theatre.
Charles Fox of the Orpheum theatre.
John C. Flinn and Austin C. Keough of
New York and Henry Woltberg of Chicago.
The operating company will appoint
a resident manager, who will direct the
programs, music and undertakings of the
three theatres. There will be no change
in the vidual
local
of "the
inditheatresmanagement
and no change
in policy
of either the Orpheum cr American except to provide for uniformly improved
entertainments.
To Be One-Floor House
The theatre will be of the new design
of one floor houses. It will provide seats
for 2.500 on the one floor and all parts
of the house will be easy of access.
The stage will be 35 feet deep, with
THEY

CONGRATULATE

at

Terre

Haute

raised platform for the orchestra. It
will be fully rigged for the production
of large stage productions by the removal of the orchestra platform. This
arrangement is provided in the plans,
although the company has no purpose
of presenting programs other than motion pictures and music.
Balcony Is Eliminated
There will be no balcony in the house.
The floor will be an easy incline that
will be convenient and all seats will
afford a good view of the stage. Back
of the incline will be a large foyer with
lounges for both men and women.
A new theatre opened Tuesday in St.
Louis will be linked with the Terre
Haute enterprise. The St. Louis house
seats 3.900 and is built along the general lines favored by the Terre Haute
concern. The program operation already is installed and with the new arrangement in Terre Haute motion picture patrons will have the benefit of
management
will profit through
Louis.
, which
the
experience
of the company in St.
Stock Oversubscribed
Announcement recently that Mr. Barhydt proposed to build a new theatre
brought many inquiries from prospective investors. With the announcement
that the companies are to proceed at
once with the enterprise it also was
announced that the stock in the two
companies already is oversubscribed.
The financing has been done quietly and
all has been handled through Terrs
Haute Trust company and Terre Haute
Savings bank, acting as financial agents
for Mr. Barhydt and his associates.
Mr. Barhydt came to Terre Haute
with the opening of the Grand opera
house more than 20 years ago and since,
except for the few months after he
sold his interests in the Hippodrome,
has been actively connected with theatre
enterprise of Terre Haute.
BAYARD

VEILLER

Marcus Loew and Alice Lake, the Metro star, bombarding Metro's West Coast
production chief on his deft handling of "Mother Love", his latest ftature.
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Civic

and

Social

Leaders

Fox

LOLISE LOVELY
feature, "The Little Grey
Mouse."

4, 192(

Attend

"Passion"
Showing
in Quaker
City
Governor William C. Sproul and Other Executives
Occupy Boxes at Premiere in Philadelphia
of First National Attraction
Frederick W. Schmidt; Mr. and Mrs. H.
"Passion," the Associated First Na- L.
Kirk and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Shafer.
tional Pictures, Inc., spectacle starring
The ball room, which has been the
the emotional actress, Pola Negri, was
scene of many other notable social
given its premier showing recently in the
events, was never more tastefully decoPennsylvania territory at the Bellevuerated than for the showing of this picture. American and French flags preStratford in Philadelphia before an audominated inthe color scheme and were
dience that included practically every
used lavishly in seting off the frames of
civic and social leader in the Quaker
the boxes and softening the corners and
City.
pillars of the huge hall. The stage was
banked with palms and flowers of every
Those who occupied the boxes are
description up to the edge of the screen.
prominently identified with politics, soThe girl ushers were dressed in a
ciety and business and are nationally
Louis XV court costumes, and their
known. Other prominent persons
powdered wigs, beruffled silken waistcoats and knee breeches, made a piccrowded the floor space of the ball room
turesque appearance in the softened
where the showing was given.
light of the big room. A specially seSproul Occupies Box
lected orchestra played a score prepared
The box holders were: William C. for the incidental music of the period of
the
time
and action of the production.
Sproul, governor of Pennsylvania, and
Applause
Is Enthusiastic
Mrs. Sproul; J. Hampton Moore, mayor
As the ball room filled up comment
of Philadelphia, and Mrs. Moore; Mr.
was quizzically critical and this attitude
and Mrs. Edward T. Stotcsbury; General
made the final triumph of the picture
and Mrs. Littleton W. T. Waller; Mrs.
even more striking. As the story of the
Bessie Dobson Altemus: Mr. and Mrs.
little French milliner girl who afterward
Joseph M. Conover; Jirdge and Mrs. J. became Madam du Barry was unfolded
on the screen carried along by the skillWillis Martin; Mr. and Mrs. George
of the continental actress
Horace Lorimer; Col. and Mrs. John S. and fultheportrayal
wonderful support given her
Muckle; Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Norin the production, chatting in the auton; Mr. and Mrs. J. Curtis Patterson;
dience died down and before the first
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Kirk Price; Miss Jessie
reel
was completed the vast ball room
Wilcox Smith; Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
was so silent that the strains of the
Stevenson; Mr. and Mrs. H. Schwalbe;
orchestra would be plainly heard, it is
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Flaherty; Mr.
and Mrs. George Dallas Dixon; Mr. an J said, in the lower corridors of the hotel.
This silence continued for some secMrs. M. F. Hanson; Col. J. E. Hyneman;
onds after the run of the production
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ashton Little; Mr. and
had been completed and the ball room
Mrs. Percy C. Madeira; Mr. and Mrs.
again lighted. There came a burst of
James M. Reed; Mr. and Mrs. James
enthusiastic applause that was astoundFrancis Sullivan; Miss Agnes Repplier;
ing considering the composition of the
Judge and Mrs. Robert von Moschzisker;
audience, and then this gave away to a
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander van Rensselaer;
buzz of excited comment over the picMr. and Mrs. William Baker Whelcn;
ture.
Mrs. Harold Ellis Varnall; Mr. and Mrs.
The comment was as varied as laudatory praise can be. The performance of
Miss Negri was pronounced by many to
exceed any acting ever before seen on the
screen. The production, especially is
the way the larger scenes were displayed,
was accepted as a revelation of the artistic realism that can be accomplished by
the camera. Many inquiries were received as to the directors and the names
of other persons in the cast, and altogether the showing resulted in an endorsement of the film which has never
tory.
been exceeded in the Philadelphia terriThe presentation was organized by
Mrs. Faith Greene and Joseph Kerr with
the cooperation of Mrs. McGill. society
editress of the Philadelphia North Ameri-
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Gregory Gives City
Beautiful Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
STEVENS. POINT. WIS., Nov. 23.—
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gregory have given
to Stevens Point one of the finest and
most beautiful theatres in Wisconsin. The
new house was formally opened this month.
The theatre was erected at an expenditure of $75,000. All modern equipment was
installed, including a Typhoon cooling system. A five piece orchestra has been engaged. The house seats 1,000 persons.

f/:

••Hmlllimr" Hilly Mflaon, >lnr of "It MIk
ll(i|i|><-n lo lira," the shcnnrld and Enn
flve-pcel feature romrd)',
Albany

Strand

Has

(SpecialOpened
to Exhibitors Its
Herald)Door
ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 23.— The ne
Strand theatre recently opened its doo
with Moe Mark, president of Strai
Amusement Company, in charge.
The theatre represents a $1,000,000 e
penditure and is erected after the pla
of the New York Strand, but on som
what smaller scale. The entrance
the theatre is in North Pearl streets. 0
of the big features will be a sympho
orchestra. The theatre has a seati
capacity of 2.500 persons.
iLiituiiiiRiuniutnnui inrtummi; Harding Favors
First National
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has been paid an unique
compliment through the selection
of seven of its productions as the
only motion pictures that were
taken on board the Parismina for I
the entertainment of President-elect
Harding and his party on a trip of j
inspection to Panama. The trip,
which started November 18th, is
expected to last three weeks before |
the Harding party returns to the j
United States and the well-known]
partiality of the President-elect to |
feature productions suggested the |
inclusion of motion pictures for |
entertainment
and relaxation on \
the voyage.
"Peaceful Valley" and "Forty- |
five Minutes
from Broadway"
the §1
first
two independently
produced
Charles Ray features; "The Master |
Mind," the Whitman Bennett pre I
duction starring Lionel Barrymore %
"The Branded Woman," starring
Norma Talmadge; "Old Dad, §
Harris Chaplin \
starring Mildred
"Nomads
of the North," a Jame; |
Oliver Curwood production, ant §
"Dangerous Business," starnnj |
Talmadge were shown. f
RWmiinConstance
i'lii'Ti : Hiii'iniiniiii™
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Denies

Pictures

Will

Reduce

Book

Sale

Benjamin Hampton, Producing for Hodfyinson, Declares Photoplay
Is Not a Menace to Literature, Although It Has Become a Factor
o Be Reckoned

With in Considering the Future of American Bool^s
111
cause of the fascination which authors,
Mr. Grey's publishers, are advertisBenjamin B. Hampton, who has are ing
who have witnessed the screening of
that
his
new
novel,
'The
Man
of
the
nought to th-c screen the works of Forest,' has sold more than a quarter of their stories, seeing their imaginary characters and the incidents in which they
a million copies since its publication
everal prominent authors, gives in the three
months ago. Think of it! A sale play a part become clothed in flesh and
ollowing article his opinion on the
250,000 copies of a new- novel in blood and visualizing the incidents beelation-ship existing between the of
three months. There is something at
fore their eyes, find in this new medium.
work aside from the popularity which thf The temptation actually to see the acPhotoplay and American literature
tion which has been created by their
novelist has gained merely through his
s pictures are published books.
rhe producer'
imagination, and which are only
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
* * *
imaginative
despite the printed version,
h has supervised the picturizations IN the above statement may be found is great, but there is another side to this.
an answer to the question raised ref Zone Greys "The U. P. Trail,"
cently by one of the more prominent of
Desert Gold" and "Riders of the
imaginings
and of their fameof istheir
desired
by all
New York publishers as to whether the PERMANANCY
Town;" Emerson Hough's "The Sage- photoplay would not so divert his best writers. This they cannot find in morusher;" "The Dwelling Place of writers of fiction as materially to weaken
tion pictures alone — at least, nof yet —
.ight" by Winston Churchill, and his lists. Why should a novelist stop for the life of even the greatest photoEdward
writing
novels,
and
write
only
for
tho
plays is but temporary, a few years at
Stewart
The Westerners" by
Vhite.
motion pictures, when the screen adaptathe most. The years of study and experience which the writers have devoted
tions of his work only add to his popularity and the sale of his novels? Will
to the development of an individual
By BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON
literary style, the power to carry their
not give proper consideraHAT the photoplay has come to be the fictionist
the fact that the producers of readers by subtle characterizations and
a factor that must be reckoned with picturetion toplays
will pay him more for a the nuances of words go for naught in
I any consideration of the future ot
upon a novel already pub- the motion picture field. There the force
American literature is now admitted on scenariolishedbased
and which has enjoyed a certain
and power of their imagination, their
II sides. Some of the more prominent
meed of popularity, and consequently of fertility of invention and skill in plot
,uthors and publishers have considered
making alone help to get across their
publicity, than they will for an original
iiis ascending dominance of the motion. scenario ?
imagined story and the message which
icture a menace to fictional literature
they may wish to convey.
Authors must live if they are to conVith this view I cannot agree.
Few writers of photoplays alone, who
tinue writing and there is no need of
Several prominent authors give emphasizing the fact they will prefer to have given their imaginings to the world
exlest the
receive an income from two sources
xpression to vital concern
in no other media — novel, short story
-aordinary popularity of the motion
from the same imaginative story rather or plays — are known to fame. Our novelicture, taken in conjunction with the than from one. The publisher also bene
ists will eventually consider this point
and of book manuof paper
of view and resist the temptation to yield
igh costshould
so reduce the sales of fits from this arrangements, even though
icture
the new and fascinating mein the
author's
pro- entirelydium oftoexpression.
ieir books as seriously to curtail their he mayceeds not
Rather they will
from theshare
screen,
for the
wide pubicome.
* * *
licity given to his author increases the stick by the art of the written word
sale of his books.
while at the same time embracing the
There is a danger, temporary per- new and lucrative opportunity offered to
convinced, is unPHIS fear, I am
stories
whose
novelist
Any
L founded.
the screen. Thus American lithaps, from the publisher's point of view, them by erature
will be the gainer, and not the
to screen treatment re- that the writers will be diverted from
:e
;ivessusceptible
tremendous publicity through the the written to the picture story be- loser.
chibition of photoplay versions of his
Dvels on the screen. The circle of perSTRIKING SCENE FROM "MARK OF ZORRO"
ms who know him, a great percentage
;ing possible readers, is increased many
ld
lousands-fo — and I believe it would
: within the mark to say a million ,ld— by the screen advertising which he
ceives.
Millions of persons who had never
ad any of his books, who perhaps had
:ver heard of him, become interested
' the type of stories which he tells,
.any of them wish to renew acquaintlce on the printed page with the charters they have seen on the screen,
hey buy a copy of the novel, adding
the author's income from his books.
I know whereof I speak in this mat>
r. The novels
screen which
versionsI of
Grey's
estern
haveZaneproduced
r distribution through the W. W. Hodnson Corporation have added treendously to the sales of his books,
.rosset & Dunlap, who have the right
make the cheaper reprints of his
>vels, have one entire factory in their
licago plant devoted to turning out
pies of
Zane ofGrey's
novels.novelist are
The
books
no other
mted or bound in that factory.
It is well within the truth to assert
"at no such condition ever prevailed
fore and to ascribe it entirely to the
ect of the motion picture versions of
Douglas Fairbanks in a scene from his latest United Artists picture
'• Grey's novels. Harper & Bros., who
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The

Effect

of

Tetrachloride

on

Stars Plan
Rodeo in December
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23. -An allstar rodeo will be staged Dec. 12 by Bill
Hart, Tom Mix, Douglas Fairbanks and
other stars of Western character fame

MAE MURRAY
"Idols of Clay" (ParaIn a scene from mount).

Three

4, 192(

:-i . .

Film

Eastman Kodak Company Declares That Chemical W ill
Attach Image and Will Bleach It Out to a Faint
Yellowish Tint Due to Traces of Sulphur Chloride
Siiiiiiiiiiii;iiiniiii!uii!iiii li.iiiihiuiii in iiii.iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuniuii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
As a result of a series of tests in the and in three days the image was bleacheJ
out entirely.
research laboratory of Eastman Kodak
W ith commercially pure tetrachloride
Company, it has been found that comprolonged contact for a month or more is
mercial carbon tetrachloride, if left in necessary to produce any marked effect,
depending on the purity of the sample,
contact with motion picture film, will atso that usually no trouble will be experitack the image (especially in the presenced if the solvent is allowed to thorence of moisture) and bleach it out to a
oughly evaporate from the film before
faint yellowish white image.
rewinding. To insure this the film should
The corrosive action of the tetrachlobe wound spirally on a large wooden
drum covered with cloth and the cleanride is probably clue to traces of sulphur
ing liquid applied with a soft cloth or
chloride formed as a by-product in the velvet.
The solvent has then sufficient
manufacture of tetrachloride by the actime
to thoroughly evaporate before rewinding.
tion of chlorine on carbon bisulphide.
On exposure to the air in the presence of
Produces Patchy Effect
If the film is cleaned on the rewinder
moisture, the sulphur chloride deposits
sulphur which combines with the silver by allowing it to pass through a cloth
image to form a faint yellow image of moistened with tetrachloride, the solvent
has not time to evaporate before the film
silver sulphide. A tetrachloride faded
is rewound on the reel. The result is
image gives all the chemical tests for that a certain amount of the solvent is
held between the convolutions of film
silver sulphide.
and on storing this attacks the film
Image Bleached Out
image, producing a patchy faded out
effect.
To confirm this theory of the action
of tetrachloride on film, one part of
Solvents which do not attack film are
sulphur chloride was added to 1,000 parts
gasoline, benzene, toluene and xylene,
of moist carbon tetrachloride and a strip though they are inflammable. The solof dry motion picture film immersed in the
vent tetrachlorethylene is non-inflammable and can be recommended for film
solution. After twenty-four hours the
highlights had faded to a pale yellow,
cleaning. This substance does not atLariat
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Productions

m IE III 14 II
Who |iIii>m the role of n ltu*»lun aen
mondulne
Von Ntrohelm'*
"Fooll
Wive*," it IInnlvernnl
npeelnl.
tack the film and is sufficiently no
volatile to remain on the film for a she
time before evaporating, and so has
chance to dissolve out the grease frc
the film before it is wiped off. The pi
cautions above for cleaning on a lar
drum
be observed with tl*
solvent should
also.

Announced

for

Selznick Publication in Decembi
Three productions are announced for Eagle. Michael J. Phillips wrote the stc
Edward Montague adapted it for •
publication by Selznick Enterprises during and
screen. It is scheduled for publicat
on December 20.
December. The pictures are "Broadway
In "Pleasure Seekers," supporting Ela
and Home," starring Eugene O'Brien, Hammerstein
Clayton, W
"You Can't Kill Love," with an all star ster Campbell,are inMarguerite
the
leading
male r
cast headed by William B. Davidson and
James A. Furey and Frank Currier. Geo
Archainhaud directed the production, J<
Iledda Hopper, and "Pleasure Seekers,"
starring Elaine Hammerstein.
Lynch wrote the story, and Edward M
tagne picturized it for the screen. T •
Alan Crosland, who directed Mr. O'Brien
Hammerstein
offering is
for distribution
on December
30. announ !
in "Broadway and Home," and who also latest
is guiding the star in the forthcoming
Selznick topicture,
"Worlds
ha* Landau Will Manage
brought
light a story
that Apart,"
in the trend
of its unfolding combines the tang of the
sea with artist life in Greenwich Village.
Milwaukee
'
It will be issued on December 10.
(Special to ExhibitorsAlhamb
Herald).
Miss Fair In Lead
MILWUAKEE, WIS., Nov. 23.Included in the cast are Elinor Fair,
Landau has resigned as manager of F
who plays the leading feminine role, \VarButterfly theatre to take up the roamlren Cook, Frank Losee and Ellen Cassidy.
ment of Milwaukee's largest house, !
The story was written by John Lynch and
Alhambra. The lease on the Alhami
picturized for the screen by R. Cecil Smith.
theatre, which has been held by
"You Can't Kill Love," directed by Burton George, is a drama of the Northwest,
Amusement Enterprises, will expire 1
the locale of which centers around Banff,
February
1, 1921, when Landau will assie
his new duties.
Canada, in and around the Canadian
Rockies, on Lake Louise and in InternaIt is rumored that productions of Fan s
tional park. It tells the story of a man
Players-Lasky Corporation will be gn
who has always been able to buy whatever
first run showings at the theatre. Ano *
he wanted with money. He bought a pretty
rumor, however, declares that the brevy
wife, but he is too selfish to give her much
interests
own business.
the property will e*
of his attention and too weak to try to the
motionwhich
picture
hold her when a stronger man comes along
to pay her attention.
Star en Route East
Adopt Phillips' Story
The cast, in addition to William B. Dav(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
idson and Hedda Hopper, includes Maurice
ANGELES, Nov. 23. — Kathee
LOS
Costello, Betty Hilburn, Charles Gerard,
McDonald, First National Star, is on *
Warren Cook, Patrick Hartigan and Red way
to New York.
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Have
Booked
Taylor Special Also Will
Theatre, Columbus,
Modern and

and

Loew
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Chain

Realart's "Furnace"
Play in Poli Houses, Grand
0., Grand, Dayton, and
Bacon, Boston

"The Furnace," William D. Taylor's
second special production for Realart, has
jeen booked by Hugo Riesenfeld for the
Rialto theatre. 'New York, for the week
>f November 21-27. Realart also announces
:hat the picture has been booked for the
Loew circuit, beginning in New York on
December 13.
In the Loew circuit "The Furnace" will
)e played as follows : New York and environs about eighty-one days ; Cleveland,
wo weeks ; Toledo, one week ; Rochester,
ine week; Dayton, one week; Washington
ndefinitely.
Other Bookings Reported
Other bookings are reported to be coming
n rapidly from exhibitors in every terriory. Manager S. Z. Poli of the S. Z. Poli
Jrcuit, has booked the production. This
ircuit includes Bridgeport, New Haven.
A'aterbury, Hartford, and Meridan, Conn.
"The Furnace"
will atbe the
shown
Manager
W. H. also
Harris
Grandby
heatre. Columbus, Ohio., and by Manager
V. M. Schaefer at the Grand theatre, Dayon, Ohio.
Realart announces that Manager J.
^aurie has booked the picture for the
Modern and Bacon theatres in Boston.
)ther bookings are the Madison theatre.
Detroit, John H. Kunsky. manager ; Dome
heatre. Youngstown. Ohio, Joe Trunk,
nanager; and the Terrace theatre, Danille, III., Thomas P. Ronana, manager.
Will Be Big Success
With the first reports on bookings of
iThe
Furnace"
coming
officials
onfidently
predict
that init Realart
will prove
one
f the biggest screen successes of the year
rom every angle. It is pointed out that
ie title and theme lend themselves readily
) exploitation and exhibitors expect to
ipitalize this asset at their box offices,
he combination of splendid settings, lavish
ackgrounds and an unusually strong cast
nphasizes the powerful love interest of
ie production, it is declared.
The story' of "The Furnace" is adapted

FRA.NCELIA BILLIXGTOX
appears opposite Lester Cuneo In
T."u» Co.
RanSer
and the Law," a Capital
production.

from the novel by "Pan," the famous
anonymous English author. It deals with
marriage and divorce in what is declared
to
ner.be a strikingly powerful and novel manFolly Vallance. London actress, and Anthony Bond, millionaire Canadian, celebrate
their wedding at the fashionable Church
of St. Mary Magdalene. It is a brilliant
affair. The future of the young couple
seems happily assured. No sooner is the
ceremony over, however, than an unfortunate misunderstanding causes suspicion
and finally estrangement. Anthony refuses
to accept his wife's explanation. Folly begins a round of lavish entertaining in an
effort to forget. Instead of a happy married life, their existence is a turmoil. The
climax of the picture is described as one
of the strongest and most gripping in any
picture of the year.
Lavish Settings of Film
Many lavish settings and elaborate
scenes form the background for the action
of the story. There is an airplane honeymoon trip, a magnificent masquerade ball,
an elaborate lawn party and a wedding
said to be patterned after that of Princess
Patricia. The scenes of the story are laid
in England and Monte Carlo.
The cast is unusually strong. Agnes
Ayres plays the part of Folly Vallance.
Opposite Miss Ayres in the role of Anthony
Bond is Jerome Patrick. Milton Sills is
seen as Keene Mordant, Anthony's best
friend. Another in the cast is "the grand
old man of the screen," Theodore Roberts.
He plays the part of the irascible old General Brent with his usual skill. Betty
Francisco carries the role of Patricia, the
general'sas daughter,
while
Helenin the
Dunbar
appears
Mrs. Brent.
Others
cast
are Mayme Kelso, Robert Bolder, Lucien
Littlefield. a character expert : Fred Turner.' and Edward Martindel.
"So Long Letty" to
Have Coast Premiere
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— "So Long
Letty," the Robertson-Cole special picture
produced by Al Christie, will have its big
Western opening at the Kinema, the Gore
Brothers and Sol Lesser first run house
in Los Angeles the week of November 27.
Sol Lesser. Abe Gore and Richard Spier,
house publicity manager, have arranged an
elaborate prologue and extensive local exploitation which is to be on a larger scale
than any picture locally shown.
As a feature of the advance campaign
the Kinema will show scenes of Christie's
"Golden Wedding" day which was at the
studio October 27th. which featured couples
in the city of Los Angeles which had been
married the longest time, and in which
prizes were given to these couples and also
to others in the motion picture profession
who had been married the longest.
Yost Directs Publicity
For Fox in the West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 23.— Robert M.
Yost, formerly with Clara Kimball
Young, has succeeded Lee Pollock as
publicity chief at the Fox west coast
studio.

S. T. O'BRIEN
Promoted
Realart's
sales
to branch
managerPhiladelphia
at Omaha,
\eb. force from
S. T. O'Brien Named
Manager by Realart
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 23.— S. T.
O'Brien, who was connected with the
Philadelphia office of Realart, has been
named
manager of the local Realart office.
He has been identified with motion
picture distribution since 1912, serving
with Universal, General. National, Vitagraph and Triangle before joining Realart.
Millionaires

Cast

In "Foolish
Wives"
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. ^3.— West Coast
millionaires are to appear as extras in
Erich Von Stroheim's latest Universal
production,
"Foolish
Wives."
who will appear
in the
special Among
are Mr. those
and
Mrs. Charles Templeton Crocker, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Jackling, Ned Greenway, Mr.
and Mrs. Rudolph Spreckles, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Rotchild, Mrs. Walter Martin and
others.
The affair has been arranged as a result
of
Carl Laemmle's
offer charities.
to donate $5,000
to certain
San Francisco
Griffith and Star at
Premiere in Boston
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON, MASS., Nov. 23.— David W.
Griffith and Miss Carol Dempster made
personal appearances at the opening performance of "The Love
latest
Griffith production
to be Flower."
published thethrough
United Artists.
Long
time, the the
Parksale
thea-of
tre wasbefore
forced opening
to discontinue
tickets as the theatre was jammed to capacity.
Bell Wins Promotion
KOKOMO, IND., Nov. 23.— Earl Bell,
assistant manager of the Victory theatre
since its establishment here, has been made
manager
of the Victory company's theatre
at
Richmond.
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with
Sleeps"

Knoblock's Stage Play Is Picturized as Feature in
Episode Form, a Different Story Being
Told in Each of the Parts
It is the foibles, the frivolities, the
William Fox lias produced Edward
frailities, the slavery to fashion, the folKnoblock's stage play. "My Lady's
lowing of the butterfly existence, the
Dress," the construction of the picture
surrender to all that is unity that forms
being similar to 'While New York
theme
of Mr.bit Knoblock's
play.
Sleeps." The production will be dis- the
tosses
his frail
of femininity
intoHea
tributed under the title, "Blind Wives."
Besides picturizing the Knoblock play gilded and rainbow colored world where
selfishness rules and where the thought
in episodes, the producer also has used
is only of today and no thought of tothe same cast as appeared in "While
morrow ever comes. Once in this velvet
New York Sleeps." Like the latter
tangle where all is ease and luxury the
named
picture,
"Blind
Wivc>"
depicts
a
character develops that side of the texdifferent story in each of the episodes.
ture which shows only the bright deThree Players In Cast
signs and the colors of the weaving, with
no
sign
of the hand that guides and
The players in the cast of the newwhich
points but to one end; until the
dramatic photoplay are Estelle Taylor.
author deftly turns his fabric and show 'S
Mark McDermott and Harry Sothern.
rough side and all of that portion
To William Fox the Knoblock play al- the
of humanity which has had to suffer *o
ways has appealed as a great opportunity
that others might have luxury, which
to produce a great screen drama. Great
has lived in the shadow so that others
scenes of construction have been shown
by Charles J. Brabin in preparing thi- might have all the sun.
To tell the story it was necessary to
wonderful story for the screen it is said.
literally organize and give in all of its
It is with a new and a remarkably fas- brilliance
a fashion show that would
cinating phase of life with which he hai
dealt.
have attracted the society and elite of
the gay world. And this actually was
Create New Roles
done in the Fox studios.
In created
"Blind Wives"
threewhich
player-in
have
three newtheroles,
the opinion of all who have watched the
making of the picture, will excel their
Buys Apollo in Tacoma
former work. It is worthy of thoughtTACOMA. WASH.— L. A. Drinkful attention in the development of the
wine has purchased the Apollo theatre
picture production the success that haat 1133 Broadway. He has been operating the Palace theatre here for some
come to this method of presenting tinsame players in diversified roles, giving
time. H. L. Switzer, who has been asgreat and wider fields for the scope and
sociated with Driokwine for several
many sidedness of their talents.
years, will be assistant manager.
DRAMATIC

MOMENT

FROM

"BLIND WIVES

December
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Sunrise Company to
Enter Open Market
New Film Organization to
Cater to Independent
Exchanges
With the opening of a suite of- offices
on the tenth floor of the Candler building, 220 West Forty-second street, New
York, the Sunrise Pictures Corporation
enters the motion picture field this week
as state right distributors. The company is comprised of men experienced
in the industry and who know the independent market.
Will Buy Negatives
Negatives are now being bought up foi
American distribution. It is expectet
that an announcement regarding the firsi
picture will be forthcoming soon. It i;
understood the company has in view ;
story that has been printed in seria
form in more than 100 papers through
out the United States.
Max Carnot is president. While thi
is his first active entry in the business, hi
has long been identified in the industr
as a heavy investor. Associated with hin
are Nat Dorfman, director of advertis
ing and publicity, and Winfield F
Kclley, formerly president of the Kelwii
Film Company, who assumes the offic
of sales manager.
Is for Better Pictures
President Carnot says he is for "bette
and cleaner pictures in the independen
field." All pictures under the Sunris'
banner will be backed by a well-formu
lated exploitation campaign, and a coin
plete plan and press book will be issue
with every feature in order to help th
exhibitor put the picture over, it is d<
clared. The company has adopted as it
slogan, "Sunrise Pictures spread rays <
Carborundum Film Will Be
happiness."
Educational Trade Mediun
One of the most comprehensive indu
trial pictures yet made has been con
pleted by Rothacker Film Company f(
the Carborundum Company, and will t
used to get Uncle Sam his share of tl
foreign trade. The picture is really
survey of American industry.
"The Jewels of Industry" is an eigh
reeler. After showing how Carboru
dum is made, the film visualizes many
the uses industry has found for th
abrasive. In all Carborundum is show
on
job in fifty-eight
of the
American
industry different branch
Newman Books the Entire
Educational Comedy Li;
Frank L. Newman of Kansas Ci'
Mo., has just contracted for the enti
comedy product of Educational Film E
changes. Inc.. according to an announc
ment just made by the home office.
These include the Christie Corned
every two weeks and monthly issues
the Torchy, Mermaid and Chest
brands. They will all be shown at eith
the thetwoNewmillion
or
Royal.dollar Newman thea'

Marc McDermott and Estelle Taylor in a scene from their new Fox production
based on Edward Knoblock's stage play "My Lady's Dress."

Change Boscobel Theatres
BOSCOBEL. WIS.— Perry Smith r
leased Hurd's opera house and t
Strand motion pictures shows will
put on there. The Strand fixtures v
be
put reported.
to use in a theater at Blue Riv
it is
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Vitagraph
Exchange

E. P. TARBELL
A ho becomes Chicago branch manager
under the reorganization of Aritagraph's
exchange.
iauer Reopens Iris
In Milwaukee, Wis.
Jartola Organ Is Installed in
Theatre Remodelled by
Live- Wire Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 23.— The
ris theatre, now the property of Steve
■aner, prominent Milwaukee exhibitor, was
eopened on Saturday, November 20. The
leatre was thoroughly remodelled and reovated.
A $10,000 Bartola organ was installed by
ic owner of the Atlas and Venus theatres,
he organ installed by Mr. Bauer will play
iirty different musical instruments such
. violins, flutes, clarinets, oboes, French
irns, cellos, etc. Leo Bath will play the
gan.
The Iris is now considered one of the
pst elaborately equipped neighborhood
mses in Milwaukee. On the opening
ght the management engaged the St.
'ancis Junior orchestra.
The Iris was erected about eight years
;o. Its fortunes, however, have been
iried. The first owner abandoned it
ortly after the opening because of a
ilure to operate it successfully. In the
ars that have followed the theatre has
anged hands many times.
Mr. Bauer believes that he can overcome
: hoodoo that has dominated the operan of the theatre.
Oregon City Gets Theatre
>REGON CITY, ORE.— A new $30,* i motion picture theatre will be
<-cted here soon by W. A. Long, owner
< the Star. Long will continue to op' te the Star after the new playhouse's
nipletion. The building will adjoin
t courthouse.
Belvidere Theatre Sold
IELVIDERE, ILL.— Frank Rhineh t has purchased the site of the old
I thick opera house trom Mr. and Mrs.
1 er Fuhs and Julius Rikk of Chicago,
"o only recently bought the property
e ecting to erect a motion picture and
v;deville
theatre there.
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Reorganizes
With

Its Chicago

Tarbell

As

Manager

Former Division Chief Is Given Charge of Branch :
Many New Salesmen Are Engaged With
L. A. Quill in Charge of Staff
A reorganization of the executive and Mr. Quill. "Vitagraph is here to stay. It
is a big name in the motion picture insales staff of the Vitagraph exchange,
dustry. Ihave one of the biggest and
Chicago, has just been effected. E. F. most prosperous
territories to work in
Tarbell, who came to Chicago from the the country, and besides being one of
Vitagraph office in Pittsburgh, Pa., two the oldest companies in the field, its productions are among the best. The exyears ago and has been acting as division
hibitors inthis territory are for us strong
manager for some time, has become Chi- and with our augmented sales force we
cago branch manager. L. A. Quill has
been placed in charge of all salesmen as are going to line them up 100 per cent."
sales manager.
A. H. Blank Opens
LTnder the leadership of Mr. Quill the
following salesmen have been assigned
22nd Chain Theatre
to cover the Central West territory:
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
Chicago, J. A. Saulters, E. H. Lansing.
Northern Illinois, R. Y. Lockett;
BOONE, IA., Nov. 23.— The Rialto theSouthern Illinois, Benjamin Edelman;
atre, bringing the number of motion picture
Southern Indiana, E. P. Cassanav-': houses operated by A. H. Blank EnterNorthern Indiana, Charles Beauford;
prises to 22, was opened Nov. 11 with
Milwaukee territory, J. L. Souther, as"Nomads of the North" the feature atsisted by Harry Abrahams.
traction. A. H. Blank and wife and Mr.
Special Feature Salesman
H. G. Wunderle has been appointed and Mrs. A. G. Stolte, manager of the
special feature salesman to cover the Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, temwhole middle west territory, handling
in charge of the Rialto, were
nothing but special pictures, such as present. porarily
Floral contributions from many
"Trumphet Island" and "Dead Men Tell film exchanges and telegrams of constars 1,050
were and
reXo Paul
Tales."DeOuto, another well-known
ceived. Thegratulation
newfrom various
house seats
and popular filmman, has been added to represents an expenditure of $135,000.
Vitagraph's
staffMr.as DeOuto
sales manager
in
the local sales
office.
spent
four years with Pathe and was also salesReopen St. Charles House
man for United Artists productions.
ST. CHARLES, ILL.— The Idle Hour
E. F. Tarbell during his sixteen years
theatre, which has been undergoing rein the motion picture field has made
thousands of friends among exhibitors.
pairs,
recently
Improvements wasinclude
a new reopened.
organ.
He opened the first picture theatre in
Tampa, Fla., in 1904. He sold his theatre
interests to assume charge of the Mutual
Plan Madison Remodeling
exchange in Tampa, which he conducted
MADISON, WIS.— Parkway Theatre
successfully for several years.
He joined the Vitagraph Company
Company will begin in the spring to remodel the Fuller opera house. The seatfive years ago to take charge of the exing capacity will be enlarged and other
exchange in Pittsburgh and his compreimprovements
made.
the exhibitor's
problems hensive
and understanding
conditionsof gained
for him
immediate recognition with those
"higher up" and he was given the Chicago managership when T. W. Chatburn
resigned two years ago.
Quill Old-Time Filmman
Mr. Quill, who comes to the Vitagraph
Chicago branch fresh from other fields,
is not unknown to Chicago exhibitors.
He has had wide experience in promoting theatres in and around Chicago,
having formerly been with Hostler
Brothers, Omaha. He was also with the
Fox Film Corporation for a number of
years, being connected with the Pitts
burgh„ Denver, Salt Lake City and various Southern exchanges. In Salt Lake
he
managed
"Bill"in
Swanson, whotwois houses
favorablyunder
known
Chicago.
He also has acted as special sales
representative for other motion picture
interests as well as many vaudeville and
legitimate attractions.
Under the new assignment of salesmen the Chicago office proposes to maki
a concerted drive for increased business.
Work on the new Vitagraph exchange
on South Wabash is rapidly nearing
completion and with the increased facilities for handling the business. Messrs.
PAUL DeOUTO
Tarbell and Quill look forward to a
very prosperous year.
I'opnlar salesman who has joined Vitagraph's augmented sales force
"Vitagraph means permanency," said
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LUPIN

STORY

Will

Publish

Soon

Mae Marsh's "Little 'Fraid Lady
Mae Marsh returns to the screen after the world's wickedness. With her dog aan absence of more than two years in her sole companion she takes refuge in
an old shack on a large estate, and there
"The Little 'Fraid Lady," the Robertsontries to earn her own living with her
Cole special based on Marjorie Benton
paints and brushes.
Involved in a Murder
Cooke's novel, "The Girl who Lived in
How she meets a young architect who
the Woods." It will be published soon.
The picture is said to have dramatic
is rebuilding the country home of Judge
Carteret and how she later becomes inand artistic qualities which are worthy
volved in a murder trial over which the
of the return of a popular artist.
judge is presiding forms the background
Big Exploitation Possible
of a story which is admirably suited to
Robertson-Cole in offering "The Little the sort of interpretation in which Mac
Marsh has won her greatest laurels.
'Fraid Lady" is making available not only
Miss Marsh is surrounded by a supa picture with a star whose appeal is
porting cast including Tully Marshall.
distinctive and highly individual, but one
Kathleen Kirkham, Charles Meredith.
which gives the exhibitor a maximum of Greta Hartman and Herbert Prior. In
the cast also is little George Barthelon.
exploitation possibilities. The experts
Jr., 4 years old, the nephew of Miss
who have worked out the elaborate press story.
Marsh, who plays a large part in the
and campaign book found "The Little
'Fraid Lady" replete with material which
Display Rich Settings
can be turned to good use in exploiting
and advertising.
"The
Little
'Fraid Lady" is rich in setThe picture presents not only the
tings and spectacles. One of the most
elaborate of these shows a mountain
atmosphere of the north woods, but contrasts society life against this picturesque
house situated in the midst of the wilderbackground, then shifting to Greenwich
ness. This setting, which is unique in
Village, in which are shown not only the its size, occupied the entire length and
homes of artists, but the whole quarter in breadth of the largest stage at the studio,
holiday array and spirit, as well as a and consists of a hall, living room, sunmost colorful performance which is put parlor and pergola. Six rugs of a special
on as part of a bal masque.
size were required to cover the floors,
Farnham Adapts It
and the shops of Los Angeles were ransacked for furniture suitable for a room
The heart story of "The Little 'Fraid
of this sjze. Italian Renaissance furniture
Lady"endsis inonea burst
which ofstarts
mystery
was selected and combined with many
and
rapid inaction
and
big scenes. While seeming at first ;i luxurious
chairs andpieces
divans.of tapestry', over-stuffed
quiet pastoral study it suddenly stands
forth pulsating with life, and baring the
heart of big city intrigue and the daring
Start Arkansas Theatre
struggles of the underworld against the
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.— Plans for
forces of order and right.
a new motion picture theatre to be
The story was adapted from Marjorie
erected at a cost of $50,000 by C. E.
Benton
Cooke's
famous
novel
by
Joseph
Farnham. It was directed by John G. Robertson, manager of the Victory theatre, have been completed, and excavation
Adolfi, who also directed "The Wonder
for the new building in Center street
Man,"
starring
Georges
Carpentier.
The picture deals with the adventures of will start at once. The new theatre will
seat 1,000 people.
a little girl who tried to run away from
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"813"

Robertson-Cole's production of Maurice LeBlank's storyleading
contains
role. many gripping situations.
Robertson- Cole

December

Wedgwood Nowell has the

Billie Burke Film First
Product of New Studic
The first picture made from start
finish in the new Long Island City studi
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporate
has been completed and is in cuttii
room. This is "The Education of Eliz
beth," starring Billie Burke. It was t
gun the middle of September, when t
Eastern studio headquarters from t
Fifty-sixth street studio were transport
to the new studio, and Miss Burke w
the first feminine star to begin work
the new plant.
Edward Dillon was the director a
George Folsey the cameraman. D
Cameron played male lead and the si
porting cast includes Lumsden Ha
Frederick Burton, Harold Foshay, Ed
Shayne, Helen Dahl, Kay MacCausIa
and Frank Goldsmith.
Helena Investors Acquire
Hamilton Theatre Groui,
HAMILTON.
MONT—
atre
with a seating
capacityAnother
of 1,000t-j
assured for Hamilton as the result:
a deal completed bv L H. Sutton il
W. H. Hartwig of Helena.
They have purchased two lots in M k
-treet, between Second and Third stre .
as the site for their building. Plans hp
been ordered from a New York anltect
constiltion and
will upon
be attheir
onceacceptance
begun. It
is r
pected that the playhouse will be rev
by
nextandJune.
pipebeorgan
stalled
thereA will
a restwill
roombe 1women and a smoking room for n i.
Goes to Grand, Charito
CHARITON, I A.— Clarence Y<M
is the new manager of the Grand th«*
here, coming from Knoxville, la. I
aid West succeeds him in the 1
place.
To Build Negro Playhou
MACON, GA— C. H. Douglas «
been issued a permit to build a *
at 355-359
theatreately
negroapproxim
cost
$35,000. Broadwa> «•
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Pathe

News

Letters and Telegrams of Congratulations Pour
Into New York Office on Occasion of
Tenth Anniversary of Reel
More than a score of exhibitors laying addition to any program. In addition to
aim to being the first showmen in the this I want to express my appreciation
of the splendid cooperation you always
nited States to exhibit the Pathe News,
ive come to the front since the an- give us in helpful service."
From New Orleans, the Boudreaux
juncement that the pioneer news reel
and Bennett Lyric theatre managements,
is to celebrate its tenth anniversary,
•ginning on November 15. Many ex- telegraph :
bttors who were in business when the
"Permit us to congratulate you on the
tenth anniversary of Pathe News. We
ithe News was born have withstood
e rush of time and still are doing busi- are and have been using both issues of
the news ever since our opening two
ss at the same old stand. Among
ese veteran showmen are to be found
years ago. We believe with our patrons
e claimants of the distinction of hav- it is one of the most entertaining fear been the exhibitors of the first Pathe
tures on our program, which consists of
;ws reel, and to have shown every is- all Pathe features, serials and comedies.
t since.
Good luck and ten times ten years more
Congratulations Received
of success."
News Is Satisfactory
Hundreds of letters and telegrams conThe Wilmer and Vincent theatres,
ue pouring into the Pathe home office.
through J. Fred Osterstock. state:
■ tending congratulations upon the occaJn of the Pathe News decentenary.
"We have used the Pathe News for the
past four years. It is very satisfactory,
^mong these is Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlger, the veteran Philadelphia theatre up to the minute, the photography is
clear and sharp, and the various topics
c ner, who writes:
selected with excellent judgment. I
It gratifies me very' much to be able are
do not know of any other news we could
t offer you compliments on the Pathe
play that would give as good satisfacscoop and
on at
thethis
'Mantimeo' IWar'
i!lws
Canada,
wantrace
to
tion. It issame
essential
program."
» that we consider the Pathe News
In the
vein. onJ. any
E. Martin
of the
c the occasion of its tenth anniversary,
Martin theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Texas,
writes as follows:
t* foremost news in the field today.
>y you continue to have the same sue"I could not be without the Pathe
News as1Hays
my patrons
demand it.''
Always Up to Minute
Writes Company
1. E. Ellison of Mountain States
Theodore L. Hays, general manager
1:atres Corporation, owner of the of the Finkelstein and Ruben enterFlto and Princess theatres in Denver.
prises, adds this quotation:
me
to congratulate
Pathe upon"Permit
reaching
s«:
"I ahave
the Pathe
N.vs for
long been
time, using
with more
than
the tenth milestone in its record of suo inary satisfaction. It is always up to
preme accomplishments in the developtl minute with sufficiently diversified
ment of the Pathe News. During the
n erial to make it a very wholesome
last decade, this reel has maintained an
average of admitted superiority in bringing most timely to the screen, the most
graphic and important of world happenings. A well balanced cinema program
is incomplete without a news as no
short reel subject is more appreciated
by movie patrons. The exhibitor who
shows the Pathe News assures his patrons of real news service."
Fox

Company Wins
Fight to Set Aside
Carmen Judgment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 23.— The United
States Circuit of Appeals for the Second
Circuit has handed down a decision reversing the decision of a lower court which
awarded Jewel Carmen damages in the sum
of $45,000 against the Fox Film Corporation and the William Fox Vaudeville Company.
The into
rulingequity
was must
made come
that with
"one clean
who
comes

CHESTER BEXNETT
■ will direct Antonio Moreno in "Three
Moreno's first Yitagraph lea-
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Miss Carmen, while still under 21 years
ofhands."
age, entered into a contract with William Fox for a term of years. Later, she
made a contract with the Frank A. Keeney
Pictures Corporation. Fox served notice
on the Keeney company and Miss Carmen
that he would hold her to their contract.
Miss Carmen then sought a permanent injunction against the Fox company and
damages. The lower court awarded her
§45.000, two years ago.

AXTOMO MORENO
star in Yitagraph feature production*.
"Three
Sevens"
Bennett directing.in hi* first tvith Chester
Grace Cunard Stars
In New C. B. C. Film
Is First of New Western Series
Of Twenty-Six Made for
State Rights Buyers
Grace Cunard in "The Man Hater,"
written and directed by her, will be her
first film in the new series of twentysix Star Ranch Westerns offered state
rights buyers by the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation of New York.
The plot centers around a young
woman of the West, who has made up
her mind to be independent of the men
in whose surroundings she lives. She
insists upon building her own cabin and
declines the assistance of the sheriff, who
is in love with her. To teach her a lesson he hits upon the idea of having
his friends and himself appear as bandits
at her shack, which is a mile from any
other, and "scare the life out of her."
Told of Plot
She learns of this scheme through a
woman friend who overhears the wouldbe plotters and she plans to turn the
tables on them. In the meantime a real
bad man for whom a reward has been
offered, with a group of his followers,
enters the cabin. Thinking that they are
the whole
"amateur
she finds
captures
the
bunchgunandbandits."
when she
who
they are she brings them into town and
claims her reward.
The picture is said to be a fast Western, filled with action, thrills and all the
ingredients that go to make up a good
virile Western story of the outdoors.
Miss Cunard is said to illustrate some of
the quickest action in pulling a gun that
has ever been seen on the screen.
Damage Slight as Film
Burns in New Orleans
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ORLEANS. LA., Nov. 23. — A
burning film in the projection room of
the Newcomb theatre in Canal street resulted in slight damage, E. Fassman estimating itat $500. When the film caught
fire 100 persons in the auditorium rushed
for the exits. Nobody was injured.
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Profit for All, Declares Sherman
Sponsor of Franchise Distribution Scheme Claims Plan
Will Make Money for the Producer, (he Exchange Man
And the Exhibitor — // Gives State Right Man Fair Deal
I
|
BMIIHlnillllllllllllllllllM
man Productions Corporation could get
» b (~~* EVE
the exchange
a definite
supply
a profit, without advances, and with a
of attractions
of fairly
consistent
box office value and charge it only a pro
money-back guarantee to each exchange
that each picture must be satisfactory,
rata share of the production cost accordespecially
as only the actual production
ing to territory, taking the producer's
was paid in and all profits depended
profit out of the distributor's rentals, cost
participation with the exchanges in
and everybody — the producer, the ex- upon
change and the exhibitor — is going to their rentals.
"I told them, just as I state now, it's
make
simply this: Even if a picture is not of
In money"
these words Harry A. Sherman,
the best box office quality if the expresident of Sherman Productions Corchange can get it at a reasonable figure,
poration, summarizes the so-called Sherman plan under which he is operating his the exhibitor can also, and this will enable
both to make a fair profit, where
new company, which marked his entrance into the producing field.
neither could have done so if the producer had annexed* it* all* in the beginning.
The Sherman plan, in effect, is simply
a co-operative method by which the pro"So, everyone will be satisfied — that is,
ducer does business w-ith a group of exprovided the producer, in this case the
changes under a guarantee which pracSherman Productions Corporation, is
tically secures them against loss and
which requires no advance payment prior content to take a portion of the exto the release of ♦ a *given
change's rentals as his share, and not
* picture.
seek to put a false valuation on his picture.
The exchange's only obligation is the
"It follows that both the exchange
payment of its share of the actual production cost upon the delivery of the and the exhibitor will be willing also to
handle
an occasional picture, which is
completed positive prints, with the privilege of rejection if the picture is not up not right up to top notch standard, for
to standard.
the sake of the 'clean-up' they will make
"I dothenotproducer
pretend will
to say
all on the good ones.
cases
makethat
as in
much
"So much for this phase of the quesmoney as he otherwise might on a given
tion. Personally, I believe that th;s
method
doing business is going to do
picture," Mr. Sherman went on. "But ! much toofstandardize
picture values and
do
say
and
say
it
strongly,
that
he's
that within a year there will be many
sure to make a profit on the year thai
should satisfy him.
producers who adopt cither this or a
similar plan in doing business with their
"And
he
can
be
sure
that
he's
building
exchanges.
for the future all the time — which is
something that perhaps the average pro"The Sherman plan is not the product
ducer hasn't thought too much about
of
day or week's
I worked
out a carefully
and inthought.
every detail
beforeit
previously.
I
announced
it.
"A lot of people — old timers, too —
have asked me how I figured that Sher"It is based on the knowledge I
TORCHY IN THE HANDS OF THE LAW

December

4, 1920

gathered during many years as an exhibitor and an exchange man, and it is
right basically.
"It is right because it gives the exchange afair deal, who in turn will give
the exhibitor the same, and on the success of these two must always be based
such lasting success as the producer can
hope to secure and hold."

"Gasoline Alley" Will
Be Animated by King
Russell, G reiver and Russel
Arrange for Distribution by
Capital Company
Frank King, whose cartoon, "Gasolin
Alley," appears in the Chicago Daily Tri
bunc and thirty-five other large newspaper
over the country, has negotiated with Rus
sell, Greiver and Russell whereby his crea
tion will be animated for motion picture'
R. G. R. announces that the mechanic;
work necessary for the animation will b
done by the best animators in the countr;
Work already has begun on the first scrip
The producing company calls attentio
to the fact that the combined circulatio
ing.
of the papers publishing the cartoons rur
into the millions. This will give a tremei
dous amount of publicity to the new offei

Clyde
Cook's "Huntsman"
Duplicates
Success of
Clyde First,
Cook, "Kiss
Fox FilmMeCorporation
Quick'1
newest funny man, whose first corned
was "Kiss Me Quick," has scored heavil
again, according to those who have wi
nessed the pre-issue showing of his se^
ond
"The Huntsman,"
week film,
simultaneously
as the which
comedy ranfe
ture
of
the
Strand
and
Rivoli
theatres
New York.
In Cook's newest vehicle he is se«
riding to hounds, and the comedy fli
thick and fast. Cook develops comet
that rivals will have difficulty in dup
eating, as he is a contortionist of abilit
The advent of Clyde Cook to the fie
of film comedy is welcome, for this fie
is far from being overcrowded wi
talent of the first class, producers agn
Abe Levy of Waco
To Be Independei
WACO, TEX.— Abe Levy, one of t
live wires in the local picture world, h
severed his connection with the Victc
and Rex threatres and will embark
business for himself in January.
He has leased the Achenhold buildi
at 518 Austin avenue and expects to op
a theatre there on Jan. 15. Levy w
manager of the Washington thea
three years and has recently been
charge of the Victory and Rex.

Johnny Hinescomedy
and support
in a through
scene fromEducational
"Torchy"s Exchanges,
Double Triumph,"
published
Inc. a Torchy

Spring to See Theatre
Building in Union tov
UNIONTOWN, PA.— Contracts
Union town's new half million dol"
theatre will be let early in January.'
was recently announced. Building >j
begin
in the
spring.
is localI
in Main
street
and isThenowsiteoccupied
the
motion picture theatre. Vsons. Lyric
new
house will seat more than 2,000 I"
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Abramson

Reports

Heavy

In East on "The
Wrong
Woman"
set the activity of censorship propagandists
"The Wrong Woman," Ivan Abramin this state was mapped out. It is beon's latest production is being heavily
lieved that a hot fight on censorship will
)Ooked in New York and the Metropolibe fought before the legislature which conan territory, according to the producer.
venes
in January.
The feature stars Olive Tell and
dontagu Love. The story was written
iy Ivan Abramson and the production
"Heliotrope" Film Shown
; the complete work of the author. The
To Audience of Notables
ast includes Jack Crosby, Wilfred Lyell, Regina Quinn, Guy Coombs, Bessie
"Heliotrope,"
a dramatized version of
tinson and Ray Allen.
one
of
Richard
Washburn Child's most
An elaborate press book has been issuccessful stories, issued by Cosmopolitied in conjunction with the launching
tan Productions, was given a private
t a wide exploitation campaign. Al:ady the feature has played several
showing
before a large company of notouses in New York and it was used aa
able guests on the evening of November
le opener at the Nassau Greenport.
18 in the grand ball room of the Hotel
here it played to crowded houses. Anther feature of the launching of the Ritz-Carlton. It will presently have its
roduction was the personal visit of first public showing at the Rivoli theatre, New York and will be distributed as
Hive Tell to the Regun theatre on the
a Paramount picture.
pening night of the feature. She was
iven an ovation and in a short talk
Among the prominent guests were
Daniel Frohman, Marion Davies, Fannie
tanked the audience for the apprecia■on of her work.
Hurst, Alexander Black, Cosmo Hamilton. Richard Washburn Child, George
Abramson at Theatres
D. Baker, Mme. Olga Petrova and party.
During the last week, Director AbramLoos, John Emerson, Jules Brula>n made a personal visit to eight of the Anita
tour, Albert Capellani, Mr. and Mrs.
leatres playing his production and wit- Adolph Zukor, Norma Talmadge, Con;ssed the reception of his feature. He
stance Talmadge, Judge and Mrs.
as well pleased with the survey. SpeDouras, Joseph Schenck, Robert G. Vigal exploitation and posters were used
nola, Chet Withey, M. H. Silvcrstone.
New York City to assist in the pubBeach, Mr. and Mrs. Florenz Zieg:ity campaign and the press book is- Rex
feld, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Frank Borzage
ed for the production rendered valuNeysa
McMein, Norman Kerry. Olive
tile aid in connection with the successi showing of the picture.
Director Abramson announced his silr anniversary in the dramatic field with
e initial showing of the production,
e has completed twenty-five years of
amatic effort. During the last eight
ars he has confined himself largely to
e motion picture industry. With the
blication of this production he anunced his intention of going into more
'(borate and complete productions. He
at present busily engaged in combing the scenario for another feature.
Feature Is Booked
Contracts during the last few days
re signed for the booking of a new
ture by Graphic Film Company,
'Vhy
Your Shepard
Husband."
iture Change
stars Pearl
and This
Jere
istin. The booking of this screen play
i going forth in connection with the
lokings
Woman" This
and
i expectedonto "The
do a Wrong
record business.
nresents a new departure in Graphic
lim history as the former plans in( ded handling only of Abramson pro<ctions. However, Director Abramsi is making plans for expansion and
represents the first step in this dirt ?tion.
Uready he has arranged for an elabofe publicity and advertising campaign
i connection with his new feature and
i planning an intensive exploitation of
t production. The feature will be enaed by several prominent stars, whose
mes will furnish the basis for an
eborate drive.
Milwaukee Chosen as
Next Convention City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
IILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 23.— The
n t quarterly meeting of the Wisconsin
Eiibitors Association will be held in Milvikee after the first of the year. This
* decided upon at the recent meeting of
tl board of directors.
t the board meeting a campaign to off-

pull 111 ii i mm

in DniinMinimm>3j

Booking
1 Exposes Secret of
Making- 'Em Laugh

I
I
Ross, atmanager
| denJ. B.theatre
Canton,of the
111., Garhas §|
i finally divulged the secret of how
| he attained the reputation of play- 1
j ing the funniest comedies of any j
| theatre in his vicinity.
1 "There's a young fellow in town I
j who has a hearty laugh that can be 1
j1 heard
for two
blocks,"at hetheconfided
in fellow
exhibitors
recent 1j
| convention of the Illinois Ex- j
| hibitors' Alliance. "That laugh is j
| contagious.
If you hear it, you j
I simply have to join in.
| "What could be simpler? Every j
| time I have a comedy I pass this I
man in. heHe's
a gold
mine. everyThe |1
|| minute
starts
laughing
I body joins in. When there is a
j comedy on my screen it is just one
j continual roar. Even the house
| employes can't keep quiet. I roar
| myself when I hear him."
^■iiitiuiinniniitiiiiiiuiniiitiuiijifiiiiiiiiiinuiiihHifMiiiiiiiininAiiniiHiifiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiinitifiiinHiiiini^
Tell, Matt Moore, Mabel Normand, Mr.
and Mrs. Bide Dudley, Lou Tellegen,
Mme. Geraldine Farrar, James Montgomery Flagg, Mr. and Mrs. Carl H.
Page, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Urban, Mr.
and Mrs. Hobart Henley, Chas. B. Dillingham, Samuel Goldvvyn, Hamilton
King. Hope Hampton and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Wanger.

Alice Calhoun, the new Vitagraph
whose completion.
first starring vehicle, "Princess Jones,
is nowstar,
nearing
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Fox
Feeding

an Actor

Hurry
I'lymplim,
HUMHOHU^
I ■■ tc
Johnny
Walker K<>\
while
the Inter f<-<-tJ
haB£J
hy hlM button* nix bImIm ibflTC the
Ntreet, for fl neene In "KnntoniiiN,*' l-'<»\
»erinl.
Judge's Critic Selects
Pictures Worth Seeing
And Approves Realarts
Twelve current films are listed in Judge
under the heading, "Pictures Worth
Seing." Those marked with an asterisk are designated "exceptionally good''
and in this category are placed five of
the twelve titles.
Realart officials are elated that two of
their pictures, "39 East" and "A Cumberland Romance" are included in the
distinguished quintet, the other threbeing "Over the Hill," "She's A Vamp"
and "Humoresque." The list of twelve
rated
"worth seeing"
completed
by theas addition
of thesewasseven
titles:
"It's A Great Life," "The Jack-Knife
Man." "Way Down East," "Honest
Hutch." "Madame X," "Nomads of the
North," and "Behold, My Wife!" Realart's
East" list.
with Constance Binney
heads "39
the whole
Squirrel Hill Will Have
New Pittsburgh Theatre
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Rowland &
Clark announce that work will begin
soon on the construction of a new theatre on Squirrel Hill. The project, when
completed, will represent, it is averred,
an outlay of a quarter million dollars.
The theatre property is at Darlington
Road and Murray avenue. The house will
be devoted entirely to motion pictures
and will have a seating capacity of 1,200.

Film
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Company

Issues

Relative to Its
William Fox warns motion picture exhibitors and the public not to confuse
announcements of other companies who
may advertise or offer for sale a serial
entitled "Fantomas" with his own. Mr.
Fox declares that he considers it his
duty to protect both himself and the exwarning. hibitors of the country by issuing this
He points out that the Fox serial
which he has been advertising for several weeks is an entirely new production made in the Fox studios in New
York City and now nearing completion,
and that this is the only modern American Fantomas serial on the market, for
the reason that Fox Film Corporation
owns the exclusive rights to 20 volumes
of Fantomas stories — these having been
published at one time or another.
Production Is Old
In an advertisement Fox Film Corporation calls particular attention to the
fact that aside from their own twentyepisode
of "Fantomas,"
the only
Fantomasserial
material
being offered
or
which can be offered is taken from an
old production which was made in
France about seven years ago. and which
is characterized by the old French producing methods then in vogue, and
which was played by French actors. The
new Fox "Fantomas" serial, on the other
Announces

It Will

4. 1920

Warning

Serial "Fantomas
ing- is entirely American, up to the
hand,
minute in its production methods and is
enacted by American players of standThe Fox corporation expresses the belief that fair minded exhibitors will wish
to protect it as well as themselves by
not encouraging any attempt which may
be made to confuse the re-issue of an
old subject with a new expensive, modern production.
Serial Is Short
The Fox corporation declares that it
knew when the Fantomas rights wer?
purchased that a short serial had been
made nearly seven years ago but it believed that with modern lighting sets
photography, directions and players it ha<
in store for exhibitors something in seria
form that would be a box office winnei
and entertain the great motion pictun
public that has so willingly »upportei
the motion picture industry by paying
increased admissions for modern up-to
the-second pictures.
Mr. Fox found such a wealth of ma
terial in these Fantomas volumes tha
he has extended the episodes from lii
teen to twenty, knowing that he coulc
not do justice to his subject in the usua
fifteen. Mr. -Fox assures the exhibitor
of the country that his new Fatoma
serial will be so wonderful, so entertain
ing that it will be an assured box offic
attraction.

Give

Big

Exploitation with
to which
"The
Deceiver
to supply
the builder
An announcement is made by the ad- throughout
the country.
vertising and publicity department of ArIt narrates the adventures of a ma
row Film Corporation that "The De- who becomes obsessed with the greed c
gold and the lure of ambition and seek
ceiver," the five-reel special production
to further his interest by fair means :
which was made for Arrow by American
Lifeograph Company of Portland, Ore., foul and who for a time is successft
by using unscrupulous tactics.
is to be exploited in a big way.
Like many another the more powi
It will be advertised in the national
and money he gets the more he wan
and
his former sweetheart and frient
trade papers and in addition will have an
are no longer considered by him to i
especially devised' advertising and ex- good enough for a man of, what he coi
ploitation campaign worked out for the siders to be, his standing.
benefit of the independent exchange men
Realizes His Falseness
In a scene of tremendous dramat
and a separate advertising and exploitation campaign for the exhibitors.
power he is brought to a realization i
Several Territories Sold
the falseness of his ideals and that tl
A number of territories have been sold twin gods of money and power, whi<
he had set up, are in reality nothing b
and the exchange men are said by Arrow
idols of brass and helpless befo
to be manifesting an unusual amount of empty
the one great thing which has alwa
interest in this picture. W. Ray Johnruled the world and swayed the destini
ston, vice-president and general manager of Arrow, has received a number of of nations, a woman's love.
letters complimenting Arrow on the
title of this picture and the advertising
Rorer Buys Dixon Theatre
possibilities which it contains.
DIXON, ILL.— Leonard G. Ron
"The and
Deceiver"
is a story
the northof manager of the Family theatre here, h
woods
is described
as ofa drama
purchased the old Opera House site a:
the human emotions of the people who
will erect a modern playhouse, with
live in the timber lands and who face
seating capacity of I.jOO. Rorer expet
death daily as a matter of course in their to
have the new theatre ready for t.
occupation of getting out the lumber
opening of the autumn season next ye:
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Reading
the
Ouija
Board
By j. b.
\
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1
the man was. dramatic editor of a western
New York City, Nov. 23, 1920.
about, yet not personally enjoy. This time, paper
* * *
The turkey is the king of birds. Realiz- however, the popular slogan "ladies, too,"
will prevail.
Samuel Zimbalist, for four and a half
ng
this, Ernest
Shipmanof isthecarving
one the
ot*
he largest
and choicest
year, for
An elaborate entertainment is planned, in- years projectionist and cutter with Metro's
terspersing
and
following
the
dinner.
The
•xhibitors
able via
"Steve"
King guest of honor, who at this writing has not New York organization, left Saturday, Nov.
s rerving and
it tothetheevertrade
the press,
for Los Angeles. He will be connected
been announced, is said to be one of great 20,
irnest
is partly
with Metro's Nazimova company in the
he fact Shipman's
that while success
others sleep
he is due
think-to importance and interest. The invited guests capacity
of cutter. His first work will be
will be authorities and celebrities affiliated
ng. The result shows. You can't beat with kindred arts.
cutting "Aphrodite
goes into prourn.
duction
December*"1. *which
* * *
*
M. P. D. A. affairs have always carried a
Maurice Meyers, the well-known press unique distinction. This one, it is believed,
Joseph Urban created the sixteenth cennd special representative who recently re- will surpass all previous efforts. The comtimed from California, is still stopping at
for "Bride's
Play."
Marion
Davies'C.
mittee upon arrangements appointed by Di- latesttury sets
starring
vehicle,
which
George
he Hotel Astor and is, as usual, owing to
rector James Vincent, should prove duly Terwilliger
directed
for
Cosmopolitan.
adequate,
since
it
includes
Charles
Miller,
is magnetism, the center of attraction in
storv.
chairman : Charles Giblyn, George Irving. Donn Byrne wrote* the
he grill.
* *
* * *
J. Searle Dawley and Ashley Miller, all men
Alma Rubens, Joseph M. Schenck.
Eddie Bonns, general representative for who have stood for "action" in M. P. D. A. Norma
Talmadge, Mae Murray, Robert
l. I» Chester, probably makes more calls activities and for the progress of the or- Z.
Leonard and June Caprice saw George
ganization.
er day than any one we know. However,
* * *
Fitzmaurice's
production.
of Clay,"
esults are what count and Eddie certainly
at
the Criterion
theatre "Idols
on Wednesday
uts over some great business.
night.
Miss
Murray
is
feature
with
David
"The Home Keeping of Jim," a character
* * *
Powell in the production.
appeared
in
the
Youth's
ComBert Ennis, a man so well known to the study that
panion, has been made into a feature by
* * *
rade that he needs no introduction here, is the Community Productions, and the credit
Marion Davies and her company will
for the continuity and the direction go to
tate
Happen toin You."
It isrighting
knocking"ItoffMight
the territories
great Charles M. Seay. M. P. D. A. Seay is of return to New York next week having finhape. Bert knows how to do it.
the
opinion that the drama with the heart
ishedfornia.
exteriors
on will
"Bride's
Play" ininCaliInteriors
be completed
the
* * *
interest will prove the most popular and East after which Miss Davies immediately
Dustin Farnum is among the arrivals
lived and points to D. W. Griffith's begins production here on her next starring
l New York from the coast. He will stay longest
success "Way Down East" and the Fox vehicle for Cosmopolitan.
ere for a week conferring with Robertson* * *
feature "Over the Hill" to sustain his point.
The greatest stage successes, according to
ole, distributors of his pictures.
Tom Carrigan, star of the Nick Carter
* * *
Seay. have been American dramas with Series
of famous detective dramas, being
wholesome stories, splendid character types
The south, which has long been famous
produced by Broadwell Productions, Inc.,
and a home interest theme behind them.
jr its hospitality and beautiful women.
was signally honored by being invited to
* * *
?ain demonstrates its ability to hold its
lead the Grand March at the annual ball
lace as the foremost producer of beautiful
Robert Schable, hea vying with suave given by the Screen Club of Hartford.
omen. In a recent motion picture star
Conn., at the Fort Guard's Armory. This
in "Temple
a Georgeof D.hisBaker
Mitest for the most beautiful woman in the skill
production,
had Dusk,"
the surprise
life in recognition of the actor's ability and
luntry a Brooklyn magazine received mouwhen a strange man approached him on popularity
among followers of the dramatic
nds of photographs
of the
in the "down east" city. The invitation
Broadway the other day and said, "Mr. art
t women,
but the palm
was country's
handed toprettiMiss
was wired to Mr. Carrigan at the Friars
orliss Palmer of Macon, Georgia. Miss
Schable, your work in 'On with the Dance'
Club. New York City, and relayed to him
aimer is strikingly handsome and pos- was the finest bit of individual acting I've at Filmland City. Medford. Mass., where
seen in many a day." Bob found out that
sses a superb figure together with a charm
Carter 1picis producing
his company
r personality which is irresistible. V\ e
tures which will
be issued the
December
by
•ngratulate the Motion Picture Magazine
the Pioneer Film Corporation. The tele)on its selection and extend our heartiest
gram arrived while the star was engaged in
elcome to Miss Palmer upon her entrance
the silent drama.
filming the last scenes of "The Man Who
* * *
Stole "Millions" and Tom was about to regretfully wire his inability to be there, when
Madlaine
Traverse,
one
of
the
screen's
Mr. Broadwell. president of the corporation,
ost talented and popular artists, will soon
dislearned of the matter and rather thanwhose
■pear in her own productions. There is
appoint the Hartford Screen Club,
i denying the fact that if given good
of exhibitDries, Miss Traverse will again be among
membership is largely composed
ors and exchangemen, called off work for
ever"best
sellers"
and
as
for
popularity,
she
lost it.
the day, thus permitting Mr. Carrigan to
* * *
catch a train in time to arrive at Hartford
and take his place at the head of the line
Blanche Sweet arrived from Europe on
of happy Hartford citizens and citizenesses
e Acquatania on Saturday, Nov. 25, lookoccasion. The
? more charming than ever. Miss Sweet
who thoroughly enjoyedof the
the Screen Club
executive committee
:ms to have enjoyed her vacation abroad
of
appreciation
their
Broadwell
wired Mr.
d is ready for more hard work at the
to permit the
his act in stopping production and
,idio in Los Angeles.
one and
* * *
attendance of Mr. Carrigan.
Nick Carter pictures
all agreed to bookruns,the when
Another Broadway visitor this week is
prints are ready
for Connecticut
orge Beban, the character actor who has
for
showing.
en making pictures on the coast.
* * *
* * *
"Fathoms Deep" is the latest achievement
Sol Lesser arrived in town this week
drama,
of J. E. Williamson ofandundersea
titled. It is a
d is holding forth at the Astor.
which is now being cut
* * *
mystery
a
land,
and
sea
romance of the
ashore and under the waves, filmed as only
pt the Hotel Biltmpre, on the evening of
cember 7, will assemble members of the
this master craftsman knows how to photoings. graph the unusual in under water surroundjption Picture Directors' Association, New
•rk Lodge, their brothers belonging to the
Deeprunsconcerns
'ist organization, who are in New York.
of "Fathoms
storycrew
theThe
riff-raff
of a ship that
amuck
j1retofore,
a most M.
representative
body of
IXCE
in the tropics with a stolen submarine. Cast
P. D. A. dinners
haveguests,
been The director RALPH
and
Ernest
Williamson,
of
off
from
many
countries,
the
band
turns
«,airs that the wives of members and other
the famous Williamson brothers, who
pirate andwreckedwaylays
passing
craft.
A
ship*erested ladies have been obliged to hear
hair just finished "Fathoms Deep."
castaway is picked up by the group
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THEATRE

OPENS

AT GLENDALE,

HERALD
CAL.

A snapshot of the crowd which greeted the opening of the Glendale theatre, one of
the many Dustin
new playhouses
completedproduction,
in California.
Happiness,"
featuring
Farnum, a recently
Robertson-Cole
was the"Big
premier
attraction.
its selection of this handsome and talented
and his life is spared because of the dangerous hazards to which the band assign
» »of •Maryland."
star for "The Heart
him. The castaway escapes, but not until
Now that Walt K. Hill has joined the
the sea bandits have forced their prisoner
to sign their compact of blood-guilt. A girl Fox forces, he has given up building theatres in New Rochelle.
and a young naval officer are among those
who encounter the refugee when he is
eventually washed ashore. The strange
story he tells, together with the interest a Next Walsh Production
certain picturesque intruder takes in the
Will Have Big Thrill
girl result in a hurried expedition to the
With the exception of one scene, cutsupposed treasure zone of the bandits. The
ting and editing has been completed by
treasure-trovers are scarcely under way before a rival expedition is revealed. In a R. A. Walsh on his third independent
swift though extended series of conflicts production which Mayflower will present
on the surface of the sea as well as along as a First National attraction.
its bottom between the two factions, main
The scene yet to be prepared represents the climax of the picture, and the
startling novelties in dramatic surprises are
achieved.
producer. accompanied by Miriam
Some idea of the pretentious quality of Cooper, Henry Olive and the complete
the new Williamson production may be camera battery, headed by Dal Clawson.
gleaned from the fact that more than eleven are in Maine taking this portion of the
months have been spent in taking the pic- picture. This scene will depict Miriam
ture. It was staged by Ralph Ince, who sea.
Cooper leaping over a precipice into the
also plays one of its leading roles in association with a company that includes many
The producer expects to return from
the Pine Tree state soon and believes
well-known film and stage favorites.
his newest production will be ready for
» * *
delivery to First National in at least
F. Doublier, general manager of the two weeks. As yet a title has not been
Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc., reports selected.
that despite the so-called depression in
business, the Palisade Laboratories are run- Lawrence Baren Goes To
ning within ninety per cent of capacity and
there is every reason to believe that before
The Signet Film Company
the end of the month Mr. Dublier will have
L. Lawrence Baren, formerly sales
to resort to a night shift. Quality is the
manager of Bluebird and Aywon Film
watchword of the Palisade Laboratories.
* * *
corporations, has been appointed manof the
New York exchange of SignetagerFilm
company.
Catherine Calvert, world famous for
Baren announces especially for the
her beauty and artistic achievement, will
benefit of the New Jersey exhibitors that
soon appear in Vitagraph's "The Heart of he has just booked the Doraldina photoMaryland"
under
the
direction
of
Tom
Terriss. Vitagraph is to be congratulated on drama, "The Woman Untamed," to the
PALISADE
FILM
Opposite West 129th St. Ferry
QUALITY
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry

December
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Newark theatre, Newark, N. J. He h.
arranged with the management of th
theatre a special exploitation progra
to help put this picture over.
List Reorganized Staff
Of Special Pictures Gorj
Following the removal of the genet
offices of Special Pictures Corporatii
from the H. W. Hcllman building, L
Angele>, to the Special Pictures studi
in Hollywood, President Louis \
Thompson has announced the reorga
ized personnel of the organization as i<
lows:
II. J. Roberts, general sales manage
C. C. Craig, business manager; E. H. S
cocks, sales supervisor; Harry Hammo
lli-all, director of publicity; J. J. Lai
-tudio manager; J. B. Spyksma, ch
accountant; H. Mc Phea, cost accountai
V. E. Hampton, exchange auditor; Ja
Schwietert. office manager; Reggie M<
ris, chief of productions; Robert Hopkii
Mib-title chief; Frank Terry, scenai
head; Everett Maxwell, continuity chi<
Lloyd Brierly, technical supervise
Theodore Bernstein, purchasing agei
Lucille McGowan, wardrobe mistre:
F. McBan, electrical supcrintendei
Joseph Collingswood, property mast'
Jack Leonard, superintendent of S
photography, and Wells Morton, fisi
agent.
Fox Film Breaks Record
At the Lincoln Coloni
With the first snow and ice of I
season making its appearance in Linco
Neb., on the morning of the day tl
the William Fox special productii
"While New York Sleeps," opened
that city, the feature was shown at i
Colonial theatre to capacity business.
The original booking called for a fo
day run, but E. E. Duncan, manager
the theatre, got in touch with the Oms
office of Fox Film Corporation
added two days. With continued 0
weather the Colonial continued day af
day
crowding
patrons. The record
the house
was in broken.
"Coast of Opportunity"
Coming Kerrigan Yehk
"The Coast of Opportunity" is a for
coming J. Warren Kerrigan picture p
duced
Ernest byC. Robert
Warde. Brunton and directed
It is the picturization of Page Phill
novel of the same name. The suppc
ing cast includes such popular play
as Fritzi Brunette, Herschel M avail, 1
ward Hearn, Carl Stockdale, William
Mong and others.
Staehle Sells Theatres
BEAVER
DAM.
WIS. — Cha*
Staehle,
for
the
last
five
of the Odeon theatre, and years
later mana
mana '
of the Davison theatre, has sold
business interests and retired. F.
Foss of Milwaukee has purchased
Davison and the lease upon the Od
and Jack Yeo of Milwaukee is now m
ager of both theatres.

LABORATORIES,
INC.
PALISADE, N. J
Morsemere 621,
and
SERVICE
Representat
BIARMER.
120O.WestW. «2nd
StreetSpecial
Telephone
Bryant ive
590
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teva Gerber, who will be featured by the Berwilla Film Corporation.

m Wood, the Realart director,
afl armful of stars — Wanda
Daniels. Bebe, in case you
one
who is keeping her neck
of pearls.

has just gathered in
Hawley and Bebe
don't know, is the
warm with a string
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Land

Helen Ferguson, leading lady for Buck Jones, in his
newestson, besides
Fox being
prcduction
"Just screen
Pals." player,
Miss Fergua talented
makes
edible angel food cake, using 32 eggs for each batter. It's some cake, they say.

Bessie De Litch, who belongs to the Christie Follies
chorus, has been advanced to leading roles. She wili
soon be seen in "Mr. Fatiroa." to be distributed by
Educational.

December
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PICTURES

MOORE'S GARDEN THEATRE, Washington,
D. C, has started something. The management of this popular house is asking its patrons to
submit criticisms on the current feature each week.
The best of these are selected by a committee, and
they are shown upon the screen. The result so far
has been more than pleasing to all concerned.
The suggestion was first made by the dramatic
critic of a Washington newspaper and the matter
was submitted to Bert Adler, personal representative
of Allan Dwan, whose Associated Producers picture,
"The Forbidden Thing," was booked at Moore's
Garden. Adler, a specialist in film advertising, at
once grasped the value of this co-operative movement
and consented, with the result that the thing went
over big.
The first criticism flashed upon the screen read:
"lie writes as an expert, technic ally, rather than
sympathetically."
It took nerve to do that. It shows that the producer was willing to stake his faith on the picture's
merits by publishing the frank, unbiased comment,
be it favorable or adverse, of a "fan" for the information of prospective patrons. Mr. Adler now proposes
to carry the idea further and introduce it in other
cities. We wish him success.
'THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS" (Associated
Producers, Inc.) is a masterful achievement at the
hands of Maurice Tourneur, and will rank as one of
the year's finest pictures. As it reproduces important
events in the past history of America the production's value should be far reaching. Splendid costuming, superb scenery and a fine cast are but a few
of the outstanding points of this most excellent
screen drama. (Reviewed on page 42.)
"LIFE" with
(Brady
is a of
well-produced
melodrama
an Production)
endless succession
thrills. It
is an adaptation of the stage success and the cast and
beautiful settings reflect credit on its director. The
picture holds one until the very end.
"IDOLS OF CLAY" (Paramount), an original
story by Ouida Bergere, is typical of late Mae Murray-George Fitzmaurice vehicles. A screen extravaganza, giving Miss Murray opportunity to
execute a remarkable dance. A tale of London and
the South Sea land with little to compel interest.
"OLD DAD" (First National) combines sentiment and melodrama in well-produced and moderately satisfying entertainment. The star, Mildred
Harris Chaplin, surpasses most of her previous work,
her role being well suited to her appearance and
ability. Irving Cummings. Myrtle Stedman and
John Sainpolis contribute uniform support. Production details conform to the standard of the Txniis
B. Mayer studios.
"VELVET FINGERS" (Pathe) gives promise of
raising the standard of the serial field. George B.
Seitz, who directed and produced it, also plays the
title role, and Marguerite Courtot makes a satisfactory feminine lead. The episodes viewed are lavishly
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produced and highly interesting, the story possessing
plot interest and logic such as is seldom encountered
in the chapter drama.

"HELIOTROPE" (Paramount) presents an intense and compelling story of fatherly love. An
ibx< iting story of an ex-convict's pursuit of his designing wife and his resulting success in shielding their
daughter from unhappiness in her knowledge of their
true characters. A moderated melodramatic tinge.

"FLYING PAT" (Paramount) is a snappy, fresh
and brisk Dorothy Gish feature with the omnipopular star as an aviatrix and as a cook. Better
than "Miss Rebellion" and a certain success with the
following.patronage and a big hit with the Gish
general
"THE DAUGHTER PAYS" (Selznick) offers
Elaine Hammerstein in a far-fetched story but one
made attractive by her skill in acting and her prettiness. A domestic drama, the story of the regeneration of a man's mind poisoned by hate.
"DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES" (Vitagraph),
a forceful and compelling story of the sea in which
the burning of a ship is an episode made vividly
forceful and caught with prime photography. Strong
in dramatic values and played by an excellent cast.
One of the good pictures of the moment. Will interest generally. Catherine Calvert starred.
"GODLESS MEN" (Goldwyn) presents a
nautical tale set almost entirely upon a ship. The
story of a God-embittered sailor's. regeneration. Excellent inevery way and certain to appeal universally.
"MEN AND WOMEN" (Sherman) is the story of
a girl's efforts to prove that clothes make the man
at the sacrifice of a man's pride and the threatening
of her own safety. Tropical locale. Exciting and
interesting. Melodramatic touches give it excitement that will make it acceptable to the patronage
enjoying that sort of feature.
"MISS 139" (Sherman) is a crook drama built
about counterfeiting and a mysterious murder. A
surprise ending in the revelation that the heroine,
supposedly one of the criminal band, is a secret
service
vehicle. agent. Very pretty heroine and interesting
"THE PLUNGER" (Fox) offers George Walsh
in a picture hardly meeting the standard he has set
previously, but entertaining and well photographed.
A story of Wall Street and the stock market with a
romance threaded through it.
"HONOR BOUND" (Universal) is a Frank Mavo
feature demanding less than its good cast could
supply. Raises the question of the influence of
geography and environment upon a man's morals in
an
interesting
South lead.
American locale. Uncommonlv
attractiveway.
feminine

mm
'V

REVIEWS
FRANK MAYO IN
HONOR
BOUND
(UNIVERSAL)
attractive hero and an uncommonly pretty heroine in a domestic tangle with settings in
South American tropics. Story
less forceful than the ability of
the cast should demand. Effective
exteriors and good photography.
Directed by Jacques Jacquard.
Based on the premise that morality is
matter of geography and environment,
lis play suggests more possibilities than
-e well taken advantage of in its maner of presentation. It begins bravely,
ut promises more than is met as it
roceeds. It is made to wander often
om the straight development of the
leory it seeks to teach. It offers only a
loderate degree of entertainment and
terest.
The tale is that of a man bound by
jnor to marriage vows which he has
•oken, and his shielding by the brother
his wife whose youthful reputation for
ild ways has made him the accused
henever mischief walks afoot. The
an is a weak brother and continually
:rmits the younger man to suffer for
s own offenses. Both are employed by
ibber- interests in South America, to
here the older man precedes the
mnger by a period of time in which he
is relaxed his principles and become
e prey of an immoral native woman.
ie arrival of his wife brings the affair
an issue and results in a fray in which
s defender is badly abused.
The confession of the native woman
rows a true light on her associations
th the two men and the renegeration
the rascal is effected through his wife's
rgiveness.
Gordon Sackville, Helen Lynch, Irene
ackwell are members of the cast. The
ise-ups of Miss Lynch are distinctly
autiful portraiture.

sible trouble that might come with the
knowledge of his own tragedy and their
relationship. His fight is directed at the
efforts of the girl's unworthy mother,
who seeks to blackmail her in the knowledge that she is to wed a millionaire.
The father obtains his freedom after a
struggle and sets about immediately to
pursue the mother, who is on the trail of
the girl, to whom both her parents and
their lives are unknown. Through the
father's affectation of heliotrope scent,
which gave him his name in the underworld, the wife is made aware of his
nearness, the one thing she fears. He
corners her at last and takes her life
and then kills himself, happy in securing
the perpetual happiness of the daughter.
The part of the man is given strong
dramatic worth by Fred Burton. William B. Mack brings much to the part
of
his
"Spike"
Foley.
Julia
Swayne
Gordon pal,
is good
in the
part of
Mollie,
the
mother, and Diana Allen makes the part
of the daughter, Alice Hale, a charming
one.
The picture is a refreshing change from
the ordinary in plot and development
and should score high with the general
patronage.
SPECIAL CAST IN
DEAD

MEN

TELL

NO TALES
(VITAGRAPH)
A forceful, convincing and compelling story of murderous and
piratical seamen with a romance
threading the exciting and thrilling episodes. A picture above
the average in every way. An
excellent cast, strong dramatic

vehicle and remarkable photography. Directed by Tom Terriss.
The burning of a great-sailed ship at
sea, its final shattering in an explosion,
the rioting of the crew and passengers,
and the perishing of all except a chosen
few, make scenes in this feature that
stand out vividly. They offer some of
the best photography that has yet been
brought to the screen. Around the
episode is built a sequence of stirring
events that completely carry the fixed
attention throughout the reels.
Catherine Calvert plays the leading
feminine role with excellence and Percy
Marmont heads the supporting cast. His
very good work is equalled by others of
the players, who include Holmes Herbert,
Roy Applegate, Walter Jones and others.
The story is that of Santos, a murderous Castilian, who carries the creed "dead
men tell
it ruthlessly to no
his tales"
thievingandon applies
the high
seas.
He directs a plan to destroy by fire a
great ship carrying a cargo of gold that
his accomplices transfer to another ship
while the boat burns.
He holds over the head of Francis
Rattray, owner of Kirby Hall, an English manor house, the promise of marriage with his ward, Eva, in enlisting
his aid with the thievery. George Cole,
aloves
passenger
on thetheill-fated
vessel,of also
Eva. After
destruction
the
ship Cole believes himself the only survivor. Pursued by remembrances of his
ghastly experience and driven almost
frantic by mysterious sounds and visions,
he seeks rest in the country near Kirby
Hall, the headquarters of the band of
robbers. This he discovers accidentally
and in time to rescue Eva from Santos.
In conclusion the girl is made to choose
between Cole and Rattray and gives her
love to the former.
The music of "Ben Bolt" plays an important part in the picture, and should
be employed in the accompanying score.

SPECIAL CAST IN
HELIOTROPE
(PARAMOUNT). Cosmopolitan production that is
extraordinarily good. An intense
and absorbing story of fatherly
love sacrificed for the happiness
of a daughter. Compelling, exiting and gripping. One of the
:xceptional pictures of the monent. Directed by George D.
Baker.
fere is a picture worth anyone's time
al money. At a trade showing in Chic;o an audience of men and women
v e held spellbound. Their absorption
v5 so complete eyes were unmoved
screen from beginning to end
of"n:he the
showing.
story of father love, as impressive
ii many ways as the story of mother
•< : depicted in "Humoresque," is told
ii hat of an imprisoned man determined
Mefend his daughter against any pos-

Frank Mayo in the Universal feature "Honor Bound.
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bridegroom
whom his
son's ofmarriage has beenfrom
concealed
for fear
the
loss of an allowance. A chum comes to
visit him and the parents descend upon
the honeymoon home and bring a girl
they have chosen for him.
The effort to deceive the father as to
the right combination of girls and men
gives opportunity for lively playing that
has its most comical climax in the roof
route exchange of husbands and wives.
Charlotte Merriman and Vera Steadman
have the feminine roles and Neal Burns
plays the part of the friend.

A scene
fromAttractions
"Miss 139,"
the second
Sherman
production.
SPECIAL CAST IN'
MISS 139
(SHERMAN)
A crook drama centering about a
mysterious murder, with a very
pretty leading lady in Diana
Allen. Plot well developed to a
surprise ending. Suspense well
sustained. Picturesque points in
Bohemian atmosphere and in an
attractive wedding scene. Directed
by B. A. Rolfe and Chester
Vonde.
Screen folk well known to the trade
and patronage, including Marc McDermott, Diana Allen, E. J. Katcliffe and
John L. Shine form the cast which
capably plays this feature. It is one affording interest and entertainment, the
>tory of counterfeiters interwoven with
a pretty romance. The leading feminine
role is that of a crook the pictrue through
until a surprise revelation at the very
end which discloses her to be in the
employ of the secret service.
The work of John L. Shine in a character part is as distinguished as that of
Miss Allen in the featured impersonation.
Her by
screen
139", to
is the
the
name
whichtitle,
she"Miss
is known
counterfeiters, who believe her to be in
league with them.
At the Black Cat, a gathering place
of Apaches, they plot against one Car<lini 'roh is about to turn state's evidence
to save himself. After his mysterious
murder evidence points to Jim Marlowe
as the guilty man. He is led into marriage with Yvonne, the girl, under false
pretense, and when the mystery is cleared
and the master criminal, Durant (Marc
McDermott), is proved the guilty one,
he insists that the legality of the marriage
go unprotested because of his real love
for her.
EDDIE BARRY IN
SHUFFLE
THE
QUEENS
(EDUCATIONAL")
A two-part Christie comedy following the trite trend of exchanged wives
and compromising situations, rather below the average Barry grade. Barry
plays the part of the father of a young
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GEORGE WALSH IN
THE PLUNGER
(FOX)
A picture of ordinary worth less
attractive than other late productions featuring George Walsh. It
has rapidity of action, a breezy beginning, but weakens as it proceeds. Earmarks of the melodrama detract from otherwise
good sequences. Will satisfy
Walrh followers.
A story
of its
Wallrapidity
Street's
frenziedis
finance
wherein
of action
its strongest asset. It suggests much in
an interesting beginning, but fails to
hold
one'sthe interest
it proceeds.
concerns
story of asa young
millionaireIt
risen to Wall Street prestige and wealth
from an office boy. He has enemies in
an older broker's manager, who has
ruined, in an illogical manner, his employer and has him under his thumb,
demanding his daughter in marraigc.
When the young broker comes into the
girl's
life have
there nothing
is a clash
wills him
for
she will
to doof with
and he is determined to win her. !n an
effort to save her father from his erstconsentswhiletomanager's
marry blackmailing,
him, but findstheat -girl
the
crucial moment that it is impossible for
her to go on and attempts to run away.
George Walsh as the young millionaire
comes to the rescue with his usual athletic
and finally wins her interestactivities
and affection.
The play is too loose in construction
and unreasonable
to invite
able commendationof inplotthose
lines.favorThe
settings are attractive, however, and
lighting and photography are worthwhile. Virginia Valli makes a pretty
heroine.
THE BIG IDEA
(EDUCATIONAL)
A two reel drama produced by the Pilgrim Company and preaching anti-sociaiistic propaganda. Valuable as a filler
inasmuch as it carries one of the needed
truths of the hour, that the producer
is not alone entitled to the fruits of his
labor but that all who have had a hand
in supplying materials or marketing the
product must share alike. Ordinary acting and interest, but one appealing touch
in. the presence of two pretty little girls.
They play the parts of the daughters of
the laborer in a shoe factory w-ho becomes possessed of a mania to preach
the gospel of self-gain. To teach him
the absurdity of his view, his wife and
a friend form a plan whereby his "chickens come home to roost," inspiring those
to whom he has preached the doctrine
of the right of possession, to appropriate
his own belongings on one argument
or another, all a repetition of his own
foolish theories. Thomas H. Swinton
and Bertha Blanchard have the leads.
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MILDRED

HARRIS
CHAPLIN IN
OLD DAD
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Mannerly melodrama enacted in attractive surroundings by well
matched players. Not a sensation,
not a disappointment.
A picture
for every-day purposes calculated
to give mild satisfaction generally.
Well made film with the star appearing to better advantage than
in most previous productions.
The story imposes no great demands
upon the star, and through it she moves
easily and with becoming grace. Cast
as a school girl whose happiness is
menaced by circumstances over which
she has no control, her performance is
decidedly
better than most of her former
work.
The settings are good in detail and
whole. Photography is of that clear
quality which has come to be expected
of the Mayer studios. Continuity, direction, etc..inqualify.
incidents
the story.There are familiar
Daphne Bretton is expelled from
boarding school when a young man
Richard Wiltoner, a. guest at a class
dance, is found in her room, despite the
innocent explanation offered. Going
home, she becomes acquainted for th<
first time
with her
her in
father,
"Old schoo
Dad,'
who
has kept
boarding
since divorcing his wife years before. 1
Sheridan Kaire, a wastrel who lives
upon a neighboring estate, wins her con
ridencc and elopes with her. But Vir
ginia Bretton, now a singer, whon
Daphne has met but not recognized a;
her
interferesoutwith
plan:
and mother,
it is brought
thatKaire's
he ahead;
has a wife. Daphne later finds happi
ness in marrying the man of the boarding
school become
incident,reconciled.
while her father ammother
Irving Cummings, Myrtle Stedmai
and John Sainpolis give capable inter
pretation to their respective roles.

Mildred Harris Chaplin in the Louis
National
attraction. "Old Dad," a Fir
Mayer production,
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SPECIAL CAST IN
GODLESS
MEN
(GOLDWYN)
A Ben Ames Williams story of the
sea dealing with the regeneration
of a God-embittered man. A hurricane is vividly pictured. Dramatic values are strong, action
clear cut and rapid and photography particularly good. A stirring
picture fascinating and absorbing. Directed by Reginald Baker.
Types, titles and excellent photography combined with dramatic strength
and exciting sequences make this screen
story of the sea one that will thrill,
captivate and absorb, although its length
might weary a bit. A cast of finished
artists give highly meritorious performances.
There is an abundance of realism despite the argument that might be raised
anent the length to which reason would
direct a father in his attitude toward a
rediscovered daughter before learning
ler identity. The excellence of the picure's construction and the worth of the
icting are the major impressions, how:ver.
The story, a screen adaptation of
'Black
Pawl," anis embittered
that of a relentless
com-a
iat between
father and
on whom he has taught to hate. There
s a girl, the part made appealing by
-lelene Chadwick, to whom the father is
rresistibly drawn and upon whom the
on has evil designs. The love of a third
han adds another complication. Savinghe girl from the attack of the son, Red
■"awl,. Black Pawl later offends her himelf, learning in the course of their com>at that she is his own daughter. She
> ultimately left in the love of the third
nan, when in a highly dramatic climax
he father kills his son and himself. The
ather dies following his illumination of
oul to a belief in God.
The picturization of the hurricane is
powerful piece of photography. The
ight scenes are entrancing and titles
ery good.
GEORGE B. SEITZ IN
VELVET
FINGERS
(PATHE)
.avish production and a serial story
of unusual interest are strong
1 points that give promise for the
success of the newest Pathe serial.
Crook stuff of the better class
forms the subject matter, and
George B. Seitz, star, director and
! producer, appears effectively as
"Velvet," a society thief of exceeding cleverness. Marguerite
Courtot performs capably the
tasks assigned to her in the
early episodes. A chapter play
characteristic of the Pathe trade
mark.
The first episode, which is in three
jels,
opensdealers
magnificently.
company
jewel
and their Afamilies
are
thered at a formal affair when a
isked man in immaculate evening ate appears suddenly and adroitly reves all of their valuables, making his
:ape by a clever ruse.
The footage immediately following induces acollege professor whose hobby
the study of criminology, and his
eetheart, one of his students, who
ires his interest. Announcing to his
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class his determination to capture the infamous '"Velvet" before he returns to
the class room, he goes to his study to
ponder over weighty tomes devoted to
the science of deduction.
The fact that he has made this resolution isduly chronicled in the daily press
and "Velvet" pays him a visit in his.
home, so conducting himself as to confuse and slightly terrify the college man.
A little later the latter disappears, and
the newspapers carry a story of his
death by drowning, whereupon his sweetheart sets out to capture the thief and
make good his promise.
Thereafter follows a swift succession
of robberies, captures and escapes, all
handled in excellent manner and sensational in effect despite an utter lack of
strain upon the imagination.
Plot and action are dominant characteristics of the composition thus far. If
the standard set is adhered to there is
every reason to believe that the composition will establish something of a
precedent in its field.
DOROTHY GISH IN
FLYING PAT
(PARAMOUNT)
Dorothy Gish is presented as an
aviatrix and a cook in a comedy
drama lively, laughable and deliriously amusing. The wide popularity of the star assures a safe
investment in this latest of her
features, the best she has made
in some time. Directed by E.
Richard Jones.
Anything more delicious than the
inimitable and impish Dorothy Gish
careening around in an airplane of whicli
she has lost control, then poking a pretty
head out of its wreckage after its "nose
dive," is difficult to picture. The episode
alone puts the picture well to the fore
among current productions. However,
the whole is one of the brighest bits of
lively screen fun now available, and one
which no wise exhibitor will pass up.
Dorothy Gish has created a distinct place
in the affections of picture-goers and the
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enterprising exhibitor will cater to it.
This feature is a considerably better made
vehicle
than into
"LittletheMiss
Rebellion"
and
takes her
domestic
comedy
realm.
As sires
a young
bride, out
whosea career
husbandrather
dethat she carve
than bother her pretty head about domestic trials, she is given instruction
in aviation by a friend, Bob Endicott.
Her experiences as a pupil land them
both on the ground in a nose dive wreck
from which they miraculously emerge
and seek refreshment in a nearby roadhouse. Her husband arrives on the scene
as Bob is proving an entertaining and
affectionate companion. His ire drives
her out of her home to take the night
train for Albany. Rid of her money in
a poker game, she comes back to meet
an emergency in posing as a cook in her
own home. One complication leads to
another and eventually they terminate in
a reconcilation of the lovers.
James Rennie plays opposite Miss Gish
and Morgan Wallace impersonates the
friend. The star is at her rougish best
with her characteristically clever mimircy.
Action is spirited, photography good,
settings attractive and titles crisp.
ANNETTE

KELLERMAN

IN

THE

ART
OF DIVING
(EDUCATIONAL)
The much-advertised slow motion picAnnette made
Kellerman's
meets turealldepicting
the promises
for it. artIt

is a one-reel novelty that every exhibitor
who has booked the star's longer films
should not fail to show for it gives an
illuminating insight into the real grace
of motion that is employed in the Kellerman swimming. Movements in reality
too rapid for the human eye to grasp
are caught by the slow picture camera
which was employed simultaneously with
the one of normal speed. In this way
the various tricks 'of the art are twice
shown, first at regular speed, then at
the slower rate, making a most interesting comparison. The novelty is a graceful and artistic picture as well as a
technical oddity.
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Larry Semon in "The Suitor" (Vitagraph)
LARRY SEMON IN
THE SUITOR
(VITAGRAPH)
Here is a slapstick comedy presented
in a manner that redeems its sins and
omissions in the skillful hands of Larry
Semon. This master funmaker leads a
cast through the liveliest stream of fun
that has flowed across the screen in many
weeks.
Like a shuttlecock, Larry, fifth wheel
on the social vehicle, is thrown hither
and thither through one exhilirating and
breath-taking episode after another.
There is a slim thread on which to build
the sequence that concerns itself with
the plot of a foreign suitor in league
with a cook against the father of a desired girl of wealth and beauty.
A cigar loaded with T. N. T., biscuits
loaded with gunpowder and other means
of attempted riddance are employed
against
in the villain's
way, all those
to no who
avail.come
A monkey
lends a
lively touch to proceedings and the usual
falls, bumps, leaps and slides, and other
acrobatic achievements that attend a
Semon feature are there in heaping measure. It is a comedy to be put into a
class by itself and the exhibitor who
passes it up is missing something good.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
THE

IN

DAUGHTER
PAYS
(SELZNICK)
A picture with a very pretty star, a
convincing masculine lead and
artistic settings redeeming the
story's shortcomings. A farfetched plot but an entertaining
whole. Directed by Robert Ellis.
Here is a picture worth booking for
the three successful accomplishments
listed above, but one exaggerated of plot.
It is regrettable that such good direction,
charm and artistry of setting and capability of caststory.
could n'ot be employed in
a stronger
The one portrayed concerns itself with
a marriage made for the financial convenience of theof bride's
the daughter
a vain family
and between
worldly
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mother and the latter's jilted sweetheart
of her youth. The girl (Elaine Hammerstein), introduced as the Cinderella of a
household reverted from wealth to
poverty, consents to the alliance to secure the future of a crippled sister. With
her wedding day there begins a brutal
and relentless persecution by the husband in an effort to follow a plan that
years of bitter brooding have prompted
— that of exploring the possibilities of
making a luxury-loving idler into a human being and suffering woman.
His unfairness in making an innocent
girl the victim of his mad experiment is
ultimately revealed to him, but by this
time her former sweetheart has returned
into her life. It takes the scheming of
the mother and the erstwhile sweetheart
in an attempt to compromise her to open
the
eyesandof her
the girl
to her
husband's
true
worth,
return
to him
is followed
by his own regeneration and there comes
promise of their future happiness together.
The star is cleverly gowned and plays
with ease and freshness. Norman Trevor
as the husband is particularly well suited

December
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ture worthwhile and they supply as great
a novelty as does the fight that forms a
lively climax to the adventure that is
the feature's basis. The struggle departs
from the usual fisticuffing in an odd way
and invokes the big thrill of the picture.
It is the high point in the graphic trend
of events developing the story of a
wealthy, conscienceless girl to carry out
a whim in an effort to prove her point
in an argument at the ruthless sacrifice
of a discouraged
regeneration through man's
another hopes
chance.for Her
claim is that clothes make the man. To
others of a yachting party cruising in
the South Seas she makes the wager
that she can clothe a native of the island
whereon her father is rebuilding a lighthouse and that none of her friends can
single him out at a forthcoming ball.
The man, John Powers, a young civil
engineer, who has been in seclusion and
living among the beach-combers since
the fall of a bridge he built some years
before, believes her kindness an indication that her father, his former chief,
has recognized and forgiven him for his
failure with the bridge and is giving him
another chance in this way.
The girl gains her end, but his discovery of her real purpose so infuriates
and bitters Powers that he turns the
tables upon her and carries her off to
make a beach-comber of her. The evil
interference of a savage Kanaka arouses
his chivalry when the girl is in danger
and he rescues her from a terrible death
to find that he loves her. She inspires
his reborn ambition and the chance to
erect the lighthouse proves his redeeming opportunity.
Diana Allen is a decidedly pretty,
heroine and the quartet of beach-comliers
are excellently impersonated by Tatjana
Irrah. Edward C. Strong, John L. Shine
and C. H. Carlyle.
LLOYD HAMILTON' IN
THE SIMP
(EDUCATIONAL)
A trained •cat that catches the cuckoo
in a clock in an ingenious way supplies
a hearty laugh and a novelty in this fun
reel made by Mermaid players. A flivver
that explodes and lands on a clothesline
is good for another roar, and scenes on
the shore of a lake where a girl, her
poodle and the energetic Ham figure

A dramatic moment in "The Daughter
Pays," Hammerstein
a Selznick feature
Elaine
stars. in which
to his part, and the director does good
work as the rival. Excellent effects in
portraiture
are achieved in the photography.
SPECIAL CAST IN
MEN

AND WOMEN
(SHERMAN)

The story of a girl's efforts to prove
that clothes make the man through
a plan that boomerangs and
threatens her safety on a tropical
island. Scenically attractive, good
dramatic values and with a conspicuously "different"
fight. Directed by Charles
A. Logue.
An appeal to the advancing education
of the screen patronage that has made it
recognize and appreciate effective characterization touches is offered in this feature. It portrays a quartet of tropical
islanders in types which lend it distinct
value. Their work alone makes the pic-

Scene from "The Simp," latest of th
Mermaid comedies published throug
Educational
and featuring Lloyd Ham
ilton.
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are rich with fun. The pouring of an
apparently endless stream of water out
of his shoe is one of the new incidents
in the comedy, and the manner in which
Ham dries the dog is another.
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WILLIAM

A. BRADY'S

NEW

PRODUCTION

MAE MURRAY AND DAVID
POWELL IN
IDOLS OF CLAY
(PARAMOUNT)
A picture made from an original
story by Ouida Bergere, typical
of the sort of offerings in which
Mae Murray and David Powell
have lately been seen under the
direction of George Fitzmaurice.
Fantastic as to backgrounds but
spurious as to drama, the picture's
appeal is to the eye rather than
to the emotions.
"Idols of Clay" is a vehicle custombuilt for Mae Murray and David Powell,
but the author failed to make a good job
of her undertaking. The characters in
the story are witless, the incidents convenient, the plot meandering, and the
situations unnatural and forced, so that,
insofar as drama is concerned, the picture has little to compel interest Toward the end the story has some effective moments, but for the most part it
is mere artless, pointless movement.
It is difficult to accept seriously a
character so naive as Faith Merrill, the
daughter of a psalm-singing . crook of
the South Seas, who mistakes her
father's
distilled
for
holy water,covertly
and who.
joining whiskey
a burlesque
troupe
her dowdiest
father's death,
goesmeetto
London after
in her
style to
Sir Dion Holme, whom she has regen:rated in the South Island, and being
:urned over to Lady Cray, to be schooled,
becomes a drug addict and sinks to the
iepths in a Chinese hovel. And equally
difficult is it to sympathize with Dion
Holme in his misfortunes resulting from
lis turning Faith over to Lady Cray,
who he knows to be shallow, since it
vas she who had destroyed his faith in
3od and man and had sent him a hopeess bit of driftwood to the South Sea
sland beach. They are sophisticated, to
ay the least, and their actions mean
lothing more than their working through
ust so much footage, except, as said beore, for some moments towards the
lose of the picture.
I The tersstory's
wanderings
take the charto the South
Seas, to
Greece and
o London — its fashionable section and
ts Limehouse district. The reproduces of these locales are, for the most
Urt. lavishly
made and give the picture
■Tactically
here is in all
it of the charm and interest
The unnatural characters afford the
lembers of the cast scant opportunities
J demonstrate their abilities, but everyiing considered, thev do acceptablv. Be'des Mae Murray and David Powell, the
ast includes Dorothy Cunnings. George
awcett. Leslie King, Richard Wangeran and Claude King.
EDDIE BARRY

TEA FOR TWO
(EDUCATIONAL)
! A one reel Vanity comedv with the
tSij- Barry)
suPPl'ed
acrobatic hobo
fcadie
and bva an
dog when the latfr enthrones the former on a back vard
ellis. A young wife (Charlotte Merrian) m given to feeding wandering
Tghts of the road despite her husband's
arning that one may molest
her. To
ach her a lesson he hires a tramp to
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Scene Travers
from "Life,"
by of
Thompson
Buchanan
directed by
Vale. written
A story
New York,
adaptedandfromMr. theBrady
stageandsuccess.
typical collegiate contest. There is a
steal the silver. When the police, summoned by the husband arrive, the silver thrilling escape from Sing Sing as the
has been restored by the hobo to the punch episode and a real strong arm
wife for her kindness and she learns that murder on the steps of St. Patrick's
Cathedral on Fifth avenue. The real
the fracus is a frameup. but forgives th°
prime mover in restoring her husband
cathedral was used while the congregation was leaving the edifice after mass.
to favor. Moderate in value as a laughA priest as well as the worshipers
promotor.
gather around the dying man as the
SPECIAL CAST IN
priest takes his confession. The cast includes Herbert Druce. Nita Naldi. Jack
Mower. T. H. Gilmore. Arline Pretty,
LIFE
Leeward Meeker and Rod La Rocque.
\YM. A. BRADY PRODUCTION
"Life" is a melodrama well proGAYETY PLAYERS IX
duced and makes an interesting
and exciting production. There is AINT
LOVE
GRAND
a continuous run of thrills and un(EDUCATIONAL)
usual twists which holds the susGene Corey, Billy Bletcher and Helen
pense until the very end.
Darling furnish the fun in this dash
stick and straight comedy in
"Life" is exactly what William A. of slap
reel. It carries a theme in the
Brady stated it was, "just one thing after one
story
of
a camping party of young
another." It is a fast moving melodrama,
people who go into the mountains
elaborately produced, with endless succession of thrills which will please lovers
where the girl, for whose affections two
of this type of play.
lads are rivals, becomes the captive of
bandit and is rescued by the logey
' William A. Brady produced the origi- aBletcher
who previously has been the
nal version on the stage at the Manhattan Opera House and now has re- butt of sport to the rest of the crowd.
produced it in splendid fashion on the
screen. His experience as a producer
has led to the selection of a splendid
Virginia Lee Will Play
cast and wonderful settings which do
With Marguerite Clark
him credit.
There was not much attention paid to
In "Scrambling Wives." the stage farce
the continuity, but at the same time the selected by Cayuga Pictures Corporation to be the vehicle for the return of
jumps and breaks in the story are soon
Marguerite Gark to the screen, is also
forgotten owing to the enthusiasm which
noteworthy for the inclusion in its cast
one experiences as the story unfolds.
The plot is skillfully handled, and al- of Virginia Lee.
though it is a familiar one it holds the
This young leading woman also played
interest for seven reels. "Life" undoubtthe
featured female role in "Three
edly is destined to be a money maker, as Women
Loved Him." the first Cayuga
it is of the thrilling variety which will production. The screen version of
appeal to the masses.
"Scrambled Wives" commences with a
Most of the scenes are in the home of prologue to the action of the stage play
the wealthy and the sensational ones
in which they did not originally appear.
are
company is now on location near
some.most thrilling without being grue- The
Rye, N. Y.. where it has secured the
The picture starts with an honest-to- use of one of the most fashionable schools
goodness eight-oared shell race of a in the East for this picture.
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to Several
for Nine States

Seven

Productions Involved in Negotiations Which
Represent a Financial Consideration Said
To Slightly Exceed $40,000
having the quality producJ. S. Jossey, Arrow's special represent ent exchange
tions, is enjoying splendid prosperity.
ative who has been on the road for
coming year will, without doubt, be
Arrow for the last two months, has ad- The
the greatest in the history of the movised W. E. Shallenberger, president of
tion picture business and the sale just
the Arrow, of closing a contract with
concluded between our special representative, J.S. Jossey, and Supreme PhotoH. A. Kyler of Supreme Photoplays Corplays Corporation is only the forerunner
poration, 1446 Welton Street, Denver,
of many others.
Colo., for the exhibition rights of the
"Everywhere the independent distribfollowing features:
utor is buying where he can get really
high class productions. The business
"Woman's Man," starring Romaine
has reached a point where it is the surFielding, "The Golden Trail" starring
vival of the fittest. The good producJane Novak and Jack Livingston, "Bachtion has nothing to fear. It is the poor
or average feature that will fall by the
elor Apartments" starring Georgia Hopwayside. There will always be a good
kins, "A Man From Nowhere" starring
market for the feature that has the merit
Jack Hoxic, and three other productions
of being a real entertainment.
featuring the same star, which will be
Past Record Won't Stand
made during the coming year.
"The time has passed when a star or
Nine States Covered
producer can get by with a reputation
The contract with Arrow calls for the for past performances. Today the exlooking for the story and
rights to exhibit these productions in productionhibitor isthat
will cause his patrons to
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico,
leave the theatre satisfied that they have
California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaiian
gotten sat
theirthrough
money'sfiveworth
not
Islands, Idaho and Montana and is said
simply
reels and
designed
to be one of the largest independent state
to show off the
gowns story
and
right sales ever made. This sale slightly
automobile.
Theystar's
wantnewa good
exceeds $40,000.
interpreted
by
capable
actors
and
intelW. Ray Johnston, vice president and
ligently directed and produced.
general manager, states that Arrow an"That is the type of attraction we inticipates that 1921 will be one of the
tend supplying and we arc confident the
best years in the history of the indecoming year will be one of prosperity for
pendents and thatforthea company's
officialsof both the producer who makes and th"
have arranged
large number
exchange who releases this type or
new productions to meet the demand
they feel certain will exist. Mr. Johnston
said :
production."
Will Set Record
Goldwyn Broadsides
"Independent
Unusual in Quality
coming
year willproductions
set a new during
record the
for
independent exchanges throughout the
Exhibitors generally, whether or not
entire country. Everywhere the exhibi- using the Goldwyn program, should give
tors are turning toward the independent attention to the striking series of broadsides issued in connection with current
distributors and at present the independattractions. They are of exceptional
merit and contain ideas which can be
adapted to many occasions and attractions.
"Earthbound," "Madame X." "Prisoners of Love," "The Penalty," "The Revenge of Tarzan," "The North Wind's
Malice," "It's a Great Life," "The Slim
Princess," "Jes* Call Me Jim" and
"Scratch My Back," are the attractions
for which th-e broadsides have been prepared, alist of attractions which is fairly
representative of the whole field of motion picture entertainment.
The suggestions made are good. The
descriptive matter is well written, crisp
yet informative, in fact a model for the
snappy advertising copy. The series
should receive universal exhibitorial attention.

H. B. WARNER
In a scene from "Dice of Destiny," to be
distributed by I'nthe, December .•>.
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Acquire
ASHTON,
Company of
owner of the

Theatre in Ashton
ILL.— Rochelle Theatres
Rochelle, 111., has become
motion picture theatre here.

adomiure

of
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Mil III lt\ MOKI N I 1
n scene from his Intest comedy,
"Twl»i," published h> Special IMrtnrea
Corporation.

Ford Sterling to Make
His First Comi classic
December 12 has been set as the publication date for the first Ford Sterling
comedy
to be made
former
Sennett comedian
underbyhisthenew
contract
with Special Pictures Corporation. This
was announcel by H. J. Roberts, general
sales manager of Special.
According to Roberts, it will be a
Comiclassic special starring Sterling,
1,500 feet of fast comedy, with a 500foot scenic, in conformance with the general structure of Comiclassics. "Of
Sterling Value" is the working title, and
it is possible this may be used as an
issue title. Reggie Morris is directing.
Charlotte Merriam heads the supporting .
cast, which includes Jay Belasco, Margaretothers.
Cullington, Eddie Baker, Will
Sloan and
Legion Back of Showing
Of "Flashes of Action"
The American Legion, Post 750, composed of the wounded of the New York
University, gave a benefit performance at
the Judson Memorial Church in WashSquare, on Wednesday evening,
Novemberington17.
The attraction was "Flashes of Action," taken from the archives in Washington, showing the various New York
boys at the front. The film was provided i
by the Alexander Film Corporation.
Chinese Drama

Coming

"Beyondmelodrama
the Great recently
Wall," the
six-reel
Chinese
completed
by Eastern Film Corporation for distri-.
bution by Photo Products Export Company, under the direction of A. B. Heath,
is scheduled for publication on the state i
rights market some time in December.'
Products. to the announcement of Photo'
according

ihje
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By Harry Hammond Beall
Chris Glimm, formerly manager of the the village will have three producing units,
Garrick and Victory theatres, is now one King Vidor company, Florence Vidor comof the managers of the local Associated
pany, and a two-reel* comedy
company.
* *
Producers exchange.
* * *
H. J. Reynolds, president of the Renco
Film company, is on his way to New York
Maurice Tourneur has signed Arthur
a print of "Lavender and Old Lace,"
Kay, former musical director at Grauman's, with organization's
first production in his
to write the original score for "The Last the
care.
* * *
of the Mohicans." * * *
Sessue Hayakawa recently won a prize
Elaborate preparations are being made duck shooting contest in Bear Valley. He
at the Brunton studios for the filming of bagged seventy birds in three days.
the Rudyard Kipling stories for Pathe.
* * *
* * *
George S. Kern, one-time production
Is adore Bernstein has resigned as pro- manager of the Christie Film company, has
duction manager at Universal City, follow- entered the independent field. Backed by
ing his transfer to general supervisor of the Producers Pictures Corporation and St.
the Von Stroheim company making "Fool- Louis capital, Kern is in Los Angeles to
ish Wives." It is understood Carl Laemthe company's
first production
unit and obtain
studio facilities.
Florence
mle will appoint his successor while on the organize
Coast.
Lawrence
will
be
his
first
star.
James Col* * *
well and Reed Heustis are at work on her
Sixty kindred spirits of the Hollywood
first vehicle "The Unfoldment," an original
and Culver City film colonies got together story
by Mr. Kern.
(Saturday night, Nov. 6, at the Culver City
* * *
H. P. Caulfield has returned from New
Country Club for a "Screamers Jinx." The
"Screamers"
made upscribes.
of live-wire pub- York with a Robertson-Cole contract for
licity men andarescenario
* * *
Max Linder comedies in his pocket. Linder will make one more comedy at Uni. The press agents are keeping the transversal City and will then produce at the
continental railroads in cigarette money.
Pete Smith, the Neilan megaphone, ar- new R-C plant.
•ived with his family on Monday, Nov. 8,
Col. Robert Lorraine, distinguished Engind on Wednesday, Nov. 10, Harry Willish actor, is here as the guest of Jesse L.
;on, the Lesser mouthpiece, left for Chi- Lasky. He is on his way to the Orient.
* * *
:ago
to
join
George
Beban
on
his
countryAide tour.
* * *
The new Mission theatre (the re-built
will open with Douglas Fair"Vidor Village" has been established in Victory)
banks' "The Mark of Zorro" and not with
South
Hollywood
with'
the
King
Vidor
;tudios as its hub. It is to be patterned Allen Holubar's "Man, Woman, Marriage"
omewhat after East Aurora, N. Y., made as had been planned. The latter film will
amous by Elbert Hubbard. A monthly not be ready in time for the grand opening
nagazine is to be issued. It will be for- of the Angeleno playhouse.
* * *
nally christened with a banquet of film
That William Fox will build a theatre
ictables in the near future. During 1921
in Los Angeles is the announcement made
by "Winnie" Sheehan, Fox's general manager, here for a brief visit.
Arthur S. and
Kane,
head other
of Charlie
Ray'sis
organization
various
interests,
in our midst, accompanied by Mrs. Kane.
* * *
Guy Price, motion picture editor of the
Evening Herald, who has been confined to
his home with tonsilitis, is now back at
his desk battling with ambitious press
agents.

CLAIRE ANDERSON
id Jay Belasco In a scene from "The
Palace of Darkened Windows" (Select).

Grandson of Jesse James
To Appear on the Screen
Franklin B. Coates, director for Mesco
Pictures Corporation. Kansas City, has
leased the Rothacker Chicago studio for
a month to shoot interior scenes for
"Jesse
James
The featuring
Black Flag,"
an eight
reel Under
photoplay
the
life of the famous outlaw. The last of
the exterior scenes have been completed
in New Mexico.
Sixteen different sets will be built in
the studio. Jesse James, Jr., a Kansas
City lawyer, son of the outlaw, plays the
lead supported by Marguerite Hungerford. Two hundred persons will be
used in the interior scenes, it is averred.
On Mr. Coates' staff are Frank Zucker,
cameraman, Edward Keller, technical director. rector, and William Grimes, assistant di-

NEELY EDWARDS
Is non a full-fledged star and is appearing in Special Pictures Corporations'
two-reel comedies.
"A Pajama Marriage" will be his first.
Talmadge Company is
Now Publishing [Song
Norma Talmadge Film Company has
agreed to co-operate with Interstate
Music Company of Macon, Mo., in a big
publicity campaign for the "Norma" Fox
Trot, with words by Marvin Jackson
and music by May Hill.
Jackson, a singer, will make a tour
of the leading theatres in the East, West
and South, which have booked "Yes Or
No" and "The Branded Woman," and
will sing "Norma" as a part of th?
regular program, showing attractive colored slides of Miss Talmadge on the
screen, and winding up with a slide of
the chorus in which the audience is invited to join. The publicity department
of Associated First National Pictures
Inc., is collaborating with the Norma
Talmadge publicity department in sending copies of this music to each of it<
exchanges.
Selznick Devises Unique
Press Book for New Film
An example of an impressive press
book which combines the quality of simplicity with a rare amount of text matter to be used as a patronage wielding
weapon by the alert exhibitor, is that
published by the Selznick publicity deon "You George.
Can't Kill Love," directed bypartment
Burton
The composite impression is that of
looking upon a rotogravure section of
a Sunday supplement. The book presents an illustration example of distinctiveness that can be obtained by the
exhibitor showing the Selznick picture.
"Wanted, A Girl" Next
Legend Company Issue
Legend Film Productions, Inc., is getting ready to erect the sets for its second
special light comedy featuring Edna
Shipman and John Junior. It is called
"Wanted, — a Girl" and like its predecessor on the Legend schedule is the work
of Treve Collins, Jr., who provided both
the story and the continuity.
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NATHAN GORDON
A member of ihe board of directors of Associnted First National Pictures of New
Engiand.
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of the important characters, including
the leading male role, are Br tish, the
play is typically American in treatment
and spirit.
Miss Joyce has the role of a young
girl who has lived all her life in the
Middle West of the United States, imbued with the breezy atmosphere and
viewpoint of the country and its people.
Her wealthy parents have raised their
daughter in a lenient manner and the
result is that she is pampered and
spoiled, and she goes her way untrammeled by tradition or convention.
A visit to her family by members of
the British nobility and her marriage to
the young Viscount Canning provide the
American scenes of the play. Her father
instructs his new son-in-law to be firm
with his bride — not to give her her own
way when that way would not be good
for her — and it is how her English husband British
becomes "her
lord that
and form
master"
after the
standards
the
basis of the story.
Complete Franchise
List Is Forthcoming
Names of 120 Members of First
National in New Fngland
Announced
A complete and final list of the franchise holders in Associated First National Pictures of New England will be
published shortly, according to executives
of the organization.
Publication of 120 theatres, members
of First National, already has been made.
Has Two Headquarters
The New England organization has its
headquarters in Boston and in New
Haven. Its officers are George Hammond, president; Mrs. M. S. Ayer, James
Donovan and W. A. True, vice-presidents, and L. I. Altman, secretary.
On the board of directors in addition
to the officers are Nathan H. Gordon,
N. J. Laler, Thomas B. Spry, John C.
Bills, William B. Gray, A. R. Lawton,
Henry Steinberg, M. L. Demara, Irwin
Wheeler, M. A. Hoffman, Julius Meyer,
William E. C. Warr, Herbert Gilman.
Walter Hardford, Walter Murphy and
Samuel Weiss.
Five on Committee
The executive committee comprises
Gordon, Donovan, Hardford, Steinberg
and Wheeler.
An interesting fact in connection with
the executive personnel of the organization is that Mrs. Ayer is the only woman
official in the New England company.
She owns and manages the Exeter Street
theatre in Boston, which is considered
one of the most successful community
houses in New England.
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Supporting Cast Is Being Selected for the Stars'
Forthcoming Feature, "Her Lord and Master, "
Which Martha Morton Wrote
Edward Jose, has been engaged by
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
to direct Alice Joyce in her next picture, "Her Lord and Master." Active
work on the new production will begin
as soon as the supporting cast has been
selected.
Mr. Jose was born in Antwerp, Belgium, and was educated in Paris. His
stage career covered a period of twenty
years, during part of which time he was
stage director for Antoine and Sarah
Bernhardt. Since entering the motion
picture field he has directed several noted
stars in big productions. His most recent picture was Geraldine Farrar in
"The Riddle: Woman."
Written By Dramatist
"Her Lord and Master," is a play of
American an-d British life and manners.
It was written by Martha Morton, who
has to her credit such well known plays
as "A Bachelor's Romance," "Brother
John," in which William H. Crane
starred; "His Wife's Father," "A Fool
of Fortune," "The Diplomat," in which
William Collier scored a hit; "The
Movers," "The Senator Keeps House,"
another Crane success, and "Mice and
Men," with Sir Forbes-Robertson and
Gertrude Elliott. "Her Lord and Master" was presented with the late Herbert Kelcey and Effie Shannon as costars.
Story Is American
Although much of the action of the
play takes place in England and several
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ALL ABOUT

FLIVVERS

"WHAT do you think of my car?" "I
see you've got a good horn. Why don't
you jack it up and run a new car under
it?" — Boston Transcript.
»
A FLIVVER in Kankakee, 111., broke
the arms of four persons, who attempted
to
in less
than aa bicycle
week. with
That'sa
whatcrank
comesit, of
crossing
mule. — Utica Tribune.
SIGN
garage:
flivver
with
our incuckoo
clock."Equip
When your
the blamed
thing reaches 20 miles an hour the bird
comes
and sings
'Nearer,
Three.' out
" — Ithaca
Journal
News.My God, To
*
"I JUST bought
Rolls-Royce."
"That'sa Ford."
a good "Icar,gottoo,a
isn't it?" — bystander, » London.
WE never saw a horse laugh. But
when a horse sees a four-year-old flivver
staggering up the street he has a right to
*
laugh. — Cincinnati Enquirer.

"Automobiles
SIGN in village garage:
* A merican
Motorist.'
and Fords repaired."—
THE way large families are packed into
small cars, some inventor ought to devise
for parents
childCities
a folding
*Star. who own flivvers.— Border
"On the road yesterday we saw a sign,
'Sea Food a Specialty.'"
"Well, what happened?"
"Our auto turned turtle."
*
Baltimore
American.
FOR SALE— Late model Ford Touring
Apply Herman's* Tin Shop.— WaterCar. Standard.
town
"SAY,
my tire
flat?"
"Well, old
it's man,
a littleis flat
* at the bottom, but
the rest of it is all right."— Judge.
"PAPA, what do you call a man who
automo
runs
ds bile?"
on how near he comes to
"It andepen
hitting me." — Houston Post.

THERE is one automobile to every sixpopteen people in the United States. Theproporulation may therefore be roughly
tioned as six riders* to ten dodgers.
Syracuse Post Standard.
ANSWERS BY WOMEN APPLICANTS
FOR AUTO DRIVING LICENSES:
"If your brakes don't work going down
hill, what would you do?"
wheel."
"Jump out and put a stone under the.
"If would
your engine
stalls on the car track
what
you do?"
,n
"Phone my husband to come fix it. —
New York Evening Mail.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyrighi. 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative se vice FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD ev ery week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
First National
Nomads of the North, with Lewis
Stone.— A big production. Pleased everybody. The forest fire was wonderful.
It will make you money. Advanced adis ion to 25-35. — Ind.
B. O. Swaim, Swaim's
theatre. mZionville,
The Branded Woman, with Norma
lalmadge. — A very good show. Not as
?ood as Yes or No. — O. R. Hans, Scenic
:heatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
McDonald. — Satisfied a big crowd. —
jiacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan proluction. — Big drawing card. Big picure. — J. J. Burford, Rex theatre, Arkansas City, Kan.
t The Family Honor, a King Vidor proluction. — An
excellent
picture. Will
tand all the advertising you can give it.
-Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre,
Dkolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronge.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
•roduction. — This program is a mighty
:ood one and made money for me. — H.
"hakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima, O. —
transient patronage.
Don't Ever
Marry,
roduction.
— One
of thea Marshall
best showsNeilan
ever
ut out. Kept my audience laughing all
he time, and all said they thought it
reat. Charged 15 and 25 but is worth
lore. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastlgs, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Sheperdess, with Anita
tewart. — The same old story. Another
irst National went over big in spite of
:ormy weather. — Earl Bookwalten, Ideal
leatre, Halstead, Kan.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett projction. — The first part is slow, but last
irt is fine. Would have been better if
: least one reel had been left out. It is
orth only a slight increase over regular
lmission. — Nelson H. Floyd, Princess
eatre, Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood
itronage.
The Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
oduction. — This is a good picture but
ry deep for small town. Played thi<
i>cial
Sunday
Lion. night
.Prices with
11-28."Jiggs"
Had S.in R.TheO.
ilf hour after doors opened. — J. M.
impson. Plaza theatre, Ackley. Ia. —
nail town patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith proiction. — Acting great all" the way
rough.— O. R. Hans. Scenic theatre,
stings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronBill Apperson's Boy, with Jack Pick• I'd.— This picture pleased 100 per cent.
I pu can't go wrong on this. — E. B.
lglaub, Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. —
lall town patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan

Talbot. — This is a very good program
picture. — E. B. Unglaub, Cozy theatre,
Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — Fine picture. One of
Ray's best. —Kan.
L. L. Wase, Varsity theatre,
Lawrence,
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Only a fair picture. Did
not please. — B. C. Hippler, McCloud theronage.atre, McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood pat-

JEAN PAIGE
And James Morrison in a scene from
"Black Beauty," the Vitagraph special
production.
production. — This proved to be the biggest business getter we have played this
year. Picture great in every respect.
Book it by all means. Pictures like this
build up the picture game. — Pfeiffer
Bros..eralOpera
patronage. House, Kenton, O. — GenDon't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Very good comedy-drama.
Drew good. — Walter Carroll, Royal theronage.atre, Fullerton, Neb. — Neighborhood patIN
OLD
KENTUCKY, with
Anita Stewart. —
This picture certainly will not fail,
As you will see when counting your
kale.
— Clarence W. Laugacher, Opera
House, New Glaums, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— One of the finest pictures that was ever
run in my house. Played to capacity
business and everybody went away well
pleased. — Lawrence Gilbreath, Queen
theatre, Lucas, Kan.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — First
class program picture. — H. H. Billings,
Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine Island, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Price of Innocence, with Stella

The Romance of Tarzan and Tarzan
of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln. — Did
pull 'em in. — Clarence W. Laugacher,
Opera House, New Glarus, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — Good picture. Constance
Talmadge one of the best drawing stars
we have. This picture went over better
than most of the super-productions we
have shown. — Burry Bros., American
theatre, Sedan, Kan.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge.— Norma takes big
here, but this was a disappointment.
Norma good, but story poor. — C. G
Jewett, Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling. —
One hundred per cent picture. Good
from start to finish. — E. B. Unglaub,
Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Bill Apperson's Boy, with Jr.ck Pickford. — This was a good picture. Patrons
were pleased with picture. — Hare Bros.,
Novelty theatre, Barnard, Kan.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — Great. The best Constance
picture we ever played. People all
clamoring for more like this one. Book
it by all means. — C. C. Jewett, Grand
theatre, Annandale, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hoodlum, Heart o' the Hills and
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. —
Daddy Long Legs is the best of the
three. Other t%vo are only fair. — Clarence W. Laugacher, Opera House, New
Glarus, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge — Fine picture. Everyone was
well pleased. Her pictures are always a
drawing card for me. — S. T. Reese, Auditorium theatre, Scott City, Kan.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — A great picture. Played to adDon't
be afraidvanced
to prices.
boostEveryone
this one. pleased.
— C. C. Jewett,
Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — A very good picture.
Pleased 100 per cent. Did a good business on this. — Princess theatre. St.
Marys, Kan.
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Leo White, Pinnacle Comedies star, in a
distributed through Independent Films
young life.
Fox
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Clean comedy drama. Clever
sub-titles. Pleased. — P. E. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William
Russell. — Fine Western. Russell always
pleases. — J. G. Yarnell, Princess theatre,
Piedmont, Ala — Small town patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix.— Mix is
good drawing card for us, and The Feud
was O. K. — Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour
theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
with Shirley
—
OneLove's
of theHarvest,
best program
picturesMason.
I have
run. Some of my patrons said it was
the best picture they ever saw. It will
draw and please at a slightly advanced
admission. — Nelson H. Floyd, Princess
theatre, Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason.-Good picture but did not please as well
as Love's Harvest. — E. B. Unglaub, Cozy
theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
Her Elephant Man, with Shirley Mason.— This is the most pleasing picture
of her career. Patrons remarked what
a wonderful little actress she is. Good
box office attraction. — F. W. Horrigan.
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Heard many poor remarks on this,
but my audience thought it very good.
Ran Fox Sunshine comedy, Footlight
Maids. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Pleased those who saw it, but
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scene from a forthcoming comedy to be
Association. Signs mean nothing in Leo's
didn't draw. — Charles Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
DRAG HARLAN, with William
Farnum. — This is a true Western.
Farnum is a gun packer and a house
packer. He will increase your box
office receipts. — C. C. Price & Son,
Royal theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla.
— Small town patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell. — Next to the poorest thing Fox has
ever put out. No story, no sense to it.
Gladys Brockwell is beautiful and should
have a better picture than this to play
in. — J. G. Yarnell. Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell.
— Better for city or transient patronage
than for small towns. Picture all right
though. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre,
ronage. Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patFaith, with Peggy Hyland.— A fairly
good play. Scotch story. Hyland well
liked and would like to see her in some
up-to-date, heavier play. — C. H. Cannon.
Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Heart Strings, with William Farnum. —
Very, numvery
poor.
pity —toJ.put
Farin a sissy
playIt's
likea that.
G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. —
Small town patronage.
Tiger'sandCub,
White.—
looked
actedwithoutPearl
of place
in a Pearl
poor
and melodramatic story. — P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brooklings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A fine one.
Mix always goes good here. Had a full
house. Everybody pleased. — Spaulding
Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville. 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Mclly and I, with Shirley Mason. — A
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good show. Shirley getting better every
time. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre
Hast ings, Minn — Neighborhood patronage.Vagabond Luck, with Albert Ray.—
Pleased. Big business. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum —
The best picture I've run in a long time.
A Western and just suited to Farnum. —
J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell.— Fair Western picture, but star does
not draw here. Fox has some very good
pictures. — J. M. Sampson, Plaza theatre,
Ackley, la. — Small town patronage.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Farnum. — Positively one of the very best
pictures I have ever shown, and better
than half the super-specials on the market. Pleased every man, woman and
child that saw it. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Splendid Sin, with Madlaine Traverse.— This picture is good of its kind,
but a poor kind for my town. — E. B.
Unglaub, Cozy theatre, Nebo, IllSmall town patronage.
The Devil's Riddle, with Gladys Brockwlel. — A good picture. Star sure did her
part well. Pleased 90 per cent. — W. E.
Stepp,
theatre, Pleasanton, Kan.—
GeneralRegent
patronage.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with William Russell. — This was good. Pleased
them all. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Mauston, Wis.
<
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.
— People do not like costume plays and
to put Farnum in one just ruins him.
Was very good picture in spite of this,
however. — J. G. Yarnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala. — Small town
patronage.
Be a Little Sport, with Albert Raj
and Elinor Fair. — Fine comedy-drama
All of Ray and Fair pictures good here
Would like to run more of them. Gooc
house. Everyone well pleased. — J. M
Sampson,
theatre, Ackley, la —
Small
town Plaza
patronage.
The Beast, with George Walsh.— Wa:
afraid of this on account of the title, a:
we can't use much rough stuff here. Al
though it started out a little rough eacl
scene became better and patrons pro
nounced it good. — C. H. Cannon, Gen
theatre, Kouts, Ind. — Neighborhoo<
patronage.
The Shark, with George Walsh.— Good
—S. Charles
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierrt
D.
Rose of the West, with Madlain
Traverse. — Fairly good picture, but ha'
to cancel out on Fox pictures. — J. L
Meyers,town
Liberty
theatre, Ivesdale, IllSmall
patronage.
Faith, with Peggy Hyland. — Good pic
ture. asYou
such
this.jan't
Wishgo wewrong
would ingetbookin
mor
like it— W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre
Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — As usua
pleased all. The horse was worth th
money alone. — George E. Taylor, Idl
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhoo
patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirle
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Mason. — Only a fair picture. If we had cast. — Not as good as the original Tarzan
seen before playing it would never have
pictures, but a good box office attracbeen run in our house. — Preston Bros.,
tion. Actors are mediocre and photography bad in some scenes. — A. S. WidaEmpress theatre, Rockwell City, la. —
man, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy. —
Goldwyn
Some picture. This star sure did herself
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. — - credit. Patrons still ask when we will
have another like it. — W. A. Stepp, ReBarring none, they don't make them any
better. — Jefferson theatre, Goshen, Ind.
gent theatre, Pleasanton, Kan. — General
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A real patronage.
picture, full of comedy and action. We
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will
consider it his best picture to date. —
Rogers. — A dandy picture. Rogers is a
A. C. Mercier, Electric theatre, Perryfavorite here. As good as Jes' Call Me
\-ille, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jim, — A. C. Mercier. Electric theatre,
Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood patronThe Penalty, with Lon Chaney. — This
is a remarkable picture. We consider it age.
:n a class with The Miracle Man, but
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A
for some reason or other it did not
program offering. Just an averdraw. Business poor. — Pfeiffer Bros.. pleasing
age picture to average business. Should
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General
go
over
big
where Tom Moore is liked. —
patronage.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton.
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
—An excellent program picture. You
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
:an't advertise it too much. It's well
Rogers.
— Some
per *
.vorth your regular admission. — Xelson
cent. This
starpicture.
sure getsPleased
me a 100
crowd.
H. Floyd, Princess theatre, Okolona,
Some actor. — W. E. Stepp, Regent thevliss.
atre, Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronScratch My Back, with a special cast. —
age.
\ot nearly as good as it was cracked up
Nearly Married, with Madge Kennedy.
o be. Take out the back scratching
— This is called the greatest farce comcenes and there was nothing to it. —
edy ever written, but while it might
Vlvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
have
been good on the stage as a picTolo. — Xeighborhood patronage.
ture it is the silliest piece of nonsense I
The Branding Iron, with a special ever saw. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theast. — A very fine attraction; business
atre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
ood. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Ken- patronage.
on, O. — General patronage.
The Crimson Gardenia, with a special
'Stop Thief, with Tom Moore.—
cast. — This picture gave 100 per cent sat.'othing
Tom Moore.
He isallsome
isfaction. Received many compliments
rawing like
card a here.
He pleases
and
on same. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
■aves my patrons calling each a fine pic- Mauston, Wis.
jre. Book it.— W. E. Stepp, Regent theThe Girl From Outside, a Rex Beach
tre, Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronge.
production.
— Good picture,
but can't
see
it for advanced
admission
prices.—
Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy. —
Charles Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
his is the poorest picture Madge Kenedy has ever appeared in. No story to S. D. — Small town patronage.
;ork on. Stay away from this. BusiPinto, with Mabel Normand. — Gave
ess very poor. — Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera universal
satisfaction. Deserves a place
louse, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
in
every'
theatre.
Don't
overlook
it. Big
The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore.
business three days.
— Fred
S. Meyer,
-Fair picture. My people liked it. Tom
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — XeighborJoore always gets me a crowd. — C. D.
hood patronage.
cConnell. Grand theatre, Prattville,
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy. — ■
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
please the ladies and children, but
The Revenge of Tarzan, with a special Will
no good for men and boys. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
— -Neighborhood patronage.
Bonds of Love, with Pauline Frederick.— Many said the best picture ever
shown in the town. Every scene beaue
rum
tiful
and seemingly perfect. Truly a
Ger
fl.
d: Special
great picture. — C. H. Cannon, Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Frederick. — A wonderful picture. The
In the
best Frederick has made to date. Gave
universal satisfaction. Fair business two
Jhadow
days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
of the
Dom^

A David G. Fischer
Production

Metro
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Went big in very way. My patrons are all asking for more of this
little star's pictures. You can play this
picture big and please your people. —
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— Very poor. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — Very
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LOUISE GLAUM
A silhouette of the J. Parker Read, Jr.,
star by Frealieh.
good. — Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre.
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Good Xorthern. Pleased 95 per
cent. — P. G. Estee. Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
Score another for Viola Dana. Metro
is to be congratulated for playing this
very bright star in such pictures. Book
it and play it. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Just
Fair. May Allison has made lots better
pictures.— L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre,
Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
This picture must have been made for
the Chinese fans, as it certainly is no
good for Americans. Business poor. —
Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera House, Kenton. O.
— General patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
First two reels great comedy. Rest of
picture very ordinary. Fine photography.
— Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Won't do for a small town. Slowest
thing on the screen. — J. C. Yarnell. Princess theatre, Piedmont. Ala. — Small town
patronage.
The Brat, with Nazimova. — Used this
as opening attraction of our theatre.
Gave universal satisfaction. Made an unknown star popular over night. A surefire attraction — Fred S Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage
Peggy Dees Her Darndest, with May
Allison. — A real comedy-drama. Lots
of good comments. — Edwin Behrndt.
Idle Hour theatre. Kasson, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell.— Good story. Good acting. Pleased
90 per cent. — P. G. Estee, Fa J theatre,
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and friends. — M. Danitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
My Lady's Garter, with a special cast
— Failed to set up any real riot. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Wagon Tracks, with William S. HartLay off of this one. If it had a. decent
ending it would have been good. — Clarence W. Laugacher, Opera House, New
Glarus, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
■ %
23'/£ Hours Leave, with Douglas Mac, \ W
Lean and Doris May. — Mighty clever
picture. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Very good picture. Good business.
Reid at his best. Well liked here.— C. E.
Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
Sporting Life, with a special cast— A
good picture, but failed to draw for us.—
J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdalc
III. — Small town patronage.
The False Road, with Enid BennettI 'V
Enid Bennett is a growing favorite here
First views from the Capital Film Company feature "Lone Hand Wilson." in which
Cuneo stars. It's a five-part Western.
They like her in anything. — Giacoraa
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz
—Bros.,
General
patronage.
Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronMidway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Minage.
ing camp patronage.
The Way of a Man With a Maid, wit!
The Fourflusher, with Hale Hamilton.
Bryant Washburn. — Just a fair picture —
The Copperhead, with Lionel BarryL.
— Very good program picture. — L. M. more. — A wonderful picture. Best acted Wis.A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
production I have ever played. — Charles
Mining camp patronage.
For Better for Worse, a Cecil B. D.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small
town patronage.
In for Thirty Days, with May Allison.
Mille production. — Excellent picture, al
THE CRADLE OF COURAGE,
— Fine picture. Star well liked. You
though it is just a little too long. — L. M
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.with William S. Hart. — I worked excan't go wrong on her pictures. — A. J.
Mining camp patronage.
Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la. —
ceptionally hard to augment Hart as
College town patronage.
he has been slowly but surely dying.
Rose of the River, with Lila Lee.Put it over in fine style. The strong
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
Very
good program. — C. P. Busweii
This pleased about 5 per cent. The other
appeal for an advertising point is to
Empress
theatre, Akron, la. — Neighbor
hood
patronage.
95 were disgusted. Seven reels of film,
work up the fight Hart has with Tom
Santchi. Impress upon them that it
that's
exhibitor
The Firing Line, with Irene Castle.far excells the battle in THE
to boostall.thisAnypicture
ought caught
to be trying
tarred
Very poor special. Business fair, bu
SPOILERS, and incidentally that
and feathered. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
patrons
did not like show. — C. E. Bclder
Santchi is the one who put up that
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mir
famous
fight
with
William
Farnum.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. — A
ing camp patronage.
Seven days to record business. — Bert
very good production, but Xazimova does
Pathe
Goldman,
New
Princess
theatre,
St.
not take good in the small town. PatronPaul, Minn. — Transient patronage.
age small. — C. C. Jewett, Grand theForbidden Valley, with Bruce Gordoi
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
atre, Annandale. Minn. — Neighborhood
— Heretickled
is oneeverybody
picture that
is "real
patronage.
— A grand
picture.
A 100 here.
per cent
and sure
is
cess. Dalton
is admired
Givesuc-us This
relief,
for
some
pictures
nowadays
ai
Paramount
more of this class of play. — C. H. Canjust slapped together. Mr. Blacktc
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosnon, Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind. — Neighsure knows his game. Bruce Gordon ar
borhood patronage.
worth. — Good. Something different. Not
May MacAvoy truly do some good woi
much box office draft. — W. H. Mart,
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B. and the story is go >d. — Mrs. J. A. Dost;
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
DeMille production. — A great picture.
Ideal patronage.
theatre, Oni.iha, Neb. — Neighbo
hood
Good business at advanced admission. —
My Lady's Garter, a Maurice TourM. Danitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.
neur production. — A good production.
A Broadway Cowboy, with Willia
— Neighborhood patronage.
Very exciting detective story. Business
Desmond. — A real good Western coi
fair. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenedy-drama.
Ran this with a Pathe cor
The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton, O.— General patronage.
ton.— Thomas Ince discovered this star
edy and Pathe Review and pleased.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
and he is the only one that ever did. J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesda
Public is blind to her. No draft to her 111. — Small town patronage.
Ray. — Extra good picture. Ray well
liked. Good business. — C. E. Belden,
pictures.
One Hour Before Dawn, with H.
Grinnell, — la.W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Warner. — I consider this one of Warne
best. Can be classed as a speci
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton. —
Drew good business and seemed to get Played two days. Business great —
over, although the picture is nothing to W. Poole, Liberty theatre, Klama
In the th* low
rave about. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
Falls, Ore.T-Small town patronage.
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
One Hour Before Dawn, with H.
of i the Dome
Warner. — A real picture. Keeps au
In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick. —
Very
good picture.
— C. ence in suspense until the last mome
E. Belden,
Midway Good
theatre,business.
Mogollon,
Play this one. WTl! get you money.—
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
R. Nelson, Paramount theatre, Kokon
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Male
and
Female,
a
Cecil
B.
DeMille
A David G. Fischer
production. — Best picture we have had in
Smoldering Embers, with Frank K
Production
years. Book it; it will make you money
nan. — This is a picture full of hurr
LESTER
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entire cast is excellent, so we report it
as an all-star cast. Splendid picture and
gave us universal satisfaction. — Hardin
Ent Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. —
General patronage.

A good picture well played. — Charles
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
A Man's Country, with Alma Rubens.
— Very good Western. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Waters, with William Desmond.— A poor picture for Desmond.
Poorest we ever had. Direction very
poor, also leading lady. — O. R. Hans,
Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa. —
Didn't please. — Charles Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Selznick

EXHIBITORS

nature and everyday life. It will please.
— C. C. Price & Son, Royal theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla. — Small town patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast.—
Played this feature two days to big business. Excellent drawing appeal. Patrons
well pleased.— H. W. Poole, Liberty theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner. — A mystery picture that pleased.
Out of the ordinary and the acting is
good. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— Good program picture. Drew well, although Keenan isn't a favorite here. —
Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. — Just an
ordinary program picture with nothing
out of the common about it.— A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Wrarsaw, Ind.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward. —
Good program picture. Fair business. —
Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kas;on, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
39 East, with Constance Binney. — A
•eal picture. A real star. One of the
jest I have had in months. By all means
jook it and play it big. — A. S. Widaman,
:entennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
vliles Minter. — Will please. Mary does
;ood work. — P. G. Estee, Fad theatre,
irookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronge.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Miner.— Mary Miles Minter fans will like
his one. Poor title for a good picture. —
). W. Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecaonica, I1L — Small town patronage.
The Fear Market, with Alice Brady. —
This picture disappointed the Alice Brady
ans. If you didn't know Alice very well
ou would never recognize her. — Pfeiffer
Iros., Opera House, Kenton, O. — Genral patronage.
The Deep Purple, with Miriam Cooper.
-A passing picture. Would not class it
s a special. — A. C. Mercier, Electric thetre, Perryville, Mo. — Neighborhood
atronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
files Minter. — One of Mary's best picires. She is fast becoming more popur than the other Mary here. — A. S.
wdaman.
Centennial theatre, Wrarsaw,
id.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
ist — While James Kirkwood
plays the
: x
ading part as William
Grogan, yet the

Robertson-Cole
Beckoning Roads, with Bessie Barriscale. — Good show. Bessie has never put
out a poor one. — O. R. Hans, Scenic
theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
His Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa. —
People don't like the Jap Jiere. Only a
fair picture. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud
theatre, McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bare-iristed Gallagher, with William
Desmond. — Fair picture, but Desmond
can make better ones. — Alvin S. Frank.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Li Ting Lang, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— Oood picture. Wonderful actor. Well
directed, lighting good, etc., but he
doesn't getNew
to first
base theatre,
with me.St.— Paul,
Bert
Goldman,
Princess
Minn. — Transient patronage.
The Woman Who Understood, with
Bessie Barriscale. — A nice clean picture.
— George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Juanita, with Beatriz
Meichelena. — Did not draw and was a
cheap picture. — Charles Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small town patronage.
Bare-Fisted Gallagher, with William
Desmond. — Very good picture. Will pull
in any small house. Star extra good in
this picture. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud
theatre, McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.
SO LONG LETTY, with a special
cast. — Swell comedy. Jazz up your
advertising. Get the oil paintings.
Good Sunday show. Will get the
money. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la.
The Pagan God, with H. B. Warner. —
IS THIS THE END

Eugene— Jefferson
O'Brien.
— The
BetterFigurehead,
than mostwithspecials.
theatre, Goshen, Ind.
The Valley of Doubt, with Thurston
Hall. — Good picture, but no special, as
claimed. Business fair. — J. Paul Swickard, University theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. — A corking good
picture, but no business. What do the
picture fans know about Faversham?
Everybody who saw the picture went
away pleased. — Bert Goldman, New
Princess theatre, St. Paul, Minn. —
Transient patronage.
Out of the Storm, with a special cast. —
A story that will interest the majority of
patrons, but the whole picture is rather
forced and patched up to make thrills.
Star a regular stick. — Majestic theatre,
Grand Island, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Broken Melody, with Eugene
O'Brien. — While O'Brien is popular, this
picture will not add any new admirers
for him. A very mediocre program offering. Fair business two days; no business last two. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Valley of Doubt, with Thurston
Hall. — Good Northern picture. Splendid
snow
scenes.
Good
drawing card.
OF THE TRAIL?
Si

! /iGenubft ;
c/. Special.
'In the
Jhadow
of the
f

Dom<o\

A David G. Fischer
Production

House Peters and Jane Novak in a scene from the George H. Davis production
"Isobel," or "Trail's End," a James Oliver Curwood drama, directed by Edwin
Carewe.
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Mill l < m i:
In "The Ufa of the IMlrly." an I
Cobb corned}' ( l,i«rnnu>nni i.
Prices 11-28. — J. M. Sampson, Plaza theatre, Ackley, la. — Small town patronage
Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas. —
Some clean-up. Grab it quick. Great
title because of her life. Good picture. —
J. Paul Swickard, University theatre, Los
Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Invisible Divorce, with a special
cast. — A very fine production of the
domestic order. A well-produced and
acted show that is interesting from beginning to end and that will get the
money. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A good picture for a highclass audience. The star is very beautiful and a good actress. — A. C. Mercier,
Electric theatre, Perryville, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Not
muchpicture.
to it. Elaine
poorest
Some Hammerstein's
settings were
pretty, but that's all. — O. R. Hans, Scenic
theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Our first Owen Moore picture and it
sure was a winner. When a star pleases
in his first picture you know it was good.
— W. A. Stepp, Regent theatre, Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Poor. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Inthe/hadow
0/ 4

the

Dome

A David G. Fischer
Production

HKKA

Hour hoodtheatre,
patronage. Dunlap, la. — NeighborThe Glorious Lady, with Olive
Thomas. — Splendid program picture.
The good moral and winsome beauty of
this ill-fated star combined to make this
a great favorite here. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
A Fool and His Money, \\ ith Eugene
O'Brien. — Just a fair picture. Nothing
to it. Poor business for two days. — O.
R. Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Youth, with a special cast. — This
is great. You will not make any mistake
in running National Picture Theatres,
Inc., shows if they hold as good as they
have started. A good box office picture.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen.
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Youth, with a special cast. — This
is good. A very good picture. The
title a good drawing card and picture a
high-class one. Walter McGrail a big
favorite with us. Select pictures always
make us money. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Country Cousin, With Elaine Hammerstein.— Good picture with a good
>tar. — J. M. Sampson, Plaza theatre,
Ackley, la. — Small town patronage.
When Bearcat Went Dry, with a special cast. — A knockout. Will please any
house. If you have not played it get
busy — L. S. Burgum, Movie theatre,
Arthur, X. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Arizona Catclaw, with Edythe
Sterling. — A cracking good Western with
a female Bill Hart. A feature of this
picture is the magnificent scenery and
riding of the star. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Imp, with Elsie Janis. — Just a
fair picture to good business on Sunday
night. Star not known to the average
patron. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,
Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Happiness a la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. — A good picture, but not as
good as her First National pictures. —
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of His People, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Sure was some picture. Book it.
Advertise
it big,
it's theatre,
worth the
price. —
W. E. Stepp,
Regent
Pleasanton,
Kan. — General patronage.
Little Orphint Annie, with Colleen
Moore. — A great picture for school.
Used Educational comedy, A Tray Full
of Trouble. The monkey comedies are
in a class by themselves. — B. O. Swaim,
Swaim's theatre, Zionsville, Ind.
The Lesson, with Constance Talmadge.— Absolutely no good. — H. H.
Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine
Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Break the News to Mother, with a
special cast. — This picture went over big,
although it featured no star or director.
The name appealed to our patrons. As
a program feature you make no mistake
in playing this. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young. — Pleased about 50-50. Star
not suited to the part. Not liked by the
better class patrons. — Harold Daspit,
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Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver North, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Like all of his pictures, no knocks, and
they want to know when we will have
another. This is the kind. Good clean
pictures. Full of pep. — W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre, Pleassnton, Kan — General
patronage.
The Way of a Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — A fair picture, but not as
good
mostHour
of theatre,
Norma's. Dunlap.
— GeorgeIa.—E.
Taylor,as Idle
Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Good story and well acted.
Will hold interest and please. — P. G.
Estec, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith
Roberts. — This feature can be classed as
a special. Universal is improving greatly.
— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre.
ronage.
I'hilipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patThe Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. — A
very good picture. Good for any theatre.
Mayo is a coming star. — Spaulding Bros.,
Gem theatre,
Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Path She Choose, with Ann
Cornwall. — Just a program filler. Nothing more. This might get over in a 10c
house, but if you run good pictures stay
away from this. Business very poor.—
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, 0.
— General patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — A real good picture for anyi
house. The onlv trouble we found was

M VKGARKT BKECHER
\\ ho ivill lie »rcn soon in "Sunshine Hai
tbor,"
ion. 11 forthcoming Hcmmer I'rodni

Ckramd

y.

CUtlb

C<k&ev

Cr
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that it was a little bit off in being too
dark. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre.
Valley Junction, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — A good story and a picture with
action. Had nice business and favorable
comments. — A. R. Nelson, Paramount
theatre, Kokomo, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Marriage Pit, with Frank Mayo. —
Clean, interesting story. — P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Marriage Pit, with Frank Mayo. —
Great. Good work for Mayo and the
story has the goods. Just what my people want. Good business for the one
night. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre.
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The— Broke
Devil's the
Passhouse
Key, record
with a onspecial
cast.
this
production. A splendid picture. Better than Blind Husbands. — H. Chakeres,
Lyric theatre. Lima, O. — Transient
patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Lobby display of bamboo hut. skulls and spears put this over
great. Wonderful, educational. — J. Paul
Swickard, University theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.— Neighborhood patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. — A
very good picture. — O. R. Hans, Scenic
theatre. Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
One of the cleverest pictures that I have
shown in a long time. Wonderful business and many favorable comments.
•Universal a good bet. — A. R. Nelson.
Paramount theatre, Kokomo, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Gilded Dream, with Carmel Myers.
—A nice picture with a nice star that
pleased a full house for the one night. —

To
Live

Wire

State
Rights
Buyers
Only

Twelve years' experience in
selling and exploiting has
taught us actual picture values.
When we offer you a picture
you can be assured it will make
money for you.
If you are in the market for
sure-fire money-makers, write
or wire
C B.C. FILM

SALES

CORPORATION
JOE BRANDT. President
1600 Broadway New York

HANK

"Up in the Air"
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MANN

IN ANOTHER

ARROW

COMEDY

is the name of this latest comedy of automobiles, mechanics and
foxy detectives.

Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre. Omaha.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Road to Divorce, with Mary MacLaren. — Good. Type of picture not popular here, but star is very good. — Charles
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. —
Small town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla Dean. — Made big business on this
production. Best that Priscilla Dean has
made. — H. Chakeres, Lyric theatre, Lima.
O. — Transient patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Onner
Locklear. — Have read dozens of unfavorable reports on this one. but I played it
at 35c and found it a great picture. Some
came both nights to see it — Walter Carroll. Royal theatre. Fullerton. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Tokio Siren, with Tsuru Aoki. — I
liked it. but my patrons did not seem to
care for it. No box office puller. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Vitas^raph
The Broadway Bubble, with Corinne
Griffith. — This is an up-to-date drama of
the whims of a woman. Was played to
large audience.— C. C. Price & Son, Royal
theatre, Tarpon Springs. Fla. — Small
town patronage.
THE COURAGE
OF MARGE
O'DOONE, with a special cast. —
On e hundred per cent attraction.
They don'tJames
makeOliver
them Curwood
any better.
Advertise
and
you ought to pack them in. Snow
scenes
a farceNo because
are
out are
of place.
snow for"webs"
them.
And the dog teams had to follow
the drifts to keep in the snow, which
is unusual in the North during the
winter period. — P. W. Horrigan,
McDonald
theatre, Phillipsburg,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — Here is
truly a picture that Miss Joyce can be
proud of. Positively the best work of
her's
date. Her
actingthanis natural
she isto better
looking
ever. and
Big
business for a two-day run. — Mrs. J. A.

Dostal. Ideal theatre, Omaha. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Girl at Bay, with Corinne Griffith. —
While the plot is far fetched, a good cast
puts it over. Corinne Griffith is clever.
It's a mystery picture and very few can
puess how it will end. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Colleen, with Bessie
Love. — Many comments on this one.
Good. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
Yillisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Black Gate, with Earle Williams.
— Just a picture. Poor story and direction.— P. G. Estee. Fad theatre. Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Spark Divine, with Alice Joyce. —
First three reels very" slow. Last two
very good. Art titles very artistic, but
all alike and too long. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce. — One of the poorest pictures I
have ever shown. Poor business. —
Walter Carroll, Royal theatre. Fullerton,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pegeen, with Bessie Love. — Ancient,
hut good and pleased. — Charles Hyde.
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. — Small town
patronage.
Pegeen, with Bessie Love. — My patrons thought this a clever little picture. Ibelieve it will please the majority
of theatre patrons at regular prices. — Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
'Inthefhadow

<f± the Do in es
A David G. Fischer
Production
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Specials
Love's Protege (Arrow), with Ora
Carew. — Fine. Some real fine scenery.
Brought this back for second showing to
fair business. Picture good enough for
any house. If you run it, boost it —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— A beautiful picture. Failed to draw. — Edwin Behrndt,
Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Staking His Life (W. H. Productions),
with William S. Hart— A rather botchedup attempt to construct a five-reel pic-

ture out of an old two-reel Hart. Not
much of Hart in it. It is good for Saturday showing. Don't bill Hart strong.—
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Ranger (Arrow), with Shorty
Hamilton.— Nothing much to it. A fair
program picture. Shorty needs somebody to lead him. — Home theatre, Maskell, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Man (Frohman), with
Jack Sherril.— Not much to it. Did not
draw. Played this with Ambrose In
Turkey. More junk. — J. M. Sampson,
Plaza theatre, Ackley, la— Small town
patronage.
Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara

FROM

THE

HERALD

SUNDAY AMERICAN
ATLANTA, GA.

all star cast
in "Dead men tele no tales."
(Vitagraph.)
Don Jose Santos
G V. Seyferstltz '4
Eva Denlson, his stepdaughter,
Catherine Calvert
Cole Harrison Percy Marmont
Here, at last, seems to be a picture
that most nearly approaches that goil
of all producers, the perfect pictureThe story opens in a moment of
breathless
Interest,
isn't
another quiet
moment.andIt there
Is Intensely
absorbing, and if your eyes leave the
screen for a moment, so perfectly is
the
that havo
yo'J
lose continuity
a valuable maintained,
scene. Never
we 'seen seven reels packed quite so
full of consistent, logical interest and
J legitimately
sustained
The characters
behavesuspense.
like human
beings.ciousThey
do
not
let drop
words, and actions
that suspiwould
instantly betray them as crooks. In
real life. They keep you guessing
every minute.
A very great deat of the credit ^or
the whole thing should go. naturally,
to Tom Terriss. the director, and to
the-contlnulty writers, Mr. ajid Mrs.
George Randolph Chester. But one
mustn't
that gave
E. W.-th^se
Horntnig,
who wroteforget
the book,
three
people the material with which the
thing was wrought. The Cast is flawless. Catherine Calvert has | never
looked,
beautiful,
done
such'
work
as soin "Dead
Men nor
Tellthe
No fnodtrn
Talei."
Her costumes
— those
of
Spanish girl, lovely lace mantillas and
soft white draperies — are exquisite-,
and add no little to her beauty. Perlast, has
ro(lework
whichis
fits cyhimMarmont,
like aat glove,
and a his
Gustav von
kbbed consistent throughout.
who plays the incrediblybe
Seyferstitlz,
viHainous Santos, however, should
piece. He Is superb,
the star of the
Herbert likewise acquits
Holmes
and
himself
well.
The picture is perfectly balanced,
and the story is far above the average.
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Kimball Young.— A very good picture.
Star pleased. Did not do very well owing to Topeka Fair week.— Charles
Borhringer, Princess theatre, St. Marys,
Kan.
The Birth of a Race (Birth of a Race
Co.), with a special cast. — Picture well
balanced and perhaps needs no comment
from us. Although we advertised strong,
lost money on two-night run. — Hardin
Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.—
General patronage.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters.— Played to
a packed house. Audience well pleased.
— E. J. Poutre, Electric Garden theatre,
Claflin, Kan.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Showed to a
good house both nights. Well liked.—
Cozy theatre, Solomon, Kan.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters.— Everyone
liked this one. Good and clean.— C. A.
Moriss, De Luxe theatre, Moline, Kan.
Serials
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin— Great thriller. Has done wonders for us. _Wej>lay itjvithJZentury
ed
c'omedies'and up to dat'c it has increas
attendance every episode. Book it by
all means.-Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen
theatre, Aspermont, Tex.— Small town
patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno.— Extra strong. Serial
Patrons
played five episodes already. McClo
ud
er,
Happi
E.
.
ed.-B
well pleas
theatre, McCloud, Cal.-Neighborhood
patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
are picking on
Ryan.— Lots of exhibitors
this serial, but I can say my house is
this
doing 30 per cent more business on
everyand
it
on
ed
start
serial than when
one so far is pleased with it More
12th
business each episode. Am on the
iam Thacher, Royal theWillKan.
episodeatre, Salina,
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
serial
Antonio Moreno.— A mighty good wild
yone
Ever
.
gone
have
we
as
far
as
Strand theatre.
over it.-0. W. Jastram,
Pecatonica, 111.— Small town patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
ng
Ryan.-The stars are good drawi
y itself is too imposcards, but thes stor
sible Itdraw too much on the peoples
imagination.-C. C. Price & Son, Roya
Springs, Ha.-Smai
e.
theatre,
onagpon
patrTar
town
k)
The Screaming Shadow (Hallmar
rw<
t
firs
e
.-Th
cast
with a special
re.
pictu
ng
stro
very
a
cate
indi
episodes
e. theatre, Hardin
onagon
Ent.
patrOde
ral Co.,
Hard—inGene
Mo.
JoHidden Dangers (Vitagraph), withseen
ever
have
I
l
seria
t
Ryan -The wors
ness i
Am running on Saturday and busi inteH
an
hum
to
lt
Insu
.
cent
off 50 per
D. McConnell, Grand theatre
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Prattville, Ala.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
perrin. — Closed the 18th episode with an
enthusiastic crowd.— Charles Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen.— Have played two
episodes and find the picture very interesting, though somewhat different to any
serial we have played. Expect it to
make good.— Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — General patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
On 9th episode. Better every episode.
If you have patronage don't be afraid to
book it.— Home theatre, Maskell, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland.— First episode was good.—
Charles Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D. — Small town patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan.— Not much to it. Even the kids
rendered their kicks.— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan.— I'm like a brother exhibitor who
wrote this up in Exhibitors Herald last
week. I'm on the 13th episode and
Poor
will be so glad when it's out. Prinserial. Lay off it— J. G. Varnell,
cess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town
patronage.
b
Short Subjects
Get Out and Get Under (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd.— A very good comedy.
Ran it four days to big business. — H.
Lyric theatre, Lima, O. — TranChakeres,
sient patronage.
The Kick in High Life (First National), with a special cast. — Played this
with Don't Ever Marry and made a hit.
Had large business and kept the house
continually. — I. S. Campin anbell,uproar
Zimm theatre,
Winfield, Kan.
The Good Ship Rock and Rye (Universal), with Mrs. Joe Martin. — This little monkey comedian is easily in a class
by itself. It drew the youngsters in like

HERALD

honey to the bee. Laugh in every foot
and so many clever stunts. Try these to
beat Chaplin or Lloyd. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hand to Mouth (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — A dandy comedy. Better than
His Royal Shyness. — Edwin Behrndt,
Idle Hour theatre, Kasson, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with
a special cast. — The best comedy I've
had in a long time. In fact I think it is
the best comedy I ever had except Lloyd
and Fatty. Don't be afraid of Educational.— J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre,
Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Sunshine Comedies (Fox), with a special cast. — Fine. Best comedies out for
laughs. Get them. — Home theatre, Maskell, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Between the Acts (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Good comedy. Played
this with Mix feature. Sure did draw
good house. — J. M. Sampson, Plaza theatre, Ackley, la. — Small town patronage.
A Seaside Siren (Educational), with
Fay Tincher. — Just an ordinary comedy.
Nothing to rave about. Not up to the
Mermaid or other Educational standards.
— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Prince of Daffodils (Comedy art),
with a special cast. — Of all the impossible things we have shown and expected
people to laugh, this leads them all.
Comedyart was sure a fizzle for us. — Edwin Behrndt, Idle Hour theatre, Kasson,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Messenger (Arrow), with Hank
Mann. — One-reel comedy. A good slapstick comedy. Everybody liked it A
lot of good laughs in it. — R. O. Jastram,
Baker's
Electric
theatre, McCune, Kan. —
Small town
patronage.
Dull Care (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — Business a little better each
night. Another good one and O. Henry's
story, The Dream and Big V.— Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Hand to Mouth (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — Used this for opening of
house. A great comedy that sent everybody out talking. An indispensable part
of any program. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Vod-A-Vil (Spanuth), with a special
cast. — Have run a lot of them and find
they are all good. They will fill in on
any program and will please any audience.— William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kan.
Home, Sweet Home (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Good comedy. Larry
Semon a good drawing card. Will build
up any house. Better show good comedy or none at all. — J. M. Sampson,
Plaza theatre, Ackley, la.
immmmmmmmmmmmummmmmBammimmKiimmmm

A David G. Fischer
Production

Communications regarding condition offilm, sendee conditions,
rental prices, etc., should be
mailed separately. Reports for
this department must be confined
to the actual drawing power record of productions.
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Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
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Producer
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Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Pat
ronage
City
State
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Communication

Strand Theatre,
Lowell, Mass.
To Exhibitors Herald:
Will you be kind enough to correct in
your publication erroneous announcements to the effect that most of the
Lowell, Mass., moving picture theatre
managers have substituted single feature
programs for the double feature program inaugurated during war time?
As general manager of the Straml
Theatre here, I am now running a double
feature program and have for months,
with little thought of changing. I am
proud to say that with my price of admission still at 50c top, 1 am doing a
larger business than I ever have before
at this house; and if it interests you I
might say that my double feature program is perhaps partly responsible for
the success I now enjoy. Therefore the
statement that the other managers here
and
myself, members
of the Managers'
Association,
have substituted
a single
feature program is wholly incorrect, and
has caused us all considerable embarras ment in this city.
I have been unable to determine the
source of this story, but I trust that you
will correct this wrong impression. However, I am quite willing to go back to
the single feature policy providing ther;
was any concerted movement in this
direction by my brother managers.
It is true that the cost of pictures
to the exhibitor has risen to a point
where it is almost prohibitive, but I was
fortunate enough, I believe, to make contracts at prices considerably lower than
my competitors here. My present pro-

gram consists of two first-class feature
films, an entertaining comedy of two
reels, a news reel and an organ concert.
For music I depend solely on my organ,
of which I am justly proud.
It was recently declared by Alfred S
Black, owner of a score or more of
moving picture theatres in New England, that the exhibitors in these states
are being forced to revert to the single
feature policy in order to meet the increased cost of rentals and overhead
expenses.
localtrytheatre,
the
Merrimack Black's
Square, did
the single
feature program for two or three months,
but was forced to return to the double
feature policy only a month ago. This,
it seems to me, clearly shows the fallacy
of attempting to establish single features again before the public is ready
for them. Months ago the members of
the Managers' Association here tried to
get
Black's tolocal
to agree
a reversion
the manager
single feature
policy,to
but for reasons best known to himself
he at that time was unwilling to do so.
In justice to the members of the Managers' Association here and to correct
any wrong impression that may have
arisen, will you kindly publish this letter in full?
Sincerely yours,
Thomas D. Soriero
General Manager.
Adds to Theatre
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Chain

MT. C ARM EL, PA.— A theatre costing about $200,000 to seat 2,000 will be
erected next spring on a lot in Third
street near Maple by L. J. Chamberlain
Amusement Enterprises, Inc. It will be
one of a chain that Chamberlain has acquired in the last fourteen years.

4, 1920

"The Teaser" to Be Next
Dorothy Dalton Vehicle
Dorothy Dalton is back at work at the
new Long Island City studio of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation after
a lapse of a few weeks, during which
Chicago.
time
she appeared in "Aphrodite" in
Miss ofDalton
is doing Northwest,
"The Teaser,"
story
the Canadian
writ-a
ten especially for her by J. Clarkson
Miller, in which she has the sort of role
in which she first achieved great success. This is the first story of the
Canadian Northwest that has been made
in the east by Paramount for several
years. R. William Neill will direct
Frances Eldredge Plans
Exposition Attendance
Frances Eldredge, the young motion picture star recently engaged by Superior Pictures Corporation to play stellar roles in
feature and comedy productions, has accepted an invitation to attend the Motion
Picture Exposition, to be held in Atlanta,
Ga., from December 6 to December 11.
Miss Eldredge will be entertained in Atlanta by the Chamber of Commerce, and
will have a day set aside during exposition
week in her honor. It will be called
"Frances Eldredge Day."
Open Columbia, Rockford
ROCK FORD,
ILL— The Columbia,
with A. A. Johnson, manager, is Rock-'
it.
ford's
new Main
theatre.and AKent
fireproof
at
South
streetsstructure
houses
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His past experience has brought him actively in touch with Producers,
Distributors and Exhibitors over the entire country.
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His University training and varied experience with high officials has developed tact, resourcefulness, initiative and the ability to do a large amount of
work in the right way, both as an organizer and as an executive.
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This man has a family — is living at present in a middle western city, and
will welcome the opportunity of joining some progressive Producing or Distributing institution. Will be available December 6th. All replies treated in
confidence.
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Greatest

Western

Ever

Serial

Produced

JACK HOXIE

Thunderbolt
DIRECTED

Jack

BY

Francis

Ford

FEATURING

JACK

HOXIE

Thrilling
INDIANA

Unity

Controlled

Wabash

CHICAGO,

Wire or

Marin

Sais

Captivating

ILLINOIS
By

Photoplays
FRANK ZAMBRENO, Pres.

207 South

Phone,
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and|NO.

Rights

suppb°vrted

Co.

Avenue

ILLINOIS

Write for Dates

Immediately
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CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, Preaident
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MARIE

VOICE"
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"MIDNIGHT
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Illinois
537 South Dearborn Street
INDIANA
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telephones
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Something new every week.
* * *
F'rinstance (as our advertising department would say).
.• * * *
Al Gallas, who engages the services of
a tailor who is an artist in cutting out natty
clothes, has been appointed sales manager
at the Chicago Select office. Great stuff, Al !
* * *
S. Keely, who knew all the exhibitors
down state by their first names, has left
Superior Screen Service to sell shorts on
the South Side for Fox. Knock 'em cold
)oy.

lation
house
hopes,
Wire

We're us
going
to next
suggest
that Henry
ncludes
in his
advertising
budget.F.
Since the first announcement in these collmns that one of the boys on the Rialto
'iad banished pride and purchased one of
Henry's
"cans," tonotheweek
mt an addition
list.hasG. passed
F. Smithwith-of
'athe's feature department is the latest vicim of the flivver craze. It's a coupe, too.

Irv Maas of Fox gives this bit of information confidentially. He says that he gets
its first hand that Ralph Crocker of the
Star theatre, Elgin, has a horseshoe tacked
over every door in his house ; he carries a
rabbit'sat foot
in his
he always
looks
a moon
overvest
his pocket;
left shoulder,
and
he picks up all pins pointing toward him.
Crocker's Star is one of two houses in

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Fred Aiken made the first dollar camera to be marketed? The
' date was something like 1898,
wasn't
Fred?Wis.
The Now
factoryif was
in La it
Crosse,
you
want to find him you look in at
the offices of Superior Screen
Service in East Seventh street,
where Fred is vice president.
. Dave Dubin of Celebrated Players Film
|Orporation may lay no claims to being rn
rator. However, did you ever watch him
,ilent?
the act
"putting
his aarguDaveof had
Max across"
Levey and
few
lore of the boys cornered in front of the
lilm Exchange the other day. For fully
•n minutes feeble efforts were made by the
Jiers to get a word in edgewise. And to
link there is a dearth of good orators.
* * *
i Down Wabash avenue they have made up
poll on the probability of George Bromy making his appearance in his silk spats.
E a good sport, George.
* * *
Wonder if the Studebaker people are
ving Clyde Eckhardt a discount by this
ne. Perhaps you have noticed that he
'uts
around
proudStudebaker.
father. No They
wonr. He
has like
his a fifth
yat it's
a knockout.
every appliance
inventive
genius Ithashascreated
thus far.
goes either forward or backward. When
the lights are turned on it looks like
ite street at night. It has an electric
ater. The cushions are so soft you could
to sleep in them. The best way to appelate just how fine the car is would be
have Clyde take you motoring.
* * *
5i Greiver of Russell, Greiver & Russell
;|i Capital Film Company has returned
Vm St. Louis where he closed several
Mitracts.
* * *
jou should hear F. E. Sweeney relate
•Joe Lyon of American how he proposes
t carry the fans of Argyle off their feet
}en he opens his new Star theatre on
'anksgiving day. Argyle only has a popu-

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Cecil Maberry once was a cow
puncher in Oklahoma? They say
as how Will Rogers had nothing
on
But farm
C. M. life
didn't
fall very
hardhim.
for the
so now
you
find him managing the Goldwyn
exchange in the Windy City.
of 475 and the Star is the second
there. This doesn't dampen F. E.'s
however. "Bill" Russell in "A LiveHick" will *dedicate
* * the playhouse.

Another

Step Higher

Elgin which has survived fires and tornados.
* * *
"Eddie" Silverman took to the road for
a few days last week as his first work since
his appointment as manager of the Select
office
in Chicago.
Knocking
the report
that has come
back to'emthe cold,
Windyis
City office.
* * *
Ben Beadell is busy these days organizing a staff which will place Stoll productions "in every theatre in the state." Are
we right, Ben ? * * *
"Dick" Robertson, publicity director ot
Independent Films Association, has been
down in Texas for the last two weeks. His
business kept him in Dallas most of the
time.
Harry Rice is back from the first vacation he ever had. Yeddo, Indiana, was a
nice place to recuperate
^ * * * after years of
strenuous labor. One of these days we'll
announce Harry's future plans.
Something — either the food or the climate
— is agreeing with Charles Knickerbocker,
Chicago sales manager for Goldwyn. We
won't venture to say how many pounds he
has gained within the last few weeks.
Walt Baimann. executive secretary of
the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association, represented Milwaukee along film row last
week. Walt promises us a good time if we
pay a visit to his burg. That last word
likely won't strengthen our friendship.
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Phil Dunas came into the motion
picture
fromauditor
the Western.
Union? game
He was
for ti e
telegraph company. Of course,
that was a long time ago. Now
the steno signs all Phil's letters
"Chicago Manager for Hodkin-

5r

AL GALLAS now has his private office.
Sil"Eddie"Select
promotio
W'thverman tcthe
of nthe ofChicago
manager
office, Al has transferred all his effects
into "Eddie's" former office and has
on his
painted
last three"
for the Manager.
Select "Sales
withshingle,
Al has been
years. Prior to that he was associated
with Vitagraph in Chicago. Then way
back in the old days he was a booster for
. Now it's up to
Film Company
Centralexhibitor
Select office
who visits the
every
to greet the new sales manager with
"You know me. Al," and then follow
the greeting with a nice fat contract.

Reverting again to South Wabash and
the Fox exchange. Several of the high officials of the producing concern are expected
at the formal opening of the new branch
offices in the near future. In this connection son."
we are forced to remark that elaborate
furnishings
Manager
Eckhardt's
private
sanctum
haveforbeen
ordered.
They say
that
you will sink a foot — more or less — into the
carpet. The heavy upholstered chairs are
to be so comforting that when an exhibitor
sits in one there'll be no question about
signing contracts.
* * *
Some day Oscar Flqrine of the Pathe
office is going to lind himself purring like
an oyster. Every time he signs a contract
be celebrates by stepping next door and ordering aplate full of raws. They say both
his legs are hollow.
Manager Petrie of the Lyric theatre,
East Moline, made the rounds last week.
♦ j#
Robert Schroeder, manager of the Central district for Pathe, dropped in last week
to hand out a few commendatory remark s
on the success thus far of the Chicago office in the "Pearson Month" contest.
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^=^By Mac

We have a request from Sam Haix, the
popular sport scrihe of the Chicago Examiner, asking for the support of local film
circles on the coming Yuletide feast to he
tendered the poor kiddies of the city. Come
on, boys — let's whoop it up for tX Sam and
mail our cheque to the Chicago Examiner
Christmas Fund. To sort of warm things
up a bit, "Chuii" Fixwine of the Doll-Van
exchange will be on the firin' line for this
worthy cause and you can get full details
by getting in touch with this buxom cinema
warrior.
In the language of the "world's greatest
newspaper," we arise to beg pardon. Last
week we mentioned that Exhibitor Day en
route to the sunny South claimed to own

Tip to Salesmen
Henri Ellman of the Reelcraft
exchange is a constant reader or
"Exhibitors Herald" but has difficulty keeping a copy with him on
account of others borrowing it.
One down-state exhibitor made
it
point to borrow
copya regularly.
Finally, Henri's
in self
defense, Ellman insisted on the
exhibitor giving him a check for
his subscription and mailed it to
the "Exhibitors Herald" office.
"Every exhibitor in the territory reads the 'Herald'," declares
Ellman, "Ninety per cent take it.
The other ten per cent borrows
a copy from the salesmen. I
would rather loan an exhibitor
my watch than my 'Herald,' so
from now on watch me."
the Plumb and Majestic theatres of Streator. 'sail wrong — Edw. L. Scheibel is the
owner of the Plumb theatre. Sorry, Ed, old
dear, but if you happen to meet with a
"certain" fillum salesman that is all mussed
up, he's the cause of our error.
Judging from reports brought back from
the doings at Peoria last week, Bob Lucas,
manager of the local Robertson-Cole exchange surely registered with their big feature "Kismet" during the special showing
given at the Madison theatre to the visiting
exhibitors and others. Must have been
about five hundred assembled and when
that scene where — can't do it— you've got to
see, that's all. At that, when it did occur,
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there was an audible commotion of some
volume, but not a word was uttered.
Three weeks ago Joe Sameth of the Fordeignedpersonality
to grace Chi's
environsto
with ward
hisFilmssmiling
en route
Xew Yawk and we overheard him state,
"next
to N. that
Y., Detroit
has it on jaunt
the woild."
How about
free aeroplane
down
in Texas, also the motor trip o'er Chi's
boulevards?
Lee Hekz of the Interstate Films returned from New York Nov. 10 and reports
a delightful visit, incidentally lets it be
known he has acquired a couple of dozen
big features for release shortly.
"Buddy" Crump, one of the star sellers
for the local Pathe office permitted Julius
Lamm of the Shakespeare theatre an opportunity toconfirm the versatility of Chifilm salesmen.
other anight
while
closing cago'ssome
sales withTheJulius,
charming
patron of the Shakespeare was seen to enter the theatre leaving a youngster peacefully slumbering in its horseless equipage
in the lobby. \\ hen baby awoke and found
mother absent the most natural thing lo
occur
a sample
of the youngster's
vocnl
ability waswhich
it proceeded
to give backed
by
lusty costume
lungs. Enter
"Buddie."
Witha pair
the ofproper
he would
have
brought blushes of envy to the most charming of nursies for the commendable manner
the situation was handled. We believe
"Buddy" is still a bachelor, so watch your
chance girls.
Up to the present time the salesmen con
lest for the local Robertson-Cole office is
raging
like a forest
with Frank
mael leading
in thefirecountry
towns Ishand
H. R. Phillips for the city wards. If the
present pace is continued these two chaps
will make that total Harding and Coolidgc
piled up look like a gol' tee alongside of
a Rocky Mountain peak. The contest concludes Xmas eve — we'll take cigars, boys.
Thank you.
James Salter, the husky Vitagrapher. i>
back again on the casual list suffering a
relapse of his former ailment. Sort of
mild flu and tonsilitis.
Paul H. Bush, manager of the local
Masterpiece exchange is busily arranging
his forthcoming exploitation of the Lee
kiddies features which his company will
shortly release in this territory. Looks like
the Federal Reserve ought to show a hi'.:
bulge on cash received when these moneymakers get set in.
That rumor on Si Gkeiveb is all wrong.
He has postponed the Mendelsohn stuff for
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at least another several months. Must be
expecting to make a trip to the West coast
and
over,"giving
eh. Si the
? water nymphs the "oncet
Charlie Lundcren, who is covering the
city for Gollos Enterprises, sauntered out
to lunch last Wednesday without an overcoat and when he came back was wearing
a beautiful brown bennie. Tom Mitchell,
manager of Gollos exchange, is now trying
to find out where Charlie eats. He needs
an overcoat himself.
M. J. Mintz, celebrated
Joe Friedman's
demon
representative,
his twentieth
wedding anniversary one evening last week
and the crowd of film people who turned
out in honor of the event report a very
pleasant time.
Del Goodman is now with the local
United Artists exchange, succeeding Paui
De- Octo, who recently resigned.
The Only Way
process
eonaervatioi
ofMy new
filmsof and
erfeebvrenovating assures thceshib
itor a film in pet feci condili*
to his patronage.
Increase-an
earnings
to exhibitor
A.
TEITEL
producer.
112N.USaH. St., (MIC AC
OPPORTUNITY FOR SCENARIO EDITORS
Old established school of national reputation
offers for sale its course in photoplay writing.
This is a real chance for scenario editors and
others familiar with the photoplay field. Time
payments can be arranged. Write E-104 care
of this magazine.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera at cub
saving price*.
prafe-esioQal
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALE.
Innmlm d.ll.arr
on all rnouala. D»M»,
DaKranaa.In ourI'aUihoaroom.
. and manySandethan
atratad
for amdaraaeaaav
plata catalog at onaa, fr.a on raouoat.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Oapt. H. 1 09 N. Da a r born St. , Chicago, II.
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway Blob
2743 CHICAGO
West 22nd St.

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
E».ry State— total, 21,170 by Stat... tt.00
1219 Film Exchange.
t>M
313 manufacturer, and etudloe 4.M
368 machine and .upply dealer. fa 4.MM
Further Particular.:
A. F.WILLIAMS. 1HW A dins SI, CHOP
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FILM COMPANY

FXYING "A" SPEfMI.'
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William RusseH
TV Hooe» Bee.' m reels, with Manrarits
.i
Umirnni Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
•Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher
Tie House of Tori." six reels, with Seena Owen.
T«ffr Rebels," six reels, with Mai? Miles Minter.
The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
'A Lire-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
'A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
TheLight
Gamesters,"
Fisher. Eddy.
The Blue Moon." six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elincr Field.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
The Law of Nature." with Vincent Coleman.
When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Nea! Hart.
The Mysterious Mr. Browning." five reels, with Walter Miller.
The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Ma;orie Daw.
Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
Circvmstantial Evidence." five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
The Unseen Witness." five reels.
'The Trail of the Cigarette." five reels.
The Bromley Case," five reels.
•
(Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romame Fielding,
tore's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
rhe Black Lagoon." five reels, with all-star cast,
rhe Golden Trail," five reels.
Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins,
rex," feature series, five reels.
AKROW-HASK MA>> COMEDIES
le issued erery other week.
«miFL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
i« issued erery other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
te erery other week.
ARROW -NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
be Strangers," two reels,
reed «f the North," two reels.
Fight for a Soul," two reels.
eJored Brute," two reels,
uicksands," two reels,
order
River," two
two reels.
reels,
i the River*
is: a Girl." two reels,
tiders of the North." two reel*
mkiag. Up Jim," two reels.
Knight of the Pines." two reels
se Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
DistribuUd Pat hi Exchanges
*• I— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Futh.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Peters and Florence Vidor.
ng Lips,"," six reels, with House Peters
J. PARKER READ, JR, PRODUCTIONS
)eThousand
Leopard toWoman,"
sevenreels,
reels,withwithHobart
LouiseBosworth.
Glaum.
One," six
re," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
e Forbidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTIONS
six reels, with James Kirkwood.
Ie Last of the Mohicans,"
MACK SHNNETT PRODUCTIONS
' SsmII Town Idol," fire reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
Attic,"
six reels, with Eva Norak.
»
T,r<
" M»Abo
2 msi
_>o
'-.;r. of Man." six reels.
I
m aaa of Myster five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
_>a Guackel Didy,"Hyde," fire reels, with Charlie Joy.
trty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Ti dit_ of Hell's Gap," two reds.
J-•• r^OT''
Girl of Vengeance,"
the West." two
two reels.
reels.

Pictures

"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
'The
Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays."Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Tune 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
June 24 — "Back on the Farm."
Jury 8— "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild, Women!"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs,"
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
FEATURES
'The Victim." state rights feature, six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Two Reels Every Two Weeks.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson."
"Plat Hunting."
"Andy Visits His Mama-in-Law."
t\ u - -P'ays
Udi Golf."
ac Home."
"Andy
'Andy
On a Diet."
'Andy's Wash Day."
'Andy's andNight
*
"'Andy
Min Out."
at the Theatre."
"*Andy Visits the Osteopath."
'Andy on Skates."
•Andy's M-r'r.er-in-Law Pays Him s Visit"
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates s Flat"
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents Min."
Will Happen."
"Militant
"Andy Fights the H. C L."
"Ice
"Wim Boxand Episodes."
VYigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy,
the
Hero."
"Andy's Picnic."
"Andy,
"Andy, the
the Chicken
Actor." Fancier."'
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent"
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
'The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker. Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A Hunting We Will Go."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
"The Fourth Face," five reels, with Ail-Star cast
CREATION FILMS. INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed thr»uffh BSmemtimmal ftim Esckon&rt. It.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"Th» Bie Show "
"A Travful of Trouble."
The One Best Pet."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES. TWO REELS
'Kiss Me Caroline ." (Robbv Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Ttneher.)
'Out f?r the Night." 'Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Grihhon.)
"Striking Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffie the Queens."
"Going
Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
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TOROHI COHBDIBI, TWO BBBL1
"Torchy." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
HERHAID COHBDIBI, TWO BBKLi
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
"The Simp."
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs. "
"Valley
of 10,000
Smokea."
"Babe Ruth—
How He
Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENIC'S BEAUTIFUL." ONE BIB.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of La via j era "
"The
Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
"Tropical Nights."
"The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."
CHESTER-OUTING SCBNICS. ONE HBBL
"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
'Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Bootera."
"Balling the Junk."
"Collectors of Craniums."
"Pipe
Pengum."
"Mad the
Hatters."
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
CHESTER SCREENICS, DUE REEL
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads "
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Treea."
"ThroughandWinding
Wells" and "Climbing Cataract*."
"Mules
Gobtalk."
i
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine
Feathers"
and
"They
Forgot
the
Town."
"Out of the Past."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," six reels, with Homae Patara
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils." seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT PICTURB*
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8— "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Aug. 8 — "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 16 — "The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15— "What Happened to Jones." five reela, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 20 — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept.— "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept. — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept.— "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept.— "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. 8— "Something
to Think• About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille pro
duction.
Oct. 8— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct. 10 — "The Round-Up," seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct 10 — "Deep Waters, five reels, M. Tourneur production.
Oct. 17— 'The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex," seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct. 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"Idols of Clay," George Fitzmaurice production.
"A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
FEDERATED EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'Man o' War," one reel.
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"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird." two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The
Revenge,"
"A BedKidnappers'
Room Scandal,"
two two
reels.reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
The
Married
Virgin,"
"Frivolous Wives.
' six six
reels.reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
Tha House Without Children," scvea reels, with Rlahard Travara.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, IMC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels. King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lebrman production.
'Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reela, Curwood production.
'Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," tix reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"The Devil's Garden." six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor and Behave," Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen
with Barry.
All-Star Cast.
"Dinty," Forces,"
with Wesley
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC
"Youth's Desire." five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll." with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
'The Skywayman," with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
"While New York Sleeps." with All Star Caat.
'The Face
at Your
with All Star Cast.
"Blind
Wives,"
with Window,"
All Star Cast.
"A
Connecticut
Yankee
in
King
Court," with All Star Caat
"Skirts," six reels, with Special Arthur's
Cast.
"Drag
Harlan."
'The Scuttlers."

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES

PEARL WHITE SERIES
'The Tiger's Cub."
'The
Mountain Woman."
The Thief."
TOM MIX SERIES
'The Untamed."
'The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
•The Man Who Dared."
"The
Challenge
"The Iron
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
"Chin Toy."
"The Flame of Youth."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ann."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now On."
'The
Plunger."
"Number 17."
'Dynamite Allen."
20TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
'The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"Trails to Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz." with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"Bride 13," in 15 episodes.
8UNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Love Madness," seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
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"Hat Dots."
"Tit Merry Cafe."
"T»e Tailor Skop."
Tie Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"Tie High Cost of Living."
"Cleooatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Marr's
Lhtle Lobster."
"A Waiter's Wasted Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Fann»ard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
Hold Me Tight."
•His Noisy Still."
Tretty Lady."
CLTDE COOK COMEDIES
Xiss Huntsman."
He Quick."
"The
•All Wrong. **
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
'League of Nations."
'A Tight Rope Romance."
Fans Efficiency."
The Medicine Man."
'Home Brew."
Gob Shoe Work."
A Hard Lock Santa Clans."
AH
Stock Hawkshaw
Up."
Sherlock
& Co."
Nortbwoods."
On the Hip."
The Papoose."
The Hypnotist."
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HPHE
and

brilliancy
clear

of Rothacker
more

definition

Prints

is vastly

important

to

the

producer than the cost — and
Rothacker Prints are not as
expensive as their
would indicate.

quality

MURRAY W. GARSSON
A Dream of Fair Women."
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
America Wonderlands," every week.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWTS STAB PRODCCTIONS
Dangerous Days," seres reels, Eminent Author* Special,
rrimased
reels, seven
with Madge
Fhe WomanwithandRed,"
tie five
Puppet,
reels, Kennedy.
with Geraldine F
rhe Silrer Horde." seven reels. Sex Beach Special
Dot of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
es" Call
Jim," firefivereels,
toe
Great MeAccident,"
reels,withwithWillTomRogers,
Moore,
toe SEm Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
load* of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Jsohle dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pickford.
rhe Truth." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch My Back." five reels (Eminent Authors).
■5cer S«6 " £ve reels, with Tom Moere.
'.opid.
Cowpuncher,"
fan Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefirereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
iiri With the Jarx Heart," fire reels, with Madge Kennedy
fi a Great Life," fire reels, (Eminent Artists).
If. Revenge of Tamil." Sve reels, with Gene Pollar.
-otsg
Some,"
fire reels, five
Rex reels,
Beach with
production.
onid the
Cowpuncher,
Will Rogers.
he North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex B eac b prod uctj so .
he Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chaney.
arthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
top Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLl
aving a Circus. "
W-«stocracy."
i the Glory of the Past."
etween Friends."
w the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
he Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Hi vena.
Sure Cure," two reds, with Carter De Hares*.
BENNISON STAB SERIES
»b Pockets," five reels, with Louis Benaison.
Hisfit Earl," frva reels, with Louis Bennison.
GOLDWTN-BBAT PICTOGRAPB*
'J1FarPottery
Away Makers
New Zealand."
of the Caribbean!."
:• Indiana,"
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
"loams
of ofRoads.'
e
Spirit
the
Birch."
Mo.
".rend
wiselyofasthePolly
Com.'*
Jrter»i Thunderbolt. "
GROSSMAN PICTURES, INC.
ce to Face," six parts, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
DittribuUi tkri^gk tkt Pr.\t Rteh^mg*.
ABTCO PRODUCTIONS
^v.^!*"?1-."
Vx rvels,
withreels,
Leah with
Baird.Leak Baird.
itaia-of-the-Minute,
' six
Hi aft.

7WN5PPN
HEATING
lJ r axi KirV/ENTILATIN5

Let the theatre
ventilation

t specialists
r
ou how —
Send today for
Booklet 10

APPLING 5y5TEM,iNc. NEW yPRK
BRANCH -\JZS VINE5T PHILA- PA
70W. «5ISJT.

Gold
Fibre
Screens
^
MU/A
MI
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors everywhere
Samples and literature upon request.
MINUSA

CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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ZANB GREY PICTURES. INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"Riders of the Diwn." six reel*
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTION ■
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Roy Stewart.
The Sagebruaher," seven reels, by Emerson Hough.
J. PARKER READ, JH., PRODUCTIONS
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
"Sex," seven reels, with Louise Glaum
DBITRICH-BRCK. INC.
"The Bandbox," six reel*, with Doris Kenyon
"The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"King Spruce," seven reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reela with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"••0,000," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Dream Cheater," Ave reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"No. 98," five reel*, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Green Flame, rWe reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NA1TONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"Tha Bine Bonnet." aix reela, with Billie Rhodea.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
1 — "Hell's Oasis," fire reels.
16 — "Skyfire," five reela.
1 — "The Lumberjack," five reela.
DAMPOOL TWINS COMEDIES
16 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reela
1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reel*.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Love Without Question," seven reela, with Olive Tell.
"Nothing a Year," seven reela, with Olive Tell.
"A Woman's Business." six reela, with Olive TeTL
JUNGLE COMEDIES
"Caught With the Goods."
"Stopping
Bullet*."
"Circu* Bride."
"Perils of the Beach."
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voice*," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina CavnUeri.
BERT LUsaN
"Haaevmoan Ranch," five reela, State Rights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"The Best of Luck," six reel*, with Ail -Star Cast
"The Cheater," six reel*, with Mae Allison.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star east.
"The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
"Held in Trust," six reels, with May Allison.
"The Chorus Girl'* Romance," six reels with Viola Dana.
The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
'The Price of Redemption," six reel*, with Bert LytelL
"Clothes," six reels, with All Star Cait.
The
Saphead,"
"Blackmail,"
six six
reel*,reels,
withwith
ViolaCrane-Keaton.
Dana.
Oct. 26— "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15 — "Someone in the House," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 1829—— "Hearts
"The Misleading
Lady,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithAll Bert
Dec.
Are Trumps,"
Star Lytell.
Cast.
Dec.
20
—
"Polly
With
a
Past,"
six
reels,
with
All
Star
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.Cast.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Stronger Than Death." six reels, with Nazimova.
The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock " seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept 27 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence," aix reel*, with Robert Harron.
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
The Mutiny of Elstnore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
The Star Rover." six reela. with All Star Cast.
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BUSTER K I. \ I on COMEDUSS
Sept. 1— "One Week," two reels.
Oct. 27 — "Convict 13," two reels.
Dec. 22 — 'The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June 8— "The Little Cafe," five reels, with Max Linder.
FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
May I — "Dollar for Dollar." five reela. with Frank Keenao.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May 10 — "Sherry," seven parts, witn Pat O'Malley.
Aug. 19 — "Lahoma," seven reals.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
ALBERT
CAPELLAN1
PRODUCT I O.N B, im
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five reel*, with June Caprice.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION*
June 20 — "Passer*- By," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18 — "Man and Hi* Wife," six reels, with Herbert RawHnaoa.
Sept. »— "Hotue
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordo* ssw
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10— "Forbidden Valley," six reel*, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvat
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn." six reels, with H. B. Warner
Aug. 15— "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 1«— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner
Sept. 16 — "Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct 14 — "H»lf a Chance," seven reela. with Mahlon Hamilton
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet
Dec. 6— "Dice of De»tiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 1— 'The Gay Old Dog," six reela, with John Cumberland.
May » "Tlx- Miracle of Money," five reels, with Margaret Sadow
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Jov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Kubens.
"TheLove.
Place of Honeymoons," eix reels, with Emily Stevens and Montag*
"Where
Is My Husband?"
reels,withwithLouise
Jose Huff.
Collins and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women
Want," five sixreels,
"Finder* Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight
Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
'Bubble*," Gambols,"
five reels, six
withreels,
MarywithAnderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms." five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A GoodCarter
Woman,"
"Nick
Series,"fivetworeels,
reels.with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
LUKE McLUKE'S
One-Half FILM-OSOPHY
Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reela
The Mystery
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard).
aix reel*
The
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan),
reel*.
"Deep Purple," seven reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," aix reela, Chaa. Miller production
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"The
Stolen
Kiss,"
five
reels,
"Sinner*." five reel*, with Alicewith
Brady.Constance Binney
"Nurse Marvorie," five reel*, with Mary Mile* Mlnter.
"Jenny
Be Good,"
MaryHawley.
Mile* Minter.
"Miss Hobbs,"
six five
reels,reela,
withwith
Wanda
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Miater
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"89 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Mile* Minter
"Food for Scandal," five reel*, with Wanda Hawley.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"What Next?" two reels.
"That
"Hands Dreamer,"
Up," two two
reels.reel*.
TEXAS GC1NAN WESTERNS
"A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
The Deaert Vulture," two reela
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reel*.
"Squirrel Time, two reel*.
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WILLIAM FRA.VEV COMEDIEI
"Number IS," on« reel.
"Tke Tat," one reel.
•*PUe DriTer." one reel.
"TTodressed Kid." one reel.
"Live Wiro," one reel.
"Referee," one reel.
'The Dummy," one reel.
"In and Out." one reel.
"Rye
& Wry," oneonereel.
"The Landlady,"
reel.
"The Moocher," one reel.
"The Bull Fighter." one reel.
"The Bath Dub," one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one reel.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HE.VHT COMEDIES
"Pants." two reels.
•Her Honor the Scrublady," two reel*.
•Stung." two reel*.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Sept 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Va».
5ep». ie — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy V«sl
Dct 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
Oct. $0 — "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosemary Theby.
Vov. 8— "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
S'ot. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec. 1— "I'll Say He Forgot." with Otis Harlan.
Dec. 12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
HILBtRX MORA.VT1 COMEDIES
'Simp and Satan." two reels.
'Jealousy," two reels.
'Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
Double Trouble," two reels.
Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROrBERT
She's aDays."
Vamp,"twotworeels.reels.
■Circus
A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
Summer Days." two reels.
Sunshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se«-e Hayakawa.
Bright Skies," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
Devil's
five reels,
Hayakawa.
NotoriousClaim,"
Mrs. Sands."
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
is* 29 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
rhe Famine Teller." suven reels, with Marjorie Rambeau.
[Tie Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
Li Ting Lang," rice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
icon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast,
ug.
1 — "Arabian
"Life's Twist/'
six five
reels,reels,
with with
BessieSessue
Barriscale.
ag. 15—
Knight,"
Hayakaw
ug. 29 — "Big Happiness," seven reels, with Dustin Famuxn.
spt 12 — "Occasionally Yours," six reels, with Lew Cody.
MARTIN JOH.\*0\ PICTURES
-onely South Pacific Missions."
lecruiting in the Solomons."
"rty
of Broken
Men."Seas."
tarooned
in theOldSouth
ADVENTURE SCENIC!
iheep
O'Leavenworth."
Ions of Sal oo skin."
■hosts of Romance."
»y 8— "Outlaw of Wjderness," one reel,
•y 18 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
SUPREME COMEDIES
ike Doctor's Adviee."
% You Kid!"
iy 20— "Letty's Lost Legacy," one reel.
« 9— "Becky Strikes Out." one reel.

HERALD

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

i

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason,
owboy Jazz," two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZMCK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchamget.
•e Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Himmtrr.-i
in at tne Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
le Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Favenham
,,SgblsP.ers."
Flapper,"five five
Thomas.
reels,reels,
withwith
ElaineOlive
Hammerstein.
•• 5" P^Perate
rCT^ of D0"01."
nT*
reels,
with
special Moore.
cast
Hero," five
j M Servant Question,"
five reels,
reels, with
with Owen
William Collier,
i.e Figurehead,"
reelsNorma
with Talmadge.
Eugene O'Brien.
five reels,fivewith
, -'lmg Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
, e Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
e Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.

TICKETS
Specially

Printed

1 5 Days' Delivery
Instead of waiting from three to six months for tickets, you can
now get them in 15 days from the day we get your order. We
have the facilities which enable us to make this unparalleled
offer. Notice the prices — but don't put off ordering, just because
we can make 15 days' delivery. Be forehanded.
Tickets, specially printed to your order.with name of your theater:
10,000
$ 6.50 200,000 $ 40.00
20,000
8.50 250,000
48.50
30,000
10.50 300,000
57.00
50,000
14.00 500,000
90.00
100,000
23.00
1,000,000
170.00
Additional charge of $2. CO for each change of wording or price.
Deposit of 25fc °f price required on all orders for specially
printed tickets.
Stock Roll Tickets
Immediate Delivery
We always have on hand, for immediate
delivery, stock roll tickets, any price
combination desired.
2000 tickets . ..$00.60
501 Roll—
Rolls
25.00
OURyourCATALOG
ready. Ifdescriptive
you haven'tcatalog
lent
for
copy of thisis complete
of motion picture theater supplies, profusely illustrated, send now. It will be a valuable guide in
finding the supplies you need. Free for the asking,
but too valuable to send unless you want it.

Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
33 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Minneapolis
Exchange Building,
(USS)

■
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"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"'Everybody'* Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels, Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewi*.
"Isle of Conquest," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The
Lart ofandHi* Lies,
People,"
five reels,
Lewi*.
"She Love*
aix reels,
with with
NormaMitchell
Talmadge.
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reel*, with Bernard Durning
"lust Outside the Door." five reel*, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reel*, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE)
"A Good Fellow," one reel.
"Content," one reel.
"Pity the Poor," one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
one reel.
reel.
"A Certain of
RichSuccess,"
Man one
'The
Battler
and
the
Bottler,"
one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie." one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Just a Wife," five reels, with special cast.
"Blind Youth." five reels, with special cast.
"The
Divorce,"fivefivereels,
reels,with
withRalph
specialInce.
cast.
"Out Invisible
of the Snows,"
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
KINOGRAMS
Twiee a Week News Reel.
PRIZHA PICTURES
"Death, Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.

A CORKING
MAKE

NEW NOVEL THAT
A GREAT PICTURE

WILL

SAND

RS

HERALD
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SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATE< OMICLASSIC
Oct. 8 — "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
>l \M I III Kill II s< l \|< MOHIKH
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week. One Reel.
MOIt \ N I I i OMEDHM
Oct. J — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 81— "Kids," one reel.
< Hi s i-j--.it 1 IINKI.IN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
TYRAD PICTURES. INC.
'And
th* Children
Fay." five
seven reel*, with Garrett Hughe*
"Your
and Mine,
'HumanWife
Passions,"
five reels. reel*.
The Happened
Red Viper,"
six reel*, with Garett Hughe*.
"It
in Paria,"
"Broken Hearts,"
five reel*.five reel*.
lohnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 101—— "Broken
"His Majesty,
the American,"
with Douglas
Oct.
Blossoms."
six reels, eight
D. W.reels,Griffith
production,F'
•ec to — "When the Clouds Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
Fan. 18 — "Pollyanna," six reel*, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 15 — "Down on the Farm" (Sennett), five reel*.
May II — "Romance." eight reela. with Doris Keane.
fune 18 — "Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas Fairbank*.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower." *even reel*, D. W. Griffith production
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reel*, with Harry Carey.
"Girl in Room 19," five reel*, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose." five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"Everything But the Truth," five reels, Lyons and Moran
"A Tokio Tiren." five reela, with Tsuru Aoki.
"Aliaa
Dorld,"
reels,
EdithCarey.
Roberts.
"HumanMissStuff,"
fivefive
reels,
withwithHarry
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reel*, with Ann Cornwall
"La La Lucille," five reel*, with Lyon* and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
"Blue
StreakTr«il,"
McCoy,"five five
HarryMyers.
Carey.
"In Folly's
reels,reels,
withwith
Carmel
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The
Right
to
Happiness,"
reels,Harm.
with Dorothy Phillip*.
"Forbidden," aix reel*, witheight
Mildred
'Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Stroheim
"The Virgin of Stamboul." seven reels, with Priscilla Deaa
'Under Crimson Skies," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
'The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Dollars and the Woman," six reels.
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
'The Prey,"
reels. five reels.

"Sand Holler" is a better story than the delightful
Alley" which made such
a"Amarilly
tremendousof Clothes
hit in theLinefilms.
"Penny
of Topfilmed,
Hill with
Trail."
the same
has just been
Bessieby Love
as theauthor,
star.
FOR MOVING

PICTURE RIGHTS TO

"SAND
HOLLER,"
Address REILLY & LEE C0.,Publishers, Chicago

.;!)

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
'The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORIN3VE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The
Garter
Girl,"
"Bab's Candidate," five
five reels.
reels.
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
'The Whisper Market," five reels.
HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
"The
Sea
Rider."
five
"The Gauntlet," five reels.reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
'The Courage of Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell
Cast. No Tales," seven reel* (Tom Terri** Production), All
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star east (Tom Terris* Production).
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
"The Head Waiter," two reels.
'The Grocery Clerk," two reels.
'The Fly Cop," two reels.
"School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete." two reels.
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand," two reels.
JIMMY AUDREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard " two reels.
"His
Day, two
two reels.
reels.
'The Jonah
Decorator,"
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.esperate is the word for her blazing eyes. Trapped — you read it
'in her racing thoughts. But never give up is in every cat-like move
as she leaps from her bed at the ominous rap on the door. Some
thriller? You said it ! "OUTSIDE THE LAW" is "The Wildcat
of Paris" — "Pretty Smooth" — and "The Virgin of Stamboul," all
rolled into one — a whirling, rushing drama of desperate work after
dark, with a crook's fortune for the prize — exactly the kind of amazing
picture that electrifying PRISCILLA DEAN can play better than
any other actress in the whole wide world. Supported by —

famous for his marvelous character portrayals in "The Miracle Man" and "The Penalty"
WATCH AND WAIT FOR THIS SURGING DRAMA, SOON
TO BE RELEASED.
IT WILL BE WORTH YOUR WHILE
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BROTHERS
Leading

picture

IMMEDIATELY ON BOOKING THIS
PICTURE. Ascher Brothers, owners of
sixteen leading houses in Chicago, followed our suggestion and secured for
each house the services of a singer to
render vocal accompaniment during the
Woman"
to Every
showingsuchof "Once
with
remarkable
success
as —to
make their presentation more than
worthy of an advertisement, so that
others may follow.
This Is How They Do It
Ascher Brothers' singer appears first
the title reads: "My
in Reel 3 iswhere
making her debut tonight
daughter
— mav God be kind to her." and sings
the aria from "Faust," with spotlight.
Her second singing is in Reel 6. where
Dorothy Phillips leaves New York and
appears at the gate of her old home—
"Home. Sweet Home,"
songtheis curtain.
and the
sung
behind

G'rce away to your patrons, for one week prior
to and during your showing of "Onee to Every
Woman" SOXG
this' beautiful
4-page,
9x12 BEX
BOLT
HERALD,
containing
the
words and music of this world-famous song.
Get a copy TODAY from your Universal
Exchange, with complete details. Universal
will give you FREE OF CHARGE a quantity
to equal the quantity you buy. The price is
one cent each — the absolute cost to us. Your
patrons will take this beautiful piece of songmusic home — they'll play it. they'll read its
artistic advertising — they'll crowd your house.
We urge xou on no account to put off your
investigation of this PROVES SUCCESS in
advance publicity.
EXPLOITATION
UNIVERSAL

Mouse?

DEPARTMENT
-JEWEL

in Chicago
over

THE THIRD AND MOST APPEALING singing is where Dorothy Phillips,
mother's
kneels atherherwith
end, comforts
near the and
bedside
that
beautiful and famous song. "BEN
BOLT." This, also, is sung behind the
curtain.
THE RESULT IS NOTHING SHORT
OF MIRACULOUS. THERE IS HARDLY A DRY EYE IN THE HOUSE.
EVERYONE LEAVES THE THEATRE
TALKING ABOUT THE WONDERFUL PICTURE AND ITS BEAUTIFUL
PRESENTATION.
TAKE A TIP FROM ONE OF THE
MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITING
FIRMS IX THE WHOLE COUNTRY
AND UTILIZE NOT ONLY THIS INEXPENSIVE AXD RESULT-FUL PRETHE BENBUT ALSO DESCRIBED
BOLT HERALDSENTATIONTIE-UP
IMMEDIATELY
BELOW.
IT
IS SUREFIRE ADVANCE ADVERTISING
AT
WONDERFULLY LOW COST.

O/ie

Great

Stage

Sstablished

"The Great Lover" is a title
that should interest every livewire exhibitor in the industry.
There are few popular plays
that have been quite as popular
as this sensational comedy drama
which played to Broadway
crowds for over a year with Leo
Ditrichstein in the stellar role.

The leading figure in this skillfully directed production is, as
the title indicates, " a great
lover." Women could not resist
Jean Paurel, the opera singer,
whose conquests embraced every
feminine type. Women admirers
flocked to the stage door to
shower him with bouquets and
love notes.

GOLDWYN
*~Prcs ents
A FRANK

LLOYD

PRODUCTION

GREAT

LOVER
THE COHAN AND HARRIS
Notable Sta£e Success bt/
LEO DITRICHSTEIN
FREDERIC and FANNY HATTON
Directed bi/ Trank Lloijd
GOLDWYN PICTURES !

Success

Ohat

aUroadwayTlecord
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BRUNTON

WPpsGnts

J.V^RREN
EERRIGAN
Mm

HIS CTC^X COMPANY
in

MjE
BCTEO

PHILLIPS

PNEST

CAVARDE

Kerrigan

in a TwoFisted

Role!

Remember Kerrigan in "Three X Gordon?" And
in "Burglar For A Night" and "A Mans Man?"
He fought his way through those pictures, delighting the female patrons of your theatre and pleasing the men.
In "The Coast Of Opportunity" he is given another chance to demonstrate that he can put over
a punch as well as a kiss.
Page Phillips' story, Ernest C. Warde's direction,
Mr. Kerrigan's artistry and a splendid supporting cast. A
k all contribute to the making of an excellent picture. M
Distributed by
W.

H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
thru PATHE Ixchnnge.htc

1

J. Parker Pead Jr rv«<-ntr

HOBART

BOSWORTH
in

THE

BRUTE
>rom Se Story

SHOWMEN

MASTER

Afrs- ifaci Zxwab/!

SHOW

THE

WAY!

FOX CIRCUIT, N. Y
COLUMBIA THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
K1NEMA THEATRE, Los Angeles, Cal.
LIBERTY THEATRE. Houston, Tex.
REGENT THEATRE, Kansas City, Mo.
PASTIME AMUSEMENT CO., Columbus, O.
JENSEN'S THEATRE, Pasadena, Cal.
All these and many more have set the seal of their approval upon the latest and greatest Bosworth feature.

Distributed by
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
thin PATHE Exchangejnc

1
Booked

by

the

Biggest

The Rivoli Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
Tally's Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
The Pastime Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

and

the

Best!

The Gordon Circuit, Boston, Mass.
The Loew Circuit, New York.
The Fox Circuit, New York.

They booked "The U. P. Trail" because their knowledge of
showmanship tells them that a Benj. B. Hampton production
made

from a Zane Grey story is an unequalled box-office attraction. Itwill give you and your patrons something to talk about

for a long time to come.

A BENJ. B. HAMPTON
PRO D U CT ION
A MASSIVE PICTURE OF THE
GREAT FUL
WEST
WITH A POWERCAST, INCLUDING
ROY STEWART, KATHLYN WILLIAMS, JOSEPH J. DOWL1NG
ROBERT MSKIM AND MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE.
DlfttCTlOCREy
By JACK
CO M WAVZANE
PICTURES
C rsjC-

Distributed bg
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty
thru PATH£ Exchange. Inc.
_
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ACHIEVEMENT

WILL

REMEMBERED,
MR.TOURNEUR!
— THE CHICAGO HERALD and EXAMINER

Ilin ne
. h :g ono 0f the
pictures. As it is. ne is uu Moh,
mighty, and "The Last of the Mofal
CaSeSe It"aht\heC8pantheon now. Before
will leave your
vou "now It jourold soul
carcass -lumped theIn
broken-backed climbing
up onto
The seat and.
oft back Into thein
sUver sheet, willof goyour
youth hand
old voung days
and
Hawkeyenever
Uncas and
wlfh Magua,
handsnlkv
who would
fhP
until Cooperof had
never ill "e^ust
the
the hind cover
you up against
storynew stunts ofwonders
hook Not byTourneur
work
telling does
with your soul, for the story Is the
father
*
plain
marvelous
by the
not of
classic:ytale
merely fitting,
and
short
for they are
but by this thnlg he has mastered.
dream cliffs and falling
PhAgafns?hthe
wreath- of water In Yellowstone,"fand
curftaln"
again before painted
his nude
"Treasure Island," he puts
through their
and gleaming savagePaces, circling, swirling rtoat th.
hairher fair
Munro.
lovely Cora
« «t"ny
Uncas.
her hero
sister,
and her foul
.
Hawkeye
shot
crack
pursuer Magua.
in
in
Although there are good names
are kept
the cast, film personalities no
faces
are posted ated
out; no names
to
subordin
featured- everythingcome-bac
your
of
k
^e musion. to the
youthful thrills which Tourneur was
Beery,
hUMagua. the fiend, is Wallace
Ro«, is Alb*rt
Uncas. theis blameless
beauty
a
Bedford,
Barbara
etTet Cora
actress, and
who is new but a real
Lorraine. ine>
Hawkeye is Harry are
thrills when
come and go. there
J^ves
of glistening
the hundreds
children,
massacre the women andandMagua
have
gook
Chlngach
when
shoots a criptheir duel; when Uncas
when
tops;
tree
pled Huron out of the
Miss Bedford fight
Beery. Roscoe and thousandcilfr.
on the lip ofallthethe thrillsfoot
you can
There are
is
there
that,
than
stand, but. more
of the Photogthe unearthlyan beauty
achievement that will
raphy itself;
be remembered, Mr. Tourneur!

MAURICE

THAT

'M

y

Maurice

THE

Tourneur

presents
LAST

OP

THE

MOHICANS
An

American

Drama

Eternal

by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed By Maurice tourneur
and Clarence L.Brown

TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR. - THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN ~ ALLAN DWAN ~ GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
Associated
HOME OFFICES:

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

B

SligKER

Read

Jr.

o

Scenario

by LOUIS JOSEPH

sonally

VANCE

supervised

- Directed

by Wesley

by J.Parker

Read

Ruggles

Jr.

Love came uith the light that illumined the new-born world and will
remain until eternal darkness shrouds
Creation.
song
Love is the
undying flame on the
altar of life.
Lo ve s divine

has echoed through
us
haunting memory lingers
the ages and
after death.
For love countless men and women

have

striven and died. Its might has ruled
the world and all its nations.
This is the screen foreword of J. Parker
Read Jr's. picture of consuming power
and appeal. Picture the story of happiness, sacrifice, sorrow and suffering,
the story of triumph behind such
a foreword. A story with Louise
Glaum,
and

the magnificent, in an emotional role that hits the heartstrings
tunnels right into your deepest

sympathies.

i

I.

Beginning December 5.
national release date of
"Love," a charity campaign
will he in operation in every
state in the union under the
auspices of Louise Glaum
Your local orphanage or
other charity will cooperate
with you on whatever dates
you play "Love" and make
these Love Days, or Louise
Glaum Tag Days.
You may obtain tags carrying
Louise Glaum's
and
appropriate
text atportrait
Associated
Producers Exchanges at cost.
Club and society women, as
well as the school-folk in
your community, will do
your work for you.

rRICE

TOURNEUR
MARSHALL

~ J. PARKER
NEILAN-

READ

ALLAN

Associated

JR. - THOMAS

DWAN

~ GEORGE

H.
LOANE

Producers

HOME OFFICES » 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

TUCKER

Inc.

Personally directed
Trade and newspaper critics everywhere find
in "The Forbidden Thing" a vivid something that makes for heart appeal — a something best described as humanness Allan
Dwan's characters do not stalk across the
screen like puppets. They live as the
thousands in your audiences live — a sure
guarantee of popular appeal.

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
MARSHALL

- J. PARKER

READ

NEILAN- ALLAN

Associated

by Mr. Dwan

"One feels inclined, " says Motion Picture
News, "to place a gold seal opposite Allan
Dwan's name in his first production for
Associated Producers. 'The Forbidden
Thing' will certainly be classified among the
top-notchers. It is dramatic to the core —
not with the drama of the theatre, but

of life."
JR. - THOMAS

DWAN

- GEORGE

H.INCE

- MACK

LOANE

TUCKER

Producers

HOME OFFICES = 729 SEVENTH AVF_ NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

SENNETT
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Fly
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your
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PALACE
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WINDOWS
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Directed bybyHE
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DISTRIBUTED

Marriage
REALART PICTURES
WILUAH O.TAYLORS PPODUCTIOK
J§^ and'is
clock
Man like
and Womana are
the Ham

"Olte FURNACE*

IlY
2

ANTHONY 15
Annoyed at the
crowd Of menP
YOU K El

DRIFTING
Y<
COME TOMORROW
AND HAVE TEA,

SO YOU ARE HERE
BOTH OF YOUMY WIFE AND MV
BEST

OLD DARLING!"

FRIENDI"

DISCORD

TEMPTATION
I AM GOING AWAY
WITH THE COUNT.
DONT TRY TO
STOP ME!"

" I CANT
LONELINESS
STAND IT
ANY LONGER.
ANTHONY -AND I
ARE ABSOLUTE

UNDERSTAND THIS;
WHILE YOU ARE
MY WlflftYOU
WILL BE ABOVE
SUSPICION!"

5TR ANGERS1 "

'/ REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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genuine Fairbanks novelty!
yi

That

what you can
your audiences
promise
when you announce your run

of "The

is

Mark

of Zorro."

Jleleased

December

5tJt

DOUGLAS

Action, romance, mystery,
thrills and comedy in fullest
measure — all the elements oi
the Fairbanks successes of the
past, yet in a more picturesque
and colorful setting than any
release you have yet had from
this idol of the masses.

Jl/ewest

Production

S'
BANK
FAIR
THE
MAliK

1 "The Mark of Zorro" justifies
the most enthusiastic and widespread exploitation; you can feel
certain that it will delight the
most exacting audiences and
make even your box-office smile
the famous Fairbanks smile.

UNITED
MARV

PICKFORD

AQT19TS

Jrom the Jill Story Weekly
ZOfcfcO"
OF
Jcuel"7he Curse qfCapistrano
by Johnston J(c Culley

CORPORATION

■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

- D.VGGIFFITH

EDUCATIONAL

OUALI1

CAROLINA TTIKATHE
PINEHURST. N C k>
WE

PROMISED

YOU

THI

September 11th. 1920.'
IN
Mr. A. C. Bromberg, ■
Educational Film Exchange.
Atlanta, ,
Ga. •
Dear Mr. Bromberg:-.;
If my letters concerning
•ill be the means of boosting th
degree you are more than welcome to do anything you wish
with them. 3

TWO

NOW

WE

DEMAND

I haven't said a thing about them which they do not
merit and I am mighty glad-to do anything to boost them
along. They deserve it.f
Speaking of the Mermaid slapstick: There is slapstick •
and
again as
there
is slapstick.
slapstick
keenly
as any other"High-brows"
class when can
its enjoy
clean, when
there is a point to it and when it is not overdone and that's
exactly what the Mermaid slapstick Is.* There's a reason
for it in "A Fresh Start*, there's not a vulgar minute in it
and . the directory knew. Just when_to_ quit. *
far." the
and shoulders
aboveSo every
otherEducational
comedy on Comedies
the marketstand
and head
fortunate
Is the
exhibitor who hooks them.
will help to put"aoro3s many programs which contain
weak They
features.
Very truly yours.

REEL

FUN

WILL

SET

ONE
JINGLING

^^T^

CHRISTIE

VANITY

FILM

REEL

CO.

COMEt

MEETV
FOR

SIN

FILMS
A

A
WITH

NEW

T
W

WE
BOX

OFFIC

ANNOUNCES

COMEDIt

WITH his contract for distribution through EducaM
Christie
comedies Alever
offered.started to work to make the best sing *•
Every
one ofstandard.
them is a NEW picture, each built to me«l
Educational

"Tea For Two" is the first of the Vanity's. It is reU
December 6, with Charlotte Mernam and (Eddie Barry i1
principal roles.

~Rele<3sed by

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES, INC.
729 Seventh ~4ve. J^ew Torh.

I ONE

REEL

COMEDIES

WHEN Educational decided to enter the two reel comedy field we combed the market for the best of material.
We gave much in time and effort to make sure that these pictures would be the best pictures that the
market affords.
From the cinema places in the biggest cities down to the smaller communities like Pinehurst, N. C. — -a city of less
than 5,000 — the verdict on Mermaids, Chesters, Christies and Torchys has been the same — "THE BEST."
Vanity and Gayety Comedies have been selected with the same care. They reach equal heights of quality. Shorter
length is their only difference. Exhibitors who have room on their programs for only a single reeler will find their
problems, too, solved by Educational.
E.

W. Hammons
PRESIDENT
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

FIRST
THEN

RELEASE
ONE

E.W.

A

WEEK

—

HAMMONS

AYETY

p YETY COMEDIES are all that their name indicates.
They sparkle with laugh, blossom with pretty girls,
put happiness in any theatre.
Evei theatre man who sees them will hail them as an
achii ement.
"Air Love Grand?" is the first one, ready Dec. 12. Billy
Blet er, a new type of comedian, will delight you.

DEC.

6

ALTERNATING

PRESENTS

COMEDIES
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Heliotrope
is a

George

D.

Baker

Production

He

selected
story,
the

the

wrote

scenario,

chose

the

cast,directed
the
and

picture
titled

it,

thereby
making

it a

100%

Baker

Feature

Famous
Lasky

Players

—

Corpoi-ation.
presents

From Richard Washburn Child's story
Directed by
George D, Bak,er .
COSMOPOLITAN
A

PRODUCTIONS

PARAMOUNT

T

PICTURE

HE most unusual plot ever conceived, combined with a theme as big as"Humoresque."

A story that amazes with its cleverness and
thrills with its emotional depth.
One of the year's biggest money-makers, a
picture that will be remembered long after others
are forgotten.

20

EXHIBITORS

Mr.

December

HERALD

11, 1920

Exhibitor:

You and I owe a whole lot to the motion picture public. The bootleggers of
the industry are at it again. Let us hit them right between the horns and prove. our
gratitude to that motion picture public which supports us.

Let any real exhibitor read the following letter —
and buckle on his six-shooter.
WETHKRHORN, HOYT & JONES
Attorneys- At- Law
M3 Tjt,e Los
Insuranc
e Bui,ding
Angeles
Telephone: Main \M>\
Mr. William S. Hart,
1215 Bates Ave. ,
Los Angeles, California.

^^^^^

.J^^^

HENRY W ETHEBHOBN
FRANK c. HOYT
LEWIS SHERMAN JONES

Dear

Mr.

October

27,

1920.

Hart :-

As your attorneys, we are pleased to advise you that in both the actions
which we recently instituted in your behalf against the Peerless Film
Service and against L. F. O'Donnell, to restrain the exhibition of
your old pictures under false and misleading titles,
the Superior Court
of this County has this day granted a permanent injunction in accord- •
ance with the prayer of your complaint.
The decrees specifically prohibit the exhibition
under any of the following false titles:

of your

old

pictures

Dakota Dan, Double Crossed, The Last Card, A Square Deal, Horns
and Hoofs, The Bad Man, The Gentleman from Blue Gulch, The Silent
Stranger, The Marked Deck, The Haters, Taming the Fourf lushers ,
Mr. Nobody, The Convert, Over the Great Divide, A Reformed Outlaw,
The Two Gun Men in the Bargain, The Bandit and the Preacher, The
Hell Hound of Alaska, Staking His Life, The Lion of the Hills.
Nor can these pictures be exhibited under any titles, except the ones
under which they were originally released, for the decree contains this
additional provision:
"And it is further ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said
defendants and each of them, their agents, servants and employees,
cease and desist from leasing, distributing, advertising or
exhibiting, or causing to be leased, distributed, advertised or
exhibited, any of the old motion picture films made or acted in by
the plaintiff William S. Hart, under any titles other than the
original and true titles."
We feel confident that the issuance of these injunctions will put an
end to this nefarious practice, but if any distributor or exhibitor,
no matter who he may be, or where located, should commit or attempt to
commit

a similarly unlawful act, we shall proceed
cordance with your instructions, to file suit and
injunction and damages.
Yours very truly,
HW:AW

immediately,
shall demand

in acboth an

Lyric

Productions

Present

mm

,/

r

^/ze

First

of

Two

Specidl
"Productions

by

Endorsed

Arrow

dnd

Film

Distributed

Corporation

W.EShallenber^er,

Pres.
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Instance"
NO. 6
INDIANAPOLIS: 52 exhibitors report
as to the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Exhibitors Trade Review
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World
Wid's

NO. 1
DETROIT: 138 exhibitors report as follows as to
the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
127
Exhibitors Trade Review
55
Motion Picture News
51
Moving Picture World
30
Wid's
8
NO. 2
CLEVELAND: 138 exhibitors report as follows as
to the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
122
Exhibitors Trade Review
72
Motion Picture News
49
Moving Picture World
29
Wid's
15

45
17
14
9
4

NO. 7
MILWAUKEE: 68 exhibitors report as follows a
to the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Motion Picture News
Exhibitors Trade Review
Moving Picture World
Wid's

NO. 3
CINCINNATI: 54 exhibitors report as follows as
to the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
49
Exhibitors Trade Review
27
Motion Picture News
21
Moving Picture World
14
Wid's
10

64
25
20
17
5

NO. 8
Exhibitors in six of the smaller cities adjacent t
New York City report as follows as to the trad
papers they Number
receive:
el EXHIBITORS
HERALD
Eihibilors
lure World Meliee Pic- Tm
New Rochelle
3
0 Meiii(2 Pic- lure News Rem
3
1
0
0
Mamaroneck
1 2
1
0
2
0
Port Chester
0 1
2
10
1
19
0 1
Bridgeport
16
11 13
1
10
New Haven
19
18
Will's
433
7 10
5
2
2
Stamford
2 3
4
Totals
21 30
24
9
NO.
Exhibitors in five cities and
villages borderin
New York report as follows as to
the trad
papers they Number
receive:
Exhibitorsel EXHIBITORS
HERAL0
lure 1World
Pie- Trii
Pic- Motion
0 Moving
4
4
New London, Conn.
lure News Ren
0
0
1
Madison, Conn.
1
2 2
1
0
5
5
Waterbury, Conn.
0 0
1
Woonsocket, R. 1.
0
4
2
2 2
4
5
10
9
Providence, R. 1.
Wid's
1 o
24
21
Totals
9 9
IT 13

NO. 4
PITTSBURGH: 57 exhibitors report as follows as
to the trade papers they receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
53
Exhibitors Trade Review
30
Motion Picture News
24
Moving Picture World
16
Wid's
8
NO. 5
COLUMBUS and DAYTON: 80 exhibitors report
as follows as to the trade papers they [receive:
EXHIBITORS HERALD
74
Motion Picture News .
. ... .47
Exhibitors Trade Review
38
Moving Picture World
14
Wid's
13

AND

as follow

YET

AGAIN

25
December

EXHIBITORS

11, 1920

EXHIBITORS
The

Paving

For

the

Largest

the

HERALD

HERALD

Exhibitor

Circulation

Way

Line"

"Dotted

All advertising is, in a sense, cumulative.
Your salesman finds it easier to "sell" an exhibitor
who is familiar with your trade paper campaign.
Reaching the exhibitor is the mission
hibitors Herald as

FOR

Thirty

it

exhibitors

centers
trade

of Ex-

INSTANCE:
NO.

10

in four

of the

smaller

in Massachusetts

and

necticut report as

as

paper

they

NlBlCf ll
Eikiiitws
9
Worcester, Mass.
.
Springfield, Mass 8
4
Taunton, Mass.
9
Hartford, Conn.
Totals

30

follows
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to
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receive:
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Miiili Pie- Midi* Pk2
0
5
6
4
7
6
7
3
0
3
4
7
7
5
8
16
25
11
22

3
7
A
18

These figures are the result of personal visits of representatives of EXHIBITORS HERALD to the theatres at
which the exhibitor was asked the question: "What
trade papers do you get?"
The detailed information which has been received in this
test, consisting of name of exhibitor, name and address
of theatre and date upon which exhibitor was interviewed is available for inspection by any advertiser.
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J. Shallberg, Avoy Theatre, Moline, III.
"We believe that your franchise proposition is the biggest proposition thai any theatre can possess. That's why I have signed
the contract." AND THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Hhorell

A

Most

Mayflower

U

Photoplay

be a Franchise

nusual

ovvrywhere

Story

of

Strange

Corporation

presents a

Sidney

A.

Franklin

UNSEEN

Production

FORCES

The
Story

S trangest
Ever

Love

Screened

Directed by
Sidney A. Franldin

A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative. David P. Howells. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

December

11, 1920
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L. C. Babcock, Billings, Mont.
"We believe that the Associated First National is the biggest and
mosl successful concern in ihe motion picture industry. I believe
that the directors are going to work for the interest of all, big and
small"— "THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Hhere'II be a Franchise

Forces

Look

Tliat

at

Draw

My

everywhere

Mate

to

Mate

Husband!

The story of two women — one who loved a man with all the strength of her purity
— the other who married him for wealth and social position. Then the married
one was suddenly startled to learn that his heart belonged to another — the woman
who had given her love in
insight into the future — who
her lover to her in the end.
is a story that will hold every

girlhood — a woman with the mysterious power of
kept faith believing the unseen forces would bring
How these strange forces unravel their tangled lives
man and woman fascinated !
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EDITORIAL &■>
EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
417S DEARBORN ST
CHICAGO
ILL"
HARRISON qHt
NEW YORK OFFICE
1476 BROADWAY
TEL BRTAJJT JJ 11
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With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

J * Q_U

"To Claire
Please Windsor
One Woman,"
Paramount, with
"His Noisy Still." Fox, with Sunshine Players. ..
"The Great Lover," Goldwyn, with special cast..
"Fireside Brewer," Paramount, with Sennett
Players
"A Beggar in Purple," Pathe, Edgar Lewis pro"Milestones," Goldwyn, with special cast
"Pagan Love," W. W. Hodkinson production...
"Just Pals," Fox, with Buck Jones
"Thecast
Face at Your Window," Fox. with special
"Midsummer Madness." Paramount, with special
cast
'

Snhsmptvm

XI
Price*

December

77
77
78
78
duction 78
79
79
79
80
80

EDITOR

'Love's Flame," Fidelity, with Vivian Osborne.. 80
"Get Out and Get Under," Pathe, with Harold
Lloyd
80
"Down Home." Pathe, with Leatrice Joy
81
"TheBillie
Frisky
Mrs. Johnson." Paramount, with 81
Burke
"Isobel," George Davis, with special cast
81
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
49 to 63
Topics of the Day
84
Reading the Ouija Board with J. B
85
What the Picture Did for Me
87 to 94
With the Procession in Los Angeles
95
Chicago Trade Events
99
Shots and Misses by Mac
100
Guide to Current Pictures
101 to 106
ADVERTISERS
Arrow Film Corporation
22, 23
Associated Producers
1, 10, 11, Insert
George D. Baker
18
Bass Camera Company
100
C. B. C. Films Sales Corporation
74
Celebrated Players Film Corporation 96, 97
J. B. Dibelka Company
100
Eastman Kodak Company
105
Educational Films Corporation
16, 17
Kxhibitors Supply Company
105
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation 19, 20
First National Exhibitors Circuit. . .28, 29, 31, 32
David G. Fischer
88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93
Fox Film Corporation
8, 9
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
4
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
5, 6, 7
Monsoon Cooling System
106
Palisade F"ilm Laboratories, Inc
73
Realart Pictures Corporation
14
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
103
Screenplays Productions. Inc
21
Selznick Enterprises
12, 13
S. E. Shaffer & Company
100
Sherman Productions Corporation 26, 27
Typhoon Fan Company
100
L'nited Artists Distributing Corporation
15
Unity Photoplay Company
9S
Universal Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
A. F. Williams
100
J. E. Williamson
103
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United States. Cuba, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada, J3.50 a Year
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COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
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THE CHICACO
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LOS ANGELES OFFICE
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Prohibition Forces to Seek Blue Laws in Every
State
35
F.xpect 300 Exhibitors at Missouri Convention,
January 11-12
35
Iowa Mayor Vetoes Sunday Closing Ordinance,
Listing Five Reasons
36
Peoria Theatre Men Open Illinois Fight on
Censorship Law
36
Salsbury
Approves Black's Methods in New- 37
England
Federated Exchanges Contracts for All Walgrccne Productions
37
Twenty-six Exchanges Will Publish Baumcr Industrials 38
Sig Samuels Is Successful in Renewing Lease
on Criterion
38
Exhibitors, Producers and Distributors to Meet
December 14
39
Adolph
Zukor Predicts Year's Run Will Not 40
Be Uncommon
Alleged Kidnapper of Small Is Placed in Toronto
Jail
41
Hopes Free Theatres Will Take Men Back to
the Farms
42
Town May Submit to Film Invasion After Long
Fight
43
Robert Lieber Names Men for Indiana First
National Board
44
Exhibitors Would Segregate All Children in
Playhouses
44
Ray Tests His Theory That Studio Exteriors
Are Best
46
REVIEWS
"The Scoffer," First National, Allan Dwan pro- duction 7
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and Philippine Islands, ti.oo o Yemr, Fifteen Cents m Copy
Foreign, I4.00 a Year.
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A- F. Brenllinger, Bankers and Merchants Theatre Co..
Fort Wayne, Ind.
"We are certainly pleased to be associated with First \ational
and believe thai every exhibitor icho is fortunate to be ideni.ifi.ed
with
organization
THE the
REASON
WHY is to be highly complimented." THAT'S

Hherell

everywhere

be a Franchise

Just As

H

uman

As

You

Are!

That's why these quaintly comic characters touch a responding chord in every audience. They're real flesh and blood
every-day folk that everyone knows. It's their fads and
foibles that make these pictures so humorous. Fontaine
Fox knows human nature as few persons do. and he has that
sense of making everything laughable.
Betrwood Film Company presents
The
The

Toonerville Trolley Series
Toonerville

Trolley

That meets all Trains"
"The
"The

Skipper's
Skipper's

Narrow

Escape'

Treasure

Garden'

"Toonerville's
Fontaine

Fire

Fox

Brigade'

Comedies

Story by Fontaine Fox
Directed by Ira M. Lowry
Not Animated

Cartoons

2 Rollicking Reels 2

First National Attractions
Foreign Representative, David P. HowelJs, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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W. Stewart Webster, Strand Theatre' Circuit, Woodland,
Cal.

"A First National Franchise means freedom from bonde ge for (he
independent exhibitor"— THA T'S THE REASON WHY
Hherell

be a Franchise

You've
A

everywhere

Seldom

Drama

of

Seen
Power

Such

It surges through the picture like the rushing
torrent of a turgid stream, accumulating force to its
mighty climax.
Man's passions are unleashed in terrific conflicts — strife
born of greed, hatred, jealousy and revenge. But
under it all there is a tender story of love and romance.
One of the stirring

Allan

Dwan

"THE

Productions

SCOFFER"
Presented by

Mayflower

Photoplay

Corporation

By Val Cleveland

Directed by Allan Dwan

A Powerful Cast of Players
Mary Thurman
. „
Noah Beery
Eugenie Besserer
A

James Kirkwood
Georgie Stone
„
. _
Bernard
Durning
Ward Crane

First National

PhiloMcCullough
_,,
... , „
Rhea Mitchell
John Burton

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City

Grips

Every

Audience!
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New

and

Better
By MARTIN

Los Angeles, November 30, 1920.
or less ancient promise of fewer
more
THE
and better pictures is no longer merely a
promise; it has become a reality and a
factor of outstanding importance in the realization is that the pictures are better because

they are fewer, producers having placed quality ahead of quantity, have come to the understanding that one good picture has greater
possibilities than a dozen mediocre pictures.
There is no feature in the West Coast producing situation more conspicuous than the
general intensification of activities upon the
.work of producing fewer and better pictures.
Many plans looking to this end already have
been carried into effect. The quantity producing film factory is passing out of existence.
Specialization is the order of the day.
The star who. cannot put forth valid claims
to stardom is being given the alternative of
either going back to the ranks or passing out
of pictures. Producers generally are making
determined efforts to free themselves of contracts which specify that players in this classification shall be starred. There are instances
in which producers, not willing to risk production expense in the face of present conditions,
are marking time, merely paying salaries and
awaiting the day when players who were
forced into stellar positions which they have
not been able to maintain agree to a place in
the cast or are permitted to move on due to
the lapsing of contracts.
* * *
T* HE petty stars of motion pictures have had
th eir day. The productions of the immediate future will either be those featuring players
jf valid popularity, appeal and ability or special
productions with casts made up of players
chosen for their particular adaptability for the
parts they are to play. And by far the greater
number of the pictures of the future will be of
'he non-star or special production variety.
This will be the long-deferred but natural
wolution of the industry out of a system which
was at once an artistic and a commercial

Production

System

J. QUIGLEY

handicap. Under the old system the story and
the production itself were too frequently subordinated to the supposed attraction of an
individual which in the final test was often
found to be non-existent. Stories manufactured or twisted to meet particular requirements of a player that was to be starred have
many times been found t© have lost the dramatic strength and power that would have
been present had the stories been allowed to
take their natural course.
The item of cost also has had a material
bearing. It has been found that had the money
which has been used to meet exorbitant demands of certain players been diverted to story
and production the resulting entertainment
would have been of a higher order and consequently more profitable to the producer.
♦ ♦ *
curtailment in the number of star conA tracts has been a big factor in bringing
about the condition of fewer pictures and the
opportunity for making better ones. With the
producer fixed to a heavy salary obligation his
natural course was to aim to make as many
pictures as possible within a given period and
not infrequently this has meant hurdling from
one picture into another without the necessary
time for preparation.
In this entire situation, however, nothing
has had a greater practical effect than the attitude which has been assumed by the exhibitor
especially during recent months, the result of
which is now conspicuously evidenced in production plans and activities. When the exhibitor placed the various minor starlings in certain definite price classifications — which he has
done — he wrote the death warrant for the old
time star system.
With the possible revenue from a star
picture practically fixed in advance, excepting
only an almost miraculously fortunate production as a whole, he made it very plain to the
producer that his only hope for advancement
and development was under a different system.
And hence, fewer and better pictures, with the
so-called special production dominating.

'T'HE
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Andrew J. Cai.laghan, head of the production comi)any starring Bessie Love, after
spending three weeks in New York, has
returned to Los Angeles.
* * *
"Ernie" Shipman is wearing a "smile
that
off" successes
these days,andoverseven
his
eight won't
First come
National
others now in the making in which he owns
either a quarter or a half interest. Well,
we'd smile too. * * *
LlLA Lee, the Paramount star, is visiting
her parents in Chicago, between pictures.
* * *
M. F. Tobias, Eastern district supervisor
for World Motion Picture Corporation, and
James B. Kelly, managing director of sales
of the same company, contemplate attending the and
exhibitors'
at Charlotte
N. C,
Atlanta,conventions
Ga.
* * *
George FrrZMAUUCE, Famous Players director, sailed for London, England, last
week, where he will make a picture at the
company's new Islington
* * * studio.
Joseph Klein left New York Friday,
Nov. ests26,
twoSchwab
weeks' productions.
trip in the interof theforD.a N.
He
will visit Washington, Pittsburgh and Chicago before returning East.
* » *
John D. Schulze has been added to the
Louis B. Mayer productions staff to supervise the work of the technical and art departments. The new director's first efforts
will be seen in the sets and effects of "The
Tornado,"
starring
Anita Stewart, which
Edwin Carewc is directing.
* * *
Dr W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Corporation, accompanied by
his brother passed through Chicago last
week, en route to the Rocky Mountains,
where they expect to hunt big game. Dr.
Shallenberger spent several days in conference with Joseph L. Friedman, president
of Federated Film Exchanges, going over
the output of this distributing unit.
* * *
Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Herald, will return to Chicago Dec.
~,
after
Coast. spending six weeks on the West
* * *
Miss Virginia
Norden, John
Louis M.
B. Mayer's
personal
representative,
Stahl,
director
of
"The
Woman
in
His
and William H. Leahv. assistant House,"
to Mr.
Stahl, are expected in Chicago the latter
part of this week. The party will visit the
Rothack'T plant, after which Miss Norden
goes to Minneapolis, where she will hold a
special showing of the Mildred HarrisChaplin picture. She will visit Seattle.
Portland and San Francisco before returning to Los Angeles.
* * *
John Brill, formerly in the New York
office of Universal, has been made manager
of the Portland, Ore., Universal exchange.
* * *
"The 1 )auntless
Three,"failed
in which
Robert
Warwick
was starred,
to draw
the
crowds and closed at Washington, D. C,
last week.
* * *
The auction sale of the effects of the
late Olive Thomas, the Selznick star, which
took place Nov. 22, netted about $30,000.
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mother.
The proceeds went to Miss Thomas'
* * *
Those Long Island duck hunters who
used an airplane and thus got into a news
weekly, had better hunt a cyclone cellar,
before the N. Y. Conservation Commission
catches up to them. There is a penalty of
$iiO for each bird for killing wild game
in this manner.
* » *
Ralph T. Kettering, purveyor of publicity and advertising for Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, Chicago theatremen, is back at
his desk in the Rialto building, having fully
recovered from his recent operation.
* » *
J. R. Mahon, formerly connected with a
large candy company as advertising manager, has joined the staff of Independent
Film Company, Chicago, as assistant exploitation manager.* • *
The handsome mugs of Joseph Hopp,
William J. Sweeney, W. D. Birford,
Kenneth Fitzpatrkk, L. A. Quill, E. C.
CuFFOKD and other local celebrities smiled
from Chicago's screens the past week as
a part of the I'athe News special Chicago
edition. The pictures were taken at the
recent exhibitors' convention in Peoria, III.
Charles Ric h m an, who has met with
considerable success as an actor on the
stage and screen, has turned his hand to
writing
the screen.
Wager"
has beenforpurchased
by "The
Benj. Love
P. Fincman.
vice-president of the Mac Donald productions, and Katherine MacDonald will be
starred in it.
* * •
Donovan savs : "Ivery toime th" wimmin's shtyles change, there's a droppin' off
in
attindance
at th' man
burlesque
Niver
wuz a bloind
at suchtheaters.
a di»
* * *
advantage."
It is announced that $10 top will be
asked for "Way Down East," the Griffith
picture, when it opens at the Woods theatre, Chicago, in December. It is also proposed to give two performances on New
Year's Eve, charging
* *$5 *a seat.
John R. Ritchie has been appointed head
of the Thomas H. Ince scenario department, to succeed John H. Blackwood, who
recently resigned.
* * *
Lol'ISE Fazenda, having completed her
contract with Mack Sennett, has gone to
New York on a business trip. She is accompanied byher mother. She will begin
her own comedy production to be released
through Special Pictures soon.
* * *
Franklin B. Coates, who is directing
the final scenes of "Jesse James Under the
Black Film
Flag,"Mfg.
is busily
engaged
at theChicago,
Rothacker
Company
Studio,
making interior scenes.
* * *
Morrie Ryskind, who writes rhymed reviews, etc., and has been connected with
the publicity department of Famous Players
for two years and a half, has resigned to
devote his time to magazine work. Morrie
has a book called "Unaccustomed As I
Am," full of his newspaper verse, which is
about to be published.
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□
Re-Takes

Newt

By J. R. M.
One way
settle Thanksgiving
this "world unrest"
would
be toto have
every
Thursday and stuff all the agitators full
of turkey.
*
Going to the Right Place
Tom Ince, who is making a picture
called "Lying Lips," wired the warden
of Sing Sing to find out what impels
people to tell lies. As soon as Warden
Lawes has consulted the champion
liars under his charge he will telegraph
the producer.
*
It's an ill wind that blows nobody
good. See where Harry Levey received $40,000 for "Uncle Sam of Freedomtional
Ridge"Committee.
from the Democratic Na*
Speaking of Costumes —
Harry Reichenbach has an "Aphrodite" film which he says he's going to
exhibit
soon "over
here"is and
as part
of his teaser
campaign
sending
out
tags with a single bead attached labeled
"exact duplicate of costume worn by
Mine. LeBlanc in* 'Aphrodite.'"
I see in Buffalo you have to have a
prescription to get a ton of coal. But
who wants coal if they can get a pre*
i
scription?
What Do You Make of It, Watson—
The prize catch line of the week, mt
think,ber is
"Shenotcould
rememwhenthis:
she had
knownnot him
and
yet he did not know he was her."
Lots of Publicity in This —
Metro has a new picture called
"Someone in the House." Looks like
a tie-up with the crook trust in Chicago.
*
The West has certainly changed.
Twenty years ago when a man reached
for his hip pocket it was a threat. Nowadays ayou promise.
can't tell whether it's a
threat or
*
"Kill the Ump"If they reverse the present order of
things and start to make judges out of
baseball umpires, the jurors will have
to learn to throw pop bottles.
*
A fellow hasn't a ghost of a chance
of being classed a good fellow these
days if he's out of spirits.
"Say Uncle"—
Didja see in the paper where a Chicago mannouncing afilm
choked
wife only
for goes
propoor?hisWhich
ot
show
what
a
grip
motion
pictures
have on the populace.
*
at thatwhoit wasn't
with the
NewBut Yorker
became inso itthrilled
by
a screen melodrama that he kissed a
policeman. Jever *feel that joyful?
Page Fannie Ward —
The Ethical Motion Picture Society
of Los Angeles wants bath tubs and
women who wade in brooks barred
from pictures.
cleaner
pictures. That's a blow at
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Expect 300 Exhibitors
At Missouri Convention
In St. Louis, Jan. 11-12
« (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KAXSAS CITY, MO., Nov. 30.— The
'ini-annual convention of the Motion
icture Theatre Owners of Missouri will
e held in St. Louis on' Jan. 11 and 12.
: is expected that more than 300 theatre
ten from throughout the state will be
attendance.
In sending out the call, A. M. Eisner,
•cretary, declared:
"It ismotion
of utmost
imortance
that every
picture
leatre owner or manager in Missouri
rrange to attend, as business of vital
iterest to all will be transacted."
Since the organization was formed in
ugust, at Moberly. approximately 200
<hjbitors have enrolled. The forthcom. gease
convention
is expected to greatly inthat number.
4ore Rigid Censorship
Asked in Stockton, Cal.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
STOCKTON, CAL., Nov. 30.— An ornance providing for more rigid censorlip of motion pictures in Stockton has
:en introduced in city council by C. O.
nith, commissioner of public health and
fety.
Under the present ordinance the chief
1 police has the power of censorship,
nith declares the task too big, whereas
e new measure would create a board of
;>t to exceed seven members, appointed
' the council.
Chicago Exhibitors
Call Mass Meeting
Forty Chicago theatre owners have
.lied a meeting at Fraternity Hall, West
dams street, December 3, for the pur>se of considering affiliating with the
. P. T. O. A. as a Chicago branch of
e Illinois Exhibitors Alliance. The
:hibitors are members of the Allied
musements Association.
Astoria Theatre Opens
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.— "Behold My
ife" was the attraction for the first
:ek following the opening of the new
itoria theatre. Steinway and Grand
enues,
Astoria,to a have
Wardcostand
Glynn^'
use, estimated
$750,000.
The Exhibitor
Speaks
A question of vital interest
to every producer and distributor has been asked of scores
of exhibitors in the east and
central west.
It has been asked of exhibitors in the large exchange centers and in many of the smaller
cities.
In every city visited, the
answer is the same — east or
west, large or small.
SEE PAGES 24 AND 25.
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Prohibition
Blue

Forces

Laws

in

to

Seek

Every

State

Campaign Will Be Launched in District of Columbia
and Then Will Be Extended Throughout the
U. S. and Its Possessions
(Special la Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Nov. 30.— Forces which led in the prohibition movement now have centered their activity in the establishment of
"blue laws" in every state in the Union.
The campaign to close all motion picture and other theatres on Sunday and to prohibit Sunday baseball games and other sports for which,
admission is charged is being prepared by the Rev. E. G. Dinwiddie. The
former legislative agent for the Anti-Saloon League will direct the Sunday
closing fight for the United Lutheran church.
Enlist Services of Former Prohibition Workers
Desides the United Lutherans, the National Reform Association and
the Lord's Day Alliance are interested in the movement to make Sunday
a closed day for all forms of amusement. The services of former AntiSaloon workers have been enlisted in this reform drive.
The initial step to be taken in this line. There must be an improvement in
our Sunday or there will be a breaking
nation-wide campaign will be the intro- down
of the Christian civilization.
duction of a bill in congress which will
"It was said for years that the United
States could not regulate the liquor
apply trict"blue
law" restrictions to the Dis- traffic,
of Columbia.
but we succeeded in putting
through the eighteenth amendment. The
Will Invade States
first move in this fight will be to pass
a Sunday observance law for the District
Following this, the committee on moral
of
Columbia and the insular possessions
and social welfare of the United Luth- of the
United States and the army and
eran Church and the National Reform
navy reservations. That must be the
Association will seek passage in the state
entering wedge."
legislatures of similar measures.
In congress. Senator Jones of WashTwo Toronto Houses
ington and Congressman Temple of
Cut Admission Price
Pennsylvania will introduce the bills pro(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
viding for so-called Sunday observance
in the District of Columbia.
TORONTO, CAN.. Nov. 30. — The
Strand, one of the large downtown theaIn discussing this nation-wide "blue
tres, and the new Loew Uptown Theatre
law" campaign, the Rev. Dinwiddie said: have reduced their prices of admission,
Statement Is Issued
the avenge cut being about ten cents a
seat.
"The South, which has a pure American population and which has not even
begun to be Europeanized. will naturally be in the front rank in this movement. We can expect a united and aggressive force from that section. Many
of the western states will readily fall in

"To

Arms"

Call

Brinch Is Sales Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.— P. N. Brinch
has been appointed sales manager of W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation.

Industry

Leaders

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 30. — The seriousness of the impending fight to be
waged by the Lord's Day Alliance and other reform organizations for
Sunday closing and censorship has prompted William A. Brady, president
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, to call a meeting of all members of the organization for Friday, December 3.
Action to counteract the activities of these reform societies will be
discussed, and plans for fortifying the industry against the menace that
threatens it will be formulated. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America also are preparing to battle with the highly organized forces
seeking "blue" Sundays. The campaign of the Lord's Day Alliance is
directed by Dr. Wilbur Crafts, founder of the society and superintendent
and treasurer of the International Reform Bureau of Washington.
The campaign for the extension of "blue" Sundays throughout the
United States was anticipated six months ago by the national association.
Since then it has taken steps to combat the activities of Crafts and others
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Mayor
Not
Declares

Contends

Pictures

Detriment

to Good

in His

Veto

of

Anti-Sunday Show Bill
That Law Interferes
with Personal Rights
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TIPTON, I A., Nov. 30.— You still can
attend the motion picture theatre in Tipton on Sunday.
For a time the situation from the
standpoint of the Sunday show advocates
was precarious. On the other hand the
antis were gloating over their victory.
A Sunday closing ordinance was
passed by the council. The margin of
victory was small, the count being three
to two. However, the antis had not
reckoned
with the mayor's power of
veto.
* * *
The ordinance was taken to M a \ . .1
Dallas. He read it. Then he penned
live good reasons why he did not believe
a "blue law" was for the best interests
of the community.
Mayor
Dallas
following reasons for his
veto gave
of thethemeasure:
"First: I do not believe that the
passage of or enforcement of said ordinance would be for the best interests of
the people of the community, nor do 1
believe that entertainments such as it is
intended to prohibit by the ordinance are
in any way detrimental or opposed to
good morals.
"Second:of Any
entertainment
violation
law or
good moralsthatcanis bein
prevented by existing law.
* » *
"Third: Attempts to enforce *iunlar
laws or statutes have been generally unsuccessful and are usually provocative
NOT

AN ACTOR

HERALD

Are
Morals

of much ill will and feeling in the community and tends to create divisions
among the people, and if successful
drives people to other towns in search of
amusement.
"Fourth : The said ordinance strikes
primarily at one particular entertainment, and doing so includes many other
forms of entertainment that are unquestionably instructive and beneficial to the
eommunities.
"Fifth:
In mythejudgment
council
should
recognize
rights andtheprivileges
of others to choose their own entertainment so long as that chosen does not
interfere with the rights of others; and
the ordinance, in my judgment, seeks to
prevent a proper and innocent form of
entertainment." * » *
In seeking passage of the ordinance
certain church people declared that the
Sunday night theatre interfered with their
doing effective work for the children of
the town.
An attempt by the council to pass tin
measure over
mayor's
failed.
Although
Sundaytheshows
now veto
are legally
authorized, it is believed that the church
people will continue their right to prohibit Sunday shows.
Ascher

Brothers

May

"The
The Buy
Stratford
theatre.Stratford"
Sixty-third and
Halsted streets, Chicago, one of the
largest motion picture playliouse in the
city, may be added to the Ascher chain
of theatres if negotiations now pending
are carried to a successful consummation.
The theatre seats :t,000 people and is
-aid to ha\i cost $1.(100.0011
IN THE

I >ccember 1 1. 1920

BUNCH

HERBERT U. >!<•> ILL1
(.•iiiriil inn miui-r mI tht- Miidlnon Ihratrr.
Prorla, III.. \\ht* haa oprnrd the njght on
lh<- proposed eenaorahlp hill In 1 1 IIooIm.
Peoria Opposed to
Picture Censorship
Theatre Men Report Result oi
Newspaper Tests to
Legislators «
Herbert l> McNally, general manager
oi the Madison theatre. Peoria, 111., h
preparing to call to the attention ol
members of the state legislature from
his district the answers given by prominent Peoria residents to the question "Df
you
motion picture;?'
recently.
askedfavor
by censorship
the Peoria ofMorning
Tronscriy
Of the five, all declared they were op
posedas tofollows:
censorship. The answers brief!)
arc
"I am against censorship because i:
only adds another law to the already toe
numerous
'reforms'."censorship, locally oi
"I am against
otherwise. The industry has purged it
self of its major faults. The theatrego
ing"I public
is the the
onlymovies
real censor."
don'.t think
need any ceii
sorship. They are a harmless amuse
"Let the People Do It"
"There is no need of censorship. I
there is any censorship to be done, le
the
people do it by not attending th<
ment."
shows
they believe in need of censor
"There is no need of- a censor board
I have never seen a picture that was
distasteful to me."
Mr.' McNally is to be assisted in hit
effort to show the legislators how tht
ship." of Peoria stand by Benjamin H
people
Serkowich, Theatres
director of
publicity of tn«
Robinson
Company.
Irish Propaganda

Left to Right — William DeMille, Jeanie Macpherson, Elinor Glyn and Cecil B.
DeMille at the Lasky studio. Miss Macpherson will assist Mrs. Glyn in preparing her scripts for Paramount.

to

Be Carried in Filrm
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.— John BrynMartin, well known Tammany Hal
leader, is treasurer of Historical Pic
tures, Inc., which has been incorporatet
at Albany with a capital stock o
series
A be
$250,000. will
subjects
made.of Irish propagairl:
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Salsbury
[

Approves

Methods

in

New

Black's
England

4dolph Zukor 's Representative Declares His Investigation Shows Alfred S. Black to be ''Man
of Very High Business Principles''
Henry L. Salsbury, representing Adolph Zukor, president of the
famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has completed an investigation of the
ituation in New England and declares that Alfred S. Black "should be
vindicated."
completely
His report, issued on stationery of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor>oration, is generally interpreted to mean that the organization approves
>f
Mr. Black's
transactions
will take
further ofaction
on the charges
referred
against
him at theandrecent
open nomeeting
the Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Says Important Facts Were Withheld

Salsbury Report
On Black Matter
"Pursuant to my promise to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Association made at a recent meeting at the Hotel Astor, I have investigated thoroughly the charges
and insinuations made at that
meeting against Mr. Black in regard to his acquiring a theatre in
Morrisville, Vermont, which was at
that time and still is being operated under lease by Mrs. Dodge.
"I have looked into the matter
thoroughly and I find that Mr.
Black should be completely vindicated in the matter and that his
business dealings in the transaction were entirely honorable.
"There were a great many facts
which, unfortunately, were not
brought out at the meeting and
which would have probably
changed the entire attitude of those
assembled had they been brought
out.
"I am enclosing herewith a copy
of the letter which I have written

"There were a great many facts which, unfortunately, were not
irought out at the meeting and which would probably have changed the
ntire attitude of those assembled had they been brought out," Mr.
Salsbury declares.
As a part of closing his investigation, Mr. Salsbury has written to
Vlrs. Pauline K. Dodge, Morrisville, Vt., the principal witness against
Black at the M. P. T. O. A. hearing, telling her "there is nothing further!
hat I can conscientiously do in this matter."
not surprised to receive a great many
The report is brief and takes the form
If a letter to Exhibitors Herald. It is letters of sympathy from my friends,"
ftot accompanied by any memorandum
she wrote, "but under the circumstances
I did not class Mr. Black as a friend and
if new evidence, except that indicated
his letter at the time seemed an intrusion
n the letter written to Mrs. Dodge.
to Mrs. Dodge."
which did not prompt courteous reply.
The Letter to Mrs. Dodge
It was just a reminder that he was there
■ The letter from Mr. Salisbury to Mrs.
ready to snatch my business from me
ful disinfectant will soon be used — I
)odge, mailed under date of November
when I needed it most.
9, is. as follows :
Attention
was again
might
say carbolic
acid." brought to the
"Ifing he
had had toany
and wanted
offerreally
me akindly
chancefeel-to matter late in October when the M. P.
"At the hearing last September, at the Hotel
.stor,
statementsin were
rela- lease the building, as he states, why did T. O. A. issued a statement that it beon tocertain
the manner
whichtestified
Alfred toS.in Black
lieved Mr. Zukor would restore Mrs.
-•quired the Bijou theatre property at Morrisville.
he not say
so?" September 15
''ermont.
You,
ofsaidcourse,
know
that
I attended
Hearing
Dodge's theatre to her but that if he
lat
meeting
and
that
I
.would
investigate
the
latter in behalf of Mr. Zukor and if I found the
didn't, the M. P. T. O. A. would set her
The hearing of the charges against
icts as stated in regard to this matter to be true,
S. Black was conducted by the up in business in Morrisville.
. would use my best efforts to either have the Alfred
leatre
sold tomy youstatements
or your relative
lease continued.
Un- Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
irtunately,
to Mr. Black
America at Hotel Astor. New York, Sep- Denies Film Concern Is
ere very badly distorted by some of the trade
tember 15. Mrs. Dodge, a widow,
ipers.
Interested in Alhambra
brought those present to tears when she
'■) "In
fairness
to
all
concerned,
I
have
taken
time
told
of
Mr.
Black leasing the building
thoroughly investigate the facts. The result of
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
iy investigation leads me to the conclusion that her theatre was in.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Nov. 30.— Leo
:e statements which were made in relation to the
At
the
hearing,
Mr.
Salsbury
promised
Landau, who has taken a long term lease
'ealings between Mr. Black, the Emmones and
jur husband are not in accordance with, nor were to conduct a thorough investigation into on the Alhambra theatre hete, denies
ley all the facts, as I have been able to find them,
the
matter;
expressed
himself
as
that any other film company or theatrical
or example, the fact that Mr. Black purchased
le property while your husband was alive and "shocked" at what he had heard; said interest has any connection in the deal.
pon his death offered you his assistance in his Adolph Zukor would "do all he can to He declares that he will have a controltter of condolence of February 28, 1920, were
ling interest in syndicate of local men.
nfortunately never brought out, nor was the fact right the wrongs," and added a "powerlat you never acknowledged his letter, and that
i far as Mr. Black is concerned you had never
mimunicated with him in any way regarding the
;tension of your lease or the purchase of the
Federated Exchanges
Contracts
■operty. These facts, if brought out, in my
union,at the
wouldhearing
have and
entirely
changed
the atmoslere
prevented
the very
grave
For All Walgreene Productions
.'ong
Mr. Black, who is a man of very high
isinessdoneprinciples.
(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)
"It is tothe bewrong
regretted
that inyouthisusedtransaction
through
iblicity
method
NEW
YORK,
Nov.
30.— Federated Film Exchanges of America,
stead of communicating with Mr. Black directly
at the recent St. Louis convention, closed a contract with Walter
garding the continuation of your lease or the
iirchase of the property, particularly when the
Green, president of Walgreene Film Corporation, for the distribuase
did after
not expire
until January
par.ularly
Mr. Black
had takennext,theandtrouble
tion of the Walgreene productions. W. E. Shallenberger, in announcwrite to you when he did and stated to you in
ing this, declared it was one of the most important deals transacted
s letter that he was ready to help you. There■re, there is nothing further that I can conat St. Louis. Three Walgreene pictures have been completed, all to
ientiously do in this matter."
be
published before January 1.
Black Defended Himself
The first three films are "The Servant in the House," an H. O.
The letter of sympathy written Feblary 28, 1920, by Mr. Black to Mrs.
Davis production of Charles Rann Kennedy's stage success : "The
'odge
was firstissued
referred
to inweeks
a' series
Good Bad Wife," a screen version of Mary Imlay Taylor's novel,
f documents
several
ago
"The Wild Fawn," featuring Dorothy Green and Sydney Mason,
y Mr. Black in defense of himself
and
and Masks,"
jainst the charges of the M. P. T. O. A.
Field "Hearts
and Francis
McDonaldfrom
are Harold
featuredMacGrath's
in the last. novel. Eleanor
At that time, Mrs. Dodge in a letter
Greene declared his reason for selecting Federated was that each
> Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
exchange man owns his own business, which is an incentive to work
t. P. T. O. A., explained why she had
diligently for mutual interests. A big advertising campaign will
at replied to Mr. Black's letter.
be launched.
"Feeling as I did at the time, I was
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Twenty-Six
Publish

Exchanges
Will
Baumer
Industrials

N. J. Baumer, president of Baumer
Films, Inc., producer of industrial-educational features which are approved by
and under distribution contracts with the
various state exhibitor league* affiliated
with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has announced the nameof twenty-five exchanges which have
been chosen to distribute the Baumer
product.
It is understood that 100 prints of
each subject will be utilized in the distribution ofthese feature industrial single
reelers. The initial "first of the month"
reel, known as a "State League" publication, is "Shoeing the Horse of ProgMiles). ress," starring Katherine Spencer (Letta
First Issue December 1
This reel was issued December 1. The
next Baumer film will follow on January
1. The Baumer reels are furnished free
to exhibitors and each showing draw> a
remuneration which is turned into the
treasuries of the various state leagues to
help finance the legal battles of the exhibitors.
The list of exchanges -elected follows:
Federated Film Fxchange, Boston —
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mai
sachusetts and Rhode Island.
Federated Film Exchange, Neil
Haven, Conn. — Connecticut.
Producers I'eature Service. New YorkCity — Greater New York.
Xii-Art Pictures Corporation. Buffalo
— Northern New York state.
Issuing in Two States
Superior Film Exchange, Philadelphia
— Eastern Pennsylvania, southern New
Jersey and Delaware.
Quality Film Corporation, Pittsburgh —

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Standard Film Exchange, Cleveland —
Northern Ohio.
Standard Film Exchange, Cincinnati —
Southern Ohio and Kentucky.
I'nited
Filmand
Service,
St. Louis
ern Missouri
southern
Illinois.— EastK. D. Lewis Film Company, Oklahoma
City — Oklahoma and Arkansas.
R. D. Lewis Film Company, Dallas —
Texas.
Has Large Territory
Pearce Films, Inc., Atlanta — Florida,
Georgia,
Carolina. Alabama, Tennessee and South
Supreme Photoplay Corporation, Denver, Seattle and Salt Lake City — Southern
Idaho, Colorado,
L'tah, Oregon
New Mexico.
Washington,
Montana,
and
northern Idaho.
Federated Film Exchange, Baltimore —
Virginia, Maryland, District of Columbia
and North Carolina.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation.
Chicago — Northern Illinois and Indiana.
Michigan Exhibitors Association, Detroit— Michigan.
Mid-West Distributing Company, Milwauke — Wisconsin.
Educational to Distribute
Educational Film Exchange, Minnekota. apolis— Minnesota, North and South DaF. A. braska
F. andEnterprises,
Inc., Omaha — NeIowa.
Crescent
Service,
Kansas City —
Kansas
and Film
western
Missouri.
Peerless Film Service, Inc., Los Angeles— Southern California and Arizona.
Cooperative Film Exchange. San Francisco— Northern California and Nevada.
Pearce Films. Inc., New Orleans —
Louisiana and Mississippi.
John

"Keeping— JOSEPH
Smiling"
HOPP
"Keep smiling!"
Although it is only natural that
the exhibition field may reflect to
a certain degree the general business condition of the country,
Joseph Hopp, one of the vice-presidents of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' of America and president ofliance,
the declares:
Illinois Exhibitors' Al"Keep Smiling!"
Although the readjustment
through which all business is passing may slightly decrease the box
officevice is:receipts, Mr. Hopp's ad"Keep smiling!"
"If you greet your patrons at
the box office with a story of business depression," says Mr. Hopp,
"it
may from
react your
in keeping
that On
patron
away
theatre.
the
other hand, display prosperity regardles of any readjustment slump
which you may feel and you will
find more of a willingness on the
part of the patron to deposit his
money at the box office.
"Keep smiling. It will carry you
through the readjustment period
without a scratch."

I (cH ciubcr 1 1 . 192'
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Bunny1 s Son Is
Starred in Comedy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS" son
ANGELES,
Nov. John
10.— George
Bunny,
of the late
Bunny,
famous screen comedian, has completed
his first two reel comedy for Goldwyn
at the National studios.
f

1

Samuels Successful
In Renewing Least
Atlanta Exhibitor Obtain:
the Criterion Theatre for
Fifteen More Years
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 30— The Crit
crion theatre has been re-leased for .
period of fifteen years by Sig SamuelVrincipal stockholder of the Criterioi
Theatre Company, the present lessees an<
occupants of the building. The announce
mcnt was made by Mr. Samuel and hi
manager, Willard Patterson.
Peculiar interest attaches to the dea
as it was generally understood in theatre
circles that the S. A. Lynch Enterprise
made a determined effort to obtain
lease on the property.
Rental Totals Half Million
The total rental for the fifteen yea
period will, it is said, be approximate!
if.'tOO.OOO, constituting what is said to b
the largest rental investment for a the
atrical property in the history of Atlanta
The building is owned b\ Parks-Cham
bers-Hardwick Company, having beei
purchased by this concern several month
ago. The lease, which dates from 0c
tuber 1, 1'J'iO, was negotiated by Mi
Samuels for the Criterion Theatre Com
pany, and by Lloyd Parks
for the Parks
Chambers-Hardwick
Company.
"The consummation of this lease dem
onstratcs better than anything I inigh
say, our complete confidence in the sta
bility of the amusement situation in At
lanta." said Mr. Samuels, discussing th
matter.
"It also ofemphasizes
our inbelie,
that the location
the Criterion
th
heart of the city is decidedly advantage
Completing New Theatre
It was also announced that about Apr
]. when it is expected that the ne\
Metropolitan
will and
be complete'
at
the corner theatre
of Broad
Peachtre
streets, substantial improvements will b
made on the Criterion theatre, enlargin.
theous."
seating capacity to 1,300 instead o
about 1,000 as at present. The improve
ments and remodeling operations will en
tail an expenditure of approximately $4»
noo, according to Mr. Samuels.
Koplar Files An Answer
To Famous Players Sui
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS. MO.. Nov. 30.— Harr
Koplar has filed an answer in the circu
court to Famous Players-Lasky Corpc
ration's suit to compel the exhibitor t
deed to it six neighborhood theatre
which were among the sevev.teen whic
the
defendant
turned over to the corpi
ration
last March.
The purchase price of the theatres wa
to be $1.2"i0.000. Koplar has refused t
deed over the neighborhood houses, dc
daring that the company ha; demande>
that he accept $59,000 in stock as par
payment. He declares in his answer tha
Famous
Players
is worth no mor
than
85 cents
on stock
the dollar.
Albany

6EJORGE 1). KAKF.R.
K:iiiions-l'hiy<*rs director who put shadow*
in MHeliotropesn K^t* Nhmvoded hiniHi'lf.

Exibitors

Seekto Exhibitors
SundayHerald)Show.
(Special
ALBANY. N. Y., Nov. 30.— Backed b.
as expressed ;n the "Voic
public
of the opinion
People" departments of iocal newpapers, exhibitors are to seek author*
zation of Sunday shows. Albany, whic!
is one of th
113.000 States
a population
has
largest
cities in ofUnited
Sunday entertainment.
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Exhibitors,

Producers

Distributors

Meet

HERALD

and
Dec.

14

Important Conference in New York to Consider
Matters Pertaining to the Welfare of
N. A. M. P. I. and M. P. T. 0. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 30. — What promises to be one of the greatest conferences ever held between exhibitors, producers and distributors is scheduled for December 14th. On this date committees representing the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of America and the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry will "discuss all and every matter pertaining to
the future and the welfare of the members of both associations."
Co-operation in Industry Is Factor Sought
Many questions of vital importance to both phases of the industry
will be discussed, with "the hope that these meetings will result in intelliAmonggent and
thesympathetic
subjects to co-operation
be considered among
are : all branches of the industry."
Censorship, and hovs- to deal with it.
Problem of uniform and equitable contracts.
Use of non-taxable music in arranging scores.
Deposit question and kindred matters.
The conference was suggested by Gabriel Hess, chairman of the censorship committee of the X. A. M. P. I., for the purpose of arriving at some
conclusion on ways and means of dealing with the menace. On the suggestion ofSydney S. Cohen, president of the exhibitor body, it was decided
that
the
ciations. conferees should consider even." subject of interest to both assoThe following committee has been appointed by President Cohen: G. G.
Schmidt, president of the Indiana league:
J. G. Rhode, president of Wisconsin exhibitors; W. A. Steffes. president of
United Theatrical League; E. T. Peter,
president of the Texas organization; J.
'C. Ritter, head of the Michigan theatre
men; H. H. Lustig, president of the
North Ohio association: W. C. Patterson,
"vice-president of the M. P. T. O. A.
Mogler Will Attend
Joseph Mogler. vice-president of the
Missouri association:
Joseph Stern,
executive committeeman.. M. P. T. O. A.:
C.
W. L.H.O'Reilly,
Linton, executive
treasurer committeeman:
of New York
League:
Leo
Brecher.
New York
'League; John Manheimer. New York
Chamber jf Commerce: Lawrence Bolognino,
New Carolina
York League;
H. B.E.Yarner. North
association;
M.
Fay. Rhode Island organization: Joseph
Exhibitors'
of Illinois head
H°PP,
Alliance:president
A. J. Bethancourtt
oi the
Louisiana league; R. G. Liggett of the
Kansas Association; L. J. Ditmar, president of Kentucky League; Samuel I.
Rerman. secretary to the committee.
Brady Names Committee
President Brady has named the following members of the national association to attend the conference: Paul Brunet, Adolph Zukor. Richard Rowland.
William Fox. Lewis Selznick. Percy
Waters. Albert E. Smith. Samuel Goldwyn, D. W. Griffith. Joseph Schenck.
Carl Laemmle, Oscar Price, Robert H.
Cochrane. E. W. Hammons. Morris
Kohn, R. S. Cole, J. D. Williams. W. R.
Sheehan. J. Stuart Blackton. John M.
Quinn. Lee Counselman. Lewis Innerarity, S. E. Rogers. A. S. Kirkpatrick.
W. E. Atkinson, Hiram Abrams. Harry
Schwalbe, William Wright. H. M. Ber•nan. Sam Morris. I. E. Brulatour, W. L
Smith, E. M. Porter. Willard B. Cook.
Walter J. Moore. Martin J. Quigley.
\rthur James. William A. Johnston.
Lesley Mason. Paul H. Cromelin. Arthur

S. Friend. Gabriel Hess. Charles C. Pettijohn. Thomas Evans. Thomas W. Wiley,
P. H. Stilson. H. M. Pitman, W. R.
Rothacker. J. R. Quirk. Nathan Yidaver.
N. J. Baumer, J. Robert Rudin. Arthur
Butler, G. G. Konta, A. J. Banzhaff.
Ralph Kohn and E. J. Ludvigh.
Will Accomplish Good
Concerning the conference. President
Cohen
follows: has written President Brady as
"It seems to me that if our committees meet and there is a spirit of fairness
on both sides, much definite good can
be accomplished. It has heretofore been
impossible to get such a representative
committee of exhibitors to come to New
York and take up these matters in consultation with you.
"To expedite matters and to insure
definite results. I would suggest that the
heads of the various producing and dis-

WAaf

Exhibitors

tributing concerns attend these cunicr
ences rather than subordinates whose
actions
will
have to be subsequently
ratified.
Will Fight Censorship
"Our organization believes that we
should not be satisfied with fighting proposed censorship, but that we ought to
carry the war into the camp of the
enemy by starting a campaign for the
repeal of censorship law* where they
•low exist, i. e., Pennsylvania. Ohio.
Maryland and Kansas.
"In the meantime, may I not urge
upon you most earnestly that you notify
exchanges located in censorship states,
before prints are shipped into noncensorship
states,
to remove
the
"trailer'
of the
censors." the "seal' or
Col. Woods Chairman of
Americanism Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 30.— Col. Arthur
Woods, former police commissioner of
New York City, has accepted the chairmanship of the Americanism Committee
of the Motion Picture Industry. He succeeds Franklin K. Lane, who resigned
because of ill health. The National Association of the Motion Picture Industryhas decided
to continue the Americanization campaign.
First National

Obtains

Marguerite Clark Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 30.— Four Marguerite Clark productions, made by the star's
own company, will be distributed by Associated First National Pictures. Inc.
"Scrambled Wives" will be the first publication. It is in production under the
direction of Edward Griffith.
Plays to Capacity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK. N. J., Nov. 30.— Receipttotaling $1,000 were taken in at the Goodwin theatre ofyesterday
with "Kismet"
the feature
the program.
The houseas
seats 900 persons.

Jive

Saying

Jfbouf

HERALD=
^EXHIBITORS
"We couldn't get along without EXHIBITORS HERALD. We read it
every week from cover to cover." — Sufus Olson, manager. Pastime theatre.
Delavan. Wis.
* H- ¥
"I take EXHIBITORS Herald and think it very good. . . I admire
the stand it has taken in exhibitor matters." — Dwight B. Baker, president and
manager. Circle Amusement Corporation, operating Circle. Empire and Princess
theatres, Ottumwa. Ia.
XL X. X.
"I do not know when my subscription expires but I do not want to miss
one number so I am enclosing a check for the renewal. We have saved all
the comments and reviews since we subscribed and find them worth several times
of subscription in booking pictures." — Fred W. Wells, manager. Star
the priceMilford.
theatre,
Mich.

Mi
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Predicts
Year's
Run
Zukor Says Extended Engagements

I )ecemlK i 1 1 . 1920
Dee Robinson Adds
Bloomington House
To His Enterprises
(2>tt£cial to Exhibitors Herald)
" PEORIA, ILL., Nov. 30.— Announcement was made here today of the merger
of the Irvin theatre of Bloomington. 111.,
with the Dec Robinson interests of l'eoria.
The Robinson Theatre Company, of
which Dee Robinson is president, now
controls the new half-million dollar
Madison
theatre in l'eoria and four other
l'eoria theatres.

Won't Be Uncommon in the Future
By ADOLPH ZUKOR
causes them to welcome the opportunity
to do better work in better productions.
(/'resident, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation)
to me, is the most gratiT'HKRK are policies of the past and of Their fyingattitude,
of all.
*• the future. The individual or the
I am a dreamer, I presume. But all
group abiding by policies of the past who try to look ahead are dreamers.
•fails. The Famous Players-Lasky Cor- Some have the faculty of making their
true dreamers.
— that is the only difporation has adopted a policy of the dreams come
ference between
The Irvin theatre was built a few
future in deciding to eclipse all previous
* * *
••creen efforts by concentrating in one
years
ago by Clarence Irvin and is a
'T'HK possibilities of the screen as a I,.100 seat
production the best of actors, of writers
house. It is a modern theatre
and directors.
* factor in education are tremendous.
in every respect, and is >aid to be one
Why should a picture run one week
But I prefer to entertain, rather than edu- of the most beautiful in Illinois. Mr.
in a first-run house and then be forgotcate. Ibelieve that by furnishing clean, Robinson has obtained control through
ten? We hope to produce pictures that
ten-year Llease, which will be effective
wholesome, meritorious entertainment I aDecember
will run for weeks and weeks — for a year
on Broadway, New York. There will be can do more real good for humanity than
Guy Martin, present manager of the
no release date to meet. There will be
by trying to teach. However, I do not
Irvin theatre, will be retained as resident
no such limitations as in the past may
manager,
but Sam Robinson of Peoria,
meanfield
to of
minimize
the screen's future in
have been placed on production. There
the
education.
former manager of the Princess theatre
will be but one consideration — to make
it Peoria and now head of the Robinson
Motion pictures are being taken serithe highest class picture money and
\dvertising Company, will look after the
ously by those who first refused to give
brains can make. Why not, then, a run
us serious consideration. The reason for Robinson Theatre Company's interests. |
of a year on Broadway, New York?
this, I believe, is the determination of I'eii. H. Serkowich. formerly managing
* * *
some producers to ally with themselves
editor of the l'eoria Daily Journal and '
IT IS not a hope for increased revenue
the very best of brains in every branch
the Morning Transcript, is director of
that prompted us to make the change of
publicity
for the Robinson interests.
endeavor
—
in
writing,
in
art,
in
cosin our production methods. Rather, it is
tuming, in directing, in editing.
pride in our profession. To make the
The effect of our securing a number
best picture that can be made — surely of famous; authors, novelists and play- Lee Ferguson Goes
that is a worth while ambition.
wrights to write exclusively for ParIt is that same pride in their profesamount Pictures — writers with internasion that has prompted our stars to tell
To First National's
tional
reputations, such as Sir James M.
Publicity Department i
me how gladly and willingly they will Barrie, Sir
Gilbert Parker, Edward
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
cooperate in the innovation. I have
Knoblock,
Elinor
Glyn,
Henry
Arthur
talked with them all — Wallace Keid, Jones, Avery Hopwood, and others of
NEW YORK, Nov. 30.— Lee S. Fer
Gloria Swanson, Dorothy Dalton, Thomas
fame, will be tremendous.
guson, for the last year in the publicity
Meighan, Klsie Ferguson, in fact with all equal
Mr. Lasky is to be given full credit department of Selznick Fnterprises, has
of them. Willing to cooperate? Why.
for succeeding in inducing the splendid
resigned as publicity director of the
they are enthusiastic about it. They all galaxy of British writers to contribute
are big enough to see that having a part to our photoplays. While, as I say, the company. Tomorrow he will associate
in a combination of people of great talent
will be powerful in the ex- himself with the publicity department of
and equal rank is not a detriment, but direct effect
treme, the indirect effect will be even
\ssociated First National Pictures, Inc. •
a great advantage, to them. They see greater. One cannot overestimate the
Prior to his entry into the motion
the possibilities of the new policy. Pride
importance of this upon the public — in- picture industry, Mr. Ferguson was a
in their work and in their profession
cluding the thinking public — and its atti- writer for various newspapers and
tude toward the motion picture.
theatrical publications.
* » *
Z^N K of my chief duties here, while in
Los Angeles, will be to discuss with
Sid Grauman his plans for the Metropolitan theatre, in which I am interested.
This, without a doubt, will be one of the
most handsome and magnificent theatres
in all the world and I am here to aid
Mr. Grauman in every way possible to
bring about the realization of his ambition to give Los Angeles a truly wonderful temple of the cinema art.
And, of course, I am watching with
unusual interest the splendid progress being made by Cecil B. DeMillc in his
preparations for the start of work on
his production based on "The Affairs of
Anatol."ourThis
will be policy
the first
under
newpicture
production
of
combining several stars in one super-cast
and because of that is of epochal importance.
Big people in big stories written by
big authors and produced by big directors— that, in brief, is the foundation of
our dream. As for the realization of
our dream, only the public can be the
judge. But I am a showman, and as a
showman I know that the public must
be given something different, something
worth while, if the public's support is to
JOAN MORGAN
be won. And as a showman, I believe
Who will be featured In a six-reel Vanity
comedy made by Christie and distribthat we are about to give the public of London, Kng.. who appears in support
uted by Educational Exchanges.
something that will win it.
of
Bryant a NYashhurn
"The Hoad to
London,"
Screenplaysin production.
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Alleged

Torchv"

in Person

JOHXW HIM>
Mar of the Torchy comedies produced b;
Mauler Films, Inc., for Educational Eichangra.
congratulates
Brooker
on
Ike completion
of hisW'm.
first F.successful
week as manager of the New .Mark
» i ran-l theatre. Albany. >. T.
■
Chicago Plans Tax
On Film Companies
Motion picture film companies in
Chicago are hit in ordinances now pendng before the city council for the pur>ose of raising revenue.
The section referring to films is as
ollows: "'Motion picture films. 11 cents
or each cubic foot capacity to 500 cubic
eet and S cents per cubic foot addiional; motion picture studio, films. $300:
cities, $100; moving picture operator,
priginal license, S25; renewal, $5.00
5,000 Dance

at Film

Ball in Minneapolis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS. MINX.. Nov. 30.—
ilore than 5,000 persons crowded the
loor of the Armory at the recent motion
ictuxe ball. Besides the dancing. 300
iris were given tryouts before the camra. Miss Rose Fitzgerald. 20 years old.
aughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fitzerald, was winner. She will go to Los
Lngeles, where she will be given an oportunity to play before the camera.
Seek to Bar Bathtub
From All Pictures
-■ (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 30.— Eliminaion from motion pictures of bathtubs
nd women who smoke cigarets is among
fie objects of the Ethical Motion PicJre Society of America, whose organiation heie with 115 charter members
as announced
ers
are e'derlv.today. Most of the mem-

Is

HERALD
Kidnaper
Placed

in

of

Small

Toronto

Jail

Secretary to Missing Exhibitor Who Disappeared One
Year Ago Was Apprehended in Oregon by
Detective Sergeant Mitchell
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TORONTO.. CANADA, Nov. 30.— Jack Doughty, alleged kidnaper
of Ambrose Joseph Small, wealthy motion picture exhibitor who disappeared on December 2. 1919, was placed in jail here today.
Doughty was apprehended in the United States at Portland. Oregon,
by Detective Sergeant Austin Mitchell. The hunt for Small's secretary
has
in progress
the exhibitor's
disappearance
December,
on
the been
day that
he had since
received
SI. 000,000 in
cash as firstlast
payment
for his
chain of wsixty
ay -one theatres.
Detective Held Doughty Without Warrant
W hen the Michigan Central train crossed the international border
yesterday. Sergeant Mitchell breathed a sigh of relief. He had traveled
all the way from Portland. Oregon, without a warrant or authority for
holding the prisoner.
Immediately upon arriving in Windsor,
ments, has been opened by the Southern
the warrant was served on Doughty.
Amusement Company. It has a seating
Sergeant Mitchell declaring:
capacity of 750.
C. M. Vanstory is president; John F.
No Longer His Host
Pryor. vice
C. Hester,
sec"And
now
Mr.
Doughty,
you
will
parretary, and presidentGeorge W. J.Pryor,
treasurer,
don me if I cease to be your host and
of
the
company.
Motion
pictures
were
become your jailer. Heretofore you were
very willing to go voluntarily to face a taken of the crowd at the opening.
serious charge. But now you are my
prisoner. I serve you with warrant
charging you with the kidnaping of Robertson- Cole Joins
Ambrose
Small."
While inJ. the
United States the Canadian detective had been virtually the
kidnaper of Doughty. He said that
he feared during his rush across the
United States that an effort would be
made by persons concerned in the kidnaping of Small, and perhaps with his
murder, to release the prisoner. Because
he had no authority to hold Doughty,
the latter could have walked away from
the sergeant at any time.
Four Days Without Sleep
"I haven't slept a wink in four days."
Mitchell ;aid on his arrival in Windsor yesterday. "Now that we can put
Doughty in a Canadian jail I'll just get
Preparations
being made for the
an
eyeful." trial are
immediate
of the prisoner, who has
continually refused to comment freely
upon the disappearance of his former
employer.
After his arrival in Windsor yesterday,
the prisoner was grilled for two hours
by Canadian officials. When asked why
he fled Canada, deserting two children,
and took refuge in a remote village in
the West under the alias of Carroll, he
replied:
"Oh. reasons of my own. They'll come
Answers Not Satisfactory
out in time."
Doughty at no time has given satisfactory answers to the questions regarding the two charges preferred against
him — alleged conspiracy to kidnap his
employer and alleged theft of $100,000 in
bonds from Small.
The opinion prevails in Canada that
Small was murdered in Toronto by men
brought here for the purpose.
Southern

Amusements

Opens Danville House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DANVILLE. VA.. Nov. 30.— The new
Broadway theatre, declared to be unsurpassed by any theatre south of the
Mason-Dixon line in luxury of appoint-

National
Association's
Distributors
Division
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation has joined the distributors division
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. A. S. Kirkpatrick.
vice president and general manager, filed
formal
company.application for membership of his
The distributing organization has been
a member of the exporters division for
several years. It is the thirteenth company to enroll in the distributors division.
Other companies in the distributors division follow: Artcraft Pictures Corporation. Associated First National. Fox
Film Corporation. Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation. Paramount Pictures Corporation. Metro Pictures Corporation.
Pathe Exchange Inc.. Realart PicturesCorporation, Select Pictures Corporation. Yitagraph. Inc., Triangle Distributing Corporation.
facturing Company.Universal Film ManuParamount Stars to
Go to Los Angeles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 30.— Famou>
Players-La sky stars, who are now working in the east, have been called to th«r
best coast by Jesse L. Lasky to take pan
in a series of special productions. Elsi
Ferguson. Thomas Meighan. Dorothy
Dalton, Ethel Clayton and Billie Burkt
are included in the number.
Allan

Dwan Begins
New A. P. Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS
ANGELES. Nov. 30. — Allan
Dwan has started work on his second
picture
for the
"The Perfect
CrimeAssociated Producer^.
Kirkwood
is to be the lead. Jacqueline Logan,
"Follies" girl who returned
James from the
east with Mr. Dwan. will play opposite
him.
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Hopes

Free

Theatres

Take

Men

Virginia Plantation
Owner Is to Establish
Other

Houses If Experiment Proves Success-

ful

(Special tv Exhibitors Herald/
CHARLOTTE V ILLE, VA., Nov. ao.—
For several years there lias been a tendency
among the younger generation of farmers
to migrate to the cities.
This movement away from the farms ha>
been exceptionally prevalent since the war
In every rural district there is now a scarcity of farm lalxir. In many localities the
situation has become serious.
* * *
Propaganda of every description has been
spread broadcast in the hope of relieving
the situation. The press of the country
has published editorial after editorial in
the hope of turning the tide back to the
farms.
Cartoons depicting the seriousness of the
situation have appeared almost daily in
many of the newspapers of the country.
In fact, almost every possible means of endeavoring to induce labor to return to the
farms has been used.
The situation is not only vital to the
farmer, but to the whole country, for if the
farmer cannot produce bumper crops the
people of the cities will face a scarcity of
food.
♦ * »
Realizing the menacing situation. Join.
A. Chanloner, who owns the plantation.
Merry Mills, near here, has launched a
move which he hopes will prove successful.
Il< will open a motion picture theatre
THE

H E RALD

to

11. 1020

Fischer Is Planning
For Private Showing

Will

Back

December

Farms

where farmers may come free of charge.
The best picture obtainable will be screened.
Mr. Chanloner will observe if this relaxation will hold the men on the farms.
If this experiment proves successful, the
wealthy plantation owner will suggest that
free motion 'picture shows be established
in every grange headquarters.
This experiment is being closely watched
by officials of farmers' organizations, as
well as public executives. Besides the benefits to the public that it may bring, the
experiment reveals in no uncertain way
the power of the screen.
"Unseen Forces," Occult
Drama, Ready on Dec. 6
The Sidney A. Franklin production,
"Unseen Forces." being presented by
Mayflower as a First National attraction,
is scheduled for issue on Dec. 6.
\ number of bookings are in on this
production. according to an announcement from Mayflower, and it is expected
that exhibitors will capitalize the current interest in matters relating to
spirit communication and life after
death by | bowing this feature, dealing
as it does with the mysteries of occult
ism.
Bert Lubin Reports That
Westerns Are in Demand
Bert Lubin. who is now on tour of the
independent exchanges, reports that he
has sold several more territories on
"Honeymoon
ern feature. Ranch." his five-reel West"Westerns," states Lubin, "seem to be
in good favor everywhere. The exchanges find them ready sellers and the
demand for them is becoming greater

every day."
TELL-TALE BANDAGE

E. K. Fox Produces "In the
Shadow of the Dome" in
Eight Reels
"In the Shadow of the Dome," the
David G. Fischer eight-reel speciaH, produced by Edmund K. Fox, will be ready
tor a private showing after December 15.
The feature, which is said to be very
pretentious in its production, has a cast
of over 1,000 persons, headed by Dixie
Lee, and including Donald Hale. Fulalie
Parke, Jr.Marguerite Gale and Willian<
Jensen,
Cutting Not Finished
\lthough cutting has not yet begun
and the scenes in the house of representatives, now being taken at thi Blackton studios, are not completed, showings
of the negative indicate, producers believe, that the picture will rank among
the best of the year.
Fxquisite camera effects have been obtained under the direction of Frank
I'crugini, and the work of the cast, directed by Mr. Fischer personally, is
notable for its naturalness.
Different from Average
"In the Shadow of the Dome" is a
picture far different from the average independently produced film. Written by
Mr. Fox from actual happenings in the
national capitol. it has a broad appeal
contains nothing of a sensational character, and maintains the interest through
the wholesomcness of its story and the
realism of the characters portrayed. Mr ,
Fox has produced the entire production
which has extended over four months.
New Americanization
Film Being Made at
Paramount* s Studios
The resources of Paramount's new
Long Island studio have been turned
over to the Americanization committee ot
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry for the making of
Bullets or Ballots," one of a series of
films that are being made for the Government and designed to awaken the
political conscience of Americans.
E. M. Wooley, assistant to Thomas
Geraghty, production editor of Paramount's eastern studio, is directing the
picture which tells the story of how the
niece of the corrupt governor reforms a
radical leader and defeats her uncle by
clean political methods. The picture will
be one reel in length but, according to
Mr. Wooley, will be crowded with thrills.
Howard Young wrote the story and continuity and Frank Wright Tuttle. who
did
the
scenario Maigne
for "The has
Kentuckians."
which Charles
just completed for Paramount, is assisting in the
production.
Lynn Berry is playing the leading mal<
role in the
is being mad'
without
costpicture,
to thewhich
Government.
Jans Service Gets N. J.
Rights to Schwab Films
Jans Film Service. Inc., represented
by Maurice Brodkin, has recently closed
contracts with Joseph Klein, general
managertions, forofthethedistribution
D. N. Schwab
rights producof the

J. Barney Sherry and Edith Hallor in a dramatic scene from "Just Outside the
Door." a new Select picture.

northern
New Jersey
Don't Gamble"
and territory
"SmilingforAil"Girls
the
Way." both starring David Butler
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Invasion
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to

Film

Long

Fight

"Revolutionists" in Winchester, Mass., Believe
position Has Been Defeated— Censor Board
to Review All Pictures

Op-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON. MASS.. Nov. 30.— Winchester. Mass.. in all probability will
have a motion picture theatre — its first.
With the newspapers over the country daily carrying many such
announcements, it would seem at first as though the Winchester story
was ot little consequence. However, this is the second town in the
Boston territory to submit to the invasion within the last two or three
months. In September, it was announced that Fairhaven was to have
its first theatre for the showing of pictures.
Fought Invasion for Last Ten Years
Winchester always has been considered more or less of a puritanical
town. Invasion by motion picture interests has been fought and warded
off for the last ten years. Today, however, the town is divided into two
factions. Last reports indicate that those favoring operation of a motion
picture theatre there are in the majority.
Measures are being taken to preserve
ten-stand motion picture circuit to be
established
by Michigan Productions
the puritanical aspect of the town. Shows
Company.
will not be permitted on Sunday. Strict
censorship of all films shown will be
demanded.
Pathe Contest Ends
Considering that efforts have been
made for the last ten years to open a
In Close Race with
house in Winchester, the present "civil
Winner Unannounced
war" within the town takes on added
interest. The generalissimo of the oppoThe stretch has been reached in the
n-Mual
po«r
of
-Bob
White**
Beban,
tal, rated md of George Beban, appearing:
sition in all the fights during the last Pathe salesmanship contest for $10,000
in **One Man in a Million." the Le-mer
prodnetion.
ten years, as well as in the present "up- in money awards, to be divided by the
Chidley. rising." has been the Rev. Howard J. winning branches in the four districts
conMonth"
Paramount Issues
the "Pearson
competing
test. Theincontest
ended at
midnight.
Theranks
"revolutionists"
among
their
some of the number
most prominent
November 30.
Profits Statement
people in the town. While it has not
While not disclosing the identity of
been fully decided whether the theatre
the leaders at the end of the fourth week
lay Subsidiary Companies Are
will beclarepermitted,
thoseof favoring
de- of the contest, Pathe announces that
that the board
selectmenit will
All "'Running at a Satisthree of the branches which had been
vote in the affirmative.
leading at the end of the third week,
factory Rate"
had been displaced.
Feared for Youth's Welfare
The Famous Players- Lasky CorporaOne of the objections raised by the
In the rush of new business and colion after a meeting of the Board of Di- opposition
lections assembled in the final drive down
in the past has been that the
ectors Monday, issued this statement:
the
stretch, there were many changes
pictures shown would contaminate the
minds
of
the
children.
The
directors
of
in
the
standings
of the rival branches.
"Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
parent company only and not including the new theatre project, the majority of So close was the race that it is probable
whom are fathers, declare no such ob- the winner will not be known until
he earnings of wholly or partially owned
every' contract obtained before midnight.
ubsidiary corporations) reports net op- tion. jection can be raised in the present situa- November 30. has reached the home office and been tallied.
rating profits of $4,714,382.24 for the
The ranks of the "revolutionists" have
ine months ended September 25. 1920. been
strengthened by persons who resent
iter deducting all expenses including
""attempts by the Rev. Mr. Chidley and
Thousands of Fans
llownnce for film exhaustion and setting his supporters to say what is proper for
Enter Film Contest
p liberal reserves of contingencies. This the other people of the town to see."
Will Make Children Nervous
ompares with $3,427,950.94 for the first
Thousands of motion picture fans have
ine months of 1919. or an increase of
One who has fought the invasion is entered a guessing contest being con1.286.431.30 over the corresponding
Dr. D. C. Dennett. He bases his objecducted by the Chicago Herald and Exeriod of 1919.
aminer in co-operation with four huntion on "the fact that children today are
dred Chicago motion picture theatres.
over stimulated" and made subject to
"After
making $107,579.09
reserves for
for previous
Federal
Pictures
of two stars are printed daily
ixes
(including
"nerves" before they are half grown by
ears) the net profits after taxes for the school contests, over-emphasis of ath- for thirty days, the lower part of the
letics and other excitement. Then he faces being concealed . Lila Lee. Paraine months were $3,417,512.54 which,
mount star, who is visiting her parents in
iter allowing for dividends on the $10.- asks: "Shall we add moving pictures to
00,000 preferred stock for the period is our already over-excited life?"
Chicago, is assisting in the judging.
Directors of the new theatre are all
t the annual rate of $17.86 on the 210.252
hares of common stock outstanding in prominent Winchester business men.
he hands of the public.
They are Ralph E. Joslin. attorney and Concert League Adds
bank director: Edwain C. Starr, treasurer
earnings
of subsidiary
Fins ton to Its Staff
ot"The
included
in the
above, andcompanies,
in which of a packing concern: Richard W. Sheehy.
Nathaniel W. Finston. for the past
he parent company has an investment of physician: Wallace E. Flanders, insurance man: Robert F. Guild, manager of three years musical director of the
ver $10,000,000. are also running at a
food company and head of the Boy Capitol theatre and conductor of the
ery satisfactory rate.
Scouts, and George Adams Woods, real Rialto theatre, has affiliated with the New"At today's
meetingquarterly
of the board
of diectors
the regular
dividend
ot estate man.
York Concert League. His headquarters
will be in Chicago.
2.00 per share on the common stock of
With the addition of Mr. Finston. the
ne company was declared payable JanEstablish Michigan Circuit
ary 3rd. 1921. to stockholders of record
league will now offer scores, prologues,
t the close of business December 15th.
CHARLOTTE. MICH— Charlotte is and special orchestrations to theatres in
on the tentative list of locations for the addition to soloists.
920."
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which he answered many technical que
tions and exchanged opinions on ir
portant points of printing with tl
members.
Among other things, Mr. Sherbro
expressed the belief that there was mu<
room for improvement in the readabili
of some motion picture sub-titles. I
said that one or two producers seem
be endeavoring to outdo each other
tryingoften
to make
titlesof"artistic"
and
at thetheir
expense
legibilit
The turkey was the gift of the Ca
Boulevard management.
Lieber Names Men
For Indiana Boan

Douglas Fairbanks in one of the punchful scenes from his latest United Artists
production, "The Mark of Zorro."

Exhibitors

Would

Segregate

All Children
in Playhouses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
suggestions made by the exhibitors comNEW YORK, Nov. 30.— Strict segre- mittee.
Organizations to Co-operate
gation of children under the supervision
In legislation to be proposed at Alof a matron, or parental control over the
bany in the coming session, the exyoungsters while attending motion pichibitors and representatives of these
ture theatres, is the best means of minisocieties will work in construcmizing the possibility of a panic, in the women's
tive co-operation.
opinion of members of the Motion PicAt the last session of the legislature, a
ture Exhibitors League of the state of
segregationtroduced atand
inNew York.
the matronage
instance of bill
the was
Motion
This protective measure was suggested
Picture Exhibitors League.
by a committee of the exhibitors assoThe meeting was attended by Mrs.
ciation which conferred recently with
Everett B. Heyman, Mrs. Charles Reigelcommittees representing the Federation
man and Mrs. Joseph M. Proskauer, repfor Child Study and the Woman's City
the Federation for Child Study,
Clubs on means for preventing a recur- and Mrs. resentingHenry
Moskowitz and Miss
rence of the Catherine Street theatre disKathcrine Potter, representing the Womaster.
en's City Clubs.
Senator Talks for Exhibitors
The members of the exhibitors comThe object of the gathering was to
mittee were: Sydney S. Cohen, John J.
apply constructive thought to the ques- Wittman, S. H. Peyser, Lawrence Bologtion of insuring the highest degree of nino, Leo Brecher, S. L Berman. John
safety for children attending motion pic- Manheimer. Rudolph Saunders, Charles
ture theatres.
L. O'Reilly
Samuelof Sheer,
repreSenator James J. Walker, speaking for city.
senting eachand
borough
the greater
the exhibitors committee, pointed out
that the motion picture theatre owners
were most anxious to insure the safety
of their minor patrons. He said that, Turkey and Type at
as an organization, they always had faA. M. P. A. Luncheon
vored the segregation of the children
Type
and turkey were the features of
under the supervision of a matron, to be the luncheon
of the Associated Motion
properly certified and licensed.
Picture Advertisers at their luncheon on
Escape Parents' Control
Wednesday, November 24, at the Cafe
He also suggested that firemen make
Boulevard. Benjamin Sherbrow, expert
short talks to audiences, keeping them
on typography, and the author of many
constantly on the alert as to the proper
references on this and kindred subjects:
precautions. It was pointed out that talked turkey regarding type and the
children, although brought into the theaturkey, being merely the prize of a
tre by their parents or guardians, in- raffle won by H. C. Bate, of Universal,
variably rush to the front of the house, said nothing.
and thus escape the control of their
The advertising men were given many
parents.
helpful and constructive hints through
The representatives of the women's
Mr. Sherbrow's in critical
of the
clubs were thoroughly impressed with advertisements
various analysis
motion picture
the sincerity and practical nature of the trade journals, during the course of

Subfranchise Holders Are Oi
ganized at Meeting in
Indianapolis
Robert Lieber, president of the Assc
ciated First National Pictures, Inc., ar
also president of the Indiana organiz.
tion, has named the exhibitors who at
to assist in directing the affairs of tl
company in Indiana.
The advisory committee, which even
ually will become the board of director
is as follows: A. F. Brentlinger, of tl
Orpheum theatre. Fort Wayne; C. I
Potts, of the Blackstone theatre, Soul
Bend: H. H. Johnson, the new Mai
theatre, Lafayette; Robert Harris, tl
Harris-Grand theatre, Bloomington; 1
C. Kixmiller, the Colonial theatre, Bicl
nell; Ivan Arnold, the Isis theatre, K<
konio, and Frank J. Rembusch, the A
hambra theatre. Shclbyville.
In a forceful and business-like wa
Mr.
Lieberfrom
traceditsthebeginning
growth ofto Fir"
National
tl
present time, and told of the reasons fc
the granting of franchises in Associate
First National Pictures, Inc. He sai
the organization would always stand fc
fair treatment and high standards (
production and characterized it as a fori
of insurance for the independent ej
hibitor against trusts and other interes
seeking to control the exhibiting of pi<
tures throughout the country.
Thankful

He

Two Harbors, Minn.,
Gets "Herald"
November 25, 1920.
To Exhibitors Herald:
We all have something
to feel thankful for on this
Thanksgiving Day, and I
wish to take the privilege
of extending to you my
heartiest thanks for the
honor of being one of your
subscribers and for your
untiring efforts in behalf
of the exhibitors.
ARTHUR Manager,
LA FORCE,
Theatre
Happy Hour
Enclosed
find a check
extending my subscription
for two years.
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Tide
High
at
Production
1 Vitagraph
TWELVE
COMPANIES
NOW
ARE
WORKING,
FIVE
AT THE EASTERN
STUDIO AND
SEVEN
IN WEST
laiJBiiffi^niinE-.:;.,:::.:.;'.^::::::::-.:. '': ;. ._:::::::":'..;::r::T::

ztzz.~zz
'.
* rrsz: :/s.:zzz~.
has
started
on
another
comedy
under the
A resume of the production actizi- direction of Jess Robbins.
Antonio Moreno and Earle Williams
h follows. From variVitagrap
ies
us of
sources
there have come of late head the feature companies on the West
eports of business depression in the Coast. Moreno has just started his first
the star in by
"Three
ndustry. While it is considered only aproduction
spectacularas melodrama
PerleySevens,"
Poore
ogical that the motion picture industry Sheehan. Among others in his all-star
cast are Jean Calhoun. Beatnay reflect slightly the general con- supporting
rice Burnham, Virginia Nightingale.
ition of the country, it is thought
Bull Montana. Thomas Jefferson and
mprobable that a slump of any mag- many others. Chester Bennett, formerly
itude will be felt. One point then director for Earle Williams, is acting in
tands out as significant in the follozv- a similar capacity for Moreno.
"Diamonds Adrift" is the title of a
tion
that "produc
— the
revieware
ig
ctivities
at fact
the highest
point in five-part production which Earle Williams has just completed under the direction of Mr. Bennett. Like "The Fortune
hree years."
in which he scored a tremenstudios, one Hunter."
of Vitagr
BOTH
dous success, it is a drama with more
yn. aph's
at Brookl
N. Y., big
and the other
at Hollywood. Cal.. are now running than a touch of comedy. Beatrice Burnill tilt and the production activities are ham plays opposite the star, and others
t the highest point in three years. Five in the supporting company are Otis Harlan. Melbourne McDowell. George Fields
ompanies are at work in the Eastern and Jack
Carlisle.
tudios and seven in the Western. Three
ig special productions are under way
nd
Tell
No Tales."
ing a
e follow
. ona fourth.
the eve "Dead
of its Men
releas
Now Working in South
ation-wide exploitation campaign.
Vitagraph's physical ability to increase
s output during the past two years has
l orn Terriss, who devotes his talents
as director to the Eastern studio, ha*
een accomplished by increased facilities
taken the cast for "The Heart of
t both its studios. Less than a year
Maryland"
for aSouthern
number
of weeks toforthetheSouth
proper
zo, twenty additional acres of land adspirit and atmosphere. Catherine Calnning the Hollywood studio were purvert has the role of Maryland Calvert,
tased and buildings erected. This gave
originated
on the
stageunusual
by Mrs.castLes-in
le studio nearly 50 per cent more
lie Carter and
in the
her support are Crane Wilbur, who
round space. The mechanical facilities
plays opposite her, Felix Krembs, Wil: the Brooklyn studio have been more
liam Collier. Jr., Ben Lyon, Henry
lan doubled during the past year by the
Hallam. Bernard Siegel, Arthur Earl.
itroduction of new methods and the inJane Jennings, Victoria White and
Marguerite Sanehes.
allation of the most modern and imMr. Terriss feels confident that he will
roved machinery. Never before has
itagraph. the pioneer in the film indus- equal the mark he set in his previous
y. been in such splendid position to super-feature, "Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
roduce pictures and seldom, if ever, has which was called "the perfect picture"
been so busily engaged.
by reviewers, based as it was on the best
seller of the same title by E. W. Hornung. author of "Raffles." It was proEastern Plant Active
duced with an all-star cast, headed by
Catherine Calvert, and edited by such
noted authors as Lillian and George RanAt the Brooklyn studio Alice Joyce
dolph Chester. This special production,
U at work on "Her Lord and Maswith a nation-wide advertising campaign
ter," under the direction of Edward
in the trade and daily newspapers behind
Jose: Corinne Griffith is filming "It
it. is in record demand, according to
Isn't
Done This
Season,"of with
GeorgeBeingL.duction;Sargent
in
charge
proword from every Vitagraph exchange ir.
Alice Calhoun, the new star,
the Lnited States and Canada.
isGeorge
completing
"Princess
Jones."
with
V. Seyffertitz as her director:
It was Mr. Terriss. also, who directed
Tom Terriss is starting a screen ver"Trumpet Island," based on the story
sion of "The Heart of Maryland." by
David Belasco, and "The Son of Wallby Gouverneur Morris. This special proIngford"under
is being
transferredof George
to the
duction was the second picture to run
screen
the supervision
two consecutive weeks at the Ziegfe'.d
Randolph
Chester,
Vitagraph's
tion editor
and the
creator producof the
theatre. Chicago, in its history, and it also
original "Wallingford."
had the distinction of playing to dollar
Albert E. Smith, president of Vita- prices — an innovation at the theatre. Its
aph, is now at the West Coast studio success has been equal in other cities
^rsonally supervising the wealth of pro- throughout the country.
:ctionDuncan
at Vitagraph's
new Johnson
studio. Wil"Theon Courage
of Marge
the successful
novel O'Doone."
by James
im
and Edith
are based
ore than half through the production
Oliver Curwood. was a special production made at the West Coast studio, unan entirely new type of chapter play,
der the direction of David Smith. It
•titled
"Fighting
Fate."
Joe
Ryan
is
arred in a smashing Western serial broke all previous records for Vitagraph
lied "The Purple Riders." Larry Se- productions. Now Mr. Smith is just
on completed his two-part comedy,
completing the final scenes for "Black
Beauty." based on the famous story by
'he Sportsman," only last week, but is Anna
Sewell. The book has been fol"eady in actual production on its suclowed closely in every detail, yet much
ssor. Jimmy Aubrey has just cometed "The Mysterious Stranger," and has been added by Mr. and Mrs. George

\
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Randolph Chester, who have created
what is tailing
called
"insidetold
story,"
doveinto thethe story
by Black
Beauty, the horse, that could only know
what he saw and heard "outside." Jean
Paige plays the leading human role in
this special production, which will be
released early in the new year.
Special Being Produced
Still another special production,
which wa* announced several month*
ago, and which seems to have created
intense interest everywhere, is "The
Son ofRandolph
Y\ allingf Chester,
ord," written
George
who madeby
••Get-Rich-Quick Wallingfor d." a
household word. "The Son of Wallingford" is a brand new story. It
has nothing to do with any other
Wallingford
James Wallingford inherits story.
the cleverness
of his
notorious father. J. Rufus. and the
honesty of his mother. He is pitted
again.st his father in a battle of wits,
and there is also a struggle between
his ijood and bad natures.
The play will be of comedy-drama type,
and will be featured by big settings and
spectacular scenes.
Holmes E. Herbert is playing opposite
Alice
"Her version
Lord andof Master."
which Joyce
is a inscreen
Martha
Morton's stage play. The supporting
cast also includes Frank Sheridan. Walter McEwen, Marie Shotwell, Louise
Beaudet and Ida Waterman. Edward
Jose, recently engaged to direct Miss
Joyce, has charge of the production.
Webster Campbell appears as Corinne
Griffith's leading man in "It Isn't Being
Done This Season." which, like its predecessors, offers the star some splendid
opportunities to wear some wonderful
and striking gowns. George L. Sargent
is directing this production.^.
Alice Calhoun. Vitagraph's newest star,
has just completed her first production.
This is a clever story by Joseph FrankPoland, called
"Princess Jones."
is alinwhimsical
comedy-drama,
perfectlyIt
fitted
the youth,
young beauty
star's talents.
Miss
Calhounto has
and ambition,
as well as skill, and all these she has used
taking.
to advantage in her first stellar underA Villainless Western
Is Promised With Next
Bessie Love Production
With some of its scenes laid in Arizona, many of the characters of "Penny
of
Tophill
pictureis on
which
Bessie
Love Trail,"
is now the
working
promiseS
something new in Westerns.
It is without a villain, a dance hall
"shoot-up" or any other sort of scene
that could be described as "drunk and
disorderly." Yet the film, following the
lines
of Belle
Maniates'
great novel,
is replete
with K.exciting
situations.
For
the exteriors Miss Love took her company to Tucson, Ariz.
This picture is the third of the series
to be produced by Andrew J. Callaghan
Productions. Inc., for distribution by
Federated. Playing opposite her in the
principal male role is Wheeler Oakman.
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Tests

His

Studio

Theory

That

Exteriors

All Scenes in "Nineteen
and Phyllis" Are Shot
Within Star's Plant in
Los Angeles
ARE exterior scenes taken within a
studio more effiective?
Charles Ray contends they are. It is
an old theory of his. However, not
until he started production of his forthcoming First National picture, "Nineteen and Phyllis,"
wastheory.
he given the opportunity to test his
Although the picture is replete with
outdoor scenes every one was taken
within the walls of his plant. This is
not apparent, it is claimed, in the finished product. ♦ * ,
When Mr. Ray concluded his contract
with Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., which assured him an outlet for independently produced pictures, he immediately apprised his associates of his
theory that in a great many cases an exterior suffered through the exhaustion of
the cast in reaching location and the
tiresome rides which frequently ensued.
He also declared that he knew of many
times when he did not feel up to the
mark in going through with scenes due
to a tedious wait for lighting conditions
to become right. He declared that in his
opinion there was never an outdoor setting taken, outside of scenics, which
could not he improved upon inside the
walls of a well conducted studio.
Consequently when the Fleming Street
studio in Los Angeles was taken over
for the Charles Ray productions, remodeling of it was commenced to make
it fit in with the young star's ideas as to
what was necessary for a complete motion picture studio. This included the
construction of a large lot under glass
so that natural light could be utilized
when necessary or available, but where
artificial light was always ready.
* * * of the housed
The practical * aspect
"outside" sets was strikingly demon-

CECELIA JACftl ES
Who has the leading role in "The Little
Home
\urse"
made Sehowalter.
from the seenario by
Dr. J. Waxmillian

Are

Best

strated in the taking of "Nineteen and
Phyllis." There was doubt as to whether
the new "conservatory lot" would be
completed in time for use on this production and location men were busy
many weeks in advance looking for settings which would fit into the theme of
•he story. The sets were found but admittedly they were not as satisfactory as
the studio sets which were prepared as
soon as it developed that the "Nineteen
and
production
would be taken
in thePhyllis"
new glassed
in lot.
The village jewelry store, the village
newspaper
office,
the main
village
tailor's
store,
as well
as the
street
and
the main corner, all have prominent
parts in "Nineteen and Phyllis." By
actual count, according to Edward Kidder, business manager for Mr. Ray, the
only suitable locations for these sets
found on "outside" locations would have
entailed forty-two miles of travel for
the cast, special construction on three
of the locations, and minor drawbacks
in connection with every bit of action.
All the settings were arranged for in
one cons'ruction in the studio. The
"small town" effect was emphasized
through the arrangement, but having the
jewelry store on the main corner, the
newspaper office just off the corner, and
all the other scenes in the story within
"camera" in the taking of the action
which occurs on the main corner.
Bruce

Returns

December

H K KALD

with

"I'll Pepper

11, 192(

Him"
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CHARLES lt\l
An Hole"
a rountr)
In "The Old \rlhur
Stvlnimin'V
to
he hoypresented
Kane for Klrtt
National dinth> rlhutlon.

Many Foreign Views
Scenics Beautiful Are to Be Distributed by Exchanges of
Educational Films
Robert C. Bruce, creator of Scenics
Beautiful, which have been produced by
Educational Films Corporation for more
than five years, has returned from a
several months expedition to Europe
where he is said to have obtained a largeamount of footage which promises to
set a new mark in European scenic sub-

along the British Columbian and Alaskan
coast and the others in Cuba and
Jamaica, are said to be enjoying first
runs in the largest number of theatres
that have ever regularly played single
reelers. In many instances these pictures are uniformly given special musical interpretations.
Bruce is said to have established a newrecord in film availability in that his work
shows far the least loss of footage of any
picture of the sort, for the reason that
he does not shoot with the idea of merely
collecting a lot of material, but only records that which he wishes for a purpose.

jects.
Mr. Bruce first visited England and
Scotland and then went to Switzerland
and finally to Italy and France. Among
the pictures that he made are some that
show the beauties of Alpine scenery
from a novel angle. Many of the views
were made from an aeroplane along entirely new lines.
Always Writes Scenarios
Bruce always prepares scenarios for
his pictures in advance and works in
his scenes to fit his subjects. He contends that the scenery of a country is
as typical as its people themselves and
that he has undertaken to demonstrate
this in the new product that he has just
completed. He will spend the next several weeks cutting and titling his own
product.
The 1921.
new pictures will be published before
According to Educational, the demand
for the Bruce Scenics Beautiful is showing a constant increase and the past
year has seen fully double the number
of theatres using scenics. the gain being
evidenced in all classes of theatres.
Issued Alternately
The last two Bruce series which are
being issued alternately, the one made

French

Actress

"Little Home

in
Nurse"

CeceliaConsidered
Jacques, who plays
the lead in
a "Find"
"The Little Home Nurse," the new series
of five two-reel subjects, made from the
scenario written by Dr. J. Maxmillian
Sehowalter, under the direction of Fredis regarded as a distinct
"find" erickinJ.Ireland,
film circles.
Miss Jacques was born in France and
was on the stage at an early age. Since
adopting the United States as her home,
she has appeared in a number of stage
plays, and her exceptional histrionic
won for her much favorable
ability hasfrom
comment
press and public.
she realized the immense
recently
Only
opportunity the screen offered and, in the
nurse, in Dr. Schowalthe she
Mary,film,
role ofhealth
displays her capater's
bilities as an emotional actress. Her
handling of the role demonstrates that
field for
has entered
Miss Jacques
ly wellthefitted.
she is particular
which
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Three
At

Educational
Broadway

Comedies

Theatres

rhis Is Declared to Be the Third
Record for Comic Productions
Set by Houses
Three two reel comedies published
hrough Educational Film Exchanges,
nc. have been rivalling each other in
iopular appeal at three Broadway theares in Xew York. This is the third
ime that this record for comedies has
«een set by Broadway theatres and each
ime it has been with pictures from this
ame organization.
"'A Tray Full of Trouble.'' latest of
he Chester comedies featuring "Snooky
he
Humanzee,"
played at the
the Rialto
after
laving
been screened
preceeding
reek at the Rivoli. The Chester comelies are the only pictures that have unionnly played both theatres. This
tarted publication
with "Fourwhich
TimeswasFoiled,"
nitial
shown the
at
he Rivoli first and then two weeks later
jtt the Rialto. Since then all of these
omedies have played consecutive weeks
it the two houses.
"April Fool" at Strand
"April Fool," latest of the Mermaid
[omedies starring Lloyd Hamilton, was
hown at the Strand. Hamilton has protressed markedly in his work since asociating himself with Jack White in
nalcing these pictures and most critics
greed that his interpretation in "The
:imp" placed him at the very top of
^medians.
In "April
Fool"
he In
is said
0 have an even
stronger
part.
this
'icture a new leading woman makes her
ppearance in Mermaid comedies. She is
Beatrice Monson, who recently was seen
•pposite Monty Banks.
1 "The Simp," the preceeding Hamilton
•icture. showed at the Brooklyn Strand
rhere it was given a prominent place on
he program by Managing Director Edlard S. Hyman.
Christie at Rivoli
The Rivoli theatre screened "A
lomespun Hero." a two reel Christie
omedy in which Bobby Vernon. Vera
•teadman and Helen Darling are fea'ured.
All dealing
of the Follies
appear,
he picture
with theGirls
adventures
SCENES

FROM
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"Tarzan"

Show

Same

Week

Time That
Has Been

This

in New York
of a musical comedy company in a
small town when the prima donna remembers that she has a cousin living
in the neighborhood and concludes that
he is a "rube."
At the Criterion "South Sea Magic"
and the "Hula Hula Theatre" continue
to be an important portion of the prothe run and
of "Idols
of Clay."
"Swat gram
theduring
Landlord."
a Chester
Outing are on the program at the Strand.
Charles N. Jawitz
To Be Distributor

Serial Is

Finished by Revier
David P. Howells Controls
World Rights to This
Chapter Play
With the shooting of a shipwreck
scene just outside of the Golden Gate,
Harry J. Revier completed the filming
of Edgar Rice Burroughs' famous story.
"The Son of Tarzan." as a special serial
for Xational Film Corporation. The
world's rights to the serial are controlled
by David P. Howells. Roy Somerville
prepared the screen version.
"The Son of Tarzan." according to all
reports, is destined to create a sensation
in picture circles and establish a new
standard for serial photoplays. In the
prices paid for territorial rights to date
it already has broken all financial records
hung
claimed.up by preceding serials, it is
David P. Howells. upon purchasing the
motion picture rights to Mr. Burroughs'
book, decided to have "The Son of Tarzan" a serial of such high quality and
magnetic story value that it would compete in the open field of the feature market. Towards this end. he induced Harry
J. Revier. director, and Roy Somerville.
photodramatist and novelist, to carry out
the production.
Thattinct "The
Tarzan" ofisalla who
dissuccess isSon
the of
declaration
have been privileged to view the episodes at the studio. It is said to combine the dramatic strength and finnesse
of the high class feature productions
with the exciting and adventurous elements that have made serials so popular
in the past.

Eastern Exchange Man Is Head
Of New Company In
Open Market
Announcement is made this week of
the formation of the Jawitz Pictures Corporation, capitalized at Albany for S50.000. Charles X. Jawitz. for a long time
identified with the motion picture business as an independent producer and
distributor, is sponsor for the new organization, which it is stated will confine its activities to the production and
marketing of independent offerings for
the state rights buyer.
The new company which has taken
temporary offices in the Godfrey buildat "29in Seventh
will ingnot
any way avenue,
interfereXew
withYork,
Mr.
Jawitz'
otherPopular
activitiesFilm
in the
independent
Paul Smith Succeeds
field. The
Company,
with
branches in Xew York and Boston, of
De Kruif at Capital
which Mr. Jawitz is general manager,
will continue its operations as an indeGeorge De Kruif. who has been sucpendent organization.
cessful in placing Capital Film ComPlans are at present under way by the
pany publicity in all of the trade papers,
has
resigned.
He has been succeeded by
Jawitz Pictures Corporation for the acPaul Gerard Smith, scenarioist and freequisition of several independent produclance.
tions. While the names of the pictures
in question have not been announced.
De Kruif still retains his publicity position with Metro. He has some other
Mr. Jawitz declares that the productions
plans for the future, but until they have
will be "of a quality and magnitude de- •matured
he will make no announcement.
signed to create profits."
TWO
MORE
EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGE COMEDIES

-elt — Lloyd Hamilton doing some deep-sea shooting in "April Fool," a Mermaid comedy
Right — Scene from "Back From the
Front," a Christie comedy featuring Bobby Vernon, Neal Burns and Laura LaPlante
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Writer

Declares

Big

Pictures

Demand
Daring Treatment of Plot
That the arrival of the big special pic- action can be introduced. And since the
ture production demands that scenario
story depends ever more heavily on bits
of detail j.nd characterization, it is his
writers free themselves from conventionalities and create more innovational
skill that must deftly insert them.
and daring treatment of plot and action,
"Above all, he must not be bound too
is the opinion of Joseph Franklin Poland,
strictly by convention — he must dare to
Thomas H. Ince scenarist, who recently
suggest innovations, to let his creative
completed the continuity for a new Ince
spirit break away from hide-bound traproduction for Associated Producers,
ditions and blaze new paths and methInc.
ods. This is what will lift him from the
ranks of the mediocre; will make his
In discussing the marked difference
between the screen drama of today and
story a big story and not a movie — big
methods in writing it. Unless all this is
the "movie" of yesterday, and the more
found
in the scenario, something will be
comprehensive requirements of the special production, Mr. Poland says:
lacking in the production."
Day of "Movie" Past
"The day of the 'movie' is past. This
"The Ivory Disc" Next
is the day of the big feature, to be preMadlaine Traverse Film
sented to audiences that expect wide exMadlaine Traverse will appear in a
ploitation tobe followed up with a good
productions during 1021.
production. And as the 'movie' is a thing series of special
the Madlaine Traverse Phoof the past, movie methods must be dis- to be called
toplays, which will be made by Trinity
carded. The story must be handled in
Productions Inc. of which H. Lyons
a big way, and this process must begin
with the man who prepares the scenario.
Smith mentiswithpresident,
under an arrangeMiss Traverse.
"He must be prepared to take the
Each of these productions, of which
story that is handed to him to be put
be at least four, will be elaborinto continuity and to extract the last there will
staged and presented and will be
ounce of value from every one of its based ately
upon vehicles especially selected
situations. He must see positive dramatic values where mere possibilities are for the star, it is announced. "The Ivory
Disc" has been selected for Miss Trabarely hinted at; he must study his charverse's initial screen offering.
acters so thoroughly that if he adds anything to the original story, the added ac"The Nut" for Fairbanks
tion will be absolutely consistent with
the characterization.
LOS ANGELES, — Douglas Fairbanks'
"Sipce the basic plots are used over next United Artists picture will be titled
and over again, he must be trained to "The Nut." Ted Reed will direct. Fairbanks wrote the story.
see unerringly where the novel twist of
Winners May Star in
Fan Magazine Picture
Other Contestants Receive Contracts With Various Producing Units
The two winners of the 1920 fame and
beauty contest conducted by the Motion
Picture Magazine, a fan publication, in
all probability will be featured by the
magazine in a special production, or
they will star in a picture made by some
producing unit.
The two contestants chosen as the
most beautiful and as being "perfect
screen types" are Corliss Palmer of
Macon, Ga., and Allene Ray of San Antonio, Tex.
An honor list of several contestants
also was chosen by the judges. Several
of these already have received contracts
from large producing companies.
Helen DeWitt of Queens, N. Y., will
play in a Eert Lytell picture to be made
by Metro. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has signed Lucille Langhanke,
who will play under the name of Mary
Astor.
Miss Ray and Miss Palmer were
awarded first honors only after many
screen tests had been made. The thousands of pictures received by the magazine were gone over many times before
the judges could arrive at a possible decision.
Ben Wilson East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 10.— Ben Wilson is in New York in connection with
his new feature film production plans.
He is planning to star Neva Gerber in
a series of features.
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Serial,
"King of the Circus," Is Published
bat who has been brought up as an
Eddie Polo's new serial, "King of the
orphan by the circus manager. The
Circus," has just been published through
professes to be his best friend,
all Universal exchanges. Company offi- manager
but in reality was the man who killed his
cials declare it is by far the best chapter
father and robbed the youngster of his
inheritance. An old clown, his memory
play ever made by Polo.
a blank from a blow on the head, is the
It is a story of circus life. In many
only living person who witnessed the
respects it is said to be an autobiography
villainy.
of Polo's life. The star was born of circus chief's
Miss Porter Supports
circus parents and reared in the atmoThe action of the story deals with the
sphere of the tan-bark. He became a awakening
memory of the old clown, and
regular performer before he was 6 years
King's
fight toanddiscover
the his
seold and was an accomplished acrobat at 9. of young
cret of his parantage
win back
Writes Own Story
inheritance. Polo as the young acrobat,
Upon the completion of his previous has able support in Corrine Porter, as
daughter of a wealthy surgeon, and
serial, "The ternational
Vanishing
Dagger."
In- the
King's sweetheart.
serial, he visited
New anYork
and won from Carl Laemmle, president
Others in the cast are Kittoria Beof Universal, the authority to write and veridge and Harry Madison. The serial
was
directed by J. P. McGowan.
produce this new circus serial.
The serial star spared no pains, it is
said, in getting real circus atmosphere
Nan Christy Will Play
in his serial. Many scenes were taken
on real circus lots. Several times during
In Nick Carter Series
the filming of the serial, Polo took his
Nan Christy, a leading lady who apentire company to distant cities where
well known circuses were playing. In
peared regularly in many productions
made on the West Coast for a number
one instance, he and several of his company appeared in the regular circus per- of years, recently arrived in New \ork
formance.
City and was engaged by Robert B.
Well Known Clown Cast
Broadwell, director general of BroadOne of the principal supports engaged
well Productions to appear in several of
by Polo was Charles Fortune, at one
the
Carter pictures being filmed by
time one of the most famous clowns in him Nick
with Tom Carrigan portraying the
America. He was one of the Fortune
Trio. In the serial he plays the role of famous "Nick Carter" of popular fiction.
Miss Christy will enact several role«
an aged clown.
in support of Carrigan and Mae Gaston
The story concerns the life and advenduring the filming of the balance of the
tures of Eddie King, a young circus acropresent series.
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A newspaper advertisement ten inches deep by one
column wide represents a respectable expenditure.
Six such displays weekly, on contract basis, costs
slightly less than six times that amount.
In fifty-two weeks the cost of the space totals an imposing figure.
An editorial box of the same dimensions, with the theatre name in the headline, appearing for the same period
with copy changed daily, is practically priceless.
It is all but unobtainable.
All but — but not quite.
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O., effected with the opening of that playhouse
an arrangement whereby the "Hamilton Evening Journal"
carries such a box daily.
It costs him nothing.
In giving the exhibitors of the nation the details of the
arrangement so that they may duplicate his achievement
Mr. Meyer renders a service of inestimable value.
His accomplishment is easily, to date, "The Stunt of
the Year."

the Palace opened
WHEN
Mr. Meyer went to the editor of the Hamilton Evening
Journal and laid his proposition before him. He made clear that he
was not seeking "something for
nothing," but willing to co-operate
in an enterprise that would
be mutually beneficial.
By the terms of the agreement
reached the newspaper carries in
every issue a black face box printed
in 10-point under a 14-point head,
''Palace Timely Topics," a newsman's digest of the subjects composing the current Pathe News. It
is written entirely from the news
angle and entirely free of advertising flavor.
The Palace side of the bargain is
simplicity itself. It consists in cutting into the news reel a title reading "Presented In Collaboration
With 'Hamilton Evening Journal.' "
The title head of the newspaper appears with the simple addition of
the presentation line.
To make the co-operation between
paper and screen news the more

direct the news weekly is received
from the factory, being shipped to
the Pathe exchange at Cincinnati,
Ohio, after the Palace showing.
That is the crux of the idea.
* * *
As is true of most practical and
worth while enterprises, it is essentially simple. And its productivity
is in direct ratio to its simplicity.
"I think here is a stunt," says Mr.
Meyer, "which any exhibitor who
is alive can work with his paper.
The News can be up to thirty days
old and the result will be equally
But ae."considerable advantage is
profitabl
gained by getting the news reel as
early as possible. Mr. Mayer points
out :
"Nearly every day — or let's be
more conservative and say twice
weekly — the paper carries International or Underwood photographs
about people in the limelight or
happenings of the day. By having a
first run News I show the motion
pictures almost invariably either just

Exploitation

Y

ear

as soon or within a day or two after.
Result — unlimited publicity as news
items in matter-of-fact way in news
* * *
Though Mr. Meyer does not detail
column."
the arguments used to bring the
editor of the Hamilton Evening Journal into sympathy with his proposition, no exhibitor should experience great difficulty in duplicating
his success. Figures showing the
number of people attending the theater daily, weekly, monthly, annually, are imposing. Use them.
The stimulus that the arrangement will impart to subscription
sales is, of course, the big argument.
But there are others.
Information regarding the number
of cameramen reporters engaged in
the preparation of the news weekly,
presented with the idea of impressing the editor with the magnitude
of the organization with which he
is to be indirectly identified, is decidedly worth while.
It goes almost without saying
that exhibitors everywhere can
profit by the arrangement.
The importance of newspaper
publicity is appreciated more keenly
today than at any previous time in
the history of the industry.
Many methods of obtaining it
have been advanced by men actually
engaged in the work.
None of these have surpassed in
simplicity of operation and in point
of space and quality of material obtained the Palace theatre plan.
Fred S. Meyer, whose activities
have frequently been chronicled in
these pages, the man who conducted
the first straw ballot preceding the
recent presidential election, deserves
great credit for his originality in
conceiving the idea, and the gratitude of the industry for passing it
along: to the American exhibitor.
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Showmanship

Suggestions

Almost any kind of monkey can be used in street work for
"You'll
Be S'prised," a Chester comedy distributed by
Educational.

I Even a make-believe aviatrix, particularly a pretty one, should
bring
patronage
to the theatre showing "Flying Pat,"
1
a Paramount
picture.

in

the

Stills

Several boys may be uniformed as is Douglas Redmond in I
"Money Mad," a forthcoming Paramount production, 1
and used in exterior exploitation.

The Universal serial, "King of -the Circus," may be advertised
by
amateur or professional bareback rider
aboutsending
the cityanstreets.
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Stolte' s Charity
Thanksgiving
Brings
Happiness
to Des
A. G. Stolte. manager of the Des
Moines theatre. Des Moines, la., broke
theatre precedent and identified himself and hij institution with the most
advanced tendencies of the art-industrv when he invited all the children
in the city to be his guests at a s fecial
Thanksgiving matinee.
The story of the event is interesting
aside from its adzcrtising phase, but
the more so because of it.
When theatre men generally act
upon the impulse zvhich moved Mr.
Stolte and conduct similar enterprises,
the estate of the exhibitor zcill have
been materially benefited.
THE Des Moines theatre matinee
was not held on Thanksgiving Day.
It could not have served the worthy
purpose that it did had it been given
on that holiday.
It was given, instead, on the Saturday preceding Thanksgiving, a day
when the greatest number of children
[would be at liberty to attend the performance.
The Des Moines Evening Tribune.
which cooperated in the enterprise,
devoted a page wide box. six inches
deep, at the top of its front page, to
the announcement of the event on the
evening before. Here, in big type and
i where none who bought the paper
could miss it. the details were set
forth.
It was told that the theatre would
be open early on the following morning, that every child in the city was

invited to be present, that no charge
would be made for admission, but that
barrels and baskets would be provided
to receive apples, potatoes, etc.. which
the children were urged to bring.
These, it was announced, would be
distributed to the families of children
who would not be fortunate enough to
enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner of the
approved type.
As accompanying illustrations show.

The Des Moines theatre method of collecting good "eats" for the kiddies.

Matinee
Moines
Kiddies

the children came in goodly numbers,
capacity numbers in fact, and each
brought his contribution for the poor
children of the city.
That is the skeleton story of the
event, the matter-of-fact narrative
But the motives responsible for it and
the far reaching effects cannot be indicated in photograph and can be but
vaguelv suggested in comment.
The first consideration, of course,
is the genuinely charitable motive involved. This is in line with the most
recent and most important trend of
theatre thought, the increasingly
marked tendency toward a heartv cooperation and participation with and
in works of civic welfare.
The advertising angle is not inconsiderable because of less genuine importance. The huge announcement
mentioned above, the purchase price of
which would be enormous, if indeed it
could be purchased, is the first item
of importance in this connection.
Of greater value than this. even, is
the matter of friends gained for the
theatre and the management, the respect and prestige which naturally attach to a work as well founded in
human interest.
But it is not necessary to dwell upon
these things in an article for exhibitors
The merits of the enterprise are self
evident.
Such events have occurred of late
wirh increasing frequency.
They should become general.
They will.
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Joseph Plunked, managing director of (he Strand Theatre, New York,, insti'uted one
of the most complete campaigns in exploitation history for the An.erican premiere
of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole picturization of Otis Skinner's famous stage success

11, 1920
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Strand

EXHIBITORS

Premiere

Exploitation
American exhibitors who book
'Kismet," the Robertson-Cole proluction of Otis Skinner's stage success
i'hich brings that well knowti actor to
he screen public for the first time, will
bid its exploitation and presentation
nateriaily simplified by reason of the
xtraordinary premiere given the atraction at the Strand theatre, New
ork.
Joseph Plunkett, managing director
if the Strand, rendered a genuine servce to the exhibitorial body by planling and executing a remarkable adertising campaign and an effective
presentation.
SPECIAL advertising was used in
every New York newspaper,
eventy-five drawn displays being disributed among the fourteen publicaions.
Twenty-four sheet stands were used
hroughout the city, and oil paintings
■howing the star and scenes from the
)lay were used in arranging cooperate window displays of many varieies, one of the best of these being the
■Cresge
he samewindows
title. advertising a song of

Establishes

and

Precedent

Presentation

of

for

"Kismet"

tration shows, special permission being obtained from the police department. Men attired as Arabs also
participated in this work, distributing
literature from hand to hand.
These are the outstanding points of
the Strand premiere, and reports state
that on the first two days of the engagement previous Strand box office
records were broken, with every
promise of a like patronage continuing throughout the week.
The value to the theatre man of this
premiere is great. Every exhibitor
who contemplates showing the picture,
and developments indicate that the attraction will be one of the big pictures
of the year, will be materially aided
by the precedent established.
The setting for the prologue, it may
be recalled, is based upon the scene
One of the picturesque street men disshowing. tributing literature for the Strand
press book issued by Robertson-Cole
will be highly useful. It contains many
ready-made displays remarkable in
point of copy and construction. Billboard matter is also obtainable in connection with the picture and should be
used extensively.

The prologue used is said to have
ieen the most pretentious and successrul ever
stagedforat its
the excellent
Strand, awork
theatrein
■veil
known
hat department. Real camels were
ised on the stage, a street in. Bagdad
)eing the setting provided.
The same animals also figured in
street work, as an accompanying illus-

The Strand premiere, in putting exploitation suggestions in the concrete
form of photographic illustration, and
in demonstrating as practical many of
the ideas which would occur to any
showman, is an event of great interest.
Pioneer work of this nature is of
the best type of exhibitor endeavor.
The Strand program stand, used in the
lobby to impress the public with the
significance of the engagement.

kn oil painting used as the basis of
a co-operative window display for
"Kismet."
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suggested for this purpose in a recent
issue of this publication. It provides
a highly attractive background for the
type of prologue which is obviously
suitable to the picture.
The camels may not be obtainable
for street exploitation in the majority
of instances, but goats, sheep, mules
and Arabian horses are more generally
available.
The Arab costumes necessary for
street men are easily contrived, and it
will not be long before report is made
of the use of women in this same connection. The latter idea is in many
respects superior to the former.
As for the newspaper work, the

Here's a Chance
Newspapers throughout the United
States are carrying departments called
"The Inquiring Reporter," "One Minute
Interviews" and similar titles, in which
five people are interviewed daily on a
question of local interest.
Editors at times find it difficult to
think of a question to give to their reThe alert exhibitor will suggest from
porters.
time to time questions which will give
his theatre or the picture business generally valued publicity.
"Who is your favorite motion picture
star?" "Do you like serial motion pictures?" How often do you attend the
motion picture theatres?" and similar suggestions will undoubtedly find appreciation from the editors.
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Exploitation Man
Draws Business to
Polls, Bridgeport
To repeat the familiar "this is an
age of specialization"
is to court
rebuke. But there is genuine
interest
in the statement when it is made as
preface to the announcement that an
exploitation specialist has made his
appearance in American theatricals
"Whye" Ed. E. Mack is the gentleman in question.
His case is interesting.
Mr. Mack is connected in no way
with any -ingle theatre or theatre organization. He is primarily a specialist in exploitation. He evolve- hi- own
methods and sells them along with his
services in the open market.
There is always a market.
The accompanying illustration
show- Mr. Mack engaged in street

George Schmidt, manager of the Alamo No. 2 theatre, Atlanta, Ga., brought the
wrath of the police department down upon him by using a shimmy cutout for
"The Chorus Girl's Romance."

Shimmying
Atlanta

Cutout

Police

work for the engagement of "Suds,"
Mary I'ickford's United Artists production, at Poli's theatre. Bridgeport,
Conn., and Manager Saunders of that
playhouse appends an interesting line
on the back of the photograph. "Mack
i- The
kept stunt
busy. here
Why?pictured
He gets
results."of
is typical
Mr. Mack's endeavors. He is always

Draws

Interference

George Schmidt, manager of the Alamo No. 2 Theater, \tlanta,
Ga., acted upon the suggestion made in the Metro press book for
"The Chorus Girl's Romance." in which Viola Dana portrays the role
of a shimmy dancer, and drew attention, police interference and big
business.
On the Sunday that the picture opened the lobby display reproduced above was disclosed to passers-by. The shoulders of the cutout
in the foreground were mounted separately and concealed mechanism
imparted to this portion of the cutout the essential activity.
* * *
People stopped. The crowd grew. In a short time the shopping
district, usually quiet on Sunday, was humming with comment.
The nearest traffic policeman left his post to investigate, saw,
laughed and departed.
But Monday brought a visit from a Captain of Police, and
despite the stamp of approval he gave the picture after seeing it Mr.
Schmidt was ordered to turn off the mechanism. A trip to the police
station followed, but appeal was of no avail. Accordingly, an hour
later the strip bearing the single significant word, "Censored,", was
tacked across the now passive cutout.
Business, however, continued as before. Newspaper reporters
saw in the event occasion for humorous stories that served as curiosity creators of great power. People who had not heard of the
engagement or the suppression of the cutout came to see the picture.
One of the most successful weeks in the history of the theatre,
from a box office standpoint, was the net result. .One of the lines
used in the teaser campaign which preceded the engagement is interesting in this connection. It read. "Did she shake a wicked shoulder?
You tell 'em, standing room, I'm reserved."

"Whye" Ed. E. Mack, exploitation spelesque. cialist, stops traffic with a "Suds" burbizarre in his conceptions and their
execution. His stunts are never commonplace.
It is not strange that they get
results.
Mr. Mack is, so far as is known, the
first free lance exploitation specialist.
There will undoubtedly be more of
them. There is a demand for men in
this field, and it is in film history that
demands are invariably supplied.
That a man who puts his whole time
upon the development of exploitation
stunts for attractions upon the market
should
become master of the
science quickly
is obvious.
M
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White
To

House
"Pink

Theatre
Tights"

Lobby
Showing

Draws
in

Zero

Capacity
Weather

One of the outstanding features in
the recent dcz'clopment of theatre
technique has been a steady improvement in lobby zvork.
More and more attention has been
given this phase of adz'crtising, with
the certain result of general improvement.
Among the more striking accomplishments scored in this direction is
that pictured upon this page, the remarkable circus lobby displav used by
A. L. Miester, manager of the White
House theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., in
behalf of the Universal production.
"Pink Tights."
The display is a tine example of exhibitor ingenuity.
MR.

MIESTER'S
display
sents inspiration and
labor.repreThe
idea of the thing was excellently conceived and, what is more important,
excellently executed. The latter required great effort, and the effort was
made.
, The circus tent effect was gained by
affixing to the lobby of the theatre a top
icloth in the form of a marquee. Be,neath this was arranged in circus order
an animal wagon and a stuffed elephant
of life size.
The latter was so realistic as to deceive all but the closest observers. At
.a casual glance, or on prolonged inspection from a slight distance, the
animal, naturally posed, looked
genuine.
From the circus top was then swung
cutouts from the paper furnished with
ithe attraction, the arrangement being
such as to give the effect of a trapeze
performance in progress.
By the
l swinging of the figure motion was in' the
troduced,
stunt. heightening the realism of
Lobby frames were added to the
general effect. These were simply set
up, in a manner befitting the occasion,
and contained stills from the picture.
The proof of the exploitation, it has
been said, lies in the box office showing. In this case the proof is convincing.
Though the first Zero weather of the
year accompanied the opening of the
picture, and pedestrians scurried along
the streets as is their habit in the first
grip of Winter's cold, the big display
stopped them. In fact it is probable
that the convincing power of the front
may have been increased bv reason of
this fact.
At any rate, the engagement drew
capacity business throughout. That is
the final proof of good advertising.
The moral of the story, since it is
customary to seek a moral in all adver-

The circus front of the White House theatre, Milwaukee. Wis., on the occasion of
the "Pink Tights" engagement.
tising stories, is not merely the stereotyped "it pays to advertise." It is,
perhaps, that "it pays to advertise as
well as possible, no matter what the
effort
involved."
In this
case the effort was great.
Search had to be made for the materials used. They are not easily
obtainable in the average city. Then
the tent top had to be obtained and
affixed to the front of the theatre by
whatever means could be devised.

Mr. Miester made the necessary
effort. The box office report shows
that he was justified in doing so, for
with the first cold weather at hand the
day the picture opened a slump in attendance was to be expected.
Xot every exhibitor will be fortunate
enough to obviate this annual drop in
box office receipts as effectually as Mr.
Miester. The first cold weather is not
dependably forecast. There is no
opportunity for preparedness.
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House

Gives "Spot" to
Film Advertising
Vaudeville actors strive for the
"spot" position, the place on the bill
believed to be most conducive to success.
Vaudeville managers generally accord the "spot" position in advertisj.ig to the act which is regarded as
the "headliner," usually the act in
spot position on the program.
The new Pantages theatre* Los
Angeles, said to have been erected
at a cost of $1,000,000, has discovered
amen.
new "spot" attraction.
Th* discovery is interesting to film

"King Spruce," the Dial Film Comproduction
edon,by was
the
W. W. pany's
Hodki
nson distribut
Corporati
the motion picture chosen by the
Pantages management for the spot
position in lobby display. The illusA

Selling

Front

J. Paul Swickard, manager of the University theatre, Los Angeles,
applies established methods of salesmanship to the advertising of his
theatre and current attractions. Exploitation has been made a standardized part of University operation. Not the least interesting phase of the
work done is that which makes every lobby display "a selling front.'*
Above is seen the simple but effective methods used in behalf of
"Suds," Mary Pickford's United Artists production. In augmentation
of the front itself a touring car was fitted out with banners and sent
through the neighborhood.
To the oil paintings widely used in connection with Universal's
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals," was added a thatch masking for the
box office, as shown in the photograph below.
Thus, by simple means, does Mr. Swickard maintain a steady
campaign of exploitation activity that impresses upon the clientele the
industry and progressiveness of the theatre. When that paint is scored
by a theatre the greatest purpose of advertising is accomplished.

The Pantages theatre, Los Angeles, a
combination
gave "King inSpruce"
display.
the position house,
of prominence
lobby
tration presented herewith shows one
of the lobby stands used for the purThe lobby policy of the new theatre
is interesting. All display must be of
artistic design and dignified. No
pose.
flashy, overly colorful paper or photographs are exhibited here.
Accordingly, the numerous stands
employed for "King Spruce" were
specially prepared, with the result of a
dignified appeal for patronage not
often found in theatres of the type.
This swinging over of the combination house to the policy of featuring
motion pictures more prominently
than vaudeville is of general interest.
The two forms of amusement have
always been considered in a sense
competitive, and this victory for the
screen in the very stronghold of the
opposition cannot be taken as other
than convincing proof of its genuine
superiority.
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30YD CHAMBERLIN, manager of the Victoria theatre, Shamokin, Pa., believes in billboard advertising and buys paper
accordingly.
prominent
corner spreads
shownbe above,
"The Law
of the Yukon"
being upon
the picture
dvertised
in this Two
instance.
The Chamberlin
lead are
should
followedRealart's
by exhibitors
everywhere.
It is founded
sound
lowmanship logic.

Consistent

Use

Profitable

of

Billboards

Enterprise

in

Demonstrated

Realart

Campaign

The American exhibitor has dismayed peculiar reluctance to employ
\roperly that higlily productive adz-erasing, agency — the billboard.
| The reason for his inaction in this
lepartmcnt of advertising seems
nroudcd in mystery.
Surely there are few who will deny
\s business building power.
| Possiblv a practical demonstration
\f it may be of value as a stimulant.
tXZHEX Boyd Chamberlin, manW ager of the Victoria theatre,
thamokin, Pa., booked the Realart
reduction, "The Law of the Yukon."
e determined to use the billboards exansively in his campaign. Accompany lg illustrations show some of the
tands used.
Text description of them is scarcely
ecessary. The pictures show their
Kation. on street corners visible from
our directions.
It would be interesting to read the
gures compiled by a man stationed
n the corners to count the passers-by
hose attention was arrested by the
oards in the course of a single day.
)nly by such means can anything like
ependable figures be obtained, and
o such record was kept in this intance.
But the box office record suffices to
how that the expenditure made in
lis work was more than justified by
ssults obtained.
It will pay ever\- exhibitor, whatver his location, to make such a test
s that outlined above.
It will be

A window display which also figured in the Victoria campaign for "The Law
of thea Yukon."
worth his time to stand on such
stands shown herewith. These are big
corner himself and tabulate the results displays, big in size and big in scope.
of his observations. If he does not
There should be more of this type
feel that he has time to do so. he can of advertising. The results obtainable
at least send a representative. The warrant the outlay involved. And a
figures that are turned in to him will single test will convince the open
doubtless be surprising enough to minded exhibitor that he has been
prompt him to take the time to make
overlooking a highly productive opa personal test for his own satisfac- portunity.
tion.
Make such a test.
Send in the results tabulated, that
W indows were also used in the Victoria campaign, and of course had an they may be printed for the enlightenimportant
upon theis less
finalloud
rement of those who cannot "see" billsults. But bearing
the best window
board advertising. The work will be
a
worthv
one.
in its announcement than either of the
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Showmanship

Recent prologues reflecting the showmanship of Sid Grauman, proprietor of the
Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, include ( above) a shadowgraph feature for
"Something to Think About" and I below ) a stage parallel for "The Race of the Age."
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Presentation
Demands

of

System
New

Year

Sid Grauman, whose name is nationally associated zsith advanced
showmanship t supports the statements
made in this department at the opening
of the present season to the effect that
{presentation would henceforth play a
picture the[great
atricals. part in motion
During recent weeks his prologues
\liave grown steadily more expansile,
more elaborate, and increasingly effective as stage interpretation of screen
kiitcrtainmcnt.
Theatre men everywhere will do
-well to 'watch Grauman's Million Dollar theatre. Los Angeles, as the season
progresses.
rr HREE of the more recent Grauman stage events are pictured upon
jthis and the opposite page. Any one
pt these is sufficiently worthy to warrant the inspection of the exhibitor
reader. Together they give a comjrehensive idea of applied Grauman
showmanship.
The silhouette prologue, recently
ntroduced in motion picture presentaion. was utilized in connection with
he Paramount production. "Somehing Tomusicians,
Think About."
Singers,
lancer,
all appeared
back
)f the filmy drop, and report is to the
effect that all scored heavily.
I When "The Race of the Age." Edupational's
short parallel
subject was
special,
mown, a direct
usedwasas
presentation, in this case following
he showing of the film itself. A
photograph reproduced upon the opin rehearsal. posite page shows the feature
In actual performance a race horse
esembling the famous Man O' \\ ar
ran on to the stage immediately at the
■lose of the feature and while the applause, which had been worked up by
psychologically arranged musical accompaniment, had subsided. W hen
he applause had died down a trick
lorse was brought on and put through
ps paces.
1 The feature photographically repesented upon this page was called.
'An Evening
Harmony
at Home."
Feveral
soloistsof of
considerable
fame
kere introduced in this feature, and
lie whole was staged in a delicately
rtistic manner whicn gained effectiveiess by contrast with the features
sed previously.
Great audience satisfaction is reorted with each feature.
The policy of the course taken, howver, makes chief claim upon the invest. It is a policy which should be
dopted by American theatre men'

everywhere, should have been adopted
with the opening of the present season.
Grauman is experiencing marked
success with his bigger and better prologues. He puts money and time into
them, and they yield, it is said, a big
return on the investment.
Though not every theatre is
equipped to duplicate the Grauman
features in original magnitude, the
least that any exhibitor can consistently do is to do the most that he can.
W here stages are lacking prologues
of lesser pretentions may be used effectnely. "Earthbound." for instance, is
being effectively presented in many
theatres by the use of a simple black
drop and one player, a man. whose
head is seen in the middle of the drop
as
tion.he speaks a characteristic introducThe will to do the work is more important than the facilities. When the
former is present the latter will be
created.
Founded upon the soundest logic,
the Grauman policy should be made
the policv of the American exhibitor
for 1920-21.
The substantiation of the prophecie>
made at the opening of the current

season are important in that it proves
reliable the general policy of basing
calculations for the future upon performance inthe past. It was upon the
performances registered by Grauman.
by Hyman. by Plunkett. Lesser and
other leading
that the conclusions drawnexhibitors
were based.
All conclusions similarly arrived at
will have added weight because of thi>
proof of a sample case.
It was argued, at that time, that the
great interest shown in presentation by
the leading American exhibitors was
the result of keen foresight and deep
appreciation of the wants of the motion picture patron.
As the new season progresses reports are received almost daily of new
presentation features surpassing in
magnitude and effect anything of like
nature used hitherto.
The point of that cannot be missed.
It can mean but one thing — that presentation isan increasingly important
factor of the motion picture theatre.
The result, sooner or later, will be a
general following along by the lagSelf preservation dictates that
gards.
proceedure.
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A cooperative window display arranged by a
Paramount exploitation man for the "Something To Think About" run at the Kinema, San
Francisco, Cal.

One of the twenty-four sheet stands used in
the campaign for the Strand, New York, showing of "Kismet" the Robertson-Cole special introducing Otis Skinner to the screen.

The Royal theatre, Gering, Neb., as decorated
for the engagement of Goldwyn's "The Revenge
of Tarzan," a display rich in color and detail.

Proctor's Grand theatre, Albany, N. Y., despite
the pretentious vaudeville bill offered, gave
prominence in the electric lights and lobby
frames to the Robertson-Cole special production, "The Stealers," an incident characteristic
of the present tendency among combination
houses.

The "Cincinnati Post" delivery wagons carry
banners advertising the Toonerville Trolley
comedies distributed by First National.

I

EXHIBITORS

Flowers displayed in the lobby of the recently
opened Missouri theatre, St. Louis, said to be
the second largest theatre in the world.

Audiences leaving J. H. Kunsky's Madison
| Theatre, Detroit, Mich., are made acquainted
I with coming attractions by unique means.

HERALD

Special lobby display of the Standard Theatre,
Cleveland, O., during the run of the Universal
production, "Wanted At Headquarters."

The island box office of the People's theatre,
Portland, Ore., formed a display base for paper
advertising a First National attraction.
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BIG WEEK STARTS TODAY

Private

Screening

To Newspaper Men
Creates Publicity
Courtesy is good advertising.
Courtesy to the newspaper press is
particularly good advertising for the
theatre.
The proof of the statement is to be
found in the experience of Joseph
Goldberg, manager of the Strand and
Mary Anderson theatres, Louisville,
Ky., who screened the Educational
attraction,
"Theof Race
the newsAge,"
in the offices
three oflocal
papers and received extensive publicity gratis.
The expense of the enterprise was
small, merely the cost of installing a
projector in the editorial office, probably one of the Strand machines. And
it was made to produce big results.
The straight news stories of the
event appeared in the same issues as
carried the advertisement reproduced
above, an original composition in five
column width.
The connection was direct. And
the warm words of praise written in
the news comment worked to the benefit of the advertising display.
In the latter, it will be noted, the
space was divided between the Educational short subject and the feature
length production by a simple division
of the allotted space. The arrangement of the matter was such as to give
both attractions excellent prominence,
and the copy was unified by carrying
the race phraseology over into the text
of the feature advertisement.
The cooperation accorded the advertiser in this instance was genuine,
unforced and therefore desirable.
Courtesy was mainly responsible for
the favor of the press, and courtesy is
at once the cheapest and most profitable of advertising endeavors.
Consider the Strand example.
It is worthv of emulation.

December 11. 1920
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H E R A L D

Modified Version
Of H. C. L. Copy
Is Good

Argument

Perhaps the most practical and
adaptable advertising copy for general theatre purposes published in
1919 was the "H. C. L." argument
based upon comparison of past and
current prices offered by this department and used by exhibitors in every
section of the country.
A modernized version of this copy,
presenting the argument in slightly
different style and for a different purpose, is the most valuable copy published to date this year.
The Grand theatre, DeQueen. Ark.,
produced the new box office argument, a particularly timely and
worth-while bit of logic, which is
presented herewith.
Every exhibitor should read it and
most exhibitors can use it to advantage.
The original display occupied the
most prominent quarter page in the DcQueetl Bcc. and the editor of the paper
devoted a half column on the front
page to a discussion of the advertisement in which he pointed out the
logic of the argument set forth and
thai the city should be glad that the
admission price of the theatre had DOl
risen to twice its present amount.
The copy used is legible as reproduced, despite the reduction, and tells
its own story.
It should he widely used at this time
to offset whatever evil effect may be
felt at the box office because of the
present sentiment against high prices
and the general belief that prices generally are to drop.
As is usual, the belief precedes the
fact by a considerable margin.
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Standard

Methods

Of Iowa's Largest
Advertiser Score
The efficacy of standard methods
in newspaper advertising is brought
out in the work of Dwight B. Baker,
of the Circle Amusement Corporation, operating the Circle Princess
and Empire theatres, Ottumwa, la.,
said to be the largest space user in
Iowa.
■
His work is interesting for several
reasons.
It merits general consideration.
An advertisement recently used by
Mr. I'.aker in behalf of the Princess
theatre engagement of "Trumpet
Island" is five
reproduced
measured
columns herewith.
wide in theIt
original and was selected from an
issue heavy with advertising as representative ofseen
Mr. Baker's
style.
It will be
that stock
cuts were
used. It may not be so readily grasped
that great individuality is obtained by
use of the narrow measure upright
text column at the left of the display.
This is a characteristic Baker touch
and a most effective one.
The arrangement of the whole is
psychologically correct. The various
factors are admirably placed, the
arrangement
such asofto the
holdcop}
attention whilebeing
a reading
takes place normally.
The work of a "best" or "biggest" is
always unusually interesting. This is
true of Mr. Baker's endeavor. Exhibitors everywhere will examine the display presented with a critical eye. Foi
practicality of construction, for general appeal and. in the original, foi
convincing power, it bears such scrutiny well.
In the newspaper from which it wa;
taken the Empire and Circle theatre;
were also represented with displays
The treatment varied, but the averagi
was the same. The three were evenly
balanced each against the other, anc
advertisement:
together
upon
the defeated
same twoother
pages.
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GRE VT TRADE FESTIVAL NOVEMBER 9 AND 10

The Biggest Amusement
Bargain Ever Offered To El Doradoans
cos nON
two Anr*Nou\j
1 P. M. TO T P. Ko
UpDftT AMD WEVMHDAI '
DOTAL
p"1=££

rNDOrODESTLV
PICTVME

STUNTS
IL
1 Coupon books containing ten admission tickets
are
York.being sold by the Capitol Theatre, New
| One thousand school schildren, two boys from
every school room in the city, were invited to
a private screening at the Southern Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio, of Realart's "The Soul of
Youth." Reports indicate that the boys talked
about the picture as anticipated with the nat|
ural box office result.
j An airplane was used to deliver advertising literature regarding
"The Great
Air Robbery,"
the
Universal
production,
when that
attraction was
shown at the Empire Theatre. Manila, P. I.
| Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., has adopted
a novel means of enlivening scenics and travelogues. A vocalist singing songs characteristic
of the country being shown is seen in dim silhouette close to the screen and accompanies
1
the picture throughout.

Royal
For

Section
Page Heads
Trade Festival Week

T G. RAMSEY, manager of the Royal Theater, El
71, Dorado. Kans., is familiar to readers of this joural as a newspaper advertiser of the first rank. Specilens of his work have been reproduced from time to
me for the benefit of other newspaper workers, and
lany have profited by his examples.
He ran true to form in his advertising- during the
'rade Festival Week recently conducted by merchants
f El Dorado, a big commercial event to which the
ewspapers gave special sections.
The above reproduction of Mr. Ramsey's page dislay, which led off the special section in one instance,
Look it over
a fine sample of ' good advertising.
ideally.

It appears to the casual eye that the column on the
ft is a straight news story, possibly donated for the
:casion by the newspaper. Such is not the case. That
>lumn is a part of the Royal copy, written and preired by Mr. Ramsey, following his custom of assuring
iblicity, even if he has to pay for it.
Mr. Ramsey's wisdom in thus obtaining the first
ige of a section which every reader in the city was
rtain to associate with the best commercial interest
the municipality is readily apparent. The place of
ominence is undoubtedly worth more than passing
nsideration. It is highly probable that competition
r it was keen.
But Mr. Ramsey won.
He usually wins the point he sets out to make,
was to obtain news mention which the newspapers
i used to accord affairs theatrical that he adopted the
:stem of writing his own news and running it on
^ice rates.

i Gordon Wrighter, manager of Poll's Palace
Theatre, Springfield, Mass., dressed his ushers
in lavender, colored the lights in the auditor| ium, lobby and electric sign the same shade,
wore lavender collar and tie himself and dis|
tributed lavender envelopes of sachet powder
during the showing of Realart's "Sweet Laven| "The "Wonderful Cchance," Eugent O'Brien's
| | Selznick
production, was made the basis of a
der.
co-operative page advertisement while the picture was being shown at the Holman Theatre,
|
Montreal, Canada.
| The Chicago office of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, through its exploitation man,
Oscar Doob, is offering forty prizes in addition
to those which will be given by the "HeraldExaminer" in the star guessing contest now
running. The prizes will comprise stills autographed by the stars. Forty such prizes also
are being awarded in Milwaukee, where a simi|
lar contest is being conducted by one of the
| newspapers. Milton Hirsch, manager of Paramount in Milwaukee, has induced all the thea|
tres there playing Paramount pictures to enter
|
the contest.
| Ben Serkowich, publicity director for Dee Robinson's Majestic Theatre at Peoria, 111., distributes stickers bearing the name of the Majestic
to all the school children, who paste them all
I
over the city. Ben also carries a pocket full of
stickers and gives them prominence in the
|
hotels, restaurants and other places. A printer
|
in Peoria uses scraps in making the stickers and
|
Ben gets them gratis.
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on Skinner's "Kismet"
Exploitation
Exhibitors Playing Special Will Have Cooperation
of More Than 6,000 Stores in U. S.
Handling

December

Girl"

Emerson

A country-wide tieup has been consummated for Robertson-Cole's production of "Kismet," starring Otis Skinner.
Over 6,000 stores throughout the United
States join in this boost for exhibitors'
profits.
The tieup has been made through
Emerson Phonograph Company and its
distributors and agencies, who will advertise the Robertson-Cole picture in
conjunction with the Emerson phonograph record, "Kismet." This is a song
and Arabian fox-trot written by two well
known vaudeville stars, Herschel Henlere and Guido Diero, and now being
used in vaudeville by numerous acts.
Published by Rossiter
The song was written several months
ago and published by Will Rossiter.
It was on the market whjn James C.
Bradford set the music for the Otis
Skinner picture, and Mr. 3radford seized
on it for one of the themes of the production. When Rossister heard of this
he made a new cover of the number and
used two pictures of the production.
The Rossiter publication had been accepted by all the phonograph firms, and
cither as a vocal or instrumental number
had been recorded on the Pathe, Victor,
Edison, Columbia, Emerson and Gennett
records, as well as on the Star music
rolls.
Opportunity Realized
When the various companies learned of
the acceptance
"Kismet" as one
of the
themes
for theofastonishingly
successful
motion picture they realized the new opportunity to boost their sales and durthe premier
showingNewof "Kismet"
the ingStrand
theatre.
York, theyat
started their campaign which has now
reached nation-wide proportions.
The announcement from Emerson
Phonograph Company that it has com-

Scene from •'Dead Men Tell No Tales," the
Vitag'raph
special production
by
Tom
Holmes directed
K. Herbert and Terriss,
Catherinewith
Calvert.

Machines
pleted the arrangements for its nationwide campaign undoubtedly will be followed by the other companies. The
Emerson company, in addition to notifying its various agencies and requesting
them to give cooperation whenever "Kismet" is shown, has supplied each agency
with a large window sticker, calling attention to both the motion picture and
the phonograph record.
Stores Are Listed
When an exhibitor books "Kismet" all
he has to do is to notify the Emerson
agency in his particular town.
Following is a list of main distributors
of Emerson Phonograph Company and
the number of sub-agencies they supply
with Emerson records of "Kismet":
Marshall Wells Company, Duluth, supplying 364 agencies; Murmann Phonograph Company, St. Louis, 140 agencies;
New England Supply and Equipment
Company, Boston, 265 agencies; Northwest Phonograph Jobbers, Inc., Spokane.
72 agencies; The Rountree Corporation.
Richmond, Va., 633 agencies; Southern
Drug Company, Houston. Tex., 380
agencies; Southern Drug Company, Dallas, Tex., 128 agencies; Southern Sonora
Co., Atlanta, Ga.. 286 agencies; Stevell
Paterson Co., Salt Lake City, 133
agencies; Tri-State Sales Co., Kansas
City, Mo.. 131 agencies; Western Jobbing
and Trading Company. Los Angeles, 94
agencies: Western Jobbing and Trading
Co., Seattle, 41 agencies; Western Jobbing and Trading Co., San Francisco,
09 agencies; Alexander Drug Co., Oklahoma City, 202 agencies: Carpenter
Paper Co.. Omaha. 273 agencies; Clark
Musical Sales Co., Baltimore, Md.. 116
agencies: Clark Musical Sales Co., Pittsburgh. 210 agencies; Emerson Philadelphia Co.. Philadelphia. 345 agencies; Emerson Phonograph Co., Chicago, 401
agencies; Emerson Products, Inc., Syracuse. N. Y., 422 agencies; Emerson Record Sales Co., 206 Fifth avenue, New
York. 549 agencies;- Hessig Ellis Drug
Co., Memphis. Tenn.. 255 agencies; Lathrop MacFarland Co.. Indianapolis, 130
agencies: C. L. Marshall Co., Detroit.
159 agencies; C. L. Marshall Co., Cleveland, and Emerson Ohio Co., Columbus,
178 agencies.

"Biograph

Sales Announced for
New Western Series
Approximately seventy per cent of the
territory in the LTnited States has been
disposed of on the series of twelve William Fairbanks five reel western features,
according to the announcement of Phil
Goldstone, president of the Western Star
Productions Company. The second picture "Bill of the B-O Ranch" has been
completed and is being titled.
Sales announced during the past week
include: Samuel Spitzer, Chicago, 111.;
Sterling Film Corporation, Omaha, Neb.;
Famous Feature Film Co., Indianapolis,
Ind. ; Richards & Flynn Film Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; Tri-State Film Exchange,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Fine Arts Picture
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.; Specialty
Film Corporation, Dallas, Tex., and H.
G. Till, New Orleans, La.

FLORENCE LAWRENCE
Former
Biograph
»tnr,I nfoldiii«»nf
who In n-iurnlDK
I In* Neri-cn In "Thi*
,** an orlftT-to
Inal *tor> Uy (.curie** H. K«*rn* icrnrrml
m ii n UK it "I* I'mduiMTN IMrturrM i orp.
J > Have
Well Known Players
Parts in Star Westerns

Frances Harks, who will be remembered in roles with D. W. Griffith for
several years, has been added to the cast
in one of the Star Ranch Westerns now
being made for the series of two-reel
Westerns offered state rights buyers by
C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New
York.
Grace Cunard, Audrey Chapman. Jack
Halladay, C. Edward Hatton and Eva
Lang are among the players to be seen
in this series, the first one, "The Mormon Trail," the story of a bandit's love,
being scheduled for December 1, with one
every two weeks for the entire series of
twenty-six pictures.
Trinity Productions Gets
Ellis Wales to Supervise
R. Ellis Wales, for the past year and a
half director of production service with
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has been
engaged by Trinity Productions, Inc., as
supervisor
of production
laine
Traverse
photoplays. for the MadThis announcement by H. Lyon Smith,
president of Trinity, which will make
during 1921 a series of four features
starring Madlaine Traverse, follows
closely upon the news that this star was
to resume her activities on the screen
in vehicles especially selected for her.
Gets "Passion Flower"
Oscar Osso, representative of the
French and Spanish authors, and Richard
J. Herndon have just sold the world
rights to "The Passion
motion picture
Flower"
to Joseph M. Schenck. Norma
version.
Talmadge will be starred in the screen
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Woody of Realart Declares That in 'The .Yen York
Idea" Some of the Dialogue of the Original Play
Has Been Incorporated in Leaders of Production
L

" S. WOODY, general manager
JOHN
of Realart, declares that Alice Brady s
ent illusa pertin
Idea"of isstrong
YorkTalue
•The Newtration of the
titles
is
"The story," continued Mr. \\ oody,
Mitchell,
based on the play by Langdon
which has been regarded by critics as one
of the wittiest and keenest satires on
ever written. Toit presociety divorces
was
serve the brilliancy of the dialogue in
decided to incorporate some of it the
title writer
1 "In presenting the story the
ordained marlashes this thought: God
his extraordinary
iage, but man, with spoiled
it. Then
acuitv tor divorce,
voma'n took the joy out ot it by describne the possibilities of alimony. r Immeappliparticulawhich
is thesociety—
following York
Kately to
is
New
ration
he theme of the story. The next words
re- "In a society where the multiplicaKon of automobiles is preferred to that
W progenv we find the New \ ork idea—
whim and leave the rest to the
tarry for"
livorce court.' * * *
"Having introduced the New York
the actors in
,dea' in two short titles,
Each title
•he drama are presented.
er study in
jieht be called a ischaract
introduced tersely
=elf The heroine
contrivance
;" -A bright but danger-ous Next
comes,
Cvnthia.
f nature, called
e, millionaire
he groom, John Karslak
long
taking
oortsman and famed for
is characterhances' Cynthia's mother
ed as A divorcee, long beiore the prac1 He
ce had been generally adopted.
presented but
rincipal plavers are then the
action has
uring their introduction
Cynthia
-en going on. The young pair,
the problem
id John, are married anddevelop
ed.
[ the plav is readv to be
•'The newlyweds forego the pleasures
! a honeymoon journey, and arrivedsaysat
ie Karslake estate on Long Island.
title. Then the audience is reminded
at The morning after a late supper atin
le club is alwavs a vulnerable spot
omestic armor." The actions ot John
this and
id Cynthia prove the truth of
ortly after a quarrel, she announces:
ick. I shall divorce you.' ThesheNew
exDrk Idea' comes in again when secured
he has
lims to the judge, after been
wondenul
r divorce: You have
me through it all. But this is my first
Voice, and for the moment it made me
the idea
:1 a little queer.' Right there
mes to the Judge (who is having his
■ n domestic troubles) that maybe — who
ows — but perish the thought, that he
ould have a second wife already in
:n<L
* * *
Later the divorced pair (the KarsJ:es) meet face to fac° at a social gath«ng. 'If people in our condition could
it meet. New" York society would soon
me to an end, wouldn't it?' naively inures Cynthia. The "out of sight out or
md'
thing iswife
recalled
John table:
tells
1 divorced
over when
the tea
' lite naturallv it has slipped vour mem<\ Mrs. Karslake, but I don't take
£;ar.'
Cynthia, after all, decides to marry
J ge Phillimore. She is not in love with
ti but plans the marriage to anger
^la, the judge's divorced wife, who is
intnated with John, her own discarded
"He. Once more the whirling eddies of

New York society draw Cynthia and
John together. She discovers that she
has loved him all along. John tells her
bluntly: "I've decided that ours is a case
of premature divorce and that you are
still in love with me.' Cynthia replies by
defending her action in coming where
she knew he would be present: T did
have another reason. Jack. I wanted to
test myself — to see if I was thoroughly
immune.'
"Then, still following out the 'NewYork
Idea.'
adds: anymore.
It is all Iright.
You are
not she
catching
am
going to ask you up to dinner — often.
I am going to do better than that. Jack.
I want you to be best man at my wedding this afternoon. We will show NewYork how to do *this* thing
* right.'
"John accepts her challenge to 'showNew York" and is present when the hour
of the wedding arrives. Cynthia, however, is very late — so late that the groom
i the more or less worthy judge | is quite
out of patience. But she is determined to
go through with it. John feels that
things have gone far enough, and with
the aid of Yida, arranges an eleventh
hour conspiracy. They flirt outrageously,
arousing the jealousy of Cynthia, who refuses to be married to the_harried Judge
Phillimore. and rushes ott to intercept
what she believes is to be the wedding of
John and Yida. The latter, however,
having helped John, has departed with
an Englishman. Sir Wilfred Darby. A
title explains that "Yida and Sir \\ llfred
■ seize the New York Idea — marry for
"So John and Cynthia are left alone
with
happy realization that the "Newwhim.'the
York
Idea' has not been the right one —
for them — after all."
AGNES AYRES AND
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"Light
in Clearing"
Hundred
Thousand
Edition of
XoYel to Reach Public Same
Time as Film
By special arrangement with J. J.
Curtis, vice-president of the Bobbs-Merrill publishing company, the Dial Film
Company announce a tie-up with the
publishers of the Bacheller novels wherein a special one hundred thousand edition of the author's latest novel "The
Light in
Clearing,"
whichHunter,
is being
filmed
by the
director
T. Hayes
be
put on the press in time for simultaneous
distribution with the picture.
A newspaper campaign on the part of
the publishers equal to that planned by
the Dial Film Company and the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation — who will distribute the screen version of "The Light
in the Cleaning"
be launched.
Successful will
Literary
Work
This
unique
edition
of
Bacheller's
most
successful literary work will contain
color plates of scenes from the filming
of the book, together with other interesting data on motion picture production.
Mr. Curtis is reported as enthused
over the prospects of the screen transcription ofhis client's novel, and promises the Dial organization that the special motion picture edition of "The Light
in
Clearing"
will beto something
andtheentirely
different
anything new
that
has heretofore been attempted along the
same lines.
Pioneer Promises Picture
Starring Miss Mersereau
"Finders and
Keepers."
Yiolet
Mersereau
Edmund starring
Cobb, will
be
a mid-December issue of Pioneer Film
Corporation.
"Finders Keepers" was produced by
Art-O-Graph for Pioneer and it is expected that it will register a greater
success than any picture in which the
two players have yet appeared.
MILTON

SILLS

Scene from "The Furnace," Realart's
William gripping
D. Taylor.play made under the direction of

'><>
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Bailing "Pagan
Love"
Given
Private Screening
by Hodkinson

Distributor

Believes

Producer

Will Obtain

Greater

Results

I.rnrcr Betta «"■! MnrulirrHe < imrliil In
n imm from the I'nlhr Nrrlnl, "\rl»<-i
Serials Purchased by
Universal for Brazil
"Varnishing Trails," "Lightning
Bryce" to Supplement
Company's Own
Universal Film Manufacturing Company has bought two outsid? serials for
distribution in Brazil, it is announced by
George F. Kami, manager of the export
department. The serials are "Lightning
Bryce," an Arrow publication with Ann
Little and Jack Hoxie. and "Vanishing
rrails." a Canyon Pictures serial, with
Franklyn Fainum.
Marks an Innovation
This purchase marks an innovation in
Universale foreign trade. These two
serials will be used to supplement the
dozen or more Universal serials now
being distributed in the South American country.
"No one company can turn out enough
pictures to supply a full program for the
average South American theatre." exKann.
country
where
serials plains
are Mr.run
off in"Intwoa or
three nights
and where the theatres show two and
sometimes three feature productions a
day, we are pressed to keep our regular
exhibitors supplied with what they need.
We find that they caii take the regular
Universal output and a little more besides.
Must Supply Demand
"To supply this extra demand we have
been compelled to go on the outside and
buv independently produced pictures.
"From now on, however. Universal
will endeavor to supply its Brazilian customers with other American films, both
serials and features. In addition to the
two serials recently purchased. I now
am considering the purchase of several
successful feature productions and two
more serials which have won popularity
in the United States."
Kane

Banquets the
Film Colony Elite
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 30.— Arthur
Kane entertained the elite of the piccolonv recently.
with a banquet at BeverlyHills ture
Hotel

in the Independent Field Than
He Ever Has in the Past
ry II K recent private screening at the Mack, the concert singer, rendered thi
■*■ Selwyn theatre in New York of same talented composer's "Eastert
Romance."
Then the curtains wen
Hugo Baffin's "Pagan Love" is declared
drawn back and the picture began.
by the distributor, W. W. Hodkinson
Beach in Audience
Corporation, to have been an absolute
A
great
many
very noted people turnec
success from every angle.
out to do honor to Mr. Ballin. Amonj
those seen in the audience were:
According to the distributor, Hugo
Baffin will achieve greater results as an
RexBach.
Beach,
LouisEx-Governor
Joseph Vance,W'hitmar
Mauric
independent producer than ever before. Jules
Tourneur, Mrs. Sidney Drew, Mr. an>
Mr. Ballin's long years of training as a Mr>. Joseph Freelander, Paul Manshif
mural painter and interior decorator have the sculptor. Capt. Achmed Abdullal
George Mooser. George Gray Barnarc
served him in very good stead. The
Ernest Peixotto, Ernest Poole, Jess
picture, adapted from "The Honorable
Lynch Williams, Fania Marinoff, Bai
Gentleman,"
by Achmed
Abdullah,
filled throughout
with beautiful
bits ofis bara Milton. Herbert Croly, Adolp
Heyworth Campbell. Herbei
photography. The lighting effects are Ochs.
excellent and the settings represent a Adams. Irving Wiles, Charles Melvill
real artistic achievement.
Dewry. Alphonse Jongers, Robert Henr
Thomas Hastings, Walter Damroscl
Wife Has Central Role
Augustus Thomas. Aginar Embur
The central role in this production is Charles Hopkins. Chester Beach. Solo
Borglum. Frederick MacMonnier, Robei
played
Mabel
Hugo upon
Ballin's
talented bywife.
Her Hallin,
appearance
the H. Davies. Arthur Vance, Maude Hann;
ford. Marcus M. Marks. Dr. A. A. Bril
•screen was the signal for enthusiastic
applause. She plays the role of Kathleen
Mrs. Isaac Seligman. Mrs. Eustace Selij
Levinsky, the little blind girl whose sight
man
and Mrs. Isaac L'ntermeyer.
eventually is restored and she plays it
with
the
infinite
appreciation
of
its
true
values.
Baltimore Sees Showing
Togo Yamamato. seen aj Tsing-YuCh'ing, draws with subtle strokes a marOf "Once
Dorothy
Phillips1
to Every
Woman
screen portrait
hearted velous
Oriental
and is allasthatthethe noblemost
exacting critic could demand, and Charlie
"Once to Every Woman," DorotI
Fang, with a long record of screen sue- . Phillips' latest Universal Jewel produ
cesses to his credit in the past adds new
tion, was hailed with enthusiasm in Ba
laurels to his crown as the grim little
Hatchetman.
timore,
popular
homerecent,
tow
where thethepicture
was star's
presented
Work Is Splendid
at an invitation showing in the Ke
Nellie Filmore in the role of the blind Theatre.
Many exhibitors in the Baltimore ten
girl's
aunt
is splendid. Miss Filmore's
work is
commendable.
tory were present. Leading citizens
Mention must be made of the splendid
Baltimore and others prominent in t
work of Rockcliffe Fellowes as the business
and social world of the Mar
young medical student who finally re- land metropolis were present. T
and leads her guests of honor were members
through stores
the Kathleen's,
portals sight
of love.
Miss Phillips' family, including b
The first number of a carefully bal- parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Strible. her sist
Miss Genevieve Strible. and her lit
anced program was the overture. Rimsky- Korsakoff's
"Hymn
the Sun."of daughter, Mary Holubar. Allen Hoi
This
was rendered
by antoorchestra
bar. the husband of the star, was t
twenty-five artists under the direction of director of the picture.
Samuel Jospe. after which Joseph M.
gi:iiiniin:iiiiiiiimiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiniii 11111111:111111111:11111111 mi in iitniiuiiiiuii'KiM'iiyj

''East Lynn" Will
Be Ballin Picture
"East Lynne," the famous old
stage play and novel, which is |
linked with such classics as "Way |
Down East," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," |
"Shore Acres," and "The Old
Homestead," is to reach the screen J
as a Hugo Ballin production to be ]
I distributed by the W. W. Hodkin- f
I son Corporation.
Mabel Ballin will play the lead, j
j with Edward Earle opposite. Other j
| members of the cast will be Violet |
I Mack, Henry G. Sell, Rooney, |
Helen Spalding, and Jewel Baroni. |
^■tiimnuiiUHtn^nMiiBiiinmHHBiimiiiii nn 1111nm ■111mi 1111im iniiinininnniiii 111iimtniitaniimi^

Warren •
ect Tf«a«
doxe-up
Harding',ixof atthePresident-el
Point
Inland.
al »«» »r1
Klnver
Internation
era
man.
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Goldwyn
As

\ VOMI ( HILDERS
Recently
ween
-Earthbound"
play*
opposite Tom in Moore
in two who
forthcoming Goldwyn Picture**. "Hold Your
Horwe**" and -Mr. Barnex of »w York."
Kaufman Takes Feature
East to First National
Albert Kaufman, producer of the feature pictures now being directed fay Sidjney A. Franklyn
for distribution
sociated First National
Pictures. by
Inc..As-is
on his way East with the inished prints
0\ the second Franklyn First National
productions, which has the working title
of "Parrot and Co."
It " is McGrath
an adaptation
the the
novel^ame
by
Harold
which ofbears
title, but before publication the motion
picture title will be changed. Sylvia
Breamer. Richard Dix. Molly Malone.
Herbert Prior and Lloyd Whitlock are
among the players in the cast. While in
New York. Mr. Kaufman will discuss
methods of exploiting the picture with
officials of First National.
\nnounce New Chiefs for
Producers Picture Corp
George H. Kern is general manager of
Producers Pictures Corporation, making
\ series of feature productions, starring
Florence Lawrence.
E. \Y. Dustin. formerly manager of
D. T. Crawford Theatrical Enterprises of
it. Louis and well known in film circles,
las been named business manager. W.
£. Keefe. formerly production manager
K>r D. \Y. Griffith, has been selected as
production manager.
Rockford Rumors Persist
ROCKFORD. ILL.— Rumors persist
■cat's new theatre for Rockford to be
uilt, report says, in North Main street,
pposite the Palace theatre. Charles O.
reining, one of the property owners,
as recently in Chicago in conference
Nth parties interested in the project, it
understood, but would make no stateent.
Loew Opens Ottawa House
lOTT.WYA. CAN— Marcus Loew-. film
pd vaudeville magnate, recentlv opened
I new $1,000,000 theatre in Ottawa, a
w link in his chain of playhouses. This
claimed to be the largest theatre in
ie
Dominion as well as in the Loew
rcuit.

Uses Exhibitors' Reports
Guide
in Selection of Stories

Producer Declares Theatre Man Knows the Public
Tastes and That His Comments are Most
Accurate As to Box Office Values
Exhibitor reports on the box office Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania
value of current pictures are used by and Southern New Jersey: Exhibitors
Film Exchange. Washington. D. C, for
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation as a key Delaware.
Maryland. Yirginia and Disto its choice of stories for screen adaptatrict of Columbia; Columbia Film Servtion.
ice. Pittsburgh, Pa., for Western Pennsylvania and West Yirginia; Specialtv
For six months the company has put
Film Corporation, Dallas. Texas, for
this method of determining as accurately
and Arkansas; Celeas
possible
"what theto public
wants"returns
to a Texas. Oklahoma
brated Players Film Corporation. Chitest.
In addition
receiving
cago. 111., for Northern Illinois and Inon all current productions from Golddiana; and Consolidated Film Corporawyn managers in the twenty-two extion of San Francisco and Los Angeles
changes, exhibitor comments on these
for
California,
Arizona and Nevada.
pictures have been perused at the comStar Ranch Westerns have been acpany's Culver City studio ior the purpose
quired by Specialty Film Company. Dalof checking up on the tastes of the publas, Texas, for Texas. Oklahoma and
lic as regards photoplays.
Arkansas
and Fontenelle Feature Film
Must Have Public Approval
of Omaha, Nebraska, for Iowa and
Goldwyn. like other producers, realizes Nebraska. Standard Film Service for
that a production must meet the ap- Ohio. Kentucky and Michigan: to Cresproval of the public before it can be a
cent Film Exchange of Kansas City for
success. Appreciating then that the ex- Kansas and Western Missouri: to Conhibitor isthe only factor in the industry
solidated Film Corporation of San Franthat comes in intimate touch with the
cisco for California. Nevada, Arizona and
public. Goldwyn has taken these ex- Hawaiian Islands.
hibitor reports as the most accurate reof "'whatCoast
the public
Princess Is Progressing
At theflectionWest
studio.wants."
Abraham
Lehr, vice president in charge of proYICKSBURG.
MISS— The Princess
duction, and J. G. Hawks, managing
editor, study these reports along with theatre, located at Grove and Washington streets, for exclusive use of colored
the returns from the branch managers.
In this way they are enabled to know the people, is well started. R. W. Coker
is part owner and manager.
exact box office power of any production
and in turn they are guided in the selection of future material.
Tabulate All Reports
Rothacker Adopts
Exhibitor reports and trade press reviews are carefully tabulated and referred
Physical Culture
to the story committee, which consists of
Mr. Lehr. Mr. Hawks. Thompson BuchOn the theory that physical well
anan, Clayton Hamilton and Louis Sherbeing of laboratory workers spells
win. Checked off against the record of
good film prints, physical culture
each production in the various exchanges,
exercises have become a part of the
they help to make possible a complete
analysis of the box office value of all
daily
program at the Chicago
Goldwyn pictures.
Rothacker plant.
Goldwyn executives also are endeavorAbout 10:15 the studio takes on
ing to keep in personal touch with as
many exhibitors as possible, and to inthe
appearance of a combination
vite frank expressions of opinion about
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C A. At
the pictures they have run.
one end those of the superior sex
"Our reports show that pictures with
run the calisthenics scale and at
a strong, logical story get the most
the other end the men go through
money." said Mr. Hawks. "It used to
be that a mere moving picture was sufthose stunts conducive to bodily
ficient novelty to attract audiences, but
health.
this stage has passed. Photoplays, to be
successful, must have themes that will
At the beginning the two groups
appeal to intelligent people. Stars are
faced each other. But that was
not necessary if the story is good."
quickly changed because the two
were too interested in watching
Joe Brandt Books Shorts
each ether to do much exercising.
For C. B. C. Film Company
None of the workers was urged
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. Film
to
participate, but they all volunSales Corporation of New York, has retarily made it unanimous. They
turned from a short sales trip with a
like it.
bunch of contracts, among those ready
for announcement being the new series
George Kilgore, a former army
of Hallroom Boys comedies to Standard
lieutenant, acts as physical diFilm Service for Ohio. Kentucky and
rector for the men. Miss Rae PatMichigan: Crescent Film Exchange.
Kansas City, for Kansas and western
terson, whose smile greets laboraMissouri. Nevada. Arizona and Hawaiian
tory visitors as they approach the
Islands: Supreme Photoplays of Denver
telephone switchboard, guides the
for Colorado. Wyoming. Utah. New
film feminines along the path to
Mexico. Oregon. Washington. Idaho and
Montana. : Merit Film Corporation for
health.
Greater New York and Northern NewJersey: Masterpiece Film Attractions.
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Right Buyers May Road Show
Two Shenfield & Ennis Productions
tions distributed by S. & E. Enterprises,
S. & E. Enterprises has prepared an
this organization is offering these pictures
extensive assortment of advertising for as
a combined road show attraction. A
"It Might Happen
Particular
program has been made up for
advertising
emphasis tohasYou."
been laid
on the complete
various state right buyers who wish
lions and monkeys which appear in the the
to take advantage of this opportunity to
picture, and Shenfield and Ennis have
made these unusual elements distinctive obtain a novelty road show.
This program includes the presentation
features of the lobby display posters,
slides and so forth. In addition to an of "Cowboy Jass," the two reel Western
elaborate twelve page herald, which conproduction, followed by "It Might Haptains a comprehensive campaign for the
pen to You,"
five reelsupported
feature comedy
>tarring
BillytheMason,
by a
exploitation, the advertising supplies include:
company of wild animal actors including lions, monkeys and dogs.
Newspaper Ads Offered
Monologist to Appear
Two styles of one sheets, two styles of
three sheets, one six sheet, 8x10, 11x14,
In several instances a cowboy monologist will make a personal appearance
and 22x28 lobby photos, eight styles of
oil paintings, three styles of slides, a with "Cowboy Jass," and a troupe of
special four-page herald illustrated in col- monke3r actors will be presented prior
ors, a motion picture announcement
to the showing of "It Might Happen to
trailer, postcard photos of Smiling Billy
Through the courtesy of Ethelda M.
Mason, the star, specially imprinted
cigarettes for the use of buyer and ex- Bleibtrey, famous girl swimmer and winhibitor, and sets of small scene cards
the World's
at the
with space for imprint.
recentner ofOlympic
meet, championship
S. & E. Enterprises
enabled to present this young lady as
The campaign book presents for the is You."
benefit of buyer and exhibitor, a series part of the bathing beauties review in its
of novel newspaper ads both in display state right production "It Might Happen
and teaser form. All of these ads carry
unique drawings of monkeys, dogs and
lions.
to You."
Industrial
Two Reelers
A special novelty is being prepared
for the use of the exhibitor in attracting
Coming From Educational
the attention of his patrons before showthe week of Dec. 5 the first of
ing the picture. This novelty is a cut theDuring
two-reel pictures written and proout figure of Jimmie, the famous Tarzan
duced by Rufus Steele, Saturday Evening
lion, together with wording written in Post writer
on commercial and industrial
teaser fashion.
subjects, will be issued through EducaWill Road Show Films
tional Film Exchanges, Inc.
Due to the exploitation qualities of
"The
Big Idea"andis this
the first
series
of
two
reelers.
will ofbe the
followed
"It Might Happen to You" and "Cowboy Jass," the two state right produca month later by "The Kick Back." The
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"Their Mutual Child" Has
Good Poster Advertising
American has prepared an interesting
collection of original posters to be used
for distribution among exhibitors in the
campaign
Mutual
Child."
Artistic on
and "Their
suggestive
of the
modern
social life described in the story, the
paper portrays the atmosphere of the
drama to the passerby, stirring the
imagination and revealing enough of the
salient points to arouse curiosity.

IDA MAY McKEXZIE
Called the "sweetest child on the screen"
appearing:
in "You'll
Be Vprised," a
Chester comedy
for Educational.

Midsummer

IMIM \ I 1)1 \ \
\ll decked out In brllllanfa, ullver eloth
find straw, for u scene In her new Metro
picture "Passion Fruit."
third of the series has just been completed and work is well under way on
the fourth. Steele believes that the
greater portion of the public is interested
in the problems of the workers, and one
of the objects of these productions is to
supply a rational remedy for industrial
unrest and to make better Americans of
people in general, Educational states1
Care has been taken to keep the question of unionism or any other problems
in which there may be a difference ol
opinion out of the productions.

Madness"

Said

to Be

De Mille's Crowning Achievement
Paramount executives are said to be beautiful and human thing, all alive an<
throbbing, that has ever been created fo
unanimous in the opinion that William
the screen. I am proud and happy an<
DcMille's production, "Midsummer Madness," is one of the truly great pictures cannot thank you enough."
of the year.
In "Midsummer Madness," Mr. De
Publication is scheduled for the latter Mille presents drama, domestic in char
acter,
in the clear light of truth. Ther
part of January when, following prerelease engagements in New York and is no glossing of the facts; the problen
other leading cities, officials confidently is introduced in a straightforward manne
expect the picture to take its place along and the inner workings of the minds o
those concerned are laid bare.
with "Humoresque." Cecil B. DeMille*s
In the weaving of the story, the an
"Male and Female" and George Loane
Tucker's
"The office
Miracleattractions.
Man," in the front thor employed four leading character;
rank of box
These are played by Lois Wilson, Li!
Is Crowning Achievement
Lee, JackareHolt
ConradcastN'agel.
theseandplayers
that theiS
As for the artistic merits of the pro- perfectly
work is said to be the consummating fea
duction, al of the Famous Players-Lasky
ture in a production which combined s
officials are agreed that it is William
many
forces of pre-eminent talent as t
DeMille's
crowning
achievement.
Jesse
L. Lasky declared it to be the finest that make success inevitable.
Famous Players-Lasky ever had.
"Midsummer Madness" was adapted by H. Garfield in Cleveland
Olga Printzlau from the novel, "His
Friend and His Wife." by Cosmo Hamilton, and one of the first to see the DeSella "Paris
After To
making
trip to hhis Priest'
Clevelan
Mille picture at a private showing in New
office, Herman J. Garfield has returne
York was the author himself. Mr. Hamilton was in Hollywood during part of to New York to arrange for the presen
the filming and was an interested spec- tation and advertising of "The Paris
tator while some of the scenes were be- Priest," a special picturized version c
ing made at the Lasky studio. With the Danie! Hart's drama, in which the cele
brated actor
Dan Sully appeared for
finished production, he was both amazed
number
of years.
and delighted and at the conclusion of
The picture which was made on th
the showing he sent the following telegram to Mr. DeMille:
west coast was supervised by Robei
Author Is Elated
Thornby and directed by Joseph Fran:
and the all-star cast of players appeal
ing in the production is headed J>y
"I have just seen 'Midsummer Madnes .' It is the most utterly satisfying. liam Desmond, who has the title role.
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Building Interest in O'Brien Picture
Selznick Gives Details of Newspaper Contest
Idea, Novelty Advertising and Lobby Campaign
For Star's Latest Film, "Broadway
HERE are the details for a newspaper
contest idea, novelty advertising and
street lobby campaigns for the Selznick
picture, "Broadway and Home," starring
Eugene
exploiting
the
title
and O'Brien.
the star The
are two
factorsof that
lend themselves readily to any form of
campaign, although it is impossible to
evolve any one campaign that will be applicable to every town and theatre.
The contest idea is to print a synopsis
of "Broadway and Home" in your local
newspaper, and invite contributions from
local people who have left home to go
to New York and returned to settle down
on the home town lot. Have them state
their reasons and impressions of Xew
York in 200 words or less and offer
prizes for the best letters submitted.
This will not only make interesting reading, but also will intrigue prospective
patrons in the Selznick
* * * picture.
For a novelty advertising idea it is
suggested that the exhibitor interest the
local editor and merchants in a double
.trunk newspaper ad. Every newspaper
has on its exchange list copies of various
Xew York newspapers. From the advertisements in the Xew York papers copy
items that your local merchants may
undersell. For instance, a Xew York
firm announces a sale of men's suits at
$50. A local firm, owing to the fact that
:he overhead is not so high, can probibly sell the same make and style of
;uit for $40 or less.
Have the merchant take a portion of
he page, and follow this up for every
jranch of merchandise sold in town, takng of course the most prominent section
of the advertisement for your theatre.
Then compare your admission prices
ind program with the big Broadway
EUGENE

O'BRIEN

and Home"

theatres which charge from 50 cents to
$1 for the same show. This will give
you the benefit of a double page ad at
the cost of a few inches. See that each
ad carries the words "Broadway and
Home," and provide each merchant with
amay
cut beof secured
Eugene from
O'Brien,
a mat Select
which
your ornearest
exchange.
* * *
Follow this up with window displays
along the same line, the cards reading:
This is what they are wearing on
BROADWAY
AND
this is what we are wearing at
HOME
We can lit vou up at HOME so
You will look at home on BROADWAY
BROADWAY styles, AND at HOME
Your lobby, if prices
it is of the detached
type standing alone,
can be converted
into a New York skyscraper such as the
Flatiron, Woolworth or Metropolitan
buildings, by using a painted light
wooden frame with cloth. For a long
lobby obtain a 24 sheet from the nearest
Select exchange, mount this on light
muslin and where the windows of the
buildings appear cut out and paste tissue
paper in back. Paint the back with some
opaque substance, or paste heavy paper
over the back, and illuminate from the
rear, giving the appearance of lights
in the windows of the buildings.
If you have a capable local sign painter
have him make a similar sized painting
of your principal street and place this
on the opposite side of the lobby. Connect the two with large cut-out letters
strung across the lobby spelling "BroadHome," 24 sheet, or two of
The way andmounted
IN TWO
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them made to form a large A-board, and
placed on a motor truck, with lights
placed inside will make a striking street
announcement if driven about town at
night.
Paramount Stars Busy in
Production on the Coast
Cecil B. DeMille has started work on
his all-star production for Paramount,
based
on Melford
"The Affairs
of Anatol."
George
has been
making some
added
scenes
for
"The
Faith
Wallace Reid has a week or moreHealer."
to go
as yet on his Paramount picture, "The
Daughter ("Fatty")
of a Magnate."
Arbuckle
is abroad
butRoscoe
will be back in time
to begin
work
on "Three Miles Out" in December
under the direction of Joseph Henabery.
After completing her work in Cecil B.
DeMille's production based on "The Affairs of Anatol." Gloria Swan son will begin on "A Sheltered Daughter," the story
of which is being* especially written for
her by Elinor Glyn. the noted British
author. Kathlyn Williams has gone to
New York to do some special work in a
picture.
Fischer Feature Xears
Completion in Brooklyn
David G. Fischer's special eight reel
feature.
Shadowof of
the Dome."at
is
in the"Inlastthestages
production,
the Blackton studio in Brooklyn.
The final set of the many made for the
photoplay and the biggest of all is now
being used. It is a replica of the house
of Representatives in Washington. The
cost of the set is reported to be $12,000.
Levy Outfits Xew Theatre
WACO. TEX.— Abe Levy, manager
and owner of the new Strand theatre,
has returned from a tour of Dallas. Fort
Worth and Houston, bringing back plans
for equipment which will make the new
theatre one of the best in the state. The
theatre is scheduled to open on January" 10.

' BROADWAY

AND

HOME"

us story combines a tang ofLosee
the sea
life appear
in New inYork's
village. star.
Elinor Fair. Warren Cook, Frank
and with
Ellenartist
Cassity
supportGreenwich
of the Selznick
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Anetha

\m:tii\ GETWBLL,
\\ iiiinr <>r lln- N it 1 1 ii ii ii I I nmr iiml Vm% tumm
( onlf'Ht, uho In- fiuluri-d in tiniIIitm*
bonuii film "Lent \\f Koric«"l."
Iinnr.n ill- l>> CtSCWln Film I * r i ><l ii i' t Ion.
Rice

Now Eckels'
Business Manager

Former Publicity Man Says
"Post Is Biggest I Ever
Have Tackled"
Harry Rice, former publicity and exploitation director at the Chicago exchange of Universal, has joined Independent Films Association as business
manager.
In announcing the appointment, Eddy
Kckels, president of the company, declares that Rice "is one of the best
known young executives in the industry.
His career has served to bring him in
the closest kind of contact with every
phase and angle of the film and theatrical business."
"I consider my present post the biggest thing I have ever tackled," says
Rice. "There are two reasons for this
opinion.
"In thependent
firstproduction
place,and
the distribution
field of indeof
motion pictures has shown during the
past year the most remarkable developments ever recorded in the history of the
industry, ynd its supreme importance is
now so clearly seen as to be beyond
question.
Is Important Factor
"My
second
reason is thewhich
knowledge
that in the organization
Eddv
Eckels has built up, I am finding a connection with the biggest and most important factor in the entire independent
branch of the industry at the present
time — an organization whose growth to
power, influence and success has been
even more phenomenal than the growth
of the market to which it caters."
The entire personnel of the company
follows: Mr. Eckels, Mr. Rice, Nathan
A. Woody, treasurer; Richard Robertson, vice president and advertising
manager; H. E. Belford, sales manager:
Howard Robertson, foreign sales representative; E.A. Barrymore, publicity; R.
W. French, sales; J. R. Mahon, advertising; M. B. Raub. service man.iger; O. W.
Moore, West Coast representative, and
A. D. Jenkins, special representative.
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Contest

Winner,
Starred in Coscarder Production
Anetha Getwell, winner in the national
of Syracuse; the president is W . H. Darrow, who has been in the theatrical busifame and fortune contest, in which 50,000
contestants were entered, will be starred
ness for years: the vice president is Jack
Costello,
a clever juvenile actor who will
in a special now being made, the theme
of which will be the granting of the be seen in a new series of comedies- to be
made by this company in the near future.
bonus by congress to our boys who saw
service overseas in the recent war.
The picture with the working title of Broadwell to Announce
"Lest We Forget," will be made by
Identity of New Star
Coscarder Film Productions, Inc., recently organized in New York with a
Robert B. Broadwell, president and dicapital of $1,000,000. Kenneth Carson,
rector general of Broadwell Productions,
secretary of the corporation, and an
Inc., who lecently announced an extenAmerican Legion member who saw acsion of his company's capital to $3,800,000
tive service with the A. E. F. as an of- has arrived
in New York City from Bosficer in the 303d Tank Corps, will play
ton for the purpose of signing a contract
the principal male role.
with a new star who will i:cad one of
Rain Prevents Work
the new units which he intends shortly
to organize to produce features.
Considerable work was to be done on
Full details regarding the fortunate
this picture at the American Legion
Armistice celebration at Washington, D. young lady will be announced in the near
future, said Broadwell, who stated furC, on Armistice day, but rain prevented
ther that the contract to which he had
and a special reception was tendered the
placed his signature called 'or the largmotion picture delegation by the Naest salary, so far, that has ever been
tional Press Club. Considerable footage was obtained the following day in given by an independent producer.
Washington of Miss Getwell releasing
Woody, the most famous war veteran
Hayakawa's Wife to Play
of the carrier pigeons of the United
In His Next Production
States Signal Corps, for a flight from
Washington to Camp Vail near Long
Tsuru
Aoki, Sessue
the Japanese
star'sinwife,
Branch. X. J., and also of Miss Getwell
will
support
Hayakawa
his
in an army tank.
next feature.
Maintains New York Office
Myrtle Steadman. Henry Herbert. Andrew Robson, Harold Holland and CarCoscardar Film Productions, Inc.,
maintains a \< w York office at 158 West
rier Clark Ward are the other prominent players in the supporting cast.
l.'.th street, but the principal office is in
Campbell, assisted by George
Syracuse. The company is composed of Colin
leading financial and business men of Bertholon, will supervise the direction.
"Jim" Campbell has been directing the
Syracuse.
and isother
up- Japanese
star for his last two pictures.
state citie-.Binghamton
The treasurer
a banker

Bromberg

Company

and

Premier

Buy

Picture
Rights to Arrow
productions
were
purchased
by CheatA. C. Bromberg of Arthur C Bromham and Conn for North and South
berg Attractions. Atlanta, Ga. ; A. B. Carolina.
Cheetham and William Conn of PreAll three men were optimistic over the
miere Picture Corporation, North Caroprospects for the coming year and state
lina, were recent visitors at the offices
that business has never been better, that
the theatres are prosperous and that
of Arrow Film Corporation, and an announcement ismade by W. Ray Johnevery indication points to 1921 being a
ston, vice-president and general manbanner
South. year for motion pictures in the
ager, that these gentlemen have entered
the feature field of motion picture distribution intheir respective territories.
"Sunset Jones" Promised
Had Specialized in Shorts
True-to-Nature Feature
Heretofore, both Bromberg Attractions and Premiere Pictures Corporation
American Film announces that its next
had specialized in short subjects, but they
state that the business now has grown
production
willClary
be and
"Sunset
starring Charles
Irene Jones",
Rich.
to such a point and that there is such
It is described as "a Western drama
an insistent demand for good high-class
features in their respective territories
of the present day, a feature oi rapid acthat they have decided to enter the feation entertainment with many advertisture field.
ing and exploitation angles."
Both organizations purchased a numIt voices the spirit of the West as it
ber of picture from Arrow as their initial productions. Among the features
is. producers state, and not as it is 50
frequently pictured. It is in epic novel
contracted for was "The Man From
wherein 'ove, revenge and courage are
Nowhere,'' the first of a series of four
threads
interwoven into th? action, and
five-reel Western features produced by
justice is the finished product.
Ben Wilson and starring Jack Hoxie.
This was purchased for Georgia, Florida
and Alabama by Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions, who also contracted for the Division Managers Are
other three Jack Hoxie features as yet
Eliminated by Goldwyn
unnamed.
Purchase Two Productions
Effective on Nov. 15, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation eliminated the position
Mr. Bromberg also purchased
of
division manager from its distribution
"Woman's Man" and "The Golden Trail"
system.
further
information
for the same territories, while the same
given
out No
relative
to this
change. has been
Territorial

December
Two
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Pathe Pictures with Foreign
Locale to Be Issued in December

Perret s "The Empire of Diamonds" and ''Rogues
and Romance. " Produced by Seitz. Reach
Theatres Last of Month
his success in the serial field with a
Pathe's program for the last two
feature that will attract public attention
weeks in December will bring forth two
to its director and star. The play is an
features claiming attention as interna"The by
Golden
Senorita."
stage workof written
Mr. Seitz
some
tional dramas, for in "The Empire of aadaptation
time ago. The major portion of the picDiamonds." produced by Leonce Perture was filmed in Spain.
ret and "Rogues and Romance." the
George B. Seitz production co-starring
June Caprice with Seitz. there will be Capital Is Selling
offered melodramatic romances set
Territory Rapidly
against European backgrounds. In both.
H.
A.
Kyler Purchases Large
American characters are involved in adBlock of Pictures for
ventures transpiring in Europe.
Western States
The Perret production provides the
novelty of a story with a change of
A new sales record tor a seven day
*cene which shows the principal char- period was established by the Capital
acters in London, Paris. Monte Carlo
Film Company during the past week,
ind famous resorts of the Riviera and
according to \Y. D. Russell, general manNew York. "Rogues and Romance," a
love romance of an American who, on ager. Kyler Makes Big Purchase
i visit to Spain, becomes enamoured of
H. A. Kyler of the Supreme Photothe daughter of an American official,
plays Co., 1446 Welton St.. Denver. Colo..
tells its story in the actual atmosphere
has purchased the exhibition rights for
)i Granada, certain of its scenes within the Fritzi Ridgeway two-reel subjects,
he walls of the famous Alhambra, and and the Helen Gibson two-reel railroad
:he provinces of Seville. Malaga and, stories for the Denver territory. He has
ibout the fortress of Tarifa in Southern
also purchased for the Seattle territory
jpain. Represent Big Undertakings
a series of eighteen two-reel Xeal Hart
These two features represent huge un- subjects, fourteen two-reel Helen Gibson
lertakings upon the part of the pro- subjects, and nineteen two-reel AL Jennings subjects.
lucers. Mr. Seitz and his company are
leclared to have been the first motion
The two-reel Fritzi Ridgeway subjects
)icture players to make photoplays
were sold for the territory" of Iowa and
Nebraska to Mr. Frish. Greater Produchrough the old Spanish towns in which
Rogues and Romance'
was staged.
The Empire of Diamonds" for the first
'ime shows on the screen interiors of
he famous Casino at Monte Carlo, the
reat gambling resort that has been the
cene of many real romances.
Offered for publication on Dec. 19,
The
Empireproduced
of Diamonds"
be thein
rst work
by Mr. will
Perret
ome time. In the filming of this play,
is own adaptation of a novel by Valenn Mandtlstamm, a French novelist.
Ir. Perret spent many weeks in travelig with his company, which included
.ucy Fox, Henry G. Sell, Robert Elliott
ad other well-known American screen
layers.
Story of High Finance
The play is a melodrama of high
nance, it tells the story of a clique
: dishonest financiers who endeavor to
nain control of a long established diamond mining company by forcing down
ie price of the stock on the Paris
ourse. This situation is the basis upon
hich a series of exciting scenes have
-'en built.
June Caprice in the role of an Amerigirl whose love for a dashing revotionist against the Spanish royalty,
imeshes her in a number of serious
ots. is one of the chief attractions of
Rogues and Romance." She is coarred with Mr. Seitz. Marguerite Court is featured in the character of a
>anish girL
Is Published Dec. 26
'"Rogues and Romance," published on
5^. 'S Mr. Seitz's first feature proxtion,_ and because of the elaborate
id striking staging he has given the
fee, it is predicted he will duplicate

71
tions Co.. Des Moines. Ia. They are also
sold for Northern Ohio to Dave Warner
of the Dave Warner Films of Cleveland.
Other Sales Recorded
The series of Harts. Jennings and Gibson were sold to Sam Grant of the Federated Exchanges of Xew England, who
also tal
purchased
"Witch'sLure"
Lure."was
a Capireeler. •"Witch's
also
sold to the Exhibitors Booking Assn. of
Salt Lake City for that territory: to the
Salley Films of Atlanta for the Southeastern States, the Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Xew Jersey,
and Apex Pictures Inc.. Pittsburgh for
Western Pennsylvania and VirginiaProduction has been started on the second Cuneo five reel western, which will be
entitled
"The Ranger
The Law."
In this picture
FrancellaandBillington
will
play the female lead with Cuneo. Sales
are now being completed for this series.
Extensive Comedy

Bookings

Reported by Educational
Although the first issue is set for the
week of Dec. 5. Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.. reports that the announcement that it would distribute single reel
Vanity and Gayety comedies weekly has
brought such a demand for these subjects that it has been necessary to send
a rush order to the laboratories for a
number of prints in excess of the original
estimate.
The first single reel comedy from Educational will be '"Tea for Two." a Vanity, in which Charlotte Merriam and Eddie Barry are seen. Several of the better
known Christie comedians are in the first
few of this series, but after the initial
ones entirely separate casts from the
two-reelers
appear.
Love
Grand?" will will
be the
first of"Ain't
the Gayety
series.
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Connor's "The
Foreigner"
Screened at Canadian
Ralph Connor's vivid story of "The
Foreigner" will be screened for the first
time in New York at the Biltmore hotel
on Friday evening, December 3.
It is the occasion of the annual dance
and dinner given by the Canadian Club
of New York. Admission is by invitation from the officials of the club.
A private presentation for critics,
friends and the trade will be given at a
later date.
Noted Cast on Film
This is the first of the Ralph Connor
stories directed by Henry MacRae, and
interpreted by such a noted cast as Gaston Glass, VVilton Lackaye, Robert T.
Haines, William Colvin, Jules Cowles,
Nathaniel Sach, Dan Duffy, Bigelow
Cooper, Edward Elkas, Gordon Standing, Wilton Lackaye, Jr.. Edna Shipman,
Anne Sutherland, Gladys Coburn.
Frances Eldredge, Alice Lawrence and
Kate Price.
Every foot of this picture was shot
north of the international border, and
has created such an interest in Canada,
England and Australia, as well as the
United States, that unusual inducements
are being made the management to book
upon a sharing basis.
Requesting First Runs
Winnipeg^ Toronto and Montreal have
each offered $5,000 for first run privileges
and Ernest Shipman states that if he
books it as a special throughout Canada,
that more than the negative cost ($133.000) can be readily realized in that country alone.
No definite arrangements, however,
have been decided upon for its exploitation as the unusual drawing power of
the author in many countries warrant an
unusual treatment.
Arrange for Issue
George H. Doran and Grosset and
Dunlap, the publishers of Ralph Connor stories in America, are arranging an
exhaustive tieup for publicity exploitation
in this country and similar methods will
TWO

SCENES

FROM
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Will Be
Club Dinner

be adopted by the various publishers
abroad.
One of the wires received by Ernest
Shipman after a Canadian preview said,
"It is not a moving picture — it is realism— it is life itself."
W.

L. Hill Resigns
From First National

Popular Publicity Man Joins
Universal Exchange — Heads
Advertising Department
Walter L. Hill has resigned as director of publicity and advertising of the
Chicago First National exchange and
accepted a similar position with the Universal Exchange. Mr. Hill enters upon
his new duties Monday, Dec. 6.
Old-Time Exhibitor
Mr. Hill was an exhibitor for a number of yearslikeanda knows
problems
book. the
He exhibitor's
has kept
abreast of the times and is alive to the
needs of the theatre men today, and for
that reason will prove a valuable addition to the Universal's Chicago staff.
Ten years ago he conducted the
Poinciana theatre, Tampa, Fla., using
many novel exploitation stunts that hatl
never been heard of, but are more or
less familiar today. He also managed
theatres in Fort Wayne, and was director of the Mandlebaum chain of houses
in Cleveland for some time.
Built Up Run-Down Theatres
Mr. Hill made a specialty of taking
run-down theatres and by unique methods of exploitation built them up to
where they became money makers for
the owners.
He was connected with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation first in Pittsburgh, and later in Chicago when he put
over many big productions during his
three years in the advertising and publicity department. He has been with First
National a year and (luring that tirm"THE FOREIGNER."

ERNEST

\\ LLTKH I . Illl. I.
Who Imn reaJgrned
First National eiploltatlon null pnblicltj mrinaicrr, Chli'iiiiii rirhnnitr, to Join I nlveraaL
has rendered the many franchise holders
served b)' that exchange valuable assistance.
Louise Glaum Renews
Contracts With Read
(Special to Exhibitor j Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 30.— Louise
Glaum has just placed her signature to a
long-term contract to star for J. Parker
Read, for
Jr., Associated
in productions
which he
make
Producers.
Inc. will
Her next production, which will be
started this week, will be "The Impossible Mrs.was
Bellew,"
by David
Lisle.Tipton
The
Steck.
scenario
written
by H.
SHIPMAN'S

LATEST

This adaptation
RalphShipman,
Connor'sAnne
storySutherland
was made and
in Canada,
Gaston
William
Colvin, Jules
Cowles,of Edna
others in with
leading
roles. Glass,
It wasWilton
directedLackaye,
by Henry
MacRae.
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That "Blind Wives"
Contends
Offers Big Dramatic
Possibilities

King

of Short

Stuff

Producer Believes Most Effective Way to Present
Picture Is in the Form of a Trilogy Like
Film, "While New York Sleeps"
appears to eyes that only see the surface
. Edward Knoblock's play, "My Lady's
to be wholly beautiful. To produce such
Dress," is considered by William Fox
a picture, to give it the setting of luxury,
to have a theme with big dramatic posthe touch of fashion in all its luxury and
sibilities.
spendthrift splendor, it was necessary to
This reason more .than any other in- literally organize a brilliant fashion show
duced the producer to purchase the film that would have attracted the society
and elite of the gay world.
rights to the play and produce it under
the title "Blind Wives." Because of its
York ofSleeps."
"WhiletheNew
similarity
in
that it to
invades
realities
life in Showmore Film. Co.
"the high and low places," the play will
Opens New Offices
be picturized in the form of a triology.
Different in Theme
In Garrick Building
Showmore Film Company, producer of
"Blind Wives" will be entirely different in theme and treatment from "While the five two-reel features, "Her Penalty,"
New YorkandSleeps,"
but Produced
it will be several
just as "Tricks and Cricks," 'The Eleventh
dramatic
forceful.
Hour," "Her Heart's Desire" and 'Misstage, Ameron the speaking
yearsicanago
Conclusions," which compose the
and European
critics hailed this play noveltytaken
film "The Little Home Nurse,"
as one of the strongest expositions of has opened
an office in the Garrick thethe eternal feminine and her frivolities
atre building, Chicago.
and frailties that had ever been preState rights to "The Little Home
sented.
Nurse" have been disposed of to Major
Really brilliant strokes of construction
Film Corporation, for Maine, New
have been shown by Charles J. Brabin
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
in preparing this story for the screen, it Rhode Island and Connecticut, while
is said — the same bold lines of character Reelcraft Pictures Corporation holds the
drawing, the same subtle and swift de- rights to the following states: Wisconvelopment ofplot and situation, the same
sin, Illinois, Ohio, Minnesota, Indiana,
striking denouements that he showed
South Dakota and North Dakota, as well
,with such power in the former episode as Greater New York. The company is
picture. But it is with a new and a re- now negotiating with several independmarkable fascinating phase of life with tory. ent exchanges for the remaining terriwhich he has dealt.
More than following the episode form
Attractive paper has been gotten out
of presentation, Mr. Fox has taken from for the novelty film and because of its
"While Xew York Sleeps" the trio of educational nature the film is meeting
artists who so deftly displayed strength with unusual success wherever shown.
in their roles and transplanted them to Dr. J. Maxmillian Showalter, who prethe cast for the Knoblock story where
pared the script, is a prominent Chicago
they again will be seen in just as dra- surgeon and head of the Walter School
matic roles. These are Estelle Taylor, of Nursing. He also contributed a series
Marc McDermott and Harry Sothern.
of health articles in a Chicago daily
To Excel Former Work
newspaper on the care of the sick.
In continuing the blended art of these
players into another picture production
an increased interest comes with a new
"The Penalty" Said to Be
test of their versatility and a new shade
Pleasing at N. Y. Capitol
to their screen personalities which gives
a zest to the handling of the story. For
Goldwyn's picturization of Gcruverneur
Morris' novel, "The Penalty," has had its
in "Blind Wives" Miss Taylor, Mr. McDermott and Mr. Sothern, by the same
New gest
York
at the and
world's
theatre,showing
the Capitol,
won bigthe
method, have created three new roles,
and patronage of New York fans.
which, it is the opinion of all who have liking
It
did
not
break
the
attendance
record
watched the making of the picture, will
excel their former work. It is worthy of at the Capitol, which has a seating cathoughtful attention to the development
pacity of 5,500, but it came within strikof picture production the success that has
ing
distance
the record set by "Earthcome to this method of presenting the bound," and of
which was nearly equalled by
same players in diversified roles, giving the attendance at "Madame X" and at
greater and wider field for the scope and "The Branding Iron," it is leported.
many sidedness of their talents.
Dress is the reason for this remarkable
Albert Lea Improvement
story — woman's dress, the raiment of my
ALBERT LEA, MINN.— Manager
lady's wardrobe, what it cost to procure
for her but still deeper and more in- Valleau of the Idle Hour and Broadway
tensely interesting than that what it cost theatre will install new seats in his
to produce — just how hard, how cruel, playhouse in the early year, a $10,000
investment.
how tragic is the making of that which
PALISADE
FILM
Opposite West 129th St. Ferry

JACK COHX
TT is men of the type of Jack Cohn of
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York, known as "the king of short
stuff" of whom the film industry may be
proud. Starting in the producing end
of the industry twelve years ago, Mr.
Cohn has shown ably what he can do
with two-reel comedies, one reel news
weekly, screen magazine, news specials
and scenics. Having for his motto that
the exhibitor is entitled to only the
finest and best comedies, l3x. Cohn has
seen to it that his pictures contain all
the qualities that go to make box office
selling attractions.
"When 1 went into the producing end
of the business I made up my mind that
I would only make quality comedies and
Irealized
have done
Cohn.were"I
that so,"
many said
big Mr.
theatres
dropping the one reel picture and the
two reel comedy from their programs
and decided that I would turn out the
type ofdies novelty
and houses
comethat wouldshort
makesubjects
the big
want them. As an evidence of this intention Ican only point to the fact that
some of the finest theatres in the country
have just been swamping exchanges with
contracts for our one and two reelers."

LABORATORIES,
Morsemere 621,

INC.
PALISADE,

N. J.

QUALITY
and
SERVICE
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
220 West 42nd Street
Telephone Bryant
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Distinguished
Washburn's
Among

Americans
"The

Road

H E R A L D

Appear
to

December

11, 1920

in

London"

the Scenes Is One Showing the Departure of
The White Star Liner, Olympic, from
Southampton, England
Bryant Washburn has completed the the path of producing units both with and
without New York offices.
filming of his first independent producName Not In Print
tion, "The Road to London," on the
The name of the company never aporiginal locations described in the story
pears except on letter heads used in
by David Skaats Foster.
corresponding wi'h the various studios
Among the many interesting scenes in and
tions. distributors of independent producthe picture is that showing the departure
Prom the minute a new production is
of the White Star liner Olympic, from
finished the value of Producers Service
Southampton. Many distinguished
Company begins to be realized. The
Americans who were returning from
service can be taken advantage of imtheir European vacations on the boat
mediately or at any stage during the
formed the background for the photolife of the subject. If complete service
play.
is desired, the producer makes the ProTake Scenes Aboard Ship
ducers Service Company offices his New
Officials of the White Star line exYork address and ships it his sample
tended facilities which enabled Washburn to obtain some remarkable scenes
Posters Are Prepared
print.
aboard the vessel.
Poster>. photographs, press books and
The story deals with a young Ameriall advertising accessories are prepared,
can who, while visiting in London with
HOPP II IDLEl .
an advertising and publicity campaign
Who\«-m n lurk
llh Hart)
IIIkux Servlr*
hli» ■ •ritlmUrd
launched
and
a
trade
showing
given.
A
his father,
finds
"the
one
girl."
He
prorriiduriTPi
( omptlfi in
ceeds to win her by hook or crook.
state right territory is then conThrough American ingenuity and luck he sale of ducted
or not. depending upon the deattains the end in view.
cision of the final disposition of the
The action is laid among well-known
Los Angeles Paper
landmarks, such as Piccadilly Circus,
picture.
But the service frequently begins after
Plans Dance Series
Windsor Castle, Rotten Row, Trafalgar
arrangements have been made for the
Square and picturesque places along the handling of a production. In this case
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
Thames.
the distributor calls upon Producers
LOS
ANGELES,
Nov. :;o. — Th<
Nichols Is Business Manager
Service Company for as much of the
Charles C. Nichols is business manager
service as he desires which frequently Evening llxprcss is planning a series of
of the Washburn unit. Screenplays pro- does not go beyond the preparing of public motion picture balls during the
winter season, a different studio to bi
ductions. At times he found great dif- advertising matter and the carrying on
of an advertising campaign.
featured at each affair.
ficulty in obtaining permission to shoot
certain locations. American slang more
than once resulted in difficulties.
One of the most remarkable shots of
the many unusual ones obtained was the
lobby of the Savoy hotel. Although extremely courteous, the managing director
WESTERNS
of this famous hotel hardly knew how
to assist the invading Americans. In
order to minimize the interference with
X 1 1 1 B 11 ORS who have been looking for fast action, thrill
the hotel's traffice the company reported
ing two-reel Westerns are now booking the Star Rana
for work at 1 o'clock in the morning, to E Series.
find all electrical equipment set for instant use. a
Guests Are Amazed
If you want the kind of pictures that will sit patrons on the edge o
Much to the amazement of late hotel
their
seats get in touch at once with your exchange, or
arrivals' ihey saw a young man reOHIO
peatedly kiss a sad farewell to a beau<:i.EVELAM>
tiful blond girl, not older than eighteen,
Standard Film Service
MICHIGAN
and a short stout fellow asking them to
OMAHA
KEN! I ( KV
do it over :.gain. Probably so-called EngFontenelle Feature Films
lish conservatism was a bit shocked
NEBRASKA
IOW A
when the guests found out that a motion
ST.MISSOURI
Mil IS
United Film Service
E.
picture was being made in the hallowed
SO. ILLINOIS
DALLAS
TEXAS
precincts of the Savoy hotel, but the
OKLAHOMA
\\l>
ARKANSAS
novelty wore off promptly and quite a Specialty Film Co.
k WSAS CITY,
number allowed themselves to be used Crescent Film Exchange
MISSOURI
as background in the picture.
W.andMISSOl
KANSASRl
SAN
FRANCISCO
Consolidated Film Corp.
LOS ANGELES
IICAL..
\\\ \ll M.V..
\N ISI-SM
ARI
NEW ORLEANS
New Concern Formed
FLA..
Pearce Films
LA., MISS., SO. CAR.
GA.
By Diggs and Hadley
ALA. TENN.
Producers Service Company
ALSO
ASK
YOUR
EXCHANGES
IF
Title of Concern Which Is
THEY
ARE READY
TO BOOK
YOU
Now Functioning
i r-ri r T T " TZ T S~> T* T 71 /T 1 1 The greatest 6-reel melodramatic super-feature ever sctkw
Harry P. Diggs and Hopp Hadley
■*■ ■*—'
* * -*/ -*/-/
H 1/ ■*■I w( -*■
I I /VI and
A story
of mystery,acting
love and
a wonderful
cast. faith featuring Robert T. Han
have organized Producers Service Company with offices in suite 1209. Times
building. New York.
The various departments of the comSALES
CORPORATIOr
pany already are functioning. This or- C. B. C. FILM
ganization for independent producers
1600
BROADWAY,
NEW
YORK
presents several new phases which give
promise, it is said, of helping smooth

nscilla Dean as "Silky Moll" in five character poses in her new underworld picture "Outside the Law." a Universal-Jewel production, written and directed by Tod Browning
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rTy 1 1 E screen i~ nut dependent upon the stage for
material. Yet the past year lias witnessed a
number of successful stage plays become big screen
successes, which furthers the belief that the motion
picture is a greater vehicle than the stage and an
art quite distinct from the drama.
Many men and women who write plays and books
have turned their genius to making pictures. They
are .studying the new art of expression and are building for it and its distinct requirements.
Notable among these are Rex Beach, Gertrude
Atherton. Elinor (ilyn. Irving Cobb, Robert W.
Chambers and Rupert Hughes. Many of these authors are following their stories through the various
processes of transition from their typewriters to the
screen. This is as it should be. for then if the piece
fails to please, the blame can be placed where it belongs— upon the author.
' THE GREAT

LOVER" (Goldwyn) is a splendid

screen adaptation of I.e.. Ditrichstein's stage BUCCeSfl
of five years ago. John Sainpolis has the title role
and as in the stajre production carries off most of
the honors.

A big story forms the basis of the composition. Excellent production prevails throughout and artistry
combines with simplicity to create forcef ulness. One
of the genuinely worth while pictures of the year.
"MILESTONES" (Goldwyn) is a picture of extraordinary merit as a magnet for high-grade patronage. Itis a romance of three generations played
with an uncommonly capable cast and presented in
highly artistic manner.
"MIDSUMMER MADNESS" (Paramount) pre
sents four favorites — Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Conrad
Xagel and Jack Holt — in a Cosmo Hamilton societv
story adapted to the screen. It is forceful and convincing, treating a delicate domestic situation with
dignity and skill.
"THE

FRISKY MRS. JOHNSON" (Paramount) brings Billie Burke back in a frothy, light
societv drama set in Paris. Pleasant entertainment,
but unconvincing of plot. Good humor and refreshing subtitles.
"TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN" (Paramount) is
a Lois Weber production exceptionally worth while.
The influence of a conscienceless woman of the world

"A BEGGAR IN PURPLE" (Pathe) is EdgV
Lewis' latest contribution to the silent drama. The
picture possesses a peculiar charm and deep insight

upon a wholesome American family in small town
environment. An interesting study in contrasts,

into human nature and should prove a box office attraction ofunusual drawing power.

appeal universally.

"JUST PALS" (Fox) presents a
ture of small-town life in the West.
supported by a clever youngster. Duke
principal roles. A picture replete with
value and effective in atmosphere.

pleasing picBuck Jones,
Lee, have the
entertainment

the late World War with a capable cast, but a weakvehicle. Attractive of setting and interesting. The

"PAG AX LOVE" (Hodkinson-Pathe) is an interesting picturization of Achmed Abdullah's story,
"The Honorable Gentleman." Tt was produced by
Hugo Ballin and lie has peopled it with life-like
actors and used great care in presenting his characters. While the story is simple, it is so well developed itcarries considerable suspense.

"THE FACE AT YOUR WINDOW" (Fox) presents anti-Bolshevik propaganda in a too-long feature,
but one important because of its timely warning.
A good cast, but exaggerated action. A feature well
worth booking, however.

■THE SCOFFER" (First National) merits distinction. Itis big in every way. A large and capable
cast srive striking characterizations of the several roles.

highly attractive and exciting and absorbing. Should
"LOVE'S FLAME"

(Fidelity) is a reflection of

story of an American aviator's love for a French girl
which finds difficulties in her country's matrimonial
conventionalities.

"DOWN

HOME". (Pathe) is a rural New England

drama with all the earmarks of the "Way Down East"
brand. Some scenes very well done, others tiresome.
High points in a snowstorm, a revival and a runaway
motor van. Seasonable and should please.

;
REVIEWS
ALLAN" D WAX'S
THE SCOFFER
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Vividly dramatic picture fiction.
Man and woman drama for the
serious of mind, clean, convincing,
powerful. A strong story artisticlcally bui firmly presented. A
capable cast in which every character is a type and most are worthy of star prominence. A better
picture than comes to the screen
in the ordinary week. Probably
will be considered Allan Dwan's
best work to date.
If, as claimed, "the story is the thing,"
The
is a greatandpicture.
If anScoffer"
evenly balanced
exceptionally
capable cast is considered the guarantee
of good entertainment, the production is
one in a hundred.
If artistry, combined with forcefulness
in setting, direction, photography, acting
and subtitle are considered the essentials
of
the "bigproduction
picture," ranks
Allan Dwan's
National
high in First
that
class.
James Kirkwood, Noah Beerv, Philo
McCullough. Rhea Mitchell. Mary Thurman, John Barton, Eugenie Besserer.
Bernard Durning. Ward Crane and
Georgie Stone are the players given
mention in the cast of characters and
the work of any one of them surpasses
what is commonly accepted as stellar
quality. Realism is the dominant note
throughout the picture and it has been
attained by skilfully mixing the commonplace and the bizarre.
The story is big. unbeautitul. modern,
packed with
and intensely
unfolded.action
The widely
misemployed
"gripping"
fits perfectly.
Dr. Stannard
Wayne, a worker for
humanity: Dr. Arthur Richards, a charlatan, worker,
and "Carson,
the Parson,"
a mis-a
sion
are firm
friends until
victim of Richards' malpractice dies and
Wayne is sentenced to five years of imprisonment for the crime. Richards
persuades Mrs. Wayne to obtain a divorce and marries her. Wayne denounces
God and vows that he will never again
exercise his ability in the interests of
mankind.
Released from prison, he finds his
way to a northern settlement, where
Richards and his wife, now a physical
wreck, are living. Here he refuses aid to
those who are in sickness and misery,
areaching against Divinity, until Alice
Porn, keeper of the general store, challenges him to prove that man is superior
to God by curing a crippled child.
A great chain of complications has
">een
builded a upgreat
and electrical
he begins storm.
the operaion during
The
Mements and his enemies combine to
hwart the purpose of the operation, and
acing defeat he yields and prays for
nd. It comes in a form which may or
nay not be supernatural, as the ob;eryer
i time. prefers, and happiness ensues after
W ith such a plot a less sure hand than
hat in charge might easily have blun'ered into the sickly sentimental or the
rite. That Allan Dwan did not fall vicime to the occasion, but produced intead an upstanding, logical human doculent is to his great credit.

"The Scoffer" is not to be considered
an every day nor a one day picture. It
has the qualities that make for increasing patronage during an engagement. It
should be given an opportunity to exert
its business building appeal.
CLAIRE WINDSOR IN
TO PLEASE ONE
WOMAN
(PARAMOUNT)
A Lois Weber production from an
original scenario. An excellent
study in character and scene contrast. A strong cast playing excellently. Luxurious settings and
natural and easy acting. Thorciting. oughly interesting and highly ex-

doctor, in love with Alice, for whom the
designing Foolish Woman angles and
temporarily lands. Howard Gay impersonates the husband, who is kept in the
background until the climax, and L. C.
Shumway is the Other Man with whom
she plays until he loses his taste for her
vampire schemings.
The Other Man owns a yacht and
while it is at anchor in the harbor off
the small town he makes the acquaintance of the family, purporting to entertain himself with the romantic younger
sister. She has a protector in the background in a village youth whom the
stinginess of his parents leads to commit theft. At the opportune moment he
rescues the girl and the husband of the
Woman appears to take her away from
the trouble she has sown during her banishment to the beautiful estate on the village and sea edge. The doctor and his
sweetheart are reunited, and the young
rescuer is exonerated of his crime.

The influence of a selfish, foolish
woman upon a wholesome American
SUNSHINE PLAYERS IN
family in a small town supply a novelty
HIS
NOISY STILL
in story in this Lois Weber feature. Its
appeal will be universal. It carries a
(FOX)
strong element in its presentation of
The effects of home brew, fearful and
country town youth and the effect of a
city woman's
seeking
for tragic
relief wonderful, are humorously depicted in
from
ennui afterselfish
a manner
that has
this two reel comedy. The still, an inresults for those upon whom she plays.
tricate apparatus, is harbored in a boardShe appropriates the lover of the elder
ing house. It's habitues and setting are
daughter of the family, is responsible
for the death of a young son and brings employed for some minutes of rollicking
temptation into the way of the younger comicalities. Later moments take up
fishing scenes that give chance for new
girlTheyearning
excitements.
part of for
thelife's
Foolish
Woman (the views of fun. An animated lobster provides adash of liveliness in a cafe scene,
only name given her on the screen) is
carried with distinct skill by Mona Lisa. and the twisting of three struggling
males
in and around about the mazes
Claire Windsor plays the older daughter
with a decided prettiness and in a nat- of a thick screen of serpentine confetti
ural and winning way. and Edith Kess- is good for a laugh. A wild chase with
ler makes much of the part of the a steam roller and flivver supply some
vounger.
Edward Buise is the voung particularly effective fun at the end.

"ThebyScoffer"
has many
dramatic moments.
Thisandis one
of them.
It was bydirected
Allan Dwan
for Mayflower
Productions
is being
distributed
First
National.
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SPECIAL CAST IN
THE GREAT
LOVER
(GOLDWYN.)
This Frank Lloyd production brings
to the screen the famous Leo
Ditrichstein Broadway success of
several years ago, written by Mr.
Ditrichstein and Frederick and
Fanny Hatton. Advertised as
such, it should prove a big box
office attraction.
The title role — that of Jean Paurel,
the 'great lover" — is sympathetically
and excellently essayed by John Sainpolis. Mr. Sainpolis dominates the picture in truly masterly style, injecting
into it a realism that redeems the acting
of a mediocre cast. His graceful bearing, suavity of manner and romantic
diffidence to that enigma, woman, makes
it humorously apparent why feminine
hearts skip a beat and then race merrily
on and feminine eyes dance in delicious
trepidation when in proximity to the
great and only Paurel, famous operatic
star and the world's beloved "great
lover."
The feminine members of the cast do
not particularly impress, though the
work of Claire Adams as Ethel, beloved
of Paurel, but who gives her love to
Sonino,
Paurel's
sifted asunderstudy,
and
that
of Alice
Hollister
Bianca, whose
only child, Sonino, is his unknown son,
may be termed satisfactory. Unfortunately. John Davidson as Sonino, the
youthful singer who jumps into the
limelight on the night Paurel's voice
gives out, is not a youth to win sympathy, and the audience was noticeably
cold toward him and incensed at Ethel
for losing her heart to him in preference
to the delightful Paurel.
The chief fault with the picture is the
rather jerky continuity in the beginning. The ending, however, wnile seemingly abrupt, is solendid. Even in defeat, the great artist is beloved and the
hint of his continued happiness in the
pursuit of the eternal feminine puts a
pleasant, a tenderly humorous touch to
the story.
On the whole, "The Great Lover" is
an interesting addition to the screen literature of 1920. The lightings are ex-
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cellent and the mechanical details have
been suitably cared for.
The story is that of Jean Paurel, famous whose
operatic star,
whose
Hearing fifty,
life has
been age
one is'delight
after another, but whose Waterloo
looms ahead because of the delicate condition of his vocal chords. Any excitement, warns his physician, will result in
the loss of his wonderful voice.
Rehearsals for a new opera begin.
Sonino understudies Paurel. Ethel is engaged for a small part because of the
great
singer's
Paurel
does not
knowinfatuation
Sonino isforhisher.son,
nor
that Bianca, an old antagonist, lives in
New York. The story develops with
quickened tempo until the evening of
the opera premiere arrives. Paurel proposes to Ethel in his dressing room between acts. Sabotino, jealous at his attentions to the younger woman, tells
Sonino where Ethel is. A violent scene
results. Sonino flounces furiously from
the room as Ethel angrily turns to Paurel and accepts his proposal of marriage.
But the excitement has been too much
for Paurel — he loses his voice. Sonino
substitutes and wins instant success and
acclamation.
The next day Ethel calls to -ce Paurel.
She goes into another room, when
Bianca is announced. Bianca tells Paurel
who Sonino really is and of his love for
Ethel. She departs then as abruptly as
she arrived. Paurel releases Ethel from
her promise. As he sits alone brooding,
the telephone rings. A feminine admirer
is on the wire. Paurel rouses, become*
his sure and swagger self and with hiusual invitation: "Then we'll have a litclose.tle lunch,' the picture is brought to a

EDGAR LEWIS PRESENTS
A BEGGAR
IN PURPLE
I PATHE.)
There is a peculiar charm to Edgar
Lewis' pictures, a deep, sympathetic insight into human nature
and human life. In "A Beggar in
Purple" these characteristics are
subtly picturized: the dog who
snarled
in distrust at the girl's
fiance ; the
little boy who ate
licorice to "spit terbaccy"; the
man who took himself and his
bruised spirits to the little cabin
which years ago had been his poverty stricken home. Lewis is the
true artist. Little details are
never skimmed over and to them
is given the same care and attention as to the more critical scenes.
A splendid picture.
In "A Beggar in Purple," Mr. Lewis,
basing his story on the novel by Andrew
Soutar, dilates on Solomon's epigrammatic saying: "A wealthy man without
love is only a beggar in purple."
\\ ith '>old, sweeping strokes is developed this gripping story of a strong
man's rise in the world by sheer ability,
his dramatic righting of a wrong that resulted directly in his mother's death,
and the overcoming of all obstacles to
win, in the end. the love of the one
woman who crowned him a "king," not,
a "beggar," in purple.

SENNETT PLAYERS IN
FIRESIDE BREWER
i PARAMOUNT)
Louise Fazcnda. Billy Bevan, the clever
Sennetl baby and the great Dane supply the important cast members in this
really clever comedy. A day at the beach
with the whole family, including a supply
of home brew, introduces activities that
gain lively impetus as they proceed. A
flivver
doing
the of"home
brewTheshimmy"
i- a high
point
humor.
whole
is especially good.

There is a careful attention to detail
the lightings are splendid and the few
exterior scenes have all the Lewis beaut}
in -bowing nature to best advantage.
Leonard C. Shumway, as John Har
grave, the "beggar in purple," is a con
vincing. a virile hero. At all times h(.
carries the audience along with him
plastic to his every mood. Ruth King
as Margaret Carlisle his private secre
tary whose engagement to Paul Lam
bert i\ severed and who in the end mar
ries Hargrave is also very good. Bett:
Brice deserves special mention since a
the worshipper of Midas she completeb
disgusted a blase New York audienc'
and
earned for herself many a disdainfu
utterance.
The entire cast in fact is above th'
ordinary. Little Ernest Butterworth soi
of the amiable leader of the Internationa
Union is an easy and a natural littl
actor. He's the youngster who "chaw
terbaccy" in the form of licorice.
At the conclusion of this picture, ther
was a round of hearty applause. Thi
from a Loew Broadway theatre.
The story deals with a career o
young John Hargrave, president of th
Hargrave Paper Company, of his en
gagement to Irene Foster, who tolerate
him only because of his vast fortune, o
his fight against labor difficulties and th
Winston
Paper
ruin
him on
WallCompany's
street. Howefforts
he suet
cessfully overcomes these obstacles an
fights clear to the dramatic righting c
a wrong of years standing against hir
and
discovers
worthhisandmother,
finds solace
and Irene's
love at tru
las
in Margaret Carlisle, his private seen
tary. isthrobs
the basis
a story replete W«1
heart
and for
action.
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MILESTONES
(GOLDWYX.)
A poetic picture for the discriminating. Produced with an artistry
far above the ordinary. Finely
interpreted and carefully screened.
Noteworthy acting and excellent
photography. Will appeal particularly to discriminating audiences.
Here is a picture with which to win
he screen interest of that patronage
which registers approval whenever it
inds good film dramatization of high;radeten forliterature.
was writthe stage "Milestones"
by Arnold Bennett
and
Edward Knoblock, an item that should
)e stressed in advertising.
Brought to the screen it has lost none
if the appeal of the spoken drama, but
i\- the employment of clever titles and
ffective photography and lighting, has
.rained in excellence. The scenes are
i sequence of happenings that center
ibout a trio of romances — the first takng place in 1860. the next in 1885. and
he final one in 1912. The thought carried
n the theme is the intolerance of age
or
ideas atwhich
are buttender
a repetiion youth's
of its own
the same
age.
The leading
character's
ympolic
of that
of the development
normal humanis
is he or she goes through life.
John Rhead is the lover in the first
>f the three episodes. Against the wishes
)f her family he marries Rose Sibley,
hey
upon himideas
as ain fanatic
beause looking
of his advanced
invention,
'n 18S5 John and his wife. Rose, oppose
he marriage of their daughter Emily for
>ractica!l\- the same reason that was
aised tois found
their's, forbidding
and in 1912.
vidow,
her Emily,
daughtera
o marry a young engineer, advancing a
ike argument. Muriel, the daughter,
iroves modern enough .-in her independnce to stand for herself, but concedes to
ler mother's wishes for the sake of the
atter's happiness. Fate takes a hand.
io\vever, and in the end there comes hap>iness and peace to all concerned. The
.•losing scenes, depicting the golden
vedding night of the Rheads. is beautiful
n its artistic value and in its sentiment.
The feature is deserving of much praise,
t is a triumph of screen production.
The role of John Rhead is taken with
rreat skill by Lewis Stone. Others of
he cast, who give notable performance,
nclude Alice Hollister. Gertrude Robinon, Correan Kirkham. Mar>r Alden,
day Foster. Harvey Clark. Gerald
'ring, Donovan.
Bovd Irwin, Lionel Belmore and
,ack
PAGAN
LOVE
(HODKINSON-PATHE)
V tragic love incident adapted from
Achmed
Abdullah's magazine
story, "The Honorable Gentleman" directed by Hugh Ballin.
Simple in plot, but fine in its study
of Chinese character and traditions, and depending upon faithful character drawing rather than
action for its interest.
From the viewpoint of putting the
^hinese tradition on the screen, Hugo
'•allin has made an interesting picturizaon of Achmed Abdullah's story. Achmed
'bdullah knows China and its people
nd he and Hugo Ballin. collaborating
j the adaptation of the original, have
iven the screen life-like figures in

An amusing bit from "Just Pals," starring Buck Jones (Fox).
BUCK JOXES IN
"Pagan Love."
i ne piot is exceedingly simple, having
JUST
PALS
to do with the love of Tsing Yu-Ching
(FOX.)
for blind Kathleen Levinsky, the orphaned daughted of a Jewish father and
an Irish mother, who lives with her A human comedy drama of humor
and pathos with Buck Jones in a
aunt. Mrs. O'Grady, the proprietress of a
variation from his usual type of
Bowery
pawnshop. all
Tsing
Y'u-Ching'
feature. Entertaining, refreshing,
love
is a wholesome,
consuming
love ;
for the girl who has never seen him,
very attractive scenically, good
and it gives rise to some fine human
titles and excellent atmosphere.
touches when the girl's Jewish and Irish
Should please universally.
relatives gather to decide Tsing YuChing's fate. But Mrs. O'Grady rouses
Buck Jones as the village good-forhope in the Chinaman's breast and he nothing with a small boy pal in little
pays
his
court
tenderly
and
sympathetically.
Duke Lee has been admirably cast in a
The conflict is supplied when Tsing
feature in itself highly entertaining and
giving him a role that will extend his
Y'u-Ching
and returns
the girl onlyneglects
to find duty
her hitherto
sightlessto
without doubt.
eyes opened through an operation per- popularity
Choosing to lead an idle life about a
formed by a former college classmate.
Dr. Hardwick. At the sight of him the small Arizona village, sharing his joys
girl shudders and he, realizing that his and troubles with a little ragamuffin, he
love has been in vain, returns to his
becomes the natural target for the vilclan. He is ordered to kill the girl. The
lage's accusations whenever their law
clan head, to see that Tsing Yru-Ching
fulfills his mission, sends the murderous
is broken. To shield the village school
Hatchetman to follow Tsing and kill teacher, who has appropriated entrusted
to aid a dishonest vilhim
if he with
fails.Dr.
Tsing
Y'u-Ching
Kathleen
Hardwick
and finds
his funds inlager.anBuck effort
takes the blame and is led
courage leaves. He turns away without
into a series of difficulties. They termicarrying out his purpose and is set upon
nate, of course, in his exoneration, but
by the Hatchetman, who is killed in the give him opportunity before that to exhibit
his usual skill in riding, shooting
ensuing
fight. The suicide
end finds
Y'u- and roping.
Ching committing
in Tsing
old China
while Kathleen reads a letter from him
The producer has cleverly caught the
saving he has chosen duty rather than atmosphere of the small town. Types
love.
are good, if somewhat exaggerated, as
Great care was taken in drawing the in the personification of the sheriff, but
characters, while the •story is so well they supply good touches of humor.
developed that, considering its simplicity,
some charming scenic setit carries considerable suspense. But at There tingsareand noticeably
good lighting effects.
no time does it move swiftly. Action,
The titles, particularly those put into
in the film sense, is almost entirely lacking until toward the end of the picture.
mouth of the young lad. "Bill," are
But the characters are human and it the
refreshing. Helen Ferguson is the leadis
this
fact
that
gives
the
offering
its
ing lady. Edwin Booth Tilton, George
interest.
Stone. William Buckley and Eunice
Murdock Moore are others of the cast.
Ballin'ssmooth
direction
good The
and
theHugo
continuity
and iseven.
photography is especially fine, while the
Buys Chilton Theatre
acting
of Togo
Y'amamoto.
Rockliffe
Fellowes.
CharlieMabel
FangBallin.
and
CHILTOX. WIS— Al Smith of East
Xellie Fillmore, who comprise the ca-t. Troy has purchased a theatre here and
will make his home here.
is most satisfactory.
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SPECIAL CAST IN
THE
FACE
AT YOUR
WINDOW
(FOX)
Anti-Bolshevik propaganda. A feature which would be more effective were it not so long. A warning against a hypothetical situation in America should socialism
ride unbridled. Directed by Richard Stanton.
The producers of this picture are entitled to credit for their purpose in its
production and the example that it affords to others. National and international economic situations presented in
screen features are a need of the hour.
The screen is the primer of thousands
and the eye and mind can in this way
better be turned to a consideration of
their problems than in the printed page.
Also that which in any way seeks to
soothe the existing spirit of industrial
unrest is worth the world's attention.
This point the picture makes in forceful way. It should be advertised as
something more than entertainment. It
is serious stuff but put over in a series of
exciting situations that fascinate and
absorb and certainly should warn.
There is a distinct charm in the appearance and playing of the feminine
lead, Gina Relly, Diana Allan and Earl
Metcalfe, also splendid performances.
"facethreatening
at the window"
is thesecurity
spirit
of The
unrest
industrial
and domestic harmony in America.
Various characters are symbolic of
various groups of American citizens.
The story follows the romance trend in
the affairs of the girl who is loved by
two men. One is the son of her employer, a wealthy manufacturer in sympathy with labor's demands. The other
is a foreign-born Bolshevist, leader of
the revolution among his fellow workers,
that eventually works to the destruction
of his own loved ones. His regeneration
is the conclusion of scenes of rioting
that introduce the American Legion as
the Ku-Klux Klan and the rebels as
Reds.
SPECIAL CAST IN
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT)
A society novel with a delicate situation between a man's wife and
his friend skilfully handled. A
quartet of popular stars play the
leads. Beautiful settings and
gowns, full of suspense, interest
and appeal. Directed by William
De Mille.
The fact that William DeMille directed this feature and that Lois Wilson.
Lila Lee, Jack Holt and Conrad Nagel
have prominent roles, should alone put
it over big. Its worth will more than
reward the patronage drawn by this or
by other points of attraction, for the picture is a forceful one.
It is a screen adaptation of Cosmo
Hamilton's story, "His Friend and Hi*
Wife." It has to do with the magic of
a midsummer evening that works witchery in two people past the prime of
youth and romance, the woman starved
for the sentiment that her business-concentrating husband does not give her:
the man infatuated with the woman's
beauty and the lure of the unattained.
The husband of the woman offers the
first opportunity for the mutual tempta-
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tion of the two, when he gives his wife
into his friend's charge, himself returning to business demands. A summons
of the other wife away from town enlivens the natural companionship of the
two principals. Yielding to a mad impulse to spend a night at a hunting
lodge, their better judgment asserts itself, although they are at the place long
enough to be seen together at an early
hour in the morning. Gossipy servants
start a scandal and society friends bring
it to the wife of the man. The situation
comes to issue and the man seeks to defend hisnot
friend's
wife bywith
insisting
she was
the woman
him at that
the
lodge. A nurse maid, to whom the
wife has been more than kind, seeks reciprocation for her generosity in claiming the guilt. The woman, however, confesses her part in the episode and there
is a final understanding and forgiveness
with a lesson learned all 'round.
Conrad Nagel does a distinctive bit of
acting in the part of the friend. The ease
and naturalness with which he plays
lends weight to the picture. The work
of the other three principals is excellent
and all are admirable in their interpretations and appearances.
The theme of the story is a delicate one
and care should be taken in emphasizing
the lesson that it teaches rather than
any sensation
that its development afaverage. fords. It is a picture well above the
VIVIAN OSBORNE

IN

LOVE'S FLAME
(FIDELITY)
A picture of ordinary attractiveness.
A pretty star and an attractive
hero. A weak vehicle but an able
cast. Action lingering. Directed
by Carl L. Gregory.
An echo of the late World War is
brought to the screen in this feature. Its
appeal will be rather negative for the
reason that the vehicle employed is not
a forceful one, althoueh the work of the
cast is very good. For one thing the
point of the natural vivacity of French
girls, even in the war-havoc, has been

11. 1920

overlooked, and the two young womei
prominent in the story are made tc
move too deliberately, doubtless the fauf
of the director more than of the person:
themselves.
The story is one which will appea
to
many. aviator
It concerns
the lovegirlofwh(ai'
American
for a French
is mistress of a chateau converted int<
a war hospital. She is betrothed to an
other man and sought by a third whei
the
begins.
She aiu
dis
missesSammy's
the two wooing
others with
dispatch
leaves the way clear for marriage wit!
the American until the father's consent i
sought and refused. ' Hidebound mar
riage
traditions
of his country
hinfirm in
his displeasure
at thekeep
allianc
which is arranged
by the girl'fo
deliberate
making ofat anlastopportunity
the American to appear to have com
promised her. In the background ther
is a baby, mysteriously heard, but no
seen, which the American is allowed t<
believe
is the girl's
it is explainer
that
it belongs
to heruntil
widowed
sister.
HAROLD
GET

LLOYD IN

OUT AND GET
UNDER
(PAT HE)
The tale of a flivver with some trick
old and many tricks new and the inimit
able Harold 'Lloyd at the helm of th
er" affords
in this
"tin grasshopp
done. featur
capitally
fresh comedy
clean,
The flivver is the joy and pride of
to appear in amateu
due his
young swainwith
theatricals
sweetheart. Th
the new ca
journey to her house aboard bolt
throug
starts with an astonishing
the rear of a garage and a plunge int
on
owner'sa sue
is thefollows
which There
garden,
the
possession.
prize
cession of stunts with the flivver i
motion and at rest. Lloyd pursues i
overtakes it, worms his way into it
inners and disappears from view, drive
it through a parade, evades motorcycl
it with a tent, and sail
police, canopies
merrily
along. He even pulls up tn
hvdrant to which he has anchored it an
drenches the guests at the theatricals.
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LEATRICE JOY IN
DOWN
HOME
(Pathe)
A seasonable, human New England
drama with the stock appeals of
" 'Way Down East" well presented. The high spots are a realistic revival, a runaway motor
van and a fight. Excellent snow
scenes. Pathos and humor well
conjoined. Directed and produced
by Irvin V. Willat.
I The perpetual appeal of the New England rural drama that follows the timeworn formula of city villains, country
jiero and threatened farmlands, will
make this feature universally popular.
Moreover, its seasonable snowstorm setting and the suggestion that it prompts
to a harking back in holiday time to
bid homes and country hearths, increases
ts value. It is a picture that proceeds
jery much better after the first reel.
The climax is strong and forceful and
he blending of pathos and humor afords a carrying of the emotions quickly
from tears to smiles.
The characters are true to type. Leatice Joy has a happy manner of playing
ivith the simple naturalness and grace
hat the part of Nancy suggests. Wiliam Robert Daly presents in the part of
he old father, Joe Pelot, an impersonaion that is the best of all the cast. James
D. Barrow, Edward Hearn, Frank
iraidwood, J. P. Lockney, Agnes Hering, Eddie Nolan, Bert Hadley and Jay
franklin are others of the players.
' The scene in which the village fire de>artment is called out by a false alarm
ind is led through a merry chase after
i runaway motor van is good for a hearty
augh. A fight offers excitement and a
evival is depicted after true rural mauler. The farm that is sought by city
nagnates will come into the possession
of Nancy at the age of twenty-one. She
s loved by Chet Dabney, a village lad,
ind desired by Larry Shayne, through
i.vhom the city men seek to put through
he purchase of the property. Joe, the
."irl's
father, thea rum
addict,
is persuaded,
when under
influence
of drink,
to sign
i deed. The intervention of Chet blocks
he schemers who later, after Joe's death,
orge his signature to a duplicate deed.
A hen the property transfer again
rembles in the balance, Chet saves the
lay by proving the falsity of the document, giving forth the discovery, known
o the crooks, that the land contains
■ aluable salt deposits, and winning the
girl.
BILLIE BURKE IN
rHE FRISKY
MRS. JOHNSON
(PARAMOUNT)
Typical Billy Burke froth. Light
and whimsical society drama of
Paris, well acted and attractively
set. Has its chief value in the
acting of the star, although her
opportunities are limited. Good
touches of humor. Excellent
photography.
That Billy Burke's attractiveness and
alents have been expended on a feature
o spineless as this one is as much a
latter of surprise as regret. The coneption of the idea of making her a fasmating and frivolous young American
vidow in Paris, with a string of retain-
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ers of considerable variety and length,
is a good one. The plot is weak and
when the climax comes and the whole
tower of troubles built about an erring
wife slides limply down with her instantaneous confession, one is nettled at
the weakness of it all.
However, there is much that is entertaining in the picture. The star is her
bewitching, dainty self and wears very
pretty gowns in a becoming way. There
are good touches of humor in the activities of a faithful swain whom she
keeps constantly on the jump retrieving
her various belongings, her toy dog and
powder-puff included, and in the infatuations of a callow American youth for her,
an older woman.
Her sister, a young matron, wearied of
her
ignoring accedes
all obligations
save husband's
those of business,
to the
attentions of another man, and, to save
her, the young widow allows herself to
be
the man's
apartment
when
the found
husbandin comes
seeking
his deserting
wife. She is made to appear compromised in the eyes of a lover of her youth
to whom she has become engaged, but the
sister's
confession
clears the
love fields
of all theimmediately
tares.
The play is a screen translation of a
Clyde Fitch farce. Its sub-titles are
clever and the illustrations employed are
interesting views of Paris.
SPECIAL CAST IN
ISOBEL
(GEORGE H. DAVIS)
An adaptation of a James Oliver
Curwood story of the Northwest.
Exceptional in treatment. A picture having a wealth of entertainment. Strong heart appeal predominates inthe piece. It is considered by the author to be one
of his greatest stories of the
Northwest. Directed by Edwin
Carewe.
James Oliver Curwood has written a
great number of successful stories of the
Northwest. Several of these have been
adapted to the screen. In a majority of

cases they have made motion picture
entertainment of an unusual nature and
wholly worth.
81
"Isobel or the Trail's End" is of the
latter class. Curwood considers the
story one of his best. Carewe, in adapting it, has given something exceptional
to the screen.
The picture reaches a high mark in
entertainment value. Its story is one of
simplicity, at the same time it presents
characters so real and so human that
they demand attention throughout.
One of the big features of the special
is the unusual climax, which takes a surprising, at the same time logical, twist.
It would be difficult in reviewing the
picture to find a false note. The action
is sure and even through the six parts.
Carewe has handled the vivid Curwood
characterizations in a masterly manner.
The backgrounds are impressive, making
a picture beautiful in its scenes.
Excellent handling cf an excellent
story has to a great measure made the
picture. However, a cast that has handled itsmust
portrayals
a convincing House
manner
not be inoverlooked.
Peters and Jane Novak are the featured
players, with Edward Pell, Tom Wilson,
Bob Walker, Pearlie Norton, Vick La
Reno and Horin Konishi supporting.
In the story Sergeant William MacYeigh is seeking to apprehend Scottie
Dean, murderer, and the husband of
Isobel, whom the sergeant loves. The
officer has tracked Scottie to a wilderness
but on reaching the location he is made
to believe Scottie is dead. In the morning he finds the girl gone and also that
Dean is alive. A vallainous mounted
policeman discovers Dean's trail. The
sergeant,
fearing forDean,
Isobel's
ceeds in capturing
whosafety,
later sucdies
from exposure. Isobel eventually finds
happiness with MacYeigh. A mysterious
child daughter.
in the story proves to be Isobel's
own
Reopen St. Louis House
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Formal reopening
of the New Grand Central theatre, Gr; nd
avenue and Locust street, was held recently. Skouras Brothers have spent
better than it. $12."),000 redecorating and
remodeling

Billie Burke in a scene from "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," and. adaptation of Clyde
Fitch's play (Paramount).
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Serial,
"Fantomasy"
A specialNext
representative
of Fox Film
praise of the many Says
sensational Fox
stunts
Corporation who has just made a transthat
have
been
crowded
into each chapter.
continental trip reports great enthusiasm
The all-star cast selected for this
among exhibitors following announcetwenty-episode serial contains such
ment from the Fox offices that "Fantonames as Eve Balfour, the English
mas" had been chosen as the second
serial to be produced and published by screen and stage actress who is makiii ,'
William Fox.
her first appearance' in this country;
John Walker, who played the leading
This thrilling series of detective stories from the pens of Marcel Allain and
role in the Fox production "Over the
Pierre Souvestre, the famous French
Hill." now at the Lyric theatre in New
authors, and adapted for the screen by York and in its tenth week on Broadwas; Edna Murphy, who also scored >u
Edward Sedgwick, the director, is nowwell under way at the Fox studios in a small part in the same picture, and
Edward Roseman. remembered for DM
West 55th street. New York City.
Follows First Serial
fine work in "Bride 13" and many other
films.
The publication of the first of the
twenty episodes will follow immediately
the last episode
of "Brideto 13"
which is
Communication
reported
to be playing
tremendous
success.
The Fox bra*nch managers have re- To Exhibitors Herald:
ceived many bookings
for have
"Fantomas"
Just recently one of the eastern trade
from exhibitors
who never
shown
papers gave vent to the cry that the Inserials in their theatres, according to redependent Field was being crowded out
ports to the home office. Those who
of the first run houses, making it rather
are
running
hard for Independent l'roductions to get
in line
also, it"Bride
is said.13" are fast falling
dates.
Several of the managers state thit
If what was said was based on the
they have received from many exhibitors
opinions of Independent Exchange Men,
contracts which were unsolicited on their
none such opinion came from this office,
part, due to the fact that it has been
as Buffalo can be counted out of the list,
impossible to cover all exhibitors in tin- as our super feature-, are easily placed
short period since the first announcein first run houses.
ment Praise Early Episodes
In the first place the biggest Independent Producer is D. W. Griffith, he has
Those who have seen the early epihad no trouble in petting his worth
sodes of "Fantomas" are warm in their
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while productions such as "Way Down
Becauseplaced
Griffith
not the
onlycountry'
-ells film,
East"
all over
Why''he
sells production, he sells publicity, he
sells music and mainly sells the public.
The only missing link with some of
the average exchange men is their sympathetic friendly ideas on selling their
film. There is no time to waste on
friendship, because you do not have the
real features, that must have the real
selling ideas to the theatre, then the
public, backed with good service and
different public ideas: these win.
Our slogan is "Service after the contract" and we have had no trouble in
getting dates for worth while productions
such .is "The County Fair." "Mickey,"
"Before
WhiteI agree
Man with
Came"
and
others. Ofthecourse
you that
some sections may be a little off. but
any Independent Exchanges that have
worth while big features with big
planned ideas to sell to the public, the
bi.K theatres will find open time for them.
In conclusion, some of the so-called
Independent Producers are really near to
a joke in putting on the market nice
little seven fifty and ten dollar, features
with the vivid imagination that they are
hundred dollar features, and until thev
wake up some Independent Exchanges
will cry with distress.
The day is past for bilking the exhibitor and just as sure as there is room
for an independent real live issue of the
Hkkai.ii, there is room tor real live Indenendent Exchanges all over the goor!
old U. S. A.
Very truly yours,
Gardiner Pictures. Inc.,
C. A. TAYLOR,
General Manager.

Above — Marc MacDermott in a scene from
the Fox Special, "Blind Wives," from Knoblock's
stage Taylor,
success, who
"My scored
Lady's aDress."
At
left — Estelle
hit in the
Fox feature, "While New York Sleeps," as she
appears in "Blind Wives."
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Unity Will Publish
Jack Hoxie Specials
Zambreno
Purchases Series
Of Features Starring
Serial Hero
Frank Zambreno. president of the Unity
Photoplays Company, has purchased the
rights to a series of four Jack Hoxie
five reel features for northern Illinois
and Indiana.
"A Man from Xowhere" is the first
of the series and will be offered to exhibitors at an early date. Frank Flaherty, director of sales for the Unity organization, is now preparing for an
extensive exploitation campaign for the
series.
Jack Hoxie gained the attention of exhibitors throughout the country by starring in two of the most successful serials offered on the state right market.
"Lightning Bryce" and "Thunderbolt
Jack." both of which were published by
Arrow Film Corporation.
His decision to appear in f.'ature productions followed a demand from exhibitors and state right buyers.

Roof Garden Seating 1.000 Persons Will Be Part of
Playhouse, the Auditorium of Which
Will Accommodate 1.600 Persons
A beautiful new theatre is shortly to be
ough distribution of the heated air
throughout the auditorium.
added to the large list of New York
The cooling of the theatre will be acpicture houses. In the vicinity of the
complished bythe two Xo. 16 Typhoons
well-known Capitol theatre, this new- and four Xo. IS Typhoons. Two of the
structure occupies a large site on the Xo. 15s will be set in close proximity
northwest corner of Eighth avenue and to the heating fans and the other two
deliver their cooling and refreshing
50th street, and will be known as the will
breezes directly over the balcony.
Tivoli.
Have Separate Drives
In the directorate of the 1'voli theatre
A portion of the air delivered to the
will be found many of the names long auditorium will be used for cooling and
identified with Consolidated Amusement
ventilating the mezzanine, and positive
results in this direction are insured by
Enterprises.
the installation of another Xo. 16 TyWill Seat 1,600
phoon located in the space over the
The Tivoli will contain 1.600 seats, and. mazzanine ceiling, the air being drawn
from the orchestra to the mezzanine and
in addition, there will be a roof garden
outceiling.through a grill in the mezaccommodating 1,000 people where pic- passing zanine
tures also will be shown. Special attenEach Typhoon will have its individual
tion will be devoted to the musical pro- motor drive, and it will be possible to
gram.
The front of the theatre building is handle each separately. In this way the First Legend Offering
entire Typhoon s}-stem will prove very
designed in a free adaptation of French
Will Be Ready Shortly
and adaptable to all weather conRenaissance with agraffitto decorations in flexible ditions
and temperature changes.
various panels. The design is enhanced
Legend Film Productions. Inc.. claims
by means of an imposing open balcony Monte Blue Featured in
it has given Edna Shipman and John
flanked on both sides with Ionic coluJunior a supporting cast unusually good
umns. and all parts of this front will be
Read's Carolina Story in its first special two reel light comedy.
built in terra cotta in a rich limestone
"The Fighting Schoolmaster." is the "A Million — More or Less," written by
effect. The balance of the Eighth avenue
title chosen
George Melford's
pro- Treve Collins. Jr.. and directed by Tefft
front of the building will be faced with
duction for for
Paramount,
adapted from
pressed brick, designed in Colonial feel- "The Tucklins." Opie Read's novel. The
ing, all of which has been well studied
adaptation is by Frank Condon. Monte Johnson.
The Legend Company is bending every
Iby the architects to make harmonious
Blue plays the name role.
effort and sparing no expense to set a
Icombination with the terra cotta theatre
new standard for two reel comedies, and
I front.
Florida Theatre Change
many of the special sets built for the
The theatre and .roof garden are
entered from Eighth avenue through a
JACKSOXYILLE. FLA. — Manage- initial Legend productions rival those
ment of tjie Duval theatre has been taken generally seen in five and six reel features,
[lobby two stories high with vaulted ceilD. Brown, formerly confing. Elevator and stairs to the roof gar- over bynected \1
is announced.
L"nder
the president
personal
with several local motion picture it
supervision
of William
Bowen.
jden open into this same wide lobby.
houses operated by S. A. Lynch Enter- of Legend, the comedies are staged with
Renaissance Design Used
painstaking attention to detail.
| The interior of the theatre is designed
tin Italian Renaissance of imposing pro- prises.
THE NEW TIVOLI THEATRE. NEW YORK
portions and unusually fine detail in its
ornamental parts. The stairs to the balcony will be in marble, and in other respects the interior will be finished with
the finest and most substantial materials.
The roof garden will be provided wit':
novel features of subdued lighting. The
screen end of the roof will have an illuminated arcade on either side., forming an
artistic setting for the pictures. The
roof will be enclosed with picturesque
pressed brick piers, separated with stucco
faced panels, simulating the Colonial
garden effect.
The design and erection of the Tivoli
is under the direct supervision of Simeon
B. Eisendrath and B. Horwitz. architect*.
18 East 41st street. New York City.
They have shown unusual skill and artistic feeling in producing in one building so unusual a combination of styles.
Will Install Typhoon
! The question of heating and ventilating
the Tivoli was given much attention, and
the decision of the owners and architects
was unanimously for a combined Typhoon System of cooling, heating and
ventilation.
The system requires two Xo. 16
Typhoons for heating the theatre, one on
the east side of the auditorium delivering
the heated air through a grill in the ceiling and one on the west side delivering
Handsome structure erected at northwest corner of Eighth avenue and Fiftieth
street by the Consolidated Amusements Enterprises. It is to be equipped with
the air through ornamental grills in the
the Typhoon system of cooling, heating and ventilating.
side of the stage, thereby insuring thor-
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Are

Gone," According
to Victor Kremer
Victor Kremer, president of Victor
picting Western ranch life. Foreigners
have voted Westerns their most popular
Kremer Film Features, Inc., in discussing
features, judging from box office reports
the value of Western productions to the that
have been compiled by exhibitors in
box office, made this statement:
those countries. Foreign film fans view
the Western drama with the same pro"The day of the recklessly impossible
found interest and accept them with the
melodrama is gone!
same fascination of the young American
"The public wants Western dramas
boy in this country.
that are realistic — that tell a story that is
"The whirlwind riding of the cowboys
and cowgirls has a strong box office
not impossible or not too melodramatic
value
abroad, but the story must be into be utterly absurd," said Mr. Kremer.
terestingly realistic, for whatever short"1
careful survey
of the
comings fans abroad may have, they have
fieldhave
and made
have a discussed
the situation
a sense of artistry and abhor imitation
with representative exhibitors throughout
and impossibilities whether depicted in
the country. These concur with me in the form of silent drama or on the legitimate stage. Foreign movie fans, like
the belief that the day has come when
as much attention must be paid to the Americans, appreciate a stocy founded on
good
sound
common sense.
production of the Western drama as is
Purchases Vehicles
given a feature dealing on some other
phase of American life.
"And it will be this sort of picture that
will be most welcome in foreign lands.
Independent Is Power
With this situation and demand for
another point The
that Western dramas with the essential punch,
one"Then,
must too,
takethere
into isconsideration.
human interest story and realism, I have
independent producer is an important
contracted for a number of well-known
factor in the industry and he promises vehicles that I will have scenarioized
to be an even greater power. He is and later produced under my personal
turning out productions of ijiarked qual- supervision with that greatest of all
ity and these will find a most welcome
Western woman stars, Texas Guinan.
market in this country. As a matter of
"Miss Guinan will start on her producfact, this American market has been well
tions in the very near future. The Western dramas in which she will be starred
developed. But the efforts of the American independent must not be confined
will have box office value. They will
totally to satisfying the American pub- present Western ranch life as it truthlic, for the foreign field is one that will
fully is. They will be of a romantic
play an essentially big part in the future- sort, but with human interest and a
development of the industry.
realism that will unquestionably place
"The ducerforeign
field
is
one
that
the
prothem
in a position by themselves."
cannot overlook. As soon as conditions internationally become normally
Sell East Moline Lyric
adjusted, the gate now partially closed
will be permanently opened. The inEAST MOLINE. ILL. — Sherman Cartdependent producer and distributor will
wright, real estate dealer, recently purbe most welcomed.
chased the Lyric theatre, located in
Westerns Are Popular
Seventh street between Fifteenth and Sixteenth avenues. Theodore C Defoe will
"Foreign exhibitors have for years
clamored for American productions de- continue as manager.
'LET'S ARBITRATE,
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"HAVE you got any of the bomb throwers tured
yet?"threePoliceman:
I cap-to
automobilists "No,
who but
turned
the right instead
Standard
Union. of to the left."— Brooklyn
•
HERE lies the body of Jim Lake; tread
softly all who pass; he thought his foot
was on
the brake, but it was on the gas.—
Jack
Canuck.
*
A SMALL BOY who often goes riding
in a motor car is a great believer in prayer.
The other day the car got stuck, and Bobbie prayed, "Oh, Lord, please help us out,
there is only a ■woman chauffeur present.'
— Capper's.
*
"YOU must have been walking care
lessly," said the lady whose car had rur
down a man. "I'm very careful. I've beer
driving seven years." "Lady, that's noth
walking for fifty-foui
ing; —I've
Dispatch.
Eriebeen
years."
*
"HAVE you a little fairy in your home?'
"No, but I have a little miss in my
gine."—Phila. Retail Public Ledger. en
"DON'T you think the baby favors hi
father?" "llmm ! Well, he looks like him
but
wouldn't call it a favor." — St. Peters
burg I Times.
*
>
"YOUR
new
baby
resembles
her
mother.'
"I can't sec it!" "Well, watch her a whil<
and see how she keeps her mouth goini
all the time." — Brooklyn
• Citizen.
"DOES the baby take after his father
Mrs. Jones?" "Yes, indeed. We took hi
bottle away from him, and the little darlini
tried toSector.
creep down the cellar steps."Home
*
"DAT baby of yours am the perfec
image of his daddy." "He suah am. H
am
a reg'lar carbon copy." — Dallas Morn
ing News.
*
"MY father weighed only four pound
when he was born." "Good heavens ! Di<
he live?" — Harvard Lampoon.
*
"TOMMY, come and rock the baby fo
aScbraska
bit." "All
right, Ma, gimme a rock!"Awgiuan.
*
"A BABY born the other day had thre
well-developed teeth at birth ; how quickl
the country is responding to the chuckstea
campaign." — Philadelphia
North America'
»
"WHY don't you go home, Willie?
"There's a new baby at your house."
know, but I ain't going', 'cause Pa blame
me for everything." — *Toledo Blade.
FOUND in personal column: If Joh
Jones, who deserted his wife and bab
some twenty years ago. will return, the sai
babe will knock the stuffing out of him.Jersey Journal.
*
old darkeyanimule
said,
de ASmos'the usefullest
can eat him befoah he am
he am dead." — Farmer* and

One of the tense moments from "The Deceiver," an Arrow feature.

"A
derechicken
am. Y<ar
bohn and afta
Breeder.

THE nurse had just taken Rastus' tetT
perature
when the "Hungry
doctor arrived.
"Hoai
are
you feeling?"
doctor, hungr
All I got to eat was a piece of glass t
suck on." — Edmonton {Canada) Journal.
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New York City, Nov. 30, 1920.
Best laugh of the week is a program of a
Bronx theatre which says "Joe Sameth in
'Youth's Desire.' " Now they've made an
actor of Joe so he has covered the full
course.
* * *
Sig Schlager is in town and is acting
the role of Santa Claus to the satisfaction
of the trade papers. Welcome, little
stranger !
* * #
Robert Schable refuses to be a villain
away from "Temple Dusk," in which picture he plays the "heavy" lead. Bob has
organized
the 'Templecheer
Dusk"
company into
an
early Christmas
organization
and
some little ones will certainly be made
happv.
Bob, and start
earfr? 'Why not* follow
* *
Rumor is rife these days, but there is a
lice little whisper going around town that
Enid Markey, formerly a popular motion
picture
back to pictures. Can't
jo
too star,
soon isforgoing
us,
* *Enid.*
June Caprice is a mighty busy little lady,
)ut she finds time in-between times, starring
.vith George Seitz, to go to Boston and say
'howdy"
to old one.
friends. Thanksgiving day
.vas
the lucky
* * *
At
the
Motion
Picture
Asso-be
:iation fourth annual
dinner,Directors'
which will
held at the Hotel Biltmore. December 7th.
he parent body, M. P. D. A., Los Angeles,
will be represented by Charles Giblyx.
The appointment came by wire from Tom
^icketts, secretary of the coast lodge to
Mr. Giblyn, who is one of the founders of
:he
organization.
'4At regular
neeting
of our lodge Ityouread-:were unanimously
elected to represent us at the M. P. D. A.

HERALD

Board

dinner, December 7. Your letter to Director MacGregor brought forth enthusiastic
demonstration." While Mr. Giblyn is one
of the most untiring workers and regular
in attendance at the New York lodge meetings of M. P. D. A., he still retains his
membership in the *Hollywood
order.
* *
Gaston Glass, firm believer in "the call
of the North," states that once one answers
the call, it is most difficult to hear the enticing demands of Broadway, especially when
awithproducing
drowns
the "call"
the jinglecompany
of increase
in salary.
In
Canada, where Mr. Glass went to play the
title
role in "The
Foreigner,"
become
marooned.
Finishing
work heat has
Winnipeg,
he scarcely had time to replenish his wardrobe and see his people off to France, when
his activities started again, in Calgary,
where he was prevailed upon to remain.
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" being the
bait.
All ready
plan for
Year's
eve party
in Newto York,
he awasNewinformed
this week that he is to remain for another
picture. "The Patrol of the Sun Dance
* * *
Thomas Fallox, eminent Fox original
Trail."writer, injured his leg several days
story
ago, and has been suffering more than his
share since. Maybe it's because of "The
Plunger"
or "Dynamite
Who
knows
? Watch
your storyAllen."
titles, Fallon
Thomas.
* * *
Chet Withey is hard at work on Constance Talmadge's latest picture, "The Man
from Toronto." Since when did Constance
fit into a man title, we'd indignantly like to
know.
* * #
There is a rumor going around to the
effect that Betty Hilbl'rx has joined the

"BOYS, SHE CAN SEE AGAIN"

D. W. Griffith organization. Miss Hilburn
has been starred in the Submarine Film
Corporation's production
* * * "Girl of the Sea."
Saba Raleigh, who plays the part of the
dragon-aunt in "The Road to London," the
first "own" Bryant Washburn production,
is the wife of Cecil Raleigh, the noted author-manager of London. Mr. Raleigh is
the producer of some of the most successful Drury Lane melodramas, in which his
wife invariably appeared as one of the leading characters. Mrs. Raleigh, whose work
on the stage will be well remembered by
many Americans, is very happily cast in the
role of the matron, whose chief aim in life
is to marry off her niece to the ugliest man
in Europe. Foster's rollicking story of
how a young American thwarts her plans
was picturized and directed by Eugene G.
Mullin. whose adaptations of several Fairbanks plays for the screen advanced him to
the ranks of leading directors in America.
Neilan Writes "Dinty"
From Boyhood Memories
Marshall Neilan's newest production,
"Dinty," a story of a San Francisco
newsboy,
is the
own process
creation.of
This story
has director's
been in the
formation during the last six months in
the mind of Neilan, and was handled for
screen presentation by Marion Fairfax.
It" will be issued through Associated
First National Pictures, Inc. An exnewsboy himself, and San Francisco his
birthplace, Neilan has prepared as the
initial starring vehicle for Wesley
("Freckles") Barry, a story in and
around an atmosphere with which he is
personally familiar. Most of the types
disclosed
in 'Dinty"
ories of Mr.
Neilan. are boyhood memChester Bennett Directs
Antonio Moreno Feature
Chester Bennett will direct Antonio
Moreno
in "ThreeforSevens,"
his first feature production
Vitagraph.
Production of this picture has commenced, and after a few interiors have
been filmed at the Hollywood studio, ths
company will journey to Florence, Ariz.,
where some scenes will be made at the
Arizona state penitentiary. Jick Mackenzie is chief camera man. The story
is a melodrama and believed to be just
the type to reintroduce Moreno to his
following as a feature star. "Three
Sevens" is an adapta'ion of the novel
of the same title by Perley Poore Sheehan.
Dorothy Leeds Will Be
Seen With Johnny Hines
Dorothy Leeds, who has leaped into
prominence because of . her work in
"Hitchy Koo," right on the heels of her
appearance in the Ziegfeld Follies, and
who is said to be the highest salaried
show girl on the stage, has been engaged
to play opposite Johnny Hines in the
eighth of the series of two-reel comedies
made from the stories by Sewell Ford
and published through Educational exchanges. This will be Miss Leeds' first
appearance in pictures.

dramatic moment from Minter
the Realart
"Eyes of the
and a picture,
strong supporting
cast.Heart," with Mary Miles

Opens at Stevens Point
STEVENS POINT, WIS.— The Majestic theatre opened recently with a
special performance at which a number
of film officials of note were guests of
M. E. Bruce and Russell Gregory, the
managers.
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Jane Novak is making her mark in pictures. The latest
Arrow Film Corporation production in which she is
starred is "The Golden Trail."

Alice Lake. Metro
You saw
her in
"Body
picture.
Alice
is a and
comer.Soul," the last

Molly Malone, loaned by Goldwyn to play a part in "Peck's
BadtheBoy,"
produced
by Irving
Lesser Productions,
at
Louisbeing
B. Mayer
studios,
Los Angeles.

Betty Francisco, formerly with Ziegfeld's Follies, who wil
play leading feminine roles in Irvin V. Willat's secotv
independent
production "Partners
Hodkinson Corporation
output. of the Tide," a W. W
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyriiht, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
— Majestic theatre. Liberal.
Kans.
duction.— One of the very best we ever pleased.
First National
ran. Comments were great. Book and
Human Desire, with Anita Mcwart. —
boost it. — Sufus Olson. Pastime theatre.
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with KathXothing to go wild over. — C. C. Teas.
Delavan. Wis. — General patronage.
crine MacDonald. — Kathei...e MacDonCrystal theatre. Watertown. Minn. —
The Fighting Sheperdess, with Anita
ald growing in popularity with every pic.Neighborhood patronage.
ture. We have never as yet had a poor
Stewart. — Our patrons liked this one.
Even as Eve, with a special cast. —
First National picture. They are all You can't go wrong on any First Xational picture. They are all good. — J. T. Xot much to this. Disappointed in it.
good. — .1. T. Monnier, Opera House,
Seem to be too much dragging in it. —
Monnier. Opera House. Greensboro. Ala.
Greensboro. Ala. — Small town patron— Small town patronage.
H. W. Jeffries. Majestic theatre, Huntage.
ington. Ark. — Xeighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
DON'T EVER MARRY, a MarHuman Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
shall Nieian Production. — Can be exTalmadge. — Good picture. The kind that
Pleased our large audiences. Star, theme
pleases. — J. Benford, Rex theatre. Arp'oited cheaper and easier than any
and photography fine. — W. H. Trecker,
kansas City, Kan.
picture we have had. Everyone is
Mutualhoodtheatre.
interested in marrying and all you
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan
patronage. Cabery, 111. — Neighborhave to do is to pull a few stunts
production. — Title tells you what to do.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
and they will come to see the picPatrons told us this was the best picThis went over good here, and pleased
ture. Picture good. — H. G. Stettture we showed for some time. — W. M.
the
majority of those who saw it.
mund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington.
Played Daddy Long Legs last night.
Okla. — General patronage.
Wis. — General patronage.
Did very -.veil. This pleased nearly all. —
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan proThe Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
M. D. Fo-ter. Gem theatre. Williamsduction.— This is exceptionally good and
Stewart. — Good picture and should prove
burg. Kans.
them all. You can boost it to
a good box office card in any theatre. — ■ pleased
The
Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith prothe
limit.
—
Peter
Krauth.
Denison
'George
duction.— A good South Sea Island pictheatre. Denison,
Ia. — Xeighborhood
Beatrice, O.
Xebr.Monroe, Gilbert theatre,
ture
with atmosphere of cannibals and
patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan probeautiful
nature settings, but did not
Yes
or
No,
with
Xorma
Talmadge.
—
duction.— This is a real 100 per cent
draw
for
me. — George O. Monroe, GilOne
of
the
best
Xorma
has
made
for
picture. Played to largest business ever
bert theatre. Beatrice. Xebr.
some time. Pleased greatly. — A. S.
done in my house at the price. Brother
Widaman,
Centennial theatre. Warsaw.
Ind.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — Good
I exhibitor, book it and boost it and Go
comedy drama. — C. C. Teas. Crystal
and Get It— H. W. Jeffries. Majestic
Watertown. Minn. — XeighborThe Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith pro- theatre.
theatre, Huntington. Ark. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Ihood patronage.
duction.— A good Sunday picture. Drew
a wonderful business for us. Many
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
The Branded Woman, with Norma
it. — Sufus Olson. Pastime thea- Just a prDgram picture. — H. W. Jeffries.
Talmadge. — Our patrons considered this praised
Majestic theatre. Huntington. Ark. —
tre. Delavan. Wis. — General patronage.
a pretty good picture, but we did not
Xeighborhood patronage.
do the business we should have
The Family Honor, a King Vidor prowith this star. — S. S. Stevenson. Prinduction.— hair. Did not draw very well
Back to God's Country, with Xell Shipman. — Give us more like this. Everyfor me. — George O. Monroe. Gilbert
cess theatre, Henderson, X. C. — Xeightheatre. Beatrice, Xebr.
borhood patronage.
pleased. — H. Kans.
H. Wood/. Princess
theatre.body Lincoln.
The Woman Gives, with Xorma TalThe Love Expert, with Constance TalTarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Linmadge.— One of the best comedy-drama^
madge.— Pleasing picture. Xorma can
I ever played. Patrons all went out
coln.— A fine picture and will get the
always be relied upon and patrons know
it— W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
Washington. Wis. — General patronage.
Yes or No, with Xorma Talmadge. —
We had two full houses and this play is
one of the best. — Echo theatre. Great
"Come
on, Boys! Let's
Bend, Kan.
The Family Honor, a King Vidor
production. — A fine picture that should
To Exhibitors Herald: Keep Each Other Posted"
please everywhere. First Xational pictures are all good. The best made: — I.
Enclosed find a check renewing my subscription to EXHIBITORS Herald
T. Monnier. Opera House. Greensboro.
A'a. — Small town patronage.
for two years, and also some reports on features I have played.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
I came near getting peeved the other day. I had a feature booked and
production. — A very fine Sunday picfailed to get my paper. I did not know whether it was a comedy drama nor
tare.— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre.
Denison. Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
who the star was. I had about seventy-five copies of the "HERALD" and went
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
through them all but found no reports on this show.
btewart— A very good picture. Pleased
well. Miss Stewart does some wonderSo it dawned on me "How long since I sent in a report?" It is about
ful work— H. G. Ramsey. Roval theatre,
Eldorado. Kan.
four months. I guess I am as much to blame as any one.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan
Come on. boys, let's keep each other H.
posted.
production. — This is a bear of a picture.
A. WISHARD.
IThe work of the kid. Wesley Barn.-, is
The Wishard Theatre,
great and never fails to get the laughs.
pG°
after
it
strong.
—
George
O.
Monroe.
Bloomfield. Iowa
Gilbert theatre. Beatrice. Xebr.
! The Rivers End, a Marshall Xeilan pro-
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Scene from Reginald
production, "Godless Men," adapted from the story
"BlackBarker's
Pawl" and being distributed by Goldwyn.
business. Patrons asking for more of coin. — A very good picture. Will hold
up second day for most small towns.
them. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Photography very clear. — George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre. Dunlap, la.
Don't .^ver Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — By thoroughly advertising
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall N'cilan
we did excellent business on this pic- production.
— Patrons well pleased. — VV.
ture first day. Second day severe storms
J. Gabel, Grand theatre, Bcloit, Kans.
curtailed receipts considerably. EveryFox
body seemed highly pleased. — S. S.
Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson,
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
N. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
Percy. — Any one who does not like this
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling. —
picture is not worth catering to. It's a
Very good. Pleased everyone. Lots of corking
good one. — H. A. Wishard,
action
of
type
liked
in
"stick
town."
—
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — GenMrs. C. H. Wyman, Globe theatre,
eral patronage.
(Juenemo, Kans.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
crowd. Good picture. Star
— A dandy comedy-drama and we re- Average
well liked here. — E. E. Horman, Opera
ceived many comments on this. Connie
House, Elgin, Ore. — Small town patrona great favorite here. — Sufus Olson,
age.
Pastime theatre. Delavan, Wis. — General patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. —
As a Western star Buck Jones is a
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Liri- comer.
In fact, he is already here, and
exhibitors who need some western stuff
on their programs will do well to book
Sunset Sprague. Great for Saturday
crowds. — Harry M. Palmer. Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
(\ Genuine
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
J: Special
Percy. — A good comedy that will please.
Star liked here. — James A. York, Auditorium theatre, Monroeville. Ala. —
Neighborhood patronage.
In the
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— This is a very good Western. Full of
fhadow
action. Buck is sure coming to the
front. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
of the
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with WilDom^
liam Russell. — Some picture. Sure got a
crowd of :00 per cent pleased patrons.
Russell never fails to please and never
gets in any sickening love affairs. — W.
E. Stepp, Regent, theatre, Pleasanton,
Kans. — General patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
Our patrons were tickled to death to see
Pearl White back on the screen and they
told us that this was one of the best pictures they had seen in quite a while. We
A David G. Fischer
thought so much of it that we contracted
Production
for the balance of the Pearl White sub-
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jects. — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington,
Ind. — General
patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell. — A good picture. One of the best
of its kind this star has made. Pleased
majority, however, star is very popular
here. All draw well.— W. C. Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.— Small town
patronage.
DRAG HARLAN, with William
Farnum. — This is an eat 'em up
Western and is a mighty good subject to use just about the time you
think your business is in need of a
"shot in the arm," It's the real
Farnum in this picture, the kind
most people like to see him in, —
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre,
Washington, Ind. — General Patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — A very
good Western, and pleased. As usual
with Mix. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix. — Great.
Some -different from most Mix productions on account of the southern atmosphere of Civil War times. Held a Saturday night crowd so you could hear a
pin drop. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix.
— Better than the average Mix picture
but not what our audience wants. Result, total failure. — Fred S. Meyer, Pal- i
ace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— A dandv good Western. Buck Jones
surely sets them afire. — H. A. Wishard,
Wishard, theatre, Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix. — There is
one cracking good point about this picto play
'em
about tureits
big uprunin atadvertising.
the Capitol Tell
in New
York.
Preach
it
to
'em.
Hammer
'em
hard. It is a crackerjack of a picture
and well worth all the good things you
can say about it. — Harry M. 1'almer,
Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. -General patronage.
Vagabond Luck, with Albert Ray and
Elinor Fa:re. — Fine picture. Boost it as
a special. — Edward Lindsey, Lindsey
theatre, Industry, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— A very pleasing romantic drama.
Audience large and satisfied. — Giacoma
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
—Bros..
General
patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— Another mighty good Buck Jones production. Had to hold over for extra
days as it had such wonderful drawing
power. Look out, Bill Hart and Tom
Mix. you have real competition in Buck
Jones! — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William Farnum. — A typical Farnum offer- 1
ing.thisWetheatre
simply nocan't
put Farnum
over
at
matter
what picture
he's in. Farnum does not appear to be
popular in our town. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Transient
patronage.
Wolves of the Night and The Last of
the Duanes, with William Farnum.—
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Cannot be beat. The kind of story this
star should stick to. — Edward Lindsey,
Lindsey theatre, Industry, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
— Played to good business on Saturday
night. Extra good picture. Star liked.
— H. C. Bohnert, Cozy theatre, Randall, Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — A very good picture and
pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la.
The Iron Heart, with Madlaine Traverse.— Good program picture and seemed
to please. Fair business only. — R. A.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Beast, with George Walsh. — A
rough picture. Not suited for Walsh.
Seemed to please, however. Drew good.
— J. A. Zimmerman, Rex theatre,
Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell. — This is not a picture for the whole
family. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — A very good picture.
Had Fox kept Farnum in a line of this
kind of pictures and Westerns and kept
off the costume stuff, he would have
had a much more popular star in William Farnum. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Star Ranger, with William
Farnum. — We seldom ever get a Farnum
picture that is not good. He is well
liked here. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
Be A Little Sport, with Elinor Fair
and Albert Ray. — A dandy picture that
pleased a Saturday night crowd. Also
The Dead Line, with George Walsh.
Pleased big Saturday night business. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn
Going Some, with a special cast. —
A nice program offering that gave universal satisfaction. Should have a tremendous appeal in college towns. Great
exploitation possibilities. Fair business
three days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Scratch My Back, a Rupert Hughes
production. — Good drawing card and a
wonderful picture. Best comedy we
have had for a long time. — E. E. Horman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore. — Small
town patronage.
The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. — This is a good picture, but
Madge Kennedy has been disappointing
my patrons so that very few came out
to see this one. — Regent theatre, Alameda, Calif. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy.— We do not have any more knocks
on Kennedy. They are beginning to like
her. This picture good. — C. T. Met-
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calf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small
town patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—
A very silly, foolish story and star.
Pleased no one. Certainly not a credit
to Goldwyn. — Majestic theatre. Grand
Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Will Rogers gives people their
time and money's worth. Ihis picture
was great. Give us more like it. — Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Double-Dyed Deceiver, with Jack
Pickford. — Fair picture. Good puller. —
Will F. Tiddiken, Elite theatre; Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— Did not get a crowd, although
? wonderful picture. Pleased those who
saw it.— E. E. Horman, Opera House,
Elgin, Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will
Rogers. — While his pictures are good,
they next
don't will.
seem His
to take.
hopingto
the
little Here's
boy seems
please better than the star. — Mrs. Ida B.
Rowe, Opera House, Eddyville, la. —
General patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— Moore always a card for us. This is a
good picture and your patrons should tell
you so. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— Good picture and should please the
most critical class. Rogers is a good bet.
— A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley,
Nebr. — General patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — This star
dead here. This picture is like the rest
of hers, nonsensical and nothing to
them. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla. — G e n er a 1
patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
The big protracted meeting with a special Evangelist and an all star cast had
nothing on Bill. We had the best sermon and all. Say boy, some picture.
Boost it, you can't go wrong. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. — Splendid comedy full of pep. Keeps house in
roar of laughter. Good for all sagebrush towns. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.Watex, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Rogers is coming fast. Now
one of our safe bets. This picture pleased
all— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
Double Dyed Deceiver, with Jack
Pickford. — Very good. Story out of the
ordinary. Star very convincing and
popular. — Majestic theatre. Grand
Island, Nebr/ — Neighborhood patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— Opie Read's "Old Ebeneezer." First
Rogers, but a sure good one. If you
book it boost it. It's worth a big effort
for it will sure please. — Dr. F. M. Childs.
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Villisca, la. — NeighborThe Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Frederick. — A good interesting mystery
story that will please. Pauline Frederick draws well for us. — J. T. Monnier.
Opera House, Greensboro, Ala. — Small
towm patronage.
The Street Called Straight, with a special cast. — Gave satisfaction for us. — C.
T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
—Small town patronage.
The Woman and the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. — A very poor Farrar
picture. Did not please audience or
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VIRGINIA LEE
In her squirrel skin wrap, which forms
part of this screen
"Scrambled
Wives," player's wardrobe In
tures, Inc., production. the Caynga Picdraw well. — Majestic theatre, Grand
Island, Nebr — Neighborhood patronage.
Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore.—
A good offering.— Will H. Bremer, New
Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
—I consider this picture in a class by
itself Sure a wonderful production. A
splendid matinee picture. — Alhambra
theatre, Delta, la.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Brand, a Rex Beach production. —
Best picture I have run in long time. I
see some knocks on this picture, but do
not see why. If I could only get more
like it I could clean up soon. — W. E.
Stepp, Regent theatre, Pleasanton, Kans.
General patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand — A pretty
good picture, but did not get the business
for me that Pinto did. — George O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.
Toby's
Moore. big
— First
one for aBow,
long with
time.TomNothing
for
business, but a good average feature.
Patrons seemed to enjoy it. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre. Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
—A very poor picture. — Will H. Bremer,
New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
Well received. Will give full value.
Book it. — Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Hodkinson
No. 99, with J. Warren Kerrigan. —
This is just a good program picture, and
it sure did draw. Good enough for any
house. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.A Woman of Pleasure, with Blanche
Sweet. — Just an ordinary program picture. Action allowed to drag too much.
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Pleased only small portion «>t house. —
W. C. Read, Patriot theatre. DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
His Temporary Wife, with ;i special
cast. — This is a very good picture. — S.
X. Andress, Royal theatre, Ponca. Xebr.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
DESERT GOLD, with E. K. LinHere'sI another
that getsof
the coln.—
bacon.
put in one
a window
desert rocks, petrified fish, snakes,
shells, gold quartz, gold nuggets,
etc., a great display I secured in the
Black Hills in the 80's. Packed 'em
I'd say, and pleased 'em. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Jozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Desert Gold, with p. K. Lincoln. — A
good Western, but titles so dark you
have to guess at them. Patrons asked
us why we didn't furnish them an extra
pair of eyes and a pair of opera glasses.
— J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, III. — Small town patronage.
The Dream Cheater, with J. Warren
Kerrigan. — The poorest picture we have
run inwant
two toyears.
not a house
picture
you
close It's
up your
run lia
few like this. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre, Valley Jet.. Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. — A-l
picture that brought tine business and
pleased
them.
All of
have been
winners.
— B.Zane
C. Grey's
Brown. plays
Star
theatre, Yiroqua, Wis.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum,
Great. Best picture of Louise up to date.
Poor business for the first, and terrible
second night. Louise Glaum not popular with the public. Xo more ot her even
if she can act, as box office does not seem
to like h?r.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre, Omaha. Xebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Live Sparks, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
— Dandy good oil field picture. They enjoyed it.— Dr. F M. Childs, Cozy
theatre. Villisca, Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
— This one brought many fine comments
and is worthy. While it has lots of acDIRTY

WORK
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tion it has romance, comedy and pathetic
scenes woven in also. — H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. —
General patronage.
Metro
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — In this role Bert Lytell plays
the character so well one forgets he is
looking at a picture. I had big business
and all satisfied. Lytell is in my estimation abig .star and can hold the attention
of any audience. — Jack Cairns, Brooklynhoodtheatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborpatronage.
Love, Honor and Obey, with a special cast. — Pretty good picture. Pleased
most everyone. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour
th.eatre, Greeley, Nebr. — General patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— Splendid picture. One of the best this
star has ever made. Pleased good sized
crowd all wav through. A regular
gloom-chaser. You make no mistake in
booking this one. Smith Read. Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Held In Trust, with May Allison.— A
nice pleasing program offering that went
over very big and gave universal satisfaction. Has a strong appeal for masses
and classes. — Fred S. Meyer. Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O — Transient patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — A sure-fire program. Will
please any class of patrons. — A. L. Hepp.
Idylhour theatre, Greeley. Nebr. — General patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — Book it. You can't go wrong
on Lytell. — J. W. Bascom. Pastime
theatre, Sesson, Calif.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Bert Lytell is at his best in this splendid
picture. ')ne of the best ever shown in
this theatre. If you care for real acting
don't be afraid to book and boost this
one. — Smith Read. Patriot theatre. DeKalb. Tex. — Small town patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— The director sure wanted us to get
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■ good look at Hope Hampton. — Will
H. Bremer, New Cozy theatre, Winchester. Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE
PRICE
OF REDEMPTION, with Bert Lytell — When the
history of motion pictures is written
THE PRICE OF REDEMPTION
and Bei t Lytell will find a permanent niche in the hall of fame. By
far Lytell's
THEMeyer,
pictures of allbest.
time. —OneFredof S.
Palace
theatre, Hamilton,
O —
Transient patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. —This
was not so good as the previous offerings of this star. — George O. Monroe,
Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell —
Funnier on the screen than it was as a
stage success. Exploited it big. Put it
on with Fashion Show to record breaking three day business. In spite of bad
we?»her w packed them in and played
to S. R. O. throughout the entire engagement. — FYed S. Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
— Fair onlv. Not up to her standard.
■>0c top price. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone. Ariz. — General
patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— This is some picture. Go after it
strong. It will please 100 per cent of
any audience. — George O. Monroe. Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
-Business good but piece too thin.
Would not hold up. — Will H. Bremer.
New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Shores Acres, with Alice Lake.— Class
A picture. One of the best. Finely directed.-— J. W. Bascom, Pastime theatre,
Sisson, Calif.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova
— A good entertainment, but not up to
her previous productions. --B. C. Brown.
Star theatre. Viroqua. Wis.
The Brat, with Nazimova. — As usual
this entertains satisfactorily. — Will H.
Bremer. New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
The Prince Chap, with Thomas Meighan. — Without doubt, one of the most
heart-appealing photoplays on the screen.
My audiences asked for more like The
Prince Chap. — W. H. Trecker, Mutual
theatre. Cabery. 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan. — A good picture but not a superfeature. Star good. Story just a little
better thin a program picture. — Majestic theatre.patronage.
Grand Island, Nebr. —
Neighborhood
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Keid.
— This certainly pleased our patrons,
who told us so. — William M. Roob.
Grand theatre.
Port Washington, Wis. —
General
patronage.
A Very Good Young Man, with Bryant
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Scene from the second Fox serial "Fantomas," written and directed by Edward Sedgwick, with an all-star cast.
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MOLLY JIALOXE
Goldwyn's talented and beautiful star,
who recently appeared in "It's a Great
Life," "Stop Thief" and "Just Out of
College."
Washburn. — Very good picture. No
' complaints. — H. A. Wishard. Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with
Bryant Washburn. — Pleased big business.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini. — The
stuff of which serials are made only not
worthy of publication as even that. The
I worst ever and unless, you want to ruin
your house don't play it. Would that
. we might have censors to separate specials from the program pictures correctly.— Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Calif. — Neighborhood patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Poor crowd. This picture not what
they expected. Failed to please. — E. E.
Horman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore. —
Small town patronage.
Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.
— It seemed to please but nothing to rave
about. — R. A. Shobe. Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — Full of action and comedy. Just
the kind for a small town. Business bad
on account of rain. — E. E. Bonham.
Bonham theatre. Prairie du Sac, Wis. —
| Neighborhood patronage.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. —
Great! Played with Arbuckle in The
Bell Boy to a full house two nights.
Pleased young and old and all classes.
I Very fine comedy drama. Admission
| 30c
15c.andAttendance
for two
nightsof
282 and
adults
58 children.
Town
1,200. Book it at once. — Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Wives, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Good
production. Pleased
1 grownups, but not good for Saturday
nights. Everyone's night, and you have
to plan to please. A Briggs comedy
helped out. — Mrs. Ida B. Rowe. Opera
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diken. Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans.
House, Eddyville, la.— General patron— Neighborhood patronage.
age.
The Marriage Ring, with Elsie FerWagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
guson.— Just a fair program picture. — L.
— Star does some exceptionally good actKuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, X. M.
ing in this picture. Picture well liked by —M. Mining
camp patronage.
91
patrons. — H. G. Stettmund. Jr., Odeon
Happy Though Married, with Enid
theatre. Chandler. Okla. — General
Bennett. — Splendid little story. Good
patronage.
entertainment. Sure pleased. Had a
Easy to Get,, with Marguerite Clark.
Briggs comedy. The children like them
— Not quite up to the Clark standard.
they are so real to life. — Mrs. Ida B.
However, it got by and pleased most all. Rowe. Opera House, Eddyville, Ia. —
General patronage.
— Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
»
Pathe
Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark. — ■
Star always goes good here in anything.
Half a Chance with Mahlon Hamil— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombton.— A very strong picture with plenty
stone. Ariz. — General patronage.
of action. Gave satisfaction. You will
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
not
wrong Denison
in boosting
one. —
PetergoKrauth,
theatre,thisDenison,
— A good picture for children. Big business first night. Only one-half second.
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
— H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre,
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
Desmond. — Something delightfully different in a Western. A corking good
The Dark Star, with Marion Davie.-.
comedy drama that fits in with any proGood
picture
at
regular
prices.
Can't
gram. This is just the kind of a piccall it a special. — C. E. Belden. Midway
ture our patrons want. Big business
theatre. Mogollon. N. M. — Mining camp
three days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theapatronage.
tre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronSick Abed, with Wallace Reid. — Good
age.
comedy drama. Many laughs. Pleased
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — The
every class. — Majestic theatre. Grand
best action picture we have had for a
Island, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
long while. Business poor. Blamed on
The Avalanche, with Elsie Ferguson.
cold snap, as title ought to draw the
crowd. — E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre.
— Fair picture. Poorest titles that we
have ever run. Almost impossible to Prairie du Sac, Wis. — -Neighborhood
patronage.
read. Photography clear. — Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre. Morganville, Kans.
One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Warner. — Ran this two days and did not
make any money, but seemed to please
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — Very
the small patronage. — R. A. Shobe,
good. Good business. — C. E. Belden.
Kentland theatre. Kentland. Ind. —
Midway theatre, Mogollon. N. M— MinNeighborhood patronage.
ing camp patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon HamilThe Miracle Man, with -a special cast.
ton.— A very interesting picture and one
— While I didn't make any money 'on it. that pleased greatly. Star good. Hero
it's a wonderful picture. High admis- got lost on desert island and no one ever
sion must have kept them away. — Alvin
knew who found him. Otherwise good.
S. Frank. Jewell theatre. Lafayette. — Majestic theatre, Grand Island. Nebr.
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Turning the Tables, with Dorothy
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — An
Gish. — -Good comedy to fair business. —
extra good picture. Will take well with
C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogolany audience. You will not lose with
lon, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
this one. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theaThe Miracle Man, with a special cast.
tre, Valley Jet., Ia.
— This is a real one with a lesson never
Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.
— This did not please here. Too slow
to be forgotten. Book it.— W. L. Hamilton. Mazda theatre, Alden. Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
— A wonderful picture. Drew good business and pleased 100 per cent. — B. C.
Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua. Wis.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. —
Here is one that sure has the rignt name.
J: Sfcaiel
Poorest Ferguson picture we ever
played. An A-l St. John comedy helped
put it over. — Albert Mezgi, Fairy
theatre. Knox, Ind. — Small town patronIn the
age.Paris Green, with Charles Ray. — We
Jhadow
showed this following Civilian Clothes
and everyone liked it better. Star more
of the
popular all the time. Good story. — Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Nebr. — ■
Dom^
Neighborhood patronage.
Sadie Love, with Billie Burke. — Extra
good. Miss Burke draws well for me. —
C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Bill Henry, with Charles Ray. — One of
his good ones. Sure to draw patrons
when they find Charles Ray is on. — Mrs.
Ida. B. Rowe, Opera House, Eddyville.
Ia. — General patronage.
A David G. Fischer
On the Quiet, with John Barrymore.
— Some good comedy in this one. Small
Production
house on account of rain. — Will F. Tad-
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repreiirnlllthv
Arrow forl-'llin
< orliorntloiip no\i on Hi'diof count
him company.
and no action. It might please an old
maid, that likes slow things. — R. A.
Shobe. Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Treasure Island, with Shirley Mason.
— Drew bigger crowd than Male and
Female, shown at same price. Had
three school theatre parties headed by
teachers. — A. D. Powers, Auditorium
theatre, Cameron, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Realart
39 East, with Constance Binney. —
Better than 1)0 per cent of so-called features. Go strong on this one boys. — C.
T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, III.
— Small town patronage.
Food For Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — A poor drawing card for reasons I
cannot explain as picture is nicely directed and richly screened with Miss
Hawley good to look at. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Xebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
This is one that you can tell the vvhole
story after you have seen half of the first
reel. However, picture pleased and no
complaints. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla. — General patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with MaryMiles Minter. — Minter is a pleasing star
and my patrons like her. — Will H.
Bremer, New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A pretty and interesting pic-
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ture. Good for any theatre. — Peter
Krauth. Uenison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special
cast. — No one need worry when you play
a Realart. Never a bad production yet.
This is a special you can play strong. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
III. — Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Very fine and pleased everyone. —
A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley,
Nebr. — General patronage.
The Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady.
— A very poor picture and Brady surely
looks bad. — Will H. Bremer, New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.
— A truly great picturization of Richard
Harding Davis' story, but the word
"soldiers" killed it from a box office
angle. Tremendous exploitation failed
to convince our patrons that it was not a
war picture. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
The second showing of this one for us.
Our people liked it fine. They tell you
about it. Don't worry about this one. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield.
111. — Small town patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special cast. — A very poor entertainment. This picture will not give
satisfaction to any audience. Keep it
It sure is a "mystery"
off your program. will
feaout suchLyric
why any
tures as company
this. — Ed. L. put
Wegener,
theatre, Valley Junction, la.
Judy Minter.
of Rogue's
Harbor,
with Mary
Miles
— Good
picture.
After
reading some of the reviews I was afraid
of this one, but it is a good one for any
house.— George O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — A mis iovery
regularCozy
adn.— Willgood
H. picture
Bremer.at New
Winchester, Ind. — Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — This picture is a little better than
most of the program pictures, but not
good enough to be called a special. The
same can be said of Realart's Law of
the Yukon and Soldiers of Fortune.— Ed.
L. Wegener, Lyric theatre. Valley Jet.,
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Where do you find better
pictures than this? Story, direction,
it's
and we say
in this,
cast, youth,
some
picture.all— C.
T. Metcalf,
Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Robertson-Cole
Bright Skies, with ZaSu Pitts. — ZaSu
Pitts means nothing to us as a business
puller, but Bright Skies is as clever and
clean a comedy-drama as I ever run. It
say, "fine."
the spots.
sure touches
—Dr.
F. M. all
Childs.
Cozy I'dtheatre, Villisca, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.
— Very good Alaskan picture. Gave
average satisfaction. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Nebr. — General
patronage.
The Gray Wolf's Ghost, with H. B.
Warner. — A good picture. — Peter Krauth,
Denison theatre, Denison, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blue Bonnet, with Billie Rhodes.
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— Here's one that will be enjoyed by all.
Salvation Army with a little war background furnishes the story which is sure
good. Book it.— Dr. F. M. Chdds, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Selznick
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas.—
Pleased a very large audience.— Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.
Her Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstcin. — This star is one of my best
box office bets and is getting better each
picture. — Will H. Bremer, New Cozy
theatre,
Winchester, Ind. — Neighbor
hood
patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Poor picture. Played to fair
crowd with several kicks. — W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Broken Melody, with Eugene
O'Brien. — small crowd. O'Brien not a
drawing card for me. — E. E. Horman.
Opera House, Elgin, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore
— Just a program picture. — C. T. MetHouse, Greenfield, IllSmall calf,
townOperapatronage.
The Broken Melody, with Eugene
O'Brien. — A good picture carrying one
over seas and back. The ending pleased.
— Mrs. Ida B. Rowe, Opera House,
Edtlyvillc, la. — General patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.—
Here is a good comedy-drama. The best
picture Owen Moore made for Select. — ■
Albert Mezgk, Fair theatre. Knox, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Very poor. Ordinary business. — W.
F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.— Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — It was
great. One of the most truly natural
pictures I have played. I would say the
story is 99 per cent interesting. — Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith pro-

GEORGE WAI.SH
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duction. — Lntitled to a place among the
superlative productions of the season.
Only Griffith could give us a picture like
this, and it is everything that its sponsors
claim it to be except a box office attraction.— Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre.
Hamilton. O. — Transient patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — Acting
great. Ending of story not pleasing.
Everybodv knocking picture, but tie-up
with Thor Electric Washer and ballyhoo
put it over. — J. Paul Swickard. University theat-e. Los Angeles, Calif. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— If you were to ask me where all
the kids came from I could not tell. The
biggest house full of kids for a Sunday
matinee we ever experienced. We had
full
fromFairbanks
2:30 until
o'clock.
Best house
work of
and 10a 100
per
cent picture as to pleasing all people of
all types.— Mrs. T. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre. Omaha. Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Universal
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — A crook play full of thrills and
action. Night photography and train
hold-up are great. Got many fine comments.— W. H. Trecker. Mutual theatre.
Cabery. Ill — Neighborhood patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special cast. — Fair, but seems to be unfinished at end and that spoils any picture. However, some very beautiful
Northern scenery. — Sufus Olson. Pastime
theatre. Delavan. Wis. — Mixed patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Worst picture ever
screened. Did big advertising, but of
no use. Poorest business ever had. — J.
Deitcher. Eden theatre. Waterbury.
Conn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — Will do to run on regular program. Some of my patrons
walked out at 40c. — H. A. Wishard.
Wishard theatre. Bloomfield. Ia. — General patronage.
A Tokio Siren, with Tsuru Aoki. —
Was surprised the way this went over.
Patrons remarked about the beauty of
settings and nice story. — B. C. Brown.
Star theatre. Viroqua. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with a special
cast — Book it and boost it. You cannot go wrong. Action and thrills a
plenty, but a beautiful story' well presented.— W. H. Trecker. Mutual theatre.
Cabery, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Path She Choose, with a special
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cast. — Fairly good picture. — C. C. Teas.
Crystal theatre, Watertown, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla Dean. — Did not please as well
as some
earlier
pictures. of
Averagethis
crowd.star's
— E. E.
Monnan.
Opera House. Elgin, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
The World of Folly, with Vivian Rich.
— Very ordinary picture. Not up to Fox
standard. — Geo. E. Taylor. Idle Hour
theatre, Dunlap. Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Vitagraph
The Broadway Bubble, with Corinne
Griffith. — This was a dandy litt'.e five-reel
program picture. Pleased to a full house.
— H. W. Jeffries. Majestic theatre. Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flaming Clue, with Harry* Morey.
— An interesting detective story. Patrons say. "give us more like this and
cut out the love stories." Expresses
taste w-here patronage is not high class.
— E. E. Bonham. Bonham theatre.
Prairie du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — Extra
good Joyce picture. One that will please.
— H. C. Bohnert, Cozy, theatre. Randall,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Sea Rider, with Harry T. Morey.
-Peter
— A good
picture
and holds
Krauth.
Denison
theatre.attention.
Denison.—
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Williams.— Drew big house and pleased
them all. Fine photography. A true to
live story with lots of comedy. — J. W.
Bascom. Pastime theatre, Sesson. Calif.
— Local patronage.
The Wolf, with Earle Williams. — Good
picture. Better by far than some of the
so-called specials. — Edward Lindsey.
Lirrdsey theatre. Industry, HI- — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — Only Alice Joyce picture that
was liked here. This is truly a wonderful production from every standpoint.
Play
it if Bonham
you can get
it alone.
— E. du
E.
Bonham.
theatre.
Prairie
Sac. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Slaves of Pride, with Alice Joyce. —
Good picture and gave satisfactionPeter Krauth, Denison theatre. Denison. Ia.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Wreck, with Anita Stewart — This
was a real program picture. Pleased 90
per cent. Business fair. — H. W. Jeffries.
Majestic theatre. Huntington. Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Colleen, with Bessie Love
— Mighty good comedy-drama. It will
give your patrons a fine entertainment.
— Alhambra theatre, Delta, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
The Confession
< Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — I cannot express myself for
this and still do it justice, but exhibitors, here is a sure-fire box ornce attraction. It brought people to our house
that never entered a theatre. It pleased
fully 100 per cent of the people and biggest to date as to box office receipts. A
big mouth-to-mouth advertising picture.
Henry' B. Walthall's fame in this will
forever live. Raise admission on this. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal theatre. Omaha,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
For the Soul of Rafael (Equity), with

BETT"
RO<* fLARKK
W ho N appenrins opposite Ronfof Arbuikle
in -Bretv»ter'»
Paramount
picture. Million*. ~ ai» latent
Clara Kimball Young. — A good picture
spoiled
camera
you — haven't
played by
it lay
off man.
of thisIf one.
Albert
Mezg:.
Fairy
theatre.
Knox.
Ind. — Small
town patronage.
Love^ Without Question (Jans) with
Olive Tell. — Without question one of the
most impossible, illogical, inconsistent,
weird,
senseless
picturesourthatmistake
we've ever
run. We
discovered
too
late. Therefore couldn't cancel. So we
did the next best thing and told the
people in cur ads to stay away. — Fred S.
Meyer. Pilace
theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient
patronage.
Youth's Desire (Forward), with Joseph
Bennett. — Last week I played a big
Broadway success and Youth's Desire
gave equally as much enjoyment. — F. W.
Falkner, Strand theatre, Newark. N. J.
Neglected Wives (Wistaria), with
Anne Luther. — Patrons well pleased. Big
money getter. — J. W. Crauch. Elite theatre, St. Paul. Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Confession, ( Pioneer with Henry
B. Walthall. — If you are located in a
Catholic community for goodness sakes
wire in for this picture. Get your K. C.
Lodge in on it and throw a benefit.
Show them the endorsements by the big
men of the church. It will win them
over. Charge an advanced admission.
It's well worth it.— Harry M. Palmer.
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.
A Child for Sale (Abramson). with a
special cast. — Played the first half of
week in theatre which ordinarily runs
daily change. Shattered all records for
the house and did almost as much business as on Mickey and the Mack Sennett
Bathing Beauties combined, each of
which attractions was played the latter half of the week. Received with
marked favor by audience. — David Barrist. Eureka theatre. North Philadelphia.
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Birth of a Race (Birth of a Race
Co.). with a special cast. — Good picture
but lost money on it. Had some knocks
on it — W. E. Stepp. Regent theatre.
Pleasanton. Kan. — General patronage.
Silk Husbands
and Calico Wives
( Equity), with House Peters.— This was
just splendid and my crowd said so. — C.
Hales. Lyric theatre. Orange City. Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
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Serials
USE

THIS

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — On fourth episode of
this serial. It is holding up interest in
Kood shape so far. — George E. Taylor,
Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neigh-,
borhood patronage.
The Third Eye (Pathe), with Warner
Oland. — This pleased every one. Never
fell down on a single chapter. — Ed
CrafTets, Pastime theatre, Seelyville. Ind.
—Small town patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — A good serial. Star is
popular here, provided the production
backs her up. — S. S. Stevenson. Liberty
theatre, Henderson, N. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Started out good and
with a big crowd, if it only holds up.
Two or three episodes will tell the tale.
— C. Hales, Rivoli theatre, Alton. la. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Title ...
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Have used only two chapters so
far. Many remarks heard from patrons,
indicating this is a good serial. — S. S.
Stevenson, Liberty theatre, Henderson,
N. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Good picture. Crowd getting better with
each episode. Wonderful scenery in this
production. — E. E. Xorman, Opera
House, Elgin,' Ore. — Small town patronage.
THE SON OF TARZAN (National) with a special cast. — Grab this
one
It's doing
me
than boys.
THE LOST
CITYbetter
did inforspite
of the factories running 50 per cent
and less. Three or six months ago
this would have been an S. R. O.
series of 15 weeks. If you have run
the other Tarzan features you can
depend on their helping get them in
on this serial. Had a larger patronage on the second episode than on
the first. — W. M. Roob, Grand
theatre. Port Washington, Wis. —
General patronage.
Elmo the Mighty (Universal), with
Klmo Lincoln. — On the 10th episode.
It's hard to hold the crowd from dropping out. Very good serial, though.
Guess my people are tiring of serials. —
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with a
special cast. — A very good serial. Increasing business every episode. Best
ever had. — J. Deitcher, Eden theatre.
ronage.
Wkterbury,
Conn. — Neighbornod pat-

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State

Short Subjects
Torchy Comes Through (Educational),
with Johnny Hines. — This is the first of
the Educational Torchy comedies that
we have run and went over with a bang.
All Educational comedies have been
good, some of them knockouts, and
Torchy was a delightfully pleasant surprise for us. — Fred S Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Bringing Up Father (Christie), with
Johnny Ray. — Have played all three.
This series rather good comedies for a
change. Characters sure are the right
ones in putting pictures over, my patrons say.— Mrs. Ida B. Rowe, Opera
House, Eddyville, la. — General patronage.
Daddy No. 2 (Pathe), with Baby Marie
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Osborne. — A good two-reel coim-dy, but
have seen better Osborne pictures. — R.
O. Baker, Electric theatre. McCune,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
One Week and Convict 13 (Metro),
with Buster Keaton. — Two of the best
comedies we ever ran. Book them and
laugh with your patrons. — Sufus Olson,
Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — General patronage.
Sunshine Comedies (Fox), with Sunshine Players. — As a rule they give better
satisfaction than any comedies ever
run. The kids fairly raise the roof as
soon as title goes on screen. — H. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre. Bloomlield,
la. — General patronage.
The Stage Hand (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Semon is still delivering
the goods as this is a riotous comedy.
We have established Semon to the point
that we give his comedy the strongest
billing. You can do it, too. if you get
started right. Don't be afraid to tell 'em
this is a dandy. — Harry M. Palmer. Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
The Big Show ( Educational), with a
special cast. — Big in name, big in fact.
Educational comedies are all far above
the ordinary and The Big Show is one
of the best. By all means grab this one.
— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.— Transient patronage.
Jiggs and the Social Lion (Christie),
with Johnny Ray. — Good. Has lots of
good triclaughs.
R. O. Baker,
theatre, —McCune,
Kan. —Baker's
Small Electown
patronage.
Father's Close Shave (Christie), with
Johnny
Ray. — "BringingOnly
Up half
Father"
series a disappointment.
the
business done on Jiggs In Society, first
one shown here. — E. E. Bonliam. Bonham theatre, Prairie Du Sac, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
GETOUT AND GET UNDER
(Pathe) with Harold Lloyd.— The
best and funniest of all the Lloyd
offerings to date. Mere adjectives
fail
io justice
to Lloyd's
His to
success
has been
so greatlatest.
that
we designated the month of December as L loyd Tribute Month and as
a result will play during December
at the rate of one a week, five of
the single reel Lloyds made several
years ago. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
Monkey Comedies (Universal), with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin. — Ran the six
and was glad when they were over. Not
much to them aside from pleasing a few
children. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la. — General patronage.
Haunted Spooks and Hand to Mouth
(Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.— In our
opinion Lloyd has them all beat. He
draws big business for us. — Sufus Olson,
Pastime theatre. Delavan, Wis. — General
patronage.
Out for the Night (Educational), with
a special cast. — Not the best that Christie
has made, but far above the average. A
good, clean offering that goes well with
any program. — Fred S. Meyer. Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.- — Transient patronage.Passing the Buck (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Good, but not as funny
as the rest . O. Henry's Passing of Black
Eagle and Big V were good as usual. —
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Hayakawa has been producing at the old
Griffith lot.
* * *
"Bill" Duncan, Vitagraph's premier
serial star has been chumming with Major
WITH THE PROCESSION IN LOS ANGELES
Young and Major Tinker at March field.
Riverside, all this week while filming some
aeroplane scenes. March field is a CaliBy Harry Hammond Beall
fornia government aviation camp,
and post.
"Bill"
Jesse Crawford, former Grauman star regarding
with the
next picture, became a general *favorite
which Mr. Anita
Carewe Stewart's
is to direct.
*
*
organist, will not go to Chicago for many
* * *
noons. Bobbie Wells, the big chief of the
Bessie Love will not go to England until
Harry Lustic, division manager of Metro early next year, according to A. J. Callagnew- Mission, has persuaded him to handle
the console at the newest Angeleno play- exchanges in the Inter-Mountain and han. producer of the Bessie Love features.
house for a few months at least. His en- Coast districts, is back in Los Angeles When she arrives on British soil she will
gagement at a Windy City film palace has after a two months'* territorial
tour.
* *
make Dicken's "Old Curiosity Shop" on
been postponed. * * *
Bart Wheeler has resigned as assistant the original locations.
* * *
"Micky" Netlax can now be properly publicity director for Grauman's theatres.
Adolph Zukor has been a prominent figArtie Wenzel's
lieutenants
hailed
"the big
chief" byHePete
Brown andchief
E. L.
Dowell. are now
ure around the Lasky and Realart studios
and hisas other
henchmen.
has Smith
been Gilbert
and in the Alexandria lobby.
formally initiated into the Blackfoot tribe
* * *
Miltox Sills, prominent leading man.
of Indians. It all happened in Montana
» * *
has returned from a most successful duck
Hexry Dougherty is once more dramatic
when he was making "Xot a Drum Was
hunt at Baldwin Lake.
and motion picture editor of the Ez-cning
Heard."
* * *
Monroe
Lathrop. the former edNorman McNeil has been engaged as Express.
Montague Glass, who created Potash
itor, having
resigned.
and Perlmutter. has signed an exclusive chief musician at Metro. He will super* * *
vise ten orchestras furnishing symphonetic
contract with Metro, according to Bayard
Fred Niblo is back with Thomas H. Ince
atmosphere for the* various
Veiller, scenario and
chief.
* *production
*
* * sets.
after a whirl with Douglas Fairbanks on
"The Mark of Zorro"' originally titled, "The
Lindsay McKexxa, the publicity pur- toAlSanChristie
is onand
a tenYosemite
days' motor
Francisco
with trip
his
veyor with the Scotch accent, is back* at the production manager H. D. Edwards. It is Curse of Capistrano."
* * *
Betty Compson studio at Brunton's after his first non-location trip.
Mary Miles Mixter was the guest of
a three months' Eastern trip exploiting
*
*
*
honor
recently
at
a dinner dance on board
"Prisoners of Love."
* * *
All is in readiness for Sessue Haya- the U. S. S. New York, which has been
Now Marshall Netlax has become a kawa to take up residence at his new- parked in Los Angeles harbor with the
member of the California Mission Restora- studio at Sunset and Gower avenues. Pacific fleet.
tion Association, and has been appointed
on the executive committee along with Herbert Hoover and other prominent Californians. The object is to revivify the Golden
1 State Missions. * * *
Niles Welch, popular young leading
man, has signed a long term contract with
Universal.
* * *
Hexri Bexdel, noted Gotham fashion
artist, has been appointed sartorial arbiter
of the Metro studios
* by
* *Bayard Veiller.
William H. Craxe, who has given up
his stage activities to act before the camera
in sunny Southern California, recently celebrated his golden wedding anniversary with
a big partv at the * Hotel
* * Hollywood
scenario
hasJohx
takenColtox,
a log "Big
cabin U"
at Big
Bear, scribe,
from
which point of vantage he will write North
Woods stories tor* Laemmle
productions.
* *
Maude Wayne, former Sennett actress,
has transplanted her make-up box to Benj.
Hampton's studio on the Brunton lot. She
will play the role of Millicent in "'There
* * *
Was a King in Egypt''
Eddie Laemmle, now a full fledged director, headed the reception committee when
his uncle, the big chief of "Big U" productions arrived at Universal City, following his European *trip.* *
Arthur Statter, former assistant secretary of the treasury', and well known newspaperman, ismaking a starring vehicle out
of "Rip Van Winkle''
* * for
* Will Rogers
Bennie Schulberg has been in the Angeleno colony conferring with B. P. Fineman, regarding the 1921 production schedule
for Katherine MacDonald for First National.
* * *
Allan Dwax has returned from his
Eastern trip of several weeks,
x
* * *
Anthony Paul Kelley, prominent scenario scribe, whose main claim to fame is
the
picturization
of "Way
on the coast conferring
with Down
Edwin East"
Careweis

Little
after a year's absence inand"The
back to the screenfeature.
Marsh, who isa coming
Mae 'Fraid
Gretchen
Tully Marshall
special
HartmanLady,"
appear Robertson-Cole
in support.
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Review Reprinted from EXHIBITORS HERALD, Nov. 27, 1920
Jack Hoxie in

Review Reprinted from the EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
Nov. 13, 1920

THUNDERBOLT
1 Arrow

"Thunderbolt Jack" Will
Hold Their Attention

JACK

A fifteen-episode serial in Western setting with roping
and trick riding that starts with pep and gains in
momentum of excitement as it proceeds. Stripped
to the essentials of the good serial and consequently a certain investment for the exhibitor
catering to the serial-favoring patronage. Murdock MacQuarrie directed it.
The conce:itiated action and crisp, concise titles that
swing the swift-moving, exciting and thrilling serial along
at quick pace are employed to excellent advantage in this
latest Jack Hoxie serial.
In Western locale, with bronchos and express trains,
hanging rocks and mountain passes, the thrills are many and
the apparent dangers of filming are at times breath-catching.
Hoxie appears in the part of a young civil engineer and
is a handsome, cheerful-countenanced chap. He plays with
a fearlessness and agility that are highly pleasing. Marin
S.ii- makes a pretty heroine and one whose fearlessness and
dash rival those of the hero. Chris Frank, Steve Clemento,
Alton Hoxie and Edith Stayart are other members of the
cast which gives excellent support.
One of the high spots of the picture is the leap of _the
hero from an express train's roof to that of a passing freight
train going in the opposite direction. Another time he rides
his horse alongside the freight train and leaps from its back
into a car. It is impressive that Hoxic's horse is a highly
intelligent animal and well trained, for the demands on it are
by no means small.
The ofstory
the tricking
of Jack'sofparents
into
a sale
their concerns
land through
the connivings
Bull Flint,
the big man of the small town near the home of the Hollidays. Oil has been discovered upon the land and Flint plots
to obtain it. Flint dishonestly acquires the deed to the
property and strikes valuable oil on the land. Bess Morgan
gives the Hollidays a home on her ranch, and Jack arrives
from college to rescue her from assault by Tom Flint, a
brother of the leader and another of the gang of rustjers.
From
the action
centersfalsely
about acquired
Jack's determined
efforts this
to point
win back
the funds
by Flint
and the effort of the gang to "get" him. In the end the
two Flints are captured and imprisoned, the Holliday holdings restored and the girl and man are rewarded with one
another's love.
Now

As a serial made to create excitement and suspense intermingled with good-hearted humor and pathos, "Thunderbolt
Tack" is a 100 to 1 shot for any exhibitor. You can't possibly
go wrong on this serial. We don't care what sort of audience
you've got, there is enough of everything that goes to make a
successful serial in "Thunderbolt Jack" to satisfy the most
greedy appetite for excitement and thrill. After the serialloving public once gets a glimpse at Jack Hoxie and Marin
Sais :n this serial, they'll forget the other serial star- who for
years have commanded the bulk of attention.
Points of Appeal — This serial is so chock full of truly
remarkably realistic and recklessly daredevil stunts that it
would be impossible for the reviewer to do justice to it to
attempt to point out any particular set of thrillers. Every
foot of film is a thrill in itself. The action is extraordinarily
rapid fire. The devil-may-care riding of all in the picture
together with the extreme to which the producers have gone
to inject realism into every episode stand out prominently.
Star — Jack Hoxie is second to none as daredevil western
rider. He has a magnetic personality and is everything he
is represented to be in this serial. His work in this production will win him a place in filmdom that will be the
envy of scores of serial artists.
Support — Miss Sais is lovably acceptable in every respect,
lively, a remarkable horsewoman and a fearless serial worker,
which is saying a lot when one takes into consideration the
unusual number of apparently certain death stunts that are
depicted in this serial. Chris Frank as "Bull" Flint makes
a villain that reminded us of A. H. Woods' old melodramatic
days. The rest of the cast does well.
Photography — The photography of this serial is one of
its best bets. The chase shots are spectacularly interesting.
The angles from which various scenes were taken testify to
the great risk assumed by the photographer, whose identity
was not disclosed, in filming the various episodes.
Direction — Murdock MacQuarrie has produced a real
winner for Berwilla Film Corporation.
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Everybody's recuperating!
* * *
A sort of "hang over" from too much
turkey, dressing, cranberry sauce and the
like prevails among* the
* * exchange men.
Despite the Thanksgiving day indulgence
bumper business is reported. As a striking
example
of the induced
slump that
Joe Wolfto
of
Paramount
F. isn't
W. Fisher
sign up for all Paramount pictures. Fisher
has the La Salle theatre at La Salle, 111.,
the Rialto, Majestic, Willard. Garden and
Grand at Kewanee, and the Grand Opera
House at Jacksonville. The Rialto, Majestic and La Salle are to show Paramount
\ pictures exclusively.* * *
Bex Beadell has been displaying hi*
skill as a marksman prior to taking up
active work as manager of Stoll in Chi• cago. Ben and Mrs. Beadell have returned
from a hunting trip. Don't embarrass the
man by asking him* how
* * many he bagged.
There is nothing quite so welcome around
a busy office as something to relieve the
monotony of business strain. Because she
accomplished
this weof announce
unanimous endorsement
Mrs Freda Aiken.
Several baskets of flowers adorned the
offices of Superior Screen Service last
week
i fulness.all because of Mrs. Aikin's thought* * *
Adolph Powell of the Rex theatre in
Racine street, Chicago, leaped into prominence last week by way of the newspaper
route. Mr. Powell celebrated his seventh
anniversary. That its subscribers might
take a good look at a motion picture exhibitor, the Herald-Examiner printed his
picture. A rousing cheer for Adolph, may
• he celebrate his 100th
* * anniversary.
*
j
B. 0. Swaim, manager of Educational^
office at Indianapolis, was in Chicago last
week to say "howdydoo" to I. Maynard
Schwartz, the directing head of the Chicago exchange. Our Indianapolis neighbors should drop *in *to *see us more often.
If Moici Hellman occupied a front row
seat at the Palace on Thanksgiving evening
for the same purpose that men generally
hold down such strategic positions he must
have been a mighty disappointed man. The
bill offered nothing but what a man could
risk both eyes on. * * *
Select employes in the Chicago office are
going to be remembered for a long time
by Ben Beadell, former manager, and
"Eddie"
theira beautiful
present chief.
Ben was Silverman,
presented with
desk
set while "Eddie" was the recipient of a
new leather grip. Don't you envy the two?
Andrew Karzas of the Woodlawn theatre has worn out so many S. R. O. signs
recently that he has purchased the property
just west of his house so as to enlarge the
place to 3,500 seats. Where's that guy that
was spreading the slump scare?
Joe Lyon is meeting with unheralded
success in keeping the "Flying A" tradel|4 I mark before the trade. For some reason
or other the exhibitors just can't resist
i
Joe's affable approach.
* * *
Oscar Doob, Paramount exploitation
HI' j genius in Chicago, gave the gobs at the
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DID YOU KNOW THAT:
"Bob" Lucas once catered to
woman's vanity? That he was a
dealer in ladies' ready-to-wear
clothing? That he had a department store at Zanesville, Ohio?
It is the same "Bob" Lucas that is
now
managing
Robertson-Cole's
sxchange
in Chicago.
Great Lakes naval training station a treat
on Thanksgiving day. He gave a special
showing of "Fatty" Arbuckle's "The Life
* * *
of the Party."
We learn along film row that Fred Seecert, secretary of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association, Ernest Langmack and
J.
H.
SilliminanMilwaukee.
are to erectIta will
new occupy
1,000seat house
the site at Thirty-fifth and Lisbon streets
and will be known as the New Parkway.
* * *
I. Lesserman, local manager for Universal, entertained out-of-town guests last
week. Both Lol-is Jacobs, general manager of L-Ko Motion Picture Company,
and Harry Bermax, general manager of
Universal, stopped off in Chicago, Jacobs
en route East and Berman, West.
* * *
J. R. Mahox has been appointed to assist "Dick" Robertson, advertising director

of Independent Films Association. They
* *best of 'em step.
say J. R. will make* the
We don't know what supernatural powers
Oscar Florine possesses, but ! The
Pathe salesman has placed the serial, "DouAdventure," intVatBarbee's
theatre.
It isbleunderstood
this is Loop
the first
loop
theatre to book a. serial. Bet the boss is
* * *
"Os."
of
proud
It is up to everybody to show Lee Moffitt that the glad rand in the North is
just as effective as Southern hospitality.
Lee hails from Tennessee. He is covering
Central Illinois for
* *Educational.
*
Thanks, "Os." *'Nough
* * .isaid.
E. W. Johnston is doing a turn for
Selected Films. Inc. E. W. formerly was
with Universal. * * *
Who is she. Vixcext? Has she black
hair or blonde? What color are her eyes?
Do you carry her picture in your watch?
Be a good scout and tell us all about her.
You know Vincent De Lorenzo, chief
booker at Celebrated, goes to Milwaukee
every week end. All we know is that she
is a back
Milwaukee
get
to the belle
office and
until Vincent
Monday doesn't
noon.
* * *
Jack Bourke of the Parkway theatre in
West Twenty-second street, is remodeling
his stage. Jack is to give his patrons a
few acts from the Western Vaudeville Association.
* * *
We who hang on the straps every morning and night resolve to quit our jobs
every time we talk to one of the salesmen
who has just purchased a new car. Percy
Havill has aroused our envy by announcing
the purchase of a Mitchell touring car.
* * *
E. Louis Goldberg, former short subject
manager for Paramount in Chicago, is now
traveling through Wisconsin for the company. He's another one whose optimism
makes you scout the
* *slump
* scare.
Don't let "Ernie" Grohe of Fox get away
with that stuff that he's a 100 per cent
marksman. "Ernie" and Lou Dreher went
down
to Kemp's
near cold
Valpariso,
Ind.,
to knock
a fewfarm
rabbits
for their
Thanksgiving dinners. A few days before
the holiday,
"Ernie"a turkey.
was downThein logical
Maxwell street buying
reasoning is that if he had popped off a
few rabbits
wouldn'tcoinhavefor been
parting
with
the hardhe earned
a Goblin.
* * *
908 South Wabash. Don't forget that
number.
new quarters. AllIt's
the Robertson-Cole's
conveniences possible
have
been included in the layout. Manager
Lucas and Assistant Manager Rozellf.
have their private offices at the left as
vou enter.
* * *

PHIL SOLOMON
Formerly manager of Masterpiece Film
Distributing Corporation who has been)
added to Celebrated Players sales staff
and will cover the north side as feature
salesman.

We got in on the last of this yarn. Nevertheless, it's interesting. As we understand
it, Morris Wells of the Twentieth Century theatre was giving a party. Along
came "Buddy" Crump of Pathe and Al
Lyons of the Peoples theatre. It was a
* * *
p andregaLyons
for
—
ional infoCrum
rdin.g Barrmation
atpartv
rreAddit
bee's Loop. We understand that the theatre
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has obtained first runs on all of Educational's two reelers.* * *
R. W. French is new on the force of
Independent Films. He ia in the commercial sales department.
* * *
Manager Lesserman of Universal is the
informant in thi> instance. He says he
has. booked over 400 days in this territory
on
"Oncehe tocVd.ire?.
Every Woman." A record
breaker,
•* * »
Harris P. WOUBEI listrict manager
for Famous I layers-] k has been a busy
man down in Kansas I it} of late. Some
live exhibitors down thfire H. P. ought
to be able to clo-e i >d deals.
Saw Manacek Si) > of the Bijou
theatre, Decatur, in town last week.
O'Neill of the Op
>e, Henry, III.,
also made the rounds. It's safe to say
"rounds" these da] Since the bars are
all closed a man doesn't tl ink you are reflecting on his tjood character.
* » •
Henry C. Icel of Universal, and Mrs.
Harriet Van Bcren were married last
week. The couple is honeymooning somewhere in the territory east of Chicago.
Congratulations for the groom and best
wishes for the bride.
* * *
Abe and Mike Cohen of the Midway
Hippodrome, Chicago, announce a change
in policy in their house. They now are
playing two reelers. To complete the announcement they added that they are featuring Celebrated comedies.
* » *
George Hectt. former booker for Vitagraph, has joined Celebrated, where he is
booking
George says he's taken a
big
job onshorts.
his shoulders.
* * »
Papa will whip if Johnny Mednikow
doesn't stop cutting up when he has his pet
flivver out for an airing. The Celebrated
salesman during one of his open-hearted
it
a "lift."
a stranger
gavethat
moments
would seem
the stranger
was Now
doing
great favor by riding in the flivJohnnyver.a When
Johnny got through steering
into lamp posts and other immovable obfor the hosjects the stranger was ready have
a heart.
Johnny,
pital. Have a heart.
* * *
Maybe vou think the exhibs on the South
Side don't like Dave Dubin. Recently he
was transferred to another territory to exof Celebrated's subpound onThethe
that went up on the South
crv merits
jects.
Side could be heard in President Friedman's office. And now? Dave's back pedFarnum's "Vanishing
Franklyn
old territory.
in his
Trails" dling
MERA BARGAINS
I Motion
PictureSpecial
Cameras
at cash
saving
prices.
professional
discounts
on
UNIVERSALIS.
Immadtata
all models.
DeBrU.
DeFVanne. ourdalhrery
Patiie andop many
others
for oardenoncom_ stratedln
plete catalog at■howroom.
once, free onSandrequest.
>** BASS CAMERA COMPANY
* Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago. III.
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MISSES

^=By
Willie Hershberg of the local
Metro Mac=
West side by his absence for skipping al>out
sales organization returned to the city after that sector the other evening we heard- sevan extended visit to Wichita, Kan. They
eral calls for Tom. the fillum expoit. And
tell us Willie was out there in behalf of his
there's
only one Tom and that Mitch.
extensiveWe oilcopped
holdings.
Why the
leaveother
the day
ol'
boig?
a murmur
* » »
that "certain" inside interests had disposed
Well, at last, the much mooted topic of
of their stock in "The Blue Sky Film Syn- sales supremacy has been settled by unanidicate" for a half a buck a share. The
buyer takes said certificates with him for
mous acclaim. Yep — "Chub" Florine of
an
intcrurban
slippingiron'emmento per
the the Doll-Van exchange cops the wreath of
gullible
in job voyage,
lots at fifteen
victory and ADMITS he knew it was for
share. Not bad at all. But from latest him
before the florist received the order to
reports
'tis
rumored
the
young
man
is
anticipating an extended sojourn in balmy
build it. Oh, yes, our great business has
Florida if the sheriff loses the scent.
many
shrinking and modest ones of the
violet type.
« * »
* * »
Just completed
Ad the
Powell's
Seventh
Anniversarygiving
program
oncet
over, and it is surely a gem. When the
genialfrom
Ad his
getsarduous
agoin' managerial
and can spare
time
duties the
of
the new and greater Rex theatre, he can
sure wield a cruel pen, providing the
smokes :tncl pen points bold out.
» * *
One of the boys returning from the BlC
City informs us that W. D. Dineen, erstwhile manager of the H. C. Moir theatrical
enterprises, is a busy lad these days around
42nd and Broadway. Must be getting an
eyeful of Capitol, Strand, Rivoli, etc.
W hither bound, exhibitor Dineen? Back to
Canada or out here again ? Too valuable to
be running
loosevou around
N. Y. C. C'mon
back
— we miss
*! « *
I. Van Ronkel is the same peppery ' Van"
of yore, stepping on the gas every minute.
Needless to comment on how are things
going with the new Flcckles & Van Ronkel
independent exchange. Already opened
their Wisconsin exchange in the Toy building, Milwaukee, with Frank Hensler in
charge. On or about Jan. 1 the Indiana
exchange will be established at Indianapolis. Further details
* » *later.
l>\\ Vanmawalker of the Doll Van exchange, while a bit reticent about future
plans for his exchange, is seemingly carrying one of those knowing smiles hard to
get rid of. Let's have it Van, it MUST be
good.
Curiosity at this
time of Another
the vear thing!is* bad
* *for us all.
Mai-rice Fleckles seems to be stretching
that brief New York visit for quite a spell.
Leave a few "buys" for the rest of the
market.
* * *
Otto Treulich of the Bonita theatre tells
us. any time any of the boys are seized
with a "cold" he has some good company
out there and to just page Ol' Taylor and
he'll fix you up pretty. Incidentally, brother
Gus is fast recovering from his Los Angeles gambol.
* * *
Evidently Sales Manager Mitchell of
the Gollos enterprises has been slighting the

255 NO. 13 - ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

Remember ye pinochle students, galloping
domino chauffeurs, and knights of poker
fame — just drop your percentage in that
Salvation Army kettle, that's what keeps
it burning. They need us now — so pitch in
and HELP.
BARGAINS

AT PRICES

THAT ARE RIGHT!!
A full line of eecond-hand Motion Picture
Machines all mekea Theatre Chain—
Generators and Fans.
In Fact a Full Line of
Theatrical Equipment
of Every Description
For immediate delivery get in touch vith
S. E. SHAFFER & CO.
Telephone Wabash 5346
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J.B.DIBELKA

COMPANY
Parkway
Budo St.
2743 Weit 22nd
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by States, *S.O0
1219 Film Exchanges
|7-M
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4-0t
Pct M.
Purther Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, IB W. Atas St., CHOfi

64 W. RANDOLPH
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Dtxtrtbutta Thrtugh Path* Exchanges.
flying specials
"The
Valley
of
Tomorrow,"
with William
The Honei Bee, §ix reels, sixwithreels,
Margarita
*>rtva. Russell.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Peggy
Rebels,"
MilesSills.
Minter.
"The Week
End,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithMary
Milton
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters,"
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon." six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
"Their Mutual Child," six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Xigel Barrie.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. Browning." five reels, with Walter Miller.
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
'"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Maiorie Daw.
"Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
'*The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence." five reels.
'The
Mystery,"
five reels.
"The Wall
UnseenStreet
Witness."
five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANX COMEDIES
t >»<■ iisued every other week.
MURIEL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Ome issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Strangers," two reels.
'Breed of the North," two reels.
'A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
'Beloved Brute," two reels.
'Quicksands," two reels.
'Border
River," two
two reels.
reels.
'In the River
"Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North." two reeli
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
'A Knight of the Pines." two reels
The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pot he Exchanges
Oct. t— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrai
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks." six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
!"Tke
Leopard
Woman,"
sevenreels,
reels,withwithHobart
LouiseBosworth.
Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
'The F»r»idden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
'The Last of the Mohicans,"
six reels, with
James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT
PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
'TJp
in
Mary's
Attic,"
six reels,
with Eva
JVVoman
Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
EvolutionAbove
of Man,"
six reels.
|\Voman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford
When Quackel Did Hyde " five reels, with Charlie Joy.
Tnirty Years Between." five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
pandit
of Hell's
Gap," two
A Traitor's
Vengeance."
two reels.
reels.
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"The Girl of the West." two reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The
Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays."Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish, two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson." five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly News Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
June 10 — "Misfortune Hunters"
June 24 — "Back on the Farm."
July 8— "Stung Again."
July 22— "Wild, Wild, Women 1"
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. Victim.
2— "All Balled Up."
FEATURES
"The
state rights feature, six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Two Reels Every Two Weeks.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
Andy Playsa Diet."
Golf."
'Andy
'Andy's OnWash
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
'Andy and Min at the Theatrr "
"Andy on
Visits
the Osteopath."
'Andy
Skates."
'Andy's
Mother-in-Law
Pays Hirr i Visit "
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy
the Will
Model."
"Accidents
Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy
Fights
the
"Ice Box Episodes."H. C. L"
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy,
Hero."
"Andy's the
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
'The
Toreador."
"Ship
Ahoy!*'
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing
with. Pleasure."
"Up
She Business
Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A
We Will Go."
"Get Hunting
to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's
Battle,"
five
reels,reels,
withwith
Joe All-Stax
Moore and
"The Fourth Face," five
cast. Eileen Sedgwick
CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland." five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges. Ime
CHESTER COMEDIES, TWO REEL*
'Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A
of Trouble.'
"TheTrayful
One Best
Pet."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, T» O REELS
'Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
'A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tineher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernon.)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
"Striking Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going
Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
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TOUCHY COMEDIES, TWO REELS
'Torchy." (Johnny Hinea.)
'Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
"The Simp."
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley
of 10,000
Smokes."
"Babe Ruth—
How He
Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCEPTICS BEAUTIFUL," ONB ana.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters.'*
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The
Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
"Tropical Nights."
"The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS. ONE REEL
"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
"Balling the Junk."
"Collectors of Craniums."
"Pipe
Pengum."
"Mad the
Hatters."
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
( HESTER BCRJBBNU S, <>\i; REEL
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
"Through
"Mules andWinding
Gobtalk."Wells" and "Climbing Cataracts."
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine
"Out ofFeathers"
the Past."and "They Forgot the Town."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Silk Husbands and Calico Wives," six reels, with Hosk P<
"For the Soul of Rafael," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
"Keep to the Devils."
Right," seven
six reels,
Taliaferro.
"Whispering
reels,withwithEdith
Conway
Tearle.
"Midcbannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT- ARTCRA FT PICTURBt
Aug. 1 — "The Fighting Chance," six reels, with special cast.
Aug. 8 — "Prince Chap," six reels, with Thomas Meigkan.
Aug. 8 — "Crooked Streets," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 15 — "The White Circle." five reels, Maurice Tourneur production.
Aug. 15 — "What Happened to Jones," fire reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Aug. 22 — "Guilty of Love," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Aug. 2$ — "Hairpins," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept.
Rubens.Dalton.
Sept. —— "Humoresque,"
"Half an Hour,"sixfivereels,
reels,withwithAlma
Dorothy
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. S— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct. S — "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct.
sevenreels,
reels,
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct 1010 —— "The
"Deep Round-Up,
Waters, "five
M. with
Tourneur
Oct 17— "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17— "The City Sparrow." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct. 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife." seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay." seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Dec. 5— "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Dec. 5 — "Flying Pat." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — "The Life of the Party," five reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Dec. 12 — "Heliotrope," six reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Dec. 19 — "To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec. 26 — "The Testing Block," six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 26 — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
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FEDERATED EXCHANGES
■FBI I \ LB
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The
"Man Midlandcrs,"
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.
MOM 1 II \NKS < UMKDIBS
"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird," two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The
Revenge,"
"A BedKidnappers'
Room Scandal,"
two two
reels.reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"The
Married
Virgin."
"Frivolous Wives,
six six
reels.reels
FILM MARKET, INC.
Ti« House Without Children," seven reels, with Klshard Travcn
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT INC.
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Taknadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain." five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"The Devil's Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor and Behave," Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Forces," with A!! Star Cast.
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.
FORWARD
FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
"Youth** Dc»ire," five reel*.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll." with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The
with Lt with
OrmerAll Locklear.
■■WhileSkywayman,"
New York Sleeps."
Star Caat
'The
Face
at
Your
Window,"
with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast
"A Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court," with All Star Caa*.
"Skirts."
six reels,
with inSpecial
Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
"The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
"The Thief."
Tiger's Cub."
"The
"The Mountain Woman."
TOM MIX SERIES
"The
Untamed."
•The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Who Dared."
'The
Challenge
"The Iron
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY MASON SERUM
"Chin Toy."
"The Flame of Youth."
"The Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ann."
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
"From Now On."
"The
Plunger."
"Number 17."
'Dynamite Allen."
20 TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
'The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
"The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"Trails to Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz." with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX" SERIALS
"Bride 13," in 15 episodes.
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EXHIBITORS

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Lore Madness." seven reels, with Louis Glaum.
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
'The
Tailor Toreador."
Shop."
"The Brave
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
'Tarmyard
"Chase Me."Follies."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
'Hold Me Tight."
•His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss Huntsman."
Me Quick."
"The
"All Wrong."
MITT A\D JEFF CARTOONS
"League of Nations."
"A Tight Rope Romance."
"Farm Efficiency."
"The Medicine Man."
"Home Brew."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."

HERALD
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familiarity with the
o
requirements of the producer
and the exhibitor can qualify
the character of the prints.
Rothacker Prints continue to
satisfy the most rigid requirements not through any special
act of Providence, but rather
because to this end our entire
organization bends its every effort.

MURRAY W. GARSSON
"A Dream of Fair Women."
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
^"America Wonderlands," every week.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWTN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes' Call Me Jim," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"The Truth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher,'' five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Girl With the Jaa Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"lf» a Great Life." five reels, (Eminent Artists)
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels. Sex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher. five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chaney.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief " five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Madam X." six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"'The Branding Iron,** seven reels, Special Cast.
"His Own Law." six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch." five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Milestones." six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLi
"Haying
a
Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
]In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
"The
Little
Dears,"
two
De Havens.
A Sure Cure," two reels,reels,
with with
CarterCarter
De Havens.
HENNISON STAR SERIES
„High
Pockets,"
five
reels,
Bennison.
A Misfit Earl," nva reels, with
with Louis
Louis Bennison.
GOLDWTN-BRAT PICTOGRAPHf
Taos Indiani.' alert of the Caribbean!.'
GREIVER'S EDUCATIONAL
^Colossus of Roadt.'
The Spirit of the Birch."'
Sods."
"PreciselyofasthePolly
.'•
,L**end
Corn."
lomter'i Thunderbolt."

Photo by Knox, N. Y.
MISS
ALEENE
BURR
is a new Screen Beauty_ playing the ingenue lead in the latest
WILLIAMSON" SUB-SEA PRODUCTION
"FATHOMS
Directed by Ralph Ince.

DEEP"
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EXHIBITORS
GKOSoMAN PICTURES, iNt.
Face to Face," six pant, with Marguerite Marsh.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Dutnbuitd tkrtugk tki Path* Eicktmv*ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol," six reels, with Leah Baird.
"Cynthia-of-the-Minute," six reels, with Leak Baird.
ZANE GRBT PICTURES, INC.
"Desert Gold," seven reels, with E. K Lincoln.
"Widen of the Daws." six reel*.
"The U. P. Trail," six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON I'HUUl'tri'lODl
"The Westerners," seven reels, with Kojr Stewart.
Sagehrusher." seven 'eels. By Rmerson Hough
"The Dwelling Place of Light, *' by Winston Churchill.
J. PARK ICR HI. Hi, JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter." se-»m reels, with Louise Olaum
,%-»t." sever reels, with Louise Glaum
"The Brute Master," with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love Madness, " with Louise Glaum.
OEM HltU-UKCK, INC.
The Bandbox," six reels, with Dons Kenyon.
The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Dona Kenyon.
DIAL FILM < it. PRODUCTIONS
'Xing Spruce " seven reels with Vlnrhill Lewis
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stcdman and Lawson Butt.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
1 he Silent Bamer," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BHl NTO.N PRODUCTIONS
II0.0OO," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
The Dream Cheater," rive reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan
'No. »«." five reels, with J V\ arren Kerrigan.
Tk* r-reen Flame" five reels, with J Waneu Kerrigan
"The House of Whispers " with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATION AL-BILLI I - RHODES fUUIJI I I Hit*
rhs Blue Bonnet " six reels wth Rillie Kbodea
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION ■
"His Temporary Wife." six ieel». witk Special Caat.
I It V IN \. WILL AT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 16 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — 'The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAHFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 115 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
IANS PICTURES, INC
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question, M seven reels.
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
JUNGLE COMEDIES
'Caught With the Gooda.'
'Stopping
Bullets "
'Circus Bride."
"Perils of the Beach "
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
"Voices." six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, witk Lina CavpUeri.
BERT LUuaN
"Honevmoen Ranch," five reels, State Rights Feature.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
'The Best of Luck," six reels, with All-Star Cast
The Cheater," six reels, with Mae Allison.
'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," six reels, with all-star cast
'The Misfit Wife," six reels, with Alice Lake.
'Held in Trust." six reels, with May Allison.
'The Chorus Girl's Romance," 6ix reels with Viola Dana
'The Hope," six reels with All Star Cast.
The
Price sixof reels,
Redemption,"
Clothes."
with All six
Starreels,
Cast with Bert Lytell.
The
Saphead,"
six
reels,
with
Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail." six reels, with Viola Dana.
Oct. 25 — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8 — "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15 — "Someone in th'.- House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. 13 — "Hearts Are Trumps." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION*
'Stronger Than Death," aix reels, with Nuimovi
The HeartPeacock
of a Child,"
Nazimova
"Madame
" sevenseven
reels,reels,
witk with
Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODI ( HONSept. 27 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels. All Star Cast
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 8— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast
ROBEBT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." six reels, with Roben Harron.
C. E. SHUHTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
"The Murinv of Elsinore," six reels, with All Star Cast.
The Star Rover." six reels, with All Star Cast.
ill BTKR K EATON < OMEDIEI
Sept. 1 — "One Week." two reels.
Oct. 27— "Convict 18," two reels.
Dec. 22 — "The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC
PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
June 8 — "The Little Cafe." five reels, with Max Linder.
FRANK K K E NAN PRODUCTIONS
May t — "Dollar for Dollar," five reels, with Frank Keenan
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
May
10
—
"Sherry,"
*.ug. 28 — "Lahoma." seven
seven pans,
reels witn Pat O'Malley
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple." six reels.
ALBEBT
CAPELLANI
PBODI'CTIONS. IN«
Mar. 7— "In Walked Mary." five reels, with June Caprica
J. STUABT BLACKTON PRODUCTION*
June 20 — " Passers- B*y," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.
July 18— "Man and His Wife," six reels, with Herbert Rawlinsos..
Sept. fc— "House of the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordoa
May McAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McA..,
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
July 4— "A Broadway Cowboy," five reels, with William Desmond
Aug. 1 — "One Hour Before Dawn," six reels, with H. B. Warner
Aug. 15 — "The Girl in the Wei," six reels, witb Blanche Sweet.
Sept. 18 — "Felix O'Day," five reels, wifh H. B. Warner.
Sept. 84— "Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 84 — "Half a Chance," seven reela, witb Mahlon Hamilton
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband." five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
HOBABT HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
Nov.
f
—
'The
Old ofDog,"
six reels,
with witk
John Margaret
CumberlandSada*.
May 9 — 'The Gay
Miracle
Money."
five reels,
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
<ov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewan
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
"TheLove.
Place of Honeymoons." six reels, with Emily Stevens and Montati
"Where Is My Husband?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight Gambols," six reels, with Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
'Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A GoodCarter
Woman,"
"Nick
Series."fivetworeels,
reels.with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank
LUKE McLUKE'S
One-Half FILH-OSOPIIY
Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Soldiers of Fortune" (Dwan), seven reels.
The
Yellow
Room"six(Chautard).
six reels
The Mystery
Luck of ofthe theIrish"
(Dwan).
reels
"Deep Purple," six reels. R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas Miller production
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
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STAH PROMITTIONa
'Jenny Hobbs,"
Be Good,"
MaryHawley.
Mile* M inter.
'Miss
six five
reels,reels,
withwith
Wanda
'A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Miater
'A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"89 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
Sweet forLavender."
'fnnH
Scandal." five
five reels,
reels, with
with Mary
Wanda Miles
HawlevMinter.
Eyes
of
the
Heart,''
five
reels,
with
Mary
Miles
Minter.
'Her Beloved Yillian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
'Her First Elopement," 5 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
'You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
'Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea." six reels, with Alice Brady.
'Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
Mil 1,1 WEST COMEDIES
'What Next?" two reels.
'That Dreamer," two reels.
'Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GC1NAN WESTERN!
'A Moonshine Feud," two reels.
'The Desert Vulture," two reels.
The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
'Convict's Happy Bride," two reels
'Squirrel Time, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDEBU
'Live Wire," one reel.
'Referee," one reel.
'The Dummy," one reel.
'In and Out," one reel.
'Rye & Wry," one reel.
The Landlady," one reel.
'The Moocher," one reel.
'The Bull Fighter," one reel.
'The Bath Dub," one reel.
The Cameraman," one reel.
'The Thief," one reel.
'The Messenger," one reel.
'The Lawyer," one reel.
'The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
'Pants," two reels.
'Her Honor the Scrublady," two reels.
■'Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
iept. 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
sept. 10— "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Vt»
)ct. 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
)ct 80 — "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosemary Theby.
<ov. 8 — "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
■lov. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
)ec. 1— "I'll Say He Forgot." with Otis Harlan.
)ec. 12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
HII.IUHX MOKANT1 COMEDIES
Simp and Satan," two reels.
Jealousy," two reels.
^Bungalow Bungle," two reels.
'Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
'Double Trouble," two reels.
'Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
'She's a Vamp," two reels.
'Circus Days," two reel9.
A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
Summer Days," two reels.
'Sunshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
The Brand of Lopez," five reels, with Se-oue Hayakawa.
Bright
five
with Zasu
Pitts.Hayakawa.
Devil s Skies,"
Claim,"
fivereels,
reels,
Notorious
Mrs. Sands,"
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
une 20— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
Tt'
s>:ven reels,
reels, with
with Marjorie
Rambeau.
I he f''rtljne
Wonder Teller,"
Man," seven
Georges Carpentier.
Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Moon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
"* 1— "Life's Twist " six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
J"8'
Kn'ghy seven
five reels,
Sessue Farnum.
Hayakawa.
iug. iX~.,£rabian
20 — Big Happiness,"
reels, with
with Dustin
-nt
12—
'Oecasionally
Yours
"
six
reels,
with
Lew
Cody.
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Lonely South Pacific Missions."
Kecruiting in the Solomons."
City of Broken Old Men."
Marooned in the South Seas."
\D VENTURE SCENICS
Sheep
O'Leavenworth."
Sons of Salooskin."
[■hosts of Romance."
i 7 18—
,!~!!2utlaw
Wilderness," one reel,
'ay
The Loneof Trapper,"
one reel.
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When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TICKETS
Specially Printed
IS Days' Delivery
Instead of waiting from three to six months for tickets, you can
now get them in 15 days from the day we get your order. We
have the facilities which enable us to make this unparalleled
offer. Notice the prices — but don't put off ordering, just because
we can make 15 days' delivery. Be forehanded.
Tickets, specially printed to your order.with name of your theater:
10,000
$ 6.50 200,000 $ 40.00
20,000
8.50 250,000
48.50
30,000
10.50 300,000
57.00
50,000
14.00 500,000
90.00
100,000
23.00
1,000,000
170.00
Additional charge of $2.00 for each change of wording or price.
Deposit of 25% of price required on all orders for specially
printed tickets. Stock Roll Tickets
Immediate Delivery
We always have on hand, for immediate
delivery, stock roll tickets, any price
combination desired.
2000 tickets . $00.60
501 Roll—
Rolls
25.00
OUR
ready. Ifdescriptive
you haven'tcatalog
sent
for yourCATALOG
copy of thisis complete
of motion picture theater supplies, profusely illustrated, send now. It will be a valuable guide in
finding the supplies you need. Free for the asking,
but too valuable to send unless you want it.
Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Suppliet
845 S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis
S3 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis
Produce Minneapolis
Exchange Building,
(1488)

E X HI B I T O R S

10f»
Bl I'KKMK COMKI>IK»
Take Doctor'! Advice."
•Oh, You Kid!"
May 10 — "Letty's Lost Legacy." one reel,
lune 9 — "Becky Strikes Out," one reel

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It
Might Jazz,"
Happentwotoreels,
You,"stunt
five novelty.
reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Ml. I /.Mi K PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchangee
The Shadow of Roaalie Byrnes," five reels, with Elaine Hammersieis
"Out of the Snows," five reeli. with Ralph Ince.
"The Man Who Lost Himself," five reels, with William Faveraham
"The Flapper." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"Whispers,"
reels, with
Hammerstein.
"The Valley five
of Doubt"
five Elaine
reels, with
apecial cast.
"The Desperate Hero, five reels, with Owen Moore.
-The Servant Question," five reels, with William Collier.
"The Figurehead," five reels with Eugene O'Brien.
"Panthea," five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
"The
Point Simp
of View,"
"The Poor
" five five
reels,reels,
with with
Owen Elaine
Moore.Hammerstein
"The
Wonderful
Chance."
five
reels,
with
Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart." five reels with Olive
Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays." five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
1KLRC1 i n I I III «
Dutnbuted by Select Exchange,
Faith of the Strong," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis
'Isle of
five reels,
TalmadgeLewis
The
LastConquest,"
of His People,"
five with
reels, Norma
with Mitchell
"She Loves and Lies," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The
Vengeance." five reels, with Bernard Durnint
'lust Seeds
Outsideof the
Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace
Davidson.
^Children
Not
Wanted,"
reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," fivefive
reels, with special cati
IELZ.MCK NEWfl
Twice a week news reel.
HI Kill U I KAI FHA.\ MASTERPIECE
"A
Good
Fellow,"
"Content," one reel.one reeJ.
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
^Society
one reel
"DictionaryBad-Man,"
of Success,"
one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man ■ one reel
"The
Battler
and
the
Bottler,"
one reel
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL P1CT1RES
Distributed by Select Eichangei
'Mr* j* 0^'<e'' fiTe reels- with »P««al cast.
J?u
i Y°?th. 'Divorce,"
five reels, with
.!A°e
reels,special
with cast.
special cast
Out I"™'01'
of the Snows," fivefivereels,
with Ralph Ince.
Hhe Palace of Darkened
Windows." five reels, with Special Cast
"Tfarooned
five reels,
Who Am IHearts."
? five reels.
Specialwith
Cast.Conway Tearle.
KINOGRAMs
Twice a Week News Reel
rniy.su PICTTRBI
*De»t*. Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
,'E'.ckle
Wo,m">."
five reels,
state right feature.
Girls Don't
Gamble,"
five reels,
state right feature.

HERALD
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TYRAD PICTURES. JNC
\nd
tb«
Children
Pay,"
sevenreels.reela. with Garrett Hugar*
"Your Wife and Mine," five
Human Passions," fiva reels
The Red Viper," six reels, with GaV*jM Hughes
'It
Happened
in Paria,"
'Broken
Hearts,"
five reelsfive reels.
fobnny Dooley Comedies, two reels, monthly
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept.
l
—
"His
Majesty,
the American,"
with Douglas
Falroa»*»
^Vt. »n — "Broken
Blassoms."
six reels. eight
D Wreela,Griffith
production
.
•eo If— "When the Gouda Roll By," six reels, with Douglas Fairban.
lan 18 — "Pollyanna," six reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. tl15 —— "Romance
"Down on ' the
reels.
May
eightFarm"
reela. (Sennett),
with DorisfiveKeane.
lune 18 — "Mollycoddle,' six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
^ept. 6 — "The Love Flower." seven reels, D W Griffith production
Dec. 4— "The Mark of Zorro," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVEH*AL FEATURES
"Bullet Proof," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Girl in Room 19," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Path She Chose," five reels, with Ann Cornwall
"Everything
But thefiveTruth,"
five reels,
"A Tokio Tiren."
reela. with
Tsuru Lyons
Aoki. and Morar
"Alias Miss Dood." five reels, with Edith Roberta.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights," five reela, with Virginia Faire.
'Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harrv Carey.
"In Folly's Trail." five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JIWIL PRODUCTION*
"The
Kigni tosixHappiness,"
with Dorothy Philliv*
'Forbidden."
reels, with eight
Mi reels,
red Harris.
'Blind Husbands." seven reels, with Eric Stroheim
"The Virgin
seven with
reels,Elmo
with Lincoln.
Priscilla Deaa
'Under
Crimsonof Stamhoul."
Skies," six reels,
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
'The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
M.H K JOYCE XPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"Collars and the Woman " six reels.
"The
Vice "ofsixFools,"
The Prrv
reels. five reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
BA1MJB WILLIAMS PRODUC TIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Pramotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reela.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODrCTIOISS
'The
Girl," five
"Bab's Garter
Candidate."
five reels.
reela.
"The
Broadway
Bubble."
reels
"The Whisper Market fivefivereels
" It Isn't Being Done This Season."
ALU ■ < LLHOl \ PRODI < I lOlffl
"Princess Jones," five reels.
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
"Three Sevens," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SL'PER-FEATURES
'The Courage of Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reela (To m Terrisa Production), All
Cast. seven reels, all-star east (Tom Terrisa Production).
"Trumpet Island."
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
I.ARR1 SEMON COMEDIES
"School Days," two reels.
"Solid Concrete," two reels.
'The Suitor," two reels.
The Sportsman."
Stage Hand."twotworeels.
reels.
'"The

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
SCt"
S!— !!VpJn
Bettv's
Bedroom." two reels,
Oct. 17—
A Pajama
Marriage."
with with
NeelyCharlotte
Edwards Merriam.
Oct. 31— 'A Seminary Scandal," twotwo reels,
reels,
with
Charlotte
Nov. 14— 'Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam Merriam
and Edwards
si NSET RURRUD SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 3 — "Almost.'" one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guiltv." one reel.
Oct. 31 — "Kids." one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule." two reels.
Nov. 14— "Who Am I?" two reels.

Let the theatre
i ventilation
HEATING
lir AT I NilV/ENTILATIN5
specialists
Send today
for
you how —
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2,000

Theatres

representing the biggest and best amusement institutions of the United States are playing, under con-

?'

tract, the "A. P." productions.
Both as to the volume of our product and the
number of theatres in which it is booked, Associated
Producers, Inc., is the largest independent producing
and releasing organization in the motion picture
industry.
MAURICE TOURNEUR J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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World's

Record!

opening

DOUGLAS

-
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day

to

see

FAIP&ANKS'

'The
Mark
op
Zorro*
From the "All Story Weekly'Directed
Novel by
'9& FRED
Cu rse
cf Capi'strano' by Johnston
NIBLO

Mc

Culley

i

WILLIAM

FOX

MX.
2><?fjte to announce that he
has nerfer offered a greater
photo-plaj/ than his forthcoming production of.
JB

LfND

fi>

J

P

6

S

from the international
stage success

MY" IADtfS
DI^ESS
bj SdvCard 9<jrwbloc\j
Scenario and direction bj>
Charles (J. Brahir\j

UNANIMOUS

IT

MAKES

THIS

"It cannot be disputed that 'The Last of the
Mohicans' is Mr. Tourneur's greatest achievement
— a masterpiece of its kind. It's the greatest
Indian picture ever shown. He has kept faith

"The public owes Maurice Tourneur a vote of

with Cooper's memory." — Laurence Reid, Motion
Picture News.

subject and a sterling addition to A. P.'s output."
— Edward Wextzel, Moving Picture World.

"Tourneur sets his associates a mighty pace.
'The Last of the Mohicans' is a truly great
work a master work — in picture making. It
has thrills aplenty and is a box office attraction

"Tourneur has done it again. 'The Last of the
Mohicans' has resulted in thrills galore. There
are so many of them that it is going to be difficult to make your crowd believe that all of them

of the richest sort." — Charles Hastings, Exhibitors
Trade Review.

one production. Play this up."
appear
—
IVid's inDaily.

"The Fort William Henry massacre will stand
comparison with anything ever accomplished for
the screen. For a parallel to this scene one
must turn to the battle on the walls of Babylon

"In such a remarkable manner has Mr. Tourneur
conjoined history and art that the result is one of
the most valuable features ever brought to the
screen. The wise exhibitor will make his ex-

in Mr. Griffith's masterpiece, 'Intolerance.' "
— S. M. Weller, New York Review.

ploitation ofthis feature elaborate." — Irma Frances
Dupre, Exhibitors Herald.

thanks for putting 'The Last of the Mohicans'
on the screen. It will restore the popularity of
the story. The production is worthy of the

^9f

MAURICE

TOURNEUR

presents

last

The
Jn

American

Drama

Eternal

Directed by MAURICE

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
MARSHALL

the

qf

By James

TOURNEUR

~ J. PARKER

READ

NEILAN- ALLAN

Associated

Mohican

and CLARENCE

JR. - THOMAS

DWAN

Fenimore

~ GEORGE

Gboper

L.BROWN

H.INCE

- MACK

LOANE

TUCKER

Producers

HOME OFFICES : 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

SENNETT

JJ

READ

J.PARKER
"
PRODUCTION

LOUISE

GLAUM

e

Jov

Scenario by LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Personally supervised by
J.Parker Read Jr.
Louise Glaum, under the able supervision
of J. Parker Read, Jr., has exceeded her
previous best in "Love," her newest production. Because it treats vividly of a subject that touches every human heart it is
a picture of universal appeal. Because it
contains a score of scenes of bewildering
beauty and magnitude it is a picture that
gratifies the eye.
"Just finished three days of Louise Glaum
in 'Love', " telegraphs G. H. Meyers from
the Park Theatre, Champaign, 111., "A wonderful picture. The best she's done. Let's
have more like it."
Echo everywhere answers: "A wonderful
picture ! The best she's done !"
And so it U I

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
MARSHALL

- J. PARKER
NEILAN

READ

~ ALLAN

Associated

JR. - THOMAS

DWAN

- GEORGE

H.INCE

- MACK

LOANE

TUCKER

Producers

HOME OFFICES : 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

SENNETT

Inc.
4

y4 Benj. B.Hampton (production

ZANE

GREY'S

W

A MASSIVE PICTURE
t/#e GREAT WEST with a POWERFUL CAST
"<7
&UP
TRA
IL"
including
ROY STEWART -JOSEPH J.D0WUNG- KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ROBERT M^ KIM and MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
Directed by JACK CONWAY- ZANE GREY PICTURES <JncJt's a "Box-Office" Picture and An "Audience"
Picture, Too!
Zanc Grey's name excels in "pulling power" the
name of any screen star of the present day.
And his past successes — "Desert Gold" and "Rider?
Of The Dawn," — provc~ that his pictures give your
patrons all that they demand in entertainment.
Distributed by
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Filth Avenue. New York Git
thru PATff£ fir/ungr./nc.
Benj. B. Hampton Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
DESERT GOLD
THE SAGEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS RIDERS OF THE DAWN

Starring
^Tar,',nc3
BESSIE

^
A
BARRISGAlE

Directed
PAUL

by
SCARDON

Vith a powerful cast" induding Joseph Kilgour, Marguerite de la Motte,
Sam de Grasse, Arnold Gregg and Lloyd Bacon.
TOHODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. STew TIbrkCty
Distributing through PATHE Lachangejncarpanitnl

Paul Scardon

is a great director,— his work

in the past has proved that,— and Emerson
Hough, in the field of American literature,
stands in a foremost place.
Is it any wonder, then, that a splendid cast
of artists, working under the guidance of
Mr. Scardon, with material furnished by
Mr.

Hough,

should

bringing to the screen
production.7

have

succeeded

in

a truly worthwhile

THE

from the story
HONORABLE
GENTLEMAN
ACHMED
ABDULLAH
Produced by J-luqo Jiallin fhnducLions Inc.

Q

splendid

cast

in

a

great

story, on - a J/ugoJballin Production-which insures the last word
in artistic
W.

perfection.
Distributed bg
HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 fifth Avenue. Hew HbrkGr

STATE

Produced

Amor

icdn

Jifocgrdph
Producers of

The

Golden

(p.

Trail

Picture

that

is ds

Great

b#

as

the

Northwood:

itself.

Directed

Jean
Louis

hy

Hershol't-'
MQDmdw

J,
^

indorsed
Distributed

Arrow

Film

Q>rporation
WRShdllenbeitfeivPres.

^

220

West 4?»d
New York
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EDUCATIONALS

ARE

T X its few months in this field Educational has come
to be known as having established a new standard
in comedies.
Note that this exhibitor, in praising one picture, says
that "it is no exception to other Educationals."

ALL

COOft

Short Subjects
Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with
a special cast. — Educational has the only
consistently good comedies on the market, excepting Lloyd, who stands in a
class by himself. Kiss Me Caroline is no
exception to other Educationals, which
are all good. — r red 5! Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.

He expects every Educational comedy to be a GOOD
picture — and he is not disappointed.

J-J ERE all four of the two-reel comedy brands are
mentioned in a single line — "Seven Bald Pates,"
a Christie; "Four Times Foiled," a Chester; "Dynamit -." a Mermaid, and "Torchy," first of the Torchys.
"If they keep up this pace they should corner the
market" — And the pace has been made the faster.

JTofdoesn't
matter represented
the section in
— look
the notices
divisions
the country
these atfour
—
the opinion is the same. You've never heard before
of people wanting to see a two-reel comedy the second
time.
We've selected "Kiss Me, Caroline" as the subject of
these reports from exhibitors to show you they all
agree.

'"ETIIS
of 3,000 theatre
demandsknows
the best
in comedies,
ones and
the best
The Princess
too. town
its manager tells the rest of the exhibitors — "Don't
be afraid of Educationals."
They are not, and that is the reason why the bookings
of these pictures have set a mark that has astounded
the whole of the motion picture world.

Every Educational Comedy is a box office winner. These
reports from the Exhibitors Herald prove that.
If you don't know the Christies, the Chesters, the Mermaids and the Torchys you are not doing yourself justice.

Seven Bald Pates, Four Times Foiled,
Dynamite and Torchy (Educational),
with special
— FourIf ofEducational
the best
comedies
evercasts.
played.
keeps up this pace they should corner
l!,c
tiuy Strand
'em; they'll
pleaseEm-—
W. Xmarket,
MTCIure,
theatre,
poria, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.

Short Subjects
Kiss Me, Caroline (Educational), with
acleverest
special cast.
— If you want made,
one ofbook
the
mirth-producers
this one. Most of my patrons want me
to re-book it They stayed for the next
show to see it again. — H. J. Longaker,
Howard patronage.
theatre. Alexandria, Minn.—
General

Ki«§ Me Caroline (Educational), with
The Inbest
cast—
ahadspecial
in a long
time.
fact comedy
I think itI'veis
the best comedy I ever had except Lloyd
and Fatty.
be afraid
Educationals.—J.G.Don't
Varnell,
Princessof theatre.
Piedmont, Ala.— Small town patronage.

HolQased by
EDUCATIONAL
FI
^
EXCHANGES,
FKC
729 Seventh ~4ve. Jfew Tdrh,

eraon

pates

CHRISTIES

CW

[seven
"PEP

NEW

HAVE

ITXDER Educational release two-reel Christie Comedies are better than
ever. They have established new booking records. They have been
given exploitation that a year ago would have seemed impossible in the short
subject field. They have established box office records that have amazed
exhibitors themselves.
Eighty per cent of the possibilities of the country have been booked. Possibly
But if there is a chance vou
you
cannot try
get before
the Christies
for your territory.'
had better
your competitor
does so.

tb^4rL V"°on""7 bUghs.SP,ra"0» to
/ST-

s^^SCts^

land's

They're filled with "pep" and pretty girls, with the cleverest of comedians,
the best of stories, and a new mark set in production.
Drop into your nearest exchange now and see the newest one, "Back From
the Front."

.Every Christie released by Educational has been a HIT: each one means
stimulus tor your box office. Better ask for every one of them: "Kiss Me.
Caroline." "A Seaside Siren," "Out for the Night." "Seven Bald Pates " "Don't
Blame the Stork." "Striking Models." "A Homespun Hero." "Shuffle the
Queens. "Going Through the Rye." "Mr. Fatima" and "Wedding- Blues "

Bobby Vernon m
DfMBITOHS A HOMESPUN HERO
HERALD
Two-part
Published comedy;
in OctoberChris ue-EcTticatiaJ
OPMNiOti. Tb? stage, before, ai
and
the performance
come
and during
melodrama,
affords a playof aplace
the romping of the Christie play<
Bobbybit ofVernon
this
screen leading
fun. them, throu
Bcbby takes the part of a young m
of means, who. to live* up to the r
in which his cousin's imagination 1
placed
him, thai
of a swain
"robe."andassun
the earmarks
of a rural
con
a-courtmg with a pet gander and a b
ofbareapples.
The
duck's
response
to
knees of the chorus ladies isI
rich and inoffensive bit of fun. In pi
uit ofofthe the
youngerstwhile
man are wives
a detective
HEXHIBITORS
EGA LP
two
of a1
igamist There
for whom
tat
Bobby.
are a the
seriesofficer
of funmis sail
n the stage
and
in
the
wings,
a
roman
Bobby and one of the
you
e bringi
any, and the fir

(Christie Comedy
— 2 Reels)a corned
R CHRISTIE
has fashioned
that
lives
tip
to
Ins
I * field of comedy makersreputation
With anin thei
cellent production standing back of the pk
tirre and clever situations given the pope
pals,
headedandby appreciation
Eddie Barry whose
facial ei
pressions
for comedy
ways get a a place
laugh. on"Outfcrthe
Night" Itis hetf
w
worthy
any program
thend comedy
position
atthatNewthe York's
RivoJ
despite
the
fact
hot
weatlw
ad driven most of New York t
aches,
those w obliged
ho "remained
and attend*
Rivoli'were
to forget
the
feU laugh during the run of this subje
Njely -oduced.
photographed,
wellNight"
directed,
"Outfcr the
is a actgo
house.Motion
— Josephpicture
L Kelley.
news
'Releaser dany by

FROM
B^CK
BOBBY
vfh
end

N

EAL

FRONT"
THE
VERNON
BURNS-

EDUCATIONAL
FIL2V
,. . EXCHANGES,
INC
7*29 Seventh ~4vq. ^>ew Tork.

Kiss Me

CarolineChristie

THE reaJ bedroom farce
of the
thi<!SCre
* Christie ^s, w?h
Sc|raPLd e^COmedy' thieved pTinattempted in vain vvith thei
r lavi
aStum
1 °th
Pro ers
hashe
lrati
ifons
Pic
of er
expensd"c
ive and
que Broadway hits. They^- ris
eaJl
when Bobby Vernon imp
ersonates
his pal's wif
please his 3S
father, and pal'es to
sister and he chum
come to visit them. Bobby fe
a™
ttnual scream; while Charlo
tte m£
gam- a pretty blonde, and Ver
Steadman, who formerly
a
performed
We should call this the best short"
*
comedy of the month.

Two

a

Mon^k

ihvu

Six Comm
ther HITS
AnoALL
!
— ^
r

EDUCATIONAL
"FILiAA.
EXCtiAN
DISTRIB
Ut

GES,
OR.S

inc.
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Announcing

The

Big

Five

A combination that will positively revolutionize
the Picture Business in 1921.

An affiliation of Capital with Star and Directoral
talent now being assembled under experienced
Management.

Bigger

and more

powerful

than any existing organization

Detailed announcement when the time is ripe.

THE

BIG

FIVE

PRODUCTIONS

(Now Being Incorporated)

18, 1920 [

—

77"

3

"The

best

actors

in

of

all

serious

movie
roles

Faversham
is William
— Davis, in Cleveland Press.
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LEWIS

J.SELZNICK

Presents
WILLIAM

FAVERSHAM

inTshe
HO

BART

HENLEY

Production
THE SIN THAT WAS HIS
by
FRANK

L. PACKARD

BIGGEST

PHOTOPLAY

V/

OF

THE

YEAR

LEWISJ.SE
LEWIS J.SELZNICK
who produced it, and says it i6
the
made.greatest picture he has ever
WILLIAM FAVERSHAM
who is starred in it, and is
admittedly the foreirtost screen
actor of his day.
HOBART
HENLEY
who directed it, and already has
to his credit photoplays which
lead all others in artistic merit.
FRANK L PACKARD
who wrote it, and whose stories,
including
"Thesellers
Miracle
have been best
for Man,"
years.

The

billing

alone

is convincing

"THE
SIN THAT
WAS
HIS"
biggest photoplay of the year.
There is no
when it comes

that
is the

star like FAVERSHAM
to real drama on the screen.

There is no technique required for faultless direction which HOBART
HENLEY
does not know.
There

is no

author

who

public better than FRANK

understands

his

L. PACKARD

There is no producer better equipped than
LEWIS J. SELZNICK
to cater to exhibitors' needs.
Rut no analytical examination of the billing, the details of the story, or of the
"stills" can get over to
ous, almost uncanny,
this master production
solitary individual who
It is well worth

you that mysterifascination which
has had for every
has seen it to date.

a trip to any city in your

neighborhood to see "THE
SIN THAT
WAS
HIS" at the usual theatre presentation_or any SELECT EXCHANGE
will
screen it for you.

ROBERTXON-COLE

aulirve

FREDERICK

Soitt i^[Q plaif

ARTHUR
WoW

PiKero

ROBERT/ON

-COLE

PAULINE

CK

FREDERI

ASlaVGofVanitu

Rom |lioplayx IDIX by
SIR ARTHUR
WING
PlNERO
A beautiful Ionian, carried by
her love of luxury to the brink
of ruin. battles- for s-impler.happier
days' through scene? of tremendous
force
scenes* v^hich qive the
screen a nev Frederick- risinq
gloriously above her achievements
of the past.

------

I
J

JESSE L.LASKY

EOSCOE

PRESENTS

(FATTY)

teBUCKL
E
|y ARRANGEMENT
WITH
JOSEPH
M. SCHENCK)

<9he

LiPg

oP

The
Party
The
Qrom the story by IRVIN S.COBB
Directed by JOSEPH HENABERY

"

Scenario bij WALTER. WOODS

&

(paramount

Qicture

Reel

Funniest
Picture

Five
Ever

Made!

COME
youfor
don't
^
have statement!
to take our But
word
it.
Take the word of the New York Sun.
which said:

"A brand of comedy that cannot
be found in all his other comedies
put together. His antics and capers
are the funniest that Broadwav has
seen in many a dav.

"It is an accelerating series of
hearty chuckles, terminating in laughter that renders the laugher helpless.'"
"Fatty's" first five reel comedy
has lived up to all that was ex-

J

'Sherman
N.

E.E

. RI

is

J. FLYNN,
and
CHARD

right

"

President

S , Secretary-Measurer

RICHARDS

&

FLYNN

announce
to

the

Theatre

Missouri
they
for

have

the

and

Owners

Kansas

secured

the

EXCLUSIVE

attractions

SHERMAN

that
rights

DISTRI-

BUTION in these
all

of

States

released

of

by

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION

RICHARDS
N.J. FLYNN

, President

^
E.E.RI

FLYNN

CHARDS

, Secre tary- Treasurer

Film
Exchange
Building'
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STOLL

FILM

Corporation

o[ America

18, 1920

presents

"SQUANDER
ED
.LIVES
An Adaptation fiom me Novel Duke's
Son
Ly Cosmo

Hamilton

featuring

IVY

DUKE

andGUYNEWMl
A

Compelling

Drama

o£ Cumulative

Interest

'Squandered
Lives'" is a story of Today.
If is a well told and directly fold tale of a
man

and

a voman

their friends were

vho

though

they

jaifhful to each

January

cheatec
other.

Second
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even
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save
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death

a wife

that

to her

if by so

husband

ea^er

to

is greater

doin^

from, public

she

may

disgrace.

s
Squandered
Lives ' is fast in action
filled with drama, with big moments;
and
while the hero and heroine are
wrongdoers
unwavering
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nevertheless
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and deep
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the
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the needs

analyzed

all exhibitors
programs

combed

discussed

1500-Foot

2000

foot

country

in this field and

and

consulted

the

from

after their

at the home

Comedy

with

went

comedy

on

was

record

too

long

that
and

a one reel comedy too short — and that there were numerous
times when neither fitted together with their feature to give the
ideal length
foot comedy

We

can

entertainment — when we
with a 500 foot scenic

started

Said "Immense"
They
use the entire release if we need 2000

filler, or we

can

discard

the scenic and have

issuing

a

1 500

feet of feature

a 1 500

foot comedy

left. Why
didn't some one think of this idea before? — but there
are many who are thinking of it now and soon the market will
be flooded

with

Watch

1 500
the

Follow

the

footers —
Comedy
Comedy

Leaders

Leaders
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you

you

1500

1000

footers,

percenters

on their line-up the big leaguers

of the comedy

world — the comedians and comediennes who ring the bell in
your box office every time, who have thousands of fans rooting
for them

every

inch

of the way — they

your competitors — so don't
make

help

let the other

you

fellow

steal a base
catch

you

on

nap-

ping off first and get ahead of you on our contracts, — you'll
a hit play with your patrons when you book any of these.
Comiclassics
One
of Many
Remember
in addition to our Comiclassic release

we

are

presenting:
CHESTER

CONKLIN

the inimitable in 2 reelers — twelve a year.
LOUISE
who is now

making

FAZENDA

a personal tour of the exchange
on two reelers in January.

centers starts production

SUNSET— BURRUD
SCENICS
pronounced the utmost in symphonies of out door life.
COMEDY— ART
PRODUCTIONS
combined comedies and scenics, which have been tried and tested by
successful showmen everywhere.
MILBURNE
with more unadulterated
CLAYPLAY

MORANTI

joy crowded

Watch

in 1000 feet than in many

COMEDIES
miracles in modeling

COMEDIES
twice as long.

in ANIMATED

MUD

with laughs a plenty.

for our 1921 announcements
of added releases
(You'll see — e i of bis* stars and directors, who. because of present affiliations, business ethics forbids us to mention them.)

Soecicd
Shirt Subject

PidWieA
Specialists

G^otaUoa
Exchanges

Everywhere
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Associated

Exhibitors

Presents

Geraldine

Farrar

in

"The

Riddle:

Woman"

Directed by

Edward

Jose

A notable cast with Montagu Love, William P. Carleton,
Frank Losee, Adele Blood and Madge Bellamy is the final
assurance of the artistic presentation of the ultimate achievement in motion picture drama.

PATHE

Distributors

The

Riddle:

Pfoman

Cold as the sun is cold
Warm as the blasts of winter
Soft as the surface of a diamond
Hard as the melting snow

The

Riddle:

ffoman

Passionate as the marble Venus
Calculating as the maddest of lovers
Humble as the proudest Empress
Proud as the poorest beggar

The

Riddle:

fVoman

So weak as to know not surrender
So strong as to know not resistance
The pretty plaything of man
The power that makes of man a puppet
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NOTICE

WARNER
have

BROTHERS

purchased

ESSANAY

HIS

NIGHT

HIS

NEW

A

following

CHAPLINS

Two

OUT

Reels

JOB

NIGHT

THE

the

IN

THE

SHOW

TRAMP

WOMAN
THE

BANK

SHANGHAIED
POLICE
TRIPLE

TROUBLE

IN

PARK

\JL7 A

THE

One

Reel

Above subjects are copyrighted by the
Essanay Film Manufacturing Company.
All infringements will be prosecuted.
•

RMTM^1
1^111 1

For

State

WARNER
220

West
NEW

Rights— WIRE
BROTHERS
42nd
YORK

Street
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C. & M. Amusement Co., Marietta, Ohio
"A First National franchise means protection for theatres, and
superior pictures at fair prices. With these three requisites,
nothing can affect our future."— THAT S THE REASON WHY
Hherell

"A

be a Franchise

Picture
Sure
to
Make
Newspapers and Trade Press, without
exception,

St

ory

proclaim

excellency

what
SURE

the

Trade

TO MAKE

w,„

Experts

OVER

MONEY

IN GOOD

Wesley

Barry

say:
AN UNUSUAL

"Marshall Neilan's latest production makes a frank and successful appeal to that large majority of movie fans who rejoice
in the presentation of melodramatic thrills mixed with broadly
outlined pathos, brisk juvenile comedy and hurtling through an
atmosphere of quick, jumpy action into a conventionally cheerful
ending. It is the sort of picture which will please nine out of
ten spectators.
"The picture is sure to make money for the exhibitor. There
is pathos, mirth and thrills. The work of Wesley Barry adds
fresh lustre to the laurels already acquired. The support is
exceptionally good. The action is swift and decisive." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
GETS

of

NEILAN'S

MARSHALL

"DINTY"
Read

everywhere

STYLE

" 'Dinty,' a Marshall Neilan First National attraction, starts
with tender and humanizing pathos, and it holds a tight grip on
sympathy. Into it has been woven a melodrama. There is so
much humor, pathos and ingenuity in it that the whole production will get over in good style. Wesley Barry plays with great
realism. Colleen Moore gives a remarkable interpretation of the
mother role, her performance getting a 'gulp' in the crowded
house at the Strand." — Moving Picture World.

►cenario

FEATURE

"Another success for Marshall Neilan. His skillful wor
and the natural ability of Wesley Barry have produced a fir
piece of entertainment. The story 'Dinty' has a pathetic huma
appeal, so deftly interwoven with humor that it is certain t
please any audience that appreciates a good picture. This pii
ture offers an unusual feature. There also are melodramat
features, thrills and excitement and love interest." — Wids.
WILL PLEASE EVERYONE
"There are enough elements in this feature to please evei
type of picturegoer. If one wants unadulterated melodrair
which moves with considerable vigor, if one wants wholeson
sentiment, one will find it. Wesley Barry's personality is ii
gratiating and he is gifted with considerable talent.
"As for the sentiment, the picture gets off to a flying stai
There are lifelike touches. The picture is rich in humor, ar
this element keeps pace with the pathos and sentiment. The sts
is supported by a competent cast. You can make sure of 'Dint;
It's a great audience picture." — Motion Picture News.

by Marion

Fairfax

Photographed by David Kesson
Art Director, Ben Carre
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Doyle and Strain, Park Theatre, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"The First National franchise is the finest thing for exhibitors yet
devised. We hate found it most satisfactory and it is certainly an
equitable method of distribution." — THAT'S THE REASON WHY
Hherell

Money
Not a Dissenting
UNERRING

be a Franchise

For

SHOWMANSHIP

EVERY

INCH

"Marshall Xeilan manages to get a thrill a foot and interest
every inch. A fast drama of action and even coated with comedy.
Wesley Barry is like lightning in his pranks and has been given
an unbelievable number of clever situations, of which he makes
the most. Mr. Xeilan makes you forget all cares for an hour."
—Chicago Journal.
A First National

"A zippy production." — New York American.
"A human story of exceptional merit, both in acting and
direction. It pleased large audiences." — New York World.
"Wesley
by far the best all-around boy on the
screen."
— New Barry
York isNews.
"A unique picture." — New York Mail.
"An interesting
story.theWesley
is especially
delightful.
Whimsical
touches make
picture Barry
very human.
Go and
see it.
It
is entertaining stuff and the acting is excellent." — New York
Tribune.
"Thrills with plenty of laughter and a little sadness. Marshall XeilanEvening
has outdistanced
all his previous productions." —
New York
World.
"A snappy story with decided heart pull, plenty of humor,
climax. The picture is decidedly worth seeing."
—andNewa smashing
York Journal.

BIG PICTURE

"A little boy makes a great big picture. I knew there'd
come a time some day when Wesley Barry would hit the world
right where it li\ed and make it see — a star. Congratulations.
A clever story, one that has everything it needs — plot, interest
and fun — oh, lots of fun. ingenuity, sentiment, a whoppy cast
and that other thing that makes your heart all big and squshy
and sets you feeling blindly for a clean handkerchief." — Chicago
Daily Tribune.
INTEREST

Exhibitor's Trade Review
Exhibitors"

Voice

"Marshall Xeilan is a master of producers. His pep and
eager versatility makes him the George M. Cohan of the movies.
tit can make funny pictures, sad pictures and thrillers. He is
suddenly jazzy, suddenly sober, suddenly sentimental. But he
is a sure fire, a born movie maker.
"See his 'Dinty.' You can feel that all of his dynamic young
energy and freshness have gone into this film — boiling, bubbling,
instinctive cleverness and insight — unerring showmanship. He
puts everything over. A mocking, laughing, thrilling, crying
genius, this fellow Xeilan. Life and action all the way through
the
picture, something you will remember." — Chicago Herald and
Examiner.
A GREAT

eveiywhere

"Wesleylights
Barry
has theandright
to ha\e
his name
electric
withproves
Mary hePickford
Charles
Chaplin.
He
delightfully comic, with a power of emotional acting. There
a strong strain of melodrama. A thoroughly delightful picture, splendidly produced." — New York Morning Telegrap-h.
Sun. "Something delightful in screen entertainment" — New York

in
is
is

"A quaint appeal. But there are other appeals of thrill and
intrigue." — New York Post.
of feature
that makes
an audience
cry "The
and besort
thrilled.
Actionplay
is rapid.
The plot
involves laugh,
about
everything conceivable in pictures." — New York Telegram.
"There is irresistible fun." — New York Times.
York"Thrills
Herald.and comedy are well blended with pathos." — New

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P- Howells, Inc729 Seventh Ave-, New York City
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Indjstry Unyielding in Its Opposition to Blue
Laws
Jury Exonerates Exhibitor Held on Blue Law
Charge
Arthur Brisbane Denounces Reform Movement
for Closed Sunday
Miami Valley League Plans to Legalize Sunday
Shows
Advance Deposit Agreement Made by N. Y.
Theatre Men and Abrams
and Illinois Organizations
Idaho, Wyoming
Sponsor Censorship Movements
British Editor Commends Recent Quigley Editorial
of Michigan AssoPresident onal
Kunsky Elected
ciated First Nati
Exhibitors of New Jersey Train Guns on Opposition •. •
Connecticut Exhibitors Plan Co-operation with
the M. P. T. O. A
Fox Will Spend $1,000,000 to Improve West
Coast Studio
Rumor Lynch Will Build His Second Theatre
in Oklahoma City
Ralph Block Named Editor of Goldwyn Scenario
Department
Stoll Sales Forces Now Active Throughout the
United States
Unit of IlliForm Localnce
Exhibitors
Chicago nois
Exhibitors Allia
Chamber of Commerce Speeds Preparations for
January 5 Ball
Eddie Polo Goes to Cuba to Make Next Universal Serial
_«
Chosen as Premier AmeriRubye De Remer Is Beau
ty
can
REVIEWS
"A Thousand to One," Associated Producers,
with Hobart Bosworth
"Silk Hosiery," Paramount, with Enid Bennett..
"Just Out of College," Goldwyn, with Jack Pickford
v.
"Love," Associated Producers, with Louise
Glaum
w
"Without a Wife," Educational
"A Pauline
Slave ofFrederick
Vanity," Robertson-Cole, with
"West Is West," Universal, with Harry Carey. . .
"TheS.Testing
Block," Paramount, with William
Hart
"An Amateur Devil," Paramount, with Bryant
Washburn
"The One Best Pet," Educational
"The Scarecrow," Metro, with Buster Keaton...
"The Mark of Zorro," United Artists, with
Douglas Fairbanks
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\. Rosenbaum, Princess Theatre, Florence, Ala.
A First Nalional Franchise is the open sesame to success in
notion pictures. It certainly put my theatre on Us feet, and no
xhibitor can lose by it." THAT'S THE REASON WHY
HherelLbe^a

5

Franchise

everywhere

A Big Special
ROLLICKING

Feature
REELS

A picture for Blushing Brides,
Erring Husbands, Wives and Vamps
Cinematographers, J. R. Lockwood and Perry Evans
Special Photography by Fred Jackman, A. S. C.
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City .

D
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Mrs. L. G. Wilson, Star Theatre, Monroe City, Mo.
"Franchise pictures speak for themselves. We hate be'ter
crowds with franchise pictures than any others, barring none."
—AND THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Hherell

We'll

Say

be a Franchise

It

everywhere

Carries

a

Punch!

Would you be a teetotaler if a
pretty maid like this offered you a
glass of punch ? It would be a sad
day for the eighteenth amendment.
"T
comedy
And
she's only
oneHofEthe attractive
features in Henry Lehrman's riotous

PU

NC

TH

E

H

OF

featuring
IRI
S

H"

Al Ray, F. Coleman and
Virginia Rappe.

A

Comedy
Henry
Lehrman

Directed by Henry Lehrman

A1 First National

Attraction

Foreign'729Representative,
P. Howells,
Seventh Ave., David
New York
City. Inc.

a ISSUE OF €
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MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher & Edit or

The

Brain

Picture

By MARTIN
Los Angeles, Dec. 7, 1920.
DXHIBITORS, who through bitter experience
*"J have learned that no matter how elaborate
a production may be if the story is a bad one
the picture is a commercial failure for them,
would be greatly encouraged by a close-up
observation of what production chiefs are doing
to get good stories.
The realization, somewhat deferred, has
finally arrived to the effect that the greatest star
in pictures is not great enough to carry a bad
story. Players of especial prominence and popularity are now seeking — and paying huge
prices — for the very best story material available for their particular qualifications.
There no longer exists a big star with the
temerity to come before the public in a claptrap story which depends upon the star's personality for success. Doubtless, there will be
pictures with such stories, but the point of interest is that they will be due to accident or
failure and not to any deliberate intention to
muddle through in a bad story.
Thinking men and women in the production
end of the industry acknowledge freely that the
day of the physical picture is passed; from now
on we shall have the brain picture or — failure.
The physical picture has carried with it elaborate settings, rich costumes and investiture
and other items which represent the outlay of
large sums of money. This type of picture has
never been a real success, but at the first it
served to slightly intrigue the public's interest
and possibly leave them somewhat in doubt as
to their verdict. It no longer does either of
these things but is simply regarded as bad entertainment.
$ ♦ «fc
TTHE

brain picture represents a natural evolution of the industry out of that period in
which it placed a too great reliance upon the
physical, failing to catch and register the psychological subtleties of heart interest and emotional appeal without which no picture can ever

A rrives

J. QUIGLEY
be great no matter how much

money

is spent

upon it.
The brain picture simply means the translation to the screen, intelligently and adequately,
of a genuine, valid story; the physical background always subordinated to the narrative
that is being told with emphasis upon the drama
and not upon the physical effects. This type of
picture, unquestionably, is more difficult to do,
depending as it does for effect upon valid drama,
character delineation and faithful atmosphere,
but it is the type of picture which must be made
stop.
or progress, commercially and artistically, will
f

^! |

'T'HE leading producing groups here are overlooking no opportunities to bring to the
screen the authorship brain power necessary
to obtain for the screen the right kind of stories.
Among the authors of international prominence
which one encounters in their daily work about
the Los Angeles studios at this time are the
following : Sir Gilbert Parker, Rupert Hughes,
Gouverneur Morris, Leroy Scott, Edward Knoblock and Elinor Glyn. Sir James M. Barrie, one
of the most distinguished literary men of the
day, will arrive here in the near future to engage
in the work of supplying stories for motion
pictures.
In addition to these there is a long list of
celebrated men and women of the literary world
who are actively engaged in the production of
stories for the screen. And it is particularly
noteworthy that all of these are assuming
toward motion pictures a genuinely interested
and thoroughly studious attitude. None of the
old attitude, evidenced here and there, of looking
to pictures for some easy money is detected; the
best literary brains of the world today are carefully studying the medium of the motion picture,
aspiring to write successful screen plays.
And thus is being marked a signally important evolution of the industry out of a period
in which there has been a too frequent substitution of lavish expenditure upon physical effects in lieu of the brain power necessary for
the making of great motion pictures.
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Re-Takes

Heraldgrams
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Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
arrived in New York from Los Angeles,
December 1, with the first prints of "Black
Beauty."
Smithof supervised
the filming
of
the lastMr.scenes
the production.
He
expects to return to the Coast soon.
* * *
John M. Stahl, who directed "The
Woman in His House" for Louis B. Mayer,
and
Missrepresentative,
Virginia Norden,
Mayer'sat
personal
were Mr.
registered
the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, December 6
and 7. While in the city they examined a
print
Mr. Stahl's picture at the Rothacker of
studios.
* * »
John Adams McIntire of Leeds, England, arrived in New York, Saturday, December 4. Mr. McIntire is representing
the Forth Films of Scotland. He will be
at the Hotel Netherland two weeks and
then leave for San Francisco.
* * *
Watterson R. Rothacker has returned
to
Chicago,
following a fortnight's sojourn
in Los
Angeles.
* * *
E.
C.
Grainger,
King Coast.
Vidor's He
right-hand
man, is on the West
passed
through Chicago December 2, full of pep
and statistics. He expects to visit all the
large exchange centres before returning
to New York.
* * *
Harry Sherman was seen entertaining
Dustin Farnum with a box party at the
Colonial theatre last Tuesday evening.
Wouldn't be surprised to hear some big
news from Harry soon. They were talking very earnestly about something between
the "Scandals" song
* *numbers.
*
Aaron J. Jones, of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, Chicago theatre magnets, will arrive in New York, December 14, on the
Aquitania. A flight in an airplane from
London to Paris was but one of the incidents of Mr. Jones'* European
trip.
* *
Mildred Harris Chaplin will leave New
York for Los Angeles, Thursday, December 9,where she will complete arrangements
for her newly formed company.
* * *
Maurice Fleckels returned to New
York, following a conference with I. Van
Ronkel. Fleckels is interested in Favorite
Players Film Corporation, the new Chicago distributing agency.
* * *
Bert Lubin arrived in Chicago from Detroit, December 2, all smiles over the success he has had selling "Honeymoon
Ranch."cember 3. He returned to New York De* * *
Among the other notables who flitted
through our burg during the past week
were : Charles Chaplin, en route to the
Coast; Robert Anderson, the famous bashful lover, en route to Denmark ; Lila Lee,
Paramount star, returning to California to
go to work ; Paul Lazarus, sales promotion
manager for United Artists, on his way
to New York from the Coast.
Everything is all set for the opening of
D. W. Griffith's "Way Down East" at the
Woods theatre, December 13. Hector Fuller has opened offices in the theatre build-
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ing and is conducting an intensive advertising campaign. * ♦ *
Fred Creswell, field sales supervisor in
charge of the Famous Players-Lasky school
of salesmanship, is in Los Angeles putting
on a course at the local exchange. He
will also visit San Francisco, Portland,
Salt Lake, Denver and other cities.
* * »
Harry Rice, general manager of Independent Films Association, Chicago, is on
acompany.
trip to New York and Boston for his
* » »
E. W. Guyol, formerly foreign correspondent for the New York Herald, and
the author of many magazine stories, has
been engaged by the Universal Film Mfg
Company's
He is now
at
Universalscenario
City. * department.
* *
Douclas D. Rothacker, manager of
Rothacker
Company'sof industrial
division, wasFilmhostMfg.
to members
the New
York industrial division at the Cafe Boulevard, December 1.* * *
Richard Robertson, vice-president and
advertising manager of Independent Films
Association of Chicago, has just returned
to the home office from St. Louis where he
represented the Association in the transfer
of St. Louis Film Exchange to Sam Werner's United Film Service.
* » *
Franklyn E. Racker, general sales manager of Jans Pictures, Inc., is making a
flying trip to Montreal and other Canadian
* * *
points.
Ben Wilson, producer of the ArrowJack Hoxie features, is in New York visiting Arrow officials and discussing matters
pertaining to future productions.
* * *
Donovan says : "Th' season is now at
hand whin th' wimmin shtart silectin' the
ould man's neckties. Many a man is now
wonderin' pwhat he'll look loike December twenty-sixth." * * *
J. M. Duncan, for five years manager of
Detroit office of Vitagraph, has been appointed district manager to cover Detroit,
Omaha,
Minneapolis and Chicago territories.
* * *
"Kismet" the Robertson-Cole production
starring Otis Skinner did over $4,000 worth
of business on Thanksgiving Day in Washington, D. C.
* * *
A petition for a receiver for the Apex
Picture Corporation of Indianapolis, Ind.,
has been filed in the Superior court by
Raymond Pleak who claims the company
owes him $952,000. The Apex has been
making one reel comedies.
* * *
Madge Tyrone, former newspaper woman and magazine writer, has joined the
Louis B. Mayer productions. She prepared
the scenarios for "Habit" and "Old Dad"
and helped edit "The Woman in His
House," tthe
Associated
National
atraction in which
MildredFirst
Harris
Chaplin
is featured.
* * *
Edward O. Blackburn of the Rothacker
forces is in Peoria directing an industrial
picture.
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By J. R. M.

In France they're going to take a kiss
census. How'd you like to be the census
taker?
*
If Willard ever fights Dempsey again
we known how we're going to bet
Not So Bad—
(yes, he's
regu
larSessue
contrib.Hayakawa
now) suggests
that a maybe
the English language is called the
"mother tongue" because father nev;r
gets a chance to use it.
A little thing like seven streams of
water running down the back of our
New York
dampen
ardor.
Not manager
when he doesn't
has to beat
a lot his
of
other ad. hounds on the still hunt for
*
Xmas "copy."
Thru With ItSee where the Navy has thrown out
simplified spelling. When those boys
throw anything out its time for the
rest of the country to follow suit
A fellow just strolled in and interrupted us right in the middle of an especially funny joke to tell us he had sold
three vaudeville acts, two songs, and a
"gag" to Stella Mayhew. He offered to
sing the whole bunch to us, tax free, but
Old Remorseless, the window washer,
got busy
out. That's
the
first
time and
O. R.blew
everhimrendered
us a real
service.
*
Lots One
of Hokum
of the — most popular songs on
the West Coast, we are told, is "The
Old Hokum Bucket." "How Dry I
Am" is turned
running
it a us.close second retravelers tell
*
Suppose
have syncopated Christmas carols we'll
this year?
Whether it's a white or green Christmas, it promises to be blue for a lot
of people.
Looks like the crop of cartoons for
1921 would be a humdinger. Everybody's doing it.
*
Won't it be fun, when the reformers
have closed up everything, sitting at
home of a Sunday behind drawn blinds
thinking
of oil.
the various
boil 'em in
* ways we'd like to
Every time you smile (on Sunday)
you'll get a rap on the dome.

cig (oh! merciful
If you a light
heavens)
Reforma Agent will slap you
in jail for a month.
All canaries are to be muzzled. Hens
not scratch on Sunday. Roosters
must crow
that
are to be fried.
Reformers are now taking steps to
have the ocean waves tied.
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Jury Exonerates
Exhibitor Held

Industry

Unyielding

in

Its

on

Charge
Blue Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PRINCETON, IND., Dec. 7.— Ancil
J. Cassidy, one of the owners of the
Noble and Grand theatres of this city,
on trial in the Gibson circuit court on
the charge of Sabbath breaking through
operating a motion picture show, was
found not guilty by a jury. The jury
was out only a half hour. It was charged
specifically
that Cassidy
operated his*
show
on Sunday,
October 31.
The case attracted wide attention, as
marking the first step in a movement to
have the two motion picture houses
open regularly on Sundays. Several
months ago the management of the
theatres promoted a voting contest
among the patrons, which, it is said,
resulted in a vote of approximately 1,350
to 150 in favor of Sunday opening.
Evidence at the trial showed that the
management of the Noble theatre, where
the Sunday show was given, donated $23
to a Thanksgiving dinner for the inmates
of the Gibson county poor farm. This
donation, it was shown, left about $20
as the net proceeds of the show.
Universal Manager
President F. I. L. M.
Club in Milwaukee
'
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Dec. 7.— George
L. Levine, manager of the Universal exchange here, was elected president of the
F. I. L. M. Association at the recent meeting held atofficers
Wehr'snamed
restaurant.
Other
are Arthur Gray,
manager Wisconsin Film Company, vicepresident ; Ray Smith, manager Smith Supply Company, treasurer; Robert Hess,
attorney, secretary, and John Ludwig, manager of Ludwig Film Company, sergeant
at arms.
Hold N. H. Meeting
In Boston Dec. 14
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FRANKLIN, N. H., Dec. 7.— C. H.
Bean, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Hampshire, has
called a meeting for December 14 in
Boston, Mass. The New Hampshire organization has been forging to the front
in the last few months, and it is expected
to have a 100 per cent membership byspring.
Films in Church
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Fail of

Purpose, Claims Pastor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MISHAWAKA, IND., Dec. 7.— Motion pictures as a method of winning men
to Christ is a failure, according to the
Rev. G. W. Titus, pastor of the First
Christian Church. "The movies in the
church have failed as an asset in building
up the kingdom of God. If I want to
see a picture I will go to the theatre
and not to the church."
Harry Hemming Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.— Harry Hemming,
41, a well known figure #n New York film
circles, took his life last Wednesday. He
is survived by a widow and seven children.

Opposition
Prominent

Producers

to

Consider

Blue
the

Laws

Sunday

Closing

Movement as Unwarranted Meddling — Plan
To Fight Campaign Being Made
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7 — Judging from the comment of the
heads of the leading film producing organizations here the
efforts of the Lord's Day Alliance to obtain the passage of blue
laws, involving the closing of all motion picture theatres on Sunday, will meet with stubborn opposition. The producers regard
the movement as unwarranted meddling, an opinion in which
exhibitors, who will be directly affected if the movement ever
materializes into anything definite, wholly coincide.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners are saying nothing, but they are
sawing wood, and some interesting developments from their work may be
looked for shortly.
PRODUCERS AND EXHIBITORS MEET DEC. 14
A committee appointed by Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P.
T. O. A., will meet a committee of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, appointed by William A. Brady, on December 14 at the
Hotel Claridge.
The two committees are scheduled to get together on a number of
important issues, such as censorship, uniform contracts, non-taxable
music and deposit system, but as the blue law matter has arisen since the
appointment of the committees, it is quite possible that the meeting will
give considerable attention to means of combating it.
N. A. M. P. I. MEETING IS POSTPONED
A special meeting of all the members of the national association was
to have been held last Friday to give consideration to the agitation created
by the Lord's Day Alliance and other organizations for federal censorship
of motion pictures and the closing of theatres on Sunday, but the meeting
was called off at the last moment. The announcement said that the postponement was indefinite.
Speculation has it that the ammunition is being reserved for the joint
meeting of the national association and the theatre owners committees.

"Outrageous"

Is Producer

Producer comment to Exhibitors Herald
on the blue laws movement are :
Morris Kohn, Realart: "A good many
wise men have expressed themselves as of
the opinion that times have pretty well
passed for blue laws and I agree with them
in Lewis
this opinion."
J. Selznick
: "Motion
have established
themselves
with thepictures
people
as the most popular form of clean and
wholesome recreation. Pictures are kept
within the reach of every poor man. Everybody can't own automobiles and belong to
golf clubs. The motion picture supplies
the wants of most of the people in the
form of wholesome amusement and that
is good for them. If it is good six days a
week, it is good on the seventh, the only
day many of them can take advantage of
it. These proposed blue laws are going
back to the days when blue laws were
first written, when the people had to be
satisfied with using a horse for communication and recreation. Now we have telephones and automobiles and the motion
picture. It would be just as sensible to go
back to the old form of communication as
it would to go back to the old form of
Movement Is Un-American
recreation."
Paul
: "This
movement
will be Brunet,
vigorouslyPathe
opposed
through
every

Sentiment

channel at our command. It is entirely
un-American and impossible, and I am sure
the American public will be wholeheartedly
back of us in our opposition to the moveSamuel ofGoldwyn,
Goldwyn:
"All
branches
the industry
should use their
influence in concerted action to oppose the
passage of the Blue Laws as they have been
proposed. The proposition is certainly a
menace
the best interests of the picture
ment." toand
business
to the free activity of the
American
Oscar public."
Price, Associated Producers:
"Having made only a superficial study of
the proposition I have not much comment
to make. In my opinion before going ahead
we ought to see if we are on the right
track. We may be offending some of the
good people with some of the films shown
on Sunday. Pictures like "Kismet," "The
Last
of the noMohicans"
can offend
one, but and
with "Humoresque"
a lot of sex
stuff
shown
on
Sunday
we
can't
expect weIf
are not offending some good people.
we are on the right track we ought to go
to it and then we will have the moral
forces behind us. There is no harm in
showing
films: on"The
Sunday."
D. W. good
Griffith
deprivation of
the motion picture is a hardship on the
public and under no circumstances should it
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The motion picture supplies amusement
which is tonic to the brain, something
every human being needs.
Dr. W. E. Shallexbercer, Arrow and
Movie of a Man Reading of the Blue Laws
Federated: "People with brains realize
that such a thing is silly. All educated
and intelligent people try to offer amusement on Sunday to those who work all
• WTO ca*v
ATTRACTfi.0
mCaOimG
Reads
*boot
*tuM*H«ic
week. The more agitation of this kind,
4CAT
ABOUT Cm^O^inC CM O iTlo.Si^c All. m*viC
PaPCQlb CkiSov
Tm.mKmoPhinO
J it
5mow1 -SovCat
the more certain motion pictures will be
Aas* V*CTTr'
WO«Lt>or ^L«J€ L AW %
Ten OooO
irt jPitc
shown in every theatre in the United
States on Sunday.
J. D. Williams Comments
J. D. Williams,
Firstpeople
National:
"It is
ridiculous
to legislate
into going
to church. It is not going to do religion
any good. The constitution especially
declares that every human being is entitled to liberty, implied at least, in
thought if not in action, and while it
is possible, of course, for the reform
element to literally drive masses into
church,vert itthemisn't
for them
to conintopossible
enthusiastic
supporters.
KC A D % ASOO T IVtf
roam abaui
(AO«ive%
PlACr> ^
O*" BOB AT'NlJS
What a man does on Sunday is entirely
CLOjiNi
ALL ?t.A£f 1 PromiO'Tiow OF a*a
Clo5
O*
Co«J9 6? i BaS{ ^ai
f>LCAS\J«C MOTOQiMC
his own business so long as he violates
©>• tug SaBBath 1>av
T«OAi-ircoAr.
- ' CVtRY
TUat
wk— r„i
no existing laws, or disturbs the morals
A-sio e«. jov
of the community in which he lives and
so long as whatever individual example
he may see fit to give does not attempt
to force itself on his fellows. The reform
clement apparently is taking advantage
of physiological conditions. For the
four years the American public
- 0- past
conceded every bit of legislation asked
through very patriotic motives. This
naturally has put minds in a condition of
nonanalytical
acceptance by
which hasn't
as
yet beenThis
eradicated
conditions.
is once more peace-time
a matter
of
a minority attempting to dictate to
— Courtesy New York Tribune
a majority.
be condoned. Sunday is the one day out of
seven the working classes have for recreation and to deprive them of the simplest
form of entertainment is unfair and unwarranted."
"An Outrageous Thing"
E. W. Hammons, Educational: "An
outrageous
thing.
better go totobesome
other country.
ThisWe'd
is supposed
the
land of the free, but the reformers evidently think
not. island
What where
we'll have
to do
is discover
another
Americans
can start a free country all over again —
until the reformers appear once more.
There never was a monarchy when rulers
had such powers the reformers want to take
to themselves. Monarchs have beheaded
people, but they never before tried to stop
the people's thinking. The whole thing
is absurd."
William Fox Offices Said: "Mr. Fox's
Bert L. Taylor
On "Blue Laws"
(From the Chicago Tribune, Dec. 3, 1920)
The valued News, of New
York, dismisses lightly the tear
that the Puritan Sabbath will be
restored. Ten or twenty years
ago people dismissed as lightly
the fear that Prohibition would
be saddled on the country. On
his way to the compulsory
Wednesday-evening prayer meeting, afew years hence, the editor
of the News will recall his cheerful and baseless prediction in
1920.

feeling on the subject of the proposed Blue
Laws is amptly shown by his conduct of
the William Fox circuit of theatres. He
has always shown attractions on Sunday
when local laws permitted and believes in
clean healthy Sunday entertainment as one
of the greatest preventives of that kind of
idleness that makes Sunday a day of crime.
A couple of decades ago one picked up his
Monday morning paper to see how many
crimes had been committeed on the day before. The enlightenment that brought about
clean Sunday amusement did away with
this idleness and consequent crime and the
Monday morning papers no longer carry
headlines of criminal events. Mr. Fox is
always for Sunday shows and for the
progressive development of clean, wholesome amusement."
W. W. Hodkinson : "The proposers of
the Blue Laws are evidently threatening to
close up everything on Sunday with the
hope of effecting a compromise whereby the
Public will throw over Sunday amusements
as a sacrifice to keep more drastic regulations from being adopted. Sunday baseball and motion pictures seem to me to be
in the greatest danger. I cannot speak for
baseball, but there is one sure way that
motion pictures can be made immune from
any such attacks — and that is for the industry to clean itself from within; and
in that case I am sure that the public has
so much affection for motion pictures that
they will not permit this amusement to be
denied them, even on Sunday. For pictures can themselves preach as wholesome
a sermon as any minister can prepare.
"Blue Laws Antiquated"
Adolph
Zukor, The
Paramount
laws
are antiquated.
progress: "Blue
humanity
has made in the last decade will not permit any such laws on the statute books.
A hysteria is breaking out trying to reform people instead of educating them.
The motion picture brings about reformation through information, education
and wholesome amusement supplied, not
only to grown-ups but children as well.

Arthur

Brisbane

Laws"
"Blue
Dec.
3,
igx) and
OnChicago
(From the
Herald
Examiner,
Gentlemen trying to impose a
sour Sunday on this country might
read part
the fourteenth amendment to theof Constitution:
"No state shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States."
Don't you reformers seek to
"abridge privileges" of citizens
when you tell them they cannot use
their rest day in their own fashion,
others
play?must not play or watch
that they
*
You bolster up your sour Sunday
campaign with religion, although
no real religion has been foolish
enough to set aside one day for
sorrow and boredom.
Read tional
part amendment,
of the first
constituenacted
one
hundred and thirty years ago:
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an abridgement of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
There
are two kinds of religion —
the religion of cheerfulness and
happiness and the sour brand,
which
reformers would impose
on the you
country.
*
What right have you to suggest
laws that would "prohibit the free
exercise" of cheerfulness? "The
Sabbath
was madefanatics,
for men,"bigots,
not
for
reformers,
hypocrites or meddlers.
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Idaho Club Sponsors
Censorship Movement
Societies in Other States Show
Fight Against Film
Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOISE, IDA., Dec. 7.— Following a
long discussion of motion pictures at a
recent meeting of the Good Citizenship
Club, the organization went on record as
favoring some form of censorship in this
state.
Episcopal Clergy
Urge Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHEYENNE, WYO, Dec. 7.— The
Episcopal clergymen of this state have
launched a movement for passage at the
coming legislature of a bill creating
state censonship.
Seek Regulation
In Rockford, Illinois
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ROCKFORD, ILL., Dec. 7.— Alderman White has asked the mayor to take
some steps towards the censorship of
motion pictures shown in Rockford.
Paramount Sets Back
Date for Constructing
Theatre in Indianapolis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 7.— Because of abnormal building conditions
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
postponed for two more years the erection of its proposed theatre in Monument
Circle. Work originally was to have
been started next January. Announcement recently was made that work would
not be started until 1922. It was announced last week that the corporation
had leased its holding for a period of
three years to W. T. Riley, who will
use it for hotel purposes.
Reformer Receives
Black Hand Letter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EAST ORANGE, N. J., Dec. 7.— The
Rev. Harry W. Bowlby, secretary of the
Lord's Day Alliance, which is seeking
a blue law Sunday, has received letters
threatening violence to his home here.
As a result he has requested police guard
in his absence. Opponents of the blue
law movement suggest that the police
guard his home only six days a week,
reserving Sunday for rest.
Joseph Quinn Back at
Special Headquarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— Joseph A.
Quinn, special sales supervisor of Special
Pictures Corporation, has returned to
the studios after a tour of the Pacific
coast.
Electric Sign Falls
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 7.— An
electric sign being erected on the Majestic theatre, Fifth and Locust streets,
fell and was damaged beyond repair. The
iccident tore loose part of the fire wall
of the building and bent the metal coriice. No one was injured.

Miami
To
John

Valley
Legalize

Siefert
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Is Again

League
Sunday
Elected

Plans
Shows

President

of Ohio

Association — Imperative That Steps Be Taken
To Combat Blue Law Protagonists
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DAYTON, OHIO., Dec. 7. — Realizing the need of an aggressive and
vigorous campaign against the threatened legislation curtailing the operation of motion picture theatres in Ohio, the Miami Valley Exhibitors
League
recently. re-elected John Siefert president at a most enthusiastic meeting
Mr. Siefert was largely responsible for the rapid and steady growth in
membership and his withdrawal, due to pressure from the reactionary
faction, left the league without a real leader. His return to power has
already resulted in a definite and active campaign to prevent the enforcement of the blue laws now on the statute books of Ohio.
Plans Completed for Fighting Blue Laws
Plans already have been completed to have the league finance the
passage of a bill to legalize the showing of motion pictures on Sunday and
it is the earnest hope of the league that all organizations, large and small,
that have the interest of the exhibitor at heart, communicate at once with
the Miami Valley Exhibitors League at Dayton, Ohio.
The need of new legislation on this mas Day, according to announcement of
subject is pressing, as almost every
Manager Barton, who is here from
week some city or town is being forced
Crawfordsville supervising the remodelto close the picture theatre on Sunday,
ing work. The new theatre, which is
thus depriving many citizens of great
the Sipe remodeled, will seat 1,500.
pleasure and making the profitable operation of motion picture theatres inW. E. Shallenberger
creasingly difficult.
M. P. T. O. A. Gets
Leaving Federated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Arkansas Quota
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.— W. E. Shallen(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
berger has resigned as general manager
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. Dec.
of Federated Film Exchanges of Amer7. — The Motion Picture Theatre
ica,
effective on December 15. Mr.
Owners of Arkansas, at its recent
Shallenberger
declared this action necesmeeting here, completed its affiliasary because of the expansion of Arrow
tion with the Motion Picture Thewhich
he is presiatre Owners of America. The quota to Film Corporation,
dent. He declared ofthat
Federated
was
the national treasury has been supplied
in
wonderful
shape
and
that
the success
by the exhibitors and sent to the New
of the enterprise was assured.
York headquarters.
A committee was named at the last
meeting to handle all matters pertaining
Bau man n Opens Riviera
to the impending fight against censorship, which is now menacing this state.
NILES,
MICH.
— Baumann's
new
Riviera
theatre,
which
cost better than
The association has placed its initiaton
fee at $5, with dues ranging from $3 $100,000, recently was given formal
J. E. Beasby of the Covent
to $20. E. T. Peter, president of the opening.
Gardens, Chicago, will be the organist.
Texas
tion. organization, attended the convenMoir Books Big Specialty
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," the big
Strand Opens Christmas
Vitagraph special directed by Tom Ter(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
riss, has been booked for an extended
run at the Harry Moir houses in
KOKOMO, IND., Dec. 7.— The new
Strand theatre will be opened on Christ- Chicago's downtown district.
Advance
By

N.

Deposit
Y.

Agreement

Made

Theatre Men and Abrams
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7. — A compromise on the advance deposit
question has been reached between the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce here and Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists. In
settling this protracted controversy, the exhibitors agree to put up
a $5,000 trust fund which may be drawn upon should a member of
the exhibitor organization fail to pay for a picture seven days in
advance of play date.
This arrangement protects the distributor and relieves the exhibitor of the advance deposit. Exhibitor officials declare they will
enter an agreement with any other national distributor on the same
terms. It is understood that if after a test of four months the arrangement proves satisfactory a move wi 11 be made to make it nation-wide.
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Recent

"

Editor
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Commends

Quigley

Editorial

"Kinematograph Weekly" (London) Points
To An "Exhibitors Herald" Article as a
Significant Declaration on Production
B..IIIW. 111111111111111! II 'IMIIMW
The jolloiving editorial appeared in a recent issue of the "Kinematograph JVeekly" (London):
"Stunts"

December
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or Theme?

Martin Quigley, of the Exhibitors Herald of Chicago, has,
we think, hit upon an exceptionally apt phrase when he describes
many of the '"big" features recently foisted upon the exhibitor as
equivalent to "a child's brain in a man's body." He is attacking
the common type of picture which, without a trace of inspiration or
originality in theme, is lavishly provided with big sets such as cabaret and dance scenes. "In the majority of these cases it is an
amateur observer indeed that does not see at a glance that these
scenes have been merely injected to make the picture appear 'big,'
thereby supplying the deficiencies in drama, characterization and
genuine emotional appeal," says Mr. Quigley. We think he is
absolutely right, and we can only hope that the moral of his remarks will penetrate to the understanding of British producers —
and British exhibitors. The former too often think they have made
a fine film if they have spent a record amount on their settings, or
gone to Nice for their backgrounds; the latter only too frequently

18, 1920

Michigan A. F. N. P.
Holds Its Election
Kunsky Honored by Holders
Of Subfranchises at
Detroit Meeting
Directors of Associated First National
Pictures of Michigan, Inc., elected at the
organization meeting of the state body
in Detroit, met in that city recently for
the purpose of electing officers and naming an executive committee of three members to direct business affairs for the ensuing year.
List of the Officers
The following officers were elected:
John H. Kunsky, Detroit, president and
treasurer; H. S. Gallup, Marquette, vicepresident; George W. Trendle, Detroit,
secretary; Harry Scott, Detroit, general
manager and assistant treasurer.
The executive committee of three consists of George W. Trendle, Herb L.
Weil, Port Huron; and Harry Scott
The board of directors, previously
elected, consists of John H. Kunsky.
George W. Trendle and Harry Scott.
Detroit; W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek;
Blair McElroy, Chicago; Herb L. Weil,
Port Huron, and H. S. Gallup, MarTalmadge Contract Pleases
quette.
The executive committee was authorized to draft a resolution commending
the national executive committee for its
work to date, particularly for the successful culmination of the deal that keeps the ,
two Talmadge sisters under First National contract for three additional years.
Other matters having to do entirely
with details of the state organization and
business policy were taken up before adjournment.

"fall for" films which the Herald describes as "scenes that have
cabarets, ball-rooms and drawing rooms instead of mountains and
rivers." What makes a film great is, of course, not its setting but
its theme. Most pictures are soulless; when they are not we have
the example of "Broken Blossoms," "The Miracle Man," and
"Earthbound" to demonstrate that a bigger success lies within the
power of the producer who has something to say, and who can say
it well — even if his financial resources are limited — than will be
achieved by the most lavish expenditure upon mechanical aids. It
seems in fact that this American critic has come to the same conclusion as ourself ; that one of the most important persons in any
studio is that at present very slightly regarded person, the screen
author. Only the Swedish Biograph Co. appear to have realized
this fact and to have acted upon it as a regular policy; they are
fortunate in the possession of producers capable of interpreting the
soul of the finest author's work, but we also have producers — two at
any rate — who could do the same if they were given the material.
McCormick to Manage
The New Ambassador
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7. — H. Barret McCormick has resigned as director of the
Rivoli theatre in Toledo, O., to take
over the management of the New Ambas ador, aGore Brothers-Lesser house
in Los Angeles. He also will have charge

of the Kinema. While primarily a First
National house, the New Ambassador
will play other large productions.
Open New Grove, Elgin
ELGIN, ILL. — The new Grove theatre,
located at Grove avenue and Prairie street,
recently completed, has been formally
opened.

DOROTHY DICKSON
George Fltemaurice
Appearing Induction the
tne
"Paying profor Paramount,
Piper."
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New

Guns

on

Jersey
Opposition

Will Formulate Plans at Convention on -December 9
For Fighting Film Tax Increase, Blue
Laws and Other Legislation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, X. J., Dec. 7. — The most important convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Xew Jersey has been called for Thursday, December 9, at the Robert Treat hotel'here. Because of the vital
issues to be considered
John T. Collins, president, has urged a state-wide
attendance.

JACK HOXIE
In first
a scene
"A Man
from specials.
Nowhere,"
of thefromseries
of Arrow
Connecticut Actively
Aiding National Body
Announcement Is Made That
State Is 95 Per Cent
Organized
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
XEW HAVEX, CONN., Dec. 7.— Members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners- of Connecticut, at a recent meeting at
the Taft hotel here, formulated plans for
actively cooperating with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in combating with the many evils now facing the
industry.
Martin A. Heanut, president, announced
at the convention that the state now is 95
per cent organized with indications for a
100 per cent organization by the first of
1921.
In order to facilitate the accomplishments
of the league, monthly meetings will be held
in the future in each of the congressional
districts.
Sam Bullock, executive secretary of the
M. P. T. O. A., attended the meeting and
explained in detail the system of financing
the state association by the exhibition of an
official educational reel. Following his remarks the plan was endorsed. The league
then authorized solicitors to obtain contracts for bookings on the official reel.
Mr. Bullock answered the attacks of the
"Moving Picture World" as published recently under the title, "Prostitution of the
Screen." He declared "we are going to
find out why the 'World' under its new
editorial policy should make such a vicious
attack upon bona fide exhibitor state organizations who are busily engaged in
cleaning the screens while supporting a
movement to finance each state association
bv the showing of a limited number of
made-to-order tie luxe industrial educational reels."
Stanley Laurel Is
Signed by Special
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— Stanley
Laurel, the popular English music hail
comedian, who has just finished a tour
of the Keith and Orpheum circuits in his
own vaudeville headline act, has been
, placed under contract by Special Pictures Corporation.

"Exhibitors of Xew Jersey are in for the fight of their lives," declares
President Collins. He cites the blue law
and censorship agitation that is
sweeping the country to bear out his statement. He also declares that
every independent theatre man must become active in an endeavor to
abolish the 5 per cent rental tax.
Sydney S. Cohen to Attend Convention
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will be well represented at the meeting. Sydney S. Cohen, president, Joseph Stern and
Charles L. O'Reilly, executive committeemen, and Samuel I. Berman,
secretary of the committee on legislation and organization, will attend.
In his call for the convention, Presi- Amusement Company, will discontinue
dent Collins declares:
the operation of the Orpheum theatre
"You've read the daily papers, the here. The company has operated the
and
larger
showing
are
clouds
storm
Orpheum the last two years, but anlarger on the horizon. There will be an
nounces itexpects to acquire in the near
attempt to increase the 5 per cent film future a theatre with a larger seating
tax. There will be an attempt to pass capacity. The company will continue to
operate the Lyric here and the Strand in
nation-wide, rigid Sunday laws. There
will be an attempt to jam through na- West Lafayette.
tional and state censorship laws.
In for Hard Fight
Clergy to Campaign
"Just as sure as two and two make
For Sunday Closing
four the exhibitors of New Jersey are
in for the fight of their lives. Come to
From Their Pulpits
the convention. Hear the detailed plans
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
mapped out by the executive committee.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 7.— The
Then of you'll
know
whatto protect
each andhimself.
every
one
us have
to do
Indianapolis Church Federation is spon"Remember this is an exhibitors' consoring a movement to have a Sunday set
vention. Organization is the insurance
aside on which all preachers will be
of The
our business."
exhibitors of the state will con- asked to deliver sermons on closing Sunvene at 11 in the morning.
day theatres and motion picture shows.
The Methodist Ministers' Association has
To Relinquish Lease
gone on record as favoring the plan. This
(Special to Exhibitors Herald/
movement is preliminary, it is understood, to pressing the matter of Sunday
LAFAYETTE, IND., Dec. 7.— It has
closing before the general assembly of
been announced here that at the expiration of its lease this month Hornbeck
the state, which convenes in January.

"What

Exhibitors

Jive

Saying \About

^-EXHIBITORS
HERALDc=
"Say,
Martin,
the EXHIBITORS
gol darn nationHerald.
is the matter?
Howfirstdotime
you inexpect
a fellow
to get
along what
without
For the
three
years you missed my address last week. May be some son of a gun swiped it.
And if it happens again, I am going to get out the whole darned police and
detective force in Valley Junction (one man) to look for the culprit. I depend
a whole lot on 'What the Picture Did for Me.' " — Ed L. Wegener, manager,
Lyric theatre, Valley Junction, la.
* * *
"Enclosed find a check as payment for my subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD. You are rendering the smaller exhibitor a wonderful service by your
department
'WhatI can
the Picture
for Me.'
EXHIBITORS
the
best trade paper
get hold Did
of and
feel thatI find
I could
not continueHERALD
in business
without it." — Harry G. Weaver,* manager.
* * Gem theatre, New London, Mo.
"Enclosed find a check for my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD. I
enjoy it immensely." — C. J. Duggan, manager, Cort theatre, Luverne, Mich.
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Saxe Now Building
At Green Bay, Wis.
Theatre Costing $50,000 and
Seating 1,000 is Already
Started
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GREEN BAY, WIS., Dec. 7. — A new
motion picture theatre is now in the first
stages of construction in Green Bay, Wis.,
under the direction of Saxe Amusement
Company of Milwaukee. The theatre will
cost approximately $50,000 when completed.
It is expected that the opening performances will be March 1, 1921.
In building the new Green Bay theatre,
the Saxe Company brings the fifth motion
picture house to Green Bay. The new
theatre is being built on the site formerly
occupied by the Royal theatre which was
destroyed by fire last spring.
According to the plans the theatre will
be 44 by 160 feet. It will be a one story
building and all of the seats will be placed
on the mezzanine floor. It is estimated that
the seating capacity of the new house will
be in the proximity of 1,000. A large foyer
and outer lobby as well as rest rooms are
planned and all of the features used in
the Milwaukee Saxe houses will be incorporated in the New Green Bay theatre.
E. C. Bostick, a member of the Saxe
managerial forces and former manager of
the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, is personally supervising the work in Green Bay.
According to Mr. Bostick the new theatre
will receive the benefit of the metropolitan
innovations which the Saxe Company is
using in Milwaukee at the Strand, Alhambra and Princess Theatres which they own.
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to

Improve

West
Coast
Studio
saw,
a
new
planer
and
a
new blower and
Two New Stages Among
ventilating system for the entire shop.
A new plaster shop, 30x60 feet, is planned
Buildings Which Are to
to take care of the increasing amount of
plaster work and clay modelling executed
Be Erected Under Anfor William Fox productions. Mr. Fox
nounced Plan.
has broken away from flat stencilling for
A PROGRAM of reconstruction and en- sets where sculptured effects are necessary
and instead is incorporating actual sculpture
largement calling for the expenditure created
by his own staff of artisans.
of more than a million dollars now under
Another innovation will be a blacksmith
way at the William Fox West Coast studios and sheet-metal shop, 30x60 feet, on the site
is announced by Winfield R. Sheehan, gen- of the present equipment. Several cottage*
Nothern and the East lot are comeral manager. Two new stages, new shops, at the
ing down to make room for lumber sheds,
new dressing room buildings, a new garage, 20x150 feet — to afford storage for sufficient
blacksmith shop and electric light equip- lumber to provide for all needs of the
ment, and a general beautification of the studio.
• * *
lot are projected as a result of increased
On Serrano avenue w ill be erected a garactivities of the entire Fox organization.
feet, built of concrete and
The opening of the present William Fox havingage 100x300
capacity to house fifty machines.
studios in New York, far from curtailing The dressing rooms on the comedy side will
production on the West Coast, has stimu- be increased by fifty in one building adjoining Stage No. 2, on the East lot, and
lated production in both the East and the
there will be fifty new dressing rooms adWest.
joining the new No. 4 stage.
Among the principal building activities is
A great increase in electric power is cona new dark stage already well along toward
templated, the first of the three new 300completion on the East lot. This will be kilowatt generators
being now in operation.
known as Dark Stage No. 3. Another dark A new underground system, embracing a
stage of the same dimensions, 175x200 feet, mile of conduits, connects the two lots and
and to be known as Dark Stage No. 4, provides for the eventual elimination of all
will be built paralleling No. 3. Represent- alternating currents.
ing the latest development in studio conStill another improvement is the installastruction, these new stages will be particution of a steam heating plant in the main
larly well equipped with lights.
office building. The grassplots on Western
* » *
avenue and Sunset boulevard are to be
The Western Avenue sides of No. 3 and planted with flowers, and in general, the
Name Next Hart Feature
entire aspect of the entire studio plant is
the carpenter shop, which is being increased
"Totem Law" is the name selected for by 4,500 square feet of new construction, to be improved.
the fourth picture of the Neal Hart series, are being finished in stucco plaster, which
and it is said that portions of this feature will add to the attractiveness of that vista
will be filmed in San Antonio, Texas. The of the street. The extension to the car- Rumor Lynch to Build
story is by W. C. Tuttle.
penter shop will accommodate a new bandHis Second Playhouse in
Oklahoma City, Okla.
MEXICAN FILM FANS SEND INTERVIEWERS
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OKLAHOMA, CITY, OKLA., Dec. 7.
— A rumor has been current that S. A.
Lynch, who recently purchased the Capitol, which is being remodelled, will erect
a second theatre here which will cost
between $500,000 and $1,000,000. It is
said that a site for the house has been
purchased.
One hundred thousand dollars will be
expended by Lynch in remodeling the
Capitol, formerly known as Dreamland.
The seating capacity will be 1,100.
Jackie

Coogan Able
To Resume Playing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— Jackie Coogan, who suffered a fractured skull in an
automobile accident on November 12, ha:
completely recovered and is again at

L. J. Gerckens and Jose Sanchez, special representatives of a Mexican magazine,
interview
star, Bebe Daniels.
Spanish
blood, makes
one
of
us and the
we Realart
are overwhelmingly
glad that"Your
a person
of Castilian
blood you
should
have won such eminence in the film world," they said through an interpreter.

work on the first of a series of "Peck'<;
Bad Boy" pictures for Irving Lesser
Productions, at the Louis B. Mayer
studios.
The child star will suffer no after effects from the accident, according to Dr.
H. G. Westphal, the attending physician.
The "Peck's Bad Boy" series is being
adapted to the screen by Bernard McConville. Wheeler Oakman, Molly Malone. William V. Mong, George Pearc;,
A.
and Katherine
Griffith
makeJ. upMenjou
the supporting
cast.
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Editor
Division

Howard Dietz Is Assigned to Assume Direction
the Advertising and Publicity Departments:
Both Former Newspaper Writers

RALPH BLOCK
Appointedsearch
editor
of the
redepartment
in Newscenario
York ofandGoldwyn.
Brentlinger's Victory
In Evansville,Ind., to
Show Combination Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 7.— The
new Victory theatre to be opened June
1, 1921, will be a combined vaudeville
and motion picture house, according to
A. F. Brentlinger, director general of
Bankers and Merchants Theatre Company of Fort Wayne, which is erecting
the theatre.
"I am coming to Evansville personally," said Mr. Brentlinger, "and will supervise the Victory theatre for about
three months after which my son probably will take charge as manager. We
have the exclusive rights to First National productions in this territory. We
will show only the best in pictures and
vaudeville."
Bankers and Merchants Theatre Company now operates theaters in Ft.
Wayne, Richmond, Terre Haute . and
Clinton, Ind. The steel construction on
the Victory theatre is completed.
Connor

Film

Shown

N. Y. Canadian Club
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.— Under the
auspices of Ernest Shipman, "The Foreigner." the first picture of Winnipeg
Productions, Ltd., was shown to the
members of the Canadian Club and especially invited guests at the Biltmore
Hotel last Friday. The picture was
made
from Ralph
trade showing
will Connor's
be held atstory.
a laterA
date.
Pictures Depicting
Crime Are Barred
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARRISBURG, PA., Dec. 7.— The
state censorship board has announced
that all motion pictures "glorifying
crime or making criminal careers or ador alluring" are to
be barred ventures
in thefascinating
future.
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Ralph Block has been appointed editor of Goldwyn Picture corporation's scenario and research department. His headquarters will be in New
York. Howard Dietz, who has been managing publicity, has been appointed publicity and advertising director.
Mr. Block's promotion in the Goldwyn organization involves the
greater development of the editorial staff in New York. He has just
completed a trip to the studios at Culver City where his conference with
Vice-President Lehr and Managing Editor J. G. Hawks as well as his
first hand observation of Goldwyn production facilities have provided
immediate preparation for his new activity.
Will Pubilsh Articles on Picture Art
Mr. Block has an extensive record as a writer, journalist and critic.
Since joining the Goldwyn forces he has written a good deal on the art
of making pictures and these articles are soon to be published in book form.
His connection with the theatre has been a long one and has been of a
constructive nature. At present he is a member of the advisory board of
the Theatre Guild.
Mr. Block is a graduate of the University of Michigan. His newspaper experience has been wide and varied. Before entering the industry he was dramatic editor of the Kansas City Star
and the New York Tribune.
Appointment Is Logical
Dietz' appointment to succeed Nat
Olds, resigned, is a logical one, in view of
his record with this company and his
previous experience in other advertising
lines.
During
the Goldwyn
last two organization
years Mr. Dietz'
rise
in the
has
been rapid. He has in turn, headed
every department connected with advertising and publicity and has been largely
responsible for many of the exploitation
policies adopted by the Goldwyn company.
Was Reporter in New York
Mr. Dietz is a graduate of Columbia,
where he achieved an enviable reputation
as a writer. His name has appeared in
many of the leading periodicals of the
country. Before entering the advertising
agency field, where he remained until
he became interested in motion picture
activities, he was on the reportorial
staff of the New York American for
three years.
The advertising and publicity staffs
under Mr. Dietz will remain as they are
at present, with Silas Spitzer taking direct charge of the advertising and pre^s
books, and Lynde Denig acting as Mr.
Dietz' assistant in publicity work.
Hart

Granted

June,
and profits.
assures him
one-half
of all 1919,
accruing
It isofestimated
that Hart's victory will net him eventually at least $750,000.
Of Crowley Manager
Of Newark Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 7.— Jacob Fabian, owner of the First National franchise for New Jersey and president of
Branford Theatre, Inc., builders of the
new million dollar Branford theatre
here, announces the appointment of
Richard ofJ. the
O'Crowley,
director
house. Jr., as managing
O'Crowley is a former newspaper
man. His experience was acquired during
his connection as house manager of
Proctor's theatre in Newark. He was
with the Proctor organization over three
years.

$87,779

In Suit Against Ince
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— William S.
Hart, Paramount producer-star, has
been granted judgment against Thomas
H. Ince at Los Angeles in the amount
of $87,779.73. The decision was rendered by Judge Works, before whom the
case was called during July and August
of the present year.
The verdict represents Hart's share of
proceeds from his pictures for the last
three months of the period of his dcon-in
tract with Ince, which terminate

HOWARD DIETZ
Is now directing publicity and advertising
for Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
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Chicago Forms Unit
of Illinois Alliance

Nearly 100 Exhibitors Are in
AttendanMeeting
ce at the First

Nearly 100 "small exhibitors" attended
the morning of Monday, December
supplied by a list of clippings taken from
the meeting held on December 3, at Fra6, eighty men stepped into the Pathe practically all of the London newspapers
ternity hall, 19 West Adams street, and
exchanges throughout the country as rep- of November 5, in which are described the
resentatives ofStoll Film Corporation of photographing of two big scenes for H. G. organized a Chicago branch of the IlliAmerica, prepared to show the exhibitors
Wells' "Kipps" at the Savoy,
famous
nois Exhibitors Alliance and the Moof their territories four productions from hotel known as the gathering the
place of a
the Stoll studios.
host of Americans.
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
»
*
*
The first of these productions, which will
L. L. Brunhild was elected chairman,
Harold Shaw, an American favorably re- and L. Siegel, secretary. The purpose
be published on January 2, is "Squandered
membered
by
many
of
the
older
film
men
in
Lives," an adaptation of Cosmo Hamilof organization is for cooperative
ton's "Duke's Son." Ivy Duke and Guy this country through his long association
Newall are featured
in the subject.
with the Edison Company, was the direc- handling of several propositions which
Miss Duke is a player above the average
tor, and he has as non-professional aids the exhibitors will be called upon to cope
in her endowment of good looks and that several hundred regular guests, including with.
other characteristic so essential in the many notables in social and theatrical cirAmong the theatre men who are memcles. Mr. Shaw took over the lounge and
screen artist — intelligence. She has a
wealth of reserve and also an abundance grillroom of the restaurant at midnight,
bers of the organization are:
of animation, another combination that it November 4, and it was 7 o'clock in the
J. Si Ilia. Stadium and Lion; John Budsileni,
is believed by President George King will morning before he retired with his profes- Esthena; Brunhilde and Young, Shakespeare,
President and Emmett; John A. Gilbert, F.lston;
sional players and assistants.
contribute to the rapid building of a strong
Allen, Lyric; Andrew Cuser, Queen;
following for Miss Duke.
One of the most enthusiastic of those John
Petrulas, Weneda; Tom Petrulaa. Lawn* » *
who saw Mr. Kipps perform as the newly George
dale;
Seigel
and Cohn, Prairie; Sam Rabinobitz,
L. Brecka, LaSalle; Blosky, Jefferson;
Mr. Newall, who enacts the role of rich was Mr. Wells. It is said the author Marion;
Wm.
Bloom,
H. Kahn, Regent; G. Grage,
prejudice against the por- TrianRle; H. Royal;
the second son whose income is suddenly has a deep-seated
Applebaum, Argmore; Louis Frank,
trayal in the flesh of his characters, his Halsted;
clipped by his father, portrays excellently antipathy
Harry
Cuty.
New Illinois: William
based on the belief that Junius, Maplewood; Frank
Siem. Stanley; I.
the Anglo-Saxon who always is willing to each readerbeing
forms
his
own
idea
of
a
charTeocher,
Star;
Kallas
and
Bernctt. Lexington and
take a sporting chance and who also is conV. R. I-angdon, Hub, Alvin and Avon.
acter and that it is impossible for an actor Bowen;
Mueller and Sax, Famous; C. T. Anderson,
tented tofind
"take
medicine"
whenBuckler
his mis-as to harmonize these varying conceptions.
deeds
him his
out.
Huch C.
Casimir; Bromley & Hodfield, Albany and MontMr.
Wells,
however,
after
watching
George
the gambler and C. Lawford Davidson as
rose; M. Jcsselson,
and Olympia;
Crystal; Halsted
L. Rudolph,
Ravinia; A('has.J.
the wealthy but unsuccessful rival for the K. Arthur in the title role, declared with- Faulhauber,
McCarthy,
Loomis;
Max
Hyman,
Dearborn; N.
out
hesitation
"Kipps
is
Kipps."
hand of the heroine lend real support to the
Lincoln; Wm. Rohe, Liberty; Cristy
Peggy McCall, who for four months has Joseph,
Itro.
F.lmo;
Thos.
Drumond.
Garyland;
R. J.
featured players.
been scenario editor for Stoll Pictures Pro- Dclly, Delphi and Edwards; George Paul, States
•
General Manager Ralph Proctor has made
and
Owl;
A.
Kaplan,
Winchester;
Louis
lichen
ductions, left the United States especially
five more appointments as branch managers,
burg.
Langley;
J.
B.
Dibelt.
Parkway;
Max
take up her work with the company.
Rosette; J. C. End, Panorama; H. Von
leaving but two to be named. The five are: to
The report from the other side is that her Cooper,
Metrrm. Rainbow; ( . I" Lautenlager, lirand; H.
Little Rock, Leo Dennison ; Butte, C. W. presence and her ability have been of ma- J.
Dooley, Atlas; F. W. Hartman, Aristo; A
Koerner; Oklahoma City, T. R. Richards;
Powell, Rex; Abe Cohn, Midway Hippodrome.
terial aid to the producing organization.
Los Angeles, Howard Stubbins ; PhiladelOther theatres represented follow:
Monarch,
Rockwell.
Hillside.Hedwig,
Republic,Hoist,
Edman. phia, H. J. Elliott; Des Moines, Fred Solo- 215 Pound Buck Is
wards, Claremont,
California,
Albany,
Franklin.
An example of the length to which Stoll
Shot by J. W. McKay
producers are going in the endeavor to get
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
realism — or in other words, to reflect the
spirit of the books being interpreted — is
NEW YORK, Dec. 7.— John W. McKay, general manager of Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation, returned early
this week from a hunting trip into the
Maine woods where he shot a 215-pound
Averts Panic
buck.
Smoke had filled the auditorium
McKay accompanied a party of ten,
of the Monogram theatre, 3520
including J. C. Bills, assistant treasurer
South Halsted street, Chicago.
of Mayflower, and the party bagged three
deer. The hunters outfitted at a logging
The air was gray and the 450
patrons sensed the situation.
camp near Bingham and then invaded
the tall timber, making their headquarR. A. Healy, manager, quietly requested the persons seated in the
at a trapper's
cabin adeep
the
last three rows to walk out
woods ters where
they remained
week.in The
quietly.. He repeated these tactics
snow was so deep it was necessary to use
at the next three rows and so on
snowshoes and skiis. Considerable excitement was caused when Bills lost his
for the full length of the hall.
As the patrons made an orderly
way while on one of the daily game exexit, the musicians played lively
cursions. After being out several hours
airs familiar to every one.
he finally got his bearings by setting up
Although the theatre itself was
a stick and establishing his directions
not burning, the smoke from a
from the way the shadow fell.
nearby building which was in
flames was filling the auditorium.
Only the cool manner in which
Pershing* s Niece to
Manager Healy and his associates
handled the precarious situation
Play Opposite A cord
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
saved a repetition of the disaster
in New York when several children
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— Marcella
were killed in a panic resulting
Pershing, niece of the famous general,
from a fire scare.
w ho recently signed a contract with SpeMichael J. Foley, house fireman,
cial Pictures Corporation to be featured
and son of Capt. J. T. (Dynamite)
in comedies with Neely Edwards, Ford
Foley of the city force, was inSterling, Chester Conklin and others,
jured when aiding the city firemen
LOUSE GLAUM
has felt the call of the drama, and has
halt a spread of the flames to the
been
loaned
by
Special
for
one
picture
to
theatre.
Who has just Htnrted on her flint producArt Acord. She is playing the feminine
under herJr. new contract with J*
Parkertion Read,
lead in one of his Western productions.
ON
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Exhibitor Warns of
Sunday Closing Law
Illinois Theatre Owner Is Confident Campaign Will
Be Waged
S. C. Hagan, Mound City, 111., exhibitor, isone of the theatre owners in
Illinois who believes that it will be but
a short time before there is a concerted
movement on the part of an organized
group to close every theatre in Illinois
on Sundays. To offset the campaign of
propaganda being used, he suggests publicity similar to the following open letter used in the campaign at Cairo, 111. :
"It seems to be the purpose of the
Ministerial Association to close all places
of amusement on Sunday for the reason
that the employes of these picture shows
were debarred from the privilege of attending church on Sunday night because
they were required to work.
"It is a great kindness upon the part
of the ministers to be so concerned for
the employes, who number about seven
persons, while the people attend these
places on Sunday night number more
than 2.000 persons.
"And what about the woman who gets
up at 5 o'clock in the morning six days
in the week
and upgets
her husband's
breakfast
and puts
his dinner
for him
to go to work? She has no time for
recreation except on Sunday and cannot
afford anything except the picture show."
Commerce

Chamber

• Speeds Preparations
For January 5 Ball
(Special to Exkibiiorj Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7. — Two great orchestras, a sumptuous dinner and one of
the biggest vaudeville entertainments ever
gotten together for a similar enterprise will
feature the big ball and entertainment to
be held by the Chamber of Commerce at
(Hotel Astor, January 5.
! It will be the first big frolic the film industry has enjoyed since the last Screen
Club affair more than three years ago.
The unusual feature will be the Midway
Plaisance, composed of high class county
fair attractions conducted by real outdoor
showmen. The Midway will be free to
attendants at the ball with individual admission charged at the various shows. A
Riant crystal maze, a Gig Saw house of
aiystery and about fourteen other shows.
1 Already demands for tickets and boxes
nave been received from Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Washington and
Pittsburgh.
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Polo

To

Goes

Make

Cuba

Universal

Serial

Company Will Remain in the Antilles Four Months
While Filming the Eighteen Episodes of
The Chapter Play, "Seal of Satan"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 7 — Eddie Polo and a large company have gone
to Havana, Cuba, to begin production on the star's new Universal serial,
"The Seal of Satan." The entire eighteen episodes will be filmed in Cuba
and the West Indies. Three or four months will be required to complete
the production. The picture will be published early in 1921.
In making this announcement. Universal officials stated that the decision to make a chapter play in Latin American surroundings followed
pressure brought to bear upon them by exhibitors from Cuba, the West
Indies and Central and South America.
J. P. McGowan Will Direct Serial
Although the serial will have as background some of the historic and
picturesque spots of Cuba and its neighbors, the story and principal characters will be American and the plot will have to do with events of particular interest to citizens of the United States. J. P. McGowan will have
charge of the serial.
opportunities are offered to
As in his previous serials, "King of the story aslocalities
for settings.
the Circus" and "The Vanishing Dagger." use certain
To Return through Canal
Polo will have two leading ladies — Inez
McDonald and Magda Lane.
The company will return to Universal
Miss McDonald Is Newcomer
City by way of the Panama Canal, where
episodes will be filmed in the
Miss McDonald is a newcomer to the several
various interesting points in the Zone.
Universal fold, but already has won a
J. Marchant
the McGowan.
Universal directorial staff will of
assist
Cecil
warm welcome because of her beauty
and ability. Miss Lane has been in Uni- Myers and Jean Perkins are the two
versal pictures for some time, and has cameramen with the expedition. C. Roberts is the technical director and David
been seen frequently in support of Art
Acord and other Universal Western
Brandman is business manager of the
company.
stars.
A long series of personal appearances
Anthony W. Coldewey is the author of
has been arranged for Polo and his com"The Seal of Satan." It was Coldewey
pany in Cuba. Polo, however, has ruled
who put Eddie Polo's life history into
that personal
appearances
are where
to be limscript
form
for
"King
of
the
Circus."
ited
to the towns
and cities
the
Coldewey is in Cuba with the company
and will change and improve the plot of action of the serial actually takes him.

Max

and

Sessue

Leases Delay Erection
OF Richmond Theatre
RICHMOND. IND.. Dec. 7.— Extension of time on leases held by occupants
of the Wakefield block. North Ninth and
Main streets, has advanced the time for
starting the new Victory theatre from
January. 192?. until May of the same
year. The plans call for a playhouse of
one balcony and a seating capacity of
1.500. The theatre will be erected by
Bankers and Merchants Theatre Company of Ft. Wayne, which is erecting
the Victory at Evansville and which owns
the Washington of this citv.

Doll- Van Gets Rights
To Schwab Productions
Joseph Klein announces that Dol'.\ran
FilmtheCorporation
of Chicago
has
icqoired
rights on the
two Schwab
^redactions, "Girls Don't Gamble" and
Small All the Way." Both pictures star
3avid Butler. Supreme Photoplay Proluctions of Pittsburgh also has bought
he state rights on the two subjects.
Open New Doric, Duluth
DULUTH, MINN". — The Doric. Duuth's new
house,
Fiftyseventh
avenuepicture
West and
Grandat avenue,
vas opened to the public on Thanksjiving day. It was erected at an ap>roximate cost of S115,000 by Clinton &
Beyers. Ralph E. Parker is the manager of the new playhouse. Webster
ohnson is organist

to

Shamrock Gets Rights
To <(Shoot,y Auto Races
(Special to Exhibitor t Herald)
SAN ANTONIO. TEX., Dec. 7.—
Shamrock Photoplay Corporation has
obtained exclusive rights to film the automobile races to be run here on December 27, 2S and 29.

Max Linder and Sessne Hayakana, two
alien film stars, who have reached the
pinnacle of locceia in motion pictures in
America.

Fire in Flint Theatre
FLINT, MICH— Fire in the projection room of the Royal theatre recently
did practically no damage to the theatre
property,
except burning two reels of
films.
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Chosen

American
Beauty
has been prepared by Arrow to be used
in this connection.
French Artist's Decision
Arrow announces that Miss De Remer
Reached After Careful
has posed for a number of special and
exclusive photographs to be used in exSearch — Star Working
ploiting the picture and states that it
In Arrow Picture
considers this publicity a valuable asset
to a man who books this picture.
INTEREST has been aroused in mo* * *
tion pictures, as well as in art circle.-.,
Miss De Remer is one of the wellover the announcement issued by Monknown American stage and screen acsieur Paul Hellcu that he has, after a
tresses, having made her initial appearance as a member of the Ziegfeld Midcareful .search, selected Rubye De Remer
as the most beautiful woman in America.
night
in 1917.
From there
tered theFrolic
ranks
of screen
players.she enThe selection was made by M. Helleu
Miss De Remer is a pronounced
while Mi-. De Remer was enacting
blonde. She was born in Denver, Colo.,
and went to New York to study music.
scenes for Arrow's production. "The
Way
Love." Miss
He De
visited
the It was then that she was seen by Mr.
studio Women
and watched
Remer
Ziegfeld, admittedly one of the best judges
making some of the scenes, after which
feminine pulchritude in America, and
he asked her to pose for him for her of
he was so impressed with her striking
portrait, and told her that he had se- personality that he persuaded her to go
lected her as being the exemplification of on the stage.
the beauty and charm of the typical
"The Way Women Love" is a special
American woman.
production made by Lyric Productions
» * *
from the novel "Behind the Green PorHis announcement that he had chosen
tieres." by Herman Landon. which first
Miss De Remer for this honor was given
appeared in print in Detective Stories
play in the daily press and magazines
MagaMtlU. It was directed by Marcelle
throughout the country. Columns were
Perez and has a remarkable supporting
devoted to articles dealing with her, cast
by Walter Miller. Others
her home and work, and pictures of her havingheaded
prominent parts are Rose Mintz,
were used in conjunction with these
Henry W. Pemberton, Thomas A.
articles which in many cases appeared
Magrane, Edward Elkas. Walter D.
on the front page.
Greene and Harry C. Young.
The advertising and publicity department of Arrow Film Corporation points
out the tremendous value of this pub- Louis Frank Buys
licity to the exhibitors booking "The Way
Women
first production
which she Love."
has just the
completed
for Arrow,
"The Wrong Woman "
and which will lie published on DecemFor Central States
ber 15. It affords wonderful opportunity
State rights for Illinois, Indiana and
for advertising of an unusual nature and
southern Wisconsin have been sold by
special advertising and publicity matter
producer Abramson on his latest picture, "The Wrong Woman." He has
also sold the rights for Oklahoma on
An American Beauty
this same feature.
Rights for the Illinois, Indiana and
southern Wisconsin territory were sold
to Louis Frank of Chicago. He recently
had success with the Abramson feature
"A Child for Sale." Rights for Oklahoma were closed by William Tucker of
the Tucker Amusement Company of
Oklahoma City. The Tucker Amusement Company owns fifteen theatres in
the state and plans to use the feature
over the entire circuit. They are also
planning the feature as a road show in
their territory. A prologue has been
written by Director Abramson for the
production dealing with the theme of the
picture, jealousy and love. Three allegorical characters representing '"Love,"
"Jealousy"
and "Fatherly Devotion" present the theme.
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Stoll Film

Premier

RUBYE DE REMER
Chosen by French
artistIn as
the most beautiful woman
America.

Improving Acoustics
Of Evansville Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 7. — A carload of material for the improvement of
the acoustics of the coliseum has arrived
from the Mazer Acoustile Company, of
Philadelphia. Marcus Mazer, inventor of
the material, will superintend the work of
installation. The improvement is being
made as a result of complaints recently
made by John Philip Sousa regarding the
coliseum.
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JACK
VON'of TILZFR.
generalof
manager
Stoll Film assistant
Corporation
America, is a member of the well known
musical family of that name. Mr. Von
Tilzer has bad large experience on the*
music side of amusements as well as on
that of film, especially in the production
department,
all its angles lieandknows
has "show
made abusiness'
thoroughin
study of exhibitor requirements.
Mr. Pathe
Von Tilzcr's
first film
with
in Newark.
Thenexperience
after an was
engagement with the Fox exchange on Standard Pictures he went to First National as
sales
managerof the
of the
New Artists
York office.
the opening
United
exchange-At'
Mr. Von Tilzer was appointed manager of
the New
YorkStoll.office, resigning that position to join
For the time being Mr. Von Tilzer, in
acldition to his duties as general manager,
will New
have York
chargeterritory.
of Stoll'sHe distribution
the
has named asin
assistant sales manager for New York A.
M. Landau, who was with him at United
Artists.
N. J. Mothers' Society
Wants Film Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., Dec. 7The New Jersey Congress of Mothers
and Parent-Teacher Associations at its
recent
meeting advocated motion picture
censorship.
Thieves Rob Exhibitor
MISHAWAKA, IND., Dec. 7.— Thieves
stole $60 in silver and 3,000 pennies from
the desk of George Senger, proprietor of
the Century theatre. The thieves entered
the theatre by climbing a fire escape and
breaking a transom.
Dunning Gets Strand
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WARSAW, IND., Dec. 7.— Louis J
has taken
Dunningsession of
of thePlymouth
Strand theatre,
which poshe
recently purchased from James Bouras.
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cf Motion

I mportance

o f

i mportance

Despite a certain more or less firmly grounded general
impression to the effect that theatrical people are prone to
accentuate their own and their calling's importance, the
reverse is more nearly true.
The common tendency of the motion picture exhibitor
is not to overestimate the importance of his business but to
underestimate it.
A pardonable though regrettable misunderstanding of
facts is responsible.
It is a common error to consider the motion picture
theatre an outgrowth of the legitimate playhouse. It is not.
The two have little in common except the general term —
theatre — and similarity in construction.
Even at this early period of its development the motion
picture theatre has attained a standing in world life far
superior to that of the speaking stage.
Its history is clean. It is identified, more and more
intimately as time passes, with the forces that work for the
best interests of civilization and communal life.
As an institution the motion picture theatre is and
should be considered on a par with the bank, the library,
the school and the newspaper.
As a figure in the community the exhibitor is and
should consider himself on an equal footing with the most
important citizen.
When full appreciation of his true importance is felt
by the exhibitor it will be made felt by others through his
advertising.
It will be good advertising.

is invariably
advertofising
D work
GOOthe
men who attach
great importance to the workin hand. Sincerity of purpose and
conviction that the thing to be done
is a thing of serious consequence have
i greater part in the ultimate quality
6£ the product than inspiration.
?enius, or any of the more or less
ivpothetical forces commonlv credted.
The man who "tosses off an ad for
omorrow's paper"' generally produces
;omething just about worthy of the
expression. More often than not it
•hould be "tossed off" the desk and
nto the waste basket.
Altogether too much ado is made

about technique, rules, psychology,
etc., and altogether too little about the
mental attitude of the advertiser.
When a man has something worth
saying and believes that something of
consequence depends upon its effective utterance no intricate diagram is
required. He scores his point.
The literary leaders in ever}- age
have not been men who wrote by rule.
They have been men with ideas and
the power to express them, the latter
the result of the former.
The big motion pictures have not
been the pictures made by strict adherence to prescribed methods. They
have been made with subjects so vital
as to dominate everything, leading to

acedure.
carving out of new channels of proThus are innovations made.
Advertising is subject to the same
rules.
The advertisements used during the
war rank with the best advertisements
of all time. They were prepared by
individuals fired with patriotism.
Their enthusiasm rather than their
art was responsible for the results
The motion picture theatre advergained.
tiser who does not believe that advertising is the most important of all
theatre activities in its bearing upon
box office results does not advance
beyond mediocrity, no matter to what
degree he masters the fundamentals
of construction or develops his technique.
Originality is not deliberately obtainable.
It develops naturally where conditions are right and the advertising
exhibitor has but to look facts squarely
in the face to find himself immediately
possessed of the coveted attribute.
Time, work and determination are
essentials of worth while production.
Slight either and the quality of the
product
Time suffers.
will be found where the will
to work is present.
The work will be readily forthcoming where the determination exists.
The determination can exist only
when the workman, the exhibitor advertiser, realizes fully his true estate,
the position he occupies in the life of
the community and the responsibilities
that position entails.
Think it over.
You are a business man operating
an institution essential to the community. You are directly responsible
to the community for its amusement.
The community is responsible to you
for support.
Your advertising is your communication to your dependents and supCan anything be more important
than that?
porters.
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Alice Calhoun's first starring vehicle for
Vitagraph, "Princess Jones," presents
an opportunity for artistic presentation
including the stately minuet. The
method of staging this was recently
described in this department.

A stunt performer may be employed to duplicate at a prominent location the
above stunt from the Universal serial, "King Of The Circus." Newspaper
co-operation should be enlisted.

The comic exploitation stunts successfully employed with several recent
productions can be applied with fitting
alterations to Metro's "The Saphead,"
in which Buster Keaton appears as
seen in the still. This type of advertising has been exceptionally profitable
and has not been overdone.
ammm

An advance still from the Fox special, "Blind Wives," which indicates the fitness of "snow stuff" as presentation or exploitation.
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ATTENDANCE and advertising records of the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., were broken with the seven-day showing
of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production of Otis Skinner's stage success. Street cars were equipped with banners,
exploitation Arabs distributed literature throughout the city, and a sight-seeing vehicle toured the neighborhoods with an announcer pointing out objects of interest to "The Kismet Chorus of Turkey." The event illustrates pointedly the close relationship existing between advertising and box office results.

Break
For

Attendance
Brooklyn

and

Strand

Advertising
"Kismet"

Records
Engagement

Had E. L. Hyman, managing director of the Strand
theatre,
'., determined
test
the actualBrooklyn,
strength N.of Yhis
advertising deliberately
organizationto with
'the showing of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production
starring Otis Skinner, results could not have been more
satisfying than was the case under the actual circumstances.
Two records were broken.
The attendance records of the theatre went into the
limbo of unimportant history.
The advertising records were subjected to like treatment.
The event demonstrated, yet again, that advertising
i and box office results bear the intimate relationship of
cause and effect.

A WEEK prior to the opening of the picture six colored
gentlemen were employed for street work. They
were attired as Mohammedans and carried literature
throughout the city, 30,000 of the heralds published by
Robertson-Cole being distributed during the period, all by
hand to hand delivery.
A trailer showing attractive scenes from the play was
i used within the theatre at every performance. Every
news story sent to the papers carried a few lines about the
coming attraction. Lobby oil paintings were used for the
; first time in the history of the theatre, and three lines of
the electric sign told of the engagement for two weeks
prior to its inauguration. Another 30,000 folders were
distributed directly to patrons leaving the theatre.
Numerous window displays were made up with the
oil paintings prominently placed, complete newspaper
stories appeared in due season, and then Mr. Hyman gave
[his attention to the ballyhoo question.
The Strand chorus, attired in Turkish costumes, was
iplaced in an automobile and driven about the city, one
man in American clothes using a megaphone in the approved manner
of the "See the City'' guide and pointing
out objects
of interest.
A sign on the car gave out the information that its
occupants composed "The Kismet Chorus of Turkey,"
and in every residential section heads came to windows
and pedestrians stopped to get closer view.
Lockout business was expected, so Mr. Hyman inserted inhis sign the notice, "Last Show Tonight Begins
at Ten O'clock," and many who refused to stand in line

The eleven-minute
Brooklyn Strand
stage consisting
setting for of
"Kismet,"
which and
an
prologue
Oriental inmusic
dancing was staged prior to the screening of the picture.
and would otherwise have foregone attendance returned
in time for the last show, which ended near midnight.
The prologue ran eleven minutes and was composed
chiefly of Oriental singing and dancing numbers, "The
Snake Dance" and "Dance Orientale" being most prominent.
Concerning the attendance on the opening night, report is to the effect that mounted police were required to
persuade the crowd to stay within the roped off confines
provided.
Concerning attendance upon subsequent evenings it is
said simply but significantly that the conditions of the
opening were duplicated nightly.
The point of the story is obvious.
An advertising record was broken. And attendance
record was broken. The connection is apparent.
Though it is impossible to determine to what extent
the attraction offered figured in the matter of cause and
effect, the test, if it may be called that without being deliberately planned as such, proves once more the frequently
substantiated claim that advertising is the greatest determinant of box office receipts.
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J.B. McNALLY
EXPERT
SHOWMAN
Illustrations presented herewith typify the expert showmanship of J. B. McNally, manager of the Newark theatre,
Newark, N. J.
A diver in full regalia for
"Below the Surface," oil skin
orchestra costumes and a
storm-at-sea prologue for "The
Mutiny of the Elsinore" and the
now classic "rube stuff" for
"Down on the Farm" are recent Newark novelties. Others
are described upon the opposite
page.
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Strong
Newark

Organization
Theatre

for

Attractions

Faith in the motion picture, confidence in the producing poii-cr of advertising and strength of purpose are invaluable tothe exhibitor advertiser.
As pointed out in the discussion upon the first page
of this department, these qualities contribute to practical
showmanship.
A double interest attaches, therefore, to tlie present
story, a sketch of the recent exploitation activities of J. B.
McNally, manager of the Newark theatre. Netvark, N. J.,
illustrated upon this and the opposite page.
WHEN
"The Mutiny
of the was
Elsinore"
shown Metro's
at the Newark
the orchestra
attiredwasin
oil skins and a stage prologue depicted a storm at sea.
The illustration shows the orchestra and some of the
patrons grouped in front of the theatre.
United Artists' "Down On the Farm" was given the
customary treatment during the Newark run, as is also
seen on the opposite page.
When "Out of the Snows," the Selznick attraction,
was shown opportunity for unusually effective exploitation

A horse
representing
the famous
O' War was
the streets
of Newark,
N. J., inMan
exploitation
for led
the through
Newark
theatre showing of the Educational's "The Race of the

Three Indians, one of whom appeared in the picture, gained
valuable publicity for the Newark theatre run of "Out Of
The Snows."

but it is undeniably true that Mr. McNally is one of the
most progressive showmen in the country.
And back of that progressiveness lies, as must always
lie. an Age."
enthusiasm from which springs the will to work.
There is present in the conciousness of the man the conviction that the theatre business is at least as important as
any other institution in the community, and that enthusiasm usually leads to the conclusion that it is the most
important.
\\ ith this conviction as a starting point, and with the
ability to follow its dictates, J. B. McNally keeps the name
of the Newark theatre, the attractions playing that theatre
and the management of the institution constantly in the
foreground.
As is usual, citizens of Newark expect great things
of the theatre. And it is in the natural order of things
that the man who has built up those expeditions is a
man able to fulfill them.
The Newark organization does important things importantly.
That's good showmanship.

presented itself. Three Indians, one of them having been
a member of the producing cast, were employed for lobby
and street exploitation. And the three paid a visit to the
office of the Newark Star-Eagle where an interview rea three ofcolumn
illustration
and "story
of the visit
with thesulted innames
the theatre,
attraction
and management
prominently and favorably displayed.
An unusually effective lobby was used with "Out of
the Snow," an exceedingly realistic North Country scenic
effect being achieved.
From Mr. McNally also comes the first news of street
exploitation used with the Educational short subject
special. "The Race of the Age." A horse that looked not
altogether unlike the famous racer was appropriately
blanketed and led through the street in much the manner
that a thoroughbred is paraded through the paddock.
The various examples mentioned give an idea of the
comprehensive and intensive methods employed in behalf
of Newark theatre attractions. A recent caller upon Mr.
McNally mentions him as "the livest exploitation man
in the East." Superlatives are, of course, undependable.

A North Woods lobby effect used by the Newark theatre
during the showing of "Out of the Snows," a Selznick
feature.
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Stilt Stunt Proves
Standard Attraction
Merits Advertising
Road companies still use blood
hounds and colored bands for parade
advertising
of "Uncle
Tom'stheCabin"
in the smaller
cities. And
show
still attracts.
There is no good reason why a
motion picture of the required qualities should not experience similar
box office longevity.
There are several good reasons
for believing the contrary.
This story is one of them.
M. J. Huss, manager of the Lyric
theatre, Monticello, Mont., believes
that "a good picture should live forever." He backs up his belief in
A model house, said to be perfect in every detail, was made the central figure of an
attractive window display used for "Burglar Proof" in Denver, Colo.

Denver

Advertising

Specializes
Among the most interesting
stories concerning window exploitation that have come to hand are
those for which Fred Greene, Jr.,
exploitation representative of the
Famous Players-Lasky exchange in
Denver, Colo., is responsible. Mr.
Greene has specialized upon the
window type of co-operative advertising and his story is interesting.
When "Burglar Proof," a Paramount production, was to be shown
at the Princess Theatre a thoroughly
unique arrangement was made. A

The Scholtz Drug Co., Denver, offers the
windows of its chain stores for cooperative display purposes whenever
possibility
of an effective tie-up is presented.

on

Man
Windows

"Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickpractice.
ford's First National attraction, was
recently exhibited at the Lyric to
big business, the exploitation based
upon ardMr.
Huss' being
faith strong
in the standattraction
in its
influence upon the engagement.
The illustration shows the stunt
that was made the center of the
Lyric campaign.
A man on stilts, attired in the
proper costume and carrying a bag

local concern that supplies "Burglar
Proof" wiring for private homes
readily agreed to the suggestion that
the model bungalow used for demonstration purposes be placed in an
electrical fixture store prominently
located. The above illustration
shows the telling effect gained when
the house was properly displayed.
When "Conrad in Quest of His
Youth,"
also a for
Paramount
was scheduled
exhibition picture,
at the
Rialto Theatre the "Youth" phase
of the picture was .selected for exploitation purposes. But slightly
less unique than the model house
tie-up was the arrangement made
with the Scholtz Drug Company
whereby their stores throughout the
city displayed windows advertising
the picture and the Star Vibrator,
the copy reading to the effect that
any "Conrad" might find his youth
by using the article.
In both instances the connecting
link is unusual. It was obviously
discovered after careful and intelligent consideration of the picture in
question. Only a man who had
made a protracted and sincere study
of the general form of advertising
could be expected to produce the
idea.
Mr. Greene's work shows evidence of the thought he has put
upon the subject. His windows are
reproduced in these pages from time
to time, and together they constitute
a valuable text on the general subject of window advertising.

One of the simplest and best stunts
Legs,"
for J."Daddy
employed
the
of the
manager
Huss, Long
work of M.
Lyric theatre, Monticello, Minn.

upon which was lettered the details
of the event, covered Monticello like
the proverbial blanket.
Had the showing been a world
premier of the greatest production
ever dreamed of, no more enthusiasm could have been put into its
campaign.
Result — business.
Business is always the result of
good exploitation.
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Goldwyn's
Exploitation
Representative
Proves
Value
of Feminine
Viewpoint
straight exploitation it is good. As
exploitation by a woman it has
added interest. Several of her recent
productions reproduced herewith
show the advantage of the feminine
viewpoint.
It is upon feminine patronage
that the theatre depends for a great
measure of its support. Where the
woman goes, be she mother, wife or
sweetheart, there also goes the man.
The rule is universal in application
and a result of the social scheme of
things.

An

artistic book window for "The
Silver Horde" at Ft. Smith, Ark.

are so many good reasons why the feminine viewpoint should be utilized when possible in planning advertising for the
motion picture theatre that one who
considers the matter seriously is at
a loss to understand why woman
has not taken her place in exploitation long since. And one who so
wonders is at once interested in the
story of a woman who has made exploitation her means of livelihood.
Miss Jean Darnell. Goldwyn exploitation representative at the Dallas, Texas, exchange, produces work
that has distinctive qualities. As
THERE

It follows that the type of advertising that attracts the feminine
patronage is the type that brings the
biggest business.
What, then, more logical than to
conclude that the woman who knows
advertising is quite probable to draw
with the same expenditure greater
volume of patronage than an equally
able male workman.
Miss Darnell's windows, particularly those reproduced at the bottom of this page, are distinctly feminine in appeal. The woman who
made them up made them attractive
— naturally — to womankind. Man
may attempt to do likewise, may in
some cases succeed to a degree, but
the woman does it naturally.
The question arises — why have
not those who assign exploitation
posts recognized the facts in case?
Why is Miss Darnell, so far as has
been recorded, the only woman exploitation representative in the
world ?
Her work proves the practicality
of the feminine touch. Her adver-

A drug store window in Ft Smith, Ark.,
used in behalf of "Madame X."
tising is in no degree weakened because it possesses the qualities that
attract other women, but strengthened.
The least that should be done is
the enlistment of feminine co-operation. Many exhibitors have found
that their wives' suggestions are of
great value. The thing should be
carried to the exchange. Where an
assistant is employed it is logical to
believe that a woman assistant will
generally be found productive of
more genuine box offce returns
than a man of the caliber that can
be obtained for the position.
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Picture Department
Has Real Appeal to
Newspaper

A mammoth cutout specially prepared for the lobby of the Lyric theatre, Richmond,
Va., during the "Madam X" engagement.

Giant
In

Cutout
Big

High

"Madame

Point
X"

Drive

Though an expansive and comprehensive campaign, interesting
in every detail and thoroughly adaptable, was instituted for the engagement of "Madame X," the Goldwyn production, at the Lyric
Theatre, Richmond, Ya., the giant cutout which dominated the lobby
display and could be seen for great distance is easily the high point.
The reproduction of a photograph taken during the run of the picture
has undoubtedly held the reader's attention ere this.
Description of the lobby is superfluous. The chief thing to be
said about it is that it is what the trade terms "good stuflf,'' to which
may be added the usual comment that there should be more of it.
The effect gained certainly is sufficient to warrant the not great expenditure of time and money required for its duplication.
Prior to the opening of the picture at the Lyric the largest billboard campaign in the history of Richmond is said to have been used,
fifty twenty-four sheet stands being placed throughout the city.
In addition to this a newspaper campaign of proportions in keeping was used before the opening and during the engagement.
When the picture was in actual screening a young woman was
sent through the city to distribute in places where women gather
paper napkins on which was printed in red, "To be used only by
weepers at the Lyric Theatre, week commencing, etc., etc."
The campaign was carried into the theatre itself, up to the point
of screening and scored its clinching punch at the conclusion of the
feature. During the big court room scene which has made women,
and men as well, yield to the impulse implied in the napkin copy, a
concealed vocalist sang "Silver Threads Among the Gold."
Cutouts of this size, and larger, are within the ability of practically all artists. Even a sign painter with ingenuity can in most
instances produce highly attractive advertising material of this sort.
It is obvious that if a cutout of this size has the effect illustrated
a cutout of immensely greater proportions should be accordingly
effective.
If it is possible to use profitably a display as high as the lobby
opening, it is obviously possible to use one twice as high, or larger.
The proposition is decidedly interesting. In a sense a new method
of cutout advertising, it merits general adaptation.

Readers

FIVE or six years ago there were
but few daily newspapers that devoted more than a couple of inches
of space to motion pictures. And this
was only in the large centers. Today
there is scarcely a paper of any consequence that does not have its motion
picture department and many of these
arc of striking size and merit.
Certainly this country-wide co-operation— this conveying to the millions every day of the week the definite information, the true information
of the screen — must stand forth as
dustry.
one of the signal advances of the inThese departments are conducted,
for the most part, by men and women
well versed in the history of picture
making. They write intelligently of
the players and the late productions
and their criticisms are regarded
highly by the manufacturers of the
films, as well as by the public. They
are ever on the alert for news, something for their columns. And here is
where the local exhibitor can co-operate with the newspaper and, besides
gaining mense
itsamount
goodof graces,
an imvaluableobtain
advertising,
all without cost.
As you know, the papers are literally flooded with press sheets and
printed matter sent out by the producers. Itis this flood of stereotyped
matter that has brought the motion
picture manufacturers into more or
less disrepute around newspaper
offices. It is the same matter that
reaches every exhibitor every morning.
Do not treat it like the editor does,
however. Instead of consigning it to
the wastepaper basket, take the most
interesting short items printed therein
that pertain to your coming attractions, and have them carefully typewritten. Make original copies for
each newspaper in your town and
place them personally in the hands of
the editors of the motion picture departments.
This plan was worked out successfully by a Fort Wayne exhibitor and
when he moved to another city he
repeated the same methods and was
successful in having the newspaper
there launch a picture department.
The amount of work involved is
slight. The returns are manifold.
The advantage of the motion picture
news section is at least triple in its
application. The film industry profits, the exhibitor profits, and a point
that must not be lost sight of is that
the newspaper profits.
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In the "IV hat the Picture Did for
Me" department of this publication,
issue of November 20, the following
report upon the United Artists Mack
Sennet production, "Down
on the
Farm." appeared:
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett production. — Broke all existing
house records and established a newmark that promises to remain for a
long while. Exploit it big. Put on
rube band. Box office returns limited
only by efforts put forth in putting
it over. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Interesting as is the report in itself,
; the story of the engagement takes on
added significance with the publication
herewith of photographs showing the
means by which the new box ofI Hce record was established.
In presenting all phases of the
event, vital to the trade as is ei-crx
account zvhercin exploitation establishes new attendance records. Exhibitors Herald demonstrates its
merit as an exhibitor service.
IT IS scarcely necessary to elaborate
upon the concise story of the campaign as told by Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the theatre, in his
showmanlike report. The short, direct
statements carry the facts adequately.
Readers of this department have become familiar with the exploitation
and showmanship methods of Mr.
Meyer in recent months. No exhibitor
in America has contributed more
worth-while material in the period
since the opening of the Palace
theatre.
His first big achievement was the
inauguration of an individual straw
ballot prior to the presidential election. The story of that event aroused
comment throughout the trade..
His arrangement for the use of
Pathe News was described more recently. No less remarkable than his
former work, it will doubtless be
adapted by exhibitors throughout the
nation to existing conditions.
His "Down on the Farm" campaign was in keeping with his other
enterprises. Despite the mass of exploitation that has been done with that
attraction. Mr. Meyer succeeded in
producing a street vehicle of individuality. The illustration shows it standing in front of the Palace theatre.
The idea was carried into the theatre itself, where members of the staff
were attired in the customary straw
and duster, the costuming resulting,
as it has evervwhere. in the humorous

atmosphere found of great value in
ing.
promoting the success of the screenSuch is the procedure of a genuine
showman. Mr. Meyer has demonstrated that since the day the Palace
theatre was first opened to the public.
Since that time his reports to the
"What the Picture Did for Me'" de-

partment have been among the most
interesting and valuable presented
therein. He speaks with the conviction of experience in every comment.
He bases every comment upon box
office results.
To this department his contributions
have been scarcelv less regular and
certainly no less interesting.
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Campaign Supporting Soldier
Bonus Profitable
Enterprise

for

Bijou Theatre,
New B runs wick,
N. J.

REMINDER
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9

Benjamin W. Suydam, manager of the Bijou theatre,
New Brunswick, N. J.,
staged a "Patriotic night"
in cooperation with the exservice men engaged in a
campaign to gain supporters in an approaching referendum on the soldier bonus
question in New Jersey.
Two thousand friends were
made, the figure being
based conservatively upon
the number of ex-service
men in the city, though
public sentiment was so
strong in favor of the bonus
as to indicate the estimate
modest.

NOW

Ovrfy

.but
Seconds

LJive

Oram

Eternity

The poster presented herewith, an effective tie-up
with Charles Ray's First
National attraction, was
one of the stunts used.
Slides and war films were
obtained for the occasion
and screened prior to
speeches by soldiers.
Turnaway business was the
order of the engagement,
though the number of
friends gained by the management isthe more significant fact.

THEN
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Sets

Morning

Concert

T HE fifty-piece orchestra of the California theatre, San Francisco, Ca'., during one of the highly successful Sunday Concerts.
With the addition of the Stanford Glee Club, numbering thirty-five voices, on the program for November 21, a new attendance record was established for the theatre.
The strictly advertising value of good music in the
motion picture theatre cannot be over emphasized. It is
at once one of the most productive and most intrinsically
worth while methods of business building.
Among the theatres of the nation none stand out more
prominently in this regard than the California theatre,
San Francisco, Calif., where the musical phase of the program has been given as intensive study and care in development as in any American theatre.

DESCRIPTION of the Sunday Morning concerts by
means of which Eugene H. Roth and J. A. Partington, associate directors, have built up the normally
lax patronage of the early portion of the day, has been
given in this department before. But it is worthy of
repetition, especially in the light of a report just received to the effect that all theatre attendance records
were broken by this means on November 21.
The fact that the Pacific Coast football championship was decided in San Francisco the preceding Saturday was the basis of the enterprise which resulted in
the new record.
The male Glee Club of Stanford University was prevailed upon to participate in the concert and the fact
was intensively advertised to the thousands of football
enthusiasts who were in the city.
As a result, the seats were filled, the standing room
was occupied, and people stood back of the last row of
seats in the balcony.
Though the California is big theatre, though provision for events of this nature was made in the building of the institution, there is still great chance for
the general application of the principles involved.
No matter what music is employed, whether it be

a lone pianist or a symphony orchestra, it can be capitalized to advantage.
Attention given to the program played, the manner
of its playing and the fitness for the current purpose is
invariably productive of good results. When noveltiesare introduced the comment aroused is excellent advertising. When the music is eminently suitable its effect
is no less good because distributed evenly over a period
rather than focused on a single occasion.
The California success should be an inspiration, a
stimulant to other exhibitors. The advisability of building up a musical accompaniment which will serve when
necessary to please the patrons regardless of the picture offered need not be discussed. The point is obvious.

The Stanford Glee Club, which appeared at the record-breaking Sunday Morning Concert at the California theatre,
San Francisco, CaL
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How the Rembrandt theatre, Amsterdam,
Holland, advertised the Universal special, "The
Virgin of Stamboul," an example of old world
methods.

The realistic lobby display arranged by the
Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb., for the showing of Goldwyn's "The Revenge of Tarzan."
SAMUEL PReseNTs
S.HUTCHINSON

THEIR MUTUAL
THE FAMOUS NOVEL BY CHILD
PELMAM GRENVILLE WODEHOUSE
l"ubli»h.d by SIX
Bom* ACTS
Llveright .New York

MARGARITA
FISHER
NIGEL BARRIE
HARVEY CLARK
MARGARET CAMPBELL
MASTER PAT MOORE
uv l„> P.^"r'5.0"a,,.'> d"-ected by GEORGE L COX
One of the business-building three-sheets
supplied by the American Film Company with
"Their Mutual Child," a forthcoming production, which is representative of the class of
paper being offered the advertising exhibitor.
The proper use of billboard material is at once
one of the most profitable and most neglected
methods of advertising.
;5Bi::i I'lililill

Kenneth Sink, of the Pastime theatre, Greenville, O., obtained this window display in advertising "What Women Love," the First National
attraction.
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Novel and effective street work figured in the
campaign of the Locust theatre, West Philadelphia, Pa., for Roscoe Arbuckle' s Paramount
feature, "The Round Up." The stunt is easily
adaptable.

A real chicken and a pump that pumped real
water figured in the prologue for United Artists'
"Down On The Farm" at "The Picture House,"
Atlanta, Mo., a city of 600 population. J. G.
MacKenzie, manager, directed the enterprise.

A colorful window display arranged by the Lobby display used at the Rialto theatre,
Crescent theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., for "The Laredo, Tex., for the First National attraction
Prince Chap,"
the Paramount production, starring Katherine MacDonald, "The Notorious
Manager W. B. Day effected the tie-up.
Miss Lisle."

WARNING!!
The Sheriff. Chief of Police in a Citizens of Laredo
are wined to he on the lookout for

THE

S andMISS
RIOU
Who
is headed
for Liredo
will h< HereLISLE**
NOTO

Wednesday-Thursday, November
Officers Are Advised to Watch Her
SHE'S

VERY

3-4

CLEVEU

Lighted twenty-four sheet stands were ar- Reduced reproduction of the Rialto's advance
ranged in Ft. Smith, Ark., for Goldwyn pictures campaign for "The Notorious Miss Lisle" Sueby Jean Darnell, exploitation representative at cessive bulletins gave out details bit by bit and
Dallas, Tex.
brought money to the box office.
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Moore Gives Star
Best Position In
"Kismet" Display

18, 1920

Drawing

Describes Picture
In Illustrations

/taw u r\l i
One of the first and best advertisements used in connection with
BERT

LYTELL
fife PRICED
REDEMPTION
.SPECIAL - HELD OVER BV DEMAND
'BUSTER' k£AT0N^Mflftfrii - • ! f*i ii 1 1 mi ggji

the exhibition of "Kismet," the
Robertson-Cole production starring
Otis Skinner, stage star, is that employed by Moore's
Theatre,
Washington,
D. C, Rialto
and presented
herewith. It will undoubtedly dispose of an important question which
has arisen frequently in connection
OCXX30000CXXXX»XX30000CO<X»CXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Shea's Hippodrome
Achieves Prestige
In Drawn

Displays

OriS-.SKlNNliR

The pyramids were built, it is said,
not by men, but by generations of
men.
The fact is used frequently in
pointing out that it takes time to
produce anything exceptional.
That fact applies to advertising.
The newspaper advertisements
used in behalf of attractions being
shown at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y., are the work of years.
They are, as the reproduction attests, exceptional.
Every display used by Shea's
bears certain unmisHippodrome characteris
tics. It is highly
takable
probable that no one who reads
Buffalo newspapers regularly ever
consciously reads the name of the
theatre, artistically presented as it
is. The general form and tone of
the drawing is uniform from one
year's end to the next. A glance at
the page upon which an advertisement appears conveys instantaneously the information that the
display is a Hippodrome announcement.
There is a certain value in the
practice.
It is the value of prestige, the
prestige that attaches to the bank
or similarly solidly founded institution.
Compared with the exactly opposite school of advertising, the argument that supports the sensational,
the unique and the unexpected, the
display provides ground for debate.
Many considerations enter into
the contemplation of the comparative
merits of the policies. Local conditions, quality of clientele, many
things have a bearing upon the decision.

with productions in which no screen
star appears.
made upshows,
for "Kismet,"
as The
the layout
reproduction
devotes
the most prominent position and the
largest amount of space to the star.
His name, and the name of the picture, are worked into the drawing
so intimately as to make mistake in
identification and association impossible.
But there is more to the illustra*
tion than appears at a glance. There
is in it, in addition to the picture of
the star, the picture of the chief
character of the play, a character
that will have as much drawing
power with the person who does not
know of Otis Skinner as could any
other device that might have been
employed.

"The

greatest study of man is

The greatest advertisement for
pictures is pictorial.
The analogy, more or less true,
is interesting. And, whether more or
less true, it cannot be denied that
good pictures are most frequently
those
" can be advertised by good
man.that
pictures in advertising.
A case in point illustrates the
The terminal theatre, Newark, N.
point.
J., depended largely upon illustration in its display for "The Face At
Your Window," a Fox production.
The reproduction herewith shows
the
ture. display in comparative miniaThe copy, while plentiful, is confined to a box at the right. In number of words it is sufficient to fill
the allotted space or more, but it is
doubtful if it could have been used
in that manner to half so good effect
as was the case.
The pictorial display, observation
will disclose, is highly informative,
probably more so than any copy 1
would have been.
The picture at the top answers
the question as to the character of
the leading player. The night
riders add more important information, and the locale is likewise conto the reader while he peers
at the veyed
display.
The name of the theatre and the
name of the play, in all advertising
the most important factors, are
given the best possible display in
white against black, the placing being the only point open to question.
Report as to the attendance drawn
to the screening is lacking. But it
is scarcely necessary to add reports
of patronage where advertisements
are reproduced in their entirety. Advertising men sense the power of a
display without substantiation of
their judgment.
Terminal

%E
AT YOUR WINDOW
^~"VTME COIOSJU. SPEIU'.U Of U AMERICAN CMUUumK! SHWCIIUl
fSj - • • ' S^IRLEy MAS0H_ ^'CIBL f misof Wv
HEAQT"
oin Pi***
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Butte's Leading

Photopla/

House

Albright's Box Frame
Economical and Effective

aper adTO THOSE familiar with the excellentof newsp
can
Ameri
the
er
manag
ht,
Albrig
vertising ofH. A.
theatre Butte, Mont., the above reproduction of a recent
se
display' will be especially interesting, though the purpo
t are
of its reproduction is general. The qualities presen
ation
public
its
to
to lend particular significance
suchthisastime.
at
Recent tendencies of business in general have, propshowmen that a curerly or otherwise, convinced many
tailment of advertising expenses is advisable. Whether
or not this attitude is responsible for the reduction in size
of the American theatre displays, Mr. Albright has accomplished ageneral reduction with surprisingly little loss of
genThe means by which he did so arebyofmany
eness.
effectiv
of practical value
eral interest and will be found
.
rs
to
exhibi
,
Mr. Albright, an artist, as well as an exhibitor and
an advertiser, has drawn his own displays for practically
all American theatre attractions in the past. In doing so
department
he created many that were reproduced in this
because of their merit. But he has never economized on
space until the present.
In doing so he discarded the light border which
formerly was used for the majority of his work; and drew
up the above heavy box affair, maintaining, however, the
slug that has been used so long as to be permanently
title
identified with American theatre advertising.
Within that frame he continues to exercise his originality in form and composition. But the frame, for a
time at least, will in all probability be retained.
The effect of the new design is the important point
It gives to the two column advertisement the appearance
'pi a display of twice its size. The cost of space is diminy little damage to the general prowith surprisingl
ishedductive
power of the advertising.
The nopular tendency toward economy in advertising
ts lamentable. History has revealed that retrenchments
fn this department are ill advised and defeat their own
purpose. In this connection it might be added that there
js every reason for the exhibitor to disregard the popular
pry for a general cutting down of expenses, not the least
pf which is the theatre attendance record of any and every
period of general business depression, but that is another
hment s o e ade he lbright
pry-Where such a reetrenc
t A
i t b m
r
seems certain to bring teadb.out the
nethotidon of procedu
with as little ill effect as can be expec
reduc
A capable and careful workman always, Mr. Albright
uns true to expectations in the current endeavor.

• iiniimiiiniiii

STUNTS

1 1 "Boob" Anderson, who has a prominent role in
the Universal production, "Once to Every
Woman," gave a humorous account of his
arrival in America and adventures in studio
land as an introduction to the picture at Ascher
theatres in Chicago, where the attraction was
exhibited. Vocal numbers called for in the
story were also supplied at Ascher houses.
A colorful Hawaiian stage number was used at
the Criterion theatre, New York, as a prologue
for "Idols of Clay," George Fitzmaurice's Paramount production, opening scenes of which
show a locale in keeping.
The Savoy theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., provided a
setting of scenery representing New York skyscrapers for the presentation of the Fox production, "While New York Sleeps."
Printed invitations to a private advance screening of Goldwyn's "Earthbound" were sent to
the Federated Women's Clubs, the Y. W. C. A.,
Y. M. C. A., the Woman Voters' League, city
officials and newspaper men of Toledo, O.,
prior to the Pantheon theatre engagement.
Three hundred and fifty persons attended and
the business that followed is characterized as
"phenomenal."
An announcement board which gives play-byplay details of athletic contests has been installed in the Strand theatre, Crawfordsville,
Ind., to record the contests of the high school
basketball team when out of the city. The
board is the invention of W. C. Youtsy of that
city and is said to draw big business at performances when it is used.
When

an unexpected box office mixup brought

about the opening of "Earthbound" at the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., two days before
the scheduled date, a girl was employed to
telephone the news of the change to a thousand patrons, clergymen, Christian Science
practictioners, spiritualists and others especially interested in stories of the type. She
added well advised comments regarding the
picture, author, etc., and capacity business is
reported.
Saturday afternoon the streets of Creston, la.,
are thronged with shoppers from the surrounding country, and on a recent Saturday afternoon a foam-flecked horse, with travel-stained
rider, galloped wildly down the main street
crying, "Polly's coming!" much as though
"Polly" might be the modern version of the
"Britishers" heralded by Paul Revere. "Polly
of the Storm Country," the First National attraction, was shown at the Willard theatre,
Catherine Schliep, manageress, being responsible for the exploitation stunt.
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Russell- Greiver- Russell
Arrangements
Final arrangements have been completed by which Russell-Greiver-Russell
becomes producer and national controller
of
the "Gasoline
film, upon
which
productionAlley"
is to cartoon
start shortly.
"Gasoline
Alley" in
is one
the today.
most
popular
cartoons
the offield
Frank King of the Chicago Tribune has
come to the front rapidly ever since the
first "Gasoline Alley" strip was completed. Within a short period it has
achieved great success, being syndicated
in over sixty newspapers.
Author of Many Cartoons
Mr. King is not only widely known
for
his other
"Gasoline
strip, but
for
several
cartoonAlley"
successes.
Among
are "Motorcycle
which ago.
was
athem
national
institution Mike,"
some years
"Danny Dreamer" was another one of
Mr.
King's was
successes.
Somecartoonist
months ofagoa
Mr. King
author and
unique page in the Sunday Tribune,
known as the "Rectangle," and various other departments such as "Pet
Peeves," "Rubber Stamps" and "It Isn't
the
Cost
the Upkeep."
All ofrun
thesein
cartoons But
enjoyed
a widespread
the newspapers of the United States.
Russell-Greiver-Russell, who have obtained the national rights to Mr. King's
"Gasoline Alley," are rapidly finishing
up the preliminary work and anticipate
the publication of the first "Gasoline
Alley" cartoon
diligent
search by
has Christmas
been madetime.
of theA
scenario market, a contributing staff of
scenarioists is being formed, in an effort
to make these the funniest cartoons on
the screen, if possible.
Another feature in the cartoon is the
publicity plan mapped out for the benefit
of the exhibitor and state right men.
Besides obtaining syndication in the largest papers all over the country, it has
planned to gain publicity in a great many
other papers. This consists of a departTWO

SCENES

FROM
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Final

for King Cartoon
ment to which contributors send letters
and cartoons featuring humorous motoring experiences.
The producing
Russell,
believe thatfirm,
with Russell-Greiverthe efforts they
are putting forth, both from a production
and publicity standpoint, "Gasoline
Alley" should be profitable for the state
right man.
Eckels Says Independent
Exchanges Must Handle
Bigger and Better Films
Eddy Eckels, president of Independent
Films Association, in discussing the independent exchange field, declared:
"If the men who head the state right
exchanges of the country make progress
in proportion to their opportunities there
will be sweeping changes in the industry
during the coming year.
"There is one thing that is almost imperative for the independent exchanges
to do for their own welfare and prosperity. They must put themselves in a position financially to handle bigger and better productions than they have ever
handled before. The time is long past
when a state right exchange can be operated on a shoestring. The state right
market must cease regarding itself as a
market for cheap pictures."
William Fairbanks' Unit
Is Working in Arizona
William Fairbanks and company have
left for Arizona, where the first scenes of
"The
filmed. Flame of Cripple Creek" will be
There are ninety people in the company. Officials of Western Star Productions claim that this picture will be the
biggest and most sensational they have
staged thus far.
MAURICE

TOURNEUR

FRANK KIM.
I'lirffirtoon,
riirloonlitt,
Alley**b7
Mhlchdrawing
will n h«*'*4;a»ollne
imlmnfrd
RwMell-Grelver-Runiiell, und dl*trlbuttd
by tluit conrern.
Report Heavy Pre-Release
Sale for "Mutual Child"
Along with the announcement of the
publication in early December of "Their
Mutual Child," comes the news that preissue bookings on this feature are setting
a new high mark for American features.
This is regarded as the result of the
pre-views that give the exhibitor a
chance to see the photoplay before purchase in order that he may know exactly
what he is getting for his audiences.
"Their Mutual Child" is adapted from
one of the novels by P. G. Wodehouse
with a cast including Marganta Fisher.
Nigel Barrie. Pat Moore and Margaret
Campbell. It was directed bv George L.
Cox.

S STIRRING

SCREEN

STORY

"The Last of the Mohicans," adapted from drama
James for
Fenimore
Cooper's Producers.
immortal classic, has been made into a vivid American
the Associated
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"The Mark
of Zorro" Declared
to
Have
Set New
Box
Office Record
Figures Furnished Hiram Abrams by Samuel
Rothapfel for Opening Day of Run at Capitol
Show 19,547 Paid Admission
What is claimed to be the most stupendous opening of any motion picture
production in the history of the industry
was that of the premier of Douglas Fairbanks' latest United Artists production.
"The
of Zorro,"
at the
Capitol
theatreMark
in New
York City,
on Sunday,
Xovember 28, when every known record
for box office receipts and attendance in
a single day in any one theatre in the
world are declared to have been smashed
to smitherines.
According to the records given Hiram
Abrams, president of United Artists
Corporation, by Samuel L. Rothapfel,
who presented the production at the
Capitol theatre, there was a total of 19,|o47 patrons, who paid admissions totaling the unprecedented sum of $11,706.23.
Considered World's Record
This record is considered by authoras being the
world's
singleitiestheatre
for any
singlerecord
day. for any
On the opening day, long before 5
D'clock after the first matinee, the house
was crowded to its capacity. Long before the evening performance began it
was impossible to jam any more people
nto the theatre and the patrons stood in
ines four abreast for a block long, waitng to purchase tickets. At 9:30, despite
ihe fact that there were hundreds still
waiting to buy tickets, the box office was
:losed and the police ordered the public
o "move on."
Mr. Rothapfel stated that had it been
jossible he could easily have run a midnight performance and packed the house
.mother time.
The opening day was not the only
ecord-breaker, however, for the Monday
ollowing the opening was the biggest
Vfonday in the history of the theatre,
>arring. however, holidays.
Rothapfel in Statement
"There
is norecord
doubtforin the
my Capitol
mind that
he box office
theitre will be smashed to small bits," said
At. Rothapfel, "for this picture, in my
nind, is the greatest production that Mr.
"Over the Hill" is
Subject of Lecture
"Over thewhich
Hill,"hasthecompleted
Fox special
production
its
eleventh week on Broadway, is to
be the subject of a series of illustrated lectures to be given Sunday
evenings by pastors in New York
and New Jersey.
Dr. Lincoln Caswell of the Crawford Memorial Church in the
Bronx was the first pastor to select
it as the topic of a Sunday evening
sermon.
Later, Dr. Henry R. Rose of the
Church of the Redeemer in Newark, N. J., gave an illustrated lecture on "Over the Hill," which attracted arecord breaking audience.
He has an agreement with several
other ministers throughout New
York and New Jersey to the effect
that the same lecture will be
passed on by him to other pulpits
for Sunday evening church entertainments.

L.

Fairbanks has ever made. There is so
much rapid fire action, such wonderful
love making in the dual role, such a multitude of neck-breaking stunts, a wonderful amount of mirth and surprises,
together with a gingery mixture of
drama, comedy, love, adventure and
thrills, that it has something in it for
everyone, something that makes everyone go out and talk about it. Besides
being a corking entertainment, it is in
my mind one of the greatest box office
attractions that the industry has ever
had thetainly istopleasure
of having. most
'Doug'
cerbe congratulated
heartily
on this his greatest success."
Read

Is to Advertise

Scope of Propaganda
Schlager Outlines Plan to Impress the Trade With Value
of Publicity
"Advertising advertising" is T. Parker
Read,trade
Jr's,with
latest
impressing
the
the scheme
scope andfor value
of the
exploitation being conducted on four of
his productions.
Extending the benefits of his active
press department to the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, Mr. Read, now a member of Associated Producers, who has
four productions distributed by Hodkinson, has launched through Sig Schlager.
his representative in charge of advertising and publicity, an extensive campaign
for picture promotion.
Not content with this accomplishment, which is a tie-up with 414 newspapers boosting "Sex," "Sahara" and
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" specifically and "Love Madness" incidentally, J.
Parker Read, Jr., has wired Sig Schlager
to prepare an impressive advertising plan
which will make known to the trade
directly the scope and value of this
propaganda.
A program of double-page and page
ads and a number of teaser ads will convey to the exhibitor the news that some
of the biggest newspapers in the United
States and nearly 400 other journals of
wide circulation, served by Newspaper
Enterprise Association, have launched a
$5,000 scenario contest calculated to interest the American public in writing
original stories suitable for Louise
Glaum, whose latest vehicle, "Love,"
will
be J.Associated
Parker Read,
Jr.'s. next issue
through
Producers.
Producer Read has offered $2,500 for
a first prize scenario for his star, with
$1,500 and $1,000 respectively for second
and third awards and with the proviso
that he may purchase additional ideas at
SI, 000 each. Newspaper Enterprise Association has arranged with its clientele
to provide 150 columns of motion picture
material for publication during the first
40 days of the competition, which will
operate at least sixty days.
Buys New Theatre Site
CANANDAIGUA. N. Y.— Property
formerly owned by William H. Spencer
has been purchased by William J. MoFarlane. Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a 1,200 seat house.

FIMS FOX
Who wrote the continuity for "Scrap
Iron," -which
CharlesS. Ray
ducing for Arthur
Kane,is tonowhe prodistributed by First National.
Energetic Exhibitor Plans
Extensive Serial Drive
T. Eugene Pearce, head of Pearce
Films of New Orleans, has brought Eastern methods of exploitation to the South.
He is about to consummate the first
serial campaign ever undertaken on an
extensive scale. From the moment he
bought the rights of distribution of "The
Invisible Ray," a fifteen episode serial
starring Tack Sherill and Ruth Clifford,
in the states of Louisiana and Mississippi, he has been on the go with the
single aim to make it the talk of the two
states.
first angle educational
in Pearce's tieup
attackwithis
an The
all-embracing
public schools of Louisiana ar.d Missis"The Invisible
basedto
on thesippi,atcmic
theory.Ray"In being
addition
the schools, the museums and libraries of
New Orleans are cooperating by posting
announcements regarding the "Invisible
Ray." Reduced rate tickets will be supplied to these institutions for the use of
the visitors. Pearce has also arranged
with the Edison Company of Louisiana
to have window cards and a set of stills
illustrating the electrical interest of the
serial to be displayed in their offices and
those of their affiliated companies in the
South.
Geographic Society Sees
First Pygmies Pictures
Members of the National Geographic
Society at Washington had the privilege
of seeing for the first time on any screen
the first motion pictures ever taken of
the pygmy tribes of the African Congo
on November 19, the day after their
completion in the Long Island City
laboratories of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
Dr. Leonard John Yandenbergh, missionary and explorer, who headed the
Vandenbergh-Paramount expedition into
Central Africa, addressed the society at
the invitation of its officers.
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PLAY

Two scenes from "Outside the Law," the Universal feature starring Priscilla Dean.
imchk i i
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George Roi Clarke Makes
Comedies for Reelcraft
(i
George Roi Clarke will be the featured
Elimination of Popular Title Faulty"
plaver in another new series of single
reel comedies soon to be added to the
"Why Pay Big Prices for Widely Read Novels and Then
exclusive short subject program of ReelPublish the Picturizalions Under New Names Just to
craft Pictures Corporation.
This series of single reelers will be
Get the Sex Appeal?"
Ashs Mayflower General Manager
■ , ^i.UU,, 111 IMNMMB
known by the trade brand of Paragon
an uiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuuiiiiiuuiiiiiuiiiiiuiuiii
comedies to be issued on a weekly schedThe first two pictures of the serie»
SOME one once asked the question, their opportunity to see the picturization of have ule.been
completed at the Hollywood
a
story
by
their
favorite
author.
"What's in a name?"
» * •
studio of Reelcraft and are titled "The
John W. McKay, general manager of
Fire ofBug"
Pussyfoot."
The
"Considerable controversy arose," says date
first and
issue "The
will not
be announced
Mayflower
Photoplay
says The
it's
about
time to
ask this Corporation,
question again.
until sufficient comedies are on hand to
Mr.
McKay,,
"regarding
a
suitable
title
for
reason? Because of the prevalent practice R. A. Walsh's second independent producuninterrupted schedule of pubof paying fabulous prices for the film rights
tion, soon to be presented as a First Na- assure an lications,
ind distribution will be through
to novels with well known titles and then
tional Attraction by Mayflower. This story
the
Reelcraft
allied independent
throwing said well known titles away and is from William J. Locke's famous book exchanges, is theandreport.
substituting titles never before heard of.
'Idols,' and exception was taken to the title
"The question that rises in my mind," as not being suitable for exploitation. In
it was decided that resays Mr. McKay, "is this: 'Is it fair to the end,naminghowever,
would only serve to keep Percy Marmont to Make
exhibitors?'
producer of
aimsentertainto give away fromthe picture
the exhibitor Every
the maximum
the theatre those people who
Famous Players Special
ment and seat selling value when he makes had read this book and, therefore, were
a picture. Therefore, is it fair to deprive prospective patrons. In other words, we
Percy Marmont, who has just finished
the exhibitor of the drawing power in- determined to capitalize rather than sacri- work in "Dead Men Tell No Tales" and
vested in a well established title?
fice the selling power of this title and also "The Better Way," will soon commence
* * *
work in one of the forthcoming all-star
J. Locke's
name."
Mr. McKay
pointed
out that the most
"To novel
despoil
film version
a widely William
to be made by Famous Playersread
of the
its original
title of
is throwing
successful Mayflower pictures were those specials
Lasky Corporation.
overboard the very asset for which a high whose titles had not been changed. Among
Marmont's latest picture was "The
price is paid. And unless the book title is these are Frank L. Packard's "The Miracle
Branded Woman," in which he plaved
used, what is gained in filming the story Man." Harold MacGrath's "A Splendid the
lead to Norma Talmadge. He will be
at all? Where is the cherished advertising Hazard" and "The Luck of the Irish" and remembered as having played with Alice
consecutive Vitagraph provalue
Mr. ?"McKay believes no advantage is to William Allen White's "In the Heart of a Joyce in four
ductions, setting a record in the number
be had in changing the names of stories
of continuous characterizations opposite
this star.
from the pens of such widely read authors Farce Comedy Completed
as Sir J. M. Barrie, John Fox, Jr., and
That
Stars
Owen
Moore
Fool."
others equally famous. There are certain
cases involving arrangements between auOwen Moore's forthcoming Selznick Will Rogers' New Feature
thors and producers, he admits, where new
picture, "Thecompleted
Chicken In
titles are necessary, but such instances are announced
at the
the Case,"
Selznickis
To Be "Guile of Women"
rare. It is the matter of substituting a title Fort Lee studios under the direction of
Goldwyn announces that Will Rogers'
with the idea of enhancing exhibition value Victor Heerman, who is also credited
new
of Women,"
that he objects to.
with the authorship of the story.
basedstellar
upon vehicle,
a story"Guile
by Peter
Clarke
Moore plays the role of a gay MacFarlane, will shortly be in all twen"What is the sense," says the Mayflower manIn this
about
town
who
is
due
to
inherit
ty-two Goldwyn branch exchanges.
manager, "in filming a Barrie masterpiece
and then calling it 'A Woman's Husband
a fortune at the age of forty-four.
Rogers is seen in the role of a Swedish
Moore
borrows
the
wife
of
a
bosom
pal
and a Man's Wife' for the sake of cramsailor adrift in San Francisco. The picming into it the so-called sex appeal and and introduces her as his legally wedded
ture was directed by Clarence Badger.
exploitation value? The number of peo- helpmate. The complications that ensue
the supporting cast are Mary Warren,
ple thus lured to the theatre is undoubtedly are said to provide the star excellent op- In
Bert Sprotte, Lionel Belmore, Charles A.
portunities for a mirth provoking farcical Smily, Nick Cogley, Doris Pawn, John
more than off-set by the number of J. M.
Lince and Jane Starr.
Barrie readers who stay away, ignorant of characterization.
i'Niiiiiiiiiniiniiimiii.Liuiuuu.iniiuiui.
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Through
Former

New

York

Star

HERALD
Dorothy Dalton Begins

Overnight

William
Hippodrome

Fox

Comedies

Clown

Success

at

Box Office According to Reports Received byFox Organization from Exhibitors
where he was chief clown and pantoBy WALTER K. HILL
"Happy
Days,"
spec-at
Dillingham
presented
last the
season
How Clyde Cook was advanced to star- mimisttaclewith
dom on the screen by William Fox has the big New York playhouse. Mr. Fox
developed a story of quick success along
had seen Cook work in England, and
lines that have awakened comment
there decided he possessed accomplishthroughout filmdom. The immediate adments that would register in screen comevance of Cook into "big type" and, simulcontract
taneously, into pronounced public favor
keptdies— but
him Cook's
away Hippodrome
from pictures
until
proves again how readily the screen and
"Happy
Days"
had
ended
its
run.
its followers respond to innovations.
The usual process of "working their Star Ranch Westerns to
way"
to stardom,
in advancing
most stars
of the employed
screen, was
disdained
Have Wide Distribution
Dy William Fox in presenting Cook to
Star
ranch westerns on which terri;howmen as a leader among laughtories are being sold by C. B. C. Film
nakers. Less venturesome showmen
nave proceeded along old lines, but the Sales Corporation of New York, have
been acquired for Western Pennsylvania
Fox way in the case of Clyde Cook was
and West Virginia by S. S. Film Supply
simply
to
make
him
a
star
—
and
a
star
Company of Pittsburgh.
:e became.
This series of twenty-six two-reel
Gifted with Originality
western thrillers are being booked in
their
respective territories by Specialty
Cook was gifted with the knack of
Film Company, Dallas, Tex., for Texas,
originality in his methods of laugh-makOklahoma and Arkansas; Fontenelle
ng, because
of his experience
pantoFeature Film of Omaha, for Iowa and
nime
and because
of his own increative
Nebraska; Crescent Film Exchange of
nethods in acrobatics — tricks of his own
nvention that others have failed to copy
Kansas City, Mo., for Kansas and west>r were unable to imitate. This basis of
ern Missouri; Consolidated Film Corporation of San Francisco for California,
ibility, plus long experience on the stage,
ustified the faith Mr. Fox had in pro- Nevada, Arizona and Hawaiian Islands;
Standard Films Service of Cleveland, for
tecting Cook as a star comedian in comOhio, Kentucky and Michigan; United
)etition with other fun-makers.
Thus has quick decision, followed by Film Service of St. Louis for Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois; Pearce
nergetic methods in exploitation, based
Film, Inc., of New Orleans, La., for
lot alone on Cook's individual ability
iut having the added benefit of skillful South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, Alaupport and snappy comedy incidentals,
bama, Tennessee, Louisiana and Misiut Cook "across" as a star in short
"The Mormon
Trail,"
irder. From showmen who have played
E. Edwardsissippi.Hatton,
the first
issuefeaturing
of this
series,
will
be
published
December
1,
Don't Tickle" (under its original title,
Kiss Me Quick," and also under its and
Grace
Cunard
in
"The
Man
Hater,"
second of the series, will be issued
hanged caption), the Fox sales organi- the
December 15.
ation has received enthusiastic commendation for the new Fox comedy star.
These endorsements are based upon
"TO THE HEALTH OF
he
ticket-selling
of the
Cook's
apearance,
as well asoutcome
reflecting
temper
f a satisfied public. That the outcome
hould in every manner certify that the
udgment of Mr. Fox was sound is a matis pleasing totoshowmen
Cook's sponsor
/ellerasthat gratifying
who haveas
hus
early profited
the new candidate's
ppearances
on theonscreen.
"All Wrong," Third Comedy
Reference having been made to the
hange in title of Cook's first comedy,
K may be explained that "Kiss Me
)uick" proved to be unavailable after
le comedy was initially shown at the
lew York Strand, Rivoli and Rialto
leatres. The change to "Don't Tickle"
'as immediately decided upon, and an
ntirely new equipment of advertising,
lides and title leads were supplied to
11 Fox exchanges; and the comedy is
ow going successfully forward as "Don't
tickle."
"The Huntsman," second of the Cook
omedies, is released following its pre'lease showing
at thesecured
same New
York
leatres
where Cook
his initial
anors as a star in "Don't Tickle." A
lird
comedy,
ompleted
and "All
will Wrong,"
be issued has
earlybeenin
inuary to start the New Year for picre-showmen who specialize in the newt developments of the screen.
It will be recalled that Cook made his
ark at the New York Hippodrome,
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Work on "The Teaser"
Dorothy Dalton is back again in the
role of a daughter of the great Northwest, the type of character that suited
her
so
well she
in "The
Flamethree
of the
Yukon,"
in which
starred
years
ago.
She appears as Collette Brissac, daughter
of a French-Canadian miner, in "The
Teaser,"west.aThestory
of the
Canadian
interior
of the
Aurora NorthBorealis saloon and dance hall, which is the
feature scene in the picture, is the largest
set that has been built at the new Paramount studio since it was opened. It
occupies the space of four medium-sized
stages. In addition to Miss Dalton and
the principals of the company, more than
200 extra people are used in the scenes.
Selznick Shoots First
Scenes in N. Y, Plaza
Two spectacular scenes in which hundreds of extras took part were filmed recently by Director Hobart Henley for a
forthcoming Selznick picture, as yet untitled, starring Conway Tearle.
For the first time in the history of the
Plaza Hotel, New York, the management turned over the famous "Rose
Room" to Director Henley and his group
of screen players headed by Tearle. The
room was used to film scenes showing
Tearle as a waiter, and as a prominent
member of society. Martha Mansfield,
who plays the leading feminine role, was
the center of the scenes filmed.
Claire Adams

in Cast of

Hampton's "The Spend ers'
The next Benjamin B. Hampton production scheduled for publication by
Hodkinson
"The Spenders."
In the castwillarebe Claire
Adams, Robert
McKim, Joseph J. Dowling, Niles Welch,
little Betty Brice, Adele Farrington, Virginia Harold
Harris, OttoHolland.
Lederer, Tom Ricketts and
MY

GOOD

FRIENDS"

Scene from the Selznick picture, "Dangerous
is featured. Paradise," in which Louise Huh
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in

Publicizing Serial, "Velvet" Fingers
Three hundred newspapers throughout Lake Telegram , Salt Lake Tribune, San
the United States are to be used in the Francisco Call, Seattle Times, Spokane
Chronicle, Washington (D. C.) Times, Balforthcoming national advertising camtimore News, Indianapolis Star.
paign arranged by I'athe in conjunction
This advertising campaign has been
directed toward giving the small town
with its exploitation of "Velvet Fingers,"
a serial starring George B. Seitz, with exhibitor the full amount of co-operation,
in accordance with the assistance
Marguerite Courtot.
The principal newspapers in every oiv: being rendered big town showmen.
Analyze Newspaper Field
of the thirty-two territories will participate in the campaign, which in scope and
Careful analysis of the entire newswas made by the Pathe adamount of business is probabb- the big- perer fieldvertising
department. Only those papers
gest
national
advertising
attempted
L-v
with the largest rural, as well as urban
Pathe.
circulations, were considered.
Leading Papers Listed
The first episode of "Velvet Fingers,"
Some of the leading papers through
entitled "To Catch a Thief." was slated
which Pathe will co-operate with ex- for publication on December 5. This is
the third episode play in which George
hibitors showing "Velvet Fingers" are:
Albany Times I nion, Syracuse Post Seitz has appeared for Pathe with Marguerite Courtot.
Standard, Utica Herald-Dispatch. Atlanta
Journal, Nashville Banner. Boston Globe.
Boston Traveler, Boston Record. Buffalo
Break Ground for Theatre
Nnvs, Louisville Herald, Dayton News,
ST. CLOUD. MINN. — Ground is beSpringfield (Ohio) Neu-s, Columbus Dispatch, Cleveland News, Cleveland Press.
ing broken for the new theatre to be constructed at St. Germain street and Tenth
Denver Post, Detroit Free Press, Detroit
avenue. The architect and principal
News.
Kansas
City
Post,
M
ilwaukee
%)
'ourstockholder
is Leo W. Schaefer. Others
nal, St. Paul News, Minneapolis Journal,
Newark News, New Orleans Item, Spring- interested are John Henry, A. C. Cooper,
field Journal, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Salt M. F. Cook and H. J. Breen.
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Will

Choose Popular
Star for Film BalJ
Event Stated for Hotel Astor
January 5 — Big Ext itive
Sought
as Gue.<„
Plans for
the grand
ball vhich will
be given at the Hotel Astor on the evening of January 5 by the Chamber of
Commerce of the M. P. T. O. A. are rapidly
assuming concrete form. Various members of the several committees have reported that much enthusiasm is being
manifested by members of .he organization, and that evidences of cooperation
from all lines of the industry may be expected to make this event one that will
long be remembered. This will be tht
first big affair given by any branch ot
the film industry since the last ball conducted several vears ago by the Screen
Club.
One of the features of the ball wil
be the decision of judges as to who i;
the most popular motion picture star
Harry Reichenbach, director of exploita
tion and publicity, has made arrangements with two big New York news
papers to cooperate in the popularity
contest, and coupons will be printed it
these papers on which the public wil
have the opportunity of expressing them
selves as to their favorite star. The con
test will include all stars in the industry
whether male or female.
Newspapers Aid Contest
The votes in this contest will be as
sembled by the various theatre owner
belonging
the association,
night of theto ball
the winner and
will on
be anth1
nounced. Each member of the organiza
tion has agreed to place a ballot box i
the lobby of his theatre, into which th
public may deposit their ballots. Furthe
particulars of the contest will be give
the
publicetc.,through
the particulars
use of slide.'
heralds,
and full
wi
also
be
printed
in
the
papers
which wiconduct the contest.
The popularity contest is only one <
a dozen other devices which will b
used to stimulate public interest in th
ball and entertainment. The midwa
plaisance, which will be a feature, wi
be built in a room adjoining the ba
room. Two of the foremost outdoc
showmen in the United States ha\
agreed to give their time to arrangin
the features of the plaisance, and a sho
of unprecedented magnitude is promise
Moss Arranges Program
B. S. Moss, who is chairman of tl
vaudeville entertainment committee, r
ports that he has already arranged f<
several big headliners to appear. Invit
tions are being sent to a number '
prominent city, state and national figur«
and acceptances have been received fro
several. It is planned to have one ■
the biggest personages of Washingtc
attend. Acceptances have already bei
received from two stars now in Ca
fornia.
American

Company

Has

Record Sale of Special
Recent specials on which many
American's salesmen have been makii
successful records during the last fe
months are: "A Live Wire Hick," sta
ring William Russell; "The Week Enc
"Peggy Rebels," featuring Mary Mil
Minter; "The House of Toys," from t!
novel by Henry Russell Miller, and
LightHelen
Woman,"
and
Jeromefeaturing
Eddy. Charles Oa

December '8, 1920
Woman

Faints As
Arbuckle Tumbles
Fatt. arbuckle, famed as a comedian, ha< demonstrated his ability
as a tragedian.
At the Randolph theatre, Chicago, Arbuckle's latest feature,
"The Life of the Party," attracted
record attendance throughout its
run.
In the ro'e of the hero, Arbuckle
in one scene reels backwards,
somersaulting toward an open window. With a grimace of funny
horror, he flips out and drops
toward the street below.
Thanksgiving Day, a woman who
had been watching this scene with
increasing horror, fainted as the
comedian dived through the window. Attendants carried her from
her seat and administered first aid.

lapital Closes Several
Territories on Single
Reel Tusun Comedies
State rights on the single-reel Bobbie
ay Tusun comedies are selling rapidly,
cording to advice received from Capil Film Company.
During the last week the following
ate right exchanges closed for the terories they represent: Independent
aster Film Company, Detroit, Mich.;
:arce Films, New Orleans, La., for
ississippi, North Carolina, South Caroa, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and
orida; Masterpiece Film Attractions,
liladelphia, Pa., for Eastern Pennsylhia and Southern New Jersey; Standd Film Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
r Missouri and Southern Illinois; R. D.
:wis Film Company, Dallas, Tex., for
kansas and Oklahoma; Peerless Film
■rvice, San Francisco and Los Angeles,
Id Unity Photoplay Company, Chi<?o, for Northern Illinois and Indiana.
The first of the Tusun comedies, "New
.lgia," will be ready for issue about
20. The
right ofbuyers
mo■cember
have viewed
the state
first three
these
medies credit them as being the comfy that fills a long felt want.

imtar's "Courage" Sold
For Franklin Production
oseph M. Schenck has concluded negations for the film rights to Andrew
'jtar's "Courage."
t will be Sidney Franklin's second intiendent production for Associated
1st National. "Parrot & Co." his initial
eort, was completed recently.
Jchenck also obtained the rights to
n Principal," which will be filmed unc the title, "Satan's Paradise." with
-;rma Talmadge as the star. Sada
I wan, the scenarioist, has been engaged
t collaborate with Franklin in the prepof the continuity for the screen
Pation
duction.
tew Theatre for Hastings
TASTINGS, MICH.— A site in West
-te street has been purchased by R. I.
fndershott, who plans to erect a mo"i picture theatre in the spring.
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Sixty-Four
Theatre
Circuits Are
Holding
Realart Star Franchises
J. S. Woody,

General

Manager,

Declares

Importance

of Plan's Success Can Not Be Overestimated
— Makes Public Complete List
Realart emphasizes an achievement in
the announcement this week that with
very few exceptions, all the dominant
motion picture theatre circuits in the
country are holders of Realart's Star
Franchise for 1920-21, carrying with it
the theatre rights to thirty-six productions.
There are sixty-four motion picture
house circuits on Realart's list of franchise holders, covering every section of
the United States. They include a majority of the largest and best known
circuits as well as a big percentage of
the smaller ones. These circuits are
represented by theatres in every large
city. The territory covered takes in the
key cities of New York, San Francisco,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Denver, Philadelphia, Boston, Omaha, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Detroit, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Washington
and St. Louis.
Woody Well Pleased
Several circuits have secured the franchise for all of their theatres. In every
case Realart pictures will be shown in
one or more houses in a given circuit.
"The importance of this announcement
can scarcely be over-emphasized," said
General Manager J. S. Woody. "Realart considers itself exceptionally fortunate because in practically every section
of the country where there is an important circuit, that circuit is a holder of
Realart's Star Franchise.
"While it is purely a matter of cold
business with these circuits it is, none
the less, a high tribute to the wide popuof Realart's
that all
theyof have
been larity
chosen
by pictures
practically
the
largest and most powerful circuits."
List of Theatre Circuits
The list of motion picture theatre circuits holding
Realart's Star Franchise
for 1920-21
follows:
Ackerman & Harris, San Francisco;
Adams Theatres Company, Omaha;
Allen & Charrette, Boston; American
Amusement Enterprises, Minneapolis;
Ascher Brothers, Chicago, Cincinnati;
A. F. Baker, Kansas City; Balaban &
Katz, Chicago; Balognino, New York;
A. S. Black. Boston; A. H. Blank.
Omaha; L. M. Boas, Boston; Brandon
& Bradbury, New York; L. W. Brophy,
Kansas City; Mark Browarsky, Pittsburgh; L. D. Chamberlain, Philadelphia;
Columbia Amusement Company, Pittsburgh: Sydney Cohen, New York; M. E.
Comeford Amusement Company, Philadelphia; Harry M. Crandall, Washington.
L. A. DeHoff, Washington; Bernard
Depkins, Jr., Washington; Fred Dolle
Circuit, Cincinnati: Frank Durkee Washington; J. B. Elliot, Cincinnati; Elm
Amusement Company, Boston; Famous
Players-Missouri Corporation, St. Louis;
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Chicago, Detroit;
William Fox, Denver, New York;
Frankel Circuit, Cincinnati; Nathan
Friedberg, Pittsburgh; General Theatres
Corporation, Buffalo; Gore & Lesser.
Los Angeles; Samuel Gould, Pittsburgh;
W. P. Gray. Boston; Gumbiner Brothers,
Chicago; Hildinger Booking Company,

Philadelphia; J. E. Hostettler, Omaha;
A. J. Kavanagh, Minneapolis.
Loew's Enterprises, Inc., New York,
Cleveland; J. Lowrie, Boston; Lubliner
& Trinz, Chicago; S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Atlanta, Charlotte; Lynch-Hulsey
Circuit, Dallas; Manning & Wink, Atlanta; W. P. McCartney, Pittsburgh;
Charles Nolte. Washington; Orpheum
Circuit, Chicago: Walter Pacy, Washington; S. Z. Poli, New York, Boston;
Ezra Rhodes,
Chicago; Rubin & Finkelstein,
Minneapolis.
Saenger Circuit, New Orleans; H.
Schoenstadt & Sons, Chicago; Sears &
Jones, Kansas City; M. B. Shanberg,
Kansas City; Signal Amusement Company, Atlanta; W. A. Shea, Boston;
Stanley Booking Company, Philadelphia;
James Steele, Detroit; U. B. O., New
York.
War Department — M. P. Service,
Washington, Boston, Cincinnati; Otto
Wells, Washington; Wilmer & Vincent,
Philadelphia; Wolf & Springer, New
York.
New

York First to View
New Pearl White Picture
New York theatregoers were first to
attend public showings of William Fox's
presentations of Pearl White in "The
Thief," screen version of Henri Bernseasonsstein's
ago, stage
alsoplay,
for seen
the initially
first timea few
in New
York.
These showings were preliminaries to
the general issue of this second Pearl
White special during the week starting
November 28. Fox exchanges throughout the world are supplied with prints.

MILDRKD HARRIS I II VIM. IN
1 a scene from "The Woman in Hi»
House."
Mayer production,
distributeda Louis
by FirstII. National.
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ag eration ofstage villains and consistently maintain the key of naturalistic
interpretation. But it is the acting of Russell Simpson which really carries tht
picture. His is the difficult task to make
us accept the slaying of a son by hi;
own father. To make plausible an actior
so repugnant to civilized men require;
not only skill, but the deepest' under
standing
of thebulletin
dramatist's
The current
of theintention.'
Nationa
Motion Picture League picked out tw<
recent Goldwyn pictures for recora
mendation for both young people an<
adults — "Get Rich Quick Edgar," one o
the Booth Tarkington two-reel comedie
of
Marytaken
Roberts
"It'sboya life,
GreatandLife,"
from Rinehart'
her stor;
of boys' "prep" school life called "Th
Empire Builders."
Vitagraph Builds Up
Its Exchange Systeir
Present Year Seas Three Addi
tions Bringing Number

Alice Calhoun
in "Princess
firstJoeVitagraph
picturein inherwhich
she stars.
Vincent Coleman,
HelenJones,"
DuBoisher and
Burke appear
support.
ii!i!iu[iiniiniii!!iiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiil
fnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinii niiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii
"Godless

Men"

Given

Unusual

Praise

Goldwyn Production Is Listed First In Review Board's
"Exceptional Photoplays," Chosen by National Body's
Newly Appointed Committee on Critique — Lists 4 Films
siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin u i iii tin iiiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiHiHuuiiuuiu
After detailing an outline of the story
GOLDWYN'S production of "Godthe critique continues:
less Men," a Reginald Barker pro"And now the action proceeds with
duction, based upon Ben Ames Wil- such
unerring force and sureness that it
creates
not only a picture of exceptional
liams' sea tale, "Black Pawl," is given a
place of honor in the new medium for merit but a tragedy so well motivated
leaves the spectator with that pereviewing pictures just inaugurated by that it culiar
exhaltation which the true tragic
the National Board of Review called
masters have always been able to extract
"Exceptional Photoplays." The first is- out of the very heart
» » of» pain.
sue is just out and bears date of Novem"To this end Mr. Reginald Barker, as
ber, 1920. Three other productions were
producer, has notably contributed. Just
selected for review in this issue, "Pasas
Black
Pawl's
harbors
the
sion," "The Sin that Was His" and "The
forces
which
bothship
destroy
and all
purify
Devil's
Garden,"
but
"Godless
Men"
is
him,
so
the
producer
has
managed
to
listed first.
keep the whole action on board the ship.
Believing that the time was ripe for Throughout
the five reels, there is no
undertaking a critique of the best photo- change of scene except from deck to
plays that would give a more serious cabin and no scenery beyond the sea
appraisal of motion pictures than is
sky. This bold concentration lends
usually bestowed upon them, the na- and
the picture an extraordinary unity. It
tional board has named a committee on is
hardly noticed unless called to your
critique, consisting of eleven members
attention. And yet it has a very subtle
whose duty it is to pick out those pic- effect. For it lends the ship dramatic
tures having unusual qualifications — out- personality and really makes it a part
standing dramatic, artistic, pictorial and of the cast.
instructive
entertainment quality — for
"And yet the finest achievement of
review.
* * *
'Godless Men' might easily have been
missed had the cast been less skillfully
Pictures are chosen for consideration
chosen. The acting throughout this picture is marked by a return to that fine
by a two-thirds vote of the review group
originally seeing the production. The
naturalism which has almost been
crowded out of our films by the prettyfilm iseral
then
discussed
the board's
committee
and by
passed
on to genthe pretty school of actresses and the slapcommittee on critique where it is acdash swagger type of actor. Helene
Chadwick, as the only woman on the
cepted or rejected for review in "Exceptional Photoplays" in executive ses- ship, under peculiarly trying circumsion.
stances, gives a notable portrait of fearless innocence.
"Godless
only stood
up out,
un* * *
der this acidMen"
test,notGoldwyn
points
but was ranked first in the four pictures
acting of James Mason as the
selected for review in the first issue of son"The
and of Robert Dortman as the cowardly
assassin are careful studies of evil
the board's
reviewing oforgan
contains no advertising
motionwhich
pictures.
natures, which never lapse into the ex-

to Twenty-Seven
While Vitagraph has been increasin
its production facilities during the pa:
year, it has kept equal pace with its di:
tributing chain, nearly every link <
which has been strengthened during th
past year and a half. In a little moi
than a year it has added three new e:
changes to its system, and either bui
new homes or leased greatly enlarge
quarters for nine other existing branc
offices in the most important cities. ,
Has Twenty-seven Exchanges
The Vitagraph exchanges in the Uniti
States and Canada now number twent
seven. In ten of the largest cities it h
been found necessary to secure larg
and more perfectly equipped homes f
the branch offices. These are Philadi
phia, Kansas City, New Orleans, Was
ington, D. C, Seattle, Denver, St. Joh
N. B., Dallas, Chicago, San Francis
and New York. In the last named ci
the general offices moved to handsoi
new offices at 469 Fifth avenue.
In Seattle, Dallas, Chicago and S
Francisco new buildings were erect<
The new Chicago exchange at 839-£
South Wabash avenue cost approximati
$200,000. The new Dallas exchange
1801-3 Commerce street is one of t
largest and best equipped in the Soi
and Southwest The new and spacic
exchange at San Francisco at 215 Golc
Gate avenue is one of the finest in t
West.
Complete List Given
As reorganized and extended, the Vi •
graph exchanges in the United Sta ;
and Canada now include those in •
bany, N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; Boston. Ma:;
Buffalo. N. Y.; Chicaeo, 111.; Cincinn ,
O.; Cleveland, O.; Dallas, Tex ; Den\,
Colo.; Detroit, Mich.; Kansas City. M;
Los Angeles, Cal.; Minneapolis, Mir!
Montreal, Canada; New Orleans, 1 1
New York, N. Y.; Omaha, Neb.; Ph delphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh. Pa.; St. Jof N. B., Canada; St. Louis, Mo.; Salt Li
City, Utah; San Francisco, Cal.; Seat .
Wash.;
Toronto,
Canada;
D. C, and
Winnipeg,
Canada.Washing!.
While Vitagraph has been active i
increasing its distribution facilities a
this contnent, it has also greatly "
tended its scope in Europe by purcha<?
the famous Ruffell's system of exchans
in England,
which 800
it establish
contact
withthrough
more than
additid
theatres. This market completes a tribution field which includes all e
principal cities of the British Isles.
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Exhibitors Supply
Has Rapid Growth
Several Executives Added to
Meet Demands of Growing Business
The Exhibitors Supply Company of
Chicago has had perhaps one of the most
of any of the conphenomenal growths engaged
in the sellcerns in the industry
ing of theatre equipment.
Five years and one-half ago H. A. R.
manDutton, now president and general
ager of the company; K. R. Douglas,
treasand G. A. Lincoln,
vice-president, the
business in a small
urer, started
the
Today
.
room in the Mailers building
business has grown to such proportions
that offices and stores are located in five
:ities, Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis and Indianapolis.
Many Executives Added
The business has grown so rapidly durlast year that some very impor•ing the
tant additions to the home office were
nade necessary.
Mr. Dutton, who has been in full
:harge of purchasing, sales and headvertisfelt it
ng reached the point where
<vas more than one man could handle and
je wisely added an advertising and sales
Dromotion man and a purchasing agent.
George E. De Kruif, who has had
has
such work, and
:welve years' experienceof inadvertisin
g
seen put in charge
sales promotion.
W. J. Ryan Purchasing Agent
J. Ryan, formerly assistant purW.
,
:hasing agent for the American Steel
Machinery Company, will sit in at the
Durchasing agent's desk.
Another move to better the good servce the Exhibitors Supply Company has
jeen giving the exhibitor is the placing
jf Joseph J. Duffy as manager of Chireleasing Mr. Lincoln for gensales, work.
:ago
:ral sales
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Suite

Metro

of

Metro

Offices

In

New

York

Gutted

by

Fire

Blaze

Which

Officials

Avert

Panic

During

Originated in Projection Room — Loss Is
Estimated at More Than $25,000
NEW

YORK, Dec. 7. — A number of offices of Metro Pictures Corporation inthe Longacre building were gutted last Wednesday by a spectacular fire which endangered the lives of scores of employees and caused
damage to the extent of $25,000. Through the prompt action of Metro
heads a panic was averted and no one was injured.
The fire started in the projection room during a special showing of
"Polly with a Past," starring Ina Claire, which was witnessed by Richard
A. Rowland, W. E. Atkinson and J. E. D. Meador. The operator, Ralph
Jones, had just taken off the fourth reel and was putting on the fifth when
in an inexplicable manner the end of the fourth reel caught fire. Jones
threw the reel from the fire-proof booth and began playing water upon it
from an extinguisher.
President Saves Operator From Injury
At the first flash Richard A. Rowland leaped to his feet and found
that the blazing reel was hemming Jones in the booth. He leaped into
the booth and dragged out Jones, who was becoming overcome from the
fumes of the celluloid.
The flames spread with rapidity, endangering the force at work in the accounting department, which adjoins the
projection room. W. E. Atkinson sent
these employes out of the room through
a rear exit and then returned to help
J. E. D. Meador, who had seized fire apparatus close at hand.
Other Offices Gutted
Meanwhile an alarm had been sent in
NOTABLES

and in a few minutes the fire department
was on the scene. All of the offices facing both Broadway and Forty-second
street were almost comp-letely gutted.
The loss is not covered by insurance.
The fire occurred at an hour when
Times Square is crowded. Police reserves were necessary to keep the crowds
at a distance from the burning building.

ON THE

LASKY

LOT

Robertson-Cole's Lupin
Story, "813," Going Big,
Is Report of Branches
Robertson-Cole's branches all over the
United States report rapid bookings for
'813," the special founded on the Arsene
Lupin story of the same name, and featuring Wedgwood Nowell.
Prints are now in the branches, and
this detective and mystery picture is
starting its first run in all parts of the
:ountry.
Other members of the cast are: Ralph
Lewis, Wallace Beery, J. P. Lockney,
William V. Mong. Colin Kenny, H. Mil.on Ross, Thornton Edwards, Frederick
Vroom, Mark Fenton, Kathryn Adams,
Laura LaPlant and Vera Steadman.
Sunrise Will Distribute

Peggy Hyland Feature
Sunrise Pictures Corporation, 220
West Forty-second street, New York,
tnnounce that it has acquired the United
States and Canadian rights to its first
special production, "The Price of
Silence,"
star cast. with Peggy Hyland and an allThe story is taken from the novel,
'At
the Mercy
by Augusta
1. Evans
Wilson.of InTiberius,"
the supporting
cast
re Campbell Gullan, Tom Chatterton.
3aisy Robinson, Dorothy Gordon and
/an Dycke. The picture will be ready
or issue the latter part of December
ind will be sold on a state right basis.

Left to right — Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation;
Avery Hopwood, Edward Knoblock and Robert Loraine.
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Ince

Tour
of Key
Cities
advertised
commodity
for
women. The
Practical Demonstration
nature of the picture permits of thL
form of promotion.
of Straight - from-the
Under the existing arrangements, more
Studios Service Is to
than forty full pages of rotogravure advertising, inwhich the copy ami illustraBe Given
"Lying metropolitan
Lips," will
appeartions will
inadvertise
the leading
THE Ince slogan — "Straight-from-thcdailies simultaneously with the run of
studios" service — will . be given a
practical demonstration for the publica- the picture.
» * *
January for30,Associated
of Thomas Producers.
H. Ince's
secondtion on special
One of the big episodes in "Lying
"Lying
Lips," which
is claimed since
to he the
his Lips" shows the sinking of an ocean
most convincing
achievement
liner and its subsequent shelling by the
spectacle,
United was
States
battleship
According"Civilization."
to an announcement made
which
chartered,
crew"Minneapolis."
and all, by
this week from the Ince studios on the Thomas
H. Ince.
Pacific coast, a direct-to-the-exhihitor
Special publicity stills of the sailors
drive that will establish a precedent for
holding
a huge banner reading: "We're
scope and practicability will precede,
accompany and trail the distribution of in the movies now! Sunk a ship for
Thomas H .Ince's vivid drama of life and
"Lying
\ moiNI \ \ \i. i.i
love. 'Lying Lips,' " were made by the
Hunt Lips."
Stromberg, director of publicity
Who
appear hn n hlondr In "SeatlInce publicity forces, and will be supand advertising for Mr. Ince, will leave
mentnl
Tommy,"
lln> new I'nrnmount
plied exhibitors in 80 by 40 size for winfeature.
Los Angeles the latter part of December
dow display, lobby frames and for
ko«'h in forVirginia
occult htm
nrt. dark fre«nea aad
for a tour of the principal key cities to
perSonally conducted a new idea in an special
selves. exploitation by the sailors themGina Relly Will Star in
exhibitor-newspaper co-operative enterSpecial lobby displays, several of them
Pathe French Features
prise which, according to plans, the de- effectively illuminated: enlargements of
tails of which will be divulged later,
Gina Relly, French dramatic actress
scene stills; folders for adwill insure the new A. P. production a portraitsvance and
direct mail and audience distribu- has signed a contract with the French
record
volume of feature newspaper
tion, and other practical promotional
Pathe Company to star in a series of big
* * broadsides.
*
space and "follow-up"
features will be included in the big camspecial 1921.
productions to be made abroad
during
Assisting Stromberg in the national
paign
for
"Lying
Lips."
The Ince studios further report that
campaign will be a staff of seven ex- an advance newspaper and magazine
Workring on
the has
firstbegun
of Mile.at Relly's
starvehicle
the Pathei
ploitation specialists. Hogart Rogers and
publicity
campaign
has
been
in
progress
in Paris. It is entitled "Tin
Marc Lachmann, the former a newspaper
since November 1. In the leading fan studio
Fmperor
of thefrom
Poor,"
and was
man of wide experience, the latter a for- magazines on the stands in January will for
the screen
the story
of theadapted
same
mer newspaper man and exhibitor, will appear many news and pictorial features
name
by
Monsieur
Champsaur,
a well
leave California simultaneously with
known French author.
Stromberg. Five additional men will de- bearing upon "Lying Lips."
part during the first week in January.
Under this system, exhibitors ot
Thomas II. ! nee- Associated Producers
productions are guaranteed a minimum
Harry Sherman
Active in Production
of four weeks' advance promotion and
publicity. The direct personal exploitaWith Majority of Territory Assignee
tion will continue, however, during the
With franchises allotted in all but a loss, has convinced Dr. Sherman, it i
actual periods of presentation, the adhalf dozen territories in the United States
vance trips constituting an extra "bonus''
said, that he need spare no legitimat'
and Canada and with applications for expense
in the form of "dircct-from-the-studios"
in making productions whid
co-operation.
the balance under consideration, Harry
will compare favorably with the mos
Heading the list of "Lying Lips" camelaborate
and costly attractions now of
A.
Sherman,
president
of
Sherman
Propaign-features ias link-up with one of the
ductions Corporation, is devoting his fered.
prominent manufacturers of a nationally
energies to the development of his proWon't Limit Expenditure
duction plans.
These plans contemplate the purchase
the better the attraction
of four or more of the published works of the"Obviously,
more money there is in it for botl
an eminent writer of popular fiction in the
distributor
and exhibitor," says Mr
America for screen presentation by SherSherman, "and under the method of op
man Productions Corporation and the en- eration of Sherman Productions Corpora
gagement of two well-known stars.
tion, which depends for its profits entire!;
In Completing Contract
on the exchange's income from a givei
One of these artists, who is now finish- film, I am convinced that there will b
ing a contract with one of the larger no object in holding down the cost o
if by so doing its bo:
film companies, has been definitely en- any
office production,
value is reduced.
gaged to transfer her talents to produc"Five or ten thousand dollars oftei
tions under the Sherman banner immediately after the conclusion of her pres- make all the difference between
ent picture, while the other, who is now
mediocre or poor picture and what woul'
be a first-class attraction, which mean
on the there
coast, to
is awaiting
Mr.
Sherman's
arrival
complete
the
necessary
frequently the difference between an ac
details.
tual net loss, to say nothing of dissatis
An early announcement will be made
faction all the way down the line fror
regarding both these players and the the producer to the public, and a profi
vehicles in which they will make their of handsome dimensions.
initial debut.
"Compared to the amount necessary ti
The reception which the Sherman plan have
made the picture a box office fea
has received and the methods under
in the first place, the latter woul
which it will operate with the distributor ture
make the expenditure look like 30 cent
has been so universally cordial among
John D.'s bank roll. What I wan
independent exchanges everywhere and in
make plain is that every picture whic
the recognition the plan has received as to
BRYANT WASHBURN
Sherman Productions Corporation put
Starring in the Screenplaiy* Productions,
offering unusual advantages to the fran- out will be a real feature, no matter wha
chise-holders in securing them against
Inc., feature, "The Road to Loidon,"
it costs to make."
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Will
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at Capitol
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Fox Makes Lavish Promise
For Forthcoming Feature
"Blind ofWives"
ItKnoblock's
is the declared conviction
William
Fox that when "Blind Wives" is published on December 19. an offering will
be available that is unusual even in
these days of great investments in photoplay production.
Luxury, but not extravagance: production cost that will show upon thf
>crevn: elaborateness in scenic investiture and settings: correctness in locations and atmosphere, and a cast selected
for Mioiv.dual fitness to depict every
character, are some of the assurances
Fox makes on behalf of "Blind Wives."
r-ive chapters, or episodes, are coordinated in the Knoblock photoplay.
Five separate stories are assembled in detail, all bearing directly upon the prevailing theme of the narrative — the
blindness and extravagance of women of
fashion who strive to outdress one another as they move behind the showwindows
of his
"society."
Brabin took
companyDirector
into farCharles
places
to picture some of the scenes.

Production Will Open on December 12— Pola Negri
Is Star in Foreign Picture Which Was
Directed by Ernst Lubitsch
get his effects without overloading his
'"Passion," the Associated First Xa- to
scene. He achieves a maximum effect
bonal Pictures. Inc., special production
with an economy of means which never
tarring Pola Xegri. the famous conti- leads him into exaggeration. In this part
nental star, is to have its premiere in of the picture he has hurried history
New York at the Capitol theatre. It will along a little too fast by putting the
Revolution immediately after the exile ot
[pen there Sunday, December 12.
Madame Du Barry and entirely omitting
Three things in connection with this the
reign of Louis XVI. But he is
production make its premiere a big event artistically justified in this because he
h the theatrical world. It is the first purposes to show to how great an extent the dissoluteness of the court misllm of any pretentions to be imported
tresses helped to bring about the French
roni Europe since the war, and in it the Revolution.
And he may also have had
llm industry in this country will find in mind that the story of Marie Antoihe answer as to whether Europe took up
nette is too good a film to lose by treatroduction where it was dropped in 1914
ing it as a mere incident."
t the outbreak of the world war. or it
roducers there have been able to bridge
he six-year gap, and begin on a par with "It Might Happen to You"
To Have Eastern Premiere
vmerican production in 1920.
Marks Debut of Star
"It Might Happen to You," the Shen- Arrow Film Will Handle
The film also marks the debut of Pola field-Ennis
novelty comedy starring
Cegri as a star and Ernst Lubitsch as a
Billy" Mason and a company
lirector in America. Miss Xegri is hailed "Smiling
Special, "The Deceiver"
y critics as being equal, if not superior. of animal performers, will be given i
An early issue of "The Deceiver," a»
run
presentation
at
Poli's
Palacespecial
production made by American
d any emotional actress in the world, first
theatre. Xew Haven, Conn., one week
md if she is accepted at this valuation
in January.
Lifeograph Company of Portland. Ore.,
y the American public, there is a large
It is the intention of the producers to tion.
is announced by Arrow Film Corporatock of elaborate productions which
follow the premiere at Xew Haven with
undoubtedly will be brought to this coun- presentations of a similar nature in the
The cast includes such well-known
ry, for she has starred in productions various first run cities throughout the people
as Jean Hersholt, Lee Hill. Carol
tiling the type of story that never grows
Holloway. Bert Sprotte and William
States to increase the exploitaId. The interest in Mr. Lubitsch is Unitedtion value
Dills. The direction was in the hands
of
this
production
and
assist
carcely secondary to that felt in regard
various state right buyers in whose
of Jean Hersholt and Louis H. Moomaw.
d Miss Xegri. He has been hailed as the
territories these first runs will be given. while Ch de Cook was at the camera.
the Griffith of Europe."
The third point which has aroused in;rest is the unaniminity with which
ritics have hailed the picture as an
poch-making production. The exhibits' journals have declared the film to
Waitin' for the 5:15 Train
e the equal of any produced in America.
Newspaper critics in the few places as
et where it has been given public or
rivate showings, notably Paterson.
I. J., and Philadelphia, have accepted it
s a revelation in superdrama and motion
icture photography.
Picked by National Board
Probably the greatest compliment,
owever. that has been paid the producon is its inclusion in the first four "Exeptional
by the
ommittee Photoplays"
on critique selected
of the Xational
•oard of Review. This committee, comosed of the foremost critics in the
mntry. giving its reasons for the selecon of "Passion." says in part:
"It foreign
is very picture
gratifying
to find thatshown
this
rst
of importance
i this country since the war sets a
:andard of which our best producers
lay well be envious. Mr. Ernst
•ubitsch. working with an international
ist and with the palaces of Europe to
hoose from for his settings, has achieved
n excellence in this type of screen specicle which will not be easily surpassed,
"he
of will
the bring
interiors
are
lade appointments
with a care that
delight
5 the student of the Louis XV period
f decoration, while the formal garden
Kteriors that represent Versailles recall
ie works of Watteau.
Shows Skill in Direction
"Whenof the
into Mr.
the
vents
the story
French plunges
Revolution.
ubitsch shows a skill in crowd composion and the dramatic clash of massed
The happy quartette which put the fun in "You'll Be Surprised," a Chester comedy
to be distributed by Educat ional exchanges this month.
roups which proves that he knows how
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Diversity

of Scenes Is Strong
Element
in Mae
Marsh

Picture

Robertson-Cole's "The Little' Fraid Lady" Will Be
Published Shortly— Production Adapted
From G. Adolfi Story
The wide range of scene, of interest,
piquant charm — the grace and beauty
of action and of character is one of the which made her one of the most popular of stars — are preserved in "The Little
strongest elements of "The Little 'Fraid
'Fraid
which is destined to please
all
her Lady,"
old admirers.
Lady," starring Mae Marsh, and soon to
Stars
as an Artist
be published by Robertson-Cole as the
The role in which Miss Marsh comes
"come-back picture" of this distinctive
little star who has been away from the before the public in this Robertson-Cole
special is that of Cecelia, an artist, who
screen for nearly two years.
has left her home in the city and gone
"The Little 'Fraid Lady" is adapted to to the woods to live, so that she may
the screen from "The Girl Who Lived be away from the sham and deception of
in the Woods," a popular novel by theHermetropolis.
struggle for existence in the wilds
Marjorie Benton Cooke, and was directed
is keen. She paints landscapes, but the
by John G. Adolfi. Its scene ranges
return for her labor is small and not at
from the simple homes of those who live all adequate. The entering wedge to
in the northwoods to the woodland
her happiness happens along in the form
palaces of the rich who vacation there, of a little chap who wouTd make friends
and thence to the lair of thieves in the with her. She is not inclined to be
friendly with him and he calls her his
metropolis, to Greenwich Village at its "Little 'Fraid Lady." The persistency
most interesting tide and to the courts of of the child wins out in the long run
law, where those who transgress against and she recovers happiness and learns to
love.
society must suffer the consequences.
The supporting cast includes Tully
Picture Does Not Suffer
Marshall, Kathleen Kirkham, Charles
While the diversity of scene, interest, Meredith, Herbert Prior, Gretchen Hartaction and character is marked, the gen- man and George Bertholom, Jr.
eral effect docs not suffer. The transitions are well planned and executed, the
co-ordination of action is perfect, and the
Ohio Theatre in Building
great range of scene and action fits together to make a harmonious whole. The
CUYAHOGA FALLS, O.— The new
$200,000 theatre and office building
effect attained is that one is looking upon
a very large section of life, which is financed and owned by H. Rosenthal of
so vivid and moving that even the Ravenna and Louis Miller of Akron, is
smallest details are seen plainly and im- under construction. It will be erected
pressively.
at the corner of Portage and Front
Miss Marsh is given a character which
streets, the theatre to have a seating cafits her well. All her wistfulness and
pacity for 1,000 people.
"THERE'S

THE

DOOR,

BEAT
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Film Screen History of
Sackson Barnett, Indian
The life history and spectacular runaway marriage of Jackson Barnett, tht
multi-millionaire Creek Indian incom
petent of Oklahoma, has been recorde.
in a one-reel feature by Ben C. Eastir
of Henryetta, Okla., and the productiot
is being distributed on the independen
market at news reel rates.
Barnett is the Indian who created publicity last spring by his donations tc
philanthropy.. Then came his runawa}
marriage to Anna Lourie Lowe of Tulsa
and the subsequent trial of the two a
Coffeyville,
Kan.,ofin Barnett,
which C. sougjht
J. O'Hortc
nett, guardian
annul the marriage vows on the ground:
of his ward's incompetency.
Jewel Carmen

Starred in

Metro's "Silver Lining'
Richard A. Rowland, president o
Metro Pictures Corporation, announce
that the company has obtained for ex
elusive distribution the Roland Wes
producton, "The Silver Lining," starrini
Jewel
The Carmen.
picture, made by Iroquois Filn
Corporation, is a feature of six reels
written and directed by West. Others ii
the cast include Virginia Valli, Arthu
Donaldson, Leslie Austen, Julia Swayn
Gordon, J. Herbert Frank and Gladdei
James. The dancers, Dorothy Dickso:
and Carl Hyson, add some of their artis
tic interpretations
to the Southern cab'
aret
scenes.
Leading Theatres Book
Pauline Frederick Filn
"A Slave of Vanity" has been booke
or already run at such houses as th
Picture Garden theatre, Baltimore.
Albany;
Majestic, Cal.;
Columbus;
State, Sacramento,
Pantheon,Loew'
Tc
ledo; Tudor, New Orleans; Art, Kansa
City; Florence, Pasadena; Loew Circui
New York City; Southern Enterprise
Atlanta, and Ascher Brothers. Chicago.
"Iris," by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, th
famous British playwright, is the basis c
the feature. In the cast with Paulin
Frederick are Nigel Barrie, Willar
Louis, Maude Louis, Daisy Robinsoi
Arthur
Hoye, Ruth Handforth an
Howard Gaye.
Barnard

Randall Cast in

Stoll's "Determination1
Barnard Randall is cast in the part c
Dean
the ofDeacon,
mind"
the band
crooks the
that"master
form one
of th<
important angles in "Determination
Captain F. F. Stoll's feature, which
nearing completion at the Grantwoo>
N. J., studios of United States Photopla
Corporation.
John L. McCutcheon, the director,
working on a schedule that will con
plete the camera work by the first oft!
year. Following the tilting and cuttin;
•the picture will be ready for issue eari
in February, its producers state.

Mae Marsh and Tully Marshall in a scene from the Robertson-Cole special feature,
"The Little 'Fraid Lady."

Enlarge Carthage Theatre
CARTHAGE, MO.— The Delphu
theatre, I. P. Williams manager, will ui
dergo improvements
that that
will include
addition
of a balcony
will brintl
the seating capacity to 700.
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City Exchange

Morris Kline and Maurice
Salkin Are Executives
of the Company
Blackstone Pictures, Inc., is the latest
addition to Chicago's list of independent
exchanges. Morris Kline is president;
Maurice Salkin, associate member, and
R. H. Hadf.eld, manager. The company
is located at 21 East Seventh street.
Obtain American Pictures
With the purpose of offering exhibitors
a picture each week, the company has
closed negotiations with the American
Film Company for twelve of their productions starring Maty Miles Minter,
William Russell and Helen Holmes.
Twenty two-reel comedies starring Ben
Turpin have also been purchased.
The company will operate in Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and eastern
Missouri
Officers Well Known
All of the executive officers of the
company are well known in Chicago and
New York. Mr. Kline has been prominently identified with the film brokerage business for several years. Mr.
Salkin has long been regarded as a star
salesman in Chicago. Mr. Hadfiela was
associated with the Whartons in production several years ago. later exploiting
state right pictures, and recently resigned
from the sales staff of Superior Screen
Service to affiliate with the new exchange.
Mr. Salkin has announced that the
Blackstone exchange will handle the
physical distribution for the CenturaFilm Exchange, of which Mr. Salkin has
obtained complete control by purchasing
the entire interest of his former associate
partner, Henri Ellman.
"Dangerous Love" Title
Of New Western Picture
"Dangerous Love" is the final title
given the six-reel western feature which
formerly was known as "Broken Promises," "A Good Bad Man." and its original title "Ben Warman," and which is
state righted by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New York.
I The picture was adapted from the
novel, "Ben Warman," by Charles E.
Winter and directed by Charles E. Bartlett from a screen version by Hal Hoadley. It has a cast including Pete Morrison, Carol Hollaway, Spottiswoode
Aitken, Harry Von Meter, Ruth King,
William Lyon West, Verne Layton.
Gaire Hatton, Zelma Edwards and
others.
"What
Happened
to Rosa,"
Latest
Xormand
Picture
Mabel Xormand is taking a va:a:::r.
in the East preparatory to starting on
mother big Goldwyn comedy production
it the coast studios.
Her latest picture, "What Happened to
Rosa,"
is now
ready for to
publication.
s claimed
by producers
be a worthyIt
successor to "Upstairs," "Jinx." "Pinto,"
*nd others of Miss Normand's earlier
successes. It was adapted from a Saturday Evening Post story.

When not occupied with posing before the motion picture camera, these Fox
Sunshine script.
beauties find time to have a little fun which isn't written into the
comedy
Many

Original

Ideas

Exploit

A.

E.

Production, "The Riddle: Woman"
Practically every important exhibitor
Council Bluffs; Strand, Evansville, Ind.;
interest in the country will be represented Blank Enterprises, Des Moines, Ia.;
Strand, Nashville, Tenn.; Queen, Ft.
in the final list of bookings on "The
Worth, Tex.; Rex, Dallas, Tex.; Strand,
Riddle: Woman," the first Associated
Exhibitors publication through Pathe, Waco, Tex.
To Play F. P.-L. Houses
according to the rate at which bookings
of this character have been received to
All Famous Players-Lasky Corporation houses in St. Louis, Mo.; Columbia,
date.
Every' effort
been class
made andto Dayton, O.; Grand, Columbus. O.; Sam
reach exhibitors
of thehashighest
the sales forces have not begun to reach
Harding's Libert}-, Kansas City, Mo.;
out for volume business.
Superba,
N. C;
Rivoli. Columbia, S. C. Raleigh,
; Arkansas
Enterprises,
Little
The success of the exploitation used in
Rock, Ark.: Wigwam. Reno, New; Clemsupport of the picture in Seattle, where
mer's. Seattle, Wash.; Strand, Cincinnati,
it was shown at Clemmer's theatre, has
encouraged strong exploitation in other O.; Princess, Springfield, O.; Electric
theatres.
St. Joseph, Mo., Joplin, Mo..
centers and many original ideas are being
put forth by theatre managers and press and Springfield, Mo.; R. D. Croner's
Broadway. Charlotte. N. C; Pastime
representatives.
Amusement Co.. Charleston. S. G;
Booking in Big Houses
Symphony.
Los Angeles: Estate, SacraA few of the bookings to date, from
mento, Cal. ; Clemmer's. Spokane, Wash.
the hundreds of contracts received, indicate the character of the exhibitors who
have booked this picture. Among those Inter-Ocean Reports Sale
made public are:
Strand. New York; Capitol. SpringOf "Seeds of Vengeance"
field, Mass.; Park, Boston; Strand. ProviPrivate showings of "Seeds of Vengedence; Mastbaum Circuit, Philadelphia;
ance." the Macauley production which
Keith & Proctor Houses, New York; recently was acquired by Inter-Ocean
Film
Corporation
for exclusive foreign
Strand, Hartford. Conn.; Strand. Lowelldistribution, has evoked warm praise
Mass.; Washington, Chester. Pa.; Cran- from
a number of foreign buyers who
dall's Metropolitan, Washington; Blue have seen
it, distributors report
Mouse, Baltimore. Md.: Orpheum. NewA sale has been made to one of the
ark. N. J.; Lubliner & Trinz Circuit, Chi- largest
film renters operating in the
cago.
Strand, Clinton. Ia.; Plaza. Sioux United Kingdom and is said to convey
to the buyer in question the sole and
Citv. Ia.: Strand. Muncie, Ind.; Orpheum,
Flint. Mich.; Princess, Racine. Wis.; exclusive foreign distributing rights for
physical distribution throughout Great
Strand. Tampa. Fla.; Strand. Wichita
Britain, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
Falls. Kan.; Rialto, El Paso, Tex.: NewThe domestic distributing rights to
ark theatre, Newark. N. J.: Shea's Hip- "Setds of Vengeance" are controlled by
podrome. Buffalo, N. Y.; Ziegfeld. Chicago. 111.; Gary, Gary, Ind.; Strand, Select Pictures Corporation.
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"Great Adventure,"
Comedy
Which
Stars Barrymore,
Now
Completed
This Is Player's Third Production in a Series of Four
Which He Will Make for Distribution by
Associated First National
Two bobbies eject him from the edifice
Lionel Barrymore has completed "The
and he returns to his own studio, onlv
Great Adventure," the third production
to find a cousin whom he has never seen,
in a series of four in which he is to be but
who has been made the chief benefistarred by Whitman Bennett Producciary under his will, in possession and
tions Company for distribution by Ashe
is
handed
dead out.
Leek'sHe belongings
with
orders
totheclear
faces life
sociated First National Pictures. Inc. He
with an income of $1 a week, which he
already has started on his fourth, "Jim,
has willed to his valet.
the Penman." The cutting and assembHe Returns to Painting
ling of "The Great Adventure" will take
but a short time, according to announcefinds a love letter from Alice Chalment from the studio. The finished print liceHe among
the effects of Leek and deprobably will be delivered to the discides that she must be told that her lover
tributing association within the next two
is dead. He finds she is a widow willing
weeks.
to accept him in the place ol Leek whom
Mr. Bennett and Kcnucth Webb, who
she has never seen, and home-cooked
directed the production, as well as 'the food and her income of four pounds a
^tar himself, are well gratified with reweek from brewery stock left her by her
sult of the decision to star Mr. Barryfirst husband causes him to propose marmore in a comedy. "The Great Advenriage and he is accepted. Life for the
ture" is genuine humor, but it gives the
time u ideal and then the brewery fails
same great opportunity for characterizaand their income is at once reduced to
tion afforded by his two previous producthe income from his own estate. He retions "The Master Mind" and "The
solves to go back to painting in order to
Devil's Garden."
keep Alice, whom he has learned to
Has Role of Artist
love. He finds the keeper of the corner
Mr. Barrymore has the role of Priam
a willing customer at two pounds
a"pup"
painting.
Farll, the greatest artist in all England,
whose innate shyness has caused him
The "pup" sells them to an art dealer
for five pounds each and the art dealer
to live in seclusion" with but one man
noticing their close resemblance to the
servant to escape the adulation of women
of the supposedly tlead Farll.
folks. Lady Sophia, however, has de- products
makes a deal with an American art
cided that what he needs to bring him
to true greatness is a wife such as she collector to delivery twenty-five hitherto
herself would make him, and sets about
unknown paintings by Farll for the sum
of 50,000 pounds. When the American
convincing him that he should marry
art
collector receives his masterpieces
her. A chase half way across Europe
he discovers some of the subjects, and
and back follows, and Farll finally retires to his last defense, his studio in the art dealer proposes that the supposed
vale enter in a conspiracy to prove himLondon. There Henry Leek, his serself to be the supposedly dead artist.
vant, sickens and dies. The physician
mistakes the valet for the artist and
Doris Rankin Supports
Farll seeing an escape from the Amazon
Farll enters into the scheme but intent
attentions of Lady Sophie permits his on preserving his incognito with his wife.
own name to be entered on the death
Complications follow, however, that recertificate.
sults in the discovery on his part that
England gives the valet a great public
there is no danger in assuming his own
funeral and burial is made in Westminidentity for he has a sure protection
ster Abbey. Farll attends the funeral
Lady Sophia, in the person of a
and his sense of justice demands that he against
loving and beloved wife.
stop the undeserved eulogies that are
Among those in the cast are Thomas
being showered upon the dead man.
A. Braidon, Octavis Brooks, Doris
Rankin, Ino Dawson, Charles Lane, Jed
Prouty. Katherinc Stewart, E. J. Ratcliffe, Paul Kelly, Arthur Rankin and
Maybeth Carr.
Sol Lesser Remains
With First National
Sol Lesser announces that he will not
leave First National as a result of the
severance of associations between his
brother Irving and himself. He declares that the recent announcement that
he and his brother had "come to a parting of the ways"
confused
of
his friends
who hadhadsince
hinted many
that he
was leaving First National. This is not
true, he states.

Indian Commissioner Cato Sells receives
print of "The D.LastC, offrom
the Mohicans"
Washington,
Chief Occamin
Fielding, said to be the last surviving
chief of the Mohican tribe.

Contracts for Posters
J. V. Ritchey, president of the Ritchey
Lithograph Company of New York, recently
visited Chicago and closed a contract with
Eddy Eckels, general manager of Independent Film Association, to produce all posters
to be used for the Neal Hart features and
the Leo White comedies.

II \HIM
s. STONE
Who In exploiting
second
Huge comedies.aerie* of Billy
Old

Mohican
Exploits

Chief
A. P. Film,

Pictures Taken of Fielding
Reception at Washington
Departments
To Dwight Perrin of Associated Proilucirs £.'(,(- credit for a good publicity
stunt worked in behalf of Maurice Tour-,
neur's "The Last of the Mohicans." Perrin ran across a clipping stating that
Lemuel Occum Fielding, a surviver of the
Mohican Indians, was residing with his
family at Norwich, Conn., and concluded
that if he could push Mr. Fielding intol
the newspapers as the "last of the Mohicans," it would be bully "reminder" publicity for the picture.
Therefore. Perrin went to Norwich and
invited the Fielding family to Washington!
Perrin went along, of course, and tried tc
have Mr. Fielding with his son and daugh
ter received by Secretary Tumulty. Wher|
this would not work, he switched the "re-|
ception" to the bureau of indian affairs
where Cato Sells, the Indian commissioner
welcomed them before the news camerasl
Quite naturally, the photos showed Com
missioner Sells receiving a print of "Th<
Last of the Mohicans" from Chief Occum
Other publicity was gained when th<
Fieldings went to the Smithsonian Institute
to aid with some Mohican words needed
in the Smithsonian's effort to reconstruc
the Indian language. Mr. Perrin next had
the Fieldings offer their services to the na
tional headquarters of the Red Cross, amj
the Red Cross publicity department had i
nurse receive Chief Occum. photographinf
this event and handling the pictures througl
the official Red Cross news service.
Acquires Second Theatre
MUSKEGON, MICH.— George E. Mur
phy,
of theWestern
Chateauavenue,
theatre has
at Ter
race owner
street and
pur
Miller. the Garden theatre from Donald M
chased
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Wife Keeps DeMille
Away from Wedding
Cecil B DeMille is not a bigamist. Despite the efforts of some
newspapers to have the Paramount
director-general married to Louise
Glaum, the J. Parker Read, Jr.,
star, he denies the allegation and
offers in extenuation, so to speak,
the fact that his wife and three
children wouldn't let him.
Under a Knoxville, Tenn., date
line the following yarn was published recently:
"Cecil
producer,
who in DeMille,
real lifemovie
is George
H.
Inscor of Montana, and Louise
Glaum, 28, film actress, who in real
life is Isabel Swantz, a former
school teacher of Delavan, Wis.,
were married secretly in a hotel in
this city November 15 by the Rev.
Joseph B. Oakly, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church."
Mr. DeMille's denial follows:
"While I have never met Miss
Glaum I am very sure that any
man would be honored by her
hand. Unfortunately, I was unable
to be present at the ceremony because my wife and my three children would not let me."
To Destroy

Village

For to
"The
{Special
ExhibitorsTornado"
Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 7.— Louis B.
Mayer has built an entire Jamaican vil'age for the purpose of destroying it in
i hurricane scene for "The Tornado,"
\nita Stewart's
latest isstarring
•vhich
Edwin Carewe
directingvehicle,
as a
uture Associated First National attracion.
Gigantic wind machines will be the
>rincipal agent of destruction in the
•pectacular scene, but it is possible that
lidden mechanical devices also will be
ised to flatten the buildings for the
amera's benefit.
CONWAY

HERALD

Bessie

Love's First Scheduled for
Publication Shortly by Celebrated
tor. The ad cuts of Billie Rhodes are
T. L. Friedman, president and general
especially attractive, and Celebrated
manager of Celebrated Players Film
Players Film Corporation is looking forCorporation, announces that Bessie
ward to extensive business with this picture. One, three and six sheets are
Love's first production, "Bonnie May,"
available
with this feature.
which was produced by Andrew Callaghan for Federated Film Exchanges,
will be published shortly. Celebrated has New Ruge Series to
the Illinois and Indiana territory.
Be Published Shortly
Mr. Friedman also announces thai
"Nobody's
Girl,"
featuring Billie Firm Sales Company to Get
Rhodes, is now ready for distribution.
Fifty-Two of These
This is another Federated production.
Makes Three for Federated.
Comedies
Harry S. Stone, general manager of Film
"Bonnie May" is the first of four special productions Bessie Love is to make
Sales Company, 1.5S West 45th street, New
for Federated. The screen play was York, announces that the second series of
made from the book by Louis Dodge
Billy Ruge comedies are nearing completion for publication shortly.
and was directed by Ida May Park and
Joseph de Grasse.
The company has contracted tor fifty-two
Everything needful for the proper ad- of these subjects, to be issued in series of
vertising and exploitation of this picture twelve pictures each. The first reached the
is available at the Celebrated exchange.
exhibitors in September.
Care has been exercised to make the
Mr. Stone has exploited more than 200
compaign
book for
May"study
an comedies featuring Billy Ruge and has been
especially helpful
one "Bonnie
and a careful
of it will result in increased box office fortunate in disposing of them in a mareceipts if the hints -contained therein
jority of the countries of the world where
are followed.
pictures are exhibited. Funful Films is
Story Is Gripping
producing the new series.
Nine territories in the United States alThe picture, which is a Federated Film
ready have been sold, as well as the rights
Exchange
Girl" story
pre- for Cuba. England and Brazil. Mr. Stone
sents Missoutput.
Rhodes "Nobody's
in a gripping
declares that the second series is far suof the air, land and sea. Such well known
perior to the first in direction and storyplayers as Melbourne MacDowell. HerRuge
has with
him in
the comedies sevbert Lindley. Leo Willis. Lloyd Whitlock
eral beautiful
bathing
girls.
and
Mary
Alden
appear
in
Miss
Rhode's
support. The feature was directed bv
Francis
Grandon,
who made
"Hoop Miss
La" Martin Directs Comedies
and other
productions
in which
Featuring Helen Howell
Rhodes starred.
Al Martin is now directing two part
An attractive line of paper and accessories is available for use in exploiting
situation comedies featuring Helen
Howell and Alexander Alt at studios in
the picture, and the press book contains
Hollvwood.
Cal.
manv novel stunts for the astute exhibiTEARLE

IN A FORTHCOMING

SELZNICK

PICTURE

Two scenes from "The Road of Ambition" which is one Select
of a series
banner.of new pictures starring Tearle being distributed under the
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Sales Manager
Will Lead Field

New

Rubye
Picture

18, 1920

De Remer
Completed

Arrow Preparing Elaborate Advertising Aids to Assist
Official Returned Recently from European
Exhibitors
Countries Where He Studied Conditions
An announcement is made by the Arof the Motion Picture Market
row Film Corporation that the work of
P. N. Brinch, the new sales manager
did productions, pronounced his latest cutting and titling of the first Rubye De
Remer
picture,completed,
"The Way andWomen
for W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, be- work superior even to these master ex- is
practically
will be Love,"
ready
gins his new duties with the idea of
amples of screencraft.
for
screening
at
an
early
date.
placing his sales force in a position to
Pathe has not yet set a publication
Strong Supporting Cast
lead the field.
date for "1 he Sage Hen," but announces
This is announced as a special pro"Our sales force is functioning extraor- that it likely will be issued shortly after
duction and attention is called to the
dinarily well, but still we are not satisHen" Brockwell.
will bring supporting cast, among whom are Walter
fied. We feel that the quality of the the
backnewto year.
the "The
screenSage
Gladys
Miller, Edward Elkas, Rose Mintz,
product we have under our banner en- Others of the cast include Wallace McHenry W. Pemberton, Thomas Magrane
Donald, Helen Case, James Mason, Artitles us absolutely to the leading posithur Morrison, Lillian Rich, Alfred Allen and Harry C. Young.
tion in sales of any organization in the
"The Way Women Love" is a screen
market today and we are going right and Richard Hedrick, aged three.
version
of "Behind
the Green
Portieres,"
ahead to get that position."
a novel which
appeared
in magazine
form
Schooled in Industry
in Detective Stories Magazine, and is said
Utah Theatre, Ogden is
Mr. Brinch has been schooled in every
to be an intensely interesting mystery
Sold lo J. S. Campbell
branch of the industry. He first started
drama, through which is interwoven a
strong
love story.
in the industry in 1907, at which time
UTAH. — The Utah theatre,
he became connected with Pathe Freres a OGDEX,
Prepare Advertising Aids
motion picture house in Washington
in New York. When General Film Com- avenue, has been purchased by J. S.
The advertising department of Arrow
is preparing a special press book on this
pany was formed in 1910, he took a posi- Campbell from A. J. Fyhn, former mantion in their home offices, and it is inager and owner. The consideration was
subject, as well as a full line of adverteresting to note that at that time W. W. $.'0,000. Campbell will immediately take
tising accessories. Photographs for adHodkinson was the Western division over the house and assume its managevertising purposes and for use in posters
ment.
manager of the same company.
and press book cover were made by AlMr. Brinch left General in 1913 to
Fyhn will go to Los Angeles, In
fred Cheney Johnston. Arrow calls atassociate with Mutual Film Corporation, partnership with Robert Armour, a fortention to this particularly as an illuswhere he served as comptroller during
tration of the service they render the
mer business man of Spokane, he will
the next two years. In 1915 and 1916 he incorporate and direct a string of eight exhibitor handling their picture. In adwas with Triangle, this time in the ca- California motion picture houses. The
dition to photographs made by Alfred
pacity of Western division manager, the company, to be known as Fyhn & Ar- Cheney Johnston, Arrow sent a special
position which Mr. Hodkinson had when
still camera man to the studio while the
mour, will be incorporated for $100,000.
he and Mr. Brinch were working for
picture was being filmed in order to
General. But by this time they had both
secure special stills for this work.
Archainbaud to Direct
traveled along the pathway of success
and Mr. Hodkinson was now president
George Archainbaud will direct Elaine
Pictures for Ferndale
of Triangle Distributing Corporation.
Hammerstein in her next Selznick picWith Hodkinson in 1917
FERNDALE. MICH.— Ferndale will
ture, "The Girl From Nowhere," followhave a new motion picture theatre. It
The friendship which had been formed
ing her completion of "Poor Dear Marwill
be located in Woodward avenue
many years before was now more
garet Kirby," written by Kathleen Nornorth of Nine Mile road.
strongly cemented, as a result of which ris and directed by Wiliiam P. S. Earlc.
when Mr. Hodkinson formed his present
organization, in 1917, he called Mr.
Brinch to assist him in the working out
of his plans.
As has been said, he is thoroughly
iifiANGEROUS
LOVE,"
previously
schooled in every angle of the business,
U
advertised as "A Good Bad Man"
both in America and abroad, for he has
but
fromwhere
a five months'
trip recently
on thereturned
continent,
he was is a big six-reel super Western drama.
busily engaged in studying conditions
in every field.
A
100%
Box
Office
Attraction
Expect Big Achievements
with, a phenomenal cast:
It is predicted that under the leadership of such a man as P. N. Brinch, the
Hodkinson sales force will be spurred Pete Morrison, Universal Western Star
on to even greater efforts than heretoCarol Holloway, Vitograph Serial Star
fore, and that results will be achieved
which will exceed all expectations.
Mr. Brinch, in speaking of his promo- Jack Richardson — Ruth King — Harry Van Mete
tion, said: has
"I done
appreciate
that Mr.
Hodkinson
for me all
in giving
me William Roland West — Spottiswoode Aitken.
this advancement, and I feel that it is
i
not even necessary to say that I am
going to give him the best that I haveA drama of thrills, hate,
in me to give. In common with my coworkers, Ishare the feeling that to be
associated with such a man as W. W.
jealousy and
Hodkinson is a great honor and I am
love.a woman* s
assuredly going to extend myself to
prove that I am worthy of that honor."
Wire for territory
Gladys Brockwell Returns
n
Film Sales
To Screen
in "Sage
Edgar
Lewis, noted
for his Hen"
outdoor
£j
U
Corporation
contribut'ons to the silent drama, has
given Pathe another of his Western pic1600 Broadwav
tures in "The Sage
Hen," which
has
just completed
and delivered.
Thosehe who
New York
N. Y.
had seen "The Barrier," "The Great
Divide," and other of Mr. Lewis' splen-
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eft — Mary Miles Minter, Realart star, and the beautifui sil ver plate given her as first prize in a contest dance held at
Hotel Alexander, Los Angeles, on election night. Right — Wanda Hawley as Christina Elliott, in a scene from "Her
First Elopement."

be Daniels as she appears in her latest Realart picture,
"Oh, Lady, Lady."

Walter Hiers proposing to Bebe Daniels in a scene from
"Oh, Lady. Lady." Bebe is telling him to "take air."
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BF( M.*M KKS, women's clubs and censorship agi* tatoip throughout America have long dwelt on
the fact that motion picture theatre audiences are
made up mostly of children and have advocated the
protection of the adolescent. According to the latest
figures, however, the attendance of children is greatly
in the minority at most picture houses and the big
motion picture theatres no longer seek the patronage
of children. Producers of pictures no longer make
pictures that will especially interest this class of
trade any more than the stage caters to young folks.
This was but natural in the adaptation of wellknown books to the screen. The great authors do
not write for children, neither do our great sculptors
nor great painters make masterpieces especially for
children. Beautiful music seldom has any appeal
for them.
There is more profit in catering to the grown-ups
and for this reason the youngsters find little that interests them in the average big feature. It is too
deep for them. The producers have learned through
costly experience that pictures made especially for
children do not draw enough patronage to warrant
the expense and after one or two trials have not ventured into that field aagin.
"THE BRUTE MASTER" (Hodkinson) starring
Hobart Bosworth, is a J. Parker Read, Jr., production, written by the wife of the late Jack Ixmdon.
It is similar in theme to "The Sea Wolf" and though
containing several implausible situations, should
please generally because of the splendid cast, fine
lighting effects and stirring climaxes.
"DANGEROUS BUSINESS" (First National)
is a thoroughly entertaining feature and will please
Constance Talmadge fans mightily. It was written
by John Emerson and Anita Loos and presents Miss
Talmadge in the role of a piquant girl who flits from
one love affair to another only to meet her Waterloo
at the hands of her father's former secretary. Kenneth Harlan is the meek secretary.
"THE SIN THAT WAS HIS" (Selznick) presents William Faversham as a gambler whose faith
in God and man is rejuvenated through his assumption of the role of a priest, in his attempt to escape
the consequences of a murder. Skilfully handled
and very entertaining.
"THE MARK OF ZORRO" (United Artists) is an
eight-part romance starring Douglas Fairbanks. It
is a happy blending of romance, adventure and love
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with a dash of thrilling episodes that compels attention. Itis one of Fairbanks' best pictures.
"A SLAVE OF VANITY" (Robertson-Cole)
brings Pauline Frederick to the screen in an emotional role. A romance of English society in which
she has to choose between poverty and riches. Scenically attractive and luxuriously set. Star smartly
gowned and handles the role assigned her with skill.
"AN AMATEUR DEVIL" (Paramount) offers
Bryant Washburn in his best picture to date. Full
of clever comedy, wholesome and clean, with plentv
of pep. Refreshing plot. Good supporting cast.
Will have general appeal.
"THE TESTING BLOCK" (Paramount) presents William S. Hart in a typical drama of the
pioneer West. Hart in the role of reformed bad man,
husband of a concert performer and a daddy to a
clever little youngster. Beautiful scenic settings and
meritorious photography. Will thrill Hart boosters.
"SILK HOSIERY" (Paramount) is an Enid
Bennett feature with the star a model in a French
gown shop, wearing stunning clothes and playing
prettily.
Mystery, humor and romance well combined.
"LOVE" (Associated Producers) starring Louise
Glaum, is a passionate, compelling, melodramatic love
story with the star in an emotional role that becomes
her. She yields to the temptation to live with a man
of wealth the while she loves a poor man. His return into her life brings a tragic climax altogether
unexpected. An improvement on other late Glaum
contributions.
"A THOUSAND TO ONE" (Associated Producers) isa love story of the California mining country with a freshness of atmosphere and excitement
in a train wreck and gang fighting. Hobart Bosroue. worth gives a good performance as a regenerated
"JUST OUT OF COLLEGE" (Goldwyn) presents Jack Pickford in a highly humorous, rapidmoving, clean-cut comedy-drama. He makes a fortune in twenty days by means of pickle sales and
exploitation, winning a girl and almost putting her
father out of business. Packed with fun and certain
to score heavily the country over.
"WEST IS WEST" (Universal) is a Harry Carey
feature inferior to his usual offerings. A story of
the western mining country presented with melodrama and a complication of developments. A mine
explosion offers some excitement.
-

wm
REVIEWS
HOBART

BOSWORTH

IN

^ THOUSAND
TO ONE
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
love story with a fresh, clean,
California woods atmosphere.
Bosworth in the role of a rogue
Westerner regenerated by the love
of a girl and redeemed by his own
efforts. A vivid train wreck and
a fighting gang of miners afford
excitement. A J. Parker Read
production directed by Rowland
V. Lee.
Here is a story that is certain to be
<ed for its humanness of characterizaMi, its freshness of setting in the Calirnia mountain country and the good
ork of the cast.
Hobart Bosworth appears as William
ewlands, introduced with the informa)n that he has embezzled a sum of
oney from his employers, using it in
•eculation. Word comes from Engnd that a young woman is being sent
his guardianship. Tempted to marry
:r and utilize her wealth to clear his
ligation, he makes her his wife.
On their honeymoon he displays his
utality,
the journey's
end
eir
trainbutis before
wrecked.
He abandons
*r and wanders into the woods. Beatrice
ves the life of Crawford, a mine owner,
jured in the wreck.
Both are taken
the
latter's
cabin.
They
ewland has been killed andlearn
the that
girl
•gs to stay on and rest and care for
awford.
Thebalance
latter'satid
mine
option is
nging
in the
insurrections
i the part of his men interfere with the
Drk of prospecting. At last, through
e efforts of a new manager, Gibson,
e secures the safety of the owner and
e success of the mine when gold is
"uck. This man proves to be Newids. He asks no reward but the girl,
d is persuaded that she loves Crawrd. Her love is his, however, and when
e crisis comes between the miners and
e bosses, he discovers this and there
a happy reunion. A successful instment repays his theft.
The manner of picturing a train
•eck by interior
showing isthea novel
accident
from the
illman
treatment
of
is bit of excitement. There are several
in-sized bouts between Bosworth and
e mining gang that offer entertainment.
ie whole is good.
ENID BENNETT

ring Enid Bennett. Except for a few
close-ups in which she appears to disadvantage, she is much prettier than the
camera
caught
She
also acts the partherofinthe"Hairpins."
society woman
with greater grace and ease, and she
brings a dainty, spritely interpretation of
the part of a little shop girl living
through a dream of her own presence
at the coveted Prince's ball.
The producers evidently found a timely
suggestion in the recent visit of England's crown prince to America, and its
near memory makes the theme more real
in its screen presentation.
Miss Bennett is seen as Margery
Bowen, model in a gown shop. There
she first sees Yvette Fernau, a French
woman, designated one of the Prince's
party on his American visit; Cadwallader Smith, a society idler, who proves
to be an accomplice of Yvette's in a
crook plot to secure a jeweled emblem
which the Prince has given to Mrs.
DeWindt, a society woman, and Tom
Mason, who first poses as the fiance of
Yvette. The latter, supposed to be working in secret service with Mason, doublecrosses him and devotes her energies to
the efforts of a band of crooks who seek
to obtain from a wealthy woman the
jeweled emblem given her by the Prince.
The clever work of the star, who goes
to the ball, posing as Yvette, at considerable risk, restores the token to the
Prince, and, as she wins his approval and
the dance for which she has longed in
reality, she is roused from her slumber
in the gown shop, after a strenuous day
of preparation of ball frocks, to find that
she has dreamed it all. There is a freshness about the titles that is appealing.
Overtones of humor accompany scenes
and titles. The whole is entertaining,
moderately exciting and certain to please
the following of the young star.

JACK PICKFORD
JUST OUT

IN

OF COLLEGE
(GOLDWYN)
Clean, rapid, sure-fire humor, tinctured with romance and a definite
plot well worked out, are among
the good points of this excellent
comedy-drama. Star, cast and
play are splendidly combined in
one of the most refreshing pictures
of the year. Should score heavily.
Al Green directed.
A hilarious comedy, rushing along with
a rapidity of action from one situation
to another in pleasing manner, gives
Jack Pickford in this George Ade story
a role that will probably be considered
by The
manyparthisofbest
"TomjustSawyer."
Ed since
Swinger,
out of
college,
boyish,
self-certain
and
less, well suits the star and he hasdauntused
its opportunities to excellent advantage.
The cast supporting him has met his
standard and there is noteworthy work
on the part of all. George Hernandez
as Septimus Pickering is particularly interesting. Irene Rich makes an attractive Miss Jones and Molly Malone plays
the flapper sweetheart with a becoming
grace. The settings are admirable, particularly those in opening scenes.
The story is that of the manner in
which two young men, given the task of
making a fortune in twenty days, put
across a whirlwind campaign on a new
brand of pickles and make the name
trademark "Bingo" a household word the
country over within a week. Pickford
is at the head of the enterprise in the
effort to win a girl. The highest touch
of humor comes in the revelation that

IN

SILK HOSIERY
(PARAMOUNT)
- modern Cinderella story with the
star at her prettiest. Some mystery, overtones of humor, exciting
episodes and charming fashions.
An imaginative tale of romance,
the dream of a little shop girl. Ex:ellent photography and attracNiblo.tive settings. Directed by Fred
V story °* a modern Cinderella with
','ht alterations is brought
entertain': screen use in this new to
feature
starV

Hobart Bosworth in the role of William Newlands in "A Thousand to One"
(Associated Producers).
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PAULINE FREDERICK IN
A

SLAVE OF VANITY
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Pauline Frederick in the role of an
English society woman who is
freed by a dream from tempting
shackles of wealth to find her
mate in a poor man. Noteworthy
cast, luxurious settings, good
dramatic force, absorbing sequence and a surprise ending. Not
so strong a feature as "Madame
X," but one that will probably
have wider appeal.
Whatever Pauline Frederick should
choose in which to come to the screen

Pauline Frederick and support (Robertson-Cole).
in a dramatic scene from "A Slave of Vanity'
in placing her father, who has made his handled with the care and dignity of the
fortune out of pickles, in a position where excellent director.
The story is that of Natalie Storm,
he is forced to buy them out at a high
figure, the two enterprising business men
whose mother's death and her own loss
use his own wares to do it. The press of employment tempt her to accept in
sheet issued with the picture suggests a marriage an unloved man of wealth that
number of clever exploitation stunts not she may secretly keep in happiness and
difficult to work out.
luxury an idolized little sister. The husNo exhibitor takes a chance in booking
band, without knowing his identity,
this picture. Its universal appeal is as- brings back into her life the poor man
sured.
for whom she had promised to wait when
her left her in her days of poverty to
take a South American engineering job.
LOUISE GLAUM IN
She wakens to the impossibility of
further existence with the plutocrat, but
LOVE
he follows her to the hiding place to
which she flees and insists that she come
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
back with him. Maddened by his reA forceful, swift-moving story, with
fusal to tolerate any suggestion of ana fine dramatic theme delicately
other situation than the one existing, she
drives the motor car in which the two
handled. Absorbingly interesting.
Star at her best. Acts with modare riding over the edge of a cliff to a
eration. Decidedly attractive pic- ghastly death on the rocks. The man is
torially. A J. Parker Read, Jr.. time.
instantly killed and'she lives but a short
production, directed by Wesley
The part of Dunning, the man of
Ruggles.
wealth, is well handled by James KilKirkwood plays in attracThis feature is an encouraging offering gore.tiveJames
way the role of the lover, Tom
from Louise Glaum and one promising Chandler.
an increase of her admirers with every
picture of this sort. The moderation of
her acting and the deft use of meloWITHOUT
A WIFE
drama in exactly the proper quantities
assures her the approval of many ob(EDUCATIONAL)
jecting to the weaknesses of "The
A novelty in comedies is worked out
Leopard
Woman"
as
a
vehicle
and
her
in
this screen yarn. It concerns the
prolonged exhibitions of passion therein
displayed.
troubles of a bridegroom who, as presiHere is a crisp and keen story of love
dent of a Bachelors' Club, presents a code
that moves along briskly to a breath- of rules that demand the harrowing of
catching climax not at all anticipated in any of the members who shall become
wedded. They call for his capture by
preceding episodes.
Little Peggy Cartwight gives excel- White Caps on his bridal night and his
lent support in a child impersonation
wearing of woolen underwear and patent
leather shoes too small for him, at the
that
is
one
of
the
play's
best
points.
She
plays with naturalness and real skill. ceremony. This woman-hater is the first
Miss Glaum's costumes are beautiful and to fall in love and seek union with a
she appears to good advantage both as
young woman, and his felthe youthful Natalie Storm and as the captivating
low club members proceed to carry out
worldly wife. The question may be his own suggestions. He manages to
evade them, but a blimp is found to be
raised
to the and
plot's
plausibility,
enough asinterest
enjoyment
will but
be the only place in which he is safe from
afforded to make the discussion only a them, and it is above the ground in that
mild one. Settings are luxuriously conveyance that the knot is tied. A recharming. The entire picture has been
freshing feature.

in
her first
offering
after "Madame
it would
suffer
in comparison
with X."
her
superb performance in that feature. She
has really chosen a picture less forcefully dramatic, but of a character that
will no doubt have a more widespread
appeal than "Madame X," for the reason
that it is a society love story with luxurious surroundings and opportunities
for emotional love making aplenty. Its
appeal will not be confined to the same
patronage
as that gowned
of "Madame
X." in
She is smartly
and pretty
the new role. She gives her usual excellent performance. She has advantage in
the good work of the cast supporting
her, Nigel Barrie in the role of the poor
man who loves her, and Willard Louis
as the financier who tempts her with his
millions. When the time comes to
choose between a life of poverty or
riches, she experiences a regeneration od
soul in seeing herself a selfish parasite if
married to wealth. Accordingly she
chooses the poor man and sacrifices the
money left her by her husband.
The feature is a picturization of the
Pinero
play, "Iris."
an item that should
be
mentioned
in advertising.
HARRY
WEST

CAREY

IX

IS WEST

(UNIVERSAL)
A confusing and complicated melo
drama. Not up to former Care)
features. Set in mining locah
with strike stuff well modulated
The story weakens as the pictun
proceeds. Directed by Val Paul
Disappointment will attend upon th
showing of this picture to that Care;
following which builds its appreciate
upon the good work he has been doin
of late in screen characterizations. Whil
there is interesting locale in the featuri
with mining insurrections and strikes no
overdone, the play itself is undeniabl
confusing. It begins bravely enough be
weakens as it proceeds.
The story concerns the designs c .
crooked employes to blow up a mine a
the risk of the lives of miners threatenin
to strike, to gain their own profits. The
hire Carey to do the job and he. in rt
turn, "squeals" on them. There is a g»
with whom he is in love, the daughter c
a mine magnate. Some of the action cei
ters about a dance at her home, which th
miners pass on their way to night worl
The girl is completely neglected fo
some time during the proceedings, the
brought back to make a romantic coi
elusionwhole
in herseems
acceptance
of Carey'smism
lov
The
an unfortunate
of
materials
which
might
have
been
con
bined to much better result.
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S. HART IN

HE

TESTING BLOCK
(PARAMOUNT)
typical Hart Western play with
bad men, bandits, dance hall girls,
riding, fighting, shooting and the
rest of it. Beautiful scenic settings in the Sierras. Moderately
exciting and entertaining. Excellent photography. Directed by
Lambert Hillyer.
Here is "Bill" Hart back again at
, old tricks with the old-time stunts
, wild-west country in pioneer days,
: fighting, riding and shooting; the
•ing of a good girl by the chief of
> bad men. This time the girl is a
ger with a traveling show that goes
, the rocks when the manager aban,ns the troupe. Hart helps the girl
means of a gift of gold.
The villain has designs on the lady, but
;rees that the band shall fight it out
aong themselves and the lucky last
i.n up shall have the lady. Hart wins,
i course, and in a drunken fury forces
I; girl to marry him. After the weddg comes his conversion to the model
lsband; also there comes a winsome
1fc.
le son
who comes
is the apple
of his daddy's
Back
the villain
with a
kxican girl companion bent on veniince. He discloses her husband's
Kt to the wife and leads her to belve that Hart is even now having an
sair with the Mexican. He instructs
r latter to tell Hart, by means of the
c ds, that his wife is longing to leave
In. The wife is finally persuaded to
f with the trouble-maker, with the
pmise that the little boy shall join
1i ■and
later.
He, however,
is taken
a reunion
at his bedside
withvery
his
i er crisis the climax of the tale brings
t'kenes
"happyin the
ever Sierras
after" make
ending,a beautiful
Lkground
and
the
photography
is exi lent.
BRYANT

WASHBURN

IN

,N AMATEUR
DEVIL
(PARAMOUNT)
1 pical Washburn entertainment
Dut a little better than any that
las gone before. The comedy is
:lever and the interest is sustained
:hroughout. Attractive settings,
jlenty of action and wholesome
lumor. Uncommonly good
Dhotography. Refreshing novelty
)f story.
3ryant Washburn is one of the screen
^erans proving that he has a punch
i picture making that is growing more
i ceful as an entertainment medium all
w time. Here is his best feature to
< e. A high-spirited comedy-drama
} h a society setting, the star every
i h the handsome hero and the whole
t yed in a natural, easy, smooth-movi : manner highly agreeable. The WashLn name has certain pulling power
1 the patronage once drawn will be
^11 entertained by this latest offering.
• n May, Christine Mayo, Charles
>'ngate, Norris
Johnson, Sidney
icey, Graham Petty and Anna Heri idez gite excellent support.
Vashburn appears in the role of a
>ing son of the rich, possessed of a
seetheart who has become boresome to
Jflj. To stimulate his interest, his
'her, a dashing old beau, pretends an
Action for the young woman. The
BJi in exasperation, accepts the father's

proposal. The plan works and rouses
the son, Carver Endicott, to conceive
the scheme of besmirching the family
name to prevent the wedding. He poses
as a hired farmhand, a dishwasher and
then a hotel 'bus boy. In the latter
capacity, inviting the attention of a
reigning young musical queen. The
climax comes in the revelation of her
identity as the former wife of his valet.
After the interrupted course of his own
affair with Margaret is resumed, a wire
from his father announces his marriage
to the actress.
CHESTER

PLAYERS

IN

THE

ONE
BEST PET
(EDUCATIONAL)
His was a clever mind who first conceived of the assembling of juvenile and
animal actors for leads in comedies.
Comparisons are odious in the case of
these comedies. Each one has its peculiar stellar points, for each successive

subject brings almost an entirely new
set of stunts into the picture — a matter
that taxes the genius of their producer.
For this film, like others of its sort previously issued, is packed with a series of
stunts
highly amusing and absolutely
new.
"Snooky," the chimpanzee of astonishing wisdom and screen skill, leads the
van of the players, as usual. The story
again concerns the rescue of the clever
baby, this time from a den of lions. The
collie assists. So does Little Sister McKenzie — one of the sweetest children on
the screen. The donkey, an Airedale dog
and
a pet pig all make interesting contributions.
There are shots of a zoo that are new.
There is a checker game between Snooky
and the collie certain to raise gales of
laughter, particularly when it ends in a
row. There is a henpecked husband who
supplies the motive power to a hammock that supports his ease-loving wife,
the while he does the family washing.
Later he gambols on the green in a
costume made of leopard skins, the playmate of pretty dancing girls. The baby
soars above the city attached to a bunch
of balloons and the vigilant Snooky again
comes to the rescue.
The picture is one deserving the most
enthusiastic of praise. It will take its
place
of
the among
winter. the most popular comedies
BUSTER
THE

Bryant Washburn and support in a scene
from "An Amateur Devil" ( Paramount ».

KEATON

IN

SCARECROW
(METRO)

Slapstick stunts galore in and about
housekeeping quarters equipped with
labor-saving devices, altogether original,
supply Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline
with material to give a rousing bit of
fun in this comedy written by the pair
themselves. Such furnishings as a bath
that empties itself into a duck pond a~
it is converted into a settee; salt shakers
and sugar bowls that swing from the
ceiling on elastic cords and a phonograph
that relapses into a range, with a dozen
other ridiculous contrivances will bring
forth a succession of laughs. A dog and
a horse aid in supplying the comedy, also
a Ford and a motorcycle.
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that is contagious. His support is excellent all the way through. The cast
is a large one and includes Marguerite
De LaMotte, Noah Beery, Robert McKin.
Claire McDowell, George Periolet, Walt
Whitman and Sydney DeGrey.
HOBART BOSWORTH IN
THE BRUTE
MASTER
(HODKINSON)
Thoroughly
entertaining feature
presented in the same forceful
manner of former Bosworth productions. Itwas written by Mrs
Jack London and is similar in
many
to "TheShould
Sea Wolf
by
her respects
late husband.
prove
a strong box office attraction.
Picture-goers who delight in highly
colored melodrama will find "The Bruti
Master" an unusually entertaining piect
of screen fiction. The virile acting o
Hobart Bosworth, as the heartless, dom
ineering skipper of a sailing vessel; th(
situation of a quiet, refined girl throwi
in company with a rough crew of sailors
the burning of the ship by a vengefu
sailor; the fight on the tropical isle witt
natives and the final rescue of the ship
wrecked crew, are but a few of the out
standing features of this J. Parker Read
Jr.,Splendid
production.
effects have been obtainec
throughout the feature, notably the burn
ing of the ship and the escape of th(
crew and the skipper. These were pre
ceded by several tense scenes in thi
cabin where McAllister attempts to forci
his attentions on Madeline. The om
inconsistent point is her acceptance o
McAllister after all of his brutal treaty
mcnt
her. There
is an atmosphere
realismof about
the picture
however thao*
will put it over with most audiences
Play up the name of Bosworth, the fac
that it is a story of the sea and wa
written by the wife of the late Jacl
London. Anna Q. Nillsson gives :
splendid performance.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
THE MARK

IN

OF ZORRO
(UNITED ARTISTS)
A corking romantic picture that is
distinct in many ways from the
run of Fairbanks productions.
Has a happy blending of romance,
adventure and thrills and moves
with a dash and a verve that grips
the spectator. Is the best Fairbanks picture in a long time.
"The Mark of Zorro" is a regular hit.
Douglas Fairbanks
been time.
seen ir
anything
to equal ithasn't
in a long
It
has a goodly measure of the athletic
Fairbanks, but the Fairbanks jumping,
riding, wall-scaling is only one element
of interest. Throughout the picture run?
a rich vein of adventure and a most Delightful love story. The elements are
splendidly blended and with the action
moving almost always at breath-taking
rapidity the picture sweeps the spectator
along with it.
The setting is of California a hundred
years ago and the star appears as Don
Diego Vega, a Spanish youth, with a
dual personality. Outwardly he is dull,
listless and bloodless, but unknown to
anyone save a faithful servant he is the
heroic Zorro, a ghost-like figure, who is
the terror of the oppressors of the poor,
the weak and the defenseless. The Governor, Captain Juan Ramon and Sergeant
Pedro rage
rantZorro
at Zorro's
ferences, butand
elusive
always interpops

up to succor those distressed by the
oppressors' deeds. He becomes involved
in one sword fight after another in defense of the downtrodden. And upon
those of his enemies he leaves his mark —
ablade.
letter "Z" designed with the tip of his
A most beguiling love story is put
into action when as Diego he is sent by
his father to pay his addresses to Lolita
Pulido, the daughter of a family heavily
oppressed
the government.
Diego's
lisi le««;ness bybrings
the two to figurative
sword's
points.
The
titles
here
are
ing short of brilliant. But whereasnoththe
Don and Lolita seem to have nothing in
common the heroic Zorro, who is masked
when he visits the girl, finds the girl
like a rose and he makes passionate love
to her. Never for a moment does she
suspect that Diego and Zorro are one.
The story develops an anteclimax
when after the Pulido family is imprisoned the masked Zorro heads a band
of caballeros in an attack upon the prison
and releases the girl and her parents.
Unknown to Zorro, Captain Ramon is a
member of the party. Ramon kidnaps
the girl, a bit of action that leads to
the big scene wherein Diego shows himself in his true colors, puts an end to
the oppression, and hides for the kiss
behind a silk scarf, which he has used
to demonstrate his skill in parlor tricks.
The fast moving action is interspersed
with delightful comedy touches that
never fail to register. Nothing misses
fire for that matter, even if the story
has loop holes in it. The lack of logic
doesn't mat*er.
Douglas Fairbanks plays the Spanish
youth of dual personality with an energy

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
DANGEROUS

IN

BUSINESS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A typical John Emerson-Anita Loo
production, presenting Constanc
Talmadge in the role of a piquan
girl who flits from love to lov
only to meet her master in th
man who was once her father'
meek secretary. Thoroughly en
tertaining feature through sympa
thetic handling of simple story.
"Treat 'em rough" is the idea back c
this latest John Emerson-Anita Loo
production,
starring Constance Ta
madge. The treatment of it is not ne<
and the plot evolved is not overly stroni
but the authors have shown such a kee
insight into the foibles of human natur
that
oughly"Dangerous
entertainingBusiness"
subject. is a thoi
Constance Talmadge is the star, c
course, but Kenneth Harlan practical!
shares honors with her. Miss Talmadg
plays Nancy Flavell, who is adored b
her father's meek secretary, Clarenc
Brooks. But Nancy does not even notic
Clarence except when he can be of som
service to her. She is busy fallin
in and out of love first Tvith a photo c
John
then with
a tea-tabban
namedBarrymore,
Braille. War
is declared
Clarence enlists. Finally Braille
caught in the draft and obliged to go i
camp. Nancy's mother insists upon
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narriage before Braille leaves. Nancy
oesn't love Braille and doesn't want to
aarry him. As a way out she announces
□st before the ceremony begins that
he was married to Clarence before he
ailed for France. Relieved of one emarrassment. Nancy promptly proceeds
o fall in love with an Italian tenor.
The war over, Clarence, returning a
aptain and a new man, comes for the
irl. Through Genevieve, a friend of
."ancy's, he learns that his supposed wife
;ttacks
at thethetenor's
apartment.
tenorin
girl, and
Clarence The
arrives
me to thrash him. He takes Nancy to
is
irlmother's
lie in thehome,
bed resolved
she made.to make
Save the
the
.vo principals and Genevieve none is
ware that Nancy and Clarence have
ever been married.
Being of an assertive nature herself,
'ancy
objects
to the domineering
tactics
f the new
Clarence,
and the scenes
beveen the two contain many a chuckle,
he John Emerson-Anita Loos touches
-e excellent.
After the first night Nancy realizes she
compromised and though her impulse
to return to her home she realizes this
impossible. Yet she fights on. After
week she is willing to give in, but
larence refuses her until he can be asired of her sincerity. Whispers about
lildren turn the trick. The picture is
iving a corking end by the introducon of a youngster being given a bath.
Constance Talmadge makes a vivaous and pretty creature, while Kenneth
arlan gives a fine performance of the
eek secretary who finds his strength
id dominates Nancy.
WILLIAM
HE

SIN

FAVERSHAM

IN

THAT

WAS
HIS
(SELZNICK)
Hobart Henley Production, with
story written by Frank L. Packard, presenting William Faversham in the role of a gambler
whose faith in God and man is
rejuvenated by his contact with
holy things, through his assumption of the role of a priest in order
to escape the consequences of a
murder that he did not commit.
Subject made entertaining by
genuinely skillful handling.
The efforts of those responsible for
'is production have been so beautifullv
i-ordinated that "The Sin That Was
is"
carries withvalue,
it an even
unusual
degree
entertainment
though
the
ot offers nothing strikingly original
id by the nature of things holds only
thread of a love story.
The picture presents Mr. Faversham
the role of Raymond Chappelle, a
;gged and virile character, who becomes
notorious gambler after having been
ucated for the priesthood and who
ter having done his first good deed in
.enty years, loses his faith in uiviue
shce when he is run out of camp.
dying friend named Blondin entrusts
him the mission of carrying a quantity
gold to his mother and while on his
ay to the quiet village of St. Marleau.
uebec, where Madame Blondin lives,
lappelle meets and vents his ironv
'on Father Aubert, who is to take
arge of the town parish. A storm is
ging when they arrive. Chappelle
ids the Blondin home and is about to
rnn when
over the
to Madam
Blondin's
he money
learns that
the weak
chartered youth is playing a game to cheat
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his mother. A tight ensues, the light is
overturned and in the darkness Mmc.
Blondin shoots her own son instead of
Chappelle. With a record against him
Chappelle realizes circumstances are
against him and is trying to escape before Madam Blondin sounds the alarm,
when he sees Father Aubert severely
hurt by a falling tree. At once the idea
suggests itself that he masquerade as th?
priest. He assumes the priestly part,
leaving the real priest, who has lost his
memory', to be handled as the murderer.
Upon this premise a good deal of suspense is developed as the pseudo priest
is unknowingly regenerated while the
conflicting forces of his nature are at
work one warning him to act only for
his own safety, the other to be just.
The climax corres when the bishop of
the diocese unexpectedly visits the town
and recognizes Chappelle as an impostor.
The logical outcome is supplied when
Madam Blondin falls ill on the doorstep
of the church and having also found
faith in God, confesses to the accidental
killing of her son, thus freeing the real
priest and suggesting a romance between
Chappelle and Malarie Lafleur. who has
always hovered tenderly in the background.
The ease with which the story runs
is uncommonly fine and reflects great
credit upon Hobart Henley, the director.
The detail is cared for to the minutest
point, while the atmosphere of Quebec is
picturesque and quaint. William Faversham's
mostusual
polished,
the
star performance
working withis his
grace
and poise. He is ably supported by
Pedro de Cordoba as the priest. Lucv
Cotton as the beautiful Malarie Lafleur.
and Lulu Warrenton as Madam Blondir.
the principal roles.
SANDWITCHES
(EDUCATIONAL)
A one-reel Christie Gayety comedy
with the oft-used mixup in identities of
relatives. A young husband shields his
cousin from the advances of a man who
is later revealed as her husband. Scenes
"SATAN'S

81
are on the beach, and there are bathing
girls, uncommonly pretty ones, aplenty.
Charlotte Merriam as the wife is particularly pretty. Vera Steadman is the
cousin and George George the other husband. Not up to the Christie standard.
COMING

THROUGH

THE RYE
(EDUCATIONAL)
Again Bobby Vernon is a bridegroom.
Again he' is arrested on his way to the
wedding — this time for the innocent
carrying of a bottle of whiskey that has
been given him as a gift. The keen
nostrils of the Booze Hound — a dog of
extraordinary intelligence — catch the
scent of the rum as it perfumes the bridegroom when a policeman challenges him,
and after that things move — particularly
Bobby, the pursuing officer and Jack, a
friend, who has plotted to win the bride
by supplying the bridegroom with the
liquor and then putting the police on the
trail. The whole thing ends in the police
court with evidence that fixes the wrong
on the right party and an end that brings
about the wedding of the two right ones.
Gene Corey plays the part of the friend
and Vera Steadman is the bride in this
clever Christie comedy.
"The

Blue Moon" Booked
Widely by American Co.
Further announcement is made by
American Film Company of the success
of its dramatization of David Anderson's
novel. "The Blue Moon." in every section of the United States by a listing of
the important theatres that have booked
this "Flying A" special.
Some of the bookings just received
are: The Seventh Avenue theatre of New
York City, the Alamo No. 2 of Atlanta.
Ga. : the Holland of Wichita. Kan.: the
U. S. A. of Vancouver. Wash.: the Nixon
of New Castle. Pa.: the Orpheum of
Louisville. Ky., and the Globe of McKeesport, Pa.

PARADISE"

BEING

FILMED

Norma Talmadge, Harrison Ford and Director Albert Parker in the West Indies,
getting scenes for a new First National production. Rcy Hunt is at the
camera.
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Exploitation

Stunt

Univeral

Is Included

Trade

Universal has sounded a new note in
advertising and exploitation, by including
in its national trade advertising inserts
actual exhibitor aids and pertinent information that will aid the exhibitors to
present Universal pictures with maximum
success. This is in accord with the plans
of L'niversal's
new P.exploitation
depart-to
ment, headed by
D. Cochrane,
stand
by most
the slogan,
In the
recent "help
issuestheof exhibitor."
the trade
publications. Universal devoted an entire
page to exploitation ideas for popularizing the new Dorothy Phillips' film,
"Once to Every Woman." This picture
is said to offer unusual exploitation
angles, and to be doing a business far in
excess of that anticipated by its producers.
Herald Is Distributed
Universal did not stop at getting out
the usual campaign book and press sheets
for this Universal Jewel picture. The
exploitation department is still pounding
away with new exhibitor aids and new
tieups
man. usable by the wide-awake showOne of the most popular aids thus
distributed is a herald, made in the form
of a four-page folder, containing, on inside, a copy of the favorite old song.
HenplotBoltof " theThis
song The
is woven
the
picture.
coversintoof
the herald contain attractive matter concerning the picture. It is for general
distribution in advance of play-date.
Discovered by Accident
This
tieup
with "Ben Bolt"
about
almost by accident.
When came
Universal
planned to present the picture by a
private showing at the Hotel Astor, New
York, it was decided to precede the showing by a vocal rendition of the song.
Miss Mabelle Nash, a lyric soprano, was
engaged. Shortly before the showing,
it was the
suggested
Misspoint
N'ashin sing
during
showingthat
at the
the
picture where the heroine, Miss Phillips,
"EVERYTHING

Paper

R S

H K KALI)

in

Advertising

side. "Ben Bolt" at her mother's bedsings
After several trials, the singer found
she
could follow
Miss Phillips'
lips has
to
the fraction
of a second.
The singer
appeared in more than a dozen theatres
in and around New York City, duplicating the stunt.
"Vanishing Trails" Is
Given Special Showing
By Celebrated Players
Joseph L. Friedman, president of Celebrated Players Film Corporation, held
a special trade showing of "Vanishing'
frails." the Col. Selig serial, at the Vitagraph projection room in the Film building. Chicago, November 26. A capacity
audience of exhibitors and trade press
reviewers attended.
Nothing that Col. Selig has done to
date quite equals this new serial, it is
claimed. It is in fifteen «pisodes and
features Franklyn Farnum and Mary
E.\nderson.
Wing. The storv was wi itten by W.
It was the opinion of everyone present
at
the showing
thatbox"Vanishing
Trails"
should
prove a big
office attraction.
It is Western melodrama with a wellchosen ca^t and an elaboration of treatment that places it in the cla^s of the best
pictures of its kind.
Change O'Brien Title
The title of the forthcoming Selznick
picture formerly announced as "Regret,"
starring Eugene O'Brien, has been definitely
to "Worlds Apart."
according to changed
an announcement
by Selznick
Pictures Corporation. Under the direction of Alan Crosland over fifty well
known horsemen and horsewomen of
Virginia will appear as extras in realistic
fox hunting scenes.
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Rubye De Remer, in new
a dramatic
action from feature.
"The Way Women Love," a
Arrow bit
Filmof Corporation

"MADAM," said the conductor politely i
the lady. "You must remove that suitesfrom the aisle." "Fo' de Lawd's sake, cot
dat aint
ductah
foot."—, Ithaca
(A*.noV.)suitca
Journase.
l. Dat's' ma
•
CORPORAL: "I hear they have four
C hristopher Columbus' bones."
Dark Private : "Why man. I didn't kno
they shot
craps Weekly.
when he was alive."
.Inieri
can Legion
•
N I W -s n. ni 1 >ur Postmaster is invro
ing after a severe illness. He recently b
came the father of his eighteenth child
Nutley (X. J.) Sun.
*
"IS your wife a good mathematician
"Yes; he keeps adding
year." — Town Topics. to the family eve
*
"I'VE got some news for you this mor
got a brand-ne ba
ing. Bobby.
sister."
"Oh, You've
daddy, may I be the wfirst
tell mama ?"— London * (Eng.) Tit-Hits.
NEWS item: \ man in Hodar. Neb.,
the father of ten children. For the p;
20 years he has used Honey and Tar Coi
pound. — Chicago Tribune.
*
N'EWS item in St. Louis paper: ".V
and Mrs. J. B. Van are receiving co
gratulations on the arrival of twins y<
terday, a boy and a girl. Mr. Van is
artist. — The Taller.
*
EVERYTHING adjusts itself; the ri
have their ice in summer, the poor in w
ter; the rich have their twin sixes, 1
Mail. the six twins. — New York Event
poor
"IF you want a baby sister so badly, s;
Eddie's mother, "why don't you pray
one?" "I have prayed, and every timt
Louis
Republic.
pray Cod
leaves it at the Smith's."—
*
"HAS Twelve Sons on His Farm," s;
a headline. Raising your own food «
jour own lulp seems to be the only h<
these days. — Kansas City
Star.
*
"HAVF ye seen my last baby. Maggi'
"Faith, an' I never expect to."— //orr.
Lampoon.
*
"WE'VE got another baby at our hou:f
That's nothing. W'e've got [
"Pooh!
other new papa at ours."
* — St. Paul Nel
"OFFICF.R. what is the prisoner chari
with?" asked the judge. Cop: "MoV
soda water, sir."'— Boston
Record.
*
PROSECUTING Attorney (to op[
nent,) : "You're the biggest boob in f
city."
Herald. Judge (rapping for order): "Gr
tlemen, you forget I am here." — Syncf
*
MAGISTRATE: "But your wife sf
you haven't spoken a word to her for cv
a year." Polite prisoner: "No. your v ship. I didn't
to interrupt her [Pearson's
Weekly.want *
TO isnew
maid : "Ya?
"This isMymy Brudder
son's ro*-1
He's
in Yale."
there too." "What year?" "No year. a
Yail.'
Truthsay:
Seeker.
judge " —yust
'You Axel, 60 day?"
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Byj. b.
Board
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The Livingston sisters, BUBLAH and
New York City, Dec. 7, 1920.
terfly in Harness," by Frederic and Fanny
The Motion Picture Directors Associa- Hatton, the next picture which Mr. W'ithey Mable, probably typify more perfectly what
511 held its fourth annual dinner at the will direct for Constance Talmadge. Oth- might be expected of personal press representatives than most any one we know,
iltmore on Tuesday evening, December 7.
ers included in the cast of "The Man From
because of brevity,* truth
t the hour of going to press the affair had Toronto" are George Fawcett. James Har* * and readability.
lly just started, consequently the details
rison,Short.Flora Finch, W. R. Webb and FlorMadlaine
Traverse
ence
has a very fine recc lacking in this issue.
ord upon which to stand, but when it comes
The Canadian Club of New York held
Mrs. Garxette Sabin, producer of the to charm of personality and perfection of
ligure, plus youth and vivacity she has the
dinner-dance at the Hotel Biltmore on Arrow-Muriel Ostriche Comedies, left stage
* *
very much to* herself.
ecembcr 3 which turned out to be one of New York on Saturday with Miss Ostriche
to attend the Motion Picture Convention
et season's
social
functions
de
luxe.
ErnEsteli.e Taylor, she of "While New
Shipman is a member of the club and in Atlanta, Ga., on December 6. Mrs. Sabin
York Sleeps" and "Blind Wives" fame, has
: had as his guests members of the press, and Miss Ostriche have been working day begun
work on another big special in which
fter dinner Mr. Shipman gave the pre- and night on Miss Ostriche's latest comedy
she is to he featured. FAtelle is a great
"Stage
Struck"
in
order
that
they
might
little cinematic special-er
iere presentation of "The Foreigner"
* * * these days.
hich was produced by the Winnipeg Pro- complete work on it in time to permit them
actions. Ltd. Ernest is certainly a show- to attend this convention. This comedy i>Montagu Love has completed work with
an of the first order as well as a host to a burlesque on "Way Down East" and ree Manor born.
ports from the studio indicate that it is one shortly.
Norma
Talmadge in "Satan's Paradise."
of the best vehicles Miss Ostriche has yet Love hints of big plans materializing
\V. E. Shallexberger, president of the had. A capable supporting company
* * *
rrow Film Corporation, is enjoying a few assists Miss Ostriche and the production
Robert Schable, heavying in "Temple
is looked forward to with keen interest
ivs hunting with his brother in the West,
Dusk," is indeed heavy, these days. Bob
by all Muriel Ostriche fans.
r. Shallenberger after attending the Fedsampled a generous piece of mince pie —
ated convention in St. Louis went to Chiand.
well sad music is in keeping with
igo to tend to some important business
the occasion.
Eddie
Kline
of
Kline's
Exchange,
Bos:ter which he left to visit his brother,
ton, was a visitor at the Arrow offices on
* * *
(e is expected back at the Arrow office Saturday.
Marguerite Clark is busy at the old
Xovember 27.
le forepart of next week when, it is said,
Biograph studio completing work on her
jme important announcements will be
lade.
Marguerite Clark Production, "Scramfirst
J.
Charles
Davis,
2nd.
commander
and
* * *
chief of the Arrow publicity, has been turn* * *
Hyman Silverman, after four months
ing out advertising copy which made such
bled Wives."
Lucy
Cotton, who went from the title
a
hit
with
the
trade
that
J.
Charles,
2nd..
ith C. B. Price, has returned as superin<ident of the public projection rooms at etc., has to keep his foot on the gas in role in "The Misleading Lady" to "The
!9 Seventh avenue.
order to keep at least two jumps ahead of Devil," starring George Arliss, will apI
* * *
pear at the New York Strand the week
his imitators.
of December (i with William Faversham
* * *
Kenneth Harlan will be seen as Conwe'd"The
say. Sin That Was His." Lucy cerin
ance Talmadge's new leading man in "The
Elinor
Fair,edge
as over
Marsinah
in
"Kismet"
tainly has a choice collection of titles,
had
a
decided
most
of
the
play(an Fromadapted
Toronto,"
jurray,
to thea play
screenby byDouglas
Grant
ers in this production from the artistic
* * *
arpenter. Mr. Carpenter has also been en- standpoint, and as to her comeliness, her
Albert Parker is the literarv director
iged to write the continuity for "A But- name bespeaks volumes.
FIRST SCENES

FROM

"SQUANDERED

LIVES"

presents a screen vers'on of Cosmo Hamilton's story. "Duke's Son," as its initial
"he Stoll Film Corporation of America
production. The picture is being awaited with interest by American exhibitors.

t
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who has put across Norma Talmadge in
some of her most recent successes and
who, incidentally, adapted most of them.
He is getting ready now to cut up "Satan's
Paradise." Oh yes, this is Norma's laM
production.
* * *
Elsie Ferguson returned from an extensive trip abroad looking like only the
beautiful Elsie could look. And now she
has entrained for Los Angeles and will begin work soon on "Sacred and Profane
Love" her last winter's
* * * stage success.
Ralph Graves is working until the wee
hours in a new D. VV. Griffith picture.
Handsome Ralph, as they call them in ths
melodramas, is striding forward in seven
league boots.
» * *
Ret.ina Kruh, the w. k. press agent, is
bundling up her belongings at 220 West
42nd street and, jumbles the rumor, is preparing to betake herself and her trusty
typewriter
EdwardwithSmall's
where she over
will to
publicize
much office,
skill
Mr. Small's proteges.
* * *
Vincent Coleman has just finished "The
Dress of Destiny" with Alice Calhoun.
Some little modiste is Vin. Now he's been
to play in \\ m. M. Patch's "It's Up
signed
to
You,"
a musical comedy to open this
month
in Chicago.
* * *
David G. Fischer shot the final scenes of
"In the Shadow of the Dome" last week
concluding
months'
on thisto feature. Twofive
weeks
will beworkrequired
cut
the 60,000 feet of film down to the necessary 8,000.
* * »
Reporters are kept busy on the daily
papers trying to disprove that Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro and the hero
of the week, actually carried six hundred
girls on his back down a telehysterical
graph wire from the eleventh floor of the
of Cohan's
to the roof which
building
Longacreduring
theatre
the conflagration
raged
in the Metro offices. Investigation seems
to show that President Rowland actually
only packed one hundred and fifty-seven
to safety while W. E. Atkinson shouldered
all the rest of the burden besides answering the summons to the fire commissioner.
* * *
R. E. Pritchard of the Educational
Film Corporation has had his interest
aroused in the direction of duck hunting
and should Dr. Shallenberger of the Arrow report any casualties on his return
from his last hunting trip R. E. will prob* *
ably purchase a, new* hunter's
costume.
Charlie Cooke has started something.
Watch his smoke.
* * *
Sherman Productions Sold
For Missouri and Kansas
N. J. Flynn and E. E. Richards, president and treasurer of Richards & Flynn
of Kansas City, Mo., have obtained the
rights for the exclusive distribution of
all pictures issued by Sherman Productions Corporation in Kansas and Missouri. Richards & Flynn are located i.i
the Film Exchange building at Seventeenth and Main streets.
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Series

Texas

Guinan

Will Undertake Features of International Interest
In March After Finding Independent
Market in Prosperous Condition
Victor Kremer, president of Victor and by the end of the current year every
big neighborhood house in New York
Kremer Film Features, Inc., announced
willes'have shown it.
this week that production on the first City
"'Voic
has scored a pronounced hit
of the series of Texas Guinan societyWestern dramas will begin early in in New York theatres and the New York
exchange distributing that production in
January. All necessary arrangements
the metropolitan district is having the
have been completed.
In announcing the commencement of time of its life filling demands for bookings. When the picture was first shown
his independent production activities with
Miss Guinan as his star, Mr. Kremer, publicly at Locw's New York theatre on
following a careful survey of the indus- Broadway it scored so strong a success
try in various parts of the country, also that exhibitors throughout the metropolitan zone immediately booked it. Reports
from exhibitors in Harlem, the Bronx,
northern New Jersey, show that this
production has been the means of breaking manyWill
a boxProduce
office record.
"
Features
With the production of Guinan pictures under way, Mr. Kremer is now
directing his time and efforts to the consum ation ofplans for his series of features with international interest. These
productions will feature a star of international reputation. Mr. Kremer already
has opened negotiations with a popular
writer who will furnish the stories on
w^hich these productions will be based.
Negotiations arc now under way for the
leasing of a studio in New York. There
it is proposed to produce the Kremer
international super-productions.
While no production date has yet been
announced, it is known that actual work
will be under way by early January and
ready for distribution some time in
March. Although plans for the international pictures arc far from being completed, considerable interest has been
aroused in trade circles, for Mr. Kremer
during the past two weeks has received
many inquiries from interested state
i i:\ \s i.i in \ n
righters from various sections of the
country.
\\ ln> i* to Ih> hlurri'd In a uri-lr* of ao<'lt'l> -« «**»I*tii (Iranian U\ \ Irttir Kri'mtr.
made known his claim that the market
is in most prosperous shape and demand
for independent productions is apparently
greater than ever before.
Finds Market Prosperous
"Careful study and investigation of
conditions by state rights concerns handling our production," said Mr. Kremer,
"has divulged the fact that, contrary to
general impression, the independent
market is prosperous; there is a demand
for productions worth while. Exhibitors
who have been visited reported business
normal and point out that productions
of
ness.unusual merit have attracted big busi"State rights concerns, distributing
'Mad Love,' with Lina Cavalieri, and
'Voices,' two productions released by
Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc., report splendid
releases. In thebusiness
Middle on
Westthese
bothtwothese
productions are meeting with phenomenal
success. Right here in New York
'Voices' has struck a most popular cord

PALISADE
FILM
West 129th St. Ferry

Directors and Stars Are
Busy at Goldwyn Studios
On Forthcoming Features
Goldwyn's next Reginald Barker production, "Snow Blindness," by Katherine
Newlin Burt, the author of "The Branding Iron,"
of Goldwyn's
successful fallone
publications,
is nowmost
actively
under way at the Culver City studios.
The leading role is assigned to Russell
Simpson, who played Black Pawl in
"Godless Men." The three other roles
in the small cast are being played by
Mary Alden, Cullen Landis and Pauline
Starke.
Vice President Lehr has just returned
to the studios from New York. Will
Rogers and his director, Clarence Badger, are putting the finishing touches to
Irvin
S. Cobb's
Be Boys."
Gertrude
Atherton"Boys
is hereWilladvising
with
Director
Wallace
Worsley
in
the
tion of her first original scenario.produc-

LABORATORIES.
, Morse mere 621,

INC.
PALISADE,

N. J.

QUALITY
and
SERVICE
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did {or the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
— L. G. Alby, Strand theatre, Waterford.
First National
Wis. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pick.-ith Charles Ray— Ray has again ford. — Fine picture. Lots of comedy,
tragedy
and everything. Pleased 100 per
roven that he can hold patrons' interst, and while a little different role for cent. Second night better than first.
im he delivered the goods. The cast
Book it, push it and you will be well
upporting him was excellent also. — H. J. pleased with it. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.
.ongaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
linn.— Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan
production. — Fine comedy. Used it as a
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan
roduction. — A very good comedy that benefit and satisfied all. — F. C. Burr, Orolds to the title, but is a little too classy pheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Small
or the regular small town fans. Xever- town patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
.neless it will get the money. — H. Jenen, Photoplay theatre, Clay City, Ind.
Lincoln. — Exceptionally good both financially and as to satisfaction of audience.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan prouction. — This picture gave absolutely — W. F. Ellard, DeLux theatre, Bucklin,
Kans.
ne best satisfaction of any picture I
ver ran. Pleased 99 4-5 per cent. — JoThe River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
eph C. Staak, Royal theatre, Carroll, la. production.
— A wonderful picture of the
far Xorth with good double exposure
-General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan pro- work. Drew big. — Frank Zimmerman.
uctidn. — One of the best pictures I have Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town
layed of late. Book it for two days, patronage.
The Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
'ou will do better on the second day
nan the first. — M. Damitts, Dixie the- Talmadge.- — A splendid comedy-drama.
tre, Winona, Miss. — Xeighborhood pat- Pleased everybody. Book it. — W. F.
Dnage.
Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita Ky. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
tewart. — Good picture. Held attention
iroughout. Excellent photography and Stewart. — More favorable comment than
utdoor scenery.- — E. A. Baradel, Palace
leatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patDnage.
Posing for Slides
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan
roduction.— Very good picture. Patrons
ell pleased. Best house in two months.
j-A.
ians. E. Dickhut, Elite theatre, Pratt,
The Love Expert, with Constance Talladge. — A good little picture that
leased all. Connie good card here, but
'orma
A. —Zimmerman,
leatre, better.
Aurora,— J.
Minn.
Small town Rex
pat3nage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
•orma Talmadge. — Good story. Good
:ar. — M. P. LaBree, V. I. A. theatre.
rescent City, Fla. — Xeighborhood patDnage.
Go and Get It. a Marshall Xeilan
roduction. — In a class by itself. Go the
mit on this. A knockout. — F. C. Burr,
'rpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
mall town patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
lacDonald. — Onlv fair program picture.
ot as good as The Thunderbolt.— C. C.
shnston. Triangle theatre, Hoxie, Ark.
-General patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, Xorma
almadge. — Without a doubt her best
cture to date. Drew big as Xorma is
g card here. — J. A. Zimmerman. Rex
eatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town patmage.
Lee and Percy Mannont, popular
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford.— Virginia
film stars, who are making illustrated
othing to this picture, and to make a
slides for a new song hit "Broadway
x>r story worse too many dark scenes.
Rose."

any other picture ever played. Good
business. — H. R. Bisley, Liberty theatre,
Caney, Kans.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — A story that appeals to young and
old. Everybody enjoyed this picture. — ■
L. G. Alby, Strand theatre, Waterford,
Wis. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
production. — One of the best pictures we
have ever shown. All liked the picture
fine. — Echo theatre, Great Bend, Kans.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Drew big crowds, but profits ordinary.
A big production. — Frank Zimmerman,
Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town
patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.— A great picture bound to go
over good with any audience. Good
business. — H. R. Bisley, Liberty theatre
Caney, Kans.
Auction of Souls, with special cast. —
A bigdled inpicture.
resultsfourif days
hanthe right Will
way.getPlayed
to capacity business. Competition five
times as strong. — Joseph G. Portell, Delray theatre,
hood patronage.Detroit, Mich. — XeighborThe Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — A great production and sure
pleased them all. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
The Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — Good picture. Pleased
our patrons very much. — Murry Bros.,
American theatre, Sedan, Kans.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— A picture that shows great ability, yet subject on account of its nature
to be both pleasing and displeasing. We
failed to discover the 1.000 characters as
advertised. Did good business two
nights. — Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre. Hardin, Mo. — General patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
—C. Very
good. Globe
Pleasedtheatre,
even-one.
— Mrs.
H. Wyman,
Quenemo,
Kans.
Choosing a Wife, with a special cast.
— Was a good feature. Pleased 90 per
cent. First Xational is always O. K. —
C. Hales. Rivoli theatre, Alton, O.—
Xeighborhood patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — An exceptionally good picture. —
H. Rav Pavne, Palace theatre, Spring
Hill. Kans.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — We ran Tarzan of the Apes
and our patrons could hardly wait for
The Romance of Tarzan and our house
was packed for it. Both are extra good.
— E. S. Beynon. Cozy theatre. Lake Crystal, Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes and The Romance
of Tarzan, with Elmo Lincoln.— These
two shows are the biggest drawing cards
that any exhibitor can buy. Book them,
advertising them like a circus, and you
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HANGMAN'

Scenethefrom
"Lone
Wilson,"
Lester
Cuneo's
first Doubleday
production
Capital
FilmHand
Company.
It was
written
by William
and Mildred
Pigott. for
will be well rewarded for time and
money spent. — Schonlau & Abraham, S
& A theatre, Houston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mind the Paint Girl, with Anita Stewart.— A good picture. Business good. —
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence. Kans.
Fox
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White. — Good
picture. Book it. Outdoor scenes wonderful.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre.
McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— Here is a real Western if you like it.
Punch after punch. Action galore. Book
it. — E. E. Gailev, Crystal theatre, Wavne.
Nebr.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Just what you have been looking

• /4 Genome
d Spedial

In

the

Jhadow
of

the

Dome^

A David G. Fischer
Production

for. a good comedy-drama. You can
back this up with a smile for you sure
got the vertispicture.
Don't Photoplay
be afraid theatre.
to ade it—. H. Jensen.
Clay City. Ind.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Kussell. — The critic who said this
one was Russell's best can't sec well.
Just an ordinary picture. — J. C. Staak,
Royal theatre. Carroll. Ia. — General patronage.
While New York Sleeps, with a special cast. — Fine picture. Good business.
Advertise and get the money. — C. C.
Johnston. Triangle theatre, Hoxie, Ark.
General patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White. — Fair
picture. Some poor direction. Pearl
White does good in serials. Will not
draw in features for me. — E. E. Gailey.
Crystal theatre. Wayne. Nebr.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
One of Farnum's best. Good Western.
— Edward Lindsey. Lindsey theatre. Inl«i-tr>-. III. — Neighborhood patronage.
Shod with Fire, with William Russell
— Splendid Western. Lots of action.
Photography good. — C. H. Thomas.
Community
theatre. Galva, Ia. — Small
town
patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — A real
Western picture up to the Mix standard.
Book it. you can't lose. — C. C. Johnston.
Triangle theatre. Hoxie. Ark. — General
patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason.— This is a crackerjack of a good picture. You will make no mistake in booking Shirley Mason features as they will
get
you Rock
monev.Falls,
— A.111.E. Berlin, Grand
theatre.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. —
Some of my patrons said this was the
best picture they ever saw. Mix new
here, but business was good. — Walter
Carroll, Royal theatre, Fullerton, Nebr.
— General patronage.
Evangeline,
with Miriam
Cooper.
No
exhibitor
no matter
how small
the —town
should fail to play this. Your patrons
will thank you for having it. Better
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business on it than we expected. Thi
kind of picture should be encouraged.A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre, Emi
nence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix
Mix always good. This we thought wa
above the average. — C. Hales. Rivol
ronage.
theatre, Alton, Ia. — Neighborhood pat
The Man Who Dared, with Willian
Russell. — One of the best program pic
tures ever run. Should be run as a spe
cial. — C. C. Johnston. Triangle theatre
Hoxie, Ark. — General patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jone^
Played this on Saturday to full house
A fair picture. — Spalding Bros., Gen
theatre, Taylorville, III. — Neighborhoo'
patronage.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with Wil
liam Russell. — A cheap method of adver
tising a highway. An old story weak I
told. Top price 25c. — Giacoma Bros
Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — Gen
rral patronage.
The Girl of Bohemia, with Peggy Hy
land. — This was one of the poorest pic
tures played in my house. Lay off thi
one. — Louis Frana. Olympic theatre, Cal
mar, Ia.
The Last of the Duanes, with Williar
Farnum. — The first Farnum we have eve
played, but folks seemed to know him s
we had a full house. Good picture.A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre. Em;
nence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Rose of the West, with Madlaine Tra
verse. — Good program picture. Seeme
to please the majority. — L. A. Hasse, Ma
jestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The— Got
Adventurer,
William
num.
by as a with
novelty,
being Fat"
ou
first costume picture, but will not tackl
another soon. — Fahrney & Elson, Elec
trie theatre. Curtis, Nebr. — Country tow
patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with Williar
Russell. — Here's one that should pleas
'em all. Good in every resoect and it
a little different. Plenty of action an
suspense. Some good scenery. — H. Jer
sen. Photoplay theatre. Clay City, Ind.
The Deadline, with George Walsh. — .
picture with lots of action. — Pete
Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, Ia.Neighborhood patronage.
The Beast, with George Walsh — Poc
picture. Walsh has been in lots bettt
ones — B. E. Hiopler. McCloud theatr
McCloud. Cal. — Neighborhood patronag'
The Rebellious Bride, with Peggy H>
land. — A good program picture. — A. .
Steggall. Opera house, Fayette, Ia. — Co
lege town.
The Orphan. Les Miserables. and <
Tale of Two Cities, with William Fa.
num. — All excellent pictures and have th
drawing power. They are the kind t
please :>fter vou eet them into the tht
atre. — H. B. McFarling. Tokio theatr.
Morehouse. Mo. — Neighborhood patror
age.Chasing Rainbows, with Gladys Broclwell — Good program picture. — Edwar
Lindsey. Lindseypatronage.
theatre. Industry. IllNeighborhood
The Web of Chance, with Peggy Hy
land. — Just an average program pictur
—A.
Steggall, Fayette, Ia.— Collep
town J.
patronage.
Persuasive Peggy, with Peggy Hylam
— Stung. — Bert Norton. Kozy theatr.
Eureka, HI. — Neighborhood patronage.
Black Shadows, with Peggy HylandGood program picture with a cute sta
Had a good house. Bad roads. Ov
prices are 15 and 25c. — C. H. Thoma
Community
theatre, Galva, Ia. — Sma
town
patronage.
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Goldwyn
Just Out of College, with lack Pickjonj. — A five reel comedy-drama that
kept the audience entertained from beginning to end. A laugh a minute. We
recommend it heartily. — J. A. Burgum.
Movie theatre, Arthur. X. I>. — Neighborhood patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
—The best ever. Refreshing. — M. P. LaBree. V*. I. A. theatre. Crescent City. Fla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar.
— Star's inwork
not toprevious
compareTarzan
with *
Elmo Lincoln
the two
pictures. Jungle scene not so realistic
either. Fight with lion a plain fake, but
withal gave general satisfaction. Pulled
:n a fair rainy day crowd at advanced
prices. — Aleman & Thibobeaux. Bijou
theatre, Church Point, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
Absolutely fine. If you can't put pictures like this one over, close up. — B. F.
Sharp. Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. —
General patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. — An amusing bunch of nonsense,
but
don't pull
bonehead forwe Pete's
did bysakethinking
it istheanother
Mickey and advancing prices. — Fahrney
& Elson. Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr. — •
Country town patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Tom Moore should give general
satisfaction wherever run. I consider
this as the star's best program feature.
"Fair box office attraction. — F. W. Horrigan. McDonald theatre. Philipsburg.
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Days, with a special cast. —
'k>od picture. — A. Laforce. Happy Hour
theatre. Two Harbors, Minn.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Xormand.
— Picture is old and a repeat. Sure was
good and pleased the people. Some came
to see it on a repeat. — C. Hales, Lyric
theatre. Orange City. Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore. —
Tom always gets by here. This was a
good program picture and drew a good
crowd. — Jno. I. Saunder. Cheney theatre.
• age.
Cheney. Kans. — Neighborhood patronBaby Mine, with Madge Kennedy. —
\\ ould have been a good comedy in four
or five reels, but patrons tired of six
re^ls of sameness and walked out. — E. A.
Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee. Ark. —
irnall town patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Tom always gets the crowd.
Picture good. — L. A. Hasse. Majestic
theatre. Mauston. Wis.
Friend Husband, with Madge Kennedy.
' — A good little comedy-drama. Madge
has a style all her own.— Sudie I. Haney,
Liberty theatre. Des Moines. N. M.—
>mall town patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
— If you want to take a good crack at
your small town reformers play this picIn the
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ture. ette,It's
Colo. good. — Jewel theatre, LafaySis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.—
Not many cared for this. Only drew
fair. — R. C. Wilson, Grand theatre. Staples, Minn.
Through the Wrong Door, with Madge
Kennedy. — Fair program. Not as good
as we have shown of this star. Fair
house. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Poliy of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
—in Goldwyn's
production.
eight reels.first
A good
one. but Reissued
Mae not
very beautiful. — Fahrney & Elson. Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr. — Country' town
patronage.
The Auction Block, with Rubye DeRemer. — Old but good. — Alvin S. Frank.
Jewel theatre. Lafayette. Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy. —
A very poor picture. Star not liked here.
— Jno. I. Saunders. Cheney theatre. Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
— Drew well, and was highly praised. —
R. C. Wilson, Grand theatre. Staples.
Minn.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Xormand.
— Lot of good comedy with a good
moral.
kind it'sMajestic
a good production.— H.ForA. itsLarson.
theatre.
Oakland. Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
— Good picture. — Lang & Smith. Cobb
Opera House. Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Floor Below, with Mabel Normand.— Good picture. Mabel comes up
to
expectations
in this one.
It's— better
than her other 1915-1919
pictures.
Jewel
theatre. Lafayette, Colo.
The Crimson Gardenia, with a special
cast. — Good house. All Rex Beach
stories take well here. They get me the
business. — G. F. Rediske. Star theatre.
Ryegate. Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Crimson Gardenia, with Owen
Moore. — A good picture and comments
just fair. Owen is not the drawing card
that Tom is. — Jno. I. Saunders. Cheney
theatre. Cheney. Kans.— Xeighborhood
patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
— Here is a picture that sure hands the
reformers a rap, and it sure affords real
entertainment to the rest. Book it for a
night when you are sure to get i big
crowd. Get some reformers there too.
We are going to repeat. — H. A. Larson.
Majestic theatre. Oakland. Xeb. — Small
town patronage.
Hodkmson
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis. —
Good picture. Drew well and pleased
majority. — E. T. Craffits. Pastime theatre,
Seelyville, Ind. — Small town patronage.
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. —
Great picture to good business. This is
an outdoor picture. — E. E. Gailey. Crystal theatre, Wavne. Nebr.
The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Lcuise Glaum. — One of the poorest pictures ever played in my house. No good
for small town. — Louis Frana. Olympic
theatre. Calmar. Ia.
The Blue Bonnet, with Billie Rhodes.
— Good picture. Played it on Thanksgiving and filled the house. Pleased all.
— E. ~T.
theatre. Seelyville. Ind.Craffits.
— Small Pastime
town patronage.
Desert Gold, with a special cast.— Picture good. — F. Hejtmanek. Opera House.
Clarkson, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
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EILEEN Bl RDETTE
The Inntr^al Comedienne, nppearln^ in
*» TH r I'omrdiro «itb Dorothy Wolhert.
Metro
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Our
patrons were well pleased with this picture— Royal theatre. Lehi. Utah.
Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
The poorest special in existence. — C. G.
Davidson. Palace theatre. Malta. Mont. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Chorus Girl's Romance, with
Viola Dana. — A very pleasing subject. —
A. Laforce. Happy Hour theatre. Two
Harbors. Minn.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — Pleased
big crowd. A picture that is well acted
and will please people from six to sixty
years old. — Wasserman & Davis. Rialto
theatre. Pecos. Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. — It's a
good picture. — J. C. Staak. Royal theatre. Carroll. Ia. — General patronage.
The Price cf Redemption, with Eert
Lvtell. — Fair picture. — C. G. Davidson.
Palace theatre. Malta. Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men. with Viola Dana.
— Splendid comedy. Pleased 90 per cent.
— Royal theatre. Lehi. Utah.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Good comedy picture. Played it with
Haunted Spooks, although it would go
very well alone. Haunted Spooks very
good. — Walter Carroll. Royal theatre.
Fullerton. Nebr. — General patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — A dandy picture that is sure to
please all classes. — C. C. Jonhstone. Trironage.angle theatre. Hoxie. Ark. — General patParlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a special cast. — This doesn't compare with
Fair and Warmer. Our patrons were disappointed. We booked it as a special,
but find it only an ordinary' program picture.— Royal theatre. Lehi. Utah.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. —
Didn't draw. — A. Laforce. Happy Hour
theatre. Two Harbors. Minn.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— Poor picture. I played it with Jiggs
and the Social Lion and got by at 35c. —
Walter Carroll. Royal theatre. Fullerton.
Nebr. — General patronage.
Lombardi Ltd.. with Bert Lvtell. — The
best to date with Lvtell — Will H. Bre-
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mer, New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — A wonderful production. The best special we
have ever played. — A. J. Steggall, Opera
House, Fayette, la. — College town patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Picture drags. Audience about 50-50 on
this. The masterly acting of Lytell main
feature. — A. Lafofce, Happy Hour theatre, Two Harbors, Minn.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison
— This is some picture, and Allison fine
box office star. — Will H. Bremer, New
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — She is
one of the few really big stars, and draws
the crowd. Especially good show. — R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Social Hypocrites, with May Allison.
— A good program picture. Metro pictures are as good as you will ever ask
for. — A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.— College town patronage.
A Favor to a Friend, with Emmy
Wehlen.— Excellent.— L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The Belle of the Season, with Emmy
Whelen. — A good picture, but star not
liked here. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — The most
wonderful picture for some time. Wonderful lesson. Good photography. Everyone pleased. — Charles Perrizo, Lyric theatre, Cass Lake, Minn. — Transient patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert Lytell.— A fair picture. — W. E. Anderson,
Rex theatre, Diller, Nebr.
No Man's Land, with Bert Lytell. —
Bert Lytell is sure some star. His picWHEN
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tures are in Class A. — A. J. Steggall,
Fayette, la. — College town patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — A beautiful picture that went over fine. Photography excellent. Story good. — Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova. —
Too much Chinese dope. My people not
crazy over it, although drew a good
house. — Sam L. Nissen, Happy Hour theronage.atre, Broadview, Mont. — Small town patParamount
The Prince Chap, with Thomas Meighan. — These late Thomas Meighan pictures arc what the critical public want.
They build up the motion picture business. If only this kind of picture was
in the majority people would not make
fun of the "movies." The Prince Chap
appeals to all ages and stages and is particularly to be commended for having a
capable supporting task. — Jean Lightner,
Regent theatre,
borhood patronage.Alameda, Cal. — NeighToo Much Johnson, with Bryant Washburn.— Here's one of Washburn's best.
G?t it and advertise it as such. — F. E.
Kauffman, Electric theatre, Union, la.
The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton. — Created no excitement. Lack of
good material for plays is apparent. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— A regular picture. A fine comedydrama. Good business. Nuf sed. — C. H.
Thomas, Community theatre. Galva, la.
— Small town patronage.
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — This is a little different than
some Washburn has appeared in, but it
was well directed and gave satisfaction.
Some church people may dislike it on
account of oriental danoc. — H. J. Long-
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aker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn
— Neighborhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace ReidSplendid. Not a complaint. Wholesome
Booking pictures would be a joy if al
as good as this one. — M. P. LaBree
V. I. A. theatre, Crescent City, Fla.Xeighborhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.Am building up a fine Saturday nigh
trade on comedy-drama and two ree
comedy. Double Speed is a dandy
Takes with all classes. Arbuckle tw(
reclers (Paramount) arc all good. Tn
a Reid-Arbuckle or McLean, May-Ar
buckle combination, and they will all tel
you how pleased they are. — Philip Rand
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Neighbor
hood patronage.
Thou Art the Man, with Robert War
wick. — Satisfactory to good business.—
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb
stone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Other Men's Wives, with Dorothy Dal
ton.
— OneStanley
of thisis star's
best pictures
Forrest
a splendid
leading
man.— A. X. Miles, Eminence theatre
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage
What Every Woman Learns, wit!
Enid Bennett. — Enid Bennett in genera
takes good here. Fairly good business
— F. E. Kauffman, Electric theatre
Union, la.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethe
Clayton. — One of the kind that peoph
like and that has a good influence— M
P. LaBree, V. I. A. theatre, Crescen
City, Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Soul, with Elsie Ferguson
— This picture went over the heads o_
our Saturday night crowd, but it was sc
good. It is the kind of picture that yoi
feel end.
like saying
a reverentis splendid
Amen toama'
the
Elsie Ferguson
Wyndham Standing as the blind soldiei
simply outdoes himself. Your theatn
will be a better theatre for having showi
this picture. Your patrons will be bettei
men and women for having seen it.—
theatre. EmiEminence
A. N. nence,Miles,
Ky.— Small
town patronage.
The Miracle of Money, with a specia
cast. — Swiss, Limberger, Cottage, Creair
and Brick. All mixed up. Steer clear c
this by all means. — E. E. Gailey, Crysta
theatre, Wayne, Nebr.
Out of Luck, with Dorothy Gish.— -1
feature. — C. Hales
very good program
City, la— Neigh
Orange
Lyric theatre,
.
borhood
patronage
23'/2 Hours Leave, with Douglas Mac
Lean and Doris May. — More compli
ments than any picture we showed foi
some time. Good clean comedy. Lot:
of snap. — Wasserman & Davis, Rialtc
ronage. Pecos, Tex.— Neighborhood pat
theatre,
More Deadly Than the Male, wit!
Ethel Clayton— Most deadly to box of
fice receipts. Name against it. Stai
good, but play inconsequential. Para
fill the bill —
mount Magazine does not Salmon,
Idaho
theatre,
Rand, Rex patronage.
—Philip
Neighborhood

The Sea Wolf, with a splendid castGruesome and appeals to a limited das:

Inthefhartow

A tense scene from "813," the Robertson-Cole special feature founded on the Arsene
Lupin story. Wedgwood Nowell and Wallace Beery have leading roles.
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— A dandy comedy-drama and drew
many laughs. Not as good in these pictures as in race pictures such as The
Roaring Road.— Home theatre, Maskell.
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Don't Change Your Husband, a Cecil
B. Demille production. — Splendid. Will
go good anywhere. — Adam Hornung,
Victor Opera House, Victor, Mont. —
Country patronage.
Daughter of the Wolf, with Lila
Lee.— Good program picture, but Lila
Lee is sure no star. We ran it out witn
serial. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
More Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. — Splendid picture. Lots
of action and good plot. Pleased 90 per
cent.. — C. H. Thomas. Community theatre, Galva, la. — Small town patronage.
Pathe

LEATRICE JOY
n the stellar role of "Bunty Pulls the
Strings,"
Reginald Barker production
made
for aGoldwyn.
if patronage. The workingmen fsolely.
Attendance fell off over half the second
light. Not a special by any means. —
^an Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda,
Zsl. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
—A big money maker. Book it and
lean up at advanced admission. — M.
Damitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Rustling
Bride, have
withbeen
LilatheLee,star
—
\Ionte
Blue a should
is he is excellent, but you will find this
jicture giving good satisfaction. — A. N.
sliles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
—Small town patronage.
Nugget Nell, with Dorothy Gish. — An
exhibitor might show this picture in a
)ug house and put it over, but not to
in audience of sane people. The compliments that some of the patrons passed
m this picture would not look well in
print. — H. E. Holben, Olympic theatre.
Lenox, la.
On with the Dance, with May Murray.
—Played two days at advanced admisiion. Had a good business. Everybody
pleased. — M. Damitts, Dixie theatre, Wilona. Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Gypsy Trail, with Bryant Washburn.— Heard several kicks on this. Did
not see it myself. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
For Better, For Worse, a Cecil B. DeMille production. — Ran this as a special
Thanksgiving program and had a full
house at 20 and 35c. All thought it a
fine picture. Onlv a little long drawn
out. Cast all good.— C. H. Thomas,
Community theatre, Galva, la. — Small
town patronage.
Jane Goes Wooing, with Vivian Marfan.— Good picture. Drew well here. —
FN. L. Hamilton. Mazda theatre, Alden,
|Kans. — Small town patronage.
Believe Me Xantippe, with Wallace
Reid. — Good picture to good business for
two days. Wallie is going good for me
inow.— Oscar Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby. N. D.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace Reid.

Gates of Brass, with Frank Keenan.—
Al! Keenan pictures are good. They
carry a lesson. — F. Hejtmanek. Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — Best Western we have had
for long time. Plenty of action. You
can't go wrong on this one. — F. J.
Kozuch. Dixie theatre, Wallis, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
The Deadlier Sex. with Blanche Sweet.
— Good feature. Beautiful scenery. — F.
Hejtmanek, Opera House. Clarkson,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Walked Mary, with June Caprice. —
This is a very good comedy-drama. Absolutely clean and will suit any audience.
Many spoke of the merits of this feature.— H- J- Longaker. Howard theatre,
Alexandria,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
— This picture was enjoyed by our patrons. Good acting and settings. Sweet
good. — F. Hejtmanek. Opera House.
Clarkson, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Right to Lie, with Dolores Cassinelli. — Good feature. Little slow at
times, but it was liked. — F. Hejtmanek.
Opera House. Clarkson, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder. —
This is a French-made picture. Dark
photograph}-, slight story, below the
average compared with American features.— F. Hejtmanek. Opera House.
Clarkson, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The World Aflame, with Frank Keenan.— Very good picture. It will satisfy
any audience. Old. but good. — F. Hejtmanek. Opera House. Clarkson, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.
— One of the big ones and pleased 9S
per cent of my patrons. — E. Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. — General
patronage.
The Fear Market, with Alice Brady.
■— Just a so-so picture. Does very well
if you have nowhere else to go. or nothing else to do. Poor business. — A. N.
Miles. Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
— Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Ran this two days to big business. Everyone liked it fine, and we
want more like it. — Paul L. Shew. Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General
patronage.
A Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady. —
Just a fair program picture. Lay off if
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you
can. —la.Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar,
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. — This picture is good and the
star
is good,
but seesomehow
can'tMiles,
get
a crowd
out to
her. — A.I N.
Eminence
theatre,
Eminence,
Ky.
—
Small
town patronage.
Johnny Be Good, with Mary Miles
Minter. — This is a dandy picture and
drew a big crowd. — E. Saunders, Palace
theatre, Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
Rob ertson-Cole
Kitty Kelly, M. D., with Bessie Barriscale. — Good picture and pleased them all.
Showed Sunday night to good house.
— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Brand of Lopez, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — Good, but Jap has lost his
hold on my patrons. — Dr. F. M. Childs,
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Villisca, la. — NeighborThe Turn of the Road, with a special
cast. — Fine picture. A sermon in itself.
Book it. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blue Bandanna, with William Desmond.— Good. Good business. — G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
Selznick
A Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien. — One of the best subjects offered of this star to date. — A. Laforce,
Happy Hour theatre, Two Harbors,
Minn.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Will pass. Not as good as
some we have used of this star. — W. F.
Baker, Boone Way theatre. Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — Small town patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
This star never fails to please my audience, and this was no exception. If you
are looking for a good picture, play it.
— E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard,
111. — General patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Absolutely nothing to it. Some walked
out on it. — E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre,
McGhee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, w.th Olive
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tre. Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge. — Not as good as was expected.— Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre. Industry, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hidden Truth, with Anna Case. —
A good picture and was received well.
My crowds are strong for stars. Picture will please a majority. — Jno. I.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans
— Neighborhood patronage.
Red Head, with Alice Brady. — Good
picture. Alice Brady gaining in popularity here. — O. W. Jastram, Strand thearonage.tre. Pecantonica, III. — Small town pat-

BETTl COMPSON
In fl Mm rected byfrom
"I'rlminiTH of l.o\c" di(■olflw VII. Arthur Roason, di»irllMitcd l»>
Thomas. — Not up to her former work
and not enoigh substance to story. — A.
Laforce, Happy Hour theatre. Two Harbors, Minn.
The Heart of a Woman, with a special
cast. — I consider this production a real
picture. Gives your patrons something
to think about. — Alhambra theatre, Delta.
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Footlights and Shadows, with Olive
Thomas. — This is one of her best pictures. Patrons were unusually interested
on account of the tragic death of this
little star. — Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
The Perfect Lover, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Good. Far above the average. Pleased 100 per cent. — B. F. Sharp,
Tumble In theatre, Sinton. Tex. — General patronage.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes, with
Elaine Hammerstein. — Excellent acting
of st^r in dual part. Good picture. — E.
A. Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Last of His People, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Here is another dandy Northern
picture. I know my patrons liked it.
They said so. Book it.— Dr. F. M. Childs.
Cozy theatre, Yillisca, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — A very good program picture.
Scenery beautiful. — L. G. Alby, Strand
theatre.
patronage.W'aterford, Wis. — Neighborhood
The Glorious Lady, with Olive
Thomas. — -Star has had so much publicity since her death that we had a full
house, but the theme of this picture was
not liked. — A. N. Miles, Eminence thea-
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A David G. Fischer
Production

Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. — Why do producers still try
to get by with painted drops to take the
place of exteriors? It takes a mighty
good scene painter to replace mother nature and fool an audience. It tends to
cheapen the entire production. — T. C.
Shipley. Essaness theatre. Rushvillc.
Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young.
it. Not
up — toPoor
the picture.
standard.Don't
Star play
not
liked here. — C. N. Jacobs, Kozy theatre,
Chatsworth, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Reason Why, with C. K. Young.
— Did not hear any praise on this picture.— R. R. Hansen. Cozy theatre, Burr
Oak, Kans. — General patronage.
At the Mercy of Men, with Alice
Brady. — Stay off this one. No good at
all. Too much Russian. Did not give
satisfaction at all. Can't see why they
want to waste film on such pictures. Besides it hurts the exhibitors' business to
run such junk. — E. D. Luna. Hulbert
theatre. Hulbert, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.
— The first good picture from Select in
a long time. — J. VY. Bascom, Pastime
theatre, Sisson, Cal.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge.— Some keen little comedy-drama.
— S. I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines. N. M. — Small town patronage.
The Knife, with Alice Brady. — A good
picture. Alice Brady is taking well here.
W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Claw, with Clara Kimball Young.
— Just a fair program. Nothing to rave
over. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre.
Cheney. Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge.— A wonderful
picture.sureYoutreat
can'ta
beat Select
service. They
fellow right. If you don't run Select
pictures, book them at once. — H. B.
Axline.town
Scope
theatre. Wenona, III. — ■
Small
patronage.
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United Artists
The Mollycoddle, with Dougla> Fairbanks.— -A wonderful production with a
kick in every foot of it. Doug i- sure
the greatest entertainer on the screen
Splendid direction and acting. The settings with the Hopi Indians are greai
Book it and Doug will do the rest —
F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre.
ronage.
Phillipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patPollyanna, with Mary Pickford.—
Pleased young and old. saint and sinner.
Hardingicans and Coxocrats. In fact,
everyone. Even the rowdies forgot to
disturb the show. 40c. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre. Curtis, Neb.—
Country town patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— All claimed that this was the
best Fairbanks picture yet. — E. Saunders.
Palace theatre. Harvard, 111. — General
patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Dougla> Fairbanks.— Played to satisfied crowd at 30c.
Business light on account of tailing
prices of farm products. Doug is sure
a comical cuss. — Fahrney & Elson, Klec
trie theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Country town
patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fair
banks.— Good. People still talking about
it and asking for more. Think this the
best one out of the three. Good business.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. Ryegate. Mont. — Small town patronage.
Universal
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey
— Harry Carey always good. Had a good
house
on an exceptionally
poor night.
— F.
E. Kauffman,
Electric theatre.
Union,
Iowa.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey
— Fair picture, but previous pictures of
this star shown by us were poor and
killed him here. — E. A. Baradel. Palace
ronage.
theatre, McGhee. Ark. — Small town paV
Pink Tights, with a special cast. — The

Stolen Orders, with a special cast. —
A better picture than I expected. Seemed
to please them all. Manv thrills in this.
— W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre. Red
Lake Falls. Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Faith of the Strong, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Good. The second night was
better than the first night. — Oscar
Trover. Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
The Secret Gift, with a special cast.
— Did not pull. Average program picture.—Joe Yaeger, Shuler Auditorium
theatre.
rojiage. Raton. N. M. — Small town pat-

CHESTER COXKLIX
An a hnrd-boiled burelnr in the Special
Pictures
Corporation
comedy "Soft
i. oiled YeCR.**
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this picture three years ago. Universal
best program picture I have ever shown,
but the one-sheets and photos killed the rebooked it to me. Had been so long
ago that I forgot it until I put it on.
business for me. It you play it. advertise the fire and circus scenes big. It Business was off on that account. Don't
think any exchange should try and put
you get them in they will be pleased. —
Walter Carroll. Royal theatre. Fullerton. one over on the exhibitor like this. The
picture
is great
you comedy
can't go with
wrong.it.
Xeb. — General patronage.
Boost it.
Put and
a good
Everyone pleased who saw it. — William
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Meyers.
A good program picture. Drew well Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
and seemed to please all. Fair photogEverything But the Truth, with Eddie
raphy.— W. B. Flint. Lyric theatre.
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Some liked it
Ames, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
and some didn't. About 50-50. — L. A.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
— Carey's poorest picture and patron?
The Road to Divorce, with Mary Macvery much displeased/ Direction and
acting poor. Some of the details in the Laren. — A very good picture. Entertaining. Photography and settings picturpicture are very poor. Good box office
esque. Subtitles out of the ordinary. A
attraction and Harry should pull them
bet. — H. Jensen, Photoplay theatre.
in just the same. — F. W. Horrigan, Mc- good
Clay City, Ind.
donald theatre. Ph-lipsburg, Mont. —
Her Five Foot Highness, with Edith
Xeighborhood patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special Roberts. — Good picture, but Universal
cast. — This is one that pleases as near lady stars won't pull for me. The lobby
100 per cent as a picture could. You
display don't show that this is a Western, but it's not a rough Western. Will
can't
go
wrong
on
it.
—
F.
E.
Kauffman.
go
in any house. — William Thacher,
Electric theatre. Union, la.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
cast. — Fair program picture. — E. A. BaraDean. — The greatest production ever pubdel, Palace theatre. McGehee, Ark. —
lished through Universal, and a credit
Small town patronage.
to director, producer and the industry.
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and The acting and settings are splendid,
Lee Moran. — Not much to this one. They
with plenty of action throughout the production.— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald
do not go very good in our house. —
Spalding Bros.. Gem theatre. Taylortheatre. Philipsburg. Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
ville. 111. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
Destiny, with Dorothy Phillips. — Did
—Not up to standard Carey Western pic- not draw as well as I expected. One of
tures, but drew well and pleased mathose "what might have happened"
jority. A good picture to run. — W. B. stories and goes over fairly well, but it
Flint. Lyric theatre. Ames. Okla. —
is not the big production that it was inXeighborhood patronage.
tended to be. — T. C. Shipley, Essaness
Rushville, Neb. — Small town
Everything But the Truth, with a spe- theatre.
patronage.
cial cast. — Not much. Half the audience
The Peddler of Lies, with Frank Mayo.
walked out before show was finished. —
C. C. Teas. Crystal theatre, Watertown,
— Good little program picture. Most of
Universal program pictures I have used
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
— E. Dowhirst. Beverly PicAlias Miss Dodd, with a special cast. were turegood.
theatre, Beverly, Kans. — Small town
—Good picture, but somewhat hard to patronage.
ollow. But taking it all the way through
Paid in Advance, with Dorothy Philt's good.
Something
different. —Salina.
Willips.— Do not be afraid of this one. A
liam Thacher,
Royal theatre.
Curwood story of the North with action.
Kaas.
— Harvey G. Thorpe. New Grand theatre.
The Road to Divorce, with Mary MacCrosby, Minn. — Mining town patronage.
-aren. — A nice, clean feature. Little
The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
>etter than average. — F. Hejtmanek,
Phillips. — Played to capacity on third
}pera House, Clarkson, Neb. — Neighbortime here. Wanted it back again. — V. L.
lood patronage.
Brumbaugh. Picher theatre. Picher, Okla.
Lasca, with Frank Mayo. — Good picThe Pointing Finger, with Mary Macure. Follows the poem. Good house
Laren. — Good little program picture. —
ind gave satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske.
E. Dowhirst. Beverly Picture theatre.
itar theatre, Ryegate. Mont. — Small
Beverly. Kans. — Small town patronage.
own patronage.
Vitagraph
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. — This
s one of Harr\-'s best, although I ran
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Williams.— One of the most entertaining pictures ever on our screen. Comedy element runs throughout. — E. E. Bonham.
Bonham theatre. Prairie du Sac, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Juggernaut, with Anita Stewart.
— A picture worthy of any house. Will
ulease 90 per cent. — S. N. Andress.
Royal theatre. Ponca. Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Colleen, with Bessie
Love. — A very good picture and holds
attention. It pleased. — Peter Krauth.
.Denison theatre, Denison. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Slaves of Pride, with Alice Joyce. —
Very good. Little slow in action, but
gave good satisfaction. — Dr. F. M.
Childs. Cozy theatre. Villisca, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A David G. Fischer
Courage
with
Production
a The
special
cast. — ofOneMarge
of theO'Doone,
best pictures
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ALICE < VI. HOI \
\\ inho which
llil.s jliMt
.lone*"
she completed
make* her "Prince**
fir*t appearance
iim a wtnr. mirier the \ ita;jrnph banner.
we ever ran in our theatre. Pleased
100 per cent. Book it. — C. G. Davidson.
ronage.
Palace. Malta. Mont. — Xeighborhood patThe Climbers, with Corinne Griffith. —
Good program picture. Pleased. — Dr. F
M. Childs. Cozy
theatre. Villisca. Ia. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Juggernaut, with Anita Stewart.
— Ran this feature on my best day and
turned away people. This is sure a good
picture. Book it and advertise it. and
vou will clean up. — A. E. Berlin. Grand
theatre. Rock Falls, 111.
The Juggernaut, with Anita Stewart.
— -A good picture. A very good drawing
card. Earle Williams and Anita Stewart
play their parts well. — P. G. Held. Sterling
Fairmont. Neb. — Neighborhoodtheatre.
patronage.
The Combat, with Anita Stewart. —
Good story. Well produced. Pleased. —
Dr. F. M. Childs. Cozy theatre. Villisca.
Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Neglected Specials
Wives (Wistaria), with
Anne Luther. — Good, clean picture all
the way through. Photography tine. —
W. L. Douglas. Strand theatre. Newman
Grove, Neb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — One of the best pictures
that I have ever played. Comment of
all. — E. Saunders. Palace theatre. Harvard. III.— General patronage.
The Chamber Mystery (Arrow), with
Claire Whitney and Earl Metcalf. — An
average light comedy-drama. Will get
by. — Alleman & Thibodeaux. Bijou theatre. Church Point, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Voting. — Very good picClara is
star.Olympic
Don't
pass thisture.one
up. —very
Louisgood
Frana.
theatre. Calmar. Ia.
The Great White Trail (Wharton ».
with Doris Kenyon. — A tine picture of
the Arties. Worth advertising big. — R.
Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre. Oberlin.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Woman He Chose (Fine Arts),
with a special cast. — Was a fine picture
and liked by all. A picture any exhibitor may be proud to play. — E.
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Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, III.
— General patronage.
The Great White Trail (Wharton),
with a special cast. — Arctic picture and
syre good. Snow and dog teams fine.
Seemed to please 100 per cent. — C. Hales,
Rivoli theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sport of Kings (Buffalo), with a
special cast. — Interesting, but weak in
spots. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Bubbles (Pioneer), with Mary Anderson.— One of the best comedies I have
run. Pleased all, and was a good puller.
— E Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard,
III. — General patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Eva Novak. — Very poor. The poorest excuse for a picture I ever ran. Nothing
to it, but the name. — W. L Berryman,
Lyric theatre, Bartlesville, Okla.
A Child for Sale (Abramson), with a
special cast. — This picture just seemed to
suit my patrons and drew a big house for
two nights. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre. Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
The Birth of a Race (Birth of a Race
Co.), with a special cast. — Gets the
money at advanced admissions, but appears to have been clipped down about
two reels. No complaint at advanced
admissions. — E. Dewhirst, Beverly Picture theatre, Beverly, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
When Arizona Won (Arrow), with
Shorty Hamilton. — This is a good picture and will please most any audience.
W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Serials
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph). with
Antonio Moreno. — I am on the fifth episode of this serial and will say that it
is a good one. You will not go wrong
on this one. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre. Rock Falls, 111.
The Third Eye (Pathe), with Eileen
Percy. — Our patrons are sure getting
tired of serials. No more of these elongated slapstick dramas for us. They
all run in the same old rut. — Fahrney &
Elson, Electric theatre. Curtis, Neb. —
Country town patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph). with
William Duncan. — Very good. Started
off with poor business, but am now doing very well. — A. N. Miles. Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
One of the best serials ever run. On
episode 12. Good business on every episode. Book it. — C. C. Johnston, Triangle
theatre. Hoxie, Ark. — General patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph). with Joe
Ryan. — Twelfth episode more interesting
than any so far. Nothing to the first
part of serial. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Adventures of Ruth, (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Lacks suspense. Patrons
not interested. Attendance fell off with
each episode and wound up with only a
score of followers. — Alleman & Thibodeaux. Bijou theatre, Church Point, La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — This is so out of the
ordinary it seems to draw the people,
and they keep coming. Animal pictures
always seem to please. — C. Hales. Rivoli
theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — This is the best serial I
have run yet. If you have not got it
booked, do so at once. Eddie Polo will
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sure get— A.
you E.the Berlin,
money Granu
in K' theatre
of the
Circus.
Rock Falls, 111.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with Joe
Ryan. — Had to put on another serial to
bring up receipts. Not a drawing card
by any means. — S. S. Stevenson, Liberty
theatre, Henderson, N. C. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — It will stimulate business. Sure plenty of action and thrills.
— Alhambra
borhood theatre,
patronage. Delta, la. — NeighShort Subjects
Torchy (Educational), with a special
cast. — A clean-cut comedy with new
feats to make them laugh. Very good.
— H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Big Show (Educational), with a
special cast. — Splendid. A cast of children and animals that can't be beat. Be
sure you let the children know you have
it.— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.— Small town patronage.
Cut the Cards (Pathe), with Snub Pollard.— Good and dandy one-reel comedy
Will pass. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Torchy in High (Educational), with a
special cast. — This one sure brought the
house down. The way it moves keeps
you busy getting all the stunts. — H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Harem Hero (Arrow), with Hank
Mann. — A comedy that is full of pep and
laughs. — R. O. Baker, Baker's Electric
theatre, McCune, Kans. — Small town patronage.
William J. Flynn Series (Selznick).
with Herbert Rawlinson. — These are
two-reelers. Very good, I thought, but
did not please here. Held my crowd
with Larry Semon comedies, which are
simply great. — Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Get Out and Get Under (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — This is a scream, but not
up to his High and Dizzy. We wonder
what
Lehi, Ford
Utah. paid for this. — Royal theatre,
Jiggs and the Social Lion (Christie),
with Johnny Ray. — Nothing to rave
about. Did not draw any extra business.
No more for me of this kind. — G. F.
Rediske,
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. —
Small townStarpatronage.
The Desert Hero (Paramount), with
Roscoe Arbuckle. — A reissue, but good.
— Edward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre, Industry, 1 1.— Neighborhood patronage.
An Overall Hero (Educational), with a
special cast. — A comedy with a different
trend. You will be well pleased with
it. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
ronage.
Alexandria,
Minn. — Neighborhood patThe Tramp (Supreme) with a special
cast. — One of the best comedies we have
played. An A-l laugh provoker. — J. A.
Burgum, Moviepatronage.
theatre, Arthur, N. D. —
Neighborhood
William Flynn Series (Selznick). with
Herbert Rawlinson. — Have run almost all
of them. Find them all good so far.
Good detective dramas. Don't be afraid
to book them. — Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina. Kans.
Duck Inn (Educational), with Ham
Hamilton. — Many good laughs in this
one. It kept the audience in an uproar
from beginning to end of it. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
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Canal Zone Is Enjoying

Cent

Increase

in Bookings in Two Months
According to Educational Exchange,
ings. A greater share of the bookings
Inc., a remarkable record has been set themselves to the principal circuits of
by Torchy comedies, in that during the the country we announced some time
ago, but now the record that is being
last sixty days these two-reel picture;
have shown an increase of 50 per cent
made by the pictures themselves is convincing exhibitors that these are among
in the number of high-class theatres i:i
which they are booked. In practically
the very best comedies that they have —
every city in the country these films and therefore, they are transferring their
made from the stories of Sewell Ford
run to their leading theatres. Since they
and starring Johnny Hines are beins have already their contracts there could
shown in the leading houses and report;
be but one thing inspiring this switch —
from managers say that their audience
that the comedies have unusual audience
pulling power is showing gains.
pulling powers and therefore they want
Still another significant fact cited by to take advantage of their largest seating
Educational is that in many instances
where contracts had been signed for capacities." Find Tie-Up Effective
this series by exhibitors owning a chain
of theatres in a city, they have been
"Besides the quality of the pictures
almost without exception taken out ol themselves there are two reasons for
the smaller houses and placed in the this:
"First,
so many experience
exhibitors with
have most
had
leading theatres where they could ap- such
unfortunate
peal to larger audiences.
so-called tie-ups with publishers that
Plays Leading Theatres
they did not expect an advantage from
this
one, even though millions have read
From one batch of programs Educational points out these theatres, all part; the Sewell Ford volumes. They are now
of chains, all played Torchy pictures learning that these millions want to see
According to the publast
week:
"Torchy
High"
at the these pictures.
lishers the appearance of the picture
Riviera,
Chicago,
the InRialto
in Denver
vastly increased the demands for the
and the New in Baltimore: "Torchy
books themselves.
Turns cisco,
Cupid"
at
the
Tivoli.
San
Franthe New Garrick in Minneapolis,
second reason is that while every
the Alhambra in Cleveland and the one"The
of the comedies is absolutely complete in itself they have all the pulling
Moore's Rialto in Washington:
power of the serial because the same
"Torchy's
Millions"
at
the
Liberty
in
chief
character is carried through them,
Seattle, the Stabley in Philadelphia and
.the W alnut in Cincinnati
and because patrons know that each one
will afford a wealth of clean fun. but
"This," comments the Educational
statement, "speaks far more strongly without burlesque or utter impossibilifor the pictures than a mere list of booknonn

Priscilla Dean's Picture
Election night along the Canal Zone
is described as "one riot of moving pictures." In almost all of the canal club
houses, in the Y. M. C. A. and armv
clubs, elaborate entertainments, built
around various feature productions, were
shown in connection with election returns. The clubhouse at Ancon staged
a big entertainment. The feature of the
evening was a showing of ' The Virgin
of Stamboul," the Priscilla Dean Oriental picture, which was loaned to th*;
club members by the Canal Zone branch
of Universal Film Manufacturing Company. As soon as this feature was run
off in Ancon, it was speeded to Balvoa,
where
see it. a new audience was waiting to
Exhibitors Pleased With
Juvenile Court Feature
According to exhibitors who have
shown it. Realart's special production,
"The Soul of Youth," directed by William D. Taylor,
will greatly piease those
who see
it.
"The Soul of Youth" carries the story
of a boy reared in an orphanage who is
blamed as a "bad boy" fof-Mnany things
he did not do. He ran away, ate some
food that wasn't his and was taken to
the juvenile court. Instead of "sendfor life,"Andthe the
judge
humaning himandup lenient.
rest proved
of the
story
in the bov.
In justifies
the castthearejudge's
Lewisfaith
Sargent.
Lila
Lee, William Collier, Jr.. Betty Shade
and Judge Ben Lindsay of the Denver
Juvenile Court.
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Do Your Patrons Ever Clap Their Hands to Notify
Your Operator It is Time to Adjust His Carbons?

THE

PEERLESS
ARC

AUTOMATIC

CONTROL
ELIMINATES ALL SUCH ANNOYANCES
due to dark and shadowy projection. It is so accurate and delicately adjusted,
and yet fool proof, that at all times the image on the screen is distinct — clear
cut — no shadows — no blurs. Your patrons will go home completely satisfied
with your show,
coloration on the because
screen. there has not been one moment of disagreeable disFREE

For Use on All Makes of Machines with
Direct Current at the Arc

TEN

DAY

TRIAL

OFFER

We will ship you the complete equipment for your machines on a ten day free
trial. You can use them for ten days. If they do what we say they will and
you are satisfied that they give you something that you have always wanted —
even illumination and constant brilliancy on your screen — you can pay us for
them. Otherwise, you can ship them back at our expense.
Price each
*
$125.00
Snap switch, fuse block, steel cabinet and conduit assembled to control if desired EXTRA $10.00

The trial will cost you nothing — so send in your request for a free ten day trial NOW.
Ask for a 1Q2I Booking Book.
Send for our complete catalog of Exhibitors Supplies.
EXHIBITORS
SUPPLY
CO.
Milwaukee, Wis
Chicago,
111.
Indianapolis, Ind.
133 Second St.
845 So. Wabash Ave.
1S7 No. Illinois St.
Minneapolis,
St. Louis, Mo.
1500]
Produce
ExchangeMinn.
Bldg.
3316 Lindell Blvd.
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• ing to Bill Curley, Jr., his enterprising
young exploitation » chief.
* »
Charles Hertzman, Universal publicity
WITH THE PROCESSION IN LOS ANGELES
chief, is the latest department head to join
the Von Stroheim pilgrimmage to Monni!imiiu:a
terey, where the Monte Carlo scenes are
J
By Harry Hammond Beall
being filmed for "Foolish Wives."
Kenneth McGaffey, former Mary Pick- from a horse while working in Ruth Roland's latest serial.
ford publicist, has tweu made production
Jack
util* * »
manager for Harry Carey, by Irving Thality man,Lloyd,
is on Griffith's
his way all-star
back to general
New York,
berg, the man behind the gun at Universal.
after
having
made
the
Los
Angeles
run
of
GEORGE
B.
West,
general
manager
of
the
♦ * *
Sunkist Comedy Company, is on his way- "Way Down East," a grand success.
Hampton Del Rtth. the comedy pro- back to Los Angeles, having covered the
ducer, was married on Thanksgiving Day to various exchange centers to give trade
Aha Allen, well know feminine comedy
showings
of Alice Howell's latest single Sunrise Pictures Corp.
reel
comedies.
star.
* * »
* * *
Will Open New Offices
K. \V. Grvoi.. one time foreign correJack J \<( \ri>. the Universal director, is
Pending
the closing of deals whereby
spondent for the .Vcti' York Herald, is the now the owner of a handsome St. Bernard,
Sunrise Pictures Corporation will disand he craves to direct an Alpine picture
tribute several features on the state
so he can put the canine to work before
rights plan, steps are being formulated by
the camera.
President Max Carnot for the retention
* * •
of New York and Northern New Jersey
Harry Brand, ex-sporting editor, now
so that the organization can handle this
I'.u>.ter Keaton's ever active press agent, business through its own exchange.
would tell the world that the baseball chamArrangements are expected to be compionship of the Hollywood film colony now
pleted soon whereby the Sunrise will
rests with the Keaton Komics. Their lat- open new headouarters solely for the exest victims were the
aggregation.
change end of the company.
» *Brunton
*
Jack Perrin, handsome young Universal
leading man, has been loaned to Irvin V.
Willat for the leading role in "Partners of Educational's "Luck" is
* * «
Issued as "High and Dry"
theTod
Tide."
"High and Dry" is announced as the
Brownini; has promised Carl Lapermanent title of the new Mermaid
emmle he will have Priscilla Dean's latest comedy to be published in December
crook
play
"Outside
the
Law"
out
and
titled
through
Educational Exchanges.
before the Universal Prcxy leaves for the
"High and Dry" was directed by Jack
* • 0
< ;<s|.
White, who was responsible for "A
Fresh Start"
and "Nonsense."
Jimmie
Ki.me I-'ew.i son will begin her nexl pic- Adamis the featured
player and Theltrn
D. Taylor's direction
soon. ture under William
Percy,site ahim.sister
is seen
oppo* * «
The of
castEileen,
includes
a number
Eddie Polo and company are about to of bathing girls.
shove off for Cul>a to make Antony Coldeweys chaperoned
"The Seal ofEddie
Satan."
J. P. McGowan.
who
to Europe
will again
handle the megaphone on this latest Polo
PATRICIA PALMER
serial.
* • *
CAPITAL WANTED
To be featured In Gayetj CoMedlea, vrlUek
trill i>«' cii~iiii.ui.il i»j Edmeatloaal BxEdward Con NELLY, the veteran character
actor, entertained fifty newsies as his
To finance erection of neighborguests for a Thanksgiving turkey dinner,
hood theatre* in growing city of
latest addition to L'niversal's scenario de- as per his annual custom.
300,000
where prosperity does not
partment.
»
*
*
* * *
depend
upon any one particular
"Hoot"
Gibson
is
to
star
in
five
reelers
Max Ascher. the veteran vaudeville instead of twos from now on according to
industry. I have $100,000 invested
in corporation owning two high
player, is preparing a feminene turn "Girls definite announcement made this week by
of
Movies"
with Fox,
representative
beauties Carl I.aemmle.
* » *
class neighborhood theatres. Anfromthe the
Christies,
Special Pictures,
other under construction . CorRolin, Chester, Hamilton-White and LehrAlbert Shelby LeVine has resigned
man lots. He will take the act on tour
poration not over-capitalized; payfrom the Metro scenario department in orimmediately after the holidays.
der to do free lance writing.
ing large dividends.
* * *
* * *
Edward Haerx, leading man in Irvin V.
Sessue Hayakawa is making elaborate
Address Box 100, Exhibitors Herald
plans to entertain the crown prince of Japan
Willat's first independent feature "Down
Home," was seriously injured in a fall when he comes to the United States, accordMORRIS KLINE, President
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This is contest week.
* * *
The prize? That's a deep and dark
secret.
* * *
All contestants must enter their names
immediately. It will be dubbed "an endurance test." To. qualify you must be
able to endure indefinitely the "aromatic"
fumes from Frank Williams' cob pipe.
Frank, you know, is booker for Robertson-Cole. Both Harris and Ishmael have
colds and are barred from entry. All other
comers considered.
Poor Max Levey ! That is said more in
sympathy than in jest. If you ever had
some heartless doctor pry and dig around
a carbuncle you know why Max has been
moody the last few days. Just one of the
little pleasures of life.
Oscar Doob journeyed down to Decatur
last week. It seems as though every time
Oscar goes out of town he has "something
to
By the
way, that's
the
namethink
of theabout."
Paramount
production
that was
booked at the Bijou in Decatur and Oscar
was adding a few touches of exploitation.
The judge might have dismissed the case
against Harry Rice for speeding when the
new general manager of Independent Films
explained that it was his first appearance in
the speeders' court. But and if and the
rest of those pesty little prepositions, however, popped up. Harry informed the court
that
the
was "Ithing
haven't
beenhascaught."
Ten and reason
cost. Good
Harry
a job.
* * *
Harry Marx, former manager of the
Majestic in Louisville, Ky., has been giving the town "the once over." No complaint
whatever, he says. Harry may be one of
us before long.
* * *
"Bill" Hight has abandoned his quarters on the eighth floor of the Film Exchange— Reelcraft — and is now lodging over
in the Garrick building. Long way for our
skinny legs to carry us, "Bill." However,
we'll do our best for Showmore and Penny
Ross.
* * *

HERALD

WHAT
DO MANAGERS
THINK ABOUT?
In strolling down Wabash you
will be attracted by a huge tank
lifted above the new Fox building.
Clyde Eckhardt, in pointing out
the
"If thatbathing
thing
everaffair,
breaksremarked:
the Sunshine
girls will sure have an aquatic
time."ofSpeaking,
course, of
reels
Sunshine ofcomedies
in the
the
vaults.

button shoes.

Just* covering
up is all.
* *

Sol Dan, if you don't know him you
should,
peeaying
Majestic is atnowTulsa,
Okla.forInRalph
tellingTalbot's
Harry
Lorch all about his new job, Sol said he
was publishing a thirty-two page house
organ every week. The boy will have to
maintain his own printing plant if he continues along such *progressive
lines.
* *
T. R. Gilliam is occupying the chair at
First National which W. L. Hill has just
vacated. Every once in awhile we meet
new ones in the game. Not that T. R.
hasn't
just that we never
had hadbeenthearound,
pleasurebutbefore.
* * *
Charles Vollmer has sold his Rialto at
Jacksonville, 111. He is out for big stake.
If rumors are correct he will join one of
the large chains in* the
* *state.
Carl Harthill did some entertaining the
other Sunday. He had with him Managers
Parrish and Stiles of the Reelcraft offices
at Indianapolis and Milwaukee respectively.
BETWEEN
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Impossible to relate all the happenings of
the day, but we do know that they conceived
several ideas for exploiting the new short
subjects.
* * *
Sales Manager Knickerbocker of Goldwyn has another salesman walking the
streets on the West Side for him. W. E.
Weinshenker, formerly with Lubliner &
Trinz, has joined the company. The West
Side was there in the olden days. How
about it now, W. E. ?
* * *
Max Doolittle did so much while exploiting Goldwyn pictures up around Minneapolis that Koppelberger & Cooper Enterprises grabbed him off. He is now at
La Crosse, Wis., showing the natives how
a real p. a. does it.
* * *
Arthur Telsor, who has been connected
with the Chicago Goldwyn office for the
past two years, has joined Favorite Players
Film Corporation sales staff, under I. Van
Ronkel.
Al Weisenbach, who is well known in
$ *having
■ * been with AsChicago film
sociatedcircles,
Producers recently,
is now in the
feature department of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation.
* * *
George Moore, Jr., son of George Moore,
manager of the Orpheum theatre, is now a
full-fledged member of the Celebrated Players sales staff. He will handle features for
that firm.
Irving Gar.mon, who has been out on the
road
"The isBirth
a Race"
the
Kansasselling
territory,
once ofmore
hittingin the
pavement in Chicago, having been assigned
the North side by A. M. Gollos, president
of Gollos Enterprises.
TWO

BOSSES

Y

We saw some very beautiful roses on the
■^enographer's
desk in the
by American, Hodkinson
and office
Stoll.occupied
Whose
guilty—
Joe,
Tommy,
Phil
or
Ben?
It's
the
right spirit anyway.
>
* * *.
Will the
bachelors'
take over
cognizance of the
activitiesclubof please
Greenberg
at First National. Greenberg, in planning
matrimonial affiliations, is taking out several years of health insurance. The bride
to be is a trained nurse.
* * *
George Bromley's peculiar actions have
presented an enigma to the trade. The persistent rumor has been that George sports
a pair of silk spats around the theatre lobby,
but when along film row he is undressed
to the extent that the spats are not there.
The answer of the trade is that when
George wears his "Sunday go to meetin'
clothes"
and whenoneheofishison shoestrings
the street is
he broken
wears

Scene from "Their Mutual Child," an American Film Company production starring
Margarita Fisher. Margaret Campbell and Harvey Clark appear in support.
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Well, even if the ol' silver flakes are refus- informs us, that mother and daughter are
ing to tail spin for a fall on the fair surface doing splendidly.
* * *
of Chi — P. J. Schaefer is now hibernating
along the Florida coast, George Moore has
While
awaiting
the arrival of J. S. Josput up the storm-doors on the Orpheum
sey, special representative of his company,
theatre, Sic Faller has ordered an Army
W. E. Shali.enberger, president of the Arblanket
keep Roy
that Seery
Ford has
"music-box"
row Film Corp., took a brief respite from
his warm,to and
put the cowof his film
affairs dropping off at Bcardston,
pasture billiard implements in storage, so III., arriving
in Chicago a few days later
winter is HERE, *that's
all.
with several braces of ducks, that fell be* *
fore the doctor's devouring barrage. Wait
M. Schiff of the Unity exchange tells until he returns from that hunt to be staged
us "those sedans" are the ideal winter up the Rockies, it'll take a string o' freight
mode of transportation, but he is seriously cars to tow those bears, deers, etc., to
SOLD on the Ford roadster for an effective Gotham.
* * *
means of calling on the trade. "Honest
Harry Sherman of the Sherman ProMac — if the manager walks away from
ductions Corp. was the genial host to a gathyour argument you can follow him right
of Sherman franchise holders, held
into his office, up in the projection room, at the eringCongress
Hotel, Sunday, November
or
and down the aisles," so murmurs
28, and with the departure of those presPal upSchiff.
ent
the
consensus
of opinion is that.
* * *
"SHERMAN WAS RIGHT." So ended
Harry Weiss of the Superior Screen another perfect day.
Service, now located in their new quarters
* » *
at 27 E. 7th street, is seriously considerWe
understand
that directly the Fox
ing taking out an official Chicago Motor
Film remove to their new Chicago building
club garage permit if the boys that now
that Manager Harry Willard is to try
park their cars here will increase their his hand at the moving stuff, going into
numbers a wee bit. Sly ol' Celt. Might the quarters vacated by the Fox exchange
lavemight.
a few shillin' fur th' rest uv us, so in the Paramount building on South Wahe
bash avenue.
* * »
* * *
With Maury Salkin and M. Kline
S. E. Shaffer of Shaffer & Co., one of
forming a company to be known as the
the latest firms to invade the local motion
picture equipment and accessory field, is Hlackstone Film Corp., with offices at 27
most highly elated over results thus far E. Seventh street, local film circles add another independent exchange to her midst.
and announces his company is now in a
position to handle orders from every angle Just keep your eye on this hustling duo and
of the exhibitors requirements.
watch 'em grow and by the way, full credit
* » *
should be given Morris Kline as the pathJ. G. Frackman has so efficiently sold tinder for our south side film colony — for
his Illinois territory on the Unity offerings Morrie started the ball rolling when he
building. 21 E. Seventh street as an exchange
that it looks like Manager Frank Flath- opened
erty will have to extend his territory or
* * *
interest capital in building a few more theWith
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B. H. Mollinealx,
atres in these parts.
* * *
Orpheum theatre, Bradley; Mrs. D. S.
Smith, Opera House, Watseka ; Mrs. R.
E. Saiter, former Celebrated representaHoopeston, and C. C. Hoeffer, Victive and Irving Garmon are now affiliated Smith,tory theatre.
recent visitors to our
with the Gollos Enterprises and will call city, looks likePeotone,
the fairest of the fair have
on the Chicago theatres.
the edge on visits or is it just a harbinger
* * *
"Yuletide shopping, incidentally aiding
If the Superior Screen exchange add of
friend hubby arrange his film set-ins whilst
a
slight
percentage of takeaway goes to
many more to their fast growing pay-roll
it looks like President Weiss will have Santa Clause purchases, ahem !
to erect a regular army barrack to house
* * *
the crowd. Recent addition to the ranks
William
Wienshanker
has again forbeing W. J. Mayer, former booker for the
saken the exhibitorial ranks to affiliate with
First National and Art Clippinger former
exchange sales departsalesman for the R-C exchange, who will the localment. SoGoldwyn
brother exhibs get the old book
henceforth cover the north side theatres
for S.S.S. offerings, and Paul Mager, late and pen ready and save a few set-ins for
* * *
of Doll-Van, who will greet the exhibitors the "big boy."
across the shipping counter.
Frank
Young,
sales representative, is
I
* * *
carrying the old jaw bones in a sling.
E. A. LaRoche, owner of the Rialto the- How's the other fellow look Frank or were
atre, Clifton, 111., is being showered with
the "supper"
supper?
for for
politelateterm
dinnerNotice
in other
circles. —
congratulations upon the arrival of that you
* * *
cute and beguiling young assistant cashier
who arrived Thanksgiving day. The latest
Milt Simon of the selected Films ex-

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
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change tells us the 4-5-6 episodes of their
big serial
Son ever.
of Tarzan"
have
arrivedoffering,
and are"The
the best
With
that hook-up that he has arranged with the
Jungle Lunch, a yery tasty though fastidious sweetmeat consisting of cocoanut, figs
and honey the many exhibitors who have
set this serial in will surely give the charming fair ones of their
a real thrill.
* * clientele
•
E. W. Johnson, former Universal traveler through the "sticks," is now blazing
the trail here in Chicago for the Selected
Films exchange. With the big serial as a
starter, he should be hitting on all sixes
when this new exchange announces their
initial feature release early in January.
* * *
No We Did Not Know It!
But here it is and right from he himself—so it's was
got to
be right.
Peters once
a circus
clown."Hank"
Away
back
in
1900
"Daddy"
Hines
and
"Hank"
trouped with the same show, and though
he is but a mere boy, millions upon millions of folks have smiled with this "apostle
of happiness" as he is still termed by his
of sixteen
went
W. O.
hopping"Hank"
right
age school
At L.thefrom
close A.pals.
to the show business and covering every
branch of the amusement field, doing a singing and talking act in vaudeville, an aerial
act with a circus, managing both film and
vaudeville theatres up to the present time
being a special representative of the Pioneer
Film Corp. of Illinois. And lest we forget— he has some pecan plantation at Pas
Roman"
"Old Year
the Leap
Robles nearby
terrain,
and with
aboutComiskey
to pull
a swan song, looks like the royal raiment
will don "Hank" for some
of
timebachelorhood
at least.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Tkrtujh Path* Exchange:
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Honey Bee,' six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters,"
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
"Their Mutual Child," six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. BTowning," five reels, with Walter Miller.
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Majorie Daw.
"Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
"The Unseen Witness," five reels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
. Ome isnied every other week.
MURIEL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Oae inued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River two reels.
■Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reel*.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reela.
"The Man of Brawn," two reeli.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. t— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farm.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
"The Fortidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Vp
in Mary's
six reels,
with Eva
JWoman
Above Attic,"
Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
"Evolution of Man," six reels.
^Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francia Ford.
"When
Did Hyde,"
Thirty Quackel
Years Between
nve five
reels,reels,
withwith
VeraCharlie
Stewart.Joy.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
PRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
^Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
* Traitor's Vengeance," two reels.
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"The Girl of the West," two reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays,"Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows
of
the
Past,"
two reela.
reels.
"A Fight to a Finish, two
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly Newa Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Aug. 5— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19— "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 152—
"All Balled
Up."
Nov.
— "Hired
and Fired."
Dec. 1— "A Close Shave." FEATURES
"The Victim " state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. 15 — "The Man Hater," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy
On
a
Diet."
"Andy's Wash Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy Visits the Osteopath."
"Andy on Skates."
"Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit."
"Andy'a Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy
the Will
Model."
"Accidents
Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L."
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, s the
Hero."
"Andy
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
j
"Pleasure
"Andy
on
Pleasure
Bent,"
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
'The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A
Hunting
We Will Go."
"Get to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
"The Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast
CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four
Times
Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A
of Trouble."
"TheTrayful
One Best
Pet."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me. Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tlneher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven
Bald Pates."
(Bobby (Harry
Vernon-)Gribbon.)
"Don't Blame
the Stork."
"Striking
Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
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TOUCHY COHEDIU, TWO IBUL)
"Torcky." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hinea.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO RBKLI
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." Oimmie
Adams ^
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton. I
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes."
"Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O" War).
ROBERT <. BRl'CE "SCENICS
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The
Hope ofMirror/'
Adventure."
"The Great
"The Log of Laviajera."
"The
Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tropical Nights."
'The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."

BEAUTIFUL." <>M. Kill

FEDERATED
EXCHANGES
M'iriALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders,"
"Man
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.
MONTY HANKS ( o>li:i)IKS
"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird." two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding." two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
"Where Is My Wife." two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.

1 be Married
Virgin."
Frivolous
Wives,
sis six
reels.reels
FILM MARKET. INC.
T ». Howe WiUoui Children." oovea reels, with BUahard Ttnn

"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead "
"Seven League Booters "
"Balling the Junk."
"Collectors of Craniums."
"Pipe Hatters."
the Penguin."
"Mad
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
( HFSTFIt SCHKKMI S. UM HF.K.l
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"Thev All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees "
"Through
"Mules andWinding
Gobtalk."Wells" and "Climbing Cataracts."
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine Feathers" and "They Forgot the Town."
"Out of the rjst."

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. IKC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-K ;- Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty -five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Takmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lebrman production
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley." six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"The Devil's Garden." six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge
"Love, Honor and Behave." Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Forces," with All-Star Cast.
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.
FORWARD
FILM
"Youth'i Desire." five reels.

PICTURES

"Keep to the Devils,"
Right," seven
six reels,
Taliaferro.
"Whispering
reels,withwithEdith
Conway
Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS

18, 1920

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY

CHESTER-OUTM*} SOMNICS. OWI

EQUITY

December

HERALD

PLAYERS-LASKY

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT

CORP
PICTT HB»

Sept. — "The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept. — "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Sept. — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept.— "Humoresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept. — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes." five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
Sept. — "Little Miss Rebellion." five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. t— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct. S— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct.
sevenreels,
reels,M. with
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct 1010 —— "The
"Deep Round-Up,"
Waters, five
Tourneur
Oct 17 — "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex," seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct. 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife." seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof." five reels, with Brvant Washburn
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Dec. 5— "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Dec. 5— "Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — "The Life of the Party," five reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Dec. 12 — "Heliotrope," six reels, Cosmopolitan production.
Dec. 19 — "To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec. 26 — "The Testing Block." six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 2ti — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett.

DISTRIBUTORS.

INC

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
• If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
WhileFace
New atYork
All All
Star Star
Cast Cast
"The
Your Sleeps."
Window,"withwith
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court," with All Star Cast.
"Skirts."
six reels,
with inSpecial
Cast.
"Drag
Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."

WILLIAM

PEARL
"The
Tiger's
Cub."
•The Thief."
"The Mountain Woman."
TOM
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM
"The Man Who Dared."
"The
Challenge
"The Iron
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY
"Chin Toy."
"Flame of Youth'."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ana."
GEORGE
"From Now On."
"The
Plunger."
"Number
17."
'Dynamite Allen."

F A K M il HKHIKS
WHITE SERIES

MIX SERIES
RUSSELL SERIES
MASON SERUM

WALSH SERIES

December
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»TH CE.XTCHT BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"Trails to Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just
Pals,"ofwith
"The Land
Jazz."Buck
withJones.
Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOI SEW!
Twice a week.

TT

producers,
and

exhibitors generally that
screen
brilliancy,
stability of
continued

service and
satisfaction

naturally follow the
exclusive
use
of
Rothacker

Prints.

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 30) pages —
400 pages
ot text
I'D pages
o: illustra•— New
Yotk and
Institute
ot Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory. F. R- P. S-,
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government Signal Corps School of Photography, at Columbia University, with special
.
:•' Charles W. Hoffman,
:' rrr.-r'.y
Feature-Photographer
son. Pathe, and World for
FilmThanhjuser,
Companies, Ediand
by Research
Specialists,
Research
Laboratories of the Eastman Kodak Company.
r rviv^n $o.uun:t satisfied witcourse alter nve days* examination.
REFUNDED '::
fin::OXEY
Nfi Also
PRTCF
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
at leading dealers.
Dept. 6—145 W. 36th St.. New York. Dealer's terms on request.

MURRAY W. GARSSON
•A Dream of Fair Women."
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
"America Wonderlands," every week.

I EXHIBITORS
I HERALD—

(

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD
|

GUARAXTEES

MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING

EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

Circus,"
''Having
"Air'-iatoa cricy
."of the Past."
T»
the
Glory
Between Friends."
For the Future."

accepted

fact among

"Bride 13." in 15 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
Hold Noisy
Me Tight."
'His
Still."
•Pretty Lady."
"Her
Doggone
Wedding."
"Pals and Petticoats."
The Slicker."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss
Me
Quick."
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MCTT AND JEFF CARTOON!
'League of Nations."
"A'Farm
TightEfficiency."
Rope Romance."
"The Medicine Man "
'Home Brew."
"Gum Shoe Work."
'A Hard Lock Santa Clans."
"All Stuck Up."
:'Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist-"
•The Parlor Bolshevist.'"Hot Dogs."
'-The Merry Care."
The
Shop."
"The Tailor
Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."

FORD

is an

distributors

FOX SERIAL*

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWTN STAR PROD TCTIONi
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes'
Jim," fivefivereels,
"The Call
Great MeAccident."
reels,withwithWiUTomRogers.
Moore.
"The Slim Princess." five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Road* of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Truth." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 966." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid. the Cowpuncher, " five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Pickford"Girl With the Jars Heart," fire reels, with Madge Kennedy
"Ifs a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists)
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels. Rex Beach production.
'Cupid the Cowpuncher." five reels, with WiU Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels. Rex Beach production
The Penalty." five reels, with Lon Chancy.
'Earthbound." seven reels, with All Star Cast.
'«'»r> Thic-' " five reels, with Tom Moore
"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron," seven reels. Special Cast.
'His Own Law." six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch." five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones." six reels, with Special Cast.
'What
Happened
Rosa,"withwithVivian
MabelMartin,
Normand.
The Song
of the toSoul,"
a Messmore Kendall production.
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EXHIBITORS

CAPITOL, COMEDIES
"The Little Dean," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
"A Sure Cure." two reel i, with Carter De Haven*.
BENNISON * I AH SERIES
'High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Benniaon.
"A Misfit Earl," bra reels, with Louis Benniaon.
GOLDWTN-BRAT PICTOGEAPHI
"lo Far Away New Zealand."
"Girl
'Taos Pottery
Indians."M alters of the Caribbeana."
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distritmttd tkr,ugk Ik, Pmtht E*ct*mf
ZANE GRET PICTURES, IMC
"The U. P. Trail," six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTO.% PRODrOTIOSI
"The Dwelling Place of Light," by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ. JH.. PRODUCTIONS
"The Brute Master," with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love Madness," with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
"The Harvest Moon," six reek, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
"No. 99," fire reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
T»e Green Flame." five reels, with 1 Warren Kerrigan.
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL— BILL1E RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
I It \ IN v. w 1 1,1, AT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT

FILMS ASSOCIATION

NEAL HART M. nil's
Oct. 1— "Hell's Oasis," fire reels.
Nov. 16— "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — 'The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAM FOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 16 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reela.
Dec 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reela.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question," seven reels.
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina CavnUeri
BERT LUbxN
"Honeymoon Ranch," five reels, State Rights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"Clothes," six reels', with All Star Cast
"The
Saphead,"six six
"Blackmail,"
reels,reels,
withwith
ViolaCrane-Keaton.
Dana.
Oct. 25— "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1— "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast,
Nov. 8 — "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 16— "Someone in the House," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. 13 — "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.

December

HERALD
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Madame Peacock." seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27— "The Great Redeemer," six reels. All Star Cast.
8. I PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." sax reels, with Robert Harron.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Sept 1 — "One Week," two reels.
Oct. 27 — "Convict IS," two reels.
Dec. 22 — "The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 19 — "Lahoma." seven reels.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
J. STUART BLACKVON PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "House
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon aa4
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct 10— "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvaf
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 16 — "The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet
Sept 12— "Felix O'Day," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 26 — "Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sweet
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jan. 2 — 'That Girl Montana," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
ROBT.

BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

«'ov. 26 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Friui Brunette and Roy Stewart
PEItltET Pit I I ltl>, I M .
Dec. 19 — "The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SKIT/., INC.
Dec. 26 — "Rogues and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
Caprice.
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
"TheLove.
Place of Honeymoons," six reeU, with Emily Stevens and Montaga
"Where Is My Husband?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight Gambols," six reels, with Marie Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S FILH-OSOPHY
One-Half Reel.
SONNY SERIES
Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Deep Purple," six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," aix reels, Chaa. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
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STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Jenny Be Good," five reel*, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda-' Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"89 East," five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Eyes of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Villian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 5 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Alice Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
'That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS GTJINAN WESTERNS
"The Desert Vulture," tws reels.
"The Girl of the Raneho."
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRAXEY COMEDIES
"The Bath Dub," one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one reel.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRI COMEDIES
"Her Honor the Scrublady," two reels.
"Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Sept 16 — "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. (0 — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reeli. with Billy B. Vaa.
Oct. 15 — "When the Cat's Away," two reels.
Oct 80 — "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosemary Theby.
Nov. 8 — "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
Nov. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec.
Say He'Home,"
Forgot,"withwithOtisOtisHarlan.
Harlan.
Dec. 121 —— "I'll
"Welcome
Mil. BURN MORANTI COMEDIES
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days." two reeU.
"A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
"Summer Days," two reels.
"Sunshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil'i Claim,"
five reels,
Hayakawa.
"Notorious
Mrs. Sands,"
five with
reels, Sessue
with Bessie
Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 20— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
The Wonder Man," seven reels, with Georges Carpentier.
"Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Moon Madness," six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Aug. 1 — "Life's Twist." six reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Aug. 16 — "Arabian Knight," five reels, with Sessue Hayaka*
Aug. 29 — "Big Happiness, seven reels, with Dustin Farnum.
*»t>t 12 — "Occasionally Yours " six reels, with Lew Cody.
"Kismet," nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
^Lonely South Pacific Missions."
' Recruiting in the Solomons."
'City
of Broken
Men."Seas."
Marooned
in theOldSouth
ADVENTURE SCENIC*
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2— "Outlaw of Wilderness," one reel
May 18 — 'The Lone Trapper," one reel.

Let the theatre
■

heating
Ventilating

T

1 ventilation

specialists
ISend
today
tell you
howfor—
f
Booklet 10

WPLINQ 5y5TEM,iNc. NEW yPRK
BRANCH -FJ25 VINE ST. PHILA- PA, 7© W. *5X23T.

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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EXHIBITORS
R USSELL-GRE I VER- RUSSELL
ri si n COMEDIES

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan

20 — "New Kalgia." one reel.
27 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
3 — "Buried Alive." one reel.
10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
17 — "Wild Women," one reel.

December

H E RAM)

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
(une 11 — "Mollycoddle,*' sir reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 17— "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept 6— The Love Flower." seven reela. D. W. Griffith production
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro." eight rcrl». with Dmiglas Fairbanks.
UNIVERSAL

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy Jass," two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISE!
SBLZNICK. PICTURES
Diitributtd by Siltei Exck—§ii.
"Panthea," five reel*, with Norma Talmadge
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas
"The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Dutnbutti by Stltct Exckangtt
The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durnmg
"Tnat Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
'Mourrtaia Madness," five reels, with special cast
SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTRRPIBCH
"Pity the Poor," one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one red.
"Dictionary of Success." one reel.
"A Certain Rich Man u onr reel.
"The Battler and the Bottler," one red.
**Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
"Little Raw RMing Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL PICTI HK«
Dutributtd by Srltcl EMchmtftt
"Out of the Snows." five reels, with Ralph Ince.
The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Caat.
"Mareoned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels, Special Cast.
KINOGRAMS
tww a Week News Reel.
I'M 17. MA PICTCHsC*
"Death. Where Is Thy Sting? ' one reel
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Pickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. S— "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriara.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
SUNSET Bl'RRVD SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 3 — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 31— "Kids." one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan. 2 — ''Squandered Lives."

18, 1920

FILM MFG. COMPANY

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Alias Miss Dodd," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights." five reela, with Virginia Fairs.
"Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"The Vice of Fools," five reels.
The Prey." six reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reela.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROIIUtri'lO \ I
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
The Whisper Market." five reels.
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."
alice < txHoi v productions.
"Princess Jones." five reels.
ANTONIO
"Three Sevens," five reels.

MORENO PRODUCTIONS.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Cur wood)
"Dead Men Tell
Caat. No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriaa Production), All Star
Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terrisa Production)
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
I.AHKV SEMON tOVIKItlK*
"The Suitor," two reels.
'The Stage Hand." two reels.
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reela.
"The Decorator." two reela.
"His Jonah Day," two reels.
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast,
HALLMARK, The Screaming Shadow " with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbsi
PATHE. "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye." with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot.
REPUBLIC Pictures. "The Whirlwind," with Chas. Hutchinson
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
UNIVERSAL, The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo
VITAGRAPH, The SilentDangers/'
Avenger,"withwithJoe William
Duncan
VITAGRAPH,
Ryan aad
Jean Paige
t'TTArtRAPH. "Hidden
"Th» v»itert Vvsterv."
with Antonio
Moreno.
VITAGRAPH, "The Purple Riders," with Joe Ryan and Elinor Field.
VITAGRAPH. "Fighting Fate," William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
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Optimists

on America

The members of Associated Producers predict for the
new year tremendous prosperity in all lines of business,
including the motion picture theatres, despite necessary
readjustment of industry and standards of living.
Those who would seek at this time to "talk a depression into being" are fools and the enemies of this,
the greatest and most prosperous country the world
has ever known.
J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE
MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR
C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

MARTI N 1 . QVIG LEY , PUBLISHER
Entered as second-class matter, August o, /p/7, at the Past OfHce as Chicago, III.; vndet the Act
Published weekly at si South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, tl.oo a year.
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^JReVirqin, of Stamboul"
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a bang.

OYER the seas — up in the sky — into the
jungle — the sun-baked diamond fields of
Africa — captured by head-hunters — the
mystery of uncountable millions at one beautiful
woman's command — the tremendous fight of a
group of ruthless men to monopolize the world's
greatest luxury — these are but a few of the
amazing happenings that put this latest Universal serial marvel absolutely in a class by
itself. If you've never played a Chapter-play,
nozv is the time to begin. You'll never see a
better one than "THE DIAMOND QUEEN"—
or bigger crowds in your house. Look for its
early release. File your copy of "The Moving
Weekly," issue of January 1st, for use as Campaign Book for "THE DIAMOND QUEEN."
Beautiful
Ml
SEDCWKK
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EDWARD E£bL
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The Exhibitor Who Plays One
Picture Will Play Them All.

He's

a Box -Office

Value —Ask

Attraction

the Man

Who's

Kerrigan

of Proven

Played

Him.

Distributed by
W.W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
thru PATHS Ecchange.htc
Kerrigan Pictures Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
"HOUSE OF WHISPERS" -"THE GREEN FLAME"— "NO.
99" — "LIVE
•■JOYOUS
LIAR"—SPARKS"-"THE
"WHITE MAN'S DREAM
CHANCE"CHEATER"-"3O.000"-"THE LORD LOVE< THE IRISH"-

I

=

HODKINSON
RELEASE =

HUGO

IIALLIN

mean
from
"THE

Love
the ^fcory

HONOURABLE

GENTLEMAN

ACHMED
ABDULLAH
PRODUCED BY HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS ' S7«c

The Sunday Telegraph, issue of November 28th,
said: "It proves to be a succession of the most
beautifully composed and exquisitely designed pictures recently shown on any screen in these parts."
And the Moving Picture World spoke most highly
of "the particularly tense and deadly combat
which forms the big melodramatic punch scene."
Thus it may be seen that this production
combines in a rare degree artistic beauty and
dramatic suspense.

Distributed by
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New *rkOty
thru Pfimi Exchange, fnc

yl Benj. B.Hampton

ZANE

Production

GREY'S

W

<7fo U
A MASSIVE PICTURE
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R
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L
of the
WEST
with
aI
POWERFUL
including
ROY STEWART -JOSEPH J. DOWLING- KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ROBERT M^KIM and MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
Directed by JACK CONWAY"'

CAST

ZANE GREY PICTURES -flue

LOS ANGELES Nov. 29th 1920
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK N Y
TALLY'S BROADWAY THEATRE OPENED
SATURDAY ON "U P TRAIL" TO
WONDERFUL BUSINESS STOP BIG LINE
UP FROM SIX O'CLOCK UNTIL NINE
THIRTY P M STOP SUNDAY HE LINED
THEM -UP FOR A FULL BLOCK THREE
DEEP STOP PICTURE GOING OVER
LIKE A HOUSE AFIRE
W T WALL
Distributed by
¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YbrlcGty
thru PATHE ^change, h*.

A
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Benj. B. Hampton Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
DESERT GOLD
THE SAGEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS RIDERS OF THE DAWN
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A ND, fearful of his power, she'Do
obeyed his
commands —or
hisYou
The storyGo
of her struggle
escape takes you through the upper
"bait," to allure and swindle rich men! Till one man came who under worlds of two continents, and thrills and amazes you with and
loved her — and then —
dramatic surprises and emotional punches.
its
K FAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KV CORPORATION |

what
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WITH

NORMA
TALMADGE

„
^

MORE

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE

J^ECOGNITIONJ of tKe organization, through the signing of
the long term contract by1 Joseph M. Schenck, as the most
successful distributing concern.
Its franchise plan has been stamped -cCith approval by one of the
shrewdest and most successful producers.
A 520,000,000 expenditure to obtain the best stories and produce the
highest class pictures with two of the greatest stars of the screen.
A strengthening of its sphere and enlargement of its scope of
influence.
Assurance of even greater stability and solidarity of the organization
for the future.
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company.
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William- D. Taylor's Production
THE
FURNACE
A lapied by Julia Crawford Iver*
from the novel by "Pan"
Bookings That Show Class
(Just a feu; tamples; to be continued)
CITY
THEATRE
Akron
Orpheum
Bay
City
Washington
Boston
Modern
Beacon
Liberty
Buffalo
Palace
Cleveland
- Stillman
Alhambra
Detroit
Majestic
IndianapoliColonial
Lexington, Ky. - - - Ada Meade
Los
Angeles
- - Clune's Broadway
Louisville
Alamo
New York
Rialto
Pasadena
Jensen's
Philadelphia
Palace
Pittsburgh
Olympia
Cameraphone
Providence
Strand
Rochester (!<••> oeeks) .... Star
Sacramento
Godard's
Saginaw
Mecca Palace
Salt Lake City
American
San Francisco .... California
Seattle
Blue Mouse
Toledo
Valentine
Washington
Palace
Youngstown
Dome
CIRCUITS
NAME
TERRITORY
Lynch Enterprises
.... South
Saenger
South
Lynch-Hulsey
South
Poli
Connecticut
Loew s
New York
Skouras Brothers - - - - St. Louis
Rubin & Finkel6tein St.- Paul,
Minneapolis
Duluth
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CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD 'CHARLIE CUAPUN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS -D.V. GRIFFITH
WIRAM ABRAMS. President
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Directed
Personally

TO

ONE

by R.V.Lee

supervised

by J. Parker

Read

Jr.

Swamped by debt, facing prison and disgrace,
William Newlands marries his ward to gain the
fortune that will avert his ruin.
On

their honeymoon

trip comes disillusionment

— the bitter end of romance. A frightful railroad
wreck rids her of the man she married and returning consciousness finds her seemingly the
bride of another.
Here is the powerful story of a man who sank to
the brink or ruin, conquered shame and remorse
and fought his way back
to position and power,
all for the love of the
woman he had wronged.
Another typical Hobart
Bosworth story, equalling and exceeding in
power his "Below the
Surface," "Behind the
Door," "His Own Law"
and ' 'The Brute Master. ' '

Hobart Bosworth is one
of the screen's greatest
personalities. A great,
rugged, powerful, handsome man; a strong, brilliant, trained player who
commands liking, sympathy, interest and audience
friendship.
J. Parker Read, Jr., his
producer, heightens the
Bosworth powers and capabilities through the story
he has selected for his nationally-admired star and,
still further, through the
production strength of the
completed story.
When your audiences see
Hobart Bosworth they recognize him, through their
patronage, as a star of exceptional character, a star
of tremendous sincerity
and appeal.

ALLAN

DWAN

- GEORGE
THOMAS

LOANE

H.INCE

TUCKER
- MACK

Associated

- MAURICE
SENNETT

TOURNEUR

- MARSHALL

Producers

HOME OFFICES ■ 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

- J.PARKER
NEILAN

Inc.

READ ,

SOMETHING

FOR

YOUR

BOX

OFFICE

uise
J. Parker Read, Jr., in presenting, Lo

A rich and colorful production. J. Parker

Glaum in "Love" has given his
emotional star a role in which she
ahead of her previous best and one
will draw her immeasurably closer
millions of admirers George T.
Exhibitors Trade Review.

Read, Jr., never does things by halves.

young
forges
which
to her
Pardy,

Gorgeous interiors, bizarre effects and effec-

■

tive lighting contribute splendid atmosphere.
"Love" should make a good audience picture.— Laurence Reid, Motion Picture News.

:.1

"Love" permits Louise Glaum to do the kind
of acting in which she has no peer upon the
American screen. Contains all the qualities
which have given her pictures a place peculiarly their own. Mr. Read has mounted

| Opulent in spectacular appeal, "Love" is an
"easiest way" drama given expensive and
extravagant treatment. Louis Joseph Vance
has provided a well written scenario that
carries the action up to a thrilling climax.

the picture sumptuously. — S. M. Weller, New
York Review.

— -Jessie Robb, Moving Picture World.

••.i'-as
Talk about the lavish production and say it is one of the finest shown this season. You will not
be stretching a point. Some of the sets are gorgeous in the extreme, including a shower and
pool off the heroines boudoir. They give you a flash of Louise Glaum under the shower. — Wid's.
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PARKER
READ
PRODUCTION

Louise

in.

JR

Glaum

LOVE
Scenario by LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Personally supervised by J.Parker Read Jr.
• J. • : - ■THOMAS
JEORGE LOANE

H.INCE - MACK

TUCKER

- MAURICE

SENNETT

~ MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

- J. PARKER

NEILAN -ALLAN

DWAN

READ JR.- C. GARDNER

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES- 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY
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A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

and A HAPPY

NEW

YEAR

to each and every man, woman and child in the Motion
Picture Industry, from the

Wotlh

Jfflotton

picture

Corporation

PETER

JOHN H. KXIEF
President
ALFRED WALKER
Vice- Pres. and Director Genl.
DAVID MURPHY
Director News Service

C. HEIDELBERGER
Secretary and Treasurer

HON. JOSEPH HARTIGAN
Chairman Finance and Advisory Board
PELL MITCHELL
Director Cinematography
FREDERICK

JAMES F. HARTIGAN
Executive Office Manager

BRUGGEMANN
Supt. of Laboratories

JAMES B.
"Smiling
Jimmy"
Managing
Director
Sales KELLY

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
500 Fifth Avenue
New York City
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JUNE MATHL5 and directed %BEX IMGflAM

METRO

JURY IMPERIAL PICTURES Ltd .p*
Exclusive Distributors throughout (ft.
3rdaLn . SLvlryyL.Ju.vu, cMan .Vi rector.

J

The

Announcement

Associated

Exhibitors

Presents
Geraldine

Farrar

in
"The

The

Riddle:
Woman"
Directed by Edward Jose

Purpose

A

production

made

ors by exhibitors
money.

A

box-office
men

of

every

The

most

really

the

built

and

the

own

for the

standing

United

the

phenomenal

great

bookings

to the

personality

made

the

by

on

of

their

of the box-office,

integrity

part

exhibit-

in

States.

Result

The

Read

with

production
by men

for

a motion

following

list of Theatres

It is a directory

in

of the

bookings

record

ever

of

respect

men

who

achieved

picture.

page
in w hich

of the

best

the

picture

in the

has

country.

been

booked.

Are

you

looking
The

following

" The
Are

you

for
are

Riddle:

for

fact that

booked
should

the

some

Woman"

looking

The

information?

played—

who

run

these

immediately

be the strongest

Akron — Orpheum
Allentown, Pa. — Hippodrome
Atlantic City — Bijou
Baltimore, Md. — Blue Mouse
Boston — Park, (Lowry)
Boston— Fenway
Boston — St. James
Boston — Broadway
Buffalo — Shea's Hippodrome
Buffalo — Shea's Court
Cimden — Grand
Canton — Strand
Chicago — Ziegfeld's Theatre
Chicago — Lubliner & Trinz Circuit
Cincinnati — Ike Libson's Strand
Cleveland — Strand
Cleveland — Metropolitan
Clinton, Iowa — Strand Theatre
Columbus — Grand Theatre
Chester, Pa. — Washington Theatre
Des Moines — Abe Blank's Garden
Dorchester — Codman Stquare
Elizabeth — Capital
Fort Wayne — Jefferson Theatre
Hamilton, O. — Palace
Hartford — Strand
Harrisburg — Regent
Holyoke, Mass. — Strand
Indianapolis
Theatre — Olsen's Alhambra
Joplin — Electric Theatre
KansasTheatre
City — Sam Harding's Liberty
Lancaster — Hamilton
Lexington, Ky. — Strand
Lima — Lyric
Little Rock — Saul Harris Theatre

has been

kind

25 West

upon

Theatres
release

of advice.

Los Angeles — Symphony
Louisville, Ky. — Majestic
Lowell — Strand
Marionette — Cozy Theatre
Milwaukee — Alhambra Theatre
Muncie — Strand
New York — Strand (Moe Mark)
New York— Proctor's 58th Street
New York — New Atlantic Gardens
New York — Grand Opera House
New York — Moss Coliseum
New York — Proctor's 125th Street
Newark — Newark
Oklahoma City — Coopers Theatre
Omaha — Brandeis Theatre
Oshkcsh — Rex
Ottowa, 111. — Orpheum
Paterson — Lyric
Perth Amboy — Strand
Philadelphia — Comerford Circuit
Philadelphia — Palace (Mastbaum)
Philadelphia — Franklin
Philadelphia — Mammoth
Philadelphia — Colonial
Philadelphia — Locust
Philadelphia — Broadway
Philadelphia — 25 neighborhood houses
Plainfield— Plainfield
Portland, Me.— Empire
Providence — Strand (Williams)
Racine — Princess
Reading, Pa. — Colonial
Roanoke, Va. — Rialto
Seattle — Ckmmers' Theatre
Sioux City — Plaza Theatre
Spokane — Clemmers' Theatre

Associated

in which

advice?

the men

picture

of the Theatres

Springfield, Mass — Capitol
Springfield — Electric Theatre
Springfield, O. — Princess
St. Joseph — Electric Theatre
St. Louis — Grand Florissant
St. Louis— Juanita Theatre
St. Louis — Novelty
St. Louis— Moffett
St. Louis — Lafayette
St. Louis — Lowell
St. Louis — Arco
St. Louis — Lindell
St. Louis — Shenandoah
(All Owned
by Famous Players)
Missouri Corporation
St. Louis — Columbia
St. Louis— Webster
St. Louis — Star
St. Louis — Casino
St. Louis — Majestic
St. Louis — Marquette
St. Louis — Congress
St. Louis — The Kings
St. Louis
— Gravois
Zorn)
St. Louis — Mikado
Toledo — Temple Theatre (Eddie
Trenton — State Street Theatre
Washington,
D. C. — Metropolitan
Theatre (Harry Crandall)
Washington, D. C. — Knickerbocker
Washington, D. C. — Savoy
Washington, D. C. — Apollo
Washington, D. C. — Avenue Grand
Washington, D. C— York
Wilmington, Del — Savoy
Younsstcv/n — Liberty (Deible)

Exhibitors

45th Street, New

York

Pathf,

Distributors

WURRA,
WURRA'
'Tis indeed a thrill and more
than one that Tom Moore will
be

after givin'

you

in

GOLDWYN

TOM

HOLD

c s cuts

MOORE
in

YOUR
hy RUPERT

Diwetedbj,

this picture !

HORSES
HUGHES

E.MASON

HOPPER

What with fightin1 and jokin1 and lovemakin\ all runnin' fast and free,
you'll not want
this jewel .

to be missin'

it
EP4
A' I,

PRODUCED BY

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

EXHIBITORS

I December 25, 1920

The

H E R A L D

Hermann

Film

Corp.

Announces

"That
The

First

Personal

Something"
Super

Feature

Supervision

A Glorious

Success

Produced

of

By W.

E.
W.

P.

Under

Hermann

Woodbridge

Distributed By
Western

Pictures Exploitation Company

Irving M. Lesser, Gen. Mgr., 635 H. W. Hellman
.5
I
I
I
E

Available at Following

Recognized

Bldg., Los Angeles

Exchanges:

Greater New York, New York State, Northern New Jersey, Empire State Film Corporation; New England States, Federated Film Exchanges, Inc., of N. E.; Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc.; Western Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, First National Exhibitors Circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania; Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, Associated First National Pictures of Washington, D. C; Michigan, Ohio, Standard Film Service Corp.; Kentucky, Tennessee, First National Exhibitors Exchanges of
Kentucky and Tennessee; Illinois, Indiana, Celebrated Players Film Corporation; Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Associated First National Pictures of Northwest; Iowa, Nebraska, A. H. Blank Enterprises; Kansas, Western Missouri, Crescent Film
Exchange; Missouri, Southern Illinois, United Film Exchange; Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
True Film Company; California, Nevada, Arizona, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana,
Unity Feature Service.

'I

Studio
Big

Space

Available

Producing

For

Companies

1

|
I
I
I

Outdoor

and Enclosed

Unexcelled

Hermann

Film

Scenic

Corp.,

Stages

Advantages

Santa

Monica,

Calif.
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Corporation

-Presents —

Will

Jef

feris

In

"Souls

of

Men"

Beatrice

ByFrederick

Directed

B. FRAME

Can a Man's
Should

by PARK

Soul Be Above
a Man

Would

Revenge?

Forgive His Enemies?
He Save the Life of a Man

Who

Ruined

His Home?

Available Through Following Territorial Distributors:
Greater New York, New York State, Northern New Jersey, Empire State Film Corp. ; New England
States, Federated Film Exchanges, Inc., of N. E. ; Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey,
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc.; Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, First National Exhibitors Circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania; Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Associated First National Pictures of
Washington, D. C; Michigan, Ohio, Standard Film Service Corp.; Kentucky, Tennessee, First
National Exhibitors Exchanges of Kentucky, Tennessee; Illinois, Indiana. Celebrated Players Film
Corp.; Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Associated First National Pictures of
Northwest; Iowa, Nebraska, A. H. Blank Enterprises; Kansas, Western Missouri. Crescent Film
Exchange; Missouri, Southern Illinois, United Film Exchange; Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas. True
Film Co.; California, Nevada, Arizona, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Unity Feature Service.
Now

in the Making:

Distributed

by Western

Irving M. Lesser, Gen.

"The

Pictures

Mgr., 635

H. W.

Road

to Nowhere"

Exploitation
Hellman

Company

Bldg., Los Angeles

December

EXHIBITORS

25, 1920

Exhibitors!
The

Your

Reputation

Your

HERALD

Assurance
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Guarantee!

of a Distributor
of

Good

is

Quality

A Feature About The Ever Present !
What

Are

The Glorious
Success by
"That
Something"
W.

W.

Woodbridge
Featuring

Margery Wilson and Charles Meredith

"The

Featuring
Sins of the World?"
Loys

de

Kay

in
Pluvia
"Souls Featuring
of

Men"

The World's Most Perfectly Formed Girl

Will Jefferis
Yvette

Mitchell— Lucille Young

"Neptune's
Bride"
Written
and Directed by Capt. Leslie
T. Peacocke
44

"The
Toreador"
Marvelous Exemplification
of Bull Fighting in Spain

11
Sky Eye
6 Reels
11
44
The Stranger
6 Reels

The Following Representative Exchanges
Have These Independent Attractions Available For You:
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
Greater New York, New York State, Northern New
Jersey,
ASSOCIATED
FIRST
NATIONAL PICTURES
NORTHWEST.
EMPIRE STATE FILM CORPORATION.
New England States,
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES, INC., OF N. E.
Iowa and Nebraska,
A. H. BLANK ENTERPRISES.
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey,
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS, INC.
Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Missouri and Southern Illinois,
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT OF EASTUNITED FILM EXCHANGE.
ERN PENNSYLVANIA
Kansas and Western Missouri,
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, CRESCENT
FILM EXCHANGE.
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida,
ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES OF
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
TRUE FILM COMPANY.
Michigan and Ohio,
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
Kentucky and Tennessee,
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana,
DE LUXE FEATURE FILM COMPANY.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS EXCHANGES OF
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
Illinois and Indiana,
California, Nevada, Arizona,
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION.

Pictures Exploitation Company
Western
Irving M. Lesser, General Manager
Los Angeles, Calif.
Hellman Bldg.

Distributed
635

H. W.

OF

by

38
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EXHIBITORS

L.

HERALD

FROTHINGHAM
Announces

FOUR

for

SPECIALS

1921

DIRECTED

Edward

Tony
THE

FIRST

OF

NORAH

The

AN

Jane

WHICH

DAVIS'S

Joseph

NOVEL

CAST

Helen

J. Dowling

William

Jerome

J.

L.

Eddy
Patrick

Frankie

Lee

Herring

DISTRIBUTED

W.

INCLUDING

Jerome

Conklin
Aggie

IS FROM

Woman

ALL-STAR

Novak

BY

Gaudio

Other

WITH

BY

Sloman

PHOTOGRAPHED

W.

I )ecember 25, 1920

Hodkinson

BY

Corporation

FROTHINGHAM

PRODUCTIONS
4341

Melrose

Hollywood,

Avenue

California

December

EXHIBITORS

25, 1920

This

HERALD
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Is

E'S

NEPTUN

BRIDE
PLUVIA
The World's
FormedMostGirlPerfectly

Marvelous

Beautiful
"IN

Mermaids!

Wood
Nymphs!
NATURE'S
GARB"

Massive
Produced
Written

by
and

Ormsby

Film

Directed
Author

Settings!

by

Corporation,
Capt.

of "Neptune's

Leslie

Los
T.

Angeles

Peacocke

Daughter"

Available at the Following Recognized Exchanges:
Greater New York, New York State, Northern New Jersey,
Empire State Film Corporation.
New England States, Federated Film Exchange, Inc., N. Y.
For Foreign
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Masterpiece
Film Attractions, Inc.
Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, First National Exhibitors Circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania.
Rights
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida, AssoCommunicate With
ciated First National Pictures of Washington, D. C.
Michigan and Ohio, Standard Film Service Corporation.
Kentucky and Tennessee, First National Exhibitors Exchanges
of Kentucky and Tennessee.
C. O'D. Blanchfield
Illinois and Indiana, Celebrated Players Film Corporation.
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Associated
212 Superba
First National Pictures of Northwest.
BuildingTheatre
Iowa and Nebraska, A. H. Blank Enterprises.
Missouri and Southern Illinois, United Film Exchange
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, True Film Company.
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana, DeLuxe Feature
Los Angeles
Film Company.
California, Nevada, Arizona, All Star Features Distributors, Inc.
California
DISTRIBUTED BY WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
COMPANY, IRVING M. LESSER, GEN. MGR., 635 H. W.
HELLMAN BLDG., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

CP

<

December

EXHIBITORS

25, 1920

HERALD
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A

Whole

Year

on

One

Production

if necessary to bring it up to our standard.

Unlimited

Money

to make motion pictures as good
as is humanly possible.
i

Pick

out

pictures

the five or six biggest
of the current

year and

rest assured that an equal number of the Big Five Productions
will equal them in Box Office
caliber.

THE

BIG

FIVE

PRODUCTIONS

A combination of well known, first
rank personalities of the industry
that will amaze

Filmdom

Detailed announcement when the time is ripe.

♦
♦
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SUCCESS

BILLY

ASSURED

RUGE

COMEDIES

cover

72%

Billy

Ruge

for the

has

past

every

one

If you

have

of

State

been

seven

before

years,

a money

Territory

the Moving

in

more

than

Picture
250

Public

Comedies,

getter.

not already

contracted

Don't

We

Right

for them,

do so now —

Delay.

offer you —
52 Billy Ruge
6 Moon

Comedies

...

Comedies

6 Chaplin

Cartoons

FILM

1 Reel

Each

1 Reel

Each

Approx.

SALES

CO.

HARRY S. STONE, Gen'l Mgr.
158-160 West 45 St.
NEW
Domestic

and

Foreign

Buyers

850 Ft. Ea.

and

YORK
Distributors

s>ea£on,£

Compliment*

FITZPATRICK
Sole

202 Soutk State St.

8

McELROY

Representatives

CHICAGO

EXHIBITORS

44:

HERALD

December
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GOOD
REASONS
4

THE

BRILLIANT

FOR

INTERNATIONAL

MERRY
CHRI/TMA/

A

STAR
BROKE ALL
RECORDS AT
BAND

FANNY
WARD
IN THE SENSATIONAL PHOTODRAMATIC PRODUCTION THAT ANSWERS
THE STINGING
QUESTION
OF MILLIONS
OF MARRIED WOMEN
SHE

PLAYED

A PHOTOPLAY WITH UNLIMITED
EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES

AND

WOMEN

BOX THEATRE, CHICAGO

PAID

WILL THRILL AT
DRAMATIC SUSPENSE

THIS

THE
KEEP

TO
HIDDEN

the

RIGHT

with

LIGHT

EDITH

A Real Dramatic Masterpiece
With the Most Remarkable
Climax Ever Conceived, Starring

TALIAFERR

O

ONE

OF THE FINEST MOTION
PICTURES
IN YEARS

KEEP

YOUR

EYES

DOLORES
AND

EARS

WHISPERING
WITH

CONWAY

THE

TENSEST

TEARLE
HUMAN

CASSINELLI

OPEN

FOR

DEVILS

AND

ROSEMARY

DRAMA

IN

THEBY
YEARS

ENTERPRISES,
GOLLOS
1 lO S. STATE
STREET
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS and INDIANA C AI HTV
DIPTI IP F Q
rlLl Ul\LJ
HV^UllI
OF
DISTRIBUTORS

«c

December

25, 1920

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

SPANUTH'S

ORIGINAL

NEW
SERIES
VODA-VIL
MOVIES

THE

WORLD'S

FOREMOST

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKED
COMMONWEALTH

CO.

POPULAR

ACTS

THROUGH

PICTURES

AND

IN

FOLLOWING
CHICAGO,

SINGLE

REEL

PICTURES

EXCHANGES

ILL.

ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND WISCONSIN
KENTUCKY
AND TENNESSEE
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
FIRST NATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE,
SAMUEL S. BLOOM
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
EASTERN AND WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA AND
NEVADA
KANSAS and WESTERN MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CRESCENT FILM CO.,
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
NEW ENGLAND STATES
BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK STATE NORTH AND
BUFFALO, N. Y.
GARDINER PICTURES, INC.
WEST OF WESTCHESTER
COUNTY
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
GREATER FEATURES, INC.
SEATTLE, WASH.
NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA
GREENVILLE, S. C.
IMPERIAL FILM SERVICE,
EASTERN MISSOURI AND
ST. LOUIS, MO.
INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. MINNESOTA AND NORTH AND
MERIT FILM CORPORATION,
SOUTH DAKOTA
NEW YORK CITY
GREATER NEW YORK and
MERIT FILM CORPORATION,
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
DETROIT, MICH.
STRAND FEATURES, INC.
MICHIGAN
FOREIGN TERRITORY -DAVID P. HOWELLS, NEW YORK CITY

EXCERPTS
FROM
"WHAT
Vod-a-vil (Spanuth), with a special cast
— One of the best one-reelers to fill in your
feature program — Ben Brinck, Opera House,
West Point, la. — Neighborhood patronage.

SINGLE
A

FEW

CHOICE

REEL

Pres.

PICTURE DID —EXHIBITORS
FOR ME" HERALD.
Vod-a-vil (Spanuth) with selected talent.
— Something different. Four big time vaudeville acts to each reel. All one-reelers. You
will find that they please. Good enough for
the best houses. Running my fifth today.
It's great.
this the
one.bestYouin
will
find mostSome
all offinetheactsactson are
the
U. S.Roval
You Theatre,
can't goSalina,
wrong Kans.
— William
Thacher,

BEST

TERRITORIES

COMMONWEALTH
H. A. SPANUTH,

THE

SELLER
STILL

AVAILABLE

PICTURES
CO
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Motion

Pictures

HERALD

Keep

tfje

(great

Snbustrp —
fjasi bone

toorlb
toe
anb

So

a

JWotton

an

a

Year

picture

toijtcf)

to make

anb

Jflerrp

i>appp

World

inbugtrp

mucf)

merrier

totsf)

the
the

Thruout

Happy

December

fjappter —
Cfjrisrtmas

i£eto

NICHOLAS POWER COMP
EDWARD
CARL. PnCSiOCNT
N inety Gold St. New York, N Y

tfjtsf

©ear.

25, 1920
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EXHIBITORS
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HERALD

OLUMBIA
C

White

Flame

Special

for

alternating

Candle

A.

C.

Carbons

current

Power

Silence

Elimination

of

Flicker

Write
National

for

Information

Carbon

Cleveland. Ohio

Company,

inc.

San Francisco, Calif.

Canadian Saixonal Carbon Co., Limited. Toronto, Canada
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READ

DAILV

Deeply Sympathetic Story Finely Handled
Mildred Harris Chaplin in
the love of Philip, a doctor, and Hilda, a fisherman's
daughter, is born the action jumps ahead and reveals
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE"
Louis B. Mayer — First National
Hilda as Philip's wife, telling the story of her romance
DIRECTOR
John M. Stahl to her curly-haired son. In the meantime Philip has
AUTHOR
Irene Reels become absorbed in his medical experiments and leaves
SCENARIO BY
Madge Tyrone
Hilda to the company of Peter, his friend, and Robert,
CAMERAMAN
Pliney Goodfriend
the usual lounge lizard.
AS A WHOLE
Very strong and sympathetic
Robert plants the seed of discontent in Hilda's mind
while Peter endeavors to awaken Philip to a realiza
production dealing largely with mother love —
tion of the situation. But an epidemic of infantile
will get them crying, and they'll like it.
STORY
A few places where continuity is jumpy
paralysis breaks out and Philip is absorbed in his care
of the poor children. And his own little boy is brought
but on the whole story is_ excellently handled —
down with the plague and, to all appearances, dies.
climaxes all powerful and "miracle" finish finely
staged.
After Hilda lias left the bedside with her heart hardened toward her husband for what she believes his
DIRECTION
Ably handled storm sequence
gives picture fine start — all emotional crises neglect, Philip and the accompanying physician disexpertly handled.
cover that the child still lives — lives to be a hopeless
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
paralytic. Fearful of what his wife will say if he tells
LIGHTINGS
Effects very fine
her the truth. Philip keeps silent and work's over the
CAMERA WORK
Very good boy for the space of a month in the quiet of his laboratory. Hut his efforts are to no avail.
STAR
At her very best — gets wonderful appeal
into role of_ mother.
Peter discovers Philip's secret and insists on bringSUPPORT
Excellent
ing Hilda to her boy. And where science has failed,
EXTERIORS
Fine
mother love works the miracle of cure. The young
^tcr rises from his chair and walks toward his mother.
'NTERIORS
Very realistic
The scenes at the bedside of the boy are handled
DETAIL
Very good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Climax deals with
delicately and appeal deeply. There is also a fine contriumph of mother love over medical science
trast in the scenes of the happy little boy playing with
.science.
his mother and ducking and diving like a fish m his
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
bathtub and the poor little cripple of the following
scenes. This child is so natural that the appeal of the
"The, Woman in His I louse" is a very strong and
sympathetic production dealing, in the- main, with the scenes is tremendousgreatness of mother love. Many other elements enter
Mildred 1 1 arris Chaplin gives of her best as Hilda
Ramsey
Wallace as Philip delivers a notable characinto the story's telling and the rapid pass of the various
terization. Thomas Holding is fine as Peter and George
situations and well handled crises makes for a steady
and uninterrupted thread of interest. There are many
Fisher does well with the slightly too-conventional
sequences between the mother and her child that role of Robert. Gareth Hughes renders a fine bit of
character work in the part of the crippled fisher-lad.
sound the depths of the spectator's sympathy. They
will certainly make the average spectator cry and this
John M. Stahl's direction deserves great praise. He
the average spectator likes to do.
has handled the entire series of difficult sequences with
fine skill.
After a wonderful storm-at-sea sequence in which
This

Is Big Any Way You Look
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

\Vhat with the line story offered here, the excellent
treatment it lias received, the box office value of the
title and the popularity of the star, certainly this may
lie set down a_s a fine accomplishment and a production that any exhibitor can book with no uncertain
conviction that it will draw big, please everyone and
be. a_striking financial success.
The mother love theme is_the dominant note and the
"miracle" finish in which this love proves itself the

At

It

better of medical science is handled with wonderful
skill. Ajid_you_Ul have your people talking about the
little boy^ in_this for days to come. He's a wonder.
The element for you to feature in the story— the
mother love theme — is_one that will attract all. Certainly the star and the tite will draw well. Thus you
have here a picure that will measure with its box
office power in the entertainment line. Hop to .it.
Such pictures are aH too rare.

Every Morning

B.
Louis
Tremendously

"The

Woman

Mayer's
Big Picture

in His House

jammed and packed Harry Crandall's
handsome Metropolitan Theatre the
best in Washington, D. C.) mornings,
afternoons and nights for a solid week.
"The Woman

in His House" is more

than a picture. It's a great big heart
throbbing show.

Every Afternoon

* W.ICZIEGFELD

Presents-]
^yiorence cReeoL — ' cA ^Renowned. Star
Gmile ChautarcL — ' CA Great Director
Qjforman Trevor — • Carle ^oxe
Clip-one Power — Henry Stephenson
William Moselle •— * QMlle.Dazie
£>auia

c*l Wonder

Shay

£>rnesb Carnbart

Cast of Distinguished

Vhilip BartholomaeCthel

<Donoher>

cflrtists

O? OJotedDramatisl
- O?

GifUctWritev

In one production! c>What names to conjure
njolthl CAncL what cl wealth oP genius they
are bringing

■Z, I Ei

G

to th^fhstoP

F^EJLD
now

CINTE1AA.SA
c
ORPortAfnojsr
(W.K+Tieqfeld., president
FIFTH AVENUE
CAT
FOIUTY-FOURfTH STREET
QsVew <YbrkD
OS

in the mafyncf

CJ[ symbol oP dramatic excellence to theatre-*
qoers the world. o\>er, ,
"W.IG.ZIEGFELD Presents"
-will soon become cl by-wordi among screen-*
lowers everywhere axvch
ADUY-WORP

TO

EXHIBITOR

^arhad a meteoric rise since her debut
as i photoplay star. "No star I have
evr handled — indeed, no star 1 have
cvr known — has developed

as rap-

idl-', says Lewis J. Selznick.
lie star without a failure" is a desciDtive line which has been coined —
: no by the producing company but by
emusiastic exhibitors everywhere to
"idntify Miss Hammerstein. Her
yoth, her charm, her beauty, form the
■-fondation upon which is being
: re* ed the big outstanding success of
th< present generation of motion pici stars.
cor.' i
SELZNICK PICTURES stamng MISS HAMMERSTEIN
During 1 9 20-1 92 1 Will Be Six in Number.
You Will Do Well 10 Book Them All.
-wis
J.
Selznick
resents
ELAINE

1-AMMERSTEIN
in John Lynch's

scrtt F.EASURE
SEEKERS"
:enario by Edward Montagne
rected by George Archainbaud
TO!

J(I8 THE

STAR

WITHOUT

A FAILURE K|3

LEWIS

J.SELZNICK

Presents

i
EUGEN1

O'BRIEf
IN

JOHN
►AD

AND

Picturized
by
^he
R. . CECIL
Directed
ALAN

SMITHS

by

HIT

CROSLAND

There's a "Broadway" with
its gayety — whether natural
or forced — in every
in the world.

There's

large city

a lure of Broadway

from every
universe.

"home"

in the

There's a real heart interest
story for every family in this
everlasting
"Broadway

contest
and

between

Home."

O'BRIEN'S
EUGENE
MASTERPIECE
Distributed

by

Select

LYNCH
WAY

'S

^

because

Si ar Series
tke

Selznick
have

backbone

business

for

been

of xjour
years.

^Announcing*

IwoAdditional

Lewis

Seh

J. Selznick
Presents

*
Mearle
in

FOUR
SPLENDID
PRODUCTIONS
Bein.{5

Sold

in

Scries

Initial Release

"SOCIETY
AHOBARI HENLEY
Conway Tearle has long been the outstanding
figure
among
popular
leading
men
and his
rise the
to screen's
stellar parts
is but
another
impressive evidence of the greatness of his vogue.
There is waiting for exhibitors who book this
new Star Series an enthusiastic Conway Tearle
following in every corner of the country.
Mr. Tearle's past performances in diversified
roles on the photoplay screen have given him a
ground work for stellar success which is rarely
equaled in the motion picture field.

SNOBS
PRODUCTION!
Ready

FeK20

ar

1IC kSt

Lewis

eries

I

J. Selznick

Presents

RTHA

UMSFIELD
in
FOUR
SPLENDID
PRODUCTIONS
Beirig

Sold

in

Series

Initial Release
AN ALAN

CROSIAND
Ready

SEECT

PRODUCTIOH
Mar.30

Martha Mansfield is internationally known as
one of the screen's most beautiful women and
is recognized everywhere for her noteworthy
achievements in screen successes of the past.
Miss Mansfield rises from the foremost ranks of
feminine leads to her rightful place in stardom
in compliance with the insistent demand of
exhibitors who have long seen in her sure-fire
stellar possibilities.
— and Miss Mansfield is being started right
Her first story is a powerful one and Alan
Crosland has been chosen to direct it.
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FigureThe

New

Established

Ones

Star

OnWhatThes

Series

Are

Doiirn

OWEN

ELAINE
HAMMEftSTEW

MOORE
EUGENE

Making

Making

O'BRIEN
Six:

Six

Making
Splendid
Six:

Productions
Current

Season

Productions

First Release:
"The

Splendid

Daughter

Current

Season

Splendid
Production*

Current

Seasoi

First Release

"The

Chicken

in

First Release
Second Release:

Pays"

"Pleasure

Seekers"

Third Release:

"Poor
Margaret

Dear
Kirby"

"The

Wonderful

Second Release:

Chance"
"Broadway and Home"
Third Release:
"Worlds

Apart"

Funnier
Brighter
Case"
theBetter
than

"The Poor Simp'
Which is Still Creating a Furort
Throughout the Country.

flv Sefert

MARSHALL

NEILAN

The

Realization

The

Fulfillment

PRODUCTIONS
of an Ideal
of a Promise

The fc rmation of Marshall Neilan Productions, over a year ago, was not
merely the origination of a new producing company in a crowded held.
It was the birth of a great ideal comprising plans of independent production of screen entertainment following nine years of thought and experience.
Involved in this ideal were certain definite promises of interest to prospective exhibitors of this product and to the trade in general.
In a little over a year s time this organization has established a high percentage ofconsistent successes that any studio might well be proud of.
"The River s End. "Go and Get It, "Don't Ever Marry, " "Dinty," and
"Bob Hampton of Placer." Each one an artistic achievement and a
tremendous box-office attraction.
These pictures make fact of the contention that Marshall Neilan is a —
if not THE director of the most consistent financial and artistic successes
released during the past year.
In the ten years gone by, the artistry of Neilan and his ability to present
this artistry in a way that appeals to the public has become more and
more popular with cinema audiences throughout the entire world.
Tcday his name on the front of a theater guarantees exceptional entertainment. Record attendances whenever his pictures are shown, regardless of their nature, prove that the motion picture followers fully realize
this.
Among the prominent artists, technical experts and executives assisting
Mr. Neilan in achieving this enviable position are Marjorie Daw. Lesley
Barry, Marion Fairfax, Colleen Moore, James Kirkwood, Pat 0 Malley.
Howard Hawks. J. R. Grainger. Pet2 Smith, L. L. Baxter. Tom Held.
Jacques Bizeul,
William
Linahan.David Kesson, Ben Carre', D. J. Grey, Lucita Squier and
Each one a master in his or her own field, this staff embodies but one
of the Neilan policies; that of obtaining the best brains in the industry
and allowing these brains full scope.
The good will enjoyed by Marshall Neilan at the hands of exhibitors,
press and pendent
public,
of
producer the
and achievements
the genius that
but one outlook for the coming year,
further progress in consistent quality

his first
as can
an indehas
made year's
all thisefforts
possible
have
namely: greater accomplishments,
and bigger box-office returns.

— Releasing through First .\ational —
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Announces
by

OTHER

MEN'S

SHOES

A BEGGAR
By Andrew Soutar

IN

PURPLE

by

LAHOMA

SHERRY

John Breckinridge Ellis

George Barr McCutcheon

THE

SAGE

HEN

Founded on a short story by Harry Salter

With

the Usual

Cast of EDGAR

Excellent

LEWIS

Players

1119 Westchester Place
Los Angeles
California

1

EXHIBITORS

Sends

Xmas

HERALD

Greetings

to
the

Exhibitors

and

Fans

from
His Los Angeles

Home

ALLAN

WAN

D

presents

press -public

and

Motion Picture Newt
Onu production
{vein Inclined
toAssociated
place a gold
seal opposite
Allan
Dhko'i name InwhichbU
llrst
Producer*.
"The mid
Forbidden
In* adapted
and for
directed
from Marv
Mcar* vivid
vital storyTtilnic."
of a ' faith
Mint constructed
uould not die."
will certainly
he classified
among
the placed
top-notchers.
lie
has
the
feature
In
narrative
form
and
baa
remarkable
emphasis ution Its rugged simplicity. The tale Is peopled with futures
who
are actually lifelike— whose joys and sorrows arc touched upon with genuine
offeeling.
life. It U dramatic- to the core but not the drama of the theatre, but
Moving Picture World
"The Forbidden
an Allan
L>wanIn production,
while touch
sentimental
and
dramatic,
la guile Thing,"
out of the
ordinary'
plot and tdiould
the right
spot
In
the
public's
heart.
There
la
something
about
11
that
make*
you
like
It Intangled
spite ofIntothe anrather
drawn-out
story.skein,
The and
lives that,
of theof principal
character*
tn
almost
unratelable
course, makes
you
eager to see "how It Is going to come out."
Exhibitors' Trade Review
"The Forbidd-n
Thing.'* Allan
Dwan's
Initialconceived
contribution
the Associated
Producers.
I nr., program.
Is a life
drama,
and toexecuted
on lh«
highest
plane
andverywithhuman
excellent
artistry.It IsHata Inpicture
humbleplaysurroundings,
and
wrought
out
by
characters.
that
will
anil hold wide attention because of the lesson It teaches. It u a stotyattract
of a
love
that
lives
—
a
faith
that
nothing
can
blast,
and
because
the
good
anil
the never
bad Indominates.
men and women work
atDwancross-purposes,
the serine
tragicofelement
enters
bill
Mr.
displays
a
One
proportion
,i>sii:riliiK the Ik-si .i\ .u Iable |> layers for his rule* For Instance, what Is thenIn
thai operates against Ibis fast being referred to is "an all-star castf"
Exhibitors' Herald
succisr. He"Theliw Forbidden
Thing"withacblewn.
l> largelv
duoFurto whatever
Allan Dwan.
done so well
a story the
thatcredit
has been
told
before that the rei>ctitioii will doubtless be found generally enjoyable.
Wids
has turned
out and
an unusually
Hue production,
with
excel
lunnecessary,
holography,Dwanmastery
of detail,
while
the killing
off flinl
of thethis
wifematerially
may lentbe
the
average
audience
will
probably
not
objectionable. The . Ulre cast Is excellent and well fitted.
Utter from Tom Moore. Garden Theatre. Washington. D. C.
"The Forbidden Thing" has lived up to its remarkable Sunday opening,
when, in Anthe unusual
face of opening
the rainydoesweather,
it did guaranu-e
within $15.25
of the year's
record.
not always
an unusual
week,
hut
Forbidden
Thing" week.
has done
a steadycan business
that ofwe such
are
holding"Theit over
for a second
Whilesuchexhibitors
get specials
quality,
they
need
not
fear
control
of
their
programs
by
any
interests
at
any time.
•

S TUDIO
For

Moving Picture World
lit the Heart
uf has
a Fool"
laaaaoclated
unlike thein thrill
Inf.
with
which
Mr.
beenculminating
j*st.adventure
Into
thestorl***
story
are woven
threeDwan'*
separatenameromances
In the
a striking
dramatic
climax.
Mr.
Irwan'Mcastartistic
perception
The
assembled
by Dwanla evidenced
is strong In lavishly mounted interior settings.
Win. from A H. Blank. Rlalto Theatre. Omaha.
Heart all
of ahouse
Fool"records
opened soa far.
week'sMonday
engagement
Klalto control
Sunday
and"Inhasthebroken
crowdatgotthe beyond
Swept
of space,I" both
., 1 1. 1 1 towdown
i t 1theI •aislesrvntandI w filled
1 ^tniiiiU'everyi-Ijhavailable
fiiiiuI-tInchi.f
the upstair*
theatre
itt one Mytimeheartiest
at forty-one
hundred. The Klalto has only twenty-six hundred
M'ata.
congratulations.
Indianapolis Star
lrwai, wh.r*c
prodm-iion
"f the McOrath
SplendidwhoHazard."
IimiIAllan
it* premiere
at the
t'lrcle theatre
tills week,story.
la a"Aproducer
would
probably
boast
that heto"makes
stars." which
Isbutof heabsolutely
no conae•boaat
lucnee that
to notany
one
except
the
prospective
stars,
could
with
reason
he makes
the best possible
use of thoseIs excellent
talents forand acting
which
the screen haa
far developed.
The photography
the settings
characteristic
ofso this
Intelligent and
skillful producer.
Wire from S. Barrett McCormlck. Circle Theatre. Indianapolis. Ind.
Allantheatre
Dwan thisproduction
of "Splendid
I'ircle
week accepted
by press Hazard"
reviewers atandpremiere
audience presentation
as one of
Tstiiry
.> hhjft
light*
of
screen
art.
Irwan's
masterful
direction
of theItsfascinating
which combines all elements of audience appeal assures
financial
sticiv**
work proclaimed greatest of his career. Congratulations
in 1 Hi iwi Walthall's
and Mavfluwer.
Wire land.
from P. G. Thtophelis. Managing Director, Lorain Opera House. Cleve"Luckcould
of the
house Intoday
house
not Dish"
begin toopened
bold atthe Lorain
crowd opera
that came
drovesandto thesee opera
your
wonderful picture. It was capacity afternoon and night. largest business we
have
ever
done
excepting
"Mickey."
Kverybody
more
than
pleased
and
applause
was frequent. We want more pictures like this.
St. Louis Globe Democrat
"Soldiers of Fortune." Allan Dwan's plcturlzatlon of Richard Harding
Davis'
famous Isnovel,
opened with
at thean King's
theatre
for a week's
"Soldiers
«if Fortune"
a picture
forfirsteveryone.
It Isrun.
romance
and
advetiture.
direction
isappeal
of the
magnitude,
• if Anna Q. Allan
NIKsonDwan's
and Norm
at, Kerry
is another
feature. while the playing

infiri'matiori-

Oifkes-1457

'Sert %dlet

jUuQC

Cleveland News Leader
"The ducedlairk
the Irish."
withoneAnnaof tiie
(J. NlUson
and stoneJames ofKlrkwood.
by Allanof Dwan,
reminds
great love
tne past. pro-

S ' HOLLYWOOD

exhibitor

Eastern

exhibitor

- CAL
address

Brocxdwray-NYC.

* Representative

ALLAN

DWAN

nts

prese

Ik

FORBIDDEN

THING
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PRODUCERS:The

Public Is Clamoring
. for
Better Pictures

So why
We

can name

more

not meet

the public demand?

than a score of producers

that are doing it !

HOW?
Here it is in a nutshell: —
The Prodigal Son never made a great motion picture
but
Intelligent outlay of money does.

MONEY

WASTED

Is merely an alibi for
TIME

WASTED
in

MAKING

MOTION

Waiting for sets

"
And

"

Damaged

service

Damage

to the

"

Capital

PICTURES!

direction

story
that

Enables

You

to Produce!

The problem confronting picture producers today
is to make better pictures within reasonable cost.
The producers solving this vital problem are those who have taken
advantage of the Robert Brunton Studios service and equipment.
Time waits for no man

YOU

GET

THE
5341

YOUR

MONEY'S

ROBERT

Melrose

and no producer has to wait on Brunton

WORTH

and IT SHOWS

BRUNTON

Avenue

ON

Service.

THE

STUDIOS,

SCREEN!

INC.

Los Angeles,

Cal.

NOW

NEARING

COMPLETION

STARRING
MOLLIE
KING
"HER
MAJESTY"
Supported by Creighton Hale and Rose Tapley

Nollie
ling
tt star

AN

elaborate production of one of the most appealing,
whimsical, compelling romances of the screen
year, founded upon an original story by Elizabeth
Ethel Donoher. H. Thompson Rich wrote the scenario.

American

Cinema
Corporation
Walter Niebuhr, President

411 Fifth Avenue

New

York
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KING
director of "The

VIDOR

Jack Knife Man"

FLORENCE
co-starred by Thomas

H. Ince in "Beau

and "The

Sky Pilot"

VIDOR
Revel" and "Lying
Watch for
announcements
plans for 1921

Lips"

of

1*9
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i

Charles

Ray

Productions

INC.
1425
LOS

« * 4 WV.'tfi • • 4

/St. ■» -4.4

FLEMING

STREET,

ANGELES
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1%

Albert Parker
Director
Recent releases :
Douglas Fairbanks in "Arizona" and "Knickerbocker Buckaroo"
Clara Kimball Young in "Eyes of Youth" (adapted by Mr. Parker)
Norma Talmadge in "The Branded Woman*" (adapted by Anita Loos and Mr. Parker)
Forthcoming releases :
"Playing the Game" (by Paul Anthony Kelly and Mr. Parker)
Now in Preparation :
A series of special Albert Parker Productions for Joseph M, Schenck>
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Madlaine

Traverse

who w'll shortly be seen as the star in an elaborately staged feature, produced by her own company, EXTENDS CHRISTMAS GREETINGS.

ELSIE

FERGUSON

in PARAMOUNT

PICTURES
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ROBERT/ON

COLE

/"

ent

s
pre

\

WILLIAM
POWERFUL

CHRISTY
HUMAN

CABAHNE5
DOCUMENT

Woven

by®

the hand
a Master
^^L.

^^^^

^^^^t^^

f
into

^1

with a heart
•
a picture
and

soul

•

r
HAM

CHRIJT
HUM/

iPtvonq menand
Women

v)eak ,good

and frail, battling tosom

lifes greatest problem—

and

this masterpiece, tliraug/r itir
tense, dramatic

story, gives an
an/tier which is as clear a/ic/
convmcing as It is Inspiring and
beautiful » - ~ ~ ~ - ~

A
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Hampton
featured in

"THE

BAIT"

A Paramount

Picture
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. . mwatma

THE
OF

FIRST

THE

RALPH

CONNOR

PRODUCTIONS

"THE

FOREIGNER"

From the book of the same name,
dramatized for the screen by
FAITH

GREEN

WM 6 COU
AS ROSENBLATT

1 FRANCIS ELDRIDGL ...
AS 'MARGARE T-

6igelow cooper
; as sir me nz i es'
Interpreted
a truly by
impressive assemblage of artists and
honestly
made (every foot of it)
upon the actual locations described
by the author in his book

TELLING

THE

TRUTH

IN PICTURES'

Produced by
WINNIPEG

PRODUCTIONS,

Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada

LTD.
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Specialization —

PICTURES

Specialize

on

Productions

Only

"DELIEVING
that this is the day of Specialists and that all
great things have grown out of concentrated effort along one
specific line the Special Pictures Corporation has determined to
center its energies on the production of the best in the short
reel field.
Hereafter

the distribution of the
poration product will be handled

Federated

Film

listed on the page

Special
by the

Exchanges

Pictures

of

Cor-

America

opposite.

This move was made in the belief that there are too many exchange systems in the business, resulting in lost motion, duplication of effort and added costs to the exhibitor. If by consolidation and elimination we can preserve and make bigger an
organization that is on the right track of fair dealing with the
theatre owner, we believe we have made a good move.
Under this belief we chose the Federated Film Exchanges for
the distribution of our product, because of the fact that each
exchange is an independently owned exchange affiliated with the
national organization and that its head is the owner, and not a
branch manager working merely for a salary.
Federated
The

will handle

Chester

our entire output, The

Conklin

Comedies,

Ford

Comiclassics,
Sterling

Com-

edies, Louise Fa*zenda, Fun Fests, The Milburn Moranti
Comedies, The Clayplay Comedies in Mud, The Sunset Burrud Scenics and the Comedyart Productions.
Assuring you of bigger, better short reel features for 1921, and
believing we have made a move of mutual benefit to ourselves
and exhibitors of the entire country, we remain,

PidWieA
l
Specia
c,1
, ^
. ,.
bhort Reel specialists

CoXpoialion
HOME OFFICE AND STUDIOS:
7100 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

J
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Here's where you can now
book the
of the Special Pictures Corporation:

Short

Reel
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Classics

PEARCE
FILMS, INC.,
140 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga.
FEDERATED
FILM EXCH., 48 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
FEDERATED
FILM EXCHANGE,
412 East Baltimore St.,
Baltimore, Md.
EMPIRE STATE FILM CORP'N,
CELEBRATED
PLAYERS FILM
Chicago, 111.
STANDARD
SPECIALTY

327 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
CO., 207 S. Wabash Ave.,

FILM SERVICE, Sloane Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
FILM COMPANY,
107 S. St. Paul St., Dallas, Tex.

SUPREME
PHOTOPLAYS
Denver, Colo.

CORP'N,

GREATER
PRODUCTIONS,
Des Moines, la.
STANDARD

FILM

CRESCENT
Kansas

SERVICE,

FILM SERVICE,
City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM
Los Angeles, Calif.

INC.,

100

Street,

East Locust

St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Film

CORP'N,

MIDWEST
DISTRIBUTING
Milwaukee, Wis.

1446 Welton

Exchange

Building,

738 South Olive Street,

COMPANY,

Toy

Building,

MERIT
FILM CORPORATION,
206 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
FEDERATED
FILM EXCHANGE,
97 Meadow
Street,
New Haven, Conn.
PEARCE

FILMS,

INC.,

608 Canal Street, New

Orleans, La.

EMPIRE
STATE FILM CORP'N, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
MASTERPIECE
FILM ATTRACTIONS,
1235 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
QUALITY
FILM CORP'N,
UNITED
FILM SERVICE,

414 Ferry Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
3628 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM CORP'N, 90 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif.
SUPREME
PHOTOPLAYS
CORPORATION,
2022 Third
Avenue,
FEDERATED

Special
^hort Reel

Seattle, Wash.
FILM EXCHANGE,

PicluA£&

Specialists

Washingt

on,

D. C.

GytpoiaUon
HOME OFFICE AND STUDIOS:
7100 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal
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NEW YORK OFFICE
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ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICAGO
OFFICE
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 sosBRavKir ■ tzl Oboto

PUBLISHER

IGLEY

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Reformers Plan to Spend Million in Blue Law
Drive
New York Exhibitors Develop Plan to Fight
Blue Laws
Federated to Distribute Output of Special Pictures
Corporation
Wyoming Exhibitors Pledge Support to National
Body
British Censors Reject Only Twenty-eight Pictures of 2,311 Submitted
Exhibitors Pledge $11,000 at Los Angeles ConPlan Rental and Admission Taxes to Raise
$74,000,000
NorthLaws
Carolina Exhibitors L'rge Repeal of Tax
Indiana Organization Expects Reform Movement
to Increase Its Membership
Steps to Fight Blue Laws Taken by New Jersey
Exhibitors

77
77
77
78
78
vention 79
80
81
81
B3
82

SPECIAL FEATURES
I
as the Exhibitor Sees It
,
A Year of Achievement for the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
87
John Emerson and Anita Loos, an Intimate Study
of Two People Well Worth Knowing
88
"Dealing 'Em Off the Top," by J. Ray Murray. . . 89
"Edgar Lewis, an Appreciation," by Harry Poppe 90
"Exploitation's Advance," by William R. Weaver 91
"Turning
BackA
the Clock," by Charles Seay, 93
M. P. D.
Some Cartoon Shots at the News of the Year. ... 96
"Motion Picture Advertisers Finish Fourth Year
of Life," by Paul Lazarus
98
High Spots in the News of 1920
99
"The Exhibitor's Progress," by Jay M. Shreck..l01
"Donovan
on the Blue Laws," by George 103
Clifford
The Achievements
Directors'
Society,
Its Purposes and 104
"National Board of Review and Its Work for the
Past Year," by Alice Relton Evans
10.*>
"Exhibitors I Have Met," by Harry E. Nichols.. 107
•"What the Picture Did for Me' Prints 10,878 Reports in Year," by Edwin S. Clifford 10<»
"Celebrating Its First Christmas," by J. D. Wil- liams Ill
"Deflating Production," by Thomas Bedding. .. .112
High Spots in Production and Greetings From
Fox F"ilm Corporation
113
"Robertson-Cole's Message to Trade," by A. S.
llr>
Kirk
Selznick
Films Arepatr
Well in theick
Foreground 117
"Steady
of Motion Picture Art." by lis
Carl Advance
Laemmle
"Pathe's
Rise
in
the
Feature Field." by Paul M*
Brunei
Volume XI
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IMES without number has the Christmas salutation, "Peace on earth,
good will to men, been sounded — yet neither has peace taken up a
permanent abode here below nor has man learned to dwell in friendliness with his fellow man.

&

There has been centuries of wishing for "Peace on earth, good will to man,"
but very little of the doing of those things which would cause the salutation to
be materialized.
{jj Each year with fine enthusiasm mankind enters into the spirit of Christmas
but soon the garland of the holiday season is permitted to wither, the message
of peace and good will is forgotten and in the festering soil of prejudice, passion
and hatred the wars of nations and the quarrels of individuals take root and
flourish.
t| But the world moves. Humanity s progress however slow is nevertheless
certain. Mankind if not done completely with the wars of nations is at least
upon the threshold of the establishment of a parliament of man where the fiery
sword of destruction will be sheathed and where the eternal principles of righteousness will hold undisputed sway,
tj The accomplishment of this, however, hinges not upon military victory, political
maneuvering, the pacts of congress or conclave, but simply upon the establishment
upon earth of that good will among men which is the burden of the ancient
Christmas salutation. And the good will that sh all be the basis of this international amity shall come as the logical result of that good will among individuals
which the Christmas spirit bids us take into our hearts and enthrone th ere as the
monitor of our thoughts and deeds toward our fello w man throughout the year.

^ This industry of ours, possessed of a tremendous influence upon the thought
of mankind, is in a natural position of leadership to further the great work of
earth and in making "Good will to men" a
upon immeasurably
abode
a permanent
giving peace reality,
world-wide
thereby
adding
in the only certain way to the
sum of human happiness.
And realizing our responsibility we shall not default.
*I To this industry whose infancy days of petty antipathies are well passed no
greater blessing could be the gift of this Christmas-tide than a practical resolve
on the part of the men and women of motion pictures to make this "Good will
to men" not merely a holiday greeting but a living thing throughout^the year.
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Reformers
to

Fight Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Dec. 14.— Fifty-one
senatorial exhibitor representatives and
forty-five congressional exhibitor representatives were appointed by Sydney S.
Cohen at a meeting of the Greater New
York branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the State of New
York, held at the Hotel Astor last Saturday, to carry on a campaign to combat the blue law campaign. It will be
the duty of every representative to carry
to the legislator of his district the antiblue sentiment of his clientele.
The meeting, which was attended by
over a hundred exhibitors, representing
350 theatres in Greater New York, was
animated by an orgnaization spirit which
resulted in every man in the room contributing his share toward the state
league's
quota
the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners for
of America.
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz. chairman of
the recreation committee of the Woman's
City Club, addressed the meeting, declaring that the City Club was opposed to all
blue laws and would help the State
League in its fight against the enactment of such legislation.
Plan Film Survey in
Fort Wayne Schools
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
'S. FORT
WAYNE.
IND., of
Dec.the14.—
Mrs.
B. Rohrer.
chairman
motion
picture committee of the Parent-Teacher
Associations here, will send blanks to all
schools to be filled in by children in
grades from lB to 8B. The survey will
show how many shows each child attends every week, the type of pictures
preferred, and if they go alone or in
company with guardians. Mrs. Rohrer
said the committee would work with the
exhibitors.
Speaking before the association of theRudisill school, Mrs. Rohrer declared
that mothers should tell exhibitors when
they like a film and likewise when they
think one not proper for youth.
Arthur Kay Directing
Northwest Orchestra
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SEATTLE, WASH., Dec. 14.— Arthur
Kay, former -director of the Grauman
heatre orchestra in Los Angeles, will
ake charge of all music for the Jensen
i Von Herberg theatres in the Northwest, personally directing the sixty-five
)iece orchestta at the Coliseum here.
Chaplin Will Commence
Production After Xmas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
_LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Charlie
-haplin has announced that he will reonae production at his own studio after
Christmas.
Recovers from Flu
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Fritzi
'runette
uenza. has recovered from the in-
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Spend
Law

Drive

Agitators Abandon Drive on Congress Because
the Overwhelming Opposition There to
a Puritanical Sabbath
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of

WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 14— It is proposed to spend Sl,0OO,000
within the next three years in an effort to extend the blue laws and amend
the federal constitution so as to make the United States a "christian
nation,"
according to Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International
Reform Bureau.
Further Crafts announces that owing to the overwhelming opposition
in congress and throughout the country to a national blue law providing
for a closed Sunday, reform organizations have decided to abandon their
campaign in congress.
Strong Opposition Has Developed in Congress
It is understood that the refusal of the Anti-Saloon League and kindred organizations to join Crafts and his associates was directly responsible for abandonment of the drive. Also, strong opposition has developed
in congress, Senator Smoot declaring that he is ready to fight a blue law
measure to a standstill.
Opposition to the campaign also has afternoon and evening shows to capacity
bill.
developed among the churches. The business.
"Madame X" was the opening
Protestant Episcopal church and the
Methodist Episcopal church through
their leaders have refused to endorse the C. A. Meade Leaves
campaign
Lord'sgeneral
Day secretary
Alliance.
Dr. Harry ofL. the
Bowlby,
Price Corporation
of the Alliance, declares, however, that
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
these churches were among the denomNEW YORK, Dec. 14.— C. A, Meade
inations who stood back of the Allinace.
It is understood that Crafts will seek has resigned as secretary and director of
Price Company, Inc., and withpassage at this session of congress anti- C. B. drawn
from all association with that corgambling and motion picture censorship
poration. He has not announced his
bills.
plans for the future.
New York Official
Carrie Jacobs Bond
Opposes Blue Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Dec. 14.— Governor
Songs to be Filmed
Smith has wired the Motion Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Theatrical Association that he will do
LOS ANGELES. Dec. 14.— The songs
everything within his power to suppress
of Carrie Jacobs Bond are to furnish
themes
for picturization, according to
the agitation "for the prohibiting of
her son and manager. Fred J. Smith.
wholesale amusement on Sunday."
Carrie Jacobs Bond Film Productions
Sunday Theatre
has been formed.
Illegal in Texas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Exhibitors Fined $25
AUSTIN. TEX., Dec. 14.— Sunday
motion picture shows where admissions
For Sunday Operation
are charged have been declared illegal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
by the state court of criminal appeals.
MARION. IND., Dec. 14.— Judge
Charles A. Cole of Miami circuit court
Open Mexico, Mo. Orpheum
fined Mutual Theatre Company, operatMEXICO. MO.— The new Orpheum
ing the Lyric, $25 for showing on Suntheatre held its opening performances
day, supposedly in violation of the city
ordinance.
The case has been appealed.
on Thanksgiving day, playing at both
Federated
Of

to Distribute

Output

Special Pictures Corporation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Dec. 14. — The distribution of the exclusive
short reel program of Special Pictures Corporation, which heretofore
has maintained its own exchanges, will be handled by Federated Film
Exchanges of America, Inc. Louis W. Thompson, president of
Special, in making this announcement declared:
"This move was made in the belief that there are too many exchange systems in the business, resulting in lost motion, duplication
of effort and added costs to the exhibitor."
Special's output includes Comiclassics, Chester Conklin comedies.
Ford Sterling comedies, Louise Fazenda, Fun Fests, Milburn Moranti
comedies, Clayplay Comedies in Mud. Sunset Burrud Scenics and
Comedyart.
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George D. McKay of Greybull Elected President of
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of State with
Miss Delia Bischoif as Secretary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOVELL, WYO., Dec. 14. — Wyoming exhibitors have joined the other
thousands of exhibitors of the country in an endorsement of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. The national league was pledged the
co-operation of the theatre men of this state at a meeting of the Big Horn
Basin Exhibitors League, held recently at Greybull.
In addition to their action of affiliating with the M. P. T. O. A., the
Wyoming exhibitors endorsed Exhibitors Herald. A motion was adopted
to form a state organization which would co-operate more closely with the
national body.
M. C. Kellogg Represents National Organization
M. C. Kellogg of Deadwood, S. D, was the regional director of the
M. P. T. O. A. present. He gave a complete review of the activities of the
national association since its inception at Cleveland up to the present time.
Encouraged by the achievements scored by the national, the exhibitors wen
unanimous in their endorsement of it.
Officers elected by the organization
Cemetery, North Tarrytown, N. Y. The
follow:
deceased is survived by a widow, three
President — George D. McKay, Big 'laughters ami one son.
Horn theatre, Greybull.
Vice-President — Manager Buzzetti, Mexican Officials
Maverick theatre, Thermopolis.
Visit at Peerless
Secretary — Miss Delia BischofT, Armada theatre, Lovell.
(Special to Exhibitors Iftrald)
FORT LEE, N. J., Dec. 14.— S. M.
Treasurer — Manager Leavitt, Rex
Ueachi, acting financial agent of the
theatre, Basin.
Mexican
government, and Captain GunThe list of -directors includes Henry
ther Lcssing, former attorney for the
Fulkerson, Lyric, Powell; Jim Corder
Mexican government and legal adviser to
Cody theatre, Cody, and Mrs. Gertrude
Francisco Villa, the Madero family and
McKay, Greybull.
Carranza, were among a group of
The secretary, Miss BischofT, has notables who recently visited the Peerless
launched a campaign to interest all of studios, Fort Lee, as guests of W. K.
the exhibitors of the state in the new
Zicgfeld, the producer, whose first screen
organization. She has requested that production, ''The Black Panther's Cub,"
those not now on the membership list to is now being filmed under the direction
of Emile Chautard.
correspond with her immediately.
Lcssing, who has been a close student
of motion pictures, declared that the film
situation in Mexico is going through a
5am Spedon Dies in
surprising
metamorphosis.
"The Mexican people,
lovers of pantomime
by
Atlanta, Ga., While
nature and tradition, would welcome betCovering Exposition
ter pictures and wouldn't hesitate to
support high-class picture houses, such
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 14.— Sam Spedon, as you have in this country," he declared.
a member of the staff of Moving Picture
World and a familiar figure in film cir- Blackton Is Going to
cles, died suddenly of heart failure on
December 8 at Atlanta, Ga., where he
England to Produce
was reporting the motion picture exJ. Stuart Blackton leaves for England
position for his publication. He was 65 on December 29 to establish studios in
years old.
London for production of features for
world distribution. Blackton has been a
Sam Spedon's first venture in motion
pictures was made over a decade ago producer in this country for twenty-three
when he joined Vitagraph Company. At years. Despite his removal to England
21 he was graduated from the New York
he will make American pictures from
Theological Seminary and for a time
time to time. Chester A. Clegg and Felix
was assistant pastor of a New York
Orman and others will accompany Mr.
Blackton.
church. Leaving the ministry he became
a cartoonist on Leslie's Weekly. Next
he took up
as a lyceum
entertainer.aLatercareer
he founded
and edited
Barrymore Is Working
Talent and The Lyceum Magazine, two
publications devoted to the lyceum platOn (Special
" Jim,
the Penman"
form and entertainer. It was through
to Exhibitors
Herald)
his connection with the lyceum platform
NEW YORK. Dec. 14.— Lional Barthat he met J. Stuart Blackton, also a
rymore has commenced work on his
lyceum entertainer, and Albert E. Smith, fourth Whitman Bennett-Associated
two of the organizers of the Vitagraph
First National production, "Jim the PenCompany, and through whose suggestion
man." a popular English melodrama.
he joined the Vitagraph Company.
This production is scheduled to be finThe funeral was held last Saturday at
ished by January 15, when Bennett will
2Interment
p. m. fromwasCampbell's
start
"Salvation
made at Funeral
Sleepy Church.
Hollow
secondproduction
special foron First
National.Nell," his

ROBINSON
I . ntllnn hid) for Irxln V. Wlllal In "I'art■eri dent
of produetlon
the Tide,"
Indepenfor hi*
W. W.Meeond
Hodklnaoa.
Reject 28

Out of

2,311 Productions
Censored in England
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 14. —
Only twenty-eight out of 2,311 pictures
submitted to the British board of film
censors during the past year have been
rejected,
to a report just reship. ceivedaccording
here. A total of 6,233,155 linear
feet of film were subjected to censorImports of motion picture films from
the United States into the United Kingdom during the nine months ended with
September amounted to 41,915,758 feet,
with a value of $2,862,942.
It is stated
theof Exhibitors'
Cooperativethat
Association
Great Britain
and Ireland, representing more than 300
motion picture houses, has been formed
for the purpose of buying and distributing their own films and of encouraging
the production of British films. Especial attention is directed to competition
with the American system of block booking or "sharing terms" method of issuing
best.
so-called inferior films along with the
Mayor

Lifts Ban

After

Viewing Episode Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MADISON, IND., Dec. 14.— Mayor
White, who prohibited screening of the
Fox serial "Bride 13" at the Grand opera
house, on complaint of the Current
Events Club that it contained "harrowing scenes," has lifted the ban since viewing the chapter play. He said he saw
nothing objectionable in it.
Keefe

and

Kern

Going

To Mexico for Scenes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— William
Keefe and George Kern will head an exCorfrom Pictures
obtain scenes
topicture.
City Producers'
oration to Mexico
ppedition
Lawrence
for a Florence

December
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Unite to Fight Sunday
Opening Following the
Acquittal of Exhibitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PRINCETON, IND., Dec. 14.— Following the acquittal of Ancil J. Cassidy
of the Noble and Grand theatres on a
charge of Sabbath breaking, members of
the protestant churches have formed a
"law and order league" and requested all
citizens to "declare themselves opposed
to all forms of commercialized Sunday
amusement."
This action was taken when it was
learned that exhibitors proposed to open
their houses again on Sundays. The
league, in a statement, declared that "we
desire the kind of town in which all can
live in peace and in which we can rear
our children safely. We offer opposition only to what enlightened conscience
everywhere has recognized as dangerous."
Cassidy was tried before a jury in the
Gibson circuit court on the charge of
Sabbath breaking because he had operated the Noble theatre on Sunday.
He donated the greater part of the Sunday proceeds to charity.
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$11,000
Convention

California and Arizona Association Now
Official Unit of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14. — At a convention attended by mure than 250
exhibitors from the Pacific Southwest, and at which more than $11,000 was
raised, when a quota of only $2,500 was set to be turned over to the parent
organization, the Theatre Owners Association of Southern California and
Arizona became an official unit of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. The convention was held on December 9 and 10.
Nineteen resolutions were adopted, sixty new members were added to the
list and the conclave was brought to a close at an elaborate banquet at the
Ship Cafe Wednesday night.
"Contract Breaking" Denounced by Exhibitors
Hearty disapprobation of engaging "contract breaking" stars and directors
was expressed in one resolution. Another demanded that producers exercise
rigid censorship of subtitles to avoid misspelled words and grammatical errors.
The convention went on record as opposing percentage booking, advance
deposits, censorship, music tax, 5 per cent tax and Sunday closing ; and in
favor of uniform contracts. "An Injury to ( )ne Is the Concern of All" was
adopted as the official slogan. One resolution endorsed Exhibitors Herald.
•
W. J. Fahey, L. E. Funk, A. L. Gore. If. Gore.
H. J. Siler, of Whittier, Cal., was
C.
H.
Graff,
Frank
A.
Grant,
R.
B.
Grunnauer.
chosen chairman of the convention, with Jos. A. Hesselt, M. W. Hill, R. E. Hicks, C. L.
Head,sen, R.W.S. Jensen,
E. Jones,L. Johan
W. Geo.
F. JenGlenn Harper, Apollo theatre, Los AnMany in Attendance
S. King,Johansen,
P. Lasher,
La
geles, secretary. W. W. Whitson,
Plante, J. L. Lazarus, O. W. Lewis, B. H.
At Directors Dinner
Whitson, Plaza theatre, San Diego, de- Lustig,
J.
S.
Lustig,
J.
J.
Mathie,
Pearl
Merrill,
livered the opening address.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
F.
McCarty, M.
L. F.M. O'Donnell,
O. A.
A. Miller,
Pearce, D.
Kay S.Pagenkopf.
Raymond,
Gritnn (jives Address
Leo
Ryan,
J.
Sams,
F.
L.
Shaffer,
H. J. Siler,
NEW YORK, Dec. 14.— William A.
At the afternoon session on Tuesday, J. Paul Swickard. 1. J. Tully, T. L. Tally,
D. B.
Brady, Sydney S. Cohen and other notW. T. Walz, C. E. Walker, Willard
C. C. Griffin, Oakland, Cal., first vice- Vanderlip,
Wyatt, W. W. Whitson, J. M. Young, E. D. Yost,
ables in the industry in addition to memE. Zimmerman, Chas. Wilstead, Ed. Barron,
the M. P. T. 0. A., took "Na- C.
F. K. Humphrey, Al Jarmuth, Jack Callicott,
bers' of the Motion Picture Directors' presidenttionalof Organization"
as his topic and dis- Frank
Bultolph, Bessie Mouffe, Chas. Lindbluck.
Association, attended the dinner given
cussed the various phases of exhibitor co- F. A. Frank,
A. L. Sanborn, J. C. McVey, Laura
by the organization last week at the
operation. Secretary Harper, also a re- A. Peralta, F. M. Goerith. R. C. Visner, Geo. F.
Maloney,
J.
Preston,
J. Lake Loope, A. C. Griffin,
Biltmore
hotel.
Among
the
guests
presgional
director
of
the
M.
P.
T.
O.
A.,
spoke
ent were:
Allen E. King. Frank Lenz, A. N. Jackson, D. G.
on
"Progress
of
the
National
Association."
Xoakavitz,
J.
Gore.
J.
O. Vandeberg, G. L. MonoWilliam A. Brady. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas PatFallis, S. U. Anderson, J. A. Cook, G.
Producers, stars and exchange men at- han,
ton, William Brandt, James W. Huff, Leon RedPamon,
Frank
Down,
K. C. Manney, A. G.
tended the opening session on Wednesday.
lick, Charles
O'Reilly,
Byron Dr.R. and
Newton,
Mannfe, R. N. Taylor, C. A. Robinson, Thos. D.
Gilmore,
J. Stuart
Blackton,
Mrs. Frank
Frank Among those present were Jesse L. Lasky. Wolf.
Burke,
H.
W.
Hash,
Frank
R. Powell, and H. N.
( rane, Dr. John C. Freund, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sid Grauman, Harry Carey, Carter De
\. Eaton, Grace Miller White, Joseph DannenThe
convention
was
held
at the Walker
burg, Mr. and Mrs. Allen D. Converse, John Haven, William Duncan, Monroe Lathrop,
Adams, Charles Gatchel, James Beecroft, Edwin George Bush. Sol Lesser, Morris Wolfe
auditorium.
Mayor
Snyder
of Los AnSimpson, H. Randolph Guggenheimer, Oscar A. and Joe Goldberg.
geles delivered the address of welcome.
Price, Sidney S. Cohen, Leslie Mason. Sophie
Prominent Men Present
Irene Loeb, Frederick Newman, Mr. Rilly. J. D.
Williams, E. Kendal Gillette, Hon. James J.
Prominent exhibitors attending were G. S.
.Valker, William Johnston. H. A. Wyckoff, Fred- Bell. L. L. Bard. C. W. Blake H. B. Creek- Missouri Convention
rick J. Smith, John Eisele. Samuel Berman,
E. Brown. George Cody, Wallace CarSet Back to Jan. 20
Mrs. W. Willis McFadden, Richard A. Purdy. wedel.ter. J. W.
Dorner, E. Draeliman, Mrs. R. C. Ewing.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Levy, H. E. Lesan. Mr. and
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Mrs. John Williams. Frank J. Price, Jack Loeb,
iVilliam Farnum, William Fox.
KANSAS CITY,
MO., ofDec.
The
semi-annual
convention
the 14.—
Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri has
Exhibitors Leagues
been set back from January 11 and 12
lease Space to Make
to
20 and 21. A drive is being made to
Endorse HERALD
ing.
have every exhibitor in the state present
Short Reel Subjects
as the censorship situation is threaten(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Two local exhibitors' organizaLOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Brewster
tions— the
Theatre Owners'
Church Federation
ciation of Southern
CaliforniaAssoand
'vemble Productions of Boston has
After Censorship
eased space at the Mayer studios to proArizona and the Motion Picture
luce short real subjects under the di(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Theatre Owners of Wyoming — at
ection of Theodore Wharton. George
ST. LOUIS,
MO., Dec.
The fed-i
i. Brewster, New England newspaper
eration of Churches
here 14.—
is making
recent meetings endorsed "Exhibnan, is president; Donald W. Parsons.
itors
Herald"
for
the
stand
it
has
concerted'
to obtain
censorship
3oston financier, secretary and treasurer,
this
state. effort
Petitions
are being
circulatedin
taken for the independent theatre
ind John Kemble, vice-president and
broadcast.
It
is
expected
that
the exman.
The
resolution
adopted
at
the
lirector-general.
hibitors of the state will circulate petiLos Angeles convention follows:
tions to offset the church campaign.
"BE IT RESOLVED: That
Playhouse Exits O. K.
this convention appreciates a fair
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Company
Leases
and business-like attitude of the
(Special to Exhibitors
Herald) Lot
FORT WAYNE, IND., Dec. 14.— The
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Haynes
'Exhibitors Herald' in the stand it
re department, following an inspection
t the theatres as a result of the New
Jevne duce
Company,
recently
formed toformer
prohas taken favoring organized exhibcomedies, with
Al Haynes,
ork theatre disaster, announces that
to
Christie player as star, has leased space
ie houses here are free from fire hazitors, and commends the 'Herald'
at
the Balshoffer studios. Jack Jevne will
rds. All theatres here are equipped
direct.
exhibitors everywhere."
organized
ith automatic panic release locks.
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$74,000,000

Secretary of the Treasury Houston Submits His
Report to Congress, Where Opposition
Already Has Developed
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Heraid.)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 14.— Taxes that will further burden the
motion picture industry, and the exhibitor in particular, are proposed by
Secretary of the Treasury Houston.
Secretary Houston proposes to raise $74,000,000 by additional taxes
on the industry and other amusements in his annual levy of $4,000,000,000
for a period of four years. In recommending an additional 5 per cent on
films, which would yield $4,000,000 a year, the secretary is striking directly
at the exhibitor. No other burden carried by the theatre man today is
considered quite so great as the present 5 per cent rental tax.
Additional Admission Tax Is Recommended
To raise the other $70,000,000, Secretary Houston proposes to levy
an additional 10 per cent tax on admissions. Steps are being taken by
congress to revise the tariff laws, which would increase the import dutio
The industry's leaders say that any such increase would tend to restrict
foreign trade in films and are preparing to fight any such move
Representatives of the industry will are undemocratic. He declares that tinbe gi^n an opportunity on February 8, whole intent and policy of Houston's
9 and 10 to appear before the house
recommendations arc "to relieve the
committee on ways and means to testify corporate interests and millionaires, who
regarding their attitude toward the tar- For the last four years have plundered
iff. Most of the film imported comes
and profiteered upon the people to the
from England and France, which in extent of $50,000,0(10,000, of a $1,500,000,turn are the best customers for unex000 or $2,000,000,000 of taxes annually
posed and exposed films. Should the im- and place that amount upon the backs
port duties be increased it is feared that
of the people; that is, the victims of such
other countries will take like action,
plunderers and profiteers."
which will be detrimental to the trade.
Kitchin Denounces Plan
Doll- Van Purchases
Secretary Houston's recommendations
for additional film and admission taxes
Lubin Picture for
already are meeting opposition within
Northern Illinois
congress. Representative Kitchin of
North Carolina, democrat, declares they
D. M. Vandawalker of Doll-Van Film
corporation of Chicago has purchased
Hert Lubin's "Honeymoon Ranch" for
the Northern Illinois territory. The production will have its first run in Chicago
at the Moir theatres.
The Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota and Upper Peninsula of
Michigan territory was sold by Mr.
Lubin to the First National exchange
>>f Minneapolis.
Merit Buys Quality
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DENVER, COLO., Dec. 14.— Merit
Film Company here has purchased Quality Pictures Corporation. Merit purchased Mid-West Greater Features Company in November. The three have been
combined under the firm name of Merit
Film Company, with Max Schwartz as
general manager.
Parker at Lasky Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOSker succeeds
ANGELES,
14.— Maxas ParWilfredDec.Buckland
art
director at the Lasky studio.
GUY F. NAVARRE
Branch manager of Fox Film Corp., Seattle, Wash. He has had five years experience in the Seattle territory and
knows
every important exhibitor in the
Northwest.
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Remodel the Strand
BELLE PLAINE, IA.— The Strand
theatre is being remodeled and redecorated. Itwill be operated by the Booths.
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Navy

Exchange Now
Operating Favorably
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON. D. C, Dec. 14.— The
film exchange installed at the Navy Yard
at New York on April 1 is working satisfactorily and is serving nearly all ships
and establishments of the naval service,
according to the chief of the bureau of
navigation, in his annual report to the
secretary of the navy.
From the time pictures were first used
on board ships until last spring, the navy
had been supplied by producers, exchanges and other agencies, but according to the report, with almost uniformly
unsatisfactory service, although not entirely the fault of the individuals and
concerns. Every effort is being made to
include
films of educational value in the
ship.
navy library. Pictures are considered as
a permanent feature of life on board

"Hearts and Saddles*1
Initial Kremer Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 14.— To mark his
return to the independent producing
field, Victor Kremer, president of Victor Kremer Features, Inc., will offer
'Hearts and Saddles," a Drury Lane type
of melodrama, starring Violet Hobson.
The picture will be issued in January.
Other
productions will forthcoming
be a series of Kremer
features starring
Texas Guinan. Mr. Kremer will leave
in a few days for the Coast to complete
production details for the initial picture.
During his absence his son, Curt Kremer,
fices.
will
be in charge of the New York ofAids

Community Council
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FORT WAYNE, IND., Dec. 14.— The
management of the Majestic has added
community singing to its program as a
means of co-operating, along with
churches, lodges and other organizations,
dewith the community council whichthe iscity.
veloping community singing in
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Believe Reformers
Will Serve to Boost
Indiana Membership
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 14 —
President G. G. Schmidt of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, following a meeting of the organization
December 10, appointed an executive
committee comprised of exhibitors from
each of the thirteen congressional districts and the officers. Those at the
meeting declared it the most enthusiastic
ever held.
Plans for a membership drive are being completed. It is believed that the
reform campaigns now being conducted
will serve in making the membership
drive unusually successful. The executive committee members and their districts follow:
Charles Sweeton, Evansville, first; L.
H. O'Donnell, Washington, second; J.
S. Grimes, Corydon, third; C. E. Rogers,
fourth; Ben Van Borssum, Terre Haute,
fifth; W. F. Easley, Rushville, sixth; A.
C Zaring. Indianapolis, seventh; A. E.
Bennett, Muncie, eighth; Ben V. Barton,
Crawfordsville, ninth; Herbert H. Johnson, Lafayette, tenth; William Connors.
Marion, eleventh; Joseph Bommersheim,
Bluffton, twelfth; William Bender, Jr..
South Bend, thirteenth, and the officers.
Mr. Schmidt, Charles Miller, New Albany, first vice-president; Frank G. Heller, Anderson, treasurer, and C. R. Andrews, Muncie, secretary.
Principal Says Films
Do Not Lower Ideals
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MISHAWAKA. IND., Dec. 14.— The
"average"
pictureof does
not tend
to
lower motion
the ideals
theatregoers.
Charles A. Semler, principal of the high
school here, told the civics department of
the Mishawaka Woman's Club.
Will Make Westerns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Dec. 14.— Molina
Film Company, backed by General R.
A. Royer. has been formed to produce
two-reel
Westerns Henrique
on the general's
near Anaheim.
Molina ranch
will
star and John Hoenvest will direct.
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North

Carolina

Urge

Repeal

of

Tax

Laws

Resolutions Condemning Censorship and Declaring
For Passage of Legislation Correcting the
Advance Deposit Practice Adopted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHARLOTTE, X. C, Dec. 14. — A resolution asking for repeal by the
Sixty-Seventh Congress of the "burdensome federal taxes which are being
borne by the exhibitors of the country," so as to place the "exhibitor on a
ground
equal with
other Exhibitors
industries'' League.
was adopted at the mid-Winter convention
of the North
Carolina
State and local censorship were opposed in a strong resolution declaring
that any effort by reformers to so muzzle the screen would be resisted by the
organization. The exhibitors consider the present state and federal laws ample
protection for the public, but "if any further protection should become necessary our efforts should be directed toward uniform federal, rather than state,
censorship."
Propose Passage of Advance Deposit Bill
The North Carolina association decided at this convention to go before
the next legislature with a bill for correcting the so-called evils of the advance
deposit practice, similar to the New York law. In regard to the censorship
resolution, the convention reaffirmed its position in favor of clean and moral
programs, requesting that all persons and organizations meet with exhibitors,
distributors and producers to the end that the best possible results may be
obtained without the disturbance of business by censorship.
Approximately 100 exhibitors attended istrate Marsh in the Center street police
the sessions held in the ballroom of the court. The charge is the admittance to
their theatre of minors unaccompanied
Hotel Selwyn. Percy Wells of Wilmingby guardians, the complaint being made
ton, president, presided. The convention
by William J. Kelleher of the Society for
congratulated the Motion Picture Theatre
Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
Owners of America on its achievements in
bringing the producers, distributors and
exhibitors into closer relationship.
Fear Increased Tariff
Catherine Owners Held
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 14. — Max
Schwartz and Barnett Weinberg, owners
of the Catherine Street theatre, in which
six children were killed during a fire
scare, have been held for trial by Mag-

Receive Theatre Bids
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 14.—
Three contracts ranging from $340,000 to
$370,000 have been received for erection
of the new Cadick theatre, which will be
similar to the New York Capital.
Crawford Going East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Jesse
Crawford, organist at the Mission, leaves
soon for Chicago to play at the Ambassador, Balaban & Katz house.
Granville Back on Lot
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Fred
Granville has returned from England
and will direct for Universal.
Tourneur Is Returning
(Special t* Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Maurice
Tourneur returns to the coast this week
Tom New York.

Exhibitors

E DDI E BARRY
-Dining Room. Kitchen
from
Inanda Ht«
Slnfc." a CkrUtle comedy. dUtrlhated
by Educational Exchange".

Will Place Restriction
On Film

Exportation

WASHINGTON. D. C. Dec. 14. —
Figurestoberonhave our
of films for
justexports
been compiled
by Octhe
department of commerce. In one month,
the
twothirdsUnited
of theStates
value exports
of our films
total to
imports
imports for a year; with imports
amounting to about $1,500,000 a year,
our exports run well over $12,000,000.
and considerable apprehension is expressed lest an increased tariff on imports
will result in retaliatorv action by foreign countries which will restrict our
export business.
t-xports of unexposed film in October
amounted to 13.577,496 linear feet, with
a value of $293,882, our best markets being France and England, which are also
the countries from which much of our
imported raw film is obtained.
Shipments of exposed film during the
month totaled 16.348.671 linear feet, with
a value of $723,421. our best markets being France and England. While our
foreign
market
unexposed
film ismore
limited to less
thanfora dozen
countries,
than forty nations now purchase exposed
films from us. The foreign trade of the
United States in motion pictures is now
running over $1,000,000 a month in value.
Edward Rose in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Dec. 14— Edward
E. Rose, playwright, has arrived here to
begin work on Oliver Morosco productions. His first plays to be produced are
"Slippery MeGee" and "The Rose of the
Ghetto."
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Hardwick

Reaffirms

His Pledge

Against Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 14.— G overnorelect Thomas W. Hardwick, in a letter
to Willard C. Patterson, manager of Sig
Samuels Criterion, reaffirms his pledge
of "strong and earnest opposition to censorship of motion pictures." The governor-elect made this promise to the exhnatorial
ibitors ofthis
election.state at the recent guberMr. Hardwick- was elected
a large
majority despite the fact thatbyonly
one
Atlanta newspaper and few in the state
supported him. His success was due to
the support of Georgia exhibitors who
abandoned for the time their policy of
remaining out of politics to use their
screens to campaign for the candidate.
Reaffirms His Pledge
In reaffirming his pledge, Mr. Hardwick declared:

Steps

to

Fight

Taken

by

Blue
N.

Laws

J. Exhibitors

Declaration Made at Convention That Lord's
Alliance Proposes in Its Campaign to
Abolish Picture Playhouses
By HARRY

Day

POPPE

NEW ARK. X. J., Doc. 14. — Constructive steps to fight for Sunday
opening legislation and against establishment of blue laws were taken at
the first meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jerse\
on December 9 at the Robert Treat hotel. Committees were appointed
by President John T. Collins to cope with these situations.
That the gravity of the situation was fully realized was shown in
fervid addresses made by members and by officers of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Stern Declares Concerted Action Is Necessary
Joseph Stern, with eight years experience on legislative committees,
"Freedom of speech, freedom of declared the exhibitors would have a hard fight to prevent passage of
thought and freedom of expression are reform legislation for closing Sundays and other stringent regulations
among the fundamental principles of covering admittance of minors and censorship, lie said concerted action
real Americans, and it seems to me that
the movement to establish a board to was necessary and that every exhibitor should give support in time, money
and counsel.
censor pictures is merely another maniSydney S. Cohen, national president,
festation of that over regulation that
Dr. II. Charles Hespe. Hespe's tluatrc
everything and everybody has been so Jersey
City, said that Dr. Frederick \V. called attention to the Texas situation
where
the state court of criminal appeals
much troubled with in recent years.
Johnson
of the
Day the
Alliance
New Jersey,
toldLord's
him that
Allianceof decided that Sunday schools where ad"All of our states and most of our
missions arc charged are illegal, statcities have adequate legislation to safe- would effect no compromise with the exing that what happened in Texas might
hibitors, and that the Alliance with its
guard the public against any improper
backing was after all motion picture happen
New Jersey. Samuel L Ber' criminal
immoral
or
man alsoin talked.
, and
statutes
of thepictures
country
affordthe much
bet- houses as a menace which must be reter security in this matter than the
The
committees
appointed by Presimoved. He quoted Dr. Johnson as saydent John T. Collins are:
ing that nothing would stop the Alliance
opinion of any legally constituted board
of censors.
LEGISLATIVE: Joseph Stern, chairman: Max
until the motion picture theatres were
Spiegel,andC. M.H. Moses.
Hildinger. *. F. Woodhull, W. C.
abolished.
Detriment to Business
Hunt
Urges
Publicity
Drive
BUSINESS
RELATIONS
(with two sub com
"Besides it would
suicidal from a
mittees, one for Northern New Jersey and one for
Dr. Hespe urged fighting the movebusiness standpoint forbe any
picture theaSouthern
New
Jersey).
Northern
New Jersey
ment through publicity, and that the ex- Dr. H. Charles Hespe, chairman; George
Gold.
tre to permit the use of a picture which
hibitors and the public should be aroused
Abe Coleman. Southern New Jercould
the motion picture houses would be Harry sey;Roth,
immoral.be justly attacked as improper or or
W.
C.
Hunt,
chairman;
Jacob
Fox,
Ren
closed.
Shinder.
FINANl
E:
I).
J.
Hennessey,
chairman;
J.
J.
"These are the reasons that prompted
Charles
Lyons. Alex. Fredericks, Arthur B. Smith. Peter
me to take a very strong stand along the
man from O'Reilly,
the If. P. executive
T. O. A.,committeesuggested
lines of this letter during our recent
the screen be used to light the reformers.
Adam*.
campaign. It seems to me that they
Many in Attendance
to placeoftheTrenton
exhibitors'
case beshould appeal strongly to every real An offer
fore the people
through
the
Present at the convention were: President John
American."
press was made by M. Moses, Trent T. Collins, Criterion theatre, Rutherford; First
theatre, Trenton. The organization is to Vice-President David J. Hennessey, Liberty, Newark; Second Vice-President Wm. C. Hunt, Avenue
have a publicity committee.
Ohio Exhibitors Take
theatre. Wildwood: Secretary Sidney E. Samuel-on. Park, Newton; Treasurer Henry P. Nelson,
Capital, Elizabeth; National Committeeman Joseph
Steps for Combating
Stern, Newark; A. Bauemfreund, Courtland,
North Bergen; P. A. Adams, U. S., Paterson;
Sunday Closing Drive
Theo. Harris, Palace. Passaic; J. Golden. Fulton
and Franklin, Union Hill, and City. West Ho(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
hoken; H. Hoyer, Temple, Union Hill and Strand,
COLUMBUS. O., Dec. 14.— Definite
West Hohoken; M. Moses. Trent. Trenton; Max
steps for handling the Sunday question
Spiegel, Rialto and Newark, Newark; Eugene Steinhart, DeLuxe. Newark; Martin Singer. Garden.
were outlined by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio at a
Newark; Dr. H. Charles Hespe. Hespc's, Jerse*
meeting last week. All executive memCity;
Benjamin
Heyman,
Strand;
Ridgefiel'
Park, Max
Gold, R.Lyric.
Paterson;
George
Gold
bers and more than eighty additional
Strand, Paterson; George W. Lederer. Jr., Rialto
Passaic;
W.
Weiner,
Gayety
and
Victory,
Eliza
members attended the meeting held at
beth; J. I. Stone, Regent. Kearny; A. Coleman
the Southern hotel. Sam Bullock repRegent. East Orange; Alex E. Frederick, Liberty
resented the Motion Picture Theatre
Camden;
S. I. Berman, Charles O'Reilly and Syd
Owners of America, of which he is
ncy S. Cohen.
executive secretary. James A. Maddox.
The next meeting of the organization
Trenton.
president, presided.
will be held in either Atlantic City or
Assigned London Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Mary
O'Connor has been assigned to the London studio of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation as scenario editor.
Kenton Recuperating
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS
ANGELES,
Dec. 14.— Earle
Kenton, Sennett director, is recovering
from a nervous breakdown.

Methodists

ELLIOT DEXTER
Who « ill have the leading role in the
William D. Taylor production of "The
Witching: Hoar," a Paramount picture.

Use Strand

While Repairing Church
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
KEXDALLVILLE, IND., Dec. 14.— j
Bert DeardorfT, manager of the Strand
has turned his theatre over to the Meth
odist church on Sundays during a perio
necessary for the work of changing th
heating plant of the church.
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j Will the Admission Prices Have to be Increased or Decreased During the Coming Year? Will |
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The
Play's
the Thing
By HUGO
RIESENFELD
(Managing Director, Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
Theatres, New York)
The year 1921 will set new standards,
not only in photoplay production but also
in presentation. To
my mind the year
will see a change
in the . psychology
of picture making
in
willthat
be "the
the play"
great
event of the photoplay instead of
"the star." Not
that there is any
objection to having "stars" portray
the roles — I would
rather have half a
dozen "stars'' in a
production than
merely one or two. But the great improvement which I am looking forward
to is the stressing of drama in place of
mere personality.
There is a tendency now to run a
production longer than was done a year
ago. This will entail greater care in
the selection of photoplay and in direction. There will be a greater outlay of
production. With these features in
mind, it is obvious that there must be a
change to greater dramatic values in
place of "star" values. With this all
will come a change in program making.
Where in the past the exhibitor often
has centered his attention upon the personality of "the star" he will, I hope,
in the future months delve deeper in
psychology as pictured in the photoplay
and reflect that in his incidental program of music and pictures.
1921 to Bring New Era
By FRED LEVY
(First National Franchise
Holder in Kentucky and
Tennessee)
Even at the risk of again being called
athat"confirmed
I want
to say
I believe optimist,"
1921 will start
a new
era
in every branch of this wonderful industry. As president of the National Association of Retail Clothiers, I have
come in contact with business men from
all sections of the country. I made it a
point to inquire as to the moving picture conditions in their towns, and the reports were very bright in practically all

cases. The exhibitors of Kentucky and
Tennessee are optimistic, but only so far
as good pictures are concerned. Summed
up, I believe 1921 is going to be a banner year. One good reason is that more and
more people are being daily converted to
moving pictures, and they are being converted through the production and exhibition of extraordinarily good and
clean pictures.
Organization Is Vital
By G. G. SCHMIDT
{President, Motion Indiana)
Picture Theatre Owners of

hibitor to do their utmost towards maintaining public interest. And that can
best be accomplished inside the theatre
with the proper kind of picture presentation. Ballyhooing a production on the
streets or in the lobby is a thing of the
past in the larger cities.
Nineteen-twenty-one will see marked
improvement
in motion
entertainment. Veritable
palacespicture
are going
up
all over the country to accommodate the
silent drama and they are attracting
hitherto unapproachable talent. It is
difficult to prophecy what such a combination of brains as the motion picture
theatres are attracting will bring forth.
But it is safe to conclude that before
long, if not in 1920, then some time afterward, picture houses will be regarded as
the mediums for the highest form of
artistic entertainment.

What does 1921 hold forth for the exhibitor? Nothing, absolutely nothing,
unless he helps to
perfect an adamant
organization in his
respective state.
Put men at the
Backbone Is Lacking
head of such organization that
have the respect
By JOSEPH
G. RHODE
(President.
Wisconsin Exhibitors
Association)
and confidence of
the exhibitor, men
Organization! That one word spells
who are big the success of practically every successenough to handle
ful body of men
in business. To a
big
problems
which will present
great
extent
the
exhibitor
is about
themselves so fast
that unorganized
the only part of the
exhibitors will find
show business who
themselves floundering in the current
hasn't the backthat will carry them to destruction. •
bone or inclinaIt is very apparent that those who
tion to avail himwere active in the fight for prohibition
self ofbenefits.
its wonderful
H is
are out of employment and are fast rallylack
of
interest,
ing around those who "Just Must Medhis selfishness, his
dle." We have confronting us censorship
and Sunday closing. If you are opposed
fear
thatpetitor
hismay comget
then register your opposition by joining
the best of him,
your state organization and elect men to
blinds him to the
office who will stand behind the national
tremendous influence and value of an
president and the national organization
effective exhibitors association.
until "hell freezes over."
The film men are aware of his jellyfish backbone and selfish disposition.
They have been, are now, and will keep
It Is Up to Exhibitors
on taking advantage of it. Mr. ExBy SAMUEL KATZ
hibitor inthe smaller cities is paying pro(Member of Balaban & Kate, Chicago Exhibitors)
portionately 25 to 75 per cent more for
film
rentals
than the exhibitor of the
To all appearances the fate of motion
large
cities,
and
the independent big city
pictures rests with the exhibitors. Proexhibitor is paying excessively too.
duction generally, in so far as technical
Therefore, the big thing for the exhibitor
development is concerned, has assumed
a sort of lethargic state and except for for the coming year is to get into his
an occasional fine picture, the quality of state organization, take an active interest
in it, help finance it, instead of financing
current plays is no better than it was
a year ago. Hence, it is up to the ex- the producers and exchanges.
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Unity Brings Strength
By MARTIN A. HEAUNE
(President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Connecticut)
"In unity there is strength."
Backed by this saying which has been
proven many
times, I believe
there is a great future in store for
the M. P. T. O. A.
First: There are
many bad business
tactics that will
be eliminated; second, the idea now
prevalent among
many exhibitors
that the "opposition" is trying to
"cut his throat" so
to speak will be
abolished; third, it
will do away with unfair competition by
vesting the power in the hands of the
exhibitors instead of the distributors;
fourth, we will get better pictures at a
fair price because we will not have to
compete with the distributor as well as
the exhibitor, and we will not have to
book so many poor subjects in order to
get a few good pictures; fifth, the public
will have more respect for and pay more
attention to a well organized group of
exhibitors than it would to any number
of individuals even though the goal of
both be the same.
Trade Survey Needed
By E. V. RICHARDS
(General Manager, New
Saenner
Amusement Company,
Orleans)
Adjustments both ways must be made
or serious results to the business are certain, in case of any radical decline generally throughout the country. A national convention, selected from the most
representative exhibitors, distributors,
producers and stars, regardless of their
affiliations and of not less than 200 to
300 in number, should be called for a
period of from one to two weeks to make
a complete survey of all conditions in
every branch of the industry, and from
all parts of the United States and
Canada. This will do more for a better
working agreement than any political or
exhibitors'vention, ifcalled
convention
any ifother
conin timeor and
all cards
are placed on the table through this
process of confidence.
Cooperate With Editor
By A. M. GORE
(Gore Brotliers and Lesser, Los Angeles)
There is no single branch of motion
picture exhibition that will claim as much
attention during the next year as will exploitation. Itis unquestionable but that
the wise exhibitor cannot only swell his
box office returns by meritorious exploitation, but he can increase the standing of his theatre in the community.
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However,
overstep
and editors
misrepre-of
sent. Getdon't
together
with the
your local papers. Lose no opportunity
to assist in all civic movements. In Los
Angeles Mayor Snyder is willing to take
an afternoon off to work with us, because
he knows we are ready to do the same
for him.
An

Optimistic Outlook
By DEE ROBINSON
(Owner of Theatres in Illinois)
Though at present there is a depression
in all lines of business, with the theatre
feeling the effects of it, I am optimistic
and look for business to get on a sound
basis again by spring. This is too big
a country and there is too much money
and business to be had for us to go to
anything like a panic. We may have to
lower admission prices in some locations,
but I don't believe it will be necessary
for the motion picture is the cheapest
amusement the people can buy. I do
believe the producers can and will lower
their prices to exhibitors to some extent,
for they have advanced rentals far in
excess to what the exhibitors have advanced their admissions.
Exhibitors Must Unite
By JAMES A. MADDOX
(President, MotionSouthern
PictureOhio)
Theatre Owners of
In view of passing events an exhibitors organization is an absolute necessity. hibitors
Theof this
excountry must be in
a position to take
a stand collectiveall vital
mattersto
■thatly onare
the best interests
of their business.
The men with
large investments,
who in the past
have had little
faith in organization,
ened to have
theawakfact
that exhibitors
harnessed together, presenting a solid
front, can wield a tremendous power.
The dayan oforganization
the "soldierto offurther
fortune"
joined
his who
own
ends and line his own pockets is gone.
The exhibitors organization of the future will be operated on a safe and sane
basis. It will inspire confidence. Discord will be an unknown quantity. Cooperation and efficiency will be the
watchword. The officials of the future
exhibitor organizations will be clean-cut
business andmenpetty
who affairs.
are above "peanut"
politics
Big Profits for 1921
By ADOLPH LINICK
(Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago)
The year 1921 holds bounteous rewards
for the honest purveyor of amusement.
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He will profit greater than ever before.
Although there will be loud wailing and
gnashing of teeth coming from the cheaters, my prediction is that there will be
more theatres built in 1921 than ever
before; there will be more good plays
produced; there will be more good actors developed; there will be more and
better motion pictures exhibited and they
will enjoy long runs, and there will be
more fortunes made and more successful
managers peek over the horizon. The
show business was never so good as it is
now. Those who are giving 100 per cent
bad the
on
dollar need never worry about
business.
Admissions to Stand
By CHAS. T. SEARS
(President, Motion Missouri)
Picture Theatre Owners if
In my opinion I do not think that
there will be any decided change in admission prices for
some time. It is
true that things in
general
now
have a just
tendency
to decrease, but
because of the fact
that the public are
demanding better
pictures and the
tion of them
it will
proper
presentabe impossible for
the exhibitor to
decreasemissionhis
adprices and
at the same time
satisfy his patrons. And in view of the
fact that other things are to be cheaper
it will not, in my opinion, be wise to
increase our prices.
I want to say just a wo.rd in regard
to exhibitor organization. Here in our
state the exhibitors are more enthused
than ever and I am of the opinion that
our organization will get stronger and do
more for the good of the exhibitors than
ever has been done. There seems to be
a better understanding between them.
They
what organization strength
can dorealize
for them.
Predicts Better Pictures
By JULES E. MASTBAUM
(President, Stanley Company of America)
I am very optimistic as to the future
of the motion picture industry, from the
standpoint of both the exhibitor and the
producer. I predict better pictures and
increased attendance as a result. Motion
picture producers who have been groping
in the dark for many a day seeking to
give the public what they wanted but
without
cess areany
todayappreciable
in a bettermeasure
positionoftosucdo
that very thing. I look forward to the
coming
pleasurable
tion foryear
I am with
convinced
that itanticipameans
clean, wholesome pictures that, while
they may have a lesson underneath, will,
principally, entertain in the highest
degree.
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Price Decline Scouted
By SOL LESSER
(Gore Brothers and Lesser, Los Angeles)
There will be no downward trend in
admission prices during the next year,
in my opinion. Prices have no doubt
reached their high water mark, but any
decline will not be made for many
months. This is easy to understand.
Productions exhibited today were made
several months ago. We can assume that
it will take at least six months to clear
the market of pictures which are being
distributed. Even if production costs
are decreased, and it is not at all likely,
a lowering of prices could not obtain
for many months.
"Live and Let Live"
By CHARLES H. BEAN
(President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Hampshire.)
The exhibitors of the United States
and in each separate state must combine
in one effort and
that is to live and
let live. The New
Hampshire
izationorgannow has
approximately fifty
members and we
expect to have a
100 per cent association of independent exhibitors
before next April.
Every state should
do likewise. Every
state should fall
into line behind
the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and make
that organization worth while and of
benefit to the independent exhibitors of
the country.
Theatre conditions in New Hampshire
at the present time are very bad owing
to the fact that the manufacturing
plants are running only three days a
week. I look for business to be better
by next April, but I do not look for a
very promising winter. In regard to admission prices, I think an exhibitor is
doing a very unwise thing under the present conditions if he endeavors to make
his patrons pay higher prices.
What of the Producer?
By M. C. KELLOGG
(Regional Director, M. P. T. O. A., Lead, S. D.)
- The all important question at this
time, it seems to me, is, what are the
producers going to do with the ever increasing film rentals; and the general decline in all lines of business, and the tightening of the money situation? Are they
going to starve the goose, or are they
going to try and help them out by at
least holding prices to a normal level?
Of course, we all admit that the quality
of many pictures has advanced, and
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some exceptionally good stories, but do
the advanced rentals keep on a level with
production, or are they advancing more
than productions, is more than I can
answer for any large scope of territory.
Prices Must Decrease
By E. T. PETER
(President, Texas Exhibitors' Circujt)
Admission prices in terms of box office
receipts are the life of the exhibitor.
They have been fundamental in the rapid
growth of the motion picture industry.
The mass of people goes to the motion
picture theatre because the price is within
its reach. Because of that I am of the
opinion that with 1921 will have to come
a decrease regardless of whether the film
distributors hold their present high prices
on films or not.
Xinteen hundred and twenty-6ne, I
think, holds the brightest outlook in the
history of the industry for exhibitor
organizations. The theatre men of the
country during this last year launched a
great national organization. Many states
either have formed locals or have
strengthened existing associations. If
this progress is any forecast, 1921 will
be a record year for exhibitor achievements.
Reduction Is Unwise
By T. L. KEARSE
(Oziner of Theatre Circuit in West Virginia)
With a great mass of people out of
work, it is bound to affect the motion
picture business, and I am inclined to
think that a good many exhibitors will
get panicky and lower their admission
prices in the hope that it will revive their
business, which of course is a false position to take. The exhibitor is bound to
feel the result of the depression, and it
would be a very unwise policy to reduce
admission prices during that time, as
once reduced it is very difficult to get
them back again. Information from
banking circles and business concerns
indicates that the depression will be short
lived, and before spring opens, business
will have settled back to normal. So
1921 should prove as profitable to the
exhibitor as 1920.
Present Bigger Shows
By FRANK L. NEWMAN
(President, Newman Theatre Co., Kansas City)
I hope that every exhibitor will take
the stand for the coming year to maintain the admission price as it is and give
bigger and better shows. I think that
the biggest battle that we will have during the coming year will be the admission
price. To continue the same admission
price, I believe every exhibitor should
try to get bigger and better pictures. If
the exhibitors throughout the country
do not take this stand, I am afraid it will
prove disastrous to all of us. During
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1921 we will all have to encourage the
producers to make bigger and better
pictures as it has proven in the past
that big productions have a tremendous
success, and with them we will be able
to hold our business and keep up the
interest in motion pictures at the present
admission prices.
Better Results in 1921
By JOSEPH L. PLUNKETT
(Managing Director, New York Strand)
The merits of a good production,
whether motion picture or stage, is substantiated bythe box office receipts. That
some of these productions have failed to
prosper is no fault of the public. The
unfortunate producer has learned his lesson and better results are forthcoming
for 1921. I can only answer in the negative the question so often asked me,
"Are the motion picture theatres subsidizing the legitimate
stage?"
The place
motion picture
has attained
its lofty
in the entertainment field and will continue to progress because it offers
a great variety and probably a
better quality of entertainment at
an admission price within the reach
of the majority. Regarding the matter
of admission prices, I can say that in
comparison with the prices charged by
legitimate and vaudeville theatres, they
are low enough. A little increase would
be for the betterment of the art.
Film Rentals Must Drop
By CHARLES D. COOLEY
(President, Florida Exhibitors League)
For 1921, it looks to me like there will
have to be some reduction in film rentals.
Judging from the
productions of this
last year there has
been an extravagance or a waste
in production and
the producers have
been compelled to
ask enormous
prices for their
productions
order to meetin this
waste ariesorof thethestars,
salwhich has not
causedcrease in business,
any infor, in my opinion, we have reached the
pinnacle of the show business.
There can be no raise in the price of
admissions as we must keep moving pictures a popular amusement by holding
the price where every person can go two
or three times a week, or every day, and
not feel a financial strain. When we get
out of this class we will destroy the very
form of entertainment that we have been
working
to build
can seethere
no isdif-a
fence in 1921
over up.
1920 Iunless
reduction in film rentals or the production of better pictures consistently.
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Hopes for Better Stills
By JOHN H. KUNSKY
(Head of John H. Kunsky
Detroit)Theatrical Enterprises,
I forecast great strides in 1921 in the
exploitation of productions and I sincerely hope that the producers will some
day realize the great advantage of providing proper newspaper stills. Many
times I have suggested the advisability
of producers employing a newspaper
photographer to do nothing but take
stills. I think the development of colored
photography will bring the motion picture industry into the greatest prominence. It certainly should be given serious
consideration. In my opinion admission prices will neither increase nor decrease in 1921.
A Year of Progress
By M. VAN PRAAG
(Secretary, Kansas State Exhibitors Association)
This year has seen some big changes
in the film industry. To my mind, however, next year will see the greatest
change and the biggest steps forward it has ever taken. The film business is here to stay. It is an essential
in every sense of the word, and the only
thing that will hurt it will be the
tendency of some exhibitors to set the
admission price so high that it will be
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no
man's
amusement.
Whenlonger
it is the
takenpoor
out of
the reach
of the
multitude a substitute for it will be
found. Admission prices in many instances are 200 per cent higher than one
year and a half ago. Exorbitant increases in film rentals has caused this
situation. People are using thrift in
spending their money, consequently the
theatre suffers to a great extent and the
exhibitor no longer can pay the price
for films that he did a short time ago.
The manufacturers and distributors evidently have blinded
facts.
_^ themselves to these
Bar Circus Exploitation
By HARRY CR ANDALL
Ulead of Crandall Theatre, Washington, D. C.)
There is great room for improvement
in the proper exploitation of pictures, but
IXeither
don't do
believe
in circus
I believe
that exploitation.
filling your
lobby with all kinds of stuff is good. The
best exploitation to my mind is first-class
newspaper advertising. Presentation of
pictures probably will be better in 1921,
at least from the projection standpoint.
I feci that there is more room for improvement in presenting the pictures
properly on the screen than there is for
prologues, etc. I fully believe that a
good picture, properly presented in a
good theatre, well managed, will get as
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much in the way of results as one presented with a lot of trimmings — for the
people that go into a picture show go
primarily for the picture. I feel that
prices should not increase, nor do I see
any chance of a decrease.
Poster Is Big Factor
By and
M. Lesser,
GORE Los Angeles)
(Gore Brothers
The recent announcement by Associated First National Pictures that it had
contracted with M. Leone Bracker,
famous poster artist, to make a series
of posters for one of its attractions, was
a joyous piece of news to me. While
other industries have gone out and secured some of the best known artists to
prepare the copy for their lithograph
paper, we have continued in the same
vein that characterized the paper of the
speaking stage when it had no billboard
competition. First National has set the
pace. Let them all fall in line and the
result will be that we may once more
be able to attract to the billboard the
importance which it formerly held.
Organization Permanent
By C. C. GRIFFIN
(First Vice-President, M. P. T. O. A.)
Only a few short months ago a few
hundred earnest and determined exhibitors journeyed to Cleveland and in
three days made history that makes a
milestone in the progress of one of the
world's
greatest organization
industries. Prior
that
time exhibitor
was ato joke.
But today there is a different feeling
toward the exhibitor. Thinking men in
the production end art beginning to
realize that exhibitor organization is a
factor that must be considered if their
business is to prosper. Organization is
here to stay and henceforth will make
its influence felt in the various branches
of the industry, and the sooner the other
branches of the industry realize that
fact the sooner they will get on to a
solid, harmonious working basis with the
exhibitor.
No

Decrease in Rentals
By W. W. WATTS
(Owner of theatres in Springfield, III.)
The year 1921 will find the exhibitor
who has kept faith with his public in
splendidcreasecircumstances.
He will not
inor decrease his admission
prices,
for they have been fixed at the right
amount for some time. But the exhibitor
might keep the same admission price
should the government see fit to remove
the admission tax. By that is meant
where 25 cents is charged, 22 cents going
to the theatre and the other three to the
government. It seems only fair to let
the exhibitor have the other three cents,
and it is not expected that the public
will protest. The new year should find
the motion picture out of its infancy and
growing up into a man-sized industry.
It will not reach its full development for
at least ten years. What a wonderful
thing it will be then.
Expect to Open Rialto
In Elgin in February
ELGIN, ILL.— The new Rialto theatre,
rising from the tornado ruins of the former
Grand theatre, is expected to be ready for
formal opening in February, according to
Manager William B. Newman.
It will be built at a cost of $175,000 and
will seat 1,300 persons. Interior decorations will cost $24,000. The house will
combine vaudeville and motion pictures.
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Achievement

The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry Has Dealt Successfully With
Many Vital Issues During 1920
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Big Program
for 1921
During the coming legislative year, censorship bills 100 per cent. We must be ever on our guard and see
will be introduced in more than thirty states. This will that we are given a fair deal
congress.
* * before
*
mean that the national association will have to conduct
thirty campaigns to combat this evil. The censorship
The association is now working with the postal authorities with a view to having the parcel post regulations
committee has been divided and has been working on
this problem for the past few months.
amended so that it will be possible to ship a maximum of
70 pounds into the first four zones from the point of
mailing. A committee from the association is now workThe recent announcement
of thesixteen
Lord's Protestant
Day Alliance,
ing with the post office department and the marine underan organization
said to represent
dewriters so as to permit the shipment to foreign ports of
nominations, that it would introduce in thirty-nine states
motion picture films as parcel post matter. If the indrastic measures to compel a strict observance of the
dustry were allowed to ship to foreign countries by parcel
Sabbath means additional work for the legislative compost, it would result in a saving of 50 per cent on its
shipping charges.
mittee. The Lord's
to put
on the
* * *
statute books
a law Day
whichAlliance
would intends
close the
District
of
Columbia on Sunday. Many of the states now allow moA committee is at work perfecting an affiliation with
tion picture theatres to remain open Sunday afternoon and
organizations similar to ours in other countries. During
evening and the reports that have been received from all the reconstruction period of these countries, when the
sections of the country are that they exert a good influence
questions of embargoes and tariffs are being discussed, it
on the community.
would be very valuable for us if we had affiliations which
could protect our interests. It would also bring about a
better feeling towards American pictures in these countries.
During the coming year, congress, when it convenes
The national association during the year 1921 faces many
under the Harding administration, will amend the tax problems and it is only by strict co-operation of all the
laws. Several propositions have been submitted to concompanies that it can hope to be successful.
gress which would, in many cases, increase our taxes
aiim iiiiiiiii mi iiiiiiiiiiiii!i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini minimi i iiimii mini in i
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THE year just past has been one of
notable achievement and accomplishment for the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry and 1921 holds
out unprecedented possibilities. The slogan
of the Association "Unity of Action Spells
Success" has been successfully demonstrated inevery fight that the Industry has
made in the past four years with the result
that today practically every prominent
producing and distributing company is a
member of the National Association.
Among the accomplishments of the National Association during the past year are
the following :
Coal Strike — During the coal strike of
last December and January a few theatres
in certain regional districts were ordered
closed. Through the efforts of the Fuel
Conservation Committee appointed by
President Wm. A. Brady of which Marcus
Loew was chairman, the industry was
able to get permission for the motion picture theatres of the country to remain
open. The voluntary action of the industry
in shutting off its advertising signs in New
York, quickly followed by other cities
brought forth much praise from the Federal authorities.
Epidemic of Influenza — In January
and February there was a recurrence of
the epidemic of influenza. The health
authorities of the country realizing that
the motion picture screen was the best
method of propaganda in the world called
upon the industry for its cooperation and
assistance. We distributed thousands of
pieces of literature in the theatres and in
many instances prepared slides which were
furnished to the theatres throughout the
country. The results were so satisfactory
that the American Public Health Association has asked the national association to
confer with that body in the near future
with a view of securing closer cooperation

for the prevention of the spreading of
epidemics.
Railroad Strike — During the railroad
strike in April the national association
demonstrated its great value to the industry in its entirety. The utilization of
the parcel post for transportation of films
prevented a nation-wide closing down of
the theatres of the country. Through the
efforts of the transportation committee
three years ago the post office department
agreed to accept motion picture film for
shipment by parcel* post.
* *
Americanization Campaign — One of
the greatest tributes ever paid an industry
was when congress through the senate and
house committees of education called upon
the motion picture industry to mobilize its
forces and to do all in its power to upbuild and strengthen the spirit of Americanism through the medium of the motion picture screen. This was the first time
in the history of congress that a resolution
was passed calling upon a single industry
to assist the federal government in its
work. The industry has every reason to
feel proud of the manner in which its
members responded.
Americanization pictures have been made
and have been circulated throughout the
country, without any thought of profit on
behalf of the industry, and in fact at a
tremendous loss financially. The industry
however was glad to contribute this as its
share of the great work that is being conducted by the government. Hundreds of
thousands of feet of trailers were used in
this campaign and special performances
were given throughout the country. The
national association through its distributing companies has cooperated with the
mayor's
committee
on Americanization
and
has furnished
patriotic
pictures for public
schools, halls and outlying sections of the
city.
* * *
Motion Pictures and Education — The

churches, schools and colleges of the
country realizing the tremendous power of
the screen now are using motion pictures
and only recently the bureau of education
of the department of interior at Washington, issued a handbook which showed that
more than 2,000 educational institutions
and more than 2,200 churches were now
regular users of *motion
* * pictures.
Newspapers and the Industry — The
national association through the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers recently engaged a nationaly known newspaper man
to interest the papers of the country in our
industry. The results have been most satisfactory and hundreds of new papers have
installed motion picture departments.
* * *
Penal Code Amendment — The association through its Washington bureau succeeded in having congress pass an amendment to the penal code prohibiting the
shipping by interstate of any improper
motion picture film. The bill was passed
after four years of effort on the part of
the association and is a recognition by the
federal government of the contention of
the industry that motion picture film for
regulatory purposes should be classed with
books, newspapers and printed matter.
* * *
Film Theft — The film theft committee
through its activities have succeeded in
keeping theft of motion picture films to a
minimum. The committee has recovered
practically every bit of film that has been
reported stolen and has succeeded in getting many convictions in the courts. It
also has compiled a very complete list of
doubtful and criminal characters in the film
business in and about New York who have
made a practice of supplying film to the
foreign market. * * *
Censorship — While censorship was defeated in every single state where a bill
(Concluded on page 132)
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Emerson

and

Anita

An

intimate

Loos

sketch

of two people who
are well worth
knowing

about.

A COMBINATION of technical
methods from both motion pictures
and the legitimate stage is, perhaps, what has made the work of John
Emerson and Anita Loos distinctive.
Each of these noted scenarioists, now
writing the Constance Talmadge stories,
was trained in a different school of
dramatics.
Miss Loos (although now Mrs. Emerson she still clings to the name she made
famous) was the daughter of a newspaper man who at times edited a paper
with Bill Nye and at other times dabbled

JOHN EMERSON
The masculine half of the exceptionally
brilliant Emerson-Loos combination

in theatricals by producing melodramas.
His daughter grew up in San Diego, not
so far from the site of the present motion picture cities.
When '"Nita" was fourteen, she was a
veritable Daisy Ashford — the difference
being that Miss Loos' early works were
quite as well constructed as those of
more experienced writers. For example,
the New York Telegraph, never guessing
the age of its correspondent, published
a column of her comments on the news
every day; and at the same time, her
short stories began to appear in the
magazines. At this age she sent her
first scenario, "The New York Hat," to
D. W. Griffith; and it was immediatelyaccepted
and produced with John Barrymore.
* • »
Following the arrival of several more
such scenarios, Mr. Griffith began to
wonder who this writer of satirical drama
might be. He sent for Miss Loos — and
not long afterwards she took her place
as a staff writer in his studios, the youngest scenarioist in the world.
Meanwhile, John Emerson, after
twenty years experience as playwright
and producer for Frohman on Broadway, had decided to learn something
about this new art of the movies. That
was six years ago. He went west and
became an actor in the Griffith studios in
order to learn movie technique; and soon
afterwards, he was asked to direct his
first photoplay.
It was at that time that he met Miss
Loos. Together they collaborated in the
famous Douglas Fairbanks stories — "Wild
and Woolly," "The Americano," "Down
to Earth," "Reaching for the Moon," and
"His Picture
in the flavor
Papers"of— satirical
all of which
carried
the same
wit
which is their distinctive property. Then
they left Fairbanks to make pictures for
Paramount - Artcraft stars, including
"Let's Get a Divorce" for Billie Burke.

Finally, they took up their present work
in writing and directing productions of
the Constance Talmadge pictures.
During the last year their pictures for
Constance Talmadge included "A Temperamental Wife," "The Virtuous Vamp,"
"In Search of a Sinner," "The Love Expert," "The Perfect Woman," "Dangerous Business,"
more* Miss
recently,
"Mama's
Affair." and,
In addition
Loos
supplied the scenario for Norma Talmadge's picture, "The Branded Woman."

TEXAS
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Dealing
'Em
Off
the
The News of the World in Review, 'wid Top
a Few Comments on Timely Topics
By J. RAY
A Few Predictions
As this is the season of the year when everyone in and out of the film business is given to
predicting, let us do a little on our own hook.
I predict a lot of new stars will be discovered
in 1921. (Not so bad for a starter, eh?)
There's
a lot
taken going
in. to be a lot of money sent, and
The most magnificent, stupendous, elaborate,
complete, costiy, colossal, beautiful, gorgeous, tremendous, gripping, super-spectacle ever produced
will be made. (About a dozen of em.)
Several new companies will be formed.
An actress will form her own company.
State righters will from time to time give the
press a feed. Not with a view of influencing said
press but because they believe the spirit of good
will should extend throughout the year, and not
just around Christmas time.
The fried chicken served at these luncheons
will be just as tough and underdone as in the
past.Wooden tooth picks will be served.
During the year some of our best stars and
directors will go to Cuba for — atmosphere and a
change of scenery.
You can go over from Florida in ninety minutes, but it makes one awfully thirsty they say.
Did that Volstead act have any reservations
in it?

Those Haughty Clerks
An indication of normalcy is the reap earance ofthe nickel cigar. But the
clerk gives you such a pitying look when
you ask for one you * don't dare smoke it.
Chicago police dassent "bawl out" impetuous motorists any more, thus taking
the joy out of the pedestrian's life.

Hungry reviewers will be fed.
"American Legion to Oppose Blue Law
Campaign" — Headline.
Well, ii they oppose like they fight,
they'll
formers. make it interesting for the re*
There are
two
things
always remember of the Wilson we'll
administration:
"Ma}- I not" and the south portico.
*
If a baseball player squawks about a
bum deal this coming season, will he
be adjudged in contempt of court?
That's one for Judge* Landis.

Xew stars will be discovered.
Hectic press agents will continue to write
beautiful stories about the boss, the stars and
new studios with handsome coal cellars in them.
Super-hectic P. A.'s will devise new stunts.
Newspaper
motion
picture editors
stories. will watch for "jokers" in
Exhibitors will watch exchange men. Exchange men will return the compliment.
Several stars will take up airplaning.
Most of them will learn to fly over three miles
high.
There are no revenue officers up there.
And the law can't touch you.
By the way, "Three Miles Out" is to
be Fatty
next picture.
He
was
in NewArbuckle's
York recently
studying the
*
part and then took a trip to Europe to
see how it feels three miles out.
•
The Riders Are Coming Back
With the revival of the Ku Klux Klan
in the South, scenario writers and directors can dig up some of their old
scripts written about the time "The
Birth of the Nation"* was popular.
If they
pantsdifficult
on the than
Filipinos,
it's
going
to beputmore
ever getting real cannibal pictures.

1
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"British Comedies Surpass American"
— London Motion Picture magazine.
Which only goes to show that London is
no place for an American producer with
a cracked lip.
*
Prize Publicity Stunt of Year
The exhibitor who flooded Main street
and had a string of row boats paddling
up and down advertising
"Mid-channel."
*
How to Become a Director
Buy a reversible, visored cap, a pair
of leather puttees and a megaphone, get
out on the lot and shout like hell.
*
Question: How are those French girls
who paint their legs going to hang up
their stockings?

"What," what's one of our readers,
"has become of the old fashioned for rent
sign." The last one we saw was in a
museum, and there was quite a crowd
standing around gazing at it.
*
With the American Humane Society
scratching
settles
that. vamp pictures off the list, that
*
One Long Rest
If we ever go into pictures, we'd like a
job like Edna Purviance's playing opposite Charlie.
*
His Is an Exclusive Crowd
That exhibitor, who said he was very
particular what pictures he booked, because he played only to the masses, got
a smile outa us.
*
Theda Bara still gets letters from faraway Japan. Here is one received refollowing the
showing Madame:
of "Salome"cently,
in Tokio:
"Honorable
Will you please send me an honorable
picture soon, as honorable naked as possible?" Is that why California wants to
keep 'em out?
*
The profiteers overlooked a good bet
when they didn't get on that U. S. shipping board.

P. A.'s will devise new stunts.
There's more home brew in comedies
than in the homes.
*
And suey.
now they're
to investigate
chop
Rawthergoing
a messy
job, we
calls
it.
*
Things to Be Thankful For
The overall fad never reached the Sennett lot.
*
Folks We Love
copy.
The fellow who sends in the illegible
Press agents who fail to caption publicity photos.
The guy who writes his stories single

A 1920 Discovery

spaced.
salary.
The UPPER
The
low-brow CASE
P. A. la'd.
on a high-brow
*

All of the bluffers don't live on Wall
Street. The Times Square district, New
York, it seems has a few.

Hope Santa doesn't overlook the press
agents
tionaries.when he's handing out the dic-

Stars will flit to Cuba.
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Edgar
Lewis
An
Appreciation
By HARRY

POPPE

man who long ago had the foresight to see the approach of the day
at which we have now arrived, the
day when story worth was to take
precedence over star exploitation, is
Edgar Lewis, the producer of Edgar
Lewis Productions, released through
Pathe. And not only was Mr. Lewis
convinced of the coming of this day but
he had the courage to prove himself
right by using his own money to make
Edgar Lewis Productions upon the
"Story First" principle.
Mr. Lewis had been making pictures
for Lubin — among the latter of his subjects being "The Barrier" and "The
Great Divide," the latter featuring Ethel
Clayton and House Peters, when he decided to start in "on his own." Here is
a confession of policy, as Mr. Lewis
made it then and is making it now.
"The thing to do is to play up the
story, and not build up a picture for a
star that a personality might be exploited. Ifa star is the picture's biggest
point every other element must naturally
be submerged in favor of the star. This
should not be. A star should not so
dominate a picture as audiences are entertained not merely by the star but by the
combination of story with other elements."
* * *
Mr. Lewis believes that every picture
should be a complete harmonious whole,
a blending of all the necessary ingredients that go into the making of the
picture. No one ingredient should be so
dominant, as is often the case when star
must be considered first, last and all the
time, that all others must suffer. The
story should be selected for its entertainment value, the players chosen to
suit the characters, and the atmosphere
be kept in harmony with the general
whole, Mr. Lewis says.
To prove that he was right, Mr. Lewis
made "ThemembersBarwhat aSinister."
Everyonemade.
rehit the picture
It was produced in thorough keeping
with
Mr. a Lewis'
theory
what he
should
go into
picture.
Sinceof then
has
produced one success after another, such
as "Other Men's Shoes," "Sherry," "Lahoma," and "A
Beggar inof Purple."
His
forthcoming
production,
which much
is expected,
is "The
on
a short story
by Sage
Harry Hen,"
Salter,founded
which
has just been completed.
In every one of these pictures the
story is the thing that was given first
consideration. Mr. Lewis believes that
with an excellent story to begin with the
THE

EDGAR
result will be an excellent picture, all
other things being equal. Even with
only average players a good picture can
be made if the story is good, Mr. Lewis
says, but with the best players on earth
a picture of real merit cannot be made
if the story is bad.
* * *
Therefore it is story first with Mr.
Lewis, and after that cast, atmosphere,
camera work, lighting, etc. Direction is
not mentioned, for it is to be assumed
that the director knows the technique
of picture making thoroughly.
Besides being a picker of exceptional
stories, Mr. Lewis has shown himself a
master at selecting those actors who are
peculiarly equipped to best delineate the
characters that are to be shown on the
screen. More than one actor has scored
a pronounced personal hit because he
was given the opportunity by Mr. Lewis
to play a sort of role he could interpret.
A stickler for good stories always, Mr.
Lewis likes best the human stories,
stories of life as it is, but of the clean,
wholesome side, with manly, virile characters, with big men and wholesouled
women.
He iswhen
essentially
a man's
man
and is happiest
he is close
to nature
in the sweeping outdoors. He is generally associated with pictures mirroring
life in the outdoors, yet he has always
donewell.
exceedingly well writh other stories
as

LEWIS

Six Months' Growth
Told by Si Greiver
By S. B. GREIVER

dagoitsRusse
South
8 -Rusoffice
opene
ll-Grateiver
month
SIXsell
orns street
, Chicago, to act as
Dearb
ng
distributi agents for film producers.
We have expanded rapidly and now our
activities embrace production, supervision
of one of the large studios on the coast,
visioion.n of a national dissuperorganizat
as well astributing
We are grateful to the industry for so
kindly receiving our initial efforts, the
Fritzi Ridgeway two-reel Westerns, the
single-reel Tusun comedies, five-reel
Cuneo Westerns
animated
cartoon. and "Gasoline Alley"
* * *
We now have under consideration
numerous propositions for the production
of film suitable for our requirements,
which are very precise and exact. They
must be the very finest of their kind before we will give them consideration.
Indications point to an unusually active and prosperous forthcoming year to
the industry, to all members of which we
extend cordial greetings.
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EXPLOITATION'S
ADVANCE
By WILLIAM R. WEAVER
Editor, Exhibitors Advertising Department of "Exhibitors Herald"
movements and thousands of charitable city in 1907, during the financial panic
The
exhibitor
got
his
"sea
1920. He found that the wildly legs"
pitchingin and otherwise worthy public enterprises of that year. Though the store show
concerned had suffered no ill conseand tossing craft in individual communities.
he had boarded
quences of the general money shortage, a
* * *
with trepidation EXPLOITATION is primarily respon- single reel Lubin production received in
sible in that it gave him confidence, the bi-weekly film shipment suggested
and largely because men he had the courage of conviction, leading him an exploitation stunt, one of the first on
followed previous- to step into his proper place in the front record, which would be discarded today
as
dangerous but was not then so recogly were t aking rank of American citizenship.
nized.
passage was in
To
attempt
to
forecast
what
the
exstory involved a run on a bank
reality moving
hibitor will accomplish in and by ex- andThescored
a worthy point, showing the
ploitation during the next twelve months
steadily and swiftmisery
caused by unnecessary concern
is analogous to booking pictures by the
ly forward upon
an even keel. He
over-prompt action on the part of the
"pig one
in avery
poke"important
method. and
But thereantedated
is at least
learned that ex- happily
depositors.
ploitation isprac- achievement that may be mentioned at
The picture was retitled "The Panic
tical.
this time with assurance.
of 1907" and exploited by every method
then
known. Big business was done, and
This discovery
Exploitation will exempt the exhibitor
was a vital factor from the evil offects of whatever eco- the patrons were satisfied. None complained of misrepresentation. Perhaps it
in the general
nomical readjustments grow out of the
expected at that period.
prosperity of the industry' during the year. present situation. Whether or not the wasImpractical
as is the trick today, it
Following experiments somewhat half- financial panic anticipated in some quarto illustrate the method by which
ters materializes, and regardless of the serves
heartedly made but succesful beyond his
the
exhibitor
can insure his business
most optimistic expectations, the exhibitor proportions it assumes, the exhibitor will
went to work to make the new theatre sci- continue to operate his theatre to normal against loss. Though it is not advisable
to proceed along the course indicated,
ence perform its proper function — the business and profit.
bringing of money into the box office. To
He will not reduce his admission advertising of standard attractions can
his success in this endeavor is due a great prices. Neither will he experience a be managed in such manner as to convey
the thought that the themeasure of the advance recorded in every decrease in patronage. He may deem it impressively
atre is in no way influenced by changing
department of production, distribution
advisable to increase his advertising ap- conditions
in
other lines of business.
and exhibition. Progress must be
propriation slightly, but not to a degree
As long as that conviction is general
financed; and exploitation produces
that will not be offset by increased at- there
will be no public demand for lower
capital.
tendance. The purpose of such a move
Significant proof that other branches
will be simply to bring the theatre admissions.
* * *
of the industry have not underestimated
slightly more into the foreground of pubthe importance of exhibitor exploitation
lic thought, calling to attention an in- THEATRE
learned
that the men
motion
pictureduring
theatretheis
is. seen in the efforts put forth by writers,
titution so solidly
founded
a*s toindicated
be im- but war
mune sfrom
the effects
of the
slightly affected by a general money
directors and producers to endow attractions with qualities calculated to simplify conditions.
shortage. It was then demonstrated that
* * *
man will consent to economize upon
the advertiser's task and thus increase the
productivity of his operations. This con- AN incident of interest in this connec- bread, sugar, meat and potatoes, but not
tion occurred in a certain American upon motion pictures.
sideration has become a deciding factor
in story selection. Innumerable title
This experience must not be lost sight
changes have been made, plots have been
of in the present situation.
altered, characters added and incidents
The chief concern of the exhibitor at
introduced, solely for the purpose of prothis time is to guard against allowing
Tiding substantial foundation for theatreExploitation
himself to fall victim to the panic bacilto-public advertising.
* * *
lus and lower his scale of prices or
Hits of 1920
EXHIBITORS have used materia!
economize upon his program at the expense of quality because he doubts the
thus produced to the best possible
American— "The Thirtieth Piece
future.
advantage. They have evolved and deShould careless showmanship permit
veloped selling methods by use of which
ate
verd." Producers — "The Last
an actual slump to develop it is not in
AssofociSil
"they have filled their theatres consistently
the nature of things that it should be of
over the period, eliminating the attendof the Mohicans."
more than temporary duration. It will
tory. ance fluctuations of previous theatre hisFirst National — "The Idol Dancer."
pay the exhibitor to maintain the standWith the assurance growing out of the
Fox— "While New York Sleeps."
ard of his performance and the price
knowledge that a given volume of patronschedule. He will easily repair whatever
Goldwyn — "Madame X."
age can be produced upon demand by
loss
may develop in the natural period of
reaction.
— "Sex."
means tested and found reliable, the exHodkinson
Metro
—
"Shore
Acres."
* * *
hibitor has proceeded to the use of presentation, an art formerly neglected by
Paramount
— "What's Your
Hurryr
such a
many because of uncertainty as to the
occasionof for
is noexhibitors
THERE
the nation
slump. The
dependability of the box office. Another
g
instrument
an
advertisin
their
in
have
Pathe— "Other Men's Shoes."
discovery was recorded when it was
well qualified for the prevention of any
learned that presentation is one of the
Realart — "Soldiers of Fortune."
such contingency. And through that
Robertson-Cole — The Fortune
most productive and reliable forms of exprevention in behalf of the theatre a
ploitation.
not inconsiderable steadying influence
The result
of
this
general
enlightenwill be brought to bear upon general
ment, aside from the direct financial
Selznick—
." "His Wife's Money."
er
conditions.
business
ll
Te
United Artists — "Down
On the
benefit, isfidenceunprecedented
conThis is one occasion whereupon the
in the theatre. exhibitorial
The showman
exhibitor may exercise his power for the
has realized his power.
benefit of the community. It is typical
Universal— "The Virgin of StamThe motion picture exhibitor of today
is not classed with the carnival, circus or
of the frontopportunities
thattheconstantly
conFarm."
him and calls for
kind of work
road show manager, nor with the proVitagraph—
"T
he
Courage
of
that
may
be
expected
of
him
in
1921
and
prietor of the legitimate theatre. He is
subsequently.
regarded as a business man of higher
O'Doone." bused upon exMarge
boul." selections
Advertising
conAbove
standing,
engaged inbusiness
conducting
an essenfidence whichgave
led the
himexhibitor
to his the
present
tial and honorable
institution.
ploitation news printed In the "Ex-of
position.
It
is
fitting
that
by
advertising
hibitors Advertising" department
His power was demonstrated in the realso does he maintain that position and
cent national election, as in a hundred
this publication during 1920.
exercise his great and growing power.
local elections, municipal betterment
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Now
OfH

in

Need

armony

George Beban

Declares That

Star and Producer Ought to
Make Better Films That in
Turn Will Make
Money

QEORGE
BEBAN, Jll.
Affectionately known nn "lloh WUt6,M
who m«MI In "One Mnn In n Million,"
the Intent tieor»;e Ileltnn photoplay.
^/^vNE thing we ought to do is re\J move the reserved antagonism
that exists between the star, the
producer, and the exhibitor. The star
thinks that he is being commercialized
by the exhibitor, the producer thinks his
motives are being misunderstood by the
exhibitor, while the exhibitor thinks that
the star is getting entirely too much
money and that the producer is overcharging him. Such thoughts should not
prevail. There should be no antagonism.
These three forces ought to work in
unison. The star and producer ought to
make better pictures — pictures that will
make more money for the exhibitor."
George Beban was talking. Not as
George Beban, the star, but as George
Beban, the producer. He had just arrived in New York accompanied by Sol
Lesser, his associate, and Harry Wilson,
his press representative, on distribution
matters connected with the latest product
of George Beban Productions, a picture
called "One Man in a Million."
The right to the title of producer is
justly Mr. Beban's, for besides being the
titular member of the company that
made the picture, he played the stellar
role in "One Man in a Million," wrote
the story, directed the picturization, assembled and cut the film and wrote the
titles.
And thus, being a full fledged producer
in every sense of the term, it naturally
devolved upon him to delve deeply into
the commercial phase of the motion picture that the two essential ends — art and
commerce — struck a profitable balance.
Out of his delvings grew ideas — ideas of

25, 192(11
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More

for Exhibitor

his own as to what should be done to
make his pictures more profitable to
everyone investing money in them. Which
means the exhibitor as well as the
producer.
"I've got a new idea for collaboration
or cooperation between exhibitor, star
and producer," he said, moving to the
edge of his chair in his room in the
Hotel Astor and leaning forward in order
to plant more firmly the keynote of his
talk. "In a short time you'll see it in
• * •
effect."
Here, then, apparently was the highpoint of the interview, but Mr. Beban
would not allow it to be so.
"I want it to be a surprise," he said,
shaking his head. "But I can say this:
It is based on the clement of personal
contact. And because of this contact
the picture is going to bring unusual
business
to many of
an exhibitor
exhibitor." business
The mention
brought
point toseized
Mr. upon
Beban'sit.
mind and another
he immediately
"In 'One Man in a Million' we've got
the kind of picture that will make money
for the exhibitor. Its central figure is a
real, a human character. So is every
character real and human for that matter. The story blends pathos with laughs
— the kind of a story that the people
today demand. * * *
"That's the kind of pictures that should
be made. The public is tired of the trick
stuff, the palatial setting, the fluffyhaired girl, the knock-'em-down-anddrag-'em-out melodrama. The days of
pictures of that sort are gone. Life
should be mirrored without artificialities
to catch the eye. Pictures that are portrayals of life are the really long-lived
ones. Look over the list for yourself.
They have been the biggest moneymakers for the exhibitor.
"In 'One Man in a Million* you will
find a simple yet wholesome human story.
There's the Italian — the one man in a
million — a tender hearted, simple fellow
who lived alone with his shrieking, Latin
tempered parrot, Bobo. And there's the

V

\\ ho In now(.kdhi.i:
In \ew minx's
York preparing to
make pernnnnl nppcnrfincen with hla
feature nt the lance theatrea.
girl and the little lad, the latter played
by my son, Bob White Beban." Mr.
Beban's eyes sparkled at the mention of
his son's name. "He's going to take the
picture away from me," he said with
pardonable
"His performance
remarkable.pride.
And unlike
most childrenis
he's perfectly natural before the camera.
You see, I have a way of my own of
getting
exactly asof Ihow
want."
And he him
gaveto ando imitation
by
whispering confidentially he imbued Bob
White with the spirit of the scene to be
» » •
played.
"But Bobo, the parrot, was another
problem," Mr. Beban went on. "Bobo
was a contrary cuss and hard to handle.
But he's worth one laugh after another.
As we have caught him he seems uncannily human in intelligence. For instance, Ireturn home one night and find
the cupboard bare. I accuse Bobo of
stealing the soup-bone. Immediately
Bobo flings himself at me, squawking
and squealing and yelling. 'Liar, thief,
simp, fool!' are some of the expletives
flashed on the screen as he squawks.
And Bobo seems to be yelling these very
things. Another time the girl leaves some
mended socks on my bed while I am
out.- Upon my return I find the socks
and ask Bobo who brought them. He
cocks his head to one side, winks, and
squawks as if he really uttered the words
in the title: 'I won't snitch.'
howwasabout
Mr."But
Beban
asked.this contact idea?"
"Well," the actor-producer answered,
"I'll say this much: It'll be four months
getting back to California. But further
than that, well, like Bobo, I won't
snitch!"
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BACK
By CHARLES

CHRISTMAS ten years ago in the
motion picture studio. What a delightful occupation it is to turn back
the clock of time to Christmas, 1910, to
recall who was who and what was what at
that time. Romance? Pathos? Humor?
Yea, in immeasurable quantities.
Some of the men and women of those
days are gone, gone to the land which our
Christmas greetings will never reach. But
for the most part, the studio workers of
ten years ago are still with us. Then they
were unknown, unheard of people, sometimes the objects of scorn for finding a
livelihood in a "novelty" business. Today
many of them are stars and well-known
directors who can view the past ten years
as years crammed with interest and fun
and success.
Certainly the Christmas this year in any
studio will be celebrated differently than
the Christmas in the Edison Studio ten
years ago. At that time the Edison Company gave each director, as a present on
the auspicious occasion, a twenty-dollar
gold piece together with a suitably engraved card that carried the compliments
of the season. To each member of the
stock company, the company presented a
ten-dollar gold piece besides the card of
greeting. Among the directors with Edison at the time were J. Seakle Dawley,
Ashley Miller, Frank McGlynn and
William (Silent Bill) Haddock. Ashley Miller said his gold piece disappeared
and that ever since he has been looking
for the fellow who is keeping it for him.
Imagine scattering perfectly good gold in
that manner in a studio today !
Charley Ogle joined the stock company about two weeks before the Yuletide
season and when the envelopes with their
precious contents were distributed Ogle
looked in vain for his. He was naturally
disappointed. The fortunate ones sympathized and consoled with him. "Maybe
you've
been moment
overlooked,"
they toldmessenger
him.
At that
the studio
appeared and told Ogle that he was
wanted in the manager's office. Everyone
exclaimed that "Ogle was going to have a
special
!"
Soon presentation
Ogle reappeared
and returned to
the green room, looking quite glum.
Herbert Prior walked over to him and
asked: "Didn't you get it, Charley?"
he wanted
me"No,"
was Ogle
to tellreplied.
me how"All
sorry
he was with
thai
I joined too late to get my name on the
Christmas list for a present."
"Well?"
asked,that
since
manner
madePrior
it evident
the Ogle's
whole
story hadn't been told.
"Well," Ogle went on, "I told him he
needn't be, because I was sorry enough
for the both of us."
And anyone who knows Charley Ogle
will appreciate that he meant it.
Actors are a generous lot, as everybody
knows. The office force at the studio,
down to Jim, the chef, used to come to
the studio the day before Christmas with
a couple of borrowed suitcases in which
to take home their many gifts. I can remember Jim, the chef, leaving the studio
with a suitcase in either hand and a
bundle
to his
I'm not quite
sure btttstrapped
that some
of back.
these presents
were
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FOREWORD
No one in the motion picture
industry can read Charles Seay^s
story of Christmas ten years ago
in the Edison studio without enjoying it both for its readibility
and for the memories it awakens.
Many in the past have turned back
tlte pages of film history, but none
has given his printed recollections
the touch of humor, pathos and
genuine interest of Mr. Seay. In
preparing it, the author has presented the industry with a Christmas
gift of inestimable worth. —
THE EDITOR.
as gentle reminders to Jim that actors got
hungry once in a while, in spite of the
populartimessupposition
that they are somefood-shy.
Seriously though, the exchange of
presents in those days diDped deeply into
an actor's pocketbook for the salaries of
1910 were not quite at the present-day
level.
At the start the stock actors got $18
a week whether they worked or not. And
for every day they did pose they received
$2 a day extra. It was not required of
a player to report unless cast or called.
So the actor who was lucky stood a
chance to make $30 a week. Again I say,
when he was lucky. Later the salary was
increased to $35 a week, flat.
The extras got $5 a day up to 6 :00
p. m. If they worked later they received
another $5 check. This salary was given

Why trouble grounds
to when
go aon simple
the streets
back-a
thinsfor like
fence with its advertising adornments
can beused
put inup Edison's
in a studio'-The
t These
"sets"
were
Installment
Plan," made ten years ago. Ethel
Browning and Eddie Boulden are the
players.

to any extra — whether he played a lead
or just in a scene. On account of this
arrangement the extras often made more
money on the week than the players in the
stock company. If a chap was given a
lead todays
playandit meant
thatchecks.
he'd have more
work
more pay
What a salary inducement pictures held
for the actor at that time! Thirty-five
dollars a week for fifty-two weeks in the
year and all expenses paid in the studio
and on location. Think of it!
The familiar cry of "When do we
eat?" of the late war is really a paraphrase of "Where
we eat?"
by
the actors
in the do
earliest
stagescoined
of the
motion picture. When a director started
out for a location site the actors, climbing
into buses, carry-alls, hacks, or whatever
sort of vehicle was used (the automobile
was then not so numerous as now) called
out: "Where do we eat? Where do
If the answer came that they would eat
at some place they had visited before — a
shoreeat?"
place or a road house where the
we was good — the actors would lean back
table
in the contented anticipation of a "big
feed." Lunch hour was put off as long
as possible for the reason that after the
feed bag had been put on the crowd would
be
"logey"
fromwork
the would
all-satisfying
Thenthem.
not much
be gottenmeal.
out
of
During my first few months with Edison
I was an actor and a member of the first
stock company of players. In the original
company . there were, besides myself,
William Bechtel, Edward Boulden,
Laura Sawyer, Rolinda Bainbridgf,
William West (deceased), Willim Sorrelle and Herbert Bostwick. Many were
the good old-fashioned location meals that
we had together.
About this time the first serial was
made. It was called "What Happened to
Mary." MaryMerwin
Fuller wrote
played the
the first
title role.
Bannister
few
episodes, and it was directed by Ashley
Miller up to about the eighth spasm After that it was anybody's old serial.
Then came the sequel "Who Will Marry
Mary?" The late Acton Da vies wrote a
few of the earlier episodes, but after him
more authors finished it than have ever
worked on the same story before or since.
No one wanted to be bothered with the
same thing day after day. Directors
wanted a change. Through running the
story of the twelve episodes, the Ladies
World increased its circulation to 325,000.
Yet right after that the Edison Studio
refused
Pauline."
No oneso
dreamed "The
that Perils
it was ofpossible
to make
much money with a picture as was made
with "The Perils.'
The advertising Mary Fuller got
through the Edison serials made her the
best-known film actress in the world at
the time. She thought that under the circumstances she ought to have an increase
in salary and she asked for it. It was
put up to Mr. Edison that "Mary Fuller
wants
more ofsalary,
she's is
liable
to quit."to
The sage
Menloor Park
reported
have said : "Well, all right, let her quit,
andSoon
get after
anotherMr.woman."
Edison was again approached regarding the raise in salaries of
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the stock company and the reply he gave
was chronicled
can get
class
machinists: "We
we want
forall$5thea firstday.
* * *
Why pay actors more?"
About a year before this "The Cruise
of
the experiment
Nancy Bell"was
was made
filmedto and
it the
put with
two
lines of the poem on the bottom of the
picture by double exposure to save making titles. It was not a success, because
it was impossible to watch the action and
read titles at the same time.
Whiskers and all, I played:
"IAndam thethe Mate
cook ofandthetheNancy
Captain
brig. bold
The Midshipmate and the Boatswain tight
And the crew of the Captain's gig."
It was a veritable protean performance,
as might be easily imagined.
Just before the first stock company, of
which I spoke awhile back, was formed,
the studio gave prizes for the best acting.
"The Cruise of the Nancy Bell" was made
in pre-stock company days. Having so
many parts to play 1 naturally got a lot
of work out of the picture — seven days in
all.
salary wasthe $:i.r>
on top
of that
I wasMy awarded
$10andprize
which
was
offered for the best performance in the
picture. Forty-live dollars for one picture 1
But it was a heap of money then.
Carl Gregory was the photographer of
"The
of the onNancy
Bell." Todayat
he is Cruise
an authority
cinematography
Columbia College. * » *
The boat we used in the picture had a
habit of falling apart when the crew
climbed in, which delighted all the actors
but worried Ashley Miller, the director.
From the actoVs standpoint, the more the
delay, the more the five-dollar checks.
Charlie Brawn, now one of our bestknown directors, was on that job as one
of those $5 boys. We let him come aboard
last as his weight generally did the good
work of destruction. Another player who
in "Nancy"
and was
who Yale
later made
aappeared
reputation
for himself
Boss.
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More money and time and trouble was
spent in the making of "Nancy" than any
other picture of the day but it did not succeed. Yet valuable experience was gained
from the failure. The picture proved that
it is impossible to successfully carry titles
and action in the same exposures. The
two cannot be comprehended at once.
With the cartoons of today, the only form
of picture which carries figures and text
in the same exposure, you will find that
the actfon stops so that interest may be
concentrated on the titles.
Shortly after Leonie Flugrath, now
known as Shirley Mason, joined our
forces. She was a mere tot at the time
and was very popular with the studio
folk. One morning Leonie came in "on
the floor" crying as if her heart would
break. Viola, her sister, now the distinguished Viola Dana, was with her, and
marched across the floor looking at
Leo.me's
sidewhole
as proud
Punch. work
Every-at
body in the
studioas stopped
Leonie's
and soon
weeping crying
and wailing
littlesurrounded
woman. the
In
answer to my queries as to what was the
matter she blurted out between her teari
and sobs :
"Mama says that I have to go to Chicago and join a show company, and I
want to stay here and be in the pictures.
Viola is going to stay and I can't.
W— A— U— G— G—• H—* H—
* H !"
Andy Clark, who was quite a film star
himself
and about
Leonie's
was
an
interested
onlooker.
He wasownneverage,meant
for the speaking stage for he stuttered
most perceptibly. He horned in on the advice by saying :
"T-t-that-s r-r-ight, Leoni-i-e, you make
a-a-a-a h-h-oller. I w-w-wouldn't a-a-act
on no s-s-s-s-t-t- (fresh start) s-s-t-t-a-ge
Everybody begged and pleaded with
mother
neither." not to take Leonie from her $5
a day job in the studio. Imagine begging
mother to allow Shirley Mason to continue in a $5 a day job!
Andy Clarx. Vale Boss, Gladys

Miriam Nesbit, Mary Fuller and Marc McDermott in a scene from "What Happened
to Mary," the making of which forms a humorous chapter of Mr. Seay's
recollections.
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A mill from nn old ISdlaOB pli'lure.
1 Theon
nil \ i* r\\ ii re ami t\lit€*h«-N arc pnlnted
nmuNt
tint, hn\e
unlit- been
th«> ftiKn,
"Jewelry
Store,"
dlfllriill to read for
l>:iMf»i'rN-liv on the Midi*\wilk.
Hulette, Louise Huff, the two Mersereau girls, Violet and Clair, Ruby
Cox, Gladys Leslie, Viola Dana, S hulk/. Mason, Gertrude McCoy and Marc
McDermutt are among the many stars who
used to get $5 for a day's posing in pictures.
* * *
Marc McDermott got into pictures in
a manner common at the time but uncommon today. McDermott had just arrived in this country with Mrs. Patrick
("\mi";ei i.'s company and was walking up
Broadway one day when he was accosted
by one of the Edison directors — I forget
who it was — and asked how he'd like to
take a fling in pictures. McDermott
hesitated in making a reply and this hesitationhis
reinforced
courage to
carry out
plan the
of director's
bringing McDermott
into pictures. The upshot of it all was
that McDermott accompanied the director
to the studio, was introduced to the manager, and was immediately cast for the
leading part in the Les Miserables series
j 11 >t about to be put into production.
* * *
We made all sorts of pictures in those
days and we had many prominent personages at our studio. Among the early
posers were Andrew Carnegie, John McGraw, Anna Held, Henry Frick, Madame
Rappold and Pilar Morin. One time the
suffragettes had a short reel made of
themselves but when it was shown at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre they had it taken
off because they looked so ugly. They
thought the men who did the photography
made them appear ugly on purpose.
It was about ten years ago that the
reel was standardized to 1,000 feet. Before that if the story made only 356 feet,
or "80 or 1,122 feet, the release was of
that length. It was a little hard at first
to get a story of the sort that would film
1,000 feet right off the bat. But by a
little practice it was soon easy to judge
how much drama was needed for that
much celluloid. There were multiple reel
features at that time and among them
were "The Trip to the Moon." "The Trip
to the Center of the Earth," "The Oberammergau
Pageant,"
long as 3,300
feet. etc., which were as
* * *
About this time Hopp Hadley, the wellknown film man's father, put on "The
Oberammergau Pageant" at Atlantic City
and in practicaly the same manner that
the big theatres of today, with solo
singers, music, etc., thereby anticipating
the motion picture theaters ten to fifteen
years ahead of its time. This is the first
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authenticated run of a picture on record —
the same feature being shown for several
weeks.
The story for the motion picture had
not yet developed. An incident was all
that was required and the director usually
put together his own continuity. In those
days everybody from the office boy to tjie
manager of the studio thought he had a
genius to write, and everyone tried his
hand. I tried mine and sent in fifteen
wonderful plots and ideas — to my mind —
and they all came back. I made up my
mind that I was going to sell motion picture stories. In went the sixteenth child
of my brain and, to my joy and delight,
in an envelope
'script
check
for $10.came
In not
the my
course
of but
time,a
after getting more experience, I revamped
the fifteen and sold thirteen, I think, after
they had once been relegated to the scrap
basket. It was found out and the notice
was
given that the
no refused
'scripts Itwould
be considered
second time.
was
too late for I had been paid for mine. I
kept on with my writing and had 130 of
my one-reel stories made into pictures.
We used to get nearly five hundred
stories, or plots as we called them, a week.
There were three old standbys. Nearly
twenty per cent of the stories that we got
consisted of one or the other of the trio
of
namely:
The couple
of children
on "plot"
the beach
or high
point who
become
surrounded by water before they noticed
it and can't
get back,jewels,
with the
rescue;
the missing
or ensuing
money,
someone suspected, and the missing article
finally discovered in the coal scuttle, vase,
or in the burial spot found for it by the
precocious member of the family; and the
loss of memory stunt, with the leading
man getting a wallop over the head, followed by asphasia. and the whack repeated
whereat the leading man regained his
memory and saved the day. This last
"plot" is in use even
*. * today.
*
•We directors (I have been promoted)
had to read a short synopsis of the supposed best of the lot picked out by a corps
of readers. We read about seventy-five
stories a week. Over three thousand a
year !
As well as I can remember, Ellis
Parker Butler's "Pigs is Pigs" was the
first
storywell-known
that was contemporaneous
ever filmed. author's
Ashley
Miller did the job and I played Mike
Flannery, the express agent. Everybody
wondered where we got so many guinea
pigs. We didn't
have many
fact, ofso the
we
multiplied
the number
by thein use
mirror trick, which worked to perfection.
We had to resort to a lot of things in the
early days of experimentation.
The first big drama attempted with the
Edison Company was "The Man Without
Ait. Country."
J. Searle
I played several
partsDawley
in it. Indirected
those
times such a thing was possible. In fact if
an actor played more than one part even
on the same day he was paid an extra
$5 — just as if two actors had been engaged. In this particular picture there
v/ere only three or four actors by profession, the others being fellows from
waiters'
employment
and used
from for
off
the streets.
Waiters agencies
were mostly
society pictures because they had dress suits
for socie'y parts.
Bill Sorelle "acted out" the part of
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The when
punch Charles
scene from
Edison'sit and
"StuffAshley
Americans
Madeit.Of,"
big picture
Seay wrote
Miller Are
directed
The a players,
left
to right, are: (in bed) Edna May Weicke, (standing, hands up) Charles Seay,
(on
West and
(deceased),
Charles
Martin
(Vivian Note
Martin's
Nellieknees)
Grant,William
Yale Boss,
policeman
(extra)
unknown.
the father),
Edison
trade mark just above Seay's upraised hand.
"The Man." Ashley Miller was one of something that had to be rehearsed time
and time again. They melted collars, shirts
the supers. So was I. I can't remember
and themselves. That night Bob asked
the other actor's name. Laura Sawyer
played the feminine lead. Ashley .Miller Ashley if what he had done that day was
was so good that after the first two days
they asked him if he cared to become a to be termed "easy"
* *in * pictures.
director and if so how much money he
The stage women were a little harder
wanted to direct and write his own
to get interested in studio pictures than
stories? He took a day off and went over or
men.later.But they all came into line sooner
to the railroad tracks on the Botanical
Gardens and sat on a bench to argue it
Then there were talking pictures. Silent
out with himself whether he would ask Bill Haddock was chosen to experiment
with
them. I was chosen to act in them
$50 or $60 a week. He was afraid they
might refuse if he asked $60. He passed because stage training had developed my
a refectory, bought fifteen cents worth of voice which was rather resonant and would
courage and, bearding the lion in his den, "cut wax." The difficulty of synchronizing the film and the phonograph made the
asked for $60— and* got
* * it.
venture so different that it was never commercially perfected.
Cecil Spooxer was about the very first
stage star to fall for motion pictures. She
Numbers of stage stars were invited to
the
studio
see if their voices would
played in Mark Twain's "The Prince and "cut." Talkto about
nervous men and
the Pauper," which was staged or directed
women ! Even a first-class New York
by J. Searle Dawley. At first the regular stage actor was a little chary about
opening never gave them the shivers as
the picture game. He was afraid of tin this try used to do. And the irritating
theatrical manager blacklisting him. We thing was that the regular members of
were ridiculed a little at first by other the stock company stood around with their
actors, but scored our point by asking : superior nonchalant air and looked upon
these outsiders as beyond the pale, while
"Are you working ?" Generally the answer
was "No." Then we would retort : "I am the aspirants perspired and acted and tried
to do their best.
— and fifty-two weeks in the year." And
We actors were often booked in theatres
Robert Conness was the first stage lead- to tell the story of the pictures in which
man to enter the Edison Studio for we appeared as the shadows were flashed
that inghurt."
on the screen. I did pretty well because
pictures
and he got $5 a day. Ashley
I had stories of my own besides being in
Miller coaxed him to come, told him how
easy it was. Mostly sitting around ali the cast. The pay I got was anywhere
day.
from $.i to $20 a night and all was grist
The first picture Bob was cast for was that came to my mill. With my salary
a winter drama. It was sometime in of $35 a week, a couple of lectures a week,
August and hotter than the hinges of one story a week, I managed to kick out
Hades. Bob and Bill Sorrelle had a about $70 every seven days.
Such a thing made our Christmas merry
fight to do in a flour and saw dust snow
storm, while wearing fur coats. It was ten years ago.
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Accomplishments Gre|at
But President ;Lazarus
Pre'dicts Increased
Activity For Body in
Coming Year
By PAUL

LAZARUS

THE fourth year of the life of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., was marked not so much by
the stress and strenuosity of its prior
existence as by the calm and methodical
manner in which the interests of the
association were advanced; the policies
already formulated, perpetuated, and the
membership increased to its maximum.
The year has also seen a very decided
change in the attitude of the trade press
and of the industry in general toward
the body, which had such a hard fight
to establish itself as an effective institution in the film trade.
This feeling has been particularly
noticeable at the monthly luncheons to
which the members of the trade press
were invited, which was started at the
beginning of the year, and to which are
attributed a very large share of the
harmonious cooperation of the associa-

C. L,. YEARSLEY
Vice-president of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, Inc.
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tion and the trade press elements during
the year.
The solidarity of the association has
inspired such organizations as the New
York Board of Review of Motion Pictures, the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, the American Legion, the
Americanism Committee of the Motion
Picture Industry, the Advertising Club
of New York, the National Association
of the M. P. Industry, Inc., the Atlantic
City Fall Frolic, the Maryland Institute
of Fine Arts and other national and local
institutions to seek our assistance and
alliance. These connections are a few of
the concrete examples of the upward
progress which the association has made
in the four years of its existence.
• * *
CJOCIAL intercourse during the year
has been pleasant and fruitful of
those intimate relations for which the
constitution provides. The installation
banquet, an enjoyable luncheon with the
Cheese Club, the golf tournament, the
social gathering which followed it, due
to the courtesy of Harry Reichenbach,
the midnight showing of D. W. Griffith's
picture to the American Newspaper Association and a number of interesting
private showings in the projection rooms
of various members of the organization
stand out.
Among the speakers who have appeared at weekly luncheons are Achmcd
Abdullah, Rufus Steel and Clarence B.
Kelland, novelists; Prof. C. H. Robertson of the lecture department of the
National Committee of the Y. M. C. A.
of China, D. VV. Howells, Edward Godol,
Capt. Webster Eaton of the Balkan Reconstruction Committee, Erich Von Stroheim, Whitman Bennett, Frank Borzage, Paul McAllister, Paul E. Cromelin,
Frederick Burlingham and Prof. Alon
Bement, head of the Maryland Institute
of Fine Arts.
In the line of definite accomplishment
this year, several matters stand out
prominently. First and foremost among
these is the employment of a field secretary, John S. Spargo, for the purpose of
starting daily columns devoted to moving pictures in the large daily papers of
the United States. This is a service
which many publicity men have tried to
accomplish
alone success.
and single-handed and
with indifferent
* • *
THE midnight showing at the Rivoli
theatre by which this plan was announced to the trade and the newspapers
of the country, was a distinguished success and made a deep impression not only
on the publishers but on the industry as
a whole. Membership was secured in the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States during the year, opening up a new
field of research and a worthy connection. It is extremely flattering to the
organization that our efforts finally resulted in bringing the trade papers to
see the value of a uniform size, but it is
still more important and significant that

PAUL LAZARUS
I'rcnldent of the
AwMdatedInc.Motion Picture
Advcrtl«ern.
no one in the organization attempted to
do any crowing over this victory.
There has been a distinct tendency
this year to conform more to the accepted tenets of club life than ever before. The introduction of membership
cards and the change in the payment of
dues has had a very healthy influence on
the treasury. The effort to secure suitable permanent headquarters has been
prosecuted zealously and the committee
to which this matter was entrusted will
have a report to make on January 1
The increasing importance of the A. M.
P. A. Bulletin points to a still greater
solidifying of personal relations with
each other and it is the hope of those
who planned the latest addition to the
by-laws that the Bulletin will be one of
the dominant interests during the coming
At the outset of a new year in the history of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers
I want to express the hope
year.
that it may be found worthy, when it
has run its course, to take its place with
the four splendid years that have gone
before.
* * *
OUR efforts during the coming year
should be bent to the accomplishment of the one objective to which we
have all dedicated ourselves: the fostering of a proper recognition and respect
for the dignity of our profession.
The world in which we move will
think of us and value us very much as
we think of and value ourselves and
every mostloyal
P. A. picture
will do industry
his utto make A.theM.motion
realize that the profession of advertising
and publicity is as vital to the growth
of the industry as any other factor.
We believe that our efforts contribute
in a very substantial measure to the success of the motion picture and we seek
the recognition that is our due for our
share in the achievement. By keeping
ourselves worthy of our profession, and
by commanding the same respect for it
in the industry at large that we do in our
own ranks, may we find that our efforts
this year will prove fruitful.
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The year just ending has been a period of spectacular changes, during which the motion picture industry felt the readjustment which is taking place in all lines of endeavor.
Practically every day saw some new development of permanent importance. Universal
prosperity is reported by exhibitor, distributor and producer.
The organization of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, the first great national
organization of exhibitors, features the news of the year and serves to overshadow many incidents of great importance.
The files of EXHIBITORS HERALD recount the history of the twelve months as follows:
Oscar A. Price as president and F. B.
Censorship Agitators defeated in Vir- Warren as general manager.
JANUARY
ginia and South Carolina.
*
*
Five hundred independent exhibitors reFox and Famous Players occupy large
Government enlists motion picture in- new studios in east.
spond to Patterson call and prepare to
dustry incampaign to combat Bolshevism
go to Cleveland with Frank J. Rembusch
and ultra-radical tendencies.
as chairman.
MARCH
Marcus Loew, Inc., and Metro PicUnited Picture Theatres made detures Corporation affiliate.
fendant ininvoluntary bankruptcy action.
Independent exchange men assemble in
*
Chicago to discuss forming co-operative
Morris Kohn succeeds Arthur Kane body.
JUNE
*
as president of Realart.
*
Sydney S. Cohen starts movement for
Governor Coolidge of Massachusetts
Robertson-Cole purchases Exhibitors national exhibitor organization at New
vetoes
censorship bill.
Mutual exchange system from Hallmark.
York state convention.
*
*
*
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners of
Associated
Exhibitors successfully
Lionel Barrymore signs to make four America organized at Cleveland with
launched with seventeen of its thirty-two
productions for First National.
Sydney S. Cohen as president. Endorses
*
franchises awarded prominent exhibitors.
*
Exhibitors Herald.
Carl Laemmle and R. H. Cochrane
William G. McAdoo
and Oscar
take control of Universal Film ManuPrice resign from United Artists.
JULY
*
facturing Company, P. A. Powers retiring.
United Picture Theatres takes over
*
Exhibitors Herald issues its fifth
Triangle exchanges and reissues.
Five companies are merged to form anniversary number.
*
*
Associated First National Pictures, Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
Chicago
musicians
strike for higher
Inc., opens drive to place 5,000 sub
wages,
depriving
more
than
400 theatres
franchies.
APRIL
of orchestras.
*
Federated Film Exchanges formed in
Plan to organize National Booking
FEBRUARY
Chicago with J. L. Friedman as presi- Association with Jules Mastbaum as head
is launched.
dent.
¥
*
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation anRichard A. Rowland announces Metro
nounces each picture will be sold separFederated Films Exchanges name W.
ately with heavy exploitation.
E. Shallenberger general manager,
*
*
will not force "percentage."
E. W. Hammons announces Educational Films Corporation will open exchanges throughout the United States.
*
United
Picture
Theatres acquires
Lynch chain of exchanges.
*
Special Pictures Corporation organized
with capital of $250,000.
*
N. A. M. P. I. opens nation-wide
campaign to prevent closing theatres on
account of influenza.

Williard C. Patterson calls independent exhibitors to meet in Chicago to
combat producer-owned theatres.
MAY
Sydney S. Cohen announces he will
organize national exhibitor organization at
Cleveland in June. *
Associated Producers announce they
will operate own exchange system with

AUGUST
Million dollar fire sweeps Kansas City
film exchange.
*
Adolph Zukor makes his pledge to
Exhibitors H ERALD that Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation contemplates
no expansion of theatre holdings outside
of points, where, under existing conditions, the company finds it impossible to
(Concluded on page 186)
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Ince
P.

In Individual Starring
Vehicles in 1921
The coming of a new year in motion picture history is accompanied by
a statement from Thomas H. Ince,
which indicates that a new produce
tional policy will be followed in the
filming of Ince pictures for the coming twelve months, that an amount of
effort even greater than was expended
during the past year iLnll be embodied
in the scries of specials to be released
by the Associated Producers.
The past year has been a period
of highly important development in
Thomas H. Ince's screen activities.
Thoroughly coyxvinced of the demand
for the all-star cast and the special
feature, Ince founded the Associated
Producers, Inc., a combine of eight of
the foremost director-producers of
filmdom. Practically the entire creative effort of the Ince Studios staff
will be concentrated upon the production of Associated Producers specials
during the coming year.
Douglas MacLean is the only star
under the Ince banner xvho will be
seen in indhndual starring vehicles,

Li

DTJSTIN FARXIIM
In character pose as he appeared in "The
Corsican Brothers."
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Special

Douglas MacLean Is Only
Star Who Will Be Seen
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Production

and will continue to make comedydramas for Paramount release.
In a statement issued relative to his
plans for the coming year, Thomas H.
Ince said:
fckT am of the opinion that the motion
JL picture industry is now in a state
of readjustment commensurate with the
present-day demands of both exhibitors and
the public.
"While there is a prevalent idea that
production is being diminished, I interpret
this as meaning that it is only because the
individual star, or program, series plan is
being replaced
the all-star
duction, which by
necessitates
morespecial
time proand
money than the former program policy,
where pictures were hastily made in order
to conform with set schedules and definite
release dates.
my studios
is progressing
to "Production
the fullest atextent
and conditions
are
more active than they have ever been in
my career as a producer. I have completed
my second Associated Producers release,
'Lying Lips,' which represented the biggest spectacle I have ever made, and which
embodies more time, effort and money than
half a dozen average program features.
"In addition, three Associated Producers
specials have entered production, as well
as a Douglas MacLean production for
Paramount release. That is the average
schedule
of production
that I plan to maintain during
the entire year.
* * *
"I can only see benefit for exhibitors
and their box-offices in the coming of the
all-star special. I would like to impress
exhibitors with the necessity and good
business of extending their runs and presenting agood picture as long as it will
hold up. This policy is the most urgent
need of the industry today."
"Lying Lips," which is to be released late
in January, is a representative example of
the workings of the new Ince policy. _A
spectacular and thoughtful drama of life
and love, rich in story value, and enacted
by an all-star cast headed by House Peters
and Florence Vidor, the completed production is said to surpass as a box-office attraction even theH. famous
"Civilization."
Thomas
Ince personally
directed a
number of the most vital scenes of "Lying
Lips," as feet
well of
as film
cut and
many
thousand
whichedited
were the
exposed.
Following
Lips"
another Ince-A. "Lying
P. special
with will
whatcome
is stated
to be the most brilliant cast of the season.
Hobart Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Niles
Welch and Madge Bellamy, the latter 'the
"fair girl"
Brutus,
who ofwasWilliam
recentlyGillette's
placed "Dear
under
contract by Ince, head the assembly of
players. The title of the drama is to be
announced shortly. It is a powerful drama
laid in colorful Singapore, with the blood
of East and West struggling for supremacy
in a conflict of varying emotions. Rowland
Lee directed from the original story by
Carey
Poland. Wilson, adapted by Joseph Franklin
The next feature, recently completed and
set
for early story,
release,with
is entitled
"Mother "
an original
its accompanying
scenario, by C. Gardner Sullivan. Llovd
Hughes. Betty Blythe, Betty Ross Clark,
Joseph priseKilgour
and Claire
MacDowellof Fred
comthe cast under
the direction
Niblo.
According to a statement from Ince officials, several new stories have been pur-

THO.MAS II. [If CI
Who<-r«>ntl\r
will ront-cnlrntc
prii<-liciill> hi*
effort on production
of enll
elated I'rodurem' upci-lnl* In IUZI
chased from authors representing the
cream of literature.
Another event of interest for the new
year is the exploitation system adopted by
Thomas H. Ince for the productions released through Associated Producers, Inc.,
own exchange system. The Ince studios
staff in Culver City, under the direction
of Hunt Stromberg, director of publicity
and advertising, has been augmented with
the addition of several well known promotion specialists.
Lips," and
the
first production
for For
the "Lying
1021 season,
all future A. P. pictures, the Ince studio
staff will render the "straight- from-thestudios" service and cooperation which is
designed to practically assist exhibitors and
the press in all presentation and promotion.
A staff of men departed from the Ince
Studios this month to put over a broad and
comprehensive campaign for "Lying Lips.'
The Ince Studios also has established a
special bureau of accessories, from which
will be created and supplied many new departures inequipment for showmen. John
Ellis, widely known portrait specialist recently brought from New York, where he
achieved success in photopranhine «core« of
celebrities of picture, political and society
circles, will continue to concentrate upon
the special lobby portraits and high-class
magazine
the publicity and
"draw" of studies
the A. P.for
releases.
The directors on the Ince staff now include Fred Niblo, Jack Nelson, Rowland
V. Lee, William Seiter and John Griffith
Wary. Seiter is behind the megaphone for
the Douglas MacLean productions.
Included among the Ince cameramen are
Henry Sharp. J. O. Taylor. Bert Cann, and
George Barnes. The production department,
headed by Clark W. Thomas as production
manager, also has been augmented by the
acquisition of several well known men.
Charles H. Kyson as art director, Walter
Hansen as director of sets and scenery,
Reve Houck as head electrician and superintendent of buildings, Harvey Levitt as
technical director. Spencer Valentine as location manager and purchasing agent comprise the organization under the banner of
the production division. The Ince art title
department also has grown with the adof the year, and the increased output
of thevancestudios.
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Exhibitor's
Progress
1920 Has Gained Recognition and Independence
Theatre

Men

By JAY

APPROXIMATELY fifteen years of
progress have elapsed since the exhibitor of motion pictures became
a factor in the amusement world. In
that time he has gained prestige for himself. His mission is no longer one of entertainment alone. The field of his endeavors has broadened, and today he
holds a dominating position in the so. cial, civic and political life of the nation.
Perhaps no industry can point with
such pride to its rapid progress. In the
' realization of this unprecedented development no one element within the trade is
more justified in feeling elated than the
exhibitor, for he has been vital to this
successful evolution.
Today the motion picture industry
ranks fifth among the great enterprises.
Yet, when Harry Davis opened in Pitts1 burgh, Pa., in 1906, one of, if not the, first
exclusive motion picture theatre, a prediction of such remarkable advancement
would have elicited scorn.
Though each year is remembered for
* its many achievements no one year gains
the. prominence for constructive activities,
as applied to the exhibitor, as does 1920.

of This Country
M. SHRECK

impetus, the results of which are well
known — the signing of the M. P. T. O.
A.-Zukor covenant.
Since the organization began functioning exhibitors'
claims
companies, involving
moreagainst
than film
$150,000,
have been settled; plans for fighting
censorship, Sunday closing, the music
tax and other detrimental legislation have
been formulated. Progress in the campaign for uniform contracts has been
made, and a movement now is under way
seeking repeal of the 5 per cent rental
tax.
State associations are seeking legislation that will correct the evils of the advance deposit practice, and in this endeavor the M. P. T. O. A. is cooperating.
The Theatre
Owners'
of Commerce of New
YorkChamber
City has
just
reached a compromise agreement with
Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists, whereby a trust fund of $5,000
will protect the distributor should an
exhibitor fail to pay for his picture seven
days before play date. It is probable
this arrangement may become general in
the trade.
One corrupt practice the exhibitors
propose to fight is the so-called "star
stealing," which creates additional cost
in production. The exhibitor ultimately
must stand this increase.
Only the outstanding resuhs of organization have been listed, but daily hun-

Exhibitors Today
Work in Harmony
When Harry Davis ventured into a
new and an unpopular field of entertainment exhibitors were few. Today there
are approximately 14,000 operating in cities,
towns and villages of this country. Fifteen
years ago it was the individual, whereas
today you find the exhibitors shoulder
to shoulder working for the interests of
the industry and themselves through the
medium of a powerful and dominant organization, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.
That the scheme of organization may
benefit the greatest number, the big and
the small exhibitor alike, affiliated units
have been organized in many states and
cities. At present more than thirty states
have endorsed the national body.
What has been accomplished through
organization? There is but one answer:
Many things!
Without giving honest thought to the
matter an exhibitor might not be impressed by any direct advantages. But
under the plan of organization "an injury
to one is the concern of all." Because
this slogan has stood for a principle it
has gained recognition, this crowning
achievement
carrying with it independence.
Defeat of Invader
Was Vital Issue
Early in 1920 producer control of the
theatre was threatening the exhibitor's
independence. To defeat this monopolistic purpose was a vital issue of the national convention at Cleveland. There
was created there a determination and an

for

SYDXEY S. COHEN
The first
president
of theof Motion
Theatre
Owners
America.Picture

dreds of minor grievances arise, the settlement of which serves in harmonizing
the branches of the industry.
Sporadjc
at national
organ-In
ization haveattempts
been made
since 1911.
August of that year approximately fifty
exhibitors met in Cleveland, O., at the
call of the late M. A. Neff of Cincinnati.
It is a peculiar coincidence that the first
organized body took form in Cleveland
and that the M. P. T. O. A., the greatest
of all, also was founded in that city.
Preliminary Plans
Made at Cleveland
Only preliminary plans were made at
the Neff meeting. William Sweeney, at
present state organizer for the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance, Chicago, and
Charles Anderson prevailed upon those
present to hold the convention for permanent organization in Chicago.
Promoters of the Chicago conclave
were amazed and delighted when more
than 400 exhibitors registered at convention headquarters in the Hotel La Salle
in July, 1912. Here the Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
Amercia and
was Chris
perfected with League
Neff as ofpresident
Christiansen of Cleveland as secretary.
Just a year later the second convention, with a mammoth exposition in conjunction, was held in the Grand Central
Palace, New York. Dissension aroused
by the supposed arbitary attitude of the
president caused several of the larger
states, including Illinois, New York,
Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, to bolt and form the International Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association with Charles H. Phillips of Milwaukee as president.
Compromise at
Dayton Reached
At the Dayton, O., meeting of the M.
P. E. L. A. in July, 1914, a compromise
was reached with a committee representing the International, and the latter disbanded. On the International committee
were Sweeney, Phillips, Sam Trigger and
Grant Anson, New York; Tom Furniss,
Duluth, Minn., and Frank Rembusch,
Shelbyville, Ind.
For four years the M. P. E. L. A.
operated with barely a hitch. Then came
the split at the St. Louis convention in
June, 1918, the outcome of this turbulent
meeting being the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, with Alfred S.
Black as executive head, the position he
now holds. Pete Schaefer of Chicago
was the last president of the M. P. E.
L. Politics
A.
and ulterior motives have been
the destructive forces responsible for the
apathetic attitude toward organization in
the past. To eliminate these afflictions
and thereby create harmony first within
the exhibitorial field so that the big problems confronting the independent theatre
men could be solved, was the desire of
the majority.
Sydney S. Cohen, then president of the
Motion
of the
State ofPicture
New Exhibitors'
York, took League
the decisive
step, declaring in his call for a convention
in Cleveland in June that the exhibitors
were on the "verge of ruin and serfdom"
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and that "readjustment along the lines
of Asanity
and course
justice"in was
vital.
parallel
organization
then
became apparent. Willard C. Patterson,
manager of Sig Samuels' Criterion, Atlanta, Ga., whose activities were unheralded outside the Southeast, called for a
convention to be held at the Congress
hotel in Chicago on April 26 and 27.
Speculation was rife as to the motive of
Patterson's movement, a First National
gathering being scheduled for the same
dates at the Congress.
However, the sincerity of Patterson's
message drew hundreds to the convention. Patterson's first move was to "lay
his cards on the table" and explain that
"the man who footed the bills for the
calling of this convention is one of the
finest men in the South — my employer,
Mr.
Ga." Heof
then Sig
told Samuels
the storyof ofAtlanta,
the exhibitors
the South, of their fight to force retreat
of the invading producer, and of his decision to marshal the exhibitor forces of
the nation to combat the evil.
Two days of intensive work, with
Frank J. Rembusch in the chair, resulted in formation of the Independent
Exhibitors of America, in the denunciation of the producer-exhibitor and the
adoption of a policy to buy exclusively
the pictures of independent producers.
A committee of seventeen also was appointed with instructions to ascertain the
attitude of the producers toward the independent exhibitors. Included on the
committee were Patterson, Rembusch.
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore; H. W.
Cress, Piqua, O.; Carl Kettler, West
Palm Beach. Fla. ; L. T. Lester. Columbia, S. C.J Dan Chamberlain, Minneapolis; Hector Pasmezoglu, St. Louis;
Maurice Choynski, Chicago: Lou Blumenthal, Jersey City; E. T. Peter, Paris,
Tex.; H. C. Farley, Montgomery, Ala.;
A. F. Bretlinger, Indianapolis; John
Manheimer, Brooklyn, and M. Van
Praag, Kansas City, Kan.
Factions Unite
At Cleveland, O.
Uncertainty as to the outcome of the
Cleveland convention was expressed in
pre-convention news. Three meetings
were scheduled — the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, the Independent
Exhibitors of America and the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America. Harmony was effected, however, and the
more than 700 exhibitors from nearly
every state in the Union met under one
roof 10.
at the Hotel W'inton on June 8, 9
and
The purpose that had brought exhibitors toCleveland from the far corners
of the continent was well defined and
they were determined to bar all quibbling. The first session assumed a business attitude. Henry H. Lustig, Cleveland, was elected temporary chairman;
Williard C. Patterson, recording secretary, and Samuel I. Berman, New York,
secretary.
Rembusch then read the report of the
committee of seventeen. He declared
that the following companies had signified their willingness to remain out of the
theatre field or not to enlarge their present holdings in competition to the independent exhibitor: Vitagraph. Pathe,
Universal. United Artists, Selznick, Robertson-Cole, First National, Metro and
Goldwyn.
The Indiana exhibitor struck the keynote of the convention when he declared
that "Paramount-Famous Players alone
among the producers have refused to
withdraw from the theatre field, have
refused to ganization
treatand have
with stated
any exhibitors'
orthat they are
justified in taking every dollar from the
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exhibitor they can get while they are
building and buying theatres against
them. The committee told Al Lichtman,
who made this statement, that the exhibitors were then justified in taking
every dollar from Paramount."
Zukor Seeks to
Stem the Tide
Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount,
who was in Cleveland, then sought to
stem the tide in his statement that
"Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will
be very glad at all times to confer with
a committee representing all exhibitors,
including exhibitors who are producing
and distributing pictures, for the purpose
of bringing about harmony and understanding in all branches of our industry
forThe
the Zukor
mutual and
benefit
of all." statements
Lichtman
formed the basis for the now famous
"Dr. Jekyllinand
Mr. Hyde"
comparison
published
Exhibitors
Herald,
which
had launched a campaign against the
producer-exhibitor.
The Zukor declaration failed to close
the existing breach and the convention
adopted apendent
resolution
every indeexhibitor to "urging
protect himself,
by
all lawful means, from the aforesaid corporation (Paramount) "until such time as
"their plan
of of
producer-distributor-exhibitor control
the motion picture
industry" is changed.
An interesting occurrence was the admittance of Marcus Loew, whose right
to membership had been challenged by
the credentials committee because of his
Metro holdings. His clean-cut speech,
explaining that percentage booking had
driven him to producing, won for him the
friendship of the exhibitors and a seat
in the convention.
Alfred S. Black, president of the M. P.
E. A., also was challenged. He refused
to appear before the committee and did
not participate in the meetings. His publication of a pamphlet attacking the motives of Cohen. Berman, Lustig, Charles
L. O'Reillyof ofPittsburgh
New York and
Fred Herrington
prompted
the
passage of a resolution denouncing
Black and declaring confidence in the
integrity of the men attacked.
Cohen was elected permanent president; C. C. Griffin. Oakland, Cal.; Joseph
Hopp, Chicago; C. W. Gates. Aberdeen,
S. D., and Patterson, vice-presidents;
Sam Bullock, Cleveland, executive secretary; M. Van Praag, financial secretary,
and E. T. Peter, treasurer. Twentyeight regional directors also were named.
Following in the wake of the Cleveland convention was a wave of state organization, the North Carolina Exhibitors' League, with Percy Wells as
president, being the first to respond and
endorse the M. P. T. O. A.
State Organizations
Bear National Title
State organizations bearing the title
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, along
with their presidents, follow: Alabama.
H. C. Farley; Northern California and
Nevada, D. S. Markowitz; Southern California and Arizona, H. J. Siler; Connecticut, M. A. Heanue: Indiana. G. G.
Schmidt;tucky, L. Iowa,
J'. H. Louisiana,
MacClay; A.
Ken-J.
J. Dittmar;
Bethancourt; Mississippi, S. J. White;
Missouri, Chas. T. Sears; Nebraska, A. L.
Pramer; New Hampshire, C. H. Bean;
Southern Ohio, James A. Maddox;
Arkansas. C. A. Lick. Georgia organthe Georgia
Exhibitors' League
with izedSig
SamuelsState
as president.
Other organizations which have endorsed the national, with their executive
heads,
follow:
Florida Exhibitors'
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League, C. D. Cooley; Illinois Exhibitors'
Alliance, Joseph Hopp; Big Horn Basin
Exhibitors' League, George D. McKay;
Kansas State Exhibitors' Association, R.
G. Liggett; Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, James C. Ritter;
Virginia Exhibitors' Association, Jake
Wells; United Theatrical League, covering Minnesota and parts of North and
South Dakota, Wisconsin, Michigan and
Montana, William A. Steffes; Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of New
York, Sydney S. Cohen; Miami
Valley Exhibitors' League, John Siefert;
Northern Ohio Exhibitors' Association,
H. H. cuit,
Lustig;
Oklahoma
Exhibitors'
CirAl Darry;
Oklahoma
Theatre
Owners' and Managers' Association,
Ralph Talbot;
Exhibitors'
LeagueNewof
Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Southern
Jersey and Delaware, Albert Fisher;
New Jersey Exhibitors' League, J. T.
Collins; Black Hills Exhibitors' League,
W. J. tion,Linn;
AssociaE. T. Texas
Peter, Exhibitors'
and the Wisconsin
Exhibitors' Association, Joseph G.
Rhode.
Perhaps the greatest achievement of
the national body is the signing of the
M. P. T. O. A.-Zukor covenant. The
basis of the agreement signed was the
statement made by the Paramount president to Martin J. Quiglcy, publisher of
ExiuniTORS Herald. Mr. Zukor pledged
that Paramount would not expand its
theatre holdings only in places where the
company "finds it impossible to obtain
proportionate and just representation of
said that his company would conitsHeproduct."
centrate on production to the exclusion
of any activity tending toward monopolistic control of the industry. Further,
Mr. Zukor pledged himself to cooperate
with the exhibitors in eliminating alleged
detrimental practices in New England
and the South of Alfred S. Black and
S. A. Lynch. On the committee which
met Mr. Zukor were Cohen, Griffin,
Peter, O'Reilly, Collins, Bean, Fred Seegcrt, Wisconsin; W. D. Burford, Illinois, and II. B. Varner, North Carolina.
Black's Activities
Are Investigated
Then followed the investigation 'of
Black's activities. Henry L. Salsbury
represented Mr. Zukor at the hearing in
New York. He expressed himself as
"shocked" at the testimony offered and
declared that Mr. Zukor would investigate and do all he could to right the
wrongs. During the latter part of November, however, Salsbury issued a stateapproving of
Black's that
methods
New ment
England,
declaring
Blackin
should be vindicated.
What undoubtedly will be the most important, as well as the first, conference
between the exhibitors and the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry is scheduled for December 14, in New
York. Plans for campaigning against
censorship and the blue laws will be discussed. Questions bearing on uniform
contracts, advance deposits, use of nontaxable music in all scores and kindred
matters also will receive consideration.
Sydney mended
S. forCohen
is to be highly
the successful
mannercom-in
which his administration has functioned.
His accomplishments are considered the
more worthy when it is considered that
he receives no remuneration, having refused at Cleveland to accept a salary of
$20,000.
It is impossible to predict now what
the future holds for the exhibitors, the
men who in the course of a year afford
amusement for more than 6.000,000.000
persons. If the future produces the results
izationachieved
will not in
have1920,
beenexhibitor
a failure. organ-
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fie Blue

By GEORGE

Laws

CLIFFORD

I
"

SEE where th' short-haired wimmin and th longhaired gintlemen av th' rayform league is fer puttin'
in a new set av blue laws," said Donovan, resting
his feet on his desk and eyeing his friend, Donahoe.

Sunday.
now
they don't want to let us view th' remynints on

"If there's wan thing this countree don't need, it's a
set av blue laws. These unhappy birruds have in moind a

they'll shtart rayformin' wan anither, and thin there'll be
peace fur th' dacent citizen an' a lot av firewurruks."
"Well, anyway," ventured Donahoe, "I see where
they're puttin' a ban on immigration."
"If these blue laws air put on th' statoots, they won't
need it. Who th' divil ud want to come in," concluded
Donovan resuming his perusal of the evening paper.

Sabbath day as interestin' as a vocal duet be a couple av
mutes.
"Sipposin, Donahoe, you're at home av a Sunday and
you're fur restin' your fate a bit in your house shlippers.
Do you ask the missus where they air, and thin shlip into
thim and rade the Sunday paper ?
"You do not. In the first place you're shut off from
th' paper. Th' rayform league has seen to ut. Thin,
Donahoe, you take down th' rules and regelations fur
^Sunday observance as compoiled be th' Riverend Killjoy,
which volume must be hung three inches forninst th' bay
windy.

"Rayform, Donahoe, rayform is a great thing for rayformers. Once, they get the howl worruld rayformed,

Just

Landed

"You thin thumb th' pages ontil the rules and regelations fur house shlippers is located and here is shtated
th' rules governin' this ould established household institushun. What do you see there, Donahoe ? House shlippers
can be worn only bechune th' hours av 6 and 8 a. m.
"And so on, down the loine, Donahoe. If you own an
ottymobile, you lock it up from Saturday night till th' followin' Monday mornin'.
"Th' shtores are closed. Th' baseball parks have an
armed guard about thim provided be the rayform league.
"And all th' towns '11 be th' same, Donahoe. All th'
thrains is to quit runnin' so that th' injineers, the foiremin
and th' brakemin can have a day av rist. Under the new
relegations, Donahoe, they'll spind it lookin' at th' family
albums and laugh thimsilves into hysterics.
"And for recreashun, Donahoe, you grasp your younghopeful be th' hand, lead him down into th' cellar, shtuff
all the cracks in the doors and th' windys and thin ingage
in a ruffianly contist av bean bag while th' ould woman
shtands at the front gate, her eye paled fur wan av the
skulkin rayformers.
"Yis, Donahoe, it do look loike we'll have to offer th'
'Shtar Spangled Banner' fur sale to some bunch av
cannybulls who put their rayformers into a shteamin'
skillet before they have a chancet to rayform anything.
"And as for th' movies, Donahoe, this howlier than
thou bunch'll close thim up so toight that th' wearin' av a
cellyloid collar av a Sunday would give a man thirty days
on th' rock poile.
"The cinsorship boaruds have been bad enough, and

Colleen
as she
appears
in the early
scenes ofby"Dinty,"
the Moore
Marshall
Neilan
production
distributed
Associated First National Pictures.
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Directors'
Society, Its
Purposes
and
Achievements

Association
Other

Was Formed
to Benefit the Public,
Factors of Industry, as well as
Men Behind the Megaphone
selves and to attain and sustain the highDirectors' AssoTHE Motion
est morals in motion picture production
founded in February,
ciation wasPicture
and
literature.
1915, at Hollywood, Cal. In the early
Toward that goal the past history of
days of the growth of the film industry
the man who really made the picture, the M. P. D. A. shows that its meetings
wrote the titles, cut and assembled the at times have been honored with talks
film and then edited it, in fact he did and lectures by those whose names lead
in the different branches of the industry,
distribution, manufacture, photography,
artificial lighting, stories, and production,
etc.
The past year has shown much interest
among its members of the two lodges,
Los Angeles and New York City. A
large number of applicants have applied
and been taken in. At present over 90
per cent of the best directors of motion
pictures
are members of this organization.
* • •
The most prominent social function
Hazel Home
given by the New York body has been
a dinner-dance at the Biltmore last April
and the dinner at the same hostelry on Schable Playing
December 7. The attendance of both
consisted of those who are best known
In Baker Picture
and who stand for that which is highest
in the industry.
ROBERT
SCHABLE is one of those
The Los Angeles association expects
easy actors who is a wellto break ground soon for their new club knownnatural,
figure on both stage and screen.
house. The New York boys are not to
At present, after a scries of such suc1)C outdone by their Western brothers
and hope to announce soon that they, too,
cesses as "On With the Dance," "The
have prospects of being csconced in their Stolen Kiss" and others, he is playing
own home. The future plans of this the heavy lead in "Temple Dusk," a
» *
organization as laid out give promise of George D. Baker* production.
some great advancements that will be not
He began a successful stage career in
only of immense value to themselves, but
for the industry at large in which the support of some of the celebrities in wellknown
successes and then became stage
public will ultimately reap the benefit.
Officers of the New York studio are: director for John Drew. Then followed
JAMI.S \ l\t I.N I
James Vincent, director president; Paul affiliations in a directorial capacity with
I pi ... i .ii I'. , .i.i. i. i of (he \rw York l.rnvur
Scardon, assistant director; George B. Ethel Barrymore, Annie Russell, Marie
of IMreotor»' Axuocli.t Ion.
Seitz, technical director; Travers Vale, Doro, Nazimova, George Fawcett,
scenarist; C. Jay Williams, treasurer; "Everywoman" and others.
Later he taught for one year at the
more than that, often wrote the story, William H. Haddock, outer guard; John
Art
Harvey, inner guard. Of the Los An- Sargent School of* Dramatic
hired the actors, was his own property
* *
geles studio, Reginald Barker is the
man, treasurer and master of transportation, was himself without a title or a director president and Tom Rickards is
He entered pictures as a director and
scenarist.
trade name.
then became an actor. Foremost among
Finally it drifted down to "producer"
his 1920 issues are "On With the Dance,"
and
thenthe"director."
was, who
and
"The Stolen Kiss," "The Romantic Adis now,
term appliedDirector
to the man
venturer," "Paying the Piper," "Blind
puts on or directs a picture, in contraThis is Eddie
Wives" and "Temple Dusk."
distinction to"producer"
who is considered the manufacturer
or financial
backer
of the company or corporation. In
Cook and Shay Are
Europeassociation
the director
called for
"producer."
This
was isformed
the good
of the public and the benefit the masses
Handling Publicity
derive is that it stands for all that is
highest and best in the progress and proWHAT
promises
to prove
uniquein
departure
from the
beaten a path
duction of the people's
popular
,form of amusement,
motion most
pictures.
the publicity
advertising field
is disclosed in an andannouncement
issued
by
* * *
Cook
&
Shay,
Inc.,
145
West
Forty-fifth
street, New York.
It stands for in motion pictures what
all societies do within the realms of art,
The firm has organized a corps of
music and literature, to further its dignity
trained experts in these lines to act in an
as a proefssion, and inculcate the love of
advisory capacity. It has established
its beauties and enjoyments to its milconnections with dependable represenlions of adherents the world over.
tatives in the larger cities throughout
For the directors, it is an organization
the country and is well equipped to
to farther among their profession a filial
handle advertising and publicity camsympathy and friendship, to give each
paigns of any magnitude.
other the benefits of any experiences they
Both
of these men have had considermight possess that others have not, to
able experience in publicity, advertising
achieve the highest standards of efficiency
EDDIE BONKS
and exploitation fields. Cook recently
and technique, for the promotion of bet- General representative for C. L. Cheater, left Fox Film Corporation, while Shay
ter understanding and cooperation bewho
Is
numbered
among
the
Industry'*
brings
the firmman.the angles of the
best business getters.
trained to
newspaper
tween the producer, author and them-
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By ALICE

is the eleventh year of the work
THIS
of the National Board of Review.
While it has examined dramatic and
non-dramatic motion pictures steadily it
has enlarged its knowledge of their
value. It is more thoroughly convinced
than ever before of the importance of
this art, of the fundamental integrity of
those who furnish this form of amusement and the unswerving loyalty of an
increasing public.
The National Board now touches directly all parts of the country and is
acknowledged to represent the fundamental desires of the play-going public.
It has played a unique part in stabilizing
and in developing the motion picture
for the entire United States. So far as
its limited funds have permitted it has
served impartially and intelligently both
the public and the motion picture industry. It looks back over the accomplishments of the year 1920 with some pride
and faces the year 1921 with the assurance that its principles and policies are
sound. While it proposes to continue
these principles and methods, many well
considered plans are dependent upon its
budget.
The total expenses of the National
Board for the year 1919 were $28,803.23.
It is impossible to estimate the income
for the current year. During the year
from November 1, 1919 to October 31,
,1920, there were reviewed 1,858 subjects,
'which ment
included
5,654estimate
reels. made
In thisonstatethere is no
the
number of films which were resubmitted,
revised and released for distribution.
Infinite care and much skill have been
expended by the committees of the National Board in saving all pictures wherever possible for circulation.
This organization, as a social agency,
performs its work through volunteer
committees. There are 125 members of
the original Review Committee which
is divided into sub-committees, examining weekly, or at special times, the
product of the manufacturing and distributing organizations. There is also a
general committee of 33 which acts as
a final court of appeal and is also the
group dictating all policies, expenditures
and relationships of the board. To render
' its work more effective the board has
also an executive committee and committees on membership, better films and
critique, as well as national advisory
committees on policies of review and selection of pictures for semi-religious purposes and for young people.
* * *
There has been a general misunderstanding regarding the work involved in
handling motion pictures through the
office of the National Board. It will be
of interest, therefore, to trace the process
on each picture, which is as follows
. Individual companies submit their pictures on given days.
A committee meets in the private projection room and reviews the subjects
submitted.
Individual ballots are prepared by each
member in attendance.
Wherever necessary, a discussion is
conducted and a vote taken.
When necessary, certain pictures are
held for revision and are resubmitted to
the committee.
Certain pictures are appealed either by
the companies or by the review com-
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EVANS

EVERETT DEAN MARTIN
Chairmanview of Motion
of the Pictures
National and
Boarddirector
of Re-of
the Cooper Union Forum.
mittee
mittee. for action by the general comThe office then sends to each company
a typewritten report of the action taken.
When requested, special reports are
also sent to the companies.
At the end of each week a report of
all pictures reviewed with the action
taken is sent to correspondents throughout the country. These pictures are
then followed weekly by the official correspondents of the board in various
cities.
The board maintains a process of reviewing pictures in the theatres in New
York City.
Each picture, with a full report, is card
filed.
The reports in all the trade papers
are examined and the reviews are noted.
The ballots on all pictures are then
passed to the better films committee
and are examined for selected pictures.
A separate card file is maintained with
full information, including the reviews.
The selected pictures are listed both
weekly and monthly by companies.
The trade papers and a number of
general and specializing magazines are
furnished with these lists.
They are also sent out monthly to
subscribers throughout the country.
From time to time the specialized
information is gathered together into
catalogs like the Garden of American
Motion Pictures.
* * *
The board conceives that it has an
important function to perform in building up a sentiment in favor of a support
for the finest kinds of motion pictures.
It believes that the art has progressed
far enough to stand squarely beside the

finer spoken dramas. Through its committee on critique, therefore, it reviews
and selects the finest types of artistic
and entertainment pictures for special
notice and commendation.
Censorship has been opposed steadily
for eleven years. There is no state or
city, indeed there are few organizations
in which this hydra headed monster has
shown itself, that the National Board has
not been swift to attack or active to subdue. This has been true where all legislation has been introduced, in such states
as Massachusetts, New York, Georgia,
Michigan and elsewhere. During 1920
it has not only been willing to carry this
fight to a finish, but it has been active in
forestalling censorship agitation and in
overcoming ignorant opposition by a
steady process of education. It has convinced both potential and active opponents of the motion picture of the
unfairness of unintelligent attacks.
The National Board has been active
furnishing speakers for meetings, in the
preparation and circulation of articles
and in sending out a steady stream of
correspondence. It has come to be
recognized as the national agency for all
kinds of impartial information on motion
picture subjects. As one item of this
attempt to give information to the public,
during October it called together a conference of New England mayors and
other city officials to examine thoroughly
into all phases of its work and to consider the attitude to be taken by official
city bodies on the regulation of motion
pictures. This resulted in a series of
resolutions in opposition to censorship
and in favor of constructive rather than
destructive methods of regulation.
The constructive work of the National
Board has grown steadily and has commended itself to the public and to the
motion picture industry. Through its
correspondence it receives daily inquiries
for assistance in obtaining motion pictures from cities, towns and villages.
* * *
The board maintains a department
which refers all prospective renters of
films to all companies maintaining exchanges. It also recommends that relationships be established with nearby
exchanges for efficient service. The
board also gives advice and motion picture lists to correspondents seeking information about pictures, and attempts
to establish working relationships with
film exchanges. Through its committee
for better films it has formed some 130
affiliated committees, all of whom are
developing
a friendly
and intelligent
tude toward
entertainment
films. attiIts
. selected lists are sent regularly, each
month, to some 290 groups in 40 states.
It maintains also a monthly bulletin of
motion picture information which is
widely quoted throughout the country.
Pictures are cataloged and sent out
by the national committee as valuable
for a variety of uses. These include generalgrams,entertainment,
young
people's
prouse in churches,
schools,
colleges,
libraries, industrial groups, mission
boards, chambers of commerce, social
agencies, health organizations, etc. Comprehensive lists have also been circulated
on Americanism and assistance is given
in the discovery of films for special
occasions.
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Hope
Hampton's
Photograph
Won
Immediate
Recognition
Star
Her

at Times
Progress

Equally

Considers
Slow

as Sure,

But
Thus

Giving Her a Feeling
of Contentment

THERE is an adage that says: "Let
sleeping lions lie." There is no
adage that says: "Let sleeping talents lie," and it is just as well, since they
wouldn't lie if they were so permissioned.
Hope Hampton has proved that.
A year ago, or a little longer, she and
her talents were dwelling peacefully and
unobtrustively in her native state of
Texas. A picture in a paper — instantaneous recognition — the Aladdin of sudden
fame rubbed his infrequent lamp — and
behold, the world is now possessed of
what, heretofore, only the Lone Star
State could boast.
* » *
Miss Hampton, upon the demand for
her, came to New York. Producers became interested in her, in her beauty,
which was to everyone apparent, in her

ability, which was potential. She was
advised to go to dramatic school. Being wise, she accepted advice, and then,
being wise again, she weighed it after
six months at the Sargent School. At
the expiration of that time she was urged
to go on the screen and there obtain, if
nothing more, the stern apprenticeship
of practical experience.
This she did.
Leonce Perret engaged her for "A
Modern Salome," and he said of her,
"Vraiment, she is mar-vell-ous! Like the
reed, like the flower, she bends to direction, to suggestion, so pliable, so
malleable, so supple!"
Hope saw the picture, scrutinized herself therein and said, "I've got to do better than that! I modern-salomed to
learn!" Nevertheless, the picture was
successful, with the public, if not with
Miss Hampton's
of herself. For it is astern
sterncensorship
censorship
and
more than her beauty, more than her
youth, more, even, than the pliability of
which Mr. Perret spoke it is going to be
the ladder on which she mounts to take
her impregnable position among the
stars.
* » »
Miss Hampton's next appearance was

HOPE HAMPTON
Whose picture in a newspaper won her
stardom.
"Bait" is her latest being
distributed by Paramount.
in Maurice Tourneur's production, "The
Bait." Prior, however, to working in
this picture Miss Hampton went abroad.
She realized that Texas and the everyday life of an everyday girl had not given
her that finesse, that subtlety of insight and appreciation, that touch with
older things than today that she would
need for the type of woman she would
be called upon to portray. In order to
remedy this she visited Monte Carlo, consorting with Lily Langtry, known in
America
"ThewithJersey
with Fannie Ward,asand
many Lily";
who could
give
her out of profound storehouses of personal experience that which she needed.
She toured Italy — really seeing it. She
visited and became familiar with the
finest traditions of the famous foreign
theatres; she made particular and absorbed stays at the cinema theatres and
such studios and such methods as the
studios practiced, taking what she felt
was needful to her; rejecting what was
not Miss Hampton has a singularly
clear and an especially well-balanced
mind. It is free of all sorts of the petty
prejudices and biases apt to come to one
who is very young and very, and unexpectedly, feted by the G. A. R. She
knows that she wants to do the emotional type of screen work; she knows
that in order to do it as she wishes to do
it she must study, must think, must observe and compare. And she doesn't
stop
does at
it. knowing it— she goes ahead and
» * *
After "The Bait" she went almost immediately into another production, "The
Power of Love," directed by Jack Gilbert, formerly assistant to Tourneur.
And in this production she feels, for the
first time, that she has begun to know
herself; to eliminate the first fruits of
the beginner
tial elements and
whichnurture
made the
the quintessenproducers
literally lasso her into the limelight.
"Sometimes I feel that l am going
slowly,"
can feel
the same she
timesaid,
that"but
I amif Igoing
surely,at
then I shall be content.
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By HARRY
"East is East
and West is
West," but exhibitors are exbihitors and
unlike the peoples referred to
in Kipling's
sage tionobservathey not
only
"meet"
but
do it frequently
and to good
purpose.
fact it seems In
to
me that American exhibitors
have held more
BARRY E. .NICHOLS
meetings in
19 2 0 than in
I any previous year, or half dozen years
! for that matter, and in at least two of
I these that hibitors
fellHeraldin service
the pathcarof Ithefound
ExEast and West, and South and North
as well, represented by prominent exhibitors from those quarters.
I made it a point to bend my itinerary
to take in Chicago and Cleveland in April
and June, and the pleasure of renewing
acquaintanceships formed on my per■ sonally conducted tour of the admittedly
wild and supposedly wooly West more
than compensated for several nights on
"the road in bad weather.
When I left Milwaukee. Wis., still
famous for the Alhambra theatre of the
Saxe Brothers Enterprises, the Palace
and the White House theatres, despite the elimination of the beverage
popularly connected with the name of the
city.T. IPeter
didn'tof expect
to meetH. in
E.
Paris. Tex..
G. Chicago
Ramsey
of Eldorado. Kans., W. H. Swanson of
Salt Lake City, Utah, or any of a score
of others whom I met on my Un thousand mile drive of last year. But they
were there, as were scores of Middle
Westerners
I hadn't seen in a busy year's
time.
They told me all about the theatre
.situation in the West, the developments
that
takenandplace
since I'd
their had
houses,
the stories
werevisited
uniform in nature. All spoke of improvements of one kind or another. Many
who had never seriously considered exploitation before had taken ideas from
the pages of Exhibitors Herald and as
a result of the success experienced made
exploitation a permanent feature of their
institutions. Others had tried presentation, with the result that has been national. And the majority had formed the
habit of reporting regularly to the "What
the Picture Did for Me" department of
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ship methods are in general use and
this publication.
It isn't
to repeat their comment
uponnecessary
the value
of business exhibits marked steadiness.
that service.
* » *
When I ran down to Indianapolis, Ind.,
Pennsylvania exhibitors seem more
in May, the motor purred as if in sym- kindly
disposed to the sensational type
pathy with my own satisfied anticipa- of theatre
advancement. Cincinnati and
tion of mee,;ng S. Barret McCormick.
Pittsburgh, of course, conform to the
whose operations at the Circle theatre I city
standard, but in the smaller cities
had heard discussed from one end of the
West to the other. Arriving there I exhibitors engage in warm competition
found the man and the institution all that and recognize no limitations in exploitation or presentation. The spirit here
had been claimed for them and more.
is the spirit that takes the theA personal visit disclosed merits that had prevalent
atre forward rapidly, trying out new
not been reported abroad, voluminous as
discarding those that are unhad been discussion of the organization. method*, worthy
and developing steadily those
Sol Lesser chose the right man for his found productive.
New Ambassador theatre in Los Angeles.
The crossing of the Xew York bounBut the motor didn't thrive on Indiana
dary line was a big event in my solitary
easoline. The Hoosier air didn't seem
Burton
Holmes. I met a lot of New
to react favorably on the carburetor, but York figures
in the industry in Los
maybe the old boat was on its last Goodduring my 1919 stay there, and
years anyway. At any rate, after fight- Angeles
I
wanted
to
see
them at home and find
ing it in and out of Indianapolis for a
if the East was all they claimed
fortnight I headed her toward Detroit, out
for it
Mich.,ing and
thoughalong
they with
weren't
It is. It's all that and more, maybe
automobiles
the presentkey of
exactly as I understood it dethe city at that time I managed to re- not just scribed,
but then the Easterner in Caliplace the battered veteran of a thoufornia
has to be colorful when matched
sand highways with a new model that against the
sons who are born
promises to set a record for catch-as- with words ofnative
praise in their mouths.
catch-can road performance.
Everybody knows about New York,
* * *
about Riesenfeld. Rothapfel, Plunkett
The Kunsky organization in Detroit and. over in Brooklyn. Hyman. They've
was a revelation. Howard O. Pierce and madetirehistory
industry. that is familiar to the enhis staff of twenty-five advertising men
Perhaps
less is known about the New
make the Madison, Adams and other the- England states,
the Poli theatres
atres stand out against the general back- have developed where
entirely
ground of the motor city like the daz- individual. Past characteristics
issues of Exhibitors
zling electric sign of the former stands
out against the darkness of Grand Circus Herald have recorded some of the excellent exploitation done by Poli men in
Park
New Haven, and Bridgeport,
Detroit is famous chiefly for automo- Hartford.
biles. But the Kunsky organization, with Conn., in Providence. R. I., and in Cambridge. Boston. Worcester and other
its highly developed exploitation staff and
a presentation department that is capable citiesods,intypical
Massachusetts.
methof the locality, L'nique
are employed
of producing anything from a pantomime
to a Follies ensemble, would make any to excellent advantage. The theatres
city famous in a motion picture way.
* * *
Dropping down to Cleveland, O., for prosper.
the greatest convention of all time, I
New Jersey, where compact manufacturing cities almost shoulder each other,
found the Chicago experience duplicated.
be justly preud of Newark and a
And here I cemented an acquaintance- may
ship with Willard C. Patterson, of Sig certain Newark showman. J. B. McNally,
Samuels' Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.. manager of the Newark theatre. He has
that was to come in mighty handy been called "the livest exploitation man
months later.
in the East," and the record of his theAt the conclusion of the Cleveland
atre comes very near to proving his
pow wow I got the new machine tuned right to the distinction. Whether or not
up to concert pitch and took to the road because of the example he has set, the
same disposition toward progressive
in earnest. Toledo. Akron, Columbus,
methods and industrious application of
Springfield. Dayton. Cincinnati, kept me
on the jump until well into August. The approved showmanship principles is
general character of the territory, in the noticeable throughout the state.
Theatres are more widely separated in
theatre sense, is too well known to reVirginia, the Carolinas and Georgia. And
quire minute description. Conditions
expected inan such
common to the American business city as is to be (Concluded
t*g* circumstances
US)
prevail generally.
Standard showman-
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Western states for Artcraft Pictures Corporation. While he was in charge that
division broke every selling record that
ever had been established in the Artcraft
organization. Its prices for series of pictures were the highest in the United State*.
It outdistanced every other district in the
country
rentals. in the amount, per capita, of film
* * *
When Artcraft was merged with Paramount, in 1917, Kane went back east to fill
the post of general manager of the newlyformed Select Pictures Corporation. The
principal owner of Select had never even
seen liim but the table of figures — with the
weight on the credit side— that had been
constructed at San Francisco justified the
signing up at long distance. Kane proceeded to organize
system and,
incidentally,Select's
did muchdistribution
to make
Norma and Constance Talmadge, Clara
Kimball Young and other artists famous.
Several times up to this point the present
head of Kane Pictures had given impressive
evidence of his genius as an organizer.
He offered a yet more striking proof of
superiority in this direction in 1919, when
he formed Realart for publication of the
productions of Alice Brady, Constance
Binney, Mary Miles Minter, and the Mayflower snecials. Also he smashed another
record, this one a record for speed, in "putting over" a new enterprise.
From the beginning Kane was president
of Realart. Early this year, because he
had grown weary of working for other
men and because it was inevitable that an
executive with such a record ultimately
should head his own concern, he organized
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, with
the man whose name
* * it *bears as president
Almost simultaneously with the organization of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation came the announcement of Charles
Ray's affiliation with Kane. In all his
newer productions this universally popular
star is presented by the head of Kane Pictures.
A number of important units have been
added to the Kane organization. The company isnow acting as eastern business representative ofBessie Love, Mr. and Mrs.
Carter Dc Haven and Thomas Santschi.
ARTHUR

S. KANE

General

A.

S.
Kane's
Career
Film Corporation President Once
Was a Promising Football Coach
R S. KANE, president of Arthur impressively. He moved to Atchison, Kan.,
ARTHU
S. Kane Pictures Corporation, is a and opened the first picture theatre the
product of the Middle West, having town ever saw — admission 5 cents. That
was back in 1907, when most people were
been born in Sigourney, la. His boyhood
was passed in Kansas, where, after being looking upon motion pictures as a fad that
graduated from the public schools, he at- could not possibly last. Records picturing
tended, successively. Baker university and the ultimate fate of the pioneer Atchison
Washburn college, serving while at the photoplay house are not now available but
the same year saw Kane in St. Louis,
latter institution as coach of a winning
football team.
where, with O. T. Crawford, he began
picture manufacturing, distributing and
Kxne took up newspaper work on leaving exhibiting.
college, starting as a cub reporter on the
Tppeka State Journal. After several months
The business had a small beginning but
o,i that paper and the Daily Capital he it assumed generous proportions rapidly
went to Kansas City as sporting editor of and attracted the attention of big men in
the Times, leaving that post to become a the growing industry elsewhere. In three
reporter on the staff of the Kansas City years Kane received an offer to go to the
Star. Frequently his assignments took hirn Pacific Northwest as district manager for
to the theatres and before long he felt the General
Film Company. From this position
theatrical urge. So, after returning to
through successive stages unTopeka and serving as city editor of the he advanced
til, in 1913, he was called to New York
Capital, he accepted the management of the as assistant
to
president. In the next
Grand Opera House, a position which he year he became the
general manager of Pathe
held for five years.
Exchange, Inc., and began the organization
* * *
of that concern's extensive distribution
It was then that the gift of foresight system.
which has been one of the most notable
In 1916, transferring his seat of operaof the Kane assets, first evidenced itself
tions to San Francisco, he organized eleven

Prosperity

Russell Prophecies
W. D. RUSSELL
INofkeeping
with the
the industry
for general
the past prosperity
year, the
Capital Film Company has finished
the most prosperous year of its existence.
Not only has it successfully marketed a
number of series of money-making
products, but it has prepared for an augmented production, which will insure its
place next year among the foremost independent distributing organizations.
It is with pride that we can point tc
our Lester Cuneo five-reel Western productions which are being released at th<
rate of one a month, two-reel Fritz
Ridgeway Westerns released bi-monthly
single-reel Tusun comedies releasee
weekly and our completed series of two
reel railroad stories with Helen Gibson
two-reel Western pictures with Al Jen
nings
and Hart.
two-reel Western subject
with Neal
* * *
We have just announced our forth
coming release, Frank "King's "Gasolin
Alley" cartoon, which is destined to lea>
larity.
its particular field in the fan's popu
We have unbounded faith in the con
tinued prosperity of the industry, an
are laying our plans for continuous pre
duction.
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10,878

for

Me"

Reports

in

Year

More Than Ten Thousand Signed Exhibitor Reports
Appear in Widely Copied Department During Twelve
Month

Period — Many

Attempts

By EDWIN
The greatest service achievement ever scored by a
trade paper in the motion picture field is that accomplished
by Exhibitors Herald in its "What the Picture Did for
Me" department
the past 18,
vear.
the issues 10,878
from
December
27, 1919,during
to December
1920,In inclusive,
signed exhibitors'
upon available
were
printed.
The figurereports
is an impressive
symbolattractions
of the esteem
in which subscribers hold Exhibitors Herald and the
original department of box office reports.
Added significance attaches to the record established
when it is added that ever)' state in the Union is represented, that the contributors embrace even,- class of exhibitor and theatre and that comments printed cover every
picture and even,- class of picture on the market. The
whole constitutes a complete and authentic history of the
motion picture progress of the year, the most dependable
and practically valuable history that can be written.
•Reports Are Based on
Box-Office Receipts
In this history box office merit is the single viewpoint
from which compilers have written. There is no chance
of error through sentiment. There is no possibility of
insincerity, inasmuch as each writer has described his own
financial experience with the productions discussed. Selfprotection and a healthy spirit of co-operation are the motives that move exhibitors to sit down and write their
obsenations, and these eliminate the possibility of misrepresentation.
To attempt to estimate the amount of good accomplished bythe department is to be forced into generalities.
The exhibitor who contributes regularly profits most, it is
obvious, since his interest is made the more keen thereby,
and he reads the reports of other exhibitors with sharpened
understanding. Yet the many exhibitors who read but do
not report, profit scarcely less, as is shown by the fact
that the great majority of them join in the work sooner
or later.
Attempt at Imitation
Is Sincere Flattery
An indirect testimonial to the merit of the department
lies in the fact that two national and a dozen territorial
motion picture trade papers have made bold but unsuccessful attempts to duplicate the original. These attempts
have been uniform in failure. Blaring announcements
preceded the printing of the first reports, to be echoed
hollowly by the appearance of a scant score of reports of
dubious identity. Each publication making the attempt
las discovered promptly the to them disconcerting fact
"iat genuine exhibitor-reader circulation is necessary to
be maintenance of such a department.
Surprise in observant quarters was recorded when the
lational publications referred to found it advisable to print
reports as were used without exhibitor signature,
tyen the territorial publications, with their admittedly
inrited circulation, affixed the name of exhibitor and thea-

at Imitation

Fail

S. CLIFFORD
Mications were
ire to each comment.
Both classes of
frank in their adaptation of the original type display.
One
Paper "Borrows"
Department
Title
Perhaps the most amazing boldness displayed by publications attempting to imitate the original exhibitors' report department was that shown by a territorial organ in
taking the tide, "What the Picture Did for Me," bodily.
Yet this was almost equaled by another zone publication
that copied individual reports direct from the pages of
Exhibitors Herald.
In comparison with these performances the use of
practically identical type display and blank forms by another trade organ and the exact copying of the box matter which heads the first page of the department by still
another recently launched territorial publication, as well as
the innumerable approximations by other film journals of
restricted circulation, take on minor significance.
Exhibitors Unanimous
In Lauding Service
It is not necessary to enlarge upon the direct benefit
to the exhibitor of the department that has been made the
subject of hundreds of voluntary exhibitor communications
received in this office and reproduced in the pages of
Exhibitors Herald. To reprint one such communication,
that of H. A. Wishard, manager of the Wishard theatre,
Bloomfield, la., and a regular contributor to the department is to tell concisely the whole story of the co-operation
which has made the enterprise the great success that it is.
*T came near getting peeved the other day," writes
Mr. W ishard. "I had a feature booked and failed to get my
paper. I did not know whether it was a comedy, drama,
nor who the star was. I have about seventy-five copies of
the Herald and went through them all, but found no reports on this show. So it dawned upon me, 'How long
since I sent in a report ?' It is about four months. I guess
I am as much to blame as anyone. Come on, boys, let's
keep each other posted."
Thousands Cooperate
To Benefit of All
Mr. Wishard's admonition voices the need of the exhibitor that is fulfilled by the ' What the Picture Did For
Me" department. It is the need of direct exhibitor-toexhibitor information based upon box office test and expressed in terms of profit and loss.
This information is to be obtained in no other publication inthe world.
In supplying exhibitors with this means of discussing
with all other exhibitors in direct communication the merits
of the market and all phases of the market at all times
Exhibitors Herald performs the greatest service being
rendered the theatre man and, with the co-operation of its
thousands of exhibitor readers, demonstrates its right to
the title. "The Independent Film Trade Paper."
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Mary Miles Minter falls asleep on the window sill and dreams of a man with a
sleighful of toys and candy for a Realart stcr.

How'd
like play
to have
Daniels,
the
Realartyoustar,
SantaBebeClaus
at your
house.

iv f

toys," says Irene Marcellus, Marshall Neilan's new
is Miss Santa
star, orphans
Metro
Allison,
May
discovers Wesley Santa Claus Barry hanging around the
she those
whenwith
star,back
every"Come
Angeles
to 150theLos
Claus
year. Look at the stocking.
fireplace.
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THIS is its first Christmas!
Born less than a year ago of the
success of its parent organization,
Associated First National Pictures lacks
still four months of its first birthday.
Its inception and foundation on the
original First National was watched
closely by the industry at large. The
rapid growth which swept it out of the
phase of probation into the field of accomplished fact, to a solidarity which already embraces some thirty-five hundred independent exhibitors is now a
matter of record.
* * *
sugHERALD'
TORS
THE EXHIBI
a Sresume
its readers
gestion to give
of the Associated First National Pica moment
comes toat the
plan added
record
is just
therefranchise
when tures'
the consummation of a transaction which
will stand as one of the most momentous
and far reaching in motion picture history.
The contract recently announced,
| whereby the Norma and Constance Talmadge productions are pledged exclusively to enfranchised exhibitors for a
period of three years additional to the
current agreement, that is, four years in
all, is epoch making beyond the mere
rnfmey figures involved, vast though their
I $20,000,000 be. It is epoch making as a
pledge
support ofcanthework
producer's
lief thatinexhibitors
together be-in
harmony and successful co-operation, as
"an endorsement
of the co-operative
principles of the Associated
First National
franchise plan and as unequalled evidence of the confidence the leading independent producers place in the method
which brings theatre owners in direct
contact with their source of film supply
to the elimination of the middle man's
profit and to the great advantage of both
the exhibitor and the producer.
* * *
THERE are in the motion picture industry only two absolutely vital factors— the producer and the exhibitor.
On these, all other of its departments
depend. Production and exhibition are
each highly specialized in their requirements. It is one man's job to be a
successful
producer;
it isasanother
man's
task to achieve
success
an exhibitor.
No other feature of the Associated
First National franchise is so vital in
principle and practice as is this, the
absolute divorce
of exhibition
from pro-is
duction. Associated
First National
composed of, and owned, controlled and
conducted solely by, exhibitors. It is
co-operative. It seeks and buys for
the mutual benefit of its enfranchised
members the very best productions the
independent producer can supply or the
world's market afford.
Buying for itself and selling to itself,
this organization of exhibitor-members
escapes the parasitic burden of the taker
of intermediate tolls. It is independent
and untrammelled by outside interests
and control. It deals with the producer
direct. That independence which has
proved a prime, fundamental and vital
factor in its incontrovertible success, Associated First National extends to and
employs every legitimate means to ervkourage in the producer to the end that,
left free and unhindered, he may contribute to his output the very best that
is in him of brains, skill, artistry and
direction. That is the way to the best
pictures and the largest public. To that
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Christmas

Today Associated First
National Numbers in

Pennsylvania and Oklahoma are in process of final completion and selection of
officers and governing
* * * board personnel.

Its Organization Over
3,500 Exhibitors in
the United States

THE
of itsare
franchise
holders
boastsin
nameslist that
household
words
the industry, men who by their vision,
energy, enterprise and initiative are leaders in the great and responsible business
of exhibition, men of the calibre of N. H.
Gordon, Balaban & Katz, Mandelbaum,
Nolan, A. H. Blank, Kunsky, Lieber,
Gore Bros, and Lesser, Fred Levy, Finkelstein, Fabian, Skouras, Dahnken, von
Herberg and Crandall, to mention but a
few.

By J. D. WILLIAMS
end, Associated First National will always afford every help in its power.
* * «
THE franchise is both elective and
selective. Every exhibitor who acquires andoesAssociated
chise
so of his First
own National
free will franand
because he recognizes its importance to
himself and his theatre, seeing in it, as
he does, independence and a share in the
mutualization of the protective and guaranteed production source benefits upon
which the franchise is based. It is selective because it is extended only to such
exhibitors and theatre owners whose
character and standing the organization,
through its official board, believes to warrant inclusion in franchiseship.
It is not a proposition of salesmanship.
Associated First National employs no
salesman to peddle its franchise as wares.
It invites — that is all.
The response to that invitation is seen
already in its thousands of member theatres, in the full quota of franchise allotment, already 100 per cent eagerly absorbed in many territories and with that
high water mark daily being more and
more nearly reached in others.
Associated First National regional incorporations already include, among
others, those of New England, Illinois,
Ohio, Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana,
southern California. Kentucky, Tennessee, Minnesota. New Jersey, New
York, Virginia, Missouri, northern California, northwestern states, eastern Canada, western Canada and Washington,
D. C, while others, including Minnesota, Louisiana, eastern and western

As a business basis, co-operation is no
experiment. Its sterling advantages have
been demonstrated in many branches of
commerce. Instances of its successful
operation readily occur to mind in the
names of world-known commercial firms.
Its successful application to the interests
of exhibitors and through them to the
industry at large and, not least, to the
public which is the ultimate consumer of
motion picture product, is an achievement
of which Associated First National stands)
justly proud.
But, above all and of most vital importance, first to the exhibitor and then
to the whole industry, is the work Associated First National has accomplished
and is accomplishing in providing what
has been rightly termed "a bulwark of
defence" against the would-be monopolistic control of huge financial interests
whose octopus clutches menace the very
life and existence of the independent exhibitor and independent producer alike.
As First National, a score of large
theatre operators three years ago demonstrated through cooperative effort that
they could work together in harmony,
that they could plan together and succeed no matter what efforts tiie monopolistic producer-exhibitor might make to
discredit, discourage and defeat. Today
more than 3.000 independent theatres,
holders of Associated First National
franchise, are proving the wisdom and
experiencing
solid benefits
tension of thatthe earlier
effort of the ex* » *

J. D. WILLIAMS
Manager of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

imbues itsbyfranchise
that illustrated
THE
typical
is aptly
holdersspirit
words from one of them, who says, "You
note that I say we, because I am confident that I am part of the great whole,
and instead of being a means to an end,
I am a building unit in a great structure
that will stand against the assaults of the
manipulators whose battle cry has ever
been: 'Get all you can and keep all
The industry at large awaited with
impatient interest the approach of the
expiration of the first of the contracts
for star product originally made with
First National
accruing to Associated
" andtherefrom.
you get'
First
National
There were
not lacking those who predicted dire
things for us.
Instead, there has just been renewed
an agreement
which secures
Associated First National
franchiseforholders
the productions of two stars who are
leaders among outstanding screen personalities, and the producer of those
stellar attractions has pledged those pictures exclusively to enfranchised exhibitors for a period of a length markedly
unusual in motion picture dealings.
Its brief past of eight months shows
for Associated First National a record of
unparalleled achievement; the future is
aglow with promise of greater things.
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Production

By THOMAS BEDDING
(Pioneer Writer on Motion Pictures)

ONE of my recent duties was to read
a large number of plays, stories
and synopses, all having possibilities for pictures. But not one of them
had the least selling value effect among
producers either in New York or in
California.
Why?
The names of the authors and authoresses had no "box office value." Needless to say, Mr. Tarkington, Mr. Beach,
Mr. R. W. Chambers and Mr. Rupert
Hughes were not on the list of the rejected.
Yet the material turned down was, in
my deliberate opinion, better than these
four best selling gentlemen are capable
of producing.
* * *
"What's in a name? A rose by any
other name would smell as sweet."
The public, we are being told by Mr.
F. H. Elliott, loses a great deal of money
on wildcat motion picture propositions.
In all humility I ask, how much money
is squandered within the industry itself?
A reversion to pre-war conditions in the
making of motion pictures is desirable
on artistic as well as financial grounds.
It is the opinion of those experienced
in the annals of this form of entertainment that dramatically better, as well as
fewer, results were offered to exhibitors
and the public l:\efore August, 1914, than
the flood of stuff we now have to endure

at the hands of competing producers,
who have mistaken their vocations in
life. There are, it is said, four times as
many pictures made in the United States
as are necessary.
Oh, "the stars! the stars!" whom Mr.
Quigley is adroitly relegating to their
proper places and values in picture
cosmogony. Outside about twenty stars
of proved drawing power, the result of
years* and years hard work, there is a
heterogeneous and costly galaxy of mildly
twinkling asteroids, some of them evolved
from and by angelic nebulae, overnight
at the Hotel Algonquin and the Montmartre. New York.
"Broadway titles" and the patronyms
of celebrated authors away from Manhattan's white light district are also
mostly worthless, like the near stars.
Theysquandered
don't drawon athese
dollar.
are
titlesYet
and fortunes
names.
In my experience, extending over
many years,
the matter;
"paper"; the
the title
lobbyof displays; the press
the
picture; and above all the promise of a
story, no matter by whom, are the things
that mostly count with exhibitors and
the public. If we could abolish the extravagantly costly fetishes of stars ami
"big
(?)
authors"
names, tothethemoney
saved could be devoted
encour-so
agement of young authors, of whom
many are waiting for their screen
chances. Try it out, Mr. Lasky.
» » *
In the neighborhood of my residence
(West Seventy-ninth street, New York) I
have many movie fan friends among the
educated classes, but I never hear one
of them say that they patronize the
Eighty-first Street theatre, where the
most critical audiences in the world regu-

THOH \ I BEDDIHG
larly attend, merely because Elinor Glyn,
Gilbert Parker, H. A. Jones, A. W.
I'incro or some other expensive amateur
was thetimes
author.
namesif are
mentioned;Stars'
but oh!
the somestory
and
acting
are
not
good
Central
Park
boils with fury.
The case for deflation is presented with
ruthless logic week by week in that section of Exhibitors Herald headed "What
the Picture Did for Me" which, in my
opinion,
is 'the most
usefulof contribution
to the periodical
literature
the picture
published anywhere. It should be attentively studied by every producer, director and author.
I wish the Herald continued success
in its manly and honorable stand for
common sense in picture making.

Snapshot of those who attended the Motion Picture Directors' Association dinner at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, on Dec. 7
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High

Spots

in

Production

Producer 's Pictures Have Been Biggest
Money Makers He Has Offered the Trade

WILLIAM FOX
" President of Fox Film Corporation.
Film Corporation refers to 1920
FOX
as the most successful period in the
career of William Fox both as a
showman who exhibits and as a producer
who distributes motion pictures. His
theatres have abundantly shared in the
great prosperity that marked the greater
part of the year, in towns of every size;
ais screen productions have been the
Diggest money-makers he ever issued.
Cited
"highngspots"
the events:
Fox year
ire theasfollowi
conspicinuous
1. The opening of the new Fox studio
Hid home office building on May 24 withn five minutes of Times Square — the
argest building in the world devoted to
nlm production — stimulated Fox activties both in the heart of New York and
>n the West Coast. Despite the fact
hat when it was planned and completed
he New York Fox studio was presumed
0 be large enough for the organization.
iO fast has the Fox institution advanced
knd expanded that before many months
passed it was found imperative to make
"nore room.
1 An addition covering two full city lots
is tinder construction for service in connection with the main plant at Tenth
^venue. Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth streets,
hus giving the main building frontage on
he avenue for an entire block.
This extra space, however, will not
ie enough and in consequence Mr. Fox
las leased a four-story building just
ompleted. one block further down Tenth
venue, extending 100 by 175 feet and
ontaining 50.000 square feet of floor
pace to accommodate the various expansions and activities of the William
ox interests at the Xew York studios,
'hus
will Mr.
Fox ofcontinue
the
oor space
record
the worldto inhold
studio
ccupancy through having acquired and
uilt these additional accommodations.
* * *
2. A program of reconstruction and

enlargement is now nearing consummation at the Fox Hollywood studios, with
an attendant expenditure of more than
a million dollars. Two new stages, new
shops, new lighting apparatus and general beautification of the lot are necessary developments of the increased activities of the organization.
3. The Fox foreign department has
been greatly expanded. Sydney Abel,
present manager of foreign agencies, was
trained for his new post while abroad.
There he studied European conditions
and secured a thorough knowledge of
the foreign market. A new branch, foreign sales, has greatly aided in the success of the export organization.
4. Fox News recently celebrated its
first birthday anniversary. This remarkable infant, the first Fox venture into the
news film field, has placed itself among
the foremost of all screen news services
in an incredible short time. Many noteworthy "screen
beats"
of the year have
been scored
by Fox
News.
5. Pearl White, presented for the first
time as a star in features when she appeared in "The
Moll,"
August of8,
has justified
the White
belief and
conviction
William Fox that she would be as popular in features as she has become in
serials. "Tiger's Cub" and her latest
feature, ''The Thief," have brought forth
comment and box office results that justify the faith of Mr. Fox in his predictions of a brilliant future for Miss White
as an actress in serious dramatic roles.
6. Four new stars appeared in the Fox
Film constellation during 1920. Eileen
Percy has grown in popularity since her
first appearance as a Fox star in "Her
Honor
the Mayor,"
seasons
as
leading
lady forfollowing
Douglas her
Fairbanks,
and in other important screen positions.
Louise Lovely served her apprenticeship with the Fox organization as leading woman for William Farnum. before
she became a star in her own right when
"The
Mouse"
was released.
Buck Little
Tones,Grey
the new
Fox Western
star,
is considered to be one of the greatest
"finds" of the photoplaj- year. "The
Last Straw." published in February, was
the first Buck Jones feature — and he has
been going strong ever since.
Clyde Cook, formerly principal comedian at the New York Hippodrome, has
promptly demonstrated his worth as a
motion picture comedian in the star class.
His first comedy. "Don't Tickle," convinced Mr. Fox that he has signed another winner.
T. To round out completely his service
to exhibitors, Mr. Fox issued "Bride 13"
as his first serial; and just as that chapter thriller reaches its last episode the
second Fox serial, "Fantomas" makes its
public bow the world over on Dec. 19.
This last mentioned issue is based on
the famous detective stories of Marcel
Al'.ain and Pierre Souvestre. the French
romancers.
* * *
8. Fox specials have been conspicuously notable, not alone in the manner
of their production, but in the box office
returns they have brought to showmen.
The William Farnum presentation, "If I
Were King," the immensely profitable
and popular melodrama "While Xew

From the Fox Film Corporation atEnd of Most
Successful Year of Operation.

York Sleeps," and the screen version of
Edward
Dress"of
(soon toKnoblock's
be issued "My
underLady's
the title
"Blind Wives") are held by Mr. Fox to
be conscious examples of impressive production turned into money-makers for
the exhibitor. "While Xew York Sleeps"
was the first screen drama to play simultaneously at two Broadway theatres,
thus creating a new record during its
Astor and Lyric theatre engagements.
9. In
of he
"Over
the
Hill"
Mr. his
Fox production
considers that
reached
highest of "high spots" in his fifteen
years' experience as a producer of photoplays. This picture opened at the Astor
theatre. Xew York, on September 17. and
is now in the fourteenth week of its
Broadway run with the end by no means
in
sight.outside
"Over ofthetheHill"
never has been
shown
metropolis.
On his plans for 1921, Mr. Fox speaks
as an optimist. He believes that within
a short time conditions that are admittedly unsettled in some localities will
more closely approach normal; that 1921
will open new opportunities to showmen
of vision and resourcefulness; and more
than ever in his long experience as a theatre owner, picture producer and distributor ishe convinced that good shows
will make money — while poor shows
must continue to take their chances.
In his opinion the business of showing
motion pictures is becoming continually
a better and more satisfactory line to
pursue. Motion pictures, in the belief
of Mr. Fox, are rapidly overtaking, if
they have not already passed, the older
branches of amusement.

General

AVIXFIELD R. SHEEHAX
manager of Fox Film Corpora-
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"Service"
for New
Year

General Manager of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company Announces Long List of Sales and
Discusses Policy for 1921
uOERVICE to anyone who desires
^* service," is the New Year slogan
of Irving M. Lesser, general manager of
the Western Pictures Exploitation Company. According to a recent announcement, Sol Lesser and Irving Lesser have
taken up different but closely associated
fields of endeavor. Now it is Sol Lesser,
the exhibitor, and Irving Lesser, the
producer and distributor.
The Western Pictures Exploitation
project, which was formed three months
ago with Irving Lesser at its head, has
now more than passed the embryo stage
and looks forward to a prosperous New
Year.
Mr. Lesser's
wideis experience
in the
motion
picture field
one of the biggest
assets of the new company. Having
spent the greater part of 1919 exploiting
and distributing D. W. Griffith's "Hearts
of
the World"
throughout
the west,
Lesser
is thoroughly
acquainted
with Mr.
the
territory his company covers. He is also

interested in the All Star Features Distributors, Inc., the Educational Film Corporation of Southern California and the
Sol Lesser Motion* *Picture
Enterprises.
*
Starting in 1906, Mr. Lesser has been
actively engaged in the picture business
for the past fourteen years. He has
held large interests in state-right pictures
and exchanges throughout the western
states. He also has had large theatre
holdings and extensive interests in the
manufacturing of pictures from time to
time.
In reference to his latest project and
its prospects for the New Year, Mr.
Lesser makes the following announcement:
"Through my long experience in the
picture business as a producer, distributor
and exhibitor, I believe that I have
gained a thorough knowledge of every
phase of the motion picture industry,
which should be considered valuable. It
is my intention to capitalize on this experience to the extent of becoming

Florence Vidor believes in doing her Xmas shopping early. This is an exclusive and
new photo of the popular West Coast Star.

December

25, 1920

heavily interested in the manufacturing
and distributing of pictures. I am in
business to serve anyone who desires
» » •
Since
its
organization
the Western
service."
Pictures Exploitation Company has successfully disposed of the entire United
States territory on a number of pictures.
"That Something," produced by the. Hermann Film Corporation with Margery
Wilson and Charles Meredith in the featured roles; "Neptune's Bride," written
and directed by Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke,
author of "Neptune's Daughter," and featuring Pluvia, considered the world's
most perfectly formed girl; "The
Stranger," produced by Hugh B. Evans,
Jr.; "Sky Eye," produced by Sol Lesser;
the United Film Corporation's feature,
"Sins of the World," starring Loys de
Kay; "Souls of Men," the G. & J. Photoplay Corporation's
Will Jefferis,
Yvette production
Mitchell andfeaturing
Lucille
Young; the Romayne Super Film Corporation's "The Toreador," or "Bull
Fights
of
Spain";
Mack with
Sennett's
"Yankee Doodle inandBerlin,"
the
Sennctt Bathing Girls.
A novel, historic and instructive feature, "Thefilm
Missions
California,"
the latest
to be ofsecured
by Mr.is
Lesser for world distribution.
* » *
"The Art of Diving," a one reel film
featuring Annette Kellerman, Mr. Lesser
states, has proven a tremendous seller
and has received unlimited praise everywhere. In this picture the Blanchard
Film Company used the cinal slow motion
process
camera with remarkable
success.
The above named pictures are being
handled in various parts of the country
by the following
exchanges: Greater Newrepresentative
York, New York
state and northern New Jersey, Empire
State Film Corporation; New England,
Federated Film Exchange of New England; eastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey, Masterpiece Film Attractions, Inc.; western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, First National Exhibitors Circuit of Eastern Pennsylvania; Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Florida, Associated First
National Pictures of Washington, D. C;
Michigan and Ohio, Standard Film Service Corporation ; Kentucky and Tennessee.
First National Exhibitors Exchanges of
Kentucky and Tennessee; Illinois and
Indiana, Celebrated Players Film Corporation; Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
and South
Dakota,
Associated Iowa
First National Pictures
of Northwest;
and
Nebraska, A. H. Blank Enterprisers; Missouri and southern Illinois, United Film
Service; Kansas and western Missouri,
Crescent Film Exchange; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, True Film Co.;
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana, De Luxe Feature Film Co.; California, Nevada and Arizona, All Star
Features Distributors, Inc.
* * *
In addition to his extensive interests
in the distributing of pictures, Mr.
Lesser is now actively engaged in the
production field. With Jackie Coogan,
the child actor, who plaved the title role
Chaplin's "The Kid" as the
in Charlie
star,
the Irving Lesser Productions is
Boy"
of "Peck's
series
filming awhich
features
promise
to set a Bad
precedent
amongst child pictures.
Lesser's
Another
ent ex-of
business is oftheMr.
managem
tensivebranch
the hanandanddirectors
star, actors
stories. and
dling of plays
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Robertson-Cole's
Message
to Trade
INUED prosperity, and even
CONT
out of the process within our own orgreater advances for the motion Even Greater Advances
ganization:
picture industry in the coming year
A great part of the past year we
in the Motion Picture
are clearly indicated by present condiworked
on the
production,
"Kismet,"
tions. Our business is one that will pass
Skinner.
We believed
that,
Industry Forecast by starring Otis
through readjustment without a hitch, so
if superbly done, it would be the greatrapidly is it growing, and so healthy are
Kirkpatrick, General
attraction ever
"Kismet"
has
its internal and external conditions.
beenestreleased,
and shown.
has proved
absolutely
Manager
of Company.
our point. So we look forward to the
There will be no failure, or even temporary halt on the part of those links in
coming year with eagerness to make
By A. S. KIRKPATRICK
other pictures which will even surpass
our mighty chain which have been carethis one, knowing that, if we do, we will
fully and painstakingly made. Only
those who have forgotten, neglected or we serve, but one which watches the achieve success.
We know the exhibitor agrees. His
deliberately refused to put into their changes and improvements in pictures,
product the best that is within their and the art of picture making as care- experience has taught him that his public is critical, and the company which
power need fear.
fully as we ourselves.
For through the clouds which some
gives him a product he can sell most conThe unit, the essential factor upon
pretend to see, but in which we confess which we must build, is the picture itself.
sistently and remuneratively is the company which is his friend. These facts
we are too busy to take stock, shines out How well we must make each one in
a great and constant truth. It is so order that we may keep the public with considered, we find the way to success
producer and distributor to
strong, so fundamental, so elementary
that the producer, the dis- for exhibitor,
that many often overlook it in striving us. in order
the
road which leads to maxitributor and the exhibitor each may find lie along
mum attractions.
after things much less real and prac- his return coming in steadily and in
That
is
the
road we traveled during
tical.
ample quantity? From the foregoing the
This wonderful truth has the simplic- answer is easy. We must make each 1920. That is the road along which it
1921!
is our sincerest purpose to travel during
ity of all great things. It is easy to picture as well as humanly possible!
comprehend. But it takes courage to
Then because we make a big picture is
follow. Its secret is the preeminence, the no reason why we can rest on our oars.
constancy, the permanence of merit. "A Shculd that happen we might well expect, before we had rested long, to find
good
product
always
Therein
we have
revealed
our sells
wholereadily."
foundation
Producer
of Big
another and more consistent companies
half a dozen words.
rushing
over
our
prostrate
bodies
to
sucThere is nothing to fear, or to doubt,
cess. A constant, never-ceasing, permaor to worry about, so long as we offer
nent output of super-productions is the
Specials
a good product. Automatically those of only price
through which preeminence in
us who do this assure our whole future,
the
industry
may
be
purchased
and
mainT7MBRACING an advance from a point
while those of us who neglect or refuse
tained today.
to do so ruin ourselves. And the cost of
* * *
- where Robertson-Cole was just be.success is eternally delivering a good
ginning to be a factor in the motion picThese statements are not mere idealproduct. We cannot do it this month,
ture industry to the present high place
isms. The stuff of truth is spun through
and then expect to live the rest of the
their very fibre. We are glad to say that where it holds as the builder and disyear on the prestige we gain. We must
constantly and permanently deliver the we can do more than entertain the intributor of only big special productions
dustry with the roseate views of a
best we know how to achieve.
the record of the year 1920 in the history
visionary. We have proof!
* * *
We have predicted a maximum return of this company is a momentous one.
are only
incidents in The
the from maximum productions, and the
The year started with Robertson-Cole
life"Bad
of anyears"
institution
of permanence.
highest prestige and success as the re- publishing what might be termed a high
sea's
waves
beat
furiously
upon
the
rocky
sult
of
the
greatest
sincerity
and
care
in
shore, terrifying those of timid soul. the making of productions. Let us state quality of program picture, and just beBut the storm subsides— and the shore is
ginning to experiment with the special
attraction. Then followed swiftly the
still there as rocky and rugged as ever I simply how we observed the working
Storms are mere happenings. As defitest and success of big special productions, the signing of many stars, the
nite, far-seeing, permanent policy, which
carries as its most prominent feature the
building of a home office building and
insistence of upon the best, succeeds as
studios, the leasing of the R-C ranch,
certainly as season follows season.
and finally the issue of the "Big 8" fall
Firms which refuse to wonder what
attractions, including the record-breakthe future holds, which work on steadily
ing "Kismet," which is the sensation of
the hour.
toward an ideal through good times and
uncertain ones, are those which succeed.
During the year 1920 Robertson-Cole
In the present day of readiustment we
put to the American exhibitor the question as to what sort of attraction he
see no uncertainty, no clouds, no insurmountable obstacles. We know the pubdesired. Did he want a maximum prolic will be amused. We know it will seduction, masterfully directed, lavish in
lect the most entertaining pictures which
scenic detail, starring some famous actor
the markets affords for its amusement
or carrying a cast carefully selected from
In these two principles we find an anthe whole field of motion picture and
swer for all problems.
stage actors? The eminent success of
The past, present and future of the
the big special attractions which Robertmotion picture industry, we therefore feel
son-Cole has distributed answered the
is irrevocably tied to the question of a
question definitely in the affirmative.
better product. The great rapidity with
* * *
which the motion picture map has
Chronologically the study of how
rhaneed since those few years ago when
Robertson-Cole advanced is an interest'he first pictures were made is a tribute
ing one. It opened the year on a basis
to the few who have kept their eyes ever
of
one
publication a week with a numihead. and a justification of the prinber of big special productions in sight.
ciple that to stand still is to perish.
How it gradually came to the compre* * *
hension that a super-product is the demand of the present, and the salvation of
Which brings us to the statement that
the
exhibitor
who desired to keep up
ve consider the whole question of sucto an ever-advancing public makes a
cess in the picture business to rest on the
fascinating record.
idelity and sincerity with which the proIn the middle of January. Mae Marsh,
'ucer. distributor and exhibitor work toA. S. KIRKPATRICK
rether in giving the public the best
who has beep away from the screen for
and general manager of about two years, was signed. "The
•roduct which the present can supply, Vice-president Robertiion-Cole.
(Concluded on page isS)
t is no longer a child-like public which
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successes, we hasten to add, in reference to
the
title and
George's
successes
in and
out ofwork.
season.George makes
* * »
Jerome Storm, directing Lillian Gish in
his first Jerome Storm Production, is now
in the midst of showing the splendid cast
he has assembled for this picture "just how
it is done in the best of circles." Jerry,
you remember, put across many of . the
Charles Ray successes. Now he puts successes across as a matter of course. How
d'ye get the habit, Jerry?
* * »
Corinne Griffith, after completing work
on her latest production, packed her belongings into a trunk and "shook the noise
of New York from her" in one mad rush
for a train and an eagerly anticipated vacation of a week or *two.* *

By J. B.
The Christmas spirit is in the air. There
one of the charming stage numbers at the
Criterion theatre, buys the frail bubbles by
may
he
very
little
left
in
the
cellar,
hut
it's
in the air. Everybody is getting ready for the gross now. • When she is flicking them
the festive day. aloft in her dance everything goes well but
Gift lists are be- if she permits them to rest on her hand
ing scanned. So they go off with a bang, due to the heat of
are bank bal- the spot light.
* * *
ances. Bartender!
are soaping up
The
industry
is
watching with keen inthe hack bar
terest for word as to what George Walsh
locking glasses to is going to do. It has been reported he
try out the
will form his own company, go to Havana
yearly decorative or to Europe, etc., but while he has listened
Robert Schable, the heavy lead in "Temscheme with
to some very flattering offers he has acsuch sentiments
ple Dusk," a George D. Baker production,
cepted none apparently and has the secret almost
"West" the other day, when a
as "Merry Christ- stored away. He says he will enlighten his big coalwent
truck driver disregarded a traffic
mas" or "Merry
friends in a few days.
policeman's imperiously upraised hand and
Xmas." Restau* * »
came thundering down on peacefully inrants arc cutting
f
Harold
Horn
has
his
hands
full
dodging
clined pedestrians. In the made scramble
up their tough- ad. men these days and writing copy for the
for the curb and safety Bob lost his hat.
est porterhouse
steaks to serve as Ziegfeld Cinema Corporation.
"But what's a mere hat compared to a
* * *
. .,
_
turkey. Ever vlife?" remarks Bob, even in these days of
skyhigh prices. * * *
bpdy s happy. Therefore to add our little
Hugh Huntley, who has been associated
bit to the mirth of nations and promote
with such celebrities as Vivian Martin,
Herbert Howe, magazine writer and p. a.
peace on earth, good will to men" we ten- Flainc Hammerstcin, Vera Gordon, and was
der these few humble wishes :
more recently seen in the stage production, par excellent, is prolonging his stay in New
York indefinitely, much to the delight of
To Arthur James, another pail "Metro
"Paddy," has been engaged for Rachel his many friends — and they are legion.
red ; Ralph Ince, a diving helmet;of Ernest
Crothers'
new play, "Nice People," with
» » *
Ship-man, more big productions; Rai ph
Francine I-arrimore.
1 roctor. George Blaisdel and the Stoll
*
*
«
Allan
Forrest,
well known leading man,
earn Company, a big year , to SaMUEL GoldJustine Raun, who was last seen in the is in New York pending the perfection of
wvn, more big authors; Madlaine Travers
motion picture negotiations for his future
and Marguerite Clark, success with their Benjamin Chapin "Lincoln" scries, is com- appearances
on the silver sheet. Make it
ing back to the fold and will be associated
new ventures; May David G. Fishers
snappy, Al, we want you back again quick.
with a big organization, plans for which
shadow never grow less; R. E. Pritchard
* * *
will be announced in a few days.
a nice new gun, to get what game Dr. W.
E. Sh ali.enrercer doesn't shoot ; Miss
* * *
Lucy Cotton, she of "The Sin That Was
Regina Kri h, plenty of mimeograph paGeorge L. McCutcheon, now directing His," "Misleading Lady" and "The Devil"
per; EDDJB Bonns, lots of pep; Bert En mis
fame,
recently received a letter from a lov"Determination," will take his company to
ing admirer in Houston, Texas (her eld
another "It Might Happen" picture; T.
Havana, Cuba, some time in January, 1921,
Hayes , Hunter, another "Farthbound" ; to film honest-to-goodness race track ex- home town), saying she was sending her
Don... another "Zorro" storv : Mr. and
teriors plus atmosphere galore. The pic- under separate cover a box of cotton. Now
Mr>. Edgar Lewis, manv happv returns of
ture will be completed in March, comes the Lucy is considering having a picture taken
the day; and to E. K.
, Jules latest "fini rumor" on this super production. and captioned: "When Cotton Meets CotCowi.es, Wm. D. Taylor. Lincoln
ton." And we add: "Beautiful flowers,
Jerome Storm.
* * *
Jimmy "Typhoon" Mii.ligxn. Maurif
Director
Henry
McRae
and
Gaston
* * *
Meyers, Vivian Moses. Mann Crawford
Glass, who have spent four months in
and the other good fellows of filmdom we
Thomas F. Fallon, the original story
wish a long life and a merry one.
Canada where "The Foreigner" and "Camwriter who put across George Walsh in "The
eron cf the Royal
made,
* * *
have returned
to NewMounted"
York for were
the holiday
Shark." "The Plunger," "Dynamite Allen,"
Christmas Holidays mean nothing to
"Corporal Cameron" having just the
and other
countless
discarded
"limp"to
been finished.
day. others,
How ccme
? we his
wanted
Coistance Talmadge. Not when she has a season,
both." "Knee cap's over effect of my fall,"
* * *
picture to make. She sailed on Saturday.
know.
Vivienne Osborne, who made her initial smiled Tom. "Now the interesting limp
Dec. lL to Miami, Florida, with Mr. and
Mrs. Chet Withey and the entire cast of picture hit in "Over the Hill," under the and the source for conversation is gone!'
direction of Harry Millarde, recently com- Just for that we bet Tom writes a story
"The Man from Toronto," which includes
pleted her work opposite Gaston Glass in about "The Hero Limps."
Kenneth Harlan, George W. Fawcett,
* * *
James Harrison, Flora Finch, \Y. R. Webb
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted." Rumor
and Florence Short. Mr. Withey expects
has it that she is about to return tempoBert
Lytell
is
hard
at work on "A Mesto get some beautiful exteriors in Miami.
rarily to the legitimate stage.
senger
roaringoutpro-of
* * *
He promised to have the whole troupe back
ductionFromnewsMars."
will be Some
soon rip
coming
in time to celebrate the Christmas holidays
Director
George
Sargent,
whose
Vitathe filming of the tremendous London slums
with their friends.
graph successes are increasing rapidly, is set erected in the 196th Armory in New
* * *
about to complete "It Isn't Being Done This Maxwcll Keep
yourcombination.
eye on this Bert-LytellKarger
Desha, whose dance. "The Bubble," is Season." starring Corinne Griffith. Not York.
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Selznick

Films

in

Well

the

Foreground
Entire Program
For the Exhibitor Is On
Company

Schedule

PROBABLY the growth of no single
motion picture concern has been as
phenomenal yet steady as that of
Selznick Enterprises, which begins the
new year well to the fore in the ranks
of producers and distributors. This organization has grown until there is no
sort of picture for the exhibitor's program it does not produce pr distribute.
The list includes features, two news
reels, special productions, the Kaufman
masterpieces of one reel each, serials,
Prizma color pictures and the Flynn
series of detective stories. Such a varied
list is unusual in the industry.
In the matter of stars, Selznick Enterprises is well equipped. Beginning with
only Olive Thomas, in Tune, 1919, Myron
Selznick has built a producing organization with such stars as Elaine Hammerstein. William Faversham, Conway Tearle.
Eugene O'Brien and Owen Moore; and a
list of leading people including Olive
Tell, Martha Mansfield and others of
equal note.
* * *
The growth of the distributing organization has been no less notable than that
of the producing end. In addition to
the Selznick output, which also included
National Picture Theatres subjects, publications were handled under the brand
name of Republic, until the growth of
the organization justified the combining
of all under one head. This means that
the distributing organization will enter
the new year with all Selznick Enterprise
subjects issued as Selznick and Select
Pictures, doing away with the brand
names of both Republic and National.
Selznick Enterprises has the biggest
production year in the history of the
company mapped out for the season 19201921, and all preparations have been
made to distribute in that period twentyone star and fifteen special productions,
which is an average of three a month.
The six Selznick studios at Fort Lee,
N. J., are busy all day and away into the
night at present, and by next summer
Lewis J. Selznick expects that the new
studio on Long Island will be ready for

4

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN

use and will be a great help in taking
care of some of the most pretentious
productions which the company has ever
offered.
* * *
Elaine Hammerstein has declared that
she considers the roles which Selznick
Enterprises has given her this season
the best she ever has had. That she
has taken advantage of her opportunities
has been favorably commented upon by
critics who have seen her in "The
Daughter Pays," by Mrs. Baillie Reynolds, and "Pleasure Seekers." a dramatic production by John Lynch. She is
now at work on "Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby," adapted from Kathleen Norris'
popular novel, and this will be followed
by "The Proof of the Pudding," by
Meredith Nicholson, and "The Way of a
Maid," by Rex Taylor.
Only one of the pictures in which Selznick had planned to star Olive Thomas
this season had been made before her
death, and the others will be held up

until a suitable successor has been found
who can bring to the roles the necessary
dainty charm which distinguishes the
parts. Among the plays in this list are
"The Fib," by George H. Hodenpyl, Jr.,
"Don't Trust Your Husband," by Garret
Elsden Ford. "Kennedy's Kid," by Merle
Johnson and Izola Forrester, and "The
Magdalen
and Edmundof Mudville,"
Goulding. by John Lynch
completed
twoEugene
of the O'Brien
feature already
pictures has
scheduled
for
his year's work — H. H. Van Loan's "The
Wonderful Chance" and "Worlds Apart,"
by Izola Forrester and Manna Page.
Others in the list are "Hard-Luck
O'Day." by Merle Johnson, "A Man's
Word." by Lewis Allen Browne, and
"The Fighter," by Albert Payson Terhune.
* * *
Owen Moore returned from Europe
late in the season, but before going managed to finish what those who have seen
it declare to be the cleverest and wittiest
picture he ever has had — "The Poor
Simp." by J. Shakespeare Sap. He is
now busy(.Concluded
with "The
Chicken
in the
on page
130)

Carl

Laemmle
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Unique view of many of the sets for "Foolish Wives." the costly Universal Monte Carlo production.

Steady

Advance
Picture

of

Motion

Art

Tak.e Out An Old
Print, Review It, and
Then You Will Realize the Great Progress
Made
Industryby the Film

By

CARL

T MAY be that
the men who are
now engaged in
presenting movpictures
neveringlive
to will
see
the time when
public speakers
and public writers
will retrain from
saying that moving pictures are in
their infancy. But
that will not prevent them from
saying that they
have made a tremendous adavnce in the last ten years.
Whether we realize it or not, each
year adds greatly to our artistic stature.
One
greatrealize
reasons
why we isdon't
realizeof ittheand
it vividly,
the
comparatively short life of even the
most popular masterpieces. Our system
of releasing makes it unprofitable to
make new prints of a subject six months
old, and not one per cent of our best
productions is on the market for more
than a year. What chance have we,
therefore, to compare this year's releases with last year's, or those of the
year before? None. It is only when
we take a picture which we have released
three or four years ago off the shelf
and look at it for the purpose of reissuing it that we realize vividly the
advancement that the picture art is making each year. * * *
Take a picture that cost, say, $40,000
four years ago. It was a mighty fine
picture in its day. It was thought to be

LAEMJILE

extremely costly then. It was entirely
adequate in every way. It made a big
impression and a lot of money. When
it had compassed its natural run and
had been laid away through the wearing
out of the prints and the pressure of
new subjects, we all had it in the backs
of our heads that we would take it out
again in a few years, dust off the old
negative and give it a new life of usefulness and profit. So you take a look
at it in the projection room. Probably
you have to have a new print made in
order to do it.
And what do you find? The story is
there and many of the thrills that you
remembered, and the place where your
heart came up in your throat But what
is the matter with the photography?
Why does it look so flat? Why do the
interiors look so cheap, so flimsy and so
cramped? Why is the lighting so monotonous? Why is the story so jerky
and the action so hackneyed? Where is
the beautiful continuity of action, the
plausible introduction of incident that we
saw in a brand new picture in that very,
room the day before? And why, oh
why, is the story all told m the subtitles and merely illustrated in the film?
Why?
years.forThat's
why!time how
Then —youfourrealize
the first
much the picture art has advanced. And
if it has advanced so much in four years,
how much more in ten?
One of the favorite poses of some of
our best known theatrical critics is to
scoff at moving picture productions.
They still insist on comparing the stage
and the screen, and because the screen
tells its story' in an entirely different way
and draws its audiences from the same

people, it is called a weak imitation of
its older sister. But I have been amazed
time and again at the way the stage
has been imitating and borrowing from
moving pictures. There is scarcely a
show that one can attend in New York
that has not some trick or characteristic
that is not borrowed consciously or unconsciously from*moving
* * pictures.
But there is one thing i.i which the
theatre and the author of plays has a
great advantage. There is no censorship
to hamper him, no limitation placed on
his effprt to show life as it is. The
stage has grown up with a heritage of
tradition and precedent behind it. Its
art is accepted as art, its portrayal of
life, no matter how vivid, is assumed to
be legitimate and praiseworthy in proportion to its interest. Xo one thinks
of questioning it unless, as sometimes
happens, an attempt is made to exploit
its shamelessness.
On the other hand, moving pictures
have no ancestry, no traditions, no
precedent. They started as it were out
of curiosity, and grew up through the
efforts of men who had no knowledge
of or interest in the theatre. They have
faced all kinds of restraining influences
and repressive measures. Its playwrights are hampered by conventions
that do not exist in the theatre, that
would not be tolerated there for an instant. And in spite of it all, the daily
moving picture audience is the greatest
and most universal thing in this great
republic today. The stage, the pulpit, the
newspaper, the magazine all rolled into
one do not compare with it And it is
a satisfied {Continued
audience, onwhich
it would not
page 120)
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Through Its Entire History Has Anticipated the
Requirements of the Exhibitor

IT HAS been the privilege and the
pleasure of Pathe Exchange through
the entire history of its operations in
the United States to anticipate the requirements of the American exhibitor
and then to set to work with the full
power of its organization to meet those
requirements.
A little more than a year ago the
great outstanding need voiced by the
American exhibitor was for exceptional
feature pictures. The public was demanding better pictures and quite naturally the demand of the public reflected
itself in the attitude of the exhibitor.
The Pathe Exchange set out to meet this
demand tivitand
resume held
of the
year's that
acies inthe a feature
indicates
it has been notably met.
The measure of our success in properly gauging the demand of the public
and the requirement of the exhibitor is
contained in the strength of the support
which exhibitors have given to Pathe
features. That support has been strong
and steadfast and has been sufficient
to indicate to us that we have again
fulfilled our mission, giving to the exhibitor the service designed to afford him
complete satisfaction.
* * *
T N A FRANK review of the feature sitnation, the public reception of not a
few, but of many feature productions
must be considered, and it can not be
expected that every picture will be a
perfect picture. As a matter of faci,
every one in the industry understands
that the almost perfect picture is the
exception and not the rule. The real
test of strength lies in the ability of an
organization to distribute a number of
pictures, the general average of which
will be exceptionally strong.
Pathe Exchange is proud of the fact
that taken as a whole, its feature product of the past year has indeed been exceptionally strong on the average It
is also proud of the fact that it has succeeded in producing several really distinguished feature pictures, and it is
proud of the fact that the exhibitors
of the country have by their increasing
support given evidence of their confidence in the quality of Pathe product.
Some Pathe pictures released in the
latter part of 1919 are still big favorites,
after more than a year in the market.
Among these are "The World Aflame."
with Frank Keenan; "The 13th Chair."
"The Gay Old Dog," "The ABC of
Love." "My Husband's Other Wife,"
"Brothers Divided" and "Dawn."
* * *
WITH the beginning of 1920 Blanche
Sweet was brought back to the
screen under the auspices of Pathe and
her success in feature productions this
year has been phenomenal. "Fighting
Cressy," "The Deadlier Sex," "Simple
Souls," "Help Wanted: Male," and the
other Blanche Sweet productions
are reported to be among the biggest favorites
with the exhibitors.
H. B. Warner has met with one success after another, culminating in the in-

tense exhibitor enthusiasm which greeted
"One Hour
Beforegenerall
Dawn."
This pro-as
duction has been
y accepted
one
of
the
very
best
features
ever released.
In a remarkable scries of feature productions Edgar Lewis has attained a
greater place than ever among the directors of the American screen. His
"Rio Grande" is one of the finest pictures of its kind. His picturization of
"Other Men's Shoe-" was hailed as a
most exceptional one. "Sherry," "Lahoma" and "The Beggar in Purple" have
also been exceptionally well
received.
J. Stuart Blackton, the pioneer of
American producers, brought out several
big successes. His production, "Passers
By," public
was classed
and
as one by
of critics,
his mostexhibitors
notable
works. Another notable picture made by
Mr. Blackton is "Man and His Woman."
» * *
JESSE D. Hampton contributed a notable special in "Half a Chance." with
Mablon Hamilton. On the very first
showing of this picture in New York
City, it was the unanimous opinion of
the reviewers that "Half a Chance" was
one of the finest screen productions. Indications to date arc that exhibitors are
in accord with this opinion and that the
public is supporting their judgment.
This review of product is set dow.i
here for the purpose of recalling to
minds of exhibitors the nature of the
feature productions released by Pathe
Exchange in the past twelve months.
They are mentioned and their success
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is attested for the purpose of demonstrating that the Pate organization
achieved its purpose in fulfilling the exhibitor demand which it anticipated. The
reward of Pathe Exchange lies in the
satisfaction of work well done in the
knowledge of a tremendous increase in
feature business, and in the knowledge
service we
manytheyears'
that
the
and have
confidence
earned
againafter
friendship of exhibitors.
As has been stated before the situation a little over a year ago indicated
that only real exceptional feature pictures were desired by the public and the
exhibitors. This is more than ever true
today. The quality of every production
in story and cast and in general characteristics must continue to improve.
This knowledge points clearly to the
direction we must travel and the exhibitors of the country can rest assure!
that Pathe Exchange will continue a
little in advance of the field in anticipating the necessities of the exhibitors and
supplying them with the very best feature product available.
STEADY ADVANCE OF
MOTION PICTURE ART
(.Continued from fagc uj)

be if moving pictures were not advancing steadily.
* * *

This yearly advance is due to competition for one thing, and a competition so
keen and unrelenting that no producer
can lie on his oars after he has scored
a tremendous triumph. The pack are
only a few leaps behind him at best.
But I for one do not deplore competition. To make a dent in the surface now
takes hugp capital, and the day of the
freak producer, thank goodness, is past,
never to return. Even the poor investing public is awakening to the fact that
the big money is the money that goes
into pictures, not the money that comes
out of them. Ten years ago a production cost at the most a thousand dollars,
but it was only one>or two reels long.
Five years ago $200,000 made "The Birth
of a Nation," with some left over. This
year Griffith is said to have spent $750,ooo on 'W ay Down East." and the Universal isputting a cool million into Von
Stroheim's Monte Carlo picture, "Foolish Wives."
But
don't
get the idea that the producers want to
spend this much money,
or that it is spent merely for the sake
of spending it. The excellence that w:
show on the screen today requires stupendous expenditures of money, as well
as the experience and skill obtained by
many successes and failures.
One of the amusing phases of the development of moving pictures through
which we arc now passing is the Wall
Street epoch. For years there has been
a growing impression that big business
could regulate moving pictures in such
a way that all the waste would be cut
out and nothing but the profit would
remain. So Wall Street got in. The result has been that those of the bankers
who remain are the ones who have been
wise enough to discover that the making of pictures is an art which can not
be measured by a yard stick or developed
in the counting house. Moving pictures
will always attract big business and big
money is essential, but the banker in
the picture business will always be a
banker and the producer will be the producer.
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Samuel Goldwyn Declares That Active Cooperation
of Writers in Adapting Their Stories Has
Had a Tremendous Influence
By SAMUEL
UNTIL the spring of 1019. when we
organized Eminent Authors Pictures Corporation with Rex Beach
as president, the contribution of wellknown authors to the screen had been
slight. Picture rights to books and plays
were sold, and there the responsibility
and interest of the author ended, a condition that prevented producers from
profiting by the co-operation of the very
men and women whose creative faculties were needed to elevate the standard
of photoplay stories.
The influence of the Eminent Authors
has been tremendous, not only on the
Goldwyn
on th'eonce
industry
at
large. company,
We have but
removed
and
for all the frequently justified complaint
of authors that their stories were scarcely
recognizable after they had been adapted
for the screen by unsympathetic producers. And in doing so, I am convinced
that we have obtained vastly better results than ever could have been looked
for under the old system that failed to
take the author into account as an integral part of the producing organization.
* * *
EVERY

member of the Eminent Authors group is actuated by a spirit
of co-operation. In a number of instances, these authors are not only writing original stories directly for the
screen, but after the stories are written,
they lend their best efforts to the production.
■ All of the authors allied with the
Goldwyn company have won a place in
the front rank of American literature,
yet these men and women are devoting
considerable time
to learning the

GOLDWYN
technique of photoplay production at
first hand. They have abandoned other
activities for extended periods that they
might follow through the making of
pictures at our Culver City studios from
the writing of the continuity to the final
cutting of the completed film.
In all my motion picture experience I
have never received more hearty cooperation than has been accorded by Rex
Beach, Rupert Hughes. Gertrude Atherton, Basil King. Mary Roberts Rinehart,
Gouverneur Morris and Leroy Scott.
Their assistance has been invaluable,
and during the coming year we are assured that they will work even closer to
our producing organization.
* * *
WHEREAS in the spring of 1919, the
Eminent Authors combine represented an idea and an ideal remaining
to be tested in actual practice, the present season finds it an accomplishment
exceeding even our highest hopes. Good
motion pictures are the product of many
elements which must be harmonized,,
and at their very basis we must have
inspiring story material. Xo amount of
expert direction, skilled acting or artistic
photography can compensate for the
lack of a real story.
Believing this, I am happy to say that
a number of the leading creative minds
of the country have become a source of
supply for the Goldwyn company. They
are no longer on the outside contributing
ideas, rather they are on the inside carrying their ideas through to fulfillment.
Only those who are familiar with the
hundred and one problems arising in
picture production can realize the importance of this. Take, for instance, the

m

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
President of Goldwyn
tion. Pietures Corporacase of "Earthbound," a picture that in
theme and treatment is without a precedent among photoplay productions.
When Basil King, the author of "Earthbound" visited the Culver City studios to
study production methods, he had not
thought the story out beyond the basic
theme and the general scheme of its development.
* * *
INclose
THE contact
atmosphere
of the
studio, of
in
with the
executives
our studio organization. Mr. King built
up the drama that he had in mind. His
presence made it possible for all concerned in the making of the picture to
harmonize their ideas, thereby obviating
the danger of working at cross pur-

Left to right — Leroy Scott, Rupert Hughes and Rex Beach, who are writing original stories for Goldwyn at Culver City, CaL
Mr. Beach is president of the Eminent Authors Pictures Corp.
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Left to right — Gouverneur Morris, Gertrude Atherton, Basil King and Mary Roberts Rinehart, who are working on original
stories for Goldwyn Pictures.
poses. Obviously, co-operation of this
sort is only possible where authors take
an active part in the filming of their
stories.
Rex Beach, a pioneer among authorproducers, always follows the making
of his productions from the continuity
to the finished negative. When he
doesn't write a continuity himself, he
always passes on it before it is given
a director. Then, during the filming of
a picture, he frequently accompanies the
director on location, as in the instance
of "The North Wind's Malice." This
is the kind of co-operation that is most
valuable to a director in carrying out
an author's ideas.
No little credit for the comedy sucscored by Rupert
"ScratchHughes,
My Back"
to thecessauthor,
who goes
not
only contributed to the preparation of
the working script, but devoted his unusual literary gifts to the writing of
some of the best humorous titles that
ever have been thrown on the screen.
Mr. become
Hughes' sointerest
in motion
has
keen that
he is pictures
now at
the Culver City studios creating stories
directly for the screen.
* * *
ANOTHER novelist who has spent
much time at Culver City, aiding in
the production of her own novels, is
Gertrude Atherton. whose first original
photoplay is now being filmed. Gouverneur Morris is now a part of the studio
colony, and Mary Roberts Rinehart appears to have become as deeply interested in pictures as she is in fiction or
the stage. Then we have Booth Tarkington
"Edear
Comedies,"
the
finestcontributing
series of child
life stories
ever
filmed. Not content with this Mr. Tarkington is entering yet more deeply into
motion picture affairs by writing feature
plays for screen presentation. •
The far-reaching effects of the enlistment of the active interest of such literary notables as I have named are just
beginning to be felt. During the past
year these authors have become at home
in the new technique. They have turned
out some great pictures, but more and
greater ones are to come. It cannot be
otherwise. What the industry needs is
men and women of creative imagination
capable of utilizing the infinite possibilities of motion pictures.

Sherman

Predicts

Year
Veteran

for

the

a

Banner

Independents

Whose Plan Has Met With Approval of Exchangemen Derides Calamity Howlers
and Preaches Optimism
sist solely of a percentage of the gross
alall territo
Statesry and
lotted in theallyUnited
WITH practic
by the individual exCanada and with testimonials from bookings change,received
and an equal participation with
e
dent
them
in
the
sale
of
the foreign rights.
exchang men in every part
indepen
of the country expressing their en- Thus the producer's profits are directly
thusiasm over the Sherman plan of op- controlled by the actual attraction value
eration, with its decided advantages to of the picture.
the distributor, Harry A. Sherman, presi"I am looking forward to 1921 to be
a banner year not only for Sherman
dent of Sherman Productions Corporation, looks forward to 1921 as a banner
Productions Corporation, but also for
year in the independent field.
the entire
field,"
Mr.forSherMr. Sherman, who is known from one
man said inindependent
discussing his
plans
the
end of the country to the other as a coming season.
marketer of big attractions and a suc"The wonderful response that I hare
cessful showman, formed the Sherman
received from the leading exchange men
the country and the great inProductions ideas,
Corporation
with' certain all crver
terest they have shown in the proposition
well-formed
he asserts.
One of these was that there should be and its possibilities are most gratifying.
a definite relationship between producing
Scores Calamity Howler
and sales profits based on picture values.
He contended that to put an arbitrary
"Right now we are passing through a
price upon a production, while it might
work out fairly at times, ordinarily period when there is talk of 'bad business,' 'slump,' 'over production,' and so
would militate to the disadvantage of one on. The
calamity howler is on deck as
or more of the three principals through
usual.
whose hands the film passed.
"There are plenty of productions on
Bans Inequitable Plan
the market,
that thea independent
tributor so
can exercise
choice and, disof
If the producer made money it would course, he is doing it at the expense of
often be at the expense of the distributor the poor picture.
and the exhibitor. Conversely, if the
"But there is no trouble in marketing
producer was forced to sell too low, a production that has real attraction
value.
while it might be to the immediate profit
of the other two of the triumvirate, in
"In my opinion 1921 is going to be a
the end it would work to their disad- year in which all the many and great
vantage, also, for the producer ultimately possibilities for mutual co-operation and
would not be able to continue in business. advantage between the independent proIt was with these facts in mind that
ducer, distributor and exhibitor will be
Mr. Sherman evolved the method of op- realized and developed in a degree never
eration which governs Sherman Pro- before possible.
ductions Corporation in its dealings with
"In all these developments Sherman
its franchise holders.
Productions Corporation shall have its
Briefly, the plan consists in delivering full share and I believe I can say withpictures to the exchange at actual proout criticism, that I expect it to have a
rata cost, without requiring advances of
part in the good work of bringany kind, and under a guarantee which leading
ing the independent field into the increaspractically secures the exchange against
ingly important place it will have in the
possible loss.
industry as a whole during the coming
The producing company's profits con-
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Youth
and
Optimism
Realart's
Slogan
Will Preach and Practice It in New Year:
By John
Beauty and Talent Exemplified in Stars
S. Woody

"Emergency House" by Sidney Morgan;
"Moonlight and Honeysuckle" by George
Scarborough; "Oh Lady Lady!" by
Bolton & Wodehous
* e;
* *and many others.

OUTH and optimism!
That is Realart's slogan — the essence of its fighting platform for the
coming year.
This is a period of readjustment for
the motion picture industry (as well as
for all other industries) following the
great World War. Pessimists may tell
you that the show business is due for a
lacing; but don't you believe them!
No business in the world is less adversely affected by "hard times" — so
called — than moving picture exhibiting.
Attending the movies is the poor man's
privilege and the rich man's pleasure.
The town moving picture theatre is the
common ground for entertainment where
all grades of society meet on an equal
footing. The moving picture promotes
democracy by leveling public tastes. It
is the great stabilizer of public morals
— the general average line moving up or
down as pictures in mass are good or
bad.
The bills
moving
picture
father's
when
crowd
and iscrops
fail.refuge
It is
mother's
hope andintolerable
cheer whenor
household haven
dutiesof become
the next door neighbor charges little
Tommy with something he didn't do.
c *
* * *
THE moving picture is the universal
antidote for vicious idleness. Bill and
Hank and Pete and Lafe find more interest in screen romances than they do
in hatching out deviltry behind the barn
after the supper hour.
The moving picture is the cheapest and
best form of relaxation for all sorts of
people — and all ages. When times are
good the well-to-do join their poorer
neighbors at the picture show because
the entertainment they get for the money
spent fully satisfies. When times are
bad the poorer neighbors join their wellto-do friends for the same reason — and
also because the admission price is
within their reach.
However, the practice of "going to the
movies" needs
no defense
an intelligent stimulation.
It —isonly
a national
habit. In no other country can such
high grade amusements for the masses
be furnished — at any price. Here the
moving picture habit is substituted for
the public's mild vices and the net result
is a higher moral tone for the community
and a financial saving for the families
composing it.
Realart is all set for the big time in
1921. Figuratively every member of its
organization is straining at the leash —
ready to be up and away. In Realart's
portfolio of selling samples the chief exhibit is our Star Franchise. This franchise contains the Realart idea in tabloid
form. All that we build for — all that we
hope to do and to be — are contained in
the arguments put forth in support of
the franchise. It has behind it the chief
tenets of the Realart faith — star, story,
production and service.
* * *
T MADE up my mind, long ago, that
the picture-going public prefers feminine stars: also that youth, and talent

JOHN S. WOODY
General manager of Realart Pictures Corporation.
are prime requisites in a star, masculine
or feminine.
Last Christmas we had exactly three
stars — Mary Miles Minter, Alice Brady
and Constance Binney. Today we have
doubled that number, having added
Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels and Justine Johnstone. Like those who were
first enlisted under the Realart banner,
the newcomers have youth, beauty and
talent.
We also realized that the public is not
satisfied with stars alone. It wants good
stories. You can't have a good picture
unless you have a good story as a foundation. That is why we have been buying the best book and stage titles to be
found by authors of note with a wide
clientele. If you think I exaggerate,
mark these titles and their authors:
"Sinners" by Owen Davis; "Those
Who
in Darkness"
Poore Walk
Sheehan,
dramatized by
by Perley
Owen
Davis; "The Fear Market" by Amelie
Rives; "Sweet Lavender" by Arthur
Wing Pinero; "Anne of Green Gables"
by L. M. Montgomery; "All Souls' Eve"
by Anne Crawford Flexner; "The Little
Clown" by Avery Hopwood; "Merry
Andrew" by F. Roney Weir; "Erstwhile
Susan" from the novel "Barnabetta" by
Helen R. Martin; "39 East" by Rachel
Crothers; "Something Different." based
on "Calderon's Prisoner" by Alice Duer
Miller; "Her First Elopement" by the
same author; "Miss Hobbs" by Jerome
K. Jerome; "Her Beloved Villain," based
on the great French play "The Masked
Ball" by Bisson & Carre; "She Couldn't
Help It," based on "In the Bishop's
Carriage" by Miriam Michelson; "Blackbirds" by Harry James Smith; "The
Plaything of Broadway," based on

THE
list ofoneRealart
formidable
and a directors
glance at isthea
names which follow will convince the
most skeptical that no expense has been
spared in securing for our productions
the very best talent available. Here are
some of the Realart directors, past and
present, and to come: John S. Robertson, William D. Taylor, Herbert Blache,
Chester Franklin, R. William Neill, Sam
Wood, Major Maurice Campbell, Jack
Dillon, Thomas Heffron, Charles Maigne,
Donald
Crisp, Paul Powell, James Cruze,
and
othere.
In the actual physical production of
our pictures — the supporting casts and
settings, etc., what we have already accomplished makes the best guarantee of
those productions to come. Such names
as these in supporting casts inspire faith
and enthusiasm among intelligent critics,
whether they be exhibitors or fans:
Theodore Roberts, Herbert Standing,
Harrison Ford, Jack Mulhall, Walter
Hiers, Jack Holt, Monte Blue, Reginald
Denny, Ward Crane, Vernon Steele,
Crane Wilbur, Mary Alden, Agnes Ayres,
Betty Francisco, Lucien Littlefield, Helen
Dunbar, Burton Low, Tully Marshall,
James L. Crane, John Bowers, William
Boyd, Helen Jerome Eddy, Julianne
Johnston, Jay Belasco, Lillian Rambeau,
Clyde Fillmore, Hedda Hopper, Frankie
Lee, Lorraine Forst, Frank Losee, Robert
Schable, Rodney La Rocque, Edith
Stockton, Nora Reed, Paul Kelly, and
many other popular screen personalities
with established reputations and big
salaries.
* * *
THAT
production
have
struck our
a popular
chord policies
is evidenced
by the fact that this corporation has
accomplished tremendous things during
the year 1920. From an infant in swaddling clothes, Realart has grown up into
a person of importance. Although I am
prejudiced, I think your readers will
agree with me that the Realart trademark means better pictures and a higher
standard of entertainment for the people
than formerly obtained.
With all the enthusiasm of a salesman
who has absolute faith in the character
of the goods he has for sale, I want to
say that I know of no better, easier or
more profitable way for an exhibitor to
run his theatre than to sign on the dotted
line for the Realart Franchise. By it he
is assured thirty-six excellent, moneymaking pictures a year and gets them
with the minimum effort. They constitute his insurance against the future.
Right here I want to register deep appreciation for the kindly reception of
Realart pictures among exhibitors. They
have been quick to grasp the purpose
back of our organization and to lend
willing, even enthusiastic support. I
hope we will continue to talk a common
language
andinI the
herewith
pledge toRealart's
best
efforts
New Year
furnish
them the finest productions which money,
talent and enthusiasm can build.
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Its People
Happy

President

United Artists Corporation
There is every reason why the
motion picture industry and all
its associates should be merry
and happy at this the Yuletide
season of the year.
Happy and merry because productions are of a far superior
type than ever before and they
are attracting larger audiences,
causing longer runs and making
it possible for the erection of better theatres.
* * *
I lappy and merry because there
has been established for exhibitors a real open booking plan,
making it possible for him to
book the supreme box-office attractions of the screen, BY
THE INDIVIDUAL PICTURE
ONLY: giving him real independence, and attaching no
strings to his contracts that
would prevent hint from running
his own affairs in his own way
and freeing him from the dictates of those whose sole business it is to serve him.
Happy and merry because there

has passed into oblivion the old.
antiquated program and star
series system of booking, which
traditional customs and practices
have during the past year proven
their utter uselessness.
Happy and merry because;
there has been established equity
in contract prices for big productions for the exhibitor, making it
possible for him to book attractions on a straight rental or percentage basis.
* * *

Happy and merry because tin
leading stars and producers have
determined to make fewer but
better productions, taking time
to realize their heretofore undreamed-of heights of production
and utilizing every resource and
aid available for the full expression of their own personalities.
Happy and merry because of all
the good things that have come
to us in the past; we know that
there are many more just as good
while awaitand just and Worthfuture
.
ing for us in the

Hiram Abrams, president, United Artists corporation (top)
and the "United Artists"— Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin and D. W. Griffith.
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Arrow Feels That It Must Be Something
More Than Merely a Broker or Salesman

independent producer, distributor and exhibitor of motion pictures
in the United States today is rapidly
arriving at a point where they are becoming recognized as the most important
factor in the motion picture industry.
It has long been my contention that
this would be the case and it is but a national development of our business that
brings the independent to the position he
now occupies and that will eventually
carry him to the position he is destined
to occupy.
As one who has been intimately connected with the motion picture industry,
particularly the independent end of the
business, for the past eight years it comes
as a matter of course, for I have seen
the independent producer, distributor and
exhibitor pass through the various stages
until they have reached the present sure
footing they now occupy. I have seen
the independent producer fighting for a
chance to distribute his films, more than
that, I have been in that position myself,
which is the reason I went into the distribution of films. Having with my associates produced "The Deemster," from
the story by Hal Caine, I saw an outlet
for it, and not being able to make satisfactory arrangements I determined to
market the picture myself.
The experience I obtained in this case
convinced me of the value of the independent market, and I determined to
remain in it. The rest is the history of
the Arrow Film Corporation, and it
gratifies me beyond words to see the
healthy condition of the independent
market today. Never before have the
general conditions of the industry been
so favorable to the independent man, be
he producer, distributor or exhibitor.
* * *

THE

T7 ODAY better pictures than ever beA fore are being offered for distribution
on the independent market. Exchanges
handling them are prosperous and exhibitors everywhere are booking more
through independents than formerly; in
fact, as I pointed out recently, for the
first time in motion picture history exhibitors throughout the United States are
holding open dates for independent productions, which in itself is an indication
of the present trend of the business towards independence.
We in the Arrow feel that in order to
properly build up the independent distributor and exhibitor it is necessary to
be something more than merely brokers
or salesmen.
is "Service,"
and
we feel thatOurwhenslogan
we have
sold the
exhibition rights on an attraction to an
exchange our work has only begun. In
order for this sale to be considered a
success by us not only the exchangeman

who buys the picture but the exhibitors
who play it must make money with it
and in order that he may do this we
have built up our organization to the
point where today we offer a complete
service which is placed without charge
at
the disposal of exchanges and exhibitors.
As an illustration of the thoroughness
with which this situation is handled it
may prove interesting to see the course
such a production takes. When a picture
is submitted to us it is viewed by the
various members of the organization who
pass upon it. If it is up to the standard
in every respect, and a picture which
we feel will make money for exchanges
and tionshowmen
we take up the distribuof it.
* * *
IMMEDIATELY the advertising and
publicity department starts their campaign. A national advertising campaign
is conducted through the trade papers,
acquainting the state rights buyers with
the production and this advertising is
designed not only to sell the state rights
buyers, but to sell the exhibitor. If our
advertising sells the state rights buyers
but fails to interest the exhibitor, it is
not considered a success. The proper
kind of advertising on an independent
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Exhibitor
By Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger

production will acquaint the exhibitor
with the picture and its drawing power,
and will make that picture just so much
easier for the exchange man to sell when
he releases it in his territory.
The next step is the preparation of the
advertising accessories. We maintain our
own art department and the utmost care
is used in selecting posters, slides,
photographs and lobby display as is used
on the greatest feature. Press books are
compiled which are designed to be something more than artistic leaflets praising
the picture. They are real critical
analyses of the picture, its cast, direction,
photography and points of appeal. They
contain suggestions for exploitation,
lobby display, prologue, stage settings
and sample advertisements for newspaper, heralds, etc. A complete line of
publicity stills for use in the local papers
is prepared together with scene cuts, ad
cuts and mats. A music cue is also included. In addition to this our advertising and publicity department stands at
all times ready to lay out special advertising and exploitation campaigns for
any sire
exchange
or showman who may desuch assistance.
An accessory department is maintained
which handles all the orders for prints
and advertising accessories. The receiving and shipping department takes care
of the physical handling of these orders
and every effort is made to see that
a
man
money.plays an Arrow attraction
makes who
* * *
WE coming
in the
that year
the
year Arrow
will be believe
the greatest
in the history of the independents.
Everywhere indications point to this. Our
salesmen scattered over the entire United
States report most favorably and there is
no reason why this should not be the
case. Always the really great pictures
have been distributed independently and
the reason for this is plain. The independent exchange man who undertakes
the distribution of a picture is investing
his own money, he is putting in his own
time and he must stand or fall by the
success or failure of that picture, consequently he does not take on a
unless he is reasonably certain that picture
it will
be a success, in the first place, and, in
the second place, when he does take on
the picture for distribution he gets out
in the territory and works for the success of that picture.
He is vitally interested in seeing that the
exhibitor who plays it makes a success
of it for he knows that his future business with that exhibitor depends to a
large extent on the business he does with
that one picture. Exhibitors everywhere
are finding that they receive splendid cooperation from independent exchanges.
They are finding that they can profitably
play independent productions and the result is that they are turning more and
to the independen
more
t exchanges for
their attractions
.
I believe that during the coming year
we will see more and greater features released independently than ever before
and I repeat that I look forward to 1921
being the greatest year for the independents in the history of the motion picture
business.
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Famous Plays
Valueless as Films Unless
They Are Adaptable
By ADOLPH
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NINETEEN twenty-one will see the
of the component factsolidifying
ors which have contributed their
share to the stupendous growth and
success of the motion picture industry
as it stands today.
The demand for motion pictures that
visualize absorbing stories of action and
human interest is finding expression in
the increased attention which this form
of visual narration is receiving at the
hands of novelists, dramatists and short
story writers. The day in which a
famous story or a successful play can
be turned into a motion picture and
foisted upon the exhibitor simply because
of the advertising value of the book or
play as such, regardless of its adaptability to motion pictures, is gone. Famous books and plays will continue to
be transposed upon the screen, but only
when they possess the inherent qualities
essential to the production of a first rate
production.
* * »
The new trend of the times is evidenced in the scrupulous attention well
known authors and playwrights are giving to the study of motion picture requirements and technique. One of the
greatest hopes for the future advance of
the industry lies in the fact that these
famous men and women, versed in the
essentials that go to make a good story,
are turning their talent entirely to preparing original stories for screen production. Edward Knoblock, Henry Arthur Jones, Elinor Glyn, Avery Hopwood, and E. Phillips Oppenheim are
the forerunners of the vast army which
will direct its genius to the preparation
of screen material, promising the continued development of motion picture
plots that will possess a genuine and unswerving story value.
The second great step which the comwill mark
industry's
steadying year
onward
march inis the
an outgrowth
of continuous progress to the consummation of the all-star production.
Within a comparatively short time
Director Cecil B. DeMille will have ready
for the Paramount schedule a picture
which will call for eight different stars,
formerly starring in individual produc-
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tions. They are Wallace Rcid, Theodore Roberts, Elliott Dexter, Gloria
Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Wanda Hawley,
Agnes Ayres and Dorothy Cumming.
* * *
This is the climax of the steady trend
toward the goal where the entertainment value of the picture will be the
prime selling argument. It will mark
the high tide of story production, more
aspiring, more ambitious than anything
that has ever been attempted; and still
I venture the opinion that this one production is but a forerunner of countless
others which will appear later, outlined
on a similar policy.
The maintenance of such a high
standard will require revised methods of
exhibiting and will automatically forecast another big change in the industry
which has been developed in slight
measure during the past year. I refer
to the long run picture. The tremendous
expense entailed in filming such production will make it impossible to exhibit
such a picture for the usual period of a
day, or a week, and still make it a paying proposition.
I firmly believe also that the exhibitor
will not only be heartily in accord with
this change in policy, as regards films

ZUKOR
of this nature, but also that he will
find that the demands of his patrons
will absolutely require him to keep these
pictures for
longer runs that he is accustomed to play.
» * *
Such pictures as "Humoresque," "The
Prince Chap," "Something To Think
About" and "Behold My Wife" has
presaged the advent of the long run.
The Criterion Theatre, in New York, established for the specific purpose of long
run motion pictures, was the first step
along this line, but it is only an indication of what can be expected to follow.
Granted the pictures which can hold
up for three, four and five weeks, or
longer, there is absolutely no reason why
exhibitors should not acquire every possible penny of patronage from such productions, and one of the prime influences
that I see for the motion picture industrytion during
the year
is thebasis
eleva-as
of picture
runs toto come
the same
legitimate plays on the dramatic stage.
With such a standard established we
can look for the period where runs of
six months or a year of meritorious motion pictures in one theatre will be a
matter of actual record as they are on
the speaking stage today.
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I BELIEVE that the outstanding development of the year 1920 has been
the realization on the part of the
exhibitor of the importance of every portion of his bill to the box office. I feel
sure that the year has established a new
sense of values of pictures and that mere
length of a film has yielded its importance
to the audience value. More significant
than these mere statements is the fact
that theatre managers have come to appreciate the value of the one and two-reel
picture and that they have shown an inspiring willingness to put the responsibility on the short subject through their
exploitation and advertising.
It was nearly six years ago that Educational Films Corporation was organized. It was not merely a new film
company, but a different sort of an enterprise that had something concrete as its
objective. You will remember that this
was at a time when there was a mad
rush on the part of most producers to
length in pictures. The so-called "feature" had had its first innings. The
bellwether had led the way and the rest
followed. I believe that I am safe in
saying that the short subject was almost
forgotten in the effort of most of the
companies to take the leadership in the
"feature"
production at the expense of
other material.
At that moment Educational entered
the field with the determination to devote
its entire attention to short subjects and
to reach in these the highest standards
of quality. We believed then that the
length of a picture had nothing to do
with its appeal, '.hat the public and the
thinking manager would demand the
same reason for existence in the one and
two-reelers as in the picture of much
greater length. We determined that we
would make every picture that we produced essential to the theatre because of
its audience interest and its box office
appeal. This policy demanded zeafous
exactions in our selection of product,
very often
of the our
sacrifice
of quick returns to maintain
standards.
It made our progress slower, but
sound.
* * *
Our idea from the very start was that
the short subject field was one of specialization; that this product was a different product from the feature. We
believed that methods in production, selling and exploitation had to be different.
At the very start we had in mind the
formation of a complete organization,
but at that time the demand for short
' subjects and the volume of our product
made the realization of our plans impossible. This year has seen the estab. lishment of our own exchange system
through the United States and Canada
and the completion of an organization
which, we believe, affords us an opportunity for exhibitor service that compares with any other company.
During the whole period of this company's existence there has been a consistent and encouraging demand for short
subjects, but since we have been able to
afford distribution and exploitation facili-
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ties ourselves there has been tremendous
increase in the amount of attention given
these pictures.
When we decided to include comedies
in our release plans we set about to
acquire series that would stand out in
the mass of these productions as unusual.
We took over distribution of the Christies, under new production arrangements,
and introduced the Mermaids, Torchys
and Chesters. We told the exhibitors
that these pictures would be real features
of their programs — told them this not
merely to sell the pictures to exhibitors,
but so that they would in turn sell them
to their patrons, intelligently and with
the proper facilities.
We determined to take these two reel
fun
out ofin "Also
comedy"
class,
and films
therefore
every a piece
of advice
from this office we have urged managers
to put these pictures to the test and to
make them share their portion of re-/
sponsibility for patronage.
* * *
One of the results has been that practically every liberally advertising theatre
in the country today is devoting a portion of his newspaper space to advertising these pictures when one is presented
on his bill. Theatres like the Euclid in
Cleveland have broken their policy of
never mentioning anything but the feature and now regularly advertise every
one of our comedies they show. Only
a few weeks ago a Chester Comedy
earned the distinction of being the first
to ever be featured in Denver. The Libson chain of theatres in Cincinnati now
include scenes from the comedies in their
hand-drawn ads, a display only secondary to the feature. The Strand in
Louisville has often made the comedy
appeal stronger than the feature itself.
The Jensen and von Herberg houses in
the northwest that always made one

E. W. HAMMOXS
President of Educational
Films Corporation of America.

Realization of Importance of Every Portion
of Program is a Development ofPast Year
in the Film Industry

smashing drive on the feature are giving
a portion of their space to these pictures.
The A. H. Blank houses through Nebraska
and Iowa never think of omitting a most
prominent announcement of these pictures.
Grauman's in Los Angeles and the
Turner and Dahnken houses in northern
California and thence across the country
to the Rialto and Rivoli and Strand in
New York follow the uniform policy of
not only mentioning the comedy but the
brand as well, and generally devoting a
portion of their electric light space to
the announcement. In Boston, long
known as the home of the double feature
and with the one and two-reeler used
purely as a filler, have set a new mark
in New England with the attention given
these pictures.
I feel very sure that I am justified in
saying that advertising of pictures such
as these has increased a hundred fold
since the time Educational began releasing two reel comedies.
As I have said, we have encouraged
this policy to the greatest extent Our
experience has shown us that the comedy
often "saves the show," and exhibitors
know this. We have urged them not
merely to let these pictures of ours send
the patrons away from the theatre
pleased, but to make them draw people
to see the comedies. It is with that in
view that we are issuing press books
and supplying advertising material with
each of these films.
* * *
Even more startling has been the exploitation that has been given our Specials. These are pictures that we have
put in the Special class because we believe that they would be distinct features
of any program. There have been few
of these pictures because there has been
a distinct idea behind their classification
— that of demonstrating unmistakably to
the exhibitor the pulling power of the
one and two reel picture. Almost without exception these pictures have been
given an even break in the advertising;
often they have been made dominant.
"'Modern Centaurs," a single reel, obtained more paid newspaper space than
was ever given such a subject; "The
Race of the Age" has broken all records
for display on a two-reeler.
The past year has seen, too, a great
appreciation on the part of showmen
that the scenic picture means more than
just a filler to the program. They have
learned, too, that their audiences know
the difference between such pictures and
one of the quality of the Bruce Scenics
Beautiful. Today, where a theatre that
mentioned its scenic was a rarity a single
year ago, the greater portion of the best
houses are listing them in their newspaper announcements.
Today practically every house is giving special attention
its musicalEvery
accompaniment for theseto pictures.
week in scores of the best houses of the
country they are being utilized for prologues or special musical numbers, often
with stage settings.
Unquestionably the one and two reel
picture has come into its own during the
past wear and we, here, where we see
the figures day by day, can trace the
(.Concluded on fage 12S)
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Star System Despite
the Many Arguments
Against It
By DOROTHEA

B. HERZOG

reon's ve
SHORTLY
turn to Newafter
YorkElsie
fromFergus
an extensi
trip abroad, Famous Players-Lasky
announced her early departure for the
West Coast studio, where she is to make
a picture of her last winter's stage success, "Sacred and Profane Love," by
Arnold Bennett.
Has Miss Ferguson any startling plans
for the future? What revolutionary ideas
has her trip unfolded? It was to get full
details that we sought Miss Ferguson
out and after bulldoggcd tenacity
marched triumphant into her New York
apartment.
''I have been interviewed so much since
my return," smiled Miss Ferguson, after

Elsie

in

HERALD

Our

Ferguson

the customary salutations, etc., had
passed the board, "that I feel absolutely
drained of ideas."
Being aware of Miss Ferguson's sense
trip:
of
humor,of wethisdidn't
suffer any
because
statement.
Butsetbacks
to the
• * *
"My It
trip,wasof really
course,justdidwhat
me worlds
good.
I needed.of
Pictureingly,work
saps very
one's weary
vitalityof amazand I was
long
hours and intensified dramatizing even
before beginning my last picture before
sailing, 'Lady Rose's Daughter.'
"N'nw," luxuriously, "I vibrate with
new-found energy, and it is with new
power and anticipated pleasure that I will
commence 'Sacred and Profane Love.'"
This production is to be directed by
William D. Taylor of Realart fame, and,
from hearsay, the mechanical details of
the picture are in readiness, actual
'Shooting" awaiting Miss Ferguson's arrival.
"I ■•n't there a deal of agitation these
hectic days about the so-called 'star system'?" asked Miss Ferguson. "In spite
of arguments against it, there seems little escape from it. There's the power of
personality again. Even an all-star pic-
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ture, ifthere is no one personality rising
above the others, one is apt to become
weary.
A monotone of equal talent is
» * *
deadening."
"But, Miss Ferguson, we want to know
if your trip will be of service in your
"Without a doubt. I am enriched with
kaleidoscopic impressions and pictures of
foreign peoples and their customs, foreign masterpieces, foreign art. Working
work?"
with
a first-hand acquaintanceship with
what you are doing is bound to result in
a more realistic characterization.
"That is what I want — cinematic realism; pictures that palpitate with throbbing
portrayals
life."which
And Miss
son dilated
on ofideas
herald,Ferguperhaps, the revolutionary forces now attacking the old motion picture regime.
Summed up epigrammatically, she
said: "Art is life's mirror. I would play
in pictures that mirror life — not necessarily morbid, or sordid, or gruesome, but
a logical combination of both the joys
and the sorrows.
* ♦ *
"There is entirely too much jof the
'clinch' at the end of pictures," she remarked. "We all know that the final
embrace does not mean 'they lived happily ever after.' Often times this kind
of ending is illogical. Why not credit
the public with intelligence? If this
quality is latent insofar as pictures are
concerned, develop it. They will be appreciative in the long run.
"Pictures, in my opinion, will only
begin to reach a high artistic level when
the stories are humanized. That Sir
James M. Barrie, Edward Knoblock and
other eminent writers are actually studying production methods indicates that the
pendulum is going to swing from 'unrcalism'
to realism.
ing to those
of us whoWhich
have istheencouraginterest
of Do
motion
pictures
at
heart."
the producers and exhibitors agree
with Elsie Ferguson?

FEATURING

THE

SHORT SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 12?)

creasing.
demand steadily and consistently inAs we observe it, the trend today is
distinctly away from the theatre desiring
to be known simply as the home of this
or that star or to be stamped with the
brand of one producer or another. Wiser
managers want their theatres to be known
as THE theatre of their community and
they realize that in order to do this they
must not only have the quality in all
their pictures, but that they must let it
be known.
Already it has happened in scores of
cases, but I predict that before another
year has passed the greater share of
the exhibitors of the country will freely
give the greater portion of their space
and the biggest part of their exploitation
to the short
are convinced that subject
it offerswhen
morethey
opportunity
than the feature. Exhibitors are getting
away from the class of people who first
hunt for the price mark on their Christmas presents. And I believe that the
day is rapidly
exhibitor will no approaching
longer buy awhen
one the
or two
reel picture to lengthen his program, but
that he will select each one for a reason,
and then make that picture do its part.
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Upon Which Director's
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By PETE

SMITH

CHRISTMAS of 1920 marks the close
of a year that has held much for
various persons affiliated with the
motion picture business, or art, as many
prefer to call it.
Characteristic of the kaleidoscopic
tendencies of the enterprise, new names
have suddenly illuminated the producing
firmament during the past twelve
months. Some of these have just as suddenly returned to obscurity, while others
still remain with the future as the real
test of their lustre.
On the other hand, there are those
whose efforts during the past year have
notably indicated the crowning achievements of years of experience, thought
and study. Those who during 1920 have
finally realized with success their ambitions of years'
standing.
Foremost
among
these is Marshall
Neilan, the young genius whose achieveI ments have caused many to place him
at the head of all directors of the day.
Progress that has not only advanced
• himself in the eyes of the trade, but the
entire industry in the eyes of the public
has marked the closing year for Marshall
Neilan.
* * *
NIXE years Marshall Neilan studied
its
everymotion
angle. picture"
At the production
end of this from
time his
name was classed with the foremost in
the directorial field. This, however, was
really the beginning of accomplishments
for Marshall Neilan. It needed the organization of his own producing company
and
the
execution of ideas of years'
formation.
Since the end of these nine years of
thought and experience, Marshall Neilan
has produced "The River's End." "Go
and Get It," "Don't Ever Marry,"
"Dinty" and "Not a Drum Was Heard."
published through Associated First National Pictures.
The spectacular success of these productions marks prominently the pages of
motion picture history. Not an occasional success but each picture a distinctly individual hit with the public and
a tremendous box office attraction for the
exhibitor.
I The repeated success of each consecutive release from the Neilan studio obliterates the charge of "luck" or "happy
combination" so often mentioned in referring to the work of a director responsible for a wonderful production. It
represents nothing less than the result of
a most unusual talent for — in Marshall
Neilan Productions — this director has
achieved what many have pleased to term
the impossible, namely, an absolute guarantee as to stability of merit in motion
picture product. * * *
NO

director in the American motion
picture producing field — and that,
perhaps, means the world — can claim
such a high percentage of consistent
quality in his product as that attained by

MARSHALL
Marshall Neilan during the past year.
A strong statement this, but one that
is backed by financial returns which, after
all, is the real answer to "quality"
whether it is really "quality" or just
"what the Neilan
public wants."
the becasebothof
Marshall
it happensIn to.
"quality" as to merit and "quality" as to
what the public likes best.
The name of Marshall Neilan in front
of
is the public's
of the
goodtheatre
entertainment.
The guarantee
American
theatre-goer does not take long to appreciate merit and places his confidence in
those responsible for merit. Marshall
Neilan productions have drawn capacity
attendances
not a because
of the
'story,
not because— of
personality
visualized
before their eyes and not because of anything but the fact that Marshall Neilan
is responsible for the production and
because he has been responsible for five
of the best productions they have seen
during the past year.
In the formation then of Marshal'.
Neilan productions, the organization,
this director has won for himself a place
in the hearts of the motion picture pa-

NEILAN
trons that perhaps can be duplicated by
no other producer today.
Prior to the advent of Marshall Neilan
productions as such, Mr. Neilan — although responsible for such triumphs as
"Daddy Long Legs," "The Unpardonable
Sin" and "In Old Kentucky" — was
merely the director whose name very
often never reached the public. The exhibitor on the other hand was thoroughly
"sold" on Marshall Neilan and his name
booking.
proved a big factor in obtaining his
* * *
THIS
"selling"
to
the public
in a of
way Marshall
that gaveNeilan
him the
credit he deserved was only possible
through such an arrangement as the formation of Marshall Neilan productions.
And yet all of this was secondary to
Marshall Neilan in the organization of
his own company. In the mind of this
man was primarily the ambition to make
motion pictures along new lines, to put
into execution plans that he had harbored
for years — in short, to produce screen
entertainment as he thought it should
be produced.
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D. Baker

Believes That His Success Can Only Be
in Ratio to the Exhibitor's Success
INTERVIEWING George D. Baker is time we endeavor to accentuate the varione of the hardest tasks in filmdom
ous story sequences which have been
because Mr. Baker is that rare type most favorably received by the audience.
of individual, a man who dislikes to talk The knowledge gained by the director
about himself. Perhaps that is the rea- in using such a test is invaluable in his
son that although he is known as one of work of producing meritorious box office
the ten best directors in the industry, it features. In the legitimate stage, this
is just recently that he has begun to be test has been used by practically every
featured as a producer-director. The producer for years, and its application
news that Sawyer-Lubin are to capitalize
to the motion picture is distinctly worth
upon
Mr. ofBaker's
reputation
as a while, inasmuch as it tends to broaden
director
sterlingknown
box office
successes,
and advertise his future work as the the vision of what the theatre patron
prefers in the way of entertainment.
George D. Baker Productions, is indica« • •
tive of keen business judgment on their
part.
Mr. Baker is an unusual combination
"Another pet idea of mine is the belief that features can be made sufficiently
of business man and idealist, which combination is strikingly reflected in his good that they can be run profitably for
work. After directing many notable Vit- several return engagements. On the
agraph successes, Mr. Baker joined the stage a successful play acquires a great
Metro organization, where he made his deal of additional profit by its playing
first big ten strike. This picture was 'many return engagements in the cities of
"Revelation," which made Nazimova a its first success. Why cannot the same
motion picture drawing card of the first principle be applied to the motion picture
magnitude. Incidentally, the new Palace
wide latitude in which to display his
theatre. I feel that the profitable angle
theatre of Hamilton, 0., reports that it of motion picture return engagements
versatility in depicting characters of the
has broken its box office record upon
has been more or less overlooked by famous.
tense, virile type which has made him
both the exhibitor and the producer.
showing
"Revelation"
for after
a second
run
at
that theatre
two years
the first
Personally, I am endeavoring to inject
"The Road of Ambition." by Elaine
run of the feature.
into all my pictures such elements of Ster ne, is Mr. Tearle's second play as a
• • •
star, and those who have seen
Selznick
appeal and broad human interMr. Baker was then promoted to the popular
est, that they may successfully fill the it screened are enthusiastic over the posneed of features that are strong enough
responsible position of director-general
sibilities ofthis star's work in the comof the Western Metro studios. After to bring additional profits to the exhibiing year.
• * »
leaving Metro, his next affiliation was
tors who show them in return engagewith Cosmopolitan Productions, making
"Out of the Snows." by E. Lord Corsuch features as "Heliotrope," "Proxies."
bctt, a Ralph Ince production; "Who Am
"The Cinema Murder" and many others.
ments."
I?"
from the novel by Max Brand, and
Mr. tirely
Baker's
working
methods ofare
endistinct from
the methods
others
"The Palace of Darkened Windows," by
SELZNICK PICTURES
of the same profession. Unlike many of
Mary Hastings Bradley, have been listed
for publication as three of the seven Naour highly press-agented directors, every
IN THE FOREGROUND
tional Pictures already completed for disdollar that Mr. Baker spends upon a protribution under the Select trade mark.
duction shows upon the screen in- the
(Continued from page tlj)
completed picture. He believes that a
Among the Ralph Ince productions for
director who shoots 100,000 feet of film
the coming year in which Zena Keefe
in making a five-reel feature is cheating
will be featured are "Red Foam," by
his employers and the exhibitors.
William Walter
H. Hamby;
by
In talking to George Baker, one soon
Case," by P. G. Wodehouse, which is Eugene
from the"The
story Alibi,"
by Leigh
learns that he is more interested in maknearly completed. "Chivalrous Charley,"
ing good box office features, than in by May Tully, "Stop That Man," by Gordon Gilman; "The Dangerous Paradrawing his salary check. His ideas on George V. Hobart, and "The Valley of disc," by Edmund Goulding; "The Law
the relation that should exist between
Content," a bycalendar
Charlesof Belmont
Bringers," by C. B. Lancaster; "The
complete
comedies Davis,
which
the director and the exhibitor are indeed
Man Tamer," by John Barton Oxford,
in book form already have amused multi- and
interesting.
"The Man ot Iron," by John Lynch.
tudes of readers.
* • *
Twenty one-reel motion picture stories
Speaking of this, Mr. Baker declares,
When Selznick Enterprises had "The of Herbert Kaufman's editorial masterpieces are being offered as a stellar atWas that
His" it inwaswork,
Selz"A
successes ofcantheonly
be in Sin That
nick declared
the Lewis
best picture
traction by Selznick. These are human
ratiodirector's
to the successes
exhibitor
who books his pictures. An exhibitor he ever had made, and when it had its interest bits taken from everyday life
premiere in Washington recently, which are guaranteed to interest all who
with an investment of one Tiundred thou- world
the critics there endorsed his opinion. are interested in their neighbors' affairs.
sand to one million dollars in his theatre
There still remains on the Selznick
is William Faversham's second starproperty should not be subjected to the This ring
vehicle under the Selznick banner,
risk of running a feature which has not
bookshelf, ready for the scenarioists, "The
Girl from Nowhere," by Burton King;
received the acid test of audience ap- following "The Man Who Lost Himproval before it is released. It has been
self," and as the other plays which have "The Prophet's Paradise," by C. S. Monproven to me that after I complete the been purchased for his use are consid- tayne; "Hold Your Husband," by John
ered by his director to be equally strong,
direction and assembling of my producLynch, "Keep Him Guessing," by Idyll
exhibitors are promised some great fea- Shep'ard
tions, they can still be greatly improved
Way; "Jenny," by Roy Hornitures.
Mr.
Faversham
is
appearing
on
upon by the aid of an audience test.
man; "The Girl with the Faun's Ear,"
"Therefore, I am making it an invar- the stage at present in New York with by Phyllis Duganne; "Heart of Flame,"
Prince and the Pauper," but he
iable rule that all George D. Baker Pro- "The
Robert Louis; "Straight Down
ductions are shown before a theatre audi- intends to arrange to combine his stage by
Crooked Lane," by Bertha Runkle; "The
ence, preferably in a small town house, work with pictures.
Gilded Butterfly." by Earl H. Miller;
Another name which has been added "False
before they are released. My assistants
Pride," by Elizabeth Redfield;
and myself attend this test showing and to the Selznick constellation this year "The Smile Around the Corner," by
carefully note the likes and dislikes of is Conway Tearle, who has signed up Louise Winter; "Wreath of Pines," by
the audience to the various sequences of with the Selznick forces for the next Charles Belmont Davis; "Red Pepper,"
the story. After the film has been run, three years. He is particularly pleased by Merle Johnson; "The Breaking Point,"
with the plays which have been purchased
we compare notes and carefully eliminate
Leighton Osman; "The Bad Girl from
the scenes which do not appeal to the for him, and those who have read the by
Broadway," by Edward Montagne, and
scripts agree that they will give him a "Nobody's
typical theatre patron, and at the same
Fool," by Louise Winter.
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Kohn

Pioneer
in

the

Film
Industry

President of Realart Retains His
Faith in His Fellow Men
And Has Serene Outlook
on the World Generally
MORRIS

KOHN is a living refutation of the oft-repeated suggestion that a man must surrender
most of his faith in his fellow men when
he adopts the motion picture business as
a profession. The head of the Realart
organization not only retains his confidence in the high average of integrity
among his business associates, but he
has a serene outlook on the world generally.
Mr. Kohn is a pioneer in the cheap
amusement business. Prior to 1904 he
had been associated with his nephew,
Adolph Zukor, in the fur business.
Marcus Loew, at that time, was also
engaged in the fur business. These gentlemen, with Mitchell H. Mark and
Max Goldstein, conceived the notion of
establishing the penny arcades in Fourteenth street, New York, which have
flourished since then in that and many
other cities of the United States. Their
business was incorporated as Automatic
Vaudeville Company and the house at
48 East Fourteenth street, New York,
which is still doing a good business, was
opened.
* * *

Automatic Vaudeville Company soon
had seventeen branch establishments,
located in Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas
City, Newark, Providence and other
cities. Mr. Kohn is still president of
this organization, although most of the
original incorporators are out of it.
This company was positively the pioneer in the cheap amusement field and
Mr. Kohn points with pride to the fact
that from the start it was a financial
success. It has easily paid back two
for every single dollar invested. It was
a subsidiary of Automatic Vaudeville
Company, which gave New York (and
that means the whole country) the first
motion picture house of over 300 seats.
This was the Unique Theatre in Fourteenth street, opposite Tammany Hall.
Them were the happy days in picture
exhibiting business, take it from Morris
Kohn! The unique got its film service
from the old General Film Company.
The Automatic members got the, notion
that General was not treating them
fairly, so they cut out its service and

went over to the independents. In those
days the independents were a small and
select body of men. All the film that the
Unique offered its chain of theatres was
furnished by two organizations — one
headed by Pat Powers and the other
by Kessel & Baumann.
* * *
In those days about every other man
on the town site was a self-appointed
censor of public morals. It was a real
fight, in this formative period of the industry, to book a picture and see it
through to the end of the contract
period. As Mr. Kohn declares, they
never knew on Saturday night whether
the picture then being shown could be
held over for the Sunday performances.
The doctors, too, joined in the general
clamor against motion pictures. They
predicted that the general public would
be blind in a few years if they had to
look at pictures steadily for any length
of time. Films did flicker a good deal
in the beginning, but Mr. Kohn is authority for the statement that they were
never as bad as they were painted. The
developments of the modern camera
shutter overcame all this difficulty, however, and it was not long until the physicians'
died down.headed
The aggressive opposition
little corporation,
by
Mr. Kohn and his associates, fought the

wave of unreasoning censorship to a
standstill.
* * »
Later Marcus Loew withdrew from
the organization and started up in the
penny arcade business for himself, but
later he again associated with Mr. Kohn
in forming Delancey Street Amusement
Company, which erected a modern motion picture theatre in Delancey street
facing the new Williamsburg Bridge
Plaza, still being profitably operated.
This same group of gentlemen is still
operating motion picture theatres in
several different localities.
The head of the Realart organization
was in a retrospective mood.
"We hear a good deal of talk now-adays that the industry has trouble ahead;
that business will be curtailed because
of hard times and that admission charges
must be lowered. None of this talk, in
my judgment, is to be taken seriously.
I have been identified with the industry
from the very first and it has always
risen above adverse business conditions
in other lines. There never was a time
when the industry was so prosperous
and when the outlook was so promising
as it is at present. Naturally, the cost
of making pictures has increased, in some
instances, abnormally so. But the cost
to the individuals for seeing good pictures today is ridiculously cheap. It is a
clean and wholesome amusement for the
masses — that is the thought to hold
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By J. JOSEPH
DESPITE the growing opinion of
depression in business, it is my firm
belief that the independent market
is about to have the greatest year in its
history. This conviction has been arrived at after close observation by the
writer, who has made a careful study
of this market throughout the country,
having just completed a tour of the
states.
Conditions now are such that they
should encourage independent production, provided, however, that the producers will familiarize themselves with
the wants of the state-right exchanges
before making pictures and spending
large sums on productions unsuitable at
the present moment.
The average independent exchange today is looking for western subjects — the

1921

SAMETH
cost of his production. There is but one
slogan upon which successful business
can be based, and that is "All With
Whom You Deal Must Profit."
Another important factor which is
overlooked by the independent producer
is his inadequate knowledge of the wants
of the independent exchanges. If he
would associate himself with a distributor and co-operate with him more
fully, he would in this way become familiar with the kind of subjects which
the distributor's clientele receive most
favorably.
* » *
In order to increase the business of
the independent distributor, it is of vital
importance that the old idea of figuring
profits on a basis of 150 per cent and
upwards on the investment be done
away with. If the independent distributors would pursue our methods of
selling film at a nominal profit to the
independent exchange, it would naturally
increase
this encourage
exchange's the
buying
power,to
and
in turn,
theatres
book their films from the independent
exchanges, who would then be able to
guarantee a sufficient supply of film to
take care of their wants.
One of the main reasons why the independent exchanges are not at the top
of the ladder in the industry today is due
to the fact that they cannot assure the
exhibitors of a sufficient number of films
to keep their theatres open daily.
We. as distributors, are making every
effort to work with the independent producer. This automatically will render
incalculable aid to the independent exchanges. To this end we have opened
an office in Los Angeles for the purpose
of keeping in closer contact with the
makers of pictures.
A YEAR

J. JOSEPH BAMBTH
President of Poiwari
Inc. Film Distributors,
reason being that this is the only kind of
film for which they can secure bookings
from the larger theatres, owing to the
control of same by the big releasing
organizations. The independent distributor very rarely can offer these theatres ariy society subjects equal in merit
and drawing power to those produced
by their own organizations, and therefore
cannot get the big money for the territory— thus making the purchase of such
subjects unprofitable.
* * *
On the other hand, these large producing units do not specialize in westerns, and the theatre patrons are always
glad to have an opportunity of seeing a
production of this nature. This gives
the independent exchange a chance for
some worth while play dates.
The biggest drawback that the independent distributor has been confronted
with is the scarcity of subjects, and he
has no one to blame but himself, for the
methods pursued by the average independent distributor have been such that
the producer very seldom gets back the
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(.Continued from 'page Sj)
was introduced in 1920 it still remains the
overshadowing menace to the industry.
Many well intentioned men and women firm
in their belief that they are doing the public a great benefit, as well as the professional reformer and grafter have caused
the National Association no end of trouble.
The national association is proud of its
campaign against censorship and since its
organization five years ago not a single
state has enacted a censorship law although
it has been defeated in more than forty
states.
If state censorship were enacted in every
single state it would cost the industry in
fees alone more than $3,000,000 a year
besides destroying the market value of the
product. The National Association has
conducted all of the fights and has had the
very able assistance and cooperation of the
exhibitors and exchange managers in all
of its contests. Among the states that had
censorship bills during the past year which
failed to be enacted were New York,
Massachusetts. Kentucky, Mississippi, Oregon. South Carolina, Virginia and the city
of Chicago.
* * *
Fire Protection- Regulations — The fire
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prevention committee has been unusually
active during the past year. Inspections
have been made in 53'j exchanges in fiftysix ernes throughout the country with a
view ol advising on fire prevention measures and to instruct those responsible for
conditions as to duties and methods.
Since these inspections there has been a
noted falling off in the number of fires in
film exchanges.
The industry has entered into a broader
program of constructed activity so far as
housing exchanges arc concerned. During
the past year a twelve story building was
erected in Kansas City to house exchanges,
and in four other cities Cleveland, buffalo,
Atlanta and New Haven, buildings are
being erected. These buildings all comply
with the regulations of the National Fire
Protective Association, which the national
association is affiliated with. Negotiations
are now being conducted for the erection
of film buildings in Milwaukee, Denver,
City.
Dallas, Washington, Montreal, Omaha, Oklahoma City, Indianapolis and Salt Lake
» » ♦
Sl'ndav Opening — During the past year
there has been a decided change in the
attitude of the country at large on the
question of Sunday motion picture shows.
The reports that have been received from
cities throughout the country where Sunday
shows are now permitted have been satisfactory. The national association through
its Sunday opening committee assisted in
campaigns during the past year in Maryland. New Jersey, Rhode Island, Nebraska,
Oklahoma,
York. ManyIndiana,
of the Wisconsin
fights wereandin N'ew
municipalities where there
* * was
* local option.
Transportation — The transportation
committee during the past year has been
actively engaged handling transportation
problems. Bulletins have been issued
every sixty days to the various company
members outlining the work of the committee together with any new regulations
or restrictions. Through cooperation with
the Dallas Chamber of Commerce and the
interstate commerce commission the order
for the cancellation of express service on
Sundays was rescinded. Had this order
been carried out it would have inflicted a
severe hardship on the companies. Similar
orders were also rescinded in Atlanta and
San Francisco. During the railroad strike
the situation throughout the country was
obtained daily from the various exchange
centers so as to protect the release of
pictures. The following are a record of
the activities of this committee.
* * *
Laboratory — The laboratory division held
monthly meetings and this committee took
charge of the recent strike of the laboratory
workers. It was only by a united and
solid stand that the companies were able
to make a settlement with the workers that
was satisfactory to* all« parties
concerned.
*
Washington Office — During the past
year the national association has maintained
an office at the national capital. This
office took charge of all legislative matters
before congress for the association and was
successful in securing the passage of three
bills and blocking six bills introduced
affecting the industry. The office also took
charge of all department work including
the internal revenue, post office, federal
trade commission, department of justice,
fuel and coal administrations.
This office succeeded in having restrictions prohibiting American operators in the
Province of Quebec rescinded. Recently it
appeared before the internal revenue department and argued against a ruling which
provided for a tax on advertising matter.
The internal revenue department reversed
its
ruling,thousands
which saved
the industry several
hundred
of dollars.
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CONSTANCE TALMA E AND
NORMADG
will spend even a merrier
Christmas than usual this year, and
are about to begin an extraordinarily
happy and prosperous New Year, because
1921 rinds them in possession of a contract to continue under the First National banner for another three years,
under terms said to represent the largest
individual transaction in all film historv.
With a deal involving S20.000.OOO. Mr.
Schenck can naturally afford to give his
stars bigger and better productions than
ever before, and already has bought no
less than eight successful Broadway productions, paying anywhere between forty
and seventy-five thousand dollars each
for the picture rights.
The past year has been an unusually
happy one for the sisters, because the
entire family is now living in New York,
and with the enlarging of their studios —
the Oliver studios adjoining the Talmadge studios, having been leased for a
long term by Mr. Schenck — there is no
likelihood of the sisters again being separated.
* * *
Another milestone which the past year
marks for the talented Talmadges is that
for the first time in their lives they took

COXST.pCE TALMADGE
Xow engaged
Man from
Toronto" informaking
First "The
National.

HERALD

Welcome

Year
a three months' vacation abroad, the
party consisting of Mother Talmadge, or
"Peg," as she is familiarly called by her
daughters; Mr. Schenck, Norma, Constance and Natalie, their chums, Ann
Pallette and Dorothy and Mrs. Gish. The
Talmadges are distinctly a family group.
A strong comaraderie and interest exists
between the sisters, and the mother is
just a fourth sister. Norma and Constance see each other's pictures run in the
projection room and are critical or enthusiastic, as they honestly believe the
action demands.
There is a nice air of being "regular
girls" about both Norma and Constance,
which augurs above all else, a sane
perspective, a nicely balanced sense of
things, equipoise. There is none of the
irrational about them and no bizarre evidences of temperament. They get a real
enjoyment out of their work, which
amounts to almost a consuming passion.
"I could never stand the gentle art of
doing mernothing,"
Norma.
"Themonths
sumbefore lastsays
I took
a two
vacation and went to a camp in the
Adirondack Mountains. Atlantic Cits',
and took a motor trip to various places,
"but
after the
one studio
month every
I nearly
mad.
I wired
twowent
or three
days to get the news of what was going
on. I love the whole atmosphere of the
place so much that I cut my vacation a
month short and hurried home to get
back into harness."
Both the girls are quite unconcerned
about the eminence they have achieved.
The same comaraderie which exists in
the family exists in the studio. They
are interested in the life of every member of their companies, and can even tell
you the first name of every property
man. They love peopje. and they love
good times, and best of all, they have
ideals, and do not attempt to conceal
them. They believe in people and they
believe in things, they even believe in
Santa Claus and fairies.
W hen asked about their plans for the
coming year, Norma said she wanted to
play strong dramatic emotional roles,
which have in them something more
than just the opportunity to act, which
besides being true character portrayals
would at the same time be helpful.
Miss Talmadge explains her great popularity with young girls, who compose a
tremendous percentage of her admirers,
as follows: "I have often been asked
why it is that I have such a particularly
large following among young girls. I
get on an average of between 2.500 and
3.000 letters a week, and I think it would
be safe to say that approximately 1,800
of these are from young women between
the ages of 14 and 25. I think it must be
because I truly love them and sym-

XOHMA TALMADGE
Popular motion picture star, who will appear under three
the Fir.st
for another
years. Nntional banner
pathize with them, and strive to understand them, that young women are particularlv drawn to me."
When Constance was asked what sort
of stories she wanted to do next year, she
said: "Although no less than sixty
manuscripts .are submitted ,to me every
week, it is exceedingly difficult to get
exactly the kind of comedy I especially
want. I want comedies of manners,
comedies that are funny because they
delight one's sense of what is ridiculously
human in the way of little every-day,
commonplace foibles and frailties — subtle
comedies, not comedies of the slapstick
variety. I want comedies chiefly because
I enjoy making people laugh: secondly,
because this type of work comes easiest
and most naturally to me.
"I am not a highly emotional type.
My sister could cry real ears over two
sofa cushions stuffed into a long dress
and white lace cap. to look like a dead
baby. That is real art, but my kind of
talent would lead me to bounce that
padded baby up and down my knee with
absurd grimaces that would make the
same nine hundred people roar with
laughter. You see, in my way, I take
my work quite as seriously as my sister
does hers — I would be just as in earnest
about making the baby seem ridiculous
as she would about making it seem real.
That. I think, is the secret of being funny
on the speaking stage, as well as on the
screen.
One gives
has tothebe whole
seriousdistinction
in one's
levity. This
between being funny and being silly."
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1921?

Most

Prosperous

Year

of All

Says

WATTERSON
kfcT~»VERY one in the motion picture
r~\. exhibitors
industry — producers,
distributors,
"^"^
and professionals
— I
wish all of these as merry a Christmas
and as happy a New Year as the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
will have. And I hope they will enjoy
as prosperous a coming year as I feel
sure is in store for our organization."
This was the holiday greeting of Watterson R. Rothacker.
It should be a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year for the Rothacker
company because the twelve months now
drawing to a close have proved the biggest by far on the Rothacker calendar.
In the laboratory division business wa?
turned away because it was mechanically
and humanly impossible to turn out any
more prints. In the industrial division at
times it was impossible to hire enough
cameramen to keep pace with the demands of clients.
When Dad Time puts on the 1021 reel
the Rothacker organization will be
starting out on a year that will prove
memorable in its history. By the time
the infant 1921 has its teeth cut the Rothacker Coast laboratory will be opened.
Mr. Rothacker then will go to London to
get construction started on a third laboratory. While in Europe last summer
he received assurance of enough business to enable the foreign plant to open
up with 500,000 feet of printing a week.
On return from abroad next spring Mr.
Rothacker plans to award the contract
for the erection of a fourth laboratory
in New York.
* * •
The dawn of 1920 saw the Rothacker
industrial division, one of the world's
largest producers of practical pictures,
the field in which Mr. Rothacker was the
pioneer. But one would scarcely recognize that industrial division today. Last
January there was only one Rothacker
industrial headquarters — in Chicago.
Early last spring President Rothacker
bought out the Leggett & Gruen industrial film concern and formally opened
the Eastern Rothacker industrial branch
at 220 West Forty-second street, New
York City. One after another, other
branches were established in St. Louis.
Buffalo, Peoria and Milwaukee. While
in Europe last summer Mr. Rothacker
appointed Richard Wainwright industrial
representative for the United Kingdom.
Mr. Wainwright having offices at 6
Piccadilly Mansions, Shaftsbury avenue,
W. I.
The vent"super-production"
madethisitsyear.
adinto the industrial field
Formerly most practical pictures were
of short length. This year industry came
into full appreciation of the value of the

R. ROTHACKER

medium which Mr. Rothacker was the
first to harness into their service ten
years ago. A manufacturer, who two
years ago would have been content with
only one reel, this year found need for
eight to ten reels.
* • »
Films which American manufacturers
will
use trade
to get were
Unclea Sam's
of the
foreign
notableshare
feature
o$
1920 practical pictures production. Films
produced in the Chicago studio last
spring are now in all parts of the world.
For the laboratory division 1920 proved
a severe test. There literally was not a
breathing spell in the entire year. But
in spite of this pressure a half-hour was
chopped off each person's working hours
by giving the laboratory workers two
recesses a day — fifteen minutes morning
and afternoon — in which they might
dance in the studio, go for a walk, regale
themselves in an ice cream soda across
the street, or whatever they pleased
The laboratory force responded to this
innovation by actually turning out more
prints in eight hours than they had been
doing in eight and one-half hours.
Early in the year the exterior fireproof
vault was completed, affording clients
an absolutely safe storage place for
negatives. Inside the laboratory a number of changes were made, notably the
segregation of assemblers into small asbestos-walled rooms.
The organization started out at the
beginning of 1920 to make "Rothacker
Service" as well known as "Rothacker
Prints." Service men were dispatched
on a tour of the exchanges to find out
all the ways the organization could deliver something more than prints. Members of the organization now feel that
the service goal has been attained, but
they are determined that the goal I of
1920 shall be only the starting point of
1921. Wesley Smith has been maintained on the Coast as a service representative, visiting the studios regularly.
"One
of
jobs on our program
for 1921 isthethebigstandardization
of our
laboratories,"
president.
"Early
in
the new yearsaid
the the
Rothacker
laboratory
on the Coast will be opened. As soon
as this one is operating, I plan to go to
London to get construction work started
on the European contract. I do not
think we are overly optimistic when we
hope to see laboratories erected both in
London and New York City in 1921.
"The then four Rothacker laboratories
must be standardized — although long
distances apart, they must operate as

mii mti i> ii \ ii iii\\hc> him Flrnt
Ju»» completed
"Ilnblt," ■ new
IllMMl fciilurr.
World

Eliminates

Advance Deposits
THOUGH
in the
considerablea newcomer
attention has
beenfield,
attracted to World Motion Pictures Corthe World's
News
Pictures. poration,
Theprolucing
company
announces
through its managing sales director,
James B. ("Smiling Jimmy") Kelly, that
all forms of advance deposits and advance payments will be abolished, the
exhibitor being placed on a credit basis.
» * »
Joseph Hartigan, chairman of the
finance committee of foreign loans of
the United Etates, is chairman of the
corporation's
finance 1,500
and advisory
board.
Under his direction
banks will
act
as representatives of the company, each
permitting the corporation to give a
credit rating to those exhibitors entitled
to it. The exhibitor pays his bills to the
bankers as financial representatives of the
concern.
An eight-page rotagravure section will
be supplied to newspapers throughout
the country, with four pages covering
news, one style, one sport and one motion pictures. It will be known as the
World's News Illustration Supplement.
The first issue comes simultaneously
with publication of the first news reel on
January 15.
* * *
David Murphy, formerly general manager of the Central press, will supervise
the illustrated section. Alfred Walker is
managing director of production, sixteen
producing
units the
nownews
beingreel.
planned. Pell
Mitchell edits
Exhibitors have signed up for more
than 4.000 days on each reel.

'IntheJhadow
o/itheDom;

A David G. Fischer
Production
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Program

of Theatre
Chosen

Bills

By R. C. CROPPER

THERE has been much talk of late
concerning an expected depression
at the box office. A forewarning
has been sounded to influence the exhibitor against a reduction in admission
prices. The best answer offered as a
cure and preventative measure for such
business troubles is that given by Dr.
Heisenfeld a few days ago when he declared that the depression was impossible
and the reduction unnecessary for the
theatres that rendered a well balanced
program properly presented.
Picture theatres of the United States
are now receiving the highest admission
prices in the history of the industry.
Were I asked to explain this prosperity
and gradual increase from the one time
5 and 10 cent admission prices, I would
attribute it, first of all, to the well balanced programs now being presented
for the public. * * *
It is true the ever increasing cost of
operation has compelled and justifies the
higher admission. Fortunes are now
spent on building individual picture theatres. In fact, more money is now
spent for a first class picture theatre
than was ever contemplated for a theatre to house legitimate attractions ten
years ago. More musicians are now employed in many theatres than were used
in the grand opera orchestras of ten
years back. All of which is given at a
much increased cost to the exhibitor and
has made necessary the admission prices
of today. That the expense is justified
is proven by the success of these enterprises; that same success being the direct
outcome of the program offered the
public and that program, the most successful one, is the well balanced one.
Today the wise money making exhibitor takes the same care in the selection and arranging of his program as
Get Out

Your

File

Discussing the necessity to a well
balanced program of a comedy,
President Cropper says:
"This part of a well balanced
program has only recently succeeded
in attracting the attention of exhibitors inthe matter of its selection.
Only a few weeks ago, in the issue
of November 20 to be exact, the
Exhibitors Herald devoted an
entire page to this matter under the
heading of '. . . And a Comedy.'
You may not have read the article,
but if you were on the lookout for
things and ideas that will make
money for you, you will have that
article framed and hung over your
desk. There was more commonsense-picture-money-making-logic expressed inthose few hundred words
than have been expressed in hundreds of books."

he does in the building of his theatre.
He knows from experience that a feature, by itself, is no more a program
than a theatre without projection machines is a moving picture theatre.
Can you imagine a program consisting
of only the feature? Without music or
the usual one and two-reel subjects that
go to make a program? Can you guess
the comment of your patrons after witnes ing a program consisting of the feature only?
Strip your program of all but your
feature and see how quickly your competitor will have * all* of* your patronage.
Assuming that you must have more
than a feature, what is to be added becomes of equal importance. If you are
a builder in the business and growing,
you will study your program and look
upon the selection of the feature as the
purchasing of an unmounted painting on
the crude canvas. Presentation of this
picture to your patrons requires the setting of an appropriate frame for surely,
just as a masterpiece of art requires a
frame and shadow-box, so the feature
requires the frame and shadow-box of a
well balanced program.
In selecting that frame and shadowbox for presenting your feature you
should consider your patrons from their
entrance at the overture to their exit
after the last reel is run. Of course you
appreciate the music score prepared for
the picture and your orchestra leader informs you that he has a special opening
selection that will be especially suited to
the nature of the picture. That is the
start of a well balanced program. If
yours is a large theatre you may be in
the habit of spending considerable time
and money in the preparing and presentation of a prologue, as a sort of
atmospheric introduction to your feature.
So far, well and good, but even that
much accomplished is not an entire
complete program.
There seems to be one accepted part
of nearly every program and most universally recognized. It is best expressed
in the words of one of the world's greatest comedians, "Always leave them
laughing
whenapplies
you say
and
in
pictures
to good-bye";
the customary
finishing of a program with a good
comedy to send the people away smiling. Many a bad feature has been redeemed by the good comedy that followed it on the program.
* * *
The comedy has come to be as necessary to a program as the operator of
the projection machine; just as necessary
but not selected with one-hundredth the
part of care given to the selection of the
operator. This part of a well balanced
program has only recently succeeded in
attracting the attention of exhibitors in
the matter of its selection.
Only a few weeks ago, in the issue of
November 20 to be exact, the Exhibitors
Herald devoted an entire page to this
matter under the heading of ". . . and
a Comedy." You may not have read the
article, but if you were on the lookout
for things and ideas that will make
money for you, you will have that article
framed and hung over your desk; there

R. C. CROPPER
President of Reelcraft
tion. Pictures Corporawas more common-sense picture-moneymaking-logic expressed in those few hundred words than have been expressed in
hundreds of books.
Even with the feature and the comedy
as fixtures of the program, it is not yet
complete even with proper musical arrangements and a prologue. The public
expect more and you give it to them,
be it a news reel, scenic, educational,
current topics, western or any one of a
dozen different brands and styles of
short subjects that will go to balance
out a program. Here is where your
knowledge, ability and extcutive showmanship will count, the proper selection
of the right short subjects that will best
fit in with the remainder of your program.
* * *
The short subject that immediately
precedes your feature should be selected
with care and consideration; it should
be a sort of preparatory reel, one that
leads the onlookers into the mood or
atmosphere of your big feature that is to
follow. This reel, in an artistic sense,
is the coloring light in the artistic setting of a well balanced program.
The short subject has passed the stage
of being merely a filler that could be
booked and played without the bother
of screening for selection. It has come
to be an essential part of every program;
the quality has improved and costs you
more money; paying more, you expect
more, and rest assured you are getting it.
Never before in the history of the
business, since features passed two reel
lengths, has there been such an outlay
of brains and money devoted exclusively
to the short subject. One and two reel
productions are now being made with
the same care, consideration and energy
as our tions
largest
features.
devote their
wholeEntire
effortsorganizato the
making of these short subjects for your
program.
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bination that insures success without
help of fortune. He has the vision to
see far ahead and the energy to materialize his visions. He is what might
be called a practical artist.
As an artist Mr. Dwan has always
foreseen that the mechanical picture was
doomed to be supplanted by the artistic
effort that mirrored life. Big, human
stories are his fetish. Such stories he
has
selected and
skill always
of reproducing
themwithon histhepolished"
screen
he has scored one success after another.
Certainly the success that comes of skill
and intelligence cannot be said to be a
matter of luck.
* * *
Though he is an artist. Mr. Dwan is
also a practical business man. He realizes that unless his pictures prove profitable investments for exhibitors playing
them they cannot be classed as successes, no matter how much artistry
they may represent. Accordingly he
seeks to always satisfy the appetite of
the motion picture theatregoer as represented by the whole. He is always open
to suggestions from exhibitors.
He also believes that it is his duty
to do his utmost to aid the men who play
his pictures to make the showing of
Allan Dwan productions profitable. For
this reason he maintains exploitation departments in both New York and Los
Angeles, where experts render every
possible service to exhibitors.
Luck, therefore, plays no part in his
success. The ingredients arc obvious.
Lucy

ALLAN

Vision,

Not

The
Big, Human

DWAN

Luck,

Success

Is
of

Behind
Allan

Dwan

Stories Are Always Selected by ProducerDirector for Picturization

weak, and, consearefailures,
who quently,
MEN
have a habit of
envying those who, being strong,
es
hed
have establis
themselv as successes.
They know they are failures, but they
will not admit the reason for their condition. So they seek to justify themselves, publicly, at least, by analyzing
the career of an outstanding success in
order to find in it some incident upon
which they can seize to show how Fate
has been kind to the success but unkind
to the failure.
Generally they select the turning point
of a great man's life, the point that transformed an obscure and perhaps ill-paid
worker into a famous and princely salaried creator. Deep down in their hearts
they know that the turning point came
about through hard work.
Yet out-

wardly they cry "Luck." "Luck" is the
failure's
recipeexcuse
for the
big man's
success; favorite
ill luck the
assigned
for
his own stagnation. In the estimation
of the failure few successes are worthy
of the eminent positions they occupy.
* * *
A man never aided by luck, but who
merits in every way the eminent position he now occupies is Allan Dwan, one
of the seven directors of Associated
Producers, Inc. Not even the veriest
decrier of the workings of Fate can attribute a lucky happening, however remote, to Mr. Dwan's rise. The success
of Mr. Dwan is genuinely merited and
richly deserved.
Allan Dwan is a happy combination of
creative and vital temperaments — a com-

Cotton

Will

Play Varied Roles
LUCY
COTTON,
leading
lady and
featured well-known
player, will be
seen
in January, 1921, in three entirely different types of pictures opposite three
entirely different types of stars: With
William Faversham in "The Sin That
Was His"; with Bert Lytcll in "The Misleading Lady," wherein she plays the
title role, and with George Arliss m "The
* » *
Lucy Cotton hails from Houston, Tex.,
and there it was that she first commenced
her musical studies.
Devil."
On the stage she understudied Ina
Claire in "The Quaker Girl," and played
a prominent part in "Little Women,"
"Polygamy," and *"Up* in» Mabel's Room."
In pictures she co-starred with Boland
in "The Prodigal Wife," starred in
"Blind Love," was featured in "The
Miracle of Love," an Artcraft-Cosmopolitan special, and played in "The
Broken Melody" and "The Invincible
Now come three more pictures for issue
in January, 1921, in which she plays as
leading lady opposite leading artists on
both stage and screen: "The Sin That
Was His." opposite William Faversham;
"The Misleading Lady," opposite Bert
Arliss.
Lytell.
Foe." and "The Devil." with George
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Hodkinson
Tells Exhibitors
IV. W . Hodkinson issued the Bacheller's most famous story, made by
the Dial Film Company, and directed by
following statement prior to his de- T. Hayes Hunter.
parture from New York to make a
"The Man of the Forest" — Another
thorough survey of motion picture powerful Bacheller novel, produced by
Benjamin B. Hampton.
conditions in all the important centers
"A Certain Rich Man" — William Allen
of the country.
White's famous novel, and a Great Authe
both
to
thors, Inc., production.
AS A COMPLIMENT
home office and field staff of W. W.
These are just a few — there will be
Hodkinson Corporation I wish to many others of similar
* * *calibre.
say that they are doing such wonderfully
effective work that I feel that I am free
Xow is the opportune time for the exto get out and meet our men in the field
hibitor to get back of the Hodkinson
and to consult with important exhibitors
organization 100 per cent and insure his
with large investments in individual or future. Don't make me play you against
strings of theatres who are beginning to some one else, but give me the benefit
wonder where they come out.
of your support when it will do you the
cannotwhospeak
for all,
but that
let meI can
say when
most Igood.
Don't
misunderstand
me
to "Ithase
believe
in me
say that
you need
me more than
I need you. In March, 1919, I said
assure the future business prosperity and
"* * * Our's is the only organization
leadership of one progressive exhibitor
in each community and, of course, the that will, at the critical moment to you.
as exhibitors, have a stream of life blood
for your theatre that will swell your
profits instead of swallowing them. The
only organization that will be able to
use the general confusion for the exhibitor and its own interest."
The whole industry is waiting for some
solution of its exhibitor-producer difficul-

The

Day

of

W. W. HODKIJiSOS
most progressive one will be the first to
recognizeandtheplanHodkinson
organization's
product
at this time.
At a time
when retrenchment and panic is general
the strength of the Hodkinson organization becomes apparent as we have more
independent units at work and ready to
deliver superior product in pleasing variety than ever before. What organization can give your theatre a lineup for
1921 that equals ours?
"The Spenders" — A Benpjamin B.
Hampton production, made from Harry
Leon Wilson's novel.
"Partners of the Tide" — Irvin Willat's
second independent production from the
novel by Joseph C. Lincoln.
"The Truant Husband" — Rockett
Brothers' first picture, from Albert Payson Terhune's story.
"East Lynne" — Hugo Ballin's second
production, one of the greatindependent
est stage classics of all time.
"The Living Child" (tentative title)— A
J. L. Frothingham production.
Lizzie" — Rockett
Up With
"Keepin
g comedy, made from
' gsparklin
Brothers
' Irving Bacheller's story.
"The Other Woman"— A J. L. Frothingham production with extraordinary
cast.
.
"The Light in the Clearing —Irving

RALI'H PROCTOR
ties. Our plans will be generally followed as fast as others can cut away the
dead wood and shape their course. Be
a leader with us!

Nationalism

Pictures

V
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By RALPH PROCTOR
On the eve of the introduction of Stoll clergymen has publicly deplored the
Corporation pictures to the exhibitors of agitation to change the existing order
the United States the executive and sales of things regarding Sunday observance.
personnel welcome the opportunity to
In Washington, where the first attack
will be made, following the precedent
extend its cordial greetings to the industry at large. All of us in these offices
established in pre-prohibition days, opand in the Pathe exchanges throughout
position to the movement has developed
the country — and I am sure in saying this in most unexpected quarters, and there,
I am reflecting their sentiments — are too, prominent clergymen are quoted as
firm in the belief that the coming twelve
outspoken antagonists of the blue law
months will be a period of marked pros* * *
proponents.
hibitors.perity to producers, distributors and exIf
the
writer
may
be permitted there
Surely so far as this company is concerned every effort will be exerted to is one particular thought he would like
to leave in the mind of the exhibitor —
make rate
itswithfirst
year's
what
we business
believe commensuto be the and that is that the day of nationalism
in pictures has gone. In the realm of the
standard of the goods we shall set before
the exhibitor and through him before the screen
In the"there
searchis no
for East
fieldsnor
andWest."
pastures
public. So it is in this pre-holiday period
new
American
producers
are going
we have been giving less attention to abroad in order that the patrons
of the
Christmas and New Year activities and
naturally concentrating our energies on photoplay in this country may be given
of locale, that the great educapreparing prints for the scrutiny of a change
tional factor of the screen may have even
keen-eyed showmen.
broader scope. And surely no one will
* * *
deny that dramas photographed in other
There are indications the coming year
lands have a distinct charm, that they
will be one in which the exhibitor and
possessscribewhat
for a better
termthat
we they
deas educational,
meaning
his property — the theatre — will be much
in the thoughts of the public. Prelimfurnish food for the mind as well as entertainment for the eye.
inary rumbles forecast an assault by organized and voluble small minorities on
Consequently
the Stoll Corporation bea rational Sunday. It is unlikely they
lieves that pictorially it is bringing somewill succeed to any appreciable degree.
thing new to screen followers in this
The exhibitor who chooses to give
the dramatic
I am had
con-a
battle to these forces of reaction will find country.fidentOnexhibitors
when theysidehave
abundant support not only among his chance to examine the product will agree
with the statement that Stoll actors have
immediate patrons, but also throughout
his neighborhood. Right here in New
upheld
the best traditions of the stage
and
screen.
York one of the city's most eminent
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point
By ROBERT G. VIGNOLA

WHILE the year Nineteen-Twenty
has been productive of several
new and vital innovations in the
production of motion pictures, the biggest advancement, it seems to me, has
been made by the public. The public
has become more constructively critical during the year than perhaps in any
other year in the history of the screen.
And that's a hopeful sign. The public
is the incentive, as much as any one
thing, that spurs producers on to make
better and still better pictures. Just
so long as the public continues to improve and develop its taste for the
screen just so long will the screen move
forward.
I do not mean, however, to convey
the impression that we who are concerned with the production of motion
pictures are content to go only as far
as the public wants us to go. On the contrary. We have our own ideas of the
possibilities of the screen and 1 hope
we are not satisfied to rest on past
achievements nor on the present state
of perfection. But public demand has
ever been a spur, an incentive, and
always will be. When producers and
directors begin to realize that the public is screen-wise and that it won't
stand for mediocrity then and then only
will mediocrity be a thing of the past.
* * *
During the past year it became increasingly apparent that the public
taste for the screen has taken a great
upward swing. Having tired of the
novelty of the screen, the public has
begun to look for art in pictures. The
average cinema audience of today demands a high type of story, intelligent,
logical, genuine screen drama and
comedy of the same quality as the best
that the stage or the printed word has
to offer. Moreover, audiences of today
demand acting of a high order, settings
of true artistic merit, and finally, but
not
rub. least — convincingness. There's the
Being screen-wise and worldly-wise,
they are quick to detect a false note
in a production, and it requires just so
much more application on the part of
the director to eliminate these false
notes so that the production will ring
true.
this "finickiness"
on the
part of
theAllpublic
is for the best
interests
of
the motion picture. As a matter of fact
we welcome the harsh critic. But he
must be a constructive critic. Week
after week the public is getting harder
to please. The picture that pleased a
year ago isn't as likely to please today
because the public can detect inconsistencies that it could not then. Thi«
makes for a healthful condition, because
it forces improvement in the screen.
* * *
As one example of the result of public
demand is the development of the appeal
to the imagination. Time was when
the director left nothing to the imagination of his audiences. He told his story
on the screen with every last sickening
detail in high relief. The public after a
while began toI resent
intelligence.
sensed this
the "insult"
current to
someits

of

US
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view

time ago and immediately began to
make due allowances for the audiences'
ability to use their imaginations. It was
only a few weeks ago that speaking on
imagination I said :
"No art is perfect unless it appeals
to the imagination. Music is art because it has the power to stimulate
thoughts, to create dream pictures in
our fancy. When we listen to music
we unconsciously reduce it to mental
pictures
visibletoken
only a tobeautiful
our mind's
eye.
By the same
painting
is art ,a piece of fine sculpture is art,
a magnificent view is art. They are
art because they make it possible for
our fancy to soar far beyond the physical things visible to our eyes. And in
the same way the motion picture that
can stimulate or excite our imagination
is art. It must be remembered that art
frees imagination, and, inversely, freed
imagination
art." great forward strides
"I look for issome
in screendom during the coming year.
I prophesy that Ninetccn-Twenty-One
will produce even greater, finer, and
more artistic productions than NineteenTwenty. The destiny of the screen is
inevitable.
GIVE
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HUMAN

STORIES

Says MAURICE
TOURNEUR
WHAT Maurice Tourneur decries in 'Humoresque.' Neither relies on great
motion pictures is the selection of names to give it a so-called box office
punch. Such a punch isn't necessary for
stories by what he calls "the card index
the genuine material is there — in each
system."
Human stories are needed, he case
a story that is human, moving and
says.
"A picture is to be made," says Mr. appealing. Look how successful these
Tourneur
in discussing
subject,to."andIn
the card index
system istheresorted
To Mr. Tourneur many students of
are!"picture award the palm of
the card index system are plots of well
the
motion
pictures
known formulae under the classifications
the dean of artistic directors. His latest
of A, B, C, D and so on. Perhaps a plot
under the classification B seems to fit
the need of the moment. The result is
the picturization of an old thing over
again. By the time the first reel is run
off the audience knows precisely what
is going to happen. It is only a matter
of sitting back to await the inevitable
outcome.
• * •
"For example, there is the plot of the
girl of the factory. The foreman makes
love to her. She repulses him and is
fired. She returns to her rooming house.
The landlady demands the rent money.
The girl cannot pay it. She is thrown
out into the street. Then comes — well
everybody knows what is going to happen. It is simply another case of the
card index system in operation.
star system
responsible
in "The
a measure
for the iscardalsoindex
system.
If a star's pictures have been having
fights in them, every picture of his must
have a fight. The audience knows that
the fight will come along about the
third reel and that the star will win.
There only remains the question of
whether his shirt will be torn a little
more than it was in the last picture.
"If the impression is out that the public is satisfied with the card index system of plots, those who harbor that
impression ar.e very much mistaken.
MAURICE! TOIRSEIIR
Member of Associated Producer*. Inc.
What is wanted is real story — story of
genuine human beings who appeal to artistic effort is his picturization of
the emotions.
* * *
Last of
"The as
Fenimore
JamesMohicans
." Cooper's
one,
The critics,
the
"Take for instance, 'Over the Hill' and
classic.
a
have proclaimed the picture
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Kremer's
Rise
in Industry
Unusual
Achievement

Is

By JAMES BEECROFT
FILM man whose career reads like
ploying more than 150 persons.
that of a character in an Horatio
Early in 1912 Mr. Kremer went to
Alger, Jr., novel is Victor Kremer, presi- California to inspect his offices there.
dent of Victor Kremer Features, Inc. The natural beauties impressed him and
Even in motion picture history, where
he purchased a home in San Diego, where
his attention was attracted to motion
meteoric advancements are not uncommon, the rise of Mr. Kremer stands out pictures.
as an unusual achievement.
Accordingly he sold his interest in the
In 1892 Mr. Kremer. then 22 years old. music firm bearing his name and financed
got his first glimpse of New York harbor.
a production starring Margarita Fisher.
Xew York meant to him the realization
The venture was a success. He then became interested in Pollard Picture Plays.
Among the early productions of the company were "Pearl of Paradise" and "Miss
Jackie
and despite
the Xavy."
He felt,
his success, that the
bulk of the profits were being consumed
by the distributing organizations, so he
went east to study distribution. He
opened Xew York offices early in 1918.
His first step was to consummate a
deal with Essanay of Chicago, whereby
he was authorized to distribute re-issues
of the Essanay product, these pictures
being his first publications as an independent distributor. He has distributed
many other pictures since, among the
latestlatter
beingfeaturnig
"Voices"LinaandCavalieri.
"Mad Love,"
the
Xow. with his success as a distributor
assured, Mr. Kremer has decided to combine his knowledge of distribution with
his first love — production.
A

E.

K.

Big

Writers

Year Says Taylor
By WILLIAM D. TAYLOR
(Paramount Producer)
rP HE recognition by authors of two
* fundamental truths regarding motion
pictures means that 1921 will be the year
of the big writer.
The first truth is that the screen is the
greatest publicity-• medium
existent.
* •
The second truth is that to write for
the screen one must know the idiom of
the screen.
For a long time now, book publishers
and stage producers have bravely disseminated the propaganda that the advertising received by the book and the
stage is a tremendous factor in the success of a photoplay taken from the book
or the stage. Xot only did the author
swallow this morsel of modern mythology with a grateful gulp, but some of the
canniest producers so far fell in with it
that they squandered fortunes on film
rights
cesses. to newstand and footlight suc» * *
Xow the writer and the producer begins to appreciate that the impetus given
a photoplay by pre-advertising in book
or play form is nothing to the impetus
given a book or play by pre-advertising in photoplay form. They begin to
understand that the screen advertises the
newstand and the footlights far better
than the newstand and the footlights can
advertise the screen.

Lincoln

Actor,

VICTOR KREMER
of a life long dream, but despite the
fascination it held he heeded Horace
Greeley's
"Go west, young man."'
He settledcounsel:
in Chicago.
There Mr. Kremer obtained a position.
In his leisure hours he studied pharmacy.
He passed the necessary examinations
and opened an apothecary shop. Success
was with him and in a comparatively
short time he was conducting three drug
I stores.
* • *
But the life of a pharmacist Tield no
I great fascination, so in 1898 he sold his
stores. But it was not wholly because
I disposed
he tired of
of his
a pharmacist's
life that he
interests.
The Spanish American war broke out.
' Mr. Kremer's heart was in the American
c^i'se. insnirine him to compose a song,
"We Are licationReady."
He financed
the pubof the song,
which developed
into a hit so pronounced that Mr. Kremer
decided to establish himself in the music
publishing business. This brought about
the sale of the three drug stores.
. His success as a music publisher was
as meteoric as was his career as a
I pharmacist. He turned out one hit after
r another. He originated the advertising
stunt, so popular with music publishers
I today, of furnishing orchestras with
- handsome music covers, the name of the
firm appearing in conspicuous type.
The happy results of this stunt taught
Mr. Kremer the lesson that advertising
pays. His business prospered and in a
comparatively short time he built up an
organization that embraced thirty-three
branches throughout the country, em-

Sportsman,
Gentleman
ACTOR, sportsman, gentleman. These July, August and September. He spends
few words describe E. K. Lincoln,
his summers on his estates near Lenox,
one of the best beloved of those whose
Mass., in the Berkshire hills.
figures flit across the silver sheet today.
He owns the famous Greenacre kennels
They also carry a wealth of tribute, located at Fairchild, Conn., which have
tribute that no one who knows E. K. housed more champions than any kennel
Lincoln would hesitate paying.
in America, and which also made a record
Though not trained as a boy for the entry' in the Xew York City charity
stage, his earlier years having been spent show with sixty-eight dogs at one exhibit. The kennel contains about 140
in the dry goods business with his father,
Mr. Lincoln always had an interest in dogs. Mr. Lincoln is also owner of the
LincolnX.studio
things theatrical. It was but natural then wood,
J. and laboratory at Grantthat he should eventually make up his
mind to enter the* acting
* * profession.
He was amply endowed by nature with
the mental and physical attributes that
make into
for stock
successandupon
stage.
He
went
for the
several
seasons
played a variety of roles. Then he joined
Yitagraph.
There was heard a general note of
keen regret when after a year and a half
with Vitagraph Mr. Lincoln announced
that he was through with all things theatrical. He had retired. For a year and
four months neither stage nor motion
picture saw him.
Then the call of the studio asserted
itself so vigorously that Mr. Lincoln
hearkened to it., He returned to the
studio and appeared in a special production of Edward Peple's play "The
Littlest Rebel." After that he was seen
in "Lafayette, We Come." "The Unknown Love." "Virtuous Men." "Fighting
Through," "Desert Gold." "The Inner
Voice," and "What Is Love?"
* * *
Mr. Lincoln never signs any long time
contracts as he does not work during

E. K. LI.\COI.>
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IX THE making of pictures in Canada
in the past, reports have been decidedly unpromising. When I first
thought of visualizing the vast natural
resources of the Dominion of Canada in
big outdoor nature stories, I was greatly
discouraged. Investigation showed that
over thirty stock selling enterprises and
mushroom picture concerns had undertaken to do things in Canada, and had
gone down to failure.
Three things are necessary for success: First, the story; second, the producing organization, and third, the market. In no previous instance had any
of these Canadian companies provided
all three of thc-e requirements, and in
most cases, they had neglected to provide even one or two of them.
"Back to God's Country," financed by
Canadians, made under Canadian management, with a big Canadian story to
commence with, was the first picture ever
to make money for its investors. This
has been followed in turn with "Nomads
of the North, " "The Foreigner," "Corporal Cameron
the Royal
and others
now of finished
and Mounted"
awaiting
their turn at the world's market.
» * *
While in the beginning I found capital very shy, there was nevertheless
plenty of money in the country awaiting
investment, but having been bitten so
many times no one would listen to a
proposition with any considerable
amount of money involved.
After giving the matter careful consideration, Ifinally submitted a proposition which approximately included a
personal supervision of all productions,
coupled with a guarantee of exploitation
on a money making basis that would first
return the original investment to the

\ A Gennme
J Special
1
In the
ihadow
of the
Dom^

A David G. Fischer
Production
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Canada

First Efforts of Producer Were Discouraged
Failure of Mushroom Concerns
By ERNEST
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SHIPMAN
stockholders, and with a most inviting
profit-sharing proposition in addition.
It was on this arrangement that all the
Canadian pictures now made or in the
making have been manufactured and the
profits that have accrued have been such
that I could organize six new producing
units in Canada per year on this basis if
I had the capacity to give them my perstories.sonal supervision and could find sure fire
I was opposed to any extensive stock
selling campaign, remarking to the prospective investors, "We do not want to
go
down
intoand
any man's dinner pail for
our support,
the only way in which
the business can be operated is by a
combining of a sufficient number of men
with investments from $5,000 to $20,000
apiece to finance the picture." Under
these circumstances, if the proposition
should prove to be a failure— the best
of us have failures sometimes — they
would be able to kiss their moncv goodbye without any » real* hurt
from "its loss-.
*
This was the spirit in which these
various enterprises have been financed
and while, as yet, we have never had a
failure to report, yet should one come
our way, the investors are prepared in
advance to be good losers, and come up
to the scratch, smiling.
Canada is vast in its natural resources
for picture making— untapped scenic effects, tremendous backgrounds, characters, types and smatterings of races, almost the transplanting of entire villages
irom Continential Europe, backed up by
authors whose literature is now being
freely sentimen
translatetal
d into
manyonlanguages
The
connecti
between"
Canada, Great Britain and the Dominions
permits Canadian exports an assured reception and an open market in all
Anglicized countries.
There are many difficulties to be combated in the making of pictures in Canada—such as long distances to travel,
severe weather conditions, which
delav
progress, and a slower response to our
moving picture needs, but if these are
anticipated, they can be met, and
are far overbalanced by the freshnessthey
of
scenes, diversity of backgrounds and settings, a general air of wholesomeness
and immense distances which are all so
necessary
to the making' of these nature
stories.

in the
film been
industry
is Canada'
assured.s Ifuture
am proud
to have
the
pioneer in bringing this state of affairs
about, and look forward to the day
when Canada will export pictures to the
amount of millions of dollars annuallv
to the markets of the world.
Thomas

F. Fallon

A Prolific Writer
THOMAS F. FALLON, one of the
A screen's most prolific and capable
writers, and whose reputation as a
scenarioist ranks with the highest, is now
busy working in collaboration on a new
feature for Pearl White, as yet unnamed.
Fallon provided the original stories for

BH \ I » i -
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George Walsh's successes, among them
"The Shark," "The Plunger" and "Dynamite Alien." He wrote "While New York
Sleeps," that giant special of New York
life, in other
collaboration.
"Bride
is ancollaboration of
this13"versatile
writer.
The very words, motion pictures, give
Fallon a nucleus for his themes. To
succeed, he believes they must be literally and figuratively a natural and
logical process, basically propelled by
the underlying psychology of the life
within them. Action and situation,
otherwise, is merely a "catch penny"
physicality, without the soul which invigorates, sustains and humanizes it.
Baker

Stands

for

Public Censoring
rP HE public is the best censor of motion pictures," stated Reginald Barker, director and supervisor of special
productions, in an interview given at the
Goldwyn studio before leaving with his
company for Banff, Canada.
» * *
"I am opposed to censorship — that is,
local censorship — because too often are
its standards narrow, its prohibitions
petty," said Barker. "Locally the public
is the best censor. The public desires
decency. Dirt disgusts it.
"So far as official censorship is concerned, itis only tolerable to public and
to producer if it is of national scope. If
a scene is immoral in one community,
assuredly it is immoral in every other
community and should be stricken out
once for all.
* * *
"The public as a whole has ideals of
decency and cleanliness. When a film
with a lesson comes along the public appreciates itand flocks to view it without
unusual advertising urge. When the
harmful film is shown the public will
shun it. While the public has sense it
hasBarker
no needdeclared
of censors."
himself in favor of
such supervision as the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures exercises
He characterized its work as thorough
and its attitude as broadminded.
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J- L- friedman

the Independent

Field

in the History of the Industry has State Right Man
Enjoyed Greater Prosperity
I FEEL that 1921 has many big things they possessed talent of unusual caliber,
in store for the independent exchange had been carefully directed and in every
man. Never in the history of the in- technical way splendidly made, have been
dustry has he enjoyed greater prosperity. turned down because they lacked in
plausibility and interesting plot.
This is due in part to the greater number of independently produced subjects
Celebrated Players has adopted a polwhich can be used to good advantage
and the higher quality of these' pictures. by icyevery
independent exchange that
During the past seven years the busistay in business. It has renness of Celebrated Players Film Cor- hopes to
dered the exhibitor every assistance in
poration has grown steadily year after
year despite the many business depres- putting the picture over after selling it
to him. Every possible aid in exploitasions of the last two years, and when we
tion in the way of press books, plan
get into our new quarters in the newly
established film district, we expect with books, paper, stills, window and lobby
our increased facilities for handling it to displays have been provided and a staff
of trained salesmen render many valuable
do twice the business of the past year.
to the exhibitors doing business
During the last year Celebrated Play- hints
this exchange.
ers has taken its place among the big with
Comprehensive and studied advertising
independent exchanges of the country.
drives on billboards, by the use of large
It has booked more theatres in Chicago
newspaper space and dodgers have crethan any single exchange in the Central
ated a demand for Celebrated subjects
West. Celebrated Players has on its throughout
the territory served by us.
books more than 1,100 theatres in the
J. L. FRIEDMAN
Heretofore
Celebrated handled nothing
Illinois and Indiana territory which it is but short subjects.
Player* Film CorXow, however, a President of Celebrated
poration of Chicago.
serving
besides
growing demand has compelled us to add
the
300 ascity"regular
houses customers"
now playing
our not
only serials but full length features.
comedies and other short subjects.
A m o n g the big serials available
Charles Urban's pithy Movie Chats and
* * *
through this exchange are "The Carter Globe Trots, scenic and travel pictures.
Case."
"Houdini."
"The
Hand
of
Venge"A Child for Sale." "The Jungle PrinMany of the big downtown houses
ance." "The Tiger Band" and "The
cess," "Xobody's Girl" and "Bonnie
such the Rialto, Randolph. McYickers,
Lurking Peril." The short subjects in- May" are among the feature productions
Orpheum, Rose, Boston and Alcazar
clude
Celebrated
comedies,
Gayety
combeing
published
through Celebrated.
have Celebrated subjects as part of their
edies. Monte Banks comedies, Hank
Through a deal with Western Pictures,
programs weekly.
Mann. The Hall-room Boys. Muriel
•I realized long ago the growing de- Ostriche in two reelers, Will Rogers' Celebrated Players has secured "That
mand for short subjects and to meet this "Illiterate Digest," Screen Snap Shots, Something," "Neptune's Bride," 'Sins of
World" and "Souls of Men" for the
demand have kept adding from time to showing famous motion picture stars, the
Illinois and Indiana territory.
time suitable films whenever available.
I endeavor to keep in constant touch
with the leading producers of productions for the state right market and now
Celebrated Players is in a position to
furnish entire programs, having added
1921,
A
BANNER
YEAR
several features to the long list of serials
and short subjects heretofore handled.
By PHIL L. RYAN
Celebrated Players has been particusaid that every progressive movement
larly fortunate in selecting its serials. IRRESPECTIVE of what the eco
nomic conditions of the past year had its "lunatic fringe." So, too, every
Time and again various serials have beer,
have
meant
to
business
in
general,
the
legitimate industry in the course of its
submitted for my approval and while
close of this year finds the motion pic- development has its "frenzied finance
ture industry, as a whole, in a much
of the most significant hapsounder condition and on a much firmer fringe." One
penings in the industry is the investigabasis than ever before. Much has been
tion conducted by the National Associaaccomplished in the course of the past
tion into the numerous stock selling
twelve months and the situation at the schemes that have hampered the legitimate standing of legitimate concerns and
moment points to big things accomplished in a big way in the future. The
the public branding of these fakers for
froth
is
off
the
brew
and
the
substance
just what they are. This is just one of
J: SpediaT
remains, and it is strong.
the things indicating that we have struck
close to rock bottom in business methexhibitor's
position
sound.
He
ods in this business.
hasTheraised
his prices
to ismeet
general
rising
costs,
but'
the
general
quality
of
>ln the
his product has been so greatly improved
The motion picture industry has folthat his prices may remain when men in
lowed the course of all other industries
other lines are forced to make reductions.
Jhadow
* * *
of rapid and great development and has
Merchants in staple lines of long de- steadily tended toward centralization unof the
velopment had reached the top notch in
til today we are .on,, the. eve of its comquality before they started to raise their
plete accomplishment.
I
Dom^
prices in line with the general movement.
Local theatre chains have steadily extended their scope until many of them
Therefore, the raise in price was a definate increase on a fixed value. The moare becoming almost nation-wide. In disVi'ii-tion picture business, on the other hand,
tribution only those organizations of
was in a state of development and the country-wide strength are really imporrise in price came with the improvement
tant. It is a significant fact that the big
in quality. Since the quality is to re- men in the developing of this industry
main, the higher price can remain with- are today the leaders of the big combi- nations. |
out detriment or loss of patronage.
Surrounding the soundness of the real
These facts represent the consensus
men and firms of this industry, we have
A David G. Fischer
of opinion of the leading exhibitors io
had for years the wildcat promoters and
various parts of the country who are
Production
members of Associated Exhibitors.
the shoestring producers. Roosevelt
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to be

Thing

Has

In

Popular

Lead

Teaser"

Is Said

Best

Work
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HERALD

This

Done

In

His Long Experience
Before Camera

Famous Players-Lasky publishes Dorothy Dalton's latest starring vehicle, "The Teaser," now
in course of production, Jules Cowlcs,
the well known, character actor, will appear in a role that, it may be safely said,
will be one of the greatest character
performances seen on the screen in many
a day.
The character is that of "One-Eyed
Wallace," and Mr. Cowles' portrayal of
it, according to those who have seen the
actor at work, is by far the best thing
its delineator has done in his long and
successful career before the camera.
Several years ago Mr. Cowles played
the role of Buck Moe, the pugilist, exWHEN

y^t^/^Tf

^^^^^

JULES COWLES
Popular character actor, now appearing opposite Dorothy Dalton in "The Teaaer."
convict and fake preacher, in Edgar
Lewis'
production
of "The
Mr.
Lewis
selected Mr.
Cowles Barrier."
for the
role because he felt that his selection
was better qualified to interpret Buck
Moe than any other actor.
This judgment was amply justified.
Mr. Cowles'
of the part
wj.s
nothing interpretation
short of remarkable,
and
the actor scored a personal triumph for
himself. Many a day has passed since
"The
was tofirst
the
influx Barrier"
of letters
theshown,
Edgar butLewis
offices commending
Cowles' performance has not yet Mr.
ceased.
To this day Mr. Cowles' triumphant
march, as Buck Moe, through the darktown streets, his by-play at selling Bibles
from the rear of the truck, and then fol-

Merits
Praise
lowing his anguish at the sight of the
sheriff, his run for his life through the
town, sheriff and mob in pursuit, stands
out vividly as an »exceptional
bit of work.
* *
Another I performance for which Mr.
Cowles is well remembered is his drawing of the character of the halfbreed Indian, Anatole, in the Edgar Lewis production of "The Bar Sinister." This was
followed by exceptional portrayals in
"Red, White and Blue Blood," a Metro
picture, and in the role of Chester, a
yegg, in the Buffalo Motion Picture production of "The Trigger."
_ Mr. Cowles
is anverse
artistwith
to histhefingers'
tips.
He writes
same
facility that he portrays a unique character, and he handles pen and brush in
the manner of the thorough artist.
* * ♦
In the matter of make-up, Mr. Cowles
is an adept without a superior. The real
Jules Cowles is completely submerged
beneath paint and putty. Probably never
before is this so evident as in the case of
the character of "One-Eyed Wallace" in
"The Teaser." His make-up here is a
work of art, for it makes the character
uncannily graphic and vivid. One thing
is certain:
When "The
Teaser"
<s published Jules Cowlcs
will add
prodigiously
to his already well-earned laurels.

pi:m » m
Who hnn juat aliened
play lendlnK rolra.
"Mend Men Tell No

tit mont
with Paramount to
He warn laat aeen la
Talea."

LIEUTENANT
JIMA Hearty and Wholesome Chap
flow of reminiscences.
Pioneer Film Man Hesitates
« * *
to Gice His Past History,
"Parents: White, but uncharitable
enough to name him Jim," the lieutenant
continued.
Fearing That This Paper
"Lieutenant Jim served terms at West
Might Be Suppressed
Point, in the regular army, in the Spanish-American war. As to the other terms
»,rT"TELL us all about yourself," we
served, it is best not to mention them,
£ Anderson
suggested oftotheLieutenant
Associated James
First as jail records have no place in your
National Pictures of Washington, D. C, publication.
Then, after a pause:
one of the best beloved men now serving exhibitors. "We hear a lot of what
''Anyway, finding the army too immoral Lieutenant Jim joined a circus and
you're now doing, but we hear little of from there
went into aviation promotion,
what you've done in the past. Tell it
but finally decided that the film business
to us biographically, and tell everything."
offered more and greater possibilities so
Lieutenant Anderson's eyes twinkled.
He is an incorrigible humorist, a hearty,
he became a moving picture man— or
wholesome chap who sees the bright side
of everything and who thinks this world
The lieutenant
thought
he did." paused to consider the
is a pretty good place to live in after all. number of times he had injected the per"If all were told," he replied with a
sonal pronown "I" into the sketch. Apgrin, "the brave
be in- resumed: parently satisfied as to the number, he
carcerated in thelieutenant
bowels ofwould
the bastile
and the publication of the hitherto moral
• • *
Exhibitors Herald would be suppressed
"And
so
Lieutenant
Jim continued on
* * *
his way of clean, unmolested life, as the
whoHe continued
bore the to'Standard
ExcelbyIt law."
didn't
the past
could pos- youth sior.'
pass on and
up
sibly be as seem
bad asthat
all that,
but Lieutenant
until
now,
after
forty-four
years
be
beJim evidently thought it worse. And it
gins
to
see
some
fair
hopes
that
if
he
was evident that he preferred to remain
lives another forty-four he may be recogsilent but as escape was out of the quesnized as a showman and a film man.
tion he could only confess.
Otherwise, and aside from that, he has
"All right," he went on. "If you feel led a blameless and pure existence.
you must expose to the uncharitable glare
That's
Thereall."should have been more, but
of
of the
pastpublicity
I would something
suggest you
say lieutenant's
this:
Lieutenant
Jim had
said "That's
all" and
"Born: Indiana, at the time speechhe was adamant
in holding
his point
He
was through telling about himself.
less, but overcame this in later years."
Recollections of his ability to talk him"No," he concluded, "there's only one
self into leading grand marches occurred
more thing you can write down. Say for
to us, but they were not to be dwelt
upon under penalty of a cessation of the me 'Merry Christmas to the movie world
in general!' "
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Homely

Hex-Hi- Biters
If Business Is Bad Just Try This Exploitation
Stunt on Your Theatre
By JOE LEE
{Handler of Happy Hoakem for Foolish
Fellers in Films)
AS the vaudeville actor remarks: "I
will now step out of my character
long enough to relate the following true
exploitation incident. One that would
make Percival Dubb, the exploitation expert of Exhibitors Herald, green with
envy."
Some years ago in a prosperous New
England town, a showman had opened a
motion picture theatre. Business was
bad and the manager, becoming digusted,
decided to sell the house which, as he
expressed it. was "a lemon" which no
one could make pay. He further remarked that the picture racket was no
business for a showman. He wanted to
sell out and get as far away from the
theatre as possible. He asked my help
in disposing of the place.
Thinking that I could couple a little
business with a whole lot of fun, I
journeyed to the town where the house
was located, and after looking over the
situation carefully decided with the
showman-manager that the house was a
hopeless proposition and that there
wasn't a chance in the world of it becoming a payer. An advertising campaign was decided on in an effort to
catch a chump and unload. A series
of ads were run in the local papers and
in those of a neighboring city offering
the theatre for sale.
The prospective purchasers started
coming and finally two showed who
looked to me to have the biggest bundle
of dough, and it was on these two that
I concentrated. I slipped them the regular routine that is usually slipped to the
sap looking for a soft bet to fall into. I
told them that business was good but
that the health of the man who was
running the place was failing and his
physicians ordered a complete rest in a
warmer climate. They informed me that
they would make an investigation of my
claims. I tipped off the house manager,
whom we will call Mr. Blank, and told
him that a couple of live ones were on
their way to look over the house and
check up the business. Also that I
thought that they might clock the house
first and look it over afterwards.
The next day Blank was advised by
a rooming house keeper directly across
the street from the theatre that a couple
of strangers had rented a room but had
insisted that they must have one where

they wouldfrombe their
able window.
to see the theatre's
entrance
Blank, when he received this tip, wired
me that it was "cold" for the suckers
were clocking the house from the outside and with business as it was they
would never buy.
Right then and there I started to
shake the brains together and the restroke.sult was what I believed to be a master
* * *
The house was doing a certain amount
of business but not near enough to close
a sale on. I wired Blank to hustle to
one of the banks and get $100 worth
of new dimes and jumped on a train
for his town. When I got there I
grabbed the dimes, got about a block
away from the house and stopped as
many pedestrians as I could and slipped
them a dime apiece and told them to drop
into the Gem.
This same routine was continued for
three days. The result was that a couple
of the dimes got away but for the greater
part those that I slipped walked to the
box office, and the result was that the
two saps closed for the house. They told
us frankly that they had clocked the
business from across the street and decided to buy.
Blank and I started to pack up to get
out, congratulating ourselves on having
put over a deal on the couple of simps.
We made a hasty exit and beat it out
of the burg.

JOSEPH F. LEE
business grew by leaps and bounds. It
was exploitation that was responsible,
even thought it was crude and rough, it
boosted business
even though it wasn't
directed
in that direction.
George M. Cohan says "I would rather
be
a Lobster
than hea was
Wise right,
Guy," judging
and it
looks
as though
from the foregoing.

Parker

to Make

Schenck
But there was a laugh to it all, and
right here is the place to inform the
kindhe reader
story doesn't end
as
thinks that
that the
it did.
It wasn't
one two
of those
cases weeks
where and
the
house
ran for
or three
then closed, for like the happy ending
of the usual Laura Jean Libby novel, the
couple of simps that we landed are now
living in prosperity and the little Gem
has been enlarged several times. They
have also purchased other houses and a
Rolls-Royce takes them around on a tour
of inspection.
All that was needed for the house was
a little extra educational work with the
public to increase the business and the
stunt that I started by diming the dubs
started them going to the house and
they kept it up. From the day that we
packed and skipped leaving the saps to
what we supposed was their sad fate,

Specials

ALBERT PARKER,
who has been
directing Norma Talmadge
in her
last two productions, has signed a new
agreement with Joseph M. Schenck,
whereby he will make for him a series
of special productions, all of them to
be based on well-known plays or books.
Parker recently returned from the
West Indies, where he had been making
exteriors in the sugar cane plantations
for Norma's newest First National, temporarily titled
'
"Satan's Paradise,"
founded Soutar.
on the book "On Principle," by
Andrew
Previous to this story, Parker directed
"The Branded Woman" and "Eyes of
When Schenck
produces
Through,"
Parker will
return "Smilin'
to the
Norma Talmadge Film Company, to direct
this
play
by
Allen
Langdon
Martin,
inYouth."
which Jane Cowl starred.
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Brains,
Training

and

Determination —
That
Chet

Is

Withey

Director Long Ago Recognized (he
Possibilities of Motion Pictures
And "Lowered His Art" to the
Extent of Occasionally Taking
Roles in Various Productions and
in Writing Scenarios
kfc^TTITHEY unquestionably has
VV many things in his favor, and
one of them that stands out
like a beacon of light is braininess. He
knows the camera. He knows the technical side from A to Z. He knows stories
and he knows continuity. He knows
.stars. He knows types. He knows ideas
that can be used to advantage in pictures. He knows the valuation of lighting effects. He knows scenic arrangements and locales. Much of this comes
from his dramatic stock experience. And
his picture knowledge comes from ^tudy
and direct association with things, big
and little, that go to make a picture with
worth while.
"Chet Whitey never does anythin by
halves. In directing pictures and ghandling actors, whether stars or types, he
gets results. From the time that he set
his mind to direct pictures he went at it
with that seMf-determination that spelled
only one thing and that was success with
a capital S."
So: wrote Mark Vance in his critical
analysis of Chet Withey's work to Show
why Chet Whitey was one of the foremost of motion picture directors.
/As Mark Vance has said. Chet Withey
• lias the three chief ingredients of success—brains,
* training
* and
* determination.
It was while playing small roles in a
stock company on the Pacific Coast that
Mr. Withey "lowered his art" to the extent of occasionally assuming roles in
photoplays. At that time any actor who
forked before the camera was an object
'of
his fellowwasplayers.
ingscorn
beforeamong
the camera
violatingPiayan
unwritten law of the profession.
But Mr. Withey took a broader view
of the matter. He studied the motion
picture and readily recognized its possibilities. He saw, among other things,
that what the motion picture needed was
good stories. Accordingly, he set out to
write them. He had brains — or inherent
ability — plus a stage training and some
motion picture experience that gave him
a thorough knowledge of what constituted drama.
His first real affiliation as a scenario
writer was with Selig Company in Edendale, Cal., a pioneer among California
producing organizations. From there he
went to the Mack Sennett studios. But

CHET
he did not remain long at this latter
place for the reason, perversely enough,
that he refused to take advantage of an
opportunity
he had always longed for as
a boy.
As a lad Mr. Withey had wanted to be
a black face comedian and his chance
finally came during his Mack Sennett
days. Roscoe Arbuckle was making a
picture in which there was a black face
parade. Six scenario writers were invited to join in the parade and of the
honored six Withey alone refused. On
the following Saturday night he was
fired.
* * *
A few days later he had a desk in the
Triangle studios. He was writing scenarios. Then one day he was picked out
to direct a picture.
Somehow Withey had always felt that
directing was his forte and he took up
his new work enthusiastically. The pic"The Devil'sA Needle."
Norma ture,
Talmadge.
long story starred
could
be
written
on
the
success
of
Mr.
Withey's
first effort, but such a story is needless.
It need only be said that Mr. Withey
today is again directing Talmadge pictures and his 'pictures are termed Chet
Withey Productions!
Following his first subject Mr. Withey
directed for Triangle "The Old Folks at
Home," "Mr. Goode, the Samaritan,"

WITHEY
"The Village Prodigal," aud "Madame BoLater on he became affiliated with Vitagraph.basterwhere
he directed
"The
AlaBox." Following
this he
directed
"The Hun Within," for Artcraft, and for
Paramount
"Maggie Pepper," "The LitPeep."
tle Comrade," "The Teeth of the Tiger"
and "On the Quiet," with John Barrymore. Still later of his productions are
"She Loves and Lies" and "The New
Moon," in which Norma Talmadge was
starred, and "Romance," with Doris
Keane in
thebeen
leading
mance" .has
hailedrole.
as oneHisof"Rothe
artistic accomplishments of the year.
* * *
Just how high Mr. Withey stands in
the estimation of those who are competent to judge directorial ability might
be gleaned from the conversation that
took place in the presence of the writer
of these paragraphs between a literary
light and a motion picture man who
oughly.
understands
motion picture values thor"Chet Withey is to direct the picturization of the story. What kind of a
director
he?" came the
"None isbetter,"
sponse of the motion picture
The literary man had faith
ment of his friend and he
tentedly after receiving this

prompt reman.
in the judgrested coninformation.
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Ziegfeld

Is

Initial

Completing

Photoplay

Predict Successful Step in
Bringing a Closer Link
Between Screen and
Stage
EXHIBITORS, producers and distributors are awaiting the first showing of W. K. Ziegfeld's initial screen
offering, now being completed at the
Peerless studios in Fort Lee.
With a battery of tour cameramen
working day and night. Emile Chautard. the director, expects to put the
finishing touches to the final scenes the
. latter part of this week.
* * *

HERALD

His

Offering

closed as a featured player in "Come
Seven": Tyrone Power, the tragedian,
who played the title role in "Chu Chin
Chow"; Henry Stephenson, now playing a leading
rolefeatured
in "Spanish
William
Roselle,
playerLove";
in a
score of Broadway hits: Paula Shay, a
well known Henry Savage player; Mile.
Dazie, former Follies and Winter Garden others.
star: Ernest Lambart, and countless
Thus fortified with an array of imposing talent. W. K. Ziegfeld pitched
into his new task with the same energy
he displayed in making his legitimate
plays and operas. And those who have
seen run-offs of the picture as taken to
date declare that it marks a new era
in motion picture production, and is

W. picture
K. Ziegfeld's
advent a into
mo*
tion
field created
stir the
in motion picture circles, as the producer,
who is known throughout the world as
a theatrical manager and musical educator, declared that he would restrict
himself as far as he possibly could to
directors, actors and writers from the
legitimate stage.
Closely following this announcement,
word came that he had signed up Florence Reed of "The Mirage" as the star
for his first production. With this stellar light to open the way. Ziegfeld then
scoured the field for a director with
legitimate training and finally obtained
the services of Emile Chautard.
Then followed the signing of many
contracts.
* * *
Adhering to his original intention of
recruiting his associates from the field
of the legitimate. Ziegfeld signed Philip
Bartholomae. author of "Very Good.
Eddie."
Dreams
and
other"When
plays as
scenarioCome
writerTrue,"
and
followed this with contracts with such
artists as Xorman Trevor, now co-starring with Gilda Varesi in "Enter
Madame": Earle Foxe, who has just

W. K. ZIEGFELD
Famous producer, who has just invaded
the motion
feld Films. picture field as head of Zieg-

FLORENCE REED
>'oted stage actress
who Films.
will be starred
in Ziegfeld
the most successful step yet taken in
bringing about a closer link between
the stage and the screen. Xo definite
publication arrangements have yet been
made.

EXHIBITORS
I HAVE
MET
(.Continued from page 707)

EMILE CHAITARD
Eminent director now putting finishing
touches to first Ziegfeld Films picture.

the exhibitors move along more deeply
worn tracks in their operations. Competition isless keen because theatres are
less closely matched in the fight for attendance, but high class entertainment
is the order of the community. Richmond, Durham, Hillsboro, Buriington.
Greensboro, Chester. Charlotte, all share
an even serenity of purpose and endeavor. "Business as usual" is the com-

mon report, and observation discloses
that business is usually good.
Covering in seven days 750 miles and
so many cities that they recalled the
famous telephone poles of the picket
fence joke, I parked in front of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., and staggered up toto the
boxtheoffice
Hart used
do in
dayslike
when"Bill"
he
killed
feature.at least one horse in every five reel
* * *
Atlanta theatre men have made their,
showmanship known to the trade in a
long series of excellent accomplishments,
The Alamo Xo. 2 theatre has in George
Schmidt, manager, an exploitation geniu9
of originality and executive ability. His
work is well known to American ex-*
hibitors. James F. Jackson, manager of
the Tudor, is a man of the same type.
The Criterion and its executives are too
well tion
known
to require further descriphere.
In and out of Atlanta, the motor responding cheerfully to the influence of
the justly celebrated "Southern hospitality." I gathered the impression that
Georgia exhibitors will be up forward in
the vanguard of progressive showmen
for some time to come. They take their
showmanship seriously, these Georgians,
and
before theycampaign
leap." When
they they
start"look
an individual
or a
general movement they "start it from the
They out
havecourse
a definite
purpose,
aground."
well thought
of action,
and
they proceed steadily to their goal.
Then it rained. It kept right on raining. I still think the car that I drove
out of Detroit in May and over fifteen
thousand miles of miscellaneous and assorted roads to Atlanta could have
"made
the
grade."
have been much
left But
of it.there
and Iwouldn't
hate to
kill more than one car a year. So I
parked it for the winter and decided to
ride "the cushions" until the elements
settle their annual controversy.
It's dreds
been
year. and
I'vetrue
met inhunof gooda big
showmen
the
twelve months since the 1919 Holiday
number of this publication. I can't keep
up a steady correspondence with all of
them,
as I'd like to
to. wish
so I'm
to take much
this opportunity
eachgoing
and
things.
every one the best of the season's good
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Films

Year

has preREAD, in JR.,
R exhibitors,
PARKEsented
the last fort* night with a double Christmas
gift in two Associated Producers' specials, Louise Glaum in "Love" and Hobart Bosworth in "A Thousand to One."
The acknowledged box office pulling
power of these attractions recalls the
tremendous success of "Sex," which still
is going strong, according to reports
from \V. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
distributing this production.
"A Thousand to One," now playing
pre-release engagements in the Middle
West territory under Sidney J. Goldbookingofarrangements
from the
Chicagoman'soffice
Associated Producers,
has been delivered to all A. P. exchanges.
• • •

ments from the Read headquarters:
Louise Glaum has been re-signed for
several years, J. Parker Read, Jr., taking advantage of the remarkable appeal
she has made to the public in her last
six productions under his banner and
the world-wide exploitation given this
star under Sig Schlager's supervision, to
cash in still further on her future popularity with a public that is ever growing larger and more enthusiastic.
J. Parker Read, Jr., will produce in
1921 at least two — probably more — specials in every sense of the word, in addition to the Louise Glaum product,
which will receive his personal and imfilming. mediate supervision in every stage of
* • •

Incidentally these pictures arc the first
two on which appears the phrase "A J.
Parker Read, Jr., Production," Producer
Read formerly insisting on the too-modest "J. Parker
Jr., Presents."
With
the Read,
national
publication of
"Love" come two important announce-

These productions are to be all-star —
or non-star — in character and are to be
made from powerful dramatic stories.
They will show the most artistically
commercial and lavish producer of the
screen at his best.
Hobart Bosworth now is with Thomas
H. Ince, having completed three produc-

J
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Member of Axuurlntrd rrodurrra. Inc.
tions under Read's supervisorial management: "The Burtc Master" (Hodkinson); "His Own Law" (Goldwyn),
and "A Thousand to One" (A. P.).
"My next picture," wires J. Parker
Read, Jr., to his representative, Sig
Schlager, now in Chicago, "will not be
'The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,' as anticipatorially announced in the trade
press, but will be from an original story
that will afford me bigger opportunities
of production than ever before. I confidently expect it will prove my worthiest effort.
"I have engaged Mahlon Hamilton to
play the leading male role opposite Mis«
Glaum. His popularity is assured and I
consider him splendid for the part he
will fill. The title I have not yet decided upon."
Montagu
Born

Love

Was

in Calcutta

MONTAGU
LOVE
Calcutta, India,
as his acknowledges
native home.
He was educated in England. There,
too, began his stage career, which overlaps to America. * * *
He was under the management of
Belasco, Joseph Brooks, the Shuberts,
William A. Brady and Cyril Maude. But
he forsook the stage, attracted by the
taking.
gigantic strides motion pictures were
Notable among his past achievement*
are "The Grouch," "The Roughneck,"
"The Cross Bearer," in all of which he
played the title role, and "Bought aid
» » *
Paid
For."
Love's 1920 features number "A Place
of Honeymoons," "The World and His
Wife," "The Riddle: Woman," "The
WrongNorma
Woman"
and Satan's Paradise,"
with
Talmadge.
Montagu Love is one of the notable
actors on the screen today and it is the
big, virile roles in which he is chiefly
interested.
Rumor has it that he will
story.
soon be interpreting just this type of
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Dalton in
Dorothy
One-eye
"The"Wallace"
Teaser." with
Famous
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JULES COWLES
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Kaufman
presents

SIDNEY

FRANKLIN

Productions
first release

"NOT
GUILTY"
Adapted from HAROLD MAC GRATH'S "PARROT & CO."
released through the
ASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL

Greeting*

PICTURES,
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8
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1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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(Mrs. Frank Lawrence)
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Frank

Lawrence

Film editing chief of
Universal City
In the business over twentv vears

Film editing chief of the
Allen J. Holubar Productions

Some Special Attractions
Edited by the aboce chief
Special Attractions:
"Within
"The
"Once
"The
"Man,

the Law"

'"The Battle Cry of Peace"
"The Heart of Humanity"
"Overland

Red"

Right to Happiness"

"Three Godfathers"

to Every Woman"

"Blind Husbands"

Virgin of Stamboul"

"The Christian"

Woman and Marriage"
and many others.

"My hundreds
OfficialofWife"
and
others.
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ltman

.Dennett
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uctions

Mean
Interesting :: Intelligent ::
Expertly Acted and Artistically

Lionel

Barrymore
and

Exceptional

Direction

by

Star

Kenneth

by

Series

"Specials

Scenarios by
DOROTHY FARNUM

Distributed

otodramas
Presented

First

Webb

Art Direction by
ROY WEBB

National

WHITMAN BENNETT STUDIOS
537 Riverdale Avenue, YONKERS, N. Y.
W.

O. HURST

:

Studio

Manager
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ROBERTSON-COLE'S
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
(Continued from page 7/5)
Little 'Fraid Lady," which was directed
by John G. Adolfi, is the first Marsh special, and is ready for publication as the
year ends.
On January 20 "The Beloved Cheater,"
produced by Gasnier, was issued. It
was the first special attraction of the
year for Robertson-Cole and one of the
first in its history.
On February 1, Georges Carpcntier
was signed, following his retirement
of the British champion, Joe Beckett.
John G. Adolfi was selected as director
of the Carpentier picture. A few days
later in February
Fortune
starring
Marjorie "The
Rambeau,
one Teller,"
of the
foremost American actresses, was acquired.
* ♦ *
On February 28 occurred one of the
biggest events of the year, the signing of
Otis Skinner, the foremost American romantic actor, and a man representative
of the best ideals of the American stage,
to On
appear
in "Kismet,"
masterpiece.
March
1 DustinhisFarnum
was
signed by four attractions a year, the
first ofsued which,
issome time "Big
later.Happiness,"
On March was
15 Sir
Ernest Shackleton's exploration picture.
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"The Bottom
of the World," was acquired for America.
The first convention of RobertsonCole branch managers and supervisors
took
to 19.place at the Hotel Astor, March 16
On March 28, Sessue Hayakawa was
signed for four attractions a year, the
first of which, "The First Born," will
be published early in 1921. Soon after
this the plan to erect a Robertson-Cole
home office building at the corner of Seventh avenue and Forty-eighth street,
N'ew York City, was announced. The
building, now complete, is a twelve-story
structure containing offices for Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, Robertson-Cole Company, Division of
Films, Robertson-Cole New York exchange and the Robertson-Cole foreign
department.
On April 12 a contract was made with
Al
to adapt
Long, musical
Letty,"
the Christie
celebrated
Oliver "So
Morosco
comedy, to the screen. A few days after
this, the signing of Pauline Frederick for
four specials yearly took place, and Miss
Frederick immediately started to work.
May 1 found Robertson-Cole busily
preparing for a trade publicity announcement that specials were to be built only
henceforth. Robertson-Cole pledged itself to maximum attractions of greatest
possible box office returns, exploitation
and artistic possibilities henceforth.
On January 14 announcement was
made of the leasing of the Robertson-

25, 1920

Cole ranch at Santa Monica, Cal. Here
is provided a great stretch of seashore,
river, mountain, plain, hamlet and village, which is being used for exterior
scenes in Robertson-Cole productions. A
few days later, work was started on
"Kismet" in California, Mr. Skinner
spending most of the summer there.
On July 1 the Robertson-Cole studios
building
was started at Hollywood, Cal.
* * *
The end of August marked the premier
of the first of the "Big 8" fall publicaThis was
"Big which
Happiness"
ringtions.
Dustin
Farnum,
openedstar-at
the Broadway theatre.
A scenario department was inaugurated at the Robertson-Cole studios on
September 1. All summer William
Christy Cabanne had been at work in
the Eastsentedon
Stealers."
It was
preat the"TheHotel
Astor on
September 17 for a trade premiere.
The middle of October marked the distribution of the first Pauline Frederick
special, "A Slave of Vanity." which has
pleased the great Frederick following
all over the country since.
"Kismet" was shown on October 25 at
the Hotel Astor to the trade. The largest crowd which ever turned out to a
trade premiere stormed the Astor on,
this evening.
On November 1 the Robertson-Cole
studios were completed and occupied.
On December 15 the first birthday of
the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation was observed.

LUCY COTTON— GREETINGS
Title role "The Misleading Lady" with Bert Lytell.
Feminine lead opposite George Arliss in "The Devil"
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"Good
Will
to
M en
GOOD will is a subject of more than seasonable interest to the motion picture exhibitor. It is the name of his
year around stock in trade. Yet the general prevalence of the spirit of good will at this time renders especially fitting a careful consideration of its attributes and the theatre application.
* * *
INTELLIGENT exhibitors realized long ago that theatre advertising does not consist solely in buying and
filling newspaper and billboard space, of staging elaborate presentation features and sensational exploitation
stunts. The knowledge that these are simply important means to a more important end is now general.
* * *
IT IS a demonstrated fact that the greatest advertising in the world will not sell the wares of a merchant who
has not the good will of the buying public. Advertising that does not work toward the gaining of that good
will is not successful advertising.

The proof of any advertising is the advertiser's standing in the community.

THERE is profound significance in the fact that despite the inestimable value of good will no price can be
placed upon it. It is not a commodity that can be purchased for a given sum or obtained by any prescribed
procedure save one.

That one is all-important.

It is commonly designated "fair dealing."

MAN controls certain of his emotions, directing them to serve his purposes, but respect is not one of these.
Respect goes where it is due, with or without the consent of the individual. It follows that the only way to
gain the good will of the community is to deserve it. That is never difficult.
* j* *
WHEN surface appearances of existing conditions are cleared away it is found, invariably, that the genuinely
deserving person or institution receives just reward. Guile, double dealing, misrepresentation may deceive for a time, working temporary hardship, but for a time only. There is no exception to this rule.
* * *

THE theatre that is so managed as to merit the respect of patrons operates profitably. The exhibitor who so
conducts his house that the public has implicit faith in the quality of any and all programs offered enjoys a
just reward for his integrity — consistent prosperity.
* * *

BRING about this condition the exhibitor need concern himself with but one consideration — fair dealing.
His show must be good. His advertising must be honest. When patrons come to the theatre repeatedly
with definite expectations based upon advertising and repeatedly find expectations fulfilled they develop a wholesome faith in the management.
* * *

TO

A BLIZZARD, a financial panic, hard times, special opposition, all the forces that normally affect box office
fio-ures, are felt less keenly by such an institution than by the theatre that has no fixed patronage. Even the
less serious consequence.
occasionally unavoidable screen disappointment is of
* # #
SATISFACTION is the buver's primary demand. It is singularly true that man is more exacting in his amusement demands than in any other phase of life. The theatre that sells satisfaction is not limited to an
arbitrary admission charge or other ill-fitting restriction, and the sale yields 100% profit.
* *. *

THE good will of his patrons is the exhibitor's most valuable possession. It is acquired more cheaply and
lost&at greater expense than any other thing he may own. Fair dealing produces it. And a policy of fair
dealing implies that the exhibitor himself must bear a reciprocal "good will to men."
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Showmanship

|

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

A street figure for Tom Moore's Goldwyn attraction, "Hold Your Horses,"
is easily evolved upon the basis of the A {arce fox hunt on a contest basis will serve t0 exploit »The Huntsman,'
Clyde Cook's Fox special comedy.
above still.
|
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IN abolishing the admission charge for the purpose of introducing under the most advantageous possible circumstances the Pathe serial, "The Phantom Foe," H. A. Albright, manager of the American theatre, Butte, Mont.,
adds an interesting chapter to the book of theatre exploitation. The screening of the first episode of a serial which
is to run for fifteen or eighteen weeks is an occasion to be
handled with the utmost care by the exhibitor, and the
present instance of its management will doubtless be
adopted by many who see in the method indicated points
of merit.
Mr. Albright's description of the occasion follows:
"I am enclosing a photo which has to do with a free
morning matinee for 'Young America' and, as you can see,
they turned out in goodly numbers from far and wide.
We' gave them a Baby Marie Osborne feature, a second
run Harold Lloyd comedy and the first episode of "The
Phantom Foe."' The latter got the most applause.
"There's no easier way to fill a house than to cut out
the admission. Xo advertising is required. It seems to
leak out somehow. And I have found that it's a mighty
effective way of starting off a serial, besides the good feeling it creates.
"The kids in the picture are those that were waiting
for the doors to open. Many more arrived after the perforate was under way. Most of them brought their dogs.

sleds, cats and little brothers. We sat them three in a
double seat, stood the aisles full, banked the boxes and
lined the stairs. The balcony groaned.
"Naturally, I fed them a little house propaganda —
and the way they ate it up was a crime. Xot roars but
thunders of applause greeted this.
"All in all we feel assured of a good kid business Saturday and Sunday at the matinees and all day Mondays
and Tuesdays for the next fifteen weeks. These days are
when 'The Phantom Foe' will be shown.
"'You can see how they caved in our lobby display.
Little things like that one must expect and prepare for.
We had an extra crew of janitors to get the house in condition after the show."
Mr. Albright's communication discloses the working
out of the plan in detail. The conclusion he draws, to the
effect that big attendance will endure throughout the run
of the serial is based upon experience.
The assurance that such will be the case is of great
value to the exhibtor as he starts a new chapter play.
There is always a certain degree of uncertainty attendant
upon the beginning of such an engagement and the exhibitor who knows that he has paved the way for its successful progress from week to week experiences worth while
satisfaction.
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Progress

"Complete

By C. L. YEARSLEY
Director of Publicity and Advertising, Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.
IN all full recognition and with due respect to the progressive strides
representative of the various branches of the motion picture industry
during the past year, there stands out with unmistakable prominence
the complete triumph of one particular division. This tributary, so vital
to the great trunk known as the merchandising end of the business, is
identified by the word known as exploitation.
A year ago, motion picture preferment was a somewhat fickle boxoffice ingredient that flirted, as it were, with a number of our best showmen, and which had its skeptics as well as its sweethearts and sponsors.
Today — exploitation is given an AAA rating by even the most exacting
and conservative of exhibitors. It is a proven quality. It is a scientific
exhibitor property that reacts according to tried and proven axioms and
theorems. If other description is needed, it is simply this — nine out of
every ten exhibitors tell me that it is essential.
With the foregoing as a basis and foundation for the subject upon
which I have been asked to write by the Exhibitors Herald, it becomes
a trifle presumptious and a bit beyond the border line of reason for me
to adhere strictly to the subject specified: "What is the Best Exploitation
Stunt of the Year?"
TOO many ingenious and clever dem- Associated First National Pictures' straw
onstrations ot showmanship and ex- ballot, in which theatres all over the
ploitation have been brought forth in the country participated, a stunt that kept
interest of attractions distributed by As- exhibitors in their respective localities
sociated First National Pictures to en- on the front pages of the local daily
able one to single out one promotion
newspapers and which resulted in a total
effort as better than all the others. The amount
ofwhelmspublicity
that completely
over-of
subject is so broad, so comprehensive and
and overshadows
the biggest
of such scope in addition to being so national publicity efforts made during
involved with a maze of technicalities re- the past year.
lated to the size of towns, size of theaThe other exploitation stunt that pertres, length of showing, size of appropriatains closely to an individual exhibitor
tion, style of picture, and policy of house, effort is the First Annual Associated First
that comparisons are neither fair nor
National Pictures Field Day, held this
practicable. It's the old proposition ot summer in Oakland, California, under
trying to compare many objects of di- the management of Eugene L. Perry,
versified nature and intent. Take any
manager of the T. & D. theatre of that
dozen given exploitation stunts that "got city. The importance of this exhibitor
undertaking was felt throughout that
the money." Grant that all twelve were
novel and unique and that the cost was
part of the country. The fact that the
n
in proportio to the net receipts. Add
Oakland declared a legal holito your problem the multitude of local mayorday, theoffact
that schools and city offices
conditions that must necessarily have were closed in honor of the event and
entered into each campaign. Mix in the that this Field Day brought more people
dozen different house policies — and then to Oakland than a visit of the president
get a ouija board to help determine which
of the United States will always stand
exploitation campaign was best.
out prominently among the best and
biggest stunts of the year.
In picking the several exploitation campaigns and stunts that stand out among
Naturally, such giant attempts at exthe best of the year, I have selected
ploitation are not practicable unless enthose that might aid other exhibitors in
gineered with the cooperation of a namapping out future campaigns. The
tional organization. The Field Day
stunts mentioned in the following are of
was due to the apdifferent nature. For instance, there is success, ofpearancecourse,
of so many Associated First
National stars. These big stunts must
the circus stunt — the parade and ballyho;
the interior of the house stuff — decorating
necessarily demand their rightful recogthe theatre and outfitting the attendants;
nition and they * should
* * have it.
the front of the house display — the big
lobby smash; big town stunts; small FOR front-of-the-house exploitation
that rings the bell for its originality,
town stunts; presentation efforts — the
utilization of a prologue appropriate to credit must be given Martin Wolf, manager of the Victoria theatre, Philadelphia,
the subject matter of the feature to create word of mouth advertising.
who designed what is generally consid* * *
ered one of the best displays originated
AGAIN, even after the process of in behalf of "Go and Get It." Marshall
selecting the stunts that glow bright- Neilan's feature distributed by Associated
est among the best, there arises two big, First National.
Mr. Wolf is favored with a giant elecdominating, impressive and effective extric sign built directly across the outside
ploitation campaigns — one of which was
felt the nation over; the other, a stunt street-walls of his lobby. On either side
that applied more or less to the coast, but of this sign, he arranged cut-outs of the
which for sheer exhibitor enterprise and ape-man and the hero. The latter is aiming a revolver across the electric letters
ingenuity has never been duplicated In all
theatrical history.
at the ape-man.
In the interior of the lobby, Mr. Wolf
In these two stunts I refer to, first, the

Triumph"

arranged a cage (a real, honest-to-goodness, iron-barred cage), wherein he placed
another cut-out of the ape-man. With
such furnishings as straw, etc., the effect was striking. Naturally, this exhibitor brought out the "half-man-halfape" idea with proper captions. With
an assortment of lobby posters and drawings the Victoria got across the love
theme, the airplane thrills and the Wesley
Barry comedy. Undoubtedly, Mr. Waif
didn't miss a bet on this display. At
least, his receipts so indicated.
Mr. F. W. Teufel, manager of the
Rialto theatre, Butte, Montana, scored
a decided success with his exploitation
stunt ring
for Anita
"TheStewart.
Yellow Typhoon,"
Eschewing starthe
circus stunts, this exhibitor relied on a
bit of novelty (and it was not inexpensive, at that) to create sufficient local
comment to put •this* attraction
over.
*
THE
Rialto
employed
twelve
girl
ushers.
Mr. Teufel
decided
to provide Japanese costumes for the girls and
to dress his lobby and the interior of
the theatre in straightforward Japanese
style. This he did with appropriate
draperies, Japanese Lanterns and a colhangings.lection of bamboo shoots, ribbons and
Mr. Teufel's exploitation was quiet,
subtle, pretty and decidedly appropriate
to the feature. His enterprise carried
out the spirit of the entertainment he
was offering and resulted in considerable
local attention. The newspapers commented on the diligent effort being made
by a local motion picture man to give
Butte citizens the maximum in entertainment. And the receipts showed that
this exploitation effort had brought as
many people to the theatre as any circus
stunt ever pulled locally.
Leaving the matter of whether or not
novel presentation of feature pictures will
supersede the stunts now in vogue in
behalf of features out of the question, it is
quite right to say that presentation is
at the present time, and especially in
cities ranging in population from 75,000
upward,exploitation.
regarded as No
definite
cents
betterdollars-andexamples
of what presentation can do for a feature
is desired than the instances of the prologues arranged by a number of exhibitors for "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," starring Charles Ray in his initial
picture through Associated First National.
* * *
ALMOSTmen havewithout
exception,
show-is
found that
this feature
best exploited by connecting it up with
George M. Cohan's stage play, thereby
making use of the popular melodies that
have almost taken their places as American folk songs. This has been accomplished by the prologue first used by Jospph Plunkett, manager of the New York
Strand theatre. It was with the aid of
a quartette, a girl dressed to represent
Mary, and a setting typical of a railroad
station that Mr. Plunkett devised action
that would bring the songs, "Mary Is
aintoGrand
"So Long Mary"
play. Old Name,"
and
"Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway."
I cite this instance of presentation as
exploitation for the reason that the maioritv of exhibitors have adopted a prologue of the(Concluded
nature described
on page 104)as a means
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IN point of practicality attested by adaptation no presentation feature of 1920 surpasses that originated by Joseph Plunkett, manager of the Strand theatre, New York, for "Forty-Five Minutes
From Broadway," Charles Ray's first First National the Plunkett original, almost identical in every
the Liberty theatre, Seattle, Wash., adaptation of attraction. Photographs reproduced herewith show
detail with nearly a score of intervening prologues.
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By CLAUDE SAUNDERS
Director of Exploitation, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
ONE of the very first parades that ever marched up the mall of stately
Bowling Green, the center of the social aristocracy of old Xieu
Amsterdam, numbered 750 marchers. Led by a stately progenitor
of the first Knickerbocker families in a high cocked hat and powdered wig,
it represented a protest against the unwarrantable encruachment upon
personal liberty of one of the old time royal governors at the end of the
seventeenth century. That parade was the wonder of the year. By word
of mouth its wonders became a by-word through all of the thirteen colonies
that were then in existence, perhaps five. It was an event momentous for
the universal interest it attained and for the stupendous proportions it
assumed in the worthy citizenry who fell into the line of march.
What would these patriarchs of the new world say if they could
witness today a parade in which 2,000 marchers participate and which
15,000 people watch from the sidewalks. And especially if this parade
were staged not in support of a popular political or economic cause but
simply as exploitation for a motion picture, adroitly managed by a clever
exploitation representative? It is an actual fact that these things are a
matter of record. The year just ending has been one of uninterrupted
progress in motion picture exploitation and one of unprecedented returns
to the exhibitor who has skillfully sought the co-operation of a trained
exploitation staff in promoting his pictures. The year to come promises
an even more intensive development of exploitation means and facilities,
and even greater competition in directing public attention to a picture:
but as a criterion to go by, the year 1920 furnishes many instances upon
which future exploitation can be modelled.
ants registered failure interest rose to
IN AN organization of the magnitude of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, a fitting climax when the captain of the
which releases two pictures a week and
local life-saving station, a popular figure around Denver, escaped from the
has an active staff of 29 exploitation men
out in the field to promote the sale of mailed box and reappeared on the surface 36 seconds after he had been lowthe picture to the public, it is absolutely
ered. So enormous was the interest in
impossible to point to any one stunt as
the feat that crowds rushed to the theatre
the masterpiece of the year. It is conafterwards to see how Bosworth did it
ceivable, however, with a uniform chain
of representatives, working from one end in the picture.
"What's Your Hurry," offered so many
of the country to the other, to assimiangles for exploitation that it furnished
late ideas and methods that lead to defi- one
of the most successful features the
nite conclusions as to what titles and
productions have, during that time, lent exploitation department has had to deal
with. Starting in Chicago the title
themselves most easily to effective and
"What's Your Hurry" was used as the
result-producing exploitation.
There are four productions of the slogan for an anti-speeding campaign
past year that have demonstrated their that filled a column daily on the front
page of a local newspaper, was adopted
qualification for this category: "Below
by the Chicago Motor Club and used
the Surface," "What's Your Hurry,"
as the keynote for judicial decisions
"Something to Think About" and "Huin the local traffic club. Placards with
moresque."
• » *
this title were pasted on windshields of
automobiles and on telephone posts.
kkDF.LOW
THE
SURFACE"
jumped
This
idea was furthered in other cities.
XJ into the limelight in Denver when
In Albany, for example, the slogan was
a special diving contest was arranged
posted in big electric light signs on the
at the lake in the municipal park, to give
grounds of the state capitol in letters
contestants an opportunity of reproducing the underwater feats that Hobart
8 feet high. "What's Your Hurry" became the symbol for a nation-wide camBosworth accomplished in that picture.
paign against reckless motor driving and
The idea, which found immense favor,
the
picture
was put over under the auspices of the of the appeal.was recognized as the basis
* * *
local theatre showing the picture and
one newspaper which carried daily front
page stories on the event. When the IN DENVER, by a clever ruse, the
traffic signs at street intersections
actual date came 15,000 spectators
crowded the shore of the lake to watch
were surmounted with the painted slothe contest. Adequate banners posted
gan, "What's
The
is. same
idea was
later Your
used inHurry."
Minneapol
along the banks gave the tie-up between
the contest and the motion picture. As
The tie-up with the Mack truck was
the entrants volunteered for their turn
responsible for parades in practically
they were rowed to the middle of the every city of the country. In New York
it attracted such crowds that when it
lake, then enclosed in a wooden box and
reached the Rialto theatre, where the
lowered below the surface with 56 seconds, the time used by Bosworth in his picture was playing, the manager begged
that it be removed so that his patrons
picture, to free themselves and reappear
could find an entrance. The series of
on the surface. As the various contest-
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demonstrations came to a grand climax
in
Minneapolis,
where asponsored
monster "What's
Your
Hurry"
by the
national
safetyparade,
committee, passed
up
the main thoroughfares. More than 100
trucks and automobiles, with 2,000 people, constituted this demonstration for
a motion picture tie-up and 15,000 people watched from the sidelines. The
tire brigade was out in force, having
previously staged a demonstration drill,
culminating in the swinging of a huge
"What's Your Hurry" banner across the
main thoroughfare.
In countless communities throughout
the country
"What's
became the slogan
for aYour
civicHurry"
campaign,
a half holiday or newspaper editorials,
according to the needs to which it was
adapted by a clever exploitation man or
theatrical manager, enlisting the support
of public opinion.
• * *
k w i.
T_T1 L'MORESQUE,"
although init the
revealed nothing startling
way of exploitation, furnished an excellent medium by its very title for outdoor
advertising. Any picture that can tieup with 122 music stores in one city for
window displays is worthy of more than
ordinary mention. That is what Chicago
alone did for "Humorcsque," and is
typical of the entire country where music
stores, phonograph records, music rolls
and department stores gave their windows willingly to benefit by the huge
publicity attracted to this picturization
of
Fannie love
Hurst's
of mother
in thestory.
pictureThe
was element
played
up effectively in all the window displays.
The appeal to religious sect in this picture was utilized in the printing of cards
in Jewish which were distributed in sections of any city where the people ot
this creed predominated.
"Something to Think About" made a
skyrocket appearance before the public
of Philadelphia in a manner that rivaled
interest in the political election. The very
title lent itself readily to exploitation—
and a Paramount exploitation man had a
poster edited so carefully on "Something
to Think About" in connection with the
registration that it was used in 1,308 of
the 1,368 polling places in that city.
When one considers that this had to be
done affirmatively, so as to give a message of real value, and still diplomatically so as to cause offense to none of the
political leaders involved, one can realize
the reason for a trained exploitation man
in the field.
* * *

"Somet
RISON
COMPA
BY Think
About"
is still new
to hing
the pub-to
lic. It is safe to state, from our initial
experience, that this picture will see a
tremendous tie-up between theatres and
merchants, the latter using the catch
sement
line as a business-getting adverti
for their own line of business.
Thetion picture
exploitapossibilitiesoffers
and inlimitless
conclusion,
I am
venturing the assertion that "Something
to Think About" offers ingenious exhibitors an opportunity for exploitation
that will be equalled only when the coming year brings new production and new
advanced
even tomore
and odsperhaps
and facilities
exploit
them. meth-
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Maintaining? a highly developed
and smoothly functioning
exhibitor exploitation organization which provides an
experienced representative in
every exchange point, the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is responsible
for
some of the
most intensive
and spectacular
theatre
adin 1920.orEvery
exhibitor vertising
is done more
less
familiar
with
this department of the institution
and
cannot but have definitely
formed impressions as to the
value of the service.
Claud Saunders, head of this
department of the Paramount
organization, describes upon
the opposite page a few of
the moretionimportant
achievementsexploitascored
during the past year, giving
also his views on the general
subject of theatre advertising.
Interesting as is his discussion,
it is in the daily news of exploitation done by Paramount
representatives
cooperating
with exhibitors that
the full
significance of the work is
brought out. The little
things as well as the big impress the observer with the
possibilities of development
and consequently greater accomplishments promised by
present
and past performance,

The Effect
The cooperative advertising
exhibits presented herewith
are typical of the results
produced byploitation
Paramount
exmen. Above
shown an attractive
windowis
display obtained in Elmira,
IT. Y., during the showing of
Think About"
at■Something
the Regent totheatre.
Albert
S. Nathan, exploitation
representative at the Buffalo
exchange, was responsible for
it, thedow first
winused bycooperative
the M Doyle
Marks music store.
The illustration at the left
shows a prominent corner in
Indianapolis, Ind., arranged
by Oscar Kantner, the youngestmount
member
of the
exploitation
force,Parawho
obtained several similar displays and great newspaper
publicity for the Ohio theatre showing of "Something
to Think closedAbout"
disthe fact when
that heMonte
Blue, who has a prominent
role
in
the
picture,
was
an
Indianapolis boy.
The two enterprises typify the
every-day
cooperation
accorded the exhibitor
by the
exchange exploitation men.
In addition to the direct assistance given in behalf of
Paramount
pictures value
there Inin
a not inconsiderable
the sharing of interests in
constructive, standard advertising. This is of permanent
aid to the exhibitor.
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"Exploitation
the All-Important
Thing/9
Says
United
Artists
Advertising
Director
By CHARLES E. MOYER
Advertising and Publicity Director of United Artists Corporation
THE all-important thing in building theatre patronage — that patronage
that is permanent and profitable — is exploitation, exploitation that
gains and maintains the complete confidence of the whole people of
your community; clean, honest, justifiable exploitation in your lobby, your
theatre, your newspaper advertising :>nd publicity.
No definite rules can be set for country-wide exploitation. One can
only suggest on a picture the things that he, himself, would wish given
him its
wereownhe specific
in the exhibitor's
Every zone,
city,them,
every and
region
has
problems. place.
The exhibitor
aloneevery
knows
the
only proper aid that can be given an exhibitor is by a method of co-operation between the man who endeavors to suggest exploitation after he has
been properly advised of such specific problems.
Exploitation covers everything. Primarily, it is your salesman. It
comprises all and every method by which you, your company, your theatre
is established with your public. It should always reflect your real and
true character.
HONEST, truthful exploitation is prerequisite. Ifyou seek to put before
your public advertising or publicity statemints which are not facts — that is not only
bad business morale — it is bad advertising,
publicity and exploitation. Time was when
you were considered a good salesman if
you could sell anything, but times have
changed. There has come into being so
many millions of people who can't be
fooled, and who will only buy their amusements at the theatre backed by the man
and the management that is square. The
"one-born-every-minute" man is primarily
responsible today for publicity and exploitation being classed
as must
"bunk."
to be lamented.
And we
live itThis
down.is
Only by going after patron confidence
with real, lasting, result-getting exploitation, that has its foundation on a rock-bed
of actual facts and truth can this be accomplished. "Bunk"toleads
to bankruptcy —
honest exploitation
success.
First of all, never sell a poor picture to
your patrons. It will prove to be your
most expensive experiment. You are
simply flimrlamming the people who should
be your friends — the patrons who pay for
your product without the opportunity of
examining the goods. You are selling them
something they do not want; and in doing
so you naturally tell them in your exploitation something entirely different from
what it really is. You are absolutely wrong
in doing this, even though you do it cleverl>.
Over-statements, exaggerations, superlatives, are all business-breakers — not busines -makers. Atheatre built on exploitation lies will last about as long as the
proverbial house built on the sand.
* * *
THE only exploitation that is worth
while — the only publicity that will bring
you lasting profits — the only advertising
that bespeaks success is that founded on
absolute truth. Any other is unsound and
with it you cannot last.
Truth cuts both ways — and an exhibitor
must adopt an exploitation policy that will
not wrongfully reflect on his theatre
reputation.
First of all — put your house in order.
See that you are doing everything in
your theatre along the best and most improved methods — everything may not be as
you would most. like it to be for there may
be a multitude of things you could desire —
but be sure that your theatre is the very
best you yourself can make it. Work as
hard as you know how to make it so.
Then tell the people about it.
The amusement seeking people are in-

telligent. Mark that. They are intelligent
people. And the exhibitors have done
wonders to make them so. Intelligent
people will not submit to having anything
put over on them. Always remember, you
canAgain,
only the"getamusement
away with
it." people are
seeking
eminently fair, if only they know the true
facts. Sometimes they are a bit slow in
arriving at a decision, but in the long run,
if an exhibitor proves through his exploitation that he is telling them the truth
in everything he says about his theatre and
his productions to get them to his playhouse, he can always be assured a true
representation from his community for the
type of product he presents.
* » *
THE fundamental purpose underlying any
policy of exploitation is to induce the
people to believe in the sincerity and honestv of your organization — your theatre.
When you gain the complete confidence
of the whole people of your town, fifty
per cent of your troubles are over.
Exploitation in its ultimate sense means
the actual relationship of our theatre to
the people — and that relationship involves
far more than saying — it • involves doing.
Therefore,
simply
say something,
do
it. Render don't
the best
possible
service.
It doesn't cost money to be courteous.
It doesn't
you seller
a cent smile
to insist
having
your cost
ticket
and upon
say
"thank
you"
when
they
take
your
patrons'
money, even before they sec your product.
It doesn't
moneyclean
to have
a clean
theatre,
clean cost
attaches,
everything.
It
doesn't
cost
money
to
give
serious
and
thorough attention to complaints.
It doesn't cost money to present a genial,
well-met personal attitude towards your
patrons. "Meet them with a smile and
send them
away happy" is always a good
adage
to remember.
It doesn't cost money to cooperate with
your merchants in exploiting big productions.
It doesn't cost money to call on your
newspaper friends ever so often and have
anotpersonal
chat with them — when they are
too busy.
It doesn't cost *money
* * to be human.
IF people feel that your real spirit is
one of the worth-while kind — instead of
beine head-boiled, harsh, indifferent, or irresponsive to their desires and wishes,
thev will help you on to bigger success.
It is a real blunder for a theatreman to
assume an attitude of complacency and

satisfaction with the conditions as they
exist. The public likes live-wires and congeniality.
Don't
your public take everything for
granted.let Constant
ly tell them about it
Keep everlastingly after them. It is absolutely impossible to tell it to enough people
by
word
mouth—
so ements
tell it inabout
printer's
ink. Run ofpolicy
advertis
your
theatre regularly— tell them the truth about
your establishment in an interesting and
attractive way. Make them want to come
to your house because it is beautiful, because itis comfortable, because it is the
amusement center of their community and
because you do present the best producti
obtainable. Always be natural. Alwaysonsbe
human. Always speak in their language.
No line form of advertising, exploitation
or_, publicity can be decided upon as THE
* » *
HERE
the arc
best planning
rule to keep
in mind
when isyou
exploitation:
WILL IT BRING THE PEOPLE TO MY
THEATRE? I say to the theatre. After
they get there, your house attractiveness
should bring them inside. First of all get
them to the theatre.
To better prove this idea, allow me to
choose what is considered the best exploitation idea of the past year. It was a contest
idea and not much different than the
average contest except in that it brought
people directly to the theatre, after which
they went inside and the box office record
of the theatre was smashed.
J. F. Clancy, manager of the Poli theatre at Hartford, Conn., pulled it. Here
is what he did. • He was to play Mary
Pickford in "Pollyanna" during a school
holiday week, and his best bet was to inschool children.
itself terest
wonderfully
for "Pollyanna"
the purpose.lended
He
had drawn up a picture of Miss Pickford
in the character she played in the production, printed it on a piece of paper
with rules and regulations for the contest,
giving three prizes of $25, $15 and $10 for
the first three numbers, usual conditions
governing.
He secured the permission of the school
board to hold the contest among the school
children in school rooms whera they
taught drawing. The child who could draw
the
Pickford
was best
to Mary
get the
prize."Pollyanna"
However, sketch
every
school teacher chose the five best from her
particular room. The principal of the
school building chose the ten best from
those the teachers had picked and then a
committee of citizens picked the three best
from the choice of
* *the* school principals.
BUT that's where most contests end.
Not so with Clancv's. He had everv
teacher from every school room send all
the drawings to his office and he had them
mounted on separate cards for his lobby
display. And this is what it did.
Every child that had drawn a sketch
was so anxious to have their mother and
father, sister and brother, aunt and uncle
«*>e how much better -she could draw than
Mary. Ellen or Jane. Tom. Dick or Harry,
that the displav in the Poli lobby was a
sensation the whole week.
That's the best kjtid of exploitation. The
l-;nd that brings them directly to the
th»>->tre.
- ,' of, the. contest which
The other features
brought with it a certain amount of valuable publicity are aside from fhe value
wrong.
of
"bringing them to the theatre." Keep
that in mind always and you'll never go
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Is Served
In the nationwide exhibitor
exploitation of "Sown on the
Farm," exploitation
embraced
the metropoliswhich
and
the village, the week ran
theatre and the one-night-aweek, town hall auditorium,
one of the most important
facts with which the theatre
man is concerned is brought
to light. . It can be no longer
doubted by the logical thinker that "the showman is
served."
Theof outstanding
development
1919 in exhibitor
affairs
was the
thorough
establishment of the fact that
more
and better advertising was
needed, was essential to the
proper
of theIt theatre and progress
the industry.
was
demonstrated beyond the
slightest doubt that a great
demand for pictures possessisted. ing advertising angles exIn 1920 that demand was fulfilled. "Down on the Farm"
ranks high among the attractions offered in supplying the need, but there were
many possessing similar
qualifications.
no previous period inAtproduction
history have authors, directors and producers so earnestly and to such good
effect put forth effort to
produce
exhibitor pictures
could sellthatto the
his
public.
Accompanying illustrations
show (above) the Orpheum
theatre, Connellsville, Pa., as
It appeared during the
"Down on the Farm" engagement, and (below) the displayfornia
arranged
Calitheatre,bySanthe Diego,
Cal.
They
are
typical
of
the
theatre work done in behalf
of the attraction in all parts
of the country.
Thethisimportant
pointnotis have
that
work could
been done were the picture
not sojectcomposed
as to submatter and locale,
the
latter
particularly,
fitted with a title that and
worked
smoothly into the plans of
the exhibitor advertiser, that
this type of advertising
would bring big attendance
and, even more important,
send that attendance away
satisfied.
It that
is this
type of production
the showman
needs. It
gives
him
which to workmaterial
out his with
own
box office salvation. It reduces materially the degree
of his dependence upon the
producer
placesadvertising
upon his
shoulders,andhis
ability,
the responsibility
his
success
or failure. for
That is the condition that the
progressive
demands. As showman
has been the
rule since the beginning, the
showman is served.
The past year has witnessed
unprecedented
progress arein
this
direction. Conditions
better than ever before. The
exhibitor has become active
rather than passive. He has
learned to sell his show instead of merely
for sa7a.
Theredisplaying
is a wideit
difference between the two.
It is not too much to prophesy
that the coming year will see
even greater advance of this
character.

i

United

Artists

Success

Exploitation

Advertisers

Feature

"Down on the Farm," Mack Sennett's feature length comedy
distributed by United Artists Corporation during 1920, will go
down in exploitation history as one of the premier productions of
all time in point of exhibitor advertising possibilities. Its treatment
at the hands of the American exhibitor has been recorded in this
department in a natural sequence of stories that has comprised in
itself a significant treatise on the important subject of exploitation
progress.
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By VICTOR M. SHAPIRO
Exploitation Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

STRIDES in theatre exploitation during the last year have been remarkable. Showmen of the country have found out that the flare of the
circus and the old time bally-hoo have a definite application to their
theatres. They are realizing that their exploitation reflects the personality
of the man back of the theatre, just as strongly as do the courtesy and
efficiency or musical interpretation inside the theatre.
Perhaps the most striking example of exploitation of this calibre
with the circus touch and radiating dynamic personality is presented by
those houses which have taken pictures of real merit, not necessarily the
so-called superproductions, and by consistent and persistent exploitation
won for their houses the reputation of being alive, alert and keen to do
things in a daring, distinctive and original manner.
Exhibitors have become more courageous ; the audacious has made
its appeal ; the "different" has been sought after and attained.
It required courage to imbue patrons with the tremendous value of
Harold Lloyd as a stupendous box-office bet. It required brains to exploit
Harold Lloyd in full page spreads above the feature attraction. Many
theatres throughout the land have done it and just as many have followed
suit.
THE GREATEST AND WORST
REQUIRED courage for a small
ITtown
THING IN THE WORLD?
theatre to take features like
IS SEX ALONE THE BASIS
"One Hour Before Dawn," "PassersOF MARRIAGE?
By" and "The Broadway Cowboy," and
on the strength of their key city exploitaWHAT IS MAN'S CLAIM ON
WOMAN?
tion to pay a real price for the feature
and rely on their own individuality to put
CAN A FOOLISH LOVE AFthem over in compelling style that reBLAST PASSION
A MAN'S BLIND
LIFE?
WHY FAIR
DOES
sulted in box office success.
MAN TO WOMAN, AND
And above all else the forward lookWOMAN TO MAN?
"lobby."
discovered
has have
ing showman who
DOES MAN OR WOMAN EXShowmen
been his
in commerERT THE GREATEST INFLUcial lines know that the lobby displays
ENCE IN MARRIAGE?
are the eyes of the theatre. And eyes
WHAT DOES WOMAN GIVE
attract.
IN MARRIAGE?
Particularly in localities where tranWHEN TWO DIFFERENT
sient trade is large, the lobby shopper is
KINDS OF WOMEN LOVE ONE
the one to whom the direct appeal has
been made.
MAN, WHICH DOES HE
* * *
CHOOSE?
WHY DO SOME WOMEN
A PARTICULAR bit of advertising
LOVE WEAK-WILLED MEN
psychology has been unearthed in
WITHOUT CHARACTER?
the fact that these passers-by will read
WHEN IS A WIFE A
long articles, newspaper clippings and
NOVELTY? * * *
extensive descriptions of the picture
playing or to be played, particularly if
it contains the spark of human appeal
JUST as effective a display for lobby
shoppers is contained in the rotoes with out-of-the-ordinary
and sparkl
.
interest
gravure one sheet which is brightened
Dovetailing with this line of box office by dramatic "stills" with captions and
heightened in interest by selling talk
stimulation, the question form of adverhas copy.
tising on highly dramatic pictures
the throb and thrill of "heart-high"
with
in
either
use
for
aid
become a valuable
Another
phase of unique lobby display
display
conjunctiftn with the colored
photographs or the black and whites hasin activity which has sprung to the front
Every class of house
is the enticing poster cut-outs mounted
the lobby.
these effective.
found
on cardboard and hung in a compelling
position
either outside or inside of the
In Canada "Man and His Woman,"
which played at the Auditorium, used lobby. While the big theatres have had
these questions to such an advantage
their own artists to create these — the
that the records of the theatre held by medium-sized house has found the reg"Male and Female" went by the boards.
value. ular run of posters to be of sterling
Perhaps the questions reproduced
Furthermore, the wise showman,
herewith will give* the
* * answer.
knowing that action for the lobby will
THE SOUL OR THE BODY?
attract quicker than mere still life pictures, has hit upon the idea of either
THESE ARE THE QUESTIONS
CAN THERE BE REAL LOVE
hanging an electric light behind these
WITHOUT THE SOUL?
cut-outs which blink and light alternately
DOES
MAN LOVE WOMAN
or by a mechanical contrivance to have
FOR
HER
BODY
OR HER
the poster move and sway in keeping
with the action of the drawing.
SOUL?
* * *
IS "SEX HUNGER" OR "CURIASIDE from the fact that beautiful
OSITY" THE REASON FOR
women always attract, as the case of
PROGRESS?
WHY IS LOVE OF WOMAN
the Harold Lloyd 24-sheet, the electric
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Says
Shapiro
light used in conjunction with the 24sheet of "One Hour Before Dawn" and
the bucking bronco used with "A Broadway Cowboy"
as distinctive
and
effective
bits ofwere
exploitation
as were
conceived for any showman's lobby.
Particularly with serials, the lobby display »hat carried the atmosphere of each
episode has been found to be an exceptional attention getter and business
stimulator.
For instance,
in "Ruth of
where
the atmosphere
of the
theRockies,"
episode
was in Chinatown, the alert showman
who had a Chinese lobby and a Chinese
stage setting created a sympathetic
mental
screened.attitude before the episode was
Western atmosphere has been transmitted in the same manner.
» • *
^qrilE
offered
to the
A MuseTHIRD
theatre EYE"
of Omaha
an opportunity to supply all of the children of
the neighborhood with paper eyes which
could be stuck on their foreheads to
represent
Third Eye."
as
serials "The
draw greatest
from Inasmuch
the child
patronage, this showman profited by the
child psychology which tied up this
serial with the novelty idea.
And even a one-reel subject, like the
Pathe News, the first news reel, the
real news first, has come in for its
share of attention by showmen who
recognize the service this unique film
renders. In conjunction with the tenth
anniversary of this news reel, showmen
are having the enviable opportunity to
advertise local scoops, to use their lobby
in notifying their patrons of immortal
events of the last decade along with international scoops and help celebrate
their
success
Pathe News. of the last ten years with
The lobby of a theatre can be reserved
and quiet; it can be compelling and
forceful; it can whisper its message or
shout its story — it all depends on the
personality of the theatre which reflects
the
individuality of the man behind the
theatre.
* * *
IN THIS short article space does not
permit the writer to touch on the high
powered value of newspaper advertising,
or the tie-ups with commercial enterprises, or theramifications
"stunt," street
or the varied
whichbally-ho»,
beckon
the
exhibitor
in
his
business
building enthusiasm.
But a greater percentage of showmen
have "found" their lobby and are reaping the rewards that come from intensive
thought along trails newly blazed, and
are grasping the opportunity close to
their doorstep and creating a magnetic,
attractive and sales packed display.
Judging from the way the wind is
blowing, there is a renaissance in the
mental attitude of the shownman, and
where courage was needed before and
where courage is demanded today the
live wire is supplying it, adding his touch
of distinctiveness and putting in that
something which differentiates the medisuccess.ocre from the real and acknowledged
The showman is going forward and
with due humility we feel that Pathe,
with its complete program, is helping in
the constructive work.
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Pathe serials and comedies have received during 1920 some of the best short subject
exploitation on record, exerting powerful and beneficial influence. Campaigns
pictured herewith are described in Victor Shapiro's special article on the opposite page.
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By CHARLES McCLINTOCK
Selznick Pictures

THERE is probably no better kind of exploitation for
motion pictures than that which has its inception in
the daily press of the country, in the shape of straight
news matter. The reason is obvious. Everyone reads thepapers, and takes pride in keeping up with events through
the columns of his favorite "sheet."
For the above reason I believe that the exploitation
campaign for "I lis Wife's Money," a Selznick picture, in
Denver, Colo., in March of 1920 is the best exploitation
stunt of the year, inasmuch as the opening shot was fired
on the front page of the Denver Express for four consecutive days before the announcement was made that
"His Wife's Money" was to play the Rivoli Theatre, one
of the largest houses in the "mile high" town.
The campaign opened with a news story on the front
page, with the headline "Colorado Man Weds Heiress In
New York," below which was the date line accompanied
by Selznick Service. The "news" story was an outline
of the theme of the story in which Eugene O'Brien was
to appear at the Rivoli, but no tie-up was made in the
paper. No advertising was placed until the fourth day,
and the front page space was due mainly to the integrity
of Lon Young, exploitation man, and to C. H. Wuerz,
manager of the Rivoli theatre.
* * *

ON the second day the Denver Express carried a story
under the headline "Bride's Wealth May Prove a
Gold Barrier," with the subhead, "Husband Threatens to
Throw Wife's Money From Airplane." The public was
this second
when were
shape,of and
in fine
wakingoutup the
the
withstory
buzzingday's
Denver
streets
came
gossip.
The third day's front-page story had the headline,
"Romance Near Smash; Hubby Scorns Dowry." Reading further one found that the newly wedded pair had
arrived in Denver, and that an open break seemed imminent. And the public was all primed for the smash,
which came the next day. It was plastered across the

The plane used in Denver, Colo., to exploit the Rivoli engage' ment of "His Wife's Money," the campaign being presented as the best of the year in behalf of a Selznick
attraction.

Street view of the Rivoli theatre, showing the crowds attracted by the plane and the exceptional publicity cooperation of a Denver newspaper.

'His Wife's Money'
"Throws
scarethetype,
front page
"Selznick Aviator Opens
sub-head,
Plane,"in with
From
Purse As He Hovers In the Clouds." The aviator was
Lon Young, and his stock in trade to throw from the plane
was several bundles of heralds announcing the presentation
of the O'Brien picture at the Rivoli. As can readily be
seen, the stunt went over with a bang, and everybody was
happv.
* * *

ALTHOUGH the newspaper campaign was the chief
interest-getter of the picture's run, it was by no means
the only stunt used. In fact every known angle of exploitation was put to good usage by Manager Wuerz and
Exploitation Representative Lon Young. The latter had
been dispatched from Philadelphia to Denver for the express purpose of working on this picture and one to follow, "Footlights and Shadows." He jumped in with both
feet and swept the town before him. Tie-ups with stores
were ararnged for, the Woolworth store being one of
the first. In this establishment a window was given over
to a display showing a woman's hat trimmed with real
money — $1 bills. A sign read : "Don't put all your money
in trimmings, but buy at the millinery department."
Eugene O'Brien's photographs were displayed in a sporting goods store window, together with stills from his
and the information that "His Wife's
newest
Money" pictures
would bring the star to Denver.
A local jewelry store also helped out. The window
display consisted of a large money bag labeled with the
title of the picture. Above this on white cardboard were
mounted cutouts of O'Brien and his leading woman. A
silken cord ran from O'Brien to a wedding ring set well
to the front of the window. A similar cord ran from the
other cutout to an engagement ring. Between the figures
Them Apart?"
was the wording, "Can Money Keep the
lobby announcing
Besides a large canvas sign over
posters
three-sheet
attractive
pictures,
the
of
the coming
were placed in every available section of town.
the Rivoli it was preAfter the picture had played
dicted that one out of every two persons in Denver had
seen "His Wife's Money."
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Advertising men who have voiced objection to exploitation based upon motion picture titles',
should find cause for reflection in the above reproduction of a photograph showing the lobby display used by H. J. Smith, manager of the Palace theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., for the J. Parker Read,
Jr., Associated Producers attraction, "The Leopard Woman," featuring Louise Glaum.
Though the application of the title is metaphorical, the display was none the less effective
because it did not depict actual scenes from the picture.
Its chief strength lies in its direct appeal to passersby and the certain result of that appeal
— word-of-mouth publicity.
Louis Glaum is not associated with animal pictures in the public mind. Her characteristic
type of entertainment is well known. The animal phase of the display, provided in the stuffed
leopards seen in the cage in the foreground, was correspondingly productive of discussion.
The Egyptian box office decoration is another intriguing touch. Together with the cage
exhibit it sheds an attractive air of the mysterious over the whole that cannot have been without
direct result in producing comment.
Among the first examples of exhibitor exploitation to be recorded in connection with the
output of Associated Producers, Inc., the Buffalo display has a double claim upon the interest of
the trade. The first exploitation of an individual attraction is always of direct value to exhibitors who will play that production.
In its application to the question of exploitation based upon titles it is of permanent worth
to the advertising man.
u
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By JOHN W. McKAY
General Manager, Mayflower Photoplay Corp.
M

ANY

who read what follows will say, "Hokum, MORE hokum"
BecauseIt sounds as if we were trying to build an aircastle on a dollar

sign, or
Expected to make p-r-o-p-a-g-a-n-d-a spell p-r-o-f-i-t, or
Intended to hang dollar signs on the Public's doorknob, or
Believed we could prove that the longest way round is a short-cut to
the box-office.
Which is exactly what we do believe. And having unburdened this
strange preamble, we will proceed to tell how and why.
At Mayflower's executive conference last spring, it was decided that
something should be done to sell the name of the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation to the public and at the same time promote patron-pulling
interest in productions yet to be made.
Of course this was putting the reverse-English on the entire marketing
situation, for usually the procedure is to make the picture first and worn
about promoting it afterward. So because of its radical nature, we decided
to give this scheme a novel propaganda treatment and see what the bloodtest registered afterward. If the experiment succeeded, the plan was then
to be adopted as a policy to be applied to all Mayflower-presented pictures.
T3
^*
time
was

A. WALSH'S third independent production, which at that
had not even been thought of,
decided upon as the most suitable subject for this unique experiment. Having reached this conclusion, the matter was turned over
to Mark Larkin, in charge of the
Mayflower publicity department,
who devised the National Salesgirl
Beauty Contest as the best medium
through which to inject this propaganda into the solar plexus of the
public.
Now it so happens that there has
probably never been a period in the
history of the industry so conspicuous for promotional activities bearing on the box-office as the year just
drawing to a close. For the most
part, however, publicity and exploitation of 1920 have been confined to
current releases. Concentrated campaigns waged by alert exhibitors
featuring the most fantastic sort of
bally-hoo tactics have piled admissions into the ticket-windows and
have unquestionably established the
value of spectacular showmanship
methods. But when the idea was
sprung on the exhibitors of creating
an audience for a picture that not
even the producers knew the title of
or when it would be started or what
it would be about, they naturally all
stood on the side-lines and said,
"How do vou * get* that
* way?"
CO NOW that the Mayflower^ Walsh experiment has progressed to a point where satisfactory observations can be made,
we're going to tell 'em.
In conjunction with the News-

paper Enterprise Association, the
biggest matting-syndicate in the
world, Mayflower launched the
beauty contest through three hundred newspapers, some of them the
largest daily publications in the
country. The purpose of the contest
was to find the most beautiful salesgirl in the United States and then
to give her a part in the Walsh production that was being subjected to
the propaganda treatment.
Each of the participating papers
staged a local contest to find the
most beautiful salesgirl in that particular city. Because this stunt was
an unusual news-feature with a definite circulation and prestige-building value it was played on the front
page of each paper during the six
weeks that entries were being made
and in fact up until the selection of
the local winner. Mayflower was
conspicuously mentioned in each
story as was R. A. Walsh and his
forthcoming production and also
Miriam Cooper, who agreed to make
the salesgirl beauty and potential
star her protege during the time she
played in the Walsh
* * * picture.
AFTER local winners had been
" selected by all the papers, their
photographs were sent to New York
and a National winner chosen by a
committee of famous beauty connoisseurs including Neysa McMein,
artist; Alfred Cheney Johnston,
photographer ; Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.,
theatrical producer ; James Quirk,
magazine editor; R. A. Walsh, director.
This contest appealed particularly
to women readers, and since women

JOHN of
W. the
McKAY
General manager
Mayflower Film
Corporation.
constitute the majority of picture
audiences the campaign was 100 per
cent effective from an exhibitor's
standpoint. To Mayflower it was
particularly valuable because it
brought to the attention of millions
of picture patrons the trade name of
the company. To theatres that book
this Walsh picture it means that the
heavy work in connection with their
advertising has been done in advance— their audience is ready-made.
All that remains for them to do now
is to effect a tie-up with the paper
that ran the contest when the picture comes to town. But the greatest benefit of all will accrue to R. A.
Walsh and Miriam Cooper because
the names of these two will be fixed
indelibly in the minds of not only
the 20,000 shop girls who entered
the contest but their several hundred thousand relatives and friends,
with the result that these people will
always be interested in Walsh productions featuring
* * Miss
* Cooper.
rF HE winner of the Salesgirl
Beauty Contest was Miss Edith
May, of Monroe, Wis., a salesgirl
in a waffle-shop in that town. She
was given a six weeks' engagement
in the Ziegfeld Follies as part of her
reward, and is yet entitled to a six
weeks'
engagement
in Walsh's third
independent
production.
Interest(Concluded
in this onproduction
Page 104) will be
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IN STEADY

MOVE

FORWARD— "THE SILVER HORDE," REX BEACH PRODUCTION, AND
'•MADAME X" BEST GOLDWYN EXHIBITOR-ADVERTISING ATTRACTIONS

Theatre

Men

Are Active
Theatre men distinguished
themselves in 1920 by abandoning' the more
or less
marked apathy
formerly
decried by the more thoughtful in the onindustry
and
demstrated to the satisfaction
of all that they were capable
of singling out the strongest
advertising features of motion picture productions and
basing thereupon expansive
and productive exploitation
campaigns.
This shown
development is strikingly
the treatment
accorded twoin
Goldwyn productions, "The
Silver Horde-' and "Madame
3E," of
the a former
tion
novel anda picturizathe latter
the
adaptation
of a stage
success.
Photographs
with show reproduced
the methodshereby
which the Alcazar theatre,
Great Falls, Mont., advertisedtion.theTheSex
Beachis producdisplay
typical
of thehalf work
done
in its be-of
in various sections
the country, the acknowledged popularity of the
Northwest picture making
especially
advisableforextensive exploitation
this
type of play.
"Madame
X,"
more
recently,
has published
received
seems
at the
time
to be what
even
more
Scores striking
of stuntsexploitation.
have been
employed in numerable
its behalf.
Inwindow tie-ups
have been made, and a restory detailed
the mannercent
in which
an enterprising
exhibitor "stole" the popularity of the 8tSingling
ers-Barnum
Bailey Brothcircus
and
a
"Billy"
Sunday
revival
meeting.
The pictures present different
demands.
They ofcalltreatment,
for different methods
just as ferent
they
appeal
to difclasses of patronage.
The reading1
public
is ob-to
viously the one to appeal
in behalf of the Bex Beach
picturization. The play-going public has naturally the
greatest
interestvehicle.
in the Pauline Frederick
In the fact that exhibitors
have learned to thus analyze
an attraction, settle upon
the most promising of its
qualities for exploitation
purposes
and t>lancampaigns
and execute constructive
upon that information, lies
convincing
proof
the been
genuine advance
thatof has
made during the year.
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By J. E. D. MEADOR
Director of Publicity and Advertising, Metro Pictures Corp.
IN providing exploitation matter for the exhibitor of motion pictures
Metro feels that the distributing company should adopt much the same
procedure as does a host staging a smoker for his friends.
Discounting the provision of beverages and edibles, and giving attention for the moment only to the tobacco, the best hospitality is that
which gives the guest a choice of the form in which he likes his weed :
whether he likes the ready-made-sort — the cigar or the tailor-made
cigarette — or whether he wants just the tobacco for his pipe or for rolling
his own.
Metro adopts that principle of hospitality to exploitation. The company believes in placing at the disposal of the exhibitor both a complete,
finished, ready-to-use campaign, and at the same time matter that can
be adapted to any individual ideas the exhibitor may wish to put into
practice.
* * *
THIS takes into account that some exhibitors have little time to do
more than book their pictures and look after the immediate management of their houses, while others are in such a position as to be free
to cast about outside and indulge in experiment with their ideas.
Specifically, this material is found in the press books of twelve or
more pages which are issued with every Metro production. These publications have been so arranged that a showman may take them and
without giving up any of his time to sitting alone and meditating heavily,
launch a publicity and exploitation campaign certain to draw favorable
attention to the picture and to his theatre. A synopsis of the story is
followed directly by an analysis of the sale points to be hammered into
the public. Then come publicity stories, advance and review notices,
special newspaper advertisements, a reproduction of special star cuts and
scenes from the play, pictures of the lobby stills and of all posters, with
definite suggestions as to how to use every line of writing and every
square inch of pictorial material.
* * *
THERE is likewise matter for insertion in his theatre program ; and
in conjunction with this is the issuance separately of two-color
heralds for distribution among his audiences in advance of the exhibition
of the picture.
By merely ordering cuts, by cutting out and copying publicity matter
for the newspapers, by sending for posters and the herald, the exhibitor
has at hand a complete line of magnetic material. This he may dispose
of as directed in the advertising talk, or he may alter according to his
own ideas.
Metro realizes that local conditions often alter the value of advertising means. That, for instance, an exhibitor may have evolved a policy
of publicity in his town that has made his theatre distinctive ; and that
in such a case to use a different plan of advertising would be to lose that
individuality. At the same time it gives such an exhibitor the raw material, so to speak, and he may cast
* it* into
* his special mold of appeal.
IN brief, the Metro idea is that stated in the beginning; that the exhibitor may have either the ready-made, ready-to-use sort of Campaign,
or
he
the matter. may "roll his own." In either case the company provides
There is no opportunity, in an article of this length, to go exhaustively into the matter of advertising a motion picture. The public
does not realize that there is such an extensive and careful planning of
sales attack required with every release. And many exhibitors do not.
Some of them simply paste a one-sheet up before their theatre and let
it go at that. And at times they do a big business. Other exploitation
in this case is waste.
Metro does not seek to have any exhibitor contrive stunts for the
sake of stunts. It wants merely to have the showman get the biggest
results from its pictures. This aim is the basis of all its exploitation,
advertising and publicity service ; and when it is achieved — as so many
letters from exhibitors testify daily — then only is Metro satisfied.

Wesley Barry and Colleen Moore, leads
in Marshall Neilan's First National
attraction, "Dinty," entertain Los
Angeles orphans.
Thanksgiving
Party

Day

for Orphans

Staged

by Stars

Among the notable innovations
in exploitation during the past year
has been the participation of stars
at various times in local publicity
enterprises calculated to generate
national interest.
Though still in its infancy, this
type of general exploitation will
doubtless be greatly developed in the
future. It is great in potentialities.
An event typical of its class was the
T hanksgiving Day party given the
three hundred children of the Los
Angeles Orphan Asylum by Wesley
Barry and Cooleen Moore, star and
leading lady of "Dinty," Marshall
Xeilan's First National attraction.
The event gained big space in the Los
Angeles papers, it is said, and illustrates the type of enterprise which
may betional
expected
figure in the nanews of theto future.
Among the things that occupied the
day for the youngsters an automobile
tour of the city which they live in but
seldom get to see and a vaudeville
show which was wholly a novel exnently.
perience for them figured promiEnterprises of this calibre have a
double merit.
They
are and
genuinely
direct result
worth charitable
while forinthat
reason alone.
They also make genuine news that
will be printed by any fairly disposed
newspaper and, when the magnitude
of the event merits it, will be reported
in other than local publications.
Such news is good for the industry,
good for the stars and the picture
mentioned, and good for every exhibitor in the nation, whether or not
he plays that particular attraction.
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Kinema,

Los

Illustrates
The trend of presentation during
the year drawing to a close has been
from the complex to the simple, which
implies from the amateur to the professional, the crude to the finished
and effective.
Exhibitors everywhere have made
great progress in their development
of presentation policy. The practical
has supplanted the fanciful. In the
performance of the past twelve months
there is great promise for the future.
As indicative of the exhibitorial
field at large the presentation policy
of the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles,
is here discussed with particular
reference to two recent prologues tliat
represent the most modern thought in
prologue stagecraft.
IT is now general practice to rely
for the most part upon music,
vocal and instrumental, and dance for
prologue purposes, rather than upon
dramatic features involving dialogue.
Accordingly, the Kinema used musical
features in presenting "Peaceful Valley" and '"Nomads of the North,"
First National attractions both, in re- cent engagements. Accompanying illustrations show the stage settings
used.
For "Peaceful Valley" a rural scene
was depicted, with a typical farm
house occupying the right half of the
left open to disone side being
stage, close
the action within. The feature
a male singer who enopenedteredwith
from the left, paused by a set
well while he sang "The Old Oaken
Bucket," and then passed into the
house, lighting the lamp and starting
a grate fire.
A moment later a girl entered from
the same quarter, a professional
whistler giving bird imitations. As
she entered the house she started an
old fashioned talking machine which
played a violin solo, after which she
took up her own instrument and
played a fitting number. The picture
followed the thorough establishment
of the rural atmosphere.
In behalf of "Nomads of the
North" the interior of a cabin in the
North Woods was represented, and
a quartette attired as members of the
Northwest Mounted Police provided
entertainment of genuine merit apart
from its purpose as introducing the
atmosphere proper for the reception
of the picture.
Both of the Kinema prologues are
of such nature as to be readily approximated bypractically all exhibitors. The stage setting is the only
■natter that should cause difficulty,
ind it should not be- difficult to proluce a satisfactory semblance of the
original under the most adverse cir-
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A male quartette in Northwest Mounted Police costume for presenting "Nomads
of the North."
cumstances. Where no stage of any
tion astheatre.
it exists Ittoday
the" motion
picture
is in inpractically
all
kind is available it is possible to employ the singers to good advantage
cases simple, in almost every case effective, and few, indeed, are the prowithout the settings, the characteristic song numbers having the proper
logues used that cannot be readily
relationship to the screen story.
adapted to the pictures concerned by
This laner aspect, this adaptability,
exhibitors operating under less advantageous circumstances.
is the outstanding phase of presenta-
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Los Angeles House
Adopts Lobby Stage
For Talmadge Film
The many stories printed in this
department weekly are convincing
proof of the enterprise of the American exhibitor.
More convincing, because continuous in nature, is the occasional printing of a photograph and story which
proves beyond question that the
chronicling of exhibitor exploitation
news for the benefit of other exhibitors is not only indirecdy but
directly effective in stimulating advertising activity.
Such a story and photograph follow hereinafter.

Genuine race horses and jockeys carried the news of the Tivoli, San Francisco, Cal.,
engagement of Educational's "The Race of the Age."

Simple

Street

Educational

Stunt
Race

Aids
Feature

Frank Costello, manager of the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco, Cal.,
frequently mentioned in this department for his splendid presentation
features, demonstrated his versatility recently in conducting a seven day
exploitation campaign in behalf of "The Race of the Age," the Educational short subject special, which contains at least one interesting and
generally adaptable stunt. The above photograph describes it briefly.
The photograph does not disclose, however, that the horses were
genuine race horses, selected because of their resemblance to Sir Barton
and Man O' War, the contestants in the turf event which constitutes the
substance of the picture, and that real jockeys rode them about San
Francisco streets every day of the campaign.
The riders wore the colors worn in the original race, and the only
dissimilarity consisted of the signs which gave the essential details of
the engagement.
The stunt, with its many attributes, is exceptionally meritorious
because of the fact that any exhibitor in any city in the world, from the
smallest village to the greatest metropolis, can adapt it in its entirety.
Further, the stunt can be elaborated upon to embrace any amount
of exploitation up to an actual horse race to take place over a designated
and protected course, the front of the theatre being made the starting
and finishing point and suitable awards for volunteer participants being
provided by cooperating merchants.
This latter proposition should be deeply considered by the exhibitor
who contemplates playing the picture for the first time in his community.
The obvious possibilities of such a cooperative enterprise are such as to
recommend it especially to the exhibitor whose business shows signs of
what a contributor to the "What The Picture Did For Me" department
of this publication recently termed "a shot in the arm."
Properly managed, with a newspaper giving assistance and the city
council concurring, the stunt can be made an event or enormous immediate and eventuai? profit.
Who will try it ?

On page 55 of the November 20
issue of Exhibitors Herald appeared the photograph and story detailing the construction and use of the
lobby stage for display purposes, F.
Steffey, manager of the Coliseum
theatre, Seattle, Wash., being the
gentleman responsible for the work
under discussion.
1 Ierewith is presented a photograph
of the Garrick theatre, Los Angeles,
showing the lobby stage employed for
the advertising of "The Branded
Woman,"
Norma Talmadge's First
National attraction.
The similarity is so marked as to
leave little possibility of the Los
Angeles display being other than the
result of the story printed in this department. It is, like the former a
use of materials witheffective
highly
in the reach of all exhibitors and eminently worth using.
The transmission of ideas thus from
one exhibitor to another is the fundamental purpose of this department.
When, as in the present instance, evidence indicates that the service has
not gone unappreciated, but has resulted in genuine profit to the exhibitor reader, the department functions
best.

The lobby stage idea was adopted by the
Garrick theatre, Los Angeles, for First
National's "The Branded Woman."
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"Branding Iron" Window
Typifies Joint Display
THE windows of the nation have come to be, in a sense,
the property of the exhibitor, his billboards, his advertising space, and it cannot be said that the real owners of
the windows have lost because of the new arrangement.
The co-operative window display, it must never be forgotten, isalways co-operative.
The book window used in connection with the exhibition of "The Branding Iron," the Goldwyn picturization
of Katharine Xewlin Burt's novel, at the California theatre,
Los Angeles, is a representative example of the window
type of advertising.
There is no more effective window co-operation than
that which brings the motion picture version of a story
to the attention of a patron who is prone to give book stores
his attention. It is a general rule that the person who
stops to read carefully the titles of books displayed by
dealers is not the person who supports most regularly the
motion picture theatre.
The conversion of that person is more important because eventually more profitable than that of any normal
patron for the individual occasion. In converting this
class of patronage to steady support of the theatre the industry, as a whole, is benefited because of the hitherto
unforthcoming revenue yielded by their increased admissions.
Though the use of co-operative window displays has
become general in motion picture exploitation, it is largely
due to the fact that the method is cheap and involves comparatively little effort. More exhibitors make the necessary arrangements because it seems "the thing to do" than
proceed to the work because of a genuine understanding
of the subject as a whole.

There are many phases of the proposition that merit
the study of every exhibitor who advertises. The present
story serves to point out the fact that different purposes
are served and different results accomplished by use of
different types of windows. Every mercantile institution
presents a similar distinctive aspect.
Give the matter careful consideration every time you
use a co-operative window. Weigh the chances of good
or better results, there are no other -varieties. But the
choice of windows frequently determines the value of the
whole enterprise.

The information that Billie Cotton, appearing in
the Goldwyn production, "Earthbound," was a
Minneapolis, Minnesota, child was communicated to the newspapers with the result that
the Blue Mouse theatre, where the picture was
shown, received the benefit of special stories
and photographs in daily and Sunday editions
of three newspapers.

|
I
|
j
|
j
|
|

| J. B. McNally, manager of the Newark theatre,
Newark, N. J., already has announced his special performance for 11 :15 p. m., December 31.
The prices charged will be 60 cents and 75
cents, and the regular performance will not be
augmented. Every exhibitor in the nation
should take advantage of the same opportunity
and make his announcement in due time, providing advance ticket sale accommodations
where advisable.

|
j
|
|

j J. W. Goodspeed, manager of the Isis theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich., offered prizes aggregating $50 and free admissions in a cooking contest advertising: "Married Life," the First National production. Housewives contributed so
readily that show cases containing the "entries"
constituted a lobby display which resulted in
merchants handling gas stoves and cooking
materials basing their advertising upon the
event. The matinee at which a domestic
science teacher and two newspaper men
judged the confections upon the stage broke
house attendance records, brought about big
I
newspaper publicity and provided for the single
performance a better prologue than the most
expert stage director could have developed.
| Harry S. Lorch, Chicago exploitation representative of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, utilized four Jewish newspapers in a special exploitation campaign for "The North Wind's
Malice," the presence of Vera Gordon, the
the mother in "Humoresque," in the cast inspiring the effort.
Barbee's
theatre
of the attraction
was The
extended
to two
weeks run
to
accommodate the patronage resulting.
| When Grace Kingsley, motion picture critic of
the "Los Angeles Times," prophesied in her
laudatory review of First National's "Nomads
of the North" that the picture was "in for a
run at the Kinema." that theatre replied with
a two-column display advertisement starting
with the following copy: "We are sorry. Miss
Kingsley,
but policy
the Kinema's
one
week
run only
cannot beestablished
changed even
j for 'Nomads of the North.' "
| Prize pound boxes of candy are being used by H.
Mate of the National theatre, Newark. N. J.,
in a drive
to' build
up Wednesday
ness and thus
distribute
patronage matinee
evenly busiover
the week.
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Stills from "Kismet" indicate its
eminent qualifications for exhibitor exploitation and presentation,
the modern showman's criterion.

One of the magnificent interiors which serves every presentation purpose
and gives advance information as to the type of feature to be staged
in such setting.

The sinister, dramatically romantic character, "Hajj," portrayed by Otis Skinner
in "Kismet," should be made the dominant
note of exploitation in both type and
stunts.
The lavish settings, furnishings and costumes deserve the special newspaper article which any editor should be willing to give space under m
special writer's signature.

As the beggar in the early part of the picture,zation
Otis provides
Skinner's
excellent
adequate
basis characterifor street
representation of the better class.

One of the palace interiors mentioned in the excellent press stories in jj
Robertson-Cole's
its
kind in print. extraordinary campaign book, the best work of m
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The equally
exteriorsworthy
in "Kismet"
a par with
the interiors
materialareforon special
newspaper
articles,and
as provide
well as
illustration for the same.
Otis Skinner and Rosemary Theby in a
scene which gives the cue for male and
female attendants' attire and foyer decoration.

Stills like the above tend to impress newspaper men with the truth of
press stories regarding the number of players in the cast and the
cost of the production.

Another pose of Otis Skinner in his beggar
characterization, which suggests a mystery figure which can be used for some
weeks prior to the opening date.

Robe
ationle's
urizn-Co
of
Pictrtso
Otis

■ The dramatic scene in which "Hajj" drowns the son of his enemy is one
I
of the strongest in screen history and should be emphasized in
newspaper advertising copy.
HUM
llHIIIIi:

Skinner

in "Kismet"
By Edward Knoblock
Directed by Gasnier
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of "Kismet"
Production
By Robertson-Cole
During 1920 it has become the general custom to estimate the trade
pointed when the discussion the picture arouses reaches their ears.
merit of motion pictures quite as much by exploitation and presentation
Avert that disappointment by givpossibilities presented as by entertainment quality. And in 1920 has been
ing every individual full information
published "Kismet," Robertson-Cole's picturization of Otis Skinner's
famous stage play by Edward Knoblock, directed by Gasnier, a picture regarding the showing in ample
time
for him to attend.
that meets every exploitation and presentation requirement of the motion
picture exhibitor.
For window purposes oil paintIn stories and illustrations recently printed in this publication the
ings have been prepared showing
various scenes from the play. They
advertising campaigns and presentation features used by Joseph Plunkett
and Edward L. Hyman, managing directors of the New York and Brookare genuinely beautiful, colorful and
of live interest because of the sublyn Strand theatres respectively, were described in detail. Yet so pregnant with exploitation promise is the attraction that other opportunities
ject matter. In the various scenes
may be pointed out for the benefit of the exhibitor who contemplates
and in the story of the play are presented scores of angles whereupon
running the picture.
may be hung the argument necesthe immense space which should
Stills presented upon preceding
sary to effect arrangements with
be used the city should be blanketed
pages give many suggestions.
the
proper
merchants. A song of
with
the
many
excellent
paper
The harem scenes, among the
the same title has been published,
stands provided.
most elaborate sets ever provided
The mailing campaign should be with the picture of the star in charfor a motion picture, are obviously
acter upon the cover, as well as the
suitable for prologue use. With a handled in distinctive manner. The
letters
sent
out
should
he
written
names
of all sharing in the sponsorsetting fashioned after the stills the
ing of the production. The cover
by
the
exhibitor
in
accordance
with
exhibitor need recognize no limitaconstitutes, in fact, a direct adverhis knowledge of existing condition in preparing his presentation.
tisement for the production, and protions. Fie should use not only his
And a satisfactory setting of this
vides the best possible opportunity
mailing
list
but
the
available
direcnature can be obtained at comparatories and seek to reach every family for a cooperative window display.
tively little expense by cooperating
The production merits, in short,
with the merchants who have the
in the city and the head of the famexploitation in keeping with its imrequired material in stock.
portance. Itshould be studied careOtis Skinner's first screen perFor street work alms beggars,
formance, ina play which has gained
fully before the campaign is
dancing girls or palace attendants
a national reputation, is known at launched.
may be used, the choice of course
least by hearsay in every village in
The picture is a work of art, but
depending upon local conditions.
the country, is a subject worthy of had it been made specially to meet
Distribution of literature following
a personal letter. It will be given
an attention-attracting stunt, or the attention of a personal letter exploitation and presentation requirements better results could not
straight suspense — building unidenthave been experienced.
by those addressed.
ified appearance, either is suitable
It should be treated accordingly.
The engagement at any theatre
and should be universally efficient in
is an event of genuine importance
inducing attendance.
Opportunities of this type are preto the community. Any who miss
sented once or twice in a season.
The best stunt that may be used
Give
it the treatment it warrants.
will be keenly disapin this connection, perhaps, may be attending
patterned after the superb floats
used from time to time by R. S.
Ballantyne of Omaha, Neb., whose
work has set a precedent in this de"Most
Stupendous Production in
partment of theatre advertising. A
harem set on a float, open or partially concealed, with characteristic
music provided, should reap sensaPictures1
It is History
seldom that theofadvertising
exhibitor
finds in the cast of a
Motion
tional results.
single production as many names with real box office value as are inBut it is through the newspaper
cluded in that of "Kismet," the exploitation merit of which is one
and the mails that the exhibitor
of the strong points of what has been called "the most stupendous promust make his strongest drive.
duction in the history of motion pictures."
There is much information that
Otis Skinner
beggar
the
Hajj,
qualifies as genuin'e news which
Kut-Ul-Kulub
Rosemary Theby
should be given the most extensive
Marsinah
Elinor Fair
circulation possible.
Nargis
Mme. Comont
lawan
Herschel Mayall
The excellent press book pubNasir
Nicholas Duneaw
lished by Robertson-Cole, marking
Caliph Abdullah
Leon Bary
an epoch for even this long domiZayd
Fred Lancaster
nant exhibitor-aid department, proJester
Sidney Smith
Gaoler
Thomas Kennedy
vides newspaper display advertising
Mansur
Hamilton Revelle
and stories that can be improved
Abu Bakr
Emmett C. King
upon with difficulty if at all. For
Amru
Sam Kaufman
the newspaper this should be used
Gulnar
Fanny Ferrari
Maid
to
Gulnar
Emily Seville
intelligently over a long period preAnne
Paul Weigel
ceding the opening of the engagement. And to heighten the effect of
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The newest
trio that picture:
puts the Walter
fun ir "Oh,
Lady,Bebe
Lady,"
Realart's
Hiers,
Daniels
and
Harrison Ford.
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Jean Paige, the Vitagraph star, at home. She will soon be
seen in ''Black Beauty," the screen adaptation of the
famous animal classic by Anna Sewell.
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\ E of the great handicaps that picture proilm-erare working under, according to Rupert Hughes,
is that everyone is trying to make pictures that are

a society drama attractively set and with good sup-

intended to be universal in appeal. It's a fact. Any
time you try to please every one you are likely to
please no one. Mr. Hughes blames the high cost of

"THE CHARM SCHOOL" (Paramount) offers
Wallace Reid and Lila Lee in an exhilarating combination. A story of youth and romance, cleverly
handled. Will please. Important because of the
star's popularity.

production and distribution for the producer's belief
that he must interest all theatregoers in every picture he makes.
But there are a few directors who have stepped
from the beaten path, whose work is differentiated
so that it means something distinctive. This tendency, Mr. Hughes says, "is bound to continue, and it
is one of the most hopeful things about pictures."
Mr. Hughes has recently taken a hand in directing
some of his own stories and with men of such keen
insight entering the field we may look for many unusual productions from this source. He has already
demonstrated that he knows whereof he speaks in
the literary field. You can't write books that will
interest everyone, and more than one producer has
been convinced the same thing applies to pictures.
"OH LADY, LADY" (Rcalart) is an adaptation
of the stage success and by reason of the catchy dialogue, beautiful sets, effective lighting and practically an all-star cast in support of the star, Bebe
Daniels, makes splendid entertainment. Major
Maurice Campbell directed it and made the most of
a slender plot.
"BAIT" (Paramount,) is a Tourneur production
of a crook drama with Hope Hampton in the leading
role. Exciting, mysterious and fascinating, although
lacking, by reason of its' nature, the beauty of the
usual Tourneur setting.
"SKYFIRE" (Pinnacle) should be booked if only
for the educational value and the photographic beauty
of the legend of the Northern Lights. Scenically
lovely, exciting and interesting as a drama of the
Royal Northwest mounted police. Neal Hart starred
and directed it and made a good job of both.
"RISKY BUSINESS" (Universal) offers Gladys
Walton in a highly attractive ingenue role and a
story that has much pleasant humor tinting it. A
mystery thread is supplied in a jewel robbery. It is

porting players.

"DICE OF DESTINY" (Metro) offers H. B.
Warner skilfully impersonating a crook. Exciting
and dramatic with action that moves rapidly. Excellent supporting cast and absorbing plot. Will particularly please the lovers of the crook play.
THE I . P. TRAIL" (Hodkinson) is a Zane Grey
-toi . u >rked oul with all the attractions of "Desert
Gold" and "Riders of the Dawn." An all-star cast,
including Knthlyn Williams, Roy Stewart and Margaret de la Motte, all well cast. Beautiful of setting,
thrilling and entertaining. Rich in exploitation possibilities.
"BFXTY PULLS THE STRINGS" (Goldwyn)
is one of the superior comedy-dramas of the day.
Adapted from a successful stage play. A wholesome
-tmv of "home folk*" set in Scottish background.
Leatrice Joy, Josephine Crowell, Cullen Landis and
Casson Ferguson give excellent performances. Deliriously humorous and clever.
'"SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE" (Metro) is a
crook-society drama worked out in an exceptionally
clever way and concerned with the theft of a diamond
necklace. Considerable entertainment value, exciting and absorbing. An uncommonly good picture.
"THE

LITTLE

'FRAID LADY"

(Robertson-

Cole) is Mae March's "come back" after a considerable
absence. An exciting story that is tinged with melodrama, but one in which the star plays skillfully and
appears delightfully. A rapidly-moving feature and
one certain to please.
"THE IRON RIDER" (Fox; presents William
Russell in a feature that does not qualify as meeting
his late standard. Weak of story, but moderately exciting. The usual Western stuff.

GLADYS

WALTON"

WALLACE

IX

RISKY BUSINESS
(UNIVERSAL)
Gladys Walton as a sub-deb in a
picture that will be generally popular. Replete with humor, has a
well-suspended mystery and
moves rapidly to exciting climax.
Supporting cast plays unusually
well, settings are attractive and
photography excellent. Star gives
exceedingly good performance.
Directed by Harry Harris.
All the promises that "Pink Tights"
gave for Gladys Walton's future popularity possibilities, are -more than met in
this second of the features starring the
young woman that
of realis talent.
Her's
an
attractiveness
individual
and is she

REID IX

THE

CHARM
SCHOOL
(PARAMOUNT)
The combination of Wallace Reid
and Lila Lee is one of the valuable box office assets of this feature. A comedy-drama that is one
of the best in circulation. Reid
in a role different from previous
parts, that of the principal of a
fashionable girls' school. A clever
picture in every way and one that
will give complete satisfaction.
The combination of two popular stars
and a highly humorous Saturday Evening Post story brings a happy result in
the screening of this latest Reid feature.
Far better than "Always Audacious" and
if not so strong of situations as "What's
Your Hurry?" will give a heaping measure of entertainment. It will particularly
delight that patronage which loves to
iaugh at youth and its ways. Its titles
are engaging. There are scenes in which
the galaxy of pretty girls dance in' flowing chiffons over the lawn, drills in
which they exercise with fencing foils,
and a swimming pool scene that rivals
a Sennett bathing beach.
Reid gives just the sort of a performance that the thousands of fans best like.
He
"right anthere"
every feminine
minute. lead
Lila
Lee ismakes
attractive
and plays with much artistry. Adele
Farrington. Beulah Bains, Edwin
Stevens. Grace Morse, Patricia Magee

plays with a skill that is one of the most
appealing factors in all the younger
stars of the moment. There is no doubt
but that picture patronage the country
over will be watching the little lady and
expecting important things from her.
She plays with a refreshing naturalness
and in the part of Phillipa, the sub-deb
daughter of a society household, romps
breezily through its first reels, then concludes the story with good dramatic and
emotional skilL One of the choicest bits
of humor that recent comedy-dramas
have offered is the scene in this feature
in which she and her circle of youthful
crap shooters convert their game with
lightning haste into a prayer meeting
when the sudden appearance of her
mother and the minister demand itThere is another startling surprise that
inspires a roar when the girl races across
the lawn and plunges herself and her
sister's objectionable suitor into the
garden pool.
Mystery is introduced at the outset
in the person of Captain Chantry, a
guest in the Renwick home in California.
What is behind his stranje plottings
with his valet is not revealed until the
two successfully carry out a scheme to
rob the mistress of the household of her
pearls. Knowing that detectives are on
his trail, the Captain is about to make
his escape when Phillipa seeks his aid
while she is on the way to the j-acht of
a rouge, Ralli, to keep an appointment
which he has made with her married
sister, Errica. He arrives at the yacht
in
time to
Phillipa
the cad's
attack,
andrescue
the fight
thatfrom
ensues
is a
lively one. The escape of Phillipa and
the Captain from the yacht, his confession to the robberj" and the return of the
pearls with the explanation that they
had been found by Errica, follow. As
the thief leaves the Renwick home, the
suggestion is conveyed that he will retorn redeemed for Phillipa.
Maude Wayne makes an attractive
Errica. Lewis Willoughby plays the
part of Captain Chantry excellently.
Lillian Lawrence as Mrs. Renwick, and
Fred Malatesta as Ralli, are very good. Dramatic scene from "Risky

and Lincoln Steadman give excellent
support.
Reid. in the part of Austin Bevans,
automobile salesman, comes into the inheritance of a private school for girls, a
legacy from an aunt. Inspired by the
conviction of the mother of a girl with
whom he imagines himself in love, that
charm is more to be desired than
geometry, when he assumes charge of
the school he introduces in the curriculum only those things which shall teach
social ease and grace. He becomes
enamoured of Elise Benedict, one of the
pupils, and she ardently admires him. In
the end a second will is discovered and
the school becomes the property of one
of the teachers, but not before the
romance has progressed to happy climax
that portends a satisfactory ending, and
the young man's ability has secured him
a position that establishes him financially.
WILLIAM RUSSELL IN
THE

IRON RIDER
(FOX)
The regulation western stuff with
William Russell hardly equalling
previous accomplishments. A feature not particularly interesting of
plot that gives the star poor opportunity todisplay his skill. Suspense is well sustained, however,
and there is considerable action.
Will please the Western-favoring
Dunlap.
patronage.
Directed by Scott
A story rather too exaggerated to be
convincing has been chosen for William
Russell here. For this reason it fails
to meet standards set in his late pictures.

Business," starring Gladys

Walton. (Universal.)
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Mabel Normand in two scenes from "What Happened to Rosa," directed by Victor Schertzinger. (Goldwyn.)
but it is not altogether disappointing. It for a handsome hero an-d his ultimate
Marsh pictures. Should draw on
surrender to her charms and graces. But
is the usual Western stuff, riding, shooting and roping. The action moves with
the star's popularity and satisfy
there is an element of novelty in the
generally. Directed by John G.
an agreeable rapidity, although there are
twist that gives the girl an imaginary
Adolfi.
no distinct thrills and little excitement.
personality — that of a Spanish maid — in
There is some entertainment value, and
which she walks, in imagination, the
Here is a picture upon which opinions
the feature will doubtless please the' while her associates believe her (to quote
will widely differ. Admirers of Mae
patronage eager for anything and everyher
roommate)
"gone
cuckoo"
over
Marsh may not at once be reconciled to
thing that screens the fascinations of the "Spanish spasms." A clarivoyant prothe role that she enacts herewith. As
Western country.
vides the illusion and gives her the name
Disorder is surging in the town in "Rosa Alvaro." This she insists upon,
th_' daughter of a crook, she is the center about which revolves considerable
which the story is laid. Russell as Lanspurning plain Mayme Ladd, her bapmelodrama, much of it startling and
nigan, a lumber foreman, takes matters
tismal name. She attaches her affections
into his hands when an unjust sheriff to the magazine photograph of Dr. Ward
some of it spicy. However, the skill
with which she plays will be criticized in
hinders law enforcement. He joins the and later first encounters her hero under
no way but favorably, for she has
ludicrous circumstances at the hosiery
"Iron
Riders,"
a
society
whose
members
wear black gowns and ride about the counter whereat she earns her meager
brought the daintiness and delicacy of her
country taking justice into their own
bread. After their second meeting at characteristic mannerisms into the role
and
is altogether attractive throughout
hands. Rascals doing damage in the a masked ball on an excursion steamer,
the play.
rather than have him find out the real
country
use crimes
the disguise
the "Riders"
to
put over
and theoffeeling
against
She comes first to the front as a reidentity of the bewitching Rosa for
cluse in the woods, occupying a lonely
whom he has declared his love, the girl
the band
Lannigan's
own
father becomes
leads the strong.
chase against
them
lodge
that
is the property of Judge Cartjumps
overboard.
and when the son is found, because the
wright. She keeps aloof from villagers,
He rediscovers her when she feigns
real villain is the father of the girl he injuries in a self-invited accident to gain
trying vainly to dispose of the pictures
loves, he cannot tell the truth. He es- admission to his presence, and the in- she paints at the country store, until an
capes and is sought for murder. Later
accident
to a little boy brings her fre"happy ever after" ending terminates evitable
the scene.
he rescues the girl from the real villain
quently
his mother's
home.
and exonerates himself.
uncle, Saxtoninto Graves,
is in love
with His
her
Miss Normand makes a pretty Spanish
Yola Vale plays the leading feminine
maiden and tempers her comedy antics and she soon expresses a mysterious afrole. Arthur Morrison, Wadsworth Harfection for the judge. Giron, a man
She gives a lifelike imris and George Nichols are other of the with fine acting.
wanted for murder, comes upon the
personation ofthe romantic, simple shop
cast.
girl. Her best work is where she dons
scene and threatens to use her friendship
with the judge to free himself from imboy's
clothes
and
seeks
entrance
to
the
office of her hero. One of the heartiest
plications in a whiskey smuggling case
MABEL NORMAND IN
laughs will be drawn by the scene
when it comes to trial. He suggests unWHAT
HAPPENED
pleasant things regarding the girl and
wherein the star is seen behind the counter, apparently giving an appalling dis- the judge, eventually bringing them into
TO ROSA
plav of nether limbs, which later prove
court in a final effort to "get" the judge.
to be forms that she is dressing for dis- Things move in more than a lively way
(GOLDWYN)
for a while, before the girl's identity as
play.
Mabel Normand in a refreshing
Hugh Thompson as Dr. Drew. Tully
daughter of Giron' is disclosed, he
Marshall as the floor walker, and Doris ■the
is disposed of and the judge becomes her
comedy-drama. Action reasonPawn
as
Gwen,
the
roommate,
giving
guardian
and Saxton an accepted suitor.
ably rapid. Star sprightly and
pretty. Will keep an audience in good support.
Scenes
staged
an artist's
ing the height ofin revelry
at acolony
mask durball
good humor and draw frequent
offer
some
attractive
pictures.
The susMAE
MARSH
IN
laughs. Directed by Victor L.
pense is sustained throughout, although
at times there are awkward movements of
Schertzinger.
THE
LITTLE
That patronage which demands that
the plot. Scenes are very artistic, particularly the outdoor settings. The star
its screen fun be kept true to life will
TRAID
LADY
have reason to object to the stressed
is delightful at all times and Tully Marshall gives a good performance as Giron.
comedy situations in this newest Mabel
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Normand feature in more than one of Marks the return to the screen of Charles Meredith is a rather effeminate
its scenes. However, those who let their
Marsh's
nephew
one of its most popular stars. A leading
plays theman.
little Miss
boy part
prettily,
and
imaginations run riot with the trend of
there
is
a
mighty
clever
dog.
a screen tale, provided it is refreshing
feature savoring of melodrama,
and entertaining, will go away in good
The name of the star and the fact that
lively of action, thoroughly artishumor, and consider themselves well
this
picture marks her return to the
tic,
with
the
star
charming
in
her
entertained.
screen after a long absence, should estabrole of youthful artist. A widely
There is nothing new about the plot.
lish a great
pulling
power and should be
different vehicle from former
stressed
in the
advertising.
It tells of a simple shop girl's adoration
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SPECIAL CAST IN
SOMEONE

IN

THE HOUSE
(METRO)
A combination crook and society
drama that is unusually well
worked out and the absorbed interest kept to the very end. The
story of the theft of a diamond
necklace with romance staying
the hand of the thief at the tempting moment. Exciting and interesting and rich in entertainment
value. Attractively set and capitally cast. Directed by John E.
Ince.
Crook dramas appear to be increasing
in number of late and for that reason the
exhibitor will be watching his step and
avoiding a frequency of plays of this
sort that might prove wearying to the
general patronage. However, here is one
that is distinctly good. In addition to
having a strong plot, shrewdly twisted
and turned to successive surprising situations, it has a trend of humor through
it that gives it rich entertainment value.
The old stunt of the introduction of the
amateur play is employed, but it is used
with
a novelty
to the plot's
cleverness
and that
givesadds
opportunity
for
much of the humor.
Percy Glendenning, aspiring amateur
playwright, assembles his cast for his
original production for a house party,
that they may be together for rehearsal
for a few days before the performance.
"The Dancer,"
an elusive
jewel thief,
frames
a false holdup
of Glendenning
and
comes to his rescue, obtaining the desired reward, an invitation to join the
house party. He is cast in substitution
of another player opposite Molly Brent,
who, it had been previously announced,
is to wear the famed Brent diamond
necklace in the play. Scheming to get
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his hands on this, complications come
rapidly. City detectives trail him to the
house and his cleverness succeeds in getting them arrested by village officers.
A scheme he concocts to give the play
publicity plays the necklace right into his
possession through the rehearsals of the
cast. Finally,- having been victor over
all
his hindrances,
''The
the
necklace.
The girl,
withDancer"
whom gets
he has
meanwhile fallen in love, recognizes the
necklace in her possession as a duplicate
of the genuine one, but does not betray
the thief. He confesses to her, is forgiven and inspired to improve his ways
thereafter
his bride. that he might claim her for
Vola Vale makes a pretty feminine lead
and
Edward Connelly
"The upon
Dancer"
is exceedingly
good toas look
and
gives stellar interpretation of the role.
William J. Irving makes an excellent
Percival. The titles are attractive with
their humor.
BEBE

DANIELS

IX

OH!

LADY
LADY!
(REALART)
Catchy subtitles, beautiful sets, effective lighting and practically an
all-star cast puts this screen version of a popular stage success
over. Directed by Major Maurice
Campbell.
"Oh!
Ladyfarces
Lady!"
trite incomedies
theme.
Most stage
and ismusical
have but a slender thread of a story, and
this adapted play is no exception to the
rule.
at that
is worth
time if But
for no
other itreason
than anybody's
to watch
the comical Walter Hiers, the sleekhaired Harrison Ford and the beautiful
Bebe Daniels. Bebe is more beautiful
than ever as the little actress who poses
as a vamp and attempts to break up a
supposed distasteful love affair. Hiers is
the unlucky lover. Ford forms the other
leg of the triangle. The action is not
overly brisk, but the diagogue makes up

of the bits from "Someone ■cast.
in the(Metro.)
House," presented

with an all star

BEBE DANIELS
Proves a charming bit of femininity in
"Oh, Lady Lady" (Kealart).
for this shortcoming and altogether it is
thoroughly enjoyable.
The story concerns Mae Barber, who
returns to her birthplace as Rita Rooke,
an actress, and finds a former sweetheart,
William Finch, engaged and about to be
married to a Miss Farringdon. She
telephones Finch that she is in town
and will call on him at four. A rehearsal
of the wedding ceremony is scheduled
for 5 o'clock.
A reporter
is called in Heto
assist
Finch out
of his dilemma.
suggests getting some one to pose as
Finch's sweetheart to help him out of his
difficulty. The reporter persuades the
actress to dress as a vamp and appear on
the scene. Complications follow when
Mae mistakes the rehearsal for the wedding ceremony. The engagement is
broken between Finch and Miss Farringdon and when she attempts to straighten
matters out is found in Finch's studio
by Miss Farringdon, where explanations
follow that clear everything up.
Lillian Langdon apn^ars to advantage
as the debutante's mother: Charlotte
Woods gives a pleasing performance as
the would-be bride, while the work of
Walter Heirs and Harrison Ford leaves
nothing to be desired. In a Spanish
dance number Miss Daniels displays her
versatility. The lighting effects are especially good.
HOPE BAIT
HAMPTON" IX
(PARAMOUNT)
A feature unique in manner of presentation, offering mystery and
thrills that compel close attention
and interest. While it does not
equal the usual Maurice. Tourneur
feature from a production standpoint, it nevertheless will please.
The high point is the escape of
lions into an audience from a cage
overturned on the stage.
A novel introduction invests this feature with mystery and excitement that
holds its spell throughout the succeeding scenes. The whole will be approved
for many reasons and should please generally, although it will not altogether
meet the expectations of that patron-
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age educated to the usual splendor of
the Tourneur feature. The difference in
the vehicle accounts largely for this, for
a crook drama has been chosen this time
by the director.
The first scenes present Joan Granger
and her finance, John Warren, in the
latter's volvedapartments.
in an exciting They
scene become
wherein inan
invader is shot. The officer called in
fixes his suspicions upon the girl, reminding her that he once bound her to the
law for theft in a previous meeting.
Then the action harks back to the beginning of the girl's
associations
withthea
band of crooks
who inviegle
her into
alleged crime. It takes her to Paris with
the master crook of the crowd who holds
strange sway over her, and who steers
a plan to marry her to Warren to obtain money for himself, despite her protests. It was the master, Bennet Barton, who rescued her from the yawning
jail in order to use her to his own ends.
The story is then resumed from the
point of introduction and the mystery
of the shooting is solved, the girl exonerated and all ends happily.
Miss Hampton gives very good impersonation, doing especially noteworthy
work in rescuing Warren from escaped
lions who break through an overturned
cage on a Paris stage. Jack McDonald
is excellent as Barton and Henry Woodward is an attractive Warren.
H. B. WARNER
DICE

IN

OF DESTINY
(METRO)
A popular star in the role of a crook.
A feature of high grade. Will be
well received by that patronage
to whom the crook play appeals.
Offers intensely interesting sequence and good work on the
part of the cast. Star gives uncommonly good impersonation.
Absorbing and entertaining, relieved by some spots of humor.
Directed by Henry King. It is a
Hampton production.
H. B. Warner in the role <>t a crook
hardlv sounds as attractive a role as his
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skill and good looks make it in this feature. It begins with the exciting trailing
of a master criminal to his home, his
death from the shot of a pursuing detective and the escape of his daughter and
his associate, Jimmy Doyle, to live a
straight life. The pursuing law will not
allow this, however, and only the shrewd
and skillful Doyle could so many times
evade them in the series of dangerous
situations into which they are drawn,
first the pursued trapped, then the pursuers. Doyle is in love with the girl
and ultimately marries her after his
escape from a second term of imprisonment. They believe themselves safe in a
secluded village, but fate takes back into
their lives the men they fear the most.
All ends happily, however, despite the
uncomfortable situations that promise to
end their happiness, even to the closing
moment.
Lillian Rich is an attractive sweetheart
of Doyle. Fred Huntley gives an
outstandingly good performance as
"Gloomy" Cole. Rosemary Theby, Harvey Clark and Howard Davies are
others of the cast who give very good
support.
There are touches of humor in subtitles and in the comments of "Gloomy."
ALL-STAR CAST IN
BUNTY

PULLS
THE STRINGS
(GOLDWYN)
This screen adaptation of a successful stage play that should score
one of the big hits of the year.
Strong of story and apt of titles,
excellent acting by a cast of notable players that includes Leatrice Joy, Cullen Landis, Casson
Ferguson, Russell Simpson, Edith
Chapman and Raymond Hatton.
A wholesome, humorous, refreshing human nature drama with
scenes attractively set in the atmosphere of Scotland.
Here is a picture about which the discriminating patronage will be highly en-
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thusiastic and over which the general
patronage will laugh heartily and call excellent for the fun it offers. It is one
of
the best
in every
way.presented pictures of the year
An all-star cast gives it interpretation
that makes every player in truth a star.
Leatrice Joy quite lives up to her surname, giving a charming performance.
Josephine Crowell has a role of more importance than she has hitherto been
given despite the many features in which
she has played character parts, and she
displays an artistry that improves upon
that of many of the more notable players. Russell Simpson as Tarn Biggar
makes a rugged old Scotchman whose
stubbornness causes much of the difficulty involved in the situations the plot
presents. Casson Ferguson and Cullen
Landis appearing respectively as the
elder and younger sons of Biggar are
thoroughly engaging. Edith Chapman
has the part of Eelen Dunlop and plays
it with charm. Raymond Hatton as William gives comedy coloring of just the
right sort.
The story is that of Biggar, father of
Bunty, James and Rab, who is avidly
sought as a husband by a spinster who
entrusts him with her savings for investment as one means of binding him to her.
Bunty is betrothed to her nephew, William, and the two have accumulated a
marriage portion nearly large enough to
make their wedding possible. James, the
elder brother, embezzles funds belonging
to his firm in Glasgow, and to save the
family name from disgrace the father
meets the debt with the spinster's savThe boy's
landlady,
Eelen
Dunlop,
followsings. him
home
to the
little
town
wherein the father lives, and proves to
be his former sweetheart. Learning that
the two intend to wed, the spinster demands the return of her silver. Bunty
meets the loss for her father with the
marriage portion, and is compensated for
her sacrifice when it is proved that the
spinster's holdings rightfully belong to
William.
Scotch parsimoniousness is delightfully
accentuated all through the production
and inspires repeated laughs. The titles
have a dry wit that is refreshing, and
the costumes and scenes are all that can
be desired. This is a feature of exceptional merit and the exhibitor who seeks
to book it speedily is the wise one.
ALL-STAR CAST IN
THE

U. P. TRAIL
(HODKINSON)

A feature combining box-office value
with Western thrills and an appeal to the particular patronage
which demands high grade pictures. Technically excellent, acting equally good, and scenery
beautiful. A Zane Grey story's
adaptation and a Benjamin B.
Hampton production, directed by
Jack Conway.
All the enthusiasm that attended upon
the
Gold"presentation
and "Ridersof ofZane
the Grey's
Dawn" "Desert
will be
repeated when this third of the series
by one of the widest read novelists of the
day comes to the public.

H. B. Warner in an impressive scene from "Dice of Destiny." (Pathe.)

The drawing
powerof ofhis
the foregoing
author's
name,
the success
adaptations, the appeal of the Westerner,
the familiar names in the cast, all these
things should make it one of the important pictures recently issued. The ex
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hibitor is missing a good thing who does
not book it.
Its story is set in the pioneer days
of the
'60s, the
withwestern
the breaking
the
trailearly
through
mountainsof
for the Union Pacific Railway. The
people concerned in it are chiefly men
connected with the engineering of that
enterprise, and the women living in the
railroad camps along the way.
The sacrifice
love of
Stanton,
owner of
of the
a dance
hall,"Beauty"
for an
engineer, William Xeale, is the strongest
thread of the theme. The part of
"Beauty"
is taken
Roy Stewart
appearsby asKathlyn
Neale, Williams.
while the
part of Allie Lee, the young girl to whom
"Beauty"
her lover,
given
Margaret resigns
de la Motte.
The istrio
are toa
happy combination and the excellence of
their work has heavy bearing on the
worth of the feature as a whole. Joseph
Dowling. Robert McKim, Walter Perry
and Mabel Van Buren are others contributing good performances.
The
supposedly
infallible
falls
in love at first sight
with "Beauty"
Neale when
he comes to her dance hall in the
Wyoming country. Before their friendship progresses far, Allie Lee, refugee
from an Indian massacre, comes upon
the scene. Xeale nurses her back to
health and falls in love with her. Duroc,
an enemy of the girl and Neale, pursues
them and kidnaps the girl. Her lover believes her dead, but an aggrieved follower of Duroc reveals to Beauty the information that she is alive. Through
Beauty's
sacrifice
andis efforts
thea couple
are united while she
killed in
dance
hall riot.
Indians, prairie schooners, crinoline
gowns and other things characteristic of
the pioneer days appear in abundance
in the feature and suggest many picturesque exploitation novelties.
NEAL HART

IX

SKYFIRE
(PINNACLE)
A feature notable for the beauty of
its settings in the Canadian country. Shots of the Aurora Borealis
are among the out-of-the-ordinary
effects in scenes and lighting. The
types are uncommonly good and
there are excitement a-plenty although the story itself grows
somewhat confusing. A feature
that should be booked if only for
the splendor of its backgrounds.
Directed by Neal Hart.
Scenes so beautiful that they suggest
a Maurice Tourneur touch entitle Neal
Hart to compliment in this late achievement. The, lake and mountain country
of the Canadian Northwest has been
more artistically caught by the camera
in this feature than in any other current
issue set in the same locale.
"Skyfire" is the Indian term for the
Northern Lights — the Aurora Borealis —
and this phenomenon of nature is pictured with fascinating artistry. This
alone makes the picture valuable educationally, although there is abundant entertainrnent worth to couple it. The
only apparent fault with the feature is
the confusion of characters that comes
as it nears its climax and an awkwardness of movement. However, types are
so well presented and parts so well taken
that this may be excused. There are
moments of tense excitement that include thrill-inspiring scenes about a great
cliff above a mountain lake.
The story centers in a fur trading
post where whiskey runners have been
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detected. Hart appears as a member
of the Royal Xorthwest mounted police
and trails the lawbreakers to their center
of activit3\ A love affair between himself and Marette Piquet, supplies the
romance. Suspicion that he has wronged
the girl is thrown upon him, but is ultimately cleared with the disposition of
the bad men, the villain and all who interfere with their happiness.
Rita Pickering gives an exceptional
performance as Marette. Artie Ortego.
Hugh Saxon, William Quinn and Ruth
Tamison are others of the cast.

The November bulletin of "Exceptional
Photoplays"Bennett
has this
to say about the
Whitman
production:
"This is a photodrama that is faithful
to the spirit and treatment of the novel
it picturizes. In these days when so
much fiction, popular and otherwise, is
distorted and labeled for the screen,
for no other apparent reason than that
picture makers are obsessed with the idea
that photoplay action necessitates the
switching around of situations of emotional currents of characters, and of
authors's
encouraging to be purposes
confrontedalike,
with ita ispicture
that
does not do any one of these things, but
seems to say, 'This story was chosen for
its merits as it originally stands.' "

Review Board Lauds Two
First Natio al Features
Two productions distributed by Associated First Xational Pictures, Inc., obtained a place among the first four recently selected by the Board of Review
as
exceptional
photoplays.
starring
the European
emotional"Passion,"
actress,
Pola Negri, and the Whitman Bennett
production
of Barrymore,
"The Devil's
starring Lionel
are Garden,"
the two.
iuiiiinniinii!,!]-; i -m. a; t *a i
| Utica

Olga Printslau Re-Signed
Olga Printzlau. Paramount scenario
writer, who for some time has devoted
her attention to the preparation of the
scripts of William DeMille's productions,
has just signed a five-year contract to
continue to write exclusively for
DeMille.

cm "nn.maia.: "<a: i ;,a«inair! :":a::i.::a.i:...a:: :
Company

Takes

Selznick

Bonds

|

$2,000,000 Transaction Invokes No Change in the
Personnel, Management, or Stock Control of Large
Production Corporation — L.J. SelznickStill in Charge
A REAL tribute to the constantly
growing stability of the motion picture industry in general and the enterprises controlled by Lewis J. Selznick
in particular, was paid Thursday, December 2. when that well-known motion
picture producer closed a deal for the
sale to Utica Investment Company of
Utica,
of $2,000,000
of tenyear 8 N.perY„cent
collateral worth
trust sinking
fund bonds to be issued by the Selznick
corporation. The deal was completed on
a basis said to be quite unusual in motion
picture circles.
It involves absolutely no change in
the personnel, management or stock
control of the Selznick business. Mr.
Selznick continues in full charge of the
enterprises which he has been building
up for years without the slightest suggestion of interference on the part of outside interests.
* * *
The notes were purchased by the Utica
company, comprising sixteen leading upstate bankers, merely because they were
considered a preferred "buy" even in
these times when money for the operation of any business is conceded to be
exceedingly difficult to procure and when
unusual bargains are going begging in
Wall street
The negotiations on behalf of the Utica
bankers were conducted by Walter
Jerome Green and W. C. J. Doolittle.
respectively president and vice-president
of the big concern. These gentlemen
were keenly interested in a financial
statement of the Selznick enterprises certified by Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co. of
New York City, which shows earnings of
$1,155,319.07 for the first nine months
of the current calendar year.
* * *
It is said that the Utica people have
been quietly examining the Selznick
company, through
outside
sources of
information, for the last
six months.
They
admit that they have been much impressed by the freely expressed opinion
of motion picture people throughout the
United States to the effect that the Selz-

nick policy was one which could not fail
to achieve truly extraordinary results.
The constantly increasing sales value
of Selznick pictures and the steadily increasing popularity of Selznick stars, employed on long-term contracts, were
taken into consideration in the closing
of the deal.

A. L. SRLIG
ICsPicture
rict sales
supervisor
for World
Motion
Corporation, who
has the
far
Went territory.

\
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SPOTS OF
NEWS OF 1920
(Continued from page 99)

obtain proportionate and just representation of its product.
*
Distributors declare opposition to any
plan of group booking.
*
Adolph Zukor and Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America reach agreement on theatre question.
SEPTEMBER
M. P. T. O. A. and Adolph Zukor
begin adjustment of complaints under
Zukor covenant.
*
Tri-state league (Pennsylvania, Delaware and southern New Jersey) demand
views of candidates on film questions and
are followed by exhibitor organizations
throughout the United States.
*
First National Exhibitors Circuit opens
straw vote on presidency, light wines and
beer, woman suffrage and the league of
nations.
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Robert Harron dies after accidentally
shooting himself.

Stoll Film Corporation of America
organized with Ralph O. Proctor as general manager.

Samuel Goldwyn resigns as president of
Goldwyn Pictures.
*

NOVEMBER

Chicago's musician
* strike is settled.
Olive Thomas dies in Paris of accidental poisoning.
OCTOBER
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America investigate tactics of Alfred S.
Black in New England.
*
Indiana exhibitors endorse action of
M. P. T. O. A.
*
William Brady is reelected president
of the N. A. M. P. I.
H. H. Wellenbrink elected Associated
Exhibitors president.
Marcus Loew announces he will dispose of all of his theatres with seating
capacity less than 1 ,800.
*
Samuel Goldwyn returns to the presidency of Goldwyn Pictures.

Pennsylvania's censorship board involved in scandal over Ellis P. Oberholtzer.
*
Adolph Zukor announces his plan to
place several stars in big specials.
*
First National renews contracts with
Talmadge sisters for period of three years.
*
C. Gardier Sullivan joins the Associated Producers.
DECEMBER
Relormers unite to force "blue laws"
upon every state in the Union. Exhibitors,
distributors and producers determine to
give energetic battle. *
Henry L. Salsbury, personal representative of Adolph Zukor, completes
investigation of Alfred S. Black's conduct and approves his dealings with New
England exhibitors.

Emerson-Loos
Productions

No.

128 West

New

44th

York

Street

City

John Emerson
For

Douglas

Fairbanks

"The Americano"
"His Picture in the Papers"
"Wild and Woolly"
"Down to Earth"
"In Again, Out Again"

Anita Loos
For Constance

Talmadge

"A Temperamental Wife"
"The Virtuous Vamp"
"In Search of a Sinner"
"The Love Expert"
"The Perfect Woman"

"Dangerous Business"
"Mama's Affair"
For Paramount-Artcraft
"Let's Get a Divorce"
"Come

On In"
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to thia department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. De arborn St., Chicago.
American
Six Feet Four, with William Russell. —
Picture good. Good star. Works hard
to please and sure does here. — Mrs. Ida
B. Rowe, Opera House, Eddyville, la. —
General patronage.
Trixie from Broadway, with Marguerita Fisher. — Good. Better. Best.
An old picture, but a corker. — G. L.
Deady, Palace theatre. No. Rose, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The House of Toys, with Seena Owen.
— Just a program picture which tailed to
draw. Xo pep to it and action slow. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Associated Producers
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — A fine picture of the rural
drama type. Hughes does good work.
The only objection was to the improbability of the father's treatment of his
son. A picture that was well received. —
.H. G. Ramsey, Royal theatre, Eldorado,
Kans. — General patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — A pleasing program offering, but by no means a special. Seemed
to please the majority of those who saw
it. Exploited it big. Anticipated business failed to materialize. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Very poor and not what we
expected from this organization. — H. J.
Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kans. —
General patronage.
The Leopard Woman, with Louise
Glaum. — Ordinary picture. Not anything like I expected. Patrons said the
same. — J. C. Staak. Royal theatre, Carroll. Ia.— General patronage.
The Leopard Woman, with Louise
Glaum. — Just an average picture, only
the settings and photography save it. —
H. J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina.
Kans. — General patronage.
First National
45 Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — Played this picture three
days to increased admission during poor
weather, and we did extra business on it.
It's a good clean picture that will take
wherever Charles Ray is liked. — C. E.
Power, Power's theatre. North Branch,
Minn. — Country patronage.
The Jack Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — Splendid picture except for
its name. Will appeal to all classes and
is the kind my patrons enjoy. — G. G.
Nutter, Royal theatre. Republic, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — You can't make a mistake
on this one. Raise your price and boost
the picture and you will satisfy and make
some jack. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland the-

ronage.atre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patIn Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Not a good picture for a
small town. It pleased about 50 per
cent of my patrons. Admission charge
10 and 25c. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Xebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
IN SEARCH OF A SINNER,
with Constance Talmadge. — A
happy version of a clever story.
Connie is there and gets the laughs.
They all said they liked it. Some
came back a second time. The kid
is cute and we're glad she's going
to be with us four years. — H. P.
Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— A dandy picture. Has story interest that goes good in a small town.
It's well acted and presented throughout.
— C. E. Power, Power's theatre, North
Branch, Minn. — Country patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge.
Boost ait.sureYoubetcan't
go wrong —onGood.
it. Always
for
me. — C. A. Hennecke. Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Blew it up. Big business.
Everyone Aurora
pleasedtheatre.
with this
— JohnS.
Steichen.
Whiteone.Lake,
D. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — A dandy good pic-

CHARLES RAY
In a scene from the Arthur S. Kane-First
National production,
"Nineteen and
Phyllis."

ture. — G. G. Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. — Like all of Anita's pictures it
is good, and got many favorable comments. Our people like Miss Stewart
and she is always a good bet with us.
Her stories are always well set up and
her plays are never poor. — H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris Chaplin. — Fairly good production. Pleased majority pf patrons. —
John Steichen. Aurora theatre, White
Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mind the Paint Girl, with Anita Stewart.— Had many remarks on it being a
fine picture. — O. Troyer, Lyric theatre,
Rugby. N. D.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. — A
good dual role picture where Norma
shows her histrionic ability to perfection. Talmadge fans will like Yes or No.
—Branch,
C. E. Minn.
Power,— Country
Power's theatre, North
patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Pleased 100 per cent. Ran
two nights. Unusual for this size town.
Good puller. Charged 15 and 35c. Good
enough for some to see it again second
night.— Will F. Taddiken. Elite theatre,
ronage.
Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood pat-

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A 100 per cent picture.
Get
behind it and boost it and it will get vou
the coin. Many compliments from big
crowd. — H. P. Thompson, Libertv theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling.—
Not a knockout, but up to standard. You
can't go wrong on this one. — R. A. Botts.
Grand theatre. Carrington, N. D. — Small
town patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge.— Good as all of her pictures. —
Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre. Hymera,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — Excellent picture with a wonderful star cast. Anita Stewart always
draws the crowds here and this picture
broke several months' record. Ran Clyde
Cook Comedy. Kiss Me Quick, in connection. Some program! — Smith Read.
Patriot theatre. DeKalb, Tex.— Small
town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — This picture went over good
with us and it's a picture that can be exploited well for extra admission price. —
North
E. Power,
C.
Branch,
Minn. — Power's
Country theatre,
patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford.— Entertainment value 100 per cent. Advertising on stock heralds very misleading. Do
not use these and you will keep them
satisfied— J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre,
Swanton, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Otis Skinner in a dramatic bit from the big Robertson-Cole special feature.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — Only fair business account of rain. No fault of picture as it
pleased those who saw it. — R. A. Shobe,
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — A dandy picture. Everyone
liked this. Big business. — John Steichen,
Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.
— Good average comedy-drama that will
please the average audience. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kcntwood, La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Jack Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — A first class picture for
Sunday showings. It will not appeal to
everyone, but it will please many. — C.
E. Power, Power's theatre, North
Branch, Minn. — Country patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
The best Mary Pickford picture that we
have run. Better than Daddy Long Legs.
— Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — Remarkable picture. Good
patronage at advance prices. — N. E.
Leigh, Liberty theatre, Parma, Idaho. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Constance is popular with us
and we are always assured of a good
business when we show her. This is a
happy picture that only Connie could
put over. Play it. — C. E. Power, Power's patronage.
theatre. North Branch, Minn. — Country
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — It proved to be very satisfactory and many patrons made favorable comments. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Price of Innocence, with a special
cast. — Played to good house. Everybody
well pleased. — H. E. Meyer, Palace theatre, Bison, Kans.

Fox
The Last Straw, with Buck Jones. —
Very good Western. — Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— Very good entertainment for followers of Westerns. Not as good as other
pictures Buck Jones has made. He is
popular here, however, and always draws
well. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
—Auditorium
Splendid picture.
all. ——
theatre, Pleased
Carleton,'emNebr.
Small town patronage.
The World of Folly, with Vivian Rich.
— They began leaving on the first reel.
Mr. X, lay off of this picture. Cannot
see why Fox would put their name on
such a production. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. — A
dandy good picture. One that pleases
all. — F. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix. — Was afraid
of this one, but went over good. Patrons
well pleased. — R. A. Botts, Grand theronage.atre, Carrington, N. D. — Small town patHer Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — A very good picture though not
suited to this particular star. Not enough
to the story, which is so impossible —
Smith Read. Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
Another Mix success. Boost it. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
Pleased. Big business. Thirty-five cents
top price. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — Well done and Farnum a favorite here, especially in Western drama.
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This one is a story of the sea. — R. A.
Botts, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.
— Small town patronage.
Rose of the West, with Madlaine Traverse.— Good picture. Northwest story.
— Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Nebr. —
Small town patronage.
^Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — Very good picture for a mixed
crowd, but will not please the better element as well as Wolves of the Night. —
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Woman! Woman! with Evelyn Nesbit.
— Let it alone. Nuff sed. — John Steichen,
Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Rough and Ready, with William Farnum.— Drew fair crowd. Favorable comment.— Gerald Lowe, Cozy theatre, Wiota, la. — Small town patronage.
Cheating Herself, with Peggy Hyland.
— Picture pleased them all. — Auditorium
theatre, Carleton, Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Goldwyn
The Branding Iron, with a special cast.
— This is really an extraordinary feature.
The people came, some came to see it
twice, and all were well pleased. Give
us more like it. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
Minn. — Neighborhood Alexandria,
patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Splendid comedy. Pleased our
people.
Nebr. — Auditorium theatre, Carleton,
The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. — Excellent program picture
and would have been enjoyed by patrons
had it not been impossible to read some
of the titles. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.The Crimson Gardenia, with a special
cast. — Some liked it, some didn't and
said so. — O. Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
JES' CALL ME JIM, with Will
Rogers. — They do not make any
better pictures than this. Book it,
play it hard, and feel chesty over
the compliments you receive. — C.
T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The Paliser Case, with Pauline Frederick.— Not much to the story, but there
is but one Pauline Frederick. She always is a favorite with us. — C. T. MetOpera House, Greenfield, 111. — Small
town calf,
patronage.
Through the Wrong Door, with Madge
Kenndy. — This one was well liked.
Madge is beter liked each time. This
was a very interesting picture. — Jno. J.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison.
— Good Western comedy-drama. The
kind that pleases young and old, high and
low brows. Have played all the Bennisons and am sorry I can't get more. —
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Fair picture. Nothing to
speak of, although she is funny if that
is what you are looking for. — O. Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore. —
Sure is a good one. Tom always draws
and pleases the crowd. Give us more
like it. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre,
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Peace of Roaring River, with
Pauline Frederick. — Good, but not up to
this star's best. She is more convincing
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in society roles where she can wear good
clothes. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore. — ■
First Moore I ever ran anc he went over
fine. A fine laugh now and then is what
made the big hit. — O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby, X. D.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Nothing to it. She is too
silly for my patrons. I wish they would
put her in one good one and see what
she can do. — Jno. I. Saunders. Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. — Good picture, and a good
plot. Kennedy well liked here.— L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis
Heart of the Sunset, with a special cast. Fine. Drew extra good house
and 100 per cent satisfaction. — G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.—
Small town patronage.
Heart of the Sunset, with a special
cast. — It is a picture worth while. You
positively cannot give them any better.
100 per —cent
satisfaction.
That's la.a
mouthfull.
Alhambra
theatre, Delta,
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
— Geraldine is not much liked here.
However, this production did not demand a strong star as it's Western and
went over well and pleased. — H. A. Lartheatre, Oakland, Nebr. —
Majesticpatronage.
Small son,town
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy and Tom Moore. — All the people liked this. Very funny. Good crowd.
— R..O. Baker, Baker's Electric theatre.
McCune, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Hodkinson

The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart. —
wrong.
go theatre.
You can't
picture.
Great
Liberty
Book it.—
C. E. McClain.
ood
patronage.
Tryon, Okla. — Neighborh
Sex. with Louise Glaum. — Good in
every way. Setting specially wonderful.
increase in business. — J.
Notice bigEden
Deitcher.
theatre, Waterbury.
Conn. — Neighborhood patronage.
$30,000, with J. Warren Kerrigan.—
Very good. One hundred per cent
pleased— C. E. McClain. Liberty theatre,
Tryon. Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
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White
ronage. Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patLombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. — Old
picture but took well with followers of
Lytell. Splendid acting by both Lytel!
and Alice Lake. — E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre,
ronage. McGehee, Ark. — Small town patA CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, with Viola Dana.— This
is very good and just fell short of
being excellent by overdoing
Viola's success as a writer at the
very end. The first picture in
which Metro has given Viola Dana
a chance to do some real acting,
and she can do it. May she be
kept above strict farces in the
future. She will win over any
audience if allowed to act sincere.
— Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda,
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Judgment Of, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
— A very good program picture. — A. J.
Steggall. Fayette. Ia. — College town patronage.
The Flower of the Desert, with Viola
Dana. — Viola played her part well. All
seemed pleased. Just a little bit too sad.
A good program picture. — Sam L. Nis~en. Happy Hour theatre, Broadview,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
Paramount
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. — Very good picture. Story very
romantic. Drew big business. Patrons
more than liked it. — J. Deitcher, Eden
theatre,
Waterbury, Conn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dancin' Fool, with Wallace Reid.
— Packed house pleased. Utterly impossible in real life, but makes good entertainment.— Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone. Ariz. — General patronage.
Love Insurance, with Bryant Washburn.— Not much to it. — Auditorium theronage.atre. Carleton. Nebr. — Small town patThe Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
"TAKE
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— Splendid comedy-drama that kept a
large Thanksgiving night audience in
good humor from beginning to end. —
Harold Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn. — This is a very good picture with plenty of good comedy, and
seemed to please. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
hood patronage.Kentland, Ind. — NeighborThe Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
—A
Littledandy
Sauk, picture.
Minn. — New Palace theatre,
A Society Exile, with Elsie Ferguson.
— Fair production. Did not pull. — Will
F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Lady in Love, with Ethel Clayton. —
Good picture. Material spoiled by Ethel
Clayton's constant posing. She will lose
her pull in this community if she continues her present style of acting. Too
vampish. — Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Cal. — -Neighborhood patronage*
Good Gracious Annabelle, with Billie
Burke. — Book this one if you want to
please them. Billie Burke always a
drawing card here. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — Book this one by all
means if your patrons like comedydrama. Packed them in two nights on it.
A sure bet. — R. A. Botts. Grand theatre,
Carrington, N. D. — Small town patronage.Girls, with Marguerite Clark. — Clark
pictures do us good here. Folks always
out to greet her. — Auditorium theatre,
Carleton. Nebr. — Small town patronage
Too Many Millions, with Wallace Reid.
— A good picture to real good business.
Book— W.
it. F.YouBaker,
can'tBoone
go wrong
on this
one.
Way theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.The Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart. — Out of date on account of late

'EM OFF, WE

KNOW

YOU-'

Metro

The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.— As
good as —they say it is. Pleased large
audience. A. A. Spradling, Opera House,
Merna, Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Body and Soul, with Alice Lake. — For
those that like suggestive pictures with
alluring titles, they couldn't do any better than book this one, but in the writer's
the
personal opinion they are not doing New
screen any good. — Bert Goldman.
theatre, St. Paul, Minn. — TranPrincess
sient patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— Another score for Dana. One that
sent them all away with a big smile.
Book it and boost it.— R. A. Botts. Grand
Carrington. N. D.— Small town
theatre,
patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— Good picture. Good drawing power
and will entertain.— Smith Read, Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex.— Small town patronage.
An Amateur Adventuress, with Emmy
Wehlen. — A peacherine. A real program
picture.— John Steichen, Aurora theatre,

An amusing scene from "Back from the Front," a Christie comedy starring Bobby
Vernon, Neal Burns and Laura LaPlante. Educational will distribute it.
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war story, but there are no battle scenes
and it is such a good picture that your
audience will overlook war story. — Harold Daspit, Athcrton theatre, Kentwood,
La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Venus in the East, with Bryant Washburn,— Good program picture. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
The Silent Man, with William S. Hart.
— Good. Pleased those who saw it. Went
big. Business off account of carnival
week. — William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans.
THE CRUISE OF THE
MAKE-BELIEVE, with Lila Lee.
— Only fair picture. Ran with
INTERNATIONAL NEWS and
sold coupon tickets. Gave turkey
for prize. S. R. O. which always
happens on "Turkey Night." We
have
"TurkeyandNight"
before
Thanksgiving
Christmas
each
year.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond the Law, with Dorothy Dalton.
— This is history and our patrons liked
it. Especially the older ones. — Jessup &
Nagle, Dixie theatre, Clay Center, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Let's Those
Elope, who
with saw
Marguerite
Clark.
Good.
it liked it.
Poor—
business with Lyceum lecture for opposition.— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
— A good picture. Did big business two
days. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
Bloomfiekl, la. — General patronage.
Daughter of the Wolf, with Lila Lee. —
Fine picture. Lila Lee well liked here.
A good picture for hot weather. — C. E.
Beldcn, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
The Seven Swans, with Marguerite
Clark. — The poorest picture I have ever
run. Stay off of this one. Pleased nobody. Most everyone left on third reel.

MOLLY malum:
Who played
in "It's Ah
a Great
Life," Molly
produced by Goldwyn.
an ingenue
Is winning new laurels every day.
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— E. D. Luna, Hulbert theatre, Hulbert,
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Blazes Rawden, with William S.
Hart. — A fine picture that pleased all.
Beautiful photography. Splendid acting.
— Mrs. R. J. Slack, Majestic theatre, Mazomanie, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Own Home Town, with' Charles
Ray. — Good peppy play with lots of action. Everyone is in love with Charles
Ray
in
town. Book
Ray's pictures.
Nuf sed.our
— Anderson
& Franklin,
. New
Lyric theatre,
Castlewood,
S.
D.
—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Comrade, with Vivian Martin.— A dandy little comedy drama.
Pleased OS per cent. — J. W. Baird, Crystal theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nugget Nell, with Dorothy Gish.—
Some said good, others said no good.
Fair business. — C. E. Beldcn, Midway
theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The 13th Commandment, with Ethel
Clayton. — A fine picture. Everyone that
saw it liked it very much. — William G.
Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham,
N. C.
Love Insurance, with Bryant Washburn.— Surely a good one. Seemed to
please. All Washburn pictures always
good. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange
City, la. — Neighborhod patronage.
Pathe

ki:\io KOI i*i B
The sH/ni.-k director. Mho nindr "The
I'lilai'i* of Dnrki-m-d \\indo\tn" for .\alionnl I'll lore Theatre*.
Sweet. — A very good picture that should
get by any place. Keeps them guessing
as to what happens next. — O. W. Jastrum, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Passers By, with Herbert Rawlinson.
— Don't hesitate on this one. A picture
of life. Something to think about. No
kickers with this kind of stuff. — G. L.
Deady, Palace theatre, No. Rose, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A BROADWAY COWBOY and
GET OUT AND GET UNDER,
with William Desmond and Harold
Lloyd. — This was our double attraction for three days starting
Thanksgiving Day. Every house
record broken. Town went wild
over this program. House seating
800 played to phenomenal record
of over 4,000 paid admissions first
day. Consider GET OUT AND
GET UNDER the most suitable
exploitation possibility picture we
have ever run. Tie up with taxi
line. People will flock to your
theatre. Can't boost this comstrong it.
enough.
a good
one. Go bination
after
— Fred It's
S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Family patronage.

Rio Grande, with a special cast. — Went
over
better than
any picture
six months.
Pleased
patrons we've
betterhadthanin
Behind the Door, Copperhead, or any
other and we run some good ones.
Equal to, if not beter than. The Miracle
Man and Something to Think About. G. L. Deady, Palace theatre. No. Rose,
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — For deep drama this is
good. Drew extra well. — J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — Not
so good. Don't go too strong on it.
Lost money on it. — C. A. Hennccke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — Good for two days, but we
call it a poor picture, though everyone
seemed to be satisfied. Last two reels
good, but slow starting. — O. W. Jastram.
Strand theatre, Pecotonica. 111. — Small
town patronage.
Impossible Catherine, with Virginia
A Woman of Pleasure, with Blanche
Pearson. — Amusing and entertaining
Sweet. — Went all right for us as a procomedy-drama that will please those who
gram picture. Did not draw. — J. L. Meydo not take it seriously. — Harold Daspit,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, III. — Small
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neigh- town ers,patronage.
borhood patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Lahoma, with a special cast. — Pleased
everybody. It has the elements that get — One hundred per cent production that
100 per cent satisfaction. — J. J.
them all. Some killing, but it's a pic- •gave
Kudlacek, Swan theatre. Swanton, Nebr.
ture and nobody gets hurt. — G. L. Deady,
Palace theatre. No. Rose, N. Y. — Neigh- — Neighborhood patronage.
borhood patronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. — A real
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Gold Rooster. People smiled as they
Rawlinson. — Did not seem to fill the bill went out and said it was good. — G. L.
exactly with my patrons. — R. A. Shobe, Deady, Palace theatre, No. Rose, N. Y.—
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind. — NeighNeighborhood patronage.
borhood patronage.
with Blanche
Wanted,
Help— Title
Sweet.
not Male,
there to draw, but
The Profiteer, with Fannie Ward. — No
entertainment in this picture. Theme
pleased all after they came in. Miss
also out of date.— J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
Sweet is slowly fading away and she
theatre, Swanton, Nebr. — Neighborhood
does not draw as before. She can still
patronage.
but her face shows her age. She'd
act,
Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
make a good mother.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
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Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Steel King, with a special cast. —
One of the poorest pictures I have ever
shown. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Realart
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Daniels.— Just enough pep to be good. Still
not a suggestive picture. Pleased all. —
Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronagee.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley.
— Same old story. Every Realart a satisfaction giver. Will please anywhere and
bring you new patrons. — C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenrield, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley.
— Pleased all. Realart has the best program that we have been able to rind.
Title more suggestive than picture. —
Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre. Hardin,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter. — Where do you find a better production than the Realart Minter? We con*
sider this, as all of hers, a knockout and
your patrons compliment you when such
pictures are shown. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — This picture has a little more of
the rough stuff than most Realarts, but
not enough to mar the picture in any
way. Good comments. — Hardin Ent. Co.,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Alice Brady fans will like it. but didn't
suit others. Why don't they give her a
.real picture for a change? — O. W. Jastram. Strand theatre. Pecatonica, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.—Good. Our patrons like Minter as
well as Mary Piekford. While her pictures are all very similar they always
please.— Hardin Ent. Co.. Odeon theatre.
Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Luck of the Irish, with a special cast.
— A real special. We had no patronage
owing to muddy roads, but it is some
picture and will please any audience. —
C. T. Metcalf. Opera House. Greenfield.
111. — Small town patronage.
Robertson- Cole
The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau. — An elegant special in seven
reels that will appeal to all classes of
trade. My patrons well pleased. — R. A.
Botts. Grand theatre, Carrington. N. D.
' — Small town patronage.
The Beggar Prince, with Sessue Hayakawa. — A good double exposure. Pleased.
— George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Selznick
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — The star in this instance is
the thing. St. Paul is fastly realizing
this screen beauty can also act. \\ ith
every picture of her business improves.
She's
a comer and
can't stop
her.St.
—
Bert Goldman.
New you
Princess
theatre,
Paul, Minn. — Transient patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Our patrons did not care for this. — C. T.
Metcalf. Opera House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Here is a good one. lust
enough Western to make it peppy.
Pleased a fair crowd. — Jno. I. Saunders.
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Cheney theatre,
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— Good and his pictures are getting better.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
EVERYBODY'S SWEETHEART, with Olive Thomas.—
Your Jack O'Toole, formerly of
your town, now manager of Select
in this territory, pestered me to
take a flier at this one, we naturally being skeptical as I know I
flopped with Lockwood. He even
went picture
as far and
said cost
if it me
didn'tnothgo
over
would
ing and he would buy me a new
suit for my trouble. Result, big
business, but still wearing my old
suit. Some salesman, that Irish
Jew. — Bert Goldman, New Princess
theatre, St. Paul, Minn. — Transient
patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein.— I consider Elaine Selznick's
best bet. Picture good. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Out Yonder, with Olive Thomas. —
Good program picture. — E. A. Baradel.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small
town patronage.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — This is a good picture, but I
find that my people do not like this kind
of farce comedy. — E. C. Breilein, Faust
theatre. New Richland, Minn.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. —
Sure good and all the later Selznick pictures are getting better. — Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre, Hymera. Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
A good comedy-drama of light entertainment.— George E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.Out Yonder, with Olive Thomas. — She
is my best drawing lady star, and always
brings a good crowd and is unusually

well liked. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theronage.atre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood pat-
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His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Our patrons liked this picture
real well because there was enough of
both outdoor and city life to appeal to
both men and women. — C. E. Power,
Power's
Country theatre.
patronage.North Branch, Minn. —
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — This picture went over big.
There are many laughs in it. It is one
of the best Norma pictures we have ever
shown. — C. E. Power, Power's theatre,
North Branch, Minn. — Country patronage.The Perfect Lover, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Have had better pictures of
his, butforpleased
a fair
doesn'tI.
draw
me like
Tomcrowd.
Moore.He— Jno.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Desperate Hero, with Owen
Moore. — Poor attempt at comedy, and
his pictures are not much. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
THE PALACE OF DARKENED WINDOWS, with a special
cast. — I have generally avoided
East India, Arab and Oriental pictures, but must say that if I had
the people to draw from I could
have cleaned up on this picture.
The people who saw it are asking
why there are not more good ones
like it. If you book it put out special efforts to get the crowds and
it will please them. Settings, plot,
scenery and stars fine. — H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexronage. andria, Minn. — Neighborhood patThe Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. — A war picture
which ought not to be allowed to be
booked during the reconstruction period
now going on. I am tired of the junk
Select is putting out and have cancelled

BOY. DINTY, ALWAYS"

Wesley Barry and Colleen Moore in a particularly dramatic and pathetic scene
from the Marshall Neilan-First National production, "Dinty."
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is a good picture. Harry Carey always
their contracts. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborgood. Admission 10 and 30c. — P. G.
hood patronage.
Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Undercurrent, with Guy Empey. —
A good picture, but did not take with
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey — This
picture did not come up to the other
more than 50 per cent of my patrons. —
Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney.
Carey pictures that I have played. — E. C.
Breilein, Faust theatre, New Richalnd,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Minn.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Good. Hammerstein is imThe Red Lane, with Frank Mayo.— We
have always found the above star good
proving.— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield. III. — Small town patronage.
drawing card in our house and this picture pleased our patrons very much. —
Forest Rivals, with a special cast. —
R. J. Bruce, Crystal theatre, Toronto,
Very good comedy-drama with lots of
Ont.
—
Neighborhood patronage.
action and thrills. Some of the prettiest
night scenes I ever saw. — Harold DasPaid in Advance, with Dorothy Philpit, Atherton theatre, Kent wood, La.
lips.— Good program picture. Pleased
my patrons. — John Steichen, Aurora theMrs. Lemngwell's Boots, with Constance Talmadge. — An extra good comatre. White Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
edy-drama. Everybody pleased — E. C.
Breilein, Faust theatre, New Richland,
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — PicMinn.
ture better than I expected from reports,
Jacques of the Silver North, with
but star does not please. — George E.
Mitchell Lewis. — Gave satisfaction for all
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
of a Saturday night crowd. — C. T. MetNeighborhood patronage.
calf, Opera House, Greenfield, III. — Small
Gun Fighting Gentlemen, with Harry
town patronage.
Carey. — A good picture. Pleased most
Footlights and Shadows, with Olive
of my patrons. I get 10 and 30c for all
Thomas. — Gave good satisfaction and we
Carey pictures. — P. G. Held, Sterling theconsider it a splendid production. — C.
atre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood
T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
patronage.
111. — Small town patronage.
The Princess of Avenue A, with James
GEORGE
n. SBITT
Just a Wife, with Roy Stewart.— This
J. Corbett. — A good picture. Plenty of
\nil M.iruiiirltr I nurlol In n »i« nr from
was simply great. Big drawing card
life and action. Corbett just like he used
«h«- I'll (he nrrlnl. ■• \
1 Kl ■ «tr rn."
from all points. Direction faultless and
to be when boxing on the stage with
cast superb. Roy Stewart a big hit. Big
L. Sullivan. Quick as a cat. —
business for the two nights. Pleased so madge. — Her pictures are well liked. John
G. L. Deady. Palace theatre. No. Rose,
highly people beg for'more like this. A This is a good one. — J. L. Meyers, LibN. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
special. One of the few. — Mrs. J. A.
erty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. — Small town
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Ncbr. —
patronage.
Neighborhood patronage.
Lee Moran. — Good. — R. J. Bruce, Crystal
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
theatre, Toronto, Ont. — Neighborhood
An Adventuress, with Julian Eltinge.
— Good program picture, but patronage.
— A dandv novelty comedy-drama that O'Brien.
nothing
to
rave
over.
—
C.
T.
Metcalf.
will please all classes. Do not be afraid of
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. —
House, Greenfield. III.— Small
Just fair. Not as good as some of the
Opera
this one. — Harold Daspit. Atherton theatown
patronage.
tre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
other Carey pictures I have run. — H. W.
patronage.
Jeffries. Majestic theatre, Huntington,
u
niversa
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Outcasts of Poker Flat, with Harrv
Alice Brady. — Good program picture.
The
Adorable
Savage,
with
Edith
RobCarey.— Old. but good.— C. C. Teas,
About an average play. --George E. Tayerts.—
Picture
real
good.
—
R.
J.
Bruce.
lor. Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
Crystal theatre. Watertown, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Toronto. Ont.— NeighNeighborhood patronage.
Crystal theatre.
borhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma TalBullet Proof, with Harry Carey. —
Her
Five
Foot
Highness,
with
Edith
madge.— Went over big. — Will H.
One
of Carey's good ones. He always
Roberts. — A dandy good program pic- gets me
Bremer. New Cozy theatre. Winchester,
a crowd. — A. L. Hcpp. Idylhour
ture. Heard no kicks. — John Steichen,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
theatre, Greeley. Ncbr. — General
Aurora theatre. White Lake, S. D.
The Veiled Adventure, w ith Constance
Loot, with a special cast. — We have a patronage.
Talmadge. — Picture great but not many
Woman Under Cover, with Fritvery
critical patronage, this picture zieTheBrunette.
out to see it. — Edward Lindsey. Lindsey
— Book this one. Interest
theatre. Industry,
111. — Neighborhood . pleased them, and was satisfactory. A never lags. Story has enough mystery
splendid crook picture. — G- L. Deady,
patronage.
to make
it good.Mutual
A sixtheatre,
reel special.
No. Rose, N. Y. — Neigh- W.
H. Trecker.
Cabery,—
Ginger, with Violet Palmer. — One of Palace theatre.
borhood patronage.
the very best program pictures I ever
III.
—
Neighborhood
patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
ran and one that will entertain both the
The Right to Happiness, with Doro— Very good picture. Good scenes
cast.
■children and the grownups. — Harold
— A real feature. Dorothy
Daspit, Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. and photography. — George E. Taylor. does thyherPhillips.
best in this and it is a 100 per
Dunlap, la. — Neigh- cent feature.
Idle Hourborhoodtheatre.
— Neighborhood patronage.
— H. W. Jeffries, Majestic
patronage.
The One Way Trail, with Elythe Stertheatre,
Huntington,
Ark. — NeighborMasked
Men,
with
Harry
Carey.
—
Very
hood
patronage.
ling.— A good picture of the Northwest.
wacharge
admission
My
Gave satisfaction. — Peter Krauth, Denipicture.
good
Under Suspicion, with a special cast.
10
and
30c—
P.
G.
Held.
Sterling
theatre.
son theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patron- — Very good program picture and gave
patronage.
satis.'action. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour
age.The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Corn- good
The Better Half, with Alice Brady —
theatre. Greeley, Nebr. — General patronA fair program picture. — H. B. Axline.
age.
wall—Good.— R. J. Bruce. Crystal theScope theatre. Wenona, 111. — Small
town patronage.
TheDean.
Virgin
of Stamboul,
ronage.atre. Toronto, Ont. — Neighborhood pat- cilla
— Fellows,
cash in onwith
this Prisone.
Magda, with Clara Kimball Young. —
It
is
a
critical
crowd
that
this
big
UniLocked
Lips,
with
Tsuru
Aoki.
—
A
Not much. Foreign flavor to picture
versal-Jewel wil not please. Part seven
good program picture. My patrons do
never does put it over. — Alvin S. Frank.
not care for Japanese stars. — E. C. a knockout.— W. H. Trecker, Mutual
Jewel theatre. Lafayette. Colo. — NeighBreilein.
Faust
theatre.
New
Richland.
theatre, Cabery, 111. — Neighborhod
■ patronage.
borhood picture.
Minn.
She Loves and Lies, and The Isle of
Common Property, with a special cast.
Forbidden, with Mildred Harris ChapConquest, with Norma Talmadge. —
lin.— Fine picture, but did not have
Played both these pictures recently. If — A few mental featherweights stuck up crowds
because of home talent play, and
their noses, but 90 per cent were satisyou're looking for good pictures book
though not enthused. We considered
lodge meeting. Fine plot to play and good
them. Pleased in general. — Mrs. Ida B. it a fied
fair offering.— G. L. Deady. Palace
ending also. — Anderson & Franklin,
Rowe, Opera House, Eddyville, la. —
theatre. No. Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood
Castlewood, S. D. —
General patronage.
New Lyric, theatre,
Neighborhood
patronage.
patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — This
A Lady's Name, with Constance TalLoot, with Ora Carew. — Fairly good. A
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regular program. — Jessup and Nagle,
Dixie theatre, Clay Center, Xebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Vitagraph
The Climbers, with Corinne Griffith. —
A good program picture. Vitagraph always good. Admission 10 and 25c. — P.
G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Xebr. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — Our patrons certainly eat
up pictures of this type and this is one
of the best of its kind. A real outdoor
picture worth booking. — C. E. Power.
Power's theatre, Xorth Branch, Minn. —
Country patronage.
The Midnight Bride, with Gladys Lespicture. Admislie.— A good program
sion 10 and 25c. — P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Xebr. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice.
Joyce.— Vitagraph has put a special on
their regular program. A dandy picture.
Lots of compliments on this one. You
can't go wrong with this. — F. C. Burr,
Lancaster, Wis. —
Orpheumhoodtheatre,
patronage.
Xeighbor
The Spark Divine, with Alice Joyce.—
patrons
Just a fair program picture. Myadmission
do not like this star. My
charge was 10 and 25c. — P. G. Held,
Fairmont, Xebr. —
theatre,
Sterling hood
Xeighbor
patronage.
Specials
Fool's Gold (Arrow), with Mitchell
Lewis.— Just a good high class Western
ran it with Larry
program picture. We made
a good show.
Semon comedy and it
a good picspecial, but
It's not aP.bigThompson
. Liberty theatre,
ture.—H.
Pardeeville, Wis. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Eva Xovak.— Good line of exploitation.
Big business first night. Fair second.—
White
John Steichen, Aurora theatre,
Lake, S. D. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Fool's Gold (Arrow), with Mitchell
Lewis — Bully. Fine picture. Book it
Had packed house. Pleased 100 per cent.
— W. F. Baker. Boone Way theatre, ML
Vernon, Ky— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Great White Trail (Wharton),
with Doris Kenyon.— Here is a mighty
story well set up and digood Xorthern
rected. Where the star is know it would
It is worth a
feature.
regular
a
be
theboost— H. P. Thompson, Liberty hood
atre, Pardeeville, Wis— Neighbor
patronage.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
cast.— Xothing
(Equity), with a special picture.
— G. G.
extra. Just a motion
Republic, Kans. —
theatre,
Royal
Xutter,
Xeighborhood patronage.
For the Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young— Xot as good as
some of her previous offerings, but away
speabove the average of the so-called— Jack
cials. It gave entire satisfaction. Mich.
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Hushed Hour (Garson), with
Blanche Sweet. — Let it alone. Special in
name only. Very poor play. — W. H.
Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, 111.
Neglected Wives (Wistaria), with
Anne Luther. — Did not get to see it myself, but a great many patrons report that
all thev could see extra was the price
of admission. — A. L. Hepp, Idylhour
theatre, Greeley, Neb. — General patronage.
Yankee Doodle in Berlin (Lesser),
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with a special cast. — Good comedydrama, but not fitted for small towns.
Lost money on it. Lots of knocks. Second night only got $4.49. Did not take.
— W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre, Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronage.

USE

THIS

BLANK

Serials

Story.Office Reports Tell the Whole
Box

The Third Eye (Pathe), with Warner
Aland and Eileen Percy. — Poor serial and
a poor story. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theronage.atre, Hymera, Ind. — Xeighborhood patThe Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — On the third episode.
Business increasing on every episode. The
first episode has a lot of fighting
and keeps them on their feet right
through. — J. Deitcher, Eden theatre,
Waterbury,
Conn. — Xeighborhood patronage.

Join ia This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Evtry Week What Picture*
Art Doing for Other Exhibitor*
Pill in this blank now and tend
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S, Dearborn St., Chicago.

The Silent Avenger (.Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — Corking good serial.
Full —of E.pep.
All of Duncan's
serialsMcgo
here.
A. Baradel,
Palace theatre,
Gehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (Xational), with
a special cast. — I advertised this big, and
it proved to be big, and is growing bigger in patrons' viewpoint also. It is the
best serial I ever saw. — H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Very good serial. Extra good. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — Finished this two weeks ago
with largest crowd we ever had to a
serial. Book it, it's the best serial on
the market today for drawing power, due
to Dempsey's
popularity.
— E. A. Ark.
Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee,
—
Small town patronage.
The Dragon's Net (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — This serial started
good and began to fall off on the second
episode. We are using the sixth episode
and it resulted in the smallest business
we ever had on this day. — S. S. Stevenson, Liebrty theatre, Henderson, X. C. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — This is some serial. I
am running it and Hidden Dangers together, but Duncan is all the talk. — H.
W. Jeffries. Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — It brings out the people in spite of bad weather. — H. E.
Holben, Olympic theatre, Lenox, la.
Short Subjects
An Overall Hero (Educational), with
Snooky. — Gocd clean comedy. Well
liked by young and old. Educational has
wonderful short subjects. — R. A. Botts.
Grand theatre, Carrington, X. D. — Small
town patronage.
Dew Drop Inn (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — This one tickled their
ribs and this is not a comedy town. —
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Seven Bald Pates (Educational), with
a special cast. — All good comedies. You
will make no mistake in these. — Olen
Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Desert Hero (Paramount), with
Roscoe Arbuckle. — Second run on this
comedy and packed them in. All Arbuckle Paramount comedies good. — R.
A. Botts. Grand theatre. Carrington, N.
D. — Small town patronage.
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FIRST NATIONAL ACTIVE
IN 1920 EXPLOITATION
{Continued from page 160)
of promoting this picture. There are
countless instances where other picture.-;
have been exploited mainly by clever and
novel presentations; but in the case of
"Forty-five
Minutesidea
fromhasBroadway,"
the
railroad station
struck such
popular favor that it deserves this recognition.
A stunt within the reach of exhibitors
in the smaller cities, and one which does
not
incur over
expense,
was recently
put aoverfewby dollars'
Mr. K. Metzgcr,
manager of the Strand theatre at Creston, Iowa. This stunt was in behalf of
"A
liaby," First
HenryNational.
Lehrman'sIt
initial'1 wilight
release through
called for a negro boy, about seven years
old and a sandwich board made out of
a light bcaver-board. The following
sign was painted on the sandwich
board: I AM NOT "A TWILIGHT
BABY" Because I Was Born One Hour
After Midnight. You Can Sec "A TWILIGHT BABY" at the Strand.
The little negro boy paraded the busy
streets of Creston with this board stradling his shoulders. And the stunt brought
the desired results. For a small-town
stunt, especially where an exhibitor is
anxious to get across a novel message at

HERALD

a small expense, this little exploitation
device strikes me as being particularly
» » *
good.
PROBABLY
theas exploitation
that stands out
one of the stunt
most
striking exhibitor accomplishments in the
way of a big-time stunt may be recalled
as the parade sponsored by the Kinema
theatre of Los Angeles in the interests
of "Married Life," Mack Sennett's first
picture distributed by Associated First
National. The procession was characmounted terizedonby many
auto cut-outs
trucks. from the paper,
The biggest feature of the parade, however, was the mammoth sign upon which
was painted a giant head of Ben Turpin,
with his eyes in battle formation and his
countenance wearing the look that always gets the nickels at the box office.
This stunt blocked traffic and set downtown Los Angeles talking. It was a
big town stunt pulled in a big town way.
There was just enough music to make
things merry and enough of the carnival
spirit to carry the occasion across with a
bang. Truly, this Kincma parade stands
out brightly among the brightest and
best stunts of the year.
As I made plain in the preceding paragraphs, there have been so many and so
\aried a line of exploitation stunts pulled
for the pictures distributed by Associated
First National Pictures during the past
year that it is really not quite fair to
single out what might and what might
not be called the best.

directing CONSTANCE
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MAYFLOWER SALESGIRL
CONTEST BIG SUCCESS
(Continued from page Ijo)
kept up through stories of Miss
May's experiences in the movies,
which will be distributed by the
Newspaper Enterprise Association
and appear daily in the various papers that featured the contest. In
this way there will be no lapse in
the campaign, and it is estimated
that at least five million prospective
theatre patrons will be reached during the drive.
However, a wise exhibitor runs
his Feature as the last number on his
program, and so will we append the
I < nture oi this article as the last
paragraph :
To date 50,000 inches of newspaper space, 75 per cent of it front
page, have been obtained for Mayflower and Walsh's forthcoming picture through the National Salesgirl
Beautv Contest, •'ind the total is expected to run to 100,000 inches before the campaign ends.

CHET WITHEY
TALMADGE in two Chet Withey productions.

»
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Music

for

->'rm]

Every

r

"life

Feature

The pulling power of good musical programs has been proved
bv the most successful theatre managers everywhere. But no matter how
bio- vour orchestra, no matter how large the salaries you pay to your
musicians, your music is not good unless every bar and line of it is expressly
arranged and adapted to each foot of every film as it is run.

Banner" nor the
played, neither "The Star Spangled sad
No matter how beautifully it is fitting
parting on the
a
for
t
animen
accomp
musical
and
suitable
a
is
Blues"
s
"Memphi
audiences
Yet just such "bulls" are made every- day in theatres everywhere, while
screenin derision.
laugh
such mistakes impossible by supplySynchronized Scenario Music Service makes all arrange
d musical score to meet the needs
and
d
prepare
y
speciall
ing with each dav's new film a
your theatre the talent and
of the largest orchestra or a single pianist. We bring right into
Edouarde duector of music
Carl
as
genius of such musical celebrities and scenario score writers
director at the Broadway
d,
Bradfor
C.
James
City;
York
at The Strand Theatre, New
Theatre. New York, and C. J. Breil, composer of the
COUPON
These men |
music score of the "Birth of a Nation."
Music Co.
the
all
se
supervi
lly
persona
and
staff
our
on
are
Synchronized Scenario
66 W. Jackson Blvd.
music we issue. Ask for further information and
Chicago, 111.
proof that our Better Music Draws Bigger Crowds.
I
Please send full particulars about your new service to
|
Theatre
Street
io
Scenar
Synchronized
I
City
State
Co.
Music
Now using
Piano
Organ
Piece Or
66 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
consisting of
Booking
changes per week. Seating Capacity
| Musical Director
Manager
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Director
An

Appraisement

Director

to Whom
trusted the Task

ing "The Four
of

By

the

MALCOLM

of the

Young

Metro

En-

of ProducHorsemen

Apocalypse"

STUART

BOYLAN

youngest dithe one
Rex Ingram,
NG motion
JNTRODUCI
rectors in the
picture one
game,of yet
who has
been entrusted with the biggest Metro production of the
year, namely, "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Although he is only twenty-seven years of age, the
Metro officials entrusted him with spending nearly a million dollars of their money on making the screen version
of the famous Ibanez novel, and, according to those who
have seen the picture in preview, he has not betrayed the
trust.
* * *

Y^HSEACRES of the West Coast say it is destined to
take its place along side of "Way Down East" and
"The Miracle Man," but Rex modestly says, "Let us wait
and let the public judge of how faithfully I have transferred the inspired Ibanez novel to the screen."
By poring through the studio records, for Rex is
loath to talk about himself, we discover that said young
director was born in Dublin, Ireland, and that his father
was a clergyman and a lecturer in Dublin University, which
disproves the commonly accepted theory that ministers'
sons never amount to anything in this world. Rex attended
Trinity College and was a rugby player of note. One
thing he is intensely proud of is the fact that he studied
modeling under the famous Lawrie.
* * *
^FTER

coming to America he studied at Yale University and some time after that leaving the famous institution he became an actor in the motion picture field with
Vitagraph and the old Edison Company. Following that
experience before the Cooper Hewitts he assisted J. Gordon Edwards in directing Fox productions, and was then
commissioned by Universal as a full-fledged director.
Later he left Universal for Paralta and soon following the outbreak of the war he joined the Royal Flying
Corps and started studying aviation in Canada. After the
signing of the armistice he returned to America and found
a warm welcome awaiting him at Universal City where
he made "Under Crimson Skies," starring Elmo Lincoln
from the J. G. Hawks story, "The Brute Breaker," which
Carl Laemmle considered such a noteworthy production
that it was proclaimed the Jewel production class and released as such.

The fame of Rex Ingram spread all over the Hollywood Colony and soon he was drafted to Metro to make
the all-star production of the famous stage play, "Shore
Acres." This proved a wonderful box office attraction
and Ingram was then commissioned to make "Hearts Are
Trumps," a Drury Lane melodrama. His work on this
production caused so much comment that when the Metro
heads cast about for the proper man to make "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," Ingram was called upon
to shoulder the megaphone.
* * *
nr>0 INGRAM

belongs the credit of discovering Alice

Terry, who plays the feminine lead in "Hearts Are
Trumps" and "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Others of prominence chosen for the big spectacle are
Rudolph De Valentino, Stuart Holmes, Wallace Beery,
Allan Hale, Virginia Warwick, Nigel De Brulier, Arthur
Hoyt, Beatrice Dominguez, Harry Northrup and Derrick
Ghent.
Director Ingram, although he has made a great success of megaphone wielding, craves what he considers even
higher things. He craves to be a sculptor of note and
probably will go abroad to pursue this art as soon as he
has gathered unto himself sufficient shekels from the film
industry. He is a likeable, wholesome, young chap, not
endowed with an excess of temperament and is one of the
most popular directors at the Metro studio.
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World

Big

Films

1 New Studios Have Been Built, Hosts of New Companies Have Been Formed, Stars §
| Have Been Made Overnight and the Hollywood and Culver City Production j
I Plants Have Turned Out Elaborate Features Which Will Be Published in 1921. |
1 These Are Only a Part of the Achievements Scored in the West.
Bi'niimi mil in niiilllllllllli Ill 111:111 MnfflmiinilMllimilMHfflMMlllllllllll^^
By HARRY
HE year 1920 has been one fraught
with production activity on the Pacific Coast.
New studios have been built, hosts of
new companies have been formed, stars
have been made overnight and the Hollywood and Culver City production plants
have given to the world features that
have set a new mark in the world of
silent drama.
Numerous elaborate productions made
in 1920 are yet to be published in 1921,
and many stars and directors will next
.year enter on new affiliations contracted
for within the last twelve months.
Among the bigger cinema works given
to the world in 1920 have been "The Penalty," Goldwyn's version of the Gouverneur Morris' novel, which placed Lon
Chaney
as "Blizzard"
position
the
character
stars of in
the top
screen.
Gold-of
wyn also scored another triumph for
their West Coast studio with Basil
King's
"Earthbound," directed by T.
Hayes Hunter.
* * *
contributions of UniTHE twoversalbig
City have been, of course.
Tod Browning's "Virgin of Stamboul,"
starring Priscilla Dean, and Von Stroheim's "The Devil's Passkey." Both
Browning and Stroheim will have two
big features for early 1921, "Within the
Law," another Priscilla Dean production being the work of the former, and
"Foolish Wives," from the brain of the
latter. Rex Ingram has carried off Premier honors for Metro for this year
■with his "Shore Acres," issued last May,
and his "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," tobe input1921.
out as a super-feature
supreme earby
Thomas H. Ince's big effort of 1920
was "Behind the Door," starring Hohart Bosworth. which created a sensation because of its story novelty and the
forcefulness of the veteran actor's character portrayal.
First National is eagerly awaiting the
■negative of Allen Holubar's "Man,
Woman, Marriage," starring Dorothy
Phillips, and sponsored by Al Kaufman,
former Famous Players-Lasky executive. This has been .hailed as one of
the few really big spectacles of the year,
and with Holubar's prowess as a pro-

HAMMOND

BE ALL

ducer, Miss Phillips' ability and popularity as an emotional star, and the lavish expenditure of nearly $500,000 on the
production, it should have tremendous
box office possibilities. Holubar and
Miss Phillips left Universal early in the
year after completing "Once To Every
Woman," which has been one of the big
Jewel features of 1920.
First National has been intensely active on the Coast. Kaufman, Holubar's
sponsor, also took under his wing Sidney Franklin to make three productions
for that organization. The first of these,
"Not Guilty'" from Harold MacGrath's
"Parrot and Company," will be an early
1921 publication.
* * *
KING VIDOR signed to make two
pictures, "The Family Honor" and
"The Jackknife Man," both of which
have been published, and is now mak"The issued
Sky Pilot''
for First
Cathrine
Curtisingto be
through
National.
Chaplin, of course, made his multiple
reel
Kid,"outduring
which corned}-.
is soon to"The
be sent
to the 1920,
long
waiting exhibitors, and after finishing
that he leased his studio to Carter De
Haven, who holds a contract to make
three five-reel comedies for First National. The lirst two of these, "Twin
Beds" and "The Girl In the Taxi," have
been completed. The latter is yet to be
published.
Charlie Ray began work this year on
his First National contract after he terminated his distribution agreement with
Paramount. The purchase of two fivereel comedies from Sennett, "Married
Life," noteworthy
and "Love, First
HonorNational
and Behave."
were
events
of 1920.
Sennett in 1921 will start publishing
through Associated Producers, his first
picture being
"A Small Town Idol,"
starring
Ben Turpin.
While in the comedy field it should
be remarked concerning Max Linder's
comeback with "Seven Years Bad Luck."
one of the snappiest five-reelers of the
year. As a result of his work in this
production the Gallic comedian has
signed a long contract to make feature
comedies for Robertson-Cole.

HAROLD
has fests
addedofto1920,
his
prestige LLOYD
with his fun
and promises even more mirthful spasms
for 1921. Buster Keaton has gotten
away to a flying
underCline
Loudirecting,
Anger's
chaperonage,
withstart
Eddie
and his prospects for 1921 look bright
indeed if he keeps up the standard he
set in "One Week" and "Convict ThirAmong the film companies formetd
during 1920 three notable examples stand
out: In the comedy and short reel field
Special Pictures Corporation; the Dial
and the Rockett companies in the circle
of teen."
serious drama.
Backed by a group of Los Angeles
capitalists Special Pictures Corporation
has made a strong showing in the short
reel world, and has been signing stars
right and left. Such well known funsters
as Ford Sterling, Louise Fazenda, Chester Conklin, Charlotte Merriam, Neely
Edwards,
Milburn
Moranti and Stanley
others Laurel,
are under
contract,
while Reggie Morris, one time Sennett
right
duction.bower, is director general of proRay and Al Rockett, two Universal
executives, formed Rockett Film Corpoand madeas "Truant
which isrationhailed
a worth Husbands,"
while publication, while the Dial Company started
by E. P. Hunziker, another Universal
luminary,
first made
Spruce,"
starring Mitchell
Lewis, "King
and now
have
signed T. Hayes Hunter, the director of
"Earthbound," to make productions from
the Irving Ratchclder series of novels.
* * *
THERE
have atbeen
few changes
executives
the aprincipal
studios.in
Irving Thalberg, Laemmle aide in New
York, came early in 1920 to assume
charge of Universal City replacing Tarington Baker. Although young in years
he has been voted one of the most successfulwestern
general managers
had at its
plant. the "U" has
Clark Thomas has continued as the
mainspring of the Ince plant. Abraham
Lehr has guided the destines of the Goldwyn Culver City studios. Joe Engel has
remained in charge at Metro, with Bayard Veiller having replaced Maxwell
0%
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Rent

Especially if the moving van is all equipped as Hank Mann and Madge Kirby find
this one in his latest Arrow comedy.
productions, the George Loane Tucker
Karger
production chief of the Western filmascenter.
features, a few Selznick companies, the
Sol Lesser has given to the world two
Kellcrman organization, Betty Compson company, the Ben Hampton profairly big productions, Annette Kcllcrductions, and the Dial Film company.
man's "What Women Love," and
At the Hollywood studios Marshall
George Beban's "One Man In a MilXcilan, Allen Holubar, Bessie Love.
1921. lion," the latter to be road-showed in Pauline Frederick, Christy Cabannc,
Allan Dwan and other stars and proLouis Mayer has sponsored Anita
ducers have been making their films.
Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin in
Xcilan by the way has been scoring
First National attractions during the
year, but in 1921 will specialize on big heavily during the past year with his
"Old Kentucky," "Go and Get It,"
feature productions with all-star casts.
The Christie plant at Sunset and
Don't Ever Marry." etc. In 1921 he
Gower has kept busy making short comwill give to the world "Dinty" and "Not
big producedies for Educational, the "Bringing Up a DrumtionsWas
completedHeard,"
late thistwoyear.
Father" series for the Hearst-Interna*
*
«
tional interests, and also scored a tenstrike with the screen version of "So O PEAKIXG of Associated Producers,
Long, Letty," which Robertson-Cole is
Maurice Tourneur is said to have
publishing.
* * *
made a masterpiece in his "Last of the
Mohicans," from the Fenimore Cooper
WILLIAM FOX'S big spectacle.
Leather Stocking Tale.
"The Queen of Shcba," has been
Tourneur made it at Universal City,
launched at his Western avenue headquarters and should be finished and pub- where several outside companies have
lished in 1921. The only change of im- been leasing space.
Lois Weber has gotten back into the
portance in the Fox personnel has been
producing game with vigor during the
the departure of Hampton Del Ruth,
last year, and much is to be expected
formerly in charge of Sunshine comof her 1921 publications.
edies, to other fields.
Bill Hart claims he will wind up his
Cecil DeMille has, of course, been
the kingpin of the Lasky lot with his screen career with 1920 and start writing Indian stories for the kiddies.
sex productions, although George MelJesse D. Hampton temporarily retired
from
the game and leased his studio to
ford's "Behold My Wife" promises to
Special Pictures Corporation, but it is
be a big box office winner. The elevation of Roscoe Arbuckle from two-reel
reported he will be at it again harder
comedies to five-reel comedy dramas has than ever early next year.
The most notable studios that have
been an event of interest in Lasky
circles.
been
built are the new Jesse D. HampThe Brunton studios have been a hive
ton studio on Santa Monica boulevard,
of activity during the past twelve
the Harold Lloyd studio at Culver City,
and
the new Robertson-Cole studios on
months. Among other companies workMelrose.
ing there have been Mr. Brunton's own
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rPHE European trip of "Doug" and
"Mary" kept them away from the
West Coast much of the year, but both
are now back hard at work. Doug's latest picture, "The Mark of Zorro," is
hailed by critics as his best picture in
many moons.
Clara Kimball Young has had her own
studio this year and made "For the Soul
of Rafael," "Midchannel" and one of two
others. Her plans for 1921 are as yet
unannounced.
Irving Lesser has entered the production field formerly occupied by his
brother, Sol, and is starring little Jackie
Coogan in a screen version of "Peck's
Activity has been the keynote at the
Bad Boy." studios with Antonio MoVitagraph
reno, Earle Williams, William Duncan,
Edith Johnson, Joe Kyan and Jean Paige
as the principal stars.
In the field of Western drama Harry
Carey has given us some worth while
attractions. It is reported he will leave
Universal and head his own company
next year. Universal is said to be
grooming "Hoot" Gibson to take his
Art Acord, Universal Western and
sccial star, is now heading his own complace.
pany in two-reel * Westerns.
* *
T> EN WILSON and Neva Gerber, two
well-known Universalitcs, have acquired their own studios and arc making serials under the name of Berwilla
Film Corporation.
San Francisco has started making a
strong bid for film studios, and H. H
Van Loan, the screen scribe of more
than ordinary fame, has blazed the trail
and organized his own company to make
pictures at San Mateo, a suburb of the
Northern metropolis.
At Long Beach a few companies still
keep busy at the old Balboa studios,
while the Frazee company has been
making productions in a small studio
at Riverside. Recently J. A. Eliason
started Kernco Film Company, making
Westerns at Bakersfield, the center of
the oil fields.
Other than- that the production for
1920 has centered entirely in Los Angeles and (he Angelenos are anticipating
the arrival of more companies from the
East in 1921 and expect to see the coming year one that will bring millions of
dollars into the coffers of the merchants
of the Southern California metropolis,
and entrench Los Angeles even more
firmly in its position as the film capital
of the world.
Stoll Film Will Issue
"The Hundredth Chance"
An early publication of Stoll Film
be Sinclair Hill's picCorporationof will
turization
Ethel M. Dell's fascinating
story, "The Hundredth Chance," a tale
of the turf with love and mystery eleElvey. ments that hold a tight grip on the
emotions. The direction is by Maurice

known
widely has
Mary Glynne,
brilliant
screen work,
the
role, others in the cast being
Seward. Teddy Arundel. Dennis
Terry and Eillie Norwood as Dr.

her
for
leading
Sydney
Xeilson
Capper.

Rename Cherokee Theatre
CHEROKEE, IA.— Sisk & James,
new managers of the Grand Opera
re-christened it "The ColiHouse, have
cembeseum."
r 8. Formal opening was held De-
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PRODUCTION

John Stahl Will Have Complete Score Made
For Each Feature Before Work Is Commenced
On It— Will Be Used in Orchestra Pit Also
n^irni^—
inrnr i 1 1 1 iii ■iiihiiiiiiimmi^— ■ — ^mmm — iw
By DORIS CLAIRE
IDEALS
in picture-making which,
when attained, will assure their place
among the fine arts, are the goals oi
Director John M. Stahl.
Mr. Stahl was recently in Chicago. En
route to the East from the West he met
Virginia Xorden here and the two spent
several days working on films for the
Louis B. Mayer Productions, at the
Rothacker plant. During the visit the
two were hosts at a delightful dinner
party at the Blackstone Hotel where an
Exhibitors Herald scribe was one of the
guests.
In the course of conversation Mr.
Stahl divulged his plan for one of the
most interesting ventures yet to be made
in the production profession. It concerns the use of music with films — not
a new combination, but to be new in its
method of employment. To have a complete and individual musical score made
for each feature before production is begun, is the first step in the plan Mr. Stahl
proposes to work out with the films he
will make hereafter. In addition to be
used in accompaniment to the scenes as
they are staged in the studios, the same
scores will be played when the feature
is shown.
* * *
PERSONAL attention to every detail
of a feature from the time of the
scenario's
to the time
whena
it
is readypreparation
for presentation,
is made
matter of extreme and particular care
by Mr. Stahl. For this reason he makes
but two features a year.
He has a deep sense of the responsibility of the director in picture production. Believing that upon him rests in
large part the merit of the result, he
holds the opinion that a picture good
enough to "live" cannot be rushed
through in a few weeks' time. Great
care in production and strength of story
are
points in indefinitely,
a picture's
abilitytheto two
retainvital
its popularity
he asserts. He illustrates his point with
the success attending " 'Way Down
East" and "Over* the
* *Hills."
HE sees the ultimate end of all things
to be desired in production when
the author, scenario writer and director
can be found in the same individual, but
realizes the exception that such an artist
would always be. However, such faith
has Mr. Stahl in the future of the art of
picture making, that he believes that
this combination will be developed more
generally in the future than now seems
possible, because of the advance of educational methods in production.
The director's output for the last year

were the two features, "The Woman in
His House"
and "Sowing
Both
were written
by his the
wife,Wind."
Irene
Frances Reels, a former Chicago girl.
She has also written the scenarios for
"Women Who Pass in the Night" and
"The Code of Honor," to be produced by
Mayer and directed bv Mr. Stahl in the
coming year.
* * *
MISSpersonal
NORDEN.
who is Mr. and
Mayer's
representative
his
nearest associate in business, is a Southern woman of impressive charm and
poise, friendly and feminine and possessed of appealing personality. Mr.
Stahl gives the impression of being the
aesthetic gentleman and the artist, frankly friendly, quietly agreeable and highly
generous in his attitude towards others
of his profession and its allied lines.
Both Miss Norden and Mr. Stahl confess to having been "in pictures," and
both were at one time on the legitimate
stage.
Ormsby

to Produce

Three

Big Specials

Success of Company's First
Picture Responsible for
1921 Program
A. B. Ormsby, president of Ormsby
Film Corporation, is preparing to produce three big stories by well-known
authors, which will be filmed as special
productions
with all-star casts during
the coming year.
The success of "Neptune's Bride," the
Ormsby company's
production,
responsible
for the initial
big 1921
program.is
"Neptune's Bride" was written and directed by Captain Leslie T. Peacocke,
author of "Neptune's
Daughter."
Pluvia Is Featured
"Neptune's Bride" features Pluvia.
considered the world's most perfectly
formed girl. Roxie Armstrong, who portrays Pluvia. was selected for this role
from a long list of contestants.
The cast supporting Pluvia in this production are Anita Meredith. Lucille Best,
Elsa Erlicher, Carolvne Wood, Lucille
Prater, Richard
Belfi'eld.
Al McKinnon,
Joseph
Havel. Jack
Daugherty,
Thornton Edwards, W. K. Norton. Pearl West,
Howard Scott and Maude Howe.
Writes 600 Photoplays
Captain Peacocke has written over 600
photoplays, and he frankly considers this
story his best and most artistic effort.
The exploitation and sales department

JOH.V

M. STAHL

of the company is conducted by C. O. D.
Blanchfield, 212 Superba theatre building,
Los Angeles.
Universal Will Star
Hoot Gibson in Five
Reel Feature Films
Hoot Gibson, Universal's popular
Western actor, will star in five-reelers,
Carl Laemmle, president of the corporation, announces.
Hoot started with Universal several
years ago, and was for a long time the
juvenile lead for Harry Carey features.
He also has done work for Vitagraph and
other companies. He had an important
role
"The Hazards of Helen," the
Kaleminserial.
It is expected that his first five-reel
picture will be issued some time in March.
Boston Photoplays Co.
Clinches Contract for
Sherman Productions
According to a recent announcement
Boston Photoplays Company, one of the
well-known independent exchanges in
New England, has obtained a franchise
for the exclusive distribution of all pictures produced by Sherman Productions
Corporation in Maine, Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut
and Rhode Island.
Fred B. Murphy, general manager of
Boston Photoplays Company, and Harry
A. Sherman, president of Sherman Production Corporation, arranged the details of the deal.
Owosso Gets Pictures
OWOSSO. MICH.— Manager Chalker
recently opened his new motion picture
theatre here.

December
Reelcraft

25, 1920
Is Ready

With Record Output
Twelve Productions — Two
Weeks Accomplishment
of Studios
The production department of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has established a new record for the company by
completing twelve productions during the
last two weeks for its exclusive short
subject program.
Eight Are Completed
At the Hollywood studio eight singlereel comedies were completed and
shipped to the general office. In the
single-reel comedy unit featuring Billy
Franey, with Glover Jones directing,
completed six productions for shipment —
"The Thief," "The Messenger," "The
Lawyer," "The Taxi Driver," "The
Dancer" and "The Tourist."
The Paragon single-reel comedy unit,
featuring George Clarke, the latest star to
be added to the Reelcraft program,
shipped two single-reel comedies: "The
FireJames
Bug" Howe.
and "TheThisPussyfoot,"
by
new series directed
will be
a weekly single-reel issue and ready for
the market in January.
Finch Picture Ready
In the Royal comedy series, a two-reel
comedy
Sleuth,*'
in
which titled
Flora "The
FinchShe-Male
is featured,
has
been made ready for distribution.
The Reelcraft Scenic Nature Beautiful
series is also scheduled for first issue
in January, and has ten installments
already completed
ready
bution. The titles and
of the
firstforsixdistriare:
"The Mountain That Was God," "Crater
Lake," "Wandering," "Wind Goddess,"
"Lake Chelan" and "The Spirit of the
Trapper."
4 'Their Mutual Child" Is
Popular, Say Producers
"Their Mutual Child" is piling up new
records for American Film Company
productions, according to company officials. That the photoplay is proving to
be another
"Flying
A" triumph
is established in the
immediate
bookings
by
some
of
the
country's
largest
first-run
factors and by important circuits.
A few of the bookings just received
are: Leow's Garrick of St. Louis, Mo.;
the Superba of Freeport. 111.; the Capitol
of Lynn, Mass.; the Rosedale, Duplex
and Drury Lane of Detroit, Mich., and
the Lyric of Birmingham, Ala.
Second Hallroom Comedy
Ready, Reports C. B. C.
"A Close Shave," the second issue of
! the new series of Hallroom Boys comI edies directed by Del Pratt, under the
: personal supervision of Harry Cohn, is
I now ready, according to the announcement made by C. B. C. Film Sales CorI poration, which is offering these comedies to state rights buyers.
Harry McCoy and Sid Smith play the
I parts of Percy and Ferdie, while Polly
Moran assumes the role of the halfi witted cousin of Miss Millionbucks.
Lease Grand at Dows, la.
DOWS, IA.— Sisk & James, who formerly operated the American theatre,
have leased the Grand opera house. They
purchased the lease from A. G. Ferris,
who retires after several years of theatre management.
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Injunction

Suit
Standing Equity-Young
In Long
Surety Company Bond of $25,000 Must Be Put Upon
Each Production Featuring Star
When it is Published
tract intimated that the corporation
The long-standing Selznick-Clara Kimmight lend to her from time to time what
ball Young litigation has progressed an- she
would need for living expenses. As
other step in the courts. Lewis J. Selz- a matter of fact, the accounting which
nick has been granted a permanent in- was made after the third picture showed
that these loans considerably exceeded
junction in the suit by Judge Learned
profits to which she was entitled.
Hand of the United States District court theWithin
two weeks after the execution
in New York.
of the settlement contract Equity came
Also, the Equity Pictures Corporation
into being and at once made a contract
has had to put up a surety company bond with the Michigan corporation under
which it was to finance the production
of $25,000 for each of the star's pictures and
was to receive the exploitation rights
published.
of Miss Young's pictures. This contract
Charge Contract Evasion
originally made with Herbert K. SomClara Kimball Young, her manager,
then an employe of Garson, was
Harry I. Garson, and their attorney, born,
immediately assigned to the Equity ComBrownson, according to the bill of company, in which Harry I. Garson had
plaint, attempted to avoid the conse- nominally one-half stock interest.
quences of a contract of settlement
Calls Contract Clumsy
The judge aptly describes the contract
between Miss Young and the Michigan
company as "a clumsy and transparent
attempt to frustrate Mr. Selznick's
rights," and indicates that "it very carefully provides against the possibility of
anyIn attachable salary for Miss Young."
the meantime Mr. Selznick was apprehensive about his $25,000 a picture
and not knowing just what was going on,
began shooting out notices in all directions. This was annoying to the Equity
company, and they sued for an injunction
to stopnately Selznick's
activities. Unfortuin their papers
they set out the
contracts which Selznick desired
to have
and which on their face disclosed the
whole scheme. Selznick got busy, counter-claimed for an injunction which was
granted in temporary form and has now
been made permanent.
It is also interesting to note, as the
judge points out, that the contract between Clara and the Michigan company
was cancelled "perhaps because of the
awkward situation arising from the temporary injunction," and that the contract
with thesolved asEquity
company
disa phantasm
and so"infarturn
as one
can infer the Fine Arts Film Corporation
(the Michigan company above referred
LEWIS J. SELZ.MCK
Who has just completed sale of $2,000,000 to) went to limbo."
in bonds to Utica concern.
Jans Closes With Aliens
executed on June 17, 1919, by which SelzFor Canadian Territory
nick released Clara Kimball Young from
With the departure of Herman F. Jans
her contract with his company in consideration of her agreement to pay him for Toronto, where he will make one of
$25,000 on each of not less than ten pic- a series of stops in Canada which will
tures in which she might thereafter apinclude many of the cities where "MaThe record shows that shortly after
donnas and Men" is scheduled for special
this contract was signed, L. J. Selznick presentation, comes the news that arpear.
rangements have been completed wheresaw fit to publish to the trade what he
by the Aliens will handle the big Jans
conceived to be his rights for the pur- productio
the dominion.
for
n
pose of protecting his $25,000 per picAccording to Jans this does not interture. This annoyed Miss Young and her
with the elaborate presentations
associates considerably and they imme- alreadyferearranged
and which will be given
diately set about to prevent Mr. Selz- with the full approval
of the Aliens in
nick from getting his money.
Peterboro, Ottawa, Hamilton and LonForm Michigan Company
don in the order named. These showings include a prolog which includes in
Miss Young's lawyer through a former
associate practicing in Michigan organ- addition to a ballet of "Roman Slave
ized a $1,000 company there, which Girls" backed by a special set, four snowhorses plunging across the stage
company within ten days after the settle- white
ment contract was signed, made a re- with a chariot.
markable attachment proof contract of
employment with Miss Young under
Open Grand, Alton, 111.
which she was to get an interest in the
ALTON, ILL.— The Grand theatre was
profits every so often, but without any
right on her part to an accounting or to given formal opening on December 4.
question the figures arrived at. The con-
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Californians Generous
In Permitting Use of
Estates for Pictures
Walter Reed, location director at the
Lasky studio, is doing his part in maintaining and strengthening the confidence
of property owners in Southern California in the motion picture companies
located in and about Hollywood.
"The property owners of Southern
California are no longer backward about
allowing reputable motion picture concerns to use their homes and gardens as
scenic backgrounds for film productions," he says. "A while ago, however,
owing to the carelessness and negligence
of some directors who represented small
companies, and who would leave the
property in a damaged condition, the industry as a whole was given a black eye
and even the most reputable company
was severely handicapped when trying to
obtain permission to get a few scenes on
some one's private property. This condition had to be overcome by conscientious producers.
Reed recently gained permission to use
the famous Banning estate, near Wilmington— reputed to be the most beautiful colonial home in Southern California
— for scenes in a Paramount picture.

Originals and Scenarios;
"Whik New
York Sleeps"
(in collaboration)
"The Shark."
"The Plunger"
"Dynamite Allen"

EXHIBITORS
"The

Parish Priest" Now
Ready, Reports Garfield
Herman J. Garfield's announcement
that Daniel Hart's drama, "The Parish
Priest," is now ready for the screen, will
be welcomed by the army of theatregoers.
Played by Dan Sully, who has been
seen in it year- after year in very nearly
every city and town that contains a
theatre, "The Parish Priest" is associated
in the minds of Americans with "Rip Van
Winkle," "The Old Homestead" and
other successes of their sort. In the Garfield production, the character made
famous by Sully on the stage is played
by William Desmond. The picture was
staged by Joseph Franz and the direction was supervised by Robert Thornby.
New Seattle House Opened
SEATTLE, WASH.— The Winter
Garden theatre, Seattle's newest motion
picture theatre, recently was given formal
It is and
located
Third avenue opening.
between Pike
Pine instreets.
Reopens Kansas Theatre
ARKANSAS, KAN— W. D. Fulton
recently opened the old Gem theatre
here.

THOMAS
Holiday
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Salesmanship That
Is Clean and Fair
Is BeadelUs Policy
Ben Beadell, Chicago manager for Stoll
Film Corporatioti, and his staff, including Julius Alcock, Walter Altland, Lyman L. Ballard, John J. Delson, Charles
Chase and E. C. Davies, are now busily
engaged putting the Stoll product before the exhibitors in this territory.
With the opening of his offices in the
Pathe exchange, Mr. Beadell made
known his policy, declaring he stood for
clean and fair salesmanship. None of
his representatives, he said, would sell
by malicious attacks on other distributing organizations.
Alcock
will cover the North Side of
Chicago; Altland the South; Ballard and
Delson, Illinois, and Davies, Indiana.
New

Theatre Going Up

SOUTH BEND, IND.— The Auditorium theatre, conducted for a number
of years stroyedbyby fire
"Daddy"
Hines, was
deon December
8. The
building was owned by W. H. Robertson,
who announces his intention to rebuild it
at once with a $40,000 structure. Mr.
Robertson will conduct the new house
when it is completed.

Adaptations;
A Pearl White Feature
"Bride 13" — super serial
(in preparation)
(in collaboration)
"Sacred Silence"
"Miss Innocence"

December

25. 1920
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REICHENBACH'S
FILM

FOLLIES

By HARRY

Here'sto amake
Merryit merry
Xmas to
who
tries
for everybody
anyone else.
Many pictures produced during the past
year
tors. were made with slow motion direc*
Some day an assistant director is going
**
to shout so hard through a megaphone,
his tonsil will backfire and braise his
puttees.
Robber got away with $3,000 worth of
valuables from John Knnsky's house. If
that burglar knew what I know — Oh boy,
what he could have gotten! Yes. just
what you think — and« case after case.
Xmas week will be very quiet with film
executives, the courts* are all closed.
SeLznick goes out and gets himself another two million pesos. Wonderful,
says
I.
That's a lot of dough, divided by
five.
*
I imagine I know this Big Five announced recently — •Retake," ""Static,"
"Emulsion," "Otto Focus" and the "Telegraph."
Who's the director who recently put on
a thinking subject and awoke one morning with his head all bruised? Neither
do I.
*
The Hotel Astor is taking oat bus boys
and putting reel boys in the Hunting
room. Nick, the head waiter, says cover
charges are to be reckoned hereafter
from the figures on the tai.e tilths.

OF

The picture business is certainly nice and
clean — alwavs in hot water.

REVUE
1920

L. REICHEXBACH

Why not put a minister who can really
entertain his congregation, in every film
theatre. See how the sky pilots like
competition.
«
If the average minister could take biblical
lore and convert it into interesting sermons, the churches would be full The
people demand that they be interested.
•
What's the use of going to church when
you have a nice bed right in your own
home.
«
FUm shows, etc., were good enough to
entertain the boys when they were fighting in France and the Y. M. C. A gave
Sunday
regularly.
all this
Christianshows
organization
everThat's
did give
the
boys, by the way. *
Anyhow, this is not a Christian country,
as George Washington said, and if you
don't think he was right, go into the
Astor Hunting room any noon.
•
Adolph Zukor has gone west again and
Paramount stock took a big drop. Lord
help the boys if ever he took it into his
head to go to Japan.
z
Allen Holnbar's first Kaufman picture
cost
:ti- over
mir.ey.8400,000 cash and some MexWonder if Al Lie

las a hard time

Warner Brothers are branching out. So
many boys in the family they have to
find outside sources to keep the family
active.
Drv Law advocates sav. '"OYER THE
STILL TO THE POORHOUSE."
*
William Fox is going to have a tough
winter, what with "Over the Hill,"
"While New York Sleeps," "Blind
Wives." bet the poor fellow won't have
more'n ten million dollars when the big
thaw comes. »
Griffith is telling the public how much
profit
of a inNation"
madeof and
offering"Theto Birth
let them
on some
the
future stuff. Was wondering how many
First National Franchise Holders would
buy stock. »
Morris Gest thinks pictures are injuring
the drama. The drama was born with a
broken
leg — andtoward
Gest hasn't
even offered
to contribute
* a splint.
P. A. Powers is starting a church film
service. If this goes over, watch all the
salesmen turn their collars around and
other churches will *resort to bicycling.
The Rev. Dr. Bowlby wants a bigger
Lord's
Allowance. He's paid on
Sunday, Day
evidently.
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getting his pictures into the Rivoli and
Rialto.
«
First National and Schenck sign twenty
million-dollar contract. What's that to
big-hearted
stein, etc men like Ruben and FinkelDear
Your Sam
Soul! Speedon — The Lord Rest
Jack
goingis to
directtoMary's
next Pickford
picture. is
Mary
foolish
retire
from the screen at such an early age.
»
Metro office burned out. The black
smoke seen coming out the front window
was caused
by the since
Nazimova
cancellations. All received
that young
lady
»
got "Petrovms."
Just think, if George Be ban was triplets
he could
make three personal appearances a day.
«
If stars income taxes were based on advertised salaries, the government could
pay
bill in one
season.the Wilsons' traveling
*
Secretary Houston advises doubling of
the admission tax. What's the use, if the
returns go through Burleson's post office
they won't reach Washington in time for
the present administration to mis-use.
This is the second anniversary of the first
Caruso negative and the first anniversary
of the second Fred Stone film. Make it
one event and have a regular fire while
we are at it.
I
A dve r tisem en t
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BALL,
HOTEL ASTOR (just back of the exchange), Jan. 5. All welcome at ten
smackers per anatomy.
The
"Determination"'
has
been super-film
in the making
two years andthatwhich
according to report has more people in
the cast than in any previous film, is just
discovering that the first ten years is always the toughest with any ambitious
a
negative.
What's happened to the old-fashioned
partv who
it« "Film."
"Fillum"
fits calls
the mouth
better. Whereas
This is going to be a great season for
Democratic propaganda
pictures.
•

EDITH ROBERT*
The Iniitrul star, kiowi what little
pickaninnies like, in or out of himi.

Everybody's anxiously awaiting the day
Woodrow Wilson will begin seeing pictures in regular theatres and be forced
to
paymethods
the admission
cabinet's
loose
forces ustaxto his
charge.
No
hurry — anvtime in the
« next few minutes.
Hi Abrams. head of Big Four, announces
his first Chaplin as almost ready. Ready
for what.
Wm. De Mille saw "Midsummer Madness" and liked it. Also wish to state
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Wm. De Mille directed 'Midsummer
Madness."
Theda Bara just announced she had quit
pictures. Pictures wasn't a minute too
soon making
effect
last year.it's announcement to that

York, none of the exchanges are in favor
of deposits.
*
J. Stuart Blackton leaves soon for England. Hope they have to listen to his
speeches every night.
*

Zukor announces a film with eight stars.
Seme picture. Going to cost so much
the
are to are
be engaged
at Tiffany's
and slides
the posters
now in work
at the
plant of the American Bank Xote Company.
•
General Film starts making short subject*. That should be easy, they were
short the last three years in business.
*
Two film men arrested, last week, told
the judge they had been drinking "sightseeing" booze.
*
When Paramount dropped to forty-five,
the
boys"
the against
Astor wanted
to go
right"weover
and atlean
the Hudson
river.
*
Loew Inc.. at 16. is not giving the boys
any appetites. It looks like a tough winter for the plungers, with snow balls the
only cheap food on the market.
*
J. A. Quinn is active with the Motion
Picture Theatrical Association. What's
the idea of it. where does it go from here
and how is it going to get back, are the
three outstanding points of interest.

The horse playing "Black Beauty" in the
Vitagraph picture saw one of the twentyfour sheets featuring it, and immediately
held out for two extra bags of oats.
Must have been reading one of the star's
mail.
*

Christmas Tableaux — Sydney Cohen and
Arthur James in Damon and Pythias outfit, distributing Xmas gifts to sales force
of Big Four.
*
Since the new law was passed in N'c«
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Public's Judgment
Just, Says Lasky
"No real artist need have any
fear of- a so-called handwriting on
the wall, for the judgment of the
public senceisof asure
and just,"
esstatement
issuedis the
at Los
Angeles by Jesse L. Lasky, vicepresident in charge of production
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. "The alarmists," he says,
"may be numbered among those
who are not sure of either themselves or their public."
Mr. Lasky's statement is in amplification of Famous PlayersLasky's recent announcement of
the re-organization of its production forces into a super-star stock
company, which, he says, is simply
a definite working out of the compolicy of pleasing the public. pany's
He says:
"The motion picture star must
always be judged by his or her
drawing power and paid accordingly. Whoever it was who gave
utterance to that ill-advised retort:
'The public be d d!' was very
soon answered by a great showman
who declared with even greater
emphasis,
'The public
be pleased!'
Nor has anyone
ever been
able to
•■ucceed who purveyed popular or
even specialized entertainment
without making this the basis of
his activities.
"The public must be pleased or
there will be no public for the one
who provides its amusement or en-

Why don't someone reissue the old
Chaplins. Hasn't been done this week
•
Walter Rosenberg, who changed his
yet. to Reade, because he seldom does,
name
was paged at his hotel one day recently.
"Mr. Reade." said the voice. "I want to
tnlk to von about the Sir Oswald Stoll
Reade thought a moment, and replied.
"I
don't play serials."
films."
*
What we need now is a new trade paper.
*
Did Secretary Houston say anything
about taxing the several businesses he
is interested in. Right you are — he did
not.
*
M ]•'.]< R Y XM AS AN D HAPPY N EW
YEAR TO ALL AND SUNDRY.
Plan New Year's Opening
RYE. N. Y. — Work is progressing on
the Rye playhouse, the new local picture theatre. It is expected to be ready
for opening on New Year's Day.

tertainment."
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Victors

Hands

Down

In 'New York News' Popular Star Race
Norma and Constance Talmadge have
soon as the voting closed the Daily News
been selected as the most popular stars office was flooded with letter and telephone requests as to where productions
of motion pictures in a voting contest of the winners
could be seen. The result
among the readers of the Daily News, was that the News started the publication
which has' a wide circulation in New
of a column each day giving the names
York City and the surrounding territory, of theatres at which productions of the
including New Jersey, Long Inland and winners were being shown.
southern New York state. Against the
Chicago Paper Follows
field Norma finished in first place in the
Following the success of the contest
likings of the fans with nearly 3.000 votes
more than her nearest competitor, and from the standpoint of a newspaper in
Constance won second place with a lead New York the Chicago Tribune, which
of 106 votes over the holder of the third sponsored the start of the Daily Neics,
started a similar contest. Normal Talposition.
madge has proved as popular there as
In the original contest each reader
was permitted to vote for six male and she was shown to be in the New York
six female stars, and the interest that contest and two other Associated First
was aroused among the motion picture National Pictures, Inc., stars — Anita
fans of New York is well illustrated by Stewart and Charles Ray — were well up
the protests that were received at the among the leaders, within four days after
office that the method of voting did not the contest was started in Chicago.
conclusively show the most popular star,
but rather showed the most popular six.
"The Way Women Love"
Take Referendum Vote
Ready for Publication
The newspaper immediately announced
a referendum vote in which readers
Announcement is made by Arrow Film
would be confined to but a single choice
Corporation that the first Rubye De
of a female and male star. Norma TalRemer
picture, "The Way Women
madge jumped into the immediate lead
will be ready for screening soon.
on the first returns received in the l ove,"
This is announced as a special proreferendum vote and at the end of the
duction with a cast including Walter
Miller, Edward Elkas, Rose Mintz,
first five days of voting had nearly double
the number of votes that had been re- Henry W, Pemberton, Thomas Magrano
ceived by her nearest competitor.
and Harry C. Young. It is a screen verThe contest resulted in the widest inof "Behind
the Green
Portieres,"
terest in the productions of the stars novel sionwhich
appeared
in magazine
forma
who stood up among the leaders. As in Detective Stories Magazine.
Put

First Pickford
Pictures on Market

Aywon Gets World Rights to
Fifteen Shorts Made
for Biograph
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon
Film Corporation, announces he has acquired the world's rights to a series of
fifteen Mary Pickford features.
He has purchased for his firm the
world's rights to a series of fifteen tworeelers that the famous star made for the
Biograph Company. It was in this series
that Miss Pickford first came into prominence through the variety of roles she
assumed in them under the direction of
D. W. Griffith.
Hirsh already has sold the territorial
rights to these pictures to such wellknown men as Bromberg of Atlanta,
Hertz of Chicago and the Premier people of Charlotte.
The foreign rights have been sold to
Motion Picture Sales Company of London, England.
Mr. Hirsh is now engaged in getting
the E. K. Lincoln picture, "The Man of
Csurage,"theready
for publication.
putting
Pickford
pictures onAfter
the
market, Hirsh states that he will have
still another announcement to make that
will be of more than ordinary interest to
the state rights field and the exhibitors.
Acquire Theatre Site
PORTLAND,
ORE.—
Von
Herberg have leased
space Jensen
on the "&ground
floor of the Alisky building to be used
for theatre purposes.

Hermann
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Corp.

Gets

M A I » I , A I X E T R A VERSE
AVho
recently formed her own company
dently.
and will produce pictures indepenLuna Chain Adds Link
LOGANSPORT, IND.— J. Frank
Bellinger has sold his interest in the
lease of the Nelson theatre to Luna
Amusement Company, an Indiana corporation, with its home office in Lafayette. About $5,000 will be expended in
remodeling.

Four

Curwood

Books for 1921 Special Features
E. P. Hermann, president of Hermann
Entering the motion picture field a
Film Corporation of Santa Monica, Cal., short time ago, the Hermann company
announces that he has obtained the rights made a hit with its first production,
"That Something," featuring Margery
to four will
of James
Oliver
which
be used
as Curwood's
vehicles forbooks
big Wilson and Charles Meredith. Disspecial features to be produced during
tributed through Irving M. Lesser, genthe coming year.
eral manager of Western Pictures Exploitation Company, that feature has been
booked throughout the United States. It
received the endorsement of the Rotary
clubs of America and was written by
W. W. Woodbridge.
Hermann has built an ideal studio, the
only one in Santa Monica, Cal. It is
situated on Wilshire boulevard, the main
automobile road between Los Angeles
and Santa Monica. The scenic advantages within easy reach of the studio are
unexcelled in Southern California.
During the coming year the Hermann
studio will be available for lease by big
producing companies. The company is
prepared to handle the wants of producers of every type of photoplay despite
the fact that the production of their
own features will be carried on throughout the year.

E. P. HERMANN
President of Hermann Film Corporation of
California.

"Gasoline Alley"
Will Be Picturized
Russell-Greiver-Russell announces that
it has completed negotiations with Bray
Pictures Corporation for the animation
of "Gasoline
Frank King's
cartoon, to whichAlley,"
they recently
purchased
the screen rights.
Three scenarios have been turned over
to the Bray people for animation and the
first "Gasoline Alley" will be ready within
a few weeks for viewing by the producers, itis reported.
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"The Tiger's Coat"
Meeting With Favor
Clara Horton Cast in First
Bacheller Production
for Hodkinson

Manager

Depression

Rumors

Cites Treasury Department Statistics
Show Big Increases in Exhibitor
War Taxes Over Last Year

industry
was"Thein motion
stronger picture
condition
than never
it is
right now," said Sidney R. Kent, general
sales manager of the Famous PlayersLaskyis there
Corporation,
week. at"Not
only
no general this
depression
the
present time, but there is none in sight."
"In rumors
July ofofthis
year, weamong
began theto
hear
depression
motion picture theatres of the country,
which rumors have continued to a point
where many people have taken it for
granted that a great depression really
exists the country over.
Cites Treasury Figures
"Nothing could be farther from the
truth. There have been some 'bad spots,'
it is true, but these are segregated instances for which local conditions have
been responsible. The general situation
has been good, and I submit as eloquent
evidence of theatre prosperity as a whole
the figures listed below, which are the
actual amounts paid into the government
by the combined theatres of the country
for the months of July, August and
September, 1919, and for the corresponding months in 1920.
1919
19ZD
July
S 4.699.239.22
$ *.«4,417.41
Auguit
4.692.641 .»• 6,(24.328. S*
September
S.463.S92.2S
7.369, 476.7S
Total
$14,«SS.S13.4S J29.6S7.222.70

Dial Film Company's latest feature
production, "The Tiger's Coat," an adaptation of Elizabeth Dejean's novel of the
same name, with Lawson Butt, Myrtle
Stedman and Tina Modotti in the leading roles, is meeting with exhibitor approval, according to reports submitted
by W. W. Hodkinson exchange managers.
William Wall, manager of the Los Angeles Hodkinson office, reports unprecedented prc-issue bookings on it. Broadway Amusement Company of San Diego
has booked the picture for an extended
run. The New Jensen theatre in Pasadena and the Yost theatre in Santa Anna
have likewise signed contracts before
seeing the production.
"The Tiger's Coat" is the second Dial
production to be distributed by Hodkinson. The Dial's forthcoming production of Irving Bacheller's "The Light
In the Clearing," under the direction
of T. Hayes Hunter, will go into actual
production about December 15. Hunter
is working day and night on the script
in collaboration with W. R. Lighton.
Clara Horton is the first player to be
cast by Director Hunter. The diminutive miss will play the leading feminine
role
in "The ofLight
In the
The balance
the cast
will Clearing."
be completed within a week.

"The above figures tell the story. They
are from the Treasury Department.
They are official. They do not lie.
Figures Do Not Lie
"We all remember the hot weather
stories of depression in July and August.
Kindly note the comparison of the federal tax paid in July, 1919, as against that
paid in July, 1920. Also note the increase in the tax paid in August, 1920,
as against August, 1919, ?
"The government figures for October
of this year are not yet available, but
they need not be feared. Judging from
our own records of sales, I am certain
that they will be found proportionately
satisfactory. They will prove that the
depression talk in October was just as
misleading and, as affecting the general
situation, just as erroneous as that of
July, August and September is proved
to have been.
"There
business barometer
all along the
line.
It is
is good
an infallible
of
trade conditions. So when I sav that our
gross business for the last week in November was the largest in the Famous
IMayers-Lasky Corporation's history with
the single exception of National Paramount Week, 1920, I feel that I have
submitted sufficient proof that the rumors
of depression are greatly exaggerated.
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Lists

"Souls of Men"
First G. &J. Photoplay
"Souls of Men," a psychological drama
is now engaged on the second producfeaturing Will Jefferis, has been comtion, "The Road to Nowhere," with
Jefferis playing the leading role. No
pleted by the G. & J. Photoplays Cor- time
limit has been set on this picture,
poration, and will be distributed by the for Mr. Grodzins desires to give the
Western Pictures Exploitation Company,
company as much time as necessary to
according to an announcement by Irving produce it in the best possible manner.
M. Lesser, general manager.
This production is the first of a series Irene Castle Stars
of six to -be produced by G. & J. PhotoIn Hodkinson Films
plays Corporation with Will Jefferis the
featured player. Isador Grodzins, former
Caw woo cl Is to Feature the
Chicago capitalist, is president of the
Actress in Four Big
company.
Productions
Park Frame directed "Souls of Men,"
and the cast of players headed by Will
Irene Castle, long famous for her chic,
Jefferis includes Lucille Young, Yvette
her grace and her inimitable way of
Mitchell, T. E. Duncan, Walter Perkins,
wearing clothes, and an actress of abilErnest Pasque, James B. Leong, Claude
ity, is coming back to the silver sheet.
Lampman and Frank Stockdale.
She will be the featured player in four
productions a year, to be made by the
Jefferis' Career Interesting
Cawvvood Pictures Corporation and isWill Jefferis, the star of G. & J. Photoplays has had an interesting career.
sued through W. W. Hodkinson CorpoAfter completing his education at the ration.
Cawwood Pictures Corporation is a
university of California, he chose to folrecently organized company headed by
low the stage and joined Fred Belasco's
C. A. Weeks, formerly with Benjamin
stock company, then playing at the B.
Hampton. Edwin L. Hollywood is
Alcazar theatre in San Francisco. Fol- the other member of the new firm.
Cawwood Corporation has purchased
lowing a two-year engagement, Jefferis
was signed by David Belasco in New
many well known books and an announcement concerning their first proYork and played under his management
duction may be expected shortly.
for three seasons.
Leaving the stage to travel, young
Jefferis circled the globe and finally returned to San Francisco and engaged in
newspaper work. After enjoying considerable success as an editorial writer,
he was made editor of a Pacific Coast
journal, but resigned the position to become a staff writer for the American
Film Company.
Turns to the Films
Again answering the call of his original
profession, Jefferis was engaged by the
old Triangle company, not to appear
before the footlights this time, but to
take up motion picture acting. His work
in "Faith Enduring," in which he portrayed the role of a tramp cowboy, attracted the attention of the critics and
was responsible for his present contract.
The G. & J. Photoplays Corporation

Gollos Enterprises
Extended to Denver
A. M. Gollos, president of Gollos Enterprises, Inc., Chicago, is completing
arrangements for a trip to Denver, Colo.,
where he will open a branch office for
Gollos Enterprises.
The first feature to be published in
that territory will be "The Birth of a
Race."
production
has Enterprises
never been
shown This
in Denver.
Gollos
now control twenty-one states for "The
Birth
a Race,"
and from
Denverbe
office ofthe
following
statesthe will
served: Colorado, Utah, Nevada, New
Mexico, Wyoming, North Dakota and
South Dakota.

WASHINGTON

CROWDS
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FLOCK

Rotogravure section of "Tarrytown Daily
News,"tion issued
Dec. 4 hy the World MoPicture Corporation.
Lew

Cody's Initial
Independent Ready

"Dangerous Pastime" Being
Distributed Through
Western Company
Following the recent announcement
that Lew Cody has entered the independent producing field, his first independent feature, "A Dangerous Pastime," is now ready for distribution
through
Company. Western Pictures Exploitation
The story, by Wyndham Martyn, was
adapted to the screen by M. Tipton
Steck. Lew Cody, in the role of Barry
Adams, is the fascinating figure of romance and the center of many amours,
but there is a "punch" and the story
folds itself against a background most
beautiful.
James W. Home directed and the supporting cast includes Elinor Fair, Cleo
Ridgely, Ernest Joy, Mrs. Irvine Cummings, Arthur Hoyt and Frank Elliott.

TO SEE "KISMET."

Left — Crowds in front of Moore's Rialto theatre, Washington, D. C, during the run of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole feature,
in
which Otis Skinner stars. Centre — Prologue settings used for "Kismet." Right — Costumed ushers and house attendants.
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Selznick Chiefs Will
Review All Pictures

Prospects

Bright, Says Pathe
Exchange Director Surveys
Conditions in Several
Big Cities
After a three weeks' trip through the
Central West, where conditions have
been considerably upset by the readjustment of economic conditions, Elmer R.
Pearson, director of exchanges of Pathe,
has given to President Paul Brunet a
comprehensive survey of the situation.
Pearson's
an early
turn to normalreport
duringindicates
the coming
year. reIn his report to Mr. Brunet, the Pathe
director of exchanges said in part:
Theatres Little Affected
"How
frequentlyin we
told
that investments
the have
motionbeenpicture
business were of the most hazardous!
Yet, while we have witnessed a slump in
every other line of business for six or
eight months, the motion picture box
office has only been affected during the
last few weeks, and less than half of the
theatres have felt any slump even for
that short period.
"The war
the considerable
deflation
of period
money, saw
to meet
which the
box office increased its fee far in excess
of the proportion film rentals were increased. Thus, if the box office can still
maintain its present fee, it will enjoy an
actual substantial increase.
Houses Are Packed
"Although there were 90,000 unemployed at Detroit, the downtown the-

December

Studio Survey Inaugurated to
Assist in Making
Productions
Myron Selznick, president of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, announces that beginning with the most recently completed
Selznick picture, "Broadway and Home,"
starring Eugene O'Brien, a new policy ha&
been inaugurated which calls for a joint
review of each completed production by the
ants.
various department heads and their assistThis survey.
group will be known as the Selznick
studio

A ««*rfnl,
scene from
"Velvet(•iMiricaFing-ers,"
the Pathe
MtnrrlnK
II. Beltfl
and
Mnrmierhi* Courfot.
atres were habitually packed, and I was
assured that no falling off in receipts had
been experienced.
"Chicago had noticed no falling off at
the large theatres. Small towns and
suburban houses seemed to be off only
slightly. The same condition prevailed
at Des Moines, Minneapolis, Omaha and
Kansas City. In St. Louis the large
theatres were all doing a big business."

The purpose of this board is to give each
member of the studio force an opportunity
of viewing the result of his efforts put
forth toward the completion of each picture.
In this way members of the purchasing
department will be enabled to judge the
screening qualities of the articles purchased
for the various sets, location men will be
afforded the opportunity of noting how the
locations selected appear on the screen,
and stars and principals will glean a commake-up. prehensive idea of their clothes and gencrat
Open Rialto, Missoula
MISSOULA,
MONT. — The Rialto,
Missoula's newest theatre, was recently
opened near Higgins avenue in East
Front street.

Charles
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Finished
Virginia Xorden to Make
Personal Appearances
With Mayer Special at
Several Previews
\7IRGINIA XORDEX. personal rep" resentative of Louis B. Mayer, has
been very busily engaged
at the Rothacker plant, Chicago, for the last week
in company with John Stahl. pu:t;r.g the
final touches on the cutting and assembling of"The Woman in His House."
Miss Xorden will make personal appearances with this feature at the previews to be held in Minneapolis. Butte.
Spokane,
Seattle. Tacoma. Portland.

His
at

Chicago

B. MAYER

San Francisco. Sacramento and Los
Angeles. These previews will be given
on an elaborate scale with orchestral accompaniment and prdper settings and invitations will be extended to prominent
people in all walks of life in each city.
In presenting "The Woman in His
House" as a First Xational special. Louis
B. Mayer is still receiving congratulations from people of renown in Washington, D. C, since Harry Crandall presented the same at his Metropolitan
theatre.
* * *
Admiral Robert Coontz, chief of naval
operation,
S. X".,
expresses
himself
that he was U.greatly
pleased
to state
that
he recommends "The Woman in His
House" very highly, and continuing
stated: "It undoubtedly points to the
handling of a great question and one that
often occurs in these times of our all
tooMabel
busy T.lives."
Boardman. probably not only
the most prominent woman in Washington, but in the entire world, through her
activities as head of the American Red
Cross, and who is now one of the commis ioners of the District of Columbia,
writesture isMr.
think the done
picmost Mayer
artisticthat
and 'Tbeautifully
and that the idea it gives forth is one of
helpfulness to those who see it"

Plant

Mary O'Toole, president of the
City Club
of Washington,
with
aWoman's
membership
of over
4,000. expresses
herself as follows: "'The Woman in
His House' represents a beautiful idea
well carried out and produced. Would
that we could all take the losson to heart
and profit by it"* * *
Harry Crandall was so elated over the
enormous business that the picture did
that he immediately contracted with
Lieut. J. P. Anderson, general manager
of Associated First Xational Pictures.
Inc.. of Washington, D. C, for a tour of
the entire circuit of the Crandall theatres,
making a total in all of sixty days.
Manager Anderson has been overwhelmed with orders for play dates from
exhibitors in all sections of his territory.
Mr. Mayer is to be commended in putting over this great big feature without
the use of the star's name. Xone of the
ads. billboards, lobby displays or anything pertaining to the exploitation of the
picture, contained the name of Mildred
Harris. Miss Harris is considered the
first star on record to allow a production
in which she was featured to be placed
before the public without the use of her
name. Miss Harris has received many
letters of commendation for her act.
Cutting

LOTOS

Elliott

Gets

House"

Xo

Cinch

Browning Avers
• •\T7HEX it comes to the cutting
" room a feature film is like a dictionary'.
"Thousands of strips of film of different lengths, each identified by a number, are at the editor's disposal. They
form the vocabulary of expressions, the
dictionary of action, from which he
writes his photoplay. If the expression
he desires is not in that dictionary — woe
unto him. For he makes his dictionary
before he uses it, and after it is prepared it is almost impossible — at the
least extremely expensive — to go back
and insert more *'words.'"
* *
That is Tod Browning's nontechnical
explanation of the problems of the cutting room and the reason that a picture
that has taken fifteen weeks to film
should take eight weeks more to edit.
"It is an essential difference in the
methods of the man preparing a story
for the printing press and a man preparing a story for the projection machine," he continued. "The author can
always change words, insert phrases. At
the last moment he can put in entire
paragraphs
that never occurred to him
before.
* * *
"The director does the real writing of
his story" in the cutting and projection
rooms. But he must select and prepare
his entire vocabulary before he considers
the actual piecing together at all.
"For weeks before he can plan the
seo.uence of his story, too. exactly, as he
must photograph all the dramatic scenes
called for by the script and any additional scenes that may occur to him.
Scripts are no more than rough working
sketches and the director is expected to
elaborate on them as he goes along. It
is better to have too much material to
work with than too little"

Several
Big- president
Filmsof
LVDE
E.. ELLIOTT,
Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois, returned from a visit to Xew York
on December 12, with several new features and short subjects for his exchange. While in Manhattan he contracted for twelve Billy West comedies,
a new series made by Joan Film Company. These will be published one a
month commencing
* »on * January 17. 1
He also obtained fifteen two-reel "Xick
Carter" films Tom Carrigan. Each of
these is a complete escapade and they
will be issued one a week, commencing
on February 7. by Pioneer in the Illinois
territoryMr. Elliott also purchased the first
of the Monroe Salisbury features. "The
Barbarian," which he declraes is one
of the most beautiful productions he
has seen in years. In the cast are Monroe Salisbury. Allen Hale. Jane Xovak.
Barney Sherry and the two Cudahy children.
* » *
Another short subject obtained on the
trip was "Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy,"
a novelty in 500-foot lengths, to be published one every week.
"The Inner Voice," starring E. K.
Lincoln, which is being distributed by
weeks'
a fourChicago,
just closed
has Ziegfeld
Pioneer,
run
at the
theatre.
where it played to SI top. and is now
on its second week at the Castle theatre.
" 'Sunset' Jones" Set in
Santa Barbara Locality

A large company of players and technical experts, many horses and automobiles, went into the hills near Santa Barbara to make scenes for American's
Jones."
" 'Sunset'
ng feature,
forthcomi
The drama
deals with
train holdups
and whole trains were used. A typical
saloon, dance hall and gambling house
of the Western style were built, and a
large number of extras employed for the
Krthleen
scenes. part
filming
nor hasofan the
important
in thisO'Conlatest
American, and Irene Rich plays the leadopposite
Charles George
Clan.'.
Jamesing feminine
Gordonrole
enacts
the heavy.
L. Cox directed the future.
Charles Ray at Strand
During Christmas Week
The first Xew York showing of Charles
Ray's newest feature. "Xineteen and
Phyllis." tracwill
the Christmas
weekYork
attion at the beStrand
theatre. Xew
City, beginning Dec. 19.
Manager Plunkett has booked it with
the faith that it will counteract the tendency of the last-minute rush of the holiday shoppers and other entertainments
of the season, to attract away from the
theatres. Arthur- S. Kane is presenting
Ray in this feature under First Xational
distribution.
Robarge Buys Another
MERRILL. WIS. — A L. Robarge.
who recently became owner of the Grand
opera house, has taken possession of it.
His daughter. Mrs. Ray Quade of Minneapolis, is in charge of the Cosmos
theatre, another of his possessions. The
Grand will undergo remodeling.
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Sampliner Decision
Reversed in Court
Case Arose Out of Dealings
With General, Patents and
Other Firms
Gustavus A. Rogers, attorney for
Joseph H. Sampliner in the case against
Motion Picture Patents Company, Vitagraph Company and others for damages
under the anti-trust law, in which the defendants were successful in the lower
courts, announces that the United States
supreme court on December 6 reversed
the decision of the lower court, which
dismissed the action, and directed th.it
the trial now proceed on the merits, so
that the plaintiff can prove his damages.
The case arose out of the dealings between Lake Shore Film Supply Company, Motion Picture Patents Company.
General Film Company and Licensed
Manufacturers, and goes back to the
days before the government instituted
the proceedings against the so-called
"mention
Mr. attorney
Sampliner,fora
Cleveland picture
lawyer,trust."
was the
Lake Shore Film Supply Company, which
General Film Company tried to buy out.
It was claimed in the suit that the
officers of the Lake Shore Film Company
refused to acquiesce in some of the arrangements of Mr. Kennedy, who was
then the president of the General Film
Company, and as a result of that the
license agreement of the Lake Shore
Film Company was cancelled, and it was
practically driven out of business.
Thereafter the Lake Shore Film Supply Company, of which Emanuel Mandelbaum was president, assigned its claim

The

HERALD
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Ford Weekly Titles
In Eleven Languages
There has been such a demand in
the foreign field for the Ford Educational Weekly that the films are
now titled in eleven different languages.
There probably has never been
another case in the history of the
motion picture, industry, it is said,
where an educational weekly has
been forced to use eleven languages.
The Ford Motion Picture laboratories have met this demand and
have installed every necessary
facility to deliver these films to
the foreign market in high class
manner.

JIMSY
MAYE

3

Eas
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Gladys Walton
To Universal Stars

"Pink Tights"
First Success
For Young Portland

to Mr. Sampliner, who instituted an action through his attorneys, Rogers &
Rogers, in the United States district
court, southern district of New York, for
$750,000 damages.
When the case came on for trial the
defendants raised the point that the assginment to the attorney was illegal,
and that he could not recover, as the
agreement between himself and the Lake
Shore Company was unlawful. Judge
Julius M. Mayer, who presided at the
trial, sustained the contention and dismissed the suit. On appeal to the United
States circuit court of appeals the decision was affirmed. Whereupon an appeal was taken by the plaintiff to the
United States supreme court, resulting
in the reversal.

i

December

Ingenue
Universal has added a new star to its
list in the person of Gladys Walton, who
is playing the stellar role in "Risky Busines ," a recent issue.
She is being exploited as "the typical
American girl." She is still in her 'teens
and plays school girl and flapper roles.
Reviewers who have seen "Risky Business" praise her naturalness in such
characters.
The young star began her screen
career scarcely more than a year ago in
Sunshine comedies. She had just completed her third year in the Jefferson high
school, Portland, Ore. She became interested in pictures while visiting relatives in Los Angeles.
Universal engaged her several months
ago to play a small supporting part with
Lyons
and wasMoran
in "La
Lucille.''
Her work
so well
liked Lain that
picture that she was re-engaged to play a
slightlyshebetter
"TheoneSecret
Then
was part
slatedin as
of theGift."
cofeatured
players
in
"Pink
Tights."
Her
excellence
in this picture won stardom
for her.
Universal has planned for her a series
of five-reel productions for 1921, to be
issued about two months apart. She now
is working on a comedy drama adapted
from "The Millionaire Kid."

;ons

REAVES
"BREEZY"
EASON,
Jr.

EASON
now directing

(Mrs.

Reaves
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J "Fathoms
Deep," New
Undersea Film
W illiamson Novelty, Because of Its Big Dramatic
|
Situations, Will Take Its Place as One oj the
Great Sensational Screen Creations, It Is Said
umniiiimmiiiiiii^^
annum niiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
By HARRY POPPE
tion given the picture last week to prominent men and women in filmdom.
'"FHE film market is again agog over a
The production takes added grip on
the imagination, especially upon that of
A special feature production. The provocation for the current agitation is the exhibitors to whom screen values are
familiar, in the fact that the production
new J. E. Williamson undersea novelty,
was' staged by Ralph Ince, popularly
"Fathoms Deep," which because of its conceded
to be among the very few diaccredited new and big dramatic situarectors whose every frame of screen
drama
usually
spells thrills.
tions under the sea, promises to take its
* * *
place as one of the great sensational
It is Ince, also, who plays the principal
screen creations of the decade.
part, that of a reckless wander-luster,
It is drama of the most gripping kind,
who becomes embroiled with a strange
according to advance report. The chargroup of sea rovers. These latter have
acters of the play are all shown at sonip
stolen an undersea craft and are privateering and pirating the high and low
stage of the vivid drama involving them
seas
as
they
will. Every passing craft
in close grips under the water, in situa- within their moving
zones is prey. Their
tions that experts aver would make the law is greed, their procedure ruthless
rapine to all who oppose them.
fortune of any big play if offered on
The story has been pronounced a Jack
the regular stage.
London or Joseph Conrad concept in the
Hitherto, the undersea screen attrac
crude strength of its atmosphere, as well
tion has been largely a matter of ex
as in the impelling virility of its prinhibits rather than human tensity, ani
cipals. But "Fathoms Deep" is not all
mated photographs of sharks and other undersea footage. A great measure of the
play passes either on land or on the
surface of the ocean, with its plot so
deep sea monsters. In "Fathoms Deep"
a play of human impulse and complicaentwined that it merges into its submarine incidents liquidly and powerfully,
tion, with love its leading rider, is staged
instead, and this literally along the according
showing. to observers of the advance
ocean's
floor,
with oftheadventure
dramatis and
personae
shown in
scenes
conThe story was written by J. E. Williamson, who supervised the production
flict, with excitement as to which faction
shall conquer running as high as the in its entirety.
great seas that rush amuck and awash
overhead.
* * *
Louise Fazenda Will
With every foot . that could possibly be
Make Nationwide Tour
dispensed with discarded, the interest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
and action of the play proved so allcompelling in its final cutting that no
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 14.— Louise
amount of cunning could keep it out of Fazenda, well-known comedienne, havthe big special feature length, in which
ing terminated her contract with Mack
Sennett and enrolled along with Ford
it has finally been cut.
Sterling. Chester Conklin. Charlotte
A new "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Merriam, Neely Edwards and other funUnder the Sea," the "miracle picture."
makers under the banner of Special Picare some of the comments the new production elicited at an informal projectures Corporation is now making a naTWO

SCENES

FROM

A FORTHCOMING

.J. ERNEST WILLIAMSON

tion-wide tour of the principal cities of
America.
She is not booked to appear in theatres, but will be the guest of honor at
various luncheons, banquets, receptions
and dances given by Chambers of Commerce, exhibitors' associations,
clubs, advertising clubs and other press
civic
bodies. The comedy star will be six
weeks on tour, returning early in January to start on her first independentlv
produced comedy for A. L. Hart Productions. She will visit San Francisco.
Denver, Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago.
Minneapolis, Detroit. Cleveland. Pittsburgh. Buffalo, New York, Baltimore.
Boston. Philadelphia, Cincinnati. Atlanta.
New
Orleans, Dallas, Butte and Salt
Lake City.
Open Strand in Waco
WACO. TEX.— The Strand. Waco's
new independent theatre, was formally
opened on December 18.

FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Not Guilty," is the title of this Sidney Franklin production presented by Albert A. Kaufman with a special cast of players.

i
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Educational
To

Launches

Obtain

Sales

a Maximum

Spurred on by a contest, all of the Educational exchanges have started a sales
drive through the United States and
Canada to bring every office up to the
fullest possibilities of its territory.
Because of the necessity of meeting
conditions in the various territories and
through delay in obtaining just exactly
the men who were desired, various exchanges were opened during the four
months that followed the first bookings,
Denver, New Orleans and Dallas being
the last sections to be represented.
Are Setting New Mark.
Although many of the territories already have exceded their original quotas
in bookings, a new mark is being set
for them in the present drive, and at
the present time special effort is being
put into those exchanges that opened
at a later date.
It is reported that first run bookings
now total them almost 100 per cent of
the possibilities and that the second and
third runs only make a slightly smaller
showing, so that the new effort will now
be centered on the smaller theatres and
on individual scries that in certain territories have not equalled the average
Four Series of Two Reels.
Educational's product now includes
four series of two-reel comedies: Christie, received every two weeks, and the
Torchy, Mermaid and Chester series,
each one a month. In addition there
are weekly publications of single reel
comedies which have just been started,
the Vanity and Gayety alternating. The
Bruce Scenics Beautiful and the Chester
Outings are the chief representatives in
the scenic field with other special miscellaneous pictures from time to time and
specials issued whenever the officials of
the company believe that the picture is
exceptional from points of view of box
office value and audience appeal.
During the period of the drive, and to
be continued permanently thereafter,
Educational is offering a number of new
selling ideas to the exchanges and
through them to the theatres.
Warner Brothers to
Reissue Ten Chaplins
Produced by Essanay
Warner Brothers have closed a deal
with the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company of Chicago whereby they take
over for the United States and Canada
the distribution, for a period of years, of
ten two-reel Essanay-Chaplins. These
have never been re-issued and it is the
intention of Warner Brothers to stateright them one a month, beginning with
January, 1921.
A new line of advertising and lithographs is being prepared for each
comedy. It is understood the price paid
for these comedies runs into big figures.
Arrangements are now being made
with the Rialto and Rivoli theatres to
show them in New York.
Hodkinson Anniversary
Closes With Luncheon
In celebration of the successful culmination of the Hodkinson anniversary
celebration, the company gave a luncheon

HERALD

Drive
of Business

on Saturday, December 4, at Delmonico's, New York City.
Fifty-four people sat down to luncheon,
representing the home office employes
and the men attached to the New York
exchange. Compared with the handful of
employes that went to make up the organization at its inception three years
ago, it gave an interesting illustration of
the triumphant progress of the corporation. In three years it has developed by
leaps and bounds and that development
is all due to the extraordinary genius of
one man — Mr. Hodkinson. P. N. Brinch.
the recently appointed sales manager of
the organization, served as toastmaster.
The speakers included Hodkinson, W.
Steven Bush and James Cowden Meyers.
Takes Manitowoc Theatre
MANITOWOC, WIS.— Richard Kubista has taken over the management of
the Manitowoc opera house from
Spephen Pech, who will retire from the
business at the close of the year.

December

25, 1920

Faversham Feature
Has N. Y. Showing
Metropolitan Premiere Is
Given at the Strand
on December 5
"The Sin That Was His," the Hobart
Henley production made by Selznick,
starring William Faversham, celebrated
actor, and written by Frank L. Packard,
famous author of "The Miracle Man,"
had its initial New York presentation at
the Strand theatre on December 5.
The consensus of the critics wherever
the picture has been shown is reported
an unanimity of approval.
Faversham, following his nation-wide
success in the Selznick picture, "The
Man Who Lost Himself," is seen in the
role of a professional gambler of a small
Alaskan town. Playing opposite him is
Lucy Cotton, who scored a success in
"Turn to the Right." Other members
of the cast include Pedro de Cordoba,
Bobbie Agnew, Lulc Warrenton, Miriam
Battista and Bobby Connelly. Edmund
Goulding picturized the Packard story.

December
Fox

Doubles
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Bros. Open
New House Dec. 11
Ascher Bros.'s Portage Park theatre
was formally opened on Saturday evening, December 11.
With a seating capacity of 2,500 persons, the house takes its place as the
largest theatre on the Northwest Side of
Chicago.
It was erecte-d
cost in the
excess of $500,000.
Besides at
the a theatre,
building contains eight stores, thirtyfour apartments and a beautiful ballroom immediately above the lobby and
foyers. George Koehler and his famous
orchestra, formerly associated with D.
W. Griffith, now furnish the music for
the pictures and they also render overtures from jazz to grand opera. The
latest type of Moeller pipe organ has
been installed to supplement the special
orchestra which interprets the picture
plays. Rest rooms have been provided with every convenience and an attendant in charge to look after the comfort of the patrons.

Dustin Manager of
Producers Pictures

EXHIBITORS

2d, 1920
Print

Ascher

Supply in Chicago
Exhibitor Service to Reach High
Mark When Branch Moves
Its Offices
Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the Chicago exchange of Fox Film Corporation,
announces that the home office has
doubled the supply of prints that he will
maintain in the local branch.
Instead of having four prints on features as in the past, nine prints will be
circulated. There also will be ten prints
on all Sunshine comedies and serials instead of five.
Under the new plan, Manager Eckhardt expects to give the exhibitors in his
territory the highest standard of efficiency in distribution. It will be possible for him to furnish theatre men out in
the state clean prints, instead of those
cut by the Chicago censor board.
Another important factor entering in
the new arrangement will be that a
greater number of exhibitors can be accommodated on first runs. It also will
enable the productions to be screened in
all theatres in a shorter time than heretofore.
Manager Eckhardt declares that when
he occupies the new Fox exchance building in South Wabash he will be able to
furnish theatre men better prints than in
the past because of the greater facilities
for inspection.
Open the Hart, Ferndale
FERNDALE, CAL.— The Hart, Ferndale's
recently.new theatre, was formerly opened

Extensive Exploitation
For Latest Lloyd Comedy
An exploitation campaign surpassing
in extent that given any of Harold
Lloyd's
feature with
attractions
is promised
in connection
his latest
offering.
"Number,
Please?"
which
Pathe
will publish December 26.
The new picture is reported to be
booking even more actively than ''High
and Dizzy" and "Get Out and Get
Under," the two Lloyd comedies immediately preceding it. In "Number,
Please?" Lloyd plays the role of a disappointed lover.

Former St. Louis Exchange
Man Guides Return of
Florence Lawrence
E. \V. Dustin has taken over the business management of Producers Pictures
Corporation of Los Angeles, and announces
that on December 15, that company began
production of a five reel feature "The Unfoldment" starring Florence Lawrence.
Miss Lawrence has been in retirement for
the past four years and her reappearance
on the screen will be of considerable interest to those who knew her in "the old
Following
Lawrence isto be "The
starredUnfoldment"
in a series ofMiss
pictures,
Mr. Dustin says. Her initial vehicle is
based on a story by George H. Kern and
has for locale the atmosphere of the
"Fourth Estate."
days."
Mr. Dustin was manager for Pathe in
St. Louis for a number of years and organized and was the first president of
the film board of trade in that city.
Offices of the Producers Pictures Corporation are located in the California building, Los Angeles.
Plan Milwaukee Opening
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Work on the
new Park theatre, Wisconsin and Grand
avenues, is nearing completion. Manager
Thurwachter is planning its opening
soon. The Auditorium and Colonial
theatres will be closed for improvements
with the opening of the new theatre,
after the holidays.

Announcement
\ \ f £j extend
* *

the Gre etings of the Seas on and

Announce
the
establishment
of a dependable bureau for the creation and development of

Promotive
WILLIAM

Publicity and Advertising
H. COOK and JAMES H. SHAY
FORMING

COOK
& SHAY, INC.
145 West 45th Street
Independent Producers, Players, Directors and
Technical Men are invited to confer with us without obligation at their convenience.
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Beban

Padorr in New York to
Close on Ross Cartoons
D. Padorr, president of Merit Film Exchange Company, 207 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, is in New York closing contracts for territory on the newEsther Starring series of animated cartoons made by the popular artist, Penny
Ross, creator of "Mamma's Angel
Child," featured for years by the
Chicago Tribune and many of the leading newspapers of the country.
Mr. Padorr reports unusual success of
the new series, due to the great popularity of Mr. Ross with both young and old
throughout the civilized world. The interest displayed by exhibitors from coast
to coast is phenomenal and is convincing proof that Penny Ross stands as
America's foremost artistic cartoonist.

Thirteen Not Unlucky
For Educational Films
Educational claims that a new
record has just been set in Cleveland, O., newspapers with the announcement of thirteen of its pictures at thirteen theatres. It points
out that this is more significant
than the mere booking of the pictures, for all of these houses realized the importance of advertising
these pictures, even including those
that used a half-inch space. In
some cases more space was given
the comedy than the feature.
The pictures advertised on this
one day were: "A Trayfull of
Trouble," a Chester, at the Euclid;
"Seven Bald Pates," Christie, at
the Mall and Alhambra; "Four
Times Foiled." Chester, at the
Savoy; "A Fresh Start." Mermaid,
at the Ezella: "Torchy" at the
Homestead: "Nonsense." Mermaid,
at the Crystal: "The Big Show,"
Chester, at the Regent: "Don't
Blame the Stork." Christie, at the
Lyceum,
and "A Gordon
Seaside Square
Siren."
at
the Jennings.
and Lucier. The Olympia merely
advertised the brand, a Christie.
According to the Cleveland exchange eight other theatres were
playing Educational comedies at
the same time, but did not advertise.

"Parish

Priest" Has
Eastern Premiere
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 14.— "The Parish
Priest,"
a picturization
Sully's
stage play
of that name ofbyDan
Daniel
L.
Hart, is having its premere showing the
first three days this week at the Capitol
theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Herman J.
Garfield is presenting the picture.

H. & H. Co. Plans Opening
Of Trenton, Mo., Houses
TRENTON, MO. — M. W. Hubbell,
one of the managers of H. & H. Amusement Enterprises which operates several
houses in Kansas ami Oklahoma, expects
♦he local theatre the company is opening in the Powell building in Main

HhKALU

street, to be ready for the holidays.
The company also expects to build a
1 .'-!<n>-seat house at Twelfth and Mam
streets in the Spring.

Extends

about

Kleber Joins Baiimer
To Issue Industrials
Chester C. Kleber. secretary of Harry
Levej Service Corporation and formerly
with the L'niversal industrial department,
11 i - resigned h - office \\ itli I ,c \ i \ to accept aposition as manager of distribution
for Baumer Films, Inc.,
in industrial-educational filmspecialists
s.
He will have complete charge of this
department, which involves the distributii ii <<i inn prints of each Baumer issue
among twenty-five exchanges, and will
aim to effect a closer cooperation between exhibitors and exchange men in
the way of bookings.

PHYSIOC

to announce

the formation

WRAY

PHYSIOC

His

Tour to Six Months
When George Beban left his West
Coast studios it was with the intention
of remaining on tour for a period of ten
weeks. Since that time bookings have
been made which will keep the star away
from Los Angeles for six months.
Sol Lesser, who was in New York with
Beban, has arranged the primary distribution for "One Man In a Million," but
final arrangements will not be consummated until later. It is understood, however, that Robertson-Cole and Beban are
in daily conferences and in all likelihood
this organization will direct the world
distribution of the Beban feature. All
lithograph work is completed and nothing
will delay
musical
scoretheis tour's
being start.
arrangedA inspecial
New
York as well as advance slides, trailers
and general exploitation matter.

Greeting*

WRAY
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PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

State Rights for Sale
Approved by Cardinal Logue. Primate of Ireland,
and Archbishop Gilmartin, leading a pilgrimage
to Croagh Patrick Mountain, in County Mayo.

A SIX-REEL IRISH MASTER-PICTURE
All Irish players and scenery, embracing
the poetry and beauty of the Irish race.
A CLASSIC OF IRISH CATHOLIC HISTORY

Rev. W. McSweeney. of Dublin, Authority on Church Liturgy, Supervised the Picture
Throughout
In the Days of St. Patrick"
It is strictly a religious production of the life of Ireland's patron Saint and will give unbounded pleasure
and edification to the millions who see it. It is authoritative. It is one of the greatest Irish stories ever produced on the screen. It is not a propaganda play and has absolutely nothing of a political nature in it. It will
bring many a tear to our people. Seeing this picture of other days will encourage them to hold up in their
present trials.
For
For Catholic Churches, Schools, Colleges and Societies
A picture that will bring back to the older people the traditions of their youth, with lasting pleasure,
the young it will be a source of inspiration as well as a pride in the history and folklore of their race.
The incidents in the remarkable life of the Saint, from his birth to his death at the age of 120 years, unfolds itself in realistic fashion. No other episode from the past is, perhaps, so beautifully and solemnly impressive as the coming of St. Patrick
to Christianize the people he had come to love as a slave herd boy. You see the costumes and people of the time of St. Patrick.
You realize his God-given powers over the Druids when you see him mount the hill of Slane and kindle the first Paschal Fire
in
King's inorder.
are Ireland,
today. inThedefiance
pictureofistheinspiring
all itsThere
details.is an epilogue showing the sacred places upon which St. Patrick trod as they
Fifteen to Twenty Million Catholics Is Your Field
Every single church family will be waiting to see this masterpiece of ecclesiastical history of Ireland's own patron Saint.
SHOULD BE A BIG MOSEY MAKER FOR LIVE WIRE DISTRIBUTORS
WRITE
MATRE'S

We

OR WIRE

LIBRARY

FOR

FURTHER
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Review

Pictures!

SCREEN OPINIONS
is read by
Adapters
Directors
Exchanges
Producers
Newspapers
Teachers
Stars
State Right Buyers
Writers
Star Cuts
Our star cuts are designed
so as to appeal to "favorite
fans."
sentimentbusifor
the starcreating
and permanent
ness for your theatre. These
favorite poses are rich in
depth and lovely in design,
displaying the star s charm
in the ner.most
Made inappealing
two sizesman-■ —
small.
114
inches
high 2%by
% inch wide ; large,
inches
high
by
l^o
wide. Made in 100inches
line
screen. Will print well on
newspaper stock.

FILMS

115 Subjects

Screen
opinions
THE UNBIASED
REVIEWING SERVICE!
Published Weekly by James T. Igoe Company
SCREEN OPINIONS is the acknowledged guiding hand
of progressive exhibitors the country over.
Independent, unbiased and honest opinions of pictures reviewed gives it the right to this position.
No other medium in the industry has the courage of its
convictions nor can afford to jeopardize its position in the field
to the extent of giving absolutely unbiased reviews on all pictures released, except SCREEN OPINIONS.
Sustaining itself without advertising support it easily
proves its claim of independence.

JAMES

yv
y

}

i
i

76-78 West Lake Street
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

No Advertising

Art Folders
A series of designs of aesthetic loveliness. Each folder
suggests romance in varied
fascinating appeals. Folded
size. 6*» inches high by 3%
inches wide : Sat size ( double
size forience).printer's
conven-by
12I-> inches high
7^4
inches
wide.
Printed
from five to seven pleasingin
color combinations.
Six exclusive designs.

<

INFORMATION

Do Not

Censor —

\

War Tax Books
A book for daily record for
each month, in duplicate
form, including a total
monthly sheet which automatically foots itself.
Anyone can prepare
the report
in a very few moments each
night. The books are always
open for inspection to the
government agent whenever
he may countscome,
and correct.
the acare always
Twelve books to a set.

Support
Accepted!
Aggressive
andwon
constructive work has
for it
the confidence
of
exhibitors in 44 states of the

Classic
Programs
Beautifully
pleas-a
ing colors, printed
they havein had
general
appeal
and
suitableness for most theatres. Folded size. 6*4 inches high by
3% inches wide : flat size
(double size for
convenience).
12*4printer's
inches
high
by 7*4 to inches
Four designs
set. wide.

T. IGOE
COMPANY
Theatrical Printers
117 W. Harrison Street, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

U. S. A.
Canada
India
England
Scotland
South Africa
Mexico
South America
Porto Rico
Australia
Screen
SCREEN OPINIONS does
not misleadOpinions
or fool by wild
promises which have no solid
foundation. IT points tne
way to safe pictures for the
patrons sistentandand constructive
does it in a manconner. IT has its own efficient
printing establishment and
is in astantposition
give conservice to tosubscribers.
Send for
Sample Copy
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START
Present

Your

THE

NEW

YEAR

Attractions to Your Patrons
Most Inviting Manner
OUR

NEW
MEAN

December

HERALD

RIGHT

During

1921

in the

LOBBY
DISPLAY
FRAMES
Will Give That Inviting Look
BIGGER

BOX

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

No. 300

One sheet frame with 6x28 date strip size over all. 34 inches wide.
64 inches high
No. 302 One sheet frame with 6x28 date strip and easel; 32 inches wide,
64 inches high
No. 301 Holds eight 11x14 photos and one sheet with 3x14 date strip; easel 64^
inches wide. 59 inches high
No. 303 One sheet and eight 11x14 photos. Winged, 62 inches wide. 66 inches
high
No. 304 One sheet hanger 3x 14 date strip opening. 32 inches wide. 50 inches
high
No. 305 Photo frame -eight II x 14 photos; 42,' ■> inches wide. TV-, inches high
Frame* midr from the highest grade material. Corner* reinforced by corner irona. Furnished in
desired— -Gold — Green-Filled — Oalt.
Many
We ofwillthebuild
Send inother
the models—
dimensions
frameto order.
you want. We will submit prices and blueprint for your
Send for complete catalog or information.
1921 Booking Book is ready — Ask For One

COMPANY
SUPPLY
EXHIBITORS
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies
845 South Wabash Avenue
133 Second Street
Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis
ARCHITECTS
AND
BUILDERS
J. B. DIBELKA

BARGAINS

COMPANY
Parkway Bldo.
2743 West 22nd St.
CHICAGO

AT PRICES

THAT ARE RIGHT! !
A full line of second-hand Motion Picture
Machines (all
Generators
and makes
Fans. — Theatre Chairs —
In Fact a Full Line of
Theatrical Equipment
of Every Description
For immediate delivery get in touch with
S. E. SHAFFER & CO.
Telephone Wabash 5346
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every Stat* -total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
Per M.
1219 Film Exchanges
17.50
313 mianuf acturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, IK W. Uutt St., Chin,.

25, 1920

$16.00
9.00
22.50
22.50
7.00
. 22.00
any finiah
approval.
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Says Great Britain
Needs 1500 Theatres
John Cecil Graham States England is Swamped With
Films
The most serious problem confronting
the British exhibitor today is the lack
of high-grade theatres, in the opinion of
John Cecil Graham, managing director
of the Famous Players Film Co., Ltd., Famous Players-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,
and the Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., who came to New York
from London recently on his annal
business trip to the home office of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Approximately 1,500 new theatres must be
built before the competitive exhibition of
motion pictures can be undertaken on
the scale which will best appeal to the
British imagination, in his opinion.
Is Swamped With Film
"Great Britain is an island entirely
inundated
film," conditions
said Mr. Graham
in
discussingwithbusiness
abroad.
"Not eign
only
are
more
American
and
films coming into the market, forbut
the British producers have been increasingly active. The result is that the British industry has a vast amount of film
for which it can find no immediate use.
With all of these resources to choose
from, the exhibitor has no difficulty in
arranging his program, and most of them
are booked up far in advance.
Condition Outgrowth of War
"The problems confronting the British
industry today are mainly the outgrowth
of the war, but will be solved once the
shortage in theatres is corrected. At
the present time there are about 3,800
motion pictures of all classes, catering
to a population of 46,000,000. A year ago,
on the occasion of my last visit to New
York, I said that at least 1,000 new theatres were urgently required to place the
industry on a better competitive basis.
The only change that has taken place in
the last year has been the growing need
for more first-class houses. Today we
have need of at least 1,500 new theatres,
but the problem of inaugurating this
building program is as great as ever."
Lubin Reports Wide Sale
For "Honeymoon Ranch"
Bert Lubin, who is now on a tour of the
independent exchanges in the interests of
his state rights feature, "Honeymoon
Ranch," was in Detroit recently where he
sold the Michigan rights of the picture to
D. Mundstuk of Strand Features, Inc., who
is also negotiating for future Bert Lubin
publications.
Lubin reports that he has closed all but
five territories on "Honeymoon Ranch."
Neilan Signs Jane Novak
To Appear with Kirkwood
With the production of "Not a Drum
Was
two popular
return Heard,"
to the Marshall
Neilanscreen
fold. artists
Jane Novak, who met with considerable
success as a result of her characterization
in "The River's End," has signed with this
producer. Charles West, who played the
part ofturns inthe
fiend in that picture, rethe dope
new feature.
Sun Prairie Gets Pictures
SUN PRAIRIE, WIS.— Mrs. Claudia
Beach of Cherry Valley, 111., is conducting
the new motion picture theatre in the city
hall.

Master
To

Advertisers
Meet
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Increased

The value of advertising in the promotion of industry is fully realized by
the motion picture interests, judging
from the elaborate, novel and extensive
campaigns of publicity that the film producers are in the habit of conducting.
Among the Chicago advertising and publicity people the Master Advertisers —
who are handling accounts for several
nationally known producers — say they
are particularly able to affirm that the
promoters of the cinema regard publicity as second only in importance to
quality of production. A large amount
of work has been coming into this firm,
necessitating increase in working force
and rearrangement of office facilities,
making for greater space.
Cite Late Efforts
One of the late efforts of the firm,
from which good response has been
noted, is the 16 page press book of the
timely production "For the Freedom of
Ireland,"
Creation entire
Films, satisfaction
Inc. The
producers byexpressed
with the book, which is printed in three
colors, the Shamrock Green of Ireland
being emphasized. The folio was plentifully interspersed with ad and scene cuts,
publicity stories and exploitation stunts.
The press books for the first Independent Films Association Neal Hart
picture
—
"Hell's
Oasis" — was
of the Master Advertisers.
Theytheare work
now
planning the advance publicity for the
next
film play, "Sky Fire," a tale
of theHart
North.
The Capital Film Company, sponsoring
Fritzi Ridgeway in a series of two reel
westerners, has placed the publicity detail of the series in the hands of the
Master Advertisers. They are now en-

Demand

Staff
on

Talents

gaged on a press book exploiting the
entire series. On completion of this work
a 16 page press book for a forthcoming
production starring Lester Cuneo, now
under contract with the Capital Film
Company, will be started.
De Recat a Client
Emile De Recat, producer of Chicago
summer park revues, who is now producing two-reel motion picture comedies
at the Essanay Studio of Chicago's north
side, will depend on the Master Adveritsers for the publicity, heralding the
series of laugh provokers he has under
way, starring Mary Jane Blair.
While not neglecting other lines, the
Master Advertisers announce they will
specialize in the preparation of press
books. The addition of Matt E. Simon,
formerly of the Chicago Daily News, to
their staff in the capacity of assistant to
Manager Sam Gold and Harold Bement,
artist, formerly of Charles Everrett
Johnson, was one of their recent steps
taken to widen their scope so as to
render greater service to the film trade.
Educational Issuing Two
New Christie Comedies
"Movie Mad" and "Scrappily Married"
are two two-reel comedies just completed
at the Christie studios in Los Angeles
for publication through Educational Exchanges in January.
Dorothy Devore returns to the Christie
lot in "Movie Mad," in which she is
featured with Neal Burns. "Scrappily
Married" marks the second appearance
of Harry Gribbon in a Christie comedy.
Helen Darling and Margaret Cullington
have important roles.
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Spell

ALL

OVER

COUNTRY

ARE

SPELLING

THEM

G-O-O-D

NO MATTER HOW YOU SPELL
THEM— THEY SPELL SUCCESS
AT THE BOX OFFICE BECAUSE THEY ARE WHOLESOME, FUNNY AND MEAN
REAL WHOLESOME
LAUGHTER BOOK THEM

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS
FILM
Exchanges ofo

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,
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ONE

TIME

SAVE

GOT

BOOK

IN

TIP

YOUR

THESE

YOU

LIFE

IS

SERIALS

AND
Come

MONEY

can

in and

let us explain

to you

how

we

save you money on your serials and
sure you a whole year of serial crowds.

as-

THE STRONGEST SERIAL OF THEM ALL
W. N. SELIG'S
SUPER SERIAL

THE

LURK

ING

VANISHING
TRAILS
FEATURING

FARNUM

SELIG MADE JT—"NUF SED"

THE

CO-STARRING

AND MARY
ANDERSON

FRANKLIN

A REAL

PERIL

MYSTERY

ANNE
irjn
LUTHER

GEORGE
LARKIN

SERIAL

VEIL

ED

MYS

TER

Y
Will Keep Them in Suspense Until
the End. Even the Most Hardened
Serial Fan Will Be Unable to Unravel
This One.

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,
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UNITY
PHOTOPLAYS
COMPANY
and its President extend to trie
MIDDLE WEST EXHIBITORS
Sincere and Cordial Wishes for a
iflerrp, fflerrpanb Cfmstmastibe
S

Jopous

anb

prosperous;

iieto Pear
FRANK ZAMBRENO
PRESIDENT

FRANK

J. FLAHERTY

L. A. SCHIFF
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(Each Release A Complete Story
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Personal

It's customary at this season of
the year, for all of us engaged in
the Film Business, to pass the
merry word around — to extend
the cheery mitt, and wish a Merry
Christmas to the folks we meet
every day in an ordinary business
way.
We

So here goes.
wish

you

the

customary

greeting — and then some. May
your Christmas be a royal success,
in spite of Mister

Volstead — and

we hope you don't get all you wish
for in the New Year — we hope you
get a whole lot more.
Greetings —
Milton
Arthur

Simon
H. Toffler

Edward W. Johnson
Cliff. Bestar

Selected

Milton Simon, Pres.

Films,

Inc.

Arthur H. Toffler, Sec'y and Treas.
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Merry Xmas! * * *
Forgetting for the week the little
personalities one might pick up along the
Rialto, let's just review 1920. Maybe
you have forgot many of the happenings
of the year. Read the following and see.
JANUARY
J. L. Friedman heads F. L L. M. Club.
Theatre license tax increased. Balaban
& Katz buy Jones, Linick & Schaefer interest in First National. George De
Kruif leaves Universal to join Robertson-Cole as publicity director. Ben
Garetson and Paul Smith form advertisorganization.
"Buddie"
goes
with ingFirst
National.
W. L. Crump
Hill leaves
Paramount to join First National as exploitation man. Abe Steinberg handles
Select publicity. Wallace Mayer leaves
First National to assist Max Levey of
Robertson-Cole. Goldwyn buys half inAscherassistant
Brothers'
chain. Frank
Ishmaelterest inmade
to Manager
Paul
Bush of Republic.
* * *
FEBRUARY
Paul de Outo resigns as district sales
manager for American and joins Celebrated Players. "Chick" Keppler goes
to Pathe from American. John W. Allen, special Paramount representative,
joins Pathe. "Bob"
B. Frank to
died.
Lucas W.
transferred
the Detroit exchange of United Artists as manager.
M. J. Mintz appointed manager of the
Hallmark serial department. Merle E.
Smith, George Kleine executive, died.
Frank J. Flaherty leaves Hallmark to
manage Unity. H. R. Phillips joins
Robertson-Cole sales staff. Harry Corbett leaves Universal for Pathe. Fred
Creswell promoted from Paramount
branch manager in Chicago to special
representative of company. Archie
Spencer
now doing Pathe business instead of Metro.
MARCH
Exhibitors reach agreement with operators, averting strike. Ralph Bradford
made manager of the Famous Players
exchange. Sam Katz elected director of
First National. Rosenthal, Saperstein &
O'Malley organize Empire Film Corporation. Max Schwartz leaves Republic for
United. Frank E. Williams goes to
Special. Chicago film sales representatives hold "Reel Ball" at Coliseum. Fire
department notifies exchanges they must
be out of the Loop by May 1. Harry
Weiss resigns as First National manager.
W. H. Edelman transfers from Universal
to Metro. H. R. Smith returns to Chicago to join Hallmark. William Mills,
manager of the Crawford theatre, killed
by bandit. Roderick Ross and Irving
Mack organize Ross & Mack to handle
advertising and the like. W. A. Aschmann succeeds E. A. Eschmann as manager of Pathe, Eschmann becoming feature sales manager of the company. Nat
Wolf leaves Greater Stars to act as
special representative for Republic. Ed
Bricketto is back with Silee.
* * *
APRIL
M. J. Mintz becomes director of territorial expansion for Celebrated. R. C.
Seery takes charge of Illinois territory

HERALD

TRADE

EVENTS

for First National. Tommy Greenwood
transfers affiliations from Hodkinson to
Republic. Hugh Woody elected executive head of Capital Film Company.
Harry Weiss organizes Superior Screen
Service. E. W. Johnson and L. A.
Boening join National Pictures. I. Maynard Swartz appointed sales manager at
First National. H. Leipsinger associated with Republic. P. C. Havill takes
charge of Pathe features after leaving
Robertson-Cole. William S. Barbee
opens new Loop theatre. W. E. Callaway and H. J. Corbett buy interest in
Greater Stars. Sam Rieger is covering
territory for Special.
MAY
Joe Wolf returns to Celebrated. Harry
Weiss puts R. E. Weilman, Nate Margolas and Harry Hartman on his sales
staff. Phil Soloman becomes manager of
Masterpiece Film Company. Harold
Loeb. Phil Ryan and George Weinberg
join Masterpiece. Jack O'Toole is named
central district manager for National Picture. L. Y. Crump severs his connection
with First National to affiliate with
Pathe. R. T. Smith joins Superior. Nat
Wolf connects with First National after
leaving Republic.
Sidney Goldman re-

Turns

231

Carpenter

BETTY FRANCISCO
Feminine lead in Irvin V. Willat'tt secondTide,"
independent
production, "Partner*
of
distributed
donstheoveralls
and shintiesbya Hodkinson.
roof nhile
not busy on the set.

signs as Hodkinson manager to direct
Associated Producers' office in Chicago.
George M. Rowell transfers his activities
from Milwaukee to Chicago, entering the
office of Yitagraph. Phil Dunas named
Hodkinson manager. J. O. Campbell
tenders his resignation to Hodkinson to
sell for Mickey Film Corporation. I. Natkin leaves Goldwyn to peddle films for
Robertson-Cole. Frank Williams is
booking for Robertson-Cole.
Al Normal is selling for Special.
Maury Salkin and Henri Ellman organize Century Film Exchange. Fox leases
building at 910 South
for new
NEWabash
exchange. Elias JU
Schwartz
forms E. S.
Film Service. Frank Young is doing a
turn for Goldwyn. Ben Beadell in addition to managing Select takes Republic
under his wing. Pat Dillon now managing Special. Vitagraph is to erect exchange building at 839 South Wabash.
R. A. Lucas succeeds Max Levey as
manager at Robertson-Cole. G. E.
Pomeroy goes from Vitagraph to Superior Screen Service. E. W. Johnson
comes from Omaha to join Universal.

Richard Rouillard, owner of house at
2336 Roosevelt road, killed by bandit.
I. Maynard Schwartz appointed manager
Educational. I. Van Ronkel resigns as
Goldwyn managerJUtoLYbe succeeded by
Cecil Maberry of St. Louis. Ben Beadell
adds National Picture Theatres to his
managerial duties. Norman E. Field
succeeds Samuel I. Levin, resigned, as
general manager for Jones, Linick &
Schaefer. Levin will build theatres in cooperation with J. Handelsman. Steve
Montgomery named sales manager for
Paramount. Leslie Bamburger joins
Silee.
Jack manager.
O'Toole goes
to Minneapolis
as Selznick
Restraining
order
permits Chicago exchanges to remain in
Loop until November 1. Clyde Elliott
and Pioneer acquire entire stock of
Greater Stars. Charles McDaniels departs for Omaha as assistant manager
for Yitagraph there. Paul de Outo joins
United Artists as right hand man to
Cresson Smith. Joe Wolf goes to Paramount from Celebrated. Harold Baigh
and D. A. Kohn now with Masterpiece.
C. L. Filkins selling for Educational.
W.
P. Clement to manage Stratford
theatre.
* * *
AUGUST
C. N. Cloverdale heads Capital. Al
Hoffman on Superior sales force. Nat
Wolf. "Hank" Peters and J. O. Campbell selling for Associated Producers.
Dan Thomson transfers from Pathe Co
Celebrated. "Chub" Florine tries his
luck at selling Celebrated subjects. Russell-Greiver-Russell organized as producers' agent. Oscar Florine comes from
Buffalo to join Pathe. L. A. Rozelle becomes assistant manager at RobertsonCole. Injunction granted permitting "all
night" theatres to continue. Balaban &
Katz buys Ascher interests in First National. Ed Mordue succeeded as American manager by G. L. Hamilton of
Philadelphia.(Continued
Percyon Block
Page 239)takes man-
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from

the

Yule

Log

By J. S. MacHenry
JilMlllllIlilllllM
Ed Moore, special representative of the
D. W. Griffith Productions, arrived in
the city Dec. 9, sort of getting the preliminaries started for the big premier
showing
of
"Way at Down
which
takes the screen
WoodsEast,"
theatre
for
an
extended
run.
With
the
"jumps"
that
Ed is taking these days, from northern
points in Canada to the balmy shores of
Florida and the tropic heat of the Mexican border, one needs must be sort of a
chess expert. Glad to see you Ed, stick
about for a spell, Chi's not so bad.
"Chub" Florine left Chicago, resigning from the Doll-Van exchange to assume his new duties as Milwaukee
branch manager of the Special Pictures
Corp.
Louis
member ofowner
Oak Park's
blue
bloodZahler,
set, incidentally
of the
Karlov theatre, was returning to his residence the other night when a gunner of
Chi's
crack
Raffle's
proceeded
to mark Louis
as anartillery
available
target.
Louis' version runs something like this:
"He was about six foot six, weighing
around 190. Made a jump at me. I
fell on top of my satchel and fought
him off lying upon my several hundred
that was in the satchel and a couple
more centuries in my pocket." At that
it's a good one, even for Oak Park.
Anybody that does not agree that dear
ol' St. Louis is among the three best
cities of the U. $. of A. had just better
get off at the third floor of the Film
Exchange building and shout his objections through the Goldwyn entrance,
that's all.
Walter Hurley of the Special Pictures
Exchange, after a brief absence from
Chi, has finally confessed his admiration
for Minneapolis, Minn. We believe it,
for the new reigning power of the Hurley
castle, nee Evangeline Martin, who became Mrs. Hurley November 29, is the
best evidence in the world of the facts
in the case.
In dashing back and forth to his new
exchange at Indianapolis, Henri Ellman
has finally concluded to take a chance
in the sky via the aeroplane to save time.
So if any of you downstate exhibitors
hear a rumble likened unto thunder out
of a clear sky, worry not. It's Ellman
just
a whisperin'
the around
aviator corners.
to take
his foot
off the gas togoing
Both Ellas Schwartz and Al Normal
have deserted the Chicago colony for
Los Angeles. Understand that Al is to
affiliate with the L. A. branch of the Stoil
Film Corp.
During a recent conference held at
Indianapolis between Louis Goulden,
George Levey, A. R. Reese and Marwin
Weissman, they concocted a new "passvoid"
spotting
Morris forin Morris
the lobbyKline.
of theUpon
Claypool,
the
boys chorused the query of "How do
you feel, Morris?" Answer: "You should
feel like I feel." (The first four words to

be sung in baritone arising to a McCormick tenor on the last two.) Hello.
"Jake" Cooper of the 20th Century, who
has already played the first episode of
Universal's Eddie Polo serial, "King of
Circus,"
was balloons
overheardto dickering
for
atheflock
of toy
jazz up the
appearance of the showing of the second
episode at his theatre. Of course, natural
like, there was a few moments spent
arguing on the price of the balloons, but
when it is considered that this big serial
is of eighteen episodes length, we are for
vou Cooper on the $20 spent for balloons
that NO ONE ELSE could possibly have
bought for thirty-five.
While one of those weight lifters was
giving the fans of the Royal theatre,
749 North Clark street, a few thrills
somebody threw a banana peel toward
the stage, resulting in a terrific crash
with the half ton weight being brought
to a halt imbedded in the cellar below.
Oi! Oi! You should have seen Maestro
Bloom register all the colors of the rainbow. By the way — will Louis Noto please
get in touch? Looks like another insurance prospect.
Two newcomers to film sales problems
were initiated last week, joining the
local Reelcraft exchange, Harry Jones
and Abe Mendelson. Go to it lads, the
foist hundred years is the hardest
Mrs. A. J. Drumm of Moline, 111., was
busily engaged last week transferring
various film accounts to Barney Brockman, the new owner of the American
theatre.
Pat Dillon, manager of the local Special Pictures exchange, after informing
us that he had just placed Hy Smith,
former Celebrated representative, on the
roster to cover Illinois, further stated
that a "certain" film light, after giving
him about an hour and a half plea for an
opporunity to sell Specials, was informed
at present "we have no openings." Leaving Pat he was heard to moan, "Ye gods,
if the lights went out in Marshall Field's,
I'd be found in the piano department."
Very good, chorus we. Next!
Louis B. Goulden, special representative for the Celebrated Players, rushed
into the city with the greatcoat pockets
jammed with IMPORTANT documents.
Besides Chas. Olson's two weeks set-in
of "A Child for Sale" at the Alhambra,
he whispers his company is to have their
own building in Indianapolis, located at
122-24 West New York street, to better
handle their Hoosier clientele.
W. D. Burford went to Springfield last
week in behalf of the exhibitors organization. From there he will entrain for
an extended visit to sunny California.
So betoit—hoe.'tis a tough row we exhibs
have
One of the pilots of the air hovering
about Dallas, Tex., on his way north for
the holidays, heaved us an armful of
info
by the
wag" as The
he flew
Chi the
other"wig
afternoon.
bestover
we

could pick from the clouds was to the
effect that Nat Wolf of the Educational
was showing lots of western pep and
doubling business down thataway. Likes
it very much. With Brockell, Calloway,
Meredith and Nat gathered about the
round table in the old Sandwich Shop,
this southern metropolis might easily
boastcolony.
of a considerable
of Chi's
film
If the leaping part
dominoes
had
been playing about the table one could
easily have brought his visuality to the
appreciation of our very own Winter
Garden at 220 South State street.
When Stan Waite, feature sales manager
for the local Pathe exchange, blew into
Ft. Wayne, Ind., Dec. 8 to assist the
live-wire W. C. Quimby, manager of the
Jefferson theatre, arouse interest on the
two big features "Riddle Woman," starring Geraldine Farrar, and "Half a
Chance," which are dated for a run in
this city, the hull darned fire department
and perlice, including the reserves (close
to
a total
mor'n Sunday
twenty uniforms
individuals),
turned
out of
in their
and
for a spell it looked like homecoming
week at one of our very best western
state universities. You should have seen
the "ads" that wuz carried in the News
and Sentinel, as well as the JournalGazette.
say, full
they'llthatjamnotQuimby's
theatre soWhy
packed
EVEN
the chief of police will have the nerve
to seek a pass.
After several hours of strenuous exercise
moving, L. J. Klar is now all set for a rushing business in the new Robertson-Cole
Milwaukee branch, located on the third
floor of the Toy building.
Cresson Smith was caught the other
day having a birthday and when the
festivities had subsided the genial manager of the United Artists was trying to
figure who tendered him the beautiful
silver match safe he now possesses. We
give it up — who?
We are all much grieved to learn of
the severe loss suffered through the conflagration that visited dear ol' Daddy
Hines, Auditorium theatre, last Monday
night, Dec. 6. Fortunately this occurred
late at night and no loss of life was sustained. The entire house was gutted by
the flames, but right from the innermost
throbs of the heart, we trust the Auditorium will soon rear itself upon the
present site, bigger and grander than
ever.
They don't
dear, lovable
Daddy!come any better than
H. R. Byerly of Logansport has disposed of his Nelson theatre to the Luna

'Inthefhadow
o/i

the

Dome
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Amusement Co. of Lafayette, Ind., so
take note ye film purveyors in making
up your jumps for the coming week.
In covering the trail of the Hoosier
exhibitors, competition overheard a newcomer to our business offering the following features for sale: "Life of an
Egg Plant," "Livery Stable Romance"
and "From the Cradle to the Grave." If
the "sales" argument compares favorably with the product offered, we'll agree
with B. T. Phelps,
Unity's
resentative, HE must
be Indiana
several replaps
ahead of NEW, or in other woids — "yet
to be."
Fred Linick, who for the past several
months can't just decide whether the life
of an exhibitor or the thrills of the exchange, has finally made up his mind to
tackle the latter, announcing his affiliation
with the Celebrated Players as feature
representative.
M. J. Mintz of the Celebrated Players,
who just returned from his eastern trip
with the usual success is all "pepped up"
and is now making up his itinerary for
an extended swing around the western
territory.
•
Latest gossip from the Hoosier capital
tells us that Jack Flanagan is more than
holding his own as special representative
for Pathe. In fact, recently Jack sent
for reinforcements and is now quite at
home in this busy city with Mrs. and the
kiddies. Best o' luck, old-timer.
With JOHNNY MJEDNIKOW of Celebrated
also renowned
the "Big
magnate on the as
lookout
for Three"
the fourth
(we mean theatres, of course) and Dave
Dubin trying four suits on to be worn

A Genome
c/. Special

f3>
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the
comingregarding
year, 'tisthe
needless
to comment
further
prosperity
of the
local forces. Modesty commands us to
refrain from a description of the fillum
palaces or the cost of said suits.

Marshall Field, Mandel Bros., etc., when
he gets started on his Xmas shopping
tour with the profit he gleaned on the
recent sale of his Regent theatre out
south. Understand outside interests in
the real estate business are the buyers.
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In the
fhadow
of the

Bert Isaacson, well known in Chicago
film circles, is now covering the north
side of the city for Celebrated Players
Film Corporation.
An enthusiastic meeting of the Chicago
M. P. Press Club was held on Friday,
Dec. 10, and plans completed for several interesting features to be introduced
at subsequent meetings.
Floyd Williams, director for the popular Pinnacle comedies, is now in the city
making extensive plans to produce here
at the Essanay studios. We understand
that Floyd intimates that Chicago boasts
of her types of feminine pulchritude. We
welcome you to our fair city — and may
the camera do its duty — to thrill future
generations
on the many "Blue days" in
store for them.
'Tis rumored that Dee Robinson of the
Madison and Apollo theatres, Peoria, has
acquired the Irwin theatre of Bloomington. Aw c'mon Dee — let's have it for
the 1920 archives of cinema history.
Among the well knowns of downstate
to saunter up and down film row last
week were Rex Lawhead, Lincoln Square
theatre, Decatur; Louis Murphy, Spring
Valley; and E. M. Citron, Apex theatre,
Peoria. Owing to climatic conditions
the ol' periscope was registering rather
poorly, so if we missed any of you boys
— rush us the S. O. S.

Two LaSalle, 111., theatres, the Marquette and the Fisher, will show the first
Universal picture in which Gertrude
Olmstead is featured. Miss Olmstead
recently won the $10,000 beauty contest
conducted
by the Elks. Her home is in
LaSalle.
Mrs. Emma Cohen, who has managed
the Casino* theatre on Madison street,
Chicago, for a number of years and is
counted cessful
as one
of thehascity's
most sucshowwomen,
resigned.
She
will go to Fall River, Mass. Mrs. Cohen
is a sister of Morris Hellman, the popular Universal exchange attache.
Must be hard buyers on the Madison
street film rialto when Phil Banovitz,
Art Lowy and the charming Mrs. Lowy
have to travel en masse, when one considers the many good offerings the Illinois and Indiana exchange is now offering to the local exhibitors.
Closely following the addition of Art
Telser, former Goldwyn salesman, L. H.
Friedlob, erstwhile Vitagrapher, has
joined the Chicago branch of the Favorite
Players Film Corp. and will cover the
Illinois towns for this exchange.
With the Syndicate Theatre Owners,
of which Harry M. Ortf.nstein is president, announcing the breaking of ground
on Adams street some time in January,
Chicago's
loop registers
house
for cinema
display. another new

I. Van Ronkel, manager of the Favorite
Player Film Corp., reports their new
office at Milwaukee, Wis., is now open
under the direction of the popular Frank
Hensler, and with the beaming of 1920
they are to open another branch at Indianapolis. From where we sit it looks
like Maury and Van mean business, when
you consider this new exchange has only
been in existence since last September.

Even that throbbing metropolis to our

Abe Gumbiner will surely put an awful dent in the merchandise stock of

Domexx

.ill"A David G. Fischer
Production

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special professional
discounts
on UNIVERSALIS.
Immediate delivery
on all models. DeBrl*.
DeFrmnoe,
mud marj others
ed TooarPathe
for oardemoncompletestratcatalog
atshowroom.
once, free onSendrequest.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, In.

CAPITAL

WANTED

To join going picture producing company in original and
new film proposition. Men
of film knowledge and experience preferred. This is
something entirely new and
different. Will bear the
strictest investigation. No
stock-selling proposition.
Address
Exhibitors Herald
Box 101

The Early Bird Catches the Worm
BE THE FIRST EXHIBITOR IN YOUR LOCALITY TO EQUIP YOUR THEATRE WITH
Reversible-Fabric
Chair

Covers

Beautifying — Decorative— Attractive — Sanitary — Easily Attached and LaunderedTailored to Fit — Inexpensive.
WRITE TODAi- FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES
THE DWYER BROS. & CO.
'THE ARISTOCRATS
OF CHAIR COVERS'
CINCINNATI,
Broadway Film Exchange Building

OHIO
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north, Evingston, is giving the big lakefide city a neck and neck race with the
report that the present owners of the
Hoyburn are now drawing plans for the
erection of one of the largest film theatres on the north shore.

the coming two weeks prior to these
joyful days about to surround us. that
EVERY 100 per cent exhibitor in the
country is playing it. There are ample
copies to go around, so get busy boys
and get going.

Another Indiana stop is now on the
salesman's
list atandTolleston.
C. D.hisSigler
is the owner
has called
new
theatre after the town. So hustle, boys,
and swell that contract list of yours.

With 1920 about to shove off and my
chatter for the week ended, ye scribe
wishes you all the MERRIEST of
MERRIE YULETIDES and a ROUSING
BIG PROSPEROUS 1921. So long,
"gang," see you all next year!

We happened to spy Roderick Ross,
the dominating genius of Ross & Co.,
printers to the whole of the industry,
carrying
smile stuff
about withthat
him. "knowing"
With the modesty
that
Roderick is justly famed for, he eased
us the following upon being quizzed as
to
the days
cause until
of the1921
hilarity:
"Justusa and
few
more
is upon
when I do tell you fellows — you'll think
'22 and
like
that! '23 came in, too." Phew! ! Just
With one of our fair critics of a certain daily assigned to cover a special
screening of the Lee kiddies and through
an oversight the popular Goldwyn Edgar
comedies,
"Edgarshown
the Explorer,"
was
at thethat
timeis being
following
the Lee film, and to find the next day a
rip snorting boost on the Edgar comedy,
we'll agree that it's an ill wind that
doesn't blow some good.
P. W. Albert, sales manager of Fitzpatrick-McElroy, sole distributors of the
Ford Weeklies, tells us they have just
received a thousand feet of film from the
Frod film laboratories called "Christmas
Thought."
offered
exhibitorsThis
throughoutis the
nationto tothefoster
and aid the Goodfellow Clubs of the
United States, and let it be said during
sggfr
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Anita Stewart's Latest
Feature Now Under Way
Although only on the second week of
production, Edwin Carewe has filmed
all of the log cabin interior scenes of
"The Tornado," starring Anita Stewart,
and is now starting work on the interiors
of the Jamaica sequence of the story.
"The Tornado" is a future Louis B.
Mayer offering under the Associated
First National banner. The cast supporting Miss Stewart includes Herbert Rawlinson, Walter McGrail, William V.
Mong, Grace Morse and little Richard
Headrick. Anthony Paul Kelly wrote
the scenario from an original story by
Jane
Murfin,plays.
author
of "Lilac
and other
Robert
Kurrle Time"
is in
charge of photography and effects.
Latest Harold MacGrath
Screen Adaptation Ready
Albert Kaufman, who is sponsor for
the independent productions being directed by Sidnay A. Franklin for Associated First National issue, announces
that the cutting of "Parrot and Company" has been completed.
Five months have been spent in film-

Legion Official Lauds
Faversham Production
Following the showing of the
Hobart Henley production made
for Selznick, "The Sin That Was
His,"
starringby William
and written
Frank L.Faversham
Packard,
in Concordia, Mo., on Armistice
day under the auspices of the
American Legion, Al H. Schlapper,
post commander, wrote an unsolicited letter of approval to the
Selznick offices in which he stated
"it is one of the best pictures ever
shown
this city." Schlapper, also
Post in
Commander
says saw
in part:
"All movie
fans
who
this picture
are more
than
with pictures
it." We will
on youpleased
to furnish
for call
our
shows in the future, as it is the
policy of our American Legion
Post to always give the public the
ing this Harold MacGrath story. Many
of the scenes were filmed along the
Ganges river at Benares, and others have
for their locale the famed Taj Mahal,
one ofbest."
the most beautiful temples in the
world.
and Company"
have
a cast "Parrot
that includes
Sylvia will
Breamer,
Richard Dix, Molly Malone, Herbert
Prior and Lloyd Whitlock.
Plan Christmas Opening
MUSKEGON, MICH.— The new motion picture theatre which is being
erected by Schlossman Amusement Company, is expected to be ready for opening
by Christmas Day.
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
(Continued from page 231)

News Item : A Chicago wife dislocated
her jaw while scolding her husband. A
word to the wise! — New Castle (Pa.)
Herald.
* * *
Husband: "'Half of the women in the
world retail gossip." "Oh ! Only half of
them, dearie?" "Yes, the other half wholesale it."— Grand Junction
* * * Sentinel.
"Doctor, my husband is troubled with a
buzzing noise in his ears." "Better send
him to the seashore for a month." "But
he
can't get
Cleveland
News.away." "Then you go." —
"Myamazement
wife saysif she
would spend
be speechless
with
I should
an evening
at
home."
"Trying
to
bribe
you,
eh." —
Town Topics.
* * *
Husband: "But, my dear. I haven't
said a single word." Wife : "No, but
you've been listening in the most insulting
manner." — Browning's
* * Magazine.
*
Magistrate : "But your wife says you
haven't spoken a word to her for over a
year." Polite Prisoner : "No, your worship, I didn't want to interrupt her." —
Pearson's Weekly. * * *
She: " 'Fess up now that you men like
talkative women as well as the others."
He : "Others ! What others ?" — Boston
Transcript.
* * *
"Don't you want to invest in a talking
machine?"
"No, I married one." — Baltimore American.
* * *
Movie Title: "Should a Woman Tell?"
How are you
going to stop her?" —
Schencctadv
Uniaii-Star.
* * *
Teacher: "Johnny, your mouth is open."
"Yes,
CornellTeacher,
Widow. I know it. I opened it." —
* * *
Teacher : "You've been a naughty boy.
You must stay after school." "All right.
Miss Jones, if you aren't afraid of the
scandal I'm not !"—* Jack
* * Canuck.
Teacher : "Who can tell me what 'unaware' means?" Little Mary: "Unaware is
what
you put
Cleveland
News.on first and take off last." —
* * *
Teachers "Where was the Declaration
of Independence signed?" Bright pupil:
"At the bottom. Mum." — Cincinnati Enquirer.

ager's chair at Paramount. B. Herbert
Milligan forms Creation Film Company.
* * *
SEPTEMBER
Max Schwartz is making the rounds for
Unity. Roy Alexander supervises the
booking of Jewels at Universal. Tom
Normantransfers
goes his
withaffiliations
Pathe. from
"Hank"
Peters
Associated Producers to Celebrated. I. Van
Ronkel and Maurice Fleckles form
Favorite Players Film Corporation.
"Chub" Florine leaves Celebrated to journey to the Coast. Max Levey peddling
films for Associated Producers. Garence
Phillips jumps from Educational to
Favorite Players. Will Hollander is doing the P. A. stuff for Lubliner & Trinz.
M. B. Raub jumps into the game as
special representative for Independent
Films. George De Kruif is wielding the
pen for Metro. Joe Koppel leaves Barbee's
to manage
for Aschers.
LockettLoop
accepts
a Vitagraph
job. S.Roy
A.
Delson rejoins Pathe as booker. Pathe
opens new exchange.
* * *
OCTOBER
Split deveolps in Allied Amusement
Association. Jones, Linick & Schaefer
observe fourteenth anniversary of
Orpheum theatre. S. Plame is selling
out of Robertson-Cole. Ben Beadell celebrates third anniversary with Selznick.
B. T. Phelps is doing a turn for Unity.
Max Levey returns to Robertson-Cole.
Chicago exchange managers organize.
Douglas Bergh, George Kleine representative, died. Arthur Lowy forms Illinois and Indiana Film Exchange. M.
Whitmoyer is an acquisition of Associated Producers. Joe Lyon takes the
manager's chair at American. Max
Levey is now with Fox. Milton Simon
and Arthur TofHer form Selected Films,
Inc. Irv Mack is turning out p. a. for
Celebrated. Frank Ishmael goes under
the Robertson-Cole banner.
* * *
NOVEMBER
A. M. Gollos heads Gollos Enterprises,
Inc. B. D. Russell made production
manager of Capital. Will M. Hight to
promote an animated cartoon by Penny
Ross. Henry W. Peters is managing
sales force at Greater Stars. Tom
Mitchell takes title of manager at Gollos
Enterprises. "Chub" Florine is talking
up Doll-Van subjects. Chicago press
representatives organize. Harry Rice resigns from Universal. Bernard Pador
returns from Indianapolis to the Chicago
the ay
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Due to space limitations in this |
I issue, the department, "Guide to
I Current Pictures," is omitted. The
Ii week.
department will be resumed next |
aillluinilllH)Mii]iiilimimaii[HniTi:iii]iii;iimiinuiiniitTr»iniiiininiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinjnniniitfniffg
office of Merit Film. John Smalley makes
Gollos Enterprises his headquarters.
Warren Rutter is selling for American.
Ben Beadell appointed Stoll manager.
Eddie Silverman is managing Select.
Greater Stars renamed Pioneer Film
Corporation. Fred Aiken leaves Vitagraph to become active as vice-president
of
Superior. Henri Ellman, George Levy
and Marvin Weisman organize Famous
Features Film Company of Indianapolis.
\\ illiam Dineen resigns as manager of
Moir theatres. Ascher Brothers observe
eleventh anniversary as Chicago exhibitors. Morris Schwartz joins Educational. Nat Wolf appointed manager of
Educational at Dallas. Robertson-Cole
moves to 908 South Wabash.
* * *
DECEMBER
E. F. Tarbell to manage Vitagraph,
with L. A. Quill in charge of all salesmen and Paul de Outo as sales manager
in the local office. Al Gallas becomes
sales manager at Select office. Phil Solomon joins Celebrated sales staff. Harry
Rice appointed general manager of Independent Films. George De Kruif
leaves Capital and goes to Exhibitors
Supply Company. Will Hight severs his
connections with Reelcraft. W. L. Hill
leaves First National to promote Universal films. T. R. Gilliam succeeds W.
L. Hill at First National. Arthur Telsor
joins Favorite Players.
Saxes Lease Waukesha
Houses for Five Years
WAUKESHA. WIS. — Saxe Brothers
Amusement Company announces the lease
of the Auditorium and Colonial theatres for
five years. The new management will assume charge on January 1. Loren Thurwachter will be local manager.
The new Parkview theatre was opened
the first week in December. Thurwachter
is manager of this for the Saxe company.
Frank Thompason directs the orchestra and
Miss Maude Rhine is organist.
National Ready to Issue
"Forbidden Love" Feature
Thomas de Yassey. vice president of
National American Film Corporation,
announces the completion of the special,
"Forbidden Love," adapted by Edward
Russell and directed by Philip Van Loan.
The all-star cast includes Creighton
Hale. George MacQuarrie, Marguerite
Clayton, Harold Thomas. Peggy Shaw
and Thomas Cameron.
Plan Half Million Dollar
Theatre for Kansas City
KANSAS CITY, MO. — E. J. Grubel
and F. C. Grubel. who operate a chain
of motion picture houses, have awarded
contracts for the building of a new Minnesota avenue theatre on the Kansas
side. The improvement will represent
an investment of half a million dollars.
More than $400,000 will be put into the
actual building. Construction work will
start about February 20.
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*nd directed
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Seitz himself in a brilliant
feature serial, clever in story,

mm

replete with action.
A
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